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PREFACE

TriB Purpose of this DICTIONAKY is to give an account of everything that relates to

CHEIST His Person, Life, Work, and Teaching.

It is in a sense complementary to the D ''."'/ of the Itible, in which, of

course, Christ has a great place But a Dictionary of the Bible, being occupied

mainly with things biographical, historical, geographical, or antiquarian, does not give

attention to the things of Christ sufficient for the needs of the preacher, to whom
Christ is everything This is, first of all, a preacher's Dictionary. The Authors of

the articles have been carefully chosen from among those Scholars who are, or have

been, themselves preachers. And even when the articles have the same titles as

articles in the Dictionary of the JKible, they are written by new men, and from a new

standpoint. It is thus a work whiqh is (juite distinct from, and altogether independent

of, the Dictionary of the JBible.

It is called a DICTIONABY OF CHRIST AND THE GOSPELS, because it includes

everything that the Gospels contain, whether directly related to CHRIST or not.

Its range, however, is far greater than that of the Gospels. It seeks to cover all that

relates to Christ throughout the Bible and in the life and literature of the world.

There will be articles on the Patristic estimate of Jesus, the Mediaeval estimate, the

Reformation and Modern estimates. There will be articles on Christ in the Jewish

writings and in the Muslim literature. Much attention has been given to modern

thought, whether Christian or anti-Christian. Every aspect of modern life, in so far

as it touches or is touched by Christ, is described under its proper title

Still, the Gospels are the main source of our knowledge of Christ, and it will be

found that the contents of the Gospels, especially thefa spiritual contents, have never

before been so thoroughly investigated and set forth.
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It will be observed at once that a large number of the titles of the articles

are new. Thus to take the first letter of the alphabet there are no artielen in

the Dictionary of tke Bible (unless the word happens to be used in some obsolete

sense) on ABGAE, ABIDING, ABOVE AND BELOW, ABSOLUTION, ACCOMMODATION, Amvm,
AFFLICTION, AGONY, AMAZEMENT, AMBASSAGE, AMBITION, ANNOUNCEMENTS w DEATH,

ANNUNCIATION, ARBITRATION, ARISTBAS, ARISTION, ARREST, ASCETICISM, ATTRACTION OF

CHRIST, ATTRIBUTES OF CHRIST, AUTHORITY OF CHRIST, AUTHORITY IN KKLIGION, AWE.

These articles are enough to give the present work distinction

Again, there are certain topics winch are treated more fully here than in tho

Dictionary of the Bible, because they have specially to do with Chi 1st. In tho letter

A may be named ACCEPTANCE, ACCESS, ALPHA AND OMEGA, ANGKR, ANOINTING,

ASCENSION, ASSURANCE, ATONEMENT.

All these articles, moreover, have a range which is greater than the corresponding

articles in the Dictionary of the Bilk, if they occur there. They describe HOIHO anptu't

of Christ's Person or Work, not only as it is presented in the Bible, but also an it

has been brought out in the history of the Church, and in Christian experience,

And even when the articles are confined to the Gospels they have a character

of their own. The ground that has to be covered being loss, the treatment can bo

fuller. It has also been found possible to make it more expository. Take Urn

following examples ABBA, AMEN, ANGELS, APOSTLES, ARCHELAUS, ART, AIWUHTU&

Thus, in a word, there are three classes of topics, each of which contributes*

something towards the distinction of this work. There are topics, like AUTHORITY

OF CHRIST, which are wholly new. There are topics which may or may not ho

wholly new, like ATTRACTION (which is new) and ATONEMENT (which is not), but

which have a wider range than any topics in the Dwtionary of the JHUe. And

there are topics, like ANGELS, which have a narrower range, having no occasion to

go beyond the limits of the Gospels, but within, that range are fuller, and of more

practical value for the preacher.

The subject is inexhaustible. It has not been exhausted in this work. Perhaps

the most that has been done is to show how great Christ is.

Many scholars have rendered valuable assistance. In addition to the Hervicon of

Dr. Selbie and Dr. Lambert, the Editor desires especially to acknowledge those of

Professor Howard Osgood of Eochester Theological Seminary, New York, who

examined the Gospels minutely to see that no topic had been omitted, and added

some useful titles to the list.

The Dictionary will be completed in two volumes, of which this is the first*
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L GENEKAL
Alex. = Alexandrian.

Apoc. = Apocalypse, Apocalyptic,
Apocr = Apocrypha, Apocryphal,
A(|. -Aquila.
Arab. =Aiabic.
Aram. -= Aramaic.

Assyr, = Assynan.
Ball. = Babylonian.
c.

-
rmvr, a'hout.

Can. = Canaanite.
cf. == compare.
cl, = contrast.
I ) =s I )euteronomist.
K^Klohiht
edd. = editions or editors.

K#yp.
-

Egyptian.
Kn#.

-
Kn^hsh.

Kth. =~ KUuopic,
f. = and following verse or page : AH Ac lO:J4r'

H'. --and following verses or pages : an Mt
Or. -({reek.

H~La\v of Holiness.
Mob. -- Hebrew,
llcl, -- Hellenistic.

Ilex. -- Hcxatouoh.
I nr.

- Israelite.

J AtlahwiKt.
,r Jehovah.
J oruH. a- <leruKalom.
JOK, s

LXX = Scptuagint.
MSS= Manuscripts*MT= Massoretic Text.
n. =note.
NT=New Testament.

Ps= Priestly Narrative.
Pal. =- Palestine, Palestmian.
Pent = Pentateuch.
Pers s= Peisian.
Phil. = Philistine.

Pi. Bk. = Prayer Book.
R = Redactor.
Rom. = Roman.
Sam. = Samaritan.
Sem. = Semitic.

Sept.
Sin. ^rh
S \nii ii *<\ mmadras.
SVl. - >\ I M<
Tahn. 'Talmud.

Taig. srTargiiui.
Theod. -s Theodotion.

tr. -tninnlatc 01 n<uislaiion.

VSS= Vernions.
Vul. Vulgate.WH -= Westcott and Hort's text.

II. BOOKB OF TUB BlBLB

Lv ~ Leviticus.
Nn = NumberB.

Old T&$ttwient.

Is Isaiah.

i . "7 1

'

,

I /,* I /, s-
Dns Daniel.

Mic=Micah.

K.i --1

I S, 3Sl and 2 Samuel.
I K* 2 K = l and 2 Kings. Ob=sObadiah.
I Oh, 2 Oh l and 2 Jon a Jonah.
Chronicles.

Ezras Ezra.
NehssNehemiah.
Eat= Esther,
Job*
Psw Psalms*
Pr ss Proverbs, Mai Malachi.
Ec^Eeclemastes.

Apocrypha,
I Est 2 Essl and 2 To*Tobit,

Esdras. Jth= Judith.

Ad, Est 2= Additions to Bus
Esther. Bel = Bel and the

Wis Wisdom. Dragon,
Bir = Sirach or Ecclesi- Pr. Man = Prayer of

the
Bar = Barucsh.
Three = Song of

Three Children.

Mtss Matthew.
Mk=sMark.
Lk =s Luke.

Ik>~ Romans.
1 Co, 2 Co 1

Corinthian^
(Jal -(Inlatians.

Eph =-
Ephchians.

Ph Philij)pians.

1 Mae, "2 Mac= l and 2
Maccabees.

Testament.

1 Th, 2 Th = 1 and 2
Tkessalonians.

1 Ti 2 Ti = 1 and 2

Timothy
Tit= Titus
Philem as Philemon,

and 2 He s Hebrews.
Ja= James.
IP, 2 Poland 2 Peter.
1 Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn=*l, 2,

and S John.
Jude.
Rev s= Revelation.

vii
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III. ENGLISH VERSIONS

Wyc.=Wychfs Bible (NT e. 1380, OT c. 1382,

Purvey's Revision c. 1388).

Tmd.=Tindale's NT 1526 and 1534, Pent. 1530.

Cov. = Coverdale's Bible 1535.

Matt, or Rog. = Matthew's (i e. prob. Rogers')
Bible 1537.

Gran or Great =Cranmer's ' Great
3 Bible 1539.

Tav. = Taverner's Bible 1539.

Gen. = Geneva NT 1557, Bible 1560.

Bish = Bishops' Bible 1568.

Tom.=Tomson's NT 1576.

Rhem.=Rhemish NT 1582.

Don.: T) i: .,, x OT 1609.

AV= \ .:' - VeisionlGll.
AVm = Authoiized Version margin.
RV = Revised Version NT 1881, OT 1885.

RVm=Revised Version margin.
EV= Auth and Rev. Versions.

IV. FOE THE LITERATURE

AHT=Ancient Hebrew Tradition.
AJSL=American Journal of Sem. Lang, and

Literature.
AJTh~American Journal of Theology.
^tr=Altes Testament.
BL= Barnpton Lecture.
J3M= British Museum.
BRP=- Biblical Researches in Palestine.

CIGr=z Corpus Inscriptionum
~

i

OIL Corpus Inscriptionum \

CIS= Corpus Inseriptionum Semiticarum.
COT= Cuneiform f^i -n \

\
,i m ~ and the OT.

DB= Dictionary 01 the Bible.

DOA = Dictionary of Christian V '

',
."i-

DRE Dictionary of H-M. .MM arm II; Hies.

EHH Early History ->i >lu Ih-imw-
JSaepT--T.\\-.-'>*\ Times
GrAP i .*>>!. f:- 1

1 1" des alten Palastina.
GGA ! inu - li Gelehrte Anzeigen.
GGN=z Nachrichten der konigl. Gesellschaft der

WissenvSchaften zu Oo't insert
(7J"F=Geschichte des Judischen Volkes.
^F/=Gesehichte des Volkes Israel.

HCM Higher Criticism and the Monuments.
^Tj&=Historia Ecclesiastica.
HG-RL^ Historical Geog. of Holy Land.
HI= History of Israel.

jy<7P= History of the Jewish Ft ..|.loHPM History, Pioj)he(.v. an-i '\\^ M( yMrn i,-

HPN= Hebrew Pioper ]Sifime-
/

t/61 =Israelitische und Judische Geschichte.
JBL~Journal of Biblical Literature

^srJahrbucher fur deutsche Theologie.
= jG\\i*h Quarterly Review.
S=Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.

JSL~ Journal of Sacred Literature.
JThSt = Jouinal of Theological Studies
/T-ir-Dio Koiliri'sflmffeii und da- Alte Test.
AX/'/'

1

Keiliii**clmticn \\ ^(^diichtsforschung.
KTH-- Koihn-rUiiiilKho Uil>iH)tlick

Z^=The Land and the Book.
-#=Literarisches Centralblatt.
LOr=Introd. to the Literature of the Old Test.

u. Nachrichten
deutwchen Pal -Vereins.

NHWB = NeuhebraischeH Worterbueh.
NTZG = Neute>stamenthche ZeitgeBchichte.

tl

&m of the Psalter.

ThQ Old Test in the Jewish Church.

]ydn.-.int Bible.

^= Palestine Exjuoiation Fund.
PEFSt= Quarterly Statement of the same.
P5JM = Piocee<hrigHof fcSoc. of BibL Archaeology,
jPjBJ^=Real-Encylcloj)a<lie iur proton t. Theologio

und Khche.
QPB = Queen ' Prmtein' Bible.

HB~Revue Biblicme
Revue dew Ktudes Juives-

= Records of the Past.
= Religion of the Semites.
E- Sacred Books of the East.

SJSOT= Sacred Books of Old Test.

&ST=Studien und Kritiken.
SP= Sinai and Palestine.
SWP^Memoirs of the Survey of W. Palestine,

ThL or T/iLZ=T\iQQ\. Literaturxeitnng.
ThT-Theol. Tijdschrift.
TS= Texts and Studies.
TSBA = Transactions of Soc. of BibL Archaeology.
y'Z7=Texte und Untersuchun^en.WAI=Western Asiatic Tus< upturns
WZKM= Wiener Zeitschnfc fur Kunde dcH

fiu AssyiiologieZAW 01 ZATW^Z&teQlmtt fur die Alttwt.
Wissenschaft.

der Deutschen Morgon-
landisehen Gesellschaft.

des Deutschen
Vereins.

fur Keilschriftforschung.
fur kirehhche Wis

fur die Neutest,
schaft.

f. Theologie u. Kirche,

A small superior number designates the particular edition of the work referred to : as KAT2
, LOT.
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DICTIONARY OF CHRIST
AND THE GOSPELS

A
AARON. The namo occurs only 5 timoH in the

NT. Throe of the passages contain historical
references onlj : Lk 1

s whore Khsabeth in de-
scribed an* of the daughters of Aaion*; Ac 740

which refers to the request of the r.sraehte.s that
Auron would * make them gods'; and lie 94

*Aaron\s ro<l that budded.' The other two paw-
Migew refor to Aaion'.s oiHce as hijjh piicsl, and .ire

directly concerned with the ClniMimi doetriuo of
the pneHUiood of rhrist. In He f>

4 we lead,
* And

no man taketli the honour unto himself, but when
he in (Called of ( Jod, even an wan Aaron '

; and lie 7 11

speaks of another pricHt after the older oi Mel-
chizedek, who nhould 'not be reckoned after the
order of Aaron,' It is JIB the representative high
pnent that Aaron han boon regarded an a typo of

vhrint,
The two pointn on which the writer of HebrtiWB

iusitttH are, one of comparison, and one of contrast.
On the one hand, Christ, like Aaron, did not take
His pnVstly oilioe on Himself, hut was directly
uppointcil \ty God (5*); on the other, the Aaroxuc

type of piiesihood is sharply distinguished from
that of our Lord in certain fundamental respects.
Christ was indeed divinely appointed: He was

prepared for service, in being made like His
brethren (2

17
) and fitted by llin svmnathy (4

1C
)

awl fiiUTny io undertake priestly \\OIK on" their
hchalf

, i hi on ^1 1 His death on the cross He offered

Himself as a sacrifice, appaiontly on earth and

certainly in heaven as a temple not made with
hands

(

w
) ; He IB able to nave to the uttermost

those who come to God through Him as priest,

seeing He ever lives to make priestly intercession
for them (7

20
). Tlm far He wa Aaron's antitype.

But the analogy fails most werioxisly in certain

?m]>ortant features, m the writer of Hebrews
showH, ChriBt'B pi ust hood v us not according to

the Law. If He M en- on (intli lie would not be
a priest at all, -|nm^:nu JIB He did from Judah,
not from Levi (7'

1

,

Me ijul not hold His office in

virtue of caithly'descent, nor was He limited to

an earthly sancfuaiy, nor did He present to God
a sin-oHering- which could be, or needed to be,

frequently repeated (9
Mt

) None of the sacrifices

of the Law could * make perfect as pertaining to

the confidence
'

(9). At best they procured only
a limited access to God. Into the holiest place
the high priest wan peimitted to enter only once
a year, and then in virtue of sacrifices offered for
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his own sins, as well as the people's (9
7
). Christ's

priesthood was 'after the order of Melchizedek*

(b'^ ), eternal : His sacrifice was a spiritual one,
offered once for all ; it in impossible to think of
tV N j-rUli- 11 on earth of that ottering which
\iiiiu-J In-, eternal Spirit' (9

J4
) our glorilied

High Priest present/a continually in *a more per-
fect tal)ernaele

3

(v,
n

) ?n heaven itself, for us. He
was xnmlc a priest, not. according to any legal
eni'/jtmert belonging to earth and finding its ex-

pression in the ilesh ; but dynamically, according
1

to tae enduring power of an indissoluble life (7
1<J

).

Thus Chmt may well be spoken of as the second
Adam, but not as a second Aaron. The lines of

Bishop Wordsworth's hymn, *Now our heavenly
Aaron enters, Through His blood within the veil,'
can be deiended only in so far as the name Aaron
is Hynonymous with high piicst. The peional
name suggests just those limitations which the

generic name avoids, and which the writer of

Hebrews expressly warns us must on no account
be attributed to our great High Priest who has

passed into the heavens. So far as the doctrine
of Christ is concerned, it is well to follow Scripture
usage and bo speak of Him as our Eternal High
Priest, rather than to press an analogical or typical
relation to Aaron, which fails at many cardinal

points.

LITKRATIRE For the further discussion of the subject see
Vleslootii and A. B Davidson on Jlebteu.8, especially the
dolor hed note of the latter on the Priesthood of Christ; also

Milligan'b Baird Lectures on The Ascension and Heavenly
jPrmt/iood of mvr Lr>r<3, und Uic ui i of Dr. Denney on '

Priest-

hood m NT 1
in Hastings' >&, vol. iv. "\\r. T. BAVISON.

ABBA. An Aramaic word picurved "by St.

Mark in our Lord's prayer in Gethsemane (14
86

'Aj8j8S ^ rar^p, irdvra $vvar& ffot), and given twice
in the same association with 6 war^p by St. Paul

; and Gal 46
^ctTr^orecXc^ 6 Oedy r6 Jl^eC/ta roO

oO els T&.S KOLpSlas ^0>v /cpafov, "AjSjQa 6 Trarjta).

A diniculty arises both as to the spelling and the
monunciation of the word Abba, and also as to its

oeing found in all the above passages joined to
6 vrarrfp,

i. Abba -ft,.
' M-TI - ;!.!- to the Aramaic N^NI

abbd, whicli \ il" U-ii i
, : state of a?j dbk (eoii^

struct state ntf abh\ and means *

Father/ unless it

is used for *my Father
'

(?$< for ^) as in Gn 1934a

(Targ. of On^elos and pseudo-Jonathan ; see Dal-
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man, Aramaisch-Neuhcbraisches Worterbuch, s v ,

Gramm p. 162, and Words of Jesus, p. 192 [Dai-
man says that the suffix of 1 pers. sing is

' deliber-

ately avoided with a$ and is supplied by the de-

terminative form 3

]). It is not, however, quite
certain that the word was pronounced abbd in

Palestine in our Lord's time. As the points were
not invented till many centuries after, we cannot

be sure that abbd was then the definite state rather

than abhd as in Syriac ; and we have no indication

except the Greek transliteration that the b was then
doubled. But the fact that, when points were first

used (A.D. 700?), the daghesh was employed for the

definite state of this word in the Targumic litera-

ture, coupled with the doubling of the $ in the

Greek, affords a piesumption that the b was hard
and doubled in this worn at the beginning of our
era [Dalman gives for the definite state K3$ Gn
4419

, or N3 Nu 2514
, or in Palestinian Targum also

N^K; with other pionommal suffixes we have vwa

etc., and the pi. definite state is nn^]. The

Syriac, on the othei hand, has b aspirated through-

out, abh
s

abhd (pron. av, avd, or aw9

aivd), etc , and the distinction between |o |
ab&9

a spiritualfather, and |n> | avd, a natural father,

which the grammarians make, appears not to be
founded on any certain basis, nor to agree with

themanusciipts (Payne-Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus,

s.v.). The proper name (}( also in Syriac has

always aspirated b, while Dalman (Worterbuch)
gives for Targumic N^N, and says it is an ab-
breviation of -T3N. In Mk 14s6 (Feshitta) Pusey

* -7

and Gwilliam give \*2\ as in Massora 1 in the

British Museum (Codex Additjonalis 12138, Nes-
torianus, A.D. 899) ; the American edition prints

JO I (i.e. with %*D) in all three NT places ; but this

is rather a following of the grammarians than of

gH-i" 'IK !,: li; i. . It is very noteworthy, however,
tnat the i^arkieian version in the Markan passage

spells the word f^f^, transliterating the Greek

directly back into Syriac, rather than using the

Syriac word itself.

John Lightfoot (Horce Hebraicce on Mk 1486 )

remarks that the Targum, in translating the OT,
never renders a 'civil' father, i.e. a master, prince,
lord, etc., by KJK, but only a natural father, or a
father who adopts ; in the former sense they use
some other word. But this throws no light on the
pronunciation of Abba.

It is to be noticed that it is not certain how
the Greeks of the 1st cent, themselves pronounced
d/S/5S, whether abbd or, as the modern Greeks pro-
nounce it, avvd. The word is not found in the
LXX. It passed into ecclesiastical Latin with a
doubled b y and gave us such words as *

abbot,'
*

abbacy/ etc.

But does it mean * Father ' or * my Father }

? If
it be a Jewish formula or fixed manner of begin-
ning prayer, it may well be the latter. We must,
however, note that whatever be the way of ac-

counting for
j

Apj3a 6 wwr'fip (see below), the origina-
tors or originator of that phiaso in Greek, whether
the Jews, or our Lord, or Si Paul or the Second
TVari>olist, seem to have taken 'AfipS, to mean
merely Tatlici

T And the same is probably true
of the translators of the Peshitta. The Smaitic

Syriac, however, appears to read ^A-^l my Father

(see below). The Curetonian Syriac is wanting here.

ABBA

2. We have next to account for the association

of 'A/3/3S, in its Gieek dress with 6 ir&ryp in all t lie-

three places where it occurs in NT. In Mk 14*'

the Peshitta reads 'Father, my

Father,' and the Sinaitic Syriac has simply *. uO
|

'my Father.' In Ro 8 15 and Gal 46 the Pe.slntta

X 7 * 7

reads ^CLO| \2\. All these appear to be mw
expedients adopted to avoid the awkwardness of

lepeating J*D], and they do not really throw light,

on the origin of the Greek phrase.
We may first take as a MippoMium that our

Lord, praying in Gethsemanc, u-id ilie Aramaio

language, and theiefore said 'Abba' only, and

that 6 irar/ip is the Evangelist's .
k

\pl<inalion, tor

Greek readers, of the Axamaic word. St. iMailc

undoubtedly leports several Aiarnaic woids, and

except in the case of the well-known *

Rabbi,
1

* Rabboni' (9
5 1081

etc.), explains them. Hut then
lie always uses a formula, # <-<mz> (

4

J
17 7 11 :M

)
or $ eVm

]A0ep[A7)Vv6fj,Gi'ov (5
41 153<

*). ft is suggested that in

the ease o \^'.
*

r
" *

of the \\ord would
make th M- uniiecessaiy ; hut

the same ' ' ake it unnecessary
to explain it at all. Another suggestion in that the

solemnity of the context would make the formula
:
-i > ,- T 1

e strongest argument for & warn'ip
.. -j ii> , ! i

' of the rlvangeliHt in that, what-
ever view we take of our Lord having nia<l<% UM?

of Greek in ordinary Bpeech, it ih e\ii<'nn-l\ un

likely that His prayers were in tlun l.iiipmvt ;

and if He prayed in Aramaic, He \\oul<l mil\ ^ty
*Abba.' It is the common expei ienee of bilingual
countries that though the acquired language may
be in constant use for commerce or

%
the ordinary

purposes of life, the native tongue is tenaciously

retained for devotion and prayer. S,mday-Head
lam's supposition (Momans^ in loc

: )9 that our Loid
used both words -J-OILJIK-OM-U , with deep emotion,

might be quite piolmMe it lie prayed in the foicimi

tongue, Greek: Inn -<M}'iU*-o if He piayed in the

native Aramaic (-* <\ ho^e\ei, below).
If 6 Trar^p be due to St Mn k, il is piobabU noi>

,'i ine ov^Oju.i i'f'i rm' the b(.nolu.of ('look icadfi^
6 irctr^p had become a

quasi-liturgical formula, possibly even among the

Jews, en iiiiMi')ini1i;il>h ,'ii:mn^ iln- OhriHtianHy would
account tii ii-* ini T vidu<<uMi in a prayer, wher<*

interpretations would be singtilarly otib of plac<.
And this suggestion would account for Hi. raul'rt

using the phrase twice, in two Epistlon written
about the same time, indeed, but to two widely
distant Churches. St. Paul is not in the habit of

unlikely
have introduced one in writing to the EomaiiM and
Galatians. Ti i- MOI pioUililc, however, that he in

quoting or thinking ot om | ord's wordfl in Goth-
semane, for Uuio i- noilim^ in the context to

suggest this.

If the phrase be a liturgical formula, we may
account for it in various way8* J, B. Lightfoot
(Galatians, in loc.) suggests that it may have
OIL 'rutkd jiinon^ Hellenistic JewH ; or else among
Rilt-imiini -Io^- after they had learned Greek,
as 4 an expression of iinporunmie entreaty* TI( k

prefers the latter view, thinking that perhaps our
Lord Himself used both words. He apparently
means that Jesus took the Greek word into Hu
Aramaic prayer ; and he quotes from BchSttgen a
>hnilaj ca-c \\here a woman entreats a judge and
nddiejsso* hiiti as ^3 nD * My lord, lord/ the second
A\ ord lioiny equivalent to the lirst, except for the
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possessive suffix, and boing a trail siiieiation of

Ki'>pi. Chase ('The Lord's Prayer in the Eaily
Church,' in the Cambridge Tests and Indies, vol.

i p. 23) has suggested another origin for the phrase,
which would place its home, not among the Jews
(for which there is no evidence), but among the
Christians. lie suggests that it is due to the
shelter or Lnkan ioim of the Lord's Prayer (Lk
H ufl

).
The Aramaic nhoiter form would begin

with Abba, for the Greek begins with lldrep ; and
the b\ iiotlii'-i- i^ that the early Christians in the
imeri-itx 01 ilieu devotion repeated the (hst word
of the prayer in either language. A somewhat
similar pV i>'iimiioi. is seen in the repetitions for

eniphasi- MI liV\ iv 129 20s
,
where the names are

given in both languages Such a repetition is

}>o*-able only in a bilingual country. That it is

the shoilei roim of the Lord's Prayer that is used
(if Dr. Chase's hypothesis be true), is seen from the
Aramaic x^x Abba. If the longer foim had been
in question, lldrep ^wv, the initial word of the
Aramaic would have had the |IO^I--M\ e pronominal
suffix of 1 pers, pi., and would be KJIDN ftbfyftnd.

It is a confirmation of this theory that the words
which follow, 'Not what I will but what thou
wilt/ recall *Thy will be done' of the Lord's

Prayer; compare especially Mt 264a
yevTjB^r^ TO

@t\i)ju,d crov, the exact words of the longer form of

the Lord's Prayer. This shows that both Evangel-
ists had that prayer in their minds when relating
the agony. The only consideration which militates

against tne theory is that 6 irartfp ift used for Ildrep
The nominative with the article is, however, often
used in NT, by a Hebrew analogy, for an emphatic
vocative, and the desire for emphasis may account
for its use here. A. J. MACLEAN.

ABEL (^n, "A/3eA).-~1. The name occurs in the

Gospels only in Mt 2385
||
Lk II 81

, where Jesus
declares that the blood of the prophets will be

required of this generation. The passage is one
of a series of invectives against Pharisaism, col-

lected in Mt 23, parts of which are pH-nmd in

Lk 1L 13. 14. 20. 21. Abel is named :- the IU*L of

the long line of martyrs whose blood had been
shed during the period covered by the OT, the
last being Zachanah (which see).

* In both eases
tli-

1 '
*

"
> in indicated: "the voice of thy

lii.i'ii. i
. li'd-ni crieth unto me from the giound

'

(Gn 410
) ;

" the Lord look upon it, and jejune it"'

(2 Ch 24aa
}.' In St. Matthew the words are ad-

dressed to the Pharisees in the 2nd pei son
' that

upon you may come evoiv lighteou^ blood [ie.
the blood of each righteous person] shed upon the
earth, from tho Tblooa of Abel the iighteous, until

the blood of Zachariah . . . etc.* In St. Luke the

passage is thrown into the 3rd person :

* that the
blood of all the piophet* which hath been shed
from the foundation of the world may be required
of this generation, from the blood of Abel until

the blood of Zachariah . , . etc.'

The description of Abel in St. Matthew as * the

righteous
'

is noteworthy, and should be compared
with He II4. Tn the story of Abel nothing what-
ever is said as to his moral character ; the contrast
between him and his brother lay in the fact that
* Jehovah had respect unto Abel and to Ms offer-

ing , but unto Cain and to bis offering be had not

respect.' The writer of the Epistle
to the Hebrews

says that it was faith which led Abel to ofler the
more excellent sacrifice ; but wherein the excellence
consisted the narrative of Genesis does not explain.
But the expression TOV 6tKaLou seems to reflect the
Pharisaic conception of righteousness as that which
'consisted primarily in tne observance of all the
rites and ceremonies prescribed in the law' (cf.

Lk I 6). Abel's offering must have been preferred
presumably because it was in some way more to

God'- liking moii* correct. This, however, was
not <OII-I>M.I'II v, nli Ohnst's idea of iigln<*<mMH'-- -

4

except yom n--' < mi- -- -brill .1 bound beyond
that of the M-I"" ,i n, IMiim-ri

, ye shall not
enter into the kingdom of heaven 3

(Mt 520
). It

may be concluded, therefore, that St. Luke has

pieserved the more original form of Christ's words,
and that ' the righteous

J

is an addition in Mt 23J5

due to current Jewish conceptions.
2. It is possible that Chust had the story of

Abel in mind when He spoke of the devil as being
4 a mmderer (dvQpuiroKTbvQs) from the beginning,'
i.e. the instigatoi of murder as he is of hes(Jn844

).

But the passage may be a reference to the intro-

duction of death into the woild by the fall ot

Adam.
3. In He 122i the < blood of Abel '

is contrasted
with the blood of -|ii "sUnr.

'

under the new dis-

pensation. In Gn 4-' God says
' Hark '

(Vip) thy
brother's blood crieth unto rne from the ground,

5

i.e. it pleads for vengeance. But the blood of

sprinkling *-|-ivkU'i Mnuoihin^ better' (KpetTro*>

\a\ovvri) . it i- she b'lM'ii shed in ratilication of a
New Covenant, whose mediator is Jesus.
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AB61R, Between the years B.C. 99 and A.D. 217

eight (or ten) kings or toparchs of Edessa in

Osrhoene bore this name. It is with the toparch
that ruled in the time of our Saviour, Abgar
Ukkftma(

c tho Black,' c. B.C. 13 to A.D, 50 [(hit-

HchinidJ, B.C. to A.D, 46 [Dionysius of Telmanar]),
that we are here concerned, owing to the legendary
accounts of hi- o^r j i

>]
i,d- in( i- with Jesus, accepted

an historical i.n" b\ 1 UM hm-, and Tby him given
wide currency. Eu'sebius (ME i. 1&) relates, witli-

out in\ -u*;^r>iion of M-epticibin, that *

king Ab-

gar, \\lio ixiTvd AMth gu'Jii ulorj the nations beyond
the I-uphniio-, leing iiJllu-ted \\ it li a terrible disease

which n \\a.^ be.\ond the pouei oi human skill to

cure, when be heard of the name of Jesus and His

miracles, * , . sent a message to Him by a courier

and begged Him to heal tlie disease.' Eusebius

proceeds to impart the letter of Abgar and the
answer of Jesus, which he claims to have derived

directly from the archives of Edessa, and to have
translated (or caused to be translated) literally
from Syriac into Greek. The letter of Abgar
reads as follows :

-

*Abgar, ruler of Bdeswa, to Jesus the excellent Saviour who
has appeared In the country of Jerusalem, greeting I have
heard the reports of thee and of thy cures aa performed by
thee without medicines or herbs. For it is said that \\ith a

word onl> thou makest the blind to see and the lame to walk,
that thou clcaiiMJSii lepers and vastest out impure spirits ana
ckmoiH, and thai thou healest those afflicted with lingering

1

discuss, and also tlun ihou raiset-t fche dead. And having heard
all Huso Urritf- concerning- thee, I have concluded that one of

tAio tiling ini.Hi be true: either thou art God and hast come
down from heaven to do thee things, or else thou who doesfc

these thin^fl art the Son of God Whertfoic I have written to

thee to ask thee that ihou wouldest take the trouble to com e

even to me and heal the diseane whit h I have For J have been
informed that the Jews are murmuring against thee and are

plotting to injure thee. But T have a city, small indeed jet
honourable, which may suffice for u0 both.'

The answer of Jesus runs

* Blessed art thou who hast believed in me when thou thyself

hast not seen me. For it stands written concerning me, that

they who have seen me will not believe in me, and that they
who have not seen me will believe and be saved But in regard
to what thou hast wiitten me, that I should come to tihee it is

necessary for me to fulfil all things here for which I have been

sent, and after I have fulfilled them thus to be taken tip again
to Him that sent me. But after I have been taken up I will

send to thee one of my disciples, that he mav heal thy disease

and give life to thee and those who are with thee/
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. an accompanying nariative in .* i
1

*>
'

'.''<

language, giving an account of the H' I!?M "i v

Christ's promise, Eusebms quotes at considerable

length. A biief summary of the contents of this

document must here suffice. Judas, also called

Thomas, is said to have sent Thadda*us, one of the

Seventy, to Edeb,si, noon after the ascension of

Jesus. Arriving in Kdessa he took lodgings, and
without reporting himself at the couit engaged
extensively in woiks of healing. When the king
heaid theieof he suspected that he was the disciple

promised by Jesus, and had him brought to coin t.

On the JippcauiiK o of Tliadd.i u- *a ^u-nl vision

appeared 10 Ybgni in the coniiion.iiic** of Thad-

dseus,' which led the former to piostrate himself

before the latter, to the astonishment of the

courtiers, who did not .see the vision. Having"
become assured that his guest is the promised

disciple of Jesus, and that he has come fully em-

powered to heal and to save on condition of liw

exercise of faith, Abgar as.suies Thoddceus that his

faith is so stiong that, had it not been for the

presence of the Romans, he would have sent an

army to destroy the Jews that crucified Jewus.

Thaddseus assures him that in fulfilment of the

Divine ptori of j 'demotion Jesus has been taken

up to Hi- r.u'i-
, ana, on a further profession of

faith in Father and Son, Thaddavas lays his hands

upon the king and liealuliini ^T; MVI- In-rli- .-'i <;,-

folio* 1

, ,
-

;. s

"

s
1

.

;
"

e jnwi lii:i;r<-i t- <*;-j.. I

At 1 1 :,!." i- *
.

' "i the king summons the

citizens as a body to hear the pi<M.chin<r of the

word, and afterwaids offers him a ncli reward,
which is i ':

'

refused. According to

the Syria . . . which Eusebius quotes,
the visit of Thaddseus occurred in the year 840 of

the era of the SeleucidtB (corresponding, according
to K. Schmidt in PJRSP, tub we,, to A.D. 29;

according to others, A.D. 30, SI, or 32).

From the same Edessene materials Howes of

Chorene, the Armenian historian of the middle of

the 5th cent., prepared independently of Eusebius
an account of the intercourse between Abgar and
Christ and His disciples, which attests the general
correctness of Eusebius* work. The fact that

Moses was for several years a student in Ede&sa
enhances the value of his account. He represents
the reply of Jesus as having been written on His
"behalf by Thomas the Apostle. In Moses' account
occurs the statement that after his conversion
Ab'jrnnn \\-ioteletters to the empcroi Tibeiius, to

Sui -"*, kmtfofAssyria, to Ardache^kingof Persia,
and others, recommending Clu isiianity (///?/. Arm.
ii. 30-33). Here also appear ilio lepond that
Christ sent by Ananias, the courier of Abgar, a

Ananias, the courier of Abgar, aa himself an
artist, and as so overcome by tiie splendom of the
countenance of Jesus when attempting to depict
it that he was obliged to desist ; whereupon Christ,

having washed His face, wiped it \virh a towel
which retained His likeness. This

^ picture was
taken by Ananias to his master, and it became for
the city a sort of talisman. This miraculously
produced portrait, or what purported to be such, is

said to have been transferred to the church of St.

Sophia at
Constantinople

in the 10th cent., and
later to have passed thence to the church of St.

Sylvester in Rome, where it is still exhibited
for the edification of the faithful A church in

Genoa makes a rival claim to the possession of the

original handkerchief portrait.

Any suspicion that Eusebius fabricated the docu-
ments that he professes to translate was set aside

by the discovery and publication of what have
been accepted as the original Syriac documents

(The Doct, ofAfMfti the AjMttffc, \\l(]\ an English
Tianslation and Notes, by G. Phillips, London,

1876). The Syi iao document contains the story ot

the portiait, A\ Inch wan piobably already cunont

in the time of Kuwcbius. Tho Hyiiae^vcmou of

the story given by Ouroton in liin Ancient tii/wrr

Documents seems 'to be an elaborate expansion of

that ot EuHobius, and to have been composed con-

siderably Inter.

The lettei of Christ to Abgar was deehued by a
Roman Council in 494 or 401 .

*

V .,O>
._

. Tille-

mont sought to prwe the - ' i. n ! M i

'

i
1 corre-

spondence (Rfommw, i. p,-
>'- i*!"1 id Mnrilar

attempts have 1 een ma< * I-\ ^- e
\

l

'fmtffnn

Quartalschr. 1842, p. 335 fl*.), Punok (Zeitsdir. /.

jfttf. Thcol. 1843, ii. pp. 3-20), PhillipH (preface

to The Doct. of Acldai), and CureUm (An?. >%r,
JDor ).

It may be assumed that the documents were

forged some time before EuHebiuH used them.

Christianity seemw to have been introduced into

Osrhoene during the 2nd cent. A.I). The lirst

king
1 known to have favoiued Christianity wan

Abgar VIII. (bar-Mann), who leaned 170-213, and

is said to have been on very int iniato terms with

BardenaneH, the scholarly (inostic. A OhriHtian

church l>uildinj modelled after the temple in Joru*

salem exiHted in Edessa Home time
Ijefore 208,

until, according to tho Kdesnene Chronicle, it wan

destroyed (middle of the 6th cent.) by Hood* AH

EdeKsagK w jn inijtoitance as a (thrintian centre,

with its tlieolo<iicjil scliool, its ambition for din-

tinction may have led some not o^ <M -scrupulous
ecelesiawtic to fabricate these documents and to

palm them off on the too crednloun authorities*.

The forgery may have occurred early in the 3rd

cent (Zahn), bnt more pi obably early in the 4th.

The only piece of real information thafc has como
down to UB regarding the Abgar of the time of

Chrisfc is a very iimiinp1iineni;iiy reference in

Tacitus (Ann. xii. 12, 14).

M w .vw. In, addition t
"

- h '' 'i-
"

special reference should be n . Is

Abffarsttffi!, 1880, where tho .
' ... . v

under review ana critically te M Die fa

senisoto Abgatbage attf %hr& jPorttiUdww i'iii>'>fU(/it, irtS'2;

Tixeron, IAS w iqinr* df t'^gUse d'&dew t la I wni/' d Abpai,
1888 , Farrar, Chrwt in Art, p. 701

ALBERT HENRY NEWMAK.
ABI1 (AT of Mt F, Lk I

5
). See ABIJAH.

ABIATHAR. The son of Ahimelech, the son of

Ahitub, the son of Phinehan, the son of E1L He in

mentioned in Mk 2as - n ' Have ye never read what
David did, when he had need, and waB an hungred,
he, and they that were with him? How he went
into tho hoii*c ol God in the daya of Abiathar the

high priest, and did eat the shewbread ?
' The BV,

however, translates, 'when Abiathar was high

priest/ The reference is evidently to 1 S 21.

where, according to the Hebrew text, AMmeteok
gives David the sacred bread. There is thus a
discrepancy between the two passages. The facts

aie these: The AV, cited above, follows tlio

reading of A and C (<:irl*A.ptoL6&p rov apx^p^^), *RV
follows that of B and K (which omit the aiticle)

and the Vulgate ('sub Abiathai piiiK-ipo sacer-

dotum'). The clause is omitted alio^i UM r by B
In the MT of 1 S 21 and 22 and in Ps ^ (tifcle)

the high priest is Ahimelech the son of Ahitub
and the father of David'* friend Abiathar, In
the Greek text of all these passages, however, tlie

name is A&imelech. In 2 8 8" and 1 Ch 24*
Ahimelech (in 1 Ch 1810 Abimelcch) the son of

Abiathar is priest along with Zudok, but it is

generally supposed that
^
Abiathar the son of

Ahimelech is meant. Ahimelech i usually 'held

to be identical also with Ahijah the tson of Ahlfcub
of 1 S 148- 18

.
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The discrepancy between Mk 226 and 1 S 21 f.

has been sought to be accounted for in several

ways. It may readily be clue to a mere lapsus
memoricc or Miami, Abiathar, David's high priest,

being a much more familiar figuie than his father,

iuat as in Jer 27 1 'Jehoiakim 5
is a slip for Zede-

kiali. It is not impossible that father and son

may each have boine both names, according to
Will ii-,ii:i* Abiathar con (^ponding to the Aiab

/ '/ itt "'>. .11 ui Alnmelech being the ism or lakab, or

name proper. It lias been suggested that the
reference in St. Mark is not to 1 S 21 at all, but
to some later unrecorded incident, such as might
have occurred during the flight from Absalom.
But this is very improbable.* T. H. WEIR.

ABIDING. Of the three possible renderings of

the Greek /AOV^ and /A&W,
*

remaining, to remain,
3

*

dwelling, to dwell,'
*

abiding, to abide/ the
last is the most satisfactory. The first has the

advantage of being akin to the Greek in deriva-

tion, but it is too passive in its sense, and in so

far as it includes the conception of expectation
it is misleading the second is too local, and is

rather the littin; i- ."! n; of , vroiicta,, /caroi/c^w ;

the last is an ;< ..'.< . .> , not a perfect

rendering. *Ma ! -JIXii s, >iding-places
9

) is

the stately rendering (AV and BV), through the

Vulg. niansioneSf of the noun in Jn 14a
; but it be-

com'- iiispo iM<> In v. 28 of the same chapter ^hen
the M,'m*):iii>i- i:i!l back on * abode/ rnilhri,in
the English of to-day

4 mansion ?

suggests merely a

building, and that of an ostentatious type. The
Scottish *

manse,
3

self-contained, modest, and
secure, would be a nearly exact -|i."..ili

" iC i<

carried with it more than the ide.* 1
i . . . I'.i:

house j yet neither it nor * mansion ' has any corre-

spondent verb,

Students who desire to get at the full m' k

a'iii\^

of verb or noun will find all that is nc-'.lml in tli

etymological paiagmph mb we. /u&win^tho larger
ed'ition of Liddell and Scott's Greek Lexicon. They
will discover how rich in language jnodud/ i^ tho

root of this word. The inqimv oanuol bo imi-uod
further here. It is enough to ?,:iy

Hut louiliiy
enters very slightly into its com i juiun, uinl ihat
what is dominant is ethical. Tin- Ji',ulm i<!r.'i is

that of steadfast continuance. This is apparent
the moment one turns to the derivative forojuwi}

(of, Ko 27), the term of Stoic virtue boldly incor

porated and transmuted in Christian usage and
expeiience. The* piimime noun, however

(j&wfy,
reminds Clni-titui^ more clojuly of the sphere in

which it i-> contained, of a life in which it survives,
of a power not its own on which it depends, and
which in turn it exercises. If, as will be shown,
the ethical import of tdw and /AOVT} is dominant in

the Gospels, the instances where the verb has a

purely local sen^e, the sense of stopping or staying,

may "be dismissed As a matter of fact, the
instances are almost entirely confined to the

Synoptists, and occur but in twelve passages ; the
use of the noun is purely Joharinme. Only twice
in the Synoptists does the \erb occur in relation to

persons, viz. Lk 2429 in the pathetic appeal of

uleopas and his anonymous comrade, and the

gracious response of the risen Christ ; and even
here there is no ethical significance, for the pre-

positions which link the verb and the personal
pronouns imply only association (peivov /?$' ^fiy),
or joint action (el<ry\0ev roO fiewat <rbv aflrots).

As soon as the student turns from the Synoptists
to the Johannine literature, the idea of ' mansion '

(one could wish it were a theological term) becomes
full, luminous, and suggestive, St. John uses the
verb /A^KW only thrice m its literal sense in the

* Swete (tft Mark, ad tac.) suggests that the clause s^ '4fttip
)
whuch is peculiar to Mark, may fce an editorial note.

Gospel (2
12 440 1040); he seems almost jealoubly to

reserve it for metaphorical, i.e. ethical, application.We are not here concerned with St. John's letter^,
but it is pertinent to observe that ^vw occurs 23
times theiem, while it is used in the Gospel some
35 times. Moreover, as if the Evangelist and
letter-writer would not suffer the spiritual point to
be lost, he perpetually leminds his readers and
children of the sphere of e

mansion,
5 and the soui ce

of its power. With a -n u:\ilai and marked uni-

formity, lie cinplox ^ the piepo-il ion & in connexion
with tl'ie verb. The T>!inioJi-[ presses the idea not

only of intimate relationship, but also of resultant

power and blessing.
It is to be observed that, until we reach the

great discourses in the chamber and on the way
(chs, 14 and 15), we have only passing hints of

the nature of the Abiding. The foi i h p(<
unfolds its meaning. The difficulties i i

interpretation of these discourses are familiar to

all students of the Fourth Gospel, and need not be
dealt with here. They are not .,' t ,,.>.-H met by
references to the subjectivity 01 MI* -1,1, n of the

Evangelist Our modes or thought, as Bishop
Westcott reminds us,* follow a logical sequence ;

Hebrew modes of thought follow a moral sequence.
The sermon to the Apostles in the chamber, especi-

ally, bears this moral impress throughout, and
is rightly interpreted as the <'oiM|.l<m:m, to the
Sermon on the Mount. But v Ink iln k tonnexion
is thtiH somewhat precarious to the reader, certain

great ideas or miu"ji , of the Abiding stand

h,nimu!i-ly f"it J!M -'voutmind. Here is set;

loiiU -,
1 / I'M* Vbiding of Christ in the Father;

(2) the Abiding of Christ in the Church, as in
the individual believer j (3) the issues of the

Abiding.
1. The Abiding of Christ in the "Father. Here

the student is, indeed, on ground most holy. He
may wot add to the Lord's words, he trembles as

he ventures to interpret them. He feels with the

patriarch that this place in ilu k ^oipniU" i- dread-
ful full of a holy awe. 'I Im- imioli ho\\ o\ or, may
be said, that the abiding of Christ m the Father

belong-* wholly 10 the opeiation and energy of the
he keynote oi this truth is struck

by the testimony of the Baptist in the preamble of

the Gospel (Jn l
m

). It is important to notice

that that which was the object of sight to the

Baptist was not merely the de&cent of the Holy
Spirit, but the Abiding. And here the careful

student will observe that, though the preposition
used in these verses is not to but M, yet the

employ) non I of the latter is necessary as linking
iho <ii'-n-ni ami the continuous indwelling of the

Spirit in the Son. But if any hesitation remains
as to the view that the character and sphere of

Christ's abiding in the Father lies in and through
the indwelling Spirit, it must disappear on con-

sideration of our JLord's words (Jn 14-}, 'At thut

day [the day of realized life] ye shall come to know
[by the Spirit what is at present a matter of faith

only] that I am in my Father.' The thought is

inevitably linked with the Spirit's work both in

Him ana for them. When, therefore, the Lord
invites His own to abide in His love (lo

10
), He does*

not merely imply that His love is the atmosphere
of their discipleship, but, as St. Augustine t sug-

gests, He invites them to abide in that Holy-

Spirit whose love as fully permeates Him as it is

imperfectly exhibited in "His disciples.
2. The Abiding of Christ in the Churcfa a$ in

the individual^ believer, Our Lord's teaching as to

the Abiding in Him refers even more closely to

the Church than to the individual Jn 14 and 15

are penetrated thiough and through toy Pente*

* Introd, to the Gomel vfSt, JoTm, ii. Y.

. aar. $of Ixxiv, adfin.
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costal thought and Pentecostal \
j
>I>L ( ,j i on -

.

Chris ".

* "

'ward to th- k Uiilui;u ol

the -
. He could and does,

indeed, tuny abide in me heart of each individual

believer; but that believer is not a mere unit

standing solitaiy and unsupported. The indivi-

dual disciple will be a terrible loser unless he
real i2e his incorporation, his oneness with the
universal body, the body of Chi ist. But as if to

make sure that this gieat* truth should never

escape His own down the ages, Christ introduces
the great figure of the Vine and the blanches (15

1 "6
).

The vine was already the symbol of the ancient

Church;* Christ speaks of Himself as the tiue,

the ideal Vine. But it is as a formula incomplete
without the complement of v. 5 c I am the Vine, ye
aie the blanches.' As a vine is inconceivable
without blanches,f so in all devoutnoss it may be
said He is inconceivable without His disciples.

Again, they draw theii life from abiding in Him.
The life may be imperfectly realized, the fruitage

may be disappointing, it may be nothing but
leaves (Mt 21fo

) , the task of discipline, or of

cleansing (icaBatpeu', Jn 15'
x

) is in the hands* of the
Gieat Husbandman. Thus as in ancient Israel

union with the Church nation was the condition of

life, so in the new dispensation the condition of

life was to be the abiding in Christ. As apart
from the vine the branches are useless since the

living sap is therein ri 1 '

,parated from
Christ there can be no i .- 1 1 . m Cluistian
lives. St. John bears u ! -i \ iipre thought
of the highest consolation to Christian heaits.

There is a true analogy and correspondence between
tht .MM iv of Chiist m the Father and 1 ho abiding
of iv 'n'\ (i - in Him (15

JO
). Our abidings m Christ,

often so sadly.brief, uncertain, pietanuu^, through
the consequences of sin, have atill their sublime

counterpart 111 the abiding of Christ in the
Father.

3. The issues of the Abiding. "We have seen that
the Abiding finally depends upon the

Spirit's work,
\\iici liei m the Church or in the individual heart.
The first fruit of that Spirit is love. The Spirit
moves in this sphere, He manifests and expresses
Himself in love. Thus love furnishes the test of
the indwelling, as truly as it contains the pledge
of a fruitful issue. According, moreover, to
Johaunine teaching, this love spread abroad in
the hearts of believers is not a stagnant or senti-
mental affection. Of the basal or abiding virtues

(1 Co 131S
) it is the greatest because of its fruitful

action. St. John presents another aspect of this
truth when he shows that obedience and love are

strictly correlated (Jn 1510
). This love is seen in

action. It doeth the will, and the reward of such

loving obedience is final and complete. Those
who in this dutiful and affectionate temper keep
the commandments are raised by Christ from the
base of bond-service to the height of friendship. It

is enough the fiat has gone "joirh 'such ones I

have called friends.'

Li , M ii M* \
r
Ma .'I'm M. 7JV./ t,f n ', <>, 100 , \ M u-u-

\A<t.'M,
/>'//^/ i

/v/'/' *J, ,/,',.'', ',' <;i ,"'i,7 A' UK Vin-M,

B. WUITEFOORD".
1BIJ1H

_(npj}, 'ABid,
e Jah is my father '

;
or more

piobably without the particulaiizing pronoun,
* Jah

is father ').!. Son of Behoboam (Mt I7
) by Maacah

(2 Ch 11 see art (

3V[aacah
s No. 3 in Hasting*' DB

iii. 180). Abijah reigned over Judah from about
*B.C, 920, and the impressions made by him are

given with some variety in 1 K 1$
3 and by a later

tradition in 2 Ch 134
'23

. His name is introduced

by St, Matthew simply as a link in the pedigree,
* Hos 10l , Isfiiff , Je2i,
t Westeott's Commentary, in loco.

t
| Jn 1515,

in which it is shown that Je&us was both of Je\\3ush

and of xoyal btock.

2. A descendant of Eleazar, son of Aaron, The
name was attached to the eighth of the twenty-
four courses into which the prientn were allied
to have been divided by David (I Ch 124

w
). M<>m-

bers of only four courses seem to have returmnl

fiom the Captivity (Neh 7M ,
Kzr 2 HP""").

According to Jerus. Talrn. Twtnith, iv. (58, those

men weie divided into twenty-foux coumH with a
view to restoie the ancient ariaiigomont, The

authority for this statement is not of the best

kind; but the statement itwelf IH Hubstjuitially
confirmed by Neh 121 "7

,
^hoie i\\oiity-l\\o groups

are referred to (in Neh I2 la'al tlio number han fal!< ku
to twenty-one, and two of the <X>UI.HCH arc group<

k
<li

under a single loj'ir-t'iil.itivt \ and by Ite 8% where
two other j)injMl\ Minilu- ..'i meiitione<l

^ Slight
(I'ji'i-ii

- \\oii 1

pMir.,|iil\ MM,
1

!- \'i(] rclaH-siticatioiulur-

in;- ihi- iiiiic i'-- u 1

i!i' j-
1

'iii MII jitof the oonnlry;
but by wie nine ol the (.'iiiuuu'iur tin- .n r.iM^i'iin'iit

seems to have become fixed. The < <>UIM'<I Mo'.ili

is not mentioned amongnt thono that retAirned irom
the Exile; but in one of the later itMn.inxi'mi.'iii-
the name was attached to a course thai, altonvaidn
included Zacharias (Lk l

:>

). Kadi oonrwi wa,s cm

duty for a week at a time, but all were oxpottlwi
to omciate as needed at the three groat annual
festivals. It is nol possible with our iv<nt
materials to determine exactly how the various

services were divided^ amongst tho niomlHirs of a
course, or at what times m the

^ year ^Zaehariiw
would be on duty. Nor doon IUH inclusion in tlus

course of Abijah carry with it lineal dtwwnt

through that line from Aaron. it. W. MOS.S,

ABILENE. MOD houod in Lk S l m
of which Lv- iiii.i- was tetrareh in tho 15th year
of Tiberiu--. li \\-s- called aftor its capital Alula,
situated on the Barada, about IB miles from Dam
ascus, and lejue^entod by tho tuoclern village of

>S%A. The identity ot
tiufo

with Abila is ooniirmocl

by "a Koman rock-inscription to tho went of the
town, According to popular tradition, tho name
Abila is derived from Abel^ who was buried ly
Cain in a tomb which is ^iill point txl out iu tho

neighbourhood. Little is km>\Mi <>l the history of

Abuene at the time referred to by St. Luko j 1m t

when Tiberius died in A.I), 37, HOMO ton yearn
later, the tetrarehy of I/ysuujis WIUH l>eHtowo<l by
Caligula on Herod Agnppa L (*|UH Awt, XVHI. vi

10), and thin grant wan confirmed in A,l>. 41 by
Claudius (xix, v f I ; BJ II. xi, 5). (hi tho doath
of Agrippa L (A.D. 44) his dominions passed inU
the charge of Eouian procurators (Ant. XIX. ix, *2 ;

BJ
11.^

xi, 6), but in A,D. 58 some i>aiiK of Iheiu,"

. ." Vbilene, were granted hy C'lniulius to
v n (Ant, xx. vu 1; BJ n. xii. 8), atul

remained m his possession till 1m death in A.u.
100. See LYRAXLVS.

Iiin:iiATriRK Schurer, JFTJP r, 11, ,

JBIIJ* 47 c)ff , Poitci. Otant Cities of Balkan, V>2 t
, (Jihi.

Teiit Woik in Pal 127 , A'H
r

/>, Social Papers,
JAMBS PATEIOT.

ABIUD ('Ajfcoifc). A son of Zerubbabe), Mt l
l\

The name appears in the OT in tho form
* Father is glory *) 1 Ch 8s.

ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION {r*

rfy ^/A^o-ews). Thi^ phrase, is found in

only in Mt 2418 and Mfc 13 14
, in botji cases forming

part of the passage in which (limt predicts tin*

woes to come on the Jews, culminating m tin* (In-

struction of Jerusalem* St Mark's words, which
are probably more exact than tho^c of St Matthew,
are tirav o tdr}T rb p8t\vy/m TT}? tpr)fJU&Q"$to!$ foryitfrrtt

tiirov 01) ^ff? (i5 &va>yw&<TKtw w/no), rare dl fr rjjf 'T0ta{{t
l$ ri Spy, #c.r,X. Thre points in thin
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account arc to he noticed : (1) i !< 1 ,i . nf gender
*

rb pS&iryfJMeffrqriTa (of. 2 1 ii 2
,

IJ. i 2l 14
) ; (2)

the 'editorial note' 6 dvaywdHrkuv vodTu, calling

special attention to the prophecy (cf Dn 9ar>

,
Kev

27 13 18
) ; (3) the command to llee to the mountains,

which frceniB to have been obeyed by the Chustiana
who escaped to Pella (Ensob HE in 5

; Epiphan.
//rr/rv. xxix. 7). St. Matthew 'i -. - M '-i i> ,

r
\

adds the words (absent fioni the I -. M-*^ xlJI "i

St Mark) TO pT/tf^i/ 5ta Aaja^X rou irpo<hi]Tov ; wuhHti-

tntes the neuter ^mfe for the masc. ecrr^6ra ; and
inst

* *

general phrase STTOU 01; del has
the "677-^ o/yty,

" *

which
may refor to the Temple (cf. -\- *,

'

(with-
out the article) may mean nothing more than * on

holy ground,' To* the Jews all Jerusalem (and,
indeed, all Palestine) was holy (2 Mac I

7 3 1

). St.

Luke, wilting most pi-i'u'li'U JU.M the destruction
of Jerusalem, omits i'u- o-li'oi'r'l note'; and for
STOW tdyre T& pS&vYpa TTJS epTjfjLcooreios substitutes

The
in the

occurs three timese nlna^r we are
"

""

e LXX of Dame! ' T&V

(/3, ^ftoforews) and I2n (cf, 813
), and is quoted in

1 Mac 1M. The original inference is clearly to the
desecration of the Ten *-v T- soldiers of Antio-

< hi]-* Kpiphanos, the . .1, -. the daily burnt-
oih i

in/, iiml iho erection ot an idol-altar upon the

great Altar of Sacrifice m B.C. 168 (1 Mac l
ya- 5l>

;

.Tow. ^#. XIX. v. 4, &/"!. i. 1). Thus it is plain
that Christ, in quoting the words of Daniel,
intends to foretell a desecration of the Temple (or

p'ih<ips of the Holy City) resembling that of

.Am MX lm^
?
and resulting in the destruction of the

national Hie and religion. Josephus (Ant, X. xi. 7)
dniwsa similar parallel between the Jewish mis-
f01 tunes under Antiodms and the desolation caused

by the Romans (6 AavtrjXos h.al Trepl r^s
'

yyej&ovlas &v<zypa^, teal oVt &TT* avr&v
But the precise reference is not so clear.

(1) Bleek, Alford, Mansel, and others explain it

of the desecration ot the Temple by the Zealots

just before the investment of Jerusalem by Titus

(Jos. BJ IV. iii, (i-B, vi 3). Having seized the

Temple, they made it a stronghold, and * entered
the sanctuary with polluted feet' (^e^tcur/^o*? roTs

TTOcri 7rap]jcraio tils r6 &yt,ov). In opposition to Ananus,
they set up as high priest one Phanmas,

* a man
not only iriMiiihx of the high ptirsthood, but

ignorant oi \\h,u iln high piiohthood \\<n' (tivyp ot>

fibvov djfdfto? fapxtepetis dXX' o'>5' <;Trtffr&jAVQ$ cro-^ws
1 rt

TTor
1

fy apxupwfo'ij) The Temple precinctH wei*e

defiled \\ itli bloo(l, and Ananus was murdered.
His murder, says Joscjphus, was the beginning of

the capture of the city (oik &v d^dprot/w 5' $IT&V
dXt&flrews' <Xp^at rj irbXet, rbi* 'Avdvov Q&varov), In sup-

port of this view it is urged (a) that the *Httle

Apocalyj^e' (^ Th 21 " 13
, a passage closely reaem-

Lhnir tins) cleailv (.onieiniil.iit^ a Jewish apostasy ;

(6) tliat the word u-eil in l)axuel (ppyss^WXi-Y/wt) is

proi>erly used not of
idolatry

in the abstract, but of

idolatry or false A\oi-lnp '"topted ly Jews (I K IP,
2 K 23'

i3
,
Ezk 5"); (*; ilial there was among the

Jews a tradition to the effect that Jerusalem would
Le destroyed if then own hands should pollute the

T(in[)le of Cod (G&.V x We * o^/cetat T/>Q/udj/wcri rb rov

tieoi' re^e^os, Jos BJ IV VI, 3),

* Or A. Wright (Synopsis %, 131) sajs that the masculine indi-
< ale-, thai SL Mark interprets ro ^>i\vy^- to ^ifpnf\ a man
Hut UIH does not seem necessary- The masc ftppearti to denote
;i pcr^oiiihc-anoii rather than a person Such personifications
art- not uncommon in piouhetio and apooalvplic hteiature
(Eak J, Rov 21 [i-/yi>^] 220 fii^A] 12^ [^M,*]) In 2 Th 2

o etvdp^ros TYU /xvouia,; (^JZl7^ B' >

Ns=Bx<otp) may denote not a

person, but a am (*nwr<sKn<*) , see Nestle in Expos Twnek, July
1901, p 472 f.

t The Hebrew text and its meaning are doubtful (see A A.
I^n an, Dmitri, p T)2) Our Lord adopted the current view
with whu h the IA\ had made the Jewb familiar.

(2) Others (Bengel, Swete, Weiss) explain it

by reference to the investment of Jerusalem by
the Roman armies. A modification of this view
is that of II . A. W. Meyer, who explains it of the

'doings of the heathen conquerois during and
after the capture of the Temple.' When the city
was taken, sacrifices were ottered in the Temple
to the standards (BJ vi. vi. 1, cf. Tertullian,
ApoL 16). Between the lirst ji,ppwiim<e of the
Roman armies before Jerusalem (A.D. titJ) and the
iinni investment by Titus (just before Passover
A.D. 70), there would be ample time for flight 'to
the mountains.' Even after the final investment
there would be oppouunities for 'those in Judaea*
to escape. St. Luke's words (2P) aie quoted in
-!: uiui i "f ih - view.

uv I'K >ii oi> i and other early Commentators
refer the pio}>hecy to the .

'

i I

* V \ \'& to set

up efligiew of the emper . !
,

'

i (BJ II.

ix. 2).

(4) Smtta (Offcnb dcs Joh. 493) thinks it has to
do with the order of Caligula to erect in the

Temple a statue of hmiHelr, to which Divine
honours were to be paid (Ant. XVin. vin. 8). This
order, though never executed, caused widespread
appieheiiMon among the Jews.

(5) Jerome (Commentary on Mt 24) suggests
that the words may be understood ot the eques-
trian statue ot Hadrian, which in his time stood
on the site of the Holy ot Holies, Similarly,
(Jhrysostom and others refer them to the statue of

Titus erected on the site of the Temple.
(C) Bousset treats the passage as

strictly escha-

tologicai, and as relernnt; to an Antichrist who
should appear in the 'last days.'*
Of these views (1) and (2) are the most ]

in h,i !!<.

Considerations of chronology make (8), -4;. unil r>)

more than doubtful, while the warnings that the
events predicted should come to pass soon (Mt
S** 8

*, Mk IS**-80 , Lk21M ) and the command to
ilee

* to iho mountains ' seem hital to (6). Between
(1) and (2) the choice is not easy, though the
balance of evidence is on the whole in favour of (1)

St. Lllke*B !,,! . '&TQ.V tdr)T KVK\OV/Jt4viJV I>7r6

(rTpaTQirtdwv * x is not decisive. He may
not have intended his words to be an exact repro-
ductien of Christ's words so much as an accommo-
dation of them which would be readily understood

by IILS Gentile readers*

LniRAiiiu ft \V Xtmton on Mb 24 (1879); Bousset, D
*1 i <,//// sit (lriSr>), llnglibh ti. In A II KcaiiL, J89o ,

,T II Kus,-.t>ll,

T/itt /*rt/iiw(J&87), uilidi". in lUblin^s J>fi (In S R Dmoi),
L ill ft nih* 0>\ T K Clio nc), Smith's DR*(\n~M L lieviuj) ,

tho (.oiniiiiMiiJLims ut I lentil, C'orneliUh a Lu]>idc, U A W
M< \< i , Alionl, \V tnlsuoiili,

" "

"/vakfr'n ('onimentaiy
nit JV"'/

1

,
i. JJ) II 1J --wtie,

N V b id toe. ; A A. Bevan,
The Hook of Danwl, ad loo. H. W FULFOHD.

ABOVE AND BELOW* 1. As cosmologieal terms.

Like all similar expressions (ascent, descent, etc.),

tliej presented to early ages a clear-cut image,
which has di-*iipeme<l with the rise of modern

astronomy. But this is rather a gam than a loss.

Here, as in so manjr other cases, the later know-

ledge is an aid to faith. At the beginning of the
Christian era the earth was still regarded as a
fixed body placed at the centre of the Universe,
with the lieavciih ^nrioundin^ it as vast spheres,
But we know no\\ that, it i- only a small planet
revolving round the sun, which also has a 'solar

way,' so immense and obscure that it is not yet
determined- \vhile the whole sideical system of

\\hich OUT constellation fourth a 'mere speck
3

is
' alwe with movements' too complex to be under-

* Some (Keim, HolUmaun, Chevne) hold the passage to be
nait of an independent Jewish (or Jevviah-Chnstian) Apocalypse
inserted subsequently in the Gospels But it occurs in all the

H>nopUsUi, and 'it ib difficult to think that even these wordg
are without a subbtuntml basw in the words of Christ'

(J)nver).
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stood. While, therefore,
l above and below

'

(like
*

east/
*

west,
3

north,
3 f south ') would have for the

ancients an absolute and cosmic, they can have foi

us only a relative and phenomenal, significance. We
still use the old terms, just as we still speak of ^the
rising sun, bub we do so with a new interpretation.

They have no meaning in a boundless Universe
save in relation to our observation, and ,- : <s .

"

are misleading. But these wider views i n I r

verse should help us to realize that all language
involving conceptions of time and space is utterly
ill J

to express spiritual realities.

H. I he spintiial significance of these and
kindred terms we turn first of all to Jn 823 - 42 - 44

.

Manifestly, 'I am from above* (&K T&V #?)=* I

came forth and am come from God '

; and clearly
also,

* Ye are from beneath '

(<?/c rQv /cdrw)~ e Ye are
of this world,'

* Ye are of your father, the devil.'
* The source of My life is above, i e. m My Fathei ;

ye draw your inspiration from below, i.e. from a

malign spirit of darkness.' This is the spiritual

significance of 'above and below.* To be 'born

again,' or 'born from above' (&vw0ev) (Jn 33), is to

be * born of God '

(Jn I 13
). To receive power

* from
above' (AvtaOev), as in the case of Pilate (Jn 19n ),

is to receive it from God (Ro 131
), The wisdom

which is from beneath is
'

earthly, sensual, devilish
'

(Ja 3y5
) ; while the wisdom which is

* from above '

*is of God 3

(cf. I5 317
). The following passages

may also be consulted: Jn 313* 81 688 1628 2017
,

KolO6'8
, ColS1 - 2

.

3. But, as has been already suggested, in using
these and all similar terms, it is impm (am u> bear
in mind their ina^iouiii.v and limn.u ion* Not
merely has theology suftered to an extent that is

little realized, but the spiritual life of thoxisands
has been iinpo\ oiNhoil through a tenacious clinging
to an OJOOT 01 j<lo-!i< m a region where they no
longer apply. The difficulty, of course, is that
we must employ such categories of thought even
though we are compelled to T

< < i ,/>
J1

n-s'' inade-

quacy. 'A danger besets us in i'ii';'i;.< . shape
when we endeavour to give distinctness to the
unseen world. We tiansfer, and we must transfer,
the language of earth, the imagery of succession
in time and. space, to an order of being to which,
as far as we know, it is wholly inapplicable. We
uiii'io |'ioj \

tt "\ <
i;

l-i\ :M.;I:MI-, "beforehand
"alter, "iieie and* 'twere, ot God or of Spirit.
All w, is at once i^ pii*-cnL to Him; and the
revelations of the Ili-rn l.or-1 --eem to I.-*.

1
-

-";'"< <"

in part to teach us that, though He s -M-II : n!
1

that belongs to the p-i IV< i ion of man's nature, He
was not bound by die conmiiori*. which we are
forced to connect with it' (Westcott, The Historic

. Fwth) p* 74). We invoke 'our Father in heaven/
not as One who is divided from us by immeasurable
tracts of space, but as far beyond our ignorance
and -in infinitely above us, yet unspeakably near.

'Speak to Him thou for He hears, and Spirit with Spirit can
meet,

Closer is He than breathing, and nearer than hands and feet.*

So, when the Apostle bids us *seek those things
which are above, where Christ sitteth at the right
hand of God '

(Col 3 l

), we must shake off the in-
cumbent thought of immeasurable distances to be
crossed. And when we think of Christ's Ascension
into heaven, we must not conceive of it as a flight
into some far-off region, but as His passing into a
state of existence (of which we gain hints during
the great forty days) which*we can describe only
by employing words which, in the very act of using
them, we see to be utterly inadequate. He has
gone into a state which we cannot even imagina-
tively picture to ourselves without robbing it of
much of its truth.

LITERATURE. Weetcotfc, Goqpel o/ &t. JoTm\ F. D.Maurice,
The Gospel of St. John [especially valuable]. If the reader

wishes to pursue the subject of the inadequacy of the cate-

gories ot the understanding, and of the concepts of tnw
and space in relation to spiritual reahtten, he will nnd an

ample field of investigation by '< ,'" mi 1
: "'> Kanl'w CntufUf

of the Pure Reason, and lh< i,
i lu MOH to, follow HIK

the discussion into more recent works of Philosophy. fit"

will find two valuable chapters (vi. and \n.) m Oaird'H Intro-

duction to the Philosophy of JReh</wn, dealing -with the wU>-

ject. ARTIIUK JKNKINSON.

ABRAHAM. It is noteworthy that while in

the Synoptic Gospels references to the patriarch
Abraliam are < ',!'.' "M \ f

(Client, ami bin per-

sonality and i- ! I form part of the
historical background which they piesuppos< , and
of the

"
|1>1

. 1 com ept ion> which are tiu4r

nation? "
,
in the (Jon^el of St. John hin

name does not appear except in^
ch. 8. Jn the

Synoptists he is the great historical ancestor of
the Jews, holding a uniqu-* pl.n e in their reve-

rence and affections ; he IB i
! n M ,,u In-i

, an they are
each of them his children (Mt 39

1! Lk 3H, Lk 131*

1624.so 199) To this the introductory title of St.

Matthew's Gospel testilies ; it in
* the book of the

,
. ii- ,iC >> of Jesus Christ, the sou of David, the

,

.
;>ahctw,.' And in the ^rinMloi^uMl rconl

that follows, MB name stamls at the luvid (Mt P),
and througlx equally graduated HtageH, -epoch**
marked by the name of InraeFn nioHt faiuoun

kiujyf
and by the nation's moat bitter humiliation (v.") f

the ascent of the Christ in traced to the great
fountain and source of all Jewinh privileice ana life.

It is otherwise in the ^enealotfy of JSfc. Luke ; and
the difference indicates the dillerent '-un.ljiomN of
Jewish and Gentile thought. Here llif ln-iornm
reeoids no halting-placeB in hi goncaloKy* l>ttt

carries it back in an uuintemipted < ham, of whkih
the

)-.i
1 1 .in li \uinliiiiii forms but one link (Lk 3W)

to u uUr-iHti -uue in God, See art* GKNK*
ALOGIES.
Other references in the Synoptiats are on this

same plane of thought, and picsuppotte a }>V6val^ut
and iicotpti 1 fa.i Ii, which not only knew Abraham
as tL' k jiiiciatliu and founder of their national life

in the far-off ages of the pant, but realized that in
some sort or other he waH Htill alive ; and it was
believed that to be with him, to be received into
his bosom (Lk 1622), wan the highest felicity that
awaited the righteous man after death. Holh St.

Matthew and St, Mark bear emphatic tcHtiiwony
to this belief, in their narrative of the incident of
our Lord's solution of the dilemma presented by
the Sadducees with their tale of the seven brothers.
Jesus quotes Ex 3 in proof of the fact of the

j.-iii". M 'i J resurrection and continued oxintonoo

,M i ._>
' Mk 1226 Lk 20f)> inasmuch as the Divine

\< i^'i:;
T n . ,,- 1 1 ! ii -ver Abraham, iHaae, and

Jacob necc^aiily implies the conscious life of thorn
who are ii-< .subjec-u. Jn the Bongs of Mary and
Zaeharias, again (Lk 146

"W* m'n
) t Abraham fa the

forefather of the race, the recipient of the Divine
promises (confirmed by an oath, Lk I

78
) of mercy

and goodwill to himself and Ms descendants (of.

Gal IA<J- 18 He 6W, Ae 717
,
Ko 418

) : and his name Is

a pledge that the same mercy will not overlook or
cease to care for his children ( Lk l

fi0
). And, finally,

to be with Abraham and hi great sons, to *wi(

down with Abraham and Inaao and Jacob m tho

kingdom of heaven '

(Mt 81J
), JH the tlsm and re-

ward of the faithful Israelite. TJuH rowanl, liow-

ever, Christ teaches, is not confined to tlw Jwn,
the sons of Abraham according to the flenh, HtiU
less is it one to which they have any right by
virtue of the mere fact of phymcal dottcent from
him ; it is one that will be enjoyed by

* many
'

faith-
ful ones from other lands, even to the excfuHion of
the ' sons of the kingdom,' if they prove themselves,
like His present opponents, faifchiena and unworthy

The expression
* Abraham's bosom' (Lk 16*'

J
) or
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'bosoms' (v.
23

)

<k

is hardly to be understood as con-

veying the idea of an eminent or unusual degree of

happine . It is jnact .'" . < 1

*

1* ,ra-

diHe." And the new <, ! in

which Lazarus finds himself is pre-eminent only in

the Hen.se that it is HO .striking a reversal of the
relations mcviouvlv existing between Dives and
himself. The parable says nothing of any superior
piety or faith exhibited by Lazarus, which might
win for him a more exalted position than others.

As far as hi- pjo->ent, and p<M aie < onmnoil, it but
wets forth letubutivo JM-U-

>
i tin- -in : '>r him and

Dives alike the unequ . > !
J
>; 1 . i M <<'<>: < . n '

>

* Abra-
ham's bosom,

3

like the Hades in which the rich

man liftn up his eyes, is part of the iigurative or

jiicioTi.il Belting of the parable, and indicates no
inoio tlii in a haven of repose and felicity, the home
and resting-place of the righteous with Abraham,
who is the typical example of righteousness. The

[)ular belief, and of set-

which would be most
I intelligible to the hearers,f

In conformity with the general character of St.

John's Gospel, 'the references to Abraham there
would seem to imply a more mystical, less matter
of fact and as it were prosaic manner of regarding
I ho jrieai ]imi;m'li TTc i* -pulvii of in the 8th

(hnpioi ) lone,m i hi> to'ii -oni ;i ili-cii-^ion with Jews
who are said to be believers in Jesus (v.

31
). Here

also Abraham is the father of the Jews, and they
are his children, his seed (vv.

37- 85)- OG
)

t
; and this posi-

tion they claim with pride (vv.
;s:{ - 39> B8

). It is a
name aiul ]wilion, however, which Christ declares
IB belied bv tluu conduct, in that, though nomi-

nally -\ hi a 1 Him - Micd, theydo not Abraham*s works,
in particular when they conceive and plot the death
of an innocent man (vv.

!JU - 40
). To the charge itself

they have no answer, except to reassert their son-

ship, in this instance of God Himself (v.
41t

), and to

repeat the offensive imputation of demoniacal po--
BOftSion (v.

42
), But with almostM artlin^ abi uptnos,

taking .id\,-un,^f of a phrase quietly introduced,
which tlu-v mu'ipH i to imply freedom from physi-
cal deiith lor those who accept Christ's teaching,

they interrupt with the assertion that Abraham
died * and the prophets

'

(v.
M

), in apparent contra-

diction to the tenor and n^uumtion of the language
which a moment bcfoju tluy had employed. Pro-

bably they meant no more than that he and they,
like all other men, had passed through the gate of

death which terminates life on earth ; and were
more intent on gaming a dialectic advantage than
on weighing the implication* of their own words.

But, in spite of them, lui the few moments that are
left the discourse preserves the high level of other-

worldlinesB, to which Christ's last words have
raised it ; and gives occasion for one of the most

striking and emphatic assertions in which He is

reoordexl to have panned bevond the boundaries and
limitations of mere eaithly cxpei lerice. .Abraham
has seen His day (v.

M
). And by silence He con-

cedes and affirms the half-incugnant, half-con-

temptuous and protesting question of the Jews?
He lias seen Abraham, and is greater oven than
their father (vv.

58- 7
). The climax is reached in

v.^in a brief sentence, which, if it did not bear
so evidently the stamp of simplicity and truth,
would be said to have been constructed with the
most consummate skill and the finest touch of

artistic feeling and insight. 'Before Abraham
came into being,' tho speaker gathers up and

* The plural form is frequently us^d Tby the Greek O
e.0. wChrys. Horn XL

inj-kn.'. vfavu
aroiovvrau tk vws xokirovf rev yrotrpi&pxov f

t On the phrase 'Abraham's bosom/ see *

p. 461 flf., and the references there given ; Lightfoot, HoreeHtb.

eli Mw, fii p 167 ff.; Stevens, Theology of weNew 2V*ta0teft,

p. 82 ; Meyer, and the commentators, in loc. Of. also Salmond
fc Bastings? i>J8i;L7*t

utilizes Jewish l)elief in its past and reverence for
its head, 'I am. 3 Abraham tytvero Chiist is.

Thus was conveyed the answer to their question,
* Art thou greater ?

'

(v.
53

) ; and thus was reasserted
with emphasis the measureless distance between
Himself and the greatest of the Jews, and a
fortiori, as it would appear to the company aiound,
of the whole human lace.

It is remarkable and suggestive that in the only notice of the

patriarch Jacob that is contained in the Fourth Gospel, ch.
4 f J2

, the same question is addreaaed by the woman of fciamana
to Christ. 'Art thou greater than our father Jacob,' the

Dispenser of the new water "with its marvellous properties than
the actual giver of the well? It was natural and inevitable
that one of the qu

'

1

"

forced itself

upon the attention I
'

| e the relation
of the Teacher, who . . , < who claimed
so #reat things, nob omy to me eanier proprieis, but to the

patriarchs and ancestors of the Jewish nation See further
art. JACOB.

The iiiiuie of Abraham, therefore, in the Gospels
is i<lo<i1]/<'<l, and invested with a simple grandeur
as the head and founder of the race in the indis-

tinct ages of the past, to M horn \\ i o ou iT*_f u- pit *eia

piivilege&,aiuljuoiind v 1 o'srMiln i. - .U.I.M 1 oj.i
-

Therein, however, no I"-, i- .n !< i ...... \ is- M
in the case of the more or less

B
I , i,< ,

'

, -i, - ors

of other peoples. This conception," moreover, apart
from St. John's Gospel, i- puielv ':, < M.,1 The
characteristic Pauline pio-entaiio i --i \\>'t \\t "i as

the father of the faithful in a moral and spiritual
sense, as the type :ir<l

|>,
i; 1:1 f all n:hleoii^Hess

and obedience, as u , n l"|.- : in the Kpi-sllo-* to

the Romans and d.'liiii. i. ,- absent (cf. also He
ll*ff

-, Ja 221-3
). Keferences to the details of his

history are not indeed wanting in the lemaming
books of the New Testament, but they are nil, as it

were, \\ iih ,L inoi .il and didiict ic ]>ui jios-o . Gal 4sa, the
two covenants; lie 7m *, Abraham and Melchizedek ;

Ko 4m- and He II8- 17
, faith exhibited in the aban-

donment of his fatherland, in the birth and offering

up of Isaac ; Ac 7s* 1(J
, the name abandonment of his

country and the purchase of a tomb from the sons
of Emmor in Syehem ; cf. 1 P 36, with a possible
rcfeieme to dn IS13.

Ltiior Hebrew hterahnc CUM r-M ') '-I'coi.illy iln-

aspect of his character, and i ! < 1 1M < tM < u I 1 1 < v u -

superseded by the ethical or theological* 01, for

example, JPirfae Abotk v. 4, of the ten testings or
trials (mavDa) of Abraham, and Taylor, in loc.;
* Testament of Abraham/ ed. M. K. James, Texts
and Studies, ii. 2*

The authorities cited above, with articles on
* Abraham '

in Bible Dictionaries, and the Commentaries.
A S. GKDEN.

ABSOLUTION. 1. Our Lord*s words on A%solu~
Hon. "We find these in the following passages :

Mt 1610"19
, especially this word spoken to Peter, *1

will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of
heaven ; and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth
shall be bound in heaven : and whatsoever thou
shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven '

;

Mt 1818
(spoken to all the Apostles), 'Verily I

say unto you, "What things soever ye shall bind on
earth shall be bound in heaven and what things
soever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in

heaven ; Jn *20
31fl * Jesus therefore said to them

again, Peace be unto you: as the Father hath
sent me, even so send I you. And when he had
said this he breathed on them, and said unto

them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost: whose soever

sins ye forgive, they are forgiven unto them:
whose soever sins ye retain, they are retained,

1

The first of the sayings that about the keys
and the binding and loosing we might have been
under some compulsion to take as for Peter alone,
if it had not been that the like saying is repeated
to all the Apostles afterwards. The words were

special to Peter, as the early history of the Acts
shows; but they were not limited to him. And
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following as they do on his '
,

'

< "f- *> ! ?

a prize and reward of that i * " \ >
''

^
to him as a man who had attained by the revela
tion of the Father to a true faith that Jesus -\yas
the Christ the Son of God : they belonged to all the

Apostles as men of like faith : and they belong to

the whole Church of which these twelve were the

nucleus, in
"

. as that faith is alive in it

In regard to me saymg (in Jn 2023
) about the for

giveness and retaining of sms, it was spoken in *
f

general gathering of the believers in Jerusalem
(see Lk 24J3

), and
* there is nothing in the context

to show that the gift was confined to any particu-
lar group (as the Apostles) among the whole com
pany present. The commission, therefore, must be

regarded properly as the commission of the Chris-

tian society and not as that of the Christian

ministry
'

(Westcott, in loco).
The 'keys' may be understood as the keys of

the porter at the outer door of the house, and as

symbolic of ,iinlioii'\ fco admit into the kingdom
of heaven or n> vlimi- from it. Or they may be
taken as the keys of the steward for use inside the

house, and as symbolic of authority to open the
stores or treasuries of the household of God and to

give forth from these treasuries dc'coidm** to the

requirements of the household. Ii i- inflict in this

second sense that authority is given to bind and to

loose, which in Rabbinical usage meant to forbid
and allow in matters of conduct ; that is to say, to

interpret the will of God and to enjoin rules of
life in harmony with that will. This is the work
of the steward of the mysteries of God, and has to
do directly with things, not persons. But the first

sense, that of admitting and excluding, which has
to do with persons, is wliat is chiefly meant by the

power of the keys, and it is as an exercise of this

power and of the power given in the words,
*Whose

i . i
- M - \ I- f-n r i they are forgiven unto them,'

iv i -' ion in :* be considered.
Our Lord's words seem at first reading to invest

the Church with absolute a in hoi iiy, and to promise
that Heaven will follim ami ratify the action of
the Church on earth, whatever tfiat action may

"< "i judging, in admitting into the
1 ' or excluding from it. But we

'

.

'

:' : -mpossible. There is no Church,
how great soever its claims in regard to absolution,
which does not admit that God alone forgives sin.

We feel, however, that we must find a great sense
in which to understand so ^reat words as those of
our Lord in these commissions. And we observe
that before the words in Jn 2028 our Lord breathed
upon His disciples and said,

* Receive ye tho Holy
Gnost.' He imparted to them His own veiy Spim,
so enabling them to be His representatives and
equipping them to continue His work. (The faith
which Peter had by revelation of the Father, that
is to say, bv the same Spirit, was an equivalent
endowment before he received the promise of the
keys). It was evidently the purpose of the Lord
Jesus that His Church should continue the exercise
on earth of the power which He constantly exer-
cised and set in the forefront of His ministry, the
power of saying to the penitent,

*

Thy sins are for-

given thee
'

; and of saying this with such assured
knowledge of the truth or God and such sympa-
thetic discernment of the spirits of men, that what
was done, by the Church on 0arth. should be valid
in heaven, and the word of Christ by the Church
powerful to give comfort to truly penitent souls.
The Lord is concerned not only that men be for-

given, but that His disciples should know that
they are forgiven. The grace of forgiveness has
not its proper power in transforming their lives
unless they know that they have it. As long as
men are under fear and doubt they are not Christ's
Ireemen : their religion is still only regulative. It

is when they have an assured ,s<mHU of fo

and reconciliation to God that a jjroat impulse of

gratitude, with a new life in their souls, makes
them tioo indeed, and strong in their freedom to

serve God Christ amndmijly- o^uipH His Church
to convey this assurance of hn^neness, ami if u
Church does not succeed in dom^ t.ins i's]>r(i.iH\

if, as often, the current idea in the rinm'li i^> th.it

to be assured of foigiveuens is abnormal and
unusual, the Church is greatly tailing in itw

mission. If the form of our Lord's momiwr in
Jn 2023 'Whose soever win ft yo forgive, ete.^Heem
too absolute, we nrant remember that the gift of
the Holy Spirit,

which He. then gave tho HIJJJII of

ini)i<\Hui^. is a gift of exceeding power, and that
no limit can be set to the dogroo in which Uod
through Christ is willing to givo the {Spirit,

* Ho
giveth not the Spirit by measure' (tin 3W } And
pur Lord is speaking, according to His wont, to tho
"ideal Church, to the Church which receive** in tho
fulness with which He is willing to bestow, Junt as,

speaking at the high level of the ideal, He nay*
to His servants in another place (Lk 1(>

U$
)

* Ho
that heareth you heareth me: and he that do-

spiseth you -lo -pi-ft me' ; so Ho ways here,
* Whone

soever sinn \ e i<>i _ru , i hey are forgiven/ etc. But
all these an 1 Miihjikc pi omiscs depend for their
fulfilment on the Spirit ot Chiist working, nay,
reigning, in the Church. Thi power and reign of
the Spirit ebbs and flows according to the faith
and receptivity of the Church ; and while it i the

duty of the Church to believe in (jrod being with it,

and while the Church ought to clothe Jt^lf \\ith

the mighty assurance of heaven assenting to its

judgments, it can dare to do so, and will l>e able
to do so, only in proportion as it has sought and
obtained the indwelling of the Spirit.
The words of our Lord before us certainly do

not mean that forgiveness by the mouth and at
the will of man is always to be followed by a
ratification of God in heaven, even though tnat
man be an apostle. But they do imply that when
Christ's servants do their work in the enlighten-
ment and guidance of the Spirit, they will be able
to convey messages of grace which will be accord-

ing to the truth of things, and therefore valid in
heaven : they will be able also to convey assur-
ances of foigivenesb, which will be owned of God
as true, and will be made effective by His Spirit in

penitent souls. So then the great and chiefmaana
by which the Church has in all ages fulfilled
ihe work which is sustained by then startling
promises, is the preaching of the gospel of recon-
ciliation by Jesus Christ. By preaching in the

power of the Spirit, thousands of soulw have been
in all ages receiving remission of sins and an
assurance of forgiveness. Although the preaching
i- public, and the preacher has little or no Hojwrato
knowledge of individual hearts, there is a *

privacy
3f publicity' in which whatever me&sage lie hag
from God is made an absolution Divine in powermd assurance to one and another of the hearers.
So effectual js pleaching m the Spirit, that it mar
perhaps be found that in the Churches in watah
there is no ordinance with the title of 'private
absolution/ the sense of forgiveness of HIUS it* truer,
deeper, and more widely spread than, in thotfft

which have such an ordinance, and count it neces-

sary. Obviously another means by which thfe

Dhurch carries out the Lord's purpose of conveying
ibsolution to the penitent is by the sacraments.
But there is great occasion also for the Church to
afford full opportunity for individual help to aoul
n spiritual trouble, and such individual dealing m
may in its issue amount to private absolution. In
every revival of religion the need for thi$ is felt,
Chere are souls in doubt whether their repentance
and faith are true, and whether they are them-
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waives accepted of God. Such souls seek the help
of tho Church, and often greatly profit by it.
'

riupury-rooms
'

liavc been of notable Horvico in

modern 'miHsions,* and it is a common tiling for

people in liouble of conscience about some special
Min to long to unbosom themselves about it to one
whom they feel to have spiritual auihwiiy. Kvan-
y;oliwil religious newspapers have iouml that thoy
Mipply a demand by setting apart a column, often

lately use<l, lor tho answers of ome nunister oJt

reputation to men who open their minds to him,
confess then* chief sins, doubts, or temptations,
and seek comfort through him. All the Churches,
to a greater or lens extent, supplement the preach-
ing of the word by

*

discipline,' and their admis-
sion to communion and oxolnHion from it tell

ixnveriully on the individual conscience. The
efteetivenesH of all mieh dealing has a natural basis
in the fact of expciH'mv that a man's judgment of

hin. IT I "!,r , influenced by the judgment of

Ins i-
1

, '.i i -':',! r belongs to human natuie tint
the judgment of the community m which a man
lives BO tells upon hi-, spa it that it is bard for

him to boar up against it, This is carried to a

higher jxwer in the Church, in the sphere wherein
the Spirit of Christ works. The testimony of men
who are sph "dually minded and in communion
with God is felt to have an authority nueh that

great relief is given to souls by the Church's

absolution, and great burden imposed by its re-

fusal, And justly, for tho discernment of npirite
IB one of the gifts of the Spirit of Christ to Hia
servants. They all have it in some measure, Homo
in a wonderful measure (1 Co ls

, 1 Jn 2al) 41
}, and

it may be recalled that after our Lord promised to
l*eter that on him He would build Hia Church, Ho
did not say, an we should have expected,

i
I will

give thoo the keys of tho Church,* but * the keys of
the kingdom of heaven $

: from which we infer

that, while the Church and the kingdom are not
conterminous, tho Church is meant to be a true
realization of the kingdom, and its judgments
valid for that kingdom. In an ideal Chureh this
would be fulfilled. In anjr actual Church the

power f"iTv M nf, . ( r:
,

i

:s,cioua arid awful, varies
in its :!' MH'MI , mi '

_
i

to the fulness of the

Spirit in its oilice-bearera and members,

2u ffliabon/ of A hwluthn in the Gftttfdfe* Tn tho NT age there
is MO trace of the piuctkr of puvati (jontoHsion to ministers of
the Church foi private alwoluiion (Ja 5* <*imot b so inter-

prett-d) Hut vciv early in the hwt/orv of the (flmrrh it, became
cumoinaiv for tluwo who, after baptiwm, had tallon into

, Hiicoiall} th< wins of idolatry, (ululteiv, or murder, to be
out off from fellowship, and bo be rwdmitU'd after repentance
nmmfctfted by public uoufcHmnn in tho church This ruadmis-
sion wan an absolution, which came to bo spoken of at* the
Qhiwh'a power to forgive aim. a power, ht>wtv< , declared by
TertulUfcn (dm Pudio. xxi ) to oelontr to thi' Church only in HO
far an she is composed of up!ritual men, This power in the
2nd oent wow claimed as ventfld in tho whole episcopate, and,
by and by. in every single bwhop ; Htill later, in every priest.
And from the time of Loo the Great (Bishop of Borne A i>. 440),
the ouatom jrrew of private oonfennion and private absolution.

In tho Middlo Ages there wero many diwcusaioriH oa to whether
the priest had power simply to declare the forgiveness of sins,
Ood alone having- power to torffiv0> or whether the priest truly
hi iiwt'lf exercises a power to forgiveM representative of Ood.
The fliml doctrine of the Church of Bom, as fixed by the

Council of Trent, combine both these views. Ood alone

forgives Hins, and He 4oo$ fcWs sokily on acoount of the sinner's

ropcmcarioo. But the pneat is tho aOM0*ry itiMtrumfiiit of (ttod.

Ood htxs bwn pleased to make the prie^s frboltttlan fche mtfam
by which &he grace is ooowytd, u*d the word of ih* pvtart is a.

Judicial aefe in which ht msss ente%o0 on th& penitent T&e
Driest is entitled to use the words ot the ritual, U absolve thte
from thy slm in the name of the Father, ttie Son, arid the Holy
Ghost,' It is fcdnrittod ta^t *pevfw*f sorrow for sin without
addition of external rite blots out the stains, and restores tlie

peaoo of Ood in the soul
'
: yet thiB i>ej-feot sorrow Involvce in a

well-imtmcted Oat/holic the intention of confessing and receiv-

ing ike priest's absolution wheft opp^PtJUialJ^ olCesr^ fr0tw<laai.i

truly penitent may indeed receive the peace of Ood, becsause
thia desire of confession may be regarded as implicit in them,
But confession to the priesb is a neoeesary duty, and priestly
absolution nmy not be omitted witaoufc loss of saivation,

The Lutheran Chxirch did not entirely abolish confession twid

absolution
; but T *, r '!> \> >^

*

'\_i ( , i%.i 'i-^
its character. C s . -.1 MM, -,i ,^ i

fn c
>]i|ii>i ti ,i i \ ,,i mijyht be used m case of sms about which

iii' ii'i<iii 'i 'Id no i, otherwise attain to peace. Luther made
it nrinuccHHary in confession to enumerate e\cry mdi\idual am ;

and HO little wan absolution sacerdotal that it might be given by
a Uhribtiau layman. In courao of time, pnvate confession to
the piiHtor niostlj died out in the Lutheran Church But it has
often IK c i ij' i iMiM>i'-l\ n -"ii'tcl in tunes of

"

r

"

i - ri ,1

of wh, \\ I'si'K- 1
'>_' i \ ri

i>i(
s iMay bo found i i- J> >.

jKrin'wnwgfti He tewtifies strongly to the benefit both to
ixiotor and people of the JPrwatfwirM?, as be calls the Lutheran
method, m contradustuiotion to the Roman Catholic Ohrbeiehte
(vol. u p 118fn And ho justifies the w("d or n oh ,.->n

ftpokcnby the minister, 'I absolve thec/ etc., ('' i- -ul, \^ i. n )m
the objection that it is falsified and of no effect if tht1 absolved
IIOH not truth and faith, by saying that m that case it is still

effectual foi judgment, us in the case of the misuse of the Lord's
Hupper, or, indeed, or Liu- preached gospel

in regard to the Anglican Church, p '^V- \ I "'the
abnoluUon or remission of sms to b< : t , n '

-\ neab
alone, the people still kneeling,' is i " n i-u i . i L' >-^ i pro-
clamation of God'8 pardon to the jxmtent, ending in a prayer
for true ropentani'e Th exhortation before the Communion
contains thia invitation, to be pronounced by the curate: 'If
there bo any of you who . . . cannot quiet his own conscience,
lefc him come to me, or to sonic other discreet and learned
minister of God's word, and open lus grief, that by the ministry
of (slod's holy word he may receive the benefit of absolution,
together with $hostiy counsel and advice to the quieting of his

ooimcionce, ana avoiding >'.. 1 i }" 4 *ilr' -.,1 l-i-- 1 1 ,

this, the teaching" of tho ( .1 i
1

> I i . .. KI :
j-j-i j> i ,;< -.s'l '-lJ ^ * * * '

In th'e service for the visitation of the azote, the miniafcer is

enjoined 'to move the sick person to make 1 a spc< ial confession
of his sins if he fool his conscienco tiouhhd \\ith an^ \\ eighty
matter. After which confession tb-

"

absolve him (if

he humbly ami hc.ii(.l\ li'siic ifc) , i , >rt, "Our Lord
JOHUH Ohriflt, who Iwi'i lo T

i p . tc- FT 1 - H \r *.> ,o 'ii,-,'i*, (
. 4ll

smu i i

1 M
p<

'
: a 1 < .< ,'iln i, <,: II *

.r -,ii i-un ,-

for^ i i . ii' --I- "(^ a'cl i l( - ,. i 'v i ii , i nd ..>

me, I .' -< i
1

I .? * r><- ii .h< i i i <,i i-u> Laihcr,
and of the Son, and of th( lloU (-ho*- 1

"*

In the Presbyterian C imn-iu'i iho words ^absolve 1 and
' absolution* are used <mly or tnc U'stonxtion to ronr.iuinion by
felu i i -i >'K 1 ii u.' K in. ><hsicm of ihu** numbers
of l

i ' .'i .. K'l.iv 1 1 if n 01, M> scandalous em by which
Chii- . i-u

'

di-i <iu,- i ! *i i ,' are wually dealt tvifcht

i\n-\. i ;, i '-!u i i ]u s ii.c they appear before the
' ' '-i ' 't " -' '

.

aiul protcss ii'ixMitanc e. Thcrcu]xi thov mav 1 1> ucMic -uil asirl

abHohed,' In \\huJi is mount rebtojea to Oouimumun Tlus
(IpahtifjrliaH boon undoubtedly, when usedviithhpiritual tact and
torulerm'HH, a treat means of deepening both the sense of sin and
Iho tiust of (Stxi

1

-* foij^iwncbii, and it has the effect of giving
manv who had lowt character a new spiritual start The value,
however, of Lhih dim'ipliiir depends wholly on the measure in

"Which those who adjnmihttsr it are Christian, not legal, m their
HIM it, and on thi* support which the discipline receives from
trie spiritual level of fen p^ral body of the Ohurdbu

3, Condition. Absolution, in the full meaning
of bringing men into the sense of God's forgiveness
and keeping them in that sense, may be said to be
the primary work of the Church and its ministry,
This work is carried out mainly by Breaching,
sacraments, and individual dealing with souls
The short history given above indicates the more
or less fitting and successful methods by which
the Christian Church has endeavoured to fulfil

especially the duty of individual dealing. In order
that a Church may be truly successful in this

work of grace, it must be largely and widely per-
vaded "by the Spirit of Christ in its whole mem-
bership.* The gift of power in this work is not
confined to the ministry ; it is found wherever
there is a deeply spiritual mind and Christian

experience. Men in spiritual trouble do not betake
themselves to a priest or minister unless they feel

him to have the spiritual authority that belongs to

Chrkt4ike character, A merely official spiritual

authority is not seriously believed m, What com-
forts and assures in time of soul-trouble is the
word or sign of acknowledgment from the Chris-
ti*ux eompany speaking by those who truly repre-
8n.t it thosa who are tri^y called of Ooa to the

ministry, or who are &bow by fc&elr gocxjbaess to
be m the fellowship of (Skxi 04 tie

tfeip BJ^mfa^ bdl boy *t irfltfc
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awake at night he talked to the nurse. One night
he said, 'Sister, I think I am dying, and it is so

hard ; but I think if you kissed me as if I Avas a

good boy, I could bear it.' This boy, conscious of

an evil past and struggling to escape from it, felt

as if the kiss of that good woman would give him
cheer, and hope of acceptance with God would be,
in fact, an absolution. A Christian minister, in

converse with a dying man in whom he discerns a
true repentance, may -be able to say with great
power,

*

Brother, be assured thy sins are forgiven
thee,' and great blessing of comfort to the man
may follow, may indeed be looked for. Only in a

high moment of spiritual impulse and assurance
could the minister venture to say,

c In the name of

kthe Lord Jesus I absolve thee from thy sms.
3

LiTHRATURE.--The Commentaries on the Gospels, especially
V, *

.1 . 1! ucd on St. Matthew, Dods on St
'

\
|* H 1 I me's Exposition of "the Thirty-mm

1 ' ' '?'
'

^onciiry by Addis and Arnold, art.

'I* i

f
i i

i
, , The Doctrine of Cot^fesswn in the

' *' / ' !( i Wace's Confession and -Ibholvtwn ,

Jjr. Jjrury's Conjei
<

' ' " '

f TJuchscl's ffnn-
t / / ,

' ' . F W. Robert-
aim, 01 Jbngntjon, &MWO/W, arci series, v. ; Seloy, The Imperfect
Angel, etc., xii. J,

ABYSS (T? fy3i;<r<roy). The word '

abyss/ -which we
find in several places in the BV of the NT, is not
found in the A V. There we find instead, in St.

Luke (8
SJ

) and in Romans (10
7
) 'the deep,

3 and in
the Ai.-i ^i| * 'the bottomless pit.' In BevO1 - 2

we find (li\ ) 'the pit of the abyss' (rb <j>pap r^s

dftfoffov), a somewhat peculiar expression, but not
having, it would seem, a different signification from
the simple woid 'abyss.'

It is not easy to see that the word *

abyss
'

lias

the same i.ii'l.. ,-

"

in Romans as it has in St
Luke and the Apocalypse. In a general way, of

course, the word may be taken as meaning the
underworld, the world of departed spirits and of

things dim and mysterious, a world conceived of
as deeply hidden away from that of things seen
and known, even as the interior of the earth and
the depths of the ocean are hidden. The abyss
is certainly the realm .of the departed in Ro 107

where St Paul himself mferjnrcts tho word for us :

'Who shall descend uuo ihc al>ys-* (that is, to

bring up Christ from the dead)?' But a more
specific moaning Mian that of ^implv the under-
world muM. be jriven to the \\uid in l.k 8S1 and in
the various pns-a^o> in the -Apocalvp*e where it

occurs. Tlu> b> -, H not even m Lk 8J1
perhaps,

the ultimate place of punishment, but it is there

assuredly a place of restraint and of terror, as it is

also so far in the Apocalypse. The abyss in the
latter is the Satanic underworld, the dark and
mysterious region out of which evil comes, but
also the prison in which dining the millennial period
Satan is confined Of couise much that is given
in the Apocalypse is given under poetic imagery.
The abyss is rather a condition of spiritual beings
than a

region of space. But under the imagery
there is fact, the fact that there are spiritual
beings setting themselves in opposition to the
Kingdom of God, and yet in their very opposi-
tion conscious of His restraining power. Satan
is "bound for a season in the abyss. He has no
absolute power, but must submit to such restraint
as is put upon him. Evil comes from the abyss,
but the very Spirit of evil has to submit to being
bound there.

LITERATURE. The Commentaries on the passages above cited;
the ait.

<

Abyss
'

in Hastings' DB and in the Bneyc. Xbblwa.

ACCEPTANCE. The state or relation of being
in favour, especially with God. It is a common OT
conception that has been carried over into the NT.
In the^former it has both a ceremonial significance,
involving the presence of an approved offering or

a state of ceiemonial purity, and also an ethical

-U-nili'iii <- involving divinely approved conduct.

1'ne 1 1 1 IT* \* expression 0^9 ^ *
*<<> lift up or accept

the face or person of one,' becomes in N P r/^^wirov

\app&viv, Ho accept the person or prepuce,
5

which,

however, with its derivatives, Tpo<rowoA^/rT2j> and

TpoorwTroX^Trr^y, always implies the .ii i

|'i,i'i"- of

the outward presence, without rega-u i< i'i" in-

ward or moral qualities ; hence, in a bad Honne,

partiality, as in JLk^F (cf. Mt22lfl and Mk tiij4).

In a good sense the idea in expressed by &fy>f<rros,

'Mill-plea-inj' (Mt 317 'This is my beloved Son,
in whom 1 am well pleased

'

; cf, Mt 17B
) ; cf. also

S<-Kr6$, 'acceptable' (Lk 424
, Ph 418

), xwod with
'.

f
,-,. M *y-V year

3

(Lk 4 10
) and with /catpds,

1-1 SI". -IN
(
.' Co 62), of H ji'i io*l or time when

God's* favour is specially inanitcM In nuiucrouH

passages in the Gospels and Epistles acceptance
with God comes only through and in JCHUH Chrint

(Jn 14b
, Eph 1 accepted in the Beloved,' Ko 14M,

He 1321 ). So also the disciple's conduct and ser-

vice are to be such as will find acceptance with
Christ (Eph 310

,
2 Co 58 ; cf. He 1288

). Sec, further,
ai L AGO as.

As applied to our Lord Himaelf, the idea of His

acceptance both with (Jod and man is of frequent
occurrence in the Gospels* Of JCHUB an a growing
boy this i i-MiIn .v <

j-
in- on earth and in heaven

is i \i'K- 'i all i" > I .1 !%. -**). His perfect accept-
an'" v i; 1 1 'ib o Father is testified to, not only by a
voice from heaven both at the beginning

1

of His

ministry (Mt 317
||) and towards its clow (Mt 175 |j)

but by the constant affirmations of Hi own HO!I-

conficiousness (Mt ll^ll, Mk 12|J, Jn 520 S20
10",

159
etc.) The favour with which He wan regarded

by the people when He first caine declaring Hhe
fic< eptiiblo year of the Lord,' is proved not only by
Midi iioimj- as, 'The common people hcar<l liitu

gladly' (Mk 1287 ), but by the crowds which fol-

lowed Him r "".
J

.
i
'*

1 '
aft through the period of

public favou: ** as m ci]i anco with men is

concerned, there is, of coui^, another Hide to the

picture*
* No prophet,' Ho said, *is acceptable in

his own country
*

(Lk 424
), His own brethren did

not believe on Him (Jn 78
"8

), His own towxiHinen
thrust Him out of their city (Lk 428-

), HIB own
people wei e guilty at last of that great act of re-

jection \vhioh fotiud utterance in the shouts, *Not
this man, but Barabbas' (Jn 1840}, and *

Crucify
him, crucify him* (Lk 23ai

), and wan visibly get
forth to all coining time when He was nailed to a
cross in full sight of Jerusalem (see EJBJBOTION).
He who had been accepted for a time was wow * a
root out of a dry ground/ the *despiwcd mid re-

jected of men '

(Is
53a* 8

). And yet it wn from th!

same root of rejection and sorrow that the accept-
ance of Chi 1st wa& to grow into univeisal forniH.

Being lifted up from the earth. He drew all men
unto Him (Jn 1232). And though as the well-
beloved Son He had never for amoment lost favour
in His Father's sight, it was through enduring the
cross and despising the shame that He sat down at
the right hand of the throne of God (He 12* ; of.

Ph 2831). E,

ACCESS (irpo<wxw7T}). No word in the English
language expresses the double meaning of r^w-
a7wy#. While the AV translates it) invariably
*

access,* the KV more accurately renders *ow
access' m Ho 52 and Eph 218

.

The Trpocrayuyefa ^
at Eastern courts acted aa

official introducer in conducting strangers to a
king's presence

* Whether there were any allusion
to this or not in the minds of our New Testament
writers, the custom illusfaatM appropriately one use
of the word * access/ Christ as onr Introducer
obtains admission for us into the favour and

*
Tholuck, Mom. &c., arid Uateri, Lekrb, , i. 1, p. 101.
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presence of God. frpoffay^yjj is 'Htlttus ad rci vel

personam
'

(Grotms). It means (1)
*

introduction,'
'admission' (see leferences to classical Greek
authors, and to Chiysostoni m Ellicott on Eph 218

) ;

(2)
'

hbeity of approach.'
* Access' (Trpoffayuyn) OCCUIH in three passages in

tlie New Testament, Ho 5a
, Eph 2 18

, and 3la
. An ex-

amination ot these p.-. _< . ill best explain what
* access

J meant in '< iimi:Jn of St Paul. Then
it will be necessary to consider 1 V 818 ' For Christ
also hath once suffered for sins, the just for the

unjust, that he might bring
1 us (irp<xra,ydyy) to

( Jot I
*

; and afterwards, the idea ot the author of the

Epistle to the Hebiews regarding 'access* as the
net of drawing near to God thiough the gieat
High Priest must be stated.

1. Ro 5s 'Through whom \ie have also [/caf,

'copulat et auget' (Toletus), 'anvsveimg almost to

our "as might be expected"' ( \lf y|goi[rxi7M*uf]
our [njv] access (mtioduction)by <>ui [777] f.uth, into

tliis grace wherein we stand.' The Perfect tense
is used in connexion with that justifying act re-

ferred to in v. 1
. Access is not here a second

privilege of the justified, but introduction to the

very grace of j u^tilu abi< >n itself. We owe to Christ
not only peace as the primary blessing ot

jyiBtiii-

cation, Ibut admission to that state which iw the

atmosphei e of peace.
This p.u.iiM.i]ih. bi-j-imim.'

1

"uith v. 1 and descrip-
tive of the lire of i In" ill* L'u., is founded on the
doctrinal basis just Jaid down. The Apostle has
examined the world of men, as it appeared in the

prevalent antithesis of Jew and Gentile. His

spiritual diagnosis revealed the fact of universal
sin and universal condemnation, A guilty race,
a holy God, and a broken law, with its death

penalty, were factors in the problem for solution.

This problem, insoluble by man, is taken in hand

by ("'hi isi. ('In i^i pi<>\ idcd n solution as effectual

as the need for it i^ dLunam The summary^of
that solution as contained in 424i ia the Divine
certificate of its efficacy Tt was written not for

the sake of Abraham alone (a typical case of its

application), but for us also, to whom it shall be

imputed, if we bolieve on Him that raised up Jesus
our Loid horn the dead; who waa delivered for^our
offences, and was rained again for our justification.
Based on this, ch. 5 begins: 'Therefore being
justified by faith, we have peace with God through
our Lord Jesus Christ/ Before gelling fun her,
the Apostle

* harks back* in v, a to the thought of

justifying grace, access to which is by Christ.

Into th state of justifying grace we have access

through Christ's T'u^ion. IJi^ introduction in-

cludes, nay, is the starting-point of, liberty of ap-
proach. The need of an introduction implies that
we were outside the state into which we are
introduced* St. Paul himself had experienced
transition from the condition of a condemned, to

that of a justified, sinner.
*Barnabas introduced

him to the apostles (Ac 927
) and there were others

" that led him by the hand to Damascus "
(v,

8
) ; but

it was Christ that introduced and led him by the
hand into this grace* (M. Henry). Christ mtro*

duG&> 'Contigitnobisntperduceremur* (Erasmus),
He does not drag unwilling followers* Faith is

the following foot. If He draws us, we run after

Him.
2. Eph 218 Tor through him we both have our

access in one Spirit unto the Father.' 3ia *In
whom we have our boldness and our access with
confidence by the faith of him ' The old contro-

versy as to whether access means in these verses
introduction or liberty of approach, still survives.

Among moderns, Alford and Ellicott take opposite
Bides. Alford contends for the latter as *

better

representing the repetition, the present liberty of

approach which ^xo/xe? implies, but which "introduc-

tion
"
docs not give.' While pressing the point that

as ' boldness
*

(n-appijo'la) is subjective in 3 1
-,

* access
'

theie coupled with it must also be subjective, he
gives a-\\ ay his case by admitting- that the second
teim (TTpQwyuyty LS 'less purely so than the first'

(Trappycrla). Ellicott argues foi 'introduction* on
grounds of lexical and classical usage, but also
makes the significant admission that the transitive,

meaning of Trpovaywyr} is a little less certain in 31*

than it is in 2 18
,
on account of its union with the

intransitive irapprjo-ia,

Where equalh n
pi critical authorities

thus differ, the \ ; the passages may be
allowed to decide between them. In the paragraph
211 'aa

,
where * access* (v.

18
) appears, the Apostle

writes of a change in the Ephesians' relations cor-

responding to the change already described as

having taken place in their moral and *>puiiual
condition. At one time they were* afar oil, aliens,

strangers, hopeless, godless. A Ji, ^-- v of^i \

by the blood of Christ Those i<- V-ion Hi ,,
procured peace are now declared to be fellow-
citizens of the saints, members of the household of

God, stones in that living temple in which God
dwells through the Spirit. There is surely some-

thing more implied by 'access* in such a setting
than mere liVnv <f approach to God. The
Church is t Im-i -

1'o-Ij. sharing the privileges of
its Head. The reconciliation effected by His iblood

is not a mere potential one. Very dt-fim i ^ language
is used to express change of KliHum-lup- \ lfc

'were brought nigh
3

(historic). To bi<uiin k ni/u->
of a kingdom, members of a household, stones in a

building, implies a definite act performed on behalf
of the poisons or things thus brought into these
new lelations. Access in the sense of introduction
seems to express most fitly the alteration thus con-

textually described.

The argument for
* introduction

*

is not quite so

strong in 3ia
. In the context preceding, St. Paul

has beon speaking of his own office as Apostle of

the Gentile^. He was made a minister of the

gospel in order by its means to bring the Gentiles
into the Mlo\\ship of the saints, and instruct
men as to the eternal purpose of God in Redemp-
tion. That purpose, executed in Christ, mani-
fested to principalities and powers in heaven the
wisdom of God, Had the 'access* been used by
itself in v.w after the above line of thought, that
would not point to introduction rather than to

Uberty of approach. But standing as it does be-

tween * boldness
*

(irappya-Lav} and
* with confidence

'

(iv Trewot^o-et), 'liberty of approach* scarcely ex-

presses all the author's thought. The multiplica-
tion of terms indicates an attempt to gi\ e utterance

to something be&ides this. And so, according to

the analogy of Ro 53 and Bph 218
, we are warranted

heie also in translating irpo<r<x,y(*)
f

yf), by 'introduc-

tion
' 'While the former of the psnallel terms

(boldness) describes the liberty \\uli uhich the
newborn Church of the redeemed address them-
selves to God the Father and the unchecked
freedom of their petitions, the latter (admittance)
takes us back to the act of Christ by which He
intioduced lib to the Father* pie-ence uiul gnve u-

the place of sons in the house' (Findlay m Expos
Bibte, 'Epliesians').

Confusion has been created "by expositors in-

sisting that 'access' must, in the three passages
where the word occurs, always mean either intro-

duction, or liberty of approach exclusively. But
the larger concept, 'introduction,' includes the

lesser,
'

liberty of approach.' To put it in another

way the latter teim. follows from the former.

Presentation at the Court of Heaven gives one
the right to return there. It secures habitual

access to God at all times.

3* 1 P 31B ' Because Christ also suffered for sins
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once, the righteous for the unrighteous, that he

might bring us (irpotfaydyy) to God.' The Apostle
does not bet lumsell in this Epistle to expound the

theology of the Passion His geneial puipoae is to

comfort and suatam Chiibtianw who are sufleimg
persecutions. Some of them were slaves, enduring
wrongs fioin eiuel masters because of their faith

in Christ Thebe wcie directed to the exemplary
character of Chnst's sufferings. In S13 St. Peter
assures them that it is better to sutler foi well-

doing than for evil-doing Then in v. 18 he links
them in thought with the sufteimg Saviour. But
it is not on the exemplary -i r >i*ii'n''n of Chust's
"iifl'i-MMp- i/hat he enlaiges. That is left behind.
The ^iiiri is spellbound by the very mention of

the Ciosb, and tor a moment he forgets his pur-
pose of directing some wionged slaves to Christ as
the supieme example of suttenng innocence, that
lie may state again the wider and deeper meaning
of lus Lord's Passion. Christ buffered in connexion
with sin once for all (#xa) The unique signifi-
cance of His death consisted in its being the
death of a righteous person for the umi^liLcoiii
(5/couos virtp dSLKcav) , and His action had this end
m view, that He might conduct us (Trpoo-aydyy) to

God ;

' ut nos, qui abahenati fueramus, ipse abiens
ad Patrem, secum una, ju.stiticatos addueeret in

ccelum, v.-2 , per eosdem gradus quos ipse emensus
est, exinamtioms et exaltationis

'

(Bengel).
* And

if the soul bear back still through distrust, He
takes it by the hand and draws it forward ; leads
it unto His Father

; piesents it to Him, and leaves
not the matter till it [the reconciliation between a
sinner and God] be made a full and sure agree-
ment '

'T riirl <'>n'

4. The word TrpoouytuyjJ is not found in the Epistle
to the Hebrews. Access is expressed there in
different language from that in thi p ;.

- toi

sidered, because it is associated \ , usi. u
different ideas. The author of Hebrews, writing
as a pastor, not as an evangelist, aims at con-

serving lather than initiating faith. Instead
of the Pauline and Petrine idea of the Saviour
leading in a sinner, we have the sinner coming to
the Saviour. Introduction (Trpoo-ay^y^) becomes
access, liberty ,

. roxtmation. Sinners
are represent . s * * i,ct of approaching
are exhorted to approach. "The

worshippers under
the law were rods irpo<rpxofj<&ov$.> 'the comers'
(He 101

) ;

* not those that come to the worship, but
those who by the worship come to God' (Owen),
Under the gospel T . their attitude
and character rem- -

. ll f> (sineulari
or 416 1022, where believers are >\lioi,.>l i<> u'uv,
near (Trpo^px^eOa),
As a Hebrew Christian silir< in^ Hebrew

Christians, the writer of Hebr- nuA' -
large use

of Old Testament conceptions and Old Testament
rites familiar to himself and lus correspondents.
Urging upon them the truth 'that the faith of
Christ is the true and final religion' (Davidson),
he presents a series of contrasts between what was
elementary in Judaism and the fii i-l,i C p'od',. i i.,

%

Christianity Modern readen , M ,r.i 10 l<-
themselves amid unfamiliar details here. But it

is possible to &et these details in the background,
and yet jprasp the permanent truths, which are m
important for us as for the readers to whom such
details became the most effective illustrations
We shall keep this in view when attempting now
to summarize the gieat facts associated \\iththe
idea of access in the four Epistles already referred
to.

(1) The need of access to implies separation fromGod want of
fellowship like that enjoyed by

those who walk in the light. We are by nature
afar off (Eph 213

), aliens (v.) There is an en-

mity which must be &lain before peace is effected.

The wiath of God is revealed against all ungodli-
ness and unrighteousness oilmen (K<> l

ls
) 'Phe

Ephesian.s w<iie by imtiuc dhildiou of wrath (Kph
2J

). That exhortation used in Hebrews to diaw
near (4

ll) 10aj
)
couhl bo addressed only^

to those

who aie at a distance from (Jod.
* Whereas it

is emphatically affirmed that He IH able to Have

unto the uttermost, it iw supposed that- great

oppositions and difficulties do he in the way of

its accomplishment' (Owen).
(2) The great M^IMUM:.: barrier is .v///. All

have sinned (Ko &A
) and the wmelative of uni-

versal sm i universal condemnation. Hiu and
death are so associated an to be completely one

(Bo 512 14 - 1{5 ' l7 J1
). The Eyhasians are represented

as dead in trespasses and sins (2
1

)

(3) All three PCISOIIK of the (Godhead conspired
to deal with the problem of sin, in a way corre-

sponding to its- magnitude. Access is (a) to (vp6s)
the Father (Bph 2 1

"

i^ |IT- 'i-i's- the (Jod to

whom we are to be iccoiiciled and introduced, and
into \\ ho^o f,i milv A\ e ju <.' to be adojiied ; (b) Hit vwjh
(did) the Son (l(o 5a

, Eph 2lb
), (c) by (tv) the

Spirit (Eph 218
).

(4) This is the
special work of Christ. He brid^ftn

the gulf which sm haw created between pod and
man. We have access mU> the

prace
of juKtilica-

tion through the io<h iiijition that is in Christ

Jesus, whom God hat-h ^i ioii!i to be a propitia-
tion through faith in Hin blood (Ho^ ). The
double alienation from (Jod and liiw Church din-

cussed in Ejjhesians is removed through Christ - by
His blood (2

13
), by His flesh (v.

10
), by Um Cio^

(v,
16

).

The steps whereby access was effected by Christ
are clearly laid do\vn in 1 P S18

. Hin death has
a connexion with sin. He suffered once for all

(#7ra),
* so that to them who lay hold on Him,this

holds sure, that sin is never to be suffered for in the

way of strict justice a<r,un, - not by Him, HO not by
them who are in Him' (JLeighton). The unique
significance of Christ's ^uih 1111^ in connexion with
sins is expressed in the wordn 'the jusi for the

unjust
5

(Skcwos ^TT^ d5kwv). In dying, the right-
eous One took on Himself the liability of the
iir'l'

1
!,! "i; Access to God was, in St. Pete's

, -in. ; !! thus purchased at an unspeakable
price. 'A righteous One has once for all faced,
and in death taken up and exhausted, the responsi-
bilities of the unrighteous, so that they no more
stand between them and God '

(Denriey, The Death
of Christ,*. 102).
The author of Hebrews explains and illustrates

by a method mi generis, how Christ obtainn access
for us. Christ is the great High Priest interceding
for men in :hi i ln'!i\< nlv *,m< iu<ii\, and the function
which He li 'li;n ,:

- in ! <m n is basod on th6
death which lie died on earth A putt's duty is
to establish jmd icpiixMU jVllowsliip betwoon 6od
and man. Clm-i round tUju sin barred the way to
this fellowship, and accordingly dealt with sin*
He was appointed with a view to this endto
make propitiation for the sins of the people (He
217

). In contrast with the Levitical priests and
their duties, Christ's Person and work are perfect

He deals with sin by way of
This He did once when He offered up Himself
(7

s7
). Once in the end of the world Imth he

appeared to put away sin by the saciifico of him-
self <9

aB
).

* Christ was once ottered to bear the
sins of many

'

(v.).
' For by one offering he hath

perfectedfore\ei i'topeifert/rfXeioOi', *& to bring
into the true condition of tlio^e in covenant j
them that are sanctified* [Ho sanctify,' bydfav,
'

is to make to belong to God,' Bavidwon].
Associated with the same conception of uacrifice

are the icforencea m the E]>istle to the blood of
Christ. He entered into the Holy Place by
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His blood (9
1

-). The blood of Chribt, who offered

Himself to God, purj^eb the conscience horn dead
woiks (v.

14
). We have boldness to entei into the

Holiest by the blood of Chiist (10
15)

). Access is

theiefore !u fc

i'fi!(l( IK on Christ's Person and woik.
In lehance on His wacniice (3

r|1
" ,.!_ a way con-

seciated by His death (v
2l)

), i-i.M.,ri! i their High
Priest (v.-

1

) in heaven, believers aie exhoited to

draw neat' to God. The exhoitation m 4 1(> to come
boldly nnto the tin one of giace is also founded on
Jesus having passed into the heu ens as our great
High Viieul: and it adds the thought of Christ's

-Miip.it 1 iy, as having expeiienced iniinnities and

U'lnpi.uum^ Himself, in older to emouia^e sup-
pliants loi meicy and grace. The tiuth put hor-

tatively in these passages is al
* "

i( 1y
in 7

J5
, where access is linked . 's -

<

This intercession, of which an examples preserved
in Jn 17, is continued m heaven, and derives its

power from the sacnfice \Uuch Chi 1st offered on
earth.

(5) Faith is the ,'

" *

-"ndition of those
who have access (K ! 1 . 312 ) 'He who
comes to God must < , he is' (He II 6

).

The eleventh chapter of Hebrews is a record of
faith in action, faith as ilhistiated in the lives of

saints, who Ihst came to God, and then acted and
endured, because sustained by the stiength of God.
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Jjiteratwe.

The term ' accommodation '

may be defined as
tlie principle or la\\ according to which God adapts
His Stalf-revelation to the capacities and limitations
of created intelligences In every ago, from the
earliest onwards, this Self-ievela'tion of God lias

been made, and has its own characteristic features.
Between the time when men conceived of God in
the rudimentaiy anthropomorphism of Gn 38 and
the time of the highest attainment by the human
mind of His Nature and Being (Jn 4S3f

), every
conceivable gradation occurs in the extent and
character of God's revelation of Himself to men.

i THE INCARNATION AS THE SUPREME EXAMPLE.
This LS not the place to entei into a detailed

inquiiy as to the natuie and extent of the self-

imposed limitations of Chiist, or how far the
modern theories of the kwonis (wh. see) are justified
by revelation, dnectly or by implication. It will be
sufficient here to indicate how far the Gospels, as
we have them, point to a real adoption by Ilim of
the conditions of that life which He assumed, and
involved Him ex necessitate in the limitations of a
real human life.

(a) So complete is the accommodation to the

capacities and acquirements of infanthood, that
St Luke scruples not to recoid, as part of the

angelic message, the finding by the shepherds of

. . . a babe wrapped in swaddling clothes and
lying in a manger' (Lk 2 !a

), and St. Matthew
makes the safety of His childhood depend on the

vigilance and care of Joseph and His mother, their

return from enforced exile being conditioned by
the fact that *

they are dead that bought the young
child's life' (Mt 220

). All this pio-uppo^, of

course. His development along the lines of human
growth, wl;V 11""- - Jmed by St. Luke in

the much \\ .1 .

|
'Jesus advanced in

wisdom and stature, and in favour with God
and men' (Lk 2<5a

). If thewe words are to be in-

teipKited according to their obvious meaning, they
imply a moial and spiritual as well as a physical
advancement along lines as normal as, for ex-

ample, those winch marked the ^IOM Lh of the
child Samuel. We may say, indued, that there is

a marked reference to the words . . . ml dya66v
KQ.I /JLtrk Kvplov Kal /terk &v6p&7cuv of 1 S 2<26

[LXX],
hrift's growth wasfi"iu lii-l>:iili.i holy growth'

(Martennen, CTvristwn /</,;" '.', \.\ j rf. p. 282);
but the words 'the child grew and waxed strong'
( Lk 240

) point to the (*- ntinlh hum,in conditions

under which that giw ill A\ ,\- ellec lod.

The sole incident in connexion with His boyhood
which IraB corno downjto us in our reliable authori-

ties is that of His visit to the temple (Lk 241flr<
).

Short, however, as it is, it throws a clear light on
the nature and reality of the advance *

in wisdom
and favour/ and it umnU'iiupted continuity is>

well expressed in v, 40
, ii vo ync the void Tr\T}poi>-

{Aevov i: i
..... i Ignifieance. Day by day He was

being i. ii< -I i. i wisdom. Even at this age, His
marvellous intellectual powers displayed them-

Helves, and already He exhibited that keen insight
which in after life He so frequently showed. The
verb used to express the amazement of the learned

teachers ($l<rravro) shows how much these men
wondered at the Boy's knowledge and at the depth
of His midci ^landing (M r{j <rw&rei). Notwith-

standing this fciliiie of the narrative, the historian

is far from leading us to suppose that there was

anything Mipeinatuial in the matter. He rather

icpiescnts Je&us as a boy of a singularly inquiring
turn of mind, A\ho deliberately determines to find

out for Ilim self the solution of many problems
! which puzzled Him during the course of His home
education, and for which He could find no satis-

ftictoiy explanation fiom Hi* teachers in Nazareth.
He sits down (KaOiftaevov) at the feet of these great
teacheis (8180.0h6\uv] as, a learner (cf, St. Paul's

description of hisa oun education in the Law, Ac
22J

). Nor are we to look upon the circumstance

in the temple as eonbtitutmg an exhibition of

miraculous intellectual acquirements in the ordi-

nary sense of that word All Jewish children

from their *
earliest infancy

'

(Jos. c. Apion. ii. 18)

were made to acquire a knowledge of and to prac-

tise the precepts of the Law. We have only to

compare the Lukan narrative with that given iq

the Arabic Gospel of the Iwfanev to see how com-

pletely natural and human is the whole incident,

and how entirely the boyhood of Jesus was subject
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to "boyhood
1

s conditions and limitationA. In the
latter He is lepresented as crosy-exannning each
of the doctois, and instructing them not only in

matters appertaining to the Law and the Prophets,
l>ut in astionomy, physics, metaphysics, and other
branches of cunent erudition (see clis. xlvin.-lu.).

Without entering- into an examination of the woids contained
in His answer to His mother's gentle lebuke, or what relation

they hear to His subsequent complete and developed self-

consciousness, it may be said that they do not necessarily in-

volve all that 18 sometnnea imported into them Even the im-

I
i I i Hi u- ' -v~> , '' v.iiSandjv *&$ feiu irturpas fAov of v.^9

!' ,ul\i 'in 'i.' i o than a reminder that the claims
of His heavenly

"~ " " "

"I "iers, and bears

testimony to a -
i transcendent

reality of His Di j ,
: < . Jew, Bug. tr

vol. i p. 278 if.) It is true, we have no right to assume that
the Boy Jesus had no knowledge of

""* ' '
'

God (of. Gore, J)fa8. p. 78, n 1).

particle put points to the probability
'

- *

t -in i i MI -p '( i n - \ <"> \ ti- me development ox Ilia

i (r .illu'i. i
- 11 , ', h, -

-, I owever, fat from saying
tha.t Jesus at this early age possessed the consciousness of His

Messiahship, which only came to full maturity at the next

turning-point of His life (see Sanday's art.
* Jesus Christ

*
in Hast-

ings' JDJ3, vol. n. p 609) , and the short but graphic touch with
which St. r i' e p-.iti,."3 for us His surprise at His parents*
method of - n -u ( , t-i i^ruri ^ fi )> an<* His sustained sub-
ordination (%v uT6<ree,e"ff'ofjt,6V6S a.i>r<iis gives the idea of a continuance
of His subjection to the conditions of His home life) to the

authority of Joseph and Mary
'

'
*

>
"

of

Cfod
*

emptied Himself/

One incidental reference to "T
"

".'* r T
-*svis'

life in the Synoptic narrative . <' i
' the

impressiveness or this self-humiliation. St. Mark
relates that on the occasion of one of His visits to
Nazareth (Mk 61) His teiicliinx ^is met^by HIM

fellow-townsmen with Hie scomiul question, 'Is

not this the carpenter?' (6 T&KTW).* Thin single
question gives point to the more general remark of

St. Luke mentioned above, and interprets his use
of the analytical or peri plmi -fie tense (fy inroT&a-*

cr6fj,vo$: for the use of tlm fonu of the verb the
leader is recommended to see Burton's NT Moods
and Tenses, p, 11 f. and p. 16 ; see also Blass, Gram.
ofNT Greek, p. 203).
His whole life, then, previous to the events which

led to His public ministry, was lived under the

simple conditions which obtained in a humble but
pious country

' *

T
T "

-. rer to the Baptist's
remonstrance, 'irptwov teriv $$)
to fulfil all i". Ini". !*

'

(Mt 3ic
), is the result of

a training < !:, i ,m i ; i in its nai*vet6 of a house
whose inmates 'waited for the redemption of
Israel

'

(Lk 225), and were strict observers of the
law- fioxomin^ ilu r-'li^ioin lift* of the Jews. See,-

IULllif'1, ait I. liOYUOOU Uiui (, IICLJDIXOOD.

It may not be out of place to note a Blight but significant
difference m the method of mUoducing the muiatneof Jesus'

baptism, between the Lukan and the o( , ! \o >

versions The latter speak of Jo&ua as comr ,
'i un i o '

the special purpose of being bapiued (see i i.n <>!<<-
Heb. in Jerome's ado Pelag 3)~Tau /S*7v ..r. * ',<"
313), xKJ^airr.r^w-^'IaMtttfaiiCMk I*)), and S. ' <>! ,

->
>

ol a, certain amount o( astomshmonb on aroounu oi! tho actL
The Lukan narrati-ve, on the other hand, gives the story an
incidental character , and by its usea ot the participle, both itt

describing the act of baptism and also His prayer vbich im-
mediately followed (*i 'I^fl-oy fiotvriirdivros x*l vr/>offtv%A/x,ittu>
Lk 321), the Evangelist gives a human touch to fchewhofe scene
which harmonizes \\ell \\ith the style of hia history jn this
plaqe.

(5) It is, however, when we come to the scene of
His temptation, and study it in connexion with the
revelation which He had ]ust received from His
Father, that we begin to appreciate the full mean-
ing of the words of He 415 that Jesus was One who
' in all points

'

(tear*, Trdvra] was tempted like our-
selves. Whatever be the interpretation we are
inclined to put upon the nature and method of the
temptations (see art. TEMPTATION) to which He
was subjected, one thing must be uneomprorms-

*TMa
expressio
(Mt ISS'J), .. ________________________ ____ w ______
formed (see Wright, Synopins'ofthe G-o^el8\n ~&r&dG~

ingly insisted on the struggle vi as a real out*, it

was intense, it was ueee.sH^iry ($TrpeTrv yap avrfa . . .

Si& iraO-rj^dr^v r\etuffai t
f fe 2 10

). It is IlCOWSiiry
that \ve should be on our gnaid against falling

into the errors which mar, for example, the work
of Hilary of Poitiers in 1m <"' .'<< "-/ with the

Arums (see especially hiaZ^/'ft XI i, w< Trimtate,
Liber x.). To explain away tho reality of the

suffciingH of Jesus alining oufc of HIM diflerent

temptations, whether the^e ftufleringH are mental
or puymcal, is of tho e^Benoe of DocetiHiu ;

and a

docetic ChiiHt has never yet appealed, and we are

confident never will appeal, to the eonwious nwuU
of humanity. JenuH iiiinself must have be<^u the
ultimate source from which the story of the Temp-
tation became known, and it is very evident that
the impression made upon Hin mind by the terrible

ordeal was most profound. He had 3\i.st received

from Bin Father the revelation of His unique Hou-

ship.* St. Matthew and St. Luke agree in
prefix-

ing to two of tli- tMii|lnt
: M^ t->e wordw,

*
It thou

art the Son of <.o,, iii' <--"iM' of the trial con*

sistingin the danger of doubting^the truth "which

had been disclosed to HIH connciouKneHH, and of

testing the iidelity of Owl by a thaumatxirgical
exhibition. There i also a nxibtle ji-\i1i>lu^i,il
and spiritual iitneus in the character c>i \ lu- lu^i oi

the seriew, wliicli speaks, perhapK, jnore for its real

force than any direct statement could do. The
appeal came to JesuB in the hour and on the mtle

of Mis physical exhaustion, and this IH in direct^at^
cordance with the general experience of humanity.
Temptation become- infinUely Ptionger and more
dangerous when jrihy-ienl IMMKIM---I coiueH to the
aid of the external promptings of the Evil One,

That Jesus believed* and led those to whom He recounted
His experiences to helm 1,111 Lhu near pvesdnoe of petional
spirit of evil dwinir Ihia trmoal perixl of C03tifli<5t, ! very
evident (set Gore, Jjws, \\ a4tf.). Moreover, this Evil 0$
(^ J^jSo^f, Mt 4- ", Lk 4.6 as . ^ 2rvif, Mk- i^is a prinoo
standing- at tlie head of a kingdom which is tho direct anii*

.1 1 ^ or 4 ( k ,.l<n cf fl According
1 to the Lxtkftii version

T ! ii s i
1

,*' 1 1, ,lc- i>c\|. \< )d to meet agam imjicrHoual
< on

i
1

i -I * nT'r. .p i -I <
rup vp

. The devil loJtfe Ilun onh till

further oppoitumtv for assault should arise (&%.& xaupou, Lk
413); andiowaids rho end of His ministry veflTxl Huu KIMUMT
expression to the consciousness that the groat htnitfKh' ^itli

Hi$ aroh-f<>e was aooutj to i- ^ . i" - TCIK pipii
1
*- of the

*' *U " */'%*"" -1: '

) -
(. or) "-i.-inr* ( igi),

v. .!,-, followi{c upon HJS betrayal, vns .1 out to
hecomean aocomphahed facfc, we rwoprni^cd the return of th*
5iintof ox ii, and that tho return was with power <$ i|*wr/* w

Perhaps there IB no nioro vivid presentation of
the pioionnd reality of His subjection to tempta-
tion than th.ifc afforded by the nanative

dea4ittj%
witli the events winch occurred in Croaarea Phi-

lippi. Ii i almost possible to $ee ilia startled look
of "horror

ou^ Jeaus face as He listens to Pefcer'n

well-meant, if indiscreet, remonHtranoe* In the
words of His chief ApoBtle He hears again the
voice of Satan (of. Mb 169* and Mk S5

), and the
almost fierce way in which He reTbufcw Peter
points to tho conclusion that this is not the Hwt
time the suggestion has whispered itself into His
ear, to forego the bitter taste which H& knows He
must experience before His work ia ended.

(c) Beroie passing from the consideration of this

aspect of the Incarnation viewed as the self-

adaptation of the Son of God to the conditions
of humanity, we must refer shortly to some of
the details of the last, greatest, and most awful
of the temptations to which JeaiiH wa6* exposed.
Some have sought to explain away the reality
both of the temptations ana the mifferings, through
a vain desire to exalt His Pivine at the expense of
* For our present purpose it is immaterial whether we reject

the words of
e
the Textufl Keceptug 2fc 7 i lb /* i by***,**,

<ri yuMxyirv in favour of the Western reacting of Lie S33 fjr u*v
r <?v, iya* w/usptv yswwKv ft. which Reach and Blase as well afl

others seem to prefer (of. Blass, Jff. swundum Lwwm, eta,
Prafatfo pp. xxxvi-xxxva>
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His human nature ;
but this is not the method of

mi 01 pi (M ini: the life of Christ which brings out of it

God's answer to man's deepest and most conscious
needs. There can hardly be a doubt in the mind
of any unprejudiced reader that the ^y 1 " 1

,
i

' -

place on lecord their accounts of the Passion De-

heving the facts detailed to be real and objective.
The words of Jesus are the o\pio^ion^ of a mind
torn with the mental and spiritual conflict , and
if Lk 2243 * 44 be not a mere Western interpolation,
the element of awful fear entered into and height-
ened His suffeimgs. It is only in this way that
we can interpret the words & ayuvlq,. See art.

AGONY. The thrice-repeated prayer of Jesus, in

which He speaks of His own will as distinct from,
but completely subordinate to, His Father's, adds
to the impression, already gained, of the purely
human feelings exhibited by Him in His struggle,
and recalls to our mind the words in His own
foim of pia> ei,

c

Thy will be done '

(Mt 610
) ; thus

connecting. 'm ilie ruau--i m-i- of His life, His
own with our ;il>-olnu k

iloi-oiuU mo upon the ex-

pressed will of His Jb aUier.

The writer of the Fourth Gospel records sayings
of Jesus which are very similar to this. After the
conversation of Jesus with the woman of Samaria,
He explains to His disciples the all-absorbing,
**uv*f> mjr character of His life's work, which is to
do the will (rb 00tyM) of His Father (Jn 484). In
other places He <ii-imjui-lio- between His own
QtXyfjLo, and that <i 11 1- L<tltoi (Jn 580 638); and
this is the word used by the Synoptic writers when
recording the words of Jeans' piaver in Gethsemane.
On what grounds St. Luke employs the verb otf-

Xo/uu (22
42

) in this connexion we do not know. If

the choice is not accident, it is evidence that even
in His great affliction Jesus bowed Himself to the
deliberate determination of God (for the connexion
between SotfXo/xcu and 0Aw see Creiner, pp, 143 ft',

and 726 f.).

A very pathetic touch is given by 81 Matthew to the por-
traiture or this scene In the garden. Both ho and St. Mark
relate how Jesus < \ '

,

"

that His three disciples
should be on their , i I

- v
i however, leaves the im-

pression that He is " -s h against the too sudden
intrusion of their enemies upon His privacy. Twice He uses
the imperative 'Watch.' On the other hand, St. Matthew
twice adds to this same verb the expression

' with me/ as it

anxious to show the very human desire of Jesua to have the
companionship of faithful friends in the hour of His need and
solitude The same two writers ha\c recoided a saying of
Jesus to TIis sleeping companions (' Sleep on now, and take your
rest') which j s omitted bj Si Luke In tin-* .1 orris n > p.s
sible to discover a tinge of bitter sadness .i:xl il "'ippoMiini' PI,
as if the reflection A\ ere forced upon linn ihui llo w.i*> btnf:
even of that loyal friendship which had Im al 1 .u.d idlomd
Him

; and that, too, at a time when it was moat precious, and
\\hcnHestoodmsorestneedof its help and sympathy The
truth is, He fell the full force of the temptation to leave undone
the last and hardest part of the uork mnu-h ir< <.aim 10 do, or
to ilnd a way of fulfilling His Fat her s v, ill 01 her than Iw tread-
ing the path of suffering and death It was in the very act of
submission that He found His most effective weapon of resist*
ance , and we have here at the same time a verification of the
reality of His human nature, and an example of Himself carry-

ing out to fulfilment the principle which He inculcated as a
guide to others 'He that humbleth himself shall be exalted'
(JGk 181* 14U).

ii. INCIDENTS INPKKENTIALLY VALUABLE. (a)
If we scrutinize carefully the method of resistance
which Jesus adopted in His first great conflict, we
cannot fail to see the results of that moral and

spiritual
education which was the characteristic

element of His domestic surroundings, and with
which we become incidentally acquainted by the
tone of His remark to His mother in the temple.
The words tv rots rov 7rarp6s ^ov (Lk 249

) show how
profoundly He was impressed with the sense of
His Divine Sonship ; and, we must believe, they
were the outcome of His familiarity with the
thought underlying much of the language of the
OT

:
La repelling tne Satanic attacks of the Temp-

tation He reveals to us a mind steeped in the
VOL* i. 2

literature of, and full to
"

., with spiritual
principles culled from, tb lUiL Deuteronomy.
Nor was it only when He felt the sore stress of
temptation that His belief in the truth of God's
revelation given in the OT, and His profound
knottle-'l.no of its contents, came to His aid. In
the hour 01 His intensest bodily ami menial jvjony,
the words of Ps 22 leaped instinctively to His
mind, and gave expression to the feeling of awful
loneliness which then hung over Him like a black
cloud. If in moments of deepest feeling, when the
soul almost without conscious effort turns to the
souices whence it drew its early sustenance, Jesus
had recourse to the words of the OT, and was able
to extract from that wide field of literature all

that was purest and most spiritual, it was not, we
feel sure, without long, deep study and pondering
over the meaning of the different writers from His
childhood onwards. Remembering, then, this
feature in the mental ; i,"! i ins, 1 equipment of

Christ, it will not be i.:|-u n .- n we find Him
displaying the same hau: >i n .'., si almost every
variety of circumstance of which He found Him-
self the centre. St. Matthew and St. Mark tell

us that, at the time of St. Peter's confession at
Csesarea Plubpju, He for the first time spoke to
His disciple oi the fatal end in store for Him.
St. Matthew cleaily JKMMI- out that this was a
new depaiiuie d-r6

-
>- f

, ^--j, /c.r.X. (16
21

), and
that lie < on tnmally reverted to the subject as if

dewirous of impressing the disciples with the im-

possibility of His escape. We do not know at
wh&,0 precise period Jesus was convinced that
there could inevitably be

only one ending to Hia
work, or whether He knew from the beginning,
and merely waited for a fitting time to prepare
His disciples for the shock. vVe do, however,
know that at this period He was convinced not

merely by the *

signs of the times* (Mt 16s
), which

ill
|

<>: ii (MI in this direction, but also by His know-
li'i an- 1 interpretation of the things which were
written * in the law of Moses, and the prophets,
and the psalms' (Lk 2444

), concerning Him, that
the way of gloiy was the way of the cross. St.
Mark makes a pointed reference to the connexion,
which evidently existed in Jesus' mind, between
the death of the Baptist and His own coming end
(9

121
) ; and we know that the murder of John made

a piofound impression upon Him (Mt 1413
, cf. Jn

61
). Perhaps we may be allowed to conjecture

that this circumstance marked an advance in the
mind of Christ towards a great synlhesw the
identification of the Conquering with the Suffer-

ing Messiah.

The question ytwturrM, * T.X., of Mk 912, shows what it

was that strengthened His resolve to pursue His mission to ita

consummation. That He dwelt long and d<.'fr< i itJx on UiU
aspect of His work is seen by the way in u h i'h I k m, un IVIOM
to it lowaids the end of His journey to Jon -ali in (Mk low, to
which St. Luke adds the characteristic rorrnula . , ..

fotveot rot ytypoe.u.u.iiat. tit* -rsSv trpofyrSv, Lk I 1-"
, of alboMl 202-*

x*fof mp*rnu t
'Lk 2222 xot rct, TO upttruivo, ! ^, Ml 2(J34.

(b) One of the most widely canvassed, and, in-

deed, the most difficult passage in the Gospel
history is that in which Jesus is said to have dis-

claimed the knowledge of the time of His glorious
Return. St. Matthew and St. Mark record His
disavowal in almost identical words, except that
the former emphasizes it by the addition of /*6vos

to the words el ^ 6 irar-jjp, which are common to
both (of. Mt 2436 and Mk 13*). In both narratives
Jesus is represented as speaking in the 3rd person
(otiSt 6 vlos, by which we are doubtless to under-
stand His usual self-designation *Bon of Man,*
occurring as this title does in the context of "both

passages, Mt 2487 - 89
, Mk 1326). How are we to

interpret, then, this self-revelation, which emanates
from the consciousness of Jesus ? Many expedients
have been tried to get over the logical conclusion
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derivable from a literal exegesis, some even going
so far as to suggest that the passage is an Arian

interpolation.

Athanasms would almost dichotomize the Person of Christ
m " <- ' '

Indeed, I
" "

the
So* the end of . . omjj
the Woid (tljf u,lv ^oyos) He knew, though at the same time as>

man (u; SE otvOpeavoi) He is ignorant of it (yv/) In the same
context he maintains that Jesus acted deliberately m speaking
of

His^ignorance for the sake of 'economy' (petvtpov
verofvixw

ert Ttpj TV)? uvBpiU'rivvif aiiraij Xfivoup
t

y!x.f %Xs<yev, 'ouSs a Tlos'), See
his Orations against the Anans, bk n. chapters xhn and
xliv , where these passages occui (Bn&ht's ed.) Cyril of Alex-

andria, in his capacity oi malleus Arianw WH, speaks m much
the same strain, and sometimes moie unguardedly, as if he
were unwilling, as indeed most of the Fathfis were, to face the

of Theodoret with rebpect to the evasions so commonly current
*

If,' he says,
' He knew the day, but being- desirous to conceal

it said He did not know, von see in what blasphemy the infer-

ence lands us Foi the Truth lies
'

(Repr. XII. capp Cyt il in
Anath IV)
There is also a considerallo Vxh of modern thought which

seems to reject all senous i-oi -. <! ruion of this aspect of the
Incarnation as" >o' _' i <r/ - >ji . -u 1

< f > in i 'ill 1

,v .1 I 1 I

'

I,- -, U ' '
i- \ i. il ! '1

"
! I u *

.1- L ! /.. '\ i
' c 4/ieory, or several articles m uie (jh. y.

Review (eg yols. xliv,, xlv., and In.), to see how earnestly men
contend against the frank acceptance, in their most obvious

meaning
1

,
of the words of Jesus,

However mysterious the conclusion at which we
are forced to arrive may be, and however incon-
sistent the ditfeient parts of our Christoloaieal

system may appear, it is necessary for us candidly
to accept this self-revelation of Jesus as being
strictly m accord with His personal consciousness,
and, moreover, as being an infallible indication of
the complete and perfect manner in which the
Divine Word accommodated Himself to the con-
ditions of the lace whose nature He took.

It would, again, be impossible and absurd to
treat the incident of the barren fig-tree, related by
both St. Matthew (21

18"22
) and St. Mark (II

12'14
), as

if it were a meie scenic display for the purpose of

solemnly inculcating a moral lesson. Yet this is

practically what we are asked to do by writers
who refuse to believe that the mind of Jesus was
no more exempt from human characteristics^ than
His body was from the suffeiings incident to

earthly life. On this occasion He felt the pangs of

hunger, and He believed He saw the natural
means of satisfying His need. We could'look for
no more convincing example, in His life, of the
complete adaptation of Himself to all the laws

' |Xi '

''>'
' " ' |! existence. Other instances there

i
1

' 'i
;'

"
i ' v-1 *'b '

in the same direc-

tion, viz. to His
j

: willing submission
to the limitations which condition the liuman mode
of life. He hungered, as we have seen (Mt 42

, MkH13=Mt21 18
, Jn481

), and \\mpa Ihi/ed with those
who suffered thus (Mt 1532='Mk 8a

, cf. Mt. 12lff- and
2535 - 42

). He suffered the pangs of thirst (Jn 47

and 1928
). He experienced physical weariness after

prolonged exertion
(
Jn 4s

, of. Mt 824=Mk 4s8
). Not-

witl^tanding Holtzmann's intei pi elation of Lk
9s8 (

= Mt 820) it is very certain that there is a per-
sonal reference to His homeless condition in these
word*-, and we notice a quiet sadness, as if He felt
the loneliness attaching to a life of eontimied
wandering (cf. 0, Holtzmann's Leben Jesu, Enir. tr.

p. 169, note 3, and p 303 f ).

(c) The element of spontaneity discoverable in
the words and actions of Je*n*, expic-sive of TTis
attitude either tomaids His fello\v-meii or toumd*
God, lends force to what we have been sayin <*

about limitations involved in His manhood. (1) He
experienced feelings of keen disappointment with
the people of His country for their lack of spiritu-
a?jWM i

8U 66' Jn 118S **> cf Mk 919
> Jn "9

, Mk
817ff- 64=Lk 42*, Lk 82 -Mk 4"=Mt 826, Mk 35 718

&* ]0^=Lk 18=:Mt 19^). On 'the other
hand, He expressed alonibhmcnt at the spiritual

ic'pti\iivof some who had no claim to IxMunon^sl,

the number ot the chosen peoplo of (Jod (Mt S 1 "

Lk 79
, cf. Mt 15-8=Mk 7-

q
), though Ho n'>-ni/<^

the fact that this phenomenon was not. <'onlmMl to

His own experience (Mt l^ llf --Lk 1 l'
m% I-k 4a -

-').

The legitimate inference to be dmwn tiom the pas

sagelagt mentioned is not so mwh that the Divine

love flowed over spontaneously towards those who
were outside the Abiahamic covenant, as that

faith and tiust, often found amongst the heathen,

drew towauls them God's gracious intervention,

just as the lack of these spiritual gi.'xes .IM m,j,sl.

His own people tended to diy up the HIUHI.UM of

God's active love (Mk 6 l '6 = Mt J3w'w=Lk 4W ^
|cf.

Plummer, in loc.]).

One of the methods adopted by JCKUH tor pur-

poses of instruction was that with which the name
of Sociatesis usually linked. Starting fiom pre-

mises universally recognized an valid, Ho leadn

His hearers onwauls by question and ans\\er to

the result He wishes to establish (Mk H 14 '- 1 ^ Ml
165'12

, Mk 1214ff
-, Mt 124H 223l -

S22*
l'-Mk i V̂37 -=

Lk 2041 "44
). With these examples ^

we may also

compaie the merciless way in \yhich
Jesus em-

ployed this method to involve His enemies ia an
awkward dilemma (Mt 21 84"26

), (hiving home Hi

argument against their moral dishonesty by the

parable of the Two Sons, and the (mention arising
out of it (Mt 21'"*-

31
; ef. 21 41'"45

, liF and i3). Not
all the questions, however, asked by JOHUH were of

this character. Some are of the nature (>f ordi-

nary inquiiy i demand for Home needed informa-
tion. Such" are the questions addressed to the

sisters of Hitlhiuv (Jn II 84
), to the Gerasene de-

moniac (Lk S^ - Mk 54)

}> to the father of the epi-

leptic boy (Mk 9ul
), to the dwdples on the two

occasions* (if, indeed, they are not different versions.

of the same occurrence) of His feeding the multi-

tude (Mk G38
, 85=Mt i534 ; cf,, however, Ju (l

<?

which is the author's gloss).

(2) Not very far removed from this phenomenon
in Jesus' life is the habit of prayer ana quiet com-
munion with God which He habitually and sedul-

ously cultivated (Mt H 2{WJl>=Lk I0a % Lk 3s

", Mk
I35

, Mt 14^, Lk 516 6la 9^ 22^ 22^^ - M 1 2(J*
W* M k

1432^, with which we may compare Jn I7
w" l&<

'M 14 1<I

12-7t ). Of the three Synoptintw, Ht, Jaike seem** to

be the one who most appreciutcH t/lnis feature of

Jesus' attitude to Hia Father, No truer comment
has ever been made on it than that of the writer
of the Epistle to the Hebrews (5

7
) in referring to

Hi- MippliLiiiiou- in Gethaenuwie the * obedience
*

or Christ; WEB slowly fashioned through prayer,
which was answered for His reverent devotion

(Westcott, Ep. to Heb. in loc.). The two dwerip-
tive words employed by this writer (Setfww re h&l

s) illustrate well the intonue nature of

reminding us of the vivid representation of MK
14^. "VVe have here *the spectacle of true man,
weighted with a crushing burden, the dread of a
cata<iophe awful and unfathoiued* (Gore, /)&&
p. 82 1).

iii. JBSTJS' ACTIVITY AS TEACHER, (a) Whan
we look at the position of Teacher occupied by
Jesus, we not merely M_V Him assuming lacitlv to
be the ultimate authority upon the ethical Mihm
of OT Jaws, and giving instruction from that
standpoint suitable to the receptive- power* of Hit*

heaiers, we are aLo confronted vsilh His confwwed
subordination even in this sphere, Hi is a deli-

gated authority conferred on Him by an unction
from God. He was sent with a definite message,
the contents of which He identiiied with that givenm Deutero-Isaiah (ch. 42, cf. 6l lft

)
We aie re-

minded of the wordy of the Apontle Peter at
Cjesarea (Ac 1038 ), wheie }ie uses the same word to
exmcsb this unction, xud adds m the secret 01 th^
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marvellous power exhibited by the Anointed that
God was with Him. This thought is moat fre-

quently and plainly dwelt on in the Fourth Gospel,
and this is the moie surprising as it appears along-
side of claims the most far-i caching as to the

significance of His life and teaching. In His eon-

veisation with Nicodemus, Jesus sets forth His

place in the scheme of world-salvation. He is the

object of men's faith and belief It is through
Him that life is luo.i^hi into the world. At the

same time He is ihe *MMIL of God (
. airtffretXev 6

tfeos rbv vibv els rbv K6fffu>v t
K T.X., Jn 317 , cf 3^ 434 528

24 30 30-38
(J29.

38 30. 44 57
^16.

18. 28. 2<) 33 $16. 18 26. 29 42
()4

1<P II 42 12*4 - 48 - 49 1424 1521 165 173 and 2021
,
Lk 1016

948 ,
Mt 1040 ,

cf. Mk 937 and Jn 13M ).

(b) Not only has He leceived His commission as
a Teacher from God, but there is a limitation de-

fined for Him m the scope of the delivery of His

message (Jn I
11

, Mt 1524 21 87f
-). (1) This limit He

not only observed Himself, but imposed also on
1 1 is disciples. During His ministry their preach-
ing was confined to the borders of Israel by His
direct orders (Mt 105f

-); and this limitation was
considered of binding force at the time (Ac 326

),

though it was abiogated in the light of further

development (cf. Mt 2S18
,
Mk 1618f

-, Lk 2447, Ac I
4
).

It is important, then, to recognize that Jesus Him-
selt consciously set national and local bounds to

His missionary activity, and was willing to adapt
His methods of work to suit the conditions which
governed the time and place of His incarnate life.

It is difficult to see how He could lu\ '
i

.i| jr ,'! h< 1

with any hope of success, a people so hide- bound
in traditionalism as were Hi- coiimiMiirn, in any
other way than He did. iM-mnminiioii m the

choice, rather than originality in the creation and
pK'H'iitimni of fundamental ideas, characterizes
His teaching. And in this we discover His Divine
wisdom and poatnc^ With conscious delibera-

tion He refused, so far as His own personal work
was concerned, to break with the best and truest

tradition as it was embodied in the teaching and
institutions of His time. (2) There is a line of

development observable in the Jewish mind from
the days of the eiilit i-i pioph<.'t- right onwards to

the time of Jewi**, ami Ur- did not break on" at a

sharp angle from its continuation, lie rather wot

His face towards the direction in which that line

travelled, and unswervingly refused to turn aside
at the bidding of a childish literalism or of a debased

legalism. That He did not confine His i o( oynirion
of truth to what was overtly taught in the OT is

shown by the whole-hearted way m which He
.K n

I
-i I iVs doctrine of individual resurrection,

!!
;>i> home the truth of this latter-day

Judaistio development upon those who refused to

accept it, by a magnificent tirtniimintatn ad horn-

mem (Lk 2?Ff- - Uk I*** =.Mi 22- !lf
). With this

doctrinal disputation between JesiiB and the Sad*
ducees we may compare that on the same subject
between Gamaliel and the * scribes of the Sauchi*
cees* (see Edersheim, Life and Times o Jems the

Meanah, vol. i. p. 316 n.)* This Kabbi bases his

argument also on a passage out of the Pentateuch
(Dt. I

8
,
cf II 9

), but misftC's the oppoitunity ^o well
utilized by Jesus of emphasizing the spiritual side
of that tiuth It is .significant in respect of this,
that Jesus very seldom makes a formal declara-
tion or levelatibn of the truth of the resuriection
doctiine (Jn 525 28

) ; and, except on this occasion
when He was challenged to piove it, He never

attempts to give any reasons for its acceptance.
He found the belief prevalent amongst the best

spirits of His time, and He simply refers to it as a
matter of course by taking for granted that His
hearers will understand the allusion, and accept
the consequences He deduces (Lk 1414

,
cf. Jn II 3

*).

On the one hand, He lays stress on His own judicial

functions as finding their final scope when that
wondious result is achieved (cf Jn 5alg -7

, Mt 2431

Kjarafjjifl. 192s 134w.
j
Mk 13'-^). Then, n-,im, TTc

incidentally refers to the lesunection a?- ,\ iuipv
event of universal significance, to be brought into

objective existence by the power of God (Mt 22-9
)

exeicised through Himself, who will employ angels
as the executois of His final decrees (Mt 1341ff 49f\
Mk 1327).

(a) In these passages we are able to obseive a
double object in the teaching of Jesus about two
distinct contemporary beliefs. As we have seen,
there was a cm rent belief, existent amongst the
best leligious thought, in the lesurrection of tlie

dead. This was, howevei, intimately connected
with Jewish hopes as to th

"

. i n ,

'

1 . national
Messianic kingdom (cf. Is .' I ,',,>; , Dn 122,
\vhcre its extent is limited to those who have dis-

limiin-hoil themselves on one side or other of the
national conflict, mainly v ith Antiochus Epiphane-*
[see Driver, Darnel

,
in loc. and Introd, xcif., and

Salmond, Christian Doctrine of Immortality, p.

213; cf. Dnll a-f
])

The imperfection and uncertainty of the hold which this
doctrine had on tho Jewish nund is evidenced by such passages
as 2 Mac 79 M 23 yt

>, 2 Es 7(7>)-(ioo) 4 jos Ant xvin. i 3 Bar 2nt

Sir 1727* 41^ In tli
' >'

i -i of Baruch, m answer to the

question as to the .1 . "i . are to take place (49^), the
writer affirms his beher in me lOHinoction of the body, and
the subsequent transformation or i,iu bodies of the righteous in
oider to the enjoyment of

"

"i ; 50
and 51 [eel. by Prof, Cha* i < .'! ! of
Enoch lary as to the extent of the resurrection, but all are

agreed as to the restoiation of the righteous Israelite to the
fulness of a glorious life in the new Messianic kingdom which
God shall establish on earth.

Now, as we have just said, Jesus, in His allusions
to the doctiine of the resurrection, while accom-

modating HIH language to the received Jewish
opinions, cMnphaM/e^ the truth and discards the
excrescences which had deformed the popular
belief. Jn Ilia ebchatological references and dis-

courses, connexions with current thought are easily
discovered, even when He is engaged in contradict-

ing the piesumpttums expectations of those whom
lie is addressing. Compare HIM use of apocalyptic
iiguroH when speaking of His Parousia (Mt 8n

Lk 13m i221(J
, Mt 2<J), where the future kingdom

is likened to a banquet where the i_
fne-ts r< ( lim* at

the table with the fathers of the Je\v ish nai JOTI ci.

e.g. Mt 22 1 " 14 and Lk 141*"8
*). This is the more

remarkable that it is aocompjmkd by a stern re-

minder that the real II-MI- 01 ilio kingdom shall
ihid themselves outside their heritage. The refer-

ence to the judgment of the tribes of Israel is also
to be noted in Mt 1928

,
Lk 22, and Rev 20*, remind-

ing us of the idea expressed in Dn 7s2
, 1 Co 63S

Wis 38, Sir 415
.

The imagery in which Jesus clothed JL rK5iii]iii-n 01 cho
events which w r he do-n union or Juj-ilrm

(Mt 24W1 Mk i

'
'

. ) and I hi -.uWquuir Rnurn,
finds many parallels in Jewish litetiuvu' ^M l I-s 3111 ol

l^-^^

0wa 132841, 2 Mao 6^-, Apoc. Bar 7u*-a , Mishna, tiota. ix.

15 ; and Jos, BJ vi. v. 3). It is probable that in Mt 24^ we
have the quotation of a current proverb which may or may
not ha\e had Us oriirin in the detchtation in which the symbols
of lloman powci and .iii1houi\ \\<u h< I<1 (-nj Plummer on
Lk 17^, and Uorrai, Lij( t Chf^t, \ol \ t p 202), In any
event we know that thoiriiM-c t. <*.--' \\^ kno\\n to His hearers
as s\mbohcal of God s jxidpucntb wi ought b\ means of heathen
enexnieb and oppresboit. (sec Chailcs' ed of Mnock [92] ; cf, JDfe

28^, Job &&, Ilab 1 etc ) The same may be said of the
reference to the trumpet (tf-?.yS) as the instiument by which
the resurrection of the dead is immediately effected (cf 1 Th
416, 1 Co ISM, Mfc 24*1, and 2 Es 622) jn {his connexion, and
intimately related to the subject of the destruction of Jerusalem,
we mav note the simile used by Jefcus m His lamentation over
that city. The similitude of the hen and her brood (Me 23*7) iS

not found in the OT, but is frequent in Rabbinical literature'

(Plummer on Lk 133-*) Compare, e g ,
2 Es l-*o, in which context

are also to be found very similar references to the righteous
wiath of God and its terrible consequences He will require
the blood of all His servants and prophets slam by the bands of

those to whom they were sent (2 Es 132) Their house is left

unto them desolate (v.**) These words remind us of the

language of Jesus in Mt 283W.38 (cf. Lk Il4ff), where Wendt
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thinks there is a reference to a Jewish apocalyptic writing

(h tfotfa, rov Geou tfrev) on the parfc of Jesus (Lehre Jesu, Eng: tr.

u 362). See, further, MESSIAH, PAROUSIA

(]8) The other ^-nVr'^ii 1

"belief refeired to

above had to do \ -i i '< ]'
'

-\ . 1 by angels
in the Divine economy of

'

and grace.

Amongst the Jews of the time of Jesus there was
a tendency to emphasize the importance of the

functions ascribed to these beings. This tendency-
arose out of tbr j'o .! habit of thought which
removed God < i- , farther from that active

T -- j -
i.' in the world's concerns which was

of early Israelitish belief (Ex 37ff
,

Gn II7 1821 [cf. G B. 'Stevens, The Theology of the

NT, p. 111]). To them angels were the necessary
media connecting a transcendental God with the

world and men. (For the external influences which

helped the growth of this development see art. [by

Whitehouse] 'Demon, Devil,
3
in Hastings' DB,

vol i. p. 592). Over against God and His king-
dom, thus conceived, stood Satan and his dominion,
ruled after the same method by means of dependent
demoniacal beings It is important to note that,

although these dualistic conceptions held a large

place in the current thought of His day, Jesus has
let fall no hint as to His ideas on the subject of

angelology. By Him God is conceived as in direct

living contact with men, guiding their affairs, and

interesting Himself m their welfare (Mt 545, Lk 6SS,
Mt 64- 6 18 32

-7
11

). Perhaps in no way does this

come out so cleaily as in the stress laid by Him on
the Fatherhood of God (cf e.g. Lk 15llff

) What
was halting, spasmodic, and inferential in the OT
becomes in the teaching of Jesus a central, illumi-

nating truth which He would have His heaiers

emphasize during the most sacred moments of

their lives Ti&rep JIP&V (Mt 69
,

cf. the Hdrep of

Lk II2 ). At the same time the Gospels furnish us
with many references by Jesus to angels and their

work, all of which are intimately related to con-

temporary ideas. It is nnimpni fra iii foi

purpose whether we inieipui ili^-e

literally, or, as "H- \

phoncally; viz. ,,

"

pressions.

1.V -i-nd others do, meta-
and figurative ex-

.uiitlt rni sf hate POIHP the information noted by the
>'*. popCiti- a? co tii jr li< n 'mentions (cf Mt 4*J=Mk lw, Lk
22*9; and TTc aui-t bait been chinking- of

"
-

He rebuked M P< tcr wicli the question reco
Jn 1836, where

'

fofpfraj ol Ipti may refer to wim* a^o; JLuui*

He )<
"

I- "' ihe realifc < f ',.i i ,'v-.'. '< - of course, tiue
Thai II -i- T > l to the i p- - 1 i'j," .5 their state of

being- is also true They u 'u-'i.li. 1 -
, .1

knowledge of the \\av\s of Ood in a .

oi men (oi>$i *i aiyysfai} a~d in*-pi, -it -i

of mankind (cf Mk ** M 1 '<" J *
, , I

which we may compare 2 Es 166^ I I \ '
,'

'

parable of Dues and Lazarus, utilizes the Rabbinical belief that
the souls of the righteous are earned to paradise by the angels,
but in a way so incidental that we are not justified, in affirming
or denjing His belief in that tenet (Lk 1622, Avith which may be
compared the descnption of Elijah's translation in 2 K 2H)
In Mt 18*0 there is a deliberate assertion by Jesus that God's
care over the least important of His people is exercised through
the media of angels This is an extension or dev elopment of
the idea of national guardian angels in Dn 10*3 **, He make-,
an incidental reference to their supersensual nature m Ilia
discussion with the Sadducees On che subject of the Kesurw -

tion (Mk 1225=Mt 2230=Lfc 20*6), where He employs a well-
known Jewish opinion (with the Lukan Irfayy&Ai compare Apoc
Bar Slio and Eth Enoch 104* ) in order to enforce a funda-
mental spiritual truth. The same didactic purpose is discover-
able m au the references of Jesus to these oemgs ; and we are
therefore led to the conclusion that there is, in His attitude
towards this question, evidence of that deliberate economy by
which He set to Himself the task of accommodation to the
limited knowledge of His feaiow-men. It seems to the present
writer to be very evident that Jesus knowingly refrained fioin
correcting: their ideas on this subject because He had an
infinitely more important work to perform To say with
Bishop Gore that His 'language certainly reaches the level of
positive teaching' about good spirits, seems to import more
significance into that language than it can bear (cf. Dins p
23 f ). The work of Jesus lay on a far higher plane than this
the correcting: and revealing of details as to the nature posi-
tion, and employment of subordinate spiritual agencies It was
sufficient for His purpose that a general belie! existed in the

loving activity of God, though that aetnitj miirhl be somewhat.

too rigorously conceived of as mediated In certain personal

torGeB--*.6trneytx <r veC/x<% (He 1 1
*) A comparison of one pan'

of parallel!.
-- .

- ' ' ' '
' waymwhw'h

Jesus' attiti, , .
- ' - ' ' hvtho8e\vh<

heaid Him. lu Alb iu" we iui < '-nose w > iwvepl, and are

loval in .1 to, His V - - . ! . M - that the Son

of Man - befoie U i iven; while in

Lk 128 the woids run, 'Him bhnll the Hon of Man also confess

befoie the angels of God.' Fiom thm it v\ ould appear that * the

angels of God' is a |
i

" for the Haeml I'M -. -n i .

and is employed bj i -
,

- i (of also Lk 1 >
1

';
H r

see arfc, ANaKLS, p 57b f

(7) On coming to the consideration of the kindred

[uestion arising out of JOSUH* lan^ua^o rHpoctin^
atan, demons, and demoniacal poHHowsion, we aro

confronted with a more mfcricato and difficult

problem. There can be no doubt, the present
writer thinks, that as He believed in the personal
existence of good, so He also believed in that of

evil angels. How far, on the other hand, we are

bound to Jiccepi ihe vieww which a literal interpre-
tation of t he pa-sijris where reference to them in

found would convey, is another question^ and one
which demands some care in uetermining. In

the first place, there are neveral inntancos where
fi.-' ]rn. ./ T T. ,is icspectinjr thene beings i

M n", x :,.:, 1 1 iv i and intended to be inter*

',,. I -.- i In relating HIH experiencen

cluring the Temptation period, it would Certainly
seem as if He intended to convey, in language
vividly symbolical, an idea of the tremendous
difficulties which beset Him in HIM choice of two
alternatives. The populai Jewiah Messianic ex-

pectations He enibodi< ii in a perHoniiied form, and
Satan appears in the n,unlive bet.m-e of the,

didactic purpose which He had in view.

\ >!" lift' 'iile'or'lt
1

of , i - i. i i" I" ot i <
*

i -i << --ai v m
i M '.i

'
- M . *.

.

(note e:
1

1 v
*

') n -'-.-il.i! '

in the l'n- a . * t k .-i *'
'

ii -ii i-
whole

|
"--i

,
i * .\ i,

- 1) - I
'

. i'

\\'i-ir
'

MI 1

|

at. Lu - '
< ,!'-

,i

tlStS '
s. ,l^-y. ^* v'wwuij tvvvU" uail WOIK, HO M i8 ttJ0

only one of the three to note this. Bv uam# the verb fowifw**
'"*'"

,
i

" " "

I employed immediately before (v,$) in d
i."

' of the demoniac m the aynairpi^uo, lie Htika

une two acts together by an 'miaul eoii'iLMon The 0am verb,

indeed, is found in all tin^ oyuopusm m their narratives of tho

stilling of the tempest on the Lake of Uennesarot (of. ^k H**,
Mt 82", Mk 4^9), and we cannot resist tho tionclUHion thttfc the

thaciplc-i ^iw boluu'l the ttorm tho \\onk of a. l
!

\in,r I'l-ismuil

.i^eni, *ind ihai Jo-n^ iciod in thv -jiu-Ldr ih.iti pie'-ujipoMt'on
(i i O HolL/nuumS L^> >t Jem, LMJ, u

] -'0*0 Muiiluh in

His rebuke of 81 Peter (Mk S -M- lo-'O Jcsu-i sees LHuiirJ ihe

language of His clue: Apostle thai tji'iit .if ml \\IucJi nil

throukg-n His work suoio to thuart and hinder Him. Uo
KHln -

i drectlyand personalh as * Satan
*

Cg*r<**$), iwfc
.i" lie ,i'i"r.--e'l the last and fiercest cemptafckm in fch nrifc

dangerous crisis of His life (Mt 4*f).

A striking and illualratne example of this figure is dineovered
i n Jesus' words to ltis retmncd missionary disc i plea (Lk 10^),
These, m Wtieir report, icferrod specialh' to the powtr over
demons, recently confeired upon the Twelve, UH beinif also

pobses-sed b\ themselves, \\lnch elicited from Him tho following
1

reply,
*
I beheld Satan fallen (AV fall) as lightning from heaven

(cf Is 1412) Some see in these Molds a reference by JemiH to
the original Fall of the Angels, and an implied rebuke to the
disciples, warning them against the HIM which caused that
catastrophe On the other hand, the use of the aonnt participle
(fsrovru) in the place of emphasiw points to the conr IUHIOII that
Jesus is speaking of an event occurring during the time of the
successful missionary tour (cf Bloes, Grain of A*T Orcek, 08, 4,

p. 197 f ; and Burton, NT Mooda and Tenves, $ 146 ft?., p. 07 f.)
Be that as it may, the simile is a familiar one co the Jewa
(cf Is 1412-18, Rev 12? 9\ and is used by Jesus to point to th
overthrow of the kingdom of evil, as it waa foreshadowed by
the success which attended His disciples' first efforts (of.
Jn 1231).
A very remarkable instance of this method is peculiar to the

Lukan narrative Jesus, in warning St. Peter of his coming
fall, informs him in solemn language that Satan ' obtained him
by asking* (ifyrvxrotre. Lk 2281) for the purpose of testing him(ot
Job l 12 and 2i-<9 He puts Himself m direct personal opposi-
tion (ty* Ss iSsr&jv) to the Prince of Evil by praying for His
Apostle. No less remarkable and instructive is the allegory,
common to St, Matthew and St, Luke, by which He teaches the
danger of and tendency towards reverting to a former state of
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sm. He speaks of the unclean spirit or demon (ro otxa.6oe.prov

fvvfA) which, having
1 been cast out of his victim, goes in search

of rest through dry and desert regions (&' a.v(*$puv ro-nwv)
T,\," ,' 1 - quest, he deliberates with himself as to his future
I

r
. .

' and finally makes up his mind to return to the

place whence he was driven With himself he brings seven
other spirits, and they all take up their abode in the empty
chamber, which was all too ready to i eceive them (Lk II2-* 2l>

,

Mt 1243 45). For the belief that more than one demon might
possess a human being, compare Mk 5 lf

, Mt 8~ f
, Lk 82^f

,
and

Lk 82 <ETT tioufMvta) The teaching of Jesus is not only based
on the popular belief in the active connexion between evil

spirits and the children of men, but there is a reference in it

1 > i..... , *>1 idea that wild and deseit regions are
\

'
i

'

: , ese beings (see art.
* Demon, Devil

*

in

31 -' - ///; n 53b).
i - 'i

' r i one occasion, seems to sanction the
current conception of the malignant influence of demons on
the human body, their activity in this respec

"
'

"
k

*

and guided
" "

3atan (<5 /?%wv vSv * \
St. Luke's woman's case who was atthcted mr
eighteen years, is simply that she was possessed of a 'spirit
of infirmity' (srvtvp * <- '* T . 1^"\ , -i T s apparently
oT.'MiaiKi <1 the '\* >

'

< >-<i <<! i His reproof
(v 'Y tt t i A ruveif, '',

,\ ' "i i -i i ; < 1 1 i countenanc-
mg of the deaf and dumb"
jr believes his son to be the
TvivAod eiXot/

Jesus uuuresses trie spmi

Perhaps the surest evidence we have that Jesus

deliberately suited His language to the notions of
His day arises out of the \\JIY in which H< k v lou^lu
His cures, depending ii^ lie did on the mui<tl*aml

spiritual forces inherent in His own Person. A
word, a command, a touch of the hand suffices His

purpose (cf. Mt 8 lfi
, Mk I 27

,
Lk 1313

). There is no
trace of His ever having employed any of the
current methods of exorcism the use of certain

magic formula*, such as * the ineffable Name,' etc.

(see Edernheim's Life and Times of Jesus the

Messiah, bk. iii. ch. xiv. and Ap. XVI. Cf. the
astonishment which Jesus' method

'

.1 , :
" -

1

His *'>!:-i "
: i,-i [Lk 436 ; cf. Ac 1'.'

'

-f
Mi: ' llr

knev "i ! !i nethods ifl evident from the ironical
' !- ''. IT put to the Pharisees who accused Him

i "; :

' with Beelzebub (Mt 1227=Lk II 19
).

For evidence that Jesus believed in power over
evil spirits exercised by others not directly com-
missioned by Him, cf. 3Vtt 722

,
Mk O^'^Lk 949*-.

On the other hand, signs are not wanting that
Jesus recognized an essential difference between
the casting out of demons and the curing of bodily
disease 'I cast out demons and perform cures'

(Lk 1382, cf. Mt 108, Mk 618
, Lk 91

6^)..
St.

Matthew, moreover, records the same distinction
in his account of the early Galilcean ministry
(fiaiu.ovt.t'Qu.tvoi'S teal <re\'qi'ia"o]UiVQV$) 4s4

,
with whicn

cf MkV--"4
). We may also note in passing that

instances are not wanting of references to disease
\\iihont mention of these agents (cf. e.g. MtO27"81

,

Mk 7"--
37

, Lk 17n
"19

).

Looking then at this last aspect of Iho quo-lion,
and noLin<r the way in which He employed ih

language current in His day about this mysterious

phenomenon, we perceive Jesus' knowledge to be
in advance of that possessed by His countrymen.We see the workings of that love which, wnile it

appeals to man as Tie is, yet ever strives to draw
him upwards by gradually stripping him of the

clogging weights of superstition and of false con-

ceptions. See artt. DEMON, LUNATIC, POSSESSION.

(c) In harmony with this characteristic habit of

Jesus is His general method of imparting definite

instruction. It is impossible not to be struck with
the way in which He, not content with telling
His hearers directly what He wishes them to

know, approaches them from another side the
side of reason and its resultant freedom and in-

dependence of thought. The Sermon on the
Mount is not a bodjr of precepts like the Mosaic
code> so much as a series of paradoxes which arrest
and fix the attention, calling out and developing
the powers of rational deduction. The same

featuie runs through the parabolic form which
His teaching so largely took, and which was bo

admnably suited to maintain the studied leserve
in the content of His communications. Notice
the way in which He keeps back, all thiough the
earliest period of His ministry, the levelation of
His claims to be the Messiah (Mk 125 312

$
30

, Lk441
,

cf. Mt 12 1(! 84
etc.); and even to the Twelve He

does not impart the nature of those claims till

they slowly worked out for themselves the con-
viction to which St. Peter gave such emphatic
expression at Csesarea Philippi (Mk S29= Mt 1616=
LkV).

(1) Populaily intelligible and highly impressive,
:"i- i-i

1

,,

1

!-
1 of Je.sus have been the wonder and

: ,!'! of every age. The OT is not without

examples of this mode of teaching (2 S 121JL 146r
-,

1 K 2039f
, Is 51'6

), and the Rabbinical writings
afford numerous o\<imple-> of piiidlil

- -< i
k Eders-

hemi, Life and 'I tut<"*
<ij

Jesu^ 1 !> Vi *',', vol. i.

p 580 f.) some of which bear a stiiking resem-
blance to those of Jesus (cf. Midiash on Ca I 1

),

The object of parabolic teaching was twofold, and
was thus purposely employed by Him (Mt 1310" 17

).

By it He meant to conceal the truth * from the
wise and clever' (d?rd ffo<p&v Kai cruveruh/, Mt II25

[see
Moffatt's Histor. NT*, p. 3161]). By it He at
the same time intended to unfold the same truth
'to babes' (vy-riois). According to the Markan
narrative, there was an . 'MI <ii i"'i ,o the capaci-
ties of His hearers eve-i v, MM i'i<- zone of His

paiabolic teaching. He did not, that is to say,

employ this method indiscriminately or harshly,
but in a tentative and j^ntlu fashion, proportion-
ate to the intelligence^ oj i lio-se who heard Him
(Mk 4*).
Such was the aim and intention of Jesus ; and in

connexion with this it will not be unimportant to

note how, as His experience widened, and the
stress of oypo^ilion increased, and the bitterness

of the enmity to which Ho M i^ e\po-nl inlon-Lfied,
the parable enters more and mon Jin^eU into His

public teaching, and pnilually assumes a more
admonitory, tonuovoiMal, ami -sometimes a warn-

ing judicial
tone. It is impo_ssible to draw up any

hard and fast rule exempli f\iiig this statement,
but a comparison of the parables grouped in Mt 13

with those in Lk 147
'11 131'"9 141(" 4 16 19*81 1912

"37

etc, will sho\\ the yiadiml deu'lopinerii of method
in the omplovniuiii ot ihc paiablo by Jesus to

drive home the meaning or His message to the
heart and understanding of His hearers. See
PAEABLK.

(2) Without entering into a discussion as to the

difference between the parable, the fable, the

allegory, and other forms of instruction by figure,

it is important to note that Jesus never disdains

to use popular figurative oxpios.-ion-* in order to

point the truth He is aiming to djw IOM>. Just as

in its outward form and method He conformed to

the usages of His time (cf. Mt 51
, Lk 420

, Jn 82,

Mt 13lf-

etc.), eo in His choice of language He did

not disdain to employ what ]le iouml icad^ to His

hand, though it \v as manifestly inn >ei feet He did

not, for example, coned the popular notions as to

the local positions of Heaven and Hades. The one
was regaided as being situated at an indefinite

height above the earth (see Ac I9ff>
), the other * as

a dark deep underworld in which the deceased

continued to exist
"

(Salmond, art.
* Hades '

in

Hastings' DB ii. 275). The ethical , teaching of

Jesus is not disturbed by these crudities. On
more than one occasion He uses them as illustra-

tions of His meaning. Capernaum, because it

rejected the unparalleled opportunities afforded

by His presence and works, He addressed with the

question, 'Shalt thou be exalted unto heaviest
} *

answering it Himself at the same tjmie, *Thou
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Shalt go down to Hades.
3 The idea was that a

complete moral and spiritual ovei throw awaited

her, whereas she might have enjoyed the full and

lofty freedom characteristic of the atmosphere of

God's presence (see Mt l!23 =Lk 1015
).

The expression
*

gates of Hades
'

(Mt
" "

ti\ e, and in this place has reference to

g-piriT ul deca> Here there is an incidental reference DO me

g< ncral brhet that, Hades is an enclosed prison-like (cf. the tv

q.

'
I

there is adlded to this notion the further thought that there is

e\en in Hades a. broad impassable line of demarcation ('between

us and you a great gulf is fixed/ Lk 162&) between the souls of

those who have lived piously here and those whobe lives weie

selfish (cf Lk 2343 where the former department of Hades is

called 'Paradise'). In connexion with this subject it is in-

structive to note such ideas as are found m Enoch 22. 51. 63>

102 tc , where, \v ith - of the lot ate of Sheol,

the general descriptor . ^o that we have been

(3) One of the traditional forms of teaching was

"by the employment ot aphoristic sayings, sucli as

we have before us in the gnomic wisdom of the

Son of Sirach, or of the Pwke Aboth in the Mislma

(Schuier, HJP II. iii pp. 23-32) Jesus uses this

method with wonderful effect, as we see especi-

ally in the list of utterances grouped in Mt 5-7,

which were collected, we may feel sure 9
from many

different periods of His ministry. All four Gospels
attord examples of these proverbial expressions
Cf e q Mk 217 27 935 40 1217 14M, Mt 2214 12 Lk 12

16, and the*,
' "

*
' in Ac 2035, Jn3 424

12S5
4 while, in

v ,
1- * refers explicitly to

a proverb current in His time (

' Herein is the saying

true,' Jn 437 }, Very striking and vivid also are such

figures as those by which the doctrine or teaching
of the Pharisees is referred to by the word ' leaven

'

(Mk 8la
), His own suffering by the words 'cup'

and baptism
'

(Mk 10*, cf . Lk 124S)f
), the relative

positions of Jew and Gentile in the kingdom of

giace by the words f children
' and '

dogs
'

(Mk 727
).

In the Fourth Gospel there is a striking frequency
in this mode of expression. It is in this writing
that Jesus speaks of Himself as e the way

'

(% 686s,

Jn 14),
* the light of the world

'

(8
12

),

' the bread of

life' (6
35

), 'the vine' (15
1
), 'the door' (10

7
). He

speaks of His work as His 'meat* (4
s4

), of His

body as 'this temple
'

(2
19

). Cf. also u-li -. ..

as those which deal with the second ... i Ii \ , I

living water (4
10

), the heavenly mansions (14
2
), and

so on. In all this we observe a method which is

peculiarly adapted to the intelligence of those He
meant to instruct ; and this is stul more emphati-
cally the case when, as He sometimes does, He
expands these figures and similes until they
assume the shape of nil- jsroiie^. We see examples
of this in His use of rho'lij/uio of

f the shepherd
3

(10
10ff

-),
e the vine' (15

lff
-), 'the light' (12

35
**), etc.

No one who has ever heard these can fail to

admire 'the wonderful art and power of populai

eloquence* which Ho ]o-<
k --i''l. It was precisely

i"u j'\\oi to gain ihe aneniioi and arouse and
man 1 1 u* interest -"-f fV ;>M|M which Jesus

wielded, and we can
;

>in MI-- ; PO ''easons for the

willingness and eagerness with which He was
listened to by the proletariat (Mk 1237). See art.

WISDOM.
(4) The references in the discourses of Jesus t o

natural or \\oild-pheiiomcmi, a ad to the psycho-
logical feature^ or man-* I wing, exhibit the same
reserve, the same restraint in correcting popular
notions, the -auie frank acceptance of current

thought. A few 6\<impJp> \\ill be sufficient to
show how completely lie adapted His language
to the limitations of contemporary knowledge
(a) God makes His sun to rise (Mt >

45
) ; lightning

conies out of the east and takes its swift journey
towards the west (Mt 24s7

), or it falls down
straight from heaven (Lk 1018) ; the ^erm of life in

the wheat-grain is brought into active play only

by the death of the seed (Jn 122
).

Even the Higns

which enabled men to foieeast the weather were

laid bv Him undei contiibution to emphasize ;i

contrast (Lk 12** ).
The wind blows hither ,uid

thither, but men know neither its lu-inni"'-' nor

its ending (Jn 38
), any more than the\ ,IM I.OIMI to

the oiigm 01 the destiny of the ni.vsionous \w>;

w0/, the icahty of \\hone existence He noxoi-

elesfc* insists cannot bo doubted The gradual

growth of the kingdom of God eludes men\ i>l>

servation, just as that of the planted ^

need does,

\\hich leceives the vital punciple of its growth
fiom the earth, and advances steadily though

secretly (Mk 4s7
).

It seems to the present writer that in the last two caws
.I<;HUH

IB pointing to tho evistence of a wider ilold of knox\lodc t<>

which man has not as yet entered. At the same lime 1U1 soeiiw

to include Himself in the number of those wJio 'know not tho

how or the wherefore Agen were vet to pasn over Uu worwl

before men discovered the
'

- i -
' ' the rctatiorm <>f

natuial phenomena .Hid wl -

' in aomu casen at

least, to pucUavith almost infallible certainty their regular

sequence Jesus consciously recognized that it was no part of

His work to add to the sum total of human knowledge of thems

subjects*.

(|8) The aamc trait in ohsoivablc in His refer-

ences to the anthropological ideas of 11 in timrt;

but for the illustration of this we must refer the

reader to artt. FLESH, HEART, SOUL, SPIRIT.

iv. THE ATTITUDE OF JKSUH TOWAHUH THK
MESSIANIC EXPECTATIONS OF His TIM 1*2. A dis-

cussion of the question of Jenua' attitude towards

Messianic hopes and longings is of the utmost

iinportance, on account of its bearing upon the

subject with which we are dealing. The attention

of the student IB at once arrested by His obvious

anxiety during the early periods of His ministry
to conceal fiom the general public

II is claims to

the Messiahship. This He did expressly by for-

bidding the open pioclamsition of the truth not

merely by the demoniacally posesed (Mk l
88 ^ 1

*,

Mt 1216
, Lk 441

), but also by those amongab Hw
circle of disciples who grasped the purport of

His teaching and the secret of His Personality
(Mt 1620=Mk S^Lk 921 ; Mt 179=Mk 99=Lk 9JtJ

),

For the same reason He courted secrecy in
(

the

performance of miraculous cures, and enjoined
silence on those who were healed (Mk lm * 5* 7^
gss. *9 ]\|t 930 84). indeed, there is no part of the

message which Jesus came to deliver where the
words of Mk 483

(

* He spake the word unto thorn

as they were able to hear it
3

) are more a]>] opi ui e.

The declaration of His Messiahship wa^ ^i.uhul ;

and even those who were nearest His Person, and in

closest touch with His teaching, were left by Him
to work out the trutli slowly and by degrees.

(a) Per hap- ilie self-chosen title 'Son of Man,*

by which He is styled early in His first GaKlaw*
ministry, might at lirst sight contradict this state-

ment (cf. H&gWaMt^SLkfi8
*; Mk8MU2

=Lk 66 ; Mt 1282=Lk 1210 ), On further < oiHidei 11-

tion, however, it will be seen that Jean-, 1-y ihN

designation of Himself, had a 1 \\ofold objt'ct in

view the concealment of His Me^i.ili^hiji from
the many who were not ready to accept Hut inter-

piefaiion of its meaning and purpose; and at the
-juii'i tune, the unfolding to the few who could
bear the revelation, of the chai'iclei of His Person
and His work as shadowed by the title 'Son of
Man '

See art. SON OF MAN.
(b) The attitude of Jesus to the Jewish Canon of

the OT must nofc be left out of account whea con-

sidering the methods of His public teaching.
Frankly, the bejief is at once confessed that hero
also He 'used the common language of His con-

U'lnpoijuipa in regaid to the OT 5

(Sanday, Bampton
Lttit. p. 414), and in accordance with mis we can

explain the words which St. Luke puts into the
mouth of the risen Jesus, where the tripartite divi*
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sion oi the HebievN Bible is loio^m/ed the Law
ot Moses, tlie 1'iophets, and the Psalms (24

44
).

With this \ve may compaie the division given in

the Piolo^ue ot the giandson ot Jesus ben Suach
Other divisions weie also curient, as '

M^oses and
II I*-.- - -' (Lk 16-

1
'- 31 24-7 ), 'the Law and the

Vi.-ii
-

v
Mv 16b

,
Mt 7

12
), wheie the idea is the

same, namely, the eiibixe OT as then existing. In

peiieet harinuny \Mth this is the acceptance by
Jesus oi the Mosaic authoiship ot the Pentateuch
(Lk Itt^ 24-7 Mt l98 =Mk 10-5

""', Mk 12-" = Lk
i>0 !7

,
Jn 5 ]r'"47 7 1<J -~ f

-), and the Davidic authorship,
it not oi- the whole Jewish Psalter, at least ot

man) of the Psalms contained theiein (Mk 123f)f =
Mt >^ =Lk20 4Jlt

)

(1) Seveial other indications there aie which
show that He accepted not only the general
popular behet in the authenticity of the OT books
as a whole, but also the hteial genuineness of the
stories with which they abound The details of

the narratives ot the Flood and Noah (Mt
k

24**
7il =

Lk \TM ), the stoiy of Jonah and his adventures

by sea aw well as in Nineveh (Mt 1240t - 16 4

,
Lk

ll-K)f ), aie utilized by Jesus on the assumption of
their genuine hi ioiupx. The glory of Solomon's-

r<U>n, that lir\n,i\ oi T.siaelitiIi pio-pi'im, is

incidentally iiu'rni-uiui by Him \\ ulmiu. ;uu re-

serve (Mt'624) = Lk 12-7 ), The question is not, as
Di. Sanday puts it (The Grades of God, p 111),
whcthei Jesus 'accommodated His language to
cm rent notions, knowing them to bd falsa,' but
rather, was His 'accommodation 3

or '"condescen-
sion

'

HO complete that He never entertained any
othei idea as to the character ot these narratives
than the one cunently held 9 It ceitamly seems
that it never entered into His mind to question
tlien historical truth ; and it we Heek tor the
estimation in which He held * the Law and the

Prophets,' we iind it expressed in woids which, if

genuine,* are as emphatic as any that aie to be
had. Not 'one jot or one tittle' (libra, $v i) f*la /cepcUa)
was to be done away with until all was ful tilled (Mt
5 18

). Into this Jewish idea of the abiding nature
ot the Law, Jesus characteristically impoited a
depth of meaning which, while it did not destroy,
transmuted its whole tenor, giving it the eteinal

.significance of which He speaks (ijs a^ wapA^*; o

otipavbs Kal ^ 797), and which it could n<\ ui 01 hen\ i-o

have had. This habitual method, by which Jesus
bawd His teaching on the foundations of existing
knowledge, receives some illustration fiom the way
in which He treats the story of Moses and the
Bush (Mk 1242K=Lk 2037 of. Mt. ag). lie says
nothing whatever of the nature of this vision

beyond what the letter of the narrative expresses.
He does not tell us whether the sight was visible

to the outward eye or to the inward spiritual

understanding alone. Of, also His references to
the biazen serpent (Jn S14 128S!

).

(2) In the same way, it seems to the present
writer, we are to interpret the reference to the

autlioi-hiji
of Ps 110 (Mt 22*1 -45=Mk 12w"S7= Lk

JO41-4
; Theie were three distinct ideas current

about this Psalm which Jesus adopts as the

giounJwoik of His argument; (i,) it was Davidie,
i

v
ii

) it va- wntten by David under the influence
of iri^iiiMiiuiii ^'ifftS $v Tryeifywrn), (iii.) it was ex-
i

1

-i,!\ M.'- mint If Jesus placed the imprimatur
of His Divine authoiiiv upon any one of these

notions, we are bound to believe that He did so on
all, and by consequence on the Me^ianic ideas
which \\ou popul.uh held, and A\hich doubtless
were MUMMI-HM lo ic ta\ourcd by Ps 110 We
know, hu\\r\ci. i

Juii
lie habitually discouraged

the popular belief in a Messiah who' was to be an
earthly Sovereign of all-umquenng power, which
was held to be countenanced by the words of this

* See Hastings' DB> Extra VoL p. 24 L

Psahn (ct Jn 6 1{5 183()f and Lk I7 20f
}. Theie is no

hint given by any of the thiee Synoptists that
Jesus corrected these Messianic expectations during
the couise of the ,v_i!'iiii His purpose was
othei than this,

' to , i i. HHX the contents' of
the P.salin, and not at all to correct ideas as to

authoiship and interpretation (cf Driver, LOT*
p 363 n , and A. F Knkpahi'lv

'

Psalms,
'

in the
Bibl&, Intiod to Ps 110).

The whole edifice so laboriously constructed by the opponents
of a latiorial mLieism, on the basis ot Josub' references to this
Psahn as well as to oihei pot lions ot OT Sunptuies, falls to the
ground wlien considered beneath 'the dry light of reason'
The following

1 words ot Bishop Uore are so moderate and reason-
able in connexion \vilh this lefeienee of Jesus to the Davidic
authorship of l*s 110, that we may be pardoned fm quoting
them m full

' On the face of it, the argument suggests that
the Messiah could not be David's Son, "it David calleth him
Lord, how us he his Son v " but, m fact, i - i < - ot to

prove or disprove mi 01 _ but
simply to press up< an argument which their
habitual assumptions ought to ha\e sugtyeHted to them to
eonftont them with just that (question, which they, with

.' -I- ,

'

-i, j;ht to have been asking themselves' (Bamp-
I M

,
In a word, nothing can be tiuerthan that
and the Apostles have quoted a body of

sacred Sculptures, and it does not appeal that in their teaching
the\ had any wish to introduce a novel theory as to the mean-
ing and authority ot that collection Neither the Apostolic writ-

ings ncn the tradition of the Ohnstian Church beai any trace
of an explicit decision given by Jesus Christ or the Apostles
with icspeet to the Canon of the Old Testament, and still

lens of a decision which would have the effect of formally
i

*
. . s which obtained in the Jewish world '

(Loiby,
'

i . Tf8tament t p. 97)

v. SUMMAEY AND CONCLUSION. -In summing
up and reviewing the conditions under which the

teaching of Jesus was ushered into the world, and
the relation in which that teaching stood to the
human race, we cannot do better than quote a

passage from a little work of the last-named
writer (L'Uwmffile et Vflglise}, though he is there

dealing with a very different problem :

'

Nothing could make Jesus other than a Jew. He was only
man under condition of belonging to one branch of humanity.
In that in which He was born, the branch that may well be
said, to have carried in it the religious future of the world, this

future was kn i by the hope of the

reign of God, ' * He who was to be
the Saviour . His office only by
assuming the renting

1 Himself as
tlu- roundci < '\ . tnplish the hope of
Israel The <>o<-ptl, appearing

1 m Judtna, and unable to appear
cl-i '1m i ^-i- bound to be conditioned by Judaism. Its
JL\V:VI i \unoi is the human body, whose Divine soul is the

{-IIUH o 1 IP-US But take away the bcxh and the soul will

vanish in the air like the lightest breath Without the idea of

the Messiah, the Gospel would have been but a metaphysical
IKi-oiluli'v..'!!) invisible, intangible eb^ence, even unintelligible,
IM rt'mL oi a <i '"in ii

i)
'

]
i 10 the means of knowledge,

no 1
.1 l\\ iwjc "i I > i u . y . > The Gospel will always

nee
" " "

human. Having become the hope of Ghns-
tiai . corrected in the i

'
i parts

of bymboh&m No ! 'i"i is the
shadowy reprtscniaiion of the great mystery, God and the
PiOMdcntial destiny of man and of humanity, because it is a
! MI -

, i i MI i * i- - - i u' after perfection, inadequate and
r

- 1. i- ' ' ! i
- iK "i i

stery that Jesus revealed, as far
'!- "

. " -I I)
> it .( il< I, ,i',.l '.: ' I' * '<1 .p.. i -i

'.
<!

-

\\\\ ,\ M 1 IK I 1 1 tU.% L L - ii(l JiU C\ I .-i Liti 1 a- I I .< ll

.1- Hi :i ! d . .111 'L-I

The present writer has no intention of entering
into the very difficult and much-debated question
of the connexion between Jesus' ideas of 'the

kingdom of God' (or *of heaven') during the

early and the later periods of His active minrstry,
or how far the latter was a development of tne
former ; nor again to inquire as to the period when
it dawned upon His consciousness that His death
was the condition upon which its inauguration
and subsequent life rested. Broadly speaking*, a
line ot (loniai cation might be drawn through the
life as it is prcienled to ns cutting it into two

fairly well rn.iikod dm-ioiis at the time of the
Petrme confession and the Tranbfiguiation After
these events Jesus began to concentrate His

teaching more especially upon the circle of dis-

ciples gathered closely round Him. It was then
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that He, in solemn and almost sad foreboding,
warned His followers of the events which were
soon to try His own fidelity to the cause which He
so constantly and fearlessly championed, and
which were to put their faith to a most cruel

test. We are indebted to the wntei of the Fouith

Gospel foi the senes of discourses in which He
endeavouied to and encourage His

disciples against time of trial. Fiom
these we gather i

' ooked forward to the

establishment, on the basis of His own life, of a

kingdom amongst men which was to carry on His

teaching, even as it received the truth at the
hands of His Spirit. The time had not as yet
arrived when they could assimilate the full self-

revelation of God (Jn 1612
), but as their experience

widened and, 1
i

1 >T ? '> ,nn t'bijMl
they would <

l
<-i Mil i.'jc

truth' (v.
13

, cf. also 1526). 'That He looked

beyond the lives of those whom He thus addressed
will not, we think, be disputed (cf els rbv cu<2i>as

1416
). Certainly His words were so interpreted by

His followers (see Mt 2820
; cf 182()

, Jn 14s 172%
Ac 2a9

). "We are thus emboldened to state our
belief that this plan of Divine self-accommodation
enters into the very centre of the life of Jesus

Himselfj and that it is the plan by which the
woild has received its education from the be-

ginning even till these latter days.
'Each of them [Baptism, Temptation, and Transfiguration of

Jesus] constitutes a moment, and a moment important, nay
supreme, in the development of the Humanity of our Lord.
That for the ultimate, Divine consummation '

"

"in
the garden and on the cross He was preparing I

'

rig
1

,

and that we can see in these three events a scheme divinely
!

MM .1 1\ Ouch that development was set forward ; that we
<vi *-u Jl i each of the three pass fr

"' " *
1

i
|

i
'

I. . II I r -
^ n of as "learning

obedience." . . . That this growth . . . should have gone on to
the end of His life is in itself no more marvellous or more
mysterious than that it should ever have been possible, and
have taken place

'

(Ch. Quart. Mev , July 1901, pp. 303-4)

The question naturally arises at this stage, How
far is this Divine method of educating humanity
to enter into the conscious active life of the teach-

ing 'Body of Christ' (Bph. 412
)? How is the

Church to exercise her functions as the guide and
instructress of the race ? Is she to draw lines of
distinction between those who * are able to bear *

the fulness of the faith delivered to her keeping,
and those whose receptive faculties she considers
are not fitted to receive such revelation ? How far
is she to practise the doctrine of economy or
reserve in diM'lo^inpr to men ' the faith which was
one c f 01 i 1 1 <1d i \ L> i od t o the saints

'

? (Jude 8
) . That

giau- <lunjiu-> await a policy which seems to put
-nob jiuln in I authority into the hands of men, is

not to be denied j nor can we shut our eyes to the
tendency which such a course fosters, to hold up
different standards of belief and practice before
different minds. At the same time, we cannot shut
our eyes to the sad phenomenon of a rent and dis-
tracted CluUtcTuloiiij which necessaiih
inability somewhere to grasp the fun
verity of Christian life (cf. Jn 1386 ). Imperfect
belief and faith are the causes to which must be
attributed the vital as well as the minor differences

separating
those who ought to belong to the same

household The bearing with each other, the
sympathetic endea\our on each side to undeibtand
the other's point of view, seem to be the only
worthy methods of continuing the Moik of love
begun by Jesus It seems, indeed, to be the
method which, Bringing from the love for men
which He inculcated, He bequeathed to Hi& teach- '

ing Body. We are, however, bound to admit that I

those occupying the position of Doctores ecclesicc I

have not always marched in the van of human
progress, and that often they have adopted the

j

rdle of obscurantists where the discoveries of I

science ran counter to preconceived ideas. Tho

Church, at times, seemed to have been committed
almost irrevocably to a false and transient philo-

sophy, to a weak and untenable excyclical process,
when she was forced by the onward march ot (Jtni's

self-revel;
'

and promulgated in the

teeth of ;-4
. : i obloquy l>y the brightest

intellects *amongst her ehihhen, to review her

position, to reject old piejudui^, and to brin^ hei

interpretation of tlie life and teaching of Jesus

into line with the newer discoveries which are HO
1 ' '

revealing to men's minds* wider and
ideas of the condor inlmi- love of God,

'The chief object for which the Church exists is,

while Reproving, lebukmg, exhoitm^' {cf
42 Ti

42), to interpret the Incarnation an it bears on
man's life, and on the destiny of the world ami the

race, in the light of an
;

'

\ .owled^e,
Her business is not so i

'

/
'

the ^ro-
founder mysteries of a gradually accumulating
revelation irom the minds of 'the weak' (1 Co H^),

as to build up and strengthen the entire man,
intellectual and spiritual, so that all may learn
t/hat there is no department of hnzuan Me which
has not its own intimate iclationship to the Incar-
nate Son of God.

T in [i\n n Tlu1 'oil >A n ; works, monk of which are cither

quoted or rcrerred to in ihc courae of this article, are Hpecuaily
i

" "

as throwing- h&hb on a difficult problem :

i/. /, which is a veritable mine from which we may
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ACCUSATIONS. See TKIAL (OF JESUS).

ACHIM C^xetfj.} An ancestor of Joseph, accord-
ing to the genealogy of our Lord in Sk Matthew's
Gospel (I

14
) The name m> U a shortened form

of Jehoiachim, or it innv IK mi Ahiam (ol 1 Ch
11s5

) or JaMn (cf. On 46H

ACTIYITY, 1. The period of our Lord's activity
is, in other words, that of His ministry, in the ft*!*
filment of which His activity was exhibited. Its
duration i- a imittoi of dispute, relevant only so
lai n-s it toTnpiti-b-e- into one year the recorded
details, 01 eMoiids, thom to the traditional three*
In any case the records are in no &&** exhaustive.
Manitold ministries are expressed in few words
(Mt * - 15 Lk 4 B\ J ^ etc,); a completeaccount is beyond an Evangelist's scope (Jn 2(F' 3l

),
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and would be voluminous (2 1
25

)
This is said of

things done 'in the piesence of the disciples' (Jn
0^), and we cannot suppose they saw <n knew all

that Jesus did See ait MINISTRY.
la fact, \\e possess no moie than specimens

1 of

Christ's labouis
, hut those, no donht, are so

selected as to give us ;> ; i! i~] a of the whole
In tliis connexion the !,- x ,

.,
. at Capeinaum

(of \v Inch a detailed account it* >iven in Mk I'
21'31

,

Lk 43I "JJ
)
has well been pointed to as a specimen

day. Some details of the Son of Man's toilsome
life weaiymg

'

), rising 'a ^reat
while before uaj be in themselves
not much moie than features oi Oriental life:

otheis 'nowheie to lay his head' (Mt 820}
cannot be so explained. Day to Him nioant work.
The Father's work was "botli a daily necessity (Jn
94

) and His very 'meat 3

(4
al

), Its substance was
twofold : (1) the general \vork of <^ .mui/li/mir and
healing; (2) the special work of tiammg others,
the Twelve (Mk w 67

etc,) and the Seventy (Lk
101

), and superintending their efforts. Smiilaily
we may regard as twofold the conditions under
\vluch it was carried on (I) the normal conditions,
ever varying, of the day (Sabbath or week-day),
the place I'-xiu^o^'u Temple or open-air) and
the hearers (multitudes or individuals) ; (2) the
abnormal conditions, created by the presence of

opponents (Mt ig10'"- 24"48 etc ), or of crowds who
clung to Him sometimes for days together (Mt 1532

,

Mk 82
). Under suck prcHsuic there was often no

leisure to eat (Mk 32(f GS1
). Night clid not mean

sleep, but was given hugely to prayer (Mt 14a:j

,

Lk 612 928 2239
'41

}, till HIH exhausted nature, finding:

opportunity for iepo.se, could (sleep undisturbed
even by a fetonu. (Mk 4:J8

, Lk 8 a!}

). Moie than once
His disciples (accustomed by their trade to night-
watches, Lk 5ff

) proved unequal to the strain of

wakefulnesH (Lk 982, Mk 14a7 - 4
). His friends,

fearing a mental breakdown, came to restrain

Him by force (Mk 3al
). It would be hamrdouu to

estimate degrees of spiritual activity by the pre-
carious test of numerical results (Jn 12-""40 ), but^it
is noticeable that at one time He made more dis-

ciples than John the Baptist (Jn 41
),

Certain limitation-* ot Christ '< ,icu \-iiv are clear

and bigni (leant ( 1 )
In s>copo i i u its con lined to ' the

house of Isiael,' moie especi.illv ill 'lo-^t sheep'
(Jn I*1 ,

Mt 1524
). A Jew oiUMdc-i* (Gentiles and

pioselytes) came within its range ;
but these were

exceptional (Mt 85" 18 15, Lk 17 i6
, Jn 49 122t>' 2A

).

(2) la development it was regulated by the unfold-

ing of a Divine plan, frequently lefeired to by such

expiessions as e my horn' (Jn 24
780 820 131

etc.),

'mytime' (Mt26
l8 Jn7' 3 T-M ,-i-.n ii *.i

morally conditioned by '! 10 < \ !- M:M i ; u i \ii-o-

of a ceitain measure of i \ m v -
,
M !^ ii'

In inference to the source of His activity, it must
be noted: (1) that it was always and essentially
associated with times of retirement and prayer
(Mk I*8 318 64*02

etc.); (2) that its manifestation
is diicctly ascribed to the power of the Sjuru (Ml
12^8 , Lk 4 14

etc.); and (3) that, in its miraculous

exercise, there is indicated (at least once) a percep-
tion that 'power had gone out '

(Mk 580
, Lk S46).

2. In the Christian course, energy is constantly
commanded (Mt II 12

, Mk 1333
, Lk 1324). Yet it is

worthy of remark that in Christ's estimate of

human character the active equalities seem some-
times to be depreciated in comparison with
the passive, contemplative, and devotional. The
latter attain to c the good part

'

(Lk 1C38-*2), and
find their place in the Beatitudes (Mt 58'12

). See,

further, CHARACTER (Christian).
3. Finally, the believer's view of Christ is not,

in the Gospels, primarily directed to His active

labours. Such things are the record of an Apostle
(2 Cor 64- e

etc.) rather than a Saviour: accord-

mgly, if with the account of om Lord's active
labouis we measure that of His Passion, both as
to general proportion and minutiae of detail, there
can be no doubt that in the Gospel picture the
Passion, and not the activity, occupies the fore-

ground F. is. RAHKEN.

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. The aim of this
article is to answer the question, What does the
Acts of the Apostles say of Christ ? ; otherwise ex-

pressed, How is the Book of Acts related to ' the

fospel
?

'

or, What is
' the gospel

'

of the Acts ? We
o not know the name of the author of the book

for St, Luke or some other disciple of St. Paul
did not compose it, but merely .

" ~

. .

*

ible
materials for its composition DU i

i in-

dividuality may be ascertained from hie work with
sufficient clearness to enable us to answer the ques-
tions just stated. The problem is all the more
mtui^luv because the author can haidly have
\\jihO'! ] CK-IC the end of the 1st cent., and tlms
cannot reckon himself among 1' P 1

i <
,

and ministers of the word (IA I' ^ ii. i i-

of Christ that stamps itself on tlie

man of the second generation? Has
this man anything new, anything unique, to tell

us of Him ?

Before we go on to answer this iju^-iioTij \\o

must make ifc clear to ourselves that onrauihoi,
in what he writer, does not ;iluii^* speak in his
own person. From the <o-p<il of St. Luke we
know to what aix extent he is dependent on sources.

This may be observed and proved in |i<nh< i.l.u

instances by a close i"ii ). . r, with St. M.n'u ,'M-l

(in the case of tlie \\ "i: - witli St. Matthew.
In the Op-pel IK ii almost entirely a mere letailer

of older ii.'iumnn, and tlie lineaments of his own

personality scarcely come into view. There can
be no doubt that likewise in the Acts lie largely
reproduces early tradition, fcliat lie makes use of

-ouico, MHUHbno- copying them in full, at other
111110-5 ,ibbu'VMiii)^ or rxiiaii'liiit: UK-UK grouping
ilu'm juid liiiu<r both iWu luTi."iia<r< and their

contents, Modern critici-m, IIOMI'WI, lu- reached
the conviction that in this second work more of the
author's idiosyncrasy is to be detected than in his

Gospel Hence it vfll be necessary to make the

attempt ( t\ -\\ ^\\\^\ ilie notions which reveal to

us the <!MM (
k
-l MM! (i of the last decade of the

1st cent, from tho^o pR^ajre* in wMcli the rdle is

played by early popular tuuhtion.

Tlie authors personality undoubtedly shows
itself more strongly in the second than in the first

part of tlie book, but most clearly in the way in

which the work is arranged in these t\vo paiK BO

that the first is dominated by tlie poi f-on or Peter
and the second by that of Paul. To linn the Church
rests upon the foundation of the V)<>-il- inl

prophets ( cf. Epli
20 35)- n<.| n]m ;n , \|w-iKs i,-

in Mtl618
9 btitupon tlieuM'^n-M !<>,<iii \ ihcluad

of the primitive Church \i lu lv si I i\ IM*- ili-j( M-II

tion \\asled to engage IB 11 mi i--n 10 ili"(.uiul< 1
-.

and tlie great Apostle of the heathen world who by
Divine guidance had to turn his back on )iis own
people and betake himself to the Gentiles.

' Peter
and Paul '

is the watchword, the shibboleth of tlie

Eoman CJiurch, as we find again in the First

Epistle of Clement.
It is especially in the speeches contained in tKe

second part of tlie book that the author reveals his

conception of Clnistianity. When St Paul dis-

courses (Ac 2424
) of

( the faith in Christ Jesus,' the

subjects of his address are given in v 25 as
'

right-

eousness, temperance, and judgment to come.'

This future and not distant judgment is also tlie

point that forms the climax of St. Paul's address

at Athens (17
S1

) :
c He liath appointed a day in the

which he will judge the world in righteousness,*
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and immediately tliereaftei , 'by a man whom he
hath (theieto) oidained, having given him his

credentials before all men by having raised him
from the dead

'

Tins last is the essentially new
point in contradistinction from the Jewish pieach-
mg in the Diaspora That there is to be a judg-
ment of the world had, indeed, been aheady
declared, but that the Judge 'appointed by God
over living and dead' (10

4a
) is aheady present in

heaven (3
21

), has already been manifested on earth

(I
s 1040f ), and accredited by God through an un-

precedented miracle this is the caidmal and
sig-

nificant message of the Apostles Now, it is

noteworthy how the author of the Acts gives
point and practical . 1

*

i x> this generally
accepted idea The : of Jesus is the
mam content of the Apostolic preaching, so much
so that in I

32 the Apostles are roundly designated
t

' witnesses of the resurrection
'

In the eyes of our
author it comes to this, that in the gospel of the
resurrection of Jesus is implied the doctrine of the
resurrection of the dead in general. What St.

Paul (1 Co IS12'19
) seeks to prove to his readers, is

to our author self-evident : the one special case

implies the general. This is plainly declared in
Ac 42 *

they proclaimed in Jesus the resurrection
from the dead.' So also in 1718 'he preached
Jesus and the resurrection? and in v.-*

2 ' the resur-
rection of the dead' is the point in St. Paul's
address on which the Athenians fix. Before the
Sanhedrm St. Paul declares :

'

Touching the hope
and resurrection of the dead I am called m ques-
tion

'

(23
6
) ; to Felix he says :

'
I have the hope

that there shall be a resurrection both of the just
and of the unjust' (24

15
). The latter passage is

specially important because in it the relation of

Christianity to Judaism is defined to the effect
that there is

really no essential difference between
them. St. Paul, like his accusers, serves, although
after the new <

Way/ the God of the fathers (v.
1
*) ;

*
for the hope of Israel

'

he bears his chain (28
20

).

All Jews who believe in the resurrection ought
really to be Christians. 'Why is it judged in-
credible with you if God doth raise the dead 95

(26
8
). Hence also the Pharisees, who believe in

the resurrection of the dead, appear as the party
favourable to Christianity; whereas the Sadducees,
who say that 'there is no resurrection/ are its
enemies (23

8
). Resurrection, then, is the main

theme of the new 'n -
1

*

-MI ihe pn Ji' him: uj"

the Apostles bears i i. ... i i ;..-i 'words ot this
Life' (5

20
) The I:. ...,,-, prmce of Life'

(3
15

) By His resurrection and exaltation He is

proved
^

to be the Saviour (crojr^p, the term best
answering our author'- puipo-e and most intel-
ligible to the Greeks of (lie tune, 580 -

13'
23
); the

'word' is the 'word of salvation
9

(IS
26
); and the

whole of the Acts of the Apostles might have this
motto prefixed :

*
In none other is there salvation,

and neither is there any other name under heaven,
that is given among men, wherein we must be
saved' (4

12
). This religion is proved to be the

superior of all earlier ones, superior alike to the
darkno-, of In <.il>oiul<>ni <:><>-, mid to Judaism, in
this, tlur n n I]- ui ,1 N%, ,,,//, uho -avo* '/ The
method is described in 1043 1338f- 26fs as the forgive-
ness of sins, or, to use the designation adopted in
one of SI Paul s addresses,

'

justification
'

(13
3'J

)But who now is the Judge and Savioiu accredited
by the resurrection It is very chaiactenstic of
our author that in those passages where for the
most part it is himself that speaks, e.g. in the
speeches put into the mouth of St. Paul before
Agrippa or Felix or Festus (chs 22. 23), we scaicel y
hear of the earthly Jesus but of the heavenly Lord.
1 lie appearance of the Exalted One near Damascus
is the great matter which St. Paul has to com-
municate to liis countrymen and to the Jewish i

king. It is the heavenly Loid that permeates tho

life of His Chmch and His apostles, the Kfytos on

whom Christians believe. This Divine name is.

very often applied in the Acts to (Jod, but not,

mfiequently also to Christ. Thus the I<Xa)tc<l

Christ, working miracles troin heaven by Hisnnmo

(9
34

), acci edited by the miracle ot the lesuricetion,

and destined to "come ajam with i,-':'ii' Ji<i

salvation, occupies the central point >. ,
: "

. : of

oui author.
But it would be a mistake to suppose that our

authoi had no inteiest in the eaitmy .Jesus of

Nazaieth. As tl V.i^-iK Christ, says to Saul,
'I am Jesus of V /,!. , v. -:- thou persecutes*

*

(22
8
), so to the wntei of the Acts *the ('hunt' and

' Jesus' constitute an inseparable unity. He inter-

changes freely such expressions
as *

proclaimed
unto them the Christ' (8*) and

*

preached unto him
Jesus' (v.

so
) ; of. 54a *to preach Christ Jenns* (RV

'Jesus [as] the Christ'), 920 proclaimed Jennn that
he is the Son of God,' IS5

*

testifying to the Je\yn
that Jesus was the Christ.' And as our author in

his Gospel nariative already calls Jesns *

Lord/ it

is always of the Exalted One that he thinks even
when i 'Vi. 'HUM. ,,i _: \ ',.': he knows of the earthly
lite of '< 'i- Mo 1 -- ill, in once he defines the eon-
tents of the Apostolic pie:uhri<j; .-< *tho things
toiiunnMg Jesus' (18'

25
) or Mlii- ilim* 1 -. concerning

the Lord
'

Jesus Chriwt -^S' 1

/, ,ui<l this concise
formula embraces far more than one might infer
from the meagre sketches of St. Paul's address hi
1324

'80 or St Peter's in ICF'43
. Wo must k<j> in

mind that the first readers of the Acts, Thoophilusm particular, when this work came, into then

hands, were already acquainted with tho Third

Gospel, and would thus, by means of tho full details

supplied in it, unconsciously clothe with meaning
the brief formula in question. Still more varied
was the knowledge which our author possessed of
the life of Ji>u*<, Jor he was ficqn;i)iul not only
with St. Mark's Gospel, but AMIII oihu writing
which he utilized merely for extracts; and how
manifold may have been tho oral tradition current
at the same time, which he made WHO of in iwi

eclectic fashion ! The whole of this i M i<m , 1 1 ,ui i
-

tion we must think of as forming tht IM< Upoirpl
of the Acts if we are to appreciate rightly it**

picture of Christ.
A special charm of the Lukan writings arisen

from the fact that the author, with all his culture
and Greek sympathies, has had the good taste to
retain in large ^measi n-- il Mii.li.r un-Greuk,
popular Palestinian <'!iii,,<i" <>i '-.in sourcm,
and that both in i,m,_ i, M- .i-i-l contents. Soiu
scholars, indeed, JH- ..i

,.|.,M,..-I that he himself

;

'
' "' ' luced the colouring appio pi i 4U e to

i
'

'

,
as in the case of an artiiicial

patina But this view is untenable, The more
'-IMI-I-JMV the Third Gospel and the Acts are ex-
M in:, i i< deeper becomes the conviction that the

author worked upon a very ancient tradition which
he has preserved in his own style. AH in the early
narratives of his Gospel he preserve-, altmmt unim-
paired the colouring and tone of Jewish-Christian
piety without any admixture of Grawo-Gentilo-
Christian elements, bo aho in the AeK especially
in the first part of the book, he has Mim-nlo.! m
presenting the original picture of the rehgiotw con-
ceptions and the piety of the earliest Chmtiau
(oiumumrv'iu Jerusalem, We are far from be.
hevino that even thinf- here related is

*

historical
*

in the stnct sense, For instance, it is in the
InpUcst degiee improbable that the aeiunl Bpewhe
or St Peter have been preserve*! wtbtitmt,

j all we
assert is that these chapters are a true representa-
tion of the spirit of early Jewish Christianity.
Very specially is this the case with the Chmtolotfy,For such a doctrine of Christ as is represented%
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thePetiine discouises was scaieely to bo found in

the Church after the time of St* Panl and at the
tune when the Fomth Gospel was wntten. Aftei
the Lcnosis doctrine of St Paul had been pio-

pounded, and then, as its counteipait, the Johannme
picture of Christ, in which also the earthly Jesus
ueais the 'foirn of God,' had taken hold or men's

minds, a Chustolojy sucli as the iiist part of

the Acts exhibits could riot have been devised,

lint we a,ie grateful to the autlvoi foi having pre-
soned to us a picture of that earliest mode of

thought. Let us examine its main features
We may use as a collateial witness the words of

the disciples on the way to Emmans (Lk 2419
), for

it is a meie accident, so to speak, that this stoiy
is found in the Gospel and not in the Acts :

* Jesus
of Nazareth, which was a piophet (tivyp Trpo^r^s),

mighty in deed and woid before God and all the

people'.' So also He is described by (St. Peter.
4 Jesus of Nazareth, a man approved of God unto

you by mighty works and wonders and signs,
Mhich'God did' by him m the midst ot you' (Ac
52--) The peculiarity of this last statement is that
the \\onders and signs are not attributed to Jesus
JHunself: God wiought them through Him; He
\\ as simply God's organ or instrument. The same
thing - 1 in another passage (10

38
), where

it is" , in His going about and in His
deeds God was wtth Him. In both instances the

conception comes out clearly that Jesus was a man
chosen and specially favoured of Gocl. There is

not a word in all these discourses of a Divine birth,
no word of a coming down from heaven or of a
*Son of God' in a physical or supernatural sense.

On the oontraty, Jesus is called more than once
4 the Servant ol'God' (3

1" 4-7 ). Tins m-ML-n-uion

suggests a piophet, and as a matter of fact Jesus is

directly characterized as a prophet when in 4aa the

vords of T)t lH 1!5 ' 18f - are applied to Him At the
same time He is no ordinary prophet, but the pro-

phet like unto Moses j He is the second Moses pre-
dicted by Moses himself.

But it may be asked. Was Jesus then nothing
more than tliis to the i.,.i1" -' <li '

ipV-, was He not
to them t/w AfmwA? In , < .

" M M-* vi^, and
in another senseno. Certainly He had received

the kingly anointing (KF) ; but, as David was
anointed long before he received the kingdom, so

Jesus was from the time of His baptism a king,
indeed, but a seciet one with an invisible crown.
The primitive Jewish-Christian Church was far

from saying : Jesus of Nazareth, as He journeyed
through the land teaching and healing, wrt^the
Messiah ; no, He was then merely the One destined
for lordship. It was only at a later period that
lie received the crown, namely at His resurrection
and exaltation. Here comes into view the saying
of St. Peter in Ac 2W , which is a gem to the his-

torian of primitive Christianity :

' This Jesus hath
God made both Lord and Christ,

1

namely by exalt-

'in^ Him to His right hand (v.
83

) and thereby ful-

filling the words of Pa 110* 'Sit thou at my right
hand.' The exaltation of Jesus marks His ascen-

sion of the throne ; now He has become in reality
what since Hie baptism He was in claim and
anticipation' the Anointed.' Now for the first

time the name * Lord' is fully apmopriatc to Him.
This is the principal extant prooi pn^ago for the
earliest Christalogyt It reveals to us the concep-
tions of the piimitive Chinch, which, as a matter
of fact, still underlie the teaching even of St, Paul.

For, in ^>ite
of his advanced speculations on the

subject ot Chust, in spite of his doctrine of pre-
esdstence and his cosmological Christology, the

Apostle holds fast in Ro I4 and Ph 29 to the notion
that Jesus became * Son of God in power' through
His resurrection from the dead, and was invested

with the title 'Lord' at His exaltation. To the

same effect St Paul in Ac 1333 applies the words of
Ps 27 ('Thou art my Son, this day have T IK "jot ten

thee') riot to the bnth noi to the Lipii-m oi

Jesus, but to the day of His icsurrection and exalta-
tion With this fundamental passage coiresponds
anothei When in Ac 3 iqf

, speaking ot the future,
it is said ' that there may come the times of refresh-

ing fiom the pie.sence of the Lord, and that he may
send the (-bust who hath been appointed for you,
even Jesus,

5

this assumes that Jesus has not yet
made His appeal anee <w Messiah

, in that capacity
He belongs to the futuie ; theie is notawoid of

coming aqnm or of a second sending. Such is the
eaiheat primitive Chnstian lonuption and it is

this alone which is in haiinom uji li the pi caching
and the self-estimate of Jesus when these aie

rightly understood.
But what now are the contents and the

signifi-
cance of the life-work of Jesus 9

Thoroughly in

harmony with important woids of Jesus, Ac 10s8

replies :
' He went about doing good, and healing all

that were oppressed of the det'il,
'

J ust as the Third
Gospel delights to represent the woik ot Jesus as a
conlnet with the devil, the brief formula we have

quoted reproduces accurately the contents of His
life work. Along with this, indeed, should be
taken also 32(J * God sent him to bless you in turn-

ing away every one of you fiom your iniquities.'
He was 'the Holy and Righteous One' (3

14
), or,

absolutely,
* the Righteous One '

(7
52

). The latter

expression is chosen no doubt in ord
"

His innocence in His Bufferings and

certainly not contrary to the
spirit of the Acts to

find in it the testimony that it was He that was
called to break the s^av of sin in the world. Less
clear is Ac 10;J()

, according to which God caused
*

peace to be preached by Jesus to the children
or Israel/ a form of expression which recalls Eph
217

,
and in its abrupt conciseness no doubt reflects

the o'mcopiion- of the author more than those of
the early Church,
This brings us i> ! he 'pie-i Ion,What view, judging

from the evidence ot the Acts, did the early Church
take of the death of Christ? Repeatedly in the
addresses of St. Peter it is urged upon opponents
that tfoft Jesus, the Holy and mj/hiuMi- OIK was
put to death by the Jews (2

2( .*' I

1
' V 752

1Q89 1328), by the hands of wicked men (2
23

), although
Pilate was prepared to acquit Him (3

18
). In all

these instances, as was fitting in addresses meant
to lead the hearers to conviction and repentance,
the innoeence of Jesus is emphasized as a point to

awaken conscience, not as an element in a doctrine
of the atoning death of Christ. Such an element
is entirely lacking in these chiipici-, for in the

piage from Is 53 about the Suilenng Servant,
\ilucli Philip expounded to the TilfK'pliin ou'iuoh,
it is precisely the expressions a^m- iio,jm^ our
sins tliat are wanting. The eajU ih<-oltpv 01 the
death of Christ confines itself entirely to the point
that this event was in no way contrary to God's

saving purpose ; on the contrary, it had long been
foreseen (2

3 318 428 132i)

). Hence the copious Scrip-
ture proofs, which, however, deal more with the
resurrection than with the sufferings and death

(225ft
34f. 411. 23f

gd2f. ]333if.^

The resurrection is not in these passage 5
*, as with

St. Paul, regarded as a clothing ot the Risen One
with a glorified body, but as the revivification, or,

to put it better, the conservation of the very same
body of flesh which was laid in the ^rave. The
principle that governs the conception is found in

Ps 16 (quoted in Ac S27
),

* Thou \\ ill not leave my
soul to Sheol, neither wilt thou suffer thine holy-
one to see corruption.' For, if Christ did descend
to Hades, He was not given o\or to il-i power (2

31
),

God 'having loosed "the pangs of death," because

it was not possible that he should be holden of it
J
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<v.
24

), 'nor did his flesh see corruption
'

(v.
31

). This
is the essential point, that the same body which
was laid in the giave was that which rose again
For this reason, as in St. Luke's Gospel (24

dfl " 4!J
),

such emphasis is laid upon the eating and drinking
of the Risen One (Ac 1041

) ; hence also the forty

days' intercourse with the disciples (I
3
). Jesus, in

short, actually returned again to earth in complete
corporeality ; hence the necessity, at the end of the

forty days, of yet another special miracle, that 01

the Ascension (I
9
). Like Moses or Elijah, He is

carried up by a cloud, as He still walks on earth anci

still belongs to earth. This tradition says nothing
about the necessary change whereby this fleshly

body that rose from the grave was transformed
into the glorified heavenly body that appeared to
Saul of Tarsus in kingly splendour We have here
before us the popular view of the Resurrection in
its crudest form. That an author whose ideas
otheiwise are cast in such a Greek mould should

reproduce it, shows that the popular conceptions
cannot have been .-> *m as we should
have supposed.

"

i our\\
4

< V". i

thinks it necessary to separate, and which a tot.

Paul did separate, appear to have found a place in
the same mind side by side.

"We owe a special debt of gratitude to the author
of the Acts for having drawn for us several pictures
ilhi-trfltiiijx the prominent part played in the early
Church by the Spirit and the Name of the exalted
Chr'-.. i

' ^-i,' , sent by the latter is the proof
of L i

< , \,,' ,
i !! j ,nd Messiahship (%-56

). This is

the oiil.nmjitiii^ point of St. Peter's Pentecostal
addro. -,-

11
''"; whose ore7 / f

'"*

!,' forms a
vnyintcro-tin^ -tndy for n<

'

! i.iii 01 primitive
( liIM unlit \. Tin- proof is addressed primarily
to the house of Israel (2

s6
). The Jews have not,

indeed, seen the Risen One (10
41

), but for that very
reason His exaltation i- designed as a filial means
of leading Israel to repentance (5*

1
), for the coming

of the era of salvation is bound up with this re-

pentance (3
19f

-). Through this Spirit the exalted
Lord is ever present with His own ; He imparts
power and success to the words of the Apostles (2

87

5s3 65
) ; and miracles are wrought by the power of

God (6
8
). It is noteworthy, however, that it is only

rarely that the Spirit of God is introduced in this
connexion ; far more frequently it is the Name of
Christ thr-t. like a pro-onl representative of the
Lord, -M 01 k- m n ;u Us < ,'J

j
tf ) Specially instructive

are 9s4 where the pronouncing or the Name effects

healing, and 19lsr where the use of the Name is
resorted to even, by unbelievers.
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ADAM. 1. In Lk 3s8 the ancestry of Jesus is
traced up to Adam, From what source the
Evangelist drew his genealogy it is impossible to
say. But when compared with that in the First
Gospel, it clearly shows the purpose with isLieh
bt. Luke wrote. As a Gentile, writing for a
Gentile, he took every opportunity of iritis-ling
upon the universal power of the "gospel. The
effects of the life and Person of Jesus are not
confined to the Jews ; for Jesus is not, as in St.
Matthew's Gospel, a descendant of Abraham onlybut of the man to whom all mankind trace their
origin. See ait. GENEALOGY OF JESUS CHRIST.
But further, St. Luke closes his genealogy with
the significant words the son of Adam, the son of
God (rov ASdfy

TOV 0coi;). Adam, and ^lerefore
all mankind, had a Divine origin: Tfee same
Evangelist who relates the fact ofthe virgin tiirth
and records that Christ was, in His own proper

ADAM

Person, vi6s Beov (I
35

), claimn that the first uwin,

and hence every human being, i 6s Oeov. Thus
the genealogy, which ini^ht at lirst sight apijear
to be a useless addition to the (Jospel narrative,

possesses a lasting .spiritual value

The truth placed by St. Luke in the forefront of hw Gospel \H

treated in its redemptive aspect by IUH master HI. Paul, who in

four passasy<
- hi IP -r> Ail. tin .in 1 ChriHt into ju vtaponit.ion :

(#) ICo ]">-' Fiu M!iclii' v of mankind in their physical
union i \ 1 (loath aH a < onHoqmn<*< of

AdamV -" ? -

'
' - '

'

>nty of mankind in their

spiritual union with Christ involves universal life* an a eonae*

quence of Christ'
"

(b) In Eo 512-21 j

fuller detail, (i )
'

and! Chnst. Adam *i a type or mm wno wa to come t,w*)
in the sense that his act affected all men Adam < uriMitird a

ye*p*f<nu(t* t a lapse, a false step commonly tern.id tin Pill

r, i s *, "i,^ . '< , i*>< i- L .

,
i

' '

i ci in J
1

v
-

il > ."i (
s *

I
1 .*<- >

occasion for proof of the connexion between sin and ph/mcal
death ; K i.

*

t -
. i

'

Ki^ - his position on the narrative in

Genesis, < k ".>> -' Were this all, the paHHage would
T]'\. i.

1
* ,i- 1 1- i ',i i i IK.-I-

'

hty. But Sfc. Paul, without
.- ,,i""ni "_ i u ion >'n>

'

i u p placed side by side the two
I'i-ii -,.1'h-n' ,.ry tranBmiBBion of guilt, and

moral '
. ' ' /

'

every . : > , < i

Contr I

'

i 1 .1
many other writers having understood the relative* <u aw mawcu-

i \*i so Vulg mqinh Biit there <an
i

"

be taken in ito xwial meaning-
*
oecause.' Adam's tail involved all men in sin, and therefore

in death ;
bu i' - ,.- \> > i .- .ill "

i ^ fi.v exercise of their
free will) s in <s 1: n M M> o r ri p . >o here to diawiHH fcht*

attempts that have been made to combine these two factor** in
the moral history of man (see Literature) : strictly speaking

1

,

they cannot fully and logically be combined ; but many of the
most fundamental truths of the Christian religion can The

1 '

"

1 "TV . <" i - i

,,ry statements,
I' 1

. "i i < ',

'

I . SOB tit Paul to
i -i

'

. i
'

i . ni '

, hich v.w forma
' i l! ' I %i I : -I , , Bin being an

*
'" '

.
' " w. In M- v lam and MOMS

had no law, and thus did nottranf-p:refraii explicit, command M
Adam had done. But the fact that <)< aih rnjrucd thuniirnuut
that period only shows that not the tjuili of ni(Ii\nl\i.il-i r hut
the tiansmitled effects of Adam' -m Actual ^\oik And it n
this that makes him a type of 11 ic Mo* n'i ( i ) \ v n n f/tf
contrast is far greater than th' '</. <'ui'it The contrast
between Adam^and Christ is /r< i In /;vr'' 4v (v*^). The
one repiciem.il hi* man, Addiii, ">!' Miir td a ~v. *#*&&&. ; bul

.'un-ii that must be placed t/ho undeserved kindnesa
01 Ood, and the r** ** li<b

i
-

."'sing from the
3s of the other i i

'
i , , a Christ* In

quantity (v.iS). 'One a i-i f . ., i . > with HI n, and
a ip'il u-ido <M MM- coliecced \

*' i . ,
.

. l < for-

ginn' fn c/(r//r f and /
',

, . >
i '," 4

'

'$ fu,jj

ushered in a reign of death ;
: < w > i

- . - . .jl who
have i

'

1 Ti
"

;
. . , , h i t <.

f
;

, < shall
them&. i i

;:i
. iii "

N ,.-/<' . argw*

l
'

! '' '' .
t
("' '

iltmlying sin, but thereby only in*
' : t *- M ' '.n i < . -i's Mndnesa,O I < l">" I

1

. * r re^ointf pastages from St. Paul's" '
! -' ''

' '
!

'
I

J" "i^al noral resulta of union with
<r. a I ( i i u -n. i L Tluse verb( -> (i ) o bin k behind*
" loisr ! i( -iit complete and luduul (lifTrrrnco

' A ' '' "-
. .1, (u ) look forward, and niiow that

this difference has a vital bearing on the truth of man' resur*
rection

(i ) St Paul maintains (vv 36
Wa), b> aaeriea of illustrations from

the natural Vvorld, the reasonableness of a resurrection from
death In Nature 'every seed has its own particular body

'

all flesh is not the same flesh 'the terrestrial differu from the
elcslial there is a different glorj of the sun* the moon, and
.he stars. So also it max be rightly held that it iii possible

*

or man to exist in two different elates, one far higher than tho
oilier Not onty so, but (vv -Mb

) there actually jdt8 uoil
in analogous difitmction between man und man. as Scripturea"" The thought m v*> IB arrived at by an adaptatfon of

1*1 *iL&m * &*8f*# tit ^vzfo tir,v. These words
relate only that after being hfeless clay, *an was by Ood't
breath transformed into a living being ISut St. Paul reads into
,he btatement the doctrinal significance that the body of the
first representative man became the vehicle of a 'psychical'
nature while the body of the Second is the organ of a, pneu-raatical 'nature. St. Paul's tnchotomy of man may be ret>ra-
eented thus :

Sverything in man that is not smy/** may be called
'

psychicalin MHBunu It 19 considered as '

intellect/ and 'cwnaP fo w faas ft w thought of as the seat of the aniiaal pass^ns : bSth th
adjectives tyw*t and ^/.^Wf thus mean noti-splriW' 'S
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second half of St Paul's statement' the last Adam became a

life-giving spirit' finds no exact parallel in the OT, but seems
to be based on a reminiscence of Messianic pastel * " h.- h -pivu
of the work of the T> <, n, eg Isll1 2

,
.11

.'--j-*
(n ) Fi .

" '. came fust and the TvevfAtx, ^MavoioiJv

last, s> -
i s '. lopment of mankind, the spiritual

must follow the psychical (v
4b

) As the first man was formed
trom the clay, and had a natmv ," aif > -i

4

"i his ougm,
while the second Man has His i _

*
i ! ,-

'

(v 47), so

among mankind there are those whose nature remains low and
mean, tied to the clods ot earth, and there aie those whose
nature has become heavenly (v.4S) But this implies more (v 49)
In his present state man is an exact counterpart, he visibly

reproduces the lineaments and character, of the first man,
because of his corporate union with him (sqop&o-a&ftBv r>,y &ix6va,

rou xotxov) But the time is coming
1 when we shall become the

ev'acfc counterpart or imag-e of the second Man (cf Gn 22<tt
),

because of our spiritual union with Him (wpstre/wv xx,< rqv tlxovot,

rev iTovpee.vti,tj), The above follows the text of B a c 17 aeth.

arm. [syr.
* .....-%-*

r
''v

l

.NN i is indeterminate] ;
and Theodoret dis-

tinctly Says * -yap <po/jjV0^$v tpcppvirneus ou TOtpenvtrt^s tiflv^v.
The mass of authorities read

^O/JEO-^SI/,
' from a desire to turn

what is re i
1
*

.1
}

i
1 IT < i 1 ^n into an ethical exhortation'

(Alf.) ; SO C m -
,

". JL
' -x Tpet^tufAtv . . . rufApevfawrMus

*lffyti rov s /, , \\ n ii Jt to conceive how St, Paul,
who has from v, J*5 been leading up to the thought of the resur-

rection, could at the critical moment throw his argument to the
winds, and content himself with saying,

*

according as we have
been earthly m our thoughts, let xis strive to be heavenly.'

It has been suggested thatSfc Paul adopted the r)pii.maliriii

of Ohnst as 'the last Adam' and 'the second \<lam* nom
Rabbinic theology. But such a comparison between Adam
and the Messiah was unknown to the earlier Jewish teachers

Pj--a^< . adduced 10 Mippon u belong to the Middle Ages, and
ait mflu<ri<'('<l l>\ t'nc IvaMiiilj See G. P. Moore, JBL xvi.

<l^>7), ico-161 ; lUluitiu, Jh Wonls o/ Jesus, Eng, tr, 248 f,
lij3. t.

(<$) Fh 26 . Sb Paul speaks of
*
Christ Jesus, who being [in His

eternal and inherent nature, faapvuv] m the form of God,
deemed it not a thing to be snatched at (otpTMyfAov) to be on an
equality with God ' There is here an implied contrast with
Adam, who took fruit from the tree of knowledge of good arid

evil, which Ood said, had made him *

as one of us '

(Gu !i
22

)

2. In Mt 194"6
If Mk 10s"8 reference is made by

JCHUH to the account of Adam and Eve in Gn F7

* male and female created he them '

(frpcrev mi 0rj\v

^Trdyvev adroiJs). PhariHeew came and asked Him
whether divorce was allowable ['for any cause,'

Mt,]. Our Lord's answer is* intended 'to show
that the provision made for divorce in the Mosaic
law (I)t 24

1
) wan only a concession to the hardness

of men's hearts. The truer and deeper view of

marriage which Chrintians should adopt must be
baHed on a nobler morality, on a morality which
takes its stand on the primeval nature of man and
woman as God made them. * To suit (?rp6y) your
hardness of heart he wrote for you this command-
ment, But from the bt-prmin^ <>t the creation
** he made them male niid tonulc "* And with
this quotation is coupled one from Gn 2H (see also

Eph 581
),

* For this cause shall a man leave his

father and motherland shall cleave to his wife

(Mt. )], and they twain shall become one flesh.
* The

same result is reached in Mt., but with a trans-

position of the two parts of the argument. See
Wright's Synopsis^ in loc. Thus Jesus bases the
absolute .'.i.i- ! '"i f the marriage tie on the
union of 'iuci ,-.:i-i vi."i,vi from the first. In Mt
19 5M this pronouncement is

practically annulled

by the admission of the words '

except for fornica-
tion

*

([*.$ 4vl wopveta^ and ira/words Xo^yov vopveias),
See Wright, in loc , who contends that

* the
Church (of Alexandria'') introduced these twx>

clauses into the Compel in accordance -with the
permission to legislate which our Lord gave to all

Churches (Mt 1818),' See art. MARRIAGE,
3. In Jn S44 avOpuTroKTovos may refer to the intro-

duction of death into the world by the fall of
Adam. Hut see art. ABEL.

4. The parallel drawn bySt Paul between Adam arid Christ

may have been the origin of the tradition that Adam was
buried under Golgotha Jer. (Com ^n Mat. iv. 27) rejects it,

saying- that it arose from the discovery of an ancient human
skull at that spot. He also declines to see any reference to it

in Eph 5**. But in Ep 46 he sayg, 'The place where our txnrd
was crucified is called Calvary, because the skull of the primitive
man was burled there. Bo it came to pass that the second

Adam, that is the blood of Christ (a play on n"m, and Din), as it

dropped from the Cross, washed away the sins of the buried
protoplast,* the first Adam, and thus the words of the apostle
were fulfilled/ quoting Eph 5H Epiphamus (contra, Hoer.
xlvi 5) goes farther, stating that Christ's blood dropped upon
Adam's skull, and restored him to life. The tradition is men-
tioned also by Basil, Ambrose, and others

LITERATURE Besides the works cited m the article, the fol-

lowing may be consulted on the relation between Adam and
(Jhnst: Sanday-lleadlam, Com on Epistle, to JRomans (pp 130-
153) : Bethune-Bakei, An Introduction to the Early History oj
Christian Doctnne, ch xvn, ; Teiraant, The Sources of the
Doctrine of the Fall and Original Sin, Si'V'i. Tl Second
Adam and the New Bwth, Thackeray, 'J i> H f^'.-tn of St,
Paul to Contemporary Jewish Thought , ch, u

A. H M'NEILE.
ADD!, An ancestor of Jesus Chri&t, Lk 328 .

ADULTERY (/wtx^a). -This word is used to de-
note the sexual intercourse of a married man or
woman with any other than the person to whom
lie or she is bound by the marriage tie. It has
sometimes been maintained that ^ot%da is confined
in its use to the misdemeanours, m this respect, of
the "vyoman. That it has, however, a wider sense
is evidenced by the reference which Jesus makes to
the inward lust of any man after any woman (on
?ra? 6 fiX^Ttov yvvoLKo, Trpos rb cfriOvj^Tjcrai, ai)r??p ^7^77

^oixevo-ev OLVT^V, K.T.\. S Mt 528
). The word iropveia is

also employed to describe this sin, though it has
been contended that it refers solely to pre-nuptial
immorality ; and again we have a reference made by
Jesus in His teaching to this bin, which disposes
of that contention, and which establishes the fact
that the married woman who commits herself in
this way was said to bo guilty of iropveta, (cf. TTO.-

pe/crds \oyov -rropvda$t Mt 5 , and (el) fify vi iropvdfa
Mt 199

). In both passages just quoted Jesus makes
the woman's guilt the ground of His teaching on
divorce. Witu these examples we may compare
the words of Am 717 (LXX) A . . ^ yvvtf <rov fr ry
TroAet

jropvetivei, K.T.\.> where the form of the expres-
sion incidentally but conclusively carries out our

argument.
A very favourite figure of speech, by which the

intimate relations of Jehovah and Israel were de-
noted by OT wi it,erf, was that of nini rin^e (M.O, e.aff

IK 545
62*, Joi 3 11

,
Ho* 27 - lfl- 20

) ; and JK coj dmgly in
Liu- i>n*[;lio1i< books the defection of the Jewish

l>< optc i torn the altars of Jehovah, and theii repeated
reversions to the worship and

practices ot their

heathen neighbours, were stigmatized as k

adultery
'

(wfftiph
or ni'dpMm, Jer 13", Ezk 23", cf. Is 573,

Jer 38S Ezk 23s7
). This transference of to idea.

from the daily social life to the life spiritual finds

its place in the teaching of Jesus, whose example
ia tnis respect is followed by writers of a subse-

quent period (cf< Ja 44). The geneiation in which
He lived was denounced by Him, for its continued

rejection of His claims, as * wicked and adulterous
*

(yevek vovypd, xal /uotxaAfc, Mt* 12S& 164 ; cf. also Mk
S88). It is, of course, possible that Jesus by these
words had in view the social evils of His day, as
well as the general lack of spiritual religion.
*That nation and generation might be called

adulttirow literally ; for what else, I beseech you,
was their irreligious polygamy than continual

iiduHerj ? And vlmi else was their ordinary piac-
lice of divoicing their wives, no less uictigipur,
accoiding 10 every man's foolish or naughty will V
(Lightfoot,

//or. Heb et Talmud, ad Mt I239).
It is not necessary, however, in the interpretation
of His teaching in this and similar places to insist

on such a view of HU words. The entire body of

the recorded teaching of J<jksu> betrays the most
intimate acquaintance with the literature and
ethical tendencies of the OT.
That exceedingly lax and immoral views of this

sin were held generally by the generation in which
Jesus lived, becomes evident not only from Hia
casual references to the subject, but also from His

*OI.Wis. n,
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positive teaching in answer to hostile questions
addressed to Him about adultery and the kxndied

subject of divoice We are albo confronted with

the same phenomenon in the '!: v ff>>
of

Josephus (cf. Ant, IV. vm. 23 ;' '
".' fcJir 720

2526 429
, and in the Talmud. The result of the

teaching of Hillel wab of the worst do-cuplion
"," ,

- did the crime of adultery o the level

<,. , \> i-,. i
or minor fault. This Rabbi actually

went the length, in his interpretation of the

Deuteronomic law of divorce as stated m Dt 241
,.

of laying down the rule that a man might put

away his wife e
if she cook her husband's food

badly by salting or roasting it too much' (see

Lightfoot, Hor Heb et Talmud, ad Mt 5yi ), and
R. 'Alp.ba, si '!". on this instruction, inter-

preted"the v i

*
le find no favour m his eyes'

as giving peimission- to a man to divoice his wife

'if he sees a woman fairer than her.'

On the other hand, R. Shammai refused to take

a view so loose and immoral, and in his expo&i-
tion of the Deuteronomic permission confined the

legality of divorce to cases of proved !:

""

, t"i.
tT

on the part of the wife Other celebrated .HaDbins

took a similarly rigid view of thi^ quc-ti-m while

all, of every school, were agreed that the crime of

adultery demanded divorce as its punishment.
The form of the question addressed to Jesus by
the Pharisees (/cara vaa-av oLlrLav) m Mt 193 shows
the nature of the controversy between the rival

Rabbinical schools, and also lets us see how far

the pernicious teaching of the school of Hillel had

permeated the social fabric. Men's ideas about
this sin were also debased by the polygamous
habits then prevalent. Of Herod the Great we read
that lie had ten wives; which, , \Ci\i

<
> T.>se-

phus, was not only permissible, - ,
< . I be-

come a common occurrence an i
'

I <
' ^ it

being of old permitted to the Jews to marry many
wives

"

(BJ i. xxiv. 2), In another place the same
historian remarks, in connexion witli the story of

the Herodian family, that '

it is the ancient prac-
tice among us to have many wives at the same
time* (Ant xvn i. 2). There seems to have been
no hard and fast rule

"
: ' * ""

of wives

permissible to each m . ,

'

advised
them to restrict themselves to four or live (of.

Schurer, HJP I. i, 455, note 125).
From these observations we see what an im-

portant bearing the teaching of Jesus had on the
current conceptions of sexual morality obtaining

amongst His counuymen It is quite in harmony
with His method of instruction to reduce the overt
commission of a sin to the element out of which it

ongiuates and takes its shape.
' A coirupfc tree

cannot bung torth good fruit^ (Mt 717S ct. 1233 and
Lk G43

^),
and the heart corrupted by evil desire

fructifies,just as surely, by an inexorable law of
nature, There exists within the man whose inner
life is thus tainted not merely latent or germinal
sin, such as may or may not yet issue in deeds of

wrong. The lustful eye ga/ing \\ I ih sinful longing
is the consummation, tiio rrui i 01 i he corrupt tree,
and so far as the man's will is concerned, the

sinful act is < umpli i c-i 'M"i ">
2S

). The note of stern-
ness which r,iju. icici i/< - 1 !n- teaching is not alto-

gether original, as will be seen if we refer to such
commands as are found, e.g , in Ex 2017

,
Pr 62S, Sir

98 etc,, and to such inteipietative sayings in the
Talmud as forbade the gazing upon* 'a \\omans
heel' or even upon her '

little finger
'

(cf Lightfoot.
Hor. ffeb et Talmud, ad Mt 32

"j. The ethical

foundation, however, upon which Jesus based His
.doctrine strikes the reader a& being the deepest
and the firmest of any that had as yet been re-
vealed on the subject ; and this must have seemed
to His hearers to be not the least remarkable of
those luminous addresses by which He contra-

dieted the laboriously minute guidance of their

moial and religious grades, \Ve aio not concerned

heie to mqmie whether Jesus put no diiferenee

between the guilt of the man who, though he has

lustful desires, abstains fiom carrying them into

piaetice, arid that of the man who completes them

by the sinful act. Common sense lorbids us to

suppose that Jesus put out of sight the, social

aspects of the question when He discussed it

what is of impoi lance is to note the lofty tone

assumed by Him when engaged in iiimltMting the

absolute necessity of wexxial punty. Noi i- if pos-

sible to infer that Jesus confined 11 is remarks tto

the cae of those who were married The general
terms into which He easts Ilis instruction (TTU* r>

jQX^rw*/) forbids us to assume that ywcuKa. and

4fjLotxsvffev are to be limited to the post-nuptial
sin with a married woman. It gives a much more

fitting as well as a truer meaning to JCSUK' words
if we think of Him as giving direotionn for the

guidance of the entiie social and^cthical life to all

members of society whether married or otherwise* ,

\<
*

. Jie laws of the ancients, thohe

gu i .1 <
' were to be put to death, whether

1 \ -.uin'rij Gn"38w )
or by Ktonmg (,hi H&

, cf. Dt,

22 I \ J?H
, Ezk lBun> ). This punishment was

not, 'however, universally prescribed j for \vher

the woman was a slave, and consequently not (he
owner of her o\- si

)
ei on. >\.M wan exon<ratetl

}
'\ p-t-IKIlg !! J'lllU Olli !!'. (I^V U)aoff

'). It Jrt

i luii * ii i!, ii.iiuMi it e\ii .iji!i
l

punishment was
insisted on. Li._'hiin"i, foi ex-.rnpks ay :

A
l <io

not remember tliat I have anywhere in the Jewish

pandect read any example of a wife punished vuth
death for adultery' (uorw^ /M, et TalMutf, tt<f

Mt 19s
).

This statement in bonie out by such
incidental references aH we have in Mt I

151

, when*
Joseph receives the praise of IUH contenij)oi,me^
(St/caios &v] for Ida merciful intention; and it the

story of Hosea's wife is to be taken literally, we
have an OT example of^ mercy towardw the guilty

'iWuurbeing recommended, and even of divorce not

suggested as a punishment, Jewus Himself U!HO
leaned to the side of men y , and nowhere does the
tenderness of His solicitude for the guilty Homer
appear BO deep as in the traditional, yet doubtlenB

genuine, narrative incorporated in the Fourth
Goapel (Jn 76iL8

n
). For a diucusBion of the fc

peri*

cope adulteraj
9

see Blaws, Jv t XM, Lucum, Pref,
j*.

xlvii, and his Philology of the Gospels, pp. 1$$ 10&
A closer examination than we havo an vet
uuinpLeJ in this place, of the words and teaching
f J esus Christ will reveal some ^uuilhi^ n-inli-,,
and funiish obvious reasons to

exj)liun tho diffi-

culties which have been ahvayw felt on the ro
lations of adultery, divorce, and remarriage, by
Christian thinkers and IctfUlaloiM A compara-
tive examination of the passaues in the Kynontie-
writers (Mt 582 19, Mk 10S Lk 16 i8

) diwJyHtw a
peculiai addition to the words ami teaching in the
lust of these places. According to Mfe 588 Jesun
asserts that the wife who is uioij^fuJIi Jivorrod
is involved compulsorily in the xmli t>r her Inw-
band. He is not only an adulterer liimwlf (Lk
1618

), but 'he causes her to be an adulteronw,* or
rather *he makes her to commit adultery* (irwl
afoiiv poixev&fycu). The inteipieution whicli would
explain these words as if thuy meant that the
divorced wife is placed in such a position that nhe
probably will commit adultery by man v m<j amH,hei
man, is manifestly imsatibfactuiy. The statement
is unqualified even if we are absolutely convinced
of the genuineness of the succeeding wordn,

* wl &$
. . . /Aoix&ru,' [They aie omitted b> D 1 1

9 nee WE,New Test, m Greek]. It is as if Jesus aid i 'The
wife who is divorced is, in virtue of her false posi-
tion, an adulteress though she be imiocont, and
the man who marries her while she occupies
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position becomes a willing partner in her guilt
'

It is not too much to say that, in this place, we
have a glimpse of the profound depth which Jesus
was accustomed to sound in His ethical teaching.
Mainage is a Divme institution, and has its roots
in the eternal order of things (cf, Mt 194"6

). It

Jesuits in a mystical union so close that the married

pair are no longei two
; they have become ( one

flesh
' With this we may compare the teaching

which SU Paul embodies in a few luminous words
based on his Chiistological doctnne (Eph 522"23

3

especially vv 28 and " C)

), and of which he says
'

this

mystery is great.'
We have thus a clue to the meaning of the diffi-

cult expression voiel OLVTT\V ^o^y^vO^vat. Any mode
of conduct or action which tends to mar or set at

nought the mysterious relationship of marriage is

of the essence of adultery. Peihaps we shall not
be consideied to be importing more meaning into
words than they were '.j'ujiMv intended to con-

vey, if we press the Markan additionM at/r^v into
our service here Jesus, accoiding to St. Mark,
seems to teach His hearers that the husband in

wrongfully divoicing his wife is guilty of the

aggravated sin of dragging her into tfie slough
where lie is himself already ,"

* O him
falls the woe pronounced in '

".
'

>
" by

Jesus (Mt IS6 * 7
) ; for he compels his wife to occupy

i\ po-uioM which is a living contiadiction of the
Dm no law. A coarse of action tending to the
dissolution of that which in the Divme intention
is indissoluble, Jesus places in the category of

adulterous acts. He mentions nothing as to His
view of the case of the loin.un.i^u of a woman
justifiably divorced, but to ih i

pi'-^rii wiiter lie

appears plainly to asueit that the man who mariies
an innocent divorced woman is guilty of aduiteiy.

In om
" "

with a at

differs from the other two Synoptists by giving- a place in

teaching to an implied ground for legitimate divorce
alone inohideH iK \<n'i:\"
and {AVI M top . *. (\

'*') li

JeflU8'"oi<I* \i i
!

i I. a- iinic

of ' * i 'l !'
-

U
\\ j.iu

He
(532)

variety in' the records of

u'ul -o ii , <],;1"'iii ', doctrinal
^-ii'lu m ,i'i'li < remarriage
lo 1

, 01 M M- \,i'Hj'. that form
of i which would delete these clauses as
mere tfUMwe]} or unsuitable mi<.ip<>].ipmi*, (see Bacon, The Ser-
mon on the Mount, ml lw ) In tin 1

absence, however, , of

external or textual evidence we are not entitled to invent
textual emendations in the interests of a i>rp<onu\cd theory
(of. Wright, ti}/'nopt$ix <>j the Goxyels \n Vte^k, p M^i ) It is

but fair to ..1
!

i ,
f "

\
""

',, . some less mi-
iK.iM'u <'', r, r .L . . mako Mt IW
c>iiioiiul i i

i "l ~t

'

.1 1 i
' eeattt some uncertainty

as to trie
'

s. i < . ,
- The evidential value,

howe\or, 01 witsse vanauo:i^> - "> > -1,/h' 'o h of ,in\ i\.iil

againnt the unanimity of all onr other witincsses; they are
na.ii'-iMui'i and l.irt i .iiioinii

1 ^ at assimilation or harmony.
Ti t <(i<i UK- rit'i'ii a-i^'n'm i- in this caae too strong to admit
ih< \,il"! i\ t..f lonu'viuiu \ lorcible statement of the other
Mik -i nc ' ii n.n 1-r loi'nd in the art 'Sermon on the
Mount;' (Votttw) in the Kxtra Vol. of Hastings* DM p. 27.

At all periods of the history of Christian teach-

ing, differences of opinion have existed within the
Church as to the practical application

of Jesus'
words concerning adultery, divorce, and remar-

riage Thene differences have been stereotyped in
the Eastern and Western branches of the Catholic
Church. The former takes the more lenient view,
and permits the remarriage of the innocent

divorcee), while the latter has always maintained
the more stringent and (shall we say?) the more
strictly ^

literal conclusion from Jesus' words, that

inequality of tieatment is not to be tolerated, in-

tei pretmg the conclusion by refusing the right of

leniarriago to either during the life of the other.
On the other hand, the general consensus of

theological opinion amongst English - speaking
divines since the Reformation has leaned towards
the view held by the Eastern Church, and the
resolutions of the bishops m the Pan-Anglican
Conference of 1888 on thib subject were but the

formal expressions of a traditional mode of mtei-

pietation. When we tuin fiom the \\oids of Jesus
to see what \veie the ideas of those who taught in
His name during the ages immediately subsequent,
we have St Paul's teaching on, and references to,
the question of divorce. In one place he treats

niariiage as indissoluble, and he has no hesitation
in saying that the woman who maines another
man during the lifetime of her husband is guilty
of aduiteiy (Ko 7 1 ""

1

*). On the other hand, we must
not forget that the Apostle m this place is dealing
with the Jewish law and with Jews who did not
admit the absolute mdissolubility of the niamage
tie The fact that he has made no refeience to
this Jewish law of divorce forbids us drawing any
certain conclusion as to the length St Paul was
willing to go m stating a uni ->.il

j-j
iv 'i-lr which

would guide the legislative j< IMI\ <i ho Chris-
tian Church. In another pla-c

!

n- -s <vi ,*- or separa-
tion as the possible outcome of an unhappy or

unequal mariiage3 and ..- i , ssion, if not

encouragement, to that '--.'i i < lesult (x^p^
&<rOto}. In this he goes i. ,1 ,,.i Jesus, so far

as we have His teaching recorded for us, went,
Am>ulmi to Jesus, adultery is the only crime of
sufficient enormity to wanant divorce

; according
to St. Paul, the law of mainage does not govern
the deserted wife or husband (01) tfeSotfAwrcu 6 &de\<t>bs

fy 7) ad\<p7) & rots rototfrois, I Co 715
[cf. Newman

Smyth, uJiwstiwi Ethws*, p. 412 f. and note]).
The Shepherd of Hernias (Manrl, iv, 1, 6) lays

down the rule that adultery demands separation
or divorce (ctTroAucrciTw atfr^),, because by continuing
to live with his wife after she has been convicted
of guilt, the husband becomes *an accomplice in
her adultery.' On the other hand, he is equally
insistent that the man thus wronged must not

marry another, lest he cut his guilty partner off

from the hope of repentance, and lest ho imolve
himself likewise in the sin of adultery (<?d*> 6$

rfyv yvvatKo, frfyav yajA
r

/}a"r}) xal atirbs

Amongst the number of those who are debarred
from inheriting the kingdom of God, St. Paul men-
tions fornicatorB and adulterer** (irbpvoi KOLL noi^o/,
1 Co 6* ; of. Eph 55

, 1 Ti I10
,
He 134, Eev Jl" *2'2)

The universal conclusion is that this sin creates
a breach of the marriage relation so grave and far-

n,ii iilr < ih.i iu makes divorce the only \ r"i .n'
- H/id <!IM)'(.' a mensd et thoro. The ji i !,

however, remains whether the Christian Church
has the right to go farther and say that, as the
result of an adulterous act, the aggrieved p^arty
han a just claim to divorce a vmculo ; has a right,
that is to Bay, to bo pluicd in a position as if the
II-, ! ',i/" Ill-

1

M"Mii i.ikcn place. This will, no
.r. !:

,
! .1 -

< . diftbrently by different minds,
and

'

the dilficulty is not decreased by merely
appealing to the aulhoiilv of Jesus. Different

answers are given to th< k moic fundamental ques-
tions, Did Jesus intend to occupy the position of

legislator when He spoke of adultery and divorce?
or was He simply enunciating a general principle,

leaving future geneiations to deal with social con-

ditions as they arose ? The present writer has no
hesitation in saying that his own opinion leans

strongly to the side of those who believe that
Jesus affirmed solemnly the indissolubility of the

marriage tie, and that He meant His followers to

understand that the remarriage of either party
during the life of the other constitutes adultery.
At the same time he is not unaware of the fact

that there is a strong body of sober modern
thought which tends towards a relaxation of this

view in favour of the innocent (see Gore, The
Sermon on the Mount, p. 73).

If Jesus in Mt S2 2 is making a categorical
statement of universal application, then, the
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July'1901. Cf also

and 0. B. Watkms'

opinion, given by the present wiiter as his own,

can scarcely be disputed ; but if He is interpreted

as dealing with the foundations rather than

making structural alteiations in the ethical beliefs

of His countrymen, we must conclude that He
leaves His followers to deal with the question as it

arises. In the latter case it is, of course, com-

petent for the Church in each age to treat the

question de novo The conditions of society alter,

and what constitutes danger to the social welfare

at one time, may have comparatively little penl
for the people of another period. At the same

time it must not be forgotten that the tendency of

human legislation has been and is likely to be, for

some time to come at least, towards the loosening

of the marriage bond, and the minimizing of the

seriousness of that guilt by which men uproot the

foundations of their social and domestic life.

LITE*'' M -V. PI Si T Y f7./ '"'<*) ETifews 3 contains a

very f i i :i . i
' - <' -

i
- 'i "i i

" * vhole question, and

along -i tl

'

1 .1
" ' I '. > I i- i I to study the more

abstract volume of Bampton Lectures on the same subject
-. f ,-

, r IJ
5 ' r' TJ c * '' The Theology of the

\f (,< i, - f
-

. . V " r be read along with

Bacon's volume of the same title, and Votaw's article
{ Sermon

on the Mount' in the Extra Volume of Hastings' B. In the

latter work (vols i and m ) are also to be found useful refer-

ences under artt
'

Crimes,'
'

Marriage.' A very suggestive art.,
' The Teaching of Christ about Divorce,' by the Rev the Hon.

E LUtelton,
*

\ I : 1 i . < '
T

'
-i

'
f Theol. Studies for

- - ' -
,

- / 'Marriage (1894),

J. K. WILLIS.

ADYENT. In its primary application the term

is used to denote the first visible coming of Jesus

into the world. His <>,*' r r
:
'i at an after

period is distinguished * -
i ii

^
--i . or the Final,

Coming (see COMING AGAIN and PAEOUSIA).

The icrm is al-o mipl-.ni.fi to desifrnntc one of the ecclesias-

tical masons,- that .minrdia^oK prc 'c'ln 1^ the Festival of the

Nativity, during * \ -n. in v i : i
*

I o - --i"
JV OVn ^i M e

t i ,.r' 1 1. iO* u iir- ,.]. i inn >i < In r

Lord m the net- I ni- -,><' ol l-s i-:i XI-I'M-, ,
-

n .

i<"";r'j i ilu DPO i 'A 1 -*! * \r liw hi (N );a-l - -

,-..,'
'i 1 r n-; 'i - I \\ UIM \'1,*.M ! aiii- in (-1 orc'-i of

Church services is renewed, and tne ecclesiastical year begins.

T " "

; ecially
with the primary his-

the lii^-t (.
>uimn

rf of Jesus pos-
sesses a unique significance as marking the

H
entrance into trre world of a moral force altogether
unparalleled, a momentous tui nin<:-point in the
"i- ""i. i";i-

1
m;-, - of mankind. \ the bon of God

11 \1 1

HI*-, .1 n ,l , revealing and representing God
in His own person (Jn 530 149- 10

), whose mission it

was to redeem men from sin (Mt 18n , Lk 448 1721
),

Jesus was to prove Himself in the truest sense the
Messiah whom the Jewish people had long been
expecting, 'a Saviour, who is Christ the Lord'
(Lk2n ).

1, TheforesJtttflwi'inq Promise,- Tin- <'\>PI
J n'i" f

i

entertained by the Jews had its nioi- .11 ;i
|>-

0:111-0,

enshrined in theh\ earliest literature and dating
from theda-vui of lii-loiy. that a signal deliverance
from sin should bi brought to the human race,
the promise com jn nod 111 the senionoo pionouncrd
on the tempter, that the seed of ilio \\oinan -houM
bruise his head (Gn 315

). This brighter outlook
for fallen humanity was confirmed oy the assur-
ance given to Abraham that m the line of his
descendants the original promise was destined to
be fulfilled (Gn 122 3

), an assurance which was
further strengthened when, under Moses, Israel
was formed into a nation and entered at Sinai into
covenant with Jehovah as His chosen people (Ex
20-24). It was not, however, till David's prosperous
reign, with its recognition of ruling power held in
the name of Jehovah, had passed, and when the
idea of the theocratic kingship had been deeply
implanted m the national consciousness, that the
conception of the blessing to be looked for took
definite shape. Then, as successive rulers failed

and the nation's foitnnoH became cnubarniSHod th

splendours of David's time, glorified by the halo

which memory and diwtanee cast around them,

weie proiected into the future, forming a picture

full ot allurement and chaim. It Hied the imagi-

nation of the prophets amid the troubles ot the

later monarchy. ^ t c

The promise, an thus transformed, \\a^ that ot a

king, 01 line of kings, Hprung from David's house,

who, endowed with "transcendent gifts, and acting

by special authority C.H the Anointed of the Lord,

(Is 2* II 5"9 27 1
,
Mic 41 "4

). this wa the blossoming

out of the Messianic idea, .,,/.,,*
During the period of the Exile, with th Fall ot

the m<;T.,ii'' ] '\ and the collapse of the cxiii'i-nuion.

based upon "n the iigure of the victorious and

righteous king was thrown into the KU Kponml ;

yet the prospect of a future gloriouB manii<wtatM>n

of Divine mercy, rescuing the^ people from thoir

iniquities and miseries, kept its hohl on KUBCJ>-
tible mindw (!H 55

5 60 1 "8
). It wan in thw periotl that

the distinctively spiritual character of the coming
deliverance emerged into prominence. AH deline-

ated in Ezekiel and the Second Inaiah, it wan to

consist in an inward regeneration, wrought i>y

])onuence imd the imparfcation of a new spirit ad
a new lieai i (Is 65s - 7

,
Kssk II 19 - JW88-80

). hi thorn*

prophecies of the Exile, Jehovah Hinwdf IH Hot

fortli as the true and ever-living King of Israel ;

and collective Israel, the nation regarded poetic-

ally as an individual, is conceived an the Anointed
Servant of Jehovah, who, amid manifold afflic-

tions, is to bear witness for Jehovah, and be tho

medium of accomplishing His saving jnupowe for

mankind. On the return from the Exile the hopo
of salvation through a Davidic kingship revived,

as is evident from the prophetic titterance of

Haggai (2
22- n

) and Zechariah (3
8 613

) ; but in Maia-
chi's day it had again dUapi^aied.
With /!' ^l, t.ilhi n" - ni'v1

'

11 n/a'ii-' \iiiio- "..^

Epiphar- i: < \*\~ !> i'i" MC--I.II n i-li ;M -.u .'i

on a free i ci'i'- <i *i^- l-.^-'n MI In me U.H.I> ..j

Daniel, which dates presumably from that time,
we find supernatural elements more freely intro-

duced. The writer in vision beholds an ancient
of days, seated on his throne to judge tho great
world-kingdoms and their rulers. Before him
appears, coming with the clouds of heaven,

* one
like unto a son of man,' and to him is given ever-

lasting dominion and a kingdom which hall not
be destioyed (7

13> 14
). This dominion is passed over

to * the saints of the Most Hiii/ to be their** for

ever and ever (7
18i

**). There is thus a picim of
the Messianic future in which the triumph and
rule of the godly over the nations are the dis-

tinguishing features.

We look in vain in the books of the Apoc n phti for any ex-
pansion of these ideas Their allusion's 10 The Misf-unii* ltop
are somewhat meagre, and do not expressly refer to tin1

appear-
ance of a personal Messiah. It is in tho Apocalvptio literature,
which sprang- up in imitation of the Hook of Daniel, that wi
find the conceptions which gave peculiar shape and colour to
the Messianic expectations entertained in later timoH We HGI
there, amid the stress of national misfortune*), tin- pr<du tiorn
of the prophets interpreted and expanded in such a \\a> an in
furnish elaborately drawn out schemes of future fflorj The
coming

1 of the God-sent king: is depicted Sifc Oroc ui M21T ).

the supernatural Son of Man, \\ho \\aa hidden with God baton*
the world was created, and who, clothed with Divine attributed,
will suddenly appear along with the Head ot Days to exeuut*
judgment on men and angels (Similitudes of Enoch 401 * 48" 8).
The dispersed of Israel will be restored, and the Gentiles drawn
into submission (Enoch 9030) ; sm arx(j wrong will be bantehed
(Simil. 492), the faithful dead will be raised to life again, and
the righteous will dwell in everlasting Joy (Enoch 6U 90*0.
In the Psalter of Solomon, written under the pressure of the

,
Boxnan domination (u o 70-40), the idea of a king of the Davidic

i line is once more revived The Messiah is regarded as ' the Sou
j

of Da\id,' 'the Anointed ot the Lord,' tree trom sin and
1 endowed with miraculous powers, who will conquer, not by
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fort e of aims, but \\ill &mite the earth by the rod of Hit> mouth
/"

- "'
1 i i

\ ,
,

i end all unrighteousness (17-'<
5

)

i
- . i , i

'

;_ i- _ i .

' -
. ,

- " \|. , i , < \ -
I -'

the supernatural elemei 1 -
i

4
. . I '

'

into btiong relief the higher -
> which the

best ot the prophets had insisted on as essentially bound up
with the great period of blessing- expected ; while the scope of

the ancient promise is widened out beyond national and tern-

poial limitations to embrace the woild and the life to come.

Meanwhile the scubes weie fit woik, hardening
the Messianic idea into scholastic form, and re-

ducing the poetic language and bold imageiy of

the prophets to dogmatic statements and liteial

details, with the lesult, on the whole, ot a restora-

tion ot the theociatic idea that God was to vindi-

cate His authoiity as the true Soveieign of the

nation, and to send His vicegerent in the hne of

David to establish His law and intioduce the rule
oi i i,:1iti o.t-ii' -- under His anointed King
Su M \\,,x i ",i- form which the long-ehenshed hope

had assumed when Jesus appealed. It was largely
mixed up with <'\pnLju "M- of political deliver-

ance, yet the ih<iiiL.lii- di many eainest spirits
were centred mainly on the prosjfect of a spiritual

emancipation for Israel. H'e came to meet the

great hope by fulfilling in their ideal and spuitual
:,''!< i-he p"pbc"r- ih, u had kindled and

*
I : . ! i L',1^, 1

)/ j-iilo i lie merely eaithly,
time-coloured featuies that bulked so largely in

the popular imagination, He entered the world to
oiler Himself as the true representative of God,
in and through whom all that was eternal and
most piecious in the Messianic idea was destined
to be realized. See art. MKSSIAH.

2, The state of JRelwjion at the date of Christ's

Adwnt. In many respects the way had been pie-
paied tor the appearance of Jesus and the spread
of His influence as Messiah and Saviour. There
were national, political, social, and other con-
ditions existing in the world at the time, which
rendered His coming and work singularly oppor-
tune (see FULNESS OF TIME); but here we are

(specially concerned with the prevailing aspects of

leligious hfe^in the immediate scene in which He
appeared, Pud" ubLi.-iiU . among the Jewish people
at that period religion was a dominating interest,
arid was based on pmuiphs far higher than any
that obtained in, ouu'i nauon- Yet its quality
wan vitiated by certain serious defects. There
was *

(1) Its partisanship. Scribes and Pharisees on
the one hand* and Saddticeea on the other, stood
in mutual antagonism, striving for ascendency as
leaders of national religious feeling, the scribes
.and Pharisees combining to enforce the mass of

stringent ] accept* whuli t lie former had elaborated
to supplement the ougmal written word

; the Sad-
duoeeH entirely rejecting those precepts, and con-

tending that the Law as written was sufficient,
and that the observance of the temple ordinances,
its worship and sacrifices, was the central element
in religion. The controversies that arose over those

points of difference, and over the doctrine of the
resurrection, created a fierce party spirit, bitter
and bigoted on the one side, haughty and con-

temptuous on the other, while the smaller sect of
the E&senes, with their extremist views and rigid
austerity, maintained an inflexible protest against
both these classes of religionists,

(2) Then there was its Ugahsm. By their in-

sistence on conformity to the legulations they had
added to the Law as a condition of Divme favour,
the scribes and Pharisees, who were the most
numerous and aggressive party, converted religion
itself into a matter of slavish obedience, in which
the instigating motives were the hope of reward
and the' fear of punishment. The calculating temper
thus engendered rendered the religious life a task-
work of anxious scrupulosity and constraint, want-
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ing in -p-r'L'm'O'i-ai iim- from the higher impulses
of the suul ; wnile in Uie case of those less sincere
it introduced an element of prudential -clr-iejMid
concerned only with the piospeet of futuie beneht
and safety.

(3) Closely allied to this Mas the externalizalion
of piety. The Rabbinical K";ul<iuoi^ weie held to
be so binding, and their nmluplu \\\ was so gieat,
that the effoit to observe them UK \ uabh involved
a machine-like routine arid fomiahcy. 'The Jew
in his fulfilment of the Law found himself at every
tuin biought under the pressure of haid and fast

exacting rules, in his food, his clothes, his daily
occupations, his devotions, and the smallest acts of
his life. The endeavour to yield obedience under
such circumstances necessanly led to a laborious
outward |.i' j"i ; a tendency to ostenta-
tion and i : .'

;
was fostered; and many

were ensnaied into hypocrisy by iinding they coul'd

obtain a leputation lor exceptional puty 1\ m
obtrusive paiade of their ceremonial poi IOHMMKV-.
The most precise minuteness was observed m trifles,

the tithing of mint and cummin, but m matters
of greater import the principles of morality were
surrendered.
These are the darker shades of the picture.

Nevertheless, it is clear that a very consideiable
measure ot religious earnestness was preserved in

the nation. It was fed by the ancient SciiptuievS,
which were regularly read in the synagogues and
committed to memory m the synagogue schools.

Thus in the body of the people there was kept
alive a sense of the holy character and mighty
doings of Jehovah ; and although, owing to the

decayed inUuenoe of the piu'-ihood, the Temple
itselt was not a centre 01 -|-m;v.;il life, yet the
hallowed memories it recalled in the breasts of the
multitudes assembled at the religious festivals

were calculated to inspire the higher emotions.
At all events, there is evidence enough to show
that ninny hearts throughout the nation were
imbued with a d'ji-p-MMu'u reverence for God and
a true spiritual Ivii^nv for the hope of Israel.

The soul of icligion might be sadly crushed by
legality and formalism, but it was not utterly
dead. TJc\ oui ij.^^

aia;ujiLcmiimiir-TrT* ^^i&^i'* l*1''1'1***V ^^niioMi-"ui.--lnMi
- oi ^iiiuge..bLnujnly, vaguely dl&aaUMied

f("i^^^

almo-pheie, a <ioei communion \Mth the- Divine
mind and will. Of these Zachanas and Elisabeth

(Lk I
'

), Anna (2
86- 37

), and the aged Simeon (2
2S

)

may be taken as examples ; -while the numbers
\\1io u ^ponded to the living preaching of John the

IJnpiM -i nd became his followers are an index of

the extent} to which genuin
" "

i i the
land. It was amongst such A pre-

paration was found for the recognition and welcome
of the promised Saviour M hen He appeared. /The
coming of Jesus biought the birth of a new sfririt

in religion, a spirit of fresh vitality arid power ; .

and the lite of absolute devotion to righteousness
*

which He began to live, and which lie was ulti-

matelyto close in a death of sacrificing love, infused

into lehgion an m&pmng energy destined on a scale

of vast magnitude to regeneiate and redeem.^
3. The national unrest of theperiod The Jewish

people, fretting under political depression, had
ilung themselves with impassioned eagerness on
the liope that the long-desired Messiah and Hi&

kingdom must be drawing nigh. It was even

thought by many that He was hidden somewhere
in obscurity, only waiting for a more penitent dis-

position in the national mind ; and so inflamed w&s
the common imagination with these ideas, that

popular excitement was easily aroused, and any
bold spirit, rising in revolt against the existing
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state of things, could find a group of followers

ready to believe in him as the one who should

deliver Israel. In the broader world outside, too,

the expectation of a powerful king, issuing from

Judsea, who was to conquer the world, appears to

have been widely spread j and the references to

this given by Tacitus ^st. v. 13) and by Suetonius

( Vesp. 4) may be taken at least as an echo of views

disseminated lii'M'ijJiou
1

the Roman Enipue by
the Jews of the I h-p*'i -.on When Jesus was born

into the world, however, an event had t.jin-pned

vastly grander than Jewish expectation at the

time conceived. The day at last had dawned to

which the original promise to fallen humanity
pointed forward, and for which the best minds of

the nation had for ages yearned ; the divinely-

pledged Deliverer fioni sin and its curse had ar-

rived, to set up the kingdom of righteousness, love,

and peace.

LITERATURE. For a lengthened treatment of the Messianic

hope and its transformations, see Eiehm, Messianic Prophecy^
(Eng tr 1900); Drummond, The Jeu^h Memah (1877) ; Stan-

ton, The Jewish and Christian Messiah (1886); Briggs, Mes-
siamof ' "-" f" "i, OT Prophecy of the Conaumtna-
twn of

'
I

'

tr ) , and for a more condensed
purvey, ,

.'

'

i
'

i
, and Schultz, OT Theol (Eng tr.
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G. M'HARDY.
ADYERS&RY.In the Gospels the word * adver-

sary' stands twice (Lk 1317 2l 15
) for dim/c^uevos,

and thrice (Mt 525
, Lk 1258 18s

) for &rrt$ucos. The
first two passages requiif i.u o :n i

j

.
J '

\

describe the opponents of i h :*
'

n i
'>

-.i| !.

terms, as adversaries. T' i- v ' !<, . ! \- !

Jesus triumphantly vindicated His actions, His
adversaries were ashamed and could not answer
Him. Similarly Jesus assured His disciples that
none of their adversaries in the approaching time
of JKM^CC iilinn should be able to

'

i . .- resist
\ ln

yioif

1

-. of^wisdom which the II
*

: would
put into their mouths.

In Mt S25
(|| Lk 12M

) 9 and again In the parable of
the Unjust Judge (Lk 18s), the question suggests
itself, 'Who is the adversary referred to? 3 The
passage from the Sermon on the Mount occurs as
one of a series of maxims of Christian jaudence
and the key to its interpretation is -uff<ro-tcd h\
that which immediately ^recedes it (Mt S231 ), where
Christ says that reconciliation with an offended
brother must go before the offering of a gift at
God's altar.

Alienation from the brother offended must oper-
ate as a hindrance to i m \- s -*i i > Therefore he
who would be accepted ol <;,! -mist do justly by
his brother and have all cause of difference with
him removed, for if he regards iniquity in his
heart, has upon his conscience the guilt of wrong-
doing or ill-will, or a grudge, the Lord will not
hear him (Ps 6618). Thus a certain order must
be observed in connexion with this matter of wor-
ship. Still more, Jesus appears to suggest, doeb
this principle of order hold in respect of the con-
troversy between God and sinners Reconciliation
with God must be for every man the fust business
to be attended to That antagonism must be re-
moved, and he must satisfy the claim which the
law of God has against him in the first place, else
if he fails to avail himself of the present oppor-
tunity of ending the controversy, the law must
take its course. The adversary referred to is thus
the broken law, or God Himself as the Author of
the law, whom the unreconciled sinner treats as an
adversary (cf. Lk 1431f

-).

In the parable of the Unjust Judge the widow's

petition against her opponent at law, and her im-

portunity in piessing it upon the attention of the

judge, are used to illustrate the piayois of <Jo<T-

elect. The reference seems to be to the opposition

which, in her efforts to promote t.he rauw* *uul

kingdom of God, the Church is obliged to on-

counter, .some advei.se influence to
\yhieh

she ha^

long been exposed, and against which she Jais

she is left to simple alone. Here there l^
^tm

special reason for identifying thin adversary with

Satan (cf. Alfoul, in (w. ; Trench, /VmiOMv^lKS,
etc ) or with the Jewish persecutors ot the Early
Church (Weizsacker, who regards the jwiswige UN a

late addition; cf. Weiss hi Meyer's Commentary,
m loe.). We must not forget that the word oeeur**

in a parable winch was spoken with a spoeuil
didactic puipose, that being, as St. Luke is eaiejful

to explain, the < iHoiu.iuem'Mi' not of the, Church

only, but especially 01 individual believers, to nor

severe in their efforts by faith and prayer to with-

stand the power of evil in the world, in whatever
form it may assail them or thwart their endeav-
ours. Christ's object was to assure them thai

their impoitunity* must prevail \vith (Sod, \vho

shall soon lespond to their prayers and grant them
the victory over all that would frustrate their

efforts for the advancement ot His caune. See
also art. SATAN,

I in i\n *i
- T

fa
'- Tiuuli, A

Teaching
'

^ -i (1 /,

\ / // , i
-

der neut .

h 61 ; W s , i /;
- .'';, ".

II II V UttlUK.

ADVOCATE (irctpd/cX^ros). A term applied tn

Christ in 1 Jn 21 (AV and RV; UVni *()r f W-
forter or Helper, Gr. Paraclete '), and to the Hoty
Spirit in EVin of Jn 1416- 26 18* 107 , where both AY
arid EV have 'Comforter' in the text For *ut

examination of the Greek word and its cognates,
see art. 'Paraclete' in Haatinga* UB in. ttJ.

668. The verb TrapatfaAt-w occurs in the

.

i/* the /Vwtfttai; IJnwo, ThA PitMlittl

t n. of Mover, Alforu, Bcngcl,* <*t*

of th N'/\ rt, 17ft ff. ;

.

'
I

"

.

the contrasted senses of '

encourage
*

(Oxi/r. JfVw,

663, 42) and of 'entreat' (ih. 744. 6); but the

passive verbal form has not been found. The,

term in its Latinised form eapie originally from
the Itala or one of the Old Latin versions through
the Vulgate, And Wyclif iutrodticed jt into t ue

English versions, translating 1 Jn 21 * w<s hau
avol<et' in 1382; so Purvey *an aduocat' in IftHH.

Etymologically the word means * called to <nie\

side, especially 101 the pisiju^- t>f help, and, in its

technical usage, for ndxiee LM ih k CAHO of judicial
procedure, with the further suggestion of en-

deavouring to enlist the sympathy of the jucl^e
in favour of the accused In I Jn 2* the last in

generally taken to be the only Honae ; and tlio

meaning evidently is thai, if any believer nin*

Jesus Clirist in peraon intercedes iu Im behaiif

with the Father, and, representing the belltsver,

carries on his cause ia the courts of heavan. Himi-

larly, accoidin^ to the pannage in the Fourth
Gospel, the Holy Spirit may be regarded aw Uod'n
Advocate both with and in man, promoting the
Divine interests in the human Mplioro, from re-

pentance (Jn 167
' 11

, cf. Job 33-8
' IJ(f

) to perfecting
But here the urhni<:il legal HOUHO of Uio word
disappears, ami tJie ^[niii becomes, ac.conhn^ t^
another marginal rendering, the God-hont *

llolpei
'

of a man wlio is struggling against vory1,lnng
within or around him that makew tfodly" living
difficult. Whilst, therefore, the piovis'ions of
grace include the twofold advocacy, Ohust an
the Advocate of a believer with God, and Urn
Spirit as the Advocate of God with man, whether
believing or unregenerate, the two function**
dirler both in range and in relation ; and the term
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'Advocate' is too specialized to characterize or

to cover the operations attributed to the Spirit
The Spirit, as an Advocate sent from God, entreats

and helps a man (see art. COMFORTEK), but does
not represent him before God as Judge or as

Father, and does not appeal to anything in man of

final and supierne authority, R. W. Moss.

JENON (AtVc&y, probably from Aiamaic \\yy

'springs'). Mentioned only in Jn S23 ' And John
also was baptizing in /Enon near to Salim, because
there were many \\ aters there

'

(HVm). The place
cannot be identified with certainty. Four sites

have been proposed, two in Samaria and two in
Judaea.

1. Eusebius and Jeiome (Onomrtst* 229. 91, 99.

25) place Jnon in the Joidan Valley, 8 miles
south of Si\ iho 1

''.-.* (Bcisdn), 'juxta Salem et
Jordanem

*

\bou' 7 miles south of Beisan and
2 miles west of the Jordan theie are seven springs,
all lying within a radius of a quarter of a mile,
and numerous rivulets. Three-quarters of a mile
to the north ot these springs van de Velde found
a tomb bearing the name of Sheikh Salim. But
the fact that a modern sheikh bore the name Salim
is far from satisfactoiy proof that the Salim of

our narrative wab at this place. If we are to find

Salim m Samaria at all, does not the mention of it

as a well-known place suggest the well-known
Salim 4 miles east of Shechern * And would it not
be ^ i i I ui I mi- for the n\angelist to say of a place
so IK ;n i!i' Jordan that there was much water
there? But, in spite of these objections, Sanday
(Sacred Sites of the Gospels, p. 36) and others still

think this site has the best claim.

2. Tristram (Bible Places, p 234) and Conder
(Tent Work in Palestine, i. pp. 91-93) place /Enon
at 'Aintm on a hill near the head of the great
F&r'ali \," \ i

1

!' open highway from the Damieh
ford of i

!

ii I "to Shechem. Four miles south-
west of the village of 'Ainun, in the Wady Far'ah,
is a succession of springs, yielding a copious per-
ennial stream, with flat meadows on either side,
where great crowds might gather. Three miles*

south of the valley (7 miles from 'Ainun) stands
Salim. Conder says: 'The site of Wady Far'ah
is the only one where all the lequisites are met
the two names, the fine water supply, the proximity
of the desert, and the open character of i h<j

^ i omul '

The situation is a central one also, .Kct^iMi- 1-v

roads from iin ii:,.iini .IM? i ,(;."
i-s well with

the new ii. MHI.I.I.VM < lt< 'Liii,ii But (a)
'Ainun is not * near to Salim,' the two places being
7 miles a]mi. mnl <|iiiiVin *y the great Wady
Far'ah. \J>)

Thou- i- i oi i\ <.H>[I of water at *Aimm
(Robinson, Bib. Res m 3n>. (c) It is not likely
that John the Baptist was luliouiing among the

Samaritans, with whom the Jews had no dealings
(cf . Mt 38 105

). (d) It appears that both Jesus and
John were baptizing in Judsea (Jn 322* 28

), and their

proximity gave occasion to the remarks referred
to in Jn 3aB

, and that Jesus left Judaea for Galilee
with the intention of getting out of the neighbour-
hood of John and removing the appearance of

rivalry (Jn 41
). But if JEnon was in Samaria,

Jesus was nearer John than before.

3. Ewald and Hengbtenberg prefer ShilMm
(LXX ^eXffi.u) in^

the extreme south of Judsea,
mentioned (Job 15s2

) in connexion with Am, Godet
says the reason given for John's baptizing in JEnon
would have greater force at> applied to a generally
waterless region like the southern extremity of

Judah than if the reference were to a well-watered
district like Samaria. But elsewhere (Jos 197,
1 Ch 482, Neh II29

) Ain is connected with Kimmon
and not with Shilhim.

4. More probable as a Judoean site for JSnon is

Wady Fdrah, a secluded valley with copious

springs about 6 miles north-east of Jerusalem
(quite different, of comse, fiom the great Wacfy
Fdr'ah of Samaria). This is the view adopted by
Professor Konrad Furrer in his article on the
'_<vjui h'< M! allusions in the Gospel of St. John in
the ZMTW, 1902, Hett 4, p. 258. The suggestion
is not new. It was put forward neaiJy fifty

yeais ago by Barclay (City of the Great

pp. 558-570), but has never received the atten-
tion it deserves. Baiclay says that 'of all the
fountains in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem, the
most copious and mteiestmg by far are those that
burst forth within a short distance of each other
m Wady Far'ah.' He quotes

'

.

" "'

descup-
tion from The History of the J erusalem M ission :

* From the brow at Wady Far'ah we descended with some
" "" '

' that "
Valley of Delight,"for such is the literal

of its name, and truly I have seen nothing so
,he wav of natiual scenery, noi inviting- m point of

: ic- '

"

T* 1 ,i
'

nding its bold stream from
, ,

- v
. 'i

'
.1 -'1 >/( expansions of the stream,

- M i M ral natatoita I have ever

seen; the .ii',r /i-n i- o-j i . i-i -

Of depth V'\ le,il''
' iO i I, I ", i. -

J < . I

on one or both sides by umbrageous fig-trees, and sometimes
contained m YMLiir; 1 i M'.a.i'ud basins of red mottled marble
an occasional vanegauon or she common limestone of the

country. These pools aie supplied by some half-dozen spungy
of the purest and coldest water, bursting horn rooky crevices at
various intervals Verily, thought I, we have stumbled upon
Enon ' . . Portions of aqueducts, both of pottery and stone,
and in a tolerable state of pro*.ci vation, i

,

still found remaining on ca< h tide of tin . ,

extent to which the valley was at on t
' '

d richer
land I have never seen than is mu i i.- valley.
. . . Several herds of cattle weie on the
rich herbage near the stream

,
and thousands of sheep and

_ M ""-i M i
1

i 1 t ,
f ," .....

, r "resting atnoonda\ "

i
' '', >'!, v .

.... .in -p ^ the overhanging
1

cliff

i-' , !..! " I' iv ui --
-, 1 .\iinant reeds, tall weeds,

iii 1

, i ^1 ..... - .1 k . ids, entirely conceal the
stream from view in many places . . . Higher up, the valley
becomes very narrow, and the rocky precipices tower to a
sublime height.'

The name JEnon does not seem to have survived
in connexion \vith these springs, but within 2 miles
of them there is another valley calV "U lhi k \i ib

Wady Saleim. It is at least i"
''

i

! u ( .

name was once borne by one of the towns whose
ruins Btill ciown the neighbouring heights. A
town thus placed would have been a conspicuous

object from many part-* of Judsea, and would have
been naturally referred to by the Evangelist when
describing the location of .Anon.

Li i LP M CRT-, Tn addition to write- ;
i , I ( : rtt*

'.Enon
'

in Sinn h s DB 2 and ' Salim '
. / * /.',;

\\. U. Moun.
AFFLICTION. In AV of the Gospels 'affliction',

occurs only twice (Mk 417 1319
), corresponding both

times to 6\tyis in the original. KV gives
l tribu-

lation '

its invariable rendering * \ V. <\. ! in

Jn 16^, where, like AV, it has '

,- vi I- I
1

" Mt
249 AV translates ds 6\tyw

* to be aliiicted
'

(EV
*unto tribulation*). In all ioiri,iinhi|_' ca-es it

renders 0\Mis by
* tribulation

'
. Mi J:i-' iM' v<1

, Mk
1324

,
Jn le8^). The Greek ffXtyu (WH ffMfu) signi-

fies literally
'

j)ro*-ing together/
*

pros*uro' (cf. 656s

reO\i^vrj in >It 7
11 of the 'straitened u'a^'; iv&

JJL)) Q\lfitoffLv atirbv,
*
lest they should throng him/ in

Mk 39
). In classical Greek it is found infrequently,

and with its literal meaning only. Fn Biblical

Greek, where the metaphorical significance pre-

vails, it is of mtich commoner occuiience always
possessing a ja-ive^cn-e, and usually -ugge<4m<4
*
sutFerin<jf> intlicicd fiom Aulhoul* (Liirhuooij
In the ^ajiiigs of Chn-t, i!e word bears three

references. It denotes the peisecution to which
His followers will be subjected, and by which their

loyalty will be tested (Mk 417=Mt 1321
; Mt 249

,

Jn 16^). It de-ciibe^ tlio privations, and suflerings

(not, as above, iicccbbarily luduced by His service)
attendant upon a great national or universal crisis

(Mk 1319 24=Mt 2421 29
). And, tinally, it is em-

ployed in one of His illustrations to indicate a
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woman's pangs in childbirth (Jn 1621 ,
AV arid

TJV '
,i n'j .n-li

*

' S< o fui \ her, artt. PERSECUTION,
iuy;, I itinrLA s ION H.

be discovered by a companion of th< ks<* hmi

sages
IS 2- Kal rd iraiddptov 2a/uoj'f;\ drofufrrn {

f /

AGE. The \\ord e

age
j

is a vague teim, as may
be seen by its doing duty as a possible tiamlation
for al&v (Lat, wvutn, an unmeasured period of

existence), for yeved (Lat. gencratta], arid even
for the moie precise arid exact terms xp^os (Lat.

tempus], and Kaip6$ (Lat, occasio}. Its stiictest

Gre\ -,i , 'i ( howevei, is 7?At/ca (Lat. cetas}.

An . ! i ii- 1 into the significance of the teim
shows a remaikable paiallel between its employ-
ment in classical hteratuie and in the Greek of tfce

New Testament. 'HXuJa maiks a normal develop-
ment of life ; such development may be registered
in the individual by years, or by jih\-i<iuo In
classical Greek, the former is the usuy 1 i ci ci cure of

the term, and hence the most oidmary meaning of
the word is, like the poetical ffj&y, the flower or prime
of life. The -i i. n i f <M MI o however, of ji\iicfa a,s stat-

ure oi height, that ieatuieof physic :! .i *
v\**\ nn IM i

which mostly attracts the eye, is ^uiie eu 1 - ii.'il
; i

and this sense occuis in Heiodotus (ni. 16),* Plato,
|

and Demosthenes. Turning to the New Testament,
j

we find the same oscillation of 'i : -i> \ Xt/cJa.
1

In the Fourth Gospel the parent ! ,

'
'

i man
for fear of excommunication evade the question of
the Jews, and shift the lewponsibility of answering
upon their son :

' Theiefore said his 'parents, He is

of age,t ask him.' In the Sermon on the Mount
*

age *: appeais to be the true i omlei i njr of yXuda.
A cubit would be a prodigious addition 10 a man's
height, while a span was already a pioverbial

o signify the 1 M \, \ i M"M 'Stature'
the only |m r ! i.r.<'i'm, m the

interesting note about Zacchseus ; 11
and this is the

only place in the Gospel where, as will be seen,
77X1^0, bears this meaning with an absolute cer-

tainty.
The ifl'-n of j- MojiriU. which is lar:el\ fou-i^n

to the im k:imrj! oi i,\,t , in classical (Jjpi k* .vipcnis
only once, and that doubtfully, in the New Testa-
ment.! Tin- different 'a^ uf num"** and -o of
our Lord,*H u indicated hyrlu HJI-HCJI| Joiinuhioi

time, 'years' being in MI- -""u i\r<,,-< TTu-,"'!--!'

word yields no suggest. >:i ,.^ lulling *
:
i! M<

periods, or epochs m the earthly life of our Lord
the infancy, childhood, manhood of Christ. Nor
\\ ould the word deserve a place in this Dictionary
were it not for two passages in which it occurs or
is referred to when its interest is a real one, as is

evident by the attention paid to them by all com-
mentators on St. Luke's Gospel. t Both passages
appear as a postx lipt to the imrralh o of the Holy
Child with the doctoi*. in (he temple. It is an
incident in the regulni <i|ii,r>1o <Ii i 1 >pment of
His life upon earth. 1 In <l, i, ."ITU- -r \s shown
in two aspects. The Evangelist declares that'
Jesus increased (or advanced) in wisdom and
stature, and in favour (or grace) with God and
man. St. Luke's phraseology was no doubt in-
fluenced by his recollection oi a similar encomium
passed upon the youthful Samuel , and alieach he
had found it not unsuitable to be (quoted in refer-
ence to the Baptist, Illl

The key to the meaning of ijXiKfa in Lk 252 may

uv (LXX, li, wild oi Sumuol)
Lk 1

HO rd 3 TratStov vjiti-wti Kai *\/>aratoiVo

(said of the Baptist)
Lk 240 rd 51 TTCLLSiov yfyavt v Kai (bparaio

Kal x^rt Trapat)e< Kal avftptibwots (.said of Christ),

A caieful comparison of th<H< pa^sa^cs nppwiri
determinative oi: the sunso of i)\tKia in i-ht* last

as 'stature,
3 not "age.

1 What \\as notlccablt* iu

a meanure in Samuel and in the B.iiii<-t, \\,i^

supremely characteristic? of th< k llui\ < Inl.l.

iiHuiely, an equal development both on Uw
physical and spiritual Hide. Tiuuslat^t it as HVm,
anil it is little more than a truism. *Statur*** is

not only not superfluouH, but an inteienting and
unexpected contribution to that group of rf<r-
enceft which lay wtresw on our LordV humanity.
It helps to explain His * favour with un' with
which it stands in parallel. It sugtfttHtH t.hat our
Lord's jicisonahty. evcni HIM apprarfuict^ may hav
had a iai-cination about it, fcvon more, it may
make the student of Messianic prophecy cautious
in attaching a too phynical meaning to the dw*erh
tion of the countenance of Jehovah'H Servant (Is

5214 532
). B. WiUTKFOOIU).

AGONY,This word is used in Lk 2iJ44 to de-
scribe the sorrow, suffering, and struggle of JOAUM

-cmblv, o-iecially
tho place in which the Greek*

a^eiuoled to (eloiniite ^oloinn games; (3) a oontent
of athletes, runners or charioteers. *A.y&v in used in

a figurative sense in He 12* 'let us run with
patience the race that is set before us.' The word
has the general sense of struggle in i Th 2* *in
much conflict'; Ph I80

*

having the same conflict* :

1 Ti 612 * the good fight of faith* ; 2 Ti f
*
I have

fought the good fight*' It means wlicitude or

anxiety in Col 21 * how greatly I trive for you
*

(literally, 'how great an offon f have for you*).
The state of Jesus in Gethseraano in described in

the following phrases : Mt 26s7 * he began to lw
sorrowful and sore troubled

*

; Mk I4n * ho began
to be greatly amazed and sore troubled

'

; Lk S244

'

Andl>emg in an agony he prayed more earnestly :

and his sweat became aa it ware great drops of
blood falling down upon the ground,

* JeHue con-
fesses His own feelings in tne words,

*

My soul Is

exceeding sorrowful, even unto death
*

(Mt 20811
,

Mk 1484
), That Ho icgaided the experience as a

temptation is
suggested by U it, warning words to

His disciples
* Watch and

pray, that ye enter mot
into temptation; the spirit indeed is willing, but
the flesh la weak '

(Mt 2641
, Mk H38

; of. Lk 2P' *).
That He was conscious of huinan weakness, and
desired Divine strength for the struggle, in evident
from the piayer^. in reporting tho words of which
the Evangelists do not vei bully agree, as the follow-

ing comparison shows *

c my Father, if it be possible,
let this cup pass away from me :

nevertheless not as I will, but
as thou wilt.'

Mk 1486.

'Abba, Father, all things are

possible unto thee ; remove this

cup from me . howbeit not what
I will, but what thou wilt/

||Lkl93,cf.Eph4l3.** Mk 5, Lk 8*2.

Jt 1*240.52.

t faati** l% (Jn 921- 28).

IPs 39.

Lkm
'Father, if thou be willing,

remove this cup from me ; never-

theless, not my will, but thine,
be done.'

St. Mark and St. Luke give the words of one
prayer only, although the former evidently intenda
to report three distinct acts of prayer (w.

88' *** 4l
),

* On the genuineness of this passage see the * Notes on Select
Readings

'
in Wetcott and Hort'u NT in Greek.
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and the latter apparently only two (vv.
41 - 41

).

But St. Matthew gives tlie words of the second

prayer, which he reports as repeated the third
time (vv

42 44
}

' O my Fathei, if this cannot pass
away, except I drink it, thy will be done '

It is

not at all improbable that there was such progress
m Jesus' rio ./it \! ihst He prayed foi the
entire remo\ .1! <

i
i" i 'u k

< up, if possible (3\tt ), because

possible to God (Mk }, if God were willing (Lk. ) ;

and then, having been taught that it could not be
taken away, He prayed for strength to take the

cup. It is not necessaiy for us to decide which of

the reports is most neaily vei bally correct, as the
substance of the first prayei is the same in all

reports. Vlllio.i-'li ^1-. John gives no report of the
scene in << ih-onu'u* yet in his account of the
interview of Jesus with the Greeks there is intio-

duced what seems to be a faint reminiscence :

* Now is my soul troubled ; and what shall I say^
Father, save me from this hour: but for this

cause came I unto this hour. Father, glorify thy
name' (Jn 12a7- 28

). It is substantially the same
request, expressed in the characteristically Johan-
nine language. But even if this conjecture be

unwarranted, and this be an. utterance on the
occasion to which the Fourth I><in^oli-f assigns
it, the words serve to illustrate Je-u^ sniggle m
view of His death Much more confident can we
be that Gethsemane is referred to in He 57- 8

* Who m the days of his flesh, having offered up
prayers and supplications with strong crying and
tears unto him that was able to save him fiom
death, and having been heaid for his godly fear ;

though he was a Son, yet learned obedience by
the things which he suffered/ Having pu 1 in

review the material which is offered us in <l<-<ilm^
with the question of the nature of the agony in

Gethsemane, we may now concentrate our atten-
tion upon it, excluding all reference to other
matters which are dealt with in their own place.

Many answers have been given to the Question,
What was the cup which Jesus desired to be taken

away 9

(1) The most obvious, but not on that account
the moat

intelligent
and reverent, answer IB that

in Gethsemane Jesus waa overcome by the fear of

death, from which He longed to escape. Bub this

is to place Christ on a lower plane of manhood
than many men, even among the lowest races. If

the love of Christ has constrained many martyrs
for His name to face rack and block, water and
flame, and many other painful anodes of death
without Chunking, and even with the song of

praise upon the lips, is it at all likely that He
Himself shrank back ?

(2) A more ingenious view, ^ hi< li ha- an apparent
\ orbal justifu alion in Mt 26''", Mk 14.

11

^ e\on auto
dcnth'), and He 57 (*to save Mm from death'), is

that Jesus felt Himself dying, and that He feared
He would die before He could offer the great
sacrifice for the sin of the world. But to this

suggestion there are three objections Fiislly,
there is no evidence of such physic*A! exhaustion on
the part of Jesus as ^\ould justify such a fear;

although the stress of His work and suffering had
undoubtedly put a severe strain upon Hi& bodily
<*trenth, yet we have no proof that His health
had given way so far as to make death appear at
all probable. Secondly, only a very superficial
and external view of His work as Saviour warrants
the supposition that His sacrifice could be accom-

plished only on the Cross ; that its elficacy depended
in any way on its outward mode ; that His death,
if it had come to Him in Gethsemane, would have
had less value for God and man than His cruci-

fixion lias. Thirdly, even if this supposition be
admitted, we may be sure of this, that Jesus was
so confident of His Father's goodness and guardian-

ship in eveiy step of His path, that it was impos-
sible for Him to feai that the great purpose of His
life would be left tinfuliilled on account of His
premature death. His rebuke of the '

little faith
'

(Mt 82S
) of His disciples during the storm at sea

would have been applicable to Himself had He
cherished any such fear.

(3) A much more profound view is offered to our
consideration, when not the death itself, but the
circumstances of the death, are icpre^ented as the
cause of Jesus' agony. He regaided His death not

only as a saciihce which He was willing to offer,
not only as a tragedy which He was ready to

endure, but as a crime of man against God ironi
which He shrank with horror That the truth
and grace of God in Him should meet with this
insult and injury from the race which He had
come to save and bless this it was that caused
His agony. He could not endure to gaze into

e

the

abysmal depths' of human iniquity and impiety,
which the murder of the Holy One and the Just

opened to view. Smely this ,

;
,m

)
of sin was

not necessary as a condition >i i apocalypse of

grace. If we look more closely at the conduct of

the actors in this drama, we shall better under-
stand how appalling a revelation of sin it must have

appeared to Jesus. The fickleness of the multi-

tude, the hypocrisy and bigotry of the Pharisees,
the worldlmess and selfishness of the priesthood,
the treachery of Judas, the denial by Peter, the

antagonism of the disciples generally to the Master's

saving purpose, the falsehood of titis accusers, the
hate and the craft of IIi^ persecutor,-, all these
were present to the <on-uon>i)e^s ot .Jesus as an
intolerable offence to His conscience, and an un-

speakable grief to His heart. To His moral

insight and spiritual discernment these were not

single misdeeds, but signs and proofs of a wicked-
ness and gocllessness spreading far and wide in the
life of mankind, reaching deep into the soul of

man. Must this antagonism of sin to God be
forced to its ultimate issue? Could He not save
mankind by some mode of sacrifice that would
involve the men concerned in it in less heinous

guilt? Must He by per&evering in His present
course drive His enemies to do their worst against
Him, and thus by His fidelity to His vocation

must He involve all who opposed Him in this

greater iniquity? That such, questions cannot
have been present to the" mind of Jesus, who can

confidently affirm? He foresaw the doom of the

guilty nation, and He also saw that it was the

crime about to be committed against Him that

would seal its doom. That He shrank from

being thus the occasion of its judgment cannot be
doubted But if in Ceth^emanc Jesow anticipated

distinctly and accepted deliberately what He so

intensely experienced on the Cross, then this solici-

tude for all who were involved in the crime of His
death does not at all exhaust His agony, The
words of darkness and desolation on the Cross,

'My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?'

(Mt 2746
), must be our clue to the mystery of this

experience.
(4) The only view that seein^ to rho pic^ni

M 'i'or nt all ndequate is that A\har Jo-u- diey-ioa

it n> I
|
-I ." \ (M I in 1

" delivered from in the experience
01 linuii WM- i he sense of God's distance and

I [is sorrow unto death "was not
: 01 ilrnili as physical dissolution, nor of

beiov 11^ could finish His work on the

L/'ross, but the -In inVin^ of His filial soul from
the stmg of <1< uili, due h> sin, the veiling in dark-

ness of His Father's face from Him. His prayer
was answered, for He was saved from death,
inasmuch as the experience of darkness and
desolation was momentary, and ere He gave up
the ghost He was able to commit Himself with
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childlike trust unto His Father. 'Fathei, into

thy hands I commend my spuit' (Lk 234()

). His
agony in Gethsemane was woithy of Him as the
Son of God, for it was the recoil of His filial spirit
from the mteriupturn of His filial communion with
His Father, which appeared to Him to be neces-

sarily involved in the saculice which He was about
to oner for the sins of the world.

^
It

^is
not the function of tins article to offer a

fi u'^M.il interpretation of Jesus' experience in
( Hiiim< ; but a justification of the above
answer to the question of the nature of Jesus'

agony may be briefly offered in a p-xi'ioli^- 1

analysis of His < >

*

, First or alJ, uieu,
we note Jesus' st He must leave
behind Him the disciples except three, and even
from these three He must withdraw Himself
(Mt 263a" ai>

). He sought this outward isolation
because He felt tln& innei solitude. Since His
announcement of His Passion (Mt 1621

) the dis-

ciples had been becoming less and less His com-
panions, as they were being more and more
estranged from His purpose. At last Ho knew
that they would abandon Him altogether, their
outer distance but the sign and proof of their
inward alienation Yet the comfort of the Father's
presence would remain with Him :

'

Behold, the
hour cometh, yea, is come, that ye shall be scat-
tered every man to his own, and shall leave me
alone and yet I am not alone, because the Fathei
is with me 3

(Jn 16-*
2
). But now in Gethsemane

He began to realize that it might be necessaiy for
the accomplishment of His saculice that even the
Father's presence should be withdrawn from Him.
That dread drives Him to the FaHiu - i-io-in-i.
but the assurance that there is no gioun \ 101 iiu-
fear does not come to Him. Again He turns to
His disciples. Secondly, therefore, we note His
need of sympathy When He withdrew from the
three, He asked them to watch with Him j when,
returning-, He found them sleeping, His wordw
are a pathetic reproach .

<

What, could ye not
watch with me one hour?' (Mt2640

). He ciaved
MMiipathy, not duly because He felt solitary, but
because this -olumli -ua- due to His love for man
The sacrifice He was about to ofler, in which the
sense of His Father's abandonment was the sting
of death, was on behalf of, and instead of man ;
and yet not even the men He had chosen would
sorrow with Him, although He was suffering for
all mankind. Thus man's denial of sympathymust have made Him feel more keenly the dread
that even God's comfort and help might be with-
h- lu from Him TLutlh, we note that this dread
v*~ jioi -.'loim'JK'- liu was rooted deep in His
<-*jeru>mc ana \<><auon We must then go be-
yond any of the words uttered in Gethsemane
itself to discover all that was involved in His
agony there. As the incarnate love, mercy, and
grace of God, His experience was nece^aiih-
vicarious. He suffered with and for man. He
so identified Himself with sinful mankind, that
lie shared its struggle, bore its burden, felt its
fehame. Himself sinless, knowing no sin, He was
made sin fo* mankind in feeling its sin as it were
His very own. The beloved of God, He became
a curse in experiencing in His own agony and
desolation the consequences of sin, although as
innocent He could neither feel the guilt nor bear
the penalty of *>in. So completely had He become
one wiiii mankind in being made sm and a cuise
lor man, that even His consciousness of nlial unionand communion with God as His Father was ob-
scuied ad interrupted, if even for only a moment,
by His consciousness of the sin of man God did
not withdraw Himself from, or abandon His only-
begotten and well-beloved Son, but was with Him
to sustain Him in His sacrifice; but the Sou of

God was so overshadowed and overwhelmed by
His conucioubiietis of the sin and the consequent
curse ot the race "which He HO loved a,s to uuikc

Himself one with it, that lie dreaded in <JHh
seinane to lose, and did on Oulvaiy lo.se ior a

moment, the comfort and help of His Kathor'.s

love. In this experience He exhibited tli an-

tagonism of God and bin, the iicccHMiry connexion
between the expulsion ot God and the imasion o$

sin 111 any consciousness, smeo HIM MulMdcnlii'K'a.-

tion with sinful man involved His soil -isolation

from the Holy Father. This, then, was the n<;on %>

in Gethseiuaue, buch a sense of the sonow, shame,
and cuise of mankind's sin as II in very o\\u n,s

became a dread ol the loss of (Unl's fatherly pres-
ence. Although He at lirst prayed to bo delivered
from this, to Him, most terrible and unrvou-t ex-

perience, yet lie aftcnvatd submitted to (ni'l's

\\ill, as God's purpose m the salvation of mankind
was dearer to Him than even the joy of Ills filial

communion with God His Father, lu this sur-
render He was endowed with such strength from
above that He finished the work His Kathor had
given Him to do, and iu His obedience even unto
death offered the aucriiiee of II IH Ille, which iw a
ransom for many, and the seal of the new covenant
of foigiveuess, renewal, and fellowship \vilh Uo4
for all mankind. &ee also art. DKUELIGTION.
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AGRICULTURE. The influence of the )>liy*tt*nl
and climatic characteristics of a land upon tli

character of itB people has heen a favourite theme,
with many writers. But we are more concerned
here with another marked feature the profound
influence exerted l>y the i ..... in of a people
on their manner of thou

%
'

i -.-i il,< .1 mouw of

o.\jTo-^injr u. Nowhere wan thia Hubtlo iniluont-o
mole mil ILIIC.-I than iu the csawe of the llobrown.
Their occnpationa were laijzd> dotermined by the
characteristies of the land ilu-y inhabited, but
their thought and the language that WAH itw voluvlo
were equallv moulded by their <>< ( i|..ui-i-

1. The place of Af/ricuttur>' i - //.. /
/".

and
thought of the Hebrews* From the lirnt tho
Hebrews were a pastoral, and from very early
times an agricultural people; and thewe twin
employments have lent their colour and tone to
their literature, and ahaped their piofouwlont
thoughts and utterances regarding God and man.
God is the Shepherd of Israel (Pa BO 1

) \ Israel w
'the people of his pasture, and th<

"

ii .f l.i,

hand^(0y, of. 741 79^8 1008). God i ilu If i Jwu..|

man ; Israel is His vineyard (Is 5lfc
) God is the

Ploughman; Israel is the land of Em tillage
(Is si"*, cf. 1 Co 3).

-

When we turn to the Gospels we find the same
stream of thought in full flow. The higheat
Christian value i^ enforced by appeal to Him
who 'maketh his sun to lise on the evil and on
the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the
unjust

'

(Mt 54S ) The kingdom of God i net fox Lh
under such emblems aa the wower going forth to
sow (13

3ff
), the wheat and the tarew glowing to-

gether until^ the harvest (v.
24ff

-), the loul of tho

ymeyaid goin^ out early in the morning to hire
labourers (20

lfr
), or sending to demand fta fruitw

(21** ). Christ compares Ilnuself to the shepherdwho seeks his lost sheep until he nnds it (Lk 15*),
or lays down his life for the sheep (Jn 10U ). The
multitude are, to His compassionate eye, as *

aJxeep
not having a shepherd

5 (Mt G86, Mk 684). The
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woild appears to Him as a great field
* white unto

harvest (Jn 435
), and awaiting the labour of the

reapeis (Mt 987f
). His relation to His disciples IH

expiessed undei the figure of the vine and its

branches (Jn 15lff
) See also art HUSBANDMAN,

Noteworthy a
1 * '

', ,, ^ by Biblical

wiiteis to the . ,

' It is re-

presented as the duty of the lust man Adam,
placed m the Gaiden of Eden, is

c
to diess it and

to keep it' (Gn 21B
) ; driven from it, he is sent * to

till the ground from whence he was taken
'

(3
23

).

To Noah the promise is given that 'while the
eaith remameth, seedtime and harvest . . . shall

not cease' (S
22

). The land of promise is
' a land of

wheat and barley
'

(Dt 88 ). The Golden Age will

be a time when men '
shall beat their swords into

ploughshares, and their spears into piuning-hooks,'
and *

they shall sit every man undei his vine and
under his fig-tree' (Is 24

, Mic 4s 4
). The glad-

ness of the Messianic age is 'joy according to the

joy in harvest' (Is 98)

Nor was it only in their 'iMK^pii-Mi of the past
and their anticipation of t 1

!'- us us:- 1 that the in-

fluence of agiicultuic made itself felt : it was the

very foundation of their national and religious
life. A pastoral age, it is true, preceded the
.ILM'K uli.iial. and the patriarchs are represented,
HI\ ill" ni-M part, as herdsmen rather than culti-

vators (Gn 37 12 47 :J

) ; and even as late as the be-

ginning of the settlement in Canaan, the trans-

Jordamo tribes are said to have had a great
multitude of cattle (Nu 321

). But, on the other

hand, we learn that Isaac, who had gone to Gerar,
* sowed in that land, and found in the same year
an hundiedfold' (Gn 2G 1;J

) ; while the lirst dream
ot Joseph shows that if he did not actually follow,
he \\JIH at least familiar with, ii^ucultuial pur-
suits (37

5~7
), But it was not till alter their con-

quest ot the Land of Promise that the Hebrews
became an .iL'iuil i".il people on any large scale.

Prior to 'M i ussn 1

,
howeve 1 :" '

* was
highly developed among the <

.
k

! 8s
) ;

and it may have been from the oonqueml aace
that they iii'ijuiu'd it. Once learned, it became
the Maple industry of the country.
The .MO-NIK Icgbiltitii-'i |i

-...' a people
given to agiicultiual is- u i I . is sulli-

ciently attested by the laws anent the three
annual festivals (Ex 2314"16

), the septennial fallow

(23
11

), the gleanings of the harvest field (Lv 19iK1 ),

the year ot Jubilee (25
10J1V 2717<r

"), and many others.

Further attestation of the same fact is found in

the blessings that were to attend the faithful
observance of the Law, and the curses that would
follow disobedience (Lv 26^- 14'20

, Dt 28 1 "5- W
-M).

2. The soil of Palestine. Th& fertility of
t
the

soil of Palestine was remarkable, as is testified

by Josephus (c Avion, i, 22 ; BJ ii. 3) and others

<L)iod. xl. 3, 7 ; Tac. Hist. v. 6). The soil varies
in character. In the Jordan Valley and the
maritime plains it consists of a very rich alluvial

deposit ; in the regions lying at a higher elevation
it has been formed from ili-iumpo-iii-.: basaltic rock
and cretaceous limestone This, however, was
greatly enriched by the system of UMuicin^, low
walls of 'shoulder-stones' being built along the
mountain slopes, and the ledges behind them
filled \\ilh the alluvial soil of the valleys These
A\a.lls gave protection agamst the heavy' rain*, and
prc\ented the soil from being washed away. It

was to this system that districts such as Lebanon,
Carmel, and Gilboa owed the wonderful fertility
that formerly clmracteuzed them.

All parts were not, of course, equally productive.
Thus we find the Mishna (Gittin, v. 1) enumer-

ating several classes of soil according to their

quality or the degree of moisture. Such a classi-

fication is quite distinct from that of the parable

of the Sower, where the wayside, the rocky
places, etc., aie all within the limits of a single
field (Mt 13

r

>, Mk 4s
, Lk S5

)
It may be noted

heie that giound which yielded thorns was
considered specially good for wheat-growing, while
that which was overrun with weeds was assigned
to barley The ii

'

j
/ 'i\ fields weie often

marked by the ." M< !

srge stones, some
of which were beyond a man's own strength to
lemove. Their presence was regarded as a token
that the soil was fertile. Smaller stones, which
were also plentiful, were often used for making
rude walls along the side of the fields. In some
distncts they were so numerous that they had to
be lemoved every year aftei ploughing had taken
place

3. Agricultural './ - . . -The work of

preparing the lane !! < ,.l. ,. ..." was the first

concern of the farmer. Wheie virgin soil had
to be reclaimed, a beginning was made by clear-

ing it of timber, brushwood, or stones (Jos 1718

IH 52
). It was then ready to receive the plough

(which see).

(a) Ploughing began i- ,"', i.
'

after the

early rain
' had softened si i !< i.e. towards

the end of September or beginning of October,
and went on light through the winter, provided
the soil had not become too wet and, therefore,
too heavy. "Usually a single ploughing sufficed,
but if the soil was very rough it was ploughed
twice.

In some cases the hoe or mattock took the place
of the plough. That is the common practice in.

modern times where there is a rocky bottom and
only a sparse covering of earth. In ancient times
the same eouise was followed where hillsides were
brought under cultivation (Is 725

). The same im-

plement \\a-> emj'luvoil for bi< nixing up large clods
of earth (l^ 2S

-, lib- I011
), Inn v Uoilu- the refer-

ence includes the clods upturned by the plough, or

merely those occurring m *

Ktony ground,' is not

quite certain.

(b) Dung was employed for iu< icji-ing the pro-
ductiveness of fun i liec* (Lk 13j, but not, as a
rule, for gram fields. The most common forms
were hoiiue and farmyard refuse mixed with straw

(Iw 2510
), withered leaves, oil -scum, and wood-

ashen, The blood of .slaughtered animals was also

used f"i I'H- [mi |
o^i-

(c) I lie in >i" >h"i <, oj^s were wheat, barley, spelt,

millet, IIL.ITI-. ;nid lentils (see articles on the first

two of iho-o Oats were little cultivated. From
Jos 2tf we learn that flax was grown. It "Was

sometimes sown as an experiment for testing the

quality of the soil, for a field which had yielded
good flax was regarded as specially suitable for

\\li(at-fiH)\\ \u\i

(d) The sowing season began in the early days
of October. A beginning was made with pulse
varieties, barley came next, and wheat followed.

Millet was sown in summer, the land being pre-

pared for it by ii Million. When the winter set

m cold and wet luuVx was not sown till the

beginning of February.
"

The sower carries the seed in a basket or bag,
from which he scatters it broadcast. Where a

single ploughing suffices, the seed is sown first and
then ploughed in. When it is sown on ploughed
ground, the usual course is also to plough u in,

but sometimes a light harrow (not iiinouuonilx a

thorn-bush) is used to coyer it. Seeu thai talU <m

the footpath or 'wayside' cannot be covered

owing to the hardness of the ground, and is

picked up by the birds (Mt 134 and parallels)
(e) The crops thus so\\n were exposed, as they

grew, to various dangers, such as the inroads of

roaming cattle, the depredations of birds, or the

visitation ol locu&ts; and also to such adverse,
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natuial and climatic influences as drought, east

wind, and mildew. Some of these will bo separ-

ately treated, and need not be dwelt upon now
But it may be convenient to say a few words at
this stage regarding

(/) The water supply of the country. Unlike

Egypt, which owed its fertility exclusively to the

Nile, Palestine had its time of rain (Dt II 10 - n 14
,

Jer S24 etc ). The '

early iain' (rniD) of the Bible
is that of October, which precedes plor.^hin^ and
sowing the ' latter ram '

(ip^9) denotes the re-

freshing showers that fall in March and April, and

give much-needed moisture to the growing crops.
The intervening period is marked oy the heavy
rams of winter (DIM), the wettest month being
January The rainfall is not uniform over the

country. In the Jordan Valley it is very slight ;

at Jerusalem it averages about 20 inches annually ;

in some other upland regions it is almost twice as

much. In the highest lying parts, as Lebanon,
there is a considerable fall of snow. There are
also many brooks and springs (Dt 87

), and irriga-
tion is employed, especially m gardening, though
naturally on a much smaller scale than m Egypt.
The summer months are hot and rainless.

(g) Harvest. Barley harvest (2 S 219) began in

April or May, according as the district was early
or late ; wheat and spelt were ripe a few weeks
after (Ex 931* 32

) The grain was cut with a sickle

(Jl 313
, Dt 169, Mk 429

; see art. SICKLE), or pulled
up by the roots (Mishna, Peak iv. 10). The
latter method was followed both in Palestine and
in Egypt, and is so still ; but the use of the sickle

goes back to very early times, as the excavations
at Tell el-]Jesy have shown. Ordinarily the stalks
were cut about a foot beneath the ear, but in
some instances even higher (Job 2424). The reaper
grasped them in handfuls (Ru 2 lfa

), reaped them
with liis arm (Is 17 5

), and laid them behind him ;

while the binder f "01 i i him, gathered them in
his bosom (Ps iJ'. :i-l them with straw into
sheaves (Gn 377

), and set them in heaps (cn$;*
Ru 27).

(ty Threshing. The sheaves thus
| j

.1 were
carried to the threshing-floor on the I ,,< Is 01 men
or of beasts of burden, such as donkeys, horses, or
camels. Am 213 has been taken by some as im-

plying that they were sometimes removed in carts,
but this is very doubtful. The reference is more
jiioluihh U> (ho ilru-i injr-sledge (Is 2828

).

Tiio threshing-floor i- simply a circle of level

gior.iul \\liK h Im liOn carefully cleaned and
beaten hard, and is enclosed with a row of big
stones to prevent the straw from being too widely
scattered. The spot selected always stood higher
than the surrounding ground, so that it should be
open to the air currents, and that rain, if it

occurred, though it was rare m harvest time (1 S
1217

), might run off without doing injury. The
sheaves were unbound and scattered over the floor,
till a heap was formed about a foot high Cattle
(Hos 1011 ) were then driven over it i< i-c.ui^V. <>i

a threshing wain drawn by cattle. I ii IN n
teuchal law provided that the cattle engaged in
this operation should not be muzzled (Dt 254

). It
was also the custom to blindfold them, as other-
wise, moving continually in a circle, they became
dizzy (Talmud, Kdim' XM 7). Certain crops,
however, were threshed by being beaten with a
stick (Is 28s7

).

Two kinds of threshing machines were employed,
the drag and the waggon. The drag (JTID, pnp)
was a heavy wooden board,t the under-surface of
which was studded with nails or shaip fragments
of stone (Is 4115). It was further weighted with
* See Vogelstein, Landunrthschaft in Pal 61.
t See illustration m Driver's Joel and Amos (Camb. Bible),

p. 227.

large stones, and by the drivei himself, who .stood,

sat, or even lay upon it The waggon (rh*y N
2828

) was provided with sharp metal discs. Those
were affixed to revolving i oilers set in a Hide

waggon-frame
(1} Winnowing. - The operation of thmshnitf

yielded a confused mass of grain, chaff, and brokon

straw, wh 'i
; 'i to be winnowed. Two im-

plements -, , this process the shovel

and the fan (Is 3024 ). With these the mixed mass
was tossed into the air, against the wind. The
chaff was blown away (Ps I 4

), the straw fell a little

distance off, and the grain at the feet of the win-

nower. Where, as at large public threshing-floors*
there was an accumulation of chaff, it was burned

(Mt 313
). The chopped straw ($$ Is II7

) wan used
as fodder for cattle.

(/) Sifting. The winnowed grain still contained
an admixture of small stones and particles of clay,

stubble, and unbruised ears, and also of smaller

poisonous seeds such as tares, and so stood in need
of yet fui

'

ii i"
1

- 1
,'!

" TMs was effected by
means of sifting l'i in"i!i in Palestine the sieve

m common use is a wooden hoop with a mesh made
of camel - hide This implemen

1

i-i.-b-i'-K !

sponds to the rn;q (Mbharah) of .' u n 1

1 1-, .
,
\i i

99 ). The mesh was wide enough to allow the

separated grains to pass through, but retained the
unthreshea ears, which were cast again on the
.

" " " " * In Is 3028 another implement is

-I, -,, inapkah), which both AV and UV
render 'sieve'' It is not quite certain, however,
that the ndphah was really a sieve. If it was, it

may have resembled the modern gkirbal, which i&

of smaller mesh than the kebh&rah (Arab. kirbal}>
and permits only broken grains and dust to pass
through, while retaining the unbruised kernels.

The sifted grain was collected in large heaps,
and, pending its removal to the granary, the
<.v. ri ! '. -..I'll against thieving, slept oy the
I'M. .'

: -j ,!,> .'I! i 37). In the Gospels there i*

one reference to sifting (Lk 2281
).

(k) Storage. In the NT a granary is called

AroOtw (Mt 626 1380 , Lk 1218 * 24
). In the OT quite

a variety of names occuis (nfajipt? Ex I 11 ; D'pgtj Dt
288 ; D'DZJtp Jer 5026

; 0159 Ps '14418 ; rrnyx and
jYmos Jl i 17). But though the nomenclature is

so rich, of the construction and character of those

granaries we know nothing. Some of them were
I'H/bjiljU ^'ic'l-, and may have resembled the flat-

looii-d iju ililm^ used in Egypt for storing grain,
Others may have been dry wells, or cisterns, or
caves hewn out of the rock, such as are common in
modern times The grain stored in these maga-
zines will remain good for years.
TIP n. ui I"*

'
1 '!'!- 77 vi uf i*

,
\\ \\\\ , R k

i/i',ffer,- -

22**n , \ ''_*( In i"n, It

det MIK/II a
,
^i i-h,

son, -l/i-*"/i' / "/ *i

<><(
, ', I in, up,

f Zeit
A /'" (/ I oik** ftwi, i \n , \\ilkitt-
^' -ui . Tnomson, Ji>f Lcti.'J an i the

r Lnn'is an' C^ti.-nH, ZftPV Ix, ;

,pa*iiim , n^evvirror, 7)? lantlviith8dHnfthch*n Bildw
unct Mctaphein t. tl poet ffuch d Alt Tent , Hasinijys' J)B%

SLtidtfncyc Bill &v 'Agncultiure.'

HUGH DUNCAN.
AHAZ.One of the kings of Judah (c. 735*

720 B.C.), named in St Matthew's genealogy of
our Lord (Mt I9 ).

AHIMELECH See ABIATHAR.

AKELDAMA. The name given in Ac I 18 to the
field purchased with the price of Judas' treachery.

* In this case the meaning of ' the least qram ' in Am 99 must
be ' the least pebble

'

(so Preuschen, ZATW, 1895, p 24) Others
(e g Driver, Joel and Amos, p 221 ; Nowack and Marti in their
Comm ad loe ) take the word iva (z&rtor, lit

'

pebble ') to stand
here for a gram of wheat, while admitting that the word is not
elsewhere so used. On this supposition the action of the
kebharah would be similar to that of the modern ghurbal de-
scribed above
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The tine reading seems to be (UeASayudx (B ; ef

'\ V '-, KA 61, etc. ; a/feX5at^a%, I); a/ce\3a/xd\,

K) rathei than the TR cue-XSa/tm ; and the iinal

aspnate is heie of importance, as will be seen
The two accounts of the death of Judas (Mt 27 3f *

an<l Ac I
18f

} are hard to reconcile (see JUDAS,
and art in Expositor foi June 1904, by the present
wiitei) ; but it IH sufficient to note here thai they
aie clearly independent of each other. l\\>* -.iliem

icaturcs of the M.attha?an tradition are (/7>) Judas
stricken with remorse returned the money paid to
him as the mice of his treachery; (b) he nanged
himself in clespair, nothing being said as to the
scene of his suicide ; (c) the priests bought with
the money a iield known as 'the Potter'* Field,'
which (ct) thenceforth was called dypbs afy-earos, the
allusion being to the blood of Christ, shed through
the treachery of Judas ; (0) the field was devoted
to the purpose of a cemetery for foieigneis. In

Acts, on the other hand, (a) nothing is said of a

refunding of the money by Judas j (6)liis death was
not self-inflicted, nor was it caused by hanging ;

it is described as due to a fall and a !, :.!(

rupture of the abdomen ; (c) the iield v ,1 i-. . ! ,

by Judas himself, and not by the priests ; (d) no-

thing is said of its former use as a *

potter's field,'

nor (c) of i lie purpose for which it was used after the
death of Judn^ ; (j ) the blood which gave its name
to the field was that of Judas, by which it was
fleliled, for (g) the field Akeldama is identified with
the place of his death, a fact of which there ia no
mention in Matthew. /

The only point common to the two accounts is

that the name by which the field was known in

the next jreneiniion after Judas' death was an
Aramaic \\oid ^luch was variously rendered d/yp6s

ctljuctros and xwptoi' afyxaros by Mt. and Luke. JLk

gives a transliteration of tins Aramaic name ; he

says it was d/ceX5a^d%, that is, he understands it as

equivalent to Npt Spn
* Field of Blood.

9 And <i/ceA-

Sa^x ^, wo doubt,' a possible transliteration of

these Hebrew words, for we have other instances

of final K beinj- lepie-omeJ by the Greek x, as,

e#., in the UIIIMIOM !:\/x
-
^TD- But we should

not expect a final Y although it might be defended,
if the last part of the Aramaic title were wp\ ; the

presence of % suggests rather that the Aramaic
title ended with the letters "p*i. Now it is remark-
able that

~~-
-K'ju.j.-V'u. so that Koi^r^piov

* ceme-

tery' \\onlil be the ovact equivalent of W] ^RjJ.
And Klostcrmann (Prolfevne vw> Aposteltexte^ p. 6 ff. )

has suggested that this was really the name by
which the field was known to the native Jews,
and that we have here a corroboration of St.

Matthew's tradition *to bury strangers in' (Mt
277

) This conjecture is confirmed T>y the fact,

which has been pointed out above, that the signifi-

cance of the name *

Field of Blood
' was differently

understood by Mt. and Luke, When we have two
mill e\plann non- offered of a place name \\, is

probable linn the name itself if- a coimpuon of

KMMO oihei akin in sound, but not in sense.

The evidence, (hen. points to the following con-

clusions. The held \\lnch \\v purchased with the

wages of Judas -was oiiginally a 4

potter's field,' or

pit, in the neighbourhood of Jeiusalem It may
have "been (as Chrifctian tradition had it aftcrwaid-0
the place in the Valley of JJinnom where the

potter of Jeremiah's day pur-Mied his craft (Jer 182

] 93
) ; but of this there is no hint in the NT, for the

reference to Jeremiah in the text of Mt 279 is an
. inadvertence, the passage quoted by the Evangelist

being Zee II 18 This '

potter's field' was used as a

burial-gi ound for strangers,
and so was called Vpcj

-|ip-r
= ccemeterium. Witnm half a century the name

became corrupted to
K^-J Sprr

' the Field of Blood,'
the allusion being variously interpreted of the

blood of Christ and the blood of Judas.

There is no good leason to doubt the identity of
the modern HakL ed-Dumvi, on the south bank of
the Valley of Hmnom, with the ' Akeldamach ' of
Lk and the aypb? ai/m-ros of Matthew. The early
pilgnniH, eg. Antoninus (570) and Arculf (685),
describe its site with sufficient accuracy, and so do
the later medieval travelleis.

Tuulition
"

celdama, the field purchased
with Judas'

,.
from the scene of his death

a distinction ot sites uhicli, though inconsistent with Ac 1,
is compatible with Mt ,

as has been pointed out above Thus
Antoninus places \ .', hoc est, ager sanguinis, m quo
omnes peiegpini

-
.

'

l ( 26), near SiloanI , but the fig--

tree * on which Judas hanged himself
' was shown him on the

N.E. ot the city ( 17). Arculf seems to place the latter upon
the Hill of Evil Counsel ( 18), where it is shown at the present
day , but the tradition has not been constant, the l

elder-tree
'

of Judas having been pointed out to Su J. Maundeville (in l(Sth

cent.) near Absalom's pillar

The best description of Hakk ed-Dumm, and of
the buildings which remain of the old charnel

house, will be found in an article by Schick (PEFSt,
1892, p. 283ft'.), It is Gjute possible, as he says,
that this wan once the site of a potter's cave ; and
clay used to be taken, up to quite recent times, from
a rjlace a little higher up the Hill of Evil Counsel.
This : . i il

|
! < i was much used in Crusading

times ii'',o<
i

'i,
: came to be regarded as an honour

to be buried m Akeldama, HO completely were the
old associations of horror forgotten or ignored.

J. H. BERNARD.
ALABASTER (d\dpa<rrpQ$ or dXdfiaa-Tpov in

secular writers always d\d(3acrrpo$ [more correctly
dXdSao-ros], though with a heterog. plur. dXd^aa-rpa ;

in NT onjy in acciis., and only once with art.,
which is found in different MSS in all the genders

T-i)v, TQV, TO [Tisch., Treg., WTL Me>or, Alford

prefer TJ^]). ?The word occurs foui nuu^ in the

Gospels Mt 267
, Mk 14^'^, Lk 787 . The Oriental

alababter, so called from the locality in Egypt (the
town of Alabastron, near Tell el-Amarna)

* where
it is found in greatest abundance, is a species of

marble softer and more easily worked than the

ordinary marble. It was so frequently used for

luildii 11
; pU'CiMU*- ointment that d\dpa<rrpo$ came to

be a ^\ IIOM\ rn i->r an unguent box (Theoer. xv 114 ;

Herod, m.'iiu). Horace (Od. iv. 12. 17) uses onyx
in the same way.

In all threo of the Gospel narratives emphasis is

laid on the rohlhncts of tho offering made to our
Lord. The ointment was that with which monarchs
were anointed. Judas valued it at three hundred
pence, If we bear in mind that a denarius was a

day's wage for ordinary labour, it would represent
about four shillings of our money, and unguent
and box would have a value of something like 60.

Mary 'brake the box.' This is generally inter-

preted as merely meaning
* unfastened the seal

3

;

but is it not in accordance alike with a profound
instinct of human natuie and with Oriental ideas

to interpret the words literally ? The box which
had been lendered sacred by holding the ointment
with which Jesus was anointed would never be put
to a lower use.

This incident is the gospel protest against phil-

anthropk utiliiarianism*
* Man shall not live by

bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out

of the mouth of God.' we have heie the warrant
foi the, oxpcndituio of money on everything that

niakeb for the higher life of man. Whalevei tends
'

10 uplift the imagination, to ennoble and purity
1

the emotion?, to it-line the taste, and thu* to ncld

to the spiritual value of life, is good, and is to be

encouraged. Jesus claims our best He inspires
us to be and do our best, and the first-fruits or all

the higher faculties of the soul are to be devo,tecl

to Hun. See, fui ther, art. ANOINTISTG i 2.

A.

* The reverse supposition is possible, that the

its name from the material (see Encyc Bibl 1. 108).



4:2 ALEXANDER AND EUFUS ALMSGIVING

ALEXANDER AND RUFUS. The S;uiopti-t- all

record that the Saviom's cross was borne by one

Simon of Cyrene. St. Mark (15
21

) alone adds that

he was ' the father of Alexander and Rufns.' From
this we gather that, when the Second Gospel was

written, the sons of him who bore the cross were

followers of the Crucified, and men of prominence
and note in the Church. This information as to

the two sons of Simon being Alexander and Rufus,
is also found in the Gospel of Nicodemus (ch. 4).

The name Alexander appears in Ac 46 1933, 1 Ti I 20
,

2 Ti 414
, but there is not th-

-'|
i

' '

for

M Miif\ n>" any one of these * .< \ , r of

\R l-
In the case of Rufus, however, it has generally

been considered that he i- p'MM.n-h the same as

the Rufus who, with his in<.iii k

i, i- saluted by St.

Paul in Ro 1613
('PoO^op rbv &Xe/n-d? lv Kvpltp). And

if this is so, it tells us that not only the sons of

Simon of Cyrene, but his wife also, were members
of the Church Lightfoot supports this view, ^and
Swete considers that it has

'

-<mc jiiobjil-iliU
'

In St. Paul's Epistle to the riii'ij^iin- \\MIUM
from Rome, occurs a salutatior -(iiMoiliPl HP Ji

at Philippi from Caesar's household (4
22

). Lightfoot
has compared the list of names of those to whom
St. Paul sends greeting in his letter to the Romans
(ch. 16) with the names in the lists of the house-
hold which occur in the inscriptions, and on the
name Rufus he writes (PMippians

7
, p. 176)

* Rufus is a very ordinary name, and would not have claimed
notice here but for its occurrence in one of the Gospels. There
seems no reason to doubt the tradition that St Mark wrote

especially for the Romans ; and if so, it is worth remarking
that he alone cf i T " ^ - -

",
* %nbes Simon of Cyrene as

the "father of \N \, ,. i< -
'

(1521). A person of this

name, therefore, seems to have held a prominent place among
1

the Roman Christians and thus there is at least fair ground
-\ ' - .. -o r r^j ->- ,.

-\th.T! ",. "l M,
'

I . of n i- : P ,i-
'

. v
'

this fact is of no value
where both names are so common '

In connexion with Bishop TmlitfoniV note, it is

v.o-'hx of notice that in "Poljo.np
*

Epistle to the
IM 1 ii'iii'- (9) we find lyiijniu*- Zozimus, and
Rufus adduced as example*-, itli si Paul and the
rest of the Apostles, of men who had obo\ od the
woid ",'. ! and exercised all patience,
'and i *i "

.< < place that was due to them
from -

, 1 !-, .

'

v horn also they suffered ; for

they loved not this present world, but Him who
diei and was raised again by God for us.'

In the Acts of Andrew and of Peter, Rufus and
Alexander appear as the companions of Peter,
Andrew, and Matthias, but no further information
is given. J. B. BRISTOW.

ALJLEaORY. See PARABLE.

ALMSGIYING '>-,.
' '

[For the history of
the word, and Jev. i-li ! 1-ri^ see Hastings' DB
i. 67]. Only on three occasions does our Lord in
the NT employ the word (Mt 61"4

, Lk II41 and 1288
).

But these texts by no means exhaust His teaching
on the subject. All the Gospels witness to His
interest in it. Mk. contains the incidents of the
Rich. Young Man whom He told, 'Yet one thing
thou. lackest : go, sell all that thou hast, and give
to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in

heaven; (10
21
); the Widow's Mite (|-2); arid the

emphatic praise of Mary of Bethany (14
7
). Jn.

again exhibits all Christ's miracles as so many
chantie-* (i.q. 21'11

), 'good works' which Christ
*<ho \vetl >ou from the Father' (10

32
) ; tells the

l-or<r< defence of Mary"* act (12
8
) ; and drops a hint

twice over (12
b and 1339 ) of Christ's own practice of

giving -onurhni<r to the poor out of His scanty
\tnll<>i Bill 11 I-. St. Matthew the converted tax-

Eatherer
who left all and followed Him, and St.

uke the beloved physician, with his abounding

sympathy foi wretchedness of every sort, who hav<

preserved to us the most numerous and ahiking ot

His sayings on the subject.
The general character of oui Lord's teaching

concerning Ali.-;i\
:n- has been described as in

close accord.- 1 1" "ill the Jewish thought oi tin*

time, even in points where we -should have least-

expected it. Certainly He endorses and very mudt
enhances the praise of \hn-_;i\inii which we find hi

the OT (o.g. Ps 41 1
,
Pi 1'J

7
/ JJii -l-

;

). But in deal-

ing with the teachings of the Apocrypha, which
!'.,

'"
-eflect more closely the views He found

i. , .- . He discriminates. If, on the one hand,
Me combines (Mt62 - 8 - 16

) Aim-fining, Prayer, and

Fasting, as in To 128
,
and descubes Alm^iving as

providing a treasure in the heavens which taileth

not (Lk 1233), as m yjr 491? .

yet, on the other

hand, He explicitly condemns (Mt 6s
) the notion

countenanced in Bir 31 11 [LXX, 34n] that alms

may be done to gam a reputation for piety ; while

in Mt 545 He directly contradicts both the precept
and the doctrine of Sir 125"7 ' Give not to the un-

godly ... for the Most High hateth sinners, and
will repay vengeance.'
Almsgiving is, according to Christ, a duty even

towards our enemies, and those with whom wo
have little to do (Mt S48'45

, Lk 6s8 -8* HF) ; it is a
means whereby we may conform ourselves to tho

example of our Father which is in heaven (Mt 54
*,

Lk 6^) ; it is the first exercise of righteousness
(Mt 61"4

). As eliminating from our enjoyment of

material things the elements of unthankfulness
and selfishness, it is the true way to purify them
for our use (Lk II43

). To obtain the means of

,iju-; i\iu we may jooliialilv part with earthly
goods, because we shjill ili<"i'i>\ provide ourselves
with *

purses which wax not old/ arid raise our

hearts, with our treasures, to heaven (Lk It^- 31
).

In certain cases, like that of the liich Young
Ruler, it may be needful for a man to sell all and
distribute to the poor (Mt 1921

, Mk 10yl
,
Lk 18 s

") ;

while the poor whom we may make our friends by
using *the mammon of iinn^liiooxi^u'-*-

'

for their

benefit, are able, by then gi.itvful pi.iyors for us,
to * receive us, when ^t (our wealth)* has failed

us, into the eternal tabernacles' (Lk 16M3 parable
of the Unjust Steward). Even trilling alms, given
in the name of a disciple, are sure to be rewarded
(Mt 1042 ). And surely in those words of the Good
Samaritan to the innkeeper,

* Whatsoever thou
spendest more, when (not, if) I come again I will

repay thee' (Lk 1035), we must discern the voice of
our Lord Himself : since no one butHe can be cortai n,

either of returning (Ja 418
), or of ability to reward

the ministrations of love. His rewards, when He
does come, will surprise some, who did not realize
that in ministering to 'his brethren' they minis-
tered to Him (Mt 253W*). On the other hand, for
the rich to indulge themselves, and neglect their

poor neighbour, is the way for them to Gehenna
(Lk 16iai parable of the Kioh Man and Lazarus) ;

and the omission of the duty will be a ground of
condemnation at the Last Day (Mt 254&

).

Other notices, though less direct, are worth con-

sidering, e.g. our Lord's injunction to the Twelve,
*

Freely ye have received, freely give' (Mt 108
) ;

His own compassionate feeding of the hungry
multitudes (Ml 14 lo33

, Mk 6^ 8*, Lk 91!J

) ; Hi*
rebuke of the Rabbis' rule, that when sons had
rashly or selfishly taken the vow of Corban, they
must no longer be suffered to do aught for their
father or their mother (Mt 155

, Mk 7 11
) ; His ac-

ceptance of the Jews' intercession for the Gentile
who had built them a synagogue (Lk 7fi

) ; the praise
of the women who ministered unto Him of their
substance (8

3
) ; His advice, when we make a feast,

to invite the poor (14
13

) ; and the vow of the peni-
tent Zacchseus, 'The half of my goods! give to the
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nooi' (19
R
). Noi may we omit 'the words of the

Lord Jesus,' quoted by St. Paul, but pieserved by
St. Luke (Ac 203r>

),
* It is more blessed to give than

to receive.'

We do not find in the teaching of our Lord Him-
self any of those cautions, which aie so dear to the

present day, against excessive aliu-jixln^ ; though
doubtless' St. Paul 'had the mind ot Christ* (1 Co
2 Ih

) when he laid down his rule,
4
If any man will

not woik, neither let him eat' (2 Th 310
). Not

far, at any rate, from this is Ihs paiable of the
Labourers in the Vineyaid (Mt 20 1 " 1

"}, wheie Jesus
describes God under the figure of a rich and generous
householder who gives work and wages (not mere
alms) to those who are able to work, asks with

surprise of such, 'Why stand ye heie all the day
idle?' and, on learning it was then misfortune and
not their fault, makes them work for the last hour,
yet pays them a whole day's wages.
We have seen how Christ condemns the doing of

alms to have gloiy of men. He exposes also the

ugliness of boasting of our giving before God (Lk
1 ^"

11

p. ,-- of the Pharisee and the Publican);
, ... justice, mercy, and truth are of in-

'

.
*.\ .M'I ...| !. than nuuutc scrupulous-
111

. I, x down the compiehensive
principle that, however there may be oppui umii 10-

lor us to do more than we have been e.\p1i<iLl.v

eonwnundGd, yet we never can do moi' 1 than v\

owe to God :
* When ye have done all, say, We are

unprofitable servants . we have done that which it

was our duty to do
'

(Lk 17 10
). Again, by His own

ox.implc, in the case of the woman of Canaan (Mt
l.VN -'

s

),
lie cuts oil another unworthy motive, too

often active in our so-coli-il ,ilni-:i\ in/ i^'wish
to get rid of a begirar'n p JIMP. MY, v ! iV. both
in the case of this won .m H.U >i "i-i ^:Ui the
issue of blood (Mt 920

,
Mk fr5

, Lk 8W), He shows

by II is own cx-mii/h- that true kindness is not in-

discriminate, but lake-- the most careful account,
not BO much of the immediate and material, as of

the ultimate and spiritual benefit which may be
done, by its assistance, to the alllicted or the needy.
The soul's wollbeing is higher than the body s.

And, of course, oin ulm-^i\ MIL;, like all our works,
is to be done in -nbjcciiuu i< the two command-
ments which are ihe'-t.iudinu Uw of His kingdom,
that we love the Lord our God with all our heart
and all our wind, and that we love our neighbour
asourself (Mt22am ||).

1 i"i-\"pr -IV-Ml- 'Jir O>M. ii.on i ani ^ on passages referred
j '. ,i- ,l i> c- r i, /.' t -I <ni '
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ALOES. We have in the NT only one reference
to aloes, Jn 198i>

, where Nicodemus brings myrrh
and aloes with him, when he joins Joseph of Ari-
mathea in t uking a\\ a\ 1 lie body of Jo^iis for burial.

In English, aloe
1

i*. iUod to designate (1) Aloe wl*
</ari$, A. spwata^ etc,, of the natural order Lili-

kceoe, from which the medicine known as * bitter

aloes
?

is obtained ; (2) Agave Americana, or
American aloe, of the order Amaryllidaceaj, a

plant which is noted for its long delay in flowering,
and for the iapidit\ with -\\hich it at length
puts forth its flowering stalk; and (3) Aquilaiia
Ayullocha, Aq semndana, etc,, of the order Aqui-
lanaceu?, from which is obtained the aloes-wood
or eagle-wood of commerce The substance so

named is the result of disease occurring in the
wood of the tiee To obtain it, the tiee has to be

split, as it 1-5 found in the centre. With this eagle-
wood are probably to be identiiied the aloes of the
Bible.

The grounds on which this identification rests

are chiefly these .(1) Under the name dyd\\oxoi>

JDioscorides (i. 21) describes an aromatic wood
which was pnpoiiod from India and Arabia, and
was not onl\ n-od lor medicinal pinpOM- but also
burned instead of frankincense Sum In 1 1\ Celsius
(Hierobot. i 135 if.) discusses refei ences "of Arab
wiiteis to many varieties of aqhdliiji found in
India and Ceylon which gave off, when burned, a
sweet fragrance, and which were used as a perfume
foi the veiy same purposes as those which ' aloes

'

seived among the Jews (Ps 458
, Pi 7 17

, Ca 414
).

Quite analogous is the employment of aloes for
i I* . ; the coverings ot the dead (Jn 19^; cf
.' i hi .

("2) ID is practically certain that dyd\\oxov and
aghdlujt, and also the Hebrew D^PJK (fthcLlfan,) and
ni^nx (tihdlQth), are derivatives of the Sanskrit word
aguru, of which the term *

eagle-wood
'

is itself a
corruption. If this etymology is correct, it indi-

cates that both the name and the commodity were
brought from the Far East (cf T-IJ, Sanski it narada).
The Greek d\6y and our own k aloe

'

may be from
the same loot.

(3) There was an active trade in spices carried
on in ancient times, not on" Phoenicia
but also thiough the Syrian \ deserts,
so that there is no great "*.""

"

\ m supposing
that aloes

J were brought f: > I : i . These con-
siderations seem to afford sufficient justiiication
for the belief that eagle-wood was the aloes of the
Biblical wiiters. HUGH DUNCAN.

ALPHA AND OMEGA. A solemn .W.iiHiion of

divinity, of Jewish origin, peculiar to the Book of

llevelation. In Bev I 8 it is applied to Himself by
1 the Almigbtv,

5

with obvious lelation to Ex 3"
(cf. v. 4 ) and Is 414 44()

(for the LXX rendering of mrr

niN^ by Tra.vTQKpdrup, cf. Am 313 4 ltJ

). In Eev 21 6

also the epithet is applied not to the Son but to
the Father, as shown by the context (cf. verses a

*a voice out of the throne,'
5 'He spake that is

seated on the throne,'
7 *

I will be his God and he
shall be my son'). In 22ia it is placed in a derived
sense (*.e.

*

I, the primary ol.je I mid ultimate ful-

iilment of God's promise ; in tli naouth of the

glorified Jesus. This transfer of a Divine title to
the Son fumi-hoM a pioulciu of great interest for
the eailv development 01 Chnstology ; for, as.

K. H. Charlo^ point a out (Hastings' VB i. p. 70),
*

although HI lies 1" [add '2 1
s
] this title is used of

God the Father, it seems to be confined to the Son
in Patristic and suW<iupnl literature

'

1. Origin and biffmjicrtnrt (a) -The simplest
and most primary use of this figure, deiived as
it is from the first and last terms of the alphabet,
which with Greeks and Hebrews were also those
of numerical notation, is common to several lan-

guages. Thus in English we have the expression
'from A to Z.' Schoettgen (Hor. Heb. i. 1086)
adduced from Jalkut Hubein, fol. 17. 4, 'Adam
transgressed the whole law from K to n '

; and
48. 4, 'Abraham kept the law from K to n.' As
Cremer,shows(jTA00. Wdrterbuch, p. 1), this lias no

bearing on the case except 1 : MI i-mlli Tn

Jalkut Mwb. 128. 3, God is s,.,- ; i-,- . l*u.i-l

from K to n (because Lv 163 * lfa

begins with K and
ends with n), but to curse only from i to n (because
Lv 1614"48

begins with i and ends with D). R. H.
Charles (I.e.) adds examples of this (general) use
from Martial (v. 26 and ii. 57) and Theodoret

(HE\v 8).

(ft) In the later, more philosophical, period of

Hebrew literature similar expiessions are applied
to God, as indicative of His omnipiesence and
eternal existence. God, as the Being from whom
all things pioceed and to whom they tend, is thus
contrasted in Deutero-Isaiah with heathen divini-

ties (41
4 4310

[cf. Ex 314
] 446 4812

). Here the best

example is the Cabbalistic designation of ths
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Shekinah as nx, according to Buxtorf= c

principium
et finis' (Lex. Chald Talm et Rabb ).

But a threefold designation of God as the Eter-

nal is also employed. The Jerusalem Targum on
Ex 314 so interprets the Divine name (* qui fuit,

est, et erit, dixit mundo ')> and the Targ Jonathan
on Dt 329 (' ego ille est, qui est, et qm fuit, et qui
erit

3

). So also, according to Bousset (ad Rev I4 ),

Shemoth E. iii. f. 105. 2, Midrash Tilhm 117 2,

Bereshitk E on Dn 1021 (the
*

writing of nDN

truth= the seal of God.' See below). Thus in

He 210 God is both end and means of all things (di

tiv, Si oC rd Trdz/ra) ; in Ro 1 186
' Of him, through him,

and unto him are all i'lin.!-*' ; cf. Kev I4.

Instances of o\pie UM:- of like implication
applied to the Deity (6 0efo), or to individual

divinities, are naturally still more common in

Greek philosophical hteratuie, so that, as Justin

says {(ad Grcecos, xxv ),

*

Plato, when i :\ !i',l\

expressing the attributes of God's eternity, saw,
c * God is, as the old tradition runs, the end and the
middle of all things

"
; plainly alluding to .the Law

of Moses.' The tradition was indeed 'old' in

Plato's day, but there are many more probable
sources than Ex 314 for Plato. We need refer only
to the song of the Peleiada? at Dodona : Z<n>s fy,

Zetos Am?, Zei>$ &r<rercu (Paus. x. 12. 5) ; and the

Orphic saying, Zei>$ irpwros yfrero, Zete ^crraros

d/>%t/cpawos, Zei)s /ce0a\?7, Zefo fj.crcra, /c.r.X. (Lobeck,
\ni... /., , ,, 521, 523, 5301) Similai attributes

!ii< 'i;-]ln(L ! Athene and Asclepius in examples
quoted by Wetstem. Notoriously the Jewish

apologists had been beforehand with Justin Mar-
tyr in ascribing to Moses the larger and more
philosophical conceptions of Deity enunciated by
the |hil>*ophoi- ; and from these writings of the
period of Revelation and earlier it is possible to
demonstrate the existence of a Jewish kerygma
if-! 1 ',1 i-fi-i -:)!,,!

;
i , i-Y iulrii'i ri- I u k

ji
1

. i < I
s

! I t i
,i

; . i "is ,)! 'MM v . M

Is 44btt ' with the expression borrowed in Kev I
8 21 6

,

or its
' *

,he central feature. Josephus
(c. Ap- * .1- [ed. Niese]), contrasting the
law of Moses on this subject with luMilitiii-ni.

calls it
' our doctrine (\6yo$) concerning God nud

His worship.' What he designated 'the first com-
mandment is easily i eco^iii/iiblc as part of such
a kerygma, and seems to be derived from the same
Jewish apologist pseudo - Hecatseus (c. 60 B.C.)
whom he quotes in c. Apion. i. SIS* 20 1 4onrJ ii

43. It is traceable already in the l .i r i i .1 , ,i , i
-

idolatry in theJj9. of Avisteas (\M 111- ,!.,
'

Wisdom of t
Solomon (chapters 13-14). The Pro-

cemium of the oldest Jewish Sibyl (Sib. Or. v.

7-8, 15) has :

' There is one God Omnipotent, im-
measurable, eternal, almighty, invisible, alone all-

seeing, Himself unseen. , . . Worship Him, the
alone existent, the Ruler of the world, who alone
is from eternity to eternity.' It appears again in
Christian adaptation in Ac 1724

"81
(cf. 1415-1% 1 Th

I 9 10
, Ro I18

'34 Wis II28 136 - 10 1412-*2
-27

); in the

fragment of the Kerygnw Petri, quoted in Clem.
Strom vi 5. 39-43 (Frags. 2 and 3 ap, Preuschen,
Antileg. p. 52: els 6e6$ fartv, fls &PX*lv K&rruv
iroL-r)ffv Kal r\ov$ %ov<rtav ^x tj>}V K r\ ) in the

Apology ofArisMes; Tatian's Oro,tion\v ; Athena-
goras, Leg. xiii , and the Ep to Dtoqn. in It

begins in Josephus 6'n Bcos ZXCL

iravTeXys Kal ftaKtipios, ai)ros airy Kal ira,(riv
,

apx?) ai (JLecra Kai rcXos OVTOS TWV. TTCIVTWV ' He
is the beginning and middle and end of all things'
(t

1

Apton 11 190)
On the othei Iiand, the apologetic and eschato-

logical literature, which Rabbinic Judaism after
the rise of Christian speculation more and more
excluded, from canonical u-*e, shows a marked ten-

dency to offset these heathen demiurgic ascriptions

J^y similar ones applied not directly to God but to

a hypostatized creative Wisdom (Pr 8"--'"', Wis 7
21

8 1 94 y
,
Sir 24*'-

2S
,
Bar 3 () --}7

), 01 Lo an angelic Being
endowed with the same domimgic sittiilmts (2 Ks

.

The statement of Rabbi Kohlcr (Je truth Knrycl.
i p 438) is therefore correct regarding the phrase
in Rev I

8 and 21 b
if not in 2213 ' This i.s not simply

a pai.ipln JIM- of IH 44({ u I am the first and the last,
'

but the Hellenissed form of a well-known Rab-
binical dictum, "The seal of God is Kmet, \vhit'h

means Truth, and is derived from the letters DON,
the iirst, the middle, and the last letters of the

Hebrew alphabet, the ^
"

."-, the middle, and
the end of all things." l-i !' words, we must
realke the metaphysical development of Jewish

theology which had taken place between Deutero-
Isaiah and Revelation. The passages adduced by
Kohler from Joma 69^ and Sank. 64^, and in par-
ticular Jerus, Job. xii. 13, Gen. tt. IxxxL, snow
the early prevalence of this in eipieMium of Dn
1021 e

l shall show thee what i in;iiK<-i! npon the

writing of truth (note nnaa), as the signum of (*od ;

for, says Simon ben Lavish,
U N is the first, D the

middle, and n the last letter of the alphabet."
'

This being the name of God according to Is 44, ex-

plained Jerus. Sank. i. ISa,
'
I am the first [having

1

had none from whom to receive the kingdom] ; T

am the middle, there being none who shaies the

kingdom with me ; [and I am the last], there being
none to whom I shall hand the kingdom of the
world

'

It would seem probable, however, con-

sidering the connexion with Is 448 (' iirt and last,'
the passage is a commonplace of early Christian-
Jewish polemic), that the Cabbalistic form rm is

the earlier, the middle term having ncilm]>*> been
inserted in opposition to Jewish angclolo^u'.'il and
Christian cosmological -*]uMi1:uioii Cf Uev U 1T

and 165 with I
4 48 , and 2 I .- (" \\ hei e Uriel, Hpeak-

ing in the name of the Creator, says,
* In the

'

"'.i* when the earth was made . . . then
.. !- . these things, and thevail we i e through
me alone, and through none other: as by me
also they fahall be ended, and by none other ') with
He 210

.

In 1 Co 8* we have a signiiicant addition to the
two-term ascription,

* One Gotl, the Father, of ($?)
whom are all things, and we unto (eh) him.' St.
Paul (or his Corinthian converts) adds,

* And one
Lord Jesus Christ, through whom are all thitiKw,
and we through him.' This addition marks the

parting of the
t
ways for Jewish and Christian

t

theology, impjying a mediating hyuohtiiMs identi-
fied with Chi 1st, that is, a Wisdom"-Logos doctrine,
That in Rev I8 and 216 the phrase is still applied
in the purely Jewish sense to God the Father alone,
is placed beyond j 11 du:il>i l.ytbe connected ascrip-
tions, especially > ' *'< '> \v /cal 6 ^%6/Aeyos (not 35

a-6,u,vos) connecting I8 with I
4

.

Why, and in what sense, the term A-Q is applied
in Rev 2212

by the Conned Christ to Himself, U
the piobleia remaining ; and this independently of
the question of composite authorship, for to the
final redactor, whose date can scarcely be later
than A D 93, there was no incompatibility

(c) Besides the metaphysical or cosmotogical de-

velopment, which we ha\e traced m connexion
with the Divine title A-fi froni Peutero-Isaiah
through Wisdom and pseudo-Aristeas to its bi-

furcation in Jewish and Christian theology con-
temporary with the Book of Revelation, we have
a parallel development of csrhntologicnl chaiacter
Jehovah is contrasted with the gods of the heathen
in Is 41 28-

w

27
42

9 4S9 - 10 446 > 7* a6 452M6 ' 10 48s - 5 la
,

also, and indeed primarily, as 'first and last* in
the sense of director of all things to the fulfilment
of His predeclarcd purpose, i e. confirmer andful-
filler of His promise of redemption (44

7
). And

manifestly the development of this idea of Jehovah
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as Miiht and last
1

in the icdeinptive 01 soteno-

logieal souse, would be inoie cou<oiiia,l to liebiew

thought than the metaphysical, although cosmo-

logy [)la}s a &ieat and IIH i< .i-ii'j pail in apoea-

Ijptif htoiatuie In the "iili-i nuno'i oi 6 cpxo^vos
toi the anticipated 6 ecrfaevos m llev I

l 4s
(ef. II 17

16) lecallmg Mt ll (< and He 1<F, \ve have evidence
ot the apocalyptic tendency to conceive of God by
piehiience

I Jut the (
t intervention of Jehovah

is necessarily conceived as thiough some personal,
human, or at least angelic (Mai .'J

1

,
2 Ks 5% ) agency,

even when creative and coRmoJogical functions aie

still attributed to Jehovah dnectly, without any,
or with no moie than an impei^onal, mtoi mediate

agency. Hence, while in Ke\ l
h

a,s in I
4 and 21 s

Jehovah Himself,
f the Alpha and Oiuc&a, the be-

ginning and the end,' is also 6 tyxfywos, there is

no escape for any believer in Jesus fiom tians-

ferrmg the title in this sotenological sense to Him
a,s Messiah This will be the case whether his

cosmology requires a Lo&os-doctrlne for demiurgic
functions, as with Ht. Paul, the Epistle to^the
Hebiews, and lln H-uin F\, 'u^i- or not. (The
only liJKCof aiiii I 'ii'o- i,u< r im i-- IH'XOIX Mipoi-
Hcial touch Kev 10wl ')- ^hus m Kev 1": >* the

Tsaian title 'the iirst and the last' is applied to

Christ, anJ in 3 14 He is called
' the Amen . . . the

beginning of the creation of Clod.' The titles are

combined in 221J
, wheie we should peih<ip- lender

(Benson, A/tot'ftlt/pse t 1900, p. 26),
*

I, the Alpha
and the Omega (am coming), the iirst and the last,

the beginning and the end.' Ab fit -i^-U tb i,j

maintained (on llev I
8
),

* In this <iu !.-i,i' in ih

Omc^a is to be regarded as emphatic*. It is equi-
valent to saying, As I am the Alpha, ao am I also

the Omega. The beginning is surety for the end
"

(cf. Ph l
t5

). For this reason it is perhaps also

better to connect the words Nai, 'A/^*> of I
7 with

v.*
*

Verily, verily, I am the Alpha and the

Omega' ('iWy, BM. Apamlypties, 1898, p. 281)^
The true wenwe, and at the same time the origin

and explanation of this applicntiou of the Divine

title, IH to be found, as betore, in the Epistles of

St. Paul In 2 Co I 20 the promises of God, ho\y-
soever many they "be, are said all to have then-

Yea in Christ, And, because this is so, it is

further declared,
' the Amen is also through him

'

The conception that Christ ia the Amen or fulfil-

ment of an the promises of God, a.s 'heir of all

things' and we 4

joint heirs with him' (Ro 418 817,

I Co 32a ,
He I

2
,
Kev 217

), i- impamtm:1\ familiar

tout Fi K'pio-oiil-. the -iiMiili<iiu< of the term
in ih i

o^i'hciiologicnl application We are much
less inmiJmi \\iih rhe idea expressed in the A,

though it is equally well attested iu mimiti^ e

Christian and co ritempoiniy Jewish thought Tn

Pauline language it represents, that the people of

Messiah were * blessed with every spiritual l>less-

ing in the heavenly places in Christ, inasmuch as

God chose them in Bis poison befoie the founda-

tion of the world , . . and toreoidamed them to

be an adoption of sons/ Eph I
4 - 8

;
cf. Is 441 - 2 - 7

,

Wis 1813
,
He 2V1 , liev 217

, and the doctrine of the

apocalyptic writers, Jewish and Christian, that
1 the world was created for the sake of man '

resp, 'Israel,
3

'the righteous'
' the Church' (As-

mmp, Mo$. I 12*14
j 2 Es 6"'39 7 10 n 918 ; Hennas, V%*.

ii, 4* etc. The doctrine rests on Gn I 25f
,
Ps 8**,

Ex 422 etc. ) Harnack has shown (History ofDogma,
vol i. Appendix 1,

* The Conception of Pre-exist-

ence ') how pre-existence is for tlie Jewish mind in

some sense involved in that of ultimate persistence.
The heir * for whom '

all things were created was
in a more or less real sense (according to the dis-

position of the thinker) conceived as present to

the mind of the Cieator befoic all things. Thus
in Ilabbinic phrase Messiah is one of the 'seven

pre-exi&teut things,' or His * soul is laid up in
Paiadise betore the foundation of the world.'
V" " ' '

demanded a Tepiesentative
"toon,' the '

beloved/ ciiosen *m the beginning' to
be head of the 'Beloved 5

people of 'boas' in the
end, with at least as much logical urgency as

speculative cosmology demanded an agent of the
creation itself. Tt is this which is meant when St.

Paul says that 'however many be the pi onuses of

God, they are in Christ Yea.' This is
* the inyateiy

which from all ages hath been hid in God who
created all things . . according to the eternal

purpose which he pm posed in Christ Jesus.' In
Paiiline language, Christ '

tlie Beloved/ tlie
* Son

of his love,
5

is the Yea and the Amen of the pro-
mises of God. ('i-inolojiiiMlH, He is the precrea-
tive Wisdom, 'the lustbom" of all creation, in

whom all things were created' (cf. Kev 314
, Pr 822).

But it is not only that f he is before all things,
and in him all things consist* (cf. Sir 249

, Wis I 7),

not only that *
all things have been created through

him,' but also < i'u
1

-/ -,'
1\

*

unto him' (Col
I
36-17

; cf. He 1 a-i.a NNio , n logically sub-
i

, !

'

in Him because made for His sake. In
1 1' \ \ , ! we have only the latter. The cosmo-

logical
'

through
' Him practically disappears. It

is only in the eschatolpgical sense that Christ be-

comes the original object and the ultimate fulfil-

ment of the Divine purpose and piouuse^ 'the

Yea, the Amen,' 'the Alpha and ihe Omega, the
lirat and the last, the beginning and the end.'

2. The, Later History. It is doubtless from
Revelation that the use of the term in Patristic

literature and Christian epigraphy is mainly de-

rived, though its popularity may well have been

partly due to oral cuirency in Jewish-Christian,

circles befoie the publication of Kevelation. The
. i" i,,ilur i :,1 mteieyt is stL* .],.

' in the

hymn ot fiudentius (Cathem. v i- .J wherein
the Iirst line contains a leference to Ps 451

Vulg.
(

' Eruetavit cor meum Verbum bonum '), treated as

Messianic "by the Fathers
* Oorde natus ex Parentis
Ante mundi exordium
.\lp>ia e 1 ft (OL'tioiumains
IpM roi's c i < lausula

Uril'IIUIH <p SUTIt, flUlUIll

<,J|\<JL<HIL )>o-ii tutira s ini
'

But in Clem. Alex. (Strom, iv, 25 and vi. 16) and
Tertulhan (d$ Monog. 5) the cosmological pre-
dominates. Ambrose (Expositio in VU msiones,
i. 8) presents a different interpretation. In Gnostic

circ!- -
-;< iil,iiii "i d cosmological interpietations

are mm'u ! u
1

. IM:,- Marcus (ap. Iieiuieus, liar

I. xiv. 6, xv. 1) maintained that Ch 1 1

-
., ' ,1

Himself A to set ioith His own - i -- k

Holy Ghost on Jesus at His "baptism, because by
Gematria A O (=800 4- 1) and vepHrre/xi (

= 80 + 5 4- 100

4- 10 4- 200 -i- 300 -f 5 + 100 4-1) are equivalent.
L]TKRATLRK. Tor the great mass of lafcor epjgraphic material

the reader is referred to X Muller in Hcrzoy-Hauek's Real-

e-ncykl i pp 1-12, and the article 'Monogram' in Smith and
Cheetham's Dtct <>i niftttmn At*Hyiitti'"t Besides the works

alreadj csited, articles on A and ii nia\ In- tound in the various

Bible DuAionaiies and Lm i

\ clopsedias Jits use in Rc\ 3 a 216 and
221 -* should be studied in the rnncal commentaries On Divine

epithets and the doctrine of h\ postages see Bousset, Religion
den Jud&nthum^ iv oh-s 2 and 3 (1003) Older monographs m
J C Wolfe, CurwPJnloloy. et <M/ on Rev \8.

B. "W. BACOK.
ALPH^US fAX^oZoj). In the NT tins name

is borne "by (1) the father of the Levi who is

commonly identified with Matthew the Apostle
(Mk 2W) : (2) the father of the second James in

the lists of the Apostles (Mt 10, Mk 318
, Lk 616

,

Ac 11S), The desire to connect as many of the

Twelve as possible hy ties of natural relationship ,

has led some (e.g. AYeiss) to identify the t\\ o. But
in the lists Matthew and James ate separated by
Thomas in St. Mark and St. Luke ; and even in

St. Matthew, wheie one follows the other, there i
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no note that they were brothers, similar to that

attached to the names of the bons of Zebedee.
The identification of (2) with the Clopas of Jn

192S tests on two hypotheses : (a T ,

that as a Maiy is given as the ,

and consequently as the wite of Alphsxnis, she

must be the &ame as Maiy the wife of Clopas who
stood by the Crows. Jerome (de Perpct. Vu'Cj. v.

16) adopted thin aigument But Maiy is a name
of far too common occunence in the IvTT to make
this theory of any value. (]5) The alleged deiiva-

tion of the names Alphseus and Clopas fioni a
common Aramaic original. But this has not been

satisfactory established : theie is even a lack of

agreement as to the foim of the oiigmal \VH
hold that its initial letter would be n, and piint
'AX^cuos !<( IIP-. ]

; but Ederbheim quotes the
TV \l"i,*,ri lalmud to show that the letter would
be N. Jerome, although piedisposed by las view
of the Bietliren of the Lord in favour of finding
the same man undei both names, rejects the

linguistic identification ; and the Syriac versions
also represent them by different words. Delitzsch
held Alphseus to be a Greeized foim of an Aiamaic
word, but Clopas and Cleopas bo be abbieviations
of a Greek name Cleopatros (against this see

Deissmann, Bible Studies^ Eng. tr, p. 315 n ).

Nothing is known of either Alphseus beyond the
name

; for such details as that (2) was the brother
of Joseph, the reputed father of the Lord, stand or

fall with lus identification with Clopas to whom
they really belong. See art. CLOPAS, below.

LITERATURE Lightfoot, Essay on * The Brethren of the
Lord ' m his Commentary on

' " "

in T
on the Apost. Age, p I ; Ma; , ,' . oj

-

Introd% p xxi ; Edersheim, Lt/e and Times '

V th !>\ . . ch 15, Andrews, Life of on,r Lord upon
L 1 1 tl 1 1 -, r >

; Weiss, Life of Chnst, bk iV. ch 7 [Eng. tr ].

C. T. DIMONT.
ALTAR (ffvcrLao-rrfpiw, a word of Hellenist icu&aire,

applied to Jewish altais as <lM'.n;.
r
ii | hi<: from

/ta/ifo, the ordinary word for li'Milion r.li, rs [cf.

Ex 3413
, Nu 23\ Dt 75

,
Ac 17"]). The raised

structure on which sacrifices and oblations were
ji>

O-OM. < l As used in the Jewish ritual, the word
\\<i-

i\\ phi*, not only to the great altar of burnt-

otfermg before the lowplo, but also to the altar of

incense within the hoh place, and on one or two
occasions even to the table of shewbread (cf. Mai
I
7- 12

, Ezk 41 22
). When no further specification

was added, it denoted the altar of "burnt-offering,
the altar KO.T <l$oxtfv.

The Jewish altar of Christ's day was the last
term of a long development, the history of which
remains still in many points obscure. In the

primitive Semitic worship it seems that no altar,

properly speaking, was in use ; unless we choose to

give that name to the sacred stone or
pillar

beside
which the victim was slam, and on which the blood
or fat of the sacrifice was smeared (cf. 1 S 1483 6U- 15

,

1 K*l&
)

In such cases the victims were slain (or
slain and burnt), not on the sacred stone, but
beside it. No doubt the significant part of the

offering lay in the smearing of the stone, which
was more or less identified with the Deity (Gn
2818"22

), and might thus be considered as both altar
and tempio Later 'V k l-m i,i, / of the victim came
to be an int^hi

1

pan 01 Uie roiemouy and the
hearth of bumm^ .uquncd more importance The
hearth was oujriiMlU* iho Uuo ground, or a rock
(Jg6

so 1319* 2"' inir lam il \\ii- aiuuiiiill^ formed.
In the earliest law (Ex 2024~2<J

) it was prescribed
that the altar should be of earth, or 01 unhevin
stone, and be made without steps, evidently a rever-
sion to a simpler custom than pi ei ailed in man r of
the Canaamte altais, or in the altars of the high
places. That the stone was not to be hewn may
also be connected with the primitive idea that the

deity whitfh inhabited the stone might be offended

or mjuied by the dressing These ivguUtions
were lewpecte'd in a modified degiee in Uio, biuUtiu

of the allaiK of the temple at Jerusalem. The
altar built by Ahaz, cm an Assyrian model, was

piobably designed in total disregard of the early

piescnptions ;" but the later altars endeavoured to

eonfoim somewhat to the oiiginal ideal* Thus
the altsUH ot the second ttmiple -both that of

Zcrubbabol and that built by Judas Maewiba'UH
weie built of unhewn ntono. In all pionibil,! \-

there were steps lip to the altar of the, tirst temple
"

(cf. the altar of Ezekiers vision [43
17

],
wlneh had

.steps on the ea.stern side) ; but. the ultarM of t.ht)

second temple were ascended by moauH of a gradual
acclivity.
The altar of Herod"** u umle, though large.r than

all former altars, j
irM-m d ilieu main <haracter-

isticjs. It stood in fiont of the temple, in the inner-

most coutt. It was built of unhewn stone ; no iron

tool was used m itn construction. In thin tho
letter of the law in Exodus was adhered to, while
its evident intention was evaded. A new inter-

pretation of the law against the use of hewn stone

was given by Jewish tradition in UK* worda of
Johanan ben Zukkai : 'The altar is a inoanH of

establishing peace between the people of Israel and
their Father in heaven; theiefoie iron, which Is

xised as an instrument of murder, should not be

.swung over it.' The altar waw of hu#o dimetiHkms.

According to Josephus (7^7 V. v. 6) it way lf> cubits

high and 50 cubitn square at the base; aexxjrcling
to the more reliable tradition of the Minima,
which enters into precise details, it xyan B2 oubitH

square at the base and lone-iMiinuii^l^ less in

height.^ Like the earlier alui-, n in-e up in a
series of terraces or stages, conti acting at irregular
intervals. (The first landing was a cubit from tlw

ground, and a cubit in bieadth ; while 5 cubits

higher came a second landing). The hearth on the

top still measured 24 cubits in length and breadth.
The altar-hearth was made accessible to the mini-

steiing priewts by a structure on the south side,
built in the form of a very gradual acclivity, and
making a pathway 32 cubits long by 10 broad.
Beside this mam ascent were small stairs to the
sevej."l ': of the altar. Bound the middle of
the -i i . :.ii ran a red line as an indication
to the piie-t \\hen he sprinkled with blood the

upper and lo\\er pai t- of i lie altar At the south-
west corners of ihe lu-.uili and of the altar's base
\\< 10 opening to carry off the wine of the drink-
oil<-nii< 01 i ho blood sprinkled on the aide of the
altar. These opening led into a sul)terranean
canal which connected with the Ipdron, At
the corners of the altar-hearth were projections,
called horns. The -iippo-mou that these were a
survival of the time ulieu iho victims were slain
as well as burnt on the altar, and required to be
bound upon the hearth, has at least the recom-
mendation of simplicity ; but it bcarcely explains
the peculiar sacredness attached to the altar-horn,
or the important pait they had in the ritual (1 K
1 s1 2s8

,
Lv 8i5 9 IJ 1618 ; in certain cases they were

sprinkled with blood, Ex 2912
, Lv 47

). Tfhe ex-

planation given by Stade and others connects them
with the worship of Jahweh as symbolized by a.

young bull Northward from the altar was the
place of slaughtering, with rings fastened in the
ground, to \> Inch the animals were tied ; it was

*
i.e. the altar of Ahaz. Tor the '

bra/cn altar
*
of Solomon

see ihe dai ing- h\ pothesi-* or W R Smith (AS, note L), and A R.
S Kennech's uoto in H.^tuigs' DBi 7bV)

t The dimension*, jfu on b\ p-,euflo-IIecatjeus (Jos < A#m i.

22) 20 oubiib s-quare and ]( cubits Iji^h art1 not addunble
here , they refer 10 in alrsa ot the second Temple The altar of
n/oKkl- \I"IOIL v\a i- K- t in.is square xt the ba.se and 11 cubits
Ji urh I hc> ,nt u or So'oui'in, according to 2 Ch 41

,
v\as 20 oubirs

square at the 1> --i i and 1 hi^h , <liineiii>c>ris perhaps taken, by
the author wh-> iii*m<l them fioin me altar of the second
temple, with hi \\ \w \\A* M (Mu-ntcd
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provided also with pillais and tables for purposes
<f h.ii".

1 i" flaying, and cashing. The temple,
<!.. -, in>i v li the altai and the place ot slaujjfhtei,

v'eie separated from the lest ot the inner court by
a wall of partition, a cuhit hi<jh, to maik off the

pait reseived for the piiests fiom that free to

1 si aeh te,s generally
On this gieat altar the lire was kept burning

night and day ; it was the contie of the Jewish
ritual On it, morning and evening, was offered

the daily hum I -odeum; in the name of the people,

.iMO'ni "." <-i with meal-offerings and drink-oner-

in;;-
< ':i > " Sabbaths and duung the festival

days, the public offerings were greatly augmented
Still more vast was the number of private sacri-

fices which were olfeied day by day ; and on the
festival days, when Jerusalem was crowded with

worshippers, thousands ot pnests officiated, and
the great altar was scarcely sufficient to burn the
masses of flesh that weie heaped continuously
upon it.

The altar of incense, or the golden altar, stood
within the Holy Place. It was of very modest
dimensions, and was used chiefly for the offering
of incense, which took place twice daily, in the

morning before the btmit-offenng, and in the

evening after it.

Besides an incidental mention of the altar (Mt
23:t5

, Lk II 51
), there are two pregnant sayings of

Ohrist in the Gospels where the altar is concerned.
In the lirst (Mt 5-3 - 24

) He opposes to the mere ex-
tcrnalism of the allai-Moi-hip the higher claims of

brotherhood, teaching that what God requires is

mercy and not sacrifice In the other (Mt 2318"20
)

He exposes tlu k

pnniliiv of the distinction made,
in swearing, hci\\r>n th<* altar and the gift upon
it. Tt was by such miserable casuistry that the
scribes and Pharisees evaded the most solemnly
assumed obligations.

I.i in MI in B< ii/ini'u -n and Nowack's Heb. Arcli. (Index,
i?.'

'

\li.ir
1

), ,io-i].lu,* n,f v, v. 6, and f Apwn. i, 22, Mishna,
M'Htdoth in. 1-4J HclunKd fl./,/77, m,,,,,, -, ',"-
Lightfoot, The Temp'*' * /'//, x<]n rcr, //./ v !

hausen, /W<'r;wrt''/m, <.
DM OpJtr) ,uid lit -' il-^Ainh Jln-l> n-

f/ttmur$, 101 f ,
W H Smith, /ftf (Index, sv. 'Altar'); Perrot

<'/><"'*, pp
J. DICK FLEMING.

AMAZEMENT.~The interest of this word to

students of the Gospels in twofold, and arises out
of its employment on the one hand, as one of the
terms lined to express the '!>< 1 upon the people
of our Lord's supernatural m,iniK-T,mm and on
the other, in one unique instance, to describe an
emotion which tore the heart of the God-man
Himself.

n- PHI i i, 1 f i

(o-
'

\ .," II'

R"V); thepasH
In the narra-liv-' K

are especially -u

4 an izcinoTit.' if- ->f rni- <
b rni.jc in EV

: Tf-vr,-
1 m.V\ '^i.' ! - L'rf ,,-', V.o8Nm

ii "* i" A-!,' -M" r- " -"nr| -i-i

*- < \rin- iOr * / I \ '">
) In

'ii s -i >! n* *
i <-n i < *\\ :- ,m I , r<

i'i

n

! ir-i ,
i * u <r\ 1 the AV they

. ,ii\rs a uuiLiiitr or ivi \iord-. C,uSc:,
(iof.u.Szou,u , .x'/a-tJsiss/flt* , *xr-K.arti ^.trfy.j.y, **"/ /wuo.. lillt

the RV, -i id\ injr trn.:..u r iiinform i\ or luiflcnnir, on u- ^xT/re-

t liom i\ iis list ami niaki's 'anui/onient, 'tolu1 .mu/crl,' tlic

stnied rOTuewntativceor the oUiti Uvo groups ie\cupuojis
are

JMk 108 \\hiro ixoTKffis is tendered 'astonishment , Ac 8JOf

where Oatus3r,Z*'i9t*it r nrc represented bv 'wonder': passages
hke Mlc 'i

jl 2Co.V- 1 and again Ac 1010 1113 2217 are, of course

not in quest ion] To ixT/vcracuou it umfornilv as^ijrns 'aslon-

isli,* 'ofiioiuihuientj', and to The accompanying terms of km-
drecl imph< ations Bin .1 jM'i'

1
' ru i denngs to #v,cae&y

(<xl)M,u.ci:a, Mk I-* 1

?; -'. i . :*\ ! > '! . M 1' (\mi. Mo wonder
Mtl!)3J, Lk 2^ 4 2U 2 1"-' ,, '-< V >) nr'l lo $*?**!** (r*,S'f Mi

14'-^, Mk 4^, Lk :>* 7^-> o-'
1 -

,
( i ~u.sxrF*i Mt 1 t^fi, Mkes6

,
T^-M:

Mk 108, r^u* Mk :>'<', T.Kfei') MO be uiraid \aned to ro icui
'

The Constant reourrin, e '). 'he "

Mftppc
1 nnrnilivo of one or

another ot these tenns n* a COIUH-OTII upon the effort ot our
Lord's teaching or uor^s inip.ut- to tho read(r a \i\id -^rwio

of the supernaturalno-." or UH rnivrcstanon arid of tho doip
impression \vhich it made as such on the people

Sometimes it appears to have been the demeanour
or hearing of our Lord which awoke wonder or
struck with awe (Mt 27 14

||
Mk 155

, Mk 915 1032 ;

cf. Lk 248
) Sometimes the emotion was aroused

rathei hy the tone of His teaching, as, with His
ieat '

T say unto you
9 He 'taught them as hav-

ing authority, and not as the scribes' (Mk I22
|| Lk

4, Mt 7 28
; cf Mk 1 1

18
} Mt 22s3

). At other times it
was moie distinctly what He said, the matter of
His discouise, that excited the emotions in question

its unanticipated literalness, or its ^n.itriiciji.iL-
able judiciousness, wisdom, graciousness, or the
radical paiadox of its announcements (Lk 247- 48

422
; Mt 13M ||Mk 62 ; Jn 7 15

; Mt 1925
11
Mk 1026 :

Mt 2222
1|
Mk 12 17

,
Lk 2026

). Most commonly, how-
ever, it was one of His wonderful works which
bi ought to the spectators the dread sense of the
presence of the supernatural (Lk 59 ; Mk I

27
1| Lk

4^ ; Mk 212
II
Lk 6*. Mt 98 ; Lk 7 16 II14

||
Mt 1223

Mt 827 ||Mk 441
, Lk 82S ; Mk 515

||
Lk 832- 87

; Mk
5o. sa. 42

||
Lk 835 ; Mt 933 ; Mk 651

; Jn 619
j]
Mt 142b ;

Mk 737
; Lk 943 ; Mt 21 20

), and filled the country
with wonder (Mt 1531

).

The circle affected, naturally, varies from a
single individual (Mk 533 ), or the few who happened
to be concerned (Lk 248 59

), or the body of His
immediate followers (Mt 176,

Mk 1024- 2
, Mt 1925

21 20
), up to a smaller or larger ;>- .mlOMiv of spec-

tatois (Lk 247 422 ; Mk I22
(|
Lk 4 ; Mk 1

|| Lk 486 ;

Mk 212
,
Lk 7 1(J 825 - 37

, Mk 543, Mt 13 4
, Mk 651

; Jn
6 1J)

I!
Mt 14s0

, Mk 6GO
; Mk 7s7 ,

Lk 948, Mk 168
; Mt

2222
1| Mk 1217

, Lk 2026) These spectators are often

expressly declared to have been numerous: they
are described as e the multitudes

'

or '
all the multi-

tudes/ 'all the people of the country,' or quite
generally, when not a single occasion but a sum-
mary of many is in question, 'great multitudes'

(Mt 98
||
Lk S2

"

6
; Mt 7 28 1223

,
Lk II14

; 8s5
||
Mk 518

;

Mk 820
; Mt 9s3 1531, Mk 915

, Jn 715
, Mk II 18

,
Mt

The several terms employed by the Evangelists to
describe the impression on the pooplo of these super-
natural manifestations, express the feelings natural
to man in tbe presence of the supernatural. In
their sum theyleave on the reader's mind a very
complete sense of the reality and depth of the

impression made. Their detailed ^\ non\ my i* not.

ahx a vx. ho\\ ovei , perfectly clear, 'f'lic >-i udl'iu M s II

Imd di^mmmalnig discussions of the two gioups
of UMIN* which centre n-po<

iii\lv nround the

notions of 'wonder* and * ioar in f f H. Heinricli

Schmidt's well-known SyntmiiHiikdtr (frterJrisrli'.n

S/HwJf, t\ t Xo- 1 6^ arid 130. J t \\-ill probablv Millicc

liiM( k toin(li(nle \crybnolly the lund amental impli-
cation of each term in it? 'present application.

fulli i-MiI- 'iiun'ion niiM"n>|:il
v
\v'l ,-i 'oc'"ip t. nui'i

it M - "nl i arl' n-r<l M si yrood M M-O a".<li ,.<lil\ 'T k ,
k -.OT

the irt
j lvipi-Ti or 'i'1-i inf-m', lu-i i o-u n <wi ii ,il*o'\h k

i

the object contfrnpLutd arouses internal opposition and dis-

pleuie \\huL 11 d
1

\. - "phi- i- J>V 1- ^I'rot.i- '""ain-
uhli 1

f xtriiordmnn m ^ r<l nol -o MI i i .\rK ,i ,('i as r<M'i

i M'lpiel f n^ i nrd ir' M u*i rri - -i <! n '. _ - n,i"r icn 'iiJ

-,,. ( |v i
- v.ui,|. i ti do<^ rioi mipoii -i n pi ie,' but rather, if

\ou \\ili, CUIIOSILV,' or btuor, 'inlcio-Kdiu --.' Jn this it

separates itself from 6* u =', in \\li-oli UK notion of 'un-

expectedness' is, al least onjjinalh, mnerent.
This latter term ^ues expression to the sense of mental

helplessness \\hich oppre-seb us 011 the occurrence of an un-

anticipated and asu,T -
_'

' " i- " > T'^ p* -^ion of the
mind it suggests is r < ' "/-d.Hi *

t <n ! i ir, and in

the usage ofthe woi* I .i -.|'i
'- ! ." <!" nd .m^ Conster-

nation
'

si rcnjrihcur I v> r'nl !i
r a i^n-'r

'

.iii>l !} ward into

awe' ami '\riu ia'i I i ih '
I \\ il.i !' * <

'
i -esarepre-.

dominaru (.'
n ^ir I

'

( ';, ."
'

M ,
S i o, i A 7

*
,

i K L , W, 2 S ^1S,

\Vis 17^, Dn a*7 it>
;

l Mi-c i.", l)n 7" *i*:,
"

Ir
l

c 1 Ivangrelical

passages now before us, on the other hand, the higher senses

come forwaid, and tho idea expressed lies near to 'awe,' and
the term comes thin into clo^e synomim \\it .

Tho notion of
*

surprise
' which underlies Oa.u.S*6u,.i seems to be

much more prominent, in ki<rT,iu,i This term, broad enough
lo be tipjuMd 10 any 'derangement,' bodily or mental, waspar-
luularli implovcd, with or without a defining adjunct, to de-
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scnbe that aberiation of the mind, the subjects of which in

English too we speak of simply as ' demented '

(2 Co 6^) In
its more ordinary usage the implication is no more than that

the subject is thrown out of his normal state into a condition
of

*

ecstasy,' 01 extreme emotion, the emotion in question
being of varied kind, but more commonly an 'amazement'
which carries with it at least a suggestion of perplevitj , if not
of bewilderment
When this

*

surprise
'

rises to its height, howe\ ei
, especially if it

is mforar
seem to '

s

for pure
' '

that it falls readily into the sense of pure
' astonishment

'

Nevertheless, the element of 'alarm' inherent in it places it

among the synonyms of ^se^a;, from which it differs as a
sudden access of fright differs from an abiding

1 state of fear, or

as, in connexions like those at present engaging our attention,
to be ' awestruck '

differs from the continuous sense of 'a\\ful

reverence" which prompts to withdrawal from the dread pies-
ence
The same fundamental emotion of fear which finds its most

natural expression in Qapbp*' 1S more larely given expression
also in such terms as Totp^tra-u^ the basal implication of which is

'ajtntion
'

'perturbation,' passing
1 on. into the 'disquietude,' on

th-* on -id,-, of that 'troubled worry' the extierne of which is

expressed by afoju.oviu, and on the other into that terutied
* consternation

' which finds its extreme expression in
rrosoju.

(Lk 2437) : or as *pip, which m its application to ? < f i.

of the mmd to mental '

shivering 'draws near . > .!..-

of *

anxiety
' and *

horror.'

The emotions signalized as called out' by the
manifestation of Jesus in His word and work, it

will l>e seen, run through the whole gamut of the

appropriate responses of the human, spirit in the

presence of the supernatural. Men, seeing and
hearing Him, wondered, were awestruck, amazed,
astonished, made afraid, with a fear which dis-

quieted their minds and exhibited itself in bodily
trembling. The confunion by RV under the com-
mon rendering

*

amaze,' 'amazement' of two of

these groups of terms (ddftpos, 6aju,flo[tai, $K6ap(3o$3

eK0a/t/Sf?OjueUj and &c<rra<r *
/,\ . , i i>i -

\ ;,'< i "\

to do
"

i-
1

I

"
r . h n

I'M, '! .1: <>"* i,':

either, Ji
1

; !
>
t.i,

t \ iiit i
< < < s iin'( <.

the hig
"
^ , i , we' that sounds in the

former. The interest of notinghow completely the
notion of 'surprise,

'< i i^*i,<u'\ |-n
- r-

*

i ~i, >* Ki*
in usage retired in : In !, k, i , . ..' ,s M\DI'
of deeper conception-,

- ;.:,rh in ji-n| l.\ i.

employment of the - 1

*
-i; i n I i I'l \. -s.

efcfia/t/ieojaat by St. M<uk (\.^") to uebdiue an ele-

ment in T -i.
1 '

i . \ "n Gethsemane.
When ^ "l,

'

tells us that Jesus ' be-

gan to be sorrowful (\vwefo6at.) and sore troubled
'

(tfi,u'jrW*. St. Mark, varying the phra*colojrv.
-y- -/in ilio RV) that He 'began to bo <rn!ii)y
amazed (<?K0a/A0e2b"0ac) and sore troubled U4y

-/.'

Surely the rendering
*

amazed/ however, misses
the mark here : the note of the word, as a parallel
to &i}iju>veiv and \v7reicr6at, is certainly that of

anguish not of unexpectedness, and the commen-
tators appear, therefore, to err when they lay
stress on the latter idea. The usage in the LXX,
both of the word itself (Sir 309

, where also, oddly
enough, it is paralleled with XUTT^W) and of its

cognates, seems decisively to suggest a sense for
it which will emphasize

'

not the unexpectedness
of our Lord's experience, but its dreadfulness,
and will -attribute to our Saviour on this awful
occasion, therefoie, not 'suiprise,' but 'anguish
and dread,' 'depression and alarm 3

(J. A Alex-
ander), or even 'inconceivable awe' (Swete)
The difficulty of the passage, let it be remarked, is not a dog-

matic, but an exegetical one There is no reason -why we
should not attribute to the human soul of the Lord all the
emotions which are capable of working in the depths of a sin-
less human spirit (cf J A Alexander's excellent note on Mk
S'O and Swete's on Mk 66) But certainly the employment of
the verb l^oe.u^^fj.nt here by St Mark affoids no warrant for

thinking of the agony of Gethsemane as if it exceeded the ex-
pectation of our Lord, and as if it consisted in large part of the
surprise and perplexity incident upon discovering it to be worse
than He had anticipated (cf. the otherwise admirable note of
Dr. Swete, in loc 'long as He had foreseen the Passion, when
it came clearly into view its terrors exceeded His anticipations

'

,A J. Mason, The Candit&ns of our Lord's L\fe on Earth, pp,
135-133* when the hour came, it exceeded all His expecta-

tions ')
On the coritran, the asa^e of the \\ord combines with

the context heie to suggest that its whole foice is absoibed in

indicating the depths 01 - ' *#h which our Lord
was called upon to pass in - experience. Ou the

terms employed, the note
' " the Cwd, <<!. !:&,

p 281 ,
ed Now York, 1817, pp. 288-280, is still worth consult-

ing
In studying the emotional life of our Lord's human Hpirit

dm ing His hte on etutli, ah it H exhibited to UH in the Gospel
nt of fact is more striking than the

bj meant* of which He is punned to

us as the 'man of sorrows and acquainted with guef, uul the

slendernebs of the suggestion that He may have been mibjeeb
to the surprises which constitute so large an element in the

lives of mere men. So far as the explicit aysertioim of the

Evangelic narratives go, it would seem that the unexpected
never happened to Jesu. Neither surprise, nor astoniHhmont,
nor amazement, nor suspense, nor embarrassment, nor per-

plexity, nor distraction, IB ever, in so many wordn, attributed
to Him Those who would discover m the narratives never-

theless^ son t .!> M"" A( ii 'iipposing that He may have experi-
enced these o- ?. A. .T. Mason, The Condition (>f

our Lord'*> /* I .

'

pp. 136-138 ; T AdamHOn, Studies

of the Mind in Christ, pp. 11, 12, 167 : and in its extremity,
E A, Abbott, J'hilomythuM, on which aee Southern JPrevlwterian

tiemw, Got 1884,
' Son-c lU'-em V'<K i . pi .il Co-.peN,' p. 7&J tt),

must needs depend or JLM IMN M nt u I'uiiuxl, IKC tn"onelum\e-
ness of which has been repeate *!

;
i. 1 'j of old, an, for

example, by Augustine (e.<r/. c, / ' *" */ -, xxii. 18), wlio
remaika upon its equal applicability to the AnthropouiorphltfiuB
of the OT.

' Wonder '

<AV ,
RV *

marvelling ') to be sure, is attributed
to Jesus on two occasions (Mt 8* II Lk 7 Mk ($). But the
term used (Qctv^^u) is on both occasions precisely thai one
which least of all implies

'

surprise,
' which deolaies its object

rather extraordinary than unexpected.
c

Baw/xwxftw/ remarks*
Schmidt (op. <nt, p. 184), *is perfectly fienoiallv

u
to wonder"

or " to admire," and is distmtfuiahed fioui OcLuJiv pnei-eK AS
the German sioh wundern or uewundfmi is from tit'in/tr/i , 1 1. a
is, what has specially seized on us is in the COHC of Qtt,vp<&,fyi

the oxtiaoKlm.'m nature of the tiling, while in the eatm of

Q<x,f4,fi.* il :stbo uncxpt'ciedne-s tii'd suddenneas of the occur-
rence

'
All i lut Tipe<N l>e nupoi t ed 1 >y these passages is that the

circumstances adverted, to were m themselves rouiarkablo ; and
that Jesus recognized, f <. - 1 , an'l iin.u ^d n -OM il> ,r ri'-uilv-

jiUloiifc"? in the one u - L" e v Ji i
v
,e ii'ji)! ci"o-i ci dr::n .-

uon, m il e other with u .. or npi ;,-,u i.n 'li
i u i'ic ( r i, e-

stances which called out His sense of the incongruity in thd
situations He remarks upon were nnrn: < i.,i.i<] Tv onr Lord,
and therefore when observed struck II niuun .1 shock of sur-

prise, we are not told. BENJ-A M I N' Ji. \\ AEFIELD,

1MBASSIGE. This term is used in Lk 143S (AV
andEV) and in KV of Lk 1914 (more accuiatoly
instead of AV *

message '). Tlie Greek is irpwpdQ,*
Both in tlie original and the translation the
abstract is used for the concrete ;,a term meaning
the office or message of an ambassador or body or
ambassadors for the ambassadors themselves.

ThefoimauoTi o
e
lV >*\<T(1 . ro I"'-

1

,

1
,' i \iilimi >1 'Iliocirl-r

foiin both in I'-iurl -i a-id I lervb v ,*- ?//' <n-*'*i . 'II
> |'n n U

Suffix -c&0^(= Lat. -
Ki-,'fi/i) is u- w'F\ fo.ir d in wopl- i rn>-foi 1 1>- 1

from France, but MI-IL nm-s r v.s Un-l 10 I "ji^'i u>>i K
Atnbmsage ieems i .> i." an cvop, -on t< l,o Ji. I; n ,i\ he <M hi r
.1 fui-iui MI ?

i M i a 1 it i-'h tool or j. bofuiii.i.' 01 am^ifjia *t> \>\

roo i" -I iuv o- .iPLUv '-ii>-4 woid u.is accented by aome on
the ursc wynable, by others on the second, An alternative

speUmof was embasmgt. Both forma are obsolete, being sup-
planted by embassy, the direct equivoleni of ambtumade.

In Lk 142fl-86 Jesus is speaking of disciplcship
and the necessary condition of entire amrender to
spiritual authority. And He gives in illustration
the parable which teaches the folly of entering on
an enterpi ise without counting the cost. A princewho has provoked to war a superior power will
do well to send an ainbassage to sue tor peace
peace without honbur. The man whose force of
charactei is not able to withstand and overcome
the M orldly obstacles, must in some form or other
make compromise with the worldly powers He is
not fit for the kingdom of God (For other inter-

pretations see Trench and the Commentators),
The second occurrence (Lk 1914) is in the parable

of the Pounds ; not in the main part, which bears
resemblance to the parable of the Talents, but in
one of two verses (vv.

14-

*) directed to a subsidiary
aspect of the situation While the servants of the
distant dignitary are, m his absence, carrying out
instructions and using opportunities, a section of
his subjects resolve to cast off hi* authority. To
this effect they send an embassy. "When ho feiurus
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lie lewards the faithful and executes punishment
-on the disloyal. The application ijs to the Second

Coming of the Loid
The term irpevpeioL (from irpfopvs,

s
olcl

}

) belongs
to classical Greek, and it contains an oxpie^ion of

the rule that responsible duties of ^Laiociafl are

natuially entrusted to approved elders and heads
of families. fcJt. Paul uses the (on<^pondin^r verb
in 2 Co 580

, where he describes the Christian

pieachers as 'ambassadors for Christ,
3 and in

Eph 620 the i-Vi . <

"

Perhaps we may
connect the ,."< ^etrfieLa in the Third

<Jospel with St. Luke's apparent preference of

pir>ii>
* V "

-

.

'

(Ac2017
), and his repeated

MM ni
'

! the body of Jewish elders

{Lk& ,
V- ',. ( 'or the terms are expies-ive

of iKjiiiit v, .ind in St. Luke's literary style a sense
of 1 1mm iv K clearly shown.

]i i- nut ho i notable that commentators are able
to refer the suggestion of both these parables to

<'<mtempor{U'\" history. The former coiie^poncls
vuth the -tiuggle between Antipas and his father-

in-law, Hareth, king of Arabia? the latter is

illustrated by Herod, by Archelaus, and by Anti-

pas, each of whom went to Borne to obtain an
enhancement of power. But details apply to the
case of Archelaus, who put his friends in command
of cities, and against whom the Jews sent to the

emperor an embassy of fifty men (Jos. Ant. xvn.
-XL I). B. SCOTT.

AMBITION. The word 'ambition' is not found
in the AVor RV, but til'"* piopi M-II\ signified is,

of course, represented in ilu \V\\ 'Ii^bament. Its
derivation is Latin [atnbi,

c

about,
3 and ire, itww,,

*

to go
'

], meaning a going about in all directions,

especially with a view to collecting votes. It thus
means to have snch a desire as to make one go
out of ow?s wni/ to satisfy it, and, in a -ccondaiy
Mmse, denot* - im i oVr < I \v-n- h arouses such desii'e

-and effort. V- ;i p v< lnUv_ri' ,il fact, Ambition may
be defined as a natural spring of action which
makes for the increment of life. Ethically speak-
ing, intakes its colour from the object towards
wfdch it is directed. In ordinary use it implies
blame ; but in true Christ ianiu ,

v hero the utmost
is given for the highest, n it- othanviic
In the Epistles the verbs &c6/cw, <nrov$dfa, ftyr^w

are used fijrmatively for tliis propensity (Ph S12
,

2 F 314
, Bo J.0

3
) ; but perhaps a nearer synonym is

i*i?X<5w with its <oi responding substantive ^Xos (as
in 1 Co 141 - 13>

, cl VVeymouth's >NT in Modern
Mpeeeh), though fj\os in a good sense is generally
u anointed c

zeal' and in a bad sense 'jealousy,'
both \vords being of rather broader significance
than * ambition.'

It is in accordance with the literary character*

istics of I he Go-pel narratives that such an abstract
idea as nmbrft'tn can be found only under some
I'iiiim'-qiu

1

phrase, e.g. 'lamp of the body* (Mt
<>

'

, io<r (Jn 484), *To cut off the right hand'
or

*
to pluck out the right eye

*

is the expression
used by our Lord for destroying one's deaiest

ambition, whether it is controlling one's energies
or directing one's imagination (Mk 948S cf., as
Trench points out, the use of 6<t>0a\(j,bs TTOV^S [Mt

Mk722
] for 'envy'). ,

But although there is no explicit reference to

Ambition in the NT, it is so characteristic a fact

of human nature that a large Dart of the teaching
of Christ might be exhibited in relation to it.

And because it is capable of being bent towards

lofty as well as sinister, or at least selfish ends,
Christian ethics seems from one point of view to

be the exaltation of Ambition, from another its

deposition.
1. For Ambition Christ's method was to use

the fact of Ambition and purify it by exercising
VOL. i. 4

it on the highest objective. The call to the first

disciples was an appeal to their ambition for a
higher life :

' Follow me, and I will make you
fishers of men '

(Mt 419
}. He gave primacy to an

ambition for the ends of the Kingdom over all

woildly ambitions in the words :
' Seek ye first the

kingdom of God and His righteousness' (Mt 638).
He compared ^

the eainestness of true followers
with the ambition of a pearl-merchant (Mt 13*5},
and encouraged the religious ambition of the
young ruler by trying to turn it into a new and
deeper channel (Mt 1921

) :
' If thou wouldest be

perfect, sell . . . give . . . and thou shalt have
treasure in heaven.

3

It waLs part of His teaching
to set before His disciples a prize to aim at (Lk
2229 - 3&

, Mt 513 - 14
,
Jn 12~6); and He expected them

to go out of their way in devotion, and to all

lengths in fidelity {Lk 9<*
2 142^ 1915"19

, Mt 2514-23
), m

order to win the truest praise and most lasting
success. 'The Christian moral reformation may
indeed be summed tip in i^ ISMI-; n ; ". changed
from a restraint to a motri <

' // /"

2, Against Ambition. But it may with equal
truth be said that the aim of the life an

"" '

.

'

of Christ was to depose Ambition froir M
place. He was always rebuking (1) ,

desires for any kind of selfish satisfaction, whether
they were associated with greed (Jn 627 'food
that perisheth'j Lk 624, and esp. 1215-21

} or with

pride (Mt 61'4 <

glory of men,' 2(p-28 'lord it,' 23
fi
-12

' seen of men and called Rabbi ') ; or (2) even, a

high-placed desire if it was held thoughtlessly and
without counting the cost (Lk 14s8 '8* the builder
and the king who failed in their ambition ; Mk
JO-HMO the sons of Zebedee who 'knew not what
they asked'). Moreover, Christ cut away the

very tap-root of Ambition by turning self put of
its place at the seat of the motives of life, in
favour of a living trust in the Father and an
undivided allegiance to Himself, The virtues
which are most O'UHUIMMI., in the Christian ideal
leave no room a:' :i I im Vmbition in the gener-
ally accepted use of the word. For Christianity
demands humility (Mt 5s

etc,, Lk 147-n etc., Jn
1312-15

), generosity (Mk 1248 - 44
, Lk 680- 3i 12s3 eta),

and self-renouncement (Mt 1088- 39
, Mk lO29- 8^

Jn I2a4
"26

).

On the whole, the influence of Christ's teaching
and animation on Ambition has been not to ex-

tirpate it, but to control and chasten it by the

discovery and establishment of other standpoints,
such as the outlook of other-worldliness, the sense
of brotherhood, and personal allegiance to Himself.

IdTBRATTOTB.Lig'litloot (J. B,), CamW^f ftrmtnif 217;
Moore (A J. ), Ad> nt to A client, 230 , Mi< del (U I ). .

s> - ///< 11*

t<j t/ie Spiritual Mant 371 ,
Mo/lov (\V H

) r' *>tt / $*i in * t

202. A. KOBMAN KOWLAND.

AMEN. Like the Greek tifrfv, this is practically
a transliteration of the Helx

jp$,
which itself is a

verbal adjective connected with a root signifying

toma&ejimi, establish. In the last instance, arm
as we are concerned with it, it is an imloclirinblo

particle. Barfch treats it as originally a substan-

tive (
= e

firmness,*
*

certainty '), For the deriva-

tion, cf. our Eng. *yes,
a

*yea/ which is also

connected with an old verbal root of similar sig-
nificance.

As a formula of solemn confirmation, assever-

ation and assent, it was established in old and
familiar usage amongst the Jews in the time of

our Lord. Its function is specially associated with

worship, prayer, the expression of will and desire,
the enunciation of weighty judgments and truths.

Four modes in which Amen is used may be dis-

tinguished (1) Initial, when it lends weight to

the utterance following. (2) Final, when used by
the (speaker himself in solemn confirmation of what
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precedes. (3) fiesponswe, when used to expiess
assent to the utteiance of another, as in piayera,

benedictions, oaths, etc. (4)
r

' "

when
used to maik the close of a i lardly

<vMoiiMlm<4 to much more than a peculiar variant

ol 'I-1 mis.'

The subscriptions! Amen requires but a brief

notice. No instance of it is found in the OT;
and as regards the closing Amen in the seveial

Scriptures of the NT there is for the most part a

lack of textual authority. The AV, following the

TR, in most instances has it ; the EV in most
instances omits it. Where it is found, in the

Epistles and the \ ><, V it is lather due to

the fact that these . 1 1

'

< i 3se with a doxology,

prayer, or benediction. The variations of authority
in such cases seem to a large extent capiickms:
else why, e g , Amen at the end of 1 Corinthians

and not at the end of 2 Corinthians ? The closing
Amen in each of the Gospels, though without

authority, is :i
,

*

<
k instance of the subscnp-

tional use of This use has a further

curious illustration in the practice of copyists of

MBS \\howrote 99 at the end of their work, this

being the total numerical value of the chai actors

in dpdiv. For the purposes of the present article it

will be necessary to examine the whole Biblical

usage of Amen. J

1, Amen in the O^.The formula is found in (a)

the Pentateuch (Nu 522, Dt 27 passim) as a ritual

injunction (LXX ytvoiro I'MHi-h-x-.r, (b] In 1 K
l st)

, 1 Ch 16-*3

, Neh 5 1S
, Je; 1 1

1

--S u is mentioned
as being acfuallv used (LXX in 1 K I36 yfrot.

otfrojs, Jer 2SJ aV/Ms elsewhere d^v). (c) In the
Psalms (41

13 72 19 8958 10648
) we meet with its

liturgical use (LXX yfroiTo). The most common
.";"':! for Amen in the LXX is ytvoiro; and

\ i 1 1
i i may be compared St. Paul's familiar /4

y&otro, the negative formula of dissent and depre-
cation,

No clear instance of the use of an initial Amen
occurs. Hogg thinks we have such in 1 K I 36

, Jer
II5 and 288

; but in each of these eases it will be
found that the Amen is a responsive assent to

something that precedes. It is true that the LXX
rendering in Jer 286

(dX^0wy) shows that the trans-
lators were inclined to regard this as an. instance
of an initial Amen; but even here the teim is

really an ironical response to the false prophecy of
Hananiah in vv. 2'4

. Almost all the instances,
indeed, in which Amen is met with in the OT are

examples of tho ie^pon-I\ e use ; the only consider-
able instance -s ot the ji^nl use being found at the
end of each of the first three divisions of the
Psalter. In the Aj

"

, v > have further in-
stances of the i '! : \,i!i ! in To 8s and in
Jth 13s0 and 1510 fEV m the latter book renders
* So be it

5

). The doubled formula (* Amen, Amen,'
cf, Jth 1320

) thus used is naturally explained as an
oxprr "ion of < arnestness. It may here be added
iliju jinion^r ilu- Jews at a much later period Amen
has a responsive and desiderative use in connexion
with every kind of expression of desire and feli-

citation; e*gr. *May he live to see good days:
Amen I

*

2. Amen in the Gospels. We must set aside
the instances of .w/fo'v///^ ''"'" Amen (see above)
as without authority. In Me 613 some ancient
authorities support the i

*

r ] : < f the Lord's
Prayer with doxology i \ : "but if can
hardly be doubted that Amen here, along with
the doxology which it closes, is not original, but
due to liturgical use (see

' Notes on Select head-
ings

' in Westcott-Hort's NT in Greek, ad Zoc.).
In all the other 1-1 ., ( -,: M Gospels it is the
^nitidl Amen tli. \- 10 "i ,'iven always and
only as &i(,msl< . MM m the formula,

^yw tf/uj' ((7o, lice oidiri^' to the Synoptists,

an<l

John.

to St.

.

Now, whilst final Amen as a formula ot con-

clusion or response icmains unaltered throughout,

m NT in the vanous versions, it is of mtere.st to

notice the dilleieut \\ays in which this initial

Amen is treated. The Vulgate, <//., nivanably

keeps the untranslated foim, and reads Amen (or

Awcn, A men) du'o what. The modorn (\vwk

equivalent is aJuqlMs (ahyO&s a\yftw<,) ; and \vit.h
equiv
tins accouls our EV 'Vonly,' and also

Wahrlwh. And, indeed, auionjj the S\>

themselves there aie imlicatioiis that .^n

Amen has sometimes been replaced by another

term. This is specially HO in the case of St. Luke,
who has only 6 in,stances of Apty an against :*0 in

St. Matthew, and 13 in St. Mark. We lm\<,

c.<y., vaL in Lk II51 for d^v in the j)iirallol
I\ltW ;

diijeus in Lk 927
(cf. Mt 1G-

8
, Mk 9f). All this #oe*

to shoAv that this use of Amen on the part of JCMIS

was quite a i ." ;

The very
'

,
.

,
.."' ' would have toetni notice-

able as a mode of' assertion : tho addition of d^/;*

does but intensify this characteristic, as an onfort'<-

ment and corroboration of the uttemnceH that are

thus prefaced. The Heb. |p^i, which in our Lor<r,s

time was usual only in rcsponwcs, thus npjjearn to

have been taken by Kim as an expedient for con-

iirming His own statement * in the name way as if

it were an oath or a bloBHing.* Formulto of pro-
testation and affirmation involving an oath were in

use among Kabbinical teachers to enforce teaching**
and sayings, and with these the mode of Jesim

invites comparison and contrast.

T"
'

t
f
Delitzsch to explain this Amen (particularly

!
, through the Aramaic t^"$^ 'I saj / <*annnt

be sustained. Jaanans, a^mn (to^o. Timw, Nopl.

of the use of % i/,w which he adduces from thck LXX, tlu*

papyri, etc , not one suits the caao here by ahowmg any nuvh
construction as ? ^v faym V/MV 111 use.

A parallel between Amen and our e Yes ? has boon

already suggested ; and m the NT %ve buuilnrly
find d^tfv and vat clonely awKociated (2 Co I-". l ->v

I7), whilst we have before noticed how iu St.

Luke *>, is found as a Hub&Ututo for dM^ H luay
not therefoie be out of place hereto nu^e.st that
we have an illustration and analogy nn rogurclH the
use of an initial Amen in the XIHC of an intro-

ductory *Yes' sometimes found in Kngllsh (wets

e.g., Shakspeare, 2 Men. IV. L iii. 30 ; Tope, Mowl
JE'ssays, i. 1).

The double Amen, which occurs 25 times iu St-

John3 and is peculiar to tliat Gospel, ha provoked
much curiosity as to how it is to be explained If

Jesus used as a formula in teaching now d^i\v \{yt&
tifjftv and again d/*V &/jtyv X^w ti/uv, it in very
strange that the S\Moji1ic -liovild invariably re-

present Him as u 1
11^ ilie loinioj, and the Fourth

Gospel invariably as using the latter. Why Jiofc

instances of both, ^nnuibcuously through all the

Gospels if the two were thus alike used ?

The statement that tine Johcwxniwe form *
intro-

duces a truth of special solemnity inul importance
*

(as Plummer in uamb. Gr* Test, for $<shoot, eto.
*
St. John,

3 note on ch. 1M ) is quite gratuitoun. an a
coinnaiiMm of the Sayings and discourses of our
LOK) \vill ^liow. It is too obviously a dictn/n, for
the purpose of explanation The iiuth i-, it we
have regaid to the exclamatory cliaiactor of d/j,tfv

as a particle in this special use, there is noth-

ing surpiising in its being thiii repeated ; and we
have the, analogy of the repeated Amen in re-

sponses, as noticed above Why St. John nlone
should give the foimula in this particular way is a
fuither question Tf a consideration ot the pheno-
mena connected with ihe composition of Hie Fouith
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Gospel leads to the conclusion that in the form in

which the utterances of Jesus are there presented
we have not His ipsissinm vc.rba, we may most

naturally regard tlu i- |u- .'in-i of d^v as a peculi-

arity due to the li.ni^di-i and (taking the
evidence of the Synopli>i> into account) not neces-

saiily a foini actually used by Jesus.
3. A men in the rent of the JVT. In the numerous

instances in which Amen occurs in the NT out-

bide the Gospels, it is almost entnely foundm con-

nexion with piayers, do ^olojjc- or benedictions, as

a solemn corroborative conclusion (final use). In

addition, we have the responsive use of Amen illus-

tiated m 1 Co 141G
(see below, s. 'Lirmyiciil use')

and Rev 5U : and a^v in Rev 2J- ib re&ponsive
to the ^px ^ 1- <xtf piecedmg Extra -canonical

writings furnish plentiful examples of the same
use. Two instances, again, of an introductory
Amen in iS i

\|HM,I!\I-I
I

(7
12 194

), as a form of

exultant i>il.un,i ,<-M, ore interesting, but are

quite distinct from the initial Amen in the utter-

ances of Jesus in the Gospels.
Amen as a substantive appears in two forms:

(1) rb &nfy 9 (2) 6 djMJp. We meet with the former
in 1 Co 1410 and 2 Co I20. In both cases there

appears to be a reference to a liturgical Amen. In
the latter passage, indeed, it might be contended
that a^v is merely in <" " 1

- with val,

both simply conveying 1 i.:>.i <-i -niirmation

and assurance ; but if we follow the better sup-
ported reading (as in RV) the presence of such a
leferenee can hai dly be denied.
The use ot 6 d/wjv as a name for our Lord in Rev

314 is striking and peculiar. The attempt, how-
ever, to explain it by reference to 2 Co 1JO is not

satisfactory. The cm ious expression
* the God of

Amen' (KV 'the (Joel of truth
1

) in Is 651R is not

sufficiently a parallel to afford an explanation, for

the Amen in this case is not a personal name, but
the EV furnishes a satisfactory equivalent in the

rendering
'
truth.' Surely, however, there need be

li
1

li uiiJUulix .Mrfiiit the use of such a term as a
lie- jn.i iDM ni .li-urt. Considering the wealth of
(i- -'

iijiii' i'|i 'H i
- applied to Him in the NT and

other early Christian writings, and also the termin-

ology favoured by the author of the Apocalypse,
we must fcol that this use of Amen, if bold, is not
unnatural or unapt, so suggestive as the term is

of truth and firmness. Another but very different

use of Amen as a piopei n.insc m:iy be mentioned.

Among certain of the Gnu-iii - u .

"
.1 M . r,-

name of an angel (Ilippolytus, J
f /. /

ccxviii. 70, ecciv. 45).

& Amen in liturgical use. (a) JewVi,~In the
Persian period VJHLII was in use as c the rcspouhoiy
of tlie people to the doxology of the Priests and
the Levites' (see Neh B (J

, 1 Ch 168G, Ps 10648). In
the time of Christ it had become an established

and familiar formula of the synagogue worship in

piiiticular, Lhe response used m the Temple being
JL loMgci IOTIU * Blessed be the Name of the gloiy
of Mis kingdom for ever and ever 1

' In still later

times a formula of response was used which was
.ippiiionilv a combination of the synagogue Amen
vuh ilii' Vomple responsory: *Amen: praised be
tho gic<it NJImo for ever and ever !' In the syna-

gogue service the Amen was said "by the people in

response to the reader's doxology. (In the great

synagogue of Alexandria the attendant used
^
to

signal t he congregation with a flag when to give
the response). Amen was also the responsory to

the priestly blessing*

Besponsive Amen at the end of prayers was

evidently an old custom among the Jews. In
later times they are said to have discouraged this,

because Amen at the end of every prayer had
become the habit of Christians. The use of Amen
in this eonneadon was thus considerably restricted ;

but certain synagogue prayers were still specified
as to be followed by the Amen,
The Rabbis in their liturgical exactness ligor-

ously deteimined the sense of Amen, and, among
other things, enjoined that every doxology, on
whatever occasion, must be followed by this re-

sponse. Cuiious sayings \\ere current among
them, ("i|-li!'-'/in;j the

'

, , nd value of
Amen. {Should, c.g?., tl , , "i of hell ex-
claim f Amen '

'

wlien the holy Name of God is

piaised, it will secme theii release (Yalk. li 296
to Is 262

).

"

*

(b) Christian. This use of Amen was un-

doubtedly boilowed by the Christians fiom the
Jewish s\n!i<:o;.MU', as, indeed, other liturgical fea-

tures wcie. fcit. Paul's woids in 1 Co 1410 are of

special interest here. The leader is so to recite
In* pi MM- i^ that the ignorant should have the
boon oi answering the Amen to the doxology.
The idubrys (oinp) lor whom he pleads is similarly
considered by the Rabbis, and they give the
same instruction. It cannot be maintained that
the term evxapwria used here by St. Paul has that

special and, so to speak, technical sense which
it afterwards acquires as applied to the Lord's

Supper, and that so * the Amen *

(rb apyv) intended
is specifically the response connected with the
obsei vanee of that institution. At the same time,
the whole reference clearly indicates that Amen
as a responsory in Christian worship was already
a regular and familiar usage.

It is, however, m connexion with the Eucharist,
in the special sense of the term, that the Fatheis

particularly mention the responsive Amen, and
refer to it as said after the doxology with which
the long Prayer of Consecration closed. Justin

Martyr (Apol, 2), Tertulhan (de tipectaciil. 25),

Dionysus of Alexandiia (ap. Euseb. ME], and

Chrysostom (Horn. tf in 1 Cor.) make such refer-

ence. This piayer, of course, was at first said

aloud, so as to be heard by all ; but in the course

of time (after the 8th cent. ) the custom grew for

the official ing minimi ci to say it sotto voce. Even
then, such iiupoiiance was attached to the le-

sponse of the people that the priest was required
to say the closing words (* world without end')

aloud, so that then the 'Amen* might be said.

This in the West; in the Greek Church it was

similarly required that the words of the institution

should be said aloud, though the first part of the

prayer was said inaudibly, so, that the people

might hear them and malce their response. A
writer of the 9th cent. (Floras Magister), referring
to this usage, says: *Amen, which is icvponded
by the whole church, means It ^s true. This,

therefore, the faithful respond at the consecration

of so great a mystery, as also in every prayer duly
said, and by responding declare assent. A similar

use of Amen at the end of the Exhortation (which
is noi a pi.iM'r, commencing the second part of

the ci.clia'Mic service (see Book of Common
Prayer), and at the end of the corresponding
4 Preface' in the old Gallican Liturgy, may also

be pointed out.

Jerome has an interesting reference to the loud

congregational Amen, which he describes as re-

sounding like thunder ( ad similitudinem coelestis

tonitrui' Com* ad Galat.)* This coiresx>ondr5

to a synagogue custom of uttering the 'Amen
with the full power' of the voice (Shnb. 1195).

The modern practice of singing Amen at the

close of hymns in public >\oiship i-> partly due to

a musical demand for a suitable cadence to eon-

elude the tune: but it is also in harmony with

the most ancient practice of closing hymns with

doxologies which naturally carried an Amen with

them. The discrimination observable m some

hymnals, whereby hymns containing a prayer or
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a doxology are closed with Amen and others not,

arises from misapprehension. Amen not only
means * So be it,' but equally

e So it is/ and should.

thus be suitable as a conclusion to all hymns that

are appropriate for Christian v \>\

(c) Mohammedan. Among
'

M-- !
; i * .'

Amen is used liturgically, but only to a slight
extent. It is universally used by them after every
recital of the first Sura of the Koian the so-called

Su rat al-IdtiJiat (
= Preface or Introduction). This

brief, prayer-like form is held in great veneration,
and has among them a place ooiio^jx'UKliiiir to that
of the Paternoster amongst CIu I-M ian^.

LITERATURE: The Bible Dictionaries, s <v ; Jewish JSn&jclo-

yedta, s v ; Eerakhoth i 11-19 ,
H. W Hogg-, Jewish Quart

jReview, Oct 1896; artic" r, / 1 V^stle

(Jan
"

.; l i / II Jesu

(Eng.
'

V, i '

J. S. CLEMENS.
AM HAMREZ (f$'7 D#) means literally 'the

people of the land.' Sometimes particularly in

later books of OT it is found in the plural 'ammd

hcfare^ or 'ammg hd'arazBth Its use in the time
of Christ indicates the

* " " "

elopment:
From being (1) applied t inhabitants
of the land (Gn 237- is

) or to tr ' of '.*
;

i

large as
a body (2 K Iiw.i8.i9.so 15s 10is .^.. <, Lo<J> t

-

ie term
canie(2) to be u-t k

il otlo-ij-'u,' the common people
as

"" -
i" 'i. , .m the king, princes, priests,

et,c. I. 1 1,, : ", Zee 75 ), and (3) like
*

pagan
'

from pagm, was applied to those remote from or
untouched by the culture (particularly religious
culture) of the time, till it became (4) finally,
an expression of contf ' J "

*

uncultured,
'

'rude, 'barbarous/ .

'

applied to a
certain

^class
or even to a member of that class.

To the 'am M'arez the Pharisees directly refer in
Jn 74d 'This multitude which knoweth not the
Law are accursed/
The origin of this cleavage is found in the OT,

At the Exile we are told 'none were left save the

very poor of the people of the land* (p $rr D# n^j
2 K 2414). These mmgled with the nciplibn'ii m^
BOB-Israelites and perhaps also with ilu> >

from Assyria, intermarrying with them, and prob-
ably adopting their customs. Hence at the Keturn
both Ezra and Nehemiah demanded a complete
reparation (Ezr 9* J2

, Neli 1028^2
) between the re-

turned exiles who observed the Law strictly, and
those settlers who constituted { the people of the
land.'

This idea -T^.'
1

i<
"*

t i <* 1- -T to the formation
of a pnUy - >-,-; , .

' gas^m or P$~
r&MmL\T3Li '

'',-' art.
'
Pharisees '

in

Hastings' DB ni. p. 826 b
), who regarded all contact

with the vulgar crowd ('am h&'are?) as defiling,
observed a strict regime of cei<"iic"Uil IHI.III and
called each ofcher haber (i.e. <;!* In-' 'am
ha'areg was the antithesis of the hdber

t outside the
pale of this higher Judaism, poor* ignorant of the
Law, despised. In Rabbinical literature, where he
is always regarded as a Jew, many definitions of
the 'am ha/ are? are given. Thus in the Talmud
(BerakMth 476) he is described as one * who does
not give his tifches regularly/ or *who does not
read the Shoma moinmr and overling

1

,

*

01 'v ho does
not wear tfyhtlhin* 01

' M ho )ia> no tiitetfzfift on his

doorposts/ or 'who fails to teach his children the
Law/ or * who has not associated with the leained

'

Montefiore in his Hiblert Lecture* denies that
such sharp cleavage between the j-ffisldim and the
"am htfarez ever existed save in the minds of later
Rabbis who had difficulty in defining "am hd'drez,
and consequently he questions the authenticity of
Jn 749, but on insufficient grounds. A great gulf
and much bitterness existed between the two.A Pharisee would not accept the evidence of an
*am h&aref as a witness, nor give him his daughter

in marriage. Even the touch of the garment oi
an^

"am Mdrez was defiling; and Lamms (Ktkirs of

Judaism) <moi<- ,i sMyini:
* An 'tttn, fiiiYws may bo

killed on the S;il.l)!uli <>i Sabbaths, or torn Hke^a
fish

' This can hardly be ts \-
'" "

'

._

*> jl
illustrates the feeling which .

A

' m
the time of Chiiwt towards the^w hffarez. \\ivt

mind of Jesus tiiumphcd over thin narrow wpint,
In these poor despised outoaHfcw He HO.W infinite

possibilities ifor goodness. They were the objects
of His special care. To them had the Father went

Him, for at the very worst they were only
* the lo.st

sheep of the houae of Israel
'

(Mt ll)
({

).

w? Jeu> '

Schurei, W./T J u 40')-' r

(Index, s.
* Am haarez ) I

th& Messiah, i. 85;
Lazarus, JSthws

T.i r/-
r

(art 'Ani-luaici/0:
-
(

2] ; \\ choi, Jmi 7/-r -

! tmt Tmt*
/ Tafou H,

Kng
1

. fcr, i, \p)n'iuh\, i oio

(i. i;oKi>oN s
AMMINAD1B. An ancestor of our Lord, Mt I4,

AMON. A king of Judah (c. 640 B.C.) mentioned
in our Lord's genealogy, Mt I 10

(Gr. 'A^tis, KVui
Amos).

ANDREW ('AvfyAw, 'manly'). In tl Svnoj.fM-

Gospels, Andrew is little more than a muuo , la
the references to him in the Fourth Gospel are of

such a character as to leave upon our minds a

wonderfully clear impression of the maimor of

man he was, and of the service which ho ren-

dered to the Church of Christ. Andrew wan a
native of Bethsaida, (Jn I

44
), but afterwardg shared

the same house (Mk I 29 )
at r.-ijMjinaum (v/

JI
)

with his better known brother Sin ion rein. By
trade he was a fisherman (Mt 418

), but, attracted

by all that he had heard or seen of John tho

B*aptist, for a time at least lie left Ins old work,
and, follow in,"

1

rli( TJnptist into the wil<lornoHH

came 10 lc uro^ui/iMl as one of his disciple
(Jn I 35 - 40

).
A better teacher Andrew could not

have had ; for if from John he lirst learned the

o\<eu"npr sinfulness of sin, by him alrfo he was
I'oi'iicd 10 the promised Deliverer, the Lamb of

Uod, who was to take away the sin of the world.
And when, accordingly, the Christ did come, ifc

was to find Andrew with a heart ready and eager
to welcome Him. Of that first interview between
the Lord and His new disciple the Fourth Evan-
gelist, who was himself present, has preserved the
record (Jn I

85 "40
), and he it is also who tells UH

that no sooner had Andrew realised for himself
the truth regarding Jesus, than he at once went
in search of his brother Peter (vv.

41* 48
). And

thus to the first-called of Christ's disciples (ir/x>r<$-

/c\7/ros, according io a common designation of
Andrew in early ecclesiastical writers) was given
the joy of bringing next his own brother to the
Lord, The call of James and of John, if they
had not been previously summoned, would seem
to have followed ; but in none of these instances
did this imply as yet more than a personal re-

lationship to the Saviour. The actual summons
to work came later, when, by the Sea of Galilee,
Jesus bade Andrew, along with the same three
companions, leave his nets and come after Hint
(Mt 418ff

-). And this in turn was followed shortly
aftoiwaids by Andrew's appointment to a place
in the Apostolic Band (Mt 102ff

-). His place,
moreover, was a place of honour, for his name
always occurs in the first group of four, and it is

with Peter and James and John that he is again
associated in the 'private* inquiries to Jesus re-

garding the time of the Last Things (Mk 138).
Still more interesting, however, as illustrating

Andrew's character, are the two occasions on which
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he is specially associated with Philip, the only
other Apostle who bore a Gxeek name. The lit st

incident occurred at the Feeding of the Five

Thousand, when, in contrabt to the anxious, cal-

culating Philip, the <lo\Miiu;ht, piactical Andrew
thought it worth while to draw the Saviour's atten-

tion to the lad's little store, even though he too

was at a loss as to what it could effect (Jn 65ff<
).

And the second occurred when to Philip, again
perplexed by the desire of certain Greeks (Gentiles,

thoieforo) to see Jesus, Andrew suggested that the
true course was at least to lay the request before

Jesus Bimselt, and leave Him to decide whether
or not it could be granted (Jn 12-off-).

After this, with the exception of the incident

already refeiied to (Mk 133 ), Andrew is not again
mentioned in the Gospels, and the only subsequent
reference to lam in Scripture is the mere mention
of his name in Ac 1 J3

. Tradition, however, has
been busy with his after-history; and he is re-

presented as labouring,
"

one account,
in Scythia (Eus. HE li I,,

* i lie has been

adopted as the patron - saint of Russia ; or, ac-

cording to another, in Achaia. In any case, there
is general agreement that he was mai tyred at

Patrse in Achaia, being bound, not nailed, to the

cross, in order t< j.-.-n-, 1 is sufferings. There

is, however,' no ". ",i i--
1 the belief that the

cross was of the decussate shape (X)> as this cross,

usually associated with his name, is of a much
later date.

^

A striking tradition preserved in the Muratortan Fragment
brings Andrew and John together in their old age as they had
been m their youth 'The fourth Gospel [waw wnOen by]
John, one of '1 - >,-( \p-ili* When his fellow-

disciples and
'

!
- _' '.r. i-p--i'lh-! he said, "Fast with

me [from] to-aay, ror wiree daya, and lei ue tell one another any
revelation which may be made to us, either for or against [the

plan of writing," . i

"

'to Andrew,
one of the Apostkn, wm.i Juim emuiuvi ivauuv: a** m his own
name, and that all should t i- ,- . n (-<.< Westcott,

Gospel tfSt John, p. xxxv // -' > <>i \ I ' ir ... |> ,523).

It is also deserving- of men o>: n i .iu >
. ? > \ .-Iir* became

the patron-bamt of So'itlaiid, ovung to the belief that his arm
had been brought bv hi, Rogulua to the town on the East Coast
that now bears his name

*

The character of Andrew, as it appears in the
few scattered notices that we have of him, is that

______ apti8t's<liNoi|ii<>s ope . ,

was eager to sluuv -\\n1i others the privileges he
himself enjoyed (witness his search for Peter, and
Ms treatment of the Greeks) ; and who, his work
done, was always ready to efface himself (see

especially Lightfoot, Sermons on Special Occasions,

p, 100 E), Again, when we think of the Apostle
in his more official aspect, it is* sufficient to recall

that he was not only the first home-missionary
(Jn I41 ), but also the first foreign-missionary (12

a5
)

evidence, if evidence be wanted, of the close

connexion between the two spheres of work,

IBRA. In addition to what has been noted above, and
the references to Andrew in the different Lives of Christ, see

II Latham, J'astor Pastoruni, p J5(f ff
, the present writer's

The Twelve Apostles (J M Dent), p 24 ff , Expositor, 1st ser

vn [18821, 424 ff ; Ker, Sermons, 2nd ser 100 ff The principal
authority on Andrew's traditional history is Lipams, DieApokry-
phen Apo8tdget>chwhten und AposteUegenden. i. p 543 ff , of

M II James in Hastings' DJi, vol i p 93 His place in Art is

discussed bv Mrs. Jameson, Sacred and Legendary Art, i

p 220 ff We mav refer al&o to Keble's poem on ' St Andrew's

l)ay
'
in 'JLh& Chrwtian Year, and to the poem on 'St. Andrew

and his Cross' in the Lyra Innocentium
GEORGE MiLLiGAtf.

ANGELS. The statements as to angels which
meet us in the Gospels are in most respects the

same as are found in the Jewish literature of

the period, both Biblical and extra-Biblical. In
the main, Christ and His Apostles appropriated
the Angelology of current Judaism but not

without critical selection. It would be difficult

to point to a time when the Jews, as a people, did
not believe in angels; yet there were cMoi-lior--*
Possibly it was the exuberance of the ho

1

, it i il a*

produced in some minds a reaction At all events,
it is a fact that *^o r>nt'*o^ of the OT known to
criticism as the ]':< ( is silent on the sub-

ject of angels ; and it is also noteworthy that the
Sadducees, who were the descendants of the high-
priestly families, protested in the time of our Lord
against some, if not all, of the popular notions re-

specting angels (Ac 238
).

It is probable that belief m angels is originally
a coiollary from the conception of God as King.A Ion- 1 Km;. ,\ king without a comt is almost
a >ii 1 1. 1 li- ..ion in terms.

^
And inasmuch as the

recognition of God as King is the eailiest and
most prevalent ot Israel's Conceptions of God, we
naturally expect the belief in

"

; Cn-V

court, serving Him in His palace . , I j .' ,

the function of me-^engers, to be ancient and per-
vasive. We have then, doubtless, a very primitive
HI-:-

j
i" -is of angels in the words of Micaiah to

\i ;
,

i -i IK 22a 'I saw Jahweh sitting on Ms
throne, and all the host of heaven standing by
him, on his right hand and on his left.' A second
and quite distinct feature of the Angelology of the
OT is found in the appearances of one who is called
'the Angel of Jahweh' who is described as un-

distinguitthable from man in appearance, and yet
claims to speak and act in the name of Jahweh
Himself (Gn 18M- 17 3224

-s, Jg 13s- 6 22
). It is"

as a feature of OT criticism, that, as
I' -as to angels, so the a] )]e'u juices of an

angel as a manlike manifestation ot God and not a
mere me ou^rci, are confined to those portions of
the OT which, on quite other grounds, are assigned
to JE. Thirdly, when the Jews came to have
more exalted views of God, and of the incompati-
bility between Divinity and humanity, spirit and
matter - il, and, in consequence, con-
ceived , from the world and incapable
of immediate contact and intercourse with sinful

mortals, the doctrine of angels received more
attention than ever before. The same influences
which led the Persians t-o frame such an elaborate

system of Aiijrclology, led the Jews, during and
after the Exile, to iiamc a similar system, or in

some respects to borrow from the Persian system ;

to believe in giu<lai.ion* JIIIM-II^ ^Wan/rlif hosts;
to give name** to thoa-e \Ou woi* 1 oi lii^'li rank,
ana to assign to each of these some definite kind
of work to do among men, or some province on the
earth to administei as satrap under ( the King of

Heaven' (see art.
* Zoroastnanism

'

in vol. iv. of

Hastings' DB).
In the Gospels there are clear indications of the

first and third of these phases of belief. The
second is of interest to the NT student as a pre-

paratory discipline in the direction of Christology ;

and as Mich ha*> no further ii. : o: ';<> ft >i i at

present. Ewald has said (OT " \ ' /
'

' -v. p.

70) that in Christianity there is
* no denial of the

existence of angels, but a return to the simpler
colouring of the early narratives.

5 So far as sim-

plicity of narrative is concerned, there is ccrtainly
a close resemblance between the angcl-mcidents
of St. Luke and Acts on the one hand, and ot

Genesis on the other ; but in the NT the angel
never identifies himself with Jahweh as is done in

Genesis ; and there are in the NT some phases of

Angelology which belong, not to * the early narra-

tives,' but to post-exilic conception*.
We wish now, with the liLlpol Je^i-h literature,

more or less conteinporui \
,
lo niakt a systen^atic

presentation of those beliefs a& to angels ^MA
are found in the discourses and nfwr&tnrep*o$ #fr*

four Gospels It might be supposed
find it helpful
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Loicl from the descriptions of the Evangelists ; but,
in fact, there is such complete unity of conception
and eilying "both discourses and nariatives, that no
useful purpose can be served by treating them

v \
'

IN HEAVEN 1. They form an army
or host. Lk 213 f There was with the angel (who
appeared to the -hoplienV a multitude of the

heavenly host' (oT/xmd). Our Lord carries the

military metaphor even further when He speaks
of

fi more than 12 legions of angels' (Mt 26 rj:}

).

Orienta
1 ' * *

>pas fully employed in express-
ing the , . the heavenly army. Kev 511

speaks ot
4

myriads of myriads and thousands of

thousands' ; and He 1222 speaks of * the mynads of

angels 'both in probable allusion to Dn 7 10
. In

Job 253 also the question is asked :

e
Is there any

number of his armies ?
'

Similarly the Pal. Targ.
to Ex 1212 tells of 90,000 myriads of destroying
angels ; and in Dt 345 the same Targum speaks of

the glory of the Shekinah being revealed to the

dying Moses, with 2000 myriads of angels and
42,000 chariots ; as 2 K 617 tells of a ' mountain
full of horses and chariots of fire lound about
Elisha.'

2. They form a court. Heaven is 'God's throne'

(Mt 534 2322), and there also 'the Son of Man shall

sit on the throne of his glory' (Mt 19-8). The
an *<%! > as courtiers, stand in vast multitudes before
ilie ih i one (Rev 511 7n ). As in eaithly couits there
are i

I,'!-- 1 of rank and dignity, so in heaven.

ItJ- "','* who speaks most explicitly of 'the
.

"

,

* *

and powers in the heavenly places
'

J A >
'

I of Christ's being 'exalted far above
all rule, and authority, and power, and dominion '

(Eph I 21
) ; and '

evidently Paul regarded them as

actually existent and intelligent forces' (Robinson,
in loco] ; but the same conception presents itself in
the Gospels in the reference to archangels, who
were four, or m some authors seven, in number :

Gabriel, Raphael, Michael, and Uriel being those
most frequently mentioned. In Lk I19 the angel
who appears to Zacharias says :

* I am Gabriel,
that stand in the presence of God' ; as in To 1215

the angel says to Tobit :
* I am Raphael, one of

the seven holy angels, chilli pro-t in the prayers
of the saints and go in hcfoio ilui glory of the

Holy One.' Even in the OT the angels are spoken
of as forming

* a council '

: e.g. in Ps 897
, where

God is said to be *

very terrible in the council of
the holy ones,' and in Ps 821 where He is said to
*

judge amidst the Elohtm.' This idea was a great
favourite with later Jews, who maintained that
*God 1 without <<>n -si :r .

above'o '',,/.'// /
, 380). Toi !

- -< ,i, |. .,i -i.;

belong the words of the Lord Jesus : Every one that
shall confess me before men, him wil} tlie Son of
Man confess before the angels of God ; but he that
denieth me in the presence of men shall be denied
in the presence of the angels of God' (Lk 12s- 9

).

Evidently tlie angels are interested spectators of
men's behaviour, *

"

< their victories and
defeats, their sins . . ! ; and we are here
naught that to be denied before such a vast re-

sponsive assembly intensifies the remorse of the
apostate, as to be confessed before them intensifies
the joy of those who are 'faithful unto death.

3

Again, in many couits, and particularly m that
of the Pei sians, there were secretaries or scribes
v hose business, it was to keep a * book of records

'

(Est 61
), in which the names and deeds of those

who had deserved well of the king were honour-
ably lecoided. The metaphor of -heaven as a
pa lac e and court is so far kept up, that the Jews
often spoke of books in heaven in which men's
deeds are recorded. Not only do we read in
Slavonic Enoch 195 of 'angels who are over the
souls of men, and who write down all their works

and their lives before the face of the Loid'; and
m the Ai'Ov.ilx |i-e ol John, wheie -\nlHIim

abounds, 01 -iooU-' being 'opened,
1

.unl ol ih>

'dead
3

being 'judged according to what was
written m the books '

. but even in an KpLsth*
of St. Paul we lead of tho.se

' whohc nam<*H an*

m the book of life' (Ph 4'
J

), and in lie l
k
-i-

:{

,
of

'the chuich of the firstborn who are enrolled ni

heaven'; and
j-
HMSX n .icooul wilh the above

our Lord bade II -
, < i^V- rejoice, because their

names 'are written iu heaven,' i.e. enrolled for

honour (Lk 1020
).

3. They form a choir in the heavenly temple.
The description of heaven in the Apocalypse IK

quite as much that of a temple a a palae.e.

Heaven contains its altar (8 9W), its censers (5
H

83), its musicians (5
8

IS-'), and its KIII&OIH (5
9 14:l

15s) In extra-Biblical literature the veil IH often

mentioned, concealing the abode of God in the

Most Holy Place, within which the ai channels are

permitted to enter (To 12 l>-- 15
, Enoch 40). The

only leferenee m the Go-pil- under this head in

the song of the angels, <ii
i-ciiVl in Lk 2 l3r>

, It

is possible, in spite of the reading of Home very
ancient Greek MSS (K*ABD), that thia HOII& like

that of the seraphim m Is (r, is a triple untiphonal
one

*

Glory to God in the big-heat [heaven],
Peace on earth,

Among men [Divine] good pleasure/

#. They are * sons of GocV In this respect the
saints wlfo are raised again are *

equal to the

angels' (Lk 2D36
). They are sons of God by

creation and by obedience (Job I6 21 387). They
* do not owe their existence to the ordinary process
of filiation, but to an immediate act of creation*

(Godet, OT Studies, 7} ; thus resembling in their

origin the bodily nature of those who are * sons o
the resurrection.* Hence we find that they are

frequently described as Mioly
5

(Mt 2581 Mk 8,
Lk 926

, Job 51 1515
,
Dn S1S

), and by implication we
learn that angels obey God's will in heaven, ninee
we are taught by our Lord to pray that God's holy
will may be done on earth as it is m heaven (Mt 1

of. Ps 10320
).

5. They BXQfree from sensuous feeling. This
is taught in Mt 2280 'In the resurrection they
neither marry [as men] nor are given in marriage
[as women], but are as the angels of God in
heaven,' These words Avere ^pokcri by our Lord
in le^ponf-c to the doubts of iho Sadduoc^ on the

*ubje<i of the resurrection. Christ's reply ia in
effect this : The source of your error is that you do
not fully recognize th< k J\M \ of d<d. Youseeni
to think that God can i.iiiK> r l '\ nii kind of body,
with one sort of functions, and dependent on one
means of life. In that way you limit unduly the
power of God. 'In that age' (Lk SO85), 'when
they rise from the dead '

(Mk 1225), men do not eat
and drink

(Ko 1417). Not being mortal, they are not
dependent on food for nourishment, nor have they,
by nature, sensuous appetites, but are WyyeXot
('equal to the angels'). Thus skilfully did Jesus
give a double-edged reply to the teachings of
the Sadducee< (Ac 238

) While answering their
objection against the resurioc Lion His affuius that
'those who are accounted ^oiihj 10 attain to that
attiv, and the resurrection fiom "the dead . . are

equal to the angels
'

-thu- plainly disclosing f-ln

belief in angels and setting 11 o-vei Against then
disbelief. As to the spiritual nature of angels,
Philo speaks of them as dor^arot ical evdatjuLovc*

i/vxal (* incorporeal and happy souls ') ; and again,
as 'bodiless souls, not mixtures of rational and
irrational natures as ours are, but having the irra-
tional nature cut out, wholly intelligent through-
out, pure-thoughts (\oyicrfjLol, elsewhere \&yot] luce
a monad '

(Bruramond's Philo, 145-147 ; cf, Philo'a
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tfiti, p. 8, Allegory, m. 6:2). The
"Rabbis inte'i pi eted Dn 7

10 to teach that the natuie
ot the angels is fiie.

'

They aie nomished by the
ladiance which streams horn the piesence of God.

They need no material nouushment, and their
nature is not responsive t ImiliK pleasuies'
(Weber, Jud Thau* 167; V //", ,~>7" ; Exodm
Jt. 32). They aie also said to be 'spiritual beings'
(Lev II. 24), 'without sensuous lequueinents'
(Yonia, 74/>), 'without hatied, envy, or jealousy'
(C/if/f/. 14). The Jewish legends which mteipi'et
(in 64 as teaching a commingling of angels witli

\\omen, so as to pioduce
*

mighty men, men of

ivnown,' seem at variance with the above beliet

a:-> to the immunity of celestial intelligences fiom
all passion. It is true that Jude b and Enoch IS^7

both speak of the angels as having first 'left their
habitation

'

in heaven ; but the fact that they were
deemed wfpttble of sexual inteicouise implies a
much coarser conception of the angelic nature
than is taught in the words of our Loid, of Plulo,
and of the Talmud.

6. They have extrusive*, caid^ yet limited^ knoio-

Jr.clf/c, Thw IH clearly taught in one utterance of
( 'hiist'ft, recorded in Mt 24tJO

||
Mk 1338 ' Oi that day

and hour knoveth no man, not even the angels
of heaven.' The implications clearly aie (1) that

angels know most things, far better than men ; but
(2) that there aie some things, including the day of

the Second Advent, which they do not know, liotli

these H-'i iM.iM 1 :- <\<\ nit of copious illustration

from !
'

i -I i In- i.u !! First, as to their exten-
sive knowledge Theie arenumeions intimations
of the scientific skill of the arigelb, their acquaint-
ance with the events of human lives, ana their

pi oscienco of future events. The Book of Jubilees,
a pre-Christian work e\tensi\cly read, affirms (I

27
)

that Moses was taught by Gabriel concerning
Creation and the things narrated in Genesis; that

angels taught Noah herbal lemedies (10
12

), and
brought to Jacob seven tablets recording the

history of his posterity (32
21

). In Enoch 81 Azazel
is said to have taught men metallurgy arid other
sciences ; as Piometheus was said to Iiave taught
the Greeks. In To 1212 the angel assures Tobit
that he was familiar with all the events of Ins
tioublous days: as in 28 1417' 20 the woman of
Tekoa ilatters Joab that lie was c as wise as an
angel of God to know all things that are in the
earth.' But this knowledge has itellmits. Angels
were supposed to understand no language but He-
brew (Uhucfigah, 16ft)- In 2 Es 4sa

, in revealing
eschatolo^ical events, the angel gives the tokens
of the coming end, but confesses his ignoiunce as
to whether Esdras will be alive at the time. The
Midrash on Ps 2514 affirms that *

nothing is hidden
from the angels

?

; but according to Sanhedrin^
99#, and other T*) 1 'iiii'li- p,i--.< 'they know not
the time of Ir.'" I i 1

1|>,
! In 1 P l ia we are

told that * the n;_
\
- <l< 1 1 i i -u in vain)

* to look
into' some of the NT mysteries; and in Slav.

Enoch 24a 402
, Enoch tells his children that not

even the angels know the secrets which he discloses

to them.
7. They take ct, deep interest in the salvation of

men. We gather this from the evident joy "with

which angels announced the advent of the Messiah
to the Mieplieitls at Bethlehem. The angel who
brought the *

tidings of great joy
*

(Lk 210
) clearly

felt the joy himself j and the song which the
heavenly hoU >ang in praise to God was the out-

come of joyous hearts. Even more explicitly is

this taught in Lk 1510
* There is joy in the pres-

ence of the angels of God over one sinner that

repenteth.' The word {V&ITLOV seems here to mean
*in the midst of,' 'among

'

'Joy is manifest on

every countenance.' Even if the joy
intended be

*
tlie joy of God, which breaks forth in presence of

the angels' (Godet, in loco], still the implication
would be that the heart of the angelic throng is

en rapport with the heart of 'the happy God.'
On this point the words of the angel are instruc-
tive winch are recorded in Rev 2210 6 1 am a
fellow-servant with thee and with thy brethien
the piophets, and with them that keep the words
of this book.' The mlcipietmg angel confesses to

unity of service with the (Jhuich, and m so doing
implies a oneness of <-\ mi>.ith.\ and love with the
saints. So also when, in 1 1* I 12

, we read that 'the

angels de^ne to look into' the marvels of ledemp-
tion, there is, aw Dr. Hoit says, 'a glimpse of the

fellowship ot angels with prophets and evangelists,
and implicitly with the sulleung Clnistians to
whom St. Peter wrote.

5 The same deep interest

in the pi ogress of the Church appeals in Eph 310,
wheie we aie taught that one gieat puipose which
moved God to enter on the work of liuman salva-

tion was, that 'through the Chinch the manifold
wisdom of God might be made known to the

piin'ip,ili!i(-and powers in ho,mnl\- plac.^.* The
Chinch on. eaith is the arena on which the attri-

butes of God ai e displayed for the admiration and
adoiationof 'the f, -r.iU 1-1 heaven' (Eph 315

).

11 ANGELS AS \ . M v\.^ TO EARTH. 1. To
convey w&saages from God to man (a) In dreams.
It is a

|

' -ii .i
1 il\ "f Pu' Gospel of the Infancy, as

lecorcU-! i \ *M. 'M,.,h' that the appeal am e-> of

the angels^are in dreams to Joseph, bidding him
acknowledge Mary as his wife (Mt I 20), take the

young child and 'His mother to Egypt (2
13

), and
letmn to Palestine on the death of Herod (2

19
).

The only OT paiallel to this is Gn 31 11
, where

Jacob tells las wives that * the angel of God spake
'

to him ' in a dream.'

(b) In othei instances the message of the angel Is

brought in full, wakeful consciousness. It was
while Zachanas was mini- (ei ing at the altar of

incense in the Holy Place that an angel who called

himself Gabriel appeared, foietellmg the birth of

John (Lk I
11

). It was while the tehepherds were
lv i

|iii'u
v .IL li over their Hock that the angel stood

I!<MI IMLI i ,i'iil diiected them to the babe m Beth-
lehem (Lk 29>

") ; and it is narrated by the three
<^ ..',!-

J ^ ,,t i> VMS through angelic agency
i i < <. M - v. ,-, informed of the Kesurrec-

tion. St Matthew narrates that it was an angel
who had * descended from heaven* (28

2
), that spoke

to the women at the tomb (28
8 - 7

). St. Mark
speaks of a young man *

arrayed in a white robe'

(16
5
), and St. Luke of *two men in dazzling

apparel
'

(24:
4
), who assured the women that Christ

was risen. The author of the Fourth Gospel is

silent as to angelic appearances at the Kesurrec-

tion, but he bears testimony to the popular belief

,u il.< sacredly
01 iin k

.'i .! << i-i.- I with the

Viigiri Mtiix v
Lk 1 \. 'lac -J n of the

angel was :
4

Hail, thou favoured one ! The Lord
is with thee.' When she was perplexed at the

-jmng, tlio anjrol announce 1 : *Thoushalt conceive

in" ihvwomb uul benr a -on, and shalt pall
his

name' Jesus/" TMs Son is further described as

*Son of the Most High' and He to whom 'the

Lord God will give the throne of his lather David '

Then, in reply to the Virgin's fuuher doubts and

perplexities, the ange) vouch-ato-a the dread ex-

planation,
* The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee,

and the power (dtm/us) of the Most High shall

overshadow thee. . . . No Avoid fiom God shall be

devoid of power.' The full consideration of these

^ ordh w ill be httmgly considered under ANNUNCIA-
TION (which see). On us it seems to devolve to
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speak of the view which arose very early in Jewish
Chiistian circles, and which regarded the angel as

not merely the messenger, but the cause of the

conception. It was a general belief among the

Jews that a spoken word has causal efficacy. This

lay at the root of the belief in the potency of spells
and charms. And if every spoken word is mighty,
the words of God are almighty The expression
'No word from (rapd) God shall he devoid of

power' (Lk I37 ) was accordingly interpreted to

mean that the message brought from God through
the angel had causal efficacy: the Divine word
spok* 1

.;

' '

j
-

""

caused the conception In

the -'* ..',..' -i of James (II
2
) the angel is

recorded to have said :
* Thou shalt conceive from

His word' (K TOV \6yov atirov), and the same ex-

pression occurs in the Arabic Gospel of the Infancy.
This is ".( <-'V n of I lie curious doctrine of the
ancient Tin, u 'i ih< i i i< Virgin conceived through
the ear. The word of the angel, which was a
Divine message, reached the Virgin

'

i<>u^h Uv
eai The ear was thus believed to be < ^ lunim I

through which the Divine potency was operative.
Even Augustine says :

*

Virgo per aurem impreg-
nabatur ' As bearing on this subject, we may
note that in the Ascension of Isaiah the angel
Gabnel is call*." T- ; i ! ^ "

Holy Spirit'
(311 723986) in , , ;<>.", ; Joseph says:
* Why do ye mislead me to believe that an angel
of the Lord hath made her pregnant ?

' and in the

Protevangehum of James the Virgin explains her
condition to Joseph in these words ;

* The case is

the same as it was with Adam whom God created.
He said, "Let him be" ; and he was/

2. Angels as performing physical actions This
is an ancient i pK'-onLiuon of which the OT
furnishes many iiiaiantea . JL 01 *"

(cited Mt 4s
, Lk

41W-), 'angels . . . shall bear thee up on their hands' ;

in Dn 6s2 angels shut the lions' mouths ; in Ps 347

angels encamp round about them that fear God ;

so in Apocrypha (Bel
w

, Three 26
). It is therefore

precisely in accord with Jewish modes of thought
that we read in Mt 28s 'There was a great earth-
quake : for an angel of the Lord descended from
heaven, and came and rolled away the stone '

; and
in Mk I 13

' He was with the wild beasts ; and the
angels ministered unto him *

(cf . Mt 4n).

3. As performing psychical actions. When Jesus
was in the garden, and *

being in an agony prayed
more earnestly/ we are told that < there appeared
to him an angel from heaven strengthening him '

(Lk 2243).* So in Dn 10- Daniel records that
there was 'no strength in him, and no breath
left in him,' and an angel

* touched him and
strengthened him.* The Hebrews drew no dis-
tinction between the physical and the psychical.
It was in their regard just as easy foi these
spiritual existences to roll away a stone as to
infuse vigour into the system, and give power to
the enfeebled nerves and will,
& Angels are deputed to guard the righteous

from danger In Gn 247 Abraham prays for Ms
servant : 'May God send his angel before thee' ;

and Jacob jsaw angels
'

ascending and descending *

over him in his sleep (Gn 28 12
). In the time of

Christ it was a Jewish belief not merely that
angels are sent to guide and guard men, but also
that every man has his own guardian spirit, 01, as
others teach, two guardians. In the Talmudic
treatise Bwakhoth (606), when a man. goes into an
unclean place, lie prays his guardian angels to wait
outside till he returns. In Pal. Targum to Gn 3310

Jacob says to Esau,
' I have seen thy face as if I

saw the face of thy angel'; on Gtt48lff the same
Targum reads: *

Mag the angel whom thou hast
assigned to me bless the lads.' Similarlythe Sohar
* On the question of the genuineness of this passage1
2fot68 on Select Readings

'

in Westcetrt and Boris'sJMF*
See the
m Greek.

to Exodus (p. 190) says :

* Fiom the 13th ye;u ot

a man and onwaids, (*od assigns to every man U\<>

angels, one on the li^ht hand and one oil the loft ;

and the Testament oj Joseph (c. 6) names the anjj;el

of Abraham as the guardian of Joseph, It LS

here moie than elsewheie that we Hee.m to recog-
nize the influence of Feisia on Jewish beliefs.

The question now occurs, What connexion i*

theie between the above and Mt 18 l(> 'Sec that ye,

despise not one of these little ones, for C say unto

you, that '! ,

'

in heaven eontmu ally behold
the face o M\ I , i who is in heaven Jv It i*

evident that * their angels
' moans angels that

watch over them. But did oui Loid icfer to the
*

angels of the presence
'

or to individual guardian
angels? The former is moie probable for t/\\o

reasons (1) It was not part of the Jewish creed
that any angels behold the face of God except
the archangels j (2) the guardian spirits accom-

panying men on earth could hardly at the same
tune be said to be m heaven continually beholding
the face of the Fathei who is in heaven. The
allusion probably is, then, to the 'angels of the

presence, and especially to Michael the guardian
of the pious and the helpless. It must be admitted
that in Ac 1215 we seem to have the popular Jewish
notion in all its later development. "When many
brethren were met in the house of Mary, mother
of John Mark, and were unable to believe that
Peter had really been delivered, they said to

Rhoda, first,
* Thou art mad/ and then,

*
It is his

angel.
5

This, if pushed to its apparent implica-
tions, seems to contain an allusion to a notion
which occurs in some ) ewish writings, that heaven
i- a MM- 'i , M of earth, and every man has his
*."T l< m . I 'estial sphere; or at all events the

guardian angel is like him whom lie guards. It
is quite likely, however, that on the lips of the

disciples these words might be merely an allusion
to a popular ':! i.'i without carrying with
them nny hteuiJ ueiieju

5. Angels visit wrath on the adversaries of fhft

righteous. This is implied in Christ'e words :
*
Jbee

that ye despise not one of these little ones* (Mt
1810

). The word opart implies
* beware !

' and the

teaching clearly is that angels are capable of

punishing any who injure those whom it is their
business to guard. The OT contains instances of
their punitive abilities. It was an angel of the
Lord who smote 185,000 in the camp of the
\--\iiiin- i2 K 19*5 ), and who destroyed the ohil-
dieii of I- nu I till, when he came to Jerusalem, the
Lord said to him, It is enough

'

(2
S 24?) ; and Ps

35B
pre&eiitb a picture calculated to inspire terror

in every breast * Let them b as chaff before the
wind, the angel of the Lord driving them on. Let
their way be dark and slippery, the angel of the
Lord pursuing them/ It is very noteworthy that
the Lord Jesus, even in His hour of interest
agony, drew comfort from the thought of angelic
help. It was a real comfort to Him that the angels

'

were at His control, if He needed them. The
military band led by Judas could not arrest or
miuie Him unless He voluntarily submitted Him-
self to them. He had 'authority to lay down'
His 'life'; and when the struggle was over, and
the resolve retaken that the path of the cross was
the path of duty, He conveyed to the Eleven the
fact of His self-surrender by saying to Peter, who
had impetuously used the sword in his Lord's
defence, 'Thinkest thou that I cannot now beseech
the Father, and he would even now send me more
than twelve legions of angels

'
1 (Mt SO58

). We note
here that the prayer is not to be addressed to
angels. There are very few instances of Jews

graying
to angels. The Rabbis discouraged it.

very pious Jew would, as Jesus did, pray to God
fc He, would send angelic, ininisfcry ; as m
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1523,
wheie Judas is said to have prayed :

sovereign Loid, send a good angel befoie us to

bung terror and tioinblin^
*

6. Angels render aid at death. Lk 1622 ' Lazarus
was carried away by the angels into Abiaham's
bosom ' We come here upon a wide,*piead belief

among Jews and Jewish Christians that angels
convey the nouls of the righteous to Paradise.
Michael IH usually the one entrusted with this

duty If he has a companion, it is Gabriel. The
(jfotiftel qf

t

Nicvdfcimts xecoids that when Jesus de-

scended into Hades and leleased tlie lighteous
dead from captivity. He deliveied Adam and all

the righteous to the aichangel Michae], and all

the saints followed Michael ; and he led them all

into the glorious gate of Paradise : among them

being the penitent tluei. The History of Joseph
the Carpenter records that Michael and Gabriel
drew out the soul of Joseph and \\iiirj ml it in a
silken napkin, and amid the son^s 01 ..u^( U took
him to his good Father, even to the duelling-place
of the just. In the Testament of Abraham we
have a similar account of the death of Abraham.
The Ascension of Isawh (7

2fi

) affirms that * those
who love the Most High and II is Beloved will

ascend to heaven by 11 \
'

-," i V Holy Spirit.'
7. Angels are to I-

'
*.

'

of Christ at

His Second Advent. 'The reapers
3

in the great
Harvest * arc angels

'

; and they separate the tares

from the wheat $Ml 13).
* The 8on of Man will

send forth his angels to gather out all that offend'

(Mt 1341
).

* He shall come m Ins glory, and all the

holy angels with him' (Mt J25
31

).

' He shall send
forth his angels with the great sound of a trumpet
to gather the elect

>

(Mt 24 ; cf. 1 Th 417, 2Tli I7 )

8. To complete our survey, we must add one
word as to the appearance of angels when men
were conscious or their presence. It is taken for

granted that there needs to be a |m p.n.moii of

vision before man can recognize their presence.
As Balaam was unaware that the angel con-

fronted him until the Lord opened his eyes (Nu
22S1

), and as Elisha prayed that God would open
the eyes of his servant (2 K 617

), so when the

risen Jesus appeared to Saul of Tarsus, those who
travelled with him *$aw no man' (Ac 97 ). (a)

Angels bad a manlik< k

iipKainTiic As Abraham
ana Manoab's wife mi-look ilu'in lor paen(Gnl8

10
,

Jg 13), so, in "! t 1 11 -i : 1 1 ie Resurrection, St. Mark
says that the u urn- n i v a young man

'

(16
5
), and

St. Luke that 'two men stood by them\(24
4
). (6)

Their appearnnoc was usually with brilliant light
or '

gloxy/ When the angel appeared to the shep-
herds,

* the glory of the Lord shone round about
them '

(Lie 29
) and when the Son of Man eonieth,

He will ( omo ' in the glory of the holy angels' (Lk
9J6

).
So in To 316

,
Cod. B reads ' The prayer of

both was heard before the glory of the gieat

Raphael' ; in 2 Mac 328 two young men appealed,
* notable in their strength and beautiful in their

glory '; and the P '
""

*./" *
: !-

that * an angel ot the Lord appeared m the great

light to Joachim (' ) They v i-ar raiment of great
luniinousness. Mt *2S

3 'Uis appearance was like

lurliinimjj, and Ins raiment white as snow'; cf.

Dn 1C
1

', T-zk I 18, Bev I
1* jgw So Apoc. of Peter

bays of tlie angels, 'their body was whiter than

any snow/
fit DIFFERENCES BETWEEN NT AND RABBIXISM

AS TO ANGELS. We undertook to show that *
in

the main Christ and His Apostles appropriated
the Angelology of Judaism

'

; and the above sys-
tematic treatment has surely rendered this evi-

dent. It has often been observed that * Jesus says
veiv little about angels

'

; and, so far as the "bulk

of fiis sayings is concerned, this is quite true ; but
when we classify His utterances, we find that they
constitute almost a complete Angelology ; and so

far as it goes, it is in harmony with the Jewish
beliefs of the period. The Jews believed all that
the NT says of angels, but they also believed much
more.

1. It is very
""

that the Gospels are
silent as to the of angels In Judaism
this was very prominent. In Tobit, e.ff., one great
function of imucK i- ,."nl to be to carry the prayers
of saints \\itij.M ili< cil, before the glory of the
Holy One (12

12- 15
) In Enoch 406 the seer says:

' And the third voice heard I pray and intercede
for those who dwell on the earth, and supplicate
in the name of the Lord of spirits.' In the Greek
Apoc. of Baruch (c. 11), Michael is said to have a
great leceptacle in which the prayers of men are

placed to be cairied through the gates into the pre-
sence of the Divine gloiy (Texts and Studies, v.

i. 100), In the Midrash &xodusEabba 21 an angel
set over the prayers of men is said to weave them
into crowns for the Most High. But not only are
the Gospels silent as to the need of angels to be
mediators in <

,- i * -i i V i- .
; s and necessities

of saints into . S , i ,!: i !i , chamber of the
Most High, 1 1 i ; .

> ' was designed to
counteract si ( ii .1 m . <, (" When our Lord
said :

* Your heavenly Father knoweth that ye
have need of all these things' (Mt 632); 'Your
heavenly Father feedeth the fowls' (6

26
); 'Thy

Father seeth in secret
'

(6
18

) ;
*

Pray to thy Father
who is in secret

'

(6
6
), He certainly wished to break

down the barriers which the Jewish mind had
placed between itself arid God, and encourage men
to come direct to the Father in childlike confidence.

2. In other respects the only difference is, that
the Gospels are fiee fiom the cxtia \<igant embel-
lishment in which the Rabbis indulged, when
speaking of angels : (a) as to their size. The Tal-
mudie treatise Chaalgah (136) says that Sandalfon
is taller than his fellows l-\ . Y k

1 si;, b uf a journey
of 500 years; and the '//,/

'

'/ r t / (c. 9) tells

how the Roman soldiers saw two men descend
from heaven, and the head of the two reached
unto heaven, but that of Him whom they released
from the tomb overpassed the heavens. (b) As
to a fondness for the marvellous in describing
their appealance and actions. For instance, Yoma
2la narrates how a high priest was killed by an

angel in the Holy of Holies, and the impress of

a calf's foot was found between his shoulders
Joshua ben IJananiah is reported to have told

the Emperor Hadrian that God hears the song of

new angels every day. When asked whence they
come, he replied, 'From the fiery stream which
issues from the throne of God '

(Dn 730 ) ; see Bacher,

Agada der Tannaiten, i. 178. (c) The Jews also

",

"

i -,h as to the origin of the angels,
.

%
, with the four elements, etc. ; and

they had ingenious methods of computing their

number by ]ubbah*tic Gfnittti nt the whole thing
being the"extravaganza of Orient al phanta^j .

iv. THE OBJECTIVE VALTTB OF '\ HI >T DOC HUNT:
OF ANGELS.- The most difficult part of our ta&k

now awaits us, to give some account of modem.
views as to the reality

of jni^i'K, and fco discuss

whether there are valia ica-on- \\ h\ MO, as Chris-

tians, are bound to accept the priwwt, facie NT
teaching as to the angelic ministry. Every Chris-

tian must feel that it is of very great importance
to decide whether the Lord Jesus really believed

in the objective existence and ministrations of

angels. To this question the present writer feels

obliged to give an affirmative reply [but see art.

ACCOMMODATION, above, p. 20], and that for the

following reasons : (I) Though Jesus did not speak
much concerning angels, yet Hls*recorded savings
cover, with some intentional exception's, almost
the complete Angelology of the Jews which JLS

evidence that He was, in the main, in agreement
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with it (2) If the disciples had been radically
mistaken on this subject, surely this is a matter
as to which Chiist's words were applicable

6
If it

weie not KO, I would have told you,' Jn 142
. (3)

In controversy with the Saddiicees, who were

sceptical as to angels, He adroitly gave them such
a reply to their objection against the resurrection

as to show that the existence and nature of angels
was to Him a settled matter, and might be used
to elucidate the nature of the lesui rectum body.
Theie is a wealth of conviction in the words of

Jesus :
* Those who rise again are like the angels

J

(4) Christ made mention of angels not merely in

the paiables, where we expect symbolism and pic-
tonal ilhifetiation, but also in I'n' icie'i'i- i,i' on

(Mt 1339 - 41 - 49
). (5) He used the p,. M- iv e: .,'i.\ .i

angels to warn men against despising the little

ones in His kingdom (Mt IS 1

"). Apait from a
liteial belief m angels, such words aie an empty
threat. (6) In the time of His most intense agony
He evidently derived comfoi t fiom the loving sym-
pathy of the ' cloud of witnesses

'

; for when He
emerges from the trial and its bitterness is past,
He assures Peter that, had He pei nutted it, more
than twelve legions of angels would readily have
intervened to deliver Him (Mt 2653

). Stevens

(Theology of NT$ p. 80) is impressed by other pas-

sages
* In seveial places,

3 he says,
c Christ seems

to refer to angels in such a way as to show that
He believed in their real existence. He will

"come in the glory of his Father with his holy
angels" (Mk 8 1*8

). "Angels in heaven" neither

marry noi are given in marriage (Mk 1225
). Of

the hour of his Advent " not even the angels in
heaven " know (Mk 13*V

In recent times the views of scholars aie much
divided on this subject 1. There are large sections
of the universal Church to whom the existence of

angels is very real, not only as a matter of theo-
retical belief, but as a matter of religious experi-
ence. They set great value on the services of

angels as mediators between themselves, in their
sins and needs and miseries, and the holy, infinite

God ; and they delight to think that the spiritual
strength and light and succour which come to
'.' 'i i I ! ', -M '

I |''!,\i ' M ,I,
:

| I

1

! il *M'| * I
I

1
.

. !i ui 1 1
i i' i.iii '.iMoi j'M " \\ in 1

;.
! 'i . i i \

^,. I.HI ,! *m i-. <,,,' II! Mivi '

<
>'

on this head, but we prefer to give the
*
disclosures

'

of Swedenborg.
*

According to him, we are every
moment in the most vital association wifch the

spirits both of heaven and hell. They are the
perpetual prompter- of our thoughts: they inces-
t-am ly work by JTIMNUJU m<i inilueuce? on our loves ;

and they give force on the one hand to the power
of temptation, and on the oihei foitifythe soul,

by hidden influx, to
^resist temptation* (Kev. G.

Rush, Disclosures (f $n,rslcn.bor<j, 70)
2. There are maru ^\lio holiexe in angels theo-

retically. They tak*e the teaching of the NT in
a thoroughly literal sense. They are prepai ed to
maintain and contend that Jesus Christ believed
in the real existence of angels ; and, in < on-equcnco,
n beliu in jm<.e|-> forms part of their creed' \ but
ari'jel- have no part in their inner religious life.

Some admit, not without regret and ^elf-i epi oach,
that angels do not seem so real to them as they
did to Jesus ; while others are reluctant to admit
that it can be a fault to yearn as they do f01 heart-
to-heart fellowship with God Him sell, without the
intervention of an angel ministry to seek for
direct interaction with God, without even the
holiest angel intervening in the sacredness of the
communion As a specimen of this attitude, we

|

quote 1 1 oin an article in the First Series of the
Expositor (viii. 409 ff) by R. Winterbotham: 'I
do not mean to imply that we disbelieve either the
existence or the ministry of angelic beings : we

cannot do so without rejecting and denying point
blank the unquestioned and unquestionable dicta

of our Lord and of Mm apostles, I Jut I do wiy
that our belief in angels in foimal only, or at the

best merely poetic. It does not stuke its roots

down into our religious COIIHCIOUHIICHH, into that

inner and unseen, but most real and often passion-

ate, life of the houl towards God and the powers
of the world to come.

5

3. There are others yet again "who Not such a

high value on the immediacy of the internet ion of

T. Hi i

-:',:;i
v ith God, believing, RH they do, that it

\\,!- i!-e ( in i" feature of GhriKt'n teaching to reveal

, f \ --I f-

" " '

%i (Jod an our Father
i ;

, . i>\, i redilections to feel

,' j
. *

i ! ,") ! i s gels in our model n
world that they sweep away the inteivention of

angels, and are reluctant to admit that the Lord
Jesus really believed in their existence. They
would believe lather that He accommodated Him-
self in this matter to current p-j u'.ir inn !>:,- FD-

;, -.,.,
(j

"p,, ,

'
.< aintam^ J'.ii

* the nnMeiiu
i; ! i -i , in which JCHUH viewed Hin

heavenly Father left no room for such personal
intermediate beings* [as the Jews of that time be-

lieved in]. In pannages like Lk 128 and 1C10

anpiln
are *a poetic p.iijnui.i-e for God Himself.* * The

holy angels of i lie su ui Man, with whom lie will

come again in His gloiy, are the rays of Divine

majesty which is then to nurround Him with

splendour : they are the Divine powers with which
He is to waken the dead.' And again,

* The inont

remarkable passage i$ Mt 1810
, and it is the very

-> \ "dch we can least of all take in prosaic

According to it, even the least of the
children of men has his

"

-i ;

*

"loatall
times has access to the II-. i I , viz. to

complain to Him of the onences'uone to nis pro-

tege
1

on earth. But as God, according to Jewis,
knows what happens to each of His children with-
out needing to be told, in what other way can we
conceive this entirely poetical passage, tuan that
in every child of man a peculiar thought of God
has to be realized, which stands over his. history,
like a gen in*-, or ^u.ii(Vi<iu spirit, and which God
always jehiemlici-, -o iluii, c\cryLhinuc \\hich op-
poses its realization, on earth coine-. befoie Him a
a complaint?' (New Text.

Theology, i, 861), Dr.
Bruce is even mo ie

|
MIMO'IV \\ in hi- T

:

' T ,;

the Hebrews (p. I l li- i v ^
"

I ur nnMii jn im-n.
the angels areve-\ unit h <i i!"i>il I'li.il-i; ir.il < 1,1

gory. Everywhere m the old Jewish world, they
are next to nowhere in our world. They have
]>;

'
i ,JM\<! -:i|'.

> .ii- -1 MODI I

1
i(

k iini\' i-"iii UI-HJL lit

and m tact.' Then, with a sti an^e lai>se of the hiw-
toric sense, he adds: 'This subject was probably
a weariness to the writer of our Epi&tlo. A Jew,
and well acquainted with Jewish opinion, and
obliged to adjust his argument to it, lie was tired,
I imagine, of the angelic regime. Too much had
been made of it m Kabbinical teaching and in

popular opinion. It must not be supposed that he
was in sympathy with either/
A belief m angels among men of to-day depends

entirely on one's lehgious outlook, ones general
view of God and the world. The man who has
wienttfc orocli\itip*, who has toiled through much
doubt and uncei I ami y before he can sincerely aiii im
the first article of tfie Chnstian creed,

'
1 believe

m God the Father Almighty/ will probably be re-
luctant to take more cargo aboard than His faith
can carry. In other words, he will employ the
Law of Parsimony, 'Eiitia preeter necessitatem
non muUiplieanda simt, and, finding the full satis-
faction 01 his religious needs m direct intercourse
with God the Father, will reject, or ignore as

superfluous, the ministry of angels. So also the
man of mystical tendencies, whose eager desire is
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to have communion with the THvmo who claims

to be endowed with a faculty l>y which lie can

cognize God, and leceive immediate communica-
tions from Him, is also likely to i egaid the intei-

ventionot angels between his spnit and the Divine

Spmt as an intiusion. And not less HO IH this the
ca.se with one who has leanings to Pantheism
\\hether he le&auls God as altogethei immanent
in the woild, 01 as both immanent and transcen-

dent Fn pioportion as oue'b thoughts eentie on
Divine immanence, and as one re^aids God as more
01 less identical with Foice, variant but tran&mut-

al>hs pieserit eveiywhore, and e 1

^ en \\hoie causa-

tive, m that pioportion aie one's thoughts drawn

away fiom every theological conception but that
of tlie One Cheat Clause ot motion, life, and mind.
Theie is no room for angels
The only scientific conception which to some

minds H^ems to foster the belief in angels is the
Law of Evolution, or, to speak nune accurately,
the anticipation of gradation of being, c-iKonia^ed

by tliat law. T, 0. Selby, in hw volume ot ser-

mons headed by one on 'The Imperfect Angel/
contends that a tine science welcomes the belief

in angels' as mtenening between man and God.
*
ft is surely not unscientific,' he ways,

* to assume
the existence of the pure and mighty beings spoken
of by seers and piophets of the olden time.' 'The

spirit of inspiration, in seeking to convey to us
some faint hint of the strict and awful and abso-

lute holiness of God, depicts ranks of angels in-

definitely higher and better than the choicest saints

on earth * and then tells us that these angels,
winch seem so lofty and stainless and resplendent,
are creatures of unwisdom and Hhoitcommg in

ooinp.nUon with the ineilable wisdom and surpass-

ing holiness of God' (p 7). Godet in his Biblieal

tiftttliw on t/ic OT has elaborated a sciontiiic apo-

ItHjin, on behalf of angels. lie contends that science

roVogmzes three forms of being : species without

individuality, in the vegetable world ; individuality
tinder bondage to species, in the animal world;

mdnidunliiy mn povM'i ini: wpccicH, in the human
race. Me hold-, ihricfoio, that it in antecedently

probable that there is m, fourth form of. being-
individuality without Kpecien each individual

owing bin existence no longer to parents like

himself, but immediately to the Creative "Will.

Thiw fourth form would exactly be the angel

(p. 2i\\).

It remains now to show that a belief in^angels
in in precise accord with the fundamental views of

God and the world w..i '. p
1 - i.i hiemselves in

the recorded life and i- nil- : i H I Lord Jesus.

Were the belief in angols at variance with Christ's

parnonal religious outlook, we mHn iiMihh icg.nd
it an an excrescence which modem thought might
l<m oft'without much detriment ;

but if it in closely
allied to our Lord's fundamental doctrines, then

thiw^ill -ii i olv confirm the impiession arrived at

from uilin <^ idem i, that Jesus nineerely believed

in the reality of angels, and would have us derive

from the belief the same comfort and^ support
which He did. Where shall we look with^more
assurance for the (list principles of the doctrine of

Jesus than to the Lord's Prayer? There our

Saviour taught His dis<ii>le^ to say, *0ur Father

which art in heaven. H allowed be Thy name , . .

Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven,' Be-

yond all contradiction, then, it ii an axiom of the

creed of Jesus that there arc beings in heaven

who do God's will. It is generally recogrii7ed that

Jesus presented to men a conception ot God which

v meets the needs of man's religious nature, ratliei

,f

''

than of his reason and intellect. Men of culture

and philosophical training may aspire to know God
as *the One in all,' 'the Absolute,' 'the First

Cause'; and may appeal for support to isolated

sayings of the Apostles, but not to sayings of the
Mastei. His sayings owe their eterna 1

permanence
to the fact that they appeal to that which is com-
mon to all men the innermost in all men the
heait the religious natme. To conceive of God
as the Absolute, 01 the Fust Cause, may satisfy
the lea&on ; but before the heait can be satisfied, it

must know God as Father, the ' Father in heaven.'
But the very phrase

' Fathei in heaven '

seems to

imply that He has sons in heaven. And that this

implication is warranted, ib iMofi<ig'ibh substan-
tiated by the words which rollow

"

*

lhy will be
done on earth as it is in heaven 3

Suiely no one
can deny that Christ iiimly believed that theie are

beings in heaven who do God's will, to say the

least, far more peifectly than \\e do, since their
obedience is the model to which we are '., iT\

taug'h i ii
;

. i iy attain, Ag,
"

i \,

the , , . -;f Judaism to push God
aloo i i -i i ,. i world, whereas Jesus

brought God nearer to men, as a Father who takes
a minute interest in all that concerns us, But if

Jesus thus biou^hL he,i\ en nearer to man. He must,
in the very act, have brought the

"

heaven nearer, and must wish us to

they also a:-- ! ,

,

\ interested in our welfare.

There is no 'i .,,. angels sliould tell God any-
thing that concerns us He knows already far

more than they can tell. Those who object to the
doctrine of angels because it inteipo-se-a a barrier

between our prayers and our Father's love, mis-
understand Christ's teaching. His disclosure of

the Fatherliness of God was meant to coirect

Judaism, in so far as it made angels the bearers
of our piayeis and. the infoimants to God of our
M-

,
s:i i M i

- Those Christians also who approach
Uod i In on;: 1 1 an irol^ contravene in this way Christ's

teaching: and also His escample, for in the ^<udori
He said to Peter (Mt 2653

); *I could piaj UK;

Father, and he would send . . . angels.' Christ's

teaching ." -I < \.v.i 1 -- both show that it is our

duty and p- n .!;' i> have direct intercourse with
God in prayer and fellowship. But this is not to

say that there is no room for the ministry of

angels. We may still believe that angels are sent

on errands of mercy. Indeed, we may well say to

those who on this subject are of doubtful rnmd,
as the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews said :

* Are they not all ministeung spirits, sent forth to

do service on behalf of those who shall inherit

salvation?* (I
14

). There is nothing at all in the

Gospel doctime of angels which is at variance with
the icligious needs of the most cultured among us.

It may present difficulties to reason, as everything
which is supeinatural does ; but the heart of man
which loves God must surely rejoice to think that

the heavenly Father has also a '

family in heaven '

as on earth (Eph 31S
). It must always find a re-

sponsive cnord in the nature of men who allow the

heart a place in their creed, to be told that there

are beings who 'continually behold the face of our

Father,' who are deeply interested in us (Mt IS10 ) ;

that our penitence gives the angels joy (Lk 15 10
) ;

that in our times of depression and anguish it

may be our privilege to have * an angel sent from

heaven, strengthening
' us (Lk 2248

), as m our times

of gladness it is our privilege to 'give thanks to

the Father from \\hom the \\hole family m heaven
and earth is named (Eph 3 llf

)
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J. T. MARSHALL.
ANGER. Anger is the instinctive resentment

or reaction of the soul against anything which it

regards as wrong or injurious. It is part of its

equipment for self-preservation, and the prompti-
tude and energy with which it comes into play are

a fair measure of the soul's power to protect itself

from the evil which is in the world. If there is

not an instant E nl ii i
i:

- iMi 4"

repulsion of evil, it

creeps into the Ji|, , ':< i -nl, and soon makes it

nofr only its victim but its instrument. The child's

anger with the fire which burns him is in a sense

irrational ; but one true meaning and purpose of

anger in the moral world is illustrated by it* It

is the vehement repulsion of that which hurts,
and there is no spiritual, as there is no natural,
life without it.

An instinct, however, when
^
we come into the

world of freedom and responsibility, always needs
education ; and the radical character of the educa-
tion required by the instinct of anger is apparent
from the fact that the first thought of almost all

men
is_

that anger is a vice. Taking human natuie
as it is, and looking at the actual manifestations
of anger, this is only too true. There is, as a rule,

something vicious in them. They are self-rcgaid-

ing in a selfish way. Men are angry, as Aristotle

I
..

'

- ii T* *

ic$, iv. 5. 7), on wrong grounds, or with
i <

"
! i people, or in a wrong way, or for too

li- 1- ;i :i: :i Tl *
i ! i,.

i is natural, not spiritual ;

selfish, not gi:-< i I-x o-nsideration of principle;
the in<1u

1
<jriuc of a temper, not the staking of

one's being for a cause. In the NT itself there are
far more wa M- :.- ?n i i*M m ger than indications
of its true

\,
.< i> a i<l i-nit i son Yet when we read

the Gospels with, the idea of anger in our minds,
we can easily see that

justice
is done to it both as

a virtue and a vice. There is a certain arbitrari-
ness in trying to py^tcumtize Hie teaching oi Jesus
on this or on any other subject, but most of the
matter can be introduced if we examine (1) the
occasions on which Jesus Himself is represented as

being angry 5 (2) those in which He expresses His
judgment on moral questions with a vehemence
which is undoubtedly inspired by indignation ;

and (3) those in which. He gives express teaching
about anger.

1. Occasions on which Jesus Himself is repre-
sented as being angry. (a) The most explicit is

Mk 35 * He looked round on them with anger (/ter'

<5/yy?)s), being grieved (o-wAwotf/iej'os) over the har-

dening of their heart/ The objects of Christ's

an^erhere are the people ri il r .\ s -M. M vl <>

maintained an obstinate a-i-I
j ';;h smi ,'< .(>>

when He asked them,
*
Is it 1? i . i I "mi i m> *M I ,\ M

day to do good or to do evil, to save Me or to
kin?' What roused His anger w; i--'

1

*!
'* *

inhumanity, which cared nothing i .*

ment of the man with the withered hand, but even
more, perhaps, the misrepresentation of God of
which

they were guilty, when in His honour (as

they would have it) they justified inhumanity on
the Sabbath day To be inhuman themselves was
bad enough, but to impute the same inhumanity
to the Heavenly Father was far worse, and the

indignation of Jesus was visible as He looked
round on them. He passionately resented their

temper, and repelled it from Him with vehemence,
as injurious at once to God and to man. Yet His
indignation was expressed in one indignant glance
(irepip\,j/dfju:jro<:, aorist), while it was accompanied
by a deep pain, which did not pass away (o-w/XuTrotf-

/Aevoy, present), over the hardening of their heart.
This combination, in which resentment of wrong
jus accompanied with a grief which, makes the

offender's case one's own, and seeks to win him by
reaching the inner witness to God in his HOU!

before insensibility has gone too far, is character-

istic of Jesus, and is the test whether anger is

Christian.

(b) The next occasion on which we we our Lord

display an emotion akin to anger is found in Mk
l(Fff

. He was 'moved with indignation' (KV
'tjyav&KTycrev) when the -

1 * '

forbade the chil-

dren to be brought to I ! 1 other instance
in which the same word is used (Mk^lO

41 M4
, Mt

21 15
, Lk 1314

) show that a natural feeling of bein#
,1 the wordhurt or

means. I i> . A should have known Him
better than to do what they did : they wronged
Him in forbidding the iijijiHMdi of the children.

Hence doctrines and puuiiu^ which refuwe to

children, and to the mu'!lr< nuilly and morally
immature in general, MKU [>U'<- ,i,nd interest in

the kingdom of God, are proper subjects of resent-

ment. In one aspect of it, the kingdom of God IB

! "( i ,",.ainst nature, and to enter into it we
>'

, l- k hoMI again ; but m another, there is a real

analogy between them ; the order of nature is

constituted with a view to the order of grace ; man
is made in God's image and for God, and it is his

true nature to welcome God ; if the children are
c

suffered,' and not forbidden, they will go to Jesus.

They wrong God who deny this, and therefore the
denial is to be resented.

(c) There is a striking passage in Lnke (14
m

),

where, although anger is not mentioned, it is im-

possible not to feel that Jesus is speaking with a
profound and even passionate resentment. * Great
multitudes followed with him, and he turned, and
said to them, If any man cometh to me, and hateth
not his father, and mother, and wife, and children,
and brothers, and sisters, yea, and his own life also,
he cannot be my disciple.' Jesus was on His way
to die; and

(

it moved Him as an indignity, which
He was entitled to resent, that on the- very path
to the cross He should be attended by a shallow

throng who did not have it in them to do the

slightest violence to themselves for the sake of the

kingdom of God. The whole passage, in which
the moral demands of

<li-<I|.y hip aio efc at the

highest, vibrates with mili-niunon 'Jo follow
Christ is a great enterpi i r, liki> b-iiNim-r a tower,
or {MIII/ I o uar ; it requires the painful sacrifice of
the i ondon* ( natural affections, th^ renunciation
of the most valued posse-scions , and when it is

affected by people who have no moral salt in
themwho could not win it from themselves to

give up anything for God and His causethe
resentment of Jesus rises into scorn (v.

14
**). With

all His love for men, there \vas a kind of man
whom He did not shrink fiom describing as *

good
for nothing.'

(d) The last passage is that in which Jesus
cleanses the Temple- Mk 1 115 and parallels. What
stirred His indignation here was in part the pro-

fanity to which sacred places and their proper
associations had lost all sacrednessj in part, the
covetousness which on the pretext of accommodat-
ing the pilgrims had turned the house of prayer
into a den of thieves; in part, again, the inhu-

manity which, by instituting a market so noisy in
the Court of the Gentiles, must have made worship
for these less privileged seekers after God difficult,
if not impossible. The text quoted in Jn 217

(Ps
69s), as remembered by the disciples in connexion
with this event' the zeal of thy house shall eat
me up '-sums up as well as anything could do
the one characteristic which is never wanting in
the anger of Jesus, and which alone renders

anger just. It is jealousy for God the identifica-

tion of oneself with His cause and interest on
earth, especially as it is represented in human
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beings, and re&entment of everything which does
it wrong.*

2. The occasions on which Jesus expresses His

judgment on moral questions with a vehemence
which ut undoubtedly inspired b

t

Eveiy moial judgment, of course, , . rs .

it is not merely the expression of assent or dissent,
but of consent 01 lesentment. We aie all within
the moral world, not outside of it ; we cannot be

spectators meiely, but in eveiy thought we are
actors as well ; to deny this is to deny that there
is a moral world at all. Hence all dissent is con-

demnation, and all condemnation, if real, is lesent-

ment ; but thcic are circumstances in which the
condemnation is so emphatic that the resentment
becomes vivid and contagious, and it is illustia-

tions of this that we wish to Hind in the life of

Jesus.

(a) The most conspicuous is perhaps that which
we find in the passage on <ri<dvda\a (Mt 18(Jf

-).

Jesus has taken a little child to rebuke the am-
bitious strife of the Twelve ; but * these little ones
who believe in me' are not children, but the

disciples generally (of Mt 1048 ),
* To make one of

them stumble' (o-navSaXifriv) is to perplex him, to

put him out about Christ, to create misunderstand-

ing and estrangement, such as we hear of for a time
in the case of the Baptist (ll

flff
') and the Nazarenes

(13
s7

), and so to make his disciplehhip void. In a
more jjcnci al ^en tse it means to mislead, or to be
the calico ihai another falls into sin which his

better conscience condemns. If we are to judge*
from His language, nothing ever moved Jesus to

such passionate indignation as this. The sin of

Hiris was that of leading others into sin, especially
*the little ones' -the weak, the untaught, the

easily perplexed and easily misled whose hearts
were otherwise naturally right with Him. Every
word in Jesus' sentence is laden with indignation :

* Better for him that a great millstone were hanged
about his neck, and that he were drowned in the

depth of the sea.
J This anger of Jesus is exactly

what is meant in the OT by *the jealousy of God,'
i.e.. Hia love pledged to His own, and resenting
with all the intensity of the Divine nature any
wrong inflicted on them (of. Zec82

*-)* Tl-.i, 1- JIM/, i

in often sinful, the absence of anger m iv U- : 10 10

the absence of love : and the man who can see the
*
little ones *

being made to stumble and who takes
it miiUMoully i*. \rr \ ii fium the kingdom of God,

(i) It is possibly an instance of this same indig-
nation that we find in Mt Ws

* Peter tempts
Jesus to decline the cross in other words, tries to

make Him stumble at the will of the Father ; and
the indignant vehemence with which he is lepelled
*Get thee behind me, Satan' shows how real

the temptation was, and how a prompt and deci-

sive resentment is the natural security in such
trials. We have a right and a duty to be angry
with the tempter.

(c) In the answer of Jesus to the Sadducees in

Mk 1284ff* we have another light on what moved
Him to indignation In the scornful wo\b wKw&eQe
with which "the di>on*->ion doses, resuming the
v\avaff0e of v. 2

*, Jesus' resentment shines out.

The question at issue, that of man's immortality,
was a great and solemn question. It involved the
whole character of God what He was, and what
in His power, His goodness, and His faithfulness

He could and would do for the souls He had made
* In Mt 2131 Wcilhausen adopts the reading <5 ftra/j<w instead

of o fpvvoy This makes the Jews deride Jesus, Instead of

iseriouslv answering Him, and Wellhausen, taking* it do, finds

in the words which follow' The publicans and the harlots go
into the kingdom of God before \ou' not an explanation of
the parable, but a Zomesauslruchf an outburst of wrath, which
could hardly be cleared of petulance (Das flvangelium Mat-
thai, 106 f ) O. Holtzinarm's idea that Jesus cursed the fig-

tree in a momentary fit of temper is only worth mentioning' as
a warning (see his Leben Jesu,

in His own image. The Sadducees had tried to

degi ade it and make it ridiculous, and the indigna-
tion of Jesus ib unmistakable. It is an example
which jus

1 ''- * " '

. jh those who by
unwoithy profane or render
ridiculous subjects in which the dearest concern-
ments of humanity are involved.

(d) To the.se passages may be added Jesus' de-
nunciation of the Phaiisees in Mt 2313ff

. The long
series of woes is not merely a revelation of things
which in the mind of Jesus are illegitimate, it is a
revelation of the

|
, "o 1

-;. i entment which
these things evoke i" I

1

I'n v are the things
with which God is angry every day, and it is a sin
in men if they can look at them without indigna-
tion. To keep people ignorant of icliuion- iiuth,
neither living by it ourselves, nor leiiing tliom do
5*0 (v.

13
) ; to make piety or the pretence of it a

cloak for avarice (v.
14

, only introduced here from
|| Mark) to raise recruits for our own faction on
the pretext of enlisting men for the kingdom of
God (v.

15
) ; to debauch the simple conscience by

casuistic.
"

-Ml'.<i (vv.
16"22

); to destroy the
Henso of

|
-"I PI morals by making morality

a matter ot Jaw in which all things stand on the
same level (v.

28
';) ; to put appearance above reality,

and reduce life to a play, at once tragedy and
farce (vv.

25"28
) ; to revive the spirit and renew the

sins of the past, while we affect a pious horror of *

them, crucifying the living prophets while we
build monuments to the martyred (v.

2$m
-) : these

are the thingn which made a storm of anger sweep
over the soul of Jesus, and burst in this tremendous
denunciation of His enemies, Yt it is entirely in

keeping with the combination of ideas in Mk 35

({JLGT 6pyy$ . . . <rvv\virotifiVQs) when the Evangelist
attaches to this our Lord's lament over Jerusalem
(v,

37tr
', of. Lk 1334f*). His anger does not extin-

guish His compassion, and if the city could be
moved to icpentance He would still gather her
children together as a hen gathers her chickens
under her wings.

Putting the whole of the passages together, and
"

'a them, we may infer that the two
i . conduct which moved Jesus most

quickly and deeply to anger, were (1) inhumanity,
wrong done to the needs or rights of men ; and (2)

misrepresentation of God by professedly religious

people, and especially by religious teachers He
stood in the world for the rights and interests, or,

we may say, for the truth of God and of human
nature ; and His whole being reacted immediately
and vehemently against all that did wrong to

either*

3* Something may further be learned from the

passages 'in uhich Jesus gives express t&tr/nitg "bout

anger.~(a) The chief of these it, Mt 321 '-"7
. Here

our Lord interprets the sixth commandment for

the citizens of the kingdom of God. It is not

only the act of murder which is condemned, but
the first movement of the passions which leads in

that direction.
* He who murders shall be liable

to the judgment' I tell you, every one who is

angry with his brother shall be liable to the judg-
ment.' The leading ck^ (

c without cause/ temere)
is no doubt erroneous here ; but the introduction
of it is rather a rhetorical than an exegetical
blunder. As Tholuck observed, to bring in the
idea that theie is such a thing as lawful anger
would only \\eakeiithe condemnation passed here

1

upon such anger as men are familiar with in them-
selves and others ; but after what has been said

under (1) and (2), it does not need to be proved
that there is a place for anger in the Christian in

tlie world in which we live. What Jesus condemns
here is not any kind of anger, but anger with a

brother, which forgets that he is a brother, and
that we have a brother's duty to him ; the anger
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which leads straight to contemptuous and insult-

ing words (the pa/cd and pupt of v. 22
), and ends in

irreconcilable "bitterness (v.
25f

). Anger like this

on the part of one Christian toward another is sin,

and sm so deadly that no words could exaggerate
the urgency of escape fiom it. No religious duty,
not even the most sacred, can take precedence of

the duty of reconciliation. If a man should be

offering his gift at the altar if he should actually
be seated at the communion table with the com-
munion cup in his hand, let him put it down, and

go first, and get out of these angry relations with
his brother, and then come and have fellowship
with God (v.

23f
-). How can an angry man, with

the temper of a quarrel in him, have communion
with the God of peace

* It is possible to raise

casuistical questions in all such situations as are
here supposed, hut as these questions present them-
selves only to the -} i'"laloi-. not to the respon-
sible actors, it is MM \\uiili while to raise them.
The one duty insisted on here, as in the partly
parallel passage in Mt IS15'18

, is the duty of placa-

bility.
The person who has suffered the wrong-

that is, who is in the right, who is entitled to be

angry is for that very reason to take the initiative

in reconciliation, and to bear the expense of it.

That is how God deals with us, who have offended

Him, and that is how we are to deal with those
who offend us. There is to be no anger in the
sense of a selfish resentment into which the bad
passions of unregenerate human nature can pour
themselves; and the lawful anger of the soul,
whose wrong is a wrong done to the kingdom
of God, will pass way at once when he who has
done the wrong is brought to IL^O-IUII <* The
penitence and the resentment are the guilty and
the innocent index of the reality of the wrong ;

and each is as inevitable as the other if the Chris-
tian life is to be morally sincere.

(6) It is natural to talce account here of the pas-
sage on retaliation and non-resistance in Mt 5d8ff\

Anger seems to be unconditionally i>i< <lulol by
such a saying as,

' Whosoever -HUM*' h i i:< o on the

right cheek, turn to him the other also.' It is

difficult to believe that any one was ever struck
on the face unjustly (as is assumed in the con-

nexion) without resenting it, and just as difficult

to believe that it would be for the good of humanity
or of the kingdom of God that it should be so.

But Jesus, who came to abolish one literalism,
did not come to institute another. His words are
never to be read as statutes, but as appeals to
conscience. What He teaches in this place is that
there is no limit to be laid down beforehand beyond
which love is no l<in^ii In ululate the conduct of
His disciples. No |-II\IK.) n-n can be so insult-

ing, no demand can be so unjust, so irrational, so

exasperating, as that His disciples shall be entitled
to cast love overboard, and meet the world with
weapons like its own. Love must to all extremities
be the supreme and determining principle in their
conduct, the same love, with the same interests in

view, as that of their Father in heaven (v.
45

) ; but
no more in them than in Him does it exclude all

manifestation of anger. What it does exclude is

the selfish Danger which is an alternative to love,
not the Divine resentment which is a mode of
love, and expi esses its sense of the reality of
wrong If this died out of the world, society
would swiftly rot to extinction ; but the gospel,
in the sense of the woicU, the example, and the
sjmit of Jcin-, i-. <-o far from proscribing this that
H i- f lie <rrratot or all powers for keeping it alive
For rlio-e who ha\c learned that where the spirit
of the Lord is there is liberty, the literal inter-

pretation of words like Mt 5s9"-42
is a combination

of pedantry and f-msiiu i-m vhidi no genius will
ever make anything else than absurd.

Echoes of the teaching of Jesus on anger are

probably to be traced at various points in the

teaching of the Apostles. E.g. in Ho 12, a chapter
which often recalls the Seimon on the Mount,
vv> is-21 aie entirely in the key of Mt 5aHff

-. 'The
wrath' of Ko 1219

,
to which Christians aie to leave

room, is the wrath of God which will bo revealed

at the last day. God has reserved for Himself

(Ijjiol KdtKr](nss eyw dz/ra7ro3c<;<ra>) the vindication of

the wronged, and they are not to forest,all Him
or take His work out of His hands; in the day of

wrath, when His righteous judgment is revealed,,

all wrongs will be rectified ; meanwhile, as Christ

teaches, love is to rule all our conduct, and we
must overcome evil with good. It is perhaps with

a vague recollection of Mt 523f* that men aie

directed in 1 Ti 28 to pray %wps &py%$ : an angry
man cannot pray. Accordingly a bishop must not

be 6pyi\os, given to anger, or of an uncontrollable

temper (Tit I 7
). Exhortations like those in Epli

431
,
Col 38, Ja I19, show that anger was known^ to

the Church mainly in forms which the Christian

conscience condemned, Ja I
19

is paiticularly in-

teresting, because it reminds us of the danger (in

anger) of enlisting self in the service of (Jod, call-

ing on the old man to do what can be done only
by the new: 'The wrath of warwworketh not the

iV'i< "*'- of God" But though it is diflknilt,

it' need not be impossible that the wrath winch a
man feels, and under the impulse of which ho ex-

presses himself, should be, not * the wrath of man,*
imt a Divine resentment of evil. The words of

Mt 186 or Mt 23m- fell from human lips, but they
are the expression and the instrument of the

jealousy of God. To be angry without sin is diffi-

cult for men, but it is a difficult duty (Eph 4Ufl
),

Apart fiom anything yet alluded to is the use
of the verb ^BpL^ao-ffu to clcRcril>e some kind of

emotion in Jesus (Mk I 48
, Mt 9^, Ju II33 - 3H

), Ordi-

narily the word conveys the idea of indignation
which cannot be repressed ; but this, though found
elsewheie m the Gospels (c,g. Mk 14{

'), is not obvi-

ously appiopiiaio in the passages quoted. ^
In th<*

first" I \\o u jnny be due to our Lord's consciousness
of the fact that the persons on whom He had con-

ferred a great blessing were immediately goiii U>

disregard His command to keep silent about it;

the sense of this
|

.: .!""' -. i . and peromp-
fcory into His toi l'i

'
'

! > it IUIH Iwou

explained as expressing Jesuw' HOUHC of the Indiana y
of death; He resented, as something not inojjciJv

belonging to the Divine idea of the v\oil<l, such

expei iencos as He was confronted with on the way
to the grave of Lazarus, But this is precarious,
and on the whole there is little stress to be laid OH

any inference we can draw fiom the use of ^u$tw-
jtaaBat, in the Gospels.

T T;
^

c
t

x ; ,aw, 8*rtnu Oalt>

ANIMALS. It cannot be said that Jinim.ils pl-iv
a very important, part in the life Jiud LC.K luutr of

our Lord ; yet the Gospel references cover a wider

range than is usually imagined The Evangelists
use no fewer than 40 different Greek words denot-

ing animals, and, apart from such general terms
as 'birds of the air,* *wild beasts/ and 'seipent-.,

9

they mention at least 20 particular kinds. The
leferences may best be classified under the head-

ings
* Domestic 7 and '"Wild.*

i. DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 1. The leasts of burden
in Palestine in the time of our Lord were the ass
and the camel. The horse is not mentioned in the

Gospels, its use in the East being restricted to

puipos-o* of war Thus, the horse becomes pro-
minent m the military imagery df the Apocalypse.
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A gcneial teim for
' beast of burden ' occuis in the parable of

the Good Samaritan (Lk 10 xrwos) In Rev 18" 'beasts of

burden' are distinguished hom horses.
r

i i, i 3)

uses the \void of abses in particulai. I is

provided to carry St Paul to Ctosarea ,
in the NT therefore

arvtvos is clearly some
' beast of burden ' which is not a horse

Probably the Good tiamautan rode on an ahs, or possibly on a
mule.

The ass is denoted by four other words in the

Gospels, viz. TrwXos1

, ovdpLov, foot, and ^TTO^YLOV The
animal on which our Lord made His triumphal
entry into Jerusalem is described by all four Evan-

gelists as a colt (TrwXosr, Mt 2P- 7
,
Slk II 2 - 4 - 6 - 7

,
Lk

193 - ** 35
9
Jn 1216

). The word is not used else-

wheie in the Gospels, and in John it occurs only
in the quotation fiom Zechariah. St. John de-

scribes the colt as dvapiov, a young ass. St. Matthew
introduces the she-ass, the mother of the colt, into

the story Tn the Matthaan form of the quota-
tion from Zechariah (Mt 21 5

) the mother ass is

further described as a draught beaist (fjiro^yiov}.

The meaning- of this fulfi" '

"

-11 brought
out by Ohrysostom Jesus ' on an ass,
'

noi dm MI/ < Dir I-. 1 uo the resb ot ine Kmgs not/ uemandmg
mlmn -, KM! ihm- TIT men off, and leading

1 about guards, but

displaying
1 His greav meeimess even hereby' (Uom. 06 in Mt.").

The triumphal entry into Jerusalem is the only
incident in the life of our Lord in which an ass is

concerned; but in His teaching, as icpoited by
St. Luke, there are two other references. The

synagogue-ruler, who forbade people to come to

be healed on the Sabbath, lecoived the rebuke,
*

Hypocrites, does not each one of you loose his ox
or Ins ass (r6v foov) from the stall on the Sabbath
and lead him away to watering?' (Lk 1315

). On
another occasion, with reference to the same ques-
tion of Sabbath healing, our Loid asked, 'Which
of you shall have an ass or an ox fallen into a well,
and will not straightway draw him up on a Sab-

bath day (Lk H5
),

The text of the latter passage is uncertain, the evidence of

K and B being divided B reads vies, adopted by Westcott and

Ilort ; while K reads tor, retained by the Revisers. Possibly

neither is the correct text ; but if we follow the Keviaers, we
may notice th s i \-< > i the ass is men-
tioned m our I I - 1< , i _ ,..!!" the ox as if to

imply that the Jewibh fanner took equal care of ea< h,
* The

ox, the <IHH, and the sheep aio the (chief) domestic animals with
which an Iwraehte household is provided

'

(0. Iloltzxuann).

The ass occupies a much more important place
in the farm life of the East than his neglected de-

scendant occupies in England to-day. The liner

breeds are icguhuly used for riding, while the
commoner bnviU di<nvthe plough and carry bur-

dens. ' The ass is still the most universal of all

beasts of burden in Bible lands
'

(Post, in Hastings'
DB).
The camel (/cd^Ao?) figures in two sayings of

our Lord, which have a piovcihi.il rin^. (Thomson
notes that the camel is still the ^subject of many
Arabian proverbs). The th c*^ 1

->|
'*' * ' ^ "

1 1 10 ^a\ ing,
* It is easier for a < I i >

|

'

. .' 1 1

a needle's eye than for a ii- '! . -s <> < :ii- 1 :'i''

kingdom of God '

(Mt 19'*, Mk 1025 , Lk If
5
). There

is no need to stumble at the hyperbole involved in
* a needle's eye/ nor is it necenmry to explain the

phrase as a reference to a particularly small gate
(see art. 'Camel' in Hastings' DB}. The second

reference is found in the denunciation of the

Pharisees, who strain out a gnat while they gulp
down a camel (Mt 2S34

). A camel-caravan would
be one of the sights of pur Lord's boyhood, and the

awkwardness of meeting a camel in the narrow

street, which modern travellers experience, was
not unknown nineteen hundred years ago, The
camel must have been the largest animal with
which our Lord was familiar, and in both sayings
it is mentioned for its size.

The only other reference to the camel occurs in

the description of the dress of John the Baptist,

.i!
1

..' M . like that of Elijah, was of camel's
han .Mi ., MU 1").

On this Sir Thomas Browne notes , i

'

or sackcloth garment, suitable to t

seventy of his doctnne, repentanceand the place thereof, the
wildei ness his food and diet, locusts and wild honey.'

2. Of larger cattle* oxen, bulls, and calves find
a place in the Gospels

The ox (/3oOs) is mentioned thiee times in Luke,
twice in connexion with the ass in the pa&sages
previously cited (Lk IB15 145

), and again in the

parable of the Great Suppei, when one of the
invited guests excuses himself on the ground that
he has bought five yoke of oxen which need to be
tested (Lk 1419

}.
The ox was employed in the

East for ploughing and I

1

it <
-'

\ ",,,. it was also used
for sacrifice, as appears- iiom ilie only other pas-
sage in the Gospels wheie oxen are mentioned,
viz. St. John's account of the cleansing of the

Temple court. Slioop and oxen (Jn 2**f
-) were

driven out along \\~\\\\ i IK .1 vendors.
Bulls (ravpot.) and fat beasts (<rm<m) t are men-

tioned only in Mt 224. They form samples of the
rich dainties prepared for the marriage feast of

the Ki'i,
'

"i : '1 niustrate the magnificent scale

of i '.<'c:i!< .1 i 'Hi" 1 which those summoned to

jKiil akc M> in.-olcntly spurned. Similarly the fatted
calf (6 pbcrxos b <nreur6$), which appears only in the

parable of the Prodigal Son (Lk 151<J* 27- 30
), indicates

an unusual feast, made to celebrate an unusual

joy. The fatted calf is contrasted with the kid,
the customaiy repast, which Oriental hospitality
provides to this day. The elder brother complains
that he has never teen allowed to oiler his friends

the entertainment which his father is wont to pro-
vide for any chance visitor ; while for the graceless
I '-'!, 1 i \ried the fatted calf, which is destined

i

!\ !

'

i festivals. The bulk and f, *"s
(

-s

i
' : ,

'

i the Marriage Feast, and i

1

i. i< I

calt'm tue \<

" *
<-f ihe lleturmng Prodigal,

alike stand <! M l.n i i geneiosity 01 God's love,
which the Scribes and Pharisees could not ap-

preciate, even when offered to themselves, the
kin^

s

invited guests, much less when those prodigal*-,
the publicans and sinners, were likewise embraced
therein.

3. Of smaller cattle, goats and sheep are men-
tioned.

Goats ($at<po$t fylfaov, lit.
e

kid,
J a meaning re-

tained in Lk 1529
; in LXX the woid -

^on-
'

as

well as *kid 3

) appear only in the j_i<inn' 01 the
Last Judgment (Mt 2532t ), where they are con-

trasted with sheep. The point of the contrast lies

in the colour rather than the character of the

animals, the sheep bem^ pirn* \\liiie, while the

goats are covered \Mili lon^ jii H.ickhair. So in

the Song of Solomon (4
l

) the locks of the beloved

are compared to * a flock of goats that appear from.

Mt. Gilead.' The Son of Man shall separate all

the nations *as a fehepheul separateth the sheep
from the goats,' and the ^imile is quite true to

pastoral life. Tristram (Nat. Hist. p. 89) says
Unit sheep and goat* pasture together, but never

trespass on each other -> domain** ; they are folded

together, hut they do not mix ; they may be seen

to enter the fold in company, but once inside they
are kept sepaiate
The Syrian goat, Copra mambrica, is the most

common breed in Palestine. It is distinguished

by long pendant ears, sloul recur \cd lioim>, and

long black silky hair. I'lock** 01 go,us me most

fiequent in hilly districts from Hebron to Lebanon,
\\hcie their habit of browsing on young trees tends

to deforest the country,

*The word 'cattle 'is used to tr. fyiftf** in Jn 412. Th
word is also found in the AV of Lk 177.

tWychf, following the Vulg. altiba, translates
* my volatolifi

(fowls)' , but fatted cattle aie probably meant.
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A kid , some MSS is mentioned ind (pi$os, some tplfaov} s mentione n
the parable of the Piodigal Son (Lk 1529

). The
kid formed the ordinary dish at an Eastern feast,
as lambs were preserved for the sake of wool, and
were, as a rule, slain only in sacrifice. For the
contrast between the kid and the fatted calf see

above, s. 'fatted calf.' There is no other direct

mention of the goat in the Gospels, though the
wine-bottles (do-icol) refeired to m Mt 917

(II Mk 222
,

Lk 5S7L ) were doubtless made of goat-skin. These
bottles were made Ly tuliin^ofrthe head and legs,
and drawing the carcass out by the neck, and then

tying the neck, legs, and vent, and i, u: r-:>

skin, with the hairy side out (Post, r. II i -s

'

DB ii 195).
The word for sheep (irp6^arov) is to be found in

the Gospels no fewer than 36 times, while words
connected with sheep, c g. iroinvrj, irotfAviov,

' a flock,'
are not infrequent. Sheep were so often in the

thoughts of Jesus that we have ]o-1poncd fuller

consideration of these passages to $} iv.

Of the two words for lamb, one, a/wis, is applied
only to our Lord, whom John the Baptist twice
describes as *the Lamb of God,' adding in one
case 'which taketh away the sin of the world'

(Jn I29- 86
). The title implies sacrifice.

TT- *
.

,

* '',.'.*"-'- -* **- r^i-al lamb or of
M

i i i -In Jesus he
*

. i ! i the symbol'
t/' |i i \<i, , .

, ; nb is implied
in the title, as unfolded in Is 537 '

as a lamb before its shearer is

dumb, so he opened not his mouth.' The purity of the lamb,
without spot and without fault, on which St. Peter dwells
(1 P 119), 18 also involved T'

i 1 . 1
\ through

sacrifice is fundamental in I .
^ !

The second word for clamb '

occurs in two forms,
&pvas (acc. pi.) and dpvtov. The diminutive form is

found only in Jn 2115
, where our Lord bids Peter feed

His lambs. * Lambs *

is used instead of *

sheep,
}

to bring out more strongly the appeal to care, and
the <oiiHVMint ioi>i|>lHc nuifi'l-snce in Peter (M.
Dod- 1

. In the \*,i(" jihp-eoui Lord is called * the
Lamb \T'f*{.'\ovi no KMUI ih.ni '27 times. The form
&pvas is confined to Lk 103 *

Behold, I send you. forth
as lambs into the midst of wolves.'

The parallel Mt 1018 reads 'sheep,' but the Mean form is
- ' i * <", i , ( f r Ep u. 5,

* Ye shall be as lambs
1 * '

' M - ' - But Peter ans\\ ered him, sav-
ins*, Tr mm ih< i\ohfe-> ipar i,he lamb** in I'le^ts'' J< <-us mid lo
Pore i, LJL not Lhe I.imb-. rear the \\ohe-, ana rhovtrhelamb*)
'

' !> ' "II- 1 ii r *
; icaduifr 'lambs' max por-

1

I'
' " ,'| ,--- ricA'npnnri of .MarnoiuU-h

is lambs torn by wolves (/>VBS jrvv^jnsr^ivw, Apol. c. 58).

i. Poultry were kept in Palestine in the time
of our Lord, as is clear from the references to the
cock (dX^/crwp) and the hen (fy>w). If we except
the mention of cock-crow (see sep. art.) in Mk
13s5

, the cock appears only in the story of Peter's
denial, and our Lord's prediction of it (Mt 26s4-w\
Mk 14()-w Lk 2234-<>f

,
Jn I^'IS27

). The hen
(fyvts) affords a simile in the lament over Jeru-
salem, 'How often would I have gathered thy
children tojrelher, as a hen gathereth her chickens
(Lk. 'her brood') under her wings !' (Mt 2337

, Lk
1384). The action by which the lien gives rest and
protection to the chickens under the shelter of her
wings is too well known to need comment. The
tenderness of the simile witnesses to tfhe love of
Jesus for His own countrymen, and His longing
1o averl national disaster. The words used for
'elm-ken-* and 'brood' (voa<rlov and vocnrtd) are
found here only, though a word from the same
root is employed in the phrase

f two young pigeons
J

(voffffobs irepicrrep&v, Lk 2-4).

5* To the list of domestic animals we may add
dogs and swme, which were classed together as
unclean.
1

Dogs (jokes) are mentioned twice. In the Sermon
on the Mount the disciples are warned not to give
that which is holy to dogs (Mt 76

). The pariah

dogs that infest Eastern towns, and have to be

cleared off periodically with poison, are ' a lean,

niangy, and sinister biood,' acting a,s SWIV<ZI#<MS
and living on offal. Natmally these animals dt>

noi
|

,

* A Mous palate, and then mannei
of :

' enough to justify the Jews'

contempt for them. To call a man u dog is through-
out the Bible a customary form of abuse. These
wild dogs, says Tristram (Nat Hutt. p. 80), weie
the only dogs known in Palestine, with the* excep-
tion of the Persian greyhound ; an<l though they
could be trained enough to act as vjitcli-do;!*. tm
the -hcej>-fol<K* they hardly became companions
to man [the dog of To 510 II4 IH altogether au excep-
tional case], To the Jew I

1

: iVi
.' very lilting

symbol of the man who ." . .[* ..... . his moral
and spiritual taste by evil living. In the DitlurtWi
1 Give not that which is holy to do;s

J
IB interpreted

to mean, Do not administer the Eucharist to the

unbaptized ; but the punciple involved in the text
is capable of wider application. A Christian in

not required to wear his heart on Ins
^sleeve ! In

the parable of Dives and Lazarus it IB said that
these

"

ime and licked the be^ar'n
sores (!.!.. I is an aggravation rather than
an. alleviation of Lazarus' suffering, Tt nhoww his
destitute and defenceless condition, that he could
not even keep the dogs away ! A diminutive form
of Ktiuv, viz. KwdpLov, occurs in the story of the
^i TM.IMI.- i, M woman. *It is not right, said the

Master,
4

to take the children's bread and cant it

to dogs.' *Yea, Lord.
1

jcplicd the woman, 'yet
the dogs eat of the cinmbi Unit fall from tlieir

masters' table
'

(Mt IS27*-, Mk 7<27f
>). Bochart treats

the diminutive KW&PIQV as doubling the contempt
inherent in the word. But it is clear from the
woman 5

s reply that the dog PI : -, i
- '

i \ are kept
within the house; they are M-> i-i-M--!*!

|.<
fcs. Trw-

tram says that he found no difficulty in making a
pet of u puppy lakeu from among the pariah do#s
(Nab Mist

: p. 80). Probably the Kw&pia were
puppies which had been taken into Jewish house-
holds as pets in a similar way. The word JH not
intended to add to the harshness of our Lord's

saying ; the woman saw in it her ground for appeal.
Swine (xotpos, not $$) appear in the story of the

Gadarene demoniac (Mt 880ff
', Mk 51W-, Lktf8

*").

'The^fact that swine were kept in Palestine at all

is evidence of the presence of the foreigner
*

(0*
Holtzmann). Cf. Lv U7

, Dt H8
,

Is 654
. The

country on the east side of the Lake was much
under Gentile influence. The Prodigal Son is put to
tend swine. The nature of the task is evidence at
once of the difference between his home and the
far country, and of the want and degradation into
which he has fallen (Lk 151W*) The only further
reference to swine is the saying,

' Cast not your
l-uiil- 1'uore swine' [Mt 78), in which our Lord
< mnnt -.-/<- the necessity of tact in religious work,

ii. WILD ANIMALS. 1. 0yplw9 the general word
for wild beast, is found in the Gospels only once.
Mk I13 tells us that during the Temptation our
Lord was with the wild beasts. Thomson says
that 'though there are now no lions (in Palestine),
solves, Jconoids; andpantheis still pro\\l about the
mid wades' (LandanJ hook,

' tViHiul rule<.tinc,'
p. 594). 'In the age of Jesus, the chief bea^t of
piey in Palcr-tine was, as to-day, the jackal
Maik's addition indicates Jesus' complete sever-
ance from human society' (0. Holtzmann, Life of
Jesus, p. 1431.).

The word QypUv is now to fce found in the second of the nVe
new Sayings recently recovered by Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt :

The birds of the air and whatever of the beasts are on the
earth or under it are they who draw us into the kingdom.'

* It would be truer to say that the pariah doga have deffene*
rated from the sheep-dogs than that the latter ha\e developed
from the former.
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Here the word is riot confined to 'beasts of pre\
'

;
it stands for

the whole kingdom of wild animals There is a similar use of

the word in a saying of our Lord as given by Justin Maityr
'

lie '& shall eat or what ye shall put on *

aie the birds and the beasts?' (I Apol
15) These considerations suppoit the conclusion that St Mark's
addition does not imply physical danger, but is rather intended
to suggest that our Lord was alone with Nature.

Two beasts of prey mentioned by name in the

Gospels aie the fox (dAo67r?7) and the wolf
(Xtf/cos^

The fox, which has at least a hole to live in, is

contrasted with the homeless Son of Man (Mt 820 ,

Lk 9r'H
) In Lk 13:w our Lord speaks of Heiod as

* that fox
"* The cunning and perhaps the cowardice

of the animal aie the basis of the comparison.
' The name,' says Holtzmann,

* must have been

^iveri to Herod because he was inimical, yet, not

daring to make any oper ,

" 1 '" "
. led

about until he found an in

secret' (Life of Jems, p 364)
The wolf is mentioned only in connexion with

or in contrast to sheep. Tne wolf is the chief

enemy against which the shepherd has to guard
his {lock. 'A single wolf,' says Tristram,

c is far

more destructive than a whole pack of jackals'
\Nat. Ilivt. p 153). Eastern shepherds employ
-dogs (if they employ them at all) not to help in

herding the sheep, but to ward off wolves. In
contrast to the hireling, the Good Shepherd faces
the wolf even at the risk of his life (Jn 1C12

).

False
i

'i ophei-. aie wolves in sheep's clothing (Mt
7 15

) The contrast between outward profession
and inward character could not be more vividly
expiessecl The same antithesis is used by our
Lord to portray the conti ast between the Church
and the world, between the patient non-resistance
of the one and the biutal violence of the other.

The disciples are sent forth as sheep (Lk, as lambs)
into the midst of wolves (Mt 10 10

, Lk 10s ).
2. The <;oiicial term for wild linls is r<x rrercwd,

*the birds,
1
o lion ra Trereiva, rov otfpcwoy, *the birds

of heaven.* They are mentioned in the Sermon on
the Mount ;

* Consider the birds : they do not sow,
nor reap, inn junhoi into barns' (Mt 62tf

; in the

parallel ]MI--;I^O, Lk 12a4, the reading is /cctyxx/cas,

'ravens,' which, however, are themselves called

ire-raw at the end of the verse). Dean Stanley
&ayb that the birds most in evidence round
the Sea of Galilee are p,im'nlin'- au>l pigeons./
Finches and bulbuls are uUo jihumuni, accord-

ing to Thomson. For the doctrine of providence
involved iti this and similar sayings of our Lord,
we must refer *our readers to iv. Like the

foxes, the birds are contrasted with the Son of

Man ; they have nests, while He hath not where
to lay His bead (Mt 820 ,

Lk 908 ), The bird ,.
j ;,

at

in the parable of the Sower, where they i
< * uii

the ".eed that falls by the wayside (Mt 134, Mk 4*/
Lk 8s

). No doubt the fields round the lake, with
the birds busy upon them, could be seen from the

place where Jesus stood to teach the people. Prob-

ably the paiable was spoken early in the
year,

The ^arable of the Mustard Seed also introduces
the birds, which come and lodge in the branches
of the full-grown tree (Mt 13s1, Mk 482

, Lk 1310).
Here the imageiy seems to be drawn from Dn
4*a ' 81

, wheie the kingdom of Nebuchadrezzar is

likened to a tiee 'upon Whose branches the birds

of the heaven^ had their habitations.' Daniel

inteipiets the tree to represent the greatness of

Nebuchadrezzar's dominion, which is to reach to

the end of the earth. The de&cription in the

parable carries with it the same implication with

regard to the kingdom of heaven. There is one
other reference to 'the birds

7
in Lk 1224 'How

much better are ye than the birds !

'

The following particular wild birds are men-
tioned in the Gospels : dove (pigeon), eagle, raven,

sparrow, turtle-dove.

VOL. i. 5

In all four Gospels the dove appears as the
symbol of the Holy Ghost at our Loid's Baptism.
In Mt 3 lfi the vision of the Holy Ghost descending
in the form of a dove (uxrei Trepurrepdv) seems to
have been granted to all pie&ent at the Baptism.
In Mk 1 1() and Lk 32J the vision is apparently
addressed more especially to Jesus Himself, In.
Jn P- it is a sign given to John the Baptist. In
the story of the Ci eation, r *

r
x * * *

from bird-life
is employed to describe th- " Ood fluttering
(RVm '

l.i.o'!M^
:

) over the waters (Gn I2). The
same "^pi i i < . i

- on the Saviour with whom begins
God's new ci eation. But the mention of the dove
naturally carries us back to the story of the Flood
(Gn 8n ). For Jesus the dove with olive-leaf after
the Flood is the emblem of the Spu it (A. B. Bruce
in Expositor's Greek Testament, on Mt 316

).

The Holy Ghost in the form of a dove typifies the

hope ot the gospel p.uo lu-i \\oon man and God.
In cleansing the 'I riupV-'-MiM our Lord came
upon them that sold doves tor sacufice. It is to
these dove -sellers that the woids m Jn 216 are
addressed, 'Take these things hence.' The cattle
can be diiven out : the doves must be carried out.
This detail, which is perfectly natuial, is recorded

only in John, who <<>n-< jr.oi llv mentions 'doves'
twice (Jn 214

'
lb

), wh V Maul r\\ and Mark have
only one reference each (Mt 21 ]2

,
Mk II 15

}.

'the word Trepio-repd is used in the LXX vvlieie

the EV reads '

pigeon
'

as well as where it reads
e dove ' The -umc bud is probably meant by the
two English words. But in the directions for
sacrifice in Leviticus, the word *

pigeon
5

is regu-
larly used, and in Lk 224

irepiffrepA is translated
*

pigeon,' though elsewhere in the Gospels it is

rendered *dove.' In Lv 128 a poor woman, 'if she
be not able to bring a lamb, shall bring two turtles^
or

^
two young pigeons.* The mother of Jesus

brings the poor woman's sacniice.
t

'

To the ancients the dove symbolized ,purity
( Vii^ioi lo mount m* the chastity of the dove], and
tln^ mi ptiliap- made birds of this class suitable
for aacriiice. The only other reference to the doye
in the Gospels is found in Mt 1016

, where the dis-

ciples are bidden to be as puc (d^/jcuoi) as doves,
a command which St. Paul echoes in Ro 1619 and
Fh 218

.

The turtle-dove '(rpvy^v) is moTitionH onlj in

the quotation from Lv 12' in Lk '2-
i 'Ih'W iii

1 hioo *]>oi ie-> of turtle-doves in Palestine. The col-

la led luitle (T, risorius) is the largest, and fre-

quents the snores of the Dead Sea. The palm
turtle (T. SetMffahnsis)

'
icsorts much "{/o the

gardens and enc'lo-ures of Jerusalem.' *It is

'MI\ familiar and confiding in man, and is never
m<ili><-.i

* The common turtle (T. auritus) is the

j

most abundant of the three species.
The eagle (der6s) is the subject of a proverbial

saying recorded in Mt 2429 liLk 1737 f where the
carcass is* there shall the eagles no j:a(luii'l

togethei
'

According to Post, there ;<i- k K-MI Uinu-.

of vultuies and eight kinds of eagles to be found
in the Holy Land, Here the term 'eagle' is

generic, ^homson describes the eagles' flight as

majestic, and their eyesight and, apparently, sense
of smell, are both extremely keen,

The exact force of the above saving is hard to determine.
Some old commentators, following the Fathers, take it to refer
to ' the conflux of the godly to the light and liberty of the

Gospel' (Master Trapp) More modern exegesis regards the

passage as hinting at the gathering of the Roman eagles round
the moribund Jewish nation But Bengel rightly observes that
m Mt 21 the reference of v 28 gOGs back to the false prophets
and false Christs of v 23 In the decav of Judaism as a religious
faith, such men will find their opportunity, and will turn popu-

. lar fanaticism to their own profit In Matthew the proverb is

perfectly general in form, and is capable of wider application-
National ruin and feverish religiosity go hamd In hand. False
Messiamsm marked the final overthrow of the Jews in A D. 135 ;

and when the barbarians laid siege to Borne m 408. v<en a Pope
consented to resort to Etruscan magic rites ! (Milman, Latin
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Christianity , i 126). In Lb^l?
37 the 'wheresoever' becomes

*
where/ and the saying is in answer to a definite question

*
. ', .' that are to mark the sudden return of the

*
i i

"

I it is difficult not to interpret the eagles of

the Roman standards. For St. Luke evidently does not take
the saying as a statement of a general law The Matthaean
form and position give the more attractive interpretation.

The raven (/c6pa) is mentioned only in Lk 1224,
'Consider the ravens how they neither sow nor

reap.' The parallel Mt 626 reads, 'birds.' The
whole passage and the force of Luke's change will

be considered in iv. The term * raven *
includes

the numerous tribes of crows, Tristram mentions

eight different species as common in Palestine
God's care for the ravens is twice mentioned in

OT (Job 3841
, Ps 1479

). These passages may have
influenced Luke, if he changed 'birds' into
*
ravens.' Again, they may have been in the
mind of our Lord, if Luke gives the original form
of the saying.
The sparrow (ffrpovQiov) is twice mentioned in

sayings recorded both in Matthew and Luke. In
Mt IO29 we read,

* Are not two sparrows sold for a

farthing?' and in Lk 126 'Are not five sparrows
sold for two farthings ?

*

In Tatian's Diatessaron
the words in taberna,

' in the cookshop,' are added.
Doubtless we have here the prices current in

popular eating -hoiv*e^ in the time pf our Lord.
*

Spano\\-, i \vo a iai thing ; five a halfpenny.' In
Alt 10J1 and Lk 127 our Lord adds,

( Ye are much
more worth than many sparrows.* For a dis-

cr.^-ion of Ihese references to sparrows and of
their homing on our Lord's teaching, we must
again refer our readers to iv.

3. For fish, three words are used, lxM$t tx^^ovt

and fy&ptov. The latter term is confined to John.
In the feeding of the five thousand, the Synoptics
speak of 'two fishes' (Stfo Wtos, Mt 14"- w

, Mk
6fe. 4i.

43> Lk 913. 16). The parallel narrative in John
reads 5i5o 6if/dpia, which is also translated *two
fishes' (Jn 69- 11

). But while the Syn. ixMs is a
general term, o-iiiuioi/, -HJ** Edersheim, 'refers, no
doubt, to those small fishes (probably; a kind of
s; iili -MI," n 1

\ "i "*"".p v .-re caught in the lake,
iin-l \\ n' !

i ! j'il - In.! would form the most
common savoury, with bread, for the fi-hei-popula-
j

i Hi .i
1
!

!,
the shore* (Life and Tiuictt <>/ ./< w,y ///>

'/ ",i 682). The parable of T i P 'AT ,

1347-00) is taken from the life of i

'

( .

'

i

'

folk. But this definite *
"

if 'if/&ptov cannot
always be maintained : i i .'" . narrative of
the miraculous diuuulit of fishes, d^Aptov and
IxQfo are intei changed" 114 equivalents (d&dpiov, Jn
2ja.io.is. ^0i5Sj vv.*- 8- 11

). Jesus says to the dis-

ciples, 'Bring of the fish (tyapiw) which ye have
now caught. Simon Peter went up, and dragged
the net to shore full of great fishes

'

(txMw). Both
in the narratives of the miraculot: i-, :" \\Y t\\ n>i

of loaves and fishes and in His po-i-io ':> -\\\

appearance by the lake, our Lord makes use of the
disciple**' own resources, while adding to them
something of His own. In the similar miracle
recorded in Lk 5, tyMs is the word used (vv.

6- 9
).

When narrating the feeding of the four thousand,
both Matthew and Mark speak of a few small
fishes (d\iya, IxOtiSia, Mt 1534, Mk 87). These are
probably the same as the 6^dpia of Jn 6. In Mt
1538 IxOts reappears. The remaining references to
fish do not require much comment. Mt 1727 is
concerned with the stater in the fish's mouth.
This passage contains the only reference to line-

fishing
in the Gospels :

' Cast a hook and take the
first fish (IxOvv) that cometh up

' In Lk 2442 we
read that our Lord convinced the disciples of the
reality of His resurrection by eating before them a
piece of cooked fish (LX^OS dirroD t^pos). In Mt
710 [)Lk II11 the word txMs, 'fish/ is found in the
teaching of Jesus. In Matthew the passage runs
thus : 'What man is there among you who, if his

son ask for bread, will give him a stone ? or if he
ask for fish, will give him a serpent ?

'

PIere fish aaid

bread are the subject of joint reference, as in the

narratives of the feeding of the five and four

thousands. Biead and fish are clearly the custo-

mary diet of the common people of Galilee, and in

the form of these questions, as in so many other

details, the teaching of Jesus closely leiiects the

daily life of His countrymen.
8

In the Catacombs the figure
of a fish was often

used as a symbol of Christ. The letters which
make up i%0tf? form the initial letters of 'l^croOs

Xptcrrbs 6eou Ti&s 2om)p, so that the word served as

a summary of the faith. See art. CHRIST IN ART.
4. The general woid for serpent (&is) occur*

7 times in the Gospels. No human father will

give his son a serpent as a substitute for fish (Mt
7 10

, Lk II 11
). Some small reptile as common as tho

scorpion must be meant, as Luke twice (10
1J> II 12

)

couples scorpions and serpents (fleets). The dis-

ciples are to be as wise as serpents [or 'as the

serpent,' reading 6 8<pis for ol 6</>ets : the senne i

the same m either case] (Mt IO16
). The ideal of

discipleship is a combination of the prudence of the
serpent with the .'% ^ " of doves. As in the

saying about not \ , ,i: on-
i
earls before swine,

our Lord here condemns recklessness and tactless-

ness in religious work. *

Religion without policy
is too simple to be safe : Policy without religion
is too subtle to be good' (Trapp). In Mt 23s8 the
word '

serpents
'

is applied to the Pharisees.
In the later appendix to Mark's Gospel, ixwur io take up
M- Si- ,' Ml among the signs that un LO follow faith

1 1 i
(, ,

lii- i.i--ii.r it i>.ir.illt-li <1 in IA IO1'* *

Behold,
I have given you i>oi<r io IK.id upon scrpenta and scorpions,
and j- i .'"<" i_ (ii < . I one.' VvII here note a refer-

ence !' I i- 'i Hi -I upon the lion and the adder/
Possibly the passage is to be irm'pnud met ijilioruMlh, and
the *

serpents' are to be explain- d !> i io i ii,,'hi or ihr Evil
One The words, however, find a more literal fulfilment m St.

Paul's experience at Melita (Ac 2S3 6
).

The viper (#xi6Va) is referred to only in the

phi a o -/( i/j^yuara ^xiSvtov,
* "* "

.f\"-. *, I

the I>IIIIL<M is applied only I
1

John the Baptist thus addressed the Pharisees that
came to his baptism, *O offspring of vipers, who
hath warned you to flee from the wrath to come ?

'

(Mt 37
, Lk 3f). Accoiding to Mt., our Lord on

two occasions adopted the same mode of address

(Mt 1284 S333). Sand-vipers about 1 foot long are
common in Palestine. The young are said to feed

upon the mother. But the force of the phrase,
Bochart observes, is not to be derived from any
nidi ^pcHjil characteristic; the sense implied is

-implv "bad sons of bad fathers.' This comment
satisfactorily interprets Mt 2S83 : but perhaps we
iiiui it'jul a Tiule more into the plinu-e. The words
of John ilu 1 Ilimi M suggest ilui familiar picture of

vipoi^ rou-cd from torpor into activity by the ap-
pioach or heat (cf. Ac 28s). In Mt 12& the phrase
leceiies added point from the fact that the Phari-
*ee have just been ui tempt in^ to poison the popular
niiTi(la<rain-tCliu-t by^u^e-ting that the miracles
%\cie llie ivork of lieel/olnib ; there is something
spiteful and venomous about their attacks on our
Lord.

5. Scorpions (ffKopirtos),
which we are told may be

found under every third stone in Palestine, aie
twice mentioned in Luke, The disciples are to
tread on scoipions with impunity (Lk IO19

). How-
ever ^\

Te interpret the passage, the addition of
*

scorpion
' seems to imply that the disciples are to

be pioteeted against some small, frequent, and at
the same tune fceiious danger The other lerer-
ence is in Lk II12

. If a son' asks for an egg, the
father will not give him a scorpion. In both
passages the scorpion and the serpent are men-
tioned together, being common objects of the
country in Palestine The scorpion at rest is said

closely to resemble an egg in appearance.
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6. The worm (o-/c^X^) is mentioned only m Mk
0-

c
in ilu k

j-li
',1-0

'

ulioio their worm dieth not,' a
<!<M -ipi "ii (ii (Jelio'pu based on the last verse of

Isaiah (66
24

).

In the TK the verse appears 3 times, Mk 944 46 48
j
and there

is something impressive m the repetition WH, however, retain

only 94S. Whether literally or metaphorically understood, the

phrase must not be taken as the basis of a Christian doctrine of

future retribution The worm does not btand for remorse : it is

simply part of a picture of complete physical corruption A
man has sometimes to choose between losing a limb and losing
his life

* the part has to be sacrificed to save the whole The
same law of sacrifice, says Christ, holds good in the spiritual
world

7. Of insectfi the bee is indirectly referred to,
while the gnat, the locust, and the moth are all

mentioned. In Lk 2442, the West.
~

<r
',;

"!
,

,' e our Lord pait of a <
'

"

i,
,

,,
\ Krjptov), i.e. the prodi

John the Baptist, on the other hand, lived on wild
rock honey, i.e. honey deposited m clefts of the
rock by wild bees; this honey was often very
difficult to get.

^
Bees, wild and hived, are very common in Pales-

tine. Tristram (Nat. Hist. p. 325) says :
*

Many
of the Bedouin obtain their subsistence by bee-

hunting, bringing into Jerusalem akins and jars of
the wild honey on which Jobsi

"

< T>,M-,i i fed.'

Bee-keeping is much practised, i ,?,'> 1 1 ( , dilee.

The hives are vuy Dimple in ':! .

"

i -n
; being

*

large tubes of Min-diied mud, about 8 inches in

diameter and 4 feet long, closed with mud at each
end, having only a small aperture in the centre/
The gnat (/CC&PW^) is mentioned in Mt 2324. As

one of the smallest animals, it is contrasted with
the camel, one of the largest. The Pharisees strain
out a gnat with scrupulous care, while they will

swallow a camel. They are careful to tithe mint,
but they fail to do justice. The Pharisees may
have adopted a practice which is still in use among
the Brahmans, viz. of drinking through muslin in
order to avoid swallowing any fly or insect present
in the water.
Locusts (d/cp5es) formed part of the food of John

the Baptist (Mt 34 , Mk I 6
). The LXX uses &Kpts

for the third of the four kinds of edible locusts

mentioned in Lv II22. They formed a common
article of diet in Palestine, and there is no need to
alter the text, as one or two MSS have done, read-

ing eyKptSest 'cakes.
1

The moth (<nfa) is mentioned as disfiguring earthly
treasures (Mt 6ia- 20

, Lk 1238 ). The common clothes-

moth is meant, of which there are many species in
Palestine. * In this warm climate it is almost im-

possible to guard against their ravages* (Post).
There is an indirect reference to the saying of

Jesus in Ja 52
.

8. A sponge (<nroyyos) full of vinegar was offered
to our Lord on the cross (Mt2748

). Of -pon;*o- ? (ho

finest in texture and the most valued is i he I'm ki-li

or Levant sponge. The sponge-fisheries of the
Mediterranean have always Tbeen and still are very
considerable. For the method of i

1

.

"

see Post in Hastings' DB iv. 612b.

iii. THE PLACE OF ANIMALS IN THE LIFE OF OUB
LOBD. In this connexion it may be worth while
to point out that the part played "by animals in

many of the incidents in which their presence is

recorded, MM \ o- to omplm-i/e the humility of Jesus.
The two \OUIIJJT pigeons \\liicli Mary brings as an

offering wnen she presents Je&us in the Temple (Lk
224

), are a mark of her povcity Jesus belonged to

a poor family.
The peaceful character of Christ's

teaching, which is marked at the outset by the
descent of the dove at His baptism, is confirmed at
the close by the fact that He rode into Jerusalem
(Mt 212"7

||) not on the warrior's horse, but on the

ass, which, as prophecy foretold, was to be a sign
of the lowliness of the coming Messiah.

iv. THE PLACE OF ANIMALS IN THE TEACHING OF

OUR LORD We have reserved for discussion under
this head the imagery drawn from pastoral life in
which Jesus described His own mission, and the
docfr

p
;

""
unfolded more especially in

His birds of the air.

i, uttr L,ora^mmwn illustrated (a) Jesus con-
fined His c ,M i nh IMIU- i\ to * the lost sheep of the
house of Isiael (Mt 15:<

*). "When He sent forth
the Twelve on a ji'c.ich'nji' tour, He bade them
observe the same lii-> .-

v
.Mi 106). "We need not

suppose from this phrase that the work of Jesus
embraced only the outcasts of Israel. 'The lost

sheep of the house of Israel
'

describes the nation
as a whole

""

, V the words of the house
of Israel'

v ,
ast taken as a defining

genitive, i.e. *the lost sheep who are the house of

Israel']. The very sight of a Galilaean crowd
touched the heart of Jesus, for they were like
worried and scattered sheep that have no shepherd
(Mt 986, Mk 684 ). In the eyes of Jesus, i lio -n, i L ul
condition of His countrymen agreed \\nli i he de-

scription of the shepherdless people given in Ezk
t34. More particularly the Jews needed guidance
in their national and religious aspirations. They
had mistaken alike the character of the coming
Messiah and the nature of the coming kingdom.
The hope to re-establish by force the throne of
David made the people the helpless victims of

political agitators like Judas the Gaulonite (Ac
587), and led at length to the chastisement inflicted

on the nation by the Koman power.
The exact interpretation ofJn 10 is exceedingly

difficult, but it may in part be understood, in rela-

tion to this view given in Matthew and Mark, of
the nation as a -'

i
;

'

i
>

i

'

1 fl < < K Jesus speaks of

Himself as the door 01 the sheep, through >\ Mch if

a man enters, he shall be saved (vv.
7 9

). The only
hope of salvation for the Jews lay

in their realizing,

through the teaching of Jesus, that God's kingdom
was not of this world. Those who offered them-
selves as leaders before Christ, and who proposed
to subdue Rome by arms, were thieves and robbers
who came only to steal and destroy (vv.

8' 10
). The

best comment on these thieves and robbers, and
ilxii n<. IIIKMII of ilioM* hi'l|>]<>--

- 1
1 <').. the house

oi I iju 1, i- pf liu |>- Jo-vpini* iioiiiit 01 the Judas
iihou: mm 1 soiled

* There was one Judas a Gaulonite, . . . who, tali hip with him
Sadduc, a Pharisee, became zealous to dra^ (the people) to a
revolt; who both said that this taxation (imdtr r\ romus) uas
no better than an introduction of slavery, and exhorted the
nation to assert their liberty ; as if they could procure them
happmo-j and -cfinn, ror what thc\ put-c-=(d and a M as*- 1 rod
< niotimm of a Mill irr&itrr pood, uln< h u.u> ihiu, of the honour
and rflorv lh< \ -would ihinliy acquire for inu^iia'iiini'x . . .

All t-ori-J or mMforluiit? al-o -pranuf from tiu'M run. and MIC
nation uai infected ujih iliindoclri'ic to an inriuLiMi decree
one Ajolorn uar came upon us after another, and we lost our

frirndi, uho used to aUciiuic oui pains, Ifore were also very
yicat ruhfffrit'H and murder* of cur f,t in<'ii>ul men. This was
." ( i. i

x
\ v o* *Ji

'
i ? 'tlif //</ rf, i,u' in reality from the

ti< ;,
*', M -i

1

th nie'l ^'(JoB.Ant.xviii.i 1).

If Barabbas was one of these robbers (cf. Jn 1840

with 10s), the fact that the Jews chose Barabbas
in preference to the Good Shepherd shows the be-

wilderment of the popular mind, which led Jesus
to compare the house of Israel to lost sheep Jesus
further describes Himself as the Goo-1 ^

|
l.n

""

>i

contrast to the hirelings, who care i M <'

sheep (Jn 1011 - 15
). If the thieves and robbers be-

token political agitators like Barabbas and Judas,
'the hirelings

1

are probably the Pharisees and
Sadducees, tne shepherds who, in the words of

Ezekiel, 'fed themselves and did not feed the

sheep.'
The interpretation here suggested is not usually

adopted. Godet, for example, -understands the
thieves and robbers to be the Pharisees. The woll,

(v.
la

) he takes as a further symbol of the same

party, the hirelings being the scribes and priests,
whom cowardice kept from opposing Pharisaic
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domination. This latter interpretation fits in well
with the context, i.e with ch. 9 (see Godet, St.

John, vol. ii. pp 375-397).
But without attempting to decide questions of

i v .'i i it is sufficient for us to point out that
i , < i

i n i
;.
of the parable is true to life

' A sheep-fold in the East is not a covered building like our
stables, but? a mere enclosure surrounded by a wall or palisade
The sheep are brought into it in the evening

1

, several flocks
! ij'jru'i- 1 II--M li'v thin it The shepherds, after com-
i

*
i n i>in <Mi i L common keeper, a porter, who is

i' i \ .1 ill ii c
i M ping during the night, retire to their

homes In the morning they return, and knock at the closely
barred door of the enclosure, whic" !'i ,-"i i j-ans. They
then separate each his own sheep, 1 <. > i and after

having thus collected their flocks, lead tnem to uie pastures.
As to robbers, it is by scaling the wall that they penetrate into
the fold (Godet, l.c. p. 378)

The details are confirmed by all Eastern travel-

lers. Thus, speaking of the power of the sheep in
7,i-:n ;"ii-l between the voice of the shepheid

, ii'l .'i,ii < i j! itranger, Thomson tells us that, if a

stranger calls, they stop, lift up their heads in
alarm ; and if the call is lepeated, they turn and
flee from him. ' This is not the fanciful costume
of a parable, but a simple fact. I have made the

experiment often
'

(' Central Palestine,' p. 594).

Godet cites 'the well-known anecdote of a Scotch traveller,

who, meeting u i

" "

T
'

il
""

home his flock, I I- i 'I
'

I
n ''"> ca i i i 'I -i

l i .'ue snepneru men raised ms voice, wnen tney ail

hastened towards him, m spite of his strange garments
'

(I G,

p 382).

All the sli*ep distinguish the voice of a shepherd
from that of a Mran^ei : a shepherd's own sheep
distinguish his voice from that of any other shep-
herd (v.

3
) The practice of naming sheep (<puvet

KO.T' fyopa, v 8
) is common in the East. The picture

of the bliephenl thrusting his sheep out of the en-

closure (&c/3d\ft v.
4
, implies the use of a certain

amount of force) and then placing himself at the
head of the flock, is likewise a simple fact, and not
fan* iful iuin^Mx

Thi -lit) Ii tiic IIMOI'K al application of Ilio p,nnl>lc
in Jn 10 is not easy to determine, yet n i- < loni

that the chapter deals with the relation of Christ
to the Church and to the individual Chi i,tian, and
it is unnecessary to draw out in detail the lessons
that follow from, the fact that Christ is for us the
door of the sheep and the Good Shepherd. It is,

however, important to notice that in Jn 10 our
Lord *jnr Sr^uf (lio -T<v Ni M.^i-iB as a whole and
nt 1 1 1- ills' pli

- t I,K-' a- -\m |i his own sheep,* i.e.

, no <h-<. pic*. 'o (ii-"'! 'i.ili"l from the other
docks in the told, %.e. the Jewish people), and that
He compares His mission towards both to the
work of a shepherd. These ideas are common to
St. John and the Synoptists, and the pastoral
imagery we are consideimg links the Fourth
Gospel to the other three.

(o) "We have seen that in the Synoptics our Lord
'spoke of the people as lost bhoep." But though the
Matrhiean phrase 'the lo^l <*hoep of tl-o !IO;M> 01

Tsifiel
'

applies to the nation as a whole, the parable
of the Lost Sheep in Mt 1812f< is a defence of
Christ's view of children, and in Lk 158"8 (where
alone in Luke the w ord TrpopaTov is used) a similai

parable forma an anbwei to the criticism of the
Pharisees, who could not understand our Lord's

eating with publicans and sinners. In a sense all

the Jews were like lost sheep ; in a very special
sense the comparison applied to these social out-
casts s No animals are more helpless than sheep
that have strayed from the flock : they become
utterly bewildered, for sheep are singularly desti-
tute of the bump of locality. They have to be
brought back' (Thomson). The figure of the lost

sheep illustrates to some extent the character of

,the publicans and sinners. In the East, says
^Thomson, the sheep have to be taught to follow

the shepherd : they \\ ould otherwise leave the

pastuie lands and stray into the corn-fields.

Naturally some sheep follow the shepherd closely,
while others straggle and have to be recalled to

the path by means of the ciook. So a lost and
wjuuieniiL; sheep is an ill-trained and troublesome
one. Bui the main point of the parable in the

action of the shepheid, who \\onld regard it tin

part of his ordinary duty to seek the lost. Though
Jesus does not call Himself the Good Shepherd in

the Synoptics, yet the parable recorded in Mt. and
Lk. shcnys us how naturally He came to compare
His ministry to the work of a shepherd, and how
He used the comparison to justify His friendly
attitude to publicans and sinners. According to

Mt 12llf
*, our Lord also adduced an owner's care for

a single sheep as a defence of H is healing a man
with a withered hand on the Sabbath-day.

(fi) If the weakness and the helplessness of sheep
supplied Jesus with similes whereby to describe
the Je\\ i*li people as a whole, tl- psuiiv -\mbol-
ized by their white wool, their iMiinli^sm'.** and

patience, led Him to speak of His own disciples in

similar terms. The disciples are sent forth as

sheep (or as lambs) into the midst of wolves (Mt
10W , Lk 103 ; Clem. Kom. Ep. ii. 5). Christians are
to be ready even to suffer death without resist-

ance, so at least the epistle attributed to Clement
interprets the saying (see above under * lamb ').

(d) In the S\Mi>i'i't
* the few other passages

where the <li-< fplt- sno described as sheep throw
little light on the subject. In Mt 25 the righteous*
and the wicked are contrasted as sheep and goats ;

but, as
* * * *

,"''' '' fche character
of the ,

'
'

I to do with the
comparison. The words *

I will smite the shep-
herd, and the sheep shall be scattered* (quoted
from Zee 137 in Mt 2681

, Mk 1427
), serve only to

show that the death of Christ woiild place the dis-

ciples in the same leaderless bewilderment which,
in the eyes of our Lord, marked the nation as a
whole. But in a somewhat different connexion

! (Lk 1283) our T i"

1

;
IM- f His disciples as a little

flock. After h-.i-.'-u iS -n forego anxiety about

earthly goods and seek the kingdom, our Lord
adds,

* Fear not, little flock : for it is your Father's

jrooil jilcii-iuc
to give you the kingdom/ There-

a--mpii\onl* were needed, no doubt, because the

disciples were but a little feeble band. But surely
the little flock implies something as to character
as well as number. It is the duty of the shephei<t
at all times to find suitable pasture, and in the
autumn and winter he has to |-'\ii> f-Kl.l"i

Sheep cannot fend for themselves >i':iil.iil\ tin?

disciples, intrusting to God the OHIO 01 "I'IMI

earthly interests, A\ ill appear to the world at once
foolish and ineffectual , yet this little flock jis to
inhei il the kingdom. God chooses the weak things
of thHwoildaCol27

).

Further references to sheep in the Gospels are
less important. Mt 715

speaks of the false pro-
phets wno are sheep in appearance and wolves in

reality, a saying which also appears in Justin,
Dial. 35. In Jn 2116 - Peter is bidden to tend
(iro(./j.aiviv) Christ's sheep (Tryjqfldrta, 'lambs,' is>

given as a variant in WH). Here we have in

germ the pastoral view of the ministerial office.

See art. SHEPHERD.
Jesus' description of Himself as the Good Shep-

herd laid hold from the first of the Christian

imagination. In tKe NT Jesus is twice spoken of
as the Shepheid (He 1320

,
1 P 2s5

). In toe Cata-
combs no symbol of Christ is more frequent than
the picture of the Good Shepherd. See CHRIST Iff

ART.
2. Our Lorji illustrates His teaching concerning

God's providence by one or two sayings about the
birds. He bids His disciples

' consider the birds oi
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the air : for they neither sow nor reap nor gather
into barns ; yet your heavenly Father feedeth
them. Are ye not much better than they

* '

(Mt 626
).

In conjunction with this passage, we mu&t ex-

amine the reference to spauows in Mt 1029 3l
, Lk

126L .

' Are not two spariows sold for a farthing ?

yet not one of them shall fall to the earth without

your Father. . . . Fear riot then . ye are of more
value than mai ::

'

Bochart well brings
out the f01ce of I

'

i of 'ravens' instead
of

' buds of the air,
5 and he rightly discerns the

bearmgof the reference to the sparrows, when he

says,
*

Express mention is made of ravens and spar-
rows among the other birds, to make it clear that
God's providence is not only concerned with birds
in general, but even extends to the most worthless
and the most despised among birds : so that men,

especially those that believe, may the more cer-

tainly draw from this fact the conclusion that God
cares for them, since He will not deny to those
who worship Him and call upon Him, the care
which He so

<
, <

;
-> , \\ bestows on animals of the

lowest order.' Bocnart further dwells on the harsh

grating voice, the ugly black colour, and the awk-
ward movements of the raven, which make him' a
<i-

;
. ,-1 > i.i'd. Concerning the sparrows, Thom-

>'i -;\ , u \ are * a tame, troublesome, vivacious
and impertinent generation : they nestle just
where tfiey are not wanted. Their nests stop up
stove-pipes and water-gutters. They are destroyed
eagerly as a worthless nuisance

3

('Lebanon/ etc.,

p. 59). Jesus then insists that the birds which
men hold cheap are not unthought of by God :

' our Lord has taught us that God
caters for the sparrow, and Himself *

obsequies.
7

By taking the references t> -pin iov - mid ravens

closely
t" 'V i . is,v -n\c oui-olu-- from a

onesided M- i'|'- , !.( ! Mt 62S which has found
favour with many* Thus 0. Holtzmann (Life of
Jems, p. 102) says :

* With the drudgery and toil

of human labour, Jesus contrasts the toilless life

of nature, in which God feeds the raven and clothes
the lilies.* A parallel saying from the Talmud is

cited in Delitzsch's Jewish Artisan Life, which

suggests the same view of our Lord's teaching.
* Didst tliou ever see in all thy life/ says llabbi

Simeon, soxi of Eleazar,
c a bird or an animal

working at a craft? And yet these creatures,
made simply for the

j ;

"
%

ving me, gain,
their living without <.

'
'

\ I. I am created
to serve my Creator : . -I . i ho are created
to serve can gam their livelihood without diffi-

culty, shall not It who am made to serve my
Creator, earn my living without trouble ?

'

If this

saying is modelled on Mt 62ti

, then Rabbi Simeon
and 0, Holtxmann seem to a<ueo in irun pi < ting our
Lord's teaching to the dlcc'i ilun

*
ihe buds- are

fed, -without working : surely we may expect God
to feed us too, without our toil,' Such an inter-

pretation makes Mt 626 the \-.\ t .*\\i\ dhaiia of idle-

ness. But the superiority of i !i- lml <lo< s not lie

in their not woi king, but in their not worrying.
If we may paraphrase the passage,

* the birds do
not engage m a- 1 \ m> ili<i<Vifiil toil; yet they trust

God for daily lo-'i-l. a:i<l |II,M- Him for His care;
men are bettei I'IJIM !u' .a superiority shown in

the fact tliat men work in an orderly manner :

now, if God feeds the birds, which live a hap-
hazard kind of life, how much more will He re-

ward men's patient labour without their needing
to be anxious ?

* This section of the Sermon on
the Mount is best interpreted by St. Peter's words,

'casting all your care (i.e. your worries and
anxieties) on him ; for he careth for you' (1 P 57

),

or by St. Paul's lesson of contentment under all cir-

cumstances (Ph 411-13
). Our daily wants are the

wre of God, The saying about the sparrows for-

bids us to assume that daily needs will be met
exactly in the way we expect. We are not to
assume that food and raiment will be provided
amply and at all times. Privation and &uffeiing
may fall to men's lot ; but &ufteiing even xinto
death is not to be feared, because the very death
of a sparrow is not forgotten befoie God.
Our Lord's teaching- as to the trust m God's providence,

which may be learnt fiom the a ] , ued
up in the second of the five new t ' bv
Grenfell and Hunt. They restore

'
*

,

" "
* Jesus

saith (ye ask ? who are those) that ^ u iom, jf)
the kingdom is in Heaven? . . . The fowls of the air, and all
beasts that are under the earth or upon the earth, and the fishes
of the sea (these are they which diaw) you, and the kingdom of
Heaven is within you ; and whoever shall know himself shall
find it. (Strive therefore ?) to \ i

"

and ye shall be
aware that ye are the sons o i Father

, (and ')

ye shall know that ye are m (cne cwy ot Uod ') and ye are (the
city?)' The restoration of

"

.

"

r conjectural, but
it seems to be based in part i / \ k now the beasts
and they shall teach thee ; and the fowls of the air and they
shall tell thee. Or speak to the earth and it shall teach thee ;

and the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee ' And the con-
clusion which '

*i i % , i may
be stated in i

. , ,
,

,
, , , , , (

, . SSHSQ
in Job. *Wh- i i i .. i -t the
Lord hath wrought; this? Tn 'iho-c kind i" (he soul of every
livmg thing and fche breath or all mai.li.iml

'

(\ ) 1 effect we
are taught thab converse with nature should produce a calm
trust in God.

It does not fall within tlie scope of this article to
discuss the wider aspects of our Lord's attitude
towards Nature. But the place taken by animals
in His teaching: bears out the truth of the follow-

ing words of a recent writer. t Jesus loved Nature
as Nature here as everywhere He was in touch
with the actual. Plenty of people from ./Esop to
Mrs. r,,,h\ !,..,> made or drawn parables from
Natui< ,1- i

',
I: v-' His. His lost sheep have no

i- M 1

-'.
1

! TTi - I'll * may be dressed more charm -

, l\ i ,i;i ^!- .....
: but they have not Solomon's

wisdom : and His sparrows arr neither mornli-t-
nor theologians*, but sparrows, M\O 101 a f,v ! l'ir_

^pariows chirping and flying about and building
Llieu nests, just sparrows 1 But the least motion
which they made seemed a thrill of pleasure, . , .

Sparrows, liliea, lost sheep, hens and chickens,

midnight stars and mountain winds, they all

entered into His mind and heart, and spoke to Him -

of the character of God, of His delight in beauty,
and His love

'

(T. B. Glover).

"Without attempting to piwide a complete
bibliography, it may be worth while to give a libt of books that
th< i-i

i - ?
1

: V r*- ;urt's f>m?i,n /)-

(ed !, i n * i
'

1 1 I'
1 'in Xaivral Z/ufo- /

of
'

/- / " t . I i I inj ,kct and accessible
inf . ;

> IN i M - iu . I- -H. c ,uent in books of

Oriental travel : e.g. Sianlex 'a Sinai, and Palatine , Robinson's
JfjRJP ; and Thomson s Land and the Book [the latest edition

of Thomson's work in 3 vols, is especially \aluablc, though
the information is widely scattered and is not always easv
Jo fin I"

1

Tr . jut cUs on natural history and on paicicular
.I'D iulb inll.i-iii.,f

>

I'M und the Enci/c JBtbl may beconsulud
with advantage The standard '

Lives of Jesus '^doal with the
references to animals incidentally ; Edersheim is perhaps the
fullest and most reliable. There are some fiesh, fchoujrh

not
atau's accuiiue, ob-n nrations on the subject in the ti/e of
./VIM b\ O H)ll/.iuar Of the many comment anos ihdLb ex-

po ird the ius-aL'(s MJ the Gospels u Inch ooiu'orn our ^tiltjoot

ih< )ir-<MiL wriioi Tin-, found \ol i of the j.po*if',' Gt?i.
J't'ftnmi 'it (' S\ iiopii 's

'

by A. B Bruce,
'

ftt Jolm '

by M Ixxlb)

most useiul. H G. \\'OOD

ANISE.* Anise *
is the translation given in AV

and BV of Awtfov (Mt232S
) : the jiiaijiinal render-

ing
'
dill

'
is the correct one. The true anise is the

plant Pimpinella anisum, which is cpritc distinct

from Aneihuvn graveolens, the anise of the Bible.

By the Jews dill was cultivated as a garden

plant, but in Egypt and Southern Europe, to which
it was indigenous, it is often found growing wild
in the* cornfields. It possesses valuable carmina-

tive properties, and in the East the seeds are eaten

with great relish as a condiment. It is a tardy
annual or biennial umbellifer, and grows to

height of one, two, or even three feej/.,. Tfc
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is round, jointed, and striated ; the leaves are

finely divided; the flowers, which are small, are

yellow ; the fruits are brown, oval, and flat.

In Mt 2323 dill is represented as subject to tithe.

That is in strict accord with the provision of the
Law (Lv 2730

, Dt 1422), and is corioborated by the

express statement of the Mishna (Maaserothiv. 5).

See, further, art. RUE ; and cf. note by Nestle
in Expos. Times, Aug. 1904, p. 528b.

HUGH DUNCAN.
ANNA ("A^a, Heb. njn). When His parents

brought the infant Jesus to the temple to present
Him to the Lord, two aged representatives of the
OT Church received Him with songs of praise,
Simeon and Anna (Lk 225ff<

). Anna was the

daughter of Phanuel, of the tribe of Asher (v.
36

),

which, though one of the Ten Tribes of the Dis-

persion, was still represented in Palestine. From
it some beautiful women are said to have been
chosen as wives for the priests (Edersheim, Life
and Times of Jesus the Messiah, i. p. 200). Anna
was a widow 84 years of age (AV), or more prob-
ably (RV) about 105, as 7 years of married life

followed by 84 years of widowhood would make
her to be. She was a devout and saintly woman,
worshipping constantly in the temple, with fast-

ings and supplications, night and day ; and, like
Deborah and Huldah of the OT, she had prophetic
gifts .Her desire, like the Psalmist's (Ps 27*), was
to dwell always in the house of God, though it is

hardly likely that a woman would be allowed

literally to dwell within the sacred precincts.
Having entered the temple at the same time as
Jesus was brought in, she followed up the song of
Simeon in similar -ha in-, im<i spake of the Holy
Child *to all them ih.u \\oie looking for the re-

demption of Jerusalem
'

(v.
38

). Anna would seem
to later times an ideal saint of the cloister, as such
stress is laid on her virginity, her long life of

widowhood, and her ceaseless devotions. Possibly
her name may have had to do with the name
Anna, given to the mother of the Virgin Mary, in
the Protevangehum ofJames.

DAVID M. W. LAIED.
ANNAS ("Awas, Heb.

1317, Jjfanan, Jos. "A^avos,
Ananos). High priest of the Jews from A.D. 6 to
15, and thereafter exercising commanding influ-
ence through his high priestly rank and his family
connexions. The son of one named Sethi, who is

otherwise unknown, he was appointed high priest
by Quiriniu-. phi

1
,! My in A. p. 6, and exercised

that offiio, Mhii ii I-'I-MM! political as well as re-

lipifni-tlwHd-hipof < 1<* nation, until he was deposed
by tho pnxniiaior \ .ilerius Gratus in A.D. 15 (Jos.
Ant. xvn i. ii. :>). Jhe duration of his rule, and
the fact that of his sons no fewer than five suc-
ceeded him at intervals in the high priesthood
('which has never happened to any other of our
high priests'), caused him to be regarded by his

contemporaries > a *poi Lilly MH co^ful man (Ant.
xx. ix. 1). On the other hand, he incurred in an
unusual degree th^ uri-opulaii'y for which the
high priests were p 1 o\ < i (>,<i I. I n "addition to their
common faults of arrogance ami injn-tlco, Arums
was notorious for his avarice, vvlnoli" touiul oppor-
tunityin the necessities of the Temple worshippers.
It \vaahc, piobably, who established the 'bazaars
of The sons of Anna**

'

(h&nnuydth ben& Jfanan), a
Temple market for the sale of materials* requisite
for sacrifices, either within the Temple precinct
(Keim, Jesus of Nazara, v. 116) or on the Mount of
Olives (Dejenbourg), the profits of which enriched
the high priestly family. Beyond this, the house
of Annas ib charged with the special sin of 'whis-
pering' or hissing like vipers, 'which seems to
refer to private influence on the judges, whereby
"morals were corrupted, judgment perverted, and
the Shekinah "withdrawn from Israel"' (Eders-

heim, Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, i.

263).
Annas is referred to by St. Luke and by St.

John. In Lk 32 ('in the high priesthood of Annas
and Caiaphas') he is linked with Caiaphas, who
alone was actually high priest at the tune (A.D, 26).

The < \pl.iM, id'Hi of this is found partly in the

fact that the oriice having become to Home extent
the prerogative of a few families, it had acquired
some degree of heieclitary and indelible quality,
and partly in the unusual personal authority exer-

cised by Annas. The result was that even after

his deposition he continued to enjoy much of the

influence, and even to receive the title, of his

former office (Schurer, HJP il i. 195 IF. ; against
this Keim, Lc vi. 36 ff ; H Holtzmann, Hdconi ad
Lk 32). In like manner in Ac 4(} Annas appears at
the head of the chiefs of the Sanhedrin m its action

against the Apostles, f ,

"

e actual president
was the high pnest.

*> >
< i PRIESTS.

The only other passage in which Annas is re-

ferred to is in the narrative of the trial of Jesus
in the Fourth Gospel (Jn IS13

'24
). The Evangelist,

speaking with technical accuracy, refraina from

calling him high priest, and assigns as a reason for

Jo-us beiu<; led before Annas the relationship be-

tween Annas and Caiaphas. The ex-highprieBt
had probably been the chief instigator of the plot
against Jesus, and before him He was brought not
for trial, but only for an informal and private
examination (so Schurer, l,c* p. 182). "The JLoid

Himself is <,-n JP-M- <1. luit there is no mention of

witnesses, n-i , .;i ii..i , no sentence, no sign of

any legal process
'

(W estcott, ad loc. ).

C. A. SCOTT.
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF DEATH.- It is certain

that we have words from Jesus concerning His
death ; for such ruthless criticism as that of

Schmiedel (Encyc. Bibl 'Gospels'), who admits

only nine genuine sayings of the Master, is un-
critical and unscientific. These words appear in

the Synoptics as well as in the Fourth Gospel. The
genuineness of the latter is here assumed, though
there is a wide difference in character between it

and the Synoptics.
The main point in the announcements of His

death by Jesus rests on the time of their utter-
ance. Hence the chronological jrroupinij of tlietje

sayings of Jesus must be followed, li He spoke
of His death only u*, a disappoint od man after He
saw the manifest hnto of iho rulers, there would
belittle ground f-i djiiin'

ness concerning ll;-<U,'i;h n

And the heart of the whol
Messianic consciousness.
conscious of His death?
violent death? What did Me

*"'"
'

by His death? Was His death a
' j wrifice, or merely a martyr's crown ?

These and similar questions can be answered only
by a careful and comprehensive survey of Christ s
own words upon the subject. It is noteworthy
that Jesus put the emphasis in His career on His
death rather than on His incarnation. That is so
out of the ordinary as at once to challenge atten-
tion. Here is One who came to give life by dying
That is in deepest harmony with nature, out not
in harmony with man's view of his own life.

. The first foreshadowings. (a) Jesus first ex-
hibits knowledge of His death at the time of the
Temptation, immediately after the Baptism and
the formal entrance upon the Messianic ministry.
The word 'death' or 'cross* is not mentioned
between Jesus and Satan, but the point at issue
was the easy or the hard road to conquest of the
world. It is the unexpressed idea in this struggle
for the mastery of men. Hence, befoie Jesus
began to teach men, He had already wrestled with

\

*

l.-nio <nnsciou-
i for sin.

, ,s on the
f -s

f

, become
/' xxpect a

think was to be
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His Messianic destiny and chosen the path that
led to the cross. This tone of high moral conflict

is never absent from Jesus till the end. The
Synoptic Gospels thus give the first account of

Christ's consciousness of His struggle to the death
for the sphitual mastery of men
, (b) Another* occasion for the mention of His
death by our Lord grew out of the failure of Nico-
demus to understand the new birth and the spiritual
nature of the kingdom of God (Jn 39

). If the teacher
of Israel could not apprehend these aspects of what
took place in the kingdom on earth, how could he
lay hold of the purposes of God in heaven (v.

12
)

about the work of t
1 ' " 1 " One of the chief

of these heavenly
-

necessity of the
death of Christ fo- the world The
biazen serpent of the older history serves as an
illustration (v.

14
), but 'das gottliche

" Set" Todes-
schicksals

3

(Sch\\au/kopfl, DIG W ..< T

Chnstiy p. 20) is grounded in the .,'!..
God for the world (Jn 316

). The Son of Man (Jn
S14

) who * must ' be lifted up is the Son of God (3
16

).

It is not perfectly certain that 3 16 is a word of
Jesus and not of the Evangelist, but at any rate
it is a correct interpretation of the preceding
argument The high religious necessity for His
death, of which Jesus is here conscious, could come
to Him by revelation from the Father (Schwartz-
koptf, I c p, 22). The consciousness of Jesus is

clear, but He finds in Nicodemus an inability to

grasp this great truth. The word 'lifted up'
(itywtf^cu) refers to the cross, as is made plain
afterwards (Jn 828 12m ). Even when the multi-
tudes heard Jesus use the word just before His
death, they did not understand ii Jn 12r- ihoiu'h
the r\'.'ui^eli-( gives the coirei i muiinos.'iiioii'i'L

thehjjit oi the after history v
12 ',, In lucli the

word could refer to spiritual glory (Paulus) or

heavenly glory (Bleek), but not in view of the
later developments. So then the cross is con-

sciously before Jesus from the very beginning of
His ministry,

(c) It is possibly nearly a year before we have
the next allusion by the Master to His death.

Again in parabolic phrase Jesus calls Himself the

liiuli^Kiuiii who will be taken away from the

disciples (Mk 220
, Mt 915, Lk 530 ). The Pharisees

from Jerusalem (Lk 517
) are now in Galilee watch-

ing the movements of Jesus, so as to gain a case

against Him. On this occasion they are finding
fault because the disciples of Jesus do not ob-
serve stated seasons of fasting. The answer of
Jesus is luminous in marking off the wide differ-

ence in spirit between a ceremonial system like

Judaism and a vital personal spiritual religion like
flu i-t 1.11111 \ There i& a time to fast, but it is a
iiiiu* f leal, not peifimctoiy, sorrow. Such a
time will come to 1 he disciple'* of Jesus when He
is taken away. By il.-clf this reference might
allude merely to the death that would come to
Christ as to other men, but the numerous other
clear passages of a different nature preclude that
idea here. Gould is right (Internal. Grit. Com.
on Mk 220 ) in saying that *even as a piemonniori
it is not pxemature,' though there is more in it

than this, for Jesus understood the significance of
His death. Soon the historical developments, con-
firm the piejudgment of Jesus, foi tho ennut \ of

the historical conspiracy grows apace. At "the

next feast at which Jesus appears in Jerusalem

(Jn 51
) the rulers make a definite attempt to kill

Him as a Sabbath-breaker and blasphemer, also

for claiming equality with God the Father (Jn
518). Th^ decision to kill Jesus soon reappears in

* Jn 220 and Mt 1289 are passed over because of doubts (not
fihared by the present writer) as to their interpretation or

genuineness The case is strong enough without these dis-

puted passages.

Galilee (Mk 36
), and often in Jerusalem during

the closing six months of the ministry.
(d) The use of the cross as a metaphor, as in Mt

1O*8 (see also Mk824
, Mt 1624

, Lk 1427 ), would not of
itself constitute an allusion to the death of Jesus,
since death on the cross was so common at this
time. But in the light of the many allusions by
Jesus Himself to His death, the bjicl^iound of
the metaphoi would seem to be personal, and so
to imply His own actual cross He is Himself the

supreme example of saving life by losing it Meyer,
in loco, considers that this verse was transfeired
from the later period ; but this is unnecessary ; for
it is eminently pertinent that in the directions to
the Twelve, who are now sent out on their first

mission, they should be urged to self-sacrifice by
the figure of His own death on the cross. In this
same address occuis an ;

" '*
." 'hat pre-

supposes the death of
v

*
,

,
I , is not

an anachronism (J. Weiss) to find self-sacrifice and
self-realization in the words of Jesus about losing
life and finding it (Mt 1039 ), for Jesus Himself

gives the historical !; -\ i i

1

! of this im&ge in

the sublime justifica;. i Mi own death in His
lesnrrection (Jn 1224 ).

(e) It is just a year (Jn 64
) before the death of

Jesus that He is add 10 ing tlie Galilsean populace
in the synagogue at Capernaum. He explains
that He is the bread of heaven, the true manna,
the spiritual Messiah. It is the climax of the
Galilsean ministry, for but yesterday they had tried
to make Him king (v.

15
). To-day Jesus tests their

enthusiasm by the supreme revelation of His gift
of Himself * for the life of the world '

(v.
sl

), a clear

allusion t- IT i
.

,
'

is
,

-l^ath on the cross. Thus
will it be

|
'.!< ! i < i to make spiritual appro-

priation 01 ( I i : M , M ,i ii .' li. , The people
and many of the < h I ,i-'.| '< - all back at
this saying (v.

66
), a-; i; j, r\ , . wisdom of

Jesus in having said no more as" yet concerning
His death, and life by His death. For at the first

dim .- < IP i ;! of this basal truth the people
left 1 1 MI U i , was time for the truth to be told
to the flippant multitudes Here Jesus reveals
His consciousness of the character and work of

Judas as the betrayer, a very devil (Jn 670f
). The

bald truth of the betrayal is not at this point told
to the Twelve, for John's comment is made after-

wards ; but Jesus expressly says that one of them
is a devil. Jesus <.<. :1\ \nows more than He
tells. There is thi- ;m mi- - in His cup at the

very time that the people desert Him. The
shadow of the cross is growing closer and darker,
but Christ will go on to meet His hour.

2. The definite announcements, (a) The new
departure at Csesarea Philippi Just after the
renewed confession by Peter that Jesus is the

Messiah, St. Matthew says that * from that time

began Jesus to show unto his disciples how that
he must go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many
things of the elders and chief priests and scribes,
and be killed, and the third day be raised up*
(Mt 1621

). St. Mark (8
S1

) also says that * he began
to teach them.' Clearly, then, this was an epoch
in the teaching of Jesn* conceining Hi^ death.

When He withdrew horn Galilee iliU la-si MI miner,
he devoted Himself clnclly to the di-uples, and

especially to ]iep.'niii<r them foi Hi 5* depaituie.
The specific ti-a<hm<! concerning His death follows,

therefoie, the- -iiii<hm<r t'-i oi their fidelity to
Him as the Messiah This is not a new idea to

Jesus, as we have already seen. It has been the

keynote oi His mission all the time, but He had
to speak of it in veiled and restrained language
till now, when * he spake the saying openly

'

(Mk
882). Now Jesus told the details of His death, the

place and the persecutors. He repeats the neces-

sity (6>?) of His death as He had proclaimed it iu
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Jn 31 4
. The disciples ai e still unprepared for tins

plain truth, and reter even dares to rebuke Jesus
for such despondency (Mt 1622). The sharp rebuke
of Peter by Jesus (v

3S
) shows how strong a hold

the purpose to die had on His very nature. Peter
had renewed the attack of Satan in the Tempta-
tion. The Gospels record the dtilness of the dis-

ciples, thus di -pun i n^ the late invention of these

sayings attributed to Jesus. The principle of

self-giving is a basal one for Jesus and for all

His followers (Lk 92!H25 ). The disciples could not

yet, any more than Nicodemus, grasp the moral

necessity of the death of Jesus. They recoiled at
the bare fact

(ft] On the Mount of Transfiguration a week
later, somewhere on the spurs of Hermon, Peter,
James, and John get a fresh word from Jesus
about His death (Mk 99). It is not necessary to

suppose that they understood or even heard the
conversation of Jesus with Moses and Elijah
about ' his decease which he was about to

accomplish at Jerusalem' (Lk 931
). Most likely

they did not, if Peter's remarks are a criterion

(Lk 9S2f*) There is a fitness both from the manner
of the deaths of Moses and Elijah, and from their

i espective positions in law and prophecy, that these
two should talk with Jesus about His atoning and

predicted sacrificial death. This exalted scene lifts

the curtain a little for us, so that we catch some
glimpse of the consciousness of Jesus concerning
His death, as He held high converse with Moses
and Elijah, But the remark of Jesus (Mt 179 ) was
a caution to the three disciples to keep to them-
selves what they had seen till His resurrection,
when they would need tit. But the lesson of

frticnjrth was lost on them for IV prc-M'til. Even
the chos-pii three questioned hrlplc^ly \uili each
other about the rising from ilic uoi'u! (Mk 910).

They could not understand a dying Messiah
now or later till the risen Christ had made it

clear.

(e) In Galilee Jesus renewed His earnest words
about the ceitainty of His death (Mk 981, Mt 1722S
Lk 944

). He concealed His presence in Galilee as
far as ^possible (Mk 980 ), but He was very insistent
in urging,

* Let these words sink into your ears :

for the Son of Man shall be delivered up into the
hands of men J

(Lk 944), But it was to no purpose,
for they understood it not (Mk 9s2). St. Luke
(9

45
), in fact, says that it was concealed from them,

1 1m* iaUiri a problem of God's purpose and their

i^ponsibiluj They, were sorry (Mt 1728
), but

afraid to ask Jesus (Lk 945 ). Hence Jesus has not
yet succeeded in making the disciples understand
His purpose to die for men. So then He will have
no human sympathy, and will have to tread the
path to Calvary alone.

(d) At the feast of Tabernacles, or a few days
afterwards, just six months before the end, in the
midst of the hostile atmosphere of Jerusalem, Jesus
emphasizes the lolunuiM diuraiToi of His death
for His sheep (Jn 1 n'

j
H o loo*> 1 1 \\ - to distinguish

between Himself and the Pharisees, who have been
vehemently attacking Him They are robbers,
wolves, and hirelings, while Jesus is the Good
Shepherd. He is not merely caught in the mael-
strom of historic forces, nor is He the victim of time
and circumstance, for He has \ oluntarily put Him-
self into the vortex of sin (Jn 1017f

-). The Father
has given the Son the power or right (tfrvtria) to lay
down and to take up His life again. It was a ' com-
mandment' from the Father, but not to the ex-
clusion of the voluntary nature of His death ; just
as the necessity of His death was an inward neces-

sity of love, not an outward compulsion of law.
It is in the lealm of spirit that we find the true

j

value of the death of Jesus for our sins (He 914
),

and the moral giandeur of it is seen in the fact I

that He made a voluntaiy offering of Ills hf< for

those who hated Him (Ro 58 )

(e) As the time draws nearer, Jesus oven mani-

fests eagerness to meet His death (Lk 124!>f
-) It is

only some three months till the end. However \ve

take ri, whether as intei rogative or exclamation,
we see cleaily the mingled eagerness and divad
with which Jesus contemplated His death. It i

a fire that will burn, but also attracts He had
come just for tins purpose, to make this fire

It will be a relief wnen it is kindled. It is a
baptism of death that presses as a Divine com-

pulsion upon Him, like the 'must* of the earlier

time (Jn 314
, Mk 881 ). Here we feel the m\\ard

glow of the heart of Christ as it bursts out for a
moment like a flame from the crater, unable to be

longer restrained. So Jesus had a double point of

view about His death, one of joy and one of shrink-

ing, but He did not go now one way and now the
other He will pursue His way steadily,

and a*
the time draws nigh, His view of His death will

amount to rapture (Jn 17 1 - 8S
). But Jesus was-

never more conscious and sane than when lie

spoke thus about His death. It was, in fact, HIB-

inner self speaking out. He thus gave us not only
a new view of His own death, but a new view of
death itself.

(/) Jesus even tells His enemies that TTe\pTH
to be put to death in Jerusalem (Lk Kt>n

,
I hoy

were posing as His friends, but were either repre-
sentatives of Herod Antipas or of the Jerusalem
Pharisees. Jesus asserted His independence of
* that fox

' and of them, but announced the inward

necessity (

c

I must ') that He should ultimately at
the right time meet the fateo"*

"^ * 1 *

Jerusalem. His lament over - !

the depth of His love for that city, and demands a
Judsean mmlstrv such as that described by John.

(g) It is not till the death of Lazarus that the

disciples realize that Jesus may be put to death

(Jn II8); and then as a dread growing out of the
last attempt of the Jews to kill Him at the feast
of Dedication (10

39
). Thomas has the courage ot

despair (II
16

) in the gloomy situation, but Jesus.

speaks of His own glorification (II
4' 40

). One item
in this

,
i-u'fii .<( tuii was the formal decision of the

Sanhearm to pai Jesus to death (II
58

). With thin

formal decision resting over Him, Jesus withdrew
to the hills of Ephraim, near where in the begin-
ning He had refused Satan's offer of a compromise,
and had chosen His own way and the 1 at her's.

Had He made a mistake ?

3. Facina the end. (a) The relation between the
death of Christ and the consummation of the king-
dom. It is in the last journey to Jerusalem that
the Pharisees ask when the kingdom of God comes-

(Lk 1720
). They are thinking of the apocalyptic

conception current in their literature. There are
two difficulties thus raised. One is their titter

failure to understand fche nature of the kingdom,
for it is inner and spiritual, not external (the Papyri
show that &vr6$ means *

within,
*
not *

among ),*

But, though the kingdom had already corne in thi&
sense, there would be in the end a fuller and com-

plcter realization of the work of the kingdom. It
is in this sense that Jesus addresses the disciples
in Lk 1725

. The day when the Son of Man shall
be revealed (Lk 1730

) will be the end 'But first

must he suffer many things, and be rejected of this,

generation
' Thus Jesus separates His own death

fiom the final stage of the Messianic work on eartlu
The other difficulty is raised by the disciples, and
concerns the place where the Son will manifest
Himself (Lk 1737

). He will come when there are
people for Him to come for

(b) Jesus uses the word 'crucify* before He
reaches Jericho on this last journey to Jer

* Of
, however, Expos Tvtne$, xv [1904], 8971
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(Mt 20 U)
). Stapfcr scouts this item as put in post

evcntwn (Jesus Christ during His Ministry, p 202),
because it is expressly used by Christ only twice
before His death (see also Mt 26'2 ) ; but the Master

particularizes beforehand other details, such as
the mocking, scourging, spitting,

-'' ," bo the
Gentiles (these all now mentioned *'

! .n time,
Mk 1033f

,
Mt 20 iq

,
Lk 18** ) Besides, now for the

first time also Jesus claims that His death will be
in fulfilment of the prophetic writings concerning
the Son of Man (Lk 1831

). See later Mt 2142
, Jn

1318
,
Mk 1427

,
Lk 2287 2427 Jesus is not, however,

playing a part just to fulfil the Scripture, but He
sees this objective confirmation of the inner witness
of His spirit to the Father's will concenunijr His
death. Besides, on this occasion Jesus had made
!i special point of talking about HLS coming death,
TM Uin^r i In 1 Twelve apart (Mt 20m ), and explaining
that fie does &o now because they are near Jeru-
salem , There was an unusual look on the Master's

face, so much so 1 1 1 . 1 1 II i o <1 i -u
i

!
* - were amazed and

afraid (Mk 1032
). Bnl <\ut li nil 1 1 'is pain, they were

hopelessly dull on this subject (Lk 1834).

(c) There is strange pathos in the next occasion
Jesus had for -peaking i His death.
James and John and then -, M 2020

, Mk
1035) seem hardly able to wait for the Master to

cease telling about His death before they come and
ask for the chief positions in the teniporal kingdom
for which they are still looking.. It was a shock
to Jesus Waiving their i n- , He asked if

they could drink His cup <-i i .u-i and take His

baptism of blood (Mt 2022
,
Mk 1038

). They actually
said th, .' \ v . ,,M" And James was the first

of the I
" '\' i>> .. martyr's death, and John

the last ; for Jesus had said that they would have
His cup and baptism (Mk 1039

).

(d) It was on the same occasion, as Jesus pro
ceeded to give the disciples a needed lesson in true

greatness and taught the dignity of service, that
lie net forth in plain speech the purpo^' of His death

(Mt 2Q2iJ
, Mk 1C45 ) . Certainly J esus had the right to

tell the purpose of His voluntary death, Atfr/oo? is

obviously
'

ransom,
3 but it need not be said that

this word exhausts all the content in the death of

Christ, Jesus Himself elsewhere spoke of the
vital connexion between Himself and the believer

(Jn 15lff
') This view of the redemptive death of

Christ is further emphasized by the symbol of

Baptism and also of the Supper, in both of which
the vital aspect of mystic union is exjn r-^ <1

' U *l

is here used to express the idea oi -uli-iuuiiou

though Mp is more common in this sense in the

NT (Jn IP ) and in the earlier Greek (Akwtte, for

instance). It is a ransom instead of many.
A distinction needs to be made between the atoning death of

ChriBL as a basis for reconciliation awl the con->umin.iuon of

reconciliation in the individual < is<? In the Holt Spirit. s> work
in the heart The doctrine of the subaiiiuiionart atoning death
of Jestih, uith vjtal and mjutiti union or the Ijihuier tilth Hun,
is not a rabbinic and legal refinement oi M Paul Ut> sunph
echoes the words of the Master more at length, while true to

the heart of the matter.

(e) The request of the Greeks during the last

week brought forth one of the deepest words pf

Jesus concerning the necessity of Hi** death (Jn
1223 "28

). He gives, in fact, the philosophy of grace
about His death, which is, in truth, the same as

the law of nature. It is the law of .self-giving

Thus the wheat glows, and thus will Je^uA estab-

lish the kingdom By His death the middle wall

of partition between Jew and Gentile, and between
both and God, will be broken down (Eph 214'18

).

The agitation of Jesus On this occasion is sur-

passed only by that in the Garden of Gethsemane,
and the cause is the same. In facing His death He
shrinks from it, but instantly submits to the

Father (Jn 12m ), and is comforted by the Father's

voice. To the multitude Jesus boldly announces

that His lifting up (on the cross) will be the means
of drawing all men (Gentile as well as Jew) to Him
(v.

3a
). And it has been &o Jesus gloried in His

own cross as the means of saving the lost world.

(J-) In the famous <' , with the Jewish
rulers in the temple < i i ,, Tuesday, Jesus
identified Himself as the rejected Stone in the
Messianic prophecy m Ps US2-2

, and * "ii-un!
condemnation on those who collided -

>
, !

jected Stone (Mt 2144
). At every turn during

these last days the death of Jesus i& in the back-

ground of His words and deeds ; especially is this

true of the '< <1''M' , 1 discourse (Mt 24 f ),

as well as o: i
i

i : i I;." : over Jerusalem (Mt
2387"39

), and the previous defiance of His enemies
(Mt 2332

).

(g) It is on Tuesday night (beginning of Jewish
W-Mlru -<!) \

) that Jesus definitely foretells the time
of T 1 1

-
* 1 1 ,u li (Mt 26a

). It will be at the feast of the

Passover, which begins atter two days. Strangely
enough, on this very night the rulers were in con-

ference, and had decided, owing to the popularity
of Jesus with the multitude at the feast, as shown

by the triumphal entry and the temple teaching, to

postpone the effort to kill Him till after the feast

(Mt 26 rf

"). And so it would have been but for the

treachery of one of Christ's own disciples, who this

very night, after the doleful announcement by
Jesus of His near death, and after a stern rebuke
for his covetous in,;.

1

, in 'T-, 12^-), went in dis-

gust and showed t'n-' ^.r'lu-h'ii how to seize Him
during the feast (Lk 226

). But Jesus saw in the
beautiful act of Mary a prophecy of His burial (Jn
12').

(h) Jesus is fully conscious that the Paschal
meal which He is celebiating is His last, is9 in

fact, taking place on the veiy day of His death

(Jn IS31-8-* a
). The material is now so rich and "

full, as the great tragedy draws near, that it can

only be alluded to briefly He is eager to eat this

meal before He suffers (Lk 2216f
-). He knows that

now at last His hour has come (Jn 131
), and that

He will conquer death (v,*). The content ion- ^-ii it

of the Twelve at such a time occasion?- i IK oljo< i-

lesson in humility. Jesus points out i he homiyei
who leaves the loom j comforts the disciples, and
warns them of their peril, though all fail to grasp
the -olcrmi furl oi (ho moT.il gi oal m--.- of ilie t uijrortx

iliyi i- imng *\MilK on ihoin, ,iuu<ill\ promum;/
iu<> *wonl* 101 t lijjfht niuloi iho new ji<>li''\

oi

1( -l-UUU'C IHAt UllliuUUCOd b\ flOall- ij-lv JU 11""1

!

Pfleiclerer (Evolution, and Ttieoloyy, p. lT^)seeks to reconstruct

the \\hole story of Jesus' altitude towards His death by the

answer of Jesus, 'It is enough
' He torgecs that this answer

may be neither irony nor sober earnest, but rather an in-

ability to make the di&eiplea understand more about the njatter

before the time It la chimerical for Pneiderer to set up his

view of this one passage against all the clear worda of Jesus,
and sa> that Jesus <hil not expect to die.

(i) When Je<sus introduces the Supper just after

the Passover meal, He speaks a strong word about
His death. He calls the cup of this new ordinance

'my blood of the covenant' (Mk 1424
,
Mt2628

) ; and
it is the *new' covenant, i.e. of grace (1 Co II26,

Lk 2220
). Not only so, but the blood of Jesus is

shed for many (Mk U**, Mt 2638), as He had pre-

viously said (31t 2028, Lk 18*5

) ; and St. Matthew
has the further clause 'unto remission of sins'

(Mt 2628),
H. Holtzmatm (flomd-Com., in Zoco) would expunge this

phrase, while Spitta ((frchmtentum, p 266 ff.) denies that Jesus

made any reference to His death ou this occasion. Hollmann
adraite that He spoke of His death, but i ejects the liturgical

observance commanded in 1 Oo II28* . Bruce (Kinqdam, o/ God,

p 247) bluntly calls all this
* criticism carried to an extreme in

the interest of a theory,'

There is just doubt as to the true text of Lk
2218f

*, but this in no way aftects any of the points
above mentioned Certainly expiation of sun by

,
tlxe shedding of His blood i the idea of Jesus here.
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The world had long "been familiar with blood sacri-

fice, but the new thing in His vicarious sacrifice is

that it has real efficacy and is not mere type and
shadow. The blood is the life, and Jesus gave
Himself, a sinless and free self, the representative
Man and God's own Son The moral value of this

voluntary and vicarious blood-offering comes from
the worth of the spiritual self of Jesus. Jesus
could see that this atoning sacrifice was in Is 53 10

,

but it was also inwrought in His very conscious-

ness

(j ) The very heart of Jesus is laid hare in Jn
14-17. The Master tries once more to prepare the

Eleven for the tremendous fact of His death.

Nothing in life or literature approaches the touch
of Christ as He makes plain the awful truth of His

separation, silences the doubt of Thomas, Philip,

Judas, cheers them with the promise of another

Paraclete, reminds them of their high dignity
as His friends, exhorts them to courage against
the world, and promises victory in spite of tribula-

tion. In the prayer that follows, a halo is around
the cross in the mind of Christ, for He asks for His

glorification in death (Jn 171 5
] He had already

sanctified Himself to this mission (vv.
17 19

), and
now the hour is at hand.

(&) And yet in Gethsemane Jesus Himself is
4

greatly amazed ' at His own agitation of spirit

(Mk 1433). He needs the Father's help, and for

the moment has difficulty in finding Him fully,
for Satan has renewed his temptation with fresh

energy. Tor a moment Satan seemed indeed to

triumph, but Jesus quickly surrendered to the
Father's will and won supreme mastery over Him-
self (Mk 14^) But Ritschl is in error in saying
that Jesus '

is first ot all a priest in His own
behalf '

(Justification and Reconciliation, p. 474)
What bioke the heart of Christ in Gethsemane
was no thought of His own sm, but the sin of the
world. Here in Get hsemane the heart of Jesus was
touched to the quick by the essence of the redemp-
tive sacrifice. The dis"ciples gave Him no human
sympathy, and Satan even sought to poison His
heart toward the Father. The picture m Hebrews
5"-9) of the strong Son of God, having learned
obedience through suffering, crying out to the
Father tor help, is the acme ot soul agony. Jesus
won the power to -*i :

'

. id in the dregs
of the cup was th........ - His hour has
come at last, and His enemies take Him now only
because He allows them. It is the hour and the

power of darkness (Lk 22s3). The hour and the

power of light will come later Once again 'He

speaks of the necessity of His death that the Scrip-
tures may be fulfilled (Mt 2652^4).

(Z) In the trial it is a r
.

"
-" i that

Jesus will be condemned, I
* sees

what He foresaw. 7 He knows that His public con-
fession of His Messiahship means His death, but
He asserts His ultimate triumph over His enemies

(Mt 26 f
). He claims superiority over the world,

and that He is now fulfilling His destiny (Jn 18^).
On the cross itself He practises the foicrueiK^ of

enemies which lie had preadn-d 'I.k 2.J
*i, ,

cxei (MM**,

saving power though dyinir (>.
M
;, ism some sense

forsaken by tin Failior (.Mk K>-'*'
1

), is conscious to
the last of what He is performing (Jn 1928

), and
proclaims the completion of His Messianic work
Jn 198) as He dies vuth submission to the Father
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**ANNUNCIATION, THE (Annunttatw
uT^hs, Xapm<rju6s) The announcement of the fact

that the Son of God was to be born of the Virgin
Mary, who at the time was espoused to Joseph,
the descendant and heir of David. St. Luke
( laws) tells us that this announcement was made
to Mary by the angel Gabriel at Nazareth six

months after the same angel had told Zachanas
in the Temple at Jerusalem that his wife Elisabeth
should bear him a son, who was to be called John
St Luke is our sole authority for this announce-
ment by the angel to Mary. St. Mark and Ht.

John are silent
;
and the narrative of St. Matthew,

who is our other authority for the fact that Jesus
was born of a virgin, is very different, being
written as entirely from Joseph's point of view a
St. Luke's is written from Mary's point of view

(see below). Nevertheless there is no contradic-
tion between the accounts, and in some important
particulazs they confirm one another. They are

wholly independent narratives, as their wide
differences show. Yet they agree, not only as to

the central fact of the virgin birth, but aLso as to

the manner of it, viz. that it took place through
the operation of the Holy Spirit. This agreement
is all the more remarkable when we remember
that there is nothing like this effect of the Spirit
of God upon a virgin in the Old Testament, and
that, prior to the New Testament, the very ex-

pression
t

Holy Spirit
'

is rare (see the art. in

Hastings' DJB ii. p. 402 ft.) ,
also that the fact of

the Incarnation is elsewhere indicated in quite
other terms, as by St. John (I

14
) Moreover, the

two narratives agree as to four other points, which
are of some importance. Both state that at the
time of the announcement Mary - - 1 o

Joseph, that the child was to be . . .
,'

that He was born at Bethlehem in Judaea, anil

that the parents brought Him up at Nazareth.
It is well to remember that there are stories,

more or less analogous to what is told by the two
Evangelists, in heathen mythologies. The his-
io f 'i,J pi<'K:l"';,\ < \ ihe Gospel narratives is not
AsiiikuHil bu -posi.iliuiod by such comparisons,
St. Luke's Gentile readers must have felt the un-
speakable difference between the coarse impurity

e Iikvi7 .. -1 'ntercourse between mortals and
i ii.

1

--. .! ,br ruisiiii:- legends of paganism,
n i

' \ ?u'd .it II'M.'X of the spiritual narra-
tive which St. Luke laid before them. And St.

Matthew's Jewish readers, if they compared his

story with their own national ideas, as illustrated
in the Book of Enoch (6. 16. 69. 86. 106), would
find a similar contrast. Nor should the legendaiv

point from which to teach the disciples the signifi
cance of His death (Lk 242^ &

#). But it is not
till they receive the new light from the Holy Spirit
at Pentecost that the disciples fully appreciate the
moral greatness ot the death of Clnist, and see the

addition^ to the Gospel story, which are found in
jk 2S46). ,

the A poor s plml Go-,pels, be forgotten. These show
After the, resurrection Jesus had a new stand-

,

us wlun pmful si nit the imagination of early
C In Ktians could produce even when the Canonical

Gospels we_re there as models. All theae three
and Christian i

source for the

fertile imagina-
tion of some Gentile or Jewish Christian whoses:lory of the cross, with something of the dignity

with which Jesus Himself. went into the shadow.

classes of

warn us tl -i

Gospel na 11
.",

1.

-M .*

'
; i

** Copyright, 190fc, by Charles ticmbner's Son
cuno&ity led him to speculate upon a mysterious
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subject. We should have had something very
different, both in details and in tone, if there had
been no better souice than this. And this applies
even more strongly to St. Luke's narrative than
to that of St. Matthew. It required inoie delicacy
to tell the story of the virgin birth from Mary's
side than from Joseph's ,

and this greater delicacy
is f01 incoming. And it is all the more conspicuous
because St. Luke's narrative is the richer in

details We conclude, therefore, that St. Luke
had good authority for what he has told us, viz.

an authority well acquainted with the facts. For
if he was incapable of imagining what he has
i elated, equally incapable was "his informant. The
nairative which he has handed on to us is what
it is because in the mam it sets forth what is tiue
Then who was St Luke's authority ? Assuming

the truth of the nairative, it is obvious that, m
the last resort, the authority for it must have
been Mary herself No one else could know what
St. Luke records. It does not follow troai this

that he got the information from her directly,

although there is nothing incredible in the sup-
position that he and she had met. And the form
of the narrative leads one to think that there can-
not have been many persons between her and him.

By frequent transmission from mouth to mouth
details about the angel's outward appearance, his

beauty and brightness, and about Mary's attitude

and employment, would have crept in, and the
conversation would have been, expanded ;

all of

winch coriuptions are tound in the Vi"'. 1

\ ".

Gospels, Moreover, such touches as ' *\ , ,

be likely to drop out
;
and they have dropped from

the Apocryphal Gospels.
We may go a step farther, and say that if St.

Luke did not get his information direct from
Mary herselt, the person who passed on the mys-
terious story from her to the Evangelist was
almost certainly a woman. Mary would be much
more likely to tell it to a woman than to a man

,

and, in spite of her habitual reticence, she would,
after Joseph's death, be likely to confide it to some
one, She would feel that such an astounding
fact, so much m harmony with the lite and death
and resurrection of her Son, must not bo allowed
to die with her

;
and she would therefore com-

municate it to some intimate friend, who may have
communicated it to St. Luke.

It is quite possible that this communication was
at its first stage, or had not even started, when St.

Mark composed his Gospel, so that when he wrote
he was UIIOMMI of the virgin birth. But as the

plan of In-* Goiprl excludes all that preceded the

preaching of the Baptist, St. Mark's silence would
be natural even if he already knew it. Probably
most of the first generation of Christians were

ignorant of this mystery, for the Book of Acts
and the Epistles show us that what was preached
by the Apostles was not the miraculous birth, but
the death and resurrection of Christ (Ac 1^223-24.32

31S ^lO 1089. 40132H-80 1731 etC.).
That the Fourth Evangelist knew the Synoptic

Gospels, and sometimes silently corrects them, is

certain
;
but he does not correct the story of the

virgin birth. On the contraiy what he says
about the Incarnation and about the pre-existence
of the Son of Man and His oneness with the

Father, is in harmony with it. Such passages as

IU 018 538.44. 51. 62 388 48. 58 1Q0 ^25 2Q28. 31 are more
intelligible if written by one who believed the

virgin birth, than if written by one who knew the
doctiine and rejected it It is indeed urged that

thi-> Evangelist's* beliefs about the Christ are such,
that he must have stated the virgin birth, if he
believed it. But, as the story had already been
twice told, there was no need to repeat it And
the whole of his Gospel shows that he is reserved

about the Virgin Mother, whose name he alone

among the Evangelists never mentions. She had
become his mother (K)

27
), and he is reticent about

all things connected with himself. He nowhere
names his own brother

Nevertheless, when the mystery became known
through the diffusion of the First and Third
Gospels, its importance as a completion and con-
firmation of the taith was :i . / 1 Ignatius
(c A.D. 110), in a passage (j^/i lu) which is fre-

quently quoted by later Fathers (Ongen, Kuse-

bms, Basil, Jerome, etc.), places the virgin bnth
m the front rank among Gospel truths

;
and we

find it as an aiticle of faith in the Old Roman
Creed, which can be traced almost to the beginning
of the second century, rbv yevvrid^vra <k irveti/j,a.ros

a.ylo\j Kdl M,apias rijs irapdtvov : aid natltS St (le S.S.
exMV
The antecedent probability that St Luke de-

rived the information respecting Mary either from
herselt, or from a woman to whom she had con-
fided it, is confirmed by the characteristics of these
first two chapters of his Gospel. The notes of time

(I-
6 <% 5(3

) are specially feminine, and <'Minp<.,u,i,

critics find a feminine touch throughout (1
JI

'

ll--
""

25-7. 19 as 48
5i). Langs (Life of Chrbt [ed. 1872], i.

p. 258) says:
' The colouring ot a woman's memory

and a woman's view is unmistakable in the separate
features of this history. When it is once ascribed
to a female narrator . . . w c i

' ""

the in-

describable grace, the quiet . i sacred-
ness of this narrative.' Ramsay ( W(ia Christ born
at Bethlehem ? p. 88) says: 'There is a womanly
spirit in the whole narrative which seems incon-
sistent with the transition from man to man.'

Sanday (Expository Times, April 1003, p 297)
agrees that the narrative came not only from a

woman, but through a woman, and he thinks that

Joanna, the wife of Chuza, steward to Herod
Antipas (Lk 8a 3 24 10

;
of. 2# 49

, Ac I 14), may have
been the person through whom the information

i
-

"

Mary to St. Luke. Both Lange (con-
i :

i _
.1- d Sanday (less confidently) believe that

St. Luke received the information in writing, and
that he wrote the first two chapters with a docu-
ment before him. On the whole, this is probable.
It is quite true that the peculiarities and character-

istics of St. Luke's very marked style are specially

frequentm these two chapters (Hummer, St. Luke,
p. Ixx) ;

but they are also very frequent m other

places where he was working from a document.
SU Luke seems never to have simply copied his

authority. In using written material he freely
altered the woidmg to expressions which were
more natural to himself : so that mere frequency
of marks of his style is no proof that he was not

using what was already in writing. And, of

course, when he was translating from an Aramaic
document his own favourite words and construc-

tions would come spomaneouslv.
But, while this is admined because it admits of

something like pi oof, we are not compelled to

admit the unpi overt assertion that the hymns of

praise with which these chapters are enriched have
been composed by St. Luke himself, and have no
more basis in fact than the speeches in Livy. Each
of these canticles suits the time at which it is sup-

posed to have "been uttered better than the time at

which St. Luke wrote, and it may be doubted
whether he could in imagination have thrown
himself back to the surroundings and anticipations
of Zachariasund Mary arid Simeon. There may
have been on his part

' a free literary remodelling
ofinateual 1

(B. Weiss) Before anything was
written down there may have been some modifica-

tion in the wording as the result of reflexion upon
what had lxa "i uru i<-d im-i d"ro. There may even

have been conscious elaboiauon. But it is reason-
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able to believe that these exquisite and t\\
,n ;'im!o

songs represent fairly accurately wha; '.\j,# >! '1

and felt on each occasion What was said and
felt would be remembeied, and perhaps was com-
mitted to writing long before St. Luke obtained

the precious record, although not till many years
after the events. And theie is nothing extrava-

gant m the belief that Mary herself may at last

have thought it beat to commit her recollections

and meditations to writing. The feeling, meum
secretum mihi, would prevail for a long time .

' she pondered these things m her l^eart
'

Then,
as the end of her life drew neaier, she might put
on record what ought not to be lost. Finally, she

committed the sacred mystery to another woman,
or to a small group of women

;
and from them it

j

passed to St." Luke. But we must be content to

remain in ignorance as to whether Mary, or some

confidante, or St. Luke himself, was the iirst to

put the story in writing.
That St. Luke should be the Evangelist to

receive this womanly story of women is not sur-

prising. The rest of his Gospel shows a marked
sympathy with the sex which was so commonly
looked down upon by both Jews and Gentiles. To
this day, in the public service of the synagogue,
the men. thank God that they have not been made
women No other Evangelist gives us so many
types of women Besides those in the iirst two

chapters, we have the widow at Nam, the sinner
in Simon's house, Mary M.,ji'tr, -i J Mima,
Susanna, the woman with th is- 1- .Mjr.li* and
Mary, the woman bowed down for eighteen years,
tlie widow with her two mites, the daughters ot

Jerusalem, and the women at the tomb. And he
alone gives us the parable of the Woman and the

Lost Com We may believe that he was one m
whom a woman might naturally confide.

While in. 8t. Luke everything is grouped round
Mary and her kinswoman J!iiilxMl

(
in St.

Matthew everything is grouped round Joseph.
Joseph's genealogy is given by way of pretace.
The Annunciation is made to him,

;
and all revela-

tions about the name of the Child, and the provi-
sions to be taken for His safety, are made aLo to

him. Obviously, if the story is true, Joseph must
have been the ultimate source of a great deal of it

;

but it may have passed through many mouths
before it took the form in which it appears m the
First Gospel.
Doubt has been thrown upon the two narratives,

because in the First Gospel the revelations are
made by the angel of the Lord in dreams, whereas
in the Third they are made by angels to persons
in their waking moments. It is argued that m
each case the miraculous agency is due to the ima-

gination of the writer This is possible But it is

also reasonable 'to believe that the special method
of communication was in each case adapted to the
character of the recipients. It cannot be said that
St. Matthew always gives us dreams, or that St
Luke objects to such things St. Matthew men-
tions the ministry of angels (4

11
), and communica-

tions made by means of them (28
5-7

) ;
and St, Luke

mentions communications made by means of visions
in the night (Ac W 189 -

M) And if the writers
had imagined the substance of the heavenly
message, would nnr, St. Matthew have given the

promise of the Kingdom and St Luke the pro-
mise of Salvation ? But it is; St, Matthew who
lias the latter (1*1), while St. Luke has the former
(I

8-2 88
). It is worth noting that in the New Testa-

ment we do not read of dreams 01 visions in the

night anywhere but in St; Matthew and m Acts -

cf 2 Co 1-2'

Again, doubts have been raised about the two
narratives, because in the one the revelation of the
miraculous conception is made to Mary, in the

other to Joseph ,
and either levektum, it is urged,

would rendei the other unnecessary On the con-

trary, both aie neceasaiy. It tho virgin birth was
to take place, God in His mercy would not leave

Mary in ignoiance of tho mysleiious manner in

which lie was about to deal with her We may
reverently say that the Annunciation to Mary was
a necessity in order to save her fiom dreadful

peiplexity and suffering. And this rendered a
revelation to Joseph also necessary. On the mere
testimony of Mary he could not have accepted so

extraordinary a story. The tact that, in spite of

his inevitable su^iicioiih, he took her in marriage,
requnes us to believe that to him also had been
levealed God's purposes n -j 1 1 1 : . his betrothed.

It is evident that St M,u < \\ and St. Luke
give the narratives as historical Each believed
his own story, and expected that others would
believe it also (Lk I4 ). Indeed, the isolation in

which these two very different intimations of the

virgin birth stand in the New Testament makes
the explanation of them very difficult unless there
is an historical basis. They aro not needed to

explain anything else. They are intensely Jewish
in tone

;
but we may be sure that Judaism, with

its enthusiastic estimate ot the blessings ot mar-

riage, would not have mventtd them. Moreover,
at the time when these Gospels were written,
Judaism was antagonistic to the new faith, ami
would not have tolerated such a glorifying of its

Founder. ,

In the Annunciation to Mary we are not told

that she saw anything, for the I8owa read by A C
in Lk I29 is almost certainly not genuine. Gabriel
was sent, and entered some building in which she-

was living at Nazareth, and there delivered his

messaue The elcre^Odv is against the later tradi-

tion that she was at the fountain drawing water

(/>/..'.
"' ;i nii;> of James, 11

; (jofipel of paendo-
JMatthew, i)). The angelic message is given

l in

thiee little pieces of trimeter poetry, which have
become somewhat obscured by the Greek transla-

tion '

(Briggs, 71ie Messiah of the, (jotqwls, p.
46 ff ), the first of which is the Ave Maria '10 the
form ot a distich '

4
Hnil them that art endued with giaee,
The Loul is with th.ee

'

The much discussed Mx^pi-rw^vrj roust mean
' endued with grace

'

(Sir 1817
) : view Kal X&PW

\apov<ra Mapla, (Justin Martyr, Try, 100) ;
and

both here and in 1 8|) the usual translation 4

grace
'

should be retained for x^PiS >
* The Lord is with

thee' is frequent in the Old Testament (Jos 1*

6*T, Jg 012, Is 435). xhe KV is probably right
in omitting

* Blessed (art) thou among women, 1

which may have come from I42 ; &$B L, with the

Egyptian and Armenian Versions, omit.

By the first words of the angel, Mary was
greatly disturbed (SterapdxO^ both in mind and
heart then her peiplexity and emotion gave place
to* thought (5<eXo7ifTo)." But, although wora,w6<s

originally meant 'from what country or nation."
she was not deliberating, like Hamlet atyput the

ghost, whether the message came from heaven or

hell, i e. whether it was Divine or dwoohcal Tho
Latin Versions right] v have qnahs not c?y*, as-

an equivalent. Nowhere in the NP\\ Testament
has TroTaTros a local -igmfieaiion. but means simply
* of what kind or quality

'

(TTCHOS), and implies
astonishment (Lk 789 ,

Mt 827, Mk 131 2 T 3",
1 Jn 3i).

In his second address Gabriel calms the Virgin's
fears and explains the purpose of his mission.
'Thou hast found grace with God' is another
Old Testament expression (Gn 68 183 10 39*, Kx
3312- is IB.

IT) Tll 3S ,

grace
i
ls manifested in makm

her the mother of the longed-for Messiah, an un-

speakable joy to a Jewish mother. In the piomise
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which follows there are allusions to two prophecies.
' Son ot the Most High

'
recalls Ps. 2 7

,
and ' the

throne of his father David 1

recalls the great
Messianic prediction m Is t)

8
".

By the second utterance of Gabriel, which con-

tains the substance ol the Annunciation, Mary is

astounded Yet she does not, like Zacharias, ask
for proof (I

18
). Nor is her 'How? ' a request for

an cxpLiii.i.ioii Rather it is an exclamation of

amazement. She is not married: how can she

have a son? And hov^ can a humble maiden like

herself have such a son ? This seems to be the

natural import ot her words. It is unlikely that
' I know not a man ' means that she has already
taken, or there and then takes, or intends to take,
a vow of perpetual virginity. And can Mt I 25

,

with its Imperfect tense (not Aonst, as in Gn 198
),

be reconciled with any such vow? Mary's &vdpa
otf ywtiffKu is a confession ot conscious purity,
drawn from her by the surprising promise that

she is to have a son before she is married (see
Sadler, ad Joe )

Although Ma/y does not ask for v
"

or a sign, Gabriel gives both in a . '.

As to the explanation, it is an influence that is

spiritual and not carnal, that is holy and not

sinful, that is to come upon her and enable her to

become a mother, and the mother of the Mdssiah.
' Wherefore also the holy thing

1 which shall be boi n

Shall bo called the Hon of God 1

'Son of God 7 was a uT-um/tnl ntle of the

Messiah Both an the IV-iic m Ln-x h and fre-

quently in 4 Ezra the Almighty speaks pt the

Messiah as His Son. Jesus rarely uses this title

of Himself (Mt27*
8

,
Jn 10^)- But we have it in

the voices from heaven (Lk 82<a
i)**

5
) and m the

devil's challenge (4
8*), in St. Peter's confession

(Mt 16 lfj

), in the cries of the demoniacs (Mk 3 11 57
),

and in the centurion's exclamation (15
89

). The
primitive Church adopted it as a concise statement
of the Divinity of Jesus Christ (Swete, Apostles'

1

Crevd* p. sJ4). It is worth noting, in connexion
with the part assigned to the Holy Spirit in the

virgin birth, that m a fragment of the Gospel
according to the Hebrews quoted by Origen

(Com. in Johan. Hi, 03) the words, 'My
mother, the Holy Spirit, took Me,' are put into

the mouth of Christ.

As to the sign, which was granted unasked,
Mary receives one which is as convincing as the

one given to Zacharias, but much more gracious.
Another wonderful birth is about to take place,
and by the mention of ' the sixth month ' the angel
assures Mary tha$ 'all is known to him. Mary can

verify his words respecting Elisabeth, and thereby
know that this message to herself is true. He
intimates that there is to be close relationship
between Elisabeth's son and her own, and directs

her to her kinswoman for confirmation and sym-
pathy.
Mary's final response to the ansrol te not a prayer

that what he has promised mnv be mliilled, but
an expression of absolute biibmi^ion She fore-

sees the difficulty with Joseph and with all who
know her, But she accepts, without reserve,
God's decree respecting her, as made known to

her by His messenger, and leaves the issue in His
hands She is the Lord's bondmaid, and His will

must be done.
There is perhaps more irreverence than wisdom

in 'speculating whether God could have redeemed
mankind by one who was produced without human
parent ; or, again, by one who had a human father

as well as a human mother. But suggestions of

this kind have been made, and perhaps call for

comment It may be pointed out that a new act

of cieution would have left no nexus between the

Redeemer and those to be redeemed. He would

not have belonged to the same race as those whom
He came to save. He would not have taken then
flesh, and His hie would have had little relation to
theirs. Tt is difficult to see how the death and
resurrection of such a being would have aided the
human race But the virgin birth avoided all

violent breach with humanity Just as the pro-
phet (John the Baptist) who was to renovate
Israel was taken from the old priesthood, so the
Christ who was to redeem the whole of mankind
was not created out of nothing, but 'born of a
woman '

Again, if the Christ had had two human parents,
it is difficult to see how the hereditary contamina-
tion of the race could have been excluded. It may
be said that such contamination remains even with

only one human parent, and that 'the choice lies

between admitting the contamination and sever-

ing the nexus with the human race altogethei
But, in truth, there is no such dilemma. The
choice is not between creation on the one hand
and human pnumago (whether with one or two

parents) on iho oilun. There is also the possi-

bility ot the substitution of Divme agency for the
human father. It is conceivable that the presence
of this Divine element would entirely exclude
the possibility of contamination from the human
mother. Indeed it is difficult to conceive that the

Divine element could in any way receive con-
tamination. But it is wiser to accept with
reverent thankfulness what has been revealed to

us respecting this mystery than to speculate need-

lessly, and perhaps fruitlessly, about what has not
been revealed.

It has been pointed out already that the beauty,

dignity, and delicacy of the story of the Annun-
ciation are tokens of historic reality ;

for the

fictions about similar subjects in pagan, Jewish,
and Chii^thiii literature are, in these respects,
so veiy diiiuonT. There is yet another mark ot

historic truth to be noted, viz. the extreme

simplicity ot the Christology. New Testament
doctrine about the Christ is here found at a very

early stage, earlier even than that m the Epistles
to the Corinthians; for there we have Christ's

Vi * i \i-!(":i i

i implied as 'the second man from
heaven ^1 Cu lf>47 ), who 'became poor' when He
became man for us (2 Co >8

9
,

cf, 4*-6) ;
and there-

fore much earlier than the more developed Chris-

tology of Colossians (I
16

) and Ephesiana I5
-7 418),

and than that of the writer to the Hebrews (I
8
), or

that of the Fourth Gospel (I
1* 318

17*).
' The power

of the Most High shall overshadow thee ' reminds

us rather of the manifestation^ of the Divine pre-
sence in the Old Testament, especially the '

pillar

of cloud' (Ex IS21 40***, 1 K 810 1J
), -

M St. Luke
had invented the story of the Annunciation, would

he not have given us more of Pauline Christology,*

and that in its fullest form 9 That he has given
us what is so rudimentary is evidence that he

gives a record of what was revealed to Mary at

the time, rather than what he himself knew and

believed*

The couplet with which the narrative ends (I
88

)

balances that with which it opens (I
28

), and it is

one of deep spiritual significance to every believer.

By her absolute submission to the will of God, m
spite of the agony of shame and distress which

this involved, Mary entered into an intimacy of

relationship 'with Father, Son, and Holy Spirit,

SUG& as even angels cannot know. And yet it is

precisely here that the humblest Christian may,

by similar obedience, follow her. ' Blessed is the

womb that bare thee,' said one to the Lord 'and

the breasts which thou didst suok But he said,

Yea rather, blessed are they that hear the word

of God, and keep it' (Lk 11* 2
s) ,

>

It was natural that a special day should be set
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apart to commemorate this mystery, but we do
not know when this was first done. The earliest

mention of such a festival is in the Acts of the

Tenth Synod of Toledo (A.D 656) ;
and the next

is in those of the second Synod in Trullo (A.D.

692). But, just as the Purification was origin-

ally a feast in honour of our Lord rather than of

the Virgin Mary, viz of His presentation in the

Temple and meeting with Simeon and Anna, so also

this testival originally commemorated His miracu-
lous conception rather than the announcement
made to her. In the Ethiopian Calendar it is not

called 4 the Annunciation of the blessed Virgin
Mary,

1 but 'the Conception of Christ' elsewhere
the later name of the feast has driven out the

original title, not only in the West, but also in the

Eastern Churches.

T Briggs, Tlie, Messiah of the Gospels, p 41 ff.,M Life of Jesus, 1904, p 160ff
;
Earn bay, Was

~"
, jsethleJiem ?

, Banday ,
art

' Jesus Christ
' in

i
1

, - p 6431f,also />. - ''/ . T \
'

-
1 **

Pearson, un in& Greed, art, m
,

- *
,

t
'

p. 41 ff., also JExpos. Times, 1893; Westcott,
p 59 ff ; B. Weiss, Leben Jesu, n. 2 [Eng. tr i p 222 ff] ,

Loofs, Z,e^tfaden & Studiwn d
'

. Soltau,
C "

'
- '

JQSU ChrUti, ,
\

' Some,

,rwn Rvrth , Ch Quar I
'

"", 251 f.; C
~v.eim, Je&

P Lobste
Problem

G-ore, The^nn On
1

li se,
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A. I', \r

ANOINTING. I. In the ancient world, Jewish
and pagan alike, it was customary to refresh guests
at 1 ir

-|
* !

-
"

\ pouring cool and fragrant ointment
on , i- -i

! ,i-l- Cf. Mart. iii. 12; Ps 236, where
Cheyne gives an Egyptian illustration : Every rich
man had in his household an anointer, who had to

place a cone of ointment on the head of his master,
where it remained during the feast.' There are
two instances of the usage in the Gospel history :

1. The ' ' '' i in the house of Simon the
Pharisee <J. 7 ,. Impressed by the fame of
Jesus and desirous of closer acquaintance with
one who was certainly a prophet, perhaps more,*
Simon bade Him to his table, inviting also a party
of his friends. He was a Pharisee of the better

sort, yet he shared the pride of his order and put
a difference betwixt Jesus and the other guests,
withholding from Him the customary courtesies :

the kiss of welcome, the ablution of the feet, the

anointing of the head. In the course of the meal
a woman appeared in the room, wearing her hair

loose, which in Jewish society was the token of a
harlot, f What did she in a Pharisee's house ?

She had come, a sorrowful penitent, in quest of
Jesus

;
and she brought an offering, an alabaster

vase of ointment. As He reclined at table, she
stole to His couch and, stooping over His feet,
rained hot tears upon them, wiped them with her
flowing tresses, kissed them, and anointed them
with the ointment. She should have poured it on
His head, but she durst not.J

2. The anointing in the house of Simon the Leper
(Jn 12 1-11 = Mk 148 = Mt 266"18).On His way up
to the last Passover, Jesus stopped at the village
of Bethany, where, a few weeks betoie. He had
raised Lazarus

, and, in defiance of the Sanhedrin's
edict (Jn II57) ,

He was received with grateful rever-
ence. One of the principal men of the \illage,
named Simon, made a banquet in His honour.
He had 'been a leper, and, if he had been healed
by Jesus, it was fitting that his house should be

* \cporrtiner to the T I b 7rpo<ijTijsin v 8fl
,
Simon thought Jesus

nvirht )- mo prophet who should arise and herald the Messiah
Of Jn l. n fcu *o
. t See Liphrfoor on Jn 123.

0rig ui Jfafth Comm far. 77
* Non fait ausa ad caput

Ohnsti venire sed lacrymis pedes ejus lavit, quasi vix etiam
ipsis pedibus ejus digna,'

the scene of the banquet.* But it was a public

tribute, and others bore a part in it. Lazarus was

present, and the good housewife Martha managed
the entertainment. And what part did Mary
take ? She entered the room with her hair loose

and an alabaster vase of precious ointment in her

hand, and, ;, '<< i. . the Lord's couch, poured
the ointment over His feet and wiped them with

her hair. See MABT.
There aie several points of difference between John's and

Matthew-Mai k's accounts of the anointing. (1) Matthew and
Mark say tha

"

in the house of Simon the Leper,
and make no azarus and his bisters They nlmply

_' *. man '

(ii)
- M '

'In. i
1
), wheieas

_ ,;_' <, They repre-
sent the nameless"woman as pouring the ointment not on the

Lord's feet but on His head, and say nothing" of hei wiping His
feet with henhair On i < c'oim1

<-f i isc din-ii-p UK-US it

was generally maintamec '\ i <. Jvi..- rat theie were two
.

- T> ny, :!.( i"(Vi'i^ ',>ded by Matthew-
A

! i ... ) _ distr.tr -)< i!\-o-i""i (in Matth Ixxxi),
who apparently identified the anointing

1 in the house of Himon
the Leper (Mt -Mk ) with that in the nouhe ofSimon the Phuriflee

(Lk ) Ongen tynMatth Comm, Ser 77) 1 1 1 ih n i
1
!. .1 .

in all three anointings : () in the house <>' TPUII * I
t
n i

(Mt -Mk.) , (6) in the house of Simon the Pharisee (Lk ) ; (c) at

Bethany by Mary (Jn ) , mentioning also the opinion that theie
weie four, Matthew and Maik lecording il--i -K i i. < K

1
* i

f -

Nowadays the tendency is rather to i^niu T!K- ('n^u'iCi-
and identity all the narratives, reducing

1 them to one The
"*'

* narrative is regarded as authentic, the Lukan
narratives being adaptations thoxoof (8trauH8,

!
,
K Even in Origen's day a similar view prevailed

' multi quidem existimant do una eademque muliere quatuor
T < 'i

v
i

'

^r - exposuisse
'

li V- 1

.
admits of reasonable doiibt that there were two

anointings," one in the house of Simon the Pharisee, and the
other by Mary m the house of Simon the Leper at Bethany.t
F )

^

-cu, 'I- 1
. - in the triple account of the latter aro not

* \; i- 1 1 1 v f Matthew-Mai k's omission of the namos of
Lazarus and his sisters belongs to the lari-'i

1

,1
* -

i . ->f the,

Synoptic -'*'. ,<.rv,
:u

"'_
A1 *milV il li, ,i

; j; Tho
position ! he i, c '! , Mf 1 1 u M-uJ*. i- n i < iv an example
of the fix 1 n MM, ^ \ TI ,i^ >.-,.< t-.ii"- were wont to
handle t n '.*t -i, < i , I \'i -irt '' i:,

1

,.!
1

, >'i, arranging it

topically rather than chronologically. They have brought the,

stor> . \
.j with the betrayal (Mt 26w-w Mfc

141W , , . of casting light on the traitor
1
s action,

The I

'

, ie feast angered him, and, burning for

revenge, he went and made his
"

. \

'

.

Of Aug de Com, Jffv ii 168. .

'

-.

manner of the anointing is an insta . '

correcting his pIedece^sols. His account is Historical, and it

would stand so in the Apostolic tradition
;
but the Synoptic

editors or, more probably, the catechisers in their oral repetition
of the tradition, wondeiing, since they did not know who tho
woman was, at the strangeness of her action, substituted

*

head '

for
'

feet,' and then, omitted the unintelligible circumstance of
her wiping His feet with her hair. &ee M IKY

pp. 2*51-2^8 : P.inn-
9

)2;lla-tinpt'/>//
Istbei vl [K"T7l

'

ii
, Training of the
r , p. 10 ff. ; Yinet,
jr also be made to

IT'),")) pp ,V-W Hulxrt,
lgi

- fine soimet on Lk 7*7 .

DAVID SMITH,
J/<///, W<ifjtl>it< >< t JJaiiH\

II. Besides the two special incidents already
described, some other references to 'anointing*
may be briefly dealt with.

1. In Mt 61T Jesus tells His disciples that when
they fast they are to anoint (d\e(0o/) the head as
usual. The allusion is to that daily use of oil,
as an application soothing and refreshing to the

skin, which is common in hot countries, and was
regularly piaotl-oil by the Jews. The meaning of
Jesus is Thai Hi-* disciples, when they feel it right
to fast, should undertake the observance as in the

sight of God, and not ostentatiously parade their

performance of it before the eyes of men. They
should wash and anoint themselves as usual, and
not draw attention by any peculianties of outward

appearance to a matter lying between themselves
and their heavenly Father.

* Lazarus was not the host, but one of the guests (Jn 12*).
The notion that his house was the scene of the banquet has
xc'Moi ed ii<<rl'ii]on- nb.mr ^iinon Thooplnlna iru i .-.s

M 1
* opinion ti"it lo -\\ i- I i/ani 1- tathu. lately <licea-< <l \Li\ i 1'

f &o Aug de Cons. Jw. ii 154.
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2. In Mk 613 we read of the Twelve on their

evangelistic mission, that they
4 anointed (dXe^w)

with oil many that were sick, and healed them.'
The employment of oil as a medicinal agent was
familiar in the time of Christ (cf. Lk 103

*, Ja 514
),

and is doubtless referred to here
, though the

natural virtues of the oil were accompanied in this

case by miraculous powers of healing In Jn 96 n

Jesus, before working the miracle upon the blind

man, anoints (tirixpiu) his eyes with clay which He
had made by spitting on the ground. Here, also,
the anointing may have had a medicinal aspect

(see Meyer and Expositor's Gr. Test, in loc. on the
ancient belief that both spittle and clay were
beneficial to the eyes) ; though, of course, it is the
miraculous agency of Jesus that is paramount in

the narrative. In Rev 318 Jesus says to the Church
of the Laodiceans,

* ... and anoint thine eyes
with eyesalve, that thou mayest see,

1 where the
effect of the , : of collyrmm is used as a

figure of the
'

, ; 1 enlightenment which are
found m the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ.

3. In Mk 148 Jesus says of tl , act of

Mary of Bethany in anointing I

1

,,; feast,
1 She hath anointed (/Au/>/ffr ^pov = 'ointment'

;

probably akin to utippa = i

myrrh ') my body afore-

hand for the burying
'

(cf. Jn 12 7
). And m Mk 1C1

we read how Mary Magdalene and the other women
went to the sepulchre to anoint (dAe/0w) the dead

body of the Saviour (cf. Lk 2356
,
Jn 19* *0) This

application of ointments and spices (cf. Lk 241
)

was ..'! i of reverence and affection for

the v ; :i
:,

: i may be v ''h the
modern custom of '

"! . < i , . dead
with fragrant and i ; : ,' - These un-

guents were not used for ilu 1

p.iipvM. of embalming
the dead, as among the I ^ \i-ua

1

-. but were only
outwardly applied, and did not prevent decomposi-
tion (cf. Jn 1139).
& When Jesus in the synagogue at Nazareth

read from Is 61 the prophetic words,
4 The Spirit of

the Lord is
" ""

ecause he anointed (%/>a>) me
to preach to the poor . . .' (Lk 418

),

and went on to say, after closing the book,
4 To-

day hath this scripture been fulfilled in your ears '

(v.
21

), He definitely claimed to be set apart to the

Messianic calling. In the OT anointing was the

symbol of consecration alike m the case of piophct
(1 K 1916

), priest (Lv 8 12
), and king (1 S 10 1

) And
in the case of Jesus, who to His people is at once

prophet, priest, and king, a spiritual anointing is

distinctly affirmed by His Evangelists and Apostles
as well as claimed by Himself (cf. Ac 427 10a8

,
He

I9). The Hebrew word ' Messiah '

(C^sto fr0m ngto
4 to anoint ') means

' the anointed one '

;
and of this

Christ' is the Greek equivalent (x/orr6$,
i to anoint,' being employed in LXX to

word
from
render P^p).

8. In 1 Jn 220 the Apostle writes,
* And ye have

an anointing (xp^/xa) from the Haly One, and ye
know all things

'

(so RV ;
AV renders c unction ').

Again, m v. 27 he says,
4 And as for you, the anoint-

ing (xp/<r^a) which ye received of him abideth in

you. . . .
'

(here AV as well as RV gives
4 anoint-

ing'). That the 'Holy One' of this passage is

Christ Himself, and that the *

anointing He dis-

penses is the bestowal of the Holy Spirit, is held

by nearly all commentators. Being Himself an-
ointed with the Holy Ghost (Ac 1088

), the Christ
has power to impart the same gift to His disciples,

Indeed, the bestowal of this gift is constantly
represented as His peculiar function (cf. Jn 1626

167- wui, Ac288
).

LiiERVirRi: TI B Swete.E. P Gould A F Hort and esp
J5, H I'luuiTiiicoii MkO13

,
also A, Plummer and C Watson on

J C.LAMBERT

ANSWERS. See QUESTIONS ASD ANSWERS.

ANTIPAS. See HEROD, No. 2.

ANTONIA (TOWER OP). See TEMPLE.

ANXIETY. See CAKE.
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Literature.

NAME AND NATURE. The term *

apocalypse
'

*K&\V^IS from dro/taXi^r-ro^ to uncover) signifies
in the first place the act of uncovering, and thus

bringing into sight lhl -vOiicli \\a-i Iwforo

hence * revelation.' Ji is predonmui ntlv aX
It occurs rather rarely in extra-biblical Greek, is

used only once in the canonical portion of 'the LXX
(1 S 20*Q), and thrice in Sirach (1122 42* [41

28
]).

In the NT it is used to designate the disclosing or

communicating of knowledge by direct Divine act.

The gospel is an apocalypse to the nations (Lk 282
,

Ko 1626- 26
). St. Paul received it as an apocalypse

(Gal I12). The manifestation of Jesus Christ in.

glory is an apocalypse (Gal 22
,
2 Co 12i- T, 2 Th 37,

J p 17. 18
418).

An apocalypse is thus primarily the act of revela-

tion
j
in the' second place it is. the subject-matter

revealed j
and m the third place a book or literary

production which gives an account of revelation,
whether real or alleged (e.g. 'The Apocalypse of

St. John. the Divine '). As a matter of history, the

form in which the revelation purports to come is

of the utmost importance in determining the ques-
tion whether a writing should be called an apoca-

lypse or not. In general, the form is like the

drawing of the -veil from before a picture, the

result of which action presents to the eye a definite

image All imparting o l Dump, truth is revela-

tion, but it is not all given m the apocalyptic

form, i.e. it does not all come in grand imagery as

if portrayed on canvas or enacted in scenic repre-
** Copyright, 1906, by Charles Scribner'a Sons
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sentation Some revelations come m sub-conscious
convictions. Those who receive them do not feel

called upon to give an account o the way in

which they have leceived them. In fact they seem
ignorant of the method of communication

, they
only know that they have received knowledge
not previously possessed Apocalypse and revela-

tion thus, though primarily the same thing, come
to be distinguished from each other.

The term '

apocalypse
'

is also sometimes used,
with an effort at greater [in'i-on to designate
the pictorial portraiture <>, I!K mture as fore-

shadowed by the seer. When so employed it

becomes appropriate only as the title of certain pas-

sages in books otherwise not to be called apoca-
lypses (so Bousset in Herzog-Hauck, PRE, s w., who
enumerates the following passages : Dn % 7~L2

;
Eth.

En 85-91. 37-71; Ps-Sol2 17. 18; the A-=nm'>M,>n
of Moses

;
Slav. En. ; 4 Ezra

; Syr Bar.
, Sibyl.

Orac. ih. 286 to the end, ni. 36-02, iv
,
the Jewish

source of i, and ii. ; also certain sections of the

Apoc John and 2 Th 2s-"
;
Mt 24 with parallels).

To constitute a writing an apocalypse, it is not

necessary that the author should have actually
seen or experienced what he portrays. It is enough
that he write as one who has had a vision and is

i"i
- li ": ,L. Thus apocalypse becomes a form

< ',,i i

1

precisely in the same manner as an

epistle. Strictly an epistle is simply a letter from
one person, or many persons, to another, or others.

But, as a matter of usage, it has often been

adopted as a form into which men have chosen to

cast their thoughts for the public. The same is

true of the dialogue, of fiction, and many other

species of literature Such forms become favourites
in certain ages, usually after some outstanding
character has made successful use of them. The
dialogue became fashionable when Plato made it

such a telling medium for the teaching of his philo-
sophical system. The epistle was used by Horace,
and later by Seneca. The apocalypse form appears
as a favourite about the beginning of the 2nd
cent. B.C. The most illustrious specimen, and
perhaps the prototype of later apoeal \piK- litera-

ture, is the Book of Daniel.
n. ORIGIN AN HISTORY The question has

been mooted as to the earHer antecedents of the
'-

"
* r

-Q. Its ultimate source has been
.1-1 , .- \ to Egypt, Greece, Babylonia, and

Persia. In view of the fact, however, that the
Hebrew prophets frequently

:
: -V .* us

into thoir wi il mir- (Is (>, Jer 24i- , I / !
,

I , J I _'7),
it is scared y necessary to go outside of Israel to

search lor Its origins. Nevertheless, the Persians,
the Babylonians, the Egyptians, and the Greeks
had their apocalyptics. And it would be a mistake
to ignore the influence especially of Persian forms
during the period of the formation of Jewish apoca-
lypftics. This was the very period when Jewish
forms came most directly into touch with Persian.
In any case, much of the material of the Jewish
apocalypse has been adopted and naturalized from
Persia (cf. Bousset, Die Jild. Apokalyptifc, lOOtf

;

Gunkel, Si&opfung u, Chaos, 1895). Apocalyptic
literature m general begins before Chint Soon

j

alter the Christian era it develops into the two
naturally distinct forms of Christian and neo-
Hebraic. Hence we inav distinguish three classes
of apocalypses (1) The eaiher Jewish ones, or
those which were published from B.C 200 to A n.100.
Within this class, however, may be included also
such writings as proceed from Jewish sources
purely, though not written until half a century,
more or less, later than the last limit of the period.
(2) Christian apocalypses, including the canonical
book known as the Apocalypse (Revelation of St.

John), and a series of apocryphal imitations.
These ai'3 mostly pseudonymous, but include an

occasional woik in which the author does not con-

ceal his name behind that of an apostle or older

prophet (The Shepherd of Herman) Apocalypses
of this class pass into Patnstics and culminate in

Dante's immortal Commedia (U) Theneo-llebrau;

apocalypses, beginning with ilie piuli'ium.u n of

the Talmud (especially the B,i'>\Iu:u,nr nun in-
* "

of revelations to tho great Rabbis

of E. Joxhiia b. Levi, The Alpha-
bets of E. AJciba^The Hebrew Ehjah I

The Apocalypse of Zerubbabel, The W(

Messiah, Tlie Revelations of JR. jSiinon o. Yotiai,

The Pray&t ofE Simon b. Yohai, and the Pcntitnt

Apocalypse ofDaniel}.
It would be somewhat beside the purpose of this

; article to do more than sketch the lirst of thes-o

three classes of apocalypses. On the other hand,
as Christ emerged in history at a definite period
and in a definite environment, and as in this en-

vironment nothing is more conspicuous and potent
than the early Jewish apocalyptic literature, the

iin]>ut.nnc( of this literature cannot be overesti-

mated A flood ot light is shed by the form and
content of these writings upon II is life, teaching,
and work Happily, considerable attention IWK
been given in recent years to this as a iield ot

investigation, and some definite results may be
i -. *'i M U

i i In APOCALYPSES Of the earlier Jewish
,,

s

i\\\ ,- the canonical Daniel forms the proto-
1 1 e proper place, however, lor a particular

tnaiincitt, OL D.riiel is conventionally tho sphere
(I OKI Je-iameu Introduction (see art. * Daniel 7

!m Hastings' DB vol. i.). Our list will begin wilh
the Books of Enoch.

1. The Ethiopic Enoch. The adjective 'Ethiopic
1

has been attached to the title of this work because
iof another Book of Enoch discovered in a Slavonic
; version. Outside the canonical Daniel, this is the
Sbest known of H-e i\\) -<)* \ i -< - because of the quo-

,.

"

'n it n *iu IP J->l Tertullian knows it,

.
- 'its genuineness, and attempts to account

for its transmission through and survival under the
'vicissitudes of the Mood. It ,i|>pe;u-. KI have been
'ne^leck'l, however, through tin Middle Ages, and
ioM nun] 177JJ, when two MS copies of an Ethiopic
version of it were brought from Abyssinia by
J. Bruce. A translation ot one of these was made
by Lawrence, and published in 1821. But its full

importance and Hmilicaiu ie came to be realized

only with Dillinann * critical edition of the Ethiopic
text in 1851, which was followed in 185$ by a
thorough German translation and commentary.
\ (' of the Greek text was discovered in
-- "

<" d edited by H. B. Swete.
Contents. As it stands to-day, the Book of

Enoch can be subdivided into five main parts with
an introduction and a conclusion, as follows : In-

troductory Discourse, in which the author an-
nounces his parable, and formally asks attention
to the important matters which he is about to

divulge (1-5).

(a) The 'first section is concerned \\ n h A t>w 7^7o///

(6-8$), IM -iijp-i'j \\ i'i the report or ihMnll ot u\o
hundred JMV \\lio \\ere enticed by the beauty of
the daughters of men, and left heaven in order to
take them for wives. Out of these unions sprang
giants 3000 cubits in height. The fallen angels,
moreover, taught men all manner of secrets where-
by they were led into sin. When the giants had
consumed all the possessions of men, they turned
against the men themselves and smote them until
their cry went up to heaven Ringleaders of the

angels are Azazel and Senrjaza (6-9). Through the
intercession of the tour archangels, Michael, Uriel,

Raphael, and Gabriel, God is moved to arrest
bloodshed upon earth. He sends Uriel to Noah
to tell him that He has determined to destroy th*
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world He commands Raphael to bind Azazel and
throw him into a pit in the wilderness, where he
shall iemam until the day of the great uj-"- 1

arid then be cast into the fire He ', i-

Gabriel to rout
"

ist each other,
and, tinally, he . to announce to

Semj&zd the sentence of punishment, which is,

that the fallen angels shall be kept enchained and

imprisoned under the hills of the earth, waiting
the last judgment, when they shall be cast into

the ihe (10) After the destruction of all impiety
upon earth, the righteous shall flourish and live

long, the earth shall yield abundantly, all people
shall pray to God, and all evil shall be banished
from the earth (11). The sentence upon the tallen

angels is communicated to Enoch (12), and he
reveals it to them

; but, at their urgent request,
he composes a petition on their behalf, that they
might obtain forgiveness ;

while rehearsing this,

prepaiaioiv to presenting it, he falls asleep and is

informed in a dream that their request for forgive-
ness will not be granted, and once more makes
known to the angels their impending doom (13-16).
Enoch tells of a journey m which he learned of the

places where thunders and lightnings originate,
and saw the stream of Hades, the corner-stone and
the pillars of the world, the seven mountains of

pivCMi.^ S.IHMCS, and the places of punishment of

ill- m-ub< luu 1

angels, i.e. the stars (17-1U). He
gives the names and functions of the six (seven)
archangels (20). He once more visits the place of

punishment ot the condemned angels, and the

nether world (21), > four parts (22)
He travels to the V*

s

'
'

). From there he
returns to the city of "Jerusalem, which is the

centre of the earth (20. 27) ;
then he travels to

the East (28-38), to the North (#4. 85), and, lastly,

to the South (30).

(b) The second section is Christological, and con-
sists of cbs. 37-71, subdivided into three Simili-

tudes. A short introductory discourse (87) is fol-

lowed by the first {Similitude, including cbs. 88-44.

The appearance of the Messiah, the i uhii cm- ()n< .

brings an end of sinners upon earth
'

it, limn 1 1

is carried by storm-clouds to the end of heaven,
autl there beholds the pre-existmg Kingdom of

God, the dwellings of the righteous and the elect,

and of angels and archangels (89. 40), He then
sees the weighing of men's actions in' the balance,
the rejection of sinners, the places prepared for the

righteous, and certain physical mysteries (light-

nings, thunders, winds, hail, mist, clouds, sun and

moon, 41), also the place of Wisdom in heaven (42),

and, finally, some more physical mysteries (43. 44) .

The second Similitude includes chs. 45-57. It

begins with the Messianic Judgment (45). Enoch
sees the Son of Man beside the Head of Days (46).
An angel explains the vision (47, the Son of Man
will overthrow and judge the kinjj^ and mightv
ones of the ungodly). The task of the pre-existing
Son of Man is outlined (48. 49), and the happy con-

* ijuenoen of the mdgment for the pious, together
\\iih the punishments of the wicked, and the resur-
'tcnon or those ^lio have died in iighteousne*s
(ft(). 51). In a vision of six mountains of metal
which pass awav, the destruction of the heathen
world by the Messiah is portrayed The heathen
world endeavours through offerings to propitiate
God, but tails The angels of punishment go forth
to do their work. The synagogue service may now
be carried on unhindered (52~54 6

). An account of

the coming flood and its occasion is inserted (64
7-

55 a
), and is followed by tbe final assault or the

heathen world-power (56
s-56

) and the return of the

dispersed Jews (57). The third Similitude com-
prises chs 58-09, to which chs. 70 and 71 are added

by way of an appendix. It begins with the picture
of the blessedness of the righteous HI heaven (68) ;
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an account of the mystery of lightning and thunder
follows (50) A vision of Noah, an account of
Leviathan and Behemoth, and various nature-
elements which take part in the Flood are then given
(60). The judgment of the Son of Man over the

angels in heaven, and the sentence of kings by Him,
followed by vain pleas on their part for mercy, are

given next (61-64). Then comes the revelation to

Noah of the fall ot the angels, the Flood, his own
preservation, the punishment of the angels, and
the judgment of men by the Son of Man (65-69),
Enoch's translation to Paradise, his ascension to

heaven, and his acceptance by the Son of Man, are
then given in the appendix (70, 71).

(c) The third section is Cosmological, and consists

of chs. 7:2-82. It has been called' the 'Book oi the
Luminaries of Heaven '

It contains a revelation

given by the angel Uriel on all sorts of astronomi-
cal and geographical matters, among others on the

convulsions that will occur during the period of

the wicked upon earth. The course of the sun is

first described (72), next the course of the moon
(7#. 74) ,

untowara days (75) ; the winds (76) ;
the

lour quarters of heaven (77) ; further details re-

garding the rising and setting of the sun (78. 79),

changes in the order of things to come in the last

clays (80), and the return of Enoch to the earth,
and the committal of these matters to Methusaleh

(81. 82).

(cZ)
rlhe fourth section is a Historical forecast.

Enoch narrates to his son Methusaleh two visions

which he saw before he had taken a wife to him-
self. The first of these (83. 84) came to him as he
was learning to write. It placed befoie his eyes
the picture ot the Deluge. The second vision

(86-90) unfolded before him the whole history of

Israel from the creation of man to the end of time.

The children of Israel appeared in this vision in

the forms of the clean animals (bulls, sheep, lambs,
and goats). Their enemies were in the form ot

dogs, foxes, swine, and all manner of birds of prey.
Jn the conflict between the clean and unclean, the

struggle of Israel against her enemies was por-

trayed. The chosen people were delivered into

the hands of lions, tigers, wolves, and jackals

(the Assyrians and Babylonians) ; then they were

put under the care of seventy shepherds (angels).

(From this fact this section of the hook takes the

title ot 'Vision of the Seventy Shepherds'). The
-li plu nK ,iT >'v,<l more of the faithtul to perish

iho will of God, bat at the critical

moment there appeared a white lamb in their

midst and entered into a fierce combat with the

birds of prey, while a heavenly being gave him.

assistance. Then the Lord Himself burst forth

from heaven, the enemies of Israel were over-

thrown and exterminated, the judgment ensued,
and the universal restoration

;
and the Messiah

was born as a white bull.

(#) The fifth section (91-106) is a Book of
J&xhortations. Enoch commands his son Methu-
saleh to summon to his side all his other sons,

and when they have come he delivers to them
an address on righteousness, which is especially-

designed to instruct the righteous of all ages

(9]i-ii). in this first discourse is inserted the

prediction of the Ten Weeks (91
1W-7

93). The
remainder of the book (92 94 105) is taken up with

final encouragements and messages of hope.
The conclusion of the whole Book of Enoch

(106-108) contains an account of the marvels

destined to accompany the birth of Noah (106. 107),
and a new description of the fiery tribulations, t

reserved for the wicked and ot the blessings that

await those who ' loved eternal heaven toettetf

than their own lives '

(108),

Literaryfeatures -Thus ISu t&e Book of Enooh fcM been

treated as it is extant. A closer iaspedflbairevefitei thev iaet that
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it is composite Criticism is still in a considerable state of flux

as to the conect analysis of it Charles believes it to consist of

five primary documents. Clemen finds in it seven separate
Enoch traditions or legends worked together by a redactor
T 1 - '

.
"

.
i " " "

>\vever, is lather m favour of three

A
i Book of Enoch, consisting of chs.

1-36 and 72-105
, (2) A Book ofSimilitudes, including chs, 36-71

,

and (3) a Noachic document, "broken up and inserted in various

parts within the pi ecedmg
1 two

""
\ " " J "" *" "

to have been done after the two A ^
j:< s '-MI " r

"
. M >

"

-< l
< lehtal

-
< -. \; v-i ji

-
< \

,
.i-, torn '

s ~
M 1

'
' f*! 1 - what he deemed to be lacunae The passages m-

-
. . Book of Noah are tb, ""',. "

~-552 60

65*-692s, and 106 107. To these some \ .1 , , -v
' other

passages.
The date of the first of

"
, .*

- '- ~ J1 *
-*, quarter of

the 2nd cent B.C. (200 to IS > Similitudes

offers an as yet unsolved > somewhat
enhanced

' " *

^ issue involved, v.e the rela-

tion the .

* The fact that this relation

is undoubted and intimate has quickened interest and led to the

perception of slight consideiations otherwise easily left out of

view The weight of these considerations is, moreovei, so well

balanced that criticism seems unable to leach a geneial con-

sensus on the subject. The views that divide the field are (1)

that the book was composed in the Maccabaean period (Ewald,
BO. 144), (2)

-
-

i
-

i, .-"-! ~
1-

mann, Sieffert, *
,

s

of Herod (Luc I"
' - '

sperger, Beer) , ,
,

'

< 1

written by a Christian who has apocalypse
as a basis (Hoffmann, Weisbe, I Tidernan),
(5)

'
'

'
\ .

"

possibly wiitten before
r <

- was interpolated by a
<.

-
i 1 1 , _ the inseition of the *Son of Man' passages

(JDrummond, Stalker). That the book should have been com-
i

"
'

~

.1- -
" ~

,
i* the Messianic

- \l '
* i

-
1 1 {,'-*. - is not to be

thought of. That it should have been originally a Jewish
apocalypse and modified by a Chiistian, either with a free

hand or by the mechanical interpolation of the
' Son of Man '

passages, is credible. But a more natural hypothesis is that it

was a pre-Christian woi k, inclusive ofthe
' Son ofMaa "

|as-'ur -

It has been demonstrated by Baldensperger and Dahuan Mir
the title

* Son of Man' occu T.
~

. s as
the name of the Messiah (7>

* '.

'

90;
Words ofJesw, p. 234 f ), . the
occurrc-

- *<' s - *
-^ ,

. e to
a Chris . \<

;
i the

book w i I

"

Liffi-

cultto xandtn'ulu po-i-Clm-ni
1

The originals of the book were ii
1 doulmdlv -cmiTu 1 (Hc'M < w

or Aiamaic) The fragment of tlK Ci <-ck ^ ci ->io i u ( uuK dis-

covered shows clear evidences of luMpy iho u'li *
;i OM <>l n

Semitic original (the case

Enoch^ pp 21, 22,
"

Book of
r "5tl ">

/'/ i p ..,., -i v i -M .
<

.-- - n -I,-,-

^'-

'

I*. , : -i
s

-;.' J Ml- "'-<_>' U i-"t-

>''-" 1 i.-l - 1
I iw ( -< i- -i '-J 1

. ,*" .'-V

(' I . . -4 I
1

, A.081UQ. OD. a Jbntscenung. a. j,i.

1856, pp 240-279,370-386: Geb-
' T

!V J.il ;,
|.m. -

B

|)K 7
X"! t (

/, i it ii,

/' ' /',', 't
1

i: ! H II,

2. The Slavonic Enoch. This Is one of the njost
recent additions to our group of apocalypses. Its

existence was not indeed suspected before its dis-

covery. But this was due to the fact that a num-
ber of books were attributed to Enoch. In this

very work Enoch is said to have written 366
;

of.

286 681
. And because some of those were extant

in the Ethiopic book no one thought of seeking for

napre. Nevertheless, it was no source of surprise
when it was announced that a new Enoch had
been found. This came first as an intimation that
a copy of a Slavonic version of tlie Ethiopia Enoch
was m existence (Kozak in Jahri*. f Prot Theol.

1892). Prol Charles s'anod io investigate the
matter, and with the assistance of Mr. Morflll

procured and examined printed copies of the
Slavonic text in question. The result was the
publication of the altogether independent and

hitherto unknown pseudepigraph (1896), Prof.

Charles 7 title for the book is The Book of the

Secrets of Enoch, but it is likely to be known in

the future by the more convenient title, The
Slavonic Enoch* whic1 * <!-." i : ^ - it from the

better known and older 1 I'lvi-ic \\. \\

Contents. The book may be divided into three

parts, viz. (1) The Ascension of Enoch and his

travels in the Seven Heavens (1-38) (2) The Return
and Instructions to his children (39-56) . (3) Second
Series of Instructions, including in his audience an

of 2000 people, and final assumption

(a) <Dhs. 1-38. The book opens with a short pro-

logue, introducing the personality of Enoch, and

f'.vmg

the time and place of a dream he saw (1).
noch then warns his children of his impending

absence from them for a time (2) ;
he is taken by

two angels up to the first heaven (3), where he sees

200 angels who guard the treasuries of the snow,
the dew, and the oil (4-6). He is next taken up
into the second heaven, and beholds and converses

with the fallen angels (7). In the third heaven, the

paradise prepared for the righteous (8. 9), he is led

to the northern region, where he sees the places of

torture (10). From thence he is taken up into the
fourth heaven, the habitation of the sun and moon,
and there sees the phoenixes and challcadris (chalky-

dries), mysterious composite beings with heads of

crocodiles and bodies of serpents (11. 12). In the

eastern portion of the fourth heaven he comes to

the gates of the sun (13) ; thence he is led to the
west< in ic:* -M-. and hears a song by the phoenixes
and H.alUx.li i >, (14. 15). He is then taken to the
eastern course, and hears indescribable music by
angels (16. 17). Here his visit to the fourth heaven
ends ;

he is carried to the fifth heaven, where he
sees the G-ngon or Watchers (18). Jn the sixth

heaven he delays only a short time, and thence

passes to the seventh (19. 20), where the Lord is

seated on a high throne. Here the ministering
angels who have brought him take their departiire ;

Enoch falls down and worships the Lord
;
he is

stripped of his earthly clothing, anointed, and
. robed in suitable apparel ;

he is given over to

Vretil, the archangel (patron of literature), to be
instructed (21 22) Under the guidance of this

archangel he writes 366 books (23). He returns
into the presence of the Lord, and holds direct con-
verse with Him, learning the secrets of creation

(24-29
2
), and of the formation of 10,000 angels and

the fall of Satanail (29
8~5

) ; also of the creation
of man, i.e % Adam and Eve (30), his being placed
in pa juli-L. his fall and judgment (31. 32). God
tlu u <U cisnt - Tin p.iipo-i s for the future (83. 34),
and sends him back io ih> earth to stay thnty days
longer and teach his children the true knowledge*
'of God (35-38).

(5) Chs. 39-56. Enoch now begins his admoni*
tions and instructions to his children (39) ; he tells

of the manner in which he was given his visions,
and of how he wrote them down (40) j of how he
\\opt for the sms of Adam (41) ;

of his visit" to the

^atcs of hell, and the impression produced upon
him (42), of the judgment of the Lord (43); of the

|

duty of charity (44) ;
of the superiority of a contrite

and broken heart to sacrifice as a means of pleaa-
ing God (45) , of God's love of purity in heart and
His rejection of the sacrifices of the impure (46) ;

and commends his writing to them as a permanent
means of knowing God's will (47. 48), He further
instructs them not to swear by heaven or the

earth, and deprecates vengeance (49- 60) ;
he urges

them to be generous to the poor, not to hoard up
treasures on earth (51), to praise God. and to be at

peace with men (52) He enioms them not io

* Bousset quotes these two works as I and II Enoch respec-
tively ^D^$ JKel^ff^on ties Judenthums, 1908).
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trust in his own intercession with God, but to give
heed to his writings and be wise (53) ; and closes

his address with an exhortation to circulate his

writings, announcing at the same time that the
hour for his ascension to heaven has come (54. 55)

(c) Chs. 56-67. The second series of Exhorta-
tions opens with a request by Methosalem for a
I-

1
1 -Njn.: c-.er the houses and children of Enoch

v/ i, ,
1" lo.'h asks Methosalem to call his brothers

together (57), and gives them his instructions (58),

especially that they should not eat the flesh of

cattle (59), nor kill any man through 'net,'
4

weapon,' or 'tongue' (60); but practise right-

eousness, and trust in repentance for the future

(61. 62), and not despise the humble and thus
incur God's curse (68). At this point God calls

Enoch with a loud voice, and 2000 persons come
together to give him their greetings (64); he
delivers his final exhortations to them, which are
to the effect that they should fear and serve the
Lord (65. 66). A thick darkness covers the earth,
and while it lasts Enoch is taken up, but no one
knows how (67). The book concludes with a

summary of Enoch's life and work, and an account
of Methosalem' s building an altar upon the spot
where his father was last seen before his ascension.

Literary questions The author of the work was an Alex-
andrian Jew. This is made clear by the affinities of his stylo
and thought with those of Philo, his use of the LXX, his poi-
traiture of phoenixes and chalkadm (chalkydnes), and his

syncretistic co- noiroiiv TK * " '* '

later than A. D 7>> I li< le'iiji
1

*

feacnftce was offered (39
2
) But

existence (40"-
9
, cf. also 432 52* 61 2

*)

T _r '. -! was undoubtedly Greek. This is proved
by" \

4
- "i -he name Adam, which is made upon

the basis of the Greek form AAAv '

\ " ' - -

itinpr one
of i i

'
,, ,? the c< \ \ n i

1

: AYSIS,
AIM'Ml Ml 1-IM iPCA). Th . used by
Barnabas, by the author of the / by the
author of the Testam enttt of t7t /' , by some
of the 1 1 .. * - 'i r T i u-

m*,ti>' I
-

i
'

. ,\ i-
4-

.."> ".

-I *-<" , i- '
_- !. . or less fiom one another, and not as

~ x

- ,-M i r TJ ,'

Vonwetsch !>- x .\

Ges d. n, j> i

1
-

/ /-,- , , _
i

, <

Secrets of JSnoah,
Henochbuoh* in

'

K'i'i--o Vi MI Folp
l.i i HI \u-ui Harnack, Gfesch d Mtclirist, Litt. ii. 1, 189T,

p. 564 ; Charles in Hastings' DJS, 1808; Volz, J1ld. Mchato-
ioffie, 1908, pp. 29, 80.

3, The Sibylline Oracles. The name *

sibyl
'
is

of uncertain derivation. Even the spelling of the
word vanes in the earliest period. It is, however,
a very ancient one, and occurs as early as in the

w
t

orks of Herachtus. By the Romans a number
(ten) of sibyls were distinguished. The one of

Erythrse in Ionia is reckoned the oldest. The
sibyl 01" f !in TC \ ! ) became the most famous,

Large v> ' .! \erses were circulated tinder

her name during the latter years of the common-
wealth and the earlv empire. Sibylline verses

became common in Egypt, and there arose a so-

called Jewish sibyl simultaneously with the ap-

pearance of the spirit, of proM'lytMn among the

Jews. Finally, a Christian sibyl came into ex-

istence in succession to and imitation of the Jewish
one. The productions of the Jewish and Christian

sibyls are for the most part blended into one -body.

They constitute a compilation of hexameters in

twelve Books, besides some fragments. Each of

these is evidently independent of the others, and
mav have circulated separately.

Contents. Book T. opens with an account of the

Creation, based upon Genesis. This is followed by
the story of the Fall, the multiplication of man-
kind, the appearance of four successive races down
to the days of the giants, the story of Xoah and
the Flood, a sixth race and the Titans from whom
the transition is made to Christ, and the dispersion
of the Jews Book II. predicts a time of plagues
and wickedness, which is succeeded by the tenth

race (the Eomans) , and a period of peace After
an "i . of a group of proverbs, the woes
of i

- ^ erations are portrayed, and the
events of the last day of judgment and resurrection
are foretold. Then follows a picture of the punish-
ment of the wicked and the blessedness of the

righteous. Book III. extols the unity and power
of God, denounces idolatry, proclaims the coming
of the Great King, and of his opponent Behar,
foreshadows the reign of a woman (Cleopatra), and
the subjection of the world to Christ. At this

point the sibyl returns to the origin of man, and
beginning with the Tower of Babel recounts the

story as given in the OT down to Roman days.
She foretells the doom of Rome, and of many
Asiatic cities, as well as of the islands of the

JEgean. A general judgment and millennium

(Messianic Day) closes the book. Book IV. de-
clares the blessedness of the

*

. \etches

successively the Assyrian and M ! , domi-

nations, announcing the Greek conquest, which
will bring woes on Phrygia, Asia, and Egypt ;

one

great king especially -will cause calamities to fall

on Sicily and Greece. After the Macedonian will

come a Roman conquest. The impious will suffer

many evils, and a general resurrection, judgment
and retribution will follow. Book V. opens with
a prophecy of the reign of the Roman emperors ;

it then passes in review the calamities impending
on Egypt and Asia Minor ;

it breaks out into a
felicitation of the Jews and Judsea, and of the

heavenly Joshua, and once more returns to further
details of HIdgmcnt, such as the destruction of

Serapis, Isis,""and the Ethiopians. Book VI. de-

scribes the pre-existence, incarnation, and baptism
of the Son of God, His teaching and miracles,
the miseries in store for the guilty land, and the

glories of the Cross. Book VII. is an account of

the woes impending upon various lands and cities

of Greece, Asia Minor, and Egypt, in which just
one prediction of the signs of the Messiah is incor-

porated. Book VIII. is a history of the world
under five monarchies. The fifth of these furnishes

the subject for a prophecy of misery, judgment,
and destruction. From this the sibyl passes to the

denunciation of woes upon Egypt, the islands of

the Mediterranean, and Persia, and closes with a

picture of the Messiah. Books IX. and X. are in

fiMirmoMT- - -TVvk XL is an orderly story of the

x\uiM-po\v< I*, ir in the time of the Tower of Babel
:o ilv sibjicno'i of Egypt under Cleopatra
Book XII. pictures the fortunes of the Caesars,

btprji'iiig uith Au:r ,stus and closing with Alex-
iuidci S-\ OKI** Book XIII. concerns the times of

the emperors of the 1st cent., beginning with
Maximin* It touches more especially upon their

relations with the Persians and Syrians, closing
with an allegory of a bull, a stag, a lion, and a

goat. Book XIV. is the most obscure of the

Sibylline productions. The writer evidently in-

tends to unfold the fortunes of a long succession

of emperors and conquerors. He gives the initial

letter of the name of each, and suggests other

ways of identification. But his descriptions are

so wide of the historical fibres that they cannot

be safely identified. The period portrayed is

generally the late Roman and possibly the early

Byzantine-

Literam/ quorfions The abo^e dmion into books \\as

mmlc in the Cth cent of The Christian Ma (during the reipn of

Justinian^ Whoever made It is also responsible foi the collection

of the oracles from various sources, and the insertion of certain

verses of his own among them. It has been conjectuied that

he was a literary monastic and expeit tianscriber of manu-

scripts Before his time the verses were circulated in a rude,

undigested mass The task of unravelling the confusion, which

does not seem to have disturbed him, and of rearranging the

material according to authorship and date of origin, is a veiy

complex one, and not as yet fully accomplished This much is

evident, however, that there are four classes of utterances in the
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oracles . (I) those which issue from a Jewish source , (2) those
which come fioin a Christian , (8) those which aie of heathen

oiigin , and (4) neutral elements The last oi these addb \ery
much to the difficulty of the critical problem The heathen
dements are not very extensive, and attach themselves in

<rr i'il 10 tlu Tewish For the rest, the analysis \\hich results
rrni tlichboiu s of Ewald and Alexandre may be faalely adopted
ah woikable, and is as follows .

The Sibjllme Oracleh may be grouped into eight parts, each
bv a different author and ftom a different age, as follows (1)
rp^r. --, - , - -, -

p- pr,
t ,._,..,., - _.

of P
r *

5 pith and kernel of
i 'u \\ IM oo c

1 o i in point of value foi the study of inter-

Testamental conditions and modes of thought, and for the
times of Jesus (2) Book IV was written about A j> 80 Its

author may have been either a Christian or a Jew, with the

probability laigely in favour of the fonner alternative (8)
Book V , with the possible exception of the first part, issued
Irom the 1st cent A D and Is a mixtuie of Jewish and Christian

- - 1- " ' - * - ' ^
'4) Books

. ,

'

,'
, V ) date

>r was a

1.1, , hnstian,
but not a heretic, probably of the middle of the "3rd century.
(6) Book VIII , 361-501, is also by an orthodox Christian of the
3rd century (7) Book I. (without the Prologue), Book II

, and
Book III

, 1-85, come from the middle of the 8rd cent
,
and are

of Christian origin (8) Books XI ,
XII

, XIII , and XIV were
written by a Jew resident in Egypt, who, however, lived in
Chribtian times, and

,
,

'*
'h some Christian prac-

tices According to
,

< oracles cover a period
of more than 400 years in their production, and represent a wide
variety of types of thought

Editions. The iirst ei#ht books m the original Greek text
were published in 1545 at Basel, and subsequently by others up

> i M .- .
- - \i The nr&t complete edition

\ v i "i i'
'

ij;&ui 1869) Recent critical

.
-

'

'
'

. 1902), and Heitz (1903)
Translations. Latin Sebastian Castalio (1540), Ang-elo Mai

(1817) English , Floyer (prose, 1781), M. 8 Terrv (metrical,
1MW) French "1

*
P,mue de PHistoire det>

JUhgiom, vol viii 1883, pp 619-035,
ix 1884, pp '

A e") Geiman Friedheb
(1852), Blaas (of III IV. and V. in K :

- " '

1900)
LUTERATITKE. (See T .' , , "?.*'

" ~ mi
Cfattocorwn, 1880, i l-

-
- II < >

'

,'
' u

Zusammensete d Sibyl Or '
in Tht / v

Schleierinacher, de "Wette. u Lucke, i 1819, pp. 120-2415, u
1820, pp 172

^ ' *" 4 ^ 1

e .Tudisci -
" v"

ffung'mZIF also 1871
]
1Jfin i'if,M / Inherit u

/.'//! i r !->** JLaroque, our la <iate du tr
"

1892, pp. 273-;. -
J

pp 188-196 ;
'

I .

1869, pp 2G9-2TO , Bcmli udx Gi n
(-

<
.-, ",- .- -s.

-) IJUICMMI, 'Die
' '' /' t 591, pp 529-555,

11 '

I .
*

I J f&'mJZJSJi 1894,
'r '

' ' ' '
i * *&. 1. TC2, b61-

& The Assumption of Moses. There is some
vagueness in the early Patristic references to the

Assumption of Moses Svncellus (ed. Dmd i. 48)
mentions an Apocalypse" oj Jo8t>* Clement of
Alexandria (Adumb in Epist. Jud. [ap. Zalm,
?ttf frit M* , lam Clementmuvn, 84]) and Didvimis,

(Mpist. Judos Enarratio [in Gallandi, Bib. Pair
vi. 307]) allude to an Assumptio Moysi. Ongen
(de Princ, in. li 1) refers to an Adswnsio Mosis.
In the Acts of the Nicene Synod (Mansi, Sacror.
Oonctt. Nova, Collectio, li. 18, 20) there is mention
again of an Assumption of Moses. In other lists

of apocrypha, a Testament (Ata0^) of Moses is

mentioned (SftcJi'imtiry of Vujoplioius niul fcS*v //'*./"">

of pseudo-Athanasius). It has been argued (by
Schurer, followed by Charles) that these two titles

represent two separate divisions of one and the
same book, or two books fused together in one.
The work was lost during the Middle Ages, and
recovered by Cenani in an old Latin version in the
Ambiosian Library at Milan m 1801

Contents. Moses calls to himself Joshua the
son of Nun, and directs him to preserve his writ-

ings (1). He then toreca&ts The apostasy and
distress of the twelve tribes of Israel arid their di\ i-

sions into the ten and two (2), their awakening to

consciousness of their sin, their repentance (3), the
restoration of the two tribes and the preseivation
of the ten iuon<i tl'o Gentiles (4), their repeated
backsliding** (3;, ilie lyraiiny of Herod (6), the pre-
valence of wicked leaders over them (7) r the oppres-

sion by the Romans (8), the advent oi the Levite

Taxo,* who was destined to restore a better state

-of things among them (i)). At this point the

author inserts a Psalm ot T! ^ , a 1 uclds a few
c^nc'uilMj'i words closing ^. ^ . -Vwi'.'-i ot Moses

(10). Joshua then laments over the course of

events revealed to him, and refuses to bo com-
forted (11) ;

bat Moses urges him to take up his

work, and conquer and destroy the Gentiles (12)
At this point the book breaks oft rather abruptly.

L'lterat'h
" V tribtic quotations from tho AH-

ytvmptitw v , * , ,
^

, wolds of Judo o as from this

book, Imt ah the extant text does not contain tbo wordts, it,

can only be that it is eithei (1) wionprly entitled, oi (ii) that

the quotation is made from the second part of it which i

lost " "
i ]

' \\ at two bojun ate woiks entitled iesp**c-
tiveh /.ic /< ^ at, ,-, f/ J/<Mf^aud > '*'

of Jtifose*. \\eie fused into one (Ch . i-
.

- >

ir '-I c/ \-M'^V supported b.v its advocate, and isowms the
TT'O-.

j,

' i i. I he present so-called Attrtumfition of MotH>tt ih

then the Testament of Mow, beaniiff \\ithin it tiacch of tlu

addition to it of the original AsttunipiiMi of Afow#*
The text of the book exists in aHiiif?lc Latin inanu.script of the

5th (Cth) cent A i> Thib is undoubtedly a translation fiom a
Greek text. It has been i\irther con,]ecturod that the Greek
itself was a tianslation of a Ilebiew or Aramaic oii^inal; but

thoug-h the advocates of each of theme laiiffuu^eb, ah also of the

Greek, stiennonsly defend each his position, in the absence of
definite data nothing

1 can be dogmatically assorted on tho r>oint

II%enfold and Drurmnoml favour a Gioek original; iWald
argues for a Semitic (eithei Hebrew or Aramaic) , WidH<?ler and
Langen, ibr a Hebrew , llauarath, Schniidt-Mer\, Dlllniann,^ "

r an Aramaic
of the woik was probably a devout Jew, a

Phaiisee, and a mystic \vlio doe ts not sluue bwt itithor nii.H to
defeat the purposes of the Zealots (HO Charles, but it has been
stiennoiivsly maintained that ho was a Zealot). Tlie date of tin*

composition is hxed by tho allusion to Herod the Groat* At the

earliest, it must be 44, but various dates down to 18H hftv<a been
advocated The design of the author beems to bo to teach tho
lesson that God has foreseen and foreshadowed all thinjJfK,
hence Israel should entertain no fear A deliverer IH to come,

JSditions. Cenani (MoniiMenta AV/c/w ft Pwfana, vol, J

Fasel, p
" r *~TfXtra ("anonttu Jttwptinn.

1RT6, pp.
- '

(Arctov, L H. 1R, p. Ill C)," ' *
'

18Tl,j[>p.
TOO to 780), Charle*

- P
de MoIaeMn

. i
-

>.
f

I -

'

i 'I- \ --),i p
TMol 1868, pp. 65-94; "Wie '

Aufnahme Moses,' etc , in <//
622-648, Heidenheim,'Belti a .

censio Mosis '
in

""

r '
.

J

=74, p -,
- /

-
i. MJPnAii 78-83.

5. Fourth Ezra (Second Madras).
graph has been known from the earliest r

days, and widely circulated under the name of
Ezra as his second, third, fourth, or fifth book,
according to the various ways of grouping and
entitling the hooks that issue from the Bestoraticm
generation. (See explanation of these names by
Thackeray in Hastings' DJ9, art.

*

Ksdras, First
Book of '). Fourth Ezra, however, has come to be

. < "\ !i
'

.,. "i as the name for it.
'

"

'
' *

I i - is given in seven visions. The
First Vision (3^-6) is granted to Ezra in answer
to disturbing doubts arising in his mind* These
concern the origin of sin and suffering in the world
(3

1 "86
). An angel gives him the answer: God's

ways are inscrutable The human spirit can com-
prehend but little (4

1~2
i), But as he pleads that it

is painful to be left in ignorance on such vital

matters, he is assured of a change oi seon to take
place soon. Definite signs will mark the change,He must fast for seven days, and recehe another
revelation at the end of that time (^-S19

),
The Second Vision (5^-634) js granted in answer

* After unsuccessful attempts by many otheis, a vitisftietoi \

explanation of tins name has been gi\on by RuikUt (soeIIastm!> DB 11- 4 W) laxo is a copyist'., unmake foi
r
l nvok

r-Jofw*e
Vnd tin- 1= to be read by Gemanla as Klea/nr

aZai the fath
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to the question, Why has God given over His only
chosen people into the hands of the heathen ?

(5
20-30

). He receives the answer that God loves

His people, and the problem must be regarded as

not solvable for man . nevertheless deliverance is

drawing near
,

'

of men are passing ;

the world has signs of the end are

visible (53i-6
34

).

The Third Vision (6
35-92

3), like the second, is

given after a period of seven days' fasting, and is

in answer to the question, Why does not Israel

possess the land which belongs to it ? (C
85-89

). The
answer is not direct. An evil age must neces-

sarily precede the good that shall be in the future

(7
1-16

). The doom of sinners is grievous but well-

deserved The Son of God, the Christ, shall

appear n \,u_: i iii "717
-44

), Few are chosen, but
all the * .u- . i

%
' honour conferred on them

(743-74). A sevenfold suffering and a sevenfold py
await men in the intermediate state (7

75-101
).

Intercession for the condemned will be of no avail

at the last judgment (7102-115^ they have deserved
their doom (7

116-ia
). God's mercy is consistent

with the sufferings of the condemned (7
182~8 1<J

) At
this point Iilzra iuterpo- , . and receives an
answer (8

2045
). The , , rejoice at their

own lot, and forget the sufferings of sinners (8
46"61

).

It is certain that the end of the world is nigh.
The signs are not to be mistaken (8

5M)1<J

) There
are more of the lost than of the saved (O

n--5
).

The Fourth Vision (9
2MO&8

) is given upon the

Plain of Ardath. It consists of a symbolic picture
of Zion's sorrow, followed by glory. The vision

(9
2j-1028

) presents a woman in tattered garments,
weeping arid wailing because of her lost son. The
lAl-'nsMl w by the angel (I0

2^r

>) identifies the

\\uin<iii \\ ,h Zion, and points out the lesson to the

seer.

The Fifth Vision (10
6M261

) presents the fourth

world-empue under the figure of an i-asK* <-oin:n

out oJt the sc-a, and like the fourth vision falls into

two parts, i.e. the Vision (lO
60-!^8

) and the inter-

pretation of it by the angel (12*
40

). This is fol-

lowed by a Conclusion in story form. The people
come out to seek for Ezra, they find him in the

plain, and he sends them back into the city (12
40-51

).

The Sixth Vision (13
W8

) portrays a man emerg-
ing out of a stormy sea and floating on a cloudless

heaven (13
1-4

). A countless multitude comes to

wage war against him
;
but by a stream of fire

ptopt I'dj'^ f**rtm his mouth he overcomes his

tuttuuco ^lo"-
1

-;, Then another host of friendly
men flock around Mm (IS

12 - 18
). The question is

raised, Is it better to survive to the end of the
world or to die beforehand? It is answered in

favour of the former alternative (IB
1*-8

*). The ex-

planation of the vision follows. The man in the
cloud is the Son of God, the events are those of the
Messianic age (13

2
*-**),

The Seventh Vision (14^) is given three days
after the sixth, under an oak. This is the familiar

legend of Ezra's restoring the lost Scriptures. But
it begins with a command to keep his present
vision secret (14

147
) A prayer of Ezra follows, in

which he beseeches the Lord for the privilege of

rewriting the lost Scriptures (M 17--*6
). The prayer

is answered, and Ezra reproduces the lost books

together with seventy others (14
27-*8

). The "book

concludes with an account of Ezra's decease.
The above does not include chs 1 2 and 15. 16,

found m the Latin Version \\hich is the basis of

the chapter divisions of the book The Latin
Version has also served as the basis of some
current translations into English (The Variorum
Apocrypha, by C J. Ball, and m Wace's Holy
Fible.

'

Apocrypha,' by Lupton) These four

chaptrrs are universally regarded as later addi-

tions by a strongly anti-Jewish Christian author,

i'>priiilcd respectively to the beginning and end of
r Lai r Version The other veisions do not

contain them. They have been detached and pub-
lished together as 5th Esdras by Fntzsche (Lib.
Apocr. Vet. Test ' Liber Esdrae Quintus,* pp. 640-

653).

Lilerut* ' -

~~
book is a unity, and compara-

tively free and editorial tampering The
author \\*aj i whom pioblems of theodicy
especially had a considerable fascination, but he is also inter-
ested in the bioadei and more constant questions which recuT
in the lehgious aphexo with every goneiation He naturally
looks into his own ag-e, and finds no sign oi a restoration to

nghteousness and recognition of God in the Ibices that TV oik
theie lie accordingly plants his hopess in the world to come

Kabisch has indeed analyzed the \voik into foin difteient pro-
ductions fused together into unity by clumsy redrctors (J)a$
VierteJBuoh JEwa^ 1889), and his theoiy has been substantially
accepted by de Faye, but his (bbenation&would lead rather to

the composition of tlie bookfioin pie-e\isting; sources than to

the bunding
1

together of independent books of documents by a

redactor The impi ession of unity is too strong to he destroyed
by such consideiations as Kabisch alleges

The date of the book cannot be oailier than the fall of Jeru-
salem, ns that event is distinctly alluded to (8

s 1048 V2*8 ) The"it"."" nee in abej
ranre (1081 ). A still

-
i - - is given m an allusion to the

uuuiju vn junto v.!!-;, uu, uuuior even expects the death of

Doimtmn (122 2fi
) It is safe, therefore, to set down the yeai &0

as approximately the time of -

M'ltionn The book ex -
I , Svrmo, Ethiopia,

Arabic (
1

2), and Armenian yeisions The cnigmal wais in Gieek.
This is made evident by the chaiactenstlc diffeiences of the vei-
Rions They are alt easily accounted for by an original Greek.
The Latin text was fcrst edited ciitically by Volkmar (1868),
also by T. i/-iK / ^ Apocr Vtt Tent 1871).

"

publislu-l ( i
- Moil tuneuta Saofft^i

also in
*

_ 'eduction, nuclei
latio & '-/' - Testament^ etc (1876-18853),
aj*am by li. Bensly, with an intiod by M. It Jame( 7'extu a-nd

RtufiiM, Comb 111. 2, 1S95) The Ethlopio "v\as published by
Lawrence (1820), the Arabic by Gildemeister (1877), the Aimo-
nian_by the Mechithansts in Venice (1800).

T
~ .1

g-hsh. Bis
r ""

mentary,
I x i "V olkmai

1

. xi, 1802-
/ >

'
i * analation into Greek was

! . V
' '

i ).
'i -i,

in

i- 1, in.

-
'

, 1889,
-

M '/',' . les

6. The Syriac Baruch. Barucli is mentioned
as .T 'Y- -

i : MII
""

"i "i
'

'"'g the try-

ing
-I

1

;
-v i

, :! :
-

!
-

i of Jeru-^

salem and the deportations under Jehoiakim and
Zedekiah (Jer '32^ i3 30 45) , The fact that he wrote
under Jeremiah's direction seems to have stimu-
lated the tendency to publish alleged pH.phetio
and icvelations in his name. The fii^t of tlio^c

was the book that passed into the group of OT
Apocrypha. One of CerianPs many contributions
to apocalvpiies wa* the discovery, translation into
I.aim (180U\ and later publication of-a Syriac text
of a Book of "Baruch (Monumpnta Sacra, v. 1871,

pp. 11-18).
Contents Tho book is divided into two main

parts, i e. the Apocalypse pro]>er (rhs. 1-77) and the
Letter to the Nine Tribes and a Half (chs. 78-87).

Part I. may again be subdivided into seven sec-

tions. (1) The first section (1-12) begins with the
announcement of the iiripi ndincr fall of Jerusalem,
and the captivity of Jurl.ih

,
noxi comes the* por-

traiture of the advancing Chaldaeans, the hiding of
the treasures of the Temple, and the destruction
of the walls by angels, so that the Chaldseans might
not claim the glory of the capture of the city.
The next day the city is occupied by the enemy
(6-8): Baruch stays amid the ruins of the city,
while Jeremiah, by Divine command, accompanies
the exiles to Babylon (9-12) (2) The second
section (13-20) contains a vision given to Baiuch
while standing on Mount Zion lie is assured tbat

the calamity 3ust fallen on the chosen people has
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been inflicted in mercy (13) ; he complains that

good men are no better than others, Tout is answered
that sin m one who possesses the Law is worthy of

being punished (14. 15). He expresses other mis-

givings which are answered. He is then promised
a new revelation (16-20). (3) The third section

(21-34) opens with Baruch's appearance at the end
of seven days in the place appointed. Here he

expresses his thoughts in the form of a prayer (21) ;

he is shown that his knowledge is imperfect, that

the time is coming when God's judgment will

mature (22-25) ;
he wishes to know of the distresses

of the last days (26), and is given a revelation

concerning the order of the times. The tribula-

tion will come in twelve stages (27) ; the. whole
earth will be affected, but those in the chosen
land will escape ;

the Messiah will appear, first to

bring blessings to the righteous on the earth (28.

29), and then, as He returns to His glory, to raise

from the dead both the righteous and the un-

righteous, and consign them respectively to happi-
ness and perdition (30). Baruch then summons
the elders of the people, and announces to them
that the ruined Zion shall be rebuilt and destroyed

again, and finally restored in glory to last for ever

(31-34). (4) The fourth section (35-46) gives a
vision which Baruch saw as he slept amid the ruins

of the Holy Place. On one side there appeared
a great forest in a valley surrounded with moun-
tains

;
on the other side a vine with a gentle

spring streaming from beneath its roots. But the

spring grew into a mighty river, and overwhelmed
the forest, together with the mountains round
about. A solitary cedar was left. The stream
first addressed words of denunciation against the

cedar, and then annihilated it. In the place of

forest and mountains the \ine grc\\, and the valley
was filled with blossoms (Jo-37). The interpreta-
tion of the vision is given as requested by Baruch.
The kingdoms which have oppressed Zion shall be
overwhelmed by the Messiah. The cedar is the
last king of the last k'l. . 1< 1 1 he shall be slain by
the Messiah, who -hsili .lu \ begin His eternal

reign (38-40). Baruch is commanded to warn the

people anl
|

;
**\ a i < Is iT M ^ " "

-r further visions (41-
43), whiai h-> suv- '-li: .- \ u--s (44-46). (5) The
fifth section IT -">-' .1 -> cj-ens with a pi a \ or of

Baruch's o f ml - -.<u <i: ;s later (17- I*--). In
answer Baruch receives a new revelation iL'^ardui^
the distress of the last days (48

25-60
), and ot the re-

surrection both of the evil and the good, togethei
with theirpunishment and reward (49-52). (6)1 lie

sixth section (53-76) is again in the form of a vision.

A cloud ascends from the sea, and pours forth upon
the earth black and white (dark and bright) waters.

Lightning illumines it, and twelve streams are put
in Mil Vciion mi-It i \\ ^8). Baruch prays that it

mav bo oxp'aino'i jo !i"n ("r . ; I,* 1 -"! .'""Rsi
1 " !*

is sent to Mm to interpr< i .
-

i
s

>
;. 'I

cloud pouring forth the waters Topiobouls mankind
in its historical unfolding; the daik vaiers stand
for evil ages, the "bright for good The course of
the world from Adam to the Exile is thus sym-
bolized. The twelve periods are idcniilud \\nli

the bright and dark streams (66-68). The twelfth
is the age of the rebuilding of Jerusalem and of

the restoration of the Temple service. These
twelve are followed by a last black stream, which
stands for the tribulation of the Messianic age.
Then shall the Messiah take charge of the few
saved ones (69-71). The lightning is the Messiah,
and His eternal beneficent reign (72-74). Baruch
thanks God, and is informed that he will shortly
be taken from the earth, though not by death (75.
76). (7) The seventh section tells how Baruch
called the people together, told them of his im-

pending departure, wrote two letters, one to the
exiles in Babylon and the other to the nine and a

half tribes in the regions beyond, and how he sent
the first by messengers and entrusted the second
to an eagle (77).

Part II. This part of the book is taken up with
the letter to the nine tribes and a half (78-87). In
it Baruch recalls to the minds of the tribes God\s

mercy, and assures them that their sufferings are

intended for their good (78-81). God has shown
Baruch in visions the meaning of their < \, ;

"
>

and the doom o their enemies (82-84) ;
iK \ -K ,. -i

therefore be undismayed, and expect spe*edy de-

liverance, for the end is near (85). The letter then
ends with formal instructions (80. 87).

Lvt&rat >/ qHui'i'tut The extant text in Synac is from an
original r 'c 1 M > is shown by the use of such forms as
G-odohas Sedekias, etc., which could only have been made
from the Greek The word for

*

splendour
'
in 87 is manifestly

a translation of KIOO-^OS. But if the Byime was made from a Greek
text, was this Greek the onginal language of the book ? The
answer demanded by the facts seems to be negative. There
are traces of a Hebrew onginal behind the Greek. The most
distinct of these is the occunence of Hebrew idioms surviv-

ing- through the two translations Moreover, the quotations
agree in all cases with the Ilebiew text as distinguished fiom
the LXX, which must have been used had the original been in
Greek Ceitain oi'-o '

. < -, ,.00, can be cleared up by retrans-
lation into Hebrc\ TM r-v full aigument bee Charles, TIi$

Apoe of Baruch, pp \lm-lm.)
The , TSzra is very striking.

Bothl o same environment.
They 1 in similar fashion.
Their ' that they have been
denommaiea me i

The author of B . -
, i a Jew, The date when

he wrote is
"

itlyfrom h^ u hi ion t- the author
of 4 Ezra, i data in the ci-o Pupuii quotes one
sentence from it, thong] i r!**!'i t\.m--- .: to Jesus.
This ~\

"

. ,
*'

i i> *" '1 1 * tt rininfUiS <#

I hence B o. 160. Charles,
v - ,hat it was put together

out \ \ \ i composed between A.I>,

50 and 90, some time about the year 100,

Editions, The Syriac Text: Ceriani 'i r .'.?., \

fasc. 11, 18T1 ;
a' , <>

entire MS of the -
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'
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7. The Greek Baruch. A hint as to the exist-

ence of another book bearing the name Baruch was
long known to exist in a passage of Origen (de
Princ. IT. iii. 6), in which he alludes to Baruch's
account of the Seven Heavens. No such account is

to be found either in the OT apocryphon or in the

Syriac apocalypse bearing the name of Baruch.
But it was not until 1896 that the book alluded to

by Origen was discovered and published in Texts
and Studies (Camb. vol. v. 1, pp. 84-94).

(*'> n ' /i ',<
- The !>'" Yk: <>[ >i 1 1 > \\ i li Ba i uch's lamen-

i; ii-ui nr<l pii\< roxoi ilic fa. ion kiii^lo'ii of Judah.
Forthwith an angel visits him and promises to show
him wonderful secrets (1 ) . The promise is fulfilled.

He is taken up into the first heaven, where he seen
creatures with the faces of bulls, the horns of stags,
the feet of goats, and the haunches of lambs

; he
then inquires as to the dimensions of this heaven,
and is given some astounding figures (2). In the
MCimd hoav<-n he sees men with the look of dogs
and i he JUM of deer. They are those who have
counselled the building of the tower [of Babel] (3).
In the third heaven he sees a dragon which lives
on the bodies of the wicked; it is Hades. He
further learns that the tree which caused Adam's
fall was the vine, and therefore the abuse of the
fruit of the vine has ever since been the source of
fearful evils to men (4). He is told the nature of
Hades (6), and is shown the Phoenix, which pro-
tects the earth from the burning rays of the sun (0).
The approach of this monster terrifies him (7), He
learns that the renewing of the crown of the sun is

necessary, because the view of the sins of men daily
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dims and weakens this luminary ;
it must be

cleansed and refreshed at the end of each day (8) .

The chariot of the moon and the explanation of its

stages, together with the reason lor its shining
only at night, are then made known to Baruch (9).
In the fourth heaven he comes into view of a vast

plain and body of water which, is the source of the
* dew of heaven '

(10) . The gates of the fifth heaven
are closed as he and his guide come to them

j
but

upon being opened they admit the archangel
Michael, who receives the prayers and good works
of the righteous and presents them before God
(11, 12). The guardian angels of the unrighteous
petition to be released from their hated work, but
are told to wait (13). Michael departs, but returns

again bringing oil, which he gives to the angels
that had brought to him the virtues of men (14. 15),
He addresses the angels who had brought no good
works (16). The gate closes, and the prophet and
angel return to the earth.

Literary question*. Thus far there are two recensions of
tins apocalypse known, the Greek and the Slavonic. But
noithei of them is beliered to be the original Their relations
to one another are those of a more and a less condensed version

T i . *
i - lave been fuller and

<(
._;

-
i it gave an account

of seven heavens, whereas the G-i eelc text before us stops with
the fifth he.i\ en, and the Slavonic knows of only two.

'Hits loiution of the book to the Syriac Baruch is probably ex-

plained by referring to 76-* 4 of that work Here God promises
i-iir \o "R LI IP h -ifi- r

'
* * "

ys, a further revelation
ipffu' il.i &r I

1

)* uu'l 1 - (the cycle of the earth,
the summits of the mouiinm*. iV 0< 'V of

4
i f\ - -

)
.

1
..f

the seas, and the number oi Oi i 'ti'i-d li> , '"i >, i *
j

promise is not recorded in what follows, am n> ii ic .- -

calypse was composed to show not only tha -. i 1
,',

but also in what way
r the Syriac Barucb. on the one side and

' to the work on the other, fix the date of
us composition us oetween 100 and 175 AD It was written as
a Jewish apocalypse, but shows tiaces of interpolation "by
Christians (cf ch. 4,

* The Vine ')

Editions Greek Text : Jaines (Tevcta and Studies. Camb
1897, v 1, pp 84-94).

Translations English : T L i. - i- 1, >

'

<
= v i,- , \-

pub by Novakovitch, - K 1 n- <. i

-
L ., , j, \| .

in the i v \\\ ..| n -*-' the Greek text by James.
Gen It i \ if> A//. ','< von' 9 A" i>/ /?,*
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.

d. Wi, .> , ! K\t' lrV>" pp. <", : !., n

LITBKATUEB This is limited almost altogether to the intro-
'i . . ons. Of these,

juowwvei, i T
;

, thorough

8. The Psalter of Solomon. The Psalter of

Solomon is placed in the Stichometry of Mce-
phortis among the Antilegomena of the OT, and
not among the Apocrypha ; so also in pseudo-
Athanasms* Synopsis S. Scnpturce. It is a collec-

tion of lyrics, each one independent of every other.

Only the last two of these (the 17th and 18th),
strictly speaking, fall into the group of apocalyptic
writings, They were known and refened TO as the
4 Odes of Solomon' as early as the Ptstis Sophia
(200 to 250 A.IX), and frequently later than that
date.

Contents. Ps 17 is in general -i n^-plu
k
\ of the

restoration of the glory to the <! * snil iv > of
David. It opens with an expression of trust in the

Lord, the Eternal King of Israel, addressed directly
to Him (1-1-). The Lord (still addressed in the
second person) has chosen David to be king over
Israel, and promised him and his seed perpetual
dominion ;

"but sinners have risen up against Israel
and have desolated the throne of David (5-8) , yet
the Lord will cast these down and visit them ac-

cording to their sins (9-12). They have done
wickedly and acted proudly (13-47) ; the righteous
fled before them and wandered in desert places
(18-20) ; the sins of the wicked have abounded
(21, 22) ; the Lord is to raise the son ot David, His
Servant, purge Jerusalem, cast down the unright-
eous and lawless nation, ga/thei together His people,
and

3 mine Jill the tribes of men (23-36). He will not

put confidence m human weapons of warfare, but

in the Lord; and the Lord will bless him, will

strengthen and give him dominion (37-44). He
shall rule lialilcously and wisely (45-49). Blessed
are they who shall live in his day (50 51).
Ps 18 is on the Messianic Age. It begins with

an ascription ^of praise to the Lord for His tavour to

Israel and His love to the seed of Abraham (15).
It foreshadows a blessed day in which God shall

purge Israel and raise His Messiah (6) ; it declares
the blessedness of those who shall live in the days
of the Anointed (7-10) and closes with a doxology
for the constancy and perpetuity of the heavenly
luminary (11-14).

Literary questions. Though the Psalter of Solomon is a col-
lection of independent compositions, these

- '

i

from the same historical conditions and are
same spirit and tone They nowhere claim - *

,

composition. This claim was made for them by later copyists.
In general, the conditions under which they were written aie
'

f"
,

i "
"

of thirty years between 70 and 40 B c Pom-
! .

-
i -

' the mighty striker ' who comes ; from the
ends of the earth '

(8
16

). Ceitain punces of the land g-o forth to
meet him and welcome him (S

18
). These aie Aristobulus n

and If' i
- The Gentiles tread Jerusalem under foot

(2
2(> - "

i le who has conqueied it and inflicted severe
~ " - -

B finally overtaken and suffers a shameful death
, All this points dnectly to the Roman con-

Pompey.
critics read the allusions aboye indicated as having

refeience to Herod and his days (Moveis, Keim) ,
Ewaid saw in

them Antiochus Emphanes and ms times
,
but these identifica-

tions are manifestly far-fetched The consensus of critics is

now against them. But there \<'<
,

'
- such as Franken-

berg-, who advocates the ago oi V , < i*

The oiigmal language of the Psalter was Hebrew The radical

difference between the type of Messiamsm held up in 17 and 18
and the eschatology of the rest of the collection points to &

separate authorship of these tw V * "
T?

'

;

' f
i *Y

and the antecedent probability
*

I i *

be independent contributions, i i i

ascnbing' particular psalms to d "

, 1 i

author s) belonged to the Pharisaic sect
r .
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d. JP*Frank

9. The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs.
This production was well known to the ancient

Patristic writers It is quoted by Irenseus (Fragm.
17, ed. Harvey, ii. 487), Origen (Horn, in Jos. 156),
and Tertullian (adv. Marc. v. 1j . It is named in

the Synopsis of Pseudo-Athanasius and in the

tftichometry of Nicepborus. In the 13th cent.

Bishop Grosseteste made a translation of it into

Latin. It has been very frequently translated

both in ancient and in modern times.

Contents. The book extends the idea of Gn49to
the sons of Jacob. Just as the father had called

his sons together before his death and told them
his last thoughts, so each of the sons is made to

summon Ms own children to his* deathbed and to

give them a retrospectivo and a prospecthc VJPW.

Each, however, centres his di^rouiso in a dominant
idea or topic. (1) Reuben, on Thoughts. This Testa-

ment begins with the confession by Reuben of his

sin and the penance he performed therefor (1).
Man has seven spirits given him to perform his work
in the world, i e. life, sight, hearing, smell, taste,

speech, reproduction (2) ; an eighth is added to

these, but Beliav has intermingled with these seven

misleading spirits, i.e. fornication, gluttony, strife,

vanity, anogance, lying, and injustice ; sleep js* a

counterfeit eighth (3). Beware of tornication (4)

Women have always been seducers.
-
They misled

the Grigori, 'watchers' (6). Give heed to Levi,
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for he shall know the Law (6 and 7). (2) Simeon,
on JSnvy. This also opens with a concession, but
the sin conlessed is envy (1.2). The patriarch
warns his children against this sin (3), commends
Joseph, arid urges them to imitate him (4-8)

(3) Levi, on the Priesthood and !// This

is the distinctively apocalyptic lestament. After

introducing himself, the patriarch lecounts the

revelation given him of the seven heavens (1-4) ;

then tells ot being ushered into the presence of the

Lord, who gave him. the command to destroy the

Sheehemites (5). Contrary to the desire of his

father, he executed the command (6 7). He saw
a second vision, m which he was invested with
the priesthood and received instructions from his

giandfather Isaac (8 9). He foreshadows the cor-

ruption of the priesthood by his family (11. 12),
instructs them in their duties and again warns

against corruption (13 14) ,
foretells the destruc-

tion of the Temple, and indicates from the Book of

Enoch that the Captivity will last seventy years

(15-17) ;
he announces the Messiah, His rejection

and the dispersion of Israel, and closes with an
exhortation to choose well (18 19) (4) Judah, on

Fortitude, Avarice, and Fornication. After intro-

ducing luinselt, Judah gives a glowing account of

.1 - \\\ - -
, 1

*

'-ing '-ili"
1

, with many illus-

i . :, L -> (, ,
ll< i ! of how he chose

Tamar as the wife of his son Er, of the wickedness
of his sons and their death, and of his own relations

\

with Tamar (10-12) . Ascribing his fall to drunken-
ness and covetousness, he warns his children against
these vices, as well as. against fornication (13-17) ;

he foresees from the Books of Enoch the wickedness
into which they shall fall in the last days, and
warns them. (18-21) ;

he urges them to love Levi,
and predicts with sorrow their apostasies from the

Lord and the wars and commotions until the time
of Messias (22-24). This shall be followed by the

u-iiiic<;tio:i of Hi-, iwlnuichs (25). (5) Issachar,
MI ^'iiiff at i/ Hig.nu PS; \uth the circumstances
of his birth, \\,\* i>.iniaicli gives an account of his

early life and marriage (1-3), and points out his

simplicity and singleness of mind as virtues to be
imitated (4-7), (b) Zebulun, on Cotnpasstoii and
Mercy After naming himself and the prii-ju i*>u-

circumstances in which he was born, he ( hum- not

to have sinned except in thought. Only in the

affair of Joseph, which he describes at length, he
had conspired, with his brothers, but with sorrow
and compas&ion for Joseph (1-5). He was the first

to construct a boat and go fishing. He used the
fish he caught m feeding the needy (6. 7). He
urges his children to be compassionate (8) and
united in action (9. 10). (7) Dan, on Anger and
Lying. This patriarch also begins with a confes-
sion. Ho had planned to slay Joseph out of envy,
but the Loid had withheld the opportunity (1).
He warns his children against the spirit of lying
and anger (2-4) ;

he predicts evil days in the

future, of which he had learned from the Books
of Enoch (5), and exhorts them to stand firm in

righteousness (6. 7). (8) Naphtali, on Natural
(Goodness. This Testament opens with an account
of the mother of the patriarch, Bilhah (1) It pro-
ceeds with a description of his fleetness of foot,
which gives occasion for a speech on the fitness of
the body to the character of the soul (2) He ex-
horts his children not to force the order of nature

(3. 4), and tells of a vision he saw when forty years
of age. It was on the Mount of Olives, to the east
of Jerusalem The sun and moon stood still

,

Jacob called his sons to go and seize them Levi
took hold of the sun, Judah of the moon

; they
were lifted up A bull with two horns on its head
and two wings on its back made its appearance
They tried to capnirp it. and Joseph succeeded

.Finally, a holy wn
ttmg appeared telling of the

captivity of Israel (5) Seven months later be

saw another vision. Jacob and his SOILS were

standing by the Sea of Jamnia. A vessel full ot

dried fish appeared ;
but it had no i udder or sails.

They embarked, and a storm arose They vu;ro

threatened with destruction
;
Levi prayed, and,

though the vessel was wrecked, they were saved

upon pieces of the wreckage (6). Naphtali told

his visions to his lather, who saw in them a token
that Joseph was living (7). With the prediction ol

the Messiah (8 9) the Testament closes. (9) Gad,
on Hatred After the customary account ot him-

self, Gad (1) confesses that he hated Joseph and

brought about his sale to the Ishmaehtes (2. 3).
He warns his children against hatred, points out

its evil, and urges them to cherish and exercise

love (4-8). (10) Asher, on the Two Attpccttt of Vice

and Virtue. This patriarch begins with a por-
traiture of the two ways open before men, de-

scribing each carefully (1.2). He commends sim-

plicity of heart and devotion to virtue (iJ), gives
reasons (4), and again commends the path of virtue

(5, 6), closing with warnings and predictions (7 8).

(11) Joseph, on Chastity. .T, -i begins with
the contrasts between his \\ . ;- i i. suffering
and God's many-sided help and deliverance (1).
He then proceeds to narrate the circum .stances of

his servitude in Egypt (2), his temptation (J-7),
his nnpii-onnionl (8. 9), and exhorts to brotherly
love (H>) ,nivl die Jear of God (11). He further goes
back" to tell the story once more of the circum-
stances of the temptation (12-15), and concludes
with an exhortation to honour Levi and Judah,
1 'fl'it.iu that from them should arise the Lamb
*- do i

N
1 7-20). (1.T B iii.inmi. on a Pure Mmd.

Benjamin begins by i< \\MJL < i !'- birth (1) ;
then of

the meeting with Joseph in Egypt (2), This leads
to the exaltation of Joseph as the perfect man,
who should be imitated (;J 4). A pure nnnd will

be recognized by the wicked (5). Beliar luiftaelf

cannot mislead
*

(6). There is a
sevenfold evil m -a sevenfold pun-
ishment is to be measured out to those who practise
it (7). Flee wickedness, he xtrges, and concludes
with the pi edict ion of corruption among his de-
scendants (8. 0), and of the resurrection and the

judgment which will follow.

Literary gttefitions The book is extant in a Greek text, also
in a complete Armenian and fragmentary Syriac and Aramaic
versions. The Latin version fitqiuntly reprinted from the
16th. century onwards, is Gi osseteste s" An ancient Latin
translation is not known to exist, v *l,noiiic %<il<m <>i un-
certain origin is also published by 'lu'horna\oir (Denfent, dJ

altruss. Apocr JLttt
,
St Peteish 1-M

The original of the work was either Greek or Hebrew, Grabe
'

<>'<''*'.' J*''''
1 2 17U, 129-144) argued for the Hebrew. All

os 1

i nir <" I
1 1\ > favoured Greek until Prof, Charles' revival of

G-aV - <'-', < -st, 'i Charles reasons mainh horn the language
(of also Gsi-tu, "The Heb. Text of One ol the Twelve Testa-
ments oi the ItotiuiiHii

'
In JP3J3 4, T)cc 1S98)

As it stands, the liook present- the inoimih of work in-

tensely Jewish upon th( whole but containing pn--a<r< s of quite
as intensely Christian colom 1o OAj.lmn the anuinah , it must
be assumed either th.it H ( hns-tuin of lau dat< adopted the
mask of a Jew of an enilier i>< nod or ih it the voik wai origin-
ally that of a Jew, and theChnstian passages are latet interpola-
tions The former of thoe alternatives is piaelkallv excluded
by the type of Judai-m running thiough the woik ass a Mhole
This is not such us one would as&ume for the sake of liteian
effect Accordingly the tendcncv of all later wnteis has been
towards the view "thai the mam part of the Testaments waa
composed in the 1st cent, rc c It is found, ho\\e\er, that the

'

"

, parts of an apocahptie corn
< aj

'

; ;. c 200-100) Thewholevins
later interpolated bv a Christian, oi rather a numbei of Gliri

tiant>, at least one o?\v horn held I >ocetic \ie\\s
r

J.hes.elnteipo,j-
iions \\< it m ide dunng th- fust thiee centuries ol the C hnstlu.i
eia

ftfttionx Grabe (Spinier/ Pair. 17M> Fabnems (CW,
Pftcudepir/i 1713), Gallandi (Jhb Yat Pat i 1788), Murnu
(Patrol GTCKC ), binkei (Test JT/J Ptitr JsCO, Smkci <tlhi

published an App'endix containing coll.itinsr of reidliT- tn<t

bibliographical noto, ,1 17*11
1 LEIEKA.H HE J jaii-lntion^cxistin Kutrli^li, ruMicli <n n

DntJi Buh( mu'i tu d lulandu I nghilj 5-1 -Lc
v 1/t/V

1
Chn&tlan Library, vol XXH. 1871) i'rench: Migne, JJ^Utjftr
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'

/ 1900, NiUhch, Te,\t

A7/ !\iu .- ", !
- <?<wf/4. i/. //* Sehnjt NT, s&7

,

Kaybtir,
' Die Test dei XII Puti '

in lleitr z d, T/ieol Win-
heiausg v lieuss und (hunt/, 1851

; Voibtmann,
' d& 7W Patr. 1S57

, Hilgenield, Z WTh, 1859, ])

> 302ft
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tfra (/en, 1800, Geiger, Jud, . Leben, 1869, pp
HG-l&i 1S71, 123-125

, Pm> , behnapp, !Fe< rfe^

Patr Itfb-i

10. The Book of Jubilees.- This book was
known and often alluded to by the ancient and
mediaeval ecclesiastical writers up to the days of

Theodoras Metoclnta (A.D. 1332). It was called

'Jubilees' ('The Book of Jubilees'), or 'Little

Genesis '

(Parva Genesis, Aeirroytvecns) Some time
after the middle of the 14th cent, it disappeared,
and was known only through the references to it

of the earlier writers. Its recovery in modern
times was .<

' ni' :- > 1 by the Atrican missionary
Krapf in i^-M. Kv;-! found an Ethiopia version
of it in Abyssinia, which he sent to Europe. Here
it came into the hands of Bilhnanu, and was by
him translated and published first in German and
afterwards in Ethiopia

Contents. The general plan of this book follows
so closely that of the canonical Genesis that it will

suffice to designate some of its distinctive features

only. The book gives a haggadistic version of the

history contained in Genesis, including also Exodus
as tar as ch. 14 The main events are identical in

all essential points, but very many additions and
embellishments are introduced. First of all, the
whole of time is represented as subdivided into

jubilee periods, these into sabbatical periods, and
these into years. This, it is said, was the original

plan of God, and the knowledge of it was com-
municated to Moses by revelation. The account
of the manner and time of the revelation is given
in ch. 1, in which, further, the angelus interpres

(who is in this case the Angel of the Presence)
furnishes an outlook into the future and foretells

the apostasy of Israel and her restoration to God.
In the rest of the book the feasts and observances
of the Mosaic ritual are transferred to the days of

Noah and Abraham, ai-l i i ivi' r.il the events of

this earlier period are P i:
l

l \\uii much freedom
and illustrated by amplification and tradition. In
the account of the Creation, an addition as made
with reference to the creation of the angels. The
luminaries created on the fourth day are said to

be for Sabbaths and festivals. Eve was created

during the second week. Therefore the command
'that their defilement is to be seven days for a
male child and fourteen days for a female.' Adam
is said to have been set to keep the . i

1

"

-\

"

-i

the incursions of the beasts of the ii i. I*

the Ml animals could speak. It was between the
03rd and 70th year of Adam's life that Cain was
born; between the 70th and 77th that Abel was
born

; between the 77th and 84th that Awan his

only daughter was born. Adam and Eve had nine
other sons (making twelve children altogether).
The names oi the wives of antediluvians are gener-
ally given. Enoch's wife was Edna, the daughter
of Daniel The corruption of mankind which led to

the Hood is said to have spread through the whole

creation, so that even animals tvere made subject to

it, for which reason they perished in the waters.

The yephilim. \ho sprang from the union of the

sons of God with the daughters of men, were set at

enmity with one another" and ' slew each man his

neighbour.' After the Flood, Noah offered a sacri-

fice which is described as in every particular con-

ionmng to the Levitical law. The feast of the

i>st-!riiits was observed by Noah The feast of

i u New Moon also had its origin at this time.

The year consists of 13 months, each of 28 days, or

altogether 3(34 days After the Flood, Mabteina
(Satan) led men to sin thiongh the building of the
Tower oi B*ibel and the woifalnp o graven images.
Abraham did not fall into this sin. He tned to
convex t Ins hither from idolatry, and failing to do
&o he burned the house of idols, m which his
brother llaran IK-M-! i-u and then \\as calkd to
leave his native land. When Abiaham had estab-
lished hnubelt in the Land of Canaan, and Iblimael
and Isaac were born, after Uagar and Ifehmael had
been sent away, Mastema appeared before God
to move him to try Abiaham by demanding the
offeimg oi' his son Isaac. Nine other events in
A bi aha iii's life were trials, thus making the com-
plete number ten. Eetore his death, Abraham
addressed his son Isaac, advising and warning him
against idolatry. "When he was about to die, he
called Jacob l\.* _i;i''-,, and, taking his fingers,
closed his own .\<s w,i Jhem and stretched him-
self on his bed. Jacob fell asleep with his lingers
on his grandfather's eyes. When he awoke, he
found that Abraham was cold and dead. The
affair ot Jacob's obtaining Efeau's blessing from
his father is narrated so as to eliminate direct
falsehood. When Isaac asks,

4 Who art thou ?
'

Jacob answers simply, *I am thy son ' Ilie story
of the massacre ot the Shechtinites by Simeon and
Levi is also softened, so as to justify the deed.
The relations ot Jacob and Esau are presented in a

light entnely uniavourable to Esau, who is made
to act the part o a cowardly and cunning traitor.

In the story of Joseph, the elements of envy and
cruelty on the part of his biethren are left out.
The account of Jacob's death is given without his
final addresses to his sons. It is simply said that
he blessed his sons. The death ot Joseph gives
occasion for the mention o a new king who ruled
over Egypt after Memkeron, thus intimating the
end o the Shepherd dynasty In the account
of Moses' early life, Hebrew maidens are repre-
sented as serving Pharaoh's daughter. The last

chapter is occupied altogether with the Sabbath
law, which is given with great precision and
rigidity.

*'
*

i
s ""'

" "

reserved as a whole in an
I o* \ i "jing about one-third of it,-'"vi i

|

' from a Greek copy. In
addition 10 inese, worne mauer tfyriac and Greek fragments
ate known to exist. The original \vas evidentally in a Semitic

language, tmt whether Hebrew or Aiainaic it> not absolutely

, M . i i . , i, ,
. - i- , I !(,-

as* a book in Bebrew But neither of these considerations is

quite decisive. Zn using the term '

Hebrew,* Jerome did not

always keep in mind the distinction between that language and
Aramaic. He followed the 2fT habit of eal

1
*! p A inn aic JK1 n \v

(Jn 1918 ). In favour of an Aramaic <u urinal UK- u^r oi'ihc loim
Mabtemii as the nauic of SutJtn mu\ l>r animal Ma&ttvnai&
the Aphel form fiom

^^'j
toacouK ' and ODE' js Aramaic for

ftp^r. Further, It is said that when Abiaham left Mesopotamia

he took with him the books of hi 4- fathci (1228), arui they were
Miiucn in lltbn w." whith \\ould Le uncalled foi if the account
it-, li was in Tfobrow

I IIP date oi the book K appro\imnuh f\1 1>v u. rt
1 ation ro

Fill Lnoch on one M<!< and th< lo-mmcm- oi uic 'JweVve
J'uuuuchs oil the othti 11.t Libicfiio Hi och is mdoi.liudh
known and used by the aiithoi of Ji bilco- u i Jul- n = I'noch

8 Jub 7= Enoch 7, .Jub 10-- Vic oh K 4-r dub 2 I pooh
jioi'wi* On the othei limd in all riiobuhuri il, nuiloi of

Tin I i-tamen tb had ust d Jum.u - >Ti.l >(' >,>= UM liiil I 3;
Jub82=Test Lev 8, ,Ti,l8-- I<*'L<\.,"> JuWl-'li^T ,Jud

8-4, Jtib28=Test Zb i
( i li- <1 loni-loinon- plaei itlM'*Joic

after the end of the 2nd cent i. * niul 1-tton ihr < r d of iiio 1*L

cent. A D
The author has been held to be an Essene (Jellinek), a

Hellenist (Frankel), or a Saddncee ;
but rhcio aie 'tronp icasons

asrainst any of these views He was moie piobabh a Pharisee

(Dillraann, Konsch, Drummond).
JSdiHonfi Dillmann, JK/ufdl&, sive Libet JubilcRO'njim* 1859 ,

Ceriani, Monumenta /Sacra, i fasc. 1 1S61
, Cbinle-, Antcdota

Own viii ,
1895

Trannlatoovis Eniyll'h Schoddc in BiWiotlu Sacro, 1885-

T887, Charles in JQR, Ib93, pp 703-TOb, JS94, pp 184-217 and

710-745, 1S95, pp 297-328 Gei man . DiUmaun (as above),
Ronsch, Da*JBurJt derMnla&n, 1874, Litt-mnnn in Knnt2*cch's

P8&u(t&pigr 1900 A translation into Hebrew was made and

published with notes by Kubin (Vienna, 1870)
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LITERATURE Jellinek, U"b d Sucli. d Jub u das Jtfoaft-

uo7i 1SS5
, Beer, d Bitch d Juo u. nem VerMltniss z. d

JHfodratschiM*, 1850, Frankelin Monattj&chwJ'tf. rScA. u Wiss
d, JUd 1856

, Ililgenfeld, Z WTh, 18T4, pp 4do-44U

11. The Ascension of Isaiah. -The ancients
allude to non-canonical literatuie associated with
the name o Isaiah under four different titles.

Origen speaks of the Martyrdom of Isaiah ; Epi-

phanius names an Anabatikon^ and Jerome an
Ascension

;
in the list of canonical and kindred

hooks published hy Montfaucon (given by West-

cott, Canon of the New Testa*-** \r^ 1> xvn),
a Vision (opa<n$) of Isaiah is : i-! -. Of these,
the Vision is again named by Euthymms Ziga-
benus in the llth cent., and a Testament of Heze-
kiah is spoken of by Georgms Cedrenus in the 12th

century. Whatever the facts may have been as to

the identity of these writings or their relations to

one another, nothing was definitely known of them
until 1819, when Archbishop Lawrence accidentally
found an Ascension of Isaiah m a second-hand
bookstore in London It was an Ethiopic text,
and Lawrence published it with a translation and
notes. Upon this, together with two other MSS.,
later brought to light, Dillmann based his edition

of the Ethiopic Ascension of Isaiah in 1877
Contents. The work consists of two parts.
Part I. (1-5) In the 26th year of Hezekiah,

Isaiah predicts that Manasseh would be led by
Satan to apostatize. Hezekiah wishes to slay his

son, but is prevented by the prophet (1). After
the death of Hezekiah, Manasseh does give him-
self up to the service of Satan and practises all

manner of wickedness. Isaiah takes refuge in the
desert (2). Balkira, a Samaritan, accuses the pro-
phet of uttering threats against Jerusalem and
raising himself above Moses in authority, where-

upon Manasseh, possessed by Satan, causes the

capture of Isaiah (3
1-12

).
The reason for this is

the wiath of Satan, roused by Isaiah's disclosures

regarding the coming of Christ from the seventh

heaven, regarding His death, His resurrection, His

ascension, His second coming, the sending of the
twelve disciples, the persecutions of the Church,
the advent of Antichrist, and his destruction

(3
18-422). Manasseh causes Isaiah to be sawn

asunder, and the prophet endures the martyrdom
with steadfast calmness in spite of the derision of

Balkira and Satan (5).
Part II. (6-11). In the twentieth year of Heze-

kiah, Isaiah saw a vision which he narrated to the

king and council of prominent men (6) : an angel
took him through the firmament and through
the six lower heavens into the seventh. Here he
saw the departed pan laiclix-..\-1sim. Abel, and
Enoch and God 1 1 unseli. IK- IPJII m d that Christ

should come into the earth
;
and having received

this information, he was led by the same angel
hack into the firmament (7-10). In the firma-

ment he saw the future birth, life, suffering,

death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus into

the seventh heaven. The angel left him, and
Isaiah's soul returned into his earthly body. It

was because of this vision, which he had related to

Hezekiah, that Manasseh caused Isaiah to be put
to death (11).

Lfhrti/t/ qutHhon* The signs of ?V o inii -iron, -- "f i*u

book, 'ii o too pliiin to requne critical K n-- i-i niiiMi T"< n <

tion is> simply -whether it consists of two, three, or four inde-

pendent \i ntings The most obvious partition is into two The
Vision of Isaiah is complete m itseff and distinct fiom the

Martyrdom. Even its being put after the Martvidom, which it

would picc<de in historical sequence, is an e\i<lonce of inde-

i< nckico. Bur rh< -e two main section* lia\o been enlarged by
rh< acMit.oii of u pro face arid rwo riiinoi pa-^iifres in the second
IIIUT 11iu |*theani1\Hiii > d) rhe Mamidom of TMiiahd 5,
<x 1 and V*-&} V 2 'Jlii YIMOU of Isaiah u> 11. t"p U2

-")
(T* V.M mt-odueiion h\ a later hand <H (*) Additions b\ i

1'iti i ( husti'in \iiifT M 1 - 1
-,")

1
, and I ]*'*) This is Dillmann s

analysis, and has been generally accepted
The dates of these two sections arc also widely apart. The

y^8^ou belongs to the class and peiiod of Ohiustian apoeal>pM8
which culminate in Dante 1

*>
" r was probably

produced in the 2nd cent. . i
' - the embodi-

ment of an ancient tradition of the prophet,
and was probably composed wtinn eia

Editions Ethiopia Text
'

(1K77)
Tran^lattons Latin (with trail H-

lation of a late Patnstic origin has been published by von
Gebhaidt (ZWTh, 1878, pp. 880-864)

7 _
'

',

R&O 187S, p MS ft. French Mi^ne i '/

caypliM, i, 1S58 , Basset, Le^ Apot
1894 German Jolowic/ (based on .

,

Clemen m Kautszch's Pmudepigr 1900.

LITERATURE. Gesemus, Com u"b. Jettaja, 1821
;
8tokos In

Smith and Wace's Diet o/fY. /' RI'I* r
, Uainauk, (jft>tic7i.<i,

altehr Litt.i p 854f,n p;- :>
"

714 ff
,
A imitate Ilob-

mson in Hastings' DBn. 4i)9 , Chailes, Awetiition of ftitnah.

12. The Histories of Adam and Eve. This work
appears under two main forms, almost as distinct

as two works: one in Greek and one in Latin.

The Greek is entitled Narrative and Citizenship of
Adam and Eve (AM^O-IJ). It was published hy
Tischendorf in 1866 (4pocaZ.-4p0cr.pp. 1-23) under
the

" " "

of 'The \.
'

of MOHOS.'
The ! is entitlea \'ita Adw et JKvw,
and was published hy W. Meyer (AbhandL d.

Munchen Akad. Phil.-Hist. Klasse xiv. 8, 1878,

pp. 185-250). A third slightly varying form exwts
in Slavonic, and a fourth in Armenian. Both of

these are from the Greek narrative.

Contents. The story opens with an account of the
deeds of Adam and Eve immediately following the

expulsion from the garden of Eden. Adarn and
Eve seek for food, experience difficulties m obtain-

ing it, and perform penance in order to secure God's

mercy ( 1-8). Satan once more tempts Eve (0-1 1 ) ,

and narrates at the request of Adam the circum-
stances of his own fall (12-17). Then follows an
account of the birth of Cam and Abel, and Adam
is taught how to cultivate the soil (18-22). Eve
dreams of Abel's death, which presently occurs

;

but Seth and other children are born to Adam and
Eve (23. 24), Adam informs Seth of a vision given
him through the archangel Michael, after he and
Eve had been cast out of Eden. It was a chariot
similar to the wind, but with wheels of fire. The
Lord sat upon it, and many thousa. 1 M i-'- !

'

on His light hand and on His left. A-:J -s ,.-ui -
a prayei 10 the Lord, and the Lord assured him
that those who should know and serve Himself
would not fail from the seed of Adam. Adam en-

joins Seth to receive this knowledge and keep it

(25-29). At the age of 930, Adam falls sick, and,
calling his sons together, once more tells them of
the circumstances of the Fall (30-34). He then
sends Eve and Seth to the vicinity of Paradise in

order that, putting dust upon their heads, they
might plead for him and receive some of the oil of
life to anoint him (35. 36). On the way they are
met by the Serpent, which bites Seth, but is per-
suaded by Eve to let him go (37-39). They reach
the gates of Paradise, present their petition, but,
instead of the oil for which they had asked, they
received the promise of a blessing in the distant
future (40-42). They return to Adam, and report
their experiences (43. 44). Adam then dies and is

buried (45-51).
The Diegesis gives a parallel account of the Fall

by Eve (15-30), of Adam's last will and death (30,

31), of the intercession of the entire angel host
in behalf of forgiveness for Adam (33-36), of the

acceptance of the prayer (37), of the burial of
Adam by the angel (38-42), and of Eve's death and
burial (42, 43).

Literary question* This book (or couplet of books) is found
in three recensions, Greek, Latin, and Slavonic. It is based on
a Jewish original (Tischendorf, Conybeare, Spitta, Hainack,
Fuchs) Othei s, however, do not believe m the Jewish original
(Bchurer, G-elser).
The date of the composition is uncertain. The author was a

Jew. [Hort, however, finds traces of Christian influence, and
relegates the Adam story to post-Chnstian times ]
Edition a Greek Text: Tischendorf, ApocalypsesApocry
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D/trts, 1866
,
Wilh. Meyc

-- - - -

lations . in S chaff and W
vol xxh., Conybeaie in v

'

,

'

L'ltteratur-blatt <i Orients, 1850, pp
'

fl)5 tt., 732 ff, Fuchs
in Kautszsch's Pneudepif/r 1900
LITERATURE Hoit, ait ' Adam Books' in Smith and Vace's

Diet oj Christ JBiog , Gelzer, Julius Afrteanus, ii 1,1885

13. The Apocalypse of Abraham. This is a

work preserved only in a Slavonic translation. It

was published in that language (1863), but only
made known more wi

1 " ' 'a German trans-

lation by Bonwetsch <

v
-

s alls of how Abra-
ham took offence at the idolatry ot his father, how
he despised both the wooden image Barisat and
the stone statue Marumath, and was on that ground
made the subject of a special visit on the part of

the angel Jaoel, who taught him to offer sacrifice,

and then took him into .heaven on the wings of a

dove. Here Abraham received many revelations.

This work should not be mistaken for 'Jie Testa-

ment of Abraham, edited by James in the Cam-
bridge 'Texts and Studies (11. 2, 1892).

14. The Apocalypse of Elias. Mention of this

work occurs m Ongen's Com. on Mt 27 9
(ed. de la

Rue, ih. 016, ed, Lommatzsch, v. 29). Here it is

said to be the source from which St. Paul quotes
1 Co 29 4 Eye hath not seen,

1
etc. Cf. also Epi-

phanius, Hver. 42 [Dmdorf, n. 398] ;
and Jerome,

JSpist. 57 ad PammacJiium, Fragments of this

writing have been recovered in a Coptic manu-
script brought from Akhimm. Some of these frag-
ments were taken to Paris and some to Berlin.

Those in the former place have been edited and
p.ibli-lird by Bounant; those in Berlin by Stem-
dom (/,'jffl u. Unters., Neue Folge, ii. 3a). This
editor" thinks that the original was a Jewish apoca-
lypse interpolated by a later Christian writer.

15. The Apocalypse of Zephaniah. This wf> a

larger >vork than the preceding, and was known to

Clement of Alexandria (Strom, v. 11. 77). Among
the AKhmim fragments published by Bouriant and
SteindorJtf there are portions of this apocalypse
also, but they are not extensive enough to serve

as a basis of any trustworthy judgment as to its

origin and nature. The extracts recovered do not,

however, contain "Christian interpolations.
16. An Anonymous Anocal/psc. The Akhmim

fragments contain, in ailiiji-ni i> nu- above, por-
tions of a purely Jewish apocalypse, which cannot
be identified or associated with any special name.
The author, speaking in the first person, names
Elias among other saints whom he has seen in

heaven (14). The fragments are published along
with Steindorff's above-named edition of the Akh-
mim manuscripts.

17. The Prayer of Joseph. Origen (ed. de la Rue,
iv. 84; Lommatzsch, i. 147) calls this *a writing
not to be despised, current among the Hebrews.'

Nothing, however, besides Origen's quotations from
it, is known of the contents of the work.

18. The Book of Eldad and Modad.These
names [BV Medad) occur in Nu II26-29

. A book
bearing this name is mentioned in Hennas* &hep~
herd (Vis. ii. 3), but nothing more is known of it

with certainty.
iv. GENERAL CHAR^OTBKISTICS. The general

characteristics of nporal\ pi, < literature may not
all be found in ideal vmilni-n in any single pro-
duction of the class, Nevertheless, in so-called

apocalypses, most of the following traits are pre-
dominant, and, with the majority of them, all

appear in some degree of clearness.

1. The Vision Jform. This is what gives the

nauue to the class, and, although not an indispens-
able feature, is quite determinative. The authors

put themselves in the place of seers, and throw
upon the canvas large, vivid, lifelike portraitures
The imagery is in many cases fantastic and unreal
as compared with the actual world, but it is strik-

ing and clearly drawn Conflicts and struggles,
judicial assizes, conversations and debates, as well
as (M-r.i'-'

r "-i 1 -,-} delineations, are placed before
the eyes 01 me beer, and by him described more or
less in detail.

2. Dualism. The distinction between the world
of sense and the world of Divine or spiritual leah-
ties is always piommently in the mind The other
world is, however, conceived as only imperceptible
to the bodily seizes, not as different m kind. A
dualism as between matter and spirit underlies the

philosophy ot the apocalypse, but is necessarily
ignored m the presentation ot the realities of the

spiritual. These are put before the bodily senses
as if a simple heightening of the powers ot the
senses would bring them into view.

3. Symbolism. The visions portrayed abound in
conventional symbolical figures. Mixed -i -,

partaking of the parts and characteristic -
.

-

ent creatures (beasts), frequently recur. Gener-

ally the different parts that enter into these mixed
figures represent different abstract principles, and
the mixed figure as a whole stands for combina-
tions of powers. Mystic and symbolic numbers,
too, constantly appear (seven heavens, seven arch-

angels, ten shepherds). Sometimes this symbolism
is explained in minute terms, but sometimes it is

left for the seer to unravel. Sometimes the pur-
pose of the use of such symbolism seems to be

simply to harmonize the form of presentation to

the mysterious nature of the subject-matter; but
at other times it is evidently designed to concea*
the exact import of the revelation from the un-

initiated, and to keep it a secret within an esoteric

circle. The method of interpretation known as
Gematria is to this end frequently resorted to.

4. 1 .
7 ' -A system ot mediators between

the t" v , , , pictured as establishing their
connexion. In comparison with the angelology of

the OT (with the exception of Daniel), this media-
torial hie:.Tl^ '- ii'r"|V\ and definite. It' is,

moreover, u-:: -.1 i wo branches, the good
and the evil, which are at enmity with one another.
In some apocalypses one particular angel is com-
missioned to the task of acting as the companion
and friendly interpreter of the seer (angelus inter-

pres). To him the seer appeals in his ignorance of

the meaning of the mystic visions, and from him
he receives needed explanations. Here, too, a
difference must be noted between the apocalypses
and the early prophets (cf. Am 7-9), who see

visions, but speak directly with the Almighty in

person.
6. The Unknown as subject-matter. The subject-

matter revealed concerns one of two spheres, viz.,

either the inscrutable mechanism of the other

world, or the purposes of God regarding the present
world : (a) Under the first IK al a i .: :i v ^1 the

characteristics, deeds, and <l< - ;,< - <> ;i- _ ! -. both

good and evil, the secret forces and courses of the

great nature-powers and elements, and the mode
of the Creation, (ft) Under the second head natur-

ally two divisions #re distinguishable, the historical

and the eschatological. Such great landmarks in

the history of the world as the entrance of sm, the
fortunes of the first human pair, the Flood, the
destinies of Israel, are given as known and decreed
of God. The whole eschatology, including the
final judgment, the Messianic Age, the fate of

mankind, the resurrection of the dead, and the de-

struction of the world, are of the utmost interest

to the apocalyptist. In fact, so prominent is this

part of the world of mystery in the apocalypses,
that some authorities have yielded to the tempta-
tion of making it the sole test of an apocalypse.
Apocalyptic is, according to this view, synonymous
with eschatological (So Lucke, and, among more
recent scholars, Bousset.)
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6, PsGudonymty''nie authoi of an apocalypse

generally assumes the name of a very ancient

person, preferably ol some one who is lepresented
in the canonical books as having enjoyed direct

communication with the spiritual world. Enoch,
Moses, and Elrjah stand out as those who passed
from this world to the other m a

i
i -U ,i, -,1,1.

manner, and therefore were favoured even whiie

hereu. 1 a p v.iU otic glimpses of the othei, Others,

because 01 iheir exceptional holiness and nearness

to God, are easily put into the s>ame place ot favour.

Such are Isaiah, Ezra, Baruch, and Daniel. The
name of Ezekiel, however, quite singulaily does

not seem to have diawii any ot these wutmgs to

itself. Jeremiah's began to be used, but did not

become very popular. That, of Solomon was
attached to 'a body of psalms for quite obvious

reasons The Sibyl WAS
" ' '

.ed into the

service in order to gam of heathen

readers through the use ot the voice of a trusted pro-

phetess of their own. It was intended to propagate
Jewish doctrines ainonjj the Gentiles (^ohuier).
This pseudouyrmty is ace unpained by a not alto-

gether accidental tendency to tamper with the

apocalypses. More than any other class of writ-

ings they show signs of having been edited and

modified, Many ot them are mamrestly collec-

tions or compilations of smaller productions. Others

abound m interpolations and additions designed
to embellish, clarify, and expand their portraitures

7. Ofttwunm The design of the whole class is

predominantly that of encouraging and comfort-

ing the oliosen people under persecution. Some,
ol coarse, are more or less sectarian in their ten-

dency, i.e they address their words of ,

ment and hope ;

'

cti-- 1

people, who are , . i .1 or righteous

par exMllence. Tne majority are meant to teach

and co intort the whole nation.

v. THEOLOGICAL IDEAS The root of the apoca-

lyptic theology is the sense of need Though it

may not be "strictly accurate to call the apoca-

lypses 'tracts for hard tim^s,' it N quiu- true that

tuey isme from a faith winch lo >k* 10 dm tor

deliverance from evil days. The eye is turned

into the future tor the good which the God ot the

Covenant has promised to Isiael. The darker the

outlook, the brighter the hope which breaks

through it and sees ultimate victory. The rally-

ing point of thought is here furmsTiecL by the

o.ni !>, ion of the l Diy ot Jahweh' in the pro-

y>'i. i* of i he earlier period. But this hope tor the

mi lire i- impatient. It cannot await the working
ot the slow moral forces gradually evolving the

consummation It rather" sees the Golden Age
bursting forth in a sudden and supernatural mani-
festation of God's power and favour to HH chosen

people/ Accordingly, the cardinal doctrines ot the

apocalyptic theology must begin with the contrast

of the a^as
1. The doctrine of the two JEons (4 Ezr 7 50

).

This is developed from the older idea of the 'latter

days' (^$V3 nn
'^) which the earlier prophets always

held up as a source oJE comfort and encouragement
whenever they were moved to denounce the exist-

ing evils of their day. A great day of Jehovah
would bring about the righting of all that was

wrong with, the world. In the apocalypses, all

that precedes the critical day is summed np under
the conception of the present age (al&v oftroy,

ey?
n
'D) ,

the future, with its ideally good conditions,
a U'W 6 XXw> o tyis the coming age (CU'WP 6

**?9). The noteworthy feature about the concep-
tion, of the seons is that each is a coherent unity,
and has a character of its own. The present a<re

is unpropitious, evil (4 Ezr 71J) ;
the future will be

good, The past is the age ot the woild-kiugdom,
portrayed under the symbolic hgure of beasts

;
the

future, the age of the Divine reign ,
it hah a human

aspect All this is put foith as a sou ice oi com-
lort and encouragement to the faithful. The
duration ot the evil age is variously vom.Minl
Enoch makes it 10,000 yearb (Kth. Enoch It. L^ '

216
) ,

in the Assumption of Moses it is. f>000; at

any rate, it is definite and near its end. It is

soon to pass away. The question is even pertinent
whether those living shall continue to the end ot

it. This question, however, is not answered (4 Ezr
437 550f. (520, Syr Bar 449).

2 'The imp ending Cvmas. The passing of the old

will be accompanied by ^reat changes in nature.

The order ot things will be reversed. The moon
will alter her course, and not appear at her ap-

pointed times; the stais shall -wander from their

orbits and be concealed (Kth. Enoch 80 :

~"). Trees
will flow with blood, and stones will cry out (Syr.
Bar 27) In the heavens, diead signs of poi ten-

tons significance will appear (Sib. Or 'J
7%-Wb

).

Fountains will dry np, the earth will refuse to

yield, the heavens will be turned into brass
;
the

rams will fail, and springs of waters will be dried

l
Amoi-u men, wars and rumours ot wars will

j
ii'.jnl ;1 ,h. Enoch IK)4 , 4 Kzr 9)i and private

leads and recklessness ot the lite of men will be

the rule (Kth. Enoch 1002
; Sib. Or 3(W'U '47

, Syr.
Bar 48a2 70 J

) Women will cease to be tiuittul,

and miscarriages will occur (4 Kzr -
r
>8 (j^). These

are the &px*i &$tvw of Mt *24, Mk 138.

ij. The Conception of (-rod is more delimtely
anthropomorphic than in the earlier period. He
is pictured by the apocalyptists as seated on the

highest heaven, and surrounded by a hot of

attendants. In the Slavonic Enoch, in the Ascen-
sion of Isaiah, in the Greek Baruch, and in general
in all the jip-M ,n P- , God is regarded us a

monarch witn an army to fight His battles, and
a retinue of servants to execute His orders.

Much ot this is naturally a part of the drapery
ot the vision, but it all tends to accentuate the

gulf which separates God from man. Especially
where the anthioporuorphism is conscious of itn

own >*nUi\. A\ -i i^ combined -with descrip-
tions o . .11 n

1
'

< ^-
< God's person, the idea of

tianscendency is accentuated, a-ucl begins to domi-
nate the apo<Mlyptists' thought of God

4. The cosmology is a corollary of the tranHer-n-

dence ot God. The distance between heaven, IIw
dwelling-place, and earth, the abode ot man, in

enlarged and filled with six stapes, mnkm<r alto-

gether seven heavens Thrse are minutely do-

scribed ia the Slavonic Ei.och, the Ascension <>f

Isaiah, the (ireek Baruch (ot. also Test. Lev, '2

and 3), The substance ot which tli^se heavens are
made is li^ht, or rather luminous matter (Kth. Kn
148-26

). The language is not nut.iplioiical This

light "becomes fuller and more iniense as one
approaches the throne oj: (aod Himself. With God
are to be found in this sphere! the forces and
persons that wage His warfare and serve to carry
out His plans. Besides the hierarchy of angels
(already spoken of), there are here the abodes of

the sun, moon, stars, and naturt-povns ,
also the

Messiah, ready to he manifested at the proper
time.

5. An arch-enemy called Ucliar, Mastema. Aza-
zel (Satan), at every point undermhos to thwart
the purposes of God It was he who tempted
and misled Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden
(Life of Adani ant] Eif). As he takes on himself
a body and appears on earth in order to defeat

the Messiah, he is Antichrist, In tins capacity he
is sometimes lopre&crnod as taking the form of a

king (Antioc
1

! i> I^-iphnno, Nero, Caligula) and
sometimes that of a false prophet (Sib. Or %$& ).

C. Man. There is a definite realization of the

unity of the human race. Sin, need, arid death
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are looked upon as affecting all men. They have
one cause for all. The world was cieated for the
sake of man (4 Ezr 844

, Syr Bar 14 18
). Similaily,

' the plans of God have in view the welfare of men
as such. The blessings of the Messianic Age come
to men m general, although with varying degrees
of fulness (Sib. Or a367*- 76

,) But the distinction

between thobe who please God by obeying His law
and those who do not is never lost sight of Israel

is His chosQu people, and He has given it the Law
;

but the Israelite who IT<, -.INI.-, the Law is

punished, whereas the Gentile who observes the

Sabbath shall be holy and blessed like 'us,' says
the author of Jubilees.

7. Mm. All misery among men is the result of

sin, and the tall of the first pair m the Garden of

Eden is the cause of it. This is
" "

the

lesson of the Life of Adam and /
f

. also

clearly put in 4 Ezra and m the Syriac Baruch

(Tennant, The Sources of the Doctrine of the Fall

and Original &ui, 1905)
8. The coming Messiah. The central develop-

ment of apocalyptic literature is the figure of the

Messiah
;
but it is nowhere outlined so clearly as

in the Ethiopic Enoch, He is here designated as
the Son of Man

;
He is also called the kighteous

One, the Elect One, the Elect of "Righteousness
and the Faithful One, and the Anointed One.
He is not a mere human being; He has His
home in heaven with the Ancient of Bays (39

7

461
). Enoch sees Him as \ T s pre-

existence is also implied
' that

His name was named by the Creator ot sphits
before the creation of the sun and stars (48

s
), that

lie was chosen and concealed before the foundation
of the world (48

b 62 (>

). He will become mamlest
in the day of consummation, taking His seat

beside the Lord of the Spirits, and all creatures

shall fall clown before Him (51
s - 4 Ol 1 OiJ8). Other

portraitures are to be found in 4 Ezr lij
8 ('One in

the form of a man 1

), and in the Psalms of Solomon

(17 and 18).
0. The Resurrection. The doctrine of Dn 122 is

that 4 many of them that sleep in the dust of the

earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and
some to shame and everlasting contempt.' In the

Eth. Enoch (51
1
) this is broadened into a universal

resurrection, the object of which is defined as

judgment for the deeds done in the body (Eth,
Enoch 22) This idea is also r iJii .-ewhere

(4. Bar 7* 645 14*, Syr. Bar 427
">, 'It-! Benj.

10, almost in the words of Dn 122, Life of Adam,
41. 10. 18. 28. 61).

10, The Judgment This undoubtedly rt-ttlopoJ
from the pi ophtMic conception of the Day PI Jaliuch
It is to bu di-amguiftlu'd trom the judgment which
takes place during the course of the present age.
Jt is called the Great Judgment (peydXy Kpt<ris, Eth.

Enoch 106- M 2r>4 4o- < 4b 50* 08* 60s 65* w 07 10
,
Jub

510 82*i, Bth. En 91 7
,

Test, of Levi 3, Assump.
Mos 3

18
); Eternal Judgment (Slav. Enoch 7 * 40w

,

4 Ezr 77M3, Syr. Bar ^0* 672 50* 887 85-, Life of
Adam*, 39), It consists in a spectacular revelation of

the wickedness of God's opponents, and their con-
demnation and punishment for their enmity to

Him. The subjects of the judgment are both

heavenly and earthly powers. Satan and Anti-
christ (if these t\vo be looked at as different), the

fallen angels, the world-power^, and wicked men
are all included The judgment will be upon the

ground of books in which either the names or the

deeds of men have been inscribed according to

their good or evil Sometimes the deeds are

represented as being weighed in the scales. Each
person -judged must stand upon his own merits.

Intercession in his behalf by another is of no avail.

The judge is God Himself. He appears as the

Ancient of Days (one having a Head of Days),

with white hair and beard He is seated on a
glorious throne, and suirounded with rnynads of

angels (Eth. En 1* 9
,

Sib. Or 891 92
, Slav. En

20 1
, Test. Levi 4, Assump Mos 12 9

). In some
representations it is the Messiah who acts as the
judge (uniformly in the Book of Similitudes, Eth.
Enoch 37-71, with the exception of 47a

), His
sphere of judgment, however, includes the fallen

1

r
"

lemons, not men. For the most part,
\'. appears either before or after the

judgment (4 Ezr 7<
i3

,
before

;
Eth. Enoch 90, after).

Again, Messiah is associated vvith God and acts
as the judge while God executes sentence (Eth.
En 62).

11. T7ie Punishment of the Wicked. The most
manifest effect ot the judgment is the overthrow
of God's enemies and the infliction of fit penalties

upon them Of these enemies, three classes may
be ',

-
i 's 1 ($) Spirits, including Satan and

fallen angels ( lest. Benj. 3, Sib. Or 3, Test, Sim.
6, Zeb 9). (&) Heathen - ": .

*

"ted at
either in the abstract or as kings
(4 Ezr 11. 123

,
Sib Or Jjafio-aao, ps~Sol 17", Eth.

En 5 1
4 525 537

). (c) Sinners in general. But
special mention is made of Israelites who trans-

gressed the law (Syi. Bar 8515 5422) Satan

(Beliar) is cast into the fire (Test. Jud. 25), though
he rules in hell with his angels (Eth. En 538 5G 1

).
The fallen angels pass at the judgment into a

permanent condition of damnation. The giants
who sprang from the union of the angels with
the daughters of men are also confined in eternal
torment. The heathen who have opposed God
and oppressed Israel are destroyed. Destruction

(d7r(6Xeia), however, is not conceived as equivalent
to annihilation, but as involving existence in a
wretched state.

12. The Reward of the Miqhteous. The works
of the pious are preserved as in a treasury in

heaven (4 Ezr 777 8*8
, Syr. Bar 1412 iM 1

) When
they are raised from the dead, it is in order that

they may come into eterqal life (Ps-Sol 316
). This

they are said to inherit (Eth, En 37* 409
, Ps-Sol

9 14W ' 8
). Eternal lite is sometimes looked at

as simply a prolonged bodily life (Eth. En 6&

30 1() "02W
, Jub 2327-29 ); but sometimes it appears

as a superior kind of life in another world (4 Ezr
8&*, Syr. Bar 21**, Test. Lev. 18).

13. The Renovation of the World. This is the
natural corollary of the idea that the world as at

present constituted has been corrupted by rebellion

against God and sin, and therefore cannot stand
Deutero-Isaiah (05

17
60-") foreshadows the advent of

* a new heaven and a new earth.' The same world-

reconstruction is held in pi^-peoi b\ the apoca-

lyptists The Ethiopic Eu-.di ^'l'-
1

,
announces

that 4 the first heaven will vanish and pass away,
and a new heaven will appear,' The present order
of the material heavens will last only until the new
eternal creation is brought into existence (Eth. En
72 1

). Time distinctions will cease when the new
creation is accomplished (Jub 505

).

14. Predestination In the sense of the deter-

mination of the destiny of individuals beforehand,
as elect or non-elect, the idea of predestination
does not clearly appear in the apocalyptic litera-

ture. In the sense, however, that all the experi-
ences of God's people are known and have always
been known by Him, and dp not come to pass
without His consent, the doctrine is constant as the

undertone of thought. All the events unfolded in

the eschatological pictures are certain to come to

pass because God wills that they should Cer-

tainty of blessedness for the righteous is not de-

pendent upon their own piety, but upon God's

having foreordained it (Assump. Mos 12s) The

age is as a whole fixed and measured (Book ot

Jubilees). When its course has run, it comes to
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an end (4 Ezr 439 77*). A certain number of

righteous must be gathered in. Only when this

takes place can the consummation occur. It was
this doctrine that made the whole apocalyptic

theory a practical effective scheme, because it

enabled it to impart the assurance of the realiza-

tion of that good in the future which was missed
in the present.

VI. CONTACT WITH THE NEW TESTAMENT
The significance of apocalyptic literature for the

NT is very large. In general, apocalyptic furnishes

the atmosphere of the NT. Its form, its language,
and its material are extensively used.* In par-

ticular, this is true of the following main lines:

1. The apocalyptic form is used as such in the

literary composition of the NT. In the Apocalypse
of John this becomes the form of the whole book.

In other places it is introduced as a part of produc-
tions of a different literary type (cf. Mt 24 and

parallels). Whether these passages were origin-

ally separate works and the Gospel writers in-

corporated them, or whether they make up integral

parts of the plans of the Gospels, is a question for

historical criticism to deal with. In their inter-

pretation no satisfactory results will be reached if

their formal affinity to the apOL'ul> p-^ be ignored.
In 2 Th 22

'12 the case is clear. The Apostle evi-

dently weaves an apocalyptic passage of his own
construction into his Epistle. A firm base of

operations is thus furnished for the interpretation
of the apocalyptic portions of the NT. These must
be read as tl , > ,

""
"

\
-"" in general are read.

2. Some -
. hrases in the NT termi-

nology deserve special mention. The expression
*Son of Man' occurs first in Daniel (7

18
). Prom

here, if the nowpuvlommant pre-Christian dating
of the Book of Mrrmmul^ (Eth. Bn 37-71) be

correct, it is adopted into that work, and this

usage serves as the bridge of connexion between
Daniel and Jesus, who treats this term constantly
as His own title. Closely associated with this

title is the phrase
< Head of Days

'

(Eth. En 47s

482*6
), as applied to God. Other pl'in- * < this

class are the ' Day of Judgment,' the Mr', in Day
of JudLnixnt '

(Eth. En 19* 22i).
8. Quotations from, apocalvptic books are not

very common in the N P. Tlio most familiar is

that in Jude 1** from Eth. En I9. Jude 9 is also a

quotation from the Assumption of Moses (Charles,
Testament of Moses) . The book is not named here,
and the quotation is identified by ancient writers
to whom this apocalypse was familiar. But coin-
cidences of phraseology, - 1. . quotations
either of one from the other i v

'

from a com-
mon source, are quite frequent (cf. Charles, JBook

of Enoch, pp 42-49
; Apocalypse of Baruch, pp.

Ixxyi-lxxix ,
J3ook of the Secrets of JZnoch, pp.

xxii, xxih
,

1**'' i 'i of Moses, pp. 113; also

Sinker, Testament Xll Patriarcharum, pp. 209-

210). ,

Some of these parallelisms must be ascribed
to the nature ot the thought expressed, which
perhaps would not admit, or ab least would not

easily lend itself to very different phraseology ;

but m a large number the coincidence can. occur

only where
"

*r,-\ niTi.ui n 1-1 ^ino kind exists.

4. The most important point ot contact, however,
is that

' And here it is no mere
jni

1
1 i have to note, but a large

sin 1 1 1'
1 jui ;){ji n . the forms worked out by the

;>;> >.!il\!.;-- - lo undertake a list would be to

ui-( ai , . - iiiin.i 1

) given above of the apocalyptic
theology. The simplest nay to describe the "rela-

tion is to say thar JCMI& and the wiiters of the XT
found the forms of thought made use of in apo-

*This does not mean, however, that ihoo nu- not in the
fundamental matters sharp contrasts betufi'i tin N 1 and the

UJ.IM ,\,I-L- i't V* v T -u.iiu'L IstheNo* Icacamciit Its

calyptic literature convenient vehicles, and have
cast the gospel of God's redemptive love into these

as into moulds. The Messianisin of the apo-
calyptists has thus become unfolded into the '

Christology ot the NT. The theocratic judgment
has passed into the universal ethical discrimination

between individuals according to the deeds done in

the body. Other doctrines, such as a i. < V,i .< a .il

demonology, have likewise been used a-- 1 e v< L v o
of great eternal verities,

5. Solutions of some qitestions which St. Paul
faced are proposed in some of the apocalypses
(notably 4 Ezr and Syr. Bar). These are often as

different as they can possibly be. Whether they
are meant to be a secret form of attack on Chris-

tianity or simply independent ways of approaching
the same subjects, they are of the utmost import-
ance. In the first case, they throw light on the

growth of Christian belief and the manner of

the polemic ws i \ ;i

'

it. In the latter, they
illustrate the \ . . . setting in. which the

gospel found itself as soon as preached.

the

\ \ k

\ r /iv-
APOCRYPHA, This term is here used for those

Jewish writings included in the Gr.,La; ; "i 1*

Bibles to which the title is commonly a
;

,

the IV*
"

'
'

\
*

, For the literary history
and , ie Apoci ypha see Hastings'
DJ5, vol. i. s.v.

4

Apocrypha.' The relation of the

Apocrypha to Christ and Christianity, which is

the subject of this article, conies especially under
four heads the Messianic idea, the doctrine of

Wisdom, the anticipation of Christian doctrines
other than that of the Person or mission of Christ,
the use of the Apocrypha in the Christian Church.

I. THE MESSIANIC IDEA. While this idea is

luxuriantly developed m Apocalyptic literature, it

is singularly neglected m most of the Apocrypha
The stream of prophecy which ran clear and strong
in the OT became turbid and obscure in those

degenerate successors of the prophets, the Apoca-
lyptic visionaries. But it was in the line of the

prophetic schools of teaching that the Messianic
idea was cherished. Accordingly the treatment of
the later stage of that teaching as erratic and un-

authontative, not fit for inclusion in the Canon,
involved the result that the remaining more sober

literature, which was rcvivifi/ul a^ nt-nxi to the
standard of Scripture, ;mri MI J'.cvpt Kir!n<U<l m the
later canon (at all events as in one collection of

sacred books), was for the most part associated
with those schools in which the Messianic hope
was not cultivated, Therefore it is not just to

say that this hope had faded away or suffered

temporary obscurity during the period when the

Apocrypha was written, the truth being that it

was then moie \ijroxms than ever in certain circle?,

But rhfhc cirrh*. weie not those of our Old Testa-
ment Apocrypha. Thus the question is literary
rather than historical. It concerns the editing of

certain books, not the actual life and thought of

Israel.

This will "be evident if we compare the Book of
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Daniel with 1 Maccabees. These two "books deal
with the same period. Yet the former, although
it does not know a personal Messiah, is the very
fount and spring of the Messianic conception of
the golden age in subsequent Apocalypses. ^

On
the other hand, 1 Maccabees ignores the Messianic

hope, at all events in its usually accepted form.

Only this book can be pointed to as suggest-
ing the '1 i ! , and they will not bear the strain that is

sometimes put upon them The first is 1 Mac 257 David for

being merciful inherited the throne of a kingdom for ever and
ever ' We "

". ,
......

i of the Messianic

idea, if we
.

.
'

1
' ' ' David's throne

But it is evident that David as the founder of the royal line, not
the Messiah, is here referred to, and that the permanence of the
throne is for the succession of his descendants, not for any one
person Not only is this the most reasonable interpretation of
the passage, but it rests on OT promises to that effect, where
the family of David and not the personal Messiah is intended
(e.g. 2 S 7 36, Cf ps 13212). Of this passage, however, as of the
earlier Scriptures on which it rests, we may say that the idea
contained in it is realized by the permanent reign of David's

great Son, and m a much larger and higher way than had been

anticipated The other passage is 1 Mac 4*5 46 And there
came into their mmd a good counsel, that they should pull it

[t e. the sanctuary] down, lest it should be a reproach to them,
because the Gentiles had defiled it : and they pulled down the
altar, and laid up the stones in the mountain of the house in a
convenient place, until there should come a prophet to give an
answer concerning them ' This is not even a reference to * the

prophet "of whom we read in Jn l2^. It is merely a case of

waiting for some prophet to come and say when the temple was
to be rebuilt, with no definite assurance that one specifically

anticipated prophet was thus destined to arise.

Nevertheless, though we cannot point to any
Messianic prophecy in 1 Mac., some of the Psalms
attributed to this period indicate a prevalence of

ideas that belong to the same circle of thought.
Passionate patriotism fired by martyrdom and
crowned with temporary success naturally painted
great hopes for the nation. The reason why these
were not connected with a coming Messiah may be
twofold. (1) For a time it seemed likely that the
Maccabees themselves were realizing those hopes,
that this remarkable family of patriots was really

restoring the glory of Israel. (2) Since these men
were of the priestly line, the splendour of their

achievements eclipsed for the time being the
national dreams of the house of David.
The reaction of the later Jfasidim, out of whom

the Pharisai- 1

|
Jii; v i

i

is 1. ^
"

{ the worldly
methods of li 1

- (In iii"!i,i. i ; 1 1. \ t -i,i their identi-

fication of the mission of Israel with military
' * - -

3111(1 -() |'H I'MU'tl i
'

,
'. i

' V-

This new movement, which saw the true good of
the nation to lie in her religion and looked ior her

help from God, did not altogether coincide with
the hope of a personal Christ, for God Himself was
the Supreme King whose coming was to be ex-

pected by His people.
The book of Judith is a romance issuing from

the Pharisaic reactionary party ; but it? is devoid
of all specific Messianic ideas. In this case the
human saviour of Israel is a woman.
Of the three other popular tales, two. The His-

tory of Swanna and Betand the Dragon, contain

nothing bearing on the Messianic idea; but the
latter pail of Titbit may be accounted Messianic in

the general seiihC a-, giving a picture of the Golden

Age of the fnlnie Jeiusalem is to be scourged for

her children's works, but she is to give praise to

the everlasting King that 'afterwards his taber-
nacle may be builded' in her 'again with joy.'

Many nations are to come from far to the name
of the Lord God with gifts in their hands. All

generations shall praise her with great joy. The
city in to be built and paved with precious stones.

'And all her streets shall say Hallelujah; and

they shall praise him, saying, Blessed be God,
which hath exalted it for ever' (To 139'18

). In all

this there is no mention of the son of David or any
human king and deliverer. (In the Hebrew varia-

tion of the text of this chapter as rendered by
Neubauer, we read of 'the coming of the Re-
deemer and the building of Ariel,* * Jerusalem ;

but evidently this Redeemer is Jahweh). We
must go outside our Apocrypha to the Psalms of
Solomon for the Pharisaic revival of the Messiah
of the line of David.

Apocalyptic literature lends itself more readily
to Messianic ideas, and these find full expression
in the Book o/ Enoch, -wherein the '

Similitudes
'

the descriptions of the Messiah who appears in
clouds as the Son of Man are assigned by Dr
Charles to the pre-Christian Jewish composition.
2 Esdras, also a Jewish Apocalyptic work, calls

for closer examination, since it is contained m our

Apocrypha, although its late date diminishes its

value in the history of the development of thought.
The Christian additions (chapters (a) 1. 2

; (&} 15. 16)
do not call for attention here ; they could only come
into the study of the development of Christian

thought if they were in any way contributions to
that subject ; but the warnings of the supplanting
of Israel by the Gentiles in (a)> and the judgment
of the nations in (b), cannot be regarded in that

light. The original work (chapters 3-14} affords
'nifii'jii' evidence of the melancholy condition,

in v, hid i Jewish Messianic hopes had sunk
during the gloomy interval between the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem and the rise of Bar-Cochba, the

reign of Domitian (A.D. 81-96) being its generally
accepted date (see Hastings

1

DB, vol. i.
j>. 765)*

Unlike the other Apocryphal writings, since it

does not illustrate the transition from the OT to
the NT, it is serviceable only in the study of post-
Christian Judaism. Its Christian interpolations
do not materially hinder us from discovering the

original text. The MessiaTii-* ]n-,ii!<* are in

chapters 7. 12. and 13. The ri^-nion ! he name
* Jesus '

in 728 (not found in the Oriental versions)

"by a Christian hand is not sufficient reason for dis-

crediting the Jewish character of the composition.
The picture of the Messiah is quite un-Christian.
It is startling to read that he is to die (7

s9
) ; "but

(1) this is aftei itM^iiin^ 1~'0 years, and (2) without
a subsequent re-uinsohon. The first point indi-

cates the visionary ideas of iln k \ puonh pi ic M '
ii or ,

not the known fact of our Loin s iiiioi InVoii lisrili,

and the second is in conflict with the great pro-
minence which the early Christians gave to our
Lord's resurrection. A Messiah who lived for 400

years and then died, and so ended his Messiah-

ship, could not be Jesus Christ, Accordingly the

Syriac reads ( 30
J
instead of f

400/ evidently a
Christian emendation. Undoubtedly this is a
Jewish conception, and its mournful character,
so unlike the triumphant tone of Enoch, is in

keeping "\vith the <jloom\ diameter of the "book,
and a reflection 01 ilio <!<vp melancholy that took

po$?es*ion of the punJ* oi earnest, .
i!"" T-

after the fearful scenes of the siegt .

and the overwhelming of their hopes in a deluge
of blood. The reference to the death of the
Messiah is not found in the Arabic or the Ar-
menian versions ; but it is easy to see how it came
to be omitted, while there is no likelihood that it

would be inserted later, either by a Jew, to whom
the idea \\ ould be unwelcome, or by a Christian,
since the resurrection is not al&o mentioned. A
noteworthy fact is that the Messiah is addressed

by God as'* My son.' The Ethiopic of 728
, instead

of 'My son Jesus* reads 'My Messiah,' and the

Armenian,
' the anointed of 6-od

' But the refer-

ence to sonship occurs elsewhere frequently, e.ff*

'My son Christ,' or 'My anointed son' (7
2
*; see

also 1332 * 37 52 149, in most versions, but not in

Arm.: see Dr. Sanday, art. 'Son of God' in.

Hastings' DB, vol. iv. p. 571). Since, as Dr.

Sanday remarks in the article just referred tot
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blie strongly Messianic passage in Ps-Sol 1723-51 has
act the title *Son,

5 but clearly borrows from Ps 2
in v. 26

, it is a likely inference that 2 Esdras is here
based on that Psalm. Compare the words of the

high priest in Mt 2663
.

In chs. 12 and 13 the writer names Daniel, and

manifestly bases his elaboration of the Messianic

picture on the Book of Daniel. The Messiah

appears as a lion rising up out of a wood and
roaring. A certain pre-existence is implied in the

assertion that the Most High had kept him (12
32

) ;

the Latin has only 'for the end,' but the Syriac
reads * for the end of days, who shall spring up out
of the seed of David ' He will come to upbraid and

destroy the guilty people, but he will have mercy
on a remnant and deliver them. Similar ideas

are repeated in ch. 13, but in a different form. A
man comes from the midst of the sea. This is

unlike Daniel (7
s - 13

), where the four beasts come up
from the sea, but the * one like unto a son of man '

from the clouds. The Most High has kept him for

a great season (v.
26

), another reference to pre-ex-
istence. Similarly later on we read,

* Like as one
can neither seek out nor know what is in the

depths of the sea, even so can no man upon earth
see my Son, or those that be with him, but in the
tune of his day

'

(v.
52

). He exists, but hidden till

the time when God will reveal him. When he
comes and is revealed,

*
it will be as a man ascend-

ing.'
* When all the nations hear his voice

'

they
will draw together to fight against him. But he
will stand on the top of Mount Zion, and there he
will taunt the nations to their face and destroy them
without any effort on b' i-.nl, tl o instrument
of destruction being the I -i"

,
v u.. :

i is compared
to fire. Then in addition to the saved remnant
of the Jews already referred to, the lost ten tribes

will be brought back from their- exile beyond the

Euphrates, whithei they had gone by a miracu-
lous passage through the river, and whence they
will return by a similar miraculous staving of

*the springs of the river 'again. Thn* ue have
the idea of a restoration of all Israel under the

Messiah, but with no further extension of the

happy future so as to include other nations, as in
the Christian Vpocalx pt u" conceptions; on the

contraiy, thoso nsition^ \vill be humiliated and
chagrined at the spectacle of the glorification of
the former victims of their oppression On the
whole we must conclude with Paul Volz (Judische
r *

f
*

p. 202) that 2 Ezra adopts the

piauiuoiiai nope of the Messiah, but does not see

in it the chief ground of assurance for the-futuie.
He is hailed as God's son, but he appears to have

only a temporary existence. He does not bring
deliverance from sin ; nor is he to come for judg-
ment His death is the end of his mission.

ii. THE DOCTKINE OF WISDOM. Unlike- the

Prophetic and Apocalyptic literature which con-

fessedly anticipated a great future, and so fur-

nished a hope which Christianity subsequently
claimed to fulfil, the Hebrew Wisdom writings

"* *
ite truth, and "betray no

developments. >evoit he-
less the Church was quick to seize on them as

teaching the essential Divinity of Christ. The
historical method of more recent times sees in them
the germs of ideas on this subject which were

subsequently developed by Christian theologians
of the Alexandrian school. For the doctrine of
Wisdom in the OT see DB, art. 'Wisdom.' That
doctrine in the Apocrypha is in direct succession
from the Jfokhmah teaching of Proverbs.

1. Sirach. In the Palestinian bchool represented
by Sirach it is difficult to see much, if any, ad-
vance on Proverbs. The idea of Wisdom itself is

essentially the same, and the gnomic form of writ-

ing continues an identity of method.

(a) Literary J^orm. There is no attempt at meta-

physical analysis or ph
'

,

'

.
'

...

This Jewish philosophy i . * , .-u i.j
r -i

ing, or based on logical giounds It is regaided
as intuitive in oiigin and the treatment ot it is

didactic. Thus we have nothing like a philo-

sophical or ethical treatise. Much of the writing
is diiectly hoitatory, and where the third person
is used we have descriptions and reflections,

accounts of the natuie and function of wisdom,
and illustrations of its operations in life and

history.
(b) Unity of Wisdom. In Sirach, as in Pr,,

Wisdom is described from two points of view
as found in God and His adimnibtration of the

world, and as attainable by man in his own chai-

acter and life. But it is not that God's wisdom is

merely the model or the source of our wisdom.
Wisdom throughout, though seen in such different

relations, is taken as essentially one entity. It in

wisdom, absolute wisdom, that God uses in the
administration of the universe, and that man also

is exhorted to pursue. This realism in dealing
with an abstract notion is the first step towards
iuMnMiifu.ii.nn

(c) JPersomflcation. As in Proverbs, wiiHom is

h
"

Wisdom is supposed to act, e.g.
f

I : M \ harsh is she to the unlearned *

(6^
u
). In a hne passage she celebrates her own

praises, glorying in the midst of her people,
saying

*
I came forth from the mouth of ttte Most High,
And covered the earth as a mist.
Trtwl 'li.nvl <-

\i (I r \ ihiv i 'ii'iilu pillar or ih r'ojd '

(248- *) ;

and, further, after a rich description of the scenes
of nature that she influences

* T r.n o '*
ncr- T was beautified,

\! <1 ? v^-i-1 }> l cautiful before the Lord and men,' etc. (251),

But there is nothing in this personification beyond
a free use of the Oriental hniipiiintion No doubt
to this vivid imagination -uc i

li AUIIIIH; presents
wisdom as in some way a concrete entity, and
more, as a gracious, queenly presence. But all

along[
there are expressions which admit the

imaginary character of the whole picture. For
instance, the opening passage, describing how
Wisdom stood up in the congregation of the Moat
High to celebrate her own praises, would lone all

its force of appeal if it were taken in prosaic,
hteralness. It is just because this is no actual

person posing for admiration, but a truth set forth
before us, that the whole picture appears to be
sublime, and serves its purpose in ! si ML 10 ;i liijli

ii]'|uu<iation of wisdom. Then ^i-.om i- uimn
iie<i with mulct Mjnnlin^!

* Whoso is wise* cleave
thou unto him (W*) ... *

If thou seest a man of

understanding, get thee betimes unto him* (v,
3
^),

Thus cultivation of friendship with a man of
wisdom or understanding is part of the pursuit of
wisdom itself. Even Philo's much more explicit

personification
of the Logos does not mean that he

held the Logos to be an actual person in our sense
of the term. Here all we can say of the subject
is that the allegorizing is very vivid, so vivid a
to be on the verge of the mythopceic, but still m
the original intention of the^ writer not meant to
be more than the glorification of a great quality
found primarily in God, impressed on natuio, arid

commended to mankind as a highly deniable
attainment

The difficult} of the question lies in the fact that the Oriental
mind would not clearly face this question of personality The
imagination would so vividly realize the allegorical picture
that the idea \vould seem to assume form and body, condensing
to an apparent!> concrete and even personal presence, so that
ifc uould be regarded for the time being as a person, and jet m
the course of the meditation this would melt again into an
abstraction, and m the less imaginative passages be regarded
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in its original character puielj as a mode
To applj to the product of such a process
or to aitem **''*'

, with Locke's theory
oi idette, is ' does not allow of so
hard a defi <

^ * ;hich maj be either
affirmed or denied.

(d) Source. Wisdor
"

in God She
'came forth fioni the le Most High'
(24"

1

)

* Wisdom was created together with the faith-
ful in the womb 7

(I
M

). She exclaims, 'He created
me from tlie bt^innm^ before the world' (2i

9
).

Aa with Pr 8 2i
I ho \iian controversy has given

a factitious importance to this sentence. Wisdom
H identified with Christ ; and thus the Arian
doctrine that Christ is a creature, that He was
neated, not begotten by God and not eternal,

.il'jic.n- 1o have clear support. It is probable
\\n\\ ^iTjich is dependent on Proverbs, and the

rendering of LXX ($\Twe) is doubtful
* But the

much debated point is of little leal iinpwt.iiH t ;

indeed, it is of no vahiet ill we grant Umi \\Vuoni
in Pioverbs and Sirach is (1) personal, and (2)
identical with Christ. The denial of (I) in the

i
..,-

|

,' ., , "i carries with it the exclusion of

,/
v '

'

'

.apart from the Arian concep-
tion, we still have the idea of the creation of
wisdom to account for. This, howevei, is but a

consequence of the ,'llijjon ,,1 pei-oiiilicniion in

conjunction with the thought ilint \\i-dom pro-
ceeds fiom God. That has a twofold . u

corresponding to the two aspects of wisdom, Jb irst,

God is the souice of His own wisdom. He has
not to learn ; all His plans and purposes spring
from His own mmd. Secondly, mankind learna
wisdom from God ; it is His gift to His children.
"Wisdom is with all flesh according to God's

VC/*'(1
JO

).

(G) Characteristics. There is an intellectual
element in wisdom, which is the highest exercise

of the mind The opposite of wisdom is folly, a
stupid and brutish thing. The Divine side of wis-
dom most clearly exhibits this character. Wisdom
created by God is with God, and theiefore is seen
in His presence and works. Nevertheless, Sirach
makes very little reference to the manifestation
of wisdom in Nature or Providence. The whole
stress is on this Divine gift as an object of

aspiration for mankind. Wisdom is seen as the
best of all human possessions The ,"*! *\ of

wisdom is set forth in order to fire the M , M -n

of men to have their lives enriched with the
Divine grace. This is just the same as in Pro-
verbs. So also are two further characteristics of

Hebrew wisdom. First, it is moral. It is con-
cerned with the practical reason, not the specula-
tive. Its realm is ethics, not metaphysics. It is

not a philosophy for solving the riddle of the

universe; it i^a^uMo l< Conduct. The ethics is

not discussed , ii'-o 1 '! i,'i!'\ . there is no theory of

ethics. The aim M i ,< ;',,, k is practical, and the
treatment of wisdom is didactic and hortatory.
Sirach even di-courapc^ -)><

k

uiLiioii, in directing
the attention solely to conduct

* Seek not thuifra I tint are loo hard for thee,
And -t,U' h not out ihiujr-i Lhat are above tin strength
Th" ihmjrs that ha\o buen commanded thoe, think there-

upon ;

*

For thou hast no need of the thugs that are secret' (3
21

22)

Second, it is religious. Wisdom here, as in Pro-

verbs, is identified with the fear of the Lord. The
way to attain wisdom is to keep the Law

*
If thou desire wisdom, keep the commandments,
And the Lord shall gi\e her unto thee freel>

'

(I
2fe

)

* The Hebrew of Proverbs (njg) is rendered in BV as well as
AV *

possessed
'

Still EVm has *

formed,' in agreement with
Bertheau, Zockler, Hitag

1

, and Ewald, and Delitzsch has the
similar word '

produced
*

; moreover, Syr. and Targ. agree with
the L3PC. In Pr 4? njf? is rendered '

get,' and certainly there it

san only have that meaning.
VOL. I. 7

Like Pioveibs, Siiach contains a quantity of
sliiewd w 01 Idly wisdom, and it is eminently
prudential in aim

; but it is> the better self that
is considered, and the higher interests, rather
than wealth and pleasuie, that are studied. In
this \yay the whole book is concerned with the

exposition of the nature and merits of wisdom.
2. Baruch. The eloquent celebration of the

praises of wisdom in this book, which probably
dates from the 1st cent. A.D. (see DB, art.
* Baiuch '), is on similar lines to Snack. Wisdom
is like choice treasure, to be sought out from far.

But since she is above the clouds or beyond the
sea, no man can be expected to reach so far.

There is only One who can do this c He that
knoweth all things knoweth her

'

(3
32

). Here the
idea is different from that of Sirach. Wisdom
is not created by God, but is found by Him, as

though an independent pre-existence
' He found

her out with His understanding
3

(ib.) But the
, i M

'*

;

J

-i is thinner and more pallid than in
-

I i- * is no real dualism. TV "

, ,

is little more than a metaphorical \i < < i

the idea that God has the wisdom which is above
human reach. Still it goes on into a sort of

myth, for Wisdom thus discoveied by God hidden
in some remote region afterwards appears on
earth and becomes conversant with, men (3

37
).

Here we have a curious paiallel to the Johannine
conception of the Word originally with God and
then becoming incarnate and <i 1 1" si" i "i men.
But Baruch has no conception > -in ,ii,, /i and
the idea has no place in the Hebrew personification
of wisdom.

3. Wisdom. (a) The nature of Wisdom. -Al-

though, as an Alexandrian work in touch with
Greek philosophy, the Bk. of Wisdom carries the
doctrine of Ifokhmah a stage forward in the direc-

tion of Philo, it is essentially Jewish, and its idea
of wisdom is fundamentally the same as that of
Proverbs and Sirach, but with addition-. s-onuk of.

which may be attributed to Holluiiir iiiilii"iiv-

The essential Hebrew elements, however, remain.
While a movement of intellect, wisdom is practical,
moral, and religious. We are no more in the

regions of metaphysics or even abstract ethical

speculation than in the Palestinian literature.
Thus we read

(b) P. Mult /!'* f<o/t The personification of Wis-
dom, though still Very shadowy, is a little more
accentuated than in Sirach. Wisdom is described
as

f a spirit' (I
6
),
and as such seems to be identi-

fied with 'the spirit of God' (v.
7
). In answer to

Solomon's piayer God gave him e a spirit of wis-
dom *

(7
7
).

' She is a breath of the power of God '

(7
s5

). She sits as God's '

assessor
'

(Drummond) by
His side on His throne (9*). When, however,
various functions, such as Creation and Providence,
seem to be ascribed to her, this cannot be as to a
personal agent, because they are also ascribed to
God (e g. 9T-

*). It must be, therefore, that God is

thought of as doing these things by means of His
wisdom.

(c) Attributes A. string of 21 attributes, in

thoroughly Greek style, is ascribed to the spirit
of Wisdom (7

22ff
). Among other things, she is said

to be 'only begotten' (fAovoywts, the very word
used of Christ in Jn I 14' 18 316 < 18 and 1 Jn 4=

9
, thoughRV of Wisdom renders it here

c alone in kind,
3

having
' sole born '

in the margin). Further, wis-
dom is described as * a clear effluence of the glory
of the Almighty' and am 'effulgence (ftTratiyaffiM^
whence He P) fiom everlasting light

3

(7
25 " 26

). She
is free from all defilement, beneficent, beautiful.

(d) Functions. Divine functions are ascribed to

Wisdom, since it is by His wisdom that God per-
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forms them. (1) Creation. She is 'the artificer

of all things
'

(7
22

),

* an artificer of the things that
are

'

(8
6
) (2) Providence. The function of wisdom

in providence is much dwelt on. Wisdom is re-

garded as a sort of guardian angel watching over
men ar

"" "" "
the course of history, ratn-

archal m
:! Adam downward is described

as thus under the charge of wisdom. (3) Revela-
tion. The picture of Wisdom as the effulgence
from everlasting light points to this. She is also

described as ' an unspotted mirror of the working
of God, and an ima^e (eU&v, cf. 2 Cor 44

,
Col I 15

) of

His goodness
'

(7
2fa

) ; in attaining to wisdom we come
to know the ways of God.

(e) Wisdom as a human acquisition. While
wisdom is described m its relation to God as co-

extensive with the infinite range of the Divine

activities, it is also represented from another point
of view as a treasure which mankind is invited to
seek. The difficulty of^acquiring wisdom suggested
in Baruch is not found here. On the contrary, we
read that

*

Easily is she beheld of them that love her,Ad found of them that seek her
'

(6*2).

Moreover, there is no limitation of Jewish ex-
clusiveness in the privilege of enjoying this great-
est of God's gifts, 'for wisdom is a spirit that
loveth man 3

(I
6
). When a little later we read that

'the spirit of the Lord hath filled the world'
(rty olKovfj^vrjVj 'the inhabited earth,

3

BVm),. the
breadth of Hellenism seen throughout the Alex-
andrian movement, first Jewish, later Christian,
is here apparent. While Wisdom is identified with
the Law m the Palestinian work Sirach, here all

true enlightenment, pagan as well as Jewish, must
be included in this far-reaching wisdom. At the
same time, this widespread wisdom is very different
from Greek philosophy. The i>M<-'i<iil Mli<l
element which is essential to the tlci-i i \\ // /. n.nni.

is always its chief constituent. Moreover, the
homelier conception of wisdom as an exalted

prudence serviceable m worldly affairs, which is

o(\< M up;-; i PI I
1

! Proverbs and Sirach, is also to
K joi.:-<l ri ilu I tii. of Wisdom.

(/) Anticipations of Christology* With this con-

ception of wisdom we cannot claim the identity
of terms (dwai;7a<r/ia, elic&v, \6yo$) which are here

applied to wisdom and in the NT to Jesus Christ
as an indication of any clear anticipation of Chris-
tian truth. It is rather the other way. St. Paul
and the author of Hebrews knew Wisdom, and
made use of expressions in the book for their own
purposes, giving to them a richer Christian mean-
ing. Nor can it be allowed that the use of the
word \6yoy as closely associated with wisdom is

any real anticipation of the \6yos doctrine of Philo.
In'Wis 91 we read

1 God of the fathers, and Lord who keepest thy mercy,
Who madest all things by thy word' (o xufoais roc trvr iv

This is evidently an allusion to the Creation story
in Gn 1, so that we must understand \6yos in the
sense of 'word' (nxt, in the familiar OT c\|nc--ion
* the word of the Lord'). But Philo IM-* \<,y * '"

the Stoic sense of *
reason.' It may be conjectured

that the transition to this meaning has begun in

Wis., because the line immediately following that
ju&t quoted is,

' and by thy wisdom thou formedst
man '

(Wis 92
). Thus \6yos is ueaied a-, pai allel to

wisdom. In any case \6yo$ is a lauorial \void, not
a mere utterance of the voice, bur a \\oid \\itli

thought, reason in it. Still, the out hoi el-euhere
uses the term in the sense of ' word '

as the implied
reference to Gn 1 indicates that he does here.* It

* Xeys occurs 15 liruos m Wisdom (viz. 19*1*5 22 17.20 QQ. 11

710 88 18 91 12D 16^ IS" 22) in 33 of the.so instances there is no
question that it means ' word ' Of the 2 reznainnifr cu-es oiif is

that now under consideration ,
the other ih 2'^' Arid w hile our

would be nearer the mark to say that Jn I
1 in an

echo of Wis 91
. Still there is much more in the

prologue to the Fourth Gospel than can be deiived

in any way from this ;i

' '

'!
"

<

J v d a great
deal of that remind : '< I

1 than of

Wisdom. The conclusion would seem to be that

in John as in Wisdom \6yo$ is used in the common
Biblical sense of 'word'; but that theie are also

associations with Philo, the author of the Fouith

Gospel .

"
'

. the Xoyos as ' word ' some of the

attributes which Philo had ascribed to his Actyos as
* reason.

3

Accordingly the prologue
to the Fourth

Gospel may be said to combine reminiscences both

of Wisdom and of Philo, together with its own

original Christian idetts.

m. ANTICIPATION OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINES.

Anticipations of the Christ idea, either as Mes-

siah or as Wisdom, have been dealt with in the

previous sections. It remains to be seen for what
other Christian doctrines preparation is made in

the Apocrypha.
1. The Doctrine of God This subject is treated

very fully in DB, Extra Vol. art. 'Development
of Doctrine,' pp. 276-281. All that is called for

here is to indicate those phases of the doctrine

that approach the Christian idea. 1 Maccabees is

remarkable for its omission of any direct reference

to God. But although (according to the best text)

the name of God does not appear, He is thought of

under the euphemism 'heaven' (e.g. 1 Mac 318
).

Therefore we must take the omission of the sacred

name as an indication of the reverence that feared

to mention it, which was characteristic of a later

Judaism. This went with the growing coin option
of the Divine transcendence which was not an

anticipation of Oiii-tuinitv, but the reverse, and

against which Clui-t inm i y \\ a-* a reaction. Still it

prepared for Christianity"by <MM. lm*i/iu.r il:o need
of some intermediary powei 10 liim/ 'IP;UI into

contact with God, a mediating Christ. W hile no
hint of anything of the kind is dropped in the
historical part of the Apomplui, the soil is here

Erepared
for it by the * 01 y bn i rcnne^ of religion in

ick of it. The popular tales in ilie A pot i \ pfia < ori-

tribute
" "

'i

*

to the conception or Go<l

The fie
j.

: i Judith falls back on the
ancient uppiopii.itiou of Jehovah for Israel; but
this can &canel\ bo reckoned ii (lioolo^uiil nnii<>M

ing, since the thought is not mined 10 ;m.\ <JIH -non

concerning the nature of God. In the Wisdom
literature, however, we may look for some develop-
ment of the doctrine. Negatively we see this in

the avoidance of the jmiluoj ornoiphi-m that fear-

lessly asserted itself in the OJL'. .Not only is there
no approach to a

(heoj/luuiy in human form, but
the human reaiuio- on on poetically ascribed to
God in the older literature do not appear. This,

again, goes with the growing feeling
of Divine

transcendence, which is alien to Christianity, But
it is also an indication of a <phiuial ronccprinn
that may be taken as anticipuioiy oi ilic spiritual
idea of God in the NT In SiiaVli, (Jod is* nor o
much too remote, but rather too great for men to

understand His nature
' When ye glorify the Lord, exalt him as much as ye can;
For even yet will he exceed

'

(Sir 43<ro).

God is addressed as
' Father and Master of my life

'

(23
1
), and

' Father and God of my life
'

(v.
4
), which

implies the Divine fatherhood of the individual, a
doctrine only just i cached 111 the latest OT teach-

ing MOT eo\ or, the goodness of God extends to all

mankind
(
IS' 3

) In Wisdom, under the influence of

Hellenic thought, the idealizing process is pushed
further. God is the 'eternal light

1

(Wis T26
), so

that wisdom which irradiates the world is the

heart beateth, reason is a spark/ Here it is human reason that
is referred to. In every case where Myot is predicated of God
the sense is

'
\v ord.

1

See especially 129 1322.
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effluence from this central fountain of light.
<

On
the other hand, there is a :, -o" :,.

"

he idea
of creation under the influen , .. notion
of ]iie-o\i-k"l ninlfcer. God creates the world out
of *

iui Mile** ma 1 1 i '(II
17

), and creation is described
as being 'impiessed,' like wax by the seal (19

6
).

The motive of creation was love, and God hates

nothing that He has made, loving all things that
are (II

24
). Nevertheless, it is said in another place

that God only loves him who dwells with wisdom
(7

28
). The : !'!' : .'. be reconciled

ifweundei ,
.<*. / ,-

'

e more special

personal affection of Divine friendship.
2. The Fall and Original Sin. While Gn 3 con-

tains the narrative of the fall of Adam, (1) it does
not attribute this to the devil, not

identifying
the

serpent with Satan, b
' '

!

' *

s the
most subtle of beasts ; ,

,
'u " that

either sin or death visits the whole race in conse-

quence of thi- \t\ ,nay <;frence and its doom. But
both of these ici- ,"- jMy*

kai in Christianity ; and the
latter is contained in the writings of St. Paul,
who does not give it as part of the new teaching,
but assumes that it is already an accepted belief

St. Paul simply appeals to it as a basis for his

SI'.IM ;',!- teaching concerning Christ. Thus he
i < ,'<'$ through the one man's disobedience the

many were made sinners
'

(Ro 519
), and similarly

with the second part of the doctrine,
* as in Adam

all die' (1 Co 1522
). Therefore these ideas must

have grown up apart from the OT. Now we
find them in the Apocr. Wisdom literature, both
Palestinian and Alexandrian, e g. the Palestinian

teaching
'From a woman was * ** 1-c "-iinir ,* of ^ rn ;

And hecause of herm .iM <lv* ("u .'o- 1

)

an easy inference from Gn 3, but never made in

the OT. Then there is the Alexandrian teaching,
* By the envy of the devil, death entered into the
world '(Wis 224

).

Grata; regards this as a Christian interpolation ; but Dr. Drum-
mond shows that his three reasons for this -. *

"

i .r

to have much force. (1) Gratz objects that .
-' i

the connexion of the passage, but it balances the previous
statement

* God created man for incorruption,
And made him an image of his own proper being* (v.23) ;

for thus we have the antithesis which is one of the common
forms f-f TT'

1 ir-v rvV '") r-i C**' to assert that it; has
for him 'n 1 '

I. -10 --.', -m that would apply
toitt-i . t .-, rwi n {,, I.,- 1,1 >,t that it is without
parall< . .

-
, i -M - i 'be taken as con-

demn -I.. I i i.i i Mh i r> < i lan literature; yet
there i- i _ -

'

( i -.;' it, since it simply
result-* 1 1 .' .ii 1

,! 'i
i o i o <l i & of a devil to the

fp -,', ui ! i \ r -i> i . ", imagination as to
i!. I .

*
, r i viorcover, Milton's adoption of the

il' o Mi '.-.m i- i in Paradise Lost, shows that, to a

great poet at .ill cv OPTS, che expression is
'

i

able meaning The author of Wisdom is
"

-

writer to hu\c btruok out these ideas and made tne mierences
\\iTMom HIM iri(LC"<ltni example Inline C'-'isidcr- il,o i^i--.^'

1

lo be Alktrorit-iil, lx< >an<iO I ho noii<n o: *un evil principle in

opp~ii ion~ 10 iho Lmnu' i-, ion lorn 10 pun- Alexandriamsm.'

Acvoidi.'ifrh !( a]yiil,i-i OTulo'i inuiprHa.oii o* Gn 3 to it, and
ii'i'lcL-iand- i he ^ord '.*^e/r; 10 Btand lor the serpent as an
iniii<ro of ciirnal pl< a-uro Itm why should not the writer
intniion iho 'irpeni ir ho iM'.ml K "' Finco 6 k.xzt/c; uppian
in i no IAX for me Mian,' n ii imiiofr- >lt lLai *i Jow who was
fjirniii'ii AI n h i hat vt r-i ->ri woii'd use the word in an entirely
<u1i.'in.il M.IV ror n npplo Ibe >tory of fallen angels was not
uniamihar to Jewish Apocalyptic literature (see Drummond,
fhito Judcuu8, p. 195 f.). That, however, Wisdom does not
teach the tola.] depravity of the race, we may infer from its

singling out the inhabitants of Canaan as deserving to be

extirpated because of t heir innate * ice.
* Their nature by birth

was evil
'

(121") f thcv w ere a faced accursed from the begin-
ning' (v.ii) Here a doctrine of heredity is implied; but ft is

applied only to the Canaamtes, who are regarded as of an in-

veterately and hopelesslv evil stock. It is to be inferred that
other peoples are not so bad.

The late date of 2 Esdras removes it out of the

category of anticipations of Christianity. Still, as
a Jewish work it witnesses to Jewish thoughts
which have their roots in an earlier

jperidd.
Now

this book distinctly teaches the doctrine of original

sin. The angel Uriel undertakes to teach Esdras
* wherefore the heart is wicked '

(2 Es 44). In an
earlier ja<,ij>o the sin of the race was traced to
Adam (&'}. 'i lio pessimism of the book is espe-
cially gloomy in regard to this subject. Esdras
declares that 'it had been better that the earth
had not given thee Adam, or else, when it had
given him, to have restrained him from sinning*
(7

46
). Though it was Adam who sinned, the evil

did not fall on him alone, but on all of us who
come from him (v.

48
).

3. Redemption. There i- ro'lini-- p^-iv liV
t

the Christian doctrine of ii ! -npi-M i in the Apoc-
rypha. The NT teachers had to go back beyond
ail this literature to Is 53 for the seed thoughts of

their specific teaching on this subject. In the
Messianic ideas, as far as these appear in the

Apocrypha, which we have seen is but meagrely,
there are the two thoughts of God redeeming His

people, and the Christ coming as a personal re-

demption. There is no anticipation of the doctrine
of the cross. The sombre prediction of the death
of the Christ in 2 Es. (later than the Christian

gospel, as it is) contains no hint that this is either
sacrificial or redemptive. The goodness and mercy
of God in delivering His people are frequently cele-

brated ; but with no specific doctrine of salvation.

The Jfokhmah teaching would suggest that escape

frpm'sin is to be had thiough the ,,< m.-
J

i"'i of

wisdom, which is rooted in the feai 01 -v I -rd.

It was wisdom that brought the first man out of

Ms fall (Wis 101
). Tobit has the great OT teach-

ing of God's forgiveness for His penitent people
whom He scourges for their iniquity, but to whom
He will show mercy. If they turn to Him with
all their heart and soul to do truth before Him,
He will turn to them (To 135 - 6

). Sinners must
turn and do righteousness if they would receive

His restoring grace. The Patristic idea that the
'blessed . . . wood . . . through which cometh

righteousness' (Wis H7
, cf. Ac 5*, 1 P 224

)
is the

cross, ignores the context, which plainly shows that

the reference is to Noah's Ark (see v,6).

4. Liber''7" /// *'" 7 I- ///// Tn -< veral respects

theApocn |-Li *'io\i- mliii'uv |H\VOM<| the narrower
exclusiver,' - <-f ! ii'lai-m. 'I In 1 fn*: orical situation

in 1 Mac. "iil no 1 pncoma^ilii^HHAPinoni. When
the Jews *u< ><! -ini"; lin^r foi m nloni 01 life and

worship ag.'isii i tin- ioi<iM< IMIMJMOI! or pagan-
ism, they were not in a condition for missionary
enthusiasm. Judith breathes a spirit of fiercest

Jc^i-h patriotism. But Tobit in his prayer of

icjoicinijr declare that many nations shall come
from far to the name of the Lord God with gifts in

their hands (To 1311
). That this is not the re-

luctant- homage of subject peoples is shown by the

sequel, v lioi e^ o <
iad about 'generations of genera-

tions
'

praising God with songs of icjoif in*:. Si ill

all this is ministering to the glor^ of Jorn-Jilcin.

Israel is exalted in the honour shown to her
God. The Palestinian Jfokhmah literature is not*

free from Jewish narrowness. In Sirach, God
is prayed to send His fear on all nations. But
this is to be by lifting up His hand aga^nst them,
so that they may see His mighty power. Still

some gracious end even in this stern treatment of

the heathen may be desired, since the prayer pro-

coed*,
* And lor them know thee, as we also have

known thee '

(Sir 365
). God is asked to hear the

prayer of His suppliants [Israel], in order that all

on the earth may know that He is the Lord, the

eternal God (v."). This may not mean more
than the acknowledgment of God for His glory
and for the reflexion of that on His privileged

people. On the other hand, the importance at-

tached to wisdom has a widening tendency ; for

this is an internal grace, not an external privi-

lege. But the identification >of wisdom in
Sira<$r
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\\ ith interest in the Law (39
1
) tends to limit this

iace itself and confine it to Israel.

When we tuin to the Alexandrian teaching of

the Book of Wisdom we expect a wider outlook.
Heie also the national |':ivik_(>- of Israel aie
accentuated. God gave >{i ! i- ?i"-l covenants of

good promises to the nation's ancestors (12
21 18s

).

Moreover,
' the righteous

'

are to judge the
nations and have mle over the people (3

8
). But

since the domain of wisdom is world-Tilde and
' the spirit of God filleth the woild' (I

7
), it might

be supposed that the world at large would benefit

by that gracious presence. Princes of peoples are
invited to honom wisdom that they may reign for

ever (6
21

), an invitation neeessaiily applying to the
Gentile woild. It is stated in a general way that
*the ways of them which are on the earth' [more
than Israel] weie corrected by wisdom (9

18
) There

I*- a. iiininiifiM M! univeisalism in the great saying
i hat (i')il l<i\< - ,ill things that are, and abhors none
of the things that He has made (II

24
). God's in-

corruptible sphit is in all things (12
l
) ; theie is no

other God that careth for all (v.
13

) ; His sove-

reignty over all leads Him to forbear all (v.
16

).

But further than this the book does not go. It

contains no
explicit promise of redemption or^of

the 11- --"Mj4-, >i the future for the world outside
Israo' iliou^Ii i L would be no

" " :i !,> inference
from these large ideas <,>'< i IMMU the piesence and
activity and graciou&ness ot Uod the whole world
over to conclude that such good things were not
to be confined to Israel. On the other hand, not

only were the Canaanites a helplessly evil race,
"but the more recent oppic^oi-. of Israel, \vhobe

'

gross idolatry is sc- r f
''

i .

.

'

at laige,
after the manner of IK . ! /: > described
as 'prisoners of darkness . . . exiled from the
eternal providence' (17

2
). For other heathen

people allowance is made on account of their

ignorance. *For these men there is but small
blame . for they too. peradventure, do but go
astray' (13

6
).

5. .Resurrection, and Immortality. With regard
to no other subject is advance from the OT stand-

point towards tnat of the MT more apparent in the

Apocrypha*. The distinction between Palestinian
and Alexandrian conceptions is here very marked,
tliePaloHmiaii viirin;>piiMSMii<! K -urn ( 11011, the
'VIpMiiuUiaTi making iioicioiciu'o ion inline*, lion,
liiif aduiifai^r ilu k Giook nl ka of iln*i i:i"i ,.li v of

the soul. The more conservative I mo 1

*-. i>i 'ihe
former school, Tobit, Sirach, and 1 Mac., contain no
reference to the resurrection or the future life in any
i" .1 . . -li" -"'I

" 1
1

"
i Hebrewnotion

. i
** H .

'

-i -I
i,
<! ; i, these writings

is not Gehenna, not a place o
" *

1
-i

* There
are no chastisements in Shecl i x i 1 1 M eb. mar.,
and LXX).* According to Tobit, Sheol is an
* eternal

i
)1 aco

*
'# ) \\ 1 1 < re life is extinct.

* All the
rewards OL fmihfiilr.i-i enumerated by the dying
Mattathias (1 Mac S53

' 61
}
are limited to this life*

(Charles, ISschat. p. 219 )
. In Judith eternal punish-

ment is threatened to the enemies of Israel (16
17

) ;

but nothing is said about a future life for God's

people. 2 Mac., an epitome of the five books of

Jason of Gyrene (g
28

), contains a clear doctrine of
resurrection to eternal life (7

9
), which is denied

to the non-Israelite (v.
14

) ; this is a bodily resur-

rection (7
11 22< ffl

), and it will be enjoyed in the fel-

lowship of brethren similarly privileged (v,
s&

). In
2 Esdras we have ' the day of judgment

'

(12
s4

). A
first resurrection may be suggested by the refer-

ence to * those that will be with him in the day
of God's Son (13

53
). The end will come when the

* Dr. Charles points out that the reference to Gehenna in Sir

7'7 is undoubtedly corrupt, since it is contrary to the whole out-
look of the writer as to the future, and is not supported by the

., Syr , and beet MbS of the Ethiopic (Eschatology, p. 161).

nambei of those like Ezia is complete (4
8(J

). Till

then the spmts of the wicked shall wander about
in torment while God's seivants \\ill be at icsfe

(7
75

). These spirits of the wicked will be toi-

mented in seven ways (vv
8l -87

), and after the final

judgment even more grievously (v.
81

). On the
other hand, those who have kept the ways of the
Motot High shall have joy in seven ways, accord-

ing to their seven oiders, dining the intermediate

penod, and after the -judgment, receive glory (v.
il0

),

when ' their face shall shine as the nan, and *

they
hhall be made like imto the light of the .stars,

being henceforth inconuptible
'

(v
97

)

In Wisdom there is no idea of return cction. The
body is the temporary Ocirthlv lniirlon (9

15
) of a

pre-existent soul (8
20

). Tininoiiiihiv is for the

soul, but not by nature or necessity. It JH attained

through wisdom (8
li} 17

). Still it was God's design
that man should enjoy it, for He ' created man
for incorruption

'

(2
2iJ

).

* The souls of the right-
eous are in the hand of God '

(3
1
), at peace, with

a hope full of immortality,
* The righteous live

for ever
'

(v.
15

). The wicked have no hope in their
death. They will be dashed speechless to the

giound ; and yet their fate does not seem to bo
annihilation, for they shall lie ut icily \v,i^iii, and
they shall be in anguish' (4

19
). But there is no

definite statement of eternal punishment,
iv. USB OF THE APOCRYPHA IN THE GOSPELS

AND THE CHUBCII n-.i \j
<

\ v/hich consists of
Jewish writings , ( <1 m . !

k

Vulg. but not
found in the Hebrew OT, rests I'liiiiaiily on the

LXX, and that was the version ox thu OT com-
monly used by the Gm\ I'l.iltin;' Jews in the
times of the Apostles, and subsequently by the
Christians. Being thus the Scimturea in the
hands of the NT writers, the LXX introduced
the

Appcr.
to them together with the books of our

OT. But most of the NT writers knew the Hebrew
Bible. This is evident in the case of St. Paul, St,

John, and St. Matthew. The only cciiairi excep-
tion is the author of Hebrews, to whom juobably
we should add St. Luke ; and it is loa^oiuiblc to

suppose that these two men, being the most
scholarly NT writers, were not IP:,;< ., uni'i'il iih

the limits of the Palestinian Can \ i > o N I

'

\ s \ \
k
r

names any book of the Apon , ni^r is there any
direct quotation from one 01 ilio.-o books in the
NT. rhrases from some of tlienx indicate, how-
ever, that these books were used bv the writers
in whom they occur, although there is no evidence
that they ii^anli-J I'l-i-i as authoritative. On
the other !M:I.I, 2 I "-..',- borrows from the NT,
especially from the Apocalypse 2 Es 8s is an echo
of Mt 20re

. The only books of our Apocr. to which
reference can be manifestly traced in the NT
are the works of Wisdom literature, Wisdom and
Sirach, especially the former ; and the NT writers
who most evidently make allusion to phrases in
those books are St. R%nl, St. James, and the
author of Hebrews. Since these writers are be-

yond the scope of this Dictionary, the inquirer
is referred to DB articles, 'Wisdom,

3 *

Sirach,'
*

Apocrypha,' and those on the various NT bookb.

Coming to the special subject of the present
volume, we note that Jesus Christ never names
or distinctly cites any of the books of the Apocr ,

nor are any of them mentioned or directly quoted
by any of the Evangelists Nevertheless there
seem to be several reminiscences of Wisdom and
Sirach, if not direct allusions to tho&e books in the

Gospels.

Wis 37 has been connected with Mt 13*J ; but the Gospel
phrase can be better dem ed from Dn 123, for m both czibcs lhi
home verb 13 used e*?a4auff-<[v], \vhile in Wis the verb w
otteiXoit&J/ovfiv. Wis 38 'Thev shall judge (X/HVO'UO-IV) the nations'
may be alluded to in Mt 1928 judging (KPWTK) the twelve
tnbea of Israel

'

, and, if so, the change is in accordance \\ ith our
Lord's modifications of Jewish Messianic expectations, showing
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that the indgment which the Jews reserved for Gentiles was to

Possibly Wis 44 is alluded to m Mt 719 But
i a O-UVTOC, iv ?,o<yu ff-ov) may be more than antici-

pation of Jn 13 , it may have suggested, the idea r 1

, -i
'

though the entirely diffeient l.i i '-v ( -* ~<* S;' t ^ /
-
)

with reference to the function <' it 1 no- 1 1 creation excludes

the notion of actual quotation Wis 15 * when he is lequired

(asTjrtjfc/0 to render back the soul (<r%$ $v%is) which was lent

1

- - -
-,2o t

{.j^g mghb 1S thy sotll (TSJV ij'y^v
1

,
t

thee P
"

'"
"

ss that

shouMfafterwards receive them ' "
> Lord's

image of 'outer darkness
'

(Mt S 1
-; as meiaieoi uieiost; but

the idea is
A --*. -

f connexion evident. On
the other h " be

*
' to

Wis 416; nc i

"
or J .

V . lor

Mfc25*Mor N. 1626. The last instance is

a declared quotation from the OT, and the other cases are too

vague to allow of any identification.

Sir 218 'They that love (O.^KTUVT^) him will keep (rqpvio'Qvo'tv)

his ways' may well have suggested the language m Jn Id28
'
If a man love (y<54tr<) me he will keep (rypfaw) my word.'

Sir 44
' Turn not away (pft M-TOO"?vwnj/w) th> face from a poor

man '

suggests to us Mt 542
' From him that would borrow of

thee, turn not thou away (^ T6trvpet^f)
'

Sir 7*4
*

Repeat
not thy words m thy pi aver' suggests 'Mt 6?, but here the

Gieek is ver.> different, Sir 10^ 'The Lord cast down the
thrones of rulers, arid set the meek m their ste

the source of Lk I52, which is nearer to it than
'

147^, cspu'Mll
1 in the use of the word 'thrones.' Possibly Sir

1]
"'

Hiir^f su <i I K 1219
; Sir 121 has

'

with Mt 7<>,

it is more liKtsly co have suggested /
' - 192* is too

general and obvious to have sugges
* '

tich is more
definite and specific ; Sir 21U ' He that keepeth the law be-

come 'h u <tsurof the interest thereof is a fine anticipation of
i n 7 '

, ^ i
>

iy anticipates our Lord's rebuke of swearing (Mt
533 34), but is less specifi

" "

in Jn 15lff

is not to be referred to - have been

suggested by Is 5^ , if i
, ,

' ms to be a
reference to Sir 282

*

Forgive thy neighbour the hurt that he
hath done thee, and then th* -

"
1 >

pi- 1 1 when
thou prayest

' The association o- ^l n *
i

"' '

piDposed
byT

"

"oubtful ;
< 1,1 \,._-

' i- i 1.1 o- Vlt 1627

wit - *
I

'

trusteth in lue Loid snail auiler no loss.*

In both of these cases the slight resemblances are probably
purely accidental. Lk I17b ST^T/SSI^"" tcMpS'ia* nea.'npuv tr)

8ir*4810 \ftff<rpifyt xotpWiKV frxrpof

thought and phrase is too striking
?v .'.. -i > ,- i a I

not a direct quotation is clear in 1 1 ie i' " v - > " i'i

for which no reason can be assigned since tne sense remains
the same, via. singular for plural ; vpat for IT/ ;

viov for rtxv*
The following clause in the parallelism is entirely different in

the two texts, so that either the conclusion

or a. new conclusion was deliberately formed I

* and the disobedient to walk m the wisdom of the just,' while

the clause m Sir is
* and to restore the tribes of Jacob.' The

expression 'the wisdom of the just' m Luke seems to be a
reference to the title of Sirach, which 'i.i 1- iMolnl-^ originally

simply
' Wisdom.' In codex B this is <Mllul i<M-T v 23EIPAX ;

and in the Syriac, KTD "m KHDan. Similarly at the end of

the Hebrew UM it i-<lu* nlud as 'the wisdom of Simeon ben
Jeshua ben IU.LAU b( u MI.I' On the other hand, St. Luke
has not the LXX word for wisdom (<r^/<*), his phrase being iv

a^vviffit tiixtoiuv. The conclusion to be drawn from these data
seems to be that both Wisdom and Sir.idi \\ ero lxri<n\ n 10 Mat.,
T -I'rr J" v *",

f r t"- lollectors of Luain of JPMII rarlioi th.m those
(. .

, i
*

, -,h especially was used by the auUior of the
i/ *

'

,i < at our Lord seems to have made use of both
I v \

-,
- M ,i probably than Wisdom.

While the special siibjects of this Dictionary do
not call for a *hi<ly of the Apocr. in later times,
a topic o.\lmu-ii\cl\' treated in DB, vol. i. pp. 120-

123, a "brief rsum& of its history IE the Church

may be here added, The presence ^of
the books

which we designate Apocryphal in the LXX
mixed up with the OT Scriptures of the narrower
Heb. Canon would naturally tend to float them

among 'the Greek-speaking Churches. Several of

them are cited as Scripture by Irenaeus and
Clement of Alexandria in the Greek Church, and

by Tertulhan and Cyprian in the Latin Church.
"While Melito of Sarctis held to the Hebrew Canon,

Origen championed the more comprehensive Greek
Canon. \ conliny later, Cyril of Jerusalem con-

demned this wider Canon, holding to the Heb.
22 books ; and his position was confirmed by the

Synod of Laodicea (c. 360 AD.). Epijphanms and

especially Athanasius introduced the intermediate

course, a recognition of several of the Apocr., not,

however, as in the Canon, but a* good and useful

Since then, while fioni time to time scholars have
declared the Apociyphol books to be non-canonical,
the Eastern Church has used them, and they are

in the Bible
^
of the Greek Church. In the West,
/airied acceptance as part of the Old

i which was based on the LXX, and
as such fomied part of Jerome's revision. But
when Jerome translated the OT afresh fiom the
Hebrew,peeing that the Apocr. was nottheie, he
advised its rejection from the Canon Still, he
allowed it an intermediate pQsition ; and, in spite
of its translator's opinion to the contraiy, the
books of the Apocr. took their place in the

Vulgate as in-'<^i,.1 parts of Scripture. At the
Council of IK n i ili< Vulgate being pronounced
infallibly inspired, the Apocr. was canonized with
the rest of that version, and therefore it is now
regarded as Scripture in the Roman Catholic
Church, Among Protestants it has either taken
an intermediate position, or has been rejected
as not being Scripture. Luther placed it between
the OT and the NT with the title

<
\ \ j-n

'

and a statement that it was 'not equal to the
Sacred Scriptures,' but nevertheless * useful and

good to read.* The ^Reformed Church is more
severe ; m the Zurich Bible the Apocryphal books
come after the NT as 'not nunibeiid mm>)iL' the

canonical books,' and without a uoul of com-
mendation. Coverdale translated the Apocr. and

placed it between the OT and the NT with a
statement that the books weie in the Vulgate
but not in the Hebrew. It has a simiL-is piMiv.ui
\\ ,'- i

, levisions, including AV^ltill;, wueie
:i > i .i

1 >', \|i<"'jyij\i
' But from 1629 onwards

editions of the AV began to appear without it,

I

i

"
<

'" T in Greek ; KV of v
V ' jBMe with Com, M ji

. . iT i

~~ 'IT
i, ! I-/; , v >

J - B
I)--** ie," also articles on the several books of

Jewish Alemah and Philo Jutew;
and the Christian Messiah ; Deane, The

of Wisdom; Charles, 7"
T ' *

.
'* v * "

" ~
'

'

'
'

. I i

1

'
. i i i

therefore need not be repeal ! \\

.o which
\ 1

1
, \ jgy.

APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS. See GOSPELS (Apoc-

APOSTLES.
Introduction.

1. T f[
"

i

2. I.
' "

)

3. ' ,i-l
4. h. i:

Introduction.- Ti

III

Introduction.- i i- niopo-cd to treat in this

article the chief LKI- r<Mi i in>i I o
'

i'
/
10

.|-
-f >i.

1

Lord's personal <li-cipJ<- k.uo\\n t n- \*\ i J'.ii'."

of 'apostles.' The sole authorities on the subject
are tne four Gospels and the first chapter of the

Acts, The remaining books of the NT furnish no
infoimation as to the relations between Jesus and
His Apostles during His ministry on earth ; and

nothing that is found in the Apocryphal Gospels
can be regarded as historical.

The assumption so often made that the Synoptics possess a

greater trustworthiness than the Fourth Gospel is baseless,

and its baselessness cannot be better seen than in the case of the

Apostles The Apostles of the Fourth Gospel are the Apostles
of the first three Their character, prejudices, limitations,

ambitions, views, sympathies are the same m the four Gospels
How can this harmony be explained unlebs all our authorities

draw from the life 9 But more than this The Fourth Gospel
contains information regarding the Twelve peculiar to itself

which, properly weighed, enables us to understand much that

is otherwise perplexing in the first three How can this famili-

arity with the Apostles be accounted for if the writer was not

himself one of them? What is the alternative hypothesis'
That the writer of the Fourth &ospel, with the first three before

him, was able to form so true and complete an apprehension of

the intelligence, moral condition, modes of thought, and lan-

guage of the Twelve as to be able to create situations where he

represents them as speaking and acting ^ith perfect verisimili-

tude, while all the time he was simply drawing on his imagina-
tion. The author of the Fourth Gospel was a man of genius,
but his genius was rehgioua, not intellectual or imaginative
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The achievement attributed to him was wholly beyond his

powers or the powers of any man who has ever lived The
,

-
j. .- f i-T .1 iC. I .

1 |,
.' - U i"., ,

tinem personally.

When the attention of a reader is called to the
numerous occasions on which the Apostles figure
in the Gospels, he might feel disposed to contend
that the Apostles are so prominent in the Gospels
because they are their ultimate authors. But this

however ingenious, is unsubstantial.
the place tilled by the Apostles m the

Gospels, they are never magnified ; it is Jesus
alone who is magnified. The many refeiences

made to the Apostles correspond exactly to the
i '.

* hey held ; the Gospels are so much occu-

^ . i them only because Jesus Himself was
constantly occupied with them, not the least of the
tasks of His life being to teach and train them to

understand His mind and heart, and to transmit
to others a correct repiesentation of what He was
and said and did.

TheO/i"-. ? M\*M i-"
1

! ',

the Go '
i I o - n' - H , i

to the rest of the Gospels, which are

ciples, A judicious reader sees at on
-

i -, i 1 . i -
i i ii , M , "1

"

i
It"

n-p-L CM ,H" ".

i ,
- '

' the dis-

4 bles hold
T .it - ,

"

I ILll i 111 1 'I. . _

Twelve than any of the rest

. The^
n '

T "s clear from the Gospels
that seve , !

x had been on the most
intimate wjuua wiwu uiu Lord before He selected
them to become Apostles. In fact the most promi-
nent among them passed thiough two stages of

relationship to our Xord before they were chosen
as Apostles. They were first called to become dis-

ciples in the most general sense of the term, and
thereafter they were summoned to leave their
usual occupations and to become the personal com-
panions of Jesus. It is therefore desirable to learn
the connexion in which the most distinguished of
them stood to Jesus before their formal appoint-
ment to the apostolate.

After the Temptation our Lord returned to

Bethany in Peraea. Whether tV- l,iip''i> 1 l-\

iuiangcincnt boUccen Himself JM Hi i.. .":

we cannot tell, but nothing was more natural than
for Him to go thither. The Baptist could best
fulfil his duty if He were by his side. On two
occasions John, fixing a steadfast gaze on our Lord,
said in the hearing of some of his disciples,

* Be-
hold the Lamb of God' (Jn I29- 86

). The remark-
able \p <--:!! -loubtless suggested to his hearers
that i In- UN- , I

' Messiah. Two of them sought
an interview with our Lord, and ero they quilled
the house were convinced that they had found the
Messiah. Not a word is related of the considera-
tions which brought them to 11iU conchi-mii but
the explanation is to be found pjinlvm tlio itsti-

mony of the Tlapli-l, paitly and pie-< mincnily in
the impression piodnced on them by the personality
of Jesus Theio \ia- -JijiL in His character, aims,
and language which distinguished Him from all

other men. Hence Andrew and John, the two
di^ciple^ in quo-lion, h,il no doubt that the Messiah
istood heroic ihcin (\.

1

). It is not quite clear
whether each started to find his brother; but
Andrew, at anyrate, brought his brother Simon to
Je&us.

( Reading his character and discerning its

possibilities, Jesus bestowed on him the name by
which he is now known to the world : the name
Peter (v.

4S
). Our Lord, for reasons unknown to us,

had determined to set out for Galilee, accompanied
by His new disciples. On starting, He called Philip
to follow Him, and tlie instant obedience rendered
suggests that Philip had already believed that
Jesus was the Messian, pi obably through his friends
and fellow-citizens Andrew and Peter, On the
way Philip encountered his friend Nathanael,

who lived m the village of Cana, at no gieat dis-

tance from his own home at Bethsaida, and intoi mod
him of the discovery of the Messiah, in the poison
of Jesus of Nazareth. Nathanaol hesitated, but

he came and saw and heard, and the knowledge
which Jesus displayed of his charactei and of his

inmost life convinced him that He \vas indeed \\ hat

Philip had declaied Him to be (v.
4:m

'-)."* How many
of these -1 -

j-1-
1 -

;i f,companied Jesus to Cana and
witnessed Mi'- I -! miracle (2

11L
) is not certain;

possibly the majority, if not all. The same un-

certainty arises m connexion with the journey to

Jerusalem at the Passover. We do not know who
witnessed the .* ,

" '

"iekers from the

temple, heard
, spoken regard-

ing the destruction of the temple, or saw the many
miracles which He performed in the capital (v

w
"-),

baptized at His command when He laboured in

Judaea in the vicinity of the Baptist, and accom-

panied Him (ImmjJi Samaria on His return tu

Galilee (4
lff

*)* I L vonld seem as if thereafter the

disciples returned to their usual mr .,M! mi*, and
our Lord retired for a little from j-uMiL l.ir

2. Beginning o/" our Lord's Galilean ministry,
After a short interval our Lord resumed 11 is

labours, and continued them without interruption
until His death. The Baptist had just been im-

prisoned (Mk I 14 and ||), and He seemed to regard his

imprisonment as a call to . 'I- !! i-^e tiian He
had yet done. SSo long a , . U:

;-
: lalxmred,

the work done by Jesus does not seem to have
differed much from his. Now that he was in

prison, our Lord proceeded to develop a ministry
of His own. This new type of ministry wan
marked by a change of residence from Nazareth to

Capernaum (Mt 413
). He wished to influence as

many of the inhabitants of Galilee as He could,
and there was no better centre from which to

approach them than Capernaum. The town was
large, and was near many others of the same char-
acter. It lay on several great roads, and was
therefore easily reached from all quarters. The
people were genuinely Jewish, and not given to
Gentile tastes or customs. No more suitable posi-
tion from which to command Galilee could have
been chosen. It was soon after He settled in

Capernaum that He renewed His summons to four
of the men whom He had already chosen aw II it*

di-ciplc* Walking along the shore of the Sea of

Galileo, He saw the brothers Simon and Andrew,
who were fishermen, engaged in casting their net.
In words the significance of which they could not
fail to discern. He commanded them to follow Him
and become fishers of men. Proceeding a little

farther, He found James with his brother John
repairing their nets, and addressed to them the
same command. They, like Peter and Andrew,
"i

' "i ,
.1

: 'Mk I 1*-20
). It is clear that our

I i : . j. i aim in calling these four dis-

ciples. The duty to which He now invited them
was an advance on their former relationship.
They were to be no longer fishermen. They must
exchange their former calling for a new one. And
the nature of that new calling was not wholly
obscure. The allusion to the occupation which
they were bidden to leave illustrated the character
of the labours to which they were invited. They
were to cuptiuc men instead of fish. Not one of
the four con Id jail to perceive that they were to
be employed continuously in the service of Jesus.
The call would fill them with the less surprise
because they had already scived an apprenticeship
to Jesus, when they baptized in obedience to His
commands. It need not be inferred that Jesus
intended to send the four immediately on a special
mission. No particular time is specified in His
command; and though St. Luke (5

10
) marks the

capture of men as beginning with the moment
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of the call, this can only mean that their new
career began as soon as they obeyed the call ad-
di es&ed to them. Only one other call of the same
kind is i elated in the Gospels, that of Levi or

Matthew (Mk 2Ib
,
Mt 99

) It, too, occuired in

C To the four iisheimen a tax-gatherer
was added. Capeinaum was the seat of a cubtom-

hou,se, and the collector of customs, Levi by name,
wab called precisely as the two pairs of brothers
had been. What previous acquaintance existed
between Matthew and our Lord, what special

qualities commended him we cannot tell ; but the
instant obedience he rendered to so extraordinary
a command, and the feast which he gave in our
Lord's honour as he bade faiewell to his fellow-

officials, suggest that they had known one another
for some time. The interval which separated the
call of Matthew from the call of the tour cannot
be ascertained, but as it is unlikely that he was a

disciple of the Baptist, and as it is piobable that
he was not brought into contact with our Lord till

He settled in Capernaum, some little time must
have elapsed between Ins first kuo^bil^e of our
Lord ana his call. He could haidly have been
with Jesus from the outset of His career in Galilee.

3. Choice of the Twelve.It might have been

supposed that our Lord would continue as He had
begun, and summon disciple after disciple to His
side Tintil He had obtained the number He required
for His purpose. But this was not to be He had
determined to make a formal selection of a definite

number from the body of His disciples (Mk 313
, Lk

613
). The mi

i
<n iam o of the step He was about to

take is shown by the fact that He spent the pre-
"

lyer (Lk 6 12
), doubtless seeking to

i.i , will regarding the intention He
had formed and the mode in which it was to be
in< uj ii

I'll- h"" One of the ciitical hours of His life

"vvas beiore Him. The nature of the selection He
was about to make was of -! '

si < \ A
serious mistake would be lonowed. oy caiamuous
results. No wonder then that He sought specific

guidance. He may even have gone over the names
of all whom He judged competent, and have made
His final choice.

The Gospels have not preserved any statement

by our Loid Himself as to His aim in selecting a

special group of disciples. That aim can be judged
of only by the issue, for it is certain that what the

Aposilo-* i^oi'nl 10 be, was what Jesus designed
they -hoiilii lu't onu An account, indeed, is found
in St. Mark's G-. p 1 '.V

'

, -\M to which the

purpose of our I !-, i" * huo is \\ was that they
might be with ll.-n <r.-i i ..' II- i,.ijht send them
forth to announce ilio approach of the Kingdom of

God, endowed with the power to heal and to exor-

cize. That this is a correct description so far as it

goes cannot be doubted, but it cannot be said to
embrace the full scope of our Lord's jmipo^o Ti

defines His immediate rather than IIi^ ultimate
end. Its. horizon is that of the first ]omnc\ ou
which the Apostles were sent, not that \\oilil-\\ido

commission afterwards committed to them. Hence
when we speak of the reasons which induced our
Lord to select the Twelve, we must look to the
work actually entrusted to them. That work
cannot be better described than by the words used

by our Lord Himself to the Twelve on the eve of

His death. He had been the envoy of the Father to

earth. They were to be His envoys on earth. As
He had interpreted the Father to men, so were

they to interpret Him to men. Their chief, their

supreme duty, was to bear witness to Him to

teach the world how He lived, \\ hat He said, what
He wrought (Jn 17 18

, Ac I 8).

A comparison has often been drawn between the disciples of

PUto or of the Pharisees and the disciples of Jesus. And such

comparisons are not without suggesfaveness. But a sagacious

mind discerns that the apostolate of Jesus Christ is a unique
institution The Apostles differ from, far more than they agree
with, the disciples ot any thinker or teacher They stand by
themselves, devoted to the peifonuance of an unexampled task.
No one but Jesus could have conceived such a task , the
Apostles were the fit installments for its accomplishment.

It is a noteworthy circumstance that few writers
have spent any time in >\ ".

.; the actual selec-
tion ot the Twelve. I i M of the Gospels on
this point is only what was to In- c\ pci U d but it is

surprising that those wiiteis 01 our Lord s life who
have given the fiee&t lein to their imagination in

endeavouring to reproduce the scenes of His career,
have passed this event over as if it afforded no
opportunity for their skill. Yet what materials

lay ready] to their hand ! What were the senti-
ments \vith which our Lord addressed Himself
to the task? What was His ,ip|n ,n; m<> ,13 He
stood on the mountain side a.: yi-u Nit fol-

lowers to Him ? How did these followers feel as

they perceived that He was about to make a choice

among them? Was there excitement among the
crowd ? Was there strong desire on the part of

many to be chosen ? Was there any discussion as
to the piinciples He followed in the choice, or did
reverence prevent all debate? Was there much

"! . i

1

1 1 when the number was completed ?

Was tnere surprise at the persons named? Not
less instructive \\ould be some knowledge of the
sentiments of the Ap-.-tli- when they stood to-

gether for the iust ,uu Ln -,'
- presence of our Lord.

What \v ere their thoughts ? Were they filled with
exultation ? Did they infer that the Kingdom of
God would immediately iippi ir 4) DJ<! they antici-

pate a brilliant future fi ili^m-olv<-,? Or were
there those among them who reflected with

humility on their unfitnessto be In-" *.<Mii
k i.i]- and

statesmen of the new Kingdom? l),c u < ur to
even one of them that the choice just made was
a fresh disclosure of the view taken by Jesus of

the Kingdom of God and of the means by which
it was to be extended ?

Who now were the objects of our Lord's choice ?

With some of them we are already acquainted.
Simon, Andrew, James, John, Philip, and Levi or
Matthew are already known to us So too possibly
is Bartholomew (wh. see). Bartholomew is not a

proper name, but means simply *son of Tolmai,
3 and

thoie it* much p'uKiUliix in ihe opinion that he is to
be identified v. i, 1- N ,, i i ,'juu

'

These seven disciples
our Lord mu&t have known for some time. The
remaining live names Thomas, James the son of

Alphaeus, Simon the Zealot, Judas or Lebbseus
or Thaddoeus, and Judas Iscariot are new. How
long they had been known to Jesus is not told us ;

pei lift]
- -oino of them had been in His company

JLOI -e\eiJil moiiihs On the other hand, it is pos-
sible that He may have chosen some ot the Twelve
without much if any personal kno\\lo<]p:c, uJ\inj
on that power to read the heart which He un-

doubtedly possessed.
Who the Alphseus was of whom James was a son (Mk &$}

we cannot tell There is no reason except the similarity ot

name for connecting: him with the father of Levi and the

assumption that he is the same person as Clopas is gratuitous
The force ot the epithet Canansean is not free from doubt;
the most likely meaning is that of zealot. But the sense of

/ealot* in turn is not perfectly clear It may denote the

political partv known by that name ; it may, again, simply
designate unusual devotion to a cause. Reflexion shows that
this latter \ie\\ has> but scanty recommendation, and that the
former has nearly everything

1 in its favour The Apostle who
bears a triple name is commonly known as Jude. That there
\\eretwo Judes among the ApottN - !> p'ai'i i

1
i

"

i u i r
of Jn U-22 ,

where 'Judas not r-<uii>i
'

r m h 10

01 the lists of the Apostles, those n Lufco (o
r>

. v i

is described as ' Judas of James *

; that is alm< '',, '
-

the son not the brother of James But who this James was 19

quite uncertain In Mt 10^ and Mk 318 this Judas is called

Thaddseus, or, according to the Western text, Lebbseus,
and he was probably known indifferently as Judas or as Thad-
daeus. The exact significance of the term Iscariot is still under
discussion Most commonh it is regarded as a geographical
term signifying

' man of Kerioth,' but where Keriotn was situ-
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ated is keenly canvassed, some placing it to the east of the
Dead Sea and otheis m the south of Judah (see JUDAS ISCARIOT)

Attempts have often been made to prove that several of the

Apostles were related to our Loid Many of those who have

sought for traces of this relationship have been governed by
motives very different from those influencing our Lord, who
would have been the last person to allow His selection of an
Apostle to be determined by the ties of blood. Still there is no
reason why relatives of our Lord should not have been among
the Apostles But what evidence is there to this effect 9 It has
been conjectured that James andJohn were cousins of our Lord,
Mary and Salome being sisters This is one --MM ' "

,
*-

tion and by no means the least satisfactory , * . !
'

verse in St John (19^ which mentions the women at the cross
vr ' '

y-
< regarding the relationship can

< s , < terpretation will be answered
variously, yet a reader win allow for the possibility that James
and John were our Lord's cousins. But if he tolerate this view
he will reject without hesitation the opinion once so common,
that several of our Lord's brothers were among the Apostles
Practically nothing can be brought forwa

"

>

hypothesis , for who can attach any value >
'

of the Apostles bore the same names as <

brothers, when it is known that these names were among the
most common in the land ? The statement made in Jn 7$ that
six months before the Crucifixion none of our Lord's brothers
believed on Him is wholly inconsistent with the view that two
or even three of them were Apostles Scarcely less decisive is

the distinction traced in the Acts between the brothers of Jesus
and the Apostles (I

14
). Much ingenuity and labour have been

expended in the endeavour to prove that James the son of

Alphseus was a cousin of our Lord, his father being a brother
of Joseph But the steps by which this identification is made
are numerous and all open to challenge, so that no gam can
arise from an examination of the question. See art. BEETHBJEN
OF THE LORD.

Four lists of the Apostles are contained in the
NT, one in each of the Synoptics and one in the
Acts (MUO2-4

, Mk 316-19
, Lk 614-16

,
Ac I 13

). A care-
ful examination of these lists shows that each of
them consists of three groups

"
< i, ,' !," , -nl

that in each group the same ^ ..! i- , '.-- >i

first. The first group contains*the names of Peter,
James, John, and Andrew. The second is made
up of Philip, Nathanael, Thomas, and Matthew.
The third is formed of James the son of Alphseus,
Simon the Zealot, Judas or Thaddseus, and Judas
Iscariot. Is this arrangement due to accident, or
does it rest on a perception of the historical im-

] >oii a iii e of the disciples at the time at which it

^M- <hiivn up? The places given to Peter and
Judas and the contents of the different groups
suggest that there is here an indication of the view
taken of the Apostles in the early Church. By
whom the catalogues were framed is unknown, but
their value as historical wr1

- i
-

;

'

They
form, as it were, a table of

\
\( <:< , ( _" from

the earliest times, and embodying the verdict it

may be of the Apostles themselves, or at least of
those of them who survived when, they were pre-
pared. In all the lists the name of Peter occupies
the fitst place. St. Matthew (10

2
) writes: <Now

the names of the twelve apostles are these ; the
first, Simon/ In what sente is this *

first' to be
understood ? It might refer to the fact that Peter
was the first of the Apostles to be chosen. This is

perfectly credible, but the fact that the order of
the names is not uniform in the lists may be
regarded as *ho\\ ing that the memory of the order
in which the Twelve were called was not preserved
in the Church. But why was Peter the first

called ? Must not an explanation of this fact be
sought ? And is it not to be found in the circum-
stance that he was the foremost of the Apostles,
their leader, their spokesman'' Primacy in the
sense of jurisdiction or authority over his fellow-

Apostles Peter never received and never exeicised.
His position is that of the foremost among equals ;

a position due not to any formal or official appoint-
ment, but to the ardour and force of his nature.
What kind of men were the Apostles? What

was their character, education, social rank, ability,
age ? The Apostles were in an eminent sense
religious men. The tie which bound them to Jesus
was a religious tie It was impossible for any per-
son to become a follow ei of Jesus who did not

believe in obedience to the will of God as tlie iii.st

of all duties. The Apostles were men who dosiroJ

to fulfil the demands of the law of God. Thoir

aims weie high ; their morals were pure ; whatever

their
"

i-< on< **\
IMM- defects, they \\erc

men . jiMi-- .n:-l mercy; diligent,
candid, honest, pious, God-fearing. None or the

Apostles had received more than a common educa-

tion. The range of their Knowlcil^ was that of

most of their fellow-countrymen. But they wer<>

in no sense illiterate. It is probable that all of

them could read and write. Most if not all of

them spoke Aramaic and Greek. Their minds had

been quickened and nourished by the services in

the Synagogue. The education that springs from

the truest knowledge of God and of man was theirs.

And the discipline of their daily lives had rendered

them alert, considerate, patient, energetic.

The Apostles without exception belonged to the

working classes as they would be called to-day.

There was no man of rank or distinction or of

social consideration among them. Four of them,
we know, were fishermen. One of them was a col-

lector of taxes. The rest belonged to the same
rank in life, and followed similar occupations. All

of them knew what it was to labour to maintain
themselves ; they were familiar with life as it pre-
sents itself to the great body of mankind. There
is no evidence that any uf : i- \\> i> vas speci-

ally distinguished by ,

>

:ii"". sal i There
was no man of genius amon^ them : no original

thinker; no man dowered with the imaginative
faculty; no man of great i-ovoi-, of organization.
It does not appear that mix of them had an un-

usually impressive or attractive personality. As
far as can be ascertained, they were all young men,
about the same age as, or younger than, our Lord
Himself. No man of middle life, no grey head was
included in the circle. Variety of taste, temper,
mode of life found full expression among the

Apostles. No one was the same as another. Their

experience of life had differed. Their anticipations-
of the future differed. Their habits of thought
and action differed. Perhaps the only common,
elements were their piety and their devotion to

Jesus. Such then were the Apostles. They were
pious men belonging to the people, full of the plain
sense and judgment which mark the common man :

slow to learn, but teachable ; free from social pre-

judices; untrammelled by any fixed systems of

thought ; with keen eyes for character j anxious to
win the favour of Jesus.

The most discordant criticisms have been passed on the choice
of the Apostles, many of these betraying a complete fculuic to-

irra-p the circumstances and fact* of the case Tho \ indication
of the \\i-dom <-howjri in the ^election m the future career and
achievements OT the T.wclv< In judging n is nccc&saiy to bear-
in mind the in.umaU at our Lord's (.onmiand and ilu> puipo-aesi
winch Hi h.id in MO\\ Tito nun who leali/i- ihc-se has no
difficulty in appreciating and admiring the ^ipiuu *\lubiLo<l

by Jesus. Here, too, he will pcrceh e that originality which
in uii- IT- (nun, (,ir- ir The Twelve \vouldncverha\e chosen,
oi.. anoilni ll;i(! IMC selection been left to them individually
or to any TO o or three among them, the persons included would
have been ver> different .Nobody but Jesus Himself would
have acted in disregard, as it would appear, of the motives by
which men are constantly swayed. No one will suppose that
our Lord had any aversion to intellect, wealth, rank, genius, ex-
perience, in themselves, or that He preferred flshfrmen to-

lawyers, and tax-collectors to priests But He wa* equally free
fiomthe bias which leads so many to believe that the success of
any movement depends on its being supported b> the higher
classes, whether of intellect or rank His one test of men'was.
fitness or capacity for the special objects He had in v ie\\ The-
number of adherents at His command as Apostles v\ as limited
His primary aim was to discover men who could be taught arid
trained to comprehend His character, aims, and labours, who
could describe His life to their fellows, who could infoim them
as to what He said and as to the deeds of mercy and power
which He wrought The defects and the limitations of the
Apobtles were far better known to our Lord than they are to u
or to His critics Yet He called them despite of these, for
after all they were the best instruments within Hit, reach
Their faults of intellect, taste, manner, speech, their atupidio >

folh, their prejudices and prepossessions, then unbalanced
j.. dg-
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merit and intemperate zeal were all before His eyes , neverthe-
less He summoned them to be His Apostles in the confidence
that He could make them become the very men best fitted to

discharge the duties connected with the establishment of the
Kingdom of God He had no false anticipations as to the kind
of men the Twelve would prove ,

He chose them knowing what
they were and what they would become

The Apostles were twelve in number. The
number was intended to be -i^nifuttm Its im-

port could not have been lost on the Twelve them-
selves when they were first called, or on the multi-
tude who witnessed their election. Our Loid was
evidently thinking of the twelve tribes of Israel

Though ten of the tribes had largely disappeaied,
Israel still consisted ideally of twelve tribes, and
the mission of the Messiah was to be to all the
tribes of the nation. Hence the fitness of the
number chosen by our Loid. There was one
Apostle for each tribe. Nor should it be over-
looked that the -i l-\ i-i- M of this number was a
fresh claim on th- 1

1 , i" 1-1 d'sus to be the Messiah.
His disciples would argue thus : Who but the
Messiah could venture to create a body or group
of twelve disciples only? Nobody had done so

before, no
prophet, not oven the Baptist. Jesus

then must bt> th

It has been suggested that the number twelve was, so to

speak, accidental , that our Lord did not choose a definite num-
1 i ,iM'- ml > 1,111 tl at He allowed all who desired to do so to
re- ,,'i

>
i ii

>- '
I 1 1 1 n >

( The alleged choice of the Twelve is pro-
nounced not historical They chose our Lord, not He them
The Twelve is but a name for His closest and most devoted
adhcient- The only

" "

this view are the
silc'ioi or nit Gospel

"
ie selection of the

Twelve, and the omission of the list of the Twelve from the
Gospel of St. John. But St. Matthew furnishes a list of the

Twelve, and therefore presupposes their selection. He assumes
as self-evident that they had been appointed by our Lord. St.
John not less than St

"
T <"

"

the Twelve
(667 70) as known, anu to His ap-
pointment of them (15

16
). To assert that the Twelve attached

themselves to our T ", "to mis-
read the tenor of

The title 'Apostle* and its equivalents. It is

expressly stated that the Twelve received from
our Lord the tiije ';

j
'!' but it is doubtful

whether the title w.i- :
* uv.m when they were

chosen, and its exact sense has always been a
subject of debate. It will be expedient at this

point to examine the designations borne by the

.Apostles, because they aie not called uniformly
"by one name.
The most common of all the nppolla lions be-

stowed on them in the Gospels is thai oi disciples.
This usage is as characteristic of the Fourth
Gospel as of the Synoptics. And it is noteworthy
that in none of the Gospels are the twelve disciples

sharply discriminated from the oilu'i di-ciple^ of

our Lord. They are called
e the <h-c i[>Lo- of J< -n-,'

*
his disciples,'

* the disciples,' but the context
alone reveals whether the writer is speaking of

a limited group or of the disciples of our Lord in

general.
A peculiar usage appears in the Gospel of St John There

fche title is applied to those who fust ai bached themselves to our
Lord * The disciples

' form a bodj- or class by themselves long
before the Apostles are chosen From the narrative it looks as
it no person belonged to this group who was not at a later stage
included among the Apostles, but the point is not by any means
certain.

The adoption of the term *

disciples
'

to denote
the followeis of our Lord lequires no explanation
The primary sense of the word indicates the rela-

tion of a pupil to his teacher, and the designation
was therefore the most natural and appiopriate
which could be emploj ed
The Twelve. This" phrase explains itself. As

soon as our Lord had selected, a specific number of

persons for a definite end, it was to be expected
that they should be called by the number which

they formed. They were twelve, and were accord-

ingly known as ' the Twelve '

It is doubtful
whether it is proper to supply such a substantive

as '

disciples
'

or *

apostles.' There is authority in
the NT for the use of both of these phrases, but it

does not follow that the name first given to> this
inmost circle of our Lord's adherents was e the
twelve disciples' or e the twelve apostles' rather
than 'the Twelve.' A time came when all three

designations were current St Matthew mentions
Uhe Twelve' four times (10

5 26J4 20- 47
), St. Mark

nine times (4
l 67 9* 1032 II 11 1410

w-ao.-^ gt Luke
six times (8

1 9 1 ia 1831
22<*- 47

), and St John four
times (6

67 - 70- 71 2024
}. St. Matthew speaks four

times (10
1 II 1 2017 2620

) of 'the twelve disciples/
but he stands alone in his use of this description.
It is worth while to observe that after the death
of Judas the phrase

* the Eleven ' was employed
precisely as ' the Twelve ' had been. It is found

absolutely in Lk 249 ; it is found with the substan-
tive *

disciples
'

in Mt 2816
,
and with the substan-

tive *

apostles
'

in Ac I26.

The word airbtrToXos occurs ten times in the

Gospels. In the Gospel of St. John it is used only
in its etymological sense of a person sent forth
(13

16
); in the other three Gospels it refers to the

twelve disciples of our Loid. But there is some
doubt as to the meaning it bears in each of

these Gospels. St. Matthew employs it once only
in the passage already quoted :

* The names of

the twelve apostles are these '

(10
3
). This language

is used to introduce the list of the -Yjio-lles, 1o-

gether with the charge addressed to them The
term may be understood here in either of two
senses: it may designate the Twelve as sent out
on one special mission of ( \a:r_:' li/ii'.ion. or it may
bear the meaning which it has in Christendom

to-day. A decision between these senses is haidly
possible in the case of St. Matthew's Gospel. It is

otherwise A\ ith the Gospel of St Mark. Here the
term is employed twice (3

14 630 ), and '|'|-j i- 'iil\ ii;

both instances only with regard to ti [; \\.\t\\

missionary tour or journey on which they were
about to enter. The use of the term in St. Luke
is noteworthy. It occurs six times. Once (II

49
)

it is possibly used in its etymological meaning of

../.. in two othci plaot
- i(i

ji{ 9ia
) it may be

used to designate the ^pe< i,xl jm^-iou on which the
Twelve were first sent ; but in the \ "i "i

(17
5 2214 2410

) it is employed o,I .-:, I '\

in their capacity as the n
,

- MI -u - of Jesus,
the sense which it common it I- - i'i i

!
i' Vets.

It is unnecessary for our present purpose to
enter on the history of the word *

apostle
' in

Greek. That the word was in use in NT times in

its etymological sense of messenger is generally
allowed. This fact is confirmed by the NT itself.

Our Lord, in speaking to His disciples on the

night of the betrayal, declared that the person
sent (apostle) is not greater than he that sent him
(Jn 13lS

). Again when our Lord is cU^ijmatcd in

He 31 as 'the apostle and high mie^t of our

confession/ the reference ib probably to His own
description of Himself as 'the sent of God' (Jn
L7

lf> There is then clear evidence that the word
was current in our Lord's time in its sense of

messenger, delegate, envoy. Was it also in use in

a technical sense to designate those who were

despatched from the mother city by the rulers of

the race 011 any foreign mission, especially such as
were charged with collecting the tribute paid to

the temple service? (Liji
1

1f"0i C/7 03). And was
it this usage which -iiggo-io<l i<> or.i Lord His own
employment of the term ? There is no evidence to

show that the term was current in this technical

sense before the Gospels were written. Besides,
even though it had been in existence, it is doubtful
whether our Lord would have employed a term
which had already in the minds of His hearers

distinct associations of its own. The absence of

such associations would recommend a terni to Him.
,
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It was the very simplicity and directness of the

expression
e

apostle' which""won for it the favour of

our kord. The Twelve were simply to be His

messengers 01 envoys The analogy between His
own case and that of the men He had selected was

always present to His mind. ,
He had been sent by

the Father . they were to be sent by Himself. A
technical term could only have served to bewilder

the Twelve and lead them to misconceive the object
of their mission. What was necessary for our

Lord's purpose was a word which set foith simply
and aptly the relations of the Twelve to Himself,
and for this there was no more suitable term than

'messenger,'
*

envoy.' The term 'apostle' then
was not suggested to our Lord by its currency as

a technical expression. He chose a common word
and adapted it to His own purpose. He wished to

give the most expressive title to the men whom
He had chosen, and none seemed to Him so suit-

able as the word 'sent.' It reminded them per-

petually that they were men with a mission.

It is generally held that the name *

apostles
' was given to

the Twelve on the occasion of their call. The language of St.

Luke (6*3) does not compel us to adopt this conclusion, nor
is that 'of St. Mark (3

1-4
) decisive on the point

* The state-

ments m both Gospels are consistent alike with the view
that the Apostles were so named when they were first called,

and with the view that this title was bestowed on them at a
later date The other considerations to which appeal may be
made tell m opposite directions. It may be urged that the im-

pression left on the mind of an ordinary reader is that the

Apostles received their name at the time of their call, but it

does not follow that this impression is correct For it is saidm the
same context that our Lord gave to Simon the name Peter, and
we know that this name xvas given to him long before he became
an Apostle. This proves that the statements madem connexion
with the appointment of the Twelve must not be pressed as if

they referred to that event exclusively. Again, it may be con-
tended with much propriety that there was a special fitness in
our Lord assigning a new name to the men whom He had set

apart for a new task. The new relation might well be desig-
nated by a new name. But it may be pointed out in reply that
an interval elapsed between the choice of the Twelve and their

being sent forth Is it not probable that the i; -i <li -i_* u c-i

was given only when the new vocation was i "
. i

' K r ,'

Would the new title be understood apart from cne experience
by which it \vas illuminated' This argument is strengthened
by the circumstance thatSt Maikappe.u- 10 employ the term
*

apostle' only in connexion \uib ilo iniviioiiiiry journey of the
Twelve With h m it 1=5 not so much a title belonging to them,
as a term -le-"r IMI\O of the functions '':.' 1 * ~M r ,

special opra*ion
*

lo dec 'lo between th - _

is not easy, but on the whole tho siijrer'sti<n Hut the diM'iples
were not called 'apostles* till tho\ wVio lirat bent, oui appeals
the more probable
The Sermon on M* AF \ MI - n - "li'l ! many as an address

delivered by our I M I \MI- II '! -
i Twelve. The note of

time m the Gospc ' f M I i .1 'i- rr> -
! to thit otva-ion awl

there is no reason to reject this testimony. lif-iid
-,, ir ha- rho

greatest internal probability in its favou- T i

the Apostles forme *" i < the -
i I ,

what more natural - i I ! that He should avail Hun-
self of the occasion to explain and enforce His convictions as to
the true life of man? The time .1 i- P M <*>}> >r 'nv i--i such a
deliverance. The hearts of the ls- 1 1

- vi r< -li< j>
\ moved;

their whole natures were quickened and alert , why not sow
seed which might afterwards bear abundant fruit' The char-
acter of the ^irrii-v i -J i- : '"._ ' n 1

.
r

conclusion. Ii ii <liJ'i
> n> :i , M >r * li \' !

truth rather i 'in ]>r li'l.i'i' 1 1 i'i
"

< i->i I

'

s
< -

nothing in th ,*<'( IP< n .1 i > \\ 'onili 'is w ih t -iii or mop It may
then be agsu'ih"! -i r -in- (VnMdi ii>'< ''u tiii

1 "n MMON on the
Mount u.i ipokcn in connexion with the call of the Twelve
Muni \\nLoii go fairhor and contend that it was spoken to them
pnncipulh 01 exolusiveh I3ui this opinion i* a* variMU r v In
the itaiemcniq ot tuo Gospels of St. Matthew ami M I un.<

, -n<l
is not required by the contents of the Sermon The truths it

announces were not intended for the Tvreh e alone , why then
should they not hare been heard by all the disciples

9 This
result is in no way inconsistent with the opinion that the
Sermon on the Mount formed, as it were, a special charge to
the Twelve m \iew of the new position which they were hence-
forward to occupy It is not necessary for our purpose to dis-
cus thi limits of the Sermon or do more than furnish a brief
acco'in* of its teaching Our Lord wished His followers to
understand the meaning of righteousness , to know what the
will of God really was ; the true nature of the demands He
made on them , how to frame their conduct if they were to
obtain His approval The subject of the address then is the
true life of man. The characteristic features ot that life are set
forth in a series of blessings pronounced on those who possess

* It should be noted that the words ws **/ &*o<rroK0ut
do not occur in IE. See, however, RVm

the qualities spoken of
,
the mission of Christians as the light

of the world and the salt of the earth is touched on
;
and thon

our Lord proceeds to contrast the peitect requirements ot the

Law of God as understood by Himself with the i equipments of

that Law as contained in the OT or an sanctioned by tradition ,

after which He illustrates the true

and prayer, and of devotion to the ^

THE MOUNT below, and in Hastings' DB, Ext. Vol 1 ir.

It would have been most mstiuctive had an) iccord of the

effect produced on the Apostles by this Sermon been piescrvctl.

Their surprise must have equalled their admnation The severe

requirements, the strictures on the Law, the novelty of the

interpretations, the apparent ". >u P - have astonished

and perplexed them. It is doing wiem no injustice to way that

much it contain i
i t . i 1 , i >

i
r< \- They may

have seen that , '<. rc| s i- i i embodied m
our Lord's own ,'

,
,- 1 ,i i- i i r r i M. I atifcucles was

exactly His temper They may have telt that -
< < : i

inner life was not less properly th .
- <

"

*
'

' '

speech and conduct They may i ! i i
'

greatness of ma *
'

'

Himself lives 5 . 1 1

by the fulfilme

i

'
I i i

'd they
u to the

>fduty
is, too,
usands
literal-

uiowledge that a
.I- given was im-

prmcn ' a

being < . v-
'

.

' '
i

'

would - ' / /
' . i

'

since I
'

i i <: - - 'i '-

ism, but these would soon be

perfectly literal obedience to i

practicable.

3. Training of the Apo$tZes.~-J?Tom the call of

the Apostles the mission of our Lord was more a
mission to them than to His fellow-countrymen at

large He had waited until the time that a proper
selection from His i"

1

'

,j" c-aid be made: now
that the choice had i, .- .

|
': He devoted Him-

self to their instruction and training. T" \ i *i

were to accompany Jesus from place t" i

'
'

',,!.

were to be with Him (oiUinunllv. I .n
[

li- i

the relinquishment of then mc.ri*. OA living, lu

was not possible for them to continue at their

occupations and be Apostles of Jesus. The sacrifice

made by each Apostle in obeying the summons to

apostleship has seldom been adequately appreci-
ated. In some instances the property left or

sold, the income abandoned, migjht not be great
intrinsically, but a man's all is great to him,
hence the moral courage needed of every Apostle
was not slight. How then were their wants sup-
plied? Whence did they obtain money to meet
their daily expenses? The jiiMii^e'nnii followed
was probably devised b> oiu Loul, anu lormed one
of the earliest lessons Bte intended them to master.
In a sense this first lesson is the supreme and even
the sole lesson which He sought to teach, that of
absolute reliance on Himself for everything. Trust
in the Father, trust in Himself, was the lesson
which Jesus sought to inculcate at all times. The
Twelve and our Lord formed, as it were, a single
household, of which He was the head. He presided
at the common meals, He gave directions as to
their movements. The cost of their maintenance
was borne by a common purse. One of the Twelve
was the treasurer of the com pan \ (Jn 13 2fl

). The

I

food needed was
^either

earned uuli them, or pur-
by the hospitality which is so
East. The company could not

*-. i ~.

:
< i to

1329
). I i. .- '."IM iich

their supplies were drawn were doubtless various.
Some among them had had or still had

property,
and the proceeds, contributed to the common stock,
helped to defray the charges of each day. It is

almost certain that presents were made to our
Lord and the company from time to time by grate-
ful friends and neighbours. But the principal
source seems to have been the generosity of several
women who accompanied them on some of their

joumoys, and placed their means and services at
ihck command of our Lord. The names of some of
these women have been preserved in a most in-

structi\e pn^-ajre in SI. Luke's Gospel (8
2- 8

), which
is the duel an i hoi LI \ on the subject under con-

only supply their own want i .

those of the poor (Jn 1329
). I
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sideration. Among these are mentioned Mary of

Map
1 ~ 1 ~ T ' \ a widow whose husband

had :. i I! -dAntrpas), and Susanna.
It is evident from St. Luke's statement that the
number of such women was large, and it was prob-
ably owing to their generosity that our Lord and the
Twelve were able to devote themselves untroubled
and untrammelled to their task. It should be noticed
that the kind of life lived by the Twelve was itself a
piactical illustiationof some of the cardinal lessons
which Jesus desired to teach. The subordinate
value of earthly possessions could not have been
more effectively taught than by the life of depend-
ence on the liberality of otheis. Their journeys,
too, from place to place had also their value. They
were stimulated by new scenes and new persons ;

new conditions had to be faced, new duties per-
formed. They had leisure to ponder on what was
said to them ; they were not distracted from the
great work of their life, the L-i . '! --f their
Master. This was their duty, i,v n IH- .r 1 their

glory For m undoisanding Him they came to
resemble Him. The education of the Twelve, the
transformation of them from the men they were
into the men they became, is one of the greatest
of our Lord's achievements. The Apostles were to
be our Lord's witnesses, but the witnessing of
which He thought demanded insight, sympathy,
courage, self-command, tolerance, patience, charity,
It was inseparable fiu- 1 I

1
,-' 1 \ Y M-M! 1 i/'i-v-

ments. It involve,, , i i< <
;

, r. j \ , i !, ive

power, issuing in vigorous and unceasing obedience
and service.

In order that the Apostles might become His
witnesses, our Lord made use of three principal
agencies . (a] His personality, (6) His miracles, and
(c) His teaching.

(a) To be wim Jems was in itself the best of all

education and training. It was on this account
thai} the Apostles were chosen to be with Him
habitually. \ <-

|
-Mi knowledge of Him could

be attained o l\ MI <MI way. Tni kno^lo<luo is

acquired insensibly not less tnan -en- 1
. Mi . find the

\l ,1
' 1e<:ii!i i>n : i| ii ,",Vn T, ,.. v. *".- ii \rer

* MH v i

1

* MI i 'i, "

I'HJ v.iu > 's^ >. li'n .H.iUy
His influence told on them. His ideals, motives,
ends became clear to them. His manners, looks,
tones, words, ways became their inspiration and
guide. They felt

* '' '

ith, duty were.
Above all, they c. : ,

. i . . as the Father.
It would, however, be a serious error to hold that
the Twelve from the first moment of their selection
; "MI C, the true grandeur of the life of Jesus.
11

1 to'itrary, that life must often have pre-
sented to them a problem of no little difficulty.
It was not the type of life which they had been
accustomed to regaru ,! -j-erifinVx religious, still

less as embodying i-h/i^'i MI u perfection and

integrity. It is pi obable that those of the Apostles
who had been disciple** of the Baptist were at first

moie impir--< ii bv hi- austere and solitary life

i!i,i:i i.\ .!u I He of Jesus, which was substantially
linn 01' o'll.iini \ men. He ate and drank as they
<i -I lie iie- 'eil like them. He moved freely

among them. He never sought to protect Himself
from the approach of men, but on the contrary in-

vited them to draw near. Nothing in His Lcniing
or speech betrayed that He regarded llim-elf &^

standing on a difleiont plane from other men, or

that He expected thorn, to neat Him as belonging
to a different oidoi of exi-ience He was simple,

genial, affable, ju'eo-^ibJo. Hi^ mode of life, too,
viewed as religious, must have tilled them with

surprise. He had no fixed hours or forms of

prayer. His approach to the Father was the ex-

pression of His habitual reverence, adoration, and
trust, but it was not determined, much less fettered,

by rule. He prayed as He was moved to pray.

Again, He departed from a usage which was one
of the chief "features of the piety of the time.
He declined to fast. Not only had He no regular
fast days, He neither fasted "Himself nor did He
inculcate the observance on them Xi-l

1

:
- '

in which He deviated widely fro s- .
,

,

practices of His time was His diMo^.nd of cere-

monial ablutions. He paid no diumiou to the
rules affecting ritual purity. Theie is no evidence
that He violated the usages of His nation as to

foods, but His attitude towards the^e showed
that He attached no value to them Even that
rite which was fundamental and distinctive, the

pledge of salvation because the assurance of being
a member of the covenant, the rite of circumcision,
was unnoticed in His teaching. In yet another
and hardly less important respect our Loid's life

was largely different from the accepted type of

sanctity. The Sabbath, like circumcision, was
one of the peculiar glories of Judaism, and the
teachers of our Lord's age and of pieceding

generations had framed a code of rules to protect
it from desecration. These He trampled under
foot. The endless regulations intended to stop
the performance of any work whatever on that

day He brushed aside as at variance with the true

end of the Sabbath institution. He rejoiced in

the Sabbath, esteeming it to be one of God's best

gifts to man, but He was eveiywhere denounced
as a Sabbath-breaker by those who regarded
them&elves as the interpreters of the law (Jn 518).
Even in the matter of almsgiving He was not as
the men who professed to be specially religious.
He was beneficent in the highest degree, but He
followed no systematic rules.

Hence it is plain that the tenor of our Lord's

life must have formed a problem of no little com-

plexity to the Twelve during the first stages of

their apprenticeship.
Was this life so simple, so

;

' *

r religious life * Was the religious
.

. M : -iy, cheerful, full of hope and joy?
V ,, -: simple trust in the Father and of

obedience to His will in the fulfilment of the
common duties of lifewas this religion? Nor
was the perplexity of the Apostles lessened by
the classes with which our Lord preferred to

associate. He addressed Himself to the sick, the

poor, and the outcast. The solicitude of Jesus for

the least necessitous of these classes was a difficulty
to some of them, but their surprise rose to the

height when they saw Him mix freely with those

under a social ban.
Doubtless the eyes of the Apostles were opened

gradually. They came to perceive, as we do
MM',,iv i'iafc the life spent by their Master was
i

! ie upujil life of man. Its likeness to the

common life of men is its glory. For by it the

common life which all must live is transfiguied
and made the ideal life of men. Its freedom from
rule is discerned to be the reason why it is capable
of becoming the model of all lives without excep-
tion. For that freedom teaches men that true

religion creates its own forms, while its essence

of trust in God and devotion to His will remains
unalterable. The sympathy which He exhibited

for all classes was a" revelation of the truth that

He was the Saviour of the world.

(b) Perhaps nothing impressed our Lord's dis-

ciples more when they first became acquainted
with Him than His miracles. The expectation
that the Messiah would work miracles seems to

have been general. The Gospels leave the im^

pression that the common people anticipated that

works of a most marvellous description would be

performed by the Messiah. The nature of these

works was undefined, but they transcended tjbe

ordinary endowments of man. The Twelve then

may have felt little surprise when they saw their
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Loid perform miracles, hut every new miracle
would serve to

"

their conviction of His
title to be the ^'

. I is not likely, however,
bhat they

" "*

for the kind of miracles
which He ^ . \ of them could have fore-

bold that the Messiah would confine Himself in

. to the accomplishment of miraculous
and mind; that He would spend

many hours on many days in healing sickness and
in expelling demons. The miracles of Jesus were
as unexpected as His mode of life. The Apostles
Xvere dreaming of miracles of judgment at the very
hour when He was performing miracles of mercy.
Even the miracles over nature were not those of

wls.i
1

' I* \ ,
'

, "\ thought.
'I I-

1 \
A

*
, ,!, not fail to perceive the range

of the power wielded by their Master and be filled

with amazement. No disease could withstand His
word or touch. The very demons yielded to His

sway. Death itself was powerless before Him. It

is important to notice that some of the miracles
were performed before the Apostles only. The
miracles in which the Apostles as a whole or some
of them were specially concerned are these : the
Miraculous* "P 1

,' i 1 1 !

r Fishes recorded by St. Luke
(5

1'7
), the Sti I ! i i i

'

. Storm (Mk 439
), the Walk-

ing on the Sea (6
48

, Jn 636), the Stater in the
Fish's Mouth (Mt 1727

), the Cursing of the Fig-treo
(Mk II 20

), and the Second Miraculou- T)iauht of
Fishes (Jn 21 11

). These signs had a pe< nhai Virtue
for the Twelve. They were proofs of knowledge
and of power fitted to promote faith and to
enforce truth. There is a fitness in the circum-
stance that most of the miracles on nature were
wrought before or on behalf of the Apostles.
For they more than others were prepared to
embrace the truth that Jesus was the Lord of
nature. It was indispensable that they should
be taught this fact, and how could it have
been better illustrated than by the miracles

\yrought on the Sea of Galilee? What a revela-
tion of the knowledge or power of Jesus ; what a

prophecy of the success of the new vocation to
which they were summoned, was the PMM tlinu^hi
of fishes! What a lesson concerning ilio in i_rlii oj

Jesus was contained in the instant obcm-ino 01

the raging waves and winds to His command !

What a fresh disclosure of His power was His
walking towards them on the sea as they toiled to
make the western shore of the lake! What in-

struction to Peter and to the rest when Peter first

succeeded in imitating his Master's walking on tlio

water and then began to sink ' How naught wii h

suggestions to Peter the coin found in tluMmmih
of the first fish which came to his hook as he
lowered it into the lake ! What confirmation of
all that they had learned was found in the second
draught of fishes, that after the Kesurrection !

The cursing of the fig-tree occupies a place by
itself among our Lord's miracles, but the lesson it

teaches i>> mo-st v ei*h i \ . A miracle of judgment is

as suitable s\~, Ji pa i a bio of judgment. The lesson
of the need of con esporidence between profession
and practice could not have been more impressively
taught than by the fate of the fig-tree
No one can doubt that the number and variety

of the miracles witnessed 1 >\ II io \
j

< >- ti <
'- < n 1 1 in < 1

thru conception of our Loid s person and powers.
IVihap-*, too, i hoy discerned, even if imperfectly,
what i=> -,o (,loar to us to-day, that the miracles
were indeed what He called them, signs : manifes-
tations of the character and qualities of the king-
dom which He had come to set up. The boundless

sympathy and compassion of their Master must
have struck them ; His life not less than His teach-

ing was meicy and service. His works of mercy
were the living embodiment of the principles of

mercy He inculcated He healed all who sought

His aid, making no inquiry into their past, their

station, their
gifts,

but caiing only for their needs.

It was impossible for the Apostles not to discover

that the miracles they beheld with such frequency
were signs of the grace and love of the Father

speaking to men thiough Jesus.

As the Apostles saw the miracles and heard
what Jesus said respecting them, did they form a

just conception of their nature and function?
Were they able to compare them with the por-
tents for which they had at one time longed ? Did
they perceive the relation of the signs to the

person of Jesus ? Did they discern that the signs
could be fully understood only UIK;U_M TTi^ char-
acter ? Did they recognize that 1 1 1o < 1 1 , \ r :n i c i and
words of Jesus were greater than His signs, but
that these were nevertheless such as to convince

every impart"
* " "

that His mission was of

God? They
'

Jesus never regarded His
miracles as the chief evidence for the validity x>f

His clainr- : iV .^ere neither His sole nor His

principal , ,'' ; they were rather a part and
element of His message and His work. Did they
see clearly that the evidential value of the miracles
did not consist in their departure from the estab-
lished order of nature, in their capacity as mar-

vels, but in their congruity with the character and
aims of Jesus, and as illustrations of Hi* ^piiil
and ways? We would gladly learn \\heilioi tlie

Apostles ever reflected on the use made by pur
Lord of His miraculous endowments. Believing
in Him as the Lord of nature and of life, aware
that He had unnumbered forces at His command,
were they surprised that He never employed Hist

powers to promote His advantage or to defend His

disciples or Himself from injustice and violence?
Whence this self-iepie^ion ? Why was the sphere
of the miraculous so strictly limited ? Why were
none of the miracles of a character to dazzle,

compel, overwhelm? Why did Jesus refuse so
often the request for a sign, and especially for a
sign from heaven? Why was the thaumaturgie
element wholly absent from His works ? The fact

that our Lord observed a peculiar lempeiniice in
IV "

;

T
i-\ n .' <-f His miraculous gitts must have

I
M

I;
! 1 1"

1

. -! n , !! the minds of the Apostles, and
it is probable that the significance of the fact
became more and more obvious as their experience
widened. Even before the Crucifixion they may
have discerned that this self-restraint was in full

harmony with His attitude towards the world, and
only the corollary of His conception of the King-
dom. See, further, art. MIEACLES.

(c) From the first, the disciples had regarded
Jesus as a teacher, and whatever more He became
to them as their intercourse with Him deepened, a
teacher He remained to the end. Or, to speak
more correctly, from being a teacher He became
the Teacher ; and the ireai e-t of t eat hoi -, measured

by any proper standard, He certainly was and
abides. The substance of His teaching is the
truest, wisest, and best on the loftiest and
weightiest of all topics topics as to which all

teachers before Him were as men groping in the
dark. He and He alone speaks with the confidence
of personal knowledge regaiding the nature of God
and His relations to man It is sufficient for our

present purpose to refer to the naturalness, the
ease, the familianty with which Jesus spoke con-

cerning the Kingdom of God; the character and
intentions of the Father; tlie nghteousne&s He
requires ; the conditions on A\ hich eritiance into the
Kingdom depends ; its history and its final issues ;

the testimony borne by Jesus to Himself ; the place
He assigns to His person and work. Never man so

spake (Jn 746) Yet He speaks what He knows,
and testifies of what He has seen (Jn 3") Here, if

anywhere, the entire religious experience of man-
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kind afthum the tiuth of the witness He bore
His message authenticates itself ; it bears the seal

of its Divine origin upon it. Such views never

sprang up within the mind of man ; they descended
out of heaven horn God.
And this teaching was conveyed to the disciples

and to the people according to definite methods
and in language which forms an epoch in human
speech Tt is unlikely that our Loid ever reflected

on the pioblems which form the science and art of

teaching, or that He ever laid down rules for His
own guidance ; but the essence of all that is best

m the writings of the great educators is embodied
in His practice Let a reader come to the Gospels
full of what he has learned regarding education
from Plato and Aristotle and their successors, and
he can perceive without difficulty, in the relations

between our Lord and the \ !"-(-: in TTi- . Hltude
towards them; in His mm i- 01 -MiuiiKiiuv, en-

larging, and enriching their minds ; in His tact,

patience, and wisdom, the signs of skill which is

M-Miiiii, ''iMi' because so -poMi.'m'mi-, so flexible,
ji.il - tui i'

1 of resource. V-MM iui a moment did
He lose sight of His objoci. !>

]
i,uif\ (lie Apo-tlo>

to be His witnesses and H ]"r-uii,u:M ; but JIc

did not dwell on Ouii puipo^e He was aware
that the power of poi^onjliiy i-> the strongest and
most .

"

1 forces, and accordingly He
separ \

fc
more and more, as the days

went by, from their familiar scenes and labours, in

order that they might, because of their complete
intimacy with Him, bieathe His spirit and snare
iu His 'aims. They were ennobled, as it were,

despite themselves.
"

New ideals and motives took

possession of them. He was HO constantly before
their eyes, so ci'iimn. 11 v the subject of their

speech, so much iii
k

i; 10 of their interests and
the goal of their hopes, that they grew into His

image. Not less evident was His desire that the

Apostles should not be mere echoes of Himself, but
men of

"

i
1

. Y\ { \ com age, and resource. It was
on this ,<>.! iliat He delivered no systematic
instruction ;

that He caused nothing to be com-
mitted to memory ; that He did not store the
minds of the Apostles with rules, lists of duties,
tables of the forbidden and the permissible. Hence
He gave no dogmas in fixed shape even on the

i- .! i nf all M- : ects. Hence, too, He furnished
iiu'hiHioix !>! 1 1 1-

1 duties of the day, and made no

attempt to prescribe the hours to be employed in

devotion or the words to be used, or to determine
the provision to be made.for the sick and the poor.

Again, He taught only as His di-ciple* \\oie able
to receive, Not that He never went beyond their

capacity. This He frequently did, and ot set pur-
pose. But He observed an order in what He said.

The most obvious illustration of this fact is His

teaching io<iaidiii<< His person. He did not begin
to tell at OIK ^ ho He was, nor did He open Sis

lips as to His death until He had evoked from
Peter's lips as the spokesman of the Twelve the
confession that He was the Messiah (Mk S29

,

Mt 1618, Lk 920). It is expressly stated that He
kept back much from HI& disciples, leaving them
to the enlightenment of the Spirit, because they
A\OIO unprepared to leceive what He had to com-
runnii'ttte (-m 1612 . If He spoke of what they did
nol comprehend at once, it was either that "their

intellects might be quickened or that they might
treasure in their memories the tiuth mentioned, in

view of their future experience His references

to His death had as their chief aim to render the

Apostles certain of the fact and, above all, that it

was foreknown by Him. Nor was He impatient
for results. He never forced growth. He knew
that to build durably is to build slowly; and so

He bore with ignorance, with misapprehension,
with imperfect views, with partial and hasty

inferences, knowing that these would be coirected

by the discipline of experience He sought
especially to pieserve the individuality of His
disciples, and to unfold the characteristic endow-
ments of each. None of them was to be other
than himself. No one was to be a model for the
rest. He knew each so well that He could play on
him as on an instrument, but this \:' -\ \

""

TT \

used
"

the welfare o i ,
;

.

The . , personal character, the per-
sonal discernment of truth, the exhibition of

j>ui-onal ^yni]'snli> appreciation, reverence, devo-
tion, lu\c,'filk(l ll'un with delight.
T\ k G" j"

1

show on every page that our Lord
'"si. -M i disciples to ask Him questions.
Whatever difficulties presented themselves to then-
minds they were free to place before Him. This

they did s'o constantly that the habit must have
been created by our Lord. How large a portion
of the Gospels is occupied with the questions and
remarks of the Apostles ! It is to these questions
that we are indelbted for the explanation of the

parable of the Sower (Mk 410
). The same is true

of His teaching regarding defilement (Mt 1515
).

How much we owe to Peter's
<|

, !*: 'How
often shall my brother sm against s >i I lorgive
him ?

'

(Mt 18J1
) ;

* What shall we have therefore ?'

(Mt 1927). But perhaps the finest illustration of
the relations of our Lord and the Apostles in this

connexion is the intercourse on the night of the

betrayal. No passage in the Gospels is so in-

structive as to the leadmess of the disciples to
break in by questions on what our Lord was say-

ing, and the skill with which He availed Himself
of these questions to open to them His deepest
tho , I , M i

1

1 i" - Ml IT"*
'I i !

: "..
i

.:<" 1

\t '
1 1 -jr/e been strained

to i i
k

si: . i-> i -in < >ii O i.'- ) and jxnver of
the language of Jesus, and yet the result is felt to
be inadequate. Did the Apo^tlc^ nu,oni7e the

originality, the strength, Iho llexibilm , the charm,
th , |'i'i TM- *iii:i!icity, the dqah'of ihe words
of ' , U- <!'iiiu' tellj it may have been that
their apprehension of the beauty and majesty of
His laii^.iii-jo was much less than ours, but even

they iiiu-i. luip felt a strange thi '1 .1- r \ *i- < :*

the most sublime of all truths < i-n in -

which they were in the habit of using every day
of their lives. It was a new experience to have

religion speak the tongue of the Tiome, the work-

shop, and the street. Then, too, the illustrations

which He used ! The whole life of the ordinary
man was laid under tribute to illustrate the King-
dom of God. The furniture of ln& home, his food,
his clothing, his work, his intercourse with his

fellows were made the symbol and the vesture of

heavenly truths. Earth shone in the light of

heaven One form of speech is specially identified

with the teaching of Jesus the parable. The
parable may be regarded as the creation

^of
Jesus.

The parables of the OT, and those found in Jewish

writings, hardly deserve mention in this respect
Nor did Jesus teach in parables because the lan-

guage of parable is the language of the East. He
devised the parable to meet the requirements of

His hearers. The parable is His own workman-

ship, the product of His mind and heart. The
parables of Jesus are unique alike in literature

and religion, and are as distinctive of Him as the

miracles.

An ordinary reader of the Go&pels is apt to suppose that the

ministry of Jesus, from its beginning to its close, was distin-

guished by the use of parables. But this opinion is erroneous.

No parables marked the opening of the ministry The first use
ol the parable is noticed at length. To the question why Jesus

finally adopted the parable most men would i eply to attract, to

interest, to stimulate, to find the readiest and most direct access
to the mind for truth and duty But when the Gospels are con-

sulted they give an answer altogether different They tell that
our Lord, when questioned, on the subject} affirmed that Ho
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taught in parables, not to reveal but to conceal the truth ,

not to instruct but to condemn men (Mk 4-12) These words
have always been a stumbling-block to interpreters Perhaps
their true significance may never be ascertained , but the view
which rejects them as the correct description of the parables as

a whole is justified, because they are at variance \\ uh the. Gospels
themselves The most cursory examination of the parables
shows that many of them are messages of grace. Who can fail

to discern that the heart of God - i -< r L <1 v th- p.irable of
' F l M

<-
5 -

.
-

"

tof . L.'. >< i I- I i
1 - I'll 'i meant

i < i i , 1 : M an examination reveals that many
<

|
- \- i - i k to the disciples themselves Was

i, -
< i i blindness and hardness of heart?

Accordingly, the common view of the parable is the true view,
and ox

T
i

-
> parables to render his teaching as simple,

vivid,- . , -,,iv effective as possible. See PARABLES, and
ILLUSTRATIONS.

The extent to which the parables were addressed
to the Twelve has scarcely received adequate recog-
nition Indeed the parables are seldom spoken of

in connexion with the education of the Twelve.
Yet one-third of them were, to all appearance,
directed to the Apostles exclusively. These cover
the period from the time when our Lord first began
to speak in parables til] His death. The ten

parables i.-
1
-'

"

,

A
>

J

:,*s class, following the
order first ,

** '1 and then of St. Luke,
are the Hidden Treasure, the Pearl, the Drag-net,
the Unmerciful Servant, the Labourers in the Vine-

yard, the Ten Virgins, the Talents, the Friend at

Midnight, the Unprofitable Servant, the Unjust
Judge. A slight acquaintance with these parables
shows that the lessons they teach weie those our
Lord was most anxious that His disciples should
leain. The measureless value of the kingdom of

God, the certainty of a final severance between the
evil and the good, the necessity of a forgiving dis-

position, the nature and conditions of the future

recompense, the obligation of watchfulness, the
reward of perseverance in prayer, the truth that
no men have claims of merit on God, are the sub-

jects with wh di HI- M
I'oiji

1
-!* " deal, and these

subjects were "- ,"h!\ in ,!.< heart and on the

lips of our Lord. A lio'oa 01 light was thrown on
all these topics by the parables. The truth was
BOW clearer, more comprehensible, more affecting,
more subduing.

Is it possible to discover the sentiments with
which the Twelve listened to the parables ? Per-

haps they were too plain men to perceive their

exquisite naturalness and beauty. In all their
discussions concerning them not a word may have
been spoken in praise of that perfect felicity which
secures for them an unequalled place in the litera-

ture of the world. But they would at least per-
ceive their appropriateness. How they must have
lived in, their memories and illuminated truth and
duty ! Did the Twelve find any difficulty

in under-

standing the import of the parables ? Presumably
their condition was just that of the diligent and
devout reader of to-day. Some parables bear their

meanings, as it were, on their forehead. Nobody
doubts Avhat is the meaning of the parable of the
Good Samaritan or of the Ten Virgins. It is true
that there are question *. connected with their inter-

pretation which are still under discussion, but the
lessons which they inculcate are obvious. But
what of the parables which perplex expositors

to-day ? What of the Unjust Steward ? What of
the Labourers in the Vineyard? The same diffi-

culties which occur to us must have occurred to
tno (H-< ipK -. But they had this immense advan-

tage o\ ( i u- i hat they could ask their Master ques-
tions as to His meaning, and we know that these

questions were freely put. The interpretations of
the parables of the Sower and of the Tares are
said to have been replies made to the request of
the disciples for an explanation. What strikes

one in thse answers is the point, depth, freshness
of the meaning. These explanations have some-
times been assigned to the Apostles themselves,

but the Hippo-ilion is without piobabilily. Were
it sound, it would loim the mo&t i s^pi^r jroof of

the effect on them of their mterco.u -i- v uii Jesus,
for it is impossible to suggest juster or more
suitable interpretations of the parables concerned.

One pecuhaily instructive sentence was spoken by
our Lord m this connexion (Mt 1352

). He had been
<

.;
,

' " some of the parables to His disciples,
;-.'.; ,- i He had been understood. When they
replied affirmatively, He remarked that every
teacher of the Lav i:'-'n,i1<'l K-^.r^iiii! the king-
dom of heaven was I. M. !i lio t-'iioMii \ i > produced
from his stores things new and old. The Apostles
were the scribes of Jesus, taught to understand the

nature, characteristics, and history of the King-
dom of God, and hence capable of fiuni-hni^ most

profitable instruction to their hearers. The old

and the new alike were at their command in their

mutual relations and connexions, They did not

despise the one nor vaunt themselves concerning
the other, The Law and the Gospel, prophecy
and its accomplishment, the Law and its fulfil-

ment, furnished them with the subjectb which they
could treat with knowledge and power.
After the Twelve had been some time with

our Lord, they were sent forth on a missionary
journey (mission of the Apostles, Mk 67

, Mt 10%
Lk 91

). The time at which the mission took place,
the town from which they started, the duration
of the mission, are uncertain. Two reasons pro-

bably influenced our Lord in despatching the
Twelve on this enterprise. The first and most

prominent was His profound sympathy for the
condition of the people of Galilee. It was im-

possible for Him to evangelize all Galilee, to say
nothing of the entire land ; others must share His
labours. This was one of the ends for which the
Twelve had been chosen, and accordingly He sent
them to announce everywhere that the Kingdom
of God was nigh. A second reason was that He
might in this way tram them for their future career.

The message which they were to proclaim corre-

sponded with theirown comparative immaturity on
the one hand, and with the ^mutual state of their
audiences on the other. To have declared the

Messiahship of Jesus would have led to misunder-

standing, and have hindered rather than furthered
the expansion of the kingdom; hence they were
confined to the assertion, so full of promise and
hope, that the Kingdom was at hand To assist

them in discharging their mission as the envoys of
Jesus they were endowed-with miraculous powers.
They were enabled to cure disease and to exoel
demons These powers they were to exercise

gratuitously. This liberality was intended by
Jesus to be an evidence of the nature of the king-
dom, of which they announced the near appioiu M

It was to be a kingdom of compassion, -\ miuiih.\ ,

tenderness These endowments, besides serving to
show the nature of the kingdom, were also a
demonstration of the truth of their message, The
Apostles were enjoined to make no special pro-
vision for the mission on which they were about
to enter. They were to start on it just as they
were. They were to take neither money, nor food,
nor clothing for their journey. They were to rely
for their maintenance on the providence of Goo,
and on the hospitality which they were to seek.
Because of the urgency of the case their attention
was to be concentrated on the lost sheep of the
house of Israel. It is, indeed, not probable that
our Lord meant their mission to extend beyond
Galilee, or even to the whole of the province,
the Greek-speaking cities being excluded. The
efforts of the Twelve were probably intended to be
restricted to the homes of the people. No refer-
ence is made in the instructions given them to any
appearance in the synagogue or in the market*
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place. Their inexperience did not permit them to
deliver addresses in public. The Twelve were sent
on their mission by twos ; that is, six different

enterprises were cairied on by them at once. The
wisdom of this arrangement is obvious. It was
desirable that they should overtake as many of
the population as possible, but it was not less

important that they should be encouraged and
st joniil h< u< kd by one another's presence Had each
ot the Twelve entered on the work alone, he would
have felt isolated and <li-< onrnirod and often have
been at a loss how to acv No agreement exists

among scholars as to the length of time occupied
by the mission. Some consider that it lasted only
a single day, others two days, others several weeks,
and oth( r/ V .>\i'ral months. It may be pro-
nounced u i h ( -:i ,-, :< i' that it took up some weeks
at least.

The Twelve strictly followed the commands they
received, passing through the villages, preaching
repentance and the gospel, and casting out demons
aritl honliii;' everywhere. How their message was
i e< 01 \ c(l <loo - not appear. It is simply known that
on their return they told our Lord what they had
done and taught. No reference is made to the

experience they had acquired or to the conclusions

they had been led to form It would have been
most profitable had any information on these

points reached us. Not less advantageous would
it have been for us to know how they felt when
they wrought their first miracles Were they
startled ? Did they exult ' Or were they grateful
and humble? We can but speculate on these

points, but we may feel assured that the Apostles
profited not a little by this their first mission.
Besides those lessons of confidence m the wisdom
and power of their Master which they were always
receiving, they w< M (, T

il how to apply the
truths they had Icn'iii-,, nnd how to use the

powers with which they were clothed. They were
forced to act for themselves, to reflect and decide
in a way which elicited their latent capabilities.
From this point the education and training of

the Apostles may be regarded as merged in the
life of our Lord, and the further treatment of the

subject must be sought under the relevant articles.

The intercourse between our Lord and the Apostles
should be regarded from their side if the work He
!> """. in their case is to be fully nppi Dil-

ated and understood. To study the life imd teach-

ing of Jesus through the eyes and minds of the

Apostles is advantageous in no common degree,
because of the many new questions which are thus
raised, and which cannot be determined without
a clearer and fuller

insight being obtained into
the wisdom of the methods He followed m prepar-
isiH MII-PI In expound His thoughts and to extend
1 1 1- 'HP o'n A list of some of the more important
lfj.

- hi U onsidered may be serviceable. They
are such as these : the question put to the Twelve
at the crisis in Galilee, 'Will je also go away?'
the confession of Peter, and its significance for
the Apostles ; the predictions of the death and
resurrection made, it would appear, to the Apostles
only; the strife for the iir&t places in the King-
dom, and the action taken by our Lord regarding
it ; the,words spoken to the Apostles on the night
of the betrayal, some of which form a parting

charge to thorn ; the appearances to the Eleven ;

the linal commands addiessed to them. Two sub-

jects besides are deserving of particular notice :

the inner circle of the Apostles Peter, James,
and John, the Three within the Twelve ; and the

many questions connected with the name of Judas
Iscariot.

The Christian Church rests on the Apostles, for

the Christian Church is their creation. But they,
in turn, were the creation of Jesus. That He trans-

formed them in so brief a space of time fiom the
men they were when called, as to be able to con-
vince the world that He was the Messiah of Israel,
the Son of God, the Saviour of mankind, is not the
least of His titles to the admiration and the grati-
tude of men ; for His success proves what can be
made of ordinary men when they surrender them-
selves to the guidance of His spirit.
LITERATURE. The chief books to be consulted are the Com-

mentaries on " f ' * *

Lives of Christ, tc^-^-rr^ th
art. 'Apostle < thole Dictionaries m I J /./ v
pcedias, though the best of these are meagre and inadequate

< i . <

"

student of the Gospels. For a general
i . \! works in English should be named

I-
' I" 1 ' ' Twelve and Latham's Pastor Pastorum.

On i olhce of an Apostle see Lightfoot, Gal.s 92-101 ;

Hor ,
( '

Ecclesia, 22-41 ; and on the Apostolic group,
Expositor, i. i. [1875] 29-43, m. ix. [1889] lOOff , 187 ff , 434ff

W. PATRICK.
APPARITION.

In AV this word occurs thrice, in the Apocr. only : Wis 173
(Gr. J'v5*x/*, RV 'spectral form'), 2 Mac 3& (Gr. faf&vu*, EV
'apparition," BVm * manifestation '), and 54 (Gr. lipi/e;<, EV
'vision,' KVm 'manifestation')- In EV it occurs thrice only:
Mt 1426

|| Mk 649 (0<bm r/*, AV 'spirit'), and 2 Mac 334 (as
above).

The Kevisers have used this word in its ordinary
current sense of * an immaterial appearance, as of
a real being, a spectre, phantom, or ghost.

9 There
is always connected with this term the idea of a
startling or unexpected appearance, which seems
also associated with the original 0c*ra<rjua. The
immaterial appearance of a person supposed to be
seen before (double) or soon after death (ghost), is a
wraith ; but these three synonyms are often inter-

changed.
The Jews of Christ's time, like all unscientific

minds (ancient and modern), believed in ghosts
naturally, instinctively, -m< iifuall.x. Dr. Swete
(The Gospel according to .^ f M*n /., llndon, 1898, p.
131) refers to Job 4rcff- 208

, and especially to ms
173 <

4
> and 1714 (W) for earlier evidence of a popular

belief in apparitions among Iho TTchi\\ poo'-lo
The disciples* sudden shriek of i ii i or (".;<. v^/i.- \\ U

649) shows i"s.!i I'IH'.V i

1
:*'!!/ i tho phantom was real;

butifweliv M iijili/c I'l-'i a( 1 n ndc and outlook,
we shall understand the fi'Ili \ of i'lril-uing
to such naive intelligences iV, (, < i >,iri.'n

i

-i
> of

modern psychological research. The suggestions
of excitable imaginations were iiidibtinguii-lialjle
from the actual presentations of objective reality.
The best illustrations of their habits of ihongfit
must be sought in ancient and modern records" of
Oriental beliefs.

A. Erman (Life in Ancient Egypt, London, 1894, pp. 307, 308)
says that 'the Egyptians did not consider man as a simple
individuality ; he consisted of at least three parts, the body,
the soul, and the ghost, the image, the double, or the genius,
according as we translate the Egyptian word Ka. . . . After
the d( in n of u man, jusi act durny his lifetime, the K& was still

coiiiulered to bo the representative of his human personality,
and so the bodv hud to be preserved that the K.a> might take

possession of it when he pleased. ... It is to their faith in the
Ka that we owe all our knowledge of the home life of the
people of ancient Egypt

'

E J. W. Gibb (History of Ottoman Poetry, London, 1900, pp.
50-59) sajs that 'according to the Sufl theory of the human
soul it is a spirit, and therefore, by virtue of its own nature,
in reality a citizen of the Spirit World. Its true home is there,
and hence, for a certain season, it descends into this Physical
Plane, where, to enable it to uot upon lift surroundings, it is

clothed in a phjfcical bodv . The po\v or of passing from Tbe

Physical World into the Spiritual is pou'nrial in e\cr\ boul, but
is actualized onl> in a tew '

For the iiipduoi ul conception of the nature of prho-1qsr< the
locus classiciiti Dante, Purq xxv 88-108 in uhh'h l>,inu ex-

plains his conception of the disembodied soul m having Oie

power of operating on matter and impressing upon the surround-

ing air the shape which it animated in life (Aquinas), thus form-

ing for itself an aerial vesture (Ongen and St Augustine) See
also Dante, Conv tr u. c 9, and Thomas Aquinas, Summa
Theol pi 111 suppl qu Ixix, art 1

Keim (Jesus of Nazara, London, 1879, iv. 184r-

191) critically reviews the various explanations
offered of the miracle of Jesus walking over the

billows, but says nothing of the word (
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merely remarking (p. 190) :
c
If we adhere to the

actual narrative, the going on the water was far

flu- i

*

M . : ; b of an ordinary character it was
IT :i ,'v .

.

" ' For the latest criti-

< : i -ii I ; 'of NT times in the
manifestations *f I

1
- ;j

world, see P. Wernle,
Beginnings of < " / London, 1903, pp. 1-11.

Pi HENDERSON AITKEN.
APPEARANCE. See CHRIST IN ART, and POR-

TRAITS.

APPEARANCES, See RESURRECTION.

APPRECIATION (OF CHRIST). The whole NT
is one long appreciation of Christ, Ifc is no blind-

fold acceptance of Him, no mere echo of a tradition,
hut a series of utterances of m< n jif^onally <OM-

vinced of the supreme value of ( "Ii:M 10 i'i-> uurM
St. Paul speaks of Christ only as he himself has
been influenced by the Lord, not as the disciples
had described Jesus to him. His phrases high,
beautiful, and so often mystical are the direct

expressions of his own personal consciousness of

Jesus Christ. No one has accused him of extra-

vagance or of exaggeration. It is because he has
felt that to be clothed with the Lord must be the

perfection of power and joy, that he says,
* Put ye

on the Lord Jesus Christ' (Ro 1314
). It is because

he has seen the love eternal that nothing imagin-
able can utterly root out again from the awakened
heart, that he says,

* Neither death, nor life, . . .

nor any other creation, shall be able to separate us
from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our
Lord'fRoS38

*). A:
"
* T.

' " "
r

' '

with the strongest ^

of the Epistles, 'that which we have heard, . . .

seen with our eyes, . . . and our hands have
handled of the word of life . . . declare we unto
you'(l Jnl 1

).

But the simplest appreciation of all as natural
as a bird's song or a child's praise is that which
threads il- \i a v through o\oi^ |IMTO of the Gospels.
I n -pii e of all t liecuimi \ \\ i in on, I hoie ; remrmlx i in^
that there were those who saw in Him an ally 01
Beelzebub (Mt 1224), working with the devil s aid ;

that some called Him * a gluttonous man, a wine-
bibber, friend of

i

1 )!"- - and sinners' (H19
)j

that lawyers, and r . and Sadducees were
ever watching to trip Him (22

15
), and plotting with

Herodians (v.*
6
) to de-troy Tlim ; that the Galilacan

cities, which should, have known Him best,

Chorazin, T*t 'IMNUI r,ip "I;I':MI 1 1
21* 23

), and even
Nazareth, njn ii

<"l Him J k I

"

;; and remem-
bering the awful and lonely agonies of the last

hours, we can yet point to the Gospels as abounding
with

i
witness to tne wide contemporary apprecia-

tion of Christ.
It was most natural that it should be so, even

when^ He is thought of entirely apart from any
doctrine of His Divine personality. His own
sympathy for others, and indeed for all things,
was sure to attract others to Him. His quick
perception of the good in all, His tender response
to the least wave of the world's infinite music,
show Him as destined to be the desired of men.
He came upon the most diveise types, the most
opposite of characters, and instantly knew their

possibilities-* and their worth. He ?ees through
the pure-minded hesitancy of Nathanael (Jn 1^),
He recognizes the true value of the widow's
mite (Lk 21 1"4

), He draws Nicodemus the
timid to Him (Jn 31

), He knows what will

satisfy Thomas (Jn 2027), and what will please
and win Zacchaeus (Lk 195)j and His immediate
followers include a Mary Magdalene as well as a
Mary of Bethany, a Judas as well as a John.
Even the failures are appreciated by a standard
of faith unknown to the world. He acknowledges

the longing of the heart though a weak will robs

it of fruition; He reads the zealous affection of

Peter between the lines of a moment's Satanic

pride (Mt 1622), or a terror-stricken denial (Mt 2670
) ;

He penetrates to the secret yearnings behind the
materialistic questions of the woman at the well,
and imparts to her His highest thought of God
(Jn 424

). He cannot even look upon the earth or

sky but He must read into it the indwelling of the

Eternal, find in all its pages picture and parable
of spiritual realities. To His all-sensitive being
the universe of things seen is 1-u r '..! The
sower with his seed, the han '

'

',
!

''.
birds

of the air, the fox in his hole, the
'

,
i'i I'M'

fold or lost on the hills, the wind i , ! ,. i\

heat or rain (Lk 1254 - 58
), the prophecies of the

sunset (Mt 162), or the
,

*

"-> promise of the

sprouting fig-tree (Mk 13-), ail passing through
His appreciative spint is treasured as the visible

manuscript of God.
We might expect that such a receptive, com-

prehensive, and i.

' ' ir
' nature would

compel confidence. M- i help trusting
such deep and ready sympathy. And, as we read
the Evangelists, one of their most notable traits

is this that they succeed in bringing together,
almost without form, J,M iv-i,v :iily without
intention, a wonderful ..-< i : ,: '! of witness
to the appreciation Jesus inspired from the first.

The record is so varied. It is from no one school,
or type, or rank. Almost every grade of life in
the coriimimui i-. iheio from the outcast and the

leper to ilic fc-'anhodiM and the Roman centurion.
From the first His gifts of healing attract the
sufferers, and none are more definite in their

acknowledgment of Him. The villagers bring
their sick on beds to the market-places (Mk 6fl{S * 8(J

)

or lower the palsied through the roof at Capernaum
(Mk 24

). The centurion in that town is satisfied

that a word from Jesus will be enough to heal his
sick servant (Mt 88). Martha

says,
with such

simple trust,
*

Lord, if thou hadst been here, my
brother had not died' (Jn II21

), The ruler of the

;
n

,\. opi-' feels that the touch of the Lord's hand
xio.'l l-' enough to heal his dying daughter
(Mt 918

). The woman with the issue of blood
would but touch the hem of His garment to be
cured (Mk 5a8

). The Syro-Phoenician woman per-

is He greeted alike by blind BaiuuuxMiii (Mk 10*7)
the t\\o blind men (Mt O27), and the ten lepers
(Lk 1713

)
*
Jesus, thou Son of David, have mercy

on us '

; a cry the meaning of which is uttered by
the leper (Mk I40 )

f

Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst
make me clean.' When sight is given to the man
born bl.M-1, i

;
i<

i

IMIIOIII- i< ^tify to the Divine origin
of the J.IOIMM i Inn ha* U-CMI exercised (Jn 988 ). And
the multitude at Nain, when they saw the dead
raised, had no hesitation in ctying -'A great
prophet is risen among us' (Lk 716

). It was a
glad welcome from the sufferers and their friends
that greeted Jesus as the manifestation of God
in all these things. But not less earnest is the
witness of the crowds to the popular estimate of
the teacher, * There went great multitudes with
him' is the frequent note that leads up to some
great doctrine of life (Mt 192

, Lk 1425
, Mk 6). The

house filled at Capernaum (Mk 22
) is but the parallel

of the occasion when His own mother ' could not
come at him for the press' (Lk 819

), or of the
thousands by the seashore (Mk 41

), or of the
multitude that 'trod one upon another* (Lk 12l

),

Lives that He changes from darkness to light
bear

willing evidence to His power and charm:
Mary Magdalene will not be field back by false
shame from entering the Pharisee's house to
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acknowledge her Saviour (Lk 7
36-50

), nor be re-

pulsed by the charge of \\astefulness through
sentiment (Mk 144

) ; and Zacchoms will boldly
profess a practical conveision before those who
know him intimately (Lk 19s

).

We look ioi ,
i

-;-
i i'i',

: n from His nearest

disciples, a quick obedience, a joy that has no

place for fasting (Mk 218
), the mother's confidence

at the ni,nii,i^(
k-h-i at Cana (Jn 25

), the great
utterances of His toxeiunnei the Baptist (Jn P" 330 ),

the exalted vision ot the T-,
"

.-, (Mk 95
),

and that Fetrine outburst, repeated by an, as they
neared Gethsemane 'If 1 should die with thee,
I will not deny thee.' Fiom these His intimates
we anticipate such trust. We look for it, too,
fiom the band of holy women Joanna, Susanna,
Salome, the Marys, and those 'who ministered
unto him of their substance' (LkS8

). But beyond
these we have the scnbes (Mt 8 19

,
Mk 1234) eai-

nestly nppiondmiir Hun, Phaiisees inviting Him
to then liou-r- \Lk II 37 141

) ; we have the confes-

sion of the council of priests and Phaiisees 'If

we let him alone, all will believe on him' (Jn II48
) ;

we have the MLkno-tt lodgment of Samaritans, con-
vinced not by hearsay but by personal knoulediMj

{Jn 442
), of centurions (Mt 85'13

,
Mk 13

'

,, and of

the nch young man 'nimiLiiir and kneeling' and

saying, 'Good Master"
v
Mk I'/

7
;. ^u.i i

>- seek
Him out *Sir, we would see Jesus" -

v
jji I *.- ;; arid

the common people of His own race 'heard him
gladly' (Mk 12'*

7
), and acclaimed His entry into

Jerusalem (MkJLl
8-10

). In the U,
.;

"I,! -1,. |-

heids and magi, angels and stfi- I-M' * H <
--

to the newborn King ; so that to the last it is

a strange mixed company, that seems to include

(by his long falteiing before '

"' J "

Pilate

himself, the lone, mysterious ! . ! .i-ineph of

Arimatluca, and Nicodemus 'bringing myirh and
aloes '(Jn 1921)

).

This many i'1t<l njipn" ",n"on of our Lord in His
o\\n day, in <Mi imi in n- < \tous gain to the
fhritftian preacher, is suggestive of the many
diileimg points of view from which men may rever-

ently regard Christ, each one <-\i'i
< - \ of a truth,

though not the entirety of tin 1
i n.i'n And it may

iil-o induiue the many successive ways of wonder,
upontance **\mpathy, and vision in "which Christ

>|HMk-s 10 <
iach individual soul.

EDGAR DAPLYN.
ARAMAIC. See LANGUAGE.

ARBITRATION. The settlement of disputes by
the acceptance of the judgment of a third party
supposed to be impaitial The luijui^ciiionf may
be jtiuely pi hale, or in accordant c \\-\\\i -pecial
Matuie ,' Iho application is multifarious. Some
method of s-ettlpiuiMit bv umpires ib as old as civil

government. In Job 9s* the '

daysman
'
i^ poi focll \

described. The Greek term (Vwfr^s) translate!!
* mediator* (or middleman) has the same meaning ;

ihoiijih applied, in the NT, to Moses and to
< 'hi M (Unl 3" 20

,
1 Ti 25

, He 88 918 1224), as standing
between man and God (ct Dt 5s

), it belongs to an
essentially different order of ideas, inasmuch as
God is not man The complexity of modern life

has multiplied the occasions , but, the most import-
ant iccerit advance has been the application to

international differences. Thereby questions such
a^ have often led to wars become capable of

amicable settlement. The first notable instance
was the Geneva arbitration under the Washington
Treaty (1871) in the Alabama Question. The
principle, then disputed, has now found universal

acceptance Treaties of arbitration already exist

or, are being negotiated
between most nations that

have mutual relations And in the future, except
where ambitions and strong passions aie involved,
tins means of agreement will oe largely resorted to.

VOL. i.

The idea is based on the acknowledgment of the

identity of moral law in the two spheres of indi-
vidual and national life. Duty foi persons or
communities 01 nations is one There is no valid
distinction of pmate and public right; the code
of ethics that i^ binding for the private individual
is equally obligatory on kings and the repie&enta-
tives of peoples. This doctrin

long hibtoiy of statecraft, to the

tists, and to the passions of despotism But few
now openly deny its truth ; and the acknowledg-
ments aheady made m treaties of arbitration

may be leckoned one of the greatest triumphs of
Christian civilization.

The principle may be said to be based on the
Golden Rule (Mt 7

1 J
,
Lk 631

), which teaches recipro-
cal obligation, or on the kindred command to love
our neighbours as ourselves (Mt 22jq

, Mk 1231 )

These fundamental la\\s aie given as the sum of

piactical duty They condemn the egoistic atti-

tude. They teach us to regard the position of
others with full ^\M'p;>lhy to seek an impartial
standpoint, and to make ihe individual will har-
monize with the geneial mind The principle of

arbitration is also an illustration of the grace of

peaceableness. 'Blessed are the peacemakers'
(Mt 59

). This truth finds full explosion in the

Epistles, where peace, the fruit ot the Spmt (Gal
52J ), and the concomitant of righteousness, is con-
trasted with ihe strife and envy of sin, and is

noted as' a maik of the kingdom of God, who is

the God of peace. Once more, the principle may
be based on prudence; foi ^ willing settlement

may prevent a legal defeat, ci even a worse dis-

aster (Mt 5-5 - 2(?
, Lk 1258 5t)

,
cf Pr 25 9

).

Christ declined on one occasion to be an arbiter

(Lk 12I3f<
). He was addres^hig the multitude, when

one of them said,
*

Master, bid my brother divide
the inheritance with me.' Jesus replied, 'Man,
who made me a judge (/cpmj*/, so BDL and the
crit. edd. ; TR has dLKaa-rriv) or a divider (/jLepLo-Tfy,

only here in NT) over you?' The words which
follow (v

15ff<
) show that Jesus knew that this man

was moved by covetousness ; but apart from His
censure of .M v i-'

,j i.iotive, He here affiims that it

was no l.r.-,r - ur II - to arbitrate between men.
He would not interfere m civil disputes which fell

t be decided by the regular law (cf. Dt
'

\ 4 His saying goes far beyond the sphere
of ju: i *]n u<li nu k Christ lays down universal laws

of'jiMi'v innl love, but does not
ajjply

them.
Moral casuistry was no part of His mission, and
decisions of the kind this man wanted could only
have weakened the sense of jiri-suii.il n.-|-on-i

1 >ilit\ 1

and hindered the growth 01 iliu-o -p
1 mu.il de-

positions it was His chief aim to create.

R SCOTT.
ARCHELAUS fAp%fAao$) is named once in the NT

(Mt 222), and probably is referred to in the parable
of the Pounds (Lk 1912ff

),
He was the cMei ol ihe

two sons of Herod the Great by Malthace, a Sam-
aritan woman (Jos. BJ I. xxvm. 4, xxxiii. 7).

Judaea, with the title of *king,' was bequeathed
to him by his father's will; but he would not
assume the royal dignity till he had obtained con-
firmation of that will from the emperor Augustus
(Ant. xvii. vni. 2-4). Before his departure to

Borne a rebellion broke out in Jerusalem ; and
in quelling it his soldiers put three thousand men
to death, among whom were pilgrims vibiting the

Holy City for the pas^over (ib xvii. ix 3). Thus
at the beginning of his reign an evil reputation
was gained by Archelaus, and the alarm of Joseph
may be undei stood (* Biit when he heard that

Archelaus did fciyji v// ,/Wr;'" m thQ room of his

father Herod, he w<ts afraid to go thither ').

After the rebellion, Archelaus proceeded to Rome
(Ant. XVII. ix. 3-7, cf. Lk 1912

). Augustus, dealing
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with Herod's will, received a deputation from the

people of Judsea, who begged that neither Arche-
taus nor any of his brothers should be appointed
king (cf. Lk 1914

). The emperor finally decided
that Archelaus should receive Judsea, Samaria,
and Idumsea, with the title not of 'king,' hut of

'ethnarch' (Ant. XVII. xi. 1-4; 5*711. vi. 3). On
Ms return from Rome the ethnarch sought ven-

geance against his enemies (cf. Lk 1 927 ) in Judsea
and Samaria. In the ninth or tenth year of his

reign, after many acts of tyranny and violence,
he was banished by the emperor to Vienne in

Gaul (Ant. xvil. xni. 2). According to Jerome,
the tomb of Archelaus was pointed out near
Bethlehem (de Situ et Nomin. Loc. Hebraic. 101.

11).

TlTFVI'ir
Jf. /;,/ ,>-

to *"
i i-ri'r' 4- '." i

_v ,-tvn
o* i

</c / i

i 'u 'i >s of theJews, Wars of the

ti i. *.*"< is s. 'Archelaus' in Index
.- cf- '

i Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu
f rd ed 1885-90] ; and Hausrath's

'

1873-77 Tiir
' "

liahed in a 3rd ed. in 1879.
\jrk, vol. i. .* r i

.11 2 vols

pub-. .* . -.

J. HERKLESS.

ARIMATKffiA ('Apwaffata) is mentioned in Mt
2757

, Mk 1543, Lk 2351
, and Jn 1938 as the place

from which Joseph, who buried the body of Jesus,
came up to Jerusalem. In the Onomasticon (225. 12)
it is identified with 'Ap^aO^ Sei0c (Kamathaim-
zophim*), the city of Elkanah and Samuel (1 S I 1

),

near Diospolis (Lydda) and in the district of

Timnah (Tibneh). In 1 Mac II34
, Ramathem is

referred to along with Aphoerema and Lydda as a
Samaritan toparchy transferred, in 145 B a, to
Judaea. These notices of Ramathaim point to

Beit-Mima, 13 miles E.N.E. of Lydda, and 2 miles
N. of Timnah, an identification ndopioil l>vG. A.
Smith (HGHL 254 n. 7) and liulil (',M P 170).
Another possible site is Rdm-allah, 3 miles S.W. of

Bethel, suggested by Ewald (Hist. ii. 421). The
proposed sites S. of Jerusalem are not * in the hill-

country of Ephraim
*

(1 S I
1
). If Arimathsea, then,

be identified with the Ramathaim of Elkanah, it

may well be at the modern hill-village of Beit-
Rima. The LXX form of Ramathaim is

'

Apj&a0a/*
(1 S I1 and elsewhere), thus providing a link be-
tween Ramathaim and Arimathsea.

A. W. COOKE.
ARISTEAS (LETTER OF). This mli sr-li:^ j

!,-, e
of fiction may find a place in I!M-> !).< IIMUM \,
because it gives the first account of that work
which more than any other paved the way of the

gospel in early times i ; u :"(.' \ trans-
lation of the OT, the ....".,:*.. , There
is no agreement as jrei ! -o-,i . n- ,i or the
aim of this composition. That it is a fiction is

now generally admitted The author pretends to
haveT>een one ot the two ambassadors Andreas,
dpXMrw/iaro0i5Xa|; of the king, being the other sent

by king Ptolemseus Philadelphus to the high priest
Eleazar of Jerusalem in order to get for him a copy
of the Law, and men to translate it for the Royal
Libnuy at Alexandria. The letter gives a long
deM'iipuon of the^gifts sent by Philadelphus to
Jerusalem, of the city, its temple and the religious
customs of the Jews, and of the table-talk between
the king and each of the 72 intei preters. When
the work was finished, a solemn curse was de-
nounced on any one who should change anything
in it (cf. Dt 42

, Rev 2218
-^). Schurer, I. Abiahams,

and others fix the date about B.C. 200 ; Herriot (on
Philo) dates it 170-150 ; Wellhausen (Isr. undJud.
Gesch* 1897, p. 232) in the 1st cent. B.C. (but in
4th ed. 1901, p, 236, he assigns it to the 2nd cent.) ;

Wendland, between 96 and 63,f nearer to 96 ; L.

* On this name (which is almost certainly based on a textual
corruption), see Hastings' Dtt, \ol iv p. 1988- note

t In Hastings' DJB i\ . 43&b, line 7 from bottom of text, read
3 for 93.

Cohn doubts whether it was known to Philo;
Graetz placed it in the reign of Tiberius, and
Willrich (Judaica, 1900, pp. Ill-ISO) bungs its

composition down to Mater than A.D. 33.' Lorn-

broso was the first to show that the * author was
well acquainted with the details of couit life in

the times of the Ptolemies
'

; and recent researches
have confirmed this ; on the other hand, there are

interesting connexions with the Greek of the NT ;

compare Kara/3oX^
used absolutely for * creation'

(Mt 1385 and Aristeas, 129 [a usage apparently
unknown to Hort ad 1 P I20, and Swete, Introd.

p. 397]); dpardrre<r0cu (Lk I1 and Aristeas, 144 j

Mt 631 - 32 and Aristeas, 140, etc.).

While Jerome had already called attention to
the fact that Ari&teas speaks only of the Law as

having been translated l>y the 72 interpreters, in

later times it became customary to consider the
whole Greek OT as the work of the 'Septuagint.*
Philo seems to follow a somewhat different tradi*

tion, and mentions that in his days the Jews of
Alexandria kept an annual festival in honour of

the spot where the light of this translation first

shone forth, thanking God for an old but ever new
benefit. He is sure that God heard the prayer of
the translators e that the greater part of mankind,
or even the whole of it, may profit by their work,
when men shall use philosophical and excellent
ordinances for regulating their lives.*

On the use made of the Greek OT in the NT see

Swete, pp. 381-405,
*

Quotations from the LXX m
the NT. That Jesus Himself , !-,.." < -1

with it would seem to follow from *>
, . -

: i i

Mtl59=rMk77
. For the words fxarr|i (

.

are the Septuagint rendering of the Hebrew vnrii

OJ^"1

'* which londoriiig rests on a confusing of the
first word with =rri (noticed already by Urotius).
But it is doubtful whether we are entitled to ex-

pect in our Greek Gospels such a verbatim report
of the words of Jesus.
On the influence of the Septuagint on the spread

of the Gospel, cf. (in addition to older works like

Grinfield, Oikonomos, etc.) Alfred Deissmann, *Die
Hellenisierung des semitischen Monotheismus,*
Leipzig, 1903 (reprinted from Neue Jahrbuc/ierfur
das klassische Altertum, 1903).

The Letter of Aristeas was first published m
Latin (Rome, 1471 fol ) in the famous Latin Bible of Sueynheim
and Pannartz , first edition of the Greek text by Simon Schard,
Basle, 1561; all subsequent editions MiiKi-idid 1 . that Of

(Mendelssohn-) Wendland (Lipsiae, Xeuluui, I

1

*";, .. <1 that of
. r.

i

TfH. St. J T * m H. B - *

Greek ....... _ 1900,
'

! ! 'I -i
J Done, jLtidb and 1685 I - \* ! > \v -

Records, i. 423-584), 1727; recently oy I' u i ,'

April 1903) C IM.U<>, f rilitr \lir.ilum-, I! . ! < i

the Letter 01 AII-.'.II* ('> \ . ,521-!tt, > 1.1 v i ,

Septua^. -i 0- '. N,- < MiM"_r. ///{ n |

lander, ( i "."<,* < . .-i.l, .'.(/' i> !' -)

I It Nl-,11
ARISTION (ARISTO). One of the principal

authorities from whom Papia& derived (written?)
* narratives of the sayings of the Lord' (T&V rod

ISivpLov \6ywv 5t7?7^crets , cf. Lk I 1
), and (indirectly)

oral traditions.

1. Importance and Difficult >i i,f T>1 / /,"/?"'>."o/,

According to Eusebms (S^ n i ,'{!h, l'i,|.ii- 01 HUM-
apolis in his five books of 7/ '

////'//, <,i><t ."/ /

Interpretation) of the Lortfs Oracles -rererrea ire-

quently by name
'

to Aristion and the Elder John *

as his authorities. From the Preface
Eusebius cited the following sentence to }io\
Irenseus had misunderstood Papias in lakin^r linn
to refer to the Apostle John as hi^ auJiom.^
whereas the ' John in question was not the *

dis-

ciple of the Lord,' Jaut a comparatively obscure
Elder.' We abridge the sentence, but give the

relevant variants : el 86 irov *cai TrapT/KoXou^^^c&s rts

rots TrpetrfivT^pois $\0ot, rotis r&v irp<rpvTpwv
X<$yoi>$* rl 'Avdptas $ rl Htrpos etirev . . . ij rts
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TOV KvpLov (jLaOyT&v, &TC 'A.pLffTiuv Kal 6 irpe(rl3vTpos

l TOV Kvplov fAadyrai \tyovcriv.

For "Apitrrieav Syr and Arm read 'Apterruv, and omit the clause

o/ rov Ky/5/ov ttattivi'rot.i Xt?6wjv, Arm by |

> -it > rendering
' Aristo and John the Elders

'

Nicephc - (HI i 16, but not

in 20) makes the same omission Rufinus renders cetengite

discipuh dicebant Jerome changes the tense (loquebantur)
Four Greek MSS and Niceph. (in 20) omit el

Deferring the question of the i "i
f

: i
'

<-f the
variant readings, it is apparent

'

n \'i in- and
the Elder John '

are in several ways placed m con-

trast with the group of disciples of the Loid ' men-
tioned immediately before, by whom Papias cer-

tainly means the twelve ApostL
'

"

seven (including James the Lord's < (

I 19 29
), from Andrew to 'John (author of the

Revelation) and Matthew' (author of the Logia}.
The designation /jLaQyrat instead of dir6ffro\oL is em-

ployed because the function in consideration is that
of transmitting /mtfi^uara th- I'" 1

!-'

'*
'A

"

learned from the Loid. The
\

'.t . -. !.;

James) of the Lord Himself are i

1

' l "< > . i-i
of traditores. The group next mentioned, *Aris-

tion and the Elder John" JIM iiiM*mi_'m-li(d <\

presslyand implicitly as u lon^ni^ 10 a -nl-<.i|uom

generation.
(1) As Eusebius points out, the John spoken of

in connexion with Aristion is (a)
* mentioned after

an interval,' (b)
' classed with others outside the

number of the Apostles,' (c) has ' Aristion men-
tioned before lam,* (d) is 'distinctly called an
Elder

'

(in contrast with the John mentioned just
before, who is called a *

disciple of the Loid '). No-
where in the context should the term * Elder

'

be
taken as = 'Apostle.'

(2) A distinction not referred to by Eusebius, but
;n ] ;i , < i I,,- MI important, is the contrast of tense

i-
1 <'. i

'

\ liuiinus and Jerome), whereby
Papias makes it apparent that at the time of his

inquiries the Apostles, including John, were dead ;

whereas Aristion and the Elder John were living.
He 'used to inquire of those who came his way
what had been said (rl elirev) by Andrew, Peter,

Philip, Thomas, James, John or
aMatthew, or any

other of the Lord's disciples ;
as well as what was

being said (#re Xyov<nv) by Aristion and the Elder
John.' Hence, as an authority of note, and a trans-
mitter of Gospel traditions earlier than the time of

Papias' writing (A.D. 145-160), Aristion is a witness
of the first importance for the history of Gospel
tradition. On the other hand, great difficulty and
dispute are causedby

' "
' :

|
^ *!,<:

"

m most texts to his '. i : ;' ' -i

Elder, because it is identical with that by which
the Apostles are appropriately <!<

*

MI, ! 1 n- tradi-

tores of the first generation ;
u In n *

-
: lie distinc-

tion- ,1 load v noted, :"!; 'si!, of !
->

TI eiirev are \&yov<n, )! . ("!'
I'iij

did not regard Aristion ana me Eiaer John m be-

longing to this group. For Lightfoot's proposal
(Essays on Sup* Mel, p. 150, n. 3) to regard Myovo-w
as ' a historical piesent introduced for the sake of

variety,' is confessedly advanced only to escape
the 'cliruiiolofjinil difficulty' of supposing two
'

disciple oi the Lord '

still living at the time of

Papias' inquiries. It is certainly inadmissible.
The Armenian version makes a natural inference

when it forms the second gioup by reading
* Aristo

and John the Elders.' But the change is clearly
arbitrary*. Papias applies the title *the Elder'

only to '"John
'

to distinguish him from the Apostle.
It was doubtless applicable to Aristion as well

(Conybeare, Expositoi, 1893, p. 248, against Hilgen-
feld, Ztschr. f. wissenschaft Theol. xxxvii 1894, p.

626), but was superfluous. The exegesis suggested
above (VTeiftenbach, Corssen, et al) removes all

difficulty by rendering rovs r&v irp. dv^Kpivov \6yovs
as an ellipsis :

'
I would inquire the utterances of

the Eldeis (reporting) what Andrew or Peter . . .

had said,' because * Elder '

is then used consistently
r !<. -

1

i.i !* i , ,
i

"

for traditor of the post-
Apwtoiw '

'

-, -i! , Ac 152 * 4 - 6 21 18 and the
Heb. jpj),

.,' , relied on (as in Arm ) to
make the distinction ot the Apostolic from the

post-Apostolic generation, but only of the two
homonymous individuals, John the Apostle and
John the Elder.
On this interpretation, Aristion and John were

members of the group which perpetuated the tradi-
tions of the Apostles (in Palestine ') until Papias'
day (cf Hegesippub ap Eus. HE in. xxxn 6-8,
and Lk I 1 - 2

,
Ac II 30 15* 4 6 - 22- 23 21 18

). But even if

this exegesis be rejected, there is no escape from the

following alternative . Either the descriptive phrase
ol TOV Kvptov fACLByrai, appended after ' Aristion and
the Elder John' precisely as after the list of

Apostles, is textually corrupt (assimilated to the

preceding clause) ; or the designation is used in a
different and very loose significance. On this view
the only certainty is that Aristion wn- h\in

(
_i at

the time of Papias' inquiries (A.D I'JO l-l" ) aiiei

'Apostolic narratives' (d7ro<rr6Ai/oxs Snyy^cras), and in
a region whence Papias could obtain them only
from *

travellers who came his way.' For Eusebius'
statement that *

Papias was himself a hearer, not
of the Apostles, but of Aristion and the Elder

John,' is made in the interest of his desire to find

'some other John in Asia' besides the Apostle
(Zahn, Forsch. vi. 117f.)j and is corrected by him-
self in the next clause * At all events he mentions
them frequently by name, and sets down their

traditions in his writings,'

(3) A second difficulty of more importance for

the true reading of Papias and the identification

of
* Aristion

' than is < M v 11
;. recognized, is the

spelling of the name, v li .1 **\ i and Arm. give as
*
Aristo.' For this spelling, m combination with

the omission of the uoMunation 'the disciples of

the Lord,' is not only traceable to about A.D. 400

(Syr. is extant in a MS of A.D. 462), but these two
mam variations are accompanied by minor ones in

Syria* X'-P-IIJ- and Latin authorities, which
form . j

i" 1

:
1

' n 1

i 'MI they manifest a belief in com-
mon M .,!!, I

I

L i'io personality of Aristo-Aristion

which ditfers from that of tne received text of

Eusebius.
2. Text of EmeUus. Mommsen (ZNTW iii

1902, p. 156 fe ) regarded this textual evidence as con-

clusive
" - j- -

with the admitted ' chrono-

logical . 'I would therefore omit the

omit, because so
in the chain of

'

idispensable to the

sense. He thought Papias ( np.'iblo or i lio < nlo^al

anachronism of regarding his own contemporaries
as 'disciples of the Lord.' The present writer

had argued (Journ* ofBibl. Lit. xvil, 1898) for the

reading ol TQVTQW ftaOijTai (SC> r&v dTrojT&Xow) as the

true text of PapMS, on the internal evidence, and
because * the Elders

'

of Papias are twice referred

to by Irenseus (Jffcer. v. v. 1 and V. xxxvi. 1) as

'the disciples of the Apostles.' The corruption
followed by Eusebius (and probably even_ by
Irenaeus in this passage, though he iran^ciilxd

others where 'the Elders' were correctly described

as 'disciple*
of the Apo-tlcsM, involves only the

change (by iis-imilation) 01 three letters, OITOT-

fTHS iM V01 IT V F becoming OITOT(KT)MA6I-ITAT
fn the ion 1 1 \\herem Edwin Abbott (Enc. Bibl. s.u

V.i-pol- ii >1. 1815, n. 3) adopts the emenda-

tion, the change involves but two letters, OITOT-

(T6)MA0HTAI becoming OITOT(KT)MA6HTAI, as

in Jg424
(LXX) TON" TK)X 1? becomes KT Tlli^ in

A. This -\\ould laigely explain the strange error
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of Iienseus in taking Papias to belong to a genera-
tion even eailier than Polycarp (

e some of them saw
not only John but other Apostles also, and heard
these same things from them and testify [present]
these things'). The difficulty experienced by
Eusebius in refuting it could hardly have been

'
; if his text of Papias had not the same

. r
|. i-.i'.

On this view the variants are of no help to

improve the text of Eusebius, which is correct

in the received form (Bacon, art. * False Witness,'
etc., in ZNTW vi. 1905). They have some im-

portance, even if arbitrary, as umi<, ii'\u: 1

7

iat in

antiquity al&o the 'chronologic J.I <i ill in. I \
* was

felt as well as (in Arm.) the incompleteness ^of
sense produced by simple omission of the descrip-
tive clause and (in Rufinus) the incongruity of

applying to 'Aristion and John the Elder 5 the
same designation by which the Apostles had just
been distinguished. They would have great im-

portance if it could be made probable that they
t rest, directly or indirectly, upon a knowledge of

"Papias (or, much less probably, of Anstion-Aristo)

independently of Eusebius.
3. Origin of Variants. 'Aristo' is not simply

*the Greek name Anstion badly spelt' (Cony-
beare, I.e. p. 243), nor even should it in strictness
be called * an equivalent (gleichbedeutende) form, of

*

:i i :in iame* (Hilirculcld. Ztschr. f.
'

1875 ii. p.' 256, 1883 i.
p. 13,

sl|
i

L \ -'}, hi at least the more usual, if not
more correct form, and * occurs very frequently in

ancient writers. It has been calculated that about

thirty persons of this name may be
" '

i
1 "i" V " '

But Smith's Diet, of Greek and Mow ' /! ;. e

authority for the statement just made (i. p. 310),
knows of but two occurrences of the form 'Ans-
tion,' once as the nickname of the adventurer
Athenion (B.C. 87), once as designating a surgeon
of small repute c. 150 B.C. In Jewish literature

only the form 'Aristo' occurs (Jos. Ant. xix. 353
[ed. Niese]). Pape ($.v. 'Apia-ri&v) adds four others
from Antiph, vi. 12, JSsch. n\arat/c6s 3. 162, Plut.
Num. 9, and Pausanias. Patristic literature
knows, only the form 'Aristo' in Christian legend
(Acta Barn. xiv. ed. Tisch. p. 69, knows a Chris-
tian host Aristo in Cyprus ; Acta Petm, ed. Lipsius,
p. 51, 14-53. 13, one in Puteoli ; Constit. Apost. vii.

46, ed. Lagarde, p. 228, 21, gives to the first and
third bishops of Smyrna the name Aristo). The
form 'Aristion* is unknown. Eusebius himself
(HE iv. 6) draws his account of the devastation
of Judsea in the insurrection iijrahiM, Hadrian (132-
135) from a certain Aristo of Pol la. Tins writer,
accordingly, would be a contemporary of Papius in

position to be referred to as a traditor of Apo-nolic,
teaching. To speak of him and 'the Elder John,'
11 by i he latter were meant John the elder of the
JciiMiloin Church (Eus. HE iv. 5; cf. Schlatter,
Kirche Jerusalems, 1898, p. 40), whose death is

dated by Epiphanius (Hcer. Ixvi. 20) in the 19th

year of Trajan, as *

disciples of the Apostles/
would involve no greater looseness or exaggeration
than we should expect in Asia c. 150 A.D. But
as Eusebius gives no account of Aristo's writings,
although making it a piincipal object of his work
to describe early ChrMian authorities, it is pro-
bable that Aristo of Pella was not a Christian, but
a Jewish

or^ (more probably) pagan writer. To
this supposition there is> but one serious objection,
for the references of Nicephorus (HE iii. 24) and
we Paschal Chronicle may admittedly be disre-

garded as merely reproducing Eusebius. Maximus
Confessor, however, in his scholion on the TheoL
Mystica of Areopagiticus (c. i. p. 17, ed. Corder),
undoubtedly refers to the same 'Aristo of Pella

3

('A-pia-Tuvi r$ He\\a,lcp) as author of the Christian

Dialogue of Jason and Papiscus, basing his state-

ment on 'the sixth book of the Hypotyposeis of

Clement of Alexandria/ who seems to have
refeired to this 'Jason' as 'mentioned by (L
Bv toaypAiffai) Luke 3

(Ac 175'9
). Only, while the

Dialogue is known to Celsus (c. 167), Ongen,
Tertullian, Cyprian, and Jerome, if not to pseudo-
Barnabas and Justin Martyr, and even piobably
survives in more or less altered form in the Alter-

catio Simon
' T ' '

(TU 1. iii. p. 11511".;

P. Corssen,
- ' Th. 1890), it is known

to none of these as the work of Aristo, nor do

any of the later quotations, reference^., or other
evidences indicate that the work in question
contained dLrjyfjcreis runs roO Kvplov *\6yu>v (Eus. I.e.).

If the name t Aristo
' was ever properly connected

with the Dialogue, it circulated only anonymously
after A.D. 200, and without the introductoiy narra-

tive portion which it may have once possessed.
The late and unsupported statement of Maximus
is therefore much more likely to be due to some
misunderstanding of the T especially
as we have the explicit i , the same
Aristo of Pella by Hose , < - (400-450?)
t \ ml" MI: to considerable length beyond the por-
i'"!i qiK'iC'l by Eusebius. ;

*

by the
statement that Aristo was ^ \ rclaHchen,

king of Armenia, when the latter was sent by
Hadrian into Persia (Langlois, Coll. des. Hist, de

FArmcnie, i. p. 391 ff., cf. ii. 110, n. 3, and Le
Vaillant de Florival, Hist. Arm, ii. 57). Harnaok
(TU L 2, p. 125) and Zahn, it is true, reject Moses*

--'.i' ! , a fabrication; but it contains no-
, ,

,'
i, ;, ,' and is defended with reason by

Jlujem 01 (I (Zts. f. w. Th. 1883, p. 8 ft). Besides

this, Stephen of Byzantium, who knows of no
Aristo of Pella, mentions an Aristo of Gerasa (leas
than 25 miles distant) simply as an dcrretos ffiup.
Our conclusion must be that, while direct

acquaintance with Papias is quite conceivable, the
variant form * Aristo' in Syriac and Armenian
sources is best accounted for by a mistaken identifi-

cation of this Aristo of HE iv. 6 with the * Elder
Aristion' of HE iii. 39 and Moses of Choiene.

4. The -ty/" "' 7
' '-' ofMark. The most important

addition to our d.ila regarding Aristo was made by
Conybeare's discoveiy at E9miadzin in 1893 of
an Armenian MS. of the Gospels dated A.D. 989,
in which the longer ending of Mark (Mk 16"20

)

has the sepaiate title in red ink, coriesponding to
the other Gospel titles :

* From the Elder Aristo
*

(Expositor, Oct. 1893, pp. 241-254). This repre-
sentation, though late, Conybeare takes to be
based on very early innlmuiy -T /'"/.,. Dec.

1895, pp. 401-421), j\|i]>oMlinjr To iiio'i"i IM,,( evi-

dence of the verses in qno-non Undeniably the
reference in Mk 1618 to drinking of poison with
impunity must have literary connexion with
Papias* i. MIiM HV.'UI"*!!^ fTii-ir.-r;'! -<'Kiiii (Eus.HE iii. 3yj, whatever the source. Coiiybcaic's
citation of a gloss 'against the name Aristion' in
a Bodleiji i 1 2ui < MI i codex of Rufinus' translation
of this pi --\jo, v IIK h referred to this story of the
poison cup, was even (to the discoverer's eye) a
designation Jyy the unknown . 1 -

.
> f \

*

-
"

u i

as author of this story. But,'- !< i
|
*;,

ness of this inference, it wou
1

-, -. \ i
-

|
-, \**

to write a gloss 'against the name Aristion*
which would not be equally 'against the name
of the Elder John' immediately adjoining ; and as
mediaeval legend reported the story of the poison
cup of John (i.e. the Apostle, identified with the
Elder in the <ilo--ntoi'- i>mo<ll tlu-s would seem to
be themoren.'UiiMl lotViemo ami meaning of the
gloss.

JThe evidence connecting the Appendix of Mark
with the name * Aristo' is thu& reduced to the
statement 'inserted by an afterthought' by the
Armenian scribe John3 A.D. 989, over Mk 169

"30
,
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which he had attached, contraiy to Syriac and
Aimenian tradition, to his text of the Gospel. This,

however, is unquestionably important, especially

if, as Conyheare maintains,
*
it must have stood in

the older copy transcribed,' The statement has

been generally received at its face value,
t

but
with different identifications of 'the Elder Aristo.

3

Resch (* Ausserkanomsche Paralleltexte,
5 TUx. 3,

1894, p. 449 ; Eng. tr by Conybeare in Expos. 4th

ser. x, [1894], pp. 226-232) regards Aristo of Pella

as the only pei^onnliU open to consideration as

author of the \ppontfi\. TTi 1
.
1 i"i\ id (Ztschr. f.

wissenschaft. Theol. xxxvii. Ib94, p. 627) stands

apparently alone in identifying the 'Anstion' of

Papias with Aristo of Pella,
' a notable contem-

porary of Papias,
3 and refusing to the Aristo of

the Ecmiadzm codex any significance beyond that

of 'some Elder Aristo or other before c. 500 A D.,

from w^iin- .' ^\\ . ( MS will have borrowed Mk
100-20' , ,,<,.,',,' i,< n\ as ,' ui i

1 ,/ ending).
Other I'l 11

'

'<;.ii'i i as '

j

;
-

. \\\ certain'

that the Mark-Appendix is really taken from the

authority referred to by Papias. Harnack sets

the example of pouMnj'loiilv refusing the sug-

gestion of Resch (2U x. -2, p 453 ff.), that this
( Elder Aristo' may be no other than Aristo of

Pella, but gives no other reason than the date

(c. 140) ; which, as he rightly says, is irreconcilable

with the (disputed) phiase ol rou Kvplov^aQqrat
(Chron. i. p. 269; on the textual question, see

above, 2). Zahn (Theol. Literaturbl. 22nd Bee.

1893 [Eng, tr. by Conybeaie in Expos
^
I.e.} regards

it as : < -mi !
i <' i-

, ! to Kesch's identification

that * Aristo ot Pella, wuo wrote his (?) Dialogue
of Jason and Papwvus after 135, an<"

good deal later, cannot be the author .

(Mk 169"20
) which Tatian already read in his Mark

at the latest in 170, and which Justin had already
"known so early as 150, though perhaps not^N.B.)
as an integral' part of Mark.' We may inquire
later what authority the scribe John may have
had for his insertion of the title.

5 Internal evidence of the -~f /'/" *"K f ^-The im-

original full s:. , i\<- ! an excerpt, constitutes

the next step in the solution of o
" *

In

particular, a real contribution is Zalm
(Geseh. Kan. ii. App xiy. la, and

'

, 3, p.

219) in the demonstration that Jerome (c. Pelag*
ii. 15, ed. Vail. ii. 758) had access to it in a fuller,

more onginttl form; for he adds after v. 14 *Et
illi saUaJtdc'iebam dicentes: Sseculum istud ini-

quitatis et incredulitatis substantia (cod. Vat; 1,

*sub Satana*) est, quse (?. qui) mm sinit per im*
mundos spiritus veram fiei appteheridi virtutem;
idcirco jam nunc revela justitiam tuam* (cf. Ac
1s). Jerome's source for this material, whose
Hebiai-lic e\prc ions and point of view confirm
its authentic! iv, become* a question of impoi l ance.

Thi source um atarcclj have been the JJtnloym
of Jason and Papisms, whoever its author ; 'for

while Jerome was acquainted with this work ( Qom.
on Gal 313

, and Qucest. Heb. ^n lib Gen , beginning),
and while Celsus, who also used it, t\uce quote*
the substance of Mk 169 (c. Oek n oo and 70), the
nature of the woik, &o far as a s-certamable, was
not such as to admit material of this kind. Besides,
we have seen that by all early authorities it is

treated as anonymous Zahn'b supposition (Forsch
vi.

p. 219) has stiongei evidence in its favour, and
still leaves room to account f01 the pomtb of con-

tact between the Appendix, the Dialogue, Celsus,
and Jerome. According to Zahn, 'The ancient
book in which Mk 1614"18 was extant independently
of the Second Gospel, and whence it was diawn

by transcribers of Mark, can only have been the

work of Papias, in which it was contained as a
077170-45 of Aiistion (sic).

3 But Jerome, he holds,
obtained his version

indirectly, through his teacher

Apollinaris of Laodicea. This \\>\ -u ' >ri has in
its favoui ceitain evidences adduced by Cony-
beare (Expositor, Dec. 1895), to connect the can-
cellation of Mk 16^ao in Armenian MSS with
knowledge derived from Papias of its true origin.
In particular, the same Ecmiadzin codex which
attributes the Appendix to the Elder Aristo

'

has
a version of the Pericope Adulteide (Jn 753-Sn

TR) independent of the leceived foim, briefer, but
with the explanatory comment after Jn 88 To
declare their sins ; and they weie seeing their

seveial sins on the stones.' Echoes of this addition

are traceable in Jerome (Pelag. ii. 17), in uncial U,
and perhaps elsewhere. Moreover, Conybeare's con-
tention that this *

represents the form in which

Papias . . . gave the episode,
5

is strongly sup-

ported by Eusebius' statement of what he found
in Papias ('a story about a woman accused of
many sins tefore the Lord, which the Gospel ac-

.

y //.//. Hebrews contains'). This applies
i>i i

i
I

%
j s i ,i i ! / i : text only (

cA certain woman was
taken in sins, against whom all boie witness,

3

etc.

Cf. Eus. HE iii. 39). It has some further support
in the express statement of Vartan (14th cent.)
that this pericope was derived from Papias, though
this may be merely dependent on Eusebius. Cony-
beare's suggestion that the story will have been
one of the 'tiaditions of the Elder John,' and for

this reason have become attached in most texts to

the Fourth Gospel, is more probable than Zanies

attubuting it to 'Aristion'; but see Blass, Phi*

lology of the Gospels, p. 156, who thinks it was

simply appended at the end of the Gospel canon.

The Ecmiadzin Codex, accordingly, in the two
mo&t important questions of Gospel text makes
deliberate departure from the received Armenian
tradition, in both cases

relying
on authority

which might conceivably go back indirectly to

Papias himself. (1) Until about this date (A.D.

989) Armenian tradition followed the Sinaitic, or

older Syriac, in omitting the ATaik-Appendix. In

the 10th cent, it begins to "be inserted as m the

Curetonian and Tatian, but with various scribal

notes of its secondary character. Our codex is

simply more exac ,- \\ T than others of its

time in adding a < \ :'
"

i i could never have

gone with the Appendix, but must have been

derived, like the comment of Vartan on the

Pericope Adulteroe, from comparison of Eusebius,
which in the Arm. spells the name * Aristo

* and

expressly designates him as '
Elder.' (2) It also

goes beyond current Armenian tradition regard-

ing Jn 81'11
. Instead of attaching the story after

Lie 218(J
, as the Gosp. ace. to the Hebrews pro-

bably suggested, it adopts the position usually

assigned it after Jn 7
52

, with the marginal scholion

in red ink rys /AotxaXJSos, and an expurgated and
embellished text, which Eusebius enables us to

identify as that of Papias. To infer from this,

however, that the scribe John had actual access to

Capias would "be rash in the extreme. On the

contrary, the evidence is only too convincing that

his title is based simply on n t'onij-.ni-on of the

two Eusebiaii passages ro^inlvrj; -AIIMO,' with

the further statements of hi- o\\n <hk-i ruitional

historian, Moses of Chorene (-100-430i, lo^aidinjr

the Aristo of Pella quoted by ] ji&ebiu* in HE n
6. Aristo

of^
Pella. Moses of Chorene i cf

Langlois, I.e.), in writing of the death and obseqme*
of Ardasches, kin<* and national hero of Armen hi,

transcribes first the quotation of Eusebius from

Aristo of Pella reminding Hadimn's devastation of

Jerusalem, to explain how Aiisto came to be

attached to his (Ardasches') person as secretary;
for Ardasches had "been sent "by Hadrian into
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Persia. He then continues, quoting
from * the same historian/ an elaborate ,

Ardasches* death and obsequies. The connexion
of this supplementary quotation, however, is so

awkwardly managed as to leave it quite ambiguous
to whose person Aristo was attached as secretary.
In the text it follows the statement that Hadrian
* established in Jerusalem a community of pagans
and Christians whose bishop was Mark. T ; r..l< *

accordingly makes him secretary of Mark (cr.

Eus. HE iv. 6). Zahn understands of Hadrian
himself (!). The Ecmiadjzm scribe seems to have
been of Langlois' opinion, and to have drawn the
inference that this Aristo, secretary of Mark the

bishop of Jerusalem under Hadrian, could be no
other than ' the Elder Aristo

'
of Eus. ffEiiL 39, as

well as the natural completer of e Mark's '

Gospel.
If the attribution of Mk 169

"20 to 'the Elder
Aristo

*
be dismissed as untrustworthy, our know-

ledge of the 'Aristion* from whom Papias de-
rived (indirectly) his * accounts of the Lord's

sayings' is reduced to a minimum. Eusebius

clearly did not identify him with Aristo of Pella,
and from his silence would seem to have known
nothing more about him than the statement of

Papias that he was an elder, one of the '

disciples
of the Apostles

3

; or, as his text of Parrias would
seem already to have read (by assimilation to the

preceding), *of the Lord.' Aristo of Pella, Eusebius

certainly did not include in his chain of Christian

writers, and save for the late and improbable
statement of Maximus Confessor, all that we know
of Aristo indicates that he does not belong there.

He may, or may not, be the same as *the cultured
rhetorician Aristo of Gerasa.*

7. Conclusions. The following may be taken as
more or less probable conclusions from the fore-

going data. (1) In the famous extract of Eusebius
from Papias and the adjoining context (HE iii. 39),
there is no Warrant for substituting the reading
'Ap/o-Twi', the common form of the name, for the
rarer form 'Apurrtw. The Syriac, followed byArm. ,

assimilates it to 'Apfcrrcw (6 IIe\Xaos), quoted a few

paragraphs farther on by Eusebius himself (HJS
iv. 6), or perhaps merely falls into the ordinary
spelling. _The reverse process is inconceivable. Of
tnis Aristion, Eusebius seems unable to relate any-
thing beyond what he found in Papias. He cer-

tainly did not regard him as identical "with Aristo
of Pella, whose narrative of the revolt of Bar
Cochba was in his hands. Papias, however, knew
of Aristion as a traditor (orally ; cf. ofl ykp K r&v

(3t8\l(art K.T.\.) of ilu* us cliin^- uf the Apostles, him-
self 'one or the disciples or these/ probably in
Palestine, since Papias obtained his traditions

(Eusebius to the contrary notwithstanding) only
from 'those who came ids way.* Aristion was
still living at the period of Papias' (youthful ? *aXs
Gfanjpfoewtt) inquii ic.

(2) Prom this otherwise unknown 'Aristion' of

Papias we must sharply distinguish 'Aristo of
Pella/ the historian of the revolt of Bar Cochba,
quoted by^ Eusebius. Had this been a Christian
writer, it is inexplicable that Eusebius, in spite of
the avowed purpose of his book, elsewhere so con-

sistently followed, should have omitted all mention
whatsoever of his works. The Viri Hlvst. of
Jerome is equally silent.

(3) The process of confusion of Papias' Aristion
with Eusebius' Aristo of Pella begins with the Syriac
translator (c. 400), followed by the Armenian ; or,
if Maximus Confessor be right in attributing to
Clement's Hypotyposeis the (conjectural ) assign-
ment of the anonymousDialogueofJason andPapis-
cus to this author, perhaps with Clement. The late
and unsupported statement of Maximus (e. 600),
quite in conflict with all that is known either of
the Dialogue or the writer, is really valueless.

(4) The Armenian historian Moses of Chorene

(5th cent.?) appears really to have known, as he

claims, Aristo of Pella. His quotation, where ifc

goes beyond that of Eusebius, shows more and
more manifestly the secular, non-Christian writer.

His statement that Aristo was secretary
of Ard-

asches, which was so unfortunately ambiguous as

to seem to make him secretary of Mark, bishop of

Jerusalem, seems to be the starting-point for the

last stage of the process.
(5) The scribe 'John' who wiote the Armenian

Codex of the Gospels in A.D. 989 (found by Cony-
beare at Ecmiadzm), departed from pievioun Ar-
menian tradition by appending, after the row of

discs by which he had marked the end of the

Gospel of Maik, at Mk 168
, the -jimiou* c-ndiii^

vv. 9"20
, literally translated from the <iipinyiricok

text. To justify this unusual insertion, he crowded
in *

by an s ": '
i

"

: Iii
'

between the first line and
the row <> .i

,
MI mall, cramped, red letters,

the title
* Of the Elder Aristo.' That he knew the

Eusebian passage about T\
" *

\
r rmant is indi-

cated by his use of the i .

' and the form
Aristo

'

; for only the Armenian Eusebius has
these peculiarities. That he should have identified

the writer of the Markan appendix with 'the
Elder Aristo 7

is most probably explained by his

finding in Moses of Chorene what ne took to be
the statement that Aristo (of Pella) was secretary
of Mark, the bishop of Jerusalem, in the time of
Hadrian. Who inoleed should venture to complete
Mark's unfinished Gospel, if not his secretary?

B. w. BACON-
ARMOUR. Lk II22 speak* of the iravoirXta, (&r.

Xey. in Gospels ; also Lpli (>
11

, with which cf.

1 Th 58
) of 'the strong man '= the Wicked One

the def. art. 6 (v.
21

) indicating a single and de-
finite person. The 'armour' is the potent influ-

ences at his disposal, called by St. Paul (Eph 611
)

*

* wiles
3 and (6

16
)

*

fiery darts/ by which he deludes
and overcomes. Trusting to these, he with his

possessions is
* at peace

'
until

* the stronger than
he 3

(toxv/xSrepos atfrov [cf. Lk 316
]) comes on the

scene, when the armour is taken away and he is

spoiled of his possessions.
The passage has a soteriological and an eschato-

lu/cjil iK'ii r in.'. 1 1 1 It points to the power of Christ
ji- aMo ti <.i-lolp evil passions and habits from
I'M" IH-JIII ui. Mi 1& et pass.). He is

*
stronger"

than e the strong man/ and has *

power to heal
*

(Lk 517). He thus fulfils the prophecy of Is 4924-

and 5312, delivering the prey and dividing the

spoil. (2) Eschatologically it points to the final

victory of good over evil. Cf. Col 2lfi

, where we
have the word &7reK8v<r&fju:vos (cf. Lighfoot's note,m loc.}. The 'stronger' har ,"*,, \ ne into
the 'strong one's* house and

'

, . many;
the conflict was continued by Him and against
Him till His death, when He overcame him that
had the power of death ; the same conflict of evil

against good is still continued, His 'spoiling* is

going on, He is still taking from His adversary
one and another of his possessions, till in the end
He shall bind him in the abyss and utterly destroy
him(cf. esp. 1 Co IS25

'27 and Rev 196- llff
-).

Por passaji'''- o< -< iipii\<> of Boman armour of
the time, in I'oKhiu- ami Josephus, see Hastings*
DB,s.v.; cf al-o Min'-al, Kpigr. ix. 57. With
these St. Pjnil"-* <!<>-< 1 1 pi urn of the Christian's
armour is in close harmony ; but to find a * diabolic

'

significance in the several details is rather fanciful
than helpful.

TTa-: !!_- 7)7? t : 7>v 77'.jn'. o!i \n
,

cb. u., , t . .

K. MACPHERSON,
. 'Armies* ((rrpaTei^aTa) are mentioned

by Jesus as the natural instruments of discipline
at the command of an Eastern king (Mt 227

), He
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also foretells (Lk 2 120) the day when * Jerusalem
shall be compassed with armies' (o-rparfareda).

Otherwise there is little allusion to armies in the

Gospels, and comparatively small use is made of

lessons or figures drawn from military life. The
Koraan soldier, the legionary, did not loom very
large in Palestine. When the Church spreads
into the Province Asia, to Rome and Corinth,
the impression of the army of Home is much
stronger both in the incidents of the Acts and
in the figurative allusions of the Epistles
John the Baptist found soldieis (see art. SOLDIER)

among the crowds who came to him to be baptized
(Lk 3 14

) ; and the most remarkable bond of union
between the military character and the character
conformed to God, that of discipline and orderly
subordination, was suggested to our Lord by the
conduct of a centurion (Lk 78).

M. R FEWBOLT.
ARNI. An ancestor of Jesus, according to the

genealogy given by St. Luke (3
<<JJ

, AV Aram). In
Mt I

3f- he is called Earn, (AV Aram).

ARPHAXAD. The spelling (in both AV and RV
of Lk 3SG

) of the OT name which appears more
correctly in the EV of OT as Arpachshad.

ARREST (Jn 18a-u=Mt 2647
"56=Mk 1443

-52=Lk
22-). When Judas, withdrawing from the

Supper, betook himself to the high priests and
informed them that he was ready to implement his

agreement (see BETEAYAL), their simplest way
would have been to accompany him back to the

upper room and there arrest Jesus. It was, how-
ever, impossible for them to proceed thus sum-

marily. They had, indeed, the officers of the

temple at their command (cf. Jn 732
) ; but these

were insufficient, since the Law forbade them to

go armed on the Passover day,* and, though Jesus
and the Eleven were defenceless, He was the popular
hero, and, should an alarm be raised, the multitude
would be aroused and would come to the rescue.

Moreover, had they taken such a step on their own
authority, they would have offended the procura-
tor, Pontius Pilate, who was ever jealous for the
maintenance of order, especially at the festal

seasons ; and it was of the utmost moment that

they should secure his sympathy and co-operation.

Accordingly, though doubtless impatient of the

delay, they first of all appealed to him and ob-

tained from him a detacnment of soldiers from
Fort Antonia, under the command of a tribune.

TK Tloinuii irarr'-oi. ,

T
s" "1 ftf .1 -

i "V t

'

..r
1

(r,r -*) ii >i i moil (<
- ' ' //'/ p .. )

r*t'tp*i (Jn 181
*) does not, of course

*

<'< i. i

was despatched on Uu <nru,'l < i j u..-- .'11 ! 01.1

the military,* 'buimuoii the police
*

Ere all was arranged several hours had elapsed.
Jesus had quitted the upper room and the city,
but the traitor knew whither He had gone, and
led the way to the garden on Mount Olivet, where
each night during the Passion-week the Master
had bivouacked with the Twelve in the onen i'T,k

22'*). tl MU* JL motley Land that followed Juila-.

'I IIP -oldiui* would mai( h in order, "but the temple-
servants, armed with cudgels and carrying lamps
and torches, gave it the appearance of a mere
rabble (cf. Mt*2647=Mk 14=:Lk 2247

). And with
the rest, forgetting their dignity in

their^ eagerness
to witness the success of their machinations, went
some of the high priests, the temple-captains,! and
the elders.

* Mishna, Shatib. vi. 4 * No one shall go out with sword or

bow, with shield or sling or lance. But if he go out, he shall

be guilty of sin
'

t Lk 22* 52
frpctn,}*! TOW ttpift, the D'JJQ, officials next in

dignity to the priests, charged with the preservation o order

in the temple. Cf. Schurer, HJP n. i. p. 257 fl.

When he had guided the band to the garden,
Judas doubtless would fain have kept in the back-

ground, but he was doomed to drink his cup of

*_
', ( \ "-" to the dregs. It was the business of

in -I to make tne arrest, but they did not
know Jesus, and, seeing not one man but twelve,
they were at a loss which was He. It was neces-

sary that Judas should come forward and resolve
their perplexity. Casting shame to the winds, he
gave them a sign :

* The one whom I shall kiss is

he. Take him.
3 Then he advanced and, greeting

Jesus with feigned reverence :

'

Hail, Babbi I

*

kissed Him effusively.* It was the climax of his

villainy, and Jesus repulsed him with a stinging
sentence. * Comrade !

' He cried, m that one word
summing up the traitor's baseness

;

' to thine
errand.' t Brushing the tiaitor aside, He stepped
forward and demanded of the soldiers :

* Whom
are ye seeking?' 'Jesus the Nazarene,' they
faltered.

' I am he,' He answered, making per-

haps to advance towards them and surrender Him-
self; and, overawed by His tone and bearing,
they retreated and fell on the ground.

'Unless,' says St Jerome, t *He had had even m His counte-
nance something

1

sidereal, the Apostles would never have fol-

lowed Him at once, nor would those who had come to arrest
Him have fallen to the ground.' It is, however, unnecessary
to assume a miiacle. Of. the consternation of the mercenary
soldier who came, sword in hand, to kill 0. Harms at Minturnse.
'The chamber m which he happened to be lying having no
very bright light but being gloomy, it is said that the eyes of

Marms appeared to dart a great flame on the soldier, and a loud
voice came from the old man :

" Barest thou> fellow, to slay
C. Marms ?

"
So the barbarian immediately rushed out, crying :

"I cannot kill 0. Marms!" '

It is related of John Bunyan
that once, as he was preaching-, a justice came with several
constables to arrest him 'The justice commanded him to

come down from his stand, but he mildly told he was about
his Master's business, and must rather obey His voice than
that of man. Then a constable was ordered to fetch him
down ; who coming

1

up, and taking hold of his coat, no sooner
did Mr. Bunyan fix his eyes stedfastly upon him, having- his

Bible then open in his hand, but the man let go, looked pale
and retired , upon which said he to his auditors,

" See how this

man trembleth at the word of God 1

" ' And John Wesley was
once assailed by a gang of ruffians.

* Which is he ? which is he ?
'

!*
"

! ": _ Vr _ M 1 ! i the press 'I am he,' said
v

.
' i< , ! , . i i i ., -- v

, and they feE hack and let

i i , i M

J esus reiterated His question :
eWhom are ye

seeking ?
*

and, when they answered again :
* Jesus

the Nazarene/ He once more gave Himself up to

arrest, adding an intercession for the Eleven :
* If

\o ;u<' M'tkin;* //, !<'. these men go their way.'
'lit cox OHM/ li.i iii-i Ixc*, the soldiers seized Him,
and, as they were proceeding to bind Him, the

more roughly perhaps that they were ashamed of

their weakness, the indignation of the disciples
mastered their alarm, and Peter, with the courage
of despair, drew a sword which he carried under
his cloak (1 and, assailing a slave of the high priest
named Malchn*, cut off Ms right ear. An uproar
ensued, and the disciples must have paid the

penalty of the rash act had not Jesus intervened.

Working His hands free from the cords and crav-

ing a brief release: 'Let me go just thus far,
1

TO touchril ilic u on r.t u tl (-jit and healed it, If The
nium'Icomi-ioiuMiii <mn-ion: and, while his mates
were crowding about Malchus, Jesus reasoned with
His excited followers. 'Put the sword into its

sheath,
5 He commanded Peter. 'The cup which

my Father hath given me, shall I not drink it ?

Dost thou suppose that I cannot appeal to my
Mkld^ 45

<J,?vrAP, Mtvttbrft* Cf Lk 738* 45.

t Euth. Zig. TO 5e fo* S (Tibch , W1I i j' o) T*pti oi

J Ad Pnncipiam Explain Psalm, xhv.
Plut. C. Mar 39.

I Cf Lk 22s*. Chrysostom thinks that these t^^etipett were
the knives (;e^at may mean either *>/ >1 or Iniff) which
Peter and John (cf Lk 22) had used in tl mug- and dressing
the Paschal lamb. It evinces their sense of impending peril
that they carried the /**;/ despite the legal prohibition.

U This miracle is recorded by Luke alone, but the immunity
of Peter from instant vengeance is inexplicable without it*
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Father, and he will even now send to my support
more than twelve legions of s "; I

'"
one for

Himself and one for each of ,-i I

'

? How
then are the scriptures to be fulfilled that even
thus it must come to pass ?

'

St. Chrysostom
* finds

here an allusion to the destruction of Sennacherib's

army (2 K 19 1*5
) : If a single angel smote that host

of 185,000 armed men, what could this rabble do

against 72,000 angels?
Anxious to avert attention still further from the

Eleven, Jesus addressed Himself to the Jewish
rulers who with their officers had accompanied the

soldiers.
' As though against a brigand,' He said

-
i'V\\ 'have ye come forthwith swords and

c

'

r i

'

':' Daily in the temple I was wont to sit

teaching, and ye did not arrest me.' What had

kept them from arresting Him in the temple-
court ? It was fear of the multitude (cf. Mt 26s

-5=
Mk 141-2=Lk 221'2

).
And they were cowards still,

coming forth with an armed band against a de-

fenceless man. It was a stroke of biting sarcasm,
and they felt the sting of it. Apparently it pro-
voked them to violence. At all events the Eleven
were at that moment stricken with sudden panic,
and 'all forsook him and fled.'

They made good their escape, but the infuriated

rulers f laid hands on one who, though not a
follower of Jesus, was evidently a friend and

sympathizer. St. Mark alone has recorded the
Incident. A solitary figure (els ns) strangely
attired had been hovering near during the ren-
contre *a young man arrayed in a linen sheet J
over his undiess/ When the Eleven took to flight
the rulers laid hold on him; and, dropping Ms
garment, he left it in their grasp and escaped un-
dressed.

Who was he? and why should the Evangelist have recorded
an incident which seems merely to introduce an incongruous
element of comedy into the tragic narrative ? Of all the con-

jectures which have been offered.il the most reasonable seems to
be that he was St. Mark himself (Olshaus., Godet). The conjec-
ture is of recent date, but long ago it was alleged that he was
from the honso where Jesus had eaicri the Pa )0\ ei (Euth. Zig ,

Theophyl ) ;
unrl it max- well liu\o bcn .x-> rw.ild suggests, the

hon- 01 Marr, Thar, widow ladi who icsidcd in Jerusalem with
herein John Miik, iuid <>hcrac<l hospitality to the Apostles m
tttu r <la\s (Vc 1^--) Probablv Mark had gone to rest that
evening after the celebration of the Passover by his household,
and, with a foreboding of trouble, had lain awake. He had
heard Jesus and the Eleven descend after midnight from the

I

'
<
" 1 I lii> i-( 'i '1 l'i-i "\, i -intr ..nd iir<i:nni.r

I
'

i, na'l Jinx- .,i-K il',r, ii<l :LII<I ;h> u ,i
T
i'l

witnessed all that passed .M <nfh-.nin,io xnrt t n.i\ u-' h;ib

the incident was less trivial than it appears. In earlydays St.

Mark bore a singular epithet He \\as styled 'the stump-
fri^c red." T and u ih<* ab-onoe of any i< '.

" "

\\>~ ,i i
<

i

the epithet u in**', p" hap-, ho conj (
I .* i i

>

*(] He in Gclh-ji'iP <. < I,
* if

i'2( r had : < n inn iLi -I bytne slash
of a svvoi d (see Hxpos 1st ser i [1875} pp. 436-446).

DAVID SMITH.
ART. There has been, in Christian history no

antagonism between religion and art as such;
though there have been abuses of particular forms
of art, and consequent reactions against those
abuses. The XT alfoids little guidance, for it is

not concerned with the subject . It is the revelation
of a Person, not of a cotlc'of lules. It deals with
fundamental spiritual facts, and it was not within
the scope of the writers of its books to supply
disquisitions on art or philosophy or science. Sacn
problems were left to Tbe settled from age to age

* Tn Wafth l\\\\-

t Mk 11*1 j tmirxe. om Tiach,, "WH,
^JThe r.*b** was a bed-sheet. Of. Eus. ffl,vi. 40: p*vw lav

rrS siwj, rs ru.ry ~/i,u,tc; t tv r> 2UV&J
\pQvi{4,ot,r ,

v\)l( ip JTntUClxen,
comparing- our passage (omments: l

lv ,.** _<rW*r< idem
esc quod alias vocatur <riv$&v

'

yuwos, not absolutely naked Cf. Jn 217.

| John, who reco> ered from his panic and followed Jesus to
the high priest's palace (Gregory, Moral, xiv. 23). James,
the Lord's brother, who, according to Eus HE ii. 23, always
after his conversion wore linen garments (Epiphan., Theophyl )
See Petavel in JSxposit,ort

March 1891.

Philoitoph vu 30: tin Hautes I

by the spiritual instinct of a Church, to which

Christ promised the abiding presence of the Spirit .

the NT has no nioie to say about art than it has

to say about economics or natural science, and
therefore it neither praises any of these things noi

condemns them ;
it is concerned with that which

underlies them all.

The NT is neutral also in regard to the use of

art in the woiship of the Temple. The Jews were
not an inartistic nation, though they had not the

genius for art of some other races : they had music,

p'oetry, sculpture, architecture, and the usual minor
arts of their time; and, though in S' ', '\ey
were under strict regulations for tin-

1
1- M, of

idolatry, this did not |---
n-i-i ,* i ^from using

graven images within . .'
'

itself, while
in the ornaments of their worship they had been

guided by elaborate legulations as to form and
colour and symbolism, r" ,

"

. sip in

these suiroundmgs, and did, not . .' >\ with
them. Our Lord condemned the ethical f01 nudism
of current religion, But not its art : He condemned
the '

n'f*' Y- !

"
e Temple, but not its beauty.

Nor i II -
< :

,;

'

have anything to say against
the art of the pagan cities where they went,
though they had much to say about the wicked-
ness : they are silent on the subject, except for a
few illustrations from engraving and painting in

He I3 85 and 101
. It is in the \: < i \

|

- alone
that we have any_ setting forth 01 '

i
-

!

i-eauty ;

and here there is a clearer

principle of art, because nothin
what the writer had to sho"v !

enough to say that the imagery of the Apocalypse
is merely symbolic: all religious art is symbolic.
St. John envelops lri-> conception of the highest
form of being in an atino-phoio 01 g

1 * *
'\

and a Church which accepted his
'

s

hardly mistrust material beauty as a handmaid of

religion. It is not therefore to be wondered at
that Christian worship, as we know of it after the
Peace of the Church, was much influenced by the

descriptions of "*i 1
i \ ki|11 \ v uiMip in Hie \j <tca-

lypse(see, e.g., i ii<' < < -:i I^'IIMUK '-i / /' it 'of
our Lord, A.D. 350).

But, if we would find in the NT the final <ngu-
ment in favour of art, we must turn, as Westcott
says in hi- jiicnl essay on the subject, to the
central me--ijjeor Cl ii- s JIM six '/ ' Word became
flesh. Here is the justincatiori and the sanctifica-

tion of all that is truly human : Christianity em-
braces all life, and *tlie inspiration of the new
birth extends to every human interest and faculty.

5

The old conflict between the spiritual and the
material is reconciled by the Incarnation ; for by
it the visible became in< -;; IMMKMII, 01 outward
sign, of that which is in u n\ I mi. i ^u mini. Thus,
like the Incarnation itself,

* Christian art embodies
the twofold conceit ion of tli<* spiritual destiny of
the visible, iiii'l 01 ;i -Mnnml revelation through
the visible. The central lact of the Christian faith

gives a solid
unity^ to both truths.' The office of

art, Westcott continue, K Ho present the truth
of things undt'i ihc a*pin of beauty*: the effect

of rini-fianii v upori art is that of *a new birth,
a tr.iM-li^urmiou of iill human powers by the
rex elation of ilion <li\ m k connexions and destiny' ;

and thus 'Christian art is the interpretation oi

beauty in life under the liirlil of ihc Incarnation.'
Thus the Christian artin i- i\ true tier, his art is

ministerial, and when it appears to be an end in
itself idolatry has begun ; his true function is both
to interpret the world as God has made it in its

beauty, in the light of a deeper understanding of
its meaning, and also to embody to men his own
visions of the truth he is not a mirror but a
prophet,' and, love is Ins guide. Thus he is led

'through the most patient and reverent regaid of
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phenomena to the contemplation of the eternal
'

;

for ' the beauty \yhich is the aim of Chiistian art is

referred to a Divine ideal. It is not " of the world,"
as finding its source or its hnal measure there,
but "of the Father," as corresponding to an unseen
truth. The visible to the Christian eye is m every
part a revelation of the invisible

*

Westcott, however, assumes an *

antagonism of

early Christians to contemporary art,
5 and points

to the
' ' " r *

tii&tianity as establish-

ing a , i supposed
' elements of

contrast.' Was there, we must ask any such an-

tagonism as a matter of history
? When Westcott

wrote, Christian archaeology was still in its in-

fancy; much that we now have was still undis-
covered, and that which was known was uncertain
in date and inaccurately icpiodmcu : notions still

held the field which have <mco Itron disproved, as,
for instance, that which credits the early Church
with the wanton destruction of pagan monuments,
when, as a matter of fact, the ancient Roman
temples were, after the triumph of Christianity,
long kept m repair at the expense of the Christian
State, as the chief glory of the city.
The question is of great importance, for modern

writers frequently condemn Chnstianity because
of its supposed depreciation of humanity. Thus
the natural scientist Metchnikoff -writing, as

people do, about matters which are outside his

province declaies in The Nature of Man that
Chiistianity lowered our '"

*

" '

-nan
nature, and gives as evide' :

'Sculpture, which played so great a part m the
ancient world, and which was intimately associated
with Greek ideals, began to decline in the Chris-
tian era,' the real truth being, as we shall see,

had been declining for several

pagan hands, and tnat Christian
* at they could with the decadent
craft.

Now Westcott himself states that * the literary
evidence is extremely scanty

}

as regards the rela-
tion of Christianity to art; and, writing twenty-
two years later, we may add that .'i

' " *

evidence all points in the opposite . : ,

that which he supposed. The literary evidence,
indeed, proves little as to the first two centuries,
though iccent discoveries have increased our know-
ledge of the 3rd century.
The usual quotations from the Fathers such as

Westcott gives are, indeed,
*

\ii, . , \ ty
'

;

but the one extract which doe ! t \ and
definitely with the subject has been

curiously"over-
looked. It is from Clement of Alexandria in the
chapter headed 'Human arts as well as Divine

knowledge proceed from God' (Strom. L 4), and is

quiio final a*, 10 Clement's opinion. After perti-
nent K icrcrimirto the craftsman Bezalel the son
of T,n (Ex .'Jl-^j, whose 'understanding' was from
God, he proceeds

* For those ^ho practise the common arts are in what per-
tains to the senses highly gifted in hearing, he who is com-
monly called a musician , m touch, he who moulds clay ;

in
voice, the singer , in smell, the perfumer ; in sight, the engraver
of dt \ u'c i rn . v -ils. . With reason, therefore, the Apostle has
calk (I i he ui'dom of God "manifold," which has manifested its

''
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,

po^(i ''in m.im departments :md in many modes" [Eph 310,

I To Nl b\ ari,b\ krumlidirc, b\ *,mh by prophecy -tor our
bt IK li

1 "
1 or all ui*doin -^ nom ' ho Lord, and is witti him for

t r' [Sir T|, a? -a.**, iho XV i 01 ,k*-'i

Though less comprehensive than this admirable
statement, the passage to which "Westcott himself
alludes is also extremely interesting. Clement
describes a number of subjects commonly engraved
upon seals to which Christians could give a Chris-
tian meaning (see CHRIST IN ART), whilst he
forbids the use of seals which bear idols, swords,
bows, and drinking cups condemning thus, not
art, but idolatry, war, and drunkenness (Peed. in.

3). Ongen's answer to Celsus (c. Oels. viii. 17-20) is

often quoted as denying the use of art. He meets
Celsus7 charge that * we shrink fiom raising altars,
statues, and temples,

3

1, -!\i:u ihat Celsus 'does
not peiceive that we ''<i:!,fu ,V spirit of every
good man as an altar,' ana that) Cnnstis 'the most
excellent image in all creation,

5 and 'that we do
refuse to build lifeless temples to the Giver of all

life, let anyone who chooses learn how we are

taught that our bodies are the temple of God.'
This rhetorical answer cannot be taken as denying
the use of art by the^AMean Christians it is a
vindication of the spiritual nature of Christian

worship, and the *
lifeless temples' must be referred

'

.
,'

-

'

i

" *

' M *, there was nowhere any shrinking
'

I !< i of church buildings. Origen is

not concerned with the question of art : he merely
denies c

altars, statues, and temples
'

in the heathen
sense.
Even Tertulhan, Montanist though he was, is

clear in not condemning artists for practising their

art, though he has a good deal to say about their

making idols; the arti&t who makes idols works
c

illicitly
'
like Hermogenes, who '

despises God's
law in his painting' (adv. Hermog. 1). An artist's

profession was full of temptation from heathen

patrons : so Tertullian warns them that *

every
artificer of an idol is guilty of one and the same
crime '

as he who worships it (de Idol. ), since to
make an idol is to worship it (ib. 6) ; and he
advises them to practise their art in other direc-

tions 'gild slippers instead of statues' eWe urge
men generally to such kinds of handicrafts as do
not come in contact with an idol* (ib. 8). Else-
where he gives useful testimony by his incidental
mention of Christian art work in the painting of

the Good Shepherd and other subjects upon chalices

(de Pudic. 7 and 10).
This is, in fact, the conclusion I o -u 1 1 1 (

T
i i ho 1 i rei n i y

evidence leads us: the early Clm-ii.m-i \\tie io!il

to keep clear of paganism, with which their daily
work was often so closely involved, but they were
not told to forswear art.

If we wish to find a condemnation of art as such,
we must turn not to Christianity, but to pre-
Christian philosophy, and in spite of all thatlias
been said about the opposition Between Hebraism
and Hellenism not it) a Jo\vi-li but to a Greek
writer. Plato knew what art was ; he belonged to a
race with whom art was not a mere incident but a
IMCM inijioilfliii pail of life; in l<-rribmg his ideal

city li<> luul lodruL \\iih ilio problem of art, and he
settled it bv excluding i lu an i-l altogether. Be-

ginning ^ itfi dramatic ni r, lie proceeds, towards the
end of the llcpnulity with a consistent adherence
i o principle that i& as rare now as it was then, to
include every form of arl in his condemnation.
His reasons are three The artist creates without

knowing or caring
what is ood or bad, and thus

separates himself from morality ; he is an imitator
of appearances, and therefore a long way off the

truth; and art, whether poetry 01 pain ting or the

drama, excites passions -which ought, to be curbed.
Plato fuUy recognized thai if pauamjr is wrong,
poetry must be wrong too ; and he decided that

pocti y als-0 must be excluded from the perfect city.
He was right at least in this, that all art must
stand or fall together ; and in the light of his cleat

thought it is easy to see that the thiee movements
which have appeared in Chiistendom Asceticism,

Iconoclasm, and Puritanism were not really move-
ments against art. The Christian Church never

adopted Plato's position : the ascetic precursors of

Monasticism came nearest it, but they formulated
no principle beyond that of complete renunciation
of the world for the benefit of their own souls, and

they did little or nothing to check the lavish deco*

ration of churches which characterized their age.
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The Iconoclasts of the Byzantine Empire were often

great patrons of architecture, poetry, and the minor
arts ; and, though they carried their special prin-

ciple down to the forbidding of pictures of sacred

subjects even in books, they did not carry it beyond
the question of images. The Puritans, being Eng-
lislamen, were naturally less logical than the Greek
iconoclasts ; thus, they accepted Judaism when it

forbade images, and ignored it when it commanded
ceremonial : in fact, they disliked art in so far as

it embodied ideas which were distasteful to them,
and no further. Puritanism was a mingling of the

two earlier reactions, asceticism and iconoclasm :

it can hardly be taken as embodying a principle of

opposition to art.

The question is not, then, one between Puritanism
and Catholicism, or between Hebraism and Hellen-

ism, but between Platonism and Aristotelianisni.

For it was Aristotlewho answered Plato ; and he did

so by pointing out that a true philosophy must make
the whole of human nature rationally .i-u^JjuMr;

for, the Universe being rationally organized, the ex-

istence of art proves that it must have a proper
function in life This is surely the philosophy also

of the Incarnation . the Word became flesh, and in

that the whole of human nature becomes intel-

ligible ; it is good in itself, and m its unstained

perfection can become a fit manifestation of the

Divine.

Sin, indeed, mars this perfection j and while sin

remains, asceticism continues to have its function

in the world, The love of the beautiful may de-

generate into the lust of the eye, because the
inward and spiritual is forgotten, and the sacra-

mentalism of art is lost. It may then become

necessary to pluck out the eye that sees, or to cut

off the fashioning hand, in order to enter into

life ; but it is a choice of evils, the man escapes

Gehenna, but he enters into life
4 maimed.'

So, though it is better to be maimed than to be

lost, better to hate art than to make it a god,

hiding the eternal which it should reveal, better,

indeed, to break images than to worship them ; yet
the fulness of truth lies not in the severance, but
in the union of the good and the beautiful. They
have often appeared as rival tendencies in history.

Religious men have often been narrow and in-

human, artists have often been weak in will and
the creatures of their emotions, as Aristotle found
them ; but the one-sidedness of men serves only to

illustrate the manysidedness of truth. Christen-
dom through all her struggles has loved righteous-
ness, and has not foi<roK< 11 to love art also. She
has her fasts, but -he lia- al-o her feasts.

It is certain as a historic fact that the early
Church, had no suspicion of art, but accepted
Avithout scruple the decorative motives and forms
of the classical civilization to which, apart from
religion and ethics, she "belonged, eliminating only
such themes as bore an idolatrous or immoral
meaning. Limited at first in her resources, she
did not for a while attain to magnificence ; but all

the evidence of archaeology, which is yearly ac-

cumulating, shows that she made use of art so far
as she had opportunity. Nor did she try to create
an art of her own ; she used the art as she used the

languages of the empire. The art of the .early
Church is not Christian in its form, but in its

inspiration.
Most of the earliest Christian art that has been

discovered is in the Catacombs of Rome, This
does not mean, as Westcptt supposes, that the
Church of Italy was artistic while the rest of the
Church was not; still less does it show, as is

popularly imagined, that the Roman Christians
used the Catacombs as their churches and per-
manent hiding-places. The art of the Catacombs
has survived because it has been preserved under-
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ground ; but it was not the only art, and the early
Christians worshipped above ground like every-

body else, except in the case of occasional services

for the departed. But hardly :m\LVm<: lin- sur-

vived of the art above ground in l.hM.iiun' we
have only hints that stir but do not satisly the

I-,., .''.< as when Eusebius tells us (Hh viii.

I

'

i mes of persecution the churches were

pulled down (as by Diocletian in 302), and men-
tions that the church at ISIicomedia, destioyed in

303, was of great size and importance (de Mart.

Pers. 12, 'fanum illud editissimum
J

). At a time

when not the buildings only, but the very books of

the Christians were destroyed, it was in the burial-

places immune by Roman law from molestation,
and hidden away from the ravages of sun and air,

and of barbarians ancient and modern that works
of art survived; and to the Catacombs we must
turn for our evidence. There is every reason to

suppose that the ait which we find there is typical
of that of the whole Church ; for (1) the Christian
Churches were bound together by remarkably
close ties in the first three centuries ; (2) the sym-
bolism of the Catacombs is shown by the early
literature to have been that of the rest of the
Church also ; and (3) there was a uriifoiinity of art

throughout the empire, of which Rome was the

cosmopolitan centre, an Italian city indeed in

which most of the art was executed by Greeks,

Enough description for our present purpose of

the paintings in tlie Catacombs will be found in

the article on CHEIST IN AKT. To that article,

which deals with Christian art on its most import-
ant side (the Christological), reference may also be
made for illustrations from the other arts which are

here more briefly mentioned. It will suffice here
to make a few general statements. (1) Pictorial

art is found in the earliest "catacombs, belonging
to a period before the end of the 1st cent., as well
as in those of later date ; (2) the first Christians
must have been fond of art to use it so

freely
in

the dark : the cubicula of the Catacombs, which
were only visited occasionally, and where nothing
could be painted or seen except by lamp-light,
must represent art at its minimum. Yet tliat ait*

is both good and abundant. (3) Among the very
earliest examples, figures are included as well as

merely decorative subjects of animals, flowers, etc.

(4) The art is the highly developed art of the
Roman Empire, which was at its height in the 1st

and 2nd centuries, and declined after the reign of

Hadrian. (5) The art of the Catacombs is there-
fore Christian only in that it generally represents
Christian subjects, and that it acquires almost at
once a certain marked character of mystic sym-
bolism which is peculiar to the ages of persecu-
tion. Certainly there is something about

^
this

riiily piii'iun^ which at once distinguishes it as
< )i I'M urn li - authors were intent on expressing
ideas, not the technical theology of an ecclesi-

astical system, but the faith and hope of ordinary
Christian, people, therefore they use suggestion
and symbol, and are fond of a conventional treat-

ment even of Scripture subjects, and thus their
work is marked by a quiet reserve that excludes
all reference to the sufferings and death of the

martyrs, and dwells upon the life and power of

Christ, not upon His cleat h and pinion This art
is marked by simplicity, happiness, and peace;
it deals only with such OT and NT and other

subjects as could bear a mystical interpretation in

connexion with the deliverance and happiness of

the departed ilnoii^rli ilu pouor of Christ and the

grace of the su'iamcm* li is sometimes of a

high technical order and of reat beauty, though
the difficulties of its execution led to its being
often sketchy^

in character. Born full-grown in

the 1st cent., it passed in the 2nd into this second
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mystical period, declining after the 2nd cent.

gradually in technique, as the pagan art was
declining. After the Peace of the Church in the
4th cent, it passes into its third period, when its

symbolism is more obvious, more didactic and
dogmatic.

Sculpture naturally does not appear so early as

s . The dark catacombs were no place for

.
!,<; though in them it has its beginnings

in the graffiti 01 incised designs which are common
on the tombs. These were easily to be seen, and
could be wrought on the spot, which was an im-

poitant consideration in days when it was difficult

to order Christian sculptuie from pagan shops. It

would be an easier matter to have executed in the

public studios a subject that could bear a pagan
rn< i|>i< i.mnn ; and thus it is that we do nnd a
-i Him 01 i lii Good Shepherd which probably
belongs to the 3rd cent , though one would natur-

ally expect Christians who lived in pagan times to

be shy ot the use of statuary. In the 4th cent.

the growing custom of burial above ground,
coupled with the prosperity of the Church, en-

couiaged the use of sculptured sarcophagi (cf.

CHRIST IN ART), Excellent carved ivories are
also found at this peiiod, but art had been steadily
declining since Hadrian's time, and after the 6th
cent, nc

1

,"
'

,

r

any sort is found. There
was no x / the West, but in the East
the Iconoclastic controversy (716-867) led to the
wholesale destruction of 'images/ whetl i

)

M|
t !

or carved ; and though it ended in the i-.i, ; i.,;i

of pictures, there was a tacit compromise by which
statues were not restoied, in spite of the decision in

favour of
c

images
'

by the Second Council of Nicsea

(787). This renunciation of statuary in the Eastern
Church grew into a passionate aversion to its use
inside a place of worship, an aversion which con-

tinues still.

Among the minor arts may be mentioned that
of gold-glass, which commenced early in the 3rd

cent., and has preserved for TIS many Christian

pictures and symbols. Miniature illustration

came into general use in the 4th cent, in MSS
of books of the Bible ; it was not decorative like

that of the Middle Ages; the miniatures were

separated from the text, and were devoted to

giving picturi
" "

*!' . events described,
much as in

j
, i > illustration. The

; ","- "i :, -\, metal, and jewel work,
i < i,,"\ ,K .. ! Christian symbolism, thus
it first appears on lamp- .11 i -H* ,'>!<! <rni IPX. The
magnificence of church plate after the Peace of the
Church almost passes belief. An early instance is

given in the r>'<inm-i'i \ of Sylvia (A.D. 383), which
was discovered in IS^.
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, p\ppriencpi in Syria,
k oinnm< Miiri on tlrii da\ ot i ho Church

(. ;'!(' Vn I-UMH, or of I he cro*-- in Jrru-iklom or in JJi'thlehem ;

roi i!u ic mil uouM sot noUpujf bur tfold and 41 IIH or silk; for
it \ou -IL i ho \oil-. lhu\ arc all of silk, with sii'pn of gold; if

\o,i -i'< Liu curt,'ii [i-,, ihe\ arc the iainc. Jji<r\ kind of gold
and gu'umd M'-riol m used on ilru day. Ii is impossible to

relate the number and weight of the lights, tapers, and lamps
and other utensils. And what shall I say ot the adornment of

the fabric, which Constantino, with all rlio jvwerof liii King-
dom, in the presence of his mother, honoured with jro'd, mosaic,
and precious stones 9 '

With this may be compared the gifts, recorded
in the Liber Pontificals, which Constantino made
to certain churches : among them he gave to St.

Peter's *.1 ^oulon chalices with emeralds and

jacinths, null luLMiijr 45 gems and weighing 12

pounds
'

; and
4 a golden paten with a tower of

puiest gold,
with a dove adorned with emeralds

and jacinths, and 213 pearls, weighing 30 pounds';
while to St. John Latcraii he gave no fewer than
174 candlesticks and chandeliers of various sorts,

as to which Fleury reckons that altogether they
furnished 8730 separate lights. These figures

suggest a magnificence of the surroundings of

worship that is far removed from the simple two-
handled cup of the 2nd cent, fresco of the Fractio
Panis. None the less, the fact that Constantino's

gift was made shows that there was no tradition
of dislike to such magnificence. Such descriptions
bear out the geneial impression that the early
Church made fiee use of whatever richness of art
Uer opportunities could provide, though when
necessity lequired she was content, as Jerome
says,

e to carry the body of Christ in a basket of
osiers and His blood in a cup of glass.

5

Mosaic art, of which there are extant such

splendid examples in the churches of the Imperial
cities, Rome and Ravenna and Constantinople,
followed upon architecture, and flourished between
the 4th and 7th centuries, Its magnificence and
durability make it to us the most characteristic

feature of the Christian art of that period. The
piincipal subjects represented are the great figures
of Christ enthroned, figures of the Apostles and
other saints, apocalyptic and other symbolic sub-

jects, scenes from the Old and New Testaments,
and pictures of imperial personages and bishops.
In architecture there have been many theories

as to the origin of the basilica. It is now very
;enerally agreed that the Christian church is a

Levelopment of the classical atrium, the central

colonnaded court of dwelling-houses in the Imperial
age. The earliest gatherings for worship took place
in the atrium of some v . "!

"

i < o-tvert, and were
thus surrounded with all

'

i
* j :

'

s M and lesser arts

of the period. Now, the Greek and .Roman temples
were constructed for a worship in which both the
altar and the worshippers stood outside. The Chris-

tian worship began in the home (Bo 165 and perhaps
Ac 248

), and the purpose of the earliest churches
was to hold a large number of worshippers before
the Lord's Table ; thus, though the style was that
of the age, the manner of its use was different

from the first. The basilica is a
"

\ /i
Christian building, marked out bj i

t
'

1 10,
< 1 1* . <

' i
,
colonnaded aisles, and apse. It

v!'* |i'oiMlil\ in h'o<(-> of development in the
<iii.iii.< k IHIM'I* Mil' INnc* 1 ot the Chinch, we
read, e.g., of church buildings in the newly found
Canons offfipgolytw, c. 220-250 A. D., though no
extant edifice is known (unless the startling theory
just put forth by Dr. Richter and Mr. C. Taylor in

their books on S. Maria Maggiore in Rome comes
tube accepted Iho theory ieing that this church
ami its mofrUica belong to the 2nd century). The
chUK lies dc-uoycd by Diocletian were rebuilt

under Constantino, and it is to the Constantiman

period that the earliest surviving basilicas belong,
whether in Italy, Syria, or Africa. In the East
there was later one marked development, the use

of the dome, which culminated tinder Justinian in

St. Sofia, and has continued to be characteristic

of the Greek and Russian churches down to our
own day. In the West the basilica continued un-

changed till the 8th, and in some parts till the
10th cent., when it was modified by the growth of

what is called Romano-quo architecture, of which
Gothic is but a de\ elopmeni ; but the main features

of tho basilica -nave, ileitMoiy, nM<**, projecting

sanctuary, and often tiaii^cpi^ IOIIMIIL iui<!l)Ti^eil

to-day.
The decline of "Western art in what are called

the Dark Ages is often attributed to Christianity
and its supposed hatred of human nature. The
truth is, that \\hilo "By/a ntiuin maintained a high
culture far betloi and lonjrei than used to be sup-

posed, the whole Roman civilization well-nigh dis-

appeared under the invasions of the northern

races ; these peoples were converted and gradually
civilized by Christianity, and, as their civilization

grew up, their art developed from, the barbario
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stage till it culminated in the perfection of Gothic.

That art in its development had the limitations

of the young races ; it developed more rapidly in

architecture and architectural carving than in

painting or statuary ; but all this has nothing to

do with Christianity, as writers like Tame sup-

pose 'If one considers the stained glass windows,
or the windows in the cathedrals, or the rude

paintings, it appears as if the human race had
become deoeiieiate, and its blood had been im-

poverished : pale saints, distorted martyrs, hermits
withered and unsubstantial,' etc. (Phil, de I*Art,
88, 352, 4th ed.). T- '

1
:V this are beside

the mark; the art < i :'
i Mi- Ages was full-

blooded enough, and was admirable even in its

rude beginnings, when it had not learnt the most
difficult of lessons the lepresentation of the
human form. In architecture and the kindred
arts the Middle Ages brought a new revelation of

beauty into the world, an art that stands alone,
not only for its lofty spirituality and technical

excellence, but also for its homely democratic

humanity.
Beyond this it is not necessary to go, since we

are not dealing with the history of art in geneial,
but only with the relation between it and Chris-

tianity. It has been necessary to sketch the
1- . INI'", because of the widespiead idea that
( \ M n up started with an aveision to the line

arts, and was reconciled to them only as worldli-

ness increased upon her. Modern aichseology has

proved this idea to be mistaken ; and, having
pointed out what is now known as to the early
use of art by the Church, we need not follow the

subsequent history of j.-MniiM-j and sculpture, of
architecture and the II<I>U.KI:UI-, in their develop-
ments and decadences, except to say that, though
art in the Christian era has been sometimes rude
and sometimes pagan, it has at its best when
most perfect in technique and most imbued with
spiritual purpose excelled all else that the world
has been able to produce : even the perfect statuary
of Greece was outrivalled by such an artist as
Michael Xiv.'do. who reveals not only the body
but the soul u n Inn the body also. The best Chris-
tian art is better than anything that has gone
before, because it has more to express.
Christendom, then, be^an its, career in natural

association with art ; and art is Christian, not by
reason of any po- iilumu of style, but when it is

informed by ilio (Mutt-nun ideal. Art is not an
end in itself, !:( J 1 ri, !,

, the greatest a rti fie er >,

like the gre^:- -i i
1 -u- 1-, ji'-e llioic A\!IO Iia\o the

greatest things to say, and the fineness of any art

is, as Kuskiu says,
' an index of the moral purity

and majesty of the emotion it expre&e
*

ragun
reaction has, indeed, more than once taken rcfu^o
in art, as it has also taken

refuge
in science ; but

the fault does not lie in either. There must always
be leaction when the Church refuses to rccogni/tj
the truth of science or the seriousness of ar t.

'

V ml
art is serious, for it is one of man's primal gifts,
and, like nature, one of his most constant edu-
cators. Art

^
is necessary because, in Buskin's

words,
*
life without industry is guilt, and industry

without art is brutality
J

; and though, as he found,
religious men in his time despised art, they de-

spised it at the peiil of religion. He \\as himself
the greatest exponent of the religious mission of
art and of ita moral value And his conclusion
was that the root of all good art lies in * the two
essential instincts of humanity, the love of order
and the love of kindness,' the one associated with
righteousn'<jos, the other with charity. The * love
of beauty,' he proceeds,

'
is an essential part of all

healtby human nature, and though it' can -long
coexist \vith states of -life'in?mariyvotker respects
ttijvirjiious, it is itself wholly good, the Direct axl7

versary of envy, avaiice, mean worldly care, and

especially of cruelty. It entiiely perishes when
these are wilfully indulged.' If this be so, it is

indeed of the gospel, and excellent in so far as it

is close to the spirit of Christ. If this be so, and
no man had a better right to make bold generaliza-
tions on the subject than Ruskin, artiste and

pieachers can agree in his conclusion that the

great arts have had, and can have, but three prin-

cipal directions of purpose: first, that of enfoic-

ing the religion of men , secondly, tha
1 !"; r

,

'

ing their ethical state ; thirdly, tliatof ! .'

material seivice.'

LITERATURE The same authorities mainly as for the article

on CHRIST IN ART Special use has been made in the present
article of W Lowne's Chii&tian, Att and Archaeology (1901),
Westcott's essay on

~ ~"
of Christianity to Art '

in his~
- *<;' *

/0An(1883), A J Maclean's
'

I i Early Christian Lt/e and
" . i

'

rt and Puritanism '

"by J W
- ' vol vn. (1904) ; while out of the imilti-

( i.' the concluding- extract is taken trora

his Lectures on AH (1887). p. DEAEMER.

ASA. A king of Judah (c 918-878 B.C.), named
in our Lord's genealogy, Mt I

7f
.

ASCENSION. The Ascension is the name ap-

plied
to that event in which the Risen Christ

finally parted from His disciples and passed into
the heavens. The traditional view is based on the

passage Ac I1
'12

, supported by Mk 1619
, Lk 244l -sl

(which narrate the event), Jn 662 2017
(which look

forward to it), Eph 48'10
, 1 Ti 316, 1 P 322

, He 414

(which iniply it). To the
foregoing list many

would add leferences of Christ to His <! p; MI,.,-

(from the context not identifiable with M i <,-, ',i
,

Mt 915 26U - 29 - 64
, Jn 7* 14-16 ; and allusions in

Acts, Epistles, Kevelation, to Christ being
'

seated
at the right hand of God '

(Ac 2** 321 531
7
56 13315"37

,

Ph 29
,
He 1* 29 122

5 Rev 11S 56
etc. ). The details are

drawn from Ac i the scene, the Mt. of Olives ;

the time, forty days after the Resurrection ; the

occasion, a conversation inu rfmjr i>he Kingdom j

the act of |.: in-j i-i Uui<; lAm up; the vanish-

ing in a. < luiui , ii < \i-ion oi i\\u men in white
apparel and their announcement of His coming
again : nil irulit.u in-: a

bodily disappearance by an
upward movement into the sky.
The bodily Ascendon is vindicated as possible^

as necessary, and as adequately evidenced.
1. Possibility. The wonderfulness of the event

is not denied, but it- ,i< icpiam e i^ urged by a varied

appeal. Sometime** [he ieu L< IKO is to the Divine

power operating in the fulfilment of the Divine
purpose of salvation. The Ascension is then re-

garded as part and pan el of ili< mlompi i\ o <*chemt',
and not more M ondi'riul than ilio oi IK i iedcmpii\ o

facts, eg. Incarnation, Resmmiion do. Or (ho
reference is to our ignorance of the physical uni-
verse and its constitution. * Miraculous Chris*

tianity
5

does not 'imply an anti-siieritific viow
of the world' (cf. Gold-win Smith, Guesses at the
Riddle, of Edste /?,''<, p. 165). There i* a vast un-

comprehended legion in nature not yet \\ithm the

^weep of human iaoulties, which Science has not
fathomed and to whose existence she has become
recently profoundly sensitive. The world, as
science interprets its phenomena, is not the com-
plete \\ orld which rnayholdpotentialities permissive
of such an event as, the Ascension. Or, again, the
reference may be to oui ignorance ot the nature of
the ascending body. Grant the cogency of the
scientific objection to a body having gravity and
normal dimensions rising in upwaid flight to a
distance, ib it <eitam that such \\as the body of
Christ 9 Theie aie hints which furnish the op-
poqite suggestion The only sure statement that

may be aTliimeil \\ illi regard' to it is that it was tli

jaarue, yet riot the same, a& the pre-Re&urrection
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body : it was a body which issued from the sepulchre
with identity compl .

.

changed,
existing undei new ,' we have
only the faintest apprehension. Physically, the
Ascension meant a complete change of conditions,
'

l

<
|

.. : into a mode of existence having no
! : physical relations with our ordinary
experience, uliulici v\o cannot follow by the exer-
ci.se of our sensitive intelligence, and which in our
lack of matenal for comparison we cannot even

imaginatively picture The conjecture, further, is

hazarded that if the process of spuituahzing the

body was at the time of the Ascen&ion so complete
as to render it invisible to oidmaiy sense, the pro-
cess of piepanng the spiritual perception of the

disciples was by that time also complete, so that
what was hidden from otheis was manifested to
them. Recent reseatch also into psychical ac-

tivities, "both conscious and sub-conscious, has

brought the question into renewed pieminence

especially among scientific men, and that in no
spnit of hostility to the traditional view.

2. Necessity The necessity of the Ascension is

obvious. It was at once the natural consequence
of all that preceded and the only sufficient cau&e
of the marvellous experiences that followed. The
risen state and the forty days demanded its occur-

\
' *

,
,

V '

*

the sub-
i , elf must

nave provoiced reflection and pointed to an exit
from earthly scenes not by way of mortal dissolu-

tion but rather of glorification. The interval is

i

'

. 1 \ , ., . i . The relationship between Jesus
,! in* i

' evinces a certain reserve on His
side, a certain surpng-o H'lil ]KnU\i-\ <n theirsTj
It partakes in all the in \ H-M tlu, luiii-.-* over the
woild of bpiiits in general, as well as in that per-
(.U'-IIIM |.ecially to the bordeiland of that world,
i ho n : if n i where thought and matter meet. His

appearances are only occasional. His movements
aie mysterious. His life is not of the bodily order.
Whether the theoiy of progressive spii itu.il i/ing
be tenable or not, th < !

"

n i veiy obscure,
the facts of physical -i > :n..i -'i and spiritual

enhancement are indubitable. The <!i-<ipl-^ MIO
convinced *"\ < . . v tomb and the :i pi -am n m\\ \

body that II . -i i.- een corruption in the grave,
yet do not always recognize Him as He appears.
He is no longer of them. Their mind must have
been challenged ag&ri ;"n ;. \\\\\ 10 inquire, What
next? It was neitlu : I . v ih<i He should die

again, nor that He - -I-M 1-1 i< -M \\ on the earth in

His then state : death He had already sounded
and survived, while for His departure He had
aforetime prepared them. Further, His Person
claimed it. His self-consciousness during, the
<-;ntlilv ministry, and the teaching it prompted;
ili<; (It'inmo impression of these on the minds of

the disciples leading to the expectation of further

developments of His Being; as well as the most
<h-nnct intimations of the preparatory character
of His present activity, the specialty of* His saving
mission, the uniqueness of His relation to the
Father and heaven, all combined in an impressive
witness to the assurance that not this world but
the heavenly life was His proper and rightful
sphere, and that until He had attained to it He
was not in possession of His own, the glory He
had with the Father before the world was, which
was as yet for the most part hid, revealing itself,

only in hints, and which He was bound to re-

a&sume, accentuated, so to speak, with all that
virtue He had won in His human nature for be-

stowal on men. In His human life He had been
the subject of development in time, a develop-
ment, it is true, not from evil or imperfection
to the good and perfect, but from strength to

strength, involving living growth, a process pre-

sumably capable of
" "

I

'

. d. Underlying
that process lay Hi i it m its inherent

power incapable of growth, no attainment but

piigmal endowment. The return to the Father
in the Ascension-act marked the perfection of the
human piocess in harmonious realization within
the Divine powers of His Fei&on.

Still further, the work of Christ remained incom-

plete without the Ascension It has been objected
against His teaching that it is incomplete as a
system arid incoherent in its detailb There is

ground for the complaint. His ministry bears
traces thioughout of its preparatory character.
His teaching is at times '

.

"" *

His acts often

typical, His method as mucii an etfoit to create a
new power of insight as to offer a new sum of
truths. He holds out hopes of a more immediate

personal, if
-*\-\\

Mini direction, under the foice of
which a i '' K ' iu''v-* 01 His truth shall be gained.
He anticipates futui e acts of His work which are
not simply symbolic of His utterances, but neces-

sary to their i i

*
i

*

I , ,i
*

i A future is always
with Him: se-. ,< i i i> piesent in its con-
ditions and gifts and in the nature of His agency,

to be entitled to the name of
3 The Ascen&ion marks the

i I 'i no substantial in<le]>er.<len<c
It closes the public ministry; it opens ihe con-
tinuation of that ministry in the new age of the

Spiiit. It announces that the great human facts

ii'jo^siry to iexemption are finished, and that the
results are hencefoith to be increasingly icali/ed

His saving energies are consummated in His in-

carnate and glorified Personality the departure is

necessitated that they may not remain a legacy of

dead and inoperative information. For this reason
the Ascension, j i 0,- |, / isil--* \:

T
!,

J
' 'Is

at i

1
1

" "

,.-
n: il '/,'* ,

'"' * 'i ! es

of 1 V < LI ,i I- < \; ,- i \ *,'
>

i 'i.'-y

change in the in , I i ". \ .
,

. 'J I \ I ,,,n

intense conviction. Because there had been no
loss, their conception of Christ has been cleared,
His exaltation seen, His perpetual action promised,
Under the new light they proceed to oj^7i A> iho
momentous work of the Church. On pro< M h i IK*

same basis they instruct their hearers <*mci <I<
4 \ ' lop

their doctrine. The centre of the missionary dis-

courses is the Exalted Christ ; intimate communion
with Him exalted is normative to their thought.
That truth nils tip their entire consciousness and
crashes out every other thought. It forms the
firm foundation on which their whole life and
mind are built up. They are witnesses to one

great fact. The NT documents set forth much in
the way of new truths and new ethics, but

^
their

distinctive testimony is to anew inl en-e o\ poricm o,

which has altered the entire character of those who
share it. That experience is everywhere traced in
direct derivation fioni Chi i-t gluiifi"<l.

But the Christ <rluiifiou i^ rh<* J<-usof history.
The new experience is related to the acts of His
life in a vital way. A distinction may be drawn
between them, but only as two aspects of one

reality, not as two terms, the one of which may be

regarded as the mythic symbol of the other. Both
terms must be safeguaided. Hence, if the Lord
now glorified was once within the conditions of

human experience, cogno&cible to human faculties,

and has passed from them, the question cannot be

silenced, Hoiv did He pass? The essential point is

His passage out of those earthly conditions of life

within which He had hitherto been known Must
not such passing have been visible ?

*

The bodily
Ascension is the answer.

3. Historicity. The evidence for the Ascension
is direct and indirect, (a) The direct witness is

meagre. There is but one description that oaay
s*erve as a basis of fact, viz. the narrative in Ac
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I
1-12

. The other passages (Mk 1619, Lk 2451
) are

under the highest critical suspicion as being not

original to their texts. They suffer, moreover, under
two further disadvantages : their vagueness, their

summary character. They appear to give results,

being less accounts of detail than confessions of

faith. Their value is similar in character to that
of the Epistles ; they testify to the existence of

a widespread crystallized tradition in the first

century. Does the record in Ac I
1 "12

give more?
It belongs to the less authentic of the sources of

the author. If the author be St. Luke, he cannot
be reckoned an eye-witness ; but he may furnish

the information of an eye-witness. The narrative
bears every trace of careful statement "and of non-
reflective features. Even if indications of idealiza-

tion of the past occur in this hrst pait of the book
elsewhere, there are none here ; ^the phrasing is

simple and matter of fact; there is no sentiment,
nor sorrow : only a glad vision evoking worship,
challenging thought, inspiring courage. The dis-

crepancies between this account and that in Lk.
are probably superficial. Bethany lay on the
further or eastern slope of the Mt. of Olives, about
a mile down from the summit. The road from
Jerusalem passed along over the lower wooded

ridges, on one of which in all likelihood, just above
the village (o>s vp6$) over against it, the Ascension
took place. There was another route leading
nearer the summit, on which later tradition sought
the site and erected a church. Neither Acts nor
Lk. niej. u s i o Lii ^ e s n exact spot. The fragmentari-
ness of i

'
ie 1 1 ; i n .m \ i has created difficulty. Several

considerations are adduced in
reply.

For one thing,
the Ascension is plainly regarded as belonging to

the Resurrection .
'' JM-IM- viz. as the appear-

ance in which I i
- ,, . I \.inishing took place,

and notable simply on that ground. For another,
it is pointed out that the NT writers take a view
of history which does nob correspond to modern
requirements.

'

They write not to prove truths

denied, but to illustrate truths accepted. They
do not seek to prove the occurrence of events
or to escape 'discrepancies'; they seek rather to

emphasize the significance of events. And to the

significance of the Ascension there is abundant
reference. A suggestion, again, of great interest
as justifying the sparse particulars given in the

Go^peN,'i- UKII a sort of convention forbade the
introduction of the theme into a narrative of
Christ's life, the Resurrection being regarded as
the < i.

1
'

I'.ii i
1

,1 ]
oint of His earthly existence.

(6, I 'ie .

' evidence is remarkably strong.
Both in the two Gospels which do not record the
event and in the Epistles and discourses of Acts
as well as in the visions of ih' \poe.il \ p-e it is

implied. We thus have n-lririKo 10 ihu belief

in sources for the greater part earlier than the

Gospels. St. Matthew represents Christ as fore-

telling it (26
s4

) ;
St. John puts similar foreshadow-

ings into His mouth (6
62 133- 83 1428 165- 10 - 17 28

) ; St.

Paul and $t. Peter habitually assume it as a fact

(Ac 2s3 321 531 133()-37
, Eph 48

"10
, Ph P3 29 320, Col 3 l

,

1 Th I 10 414'16
, 1 Ti 316

, 1 P 322) ; St. Stephen declares
the same (Ac 755 S6

). The author ot the Lpi-ile to
the Hebrews is equally explicit (Tie ^ I

14 G ]<) -'' T26

924 1012.
is i22

). jn the Apocalypse many passages
copoboiate (Rev 1 56 14U 1911' 16 22 1

), "The con-
viction of His Ascension fills the mind of the

Apostolic age. It is nowhere insisted upon or

proved, it is assumed as a fact among the other
facts of Christ's life, as consistent with them, and
as real. There is no suggestion that it is> an idea
less historical than the other features described.

4, Modern departures from the ti addwnalview
Within recent years the traditional view of the
Ascension lias been vigorously contested in various
interests. From the side of naturalistic theory the

idea of corporeal ascension has been assailed as

absurd. Different rationalistic tendencies have

scouted the event as delusion (classical representa-
tives are Renan in France ; Strauss in Germany ;

Baur, Schenkel), or myth, ".^ ;.
i
1

i v, .

natural from the piesence of ". i

1

'! \ < i< '> .: >

in the intellectual and religious atmosphere of the

age which were not only not inharmonious with

such an idea and event, but even rendered it

necessary (cf Keim, M, Arnold, 'Supernatural

Religion,' etc.). Even the necessities of a true

spiritual experience have been urged against it by
at least one considerable school (viz. that of

Ritschl), which has vastly enriched present-day

theological movements by
" 1 " 1 ~

"i
j

attempt to interpret the ! :
!|

analysis of the ethical experience of the Christian

personality, since such experience, it is maintained,
best grows and is best explained by communion
with the Exalted Christ, conceived not as * reach-

ing down within the realm of our earthly ex-

perience,' but as * otherwise than we see Him in

the mirror of history' (Herrmann, Communion^ of
the Christian with God, Bks. ii, in.), a conception
to which the Evangelical record as it stands is not

adequate. In association with those attempts the

relevant textual evidence has been painstakingly
sifted and found insufficient (as, e<j., latest by
Schmiedel in his Encyc. Bibl. article on * Resurrec-

tion and Ascension Narratives'). The departures
from the traditional view here referred to are

better dealt with under RESURRECTION. Here we
may point merely to two considerations. First,
the whole controversy between orthodox and liberal

thought as to the miraculous features in the history
of Christ's life has entered on a new phase. A
separation is being made between the * Jesus of

history' and the * Christ of faith' identified by
ecclesiastical dogma. It is admitted that what
we 1

" r *

narratives was written after

the practically complete. The
'Jesus of history,' therefore, can be resuscitated

only by going behind even the oldest historical

sources; where, the presumption i*, it will be
found that the miuunloui incidents disappear.
The various sources whence the *

myth of Christ
'

is

derivable are inquired into ; the
ignorance

of the

times, the manifest prejudices of His bu>j:in|'lnM-,
and the natural tendency in Oriental minds to ex-

pand fact into fable.* The hypotheses of fraud, or

delusion, or vision, previously entertained, are dis-

carded and * the intellectual atmosphere of the age
*

substituted. In particular, in the matter of the
Ascension emphasis is laid on (a) current Jewish
ideas concerning the departure of great men of

God ; (b) alleged similar ideas in ethnic religions ; (c)

contemporary apotheosis of the Roman emperors;
(d) the natural working of the human mind, vener-

ating
a gieat name, to idealize the life and invest

its close with marvel as all contributory to the
belief. Such analogies are pressed \\ itli ingcnuitv
It maybe rejoined, however, that in reality they
are not in point. Prevailing mental conceptions do
not seem even to have favouie<l the n< < ''ptnix e of

the doctrine, not to speak of lini nig 01 i^.nauM it.

The nairatives give the consistent impression of its

MOV elty Tt appears as not native, but alien to the

di-eiple^' llioii^liT. Comparison with the as^ump-
tion of Enoch and of Moses or the translation of

Elijah, 01 A\ith the deification of the Tmpeiial
representative, or with the Buddha-legend, only

|

serves to demonstrate its striking originality. It
'

has a character, place, and use that cannot be
,

"" '

Miese. It is not in the same plane or
, department of thought. It possesses

an inevitableness, a conscious connexion with pre-
vious conditions, a naturalness as another and new

* Of. Browning, Christmas Eve, xv.
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aspect of Jesus' life yet continuous with and nece&-

sanly complementary to it, which they all alike
lack. It lacks their formality, spectacular effect,

incoherence with real life The motives, more-

over, which prompted the Senate to give each
successive emperor a place among the gods, or the
Hindu devotee to regard his hero as divine, are

easy to trace : in the former instance political ; in

the latter, religious indeed, but too naive for the

Jew, who had no natural tendency to deify such
a tendency has not been proved, it is incompatible
with the exclusive and stubborn monotheism of
the race. The belief enshrines in simple and reti-

cent phrase the reception by the disciples of a new
fact of His Person, which brings new light and
adds new mystery, yet for which they had been

prepared.
Secondly, the attempt to separate the Christian

facts from Christian experience is not well based.
"We may rejoice to witness that the life of faith
now is the being in Christ in a richer sense than
the being with Him before He ascended. The
acknowledgment, however, neither disproves the
necessity for His life before the Ascension, nor

proves the necessity to visualize it after the Ascen-
sion. The increase of faith may not, indeed, come
by a mere 'return to Jesus' as He was known
before His death ; but how can He as ascended be

fruitfully contemplated by ignonng His earthly
existence ? Then, again, wherein lay the need for

the disciples to give outward form to then emo-
tions more than for us now ? The narratives they
have given us, it is averred, are due to their

. i 1" , *! M <
jnil)odMn<r in mythic form

:' 4
I cxpcLiomc

v
riie disciple lives by

faith and not by Mjiln . ir i^ argued, hence Chiistian

experience must dispense with outward events.*
There is in both statements a gross exaggeration.
The full glory of Christ's Person is, of comse, im-
measurable : no vision or bodily appearance can

possibly exhibit it except in faint tiaces. Is the
vision therefore useless ? The contrary is the very

principle of the Incarnation ; C
"

i

'*

i
- TT imself

in personal, eventful form. I M ( ,-i facts

underlie Christian faith, and make it pi <>^i o--i\ < lv

effective
9

(Westcott,
*

Work,' 2). And ilu- Uvuu-'e

they manifest the Person of Christ, by them His
Person is brought within the range of our ex-

perience ; they are the channel of His communicat-

ing His power to us. The facts and the faith are

vitally related. They form one reality. They
are distinguishable a aspects of that reality, but
not to be separated. In c^plnining IIMJ reality it

is not legitimate to make ilie th- 1 111111011 and then

proceed to reject one of its terms, resolving, as

may happen, on the one hand, the experience into
an afteimath of the event; or, on the other, the
event into a vivid picture of the experience. In
both cases the1 witness is invalidated by imagina-
tion. The second of those tendencies is aggres-

sively in vogue. If carried to its logical issue, it

must eviscerate the Ascension-experience of Christ
of all objective substance, and expunge the narra-
tive from the gospel But to do this is to create
a lacuna in the facts which will prove intolerable.

On the whole, the new method of psychological

analysis of the primitive Church consciousness has

brought no new danger In at lea4 three lospects
it is beneficial : it has given the <wu/* di q'i ace to

earlier negations (cf. ochmiedel in above cited

article); it lias withdrawn attention from the
details to the belief itself as the heart of the

question, as the better mind of the Church insists ;

* The leferences in the foregoing section are to the school of

Bitschl on the one hand (cf Herrmann, Comimnnon mth God,
etc ), and to such theistic theologians as Martineau and Estlm

Carpenter (cf the former's Seat of Authority, also sermon on
' Ascension

'

in vol entitled i\ ational Duties , and the latter's

The First Three Gospels.

it has broadened the range of points to be con-

sidered, opening the door for a class familiar to
traditionalists but hitherto excluded by advanced
critic! ]

' * '

s

5. '

for Christian faith.
Belie ii , \ i L involves several general
"i ". of an interesting kind Fiom the

. I

1

. i
' it was seen, e.g., to be a type of the

ascension of all believers If Heaven is His true
abode, it is also theirs ; and thus as the natural

goal of human nature, the end continuous with
the beginnings of human life on earth. For Christ,
His Ascension was the assumption of His own
proper life, the orderly passing into its full exer-
cise and enjoyment; for the Christian, it is the

orderly completion of his life recreated in Christ.
It is not simply the ideal to be set before his
natural life here, and to be realized by modifica-
tion or development hereafter. The earthly life is

renewed by being mcoiporated into Christ, through
whose Spirit a new power enters into it ; he is a
* new creature

' But the new creation is his own
proper life, to live below it is to degrade his nature.
The renewed earthly nature is already begun to be
taken into God ; like Christ, believers are ascend-

ing even here. To this process the ascension is

but the natural close. As such it is at once the

entering into the heavenly inheritance of blessing
and the entering upon the triumph of them that
endure.

\L.iin the Ascension of Christ assures and de-
\loi- ili; desire for immortality. It has greatly
quickened interest in the hope of life after death,
and encouraged the conviction that it will be justi-
fied by the event. There are * natural intimations
of immortality

' There is a practically universal
remonstrance of ill'! linnum ho.'iii n^am-i iho grave.
The highest knowledge ot this world I ;

- n \ -

been optimistic <" i< ,**!" a world 01 -"I !>;

problems and of ';!/ I i- < als. The latest gift
of science to mankind is the gospel of hope which
is contained in the doctrine of evolution,

' man is

not man as yet, but in completed man begins anew,
a tendency to God '

(Ascent through Christ, lii. 3).

But of all^this there never has been real certainty.
The hope is but a longing and an inference at the
best. Did Christ actually ascend ? The conviction
that He did has for centuries been rooted in Chris-
tian minds, and has reacted on the general hope.
It has assured them that the spirit in man is more
powerful than death ; it has furnished the proof,
as it is the illustration, of man's final destiny.
That conviction, be it observed, is not an inference

fipni
11 10 ^ one i ill hope. It is a fruit of fellowship

with I In 1-1. li is a religious expenence : the ex-

perience, viz
,
of men who, united to Christ, share

m the power of His Spirit, and by that power
enter upon endless life, Further,- Christ's Ascen-
sion offers a suggestion of important pos&ibiliiies
for the bodily nature. There is to be * a redemp-
tion of our body' (Ro S23

) ; there is 'an image of
the heavenly' (1 Co 1549

) we must bear; a *

spiritual

body
5

(v
44

), the 'body of glory
5

(Ph 321
), that will

be raised ;

* our mortal bodies
'

are to be *

quick-
ened '

(Ro 8n ). The future life is not to be one of

pure spirit it is to be *
clothed upon

'

(2 Co 52
).

In no respect did Christ assume fundamental

divergence ibetween His nature and human nature.
The Apostolic thought dwells on His oneness with
His biethien. Later theology became audacious,

1 and aifirmed explicitly, 'Man is to be made God.'
Manhood i 11- to be taken up into the Godhead.
That the body in some my^tenous, manner is to

participate in this glorification would appear to be

necessary, however difficult the conception. The
one piecedent for the thought is Christ's, whose
body was not dissolved but transfigured. See
BODY.
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i
- The Ascension and Heavenly Ptiest-

ho ii 'i> <i"r Luc -i ! lemains the most exhaustive book in

English on. the theological aspects of the subject. Every 'Life
of Christ' deals, with more 01 less fulnebs, with the event m
its historical details . see specially the studies of Fairbairn,
Gilbert, Fa

"'
>" f

'

important
'

.' I' i

in JExyokitvi y a^metf, iwuu-iaui, pp. J.o^-lo5. There may be
consulted also Bruce m Expos. Gr Test vol i , Swete,
Apostles' Creed, Westcott, Historic Faith, ch. M Revelation
of the Risen Lord, chs x

, xi , art.
' Ascension

'

in Hastings'
J>J5, Pa^et, Studies; in the Christian Chaiaeter, Sermons xxi.,
xxu

, Pindlay, Thing* Above, 119-188.

A. S. MARTIN.
ASCETICISM. Asceticism may be defined as

a form of self -
discipline which consists in the

habitual renunciation of the things of the flesh,

with a view to the cultivation of the life of the

spirit It is a deliberate attempt to eliminate
and upioot the sensuous, to banish it altogether
from the sphere of consciousness. It is not content
with a doctrine of mere subordination. It does
not stop short with teaching men to govern their

wants, to subject them to the service of a higher
end and purpose. It bids men stifle and suppress
them, or at least resist them to the utmost of their

ability. The body is repiesented as the enemy of

the soul, and the way of perfection is identified

with the
\'\ v 1( -* 1 ^ -\ J

. irpation of the natural
instincts :in i < I i . .on- by means of fasting,

'*!,., . 'tuntary poverty, and similar exercises
i !

'

" Hence asceticism may be described
as the gospel of negation, negation of the world
and negation of the flesh, each of which is apt to
be confounded with negation of the devil.

It is the purpose of the piesent article to inquire
what traces, if any, of such asceticism are to be
found in the practice and picaching of Jesus. As
a gielimmary, however, it will be necessary to

notice briefly the main forms of asceticism which
A\cre pioMilcui in Palestine in the time of Christ.
The Jewish ascetics of the 1st cent,

raay^
be

divided roughly into three classes. (1) First,
there were the Essenes, who lived together in
monastic colonies, shared all things in common,
and practised voluntary poverty. Philo says that

they were indifferent to money, pleasure, and
worldly position. Their food was limited in quan-
tity and carefully regulated in respect of quality.
They ate no animal flesh, drank no wine, and
abstained from the use of oil foi puipo&esof anoint-

ing. The stricter members of the brotherhood
eschewed marriage. The idea of this rigorous
asceticism seems to have been that the objects of

sense, as such, were unholy, and that man's natural

cravings could not be gratified without sin. Hence
the Essenes inay be said to have prepared tlfe way
for the Gnostic doctrine of dualism and of matter
as the seat and abode of evil. In this place, how-
ever, the principles of the Essenes need not further
be discussed. ^They are not referred to in the

Gospels, and the suggestion that John the Baptist
or Jesus Himself came under their influence cannot
for a moment be entertained. (2) Secondly, there
was a class of hermit ascetics who fled awdy from
the allurements and temptations of society, and
gave themselves up to a life of rigid self-discipline
in the solitude of the wilderness. We meet with
an example of this class in the Banus, mentioned
"by Joseplni^. \\ho Jived in the desert, clothed him-
self vutli the loaves of trees, ate nothing save the
niitmal piodncc of the soil, and bathed day and
night iii cold water for puiity's sake (Jos. V%t, 2),
Aliermit of a somewhat different type A\as John
the Baptist. He, too, dwelt in the desert, wore
for dress a rough garment of camel's hair with a
leathern girdle, and subsisted on carob-beans (?) and
wild honey. We learn from a saying of Jesus that
liis jigorous mode of life astonished the people,
who gave out that he was possessed by a demon
(Mt II 13

, Lk 7*). But the asceticism of John seems

to have been an incident of his environment and
vocation, and \\as not regarded as an end in itself.

He made n ,

"
.' to conveit his heaieis into

ascetics V. ,
. is tine that his immediate

disciples weie addicted to fasting, pio^uinjibly
with his sanction (Mt 914

,
Mk 218

, Lk 5'w ), >et m
the fragments of his popular seimons which have
been preseived theie is no trace of any exhoita-
tion to ascetic exercises The moral pieparation
for the Kingdom, by lepentance and woiLs of

i i-.'lil con-no-* was the substance of his teaching
IMi 37

--', Lk 31 " 14
) (3) Lastly, there were many

pious Jews who cultivated asceticism of a milder
and less striking kind, who, like Anna,

'

served
God with fasting and prayers night and day

'

(Lk
237

). The more strict among the Pharisees paid
particular attention to abstinence fiom food, and,
in addition to ordinary fasts, were accustomed to
observe all Mondays aiid Thmstlays in the year as

days of fasting (Lk 1812 ) The asceticism' of the

Pharisees, however, was a formal peifoimance
which resulted , "\

"

their legal and cere-

monial conception ot religion. It < \|K--M] Ii <
iT
f

chiefly in fasting, and did not include < ,, i> i \uiuii

tary poveity or abstinence from marriage.
Such being the principal types of contemporary

asceticism, it remains to inquire, What attitude did
Jesus Himself take up in relation to this asceticism?
How far did He identify the life of

* M , ,

with that 'vita religiosa' which 1,

fullest expression in Monasticism 9 To answer
this question we must consider (I) the practice of

Jesus, and (2) the teaching of Jesus so far as it

bears u]
M

.

1

\
'

1. TU '
'

Tesus. Now it cannot be
denied . . i \- t

y early times there were
circles of Christian ascetics who pointed to Jewus
as the Founder and Example of the ascetic life

(Clem. Alex. Strom, hi. 6). They cmplmM/cd TIN

forty days' fast, His abstinence fiom m.nun^,
His'voluntary poverty, and leaped to the conclu-

sion that the hi^.ir-i life as c\cinpliJie<l l>y Jesus,
was the life of a-uMiu MI or \\oilil-tlcnuil Cdm-
plete renunciation of the things of the present was
'the way of perfection according to the Saviour.'
Even now laige numbers of people are of this way
of thinking ; but a closer and more detailed exami-
nation of Jesus' mode of life -r <MM- -. ,n. . 1\ to bear
out such a conclusion. OfferiM^. !>- lie tn\ a most
wonderful example of self-foigetfulness and self-

denial in the service of others, Jesus exhibited

nothing of that asceticism which characterized the

Essenes, or John the Baptist, or Christian saints
like St. Bernard, St. John of the Cross, and even
St. Francis, who of all ascetics approached most
nearly to the spirit of his Master. He showed no
disposition to flee from the world, or hold aloof
fiom it ; He did not eschew the amenities of social

life. He !' ( i
1
. '!'<> li> |i;,1iU of nch men and

poor, He was present at meals, He contributed to
the gaiety of a m "i :

,i fni*' He permitted very
precious ointme- 1! ! l>< I..MM-M upon His feet, He
had a love for children, welcomed the society of

women, and clearly enjoyed the domestic life

of the home in Bethany. There is no tiace in
the records that JeMis frcmned on innocent plea-
sures. His life, entirely devoted to His mission,
was undoubtedly hard and laborious in the highest
degree ; but the motive of His renunciation e g >

of marriage or piopeit\ -Meni- to have been, not
the desire to avoid Ihc^o thing-, as in themselves

incompatible with tpuiTnal perfection, but the
desire to leave Himselt pertect freedom in the pro*
sectttion of His work. He did not, so far as we
know, impose upon Himself unnecessary austeri-

ties, or go out of His wajr to seek suffering. He
.iccepiod pleasures and pains as they came, neither

avoiding the one nor courting the other, but.
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with a sublime seiemty, suboidmatiug both to His
main end And pmpose. The so-called 'forty days'
fast

' need not cause us to modify our view This
fast is not mentioned in the oldest authority (Mk
l Li

) ; and at any rate it can scaicely have been a
ceiemomal obseivance of fasting, but was rathei
a necessity imposed on Jesus by His situation
in the wilderness The key to its meaning may
pel haps be found in St Luke's o\ pit

1 ion. 'in

those days lie did v
"(Lk-4

J
i vuiiivhich

we may compare < M description of the
life of 'John the Baptist, 'John came neither eat-

ing nor dunking' (Mt IT 8
}. The phiase as ap-

])he<l to Jesus may, as in the case of John, mean
meiely that He ate no ordinaly food, but sup-
ported lite on such means of subsistence as the
wilderness attended But even if St. Matthew's
v7)<rTti<ra$ (Mt 4-) be taken liteially, yet, in the face
of Christ's

' '

t subject (to be mentioned
below), we . that He attributed any
great importance to this abstinence from food
He was -uureuu'lv i-idilferent to the traditional

piactices of ac<ii<i-iii , in the spheie of self-

renunciation in which He moved, no one-sided prin-
ciple of world negation could find a place. Hence,
while Jesus is presented to us by the Evangi'li-l^
as the living type and embodiment of absolute sell-

denial, self sacrifice, as it were, incarnate, yet
the marks of the ascetic are not found in Him. And
it is interesting to note that His unascetic deport-
ment and manner of life attracted the observation
of His contemporaries. 'John came neither eat-

ing nor drinking, and they say, He hath a devil.

The Son of man came eating and drinking, and
they say, Behold a man gluttonous and a wine
"bibber, a fiiend of publicans and sinners' (Mt
II 18 J1)

, Lk 733 - 34
). There can be no question that

the Jews were right when they pointed out the
absence of asceticism fiom the practice of Jesus.
We have but to contrast the life of the Son of

Man, who * came eating and drinking,' with that
-ot such an one as St. John of the Cross, and the
fact will immediately become apparent.

2. The teaching of Jestts. Passing now to the
consideration of the teaching of Jesus, we remark
at the outset that, fiom first to last, it is instinct

with the spirit of self-denial. 'If any man will

come after me, let him deny himself,' is the refrain

which continually recurs. The principle laid down
by Jesus is that the doing of the will of God and
tlie promotion of His kingdom is the absolute

duty of man, to which all private .i:i-i i>iniLii1.iL

aims mu-i iii'io-smly give place. 'Nk \o IP-L

fche kingdom, 01 God ^Mt 63
,
Lk 1J' j i LUC tivie-

gorical imperative. The Kinplinii of God is the

highest good, and as such c-inljl,*lii* a claim on
man's exclusive devotion. Hence all desires and
.strivings which have not righi. un-m --> as their

ultimate goal must be ruthlessly suppies&cd ; all

lesser goods and blessings whicn hinder and ob-
struct a man in the, pursuit of the summum bonum
must unhesitatingly be sacrificed. Thus a man
must sell all that he has in order to pincha-e the
field with the treasure, or the pearl ofc gieat pi ice

(Mt 1344
'40

). If necessity arise, he must surrender
all his possessions to come and follow Jessus (Mt
1921

, Mk 10-1
) ; he must even renounce the closest

ties of earthly lelationslup,- -father and mother,
duldien and wile (Mt ID37

,
Lk 14*), the last im-

pei ative duties of altection (Lk 95<) ao
), the courtesies

of fare\\ell(Lk9
61
-") ; nay, the most indispensable

goods, the hand, the foot, the eye, must be aban-
doned if they cause ottence (Mt 529

*, Mk Q4^ ;

and, at the call of God, the very life itself must
be laid down (Mt 1624 , Mk 834S Lk O9*-)-

* Who-
ooever he be of you that forsaketh not all that he
Jiath, he cannot be my disciple* (Lk 1438). No
teaching could be clearer or more forcible than

I. 9

tins. With tii" ji'ojiLo-j possible plamne&s Jesus
declaies that c\ 01 \ < ,n rhl\ blessing must be made
suboidmate to the service of God and contributory
thereto. All lesser goods which come to be sought
for their o\vn sake, whether in preference to, or

'

i

1 '"

of, the highest good, must be
In other woids, when the

individual realizes that the gratification of any
desne \\ill impede or distract him in the per-
formance of his duties as a member of the King-
dom, he is bound to forego such gratification if he
would still be in tuitli a disciple of Christ.

It is iinpoLiuiu to notice that, in all Jesus' pre-
cepts about the sacrifice of eaithly goods, there is

a condition, explicit or implied. The condition m
any given case is, that the particular good to be
sacnhced shall have been ascertained to be an
obstacle to the attainment of righteousne^ on the

part of its possessor
'
if it cause thee to stumble.

Thus the necessity of every saci ifice is determined

by the special circumstances of th k

paitu ulju case.

The rich young man is bidden to piu with all his

possessions and follow Jesus ; Zacchaeus gives half,
and is told 'this day is salvation come to this

house' (Lk 199); Martha and Mary are not asked
to leave their home. To one man Jesus denies

permission to bid farewell to his relatives (Lk 962 } ;

to another He says,
* Return to thine own house '

(Lk 839
). A saciihce which is imperative for one

man need not necessarily be the duty of another,
but !" : '1 lule is laid down that all must
be

j-
,! ,i occasion arise, to surrender their

dearest and most cherished blessings for the sake
of the Kingdom of God.
Now the note of this doctrine is self-denial, not

asceticism. Jesus nowhere teaches that earthly
goods are of the devil, or that llu giVJfioaiiuii of
the i:;i(m.il t'imiig- is fraught \\uli --:i llouoes
not i-i uiiriiiMiil moM to treat their bodies with con-

tempt. He does not suggest that flight from the
world and disengagement from physical conditions
is sanctification. He does not say^ that those who,
for dii'\V--jiW icTioiimv f i

**
< sona higher

gpiij'iitil luu'l lii.m ilio-o .>!. -ii duty in the
world. He does not hint that the only way of

av OKHug -in liesm an austere renunciation oi all

i i 10-0 i In iv- from -which an occasion of sin might
arise. He nowhere implies that the lower goods
are of no value in themselves, or that they ought
under all circumstances to be foregone. The doc-

trine of Jesus is a doctrine not of annihilation, but
of subordination. He admits, indeed, that special
<"i- JIM -i.i'Hi- ii j>\ r-i-.ln i

1 incumbent on an indi-

\i :ii] 10 iiii-'ii.'i iiom < i -i !<i in things which others,
!; r\ i-o -iiiuu'd, m.'ii In.'iully enjoy;

but He
does not say that earthly goods, as sucn, are irre-

concilable with rightcou^ue . His teaching on
the subject may bo summarised in the word sub-

ordinat^an. The main pomiii-t that
earthly; goods

are not to be retained or enjoyed for their own
sake, but must be made subordinate

^
and sub-

servient to a higher end, and must ultimately be
directed towards the promotion of the righteousness
of the Kingdom of God.
Further to illustrate this point of view, we may

briefly allude to Jesus' teaching on three pro-
minent characteristics of the ascetic life volun-

tary poverty, celibacy, and bodily discipline as

exercised in the practice of fasting.

(1) No one could have been more alive than
Jesus was to the dangers of wealth, and to the

peouliai psychological difficulties which hinder the
rich from entering the Kingdom. Hid warnings
on the subject are more than usually vigorous
Wealth is represented as an idol; care about
material things as a kind of heathenism. He evea

goes so far as to say that, humanly speaking, it is

man to be saved (Mt 19^8, Mk
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1027
,
Lk 1827 ).

<Woe unto you that are rich !
5 He

cries again,
* for ye have received your consolation

'

(Lk 624
). He bids men not lay up treasures upon

earth (Mt 619
), "but rather sell what they have and

give alms (Lk 1233 ). He says, *Ye cannot serve
God and mammon 5

(Mt 624
). Jesus knew that men

tend to become absorbed in their property, to give
their heart to it, to become its slaves instead of its

masters ; and the idea of such bondage filled Him
with horror. Hence to those who were in danger
of falling beneath the tyranny of money and
material things He had but one word to say :

* Go
and sell that thou hast, and give to the poor . . .

and come, follow me" (Mt 1921
, Mk 1021

,
Lk 1822 ).

This, ho\yever, is not a precept of universal

validity ; it is not, as some of the Fathers have

wrongly conceived (e q. Hieron. c. Vigilant. 14 j

Bseda, Exp. in Marci Ev. iii. 10), a consilium evan-

gehcum of poverty It %\ ,

"" "" * " "* '

a particular person, and <

only to those who are in ,

* a man's life consisteth nc ,

things which he possesseth
'

(Lk 1215
). The parables

of the Unjust Steward (Lk 161-12
), of the Talents

(Mt 2514'30
), or the Pounds (Lk 19 12' 27

), prove that
Jesus was far from regarding wealth as evil in

itself, or requiring that people in general should
renounce its use. On the contrary, He insisted
that riches are a deposit from God, which can and
ought to be employed in His service ; and He even
declared that fidelity in such employment would
be the standard for testing a man's capacity for

higher tasks. 'If ye have not been faithful in

the unrighteous mammon, who will commit to

your trust the true riches?' (Lk 16U ). There is

nothing ascetic in such teaching. What Jesus

reprobates is not wealth, but the abuse of it;
what He recommends is not alienation of wealth,
but subordination of it. He iiMo^ni/e-. indeed,
that there may be special case^ vli<n; tlu k reten-
tion of wealth is incompatible with the service of

God, but in general He bids men keep and use it

in accordance with the purposes of Him who has
bestowed it on them. N eithei \\ ealth nor poverty-
is in itself meritorious : only the disposition which
makes eitner minister to the coming of the

Kingdom.
(2) So, too, in respect of marriage. Jesus cer-

tainly hwlii'- iliat a spiritual vocation is some-
i MHO- i'i< UIIMM erit with the mairied state.

c There
be eunuchs which have made themselves eunuchs
for the kingdom of heaven's sake. He that is

able to receive it, let him receive it' (Mt 1912).
'This,* says Jerome,

*
is the voice of the Lord

exhorting and urging on His soldiers to the reward
of chastity.' But to write thus is an exaggera-
tion, if not a perversion of the truth. Nothing i\

more noticeable than the extremely guarded foim
of Christ's utterance here, in striking contrast
with His very explicit mj;inc1ion- concerning re-

nunciation in other umttoi-* Jo-n-> weighs His
words with the greatest care. He makes no
general exhortation to celibacy. He merely points
out that some people, in the enthusiasm of their

heavenly calling, have suppressed the very instincts
of nature, so that they have, as it were, undergone
an operation of ethical self-emasculation, being
dead to sexual desire ; and He recommends those
who have received the gift of abstinence, in this

sense, not to neglect it. Just as elsewhere, in His
pregnant, paradoxical way, Jesus bids men *hate'
father, and mother, and wife, and childien (Lk
1426), if their claims tend to supersede the claims
of God (Mt 1037) ; so here He bids those who are
convinced that God's claims demand the \\holc
of their time and energy, to refrain allogethei
from entering the marriage Mate LJnt this i*>

no ascetic doctrine of celibacy. The Master who

taught th, I iM<.'M'iuiM\ was a divinely ordered

condition, unit m |.li,,-i/o<, in the strongest terms

the sanctity of the conjugal relation (Mt 532 193 '

,

Mk 102'12
, Lk 1618

), who practised (Lk 251
) and in-

culcated the duty of filial obedience and love to-

wards parents (Mt 154'6
, Mk 7

10 "13
), who habitually

" " " * " * "

ily to express the

religion, certainly
olid not mean to teach that family life, as such,
was irreconcilable with righteousness. He uttered
no word in disparagement of it ; He never^implied
that the married attain a lower gi.

*
k f

|

'
"

tion than the continent. On the i .
.*

i i

c^ear that Jesus regarded marriage , i i
,

''

and natural course for the ma3ority <

|-
: ' '

He even chose a married man as th II*

apostles. In short, while M " V "iat thiough

special circumstances tl o r '
:

'

might be
called upon to renounce the gratifications of mar-

riage, Jesus appears to indicate that such i enuncia-
tion is an exceptional duty imposed on the few,
not a general rule for the many^. M,n i ia <:<> in iVolf

is not to be avoided as a thin;. r< Ui ii M; ; it debases

only when men refuse to -u uii'Liinio it to the
claims of the Kingdom.

(3) So, once more, towards the traditional dis-

cipline of asceticism Jesus took up an attitude of

indifference. In His view, the value of such ex-

ercises depends solely upon the spirit in which

they are undertaken. As forms through which
devotion seeks to find < v- 1

*
"" He does not

condemn them ; but, on i ! < hand, He does
not suggest that they are the necessary or inevit-

able concomitants of the li<>!\ life. This will

appear from His teaching on i!i-iin^ --one of the
most distinguishing characteristics of the Jewish

piety of His time. Jesus points out that true

fasting is not a parade of piety before the eyes of

men, but an outward expression of a personal
relation of the individual soul to the * Father
which seeth in- secret' (Mt 616"18

). Hence fasting
is not a matter of compulsion or prescription or

external ordinance ; it has value solely as the

iipliiopiiaio manifestation of a state of mind.
Thus Jesus refuses to impose fasts on Tli r*

""

in their days of gladness, but He foresi -
i 'uu^

4

1

days will come when the Vi^ ,",! u shall be
taken from them,' and then the HOIrow of their

heart will seek an outlet through the forms of
sorrow (Mt 915

, Mk 219 20
, Lk 584-

). In instifica-

tion of His refusal to lay down fixed rules upon
the subject, Jesus goes on to say that, just as no
wise man would sew a new patch on to an old

garment, or pour new wine into old bottles, so it

would be foolish to graft the new-found liberty of
the gospel on to the mass of old observances, and
still more foolish to uii erupt to force the new
system as a whole \\ulnn ilio forms of the old.

The newp't \ HIM , !* iili-p new forms of its own
(Mt 916 - 17

, M k i>
-',

I L ,Y > From all this we
gather that Jesus refuses to bind religion to ex-
ternal acts of asceticism, or to declare such acts to
l-o f ulili; I'ion ^u'h ]icifii'iiiiiui>* as fasting,
i

1

, '_'< llniMiii PI ir-'Mi'iion ui -'('-p i n avcertainly
i u" * ;i < mi- i i < ni; 1 1 worth as the sincere expression
of a sad and contrite spirit, but they are not of
the essence of devotion. Jesus emphasizes the
state of the heart, the self-denying disposition,
the bent of the soul towards God } with anything
besides this He is not concerned.
Hence in answer to the question, Was Jesus an

ascetic? we are bound to reply in ihe m^nthc.
Neither in His practice nor in His teaching did He
adopt the tone of asceticism. He called indeed
for self-denial, self-sacrifice, self-forgetfulness. He
demanded that all lower goods should be subordi-
nated to the^highest good, that all human strivings
should be directed ultimately towards righteous-
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ness. But He does not condemn the lower goods
or attempt to tear out the human instincts and

cravings. Nor does He make fellowship with God
depend on any kind of outward aseetical observ-
ances. Indeea, as Harnack writes,

{ Asceticism
has no place in the gospel at all ;

what it asks is

that we should struggle against mammon, against
care, against selfishness; what it demands and
<!i - ''_M"I - is love ; the love that serves and is self-

sacrincing. This struggle and this love are the
kind of asceticism which

*
. , .

*

leans, and
whoever encumbers Jesus' . , any other
kind fails to understand it. II-

1

, , mderstand
its grandeur and importance ; for there is some-

thing still moie important than "giving one's

body to be burned, and bestowing all one's goods
to feed the poor," M

""

"""-denial and love'

(Harnack, What is ' ' ?
p. 88). See also

art SELF-DENIAL and the Literature cited at end
of that article. F. HOMES DUDDEN.

ASHER (LXX and NT 'Aenfc, Jos. "A<n?pos) is the
transliteration of the Heb nam = '

fortunate.' In
On 3013 the origin of the name Asher is connected

by J with this adjective, but peihaps its source
should be found rather in the name of some
Semitic divinity (cf the goddess Ashera and per-
haps also the \ yr.iu god Ashur). In Rev 76

Asher appears m iiu k h-i' of the twelve tribes of

Israel (cf. Nu I 13- 40f- 227f 772
'77 1026 1313

[P], Dt
27 13

[D]). The patronymic ancestor of the tribe is

presented in Gn 3013
(J) and 3526 (P) as the eighth

son of Jacob born (like Gad) of Zilpah, Leah's

slave-girl. Asher is mentioned in the *

Blessings
'
of

Jacob (Gn 4920
) and of Moses (Dt 3324

). It is put
in possession of a territory in the land of Canaan
(Jos 1924

-31
[P], cf. 21 6 m-

[P]), but does not succeed
in making itself thoroughly master of it (Jg I31f< ) ;

the result of which is that its territory is some-
times confused with that of Manasseh (Jos 1711

[J]), and that it holds a precarious situation in

the midst of the Canaanites (contrast Jg I32fp

with v.m ). The district assigned to Asher corre-

sponds to what was afterwards western Galilee, a

very fertile country, but , '\
" TV r subdued

completely by Israel ; ri
'

\ > that the

possession of' cities like \
,

\ /
, Tyre, and

Sidon is attributed to it. Asher is named in the

Song of Deborah (Jg 517
) as devoted to navigation ;

it figures also in the story of Gideon (Jg 635 723).
But it <iuickl\ (1i-n]ppniifiniri the page of hi&loiy,
where .mor all u hud plaved a very small part.
It is still mentioned incidentally in 1 K 416 under

Solomon, and in 2 Ch 30n under Hezekiah, but
there is no trace of it in the Books of Ezra and
Nehemiah. The genealogical tables will .be found
in Gn 4617

(P), Nu 26"' 17
(P), and 1 Ch 780

-40
.

According to Lk 286 the prophetess Anna, the

daughter ol Phanuel, was of the tribe of Asher.
The source of (.his genealogical statement is un-
known. Its correctness* has been suspected in view
of similar claims made for some Jews elsewhere to

illn-t rion- or ijrin (descent from Aaron, David, etc.).

H imiv, li<n\(\or, be remarked, that there is a
oaidmnl itidciomv between tho-r jnul 'he pr"-orii

instance : there was nothing vim ( 'I'm li l-i ion*

in descent from Asher. LtrciEN GAUTIBE.

ASHES. Used twice in the Gospels, referring
to an ancient and widespread Eastern mourning
custom. The mourner, or the penitent, would
throw dust, or dust mixed with ashes

(<rwod6s),
into

the air, as an expression of intense humiliation,
due to penitence for sin, or grief because of afflic-

tion (Mt II 21
; for this idea in the OT cf. Mic I 10

,

Job 426
). Such symbolic use of dust and ashes was

not unnatural, since grief seems to call for a pro-
stration of the body These, being beneath the

feet, suggest humiliation, and when thrown into
the air they were allowed to fall upon the person
of the mourner, that he might carry the evidences
of his grief with him. Sometimes ashes is asso-

ciated with crdKKos, sackcloth ; the penitent or
mourner sitting upon the a-ii li^'ii-, his face be-

grimed with the dust. '!< L!I - custom Christ
referred when He said of Tyre and Sidon,

'

They
would have repented long ago, sitting in sackcloth
and ashes

'

(Lk 1013
; cf. use of iN in Job 28

, Jon 36
}.

E. B. POLLABD.
ASS. See ANIMALS, p. 63a .

ASTONISHMENT, ASTONISHED. These terms
occur with some frequency in EV of OT, but in
NT only in the historical books (except John), and
in the RV only in the Synoptic Gospels (except
Ac 312

). They are always used in NT as an ex-

pression of one of the emotions aroused by super-
natural manifestations. The noun occurs once

only in either version (but in different passages :

AV Mk 542 ; RV Mk 168
) : the verb more fre-

quently. In AV the term translates sometimes

inrMiffffQiMu (Mt 728 1354 2233 , Mk 62 737 1026 II 18
,

Lk 432, Ac 1312
) ; sometimes ^crra^tu or ^Ka-racris

(Mk 543
, Lk 247 856 2422, Ac 1045 1216

) ; and
sometimes eapBtofuu or 0djuj3os (Mk 1024,

Lk 59
,

Ac 96 ). In R v it is reserved for ^o-x^o-crojucu (ex-

cept Mk 168 ,
where e astonishment '

represents
&ttrra<rts), of which it is the uniform rendering. In
its etymological implication it very fairly repre-
sents <?K7rA-?5<rcroju,cu, which is literally

* to be struck
out (of the senses) by a blow,' and hence, to be

stunned/ 'shocked, 'astonished.' For its re-

lation to words implying
*

fear,
5

see Schmidt,
SynonymiJc d. gr. Sprache, No. 139. For its place

among the terms descriptive of the effect of our
Lord's ministry on its witnesses, see art. AMAZE-
MENT. BENJAMIN B. WARFIELD.

ASTROLOGY was an important element of all

ancient astronomy. The scientific observation of

the positions and movements of the heavenly
bodies was closely associated with the belief in

their Divine character, and their infl'inici I.;MI
the destinies of men, and formed the I a-i- 01 cal-

culations and predictions of future events. Baby-
lonia was the eailiost home of this study, which
continued to be prosecuted in that part of the
world with special diligence, so that in later times

the word * Chaldsean
' was equivalent to f Eastern

,i 1
1 !</<> i

'

It is to this class that we must refer

i lie M:I,M ir Wise Men from the East, who are men-
tioned m Mt 2^- They had seen in their own home
the rising (for so perhaps we should understand
the words & r$ <baroX#, rendered 'in .the east,' in

v. 2 ) of a star or constellation, which they connected
with the expectation, already diffused in the East,
of the birth of a great ruler among the Jews.

Travelling to Palestine, they ascertained at Jeru-
salem that the Messiah was expected to be born in

Bethlehem, and directing their steps thither they
saw the * star

' in front of them all the way, till

they came to the house where the infant Jesus
was found. (This appears to be the only sense
in which the populai and picturesque language of

v. 9 can be understood).
The first two chapters of the First Gospel are

recognized as being taken from another source

than the rest of the book, and different views have
been held as to their historic value. But so far as

the astrological references in ch. 2 are concerned,
no difficulty need be felt about the narrative. The

Evangelist, it is true, does not raise any question as

to the reality of the connexion between the ' star
'

and the birth of Jesus On the possibility of such
a connexion, no doubt he shared the common
beliefs of his time. But we may accept his state-
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ment of the facts without being compelled to

admit that there is any truth in astrological
theories. The famous calculation of Kepler shows
that an unusual conjunction of Mars, Jupiter, and
Saturn took place about B.C. 7, and it is quite
conceivable that this or some similar phenomenon
may in God's providence have led the Wise Men,
even through the mistaken jpnciples of their

science, actually to visit Palestine about the time
when Jesus was born. See further, artt. MAGI
and STAB. JAMES PATRICK.

ASSURANCE. This term stands for the fact and
the doctrine of personal fellowship with God in

Jefeus Christ, made certain to the consciousness of

the believer by the direct witness of the Holy
Spirit. The prophetic ideal appears in the promise
of a peaceful work of righteousness, the effect of

which is quietness and confidence for ever (Is 3217
).

In Mt II2' Jesus declares that c no one knoweth the
Father save the Son, and he to whomsoever the
Son willeth to reveal him.

3 Such a personal revela-

tion of God to the believer in Christ would seem to

be necessarily obvious and assuring to him who
receives it The immediate context also gives
a&surance of rest and comfort to the souls of all

who labour and are heavy laden, and who come to

Christ for help This teaching is confirmed and
-enhanced by the doctrine of the Gospel of St. John
concerning the Comforter. This heavenly Com-
forter, the Holy Spirit of truth, bears witness of

'Christ, and makes known the things of Christ, unto
those who leceive and love Him. (Jn 1526 1614

)

'The world cannot receive this Spirit of truth, for

He is an invisible presence, known only to the be*

liever with whom and in whom He abides (14
17

).

Those disciples in whom ih<; ^phil Ihus dwells are
loved by the Father and lorli/c 1*10 manifestation
of Christ, so that Father, Sou, ; -i

* Qi -"
"

i -.nto

them and make their abode v i 'i , ;

2S
).

The doctrine also finds in in v PI i'iv confirmation, in
the First Epistle of St. Jo xii (!i

'' 41S
), where it is

said that the Spirit of God and of Christ abides in
the believer, and assures (persuades) his heart with
the Divine conviction of His immediate pu-oi!',
so that he has great 'boldness toward God 1

V TX,

That the Holy Spirit bears immediate and direct
witness within the human spirit to the fact of one's

being a child of God, is the explicit teaching of
St. Paul (Ro 816

).
In Col 22 we note the remark-

able expression about Christian hearts being com-
forted and * knit together m love unto all riches of
the full assurance (TXiy/>o^opto,

*
fulness ') of under-

standing' in knowing the mystery of God. The
same truth appears in the phials 'full assurance

c T -- ' '

r
J ' r- T1

a-Miiiiii( o ol faith
'

(He 6U 1022).
i Epistle to the Hebrews declares

faith itself to be 'assurance of things hoped for,
conviction of things not seen '

(II
1
).

This Biblical doctrine of Assurance presents one
of the most precious truths

" "

Christ.
It presupposes, as a matter -eliever's

personal acquaintance with the saving truths of

Christianity and the facts of Divine revelation;
but it has "been needlessly complicated with the

dogmas of Election and the final Perseverance of
the Saints. It should not be construed to involve
a, present assurance of final salvation, but it should
be denned and guarded against the vaiious de-
lusions of mere subjective feeling. A spiritual
conviction, however deep and assuring, needs the
constant test of verification in a pure and upright
life. It must have the *

testimony of our con-

science, that in holiness and sincerity of God, not
in fleshly wisdom but in the grace of God, we be-
haved ourselves in the world' (2 Co I12). The
fruit of the Spirit (Gal o22

"26
) must supplement and

. ,,
"

.

"
.-

i( "Mhsh the peisonal witness of the
* . Jesus Himself gave the im-

portant admonition that the real chaiacter of a

tree is known by its fruit (Mt 715" 20
).
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ATONEMENT. The Atonement is the recon-

ciling work of Jesus Christ the Son of God, in

gracious fulfilment of the loving purpose of His
Father ;

-v\ he) ob> , through the sacrifice of Himself

upon the ( "\ o^ once for all, on behalf and instead

of sinful men, satisfaction was made for the sins of

the world and communion between God and man
restored.

The starting-point of Christian experience is the
Resurrection of Jesus (1 Co 1517

,
llo 425

). It may
now be taken as accepted that the belief of the

primitive community and the Apostolic preaching
were based on this conviction (see Harnack,
What is Jwr^st^anity? Eng. tr Lect ix. ; Sckmiedel,

Encyc. BibL art.
* Kesurrection '). This fact, rein-

forced by successive < i ]! i.vi" - of the risen

Christ wnether to rii'.i\,ii i,.I- 1-1 the assembled

disciples, led to the further conviction, the ulti-

mate root of the doctrine of the Atonement, that
Jesus of Nazareth, crucified, risen, ascended, was
present in the midst of the Christian congregation.
He who m the days of His ministry had claimed
!";'::<nil\ on eartli to forgive sins (Mt 92"8), con-
'SMI. :i,j "i-u* word with signs following, who had
awakened an implicit trust as alone liaving the
words of eternal life (Jn G68 1680), and who had
manifested Himself as the one way by which men
might come to the Father (Jn 14), had fulfilled

His own promise to return to His "elect and abide
with thorn to the end of the days (Mt 2820 ) The
first corporate act of the disciples was to claim the

piomise to be present in the midst of two or three

gatheied in His name (Mt 1820), Tby calling upon
their Master to choose into the Apostolate one of
two set before Him conceived as invisibly present
(Ac ils-20) Moreover, He was present m power as
exalted to God'n right hand, not therefore limited

by time and ^paco, but acting under Divine,
eternal conditions, arising to succour His martyr
Stephen fAc 755 59

) manifesting Himself as the

Kighteous One to St. Paul (22
14

), giving specific
levelations of His will to Ananias and to St. Paul
himself (9*-

6- lc>
- 10 189 * 23U ), and performing those

greater works of which He had spoken (Jn H12
)

through those who wrought m Mis name (Ac 36

984). This conviction, peculiarly vivid in the
earlier ages, is cleaily traced in the hymns ad-
dressed to Christ * as to a god' (Pliny's Letter to

Trajan), and in the lecords of early martyrdoms*
And the realism with which it A\IS held even as
late as the 4th cent is attested by apologetic like
that of Athanasius (see de InrfirH('tione

t
'4b II ), or

i r minion^ like thai of the consecration of St. John
!
J.jucran
But proclamation of forgiveness of sins through

faith in the name of Jesus, though arising out of
the conviction that the Absolver was Himself in
the power of His deity still present on earth, was
not made until the realization of the promise of
the Spirit in tho Pentecostal gift. To this fact,
the external ie&ult= of which were present in the

experience of his hearers, St. Peter appealed as
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w i.iio^in to the reality of Jesus' exaltation and
His power to remit smsj (Ac 233

, cf. Gal 314
). This

{significant element in the first preaching of the

Gospel answers by anticipation objections urged
against the Atonement as involving immoral eon-

sequences and unwoithy views of God. Not only11
throughout the Acts the

x is emphasized as the essen-

tial mark ot discipleslup (Ac 238 431 532 814 '19 917 1047

His 1353 191-6). The call to repentance, intimately
associated with the gift of the Holy Spirit (Ac
2s8

, cf. Mt 311
), necessarily involved a life con-

formed to the image of the Son of God. The
Gospel, though a message of God's free favour
with no condition of antecedent righteousness,
referred to moral results, the manifestation of an

imparted spirit, as evidence of the truth of the

promise (Ko S13 - 14
5 Gal S22"24

). And when the
doctrine of justification by faith was <luillcn^c(l
*

\ ,!..' r i : \ instructed Christians, St. Paul met
the cliaige by

*

appeal not only to ele-

mentary moral
,
but to the implication*

of baptism as a new a'i-1 -j-iiihuil birth (Ho C 1 '
1

)

Nor, again, was it possible
tor those to whom the

p.
i c i"n of the Spirit was a fact of experience to

iiyjinl (.0*1 otherwise than as the Father For
He who dwelt within them was the Spirit of

Christ Jesus (Ac 167
, Ko S9

, Ph I19
,

1 P I 11
), the

Eromise
of the Father (Ac I4), whereby they had

liemselves attained the adoption, and were enabled
to cry,

*

Abba, Father' (Ro 815'17
, Gal 4b

)

The fact of Pentecost was immediately^explained
as that outpouring M" Y'^i-'

1

! i, -I'l.'ii' iv'n 1>

was to mark the v ;'' HI n i-
1 M- k -..i"i"

kingdom (Ac 216'21 53L 32
). It stood directly related

to the event of which tfie Apostles were the chosen

witnesses, the Resurrection of Jesus, whereby He
was exalted to be a Prince and a Saviour unto the
remission of sins (Ac 233< 38

), of which, according to

Hebrew i\|nii!n,oii, i'u- IJnjVioni was to be the

home (e.(/ JIM 31, J A oii"
*

j
'I lu> assurance that

Christ was the ever present source of fo
*

< u

gave its supreme -" '",MIT to the ' '-
>;

which He entered into His glory (Jn 12^). f
Later

theologians have been charged wit'i
'

\~\ 'In/ the

emphasis too exclusively upon the ';, i <i Jesus
as the means of u ^ ii'i^I-; i

'

(H, L. "Wild, Contentio

Veritatu, Essay i i
,

IS.i the evidence of the NT
is irresistible. It is true that the earliest sermons

lay stress rather upon the fact of the Resurrection,
but always as closely following upon the Death,
which, though inflicted by His enemies, resulted

from the determinate counsel of God (Ac 228
), who

^*
il . ;~, ; ; Vis Servant 'Jesus. T 1

fi
,

: ni !> ii

i-.i>i ri .' - OT e\pie^ipn (n >
'

.
,

1:1 ire- il>

chapters of Acts (5r
J - - 4-7 s<>

;, taken in connexion
with explicit references to the things which God
foreshadowed by the prophets that His Messiah
should suffer (Ac S23 318 4il - 2S-28 1327

; cf. 1 Co 15s,

1 P I11 ), leaves no room for doubt that Philip the

Evangelist was not alone in beginning from the
Tiictmu of Jehovah's Suffering Servant to preach
Jesus (Ac S38

), but that the Apostles gave their

witness to the Resurrection by preaching what St.

Paul called
* Christ crucified *(l Co I28, cf. Gal 31

).

The Crucifixion was regarded neithei as a bare fact

nor as the symbol of a theological system, but as a
*

gospel,' an event whose reality lay in its signifi-

cance, a message of Divine favour and forgiveness.
The central fact of Christ's life and work was com-

plex, (onMtlinx of both the Cross and the Resur-
rection The XT considers neither apart. The
redeeming efficacy is attached to each in tujrn

While, according to the cornpic-*cd foirnula in

which St. Paul expresses the content of lua gospel,
' Christ died for our sins and rose again the third

day' (1 Co 153< 4
), the common form of the Petrine

preaching represents God as raising up Jesus *for

to give i- |.O'!.,M
- >.,' < i- I-H.) i of sins' (Ac5JO 31

:

cf. 2s2'36 y , 1 1* 1 J , uloo Ico 4^5 arid 1 Co 1517
}.

But it was the Cross that tended to fix itself as
the cential fact, and therefore the characteristic

symbol of Christendom. It is the figure of Him
' who baie our sins m his body on the tree* which
dominates the First Epistle of Peter (1 P 224

).

And the 2nd cent. Gospel according to Peter has
contrived with singular fidelity to the Apostle's
mind to give an i i iiiu PI;,' in picture of the Resur-
rection, wherein mo On is curiously blended
with the rending tomb (Gospel ace, to Peter, 10 }

ed. Robinson and James). With St. Paul the

gospel of Christ, which is the fixed point in his

teaching (Gal I 11
, 1 Co 151

, 1 Ti 1", 2 Ti 28
), the

touchstone of all preaching (Gal I8
- 9

, 1 Ti I3 6s
),

proclaimed alike to Jew and Gentile (1 Co I 24
), de-

livered whether to St. Peter or to himself as the

deposit of Christian truth (1 Co 311
, 2 Ti !" 14

), is
< the word of the cross' (1 Co I38 ). So remark-
able is the unanimity of the

^
two gieat primary

preachers of Christianity that it leaves no room to

question the statement of Harnack ( What is Chris-

tiamty ? Eng. tr. Lect. ix.) that
' the primitive com-

munity called Jesus its Lord because He sacrificed

His life for it, and because its members were con-
vinced that He had been raised from the dead and
was then sitting at the right hand of God.'
To this must oe added the general \ i IMC i

*.*

the NT and the evidence of Christian i."-i i .'.-."

and Church History. The story of the Passion la

out of all proportion to the rest of the Synoptic
narrative, as given in each of

^
the three Gospels,

unless the foreground is
f M

>ied by the
Cross. And here the '

, though it

emphasizes the function 01 leveiauon in the incar-

nate life of the Son of God, is found in close and
almost unexpected agreement with its predecessors.
The .ViHH.ilxp'-e rings with the praises of 'the
Laml> v l!cx' r>

..... - '> 710 - 14"17 127'12 141'5 196
'9

; cf. P
138

) The Epistle to the Hebrews, though it opens
with one of the classical Christological passages,
yet makes the Death of Jesus the pivot of its

teaching (He 29
). And the Epistle to the Romans,

which elaborates the " M i jM 1:1 1 1 1 1
' *

1 1 of Justifica-

tion through a crucified and risen Saviour, is

central to the theology of St. Paul.

Midway between the NT and Church History,
as related in point of evidential value to either,
come the Creed and Sacraments. The former

represents the inviolable basis of the word con-

centrated in catechetical teaching. That its em-
phasis i"-lnl upon l'ie Cross is apparent not only
from "inli r-mnsiiu' formulae as the Apostles*
Creed, but fiorri the NT itself (I Co 158- 4

, 1 Ti 1).
Baptism is the initiatory Christian rite, and
whether it conveys or only represents the forgive-
ness of sins, stood from the first in close relation

to the Death and Resurrection of Christ (Mt 2819
,

Mk 1615- 16
, Ac 2s8 818- * 918 1047 - 1688 19s 2216

, Ro
6s - 4

, Gal a26- 27
, Eph 44

'6
, Col 212

, Tit 34-, 1 P 321
;

cf Jn 3s
,
Ac 11VI Co 102

,
He 61 "6 1022, 1 Jn56

-*).

The Kiichari-t i^ the Christian counterpart of the
i Hionlico 01 the la*-.ovoi, which commemorated the
deliverance of T-odS people from Egypt; it is

associated by the terms of its celebiation with the

Lord's Passion, and employs language of sacrificial

import (Mt 262fa-28
, Mk U2^4

, Lk 2-2la- 20
, 1 Co II18-34

HP*22
[for rpdnefa Kvpiov= 8v<naaT'r)piov} cf. Mai I7],

cf. Jn 652
-68

[see Westcott, ad toc.1 Ex 1227, He
.

Following upon the Sacraments is the witness of

CJb-Ujrch History the worship, the dogma, the art,

the experience of the Christian centuries which
have all consistently gathered round the Cross.

We are therefore entitled to hold that any inter-

pretation of the Christian facts which shafts the

focus from Calvary to Bethlehem or Galilee sepre-
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sents a depaiture fiom the historic faith, and
tends to distoit the Christian levelation.

Theoiies of the Atonement, of which the view
that identifies it with the Incarnation may be
taken as the norm, have inevitably been popular
in an age dominated by two ereat influences,

physical science and Hegelian philosophy. But it

may be doubted whether they have taken their
rise in a study of the facts of Sciipture and not
lather in a determinist conception of the Universe,
to which the Incarnation seemed to give a religious
and Christian form. A consequence_ of this method
of thought has been the revival, in this country
by Bishop "Westcott and others, of speculations like

those of Rupert of Deutz and the Scotists, which

postulate an Incarnation independent of those con-

ditions of human life which demand the forgive-
ness of sins.* It is perhaps enough to say of this

line of thought, with Dr, A. B. Davidson (OT
Prophecy, ch. x.), that it involves 'a kind of

principle, according to which God develops Him-
self by an inward necessity,

3 and which 'is cer-

tainly not a Biblical principle
' Such thinking

i:iv.i
> ,ali1v regards the Atonement merely as a

ni'i-ii" oj t IK- Incarnation required by the conditions
under which it took place. And whether this

theory be specifically held or not, it has been a

tendency of recent theology to fix the mmd rather

upon the ethical principle of the Atonement, i.e.

the obedience or penitence or assent to God's
abhorrence of sin, of which death is the 'sacra-

ment 3
or visible sign, than upon the Crucifixion as

a woik intrinsically efficacious apart from the
moral qualities expressed in its accomplishment.
Such views are defective, not because they fail

to give expression to aspects of Christ's redeem-

ing work, but because they stop short at the

point where <'\|>Liiij;lioTi is necessary, why these
qualities of ilu k

-j-iiu or Jesus should have been
directed towards the particular end of the death of
the Cross. The climax of the account which St.
TV } "\ 'i the Epistle to the riii1i]i|>ian- F the
<-v, <iii >

i ! Jesus, is neither ihe a- umjiiiion of
human flesh nor the suffering

" * "

but the
obedience which accepted the of the
Cross as the act whereby He fulfilled, not the

general, but the particular will of God (Pli 25'11
,

cf. 1 P I
11

}.

The \po-Uo-, n* vo li!i\ >QQTL, saw
"

:

and iheicioio ilus e\plun;uiou. of this <

torical cvoin ilnounii tho medium of the OT.
Whfciexoi MCW ir may bo expedient to take of the
relation between Hebrew prophecy and Jesus of

Nazareth, this fact is of primary importance,
because it exhibits what in the view of the first

messengers of the Cross was the essential char-
acter oiilir /MO-! M<'\\ > it was their mission to pro-
claim ; 'lui M Midi . !i<

k case be materially altered if

the language of Law and Prophets had merely
been chosen to illustrate the central idea of the

Gospel. "What we find is the remarkable manner
in which, the^idea of the King and the Kingdom,
consonant with <'!.< i'i ijio.juv Jewish exnwintion,'
is combined witli i>iai of uv Buffering Messiah, so
alien to the current interpretation of the Sciip-
tures as to present *to the Jews a stumbling-
block,

5 The antithesis between the Cross and the
Resurrection was, indeed, such as to suggest that
the death of Jesus was united to its marvellous
sequel by a chain of causation removing it from
the ordinary category of dissolution, and making
it the interpretative fact of a career otherwise the
most unintelligible in history. But the main

* These speculations must be distinguished from the teaching
of the Calvimstic Supralapsaiian^ of the 17th cent., which,
relying upon such passages as Eph 31

*, 1 P 120, Rev IS8 (?) main-
tained that the Atonement was itself the fulfilment of an
ternal purpose.

point to observe is that the Ee&urrection, being m
the first instance the crucial fact of experience
which maiked off for the disciples their Master
Jesus as the Son of God (Ro I

4
6pLff6tvros, cf. Ac

1036
"43 IS23 32 3$

), ratified, in the minds of those who
had continued with Him in His temptations, that

view of His work which had been before the eye of

the Divine Sufferer throughout His ministry, and
which He had progressively disclosed to heaits

slow of belief, until a hitheito invincible prejudice
had succumbed to the decisive evidence of accom-

plishment.
The persistence with which early heresies con-

nected themselves with the Baptism of Jesus reveals

the prominence which the event assumed in the

story of the ministry, and goes far to authenticate

the details of the -< "
narrative (Mt 31J-17

, Mk
I9

'11
, Lk 321 - 22

, cf : the correspondence of

which with the Apostolic view of the Saviour's

mission is too subtle to warrant the theory that

they are the glosses of a later tradition. In
^

this

narrative Jesus is represented as doing -oim:!imj4
moie than declaring the obligation which rebted

upon Him to fulfil that righteousness characteristic

of the Hebrew covenant. ' Thus it becometh us to

fulfil all righteousness,' i.e. by -ulnnil 1 111,4 to the

baptism which John would have -uiLljIield because
it involved repentance and provided for the remis-

sion of sins. The Voice from Heaven, and the

Temptation endured in the power of the baptismal
Spirit (Mt 41

, Mk 1 Lk 41
), even if they be regarded

merely as the interpretation of the subjective
con-

.sciousness of Jesus, witness to the identity between
the scheme of T! > Pii i* <1 li

r
, MI

;
i-i T'u'ii the

first by the So-i M. i i - in ,_;; I : i-,e re-

deeming work preached by the Apostles. For the
Voice blends the prophecy of the royal Son (Ps 27

)

with that of the beloved Servant (Is 421
), and the

Temptation is essentially the refusal of Messianic

royalty on any condition but that of suffering ser-

vice. It is no accident that the same Voice is heard

again on the Mount of Transfiguration (Mt 17

and Mk 97 6 vl6$ ^tou 6 &yair7)r6$f Lk 935 6 vl6s /-oov 6

eJ/cXeXey^os [v I. dyaTT^rfo], cf. Is 421
), when the

manner in which ii^'noon-iu
1 is to be fulfilled is

made explicit in the Mibjoc i 01 Jesus' converse with
Moses and Elijah, 'the decease which he was about
to fulfil' (Lk 981 TT^pow, Cf. Mt 315

wXi/pforttO ; and
that again, from the moment when He begins to

makeplain to the i,"v. ; "!^r: < * of TTis disciples
that His throne can -'- i< 1,1 lio'lu 1

'

;'
'

*

rection after suffer. n r ,vd n-i 1

'. II if > y,
'Get thee behind r Si i.n i\l" hi '. And the
taunt of the rulers on Calvary, when the crucified

Jesus is bidden to prove Him&elf the Christ of God,
the chosen (Lk 23s5 6 &c\/cr<5s), makes it clear that
the claim to be at oncethe Messiah and the Servant,
if doubted by ih- k !:-< i|-lo- mnl oViulni \>\ :!i<' J<"i -,

was at least in i ii
i lioi.i 01 i,- n(>Mi[ !.-,!!:,< *i: ,rli-

ciently understood.
It is the Divine necessity of dying which is pro-

minent in the lal< i I "(i< hi-
,_
pf the Loid, begirining

from that crisi - o i 1 1 u 1 1r i
'

i
- v which is emphati-

cg"\ " -";;" all the Synoptics (Mt 1621 '28
,
Mk

8s
;

,
I ! ,

f
He sets His face towards it as

the end (Lk 22s7
[cf. Is 5312

] reXeo-fl^at and r^Xos

fyei, ci Jn 1928- 30
), the goal to which His whole life

moves. And in the hour when the things concern-

ing Hint had fulfilment, He singled out the leading
feature in the portrait of the Sei vant as that which
above all others fastened its application upon Him-
self.

' I say unto you that this which is written
must be fulfilled in me, And he was reckoned with

transgressors.* The Prophet, who at the outset of
His ministry icad in the synagogue of Nazareth
the woul* fprci-hiulouing the deliverance which
was to issue in the Kingdom of God (Lk 418 19 =Ia
611* 2

), knew that for Himself it meant the Man ol
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Sorrows, led like the lamb of the Hebrew ritual to

the slaughter, and In the power of His healing
wounds making intercession for the transgiessois
of His people (Is 53 ;

for the connexion with the
Ceiemonial Law see Davidson, OT Prophecy, ch.

xxu.) Theie is thus no incon^i-ionc.v hetween the

language of Jesus as recoided in the Synoptics and
those utterances of the Fourth Gospel which seem
to lemove the Passion and Death from the imme-
diate historical conditions, and to represent them
as the decision of eternal issues by the voluntary
activity of the Divine Sufferer, who lays down His
life of Himself and judges the pimce of this world
on the uplifted throne of the Cioss (Jn 314 1017- 18

1231-33 1430 IQll. 33^

These considerations give peculiar point to the
declaration which, according to both St. Matthew
and St. Mark, stands inclose relation to the request
of the sons of Zebedee for eminent places in the
Messianic kingdom. Messiah's kingship is based
on service which takes specific form in the death
He goes to accomplish

* The Son of Man came to

give his life a ransom for many' a substitution
which made His soul an offering for sin, fulfilling
all that was foreshadowed not only in the redemp-
tion of the people from Egypt, but also in the re-

demptions of the Ceremonial Law (Mk 1045
, Mt

2028
\trpov oLvrl not tfTrefc, cf. avri\vrpov 1 Ti 26

,

Xvrp&ffTjrai Tit 214
, tXvTpdOyre I P I 18

,
where also the

rtiuov afya of Christ is the price ; Is 5310
, 2 S 723,

Ex 1313
,
Nu 1815

, cf. Ps 498
).

That Jesus should thus have recognized the true

significance of His death as a fact possessing not
an accidental but an inherent worth, is not incon-

sistent with a due acknowledgment of the historical

circumstances which became its efficient cause.

With regard to the prophecy of Jehovah's Servant,
it must be remembered that the Sufferer, though
offering a sacrifice for sin of which the liturgical
oblation is the type, yet incuis i

"

1 1 ". : -"eath only
through -< t ! i LI^ h : s face as a fli

1

J > in mam-
taming u 11 1 11 jui' I righteousness under conditions
which inevitably made this witness a martyrdom.
And it would be M ';':. fi- 1 T-- 1.1 of the

Gospel narrative i i i -i- n i 'i<-| :, i -\ death
of Christ as wanton I \ -ouulil by our Lord in a
manner inconsistent \\nli iiio dictates of common
morality. The Cross could not have been media-
torial if Jesus had been an official and conventional

Mess it > i'!i" is"-1 r,^vary by any other road than
that f -i< 1 1 m i i i -\> instance made Him one with
His brethren (He 210"18

) in the pursuit of His own
moral end. His death, which afiects the conscience

(He 914 1022), is not lepreseiited as self-immolation.

He 'witnessed before Pontius Pilate a good con-

fession' (1 Ti 61S, cf. *the faithful witness/ Kev I5

314
). His mission being to establish the kingdom

upon a basis of surrender (Mt 2028
, Jn 134-"15

),

upon a o-9i><!l preached to llio poor (Lk 418
) by one

yho is HimM'lf lo-wly in hoaifc (Mt II 29
), He must

not shrink till He send forth judgment unto victory
(Mt 1220 ). When there is no more risk of quench-
ing the smoking flax bj .i| j

<,,!
si,: <".>enly as the

uncompromising foe of ;'M IIIOMSM'II He recog-
in/es. thiit lh& hour is come (Jn 12s* 17 1

al., Mk
1441

, cf. Jn 24, Lk 22s8 ), changing the method of

His discourse so that they who reject Him may
perceive that He speaks of then} (Mt 21 45

),
and

without further parley join the inevitable issue.

There is, however, no warrant for Mr. F. W. New-
man's theory, that Jesus' denunciation of scribes

and Pharisees was a deliberate provocation of

judicial murder ; though it must be remarked that,

assuming the knowledge of power to rise again the

third day, we could not judge even such an action

entirely by the ordinary standard. Still, if the one

necessity of the case was a sacrificial death upon
the stage of history, the event might have been

,mid accessories more suggestive of

Crucifixion But this would have
been something less than a moral act, whereas the
NT shows the propitiation v, i onjjlir 1>y Jesus Christ
'the nghteous' (1 Jn 2 l

, Ac 3 7"-' 2214
) to have

been something more. The Agony in the Gaiden,
followed by the Seven Words from the Cross,
attests the naturalness of the Passion as suffering,

though voluntarily enduied, yet inflicted from with-
out It is only after the Resurrection that the
human actors in the tragedy fall out of sight, and
the Cross can be presented absolutely as that which
it behoved the Christ to sufier, so entering into His

glory (Lk 2426
).

From what has been already said, it follows that
an adequate soteriology, or theology of the Atone-
ment which is genuinely evangelical, must be the

expression of a spiritual experience resting upon
Christ's death as the expiation of sin. With a few
notable exceptions, foremost among them Dr. K.
W. Dale, the trend of modern theology, since the

publication of M'Leod Campbell's treatise on The
Nature of the A tonement, has been on the whole to

develop the doctrine on its ethical side, and to find

its spiritual principle either in the tiniest* penitence
or the perfect obedience of Jesus (e.g. Westcott,
Wilson, Moberly, Scott T i.l_"i t

- Tin i < udency of

these writings has been, \\ lnlc *i --u JU.M^ theories

of a non-moral f

transaction,' to obscure to a greater
or less extent ' the offering of the body of Christ,'
and to give an insufficient value to the Biblical

account of His death as an objective act of pro-

pitiation addressed to the Father by the incarnate

Son. No doubt English writers for the most part
maintain that the 'penitence* and obedience of

Christ are imparted by grace to the believer. But
between the obedience and the grace, as that
which gives meaning to both, NT theology places
the substitutionary sacrifice.

St. Peter connects obedience with the 'sprink-

ling of the blood of Christ' (IP p.1418.19) an<i

the sin-bearing of the tree (2
24

). Tnvolvir,; as

these o\i-io ion- do e the blood of ilie 'o\<"iniu
*

(Ex -2\ -,
L\ ID - ' 17n - 12

,
Zee 911 ; cf. He 1029 1320

,

and, for the 'new covenant,' Jer 3131'84 338, Ezk
3628

), and the laying of hands upon the head of the
-in ofloMiiii (Lv 16M, cf. Is 536 ; the whole passage
J- .),>' J hould be carefully compared with 1 P
221 "25

, and the influence of the Levitical code in

moulding language and ideas noted), both familiar

conceptions- of the Hebrew ritual, they point un-

doubtedly to a real transfer of guilt, a genuine
substitution, as the true meaning of the 'glad

tidings' (1 P I 12
), of which the Apostle was the

witness (5
1
). The Christian society is the '

people
of God's own possession' (2

9- 10
), ransomed and

brought into covenant by the precious blood. The
obedience and bufferings of Christians are not,

therefore,, redemptive, for such are already dead to

sin (2
34

).

With this the Johannine writings agree fellow-

ship with God is the eternal life which Christians

enjoy, but this mystical union
*

is effected by the

purifying blood of Jesus His Son (1 Jn I7 ), in whom
is forgiveness (I

9- 10 21 35), who is the propitiation
for the sins of the whole world (2

2 410
, cf 56

[Jn
1 9s4], Jn 442 1 151 , Bo 325 IXacrr^tor). The antecedent

power of Christ's death is thus explained by the

sacrificial term l\ao-/jL6$ to be an effectual means for

turning away the wrath of God, which the impres-
sive imagery of the Apocalypse represents as rest-

ing upon the wicked (Rev*6
16 17 14'* and />'**!/?).

Nowhere is the significant figure of the Lauibmoie
* The unw my&tica must not be confounded with atonement

by pressing the'etymology of the latter word (at-one-ment), the

Pauline equnalent of which (xu.ru.?>.) ety') St. John never uses.

According to its proper meaning, the vei b ' atone '
is not transi-

tue, but is followed by the preposition 'for.' Mr. Inge in

Contentio Veritatis constantly ignores this.
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emphatically applied to Chust than in the Johan-
nme books (Jn P9- 36 1936 [Ex 1246

]s the Apocalypse,

With the Apostle Paul we reach the fullest state-

ment of the doctrine of the Atonement And here
it must be noted that the Epistles of the first im-

prisonment, which develop the teaching ( owci niim
the Person of Chi 1st in His eternal relation to the
Universe and the Church, follow those which give
detailed expression to the reconciliation of believers

to God through the redemption which is in Christ
Jesus It would seem, therefore, that theologians
like Westcott, who subordinate redemption to the

Incarnation, are less true to Christian experience
than those who reach the Incarnation i -no lull Oir
Atonement. For St. Paul the Cross ri n -

i v oinjii

aspect of Death and Resurrection is the central
fact which forms !'i ""-i-

'

of his gospel (1 Co
lia sa 22

} Gai 5ii
9
1 | , j

-

,
... basis of Baptism (see

above) and of the Eucharist (see above), the source
of the forgiveness of sins (Col 2

13 14
, cf 312

, Eph 432),
the motive of Christian morality (Ro 64

), the spring
of faith (1 Co 12s, cf. Ro 109

)

1
r ,'*'-

(2 Co 410- 11
, Gal 220

), and the

tality (2 Ti I 10
). To this fact there is a correspond-

ing personal experience, so that baptism may be

represented as involving an identification of the
believer with his Lord so intimate that not only is

the figure of putting on Christ as a garment felt to

be appropriate to the initiatory Clmstian lite (see

above), but His death, burial, and resurrection
are regarded as reproduced in the believer (see

above). From the Cross the Christian life takes
its specific complexion, so that 'the new man
created m righteousno^' (Eph 424 ) becomes

* cruci

fied unto the world (Gal 614), branded in the body
with the marks of the Lord Jesus (Gal 617

) ; glories
in the Cross (v.

14
) ; and fills up that which is lack-

ing in the .-.fli -IM - --f rn'- 1 Col 1). Obvi-

pusly, therefi' 1 "
i

!
i MMM

j_-'
i, i''i of this fact and

its consequent experience is from the point of view
of St Paul the primary task of the Christian

theologian.
The interpretative word used in St Paul's soteri

ology is KctraXXc^, 'reconciliation* (Ro 511 AV
'atonement 1

), the root idea of which is restora-

tion of personal relations between parties hitherto

estranged. This involves the explanation of the
*

catastrophe in human life,' sufficiently evident
in common experience but inexplicable apart from
the Hebrew realization of the }>eiorml God, which
is set forth in Ro 1 I8-28 as the rebellion of the un-
thankful human will against the claim of the
Divine Creator (v.

21
). The need is universal (Eo

3d -

**)
* but the later Augustinian terminology,

which, in spite of Luther's return to a fuller

Paulinism, still dominates the language even of
Protestant divinity, tends by the use of such

figures as 'vice' (vitium), "flaw/ "disease,
3

to

palliate the exceeding sinfulness of sin and to
obscure the personal ^<rnifionTic< 1 of the Cross,
which is always uppermost m tot. Paul. Three
points must be noted.

1* Christ died 'to reconcile the Father to w$,'

This phrase, if not strictly Biblical, conveys the
essential idea of Scripture, which is quite ob-
scured by the statement that His death recon-
ciles men to God. Modern teachers, concerned to
vindicate the love of God, have inclined to repre-
sent the Cross as intended to produce merely a

change in the moral life of the sinner. Not only
*
Notice* that St Piml mare Hebratco states sin as a universal

fa'1
!
- - '

al 1 ha\ e si nnod '

\x ilhout developing a theory by physical
analogy No amount, of

'

originality
' in sin detracts from full

inorul rt>pon<-ibilii} t<wurd<i (Joel in the individual Mr Ten-
n-u r ID lri- flutf'a/i, lecturer *-peafcs as though the traditional
dot trine or sin Tioiirnluod puitono! disobedience

, but this is

noi lue case, as a, ngin underbiaudmg of St Paul's doctrine of

reconciliation in Christ will show.

is this inconsistent with the idea of reconciliation,

but St. Paul, while, with the NT generally, always
representing the woik of Christ as arising m the

gracious will of the Father (2 Co 518 - 19
, Ko 58 8*,

Col I
19 20

, Eph I9 - 10
, 1 Th 59

, Tit 34 ; cf IP 1
s

, Jn 3lb

and passim, 1 Jn 31), yet invariably regaids it as

the loving act (2 Co 514 89
, Gal I4 220

, Ro 837, Eph
52

,
cf Jn 1011

, Rev I 5
) of a mediator (1 Ti 2 6

,

cf He 9lf
i "1

"

.- in the first instance a

change iiH . J ," towards the sinner (2 Th
I
8 y

, Bo 81
, cf. vv. 7 - 8

), turning away wrath (1 Th
I 10 , Ro 59

), removing trespasses (2 Co 519), and pro-

viding a channel through which God might forgive
sins as an act not only of mercy but of justice

(Ro 326
).

It is perhaps unnecessary to argue with the

formality which sets up an abstract Law* to

which even God must do homage At this point
even l)ale becomes somewhat cumbrous But it

is obvious that even the parable of the Prodigal
Son would not ring true in human ears unless it

was for ever iiHojpi-'Icil by a transaction which

gives due wei^lit 10 ilio enormity of a am that

entailed the sacrifice of the Father's only Son.

Nor would St. Paul have succeeded^ in commend-

ing the death of Christ to the Christian conscience

save by insisting that only thus could God recon-

cile a world unto Himself and be alike just and
the justifier of the believer.

2, The death of Christ is the act of God (Tit 2

[cf. 2 P I
1
], Ro I4, 2 Co 44

, Col 11S, Ph 26
, Ro 95 ^,

Ac 2028
)
-~ It is at this point in the last resort

that we become convinced of the deity of Christ
'

T , / '

God was in Christ,' who was ' marked
'

, .
"* -i of God by the resurrection.' Grace

is always in St Paul the free act of God's favour

(Ro 324 44 5 al ), and it is
* the grace of our Lord

Jesus Christ
'

(Ro S19 1620,
2 Co 89 1314), wherebv

we have been enriched. The love of Christ which
constrains us, because He died for all, is Divine

(2 Co 514 - 19 20 'on behalf of Christ '-' as though
God were entreating by us '). The position of the

justified sinner is that of a restored sonship, be-

cause his redemption from first to last is the

action towards him of the eternal God Himself
His right relation to the Father is witnessed by,
or rather is, the presence of the Spirit of the Son
'sent forth' into his heart by that same God who.

had f sent forth
' the Son Himself to work out a

redemption under the conditions which imposed
this TU ct ily of love upon the paternal heart of

God i
k
(-al -l''",i When this is O-IM* ji|i|'ir

1 uMi.l- i
il

the objections to a doctrine of -nl-iiiMM'i
i,

<"M

sum peccatum tuum, tu es justitia mea' 2 Co
521

) are seen to have no ii]>]i]icaiiou in fact. They
are valid only if the aoiiMty en bhe Mediator is

*oi_isnaioil -liari'ly from that of the Father. Such
M (liMindion i- neither Pauline' nor Christian,

The threefoldness of God is a revelation inci

dental to e the unfolding of the work of Divine
Atonement' (see Moberly, Atonement and Person-

ality , ch. viii.). With St. Paul, as with St. John,
it is the Father who is revealed in the Son (see

above), whose work is manifest in the work of

Christ. Redemption is parallel to Creation (Gal
615

, Col I 18
, Eph I

10
, 1 Co 1520

-28 - *
-,

cf. Jn I
1 ' 18

,

Rev 21 1 - 8
). If the morality of^the latter lies in

the fact that e God saw that it was good,' the

justice of the former i-s witne^ed riot only by the
'new creation' but by the intinite worth of the
Son (1 Co 620), whom God gave up for us all and
who endured the Cross.

*Such theories, like the attempt of Anselm in Cur Dew
fT'iMf) to express the Atonement in terms of the feudal idea cf

SOCK t\ dorr-mam m the Middle Age, to \ihioh thcj aio ali.ni,

no (loul>l perform useful >.<'r\ice m freeing- the teaching: of

Scripture from uiiuurrunrablo and misleading accretions, but
tiiox aro a nictliod of e\i)re

<

s3injj rather than of explaining the

problem
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3. Reconciliation is antecedent to the renewal of
the, individual This is almost wholly ignored in
modern German theology, which thereby goes far

to forfeit its claim to be a tiue development of

Lutheian teaching, losing touch with the NT
<_: !< i,il!> ,s'id especially with St. Paul, Ritschl,
[ni <'\,u'iiiJ' foi whom the statement that f Christ

expiated sm by His passion
'

has '

very little war-
rant in the Biblical circle of thought,' regards the
death of Jesus merely as 'the summary expression
of the fact that Christ maintained His religious

unity with God/ and places the foigiveness of
sins in the '

effective union '

of believers with God
in that Divine \ n -

1
- v

'
:

'i it was the vocation
of Jesus to fOUR-: / and Reconciliation,

Eng tr. ch. vni.j. JSow, wmle Ritschl thus re-

covers a truly Apostolic conception in tV Ki^jr-
dom of God as the primaiy object of I'-urn' il:<mon

(see below), he does so only at the expense of the
* finished work/ which is the glory of all true
<\ -I -TK/i si

1 St. Paul in particular leaves no
doubt as to the objective character of the recon-
ciliation

5

wrought by Christ, which stands com
plete before the preaching whereby conies hearing
and faith. 'While we were enemies we were
reconciled to God il i<-n,Ji Tie death of his Son J

(Ro 510
, cf, vv. 6' 8' 9

, Cul 1
'

,
He has previously

shown (Ro 324~2e
) that the vindication of God's

righteousness (fr5et rr}$ &*jr<-i-i'i'rs atfroO), which
conscience requhes as acoiMluion < the acquittal
of sinners, has already been given in the redemp-
tion wrought b^ Christ, /iii-l

1

"i as it did the
10 ,!"

T
"

MS'- i.r iln So i ; <' which eon-

, M , ,

'

- li> t<' ' a piopitiation for sin. The
equivalence adumbrated by the symbolic transfer

of guilt to the head of tiie victim was consum-
mated in Christ (Ro 81

,
2 Co 521

,
Gal 313

, cf. Lv 165

also Hebrews, passivi^ see below). The spectacle
of such a substitutionnot one ii'j'ii inu lining
his brother, but God i

'"
II i-"li m Tie

sinner's place was the >i i MM HI of a Divine
" "

'

"

ch Law and Prophets, the
II had witnessed (Ro 3al

). In
< , . i righteou&n- t

"*

needing no human condition (g/yy i

but offered freely to him that
iustifier of the ungodly, so that his faith can
oe reckoned instead of righteousness,* because

through it the sinner appropriate^. Clnist's finished

work and becomes 'the iighteousness of God in

Mm 5

(2 Co 521
). Here the Atonement, as St.

Paul interprets it, leads to the development of

the doctrine of the Incarnation (Ro 512"3t
, cf. I Co

]531 - 22
). Christ is the second Adam; He 'recapi-

tulates* (Eph I 10
, cf. Protev. Jew* 13, and Ireneeus,

bk, in. ch. xxx. *

recapitulans in se Adam') the
human race, so that His redemptive, recreative
act has more than a iepres>entative value. In
Him 'all died' (2 Co o14

). Tliis characteristic

principle of Pauline theology 'in Christ* ex-

pands on the other side into the doctrine of the
new life through membership (Ro 124 * 5

, Eph 4s8
)

in the body of Christ and fellow-ship of the one

Spiiit (1 Co 12 18
,
2 Co 131

*). The second Adam is a

quit kenmg spirit, endowed with the grace of unc-
non (lluo&cz, EM. I Pol. t bk. v. ch. lv.), imparting
thiough the Resurrection a Spirit which dwells in

the believer and finally quickens even his moital

body (Ro 8 11
).

That the communion of the elect neople with
God meant the indwelling of His Spirit, is a
familiar idea of the OT (Is 639 '14 Ezk 3627

). So

*Much harm has resulted from insisting on the 'forensic'
character of this justification No doubt tiijuuou has associa-

tions ot the law court ,
but it is as absurd to suppose that le^al

fictions were present to the mind of St Paul as to ascribe
these ideas to the compiler of Genesis (Gn 156) Or the author of

the thirty-second Psalm (Ps 322) The word expresses only the
free forgiveness of the Father's love.

the body of Chiwt, which is the Church (Col I
34

),

1" ii _
J V

i rimary object of redemption (Ac 2028
,

1 p i I

'

:>
- lb 44

"<>',
TitW

; cf 1 P 2"- w), reconciled

through death (Eph 2 1S
), becomes a habitation of

the Spiiit (Eph 231 23
) s distnbuted according to the

measure of faith to the several members (Eph
47 - 16

, Ro 123
), which through the Presence (

4 Christ
in you/ 'the Spirit of the Son shed abroad in your
heaits,'

e the fulness of God,
3

Eph 319
) have a com-

mon access to the Father (Eph2 18
,
cf. 312

) 5 manifest
the gifts of the Spiiit (1 Co 124' 11

, Ro 126 '8
), and in

mutual dependence giow together to ' the measure
of the stature of the tulness of Christ

'

(Eph 413* ls 16
,

Col 2 19
,
Ro 124'6

). That this teaching, though given
in St. Paul's individual manner, was no personal
speculation of his own, may be gathered from its

close relation to the great social sacraments of

Baptism and the Eucharist, which would be start-

ling if, in view
[
of their generally accepted signifi-

cance in the primitive community, it were not
obvious (Eph 44 - 5

, 1 Co 1017).
To claim for the death of Christ that it is a com-

pleted act of reconciliation, the ground of the be-

lieving sinner's justification, and thus alike the

subject of adoring gratitude and the source of re-

newed moral effort, is to establish a doctrine satis-

factory to reason rather because it sets the several

parts of Scripture and Christian '., -

1

\
i;

1
ii:

intelligible proportion to one anothe . .
"

i i .n
IT i-, ii>eh rationally explained. The Cross estab-
lishes the Law (Ro 331

), and, as thus interpreted,
manifests and supplies the need of the human
spirit, and thus finds its justification in experi-
ence. But propitiatory sacrifice remains to be

apprehended lather than understood. This is be-
cause it is a fact of religion rather than of ethics.

Men have felt the need of Miiiol.lii'>g 1o set them
right with God, even when I!HA h.'n. been far
from knowing that He is lo\ < Ii ih.- distinction
be not perceived, we shall fail to see the true bear-

ing of the evidence from Comparative Religion for
the universality of the idea oi atonement as mani-
fested in myth, ritual, and custom. Thus Sir
Oliver Lodge (see art, 'Suggestions towards the

Reinterpretation of Christian Doctrine,' HMert
Journal, vol. ii., No, 3), while admitting the

cogency of the universal belief in immortality,
sees in the crudities of the widespiead practice of
sacrifice only a reason for discounting this ele-

ment in traditional Christianity. There can be no
doubt that atonement is fundamental to the idea
of sacrifice (see Robertson Smith, Religion of the

Semites, Lect. vi. p. 219; Lect. xi. pp. 377-384),
and that this idea of 'covering* i> prominent in

the ritual of the OT (see Sc^hullz, or fhwl , ling
tr. vol. i. pp. :JS-l-4Hni

* Far from rkjiuc.Mim;:, or even ignoring the
ancient sacriiit'i- tin* N T, as we have seen, pre-
sents Christ as the 'Lamb of God.' And in the

Epistle to the Hebrews
t|ie

Son is explicitly set
forth as f Himself the victim and Himself the

priest,' manifested pnce at the consummation of

the ages to put away sin by the sacrifice of Him-
self (He 926

). Though, unlike St, Paul, who sees

the analogy between heathen sacrifices and the
Christian Eucharist (1 Co 1031

), the author of this

Epistle confines his attention to the worship of

the Hebrews, the argument may be legitimately
extended to embrace the ' blood of bulls and goats

'

offered under any system for what in view of the
Cross is seen to be a typical, conventional purifi-
cation and approach to God. There is, however,
one important point in which the Mosaic sacrifices

differ ft om all others. They fulfilled the primary
condition of Divine appointment, and therefore
availed within the limits of the institution They
were inadequate, not because, like the oblations of

the heathen, they were material, but because, un-
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I

like the offering of Christ, they were tiansitory
(He lO1 * u

), and alien to those who "brought them
(9

12 - 25
) Christ, who elsewhere in the NT appears

as the Mediator, Saviour, Word made flesh, here
becomes specifically the Priest (2

11
[6 &yidfav=

f

priest
'

; the act of consecration is identified with
the Cross in 1312

, cf. 29 - 10
] 31 and passim), the ap-

propriate scientific term, as we may call it, for

whoever establishes the proper end of religion,
communion with God. His is a ' finished work,

3

because by Divine appointment (3
2 51 * 4 * 6

) He is
' a priest for ever

'

(5
10 724 28

), who (

through the
eternal Spirit

'

(9
14

) obediently (5
8 109

) fulfilled the

priestly function (8
3
) in

"" *

body prepared
for Him by the will of i / as an eternal

sacrifice (10
12

,
cf. 59 ). This' is no metaphorical

self-sacrifice, the essence of which is undeviating
conformity to the general law which conditions
human life. It is

*

through his own blood
'

(9
12

)

that He enters once for all into heaven. This

lays the emphasis on His death as the means
thiough which He makes that purification of sins

(1
s 914) whereby access is gained to the throne of

grace (10
19 414 - 16

). The open way witnesses to a
sacrifice already offered and accepted (10

10
yyiaa--

ptvoi not ayLafo/JLevoi, 1014 rereXetw/cev [cf. Jn 1930]
rovs ayiao/jt,frovs, which RV *

*

. 1

' "*

. I , ,nslates 'them
that are [not *are being'] ; :'). The new
covenant is thus dedicated with blood (9

18'22
), not

because life is liberated through death (for why
should death effect this result except according to

Oriental mysticism?), but because a death must
have taken place for the redemption of trans-

gressions (9
15 1029, cf. Mk H24 and parallels), which

is, in the phraseology of sacrifice, what St. Peter

says when he declares that * Christ bore our sins

in Ms body on the tree' (1 P 224).
Minds to which sacerdotal ideas are repugnant

will always resent such language as sophistical
and superstitious, and, if they do not reject, will

endeavour to explain away what is certainly the

meaning of the Epistle to the Hebrews. No doubt
this particular mould of thought is not necessary
to the gospel, which is content to assert that Christ
died for our sins. Yet the <> i . '.<

k uf i eject-

ing it is likely to be a denia! ', i !< a; r
,- char-

acter of Christ's death To < M ii-
k entral

fact of the jro-pol in ethical terms as a revelation
of love, an oxhilurion of obedience, or a manifesta-
tion of the Divine character, expresses a side of

truth, apart from which a doctrine of substitution

may become, if not immoral, at least supersti-
tious. But such

descriptions
cease to be true, if

they are taken for definitions. The Cross is no
longer a revelation, if it be not a redemption. If

it bo lar-re enough to deal with a situation of

\\lnch the tactor- are God, man, and sin; if it be,

a fact of religion through which men approach
that Personality in whom they have their being,
its significance cannot be understood unless it be

leeogmzcd as a mystery, illuminating and illumi-
nated by life ana experience, but itself not re-

ducible to simpler terms. It is at this point that

'mysteries,' in the Greek sense of the word, have
llni 1

i'l,i< i Xi oi^'iini/i'-l leligious system can
<!, i<-l\ u

|

u n*< \\nii I!KIM And Christianity
with its sacraments of initiation and membership
bears witness to the *

mystery of godliness
5

(1 Ti
316

) preached by it among the nations. Whatever
may be the case with individuals, the race has
found no language in -which to express its need
towards God but that of propitiatory sacrifice.

To the method of its satisfaction many analogies
point;, but all taken together cannot Mini up the
Cross. For it is e--cnnally an eternal fact, em-
bracing but not embraced 'by experience ; and its

theory, though to the spiritual man increasingly
rational, must ever be le^ than that \\ hit h it seeks

to explain. It is not distrust of reason, but the

confidence of intelligent faith which, the more

surely it realizes the reasonableness of the evan-

gelical doctrine of the Atonement, will the more

readily make the words of Bp. Butler its own :

'Some have endeavoured to explain the efficacy

of what Christ has done and sufteied for us, be-

yond what the Scripture has authorized
;^
others,

probably because they could not explain it, have
been for taking it away, and confining His office as

Redeemer of the world to His instruction, example,
and government of the Church. Whereas the doc-

trine of the Gospel appears to be ... not only
that He revealed to sinners that they were in a

capacity of salvation . . . but . . . that He put them
into this (.'!"' l( ^ "f salvation by what He did

and sufierci i

'

1 01 ilioin . . . And it is our wisdom

thankfully to accept the benefit, by performing the

conditions upon which it is ottered*, on our part,
without disputing how it was procured on His'

(Analogy, pt. ii. ch. v.)

T , English works, J. M'Le<
' r '

'!,

T \ r
~
N Oxenham,

tnne of the A.
, P

'

. Atonement ; J M. Wilson,
Hulsean Lectures ,

'
I Death of Christ, and The

A. and the Moder '.
,

- >tt Lidgett, The Spintual
Principle of the A (Appendix on ' The Doctrine of the A in

Church History'), R- C. Moberly, J' , / ,'
1
Personality;

B F. Westcott, The Victory of ' f '
*

,
\\ Alexander,

Verbum Crucis , W O Burrows, The Mystery of the Atone-
ment 7 ,

'
- '> id 'i II'M> i

"

\ M Fairbairn, GJaist
in Mod i i i : < i i

,
U *

"

r )d and
Sacrifice ,

B F. Westcott, Com. on Lp . m, also

dissertation c-i T t f!. 1 Creatior of St

John, A B. IV "I- .-I, /'
'

of the (. Driver,
art.

*

Propitiation
'

in Hastings' DB , W P. Paterson, art *
Sacri-

fice,' ib Among' foreign writers may be i .< 1 \ T7

Die chnstl. 7
' '

n
'

tr. Justifica
'

/

Christi,W.\i -i , . i .

tr Commur

\

,
\ *

,
I' I

' i
, iten mit Gott (Eng.

,
/. wbuch d.

'

,

Theol. d. '^ T '

(Eng. tr i 419 ff. and u. 220 ff.); A.

Sabatier, / // of the A and its historical JSwlution

(Eng- tr). As landmarks in tl i UL\M>I-II ui 1
< doctrine

Athanasius* de Incarnatione and A's-Jm - Cr Jj> + Homo are

amongst the most important. J. (. JSlMPSON.

ATONEMENT, DAY OF. See DAY OF ATOKE-
MENT.

ATTRACTION. Under this head we shall con-

sider the attraction possessed and exerted by the
character and the teaching of Christ as portrayed
and i x|-n

* 1
: M Pie four Gospels. That character

and ii'. !,<' :i ,' are, of course, inseparable; for

the > ^ i !< message of Christ are vitally ,

and absolutely a personal work and a personal

message. Thus the supreme appeal of the gracious
invitation is :

* Come unto Me^ (Mt II 28
). Christ's

character and teaching have an attraction, both
extensive and intensive, which goes far beyond
the merely aesthetic : it is a dynamical and spiritual
attraction including and permeating man's person-
ality. On the one hand, there is the uniqueness
of the message (Jn 746

) ; on the other, the beauty
of the character (Jn I14) ; and yet the attraction
of Christ for all men is something deeper than ex-

pression or analysis, the attraction of One lifted

up from the earthy drawing all men to Himself
(Jn 1282 ). This attraction is the continual directed

pressure of His Holy Spint in the hearts of men,
and its reality is suggested by Ignatius' compari-
son of the Cross to a crane of which the Holy
Spiiil i- llus io|o to draw mankind upwards to the
Imlioi in licaun (Eph. 9). The univei&ahty of

this attraction is exemplified in the Gospel records.

Jesus was the centre of attraction for multitudes,
men and women and children (Mk I 27 22

, Lk 1948

etc.); andZacchaeus (Lk 194), Nicodemus (Jn 32),
the 'Greeks' (Jn 1221 ) are only instances of this
attractive power which had its culmination in the

response of the Apostles to their Master's call.

In these cases the attraction was visibly, audibly,
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and sensibly personal ; the objects of it saw, heard,
and often felt the Man that is called JESUS (Jn 911

,

1 Jn I 1

)

To-day, the attraction of the teaching must be
held to be personal still, through that action of

the Holy Spirit which is implied in the inspiration
of the Gospels. This attraction may also be said
to have its seat in the fact of the revelation of God-
in-man vouchsafed to the race of men fashioned
in the likeness of God. Thus no limits can be set
to the efficacy of the attraction of Christ which
.starts from, such a soxirce , witness the unfailing
attractiveness of the Sermon on the Mount (Mt
5-7) and the last discourses* (Jn 13-17). The
attraction, too, increases many-fold as it takes
effect in drawing us nearer to the Master. One
feature of this will be the more easy and quick
peiception of fresh beauties and glories in the four-
fold Gospel of Christ, the acquisition of grace upon
grace (Mt 11, Mk 10, Lk 15, Jn 9).

More difficult of expression, and intertwined
with this attraction of the teaching, is the at-

traction of the character. Christ appealed to it
4 Me ye have not always' is the patnetic appeal
He made as man (Mt 2611

) j

*
I am with you all

the days
'
is the glorious promise He makes as God

(Mt 2820
). Above all, however, it is the work of

Christ in the sacrifice of self for love of others that
draws the heart of man with cords s-lion^or and
smer than any variable and uncertain <u II<K lion-
*

Having loved his own which were in the world,
he loved them unto the end

'

(to the uttermost, els

rAos, Jn 13 1
). It is the Cross of Christ which is

the supreme instrument of the attraction, the Cross
on which He was lifted up in glory and in shame.

LITBRATUBE Seeley, Ecce Homo^ p. 156 f. ; Bruce, Galilean

Gospel, p. 30 if. and jpa&swi, Dale, r
"""

i

"

ff.,

Atonement^, p. 438f. "W l> I "\\KM\M

ATTRIBUTES OF CHRIST. In the Divine
Person of Jesus Christ two perfect Natures were
united. We shall therefore iind attributes belong-
ing to (1) His Divine Nature, (2) the union of the
two Natures, (3) His true Human Nature. As in

dealing with certain IM !!.<- the extent of the
Kenosis will weigh ; nl; . i

{ie present arrange-
ment must be taken as largely provisional.

i. ATTRIBUTES BELONGING TO CHRIST'S DIVINE
NATURE. Jestfs Christ is the manifestation of the
Divine attributes. HeisTi"!-, '-* '^nf'

1
-"

invisible God '

(Coll
18
); ',V M - -i-

of his glory, and the very image (xapa/cr^p) ot his

substance
'

(He 1 s
) ;

'

the power of God and the
wisdom of God '

(1 Co 1s4
) synonyms for A67os, in.

the pin a*eolo<iy of Jewish --pouilatorb. lie applied
to Himself words spoken of God, making the

significant change of * Me '
to c Thee '

(Lk 7^7,
cf .

Mai 31 and Lk I17 34 ) ; He asserted that He came
forth from God (to Jn 8.cf. xapd 17*, &v6 138),
words which ' can only be interpieted of the true

divinity of the Son of which the Father is the
source and fountain

'

(Westcott) ; He claimed the

power of interpreting and icvixinpr t ]ie AT(Hide law

(Mt 5s7
*, Mk 104f

) ; Hearted in the temple a- its

master (Jn 214f
, Mt 21 12

) ; lie accepted from Tlionw-*
the supreme title (Jn 2028

), and loiied His name
permanently with that of the I'mlii-i ..Ml 2819

).

St John identified the Divine Person of I&aiah's

vision with Christ (Jn 1241
). St Paul charged the

Ephesian elders to
* feed the Church of God which

he purchased with his own blood
5

(Ac 2028
) and

applied to Christ the words of Joel, 'Whosoever
shall call upon the name of the LcXRD shall be saved

'

(Ro 1013
). Thus He is One to whom prayer is

offered (Ac 759 124 jnolMiblyl, cf. one of the earliest

names for His di-ciplo*. iAp 914t 21
, 1 Cor I2). In

the Epistles His Divinity is everywhere assumed
and is 'present In solution in whole pages from

which not a single text could be quoted that

explicitly declares it.'
* His name is joined with

that of the Father, and a singular verb follows
(1 Th 3n , 2 Th 216- 17

); the title 'Lord 3

in the

highest sense is given (Eo 10s
,

1 Cor 123
, etc.) ; He

is
* God blessed for ever

'

f (Ro 95 ), and
* in him

dwelleth all the fulness (irXripwita) of the Godhead
bodily

'

(Col 2a
, of I 19 Jn l lf

>)

1. Eternal Existence. Christ claimed that He
came clown from heaven without ceasing to be
what He was before (Jn 313

) Existence without
beginning is implied in 858 * before Abiaham was
born ('yevfoQat) I am '

(elfd), cf. Kev 21 6
,- and He

spoke of the lory which He had with the Father
before the world was (Jn 175

). The A<tyos was in i

the beginning, He was the 'mediate Agent of
Creation

9

(Jn I
1- 3

, Col I 16
, He !* 10

) ; He is the

upholder of all things (Col I 17
, He I3 ), the '

first-

born of all creation
' and '

before all things
'

(Col
I 15-

W) f cf. the use of ' manifested
'

(<pavpov(f&at.) in
1 Ti 31(5

, 1 P I20, etc.

2. Unique Relation to God. In a few passages
only does Jesus call Himself the Son of God (Lk
22, Jn 525 9*5 II4

,
cf, Mt 274<J

, Jn 10*6
) ; yet He

was early conscious of His Sonship (Lk 24a
). He

frequently accepted the title (cf. Mt 1616
), and this

led to the charge of blasphemy (Jn 197 cf. 518
).

From the earliest time it M ,i , il- - i -\i < ^pressing
the uniqueness of HisPe. . \< ;

i

9
|>,. l*, etc.).

He is described as the '

Only-begotten
3

(^owye^s,
Jn I14 18 316 - 18

, 1 Jn 49
). He spoke of 6 My

Father,' 'Your Father,' but not of 'Our Father*

(except as a form of address to be used "by His

disciples in prayer, Mt 69
, Lk II2

AV),
* thus draw-

ing a sharj} line of distinction "between Himself
and His disciples, from which,

3

says Dalman,J
'

it may be perceived that it was not the
veneration of those that came after that first

assigned to Him an exceptional relation to God
incapable of being transferred to others.' In this

respect Mt IT27, which forms the link between the

Synoptics and the Fourth Gospel, is quite explicit
(cf. Hastings' DB ii. 623) ; cf. also Mk 13W and the
clear distinction made in Jn 2017

.

3. Union and Equality, The Jews interpreted
His words ' My Father worketh even until now
and I work '

as making Himself equal with God,
and He did not correct them (Jn 517 18

).

*
I and

the Father are one' (Iv cV/uv) implies one essence
not one Person (10

30
), cf ,V !* N- 1 1711 - 21f% It

is difficult to describe the manner in which St.

Paul associates Him with the Father a- ilio^iuu'id
of the Church's being and the source ot -piruuil
grace and peace, in any other terms than as

ascribing to Him a coequal Godhead (1 Th I 1 3111 ,

2 Th I 1
, 2 Co^ 1314), cf. Ph 2s (oift apray^bv Jjyfaaro

rb elvaL tcra 0e<),

4. Subordination and Dependence such as

belong to the filial relation are also clearly implied
in Jn 519

(*The Son can do nothing of himself, but
what he seeth the Father doing : for whatjbhinga
soever he doeth, these the Son also doeth in like

manner 3

), and in Jn I4& (

e The Father is greater
than I'), cf. also Jn 522- 2S 6s7. So in Epp. 'All

things are yours ; and ye are Christ's ; and Christ
is God's' (1'Co 321 2S

), cf. 1 Co 11* 1528.

5. Universal Power is frequently claimed by
Chiist as His even on earth, although it could not
be fully exercised until after the Ascension (Lk
1022

M Jn 1615
). He is gh en an thoi ity (c%ov<ria) orer

all flesh (Jn 172 ) ; 'All authority hatli been given
unto me in heaven and on earth' (Mt 2818

), cf. Jn
S35 13s. Accordingly St. Peter describes Him as
' Lord of all

'

(Ac 1036) ; He is
* over all

'

(Ro 95
) ; and

the ' head of all principality and power' (Col 2
10

).

*
Dale, CJvntitan Doctrine, p 87.

t See Sanday-Headlam, Romans, pp. 233-238,

t The Words of Jesus, p. 190 (JEng. tr.)-
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He is present still with His Church M-ionT 1 in\ i-iVo

(Mt IS20 2S20
, cf, 1 Co 54

), ruling and iiuin- ^Vo
'

2218 23n , and cf. the letteis to the Churches, Rev
2. 3).

6. Divine Consciousness and Knowledge.
Jesus claimed a i

*

iv Vi- ! ^ of the Father
and the exclusive < i i

>
',

, Him(Mt II 27
).

He spoke of heavenly things which could only he
known by Divine consciousness (Mt 1810 19

, Lk
1510

,
Jn 3l2 141

). He was the ji* , Piophet which
was to corne (Jn 6 14

, Ac 332
), iln- .nl.< - levealer of

God's will (He I2 ), but He differed essentially from
even the highest prophets, in that He spoke with

authonty as from Himself, and never introduced
His message by such words as 'Thus saith the
Lord.' ' In him are all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge hidden '

(Col 2s
). He knew (Jn 184

)

and made known the details of His Passion and
Resurrection (Mk 831 9*1 1083 etc., cf. H8 9

). He
f. X 1 ' 1

!. - r :
<

r
T
T
is disciples (Mt 1018f

),

.
,

'

, (Lk 194*- 21 21
), events

preceding the end of the world (Mt 24 ||) and the

judgment of mankind (see below). Here too may
be mentioned His power of knowing the thoughts
of men. Such knowledge is described both as rela-

tive, acquired (yw&ffKew, cf. Mk 28
), and absolute,

possessed (dWww, cf. Jn 661
, Lk II 17

), cf. Lk 73!

\
40

947 . He seems to be addressed as KCLpSioyvdjffrtjs in

Ac I 24
,
which agrees with what is told as to His

supernatural knowledge of the thoughts and lives

of persons, cf, Jn 224 ^
(* He knew all men. . . .

he nimself knew what was in man '}, also Lk 195,

Jn I
48 418 29 664 II 11 14

. It appears also with regard
to things (Mt 1727 21 2 26ts

, Lk 54'6
, cf. Jn 21 6

)

Whether such passages imply absolute omniscience,
or omniscience conditioned by human nature, de-

pends upon the view taken of the Kenosis (see West-
cott, Add. Note on Jn 224

; Gore, Bamp. Lect. p. 147).
7. Self-assertion and Exclusive Claims. His

works were such as no other man did (Jn 1524),
His words shall outlast heaven and earth (Mt2435

),

men will be judged by their relation to Him (Mt
723 iorf2

), and by their belief or unbelief on Him
(Mk 1616

, Jn 64* 1248). He requires the forsaking
of everything which may prove a hmdiaiice to

following Him (Mt 821 10 Mk 1C21
, Lk 1426).

Suffering and loss incurred for His Name's sake
will be rewarded in the Regeneration (Mt 1929

1|),

even now those who suffer for His sake are blessed

(Mt 510f
). He claims to be the Light of the world

(Jn 8 12 95 1246 ), the Way, the Truth, and the Life

(Jn 146). Eternal life, spiritual strength, and

growth can corne only fiom union with Him and
feeding on Him (Jn 540 651f 1028 154 5 172). He is

the Giver of rest and peace (Mt II28, Jn 1427). And
such claims are endorsed by St. John (Jn I9, 1 Jn
512

) and St. Paul (Ro 8l
,
Ph 41S, 1 Ti I12).

ii. ATTRIBUTES BELONGING TO THE UNION OF
THE TWO NATURES. 1. Mediation, There is a
twofold Mediatorial activity ascribed to the Son
of God which must be distinguished ; that pre-
sented m the revelation of the Logos proceeding
from God all-creating and all-sustaining ; and that
exhibited in the woi k of the Christ, leading back
to God and transfomnng the relation of contrast
into one of union, that God may be all in all.*

The former has been already mentioned, the latter

appears in pji<a<jei which speak of Christ as

delivering u? fiorn 4n and Satan (Jn 1231 - 32
, He

214 15
,

1 Jn 35 8
), as obtaining for us eternal life

(Jn 314f 651
, Ro 628 etc,), as procuring the gracious

influence of the Holy Spirit (Jn 1416
*, Ac 2s

*, Tit
35 6 etc .), conferring Christian graces (1 Co 14( , Eph
I3- 4

etc.), and acting as our representative High
Priest (He 4]4 7*" etc.) t The title 'Mediator'
\fjxffinjs) occuis in 1 Ti 25

, He 86 915 1224.

* See Martensen, Christian Dogmaticst 180

t Dale, Atonement, p. 451. '

2. Sovereignty. One object of Christ's coming
was to found a world-wide imperishable society,

called the Kingdom of Heaven 01 the Kingdom of

God. He MJIS 101 ot i

*

as King (Zee

99 , cf, Mt 215
). He I

'

x His Kingdom
(Mt 1341 1628, Lk 2230

) and accepted the title from

Pilate, but explained that it was * not of this

world '

(Jn 1836 * 37
). Satan tempted Him to ante-

date it by a short but sinful method (Mt 48 9
).

He is
'

King of Kings and Lord of Lords '

(Rev 191(5

,

cf. II 15
).

Dalman (Words of Jesus, p. 133 f) thinks, assuming an
Aramaic original, thafc \v r% ^ettf, pou or KVVOV would have to

be rendered when I am King,' etc., and Lk 2342
* as King

'

, cf.

Dn 629 tPV"n n?5a ' m the reign of Darius
' On the '

ongi-

nahtv * and *'

audacity 'of C .*'- a world-wide

kingdom see Liddon, JBam^ i
,

'' ch. v.

3. Consciousness of His Mission was ever present
to His mind, riocjuomlx He uses such expiessions
as 'the Fathei ili.u -OM'I me' (Jn 644 8 lfi

, cf. 2021
),

' Him that sent me' (Jn 783 1244 16"
5

),

'

I am sent
7

(Mt 1524
, Lk 44S). There was the sense of purpose

in His life,
* To this end am I come into the woild,

that I should bear witness unto the truth
'

(Jn 1837
) j

it is implied in the loponloil use of 'must' (5e?),

implying 'moral oMui.il mil, especially that con-

straint which arises from Divine iijipoiiiLmciit*

(Grimm-Thayer, see Mk 831
, Lk 2 1"

1

Tit, .In 3W
etc. ) ; and cf. Lk 951 * He steadfastly set (^r^p^e)
his face to go to Jerusalem.'

4. Sinlessnesa. While He had the most perfect

appreciation of sin and holiness, while He pre-
scribed repentance and conversion, rebuking all

self-righteousness and pride, He was iil--ol.iul\

without any consciousness of sin 01 m^l "i i:

]
u i i.i IK < k

i n Himself. He claimed to be free from
ji hi I r j; He challenged examination and con-

viction (Jn 846 ) ; He could say at the end :
'
I

glorified thee on the earth, having m<oni|'1i-lic<l
the work which thou hast given me to ao

'

(Jn 17%
cf.Jn829 1930,Mt317 175

;andastoTT:-lK-i<li-c,i)l.-.
Lk 17 10

). The truth of His claim M a- i *! n .M l.y

His forerunner (Mt 314), most intimate friends (Jn
I 14), enemies (Mk 1455f-), judges (Jn 1838, Mt 2724

etc., Lk 2315
), and betrayer (Mt 274

) on Mk 1018

see the Commentaries. Christ's r:". 1 i- :

r" "<-n

is recognized e\or\vhero in the I;.
[

. ^u',
L-riAur nA eiti

* /> ( "n .5-M ; whn did no sin, neitlier
v
2CooJ1

); t x

was guile found in his mouth* (1 P 222
). He is

holy (&ytoy, Ac314
,
Kev 37 ; 6dtos, He 7"" '^IMMIS

(dlKaios, 1 P 318 , 1 Jn 21
), pure (&yvfa, 1 l-i ,

,
i,i|.

less and undefiled (<i/ca/cos, d^iavros, He 726
) ; cf.

He 4*5
,
1 Jn 3s, 1 P l i9

.

5. Glory. St. John, summing up his experience,
writes :

' We beheld his glory, glory as of the
oul\ -bcproi len f 1 01 n the Father

'

(Jn I14 ) ; here many
tint! a K'fereiice to the Shekinah (note

'

and interpret 56a as th< i

loinliiy of the Divine
attributes' (cf. Liddon,B I

-
'232 : orlicr-. as * a glory

which corresponded with His lilial relation to the
Father even when He had laid aside His divine

glory
'

(Westcott). Isaiah in his vision saw His glory
(Jn 1241

), it was manifested in His *

signs
'

(Jn 2n),

and at the
Traiiafipuiation (2 P I 11 ). In some

sense it was laid aside or veiled at the Incarnation

(Jn 175
), but Christ constantly spoke of it as re-

gained by means of His death and resuriection

(Jn 12** 1331 171 - 5
), cf. Jn 1216

, Ph 321
,
and Rev 512

(

'

Worthy is theLamb that hath been slain to receive
the power and riches . . and glory and blessing ').

He will come hereafter in His glory as Judge (Mt
2531

), cf. Mt 1928
,
1 P 4" ; and in Epp. He is styled

' the Lord of glory
'

(1 Co 28
, Ja 21

).

6. Salvation. His mission on earth was '
to

seek and to save that which was lost
'

(Lk 1910
, cf.

956
, Jn 317

,
1 Ti I

15
), it vi as implied in His veiy

name (Mt I
21

). He is the author (dpx'nyfc, He 210
;

atrios, 3) of salvation. T\\ ice only is the full title
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' Saviour of the \\oild' given (Jn 4 12
,

1 Jn 414
, of.

1 Ti 4 10
), but

' Sa\ lour
'

is found frequently (Lk 211
,

of. 23
, Ac 531

13*, Ph 320
,
2 P 3 18 etc ). In this

connexion may be noted the power of forgiving
sins which He claimed on earth as Son of Man ; see
His words to the man sick of the palfc>y, with the
comment of the by^tandeis (Mt 9-f

), and to the
woman who was a sinner (Lk 7 4i5

), cf. Ac 531 1043.

7. Judgment. One of the most momentous at-

tubutes is the power of judging mankind, involving
complete and entue knowledge of the thoughts,
actions, and circumstances of all men (cf. 1 Co 45

)

That such should be His work was foretold by
John the Baptist (Mt'3

12
) and asserted by Himself

(Mt 1627 2531
etc., cf Rev 221

-). It is committed to
Him by the Father (Jn 522

), because He is a son of
man (Jn 527 RVm), and His disciples should watch,
making supplication that theymay prevail ... to
stand before Him (Lk 21 36

).

'

He is
* ordained by

God to be the judge of quick arid dead' (Ac 1042
,

cf 1731
,
2 Ti 4 1

), and before His ju-V-'ii
1 "'- '! we

cill must be made manifest (2 Co ,~> , i lt<i I I

'

,.

8. Supreme Power. He exeicised power over
nature (Jn 2tJ

, Mt 8* 1425 21 19
,
Mk (P*-, Lk 54f

-).

His various miiacles of healing showed His power
over disease. Sometimes the cure was accom-

panied by His touch (Mt 83 - 18 2034
, Lk 22* 1

) ; some-
times the sufferei touched Him (Mk 5-b , Lk 619

) ;

it was wrought by a word (Mt 1213
) ; or by visible

and tangible means (Jn 96 7
) ; and even at a dis-

tance (Mt813
, Mk 730

, Jn 450
). Tlnee instances of

power over death are recorded (Mk 541
, Lk 714

,

Jn II 43
); cf. Mt II 5

. His powei also over evil

spirits was shown in many cabes \ -I, \ ,

*

-1

by them (Mk I24 57, Lk 4s3
etc., c. .U !- , '1JL

was the One stronger than the strong man, Lk
II 22

, cf. Mt 4 1() - n
. He excited astonishment m the

people (noted chiefly in Mk. and Lk ). It was
caused by His teaching (Mt 7 28

, Mk I 22 ), His
words of grace (Lk 422

, cf. Jn 715< 4(5

) and the

authority with which He bpoke (Lk 432
) , in these

instances 0cLv/j,deiv and ^KTrXtfcrcrecr&ai. are used.
The effects produced by His miracles are ex-

pi essed by similar words of amazement- 0av/A<-

fru> (Mt 1531 , Mk 520
, Lk II 14

,-
Jn 721

) ; <?/c7rA^<r-

<rr0cu (Mk 7 37
, Lk 943

) ; O&ppos and Ma/A^ur0ai.
(Mk 91B

, Lk 4s6
) ; Aorrcurw and t&oraffOu (Mk 212,

Lk 526 8s6
) ; <j>6@os (Lk 5 2(J 716

). Among the disciples
the same feelings were caused :

*

they were sore
amazed in themselves

'

(\tav $?<rrarro, Mk 651
) ;

*

being afraid they marvelled' (^opyefrres t&atiju,-

curcu', Lk S28 ) ;

*

they were amazed (tOa/Apovvro) and
astonished exceedingly

'

(^<?7rA?J<7<r0j/Ta, Mk 1024* 2(?

) ;
*

they were amazed (^e^ovvro} and afraid
'

(<?0o/3-

OVVTO) <m the last journey to Jerusalem (Mk 1C82).
9. Dignity. An attribute commanding respect

and reverence is closely connected with the above.
The Baptist declared Christ to be immeasurably
above himself (Jn I

27
), while Christ described him

as the greatest of the prophets because His fore-
runner (Mt II9- 10

); the disciples
f were afraid to

ask him '

(Mk 9s2, cf Jn 4s7 ) ; those who came to
arrest Him fell to the ground (Jn 18 cf 1089 RV),
and Pilate was the more afraid hearing His claim
to be the Son of God (Jn 198 ) ; note His silence

(Mt 26<>
2f

, Mk 153f
,
Lk 239

) Other feelings, how-
evei, than reveience for His dignity were also

excited, e g repulsion in the demoniacs (Lk 433)

and in the Gerasenes (Mk 5 17
) ; wrath (Lk 428

) ;

shame in His adversaries, joy in the multitude
(Lk 1317 ) ; consciousness of umiorthiness in the
centurion (Mt 88), and of sinfulness in Petei

(Lk 58)

10. Restraint in the use of Power. This attri-

bute is strongly marked Christ never used His
Divine

po\\ei
for Ui-> o^n Benefit (Mt 42f

) nor for

destroying
life (on appnient exceptions, Mk o13

,

M 2 1*
9
, see Comm ). lie restrained it that the

Scriptures might be fulfilled (Mt 2654
), and His

exercise of it was often limited by want of faith on
the part of those present (Mt 1358).

in. ATTRIBUTES BELONGING TO CHRIST'S TRUE
HUMAN NATUEE - F.ni,"i,r." u Uy man, He took
upon Him pur nats.-o a- i

'

o I ,. ! had left it, with
its limitations, its weaknesses, and its ordinary
feelings so far as they are not tainted by sin.
He partook of flesh and blood, and in all things
was made like unto His brethren (He 214 - 17

, cf. Ro
83

). He possessed a true human will, but ever

subject to the guidance of the Divine will (Jn 6 1*8
,

Mt 2639
) ; a human soul ($vxfi> Mt 2638

, Jn 1227
) and

a human spirit (wed^a, Mk 28
, Lk 2346

, Jn II33
, 1 P

318
); He was representative Man (1 Co 1522 ) ; all

which is implied in 'the Word became flesh' (6

A.6yos <rdp% gytvero, Jn I 14). The Permanence of His
Manhood is evident since He was recognized after
the Resurrection (cf. Jn 2027

) and ascended with
His glorified body into Heaven ; there He inter-

cedes as our High Priest (He 414
etc.), and will one

day come again in like manner as He was seen to

go into heaven (Ac I 11
).

. Limitation of Power seems to bo i i [lio'l in

the Incarnation ; it is noted especially by M MJ i U,

who has several passages expressing inability (01)

5tfi>acr0cu. Mk I45 7-
4 and 65

, which compare with Mt
1358 ).

2. Limitation of Knowledge is <ii-, in< ily a --mod
by Jesus Himself on one point (Mi 1\ :

II \, .Mk
1332

,
cf. Ac I7, He 1013

). In His childhood He grew,
{

becoming full of wisdom *

(irXypotipevov) ; He ad-
vanced (Trpo^/coTrre) in wisdom (Lk 240* 62

) ; the story
of the fig-tiee implies that He expected to find
fruit (fjKOev el tipa e^/n}<r n & afcy, Mk II 13

). He
prayed as if the future were not clear (Mt 2639

) ;

He asked questions for information (Mt 928, Mk 638

823. 27 9alj Lk 880,
Jn II34), cf. Mk lln-

3* Astonishment and Surprise. In two cases

only is Jesus said to have marvelled (0au/x,<"*>, Mk
66, Lk 79

), but -aijii-e i- implied at Hi^ paients
(Lk 249

) ; at thi* Ji-d^Io-' slowness of faith and

understanding (Mk 440 718
) ; at the sleep of Simon

(Mk 1487
) ; cf. Mk 1433 where a very strong word

is used of the Agony ((kfla/tt/Seftrtfcu, to be * struck
with amazement').

4. Need of Prayer and Communion with the
Father is appaient from many passages. Some-
times He continued all night in prayer (Lk 612

).

It was associated "w ith great events in His life (Lk
321 6i2.is

913.
28

? jn 1227
? ]\i t 263ef

-j|,
cf. He57

); it is

mentioned after days of busy labour (Mt 1423, Mk
I35, Lk 516). He offered thanks also (Mt II25

, Jn
II41

). Jesus prayed for His disciples (Lk 2232
,

Jn 17), and taught them to pray (Mt 69, Lk II2
),

but He never gathered them to pray with Him.
Coiii|i.iic i,l-o Me 1419 191S,

Lk II 1 24*> etc.

5. Temptation was a reality to Jesus (Mt 41
"11

U),

Sat n Jut Hi in only for a season (Lk 413
; cf. Lk

22s3
, Jn 14s0). It came also from Peter (Mt 1623

)

and His enemies (Lk II58
) ; cf. Lk 2228 (<?*> rots

7Tt/?ao-/uow /toy) ; He was * in all points tempted like

as we are, yet without sin
5

(X<*VHS d^aprtas, He 415
).

6. Suffering came from such temptation (He
218

) ; but the word wfoxew is specially used of the
last days of His earthly life. Thus the

prophecy
of the Suffering Servant in Isaiah was fulfilled

(Mk 912
, Lk 2426 - 46

; of -aftjrfc 6 Xpto-r6s, Ac 2623
)

Peter's confession at Citisaiea Phihppi marked the
time when Jesus began to emphasize this side of

the Messianic prophecies (Mt 1621
, cf. Mt 417) The

only absolute use of the Avoid in the Gospels occurs
m Lk 221B

. (See 'Soxrpw' below.) By sufleiing
He learned the moral discipline of human experi-

ence, He was ( made perfat
*

and 'learned obedi-

ence
'

(He 210 58- 9
), &o that He can be a, pattern and

example for Christians (1 P 2ai
, 1 Jn 26 33

) He
ai^A (He 32 - 6

) and trust (Jn II41
*-, He 213

)
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in the highest forma. He is the ( author and per*
fecter (dpx^y&s KO.I reAeiwr^s) of our faith' (He 12s

),

'the pei feet example perfect in realization and
effect of that faith which we are to imitate trust-

ing m Him ?

(Westcott). Submission and Obedience
He showed to Mary and Joseph also (Lk 261 ), and
to His Heavenly Father (Mt 2642

) ;
cf. Bo 519

. The
purpose of His life was summed up m the words
to do thy will, God' (He 107

}

7. Liability to Human Infirmities. Jesus experi-
enced hunger (Mt 42 21 18

, cf. Jn 431 ) ; thirst (Jn 47

1928
,

cf . Mt 27s4
) ; weariness and pain :

'

being
wearied (/ccKOTnaAofo) with His journey He sat thus
(otfrws) by the well' (Jn 4b ) ; in the boat He 'fell

asleep
'

(d^tfwtoo-e, Lk 82iJ
) ; in the Garden there

appeared an angel strengthening Him (frurxtuv,
Lk 224S

) ; He was unable to carry His cross (Mk
1521

), and it would seem that He Himself required
support (cf. <^pown v. 22 with t&yoixn v '-

) ; cf 2 Co
134

,
He i15

. No sickness is mentioned (the quot.
in Mt 8 17 can haiclly bear this meaning) ; He truly
died, but it was a voluntary death (Jn 1017- 18

; and
note that in no Gospel is the word c

died
'

used of
His passing from life) ;

cf. Bo 6& e death hath no
more dominion over him '

(otxtri /cvpiei/et), and Ac 224
.

8. Sorrow. The prophecy was amply fulfilled

that the Messiah should be ( a man of sorrows and
acquainted with grief.' Sorrow was inevitable for
one who had such insight into human nature, and
so -*\ mi'iirhi'od with its woes (cf Jn ll83 '88

) It

cinncal-oiiom !l >LM M-,I\ .M **
(frmXayia,) of sinners

(He 12s
, cf. 1 P 1 )

OM'I- i.| the greatest causes
of grief is misunderstanding of motive and action,
which He experienced in abundance. On one
occasion His relatives spoke of Him as 'mad'
(e^arTTj, Mk 321

) ; His enemies said He had a demon
and was mad (Jn 1020

), and ascribed His works to
Beelzebub (Lk II 15

). There M-,M- <li>,mpMM!ni''i.i
also (Lk 1334

, Jn 540
). The k M<W I.. Li- 01 ulna

was commji <M.xt ashadow on Hi- lirV il k |-J
',

.In

1227 !, in is iiiiplioil m th< ^ ; i<n of the last

jouiney to Jerusalem
V
M, i"

, at the Last
feuppci TIo was troubled iri

|.
ii' V '," TM 1321 ) ;

it is clearly expressed in the accounts 01 &ue Agony
Mt 26s7

tfp%aro Ai/Teecrtfcu Kal dfr^omV, the latter

expressing
* utter loneliness, desertion, and desolate-

ness
'

(Edersheim) ; Mk 1433 ^paro ^^aja^eMat KO!

G,df}(Ji.oviv Lk 22^ yez'6/AeJ'osr v fryuviq,, and the

Bloody Sweat; His soul was irept\v7ros Hu$ ffwdrov

(Mt 263S
) ; the M i on<r woj <1 dTrecnrdcrtfTj

' was parted
'

is used in Lk 2241 as if tl ' '
,

'

I i itself caused
grief; and the sorrow ; -i", .-' n the heart-
broken cry on the cross (Mt S746

). Cf. He 57

perk Kpavyfo tcrxvpcis Kdl SaKpij&y.
9. Joy. It would be a great mistake, however,

to regard His whole life as one of continuous over-
\\Iii In iiu^

^
sorrow.* Our accounts deal almost

oiLim'ly with the last three years, and surely
there must have been much real happiness in the
provion^ thirty years spent in honest work amid
the boauUhil --'iTroii riding- of Nazareth, especially
as He was con-i'iou-i ot TJO -stain of guilt or failure
in duty, and felt no remorse. Even in the Gospels
we see His pure Hppieciutioii of nature and of
children's games. It, it> once recorded that He
rejoiced in spirit (

}-. *\Va Lk 10s1
), and several

times He used '

io\ iv^p* 'in<I va(pw) of Himself
(Jn II 15 1511 17 13

, cf. Lk 155- 10
>. He must have felt

joy in communion with His Father (Mt II25
, Jn

II41
), and in the consciousness of success (Lk 1018

S

Jn 1633). Complaisance appears in His praise of
the centurion (Mt 8 1U

) and His words to Simon
(Mt 1617

) ; cf. Mt 21 1S
, Lk 1940

,
Jn 482. So He 122

(
*
for the joy that was set before him he endured

the cross ') See '

Sociability
'

(22).
10. Humility and Meekness. These were shown

in the circumstances of His childhood (Lk 2s4 51
) ;

* See Brooks, New Starts in Life, Sermon on *

Joy and Sorrow.*

during His ministry He was homeless (Mt 820
), and

sometimes without money (Mt 1727
, cf. Lk 8s). He

describes Himself as 'meek and lowly of heart'

(wpzos /cat rarea'osr, Mt II 29
) ; cf, Jn 1 29

,^2
Co 101

(6U

TTJS irp^ryros kal eVtet/cecas rou Xpi(rrou). 'Though
he was rich, yet for your sakes he became poor
(tirr&xevtt, 2 Co 89

) ; He (

emptied himself
'

(eaur6^

tKtvwcre, Ph 27
,
see whole passage). His life was

one of unselfish ministry to others (Mt 2028
, Jn

134f% Lk 2227 ' sl
;
cf 23^8 and the first three ' Words

on the Cross '). He <

pleased not himself
'

(Ro 153
),

and 4 He gave himself up for us
'

(Eph 52
).

11. Patience and Longsuffering are seen in

Lk 955 23s4 , Jn IS11 - 23
; He left us the example of

His patience (IP 220 - 21
, He 121 - 2

); cf. 2 Th 35

i'T,i"htfoot^ Notes on Epp. of St. Paul, in loc.} and
1 Ti 1 !

".

12. Compassion.-
" '

is often noticed ; i I ! I

(Mt 9S6
) ? to heal the sick (Mt 1414

), to feed the 4000

(Mt 1582 ), to give sight to the blind (Mt 2034
), to

touch the leper (Mk I41 ), to teach (Mk 634), and to

restore the widow's son (Lk 71S )
Cf. also Lk I78,

Mk 92S
, Ph 1

s
. In AV '

<
'

i ,1 >,
-

i- -n
3
stands also for

Aeeiv (Mk 519
) and /ierpto7ra#e' (He 52

). His mercy
is appealed to (Aeefr) by the Canaanite woman
(Mt 1522

), Bartimaeus (Mk 1047
), and the ten lepers

(Lk II13
). He is a High Priest who can be * touched

with the feeling ((rvfaraB^a-tu) of our inhrmities
'

(He
415

) ; cf. Mt 817
.

13. Tender Thoughtfulness appears in Mt 177

2810 , Mk 631 - 4S
,
Jn 610 (BV) 18s 20. Cf. the story

of Jairus
5

daughter, Mk 5*- 40- 41-*8
(on Mk 7

m
, see

Comm.)-
14. Pity, In the story of the man with the

withered hand mingled pity and anger appear
(o-i/XXuTTottytei/os, Mk S5

). Twice He is recorded to

have sighed (<*<rr^ae, Mk 7s4 ; avaa-Tevdgas r$
TTj/e^ctrt, 8J2

). Twice He wept for others (^/cXawe^,
Lk 1941

; tffapwev, Jn 11s5
; ef. He 57

, under
Sorrow

'

above). He was accustomed to give alms
to the poor (Jn 125 1329

). Cf. Lk 1334 2261
.

15. Loire. He showed His affection for little

children, taking them up in His arms (Mk 936 1016,
cf. Mt 21lb

) ; beholding the rich young ruler, He
loved him (ifo^mjtrev, Mk 10S1 ) ; He called the dis-

ciples His friends (0/\ot, Lk 124, Jn 1514- 15
), whom

He loved (fafaniireif) unto the end (Jn 131
, of. 1334

159- 12
). Even in this select circle there was one of

whom it was specially said * Jesus loved him*
('fiydira, Jn 1926 217- 20

; tyftet, Jn 20a
). He also

loved (<^Xei) Lazarus (Jn II8- 36
), and, with a sig-

nificant change of word ('fiydrra, Jn II 5
), Martha

and Mary. There are many reff. in Epp. to His
love for His people and the Church ; cf. Eph 52i 23

Ro S38,
2 Co 511

,
ii

i
w"-^> knowledge' (Eph319

),

from it true kru* m.-iv lx k
I turned (1 Jn 316 Rv ).

16. Courage and Firmness appear under various
circumstances in Mt 826, Mk 4^-40 1032, Lk 48 , Jn
1 17f- 184t 1911

. His independence was well expressed
by His questioners (Mt 223<l

).

17. Fear in any mi \\oiili.v sense (#6os) is not
attributed to Him. In lit; .V" i c is said that He was
* heard for His godly fear' (etxdpeta). Westcott
takes the word in *its noblest sense,' so Alford
'"reverent submission *

(see note) ; but Grimm-
Thayer prefers to render as *

fear, anxiety, dread *

;
'

by using tins KIOJ e select word, the writer, skilled
as he was in the Greek tongue, speaks more rever-

ently of the Son of God than if he had used $6pos.'
Ca,iitwn> however, is often noted; cf. His with-
drawals before opposition (Mk 37 T24

, Jn 7l II 54
),

also Jn 615 and the (lirec'tiori- about the place of
the Last Supper (Lk 2210

).

18. Desire (&rt0vfUa t see art. DESIEE) is once
used of Himself (Lk 2218

), and a longing for sym-
pathy i*> ; 1 1 H'I i.

1

i'i His bringing of the three into
the Garden and His returning to fchem between
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His prayers (Mt 2637f
)

' in magnis tentationibus

juvat sohtudo, sed tamen ut in propinquo smt
amici' (Bengel).

19. That he felt shame at hearing a foul story
seems a fair inference from Jn 8bf

(see Ecce Homo,
ch. ix. end). He Himself says,

* Whosoever shall

be ashamed of me and of my words, of him shall

the Son of Man be ashamed' (^Traio-xw^o-ercu, Lk
9*) ; of He 129

.

20. Anger and Indignation He often showed,
though 6/3777 is attributed to Him in only one

passage in the Gospels (Mk 35
; cf. <5p7?? rod 'Apvlov,

Rev 6 16
). He was 'moved with in<li*jiiiinon' at

the action of the disciples (riyavdKrycre, Mk 1014
) ;

possibly this should also be the translation of

typptjAacrdai in Jn Il8d- 38 (RVm), on which see

notes of Westcott and Godet. The same word
is rendered 'strictly charge' ('threateningly to

eirjom,' Grimm-Thayer) in Mt 9ao ,
Mk I

43
. His re-

bukes (tTriTwav) are noted (Mt 836
,
Mk I25

, Lk 439
).

Cf. also Mk 540 II21
, Jn 2 15

, Mt 21U . Sometimes he
used Irony and Sarcasm Lk 581

, Mk 7
9

(*a\ws
dfleretre); Lk 1332

('that fox'); Lk 1622 ('andwas
buried' ['a sublime irony,

5

Tiench]). Jivnociisy
excited His deepest abhorrence. Cf. the Woes on
the Scribes and Pharisees, Mt 2313f*

|| ending 'ye
serpents, ye offspring of vipers

'

; also Mt 1284.

21. Attractiveness
"

'he readiness of

many whom He . all and follow
Him. The common people 'heard him gladly'
(Mk 1237

,
cf. Lk 1948 , Jn 12 1S)

) ;

" *

out-
casts were drawn to the '

friers and
sinners' (Mk 215

,
Lk 737 193 ) ; two members at least

of the Sanhedrin became His disciples (Jn 1938* 89
) ;

and He foretold how by His Crucifixion and Resur-
rection this attractiveness would attain universal

sway (Jn 1232 ). See art, ATTRACTION.
22. Sociability. In this respect Jesus presented

a marked contrast to the Baptist, which was com-
mented upon (Lk733' 84

). He accepted invitations

from Pharisees (Lk 736 II37 141
) and from Publicans

(Mt 910
, of. Lk 195f

-). In the home at Bethany He
was a welcome guest (Lk 1038

). His first 'sign'
was wrought at a marriage feast (Jn 21

), and much
of His

j.,
'.i

1
'"!!!' ha-'v \ as suggested by feasts

andtheiMU'.ur, 01 -,;, ",,i'\ life; cf. Mt 222 25 1 - 14

Lk 1416 1912
.

23. His Catholicity is to "be noted finally.

Though a Jew on the human side, yet He rose

entirely above all merely national limits. 'He
can be equally claimed by both sexes, by /I 1. *--,

by nil men of' all nations.'* Even in H,- t.mhK
ministry, though necessarily confined to His own
nation (Mt 1524

), His *\ MI ,i V went beyond these

bounds; cf. Mt 85f- 15, Lk 10m 171
"*, Jn 423- 85

1016 12m 47
. He looked forward to the time when

'they shall come from the east and west, and
from the north and south' (Lk 1329

) ; cf. Mk 1310

and His In ! < '.mi.'in- 1 Mt 2819
. So each race of

men as it i- j/,r li- 1< \\ in;-) the Church finds in Him
its true ideal.

We have thus presented to us a Person in whom
Divine power, wisdom, and goodness ju<> ioml
with ilio liij:h< -i mid holiest type of pmnliooJ
The jiouimi J^ "Midi as no human being could
have invented. . . . "We could not portray such an
ima^M

1 uilliont M)inc fvaluies which would betray
the 11 niior'm IKMMJ.' i rn KM I ucoi I by our limited, erring,
.-mini nuiuU. . . \ritl IOUM of all could Jews have
done so ; for this was not by any means the ideal
of their minds' (Lulhardt, Fundamental Truths

of C/ttifi/ittiiitti, 295 f
, arid notes). See also artt.

on Divjxur and HUMANITY OF CHRIST, and on
NAMES AND TITLES.

LITERATURE Sandav's 'Jesus Christ/ Ottley's 'Incarnation,'
and other articles in Hastings' DB , Gore, Hampton Lectures
and Jlwsertatwnis , Liddon, Bampton Lectures ; Stalker, Imago

* See Gore, Bampton Lect 168 f.

Christi; Seelev, Scce Homo, Dale,
r l ^ " *"*

Atonement , Dalman, The Words o> ; \ \

The Study of the Gospels', Robinson (C. H ), Studtes\n the
Character of Christ; D'Arc^, Ruhng Ideas of Our Lord;
Beet, Thtough Christ to God, Edersheim, Life and Times of
Jesus the Messiah

; Commentaries of Westcott, etc.

W. H. DUNBAS.
AUGUSTUS. The do-iurintion usually applied

to Caius Octavms, son 01 ( niu-* Octavius and Atia,
grandson of Julia the sister of C. Julius Caesar,
giand-nephew of the Dictator and ultimately his

adopted son and heir. He was born 23rd Sept.
B.C. 63, not far from the ' House' on the Palatine
afterwards built for him ; declared Emperor B c. 29 ;

honoured with the title of 'Augustus' B.C. 27 ; died
19th Aug. A.D. 14 at Nola, when he had almost
reached the age of 77.

If we take B.C. 6 as the corrected date for the
birth of Jesus, we find that Augustus was then in
his 58th year, had already been Emperor 23 years,
and had before him 20 more. Though Ms reign
thus runs parallel with the Christian era for 20

years, there is but a single allusion to him in the

Gospel history (Lk 21
). In the NT writings there

are but three other instances of the use of the
name \

' Of these one only (Ac 271
) can

be heL pointing to him, the other two
(Ac 25 ,

'

,
mean the reigning Csesar (RV

'Empeior'), in both cases Nero. Even that soli-

tary allusion to Csesar
* '

-night have had
no place in the Gospel -it not been St.
Luke's aim to 'trace the course of all things
accurately from the first.' In S1

,
, his

narrative
' he makes it evident V ,

,
not

Bethlehem, was the home of Joseph and Mary, and
that the 'enrolment/ originating in a decree of
Caesar Augustus, was the occasion of the journey
from Nazareth within a little time of the expected
birth. The $\'i,m governor is named with the
view of fixing UK- tijuo, as was the custom in those

days. Theophilus, as a Koman official, would have
access to the list of provincial governors, and must
have at once understood the exact period meant.
Thus Augustus

5

contact with Jesus, so far as
Sci ipim o dr.)K with it, begins and ends with Lk 21

,

It rioid not surprise us that* there is no further
reference in the 20 years of <onl<.iiij><iifui(

koiis

history that followed. The birth <>i Jo-u- look

place in a remote part of the Empire and in an
insignificant town of Judah. The first 30 years
of His life, with the exception of the brief sojourn
in Egypt, were spent in the obscure, even despised,
Nazareth. Among His townsmen He was known
only as the carpenter (Mk 6s), or the carpenter's
son (Mt 13B5).

4

Though the arrival of the wise men
from the East, with the inquiry as to the birth
of 'the King of the Jews/ 'troubled Herod' and
*
all Jerusalem with him '

(Mt 2s
), the commotion

<mi-od bv their advent soon passed with the
mam"* <Vath in B c. 4. Even the Massacre of

ilie Imioci-nLt 'from two years old and under' in
Bethlehem may never have been heard of in the

palace of Augustus, or, if heard of, would have
made very little impression, owing to the many
acts of cruelty that had marked Hei<id\ reign.
It was about this very time that \ngu -tu^ is,

reported to have said that it was 'bouei to bo
Herod's sow than his son '

(Macrob. Saturn, ii. 4).

For St Luke, with his wider outlook as a cultured Grtok

writing* to a Roman official, it was quite xiaciir.il ro gi\ o a
distinct place in his record to the decree about; the census as

leading up to the birth in Bethlehem. The object of the decree
is gnen in the BV correctly as 'an enrolment' (&*oypetQy), not

necessanly involving
1 'a taxing* as well. As on this occasion it

did not lead to any serious uprising of the Jews, as in A.D. 6,

it must have been only a census in accordance with Jewish
customs: 'all went to enrol thernseh es every one to his own
citv.' The historian is cai eful to point out that it was part only
of a Miorld-wide enrolment ('all the world') In the %h* of

later research, we can add that this decree seems to have intro-

duced a periodic census in the Roman Empire The carefully
chosen language of St. Luke distinguishes between the going
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I <

..:
'

'

,'

up from Galilee as an act once for all completed (&vs/3-/j), and an
enrolment begun and hawng- a continuance (ivroptvovro yrAvrtf

oe.Mypctqi&trOou')."* The further description of the census as
* the

fust* accords with this, not the first under Quirmius, but the first

of a series For those to whom St Luke wrote the decree was
memorable as 'the first' that affected the Jews. Other enrol-
ments may ha\ e taken place before it tinder Augustus, as the
review by the Emperor himself in the celebrated Monuvnentuin
AncyTanuwi bears, but there is no contradiction between that
.v 1 \ i T. . n,il - -> ,. nony. Three distinct censuses are
. p "i i 1 (,i n i J-., i 8, and in AD 14) Only the number
01 Koiiiau citizens is given in each case, as all others might
not have been considered worthy of being mentioned in the
Emperor's Memorials Trpo'Mm light has recently been
thrown on the system or or,ro, ,\rr is in the Eoman Empire
through the labours of various scholars referred to by Prof W M.
Ramsay in his volume Was Christ lorn at B&thlehem * Th e tombs
and even the dust-heaps of Egypt are proving that enrolments
of households there were quite common, and even that a cycle
of 14 years was observed \ppv~in2r this cycle to the period
immediately before and after me ( tm-T'ui era, we bring out
well-known dates, B c 8 and AD 6, the former marking a
Roman-citizen census taken by Augustus, and the other that
of the 'erreat census,' when the distuibances took place in
Palestine which were quelled by Quirmius. There is thus a

strong presumption, amounting almost to proof, that B c 8 is

the most likely date for the issue of the decree referred to in

Lk 21 The delay between B c. 8 and B c 6, so as to have it

coincide with the corrected date for the birth of Jesus, may be
accounted for by the strained relations existing about the time
between Augustus and Herod, and also between Herod and his

subjects. As it seems to have been the mst enrolment of Jews
under the Empire, it is easy to conceive that time was needed
Itl I

' T "l

'

fed census under
r -

I ny with the facts

: . I i
*

, , period of B a 9-4
...,., - us (B c 9-6) and
us(B.c 6-4) As B a 4 is the generally accepted

,
'

i I death, the possibility of a governorship of

Qmnmus at the time of the execution of the decree of Caesar

Augustus is thereby excluded. Many therefore have been
ready to say, with Mommsen, that Sb Luke has *

erred.' Even
Tertulhan is quoted against the Evangelist, when he affirms
that an ' enrolment* was made by Sentms Saturninus. And yet
his testimony, while it differs from that of St Luke as to the
name of the governor of $\ na, supports none the less the fact
that there was a census rjilur i-un the famous one of AD. 6.

The evidence in favour of an earlier as well as later governor-
ship of -*-n via T 'i"' I'iilM i i*, M "

i

and ot 1 1- i i
' ' '"

.

;

remains is as to where we* are to place it. "ipTpoi vii li "n
towards the solution of it has been found m in- k in-> "p 1 M
discovered at Tivoh m 1764, now preserved MI , 1^' In .i'.n

Museum of Christian \ i

"

On, it are recorded the ex-
i- oir-. of u j ,HI <,'T.< i, v i

i ,,' honours awarded to him m
'I- i IPO (t Vi_ i-,. 1 1 VYmie no name haa been preserved, we

aio i< M iini ho \iiUs proconsul m Asia, and that he twice

governed Syria and Phoenicia, The only one, known to us, who
satisfies these conditions is Quirinius. Where then, in the
interval immediately before the birth, of Jesus in B.C. 6 or at
latest B o. 5, are we to find room for his earlier Syrian governor-
ship? It must be between Saturninus and Varus, or as a con-

temporary of the one or the other. If we can find proofs in

history of a double *hegemony' in provincial . ..... \ we
may consider that only there can the loluil n , < |-i the
h - or* of ,r.)i(])lui3 vu'lir e ,i--i JT IP *,ii Pinutior of ihi-i u>-

loI'lcTOMinors' p A \oli.rr" .* is i. mod 1.1 rolii .mroSuilMS
Minimi-mi as *ipe liejnni >i 01 O- ir

1

(<i-)i aor, }/,//> T i

p "") Whv iiMjt.t i o 1

(.jiri.pii Jiaxo bun iho ir.il.ury

gpuiii r, v* i
- i,,"s , is t i-o < . 1 r.'liiiini- ruior- In

view of ti
[ _-i ........ . r\ i recent years, may we not

hojw* That borne aduiLional fragment of rheTihurtme inscription
will lie found, and defiimt'K settle the much debated question as
to the historical accuracy of St. Luke ? See art. CENSUS.

Though secular history from B.C. 6 to A.D. 14
furnishes TBS with no trace of !, M\- i n ^ :<"<

*

i; i i ;

"been exerted by Augustus on Jo-n * ! \>\ .It u^ <.-i

\unsf us we are able to trace, in the remarkable
career of Augustus, a singular preparation for the
Christian era. In nothing is this more manifest
than in Jus unification of the Empire. When
Augustus finally defeated Antony at Alexandria
in B c. 31, he was the one ruler left in* the whole
Roman world. The only adverse influence with
which

t
he had thereafter to contend was found

among the heads of the old families in the Boman
Senate. In the course of the next 10 or 12 years
he so skilfully guided the affairs of the State, that
he was clothed with every attribute of supremacy
which it seemed possible for the State to bestow.
* It is true, indeed, that the imperf may point, not to a

repetition of the o( nsus, bin Dimply to the faot o its gomjf on
for some tame (cf. Winer, Gianu <tfNT Greek Lug. tr.p, p. 330).

The title of
*

Princeps Senatus ' was revived in B c.

29, and had - '

" "
given to it. In B C 27

the Senate , him the proconsular
imperium for 10 years. This put into his hands an
all but absolute military power throughout the

empire. At this same time ne received tne title of
*

Augustus/ a name having to do with the science

of augury [or from augeo, as tm-gustus from

ango], and Mirc:o*tui something akin to religious
veneration. Though even then he wished mm-
&elf to be considered as having a primacy only
among equals, yet, as wielding the power both of

purse and sword, he had become really the master
of the Koinan world. Nor was he content with
this. The tribumcia potestas was granted to him
in a sense more extended than ever before. While
he appeared to assume it year by year, it really
became his for life, and was the symbol of his

sovereign authority, being used to mark the years
of his reign. In B.C. 23 the whole machinery of

the State had definitely and permanently passed
into his hands. When the Christian era dawned,
Augustus had for 17 yeais exercised a dominion un-
rivalled in its nature and extent, entitling it to be

spoken of as over ' the whole world.
' And yet thei e

was no one m his day that felt so much the need
of limiting the extension of the Empire. Among
his last instructions there was one
successors not to seek enL'ujiciruMii , a-

the work of guarding Llus iiouucrs more ditticulk

One of his greatest anxieties during his later years,
owing to the deaths of Marcellus, Agrip^a, Lucius,
and Gaius, had to do with the succession to the

Imperial throne.
^
While the Christian era had

not yet reached its first decade, he had only
Tiberius, his step-son, to look to as his successor,
At an early period of his reign Augustus had given
himself to the development of a complete system
of ionil-- i

i|rtiii-"i-
i
i for Italy and the ]>io\inc

k'^.

The celebrated pillar of gilded bronze, ilio
*

_MiMi-

arium Aureum, of which but a fragment of the
marble base can be seen to-day near the ascent of
the Capitol, was set up by Augustus on *his com-
pletion of the great survey and census of the
Koman world* (Lanciani). On it were marked
the distances of all the

|'

:

iu'|in1 places along the
main roads from the tiiv .! o-. Where these
roads led, civil government Mils found ^-Ifibli-hcd,
A\ ith jx i eprcM'n tat ive of the Emperor or the Scnaio,
and with tribunals for the administration of justice.

Anyone claiming to be a Boman citizen had the

privilege of appeal to Csesar, and could be assured
of a safe conduct to Rome, ^f \ 1 .i.-:|ij -M-

tively speedy modes of travel v . o , , ,.

Onr knnwltte of thr cnvcni"icift cf t'-o provinces u-i'lor

A'ljri -^ i" '-! o I p lichoodii 'i 01 .vn < carat (1 r -11 do.Tiphon
of 11 bueioni'H (Annual \l) has given us wie principles
on which he aciccl m <inidmi? the provinces between himself
and the Senate, m thobe \\oi<ls: 'The provinces which could
neither be easily nor safely governed by ni-* 'i.'.l maurMiaU's h"
undertook himself.' In other \\ords, i.'.o-c u:ai M ((aired a
strong force to hold them in subjection, (, i ^^ u>c >r<Mii H \\tic

exposed to attack on the part of i L^L\L^ ,md po\\ t rful enemies,
he retained in his o\\ n hand^ '1 he OT hers \\ hich rouUl be c,x*il\

governed and had nothing to f(ir from t-nrroundin^ peoples, lie

handed o\er to the Senate Tin* arrangement placed in hw
hands almost the whole nnlitnrv foicei or the JSuupire The
Emperor's legates, commanding the pro\mcial troops, were noc
onlv appointed by him, but could be suspended or dismibsed at
his pleasure The piovinces vi ere divided into groups according
as they were administered by consuls, praetors, or bimply
knights Even those that appeared to be entirely under the
control of the Senate were restricted m their appointments by
the Emperor, as the list of those eligible had to be submitted Co
him, and all on the list must have served, with an interval of
five years, as consuls or praetor* In the case of Syria we find
an Imperial province exposed to inroads from warlike peoples
ori its Northern and Eastern borders, and therefore in need of a
military more than a civil commander o\er it to act as ita

hegemon The term ans\\ ers bes>t to our Viceroy This was the
position which Quirmius probably held, and he would have
power from Augustus to allow m'Herod's dominions a census
that would as little as possible offend Jewish prejudices.
Each set of provinces had its own separate treasury, Tb
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revenue? from the T'l.pri -r 1 pio\
" 'MS flou i '1 -mo the Emperor's

fiscus, and oui or u ^cn k uiK-n ihc rnoi.i'ous sums spent
on the great military roads, which became the highways for

Christianity To the Senate, Augustus granted the right of

minting copper onl* KTH '
c. M ,,nd silver for the Imperial

treasurv As the i ,' '
i ,' ' - ,," I other measures the Em-

pire enjoj ed unusual prosperity.
' '

care on the selection of his legate : ,

administration, and made it all i ,
i

i IK i nip >
'

time

There was another remarkable preparation for

the world-census in the ordnance survey initiated

by Julius Csesar, and completed only after 25 years
of labour on the part of four of I

1

;

J

<

'

sur-

veyors of the age. The main '*' ! i no
doubt, was the taxation of land, the most profit-
able source of revenue under the Empire. Thus a

completely organized and a world-wide Empire, in

absolute dependence upo i i' :, i ruler in

Rome, had become an M << M-'I '!! u< ere the
Christian era had dawned.
As this new era approached, signs were multi-

plying of a desire for peace on the part of ruler
and ruled, i scarcely true that the actual

year of the birtn ac JbSethlehem was distinguished
by the prevalence of universal peace. To the im-

mediately preceding period, B.C. 13-9, belongs the
famous 'Altar of Peace,' whose actual site has
been laid bare within very recent years (1903-
1904) under the Via in Lucina, a little way off

from the Corso, the old Flaminian Way. The
very same year in which Augustus became Ponti-
iex Maximus owing to the death of his former

cp-triumvir Lepidus, the Senate decreed the erec-

tion of an ' Altar of Peace/ which at first was to
have been set up in the Senate-house, but was
afterwards placed on the edge of the Campus
Martiuh. One of the chief features of the period
to which it belongs was the closing of the temple
of Janus. Horace, writing in B c 13 (Epp. II. i.

255 and Odes iv xv. 9), speaks of the closing as a
recent occurrence. Twice before in the reign of

Augustus, in B.C. 29 and B.C. 25, this temple had
"been closed (Mon. Anc 13),

e wheni-!.' in'u . *! ,i

the whole dominions of the Roma-i ;<; '. i.\ j. ,,;

and sea had been obtained by victories/ and fc

only
twice before his birth since the foundation of the

city/ in all five times up to the Christian era.

The Gades (Cadiz) inscription is a remarkable
confirmation of B.C. 13 as the date of the third

closing of the temple of Janus in Augustus' time.

The monument entitled the * \!,'Pi *- V 1 :-'* i

I!! I i - .>'! !,'
\aied brisi 1

pxrin 1

lul, u'nl Kr-
,

it The --let M -^ixs "ploixl (I <l "",!! * n !

\\ithouiwii M-iiip'-iro- J
r

i hiuh relief. The outer side of the
screen had two distinct bands of ornamentation : the lower
floral, PIC upper a . ,

'
- r of which might

l;;i\(> been aciu-xl ,t : ! < > of these proces-
sional reliefs are to b 1

.

"
T

r
/i .,

Florence, one is in the i r I! . r '

, t , - I <

in the Louvre, Paris.

The altar, was a splendid tribute to Peace, but it

was a peace after many and bloody victories, re-

minding us of the saying, 'where they make a
desert they call it peace

y

(Tac. Agricola> 30), and it

was also a peace that was not to last. Yet theie
the altar stood on the field of Mars, as the reign of

the * Prince of Peace ' was ushered in, and became
for ages thereafter a witness to the Pax Romana of
the Augustan age. Far more of it remains to the

present time than of the triple arch of Augustus
set up in celebration of his victories, of which
only the bare foundations can be seen between the

temple of Julius and that of Castor and Pollux.
The energies of Augustus found scope for them-

selves in other lines, and all with the object of

building up his world-wide Empire that he meant
to last in the ages to come. At the beginning of

VOL. i. 10

his reign he put his hand to the restoration of the
State religion. In B c. 28 he claims to have 6

re-

paired 82 temples of the gods' (Mon. Anc. 20),

earning for himself the title given him by Livy
(Hist. IV. xx. 7), 'the builder or restorer of all

the temples.
5 The sacred images, we are told,

had become actually 'foul with smoke' or were
'mouldering with mildew.' The ancestral reli-

gion was dead, belief in the gods had all but dis-

appeared. Nor was it only the repair of edifices
for religious worship that he took in hand ; from
him the sacred colleges and brotherhoods received
a new impulse by his becoming a member himself
of one and all of them. Through him their en-
dowments were greatly increased. With great cere-

mony was observed the centenary of the city, for
which Horace prepared his well-known ode, as the

inscription found in the Tiber in 1871 so strikingly
confirms (

f carmen composuit Q. Horatius Flac-

cus'). The worship of the Lares was restored.
At c i o-- \\r.\- and street corners three hundred
small shrines were set up, whose altars were
adorned twice a year with flowers. One of the
latest discoveries is that of a shrine of the Lares
Publici in front of the Arch of Titus, on the
branch of the Via Sacra leading up to the Pala-
tine by the old Mugonian Gate. New temples
were erected, the most notable being that of

Apollo behind his own *Domus. 3 A new spirit
also was infused into the rites and ceremonies of

the old worship, to which the writings of Virgil
contributed in a special degree.
The hardest task yet remained in the social and

moral reformation of his people. As early as
B c. 25 we find Horace (Od. m vi.), in this reflect-

ing probably the opinion of his master, affirming
the necessity of * a reformation of morals as well as
a restoration of temples and a revival of

religion.'
In a later ode (xxiv ) he promises immortality to

the statesman who shall bring back the morality
of the olden time. The action taken by Augustus
about that time was effective, temporarily at'least,
for Ms praises were celebrated as

c one who by his

presence had cleansed the family from its foul

stains, had curbed the licence of the age, and
recalled the old morality.' The text of his laws
enacted for IliU purpose has not come down to

us, but their <i.'iio niy bt 1 taken as from B.C. 18 to

17, or about 12 years before the Christian era.

His own example, unfortunately, did not enable
him to lake up a \or\ high position on the subject
of marriage. He hacl put away Scribonia in order
to marry Livia, whom he took from her husband
Tiberius Nero. Again and again he interposed to

dissolve existing marriages, when his policy as to

the succession required it. High motives, there-

fore, we do not expect to find in his. legislation on

marriage. Nothing could ha^' l-io'i;Tl on' more
clearly the impotence of such Ic^i-hiii-Mi ilianthe

openly scandalous character of his daughter Julia.

In B.C. 2, the very year when he was hailed by the
Senate as the father of his country, he became
awaie of what had long been in everyone's know-
ledge. So keenly did he feel the scandal that he
shunned society for a time, and even absented
himself from the city His only remedy was her
banishment to Fandatana. Never afterwards was
she allowed to set foot in Rome, Nor did she see

again the face of her father, whom she outlived

only by a few short weeks. There were not

wanting schools of philosophy that vied with each
other in leading men to virtue. Greek philosophers
of note were welcomed to the halls of the * Domus
August!.' But no system of morals or philosophy
had yet appeared that could show the way of

attaining to the Divine likeness by the bestowal
of a new nature, until Christianity came upon the

scene.
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The same moulding hand that built up the

Empire can be traced in the modification through
winch Caesar - worship passed under Augustus.
The deification of Julius by the Senate in B c. 42
was only what was to be expected. The decree
ran .

4 To the Genius of the divine Julius, father
of his country, whom the Senate and Roman
people placed among the number of the gods

'

In the very heart of the Roman Forurn, from
B.C. 29, there was to be seen, on an elevated plat-

form, a most beautiful marble temple proclaiming
the deification of the great Julius. Augustus
never allowed such worship of himself during his

lifetime as had been the case with Julius. From
the earliest period of his reign there is evidence
that he allowed it in the provinces, but only in

conjunction with 4

Koine,' and the formula en-

joined for all that were not Roman citizens was
4 Rome and Augustus.

' In the case of citizens the
one 'name allowed, along with Rome, was that of

'the divine Julius.' For his Roman subjects he
would be neither 'rex' nor 'divus,' but outside

the favoured circle of Roman citizenship he had
less scruple in receiving for himself a share of

divine honour, believing that it formed the binding
link that was needed to knit all the parts of his

wide Empire into one great unity.

As to tlie permanence of this
*
cult

*
in the provinces, under

the joint title of * Kome and Augustus,' there is still a measure
of uncertainty. Dr. Lindsay believes the balance of evidence
is m favour of

* Home '

having been left out even m Augustus^
lifetime. In that case 'Augustus' ^ic-ii'ftod

'' ot the person of
the Emperor, but the symbol of thv d< i

1 cji -on of the Roman
State, personified m its ruler.' C < 'i

J

lat might have
i.l[M"ij\ ->cm< t to establish his -

;> < and make him
ht'uve it ui ht had accomplished all that human ingenuity
could to make his Empire as enduring as it was world-wide

On his death in A D. 14 a modification necessarily
came, when the Senate decreed that thereafter he
should be known as * Divus Augustus

'

The priesthood of this Imperial
' cult ' was di-

vided into two classes, the one representing the

father and His *

highly favoured '

mother,
* advanc-

ing m wisdom' as in stature, and above all -in

favour with God and man.' Of the whole of

Augustus' work there now remains little but crum-

bling or half-buried rums, but the name of Jesus
k

endures,' and gives evidence of the truth of the

prophecy which points to the world's kingdom as

becoming His, and His reign as being 'for ever
and ever '

(Rev II15
).
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**AUTHORITY OF CHRIST. The first recorded
comment on the teaching of J^suT"is that~of

State s

charg, .. -, .* ,

l>i-'\ 1 i
b

\il ;-i ii.^ \\-i

p, n i ;i" P.I' s., x .M

at least, jurisdiction over the municipal priests."

. a id the other having
i - in the cities. The
K -/'Oiisible only to the Eni-

,
and had, m the West

Th v M .
.

j
i i .1 "... .;,.,, .-. .tent of

a fi. i i, ^ i .-. ,-. , ,i, , -wards
the model for the Roman Church, with its Pontifex
Maxnnus in Rome, its Metropolitans in each pro-

"(||Mk 1^, Lk 4W) :
'

They
at his teaching, for he taught them as one having
authority, and not as their scribes.' The scribes
said nothing of themselves: they appealed in

every utterance to tradition (7ra/><fSocw) ;
the mes-

sage they delivered was not selt-authenticatmg ;
it

had not the moral weight of the speaker's person-
ality behind it

,
it was a deduction or application

of some legal maxim connected with a respectable
name. They claimed authority, of course, but
men had no immediate and irresistible conscious-
ness that the claim was just,

'

With Jesus it was

; _ _* ; . ... <_ He appealed to 1To~lfadition, sliel-
'

< '111 -
. behind no venerable name, claimed

no official status
j
but those who heard Him could

not escape the consciousness that His word was
with authority (Lk 482). He spoke a final truth,
laid down an ultimate law.

In one respect, He continued, in so doing, the
work and power of the piophcK There was a
succession of prophets in J^iaol, but not a pro-
phetic tradition. It was a mark of degeneration
and of insincerity when self-styled prophets re-

peated each other,
from his neighbour

pr God's words every one

). The true prophet
may have his mind nourished on earlier inspired
utterances, but his own message must spring trom
an immediate prompting ot God. It is only when
his message is of this kind that his word is with
power. No jnmd was ever more Jnli than, the

vince, and the municipal priests m the cities. The ___
4 cult' itself spread with great, rapidny, was bind-

"*

"M'M-I uYT'i " -

"''

ing on every Roman subject \vitli ihe exception of ~"~if
"

," i

"

7"-
"""

the Jews only, and prepared the way for the apph- """IP"" -,"~ "T-T" 1

cation of the prime test for the Christians of the

early ages :
* Sacrifice to the Emperor or death.

The man of all others, who created the conditions
in which Christianity was to find that supreme
test, was Augustus. The Universal Empire, with
its ruler as an object of worship, had not long be-
come an accomplished fact when the God-man, in
contrast with the man-god, appeared,

; the Word
became flesh and dwelt among us. ' No contrast
could well be greater than that which distinguished
(in B.C. 6-A. D. 14) this world-ruler from the Founder
of Christianity : A ngusrus, a pei feet master in

Abstract formulae about the seat of authority in

religion are not of much service in this connexion.
It is, of course, always true to say that truth and
the mind are made for each other, and that the
mind recognizes the authority of truth because in
truth it meets its counterpart, that which enables
it to realize its proper being. It is always correct,
also, to apply this in the region of morals and
religion, and to say that the words of Jesus and
the prophets are authoritative because our moral

State-craft, merciful to Ins TOOS only when he had peisonaliry instinctively responds to them. We
made his position absolutely sure, only somewhat
more advanced in his morality than the men of his

age, full of self-esteem, as the last scene of his life

reveals, yet entitled to be considered by the world
in which he lived as its * chief benefactor '

(Lk 2226) ;

Jesus, though in His twelfth year able to claim a
relationship with the Father in heaven such as

distinguishes Him from every other son of man,
v.r t icpmi uin for those 20 years of His life at
Ni/fimh ;is ilir carpenter's son, all unknown to
the great world without, subject* to His reputed

have no choice, as beings made for morality and
religion, to do auvihim: but bow before them.
The difficulty M thai r.m-I.' or 'conscience,'

**
Copyright, 1906, by Charles Bcribner's Son*

,

oi - moral personality,' on which our recognition of
the truth and authority of Jesus' teaching is here
made dependent, is not a fixed quantity, and still

less a ready-made faculty ; it is rather a possibility
->r p-XTnl'i'iiv in our nature, which needs to be
i\->.Mil ini'i actual existence; and among the
powers which are to evoke it and make it actual
and valuable, by ar the most importaP* is that
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teaching of Jesus winch it is in some sense allowed
to judfi^e. Wemay say in Coleridge's phrase that

we believe'' tne teaching of Jesus, or acknowledge
its (or His) authority, because it VijndsJ us iiioie.

,
but any Christian will

"
inadequate expression.equ

loTteachiilg "'Of
'

JesUS
11

does hot simply Had,jit

_eyokes^ or creates the personality by which it is

acknowledged. We are born again by the words
of eternal life which come from His lips, and it is

the new man so born to whom His word is known
m all Us power. There is a real analogy between
this truth, and the familiar phenomenon that a
new poet or artist has to create the taste which is

necessary for the appreciation of his work. Dis-

missing, therefore, the abstract - and general con-

sideiation of the idea of authority in religion (see
next art.), our course must be (1) to examine the
actual exercise of authority by Jesus in the

Gospels, relemng especially to occasions on which
His authouty was challenged, or on which He gave
hints as to the conditions on which alone it could
be u i "0;iu/.i (1

, (^) by way of supplement we can
considei the aulhouty oi the exalted Christ as it

IB asserted in the Epistles and exercised in the
Church through the NT a-j a whole.

1. The exercise of authority t>y Jesus on earth.
' "

T"
1

J^ but most far-reaching form in
r "

"""jised r u ' \\ i -
'_

o
j.f/'V

* <7

one. lie claimed othei -

- < ,t -""Ij fh n'-i -

ahties, for Himself and His woik, and required
their unconditional renunciation of all other ties

and interests that they might "become His dis-

ciples. He said, 'Follow me,' and they rose, and
lett all and followed Him (Mt 418 -22 99

). He made
this kind ot claim because lie identified Him&elf
with the

-'
'Arr QM 10aq

) or with the cause of

God and K in the world, and for this

cause no ,

i Id be too great, no devotion
too profound.

4 He that loveth father or mother
more than me is not worthy of me. He that
loveth son or daughter more than me is not

worthy of me-. Whosoever he be of you that

renounceth not all that he hath, he cannot be my
disciple

'

(Mt 10^, Lk 1433) Nothing is less like

Jesus than to do violence to anyone's liberty, or to

invade the sacredness of conscience and of personal
responsibility ,

but the broad fact is unquestion-
able, that without coercing others Jesus dominated
them, without breaking their wills He imposed
His own will upon them, and became lor them a

supreme moral authority to which they submitted

absolutely, and by which they were inspired, jiis

be the supreme good. We cannot explain this

kind of moral or practical authority further than

by saying that it is one with the authority which
the right and the good exercise over all moral

beings.
Not that Jesus was able in every case to carry

His own will through in the wills of other men
ascendency has to be eyermspd qrnlpr

conditions^ and it.ia always possible, even for ona

yho iickmm ledges its right, to tail to give it

:tical recognition by obedience. When Jesus
I to the rich, ruler,

*
Sell all that thou hast, and

five to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in
rheaven : and come, follow me '

(Mk 102 -1

), He tailed

to win the will ot one who nevertheless was con-
scious that in refusing obedience he chose the
worse part

' He went away sorrowful ' his

sorrow implying that it was within the right on
the part ot Jesus to' put him to this tremendous
test He acknowledges by Ins sorrow that he
would have been a better man m the sense of

the gospel a perfect man if he had allowed the
authority of Jesus to have its perfect work in him
These are the tacts ot the case, and they are
ignored by those who argue that it is no man's busi-
ness to part with all he has for the sake of the
poor ;

that property is a trust which we have to ad-
minister, not to renounce

,
that the commandment

to sell all cannot be geneialized, and is therefore
not moral

;
and that it is, in short, an instance of

fanaticism m Jesus, due to His belief in the neat-
ness of the Kingdom, and the literal worthlessness
of everything m comparison with entering into it

at His side There is nothing here to generalize
about. There is a single case of conscience which
Jesus diagnoses, and for which He prescribes heroic
treatment

;
hut it is not in the patient to rise to

such treatment. T?he high calling of God in Christ

Jesus is too high^or ^mmj ue'coumoumseii: xm-
worthy of tiie eternal life (Ac 1346). The authority
of Jesus is in a sense acknowledged in this man

,

it is felt and owned though it is declined. Where
the authority lay is clear enough. It lay m the
Good Master Himself, in His own identification
with the good cause, in His own renunciation of

all things for the Kingdom ot God's sake ; it laym His power to reveal to this man the weak spot
in his moral constitution, and in the inward
witness of the man's conscience (attested by his
sonow as he turned away) that the voice of Jesus
was the voice of God, and that through obedience
to it he would have entered into life. It lay in the
whole relation of these two conciete personalities
to each other, and it cannot be reduced to an
abstract formula.

This holds true whenever we think of the moral
or practical authority of Jesus. It is never legal ,

j. i i 'ij_ the letter in which it is

v
4

:
*

""

i. s w i . ; ,i
- -.

(^ incapable of

interpretation or M i

:
"

,:i, , V"")indiii in its

^ .Ii i .. i i ; J _irt_!>L! "V 1 V a11 l niKTlUTbOnirr
T^I'-M'-' >-. 11 i>"~N I'fn iiTn n'gard to such a com-
mand of Jesus as the one given to the rich ruler .

no one will say that this is to "be obeyed to the
letter by all who would enter into the Kingdom of

G"i
j[i^'_'i

i* *'-iiiJiAUu'^IJJiILll$ which, are
,Mtrt'-M7T i^ J. T.Ii "vTuFii cm-i-.. ,r d which are

sometimes supposed (like this one) to rest in a

peculiar sense oa the authority of Jesus Take,
f g ,

the case of the Sermon on the Mount in Mt
Prom beginning to end this may be read as

nual <-t t ieni'Ta1 nurl.omx H J^n? J i

i.uij u \\\\-

I i oTTTTT
"ol old. ifiiio . . . bur I .ny unto you' On what do
the words of Jesus throughout this passage depend
for their actual weight with men ? They depend
on the consciousness of men that through these

words the principle of morality, for which our
nature has an abiding affinity, is finding expres-
sion. But just because we are conscious of this

principle and of the affinity ot our nature for it, we
are free with regard to any particular rvi("".inn

of it
;
the particular words in which it is < *'iK'Ui<'l

even by Jesus do not possess the authority of a

statute to "Which we can only conform, but about
which we must not think. When Jesus says,
4 Whoso shall smite thee on the right cheek, turn
to him also the other

;
to him that would go to law

with i hoe and take thy coat, leave also thy cloak '

it is not to keep us from thinking about moial

problems by giving us a rule to be blindly obeyed,
it is rather to stimulate thought and deliver "us

trom rules His precepts are legal in form, but
He came to afcolish legalism. and therefore they
were never meant to be literally read. When they
are literally read, conscience simply refuses tr>

take them in. They are casuistic in torm, Mit
anti-casuistic in intention, and their authority lies

I

or na : \

^otr
li \\7~"s<
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in the intention, not in the form

love, and no matter how love is tned, he

nevei renounce it for an interior pimciple, still less

ioi an instinctive natural passion, such as the

desne foi revenge Put thus, the racial authoiity

of Jesus is unquestionable, and it asseits itself

over us the moie, the moie we feel that He em-

bodied m His o\\n lite and conduct the pimciple
which He pioclaims But there is nothing in this

whii.li binds us to take in the letter what Jesus

sav& about oaths, 01 non-resistance, or levenge,
and still lebs is there anything to support the idea

1 :: \i ,% n
"

,
"

i i vi^Tu i K >',vv J
1

of all that makes life on earth worth having, it

is not uncommon now lor those who regard the

Kingdom of God as puiely transcendent and

etschatological to match this
*

paradoxical doctime
with an ethical system equally paradoxical, a

svstem made up purely of renunciation and nega-
i.oii and to fasten it" also upon Jesus; but it is

hardly necessaiv to refute either the one paradox
'

-
v\ !, i i

1

>, !nN \'\ i -
< >i t M tl ~)

**.

~
* it ,',\-.\ "(* V. '!

v '< ,' A-'Ml-s '- I' 'Ml-

,- , [~ - l'"' - c
^

\
I" t l.l'-lx I.' '* " 1(1

being to discover what in his own situation tiuth

and love require ; and there is no short cut to the

discovery ot this, even in the Sermon on the

Mount, ii^.-v.^ <_u. J-iiJ'i'lL'i /- li U:- Y_'.' 'I" --Ill

.1 '\.Vli^. M , i"(l
'

_'! \ "l
% - '"V

words "are one of the TV ays in'which His moral

^cendency is established "over us, they are only
<ie There is an authority m Him to which no
\vords, not even His own, can ever be equal,
The final fonn which this practical or moral

authority of Jesus assumes in the JST is the re-

cognition of Hun as Judge of all Probably in the

generation before that m which He lived the Jews
had come to regard the Messiah as God's vice-

gerent m the great judgment which ushered in the
world to come

,
but what we find in the NT in

t&is connexion is not the formal transference of a
me^ of Messianic dogmatic to Jesus : it is the

, >~ .*.!,.. \\xci 1 1-1 i \
f

c
s

i) :
>r<

for I am a sitiful man, Lord ') ,
Jn 4^ (

4 Come see a
man which told me all things that ever I did '), 2117

('Thou knowest all things, thoa knowest that I

love thee *), are the basis on which the soul recog-
nizes Christ as Judge. The _cjalagMo be Judge ,I_T):_ _

P.gaiSJitbflln_IIi&. own tcacTnnlr (Mt ~-&
,
JLk Id25**-

,

Jit 2o n<f
),"and if The loiin of the words in the first

of these passages has been modified in tradition in
order to bring out their bearing for those for whom
the Evangelist wrote, no one doubts that their
substance goes back to Jesus. It is He who con-

> :"T\Uo- (he vain pleas which men will address
'i xlim -,P that day' men who with religious
profession and service to the Church have never-
theless been morally unsound. The standard of

judgment is variously represented: it is 'the will
of my Pather which is m heaven' (Mt 721) or
-these sayings of mine 1

(?
24
) 01 it is what we

might f*al! in a word fc

biimamty
j

(25
55 42

) and in
its way each of these is a synonym for the moral

authority of Jesus. As far as we aie sensitive to

their demands we aie sensitive to His moral claim

Into the representations of Jesus as Judge outside

of the Gospels it is not necessary to enter

(?/) The authority of Jesus comes "beiore us in

another aspect when we think of Him not as com-

manding hut as teaching, not as Legislator or

Judse, but as Eevealer. In the fiist case, authontv

means His title to obedience ,
in this case, it may

be said to mean His title to belief.

Peihaps of all theological questions the nature

and limits of this last autlioiity aie those which
Ime excited the keenest discussion in recent

tunes. On the one hand, there are those who,

fixing their minds on the Divinity ot Jesus, regaid
it as essentially nn -Christian to question His utter-

ances at any point. Whatever Jesus believed, 01

seemed to believe, on any subject is by that very
iact raised above question The mind has simply
to receive it on His authoiity Thus when He
refers to Jonah (Mt 1238tt

,
Lk 11** ), the literal

historicity of the Book of Jonah is miaianteed ;

when He ascribes the 110th Psalm to David (Mt
2241fi and || ), critical discussion ot the authoiship
is foreclosed

;
when He recognizes possession by

unclean spirits (Mk I23*1 and often), possession is

no longer a theory to explain ceitam facts, and
therefore open to revision ,

it is itself a fact . it

gives us a glimpse into the constitution of the

spintual universe which we are not at liberty to

question. On the other hand, there aie those

who, while they declare then faith in the Incarna-

tion, araue that it belongs to the veiy truth of the

Incarnation that Jesus should not merely be man,
but man of a particular time and environment

,

not man in the abstract, but man denned (and.
therefoie in some sense limited) by the conditions

which constitute reality He had not simply
! intelligence, but intelligence which had been
'

moulded by a certain education, and could only
reveal itselt through a certain language ;

and both

of these are conditions which (while essential to

historical reality) nevertheless involve limitation

Hence with regard to the class of subjects just
referred to, those who are here in question leel

quite at liberty to form their own opinions on
relevant grounds. They do not, as they think,
set aside the authority of Jesus in doing so - their

idea rather is that in these regions Jesus never
claimed to have or to exercise any authoiity
Thus m the first two instances adduced above, He
simply takes the OT as it stands, and He appeals
to it to confirm a spiritual truth which He is teach-

ing on its own merits. In Mt 12& He is reproach-
ing an impenitent people, and He refers to the
Book of Jonah for a great example of repentance,
and that on the part of a heathen race ; the men
of Nineveh who repented will condemn His un-

repentant contemporaries in the day of judgment.
In Mt 2241I He is teaching that the essential thing
m Messiahship is not a relation to David, but a
relation to God ; and He refers to the 110th Psalm,
and to David as its author, as unintelligible except
on this hypothesis In both cases (it is argued)
the truths which rest on the authority of Jesus
are independent of the OT appeal which is associ-
ated with them. That repentance is an essential

condition of entering into the Kingdom of God,
and that there is no responsibility so heavy as that
of those who will not repent even when Jesus

calls, are truths which are not affected though
the Book of Jonah is read as an allegory or a
poem , that the fundamental thing in the person
of Jesus is not His relation to David (which He
shared with others) but His relation to God (which
belonged to Him alone), is a truth which is not
affected though the 110th J^ahn k ascribed to the
Maccabsean period. In other words, the authority
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of Jesus as a revealer of God and of the laws of

His Kingdom is not touched, though we suppose
Him tOj share on such matters as are here in

question the views which were current among His

contemporaries It is not denying His Divinity to

say this
,

it is rather denying His humanity if we
say the opposite. Parallel considerations apply to

the belief in possession which Jesus undoubtedly
shared with His fellow-countrymen, and in fact

with His contempoianes generally. Possession
was the current theory of certain morbid condi-
tions of human nature, physical, mental, and
probably in some cases also moral

;
but the one

thing of ronseqaepco m the Gospel is not that
Jesus held this or any other theory about these
morbid conditions, but that in Him the power of

God was present to heal them. Our theory of

them may be different, but that only means that
we belong to a different age ;

it does not touch the
truth that from these terrible and mysterious woes
Jesus was mighty to save. It does not matter that
His notions of medicine and psychology were
different from ours

,
He did not come to reveal

medicine or psychology to ; reveal ' such things
is a contradiction m terms

;
He came to reveal

the Father, and His authority has its centre
there
There is, no doubt, great possibility of error in

arguing from such abstiact ideas as 'Divinity'
and '

humanity,
1

especially when they are in some
way opposed to one another m our minds : how-
evei we may define them, we must remember that

they were in no sense opposed or inconsistent in

Christ He was at once and consistently all that

we mean by Divine and all that we mean by
human, but we cannot learn what that was by
looking up

* divine ' and ' human ' m the dictionary,
or in a be

"

theology. We must look
at Jesus , is presented to us m the

Gospels. And further, we must consider that

there is a vast region of things in which there

neither is nor can be any such thing as authority
the region, namely, which is covered by science.

Now questions of the kind to which reference has

just been made all belong to the domain of science.

The nature ot the Book of Jonah, the date and
authorship of the 110th Psalm, the explanation of

the morbid phenomena which the ancients ascribed
to evil spirits u'linlur i,r the bodies of men these
are questions oi liu mi \

,
for historical, tor medical

science. It is a misleading way of speaking about

them, and needlessly hints some Christian feel-

ings, to say that the authority of Jesus was
limited, and did not extend to such matters. The
truth rather is that such matters belong to a

region where there is no such thing as authority,
or where the only authority is that of facts, which
those in quest of knowledge must apprehend and
interpret for tlioTn^piu < It is a negation of the

very idea of science to suppose that any con-

stituent of it could be revealed, or could rest upon
authority, even the authority of Jesus. Hence in

regard to all such subjects the question of Jesus'

authority ought never to be raised : it is not only
misleading, but unreal. On the other hand, when
we come to the authority which Jesus actually
claims as a revealer of God, and of the things of

His Kingdom, we find that it is not only real but
absolute an authority to which the soul renders
unreserved acknowledgment.

This is brought out most clearly in Mt II27.

Here Jesus speaks in explicit terms of His function
as Revealer. and we see at once the absoluteness
of His authority, and its sphere. *A11 things
have been delivered unto me by my Father, and
no one knoweth the Son save the Father, neither

doth any know the Father save the Son, and
he to whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal him.'

Whatever else these words expiess, they
Jesus' sense of absolute competence in His vocation.
He had everything given to Him which belonged to

the work He had to do, and He was conscious ot

being equal to His task. If we try to interpret
'all things' by reference to the context, then
whether we look before or after we must say that
the 'all things' m view are those involved m the
revelation of God . in the work of revelation, and
especially in the revelation of Himself as Father.
God has no organ but Chust, and in Chust He
has an adequate oigan The passage anticipates
Jn 146 'I am the way, the tiuth, and the lite* no
man cometh unto the Father but by me.' It is in

a word like this I am th? truth that we find the

key to the problems which have been raided about
the authority of Jesus as a Teacher or Revealei
The truth which we accept on His authority is

the tiuth which we recognize in Him. It is not
announced by Him from a world into which we
cannot enter : it is present here, in Him, in the

world in which we live. It is not declared on

authority to which we blindly surrender
,

it is

exhibited in a Person and a Life which pass before

us and win our hearts. To put it otherwise, the

truth which we owe to Jesus, and for which He
is our authority, is not information

,
it is not a

contribution to science, physical or historical for

this we are cast by God on our own resources
,

it is the truth which is identical with His own
being and life m the world, which is embodied or

incarnate m Him It is the truth which is in-

volved in His own relation to God and man, and
m His perfect consciousness of that relation : it is

the truth of His own personality, not any casual

scientific fact He does not claim to know every-

thing, and it would be difficult to reconcile such
a claim with true manhood

;
but He does claim

full knowledge of the Father, and not His words

only, but His whole being and life are the justi-

fication of His claim.*

The authority of Christ as a Teacher and Revealer
has been called in question mainly in connexion
with His words about the future. There is no
doubt that these present great difficulty to those
who believe in Him. They seem to say quite un-

mistakably that ''
'

,

'
11- .^- will happen, and

happen within a , 'P-PM ri '\ short time, which

(if we are to re.
1

i tii'
1

}, have not happened
yet.

* Ye shall not have gone through the cities of

Israel till the Son of man be come *

(Mt 1023) ;

*

Verily I say unto you, there be some of them that

stand here which shall in no wise taste of death til!

they see the Son of man coming in h^ kintrdoin '

(Mt 16*8
; ci Mt 24^, Mk 13**, Lk 21*' )

^

The

coming of the Son of man in Fis kincrtem WPS
conceived quite definitely by the Apo<tol

f c G'nrc'

as a supernatural visible coming on the clouds of

*Loisy (L'J&vangile et ISJ-Sglu-* \"> r inf^mf (Tu ? >-?;"'

IAwre, 130 f) lias attacked Mtll27 .- T-I ir osir-.! ti i IK i.,m>

Divine Son- up uuciii a-oiln* to Jesus is 01 a bori winch,

it was not 'isioi.ci . 5u>--ili, lor Him to conceive ox assert.

Jesus, lie h>M- -i-l o,'\ m\e used *Son of God' in the

Messianic ofll< ri
1 - i

' oi P- -'
T

, here, therefore, ^vhere the

mill', nir - clo rh uu"< than official it cannot be the voice of

a .1* w i-a M --.ti'i \\ '
( li is heaid, but the voice of the Chn&tmn

consciousness in a <r nule cnuronmtnt the largei Church hah
unv\ cr-alized the Jewish conception, elevated the official Son
the Volume Kinp inro a Son by nature, and put its own
luth and us oun'exjiciience of Jesus into Jesus1 own lips

Peihap* it is enonftu to idy in refvi L i > o* 'M* i" ' the words
here in question ru> iound both in Mr "

i
1

I \ : robabihty

belong to Weiss' s
*

apostolic source,
1

t"i o\u ' i < -i. of words
of Jesus; and that the same unique relation of 'the Father*
and ' the Son '

is implied in x
^

' '
>
- of "vv hich

no one doubts Schmiedel '
//

"

ithout dis-

puting the words in Mt II 27 e Western
text to reduce them to the M -

i ing which
Loifay could i ecogni/e as possibly historical llainack, on the

othei hand, tieat^ ilit'in a-- authentr, and indeed as the most

important and ch'iricten-'tic void's of JesuR on record for

determining His thought regarding Himself (Z>p$ Wes&n, dt*

Chn$i6ntums, p. 81).
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heaven, and it is a strong measure to assume that
in cherishing this hope, by which the NT is in-

spired from "beginning to end, the early Church
was completely misapprehending the Master. He
must have said something when we consider the

intensity of the Apostolic hope, surely we may say
He must have said much to create and sustain

an expectation so keen But theie are considera-

tions we must keep in mind if we would do justice
to all the facts. (1) The final triumph of His cause,
which was the cause of God and His kingdom, was
not for Jesus an item in a list of dogmas, "but a

living personal faith and hope ;
in this sense it has

the authority of His personality behind it It was
as sure to Him as His own being that the cause
for which He stood in the world would triumph ;

and it is as sure for everyone who believes in

Him. (2) He Himself, with all this assurance of

faith, explicitly declares His ignorance of the day
and hour at which the final triumph comes. He
longed for it intensely ;

He felt that it was urgent
that it should come ;

and urgency, when expressed
in terms of time, means imminence

;
but the dis-

claimer of knowledge remains. The one thing cer-

tain is that He spoke of the time as uncertain, as

sometimes sooner than men would expect, and
sometimes later : the moral attitude required being
always that of .'

'
' '

'"Brace, Kingdom of Gfod,

p. 278 ff. j Wen /
. of Jesus, i. p. 127). (8)

When Jesus bodied forth this hope of the future

triumph of His cause, and of His own glorious com-

ing, He did it in language borrowed mainly from
the OT apocalypse, the Book of Daniel. It would
be hard to say that the Apostles completely mis-
understood Him when He did so, but it is hard
for anyone in using such language to say what is

literal in it and what has to be spiritualized. No
one in reading Dn 7 takes the four great beasts,
and the sea out of which they rise, literally ; why,
then, must we be compelled to take the human
form and the clouds of heaven, literally ? The
Book of Acts (2

16-21
) sees in the experience of the

Church at Pentecost the fulfilment of a prophecy
in Joel (2

30
) which speaks of l blood and fire and

vapour of smoke, of the sun turning into dark-
ness and the moon into blood,' though no such

I'luMiomviii ai\..alV accompanied the gift of the

>] irt M,i\ M,V i lodern Christians, and even the
(.,'i"\ luiioxii-s, lia.e taken poetic expressions of

the "living hope of Jesus more p'.^au'filV than
He meant them ? (4) We must allow lor the pos-

sibility that in the reports of Jesus' words which
\\, p -^i^, the reporters may sometimes have
nlhtxi 1

'! i!n k hopes kindled in their own hearts

by Jesus to give a turn or a colour, quite in-

voluntarily, to what they tell us. They might not
be able to distinguish precisely between the hopes
they owed to Him and the very words in which
He had declared His own assurance of victory.
And finally (5), we must remember that in a

spiritual sense the prophecies of Jesus have been
fulfilled. He came again in power. He came in
the resurrection, and He came at Pentecost. He
filled Jerusalem with His presence in the early
days of the Church as He had never done while
He lived on earth ; from the very hour when they
condemned Him (Mt 26B4

) it was possible for His

judges to be conscious of His exaltation and of His
corning in power. It may be that in all prophecy,
even in the prophecy of Jesus, there is the element
which we can call illusive, without having to call

it delusive. To be intelligible, it must speak the

language of the 'age, but it is going to be fulfilled

in another age, the realities and experiences of
which transcend the rniuiojMioii* ami the speech
of the present. Even ir iln*. bi> .-0, it does not
shake our faith in Jesus and His authority. The
truth which is incarnate in His person is the truth

of the finaland who will not sometimes say the

speedy ? triumph of His cause. We may mis-

conceive the mode of it, even when we try to guide
ourselves by His words

, but the important thing
is not the mode but the tact, and of that we aie as

sure as we are sure of Him.

(c) Besides the authority which He exercised in

establishing His ascendency over men, and that

which we recognize m Him as the Truth, we may
i"

1

- -i, -*i
'

'lough it is bat part of His revelation
I t

,
the gracious authority exercised by

Chnst m forgiving sins. That He did forgive sins

is not to be doubted. The narrative in Mk 2 1-12

makes this clear. Jesus no more declared that the

paialytic's sins were forgiven than He declared
that he was not lame the meaning of the whole
incident is that His woid conferred with equal
power the gift of pardon and the gift of bodily

strength. The one miracle of t\ 1< i

' l who
forgiveth all thine iniquities, v\ > .

'

.1 ,,ll thy
diseases ' reaches through the whole of human
nature, and Jesus has authority to perform it all.

It is in this sense that we must interpret passages
like Lk 74

"
1* 2343 as well as Mk 217

,
Lk 15, and

ultimately Mt 18 and Jn 2028
. There is not any-

thing to be said of this authority but that it must
vindicate itself. No one can believe that Jesus
has authority to forgive sins except the man who
through Jesus has had the experience of forgive-
ness. The Divine love that dwelt in Jesus, that
received sinners and ato with them, that spent
itself to seek and save the lost, that saw what was
of God in men and touched it : that Divine love
made forgiveness not only credible to sinners, but
real. It entered into their hearts with God's own
authority, and in penitent faith and love the
Burden passed from their consciences and they
were born again. When He was challenged by
the scribes, Jesus appealed to the physical miracle,
which was I -1 -p ,i il-'i in support of the spiritual

one, which la\ !>
-

-i l the reach of sense; but it

was only the scribes, not the forgiven man, who
needed this seal of His authority to pardon.
Those whom He forgave had the witness in them-
selves, and ultimately there can be no other. The
authority which Jesus exercised in this gracious
sense He extended to His disciples alike during
their brief mission while He was on earth (Mk 3*5

67-113
), and in view of their wider calling when He

was exalted (Mt IS*8 , Jn 202
8).

Some light is thrown upon the authority of
Jesus if we consider the occasions on which it was
challenged, and the way in which Jesus met them.

(a)
It was tacitly challenged wherever men were

6 onended ' in Him. To be offended (ffKavSaKlfrffdaC)
is to stumble at His claims, to find something in
Him which one cannot get over and which is in-

compatible with absolute surrender to Him ;
it is

to deny His right to impose upon men the conse-

quences (persecuti > .
|

o-i , < -., n death) which
maybe involved r\ ;.' !(, : II

1 - authority (see
Mt 116 1321.m 1512 .

| j,; i -,
,
,- 1

1 ,. GosDels here
add nothing to Mt.). Sometime JCMI- TM< ; rlu-,

tacit challenge by pointing to the general charac-
ter of His work as vindicating His claims. This
is what He does m the case of John the Baptist
(Mt II2*6). Whether we read this passage 'the
blind receive their sight, the lame walk,' etc. in
the physical or the spiritual sense, the works in

question are the signs that God's Anointed has
come, and it can only mean loss and ruin to men
if they fail to see and to acknowledge Him as
what He is. Sometimes, again, Jesus encountered
those who were * offended* in Him with a sever-

ity amounting to scorn. When the Pharisees
'stumbled 1 because His word about things that

dp and do not defile cut straight across their tra-

ditional prejudices, He did nothing to conciliate
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uliem. ' Every plant that my heavenly Father
hath not planted shall be rooted up. Let them
alone. They are blind guides of blind men. And
if the blind man leads the blind, both shall fall

into the ditch '

(Mt 16 IS f
) . In reality the ' offence '

in this case meant that sham holiness would not

acknowledge tine
;
and in this situation it can

only be war a V outranw. As a rule, however,
Jesus only speaks of men being orfended, or

offended in Hun, by way of wainmg ,
and He

assumes that to the solemn tones ot His warning
conscience will respond. His authority is inherent
in Himself and His actions, and cannot with a

good conscience be lepudiated by any one who
aees what He is This is the tone of Mt IS21 2410

20*1
. %

(/3) It is a more explicit challenge of His authority
when Jesus is asked to show a vSign, or a sign from
heaven (Mt 1238f 16"

,
Lk 288

, Jn 0*')- Tlus was the
recurrence of the temptation of the pinnacle, and
Jesus consistently rejected it He never consented

(not even in the caoe of
J ' '

'

of Mk 21-9
,

see above) to present the .
. evidence for

the spiritual. The proof ot the authority with
which He spoke did not lie outside of His word, m
something which could be attached to it, but in

the word itself
;

if it was not self-attesting, nothing
else could attest it. This is put with peculiar force
in the Fourth Gospel. It is true that an evidential

value is recognized in the miracles, but it is only
by an afterthought, or as a second best :

'

though
ye believe not me, believe the works '

(Jn 1038
) ,

' believe that I am in the Father and the Father
in me

;
or else, believe for the very works' sake '

(14
11

). The mam line of thought is that which

deprecates faith based on signs and wonders (4
48

).

When the multitudes ask,
* What sign doest thou

then ? our fathers did eat the manna m the wilder-

ness,
1 the answer of Jesus virtually is,

c / am the

bread of life. ... He that eateth me shall lite by
me . . . the words that I speak unto you are

spirit and are life
'

(Jn O30**
) In other words, the

authority of Jesus does not depend upon any ex-

ternal credentials
j

it is involved in what He is,

and must be immediately apprehended and re-

sponded to by the soul. What enables men to re-

cognize Jesus as what He is, and so to acknowledge
His authority. ; "!

'

:> the representation
of the central' , i .' (chs 6-10), a need
in their natur< - - He can supply. If

we wish to be sure that He is the Christ, the King
in the Kingdom of God, the way to certainty is not
to pro\e that He was born at Bethlehem of the
seed of David (7

42
),

nor that He came into the
world mysteriously (7

27
), nor that He has done

many miracles (7
31

) : it is to see in Him the living
bread (ch. 6), the living water (ch 4 and 7s7), the

light of the world (chs. 8 and 9), .

"

G > 1 >"i-
'

I

(ch. 10), the Giver of Life (chs. ', ; <i I
> \ I -<'

are ideas or experiences which are relative to

universal human needs, and therefore they are

universally intelligible ; every one who knows what
it is to be hungry, thirsty, forlorn, in. the dark,

dead, knows how to appiecinto Jesus
,
and apait

from these experiences no clevemoss in applying
prophetic or otlici theological siffin to Him is oi

any value. All this is sir icily relevant, for it is

through experiences in whichVe "become debtors
to Jesus for meat and drink, for light and life,

that we become conscious of what His authority
means.

(7) Once, at least, the authority of Jesus was

challenged m a quasi-legal fashion. When He
drove the traders from the Temple, the chief

priests and the elders ot the people came to Him,
saying 'By what amlioury cloest frhnn these

things, and who gave ihee this authority?' (Mt
212S

', Mk ll*, Lk 20*ff). Formally, by His

counter question about the Baptist, Jesus only
silences His adversaries

,
but more than this is

meant. If, He u.:!.p-K (Ley had been true to the
earlier messengc i or d -I, they would have had
no difficulty about His claims If they had re-

pented at John's summons, and been right with
God, then to their simple and humble hearts Jesus'

action^
would have vindicated itself

;
as it is, to

their iiibincere souls He has no advance to make
The ambassador ot an earthly king has creden-
tials external to his person and his message, but
not the ambassador in whom God Himself visits
His people. His actions like His words speak for
themselves. Tliiuiiulu u. the Fourth Gospel it is

an affinity of sp-iii \\nli -Jesus on which the recog-
nition of His authority depends. It is those who
are of God (Jn 847), of the truth (18

s7
), those who aie

His sheep (lO
4*- 2G

), who hear His voice those who
are not of God, especially the insincere, who seek
honour from one another (5

44
), are inevitably

offended m Him.
2 Thus far we have considered the authority of

Christ as it was exercised, acknowledged, or de-
clined duimg His life on earth. But the NT
exhibits much more than this It is not merely
as historical, but as exalted, that Christ exercises

authority in the Church, In all its aspects the

authonty which we have studied in the Gospels
reappears in the Epistles It is perpetuated in the
Christian society in an effective, it somewhat unde-
finable way.
What strikes one first m the NT literature,

apart from the Gospels, is the almost complete
absence of literal appeal to Jesus. The Apostles,
whatever be th< \

"

do not, except on
rare occasions, . \ "d. It is true that
when they do so. His woid is regarded as decisive

in a sense in which even the word of an apostle is

not (ci 1 Co 7 10 with vv.^. 25
*). It is true also

that passages likelio 12. 13, and much in the Epistle
of James, could only have been written (in all

,- li-.VJfr) by men who not only had the Spirit
> <

!

!-., but whose minds were full of echoes of

His words. Nevertheless the fact remains that

Jesus is hardly appealed to formally as an autho-

rity in the NT writings. There could be no more
striking proof of the fact that Christianity was
ji'^-u

1

:-<ad from the first as a free and spiritual

religion to which everything statutory was alien.

Not even the word of Jesus had legal character for

it. What Jesus sought and found in His disciples
was a spiritual remembrance of Himself. His
words were preserved not in a phonograph, or in a

stenographic report, but in the impression they

made, in the insight they gave, in the thoughts
and experiences they produced in the lives of

living men They were perpetuated not merely
\'\ 1, _, put on record, but still more by being
, n *

'

i :. Now to preach is not only to report,
but to apply; 1 i* , :" r :

i f the word of

Christ to new <.'<" 'M^.i. 1 '-.. -,
!,>

and uncon-

sciously brings with it a certain or rather an

uncertain amount of interpretation, of bringing
out the point, of emphasis on this or that which
at the moment demands it What we wish to

know is whether the men. whose ministry perpet-
uated the word of Christ, and perpetuated it in

this free and spiritual fashion, had the qualifica-

tions demanded by their task. Could Christ so fit

them for their ministry that they should be under
no legal constraint, and yet should never be unfaith-

ful to His meaning, or misieprescnt Him or His
work? In other woids, could He in any sense

transmit His authority to His witnesses, so that it

should be felt in them as m Him ?

The answer of the NT is in the affirmative, and
it is not too much to say that the NT as a whole
is the proof that this answer ifj right.

* We have
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the mind of Christ,' says St. Paul (1 Co 216
), and

again (m 2 Co 13s
) ,

'Ye seek a proof of Christ

speaking m me ' a proof which he is quite ready
to give. He was conscious that in the discharge
of his Apostolic ministry he was not alone : Christ
was in him pleading His own cause. Of course
the authority of Qhnst in this case cannot be other
than we have already seen it to be in the earthly
life of Christ Its range is the same, and its re-

cognition is conditioned in the same way. The
Apostle is no more bound literally to reproduce
Jesus than Jesus is bound literally to reproduce
Himself. He is no more bound than Jesus is to

prove the truth of his message by credentials ex-
ternal to it. He no more hesitates than Jesus
does to trace the rejection of his message, the
refusal to call Jesus Lord, to a want of moral

affinity with Jesus which is the final definition of

sin. ; If our gospel is veiled, it is veiled m them
that are perishing, in whom the god of this world
hath blinded the minds of the unbelieving

'

(2 Co
48f

-). It is not possible to say beforehand, on
the basis of any doctrine of inspiration, whether
there are elements m the Apostolic writings, and
if so what, which have no authority for us.

Nothing in them has legal or statutory authority,
and spiritual authority must be trusted to win for

itself the recognition which is its due. There is

something to be said for the distinction that while
the testimony of the Apostles to Jesus a testi-

mony resting on their experience of what He was
and of what He had done for them is perennially
authoritative, the theology of the Apostles a

theology conditioned by the intellectual environ-
ment in which they lived and to which they had
to vindicate their message has only a transient

importance. The difficulty is just to draw the
i] HI nun ion between testimony and theology; as a
matter of fact, the two things

:
i

j
:,, *

NT, and there is a point at v i i i ! - -

disappears. To insist upon it as if it were absolute
is really to : - -1 !,j rn into Christianity (under
the form o the Apostolic testimony) that legal or

statutory or dogmatic element from which Jesus
set all religion free. It is better to read the

Apostles as men through whose minds Christ

pleads His own cause m the Spirit. The minds
may be iijoie or less adequate instruments for His

service; they may be more adequate m some rela-

tions, and less so m others
;
but they are indi-

visible, and it is not helpful in the long run to
introduce into them the schism of testimony and
theology. We must let them tell upon us in their

integrity, and acknowledge their authority when-
ever it proves irresistible. (More detailed con-
sideration of this point will be found in the article

on PKIZACHTSG- CHBIST.)
The part of the NT which raises in the acutest

form the question of the authority of Christ or

perhaps we should say here of His Apostle is the
Fourth Gospel. It is pnoJI'

"
l iir<d among

scholars that the style i I <! - .> in that

Gospel is due to the author, not to the speakers.
Every one speaks in the same style John the
TCi i* . J *,!- the Evangelist himself. Tho words
"i .'i 'i i- ill the history (Jesus, for example, in

the first part of ch. 3, and the Baptist in the latter

part) pass over insensibly into words of the his-

torian. The first person plural is used by Jesus

(e.g. 311 9*) where it is tempting to say that it is

the Christian consciousness which is expressed, the
common mind of the Church which owes its being
to Him. Further, Jesus says things about Himself
in the Fourth Gospel to which there is no parallel
in the other three. He speaks plainly of His pre-
exmence, of the glorv which He had with the
Father before the world was, of an eternal being
which was His before Abraham was born; He

makes Himself the content and the subject of II is

teaching
4 1 am the bread ot life, the light of the

,

world, the resurrection and the life
'

;
He identifies

Himselt in a mysterious way with the redeeming
purpose and power of God ' I and the Father are

one,'
; He that hath seen me hath seen the Father. 1

It may be difficult for the histonan, on purely his-

torical grounds, to prove that Jesus uttered all the
words thus ascribed to Him, and if the difficulty

presses, the authority of the words may seem to

disappear. But is this really so? May not the
Fourth Gospel itself be the fulfilment of one of the
words in question

' I have many things to say unto

you, but ye cannot bear them now. But when he
is come, the Spirit of truth, he shall guide you into

all the truth . for he shall not speak rom himself,
but whatsoever things he shall hear, these shall

he speak ... He shall take of mine, and shall

announce it to you
'

(Jn 1612f
) . These words would

not be satisfied by a merely literal reproduction of
what Jesus had uttered : they imply that with the

gift of the Spirit will come a profounder insight into

all that He had meant, and ability to render a more
adequate testimony to the truth embodied in Han.
Twice m the C-^pil (2*- 12

*>)
the writer tells us

expressly that i\ii< i J< -,!^\\ji^ glorified the disciples
remembered incidents in His career and saw a

meaning in them unnoticed at the time
; and this

principle may well reach further. When Jesus
fed the multitudes, He did not, so far as the Syn-
optics record, say anything to explain His act

,
all

they were conscious of was that He had com-
passion on their hunger. But the Spirit-taught
Apostle, long afterwards, saw what He meant, and
felt that if they had only had ears to hear as the
bread passed from hand to hand, they would have

caught the voice of Jesus 4 1 am the bread of life.'

So when He opened the eyes of the blind, what
He meant was,

; I am the light of the world '

;
and

when He raised the dead,
' I am the resurrection

and the life.' If John did not hear Him say so at

the moment, he heard Him afterwards, and the

authority of the words need not be less though we
have to think of them as spoken, not by the his-

torical Christ in Galilee or Judsea, but by the
exalted Christ through His Spirit m the soul of

the beloved disciple. They would be in this case
a sublime illustration of what St. Paul calls

'Christ speaking in me.' The peculiarity that

they are put into the lips of Jesus Himself, in
connexion with definite scenes and incidents in
His earthly life, was possibly quite intelligible to
those who first read the Go^ptl ; rhev knew that
it was a spiritual Gospel, and that it was never
intended to be taken as a literal record of Jesus*

discourses, but as an inspired Interpretation of all

that He was and did. Read in this light, it has
its authority in itself, as the other NT books have,
and as Jesus Himself had when He spoke with
men face to face ;

and it is an authority, as ex-

perience pi.)\e*, nor, less potent than that which is

claimed Jind wielded by Christ in any other of
His witnesses. If we compare it with the other

Gospels, which have in a higher degree the char-
acter of literal transcripts of word and deed, we
may even say that it is a fulfilment of the words
found in the lips of Jesus in 1412 * He that be-
lieveth on me, the works that I do shall he also
do: and greater works than these shall he do;
because I go to the Father.* Faith in Jesus has
never achieved anything surpassing the witness
the true witness of this Gospel to the Son of

God. The final and supremely authoritative test!* I

mony to Jesus- is no doubt that which ]s given in

His being and in His work m the woild
,
but so

dull of eye and slow of heart were the disciples,
that had 'lie put nil the import of this into words

they could not nave taken it in. What He could
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not say on earth, however, He was able to say by
His Spirit from heaven

;
and when that one ot the

disciples who was able to heai puts what he has
heard into the Master's lips, he is only giving Hun
His own. The authority of the word of Je^us

here, as everywhere in the NT, lies in itself, and
in the fact which it interprets. It is an authority
which has never failed to win recognition, and it

may be said of it with emphasis,
'

Eveiy one that
is of the truth heareth this voice.'
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JAMES DENNBT.
AUTHORITY IN RELIGION. 1. Various conno-

tations of the word *

authority
' The familiar dis-

tinction between legislative, judicial, and executive

authority is one that is not only convenient, but
rational and necessary. These several kinds of

authority differ in their respective sources and
ayjjroiJiwK modes of expression, and may differ also

ui'their respective lepo&uoiies. Again, authority
may be original or delegated. The latter, more-
over, while on a different plane, is not one whit
less real than the former. And, passing by other
uses of the word, it will be found that the idea

lying at the heart of them all is that of a right on
the part of somebody to submission of some sort

and in some decree on the part of somebody else

In other \\urcK cho use of the term 'authority*
implies the existence of an ethical standard. We
shall not, therefore, have reached the ultimate

authority along any line until we have arrived at
this ultimate standard of right, by which the reality
of all other authorities is tested. To avoid con-

fusion, then, in considering Christ's teachings re-

garding authority in religion, we shall have at

every step to take account of the particular kind
of authority then being dealt with.

2. Christ's conception of religion. That Christ's

conception of religion must have conditioned and
shaped His teachings upon authority in religion is

too obvious to be questioned. Hence we must at

least glance at His conception of religion ;
but as

this subject is itself a large one, we can at most

merely glance at it. Our Lord, of course, has no-
where given us a formal definition of religion, nor
has He anywhere formally discussed its nature.
At the same time, few, we presume, will affirm

that Christ has left us wholly at sea upon such a
point. By common consent, religion is a term of
relation. For present purposes we may, without
"unwarrantable assumption, say that the terms of
this relation are God and man Further, without
undue assumption, we may add that true religion
and right relation between God and man are

equivalent expressions. Our present question,

then, resolves itself into this, What, according to

Christ, are the essentials of right relation between
God and man ?

Now, for answering this question, three state-

ments of our Lord seem to the writer to be of

fundamental importance. (1) The fiist of these

occurs in His high priestly piayer. 'This,' says
He,

*
is eternal life, that "they "should know thee

the only true God, and him whom thou didst send,
even Jesus Christ' (Jn 173

) Here the last clause

may be an epexegetical addition of the Evangelist
himself. With this statement naturally associate

themselves, among others, those in Jii 1010 35
,
Mt

1 127. Now , certainly no one will even for a moment
suppose that our Lord here lends any countenance
to anything that can properly be called intel-

leotualisnu And yet it would be violent exegesis
JacteujdhtJiAt .ewdwatxMl.4rpja JE&s, wgjid&tt^Wp*
that Tight relations to God rnvariaKy iaopifo* and

ground thenibelves on, right conceptions of God.
On any othei view, \\hat would be the propriety
of the pronoun 'thee,' winch certainly singles out
from all other possible individuals or entitles Him
in the kno\\U't!jfL' of whom Chiist declares that
4 eternal hie coiibists ? It right conceptions of God
are not essential to right i elation between God and
man, where, again, would be the propnety of the
words 'the only true,' and the emphasis evidently
centred upon them ? (cf. also Mt II27

)

(2) A second passage of fundamental
" "

-

<

for Christ's conception of religion is M .'

1228fE ' Thou shaft love the Lord thy God, etc.

Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyseli, etc,

On these two commandments hangeth the whole
law and the prophets.' But that, accoidmg to the

teaching ot Christ, there is an emotional element
in religion, is so generally recognized that it would
be superfluous to multiply reterences, especially
in such an incidental tieatment of the subject as
the present.

(3) The third passage that may be regarded as
fundamental for our Lord's conception ot religion
is Mt 721 'Not every one that saith unto me,
Lord, Lord, fahall enter into the kingdom of heaven ;

but he that doeth the will of my Father which is

in heaven '

This, like the last passage cited, is

typical. It represents a gioup of statements that
need not be reproduced heie.

While, therefore, the liist of these three great
passages implicates man's understanding in le-

ligion, and the second his emotions, this last

implicates his will, as *i<
"

'- his conduct and

finding its legitimate expression through it.

What may be called, then, a qualitative analysis
of Christ's conception of icl-^ion reveals the 'act,
that it contains this cri^ny or elements bound
together in the indissoluble unity of the rational

soul. Were any of them totally lacking, there
would be no real religion. On the other hand,
the necessary interrelation and interaction between
them are recognized by Christ in such declarations

as,
* If any man willeth to do his will, he shall

know of the Tvn< il uni: uhether it be of God, or
whether I speak from uiy-oif

'

(Jn 717) j

' How can

ye believe which receive' glory one of another, and
the glory that cometh from the only God ye seek
not? (Jn S44) ;

l While ye have the light, believe

on the light, that ye may become sons of light*

(Jn 12s6). Such is the essential unity of the soul,
that it cannot experience depravation in one of its

functions without all of the others being more or

less affected thereby.

While, however, we can with a measure both of

ease and of certainty make what we have ventured
to call a qualitative analysis of Christ's conception
of religion, it would not be so easy to arrive at

,a quantitative analysis of it, and say just how
much knowledge, how much emotion, and how
much volitional activity must be present in order

to the existence in the soul of any real religion.

Indeed, it is hard to conceive of Christ as elaborat-

ing any views upon such a subject. We may re-

frain, then, from pressing our investigation into

what would only be a region of arid and empty
speculation. It is enough, if it has been shown that

Christ's conception of religion recognizes the essen-

tial unity of the soul, and involves its right rela-

tion to God in all its several powers or functions.

To this conception His teachings regarding author-

ity in religion will be found to conform. See^

further, art. RELIGION.
1 CHEIST'S TEACHI-STG AS TO THE ULTIMATE
TATOABD OF BIGHT AND THE ULTIMATE SOURCE
6? BIGHTS. Obviously we need not expect to find

Christ, dealing with the ultimate standard of right

under t&e forms of Western dialectics, ,or in the

abstract terms of philosophy. At die same time,
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we need not despair of obtaining some i
1

i

' '

\ \' >

His mind even upon this '
, i J

"

n Foi 01 o i ! N, .

His mode of addressing II. I , , KM is significant.

Especially is it so when we take into account
the circumstances under which it was employed.
'

Holy Father/ He says in His intercessory prayer ;

and again, *O righteous Father.
3

Now, under the

circumstances, this 1: sun.ijje i-* more, far more,
than the ascription to 1 1 1- I M i>oi of the possession,
of the qualities expressed by the words '

holy
' and

'righteous/ For we mus
' ' '

'hat Christ's

intercessory prayer was , , very crisis

of His career. We cannot pretend to fathom the

experiences of His soul in that hour. The prayer
itself, however, as recorded in Jn 17, is tense with
the emotions that wrought in our Lord's soul as
He poured it foifch. He was, so to speak, getting
His footing as the floods of great waters gathered
around Him in their mysterious energy. And the
bed-rock upon which He plants Himself is one lying

put of sight so far as the vi- Llo
|-i

o\ jYt m o of God
is concerned. He assures Nim^li 01 u- existence
as a reality by turning away from what is taking
place under the providence of God, and fixing His
mind upon the nature of God. God's nature is

His voucher for the righteousness of the course of
Co.r

|
r<i\ J.M-M towards Himself. In the time of

.<*,< 'i,, v.; upon Him, He fixes His eye upon
God's holiness and righteousness as His sole but
sufficient !>n:uu 11(00 for the existence of the quali-
ties for -\\ Inch rln'-o words stand.

But, further, that Christ found the ultimate
standard of right in God's nature as expressed
through God's will, is clear also from such state-

ments as these: *Kow is my soul troubled; and
what shall I say ? Father, save me from this hour ?

but for this cause came I unto this hour. Father,
glorify thy name

'

(Jn 12271
-). Here, it will be seen,

our Lord places Himself absolutely at the disposal
of thepivme will. But thiswould have been sheer
moral insanity, unless God's nature contained the
final norm if i ip *n 011-110-1. And this language is

by no mea'i^ < \u pn-'iiiJ ; for, as all know, the

Gospel of Jol-n j |MIUI>!- u ith expressions of Christ

making the will of God the standard to which
everything is to be referred (e.g. 4s4 530 G38

*-). Nor
is the case different when we turn to the Synoptics
(cf. Mt S^e10 II251

-, Lk 22*>). All these passages
and others leave no room to doubt that Christ
l ji iij" ii

_

dun one nature of God, as finding expres-
!' ii i in -null His will, is the ultimate standard of

right.
And as, for Christ, God's nature is the ultimate

norm of right, so for Him God's will is the fountain
and source of all particular rights. Wherever there
exists a right upon the part of anybody to sub-
mission of any kind or degree from anybody else,
such right exists in virtue of God's ordering, and
is delimited by God's will. These t-latomenU, it

seems to us, are involved in the pa^sajrcs alieady
cited. All authority, in of her Moitl.-, i^ -imply
avthor-ity writ short and dilfoioutly pioiioiincou.A free creature, like man, may be, in a hunted
sense, an original source of power, but never of

rights. His rights are all derived from, and bear the
stamp of, the author of his being. Not only the

primary and all-comprehending dependence, but
all subordinate dependences and interdependences
ground themselves ultimately on the relation that
subsists between the Creator, as Creators and the
creature, as creature.

ii. LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY IN &ELIGICW. 1.

Term defined. What we have called legislative
authority ib concerned primarily with duty Its

prescriptions, while mediated, at least so far as the

knowledge of them goes, through the understand-

ing, terminate upon the conscience and the will. It

is the right to require or to forbid. It is the right

to establish relations and define the duties or the

i

'" "*
r
AV "* "'

g to them. It is the first and
:

i
, I form of authority, cleaving

closest to the etymological and logical sense of

the word, which as already noted is simply author-

ity. Legislative authority is really or approxi-
mately a creative function. In the case of God,
of course, it is really creative. Behind it lies only
the Divine nature, which alone conditions and

regulates its exercise. From it arise all the re-

lations of the creature to the Creator, and to his

fellow - creatures, with the duties and the privi*

leges that inhere in them, or that, in the wisdom
of God, are, from time to time and under the par-
ticular circumstances, attached to them.
Now, according to our Lord's

teaching,
all legis-

lative authority in religion vests exclusively in

God. He represents God as in the most absolute
sense * Lord of the conscience/ To Him it belongs
to say, *Thou shalt,' and to Him also to say,
'Thou shalt not.' As He has determined the re-

lations between Himselfand His creatures (
'

Father,
Lord of heaven and earth,' Mt II25 ; cf. also 194),
it is for Him to define the duties emerging from
those relations.

2 If, now, we pass to CIu i -i"- 1 oaolim;j n^ to how
this legislative authority belonging e\Hu,-ueh to
God comes to expression, we find-(l) TJUat*our
Lord is wholly silent as to the manifestation of

God's
' V '

authority in what we call *the
laws using this phrase so as to include
not only the laws of matter, but of mind as well,
and also so as to include what St. Paul calls

c the
law written in the heart/ For instance, nowhere

F"
*

r advert to * the ordinance of heaven'
vj ta * v* , - u - 3S83) as an expression of the Divine
will , nowhere does He refer His hearers to the
constitution of their own nature, physical, mental,
or moral, as embodying an expression of the Divine
will regarding this or that. There is, it may be,
the glimmer of such a reference in IKI--UO like
Jn 1017ff

-, Mt lO29*, but it is at mo-i a glimmci,
and need not detain us

(2) But that the legislative authority of God is

exercised mediately as well as immediately is also

taught by Christ, (a) Tl i u -> tit <r

,

jirwyrfi
vcportions

of the OT, though mediated by
' Mobcs and the

prophets,
9

are
really

' the commandments of God.'
Moses and the prophets, quoad this matter, are, so
to speak, merely the heralds of the * Great King,'
or, to borrow an OT account of the relation be-
tween the prophet and God, the former is the
'mouth 1

of the latter (Ex 416, cf. 7 1
). And so,

while * Moses said, Honour thy father and thy
mother' (Mk 710

), this is still for Christ 'the com-
mandment of God.' Further, that *the law of
Moses ' was for Him the law of God appears from
the fact that, when He was Himself tempted, and
had to choose between two courses, -what was
written in Deuteronomy prescribed for Him the
path of duty (Mt 44-'-i-i1

). In the parable of
Dives and Lazarus, our Lord puts these very sig-
nificant words into the mouth of Abraham, *They
have Moses and the prophets ; let them hear
them' (Lk 1629). The law in NU 289- 10

(or per-
haps in 1 Ch 9s2), according to which c the priests
in the temple profane

'

(ironical thrust at His ad-
versaries)

* the Sabbath and are guiltless
'

(Mt 125),
was for Christ determinative of duty and of privi-
lege. Indeed, He virtually puts it upon the same
plane for authority as the primary intuition and
verdict of conscience, namely, that *

it is lawful to
do good on the Sabbath day

'

(Mt 12la). Further,
Christ's summaries of * the law and the prophets

'

(Mt 713 2287ft ) bear impressive testimony to the
fact that He regarded the whole preceptive por-
tion of the OT as an expression of the will of (Jod.
* Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you.
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even so do ye also unto them,' is, according to
our Lord, but a just summary of * the law and
the prophets' in terms that may be appreciated
by the moral sense of all men. He teaches that
the whole OT, so far as it has to do with duty
towards man, is but an unfolding, in relation to

this or that set of circumstances, of the * Golden
Rule,' whose Divine origin and authority are self-

(

n ' r Mk 1228ff
-).

/ \\ Christ represents the Apostles also
as organs through whom God exercises His legis-
lative authority is, perhaps, not quite so clear.

Doubtless they were. But even passages such as
Mt 1030 1618, Jn 2023 1613 may refer to a grant of

judicial rather than of strictly legislative authority.
The authority conferred in tho-o j-n <"i., - i- in-

deed, large and i

""
,

'

, 110111- or IM< in necc^-

sarily implies tl ; \' < '< were to be organs
through whom God would make substantive addi-
tions to the commands laid upon the human con-
science. Nor has the writer been able to satisfy
himself that Christ anywhere uses of them lan-

guage either demanding, or even susceptible of

such an interpretation. In other words, while he
thinks it unquestionable that the Apostles were
media through whom God exercised His legislative

authority, he is of opinion that we have to go
outside of the Gospels for the evidence of this

fact.

(c) "With Christ Himself, however, the case is

different. No doubt much of tlio anlliority we
find Him using in the Gospels is jmnuiil mid not

legislative. At the same time, intermingled with
His judicial expositions of the law of God, we hear
Him lay His own commands upon the conscience.

Not only does He declare what is the Law, and
what its meaning (see above), but He enunciates

many specific precepts that stand related to His

comprehensive summaries very much as the
statutes of the land stand related to its constitu-

tion.

'Lay r

6i9ff);
<

> n -"' in .- r -. up i < ith,' etc. (Mt
HI- i

1 " neither cast

your pea 1 <" '-
', < iM . ), I * our enemies,

do good to them llal li.Jo joj
'

< i (Ik <>-) ;

' K< jw M \
>, .i-.d

'heheve in the go-pi 1' (M!i J-)- w II -.r\<' as samples. Very
significant for Christ's claims to be a special organ of the legis-
lative authority of the Godhead is such a statement as,

* The
Son of man is L( i<l of Hie *=\ >Vi'h 01"' 1""' , "1 i s i-i" -'>

this other, 'Ye cn'l UK T aoh< r a-ul LoH J l
' '- *< I ; for

so I am* (Jn 1313). in both these instinc - i <
'' .r r n

Christ asserts for Himself an am horn v going beyond any that
can with propneiy Ix* considered as merely judicial. The
1 Lord '

i- a pri
v cr of la\\ , not simply its interpreter. The same

conclusion follows even more stringently, perhaps, when our
Lord says, *I and the Father are one,

1

therein, as the Jews
aiP.rinid. .LIU! Tft TTiii)M.1i<li'l noi deny, 'nihliinir hnrself (!hv-
H If) < <)-m! vnih Ood (Jn I 1

)-*', 'i. 1Q33, Ml 1 1
* '*"' noio i no word

' xok( ) And, fmali\, hen. vu inustnot overlook. M' J**""" 'All

aurlior - j'-ii- <> in i iisur^ r"l < cat ''/vhioli cer-

tainly -
. < - i I .-in < '!.

|
n in M ," M, i include the

author > \r\ 'II'K InUi (> i'ii ((r-n'-i'i 1

"-lie preceding
article.

(3) But to say that Christ teaches that all legis-
lative authority in religion vests exclusively in

God, is hardly to put the case either as
fully

or as

strongly as it needs to be put. foi not onl\ <1oo-

our Lord represent God cts
( Lor*/ <! th** c*>n ^'/ n<* /

but with c<)iial emphasis and grM i c\|li<'niic-- lie

teaches that t God alone is Lord ot the conscience,
and hath left it free from the doctrines and com-
mandments of men which are in anything contrary
to His word, or beside it in matters of religious
truth and duty. (For the purposes of this article
* His word ' here may be taken quite broadly for

any form in which God has made His will known).

This explains His word at the baptism, when the Baptist
' would have hindered him/ and He said,

' Suffer it now : for

thus it becometh us to fulfil all righteousness' (Mt 3*6) So

eaymg, He denies to the human reason the prerogative, by
annulling or setting them aside, to pass judgment upon the

propriety or the expediency of Divine prescriptions. Recog-
nizing what is praiseworthym the spirit of the Baptist, He at

the same time sets the seal c" TT - ,* - r* ," i. *on all

man-devised,substitutions for, < i o r.. , |, i ( or^,
nances. These are all either a^ <-

e
.-, i

' -
on, or well

meant but real usurpations of _ ; !),- pertaining
exclusively to God. The same view finds yet more palpable
and pungent expression m His rebuke to the Pharisees (Mk
?6ff ) And, as is well known, it was His resistance in word and
deed to the traditions of the elders regarding the Sabbath
these being 'beside' God's word that earned for Him, with
the Pharisees, the odium of being Himself a Sabbath-breaker
(Jn 5, Mt 12, Mk 3)

Indeed, at the l>o<annmj of His Galilsean ministry,
our Lord is careful to disclaim, even for Himself,
either purpose or authority to disannul any of
God's commandments. ' Think not,' said He,
'that I am come to destroy the law or the pro-
phets : I came not to destroy, but to fulfil

'

(Mt
517

). See, further, article COMMANDMENT, below.
Thus He, as it were, Jinti- ijuuot

1

and forestalled

the malice of His o\\r. .Mi'J tli- mistaken zeal

of a later day. The former made it a charge
against Him that He taught contrary to Moses
and the prophets ; and the latter, strangely enough,
has supposed that it honours Him by affirming the
same. And, lofty^

as were the claims that He made
for Himself, Christ still impressed it upon His
hearers that He not only did not assume to lay
upon them anything contrary to God's revealed
will but that He taught, and could teach nothing
that was ' beside

' that will (Jn 530, cf. 519 828f
*).

And that nothing
*

contrary to or beside
' the

Scriptures correctly interpreted was to be toler-

ated, is abundantly evident from the finality
attached to them in all Christ's appeals to the
OT. For Him its declarations were an end of

controversy (Mt 2S29 194 12^-, Jn 1085).
hi. JUDICIAL AUTHORITY us RELIGION. i.

Term defined. As legislative authority has par-
ticularly to do with duty, so judicial authority
has particularly to do with truth: the former

prescribes what one is to do or to be ; the latter,
what he is to believe: the former creates and
defines relation and obligations ; the latter declares

and interprets them : the former is mainly con-

cerned with the conscience; the latter, with the

understanding. It is worth noting fuitlici that

legislative differs from judicial authority in that
the former is original and the Inttei derivative.

Legislative authority, along with other things,

prescribes who is to interpret the laws it makes,
and how much of finality shall attach to their

interpretation by different persons. At the same
time, we should not overlook the fact that the
most limited judicial authority, so far as it goes,
is no less real than the most absolute. Further,

judicial authority, though derived, is just as real

authority as is legislalhe authority. And, finally,
when the indicia! function vests in the same

person as the legislative, then the maxim, *The
inlcipiPtniion of tho law is the law,' receives its

lu<r|u -i excmplilu'iition ; for then the law and the

interpretation of the law are but different modal
manifestations of one and the same personal will

or author-iiy. Foi, in this case, the same char-

acter that guarantees to the conscience the right-
eousness of the relation or obligation created by
the will of the lawgiver, guarantees also to the

understanding the truth of the finding of the

judge. And this, be it observed, is precisely the

function of judicial authority, namely, not lo

create a right, not to make an idea correspond
with reality, but to certify to the understanding
the existence or non-existence of a right, the truth
or the falsity of an idea or a statement. The vital

importance of this distinction will appear more
and more as the discussion proceeds.

2. depositories. As to judicial authority, our
Lord teaches that it is distributed among a
number of repositories,

somewhat as the same
kind of authority in a modern State is distributed
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among a number of courts from the lowest to the

highest.
In the case of such, courts, no one thinks of denying to the

least and lowest of them the character of a true court. Its

jurisdiction may be limited, its decisions liable to reversal, but
so long as it keeps within its jurisdiction, so long as the appeal
from its decisions is pending, its authority is not only as real

but as absolute as that of the highest court Further, even
,

, .
i 1

" '

I , i

any other court Further stall, it is tor each court, at leastm
the first instance, to interpret and declare the law by which
it was created, and its duties and prerogatives under the law.

Nor does the fact that it may err m the exercise of this right
either nullify or invalidate the right itself. We elaborate this

analogy thus in detail, because we believe that it will prove
helpful in enabling us to understand our Lord's teachings con-

cerning judicial authority in the sphere of religion.

Fux coding now to note His distribution
jtself,

we inul OHM lie accords thefuT" ;

' " inn (1)

to what is commonly known &s . / / / ^ate

judgment. For Him each individual is clothed

with a large, though not an absolute or final,

judicial authority. Indeed, it is safe to say that

no one has surpassed Christ in the honour, and
even if such words may be used of Him in the
deference with which in practice He treated the

judicial rights of the darkest and humblest human
souls. Despite the supreme claims that He made
for Himself, He habitually permitted both Himself
and His claims to be put upon proof at the bar of

such souls. Not only did He consent, like any
other man of His day, to plead at the bar of the
ecclesiastical and civil authorities, but, while He
always spake as one having authority, He never
failed to submit His credentials along with His
claims at the bar of the individual reason and con-

science. But here we musl i n i \C.\\ \ / .

Christ taught, then, (a) 'I I MI i, i^ i < inalien-

able pu>io_ruti\ <
k of every man to verify for himself

the mil li 01 a proposition before assenting to it as
true ; and to verify for himself the rectitude of a
command before yielding obedience to it as right
(cf. Jn 152*, Mt 164 ll4* 9* II20).

(&) Further, as is involved in what has been

already said, Christ teaches that the conclusions
reached in the exercise of this prerogative are not
to be, if, indeed, we should not say cannot be,
dictated by any form of external <om|iiil 'on. In

many ways He emphasizes the po-ino-i Him the
individual is to be left wholly untrammelled in

the exercise of his judicial rights. What else,

after all, is the meaning of His words to Pilate,
*My kingdom is not of this world : if my kingdom
were of this world, then would my servants fight,
that I should not be delivered to the Jews : but
now is my kingdom not from hence

'

(Jn 18s6) ? If

men were to be left free to deal with His own
claims, including, of course, His teiu'liiii'rs with-
out constraint or compulsion of any kind, and to

do this even when the decision reached affected

not only His liberty but His vci v life < ilaiiilx

He would have them no less um minim Mod m
dealing with every other question of truth or of

duty Avith which they might find themselves con-

fronted. Nor was it only the compulsion of

physical force that Christ declined to countenance.
He set the seal of His disapproval upon the more
subtle and spiritual,

but no less real compulsion
of a tyrannical public or ecclesiastical opinion,
whether formulated into a tradition or into a

usage.
Tfis

' Do not your alms before men, to be soon of thorn
*

(M If)1 ),

\ias dobigncd hurdl} more to eradicate pride froin the souls of

His disciples, than it uaa 10 hearten them to Throw oil the
incubus of a perverted public and ecolosiaalioal s< ntiment
ith'ch threatened to stifle Christian hmmlitv and (Jodwai driers

in Their von* hirth It was to disenthrall the souls of TTis

disciples from all four tending to paralyze the free action of the

spirit in ltd quest for truth and in iis witness to the truth, that

lie taid,
' I5o not afraid of them that kill the body, but arc riot

able to kill tho soul but rather fear him,' etc (Mt 10'*1

) ; cf

Mk 102W 7M ,
Hi 12J , Jii 5. 9.

(c) If what has been said be true, we are not

surprised to find Christ teaching that every mmd
is equipped for the exercise of this high pieroga-
tive, that in a certain very true sense the mind has
* the supreme norm of its ideas and acts, not out-

side of* itself, but within itself, in its very con-

stitution' (Sabatier, Religions of Authority, p. xvi).

This also is involved in the passages already quoted And
what else can we make of such statements as these .

'

Ought
not this woman, being a daughter of Abraham, whom Satan
hath bound, lo, these eighteen years, to be loosed from this bond
on the day of the Sabbath '

(Lk 1316)? Where would have been
the use of submitting such a case to ' the stupid countiy archi-

synagogos
'

(Edersheim), unless, stupid as he was, even he was
M -

-1
' x '

able to subject it to some sort of process of
i Or, t

"

!
'is*' 1 the disciples,

* Who do the multitudes i . I /hat propriety
would there be in it, unless it carried with it The imiilioanon

\i
"

'the multitudes'- were equipped for the
* <

'

judgment upon the truth and righteous-
ness ot His claims, and had some touchstone each within him-
self by which he could determine the truth or falsity of those

1

"
i i ,

"

of the character and of the
lii The possession of such a norm

is involved in every argument framed, in every appeal made,
and in every rebuke administered by Christ.

Not only does Christ recognize in every man the
existence of such a norm, but He goes farther, and
shows that He n vn1 I his norm as *

supreme/ in

the sense, at l*n . :lini for the individual man
there is no standard of truth or of right more
ultimate than that embedded in his very constitu-

tion. Nothing can be substituted for it. Nothing
can be used to supplement or to correct it. No
appeal lies from it. Man has nought that he can
do but to abide by the decisions reached in the use
of it.

e If ye believe not that I am he, ye shall die
in your sins

*

(Jn 824) is no arbitrary sentence ; but

simply the announcement of the momentous truth,
that the- beliefs or unbeliefs of those whom He
addressed would involve certain <>O'IM |;u n< - for
them, precisely because those behels or unbeliefs
were theirs. Christ does not teach, of course, that
men can make or unmake truth or right for them-
selves any more than for others. But He does
teach that the conclusions that men reach in the
use of the norm that is embedded in the very
constitution of the mind are for them severally
and individually final. It is this fact that con-
stitutes the very heart of the solemnity of His
words, when He says,

*
If the light that is m thee

be darkness, how great is that darkness
*

(Mt O29 ).

The light that is in a man is the only light that is

available for him. It is the light in which he sees

light. It cannot itself be tested, so far, at least,
as the user of it is concerned, by any other light
(cf. also Mt 139 and the principle laid down in
Ko 1480 ).

(d) Christ, moreover, is equally clear in teaching
that in the proper use of the equipment given
them, men may and always will arrive at correct

judgments in regard "both to truth and to duty
that is, in all cases and as regards all matters in
reference to which they are called upon, or indeed
are entitled, to form judgments. He recognizes, to
be sure, the sad fact that men not only may, but as
a matter of fact often do, give hospitable enteitam-
ment both to error and to evil. He is very em-
phatic, however, in asserting that this is then-

fault, and in no sense their misfortune. Whatever
the difficulties of the teaching, they need not leave
the soul in error or even in doubt. ' If any man
willeth to do his will,' says our Lord, *he shall
know of the teaching, whether it be of God, or
whether I speak from myself (Jn 717).

Any account of Christ's teachings as to the judicial authority
vested m the individual would be fatally defective if it over-
looked a sa>mg like Mt II2? (cf. Jn 14*> 8i9b 1726) NO one
knoweth the Son,' says Chnst,

* save the Father ; neither doth
any know the Father, save the Son, and he to whomsoever th
Son willeth to reveal him ' This is not the place for a detailed

exposition of these remarkable words So much, however, is

clear upon their very face, namely, that there is a knowledge of
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Ood for which men .r 'V'jtf t/ ."* .-' upon Christ Again,
it is evident from J'. , i, . i- i . . r other elements this

knowledge of God contains, it is a knowledge that is mediated
through the understanding

' He that hath seen me,' says our
Lord, 'hath seen the Father.' The same conclusion follows

" "

emphasis which Christ laid upon
i t how is a man to test the correct-

fc ..
i ie very knowledge of the contents

of which, and much more f
" r, ir he is ex hypothesi

wholly dependent upon ,

' N I said that Christ
teaches that it is the prerogative of every man to bring

1

every proposition, to the truth of which he is expected to

assent, to some sort of process of ' inner verification
'

; but here
are matters which, ex hypothesi, men must accept upon testi-

1

, , \ > , is the testimony of no less a witness than Christ
1

1
-

s II , . we here, then, an inconsistency in Christ's

teaching ' We think not. We test our telescope; we satisfy
ourselves that the laws of its structure are the same as those
that obtain in the structure of the eye itself. It is just as truly
an organ of vision as is the ej

"

f course, an

organ of vastly greater range M . is we could
not apprehend without it. Mu to us, we
either only gradually come to comprehend, or find to be at

present Ji 'T>,)i- !
- i.l iu L- But whether we comprehend

what we ,u'u h- , <! ir*v '_h u.o Ulr -i'o\)0 or 1101 , we accept its

disclosures, and at least refer them to cho Luge and vague
i i i call facts of existence, and wait expecting

i \ t a closer classification with our advancing
knowledge, or the further development of our powers. And,
while we never reach the point where we are able with our own
eyes to verify the facts given us through the telescope, yet,
when we have used the norm in our eye upon the norm in the

telescope, and have thus prov i P<> iT >
i

1 -.*>il ,"<

between the two, we have an 'IM- i.'ik i-)i
'

\\ i
"

i , i,

are not two but one, and that what has been disclosed by
the norm in the telescope is assented to by the norm in our

ye, as much so as if we had been, in a position to bring the
norm in our eyei >!< .

^ in'i
1

* upon I)H I

|
i . revealed

to us through th re
1

.-, MIC .). - -
. i i i . ise of the

individual and Christ For the
" " '

to i&
'.raiding Gorl arid Christ, and t

1

i. e are
absoluidi rkpondent upon th- 1

i

'

can-
not verify the correspondence between that testimony and
reality by ourselves comparing it with the reality The reality
here is as inaccessible to our immediate inspection as the

phenomena of -
"," ii - o M be, apart from the telescope,

what then? ! r, - <>. i pon us to surrender the very
badge of

* * " J

/hen we are dealing with His state-

ments? l>> His statements
without our being able to subject them to any
verification,

1

the latter being, of course, the > i

verification? Not at all. What He does claim, .

when we have assen^'l ioTT,-M I-M r
"

,
- M i> i

"
< 1

to the trustworthy -- \i Hi- , i u ,-. ulr -
-. . H> '->

as He claims to be, iho Ir'.li ,vi 1 v -i u - ' -in Ho i -!<
of this by the same rational and moral processes by which we
satisfy ourselves of any other propositions whatever, then in

verifying Him, so to speak, we have verified His statements, as
truh and .is certainh ,11 IT \\c \\ortMfipiil1e of comparing those
Man inonTMMih iho fiio.ir loilnus lowhii h they relate Other-
\u-

,
-MI ivuoi'i'l be i hi 11 -".!> in cv.iir i irijr v ,M --> n 01 i

co -"' \'d n vs <l-i k tin v < \<i i
1 in ,ii ii*uk ini'i- t;i\ i \\ ,

mi" 1 fra'ih r iu i:i< in<i 1.1 it oco ' (iiuic-noi o ,-r o n ix ii

Wl." " U II O >-< IM-I, ,." <il ( I il|l l;llt I MO U'-M'I 'pf, i <l ^(J,
6X''i)>')' \ 1,1. n^d'Kl 'J liai \\e < anno, 01 win hni<i>o-iinP
the *

P'Ji\ |P;<PT I- lLa ttl <K) IP Tor dO '' "^ i- II >1. <'( i Li 'I

th.m inn.
'
n i- Hi po--nJi r< r Ood 10 Iso

'

"In- ii J k uV , ,,no

.ivion) upon \\liu h not only all certainty, bui the possibihtv of

an\ ceii.miu (li'ix'iuly

Chnits U'lu'huii; in reference to an external revelation, and
our absolute dependence upon His veracity for the truth and
the righteousness of its contents, t\* n-t ipipiiiir. in .1 elei-.
tiiht r uiton His teaching ii 10 the judicial uuilioi'ix ,u h \\b,v h
each m<li\idual is iM\tste(i, or upon the true and proper
.1

- 4
> i- 1 H the soul For He constantly teaches both by

, 1 1 ,,i M .:nd by direct assertion that it is possible for
n,i ii , iii- Him, so to speak, and that it is at once their

privilege and their duty to do so. And how exquisitely
tender is His subtle appeal to His disciples to apply to His
moral being that norm embedded in the constitution of their

minds, when lie says, 'In nu r.jlnrt ln i-o are many
mansions , if it were not so, I mould lux L told \ ju (142)

(2) While Christ accords a large judicial authority
to the individual, it is, as already stated, neither
an unlimited, nor an absolutely final authority.
In His famous words to St. Petei, He speaks of e

~my
church '

(Mt 1618
), and in His equally celebrated

words to Pilate, of
'

my kingdom
'

(Jn 183fa
) Now

it is no doubt true, as Dr Vos has shown (The
Kingdom of God and the Church, ch. ix.) that
these expressions are not absolutely coterminous
in their respective connotations, the 'church

'

being
but one phase of the *

kingdom.' Still, even this

being true, it follows that the Church is an organ-
ized body, with officers, laws, and members. Now
it is clear, from what Christ says of the Church,

that the authority vested in her, and exercised

through her officers, is a purely judicial authority.
The Lord is her lawgiver. From Him alone she
receives all the laws oy which she binds the con-
sciences of men. Her sole functions are to declare
and to apply the law of Christ. To make any laws
for her ewn mernbers

%
or for [others is beyond her

prerogative
That such is her authority as set forth in the teachings of

Christ appears fiom such statements as, 'If thy brother sm
against thee, go show him his fault between thee and him
alone .... But if he hear thee not, take with thee one or two
more, etc And if he refuse to hear them, tell it unto the
church: and if he refuse to hear the chuich also, let him be
unto thee as the Gentile and the publican

*

(Mt 1815ff ) ,

' Go ye,
therefore, and make disciples of all nations, etc : teaching them
to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you,* etc.

(Mt 28W* )

The criticism of the former passage by B. Weiss can hardly
1

'
'"

i . it as a proper source of information
1

'
i P concerning the Church (see his NT

.
' '

i :
,

I i i we think, to assume that the charge
contained in the latter passage was addressed to the Apostles,
not as such, but as representatives of the Church m all ages.

As will be observed, the judicial authority
ascribed to the Church in these sayings of our
Lord lias a twofold aspect. In Mt 28 she is author-
ized to declare the law of Christ to those without
her fold with a view to bringing them into subjec-
tion to Him. And in "boil) NJ\ In;;- -1i<> is empowered
to unfold that law to i lio^o A\ ii im Tier pale. The
necessity for both aspects of her judicial authority
is as obvious as is the grant of it. If it be her
function to extend the Kingdom, then it must also
be her pierogative an ilionlamely to declare the
nature and laws of the Kingdom. And again, if

the term kingdom
*
as applied to the Church is*

not a hopeless misnomer, then she must have

authority to determine what the law of Christ
demands of the citizens of the Kingdom, and when
this or that citizen is conforming to the law. See,
further, art. CHimcH.

(3) The supreme and final judicial authority be-

longs to the Moly Spirit, whose findings are medi-
n'ltl

|
\i"i, d i i I rough the Scriptures, and

(i I
<

! K ,lii;'I' ihe Fioi>h< (-, Apostles, And
f I '.-' Iliin ' ii

'

U < haM1 seen ihni while both
the individual and the Church may, m the proper
use of their respective equipments, arrive at a

knowledge of truth and right ni lefcicnce to all

matters of truth and duty upon which they are

respectively entitled to foi rrmlutea judgment j yet*
as a matter of fact, neither the Church nor the
individual does always arrive at such knowledge.
Now the very statement of this position implies
the existence of some standard by the use of which

faulty judgments, when reached', may be detected
as such, and corrected. This stji n < "i . . i 1 , i < < o r <*.i i \^
to Christ, is, In the last resort, to In 1 n,ru! uou |UM'
else than in the teachings of the Prophets, Apostles,
and Himself. The finality and the infallibility of

these teachings are, so oui Lord teaches, guaranteed
by the fact that they proceed directly from the

Godhead, through the immediate agency of its

great executive, the Holy Spirit, whose instru-

ments or organs the Prophets, Apostles, and He
Himself were. If we may use the term '

Scrip-
tures

'
as a somewhat loose synonym for the teach-

ings of the Prophets, Apostles, and Christ; then
the Scriptures are, or, as with admirable accuracy
the "Westminster Confession puts it,

' the Holy
Spirit speaking in the Scripture

'

is,
* the Supreme

Judge by which all controversies of religion are

to be determined . . . and in whose sentence we
are to rest' (eh. i. sec. x.).

(a) That Christ conceived of the teachings of
the JProphets, or the OT, as constituting, as far as
it went, a court of last appeal in matters of re-

ligion, is strikingly evinced in His two summaries
of those teachings already referred to :

* Thou
ahalt love the Lord thy God, etc. > * . Thoii shalt'
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love thy neighbour, etc. . . . On these two com-

niandn>'nK ll.inircth the whole law and the pro-

phets
' -Mt -2J'

V '

'

.Mk 12^*, Mfc 7 12
).

^
But God being

love, it is just in love that religion finds its highest
and fullest i-MT^-Mon That standard, therefore,

which being adhered to leads to love, is the final

standard.

The same point of view as regards the OT fi'ids expression in

the \vords, 'The^ Iwe Mo^e^ and rhe prophets , let them hear

them, . If they hear not Moses and the prophets, neither

will they he persuaded, if one rise from the dead' (Lk
102s 31)." The implication in Dives' plea was that it was his

' !<". rtvi r>ul/ri rui"cr:, l< that place of torment. These
Ar(i-i iK'-ii t * <l ->i!io* T! ,i, implication Tbej affirm both
'. <-d hi enc\ , nri r

r,e tin,iK / of the OT in all matters con-

nected with the sahation of chose to whom thafc revelation was
^.1 < \ ]-,>; i'Yi < t - ,L-V I,Y OT

4 yf) 'Ye do err, not
vT

' v i L ' *-' l
"

: * - i. ,
'

' < '""' ourse, that they
need not have erred had they only gone to the Scriptures in the

right spirit. Upon all questions raised by His adversaries, it

wa*- 1 > t'u. to* hint's of tii<* OI uut Clir -i IT u\*>\. >f roiiuuually

avik. oil (i .L-, 'i.-
flm: c. i.l.onl t,!"oiiiv TIos a, FTo sucl to the

Pharisees,
"
If ye had Known whit in s mwiGrn, I dc-ue n ercy

and notsacrnfee, 3 e would not have condemned the guiltless'

<Mt 12?)- Thus the standard to which He brings their judgment
of Himself and by i" i TTo \io- , U- V- '

. and wickedness,
is the teaching- of i ''I I - U.v i-> you, scribes and
Pharisees, hypocrites! for \t_ iiiho nun and an -.o nn 1 ou'irnm
and have left undone theueighi'ei nurie'-s o* -l.t> u* jpdy-
nunt, nit-re* , ar<I fath hnfc these x o ought to have done, and
nor to i*ave <rfi i-ie or* 01 iMi'biie

1

(tt3 23&), is but an applica-
tion of the standard of the OT for the testing of Pharisaic

teachings and practice. Further, He recoormzes the oitghtuwss
of these teachings, when they concern the tuning of mint,
anise, and cummin, as truly as in the weightier matters of

judgment mew, and faith Especially significant are xvords

like thoN? in Mk 11^ (cf Mt 224ir , Lk SO^iff )
4 How say the

scnbes that Che Chnst is the son of David * Da* id hurst It miid

in the Holv Spirit, The Lord said unto my Ijord, < iv Ju\ id

himself calletn him Lord, and whence is he his son?*

(b} Besides the passages already cited, the fol-

lowing show that Christ represents His Apostles as

being the organs of the Holy Spirit m such sense
that their teachings, qua \ po^tle-, are ultimate
and infallible in all mattois or faith and duty:
* And I also say unto thee, That thou art Peter,
etc. ... I will give unto thee the keys of the

kingdom* of heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt
bind on earth shall be bound in h'eaven : and
whatsoever thou shalt loose upon earth shall be
loosed in heaven* {Mt 1618f

'). The same promise
Is made to the Apostles, no doubt to all of them,
in Mt 18*8. In Jn SO1* we read, 'And when he
had said this he breathed on them, and saith unto
them, Receive ye the Holy Spirit : whose soever
sins ye forgive, they a'-' iVj

g

i\ M ; whose soever
sins ye retain, they are i. "i"i!

B, Waaa (NT Theoi. L 142, footnote) regards Mt 18*3 as ad-
dressed to 'the disciples in the w ider sense/ and avoids bring-
ing the statement into collision with the facts of hi&Lrv onTv
b\ finding in them '

nothmcr else than tfae Jiiitlionjuiuon of the
Apostles to proclaim the message bv means of which men are
called into the Kingdom* (16 p U9, where he is cominenting-
more particnlarK upon Mt I&*. On the other side see art.
* Power of the Ito s in Hastings' I>B> vol. iv.) To most per-
SOTIS, toowver, such a view of'this passage will appear inade-
quate. Dr. Chas, Ho%e, believing that the grant of power
made in tfeese words was not designed to be limited to the
Aposttes, seeks to avoid collision with the facts of history by
representing it as made to the imisible Church (rkunJt Poldy,
p. 35 ff X This, however, w ill seem to man* ai> little satisfactory
as is Weiss* view. That the vtords were addressed to the
Apostles, and to no others, appears probahle, not onh from
Mt Ib^f-anrl jn 2022f, but even niore aO lro,,, a companson of
Mt liA tt with Mk 93ff-. That ihc Church also, according to
Ohnsc, was invested with a I'nrud judj( tal authonty, has
already been shown

The foil character and extant of the power with
wMeh Christ represenfes His Apostles as being
elotlied appear eonspicfncrasly im the words,

* And
whoeoever shall not receive yew nor hear your
wands, as ye go* forth oufc of that honse, or that
eifey, stake off the dust of your feet. Verily, I

say unto TOO, It sfcall be more tolerahle for "the
land of Ssdorn and Gomorrah in the day of judg-
ment than for that city* (Mt lO3^-. With this
should be compared Mt II5

"). The sufficient

ground for such a statement is furnished by the

words also spoken of the Apostles (and ^subse-

quently of
' the seventy/ who received a similar,

but more temporary commission, Lk 1016
)

* He
that receiveth you receiveth me, and he that re-

ceiveth me receiveth him that sent me '

(Mt 1040
,

cf, Jn 13*).

(<?) That Christ claimed for Himself a judicial

authority that was absolute and final, needs hardly
to be illustrated. It appears from such facts as

that He taught as one having authority (Mk I22-

*,

Lk 4s8
} ; He always commanded and never merely

counselled (Mt 28*, Lk 865
, Mt 105

) ;
while unfail-

ingly tender, He did not tolerate even -well-meant

correction (Mt 162Jf<
) ; He invited, expected, and

demanded of His disciples the most complete and
unreserved sui render to His teachings and to His
will.

His ' ' - - "L -
expressions

* or *

endearing diminutives '

(see art
' B B Warfield m Bible Student and

Teacher, Sept. 1904, p 515 ff) indicate not only His attitude

towards His disciples, but, indirectly, that He expected their

attitude towards Him to be one of docility,
^ *

j

'
'

>
Mt 1819

t
: , ie nature of ife are less

\ eiled behind the very common "designation of *

disciples
' * A

disciple/ says our Lord, using the figure of meiosis,
*
is not

above his teacher
'

(Mt 102*) The very terms of discipleship
demand the same absolute self-abnegation upon the disciple's

part that Christ Himself had manifested towards His Father
4
If any man,* sa,vs He,

*
will come after me, let him deny him-

self, and take up his cross and follow me '

(Mk $34?
Lk 92<*). In

the saying,
' Ye call me Teacher and Lord * and ye say well : for

so I am '

(Jn IS1^),
* teacher' is suggestively united with

'
Lord.'

And not less suited to arrest the attention is the statement,
* But be ye not called Rabbi . for one is your teacher, and all je
are brethren

'

(Mt 238>

Once more, Chnst declared Himself to be * The
Way, and the Truth, and the Life

'

(Jn 146) j He
invited men to believe in Himself just as they
believed in God (v.

1
) ; He conditioned His bless-

ings upon the nwptjmep of His 'yoke' and His

teachings (Mt 11-*). ^ay, He conditioned men's

everlasting salvation upon their m,' i.--!i'i" _

acceptance of His statements aboir III: : I '-i

824
; for the repetition of this thought in a slightly

different form see Mt 2337f-,
>
Lk 13* 194"-). The

word that He spake was to judge them at the last

day (Jn 1248 ). His words are God's words :
' The

words that I say unto you, I speak not from

myself : but the Father abiding in me he doeth
the woiks' (Jn 1410

) In a woid, He and the
Father are one (Jn KF) ; seeing Him, one sees the
Father (14

9
); the 'Spirit of truth' In -M -l-i into

all truth was to jrlontyllim, 'for,' *,,! >. !*ord,
1 he shall take oi mine, and shall declare it unto
you. All things whatsoever the Father hath are
mine : therefore said I that he shall take of mine
and shall declare it unto you

*

(16
14f

).

Thus when we reach Christ in the matter of

religion, we have reached the fountainhead. It
were idle to look for a court in which to review
and put to the test His findings in regard either
to truth or to duty. Such, certainly, is His own
teaching upon the subject. See preceding article.

iv. EXKCUTIVE AUTHORITY; IN" KELIGION, 1.

Term defined* The function of executive autho-
rity, as needs scarcely be *aid, i^ simply and solely
to give eflect to the legislative will and to judicial
findings. Of itself it originates nothing, mteipiet&
and declares nothing It simply does. More need

j

not be said, because executive authority is so ob-

viously and so markedly distinct from both legis-
lative and judicial, that there is no danger of its

being confused with eithei the one 01 the other
2. Rzpostiones (1) Our Loid obviously teaches

that as every individual ib a repository- oi judicial
authority, so eveiy individual was designed to be,
and every individual Christian is, an executive
agent of the G-odhead. It is His constant conten-
tion that it is for doing the will of God that men
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exist, whether as creatures or as Christians The
end of His whole teaching function was to set men
doing, and to guide thorn in doing, the will of

God. It was the gravamen of His complaint
against those, like the Pharisees, who ought to

have been His disciples, but were not, that instead
of doing the will of God, they did the lusts of their

father, the devil (Jn 844
)

The end that He set

before those
"

to be His disciples was,
'So let your ! befoie men, that they
may see your

>

'

!. and glorify your Father
which is in heaven

5

(Mt 516
). The first three peti-

tions that He puts on their lips are,
' Hallowed be

thy name, Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done,
as in heaven, so on earth.' The badge of diseiple-

ship (Mt 12-*
9
), the only mroph'd < udence of love

and of loyalty (Jn 141
*), ;i coii<Iiii'u sine qua non

to salvation (Mt 7 22ff<
)j was that His followers

should do the will of God. It was His
ceasele_ss

theme, elaborated now in this form and now in

that, that the end of life is not getting, or having,
01 being miniftered unto, or thinking, but being
and doing the will of God. To go into details here
would require the incorporation in this article of
a very considerable part of all four Gospels, and
would be superfluous.

(2) The passages already cited show that Christ

represents the Church in her corporate (Jij nai v :is

the great executive agency of God for i li-
k

piojicii

ing of the gospel of the Kingdom as a witness

among all nations, making disciples of all nations,
and teaching them to observe all things whatso-
ever He has commanded. Executive and judicial
n r*'t i \ here complement each other.

;{ I 'I'M i Christ ascribes executive authority to
the Prophets is perhaps a fair inference from such
a passage as MK 76

, in which our Lord refers to
Isaiah not merely as an interpreter of God's law,
but as a teacher of God's people. But the inference
is not to be strained. And for evidence of the
executive authority unquestionably exercised by
the Prophets, we have to turn elsewhere than to the

Gospels. The case is different with the J/>o,vi7-;.v.

The mission of
* the Twelve' (Mt 10) point** r leiuly

to the fact that they were invested v nli anthoi uy
to diffuse the knowledge of the gospel, and to use
a variety of agencies to gain men's attention and
win their allegiance to it. The same follows from.

Lk 2444ff- and Ac I8. But as to the details of their

executive functions we learn but little from the

Gospels. It is different, however, in the case of

Chnst. He applies to* Himself (Lk 417ff*
) the famous

passage from Is 61,
' The Spirit of the Lord is

upon me,' ebc. This is not the place to unfold in

detail the several features of the wondrous pro-

gramme outlined in the words of the prophet it

is hardly necessary, for they are as plain as they
are precious. The title of ''The Good Shepherd,'
which our Lord appropriated to Himself (perhaps
from Ezk 34), is evidence both of the fact and of

the nature of His executive functions (Jn 10). The
same fact underlies such statements as 'I have
a baptism to be baptized with, and how am I

straitened until it be accomplished' (Lk 12r
').

This last passage also brings before us the central
feature of the work committed to Christ. Here,
again, MO must forbear from going into details,
\\ hu,h belong properly to ariot hot field of discussion.

It must suffice merely to recall to the reader's

mind such sayings of our Lord as 'Therefoie doth

my Father love me, because I lay do\\n my life,

that I may take it again No one tukctli it away
from me, but I lay'ir douii of m \tclf I have

authority to lay it down, and I have authority to
take it again. 'This commandment received I from

my Father
'

(
Jn 1017f

) ;

' This is my body . . '. for

this is> my blood of the covenant, which is shed for

nany unto the remission of sins
'

(Mt 262 *

^j ; and

the word from the cro&s,
c
It is accomplished

'

(Jn
19^). Surely the piophet went not ami&s when he
spoke of Him as the great 'Ebhedh Jahweh (nvr; 13;;).

(4) \
"

to our Loid, the great executive
of the is the Holy Spirit It belongs to
another article (see HOLY SPIRIT) to unfold His
doctime of the Holy Spirit But we nmy, without
intruding into that discussion, call attention to

passages like Jn 3lff- 1416 167f* I3ff 2022 , Ac 14IL 8
.
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W. M. M'PHEETEBS.
AVARICE. See COVETOUSNESS.

AYE MlRIA.This well-known devotion of the
Latin Church is based upon the salutations ad-

dressed to tlae Virgin Mary by the angel Gabriel

and by Elisabeth the mother of John the Baptist
(Lk I28- 42

). Its earlier and shorter form follows

closely the words of Scripture, with, the addition,

only of the names *

Mary
' and * Jesus

'

;

f Hail

(Mary), full of grace; blessed art thou among-
women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb
(Jesus).

5 As thus recited, it cannot be called a

i
'

: i \ < 1 1 1 i i s i \ be considered either as a memorial
'H i 1,1 1

1

! ,"i\; -jr for the Incarnation; or as one of

, liu t i,. \ iMO i', 1 1 apostrophes of depa-rted saints

\\'hich are found even in the writings of the_
Chris-

tian Fatheis and m early Christian inscriptions.

The use of the Ave Mana in the fixed liturgical
services of the Latin Church is of

comparatively-
late origin. Its devotional use is, however, much
older : it is even said to be traceable as far back as

the 7th century. In the 14th cent, it is found in

the popular handbooks of dc\ otion The Mirror of
(,ui Lady (fir>t half of the lolli cent ) alludes to it

as forming part of the preliminary piayeis said

privately by the worshipper before the office began.
An interesting example of its use is given by
Maskell (Monumenta Rititalia, ii. 71). The founda-

tion statutes of the Abbey of Maxstokein the reign
of Edward ill order its recital daily.
But the Ave was not definitely placed in the

offices of the Breviary until the 16th cent. ; and

curiously enough by the liturgical reformer, par-
dinal Qtdgnonez In the present Roman Breviary,

dating from Pope Pius v. (1568), it is directed to

be said with the Lord's Prayer at the beginning
of each office, and after Compline.
The pre-Reformation Ave^ was usually the shorter

and Scriptural form as given above. Bnt as it

stands now in the Breviary, it ends with a direct
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prayer addressed to the Virgin, said to date from
the middle of the 15th cent..

*

Holy Mary, mother
of God, pray for us sinners, now and in tne hour of

our death.'
It is fair to remember that, whatever lines the

devotions to Mary ultimately followed, they were,
in their original intention, undoubtedly devotions
to Christ. Like the title Theotokos, sanctioned by
the Third (Ecumenical Council (Ephesus 431), they
were intended to safeguard and emphasize the true

humanity of Christ. Not only was Christ perfect
God, but He was truly conceived and born of a
human mother, so that the Son of Mary is indis-

bolubly God and man in one person. The devotions
addressed to His mother were therefore a com-
memoration of the intimate union between the
Godhead and human nature, of which union Mary
was both the willing instrument and the sign.

LITERATURE. Addis and Arnold, A Catholic Dictionary 1^07:

Wnght and Neil, A Protestant iKctionary, 10L1 , H<xli"irtoru
BOOKS of Devotion, 1903 ; Procter, A History of the Book of
Common Prayer, 1884; Maskell, Monumenta, Jttl'itffn, JSiC,
the Bremarmm Momanum; The Horns of the Bl<>* "I \~unni

Mafy (Preface), Percival & Co. 1892; Bengel, Motor, and
Ahord on Lk l-S. j^ R WHITHAM

The adoration of what is mysterious and
sublime is an essential clement, in religion When
expressed towards turwonhy object- tho result is

superstition, but the inotue iTi?<,h i-* the soul of

worship. As the feeling is thus fundamental to
the relationship between the human and the
Divine, increase of knowledge, while testing and
purifying this relationship, should protect and
strengthen it.

In the service of the missionary gospel, the

complaint is made to-day by Eastern heathen
religions that our Western Christianity, which
comes to them as the aggressive herald of a higher
life, is gravely deficient in religious veneration.
It becomes, therefore, of practical interest to in-

quire how Christ's first disciples were influenced
in this

direttion^by
His presence among them, and

to \\ ]>.! 1 1 \: n i f ii< same feeling towards the person
of ; ho M :u; ( hiNi pervades the Church of modern
times.
When Christ took upon H|m our nature, it was

under such circumstances of poverty and humble
birth as could not inspire the conventional regard
which the world bestows upon rank and title.

Farther, His life was lived in such daily intimacy
with those around Him, and was so thoroughly
affected by the local customs of Israel and the
social conoitions of the time, that His disciples
could speak of their fellowship with Him in terms
of exact knowledge and distinct impression. They
could afterwards refer to His life as something
that they had seen with their eyes and their hands
had handled (1 Jn F).
Nevertheless* there is nothing more evident in

the story of the Evangelists than the fact that
a permanent awl increasing mystery, passing into
reverence and awe, accompanied that familiar ac-
quaintance. The feeling was usually called forth
by some manifestation of knowledge or power,and deeper even than the impression thus pro-
duced by His wonderful teaching and miraculous
works was the trustful consciousness of their being
in contact with a personality that was altogether
holy and separate from sin. Finally, the reverent
sobraiission thus instilled into the minds of the

disciples
was exemplified in Christ Himself to-

wards the will of God, as in the temptation in
the wilderness and in the Garden of Gefchsemane.
As their power of spiritual perception increased,

the disciples learnt to apprehend and accept the
Startling renovation, the sudden depth, and the
delightful expansion that the Master gave to old
religious truths, but there were always meanings

AWE

about which they had to seek an i-iV'p-" lituv

in private, and to the end of their i !;< -I r i i-cy

had often to confess that they knew not what He
said. The difficulty thus created by His person-

ality and actions was so far recognized by the Lord

Jesus, that on one occasion He encouraged His

disciples to make known their own thoughts and
the i

1

!..,.;:-
-

"

others about Himself (Mt 16 13
).

Thus N'.i 'ii
11

!! 1 was overawed by the knowledge
that He had been watching him in his place of

seclusion (Jn I49); and this feeling soon became
a general persuasion that He knew all men and
what was in man (2

24 25
). Peter felt himself so

immediately in the presence of Divine power that

he confessed his own smfulness, and he and James
and John decided to leave all and follow Him
(Lk 51"11

). The bereaved sisters at Bethany repeat
the conviction that if He had been there, their

brother would not have died (Jn II81 * 88
). And

among those who came into more incidental con-

tact with Him by simple inquiry or importunate
need, Nicodemus was attracted by the i- i- : i-iri

that He was a teacher come from God (Jn 3-j ; an
admission to the same effect was made on one occa-

sion by the Pharisees and Herodians (Mk 1214) ;

the chief priests and scribes were driven to assign
a Satanic origin to His -, i . '"",' V-V power (Mt
1224) ; while the Pharise '. ; age in their

controversy with Him after which no man durst
ask Him any question (Mt 2246

, Mk 12i4 ). The
privileged traffickers in the temple |ii,iil

oil under
M :

<

\; !, and rebuke (Mt 2lu(, irul 10 ilio <MHI

i !> i ,i ':,. to convict Him of sin remained un-
answered (Jn S46). All the miracles of Christ,
while expressing His pity and love, accentuated
this Divine power* and His teaching bore the dis-

f iiijrnicJiing maik of JiuHioiily (Mt 729
).

To FIi-< first -loui- 1
! tli-< ipl'o^ the name Messiah

wai tho umeilinjr of a historical mystery, the jus-
tihi:ationof rhr calling preservation, ji> I

"

-"I-^KSO
of Israel. They found in Him the s i !:. -si o-

the prophecy "and his name shall be called
Wonderful' (Is 96

). With so much that attracted
them to His poison juid depended upon Hi* pi CSMK e,

it is doubtful if ilicv could ha\e -ventured njK>n our

depersonalized fonnulro iilxmT 'thcjilau oi silva,

tion.' And >o, uhile tho roiulh (jo^pol, liko Llie

ancient epics, begin- \\ith the intioduiAioxi of it-?

principal theme, namely,
* The Word became flesh,

and dwelt among us' (Jn I14), the T\
!,

"i i < .>!ihl

add that even through that ob-< !!-!!, ni-Mijin
Christ's disciples were enabled to behold His
glory (ib.).

After the .Resurrection this veil was so completely
removed, and the awe of Christ's presence became
so unclouded and continuous, that one of the
Apostles could write,

*

Though we have known
Christ after the flesh, yet now we know him so no
more' (2Co518

).

Thereafter it became the commission of the
Church to proclaim and teach arid exemplify how
the flesh may in turn become the Word, and every
believer be a dwelling-place for the Spirit of Christ.
The reverence that once gathered around His own
visible person could still influence men through
every witness in whom His Spirit dwelt. The con-
dition of life and service was fixed, namely, *As
he is, so arc \\e in this world* (1 Jn 417

). And so
in the Apostolic pi caching of the gospel the living
personality of Chnst was never lost in the analysis
of His mind and nature. Instead of the parched
abstractions that.with us so often take the place of
the mystical indwelling, they preached

' Jesus and
the resurrection' (Ac 1718

), 'Jesus Christ and him
crucified

'

(1 Co 2a
).

Can it be said to-day of Christian sainthood and
the service of the missionary gospel, that the per-
son of Christ is thns central, His presence an india**
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pensable i --.! \ Kkene.ss to Him the recognition
mark of I! ^l r, and the conquest of the world
the consummation of its appointed labours ? If it

be otherwise, ceitain signs may be <j\i><
4<iPtl to

manifest themselves. Christ will be Juio inoic
than a beautiful name in His Church, an idea
de\ eloped and lesident in our minds The work of
the Holy Spirit in bringing and revealing the
things of Chiist will be shadowy and almost super-
fluous to those v;lio have aheady reached a com-
plete conception of Christ by philosophical method
applied to the study of doctiine. The question,

* Is
Christ divided 9?

(1 Co l
w

) will cease to staitle and
distress, and the loyalty due to the Head of the
Church and to the universal kingdom will be

pledged to sectarian trusts and the watchwords of
exhausted controversy. When the one standard
of elevation, the stature of Christ, is withdrawn,
Church distinctions will be restiicted to the super-
ficial dimensions of mere historical length and
doctrinal width. In the ideal picture of the future

fold, the one flock still needs the piv^pm o of the
one Shepherd (Jn 10lb

). Through i In^ \ i-ibic union
in Him, Christ will be glorified (17

1

"), and solely to
its manifestation is promised the conquest of the
world (v.

ai
).

LITERATURE Fowler and Wilson's Principles of Morals, Oxf.

1894, p 101 ; Kidd, Morality and Religion, Edm, 1895, p. 187
,

Davidson, Theism and Human Mature, p 279; and on
Christ's awe, Swete's St Matk^ 1902, p. 342 (on Mk 1433).

a
G. M. MACKIE.

AXE* This word occurs twice in the Gospels
(Mt 3 10

, Lk 39), each time in the report of the

preaching of the Baptist. The old familiar tool of

peace and weapon of war (1 K 67
, Ps 745 , Jer 51 20

)

has become a metaphor for the ministry of men
with a mission of retoim. This suits the spirit of

one who, like John the Baptist, is filled with the

teaching of the OT. For the axe gleams in its

histories and flashes in its songs, while in prophetic
mood the i ool K chanjrod to the pei son the wielder
is himself the \\oupon ils 103jl

,
Dn 414

,
Jer 5120

).

All this is the forerunner's inherited world of ideas
on this implement of industry and weapon of

attack. He is a part of all that his race has been.
He sees the men of old times * as men that lifted

up axes upon a thicket of trees* (Ps 745
}. The

Messiah, the Coming One, is the last of the line.

Nor are all in that line of the lineage of the house
of David. *As the Assyrian axe in the days of

old, so now the Roman axe was laid at the root of
Israel

3

(Pkilockristits, eh. 4). Thoiouglily as these

powers had done their part, yet more drastic was
to be the work of the futuie (' every tree,

3 Mt 310
).

Undei this image of the axe, tlie road-maker
(Mt 3 J

) has his vision of the wood-cutter and his
effectual working (v.

30
).

But *God fulfils Himself in many ways/ And
when the Caipenter laid aside the axe of the work-
shop in Nazareth, the wood-cutter, thoroughly
furnished unto every good work, a workman that
needeth not to be ashamed/ was already prepared
for going up against the trees* Jesus had been

tempered by waiting, in solitude and temptation.
And the stroke of His axe, when it fell, was de-

liberate, radical, universal (cf. He 4Uf*). Men
and institutions, the priests, the temple felt it. He
would save the tree of humanity, even f as a tree
whose stockremainethwhen

"
\ ,

"
]

?

(Is6
ls

).

Therefore He struck at the r in man
and nature sin. And because the strokes were
meant to be legeneiating and reforming, they
were clean, swift, sharp, and stout (Jn 217 8 lfl

*,

Lk 13' ff
-).

Finally, the axe is not only the -Jjin -HIM mini of

the mission of the forerunner and the I ullillor,

it is that of reformers in general. As the axe
of the backwoodsman has been tempered in fire

and water past the useless state of brittleness and
beyond the extremity of hardness, so the temper-
ing of the reformer is done, on the one hand, ia
a series of Divine and delicate processes in the

personality of him who is being touched to fine

issues by the Spirit, for the service of God and
man, and, on the other hand, in a parallel series of

oA Id on 1 1; 1 <!I-i-<'n-Vi I<n- in the mind and envirpn-
meni 01 iin poopli*, ilio race, or the institution

with which he has to deal.

LITERATURE Jfcce Homo, ch. 1 ; Rc\ rolds, J'Jm tfw Baptist
Lecture 4; Tennvson, Jdylls of tfie h t an

t
'The Corning of

Arthur,* ap.ftn* ; Morley, JJi/e of (rladfttmiff n 232

,fOH.N K. LlIGGE
AZOR. An ancestor of Jesus, an ordin*r 10 the

genealogy in the First Gospel (Mt lw:< j.

B
BABE. 1. ftxf^os, lit. 'nourished* by the

mother, is used of an unborn infant (Lk I41
-44

), of an
infant still in swaddling-bands (2

12 I6
), and also of

young children brought "by their mothers to Jesus
that He might touch them (18

15
). 2. vyTnos, liter-

ally, 'one that cannot yet speak' (v^=*not,
s and

frror, 'word'); ef. Lat. m-fans,
*

infant,' which is

a better rendering of vfjirios, though neither AV
nor RV is consistent in the translation of the two
Greek words, vfjirtos is a child as contrasted with
an older person, e g. with e the wise and prudent

'

in Lk HP and Mt II25
(cf. Gal 43

, Eph 4). It is

used also with ^Xctfoyres,
*

sucklings/ in Mt 2L16
, in

which passage the root meaning of vymos is speci-

ally suggestive,
* Out of the mouth of speechless

(babes) thou hast perfected praise.'
Jesus' fondness for these little ones was shown,

both by His rebuke of the disciples who would
have sent them and their mothers away when
they came to Him for a blessing (Lk IS15**, cL
Mt 1914), and by His frequent use of dpoldren to
illustrate the Christian disposition (d* Mft

Mk 1015, Lk 1816-*7
}. See, further, artt. INFANCY,

CHILD.

The word '"babe (fip*Q*f) is twice used of the infant Jesus

Himself (Lfc &% 18
). And ifc is worth noting that in v.w RV

brings out a significaaaoe of meaning which is lost in AV. In
the &r. there 10 no art preiivort to ?>*'&* in this verse ; the sign

given to the shepherd*. \vas Mho sign of <* bahe/ Moreover,

according to the reading which is most strongly supported,
tov should have the art., so that \\hab the shepherds were

told was c Tke stgn is a babe.' The meaning therefore is, not as

AV suggests,
*
you shall find the babe >on are looking for in such

and such a condition,' but rather thus
*
moti* oxi iviorchiiarv and

suggestive one, You shall find the Saviour jou fm- looking for,

Christ the Lord, in the form of a babe, trapped in swaddling-
clothes, aaid lying in a manger

* See Dr Monro Gibson in

Simdoy Mag., DecJ1891 ; and cf. Dr. Hastings i Expos Tuiies,

in. [1892] 196, and [1894] 147. E. B. POLLARD

BACK TO CHRIST. The movement or tendency
described in the phrase 'back to Christ

3

belongs
maWy to the past half century, and both its wide
extent and its far-reaching consequences for re-

ligions thought justify us in regarding it aa the

most important theological event of the period.
'The phrase can be received as a correct descrip-
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tion of the movement, only under the explanation
that the return has not been to the Christ of

dogma, "but to the Christ of history. This dis-

tinction must be kept clearly in view. The Christ
of dogma is Christ as exhibited m the creeds the

eternally begotten. Son of God, the second Person
in the Trinity, who, for our redemption, assumed
our human nature and submitted to death as an
atonement for our bins* He is the God-man, a
Divine Person with two natures and two wills. It
is evident that these determinations move in a
different region from that of empirical reality.

They cannot be established on merely historical

evidence ; they have their ground in a judgment
of faith. What we have in dogma is not a portrait
of the historical Jesus in the :o1*^in"-* r-id ethical
traits of His character, but a -j i ' . <i i * i construc-
tion of His Person ; not an account of His historical

ministry, but a doctrinal interpretation of it. The
Christ of history is the concrete Person whose
image meets us in the Gospels; the Christ of

J dogma is the complex of metaphysical or doctrinal
characters which the Church, on the ground of its

faith, attributed to this Person. So far the dis-

tinction is clear enough,
and meets with general

acceptance. T 1

(} .""uuliv begins when we raise
the question vi"Mii" -u ;

i facts as the Virgin-
birth, the Miracles (in the strict sense of the word),
and the Resurrection are to be included in our

conception of the historical Christ as resting upon
historical evidence, or whether they are not rather
to be transferred from the domain of history to
that of faith. The question will come up again ;

in the meantime it may be sufficient to call

attention to the ambiguity which must attach to
the term *

historical CErist
*
so long as it xemains

undecided.

^When we speak of a return to the Christ of

history, we imply that His image has been lost

sight of, or at least obscured. It was not doubtless
the intention of the Church that its doctrinal
determinations should supplant the concrete

reality in the thought and faith of the community.
But this was what actually happened. More and
more the historical Person was overshadowed by
the speculative construction, the historical mini-

stry by the formulas in which its significance was
summed up. The figure of Jesus disappeared be-
hind the pre-existent Logos, the earthly ministry
behind the idea of the Incarnation, the cioss behind
the doctrine of the Atonement. This result is

not to be explained by the fact that dogma, from
its controversial character, attracted to itself an
undue share of attention and interest as com-
pared with matters that had never "been in dispute.
The cause lay deeper. It is to be found in the

conception of Revelation and of Faith that has
dominated the Catholic and also, to a large extent,
the Protestant Church. Revelation has been un-
derstood as the supernatural communication of a
system of doctrine ; Faith, as the submission of the
mind to doctrine on the ground of its authority.
The emphasis has thus been thrown, not on the
historical life, but on the dogmatic construction.
The historical life has occupied only a secondary
place, its significance being found mainly in the
basis it supplies for this construction or interpre-
tation.

! Causes of the vnpwitmnt* What are the
causes that have contributed to restore the figure
of Jesxis to its place in the centre of religioxis

thought? We shall mention three as the chieL
(a} The first is the application of historical

criticism to the Gospel narrative In 1835, D. F.
Strauss published his Leben Jesu, and this book
proved the starting-point of a critical movement
the end of which is not yet in sight. The results
of Strausa* criticism were almost purely negative .

the Gospel story was resolved into a tissue of

myths. There are still writers who find in that

story only the most meagre basis of fact ; but their

conclusions are far from representing the general
results of the movement, which are much more

positive than negative in their eharactei, much
more constructive than destructive. If doubt has

been cast on some of the facts related about Jesus,
and if the influence of subsequent ideas has been
detected heie ami there in the presentation of His
life and teaching, the substantial truth of the

Gospel narrative has been amply vindicated.

Moieover, the critical study of the NT has done

for Christ what that of the OT has done for the

prophets. It has reconstructed the contemporary
ba< kjriourui. given us n better undoi-innumy of

His teaching, and cnabl -d us to see the Man and
His work in their human environment. To this

enlarged historical kn^v-locl^ ami m w feeling for

the historical, we ov o ilio iotoinMion of the fact

that the Christ of history is one thing- and the con-

ception of His Per&on that sprang up on the soil

of the Church's faith another. As early as the

Fourth Gospel the two images had been blended
into one. Still further, criticism has contributed

to the return to Christ by the mere fact that it

has brought the problem of His historical reality
,

i u ^i ^if- < into the centro of attention and
m n H. I

;
M> the njij'Oiiiarice of the Leben Jesu

ilio p'oMu-i- .hat occupied ilu* theological field

were almost purely 1
o< nil

'

i\* v lu n Christ was
considered, it was a- 1 IIP \ Hiii KM>I -ymbol 01 certain

speculative ideas. The retirement of the specu-
lative behind the historical is one of the signs of

the times.

(5) A second and even more important factor in

the movement 'back to Christ' is the widespread
dissatisfaction with the traditional statements of

OVM i,i nil v Since the rationalistic movement of

tho I N]I i out. the history of dogma has been in

the main a history of disintegration. Those who
seek to go behind the creeds, back to the source

of our religion, proceed on the ground that the
creeds do not represent, with any sufficient correct-

ness or iidoOjUm \.< if l'< i ihe <on<i k

|>liori- Iliat Jesus

taught oi i In -.^m.u.nu' th;ii Hi- l'< i-"ii has for

faith. All we can do here is to indicate the main
lines which the criticism of dogma has followed.

When we examine the formulas of Nicsea and
Chaleedon, in which the Being of God and the
Person of Christ are determined, we find one basal

conception underlying them all. It is the con-

ception of Substance. God is conceived pi IMIJI ily

as the Absolute Substance; that is to -ny. n- Un*

indeterminate, unchanging and permanent ground
of the knowable uoifd of variety, change, and
transience. Christ is true God because He shares
in the Divine Substance; and because He has
taken up human nature or substance into union
with His Divine substance, He is also true man.
The inner relations of the fJo<llii.M.tl "TailKM loot.;,

Sonship, the Procession of Lin> ITol\ Sp.rst ;u

all expressed in terms of this category It is

true that the Church had other rhirig- TO -ny
about God and Christ than those of its formula- ;

still the formulas were regarded as conveying the

deepest and most vital truths, and their acceptance
was made the criterion of orthodoxy and the
condition of salvation. If the ethical was recog-
nized, it occupied only a subordinate position in

comparison with the metaphysical. Now, what
is this idea of Substance which jplays so great a

rdle in the creeds ? It "was not derived from Christ
or the Hew Testament. It was borrowed from
Hellenistic philosophy; and what it originally
answered was not any religious need, but the

piu ely intcllectiial demand thai all the manifold-
ries-s of this time-world shall he reducible to the
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unity of a single principle. Even from a philo-
sophical point of view the idea of Substance is

open to tatal objections as a principle by \\hich
to explain personal or, indeed, any lelations. To
modern '*

,

'
' ^ ibstance is not a concrete

reality ; more than the mobt abstract
of all ideas, lo nypostatize abstractions, equip
them with causal power, and employ them as

principles of explanation, was a peculiarity of
Greek thought, and one that it is hopeless to
revive. The use which the creeds make of this
idea is even more <**,** < ii" , Y T\hen considered
from the standpom.. o f it >> Absolute Sub-
stance has nothing in common \\ith the holy,
personal Will of the prophets, or with the gracious
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. One cannot, on
such a foundation, build up a Christian conception
of God. And to say that Christ is Divine in
virtue of His participation in the Divine Sub-
stance, is not to present Him in any character that
makes Him the object of our trust. What gives
Christ His significance for faith is the fact that
in His Person, and ministry faith recognizes the
revelation of God's gracious will towards sinful
men.

^
To substitute a divinity of Substance for

a divinity of Revelation is to remove Christ from
the realm of faith into that of speculation ; and,
further, since the eategoiy of substance is at
bottom a pliv-u.il category, It is to rank the

]A\\ -i< al aliovo i ho personal and ethical.
l/i lorniuUjrmj: ilioe TIM < iqhy-i( til doctrines, the

Church no doubt buiLxud UIM n \\us safeguarding
vital religious interests. What seemed at stake
was nothing less than the reality of the salvation
mediated by Christ. But, it is contended, the con-

ception of salvation that the Nicene and Chalcedon
formulas were designed to safeguard is not an
ethical, but a metaphysical, or, more correctly,
physical, conception. The evil from which deliver-
ance is sought is not primarily sin ; it is the mor-

tality Hmt bolonjr- to our fatten nature; and the

good filiation, bi in LT^ is not ethical communion
with God, but participation in eternal life, which
is i-'u', ', -.f as a natural quality of the Divine
suoscance. Human substance is deified, invested
with the quality of iiinimiiatffv by being taken
up into and penetrated by Divine substance. It
is this metaphysical conception of salvation that

requires a metaphysical Christ. Christ must be
God and man in the substantial sense, since it was
in His Person that the penetration (6nx<fyw?cr) of
human substance by Divine took place. It is

obvions that such a conception of Christ's Person
can have little or no significance for those who
regard religious relationships as being at their

deepest and highest personal and ethical. An
ethical conception of Redemption, as a change in
our relation to God effected within our conscious-

ness, requires us to seek the significance of Christ
not in the metaphysical background of His nature,
but in the ethical and rehpoui- traiU of His charac-

ter, which disclose to us the heart of God, and have
the po-wer to awaken within us the response of
love and faith.

In the theology of the Greek Church the work
of Christ T\ as summed up in His Incarnation. In
that act salvation was already achieved. A more
practical and ethical conception entered the Church
with the great figure of Augustine. The meta-

physical antithesis of mortal, creaturely life and
eternal, Divine life retired before the ethical an-
tithesis of sin*and grace. There was a transference
of emphasis from the metaphysical Incarnation to
the ethical Atonement. The change marked an
important advance. Yet in the doctrine of the
Atonement as formulated by Anselm, and even as

subsequently modified, the ethical does not appear
in its purity, but only under the form of the

juristic. The work of Christ is interpreted by
means of categonefe borrowed from the legal dis-

cipline of the Konian Church. But ethical re-

lationships and ethical ends cannot be .(
]

eiUiifely
expre&sed in teims of ei iminal law. T > *

;p .
- 1 1 c

no less than the i-HitiM'-is- jj conceptions," of the
old theology have lo-: *IIM, hold on the modern
mind. We interpret religious relation now m
terms of ethics and psychology.

(c) The third cause that has operated in bringing
the historical Person and work of Chi i*>t into the
fuiegiound. has been the new sense lefleeted in
the writings of men like Goethe, Emerson, and
Carlyle of the importance of great personalities
as factors of historical change and ji o<ri c- - Neither
Catholicism nor tiaditional Protestantism can be
said to have shown much appreciation of the re-

ligious and ethical forces that lauiate from Jesus
as a historical personality. The saving activity of
God in Christ has been conceived either m a mysti-
cal, semi-mechanical way, as aff^r-ir u- inioii-j

1

' 1

an operation in the substance or u,< k;rif>i!i)ii 01 ,jin

being; or, again, iat5ona.hM:iej,!l\ 'a- p'uhiiiTii

through ideas or doctrines. The Rationalism of
the 18th century and the speculative ..liilo^pl.v .f

the 19th, while uj-.c Unu !lie formei 01 ;l-.-t- \v\v-,

only accentuate* 1 t h e 1 in tor History was resolved
into a dialectic of idea - not i>oi Mins1 1 1 L.-- Lut ideas
were regarded as the CKMI iv <; fOL c o- I n t IIP specu-
lative theology of the Helium period, tlu k

reli^riou-

importance of Jesus MH> fouim almost ^olelyin ,h-i

fact thaL He was the introducer or the symbol of
the supreme religious idea This idea the e&sen-

tial oneness of God and man, man as the eternal
Son of God is the active and creative thing.
There is still a large and important ^clioo!, repre-
sented by writers like Green, Edward Caird,
Pfleiderer, A. Dorner, which continues the Hege-
lian tradition. But the past half century has
witnessed a reaction from this exaggerated in-

tellectualism. It is being more and more \\ idely
lecogriizcd that the elevation and enrichment or
man s spiritual life have been effected far less by the
movements and instincts of the mass, or by the
introduction and development of ideas, than by the

appeal iiuc'o on the stage of history of
j
rn al creative

personal i uos Such personalities &n. fountain- of

life for many succeeding generations. In no pro-
vince is their importance so marked as in that of

religion. And Christ i& the supreme personality.
It was the hnpre-^ion produced by His Pers-on,
even more than the new ideas He taught^ that
created the Christian Church, 4 The life -was the

light of men.' And in whatever way wo account
for it, it is certain that Christian idf us cannot be

separated from Christ without being stripped of

much of their power to maintain memselveft in
men's minds and hearts. The recognition of such
facts has had no small share in bringing the
Person of Christ into the centre of religious

thought.
2. Theological reconstruction. "We pass from the

causes that have brought about a return to the
historical Christ, to consider some of the attempts
at theological reconstruction or revision to which
the movement has led. What is its dogmatic
significance ? The movement is not a tmiform one ;

it has taken -various directions ; and while most of

the thought of the day confesses its influence, this

influence is much more marked in some cases than
in others. We need not take into account a writer

like Gore, who, though insisting on the importance
of a knowledge of the historical Christ, yet derives
his theology not from Christ, but from the {Ecu-
menical Councils ; or like Lpisy, who, indeed, dis-

tinguishes between the Christ of history and the
Christ of faith, but yet allows the former little

significance except as the starting-point of the
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movement known as Christianity. Our attention
must be limited to the theologies in which the new
feeling for the historical Christ has exerted some
marked influence.

(1) We begin with that form of the movement
which <lepM

J

- least from traditional orthodoxy,
and to v >ii< h i Im term '

Christo-centrie
'
is -usually

applied. In this case the return to Christ has not
led to anything like a leeonstiuetion of doctrine;
the most that has been undertaken is a

levisipn.
The traditional doctrines receive a leinterpretation
and a fresh jToiiMiliris in the light of the fuller

k",ov.le<le of. iipil Ui- TU i fool in <r for, the Christ of

'iMty. hi rue words of the mo-t. distinguished
representative of the Christo-centric movement in
this country,

eWe cannot conceive and describe
the supreme historical Person without coming face
to face with the profoundest of all the problems in

theology ; but then we may come to them from an
entirely changed point of view, through the Person
that has to be interpreted rather than through the

interpretations of His Person. When this change
has been effected, theology ceases to be scholastic

and becomes historical.
9 *

This claim to break with the scholastic method
is partially, but m\l\ .:

i ,ii"\. "n '-fied. The
doctrines of the Ch.!'< !i .' :' i.o I

;'
treated as

sacrosanct, and as tJc I

'

\ r \ :

'

<
- < i theological

construction. Still i .1 >. i - '"/nixed that
even Scripture cannot be received us rho, ultimate
source and norm of doctrine. The Apostolic con-

ception of Christianity is not formally authori-
tative. We must not look at Christmerely through
St. Paul's eyes ; it is possible for us to see the
Christ whom St. Paul saw, and to estimate St.

Paul's thoughts from the vantage ground of this
immediate knowledge. The idea of an external

authority is not, however, surrendered ; it is only
carried back to the lastpossible resort, the con-
sciousness of Christ. Whatever can be derived
from the consciousness of Christ has an authori-
tative claim on our acceptance. And since His
history is of a piece with His consciousness, the
two must be taken together. The theological task
is therefore to interpret God through the history
and the consciousness of the historical Christ.
But here the question postponed at the beginning

presses for an answer. The term *
historical Christ 5

is not unambiguous. What are the contents of
His consciousness, what are the factsin His history,
which give to Him His meaning for faith, and which
must be regarded as constituting His historical

personality? We know Jesus from the Synoptic
Gospels as the teacher of an ethical ideal supreme
in its depth and height, and of a religion of pure
inwardness and spirituality. We obtain glimpses
into an^inncr life of intimate arid unbroken fellow-

ship with God. He was conscious of a unique
vocation, to bring men to the knowledge and ser-
vice of the Father in heaveti, and to introduce the
Reign of God on earth. In His consciousness of
this vocation and of His equipment for it, He
accepted the title of Messiah. He carried out His
vocation with an obedience to God that never
wavered, with a trust in God that no storm could
shake, with a love that shrank from no sacrifice,
and that never grew cold. He accepted the cross
in the confidence that God's purpose would not be
overthrown by His death, hut established. This at
least criticism leaves untouched ; and for some this
human Jesus is the Jesus of Msfcory, and, afc the
same time, the Divine Christ* ike Saviour of the
world. The constitutive fect^ in H% Person and
history are the religious and ethical facts. But
such is not the view of those whose position we are
now describing. Aeoeptlng these facts, they do
not regard them as supplying- am adequate con-

*Fairbairn, Christ in Modern Theology,&& I

ception of the Christ of history, or a> di^olo^inj* the

deepest meaning of His life
*

For Chi isto-centrie
as foi traditional theology, the elements of cardinal

importance in Christ's consciousness and history
are the miraculous elements The facts that give
to His inner life its character aie His moral

perfection and consciousness of smlesbneas, His
assertion of a unique knov.lod:^ of God, and of a

Sonship different in Liml noni ihsit possible to His

disciples, His a&sertion of His Messiahslup and pre-
existence, His demand for absolute devotion to His

Person, His claim to a superhuman authority in

forgiving sins and in dealing with OT institu-

tions and \aws, His claim to be the Saviour of the

world, the arbiter of human destiny, the final

Judge Similaily His outer life receives its char-

acter from the Virgin-bath, the Miracles (inter-

preted in the strict sense), and, above all, from the

bodily Resurrection. The historical Christ is the
transcendent and miiaculous Christ, the Christ
who was conscious of a superhuman dignity, and
who was declared by the resurrection from the
dead to be the Son of God with power (Ro I

4
)

Tins conception of Christ, with its subordination
of the moral and religious in His consciousness
and history to the miraculous, carries with it two
momentous consequences. In the first place, it in-

volves the view, is indeed founded upon it, that
the Revelation of God is to be found not primarily
in Christ's Person and ministry, but in the doc-
trines in which these are interpreted. Christ is

brought before us as primarily a problem that
demands solution What constitute Him a prob-
lem are the above-mentioned facts in His con-
sciousness and history, which cannot be accounted
for except on the hypothesis that He was a super-
human, supernatural Being a Being that stood
in a relation to God beyond any that can be
described in ethical terms These facts are singled
out as the essential ones, just because they set the

problem and piovide the basis for the transcen-
dental livjx^lies-is The solution of the problem
w given *in the NT doctrines of Christ's Person
and work. The Person and work constitute the
facts; the doctrines supply their explanation or

interpretation. Apart from the doctrinal inter-

pretation the facts might still retain a certain

ethieo-religious i^MifiriiiH'i
1

, but they would lose
ihoir highest, thei'i <-*niil, meaning. It is the

interpretation 01 construction that is the essential

thing in Christianity. The gospel is not given
with" the clun actor, teaching, and ministry of

Christ, in their direct appeal to the heart and
conscience; only the doctrinal interpretation, of
these facts that the pre - existent Son of God
assumed human nature, lived among men, and
atoned by His death for their sinhas a right to
the name. Christianity is given only when Christ
is speculatively construed.*

Though the need for such a construction can he
demonstrated, the construction itself is not to "be

regarded as a work of human freedom. We re-

ceive it as authoritatively given. To traditional

theology the nullioiity is inspired $ upline, ilu.

witness of the \jo^rolic writers no V--, di;m
Christ's self-witness. It is characteristic of the
Christo-centric school that, with a freer view of

inspiration, it admits only the self-witness as the
ultimate authority. Only Christ Himself could
know and reveal the secret of His unique person-
ality. The doctrine of the Apostolic writers is
not to be regarded as the product* of a religious
experience created by Christ, but as the repro-
duction or development of ideas received from
Chrisfs lips. These writers are only the channel
by which the interpretation has reached us, not
its source.

*
Fairbairn, PhitottQ&w qfthe Christian Religion, p. 300.
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A doctrinal II-T-M'IM of Revelation requnes
as its coirelate n ( on<< pi n-n of Faith as piimarily
an intellectual ac't Faith must be defined as the
assent of the mind to a proposition on the ground
of authority This assent, however, though the

primary element in faith, is not treated as the
whole of it; it becomes effective only when re-
inforced by the practical elements of feeling and
will.

More fruitful, perhaps, than its attempt at a
fresh <rioimding of doctrine has been the contribu-
tion of the Christo-centnc school to the revision of
doctiine. It has sought to fiee the formulas that
descnbe the Timne Being of God and the Person
and work of Christ from their over-refinement,
to translate them into the 'fi<;'i lu - if modern
thought, and to make them i. !'. ; i u ;l and less

metaphysical.
(2) We pass to a second, and much more radical

phase of the movement. To many,
* back to Christ

'

means back from historical Christianity, the re-

ligion founded upon Christ, to the religion which
Christ (asi^n ,< nd which we see embodied in His
life. Moio limn a century ago the position was
summed up by Les&ing in his famous saying,
1 The Christian religion has been tried for eighteen
centuries; the religion of Christ remains to be
tried/
That the stream of religion flows purer at its

fountainhead than at its lower reaches is a fact
which the study^

of every historical religion con-
firms. As a >

" "

! , >ances through history, it

loses somethi ^ !
- n.ealisrnand becomes more

secular, take- np foi< !<m elements, accumulates

dogmas and <
i
i( iinoine>. parts with its simplicity

and spontaneity, and becomes more and more a
human comstiuction. And every religious reform
has signified a tinou ing off of foreign accretions,
and a return to the simplicity and purity of the
source, Did not Christ Himself represent a re-

action from the elaborate legal and ceremonial

system of Judaism to th< ^i'Mj-hM and TIIOIC ethical

faith of tho prophets
*

'l!i<' liYfoiniimoii was a
return to pnnurivc CJiiis-tiaiiny, but less to Christ

than to St. Paul But we must, it is maintained,
go behind even St. Paul and the early disciples.
It is true, indeed, that, in the NT, Christianity
is not the complex thing it afterwards became;
still, the process of intellectual and ceremonial
elaboiation has begun. If we have not the fully-
<le\ eloped >jM<'m of dogma and sacrament, we
hav e al lea*l t lib germs out of which it arose ; and
while much must be regarded as the legitimate

development of principles implicit in Christ's

gospel, there is also the introduction of a foreign
element.
Let us contrast at one or two points the gospel

as proclaimed by Jesus with the Church's rencfer-

ing of it. Jesus' gospel contains no Christology.
It is the glad tidings of a Father in heaven, whose
love and care embrace all His creatures, in whose

eyes every human soul is precious, and who is at

once the righteous Judge and the pitiful, forgiving
Saviour. Jesus was conscious of His unique posi-
tion as the Mediator of salvation, but He never

(according to the Synoptic tradition) required faith

in Himself in the same sense as He required faith

in God. God was the one object of faith : and if

Jesus called men to Himself, it was only that He
might lead them to God, and teach them to love,

trust, and obey God. Turning to the gospel of

the Church, we find a doctrine of Christ's Person
at the heart of it. To believe the gospel is no

longer, in the first place at least, to receive God's

message of love and forgiveness, and to obey His
summons to repentance, trust, and service ; it is

to believe that Jesus is Messiah, a pre-exastent,

heavenly Being, the second Person in the Trinity.

A doctiine of Jesus
3

Pei&on is substituted foi the

Heavenly Father as the immediate object of faith.

A^ain, Jesus' gospel contains nothing like a

developed doctrine of Redemption. The question
as to the lationale of forgiveness is never raised,
and there is no hint of the inability of God to

forgive without a i
*

,

' "
Forgiveness is

presented as flowing ,
, God's fatherly

love (Lk 15). And &
'

i? find the other

propositions included in the Church's doctrine of
T?< (?< '',|''"i'*i Jesusa indeed, teaches that none is

^.oil -

V
M! l(i

"

that even at the best we are un-

profitable servants, who have done no more than

pur duty (Lkl7 10
); but He knows so.lin^r of

inherited guilt, radical toiiuplioii >, Jin'ii. n

nature, human inability to do uuy good work.
In the gospel of Jesus we are in "the region of
direct moral intuition; nothing is there merely
because apologetic or system required it. We
are also in the region of moral sanity. There
I- '"iY 1

:. n" ,:M>'* ism, and no attempt to culti-

N.J ' , .<
' !_' <! infulness. Men are bidden

1 \- k o i"
i

11
'

1

* as their Father m heaven
is perfect (Mt S48

}. Comparing the gospel of

the Church with that of Christ, we fand com-

plication instead of simplicity, theological con-

struction instead of intuition, and sometimes
morbidness and exaggeration in place of sanity.

Finally, while the teaching of Jesus places the
centre or gravity in the will, the Church transfers

it to the intellect. 'This do and thou shalt live*

(Lk 1028} is the command of Jesus : what the
Church requires is belief rather than conduct.
The gospel of Jesus represents the crown of

religion ; it is the highest and, in its innermost

nature, the final stage of religious development
No other historical ioli<:ioTi can endure a moment $

comparison with it And the religions manu-
factured out of a few philosophical principles have
still less claim to serious consideration, since they
are ^liollv lacking in eveiyUung that gives a
i elision v n,i lit ^ . ft can be said with literal truth

that, tor an> Vuili/ed community, the choice is

not between Ciin-ii irii \* and some other religion,

but between 01 IT i-i lariit V and no religion at all.

While Iho n'ligioii of Jesus is regarded as the

onefaith (Mj^bic of meeting the need of this ami
of every j;o it i> not meant that it can be re-

produced in every detail. We must distinguish
between central and peripheral elements, and.

between the enduring spirit
and the passing

form of manifestation. We cannot, for example,
revive the primitive expectation of the world's

speedy end, or the ideas about angels, Satan,
unclean spirits as the agents in disease* which
Jesus shared with His contemporaries. The

gospel must be translated into the language of

to-day, and its spirit applied to the relations of

our modern life.

How is Jesus Himself regarded by those who

represent this type of thought? An -peculative

Christology, whether Biblical or M <1< -i.sMicaK i-

rejected, and it is asserted that such Christology
has no basis in the language which Jesus used

about Himself. Further, it is held that not Jesus,

but the God whom Jesus revealed, is the imme-
diate object of our faith. At the same time, the

unique significance of Jesus, not only in the history
of religion but also for the individual, is earnestly

recognized. We quote the confession of Bousset :

1 Thou art our leader, to whom there is none like,

the leader in the highest things, the leader of our

soul to God, the Way, the Truth, and the Life.'
*

The figure of Jesus is the grandest and mosfc per-
fect that God has bestowed on humanity tteragfe-
out the long course of its upward Journey. Bonssefc

'

can even adopt the confession of St, Paul, *God
*
Bousset, Das Wesen der JReltgim> p. 267.
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was in Christ
5

(2 Co 519
). Hamack goes a step

further. Mesus/ he says,
f
is the way to the

Father, and He is ako the judge ordained by
the Father. Not as a constituent does He belong
to the Go&pel, but He has heen its personal realisa-

tion s&d power, and will always "be felt as such.
5 *

But in thus insisting on the dependence of the

gospel on the Person behind it tor its power in

awakening faith, Harnack is to be
ji-j.

<V? -

Jep
T e-tii".tm ('it; lur- <-f '^ui.,:*

1 ' io "in' ,-<I.!L
in rlio neM M i ii<*:i i, i ''Ci ri.'iii i M <

:
- ' .<-'!< 10

(3) The last type of theological thought which
has to be considered, as bearing upon it the impress
of the modern feeling for the historical Chust, is

the most important of all. It is that represented
by the gieat name of Kitsehl. For Ritschlianism,
even more than for traditional orthodoxy, Chi 1st is

the sum and substance of Christianity. In Him
the living God reveals Himself to men ; He is the
fact in history in which God meets us, to awaken
our faith and lead us into the blessedness of His

fellowship. What is it in Christ that gives Him
TTi- &o moment ou* -si^iii fiui rice ? The answer which
Iln>c ! ilia.in-irn guts to aii?- question involves a
new interpretation of the great Christian ideas,

Keyelation, Gospel, Doctrine, Faith, only it is

claimed that tM- ii'< |ii-
J

,i,*n i N i.filing more
than a carrying <ml MI tin 1 j, 4 :ii,<iniLpUil principles
of the -Reformation.
In Catholic, and not less in traditional Pro-

testant, theology the ^minuiiup of Christ is con-
centrated in the <l->uimo& in which His Person
and work have received their inuu pi or ation

<"*v -
I- ni \ is summed up in the groat -peculai i\c

ii.",i- v r Jn eternal Sonship, the Incarnation, and
the atoning Deafch. These ideas are regarded as

constituting the content of Revelation and the

object of faith ; into them the meaning and power
of Jesus* life are gathered, and to believe them is

to believe the gospel Doctrine, Gospel, Revela-
tion are treated as one and the same thing. For
Ritschlianism, on the other hand, it is not the
doctrinal interpretation that is the vital thing, but
the Person and work interpreted. Doctrine has
its own importance, but it must not be identi-
fied with Revelation or with the Gospel j and con-

sequently it is not the object of faith. The im-
portance of doctrine lies in this, that it brings to

expre&sion what faith has found in Christ. The
appropriation of the Revelation of God in Christ
results in a new knowledge of God and of human
life, and it is the task of dogmatics to exhibit this

knowledge in its purity, free from any admixture
of philosophical speeuldLtion, and in its connexion
with the inner life, Doctrine is the explicitly
formulated knowledge of faith. But the doctrines
in which another's faith ha* expressed itself cannot
be received by us as the ground of our faith. It is

not by appropriating St. Paul's thoughts about
Christ that He \vas a propitiatory offering, a pre-
existent heavenly Being, etc. that we become
Christians, but only by trusting Christ as St. Paul
trusted Him. When there is this direct contact
with Christ, St. Paul's thoughts will be reproduced
as the fruit of ottr own experience, and only then
will they have real meaning for us To substitute
for Christ as the object of faith a doctrine of His
Person and work is to remove Mth from its genetic
ground. For the creative thing in Christianity is
not the doctrines which, with more or less truth
and fulness, describe Christ's

significance ; it is the
personal life in its inexhaustible wealth of mean-
ing and power, and as it manifests itself to us in
word and deed. Doctrine is a product of faith, not
its causal ground. Moreover, the substitution of
doctrine for Christ has this further result, that it
carries with it a false view of faith. Faith is then

*
Harnacfc, Da* Wesen <fe*

necessarily conceived in the Catholic manner as

the submission of the mind to a proposition on the

ground of its ." .'> But if the Reformation

has taught us ,v\'i : . it is that faith is not

assent to a doctiine, but trust in the living God.

Faith is no pioduct of our own activity ; it is God-

created the result of the contact of the soul with

Drviiio irjil'iv In the Person of Christ, God so

revta U II im-olr to us as to command our reverence,

trust, and devotion.

Not a doctrine, therefore, but a life is for

Ritsehlian theology the medium of Revelation

and the object of faith. But the fuither question

anses, What are the facts in the life that ^clothe
it with Divine meaning and power ? In traditional

theology the main emphasis falls upon the element

of the miraculous. This follows necessarily from
the position jv=^ned to doctrine. Doctrine is the

object of in IPX, ami it is the miraculous facts

V
,

"

i '.
"

Miracles, Sinlessness, unique Know-
< '. -d, bodily Resurrection that supply

the basis tor the dogmatic structure. But in the

Ritsehlian system no importance is attached to

the miraculous as such. The attempt to demon-
strate the Divine significance of Jesus in a theo-

retical (or causal) way is abandoned as at once

impossible and mistaken. It is not possible, it is

maintained, by means of the facts to which tradi-

tional theology appeals, to prove scientifically that
Jesus cannot be explained by the causes operative
in history, and that the h \ pothesis of a transcen-

dental origin and nature mu^t be brought into the
field Only for faith is a miracle a proof of God's

working ; for science it is either an unexplained
fact or a deceptive aj ] <.'.>]HO Moreover, it is

not through breaches in T/he continuity of nature
or of history that God makes His presence and
activity certain to us. The religious view of
nature or history is no product of causal explana-
tion. To faith alone does God reveal Himself,
and the judgment that God is in Christ is a judg-
ment of faith. To consider Jesus in the light of a
problem that has to be explained is to abandon
the 10! i^ion * aLt ihido for the scientific.

The, Mial iau* in Christ's life are, for Ritsch-

lianism, those that exhibit the living Person,
and His activity in His vocation. The Christ who
knew God as Father, who never turned aside from
doing the Father's will, who never in the darkest
vicissitudes of His life lost His confidence in the
Father's wisdom, power, and love, and who by His
faith overcame the world and <-M', n :i 1 .1

k

,ath;
the Christ who, understanding , i -I n-

1

,i the
evil of sin as none else, in holy love and pity
sought out the sinful, making them His com-
panions and opening for them the door into the
Kingdom of God, and who for their sakes sur-
rendered His life as an offering, enduring the cross
and despising the shame this is at once the Christ
of history and the Christ of faith. His unique
consciousness of God and His sinlessness or as it
is better described, His moral perfection do not
owe their religious importance to their serviceable-
ness as proofs of a transcendental e nature

'

; their

importance lies in their inherent worth and power
as elements in His personality. That there is

something inscrutable in Jesus' consciousness of
God is strongly maintained ; only it is not our
inability to account foi Hun that gives Hmi His
religious signiiicance. Similarly the miracles are
not to be vie\\ ed as proofs, but as exhibiting His

gracious activity in His vocation. What of the
Resurrection ? Within the Eitschlian school there
are some who include this as part of the historically
given ground of faith. The view of the majority,
however, and the one that seems most consistent
with the general position, is that belief in Jesus*
eternal existence is rather the final outcome of
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faith than its preliminary condition. Apart from
the difficulties which the Resurrection nairatives

piesent, our belief that Jesus lives is not one that
rests on human testimony. It .-

1
.

;

." n the
impression produced on us by II

'*
. He

could not be holden of death (Ac 224), and on our
acceptance of His revelation of the Father-God.
The question has been raised whether it is the

historical or the exalted Christ that is the object
of faith. These alternatives are not, however, so

opposed as they seem. Most would admit that
our conception of the exalted Christ, if it is not to

pass into the region of pure phantasy, must derive
its content from the historical life ; and also, that
the historical Christ must be thought of, not
merely as a figure of the past, but as alive for
evermore. The exalted Christ is the Christ of

history, with the superadded thought that He is

not dead but risen, and ;,
'

' "

i
-

1

, hand of God.
Th - 1 "

1 ,d > -

v God's Fatherly
love .

' i ,
',

-it to Ritschlian

thought, already given in the simple .

. \ \ *,-

of Jesus. To complicate this simple [ i . M, ,,

with doctrine is to pervert it. But this is not to

say that Christ has no place in His gospel. In the
first place, it is from Christ's Personality, and from
His activity in His vocation, that the gospel de-
rives its meaning. Apart from His ministry of

love, our i ,(!'* 'he Fatherly love of God
can have 1 ! I- I, content. That historical

ministry in its inexhaustible richness stands as the

enduring exhibition of what Divine love means.
The dogmatic conception of the Father surrender-

ing His eternal Bon to death is much poorer as an
exhibition of love than the historical reality. So
also one can rise to the height of the gospel con-

ception of God's righteousness and mu<\ only as
one keeps in view the mind and < h.u <u M 01 Christ,
and His treatment of sinners. The reconciliation
of these two attributes is not a matter of juris-

prudence, as the Atonement doctrine makes it ; it

is the secret of a IMM'-OMJ*! life. We see them re-

conciled in the niiiul anl ministry of Jesus, who,
undefiled and separate from sinners, yet received
them into His fellowship.
But this is not all. In analyzing Christ's sig-

nificance, Ritschlian thooloprvat taclu^ e\ en urreatci

importance to the idea ot L*O\\OT. Ohii^t U ihat
fact through which God enters as a force into

history, to awaken and sustain faith. It is not
natural for us to believe the gospel of God's for-

giveness and Fatherly love and care. Rather does
faith arise as a victory over nature. When we
eon loin pin 10 the iron system of mechanical forces

and l.Ttts- thai beset us behind and before, and

beyond which no theoretical knowledge can con-

duct us, it is a hard matter to persuade ourselves

that these forces and laws are but the angels and
ministers of a gracious personal" will. It is su-

premely through Christ that we reach this assur-

ance He is the Divine fact that so masters us as

to convince us that not mechanism, but the Good
is the ultimate reality. The spiritual might of

God becomes real to us as we contemplate the

power of the Good in Jesus' life. Forgiveness
becomes real and guilt becomes real when we feel

behind them the throb of Jesus' holy love. The

great redemptive forces faith, love, self-sacrifice,

moral fidelity have their supreme seat and centre

in the Person and life and cross of the man Christ

Jesus. We may sum up the position by saying
that in Him the will of God for man's salvation

becomes effective.

Such are the three theological types in which
the influence of the movement 'back to Christ* is

most apparent. It would be premature to forecast

the ultimate is&ue of the movement. But one

thing is certain. So momentous an event as the

recovery of the historical figure of Christ cannot
leave theology exactly as it found it.
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BAG (Jn 126 1329
y\wr<r6icotu>v ; in Lk 12s3 oXema

is tr.
e

bags* in AV, butBV f

purses
'

; see PuESE).

TA.6J<ro"ostojM>v (ir "^T
" ' ' T * *

-
i
* ' - -" - a

case for keeping . .
'

xop.su) ; so Phry ,
. w ,

. ' J *
*

form, rejecting that of NT, which, however, is found m an old
T- .1 ii-'i"; >. i

"

: Comic writers and in LXX (see Liddell
:

'' -<. i

x

J l!\- 'box' seems the better rendering-
Field. (OA > has a very full note, in which he concludes that

yA.., both in its general and in its special sense, means not a
bag, but a box or chest, always of wood or other hard material.

I look at Is'icanor the coffin-maker [a-operyyav], and consider for

what p'irpo." re m ike* ilu ^ ^oorlcn l>o\o V" *'*"*!') ; and
m an iii^'nor 1 >n 'luoi d b\ H.'itdi (/'syj^/jf in, Jft'jf* al Greek)
j-A. means the strong t>ox or inunnneni chesi of an association.

The LXX translates pix in 2 Ch 248f by j-A. (the chest for the

offerings, but %i(3eoros in 2 K 129f- as usually), which Cod. A also

gives in 2 S 611 (the Ark). Aquila uses yX for jn$ in all its

significations, e g. coffin (Gn 5026), the Ark (Ex 371, IS 5*, 2 S
6") Ancient Versions of Jn ajrrn \mn i.h- \vw Vulg gives
loculos, the plural, says Field, 'indK'aTiri'jr

* <>r-J lurtitions,*
a small portable cash-box I) l.u ttttmmt' \<;iim > Zevfuvrenv

ztf.ov, Itgntiam arcu-lam. In fi\ouroi JA it n 13 . urged thafe

something small and eas:H carried is rcq i.rea rn t lie context,
whereas the above instances are chiefly larger boxes (but note
use of yA. by Hesychius and Arnan above) Again, in 1 S 6^
7ai# (EV

'
coffer *) is tr. yXeaa-a-oxo^v by Josephus, and is from

a'root *to tremble, wag, move to and fro/ whence in Arabic
there is a similar word meaning a bag filltd uuh -io:v,"hnni

at the sides of camels to preserve equi'ibr.wu (-co <! ni'i,

Lex.) In modern Greek also */>. means J>L r*-e or hajr (Hutch).

The7\. was the receptar lo for the money of Jesus

and the disciples; it contained, no doubt, the

proceeds of the sale of their goods, and gave the

idea later of the common fund (Ac 432f-) ; it was

replenished by the gifts of friends (Lk 83
) ; and

from it the poor were helped (Jn 1329}. Judas

may have been entrusted with it as being the best

fitted for such work ; but what might have proved
a blessing, as giving useful employment for his

talents, became the means of his ruin. Other sug-

gested explanation* aie that Christ thought fit

to call for ill a manifestation of his sin as the only
means of cuie (Hengstenberg) , or that it was

simply a private airangement between the disciples

(Cotlet). The 'bag' could not have been taken
from him, as Eder-hcim ( Life <?nd Times, ii. 472)

remarks, without expo^mji him to the others, and

precipitating his moral destruction. See JUDAS
ISCAEIOT. "W. H. DUNBAS.

BAND. A Roman legion the full strength of

which was about 6000 men, was divided into ten

cohorts (600), and each cohort into three maniples
(200). Greek writers use the word cnra/wt, rendered
* band J

in our versions, sometimes for maniple but

usually for cohort j hence KVni has regularly
* cohort.

1 The troops in 'Judaea, however, as in,
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other provinces governed by a procurator, con-

sisted simply of auxiliaries, not Roman citizens,

"but provincials; these were not formed into

legions, but merely into cohorts, of strength vary-

ing from 500 to 1000, sometimes consisting purely
of infantry, sometimes including cavalry also.

The forces in Palestine seem to have been

originally Herod's troops, taken over by the

Bomans ; they were recruited in the Greek cities

in or around the country, such as Csesarea,

Asealon, Sebaste. One such cohort formed the

garrison of Jerusalem, stationed in the fortress of

Antonia, adjoining the Temple, under a chiliarch

or tribune {* the chief * apt <iin of the band,' Ac 2IS1
).

From the account of the foice at the disposal of

Lysias. (Ac 23s), his cohort must have been a
cohorsmttiarM L^nfstria, consisting of 760 infantry
and 240 cavalry ; but this may not have^ been the
case in our Lord's time, some 30 years earlier. This
Koman force was probably granted by Pilate to

effect our Lord's arrest (Jn 18*- 1J
, where *the

band* under its 'chief captain' [BV] seems dis-

tinguished from *the officers of the Jews,' i.e. the

Temple police ; see Westcott, ad loc.). Of course,

only a portion of the whole cohort would be
needed. In Mt 2T27

1|
Mk 151S the soldiers gather

together
* the whole band '

to mock our Lord ;

obviously ail who were at hand and not on duty.

LITERATURE Gnrnm-Thayer, *

49-5C; Marquardt, Rwnische
, 534 a.

r~t~za. , Sohurcr 77JP i.

niaU niuj (i^si), iL

HAEOLD SMITH.

In the parable of the Pounds, Christ

upbraids the slothful servant because he had not

given his pound to the bank (&ri rp&vefav), i.e.

the office of the money-clumber*. (Lk 192
), who

would have kept it *-afe, and uKo paid interest for
it*

* Bankers (r/Kwrejfrot) is used in RT of Mt
S527 for

*

money-changers
*
of the AV. In Greek

cities the bankers sat at their tables (rp&refa) in
the market-place. They changed coins, but also
took money on deposit, giving what would now
seem very high interest (see articles

*

Money-
Changers* and 'Usury* in vols. iii. and iv, of

Hastings' &B).
In this parable some suppose that Christ meant

by
* the bank *

to indicate the Synagogue, or the
Chiistian Church as an organized body, which
might use the gifts or powers of a disciple, when
he could not, through timidity or lack of energy,
exercise them himself, Others have supposed that
He pointed to prayer as a substitute for good
works, when the disciple was unable to do such.
But all this is very precarious. (Cf, Bruce, Para*
Mic TeacMnff of Christ, p. 209 f.).

Tiiere is an a-poeryphal sajing of Christ which may be con-
nected with this parable. Ongen (in Joan.n \ix. etc ) gives it
thus: irinrfa Tfur&rttt oex.fM^

* Be ye tried money-changers.
1

This is explained in the Clementine Hotnilifg (in. 61) co mean
that Christiana should prove the words of Chnsr, as the bankers
tesD and approve the gold and silver on their tables But it
mat perhaps be looked at rather as connected x\Jth thr steward-
ship of ifts and talents by the Lord s disciples, finding its

parallel in such sayings as Lk 16J2 * if ye have not been faithful
in that which is another man's, who shall g\\ e j on ih.a vvhirli
is your own * The duty of a tunid servant may be to use Ms
gifts under the guidance and authority of others, but growing
experience mteht advance him TO be a T/wflr&rtf himself , who
JsabJe to trade boldly with that which has been entrusted to

2. 1m Lk 19**
*

twik/ AV ' trench
9

(Gr. x
probably stands for a palisade (so BVm) of st,
strengthened with branches and earth, with a
ditch behind/ used by besiegers as a protection
against arrows or attacking parties (Lat. vallum).
Such a palisade was actually employed by the
soldiers of Titos in the siege of Jerusalem, A.r> 70
(Jos. BJ v. vi. 2). DAVID M. W. LAIRD.

BUTQUE3V-The people of Palestine in Christ's
day as, indeed, throughout the Easfc generally

weie fond of social feasting. The word 5o%4 ren-

dered 'feabt/ from e^oju-at, Ho receive
3

(ct. Eug.
4

reception
:

) 5 is used with TTO^W, 'to make (cf.

Heb. nz^n wj? Job I 4
). This is the social fea&t or

banquet, as distinguished from the religious feast

(coprtf). Levi made a great feast in his house (Lk
5s9

) ; and Christ advised His followers, when J:hey

gave a banquet, to invite the poor and Afflicted.

rather than the rich and influential (14
13

). fchich

banquets were usually given in the house of the

host to invited guests <Lk H13
, Jn 2*), but there

was more freedom accorded the uninvited than is

common in Western social life (Lk ^-^). Guests

reclined on couches 1 , IL '.PMM Tie left arm, and

eating with the aid i :
'

>
:

, i : s . ! as in ordinary
meals Eating, and especially drinking of wine

(cf. Heb. nr^o
*

drink/ and jn
'

wine/ used for
e ban-

quet/ and Gr. ervju,ir&ffwv, 'chinking together
3

),

music, dancing, joyous IOM\CI-AUOTI, merriment,

usually characterized such a festivity.
Such a

banquet was a part of wedding occasions. Jesus

accepted an invitation to one of these at Cana in

Galilee (Jn 22ff*
). Levi gave a banquet in His honour

(Lk a23). There were often large numbers present
(S

29
), and j !..l,ai<ni- in the places (Mt 236, Lk H7

2046
, Mk 12 s

*}. Une of the guests was usually
appointed

* ruler of the feast/ or
d/^ir/jfjcXtvos (Jn

2^ 9
), who superintended the drinking, etc. (cf.

Lk S236
). E, B. POLLARD.

BAPTISM (jSdTTio-jwa == * the rite of Baptism/
always in NT di^tirurni^bcd from j3a7rnaju6s, *a

washing,' Mk 74, He 6-"9w [hub see Lightfoot, Com.
on Colossians, p. 184]; but this distinction is not
maintained in Josephus [cf. Ant. XVTIL v. 2] ;

and in the Latin versions and Fathers baptisma
and bagtumus and even *,'" . r ;ni> used in-

(liHri".iia!ly. see Hummers art. *

Baptism' in

Ilju-ri'i;^ l)l\* A rite wherein by immersion in
water the participant symbolizes and .signalizes
his transition from an impure to a pure life, his
death to a past he abandons, and his new birth to
a future he desires.

Tli* i>')int- for consideration are (1) the Origin
of Biipi 1*1,1. ;J- its Mode, (3) John's Baptism of the
people, (4) John'- Baptism of Jesus, (5) Baptism by
the duciplo- of Jesus.

1. Thv fifjut of Baptism. Baptism, as we find it

in the GobpeK may be traced to a threefold source,
natural svinbolUm, the lustrations of the Mosaic
Law, and the baptism of proselytes. In many
of the appointments of non- Christian religions
the cleansing of the soul from sin is >viiboJued
by the uti>hiug of rhe body (see the Wmlidad,
Fargard, ix. ; \VilIiarns, Religious Thought m
India, 347 ; Vergil, JEwid, ii. 720 ; Ovid, Fasti,
v, 680; and esp. MacCulloch, Com/par. TheoL).
As, in other religions, so in Israel washings were
the means appointed for roloriri fhe person
who had incurred ceremonial defilement to his
place among the worshipping congregation The
Mosaic Law prescribed certain regulations for the
removal of uucleanness by washing with water;Lv J5&8.2&M (Xo^crat tf&m irav rb <nS/t atfrou)
1626, *. etc. But if the Jew himself needed almost
daily washing (* Judseus quotidie lavat, quia quo-
tidie inqninatur/ Tertull de Baptismo, xv.), much
more^wasihe bath of purification necessary for the
Gentile who desired to pass into Judaism. For the
proselyte this baptism (n^ne) seemed the appro-
priate initiation. ' Whensoever any heathen will
betake himself and be joined to the covenant of
Israel, and place himself under the wings of the
Divine Majesty, and take the yoke of the Law
upon him, voluntary circumcision, baptism, and
ablation are required.

7

(See this and other pas-
sages in Lightfoot,, Horas ffeb. on Mt 36

; Schurer,HJP 1; and Edersheim's Life and Times of
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Jesus, Appendix xii. on '

Baptism of Proselytes
'

The question whether the baptism of proselytes
was in vogue as early as the time of the Baptist
has been laid to rest by Edersheim and Schurer).
It may almost be said, then, that when John
baptized the people, he meant to impress them
with the idea that they must be re-born before

they could enter the kingdom. He, as it were,
excommunicated them, and b;y

"

them to
submit to Baptism, declared natural
birth as Jews was insufficient for participation
in the Messianic blessings. No doubt also he
believed himself to be fulhlhng the predictions of
Zee 131

, Ezk 3625, as well as the craving expressed
in Ps 517

.

2. The Mode ofBaptism. That the normal mode
was by immersion of the whole body may be in-
ferred (a) from the meaning of pcLTrrifa, which is

the intensive or frequentative form of /SctTrrw,
'
I

dip,* and denotes to immerse or submerge. In Poly-
bius, iii 72, it is used of Y ,.

' *

i.

"

a
flooded river, 'immersed 10 tneii ureast (etas TUJ>

twtrruv ot Trefol pcnrTtfrojievot). It is used also of

sinking ships (in i. 51, the Carthaginians sank
many of the Roman ships, TroAXct, r&v <r/cct0c3j> ^8dir-

TL{OV). [Many examples are given in ^('pl'sinn-*,
and esp. in Classic Baptism: An enquiry into the

meaning of the word pam-lfa, by James W. Dale,
4th ed. Philadelphia, 1872]. The point is that

'dip
9
or 'immerse 9

is the primary, 'wash' the
< I-MI^I; -i! ;:i.;i

\
of jSdirrw and pturrlfa. (b) The

-.
u

s- i
1

i< < "< k
'i ix be drawn from the law laid

down regarding tiie baptism of proselytes: 'As
soon as he grows whole of the wound of circum-

cision, they bring him to Baptism, and being
placed in the water, they again instruct him in
some weightier and in some li^liln (oiiiiaands of

the Law. Which being hear< . . I u k

]
>1 1 in jro-* himself

and comes up, and behold, he is an Israelite in
all things.* (See Lightfoot, I c.). To use Pauline

language, his old man is dead and buried in the

water, and he rises from this cleansing grave a
new man. The full significance of the rite would
have been lost had immersion not been practised.

Again, it was required in proselyte baptism that
*

every person baptized must dip his whole body,
now stripped and made naked, at one dipping.
And wheresoever in the Law washing of the body
01 jTiiunontt is mentioned, it means nothing else

iJiau ilu cashing of the whole body.
7

(c) That
immersion was the mode of Baptism adopted by
John is the natural conclusion from his choosing
the neighbourhood of the Jordan as the scene of

his labours ; and from the statement of Jn 323 that
he was ba pi i/ing in Fiion * because there was much
water ihoro"

\tj)
I'luii this form was continued

into the Christian Church appears from the ex-

pression \ovrpbir iraKivywecrtcLs (Tit 35), and from the
use made by St. Paul in Ko 6 of the symbolism.
This is well put by Bingham (Antiy. xi. 11) :

* The ancients thought that immersion, or burying
under water, did more likely itspiwnt the death
and burial and resurrection of ClmM, asjwell as

our own death unto sin and rising again unto

righteousness: and the divesting 01 unclothing
the person to be baptized did also represent the

putting off the body of sin in order to put on the

new man, which ia> cieated in righteousness and
true holiness. For which rouiou they observed the

way of baptizing all persons naked and divested,

by a total immersion under water, except in some

particular cases of great exigence, wherein they
allow of sprinkling, as in the case of clinic Bap-
tism/ or where there is a scarcity of water/ This
statement exactly reflects the ideas of the Pauline

Epistles and the Didache. This early document

enjoins that Baptism be performed in running
water ; but if that is not to be had, then in other

water: *And if thou canst not in cold, then in
warm ; but if thou hast neither, pour water thrice

upon the head.' Here it is obvious that afiusion
is to be practised only where immersion is incon-
venient or mi] jo iblo. The Eastern Church has
in the mam adhered to the primitive form But in
the Western Choi- '>

' '
' \

,
' i- f "i nate and

the alteration of '. ; r i '\\.\ uiu 'n; afiusion
and ^pi inkling. Tu^ir^ from the representations
of the jriMioiinttiiu, i- i'j< rite collected by Mr.
C. F. R-^u- iWniK.t Bill, et Eccles. vol. v. pt. iv*),

whose collection is more valuable than his in-

ferences, it would seem that at an uul\ |*'Wi
a common form of administration ro(|ii:s.f| ih;,

the baptized person should stand in some kind
of bath or tuo, naked or nearly so, while the
bantL- |MiHi

n

\\.iter three times over him.
This -i' us <l mi MI ,'iiil'iilh gave place to the
still more meagre -,HIM\; M/ of the head. But
theoretically the form ot Baptism by immersion
was retained alike in the Roman, the Anglican,
and the Presbyterian Churches. Thus Aquinas
(Summa, m. IXVL 7) determines :

c
si totum corpus

aqua non possit perfundi propter aquae pauci-
tatem, vel propter aliquam aliam causam, oportet
< .!ii < i "MIKI ii in quo manifestatur principium
j :i

i

i ,'.
- MI,, The Anglican Church in her

rubric for Baptism directs the ministrant to dip
the child discreetly and warily, if the sponsors

certify him that the child may well endure it ; if

not,
*
it shall suffice to our water upon it.

3 And
the Westminster Confession guardedly says :

*

Dip-
ping of the person into water is not necessary;
but Baptism is rightly administered by pouring
or spiinkling water upon the person

*

(cf. Calvin,
Inst. iv 15, 19). This form of Baptism by sprink-

ling gives prominence to the *

pouring out *
of the

Spirit (cf. Tit 36), but fails to indicate the dying to
sin and iiMnjr to righteousness.

3. JoliC* tt'iptisin, of the (H0[)le The message
of the Baptist as herald of .the Messiah was,

* The
kingdom of heaven is at hand.' The imminence
of the kingdom |-io<m< < il in the people a sense of

their uupH'p.iU't.mo'--. 101 n- enjoyment. A new
sense OL MM ua- <reu f ou uithin them, answering
to the forerunner's cry,

*

Repent ye : for the king-
dom of heaven is at hand 1

(Mt 32). The hunger
for cleanness of conscience thus awakened within
them was responded to by John's Baptism of

repentance 'for (els) remission of sins' (Mk I4).

True repentance cleanses the soul, and Baptism
represented and sealed this inward cleansing.
The reality of the repentance, as John insisted,

would be determined by its fruits. Many wiiters

(cf. Reynolds, John the Baptist, pp. 288-289 ; and
Lambert, The Sactwnents, p. 60) hold that the

preposition et> denotes that the remission of sins

was not actually bestowed, but only guaranteed in

John's Baptism .

e John proclaimed, \v ith the voice

of thunder, the need of repentance as a condition

of the remission of sins ; his Baptism was the ex-

ternal symbol of the frame of mind with which
the penitent approached the great forerunner.*

This seems, both exegetically and psychologically,
untenable. The \\hole expression, 'Baptism of

lepciiiancc for foigiveness of sins/ denotes a Bap-
1

ti-ni -which The penitent submitted to that he
1

might therein receive the pledge and assurance

|

that he was forgiven. The Baptism meant the

j

clean-sing of the people from past sin that they
mighT be iitted for entrance on the kingdom*
But Johns Baptism had a forward look also.

It was the formal incorporation of the individual

into the new community, his initiation into the

kingdom. It \\as therefore in a very true sense

Christian Baptism. That is, it pledged the re-

cipient to the acceptance of Christ, a feature of it

which perhaps accounts for the Baptist continuing
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to "baptize after Jesus had been proclaimed the
Christ. In the same act, then, John excommuni-
cated the whole people, putting them in the posi-
tion of Gentiles who required to be re -born in

Baptism, and gave them entrance to the coming
kingdom*
The propriety of Baptism as the symbol of such

initiation is obvious, and finds illustration in the

forms of initiation commonly used in various races.

The ceremonies which mark, among rude tribes,

the transition from boyhood to manhood, fre-

quently take the form of a pretended death and
resurrection (Frazer, The, Half! //, Tfo ",'//' , in. 422 ff.).

Among ourselves we have mle^ v.luch preserve a

memory of the old customs, though the customs
themselves have died out. We still haA e

c

Knights
of the Bath '

Originally, the bath to piuiry nom
the pn^t was UrM. ukeri, and the novice then

pa^ed the night in a church with his armour
beside him, as if he were dead, until in the

TMorning hi* was raised to life by the touch of

hi* ^ovcTrigii, UUo, Sir M. or N.'

4. Jo/i'tV /fajfttSHi, of Jesiis* When John began
to baptize, Jesus was still an unknown artisan in

Nazareth. But in this new movement He hears
a call He cannot resist. He is conscious that He
must attach Himself to it ; possibly already con-

scious that He can guide, utilize, and :

*
I'

He appears, therefore, as a candidate fo 1

l> :

Bat to the Baptist this x>resented a difficulty he
had not foreseen

'

T have need to be baptized of

thee, and comest thou to me ?
'

(Mt 314). Evidently
what was in John's mind was not the initiatory,
but the cleansing aspect of the rite. To this,

therefore, the ans\yer of Jesus must apply when
He said,

* Thus it becometh us to fulfil all

righteousness.* It would seem, therefore, that
Jesus felt so keen a. sympathy with His fellow-men
that, as one with an unclean race, He judged
Baptism to be appropriate. It is idle to tell the
wife that she need not be ashamed though her
husband is committed for fraud ; idle to tell Jesus
that He need not be baptized because He has no
personal guilt. And it is to be noted that it is

precisely
at this point ^of

truest union with men
and of deepest humiliation that Jesus is recognized
as King. It seems to have flashed upon John,
*Why, this is the very spirit of the Messiah.
Here is the fulness of the ".Divine Spirit.'
The account given in the Fourth Gospel is

different. The Baptist is there (Jn 1s3} represented
as saying, *I knew him not (which, as the context
shows, means, *I did not know that he was the
Messiah*}, but he that sent me to bapti2e with
water, the same *aid unto me, Upon whom thou
shalt see the Spirit descend ing and abiding on him,
the >ame is he that baptizeth \v ilk tho Holy Spirit

J

In this ^Gospel there is no mention of an actual
dove being seen. John merely affirms that he saw
the Strife descending

* like a dove' (&$ trepwrepdv).
He wishes to emphasize two things, that he saw
the Spirit so clearly that it almost seemed a,

sensible presence, and that it was a Spirit of

gentleness. Naturally, the Messianic Spirit might
have been more appropriately symbolized by an
eagle, but at the moment it was the overcoming
htimility and meekness of Jesus that convince^
John that He was the Messiah,
The Baptism of Jesus thus became His anointing

as JOttff* Jesus becomes the Christ, the Anointed
of Goa, not only nominated to the Messianic
ttae but actoally eqpipped with the fulness of
the Divine Spirit. Here two points axe to be
noted ; (I) Although Sou of God, Jesus yet lived
in human form and under human conditions, and
therefore needed the indwelling of the Spirit As
His body was sustained by bread, as all human
bodies are, so did His soul require the aids of the

Divine Spirit, as all human souls do. ('Why
callest thou me good? There is none good but

one, that is, God/ Mk 1018
). His human nature,

by which He manifested God to men, was now en-

dowed with the fulness of God's Spirit. (2) It was
not a new thing that was conferred upon Jesus at

His Baptism. From the fust the Divine Spirit

was Hib. But now, having reached the flower of

manhood and being called to the greatest work,
His human nature expands and girds itself to the

most strenuous endeavour, and
^

so gives scope to

the fullest energy of the .

" " """ ~

God.

5. T? ./ ,
,

l. , ,

*
,J s, ,

t

T
,

-

'

/ -Of Christian

Bap"'-i'i *"'\ '1,1!* J^M ::' ici-i is made iix the Gospels.
That it was in use during the life of Jesus is

apparent from the references to it in Jn 3 and 4.

These references are interesting as showing that

Baptism by the disciples of Jesus existed alongside
of Baptism by John. The Baptist himself appar-

ently never renounced his position as forerunner

nor merged himself in the kingdom. The re-

baptisni of those mentioned in Ac 19 1 "5
, who had

been baptized with John's Baptism, suggests the

question whether all who had originally been

baptized as disciples of John were re-baptized
M!I on ihoy professed allegiance to Jesus And
although 'iln-> can scarcely be considered likely,
tin's ( JIM) ha*, been used as sanctioning re-baptism
in certain circumstances Calvin's answer is rather

an evasion. He denies that the persons spoken of

in Ac 19 were re-baptized. They only liad the

Apostle's hands laid upon them. The text no
doubt says,

*

They were baptized into the name of

the Lord Jesus ; and when Paul had laid his hands

upon them,
3

etc. But *hac posteriori locutione

deseribitur, qualis ille fuerit Baptismus.
9 That is

possible, but barely. It is it , *"\>
*;.

that those

concerned, troubled by no -
, as to the

legitimacy of the renewal of 1 1 ; and accus-
tomed to the many lustrations then in use, were

re-baptized and were conscious of no inconsistency.
Apparently they had only seen one

half^ and that
the less important half, of the significance of

John's Baptism, its relation to loperiljiiitc and not
iis o(Ti(ac\ as the ordinance of initial ion into the

kingdom of Jesus. This defect was now supplied.
BiiptiMii could scarcely havo ^aineil :>o universal

a currency as the initiatory nte of the Christian
Church had it not been instituted by Christ Him-
self. No other initial ordinance s'eems ever to
have been suggested. Yet it is expressly said

(Jn 43) that He Himself did not l-Jipti/o ; and it is

doubted whether the explicit inj unc lion of Mt 2819

can be accepted as utteied by Jesus. Thus* Har-
nack (Hist, of Dogma, 1 79 note) says: *It cannot
be directly pro\ed that Jesus instituted Baptism,
for Mt 28ll> ib not a saying of the Lord. The
reasons for this assertion are : (1) It is only a later

stage of the tradition thai it-pit MMin tho IIM*II

Christ as delivering ^poecho-nml pri\ inir roiimiM'nl-
ments Paul knows- not lung 01 n \2, 'I ho 1 utii-

tarian formula is foreign to the mouth of Jesus,
and has not the authority in the Apostolic age
which it must have had if it had descended from
Jesus Himself/ (See the literature in Holtzmann's
NTTheoL i 379). That our Loid appeared to His
disciples after the Resurrection ana said nothing
is inconceivable. Better deny the Resurrection

altogether than think of a dumb, unsociable ghost
floating bef01 e tlie eyes of the disciples But the
Trinitarian formula in the mouth of Jesus is cer-

tainly unexpected. For what may be said in its
favour Lambert (The Sacraments, pp, 49-51) may
be consulted. In any case the essential feature of

Baptism was its marking the union of the soul to
Christ, and therefore it sufficed to call it

'

Baptism
into the name of the Lord Jesus.' Further discus-
sion of the genuineness of the ascription of these
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words to our Loid "belongs rat/her to the Trinitarian
than to the Baptismal problems.

-i- r
Comparative Theology, 235

,
An-

ri vesen', Lightfoot, Horce Hebiaicce ,

Sc. ,
**u i- 4 _, -__., Lexicon, sv , Calvin, Institutio,

iv 15,
' de Baptismo

'

,

~" " " " " " '

tf , Feather,
John the 7? ' \ i

. New Testa-
ment , H / \ ,' and the literature mentioned
there, as above, Edersheim's Life and Times of Jesus the
Messiah

,
0. F Rogeis, Studia Bibl et Bccles. vol v pt iv.

*

Baptism and Christian Archaeology
*

; Didaskal *

*

Veronensia Latino, (Lips 1900), A C. McGiffert .

r "-',> 175, J. F Bethune-Baker, Early
'

*
.

' // 1905, p. 376. MARCUS DODS.

BARABBAS (Aramaic Bar-Abba, 'son of Abba'
or 'son of father.' There is very slight documen-
tary authority for the reading JBar-JBabban,

* son
of a Kabbi,

5 which is adopted by Ewald and
Benan. On the other hand, if Bar-Abba' son of

father,' it would hardly differ in meaning from
Bar-Rabban ; for in the time of Jesus * Abba ' was
a common appellation of honour given to a Rabbi.
But after all 'Abba' may have been a proper
name ; for though it is sometimes affirmed [e.g. by
Schmiedel in his article l Barabbas '

inEncyc* Bibl.~\
that it was not till after the time of our Lord that
the word began to be used in this way, the authors
of the corresponding article in the Jewish Encyclo-
pedia assure us that *Abba is found as a prce-
nomen as early as Tannaitic times').

Only one Barabbas meets us in the Gospels, the
criminal whom Pilate released instead of Jesus at
the demand of the people All the four Evan-

gelists relate the incident (Mt 2715'26
, Mk 156

"15
, Lk

2317-25
, Jn 18s9- 40

), which is again referred to in

Acts in the account of St. Peter's sermon in the

Temple portico (Ac 314). Fiom these narratives
we gather that Barabbas was * a notable prisoner,'
a robber/ one who had taken part in * a certain

insurrection made in the city,' and who in this

disturbance had ' committed murder '
It had

probably been an olcl Jewish custom to release a

prisoner at the Passover feast (Jn 1839
).

"

Accord-

ing to the Roman habit in such matters, the pro-
curators of Judaea had accommodated themselves
to the Jewish practice. In his desire to save Jesus,
Pilate bethought himself of this custom as offer-

ing a loophole of escape from the dilemma in

which he found himself between his own sense of

justice and his unwillingness to give offence to

the multitude So he offered them the choice be-

tween the life of Jesus and the life of Barabbas,

probably never doubting that to Jesus the prefer-
ence would be given. The fact that he seems to

have expected this precludes the view which some
have held that Barabbas was a pseudo-Messiah,
and even the notion that he was no vulgar bandit,
but the leader of a par \ of 7- j^n - r |-o| .l,i-

sympathy might have U-"i *imi< I|.I<M! <-M U !i
; !i

of a bold Zealot or insurrectionary Messiah. The

probability accordingly is that Barabbas was

simply a criminal of the lowest type, a hater of

the Romans it may be, but at the same time a

pest to society at large. And unless we are to

suppose, on the ground of the possible etymology,
4 son of father'=* son of teacher/ and the 'flius

magistri eorwm* which Jerome quotes from the

account of the incident in the Gospel of the

Hebrews, that he was popular among the people
because he was the son of a Rabbi, we have no
reason to think that either the Jewish leaders or

the multitude had any ground for preferring him to

J esus except their passionate hatred of the latter.

According to an old reading of Mt 2716* I7
, the

name ' Jesus '
in both verses is prefixed to Barabbas,

so that Pilate's question runs, 'Whom will ye
that I release unto you ? Jesus Barabbas, or Jesus
which is called Chiisf If this reading were

accepted, Barabbas would not have the force of a
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proper name (like^ Bartimceus], but would be only
a , y '

, *", \ for the sake of distinction

(c
**

'

', '

'). In his exposition of the

p . * -i
'

rs to this reading, which is

favoured by some cursiveMSS and by the Armenian
and Jerusalem Syriac Ver&ions, and has been de-
fended by Ewald, Lange, Meyer, and others, who
have supposed that the accidental smulaiity of
the name may have helped to sugge&t to Pilate
the alternative which he presented to the Jews.
Olshausen not only adopts this view, but finds a
mournful si^nifhuiuv, in both of the (supposed)
names of the condemned criminal * Jesus' and
( son of the father,' and in the fact that the nation

preferred this caricature of Jesus to the heavenly
reality. Both dramatically vid liopiilot ^nllv no
doubt, these ideas are t<'M]iiin

- i'iu in A
I

'

PI,- of
the two Jesuses, the irony of the popular choice,
the sense of a Divine 'lusus' in human affairs.

But the truth remains that the grounds on which
this construction rests are ve i ,

*

s

'

There
is ingenuity certainly in the made
'.;,

HI . i, '\ho, however, prefers the ordinary
"', T r . <"

* Jesus '

may have been dropped out
of the early MSS of Matthew after the name had
become a sacred one, because it appeared unseemly
that it should be borne by a murderer ; but it is of
too hypothetical a kind to counterbalance the im-
inen-e Moighr of iho documentary evidence against
tlie pn^cnce of ilie name *' Jesus at all. The fact

thai, oAon in the -canty MSS and VSS in which
* Jesus Barabbas' is found in vv. 16 and 17

, 'Bar-
abbas ' and c Jesus

'

are set in direct antithesis in
v.20 tells strongly against the reading, as well as
the circumstance that no trace of it is found in

any MS of the other three Gospels. There is much
to be said for the suggestion of Tregelles, by way
of explaining the appcaiance of the 'Jesus' in
some copie^ ol Mauhevi, tliar at a very early date
a careless tuuif-c nbei icpeaied the last two letters

of tifuv (v.
17

), and that the IN was afterwards taken
to be the familiar abbreviation of 'I

T *
1 1 r \T i! -Tl . fY ir

' n 1

'iries of Meyer, Alford, arid Ols-

ha -i i , I \ i I fl <* i ,'i / J/'fJ,vol. vi. ; Lari'jre'q and Kenan's
L" <,t f\ /ift" J.r ];. i a .>' in TTisl-injrV 7>/f, / /wyt JSml ,

and ./c / n L,i' if , Mi lf|
, 'Die Jlogruidi^ung

1 a,m Paisati-

fe- '
' n /-\ /

,
l
( -

.',
> Mtll. J. C. LAMHJBltT.

BARACHIAH. Mt 2S35 (om. K* andf4 cursives),
Lk II51

(ins. DSC and 2 cursives). The name
occurs in Mt. in a passage, recorded in substantial

agreement by Mt. and Lk., in which the Lord
declares that the blood of all the prophets (Lk.)
or all the righieou** blood (Mt ) will be sought
from or come upon tluu gen oration, from the blood
of Abel to the blood of Zachariah. In 2 Ch 2420ff-

is an account of the stoning of Zechariah the son

of Jehoiada (LXX JJ lia*
* Azariah' for 'Zechar-

iah,' but Lagarde prints
* Zechariah ') in the court

of the house of the Lord This incident is re-

peatedly referred to in the later Jewish litera-

ture. In the Babylonian Talmud (Sanh. 965 ;

Gittin, 57&), in the Jerusalem Talmud (Taanith,

69#), and in the Midrashim (e.g. Echa Rabbati,
Introd. ii. 2 ; foheleth iii. 16 ; Pesikta Eab.
Kahana xv.) it is recorded that Nebuzaradan
slew many Jews in order to quiet

c the blood of

Zechariah, who is called ii prophet
"

(Sanh 966 ;

Midr. Echo, M. 3 ~Kok?kth) with ief<ireii( kc to 2 Ch
2419

. It seems natural, therefore, to suppose that

the Zachariah of the Gospels is (lie Zechanali of

2 Chronicles. Abel's was the first murder of a

righteous man recorded in the OT, Zechariah's the
last (2 Chron. is the last book of the Hebrew
Canon). Abel's Hood cried from the ground (Gn
410). Zechariah when dying said,

* The Lord look

upon it and require it
*

(2 Ch 24^).
But how are we to account for Mt.'s c son of
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Barachiah,' when we should expect 'son of Je-

hoiada'? In Is 82 we read of Zechariah 'son of

Jeberechiah' (the LXX has Mv Bapaxiov), in Zee I 1

of Zechariah the son of Berechiah the son of Iddo

(LXX, rbv TOV Bapax^ou fabv 'A55c). The later

Jewish tradition identified the two. So the Baby-
Ionian Talmud (Mafckoth, 24# ; cf. Pesikta Eab.
Kahana xv., Targura of Is 8s, Rashi on Is 82

).

Further, there seems to have been a tendency to

identify Zechariah son of Berechiah son of Iddo
with Zechariah son of Jehoiada, for the Targum
of La 320 calls the Zechariah of Chronicles ' son
of Iddo.

3 We might therefore suppose that Christ

spoke of Zac liai iali. who was really son of Jehoiada,
as son of Barachiah, because the Jewish tradition

of His age identified or confused the priest and^the
prophet; cf. the 'priest and prophet*
Zechariah son of Jehoiada in Sanh. 97
case the omission of vlov Bapaxlov from Mt 2S35 in

to* would be due to someone who wondered at the
* Barachiah

5

instead of * Jehoiada.
5 Or the * son

of Barachiah *

might be an insertion on the part of

the editor of the Gospel, either on the ground of

Jewish tradition, or in remembrance of the two
LXX passages, Is 8s, Zee I

1
. The fact that this

editor elsewhere employs LXX forms of proper
"names, as in *A<n0, 'A/t<6? (I

8* 10
) is in favour of the

latter. Or 'son of Barachiah
3

may be a later in-

sertion in the Gospel (so Merx). The insertion of

the clause in Western texts in Lk. is due to as-

similation to the text of Matthew.
The difficulty of the appearance of ' Barachiah

'

in Mt. has led to other and less probable identifi-

cations. Origen (de la Eue, iv. 845} supposed that
Zacharias the father of John the Baptist was
referred to, and quotes a tradition that this

Zacharias was murdered in the temple. Cf. the
Protev. Jacobi, 23, 24, which has a different account
of the cause of the murder. Others refer to
Jos. BJiv* v. 4, where it is recorded that shortly
"before the last siege of Jerusalem one Zacharias
the son of Baruch or Bariscaeus was murdered in
the temple by the Zealots. It is thcrefoie turned
that the Evangelist has either blurideicd by \\iic-

ing
* of Barachiah *

in reminiscence of this event,
when he should have written * of Jehoiada,

9
or

that tie is responsible for the whole of the clause
in which this phrase occurs, and has put into
Christ's mouth an anachronistic statement. But,
apart from the diffciCTiee between the Bapaxfouof
the Oos])oK and the Ifezpoi'xoi; or Bcfc/rais- or "Bapurxaiov
of Josephus, the reference to 2 Chron, seems to

satisfy the data better. The reckoning from Abel
to Zechariah is Jewish in character, the ' of Bara-
eMah' may be due to Jewish tradition, and the
* between trie temple and the altar

*
is perhaps also

due to current Jewish speculation or tradition. In
the Jerusalem Talmud (Taanith &9a) the question
is raised where Zechariah was killed, wiiih the
answer that it was in the court of the priests (cf.

also the same tradition in Midr. Igohetcth in. 16,

Peri&a R. Kctfwna xv., JScha ttfibbati> Introd. us).

. Lf^totfoot, SoraRH&braieai', Herx,I>ievierJSvan-
gelien ; Wellhausen and Zahn in theircomm entaries on Matthew.

W. C. ALLEN.
BAR-JONA(H). See PETER,

BARLEY. In the Gospels, barley is mentioned
only in the account given by St. Jonn (6

5"14
) of the

miraculous feeding of the five thousand with five

barley loaves and two fishes- The word occurs
twice (w> 1J

), and in both cases represents the
adjectival form Kpldwo* in the original. The noun
Kptfrt) (in ordinary Gr. usage almost invariably in
the plur. tcpi&cd}, which is employed in the LXX to
render the Heb. rnyfer, occurs *mly OOQB in NT (Rev
6s). Barley was one of the most important of
Biblical food -

products* According to ,tfae elder

Pliny (ffi^xvni. 72), it was the most ancient nutri-

ment of mankind. It certainly dates back to a

very remote antiquity. It was cultivated by the

Canaanites prior to the time of the Hebrew con-

quest (Dt 88 ), and by the ancient Egyptians, as

appears from Ex 931 and from the representations
on the oldest Egyptian monuments. Among the

Jews it was used for making bread (Ezk 49
), and

it seems to have been the principal food of the

poorer classes (Ku 217 315
, 1 K 4, Jn 69

), This is

confirmed by Jg 713
, where a cake of barley-bread

is the symbol of an army of peasants, and is

also in accordance with modern usage. Thus Dr.

Thomson says: 'Barley bread is only eaten by
the poor and the unfortunate. Nothing is more
common than for these people, at this day, to com
plain that their oppressors have left them nothing
but barley bread to es&

9

(Land and Book [1878 ed.],

p. 449). He also mentions that the Bedawtn often

ridicule their enemies by calling them 'eaters of

barley bread' (I.e.). Barley was r
1
--. i as a

forage crop. Its employment ;
' for

horses is mentioned in 1 K 4s8, . , ': pped
straw from the ^Y-- Yiy %..r \ H& likewise used
as fodder. This ,- M.'M.M;:- - to the present
day, oats and hay being unknown.

In Palestine the normal time for sowing barley
isaV-f tV h.-;

; '
>,; '-if October, when the winter

is \
, ijni.v

'

i 4 -id wet, sowing takes place
eaiiy in February. In the Jordan Valley, the
harvest begins in April, but it varies according
to the elevation of the different regions. At the

highest ,'iliitudes the crop is not ripe till July or
oven August. HUGH DUNCAN.

BARN. The same word (faroB'fiKy} is rendered
'barn '

in Mt 626 1330, Lk I218-

*, and 'garner' in
Mt 312, Lk 317, In Grseco-Koman times, buildings
above ground were probably in use. /ca0atpt*w,

* to

pull down
*

(Lk 1218
) could apply only to such. But

from ancient times until now* ^Palestinian farmers
have stored their grain in cistern-like pits. These
are dug in dry places, often out of the solid rock,
carefully cemented to keep out damp, with a
circular opening at the top, through which a man
may pass. ^

When the mouth is plastered over and
made air-tight, the corn will keep sound for several

years. For security in a lawless country, the
* barn '

is sometimes under the floor of the inmost
part of the house, that of the women (cf. 2 S 4e

).

To escape the tax-gatherer, again, it is frequently
made in a secluded spot, ana so lrilfully turfed
over that discovery is almost impo-Ml>le*(ef. Jer
4I8). Pits found near ruined sites, in districts that
have lain desolate for ages, prove the antiquity of
this method. Natural ca\ es in the Jimes-txmo rock,
improved by art, with heavy ^tone dooi* blocking
the entrance, have also served 'LN

*

barn&.' and may
be seen in use at Gadara to-day. \V. EwiNG.

BARTHOLOMEW (Bap#oXo/cubs) appears as an
apostle in all four lists of the Twelve (Mt 10s,Mk 318

, Lk 614
, Ac I1

*), always in the second of the
three groups of four. In the Gospels he comes
next after Philip (who in all four lists head& the
second quaternion), and is followed by Matthew
and Thomas in Acts the order is

*

Philip and
Thomas, Bartholomew and Matthew.' The name,
as the nrst syllable indicates, is a patronymic, and
it is commonly interpreted 'son of TaJmai/ In
the LXX Talmai has many variants (GoXfcJ, 6oX/*e,
OaXa^et, 6oXo/td, OoX/mtXifttt) : and in Josephus
(Ant. xx. i. I) we have a bandit chief named
Ottub. It is often assumed that t Talmai '

re-. -

presents
*

Ptolemy,' and that Bartholomew means
*son of Ptolemy'; but the 9 is against this.
Edersheim (Messiah, i. p. 521) makes it mean
' son of Telamyon.' Bartholomew may be either
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a genuine patronymic used in addition to a proper
name, like Simon Bar-jona ; or it may have be-

come an independent proper name, like Barnabas.
If the apostle Bartholomew had no other name, \ve

know nothing about him from Scripture, and the
later traditions about him are Very nut i n-l v. 01 \1i\

(Lipsius, Apokryphcn Apostclqeschic/
' /', *

/"/.!_//'/'

tellegenden, 111 pp 54-108) These traditions be^in
M ith Eu&ebmfe (HE v x 3), and ascribe to him
widely different fields of missionary labour, with
different apo&tles as his companions, and ditierent

f01 ms of martyrdom. He is often made to be one
of the Seventy.*
But both by the early Church and bjr most

modem writers Baitholomew is commonly identi-

fied with Nathanael. To treat this as almost cer-

tain (Schaft-Herzog) is to go beyond the evidence ;

to call it 'the merest conjecture' (Encyc. BibL) is

to err in the opposite direction.

In favour of the identification are the following
points. (1) Bartholomew being a patronymic, the
bearer may easily have had another name ; (2)

the Synoptists never mention Nathanael, St. John
never mentions Bartholomew; (3) the S\noj)ii-

-

in their lists place Bartholomew next to Pin 1m, a-
|

James next to his probable caller John, and Peter

(in Mt and Lk.) next to his caller Andrew ; (4) all

the other disciples mentioned in Jn I**
8"52 became

apostles, and none of them is so commended as

Nathanael , (5) all the companions of Nathanael
who are named in Jn 212 are apostles. But all

these reasons do not make the identification more
than probable St John nowhere calls Nathanael
an apostle, and we are not obliged to find room for

him among the Twelve The conjecture that he
is Matthew or Matthias (Hilgenfeld) is supported
by no reasonable evidence ; and that he is John
himself under a symbolical name (Spath) is con-

tradicted by Jn 2 1
2
, where the sons of Zebedee

are mentioned in addition to Nathanael.
On the other hand, there i-> nothing against the

identification it creates no difficulty To say
that a Gahlsean would have rememberea Is 91

, and
therefore would not have asked whether any^ good
could come out of Nazareth, is unsound criticism.

A person with Is 91 in his mind, and convinced

that rich blessings would come from Galilee, might
nevertheless think that Nazareth was not a likely

place to be the dwelling-place of the Messiah.

And who can tell whether a particular Galilsean

would or would not remember a particular text ?

LITERATURE. In addition to the works cited above, refer-

ence may be made to artt
' Bartholomew' and ' Nathanael

*
in

Hastings* DB, and to Garrett Horder, The Poet's Bible, NT,
P, 102

m
A. PLTTMMER.

BARTIMJEUS (Qaprifjiaios) Named only in Mk
10*6

-02
, where he is described as a blind beggar who

was cured by Jesus as He left Jericho on His last

journey to Jerusalem. But there can be little

doubt that we have also accounts of the same
miracle in the closely parallel narratives Mt SO29*34,
Lk 1835

'43
. There are, however, various diver-

gences between the three narratives which have

caused difficulty. Thus St. Matthew, while agiee-

ing with St. Mark that the miracle took place on

the Lord's departure from Jericho, speaks of two

blind men as having been healed ; but St. Luke, re-

verting to the mention of a single sufferer, says his

cure took place as the Lord drew nigh to the city.

And again, while St. Mark is content to describe

the healing as the result of a word of comfort,
' Go

thy way, thy faith hath made thee whole,' St.

Matthew tells us that it was effected by a touch,
* Jesus . . . touched their eyes'; and St. Luke

*On the possibility that there was (mother Bartholomew,
iaentteal wit& i&e apostle Matthias, among the, S&nxtfsy, see

notteWBr, Hesrfle in Expos* Times, ix. 18981^

assigns it to a direct command, 'Receive thy
sight.' The divergences, no doubt, aie very con-

siderable, and have taxed the ingenuity of the
harmonists both in ancient and modern times.
Thus it has been supposed that St. Matthew com-
bines the cuie of one blind man at the entrance
into Jericho (so St. Luke) with the cure of another
at the departure from Jericho (bo St. Mark), or
that Bartimaeus, begging at the gate, became
aware of Jesus' entrance into the city, and, seeking
out a blind companion, along \\ilh him intercepted
the Saviour the next day as He was leaving
Jeiicho, and was then healed. But it cannot be
said that any such explanations are very satis-

factory. And it is better simply to content our-
selves with notin,

""
, between the

three accounts as . , i )f of the inde-

pendence of the Evangelists in matters of detail,

without, however, ;i\j>iiioMiiij om VJI-M" in the

general trustworthy n< *- or iliuii rii.nM K-. There
are few miracles, indeed, in the Gospel story better
vouched for than the one before us, authenticated
as it is by the triple Synoptic tradition and by the

piecUon**-^ of the details, while the very mention
or the mime of the healed man has been regarded
as a proof that he must still have been known in
the tune of the Apostles ('valde notus Aposto-
lorum tempore Bartimseus,

3

Bengel).
It has been conjectured, indeed, that jRartimceusis not really

a proper name, but a do&ijrniaion domed from an Aramaic
root samy, 'blind,* so tlidi KartmiiUi* the son of Timseus*

might mean no more than *the blind son of a blind father*
(.see Lightfoot, Hot. Heh. on Mk 1046 , and for the various deriva-
tions that have been proposed, Keim, Jesus of Nazara, Eng. tr.

^ . p 61 f ) But the word, as St. Mark interprets it for us, is

clearly ,\ patron \ mic <p. B^^/c7o,)i and the defining clause
a VMS T.UX.ISV i-^ quite in the sule of the Second Evangelist,

though it is placed before the patronymic and not after it as

usually (of,, however, v.*s ; and see Swete, St. Mark, p. 28).

It is unnecessary to recall further the details of
the Gospel narrative ; but, from whatever point of
view we regard it, it is full of instruction. Thus,
in the case of Bartimaeus himself, we have a notable
instance of a determination that resolved to let no
opportunity of being healed escape it ; of a perse-
verance that continued its efforts notwithstanding
the difficulties placed in its path ; of an eagerness
that cast off all that hindered its free approach ;

of & faith that recognized in Jesus the Divinely-
appointed Messiah {'Thou Son of David') before
and not after the cure j and of a thnnXfulntss that
showed itself in ready obedience and triumphant
praise when the cure was complete ('followed
him, glorifying God *). And if thus the narrative
has much to tell ns regarding Bartimseus, no less

does it throw a vivid light on the character of our
Lord Himself, when we remember the sympathy
with which, notwithstanding His own approaching
sufferings, He regarded the beggar's cry ; the
readiness with Which He placed Himself at his

disposal (' What wilt thou . . , ? ') ; and the saving
power with which He bestowed on the sufferer even
more than he asked.
LITERATURE. In addition to the relati\ e section* in the well-

known works on our Lord's Miracles bi Trench, 1-aidlaw, and
W M. Taylor, see, for the above and orhor homilotic deiailb, S
Cox, Biblical Expositions, pp. 155-ldT, and The Miracle-* <ij

Jesus by Various Authors (J. Robmson, Manchester). \\ e may
refer also to Longfellow's poem

* Blind BarBimaeus '

GEORGE MILLIGAN.
BASKET. All four Evangelists, in narrating

the miracle of the feeding of the Jive thousand,
describe the baskets in which the fragments were

placed as ito^oi (Mt 142=Mk 643=Lk 917=Jn 6M) ;

while the two who report the other miracle of feed-

ing the four thousand, state that the fragments
were placed in ffirvpldes (Mt I&7 Mk 8s). It is clear

from Mt 16W- (=Mk 81W-) that the variation is in-

tentional. The baskets used on the one occasion
differed either in size, shape, or material from
those used on the other (ef. RVm in Mt 16*** and
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Mk 819f
-) Our Lord preserved the distinction, and

our present Gospels have also done bo.

'Basket' occurs m the l,S"(.u-pc. - i'i the above passages only.
The older English versions use the confusing rendering of

'baskets' for both \vords, except that Wjchf has 'coffyns*
and *

leepis
'

Bj
*

coffyn
' he e\ identlj meant a small basket.

r
*

-
frupt^u^, *nixundes,' i e. hand-baskets. David-

v
*

'

,
-

J at ilk fc^ 20 has '

oasketfuls' for xo$iveu$ and
* walletsful

*

for 0"rs/^ov, as if he had found T^/J^V.

The authois of such lemlei uu,^ as the above for-

got that St. Paul (Ac 9-5 ) made his escape in a
ffirvpis. This fact at once excludes wallets or hand-
basket. If the distinction was one of size at all,

which is not certain, we should perhaps have to
assume that the airvpis was the larger. Bevan
(Smith's DB 1

i 172) says that the K6<ptvos was the

larger, quoting Etym. May., (3a6b /ecu xoiXov x&pwa>,
and the use of cophinus in Latin, e g Colum. xi. 3,

E46U,
as '

, is.1 lanure enough to make a
otbed. -\ '.,''> viii. pt. 4, vol li.) thought

that the cophinusws big enough to sleep in. He
probably misunderstood the passage in Juvenal

quoted below ; for though the hay may have been
used as a bed, it is not said that it was in the

cophinus. Nor is it clear that the Latin cophinus
and the Greek KO<PWOS were at all times identical

m meaning (so the French balle is not a cannon-
ball but a musket bullet, while our cannon-ball is

a boulet}. Let us examine the two words more

closely.

(1) xaqtvos is said to be derived from xorrw ,
but this appears

to be more than doubtful, and the grammarians considered it

less Attic than ppt%ot, which v*,as clearly a wicker or flag
basket. In the Gr. OT it is used by LXX and Symm for Heb.
dud in Ps 80 [81I<>, and by Symm. only in Jer 24* 'a (where LXX
has xatteBes), and for ml by Aq. in Gn 4Q1* (where LXX has

xetva) Certainly in the two latter passages a small basket,
earned in the hand, or on the head, would suit the contexts
Suidas defines x as ivyywv Thexro*. In CIO 1625, lines 44-46,
it is clearly a corn-basket of a recognized size ; cf. also CIG
2347 k. In Xen Anab. m. 8. 6 it occurs as a dung-basket, (*oe
the Latin cophinus m Columella, as cited above) It is said thau
the Jews at Kome carried cophim about with them to avoid
the chance of food contracting any Levitical pollution in
heathen places. The reason given appears fanciful, and any-
how would hvnli. .ipp

1 ' to the journejs of our Lord and His

apostles- Hub the I-K i .*> vouched for by Juvenal (Sat. liL

:i -J, '", -. ( rr -
> i .- .,"?

f
, ii <\ .i. supellex'; vL 542:

' .v.i/.-j 1 1 ,'|'
M i

> o \- ,i ,,,.! j ,/i ni tremens mendicat
l'i a- "

I f .1*
' M i r i I! (/ !* V. 7).

(2) mmpts (or a-epupts, as W H prefer) is not found in the LXX.
IT is pr< iiv.rall' <'onrrr.<l viili vTt.Maniithi,mi tiri*tfl (Vifig.

fjf'/rtfl 01 \\huh Jit d'Ti ui itnc- i>port?lt<t arid ritwhii'i ixruf,
a*. Hi-dl n-uir- or provi*- on-ba>iOis; Jlpswhias oxpU'ns rr*s'.;

a* TO -J- ~,cjv -/-/'') l* Though froiTi "vsa^i cf as.^av KTO
fruits (M.h< iMi v. .i<i 17). Hence Greswell thought that be-
fore Pentecost, the season of wheat harvest, when the second
miracle took place, the disciples were able to use corn-baskets,
while the first miracle happening before Passover time, they
used another kind of basket i Besides the improbability of

this, we may note that there is no proof that in either case the
baskets belonged to or were earned about by the disciples, for

they may have been borrowed when needed. Yet Trench
(Miracles, p 380 note 2) inquires whj the apostles should ha\ e
been provided with either kind, and mentions (a) that perhaps
thc\ carried their prox isions with them while trav elhng through
a polluted land, such as Samaria (yet cf Jn 43 431 44 , Lk 5

-) ;

and (6) he also mentions Greswell's theory, that the disciples
carried the^e baskets in order to sleep in "them sul> dw This
all comes from applying to the Twelve in the Holy Land what
Roman satirises said about Jewish beggars at Rome.
As awp.? in Aii 923 = eetpyetvr, in 2 Co 11**, arid as the "Vulg. has

sporta in both places (arid al> in the Gospels for mipfc but not
for xoQtvot), we are led to inquire as to the force of a-apy***, It
is used of anything twisted like a rope, or woven of rope (^Esch
Suppl 791"tf^uM "i \x axwieH, Smd ). Fish-basket* were
specially so made (TO e-^atvtetv KKryfx&rav & Jir6&o%fat J^ftW,
Etym. Mag ), as rush-baskets are used in London.

Meyer considered the difference between <nrvpk
and Kofavos to lie not in size, bat in Kfafrwos being a
general term, and <nrvpfe specially a food-basket.

Perhaps the true force of the words we have dis-

cussed is to be discovered in the use made of them
by Greek-speaking working people at the present
dav. The writer of this article has therefore con-
sulted a Greek pnest, the Kev. H. A. Teknopoulos.
In his reply he says :

* In Asia Minor and in Con-
stantinople our porters call Ktytvos that big and
deep basket in which they carry different things.

is a smaller and round and shallow basket.

r) is a long bag, knitted by (i.e of) rope,
which is in one way very like the SLKTVOV of fish,

but is different from it in other way(s)
'

One might ask whether the awpis of Ac 9^5 is not an error of

memory on the part of St Luke. St Paul in his own account

of his escape would surely use the right word If so, the sup-

posed need for a c-Tvpj? being big enough to hold a person dis-

appears, and we may accept the decision oi those who consider

it the smaller of the two kinds mentioned m the Gospels.
GEORGE FARMER.

BASON* (vnrT-np only in Jn 135 ecra jQdXXet tfdwp es

TOP vLTTTTjpa Vulg. cUinde> tmttit aquam in pelwm :

AY ' after that he poureth water into a bason '

:

RV * then he poureth water into the bason ').

The Gr vivrtp is not found elsewhere in NT, nor in LX5, nor
in Gr profane literature (except in Eccl writers dealing with
this passage). Hence Liddell <tnd Scc

J '

,* r f r , ^*.
A
jO this

instance
" "

gh .- '
' etc t

occurs in t

The general sense of VLTTT^P is, of course, plain,
both from the context and from the cognate verbs

vi-n-TGLv and vtfav both in the Bible and in profane
Greek. (The former is the Biblical form, 17 times

in NT ;> TV .; n passage (S times), and 25 times

in LXX). It is usually
' to wash a part of the body

*

e.g. the face, Mt 617
; the hands, Mt 152 = Mk

75
; thefeet, 1 Ti 510

, so Ex 3018- 19 etc Jn 97 n * 15

seem to be exceptions, because the washing was in

the Pool of Siloam ; but here it is only the eyes that

are concerned, and therefore we need not assume
that the man < bathed.

' A i eal exception is Lv 1512,
where the wooden vessel w<^crercu ; but note con-

trasted use of viTTTGiv, irXfoeiv, and Xotfetrtfcu in 1511
.

The noun VLTTT^P therefore denotes an article (not

necessarily a ves& i' -{"UiilU suitable or intended
for use in washing /"

'
01 i iu body. We note the

article rbv vLirrTjpa,, neglected by AV (a bason) but
noticed by EV (the bason). Was it the ordinary
vnrrrip of the house 1 In that case the use of the
article is like that in rbv //,65tov, rty \vxyla,v in Mt
515 etc. Or was it a vessel set apart for ceremonial

ablution, such as would be required by the religious
feast in which they were engaged 1

But, in spite of the Vulg. and modern versions,
it is doubtful if the word f bason '

conveys to us a

good idea of the article and of the scene.

The Eastern mode of washing either hands or

feet, when performed by an attendant, seems to

have been always by the attendant pouring water
on the member, not by dipping the member in the
water. Cf. 2 K 311 '

Elisha the son of Shaphat,
which poured water on the hands of Elijah.*
Kitto's note in Pictorial Bible\ ii. 330, with two
illustrations, is convincing on this point.

* The Hebrews were accustomed to wash their hands in the
manner which is now universal in the East, and which, what-
ever may be thought of its convenience, is unquestionably more
refreshing and cleanh than washing in the water as it stands
in a IMLSII- *V_'h N a pr<vt

- n ir.ir l< d !>v Orientals with great
disgub! 'Uii f u-'iN UK ,.: -VCK :u<l ver a basin, the use of
which is only to receive the water which has been poured upon
the hands from the jug or ewer which is held above them
This cannot very conveniently be managed without the aid of a
servant or some other person.*

Of course, this extract refers only to the washing
of hands.

(1) The incident of the sinful woman who wept
over our Lord's feet, and wiped them with the
hairs of her head (Lk 7s7* *), is much better ex-

plained by comparing her action with that of the
host or his servant pouring water on a guest's
feet, than by supposing that the guest immersed
his feet in a footbath (Lk 7**). (2) It is true that

a-oSavurr/ip is found m Pollux, Onom. x. 78, but here

* In the appendix to Revised OT of *

Readings and Render-

ings preferred by the American Re\isers,' vm , we read:
'The modern spelling is preferred for the following words:
" basin "

for
'

bason/'
'

etc , but no such note appears in the

appendix to Revised .NT.
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a definition of the vivr^p is contained in the word.
' Basins

'

are such common articles, that if St. John
had meant to name one he need not have used an
unique word. (3) The position of the Aposcles
and of the guests at the feast of Lk 7 wab a re-

clining one. This would not he compatible \\ ith
the use of a basin or footbath in the ordinary
sense of even

partially immeibing the foot. (4)
Dr. A. R. S. Kennedy (art.

'

Bath, Bathing
'

in

Hastings' DB i. 257b
) &ho\\b that '

attusion, pouring
on' of water, \\as probably meant m many cases
where we read * bathe 3

or *
-wash.'

We therefore think that the VLTTT^P was a jug or
ewer, with a dish, saucer or basin, under it to catch
the drippings, but that the stiess of the word is not
on this under-basin. We also think that it was
k- *

1 tV- '-\ i the house, and used for the many
*
fj "l-w '* _** which the Jews practised (Mt

15 , JNlii. 7* CIA, ,, but also for any ceremonial ab-
lution. Hence it was ready m the upper room, as

part of the preparation made by the '

goodman of
the house' (Mk 1415

, Lk 22"), and therefore is dis-

tinguished by the article.

It may be asked whether the feet-washing
1 in Jn 13 was

ceremonial. As we understand the matter, the Galilaean dis-

ciples, either because they had ne\er adopted the Pharisaic
strictness about 'washings,' or C- - pn ">, If ) hc.'i .-o our Lord
had condemned them, were no "> -it ;?.> , or <.Wi v i, g them
(Mt 152, Mk 71 4). our Lord defended His followers (Mk 75-23,
Mt IS3-2**). In the tipper room they found all things ready for
the observance. "N\ nether -nex did observe it before a meal
which was nou an ordinary one, we do not know. But there
was another observance, not of ceremony but of courtesy and
comfort (Lk T44), in \vhich eatn might have acted as host or as
servant to the other if the spirit of love had ruled in their
hearts. Christ would teach them this lesson (Jn IS*2 16). in.

cidentally He taught them other lessons, \\hieh they could not
fully understand at the time, abo

"

.

"

soul,

daily defilement, and the duty of iving*
the Eucharist In this Christian was
ceremonial, or rather topical, but it was not a recognition of

any validity in the * traditions of the elders.' The main lessons
for the time were those of immiht> , self-abasement, and love.

Our Lord used the vKFrvp standing by to teach these.

Kitto (Pictorial BiUe\ ii. 331) says: 'In the

East, the basin, which, as well as the ewer, is

usually of tinned copper, has commonly a sort of

cover, rising In the middle, and sunk into the "basin

at the margin, which, being pierced with holes,
allows the water to pass through, thus concealing
it after being defiled by use. The ewer has a long
spout, and a long narrow neck, with a cover, and
is altogether not unlike our coffee-pots in general
appearance : it is the same which the Orientals use

in all their ablutions.
7

We notice that the assistance of a servant or of a
friend is necessary. This is sometimes mentioned,
e.g. 1 Ti 510

,
1 S 2541

, and is probablv implied in Gii

184 192 24s2 etc. But in the < a-e^ \\ here i lie Fnglifih
vor-sion* suggest nothing of the kind, ihe rich. in

the ^al^of fin as in 1 S 2541 (cf. Dr. Kennedy's
article cited above).

Lane's account (Modern Egyptians> ch. 5) is

similar :
*A servant brings him a basin and ewer

(called tisht and ibreek) of tinned copper or brass,

The former of these has a cover pierced with holes,
with a raised receptacle for the soap in the middle ;

and UK* \\atei being poured upon the hands parses

through thii covci nilo the pnco bclo\v . o iliafn hen
the basin is brought to a second person the water
with which the former one has washed is not seen.'

Our conclusion therefore is that the varrfyp was
most probably not a 'large basin,'but the set of

ewer and basin combined, kept in every Jewish
house for the purpose of cleansing either the hands
or the feet "by means of affusion.

Dr. Anton Tien,* in a full communication to the writer of this

article, which we abridge, says tesht is the most correct render-

* Oriental ., ^ w
translator of the Turkish Prayer-Book, and reviser of the

Arabic Prayer-Book, author of Turkish, Arabic; and Modern
Greek Grammars.

ing of ver'rv.f. The Bible Society's Arabic NT has matjhsAl, a
noun of time and place =

'

washing
' and * a place for \vashrng,'

not a correct rendering The S.POK \ersion has mathar (cf.
Heb. "ina)=

*

purification,'
*

place or time of purification,* also an
incorrect rendering. The word tesht is the exact rendering of
the Gr. word ttrmp. It comes from a root=* to pour or rain
slightly

'

The te^ht and ibreeq are made of either metal or earthenware,
with a strainer of the same matt-nil p .xctd m*i<lb the te*ht (or
basin), ne\ er outside or under, ai d in the '- .ddle o- the strainer
there is a small raised place for the soap The ibt eeq (S\ nan
and Egyptian Arabic) is a water-jug, with a spout for the uater
to come through like a coffee-pot, from which the water is

poured on the hands or feet, which are held o\er the basin.

They are to be found in every Eastern house, especially m
Mohammedan houses; they are used continually in the morn-
ing's There are no washstands in the houses. The servant
holds the tesht on the palm of his left hand and the ibreek in
*"! VK J

1 ir'^< ft' 1 *! *l clean towel placed on his left shoulder for
i 1-

j
r-on (Jr. !,*) \vho washes his face and hands, taking the

towel from off the servant's shoulder. The towel is thrown
down, and the servant puts a fresh one for the ne\t person to
use- GEORGE FARMER.

BATH, BATHING, The immersing or washing
of the -whole person may be a matter of cleanli-

ness, or of luxury, or of religious observance, or of
health.

(1) Cleanliness per se may be set aside. Ifc is

possible to be ( lui il \ \\ ii 1 > h ** elaborate apparatus ;

and tho mj. u-iiiv ii U'l
1

di e\en NT) times would
have niMilm jmvdcv noi inclination

'
for bathing.

(2) Luxniy in die d.i^u.u world (diffused even

among the people, under Roman influence, at least

subsequently to NT times) included plunge-baths
and much besides. When Greek culture tried to in-

vade Judaea under Antioehus Epiphanes (e. 168 B.a },

it doubtless brought Greek bathing establishments
with it. And when Western culture came in resist*

lessly under Herod (B.C. 40-4), it must have intro-
duced the practice in many places ; cf. an anecdote
of Gamaliel II. in Schurer, HJP n. i. 18, 53. (3)

Keligious observance, under OT law, according
to Professor Kennedy (art. *Ba

*

T!H, II:I U" "-i

Hastings' DB i 257b
), required a i- : . : -.a- T j

or a washing ivith, water ratlier than bathing.
* The

Heb. of the OT does not distinguish.
* between "bath-

ing and a partial washing.
* Both are expressed by

foV However, Schiirer insists that Talmudic usage
codifies the custom which had long been in vogue ;

and Kennedy grants that * the bath became,* even
' for the laity ... an all-important factor in the

religious life.' Nay, proselyte baptism must be
earlier than the NT, and it requires a bath, tebffiafa

(ta&al is usod in one uTianibl^iioii^ OT passage, the
miracle of X'tamau >-

cloaii^in^. '2 K d14
). we hear

also of daily bathing among the Essenes (Jos. BJ
II. viii. 5). And, inially, John's baptism was by
immersion (as was that also of the early Christian

Church, Ac S38, Ko 6s- 4
). (4) The use of mineral

baths for health's sake is always popular. There
are remains of such Imths near Tiberias ; those at
Gadara and at Callirrhoe were very celebrated in
ancient times. Jn S2"7 gives us an example of such

bathing, though Christ's miracle dispensed witli

the waters of Bethesda* In another passage (Jn 97)
we have a partial \vashing (at the Pool of Siloam)
as a stage towards completion of a miracle.

Thus bathing was well enough known in NT
times. Our Lord's language in Jn 1310 turns on
the distinction between 'bathing (the whole per-
son) and wasKvng (the feet). Quite conceivably a
Christian sacrament might have grown out of this
incident. Nothing is more impressive at Oberam-
mergau than the threefold journey of the Christus
round the company so it is represented minister-

ing to the disciples (1) the feet-bashing, (2) Ihe

bread, (3) the cup. See, further, artk BASOK,
PURIFICATION ROBERT MACKINTOSH.

BATH KOI*. See VOICE.

BEACH. The RV tr. of , which the AY
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renders * shore.* In the Gospels the word occurs

only in Mt IS-'
43 and Jn 2I4

. In classical Greek
afyiaAos usually, though not always, means that

part of the seashore on \\hich the tide ebbs and
flows, and in the above passages in the Gospels it

stands for the sandy or pebbly pai t of the shore of

the Lake of Galilee washed by the \^aves. The
derivation is doubtful, but is piobahly from &ywfu
and #Xs, i.e. the place where the sea breaks.
The greater part of the western margin of the
Lake of Galilee is girdled with a belt of silver

strand' composed of pebbles and sand mingled
with delicate white shells. On such a beach, if

the traditional scene be correct, the multitude
was gathered listening as Jesus spoke from the

boat; and on such a 'beach' He stood waiting
for the disciples to come ashore in the morning,
when for * the third time he was manifested to
them after that he was risen from the dead'

(Jn21
14

). J. CROMARTY SMITH.

BEAM AND MOTE. The proverb of the < beam'
and the 'mote 5

occurs in Mt 73
"5 and in the

parallel passage Lk 641 - 42
. It condemns the man

who looks at the * mote *
in another's eye while a

* beam * unconsidered is in his own ; ana it points
out the futility and hypocrisy of the attempt to
cast out the mote from the eye of a brother while
the beam remains in one's own eye. The proverb
appears to have been current "in various forms

among Jews and Arabs. Tholuck, in his Com-
mentary on'theSermon on the Mount, gives several
Illustrations ; e.g. from the Baba Batkra :

* In the

days when the judges were judged themselves, said
the judge to one of them, Take the *plinter out of
thine eye ; whereat he made reply. Take thou the
beam, out of thine eye

'

; and from Meidani (ap.

Freytag) :
* How seest thou the splinter in thy

brother's eye and seest not the cross-beam in thine

eye?'
There is no obscurity in the terms used. The

word SQK&S is common in classical writers for a
"beam of wood, and is used in tbe LXX (Gn 19s,

1 K, 62 Ca I11 ) to translate .Trip, a "beam used in*

the roof of a house. Griram-Thayer derives from
S^KQfjMi Ion. for &-XOJLWU with the idea of bearing , so
that SOKQS is that which supports a building. So
Plummer (*St. Luke* in Internal Grit. Com ) says :

*The Sotfos is the bearing beam, the main beam,
that which receives the other beams in a roof or
floor.' A. B. Bruce ('St. Matthew* in Expositor's
Greek Test.) says :

*

#o/c<k, a wooden beam {'let in/
from S^O/MU) or joist.' Clearly a large piece of
timber is suggested, such as could notliterally "be

in the eye. The symbol has the touch of exaggera-
tion familiar in Oriental proverbs, as, e.g*, in the
camel and the needle's eye.
The * mote '

(r6 /crfp^o^froin Kdp*f>&,
c to contract,'

*
iry up/

* wither ') may be a dry stalk or twig, or

any small dry body. The word is used in the
LXX (Gn 811

) to render *n$, the adj. applied to
the olive-leaf brought by the dove. Weymouth
(M"T in Modern Speech) renders c

speck.*
It is eteaj, therefore, that the point of the pro-

verb lies in the contrast between a smaller fault
in the person criticised and a greater one in the
critic. The figures chosen express the contrast in
a very emphatic way, pushing it, indeed, to the
verge of absurdity, to suggest the essential folly
of the imbrotherly and insincere faultfinder.
Various illustrations are given by commentators

of the possibly greater defect of the man who is

finding fault -with his neighbour. Morison, e,g.,

quotes Augustine as comparing
* settled hatred

1

(the beam) with a passing burst of anger (the
mote). A. B. Brace (Z.c.)says: *The faults may
be of the same kind : rdpfos a petty theft, 5o*6s
commercial dishonesty on a large scale , . . ; or a

different sort : moral l,-\i;\ in IV publican, pride
and inhumanity in t'i-

k
"l* UV^M" who despised

him.
5

All such illustrations are to the point, for^the
proverb is capable of many applications ; and it is

very often true that men eager to correct others

have great and obvious faults of their own which

disqualify them for the office. It seems clear,

however, that ' the beam' is very definitely the

censorious sp
7 '" n i, ,

>
j it stands in

St. Matthew, i

'

r "
.

:
-. [

>" the general
exhortation *

judge not,
3 and tlie warning,

4 with
what measure ye mete it shall be measured unto

you
' There is a spirit which sees and notes faults

in others where true goodness would be blind.

The *

beholding' is in the judgment of Jesus often
a much greater evil than the fault it beholds.

Such a spirit leads a man on to the officious

attempt to correct others, and makes him doubly
unfit for the task. To cast out the mote from
another's evo i-, ah\a* difficult. It needs clear

sight and \voiidoriul doliuicy of touch. To the
censorious man, blind in his fancied -'i]n lioiiiy. it

is of all tasks the most impossible. M 01 < \ 01 , i In-

censorious spirit is closely akin to hypocrisy. It

pretends to zeal for ii<rhtcou-ne^, but really cares

only for personal Mipeiiomv A sincere
^
man

begins with that humble
""

i-

1

i- ( which is

fatal to uncharitable judgrr -i - 01 o 1

," - A zeal

for righteousness which begins with correction of

others stands convicted of dishonesty at the outset.

If a man has once taken the true ground of lowly
penitence, if hehas castout the proud, self-sufficient,
censorious spirit, he will leave no other beam un-
noticed in his own eye. He will be too much
occupied with the task of self-discipline to be the

quick and eager censor of others. Yet he will not
ho blind to moral distinctions. On the contrary,
the single eye will be full of light ; and while ne
will have 'no wish to * behold" the mote in his

brother***, he will see clearly to cast it out. Love
and pride are both quick to observe; bnt with
what different results !

In St. Luke's Gospel our passage stands in a
slightly different} connexion. There the command
'judge not' is separated from the proverb of the
Mote and the Beam by the verses which speak of

the reward of gcneious giving, of blind leaders of
the blind, of tlie disciple not above his master.
A. B. Bruce suggests that the parable comes in
at this point, because censoriousness is a' natural
fault of young disciples. In any case the essential

meaning of the passage remains unchanged.
. Dykes, Manifesto of the King, 536 ff. ; Bale,

Laws of Chnst for Common Life, 93 ft.

E. EL TlTCHMAESH.
BEATITUDE.

i Derivation and Meaning.
it Significance of uttxaiptae.
lii The NT Beatitudes.

1. Single Sayings.
2. The Group of Sayings.

iv. The * Beatitudes * in Matthew and Luke.
L, Their number in Matthew.
2. The relation of the two versions.
3. Order and connexion of thought.

L DERIVATION AND MEAIHXG. The Latin word
beotitudo is derived from beotus, the past participle
of beare,

* to make happy,'
* to bless

'

(cf. bene and
bomts). Trench says that benlitis and beatitude
are both words of "Cicero's coming; yet, *as he
owns himself, with something strange and un-
attractive about them.** On this account they
* found almost no acceptance at all in the classical
literature of Borne. Beatitudo, indeed, found a

*The only passage in which Cicero appears to use the two
words is de Natvra, Zteoram* i. 34: f

lsta, gvoe beatitas, sive b&xdi-

titdadieenda8imt(tftru(mgueoimt^^ durum, sed twtc mollienda
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home, as it deserved to do, in the Christian

Church, but beatitas none '

(Study of Words 1

*, p.

210).
The primar\ Mu-vlii,; nf 'beatitude' is llessed-

ve^\ In the w i *T \ir ^'c of its u-e quoted in

Murray's Dictionary (J.491, Caxton), it signifies

supreme blessedness ; hence it was frequently
used to describe the blibs of heaven, Cf. Milton,
Par. Lost, iii.

* About Him all the Sanctities of Heaven
Stood thick as stars, and from His sight reeehed
Beatitude past utterance."

Trapp applies the word to * such as are sefc out of
the reach of evil in the most joyous condition,

having just cause to be everlastingly merry as

being t^nt i re ft ,v/y\ "blessed in hand and in how." "

But there is nothing in the connotation of the
word itself to suggest whether the blessedness is

enjoyed on earth or in heaven; the context must
show whether it refers to an experience in the

present or to a hope for the fiitme.

The secondary meaning of * beatitude
*
is a de-

claration of Me$$edn&s$. This declaration may be
made of glorified saintb in heaven, as in the Beati-
tudes of the Apocalypse ; or of disciples on earth,
as in nearly all the Beatitude^ of the Gospels,
But the word is unduly restricted in its signi-
ficance when it is used as a synonym for bc/ttiji-

cation, a Roman Catholic cerenioiiy therein an
inferior degree of canonization U conferred on a
deceased person. The Pope considers his claims to
beatitude ; and if these are approved, proclaims his

admission to the Beatific Vision, and sanctions the

ascription to him by the faithful of the title

Blessed.'

ii. SIGNIFICANCE OF iuuc&ptn. In our Lord's
ieclarations of blessedness He used a word (/rnxd-

pics) \\hich has an instructive history, and passed
by the pagan word for

*

happiness
*

or *

well-being
*

(ff'SiLfiovta.) which is not found in the New Testa-
ment. In Homer the gods are the blessed (/*d*apes)

ones, because they excel mortal men in power or
in knowledge rather than in virtue.

' As com-

pared with men, in conduct they are generally
characterized by superior force and intellect, but

by inferior morality* ((ilad^tonv. If<nii*r and the

Homeric Age}. The Greek (Impair of attaining
blessedness oa earth lod to the frajnem use of
'blessed* as synonymous with dwd\ Aristotle
also di&tingiii&hes between futmpwpufa or Divine
blessedness, and c^otftwla or human blessedness

(Ethic. Nicom, x. $). It is therefore suggestive
that the Christian conception of beatitude should
find expression in a word closely associated with

descriptions of the blessedness of the gods and
'originally stronger and more ideal than tMSalpwr.
* This is manifest in Aristotle, with whom the

fj.aKdpi.os as opposed to erde-fc is he who lacks no
good

9

(Cramer, Biblico-Thcol. Lex. of NT Grwk>
p. 776).
But the word which describes the blessedness of

those who lack no g&od is ennobled by our Lord's
use of it. He turns the thoughts of His dimples
from outward to inward good ; He teaches that
blessedness is determined not by fortune, but by
goodness, and that it is attainable on earth by all

who put themselves into right relation to God.
In His Beatitudes, therefore, it is desirable to
translate fuuc&pt/ot 'blessed

7

rather than 'happy.*
{Cf. the saying of Carlyle that those who 'find

blessedness' can *do without happiness *). Since
the word 'blessed* fell from the lips of Christ^
His Beatitudes have worthily set forth am ideal of

fo3uracter loftier titan the aiistocmfac wfcme of
the Pl&tonists* a joy unknown to the y&ost nolle-
minded of the pleasure

- seeking Epieureans, a
satisfaction of son! beyond the r^sofe of |bet *Ef-

sufficient Stoic. Like the chiming of sweet bells,

VOL. I. 12

thf> Beatitudes call men to enter the kingdom in
\\hich tole righteou^ i> t> l*e We-^ed ; they appeal
to a universal I.iii^-*.^ - f tlie human heart, and
they promise a -.1*.-: u :. of soul which can be
found only in olxnlience to the law Tthit'h tlitk Son
of Man proclaim*) in order that His brethren may
be blessed. Beatitude is the until purpose of the
mo^t {wrfeet law ; beatitude is the ex{*rience of
the humble in who^e heart there reiyns the grace
which came by Je^us Christ. The Beatitude* of
our Lord bring the word * ble-sed

*

down to earth
and there set up the kingdom of heaven ; they
portray no remote bliv*, rior even a pleasure near
at hand, but a fulness of joy within the soul.

Henceforth blessedne&s is seen to lie th" inp iV_re
not onl3* of those who are exalted aho\e ail <

.'irtlily

care and Buffering, but also of those who still share
the limitations of this mortal life ; it depends not
on outward conditions such as wealth or education

(ef. Plato, Republic, 334 A, 333 E), but on inward
conditions such as metknt*-** <f -pint and punty of

heart; it is not the piero^aiive f the tew* who
have been initiated into the secrets of a Divine

Iiinlu-ipliy. liiit the iri\ilege of all who become
l.'Miii ii:-''il(-. of Him in whoi>e life the perfect
Law was perfectly fulfilled.

iii. THE NT BEATITUDES. 'Beatitude
1

is not a
Biblical word, but it is properly applied to all the

sayings of our Lord which contain a declaration of

the conditions of human blessedness.

1. Single Sftytnqs, Isolated Beatitudes are re-

corded in Matthew*, Luke, and John, They
describe a blissful state which LS the accompani-
ment of certain conditions of sou!, or the reward
of virtuous acts ; but tlie blissful state is almost

always itipre-ented as attainable in this life. (The
exception- sue Lk 1414* 15

). The following is a list

omitting Lk 14 - 13
> of the single sayings of Jesus in

w hii h Ili declares the blennednesn of those who
possess spiritual graces, or who exemplify sofiae

quality of virtue in their actions ;

* Blessed is he, whosoever shall find none occa-

sion of stumbling in me.' (Mt 11*, cf. Lk I31).
* Blebsed are your eyes, for they see ; and your

ears, for they hear/ <Mfc 131
, ef, Lk HP1

).
* Blessed art thon, Simon Bar-Joua : for esfe

and blood hath not revealed ifc onto tiiee, but

my Father which IB in heaven,
1

(Mt l$n j.

* Blessed are they that hear the word 01 God nail

keep it.
1

(Lk !!).
'Blessed are those servants, wb0tt^ tlie Lord
when he eometli shall find watching/ |Lk
l^7

, cf.Tv. *, Mtfii^
* If ye know these tibia% Messed are ye if ye do
them/ fJml^7

).
* Blessed are they that have mot seen, mid yet
have believed.

1

(JnSO
39

).

[In Mt 25^ a different word (e^jorni^woi)
is used].

These scattered sayings suffice to indicate how
often orar Lord's teachin^was expre^'-ed in words
of blessing. With these Beatitude-) in the canoni-

cal Gospels should be compared one preserved by
St. Paul, and one found in the Codex Bezie

*Ifc fe btesaed to give than to receive/

(Ac SO**).
e
lf tfeon knowest what tho<ti doest, thou art

blesss&d ; but if thou knowest not, thou art

under a curse, and a transgresjsor of the law/
.

The latter saying is addressed to a man who was
nwrkiog; on the Sabbath ; probably it embodies a

l^ttiafe tradition, but certainly it bears witness to

tfce wtly recognition of the Beatitude as one of

<^airl^|*s favourite methods of imparting truth.

2jn.,be fifth of the New Saymgs of Jeu <sepe

Ovwiett wd Hnat% e&< 19CWL) the word tm^m
mn b restored, althoiigh the suLject of the Beati-

tude has been lost. R^
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fcion to the presence in the Acts of Paul and
TheMa of a number of fresh Beatitudes. St.

Paul is represented as <ri\iiv ULTOI ancc not only to
some of tne Beatitudes of Jesus, but also to such

sayings as these
* Blessed are they that keep themselves chaste,
because they shall be called the temple of
God.'

* Blessed be they who keep the baptism, for

they shall rest in Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit/

The writer of this apocryphal book imitates our
Lord's Beatitudes, and expresses in this form both
Pauline teaching and his own ascetic doctrine

(>Wo, 5th series [1895], vol. il p. 375).
2 "?!' Group of Sayings. When the word

* Beatitude' is used in the plural, it refers as a
rule to those sayings of Jesus, grouped at the

beginning of the Sermon on the Mount, in which
He solemnly announces who are the blessed in the

Kingdom of heaven. Early examples of its use in

this significance are *The eight beatitudes that
.". . spryngeth of grace

7

(1531, PUgr. Perf.};
* This quhilk S. Ambrose callis our Lord's beati-

tudes '(1588, H. King Canisius' Catech.). In his

de Qffic. (i. 6) Ambrose says:
* Hce octo Christi

Beatitudincs aunt quasi Chnsti Paradoxa. y

iv. THE BcAirruDia IN MATTHEW -AND LUKE.
1, Their number in Matthew. The 'Beatitudes'

are recorded in Mt 53
"11 and Lk 620

"22
. In regard

to the number of Beatitudes in Matthew there
have been diverse opinions ; the decision depends
upon the view taken of vv 1<M2

v. 10
.

* Blessed are they that have been per-
secuted for righteousness* sake : for theirs is

the kingdom of heaven.'
v. 11

. "Blessed are ye when men shall reproach
you, and persecute you, and say all manner of

evil against you falsely, for my sake.'

v. 12
,

*
Rejoice, and be exceeding glad : for great

is your reward in heaven: for so persecuted
they the prophets \i hich were before you/

The seven Beatitudes in vv.3
"

describe the graces
of the Christian character ; these are followed in
v.Id by another Beatitude which assumes that those
who possess these graces, and are, therefore, not
of the world, will, so long as they are in the world,
be exposed to its hatred. This general truth is

first expressed; it is immediately afterwards

brought home to the disciples as our Lord, using
*

ye
*
instead of *

they/ reaffirms (v.
11

) the blessed-
ness of His hearers, should they endure reproach
for His sake. If this interpret afiori Le correct,
there axe eight Beatitude.- in Manlier. In the
first seven we behold the several rainbow hues of
the lightwhich reflects in human conduct the glory
of the heavenly Father (v.

16
) ; in the eighth that

BgH is seen in conflict with the darkness it is

destined to overcome.
If Mt &*"** is not counted as a Beatitude, the

number of perfection seven is obtained. This
course is followed by some because the eighth

latitude is not a declaration of the blessedness
of character, and by others because its promise of
the kingdom of heaven merely repeats what has

already been said. Augustine speaks of a *

heptad
of Beatitudes,' and regards the eighth as returning
upon the first (* octavo, tanquam ad caput red^t ').

Brace refers to the * seven golden sentences
' which

sum up tibe felicity of the ffintgttotn, though he
affcerwanfe aanmerates eight eksses of the blessed

(The Training of the Twelve, p. 42). Wordsworth
(inloc.) prefers the mystical significance of eight to
similar interpretations of seven ; for if seven is the
number of rest after labour,

*

eight is the number
of blessedness and glory after rest

J

; he also dwells
on the annexing of the promise of the Kingdom of
heaven to the eighth Beatitude as well as to the

first :
* This is the consummation of blessedness y

the recurring note of the beatinc octave ; also in

the eighth Beatitude the word '* blessed" is re-

peated for the sake of greater certainty and

emphasis.'
This repetition of the wo^L

* blessed
'

in what is

here called the eighth Beatitude is the ground
assigned by some for dividing it into two Beati-

tudes. Wright (Synopsis of the Gospels in Greek,

p. 161) speaks of nine Beatitudes. In his judg-
ment, however, the ninth, which is longer and in

the second person, is an < \,.'. :. .> li'n
1

,
IP- n ';

he is also disposed to "
: i>. i <

k

v"' ! -\ 'i"'*t

Beatitude as 'an edit" 1
,
i!

-PI .',"!'! ! ihe

second half of it is repeated from the first Beati-

tude, and the commencement is an abbreviation
of the ninth.' The so-called ninth Beatitude is

best regarded as an enlargement of iln oiirli'li,

but no sufficient reason is given for IOJCVLIII^ ihe

eighth.
Delitzsch is alone in holding that there are ten

Beatitudes in Matthew to correspond with the

Decalogue. To obtain the number ten he not

only counts vv. 10 and n as the eighth and ninth
Beatitudes lespectively, but also treats v. 12 as the
tenth Beatitude. The words *

rejoice and be ex-

ceeding glad
'

(v.
12

) are regarded as equivalent to
* blessed.'

2. The relation of the two versions. Only four

Beatitudes are given in Lk 620'22
; the relation of

these to the eight Beatitudes in Matthew is one of

the unsolved problems in NT criticism. The dif-

ference between Matthew and Luke is shown in

the following table, the variations in Luke being
printed in italics :

* Blessed are

1.
* the poor in spirit : for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven/

(!.}
*

ye poor : for yours is the kingdom of God.
9

2.
*

they that mourn : for they shall be com-
forted.*

(S.)
*

ye that weep now : for ye shall laugh.'
3.

* the meek : for they shall inherit the earth.*

4.
*

they that hunger and thirst after righteous-
ness : for they shall be filled

'

(&)
(

ye that hunger nou, : for ye shall^be filled.'

5.
* the merciful": for they shall obtain mercy."

6.
* the pure in heart : for they shall see God.'

7.
* the peacemakers : for they shall be called

sons of God,*
8. 'they that have been persecuted for right-

eousness' sake: for theirs is the kingdom
of heaven.

ye when men shall reproach you, and perse-
cute you, and say all manner of evil against
you falsely, for my sake.

Kejoice, and be exceeding glad : for great is

your reward in heaven : for so persecuted
they the prophets which were before you.*

(4,}
*

ye when men shall hate you, and when they
shall separate you from their company', and

reproach you, and cast <mt yowr name as
evU, for the Son ofMarts sake.

Rejoice m that dayy and leap for joy : for

behold, your reward is great in heaven :

for in the same manner did their fathers
unto th' 1

|-ro|-lici-

*

The chief ekmonl,- in ilic problem to be solved
are : the presence in Matthew alone of Beatitudes
3 5, 6, 7 ; Luke's variations from Matthew's
wording of Beatitudes lf 2, 4, 8, especially (a)
the absence from I and 4 of words which make
blessedness depend upon spiritual conditions, and
(d) the use of the second person throughout. This
problem is part of a larger problem, viz.. Bo
Matthew and Luke report the same discourse t
and if they do, which account is the more primi*
tive ? (See art. SERMON ON THE MOUNT).
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^
The view that Matthew and Luke narrate two

different discourses is now generally abandoned.
This theory accounts for all the variations, but it

leaves unexplained the remarkable resemblances
in the general purport of the teaching, the frequent
identity of phraseology, and the close agreement
of the introductory narratives and of the closing

parables. Therefore. I ho qut-tion to be asked in

regard to the two vej*ions of the Beatitudes is

part of the larger <:n"-ti<m TTow is it that in

{ < -,-:(- <-f the *-M!o i.i-r*!Mi there are so

ar<. '

j I'm :'" ',.'' ^ i different reasons
are assigned in support of this distinction. (1)

Wright (op. cit ) regards Beatitudes 1, 2, 4 as

primary; they belong to 'the p'oto INfplPmn*.
11

because they are also found in Lake, "li 1 '

1* oiiw
Beatitudes have been * added at different dates as
recollections occurred.

3 But the non-occurrence of
a saying in Luke is no proof that it is

*

secondary,'
unless it is certain that Luke is more primitive,
and not a selection from the more original tradi-

tion in Matthew. (2) Weiss (in Meyer's Com )

describes the same three Beatitudes as authentic,
because they point to the rijrlifcou^T^s of the

Kingdom as the summum //*"////; I!M first to

ripfhteou-Tif^s as not yet possessed, the second to
tho want of righteousness as a cause of sorrow,
and the fourth to righteousness as an object of de-
sire. The i ea<oji i n;j is enth ely MI!

]<.
( 1 1 \ o Woi^

tests the authentic iiy of si Iten.iL'jtfe by ii^ suxo'-l

with his theory that the theme of the discourse is

the nature of true and false righteousness ; on his
ov\n princiiiL

- oOvr Beatitudes might be proved
MIL Men i :c. '1 he -o\ onih might be said to point to
the righteousness whose work is peace.
When the narratives in Matthew and Luke are

taken as rhovMJind, tlio q.iestion remains : Which
version of t'm IWunn.!e-> more correctly repre-
sents the actual words of Christ?
That the shorter form in Luke is more genuine

is the opinion of many scholars. Dr. E. A. Abbott
thinks *

it is more probable that Luke represents
the letter of the original words of Jesus more
closely than Matthew, however much the latter

may better represent the spirit of them' (JSnc.
J3nt.g x. 798a). But the words which better repre-
sent the spirit of ihe leaching may a!-o n^c on the

authority of Je^u<. Though the t\\o versions

represent the same discourse, the one discourse

may not have been delivered with such formality
as many theories imply. It is more than probable
that the longer form in Matthew omits some of
our Lord's comments on these sayings. The dif-

ferent versions of the eighth Beatitude in Matthew
point to this conclusion. The declaration of
blessedness having been made in its most general
form, it is then reaffirmed and expounded in its

special bearing upon the men to whom our Lord
was speaking. The Apostles will have the privi-

lege of bearing
* the reproach of Christ/ and as

sharers in the experience of the prophets they
shall receive the prophets' regard (cf He II26

).

Other Beatitudes may in like manner have been
restated in a more specific form. For example, all

who would enter the Kingdom of heaven need to
be told that its blessings are bestowed on the poor
in spirit ; but it is to His true disciples and not
to tne multitude that Jesus says, 'Ye, in your
poverty, are blessed.' The argument for the

primitive character of Luke is stated (Expositor,
5th series [1895], vol. ii.) succinctly and

forcefully
by Professor Adeney. The sayings of which
Matthew gives a longer version than Luke are
described as expositions of

* the hidden tmth con-
tained in the snorter utterances.* The Beatitudes

peculiar to Matthew are not relegated to an

editor, but are held to be the true teaching of
our Lord, though probably not in their original
context. The literary problem is complicated by
the absence from Matthew of the tour Woes,
which in Luke (6'

24'-b
) correspond to the four

Beatitudes. The theoiy that Luke gives the
more primitive form in\ olves the assumption that
Matthew omitted the Woes and inseited an equal
number of Blessings, Yet Wright's conehihion,
after a thorough study of the Synoptic problem,
is that the W oes in Luke are either *

conflated
from another source' or 4

editorial inversions of
the Blessings.
The theory that Matthew gives the Beatitudes

in their more primitive form has the support of
Tholuck and Meyer among older writers, and more
recently of H. Holtzmann and Beysehlag. On
the authority of one who probably heard these
words of Blessing, the Beatitudes peculiar to
Matthew are regarded not only as authentic say-
ings of Jesus, but also as parts of the original
discourse. Holtzmann also holds that Luke modi-
tied the language of Matthew in accordance with
his own abcetic views (Mand-Comtn., 'Die Synop.,*
p. 100) ; but this supposition is not essential to
the theory. The shorter form of some Beatitudes
in Luke may faithfully represent the words of

Christ, perhaps His own special application of a

feneraJ.

truth to His disciples. I)r. Bruce, who
as no bias in favour of antiquated Harmomstic,*

suggests that, as a critical description ot Mt 5-7,
* The Teaching on the Hill

*

is probably more
correct than * The Sermon on the Mount '

;
"* teach-

ing' (5<.8ax$) &s di-Lingui-lied from 'preaching*
(K-fipvyfj.,) implies both the announcement of &
theme and its expansion. It follows that two
forms of a Beatitude may be authentic, the one
as theme, the other as comment.' According to

this view, the theme of the first Beatitude is given
in Luke, but in Matthew * one of the expansions,
not nece-sirily the only one.' It is of little

moment whether the shorter form is primary,
i.e. the enunciation of a theme afterwards ex-

pounded by our Lord ; or secondary, ^.e. His own
narrowing of a general assertion previously made.
On either supposition. Luke. * while faithfully re-

producing at least a part of our Lord's teaching
on the Mil,* may state that teaching *not in its

origina J setting, but readapted so as to serve the

practical purpose of Christian instruction* (The

Expositor's Greek Tftf., vol. 1 pp. 94 fit, 509).

3. Order and connexion of thought. The order

of the second and third Beatitudes is reversed in

Codex Bezse and the Vulgate; so also Clem.

Alex., Aug., Orig., Bus., Greg, of Nyssa. Tholuek
thinks that this change from the best authenti-

cated ordor was made on mystical grounds ; either

because the promise of thelower good should im-

mediately follow that of heaven (Orig. }, or because

yr\ represents mystically a higher stage of blessed-

ness (Greg, of
JNyssa).

In the generally accepted order of the Beatitudes
a sequence of thought may be traced, though the
e scale of grace and glory

*
is perhaps not so care-

fully
*
graduated

' as some have supposed (cf. Arab,
on Lk 6). The first grace poverty of spirit is the

germ of all the rest ; the first and last Beatitude is

the all-eompriBing word
* theirs is the kingdom of

heaven/ The six Beatitudes that intervene unfold
different aspects of Christian virtue and set forth

its pecoliarWessedness, for each blessing promised
is the fitting reward of the inward grace, and each
is included in the promise of the Kingdom. Dr.
Fairbairn (Studies in the Life of Cfarut} divides the
Beatitudes into two classes * those of resignation
and those of hope

'

; the first four Beatitudes are

placed in the former class, the last four in the

latter class. This division is simple, and serves t
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emphasize the distinction between the passive and
active graces of the Christian character. Yet it

seems "better to distinguish the eighth Beatitude
from the other seven ;

ic dilTer<* from them essenti-

ally, for it attaches blessedness to endurance of

opposition and not to in^'iu el i.iiiuUi"-, lo conduct
and not to character, to --omoti iMp: a ir.n does and
not to what he is. In i'u* M;V I

II Itemitudes on

character, there are two triads. The first three,
as Dr. Dykes points out (The Manifesto ofthe King,
p, 101), are closely connected and refer to negative
graces ; in the last three, positive graces are in-

timately combined as elements of righteousness;
the fourth or central Beatitude is the link between
these first groups.

* As the first three, the trilogy
of spiritual humiliation, lead up to and produce
that blessed hunger after Divine righteousness;
so the second three, a trilogy of characteristic

Christian graces, are the fulfilment of the soul's

hunger/
with a 'proposal of the end blessedness,' says

Jeremy Taylor,
* our excellent and gracious Law-

giver begins His sermon' (The Great Exemplar,
pTi. 2, sec. si). Beatitude is the essence of

Christianity, its beginning and end. The * Beati-

tudes *
reveal the nature of true blessedness and

the conditions of its attainment ; they reflect the

light which shines from the Hebrew Scriptures
that declare the blessedness of the

righteous ; but

they are illumined not only by the Prophets and
Psalmists who went before, but also by the

Apostles and Teachers who come after. Wernle
says with true insight :

* Jesus Himself made of

Christianity a religion of hope. ... If Paul in a
later age preaches the religion of longing in words
of enthralling eloquence, Tie Is merely continuing
in his own language the Beatitudes of Jesus' (Ihz

Beginnings of Ghmstiamty, L 68).

LITIEATURK IB addifcion to the works already quoted, see
art. SERMON ON THE Mowr, below ; Hastings' 2XB, Extra Vol.

p 14 ff. ; Goro, Sermon on the M</u.ni , Bruce, GalflpanGot%>e.l,
3&~72; Lecfcie, Liftt and faliowi., >OJW70; Pianlpv, AWm to

Children, 95-131 ; Jklatih&oii, Landmarks ff&'T MwraZitu, 1I3H
J. (Jr. TASKKH

BEAUW. This term is applied alike to the

physical grace of men and animals, to external
nature and works of art, and to moral character
and action. In every lelatipnship it is a quality
capable of imparting exquisite pleasure, and a
power that commands and captivates. The appre-
ciation of beauty for its own intrinsic charm ua.
a special characteristic of the Greeks, to whom the
world was a, wonder of ordc rwid adaptniion jiml

whofound anelement of %\ oHn p in t IKJ LM>MII\ Lluu
was a prerogative of the <?ods VV ith the Israelites,
and in the East generally, beauty was esteemed
rather as a sign of dignity and noble birth (Jg 818

),

and "beautiful things were valued as the accessories
of official decoration. Much in the Gospels that
we feel to be beautiful and describe by that name,
is there specialized by such terms as 'grace/ 'glory/
*

excellency/ as indicating in each particular case
the arresting feature of charm, sublimity, or pre-
eminence that makes it beautiful. Thus in the
appeal,

f
If God so clothe the grass of the field

J

(Ik 122*), and in the declaration concerning the
lilies of the field, that Solomon in all his glory was
not arrayed like die of them (v.

2
?), the beauty

was due tx> external investiture rather than to any
inherent fact of symmetry and proportion. So
when the mercfoa^toaa is described as seeking
goodly pearls (Mi l&) and the righteousness of
Christ's disciples is xpee!feed fb exceed that of the
scribes and Pharisees {Bijfc $)y the quality of

beauty arises from the soxpfrising rarity and reeog-
nized pre-eminence of tlie things referred to.

1. Per&moA uppeartmce 0fwM$$* Much has
been written about the faea of

gathering its data from the apocryphal / Letter of

Lentulus/ the portrait which Jesus is said to have
sent to kin^Abgar of Edessa, the story ofVeronica's

veil, the pictures and eikons of *** <>,.'U jii'<l i>' ^
aeval Church, and accumulated '

< i.v v i ; <' i <'i

has given to Art its typical presentation of Christ's

countenance. The subject, however, is one about
which there is no certain information. On the
mount of T', si

~
;., !<" ;*

' ;Y < M -'ipV had a
brief glimpse ot the heavenlv beauty that then
shone out from the face of Christ. But those who
were then eye-witnesses of His majesty (2 P I16

)

tell us that the glorious vision surpassed all de-

scription. It remained with them as a restful and

inspiring memory, like the unspeakable words
'
of

St. Paur& ecstatic experience (2Co 124),
2. Bt,nufi/in, external nature. T'

"

i

"

*!y

Mi^o-itive'of the reality of the '
, .'

He by whom the worlds were made spoke so little

about them. When He called Himself and His

disciples
e the light of the world

'

(Jn 812
, Mt 514

), the
allusion to light was not in the spirit of Milton's
sublime apostrophe (Par. Lost, iii. Iff.), but with
reference to its conflict with darkness. When He
pointed to the redness of the evening sky (Mt 162),
it was not to speak of a Presence immanent in the

light of setting suns, but to express the feeling of

wonder that those who could draw a practical
lesson from something so remote could not hear
the footsteps of moral destiny so close behind
themselves. And so in the instances of the frail,

beautiful grass and the lilies of the field {Mt 6^-),
the allusion served as an argument for God's still

greater care of things more precious.
3. Ethwal beauty. The life of Christ witnessed

in every detail to His inspiring and impressive per-

sonality. It is surely a torso presentation of that
life that would make * sweet reasonableness

*
its

pi <"v ailing < hara< lei is. tic. "Rather it is marked by
the absence of that philosophic detachment that
would live and let li\o. In Hi* mind truth took

precedence even of the heavenly hope, and He
assured His disciples tIu:L jf iha( hope were a sweet
but baseless imagination, lie would have told them
(Jn 14-). He had conio ji>. li^Iit into the world, and

questioning6 - not only of the <k-i';rii darkness (Jn
I
s
). but of the bcuilrleiing twilight (16

17ff>
), sprang

up around His path In His presence men weie

greater and less than they had been before. Even
in the days of His flesh those who were Christ's

were impelled to put on Christ, and were after-

wards recognized a& having been with Him (Ac 413
).

He exemplified in His own life the principle by
which His disciples were to live and extend His
kingdom. His outward powei was the measure of
His inward submission. He came notpto do His
own will (Jn 6^). It was when He was lifted up
that He would draw all men unto Himself (12

32
).

Even so the life of the Christian has its condition
of complete and continuous surrender, and in the
service of the gospel it is found that men do not

E'eld
to the messenger, but to what they see that

5 yields to.

In the course of Christ's life on earth, along with
the general impression of His teaching and mini-

stry there were various incidents that showed in a
special manner with what tendoi ?} nipathy He
took upon Him our nature and l>ore our in(iiuiilie*.

Among these may be mentioned the conversation
with the Samaritan woman at Jacob's well (Jn 4),
the blessing of the little children that were almost
sent away (Mt IQ33^ (J), the touching of the leper in
the act of healing (Mt 83), and the words of hope
concerning Nineveh (Mt 12*1) and Tyre (Lk 101

**-),

and those who should come into the Kingdom from
the distant East and West (Mt 8n). On the cross
we liave the prayer for His persecutors (Lk S334),
His eoB^radesMp wilk ttae penitent tl^ief ( v.

42
*-), and
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the commending of His mother to the care of the

disciple John (Jn 19m ).

Also in the lives of others, chiefly of women, He
met with intuitions and actions which through His
affinity of soul were noticed and commended by
Him as hearing the stamp of moral and spiritual
beauty. Such were the return of the Samaritan
leper to give glorv to God {Lk 17 16ff>

) ; the humble
insistency of the JSyro-Phoenician woman (Mk 72611

"');

the courage and consecration of the widow who
gave her mites to the Lord (12

42ff
-) ; the act of the

sinful woman who bathed His feet with her tears

(Lk 7*1

), and of her also who unsealed, as for His
burial, the alabaster vase of precious ointment

(Jn 127 ).
With regard to things :'

"

*T. ;

"*

morally
loathsome, on tlioorhorhar

,
-, ! -"leprosy

(Mt 82, Lk T22 1712
) and the affliction of demoniac

possession (Mt 9s2
,
Mk T26, Lk 8s*

etc.) could always
claim His healing power; there was discriminating
pity towards those who had sinned in ignorance
{Lk S334), or who had been overcome by some swift

and overmastering temptation (Mt 26*1
, Lk 1, Jn

416 2115
}, or by the difficulties of outward circum-

stance (Mk 103H-, Lk 13s) ; while in sharp contrast
with the above, there was His denunciation by
descriptive parable and stern rebuke of tliehojie-
le=s oflensivcntss of the Pharisaic type f

v
Mr, 21 l<) 23

Lk 2019
etc.).

LrrnuTTire rpclcr (1) TUuck-TTcrzof: Pftr. in. 'ChrViH-
bilder'; SchaiT-Hfcr/ojr Uitryr i,f llcl n, Kiioucledpe, art 4

(
M
*n--,

Pictures of *
T Farrar, t'jhnstiu \rt pp 67-95. l.mltr ( ') W ir dr,

7>fl/Y"-" ..fjfwf T I")l ff ; J'x^orttor Urd tcr. ii. IlhWJ 224 it

I i(hrl<;
x
i f ddon Rampt-,n Lecture**, p. 102 IT Chavuritf,

CV,im '>
.' V'ti* 'J^MJ, pp dJT-243 G. _

BED. The word 'bed* (xXiV^ jr/w$3aT<K,
is found in the Gospels only in Mt 9s- 6 Mk 2*-12

421 7 9 jjj; 513 8ie Hi 17a4^ jn 58-12, There is little

here to indicate the kind of bed, or beds, that were
in use among the Hebrews in the time of Christ.

Among the ancient Hebrews, however, as among
other Oriental peoples of that day. the bed usualh
consisted of a wadded quilt, or ttiin niattn^s to be

used, according to the season, or the condition of

the owner, with or without covering (cf. Ex 22s7

'For that [the outer garments orn in the daytime]
is his only covciing

*
it is his garment for his skin :

wherein shall he sleep?'). The very poor often

made their bed of the skins of animals, old cloaks
or rugs, or slept* in Lhoir oidjmirv clothing on the
bare ground floor, as they do to-day in the East.

The bedding ordinarily in use among Orientals

now is,doubtless, muchthe same as it wasin Christ's

day : a mat made of rushes or straw to be laid

down first ; sheep or goat skins, or a quilt stuffed

with hair or vegetable fibre, or both, to lie upon ;

and a covering consisting often only of the *

cloak/
or outer garment, of the poor man, but sometimes
in summer of some light staff in addition, or in

winter of skins, or some heavier quilted stuff.

Various allusions are made in the Gospels to beds
t&at couldbe earned : 'Arise, take up thy bed, and

go unto thine house* (Mt 9s) ;
'

Rise, take up thy
Bed, and walk *

;
* And immediately the man . . .

took up his bed, and walked '

(Jn 5s- 9
) ;

* Behold
men bringing on a bed a man that was palsied

*

{Lk 518 EV). St. Luke and St. Mark tell us that on
tiiis occasion, when, because of the crowd Jn the

house, the four men could not reach Jesus witli the

paralytic, they took him up on the house-

broke through the roof, and
* let him down thro

the tiling with the couch (i&iyi&w ; in v. 3
*, however,

the worcLjtXyij, *ibed,> is used) into the midst before

Jesus '

(Lk 5
1
*), or, as St. Mark ppts Ifc*

*
let down

the led OtpdftSeros) wherein tins skfc of the palsy

or ordinary use at night Hie bed was laM <p
on tfce ipa^wliidk

Beds :

keep it off the ground, frequently on a light
portable frame of \\o<jd which served a like pur-
pose ; but sometimes on a more elevated bedstead
(
4 under the bed,* Mk 421 JtY). In the morning the
bedding was all rolled up, and, after l^eing aired
and sunned, was put abide on the raided platform,
or packed away for the day in a client or closet. A
bedstead of any pretensions was rare among the
Hebrews, and was looked upon as a luxury ; the
1 j ,": ;".'* to it bemg in general the"raided

- side of the room. The richness of
and of bedbteads among some of the Asiatic

i, however, was at lease equal to that of the
reeks and Romans (cf. Pr 716- 1T

, 1 8 as-3). The
degree of richness would depend, of course, upon
the wealth of the family and the :>i:\ le of ihc hou^e
or tent, as it does to-day among the Ledau m.

Usually a room was set apart as a bedroom,
where the whole family slept.

' My children are
with me in bed, I cannot rise and give thee \ {Lk
II5

"8
). Among the poorest a portion of the

single
room occupied by the family was

(
set apart for

sleeping, and, generally, ihis was raised above the
level of the iloor. When the house was of two

storeys, the beds were laid in one of the rooms o
the upper storey, or, during the summer, prefer-

ably, on the fiat roof. See, further, art. COUCH.
GEO. B. EAGER.

BEELZEBUB or BEELZEB0L. It is strange
that this name has never yet been satisfactorily

explained; stranger still that no trace of it ha>
been found as yet among the scores of Jewish
names for angels and -JMM( ^. The first part of the

name is clear enough: n i- ;!(> Aramaic form of

the Hebrew * BaaP ; nor is there anything strange
in the dropping of X before |*in. the MISS followed

by modern editors like Westcott-Hort and Weiss

[Cheyne in his art.
* Beelzebul *

in the Eneyc. MM.
finds *this scepticism as to X in ^teeX paradoxical/
c the word /fceftSovX inexplicable and hardly pro-
nounceable,* and urges against it 'the famous

passage Mt 10s

*, where the ctKo8etnr&np implies
the speaker's consciousness that Vjr? is one element
in the title,* but his objection completely misses
the mark. The dropping of the X is merely pho-
netieal ; cf. in Josephus eefeX in codd. MVKC for

p\&5fK (B<T iii. 25), Bdfwpos for BoX^fe/m (c. Ajpfam*
i. 124), BafappdvTjs for Bapi*ap/>. (Ant. adv. 330);
*\iuffa5 in Cod. Q of Dn I11 fTheod.] for *A#seXnB ;

'Philadepnia* in the Syriac Version of EuseVs
HE, etc.* -More difficult is the change of JS into X
at the end of fche word, supposing the common ex-

planation to be correct, that the name comes from
2 K I2, It has been explained as am intentional

cacophonic corrnptiom <?=*god of the dung
s

) or a
dialectical or phonetic variation {cf. BeTiar for

Belial or Bab el-Mande for MandeA). The spelling
with b was retained in the NT by Luther, though
Ms Greek text had X, and by RY in text; it was
introduced by Jerome in the Vulgate, see the Index
of Word^wortii-White, where 15 Latin spellings of

the name are given, and cf. Jerome's remark in

OS 66, 11 : 'in fine ergo nominis b litera legenda
est, non 1 ; musca enim zebwb vocafear.* X is even
found in Cod. 243 of the text of Symmachus in

2K la ; bat see the Svriac Hexapla in v.s, and

note, what has generally been overlooked, that
the Sepfcuagrnt took 2nt not nnt V^i for the name
of the god of Ekron : frrLftriput fr -nj BdoX (dative)

Mi/Sw (accnsctfive) 6ebv 'JtuaKap&v ; likewise Jos. ; ir/>os

On the^in worship and legend see Plin. EN
x. 28* 75; I^ausan, IM*er. Gr. v. xiv. 1 ; ^lian,
Nat. Anim. v. 17, xL 8; Usener, Gottemamm*
p, 23K>, There were Jewish legends about flies,

sucfe as that there were none in the temple (Ab&tk
*The best analogy is the Syr, name raP^TQ, *on of tlue 38^

, of heaven/ ^pJi^ied by Barfieb.fi*J^ with fottcnwnefc'
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v. 8) ; Elisha was recognized as a prophet by the
woman of Shunem, because no fly crept over his

place at the table (Berakh. 106); ou the yezer
ha-rd as a fly see Berakh* Qla, Targ. Jer. on EC
101

). The^ supposition that the name corresponds
to Aramaic Ni;V-;z~ s

ont IFJ
*

is not very likely,
nor the other that it is the 'Baal of the heavenly
mansion who became the Baal of the nether worlc
(JAS, 1878, pp. 220-221)., Later Jews identified
Baal-#e&w& "with Baal-denYA, and told that some
would carry au image of him (in the shape of a fly)
in their pockets, producing it and kissing it from
time to time (Stab. 836. 636). Procopius states

'eXt/c-iJs UpoirapatTKeu^s K rQv ^iXwvos 7rapaTt#Tcu,

rts, $v e6eoTroti)<rav. Zahn (on Mt 1234) lays stress
on the fact that the article is missing before

&PXovri^
T&P 8aifj.&t>t*>t> (

ea
jjrince

of the devils, not
the prince'); but the definite article is found in
Mark and Luke, and in Mt 9s4 (if this verse be
not a later addition) where several Latin, docu-
ments have the name.
How scanty is pur knowledge of NT times, when

such a name, which appears quite popular in. the
NT, defies as yet all explanation, and is not found
anywhere else ! Origen. on John xix. (p. 315, ed.

Preuschen) remarks : wdj'rws y&p irepl daif^dixap rt

&&v K&l TQV &PXQVTO$ avTutVj (j> ftvofAo, BeeX-
ai?ra o$ wdvv n v ro?sr ifrepo/jigvQis

B. In addition to works cited above, see A. Loisy,*
Beelzeboul '

(Ret d'hist. et de lit, rel. 1904, v. 484-466).
EB. NESTLE.

Tbe idea of begetting, as applied in the natural or in a meta-
plfaorical or spiritual sense, is expressed in the Gospels by the
common words ?&**, *ta beget' (which occurs in the t/yy as
the equivalent of the Heb. "&; meaning: either *to beget'or
*to bear,* and is amularlj usrd in trie M); ?**-& properh*

begotten,'
but whuh, Iikp the \prb, is also found in the sense

of born *
; txAttyt,*:,

l

onlj -begotten
' The,

- common word -/eyva*.,
with its denvanivra, is, as niiffht be cxpcetnd, used to express
natural begetting and natural birtzi. So ucn>-/svr.r, used ui the
Fourth Gospel on'\ of the nlanon of Christ to God thr lalhor
occurs in Lfc 7" Of The on of the widow of Nam, mranui-
amply 'onh son'(of b-2 Jairub' daughter, and 93a the demoniac
boy); and ^tmyrttt in the sense of 'born' m Mt 11", Lk 733
('among those that are born of women'). In Matthew and
Iiuke again, r ytwnfa and -* ytnAfunt are used to debcnbe the
ntmmlcnn conception of our tx^rd in the womb of the Virgin
.Marx ; Lit 120 hag '

tiaac ^i ieh IS cori(5OIVinj In her (^\m 'be-
gotten ) is of thr IToh GFio^t,' and Lk 135 Wial w illoh shall be
born of Theu (R\m '

is begot' en ') nall be called the Son of God *

In both ca-o obviously the expression -nih beir the rendering-
'which is begotten* or 'which is conceived '

according to the
ordinary sense in which the verb is known to occur.

The Messianie and the spiritual uses of the
words for begetting are those which alone call for
remark ia<xranexion with the Go>pels and the NT
generally. In the Gospels, and there particularly
in the Gospel of John, we find them applied to
Christ and His relation to God the Father, and,
in connexion with that reference, to the ease of
believers who, receiving Christ by faith, are, in
virtue of the new principle of life thus imparted to
them* born again, become children of Gtxl. This
.totter thought is suggested in the Gospels, and
dwelt upon at length in the Epistles.We may regard aa the locus dassicus of tlie

theological or spiritual application of the idea of
begetting, as we find* it in the Gospels, the well-
known passage in the Prologue to the Fourth
Gospel:

' No man hath seen God at any time ; the

only-be^tteni
Son (S ^owyo^ uto),* w o is in the

bosom of the Father, he hath declared him '

(Jn Vs).Here the use of the term /ounwyemj? in this connexion
at once raises the question aa to the precise sense
in which it is app&ea to Christ, whether it refers
to His being by Divine nature and essence Son of
Oroci, or merely to His manifestation in time as

Messiah, as one specially chosen to reveal to man-
kind the will of the invisible God. A little study
of the history of the term *

only-begotten
' shows

that it is by no means peculiar to the Gospels, bub
is rather a familiar Messianic term, which depends,
for a clear . f the thoughts denoted
and conno , \ ' what, we may gather
from other sources, "vyas

the national belief as to
God's self-revelation in the history of grace. We
are reminded, for instance, that Israel (Ex 422

,,
Hos

I 10
}, the kings of Israel (1 Ch 28b

), and the Messiah
(Ps 27), of whom the latter were types, were suc-

cessively called sons of God, or God's firstborn.

Again, St. Paul (in Ac 1333 ) and the Epistle to the
Hebrews (I

5 55
) quote Ps 27 as a Messianic pro-

phecy which had been fulfilled in the mission of
Jesus :

* Thou art my Son ; this day have I be-

gotten thee* (ff-rjfjiepov yeyevvrjKa. <re).

In view of this Messianic, spiritual application of
the idea referred to, the words of Ps 27 have been.

supposed to allude to some typical king like David
or Solomon, and the expression,

' Thou art my Son,
this day have I begotten thee,* to denote an act

performed by God on the person addressed, as by
constituting him king, He had moulded his life

afresh and set him in a special relation to Himself,

Applied to Christ, this might be taken as re-

ferring to such an event as the Resurrection,
with reference to which St. Paul says in Ho I4

that by it God fdeclared Mm to be the Son of God
with power.' This might be accepted as a fairly
adequate account of the Messianic ideas held by
the early disciples, and of the interpretation which
they were likely to put upon tlio jwi^ajro in Hits

Second Psalm, -\\ hen they M uuied ii . a^ M. } 'iiul dul,
by the light of the Resurrection of Jesus. They
must have been largely influenced by traditional

opinions on the subject of the Messiah, and would
therefore interpret the words,

* This day have I

begotten thee,* as referring not to any event in a*

past eternity or to any period prior to the Incar-
nation of the Son of God, but to some definite

point in the history of His manifestation to the
world, as, for example, to the period of the birth
of Jesus, or of the Baptism, wlicu the voice from
heaven declared Him to be God's Beloved Son, or,
as St. Paul apjjears to teach in his discourse in
Acts (13

33
) and in his Epistle to the Romans, to

the period of the Resurrection.
Such an interpretation, however, of the passage

referred to as we find in the teachings of St. Paul
and of the Epistle to the Hebrews, does not ade-

piatoly o\plnLn the language of the Fourth Gospel
or rhfs author * allusions to the pre-existence of
hrist as Logos, and to His relation to the Father

as the Only-begotten Son. The Evangelist speaks
in such a A\ay of the nature and mission of the Logos
or the Son of God as plainly to ai>mnc the eternal
:>re-existcnoe of that Logos or Son. When John,
speaking for himself, says in the Prologue (I

14
),

The Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us,
md we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only-
>egotten of the Father/ the subiect of the sentence
s He of whom he has just spoken as having been
n the beginning with God, and as having been

'

agent in the work of Creation. Again, in

Begotten Son, which is in the bosom of the Father,
xe hath declared him,* the expression

f which is
11 the bosom of the Father '

is apparently meant
or a further explanation or definition of the ex-
nression '

only-begotten Son/ the present participle
o &v signifying, as Alford puts it, 'essential truth
without any pw^icular regard to time/ while the
peculiar construction ek rfo jc6Xirw, literally 'into'
not 'in' e the bosom 1

(as might have been expected
6> T$ K<5Xirv), is, as that commentator again points

out, *a pregnant construction, involving the beget*
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ting of the Son and Hi- ^
:; '-ie Xoyos of the

Father, His proceeding '' : ', God.' * It is a
similar expiession on the side of His Unity with
the Father to cfyit irapa. TOV Beov on the side of His
manifestation to men.' The meaning of the pas-
sage is that Christ, \vho is by nature the Son of
God, begotten before all worlds, is He \\ho alone
could and did declare the nature and the will of
that God whom no man hath seen or could have
known apart from such a revelation. Heie it is

evident that the begetting referred to by the use
of the word c

only-begotten
'

(tAovoyevris) indifferent
from that which is spoken of m the Second Psalm

Again, in His discourse to Xicodemus, Je^us
Himself alludes cleaily to IT".-

].- ^-' , and
essential Sonship when He -; \ i

11
; l<-<! gave

his only-begotten Son, that nfhosoever believeth
in him should not perish, but have everlasting life' ;

and in the next sentence it is added, 'For God
sent not his Son into the world to condemn the
world 'JJn 316* 17

). There the words 'gave* and
* sent

'

imply pre-existenee on the part of the Son.
Similar references occur elsewhere in the discourses
of Jesus as recorded in the Fourth Gospel, for

example, that of Jn G46 < Not that any man hath
seen tlie Father, save he which is of God (lit.

* from
God,

3

TrctpA TOV tieov], he hath seen the Father,' with
which el v. 38 *

I came down from heaven,* and v.w
* What and if ye shall see the Son. of Man ascend
up where he was before * *

passages which, as H.
Holtzmann points out,

' connect the historic with
the -"

li'-liN t
o*-u b'vigof the pie-existent Logos

tbo >ri 01 in,,!, hu't is, in the theological, not
the Messianic sense.

3

A tompaiison of these passages in the Fourth
Gospel \\nli 1*s 2T shows that the thought of *be-

fstting,*
as it affects the relations between ^the

ather and the Son, has more than one meaning.
Dorner^notes^even in the Synoptic Gospels three
senses in. which it i^ applied ihe physical, the
ethical, and the official If \\G extend our view-
so as to include the Fourth Gospel, a similar divi-
sion suggests itself : the theological, or, as it is

sometimes called, the metaphysical ; the official or

Messianic; and the ethical or spiritual. Jesus
as Logos is Son of God by nature. Essential Son-

ship, eternal general "on. is predicated of Him.
Then, in a spo( ial o'lieiaL sense, His setting apart
to the Messianic ofhce is, according to a familiar

Scripture figure (cf. Ps 27), regarded as * a beget-
ting,

1
that is, the inauguration of a new vocation

or a new order of things. This notion of beget-
ting is practically the idea conveyed by the word
* Messiah' or 'Christ* itself, and by what Jesus
Himself says, according to Jn 1036,

*

Say ye of him,
whom the Father hath sanctified, and sent into the
world, Thon blaspheinest; because I said, I am the
Son of God? 3

Lastly, the thought of begetting
is applied in the sense of a Divine communication
of Me, as when the Spirit of God descended and
abode upon Christ. Thus when the Baptist saw
the sign, the dove from heaven alighting upon
Jesus, he tells ns * And I saw, and bare record that
this is the Son of God *

(Jn I3*). This third aspect
is important as illustrating the point of connexion
between the Sonship of Christ and that of believers,
the Divine Sonship based on a generation, that

is, a Divine communication of hfel Each of these

aspects has its own significance,
1. The theological is associated with the apologetic

aim of the Fourth Gospel. It was an important
part of the object of the Evangelist to enable the
Church to rid herself of the influence of the mis-
chievous speculations of the time, of a humani-
tarian Ebionism on the one side, and of Gnosticism
on the other. That Jesus is God from the begin-

ning, eternally God, was his answer to those
who would detract from the Divine dignity of

T- y *. .

"

by Ins <!oetrir- Sn^ip, the
' "

''
' '"' " the tlioutrht o/ _ "^naum ro the

1
, . . . . the Father to Christ the Son, St.

John gave a new meaning i' the e\i're--iou

'Logos,' which represented 'a vJi- known p^j,,.
.ophieal conception long current m tne Ea>t anl

amonp the later Platonics and Stoio, while the
speculations of Philo and the Alexandrian School
had brought it -into still great r ii,.il- ri.i

According to the Fourth Goafpel, < '

:'"- ,.- L..JU-
is the Revealer of the Father, n( ** !', '.. ii

others imagined, as being an 6

emanation,' an out-
flow from the Inaccessible Deity, a shadowy
existence to be described only by^ analogies anil

metaphors, or by mere negation- but a-* being
the Son of God, who *>harcu t'it- Bi\me nature
and glory, One who came at the Father's bidding
to do the Father's will. What that mysterious
4

begetting' meant in virtue of which the Son of
God was Son of God, John did not attempt to

explain. To him it was a Divine mystery -which
none could penetrate. It was enough for him that
God so loved the world as to send forth His Son,
sharer of His Di\ine nature, for that world's sal-

vation. Thus, according to the testimony of St.

John, Jesus *
is- /iowyei^s, the Only -begotten at>

Logos ; He appears as /towyepi}? through the In-
carnation' iBey>chl:ijr)

2. Again, in all four Gospels the idea of beget-
ting is applied in an official or Messianic sense in
connexion with Christ's actual appearing among
men an_d with His redemptive mission. The three

Synoptists record the Divine proclamation with
which, at the Baptism, the first stage of Christ's

ministry was solemnly inaugurated ;
* This is my

beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased* (Mt 3lr
jf).

The same Evangelist^ testify to the events of the

Transfiguration, A\ hen again the voice from heaven
addressed the disciples in similar language, as if to

inaugurate the tinal stage of Christ's ministry
(Mt 175 !'). In the latter case the addition of the
words *hear ye him* to the original form of the
Divine testimony would naturally suggest to Ar-
sons familiar, as the disciples pro'bably were, with
the current Messianic interpretation of Ps S7, the
thought of the Divine decree there spoken of,

which constituted the subject of the prophecy
King of God's people, having a Divine

right
to

their loyalty and obedience. In the Fourth Gospel
this official aspect of the idea of begetting in con-
nexion with Christ is expressed in those passages
in which Jesus speaks of Himself as One sent of

God, and by that mission brought into a new rela-

tion to God and to mankind. That *sanctifiea-

tion
* and that *

sending* of which He speaks (10
38

)

correspond to the beSetiang referred to by the

Psalmist, though in fins case they point to the

Incarnation, ana not, as in Bo 1*, to the Resurrec-
tion. In iltotmfen of this ye may compare with
the passages already quoted in another connexion

{Jn 317 6s8* * ) such utterances as these :
* I pro-

ceeded and eaae forth from God ; neither came I

of myself, but he sent me" (S*
2
) ;

* Ye have believed

that I came out from God ... I came forth from
the Father, and am come into the world *

(16
27*

**).
*

Sending forth
' and *

coming forth
*

appear, accord-

ing to the Fourth Gospel, to have ten favourite

expressions in the mouth of Jesoswith which to

describe His Messianic commission, and that act

of Divine grace which was, as it were, the genesis
of the New Dispensation the reign of *

grace and
truth' inaugurated bjr Christ as Messiah; as St.

John himself laid special stress upon the Incarna-

tion of the Logos as an event which meant the
manifestation of that *life

y

(I
4
) whieh *was the

light of men.' The thought is the same* Hie
idea coming from heaven, being sent of God is

practically identical with that of * became flesh."
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In. this Messianic sense, then, i lie il'oii'jtfu uf
*

beget-
tinjr* mav f x

ly apply to the iKJjrirnmj* of Christ's

iiL f
i "o^ir.iioi TI historjr.

3 The third aspect is the spiritual or ethical.

In Christ, as the Only-begotten, the proofs of the
Divine Sonship aie found in His absolute sinless-

ness (Jn S46), in that He did ahvay those things
which pleased God (S

29
); that there was perfect har-

mony "between Christ and the Father in all things,
in TV

illin^
and in working, and in the fact thatJesus

was habitually conscious of the Father's presence,
so that during I he season of His sorest trial, when
He ^as dc?erted by His disciples, He was 'not

alone, for theFatherwas with him *

(Jn 1632). This

aspect of the doctrine of the Divine Sonship of

Jesxis is of great interest and importance in con-

nexion with the idea of 'begetting,
3

being the

point at which the doctrine of the sonship of be-

lievers is linked on to that of the Sonship of Christ
Himself. Ifc is in this connexion that St. John
introduces at once the conception of Christ as the
Word made flesh, and that of the regeneration of

believers. The two ". ."" r I-iV**!, in the

Prologue and elsewhe . < < v j-o-i that the
one almost imperceptibly snades otit into the other.

Thus (I
12

) we read,
* As many as received him, to

them gave he power to become the sons of God' ;

(v.
13

) 'which TV ere born, not of blood, nor of the
will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of

God.* At this point the Evangelist proceeds at

once to state the doctrine of ihe Incarnation of

the
t
Divine Logos. As has been remarked, *the

subject of the jjiovoyev^s is introduced only after we
have learned what is involved in the thought of

believers becoming children of God.* The same
idea of the relation between the Divine descent
of Christ, the Oily-bcprofton of the Father, and
the sonship of MHVCI-, i- noted and emphasized
in the First Epistle of John (in which the teach-

ing of John's Gospel on this subject is worked out
in greater detail), as when we read,

e lf ye know
that he is righteous, ye know that every one that
doeth righteousness is born of him *

(1 Jn S29
) ; and

again,
* Whosoever is born of God doth not commit

sin ; for his seed remaineth in him : and he cannot
sin, because he is born of God* (3

s
). The relation

of the Son to the Father, His Divine setting apart
for the accomplishment of the Father's will, the
absolute oneness of Father and Son in respect of
will and of work, and the mystery of Christ's

miraculous entrance into the world, being con-
ceived by the power of the Divine Spirit, are,

throughout the Gospel of John, treated as ana-

logues of the regeneration which must be wrought
out in the heart and life of all who would enter
the Kingdom of God. Thus those expressions
which, in the case of Christ as the Incarnate Word,
or in the case of believers who share the life and
the grace of Christ, speak of a Divine begetting,
of a Mrtt* from above, of regeneration by the

Sprit,
* denote a new commencement of the r>er-

sonal life, traceable back to a (creative) operation
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BEGGAR* Though beggars are seldom spoken
of in the Gospel nanajJres (Mt 20s*-**; c Mk
IO*-88, Lk 1835

- Jn 9*-*, ana Lk W*"*1 parable of
Rich Man and Lazarus), they undoubtedly formed
a considerable class in the Gospel age,* This is

*
Aseqmvaientefor 'beg,* 'beggar' of EV, we find two radi-

cally different words in the text of tfce Gospelson tlie one
band, the verbs *,***, (Mk HH*, We18^ trT<LJc !#), and

BELIEF

evident both from the references to j'lin^rh Ir-jr in

the Sermon on the Mount and from ilc mo" ion

of beggars in connexion with places of a public
character : the entrance to Jericho (Mt 2CH and

parallels), a city through wh" is "
." \ \ "

went at festival seasons, the '
.

' ' <OM '-i

men's houses (Lk 1620
), and t) '^. , 01 !, x

(Ac 32 ).

The prevalence of the beggar class was due to

various causes besides indolence to the want of

any system of poor relief, to the ignorance of

proper medical remedies for common diseases like

ophthalmia, and to the impoverishment of Pales-

tine under f < TIc-s -, ".' ;
-:. o c

- 1
,-> ! excessive

taxation. (l- , i. " l
I !'..< , History

of NT Times, vol. i. 188 [Eng. tr., Williams &
Norgiite]). Edersheim thinks that the beggar's

appeal foi alms may have been enforced by some
such cry as ' Gain merit by me,

3 * O tender-hearted,

by me gain merit, to thine own benefit
5

(Life cmd
Times of Jesus, vol. ii. 178). It is worthy of notice,

however, that no beggar is recorded to have en-

forced Ms appeal to Christ by any reference to the

merit to be gained by a favourable response to his

appeal -'ihoi.^h it must be remembered, on the

other iijip-'i, i'.Lii the appeal of a blind beggar to

one who had power to restore his sight would

naturally diifer from his attitude to those from
whom he merely sought an alms). It is also

observable that the begging/ saint' of Moham-
medan countries is not found in the Gospels.
The remark of the unjust steward in the parable

(Lk 16s) *To beg I am ashamed' favours the
conclusion that begging, under any circumstances,
was regarded as an nnfoitnnate mode of existence,

and, in the case of the indolent, was condemned as

strongly by public opinion as it was in the days of

Jesus the son of Sirach (Sir
2 -

LITBRvmip -The standard Lives of Christ; G. M. Mackie's
Bible, Mariners and Gutftuns; Hie, Jewish Encyclopedia, s.v. ;

of. Dav 's itotiaZ Lij& of the Uehrpn s.

MORISON BRYCE.
BELIEF. Belief is the mental action, condition,

or habit of trusting in or confiding in a person or

a thing. Trust, confidence, reliance, dependence,
faith are from this point of view asj>ects of belief.

More narrowly considered, belief is the mental

acceptance of a proposition, statement, or fact on
the testimony of another, or on the ground of

authority. The fact may be beyond our observa-

tion, or the statement beyond our powers of verifi-

cation, yet wemay believe that Britain is an island

though we may never have sailed round it, and we
may oelieve in the law of gravitation though we
may not be able to follow the reasoning which

proves it.

This is not the place to deal with all the phases
or aspects of belief, or to trace the history^

of

opinion on the question. It is an interesting

chapter in the history of human thought, and it

i.- of the highest importance in its practical
reference. But we may only indicate tne main
outline of it in both respects. The contributions

towards the right understanding of the province
and character of belief in more recent years have
been of great valne. Kecent psychology has
become aware of the magnitude and complexity
of the problem, and in the hands of such writers

as Bain, James, Stout, Baldwin, and others it has
received a treatment which may be described as

adequate. ^Nor should we omit the name of Dr.
James Ward, whose work in this relation is of the

highest merit. These have endeavoured to mark

the noun ^Mftuwf (Jn 98 Revised Text) ; on the other, the adj.
In the former case the root idea is that of

srraceftf suggests the <'
* -----

. But **%;& is the <

4

poor/ whether in the sense of needy(Mtl92i)orh
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off the field of belief, and to distinguish it from
other mental states. Is it active or pa>4ve ? Is it

a state of mind %vhieh belongs to the sphere of

feeling ? or is it a state of mind which belongs to in-

telligence ? or is it something which belongs to the

sphere of action ? and is ifc a result of the * will to be-

lieve
'
? "Weighty names may be adduced in favour

of each of these views. But before the question is

asked to what sphere of human nature belief is to
be fc>-ipicd. there is a previous question to be
Denied. Are we to give the name of belief to

every mental state which relates to an object?
Is every state of consciousness which arises in

response to a stimulus and in relation to an object
to be described as a state of belief? Can we say
we believe in our sensations as we say we believe
in our reasoned conclusions? The state of the

question may be set forth most vividly in two
characteristic descriptions of the nature of belief.

Hume says:
*A belief may be most accurately

described as a lively idea related to or associated
with a. jrtc-oii! ini[r* ion." Fio'V-.-or Stout says:
c Allb' liuf invulw ' ob'-Tim; <'<" 10! of subjective

activity
*

(Manital of Psycholofft/, ii. 544).

According to Hume, *an opinion or belief is

nothing but an idea that is different from a
fiction, not in the nature or in the order of its

parts, but in the manner of its being conceived.
But when I would explain this manner, I scarce
find any word that fully answers the case, but am
obliged to nave recourse to every one's feeling, in

order to give Mm a perfect notion of this operation
of the mind. An idea assented to feels different

from a fictitious idea that the fancy presents to

us ; and this feeling I endeavour to explain by
calling it a superior force, or vivacity, or solidity
or firmness, or steadiness

'

(Hume's Works, L 397 1,
Green's ed.). The description of belief given by
Hume is distinguished by the absence of that

'objective control of subjective activity* which,
according to Professor Stout, is the mark of all

belief. IV closer examination of Hume's state-

ment enables "us to see that the superior force or

vivacity of a belief is due not merely to the
manner of conceiving it, but to a certain coercive-

ness which fact has and which a fancy has not.

The feeling of belief is not a gratuitous addition
made by the mind to the experience, it is dictated

by the fact itsdf.

Without entering into the discussion in any
detail, it is sufficient for the present purpose to

say that all belief in the first place is teleoloprical,

that it is the tendency of the mind to make itself

at home in the world in which it has to live. This

general description
includes the naive uncritical

belief of the cnild, and the reasoned critical belief

of the mature man. In its simplicity it is a pos-
tulate. It may be almost called an instinct, an

expectation that the world will afford to man a

place in which to live and grow and work. Be the

origin and character of instinct what they may, be

they due to original endowment or to the accnmn-
lated and transmitted inheritance of the race, yet
the instincts are there, and are of a kind to enable
life to act before individual experience has had
time to work. Our organic nature is related to its

environment, and it postulates an environment
with which it can interact. Thus all our organic
instincts which find expression in appropriate acts,

such as sucking, eating, moving onr limbs in re*

sponse to a stimulus, and so on, are called into

action on the presentation of their appropriate
objects. Action begets belief, and belief is again
the mental situation which leads to farther action.

At Hie outset belief is dominated by our practical
needs. In truth, the new school of Humanism
holds that all activities whatsoever are in tie

interest of the practical needs of man, and %

the cripiui-i* :t has laid on this aspect it lias

called attention to a factor of human \i-enenre
which has been too much neglected. For thorp
is no doubt that the chaiacter of belief is to be

explained, in the first ].]{< t
, ..*! event*, from its

function in relation to : .:..-*' needs of man.
And all through the v\;< i, . n: man, belief is

an expression of human need, and is the demand
which a living eieature makeb on the Universe for
a place to live in, to grow in, and to furni&h itself

with what bhall satisfy its need. Thu-s the initial

postulate of belief is that it is in a world in which
it may make itself at home, and the final demand
of belief in de\ eloped humanity is that it .shall

find itself in a rational, intelligible world, in which
its ideals of unity, i"ti 1 'i';

:ii
r

t\-. Ix-s uty, and
worth may and will find i!'i r n-j- ."/.: :.

Our beliefs, then, in their generality ^are our

postulates. They set forth our expectations, our
desires, our wishes. They proceed on the assump-
tion that our needs are related to reality, and that

reality has a way of satisfying our needs. In all

belief there is, of course, a certain risk. \Ye may
mistake our real needs, and we may make mistakes
as to the nature of reality. But the populate is

there notwithstanding, in fact, to belies iliac a

thing exists is to act as if it existed. To believe

that the prop^rtie- of a thing are so and so, is to act
on thai* -opposition Thus, apart from any theory,
we all postulate a kind of uniformity of nature.
From this point of view all axioms are pos-

tulates. They are unavoidable assumption^.
Students of science are familiar with i ho^. We
do not at present raise the question whether the
universal formulae of science are more than pos-
tulates. They are postulates, and are demands
which our nature makes on the Universe.
Our postulates, however, may mislead; they may

be unwanantable, and not unavoidable. Alonp,
therefore, with the predisposition to believe in

the reality and modes of being of the objects of

experience, there goes the necessity of verification,

criticism, and investigation. For postulates may
be too readily made. Passing needs may be taken
for permanent, and beliefs may be bas-ed on wrong
iinpr&3Mon<. Subjective hopes or fears may oto-

leetify their objects, and attribute realty a
to

objects \vhich have none. Thus we have beliefs

which are irresistible and unavoidable* They are

absolutely based in the constitution of the mind
itself, and are the assumptions without which

experience is impossible. Students of Kant will

readily recognize them. They lie at the basis of
our life and activity, they are acted on before we
are conscious of them, and when they arise into

cleat consciousness we recognize that they are
unavoidable and inevitalfc In like manner there
are other principles arising oat of onr intercotirse

with the external world which strike us as in-

evitable and unavoidable. To enumerate these
would lead us too far afield.

Between the necessary and universal beliefs on
the one hand, and the practical necessity which
coerces our beliefs on the other hand, there lies &
wide field of beliefs, the validity of which depends
on onr ability to sift, examine, and criticise then*.

The process of sifting and criticism is coextensive
with experience. Man is ever sifting his beEefis^
is ever criticising them, and is, more or less, soic-

cessfully active in the endeavour to make them
correspond, with reality as he is able to apprehend
and conceive reality. He ventures in tne belief

that there is a correspondence between his inward
natureand the world in which he lives; he believes

that there is a constancy in things, that the quali-
ties of things will remain constant. He makes the

venture,, and the venture is justified, and his faith

increases as his expectation Is verified. Beginning
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with the need to live and to make himself at home
in the world, going on to satisfy his dominant and
contiolling need to obtain some mastery of the
world, he reaches, the time when he pursues know-
ledge for its own sake, and, in a disinterested

manner, seeks to obtain a consistent and complete
view of the scheme of things. So the sciences,
the philosophies, the poebies of the world arise,
and all the manifold works of the human spirit.
The beliefs of man can, as we see, be looked at as

movements of the human spirit arising out of his

intercourse with the world in which he lives. Our
account of the matter would be mobt imperfect were
we to^confine our attention to man considered only
as an individual. Belief is largely a social product.
The "working beliefs of the civilized man are
1," jo

7
\ r:i 10 inheritance. Without entering on

n ,* p'\-!i *, )u- question of heredity, and without

inquiry into the amount or quality of our organic
inheritance, there is no doubt that a large propor-
tion of our working beliefs arise out of our social

environment, and out of the intellectual, moral,
and spiritual atmosphere of the society around us.

The language we learn to speak is the registration
of the beliefs of those who made and u^ed it; it

tells the meaning which men found in the world
and in their own life. It throbs with the life of
all the past, is directive of the life of the present
and the future. TFe learn the meanings as we
learn to speak, and the meanings of those who
speak to us become our meanings. Our beliefs
and our meanings belong together. And ere we
know it, we are furnished with a working body of
beliefs which mainly represent the experience of
our ancestors. As we speak with the accent of the

family and the district, as our voices repeat the

swing and cadence of the sentence, so we take
over also the beliefs which sway the minds of those
with whom we live. It is a mixed inheritance
which we receive and actively appropriate.
Beliefs unsifted, uncriticized, results of prejudice
often, often of Mipemiiion, form part of the inherit-
ance we receiie. And ilie mind agents readily
enough to the strange amalgam. For behind the
beliefs are the trust which the young have in the
old, and the natural homage which they yield to

experience.
The persistence of beliefs from age to age is

itself a proof that they have a certain correspond-
ence with reality. As all belief is a venture and a
risk, failure to realize an expectation is a question-
ing of its validity, and gives occasion foi inquiry.
Thus belief is always under the criticism of

reality, and the stress of circumstance and the
strain of living compel us to revise our beliefs and
strive to make them correspond with the facts.
It is a process that never ends ; and as experience
widens and knowledge grows, the circle of our
beliefs may contract in. one direction and expand
in another. Beliefs may take the rank of universal
and necessary convictions, or they may be classed
as merely probable, or may sink to the level of
bare possibility. Our postulates may pass into the
region of certainty, or may have to be abandoned
as mere possibilities.

Looking at the matter from a historical point of
view, perhaps the most striking factor in the
genesis and growth of belief is that of trust in a
person. Into this state of mind many elements
enter. The earliest manifestation of belief among
human beings is that which we call Animism, or
the belief that all things have an iintard liie, and
Lave their own nature and activity. A spirit
dwells in all objects, whether it is in them origin-
ally, or lias been put into them by some process or
act. Grade as this belief is, it yet has in it the
germs of growth, and by refinement of its terms
and by the removal of its grosser elements it has

become the spirit and the meaning of the higher
p]iil'-oi'l>v of to-day. What is the Hegelian con-

Li*piioii oi the final corre&pondenc of .''-^i/ 1 and
reality, but a higher form of the n -J i'.J i. !i of

man that the woild around him. : . r-i sets

with which he came into contact, had a thought
and meaning in them akin to those which he found
in himself ? It wei e an easy task to extend this

observation to other philosophies, but space
forbids.

Animism itself was a form of belief which came
to higher issues in the social intercourse of man
with man. The belief which man came to hold as'

to the animistic character of all objects whatsoever
attained to vividness and certainty when applied
to his fellow-men. In this sphere there was cer-

tainty, for was there not the interchange of in-

fluence, of feeling and thought, between himself
and his fellows ? Mutual help, power of TVorkmg
together, concerted action with friends and against
enemies, the need of increased adaptation to the
conditions of life, all conspired to raise belief in
one's fellow-men to a dominant height. Out of
this social co-operation have arisen the sciences,
the arts, the philosophies, and especially the in-

stitutions of civilized life. But in considering the
rise and growth of these achievements of human
life, we must always remember that they are the
outcome of the striving of conscious beings. This
has been so well put by Professor Villa that we
quote Ms statement.

' The mainspring of the mental development of the individual
<1

'
-

-pi < t il i t --" ioc -..' Orces, on whose
* i ",' MI' i.si. i"-l* i' PM _-r -i depend. One
ll l''

<( ,
"

- >i" -ino-"-- . iO,f o ,cr "invention"
is a progressive force, f , -i

"

,

" "

hcri'Iit* ,
and is iponsibl i ", .

msi -licit, the l.itur coi ro^ponds i o tne biological Imv of varia-

nor - and fi1 ds its hir"'->L evpre-s-sion in "ITC-TIMI*
' The

naTjralj*-t'C and po-im * schools of the nineteenth ci ntury were
100 n-'ich mi *K'l to COM-. :r t ''>' ..I <} \ \ 'oji-i

-
\ t .1 pi'i

1
*

natural and i- 1 ')"-" ono. . -j ', ,i-"l 0". . I**-*
' iJ .1 ,>

1 aK 2 tho=c two forces into considera^i o^ Instead of considering
<ooi.il instiiutiOTi-, ideas, arrl phcnoirena n ^pontarieoiis pro-
ducts of The namclott nii'Uuiidc, modern P*\ choiuiry rglitlv
considers than tl'<? ouicomoof indi\id,ial gem i-, Hib-enutiuh
con*-o! diLod, diffused, and preserved for the whole species by
j IMI l*i ion Tins idt a, admirably developed by Tarde, on which
Baldwin founds his s1 udies of social Ps\ ohology, has transformed
the theories which were current with regard to the evolution of
the collective mind, which is thus presented in the light of a
conscious, and not of an unconscious evolution like that of

geological plu nozuona G<>n"u> therefore, is HOT to bo undei-
siood as a deprenerulion a, \ lolajon of the natural and cori*er\ a-

UM'LiM 01 hered 13. but as the mu trraring factor or thclarur,
expressive of variation, impulse, and motion, as a dynamic
force, \uthout vliioh <>\oluiioii if self Mould be impossible'

Giudo Villa-, Kng tr. p. 256).

Thus the whirligig of time brings about its

revenges, and the uniform tradition of history
as to the influence of great personalities on the
race is being justified by modern Psychology. In
this tradition every movement of advance was
ascribed to great men. Advances in the prac-
tical control of nature, the making of tools, the
use of fire, the sowing of grain, and so on, are
in the tradition of the race ascribed to indi-
vidual men. More particularly is this the case
with regard to the founders of cities, the makers
of laws, the founders or the reformers of religions,
and the framers of institutions. The 19th cent* was
celebrated for its endeavours to disintegrate great
men, to minimize their influence, and to trace

great historic movements to a process and not to a
person. ^How much influence this predilection has
had on historic criticism we shall not here inquire.
But in tke light of modern Psychology, perhaps,
Komulus, Numa Pompilius, Solon, Lycurgus, and
many others may be looked at as real persons,
benefactors of the race, Avhose names represent
real forces in the development of humanity.
Perhaps modern Psychology may help men to
have some real apprehension of Moses, as ancient
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Psychology had so much to do with his disintegra-
tion.

In the sphere of religious belief we have clear
and overwhelming evidence <-,

ff JT -
.

" "

i and
influence or '""'." th< ;

,
i jlief,

and in the ,

'

to <

,
and

purer embodiment of the religious ideals.
'

it has
been thiough the striving, the toil, the agony of

great men that the ideals of religion have attained
to form and reality. To them it was given to toil

for the race, and the vision they saw and the
moral and -jiii('iol t'uth they won became the
inheritance 01 oilui men, and through them were
conserved for the good of the race. Nor is it the
fact that the work and influence of great person-
alities on other persons have been of a narrow and
cramping kind. On the contrary, all the religious
truth we possess may be traced back to the moral,
spiritual, and intellectual insight of great men,
just as every great discovery of science ,is associ-

ated with some ;:
*,

'
f

-' '"i IT M.C This personal
element in our ul i. - 01 \\* iuivsal validity. As
a matter of fact, only those religions which have
had a personal founder have become universal, or
at least international. For, after all, Dersonality
is our highest category of thought and life.

Beliof in <rrout personalities may be historically
and s(ionrinc),ll\ viiidicared They were needed
to make the new departure, they were the first to
see the vision, they made the discovery, or thought
out the truth ; but those unfitted to be pioneers
may be quite able to think over again what is

made plain to them by him who was the first to
think out that truth. The insight of a great man
may be verified by the experience of other men.
In fact, we have daily illustrations of this in our
own experience. We use telephones, we drive by
means of steam or electricity, we command nature

by using the means which others have placed at
our disposal 'hoii^i ve iw-\ not have the power
of making i

: ie o
'

ii-<ovue^. Plato, Aristotle,
Kant opened out paths on which the feet of others

may safely tread, and we may rise to the height
of the vision of Dante, and rejoice in the univer-

sality of Shakespeare, -though these would have
remained undiscovered countries had not those

great personalities opened the gates of entrance
to us.

Yet the man in the street has something in

common with the greatest and the highest. If he
cannot initiate he may imitate, and if lie cannot
make the discovery he may appreciate and act on
it when it has been. made. For in the long-run the
achievements of great men in any sphere, just in

proportion to their truth and value, turn out to

nave elements of permanent value. Though the
discoveries of a person, Hiej* have no mere personal
value. They are objecth ,

and because objective

they may become the possession of every man.
"We have spoken up to this point of the work of

great personalities only so far as that work was a

help towards the discovery of truth and a help to

life. Belief in them, trust in them, is thus far

justified But no great personality answers to the
ideal of greatness m all the aspects of greatness.
Great men have had their limitations, and great-
ness from one point of view has been accompanied
with littleness in other respects. The leaders of

men have had their limitations. Some have been

great in "action, some in thought, some in. inven-

tion, some in power of poetic or prophetic vision,

and some in other ways. Others have been great in

gathering into a system the results of the work of

former generations, and have thus marked out the

sta^e to which humanity has come. But the

limitations of great men have had their effect, and
their achievements may come to hinder and not

to help progress. In all spheres of human thought

and action this has been true, and the imitative
mind of man has striven to live in formula? which
have become outworn and etfete. There has been
also imitation of great men in those aspects of
their activity in \\hieh they were not good or

great. Illustrations of these fact^ abound, and
need not be dwelt on at length
But trust m peisonahty a one of the greatest

forces of huiium pioirii^ and one of the strongest
elements in belier i-> ju^tliieil notwithstanding It
alone can give the enthusiasm which confronts
difficulties, the personal devotion and love which
make men willing to live and die for a great cause.
The great epochs of human life, the times ^\ hich
stand out in history as full of heroic endeavour, of

far-reaching aspiration, and of substantial <rain for
other ages, have been ;'

"
' r

*
i

\ periods of

abounding trust in great 4 : I- T
; these ideals

appear in all their grandeur as embodied in some
great por-onalih. The imitative mind found its

ideal embodied ri the great man of its time ; and
was touched as with a flame, and followed on
and became greater than it knew. The great
per-onalitv became for the lesser men the embodi-
ment of the highest ideal they had ever known ;

and they, so far as they saw it, embodied it in
their own action and character, and wrought it so
far into the very constitution of humanity. So
the vision grew; and as one personality after
another revealed to men the po^ible synthesis of
the ideal greatness of a perfect per-onalitv men
were educated to perceive what ilcy outsit to

demand in the ideal of a perfect pei-op.'ihi^ in
whom they ' M ", . 1 i i M

j
! i 1/ and absolutely trust.

In the po
1 u i

- . |M
ki

-oij'
n\ in whom man may

absolutely t 1 .- ,'!! kuiU 01 "ideals must meet, and
be harmonized in a perfect unity. That is the

postulate of the nature of man. And each part of
uuin's complex: nsiLure makes its own demand and
connributes ils oun s-hare towards the realization
of the ideal. Onr intelligent nature demands
unity and intelligibility in the Universe, and in
Him in whom Ihe [Timers-** lives and moves and
has its being. Our moral nature demands its

ideal of perfect goodness, righteousness, and holi-

ness in order to meet the needs of our moral
nature, and to give us

sco|>e
for the exercise of

reverence towards that which is above us, love
towards all that helps and sustains us, and bene-
volence towards all that needs our help. The
aesthetic nature furnishes its ideal of perfect
beauty and harmony, and demands that reality
shall meet this as it meets every other demand.
The heartdemandsgoodness and love, and furnishes
in its own action the type of what it demands.
The Christian belief is that all these ideals meet
and are realized in God. It is the business of

Theism to show how these ideals are realized in

God, and it is the business of the rnctaphyMrian,
the ethicist, the aestheticist, and the poet to show
how the various ideals converge to the one great
ideal whom we reverently call God. Our intel-

lectual, ethical, spiritual, artistic, and emotional
ideals agree, must agree, if we are to attain to

harmony of life and fulness of being. We repeat

again that these are our needs, and our needs have
their roots in reality, and reality does not dis-

appoint us.

Is there a Personality who can be to all men
what some personalities have been to some men
and to some nations ? Is there one who can be to

all nations what the national heroes have been to

particular peoples, one who can embody their

highest ideals, and who can so react on them as to

make them work out these ideals in themselves?
That is the claim which history makes for Christ,
which Christians make for Him, and which they
believe has been verified in human experience by
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all who have trusted and followed Him. He Him-
self makes the claim :

*
I am the way, the truth,

and the life' (Jn 146 ). St. Paul makes it for Him :

*in whom are all the treasures of wisdom and

knowledge hidden '

(Col 2s
). This is not the place

to unfold the meaning of the claim of Christ to the
reverence and trust of all men, nor to set forth

His ability to meet all the needs of our nature
and to satisfy all our ideals. It would take many
treatises to do that work, instead of one brief

article. But the scope of the proof may be indi-

cated. First, as to the demands w hich our needs
make on Christ ; and, second, as to His ability to

meet them. The main demands of our nature

may be summed up in the ideals we have noted
above : the demand for unity, the demand for

purity, the longing for beauty and harmony, the
thirst for love and goodness and fulness of life.

The demand for unity, and the belief that unity is

there, have led men. on towards the conquest of the

world, which conquest has embodied itself, so far

as it has gone, in the sciences and their practical

applications and in the philosophies of the world.
The demand for beamy and harmony, and its result

in the poetries arts and beautiful Imin.in construc-

tions, and in increasing appreciation* of the beauty
of the Universe ; the demand for goodness,^right-
eousness, love, which has embodied itself in the
ethical and spiritual life of the world, are illus-

trations of the faith of man in the unity, beauty,
goodness, and v orth of reality, and his own achieve-
ments are tributes to the validity of his faith.

But the needs of man make this claim on the

perfect human personality. We need One who
can reveal to us v, hat human life ought to be and
what it may become. We need One who gathers
into Himself all the types of greatness that have
ever entered into the thoughts of men ; and One
who lias realized them in His own life and action.

Butweneed to be educated and trained toappreciate
the ideal, for it may be, nay, it is, the reversal of

many human ideals. Man has often mistaken Ms
real needs, and has also mistaken the ideals which
alone can satisfy them. The first must become
last and the last first. The intellectual, moral,
aesthetic, and religious needs of man have sought
satisfaction in the pursuit of false ideals, and have
not found it. Yet the needs are real and the
search was good, and the satisfaction is attain-

able. The perfect human Personality reveals to
man how to show reverence to what is above man,
love to all his equals, and benevolence to all that
is subject to him. He has shown it in His own
action, and inspires it in those who trust Him-

Belief in Christ is thus the outcome of the

deepest needs of man's manifold nature, and the

prophecy of their complete satisfaction. It means
also that there is a revelation to man of what his
real needs are. It means instruction, education,
training into a true and adequate apprehension of
Ms own nature and calling. He learns from Christ
his own value and worth, and the sphere in which
these may be realized. He learns how this

supreme remraality has thought about Mm,
cared for Mm, suffered for Mm, lives for him, and
is ever working and striving in him and for him.
Then, too, he learns, as he trusts Christ* what life

and conduct ought to be, and he learns that it is

possible through union with Christ to live that Mfe
and imitate that conduct. For the further devel-

opment of this part of our theme we have to refer
to Christian dogmatics* and specially to the KT
documents. We ma% also refer to the practical
experience of the Christian through the Christian
centuries, and to what it has felt and accom-
plished.
As to the ability of Christ to satisfy our needs

and meet our ideals, we have just to mai;e the same

reference. We are beginning to understand the
cosmical significance of Christ. As our krov li<ro

of th< jniiiiri'v revelation of God is v -unod !>\

the latiiin .ui< ] triumphant labours of scientific

workers through the ages, we find increased

validity in the process when we reflect that we
are following in the footsteps of Him by whom
everv. iMiiij v. n- made that was made. * In Him
all tilings consist,' and our faith in the Eternal

Logos is" confirmed as we trace out the logos of

things Then in the sphere of history we desire

a meaning and a unity, w e need the belief that a

purpose runs through the
ages,

and we find that of

Him, and thiough Him, and to Him are all things;
that * God was in Christ reconciling the world to

Himself,' and that there is a ministry of reconcilia-

tion in histoiy. Then comes the personal know-

ledge of Him, in His perfect grace, love, wisdom,
power ; and the union with Him, till He becomes
the atmosphere we breathe, our outlook on life

and its possibilities, the source of all our strivings,
the goal of all our efforts ; and the only true

description of it all is that we are 'in Christ
Jesus.
The correspondence is perfect between our needs

and their satisfaction in Jesus Christ. Here the

subjective is controlled by the objective, and the
coercive power of Christ over the belief of those
who trust Him is perfect. Much might be said on
the educative power of Christ on man as to the
true needs of man, and much might be said on the
reasonableness of trust in this perfect Personality;
but enough has been said to indicate the con^ruity
of this belief with the whole nature of belief in

general, and to show that it is the outcome of all

the factors which enter into and justify that atti-

tude of thehuman mind which we call belief. See,

further, art. FAITH.

LITERATURE. The articles
* Belief* and 'Psychology* in the

Encyc. En**; James, Principles of Psychology; Turner,
Knowledge, Bdvff, and Certitude -

Flint, Agnosticism ; Royce,
The Religious Aspect of Modern Pk-dosophij ; Newman, Gram-
mar of Assent ; Bam, Emotwns and the Will, and Mental and
Moral Science ; Villa, Contemporary Psychology. It may be
well to refer to Kant in his three great Critiques, and specially
to his treatment of *Glaube' in the Critique of the Practical
Reason. In the works of Sir William Hamilton, Hansel, and
Ilcrbcrr Spencer the ri',vlrr \ull flnrl dix'Uihioiis of Maine value.
In truth, the l.uraiure whiohm one form or oilier deals with the
riarnrp and \alidit\ of belief is *-o enormous That an e\l.au<-ti\e

reference is out of tlip question IJut reference oupfhl to ho
made to Balfour's Foundations of Belief and to Kidd's Social

Evolution, as these "books present a somewhat peculiar view of
the nature and validity of belief, specially in its relation to

knowledge.
As to belief in Christ we need not give any reference, for all

the literature of Christianity would be relevant here.

J. IVERACH.
BELOVED. "Wherever the word rendered 'be-

loved
*

(ayairrrr6s in 9 places AV has *

dearly "be-

loved* and in 3 places*
*
-well-beloved*; in every

case RV has 'beloved' only) is used in the NT, it

seems to imply a love deeper and more intimate
than the common affections, and is therefore but
sparingly employed. In the Epistles it is the in-

dication of the inner brotherhood,* and its very
form * beloved brethren* has passed into every

liturgy- St. Paul uses it to distinguish, as with

peculiar honour, those whom he has personally
enlightened with the new faith, as Epaenetus (Ro
165), Timothy (1 Oo 4I7

) or a whole community
(1 Co 10M, Ph 2^}. But in the Gospels the word is

used solely concerning Christ, and marks out the
Son's especial relationship to the Father. There
is abundance of love throughout the Gospels:
whether of Jesus for John and the rest, or of the

disciples and others for Him: and there is no
weakness or timidity in the expression of the love.

But to none other save Himself is the word ' be-
loved

"

applied. He Himself uses it but once, and
then in the parable of the Lord of the Vineyard,
wherein the ' beloved son 3

is the evident picture of
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the Son of Man (Mk 12 [AT 'well-beloved'], Lk *

2G13
). Elsewhere the TX.inuvi:-:-, ^ r.o; ;^:- only), I

who give the won:, report ir ,i-> tfso ur..ian"*"of '

God, the Divine loco^r.ition and approval of the
Son. The influence of the UT is plainly visible in
the words heard at the Baptism, Jesus hears the

j

voice of God % ono '- n, ;i ^Benediction in clearest !

remembrance IK r :!",

'
1 '>>ri art my son, this day

j

have I begotten thee,* and of Is 4*2*
* My cho>en,

in whom my soul delighteth
*

(quoted in"Me 12' s
;

cf. Bruce, lUxpps. Gr. Test., in /oe.); for the Syn- i

optists agree in the phrase 'My beloved son in
j

(whom)
I am wel1 Pleased' (Mt 3", Mk 1", Lk

j

322). And there is something lH'.i,i*ifii!\v fitting
in this consecration of riie opening 01 H - ministry
by a blended echo of p-salm and prophet y. The
other occasion of the word is that record ofanother

ipreat revealing moment of His life the Trans-
figuration, -i\N -i two of the three tell of e a voice
'ii of is* ( lo.ul (saying), This is my beloved son,
hear ye him '

(Mt 175 Mk 97 ; in the i! Lk 9s5 the
true reading is

ing to pronoun**
7j*ijii9; appears m Jn IJl

, ne\er tweuw m Juhn, hot JA*

.~The Lexicons of Cremer and Grimm-Tbayer, J.v.

*uT E. H. Cliarles, Afteenmm of Imiak (19UOX P- 3 ami
pattimi J. A. Robinson, Eptette to Ephesfan* (ISW), 2*29 ; art
* Beloved *

in Hastings* DB. Jg. DAPLYK".

BENEDICTION. Benedictions on the assembled

people pronounced by an officiating priest or
minister were a regular part of the liturprio^ of the

temple and the synagogue, but no direct mention
is made of these in the Gospel narratives. Quite
similar in character, however, are the benedictions
on persons, which are not a part of the ceremonial
of Divine worship. Of these there are several

examples in the Gospels (Lk 2s* 6s8 24W and Mk
lO16}. All such words of blessing are liable to have
magical power attributed to them, but in form and
origin they are simply a prayer addressed to God
for the wellbein" of some person or persons in
whoe pre-crico tney are uttered. They may be
oxomplifiod from the benediction of the Jewish

Jitiirgj :
' The Lord bless thee, and keep thee ; the

Lord" make Ms face to shine upon thee, and be

gracious unto thee ; the Lord lift up his counte-
nance upon thee, and give thee peace* (Nu e9*"27).
In the 1ST the verbs i)X<rye& {Lk 2 6s8 34) and
jcarcuXoyeZir {Mk 1Q1 ) denote

* to utter a benediction*
in this sense.

ev\oyeiy properly means to ascribe (to God) praise
arid honour (benedicerc). In accordance with the

usage of the OT and NT and of the Christian

Church, this act also is termed 'benediction.
9

It

is of the nature of thanksgiving and praise to God
for His goodness, and differs essentially from that
kind of oenediction which is a prayer thai Divine
favour may be shown to those whom the speaker
4
blesses.* In the NT this second kind of benedic-

tion is expressed by e#xa/>rret>, *give thanks,'as
well as by etikayefr.

- The Jewish custom of blessing
God on every possible occasion (see below) supplies
a probable explanation of the designation of God
in Mk 1461 6 c&\<rwr6s9 'the Blessed.' It does not,

however, appear that this title was current in

Jewish literature (Dalman, Words of Jesus, p,

200).* Elsewhere in the NT evXtry-rtrfa is used as
an epithet of God (e,g. Lk I68). This is the Jewish

usage of Tpog.

The double sense of ribg**, Josfc explained, is due to tint

meaning- of TP and the TiXX use of &?&. It has a third

signification when God is the subject, namely
^
bless/ iA.

prosper. This also Is a meaning of TO (see BLKsersra). la the

Qospels the only instances of the third usage are cases where
the participle IVA*^^^, 'blessed,' is employecL -

seems to supply a paraHei In Mer&tkofk vJL 3
is an

1. Benedictions rm tnni.-^ln .Tp\iMi life the
occasions of pronouncing benediction** on men were
numerous. Besides tho,>e of the temple and the

synagogue.
,-. ! Tv-X-.;- - .lder than the**,

were the Sfc-u.n;.'^ - - "M ^ at Hi^rti^.L" an!
parting, entering a house and "leaving n \>\ t *\\
were all benetlietions. The ble^in*.N of the a^ed
and of parents were *-j>e< iil!v \ulaed, and "were
often a part of the M>lt-i.m f.u*'M*-llof the dying.
In the temple a lienetliction was. regularly pro-
nounced at the conclusion of the morning and
evening sacrMces. Tiie statement InjLk i

21 that
the people waited for Zachariab may be an indirect
reference to this custom. But the intercessory
l>enedictions recorded in the Gospel^ are chiefly of
the nature of greetings or salutation> (Lk Vs**' I*2

13f==Mt 23*=Ps 118*}. Our Lord commends to
Hii *li-o"ple-* the practice of Diluting a house when
they tiller it. i.e.. of pronouncing a benediction on
those resident in ir (Mt lo*J = Lk 1CP). The actual
words of such a benediction are given in Lk lil

3

*May peace rest on this house* {cL Lk I 40}.

Christ's farewell to His disciples before His as-

cension was expressed in words of Messing {Lk
24801

-}. It is to be understood in the light of what
has already been said regaiding Jewish customs.
Simeon's benediction (Lk 2^} was that of an old
man and a priest. But in any circuniMtancen bene-
dictions were appropriate as expressions of good-
will (ci Lk fi and Mk ll9

*-).

&\<yyTQfjtdvo$ (=71?) in formulas of blessing may
be understood to express a wibh,

* Blessed be tlioo.
1

This is clearly the meaning in Ps 118* (LXX) and
consequently in Mk ll=Slt 21=Lk 1938 =Jn 12U
and Mt i^^Lk I3* where the Rsalm is quoted,
In the Gospels EV makes the phrase a htaternenty

and so does AV except in Lk 19* (cf. Mk ll lc
).

There are similar phrase* in Mk II 10 and Lk 1**.

^ta/cd/Mos-, although translated in the EV *

blessed/
is not used in "benedictions, and hat* a diffemifc

meaning (see BLESSING).
There is at least one clear reference to the crffi-

tude adopted in the act of benediction (Lk 24*}.
The uplifting of the hands ttere spoken of (cf.
Lv 9s3) is not peculiar to benedictions ; acwrdiag
to ancient custom, Babylonian and Egyptian &*
well as Hebrew, when mayor was owed in m
standing posture the hinds were uplifted or spread
out(Ps28-, Is I 13

et*x). It is not equally certain
that the laying of hinds upon the children who
were blessed by Christ (Mk lO18

) is directly con-
nected with, the act of benediction as such,

although Gn 4&4 may be quoted in snpport of
that view. The request made to Christ is that
He should tmtA the children (Mk l(P=:Lk 18 ;

but cf. II Mt I923), and tbat is something different
from a request that He should bless them (see Mk
5s8

, and cf. possibly Lk 2s8 ). Mt 19" may be

regarded *& am mterpretation of Mk W* ; tenedic-
tions of pevaoiis are intereeory prayers on their

beioil
SL BmfiiMm ofC7<wl~Thepmcfciee of uttering

benedictions on God is a highly characteristic ex-

pression of Jewish religious life. It is broadly
formulated as a duty in the Talmud in the words,
* Whoever benefits from this world without (re-

itang) a benediction, acts as if he robbed God*
(Berakkothr 35a). Any circumstance or event which
recalls or exhibits God's goodness or power is an

aflpropriate
occasion for *

blessmg
* God. Atemnn-

^isioaia, redemptions of the first-born, marriages,
etc., benedictions of this class were employed
along with others invoking blessings on men.
Sometimes unusual experiences and special cir-

cumstances called them forth. But the ordinary
routine of life, and particularly the daOy meals of
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the family and the individual, equally fulfil the
conditions winch prompt their use The Jewish
'': '

ounced at meal-times was an act of
;

'

_ to God T that and nothing more The
procedure is described in the Minima (BernLhoth)
and in other Jewish sources. When several sat
down to a meal together, one usually gave thanks
for all, although each in certain circumstances was
expected to do so for himself A company is said
to oe constituted by the presence of three'persons
The meal commenced with a benediction and with
the breaking of bread Whoever broke the bread
also spoke the benediction. This was the part of
the master of the house, the giver of the feast, or
the most important person in the company. There
were differences in the words of blessing, according
to the formality of the occasion and the character
of the dishe-- that were served. During one meal
several benedictions might be pronounced, referring
to the various articles of fooa separately (for the

ordinary formulas used in blessing bread and wine,
see BLESSING). During the Passover meal bene-
dictions were pionounced at several fixed points.
Everv meal waa. concluded with a benediction. In
the Pa>Mver meal the last benediction was spoken
before the actual conclusion ; a hymn was sung at
the very end.

It is not easy to draw a line in principle between the thanks-

giving of God which is benediction and that which is denoted
oy the "ftordl 'praise* (auWv). But there i- a practical distinc-
tion. The use of special formulas, and fs>pu_uillv of the word
7n * blessed* (fiJUj-tj/a**?),, is characteristic of benedictions.

There are only three references in the Gospels to
benedictions of God other than those pronounced
at meal-times. In each case they are prompted
"by unusual manifestations of Divine favour to the

speakers {Lk I64 RV, 2s8 24s3). The actual words of
benediction are not recorded in any case. Lk 2-i9

'32

is a pra>er Mipplemenmig the benediction proper.
Four narrative^ in th<; Gospels allude to bless-

ings pronounced at meal-times. The occasions
are the miracles of

^the^ feeding of the 5000 and
of the 4'nnj, the institution of the Lord's Supper,
and the evening meal at Emiuaus. The refer-

ence in every case to the breaking of bread is

noteworthy. It emphasize- the character of the
act as one in at c-ord^nce \\ ith Je\\ i^li custom. The
Jewish formulas of

blessing
at meal-times make it

perfectly certain that no
blessing on the food is

asked, but that God is thanked for the food.
Illustrations of this meaning of the word *

bless
*

are found in the parallel uanatives of the Gospels
themselves. Lk 2219 hag 'give thanks* {wxa/K<r-
rfaras) in place of the *

bless
*

(&\oyifaras) of Mk 1422

and Mt^e38
; Jn 613 has 'give thanks* where the

Bynoptists have 'bless' (cf. also the parallel o\-

f*res8K>ns in 1 Co 1416
). When the painmaiical

object of the verb is an article of food * ble^'
then signifies

*

pronounce a benediction over/ i.e.
*

give thanks to God for' the food in question (so
Mk S7 aad Lk 916

). The same construction occurs
in the OT (I S 9f }, (m the Mishna fe TO is gener-
ally used). Christ's blessing of the elements m the
institution of the Lord's Supper should no doubt be
understood in the light of these facts.

The only other passagre in the NT where a material object

we- pronounce our benediction In Jexvch phraseology material
objecri ma\ I*1 nonsecroied or hallowed, but thev cannot be
said in the =ame sense to be blessed.

Mk 641 (and go the parallels) speaks of Christ

looking up to the sky, and implies, no doubt, in
accordance with the circumstances, that He stood
while He offered His prayer of thanksgiving. But
the ordinary Jewish practice seems to have been
to sit while grace was being said. In Jn 6s3 it is

not obvious at first sight why the words * when the

Lord gave thanks* have been added. Perhaps
they were intended to mean '^hen the Lord was

giver of the feast
' The statement in Lk 24-10 that

the riben Christ \v as recognized in the breaking of

bread seems to imply that the disciples were
familiar \\ith the manner in which He acted on
such occasions, and that there A\as something
peculiar or characteristic in the pioceduie which
He lollowed Doubtless the act as He performed
"it was ah\ ays deliberate and impressive.

The application of the word etiXoyeiv to meals is

common to the Synoptists, but St. Matthew (15
30

)

and St. Luke (22
l5

) both substitute on one occasion

i>XaptffTet,v for St Mark's ftiXoyeTv (S
7
14"-). euXo-yeo'

with God as explicit object occurs m St Luke only
(1^ 2^ 24s3). St John does not use the word at all

in this sense (see 6a and cf. also II 41
).

LITERATURE. See the authorities cited at end of art. BLESSING.

W. B. STEVENSON.
BENEDICTUS. The Song of Zaeharias (wh.

see), preserved in Lk I 68
'79

,
is usually spoken of

under the name familiar to us in the offices of the
Church a name derived from its opening word in

the Latin version. St. Luke introduces it immedi-

ately after his narrative of the circumcision and

naming of the future Baptist, with the copulative
and, in these terms: 'And his father Zacharias
was filled with the Holy Ghost, and prophesied,

saying
3

(v.
67

). But while he thus as-ert^ the
author's inspiration, and claims the Ponn JL- an
outcome thereof, it does not follow oithor ihni the

Holy Ghost came on Zachanas then and there, He
may have rested on him during the whole period
of his miraculous dumbness, teaching him in that
rxMiitential silence, and bringing to his remem-
UHLIUO ilie dealings and promises of God, or that
the Song was extempore (it was while the old

psalmist was musing, that the fire burned, Fs 393).
Zacharias may have had it ready for the lon<*

anticipated moment ; may have recited it then, and
written it afterwards,

Nor, again, does the fullest acceptance of its

inspiration as a fact forbid that it should bear the
marks of the time at which it was composed, and
of the feelings of devout Israelites under the trials

of their age. The Holy Spirit speaks through men,
not through pipes Their character, proved and

pimtiwl by calamities public as well as private,-
ib of 110 small important e to Him. They were *

holy
men of God/ who *

spake a they were moved by the

Holy Ghost* (2 P I21 ). Zacharias was an old man
(Lk I 18

) ; he might easily remember the capture -of

Jerusalem by Pompey (B.C. 63), and his pushing
forward, like Antiochus Epiphaiies into the Holy
of Holies. There were chief pnes-ts who *

opened
the gates' to the heathen conqueror as 'sons to
receive a father

'

(Ps-Sol 8**'*>); but among the min-

istering priesthood there then lived (as there still

survived in Zacharias himself) a piety so genuine
and fearless that, when the victorious Romans
burst into the Temple court*, the officiating priests
went on with the service as if nothing unusual
were happening, and suffered themselves to be cut
down at their posts. That awful day was the end
of Jewish independence. Zaeharias had lived

through all the shame that followed, and the
further Roman outrages of Crassus, who robbed
the Temple (B.C. 54), and of Cassius, who sold

30,000 Je\\s into captivity (B.C. 51). The usurpa-
tions, the feuds, the subserviences to Herod and
the Romans, the Sadducean unbelief of the high-
priestly families, the immoralities which disgraced
them, must all have been fre&hm his recollection,
and may well have led him, as these things led the
more quiet and religious Pharisees around him, to
turn back for comfort to the Divine promise to
David and his seed for evermore.
That such a terrible state of things should have
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deeply affected Zacharias was as right as it \\as

natural. That it wrought within him affections

altogether good and holy is ju>t a s%n that it w as

the Spirit of Christ -who taught him liy them. The
book already referred to. the Italia (or IValms)
of Solomon/is the nearest Jewish work in point of

tune to the Benedictus and its felloes in the first

two chapters of St. Luke : it is also the hkefet to

them in style and character. Like the&e Songs, the

Psalms of 'Solomon are a proof that sacred poetry,
so far from being extinct among the Je\\s at this

period, was living, and vs. "- \
f

, -V the vehicle

of intensest religious
.' *

f
N are these

Psalms deficient in merit. They are forceful,

vivid, full of noble indignation against Koman
oppression and Jewish secularity alike, of shame
for *the draggled purples* of the Hasmoncean

princes, of acknowledgments that God is justified

in His chastening of Israel. They look, like the

Benedictus, for a Messiah of the House of David.

They assign to Him the double work of *

thrusting
'

sinners out of the holy place,
*

purging Jerusalem
and making it holy as in the davs of old,* and of

avenging her upon the Romans. But with all this,

theylack the characteristic elements of evangelical

prophecy. They have little
insight

and lei>s fore-

sight. They emanated from the better sort of

Pharisees, and they betray all the elements of

Pharisaism as we see it in the Gospels. The
Messiah they expect is purely human (cf, our
Lord's contention on this point with the Pharisees,
Mt 2241-46

, Mk 1&5'*7, Lk 2CF-44 ). Their idea of

God's salvation is political mainly : vengeance on
their enemies rather than undisturbed devotion is

the thing they long for. The whole tone of the

book is fierce, nar-M.
\.<\

i "- 1
. solf righlcon-.

The Benedicts, on i!.< 01 ', < . '; i- in it> < lo-ing
notes very strikingly predictive: the father fore-

tells, with proud exactness, the future ministry of

Ms infant son. Even had this element been

wanting, the Song is in the truest sense a prophecy,
for it discerns the spiritual nature or ClirNts

kingdom with a clearness unknown even to the

Apostles after Christ had been some time with

them. It tells of 'salvation in the remission of

sins
*

{v.
77 RV) through the mercy of God (v.

79
, cf.

Tit 3"i in Chri-t v *), of human need and darkness,
of r< < nnciliui it)" to life and peace, and of the wor-

ship of God without fear (cf. 1 Jn 418
} as its climax

(v.
1

**). There is deliverance from every enemy, not

from the Komans only, but no hint of revenge

upon them. The tone of the Song is eminently

gentle. The salvation is from God, according
to

fti- promise by the mouth of all His holy prophet*
from the l>egiimmg of the world; it embraces in

its range our fathers (v,
73

) who are gone, as well as

the living (cf. IP %W9 and Rev 6s) ; and is all given
us through, and in the Horn of Salvation, "whom,

God has raised tip *in the house of his servant

David* {v.*
9
}, indeed, but who Himself is *the

Most High,' and *tbe Lord* (v.
w

), and *the Bay-
spring from on High' not rising^gradually as does

"Natures- davm, but bursting, as it were, ppon our

wondering eyes, full-orbed from the asenitn (v.
78

).

It is verv remarkable how subordinate to Him who
is the subject of his Song is the position assigned

by Zaehanas to his own miraculouslv^bprn child

Even while he predicts John's office, it is in con-

trast with the greater dignity of the Redeemer.
Alford justly remark* that the Benedicts ' shows
the exact religious view under which John was
educated by his father.' The fruit may be seen in

all that is recorded of the Baptist {c Mt 3s - u - 1S

11, Mk I 1"8
, Lk 34

-17
, Jn 17-tM-iM* 3^) B ft is

abundantly clear that the Song was composed in

the light Doth of the Annunciation made to the

Virgin Mary (Lk I35
"38

) and of the inspired salnta-

tfon wherewith she was greeted by Elisabeth (v.
43

).

1

;:,'-

*
, the

I

The Bmnht'tH* is th* ;' ^-...Vv a * Hrmn of

,

the Incarnation * <Aintn*mu de bvanj:elio,*as the
'

Antiphonary <i
?

ft i ,_ t ,' ^ule-* it

It differs pi :u t' othvr Inmti- in these two
chapter-* of St. Luke mainly 111 tin**, that whereas
the Mff{pttjf<nt St. Marj's fconjj

4 is of f'hrr t's

j
kingship, whereby He casts down t

1
* ?/

r

exalts the humble, and the A"WH? '/',, '<?*

eon's) is of HK prophetic or r/.ijVi* i ">
_-

J3t,n&fictti$, as oe^eenife the son^r of the

priebt, is of Christ's priesthoo< I It i^ prie^jy
throughout ; it begins with bles*ing anil ends v ith

peace. The work of the Deliverer i^ remission of
sins and reconciliation with God, antl its culmina-
tion is seen in a people of priests

*

serving God f i.^,

worshipping Him \arpcveis, same word as in Kev
22s) in nolinebis and righteoasness before him all the

days of their life.' It is evident that Zacharuis
has in his mind the history of Melchizedek (Gn 14!

and the oracle, even then ascribed to the pen of

David, which forms bo important a commentary on
that history (Ps 110),

The * sources
5
of the Song, as of the two chapters

of which it forms an integral part, will be discussed
in art. LXIKE (GOSPEL OF). It may be mentioned
here that the text of the Bmedirt us varies little

either in MSS or Versions. The one reading which
exhibits an important difference from that of the
Text its Meceptm is in v. 78

,
where a future tense

takes the place of a past. This has been adopted
in the KV, but \\ ith a marginal note.

*

Many ancient
authorities read hnth nsttfd vs.

The Htrncture of the Benedicts is simple. It

consists of three stanzas the first (vv.*
8"70

) setting-
forth the fact of God's interposition in the approach-

ing birth of the long-looked-for Saviour ; the second

(vv.
71"75

} telling the purjroe of His incarnation ;

and the third (\ v.
78 7<l

i JI T
I ophe to 7. it harias

1
.

babe, Jo' liiT-ii'g his ciilice a.- iho fo1
**

1 * r nut r of Christ.

The nference- in the IL\IM are iiianeil<i- .ilikc

in their niimber, range, and \\V\M\\ fho oiM
k"inir

words remind us of the opemni: of M(Uiiz*iUk>
address to Abram fGn 14) ;

l visited an<l redeemed,*
of Israel's deliverance from Egypt {Ex 4W 6^) ; the
*Horn of Salvation,* of Hannah's Song at the

bogi ruling of the story of the kings (1 S 2Ift
) ; *in

i ho liou-o of David' is from 1 Ch 11* ; in *froni the

beginning of the world,* d*-* awvw, we haire pm-
siWvan allu>ion to the PrQiem,ytgelinm fGn 3 1

*) ; in
* in Iiolmes>

"

wemay see reference to Pa 1 10s ; while
the Baptist's mission is described by quotation
from K 403 Nor is the opinion of Bishop Words-
worth, accepted somewhat grudgingly by Alford,
to be dismissed as fanciful, that in vv. 78* * there is

a paronomasia on the tfcree names of the parties

chiefly concerned with the Baptist's birth. The
name of t/oAlmd been fixed by the Angel (v.

w
);

Zacharias knew that & urasfc foe M^'iif.caut. and it

means * the grace or mercy of God, JVc- llt'co'ild

hardly help reflecting that his own name Zarharms
(from 133 rwsordaim fmt t and ; Jah (Jehovah),
means i^s ^Mn|cr% ; while EUmbeth (from ^ Dem,
and JO^ fb&wfjttntvit) is Just Bfwos 0ov He puts
all these togetfeer. '. . . The tender inerry of our

GrOP ... in remembranffe of his holy covenant
. . . the rf^ which he sware.* If the mroBO-
mama^aas a literary figure is out of fashion for the

moajeat^we may remember that neitherBante nor

Shakespeare thought it beneath their genius ; aikL

Zaehanas had sacred precedents for employing It

in the histories of the mrths and blessings of tibe

twelve patriarchs fGn 30 and 49), and still am*
strikingly in Is 7 and 8, where, as Matthew Arftoid

has observed, the signifimnt names are the keynote
of the whole prophecy,

wsKATuaB. Plummer, 81, Lake ' (/&/*, Orft,

38 ff. ; Godet, Com. <m St. Iota, i lldff., Wakinscm,
Document i Lk *., p. 17 JAMES COO
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BENEFACTOR (cvpytrw}.A. title conferred by
a grateful sovereign or country for useful service

rendered, often in time of difficulty or danger (Est
2s 62 ). The names of royal benefactor^ were en-

rolled in a register (Herod, viii. 85, where see

Rawlinson's note; Thuc. i 129). In the Persian

tongue the king's benefactors enjoyed a special

title, possibly implying that their names were
recorded. Besides the special appellation given to

all who had done public service, the title
* bene-

factor' is occasionally mentioned as a perpetual

epithet of kings, merely enhancing their dignity.
So Antiochus VII. of Syria, Ptolemy in. of Egypt,
and at a later period Ptolemy vii. (B.C. 145-117),

were called benefactors. It is evidently this latter,

complimentary or official, title to which our Lord

chiefly alludes in Lk 2S25, and so RV rightly spells
with a capital*

* Benefactors.* Jn worldly societies

men reign in virtue of superior power, and Efe/ry^np,
*

Benefactor/ is a title of flattery which may be

applied to the most cruel despotas in the case of

Ptolemy vn., otherwise known as Physcon ('Big-

IVlIy ")," and also called Keuce/nfn/s by a play upon
In- official designation. But in this new society
which Jesus is

instituting,
the jrrer.le^ i? to be as

the least, and he that is chief as- lie i liai do: h -i i ve.

And this after the example of the Lord Himself,

who, being the true Ei/e/?y6njs *came not to be
ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his

life a ransom for many' (see the parallel passage
Mt 2025

"28
, and cf. the wr/> &/juav $t86ftcvov9 tiirp VJM&V

iKyiav^ftefOif which Jesus had just spoken at the

Last Supper [Lk22M-]).

LITERATURE. Hastings* JDf?, art *

Benefactor*; Comm. of

Alford and Godet, in foe
; Smith, CloMwal Diet, art. *Ptole-

c, H. PRICHARD.

BENEVOLENCE. The disposition which sets

iis-elf to desire f*adfa*tly the \\ el fare and happiness
of other*- Christian bonc\olencc i^ this, <li*jx>ti-

tion of heart informed by the example and m*e-

cept of Christ, this informing of the heart being
the work of His Holy Spirit. Continual active
benevolence is perhaps the most striking feature
in the whole of the Gospel records. It is the key-
note of the Sermon on toe Mount, and merges into
the harmony of love in the final discourses re-

corded in the Fourth Gospel. The sons of tlie Most
High are to do good to their enemies as well as
to their friends (Lk G35). The sons of the Father
which w in heaven are to be kindly disposed and
actively beneficent both to the just and to the un-

just (An o45
). And this benevolence, which is to

redfli in the hearts of His disciples, must have been
iadiitad in thai great last prayer (Jn 1736) that
*the love wherewith thou lovedst me may be in
them.' A simple rule is given to the follower of
Christ for securing: and testing this attitude of
beaetefeate s

* All things whatsoever ye would that
men should do unto you, even so do ye also unto
them *

(Mt 712
). The Divine image is not so marred

in any man as to destroy the intention and desire
to do good to relations and friends (Mt S46 711

, Lk
6s8 H1

*), but the benevolence of the Christian heart
is to IKS a kindty feeling towards all without ex-

ception. (Mt $*, Lk6s1*
*). There is to be no single

blot on the eecatcteeon ; Christians are to be per-
fact, a& tMr Hewmtdy Fatker is perfect (Mt S48 )

Hatoral benevolenee expresses itself in the ex-
clamation of those who heard of the fate of the
wicked husbandmen id the parable, 'God forbid*
(Lk 2Q1

*}. Christian l>eijLew>lem*se! meets us in the
story of the arrest in Gethsemane, when the Lord
addressed His betrayer as 'oomisadb* f&w*pe, Mt

Such being the intensive character, the exten-
sive character of benevolence may be observed in
Christ's compassion on the multitudes (Mk 8s, Mt

I414
), namely, on each individual ; and, again, in

His healing every one of those around Him on a
well-known occasion at Capernaum (Lk 440). By
precept as well as by example benevolence is en-

joined upon the ministry in the first commission

to the Twelve: *

Freely ye have leceived, freely

give' (Mt 108). Not least beautiful and consoling
is the assurance that it prevails in the angelic

spheres, even towards poor sinners (Lk 157< 10
).

T r .
i r .

' '

DJ?, art.
' Love '

; Butler, Sermons
xi x ,

\ Univ. SermonSt p. 104 ff. ; Schulhof,
Law of Porgtveness (lWI)t IZlS.

W. B. FEAXKLAND.
BETHABARA (rri^ jv? 'house of the ford or

crossing'}. The name is found in the New Testa-

ment only in Jn I28 (AV):
* These things were

done in Bethabara beyond Jordan, where John
was baptizing/ The place was, therefore, one
suitable foi the purpose- of the Baptist in preach-

ing and bfipti/in^ : nd u has been usually identi-

fied, thoiijrh i'ii-> i- not precisely stated in the text,
with the scene of the baptism of our Lord.

With the great majority of Gr. MSS (including
K*ABC*> the RV has retained here the reading
*
Bethany,

9 with marginal alternatives 'Beth-
abarah 3 and 'Betharabah.' The latter (nyifi; n'3
6 house of the prairie/ cf Is 403 et al. or house of

the Arabah or Jordan Valley,
3
cf. Dt I

7
; or perhaps

* house of the poplar,
3

cf. vyyiQ ^i Is 157 ) is

possibly a reminiscence of the Beth-arabah of
Jos 1561* 61 in the plain of Jericho, or it may be due

merely to an accidental transposition of letters.

The form *
Bethabara,' on the other hand, is found

in a few extant manuscripts of the Greek text,
both uncial and cursive, and in the Curetonian
and Sinaitic Syriac. Origen adopted this reading-,
and it seems to have gained general currency
mainly on his authority Tie writes (in Evany.
Joannis, vi. 24} that Be'ihany is found in almost
all copies and in Heracleon", but after personal
investigation of the district (ycvdjjusvot v rots r6rois

<-ir$ icrropiav T&V IxySav 'I^ou Ka.1 rOsv fj^iQf^rGsv ai/rou) he
prefers

* Bethabara
' on the twofold ground of the

distance of Bethany, the country of Lazarus and
Martha and Mary, from the Jordan, and of the
non-existence of any place bearing the latter name
within the Jordan Valley. He further reports
(Xyouri) a place Bi?0ap< where he had been told

(IffTopowri) that John bapti/od, and f-a/v?- that the
word means okas icaraovcei *?s qio^e-ibly a confusion
with Tp, cf. LXX in Ex &>-'), Keth<iny bein^ ol/cos

varaKoijs, adding a play upon the name 'as befitting
the &pot where the messenger sent to prepare (Kara-

<rKvdeiv, ^lt II10) the way of the Lord should

baptize.

Origen's view, therefore, was mainly a priori,
and it has seemed worth while to set it out at

length, because later writers, as Epiphanin^, Chry-
sostom, et aL, apparently adopt and repair if- with
more or less amphhcation ; nor is it easy to decide
how much weight is due to additional details they
may give. According to Chrysostom, for instance,
the more accurate copies read"* Bethabara,' a result
that might readily be conceived to follow from
Origen's criticism ; and he adds that Bethany was
neither across the Jordan nor in the wilderness, but
near Jerusalem.* The ancient writers do not seem
to take into account the possibility of the names
oceurrittg more than once in Palestine. It is clear,

however, that either *

Bethany' or 'Bethabara 1

would lend itself readily to duplication.
The only indication of position which the narra-

tive itself gives is in the phrase rtpeur rod 'lopSdrw*
* across (ie. east of) the Jordan.' And if Bethabara
or Bethatry is the scene of the Baptism, then it
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would seem that the site rau&t be looked for in the
northern pait of the Joidan Valley, &mce Christ
comes hi! ]]< , ]!'' i I'M, ly direct fiom Galilee (Mt 3 1 -3

,

Mk P). Conder finds all the necessary conditions
satisfied by a ford 'Abdmh on the Joidan E N E
of ficisdn, and at a distance of four 01 live miles
from the latter place; and he explains the name
*

Bethany' as equivalent to Batanea, Basamtis,
or Bashan, the district immediately east of the

Joidan, south and south-eabt of the S^a of Galilee

(see C K Conder in Pal Expl FiDirl Mem, ii.

p 89 f
, Quart Stntemwit, 1875, p 72, Handbook to

the Bible, i)
3191 ; Hastings' D5, ait 'Bethabaia')

Bethabara has also been supposed to be the same
as the Beth baiah (rnp ira, LXX 'Bai0Tjp&, of Jg 724 )

tthich lay on or near the Joidan. This is on the

assumption that a guttmal has been accidentally
lost from the Hebrew text, and that we ough't
to lead iTp# rra. Dr. Sanday (Sacred Sites of
the Gospels, p. 23) accepts the identification with
'Abdrah But beyond the coincidence of the name,
on which much stress cannot be laid, there is no
direct evidence in its favour; and the indirect

evidence is slight The inference, moreover, which
has been drawn from Jn 21

, that Bethabara or

Bethany lay not more than a day's journey from
Cana of Galilee, is piecauou^. The marriage fes-

tivities at Cana would in all j 'uVl '1i,\ < \tend
over several days, towards the d> o <'i i\!ii''i the

supply of wine' failed : and the langiiage used is

perhaps intended to convey that Christ and His

disciples weie not present at the beginning (See
on the prolongation of the ceremonies attendant
on an Eastern wedding, P "H;-! VM j- "^ i

*Woman
intheEast'inP^F^, 1900;. M ,i

,
i<"l p 173 ff.,

H. B Tristram, Eastern Customs in Bible Lands,
ch v ).

The traditional site of tbe baptism of Christ
at MaJohddet Hajlah in tbe Jordan Valley near

Jericho, though defended by Sir Charles Wilson
and others, seems to be too far south. Others
would read, bv conjee tme, in tbe text of St. John's

Gospel, Rydavappd, ^ e. Beth-nimrah, on the W&dy
Shaib t five miles east of the Jordan, E N E. from
Jericho (see T. K, Cheyne in Encyc. Bibl. s.yv.).

LTTT-H VTTRF See above, and add Smith's DJ?2 s v ; G. A.

Smith, JI'rUL (1^)4), p. 496, Stanley, Smai and Palestine,

p 310; Fairar, Lije of Chru>t, i p 140 n ; Weiss, Life of
Christ, i t>. 3<51 f and note ; Edersheira, Life and Times of
Jesus the Messiah, i. pp 264, 278 , fti luo, Ti/"> "..il Words of
r~

~" '

7T
*

r
"

and if," T!, ',/<, n p J.V, Sanday,
'. .

'

23, ,

and the Commentaries on Jn I28.

5, p. 161;
A. S. GEDEN.

BETHANY (Bydwla). 1. A village whose in-

terest arises mainly from, its having been the
residence of Lazarus, Martha and Mary. As to
this it is well to note the follow i ng points. (1) None
of the three Synoptics montion^ Lazarus. (2) St.

Matthew and St Afolk maintain the same silence

as to Martha and Mary. (3) St. Luke (10
88"42

)

records a sojourn of Jesus in * a village
*

(/cc^/w? rts),

which he leaves unnamed. (4) St. John alone

(II
1 * 18 12lff

) names Bethany as the place where the
brother and the two sisters lived. (5) St. Matthew
and St. Mark state that Bethany aflbidcrl ho-pi-

tality to Jesus dining the days that preceded Hi-)

death (Mt 21 17ff
, Mk ll

llfl
) ; but in connexion with

His ^tay tlicre they make mention only of the
house of 'Simon the leper

9

(Ml 266ff
-, Mk 148ff

),

and give no iiiiine to the woman who anoints the
feet of the Loid (0) Si Luke does not speak of

this sojouin at Bethany, but simply says in a more

geneial \\ay that Je^us passed the m'ght
f at the

mount called the Mt. of Olives 3

(2l
37

) (7) The
data usually accepted regaidmg Bethany and the

family that lived there and entertained Jesus in

their liouse, are thus deri\cd essentially from the
Fourth Gospel

VOL. i 13

Bethany is mentioned neither in the Canonical
books nor m the Apomphp of the OT ; it makes
its appeal ance for the fast time in the NT, and is

not named in Josephus Its situation is relatively
easy to deteinune We know (Mk 104(J

1 1
1
, Lk 191 - a5

)

that it T\as on the road fiom Jericho to Jenisalem,
at a'diNtance of

" " "

1

"

the latter (Jn II 18
),

lyinur thus on tl ! -*< TL. side of the Mt.
of Olives Oiigen asserts that in his time the posi-
tion of Bethany was known. In the 4th cent, the
Boideaux Pilgrim (333) mentions a place A\here
the '

crypta
'

of Lazarus was to be seen Eusebius
lecords that 'the place of Lazaius' was shown
and Jeiome adds that it was 2 miles from Jeru-
salem (OS

2 108. 3, 239 10) .Wonin^ uo Niceph.
Callist (ffEviiL3Q[Patr. Gr. cxivi. 113J), a church

containing the tomb of Lazarus wa& built by the

empress Helena. Another sanctuary marked the

spot where Jesus met Mary (Jn Il l29ff

'). A nuraoer
of ecclesiastical buildings ha\ e risen at Bethany ;

as many as three churches have been counted there
In its pie&ent condition it is a village without im-

portance or interest, with a population of about
200. It bears the name el-Azanych, derived from
'Lazarus' or from c Lazarium' (Aafap/oy), a form
found as eaily as the TS . i> i. _* of Silvia (383) ;

the initial L has been i,\\ i.;i Aiab. article

According to the Talmud, Bethany is=Aram
Beth Ameti or Beth-Hmi,

c

place of dates
5

(?) ; but
this etymology is uncertain. The same may be
said ot that which traces it to the root ruj?, and
would yield the sense of 'place of affliction' or
*

place of the afflicted one,' which may be simply a

popular etymology (cf. Nestle, Philologica Sacra,
1896, p. 20).
The buildings which are shown at the present

day as possessing a historical interest are 1. The
e castle of Lazarus, a tower which dates from the
time of the Crusades, and was probably built in

1147 by Queen Mehssenda for the Benedictine

nuns; accoi ding to others, its construction is still

earlier. The name *
castle' is explained by the

fact that the Vulgate rendeis the NT K^T? by cas-

tdlum 2 The tomb of Lazarus is shown t

modern pilgrims, but its <;cnuinoii<s- 1\ so doubtful
that it is questioned even by Koman Catholic

writers, e.g. Mgr. Le Camus, bishop of La Rochelle

(Not Voyage auxpays libUques,i 245). 3. There
are still shown or there used to be shown at el-

Azariyeh the house of Martha, that of Mary, and
that of Simon the leper.
In Lk 2450 the scene of the Ascension is placed,

if not at Bethany, at least in its immediate

vicinity :
* He led them fos TT/>OS "ByOaviav

3 (\V ' as

far as to Bethany/ EV Je*s >ati^ao(ouly,
* until

they were over against Belhany ). On the other

hand, Ac I13 lelates that afier the A^cen^ion the

Apostles
' returned unto Jerusalem from the mount

called Olivet, which is nigh unto Jerusalem, a
Sabbath day's journey oft.' The statement in

Luke'* Gospel deserves the prefei ence ; it fixes the

place of the Ascension itself near Bethany, while

the text of Acts simply connects the return of the

Apostles with the Mt of Olives, on the slope of

vfInch Bethany lies, and does not speak necessarily
of the summit of the mountain, a& ecclesiastical

tradition supposed (cf. Toblei, Die Siloahgu&lle
und der Oelberg, p. 83).

LITERATURE. Robinson, BRP 2 1. n I ifT> Cneri'i, Palestine

'Samarie/_ i. 163-181; Buhl, GAP 150
,

T. >o 1 cr, JV/ii/x/r n. 422-

464; PEjFMwxi. iii. 27 f. ; Sanday, Sawd $<{'* (-t tfw Gospels,

24,49. LTJCIEN GAUTIER.

BETHANY. 2. See BETHABAEA.

BETHESDA.. Jn 53 c Now there is in Jerusalem '

fry the sheep-gate (M TT? TrpojSari/cJ) a pool, which i

called in Hebrew Bethesda, having nve porches*
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(E.V). Instead of B??0ecr5d (TR), the most ancient'* ' "

I ', i J
., * s- jra

* house of the
( \ ., ,, 11 >.,

i
, I) 'V, - As to the deriva-

tion, Delitzseh -; ^t^i- ;
JDK no * house of pillars,'

and Calvin NI^ - n 1 <.u-< 4 of on u*. r
: '_

'

: "but the
most natural'etymology is *nor - i no -< <r meicy,'

possibly in allusion to the munificence of some
charitable person who had these porches built to

shelter the sick, or to the goodness of God in pro-

viding this healing spring.
As the adjective TrpopariKy,

c

pertaining to sheep,'

requires some substantive
'

to be introduced, the
AY V arket/ the RV '

gate.
3

Since there
is i ..... IM to any sheep-market in the OT }

while the sheep - gate is repeatedly referred to

(Neh 31 - 32 1239), the latter method of
-',.;>

1\
"-^

f >

sense is the more probable one. "No'sjho -'i-oji-

gate is known to have been north i s
: io I<IM ]<

and, as Bovet says,
* the small cattle which entered

Jerusalem came there certainly by the east; for

it is on this side that the immense pastures of

the wilderness of Judaea lie.
5 The modern St.

Stephen's Gate answers to these data. It is at the
north-east angle of the Temple area, and is the

gate through which 'the Bedawtn still lead their

Socks to Jerusalem for sale. We must therefore

look for the Pool of Bethesda in this vicinity, and

may at once eliminate several proposed identifica-

tions elsewhere, such as the Hammdm esh~Shifd,
near the *Gate of the Cotton Merchants,' about
the middle of the west side of the Temple area,
where there is a pool with pillars and masonry,
some sixty feet below the present surface, the
waters of which are still supposed to possess heal-

ing properties (Furrer); and the Pool of Siloam,
where the remains of four columns in the east

wall, with four others in the centre,
* show that a

structure with five openings or porches might
easily have been erected' (Afford) ; and the Foun-
tain of the Virgin, the intermittent spring at the
bottom of a deep <:a\erri at the foot of the Ophel
slope south-easl of the Temple (Robinson). These
are all too far from the sheep-gate as probably
identified above.

Conder, who adopts the suggestion of Robinson
that Bethesda was at the present Fountain of the

Virgin, says,
* This answers the requirements that

it still presents the phenomenon of intermittent
"
tioublmg of the water,

* which overflows from a
natural "\pon mulor ihe cave, and that it is still

thecn-iom 01 i lu JOM- to bathe in the waters of

the cave, when this overflow occurs, for the cure
of rheumatism and of other disorders.* Against
tfyis view Grove (Smith's DB*, art,

*
Bethesda') and

Barclay (City of the Great King, 325) urge the

inaccessibility of the deep subterranean water to

invalids, the. confined size of the pool, and the

difficulty of finding room for the five porches
capable of m'coinnuMumii'jr 'a multitude'; and to
the present \vmer, ox-anuriiii<r the cave in person,
tlic^e objections seemed conclusive, apart from the

difficulty of the locality.

Turning now to the neiptffhouihood of the &heep-
gate, we find three proposed identification** (1)

Modern tradition identifies Bethesda with the
Birket Israil, an empty reservoir, 360 feet long,
120 feet wide, and 80 feet deep, half filled with
rubbish, which lies close to St. Stephen's Gate and
under the north-east wall of the Haram area.

(2) Warren and others would place Bethesda at
the so-called Twin Pools, in the ditch at tjie north-
west angle of Antonia, under the convent of the
Sisters of Zion. Neither of these can be the true

site, as both the BirJcet Israil and the Twin Pools
were constructed after the events narrated iri Jri 5.

(3) In 1872 it was pointed out by M. Clcrmont-
Ganneau that 'the Pool of Bethesda should be

sought near the Church of St. Anne, where an old

tradition has placed the house of the mother of

Mary, calling it Beit jffanna,
" House of Anne."

This expression is exactly identical with Bethesda,
both expressions signifying "house of mercy, or

compassion.
" '

Sixteen years later this anticipation
was verified by the discovery of what is now very

generally conceded to be the ancient Pool of

Bethesda, a short distance north-west of the pre-
sent Church of St. Anne. In the autumn of 1888,
* certain works carried on by the Algeiian monks
laid bare a large tank or cistern cut in the rock to

a depth of 30 feet, and Herr Schi-ck recognized this

as the Pool of Bethesda. It is 55 feet long from
east to west, and measuies 12J feet in breadth. A
flight of twenty-four steps leads down into

^the

pool from the eastern scarp of rock. Herr Schick,
who at once saw the great interest of this dis-

covery, soon found a sister-pool, lying end to end,
60 feet long, and of the same breadth as the first.

The first pool was arched in by hve arches, while
five coiresponding porches ran along the side of the

pool. At a later period a church was built over

the pool by the Crusaders, and they seem to have
been so far impressed by the fact of five arches
below that they shaped their crypt into five arches

in imitation. They left an opening for getting
down to the water ; and further, as the crowning
proof that they regarded the pool as Bethesda,

they painted on the wall of the crypt a fresco

implementing the angel troubling the water of the

pool/ (Geo. St. Clair, Buried Cities and Bible

Countries, 327-328. See also PEFSt, July 1888

and Jan. 1391).
This site is thus supported not only by the

mediaeval tradition, but by the early tradition as

well. The Bordeaux pilgrim, who visited Jeru-
salem in A.D. 333, after mentioning two large fish-

Eools
by the side of the temple, one at the right

and, the other at the left, says in another place
(Itin. Hierosol. 589) :

* But farther in the city are

twin fish-pools having five porches which are called

Bethsaida. There the sick of many years were
wont to be healed. But these pools have water

which, wh<-n agitated, is of a kind of red colour.'

This is evident! \ the same place described by
Eusebius (Onomasticon, 240. l|) in the same cen-

tury and called by him Bezatha, though he gives
no other clue to the situation 'a j>ool at Jeru-

salem, which is the Pweina Prpbatiea, and* had

formerly five porches, and now is pointed out at

the twin pools there, of which one is filled by the
rains of the year, but the other exhibits its water

tinged in an extraordinary manner with red, re-

taining a trace, they say, of the victims that were

formerly cleansed in it.
J

Clearly, too, it is of the
same place that Eueherius speaks in the 5th
cent. :

*
Bethsaida, peculiar for being a double

lake, of which one pool is for the most part filled

by winter rains, the other is discolom ed T-v retV.Uh
waters.' It has been commonly a-^u'iied ot Jsite

that the two tunnels under the convent of the
Sisters of Zion are the twin pools mentioned by
these writers ; but the traditions of the 6th, 7th,
and 8th centuries, to be presently quoted, place
the pool with the five porches ana the church
called Probatica (cf. irpojtariKrj, Jn 52) at or near
the traditional birthplace of Mary, which is un-

doubtedly under the present Church of St. Anne.
Thus Antoninus Martyr (A D. 570) says :

' Return-

ing into the citywe come to the Piscina Natatoria,
which has five porches ; and in one of these is the
basilica of St. Mary, in which many miraculous
cures are wrought.' Sophronius, patriarch of
Jerusalem (A D. 632), says :

* I will enter the ho},y

Probatica, where the illustrious Anna brought,
forth Mary.' John of Damascus (about A.D. 750)

says :

' May all things be propitious to thee, O
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Probatica, the most holy temple of the Mother of

God ! May all things be propitious to thee,

Probatica, ancestral domicile of a queen ! May all

things be propitious to thee, Probation, formerly
the fold of Joachim's flocks, but now a church,
heaven-resembling, of the rational flock of Christ !

J

Brocardus also speaks (A.D. 1283) of a large leser-

voir near St. Anne's Church, called Piscina Interior,

just opposite Birket IsraiL

Early tradition, therefore, as well as mediaeval,
seems to favour the site discovered in 1888. This
is the site now generally accepted, though some
recent writers are still unconvinced, such as Sanday
(Sacred Sites ofthe Gospels, 55), who rejects Schick's

identification but reaches no positive conclusion

of his own, and Conder (Hastings' DB, article

*Bethesda 3

), who argues for the Virgin's Pool.

The intermittent troubling of the water at the
Fountain of the Virgin is, indeed, a point in its

favour ; but this phenomenon is not uncommon in

the springs of Palestine (Thomson, Land and
Book, iii. 288 ; Barclay, City of Great King, 560),

and, \i lilies nothing of the kind is now seen at the

pool under i lie C m^uliM -
1

church, it is not, perhaps,
a too violent s-iippo-ition that the same intermit-

tence now observed in tfie Virgin's Fountain may
have characterized this pool also in that early time
of more copious

f rains of the year,' as Eusebius
calls them, especially if, as some think, they both
lie upon the same concealed watercourse.
The last clause of Jn 53 and the whole of v. 4

,

containing the account of the troubling of the
water by an angel and the miraculous healing that

followed, ai<; ul ._; i'l to the margin in Rv, on
the ground of i ii

i ir OIMI--IOH by the ancient manu-
scripts KBD, and the exceptional number of vari-

ants in the other MSS. Popular superstition
seems to have attributed the periodic bubbling of

the water to the action of an invisible iirigcl

These passages were probably at lir^t ttrif ion on.

the margin - ;ri < \\ i- M of that opinion, and
later were i

1

\ so. \\\ \*\ \\ ,\* i" 1 body of the text,

W. W- MOORE.
BETHLEHEM. Two towns of this name are

mentioned in the Old Testament. 1* Bethlehem

(or na * house of bread 5

) of Zebulun, Jos 1915.

Tne site is now occupied by a miserable village, 6

miles south-west of Sepphoris and about the same
distance north-west of Nazareth, in a well-wooded
district of country, planted with oaks (Robinson,
Biblical Researches, in 113). That this Beth-
lehem cannot have been the scene of the Nativity,
near as it is to Nazareth, is clear from the fact

that both St. Matthew and St. Luke expressly

place the birth of Chrisfc at Bethlehem of Judaea.

These narratives being independent of each other

and derived from different sources, we have for

the southern Bethlehem the convergence of two
distinct traditions. These two Evangelists are

joined in their testimony by the author of the

Fourth Gospel, who assumes acquaintance on the

part of his readers with the story
of the birth of

Christ at Bethlehem, the Bethlehem associated

with David and his royal line.
* Some said, Shall

Christ come out of Galilee ? Hath not the Scrip-
ture said that Christ cometh of the seed of David,
and out of the town of Bethlehem where David
was?' (Jn 741 42

)- It is noteworthy that Beth-

lehem is never mentioned as having been visited

by our Lord or in any way associated with His

ministry. But all Christian history and tradition

maintain that the southern Bethlehem was the

scene of the Nativity.
2. Bethlehem of Judah (rni.r "3 Jg 177- 9

* Ru I1* 2

etc.) or Judaea (Mt 21
, Lk 2*). This town (the

modern Beit Lahm) is situated about 6 miles

S.S W. of Jerusalem, lying high up on a
limestone ridge running from east to west,

occupying the projecting summits at each end,
with a sort of saddle between The ridge ri&es to
a height of 2550 ft. abo\ e sea-level, and falls awaym terraced slopes on all sides, the descent to the
north and east 1) I

1

_ -
i V\\ -'*i'i The terraces,

as they sweep
-

'

< i . ,ii < .i \<. -
"

ound the ridge
from top to bottom, give to the little town the ap-
pearance of an amphitheatre, and serve to make
to the approaching traveller a picture which closer

acquaintance does not wholly , !< T ,*

names by which it has been kno
and is still known, aie expressive of the feitility
of the vl&ce Beth-lekem, 'house of bread,' and
Beit Lcuitn,

' hou^e of flesh.* The hillsides around,
merging* into the hill country of Judaea, though
they look bare to the eye at a distance, afford

pastures for flocks of sheep and goats. The valleys
below and the fields lying to the ea&t produce crops
of wheat and barley, as in the days when Ruth
gleaned in the fields of Boaz; and the terraced

slopes, under diligent cultivation, bear olives,

almonds, pomegranates, figs, and vines. Wine and

honey are named among the most notable of its

natural products, and the wine of Bethlehem is

said to be preferable to that of Jerusalem.
The modern town is luglily pit Lure-que. There

is just one main street 01 Llioionjrhu 'o, extending
about half a mile, and largely occupied by work-

shops, which are little better than arches open to

the street. The population is differently given as

from 4000 to 8000 souls. Palmer ('Das jetzige
Bethlehem' in ZDPV xvii. 90), writing in 1893,
and founding upon [' "-i-n^ly ascertained figures,

4jiu
k* >0oo as the poj ui..nm. which he classifies

in icspect of religion as loJUows ; Latins, 3827 ;

Greeks, 3662 ; Moslems, 260 ; Armenians, 185 ,

Protestants, 54 ; Co^ts and Syrians, 47. The small

number of Moslems is said to De due to the se\ enty
of Ibrahim Pasha, who drove out the Moslem
inhabitants and demolished their houses in the

insurrection of 1834. It will be observed from the

above enumeration that Bethlehem does not con-

tain a single Jew. As in Nazareth so in Beth-

lehem, the associations with Jesus make residence

repugnant to the Jews, and they have accordingly
no desire to settle in the Christian Holy Places.

They are, in fact, tolerated only as temporary
visitors, but not as residents, 'in the cradle of

his royal race/ says Canon Tristram (Bible Places,,

p. 72),
* the Jew is even more a stranger than in.

any other spot of his own land ; and during the

Middle Ages neither Crusader nor Saracen suffered

him to settle there.' The inhabitants of Beth-

lehem are of superior physique and comeliness.

The men have a character for energy and even
tui bulenco ; the women are noticeable for their

partial carriage and iKH^oming attire. In the
crowds \\liich throng the Church of^

the Holy
Sepulchre in Jerusalem at the Easter services, the
women of Bethlehem, wearing a light veil descend-

ing on each side of the face, and closed across the

bosom, with a low "but handsome headdress com-

posed of strings
of silver coins plaited in

^among
the hair and hanging down below the chin as a
sort of necklace, are easily recognizable, and
make a favourable impression. The industries of

Bethlehem, apart from the cultivation of the soil,

are intimately associated with the Nativity, con-

sisting of memorial relics and souvenirs mamufac-
tured for sale to the thousands of pilgrims and
tourists who visit Jerusalem and Bethlehem every

year. Models of the cave of tte Haiivity, figures
of Christ and the Virgin, apostles and saints, axe

in great demand. Olive wood, and mother-of-pearl
obtained from the Red Sea, with basaltic stone

from the neighbourhood of the Dead Sea, are

carved and wrought into useful and ornamental

articles with na small degree of skill and taste.
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Palmer mentions (I.e. p. 91) that an ,i ,^i-
number of the inhabitants go abroad v

, L "

products, their mother-of-pearl carvings and
other wares, and, especially m America, find a

good return foi their enterprise.
Bethlehem, notwithstanding its royal associa-

tions and its lenown as the birthplace of the
world's Redeemer, has never been, and is never

likely to be, more in the eye of the world than
*
little among the thousands of Judah 3

(Mic 52
)

'In spite/ says Palmer, *of the numerous visits of

strangers and pilgrims, which are year by year on
the increase, and in spite of the market-place
which Bethlehem, affords for the whole neighbour-
hood, and especially for the Bedawln, who come
from long distances from the southern end of the
Dead Sea to make their purchases of clothing,
tools, and weapons, and to leave the produce of

their harvest and their pastures, Bethlehem ap-

pears likely to remain, unencumbered by trade
and progress, what it has been for many years
bygone a shrunken, untidy village.' Even so, it

can never b" <(>;>! IM -I of its associations with the
Messianic Ki i 'of I si .i<*l. *\i 1 '

,

" *

have
been Iron* 01 old, uom <', *

I 52
),

associations which exalt it to the loftiest eminence,
and surround it with a glory that cannot fade.

These associations in their salient features are
now to be set forth.

It is in the early patriarchal history that we
meet first with Bethlehem, under its ancient name
of Eplmith

* "When I came from Paclan,' said

Jacob on 1ms deathbed, rocouulin^ to Joseph in

Egypt his chequered history,
' Kachel died by me

in the land of Canaan in the way, when yet there
was but a little way to come unto Ephrath : and
I buried her there in the way of Ephrath ; the
same is Bethlehem 3

(Gn487
, cf. 359ff

-). The sacred
historian records that Jacob set a pillar upon her

grave :
* that is the pillar of Rachel's grave unto

this day
1

(Gn S520). Rachel's grave is marked
now by a Mohammedan wely, or monumental
mosque, at the point where the Bethlehem road
breaks off the road leading fiom Jerusalem to

Hebron; and though the monument has been

repaired and renewed from generation to genera-
tion, it serves still to recall a real event, and to

distinguish the spot where Rachel's 'strength
failed her, and she sank, as did all the ancient

saints, on the way to the birthplace of hope
*

(Dr.
John Ker, Sermons^ 8th ed. p. 153). Bethlehem
becomes more definitely associated with the Messi-
anic hope when it becomes the home of Ruth the

Moabitess, the ancestress of David and of David's

greater Son. From the heights near Bethlehem a

glimpse is obtained of the Dead Sea the sea of

Lot shimmering at the foot of the long blue wall
of the mountains of Moab ; and the land of Moab
seems to have had close relations with Bethlehem
and its people in patriarchal as well as later times.

With Ruth the Moahiie^, through her marriage
with Bpaz, the *

mighty man of wealth }
of Beth-

lehem-judah (Ru 21
}, there entered a strain of

Gentile blood, although we remember that Lot,
the ancestor of Moab, was the nephew of the great
ancestor of Israel into the peliigree of Christ

according
to the flesh (Mt I5), as if in token that, in

'

a day still far off, Jew and Gentile should be one
in Him. With David, the great-grandson of Ruth,
there entered the royal element into the genealogy
of Jesus ; and Bethlehem has no associations more
sacred and tender than its associations with the

shepherd king of Israel, unless it be those that link
it for ever with God manifest in the flesh The
stream of Messianic hope, as it flows onwards and
broadens from age to age, is not unlike that river

* But see Driver, Genesis (in
' Westminster Commentaries ')

p. 311, and in Hastings* DB iv. Ida*.

of Spain which foi a considerable pait of its course
Hows

' *

and only at intervals miles

apart / A
x>K to the suiface, \\lnch the

inhabitants call
k the eyes

5

of the Guadiana. The
pools trace the onward progress of the river, till

at length it bursts foith in a bioad -4 1 earn ^cckiii^
the dibtant sea So the hope of a great DeUveier
fiom spiritual mibeiy and death flows onward in

the stoiy of GocTb ancient people, tinowing up
its pools in the days ot Abraham, Moses, David,
Ibaiah and the piopheta ; and Micah indicates the
direction of its flow \\ith moie exphcitne&b than

any who went befoie when ke sayb :
* But thou,

Bethlehem Ephiatah, though thou be little among
the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee shall he
come forth unto me that i& to be Ruler in Israel ;

whose goings foith have been fiom of old, fiom
<\-:i, -' "

.

3

IMic 52
). When the iulness of the

V * come, the Messianic hope became the

place of broad nveis and streams which we &o

happily know and enjoy, and the glad tidings was
heard on the plains ot Bethlehem, addressed to the
watchful shepherds :

* Fear not . for, behold, I bring
you glad tidings of great joy, which shall be to all

people. For unto you is born this day in the city
of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord '

(Lk
210 - u

).

The story of the Nativity is told by St. Matthew
and St. Luke with a simplicity and delicacy and

beauty which are of themselves an evidence of

its historical truth. Both narratives, as has been

indicated, assign to Bethlehem the high honour of

being the place of the XuixilyiiM-i ,lie scene of
the stupendous fact of I'M 1m JI'^MIOM. The de-
tails are too familiar to require rehearsal here.

There is one particular handed down by early Christian,

traditional 1 ^ 'li irt.
" "

but an
addition 10 n>i I'.ji lade by
Justin Martyr (A.B 140-150), and repeated in the Apocryphal
Go-ptls Li ia! i,he birth of Jesus took place in a cave. Justin

^hi'ilvj 'i i' i'li Trypho, ch. 78) relates that, since Joseph had in
,. .. \ 'T'l.j.f- no place where to lodge, he lodged iu a uuc near
by. Justin relates other piitV'jlir-uh 1 '!! ina^ ha^e come to
him he was a native of ^nl-'M- no: in "i les from Bethlehem
by oral . r.uJ .

;on or fio'D "ioei v pi' i" nurur <
- such as that

the Magi cauie ///// Itffxt, ,i d T'in 11"rod slew all the
children of Bethlehem, That the stable where the Infant
Saviour was bom may have been a cave is quite in keeping
with the practice of utilizing the limestone caves of the hiU

country of Judaea as places of shelter for cattle and other
beasts Those Apocrxphal Gospels which deal with the In*

fancy, notably the Piotria/iyeliUM Jacdbi and the psewdo*
MafUhceusJ_mak.& mention of the cave. Pseudo-Matthseus (ch.
~.Ti -

s
1 -

.

" "

e
*

"i her time
'

. i
'

i

'

. to come
down from the animal and to enter a cave below a cavern in
which there \\as never an\ light but alwavs darkness because
it could not recei\e the light of dav And when the Bleb&ed
Mary had entered it, it began to become* light with all lightness,
as if it had been the sixth hour of the day . . . And then she
brought forth a male child, whom angel- miianrh -urronnded
at His birth, and whom, when born and '-U'ldn^ a*, once upon
ITi (- [<.(,! , ihi \ adoiul, saving GIo*- 1 lo Cod on Li^h <i'id on oartli

peace i( men of good '\!li
'

Tin P",\ ntum i-uw ulale-* the
&i->rv v\i*h I'lirioui nnarLr\ (<h 1>) 'Ancllu* Jor-ephl lounda
civc uurt and too*. h.r in, and -n"*r IIH "-on^ bv lur, ami he
wenfc out and sought a midwife in the country "r TJ 'r'diHn
And I Joseph walked and I \\alkcd noc, and I >>j\ 'i ,,f into
the skv and saw the skv \ lolentlj agitated , and I i XM! ,\>

, .

the pole OT huavt n, and T MW 11 siandin^ -nil and the birds of
the air -plI, aiJ 1 dirooted im yis-> .m ili earth, and I saw a
vessel I>iri# and \\oikircn t-o

i

'",njr fo\ u . m their hands in the
vessel., and those \\ho liandkd did noi handle U, and tho^,e \\lio

presented it to the mouch did not present it, but the faces of
all \viro I<1vi'i^ 'ip, ,h,l T -axv the ahecp scattered and the
."0i p ! o</J nd 'Jie - 1

! jptiLi.i lirtcd up hi& hand to strike them
.vul iu- ] and rdiii UK! MP; nd I looked at the stream of the
nvor, and 1 -JA thai hv m iuth* of the kids were doan and
not drinking; and even thing \\hich uas being impelled for-

ward was intercepted in its course
'

The Pratevanyelium Jacobi is generally reoogni/ed as belong-
ing to the 2nd cent and us te&timoii} is a \aluable confir-
mation of the earl\ Christian tradition Few scholars, if any,
\v.r ajriot u a*-ign g u ilie plaot* of '.importance attributed to
it rcccnlh n\ th( faiiuLic ihcoiv of (Jonradv(Dt Quelie der
knrVHiiochen Kin/llieitAoepcfttchtrri. Jcsn, Cottmgeji, 1900), who
regards the jProtevangehum ass the source of the Gospel narra-
tives of the Infancy. The author of it, according to him, is an
JEg\ptmn, mobtlikeh of Alexandria, who introduces Bethlehem
into the narrative not because of its place in Hebrew prophecy,
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but because it; was formerly a seat of the worship of Isis, and
he wishes to incorporate this worship with Christianity. In
concert with the puefets of Isis and Serapis, he aided with his
inventive pen the
Church, and it was f

the First and Third
the Infancy Conradv returns to the subject with an article" "

rted learning in SK, 1904,
' *

It is In the 4th century that Bethlehem begins
to leceive that veneration as a Christian Holy
Place in which it is BOW equalled only by Jeru-
salem and Nazareth. As early as Justin *Mai tyi
attention is specially directed to Bethlehem as the
birthplace of the world's Bedeemer. In addition
to the reference, already mentioned, to the cave,
we find Justin quoting the well-known monhecv
of Isaiah (SS

16
*), 'He shall dwell in a lofty cave

of a strong rock,' in the same connexion (Dialogue
with Trypho, ch. 70). Even earlier than Justin's

clay it would appear that this paiticular cave was
venerated by the followers of Chust ; for, as Jerome
tells in one of his letters to Paulmus, the emperor
Hadrian (A.D. 117-138), in his zeal to extirpate the

\ M i

!. ", ** f Christ, caused a grove sacred
" N ni

'1 - '<' o\ er the grotto of the Nativ-
ity, as he caused a temple to Venus to be erected
over the site of the sepulchre of our Lord. Origen
(c. Celsmn, i. 51) says :

6
If any one desires certainty

as to the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem apart from
the Gospels and Micah's prophecy, let him know
that in confoimity with the narrative in the Gos-

j-
>1 S 'i

* His" birth there is shown at Bethle-
I'M ,

'

i where He was born and the manger
in the cave where He was wrapped in saddling
clothes. And this sign is greatly talked of in
HIT rounding places, even among the enemies of
: IIP fa i ili, ii being said that in this cave was born
that Jesus who is ^ m -hipporl and reverenced by
the Christians.' The kite is now marked by the
oldest church in Clnistendom, the Church of St.

Mary of the Nativity, built by order of the
Emperor Constantine. It is a massive pile of

buildings extending along the ridge from west to
east, and comprising the church proper with
the three convents, ^Latin, Greek, and Armenian,
abuttin i

;

"

.

"*

\ upon its north - eastern,
south -, "i. , is louth - western extremities.
The proportions of the church and its related
structures are more (itiii.inuliM^

> fiom its eleva-
tion and from the .|iul>l'iri>-s of the town in

comparison. The nave of the church is common
to all the sects, and is shared by them together
Latins, Greeks, Armenians. From the double
line of Corinthian pillars sustaining the basilica
sixteen centuries look down iipon the visitor, and
the footsteps of nearly fifty generations of Chris-
tians have trodden the ground upon which he
treads. Says Dc.m ^'.,u.li v: 'The long double
lines of Corinthian piP.-i^, tlio failed i i- ,! - M,'

rough ceiling of beam*) 01 ccdsir Honi l-^.h-o'i !!

preserve the outlines of the church, once blazing
with gold and ^marble, in which Baldwin was
ciowned, and which received rS lale^t rcpaiis from
our own English Edward IV (tfincsi <ind P(dc*tin-^
p. 433). It is the ^ubteuanean \ault that con-
tinues to be of peienmal interest. Descending
the steps from the laised floor of the eastern end
of the nave, and turning sharply to the left, the
visitor finds a half-sunk arched doorway which
lead? down by thirteen steps to the Chapel of
the Nativity the rude cave now paved and walled
with marble and lighted up by numerous lamps.
This chamber is about 40 feet from east to west,
16 feet wide, and 10 feet high. The roof is covered
with what had once been striped cloth of gold.
.At the east end there is a shrine where fifteen
silver lamps burn night and day, and in the
floor, let into jbhe pavement, a silver star of Greek

pattern maiks the veiy spot of the Nativitywith the inscription:
e Hn> cle Virgine Maiut

Jesus Christus natus cst.' To the Christian the
absociations of the place make it full of impies-
siveness, and the vibitor has no more sacred or
tender recollections of lioly ground than those
which cluster round the Church and the Grotto ot
the .Nativity. Not fai of! is a cave, cut out of the
same limestone ridge, which was the abode of >St
Jeiome for over thirty years Here, with the
noble ladies whom he had won to the religions life
Paula and her daughter Eustochium, lie labomed
totus m Zectione, tot its in libms, piepaiing the Vul-
gate translation of the Holy Si

i; ,.-,,. which for
more than a thousand year* *\, -

i .> Bible of
"Western Christendom, and is a poweiful tribute to
his piety and learning.

* It i& the touch of Christ
that has made Bethlehem *

(Kelman and Fulleylove
The Holy Land, p. 234). And the touch of Christ
I- . V-v \' - '"if felt still in the works of Christian
rV . : YM -\ i iul missionary zeal that are being
I

1-"*' 11 '*i i
! ' M' There are schools and othei

missionary agencies maintained by Protestants
and Roman Catholics to instruct in His truth and
to enrich with His grace the community who
occupy the place of His birth. Bethlehoi a a

\\\ n n -

among the stations of the Church Mi-iu\;, y
Society, and the work done there .Pi 1

"-!
1 - \ *,-",

and gills has borne good fruit. "I !.- U ",',,;, -

have built an Evangelical Church, which was
dedicated in 1893. There is much superstition
and error among the nominally Christian inhabi-
tants of the place, but the etioits of the Protestctnt
and Roman Catholic missionaries have stirred up
the Gieek Orthodox and Armenian Christians to

activity for the moral and spiritual welfare of
their people.

f Istfeof^our Lord?* p 82 ^Cunning-
' '

Palestine-, Keunan / // , /
the Gospels; G. A. -

t. // ' /

Sw vey of Western J<<' , >< I

at Bethlehem *
; Pal M l> . '.

ft

\ \

.
, ..,

1. IMICOL.
BETHPH1GE (Bve<j>ayfy.--A place unknown to

the OT, the Apocrypha, or Josephus, and men^
tioned in the

^
NT only once on the occasion of

our Lord's triumphal entry into Jerusalem five

days before Hi^ death It was certainly situated

upon the slope of the Mt. of Olives, on or near the
road from Jericho to Jerusalem (Mk 1046 II1

, Lk
191'-3

), and in the immediate neighbourhood of

Berhnnj . The site of the latter being accurately
(Icicririmuil as the modern el-Azariyeh (see art*

BETHANY, 1), it might be expected that there
would be little difficulty in locating Bethphage.
Unfortunately, however, the texts of the three

Synoptists [St. John does not mention Bethphage]
are obscure on two points

(1) As to the relation between Bethphage and
Bethany, St. Luke (19

29
) alone mention^ boih pla*

('as he drew near to Bethphage and Ifalliuiiy ).

His language seems to imply that a traveller com-
ing from Jericho would come first to Bethphage,
then to Bethany, and finally to Jerusalem. St.
Matthew (21

J
) mentions only Bethphage. As for

St. Mark, his original text (ll
1
) probably contained

no reference to Bethphage, but this name has been
inserted, and in the majority of MSS stands be-
tween Jerusalem and Bethany in such a my that,
if this reading were accepted as the original one,
we should have to place Bethphage in a different

position in relation to Bethany from what is 1300,*

plied on the text of St. Luke. ? 4 i

To reconcile these divergent statemetofcs, a
been started to the effect that Betba^xiu^ba
off the direct route from Jencho to Jerusalem, upon *, gidt
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road, and Bethphage at the point where this joined the main
road. It would thus have been necessary to pass Bethphage
both in going to Bethany and m returning from it Support
for this conjecture has been sought in the use of the word

in Mk 114.

(2) In all three Synoptics, Jesus sends two of

His disciples to a village (K&M) to bring the ass
on which He was to ride. Is this village, which
is 'over against' (Karevavri), to be identified with

Bethphage, or with Bethany, or with some third

locality? Each of T ."
"

,< , ;

* "" "

"efence;
the traditional id< i ii a. >>n <> (

i '* of the
ass's colt with Bethphage is at least questionable,
especially in view of Mt 211 'When they had
reached TC<i"piM.*e . . . then Jesus sent two dis-

ciples to the village over against.' A site for the

village of the colt might be suggested at S^loe, or
ral her at Kcfr et-Titr, on the top of the Mt. of Olives.

[It I* kno\\ ri that in the time of Jesus Christ there
were houses on its summit]. In the circumstances
of the case it would be hazardous to offer any
opinion as to the ; t L;. "!!' - tuation of Bethphage.

Ftyniologicall>
" " r-{,ri e Bethphage appears to

moan 'Voif-c '// |>K'-v) of unripe fruits,
5 more

<
-j><

* liillv
* of uri 1 M-C i,;:-

*

(cf. Ca 213
, and see Dal-

hi:>n,
fii i.i.i, '*f ,i /i. v ,.///. paL-Aramaisch, 1894, p.

152, and Arnold Meyei, Jesu Muttersprache, 1896,
p. 166). Recently a connexion has been suggested
by Nestle ('Etymologische Legenden?* in ZWTh
xl. [1897], p. 148) between this

'

v i .' .of the
name Bethphage and the story or tlie Darren fig-
tree. But it may be noted that the latter is associ-

ated in the Gospels (Mt 2117-22
, Mk II11

'14- 20'26
) with

Bethany, not Bethphage. Formeily Nestle (SK,
1896, p. 323 f, and in Ms Phdologica Sacra, 1896,

P. 16 f.) had pointed to the possibility of con-

necting, from the point of view of popular oty-
mology, Bethphage (

= ity& n^ 'place of iMoemijr )

and the &jjuf>odov of Mk 11*. Finally, another ex-

planation of Bethphage, viewed as a dwelling-
place of priests (?), is furnished by Origen, and
re^ts upon a curious combination of the Aramaic
word N:S '

jaw/ with Dt 183, which assigns to the
:? -'- I

1 Hi jaws of sacrificial victims as part of
il'iMi fmr ion

In the Middle Ago*, Boilipliajre was shown to the
north of Betham , higher up the slope of the Mt.
of Olives. The site of this mediaeval Bethphage
(which proves nothing for the Bethphage of Sciip-
ture) was recovered nearly thirty years ago, thanks
to the discovery made by the Franciscan Fathers,
controlledanddescribedbyGuillemot andClermont-
Ganneau, of a stone (the fragment of an altar?)
bearing inscriptions and pictures relating to Christ's

entry into Jerusalem.

LITERATURE PEFSt, 1874, p. 17E ; 1878, pp. 51-61, 146-149 ;

PEF, *

Jerusalem,
1

pp 331-340 ; R< ; vc A'i c7n<J',<uqw>, Dec 1 "V.
p. 366 ff , Re-cue Biblique t 1S92, p in;,f s<^ also ihe
in Andrews, lafe of our Lord*,

BETHSAIDA ('house of fishing'). The supposi-
tion that there were two places on the shore 6f the
Sea of Galilee to which this name appropriately
applies has been disputed or rejected by many
writers (Buhl, G. A. Smith, Sanday, et al.} ; but the
evidence in its favour, direct and indirect, has the
support of a long list of auchonties on Palestinian
geography from the days of Beland to the present
time. There are differences of opinion with respect
to the precise location of both places, but there is
a general agreement that one was on the east and
The other on the ^est side of the Jordan or its

expanse into the Galilaean Lake. Prominent on
the list of those who advocate two Bethsaidas are
the names of Bitter, Robinson, Gaspari, Stanley,
Edersheim, Wieseler, Weiss, Tristram, Thomson,
van de Velde, Porter, Merrill, Macgregor, and
Ewing. The facts and suggestions wiach bear

upon the supposition itself may be summed up as

follows :

1. Bethsaida of Graulanitis. The historic evi-

dence for the existence and geneial location of

this city is not disputed. Josephus desciibes it as

a village
' situate at the Lake of Gennesaret

which Philip the tetrarch advanced unto the

dignity of a city, both by the number of inhabi-

tants it contained, and its other giandeur, and
called it by the name "

Julias," the same name
with Caesar's daughter

'

(Ant. xym. h. 1). In other
,!_ 'e indicates its position as in 'Lower

i ,,
'

(Jaulan),
e in Persea,' and as near the

Joidan, which 'first passes by the city and then

passes through the middle of the Lake' (BJ n.

ix. 1, xiii. 2, also BJ ill. x. 7, and Life, 72) In

every instance, except the one above quoted, which

gives a reason for the change of designation,

Josephus drops the old name and calls it
*
Julias.'

Pliny and Jerome give it the same appellation,
and locate it on the eastern side of the Jordan

(Plin. HN v. 16; Jer. Com. on Mt 16ai
). The

modern designation,
* Bethsaida-Julias/ is not to

be found in ancient history, sacred or secular.

The site of the city which thus became the suc-

cessor, under another name, of Bethsaida of

Gaulanitis, has not been identified with certainty.
After careful research, Dr. Robinson came to the
conclusion that a mound of ruins, known as et-Tell,

was the most probable location of the long-lost city.

*The tell extends from the foot of the northern mountains
southwards, near the point where the Jordan issues from them.
The ruins cover a large portion of it, and are quite extensive ;

hut so far as could he observed, consist entirely of unhewn
stones, without any distinct trace of ancient architecture*

(J5J2P2U p. 413).

The site is over against one of the fording-places
of the Jordan, and about 2 miles above its mouth.
This tentative identification has been accepted by
many recent explorers, but mainly for the reason
that the location seems to be the most favour-

able, because of its 'o'n'iwMdiiijr position, for such
a city a^ Jo-cpluis \\\ -i * .U *. "I In* objections to it

are its digram e from the Lake, and the absence of

am thing \\hioh would suggest its original name
* the hou-c (01 place) of fishing/
Another site, to which these objections do not

apply, has been suggested by Dr. Thomson at

el-Ma$adiyeh, not far from the eastern bank of the

river, and near the Lake,
*

distinguished by a few
palm trees, foundations of old walls, and fiagnienU
of basaltic columns* (Land and Book, 11 422).
This writer advocates the existence of a double

city, lying on both sides of the Jordan, as the true
solution of fi<* Hull-ana I'lol-Vsii and indicates a
site over jiiraPiM- 6/-J/i^ '/'/

// /, -iere a few ruins
have been lomul, 'i- I'n' piu^r-Ie location of the
Galilsean portion of the city. The apparent objec-
tions to this site are the boggy and treacherous

ground in the vicinity, and i! 4

"

, of; ( IV'.IMI^
that would suggest the ex- '** 1-1 !, i -n- -.

of a fording-place or a connexion by means of

bridges. Wilson accepts Thomson's views; and
Schumacher, the noted explorer of the Jaulan
region, agrees with him in locating the eastern

city at el-Mas adiyeh He suggests also that the

royal residence of Philip may have been on the
hill at et-Tell, and the he-hmg village at el-Araj,
near the mouth of the Jordan, where are ruins,
and that both were connected by a good load still

visible (see Jaulan Quarterly Statement, April
1888). Conder, who favours et-Tdly makes the
plea on its behalf that local changes in the river
delta may have increased the distance materially
between this site and the head of the Lake.

Assuming this as a possibility, the place must
always have been a considerable di-tan< e horn the
mouth of the Jordan. It is not unlikely, how-
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ver5 as Merrill suggests, that the landing-place
of Julias was the original site of the town, and
that among the local fishermen it retained the old
name for some time after the building of the city
of Philip, which would naturally be laid out on

higher ground. In the only NT references which
can with certainty be attributed to this place, the
rtaiiircliM-* make use of the older name (Lk 910

,

Mk 8-J In the first, the scene of the miracle of

the five loaves, it is described as c a desert/ or
vacant place, 'belonging to the city called Beth-
saida.' All the Evangelists concur in the state-

ment that it was a place apart from the town,
but evidently near it, where the native grass
thickly covered the fallow ground and made a
comfortable routing plate for the weary multitude.
The location whieli fulfils all the conditions of the
narrative is on the easV^i i- 4

-.- of the Batiha

plain, in the immediate ^
: i

;
" the Lake.

In the second reference it appears that Jesus,
.fter crossing to the other side from Dalmanutha
on the west coast, came to Bethsaida en route
to the towns of Caesarea Philippi. While in the

city a blind man was brought to Him. It is a

significant fact, in keeping uif-h His uniform atti-

tude towards rhoGenulo utie*> of this region, that
He took the blind man by the hand and led him
out of the town, before He restored his sight
In this, says Farrar,

*
all that we can dimly see is

Christ's dislike and avoidance of these heathenish
Herodian towns, with their borrowed Hellenic

architecture, their careless customs, and even their

very names commemorating, as was the case with

Bethsaida-Julias, some of the most contemptible
of the human race

*

( Life of Christ, ch xxxv.).
2, Bethsaida of Galilee.- \i has been alleged

by some writers that the existence of a western
Bethsaida was invented to meet a supposed diffi-

culty in the narrative of the E\ unrolls-1* This
is not a fair statement of the case.

"

A Bethsaida

belonging to the province of Galilee is designated
by name as well as implied by^

incidental reference.

Its claims are advocated mainly, if not solely, on
the ground that it is in the Gospel record. The
objection sometimes urged, that the existence of

two towns of the same name in such close proximity
is improbable, has little weight in view of the fact

that these towns were in different provinces, under
different rulers, and in many respects had little

in common. The name itself suggests a place
favourably situated for fishermen, and might be

appropriately applied to more place-, than one by
the Lake side. But see art. CAVTKX VU.M.

The main points of tfoe argument in favour of a western
T5 '^s,,' -l.TL , f I

T

< "N -

(')'/'' r/' t t
,

'i , .
,f given in John's <7i,w7 -Tn one

passage it is affirmed tnat Philip, one of the \I>O<-U>IK hand,
was of Bethsaida, Jshe city of Andrew and Pt-rrr (I

44
) in

another (12-^1), that Philip was of Bethsaida of Galilee. This is

the tr1iiM0m of one who is noted for his , <
- -

jrnipmrnl <1< uih, who knew every foot of this i

aiul who, LI common with the other Evangelists, speaks of this

tno of disciples as partners 111 a common mdubtrv, and as * men
of Galilee

' ' Cana of Galilee
'

is a similar expression in the
same Gospel, and the fact that the \\riter mentions the province
at all, in this connexion, is a strong presumptiv e proof that he
wished to distinguish it from the other Bethsaida on the eastern
side The mention of Galilee in John s Gospel detei mines this

place on the west of the Jordan as deoidedlv as that of Gaulanitib
does the other Bethsaida on the eobb The assertion of G A
Smith, that the province of Galilee included most of the level

coastland east of the Lake, if it applies to Galilee in the time
of Christ, -is apparently in conflict \\ith all the evidence which
the history of that time has given us It conflicts also with the

positive testimony ot Josephus, who places Julias the city
which Dr Smith associates with Bethsaida in Gaulamtis, and
under the jurisdiction of Herod Philip.

(2) The well-attested fact that all of the Apostles, except Ju&as
Iscarioti weremen of Galilee (Ac I* 1

), furnishes another corrobo-
rative proof that the place of residence of the three above
mentioned could not have been in the city of Philip (see also

Mk 147). They were typical Jews, and their place of employ-
ment and all their associations were with their brethren of the
same faith on or near the plain of Gennesaret.

(3) In the narrative of the return journey from the place of

'* "'*_" r *" "

i, it is distinctly mentioned that the
'

s ''*' '

* to qo before to the 'other side' unto
'''i(>. )

!
. e \\ord 'unto' stood alone, there

" v
i .' 1 ',

~-" o _' *'*
*

- -
jin

-
i I.T' il t the disciples

-,
v- , v .*<'- ,",\ M- but in the de-

scription \\mcn toilous, the '/,.""< -t " .I - L plain that the
* other side,' as he uses the expression, meant the west shore of
the Lake 'And v, hen thej had pa&sed o\ er, they came into the
land of Gennesaret ' The parallel accounts convey the same
impression and are equally decisive on this point (Mt 1422.34,
Jn 616). It is true that John adds that *they went over the
sea. towards Capernaum,' b.i

4- tV*-- is -n d victim i beiwccn
the several . ,.r'< n s i," lion j ^n -, r -hi i -. ,d"i i [ ,i j Kv_ --

saida with
'
'in <. 7o/',7r T". J '.'C-Kr.l 'I ie< fc c o viri it1 be

the same, ai.'l TV n * unoi l>c \^<. -he L^O ix' >,- <i(,t. "<>.

exceed three-quarters of a mi. r k-u nir^i I-^ si. la-

ments is the mention of
^the

rjrr t c *i L n *I..'L .<lc v n i -i" i JL-, ,

side, noting" the direction taken by the vessel in which the
disciples sailed, took shipping the next day and came to

Capernaum, seeking for Jesus (Jn (J
22

-^). These passages, in-

terpreted in their natural and ordinary sense, show that the

disciples aimed at going to the western side of the Lake in obedi-
ence to the command of Jesus. The contrary wind retarded

i>rojm >- but it did not take them far out of their course.
The iiit'iiion of Bethsaida, in this connexion, with Capernaum
makes it highly probable also that its site was somewhere in
the same neighbourhood.

(4) There is a manifest verification and corroboration of this

testimonym the close association o/B '/" tittix n >i?i Ccito i an in

and Chomzmin \ '", * i nr .(. upon them ny our
Lord because of ... p' r \ >_ - "It U.21-23). There is

,," -I i - " 'v i
'

import of this denunciation.
i r i 11 .'.>' o,i(.i : ."

' like Julias, for it is here'Con-
r -.<.(] i , i, "

i ,' . i I yre and Sidon. It is evident,
i .

- _ v '

. 1 \ r > in the peculiar privileges of

r*,,
*

, r i

-
> < L-i i, ^ rl i ""-.' i

-
"

-" . ,-L
1

power in connexion with the nun - "
I i

' l r
- v>, n

it was in the very centre of that field of wonders in Galilee,
honoured above all other places in the land as the residence of

Jesus, to which multitudes fl^'l r*1
*' >! if r nr^cr W.

have the record of three brief * -
.
-

. J ,( -
i I

' -i i i-r lit i

pop
reti

any of the towns or cities of this region
be an unanswerable argument against the proposed identifica-

tion of the city to which Jesus refers in this connexion with the
Herodian city of Julias in the province of Gaulamtis.

The generally accepted site of Bethsaida of

Galilee is *Ain et-Tdbigha. It is situated at the
head of a charming little bay on the northern
side of the spur which runs out into the Lake at
Khdn Minyek. Here, by the ruins of some old

mills, is a copious stream of warm, brackish water,
fed by several fountains, one of which is the

largest spring-head in Galilee. Itn eoinse, which
now winds and descends amid a uingloxi iiuiss of

lank vegetation to the Lake, was fornicrlydivci lod

to the plain of Gennesaret by a strongly built/

reservoir, still standing, which raised the water to

an elevation of twenty feet or more. Thence it

was carried by an aqueduct and a rock-hewn trench

to the northern end of the plain. There is little

to indicate the site of the city, except an occasional

pier of the aqueduct and the substructures of a
few ancient buildings long since overthrown and

forgotten.
The natural features of *Ain et-T&bigka are a

safe harbour, a good anchorage, a lovely outlook

over the entire lake, a shelving, shelly beach, ad-

mirably adapted to the landing of fishing boats,
a coast free from debrisand driftwood ; and a warm
bath of water, where shoals of fish ofttimes crowd

together by myriads,
* their backs gleainuig above

the surface'as they bask and tumble in the water 7

(Macgregor, Rob Koy on the Jordan, p. 337). Al-

though sunounded by desolate wastes, this is still

the cnief
' Fisherto\i n ' on the Lake, where nets

are dried and mended, and where fish are taken
and sorted for the market, as in the days of

Andrew , Simon, and Philip.
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son, BRP 2 ii. 413, and ui 358, 359, TntLram, Land oj Israel,

p. 418, also Topog. oftht Soly Land, pp 259-261 ; G. A Smith,
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BETRAYAL.
The Gr verb for *

"betray* is Tetpadtioveii. *ra.p&atrts never
occurs in the sense of *

betrayal
'

in the NT ; in the Gospels it is

used of 'the traditionof the elders* (Mtl52 3 6-Mk 73 o s 9
is),

by St. Paul also of the Christian tradition (1 Co II2,
2 Th 2i&

36). *po&nf t

*

traitor,' occurs in Lk 018 ;
cf. Ac 752, 2 Ti 3*.

Had Jesus not been betrayed into the hands of

His enemies, His death would hardly have been
averted, but it would have been delayed. They
would fain have seized Him and made short work
of Him, but they dared not. He

-vyas
the popular

hero, and they perceived that His arrest would
excite a dangerous tumult. The goodwill of the
multitude was as a bulwark about Him and kept
His enemies at bay, malignant but

"

i :

' ' The
crisis came on 13th Nisan, two , the
Passover (Mt 26=Mk 141'2=Lk _'.' I

1 had
met the rulers in a succession of dialectical en-

counters in the court of the Temple, and had
completed their discomfiture by hurling at them
in

i jrc^om e of the multitude a crushing indictment.
Kura*rcd boxorul endurance, they met and debated
uliat they '^hould do. They were resolved upon
His death, and they would fain have seized Him
and slain Him out of hand ; but they dared not,
and they agreed to wait until the Feast was over
and the throng of worshippers had quitted Jeru-
salem. 'They took counsel together to arrest
Jesus

by_
stealth and kill him ; but they said :

Not during the Feast, lest there arise a tumult
among the people.*
Such was the situation when, all unexpectedly,

an opportunity for immediate action presented
itself. Judas," *the man of Kerioth,' one of the
Twelve, waited on the high priests, probably while
Jesus was engaged with the Greeks (Jn 1220"50),
and offered, for sufficient remuneration, to betray
Him into their hands. Judas was a disappointed
man. He had attached himself to Jesus, believing
Him to be the Messiah, and expecting, in accord-
ance with the current conception of the Messianic

Kingdom, a rich recompense when the Master
should ascend the throne of His father David, and
confer offices and honours upon His faithful fol-

lowers. T3*.o po'T-nl of In- (!i-oiph-i,iTF had been a
process of <,:-.l,,i-io', n- m juul 1< ,!om. when he
perceived the inevitable issue, he had 'determined
to abandon what he deemed a sinking cause, and
save what he might from the wreck. It may be
also that he desired to be avenged on the Master
who, as he deemed, had fooled him with a false

hope.* He therefore went to the high priests and
asked what they would give him to betray Jesus
into their hands. They leaped at i*tie propo-al, and
offered him thirty shekels. It -\\fi^ The piiio of
a slave,f and they named it in contempt not of
Jesus but of Judas. Even while they trafficked
with him, Uioy despised the wretch. Impervious
to contempt, he accepted their offer; and, as

though in haste to be rid of him, they paid him
the money on the spot.

Siii h. ,it If'ii'-f N Sr. Matthew's report. St. Mark and St Luke
represent them as rncrelj promising monev, the amount un-
specified. It might be supposed that St Matthew's account is

assimilated to Zee ll" 13
(cf Mt 27<3 W) ; but (1) Mt 273 5 pl0ves

that the money had been paid, at all e\ ents before the trial of

Jesus by the Sanhednn (2) jW^o-otv, even if it be taken in its

literal sense, 'weighed/ need not be an i i .- o1 '^! embellish-

ment borrowed fiorn the prophecy ( J* i^l ^\ Apr 1896,

p. 152 :
* To this day it is usual m Jerusalem to examine and

test carefully all coins received. I
-
" 7 ". '-' - ex-

amined not only by the eye, but a - . -' i i -
' ' the

stone pavement, and English sterling gold is caretully Deigned,
and returned when defaced.'

It lemained that Judas should perform his part
of the bargain, but he encountered a difficulty

which he had hardly anticipated. Jesus was aware
of his design, and, anxious to eat the Passover with
His disciples ere He suffered (Lk 2215

), He took

pains to checkmate it. The next day was the

Preparation, and, ~\\ hen His disciples asked where
He would eat the Supper, He gave them a
in \-t HP", n -5 direction. * Away into the city/ He
said to Peter and John,

* and there shall meet you
a man carrying a pitcher of water: follow him.*

Some friend in Jerusalem had engaged to provide
a room in his house, and Jesus had arranged this

stratagem with him, in order that Judas might
not know the place and !' "i.u in *^e rulers in the
course of the Supper* vMi *,

-
- Mk 1412

-lb=Lk
227-23

).

That evening, as they reclined at table, Jesus,
desiious of being alone with His faithful followers,
made the startling announcement: *One of

y^oii
shall betray me,' and, amid the consternation which

ensued, secretly gave Judas his dismissal. The
traitor left the room, and, hastening to the high
priests, summoned them to action. See ARREST.

<*
I

lOff.; ll.'

Bruce,
j&xpomor, rfra ser, [1889],

Flesh, p. 436 ff.

. 2, -'T

T,

'<> <' h

DAVID SMITH.

* It seems hardly necessary to refer to the theory popularized
by De Qumcey (Works, vi 21 ff.), which has since his tune
found favour with not a few. This ingenious theory seeks to
explain the conduct of Judas by attributing the betra\al not
to covetousness or spite, but to "an honest, if mistaken, deter-
mmaaoji to

*
force the hand' of Jesus and compel Him to assert

His Messianic dignity and hasten the establishment of His
kingdom. It may suffice here to remark that this explanation,
while- psychologically possible, finds no support in the Gospel
narratives, and appears to be quite irreconcilable with the stern
words of condemnation spoken by our Lord with reference to
the action of Judas (cf eg. Mt 263* 'Woe unto that man
through whom the Son of man is betrayed ! #ood were it for
that man if ho had rot teen bom'). For a full discussion of
the motive*- of the i nntor -ec an. JUDAS ISOARIOT.

t Cf Lx >l! ; A rakh \\\ ">
. If anyone kills a slave, good or

bad, he has to pay 30 shekels
'

BETROTHAL. Betrothal among the Jews in
the time of Jesus, like M> nwn\ ollu-i social in-

stitutions, was in pmco < oi liim-iuon Jewish

marriage customs v no in oiuari ilio -<une as those
of other Semitic peoples, but Je \viah civilization

was far removed from it-> primitive stages. Un-
fortunately there is little POMMVO jiiioimation con-

cerning the c-MMiio-H (.." netrothai in NT times

proper. The LJii-iMi > * 011 maniage includes
two tractates, Kethuboth and Kiddiishm, dealing
largely with the preliminaries of marriage, the
latter <^JK-I uilly ^ith betrothal, but it is con-

siderably lal<M fhau the NT period. Accordingly,
one cannot be sure that the elaborate laws therein,

set forth obtained in the time of Jesus. Yet
it is possible by the study of betrothal customs in
Hebrew and in Talmudic times to form a highly
probable hypothesis as to such customs in the time
of Jesus.

1. The OT betrothal ceremony perpetuated in a
conventional fashion the recollection of the time
when a woman was purchased from her family.
This appears in the Heb. word BHN (Dt 207, Hos
1920 ). Yet it would be a mistake to regard the use
of this word as anything more than a conventional
survival. In the days of the codes and the pro-
phets the time was long past when a man's wife was
-trictly his property. At the same time it is clear
that \\ hou a woman was designated (12; Ex 218 - 9

)

by the head of her family as the future wife of
another man, there was paid ovcj by the prospec-
tive bridegroom a certain sum of money (or sei vice,
as in the case of Jacob), and a contract which
was inviolable was then entered into (Gn 3412, Ex
2217

). Until the time of the marriage proper the
bride-to-be remained in her own family. It was
*Euth. Zig. pn^Mt 2618:

tx!>?u,ui>i ypos TGJS iz-ipe&O'jS ttec,t i-retyeLyy rovrws eu,f& trfo
TetfaSojvcu -o UAnr-iAiH Str-rm Tc7s
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**<[ p'ini *iblr k Lo betroth her to any other man
t\(0]r, by SM nor. amounting to divorce, and any
\ iol,ii 3 0:1' of ilii* lights established by the betrothal
was as serious as if the two peisons had been

actually mairied (Dt 22'^ 24
). In the OT peiiod

it is not possible to say with precision just how
soon the betrothal was followed by the wedding.
In later times, in the case of a virgin it was after

the lapse of a year, and at least thirty days in the
case of a widow ; but it is impossible to establish
moie than a possibility of these periods in OT
times. So, too, it is impossible to describe with

any great precision the betrothal ceremony, but
it ceiifunlv included the payment of some sum
(/nt~/'ftr; in addition to above references, see 1 S
1825), and the making of a betrothal contiact

(either <owa voce, Ezk 168, or in writing) by the

prospective briih^i ooiu. "We know nothing of any
formal ceremony or or the use of a ring (unless

[unlikely] it may be in Gn 2458
). The money pay-

ment belonged originally to the family of the

woman, but gradually came to belong in part or

wholly to the woman herself. The woman might
bring wealth to her husband, as in the case of

Rachel and Leah, but this was not obligatoiy in

the Hebrew period, and cannot be said to belong j

to betrothal as such. The first advances might
j

come from the family of either party. There is no
j

clear evidence that the yo_ung wroman had any i

right of appeal from the enoice of her family. The
|

bridegroom himself very probably did not conduct
j

the HI _'>
J

ijiiio" . but the matter was in the hands
of a i h'-i

i'J
r
iy, as his parents, or some trusted

servant or friencl.

After the Exile the custom of the earlier period
seems to have continued, although with certain

modifications. The pji\ incnt 1<> the bride's father
on the part of the pio-pf'the groom had been

increasingly rcjranlod as the property, at least

in part, of the hrvle Such a payment during
this period was often ^implemented by a dowry in

the true sense (To 821, Sir 2VJ
). Xo consent of the

girl was demanded, nor do we know of the recog-
nition of any legal age of consent, unless, as in

somewhat later times, it was not expected that

boys would marry before the age of eighteen or

girls before twelve (Aboth v. 21). Although
families undoubtedly reached some sort of early
arrangement, there is no clear reference to the
betrothal of children.

2. In Talmudic times proper tlirn* Was a distinct

tendency to combine hoirothal ^nh the wedding.
At present the wedding ceremony among orthodox
Jews combines the two elements of the two older
ceremonies. Possibly because of Western in-

fluences the Rabbis became more insistent upon
the right of the girl (at least if she had reached
her majority, whenever that may have been,

JKiddushin, 41a) to give consent, Kab especially

urging it. As the two ceremonies were united,
in addition to the former betrothal there grew
up a much less permanent form of engagement
similar to that which obtains among Western

peoples to-day. In Jerusalem, at least, there seem
to have been certain opportunities (15 of Ab and

Kippurim) for young people to become acquainted
before the union was determined upon. All men
were supposed to marry before the age of 20, and
the age of women was a few years less. Other
tendencies in Talmudic times were the fixing of

the amount of the dowry at not less than 50 #&#,
that of the mohar at 200 zuz

9 and the use of a

peculiarly shaped ring. It is interesting to nofce

that the conventionalizing of the mofyar is evi-

denced in the words which are now used for the

ceremony of betrothal : j'emp
'

consecration/ \"tm^
'betrothal,

3

p-n?
'

compact,' oncan *
conditions/

3. Thus the ceremony of betrothal in NT lames

probably involved the following act*?: (1) A con-
tract diawn up by the patents or by the * friend
of the bndegioom. (*2) The i iM-( ,""Lr of the two
families concerned, with other \ i < ---, at which
tinio ill' j_iiM-j!> gave the bude a ung and declared
his j.itcnuoii i observe the teims o the contract

already , i: M-'j
-
7

(3) The payment of the MOhar.
The act 01 IK.MO ial gamed m"importance, and the
two parties feeem to have been seated under a

canopy during the procecliiie, and the company to
have joined in an increasingly jovial celebiation.

Strictly speaking, there was no religious ceremony
connected with the act, but if a priest were present
he doubtless pronounced some benediction which
was subsequently elaborated into that used by
later orthodox Judaism. _The status of the man
and woman was now, as in Hebrew times, prac-

tically the same as that of married persons, al-

though it was now generally customary for the
\\ edding ceremony proper to be celebrated at the
ex

pit
ation of a year in the case of a virgin, and in

thirty days in the case of a widow. As in the
older times, separation of betrothed persons de-

manded a divorce, and there seems to Lave been no
reason why they should not live together as man
and wife without a subsequent wedding ceremony.
The children of such a union would be regarded as

legitimate.
So far as the relations of Mary an'1 Joseph are

concerned, it would appear from the nnrrauve m
both Matthew and Luke that in their case the
custom of the Jews was followed. The description
of the betrothal in the Gospel of Mary is clearly
unhistorical and born of pious i ''ji'.'i'i.VIoi! ; but
we are justified in believing tha .lo-t'i'i <irew up
the customary contract, paid a mohar of approxi-
mately 200 zuz, and gave Mary a ring. After the
formal betrothal (pyiprtfaw, Mt I18, Lk I27 2s ) they
are reported to have lived together without a
second, or wedding, ceremony. As has already
appeared, there would be no question as to the

legitimacy of children born of such a union.

Tiih 'til.i" COM T>]r'i" details as to Tho Trlrrudic require-
i>if !,. ivtf.mlMi^ x rr<n hfl.1 jir<

-
\ *i ir J\ vi^i'+ntii ; sec also the

Jin '( h *
Mi iHjiki!

'
in the Jc i i*'i J n 'icfat&ttn and HieMaer,

f7i//W* La ' 'f Mih nfl'f? and />iom For tn< ancient Hebrew
Dtiroihal, s-e'.

1

Ikn/.njror /A 7/ If/' i) I.J.>
J
T iad Nowack,

flf
l
i Airfi \ i.*>iT Bntf a* roum- art n!- t-> be foun'I in

Ldei-iiLiin, ,**\i tc/ ( - <' ./r /' i*fi X(>c>al lift' and jrood ^riiclo- in

TraiuLLir^t"-, Tie r?oif, ILi-fr^
1

Lit. .mil m tne JJiic',"- KiMnM
SH \U-hK MA1HI"\V..

BIER. The Gr. word <rop6s (Heb. nfo, 2 S 331
),

e

bier,
5 more strictly means

c a
coffin.'^

Lk 714
is

the only place where the word appears in the NT.
The bier was an open coffin, or simply aflat wooden
frame on -which the body of the aead was carried

to the grave Closed coffins were not used in the

time of our Lord. According to the Levitical Law,
contact with a dead body wa& forbidden as a source

of defilement (Nu ID11^4
) Tn in -

,-
{ life the

widow's son at Xain, Jesus, l>\ i< s,< r: i the bier

only, avoided any infringement ot the letter of the

Law. But the miracle, prompted by that same in-

tense sympathy with human sorrow which He so

strikingly manifested on another occasion (Jn II35),

pointed' to a higher and more authoritative law
that Divine eternal law of companion which

received its freest and fullest expression for the

first time in His own life, and which forms one of

the most distinctive features of His Gospel.
DUGALB CLAEK,

BILIi. i. Bill of divorcement . Mk 1C4, Mt JL9
7

(RV): Gr. pt.p\lov (a scroll or letter) cLiroffrcLo-lov ;

shorter equivalent, d,7ro<TTacrtoj> Mt 5aV In all three

passages the expression is used of the
njvns

-BO

demanded in Dt 241"4 of the husband who divorces

his wife. In contrast with the older usage still

prevalent in the Eastof divorce by a merely
verbal process, the need of preparing a -wxitteii
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document was calculated to be a bar against hasty
or frivolous action, while the bill itself served the
divorced wife as a certificate of her right to marry
again. The Eabbis, who dwelt with special gusto
(
c non sine complacentia quadam'- T

.

" "
<

i i-

the subject of divorce, had drawn
;

'

,,

as to the proper \\ 01 ilmr of the bill of 'divorcement,
its sealing and v, 11 no mg and the number of lines

neither less nor more than twelvethe writing
ii s,-t oo< -i!v In the eyes of Jesus, no document,
h'iu\oi i ci M.,I 1. could prevent divorce from being
a violation of God's

|
..,i'* ".'

J

i marriage.
See Lightfoot, Jffor. /, . ,

, M .

2. A bond (so BV) or written acknowledgment
of debt, Lk 166- 7

: Gr. (TL, Tr. 9 \VH) ra ypa.wa.ra,
(TR) TO yp&pfw,. The word itself is indefinite

(literally=
* the letters'), and throws no light upon

a question much discussed by commentators on the

parable of the Unjust Steward, viz. Was the bond
merely an acknowledgment of a debt, or was it an
\ . i

1
'

,iVT ITT to pay a fixed annual rental from the
: i<

* 01 a farm? Edersheim decides, though
v : s.iii \ing his reasons, for the former alter-

native ; Lightfoot inclines to the latter. Against
the theory of a simple debt is the fact that the
amount of the obligation is stated in kind wheat
and oil and not in money ; and the probability
of the stoiy i-> Iieijrhtonod if we are to understand
that the lomi-sioirs Jiuthori/od by the steward
amounting in money value, accordingto Edersheim,
to the not very considerable sums of 5 and 25
i -I .

, ".
. ( *\ . T <

, u not a single but an annual
payment. JBut, on the other hand, as van Koets-
feld, who argues strongly for the view that the
document was of the nature of a lease, admits,
there is no precedent for the word (xpeo^iA^-
rai) rendered 'debtors* being used for tenants
Julicher dismisses the whole controversy as ir-

relevant. Another point in dispute is Avhether
the old bond was altered, or a new one substituted
for it. Lightfoot and Edersheim again take dif-

ferent sides. The alteration of the old bond is

suggested, though not absolutely demanded, by
thelanguage of the passage, and would be, accord-

ing to Edersheim, in accordance with the probabil-
ities of the case. \i kno\\l( demons of debt were
iiMuilly Million on M,v\-<o\<Mr><l uibloi-, and could

easily be alfomL, the stylus in use being provided,
not

only
with a sharp-pointed kotMbh or writer,

but with a flat thick tnoheL or eraser. In any case
it is, clear that the *

bill
* was written by the person

undertaking the obligation ; that it was the only
formal evidence of the obligation ; and that its

supervision belonged to the functions of the
steward. Hence, should the steward conspire with
the debtors against his master's interests, the
latter had no check upon the fraud.

LITERATURE. Edersheim, Lifeand Times ofJesus the Messiah.
ii. 26S-273; Lightfoot, Hor. Heb.

t in loc., see also the various
commentators on the Parables. KORMAN FBASER.

BINDING AND LOOSING. See C^SAREA PHI-
LIPPI, KEYS.

BIRD. See ANIMALS, p. 65*.

BIRTH OF CHRIST.
L St. Luke's account

1 Jewish element and colouring
2. Objections taken to the contents of Lk I. 2
3. Probable sources of St, Luke's information.
4. Bethlehem *is our Lord's birthplace.
5 The census of Quirmius.

it St Matthew's account
1. Use of OT prophecy
2. Relation to Jewish legal requirements.
3. Sobriety and dehoacy of the narrative
4. Objections taken to the contents of Mfc 1. 2.

liL Apocryphal accounts
ir. Convergent traditions and the mam facts.

Literature*

i. ST LUKE'S ACCOUNT 1, Jeivish element and
T" 3 two accounts of our Lord's birth

jarry us at once into the very heait
! life. In the Jfuller account of the

two, that of St. Luke, the evidence of this Jewish
element has been materially -

. . _
'
'

i- . t 1 by lecent
literature and discussion. \o or. . j can read
the early Canticles in St. Luke's Gospel without
noticing their intensely Jewish chaiacter. This
was amply shown by 'Ryle and James in their
edition of the Psalms of Solomon (see esp. pp. xci,

xcii), a work which may fairly be placed some
half centuiy or so before our Lord's Advent. In
the same manner Chase has illustrated many points
of contact between these Canticles and the lan-

guage of the Eighteen Prayers of the x < MI *

More recently Sanday has emphasized the same
argument, more especially in relation to the Bene-
dictus, in which he finds quite a piling up of ex-

pressions characteristic of the old popular Messianic
expectation ; the first five or six verses are quite
sufficient to mark this essentially pre-Christian
character (Critical Questions, p. 133 ; see also

Nebe, Die r"
" ' T 7jr

unseres Herrn Jesu
Christi nac

'

ukas ausgelegt, 1893,
p. 166 if ; and even Gunkel, Zum

" *

-

'
".

'

/

lichen Verstandniss des NT, 1903, p. b7).T

This question of
"V "^*i of the Canticles in St Luke

. is constantly assumed thatis a very important * -

. ia viuuawtnui.y ussuuueu. wiai

they were the invention of the author of the Third Gospel
But m this case we have to assume that the Greek Luke, or
some unknown writer, was able to transfer himself in thought
to a time \i ,n .T< A -*> n. ( <

1
1 v - which were shattered by

the fate a \ <v , I
- !' ^ , /idly cherished m Jewish

circles, ar ! . I ^ - i
' 4 <* \press those hopes m the

popular language current at the date of our Lord's birth with
a marked absence of any later Christian conceptions, t

And yet with all this Jewish colouring there is

in these Canticles a depth and a charm which have
I

, VI ! Ken everywhere throughout the Chris-
, -i < i ,-. No one iocojrni/.ocl the Jewish ele-

ment in these early (homci* or St. Luke' more
frankly than M. Kenan ; but he could also write of
the Jfaynifcat, Gloria in JExcelsis, Benedictus,
Nunc Dimittis: 'Never were sweeter songs in-
vented to put 10 -Iwii i lie -oi:o i ( i! poor humanity

'

(Les L "!'/ / v
] -2">.

2. (",j far, v t"/ i, t<t /, : /-//I,/ ats ofIk 1. 2.
The extiavagant assertion must, of course, not be
forgotten, that we owe these opening chapters of
St. Luke, or at least some of their details, to the
influence of other great Eastern religions A dis-
cussion of this assertion may more properly be
referred to the art. VIEGIN BIRTH. 3ut a word
* 'The Lord'- ?rn\ or in the Early Church' (TS \ H, p M 17 ff )
tH.iriiurk in m* n-'l'nund A'ufsatze, i p >71T (1 <)"!),

maintains that while St Luke has undoubtedly used a Jewish-
Christian document in chs 1 and 2, he has also introduced
touches acceptable to a Greek, and that one word, in common
np t-> rl u, -, u, nting m the original Christian phraseology,
i (MU'fl xuio-ir

'
"

i" we owe this word
LO ac. Luke, a word so oiben useu uy me creeks to designate
their gods, and thus it found its way into Lk 2H. St Paul
scarcely *-*;*** *-*- after his time, when we come
to St, L - , , 1 1 is further argued that we look
for the i I M i -i

> \[ark or St Matthew. But, to
-,.-\ IM'*, :i

<jf of its use by St John, cf Jn 4*2 and 1 Jn 4*4, St
Mifti.u (

n

,-') emphasizes rhe meaning of the word Jesus,
i rn i 5 h<' 1'iat shall save (o-ucrsi) his people from their sins' ,v 1

'! M I*,u:l in hia firbt recorded missionarv address speaks
of * a Saviour Jesus

'

(a-wrvp 'I^iroir?), arid connects Hi& coming
with the rfiuisMOii of -m- ( ^c 1IJ2I 3?) Cf. Ph 3-0 and Ac 5^,
<irt ndnuiiedlv oarh -ou f ) , aNo Ps-Sol 109 \QS

+ /.aim well rtmark-. Pa--,u^(j like Lk 1-2, which in their
narrative pornonsand tho psalms introduced can be compared
for poetical grace and genuinely Isxaelitiqh spirit only with the
most beautiful portions of the Books of Samuel, could not have
been composed by a Greek like St Luke '

(Einfatung, n p
404). The \v hole passage should be consulted On the minute
account of the ritual in the Temple (Lk 222ft )t an(j lta S1irmfi.

cance as pointing to an early date for the narrati\e, see Sand;
(I c p 135), and the Church Quarterly Renew, Oct 1904, p If
The whole point of St Luke's full acquaintance with the le
ritual is \\ell brought out by 13 Weiss (Leben Jesu, i p 237)

Sec, how e\ or, amongst the most recent writers, A Jerenuas*
Babj/lomsch&> trn ST, pp 48, 49, and his able criticism.
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may here be said upon the most recent attempt to
trace

J '

i

" "*

influence, in Indische Einflusse
auf F> :" 7 '/:

'/.,
, by G. A. van den

Burgn van Jkysinga, 1904. On p. 22 ff. a whole
series of alleged parallels is quoted between the
crti'i"i_' u f the aged Simeon into the Temple and
rlio iM-i'-pir of the sage Asita into the Palace to
do homage to the infant Buddha. While the
writer is constrained (p. 23) to admit that the
whole of the story of Simeon is told in a strongly
Hebraistic

style, he maintains that it is not said
that the original motive of the incident is also of
Hebrew origin. But in this connexion it is very
significant that, while a supposed parallel is alleged
between every verse whicn tells of Simeon (Lk
225-32) an(i the story of Asita, there is one verse

(v.
26

) for which no parallel is adduced ; and it is

difficult to see that any other than a motive of
Hebrew origin could inspire such words as these :

' and it had been revealed unto him by the Holy
Spirit that he should not see death before he had
seen the Lord's Christ.' The contrast is rightly
marked between the pious resignation of Simeon
and the wail of Asita over his departure amid the
ruins of old age and death. But what could be
more absurd than to find a parallel (p. 22) between
Asita taking his path across the sky by the way
of the wind, and the statement of St. Luke that
Simeon came & r$ Trve&paa-i into the Temple 2

From a somewhat different point of view these
Jewish conception^ are noteworthy. In Lk I32 we
read: * Ho eluiH be great, and shall be called the
Son of the Most High: and the Lord God shall

give unto him the throne of his father David : and
he shall reign over the house of Jacob for ever ;

and of Ms kingdom there shall be no end.' Here
again we have language closely re-omlding that
of the Psalms of Solomon, e.g. IT" 8* 2

**, full of

Jewish thought MM<! expectation, expressing the

hopes of i lie imio- at which it purports to be
written, but -c.violy -uch as would have been in-

vented b\ u ( I iii-', ij'M composer.* But we are
asked to believe that into the midst of this Jewish

language some Christian writer wished to intro-

duce a statement of our Lord's virgin birth, and
that he did so by the interpolation of the next two
verses, Lk I34- 35

. As a matter of fact, there is no
valid ground for regarding these two verses as

interpolated. They are retained by the most dis-

tinguished editors of the NT both in Ti^lan-l jri-l

Germany, e.g. WH, Blass, Nestle; M<n (.ur.Uil

can see no reason for their excision (Zivm religions-

gcst'Jutfitlirfttn Verstandniss des NT, 1903, p. 66).

There are one or two points connected with this

alle (id iii^nif'lr.ti! which we may notice with-
out < ! i (MM ! ir^r h !!! the art. VIRGIN BlKTH.

(a) We are struck with the extraordinary reserve
and brevity of the statement, a reserve which
characterizes the whole story in Lk 1. 2. These
two verses (l

34- 85
) contain, we are told, the only

reference to the virgin birth. Let us suppose for a
moment that this is so ; and if so we cannot but
contrast the language with that of the Protevan-

gelium Jacobi, with its fantastic and prurient
details, or even with that portion of the Ascension

of Isaiah, viz. the Vision of Isaiah, which carries

us back, according to Charles, within the lines of

the first Christian century (Aseen. Is. p. xxiifi ).

(b) Let us suppose that these two verses are no

longer to find a place in the story, what then ? It

has been uiged with truth that the whole of St.

Luke's narrative is impregnated with the under-

lying idea that when Christ was born His mother
was a virgin, and that it is impossible to omit
this element without destroying the whole (Church

Quarterly Heview, July 1904, p. 383).

* 'The phraseology of the suspected W.M 85 & unmistakably
Hebraistic

'

(G. H. Box in ZNTWt 1905, Heft I, p. 92).

*The Christian belief,' writes Professor V. Eose of Fnbourg,
4
is manifest from the whole trend of the Gospel of the Infancy

Mary it is who, contrary to ; i- TT- ,- .. >.-
,

,. > k .r- alone upon
the scene While Zaeharia- .* .- It t^k-i 1

.! promise of
the birth of a son, while he himself hj nins the < i ^ r

"

I
T "

Messianic era and the destmj of John, Joseph
"

< - i r \ ,

smallest part in the mjstery of Jesus Mams ' '

foreground : to her the angel addresses himself i / u-\
of Zechariah has to do with her

,
she speaks to the cnna louna

in the Temple ; Joseph sa\ s nothing , he keeps in the back-

ground. His position in the family is that of guardian, the

iijp"rtcr of Mary, the protector of Jesus' (Studies m the

(r(H^ 'if,, ijOtt, p. 72).

(c) If the interpolator of these two verses in

question had done his work so *

clearly and effec-

tively* as Schmiedel maintains, it is surely sur-

prising that he should have allowed any of" those

passages in the original document to stand which
could refer in any way to Jo-q)h%> parentage.
These references, e.g.

or-.,t. ti.^s
.^ would have

seriously impaired both the clearness and effective-

ness of his work. But suppose, on the other hand,
that the whole story comes to us from one who was
well ji, ,,,!),' n ><1 \i"Pi nil the facts of the case,
we <,>L 'ilu M nr* i '^1J *i'i why he could allow the

passages about Joseph to stand ; in common esti-

mation our Lord passed for the son of Joseph ;

probably in the register of births He was thus de-

scribed; and from a social point of view it was
necessary, as we shall see, that this should be so.

3. Probable source^ of St. Luke's information.
St. Luke's account gives us not only a picture of
Jewish home life, but it also reveals the workings
of a Jewish mother's heai t ; it gives us with un-
mistakable clearness, and yet with the utmost

delicacy and reserve, information which could

scarcely have come from any one in the first in-

stance but a. woman (this is admirably shown by
Ramsay in the second chj.i-lu of W-r* Wrist born
at Bethlehem ?). AVicthc n i- inioiniiitun reached
St. Luke through a written document or whether
it came to him orally, we cannot say, and from
the present point of view it does not matter. For
the impression which is derived from his account is

twofold, not only that it is of Palestinian origin,
but also that it is derived from Mary the mother
of the Lord, or from those who were closely ac-

quainted with her.*

T- h ii lid nl iif T 1

-I-..JN - (1 with much force and learning
1

,

"M t
!

t i' ,vi "u., n ij' \ :. the first place from the Virgin
ii- .!" i ii ii.\o r i .! - Luke through Joanna (Soudii\ ,

On"c'it Qiicatiotui, p. l.">7) Fudently J>t T.uke had * WM* spec al

- .1 r'
ke of informal ion conneottd with thi> <oun 01 the Ilrron^,

, <. Joanna tne wire of Chuza, Herod's steward, appears no
fewer than four times upon the stage of the Gospel history
She accompanies our Lord amongst the other women in Galilee ,

she \vas one of the group of women who had witnessed the

Crucifixion, and who afterwards went to the graxe on the

morning of the first Easter Day ;
and it may be safely inferred

that she was one of the women in the upper room after the

Ascension. We can scarcely doubt that she and the Virgin
Mother were often in each other s compam . It may, of course,
be alleged that St Luke's ne\\s about the Horods may have
reached him through other channels, and thai tncrc is 110 proof
that he was personally acquainted with Joanna.

If credit be allowed to the Acts of the Apostles,
it wonld seem that St. Lnke himself, as also St.

* See the remarks of Wright, Synopsis of the Gospels in
Jesu, i 31.

,

, p 292 ; Dalman, Jhe Worte Jesu, i 31. Recent attempts
ha\e been made to ascribe the Magnificat to Elisabeth, and
the arguments for and against ilrs \ icw will h- foiu.d in fRK*
vol xu. [1903], p 72 f. Butm spue 01 all i rial hs> beon uiged by
Harnack (Sitzungsb. d. Komg. Prcub* Akaa <i<>r lVn*&9utr/i z\k

B&rlvnt xxviL 1900), it is difficult to believe that the words ' the

lowliness of his handmaiden,' are not most narurallv connected
with the words of Mary to the angel,

'

Behold, the handmaid of

the Lord* (Lk I48), and that the words * shall call me blessed*

are nob best referred to the woida spoken by Elisabeth to Mary
(w.42. 45). On the proposal to find m the words of Mary,

*
all

generations shall call me blessed,' an imitation of the words of

Leah in Gn SO1^ see Nebe, Die Eindfieitsgeschiclite, p. 156,

Plummer, St. Luke, ad loc , also Jacquier, Sistoire de NT,
11. 504(1905). The contrast far exceeds any comparison, as these

writers show. The combination in Mary of the deepest humility
with a firm consciousness of her own high calling and future

renown is very striking. See, further, Burn, Xtceta of Reme**
etna, 1205) p. diiiff.
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Paul, may well have come into personal contact
with one or more members of the Holy Family.
We read, for instance, in Ac 21 18

, in one of the
* We 3

sections of that book :
* And the day follow-

ing Paul went in with us unto James ; and all the
elders were present.

5 How much St Luke may
have learnt from St. James the Lord's brother, it is,

of course, \
; but he may at

least have I < ':' iring his stay in

Jerusalem ; ,.,. , i the circumstances
connected *

i -i -
I i i We cannot for-

get the T "* "
claim to have traced the

course of , accurately fiom the hrst (Lk
I 2

), and he would scarcely have neglected the

opportunities of information which were open to

him in Jerusalem and afterwards in Csesarea.

4. Bethlehem as our 'Lorctfs birthplace. The in-

tercourse just referred to would at least have saved
St. Luke from the gross < .', 'i 1 blunder
which he has been accused i i . _ the outset
of his history, the blunder of confu&mg Bethlehem-
Judah with another Bethlehem in Galilee (see, in

relation to this alleged blunder, Knowling, Our
Lord's Virgin Birth and the Criticism of To-day,
pp. 6-13). But the 3-" * ^ ' ..""

' "

remarks of

Nni'lay i>n> "AC"! be . \ connexion
,sV/. .

'/ ^- - \ ,,, >/, Gospels, p. 25) :

* There are two Bethleheras, the second in Galilee, about
seven miles west of Nazareth, and it has recently been sug-
gested in the JSncyc Biblica that the Galilean Bethlehem was
the true scene of 1 1 V, '* Tl kre would be real advan-

tages if Bethlehem < . I _ of as near to Nazareth
But to obtain this result we have to go entirely behind our
Gospels. Both St. Matthew and St. Luke are express m plac-

jii!? Lit I). i r of Christ at Bethlehem of Judcea. And as their
j'arrcLi^ - ,JM i

1 1 ("}<. i i<V|ii i/li n 1
. <if each other, and differ in

most other res} *-, u " < V.'r III.M we have on this point a

convergence of two distinct traditions.*

Professor Usener, indeed, fastens upon the pas-
sage Jn 741f% and sees in it the hidden path by
which Bethlehem found its way into the Gospel
tradition (Encyc. BibL Hi. 3347). But there is no
reason for supposing that the writer of the Fourth
Gospel was himself unaware of our Lord's birth at

Bethlehem, because he expresses the popular ex-

pectation of the ignorant multitude. If the Gospel
was written at the late date demanded by advanced
critics, his ignorance of such a belief would be

altogether unaccountable. Quite apart fiom our

Gospels, Charles would refer the remarkable pas-
sage in the Ascension of Isaiah II3

-22 to a very
early date, deriving it from the archetype which
he carries back to the close of the 1st cent. (Introd.

pp. xxii-xlv) ; and from a f ,* . M- PI *:;-il
"""

it can scarcely be doubtec '

It
' '

. i. , i

wasmes'it ll'TO'urhui^ the narrative as the scene
of our lo*u - i'H

1" But if the writer of the
Fourth Gospel was St. John, it is a most arbitrary
procedure to see in this pa-age (7

41L
) any proof

that the place of the Nativity was unknown to
him. Are we to suppose that St. John was also

ignorant of our Lord's descent from David?* an
inference which might equally seem to follow from
the passage before us, unless we remember that
the Evangelist is piesuppo>ing that his readers
would be well aware of the true descent of Jesus
and the actual place of TTis birth (see this point
admirably put by ttam^M, Was Christ born- at
Bethlehem? p. 96)1

Nor does the fact that our Lord was popularly
known as Jesus of Nazaieth in any way interfere
\\ith the truth that He was born at Bethlehem.
It has, indeed, not unfrequently happened that a
man has been associated with, ofeven named after,
a town where his youth and early manhood have
been passed, rather than after the actual place of

* On the descent of Jesus from David see especially Dalman,
Die Worte Jesu, i. 263 , also Charles, Aseennwn of Isaiah, p. 95
For the meaning of Jn 7-tif- see, iurther, Salmon, Introduction

his birth, in \vhieh his parents may have sojourned
for a \vhile (B. "Weiss, Leben Jesu 4

,
i. 227). It

will, of course, be baid that piophecy pointed to
our Lord's birth at Bethlehem, and that St.

Matthew (2
6
) dibtinctly quotes Micah's -words in

this connexion. But was the prophecy fulfilled?

On the one hand, we aie asked to believe that St.

Luke staits his narrative not onlywith a geographi-
cal, but also with a grave historical blunder, and
that he confuses an enrolment of Herod with the

subsequent emolment, some ten years later, of Ac
5s7. On the other hand, it is urged that St. Luke's

accuracy, so well attested in other respects, would
have saved him from making an initial and need-
less erior, and that the least consideration would
have pievented him from i .

'"

i, such an event
as an enrolment of the < the birth of
the Messiah at Bethlehem, unless it was tiue.

Undoubtedly both OT prediction and Rabbinic

teaching pointed to Bethlehem, yet the prophecy
was fulfilled according to the Gospel story by the
introduction of a set of circumstances which were
strangely alien to Jewish national thought and
prestige :

' a counting of the people, or census,
and that census taken at the bidding of a heathen

emperor, and executed by one so universally hated
as Herod, would represent the ne plus ultra of
all that was most repugnant to Jewish feeling*
(Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah, i. 181). At any
rate, we know quite enough of Jewish suscepti-
bilities and of Jewish fanaticism in the 1st cent,
of our era to be sure that a ruler like Herod,
and in his position, would naturally guard against
any undue exasperation of Jewish national and
^li/iif.-* focVnir. If it is urged that the story
01 iii> N,>i\, \ was bound in any case to bring
Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem, the city of David,
it would have been easier and more

*
;

.'i- .

"' I

have adopted the theory of Strauss, ,

that the parents were led to go to Bethlehem by
the appoiiriLixe of an angel, < -,* Ij-llv vhen we
icnuMD'MM ihiii the frequent in lO'Iv ' " r

i of an-

gelic visitors is described as one of the special
characteristics of the writings of St. Luke.

5. The census of Quirinius It is one of the

great merits of Professor Ramsay's theory, that it

not only claims credibility for the enrolment of
Lk 22 as an histoncal event, but that it also com-
bines with that claim a due recognition of Jewish
Tir

JC
i*:;l pi< i-.i^f The word for 'enrolment*

-,- i , 01 i,- plural, was the word for the
periodic enrolments which beyond all doubt were
made in Egypt, probably initiated by Augustus.
These enrolments were numberings of the people

'

. \ '

'

> 1 i eholds, and had nothing to do
v ':

' *!,, ! for I'M- "taxation. But
H. Holtzmann urges in u i tat Egypt is nob

Syria (Httnd-Conimwtur zum jNj. y 1901, p. 316).
On the other hand, however, it does not seem
unreasonable to suppose that such enrolments
would take place in other parts of the empire,*
especially under a ruloi *o <-\ ^1 oiuat ic 1i^ Augn^lu- ;

and this probability linniMiv h}i-> not loigoiien 10
illustrate. Moreover, as the same writer urges,
we have to take into account the delicate and
difficult position of Herod, whowas obliged, on the
one hand, to

carry
out the Imperial policy, whilst,

on the othei hand, he was called upon to rule over
a fanatical people full of stubooin pride and
inherent suspicions. What under such ciicum-
stances would be more likely than that Herod
would endeavour to give a tribal and family
character to the enrolment* in fact, to conduct it

*
Percy Gardner (art 'Quirimus* in IBneyc BibL iv 3ff.)

admits that * one or two definite, though not conclusive pieces
of e\ idence seem to indicate that this periodical census was not
confined to Kg\pt, but was, in some cases at all events, ex.
tended to Syria.'
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on national lines which would haimonize as far as
was possible \\ ith Jewish sentiment *" Here prob-
ably lies the true distinction "between the first

eniolment, which was one of a series, and the en-

lolment (Ac 5J7
) which was conducted after the

Roman fashion, and became the cause not only of

indignation, but of rebellion. Here, too, we have
the probable explanation as to why Joseph and
the Virgin Mother left then home at Nazareth for

Bethlehem. If the enrolment had been taken on
Roman lines, there would have been no motive fox

the journey, since in that case only a recognition
of existing political and social facts would have
been involved ; but in the piesent instance the
Roman method was judiciously modified by the
introduction of a numbt-iinn not only by house-

holds, but by tribes. There "is, then, no confusion

between this enrolment of Herod's and the subse-

quent eniolment of 6-7 AD, a confusion that
would involve a blunder of some ten years, as

Schniiedel and Pfleldeier maintain; but, on the

contiary, a careful distinction is drawn between
them.
Moreover, since the publication of his first book

on the subject, Ramsay has collected fresh details

to support his thesis.f The year, for instanee
}

which he claims for the first periodic census seems
to demand an interval of some two yeais between
it and the earliest date for the Birth of our Lord.
This somewhat lengthy interval, which has been

urged against the theoiy, may peihaps be ac-

counted for by the situation of affairs in Palestine,
which presented at the time considerable difficulty
and anxiety. But a fair and contemporary ana-

logy, so far as length of time is concerned, may be
found in another part of the Roman Empire, and
in a much simpler operation than that of a census.

The kingdom of Paphlngoma was incoipoiated in
the Roman pioviuce G.ilatia ; but although the

taking of the oath of allegiance was, as compared
with a census, a matter which required little pre-

paration and instruction of officials, yet nearly, or

perhaps moie than, two ^ears elapsed before the
oath was actually administered (Expositor, Nov.

1901, p. 321ft.).

O-si 1 of TOO ino-' ,i<\ 'lo ,iul pivr Mont. oppon*-n
r s of Si Luke's

, "i kin \.f\ ,-; ro^-.irrl ,o vifd n - io r
i b< fore u-iis l

>roTo ( orSi lVii:roi,

who in 6?JT-* (vol. i. [1901] pp 508-548) deals seriatim with the
d iTV i il,'< s wliKh " h so] -n'on, St Luke's statement involves.

(1) xo'ii'rt'
,
M'sr 01 all, i>Oini- out that hlstorv knows nothing

of a general census of the empire m the linie of Augustus
But, as Ramsay rightly says, the contrary assertion stands on
a very differ- MI VnVoi irio'ulnl'it f"iom rhit which iu occupied
before the r/tiviMi '1 s-'ViM 1

!
1 And ir t^fre is < ^ '<]ence that

the periods of me I 'Jf\p, 'an emoliiTp..^ \\err ticq'iently co-

incident with the holding of a census in other parts of the

empire, we corae very near to St, Luke's statement, that

Augustus laid down a general principle of taking- a census of

the whole Eoman world.

(2) It is maintained by Schurer that if St. Luke describes

Jo&eph as travelling to Bethlehem ho< iu\*e he was of the house
and lineage of David,

- * i- Tim trie li*>r- lor the
census were prepared < erit and families, which
was by no means th '! . But Ramsay 's whole
contention is that the 'enrolment* in question was conducted
noL according to Roman, but according to Jewish, methods.

'

It is urgtd,' -a\. N-hrrt r,
' lhar m this census an accommo-

dation was i *(! to J<\v\-ii ouMoii'S and prejudice
' But he

argues that \i *
ig'n IP - w,j- ^fien the case under the Em

f On this practical method of thus avoiding an\ outrage upon
Jewish national feeling, ^ee, further, B Weiss, Lfben Jew*, i.

2^1 Turner (art Chronology
'

in Hastings' Dft i 104) also

points out that Herod may well ha\e been mindful of the

susceptibilities of the Jeas and so, in avoiding the scandal
caused b\ the later census (Ac 3^7), avoided also the notice of

history
t Zockler (art 'Jesus Ghnstus ' in PREty speaks of Ramsay's

theory in terms of approval ; Chase speaks of the same theory
as havmg advanced many stages the probability that St Luke's
reference to the enrolment under Quirimus is historical (Super-
natural Element in our Lord's earthly Life, p. 21) , while

Kenyon (art.
*

Papyri
' in Hastings' DB, Ext VoL 356) s

of the light which the discovery of the census-records in
has thrown upon the chronology of the NT, although,
adds, Professor Ramsay's is the only attempt to work ottt

problem in detail.

pire. jet in this instance such a method would have been too
burdensome and meomement , and, turther, chat it is \ery
questionab'e whether such an 'emolment' avoiding to tribes
and families was -

.. ,iY
, noe in main casts it was no

longer possible to ,
> ot connexion with some par-

ticular tribe or family But with regard to the former of these
points, it is quite consistent with BainsayS theory that the
' enrolment

' should ha\ e taken a considerable time, and \\ ith

regard to the second point we are ! r .' \ i ] ,

'

Da'manas i , _: , v
-

.
'

-,

amongthe
'

A
-

. t _ t --10 u ii'
w ould not ha\ e been ascribed to Jesus it it had been behe\ ed
that He did not satistj the genealogical conditions implied by
the name. The Book of Chronicles, which gives (1 Ch 17) the

promise of 2 S 7, levived afresh the idea of the royal destiny
of the family ot Da^ id, and therebr contributed to the preser-
\ation of the household traditions of descendants of Baud
Dalman adds,

'

Where, in addition to proud recollections, national

hopes of the greatest moment \\ere bound up with a paiticular
lineage, those belonging to it would be as unlikelj to forget
their origin as, m our own day, for instance, the numerous
descendants of Muhammad, or the peasant faaiilies of Norway
who are descended from ancient kings

' And he adds,
* Hence

it results that no serious doubts need be offered to the idea of
3,

" L * - * ' - -
of l)a\idie descent in the family of

Jo i. p. 268)

(3) But Schurer has by no means come to the end of his

irguments T*M <! ' '-I
1

-' j^ou" I'r.i'i'-f <y ( su-
"

'he time of

licrod 15 this, -',,AL ,!o-(.;vi
' ' ar,.n r /t -

t
- ' '- t - of Ac 537

as something entirely new and unheard of, and that it became
on that account the cause of indignation and rebellion * But
admitting these statements of Josephus, what then 9 Simply
this, that his language is amply justified with reference to the

passage mentioned, viz. Ac 5^, The year AD 7, as Josephus
has it, did mark a new departure ; the taxing then made was
made after the Roman fashion; it was whol' *

,*
"

: i .

method and in its consequences from the r < .

under Herod. It is therefore evident that whilst Josephus
might well refer to the revolt under Judas of Galilee as the
result of this taxation, there was no reason why he should refer

to the enrolment of some ten to fourteen 3 ears earlier with
which no rebellious excitement was connected.

(4) In his latest edition Schurer is very severe \\ ith regard to

Ramsay's theory that Quirmms was associated -with Qumiinus
Varus, the latter being the regular governor of Sjria tor its

internal administration, while the former administered the
militarv resource of the piovmce Th'> a-'coi'll-ier *o Ramsay,
would briug Quiririius to Mna K c. 7-t And tV ' ' rolrnent* of

Palestine took pUee ar. l.ie same time. St. Luke does not say
that Quinnius was governor ; he uses a vague word with regard
to him, a word which might mean that the * enrolment

' was
made while Qummus \\a_s ac'Ling- as leader ($

i

yept&v) in Syria;
and it seems quite possible that St Luke should speak of

Quirinius in this wru, since he was holding the delegated
/; * '* <

"
I*'!

r
-i

*

r in his command of the armies of S\ ria.

ii - ir - - i , point, and makes much of trie unhkeh-
',. . M I , & dd daue his census not from the ordinary

go\ crnor, but from one who had nothing to do with the taking
of the census \ et iu must be remembered that there are un-

doubtedly ( xsirnplt - of frocjnent U'-nporary associations of

duties in T?<> .iun aiJiiiiiuiirit. ion, and ID is quite possible that

Quirinius may hn . o boon coru'emud IP ihc ocriMib. a Plummer
suggests (art. 'Qirnrris' in Haatiri^s* Dlfi\. laJXf MOKOIPF,
it may be fairly urged, a- n is m uwc h\ Raiaa\ , chat (/iiinnuis

ruled for a shortt r nnn 1 ihan \arus, and th*it v- h* com roiled

the foreign relations of the province he furnished the best

means of dating (Was Chrut born at Jtetklefiew. ^
p. ^46 ; see

also p. 105). But if we once admit Ubat St Luke's words do
not im ohe the belief that Quinmus was the actual governor of

Syria, the view that Quinmus may have been sent as ati extra-

ordinary legate to 83 ria, and as such had undertaken the ad-

mmMrauori of the census, is weH worthy of consideration.

Ihis \ u w ii mentioned b\ Schurer (?.c. p. 540), although only to

be rejected. But Ramsay (p. 248) points out that if this sup-

position is accepted, it may be observed that Quinniub as the

commissioner for Syria and Palestine w ould be a delegate e\--

ercising the emperor's authority, and might nghtl> be said

r sc(M*.,f - T?.- "Suplecs. At all events this view offends against no
method of Roman procedure (as Schurerapparently allows), and
it may fairly be said to be quite compatible with the language
which St. Luke employs.
When we consider the many difficulties which surround this

vexata gWs&o, it is somewhat surprising that Professor Schurer
should affirm that ail possible means of escape from, the co-n-

* BJ n. viii. 1, vn. viii. 1.

fin this connexion Plummer pointb out that Justin Marcjr
refers to Quinnius at the time of the Xain itx by a -vord cqui\ a-

lent to one holding the offiee of procurator, and not b\ A word

sjg-nifyiag legcetus^ as Quirmms afterwards became in A.J>. 6

TJbBiOic^st ottier place in which St. Luke uses the word emploj ed
im the ptirase

' when Quinmus was governor of Syria
*
refers to a

roc!*mtor (Lk S1), and this fact adds weight to the supposition

tha% while at the time of the enrolment Varus was actually

legatu&i Quirinius may have held some such command as thafe

indicated above. H. Holtzmann (Sdcom , 1901, i, p. 317) dis-

misses Ramsay's proposed explanation somewhat coatempta-,

onsly ; buf? he has nothing to say wifeh regard to the an^goro
cases of a temporary division of duties in Roman administra-

tion, or to those quoted by R S, Bour, w&# is essfentMbr ia

agreement with Ramsay in the proposed sol^&om. (
,
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elusion are closed, the conclusion being that St Luke's state-

ment conflicts with the facts of history (Lc. p. 542). Having
arrived at this verj- dogmatic

'
'

i
'

that anyone
who cannot attribute such an -

, bear in mind
that the Evangelist is not free from the perpetration of other
blunders. He c onfuso e n

, the Theudas in Ac 5*, the Theudas
who rises up before Judas of Galilee, with the Theudas who
lived some forty years later. But Schurer must be well aware
that many able critics do not accept this further summary
assertion on his part of St. Luke's ignorance, and that his own
learned countryman Dr P. Blass passes the sensible judgment
in his Commentary on Ac 5^, that St Luke's accuracy in other

respects should '
" ' '"

.

J *

11 here such a

grave error as i . it should be
remembered that it is precisely in points connected with the
administrate i c f i V \

>
i '<.<'- i

s T v
' /

has been so i .,. I i! .! * >
- ' * '.-. .

- a

the manner in '
i *: .

'
< - i -

'
'

.. > M --

i"t _ i-"
"

i
* T 1 , , 1 ^ *i > ,'" i" provinces, but also to

i ii :v ir i .
,..

'
< i, '

' -
i r 1 '. mng which a certain

province was under one or the other kind of rule Or if we
turn to the Gospel, we recall how a keen controversy has raged
around the statement in Lk 31 with regard to Lysamas the
tetrarch of Abilene. Here, too, St. Luke has been accused of

manifest inaccuracy. But, to say nothing of the recent dis-

covery of two
" " " " *

have been fairly cited in

support of St. it may be observed that
Schmiedel reluctantly allows (art.

*

Lysamas' m JEtncyc Bibl

lii. 2S42) that it cannot possibly be shown, or even assumed,
that St. Luke is here mistaken, while Schurer entertains no
such hesitation, and frankly states that 'the r-~

-_ 'j
* T"' -

is thoroughly correct when he assumes that i

'

year of Tiberius there was a Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene
'

(Lc.

p. 719). And yet within a, few lines of thib evidence of correct-

ness v.r lire ,1-TixoJ 'olx
*

oei'ia. nict<-a*r tJ T.\.\. r J>Q\.S^ wasgnilty
01 .'i iTat I'lo- - a*id "-ri^/id h1

;, <kr in ic^i 'on 10 i.ie enrolment
under Quirinius.

ii. ST. MATTHEW'S ACCOUNT.!. Use of OT
prophecy. While St. Luke narrates the events
wkich lead to the Birth at Bethlehem without

making any definite reference to OT prophecy, it

is noticeable that St. Matthew (2
6
j quoros dpfinitoly

the prophecy of Micah (5
2
) with rcfcionco to Ui'o

home of David :
*And thou Bethlehem, land of

Judah, art in nowise least among the princes of
Judah : for out of thee shall come forth a governor,
which shall be <-l ip pi i < i d i f my people Israel.

' The
prophecy WIL-* ii'idonlkcdly regarded as Messianic
(/arm, Das !**:* ni f"t//i. r/-\v Matthaus, 1903, p. 94;
Schurer, Lc. ii. 527-530).

The difference in the wording: of Mt 26 and Mic 52 is easily
accounted for, if we bear in mmd that the Evangelist repro-
<1 .--"' 1 1

" *

,,he manner popular at the time, f e he
< * *

i l.i
1

i . the passage, or, as Edersheim puts it,
JMio b* is rendered mrgumically, and this would fairly cover
the variations in the two renderings (Jesus the Messiah, L p.
206 ; cl also Delitzsch, Messwnische Weissagungen*, p. 129)
But if Schurer is correct in seeing in the prophecy of Micah
words which might easily be understood to mean that the
Messiah's oin#-> forth h.ui been from of old, from everlasting-,
i.e. to big'uft the IMesfeuih'spre-exibicnce, yet it cannot be said
that Jewih theology pointed to a binh such as that recorded
by Sfe. Matthew.

It ia no wonder that Zann (I c. p. 83) should characterize
as altogether fantastic the attempt to derive ulie -tories of
Sn. Matthew and St Luke from Lhe Rabbinic uxo^c^is of Is 714,
when there is no reason to assume That the prophets words
were taken at the time of our Lord's birth to refer to the
Messiah at all (see also Weber, Judi&che Theologie^ pp. 354, 357 ,

and von Orelli, art. 'Messias' in PRE$, 1902, and esp. Dalman,
Jhe Worte Jesu, i. 226). But this is a subject for which refer*
ence may be made to art VIRGIN BIRTH.

2. Relation to Jewish legal requirements. St.
Matthew's account, which with every due con-
cession may fairly be regarded as dating in its

present form within the limits of the 1st cent.,
demands our attention for further reasons. It is

remarkable, for example, how strictly it adheres
to Jewish legality, and yet at the same time how
delicately the feelings and thoughts of Joseph are
portrayed (cf. G. H Box, Lc. p. 82).
With regard to the first point, it may be noted

that 'after the betrothal the bride was under the
same restrictions as a wife. If unfaithful, she
ranked and was punished as an adulteress (Dt
2223f

-).; and, on the other hand, the bridegroom, if

he wished -to break the contract, had the same
privileges, and had also to observe the same for-

malities, as in the case of divorce. The situation
is illustrated in the history of Joseph and Mary,

who were on the footing of betrothal' (art. 'Mar-

riage
9
in Hastings' DB ni. ; cf. also Nebe, Kind-

heitsgeschichte, pp. 199, 200, and Zahn, Lc. p. 71).

In this connexion one may also refer to another

passage in Dalman with reference to the descent
of Jesus : *A case such as that of Jesus,' he writes,
e
was, of course, n

'

, .' .

'
""

">y the Law ; but if

no other human s
*

. alleged, then the

child must have been regarded as bestowed by
God upon the house of Joseph; for a betrothed

woman, according to Jewish law, already occupied
tlje same status as a wife' (Die Worte Jesu, i.

p. 263). See BETROTHAL.

If we bear this in mind, we can see how easy it is to interpret
the reading of the Smaitic-S^ riac palimpsest, of which so much
has been made, in Lk 29 'he and Mary his wife, that they
might be enrolled.* All that the words show, if we allow that

they are the correct reading
1

, is that Mary
""

_,' 1 .
* ^ - -*

,
T - - 1

.
*

"
,

'
i

was under the full

!'
'1

r<l i 1 \\
"'}

.Mb

he would probably be there descnoed as tne actual tatner.

he was from a social point of view, and it was therefore no wilful

te truth when the most ble&sed amongstwomen
- "Thy father and T lie ,o -' u'h- thee sorrow-

1
i ism the Expos Tin/.*,-, i cn>", J 1, where illus-

trations trom Eastern social customs may be also found). Of.

W. 0. Allen, Interpreter, Feb. 1905, p. 113.

3. Sobriety and delicacy of the narrative If we
turn again to what we may call the inwardness
of St. Matthew's story, we can scarcely fail to be
struck with its singular sobriety and reserve. We
heai Tioiliin^r of Miy anger or reproach on the part
of .Jo-tp!) .VJiiiM 'his betrothed, although as *a

rigli ooi i- injri
'

ho feels that only one course is

open to him. But with this decision other con-

siderations were evidently still contending, con-

siderations the very existence of which bore testi-

mony to the purity and fidelity of Mary. The
words of the angel (Mt I'

20
) say nothing of the

appeasement of i'"'i ,H,"<IM. (1 v ieak rather of

the befitting >, jU-
1
. <-i I" i , .I'M and doubt:

'fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife,
5
^.e. to

take unto thee one who had and still has a claim
to that honoured and cherished name. No wonder
that Dean Plumptre could write that the glimpse
gven us into the character of Joseph is one of

singular tenderness and beauty (see EUicptt's Cbm-
men.tai y, in loco). If any one will read this delicate

and beautiful description and place it side by side

with that given us m the/Vo^-tf/?^!////! Jft'-'Jn,

where, e.g., both Joseph arid ilic prio-t biuniy
reproach Mary, and a wholo sckri( or prunont
details is given, he will again become pamiully
aware of the gulf which scpaiatea the Canonical
from

"

- k \ ." ,^ Gospels,
4. '"./

' /" to the contents of Mt 1. $.

St. Matthew's record, no less than that of St.

Luke, has been the object of vehement and re-

lentless attack. It is asserted, for instance, by
Usener that in the whole Birth and Childhood

story of St. Matthew a i i"j 'i n
'

j
|J

,
in can be

traced (art. 'Nativity' .-i / /; '/ iii 3352,
and also to the same efiect ZJNTW, 1903, p. 21).
Thus we are asked to find the origin of the story
of the Magi worshipping at the cradle of the
infant Jesus in the visit paid by the Parthian

king Tiridates with magi in his train to do hom-

age in Rome to the emperor Nero. But the magi
of the Parthian king were

evidently,
like many

other magi of the East, claimants to the possession
of secret and magical arts, and there is nothing
strange in the fact that they are found among the
retinue of a Parthian king. But what actual

points of resemblance exist between this visit to
Nero and the visit of the Magi to Bethlehem it is

difficult to see. One crucial contrast, at any rate,
has been rightly emphasized. Tiridates came to
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Nero, not of Ms own accord, but because his only
choice was to do homage to Nero or to lose his
crown. Here there is no comparison with, but
rather an obvious and essential contrast to, the
Wise Men of St. Matthew, who came with joy and
gladness to worship the Babe of Bethlehem.

Soltau, who also supports the same origin for
St. Matthew's story, adduces the paiallels which
in his opinion may be fitly drawn between the
visit of the Parthian king to Rome and the visit

of the Magi to Bethlehem (Die Geburtsgeschichte
Jesu Christi, 1902, p. 37). As might be expected,
he makes much of the fact that Tiridates is said
to have knelt and worshipped Nero just as the
Wise Men fell down to worship Jesus. But the

only other verbal parallel which he is able to
ad<!uce is this : Tiridates, according to Dio Cassius

(Ixiii 2 ft".}, did not return by the way which he
came ; beneath the quotation of this statement
Soltau writes as a parallel the words of St.

Matthew: *and they departed into their own
country another way* (Mt S*2). A strong case

scarcely stands in need of such parallels as these,
*

But an attempt is often made to trace St.

Matthew's story to Jewish sources, and reference
is made to the words and expectations of the pro-

phets. And no doubt it is easy to affirm that such
a passage as Is 61 lff might have contributed to the
formation of the legend of the adoration of the

MagL But Ib e E\angolKf, who loves to quote
prophecies appcv-Ho in" any d<snoo to the events
connected -w uli 0111 Lord .4 buth, mHU<*a no refer-

M- io i IK .
-

k of Isaiah which Christian
i i -M

;.
i > 1 1 ,

'H i . .ssociated with the Epiphany.
As a matter of fact, it would seem that the pr,o-

phecy referred primarily, not to the Messiah, out
to the city of Jerusalem and to the day of its latter

glory.
No doubt the "CvanjrclNl <loos> definitely connect

at least two Old Testament prophecies with the
visit of the Magi and the events immediately sub-

sequent to it. But the question may be fairly

asked, Which is more probable, that UK* flight into

Ejrypt actually took place, or than tlie Jewish

J>rmgeli^t, or some later hand, introduced the
incident as the fulfilment of an OT prophecy
which had primarily no definite or obvious con-

nexion, to *ay i he least of it, with the Messiah ?t
Or, again, if 'some such event as the Massacre of

the Innocents at Bethlehem actually occurred, we
can -understand that a Jewish Evangelist could
find in that event, and in the mourning of the
mothers of Israel, a further fulfilment of Jere-

miah's words (31
15

). But there is no obvious

reason why he should have hit upon and intro-

duced sttcn words unless some event had hap-

pened at Bethlehem which recalled to his mind
the picture which the prophet had drawn, and the
scene once enacted within a few miles of the city
of David.
Other explanations are, at course, forthcoming.

*

Why,* asks

Usener, 'is Egypt selected as the place of refuge?' and one
answer is that mythological ideas may have had their uncon-
scious influence ; it is to Egypt that the Olympian gods take

their flight uhen attacked by the giant Typhon
'

(art Natmty
'

in 77//n/ JBilT.m 33.VI ,
and ATW p 7,17): In any considera-

tion of euoh s-Latenieuts it is well to remember first of all that,

whate\ er date we assign to St Hatbhew,we aie dealing \vith

* See also the recent criticisms of A. Jeremias, Babylonisches
vm, NT, 1905, p. 55.

t On the c\.iet words of ITos 111, quoted by St Matthew from
the Hebrew, see /ahn, Ma/wehum des Matthaus, p. 103 , and
also Dehtzsch, Mes&iamsclte Weintafjungeri*, 1899, p 105.

J Indications are not wanting that this constant and some-
what reckless appeal to supposed pagan analogies ib being over-

done ; see, e g. t Farnell's remarks in the Hibbert Journal, July
1904, p 827.

In art. '

Gospels' m Encyc. jBibL ii. 1893, mention is made
of the Syriac writing attributed to Eusebius, and it is main-

tained that* according to this document, the story of the Magi,
committed to writing in the interior of Persia, was, in A.JX 119,

in t&e episcopate of Xystus of Borne, made search for, dis-

an historic period of the world's history, and that the writer at
least claims to place his e\ ents in relation to historical data.
Nothing was more natural than that Egypt should be chosen
as the place of refuge ; it was nigh at hand, the communication
by caravan \vas \ery frequent in earlier days Jeroboam had
fled thither from Solomon (1 K ll^O), and it was to Tahpanhes
that Johanan, the son of Kareah, and his companions had gone
to save themselv es out of the hands of the Chaldeans (Jcr 43").

Nothing was more in accordance with the char-
acter of Herod than the deed of bloodshed ascribed
to him, and modern days supply many proofs of
the unscrupulous manner in which a jealous and
suspicious potentate has not hesitated to rid him-
self of anyone likely to render his tenure of sove-

reignty insecure (see, e.ff., amongst recent writers

Kreyher, Diejungfraulwhe Geburt des Herrnt 1904,

p. 83).* On the other hand, it is very improb-
able that the Evangelist would have invented a
story in which the birth of the Messiah was made
to bring bitter sorrow into so many Jewish homes.t
Nothing, again, v <i* moi<'1 \ol^ p'tm t' t \ -Ti,-,.,,4

should withdraw in,,o l*,"' i -i'<* i i <_r i -u i<. n IK-MI

Egyptj since we have evidence that Archelaus very
soon after his accession gave proof of the same
cruel and crafty behaviour as had characterized
his father (Jos. BJ II. vi. 2).J
In the next place, it is well to remember that

there is at all events one instance of a prophecy
cited in this part of the Gospel of St. Matthew
the fulfilment of which is beyond doubt, if we can
be said to know anything at all of the histori-

cal Jesus (2
s3

). And yet no one with any discern-

ment could possibly maintain that our Lord's
residence and bringing up in Nazareth were intro-

duced for the sake of finding a fulfilment for a

prophet v -\\hioh it is so difficult to trace to any one
source in OT literature. But if in this case it is

certain that the prophecy could not have created
the fact, why in the case of the other prophecies
cited should their alleged fulfilment be credited to
the extravagant imagination of the Evangelist,
and to that alone ?

iii. APOCRYPHAL ACCOUNTS. It is of the greatest
significance that just in that portion of our Lord's
life concerning which the Gospels of St. Matthew
and St. Luke are most silent, the Apocryphal

covered, and written in Greek. But Zahn (ISwdeitunff, ii. p.

266) points out that this statement at lfft*i ^IPW* :r,u IP in-
date named the year of the coming' of the Map ua- .ii-n,s-<d

not only in Borne, but in various places. He further argues,
with good reason, from the same statement of the pseudo-
Eusebius, that the narrative of Mt 2 had already been incorpor-
ated in the Gospel, before A J) 119 See, further, Ch Quart.
JRev. July 1904, p 38') In this connexion it ma\ be noted that;

it is difficult co see why the statement of St. Ignatius, exagger-
ated as it is, *>1ioiil<l not !,( iak< ri lo referto the star of the Magi
(Ephes. xix. 2, 3) On the -igMiilcdiirc of this early reference to

the Gospel narrative in St. Ignatius, see Headlam, Criticism of
the ST9 p. 166 (St Margaret's Lectures) In bjs recent Com-
mentary on St Matthew's Gospel, Wellhausen begins with &,
which is certainly a short and easy method of dealing with the
tivo earlier chapters.

*
See, further, art. MA^I, It may, however, be here noted

that Raima* remarks on Maorobiiis, Sat ii. 4, that it is not

probable that Mocrolmib (a pagan, about \.i> 400) was indebted
to a Christian writer for his information, and that therefore
the ftiory of the Massacrr of the IiiLuir-n wan recorded In some
pagan source (Was Chrust bom at BethleJirm,* pp. 219, 220).
Zocklcr also refers to Macrobius as affording a testimony from
a non-biblical source to the tnith of the Massacre at Bethlehem

(art. 'Jesus Christus* in PRE%), On the silence of Josephus
see, further, Zahn, Evangehwn des Matthaus, p 109 , and
Edersheim, The Temple at the Time ofJesut, Chnst, p 35 f.

t Zahn, JGvangehwn. des Matthaus, p 109 See, too, the
same reference for the improbability of supposing that the

story hi St. Matthew was den\ ed from the rescue of Moses (Ex
lis 310 ; Jos. AwL n. ix. 2) ; and cf. art. MAGI.

t
* There is a noticeable difference between St Matthew's

references to the political situation in Palestine and St Luke's.

St Luke speaks with the air of painstaking investigation ; St

Matthew, with that of easy familiarity, all the more noteworthy
fchat the frequent and sornt'wh.'ir complicated suocefr&ion of

rulers wottld have made error <i.i-v.
f This important point is

noted by Burton in hi* Itiiroduclton to the (rOkpels (Chicago),

1904, p. 4.

See some excellent remarks of Bruce in the Expositor's
Greek Testament, i p 78.
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Gospels are most effusive.* Here was an oppor-
tunity for them to occupy a vacant space, and
they lost no endeavour in trying to fill it Both in
the details of the Nativity and in the events ]ust
referred to as subsequent to it, we find ample proofs
of this. Thus Elizabeth is fearful that in accoid-
anee with the commands of Herod her son John
may be slam. And when she can find no place
of concealment, she begs a mountain to receive
mother and child, and instantly the mountain is

cleft to receive her ; and a light shines round
about, for an angel of the Lord is watching for her

preservation. And upon this there follows a tragic
scene of the murder of Zacharias, who is slain for

his refusal to betray his son. As the Holy Family
pass through Egypt, the marvellous accompanies
them at eveiy step. In these 'M'

1
'-

1
stories,

lions, dragons, and panthers ,.!' , ! infant
Jesus ; a palm tree bends at His \\ ord that His
Mother may eat the frait ; in one day the
travellers accomplish a journey of thirty days ;

the idols prostrate themselves in the temples
before the Mother and*her Child. And we know
how the long silence of our Lord's life in our

Gospels, which is bioken only by one incident in

St. Luke, and by the brief *-uin inn i y of St. Matthew,
'He shall be called a Xa'.noue',' affords fuither

opporf ii'iirv foi (he introduction of the same in-

Hpid ami lant.'v.i'i tales.f Even in modern days
thoio. ha\c not V -\ \...r,(in_ writers who have

boldly essayed K> > <"-p\ i u* -< MO ground with an

equal lack of historical data.? In all this and
much else we mark . , -i ,- -il r; (

ain the reserve
so characteristic of x \!,'i, v. and St. Luke
alike, a reserve and restraint often ("ii[>1iu*i/c<l by
earlier commentators, and again MunJ.i n \\ m--!

to by German writers so far apait in point of view
as Gunkel and Hermann Cremer

iv. CONVERGENT TRADITIONS AND THE MAIN
FACTS. It is often said that the narratives in

our two canonical Gospels contradict one another.
"H.iL u unij'li, no doubt, it is difficult to harmonize
M< "i i L ili' ii particulars and sequences, their in-

dependence is evident proof that there was no

attempt on the part of one Evangelist to make his

work the complement or corrector of the other ||

Anlrcpilonlly \\e might have expected that St.

I ukt, i ho (jtnule Evangelist, would have told us
of the adoration of the Magi, and that the Hebrew
Evangelist would have given us the picture of
obedience on the part of Mother and Child to the
details of the Law and the worship*of the Temple.
And it is justly urged as no small proof of the
tniLh of the narratives that each Evangelist could

* For a useful classification of tlie ino^ important of the

Apocryphal Gospels, and a list of IUO-P \vlnch o.aii i to fill up
the gaps in our knowledge of the Infancy and Childhood of

Jesus, see art.
*

Apocryphal Gospels in Hastings' 1>B, Ext
VoL p. 422.

In the same A, olume (art.
l

Papyri," p. 352) It is of interest to
note that Kenyon m commenting

1

upon the later Egyptian
papyri remarks that one document written about the end of
the 1st cent, has been held to show certain resemblances to
the narrative of the Nativity of our Lord, but that the resem-
blance is, in truth, very slight and unessential.
tit cannot be said that Conrad y's attempt to derue our

Gospel accounts of the NaliuU nom the Apocryphal Gospels,
especially from the JProtrianaebum Jacobi, is likely TO gain
acfepiantc (Die Qwlle der kanom&cheii Kindhcitsjewhtchte
Jesai , sec, further, his> article m SK, 1904, Heft, 2) Such a
dcruation nrght well be called a literary miracle. For a criti-

cism of Conrady*, attempt, see Thfol. Literaturllatt, 1901)

* See, eg, C A Witz, Keine Lucke im Leben Jesu, 1895,
described as

' Antwort auf die Schnft von Nikolaus Is~otowitsch,
Die Lucke im, Leben Jesu '

Cf Gunkel, I c p. 66, and H. Oremeirf Reply
p. 163, Eng tr. J90S.

i[ See especially Swete, The Apostfatf Creed, p 50, for the
distinctness of the two accounts and the almost entirely differ-
ont ground covered For a probable order of the events see
1'luirimt r, ft Lubtt p 4 ; Andrews, Lijfe of our Lord upon the
Larth 1S92, p. <li, Rose, Studies in MM Gospels, p. 64ff., also

Lia,n.jiU t>elon S Matthieu, p. 17.

thus transcend his own special standpoint and

puipo&e (Fairbairn, Stud, in Life of Christ, p. 36).*

It is indeed urged that this same contradiction may be found
in those parts of the canonical narratives which i elate most
closely to our T ii -, 1, '",.''< r r,

''

fChiist,

p 42, Eng tr) I! ,

I I
1 -

may be

fauly said, present no essential I wo con-

vergent traditions coming fioni distinct sources may be rightly
affirmed to corroborate and sustain each other as to the main
facts which they desciibe (Chinch Quaitetly Revieiv, Oct. 1904,

pp 200, 201 ; W. 0. Allen, I e. p 115).

The belief that St. Matthew gives us an account
winch comes priniaiily from Joseph, while St.

Luke gives us an account that comes primarily
fioni Mary, has long been maintained by many
able ciitics, and it is a belief which still commends
itself as the most sati&factoiy explanation of the
two stoiies. It is the simplest thing to see how
in the one case the frequent repetition of the
name '

Joseph
'

points to him as the primary source
of information, and how in the other case the
twice repeated reference to Mary points to her as

occupying the same position :
'

Maiy kept all

these sayings, pin^i
i: "" ,'Jiem in her heart' (Lk

219
) ; 'and his i u '*

;-i all these sayings in her
heart' (v.

51
). '),,- L

-V may be safely asserted,
that if these two accounts had come to us agreeing
in every particular, we should have been asked to

discredit them on account of this very agreement,
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BIRTHDAY. In Mt 146 and Mk 621 this word
represents the Gr. rot yev<na in the account of the

king's (Herod Antipas) feast to his nobles, at
which John the Baptist was condemned to death.
It has been suggested, however, though without
much acceptance, that the anniversary referred to
was that ot Herod's accession, not strictly that of
his birth. Fei^om, which in Attic Greek means
'the commemoration of the dead/ is in the later
\ .,_

, !f
r,

ii terchangeable with yevd\(.a, (birthday
i

'

, i <>" . and there seems no reason why the
translation of RV and AV should not be right (see
Swete on Mk 621

, and Hastings
1

DB, s.v.). The
custom of observing the biithday of a king was
widely spread in nricicut times (cl. Gn 4020, 2 Mac
67

: Herod, ix. 110).

For the question of the date of our Lord's birth,
and the authority for the traditional25thDecember,
see art. CALENDAR. C. L; FELTOE

BLASPHEMY (3\aur$wM ; for derivation of word
see Hastings' DB, vol. i. p. 305a

). This word is

used in the Gospels, as in other parts of the NT,
for abu-ivc speech generally, as well as for lan-

guage that is inMjluiig to God. Thus we read of
* A careful study of Resch's attempt (1897) to reconstruct a

Kindheitsevangehum from the nrst two chapters of St. Luke
and St. Matthew with the help of some extra-canonical parallels,
and to restore the Hebrew original of the narrative, can scarcely
be said to carry conviction with it.
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e an evil eye,
1 V.-"V";\ 'TVT railing), pride/ etc.

j

(Mk 722 ), when '>-,' of the \\oid indicates
j

human relatkr -. 'i'

1

o . . I eye is followed by the

e,vil tongue, the one by look and the other by i

speec'i i- >"'.' i

"

-.-. a fellow-man.
|

Two
'j.

.( .or -
<

'
, ly come up m !

the Gospels, viz. the teaching ot Jebiis Christ on
the subject, and the charge of blasphemy brought
again&t our Lord.

1. The teaching of Jesus Christ concerning
blasphemy. Using the term in the general sense,
oui Loid does not always formally distinguish be-

'

tween insulting speech with regard to God and
j

abusive language towards men. /3Xao-<j^/u'a in any
application of it is sin. As railing against our i

fellow-men it comes in a catalogue of ^111^ togethei i

with the most heinous' murders, aduitenes, etc.

(Mk 7s2). In this connexion it is treated as one of

the *
evil things

*

that '

proceed from within, and
defile the man.' Thus it is taken to be the expres-
sion of a corrupt heart, and as such a defilement
of the person who gives vent to it Nevertheless
it is not beyond the reach of pardon. With one

exception all reviling^ may be forgiven (Mk S28 ^,
Mt 12S1

). The comprehensive sentence must in-

cl'ido blii-phoinv iigjunst God, although that is not

ex|ire--*l\ lunm^notl In Mt 1232 there is a refer-

ence to "blasphemy rjrni'i-f \]\f* Son of Man, and
in both cases the iin|>'u<!^T!j:ni<

k sin of blasphemy
again&t the Holy Gliost is mentioned; but in

neither case is there any reference to blasphemy
against the Father. Perhaps the safest thing is

to say that this was not in mind at the time, so

that no direct pronouncement was made concern-

ing it ; and, further, it is to be observed that Trini-
tarian distinctions do not appear in these teach-

ings of Jesus. Jesus is here the Son of Man,' not
* the Son/ i.e of God, and the TT"U Spii :i is God
in His manifested activity. Xil'/is n'!,-t be im-

plicitly contained in St. Mark"* emphatic stntence,
* All their sins . . . and their bla-pheniiei where-
with soever they shall blctsp/ieme (Sou av ^Xao-^^rj-

To *

speak a word :.<rain4 tho Son of Man' is

taken as one form of the bla<phom\ or reviling.
Here, therefore, the word is not "used in its rela-

tion to God. It does not stand for what we now
understand by 'blasphemy

5

in our narrower sense
of the word. Jesus is not here standing on the

ground of His divinity, to insult which would be

blasphemy in this modern sense. He is speaking
of Himself as seen among men, and referring to

personal insults. But, since the term *the Son
of Man* appears to be a veiled reference to His

Messiahship, for Himself and for the enlightened
among His followers He must have meant that
those who insulted Him, even though He \vas the

Christ, were not beyond pardon ; ef.
*
Father, for-

give them,* etc. (Lk 2$*, om. BD*, etc.). Some
doubt, however, is thrown on this reference to * the
Son of Man' because (1) it does not occur in the
Mk. parallel passage j (2) in Mk. but not in Mt.
the phrase

* the sons of men J

occurs in an earlier

part of the saying (S
28

).

The nature of blasphemy against the Holy Ghost
(Mt 12s3

-32
, Mk 3f ,

Lk 1210
) mubt be^

learnt from
the context. This excludes such notions as rejec-
tion of the gospel (Iren ), denial of the divinity of

Christ (Athan.), mortal sin after baptism (Origen),

persistence in sin till death (August ). The form
of the blasphemy is given in the words * because

they said, He hath an unclean spirit,' and the occa-

sion of it was Jesus' casting out of demons. Jesus
declares that this is done *

by the Spirit of God *

(Mt 1228), or 'by the finger of God' (Lk 11 J
). To

ascribe this action to Beelzebub is to be guilty of,

or to approach the guilt ofr blasphemy against the

Jttoly Spmt, "because it is treating the Holy Spirit
VOL* i. 14

as Beelzebub. Jesu=; did not expressly sav that
the scribes who put foiward this Beelzebub theory
of Hi& woik had actually committed this sin. He
judged by thought and intention, not by outward
utterance. A prejudiced, ignorant, hasty, i-uper-
heial utterance of the calumny would not contain
the essence of the sm. This must be a conscious,
intentional insult. If one mistake* a bamt for a
knave, and addresses him aceoidmgly, he is not
really guilty of insulting him, for it is not actually
the saint but the knave whom he ha& in mind, ff
the presence of the Holy Spirit was not recognized,
there could be no blasphemy against the Holy
Spirit But when it \va> poic ei ed and yet delibei-

ately treated as evil, the actjon would indicate a
wijful reversal of the dictates of conscience. Our
Loid warns His hearers that such a sin cannot
be forgiven either in the present age the pre-
Messianic, or in the age to come the Messianic,
that is, as we should say, the Christian age. The
condition of such a person will be thait he is guilty

^os) of an eternal (aiewtov) sin (so RT of Mk 3s
,

following KBL, etc., ajuaprT/juaros ; not damnation/
as in AV, after the Syrian reading Kpfoew, A, etc.).
This cannot well mean * a sin that persists, a fixed

disposition,' as Dr. Salmond understands it, be-
cause (1) the Greek word d/xdpr^/xa stands for an
act, not a .state ; (2) there is nothing in the con-
text to indicate persistency in the 1 Is. i ii- 1 :

(3) the Je\\ish current conception was i'u,_ ; -'a

once committed remained on the sinner till it was
atoned for or forgiven. He had to bear his sin.

Therefore one who was never foigiven would have
to bear his sm eternally, and so would be said to
have an eternal sin. \VeIlhausen understands it to
be equivalent to eternal punishment ('sehuldig
eu im i ^u rule <1 i e\viger Strafe,' JSvanff. Mctrci, 28).
A i the -!i -in* time, while this must be understood

as the correct exegesis of the words, the saying
should be interpreted in harmony with the spirit
of Christ. Now it is characteristic of legalism and
the letter to make a solitary exception, depending
on one external act. The Spirit of Christ is con-
cerned with character rather than with specific

deeds, and it is contrary to His spirit that one

specific deed should be singled out for exclusion
from mercy Then, elsewhere, the breadth of His

gospel indicates that no genuine seeker would be

rejected. Therefore we must understand Him to

mean either (1) that to be guilty of such a sin a
man must be so hardened that he never would re-

pent, or (2) that such a sin cannot be overlooked,

forgotten, and swallowed up in the general flood of

mercy It nm-t come up for judgment. Against
(1) and for (2j ]s the fact that our Lord says nothing
of the offender's disposition, but only refers to the

sin, its heinous character, and consequent never-

to-be-denied or forgotten ill-claseit See, further,

art UNPAEDOFABLB Snr,
2. The charge of blasphemy brought against

Jesus Christ. This charge was brought against
our Ix>rd on three occasions two recorded in the

Synoptics and one in the Fourth Gospel. In all of

these cases the alleged bla>phemv is against God,
actual blasphemy in our sense of the word. The
first instance is at the cure of the paralytic A\ho

had been let down through the roof (Mt 9J, Mk 27,

Lk 521 ). Jesus had just said to the sufferer,
*

Thy
sins are forgiven thee.

1

Upon this the scribes and
Pharisees who were present complained that He
was speaking blasphemies because only God could

forgive sins, that is to say, that He was arrogating
to ftimself a Divine prerogative. In His answer
He distinctly claimed this right on the ground of

His enigmatic title of
* the Son of Man/ and held

it to be confirmed by His cure of the paralytic
The second occasion is that recorded by St. Jofan,
where theJews declare that their attempt fe> stone
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Jesus was ' for blasphemy,
3

adding
' because that

thou, being a man, makest thyself God '

(Jn 1033
)

This was just after He had said,
*
I and the Father

are one (&>).' The third occasion is at the trial of

Jesus. \" < '.V v to Mt 26s5 and Mk 1463 - w when
Jesus, ! ,c '. ..! adjured by the high priest to
declare it He were the Christ, declared that they
would 'see the Son of Man sitting at the right
hand of power and coming with the clouds of

heaven,* trie high priest treated this as blasphemy,
rending hi- jiJiiiru-nU as a token of horror at the
words. Yor ih" C'MIII was not for more than the
Book of Enoch assigned to the Messiah. But
the Messiah in that Apocalyptic book is a heavenly
being. Such a being Caiaphas would understand
Jesus to claim to be, and he reckoned the pro-
fession of such a claim Llu^pliemou?. This was the
formal r

( oi!! -1 o r J

li 'oii<lciminlion of Jesus to

death In tV N. ...... i i The first charge, that of

threatenin<r to destroy the Temple and rebuild it

in three days, had broken down because of the

inconsistency of the witnesses. The second charge
is suddenly sprung upon Jesus by the high priest
on the ground of His words at the council ; and, on
this account, as guilty of bb <pheiny, He was con-

demned to death, although it w*i< useless to cite

the words before Pilate, who would have dismissed
the case as Gallio at Corinth dismissed what he

regarded as i ", ^I.I-M i.^inii' words and names'
(Ac 181S). I hi <'< j, :!i i-: charge, never men-
tioned in theJewish trial, lessee majestatisy treason

against Caesar, was concocted for use at the
Roman trial.

It is to be observed that there is one common
character in all these accusations of blasphemy
brought against Jesus. He is never accused of

direct blasphemy, speaking insulting words about
God. The alleged blasphemy is indirect, in each
case claimingmore or less Divine rights and powers
for Himself.

Lastly, it nia\ bo noted that Lk S265 AV has the
word 'blasphemously' for the way in which the
mockers .pokc of rle^ii^; but BV has 'reviling,'
which is the evidenl meaning Tlieie 1*1 no refer-

ence to our narrower sen.se ot blasphemy as insult-

ing tie Divine; the \\onJ (^W^uofWes) is used
in the common wider sense.

. S. J. Andrews, 14/e of Our Lr,r* m 514,
Hastings* DJS, art. 'Blasphemy*; Oremer, /f,o' -//",' L*u
s.m p> stirs* *:*, 3> xa-fr.utu ; and ii parr.rnl.ir on Blasphemy
against the llolv Oho-F, Marteii-cn f'/,n.^KHL /.J.tcs, h. p.
123 ff., (ilodg, Exegehcal Studies i> 1 fT /'j/,o,- -, 2nd ser.

ih.lM2]p. o21ff., A. Maclaren, Chn*t\-t Mn*i* -n-;.i
*

W. I* AW3NKY.
BLESSEDNESS. Though the word 'blessed-

ness* itself is never found in the recorded utter-
ances of our Lord nor in the pages of the Gospels,
the idea conveyed by it is very frequent. The
adjective

' blessed
J

occurs in manjr contexts, and
may, indeed, be termed a characteristic epithet on
Christ's lips. The thought c\ preyed by it was
inherited, like so many others, from Hie Old Testa-
ment. It is one of the dominant notes of the
Psalter (Heb. njp* O the happiness of

J

), and consti-
tutes one of the clearest and most common terms
^ hereby to denote the ideal of Israel > highest hope*
It -wa-, natural, therefoio that Jtsu* <*honld take
the word to set forth the great spiritual realities
of His kingdom. It is in this sense that it meets
us on the earliest pages of St. Matthew's Gospel.
The famous form of the sayings there collected
(see art. BEATITUDES) is one of the best-known
sections of the narrative. So throughout the pages
of the Gospels and elsewhere in the NT we find

sayings cast in the same mould. All of them are
expressive of the spiritual graces to be looked for
in disciples of the kingdom (e.g. Mt II6, Lk T23,Mt 2446, Ac 2035

), or are indicative of high privi-
leges open to believers in its message (e.g. Mt 1316

,

Lk II28, Jn 2029
). Spiritual gladness is not only a

note of service in the kingdom, but is to accom-

pany all its true and iriahuuihlc rewards.

When we set ourselves to discover tin -i^nifi-

cance of these sayings we are struck (li \ r-ieir

spiritual character. Twice (Lk II27 and 1 I

"

Uau-
tudes of a material character are uttered by our
Lord's hearers, and He at once rebukes them, and
shows the necessity of fixing the desires of the heart
on the inward and unseen. The main qualities

designated and praised are meekness, purity, ten-

derness of heart, peaceableness, faith, patience, con-

trition, qualities which have no sooner been named
than we are reminded of such lists of the fruits of

the Spirit as we find in Gal 6s8- a or Eph 430'32.

Blessedness, as Christ presented it, was therefore
a condition of the mina and heart that expressed
an attitude of faith and love towards God and men,
and obtained the reward with certainty even if the

sowing were 4 in tears' and the 'interest far off.'

(2) Several of these sayings are marked by the
sense of tih&futurity o/ theirfulfilniritf.. It is note-

worthy that in the list of jjcfititudc* in Mt 5,

while the majority speak of futurity, 'shall be
comforted/ 'shall inherit,' etc., one or two are
written in the present tense, e.g. 'theirs is the

kingdom of heaven.' In v. I0 we have the unique
form of expression, 'have been persecuted . .

theirs is.
s In St. Luke also we find the same com-

mingling of present and future. This reflects a
state of opinion that prevails throughout the

Gospels, and gives rise to some of the gieatest
problems of "!' 'p

1
- 1, inn viz. in what sense the

kingdom of i i- i" i c i.aderstood as a present
or as a future condition. The Beatitudes are not

only closely related to this question they consti-

tute a special aspect of it. As Titms puts it,
* Over

every saying of Jesus may be written the inscrip-
tion, "Concerning the kingdom of God."' These
sayings, then, reveal the nature of the kingdom in
its twofold aspect as an inward, spiritual, present
reality

which exists, progresses, suffers, is in per-

petual conflict ; and, as a great future fulfilment,
when conflict shall turn to peace, failure to victory,
suffering to reward, and the inward desire and the
outward attainment be one in the presence of per-
fected power.

Blessedness may therefore be regarded as one
of the forms under which our Lord presented the
character of His kingdom, and so it becomes an
illuminative idea whereby to read the whole
Gospel narratives. They all illustrate it. They
all serve to make up its content. The word and
thought derived from the Old Testament receive
richer significance, and may be taken as equi-
valent to those other great terms, such as * eternal
life* and 'the kingdom of heaven,' under which,
in the pages of St. John and St. Matthew, the
great purposes of God in Christ are set forth.

.
-The articles 'Blessedness' and, in particular,

* Sermon on the Mount '

in Hastings' DB , the articles in this-

Dictionary on BEATITUDES, KINGDOM OF GOD, ETERNAL LIFE,
PARABMSS, etc. ; the Commentaries on Mt 5 and Lk 6, and on
the other verses quoted, ;

< '"r"
\

,i* purposes,
Morison, Bruce [in JSxpos '., I - I

- rmon on
the Mount The most reciv . : , < . , V ktthew ia
that of Zahn (in German) 1> n- <

i , < l\ _<i of God
should also be consulted, and, m paraeular, A TITJIUS, the NT
Lehre von der Seligkeit, etc , erster Ted, 1895 , and Bousset,
Jesu Predict in ihr&in Gcgensatz zum Jiidentiim Skf dKo N.
Smyth, Christian Ethics, HSflf , J Jl Lighlfoot, Sermon it in St.

Paul's, 178, T. G Selby, The Jmperfet't Angel, 25

G. CUKRIK MAKTIX.
BLESSING.

1. Introductory.
2. Terms,
S. Jewish usage.
4. Usage iu the Gospels.

Literature.

1. Introductory. The main underlying idea of
the characteristic New Testament word for ' bless-
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ing' (etiXoyew) seems to be that of goodwill, which,
on the part of man towards God, has its appro-
priate expression in praise and thanksgiving. The
close connexion of these two last ideas is clearly
seen in the New Testament m the irieTdianjro of

the expressions for
c to hless

'

(euXoyeu*) and
'

i o give
thanks,

5

namely to God (edxapwrrew, cf. e g. Mk 641

and
j|
with Jn 611

; and see, further, below, 4),

and is explained by the Jewish development of the
term for

'

blessing
'

(Mrdkhah j cf. further, $ #).

In Jewish *";.: r- inology, under the influ-

ence of tht
'

s "i' !' views of God's character
and uniqueness, and His relation to Israel and
mankind, that had been developed,

*

blessing
5

acquires a lofty 'spiritual
connotation. God

'blesses* man and his world by His ever active,
beneficent Providence ; man * blesses

* God by
thankful recognition of this, and by pure acts of

praise ; man 'blesses' man by invoking the Divine
favour for his fellows' benefit (cf. e.g. Ps I298) ;

and even when material things are the objects of

blessing, this finds its proper expression in an act

of thanksgiving to the Divine Giver.

The oilg-irnil .cfi-e of ihe Heb verb Mrakk (Piel, denomina-
tive from UteUi, knee') i> nioip probabh 'to cause to make
progress '(so Cheyne) than am nonon of adoration ('to bend
the knee'). The primitive concept ion of blessing' and cursing,
according to uhirh rlipi w(-rc i pointed as possessing an ob-

jc( Live txiMcncc, more or Irs- independent r "s -P.M.*' i .L-.U

wtl ran-'c (cf Gn 27 !

') naturalh became I'-rnc' /i-l w h 1:11

propn ->> of inonoThf i-tir roli^.ou (M Pr 26s lor u <i( '\nr\ , ii

01 * the caubeleas curse ).

2. Terms. The terms for *

blessing
' used in the

Gospels are

(a) e&Xcryefr,
* to bless,' and 6^X077^6?, c&\oyijfjth>os,

'blessed.' All these forms are common in the

LXX, where, in the vast majority of instances,

they correspond to some form of the Heb. word
TO or its derivatives.

uAoyf7 is used
(A) of men: (1) as in Greek writings, in the sense of *to

praise,'
* celebrate with praises," viz. God. So several times

in the Gospels : e.g. Lk 16* a2** 2453 jsyn ;v?y,
* to praise,* and

5eS*?v, *to glorify' ; see under *"n i Iwlou i (1) *To invoke

l>loain|rs upon
'

(a sense po< ulur '. t U 1

>!i i
1

Oroi. i.)
'

ft gr. Lk O28.

(3) 'To tah'-s' material objects (' i \ i
1

'

-- Uc'i lor their be-
iJwa1

. * / Lk9i6.
10 '/ '''/ (4) 'To bestow blessings, favour, upon men*:

*

(i F..K !-' ('3xay}^sv). [The compound JtaTiy^oy^v, *to call

down blessings upon' occurs, according to the best attested

reading, in Mk 10]

\b) etixapiffreijf,* 'to give thanks,* viz. to God,
esp for food : e.g. Mt lox S627

. With this compare
also

(c) eo/-i0Ao7e&>, *to celebrate,
3

'give praise or

thanks to
3

(rtvl) : Mt H25 and |j,
and

(d) abeS*, 'to praise, extol' God: Lk213* 20 1937

24s3 (reading doubtful) [Cf. the use of the syn-

onymous expression 5odeiv, Lk 1715
, and StS6vai

56<w r$ 0e,f *to give glory to God/ Lk 1718

both of thanksgiving].
(e} fMucaplfcu', 'to pionounce blessed

' once only
in Gospels, Lk I

48
; and /tajcdpios,

'

blessed,'
*

happy
'

(esp. in a congratulatory sense) : e.g. in the Beati-

tudes (Mt 5*-
n

,
Lk 620'22

; cf. Jn 20).' Both words
are common in the LXX.

It is remarkable that the term tixapim* occurs very rarely

(and onlv in the Apocryphal books) in the LXX The common
LXX equn alent for

' to give thanks '

(Heb hddah) is '^oueXe^v
*.i*ti is also of frequent occurrence there The Bishop of

Salisbury (The Holy Communion?, p 135 n 34) suggests that
iufeytTy in the NT was ' often purposely exchanged ... for the

more classical and intelligible i^etptfTM
'

3. J&unsh usage. The elements that entered

into the Hebrew idea of *

blessing
'

J sketched

* The derivatives &x*pirrl* ('giving of thanks') and %/>*r*
rtf ( thankful ') do not occur in the Gospels.

t See, further, on this expression Grimm-Thayer, L&K. s.v.

J The wide variety of meaning attached to TO in t&e OT
(cf. Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, s.v.) well illustrates this.

above ( 1) were elaborately developed in later
Jewish usage. Here the mo^t important points
for the illustration of the Gospels may be biietiy
summarized.

(A) Blessing of persons According to Jewish
ideas, God is the sole source of all blessing, both
material and spiritual ; and to Him alone, theie-

fore, praise and thanksgiving are due (cf. Eph 1J

for a beautiful Chustian application of the ideal.

Thus, even in the great Priestly Blessing (Nu e-- 27
),

which filled so large a place in Jewish liturgical

worship both in the temple and (in a less degiee)
in the synagogue, it was not the priest per se \\ ho
blessed, but God (Si/re, ad loc.).* The blessing of

man by man finds one of its most prominent ex-

pression- in jintJ.ipii and farewell, a custom of

great fiuiiciuix nni not, of course, in itself

specifically Jewish. T But the formulas connected
with it naturally reflect Jewish religious senti-

ment in a marked degree. The fundamental idea
of goodwill is worked out into an invocation of

the JDivine favour and providence, and consequent
prosperity, on the recipient These ideas find

beautiful" expression in the Priestly Blessing, and
in the poetical amplification of it embodied in P*

674 The characteristic
word employed in greeting

and farewell is
*

p^eace
5

(Heb. shawm, Greek dprjvv),

which has a wide conno'.viu'j I'lli 1 ^ ". '^i-

notions of security, safety, i-io-i" i i\, \

city. Thus the regular j^'uula -M .: i
11

:*.' >

Peace be to thee
s

(Jg 6^, \)n 1"'
,
,,-ul .. ,,i>.

well, *Go in peace
3

(cf- 1 S I17 etc.). 'To gieet*
is expressed in Hebrew by the phrase

'
to ask

of a person concerning peace (welfare)* (cf Gn
4S27

, Ex 187 etc.), and similar formulas
II The use

of the word * blessed' (Heb. bartikh), both in

solemn greeting (1 S i513 'Blessed be thou of J"/
cf. Ps 118-& Ble-sfc.ed is he that cometh') and

parting (1 K 109
), should also be noted in this

connexion.
The custom of imparting a solemn blessing at

final departure (from life*!") is attested in the

Talmud (e.g Ber 286 death of Johanan ben

Zakkai, c, 75-80 A.D.).
Besides the salutation, other forms of blessing

prevailed, notably the blessing of ckUdren by
parents (and sometimes by others). This custom
is well attested in the OT (cf. e.g. Gn Q26 277

f 48*).

Jacob's blessing of TpTiraiui and Mftiiasseh is esp.

notable, because it lixecl tho formula which has
been used among the Jews in later times,** The
earliest literary evidence for the existence of this

particular custom is quite late (17th cent } ; hut
that some form of parental blessing was well

known by the NT period may be inferred from
Sir 39

(cf. Mk 1QISW6 and ||).

According to the minor TalmudinaT rraftare ^tijihrrti'i

(xvui. 5), which contains -valuable old traditional in.icen.ii In

Jerusalem there \vas the godly custom 10 initiate uie tn'Idun
at the beginning of the thirteenth year by fasting the whole

Daj of Atonement. During this year they took the boj to the

* The special sanctaty with which the Aaronic blessing was
invested in The later period lav* in the pronunciation of *the

ineffable name/ which was permitted to the priests onlj.

Originally, however, this restriction was not in force, Thus
the Mishna (jBer. x 4) cites Ru 2 s - p

' '
- .-hat 'the name"

was used in ordinary greetings ; T il- I'- I
-

t See the artade 'Salutation* f\ ,'i r. f , "\ Kitto's Biblical

Cyclopaedia^ iiu p. 739 f

J The whole Psalm give* a fine analysis of the contents of the

Hebrew idea of blessing. Other echoes of the Priestly Blessing:

occur in the Psalter (Ps 46 3U6 803 7
i9).

Note tiiat this word forms the climax of the Priestly Bless-

ing (Nu 626)

f{ For further details see*the Hebrew Lexicons, .t> Dt??.
. .

** For boys the formula runs ' May God make thee like-

Epliraim and Manasseh '

, for girls: *May God make thee Kke
Sfeirah, Rebekah, Rachel, and Leah '

(cf. Ru 411) Any otfeer

blessing suggested by the occasion or special circumstances

might be added. See, further, Jewish Bneyc. (as cited below,
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pnests and learned men that they might bless him, and prav\
for him that God might think him worthy of a life devoted to
the study of the Torah and pious works.* *

(B)^ Blessing of things. The feeling of praise
<

f1
" \ \ : iv* '"' "' - f-d promi-".' : o I

i i .!,'! j worship,
has crystallized itself into a regular form of bene-
diction known as Berakhah (lit.

fi

Blessing *) In its

technical sense the term denotes a set form of

prayer, which opens with the words,
c Blessed art

Thou, O Lord oni God, King of the Universe,
who/ etc., and, in its fully developed form, closes
Y ith a repetition of the same words. This class f

plays ^an important part in the Jewish Liturgy.
In its simplest and shortest form the B&rdMiah

opens as described, but has no closing refrain.

It contains a brief expre^ion of thanks to God

forborne benefit conferred or privilege enjoyed.:^
Undoubtedly the most ancient kind of benedic-

tion is that recited at the meal. The Book of
Samuel attests the antiquity of the custom, for in
one passage (1 S 918

) we are told that the people
refused to eat the sacrificial meal until it had been
blessed.

The Biblical command on which the obligation
of grace at meals (Heb. birfcath ha-maz6n] i.e.

according to the Kabbis (Ber. %la, 4SZ> ; Tos. Ber.
vii. 1), grace both before and after eatmg is

founded, occurs in Dt S10
(< When thou hast eaten

and art full, thou shalt bless the Lord thy God
for the good land which he hath given th.ee>
The Benediction over bread, which is recited

before the meal begins, and which may have been
known to our Lord, runs :

( Blessed art Thou,
Lord our God, King of the Universe, who bringeth
forth bread from the earth.' The coi responding
one said before drinking wine is:

( Blessed art
Thou, Lord our God, King of the Universe,
who createst the fruit of the vine 9

(cf. Lk 2218
).

Note. -The "Roied'cuop ili..ricc"incr'*oi' r u"'io\i,s especi-
alh associated \\iii i rlu hi'lovu ig <r rno :>,. mr'i oii'l festhal
davs embodied in the ceremonies "of Kiddmh (' Sanctification ')
and Habdcttdh. ('Separation* or 'Distinction'). For a full de-
s> nption of these observances see the Jewish, Encyc. s vv.
' Kirldush ' and 'Habdalah*; and for a possible connexion with
the Gospels reference niav be made to an article by the present
Tipter in the Journ of TheoL Stitdies (ui. [1902] p. 357 ff.) on* The Jewish Antecedents of the Eucharist.' Though thants-

.\ nirio AII P--OI.I al aiul indoc 1 Jic HUM proi
rin< im, <_'1( -no'it,

in con-erra.iOn or sinc'im .uu'i,Th( (]<>.. in use be kept di-jtini'L.

Of Bp of Salisbury, op. cit. p. 135 f.

The more important Benedictions in this con-
nexion aie reserved for the recitation that follows
the meal. Of these there are now four (see
Singer's Prayer-BooJc> p. 286). The first (' Blessed
art Thou, O Lord . . . who givestfood unto all')
is ascribed by the Talmud (Ber* 485) to Moses ;

the second ('for the land and for the food') to
Joshua, who led Israel into the land ; the third
(* Blessed art Thou, Lord, who in Thy compas-
sion rebtdldest Jerusalem *) to king Solomon ; the
fourth ('Blessed art Thou, Lord our God . . .

who art kind and dealest kindly with all ') to the
BabMs ol Jamnia in the 2nd cent. A.D.

The act of thanksgiving after the meal is not explicitly
alluded to in the Gospels That the custom is an ancient one,
however, appears from the fact that, by the time of the com-
pilation of the Mishna, rules as to its ordering had been fully
developed (cf JBer v*i ). It constitutes a sort of service, with
responses (which vary according to the number, etc., of those

~.g,
U H*,u *jjcQj.ug9 \aitKiiuritv jitirre), me nucleus or wmcn is

undoubtedly pre-Christian. Ifc is notable that here the element
of petition accompanies that of praise and thanksgiving (for
text of these in English see Singer's Heb.-Eng. Prayer-Book,
pp. 44-54).

Au v
?2 5

ar^e nu??ber of these short Benedictions, expressiveof thankful recognition of God's goodness and providence as
shown in \anous ways, has been developed, ForaMlenumera-

ish Encyc. s.v* 'Benedictions/ or the Prayer-

Cf. Jewish JSneyc. iii. 9.

present) Details and text of prajers can be read in Smger,
pp 278-235
Anothei ancient form of Benediction (with responses), which,

however, is not alluded to in the Gospels, is that offeied before
and after <~,

'

.of Scripture (for the modern forms cf

Singer, p.
i - has a Biblical basis m the practice of

Ezra mentionedm Neh S*>t and w as doubtless well known m the
time of Je&us.

Enough has been said above to make it clear

that the set foim of Benediction, based as it IB

upon Biblical precedents, had been developed by
the NT period. The first tiactate of the Mishna
(compiled in its pie^ent, foiiu. probably from earlier

collections, at end ot 2nd cent. A.D. ) deals with the
various forms of the Berakhah (hence its name
Berakhdth^'"^

'
3

), and embodies the earliest

Rabbinical on the subject. Auouiintr
to the Talmud (Ber. 33), the im^i'ii/i-d lionulir-

tions were formulated by the "'pier. 01 the Gieat
Q ',-;.

J

Later the lule was deduced that a
!;. ". to be regular, must contain the name
of God and the attribute of God's kingship (Ber,
405).

5. Usage in the Gospels. The Jewish concep-
tion of ']!" in r' (cf, and 3) is reflected in the

Gospel iia-nj ivi - in its purest and most elevated
form. The central thought of God as the sole

object of praise, of God's favour as the highest
form of felicity (cf. Lk I 28

), the duty of rendering
thanks to Him as the Great Giver and Father, are

strikingly enforced, especially in some of the say-
ings of Je&us. The Gospel usage may best be
illustrated by an analysis of the passages in which
the terms enumerated above ( 2) respectively
occur. These n ,-\ 1

"

as follows:

(a) Passages ,

' se of eVKoyelv,
c to

bless,
5 and its derivatives :

(1) With a personal object expressed, viz. :

(A) God: Lklw 228 24M
"With this division should be considered the use of suXo^roV,
'Blessed/ which is 'i s - \

* *

. IM."" 1 10 God m the NT.
The term occurs tw < , ( (^ i>

- * <v a T>f- phw-i- for

God, Mk 1461 (Cf. i , ^ t ,' ir -

One,* 'Blessed be He') and , :

praise, Lk l*s (opening line of ', .

(B) Man: in the sense of 'to invoke blessings
on/ Lk 6s8

; esp. at solemn mitinjr or farewell,
Lk 2s* 2450f-

(cf. the Knbbmi<al parallel quoted
above); of solemn bioing ot child i en, Mk 1016

(better reading /eareu\67et)> cf. Mt 19X4 and the
Jewish illustration already cited.

it may be remarked that the blessing was im-

other

Here naturally comes to be considered the use
of e#Xoyi7/^os=

4 blessed* (viz. by God): it occurs
six times in the acclamation, borrowed from Ps
1 18 [117]

26
, of

* him that cometh *

; Mt 219 233fl and
the || passages, Mk IP, Lk IS35 1938, Jn 12l*

(whereB reads etiAo-y^s) ; once of the mother of the
Lord and her Son, Lk I42 /VAo-yry/w.'//^ K T \

, in I28 is

not well attested) ; also of 4
tin; nations on the

King's right hand' (Mt 2534), and of the kingdom
ofDavid?(MklI).

(2) With a material object : Mk 87, Lk 916
(both

of food). ^In these cases blessing the bread must
be understood as *'

blessing God the giver of the
bread " *

(Westcott), in accordance with the Jewish
usage illustrated above ( 3).

(3) Absolutely, \vithout any object expressed
(always of food and sustenance) Mk 641

1|
Mt 14ia

(feeding of the five thousand), Mk 1422
|| Mt 26^

(in ref. to bread at Last Supper), and Lk 2430
.

In close connexion with the above we have to
consider here

(b) The use of ftfxapurrew, Ho give thanks,* m tfo

Gospels.

m
(\) Of food and wine. The word occurs eleven

times, and in eight of these lias reference either to
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food or wine, viz. : Mk 86
!|
Mt 13s6 (of the feeding

of the four thousand), Lk 2219
(in ref. to the bread

at the Last Supper), Jn 611 - 23
(of feeding of the

five thousand), of ^r \
'

over the cup at
the Last Supper, M . . ., >, and Lk 2217

.

It is clear from a comparison of the parallel
passages noted above that cfaayew and c&xapiffTctr
are freely interchanged (cf. Cremer, Bib.-TkcoL
Lex. s.vv.-, Swete, JThSt iii. [1902] 163). It thus
appeals that the predominant idea in the Gospel
usage of such expie&sio-i^ a^ Mo^-inj: the bread 3

is not so much that of smuilujmon or consecra-
tion as of thanksgiving to God for the gift

*

(2) Of thanksgiving to God in other connexions :

Lk 18", Jn il41.

(3) Of thanksgiving to Christ : Lk 1716
.

(Note here that the act of thanksgiving was accompanied
by 'glorifying

1 God* (v.15), and that it is on this feature that
Jesns lays stress (v.% Were there none found that returned
to give glory [here= 'to render thanks'] to God save this

stranger''")

(e) and (rl) The use of the terms ^fo/toXoyefr,

'thank/ andatveiv,
*

praise' (cf. SogAfav,
*

glorify *),

in a more or less synonymous sense (the sense of

lhank>.<ri\i:ijr). has been sufficiently explained
above {2j, and does not call for further remark
here.

Note, however, that c&lnlv is never used of or by Jesus.

(e) The use of futKdpiosf

c
blessed,

5
i frequent in

the sayings of Jesus (its employment in the
'Beatitudes' has already been noted above). It
is used especially in a congratulatory sene, corre-

sponding m the LXX to the Hebrew term 'ftshrg=
*

happy
y

(lit.
* O the happiness of

}

). In this way
it is employed, especially in personal address (a

good instance occurs in Mt 16" * Blessed art thou,
Simon Bar-jona,' etc.). Especially notable are
such sayings as that recorded in Lk II-7- a

('Blessed
is the womb that bare thee* . . . *Yea, rather,
blessed are they that hear the word of God and
keep it'), in which Jesus pointedly in-Kts on the
idea that true blessing and true ble^edne^s are to
be found in thought and action that are imme-
diately related and directed to God and the Divine
requirements. The Jewish conception of blessing
and blessedness is thus set forth in its purest and
most elevated phase.
LITERATURE The most important ordinal authorities for the

Jewish data are the recensions of the tractate Blrakhoth
ettant in the Mishna (various ed. of Heb text; En?, tr in
Barola\ 's Talmud, 1877, and De Sola and Raphall's J/uAnoA,
!* !,'), and Lho Tosephta (Heb cext, ed. Zuckermandel) For a
full account of these see Jeurish Encyclopedia, * i .

* Berakot '

For an account of the various Jewish forms of blessing see the
articles

*
Benedictions,' 'Blossinjj of Children,' and *

Blessing
(Prie-ih ),' with tho literature cited, in i he same work Gf. also
tin an. ' thndni'd' m T fainburner's. UK Jur JSibel uvid Talmud,
vol. ii. Some relevant data are also to he found in i/he article
*Benedjctions* (hy R Sinker) in Smith's Dictionanj of Chris-
tian Antiquities. There is a valuable 'Additional Note* in

Westcott's Hebrews on 'The Bihlica.1 Idea of Blessing' (p.
209 ff ) , and a careful synopsis of references in Harper (W. R ),

Pnesth/ Element vn OT*t (1905) 136 ff Reference ma\ also he
made to the works of Edersheim (esp The Temple its Minigtry,
etc., where the Jewish material is set forth fully) and those of
the elder Lightfoot. Other references have been given in the

body of the article G. H. BOX.

BLINDNESS. Blindness is a very common dis-

ease in the East It is mainly due to ophthalmia
caused partly by the sun-glare and partly by lack
of cleanliness. The word ' blindness

3 or" blind
'

is

used in the Bible, however, very frequently of a

spiritual condition; and the references in the

Gospels are specially interesting as the physical
and. the spiritual states are sometimes intertwined,
the former being used a& emblematic of the latter.

* Cf the valuable remarks of the Bp. of Salisbury on this

point (op. tit. p. 135 f.)- He notes the occurrence of the expres-
sions euz*p*ff*wwn* TFW*, tv%cc,pnmflas pres9 etc., 'tbanfcsgiven;

food,' thanksgiven bread/ where we should say 'consecrated
food or bread *

(td ). Cf. also Didache x. and xy

In Mt IP the ihbt evidence of Hi^ Messiahship,
adduced by Jesus to the disciples of John the
Baptist, is that the blind receive their &ight. The
fir&t miracle of tln^ nature in the life of Jesu^ i-

recorded by St Matthew (9-*^ ) a^ occurring at

Capernaum.
Two blind men followed Him, crvincr, *Thou Son of Daud,

ha\emerc\ onus.* T>- 1- n. - \ _*. -
;

^ -their
request, as \\e are .1 >1 t ,'"-,;, , , ,: c >tered
the house with Him that He turned a fa\ ourahle ear to the r
entreatv. Satisfied of their faith, and of the vpint in \\hii h
they approached Him, He pronounced the u ord 01 healmg

^
In St. Mark (S

22
^) another miracle of restoring

sight to the blind is recorded \\hich has features ot
its own.

Jesus leads the hlind man out of the village (Bethsaida), and
ha\ iiy spit ujiou IMS e\es touches tlu i : ^i '

i; - <>' "\ ^p.ulu .1

rt&tortd, ab at rir^r he st es men like i-vi ^ \c i
k

i . T; - 1>, '-".

of the many instances of the reahsv o: *
. M i x. Iro''i ,

it is a reminiscence of the well-knot*n difficulty expeneni'M
by the hlind-born, to whom sigiit has been giCen through a

lurfjioal operatioi, of adjusting the knowledge acquired by the
new. roriilT 1 ' \\ith that derived through the other avenues of

senbfi-perceptiow.

The story of the blind man or men at Jericho iss

recorded in all tl.r-. i <*ym|.' c- 'Mt SO89
*, Mk 10^%

Lk IS353"-}. It Ii.i- ,:'' t -OJUiii-j-, in common with
the incident narrated in Mt 9t>7

.

Sc. Mark and St. Luke speak of only one blind roan, St,

Matthew has two All three give the words of healing differ-

ently. There have been many attempts made to harmonize
the various accounts,* bufe the necessity for making such

attempts arises out of a mechanical theory of inspiration whit n
is difficult to maintain. Is it not enough for all practical pur-
poses to hold the substantial accuracy ot the E\ angelic narrate e

without troubling ourselves about those nun ate divergent
\\}<Lv occi -in r"'fvi< i i< r-iuMi <> L'it sanu * it"* narrateJ .)/

fie ino*t ir i*.ii%i,rihv \.n nt-n'-s
'

The miracles recorded in ^It 1222 and Jn 9 stand

by themselves as having a very close relation to

the teaching of Jesus which follows. St, Matthew
tells us that theiewas brought to Jesus one pos-
sessed with a devil, blind and dumb ; and He healed

him, insomuch that the blind and dumb both saw
and spake. This gave rise to the charge of the

Pharisees, that the miraculous power of Jesus was
not a G-od-given, but a do\ il-given power.

* This
fellow doth not cast out devils, but by Beelzebub the

prince of the devils.
9 To the clear moral vision of

Jesns the attitude implied in this objection showed
a radical depravity of nature, an inability to dis-

criminate between fundamental ethical distinctions.

A house divided against itself cannot BtgoKL* If

Satan inspires to deeds of beneficence, then h
ceases to "be Satan. He who does good is inspired
of God, and the measure of the good he does is the
measure of his conquest 6ver Satan. It is in this

connexion that Jesus utters the remarkable refer-

ence to blasphemy against the Holy Ghost as the

unforgivable sin. See ark BliASPHEMY.
The other instance whwe the miraculous cure of

blindness is made a text for the most characteristic

teaching of Jesus is that recorded in Jn 9. Here
it is a man blind from his birth that Jesus cures.

And when the Pharisees seek to persuade him of

their peculiar theological tenet that the power of

Jesus is derived from Satan, the man has stiength
of niind enough to fall back on that primary moral
instinct to which Jesus always appeals

* \Vherea->

I was blind, now I see. This man has done good
to me, and for me, therefore, he is prood. It is not
the function of the prince of darkne-s to give sight
to the blind.' He cannot, therefore, accept their

theory of the source whence Jesns derives His

power.
This leads us to a predominant feature of the

teaching of Jesns His presentation of the gospel
a&msion. Jesns claims to be the Light of the world.

Light to those who see is its own. evidence, and
* For a summary of these see Plummer, Intern&t. CW3L Cf m^

'St. Luke,' in loco.
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Jesus, therefore, in making this claim can desire no

recognition other than that
;-

.--i,
1

\ made by
the soul when purged from i i? .! A

- dons that
obscure or deflect its vision. To secure effective

vision there must be not only light, but also a

healthy visual organ. Blindness may arise from
the absence of light, from mere functional derange-
ment of the organ of vision^ or from some fata]

organic defect in the organ. It is to those whose
blindness comes from either of the first two causes
that Jesus appeals. He comes as Light, strength-
ening the visual faculty, <lUppllin;r the darkness
that envelops the soul, and revealing to it the
spiritual realm. * I am come into this world that

tney which see not might see
'

(Jn 9s9). This pre-
sentation of Jesus ,' T

*;

1
'

i ^ i

g to tho oi^nn
of

^spiritual vision ; , , t
-

1 i supinrally H"
1 -

unique Divinity do .
"

< v -. -of the Fourth
Go - 1 )ol . Bu i M e principle is as clearly enunciated
ir p < ^\ :i- >*)!->-.. It is the pure in heart who see
<Jo<*. ^\\ ,Vj, im'ause the pure heart is the organ
of the God-consciousness. In the great confession
of St. Peter the real point of our Lord's com-
mendation lies not in the clear enunciation of the

Messiahship and the Divin< ^..'s
7 *

<
f
.T ,us, but

in the manner in which <
t

> ,: of all

spiritual truths has been reached. ' Blessed art

tnou, Simon Bar-jona : for flesh and blood hath not
revealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in

heaven '(Mtl617
).

Jesus, the Light of the world, can appeal only
to those who have the faculty of sight. Where
the faculty of sight is impaired or destroyed, how-
ever civilly tlio Tight, may shine, there is no vision.
This o'-'-ujisnaon ot the spiritual orb is what is

called *

judicial blindness.' The phrase implies that
there never can be such radical defect of vision
without personal guilt in the person so affected.
It is a penalty of sin, the judgment that comes
through neglecting the light (cf. Jn 941). Inasmuch
as Jesus is the true Light that lighteth every man
that cometh into the world, there is in human
nature, as such, the capacity of spiritual vision j

but this capacity, either by disuse or perversity,
may be PO ladically corrupted as to be impervious
to the light. And when this is so, the sinner
rushes to his doom heedless of the plainest warn-
ings. This is a truth always recognized in the
Gospels. St. John in his Prologue sa>s that the
Light shmeth in darkness, but the darkness com-
prehended it not (cf. Mt G22^). It is the meaning
of the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost, a sin

unforgivable, inasmuch, as it does not recognize
itself as sin, and thus renders impossible that
repentance which is the condition of forgiveness
(but see art. BLASPHEMY). A. MILLER.

BLOOD (n?, Aram, np-i, Gr. a^a). Urideilyinfr
the use of the term * blood* in the Go-pel^ is ut
root conception, as contained in the OT. This
root CunatMitLOTi is* nlAStTlxr HAMM A ft i T.vlTll. 14

* . * w WMS- tft/t/c* &/6C6Cr 'inMKGtlb UZQTl&T/l&nf Oy
reason of the life. . . . Jbr as #o ^e life of all

flesh, the Uood thereof is all one with the life
thereof . . . for the hfe of all flesh is the Uood
thereofJ The close connexion between 'life' and
* blood 'amounting even to identification was
doubtless realized by man from very early times ;
for constant experience taught him that loss of
blood entailed weakness, while great loss resulted
in death, i.e. the departure of life. This would
have been noticed again and again in everyday
life, whether in hunting, or in slaughtering (both
for food and sacrifice), or in battle.

* This belief
was by no means confined to the Hebrews, but

12"
^ ** JStoack' Der Mtto^teu** ** for Xenschheit*,

BLOOD

was universal in ancient times, just as it is now

among primitive races
* The reiterated prohibi-

tion with regard to the eating of blood contained

in the Hebrew Code was due, firstly, to the fact

that God had made use of it as a means of atone-

ment, and that therefore it ought not to be used

for any other purpose ; and, secondly, because it

was believed to contain the soul or life. In the

one case, the prohibition is due to the holy char-

acter of blood ;f m the other, to its essential

nature,! it being the centre from which animal

life in all its various forms emanated. Blood was
therefore holy from the Divine point of view, be-

cause God had sanctified it to holy uses ; and it

was holy from man's point of view, both because

it had been ordained as a means of atonement in

the sight of God, and because human life, of

which blood was the essence, was sacred to Him.
In the Gospels one or other of these conceptions

underlies the use of the word * blood.' Its use

may be briefly summarized thus :

1. Blood ^n its material sense, e q ,
the woman

with the issue of blood (Mk 525
, Lk 843

) The

power which went out from Christ stayed the flow

of the woman's blood; it is implied (Mk 525 dXX&

tta\\ov els rb %ei/>oz> A^oOcra) that this outflow was
the <l)b "j: o'.i. of her life. The ancient concep-
tion is, therefore, plainly present here.

2. Blood used in the sense of life (i.e, poured out
in death). It is interesting to observe that in all

the Gospel passages in which blood is used as

-ynom won- with life, the reference is either to

an OT occurrence, or else to Christ as fulfilling OT
es. The passages are the following : Mt 23s*

e should not have been partakers with them
in the blood of the prophets'; 2385 'That upon
you may come all the righteous blood shed on the

earth, from the blood of Abel the righteous unto
the blood of Zachariah son of Barachiah, whom ye
slew between the sanctuary and the altar,' cf. Lk
II81

; Mt 274 *I have betrayed innocent blood';w 'the price of blood'; 278 'the field of blood';
27s4 *

I am innocent of the blood of this righteous
man'; 27s5 'His blood be upon us.' In each of

these passages the meaning of blood as implying
life is sufficiently clear.

3. In Lk 131 occurs a reference to * the Galilaeans
whose blood Pilate mingled with their sacrifices.*

Thoi o i- iioiefoioncc to ihi* ovont either in Joc]1ins
(although ilii'ii*]* mention of n i-imilai occiurtwti
in Ant. xvu ix. 3) or elsewhere ; but the meaning
appears to be that they were offering up their
usual sacrifice in the ordinary course, when they
were fallen upon and butchered by the Roman
soldiery, probably as a punishment for some act
of revolt [the restlessness of the Galilaeans was
notorious, cf. Ac 587].
& A further use of the word is seen in Mt I617

,

where the expression
*
flesh and blood' occurs

In this passage the use of 'blood' is -omewhat
modified from what has been found hitherto ; the
phrase <rfy> Kal at/Act denotes what is human, ab-

stractly considered; 'the antithesis is between
knowledge resulting from natural human develop-

*Rob Smith, Rel of the Semites*, p 337 ff
; Wellhausen,

JReste aralnschen He^d* p 226 ff , Stiack, op. cit. t> 9ff. ;
J. G Frazer, GolA&n Rough 2, i 353, where other authorities
are cited; Bahr, Symbohk des Mosauchen Cultus*, L 44 ff.;
Tnimbull, Studies ^n Oriental Social Life, p 157 flf.

t See, further, with regard to this point, the many interesting
1

details in TrumbuU's The Threshold Covenant, and Dought/a
Arabia Deserta (2 vole ) ; the references are too numerous to
quote, but both works will well repay careful study.
JCf Strack, op ctf. p 75 ff

, Franz Dehtzech, System der
biblischen Psychologic, pp 196, 202.

The expression r/& *i ^^ (also in the order !/** x*l
frequent in Rabbinical writings (QTI 1^5); 'the Jewish

writers use this form of speech infinite times, and bv it oppose
men to God' (Lig^htfoot, Horce Heb. et Talm. [Gandell's edfj u.
234) ; see also Sir 1413, where 'flesh and blood' are compared to
he leaves on a tree.
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merit, or on the basis of natuial birth, and know-

ledge proceeding from the revelation of the Father
in heaven, or on the basis of regeneration'
/T . .

' "

The expression therefore emphasizes
. ! i .

, between human and Divine know-
ledge (cf. Gal I 16

*

immediately I conferred not with
flesh and blood'; cf. also He 214

, 1 Co 1550
, Eph

612
) The special meaning attaching to ' blood

J

here is that it belongs to human nature; and
x.|--ii'". ,--ii in this connexion is the passage Lk 24s9

ji '*;_ -i i'ath not flesh and bones as ye behold me
having,' \vheie '

flesh
'

is clearly intended to include
blood ; f the primary difference in bodily structure
between a natural and a spiritual body being the
absence of blood in the latter. If in the ordinary
human body blood is conceived of as being the
source of life, the body without blood receives its

life in a manner utterly different, it is the life

which conies from Christ :
' I am come that they

might have life, and that they might have it more
abundantly' (Jn 1C10

). Closely connected with this

are the words in Jn l
ls '

. . . which were bom, not
of blood $ . . . but of God '

; heie, too, the contrast
is between that which is born *of blood/ i.e. accord-

ing to a natural birth, and that which is born e of

God,' i.e. according to a -j;i*i( j, 1 1-u h.

5. A very mysterious n-o ii l-loi|
'
is that con-

tamed in the words *

bloody sweat' (Lk 2244
).

* It

is probable that this strange disorder arises from
a violent commotion of the nervous system, and

forcing of the red particles into the cutaneous ex-

cretories.'d 'The intensity of the struggle/ says
Godet,

4 becomes so great, that it issues in a sort

of beginning of physical dissolution. The words,
as w were drops, express more than a simple com-

parison between the density of the sweat and that
of blood. The words denote that the sweat itself

resembled blood. Phenomena of futii^.ii occur-

rence demonstrate how immediately i'ii> iilo-xl, the
seat of life, is under the empire of moral impres-
sions. Does not a feeling of shame cause the
blood to rise to the face? Cases are known in
which the blood, violently agitated by grief, ends

by penetrating through the vessels which enclose

it, and, driven outwards, escapes with the sweat

through the transpiratory glands (see Langen, pp.
212-214).' IT See SWEAT.

6* One other passage must be referred to before

coming to the spiritual use of blood,
3

namely, Jn
1934 'and *'', ;;!( v, \ fi, j,- came out blood and
water.

3 CM (in- \J\\ !IMM M--M of the effusion of
"water togeJu i v i!i i'i

4 Mi^l, see Godet's Gospel
ofjSt. John, iii. 274 f. "With regard to the flowing
of the blood, there seems to be a striking signifi-
cance in the fact ; it was a visible instance of the
fulfilment of Christ's own words :

f Think not that
I came to de*lroy the law or the prophets ; I came
not to dt^uoy, but to fulfil . . .'

**
(Alt 517 - 18

) ; for

* Commentarym Matt, in loc. Of. the words of Tholuck : *Ife

designates humanity with reference to its character as endowed
with the senses and passions

*

(Com on Matt ) ; see also Ols-

hausen, Com. on the gospels, vol. 11. (T. & T. Clark).
t See, further, art BODY
j Thee use of the plur. here e| otlftetnav (Vulg-. ex sanguinflms)

appear-, ac< oiding
1 to Westcott, 'to emphasize the idea of the

element^ om of u nich in various measures the tody is framed'
'rr/irt i>ii .V John, in loc ; cf. also Godet's Com. on St. John,
irol i p ,"r>7fl (r <K T.Clark),

5 tt< iMnhnfr ili< icxt here, see Westcott-Hort, and Godet,
^n loo

"
Stroud, Ph Mwl Cmiw of thp Death ofChnst, pp. 74, 380,

quoted in Iriimlmll i The BlndH Co'cnant, p "*79 note, of also
the letters of Dr Refybio anrl ST ,Famc-> Y bimpson, guru in

App. i. or If iriru's Lctti Day />/ Oitr L'/id^it J*a*M' n
*$ COM <iii LuLu, 11 3WJ (T & T ("lark) The re is certainly one

other instance on record of a like m\sterious flow of blood, that,
nameh , of Charles ix of France It is said of him that on his

deathbed his bitterness of sorrow and qualms of conscience,
on account of the massacre on St Bartholomew's Eve, were
so intense that in the anguish of his soul he literally sweated
blood.

** Cf the frequent occurrence of such phrases as ' that the

Scripture might be fulfilled.'

it was of the essence of sacrifice under the Old
Dispensation that blood should flow,* and that it
should flow from a- vital part, usually from the
throat, though the sphit of the Law would obvi-

ously be fulfilled when the blood flowed from such
a vital pait as the region of the heart, the central
part of man ; f the sacrifice was consummated
when the life, i e. the blood, had flowed out.
Kalisch points out that, guided by similar views,
the Teut

*

,

""

the heart ot the sacrificial

victims, \
'

, limals or men, because the
heait is the fountain of the blood, and the blood
of the heart was [je cumuli il\ regarded as the
blood of sacrifice .Vo ,iK<> i Jic following article.

7. The passages which speak of the blood of Christ
(Mt 2628

,
Mk U24

,
Lk 2220

, Jn 6s3
-56

), i.e. of blood in
its spiritual meaning, can be here only biiefly re-
ferred to [see ATONEMENT, LAST SUPPER]. They
must be taken in conjunction with such expressions
elsewhere as *the blood of Christ

3

(1 Co 1016 Eph
213

), 'the blood of the Lord' (1 Co II27
), 'the blood

of his cross
'

(Col I20
), the blood of Jesus

'

(He 1019
,

1 Jn I7),
* the blood of Jesus Christ

5

(1 P I 2),
' the

blood of the Lamb' (Kev 1211
).

Prom the earliest times among the ancient
Hebrews the various rites and ceremonies, indeed
the whole sacrificial system, showed the yearning
desire for a closer union with God ; this union was
to be effected only through life-containing and life-

giving blood. The very existence of these sacri-

fices proved (and the offering up of their firstborn
sons only emphasized the fact) that men deemed
the i-l, !!

'

;,'
between God and themselves to

be i. ., "> Useless as these sacrifices were
in themselves, they were at anv rate (when not
unauthorized) shadows of good things to come (He
101"4

) ; and they served their purpose of witnessing
to profound truths which God intended to reveal
more fully as soon as man's capacity for appre-
hension should have become sufficiently <lt-\ <J-[ o<l.

The shedding of Christ's blood effected a m k \v it Ja-
'

.

"

-etween God and man ; it sealed a New
1

' and became the mean& of the salvation

of many (Mt 2628
, Mk 1424, cf. Lk 2220

). But the
ancient conception, the God-revealed truth only
i'.i' ",\ <I|'|-M ", "!". was right : the life was in the
*''

',
riii nil- !i j the shedding of blood brought

life
c
I lay down my life, that I may take it again

5

(Jn 1017) only it was a life which it was impossible ,

to conceive of before the Author of it brought it to
"

man. '

Having in His own blood the life of God
and tlie hie ot man, Jesus Christ could make men
sharers of the Divme by making them sharers of
His own nature ; and this was the truth of truths
which He declared to those whom He instructed.' U

LiTBRATURE.~-There are many books which give information
en li'i^ MI'I,<

kl o .1 a- regards the ^jocial relationship lietAuen
iilo -a' ,id Chri-L !' is tlitliculi ro pomi to am partu ular won* ;

main details uio to he had, but, thev muse ho ^aiJicied front

numerous sources ; sonic of the niorr important of these are :
' der b\ltl\*chtn P i

"
'

Leipzig,
lft,V , l. Cassel, fiic SymloltL dc* Jllutft,, 15 I

- ' C. Bahr,
St/mbbltk d** Mosaischeii Culht*-t l!>74, I (.-

i,. JBiblical

* This was originally hased on ti i" c p
1 rn of l)loo<l IK n^

the drink of gods (cf Ps oO^) , see It >u > n-ih, o/>. fit j>.

'

{, rr ;

Curtiss, Primitive Sern, Rel. To-day, p. 22it ; Tne consumma-
tion of the sacrifice is in the outflow of blood.*

t Cf. the words of Philo, de Conoupisc. x. :
* Some men pre-

pare sacrifices which ought never to be offered, strangling the
victim and stifling the essence of life, which they ought to let

depart free and unrestrained' (quoted bv Kalisch, Jbeviticue,
i. 184).

t 'Under the symbolic sacrifices of the Old Covenant it was
the blood which made atonement for the soul. It was not the
death of the victim, nor yet its broken body ; but it was the

blood, the life, the soul, that was made the moans of a soul's

ransom, of its rescue, of its redemption' (Trumbull, The JSlood

Covenant, p 286).
' Blood atones by \ irtue of the life that is m

it
'

(Bahr, op at 11 207)
Kalisch, op cit i. 189.

|[ A covenant was always ratified by the shedding of blood.
^ Trumbull, op. at. p. 274.
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Studies in the OT and NT (Eng. tr. by Lyttelton), London,
1876 ; L. J. Euckert, Das Abendmahl . . , Leipzig, 1856 ; H. L.

Strack, Der Blutaberglaube in der Menschheit*, Munchen,
1892 (a work of (.\ -urn ialo-p-l ) A great fund of information
is to be found -- 1

. cud in iro mice l.oolc-or TT f1

. Trumbull,
The Blooci Covenant, London, 1887, '/,'" T'lft^ttt-M Covenant,
Philadelphia, 1896, Studies in Oriental Social Life, London,
1895; and in (X M. Doughty's Travels in Arabia Desetta,

.

"" ' """
other works that should be consulted

i'ii t'eb. et Talm., 4 vols (ed. Gandell),
-I Rel. of the Semites'*,

T
i ~^i

/ i ''
. I. S. A. Cook), Londor > ,

*
I

i' >

Religion T<~ *
,

T ~- J ~- "W2
Various notices will also be found in si i* ..* of

Lange, Tholuck, Olshausen, Godet, and Westcott. See also

the art on 'Blood 'and kindred subjects in the Bible Diction-
,

"~
\ Riehm, Hastings, Cheyne, and the

'

' W. (X E. OESTERLEY.

BLOOD AND WATER (Jn 1931
-37

) When the

soldier, whom tradition names Longinus,* to make
sure that He was really dead, drove his spear into
the side of Jesus on the cross (see CRUCIFIXION), a

strange thing happened. On "being withdrawn the

spear was followed by a gush of blood and water.
It was a singular phenomenon. The Fathers re-

garded it as a miracle,t but St. John does not
venture on an opinion. He neither attempts to

account for it nor pronounces it a miracle, but
contents himself wi'li -oh i "\\\ asseverating that
he had witnessed it, JIMH. c or 'd 'vouch for itb actual

occurrence. He felt the wonder of it to the last

(cf. 1 Jn 56-8).
Medical science has confirmed his testimony,

and furnished an explanation which at once de-

fines the phenomenon as a ]' rfiv ilv mil url occur-

rence, and reveals somewhat 01 me awfulness of our
Lord's Passion. During His dread and mysterious
dereliction on the cross (see DERELICTION) His heart
swelled until it burst, and the blood was ' effused

into the distended sac of the pericardium, and
afterwards separated, as is usual with extravasated

blood, into these two parts, viz. (1) crassamentum
or red clot, and (2) watery serum.' When the
distended sac was pierced from beneath, it dis-

charged *its sanguineous contents in the form of
red clots of blood and a stream of watery^ serum,
exactly- " -'I i to the description given by
the sacn i r'.'M',,i \, "and forthwith carne there
out blood and water." *

t Jesus died literally of a
broken heart of *

agony of mind, producing rup-
ture of the heart.

9

It was a favourite idea with the Fathers that the
Water and the Blood were symbolic of the Sacra-
ments. St. Augustine, following the v.L yvoige for

&v%e in v.84, comments (in Joan Ev. Tract, cxx.

2) :
c

Vigilanti yerbo Evangelista usus est, ut non
diceret, Latus ejus percussit, aut vnlneravit, aut

quid aliud; sed, aperui"
1 ;'

"n "

< i.,.-
1

( "*<

vitse ostium panderetur, '.s
1 **,: '; I

'

manaverunt, sine quibus ad vitam quae vera vita

est, non intratur.* Cf. Chrysost. in Joan. Ixxxiv :

ot/X AirXws otf(S <*>$ &rvx V ttftrai tffihBov a ^r^yai, dXX*

&rt^ ^ &fuf>orp(iw 17 KK\T}crta crwcrr7)K. ml t<ra<rt,j>

oi jJLwrTaywyoi&fJievoty <$ $$aros ftv bvayevvtipevQi Si*

afyxaros ical

irLvwv rijs irXeupas oC'ra) Trpotr^s.
LITERATURF. Besides the Comin consult S. J. Andrews, Life

of Our Lord upon the Earth, 366-569. DAVID SMITH.

BOANERGES. In Mk 317 we read that Christ
*

gave to James and John name(s) Boanerges, that
ib, sons of thunder *

(/tal &r^09j/cep atirofr tiito/to, \v.L
* Ev. Nicod. x. (Lat ) [rvi (Gr )] Cf. Aug.' Manual, xxm :

*
Longinus apemit mihi latus Christi lancea, et ego mtravi'et ibi

reqmesco aecurus/ The name is probably denved from Xey^,
*

spear.'
t Orig. c. Celt. ii. 36 :

* Blood dotes not flow from dead bodies,
ratT 51 xetrtk TOV 'Iy}fouv vtxpov trfyuvrof T #a,p$o%6vS Cf. Euth.
Zi^abenus

i Stroud's Treatise on the Physical Owse o/ ffce Death of
Christ ;

J Y. Simpson in Append, to Hanna's Last Day of Our
Lord's Passion. Cf. Calvin.

ovtijAara] TSoavypyes, 6 ecrrti/ viol fipovTijs)
* The equa-

tion Boanerges=* sons of thunder' presents two
difficulties . (a) the Hebrew u does not naturally

give rise to the two vowels oa ; (b) no known
Hebrew or Aram, root igs or rgfsh has the mean-

ing
* thunder.

3 A third difficulty might be added,
that the title Boanerges, whatever its meaning, does
not < ' !'. (' V correspond to 6vojuLa(ra),

'

name(s).'t
If tne Lvan^ch^t be right in saying that the

original title meant * sons of thunder,' we must
I

'

. ~BocLvy 01 Boave ia due to inaccurate
of \n

}
or to a conflation of two read-

ings with a single vowel (see Dalm. Gram 2
p. 144).

But the difficulty as to pyes=ppovTtf remains.

Jerome (on Dn I7 ) thought that Boanerges should
be emended into Benereem=nyi m. In that case

the .? is a mibtake on the pait of the Evangelist or
V " "

. m. Others prefer to think that the
, , I : -vas TJ") *n= e sons of wrath,' or vri 'a

*
-

-
, nult,' and that viol ppovrr)s is an in-

accurate translation on the part of the Evangeli&t.
The Syriac Version (Sinaiticus) unfortunately gives
us no assistance It transliterates Benai Ragsh
or Ragshi, and omits the explanation # cmv 'viol

j3poj>T7js (see Burkitt, Evanyehon Da-Mepharreshe,
i. 181, ii. 280). It is possible, however, that the

coriuption lies deeper than this. Just as Dal-
tnanutha (Mk 810

) is probably a corruption of an
Aramaic proper name (see Burkitt, ii. 249), so

Boanerges may be a fusion of two names answering
to the dvSj&ara. In that case the Evangelist, mis-

reading or mishearing his Aramaic original, has
fused two names into one, and has tried to give a
rough translation of the word thus formed. The
first name might be '23 (Banm), *33 (Bannai), or *ja

(Bunri"i>. Cinion-lv enough, the Babylonian Tal-
mud gi\ v- fr'H* ii- i lio name of one of the disciples
of Jesus (Bab. Sanh. 43%). For the second name
we offer no conjecture. See, further, JOHN, JAMES.

LITERATTJRE. Encyc. Bibl art '

Boanerges
*

; Expositor, IIL

x. [18S9] 332ff. TO. C. ALLEN.

BOAT.
v : AV *

ship,* EV * boat
*

-rXfl/w/uov : Mk 39AV ' a small

little ship/ EV in the little boat,' [Lk 52 Tisch , WH marg
tfXetJtptee,

: WH,TE trhotu,. Jn 623 Tisch., TE,EV xXtt,pix, : WH

The word 'ship' is rightly expelled from the

Gospels by the Revisers. It coiresponds to vav$t

which occurs nowhere in the Gospels, and in the
NT only in Ac 2741

. Being a small lake, the Sea
of Galilee had no *

ships
'

; but it had numerous
* boats '

mostly employed in fishing (termed r\o?a
in the Gospels,*also [rA] wd^y in Joseplius). Some
of these were

biggish craft, and usually swung at
anchor on the Lake (cf. Jos. Vit. 33), being at-

tended by irXotdpta, 'punts' (cf. Jn 21s- 8
). In Ac

2716.
so. 82 th small-boat of St. Paul's ship is called

ij ffK&<j>ij). To quell the revolt in Tiberias, Josephus
mustered all the boat* on the Lake, and they num-
bered as many as 230 (Jos. BJ ii. xxi. 8). A boat
which could accommodate Jesus and the Twelve
must have been of consideiable dimensions; and
in the battle on the Lake, under Vespasian, the
Romans fought on rafts and the pirates on boats.

Though small and weak in (oiupuii-ou \\ith il-o

rafts, the boats must have IKOII oi <orj nlordhh
size (Jos. BJ III. x. 9).

Jesus had much to do with boats during His
Galilaean ministry, and one use that He made of
them is peculiarly noteworthy. In two recorded
instances He employed a boat as His pulpit (Lk
51-3

, Mt 13llJ=Mk 41
) Getting into it to escape

* The MSS give : poeu>vp/K KAB, etc., pwipyvs D,
EF, etc

is read by NAG, etc., cvofjue, is the reading of BD.
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the pressuie of the multitude, He pushed out a
little way from the land and addressed the people
ranged along the sloping beach, as St. Chiysostom
puts it,

'

fishing and netting those on the land
(dXieiJcov Kal crayyvetiwv roz)s & rrf 7$).' Only two
instances of His Aborting to this 'device are le-

eordedj but it seems to have been His practice.
Eaily in His mmiKtiy, St. Maik says (3

q
),

* He
spake to Ids disciples that a little boat should
wait on him because of the crowd, lest they
should thiong him* ; and it is

' '' M -tin to ob-
seive how the TV ML \\-\ Ssub^cqueuiU alludes to
'the boat' (Mk I

'
', Of. Mt 8JJ rd" TrXotov TK,

Tisch. ; 7r\otov WH), meaning the boat which had
been put at His disposal DAVID SMITH.

BOAZ. The husband of Ruth, named m the

genealogies of our Lord (Mt I5, Lk 332
).

BODY. i. THE HUMAN BODY GENERALLY.
c

Body
'

in the Gospels invariably represents <rwjua
in the original Always in Homer and frequently
in Attic Gieek <rwyua=a dead bodyj and in this
sense the word is ki ,

"
used in the Gospels

(Mt 2752- 58 59
1! Lk IT , J.1;, usual meaning, how-

ever, here as in the rest of the NT and in ordinary
Greek usage, is the living b.-tn jmd "

;
; 'li- I'\M

the body of a living man -

v
Mi (I 2i -, M !v > I

the records of our Lord's life, teaching, and whole
revelation, we find the dignity and claims of the

W!y n JM i: '< , ] i, -t of human nature con-
i. n li !*

'

/
'

I meets us in the very fact
ot the Incarnation (Jn I 14 ), in the most solemn
utterances of Jesus (Mt 2535 42

), in His tender re-

gard for the bodily needs and pams of those around
HimHis feeding of the hungry and healing of
the sick; but above all in the narratives of His
Kesurrection and Ascension, which show that the
Incarnation was not a temporary t M- "!"

j of His
earthly mission, but a permanent mi-ii- i _ our
human nature, body a- \\ell as soul, within the
essential life of tli< (lodhoad
The Co*!..* ,'i\. no support to the philosophic

tenden<\, > OI'<M reflected in ccilain i\pis of

religions teaching, to treat the body with dis-

paragement Jesus accords full rights to the cor-

poreal side of our being. He was neither an ascetic
nor a preacher of asceticism 'the Son of Man
came eating and drinking' (Mt II18- 19

). At the
same time, we find in His teaching a clear recog-
nition of a duality in human nature a distinction
drawn between body and soul, flesh and spirit (Mt
gss 2641

). Moreover, He lays strong emphasis on
the antithesis between the body as the lower part
of a man, and the soul as the higher. Though the

body is a true part of our humanity, its value is

not to be compared for a moment with that of the

spiritual part (Mt 1028
). Those who follow Jesus

must be prepared, if need be, to surrender their
bodies to the sword and the cross (Mt 23s4) ; but
*What shall a man give in exchange for his soul ?

'

(Mt 1626).
In the teaching of Jesus the doctrine of the

resurrection of the body, which had gradually
taken root in the Jewish mind, is everywhere pre-

supposed (as in His references to the Future Judg-
ment), and at times is expressly proclaimed (Lk
1414 2035,

Jii 52S- 2
) And by the grave of His friend

Lazarus our Lord gave utterance to that profound
saying,

'

I am the resurrection and the life
'

(Jn
II 25

), which reveals the ultimate ground of Chris-
tian faith in the resurrection of the body, and

:

at
the same time invites us to find in the nafar/e

'""*'

the risen Christ Himself the type, as well
pledge, of that new and higher corporeal
which He is able to raise His people.

'

ii. THE BODY OF CHRIST. (1) Christ's'

"body. As *the man Christ Jesus,' our Lord
r

tP*as
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possebsed of ' a true body
'

as well as of * a reason-
able soxil.' When the time was come in the coun-
sels of God for the

""
'

.-f mankind, the
fSecond Person of th 1 1 i took upon Him
human flesh by the *

t
: e Holy Spirit m

the womb of the Virgin Mary (Mt I 18
, cf. Gal 44

).

In due time, .; ivl i ^ V ,he laws of human life,

He was bom , IJ i

''

! m MI (Lk 25 - 7
). The child

thus born was seen m His infancy by the shepherds
and the wise men, and, when fle was eight days
old, by Simeon and Anna (2

25 - 36
). From His con-

ception and birth His body developed in the man-
ner usual to human beings. 'The child grew,' we
are told (Lk 240

) ; arrived at
' twelve years old

'

;

and still
' increased in stature

'

(vv.
42- 52

).

After He had arrived at man's estate, we find
Him living under the conditions to which the
bodies of men in ordinary life are subject. We
learn that He suffered hunger (Mt 42) ; that He
was wearied with journeying (Jn 4b

) ; that He ex-

perienced pain (Mt 27 2(J

) ; and that He underwent
death (v.

50
). In healing sickness He frequently

used common bodily action, and His power of

motion, with one miraculous exception (Mt 1425
1|),

was limited to that which men in general possess.
After death, Hi& body, nowise different from that
of an ordinary man, was delivered by Pilate to

Joseph of Arimathsea, who wrapped it in a clean
linen cloth and laid it in his own new tomb (Mt
2758f

*)j where it rested till the moment of the
Kesurrection. Down to that moment, then, the
Lord's body had been a human body with the

powers, qualities, and capacities of the body of an
ordinary man.

(2) Christ's body after the Resurrection It was
the same body as before His death. The grave
was left oinp'v. Loo.mse the verv body which

Joseph of AiiiiiiiiMa'ii laid there Iiad risen and

departed. Moreover, it had in most respects
the same appraxarice. His disciples might doubt
and hesitate at first (Lk 2416- &

9 Jn 2014
), but they

did not fail to recognize Him (Lk 2431 - 82
, Jn

2Qi6.2o.s8 217. M AC I3 282). We find Him eating
and drinking as a man (Lk 2442

), making use of the
natural process

of breathing (Jn 2022), declaring to

His disciples that He had flesh and bones (Lk
2439

'

!,>> i.:- (hem His hands and His feet (v,
40

),

and i

r in";.' i lUM'i the assurance that His body was
the i- Son i<n I b'ly which they had seen stretched

upon the cross, by inviting the disciple who
doubted, to put Ms finger into the print of the
nails and thrust his hand into the wound in. His
side (Jn 2027 ).

On the other hand, our Lord's resurrection body
was freed from previous material conditions and

possessed of altogether new capacities. It seems
to be implied that it could pass at will through
material objects (Jn 2036) ; and it does not appear
to have been subject as before to the laws of

movement (Lk 248^), or visibility (v.
81

), or gravita-
tion (Mk 1619, Lk 24fil

). These new powers consti-

tuted the difference between His pre-resurrection
and His glorified body. It was in His glorified

body, thus differentiated, that He ascended into

heaven ; and in that same glorified body He is to

be expected at His final coming (Ac I9- n
).

There is little ground for the idea of Olshausen

(Oospels cmd Acts, iv. 259-260) and others, revived

by iSr. Newman Smyth (Old Faiths in New Light,
ch. viii.), that the transformation of Christ's body
from the natural to tlie glorified condition was a

which went on gradually during the Forty
)4 "was n<>t completed till the Ascension.
it must be said that on the very day of

., ejection the spirituality of His rfeek
too&Jf

clearly shown as in. the/ easie, 6f pia| *i|rigwi
ahif^station by the Sea 01* Tlbeintas (d?.

4Blb
ja 2i<ff.), We are not to think of tfce Iboiy
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of Jesus during this period as in a transition state

with regard to its substance partly of earth and

partly of heaven. It was with a spiritual body
that He rose, that glorified body of which His
Tinn^riir.iiJiL^ou had been both a prophecy and a

foretaste; and if we see Him moving for a time
alci^ the boideis of two worlds, that was because,
for the sake of His disciples and the future Church,
He made use of the natural in ordei to the revela-

tion of the spiritual. It is in this way that we
must explain His asking and receiving food (Lk
2443ff% Ac 1043

). He cannot have depended upon
this food for His bodily support. His purpose in

taking it was to convince Sis disciples ^that He
was still a living man, in body as well as in spirit,
that same Jesus who had so often in past days

partaken with them of their simple meals.
In respect of His body the risen Jesus now be-

longed to the mysterious regions of the invisible

world, and it was only when He chose to reveal

Himself that His disciples were aware of His pres-
ence. It is to be noticed that St. John describes
His appcfLittiice-a as 'manifestations': He 'mani-
fested Lli iii-tli,' 'was manifested,* to the disciples

(Jn21 1- 14
). His resurrection bo

1

;--!
-r - - ^v 1

body, but it had the power of . .'''"

to the natural senses, and Jesn , ; , .

power from time to time in order to convince His

disciples, by the actual evidence of sight and
sound and touch, that the victory of His whole
human personality over death and the grave was
real and complete. And when this work was
accomplished, He parted from them for tho last

time, and went up to the right hand of the Father
in a kind of royal state which not only proclaimed
His own lordsnip over both worlds, but became a
prophecy of the truth regarding the divinely ap-
pointed destiny of those whom He is not ashamed
to call His brethren. In the body of Christ's glory
"both St. Paul and St. John find the type after
which the believer's body of humiliation is to be
fashioned at last (Ph 3ffl

, 1 Jn 32
). We are to be

like our Lord in the possession of a human nature
in which Uio cniio'ial has been so fully inter-

penetrated MV i-ie -pLTTu.il that the natural body
has been IM'IMOIHH J inro a spiritual body (1 Co

There is no ground to suppose that our Lord's
entrance upon the state of exaltation implies any
further change in His bodily nature. Certainly
no new <ii:;.1iiv oo.ild be developed which would be
inconsistent viih ihe essential characteristics of
a body. One of these characteristics is the im-
possibility of being in two places at the same
moment. As long as He was on earth His body
could not be in heaven, though. He was there by
His Spirit ; and as long as He is in heaven His
body cannot be on earth, although He is present
by His Spirit, according to Hi> pionii-o to be with
His followers where they are ^dilierod logether in
His name (Mt 1820, of. 2820

}. M IVioi preached
that the heavens must receive Him until the times
of restoration of all things (Ac 321

) ; and Chnst
Himself lun^n die Vpo^il< ihat it was expedient
for them i liai in bodily I'OT m 1 1 ii should leave them,
so that the Comforter might take His place in the
midst of the Church (Jn 167).

(3) Chaises mystical body In 1 Co 1212ff-
(cf. Ro

12s) St. Paul uses the figure of a body and its mem-
bers to describe the relations of Christian people
to Christ and to one another, and then in v. 27 ne
definitely applies the expression a body of Christ'
(O-QJULO. Xpt<7Tov) to the Corinthian Church. With
reference to the body politic the figure was a
familiar one in both Greek and Latin literature,
and the Apostle transfers it to the Church for the
purpose ofemphasizing his exhortations to Church
unity and a sense of mutual dependence among the

people of Christ. As yet, however, the figure is

quite plastic, while the anarthrous crw/xo, suggests
that it is the local Church which is immediately m
view. H " *

we have in their first

draft the \ ; conceptions on the sub-

ject of the Loin - Miy-ucM body. When we come
to Ephesians (1- -M 1

';
nud Colossians (I

18 - 24
) we

find that his ideas have been elaborated, and that

'the body of Christ' (rb o-w^aa TOV XptoroO) has
become a fixed title of the Church not as local

merely, but as universal, nor simply as empiric,
but as an ideal magnitude. We notice this further

distinction, that in the earlier Epistles Christ is

conceived of as the whole body^,
of which indi-

vidual Christians are the i

"

-""-eis;

while in Tplii'-i! n and Colos II the
head of the Church which is His body (Eph 528 - 24

,

Col 219
) the vital and organic centre of the whole.

The idea of this stiiking figure is similar to that

presented by our Lord Himself in the allegory of

the Vine and the Branches (Jn 151 "8
). The lesson

of the figure, as of the allegory, is not only that in

Christ all believers are bound together into the

unity of the Church, but that the spiritual vitality,
indeed the very existence, of individual Christians
and Christian i >ur>' anl

'

le- <U
\

n*1 - upon the close-

ness of their ILUJU on- v K i .|LMI-> Christ who is

their head.

(4) Christ's symbolic 'body. On the night in

which He was betrayed, Jesus, in instituting the
sacrament of the Supper, said of the bread which
He took and broke and gave to His disciples,

* This
is my body

*

(roOrd <*<m rb &>!*& pov : Mt 2G26
, Mk

1422
,
Lk 2219

, 1 Co II24). Similarly St. Paul, writing
to the Corinthians, says of the bread which is

broken at the Supper, *Is it not the communion
of the body of Christ?* (1 Co 1016) ; while m the
same Epistle he describes the person who eats the
sacramental bread um\orlhily as *

guilty of the

body of the Lord* (11
J7

), and says that a man eats
and drinks judgment unto himself 'if he discern
not the body '(II

29
). Oj'inioii-lia\oliTi'iul $:'

in the Church as to U'o full -ijriuJKiiii'i* 01

language, whether on NIC lip- 01 Jt-u- 01 ui M.
Paul. But whatever its further meanings may
be, there can be little doubt that primarily the
broken bread of the Supper is a symbol of the
crucified body of Christ. With this symbolic use
of the word *

body
'

many havo -n-i^M (</ identify
the words of the Lord in the ] <"si .1 ( -> I about

'eating the flesh' of the Son of Man (Jn 6s3
-63

).

But as the Avord <rQ/ui denotes the body as an
organism, while * flesh' (<r</>) applies only to the
substance of the body, and as <rdp| is never em-
ployed elsewhere in the NT to describe the sacra-

mental bread, it is unlikely either that Jesus would
use <rdp% with this intention, or that the author of

the Gospel would have failed to use <rw/*a, the

ordinary sacramental term, if it had been his

intention to represent our Lord as furnishing in

the Capernaum discourse a prophetic announce-
ment of the institution of tne Supper. See art,

LORD'S SUPPER.
LITERATURE Gnmm-Thayer, Lexicon, 8 v. ; Oomer, Bibtfco-

Theological Leoncon
,

i, v ; Laidlaw, Bible Doctt ZM-- 01 Man, & ',
,

Salmorid, Christian Doctrine ofImmortality, & o 'Resurrection ;

Lange, Life of Christ, \ol v p 126 if
, Forrest, Chm>t of His-

tory, pp 150 ff
, 411 ff. ; Expositor's Greek Testament, pat>si,rn, ;

arts ' Resurrection
' and 'Ascension '

in Hastings' DR
F. MEYRICK AND J. C. LAMBERT.

BOOK* The word *book,
}

representing two
Greek words, ptp\os and pipXlov (with dim fiipXapl-

diov, Rev 10s- 9t
), is of fairly frequent occurrence

in the NT, although it is found only nine times
in the, Cornell Very probably a book in the form
lamiliai to u-s did not exist in NT times. The
book of Scripture was a roll, as we may .gather
from such a text as Rev 51

, 'A book written
within and on the back, sealed with seven seals.*
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The Scriptures used ii
J1 ",,-,, up to the

fall of Jerusalem were rolls, or at
least rolls of skins tanned m some way ; but

papyrus rolls were in very general use Parch-
ment was in use also, as we see from 2 Ti 413

, but

piob.'ibh jiK> in the roll and not the codex form.
J lie (ii-'iinciion between the books (ra fiifSXia) and
the parchments (r&s fteftppdvas) in the passage just
referred to was, in all probability, simply one

relating to the material used and not to the form
of the manuscript, although it is not absolutely
certain at what date parchments began to be
folded instead of rolled

The word ' book '

is not always used in a strictly
technical sense. In Mt I

1 ' The book of
J *

'

.

tion of Jesus Christ' means -mipU ilii* i '
,

writing about, the .

""

! i- There is

no reason to think *
\i meant it to

be undejstood that the genealogy formed a little

roll by itself Again in such expressions as * the
book of life

'

(although that expression does not
occur in the Gospels), it is evident that the writer
I- -['}, Iv'n^ fi^uij.'ho'K Our Lord said to His

\P"-,!<^ ,Lk I" lii'jn-ci because your names
are written in heaven 3

; and in the OT (Ex 3232)
there is express mention of a book which God had
written :

* If not, blot me, I pray thee, out of thy
book which thou hast written.' The connexion of

the expression 'book of life' with the words of

our Lord to His Apostles, and with the daring yet
splendid utterance of Moses, is obvious enough.
To say that names are m 'the book of life' and
e the Lamb's book of life,' is to say that those bear-

ing these names are accented and accounted as
members of the heavenly kingdom here and here-

after.

The word c book' is used in its technical sense of

an actual roll or volume in Mk 1226, Lk 3* 417* 20

2042, and Jn 2030. It is note^i orthy that in Mk 1226

the writings of Moses are called not ' the books/
but simply

e the book.
3

*

The books mentioned in. Ac 1919 as having been

brought by their possessors and burned, were

probably, many of them at least, simply amulets,

spells, grammata, Ephcsia, little strips of parch-
ment with words pioie^-etUy of magical value
written on them.

LiTPRvrniK- Coiiitn on the N'T; art 'Writing* in Hastings*
7)F> and in the L'nw r.iJxn S'nsnr HJP> Index, ..
'book-.' 'SeripriirtV, MI-<|.II //..-'* >nl> /j

f 157, 297; Kenyon,
Hatvlvwkto Textual CVi'i >*m ;j \ /, ("i .1

GEO. C. WATT.
BORDER (Gr. KpfoireSov for Heb. JIT*). This

word plays a significant part in the Gospels (Mt
920 143& 235^ ]y[k 6569 1^ 84) s When Jesus was on
His way to heal Jairus' little <l.ui/1i!< i ; certain

woman who had an issue of I loo'i iu"l\<- years
came behind Him and touched the * border *

(* hem ')

of His garment (roO Kpcunr<*5ou rod Ifutrlov) and was
healed (Mt 9*- Lk 8**, Mk 6s6). In Mt 14* we
read of many sick ones who sought healing in the
same way. Again, in that remarkable denuncia-
tion of the scribes and Pharisees which constitutes

the climax of one of our Lord's most striking
discourses, He makes this charge among others:
* All their works they do to be seen of men : they
make broad their phylacteries, and they enlarge
the, borders of thei? garments

'

(Mt 235
).

What is this
' border of the garment

'

that plays
such a r61e? Clearly in our Lord's time the Jews
had come to attach great importance to it. To
them it was the chief of three 'sensible signs,'
or material reminders, of their obligations under
the Law, the other two being the PHYLACTEBIES
(tephUUn] and mezuzdth, oblong boxes fixed above
the door-posts, on which Dt 64"9 and ll12

*2* were
written, according to the directions there given.
The Law first required (Dt 2212) that 'twisted

cords' 'H>b ij"11 tll.t. IM oi i ^ i ly rendeied 'fringes
*

by AY ana K\ ) be toraied upon the four corners
('foui holders,

5

RV) of the mantle or -outer gar-
ment.' Tins thing termed gedhiltm acquired later
the special name zizith, it is so rendered by the
Ta.^um w Dt 22 12 The same la^ is found in
ih<> Piu^ilv Code in expanded form- 'And the
Lord spake unto Moses saying, Speak unto the
children of Israel, and bid them that they make
them fringes (zizith, ipac-reda) in the borders' (moie
conectly 'tassels in the corners,' RVm) 'of
their garments throughout their

"

and
that they puL upon the fimge of , (i e.

'the tassel of each corner'} a cord of blue' (Nu
1537 - 38

).

The ' twisted cords' of Dt 2212 were clearly
intended to be fastened to the four corners of
the outer garment (usually called simlah). The
Priestly Code, however, fuither called for a *

tassel
'

to be attached to each corner by a cord of blue.

Now, it is to these 'tassels' that the Gr. trans-

lators give the name KpdcnreSa the term exclusively
used in the NT. The simlah was worn like the
Gr, tfjt.a.Tidj' (the NT equivalent), the loose end
being thrown over the left shoulder. The 'tassel*

attached to this corner, then, could be reached
with ease from behind, as in the case of the woman
with the issue of blood (Mt 920

).

Some think that behind this law was an ancient
Semitic custom with superstitious and magical
associations, which, however, was impressed with
a new significance by the Hebrew legislation. At
any rate, we see here, as elsewhere, that in NT
times a special virtue was still thought to be
attached to the c

tassels on the four corners' (cf.

Mt 1436, Mk 656 with Lk 47 and 1 K I50).

In the Mosaic Law they were e\ idenilv ini eiulod

to be, as to the more spiritually nuridod ilcmbile-*s

they were, simply reminders of the obligations
resting upon Jehovah's people to walk in this law
and to keep all His commandments (Nu 15s * 40

).

The ostentatious Pharisees, however, went beyond
others in their use of these signs, by making them

large and conspicuous.
Jewish hearers and readers would at once under-

stand what Jesus meant by this charge against the
scribes and Pharisees, 'who sit in Moses1

seat/

Making their phylacteries unusually broad and

enlarging the borders ('tassels') of their garments
would both be understood as their way of calling

every casual observer to witness that they were

remarkably pious. It was this ostentatious display
of an empty, outward piety which Jesus here and
elsewhere denounces, and \yhich

has given such a
sinister and forbidding significance to * Pharisaism*

the world over.

LITERATURE. Schiirer, ffJP n ii. lllff.; Edersheim, Life
and Times, i. 624 ff.; Hastings' DB and Kitto's Biblical Cyclo-

pcedia3,art. 'Fringes.' GEO. B. EAGER*

BORROWING. See LOAFS.

BOSOM occurs 5 times in EV of the Gospels
(Lk 6s8 1622- 25

,
Jn 1M 1323), representing in each

case the Gr. /c6\iroy, the word which in LXX regu-

larly corresponds to p'n of the Heb. text and * bosom *

of the EVT /c6\7roy is found only once more in

NT, viz., in Ac 27s9, where it has the secondary
sense of a bay or bight (a bosom-like hollow) , cf.

.
e

gulf/ which comes from this root,

classical Greek, in the LXX, and in the NT
s, like Lat. sinus (which Vulg. gives in all the

above passages), is used in the two principal senses

of (a) the nnman bosom, the front of the body
between the arms ; (6) the bosom of the garment,
ie. the hollow formed in front when the upper
garment was bound round the waist with the girdle.
In EV of the OT 'bosom* is to be understood.
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according to the context, in one or other of these

two senses. E g. in expressions like ' the wife of

thy bosom '

(Dt 136 ),
* Naomi took the child and

laid it in her bosom '

(Ru 416 ), the first sense is

evidently the *. On the other hand,
when we read * one's hand into one's

bosom (Ex 4fe - 7
)^ taking nre into the bosom (Pr 6

27
),

receiving a gift in the bosom (21
14

)j it is the bosom
of the garment of which we are to think. See art.

DRESS.
1. In Lk 6s8

, where oar Lord say^ i o "
Ti*'v _

-
-.

'Good measure, pressed down, -
, \ n i-v . \> i.

running over . . shall they give into your bosom/
it is clear that the word has the sense of (5). The
- T- *-" ^ *

*

front of the upper garment when con-

girdle was used as a convenient re-

ceptacle, serving the purposes of the modern pocket.
An adequate paraphrase would thus be, 'Your

pockets shall be filled to overflowing.
3 In the re-

maining passages two distinct questions emerge.

First^ the more important one as to the general
meaning in each case of the expression

e in
fc

the
bosom '

or * on the bosom.' Next, in those cases in

which th' % \Y,'-e "- taken to refer to the position
at table <-i mi ^n-

1- in relation to another, as to

whether the 'bosom* is the bosom proper or the
bosom of the *KM inert.

2. To begin A\ n h i li ^irnpl->t passage, the general
meaning of Jn IS23

. i
r
i (

;
i- j/'

' of the table customs
of the period, is p< j f- < . ly j>I; "M. In the time of
Christ it was customary at a set feast to recline on
a divan or couch, with the feefc stretched out
behind, tin left aim ^uppoitcd on a (ushion, and
the right h <i n <1 n t-e ior eat in t^ M oreoA <T. the usual

plan was that, ihe gue-ts r^(,lmcl not at right
angles to the table, "but oliliqu**ly, this being mani-
festly much the moio (.omvm^iir way of reaching
the viands (cf. Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. et Tcdm., ad
loc.}. By this arrangement a second guest to the

right hand lay with his head towards the bosom of
the first, and so on. But what precisely is meant
by

* bosom* in this connexion? \VhetIier is the
word used in the sense of (a] or of (b) as described
above ? Probably in the latter, the meaning being
that the head of the second reached * to the sinus
of the girdle* of the first (see Meyer, Cow. in toe.).
It could not well have reached to the other's bosom
in the strict sense of the word, for this would have
interfered with his freedom and comfort in eating
and drinking. This view is confirmed by the fact
that when the Evangelist describes Sk John as
leaning back (focarecrtto) on Jesus* breast to ask
Him a question, a different word (<rr7jdos) is em-
ployed (v.

sl
, cf, 2120

, and see KT in both cases).
See art GUEST-CHAMBER.

3. The expression
*Abraham's bosom '

(Lk 1622-

)

has alreadyIwn dealt with in its <renoral eschato-
lojricol signification (see art. AHKAH.VJII. A ques-
tion remains, however, as to the precise form of
the figure which the words are meant to suggest
(note that the plur. in v.23 has no separate conno-
tation from the sing, in v.22. Cf. Homer, II. ix.

570, and see Wmer-Moulton, Gram, of NT Gr.
2191). Is Abraham to be thought of, fatherlike,
as enfolding Lazarus in Ms .arms (cf. 'Father
Abraham,

3

vv. 24- 27 -

), or rather as receiving him
into the place of the honoured guest, the place
nearest to himself at a heavenly banquet

9 ' Into
Abraham's bosom '

(d$ rbv K&^-OV 'A., v. 22
) might

suggest the former, but 'in his bosom* (& rote
K6\7roi,$ aiirov, v.23) may very well be used with
reference to the idea of a feast, after the analogy
of Jn 13s3 (KO\ITOS is used in the plural form both of
the human bosom and of the folds of the upper
garment. See Liddell and Scottand Grimm-Thayer,
*.?.) And this seems to be confirmed by that
other passage (Mt 811

,
cf. Lk IS?8- ) in which Jesus

says, 'Many shall come from the east and the

west, and shall sit down (RVm 'recline,' Gr. dm-

Kh.O-tiffovra.i ; cf. dveK\t0i] in TR reading of Lk 736,

which AV renders 'sat down to meat') with
Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom of

heaven
' Alike for the social outcast (Lazarus) and

for the religious outcasts (the Gentiles), Jesus holds

out as a joyful prospect the thought of sitting
down with Abraham at a heavenly banqueting-
table. The conception of Paiadise, moreover,
under the figure of a feast, is specially , i

because of the contrast it presents to ,.i.

condition of Lazaius as , beggar (v
21

),

just as it is in keeping
'

' versal m
the positions of the two men . I ' i

, who on
earth had 'fared sumptuously every day' (v.

19
),

should now lack even a drop of water to cool his

burning tongue (v.
24

).

4. The only passage that remains is Jn I 18
, where

Jesus Christ is described as 'the only-begotten
Son, which is in the bosom of the Father.' In this

case the image of neighbours at a feast seems quite
"i

;

*

though some have suggested it ; and
\ y way more suitable, in view of the

whole purpose of the Prologue no less than the

language of the immediate context, to take 'in

the bosom of the Father '

in that closer and more
tender meaning in which in the OT

'

\ , ,!
is used to describe, whether literally

'

,
, \ '\ .

the relation of a wife to her husba 1

, M ., !-i

of a child to his father (Nu H 12
) or mother (1 K

1719
). This beautiful term of human affection is

employed here to denote the intimate "< "."' M-
"

perfect love which exists between God II x n

Some difficulty is occasioned by the fact that the

phrase in the original is efc rbv /c6Xrov, literally,
'into the bosom.' Meyer insists on giving to els

its ordinary meaning of
* direction towards,

3 and so

recognizes as the prominent element in the expres-
sion the idea of having arrived at. He admits that
' so far as the thing itself is concerned,' the ds rbv

K&\TOV of v. 18 does npt differ from the irpbs rbv

8e6v of v. 1
, but maintains that in v. 18

,
at all events,

the Evangelist desires to express the fullest fellow-

ship with God, not before the Incarnation, but
after the Ascension into glory. In this case, how-
ever, the description of Jesus Christ as d$ rbv

KtiXirov of the Father would be iimpprojuinlo. for
the Evangelist is in the act of o\pLimn< liow it

is that the Only-Begotten Son was made to ' declare
'

the Father while on earth (note the aonst <?|ft7^<raTo).

It seems proper, therefore, to take &v as a timeless

present, andT to understand the author to mean
that Jesus had declared God on earth because His
inherent relation to the Father, before the Incar-
nation as after the Exaltation, was one of being
'in his bosom' (cf. 1628 *I came out from the
Father, and am come into the world*; 17s " 6 *the

glory which I had with thee before the world
was ... I manifested [tyavtpwcras aor.] thy name').
The ds in this case may either simply be used for

&, after the fashion of the construct ///Y*'/"" /?*

(cf. Mk IS9- 16
, Ac 74 8*), or, as Godet and\Westcopt;

think (Comm inloc.), may point to a relationship
not of simple contiguity merely, but of perfect
communion realized through active intercourse.
The Father's bosom is not a place but a life.

* The
Son u there, only because He plunges into it by
His unceasing action ; it is so ^ ith every htate
which con&ibts in a moral relation

'

(Godet, ib ).

LUERATURB. Grimm-Tha>er, Lex , & v. xfavos , the Comm. on
the \anous passages; Hastings' DJ5, artt 'Dress,' 'Abraham's
Bosom-' J. C. LAMBEET.

BOTTLE. This is theAV rendering (BV 'wine,
skin ') of a.(rK6st which denotes the tanned skins of

sheep and goats that are used in the East for hold-

ing water, oil, wine, and cheese (see art.
* Bottle *

in

Hastings' DB i. 311). In the Gospels the allusion
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to
'

bottles
'

occurs in connexion with a question that
had been addres&ed to Christ with regard to an ob-
served difference between His disciples and those of

John the Baptist and the Pharisees (Mt 914'17
, Mk

218 *22
, Lk o33"38

) A certain outward conformity
was expected in * ]*L ;

> ,- caching and example,
and the absence ! i. - vj among His disciples
seemed to create a perplexing and objectionable
departure

*"* * ' "

r

after the incident ot JLevi
J

s least, when Christ's

eating with publicans and sinners was objected to
as lowering tlie standard of the religious life.

The simile reminds us that the life of institutions
as of individuals has a limit. It is sufficient for the
wine-skin to have once held and matured and pre-
served its new wine. The attempt to repeat the
act of filling and distension involves the loss of
both the wine and the vessel which holds it. The
most venerated form was once an innovation on
what preceded it, and by the operation of the
same law a fresh expansive force will again alter
external conditions and create new conformities.
Christ claims the entire devotion of His disciples,
and while the fasting that was largely a com-
memoration of the past was Mi^pcnded d'lmij; His

presence, it would receive in <iiy^ L<> conic t\ fresh

impulse from His absence.
The important truth taught by the simile of the

wine-skin and its contents is irr ,'* !/<! by the
twofold fact that loli^Iou- force- ; u i' i

1 most ex-

pansive of all, and i lua i hen receptive forms often
attain to a degree of rigidity which preserves the
outward shape after the contents have been with-
drawn. With regard to the principle of fasting,
the affinity of mind and body that connects sorrow
with sighing i'T- 3T"i j'Xv-Lvi'K , salm-i/i^ r- ,j

observance ii
1
,' "i

-I'l'''^
-'

' -it ' ]'i"i- riii'i-

but fasting by statute has usually been found to

be linked, both as cause and effect, with ecclesi-

astical segregation and asceticism.

T m T\ u p i Ri iii-i , Pn, vW,,, Teaching, p 295 ff., Galilean
(yt'ti, ', p 1" >%. ,

I \\ llolx i(> >n, Th& Human Race, p. 190 ff.

G. M. MACKIE.
BOY (the word). In the AV this word does not

occur in the Gospels, nor indeed in NT, and only
three times in OT (Gn 2S27

, Jl 3s
, Zee 85). "We

usually have * male child
'

for a very young boy,
and c lad

*

for an older one, where 6

boy
* would be

used in modern English. And KV has retained
the older use in most cases.

But there is in modern English an ambiguous
use of 'boy.' It sometimes approximate* to the
sense of * servant

*

(cf . doctor's boy '), and in some
of our colonies is used of a native male servant

irrespective of
age.

A *

boy
'
in this sense may be

grey-headed. This force of the word made it

suitable as a rendering of TTCUS in certain cases.

In Mt 85
-ls=Lk 72'10

, the centurion's servant is

sometimes described as a SoCAos (KVm, 'bond-

servant') and sometimes as a TTOUS (RVm,
4

boy").
B.V text keeps the AV * servant

'

throughout for

both words. A comparison of Mt 813 with Lk V10

shows that the two words apply to the same
person. It is in the centurion & own speech (Mt
86'8=Lk 77) that lie refers to the slave who was
*

precious un-to him '

(Lk 72 E-Vni) by the milder
word. The narrative (except Mt S13

) uses SovXos,
as the centurion himself doe* in Mt 8, Lk 78 The
variation is eithei a natural simple touch, proving
the veracity ot the narrative, or it is an instance
of the highest art. See art SERVANT.
As in the above instance ircus=5oi;Xoy, so in the

narrative of the healing of the epileptic child (Mt
17i4-i8

} Mk gi4-27} Lk 937-43) we nn<J m st . Matthew
and St Luke (not St Mark) that Trots can=vl6s.
Here Mt 1718

, Lk O42 RV have bby
J

in the text,
for the AV f

child.' Similar is the use in Lk 851
'M

,

where ^ Tracy is
' maiden s and ' maid *

in EV.

Except where the context requires a different;

rendering, TTCUS is usually translated * servant
3
in

both versions, and EV often points out occunences
of SovXos by putting 'or bond-servant 5

in the margin.
In Jn 451 both versions have ' &6n

'

(=Trai$) whereKV had far better have put
e

boy
'

as in the above
instance, keeping

c son
:

stiictly for w'os.

GEORGE FARMER.
BOYHOOD (Jewish). So little is recorded on

this frT^-nor* in tV r:.,- 1 - o*i "> t\ NT r
i i i,"\ .

, .

T .' : ,

f " /f "

OT, the OT Apocrypha,
josephus, i/ne lanuud, aria modern Eabtein lire.

The first of these authorities is too eaily, and the
last two too late, to justify us in ba&mg on them
any very positive statements as to Jewi&h boyhood
in the time of Christ. With this caution they are
used in the present article. And it will be lemem-
bered (1) that the Jewish life of our period was the
result of the previous life of the nation ; (2) that
Israel is a nation of great conservatism in matters
of religion and the home, nl ! li" IMII - M .! :\ * .f new
ideas ; (3) that some of the A ,.ou yj.i-j T :w J^ were
late enough to be prodii-^ or" ri a -i .:i which
Pharisaism, Hellenism, and other Jewish views
met each other, much as they did in the early part
of the 1st cent. A.D.

i. THE HOME. Boys?, until their fifth year, were
under the chaige of the women, afterwards they
pa&sed under the father's control. We therefore
treat the period of boyhood as commencing at the

age of five. Although no doubt many mothers
retained their influence after the boy's childhood,
it is surely a mistake to quote Pr 3 1 1 in this con-

nexion, as Phillott does (Smith's DB 1
i. 305b).

The special influence implied heie i- -.i" _] trul of the qiut-i-
mother over a r ;(U1i i IL?IJ "iir *.ii*x ^ji <'i .croo'd'naf r"> L,I->IOM>

custom, exceeds k 'n OT a '\iro ioi ,h< u PH\ be many wives,
but only one mother of the sovereign The queen-mother
(yebirdh) is mentioned 1 K 15H 2 K 10**, Jer 1318, and the name
of the king's mother is given with emphasis

"

i >

of his accession (1 K 14^1 152 etc ) So, in : i . , i .

ft - i *i-l M -tvai ou \airt H"pr'i v . *

(. s -.. ' '-ij h,i'i'l(l K 21^1 wnpu in 3 latter is kin^.
Phillott a'.-o nu-rs TO Tic rod :. L30; .^'.ralxj, \v 733; Niebuhr,
Descript p. 24.

More to the point is St. PauFs reference (2 Ti I 5

314 15
) to i

1 10 <.
i

\ju:i|)k
k and teaching of Lois and

Eunice, ^liich no MOII^I was only one instance out
of many of good maternal influence. And the
Mosaic law placed the mother on an equality with
the father in her claim on the obedience and love
of her son (Ex 21", Lv 209 etc. ). The house-mother
of such a family as our Lord's was neither so

ignorant, so secluded, nor so debased as the woman
sometimes described by travellers in the East.
Judaism was not in this respect the same as
Mohammedanism. Even now we are told that the
home of the Syrian Christian is superior to that of

his Mohammedan neighbours And even among the
latter the seclusion of the harem belongs chiefly to

the life of the rich. In working and middle-class

homes the wife and mother takes her part, as in

the West, in the training of the children, and in

necessary outdoor business. The OT and the

Gospels show this. For instance,
' women's apart-

ments '

are never referred to in the lattei. And
Christ apparently met the wife of Jairus, the wife
of Chuza, Susanna, Martha and Mary, PetoiV
wife's mother, and others, w it hout the obM i ucl L\ e

conditions of zenana life We lay stress on this,

because we believe that views of one side of Eastern
life are often applied too widely, and because from
this freer, higher status of woman in Israel there
followed her greater fitness for wifehood and
motherhood. We "believe that in Galilee, at least,

an almost Western freedom of intercourse between
the sexes must be considered in estimating the
influences affecting Jewish boyhood.
The period of boyhood, as we understand it for
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the purpose of this article, was from the 5th to the

13th year. The legal
'

coming of age
' was at 13

for boys, hut 12 or even earlier for girls. But
Schiirer (HJP II. ii. 51 f.) thinks that the definite

age was fixed in post-Talmudie times, and that

nothing but *the signs of t, j-'.'Oii' Vr>_r j aberty
3

settled in earlier times whetln is < '-i! L v t
- bound

or not bound to the obseivanee of the Law. We
shall consider the ceremonies of this

*

coming of

age
'

later on. One thing connected with this date

was the power of giving evidence. Schiirer quotes
the Mishna (Nidda v. 6) :

* When a child is twelve

years and one day old, his oaths are tested ; when
he is thirteen years and a day, they are valid with-

out further i< r-io '\
"

TT' i.*. for our period, we

may compare i HMO'TIK^M <
|T - on Jn 92* * He is of

age, ask him ; he shall speak for himself.'

ii. PLAY. The few allusions in the Bible to

children
5
-- jrjrpc- To not allu "<

* " * to those of

boys. /( c >'> '1 l-o streets i
;.

shall bo full

of boys and girls playing in the streets thereof,' is

quite general, and is 500 years too early. The use

ofyeled ('boy') and yaldah ('girl
3

) even leaves a

vagueness as to the ages of the children. But the

prophet no doubt based his words on the customs

and sights of his day, and thus a fairly early

period of life is meant. It is not said that the sexes

\\ere pining together, they might be in different

jriomi*- Naiuro, even in England, soon leads to

this, "and the e,
""

\

*
: of the East must be

remembered. I -on after the period of

infantile games, comes that of sports practised by
each sex alone, and in the case of boys

'

manly
5

exercises soon follow, if practised at all. In many
parts of the East the climate is often quite un-

suited for the 'school-boy
7

games of Northern
lands. The absence of these is noticed by the

teachers of many Mission schools. But in this

respect there must be ,' i

'

"erences. That
lassitude which is true in Bombay, for

instance, cannot at all seasons apply to those of

Nazareth, which is about 1500 feet above sea-leveL

A caution is necessary when such excellent books
as Lane's Modern Egyptians, ?

.

""
. '<: *\ with

Cairo, or even works on Persia !
,

i
i used

not meiely to illustrate the Bible, but to add to the

decripuo'n-> in it.

There were, of course, in the 1st cent. A.D. athletic

sports and physical exercises in some of the large
towns of the Holy Land. But these weie so con-

nected with Hellenic immorality that they were
offensive to every pious Jew. They were chiefly
confined to the cities which had a large heathen

population, and we cannot imagine a gymnasium
at Nazareth or Hebron. At Jerusalem, during the

high priesthood of Jason (B.C. 173), a gymnasium
was set up, and 'the very priests forsook their

service at the altar and took part in the games of

the palaestra' (Schurer, I. i. 203 : 2 Mac 41J
' 14

).

Tiberias, Jericho, Tarictea had each a hippodrome
or a stadium (Schurer, ii. i. 33). Had the exeicises

for which these buildings were erected commended
themselves to the Jews, the older boys would soon
have emulated their adult countrymen as far as

possible, jubt as English boys are cricketers and
footballers because Englishmen are so. But
Judaism completely condemned the exercises in

which Greeks and Romans delighted By their

history as well as by their &urromuling*, and details

these exercises were connected \\ith heathenism
and n|><-tiitt

k Judaism (Jos. Ant XV. vui I). No
*<ui <>1 pit;!!- Je\\ish parents could copy even the
innocT' -ii', of these exercises (Brough, 76, 77).
See art. GAMES
An older Lroy in districts like Upper Galilee or

the hill country of Judsea would find much
physical exertion called for by the contour of the

country Almost every journey implied hill-

climbing Moreover, there were (and are) in many
paits of Palestine many minor held -sports prac-

tised, such as the snaring of small buds, which
would foim a pastime for oldei lads Skill in

slinging (J# 20 lb
,

1 S 174y
,
2 K 325

, 1 Ch 12', Job
4lJ*(W t

Pi 268 [AV, KVm], 1 Mac 651
)
could be ob-

tained only by early training and practice The
same remark applies to the archery so often men-
tioned in the OT That both these accomplish-
ments were maintained in NT times may be
believed from the many references to bowmen and

slingeis in Jo&ephus (BJ, passim). But specific

references to these arts as boyish exercises are

\>..- I . . rat 'hoiPCS" school,'
,, ,

ii i we may call games of
^m^tatwn. The Talmud alludes to these ,

and our

Lord noticed the little children playing at mar-

riages and funerals (Mt II 16 17
,
Lk I

32
) These

would be played by young children of both sexes.

It is curious that the Apocryphal *~l
-]

*- 1 ." . 1 '

T
>f mo' '

. s^ /,\, .

i
"

r

27, Thomas 11, Arabic Ooapel of
the Infancy 3t> etc ,

m B. H Covvper's Apocryphal Gospels).
Some of these accounts descnhe our Lord's playmates as also

1 1 lrMi >

"jr "li'oci- While we reject the miraculous statements
thai, our Loid endued these figures with life, we may accept
the nai ratives as based on actual childish games. It is indeed
said that Judaism would ha\ e shrunk trom any representation
of animate beings (Schurer, n i. p. 36), but there is no proof that
all good lews took a puritanical, Pharisaic view of the prohibi-
tions of the Law ; and even if the Judeo-Chnstian Apocryphal
Gospels arc

"

,

*
' u

"" *

r
*'

dulling as a

specimen of * .
'

. . be right m
using it as an element in a picture of Palestinian infancy Are
the children of orthodox Jews now forbidden the use of dolls or
.1 <1

> 1 - -^

I /'/ / N
, >;'

'- >

p. 99, is an account, with illustiations,

of three soft limestone slabs, resembling draught-boards, found
in the excavations t T-

" 7 ,

"
,i One is complete, measur-

ing 23 cm. x 20 cm. i . *i. \ i m ) and 7 cm. thick It is

ruled (incised) so as to form 144 squares of irregular size. The
other two are fragments only They belong to the Greek

period. Such draught-boards have also been found at Gezer
andatTell-es-Safi. Some have

" "

there
were various arrangements of 1900,

p. 321 ; Oct 1903, p. 300). A oouecuou or biuaii waterworn

pebbles, each about the size of an ordinary ivory card counter
and three times as thick, was found in the lower Jewish stratum,

at Gezer. These were either draught-men, or counters lor cal-

culation (PEFSt, Oct 1903, p 300)
Two small draughtsmen of g .

"

* 1 ;-aste (possibly

Egyptian), found at Gezer, are
'

''I i
- Oct 1903, p.

213, and pi n , figs. 25, 26) Others of pottery of local manu-
facture have also been discovered

iii SCHOOL The majority of Jewish boys were
as unable to study in the betli ha-Midrash ah the

majority of our population aie to proem e a Uni-

versity tiamiriff (Ac 4-
13

,
Jn 715 49

, and, on the

other hand, Ac 22rf etc ). In any case this higher
education belonged to an age beyond boyhood.
Elementary schools, however, existed at least

wherever there was a synagogue, In them lead-

ing was certainly taught ; and even if Scnptuie
was the only text-book, the knowledge thus ac-

quired would avail in other directions. Writing
also was taught, probably as a help to the leading
more than for its own sake (Jn 86 8

compared with

7
1S show that it was an 'elementary subject

3

).

Arithmetic, etc., is not mentioned in our authori-

ties, but some acquaintance with it is, of course,
a probable part of the course. It would be of

more interest to know if Greek was .ever taught
in the synagogue schools of Palestine. It must
have been so necessary in the many bilingual
districts. It was the means of communication
bet-ween the natives and the Roman authorities,
A liammg in a foreign or in a dead language is

always a mental advantage. Even if Greek weie
not taught to mo^t Jewish boys, Hebrew was ; and
the Hebrew of the OT which we know they
studied was not the Hebrew (Aramaic) which

they spoke m their homes (e.g Mk 541
) If only

the mother-tongue was used, then the Scriptures
were read (or verbally taught) in a Targum.
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According to the Jewish authoiities, the ele-

mentary or synagogue school was called the Mth
ha-Scpher,

* house ot the book '

(i e. the Scriptures),
to distinguish it from the bcth ha-Midrash or Mth
ha-Talmtid, theological colleges where the Rab-
binical explanations and additions were taught.
The teacher of the school was usually the hazzan
or servant of the congregation (Lk 4'

20
; Shabbath

i. 3).

An elementary native Mohammedan school at the present
day, where the instruction is reading and writing Arabic, and
the study of the Koran, will give us an idea of the probable
methods The scholars sit cross-legged at 1*1 r !>",'-- ,\

he being slightly above them (Lk 24t
>, Ac 2 ' . ' M ," ) I

letters are first taught by tracing with a stick m sand All

reading is aloud, and in a kind of rhythmical chant or drone
Even m after life the sacred Book is always read aloud, and
so Philip (Ac 830) heard the eunuch reading his roll of Isaiah
The discipline is of the sternest kind, corporal punishment
being freely used Does a foundation of fact, or at least

vraisemblance, he beneath the legends of our Lord's treatment
by His schoolmaster? (Gospel of pseudo-Matthew 31, Gospel
of Thomas 14. 15 , ib. (Latin; 12. 13 etc.) It is noticeable how
the Lord and His Apostles silently ignore all - 1. ,il .A*
the training of children as we find in Pr 1324 I

-
2,\ ', -.- '>

We believe that Judaism, like some sections of Christendom,
had read - - ^* ^m - * " J

rally, or applied them too

severely,
'

.
' the spirit of the Gospel

'How far was elementary education universal
and compulsory ? The Jewish tradition asserts that
it was both (cf. Jerus. Kethuboth \'\\\ 11 '|u-

J

..l

in Schurer, n. ii. 49). Schurer condM-j-- tluu
schools were jjpnornl in the time of Christ; and
thinks that the tindihon is by no means incredible
that Joshua, the son of Gamaliel (1st cent.),
enacted 'that teachers of boys should be ap-
pointed in every town, and that children of the

age of six or seven should be brought to them.'
At least it is possible that education was fairly
universal in our Lord's day, within the limits
indicated above. See, further, art EDUCATION.

iv. RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION AND PRACTICE.

Although the school education was on a religious
basis, it does not appear to have clashed with or

superseded the religious teaching of the home.
The responsibility remained with the parents.
This was in accordance with the OT mid c-|n < i,ill\-

the Pentateuch, which gives no <i>mmnml- mi f<a-

mol icligioii-' instruction (schools, tutors, etc.) as in

later Judaism. But it is clearly laid down in the
Law and OT generally that children are to be

taught (cf. Gn IS19
(J), Ps44l 788

'6
, Dt 49 67 II 19

3246). The Wisdom books imply parental teaching
only (Pr I8 21 31 41 71 101 13 1

ir>
2t> 22s 23-'-'-

>:i 2917
, Sir

3. 728 30s etc., also To 4 and 14, passim). We notice
in Ex 1226ff- 138 the direction that the people were
to join the instruction of the children in the

history and meaning of the Passover with the
feast itself. In Ex 1314' ir> the piesentation of the
firstborn is made another opportunity for such
i-.-f MIC'!"!! It is the fathers who have the re-

I '".uis i M- i ruction of young Israel in their hands,
; (-.''ici rites, ceremonies, festivals would natur-

ally be e \plninod to the children in like manner.
Not by ciled n sin*, reading lessons, tasks learned,
or dry instruction in a school, but by sharing in

the ritual worship, with interest aroused for the

coming explanations offered, which were based on
the history, were the children taught
Many occasions presented themselves for such

teaching as .arises from the child's own inquiries
and interest There were the suggestive little

roll- of parchment hung up in the doorway (the
itnz>~i^

f

ftl\ and ili< phyladcrio* (tephillin) worn on
the forehead and ^ri&t (Dl 0" II 20 and Ex 139 16

,

Dt68 ll 18- 20
) See art PHYLACTERIES Another

oppoitunity for religious instruction without set

lesson \\-ii* given by the weaiing of the fringes
(zizith], Xu 1537'41 See art BORDER The feasts

observed at home and in the synagogue, and the

pilgrimages to Jerusalem also afforded opportuni-

ties for oral and interesting instruction o i ,

M
'

|
. : i

of the paients Though Judaism is a \ .
'

and ceremonial religion, teaching through the eye
in a way well adapted to the ( .p.ic' u - of childien,
the ritual and ceiemom.es aie Ijn^i !\ for the home.
The master of the house, the boy's father, did and
does much more than ' conduct family prayer.*
Although the Passover was held at Jerusalem, the

greater part of the service and all the sacred
meal were celebiated in private houses and family
circles The outward forms of religion at least
met the boy in his home more than they do with
us. There were more opportunities for a pious
parent to do the duty which we have seen was
cast upon him by the Law and by the customs of

Israel

Moreover, the Biblical history occupied the

place of national history, of ballad poetry, of

folk-lore tales, and of all that, in ages before the
invention of printing, took the place of our *

chil-

dren's literature.'

In many cases, no doubt, perhaps in most, Haggadistic em-
bellishments-were made to the OT narratnes, some of which
have , >r both of om jn ** ri R.o IO.M ri>-

censic : i that of tb<. h'-j-r-r- op lij.u.ii*

a scarcely altered love-fcale ; ^
Judith and Jonah, allegorical fic-

tions
; Esther, especially in its Greek form, a yuath amplified

history, are instances of books which we now ha>o in unttei
forms, but which were once the *

fireside stones
'

(to use a
V" i , Jewish homes Here, rather than in
{ l> the Rabbis, was probably the souice
or mucn miac is sirange and bizarre m Jewish literature

Who would listen so attentively to the father
or old grandfather telling his evening story when
work was done as the young boys and girls in the
outer part of the family circle 9 The story-telling
taste of the East is a well-known fact (witness the
Arabian Nights) ; true history and the truth of

God were probably taught orally in a somewhat
analogous- manner.

Religious instruction was aided in two other

ways. No one can doubt that the hi {: ,1

Psalms (78 81. 105. 106. 114) as well as : ,i>, .-

betical ones (9-10. 25. 34. 37 111. 112 !!:
'

i;

were well adapted for use bv young- people, even
if they were not composed exj/H-'-K roi ilio pur-
pose of ji i-iin,. th"^- k v ho weie to learn them
by hom i TIIO I h nm 01 the Fathers

'

(Sir 44-50)
has uii',uonilv a Mim',.1 object. It is far too

long io! liiur^hiil 11-0 01 which besides there is

no record.

And, lastly, the synagogue services, with the
lections from" the Law (Ac 15- 1

) and the Prophets
(Lk 417'20

,
Ac 1316

), hlled their place in the training
of a Jewish boy. It is in the highest degree un-

likely that every household, even every pious
household, possessed rolls of all the OT books.
There was not perhaps a definite

* Canon *

in our
modern sense. More families would possess the
*

Law,' but expense would prevent even this being
universal. The oral teaching at home, the reading
in school, and the hearing in the synagogue, all

had a share in producing that knowledge of the
Jewish Bible \shich, as we see in the Gospels, was
possessed even by working men like the fishers of
Bethsaida (Lk 954 etc ) But the oral teaching,
however and wherever it had been given, is clearly
referred to in Mt o23 27 33 3i<

(heard not read) 1710

(hearsay of Mai 45t6 ). Our Lord constantly le-

ferred to OT incidents (Mt 629 84 124<)- 41 42
etc.) as

to facts \\ell known by the multitudes. (Do all

Mohammedan families possess a Koran ? Yet they
know their faith). But then He also referred to

haggad6th (Mt 8U ) and to the OT Apociypha (Lk
6q

,
cf 1 Mac 232'41

) in much the same way The
contrasted phrase, 'Have ye- never readl* (Mt
2p6 42 2231 etc ), was said to the rehgious leaders,
who would have more advantages and opportuni-
ties than the bulk of the population, and who were

supposed to study the written Kevelation.
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Up to the age of 12 or 13 a Jewish boy was
called Mtan ('little ') or ttnok (cf. both words used

of school" children in passages cjuoted by Schurer,
II. ii. 49 ff.).

The second word Is a form of p$ ydneft, suckling (pi; to

suck), which however is used of schoolboys in the Talmud^ and
this meaning has clearly been reached by a
similar to that by which infant has come IP '

mean, in spite of its etymology, a person who may be twenty

years old.

At the age mentioned above, the Jewish boy
became bound to fulfil the Law. He was therefore

called a * son of the Law J

(bar-mizvafi), or a * son of

the Precept,' and the ceremony in which he was

recognized as such by the community was natur-

ally legaided as important and inteiesting
*

Opinions differ as to how much of the Law and
the Precepts a boy was bound to observe before

this' '! \ Probably there was no '*.
:*';

The !.! " sons of Pharisees is i ,' .

'

.

one < ,

'

us, rather than Lho popular one

And
j

'-'' -'so the exact penoil ^\Jicii the

fulles
'

i . -- "! ' fell on the boy was not fixed at

first, but ,'was settled individually (as Schurer

suggests) by th i
!i

'' !'!!' of ^ijm 5
; of approach-

ing manhood. We must romc mb< r 1 1 Kit Orientals

attain physical maturity at an earlier age than
we do.

Later on, when the age of IS was fixed, the Eabbis found

support for it, or rather for that of 12. At that ag-e Moses was
said to have left the house of Pharaoh's daughter (but cf Ex
2H with Ac T23) They taught that Samuel was 12 when he

began to prophesy (1 S 124 1S followed by 219 21, implying an
interval of some years before 3*, at which time Samuel was old

enough to open the doors of the house of the Lord, 3*& The
; < > }f-o - '

1 I Jos Ant. v. x. 4) Solomon was (absurdly
-

( i ',-.". r.i\ ' been 12 years old when he gave his judg-
K i <\ ,) -') The only instance which was not entirely

*
< , d. '

>
' ' ' *

"i 1 1 r tradition is that of Josiah's age when
i "_ , , I .-, :ii r 2Ch 34=3 (not in 2K 22). These

instances all look like attempts to date the origin of the
Eabbinieal rule further back into OT times.

According to modem rule, the boy must be 1& years old and
a day. He is then presented in the synagogue on a Sabbath,
en

1
a! Lhp SrWmb of Ph\iw, tries* (ttpMlttn) because the boy,

> tlioi 'n.ua'ul witn tlu r, 1 1 d \\ears them in pra\ er, and is

bound to observe the feasts and fasts. In olden days the

obligation to attend the feasts at Jerusalem perhaps became
hind J after th s ret i rno:u Women arid children were exempt
b\ K Taw

('..11 ih\nidlV DL ICifi) But Schurer (IT. n 51)

quotes a decision of the school of Shammai as to the meaning
of 'child' (kc^ti)' *Fverv one who cannot yet ride on his
fc.i lu - - ii.oi Mei - tror i ' ru-.iloisi to the temple mount* ; while
the school of HiJlel said :

* E\ ery one who cannot j et go up from
Jtr i&a'cru to ih<> umple muuiit led bv Ins fa.Jier's hand ' We
th'i-k :hob TiK- >->- no :hcr arf.nns nor dc incs auj pro. ions VMU
of Christ to the temple, cuhor unnuaJIv or throe nines a 1 rai

The fact that His life had lp< i m danger in Judn ,i(Mt 21 -* '*
--)

*

.jrhu V *i'l Joi jh
'
-id M-ir I") <''i-(-\i lie nile less s-inclh

ifiani >(\ ml rn-i W'M i \ (un 1 I'* ii aps hovsuTio lucd
ill or ILUUJ: JurueaiciiA did mou mnn the p'o\ Ti^ils JT Jotpph
went up alone annually ho proiabh did -i-s iiiiich as mo-scof his
Galilaean neighbours Tlio Jews of the T)t*pi r*ion oercamlv onlj
went up annually (usuallx at IVnu-oost), if i h< \ IVLIII. more t han
once or twice in a lifetime. SL Paul had omitiod many j oars

(Ac 2417), although a stnct observer himself of the Law.
In modern times the Jewish boy reads (or rather sings) the

lesson, and givos the blessing for the first time at the bar-
mizrah ceremony in the presence of his relatives and the con-
gregation ILia 10 his parents a- time of jo\ and honour, and
as he intones the holy words, the prayers of his pious friends
are offered Was this reading by the boy a custom in the Isc
century? If the ceremony existed at all, it probably \\as a part
of it, and Lk 416 17 implies that the Carpenter had officiated

many times before. The first occasion may well have been at
the close of boyhood.
Nowadays also the presiding Rabbi usually gives an address

garnished with personal allusions. Presents to the boy from
his friends, and a feast at the parents' house follow the cere-

mony. Much in tbo whole &erv ice mav well be ancient, and
date from before the lime of Christ; but the absolute silence
of the NT, Philo, and Josephus on the subject pre\ ents our being
positive about it.

To those boys who lived far from the capital and temple the
periodical visits must have been of great importance, apart from
then* religious purpose, and if theirhomes were in quiet villages,

* The expression bar-m&oah has been found in the Talmud,
but doei not seem to have become used generally for an adult
till the Middle Ages (cf, Schurer, n. ii. 51, 52 note 38, and his
authorities).

the crowds at the feasts would arouse their keenest interest.

They would also see the luxury of the rich, the noisy bargain-

ing of tradeis, and signs of that imperial power which, however

it was hated, was the greatfact of the time.

v. WORK. Every well
*

.' Jewish boy
was taught an occupation, liiis may nave aiiseu

from the many warnings against idleness in the

Wisdom books of theOT (Pr 6" 10*- 12").
* Abundance of idleness

'

(RV 'piosperous ease ') is

noted in Ezk 1649 as a cause and concomitant of

sin, and the Rabbis appear to have realized the

truth about the usefulness of manual labour to

much the same extent as did the founders and
leaders of Western .

' "Habban Gam-
aliel m., son of R I

' V' said: 'For

exertion in both (the study of the Law and laboui)

keeps from sm. The study of the Law without

employment in business must at last 1 : i : , i

and brings
'

i

*
"

" after it
t

'

,

'

i .;

Schurer, n. i -^ ' )i Another said :* He who
teaches not his son a trade teaches him to be a
thief.

3

St. Paul's father was wealthy enough to give
him a good Greek education at Tarsus (probably)
and a Kabbinical one at Jerusalem His wealth
is also implied in Ph 37 8

, if that passage refers,

as some commentators think, to St. Paul's being-
disinherited for his Christianity His private
means somehc . S r -

: 1 that he nad to

depend oiiher"'i ,

' of others or on
lii-s liiboiu. But he had a trade to fall back upon
(Ac 18s

, 1 Th 29
,

2 Th 38
) And the warnings

about idleness in the NT were addressed by him
to Gentile Churches, rather than by him or other

Apostles to Jewish converts (Eph 428
,
2 Th 31(M2).

Our Lord was not only the carpenter's son, but the

carpenter (Mk 6s
) ; and Justin Martyr speaks of

ploughs and yokes having been made by Him
(Trypho, 88). But His earthly condition was not

wealthy ; and this may have been the case with

Aquila (Ac 18s
), as it probably \\ as with the fisher-

Apostles of Galilee. See, further, artt. TRADES,
WORK.
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local colour* is to be jraiued from the works of travel-

lers ui Palestine Kitto, Iriatram, Hob inson, etc., and from the
issues of the PEPSt. GEOEGE FARMER.

BOYHOOD OF JESUS. 1* The Biblical data.

The preceding article expresses the present writer's

ideas as to religious training, education, and
recreation in the time of Christ. The Gospels
tell us nothing except by inference. The complete
absence of hayyaddth, i.e. such religious fiction as
we find in the Talmud, from our Lord's teaching,
implies either want of training in it, or positive
rejection of it. But Christ acquired such a know-
ledge of the Old Testament, and perhaps of some
books outside the Palestinian canon, that the
teachers in the temple

f were astonished at his

understanding and answers' (Lk 247 ). We do not
doubt that Scnbism and Rabbmism had begun, and
had a considerable folloAvmg But we doubt if it

had made such progress that a good Israelite in the

provinces, living in private life, \vas bound to live

and to order his household according to the rules
laid down and enforced by the leaders of the nation
in the next and following centuries after the great
upheaval of the Jewish war with, Rome. Then, by
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political necessity, the '

ti aditions
'

of a sect became
the life of a nation. Perhaps, also, Christianity
took out of Judaism those pious souls who weie
* zealous of the law,' but not neces&aiily &o of the
*

traditions/ and there weie left only those leaders
and followers whose sayings supply us with the

picture of 2nd century Judaism (cf. Schurer,
HJP II i. 25,

' Scnbism '

especially pp. 365-
379) Yet it inu&t be admitted, m favour of a

contraiy view, that Peter at least \\as guided by
some rules which went beyond those of the OT,
and which came from the sciibes, Pharisees, and
Rabbis (Ac 10-'8 ; Gal 2U eating with non-Jews)
But if any pious persons and households were as

yet free from the Rabbinical e

yoke of bondage
3

(Gal o 1
), surely that freedom was to be found in the

household of Nazareth. A protest is needed, be-

cause some writers illustrate (?) Christ's early life

entirely by Rabbinical rules. The many illustia-

tionbiiom Jewish books which aie brought forwaid
to

p^rove
that all Jewish boys learnt a trade are

haidly iimlcd to prove that Christ did so. Apart
jjcm Mk (>

J n he only passage in which He is called
o n-KTMv, and not mereiy 6 rov T^TOVOS vt6s), common
sense would teach us that He who deigned to live

in a caipenter's household, under real human con-

ditions, in His youth, would help Joseph, and
learn the art he practised. This is implied in His
^;;bi"' iio>i 10 T.

,; T '>">""" Perhaps the paiable
<-t L -o Mo.< / A

- <
A ', and Beam (Mt 73

"5
)

derives its outward foim from the work of His
youth (cf. Justin Martyr, c. Tryphon. 88).

During Tn 1 -ii\ ..i X, AIMI'I, \\lit it k

Joseph and
Mary-* ij< <l <iii< i liu- L iri.mi JIOIM I ^ypttMtS38

),

the Babe (TO. /3pe0os, Lk 216
) passed into the stage of

young bo\ liood Tie grew in bodily height (-nti&ve,
Lk 240

) and in bodily './'" " Lk 240
)

The omission of icvet y KBDL
Vulg, and most crit. edd. takes away any ground
for discussing its meaning. The next woris 7r\ijpo6-

fj.evQv <ro<f>ia$ (or <ro<f>tq,} imply a gradual, piojire^u e

filling.* What does ' wisdom' mean'' ,Ju^t a-

any manifestation of supernatural
J

power was out
of place in this stage of our Lord's life, so would
have been any such manifestation of krio^lcd^e,
of adult acquirements, of power to in^i i uci othoi-,
or of any other form of ' wisdom * which was clearly
unsuitable to His age. He was the perfect child,
with the pei feelion suited for each successive stage
of childhood. And others ruco^ni/od *md valued
this, no doubt (cf. *m favoni . \\ith men/ Lk
S"53}. But nothing occurred in His childhood (or
''ater, up to the time of His beginning Hi- ministry)
to prevent His neighbours being a&toms-liHi when
His woik began, and wondering at His words and
works, which cloaily were now to them and unex-
pected hy them (Mk I-*

7
rf'-'G-

1- 1' etc ).
* Had it been found that He knew all human
knowledge (e g. reading, writing, arithmetic) with-
out any instruction, there would have been a,

contradiction to the above facts. The ffo<j>fa then
was (as we should expect in this Hebraistic pas-
sage) the opposite to '

folly
'

in the OT sense. As
each fresh expeiience of life, each external diffi-

culty (perhaps temptation) from His environment
came on, jwtt //ujtitH, \iith His growth, there was
heavenly \\i<-doni to meet it. Tact, gentleness,
veracity, the *

soft answer,' were the sort of things
which distinguished Him fioin oihei lad-s, arid not
miraculous knowledge, 01 miu-iculous power such
as is described in the Apocryphal Gospels.
'And the grace of God was upon him '

God's
favour was clearly upon Him, as had been foretold
in Is II2- 3

. Men noticed (Jn I1
*) that He was full

of grace and truth. But we must remember tliat
* The reading is doubtful. Treg and WH prefer

JUchmann gave it in his margm, supported by fccBL pi;
this, as the more unusual construction, may be right.

VOL. r. 15

it ^as a gift to His human natuie, and therefore
words are used which aie used of His brethren
(e g. Ac 6s

Zre^avos 6 TrX^p^s xdpiroy}. At the end
of the next section St. Luke (2

W
) tells how He

progressed m favour (x&pn) also with men.
1 And his parents went every mar to Jerusalem

at the feast of the Passovet
'

{Lk 241
) Fiom our

Lord's o\\ n presence at othei fea&ts, both of JDivine
and human appointment, and fiom the large
crowds at them, ^\e aie led to reject the idea that
pioufe Jews at this time went to Jerusalem only for
the Pas&ovei. No doubt the gi eate&t attendance
was at that feast; and thobe \\ ho could attend only
one piobably chobeit. Jews resident outside the
Holy Land f-i'oin pii'b.'ibh on account oi the niore
favourable --rii-oii Joj pavellmg, to have pre-
ferred Pentecost (Ac 21 '31 IS131 2Ulb 21 27 24 ta

, 1 Co
168

). We think it probable, theiefore, that the
emphatic woids of the sentence are oi yoveis.

Jobeph May have gone at other seasons ; at this
season Mary usually (fropeijovro, impeifect of
'

habit') accompanied him. Women were not
bound to attend ; : v f* , -i (Dt 1616 all thy males 3

).

Jn 72* 8"10 show i ... <'}<* 'brethren of the Lord*
attended the feast of Tabernacles, which maybe
an indication of what Joseph's custom wa.s. But
if women went to any one feast, it would be, if

pobsible, to the Passover, partly because it wab the
mo&t esteemed, partly because the Supper (both
sacrificial and social) was an essential element in

it, and partly because of the examples of Peninnah
and Hannah (1 S I8- 7- 21

).

In Lk 2^ we are told of Christ going with them,
being twelve years old. Does this imply that He
had never been with them before? We doubt it.

The mention of His age may be made only in order
to mark at what period of His life the incident
which follows occuired f The commentators, etc.,

lay great stress on His having become a * son of

the Law' or a 'son of the Precept,' and represent
this Passover visit to Jerusalem as a sort of *

First
Communion *

after a sort of * Confirmation.* The
whole of the legislation about the bar-imzvah,
dates after the destruction of the Jewish polity
in A.B. 70 (cf. Schurer, HJP u. ii. !}. There
may have been earlier traces of it in Pharisaic
JucuBan circles. Besides, when a definite age for
'full membership* of the Jewish commTuaity was,
fixed, it was at thirteen, and not at twelve years
of age. The current views would never have been
brought forward, but for the assumption by the
elder Li<rMfoot arid others that in thia Talmudic
rule we iuul the explanation of the mention of our
Lord's age.
Moreover, are there any Biblical grounds for

supposing that a child of five, or ten, or any other

age, might not be present at the Passover, and eat
ot the Paschal lamb? Ex 133- 4 rather implies the
contrary, for if all children under thirteen were
excludedj few households would be large enough
to consume a yearling lamb. If the custom of th&
present Samaritans is any guide, it is stated that
even little girls eat of the lamb (cf. J. E. H.
Thomson in PEFSt, 1902, p. 91).
But if it was our Lord's first Passover (which

St. Luke does not say), we can find another reason
than the age He had reached for the previous
omission. Herod the Great had tried to Tdll the
Child, Archelaus was considered by Joseph to "be

as dangerous, and therefore Jesus was kept
out ;pl his dominions. Now Archelaus was in

vejjdle; |n 759 A.u.c. a Roman governor had been
appointed over Judsea, and Roman law and justice,
however defective at times, at least ensured safety
for tke Boy who had been sought for ten or eleven

years before as an Infant, Of course, it is possible
1

that the later Jewish rule prevailed in Christ's

but it does not appear to us to l*e jproved*
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from St. Luke's words, or from any contemporary
or earlier source.

What did our Lord do at Jerusalem? The
Biblical accounts of the Passover ritual are mainly
confined to the first or Egyptian Passover. This
differed iu., in lly fro-ii kter ones in some respects,
and in o- !' - :i ililli <*r< o had heen made by litur-

gical regulations. For instance, the eating of the

lamb in a recumbent instead of a standing posture
was a change (Ex 1211 , 1 S I9 'rose up,' Lk2214- 35

etc.;. So were the psalms, i-io j^vd-. tho Vr
ings, the four cups of wine, iini o .< v < il-k MO *

i

customs. One of the best popular accounts of the

Jewish ritual is in Bickell's Messe und Pascha,
of which an English version by Dr. Skene has

appeared. He rightly states that our oldest source

is as late as the end of the 2nd cent. A.D., with

large additions from the llth to the 16th centuries

(p. 112 f. Eng. tr.). Bickell also points out that
* the Paschal Lamb was an actual offering. It was
slain in the Temple, its blood was sprinkled by the

priest on the altar, its flesh was consumed as a

sacrificial meal. Therefore, after the destruction

of Jerusalem, when the Temple service . . . came
to an end, it could no longer be eaten.

' The same thing is true of the Chagiga, the meat
of a slain thank-offering, which was wont to be

previously brought with the Passover Supper.
5

And we must remember that the ritual was prob-
ably not written down while it was a e

living rite.'
*

The earliest written sources are based on an oral

tradition of what had been done a century before.

We may lovenu l.v conjecture our Lord's medi-
tations- n' 1 1 e MU\ t ii (

k lamo sacrificed, and sat down
to the Feast. The death of the lamb was a figure
of His own death. The feast shadowed forth His

feeding His people. Did He as yet know of His

destiny? Perhaps it was beginning to unfold
itself to His human consciousness (1) by His grow-
ing knowledge of His nation's religion, history,
and sacred books; (2) by His mother's i

""
TTI n

some of the incidents of His birth a . . \
;

(3) by the inner unveiling of His Divine nature
to His human nature. We can only conjecture.
But His answer to Joseph and Mary (Lk 249) implies
some self-knowledge, and perhaps a step in the

acquirement of that self-knowledge and con-

sciousness.
On another point we are on surer ground. At

the Paschal foat it \\ as customary for the youngest
present to ask, 'Why is this night different from
all other nights?' adding a mention of some of the
ritual acts. 'What mean ye by this service?'

(Ex 1226 IS7- 8
, Dt 620

). And the head of the house-
hold or company replied by a recapitulation of the

history of the Exoaus, which in later times was
called the "Eabtern Haggada. No doubt our Lord
followed this custom,' and no doubt also Joseph
gave the explanation, either in the traditional
words as handed down to the modern Jews, or in
a freer, perhaps a fuller manner (cf. Ex 1227 138,
IHP I-20M ; cf. Bickell, Eng. tr. pp. 118-120).
Other details of the Passover ritual in the time
of Christ, such as the sop, the cups of wine, and
the singing of the Great (or third or final) Hallel,
are vouched for by the accounts of the Last Supper
given by the Evangelists and by St. PauLf See
art. PASSOVER.
* Compare the usual view of the earliest liturgies. We win

not therefore dw ell on the Jewish accounts of the ecclesiastical
amplifications of the Scriptural order, and stall less on modern
Jevubh use. Rut the present Samaritan customs (mode of
rlri'snnif the lamb, the spit ui form of a cross, the mode of
roastmgr, etc.) are very probably similar to the Jewish ntes
before the destruction of the Temple. Cf J E. H. Thomson in
PBFSt, 1902, Jan pp 82-92, and Expos Times, xi. [1900] 375
(very interesting), and other accounts by Bean Stanley, Mills.

Petermann, Vartan, in Baedeker's Pahgtone and Syria, etc.
t Many writers who mention the Great Hallel ignore the

various accounts as to the Psalms which composed it, cf.

' When they had fulfilled the days" (re

r&? yjjLepas) Our first impression is un

that the whole seven days of the Feast (Ex iJ3
ltJ etc. )

are meant. We should expect pious Jews, like

Joseph and Mary, to remain the whole time, not

because it Avas a precept, but out of devotion.
' It was more laudable to remain the whole seven

days, especially on account of the last day, which
was a Feast Day

'

(Lightfoot ; cf Ex 1216
) Eders-

heim (Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah, i. 247)

argues that Joseph and Mary set out for home
before the close of the Feast, because the Talmud

says that '

during Feasts' (not after them) 'the

members of the Temple Sanhedrin came out on
to the terrace and taught the people,, contrary to

the usual custom of sitting as a court of appeal/
and he thinks that Christ was there. In dealing
with this suggestion we have to notice the expres-
sion Te\Ui3<r&vTuv ras ^tiepas instead of the u?s (6're)

torMptoiffav al Wpw, of Lk I
23 26 221 -

, and &-\i}(r0i7

6 xp6vos of Lk I57 . The two words are sometimes

-ynoiiymoii-. in effect, but the distinction between
them 'ha- heen defined as follows: 'reXetow is to

complete so that nothing remains to be done, but
the thing or work is reXetoz/ ; it implies an end or

object (re\os) to be looked forward to and fully
attained, ir'hypovv looks at the quantity to be

done, not at the end to be reached, and so is to

fill a thing full, so that it lacks nothing
'

St.

Luke's words are therefore perhaps compatible with

Joseph and Mary having left on the thiid day, the

so-called half-holiday, when it was lawful to return

home, but we prefer (in spite of Edersheim's Tal-

mudical argument) to think that they
*

stayed to

the end '

of the Feast It might be said, however,
by those who believe in the earlier return, that
our Lord's staying behind was a tacit rebuke,
especially if fr rdis rov irar/)<5s /J.QV (Lk 249

) be taken
in a local sense. St. Luke's use of the simple ^VGCV
in the Gospel and Acts should be noted : the com-
pound occurs only here and in Ac 1714 in his writ-

ings: and in the latter case it is also used in

contrast to Paul's departure. St. Luke, however,
does not say that Jesus remained for anj such

reason, nor that Joseph and Mary lost sight of

Him through any failure of duty. Popular books
add much to the narrative.

All the pilgiim* u-od to go to the Temple on the

day of then cleparniro, by a rule possibly based
on 1 S I19. There would be a great crowd, and the

temporal y separation of a family in the colonnades
and on the steps would be (as in great public
gatherings now) a natural occurrence, causing
little alarm Possibly Joseph and Mary joined
their fellow-travellers from Galilee, in the belief

that the Child, who would know the time and
point of departure, was among the younger pil-

grims. The little feai they felt on the first day
(Lk 244

) lather supports the view mentioned above,
that it was not Jesus' first Passover.
Our Lord's *

parents
'

{yoms, Lk S43 '

Joseph and
his mother' is a correction in the interests of
orthodox dogma), being ignorant of His having
stayed behind, went therefore a day's journey
towards home. As we dp not know the route

they travelled by, it is impossible to say that

they went as far as Beeroth (Farrar, Life of
Christ, and others). Jericho is quite as probable
a resting-place.
The search among the kinsfolk and acquaint-

ance^ brill*; in vain, they returned to Jerusalem,
niul found Hun 'after three days' (piobably from

Bickell, pp. 126, 127. They are not justified in saying which
Psalm or Psalms our Lord used. Ps 136 has the general sup-
port. The Babylonian Gemara mentions Ps 23. The Huh
Psalm, which Christian tradition (cf the name of its tune,
'Peregnnus') connects with the Passover, cannot ha\p l>oen
the one mentioned (Mt 2630), as its use occurred before the actual
supper (Bickell, p 120). See art HALLBL.
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the time of separation). "We need not inguue
whether this expression means * on the third day

'

(jLterd 7?/^pas rpels, cf, Mk 831 /-tera rpets ^/xepas).* The
search on the road back to and in Jerusalem was a

thorough one (dva^rowres). There must have been

many persons who could be inquiied of with safety,

j.t
* -.(,^ in -\ :im,"

' '> v ivith the pious hopes of Simeon
iM<l -\

fi :a
'

LU '2-
"

. though these had probably
passed away. It is St. Luke who tells us (2

s8
) that

there was a group of pious persons, who looked for

the redemption of Jerusalem.^ As this refers to

a period only twelve years previous, Joseph and

Mary could easily find some of these residents of

Jerusalem, even if the connexion had not been

kept up in the yearly Passover visits (Lk 241 ). We
think that the reason for Joseph and Mary spend-
ing at least a day in Jerusalem before going up to
lli-

k TVM'pV. vas that they and our Lord were well
knov FI 10 ill i- group of persons, and that they
thought of Hn \ i, >

(

>

"V.x
* friends at Jeru-

salem, just*as , s v ii< ! i ,i-
-

it possible on the
first day of tl

i
- -;j i. --i He was among

the pilgrims.
*

Christ in the Temple. 'And it came to pass,
after three days they found him in the temple,
sitting in the midst of the doctors (EVm * or

teachers '), both hearing them, and asking them
questions' (Lk 246

). By being present at the

meeting of the Eabbis, Christ was obeying _the
counsel of Ben Sira (Sii 611'"*

, which va- purify
a commonplace piece or i n-i im i LOU in piou- Uiatili i e

families.
* Stand thou in the multitude of the elders ;

And whoso is wise, i .*":"

Be willing- to listen M < r o ;

And let not the '
- <

i _-
< - M "

If thouseesta i
'

.. . I
, j: -unto

him,
And let thy foot wear out the steps of his doors.*

A discussion has been raised as to the meaning
of * in the midst' (fr /i&r$j). It is iiMiallv thought
that Christ sat, as scholars did, on tho iloor, with
the Rabbis on a raised bench pr divan, arranged
perhaps in a semicircle. & r< /^<r<y occurs in Ac
47, where it cannot mean more than *

present in a
central position where others could see and hear,'

yet apart from the members of the court. Kuinoel
watered down the expression here to * in the same
room with the teachers.' It has, however, been

suggested that the Rabbis, being struck by the
^, ,

1 -"- .-ver of the questions put by Christ,
a.: I i 'M '-

|
'i of knowledge of the Law which they

displayed, invited Him to take a seat among them-
selves, as a mark of admiration, as well as for

more convenience in the conversation. If this

was so, their action would be somewhat similar

to that in a British court of justice where
a^

dis-

tinguished visitor, or even witness, is sometimes

complimented by an invitation to *take a seat on
the Bench.' It is said that members of the Sanhe-
drin did sometimes, on extraordinary occasions,
admit an inquirer to the same seat as themselves.
It would be a probable thing to do, where the

youth of the person made him, as in this case,
liable to partial concealment among older and
taller bystanders.
There is no ground for supposing that Christ

disputed with the Rabbi-* It is clear that He in

nowise offended their prejudices on this occasion.

All that He said, although remarkable for His age,

* The mystical school of interpreters ha\ e pointed out several

parallels lo this period : (a) 1Jongel a\ s
' Tor the ame number

of dam. when Tie la\ in the crrav e. He \vas considered as lost by
'

s scpes
(&) Another writer says beautifully :

*
Seeing Mary sigh for

three days for her Divine Son, I see again humanity during the
3000 years of paganism, wandering in search of God.'

t So EV with KB, etc., but cf. AV and AVm. The Vulgate has

the more easy redemptionem Israel; Amiatinus: Hi&fusalem,
and so Peshitta.

was suitable to it. The mode of higher religious
teaching among the Jews seems to have oeen
neither didactic nor catechetical, but by mutual
interi ogation between the teacher and the scholar.

Hence the freedom used by the disciples and others
in questioning their Teacher. Christ answered
some questions and put others, no doubt with all

marks of respect to those who * sat in Moses3

seat
*

(Mb 232 ).

What led to Christ's desire to interview the
Rabbis at all, and what was the subject of His

questions? \Ve can understand His intense in-

terest in the recently celebrated Feast, its history
and its meaning. Oi, building on His previous
l^inv ] <l^o of the Law and the Prophets, and on
i >*. i ," i

t
rit Messianic hopes, He might desiie to

learn from the Rabbis about the Messiah and the
Messianic kingdom. Questions such as those dis-

cussed in Mt 24 6
, Mk 9n, Jn 742 would be raised

and would interest Him. Lk 2022- 28-33
,
Mk 102

give us other authentic instances of the points dis-

cussed by the Jewish teachers of that age. It has,

moreover, been suggested that on the journey up
to Jerusalem, Mary for the first time told Him the

story of His birth, of the messages of the angels,
of the Magi, of Simeon, of Anna, of the flight into

Egypt, and of the dreams of Joseph ^
It would be

an overpowering revelation, for which, however,
as an exceptional, though true child, He would be

ready.
"We are in the realm of pure conjecture, but
'<: A "t might be God's way of jovcaling to

1
1 \ Child a part of the truth about ihai,

Child's nature and mission. That to Him, as to

the Church, to the world, and to each of us, the
truth should come *by divers portions and in

divers manners' (He I 1
) is a conceivable, and

perhaps the most probable theory. And such a
revelation, falling on an unusually gifted soul

(Lk 240
), on a soul infinitely more receptive,

because of its sinlessness (Wis 7~- M etc.), than any
other soul could be, would quicken into energy
His whole life. If this were so, we have an ade-

i;
in <M v

'
:

< *i of our Lord's desires, an adequate
<\l\ ",'jio'i t,, |[is action.

^Ail that Heard Jiim were amazed(AV astonished)
at his understanding and his answers 9

(Lk S*7
).

As, later on,
*never man so spake' (Jn I*

6
), so now,

never child so spake. Yet as in the later case

there was nothing contrary to true manhood, so

now we ought not to think of anything contrary
to true boyhood. It is worth noting that while
AV has * astonished' for the feeling of the by-
standers (2*

7
e^tarravTo) and * amazed for that of

Joseph and Mary C2
48

}-T\dyii<ra,v), RV simply
reverses the terms. The former word is often

rendered 'beside himself/
* beside themselves," but

it is difficult to express in English the difference

between the two verbs.* See artt. AMAZKMENT,
ASTONISHMENT.
In spite of the asbenibly of 'grave and reverend

signiors,' Mary s feeling* were at once vented in

audible address (eftre) to her Son :
* Child ! why

hast thou thus dealt with us t Behold, thy father

and I have sought thee sorrowing 1
' Her trouble

overpowered her amazement. No doubt they were

proua of Him in their hearts, but Mary thought it

necessary mildly to chide Him for having caused
them so much anxiety. "We say 'chide' as the
nearest expression of our thought, but few parents
in the East or anywhere else would speak of what

* For &<rr*v*/, cf. Mt 1223, Mk 212 321 542 651, Lk 85 2422, Ac
g7.12 g9.ll.13 &21 1Q45 1216, 2 Co 513 ; and for iwrxftrnu, Mt ?28

1354 1925 2223, Mk 122 62 7S7 1026 1118, Lk 433 943, Ac 1312 The
coutext sometimes offers no reason for the choice of one word
rather than the other. The latter one may be the weaker of

the two; m Mt 1925, Mk 1026 737 it needs an adverb to strengthen
it. Etymological arguments cannot be pressed with regard to
the popular Greek of the 1st century.
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they deemed to be a child's error so courteously
and with such an absence of 'temper.' We notice

that it was Mary who spoke, and this may possibly
be u 1

'>"* 1 <:- i ! oint in favour of the orthodox view
of . :c \ is j n Birth.' If Joseph had been the

natj,.! 1

i.aii- of Christ, he would have spoken to

a son of that age, at least in addition to the

mother. His silence seems to us to balance such

expressions as 'thy father and I,' 01 'his parents.'*

Mary joined Joseph with herself not only m her

account of the continuous caieful seeking (efy-

raupc*>), but also in her sorrow, t
We now come to our Lord's reply, which is a

veritable crux interpretum. There is no variant in

the Greek {T! Sri jftTir& fte ; O&K
y}8eire

Bn ev rots rov

vroa-pfo juou 5et elvat jue ;) Nor is there any doubt
that the words were a i" i MI> '* i'"\ a -li^s' touch
of rebuke) that Joseph v , . \ , ) 1 1 1

-
, i ,

' o
ji

'> Trar^p

aw K&yti, 2^), and that in any case the claims of His
Divine Father were paramount. The principal in-

terpretations of& rots TOU irarpds pov are : (a)
* in my

Father's house 3

; (b) 'about my Father's business
9

;

(c) "among my Father's servants and friends' ; (d)

combinations of (a] or (b) implying an intended

vagueness. The Vulg. is in fuis qucepatris mei sunt ;

the Pesh. supports (a) 'in iny Father's house,
5

having

j [But does not beth support (c) as

much*? ; of.* 1 S 230 etc., i.e. by Semitic idiom
'house

5

(as in English) may mean family, con-

nexions]
In favour of (a} is the circumstance that rd TWOS,

which strictly means 'that which is a person's

property,' came to be used specially of his house,
the word * house *

being omitted. Field and Hum-
phrey compare the colloquialism *I am going to

my father's.' In profane Greek cf. Herod, i. Ill, fr

Apirdyov : Philostratus, Vita Apollon ii. 28, & rov

/Sao-tX^ws: Lucian, Phttop. & FXav/ccou: and many
other cases where ot/co? or rather Qlicjjpara is to be
understood. L Bos, who collected many of these
instances in his work on Greek Ellipse* , held

strongly that irpdypacrut ('business') was not the
word to be Mippliod here. He gave (p. 193) the
same explanation of Jn ln (16

32 1927) and Ac 216
,

but in these we find rb. rfoa. In the LXX, cf Est 79

K(d &p0wrc & rots 'A^-tap II&OP, /c.r.X. : Gn 4151 where
irforuv r<2v rov ira,rp6$ ju-ou represents the MT 'all

my father's house,' and Job 1819
. On the other

hand, the supporters of (a) say that no example
has been produced in Biblical

^
or profane Greek

for ' to be about a person's business
* as a render-

ing of eTvai & TWS rwoya though it is admitted that
lv rotfrots tfffft (I Ti 41S

) approaches it closely.

Ongen, Epiphanius, Theodoret, Theophylact, and

Euthyniius show a chain of commentators, ex-

plaining a passage in //"/> t,i' <* I'f/tqn'w who take
It in the sense of 'house, on 421U ev rots irarpucoTs

ufrrTjs (Vulg, inpatemu suis) also seems to support
it.

Against tMs and in favour of (b), it has been
saicl that Christ did not mean to say

*
I could not

return, I was in the Temple of God/ but 'My
Father's business is the most important thing for

Me.' It is also said that 'the necessity of our
* Where did Alford find ground for saying,

' Up to this time
Joseph had been so called ('father') by the hoty Child Himself,
but from this time never' 9 It maybe so, but it is not recorded

i co'j.<r8ett occurs four times in Luke (here, 162*- 25
}
AC 2038)

arid nowhere else in NT. 'Sorrowing-' <AV and EV) does not
seem strong enough 'With intense anguish* is rather the
meaning. Farrar (St Luke) suggests 'with 'aching hearts'
In Lk 1624. 25AVhas '

to be tormented/ butBV *to be in anguish,'
of che sufferings of the neh naan in Hades. In Ac '20s8 it ex-
presses the gnef of the Ephesian elders at parting with St
Paul. The wor,d used in the Peshitta here, is used for fvtvo^uplet
in Bo 29. As S8wa-9au is ireqifemt on Galem, Aretusr and
Hippocrates, it may be one of Stw Lnkefe medical words. We
arc reminded by IB of that later poignant sorrow, commemo-
rated in the 'Stabat Mater * She felt already the

*
sharp and

Lord's being in Hirf Father's hou^e could hardly be
intended by Him as absolutely _ .\i i,j all His

movements, and detei mining wheie He should be,

found, seeing that He had scarcely uttered the

words in question before He withdrew with Joseph
and Mary from that housse, and spent the next

eighteen years substantially away from it On
the other hand, the claim to be engaged m His
Father's concerns had doubtless both ft'^niionlh

been alleged explicitly in lespect of the < .ip.iium

of His previous home life, and continued to be so

during
"

peiiods ot His eighteen

years'
>

v parental rule ; His acknow-

ledgment of that claim being in nowise intermitted

by His withdrawal with His parents from His
Father's house. Intimations of a moie general
kind seem *

easily capable of being read between
the lines of the inspiied narrative, which increase

1

,
." V ' " that the AY, rather than the RV,

.

s; neaning of the Evangelist
5

(Dr. R.

E/Walhs). It should also be noted that the ex-

pression
* my Father's house

'

occurs in. Jn 216 m
plain terms.

*

In favour of (c)
' '

.
,

.' ' i^e words of Jul.

Doderlem (Neues l ' ttsche Theologie,

1892, i. 204):
< ''

I \ M;. I -. house" is not
correct: Christ soon leaves tne lemple. "Busi-
ness

"
is little "better. . . . Joseph and Mary could

liaidly have been expected to understand that
their child had special work to do for God's king-
dom' (i.e. at that age). . . . *Had they sought
Him among the good, they would not have needed
to seek long Instead ot this, they sought Him fy

rotsr crwyyevto'w KCU rois yvuo'To'is, who afterwards
tried to cast Him down from the lull (4

28- 29
), and

therefore even then would converse little about
God's word: on the other hand, He was to be

found & rots rov 7rarp6$ /j,ov, who held the office of

the Word (Mt 232
), and as such gladly listened to

His eager questions . . . the masculine, so to

speak, has the first claim on the rots, which^ is

formed from oZ, not from rd. There is no mention
of things in the context. . . . In Ro 1216

Luther,
AV and RVm give the masculine, "them of low
estate." 1 Co 126 1528, Col 311 irAvro. & iraL<nv=z

"all things in all men," not "all things in all

things." In Lk 2W no one would render 4v rots

yvwo-To'ts, "in the known places." Again the /

at the end of the phrase seems to be antithetical

and emphatic.
s * Among those of My Father must

Jnot be?" . . . Not in what^tace, but in what
company He must be, the anxious ones are able
to learn once for all ... "where men speak of

God, I shall surely be found" 3

(cf. a review in

The Thinker, 1893, iii. 171 ff,). We think this

explanation deserves more consideration than it

has received.
The syncretic combination of (a) and (b) 3 as, e.g.,

by Alford and others, does not commend itself to

the present writer. Finally, we should not forget
that this conversation is one of the most likely
ones in the Gospels to have been held in Aramaic
and not in Greek It will theiefore be wise not
to lay too much stress on the analogies quoted
above on various sides of the question Even the
Greek of the*e two chapters, a-> tie have it, is noted
as Semitic in style, not in St. Luke's classical

manner (except, of course, I1
'3

). The Pesh., as we
noticed above, supports (a) The Sinaitic palim-
psest has 'Wist ye not that I mu-st be with my
Father?' (Expos Times, xu. [1901] p. 206).*
Joseph and Mary 'understood not the saying

which he spake unto them 3

(Lk 250
). Therefore He

* Besides the works quoted above, the reader should consult
Field's Otiwn Norvieense, Pars Tertaa ; Expository Times, x 484;
Farrar, St. Luke in Cambridge Bible for Schools, 368, 369 (in
which he abandons the view taken in -Zkjfe o/ Christ, i 78) , and
most reviews and criticisms or* the feevfeed NT generally.
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had not learned this from them, nor from other
teachers, nor had He previously spoken much, if

at all, of the Father. Their difficulty, of course,
was not the literal question of grammar which
tioubles us. It was that they did not so realize
the spiritual force of His saying (01) awTJKw TO

Although Joseph and Mary understood neither
His words, nor His actions, nor Himself, and
although His words and actions show that He now
knew more than He had done of His Father, of
Himself and of His mission, yet

' He went down
with them, and came to Nazareth and was subject
unto them. 5 As W. R. Nicoll says: 'He went
their messages, did their work, humbled Himself,
as if this episode at Jerusalem had never been'
(The Incarnate Saviour, p. 41). The twelve years
of hidden life were followed by another eighteen
years of retirement. Even Nathanael, living at
Cana, a few miles off, had not heard of Him

(Jn
146. 47), \Ve may be gure tjmt jje who WOU1<J

<
ful }

r II
"* V ...-.. i

J

(Mt 315
) did not omit the yearly

'
'

' !.' "' ! :
' Passover, and other feasts. He

had at least to lead the life of example to His
family and to His fellow-townsmen. Although
we do not think that He or His were bound by all
the rules of Pharisaic or of later Rabbinic Judaism,
we may be sure that He did what was usual among
pious Jews, partly because He would obey those
who sat 'in Moses' seat' (Mt 232- 3

), and partly
because, like His future Apostle (Ro 14lef

, 1 Co
813

etc.), He would put no stumbling-block in

anyone's way (Mt 1727
).

"We know that after Christ's ministry began, He
spent much time in |" a \ ^ i .

,:--,ji,Ily secret and for

secrecy's sake, on iin* nmun-,, i (Mt 1423. Mk I35

6*, Lk 321 5 16 9-. IP). We cannot believe
that this communion with His Father began with
His ministry. Yet it seems unlikolythnl Christ
in His early childhood would have Vuliouod this
custom. May we date it from His return to
Nazareth in His twelfth year? Then, His claim
for liberty to be & roi$ rov irarpos (avrov) would not
seem to be a claim which either lay dormant for

eighteen years^
4my Father's business') or which

was at once relinquished (by His return) and only
taken up at intervals (*my Father's house 5

), in
which case no claim for liberty \\ a- needed. More-
over, *His Father's biiMiip-js/foi i IK; next eighteen
years was, as the event proved, pt'cjv<fr<t/t,(,n And
this is just what Christ did, and the secret prayer
and meditation were part of it. If this custom
began, or at least took a larger part in His life

then, we can reconcile His words in the Temple
with His life in the following years. And if
* house' instead of 'business' be the word to be
supplied, we can also believe that He knew that
the whole Universe is the Father's house (Jn 142),
and not only the Temple

' made with hands.'
It must also be noted that His growth *in

wisdom* implies not only learning by prayer and
meditation, and learning from the written word,
but also learning fiom observation of human life.

We learn "by these three sources, and He was made
like unto ifis brethren. But for this last source of

learning, time and the attainment of greater age
aie required. Did Tie know A\hen His active work
Avas to begin? Mo-os Mimed by beginning too
soon, but *

ignorance, and the thought that the
right time might be sooner than it was, would be
no sin. Yet He who 'was in all points tempted
like as we are, yet without sin' (He 415

), might con-

ceivably be tempted as Moses was,. We tread here
on difficult ground, and our ignorance, our desire
not to err from the Faith, and our reverence for our
Lord, bid us say no more. Meanwhile He did His
duty in retirement, passing from boyhood into
pianhoodj and waiting for the call Fhich came

later. Was the non-appearance of the forerunner
(Mai 31

) the sign that the time had not come, and
his appeal anee the sign that the time was fulfilled
(Mk l

i5
)
v

*And hismother kept all these sayings in her heart*
ierripei occurs in NT only here and Ac 1529

; cf Gn
137 11 Of Jacob COIICCTM ;u Joseph. 6 oe

dterfpvjffev rb , jw a ^l>'.n E has the same ten^e as
here dierijpet, peihaps by assimilation). But Jacob
lost hope (Gn S735

), while Maiy kept these sayings
in her heart. It was a close, persistent, faithful
keeping, bu1 \.

'

, in silence, even \vhen it

might have .... : attitude of His kinsmen
towards Him, or indeed have saved His life She
spoke, no doubt, when the right time came. Stress
is laid on her faithfulness and meditation also in
Lk 219

. We may ask whether rd p^/tcn-a included
other sayings than the ffitM of Lk 250

. The Trfora.
of some MSS in the place of the raCra of others
leads us to think either of other *arin^ of Christ,
or of the remarks of the Rabbis and o'tliei* about
Him (as in Lk 219

}. And though He
' was subject

unto them,' the goodness of Joseph and Mary, His
own wisdom and ail\,incinir years, and now the
deepened thoughts Mary had about Him, would
surely prevent their making His subjection an
obstacle or a hindrance to His development.
Again we read of His progress (Lk 2s2), though

this refers to a time beyond the Boyhood. The
statement about wisdom is a continuation of that
in 240

. The next word ^Xcjcict is n nibiiruou^. If we
take the meaning 'stature' (A\ and R\ text), it

applies only to a part of the time between twelve
years of age and thirty. But the margin of AV
and RV 'age' would seem to be preferable.
Though increase in age is as inevitable as increase
in stature, yet St. Luke, having spoken of Christ's
twelfth year, goes on to speak of His thirtieth,
and characterizes by his transitional passage the
whole of those eighteen years as a period of de-
velopment. He cannot mean our thoughts to stop
at the period when adult height was reached. The
advance ixi^Xucla must grammatically have the
same duration as the advance in wisdom, and in
favour with God and man.*

2. Dogmatic conclusions. The doctrines of the
Incarnation, of the Union of the two Natures in
one Person, and of the Kenosis are beyond the
limits of this article, though it is impo^ible to
avoid bearing them in mind in dealing \virli our
subject. But an exegetical study of Lk 2*-w
pho\\sa jrcnuine human development of Christ in
J-li> boyhood. Body, soul and spirit made regular
yrogre^. With other children it is often the
irregularity which troubles their older friends.
Childishness (in the bad sense), where we expect
some measure of intelligence; stupidity, \\hich is

sometimes the result of imperfect mental gro\\ th,
and sometimes the result of the childish sins of
laziness and &elf-A\iIl, are the common faults of
children. Later on. the de-no not to be, subject to
parental, or other restraint, and the premature
longing for freedom (not necessarily for evil) are
marks of sinful imperfection which we all recog-
nize. Christ was free from them. When He was
a child He lwedt spake, and no doubt thought as a
child, but as a sinless one. The awakening of the
human consciousness was gradual. As Oosterzee
(on Lk 2) says :

* His recognition of Himself (we
add 'and of His mission 3

) formed part of His
filling with wisdom His public ministry did not
begin with a sudden impulse, but was prepared for

* Mere comparisons with other passages, even in this Gospel,
cannot outweigh the above considerations. In .193 no doubt
the stature of Zacchseus is referred to ; 1225 and Mt 6s? are
doubtful, In Eph 4*3 'stature* is probably right Jn 921 &
and certainly He nil mean age,' In the LXX, Ezk 18*8, 3 jtfae

4^, Job 29*8 seem to bear the same meaning. Bat Symmachiot
n Oa 77 must have meant *

stature.'
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by His whole life. It was the foigetting or over-

1-M I/
;

11
, ." ich led some early heretics to date

v < I i j ''i.- i')-i from the Baptism. But we see

that at the age when childhood passes into youth,
Christ was already aware (in part perhaps) of His
mission.'

*The consciousness of His Divine Nature
and power grew, and ripened, and strengthened,
until the time of His -houin^r unio T-iael.

s

Those who in tim<v> of comrovor^y have most

fiimly held the Divinity of Christ have sometimes
found a difficulty in admitting the ideas of growth
and development in our Lord. This was specially
so in the cnno before the careful statements of the
Great Councils and the Fathers of that period. So

Epiphanius (Hcer. li. 20) states that /some Catho-
lics were inclined to admit the miracles of the

Infancy (as in the Apocr. Gospels) as affording an

argument against the Cerinthians, and a proof
that it was not at His Baptism that Christ was
first united to the man Jesus.

5

Jeremy Taylor
(Life, of Christ, pt. i. 7) has a passage which is

wortl, *

They that love to serve God in

hard . i , use to dispute whether Christ did

truly, or in appearance only, increase in wisdom.

For, being personally united to the Word, and

being the Eternal Wisdom of the Father, it seemed
to them that a plenitude of Wisdom was as natuial
to the whole Person as to the Divine Nature. But
others, fixing their belief upon the words of the

story, \thi<,li oqually affiim Christ a ^ piu^cix to

have ' mucac<l in iavour with God u-* \\nii iiuin

in favour as in stature," they apprehend no incon-
venience in affirming it to belong to the verity of
human nature, to have degrees of understanding
as well as of other perfections ; and although the

humanity of Christ made up the same Person with
the Divinity, yet they think the Divinity still to
be free, even in those communications which were
imparted to the inferior Nature, and the Godhead
might as well suspend the emanation of all the
treasures of wisdom upon the humanity for a term,
as He did the beatifical vision, which certainly
was not imparted in the interval of His sad ana
dolorous passion.

3 * See art. CHILDHOOD.
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G-BOBGE FARMER.
BRASS.- Wherever we find the word e brass* in

the EV, \ve may be reasonably certain that copper
or bronze is intended. Copper was universally
used by the ancients, on account of its extreme
ductility. In Bible lands it was inined in the
region of Lebanon, in Edom, in the Sinaitic pen-
insula, where the great Egyptian mines were

* The toterence in the last sentence is, of course, to Mfc 27*8,

located, and in the isle of Cyprus. Brass is a
fictitious metal, an alloy of copper and zinc ;

bronze is a mixture of copper and tin. But while
in ancient vessels a combination of tin with copper
is frequently found, analysis hardly ever reveals

the presence of zinc.

1. The M ord xaX^/a in Mk 74 (found here only in

the NT), AV and KV * brasen vessels,' may be tr.
*

copper vessels,' and is actually so rendered in the
German and Dutch versions.

2. The noun xaX/cfo, tr. 'brass/ is used by Christ

in Mt 109 'Get you no gold nor silver nor brass
in your purses,' by 'i \ for copper coin.

xa\/c6s occurs also in M >. u '-', where it is tr.
4

money/ marg.
'
brass.'

3. The word %oA/<:oX//3aj'oi', white copper, tr,
e fine

brass' (RV 'burnished brass
3

) in Rev I 15 218
(of.

Da 106
), is descriptively applied to the feet of

Christ as He appeared in the vision of St. John
in Patmos. There is quite a diversity of opinion
as to its correct meaning. Some have supposed it

to be that rare metal, more precious than gold,
Orichalcum, whilst others have thought of frank-

incense and even of amber. In this connexion it

evidently refers to the strength and stable majesty
of the glorified Christ, in the same way as the
Heb. nehdsheth is used in the OT (Ps 1071<r

, Mic 413
,*

Lmi'viiK 1 Ilastinjrs' 7)7?, ,-iit
*
Brass'; Smith, Diet, of

Aftii'2 .-> /. 'Acs', Criuim-lha.vci, !<<>* $.v. xKhmXifiuvov.
HENEY E, DOSKER.

BREAD. In Syria and Palestine there are cer-

tain shrines and groves that have been preserved
undisturbed through times of politi < , , 1 < 1 1 . ; n : and
are to-day venerated by all the ](lu.oii- 01 the

country. Such also has been the
' *

!

'

of bread in Bible lands. IL I > t < >-ilay practical I \ v iiai

it has alwavs been with legaid to (1; the matenalo
of which it is made, (2) the way in which it is pre-

pared, (3) its importance and use as an article of

food, and (4) the symbolism and sanctity suggested
by its value.

1. Materials. Bread is usually made of wheat
flour, the wheat of the Syrian plains being remark-
able for its nutritious quality. An inferior and

cheaper kind of bread is also made from barley
flour, and less frequently the meal of Indian corn
is used.

2. Modes of preparation. The most primitive
way is that of making a hollow in the ground,
burning twigs, thorn-bushes, thistles and dry grass
upon it, and then laying the flat cakes of dough
upon the hot ashes. These loaves are about seven
inches in diameter and from half an inch to an
inch in thickness. The upper surface is frequently
studded with seeds of Indian corn, and they are

fsnerally
turned in the process of baking (Hos 78

).

hey are * cakes upon the hearth '

(Gn 18^),
* baken

upon the coals' (1 K IT 13 JS
) Such piobably MIH*

the barley loaves brought to Christ ; i ilic iroilm.;

of the five thousand (Jn 69 13
). Out of this custom,

prevailing among the pastoral tribesand the poorest
of the peasantry, were developed several improved
methods made possible by more civilized conditions
of life, (a} Large smooth pebbles were laid over
the hollow in the giound, and when the fire had
been kept up for a sufficient time, the ashes were
removed and the loaves were laid upon the hot
stones. (b) Thinner cakes of both leavened and un-
loaveriod In cad were made upon aflat pan 01 convex
griddle Thc,-e are now made especially at times
of religious festival, and are coated on the upper
surface with olive oil and sprinkled with aromatic
seeds. They recall the *

oiled bread *
of Lv S26

, and
the ' wafers anointed with oil

'
of Ex 29* and Lv

24 (c) The cavity for the firo K deepened, and a
cylindrical hole about the sizo of half a flour barrel
is made of stone and lime with a facing of plaster. ,
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The pebbles are still left at the bottom for the
better preservation of the heat, and the same fuel

is applied till the oven has been sufficiently heated.
The dough is then rolled out into broad thin cakes,
and each disc, after being still further distended by
being passed with a quick rotatory motion between
the hands of the female baker, is laid on a convex
cushion or pad, and is thus transferred evenly to

the hot wall
^
of the cavity. In a moment it is

fired, and as it begins to peel off it is lifted and
laid above the others at her side. (d) The most

developed form is that of t^ 1

p.iMi' oven in the

village or town. Here f< ,i; ;n.- or i ho more primi-
tive types still survive, but the cavity now becomes
a low vaulted recess about twelve fe- 1

: 1 ,'',

and the pebbles are changed into a |*
. i

smoothed and squared stones. On r \ ;

lighter fuel of thorns are burnt, and the glowing
ashes are finally brushed to each side of the vault.

When the oven has been thu*i piopanvl the discs

of dough are laid in rows upon long rhin boards
like canoe paddles, and are inserted by these into
the oven, and by a quick jerk of the arm slipped
off and placed upon the hot pavement to be fired.

These loaves, when fired, are about an inch in

thickness and about eight inches in diameter, and
when newly baked are soft and flexible.

3. Use and importance of bread. In the "West
bread is eaten more or less along with the other
articles of food that chiefly constitute the meal ;

but in the East those other articles are rather
eaten along with 1m ,i-l n K (',. .--'nl as merely
accessory to it. \\ i

!
ii i,,"i i, carpenter,

blacksmith or mason leaves the house for the day's
labour, or the messenger or muleteer sets out
on his journey, he wraps his other articles of

food in the thin loaves of home-made bread. In
the case of loaves fiied in the public oven, these,

owing to MO i/:. "MO".- ;!' 'i i ! elasticity
of the ^ 01 . 1". !!,! i'n -

,
!. ii i-r- on within

them of \j [".' <'! i .0 "-M
I

j , i
]

(font, into

air-tight balls. They can then be opened a hnle
at one side, and the loaf thus foims a natural pouch
enclosing the meat, chees-e, raisins 01 olives* to

be eaten with it by the labourer. As the loaf

thus literally includes everything, so bread repre-
sents generally the food of man. A great exclu-

sion was expressed in * Man shall not live by bread
alone

*

(Lk 44). In the miraculous feeding of the
multitude (Mt 1415fl;

fl) it was enough to provide
them with bread. It was three loaves of bread
that the man asked from his neighbour to put
before his guest (Lk II5). Two would have been
sufficient for his actual needs ; but even in such an

emergency a third loaf was required to represent
that MiperalmTidant something "which a* a touch of

rn<je. o fieri pacing into tyrannical imposition, so

deoply aflocts Oriental social life.

In the act of eating, Oriental bread is broken or
torn apart by the hand. This is easily done with
the bread of the public oven, as it can be separated
inioiuo lliirilttui- Tin" ihin homo-made bread
is naiiM il loih in JMnow JITul Auibic Morn its thin-

ness, and is translated 'wafer
5

in Ex 2923
, Lv S26,

Nu 619
,

1 Ch S329
(BV). Such bread is called

fTpn (raMJc; Arab. marMfy, from warak, 'foliage,'
*
paper *). At a meal a small piece of such bread

is torn off, and with the ease and skill of long
habit is folded over at the end held in the hand.
It thus makes a spoon, which is eaten along with
whatever is lifted by it out of the common dish.

This is the dipping in the dish (Mt 26s3 ), and is

accomplished without allowing the contents of the
dish to be touched by the fingers or by anything
that has previously been in contact with the lips
of those who sit at meat.

4. Symbolism and sanctity of bread. In a land
where communication with other sources of supply

was difficult, everything depended upon the local
wheat and barley harvest. As this in turn de-

pended upon the rain in its season, which was
beyond the control of the sower, a special sanctity
attached itself to what was :i"i i.

T
i a gift of

God, and a reminder of His tu i '!, and often

undeserve_d care (Mt S45) To the disciples of

Jesus, 'Give us this day our daily bread' would
seem a very natural petition. An Oriental seeing
a scrap of bread on the road will usually lift it up
and throw it to a street dog, or place it in a crevice
of the wall or on a tree branch where the birds

may find it. It should not be trodden under foot
in the common dust. Thus the most familiar
article of food, so constantly in the hands of all,

both rich and poor, and used alike by the evil and
the good, had in it an element of mystery and
nobility as having been touched bjr the unseen
Giver of all good. How deeply this feeling of

reverence possessed the mind of the Lord Jesus is

evidenced by the fact that He was recognized in

the bit Jikln.: of bread (Lk 24?).
In - !** ->' KI 1 customs of the East, the giving and

receiving of bread has always been the principal
factor in < siabli-liiiii; a bond of peace between the
host and rle pruesi ai. his table. It v !

- si ',"i:s'.il\

unnatural otience tx> violate that law < i ii p. , 'i \

Of this offence Judas Iscariot was
;_;

i \ ,L ::>

Last Supper*
In ;i -. u '.!V -,,*< Palestine and partaking of

the I "-|-
' \ <-i i !. [H'.isantry, one may notice in

the bread the indentations of i ]n* \n l-bK -, and Miinll

patch"* of jney ash, with hero ana ilicrv m iuluiil

atiadmicnii of <*mp:od <na^ or charred thorn, the
result of the sirhjilo bakiu<: process. It is bread,
however, the be*t thai t he poor can give, and it is

given \villi uliulne-** and the dignity of a high
duty to\\aru^ Uio guest. When Christ sent forth

His disciples to tell of His approach, He charged
them to take no bread with them (Mk 6s). Itwould
have been a *oi iou- <li-< oiu 1 1>\ i o have set aside as
unfit for then u- tliai II'K 'I'^su- offered to them
willingly by their own people, and would have
hindered the reception of the good tidings of the

Kingdom.
To the crowd that selfishly followed Christ the

giving of bread as by Moses was the sordid sum-

mary of Messianic hope (Jn 681). God's ^ift of

natural food to His people enters into the praises of

the Miijrnifiont (Lk I53). When Chnst called Him-
self

'

llie bread oi Ii fo
'

(Jn 6s3
), He could confidently

appeal to all the endeared and sacred associations

connected in the East with the meaning and use of

bread. In the initiation of the Passover, and in its

commemoration afterwards, bread was regarded by
the Israelites as the most general and effective

symbol of their life in Egypt. In the initiation of

the new covenant also the same humble article of

food was adopted at the Lord's Supper, to be, with

wine, the token of fellowship between Himself and
His Church, and the symbol among His disciples of

the Communion of Saints, The use of a symbol
so familiar and accessible to all, and so representa-
tive of common life, seems to suggest that to the
mind of Christ some realized and visible com-
munion among the members of His Church was
possible and to be expected.r

G. M. MACKIE.
BREAKFAST. Lk II38 (RVm). See DDTNER

and MEALS.

BREJLST. See BOSOM.

BREATHING. -On the evening of the Resurrec-

tion, the Lord appeared to the disciples, gave them
the commission * As my Father, etc.,' *and when
he had said this, he breathed on them, (lye^foip*^
and saith nnto them, Receive ye the Holy Ghost
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TLvevfj,a"A.yLov). Whose soever sins . . . re-

tained,' Jn 2021t . The word ty^wrefcw is that em-
ployed by LXX to translate nsj in Gn 27

., Ezk 379
.

As Westcott observes, the same image which was
used to describe the communication of the natural
life [at the Creation] is here used to exprebS the
communication of the new, spiritual life of re-
created humanity.' The figure of human life de-

pending on the breath of God is frequent in the
Bible ; besides above passages, see Job 1210 334

, Ps
33s

, Is 42*, Dn^5a Ac 1Fsf In thi . -,

breath of God is *ynon\ niou*> with i
'

,

tion of His power: -2 S >lj
, Job 3710 41 21

, Is II4.

Both ideas seem to underlie our Lord's action.
The Church was now recch iu# its commission, and
the efficacy and reality 01 Uio commission must
depend upon the indwelling in the Church of the
same Spirit as was in Chiist Himself. Alike the
mission of the Church and its authc

"

i
;

,
> T i

or retain sins are connected with an 1 -
\

I

fication,
" Take ye the Holy Ghost * J

(Edersheim,
iL 644). The work was not new, but was that

already received from the Father by the Son and
now handed on to that Church which was to be
Christ's body on earth. He had compared the
action of the Spirit to breath (Jn 38

).
*

By breath-

ing on^them He
*

. \'
n

-
""

'," at the Holy Ghost was
the Spirit not of k

I , i
> alone but likewise His

own '

(Aug. St. John, tr. 121).
Considerable difference of opinion exists as to

whether the act of breathing, with the authority
to retain or forgive sin, was bestowed upon the
Apostles only or on others besides. Those who
limit it to the Apostles uige that *

disciples' is

always in the later chapters of St. John used to

signify Apostles ; and that, even if others were
present, the analogy of Mt 2816 and Mk 1614'18 im-
plies that the breathing and commission were
limited to the Ajxy^lc^. Tliry von Id then see in
the act a formal niim-rcunl o'uiiiuition.* On the*
other hand, Westcott and many others, comparingLk 24s3

, see no reason whatever for limiting the
act and commission to Apostles. Even of the
Eleven we know that Thomas at least was absent
(Jn 2024). The commission was one given to the
Christian society as a body : in it m iHcoipoi.-tie
capacity would dwell the Holy Ghost, and the
authority of retaining or forgiving sins.

LITERATURE. The Commentaries on St. John: Westcott
R'lflatuM of Runt I*** T> si ; Edersheim, Life and Times
tfJfsu* the tfwio/j, 11 o!4 ; Core, ChristianMinistry, p. 229:
ricanlej , Clmtfiaa JTu>nfut,OHt

t p. 192.

.m ^ J- B. BRISTOW.
BRETHREN OF THE LORD. The only three

theories about 'the brethren of the Lord* which
are worthy of serious consideration are those which
are called by Lightfoot (1) t7w /7>/v,/M///^, (from
its advocacy by Jerome [Uieionyimi-]), i2) the
EmtTwnwn (from its advocacy by Epiphanius),
and (S) h& Helvidian (from its advocacy by
Jerome's opponent, Helvidius).
According to the Hieronymian view, the Breth-

ren of Jesus were His first cousins, being sons of
toe Virgin's sister, Marjr the wife of Clopas. Ac-
cording to the Epiphanian view, they were sons

?! t
J??Pk bj a former wife. According to the

Helvidian view, they were sons of Joseph and
Mary born after Jesus. All these views claim to
be Scriptural, and the Epiphanian claims in addi-
tion to be in accordance with the most ancient
tradition.

i. POINTS THAT ARE CERTAIN.- In discussing a
question of such intricacy as the present, it is well
to begin by distinguishing what is reasonably
certain from what is imcjertain, "A careful oom-

*StenIe-v (Christ Tnst p. 192) states tfc&t 'in ft* Abyssinian
an^Alexandrian Church ordination was, and gffll is, by breath,^

parison of the relevant Sciipture passages renders
it certain

(1) That the brethren of the Lordfiuhatzwr their

true
7" '

f '
1 'to Him was, lived under the same

toofwiui Jenus and His mothert and were regarded
as members of the Virgin's family. The common
household is implied in Jn 73, and more distinctly
still in 212

, where we read that ' he went down to

Capeinaum, he, and his mother, and his brethien,
and his disciples : and there they abode not many
days,' That the brethren were members of the
same family as Jesus, and stood in some definite

filial i elation to Joseph and Mary, is distinctly
stated in Mt 1355 1|,

* Is not this the carpenter's son ?

is not his mother called Mary 9 and his biethren,
James, and Joseph,* and Simon, and Judas ? And
his sisters, are they not allf with us?' (cf. also

Mt 1247 'Behold thy mother and thy brethren
stand without, seeking to speak to thee'). In

harmony with this the Gospels represent the
brethren of Jesus as lii.lii'iin'.v going about in

company with the Vngin (Ms 12*11).

(2) That the brethren of Jesus were jealous of
Him, and ^t,p to the time of the Resurrection dis-

believed His claims* Thus the Gospels lepresent
Jesus as lamenting the unbelief and want of sym-
pathy of His near relatives: *A prophet is not
without honour, save in his own country, and
among his own kin, and in his own house 9

(Mk 64) ;

and again, 'My time is not yet come, but your
time is alway ready. The world cannot hate you,
but me it hateth' (Jn 7

6f
). There aie, moreover,

the still moie definite statements,
* For even his

brethren did not believe on him' (Jn 7
5
); and,

e his friends (oi Trap' ai/rou) went out to lay liold on
him, for they said, He is beside himself

'

(Mk 321
).

Pon o ai IOIPJK- Iin \ c been made to attenuate the force of these
passijci (oincliia a Lapide, for instance, commenting on
Jn 75, says: 'Licet enim viderent eum tot signa et miracula
facere, illaque vera esse non dulntaicnt, tamen dubitabant an
ipse esset Messias et Dei Films liwt enim hoc wrum esse

optarent, et ex parte ob tot ejus miracula, crederent tamen alia

exparte videntes ejus p, u^. * *
it i

*
' " '

,nt.
Ut ergo certi hac de r i i ,

< m
Jerusalem, etc.' But ** I i -< -

ov\
not doubt, and implies jealousy and hosttftty* Other critics
have maintained that some only of the brethren disbelieved.
But St. John's language at the very least asserts that the

majority (that is, three" out of the four brethren) disbelieved,
and almost certainly implies the disbelief of all.

From this there follows the necessary inference
(3) That none of the brethren were numbered

among the Twelve Apostles. This conclusion is

confirmed by the manner in which they are dis-

tinguished from the Twelve in Ac X14
, '[The

eleven] all with one accord continued steadfastly
in prayer with the women, and Mary 1 lie mother
of Jesus, and with his brethren.* \fyith this may
be compared 1 Co 95

( Have we no right to lead
about a wife that is a believer, even as the rest of
the apostles, and the brethren of the Lord, and
Cephas?'), which, though less decisive than Ac I 14,
because Cephas is first classed among the Twelve
and then

separately, points in the same direction.
It is no sufficient reply to this to say that in Gal
I 19 James is called an Apostle ('But other of the
apostles saw 1 none, save [et ^] James the Lord's
brother '). Granting that this is the case, though
it has been denied (e g. by Grotius, Winer, Bleek;
cf. JtVmj, it may be fauly maintained that St.
James is called uii Apo-stle in that wider sense in
which the term is applied to St. Paul himself, to
St Barnabas (Ac 14tu, 1 Co 9*), to Andronicus
and Junias (Bo 167), and perhaps also to Silvanus
* In Mt the correct reading seems to be 'LH^ (so WH and

BY, with BC, etc ). In Mk 63 'JWi?iw (BDL, etc ) is certainly
right.

t Epiphanius says that there were only two sisters, Mary and
Salome, but the **** shows that there were three at least.
The present passage seems to indicate that they were married,
and resided at Nasareth. ,
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(1 Th 2ff

, cf. I 1
). That James the Lord's biother

was one of the Twelve is implied alieady in the

Gospel accoiding to the Hebrews (c. A.D. 100),* but
the evidence of this <1;i'i 1*1 '-^UI.M "(,, u><it <,,' '\ i*ili

the strong negative j_ii
-ui- A ii'i j.-ii-'uni l\ i'io

canonical writings f
ii. THUHIERONYMIAN VIEW. With these three

points established, we proceed to consider the

Hieronymian view that the brethren of Jesus
were really His first cousins. Jerome's theory,
as stated by himself in his acrimonious but able
treatise adversus Helvidimn, involves the following
positions :

(a) That James the Lord's brother was an
Apostle, being identical with James the Less, the
son of Alphseus.

(b) That the mother of James and of the other
'brethren' was *

Mary of Clopas' (Jn 1925).

(c) That this Mary was the Virgin's sister.

As developed by subsequent writers, the Hier-

onymian theory affirms in addition

(d) That Simon the Zealot and Judas c not
Iscariot

* were also brethren of the Lord.

(e) That Clopas is identical with Alphaeus, and
*1 .'

'

< < : 1,1 ',,'lv
t M,i'\ of Clopas* is not to be

i '_.!.!,' s !;. i i i

Clopas, but as his wife.$
\ - 'i< - i \io j < : io!', I points are maintained

by all modern followers of Jerome, we shall regard
them as integral parts of the Hieronymian theory.
Jerome's theory has already been virtually dis-

proved by the proof (i. 2, 3) that the Lord's
brethren were not Apostles, but its -ri <>f: i ii i

*
i n . i ( \

and wide acceptance! reader full ta-t.ii--i.oii UL u
necessary.
A. A i

tjunit /'fffor the Hieronymian mew.
(1) Jaines> tin; Lord's brother must have been of

the Twelve, because he is called an Apostle, Gal
I19

. (For a reply to this see i. 2, 3).

(2) James the Lord's brother must have been of
the Twelve, because he exercised great authority
among, and even over Apostles. Thus at the
Council of Jerusalem he jue-ided and pronounced
the decision, although hi. Veter himself was
present (Ac LT'*). Si. I 'an I names Mm before St.

Peter as one of the chief pillars of the Church
(Gal 2s). The Galatian heretics appealed to his

authority as superior to that of St. Paul (Gal
212}, and his importance is further shewn by such

passages as Ac 12" 21 1S
.

Reply. St. James' prominent position is ad-

mitted, but it can be iiuounicil for without sup-
posing him to have been of the Twelve. For

(a) His close relationship to Jesus (whatever the

relationship was) would have sufficed of itself to

gain him great consideration among the first

Christians. He piobably owed in part at least

to this his election, to the see of Jerusalem.

Relationship to JOMIS was clearly the main motive
in the appointment of liK kuccee*or, Symeon the
son of ClopaSjll who vras> a COIKLII of Jca>u (Lu^ebiu^,
* This Gospel represent him as present at the Last Supper,

and therefore clearly as one of the Twelve
t It is perhaps \vorth adding that St James in his Epistle does

not claim to be of the Tx\el\e, and that his brother St Jude
seems even to exclude himself from the nunibei of the Apostles
(Jude 17)

J Jerome himself says
* * Mariam Cleophae Joannes Evangehsta

cognommat, sive a patre, sive a gentilitate fannhae, aut qua-
quumque alia < aussa ei nomen imponens

*

<xm ).

Jerome's treatise comerted Augustine, who originally held
the Epiphaman view, and the united influence of these two
great doctors caused the Hieronymian view to prevail ex-

clusively in the West tt is this view which is implied in the

liturgy, which, both in its Roman and in its Anglican form,

regards James the Less, Simon Zelotes, and Judas not Iscariot

as brethren of Jesus.

II This Clopas was Joseph's brother, and is perhaps identical

with the Clopas of Jn 1925. If so, and if (as is supfosed bv
many)

*
Mary of Clopas

' was the wife of Clopas, and the is&^f
of the Virgin, two brothers (Joseph and Clopw) mmsfc *iw*
married two sisters (the Virgin Mary and Mary of Clopas);

oar

reason* to be presently given, we regard this combination as

improibable. 4 ,
.

,
i

HE in. 11). TT (
;

- ,',,-.; ics of the relations of
Jesus as ' rub* ^

'

o l> r, -
'

as such. Even as
late as the reign of Domitian they were sufficiently
impoitant to incur the jealousy of the tyrant (I.e.
iii. 20).

(b) James the Lord's brother possessed personal
qualities which fully account tor his elevation.
Even the Jews, aecoiding to Hegesippus, rever-
enced him for his piety, his unceasing prayers,
T M- l,i\ -1'j'

1

.^ K"azinte vow, and above all for his

jn-iMo '' ' ii. 23} Josephus mentions the indig-
nation which his execution excited among the
Jews (Ant. XX. ix. 1), and in a passage not now
extant ascribes the sufferings endured by the Jews
during the siege of Jerusalem to Divine vengeance
for his murdei (Origen, c. Celsum, i. 47).

(3) James the Lord's brother must have been of
the Twelve, because there were only twro piomi-
nent Jameses in the Church, as the expression
* James the Less' (Mk 1540) indicates. He was
therefore either James the Great, son of Zebedee,
or James the Less, son of Alphseus. But he \vas

not the former, who was martyred as early as
A.D. 44 (Ac 122). Therefore he was the latter, the
son of Alphseus.
Reply. Jerome and his followers have been mis-

led by the Latin translation Jacobus minor,
' James

the Less.' The Greek is 'IdKufios 6 jjuKpos,
' James

the Little,* the allusion being to his short stature.

(4) The names of James, Simon, and Jude occur

together, and in the same division, in all the

Apostolic lists. This suggests (a) that they were
brothers, and (b} that they are identical with our
Lord's brethren of the same name (see Mt lO2***,
Mk 316ff

-, Lk 614ff
-, Ac I13).

Reply. It has already been conclusively proved
that our Lord's brethren were nol Vpo^ilo- (see
i. 2, 3) ; but, waiving this point, we un?-^ ei .

v
I
) The

occurrence of the three names together in the list

of Apostles is no proof of fraternal relationship.
(2) There is definite proof that the three were not
brothers. For had mey been so, it would natur-

ally have been mentioned in some at least of the

Gospels, as it is in the cases of the brothers Peter
and Andrew, James and John. Moreover, the
father of James is Alpkc&us, but the father of Jude
is a certain James, of whom nothing definite is,

known. It is true that some propose to translate

'Ioi55as 'Ia/ccfy3ou (Lk 61S
,
Ac I 13) 'Jude the brother of

James,' but so unusual, and probably unexampled,
a meaning \\ ould require at least to be indicated

by the context. We conclude, therefore, that
James was certainly not the brother of Jude, and
there is no evidence that he was the brother of

Simon. If he was the brother of any Apostle, it

was of Matthew (Levi), whose father was also

called Alphseus (Mk 214
). But even this, in the

absence of any evidence of the identity of the two

Alpljtruscs, must be pronounced doubtful.

llqually evident is it that these three Apostles
were not brethren of Jesus. The coincidence of

thiee such common names as James, Simon, and
Jude in the list of brethren and in the list of

Apostles proves nothing. So common are the
names that they are duplicated in the Apostolic
list itself. If it could be &howii that Janie&, Simon,
and Jude, Apostles, were also brothers, the coinci-

dence would be worth considering ; but since they
were not, the coincidence is without significance,
The very way in which these three Apostles are

designated shows that they were not brethren of

Jesus. It wa^ iieoe-sary l<> distinguish them from
three other Apot-tlca ot the same name, and

aa?e not once called, for distinction,
*

:s^ !

*

brethren.* James is called *of AljA
also Hhe Little'; Simon is calM *i

and 'the Zealot'; Jude receives

than four distinguishing titles^ 'not T
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'of James,' 'Thaddseus,' and 'Lebbaeus' (Mt 103 ,

Western Text). How strange, if he really was
the Lord's brother, that he is not once so de-

scribed !

(5) The 1 ! ! i <
'

'

consists of three distinct

steps, (a) .I,,:,,-
,

,

' of Alphseus, iho Apo^ile
is identical with e James the Little' of Mk 15^=
Mt 2756

. But this James the Little had a brother

Joses, clearly a well-known character, and there-

fore (since no other Joses is mentioned in the

Gospels) the same as Joses the brother off Jesus

(Mk 6s
; and Mt 1355, where the authorities are

divided between the forms Joses and Joseph).
(b) The mother of this James is called by the

Synoptists Mary, and she is further described in

Jn 1925 as * Mary of Clopas' (Mapia % rov KXwTra).
This might mean * Mary da^lghter of Clopas,' but
since Clopas and Alphseus are the same word, both

being transliterations of the Aramaic ^& (^o),
the correct translation is

f

Mary the wife, of Clopas.'

(c) This Mary, wife of Clopas, is said by St. John
to have been the Yirgin's sister. Accordingly
James and Joses (and consequently also Simon
and Jude), the Lord's 'brethren,' were really His

first cousins on His mother's side.

Reply. This argument is ingenious rather than

strong.' For (a) the identification of James the
Little (Mk 1540) with the son of Alphseus, though
generally accepted and not improbable, is only a

guess. Indeed it may be argued that since St.

Mark in his Gospel gives no hint that the son of

Alphseus was called 'the Little,' he must mean
by

* James the Little' another person. But con-

ceding the identity (which, however, whether true
or not, is too ]T<_M.UMHI- to bear the weight of an

important jnjjiriio'm, ^e still cannot concede the

identity of Jo-o-. i 10 l-i other of this James, with
Joses the brother of Jesus. The identity of James
of Alphseus with James the Little may be con-

ceded, because, though it is weakly attested,

nothing of weight can be urged against it. But
if this Joses, the brother of James, was also the
brother of Jesus, then three of pur Lord's bi ethren
were Apostles, a conclusion which is negatived by
an overwhelming weight of evidence (see i. 2, 3)

In such a case the mere coincidence of a name
(and Joses or Joseph is, as Lightfoot shews, a
j.jir i( nliiily common name) is of no weight at all.

(f'n rJciomc- assumption that 'Mary the mother
of James and Joses

3

(Mt,, Mk.) is identical with
'Mary of Clopas* is probably, though not cer-

tainly, correct. But there is- no ground for sup-
posing, as Jerome's supporters do, that this Mary
was the wife of Clopas. There being no indication
in the context to the contrary, the natural trans-
lation of Mapta TJ TQV KXwira is * Mary the daughter
of Clopas.'

*
It is maintained, indeed, that since

she was the mother of James the Little (who
was an Apostle), her husband must have been
Alphseus, i.e. Clopas. But it is doubtful if James
the Little really was an Apostle, and it is still

more doubtful ft Alphseus is the same person as

Clopas. KXttjras, or, as it should probably be ac-

cented, KXc&ray, is a purely Greelc name, being
contracted from KXe^irarpos (cf. 'Avr^iras from 'A-vrl-

fl-arpos). 'AX^cuos ('AX^atos, WH), on the other
hand, is the Aramaic ^o (IJalpai), the initial

guttural being, as is frequently the case, omitted.
The names a^e therefoie linguistically distinct.
It is true that if there were strong independent
reasons for identifying Alphseus and Clopas, the
linguistic difficulties might possibly be surmounted,
but there are no such reasons, or at least none
are alleged.

Against the identification of Kx*ar? and Alphseus it may be
urged : (1) That inasmuch as initial sh'va is almost invariably

* Bo Jerome himself understood it The Vulg.Mwrfa Cleophce
preserves the ambiguity of the Greek.

represented by a full vowel in Greek

<r/3<w0 ; etc ), there is a presumption against a word like

Clopas, which begins with two consonants, representing a

Semitic name (2) Although n is occasionally transliterated m
the middle or at the end of a word, this never, or hardly ever,
,..-. "

I- - - f3ViM-1
-) =ti- - '

i

i '

a v \ . . '
'

' 117 . (4) Tne a 01 K/.T cannot oe

derived "from ^rj- The nearest Semitic equivalent of Kxaitroe?

would be some such form as Ksi^p. (5) The Semitic \ersions

uniformly regard 'A?i<bac.7os as a Semitic word, but KXuTac,f as

Greek, transliterating the x. bj- p.

(c) There is more j
Vr.-n>F"!v about Jerome's

contention that Mary 01 riip;i< is described in

Jn 1925 as the Virgin's Bister.
The words are

IffT^KGLff-av 8 irapk rtf (rravpif rov 'I^trou i) /W7?rfy> CL-UTOV

Kal rj d$\<j>i] rys WTpfo atfrou, Mapta 17 rou JKXwTra, Kal

Mapla, 7) WiaydaKyv/i. It must be candidly admitted
that the primafacie impression which this passage
makes upon the mind is that only three women are

mentioned, and that the Virgin's sister is Mary
of Clopas. There are, however, important con-
siderations on the other side. (1) When persons
or things are enumerated in pairs (cf. the list of

Apostles, Mt 102'4
}, the copula is not inserted be-

tween the pairs. If, therefore, St. John in this

passage designs (> - i\ -f f wo pairs of women,
Kal is correctly o ' ' i

i Mapia TJ TOV KXwTra.

(2) The Synoptic parallels show that Salome, the

mother of James and John, was present at the

Crucifixion, and since it is unlikely that St. John
would omit to mention the presence of his own
mother, ?) d5eX07? TT?? /jLyrpbs avrov is probably not

Mary of Clopas, but Salome. The suppression of

her name is quite in the style of the Evangelist,
who is very reticent in personal matters, and never
even names himself. (3) If Mary of Clopas was
sister to the Virgin, then two sisters had the same
name, a circumstance most improbable, unless they
were only step-sisters. The point is I,M

'

," . .?\

a difficult one, and different opinions
'

I < .,'>

to be held about it, but fortunately its decision
does not affect the main point of our inquiry,
because, whether Mary of Clopas was the Virgin's
sister or not, there is no reasonfor supposing that
she was the mother of the brethren of Jesus,
B. Objections to the Hieronymian view.

The Hieronymian view is to be rejected, partly
because the arguments in its favour, though in-

genious, are inconclusive and often fai-ferdiofl :

partly because no trace of it is to be found belore
the time of Jerome, who apparently invented it ;

*

partly because it is obviously an attempt of an
ardent champion of celibacy to maintain the per-

petual virginity not only of Mary, but of Joseph ; f
partly because it involves an unnatural use of the
term * brethren

'

; $ but chiefly because It is incon-

*
Papjfis of TTiorapol's (\ i> V2H) u.pd to "bo quoted on Jerome's

side, but Lizhnooi has shown that the Papias in question lived
in the "llih 00111111 \. lleu;e& ppu- (vi> ToO) and Clement of
\lcTandnu (\ n 2flfi) h.uo bu -i

- _"
~ > 1 < , -\.

side In realm thr\ uppoit 1 i I
>

i -i \ i

t Jeroinu indeed nrirnirs This ! <l -, i ii , l< - .r II
'

vidius) Mariam virginem non peniMi - --o ego mihi plus
vendico, etiam ipsum Joseph \ir>" !(*> M i

- *, i Mil '",
J

o\ \Ii.r>riiili (MMi'jf'o \ir/u HI -, iitt-'t r ii'ii-f // \\)
I Jt H tino n-3 Jtn MO u.ui yj|\ MIJTI i (a'< II

' ' \\
xv ), that the OT usage ot 4 brother' is f "*.,: l-i

ICh 2321* 22 first cousins are called brethren

*yT4?v, LXX)
" in Lv 10*, first cousins once removed

-revs *$a$ovs VUMV, LXX). So also in Gn 1414 16 AbrahanT'a

nephew is called his brother CWK) ; and in Gn 2915 Jacob is

called Laban's brother It cannot therefore be pronounced
vmpoasible that our Lord's cousins might occasionally be alluded
to as His brethren, especially if it be true, as is generally alleged,
that there is no word in Aramaic for cousin At the same time
it should be remembered that all Jerome's examples of an ex-
tended use of ' brother' are taken from the OT

, that the usage
of Atopfe is much less elastic than that of FIN ; that no instances
of *SE?(?oV=iv'J/? are cited from profane' wrtters ; and that
even the OT does not sanction the habitual use of n to
describe anv other relationship than that of brother The term

is not avoided in the NT (see Col 41U), and Hegeaippua
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istent with the three certainties, which, as we
have shown, a true theory must necessarily pre-
suppose r,vnh. I 'io coupon 1 f'U&ehold, the un-
belief of i-ic uiti.'noM, '-M li, v iinn -inclusion among
the Twelve. Jerome's theory is inconsistent not
only with the last two of these certainties, but
even with the first, for though his -'i-ino !< i - n^'v '

that the two sisters were both \, */-. *, ,"il k-^n
hous-i* 1 o'_'<

'

lit this does not explain the fact that
the liu 1

, in n 01 Jesus are regarded in Scripture as

belonging to the Virgin's family, and are con-

tinually represented as being in her company, and
never in the company of their alleged mother,
Mary of Clopas.*

in. THE HELVIDIAN AND EPIPHANIAN VIEWS.
The rejection of the HYio^x Mian view leaves the
choice open between I!H; lI'Kicuiii and the Epi-
phanian views, both of which have the immense
advantage over the Hieronymian of not being
inconsistent with the three certainties laid down
in i. 1, 2, 3.

A. A
i'ffnu)t,nf.-ifor

the Helvidian view.^
(1) The Helvidian view, which maintains that

the brethren of Jesus were sons of Joseph and
*T"> ;.""' (

- j
rn" and more natural meaning to

'<> i
*i,,

i ! ! the Epiphanian, which denies
that they were blood-relations of Jesus at all.

Reply. The adxnnfogc of the Helvidian view in
this respect is bun ^li<rlii. Joseph was not a blood-
relation of Jesus, and yet he is called, not only
by friends and , M,J/' ', * 'Mt 1355=Mk 63, cf.

also Jn l^e42
), I.:- , !

.%
. Virgin herself (Lk

S48), and by an r\!i:ii:'*r-"i who lays great stress

upon the supernal m ,-i I l-n ! h (Lk 241
), the father of

Jesus. Since, therefore, even in the Holy Family
Joseph was called the father of Jesus, it is certain

that if he had had sons, they would have been
called the brethren of Jesus.

(2) In Lk 27 Jesus is called Mary'- T >'-7/ ,
.

,

(irpurbTQKQv}. This implies that . ! c IM I o \

children.

fieply.TrpuTfooKos among the Jews was a tech-

nical term, meaning 'that which openeth the
womb 5

(Ex 3419ff
-), and does not imply the birth

of other offspring. Indeed, the redemption-price
of a first-born son, required by the Mosaic law,
was due at the end of a month (Nu 815ff

-), before it

could be known whether there was any likelihood

of further offspring. Dr. Mayor objects that in a

purely historical passage, like Lk27
, this technical

meaning is not to be thought of ; ^but the subse-

quent statement *

they brought him uj to Jeru-
salem to present him to the Lord, as it is written
in the law of the Lord, Every male that openeth
the womb shall be called holy to the Lord 9

(Lk
222. 23) } ren<iers it certain that it was precisely this

which was in the Evangelist's mind when he called

Jesus irpwrdroKov (so already Jerome, I.e. x.).

(3) Mt I18, 'before they came
together' (Trpiv

3} <rvve\0iv)> implies that the connubial relation^ of

Joseph and Mary were of the ordinary kind.

Reply. vvveKdeLv need not mean more than living
tojrothei in the same house.

>li Mi 1
-

'. and knew her not till she had brought
fonli a -oV (KO.I Q$K <&ytv<*3<TKv afrrfy %<as 00 h-eicey

vl6p). t: implies that he know her afterwards especi-

ally a 1 he Evangel i-t mont ion-, bioiheii and sisters

(A.. 160), in discussingthe subject of our Lord'shuman relation-

ships, keeps the two tonns diithirt, calling' S\inean, the second

bishop of Jerusalem, and our Lord's CMIM/I, btos ,
but James,

the first bishop of Jerusalem, ah\avs i&s/jro; Clearly, there-

fore, Hegesippus did not regard AdiAfof row KU/J.OU as equivalent
to vn2/i0V, and he is our oldest and best authority.

* In every passage of Scripture where the brethren are men-
tioned, except Jn T3, it is expressly said that they were in the

Virgin's company.
t The whole of these arguments were advanced by HeMdras

himself, and the substance of most of the replies is to be found
in Jerome.

t The x-pvToroxov of the TB here is certainly an interpolation
from Lk 27.

of Jesus, without any warning that they were not
Mary's children.

Reply. This is an argument of real weight, and
is not :ilc(pitii(

k

ly answered by Jerome, Cornelius a
Lapide, Pearson, etc., who allege such passages as
Mt 2820

,

*

Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the
end of the world/ and 2 S 623 ,

' Micnal the daughter
of Saul had no child until the day of her death,' as
a proof that * until

'

does not fix a limit or suggest
a subsequent change. It is quite true that in such
passages as those quoted, where the circumstances

of the case preclude the idea of change,
'
until' does

not imply^change. But * until' does imply change
when it introduces a state of things in which
change is naturally to be expected. Thus, as Dr.

Mayor justly remarks, if 2 S S23 be made to read
* Michal the daughter of Saul had no child, until
she left David and became the wife ofPhaltielJ then
'
until

'
efoes imply that she had a child afterwards,

because W %",, is a natural and usual sequel
of marriage, bo in the present case it may be

fjr'ly a r ITnod that inasmuch as connubial inter-

oo-iKHM-* rie natursl rsi r'-i of marriage,
the Evangelist in 'i - ' i i. did not take

place until a certain date, affirms that it took place
afterwards. Still the argument, as applied to this

particular cas<
" ' " "

: The Evangelist
is not (even

'

npan
J J1

,

the connubial ' and '
I t

and after the birth of Jesus (as, in the case supposed
by Dr. Mayor, Michal's connubial relations with
David and" Phaltiel are compared), but simply
affirming in the -t-t "?<>-t ii:-;le ^\a> ihat Jo^eim
had no share in iho

1
1 o< M .1; ion of .lo^u^ BongoiS

laconic commeni < iiciojo r
c, upon the whole,

justified 'donee] Non ^oquitui, cigo post.' The
Milisequent mention of the brethren of Jesus (Mt
13r

') doe not afiect the question, because it was
well known, when the Evangelist wrote, who the
brethren were, and there was no need to guard
against ui!-< 'nicojuioTi.

(5) The j*i< r ili.u ho brethren not only lived in
the same house with the Virgin, but continually

accompanied her wherever she went, is an indi-

cation that they were her children as well as

Joseph's.

R&pty The tie which unites a step-mother and
her step-sons is often extremely close, and con-

sidering that Joseph was almost certainly dead
before our Lord's ministry began, and that Jesus
was fully occupied with public affairs, it cannot be

regarded as surprising that her step-sons (if such

they were) constituted themselves her guardians
and protectors.

B. Argumentsfor the Sp^phanian mew.
We shall now state the arguments for the theory

of Epiphanius, and subject them to criticism, from
the Helvidian point of view.

(1) The Perpetual Virginity of Mary is implied
in the narrative of the Annunciation (Lk I58

"38
).

The angel Gabriel appeared to Mary, and after

Diluting her as '

highly-fa\oum1
' announced the

manner of Chn^tV birth as follows: c

Behold, thou
-halt conceive in the womb, and shalt bring forth

a .--on, and shall, call In*, name JPMV*
' The roply

of Mary was,
*How A//"// */'' 'v, itm/ty /Jt"f I

know not a man*l* (IIcDs &mu rouro, eirel &>pa o#

ytv&rKw ;). It is plain fiom this reply (1) that she

understood the angel to mean that the child would
be bom in the natural way ; and (2) that there was
some obstacle which prevented her from having a
child in the natural way (* I know not a man,*
'

AvSpa at ycvtbcrKa
s

). These words cannot mean,
* I

do not yet know a man.' That would have been
no obstacle to the fulfilment of the promise. The

angel's words related to the future (v.
31

), and
inasmuch as Mary was already betrothed (v.

37
),

and might shortly expect to be taken into her
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husband's house, there was every prospect, so far

as Mary's status went, that the angel's "words
would shortly be fulfilled. The only meaning,
therefore, which in such a context Mary's words
can bear, is that she had devoted herself (with her
betrothed's consent) to a life of virginity, and that
she expected to preserve, even in HM ,i;.v her

virginal integrity (so nearly all i
* O'M- ex-

positors, including Ambrose, Augustine, Gregory
of Nyssa, Theoplixl.ict. Bernard, Bede, Anselm,
Aquinas, Cornelius' a Lapide, Maldonatus, Grotius ;

and in more recent i ', n - Ui i ! n^ S< 1 u !; , Schanz).
*

Reply Such a ^ o or i< -din ion i- improbable
in Mary's case^ because the Jews regarded \ imi'iuv
as less honourable than marriage, and childless-

ness as a calamity. Moreover, it is improbable
that, if she had formed such a resolution, Joseph
would have consented to be betrothed to her.

These objections are undeniably ^oijrliiy. "but

they do not fully meet the strong <\\ egcl icaf argu-
ment for the traditional view. Moreover, it must
be remembered (1) that the case in question is a

unique and peculiar one, and that it is doubtful
how far the canons of ordinary probability ou^ht
to be applied to it ; (2) that esteem for virginity
among n' J<M

|> -i, '\ Jews is vouched for (though
only to :i i

i

:i -i < \ ent) by the vIiin<r- of "Thilo,
and the existence of the sect 01 .he (--' n<*; (3)

that a Mgh esteem for virginity characterized the
Christian movement from, the first (Ac 219

, 1 Co 7),

and formed part of the teaching of Christ (Mt
1912

} ; and <o'i-e(
v
u< MUV it is not incredible that

Joseph and Aljirv M\ whom Jesus was brought
up, shared the sentiment, and communicated it

to Him.
(2) Virginity is regarded, not only by Christians,

but by nearly all men, as, ideally at any rate,

superior to marriage It is therefore probable that
the most privileged and holiest of women remained
ever a virgin, as has been believed by most Chris-
tians from the first f
Meply This argument has weight, but is not

conclusive. For (1) though ideoSly virginity is

superior to marriage, being the condition of the
holy angels and of the saints in heaven (Mt 2230),
yet practically marriage is in most cases to be pre-
ferred to celibacy, as a more useful means of

serving God. And since the estate of marriage
is altogether holy, and is a religious mystery or

sacrament, symbolizing the union between Christ
and His Church (Eph 532

), it is consistent with the
highest reverence towards our Lord's mother to
* This important passage is not alluded to by Mayor and

Lightfoot, and is very inadequately dealt with by most recent
commentators B Weiss (Com. in toe.) says that it is *a be-
wildered question how she, the unstained maiden, can possiblycome into this position/ Considering that she was already
bet i othed, no such bewilderment was possible. If the angel had
said thac she uould ha\e a ison before -marriage, such bewilder-
ment would ha\e been natural enough, for the concubitus of
betrothed persons, though not exactly forbidden, was not ap-
pro\ed. But the angel had not hinted at this Dr Hummer
reproduces Weiss Godet simplv says *Her question is the
legitimate expression of the astonishment of a pure conscience '

'

Schmiedel (Encyc Bibl 111. 2956) regards the woids as dn inter-
polation. Onh Schanz (Com in loc ) gives anything like an
adequate discussion of the passage. Of the ofder expositors
Cornelius a Lapide and Maldonatut, are full, but uncritical

t The earlx Christians, however, while behe\ing the Perpetual
Virginity as a fact, did not regard it as an article of faith As
late as c A.D. 370, St Basil could wnfce : 'The Avords, He knew
her not ttilshe broutjhl jortii her first-borti son,, do indeed afford
a certain ground for thinking that Mary, after acting in all

sanctity a& the instrument of the Lords birth, \vhich was
brought abouc bv the Holy Ghost, did not refuse to her hus-
band the customary privileges of marriage But as for our-
selves, even though this new does no violence to rational piety
(w 3ux,i ,u,i,5nr T jf cvff-sfciag <r/H&vf*ce.;verea \^u\ for her vir-
ginity was necessary until she had fulfilled her function in con-
nexion with the economy, whereas what happened afterwards
concerns us little as not being connected with the mystery
jet since lovers of Christ cannot bear to hear that the Mother
of God ever rea&ed to be a virgin, we regard the testimonies (to
her perpetual virginity) which we have produced as sufficient'
CHom. vn, Sanct Christ. Gen. 11.).

believe that after the birth of Jesus she bore
children to her husband.*

(3) Reverence for Mary as e Mother of God *

would have pi evented Joseph from cohabiting with
her as her husband.

Reply If we could be sure that Joseph and

Mary regarded the infant Jesus as God, this argu-
ment would have great weight ; but it is just this

point which is doubtful. The angel described the
infant as the Messiah, and the Son of God, but
neither of these terms involved necessarily to
Jewish ears the idea of Dimmty. The term Son

of God is used in the OT even of the Davidic king.
(4) The brethren of Jesus behave to Him as if

they were elder brothers. Thus they are jealous
of His popularity (Mk 64

), criticize and advise Him
in no friendly spirit (Jn 7 lfft

), attempt to control
His actions, and even to

j
! e TTiiu under restraint

(Mk 320f
% cf. Mk 331 II).

Hi, i i. i IH \ were older than
Jesus, they were not Mary's children.

Reply. It cannot be denied that their actions-

seem like those of elder biethren, but it is possible
that they were only slightly younger than Jesus,
and if so their conduct is perhaps intelligible.

(5) Jesus upon the Cross commended His mother
not to His 'brethren,' but to St. John (Jn 1926 27

).

He would have been very unlikely to do this, if

His * brethren
' had really been the Virgin's sons.

Reply. (a) The cause of this .in.iii/eiui MI inav
have been the great poverty of the I'Kilinn o;

Jesus, and the comparative affluence of St. John,
who, after all, was a near relation of Jesus (a first

cousin). This is, of course, possible ; but there is

nothing to indicate that the brethren of Jesus were
specially poor. They were living with St. Mary,
and their united earnings would, under ordinary
circumstances, have sufficed to maintain a single
household in comfort, (b) Some allege as a cause
the unbelief of the brethren. But this is unlikely,
because Jesus must have known that within a few
days their unbelief would pass into faith.

(6) The most ancient ecclesiastical tradition,

especially that of Palestine, favours the Epi-
phanian view. The testimony of Hegesippus, a
native of Palestine, and a man of learning, who
wrote about A.D. 160, is defin*.-\\ , ,ii

i
,-i .'

TTiGionymiaiL, taul -a- i-> idmost < , IM I M \..-I'

OL the tpiplianian \ u-,\\ His works are lost, but
in ilic Lruiiioiit -s \\liHli remain, he consistently
^loak-a 01 the iiis-i Bi-hop of Jerusalem (James) as
the Loult- brother; bin of the secoiul '^vn.oorO Ji-

His cousin (&$(.&$, which he more \,i< tlv -,e !',<>

as 6 K Bdov rod "Kvplov, the Betas being I\VTIS, iho
brother of Joseph). f Clearly, therefore, Hege-
sippus did not regard the brethren of Jesus as His
cousins. That he did not regard them as sons of

Mary, is shown by his description of Jude, the
Lord's brother, as rov /card a-dipKa XeyojAevov atirov

d5eX0oD, and by the fact that Eusebius and Epi-
phanrus, who draw their information mainly from
him, rogjud thebretlnon as children of Joseph by
a former ^ife.^ Thi view is taken by Clement of

Alexandria, Origen, Hilary of Poitiers, Ambrose,
Ambiosiabler, Gregory of 5Tyssa ; in fact, so far as
we know, by all the fathers before Jerome, with
the exception of Tertullian, who probably, though
hi- statements are not explicit, held the view of

*
Quite unjust, therefore, is the customary Hieronj mian

abuse of Helvidms as
'

spurcus haeresiarcha,' and the* char-
acterization of his theory as '

blasphemia
' Those \\ ho use such

language virtually deny the sanctity of marriage Helvidmb'
theory is perfectly reverent. Whether it is true or not is

another question
t It is possible, but not capable of proof, that this Olopas, the

brother of Joseph, and the fat her of Symeon(not Symeon the
1 ord'fc brother), is identical with the KA**-** of Jn 1925 , or the
K*i**f of Lk 2418 lUaxm? (KASr*f) and KxsoW are etymo-
logically the same word, both being contractions of KAwa-atT^?.

J The statements of Hegesippus about our Lord's Jorethren
are noted by Eusebius, HEu 23, 111 20, in. 32, iv. 22.
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Helvidius. Since Jerome the Western Church has

adopted the Hieronyrnian theory, but the Eastern
Church still maintains that of Epiphanius. The
traditional evidence, therefore, is almost entirely
on the side of the Epiphanian view.

Reply. It is possible that the AJKX
Gospelb, especially the Gospel of Petci" and tl

r i of James, and not any authentic
, le source of the Epiphanian theory.

This is Jerome's view, who taunts Epiphanians with

following
' dehramenta apocryphorum.* This, how-

e\er, is not likely The statement of the best
informed Fathers seem based on Hegehippus, who
made an independent investigation, under specially
favourable conditions. The Apocryphal Gospels
probably adopted, rather than originated, the cur-

rent view.
C. The main objection to the Epiphanian view.

There is one objection to i'-o Ts.li^ , "j -i view
so important that it deserves -p'* , I r > s< It is

well known that a high an even extravagant
estimate of ^ :;LV. '\

j> o\lLil o \irnsively in the

early Church : ;"i-i i h< ioioi' i'i. o i^ some reason
to suspect that, just as, at the close of the 4th
cent., zeal for the virginity of Joseph produced
theHieronyL ", i ,

Ti - so, three centuries earlier,
zeal for the . v o Mary produced the Epi-
phanian. Tl , ,.-". j have been so, no cautious
critic will deny; but it does not, urjon the evi-

dence, appear* to be probable. For (1) if Mary bore
to Joseph, as the Helvidian theory assumes, seven
children, of whom one was Bishop of Jerusalem,
and three others prominent members of the Church,
the non-virginity of Mary after the birth of Jesus
must have been so notorious a fact in the Apostolic
Church, that the (pui- tically) unanimous tradition
of her perpetual \ nirinity could never have arisen.

(2) The tradition of the lVipoin<J Vhginity was
already prevalent early in the 2nd cent., that is,

long before ascetic views were dominant or even

aggressive in the Church. It prevailed, moreover,
in Palestine, where, there is reason to believe,
ascetic views had less influence than elsewhere.
For these reasons we are inclined to think that the

Epiphanian tradition has a real historical basis.

iv. PROBABLE CONCLUSIONS, The scantiness
and jnnbi^miv r,f fho only really trustworthy
evident*', iln -v .'miuiiil, obliges ns to be content
with nieiely probable conclusions. The only con-
clusion that seems to be certain is that Jerome's

theory is false. The claims of the two other
theories are nearly evenly balanced ; nevertheless;
it appears to us, after weighing the opposing argu-
ments to the best of our power, that there is a
slight but perceptible preponderance of Scriptural,
and n much more decided preponderant of hK-
10 1 ical (H idenoo in favour ol the Lpiphanian theory.

Li PER \TURE Jerome, adierstts ffehidium*, Epiphauius,
adifTAits ATitidi-coi/iananitaft (utiiersi/s Hcere^es, lii. 2) (both
important) , Pearson, On the Creed ; Mill, Accounts of our Lord's
Brethren ^lnd^cated ; Schcgg, Jalcolus, der ruder ties H&rrn ;

Schanz, Comment uber Aft., Me , 2/c.; Meyrick, art.
* James* in

Smith's DH, Sieffert, art *

Jakobtis/ and Zockler, art. *Mana*
mPRE$; Lightfoot, Ga^ans, pp 252-201 ; Ma^r, Epistle of
St James (v ff.) and art

' Brethren of the Lord '

in Hastings'
2XB; art 'Clopas* in Encyc, BibL; Farrar, Early Days of
Christianity, ch. xix. ; Patrick, James the Lord's Brother, 1906,

p. 4ff. C. HARRIS.

BRIDE, BRIDE -CHAMBER, BRIDEGROOM,
BRIDEGROOM'S FRIEND See MARRIAGE.

BRIMSTONE (burning stone or sulphur [0etoj^

commonly denved from 0etbs, 'divine/ either be-
canse sulphur was used for religious purification,
or because lightningthe bolt of the gods emits
a sulphurous odour: others connect it with fltfw,

^agitate,' Gf.fumus, 'smoke'}), Its use in Scrip-
ture in the imagery of Divine judgment is founded
on the story of the destruction of Sodom and the

cities of the Plain (Gn 1924'28
}, a catastrophe to

which the Gospel- fnMju. IK'\ lefer (Lk 17-y ID12,
Mk 611

,
Mt 10 15 11

"
, The story of this tragedy

of Divine judgment casts it& lurid light all down
Scriptuie hibtoiy, and has colouied Christian be-
lief in its prebentation of the Divine wrath. The
imagery of

'

tire and brimstone '

appears in the

prophets and the Psalms as an impressive metaphor
of heaven's niobt pitiless j.i'

1

-
1 '

while the story
itself is often recalled bo li , OT and in the
NT. In the Book of Revelation it is a notable
feature in the description of the Apocalyptic riders

(9
17- ls

), that their breastplates are of tire and brim-

stone, and from the mouths of their horses proceed
the same dread emblems of wrath ; while no more
impressive figure can be found to describe the ftnal

doom of the ^ icked in the end of the ages than
that they shall be cast into the ' lake of fire and
brimstone/ there to be * tormented day and night
for ever and ever' (Rev 192t) 20 10

21$).
J. DICK FLEMING.

BROOK (Jn 181
; RVm 'ravine, Gr. winter tor-

rent,' xei/j.a,ppo<>) is the usual LXX uju I \jj1ent of

^nj, and seems to correspond in irc-anm;.' vtu'i the
Arab. "/'/ -

s
\**"< i \

*

but, more particularly, the
waterc" r -' i'i \\\<* bottom of the valley. The
winter rains, rushing down from^the mountain

range, have hollowed out great channels westward,
towards the Mediterranean. Much deeper are the

gullies eastward, where the descent is steeper,
towards the Jordan. Most of these are quite dry
during the greater part of the year. Although
some are called 'rivers/ e g. Nahr el-'A^jeh, in the'

Plain of Sharon, and the Ipshon, while others,
such as el-Amfid, which crosses the Plain of Genne-
saret, and el-Yamnuk, which comes down from
the eastern uplands, draw abundant supplies from

perennial ^MMJ:-. yet
s brook* more accurately de-

scribes 'iu if.

The Kidron contains water only after heavy
rains. It is the one 'brook* mentioned in the

Gospels. Over it Jesus passed from the upper
room to Gethsemane on the night of His betrayal.

The name pTip, from Tip* is usually referred to the dark
colour of the stream or ravine. The various forms of the name
in Gr. are rou xsfyav, rau x&psay, and <euv x&ptav, WH in * Notes
on Select Headings/ after reviewing the evidence, conctade IB

favour of <rt x&put*
*
It probably preserves the true etj mology

of pnp, which seems to be an archaic (
? Canaanite) plural of

Tip
** the Dark [trees]

"
, for, though no name from this root

is applied to any tree in Bib. Heb., some tree resembling a
cedar was called by J, <-imi1ar name in at least the later lan-

guage (see exx. in Ruxiori, LPT Talm 1976); and the Gr.
KSOHOS is probably 01 Phceiiioian origin

'

They suggest that
isolated patches of cedar forests ma> have survived from pre-
historic times Lightfoot quotes (Chorag. Cent. 40) a Talmudic
reference to two gigantic cedars standing on the ML of Olives
even in the latest days of the Temple (Jerus. Taamth y fol. 69. 1),

which maj be taken as supporting this view.

The valley begins in the wide hollow between
the city and Mt. Scopus on the north. Turning
southward, and passing under the eastern battle-

ments, by a deep ravine it cuts off Jerusalem from
Olivet. It is joined by the Valley of Hinnom, and
thence, as Wady en-Ndr,

f

Valley of Fire/ it winds
down an ever deepening gorge, through the "Wilder-*

ness of Judsea, to the edge of the Bead Sea, The
name Wady er-JRdhib,

'

Valley of the Monks/
attaching to part of it, comes from the convent of
Mar Saoa, built on the right-hand face of the

gorge> a sort of reformatory for refractory monks,
in the midst of the wilderness.

The modern name of the brook ]idron is Wady
Sitt* Mann/am, 'Valley

of the Lady Mary.' As
early as Eusebius and Jerome it was known as the

Valley of Jehoshaphat, Jl 32 [Heb 4*]. According
to a* tradition, common to Jews, Moslems, ancf

Christmns, this is to be the scene of the final Jttdg
;ment. As against the Temple, wMch o^erlookecf

it, the valley ranked as an unclean district, and it
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seems to have afforded "hi M"^ jiioinul for people
of the humbler orders (-2 I\"' -_M > 'I > this day the
Jews greatly covet a grave in the JLidron valley.

W. EWING.
BROTHERHOOD. The word (dfoX^o-n?!?) does not

occur at all in the Gospels, and is found only twice
in the NT (1 P 217 and 59

). The idea, however, is

common and of very great importance.
1. The natural brotherhood of man is assumed

ratherthan asserted. It probably underlies Christ's

argument about the Sabbath (Mk S27 and parallels),
and also such language as is found in Lk 1511'32 and
162*. This is the HMWV Y.\ \ "

view of such OT
passages as Gn I26

'28 ir , Jo'u 311B-15
, and Mai 210

(which regard it as a corollary of our creation by
the one God and Father), and Lv 1918- **

(which
not only commands love of M *"'.;!"! -IP. but also ex -

I
V< ''\ < -ijoms like love for the M MU'J< *

.. TTillel

HI M
'

Rabbis gave this law i.u 1 u;i<k-1 in-

terpretation, and Philo declares that man must
love the whole world as well as God (see Kohler,
Jewish Encyc. ar ( *l>o 'icV Love,

9 and Monte-
fiore in the JQR, -\ r

: I i *.)."> ." This, however, does

not represent the dominant feeling among the

Jews in our Lord's time. They narrowed the term

*nn;ThVvn,
5

as His language in Mt^S
44

plainly
ir i

p,io-. 1 1 wfts the scribes suggestion of this

narrow view that drew from Jesus the parable of

the Good Samaritan, in which the term 'neigh-
bour 'is made the equivalent of brother-man (Lk

Into this brotherhood Christ entered when He
'became flesh.* That at least is implied in the
title

* Son of Man * which He so frequently applies
to Himself. He was 'the seed of the woman.'
The Son of Mary, of David, of Abraham, was also

Son of Adam (Lk 3s8) and one of the race.

Yet of natural brotherhood the NT has sur-

prisingly little to say. Very little importance is

attached to it. No hopes are built on it. The
reason, doubtless, is that it had been destroyed by
sin a melancholy fact visible in the threshold

tragedy of Cain and Abel. Such is St. Paul's

summary of OT teaching (Ro 39'18
). So Jesus

found it when He was in the world. Men were
dead to brotherhood as to all else that was wholly
good (Jn 6s3

, cf. Eph 21
). For

thirty years He
moved among men with a true Brother's heart,
but met no equal response, even among those

peculiarly His own (Jn I10- 11
). <Of the peoples

there was no man with him *
(Is 633}. He was

sorrowfully alone (Is 53s), standing among sinful
men like one unharmed temple amid a city's ruins.

2. The. new brotherhood. Under these circum-
stances nothing short of a new beginning would
serve. Anything less radical must fail. A new
creation is necessary (Gal 615

). This Jesus states

explicitly. Men must be born again (Jn 35 ; cf.

Eph 2*). They must be redeemed from sin and
given a new life. This was ITid appointed mission
(Mt I22, Jn 1010

). To that work Tic formally dedi-
cated Himself in His baptism, which also sym-
bolized the means by which the redemption should
be effected, namely, His own death (with Mt 315

,

cf. Mt 2028 26** and Ro S24"26
, 1 Co 15s, Eph F, 1 P

I*- M, Rev I5). Tempted to swerve from it, He held
to that stern, slow path. Meantime He begins to

gather about Him a band of brothers on the new
basis. They are such as believe or receive Him.
In faith they follow Him and forsake all else (Mk
iu.*> 1038^ Lk 143.

{) That it ig no mere external

following is man ifest. A vital union is established

]>ct
\\cen them and Him, the significance of which

is indicated by the figure of the vine and the
branches (Jn 151

-8
). The new birth is effected (Jn

I12- 13
), the new life received (Jn 66T lO27

-^), and
their sins graciously forgiven (Mk28-u

, Lk V4?- 4
*;

cf. Col 1"). Thus they become partakers of the

Divine nature (2 P I4 ), children or sons of God
T&va, viol, 1 Jn 316

, Eo S14- 16- 21
, Gal 326 tf), endowed

with a deathless life (Gal 326
, Jn 1028

), and Christ

becomes the firstborn among many brethren (Ro
829

). Elsewhere the change is called a new creation

(2 Co 517
, Gal 6 15

, Eph 210
), of which Christ is the

*
- -r-

- 'Eev 314
, Col I 18).

I profound experience which underlies

and accounts for the remarkable statements of Jn
I-*

5-61
. St. Peter's new name is a sign of it (v

42
} ;

the 'Israelite indeed in whom is no guile' is a
condensed description of the new man (v.

47
; cf. Ps

322
, the first half of which is the germ of Ro 321-

521
, and the second of Ko G^S39

). These men are

nearer to Jesus now than any other persons. Hence
the appropriateness of the strong '.

;
.;

' of this

early record in the most spiritv.l <-i i'' four

Gospels. St. John had learned meantime the

potency of the faith that began so simply, and in
the light of that recalls those wonderful early-
utterances and the steady progress of their faith

from strength to strength.
Equally uppioprinte is the Cana incident which

immediately rollows (Jn 21 " 11
). There Jesus breaks

with the old order in the words, 'Woman, what
have I to do with thee ?

' Addressed as they were
to her who represented it in its fondest tie, they
show the break to be of the most absolute sort.

That is
"

'
'

*

side, the turning from the
old ; the ;- "turning to the*new, is indi-

cated by the place assigned to the disciples in the
record. They are identified with Him as others
are not, and especially in a growing faith, to which
others even His mother and His brethren are
as yet strangers. "What was there taught in the
veiled laiiLiiH/e of sign is taught plainly and ex-

plicitly in Mt 1246
-50 and Mk 331

'35
. How far Mary

and His brothers were from mid 01 "-landing Him,
how wide the gulf was th&' j-.n.'h <I Hun from
them, is shown by the fact IM o- ,<! IM M k 321 that

they regarded Him as out of His mind. The dis-

ciples, on the other hand, are seated about Him
drinking in TTi- -, ( \ i"." Them He declares to be
His mother ai.d Mi -

J-n
!m u (Mtl249

). Andlook-
ing upon the multitude also sitting around and
listening to His words, He general I/cs the teaching
and declares that * Whosoever

4
shall do the wifl

of God, the same is my brother, and sister, and
mother' (Mk S82- 35). Such constitute the new
brotherhood.

(1) So the first characteristic of the new brethren
is that they do the will of God. They are in right
relation to Him. When men are not so, they can-
not be rightly related to one another. To be bound
together by the tie of brotherhood, they must first

be bound by the filial tie to God, their Heavenly
Father. Loving obedience is the test and evidence
of that (1 Jn 53, Jn 14lfi-21

).

It is worth noting that this is the first great law of the King-
dom of heaven (Mt 6, and summarized in v.83). Really the
brotherhood and ihe Kingdom (m one sense of the term) are
different, aspects of the same thing. As to membership the tu. o
are coextensive. God is at once Father and King ; the brethren
are both subject s and children, 'fellow-citi/cus with the saints
and of the household of Go<l

'

(Kph 2J). lioth ideas run throuirh
the Sermon on the Mount, v\hich is Christ's proclamation of
the nature and principles of the Kingdom.
Doubtless the new brotherhood and the Church may be

similarly equated Their membership too should coincide.
This is indicated not only by Christ's solemn recall of Peter's
new namt, and His assertion that His church should be built of
such confessors as he (Mt I<>i8)f but also by the uniform practice
in the Acts and Epistles of referring to the members of the
churches as 'brethren

'

(2) The second characteristic is that they love
one another. Loving God as their Father they
instinctively love also His other children, their
brothers (1 Th 49

, 1 Jn 420 and 51
). This is Christ's

new commandment and the badge of discipleship
(Jn 13Ml-).

% Though an old command, it has been
made new in experience by Christ's death for them.
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And they in turn make it new afresh when they
lay down their life for one another (1 Jn 316

,
27"11

).

The love that makes the greatest sacrifice will

make the lesser. In the OT the law of Israel's

brotherhood enjoined kindness, and definitely for-

bade such sins as contempt, extortion, oppression,
etc. (Dt 221 -4 237- 19f- 247- 14 253

,
and elsewhere). So

in the NT special mention is made of chanty (1 Jn
317, Ja 215- lb

); hospitality (He 13 l
, Ko 1213

) ; for-

giveness (Col 313
) ; truthfulness (Eph 425

) ; mutual
admonition (2 Th 315

) ; a humility^ that prefers
others and renders even lowly service (Mt IS1"18

,

Jn 1312
* 17

, Eo 1210
, Ph 2l~n

, IP 55f-); piactical

sympathy with the persecuted (He 123}, etc.

Brotherly love insists on the essential equality
of those who are of the same family. Natural
affection exists among them (Ro 1210 ^XooTopyoi)-
There can be no caste among them (Col 311

) ; all

selfish ambition and striving after pre-eminence
must be eschewed, and the way of service chosen

(Mt 2020"28
). Differences of gifts are recognized.

But those who are one in Christ must regard
them not as signs of inferiority and superiority,
or grounds of pride and servility, but as means of
mutual helpfulness, and as all necessary to the

general AV ell -being. Different gifts are different

functions for the common good. For Christ and
His brethren form a body, and each member is

necessary to the perfect well-being of the rest.

This is developed in Ro 12, 1 Co 12, and Eph 4.

The love the brethren bear each other is special.
It is distinguished from that they feel toward
those that are without (1 P 217 and 2 P I7). It is

closer, more affectionurc, ccrr.pljK t rii . a(i-f\i'i^
But they must love oilio~i i\on llicir lim< ki-'M

enemies. So do they become like their Father in
heaven (Mt S43

'48
; cf. St. Paul in Ro 91'5

).

Christ calls them His brethren, and is not
ashamed to dp so (He 211

). Still His position in the
brotherhood is unique. He is one of them, yet
He transcends them. He is Master and Lord (Jn
1313f

-) as they are not nor should seek to be (Mt
238"10

). For He is Son of God in a unique sense

(/jwoyerfc, Jn 3H and I18, in which the reading 0e6s

is probably correct and explains the uniquene*--)
That truth He ever guards in the expression:* He
employs. Examples are seen in Mt II'27 and fre-

quently in the Fourth Gospel ; in Mt 6s, where the

emphatic *ye' and the character of the prayer
exclude Him from the *

our,* and in Jn 2017, where
distinction, not identity, of relation is intended*
When the law of brotherhood is lived out in

sincerity and truth, in justice and righteousness,
in courage and faith, in all wisdom and spiniual

understanding, the solution of social problems will

be hastened. These problems are not new. But
they are seen to-day as never before. Conditions
that once were accepted are accepted no longer as

just or right or tolerable. And it is precisely
because Christ's ideas of brotherhood have grown
clearer to men's minds that they feel the inequali-
ties and injustices of the present order. That is

the cause of the present discontent. Christ fore-

saw that such conflicts would be occasioned by His

gospel (Mt lO84
"89

). And nothing but the gospel
that has caused the conflict can bring the proper
issue. The cause must be the cure. Loyalty to
the way of the Cross is the way of salvation. The
age waits for Christians to embark in the honest,
whole-hearted application of the great principle of

brotherly love. It will not do to say with Wernle
that Christ's demands are impractical for any
society. They are impractical for any society that
lacks the martyr spirit. They are not impractical
for the society that is charged with it. Christ's

way was the way of the Cross. That is the: only
way that leads to victory. Only in the spirit of

Jesus can the world's need be met, and its problems f

finally solved. For that the new brotherhood has
been created. Only the fresh vision of the Father's
love, the surrender to the Saviour's Cross, and
the appropi iation of the Spirit's power will in-

spire, ht, and equip it for the holy task to which
God summons.

LITERATURE Material will be found in most r
,

Live s of Oin-r PK! books on Biblical Theology , k

ingof Ji< i- BI.M in addition to the refrr-"i ( o=* r.i*-cafl' TM,idi>,

*|ifcfial aiU'rition j>i,i\ be called to Seelej's JKu > fl'irn ) t{t-uii'->

Lijr o/./n./x. Duiney's art. 'Brotherh I/nt 1

\\\ H.^vvV
f)B, \\eHCOirs ^f^'dl Aspects of Christianity; and especially
P' aixxlv't ,7f* Cfm*f and the Social Question; Mathers' The
->V'0/, Ituc/inw oj JtAiiti, and Tolstoi, pomm.

J. H. FAEMEB.
BROTHERLY LOYE. See BEOTHEEHOOD and

LOVE.

BUFFETING. In MtSS67 and Mk 1465 this word
(Gr. Ko\a<j>lfa) is use_d to describe the ill-treatment
received by Christ in the house of the high priest
after His condemnation \\ji-. pronoiiM(e>l The
crowd present seems to Jia\ < nai IK i

[!!..
i! in inflict-

ing this personal indignity. St. Mark, with his
usual attention to details, notices that the officers

received Him with blows of their hands. KoXa^o?
carries the significance of a blow with the clenched
fist (K6"Xa0os, *a list

1

). It vividly represents the
brutal manual violence to which our Lord was sub-

jected. The word also came to imply a meaning
of general ill-usage or persecution, and, as such,
occurs in 1 Co 411

, 2 Co 127 (' a thorn in the flesh, a
messenger of Satan to buffet me 3

), 1 P 220 ; cf.

* A man that fortune's buffets and rewards
Hath ta'en with equal thanks.*

Hamlet, Act in. So. iL

W. S. KEEE.
BUILDING (oko5oM,3times; okofoyuefr, 23 times

in the Gospels). 1. Literal. The lifetime of Jesus

nearly coincides with the period uhi<,h was un-

doubtedly the golden age of binltling in Palestine.
The Herod*, with their 'Napoleonic passion for

architecture/ eclipsed in this respect even the fame
of Solomon, and left their mark in aU parts of the

country in the shape of palaces, fortresses, theatres,
and a variety of splendid structures, some serving
a useful purpose (as the great harbour at Csesarea),
but many ari-ing merely out of a love of pomp and
display.

"

Herod the Great had begun his extensive
work of rebuilding the Temple at Jerusalem nine-
teen years before the Christian era, and the work
was still in progress at the time of Christ's final

visit to the city (Mt 241- 2
, Mk I31- 2, Lk 2P-).

Heic^l ArilipiiS IK^JUI llio foundation*- of Ms am-
l)ilion* new niy of I'iDoiias shortly before Jesus

emritfwl fioin thcobs'init v of Nu/uretli ; and Pilate
was (Mi<ra<red, during the public ministry of Jesus,
in corittmctmg an eJal-orate aqueduct for Jeru-
salem. It is certain that, wherever Jesus went,
He would hear the sound of hammer and chisel ;

He would observe the frequent construction of a
class of building hitherto little favoured in His

country, such asjhippodromes, baths and gymnasia
(Jos. Ant. XV. viii. 1) ; and would notice the adop-
tion of a style of architecture foreign to Jewish
tradition.

It was not only Herodian princes, Roman mag-
nates, and well-to-do

proselytes (see Lk 75) who
lavished large sums on buildings. Wealthy Jews
seem to have spent fortunes in erecting luxurious
mansions in the Graeeo-Boman style. Jesus men-
tions this eagerness for building as one of the

passions whicn preoccupied His generation, and
led Him to compare it with the materialist and
pleasure-seeking age in which Lot lived (Lk 1728).
He gives a vivid description of a prosperous farmer

designing ampler store-honses on his estate (Lk
123

*}.

*

In another passage He probably alludes to
some actual instance of the bnilding-mania over-
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reach.". i!* T when He describes the tower left

half . :
-

, I lack of funds (Lk 1428 ). In His
denunciation of the Pharisees who e build the

&epulchres of the piophets, and garnish the tombs
(ftv^eta) of the righteous' (Mt S3-39 ), He refers per-

haps to the growing piactice, unknown in the pre-
Grecian period, begun, it seems, in Maecabsean
times, and now become a dilettante cult, of erect-

ing monumental tombs *
i eared aloft to the sight

'

(1 Mac 1327
), as

"

:

' '

from the simple rock-

hewn tombs of n 1
, \ See TOMB.

O. Holtzmann (Life of Jesus, p 100 f ) suggests a special
reason for the frequent references which Jesus makes to build-

ing operations. He calls attention to the fact that the handi-
craft in which He had been lv -

.:'
* " v

>
** ",-'"? of the building

trades It is usual, indeed, .> Mi -, 'the carpenter
1

(Mk 6-*), and the passage is often cited in \\hich Justin Marfcyr

(Tnjpho, 88) represents Hun as
*

making- ploughs and yokes
'

But Justin Martyr is quoting nothing more than a popular
tradition, and there is no reason for limiting the term TEKV^V to
a worker in wood. There was hardly the division of labour at
Nazareth that exists among our own mechanics The epithet
vsscrvv has probably not less * 'n'flrr.i""'" t^an the term 'car-

penter' as used m Samlet, \ ,-> - W is he that builds
-, '(, I \ i

'
I i I

1
> '

' - ' '

,. ,"l 1 ''> <
'

',

*" !, , .
- ' '

.^ . .> .
- 'I, , ,f

buildings. We may say that there Is good reason to conclude
that Jesus was Himself a builder, and that He understood at
least the art of ordinary 'V
"( i

1 "
. *! i 1,1

* p -- _ -
. i JtioiLismann queues m faiip-

porc 01 mis are buihcienb LO prove his point By a similar
method it is easy to prove that Shakspeare was a lawyer or a

doctor, a Romanist or a Puritan.

On the other hand, it is not to be inferred, from
the somewhat disparaging terms in which Jesus

appears to have alluded t- > 1
k '-,"*'". perations

of His time, that He was '. i . < beauties
of architecture, or that there was an iconoclastic
strain in His nature. It would be easy to marshal
passages from the Gospels with the object of show-
ing that He was indifferent to, and even evinced

contempt for, sacred places and edifices. But such
a conclusion would be contrary to all that we
know of His ik ,vv -II < 1 sympathy and genial
tolerance. Ratuer 'was ihe case this that, like
St. Paul amid the temples of Athens, or like St.

Francis of Assisi, careless of cathedrals in an age
of cathedral-builders, Ife found His contemporaries
so smitten with the love of outward rna<iiiifu one o,

so absorbed in the thought of the material edifice,
that He bent His whole effort to the task of em-
phasizing the inward and spiritual structure. It is

therefore in this direction that) all the great say-
ings of Christ about building look. On each
occasion when He is led to speak of a temple,
whether at Jerusalem or in Samaria, He takes
the opportunity of insisting that the only true

Temple is one not made with hands.
It may be suggested that some of His sayings of

this kind are Tost, but that the reminiscence or
influence of them is to be traced in the remarkably
frequent use by the NT writers of the term s build-

ing
3 in a spiritual sense, whether applied to the

individual believer or to the company of the faithful

(see, e.ff. 9 Ac 203a
,
1 Co 39

, Col 27
, 1 P 25

etc.)* And
just as Jesus said,

* Ye are a city set on a hill/ He
'may well have said,

* Ye are the temple of God.'
2. Figurative The actual passages in which

Jesus spiritualizes the term 'building* may be
grouped under three heads.

(1) In two remarkable passages Christ speaks of
Himself as a Bmld&r. (a) The first of these (Mt
'26

61
, Mk I458, Jn 219

), while it is certainly a genuine
saying of Christ's, has come down to us in a form
which leaves us doubtful as to the exact connexion
in which it was fust uttered. The general sense,
however, is clear enough. The buudmgs of the

* Furrer (Wand&mngen, p. 77) and Fergusson (The Temples
of the Jews, p. 142 f ) think that the Tomb of Zecharas in the
Valley of Jehoshaphat, *a lovely little temple, with . . . pillars
of the Ionic order,' belongs to the first years of the 1st cent, of
our era.

Temple might be razed to the ground, but Chust,
by His presence among His people, would per-

petuate the true sanctuary (cf. Mt 18 2a
, Jn 4-4 ).

Had the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews this

saying in his mind when he referred to Christ

(He 3d
) as the 'builder of the house'? (ft) The

second passage is that in which Christ contem-

plates Himself as the Builder of His Church (Mt
16 18

). That with which He is concerned is not the
material edifice reared on the rocky summit of

Mount Moriah, but the spiritual
"*

body of believers founded on a con" , -M

Himself.

(2) In one passage, cited from the OT, Jesus varies
the metaphor. In the 'germ-parable' of the Re-
lected Stone (Mt 2142

,
Mk 1210

,
Lk 20 17

) He is no
longer the Builder, but the Foundation. In the

original passage (Ps 11822
) tl

^
^ Stone is

Israel, but Christ appropriate to Him-
self, and once more draws : \ the fact
that the work of God proceeds on lines not to be
uiUcipMto'l by a type of mind which is governed
by worldly considerations

(3) In two minor parables Jesus uses the art of

building to illustrate the principles which must
animate His followers, (a) In Mt 724, Lk 648 He
shows that, as the stability of a house depends on
the nature of its foundation, so stability of char-
acter can be attained onlv when a man unifoimlv
makes the word of tiuth which he has 101 on <H! the
basis of his behaviour. Doing is the condition
of progress. Christian attainment is broad-based

upon obedience (cf. Jn 717
). (b) In Lk 1428 He

checks a shallow enthusiasm, apt quickly to eva-

porate, by reminding impulsive disciples that for

great works great pains are required. The parable
is the Gospel equivalent of m i -,i v i j

'

TI ne was
not built in a day,

' with spe , \ I i , < 1 1 < i
, wever,

to the necessity of the individual giving himself

up, in absolute devotion, to his task (cf. Shak-

speare, 2 Henry IV. I. iii. 41).
The foregoing passages exhaust the sayings, as

reported in the Evangelic tradition, in wnich our
Lord employed the image of building But, we
may ask, whence did St. raul dei ive Ins favourite

expression, applied both to the Church and to the
individual, of edifying t (see Eo 15s

, I Co 145, Eph
412 etc. ). It does not appear that o//eo5o/te2y was ever
used by classical writers in this sense. Fritzsche

(Ep, ad Rom. iii. p. 205) thinks that St. Paul
derived it from the OT usage, n^ being sometimes
used, with the accusative of the person, in the

signification of blessing (see Ps 285, Jer 246
). But

is it not at least as lively that St. Paul derived
the meruphoi ical use from the custom of Christ,
who so oiten and with such emphasis applied
building terms to the spiritual condition alike of
the individual and of the company of believers ? If

Christ did not Himself use the expression
*

edify,
9

all His teaching pointed that way.

LITFRVTTRF Hfuibrath TZYtf of NT Times, S 5, 10, 11;
aTti('l'.'Bdukiin<t

f
in /'ft/J"* and *

Architecture
'

in ILxvtin^s'
/)/J, Josephni, AM \v M'I 1,i\ 4-6,x 3, xvi. ^ 2, HJ i M'II

h, XM I-13.UT vm. .J, Schurtr J7$ 11. 176, 430, *10, cif.;
0. Hoitzmann, Jstfe, ofJesus, p. 100 f. etc.

J, ROSS MUKRAY,
BURDEN. Both in Christ's discourse against

the Pharisees (Mt 234, Lk II46
) and in His *aymg,

'Come unto me,' etc. (Mt II28 30
), the 'buiden'

(<f>ooTiov) is that of the legal and Pharisaic ordi-
nances of such a minute and exacting kind that
they became intolerable and crushed out real

heart-religion.
' My burden,

5

Christ says,
'
is light

J

in comparison with these
; for I put men under the

law of love, which is a law of liberty. With loving,
gracious hearts, My disciples "become a law unto
themselves. The new law is written on the fleshy
tables of the heart. St. Peter, in Ac 15l , speaks
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of the traditional legal observances as a yoke
\\hich 'neither ye nor your fathers were able to

beai,' while faith in Clm&t can purify the heart
and make strict rules for outward conduct un-

necessary. In Mt II30 Jesus gives utterance to
the germ at least of the Pauline idea of a new
sphit of life in Christ Jesus, setting fiee fiom
condemnation. While, in the farbt instance, Chiist
meant by

* burden '

the Pharisaic ordinances, the
truth would become ever deeper to His disciples,
till they understood the full contrast between the
fulfilment of legal precepts thiough painful effort,
and the joyous service of a living (JSoil and Father,
glowing into pervading holiness of character
The ' burden (pdpos)

*
of the day and the heat,'

in the parable of the Labourers (Mt 2012
) is a de-

scription of toil which strains and \\ eaiies In the

interpretation of the paiable, if any stress were
laid on this detail, it might be the lon^ and con-
scientious fulfilment of duty in the Christian life,

which, though it must receive recognition in the
end, gives no claim on God as one who rewards of

debt, nor allows the worker to glory over another
who has been less richly furnished with oppor-
tunity.

LITERATURE On the * burden *
of Mt iias-30 ref mav be made

to Expoi. Tvtrm, in. [1892] 512 ff. , Expositor, 1st er vii [1878J

p. 348 ff., xi. [1880] p. 101 ff.

DAVID M. W. LAIRD.
BURIAL. In contrast to the Gieek and the

later Roman custom of cremation, the rites of
burial were observed amongst the Jews with great
leveience, and an account of their ordinary prac-
tice A\ill help to illustrate several passages in

the NT. Immediately after death the body was
washed (Ac 9s7 ), and wrapped in linen cloths in
the folds of which spices and ointments were laid

(Jn 1939- 40
). The face was bound about with a

napkin, and the hands and feet with grave-bands
(Jn II44 207). Meanwhile the house had been

given over to the hired mourners (Mt 923 11 ; cf.

2 Ch. 3525
? Jer 917

), who lamented for the dead in

some such strains as are preserved in Jer 22 18
, and

skilfully improvised verses in praise of his vii tues.

The actual inteiment took place as quickly as pos-
sible, mainly on sanitary grounds; very fiequent.lv,
indeed, on the same day as the" death (Ac
58. 10

g2) 9 though it might be delayed for special
reasons (Ac D37*-). In its passage to the grave the

body was gonoialh laid on a bier, or open bed of
wicker woik (JLk 7 l4

; cf. 2 S 381
, 2 K 1321 ) hence at

Jesus' command the widow of Nain's son was able
to sit up at once (Lk 715). The bier was, as a rule,
borne to the tomb by the immediate friends of the
deceased, though we have also traces of a corujiany
of public -buner*' (Ac 5b- 10

; cf. Ezk Si)
1-' 1

") Tn
iiom oi the bier eame the women, and in Judsea
I he hired mourners, and immediately after it the
relatives and friends, and 'much people of the

city.' Attendance at funerals was, indeed, re-

garded as a pious act, and was consequently not

always wholly disinterested. Among modern
Orientals it is called

'

attending f ho HUM if
' an act

that will secure a reward from (od id M. Mackie,
Bible Manners and Cust&itns, p. 127).
The place of burial in NT times was always

outside the city (Lk 712, Jn II30, Mt 2752
), and

frequently consisted of a natural cave, or an

opening made in imitation of one. These rock-

sepulclues were often of considerable si#e, and
sometimes permitted of the interment of as many
as thirteen bodies Eight, however, was the usual

number, three on each side of the entrance and
two opposite. The doorway to the tomb was an
aperture about 2 ft. "broad and 4 ft. high, and was
* IB Gal &- 5

Lightfoot contends that #,/ and <po/m*v mean,
respectively, a burden that may and ought; to be got rid of, and
one tJiat must be borne.
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closed either by a door, or by a gieat stone the
t/vH-i\K\t \\^ lolled agaiii-t it (Mt 27th

, Mk
15*u, Jn li-!8 Jq

) It is sometime*, thought that it

was in some such rock-tomb that the demoniac of
Gadara had taken up his abode ; but more piob-
ably it was in one of the tombs ' built above
ground,' \\hioh were * much moie common in
Galilee than has been supposed

9

(Wilson, Recorny
of Jentwhm, p. 369, ap Sv.ete, /#. Mark, p. 88).
As a rule, sepulchres weie \vhitened once a year,

after the ranis and before the Passover, that passers-
by might be warned of their presence, and thus

escape defilement (Mt 2327
; cf Nu 19lb ) And

though it A\as not customary to erect anything in
the natuie of our gravestones, in NT times* it was
regarded as a religious duty to lestore or rebuild
the tombs of the piophets (Mt 23*J ). In addition
to family sepulchres of which we hear in the
earliest Hebrew recoids (Gn 23->0, Jg 832

, 2 S 232 ),

and such private tombs as the tomb of Joseph of
Aiimathrea (Mt 27W ), special provision was made
for the interment of strangers (Mt 277- 8

; cf. Jer
26^, 2 Mac 94

). See art. TOMB.
It vull have been observed how many of the

foregoing paitieulars are illustrated in the Gospel
narrative of the buiial of Jesus; but it may be
well to summaiize biiefly what then took place.
No sooner had it been placed beyond doubt that
Jesus was really dead, than Joseph of Arimathsea
obtained permission to take ponsession of His body
(Mt27 57ff*

; cf. the merciful provision of the Jewish
law, Dt 21 2a

). Haste was required, as the Jews'

Preparation was close at hand, and the body, after

being, perhaps, bathed (so Gospel of Peter, 6), was
at once vi i appod

' in a clean linen cloth
'

(Mt 2759
),

the 'roll of uiyiili and aloes,' of which Nicodemus
had brought about a hundred pound weight (Jn
19^), being <M]>|iiiuMit1^ cunnbli-d between the folds
of the linen (o0dj>ia). It was then borne to the
'new tomb wherein was never man yet laid,' and
reverently laid on the rocky ledge prepared for the

purpose, while the whole was secured by a
*

great
stone

*

placed across the entrance, which was after-

wards at the desire of the Jews sealed and guarded
(Mt 2762ff-

; cf. Gospel of Peter, S). There the body
remained undisturbed over the Jewish Sabbath ;

but when on the moining of the first day of the
week the women vis-ited the tomb, bringing with
them an additional supply of *

spices and oint-

ments J
to

f complete the anointing which want of

time had previously prevented, it was only to ted
the tomb empty, and to receive the first assurance
of their Lord*-* resurrection (Lk 24lff

*J. In con-
nexion with this "visif, Edersl eim has drawn atten-
tion to the interesting fact that the Law expressly
allowed 1lu op< ning of the grave on the third day
to look atiM the dead (BMf>, Edumtnr, iv. p. 332),
In entire harmony, too, with what has already
been said of the geneial structure of Jewish tombs,
is the account which St. John has preserved for us
of his own and St Peter's visit to the tomb of Jesus
(Jn 20lff

). He himself, when he reached the door-

way, was at first content with stooping down
(ira.paKijTj/a,$) and looking in, and thus got only a
general view (\eirei) of the linen cloths lying in
their place. But St Peter on his arrival entered
into the tomb, and beheld the word used

(Bewpct)
points to a careful searching gaze, the eye passing
from point to point not only the linen cloths,
but the napkin that was about Christ's head
*
rolled up in a place by itself.' These particulars

"have sometimes been used as evidence of the care
and order with which the Risen Lord folded up
a&d deposited in t\\o separate places His grave-
idotlies before He left the tomb. But it &as
recently been shown with great oogency
.probably is meant is that the graye~GJotl*es*
found undisturbed on the very /
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had lain, the linen cloths on the lower ledge
which had upheld the body, the napkin

*

by itself
'

on the slightly raised part of the ledge which
formed a kind of pillow lor the head. The empty
grave-clothes, out of which the Risen Lord had
passed, became thus a sign not only that no
violence had been, offered to His body by human
hands, but also a parable of the true . ".

His Kesurrection :
*
all that was of Jes ^

reth has suffered its change and is gone. We
grave-clothes, and spices, and i.;, \"- 1-V-i.

'

the earth and remain' (H. L; i, , / /'

Master, p. 11 : see the whole interesting discussion
in chapters i.-iii.)

Apart from these more special considerations, it

is sufficient to notice that the very y<\ \ i "v ulnril v of

the description of the burial of Jesu^ i^ 1*1 it-olf of

importance as orni-lia^i/in^ His true 1 ,: ! M*' v and
the reality of Hi- <!rar,h. From 10 MJ n our

lot, even the sad accompaniment- \*\ ,':' O rave,
did He shrink. On the other hand, the empty
grave on the morning of the third day has always
been regarded as one of the M" { < o"\ s

r <
i-i/ proofs

that *the Lord is risen iadi'i-l
'

llj'-l : i.otbeen

so, then His body must have been stolen either by
friends or by foes. But if by the latter, why in
the days that followed did they not produce it, and
so silence the disciples' claims ? If by the former,
then we have no escape from the conclusion that
the Church of Christ was founded *not so much
upon delusion as upon fraud upon fraud spring-

ing fiommoii\( k- puf* ctlyinoxpluablc, anil leading
to i<Mik* lorally <li(ioii"it fioni miy that could
have been either"intended or looked for

*

(W. Milli-

gan, The Resurrection of our Lord*, p. 73).

Lir-'K *TI IT V< n r t
fc

. 'Burial
' and 'Tombs *

IB Kitto's Cycl.>
Sni-LliS /->/?, IIL-I.-V*' DB> Encyc. Bibl ; *T1.

"

. i_"'

TTauibprprs 11L
,

'

lit en-mis bn den Heb", i
ii /' '.'"',

h<l< i>l, in, ^k " VI/M ( f ,/ >u ,*& Social Life, p. 161 S ; Thomson,
f.'ttvi nn ' liO'A ,

H nr'( r,
'

Beliefs, Bites, and Customs of the
Ji'ii fo'jii"cu(l Mrh IKa-h, Burial, and Mourning,' in JQR,
1894 and 1895. GEORGE MlLLIGAtf.

BURNT-OFFERING is a word of rare occurrence
in NT (Mk 1233, He 106 8

). This *- '. Yi ." ,-

the fact that the more generic I !

(0wla) is commonly used, since the distinctions of
the Old Covenant, which was vanishing away, did
not require to be perpetuated in the NT Canon. It
is probable, however, from the train of thought,
that in some instances the sacrifice which was prom-
inently before the mind of the writer was the

burnt-offering (Ho 121
). And though not named,

it is latent in certain passages (see below). It is

known in the OT as** the nVy "olahi more rarely
and partly in poetical passages as the ^p kalil ;

in Ps 51 19 both terms are used. The most common
LXX rendering is 6Xo/catfra>/*ar and in this form it

appears in the NT. The "olah is connected with
a root meaning

* to ascend,' the idea being, prob-
ably, that the essence of the sacrifice ascended to
heaven in the smoke; JcaZU, with a root meaning
* to be complete,' an idea reproduced in the LXX
translation. Details- of the rite may be found in
Lv 1. 68

'13 818
*21

. Unlike most sacrifices, it was to
be wholly burnt (Lv I9), the skin only falling to
the priest as his perquisite.
The burnt-offering was the principal sacrifice of

the Mosaic dispensation, and continued as such till

the destruction of the Temple by Titus It was
offered, the victim being a male yearling sheep,
every morning and evening (Ex 29^-42

) ; hence its

Mishnic name tamid, the perpetual offering. In
addition, on Sabbaths, new moons, the first day of
the seventh month, the three great feasts, and the

Day of Atonement, other victims were offered

(Nu 28 f.). Burnt-offering was associated with
other sacrifices (Lv 9* 4 1515

), could be offered for

individuals, even Gentiles, and even for the Roman

emperor (Jos. Wars, n. xvii. 2). The altar stood
in the court of the priests m front of (eastward of)

the Temple building. The offering was made>

publicly, in the presence not merely of the large

group of ministering priests, but also of ' the men
of station,' representatives of what may be ^lled
the Jewish laity.

Although the word is nowhere recorded as feeing

spoken by Christ, and only once as spoken to Him,
it must be remembered that His connexion with

burnt-offering was, of necessity, more intimate
than the mere occurrence of the word suggests.
As a Jew, acquainted with the OT, He could not
have been unacquainted with the Pentateuchal

legislation on this point ; nor is it conceivable that
as a visitor to the Temple He failed to be a wit-

ness of this rite. The altar on which burnt-offer-

before this that Il<* thv(iie<l the offending brother
to leave his gift (Mt 523

). At the Presentation m
the Temple (Lk 224

,
cf. Lv 126'8

) the second of the
turtle doves was intended for a burnt-offering (the
other bird forming the usual sin-offering at such
a time) ; it was the offering of the poor, and the
ritual is described in Lv I 15"17

. The Temple tax to*

which He contributed was in part used for the

provision of burnt-offerings (Mt 1724).
The two occasions on which, in NT, the burnt-

offering is referred to, emphasize the imperfect and
transitory character of the OT sacrificial system,
and the spir" 1 ,

f ' and abiding character of
that which i In Mk 1233 the scribe
inferred fro-i - r I ,

- *oii< Ym ' sss to the first

commandment, that to lov;
( ."ii v i li all the heart

and one's 1 1-" M - If was 'much more
than all i' _- and sacrifices/ and
was for this commended as * not far from the king-
dom of God.' In He 106* 8

, where only besides the
word occurs, while the writer dwells on many
points of the Temple, its furniture, and its service,
he fails to apply the bumi-nOVim^ \oiv closely to-

the redeeming work 01 HUM Itnr he quotes-
Ps 406 as declaring that the Divine pleasure lies

not in 'victim and Minhah* (Delitzsch, in loc.), and
infers the superiority of Christ's obedience to any
( \i-l, io'\ *< '!>' sin-offering) or dedicatory sacn-
li '

i mi in -<!: i !'i^ presented by means of an ani-

mal victim. His obedience is the burnt-offering
that has enduring value and needs no repetition.
TmrtiMM - V r'l-osi 'TCurnt-offenng' and 'Sacrifice

1
it*

7;-'.
1

' 1): '.<,t,<i * c M,MIMJ> ' <,"Tr/ R'?. f Bible
.1 jvA<rv'''7j/ or Keil, .Nowaok; Iv / N / !'*'* 0/02

7
;

r '1 1 "'/ '/// of Schultz, Oehl -
/ t,' i ,'; -trine of

Sacrifice ; JEdersheun, The Tewvpw %u Ministry, ew. ; Girdle-

stone, Synonyms ofOT; Schurer, HJP n. i. 278 ff.

. J. T. L. MAGGS.
BUSH (/3eros). Mk 122*

||
Lk 2037 * refers to the

*

Burning Bush' (Ex 32- 3- 4
, Dt 3316 where LXX

uses pdros to tr. r^p of the original). Before the
[probably mediseval] division into chapters and
verses it was not easy to cite Scripture with pre-
cision. 'In or at the Bush' (Ay in Mark and
Luke respectively) means not-* beside that memor-
able bush,' but 'in the passage in Scripture de-

-<'rilhijr tho tlicoiriinny in the bush' (RV, ^n the

j//iri> ft, it rr i in tig Uio lill-ll ').

The derivalion of njp is not known, and all attempts to

identify u have failed There is no justification for the sug-
gestion of Ge^ermis (Lexicon, s ?' ) thai it is oonneotcd with the*

nettna plant, nor for Sranlev's assurnjuion (77/^A of the Jewish.
Church [ed 18831, i 97) that it, uas the wild acdfiia The fact
that in the LXX it is traniLitcd by Sanx shows that it was
believed to be a thorii bush fans is specially used of the-

bramble (Ridus), but according to Post (Hastings' DB, s.v.

*Bush.'), 'Rubus has not been found vuld m Sinai, which i

south of its range, and climatically unsmted to it
J

* The parallel passage in Matthew (22&) omits the reference
to ' the Bubh. 1
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ftdros occurs once again in the Gospels : Lk 644 ;

AV and KV * bramble bush' [MaulK/w"-> parallel
(7

16
) has *

thorns']. It was thought necessary to

alter the translation ; the word which in the other

passage had such lofty associations is here used

by Christ almost with contempt. Moreover, a
vme might well enough be described as a 'bush'
in the abstract ; it does not grow high, and has no

strength of wood (Ezk 15).
* Bramble' in older

English means
* thorn 1 \ *<.'" . j-:

;>. '1 !,. \

berry bush.
J Yet the i \

- <
' ' s " '

w '

even according to modern usage. Liddell and Scott

give jSdros as= '

blackberry bush' or 'wild rasp-
berry,' but the adjective ar6s=*thorned. s

ROBERT MACKINTOSH.
BUSHEL (6 ftttios, Mt 515

, Mk 421
, Lk II33 a

Lat. word with a Gr. form). The Roman modim,
equal to 16 sextarii, or approximately one English
peck, was not a measure in common use in Jewish
households. Although the definite article is prob-
ably generic ('the bushel,' so RV), the measure
which would lend itself naturally to our Lord's

illustration, and that to which He actually re-

ferred, was the Hebrew seah measure used by the
housewife in preparing* the daily bread. While
the seah measure varied in size according to
loo.-ilif v. ii is generally regarded as being equal to
on*" ,/"//'/# and a quarter, though Josephus (Ant.
IX. iv. 5) states :

*A seah is equal to an Italian
modius and a half.'

To the influence of Roman customs was no doubt
due the substitution of modius for seah in the

report of the saving (Mt 515
etc.); and in like

manner, since no importance was attached by our
Lord to exactness of measure, the familiar * bushel '

of earlier English versions has been retained by
the RV, although

*

peck
* would be a more accurate

rendering.
The saying of our Lord i 5- a> picture-quo a* it is

forcible. It gives us a glimpse inio :t Gjilila-nn

home, where the commonest articles of furniture
would be the lamp, the lampstand, the seah

measure, and the couch. And who could fail to

apprehend the force of the metaphor ?
* When the

word has been proclaimed, its purpose is defeated
if it be concealed by the hearers ; when the lamp
comes in, who would put it under the modiit$ or
the couch of the trwliniiiml* (Swete on Mk 421

).

LITERATURE. Art. 'Weights and Measures 'in Hastings' JDS
iv. 911*, 913*>, and the Encyc Bibl iv col. 5294 f.

ALEX. A. DUNCAN.
BUSINESS 1. The first recorded words of

Jesus stand in the AV, * Wist ye not that I must
be about my Father's business ?' (Lk 2*9). This is

the only passage in the Gospel* \vliere tlw word
'business' occurs, and it i- not \\Uliour .<mie sort
of regret that we are obliged to acknowledge the

greater accuracy of the RV, *

^JTist ye not that I

t

must be in my Father's house ?
' The familiar

*

rendering, however, finds a place in the margin ;

and indeed in this case, as in so many others,
the AV well represents the inner meaning of the

original words. Translated quite literally, the

phrase (fr roZs TOV warpfa fiov) means
* in the "things

of my Father '

: it denotes a person's property or

estate, and is equivalent to our colloquialism 'at

my father's,' -lho\\lioles-m*s$ falling on the idea of

ownership,- and in tin- wa\ it i* fjnrlv frequently
used in Gieek authors. The closest parallel in

Biblical Greek occurs in the Septuagint transla-

tion of Est 79
, where

* in the house of Haman J

of

the RV is ropn^oriHMl by the phrase fr rots 'A^dp,
and it is doai rlml ihc <r11ou* fifty cubits high,
must have stood in tlio fie<m<'t- of the house, or
on the estate, of Haman. (For other instances, see

Excursus I. in Farrar's St. Luke in the Cambridge
Bible for Schools, where a summary is given of

the essential points from an important monograph

on the passage by Dr. Field of Nonweh : this
i -i 'IP _ J

;
h has been reprinted in Svtn on the

l<" '
' of the JNT, by the late Predei ich Field,

r.'v.l.iV-.-. . 1S99)
'I "( 1 ,!, .M Versions render the Gieek phrase as

literally as V 1. allows, and thiou no
light on the i" v * , The Smaitic Syiiac
has the suggestive paraphi ase,

* Wist ye not that
I must be with my Father 1

' The idea of a sym-
pathetic relation with God is indeed o the essence
of the passage ; perhaps we can best rendei it by
bonowing from the -A mix ilic.il language of the
parables, 'Wist ye not tliui I must work in my
Father's vineyard ?'

\ :. . '.' of Clement of Alexandna (Strom iv.
* x i

ls
\- affords an interesting parallel to the

translation of the Smaitic Striae just quoted ;

* For the dispensation of creation indeed is good,
and all things are well ananged nothing happens
without a reason; in the thing* that are Ihine
must I be (& rois crots elvai jue fat), Almighty, and
if I am there I am with Thee.' In anothei passage
(Strom. VI. vi. 45) the phrase is used with an even
wider ii]ii>r<iili<>'i . of the souls in Hades, Clement
says M,ii tiio\ me ^n the things (i.e. within the

domain) of God. With this compare the teaching
of the * Elders

'

referred to by Iiemeus (v. xxxvi 1):

'For this cause they say that the Loid said that
in the things of My Father are many mansions
For all things are God's, who gives to all men the
habitation that bents them.' Thus what in Jn 14^

is called * the house of my Father/ is by the sub-
stitution of the phrase ra TOV 7rarp6s /-tov extended
to mean the whole Universe, including, as the
context shows, heaven, paiadise, and the *

city
'

of the re-created earth. In Protrepticus, ix. 82,
Clement seems to have the incident of Lk 2^ in

his mind as implying the complete con.seeiation of

life * But I suppose that when a man is enrolled
and lives as a citizen and receives the Father, then
he will be in the things of the Father.'

Godet (in his Commentary on St. Luke, adloc.}

points out that the phrase
*
I must be

'

(Sel elfat pe)

conveys the idea of an absolute and moially irre-

sistible consecration to the serviee oi God on earth.

To the awakening consciousness of the child Jesus
the Temple at Jerusalem was the symbol of the
Father's dominion over nil filing-, He said in

effect to His parents, *Y( k

ougln 10 have sought
me in the place where men aie occupied \\ith the

things of God.'
These first recorded words of Jesus then set a

standard by which must be tested every manner
of life. How far is it possible for a life spent in

"business, with which a hngui&tic accident connects
these words for English readers of the Bible, to be
lived in the things of the Father, according to the

teaching of His Son 9 As an aid towards reaching
an answer to this vital question, let us see what
we can learn, from our Lord's acts> and wouls, of

the alii tiule ITi* adopted tou.-irds the business life

of the tune of Jh> Imuirnatioii

2. At the next recorded visit of Jesus to the

Temple, we find Him in conflict with men who
conducted business improperly : those who bore
rule there did not understand that they were & row
TOU 7rarp6s. It is well known that St. John (2

13ff
-)

narrates a *
Cleansing of the Temple

*

as taking
place quite eaily in the Lord's public minis-try,
while the Synoptics (Mt 21 12l\ Mk 11^, ilk

IQ45^) descnbe a similar event as occurring in

Holy Week. It is at least possible that the holy
zeal of Jesus was twice displayed in thib manner ;

but if a choice had to be made, there would be

strong reasons for preferring
the chronological

arrangement of St John. Without entering into

this question, however, we can simply study the

attitude of Jesus towards those who conducted
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the Temple market. The traffic was of two sorts,
the sale of sacrificial animals, and the exchange
of money: in both cases it may well have been
legitimate in itself, and even necessary : the sin
was connected with its being earned on within
the sacred precincts. It seems obvious that the
Sadducean rulers of the Temple, whose cupidity
was notorious, must have made money out of the
business earned on there ; no doubt the sites for

stalls within the Temple precincts would command
a _'->'l it" i : and, further, if the animals sold there
were certified officially as being unblemished and
lit for sacrifice, while those bought outside were
liable to a scrutiny on being brought into the

Temple, it is easy to see how the privileged trades-
men, may have gained an almost complete mono-
poly, for which they would willingly pay a high
price. If the conjectuie (see Edersheim, Life and
Times*, 1887, p. 3G7ff.) that this Temple market
was identical with the unpopular 'Bazaars of the
Sons of Annas* is right, ilien i he notorious Annas
and his son-in-law Caiaphas had probably a direct
interest in the trade carried on. It seems prob-
able that the 'changers of money' (Kepfjutnarai,
Jn 21*; KobXvjSurrai, Jn 215

,
Mt 21 12

, Mk II15
) were

the official Shulhanim /T/r1itfo gL

, Horce Heb. on
Mt 21 13

; Edersheim, /' / v '>, p. 70 ff.) who
sat to collect the half-shekel for a fortnight before
the Passover : they were allowed to make a charge
on each half-shekel whether change was given or

not, and Edersheim places their probable annual
gain from this source at 9000. Very likely the

ordinary business
^
of exchange of money was

carried on, as obviously no coins bearing images
or idolatrous symbols could be offered in the

Temple. Moreover, the mention by Jo-oj>liut
(BJ vi. v. 2) of treasure-chambers in the Temple
belonging to piivate individuals suggests that

ouliri.'iry banking busmen, including the tempt
of money on deposit, may \\\\\ o born nuule a -our<*e
of profit, which would be enhanced by the security
nfTid( k(I by (.he sauclily of the place. These con-
*Li!i>i <ii ions have been put forward to show that it
is likely that the

"" *

faction turned to
financial account >

, ! character of the
buildings committed to their charge. Probably it

was this making money out of holy things, rather
than the ceremonial violation of the sanctity of
rhc Temple, that caused Hie ^o ci ih, of our Lord's
ciomlfimidlion of the uliolo ^v-u>m which made
His Father's house into a house of merchandise,*
according to St. John's account, or in the stronger
words of the Synoptists, into *a den of robbers.*
It is clear that Jesus would not suffer business to
be carried on in a manner that interfered with
the honour due to God : doubtless He would have
applied this principle to the Day, no less than to
the House, of His Father. The same lesson is

taught in the parable of the Royal Marriage
Feast (Mt 22^- ; cf. Lk 1416ff-).

3. But the Son of Afjiri, to whom nothing human
was void of imeio-i, in no way stood aloof from
business. Himself a carpenter by trade (Mk 63

),He did not hesitate to tell the * fishermen '

Apostles
that there was a likeness between their former
worldly and their future spiritual vocation (Mt 419

,Mk I 17
) j the would-be disciple, who wished first to

bid farewell to those at his house, was told that he
might have learned behind the plough the need of

concentrating his whole interest and attention on
the task he had in hand (Lk 9 a

). Both before and
after the resurrection (Lk 5**-, Jn 21 lff

-) Jesus
granted special revelations of Himself to the
disciples wliile engaged in their usual occupations.
In the command to render to Caesar the things
that are Caesar's (Mt 2231

, and parallels), we are
struck by the business-like recognition of actually
existing circumstances. Several of tibb parables

prove how fully Jesus understood and entered into

the business spirit, and show that, when conse-

crated by devotion to God, it is necessary to those

who seek the kingdom ot heaven. The merchant-
man who sold all that he had in ordei to buy one

pearl of great pi ice, gave proof of that confidence

in his ov
' * J

joined with willingness to

stake all
'

$h is indispensable to success

in great mercantile ventures, and is said to be even
now characteristic of the Jewish nation (Mt 1345f ,

cf. 1344 ' the hidden treasure '). In the parable of

the Labourers in the Vmeyaid the fulfilment of

a contract is sharply opposed to the voluntary gift
of money to those who had \ j.

1 \ been will-

ing but unable to earn it
%

M .' A
proper

return is rightly expected fiom the ov M. i-l'-p <

land (Mk 127fL , and parallels) and of money (Mt
2527

, Lk 1923
). It is worthy of notice that the case

just referred to of the *

unprofitable servant*
follows in St. Matthew's Gospel directly after that

parable which shows how unbusinesslike neglect
to buy oil on the part of the foolish virgins led to

their exclusion from the marriage-feast. The man
who failed to make correct calculations as to the
cost of building a tower is regarded as a fit object
for mockery (Lk 1428ff

-) On the other hand, the

unjust steward, who took advantage of his position
of authority to make friends of his mastei's

debtors, showed a business-like shrewdness which
would have been of value if employed honestly in

a good cause (Lk 169ff
*).

4. A terrible warning of the danger of misusing
business capacity is afforded, not in the i'i .i-jiuni \

story of a parable, but in the actual life "t .lii-l,^

Iscaiiot. St. Matthew (26 14f
) and St. Mark (14

m
)

connect the determination of Judas to betray
Christ with the anointing of His feet at the feast

in the house at Bethany. St. John, in narrat-

ing the same incident (12
4ff

-), tells us that it was
Judas who gave expression to the false idea that
the giving of money to the poor was of greater
value than personal devotion :

f Now this he said,
not because he cared for the poor ; but because he
was a thief, ami h.iving the bag used to take away
(tjSda-Tafev, see Westcott in Speaker's

r
ad loo.) what was put therein.

3

Juc- ,

on account of natural p(ilu-lo had been made
treasurer to Jesus and T-l i-. (u-< ij'l'- ;

he was vexed
that so large a sum of money as three hundred

pence had been wasted in the pouring out of the
ointment instead of pa--mji through his hands for

ilie ^ippOM-d liouHii 01 i ho poor. Comparing
lo^o'Iici HUM? different passages, it seems clear

that St. John traced the fall of Judas, culminating
in the betrayal, to the misuse through covetous-
ness of his business faculties.

5. It can be, and often is, argued that the

morality taught by Christ cannot be
strictly

and
literally applied in the conduct of business.

Probably the impossibility is no greater in the
life of the business man than it is in the life of

any one who tries to live as a consistent Christian.

The main difference seems to be that in business

piu,ti<
ial morality is daily, and often many times

a <lay, put to a test the extent of which can be
Miiniitcd in money, and failure to conform to a

high standard is easily detected. The business
man is obliged to have a definite standard of

practical morality, high or low according to his
own character and the exigencies of his trade, and

according to that standard he must act. Self-

deception in his case is practically limited to one

particular form, which, howevci, i-* cxtrernolv

prevalent, that of attempting to oeparate personal
from business morality. The ordinary non-busi-
ness man, on the contrary, generally has a

curiously vague and more or less ideal standard,
and It is a very difficult thing even for a man of
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honest thought to settle how nearly he lives up to
it. Business morality in a measure analyses itself,

while the morality of ordinary life almost defies

analysis : a comparison between the two is thus
o '>.*. i

1
,

'
. r they are practically in-

t ri" ii ,
, ,

Jesus Chris' <
V '1 believed that the moral

and'
1 "-*

i He taught were capable
of b< in business. We have seen above
that He severely condemned the Sadducean hier-

archy, who may be taken to represent the capi-
talist class of those days at Jerusalem, because
their business was conducted on wron^ j" 1

"

: 1

they maintained merely ceremonial i ,' '. . '.
:

would not put the e

price of blood 'in .'<.-'>
(Mt 276

), but they did not shrink from making
gain of holy things.

This shows the tincompro-
m i -in i; :u i iriiilc of Christ towards what was morally
bad. But there was a gieat difference .01 His
manner of dealing with another typical class of
business men, the Publicans. He did not follow
w.iulj i oj,i-f<>M iii yarding their occupation as
nli-uhirh ins u-Li(iii:ii<-. He looked on their call-

ing tt-n, foijJLiLMi'* oi. while demanding honesty
in i,u\iTj,r ii o;i, 1'e Baptist had taken the
same line, 'Exact/ no more than that which is

appointed you
*

(Lk 313
). Zacehseus, for his charity

and earnest desire to avoid extortion, is declared
to be truly a son of Abraham (Lk 199).

It is worthy of note that St. Luke places the

parable of the Pounds in close connexion with the
Zacchfeus incident, as if to teach us that lessons of
eternal value can be learned in business. The
slaves are rewarded with ten or the cities, accord-

ing to the capacity which each had shewn in

trading with his pound
This brings us i o Jjt < enn < of the whole matter :

the life of business is a VL"' i
1

1.' one for follower^
of Christ so far as it can ;

-
is ,

* in the things of
the Father

**

; then it is a means of imparting
training a 1

:-'

"
'

""

issons which can be used
now and "

: service of God. 'God
has set you,' writes the Rev. Wilfrid Richmond
(Christian Economics> 1888, p 159}, 'in the world
with other men to learn, by mutual interchange of

the means of life, the laws of love. Your wealth,
whatever it may be, little or great, the wealth

you make, the wealth you spend, is treasuie,

corruptible or inrorui}>< ibl<i, treasure on earth or

treasure in heaven, according as it is or is not, m
the making and in the spending, the instrument
of love.'

LTTERATUEE. Besides the \vorks referred to in the art,
reference may be made to E. S. Talbofc, <r,i<> Ait&tfr of
Christian Truth, 208; A. Whyte, Walk, Co u. is #*>,, and
Character of Jesus Chnst our -Lord, 59 ; C. B. D. Biggs, The
X>iaconate of Jmzs, 19; S. Oregon, -l>rt'>ij .A<' J7' v.-, 191;
H. Bushnell, Sermons on Living zitb.tc 1 -
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BUYING. See TKADE AKD COMMEKCE.

CAESAR (Ktucrap). -~In the Gospel record this

name occurs 18 times, in 16 of which it answers to
*

reigning emperor,' who in each case was Tiberius
Csesar ; in the remaining t\\ o the more individual
name is found, in the one case Augustus (Lk 21

},

and in the other Tiberius (S
1
).

The name *
Cs&sar

J was assumed by Augustus in

44 B.C., irn ruediately after the tragic death of his

grand-un< le, Julin> Csesar, being considered by
him part of the inheritance left to him. We have
Cicero's authority (ad Att. xiv. 5, 10, 11, 12) for

saying that the friends of Octavius -began to
address him as * Csesar

"

within a week or two of
the Dictator's assassination. Augustus himself
soon gave evidence that he meant to gather up and
concentrate on himself all the fame that was
associated with *

Csesar.
9 Not many years passed

till he came to exercise a world-wide sway, such
as the great Julius had never known. He handed
on the title to his successors very much as we find
it used by the writers of the NT, in the sense of
the great ruler or Kaiser. His own name (Gr.

Sq3a<rros, Lat. Atfffttstus} was quite familiar to
them as applied to the reigning emperor (Ac 2521'

**, Nero). The fame of the first Caesar had come to
be overshadowed by the remarkable career of the
founder of the Empire. The way was thus pre-
pared for the still later development, when the
title of * Caesar' was given to the junior partner of

the two joint-emperors, and *

Augustus
' remained

the distinonishing name of the supreme ruler. In
the Gospel record there is clear confirmation of the
first part of this historical development, and there
is at the same time no contradiction of the second-

In the majority of the eases of the -ose of the
title 'Caesar* in the Gospel writings, the question
of paying the tribute has eome up. This reveals

the great change that had taken place from the
time of tlte

* census
* under Augustus, when

*

one went to enrol himself in his own city* (Lk 2s
),

to that of the trial before Pilate, when the chief

charge against Jesus was said to be 'theforbidding
to give tribute to Csesar* (23

2
). In ihoso thirty

-

three years of interval the relation between the
Koman power, as represented by

*
Caesar/ and the

Jewish people, had undergone a radical change.
Judaea had become a Eoman province, and was
under obligation to *

pay tribute' as well as submit
to an enrolment of its heads of households. In

perfect accord with this historical fact, St. Luke
wrote (3

1
) :

* Pontius Pilate being governor of

Judaea,
3

with the tetrarchs for Galilee, Itursea, anc^
Abilene, desiring to mark the period in the reign
of Tiberius Caesar when 'the word of God came
to John ia the wilderness.* The change came
with the death of Herod the Great in 4 B.C.

"While Varus, the governor of Syria, was engaged
in quelling serious outbreaks of rebellion in Jer-

usalem, the sons of Herod were in Rome waiting
the decision of Augustus as to their conflicting-

claims. At length all parties were heard by the

emperor in an assembly that met in the celebrated

temple of Apollo, behind his own house on the

Palatine, The imperial verdict, announced after

a few days, upheld substantially the will of Herod.
To Archelaus were assigned Judaea, Samaria, and
Idtun&fr not as king, but as ethnarch ; to Antipas,
Galilee and Peraea as tetrarch ; Batanjea, Trach-

onitis, Anranitis, Gaulanitis, and Paneas to Philip,
also as tetrarch (Jos. Ant. XVH.

yiii. 1, xi. 4}.

The kingdom of Herod was thns divided into three

separate .territories after Ms death. As it was in

Jerusalem that the question as to the tribute-

money was raised, our subject in this article fea$

tjo do onlywith Archelaus, After some nine? yea*&
of rule over Judaea, Archelaus was spmmo^d to

Rome to answer charges brought against fern !

a deputation of leading men irom
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Samaria. He was deposed and banished by Aug-
ustus to Vienne in Gaul in A.D. 6. His territory
was put under direct Roman rule, becoming a part
of the province of Syria, with a Roman of eques-
trian rank for its governor. An end was thus put
to the uniform consideration for Jewish traditions
and i f,.'li->iiii] pi. ]:>!!< shown by Herod and his

sons. Tiv I MM; I- .
! o instance of this in history

is met with in the rebellion of A.D. 6, on the
occasion of the great census, while Quirinius was
?rm,Liior of Syria, which is referred to in Ac
o T

.

r

l h o u ITI 'u 1 1 , with its accompanying bloodshed,
must have been of no slight moment, when a
quarter of a century thereafter Gamaliel could

effectually use it in restraining the Council from

slaying the Apostles. Between A.D. 6 and A D. 30,
whichever length of cycle for the imperial census
be taken, there must have been at least another
6 enrolment '

for purposes of taxation. We do not
read of a serious revolt having taken place then as
in 6 A.D. The Roman iiuthonlio, no doubt, were
better prepared for what miprlii happen, and the
Jewish people aHo had learned Ihe fruitlessness of
rebellion. As. tho time of Christ's public ministry
approached, their spirit nevertheless became more
and more embittered. It was inevitable that at
some point or other in that ministry the question
should be pressed upon Him,

* Is it lawful to give
tribute to Cgesar or not?' (Mt 2217

[|). It was
one of the burning questions of His time. A dis-

tinction must here bedrawn between the * customs
'

or dutiesupon goodsand the land tax with poll tax.

The latter only passed into the *Fiscus or im-

perial treasury. With perfect accuracy, therefore,
it could be described as 'tribute to Csesar.' This
tax was exacted annually, and as the Jews were
not yet subject to mili1ai.\ < on :! !'. it formed
the chief sign of their il-j. don LO i! r Roman
yoke. Officers of state t

'

< ; <<! i \ ,
10

|
i oeurator

for the tax in the case of Judaea being aKo the

governor, Pilate. It was different with the 'cus-

toms,' which were farmed out to the highest
bidder, thus creating that intense antipathy which
is revealed in the phrase

*
publicans and sinners.'

The tribute payment after all was based on the
fact of the kinship of Csesar. The combination
of 'Caesar

1

with '

king' sounds entirely unhistori-
cal to one familiar with the rise and growth of the
RomanEmpire. *

King
' wasatermwhichAugustus

was most careful to avoid from the time that it

may be said to have cost the first
* Caesar* his life,

^.mong Eastern peoples, however, it was the most
usual title for their ruler. During the long reign
of Herod no name was more famfliar to the Jews
than 'king/ It was most natural for them to
transfer it to *

Csesar.' Any one claiming to be %

'long' within the wide dominion of Csesar was
seeking to establish a rival authority. This was
the charge which they found it so easy to frame
against Jesus when He and they were in the

presence of Pilate: 'forbidding to give tribute
to Csesar, and saying that he liiin^lf is Christ, a
Mng' (Iik 232). No more powerful appeal could

they have made to Pilate's fears, as they thought,
than when they cried out,

' If thou let this man
go, thou art not Caesar's friend: whosoever maketh
Himself a king, speaketh against Csesar* (Jn 1912 ).

The title on the cross, 'Jesus of Nazareth, the
king of the Jews '

(Jn 1919), as Pilate actually wrote
it, served him better than their proposed modifica-
tion,

'He said, I am king of the Jews' (v.
81

). Should
he ever be called in question by Caesar for giving
Jesus up to death, that title, written out by his
own hand, would form an ample justification. The
greater probability lies in the supposition that
Pilate so named Him to spite the Jews, in accord-
ance with those other words,

' Shall I crucify your
' The whole attitude of Jesus towards

Caesar, not only in the question of the tribute, but
11

.

* J L1
trial before Pilate, must have en-
the Roman governor of any fear

i i ever had been, a rival of Caesar's.

J. GORDON GRAY.
C^BSIREA PHILIPPI. The town called Csasarea

Phihppi in the Synoptic Gospels (Mt 1613
, Mk 827

,

cf. Jos. Ant. XX. ix. 4, BJm ix. 7, VII. ii. 1) boie
at one time, certainly as early as B c. 198 (Polybius,
Hist. xvi. 18, xxviii. 1), the name Pamas (Hands
or, Hcweds), which is still preserved in the modern
Hamas. Situated to the north of the Sea of Gali-

lee on a plateau at the southern foothills of Mount
Hermon, it lay in the territory that Philip re-

ceived from his father, Herod the Great The
place, as well as the surrounding country, received

its original name from a cave or grotto in a hill

near by, which was called rb TLdveiov, because
sacred to Pan and the Nymphs. In the face of

the cliff there are still several niches with inscrip-
tions in which Pan is mentioned From the cave

(lliighaiet Eas en-Neba), now partly filled with
fallen stone, issues a strong stream of water which
has long been reckoned one of the chief sources of

the Jordan (Jos Ant. XV. x. 3). On the hill above,
Herod built a white marble temple in honour of

Augustus (Jos. Ant. xv. x. 3, BJ I. xxi. 3), and
here the Crusaders built a castle, the ruins of
which still stand some fifteen hundred feet above
the town, and about a mile and a quarter to the
east (J^ula't Subeibeh). Philip enlarged and beauti-

fied Panias, and called it Usesarea" (Kaurdpeta) in
honour of Augustus. The statement of Eusebius

(Chrpn. ed. Schoene, pp. 146-147) that Philip built

Panias, and called it Csesarea, in the reign of

Tiberius, is rendered improbable by coins which
show that Csesarea had an era dating from B.C.

3 or 2. To distinguish it from Csesarea on the
seacoast ( Kaurc/>6ta Srpcirwj>oy or Kawrdpeia rrjs

IlaXcuo-r^s), it was commonly called Caesarea

Philippi (KaicrdpeioL TJ QiXl-mrov). Under Agrippa II.

it received and bore for a short time the name
Neronias (]S>/>a>j>id$, Jos. Ant XX. ix. 4). The

1
, i ", bly no part in OT history, since

: , :',...! with Dan (Smith, SGML pp. 473,

480) is not certain (Buhl, GAP p. 238).
Into this region Jesus came with His disciples

during one of His tours of retirement from the
common scenes of His Galilsean activity ; but He
does not seem to have entered Csesarea itself. St.

Matthew (16
13

, cf. 1521
) tells us that Jesus came

into the region (eis r& /^/w?) ; St. Mark (S
27

) mentions
more specifically and vividly the villages of Csesarea

(ds TCLS /ccfyms). In the territory of which Csesarea
was the chief city there were smaller towns, and
it was thiough these that Jesus moved with His

disciples and others who followed Him. St. Luke
alone (9

18ff
*) of the Synoptists seems to have lost

the touch of local colour fixed so indelibly upon
the narratives of Mt. and Mk. an am hen floating
element whose force even those who question the

Synoptic tradition at this point find it difficult to

escape (cf. Wrede, Meswasgeheimnis, p. 239). The
narrative in Lk. lends its-elf, Ixruexci, (o the set-

ting of Mt. and Mk., both by the \\ay in which it

is introduced without detinue locali/atioii (*al

gy&ero & rf etvai, ,"-,.' - ji>>'.ui . ii's-l by the
fact that in Lk.'s oul<" i i<>!lou* ilio ceding of
the five thousand in Ihe neighbourhood of Uoth-
saida. According to Mk 8---

27
, it \vabiiom Beth-

saida that Jesus went into the villages of Caesarea,
and in Jn B68*- we read of a confession of Peter

immediately after the discourse of Jesus in

Capernaum, occasioned by the feeding of the
five thousand. St. Luke s material may have
come to him in the form of a gjroup centring
around a saying of Jesus, but without definite

localization. By inserting it after the feeding of
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the five thousand he ha i

""

!* e historical
order without, however, :** i

> exact local

setting. For this we mast look K> &t. Matthew
and St. Mark.
By our Piist and Second Evangelists the same

group of events is not only connected with a place
which lends peculiar significance to them, "but set
in a larger context which extends to the feeding of
the five thousand. Mt. and Mk alike represent
Jesus* arrival in the region of Csesarea Philippi as

part of a course decided upon shortly after that
event The decision which led to the retirement
into the region of Tyre and Sidon must have
been confirmed by His expeiience on ICM inning to

Galilee For Jesus withdrew again tin-, LINK,

going north into the region of Csesarea Philippi.
Located at Caesarea and standing in the period of

Tetirement, this group of events points back to the

beginning of the period for the explanation of its

characteristic features. The Gospels do not enu-
merate the causes which led to such a change in

the^scene'of Jesus
1

activity, but their narratives do
indicate a situation which will in a measure account
for it

But, besides change of scene, this group of
events reveals, as do the earlier events of the
period of retirement, a change in the method of
Jesus' work. His retirement from Galilee is from
the people and their religious leaders into more
intimate companionship with His disciples, from
His* popular instruction of the multitudes and
beneficent activity in their midst to teach His
faitiirul followers in more secluded intercourse the

significance of His own person for the Kingdom
He had been proclaiming, and to prepare them
for His Passion. The period has

fittingly
been

called, from its chief characteristic, the Training
of the Twelve, and in no incident does this char-
acteristic more clearly appear than in the events of
Caesarea Philippi.
The immediate occasion of Jesus* retirement

from Galilee and the change in His method of
work are indicated in Mt. and Mk. by their account
-of His attitude towards the traditions of the
elders (Mt 151

-*, Mk 7 1'23
). The fundamental

opposition between Jesus and the legalism of the
Pharisees which had appeared in His attitude to-

wards the Sabbath customs, and in the Sermon on
the Mount, came now to rJuirp expression in His
-attack on the whole system of exKM rial lormalism
in religion. The people, moreover, had shown
themselves unprepared to receive and unable to

.appreciate His teaching, even after the work of
John the Baptist and His own labours in their
behalf. And so the form of HU leaching had
changed from the gnomic to the parabolic, causing& separation between the mass and those who had
-ears to hear. How utterly the people had failed

to comprehend Him is revealed by their attempt
-after the feeding of the five thousand to take Him
-and make Him king (Jn 615

). After His discourse
in Capernaum (Jn 628ft

)> St. John tells us that

many of His disciples walked no more with Him
<Jn 6W). Finally, the mission of the Twelve had
widely extended His work, and shortly thereafter
we are told that Herod (Antipas) huonl o Jcnib
<Mk 614, Mt 141

, Lk 97ff
-)- Bitter hostility from

the religious leaders, failure on the part of the

people to understand the character of His work,
interested attention from the murderer of John
the Baptist, in the midst of such conditions Jesus
withdrew fiom Galilee, and from His popular
preaching activity, to devote Himself to Eds

disciples*
Jesus' first retirement is into the region of

Tyre and Sidon, part of the Roman province of

Syria. Keturnmg to Galilee, He feeds the four

thousand, refuses the request of the Pharisees and

Sadducees for a sign from heaven, with its evident
Messianic implication, warns His disciples a-gamsfc
the leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees (so Mt
166 ; Mk 8 15 has '

Pharisees and Heiod J

), heals a
blind man near Bethsaida (Mk 822ff

-), and retires
from Galilee for the second time, coining with His
disciples into the region of Csesarea Philippi.
The key to the situation at Csesarea, its con-

trolling idea, is to be sought neither in the con-
fession of Peter nor in the promise to Peter, but
in Jesus' announcement of His approaching Pas-
sion. To this Peter's confession leads up ; around
it Jesus' instruction of the disciples regarding
Himself and the conditions of discrpleship centres.
The theme, moreover, becomes characteristic of
His subsequent teaching (Mk 912* 31 lO33*- 127 14s

etc.).

St. Luke tells us that Jesus had been praying
alone (9

18
, cf. 321

)3 an_d that His disciples were with
Him. St. Mark vividly locates the question that
Jesus put to His disciples, as 6 in the way

*

(8
s7

).

St. Mark and St. Luke agree in the form of the

question,
* Who do men (Mk. ot Avepwrot, Lk. ol

#%\oi) say that I am? 3
St. Matthew, however,

gives it in the third person, and introduces the
title

* Son of Man ' * \Yko do men say that the
Son of man is ?

' * In either form the question is

a striking one, by reason of the prominence it

gives to Jesus' peison. Emphasis until now had
been placed by Him on His message and on His
works of mercy, though both had stood in intimate
relation to His person. He desires to know now
what men think of the messenger.
The form given to Jesus* question in Mt. hs been regarded

,i - ' Mli- . ~i _r"o ind that by calling Himself the Son ot
^ .: J - ," M .rjri -IMI i

' answer to Hi- questioi in asking- it.

^s a matter of fact, however, the answer is not gi\ en in terms
of th-,ii*> T> *( .....

}> >G ,-(<? iK title Son of Man* is

alwa - * I"-" '!' i of k .* K\<" where it appearsm
the ]

"
('-)-i '1 1 1 ie n t i. o ? ' u rs, this i-, in eudenc

depe- < < : i
1 - u-i" \t\ Ji --.-> f/n 1 * St. Stephen's use of

it also looks back to Jesus' words (Ac 7^6, cf. Lk 22^), and the

usage of the Apocalypse is probably to be explained by the
infl " o Pi 7"* -. fti r**l,~!|. Tlicr M*I, uiuno'cr, I* 1

nod-'* ' iri 'i -u- -o<l' 4
-i'jr T <1 Hi" -Oil dun * thi roriirrsa-

"

i \M 'i" 'o'l-v-p'i . ( ii-Lii^lMM pp 1 Thi phr.LM* <K' 'sirs

. M'v " > ..: <. I * ,'
" but It is neither more adequately motived.

than in Mt , nor is it e\pla,ni
jd. The dic"pks must have been

familiar with it .is a -i lr d^ign.uion of Jrsus, even if thev did
not understand .is mil - jrnifio.mi'e The \vav m which it is

-*]vwl']"<rl Infl 1 M Ml a rulMlc -Tk rnaltcs It difficult for us 10
I'll. i .. ,i w. - n ; \ i. -i'd for ilk' firsr tim<a

,
and theS\nopric

^ } <ju j ,,j 1 1 1
i<i i .>> .,a i M .7 41, |,k 52* 05 i

734) Dalinan ques-
tions chi- order, rcprardin^ it as iinproliablp that Jesaa called

Himself Son of Man ar an oarJicr nine (WorlG t/r'xu, p. 210), and
Holtzmann holds i,hat if Jetus did RO ir was in a different sense

( \T Thffif i. pp. 2,">7, 20S). Tlic S\noptu- jrepreitnUtfon is belf-

con^istont, hov\o\'r, in presupposing
1 HA rarlicr use and iliis

\\c mu^tj-CL-optevon while admictm^ that th mounipfrof the
teim cannot be fully determined apart* from its usage hero arid

subsequently, where il LS associated with Josus* sufferny, resur-

rection, exaltation, and coming ayain in judgnu.au See,
lutliic r, art. Sos OF MAN.

In answer to Jesus* question, the disciples report
the opinions current among the people concerning
Him. The report mnst have been discouraging.
Not only was there variety of opinion, soroe think-

ing that He was John the Baptist (ol Mk 6U),

others Elijah, and still others Jeremiah (Mt I614) or

one of the prophets; but in the midst of this

variety there was general agreement that Jestts,

whoever else He might be, was not the Messiah.
A forerunner of the Messianic Kingdom He might
be, but not the Messianic King. His activity in

proclaiming the Kingdom, \ihai/ever Messianic

expectations it may nave aroused, had resulted

only in the popular recognition of His prophetic
character, and in His association with the Mes-
sianic Kingdom in some preparatory sense. Hani*

festly Jesus was not the popular Messiah. His
* In Mt 1C UA before * '-yeuir.* in theTR is to be omitted with

K B c vg cop syrT (cf also Mt 10**, Lk 128t, Mk 8 Lk9, 1ft

fin, Lk622, Mt lea^Mk 831, Lk9^
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work, directed as it was towards spiritual ends, did
not accoid with, the popular conception of the
Messian" 1 1C _-] , ^foreover, Jesus had not

spoken j i

!;.
i ( <

-
k of His M-'^".^-''^' He

had not assumed a popular Messianic title, and
when individuals "in'l IL*< lyil/i ! In Him the

Messiah, He had onni'MM^i -,!o M- His work,
however, like that of John the Baptist, had ex-

cited interest, and called forth opinions which
associated Him with the coming Me&siame King-
dom. The report of the disciples so accurately
describes the situation and so faithfully repiesents
the tenor of popular opinion, that it cannot be

regarded merely as the IM<\L: ''."! sketched by
the Evangelists for the ii.rj'o-

1 oi bringing into

sharp relief the confession ot Peter,
In the Synoptic narratives the question of Jesus

about the omnion of the people leads up to a
similar question addressed to the disciples about
their o\\n, *vml tlio answer in the one case stands
in sharp contrast to the report given in the

other, a contrast which is vivid and real because
true to the historical situation. To the question
addressed to the disciples,

* But who say ye that I

am?' Peter answers, 'Thou art the Christ' (soMk.;
Lk. gives simply *the Christ of God/ and Mt.
* Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God ').

Unlike the people, the disciples h,
*

, !/ 1

"

.

Jesus the Messiah, and to this in. "'i !'

gave brief expression. However inadequate may
have been the content which Peter and his com-

panions gave to this formal statement of their

faith, it was a matter of great importance that

they were able to affirm clearly, and in opposition
to the opinion of the people, their belief that in

Jesus the Messianic King had come. The readi-

ness and decision with which Peter formulated the
faith of the disciples are an indication that their

faith, though now expressed in this form for the
first time, did not originate here (cf. J. Weiss,
Das alteste Ev&ny. p. 51). Their very presence
with Jesus at this time gave evidence of such a
conviction (cf. Jn 668ff

-}. In this faith they had
answered His call to discipleship ; in it they had
associated with Him, heard His teaching, and
seen His wonderful works ; their appointment as

Apostles implied it, as did their subsequent mission
to Israel. They had seen opposition arise and de-

velop ^into bitter hostility 5 bub when Jesus with-
drew into the region of Tyre and Sidon, and again
into the region of Csesarea Philippi, they still com-

nied
with Him. They knew the popular opinion,

they still adhered to their own conviction.
The significance of Peter's confession, however,

lies not simply in the fact that it pravo o\|.n^ion
to a deep and long - cherished comimon, ihii>

evidencing the permanent, unchanged character of
his faith ; it baa reference also to the future. It
was made in answer to a question of Jesus which
had as its occasion His intention to reveal to the
disciples the necessity of His suffering. The faith
of the disciples had stood all the tests to which it
had been subjected in the past. Jesus, however,
clearly foresaw a still greater test in the near
future. In order to prepare them for it, there was
need that definite expression be given to their
faith. The revelation which was to be made to
them would thus serve the purpose of clarifying
the content of their faith. In Mk and Lk. the
confession of Peter is accordingly brought into
close connexion with the announcement of the
Passion. Mt. alone

gives the words of Jesus to
Peter (16

17~19
), not onfy confirming what we may

infer from Jesus' reception, of the confession (Mk.-
Lk.), its essential correspondence with His own
consciousness, but going further and giving us
positive knowledge of Jesus* estimate and
iation of Peter's faith.

\.*.1'<--1 j Peter as Simon Bai-Jona,* Je^us
,i" , <- 1 . i to be blessed in the possession of a
faith which, transcending the human sphere of

flesh and blood, has its ongin m the heavenly
sphere and from His Father In thu- !<. - "1. i_
the revelation-character of Peter's -jj l>, -K ;:-

does not define more neaily the process or time or

origin, the psychological moment, but treats hk
faith simply as a definite fact of the past. Con-

tinuing with the emphatic 'But I,' Jesus makes
Peter's confession the occasion of revealing His plan
for the futuie, and the part that Peter is to fulfil in

it. With the words ' Thou art Peter,' Jesus recalls

the name He had given to His disciple and apostle

(cf. Jn I42, Mk 3lb
, Mt 102

,
Lk 614

). The Greek

ILtrpos, like the Aiamaic Kepha, means a rock, and

suggests the idea of firmness or strength. In

giving such a name to Simon, Jesus had looked
beneath the surface and read the character of

Peter in terms of motive and underlying disposi-
tion. A man of decision, he was full of eneigy
and strength, a man of action rather than of con-

templation, a natural leader ; and if at times im-

pulsive, rebuking his Master and even denying
Him, he was in the one case loyal to his faith,
however unwisely so, and in the other was follow-

ing Jesus to be near Him when he fell. In main-

taining and confessing his faith in Jesus, Peter
had shown himself true to the character which
Jesus i <

j
< oprii/ctl \\hen He named him Peter.

Upon this ioc k tli -M- now affirms His intention of

founding His Church : not upon any^ rock, and
therefore not simply upon ;

'

"!.;. . n-1 firm foun-

dation, but upon this rock i

1 :, < i i-y the name
Peter. In the Greek the word for Peter (Il^rpos)

and the word for rock (Ttrpa) differ in form, but in

Aramaic the same form ^ <
- M-M "*i used. The

Pesh. has MpM in both , ,v
,i

i ,ilso Mt 2760
;

in Mt. lm* M'a is used). The rock intended by
Jesus to be the future foundation of His Chuich is

Peter, realizing the character indicated in his

name. The function thus assigned to Peter is

indeed not apart from his confession, nor is the
fact that he evidently spoke in . <

' "

capacity to be overlooked. The :
'

however, is distinctly to Peter, and it is his name
that is interpreted. The confession which precedes
is indeed <lo-cl\ iol.iicl to the words of Jesus, but
it cannot bo iinik-i-iooil as the rock-foundation
intended by Jesus. In itself it furnishes the occa-

sion rather than the ground of Jesus* promise. It

cannot therefore be treated abstractedly as some-

thing separate from Peter, but must be regarded
as a manifestation and, in its measure, a. realiza-

,
tion of the character which Jesus saw in Peter
when He gave him his name. The content of

Peter's faith, moreover, v> nilirely inadequate
when measured by Jesus

1

< onoomion of what His
MoviaMi i

|i
i n volved. Much had still to be learned

in fho -duiol 01 experience (Mk 8m 1466ff% Lk 2231
,

Jn 2115ff
-, 1 Co 155), but the character was fixed in

principle. Jesus saw its strength, and chose the
man for the work He had for him to do The
opening chapters of the Acts of the Apostles give
ssome account of the way in which he accomplished
Ins charge
The ngureof a lock-fovmdation, used to describe

Peter's future function in the Church, suggests
naturally a single rock underlying a whole struc-

*Sar-Jona, or 'son ot Jonas,' probably means 'son of John'

(cf Jn 142 2116-17) in Hebrew the words njv and J^T differ,

but the Greek rendering of
]:rp"

is sometimes the same as that

of mv (cf. 1 Oh 26s, 1 Es 923, 2 K 2523). Zahn attributes the

difference between Mt. and Jn to a confusion by the Greek
translator ol Mt. of the two Hebrew words(Kommentar, p. 537).
Wellbaosen, gives his verdict briefly

' Jona ist Jona und kerne

AbkuTzong von Johanan, und Mt wird mcht bloss gegen das

HebraerefajigeKTim, ein spates Machwerk, recht haben, sondera
and* gg$n das tierte Evangelium* (Das JBvang. Matt. p. 83 L).
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e, and not one stone among a number bruit

together into a foundation (cl Mt 724ff
} Neither

the figure nor the function thu- .
--

'

,
r "1 { Peter

excludes the work of the othei \
,

( M -
1 ] 220

;,

much less_the \Aork of Jesus (1 Lu 3 )9 Viiich is

< ! : A i 'IM <1 "'i oiVooojUTjo-w. The figuie describes
*-i'i i'U \\ ! ,,u IV* 1

by reason of his fetiong, ener-

;.'
, i'i{' ' . i ''.' in view of Jesus' intention, is

L.....f ,'"s ' 'I,
1

-

'

which Jesus will build. The
ideaoiV 1

"
1 *".;, < i, .

" ^ or Chuieh was familiar
from th- n p ,

i [V _N
,

.1 - is" 31* 33?) anti recurs
in the NT (cf. Mt 2142

, Ac 411
,

1 P 2**-, Ro lo20,

1 Co 39ff
% "2 Ti 219tt

-, He 3 Iflr

). By the ube of the
future tense and the choice of the word meaning
to build rather than to rebuild (d^ouoSo^w, cf. Ac
1516

), Jesus not only points to the future for the

origin of His Chinch, but declares that it will be
His p\sn creation. It was expected that the
Messiah would have a people and would rule over
them in an organized community. The idea of
such a

^community cannot have been strange to
the disciples w

Tho had just confessed their faith in
Him. It would have been strange had Jesus made
no leference to His Church. By speaking of it

He made plain to them that the idea was included
in His purpose, and thus formed an element in
His Messianic consciousness. The future founding
of the Church is set by Him in evident contrast
to present conditions, but the fact that this is

included in Jesus* present purpose and thus made
part of His Messianic work brings it into vital
and organic relation with the present. His work
bad, indeed, not yet taken on its Church-form,
but this was not due to the fact that the idea of
such a Messianic community was foreign to His
purpose. He thus encourages IIi& disciples in
the midst of popular disaffection and unbelief,

by giving them assurance with regard to His in-

tention.
The disciples had confessed their faith in Him,

and He now tells them that however little promise
present conditions may give of such a future, He
will found His Church. And He will do this in
the face of conditions which may seem to them to
make such a future impossible. Instead of im-

proving, the conditions will become worse. With
His conception of the spiritual nature of His work
and the consequent character of His Church, Jesus
saw the necessity of His completed work and final

exaltation, in order to the full realization of His
Messianic functions in such a Messianic com-
munity, and hence speaks of its building as a
future event (Ac 2s8

, Ro I
4
}. It is not

strange,
therefore, that He speaks but seldom of His
Church, and dwells on the ideas of the Kingdom,
faith and dKeipMiip, in which its spiritual char-
acter and pnnojplo-* are set forth.

The word fxx&yurf*, regularly used in the LXX to translate

*n;3 (fcrt/iaZ), occurs frpqupnilv m the writings of St. Paul, but
onl\ here and in Mt 1s '" in ihe words of JOMIS I us authenticity
ha- b<tn qursiioncri (<-f Holtminim TW^tm ; hut, on the
other hand, Hoi1in in I'lllT* \. 81fe), hut ire u,c has an adequate
basis in the teaching of Jesus*, and is naturally motived here not
simplv b\ the confession of Peter, but albo lv Jesus' thought of
the future, controlled as it is> b> the revelation^of His Passion
\\hich He is about to make to His disciples.

So permanent and strong will be the structure

built by Jesus on Peter, the rock-foundation, that
the gates of Hades a figurative expression used
to suggest the idea of the very <rrearo*t strength,
since they withstand all effort to force them open
(Is 3810

, Wis 1613
, 3 Mac 551 ) shall not surpass

jf) it in strength.* Changing the figire

Others understand xeertrxva-ewtv in the sense that the attack
forth from the gates of Hades shall not overcome the

ch (Zahn),, or again that the gates of Hades shall not prove
strongr enough to withstand the attack made on them by t&e

Ohurcfe, Hades m tiie former interpretation! heingr con&eived af
the kingdom of evil, in the latter as the kingdom of death

Oleyer),

and ha\ing the .superstructure in mind, Jesus
declares that He %\ ill give to Peter the keys of the

Kingdom of Heaven. What he binds up*bn earth
shall be bound in Heaven; \\hat he looses upon
earth shall be loosed in Heaven The phrase
Kingdom of !T< , *' r -

. -, r-'V takes the plaice
in Mt. of the <"'i < IKM <i \ ase 'Kingdom of
God' in Mk. a^ '

1 ^ J 1< > - to be understood
not of the Kingdom which is in Heaven, but of that

Kingdom which has its origin and centre in the

Heavenly sphere, whence it receives its character
as the rule of God and its determinative principles
as moral and spiritual. This is the Kingdom which
Jesus preached, whose coming He declared to be
at hand, whose character and princ-iples He ex-

pounded, and whose blessings He mediated But
while having its centre in Heaven, this Kingdom
was to be realized upon earth, and, in its future
manifestation at least, is associated closely with
the Church. The authority which Peter is to
exercise has reference to the Church, but the re- .

ciprocal relation between the Kingdom and its

Heavenly centre is to continue in ii> futme mani-
festation as Jesus had known it in His own experi-
ence and had declared it in His teaching. What
Peter does as His representative in the Church
which Jesus will build shall be ratified in Heaven.
The keys of the Kingdom, of Heaven symbolize
administrative authority (cf. Is 22s2, Rev 37f ), and
the phrase

i bind and loose
'

is another figurative

expression in which the idea of H-^uLiiin^ seems
to be fundamental* in Aramaic iiie woid- 3asar
and shera mean to allow and to disallow (cf. also
Mt 1818

,
Jn 2023

). Both figures seem to have re-

ference to the internal aSairs of the Church, and
are therefore not to be understood as descriptive
of Peter's pirx.liLnmiion of the gospel, as if by
means of it iho-e \\\\o accepted the- govpel message
were to be received into the Chuich (keys) and
loosed from their sins, and those who rejected it

were to be excluded and so bound in their sins.

The description of Peter's work in the proclama-
tion of the gospel is given "in the figure which

represents him as the foundation-rock of the
Church. The power of the keys and that of bind-

ing and loosing, however, are not only closely
associated together, but they are separated from
the figure of the rock, and together describe Peter s

function in the Church and hi? relation to us
internal management as that of an olKav6fwsm See
also art. KEYS below, and * Power of the Keys

*
in

Hastings* DB, vol. iv.

In the command of Jesns to His disciples that

they should tell no one that He is the Christ, Mt.
not only joins again the narrative of Mk -Lk.,
but rightly interprets the briefer form, in which

they gave tlje command, by the words tin atnr6s <rnv

6 X/>i<rr6?. The authenticity of this and similar

commands, especially
in the Gospel of Mk., has,

indeed, been called in question (Ayrede. Das Mes-

nasgekeimnis) ; but the command is quite natural

here, and cannofc be regarded as having it& origin

solely in the general apologetic purpose of St. Mark.
It has reference to the form in which Peter's con-

fession "was made, and to deny its authenticity
would necessitate a complete reconstruction of the
account which the Gospels give us of Jesus* life

and work.
The climax of the scene at Csesarea is reached

in Jesus* announcement of His Passion. Both Mfc.

signalize His words as the beginning of
ion on this subject (Mk. KO.I ^aro, IVItL

^specifically dx6 rare f
tptaTOi Lk. connecting ,

tihe announcement directly with the command to

Silence, dir&v 6Vt Set r. 6. r. d. 7roXX& ira^et?). W~keifr

Jesus became aware of the necessity of which He
h0re for the first time speaks explicitly to His dlB^

s ciples does not appear clearly from the
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Gospels. The Fouith Gospel indicates that He
was not unaware of it from the beginning of His

public ministry (Jn 219
, cf. 221

, Mt 26'>~
l

). The
Q

,

" r however, give evidence that Jesus
> -

1 t an early period in the Galilsean

ministry to the time when He would be removed
from His disciples (Mk 220

). Certainly the narra-

tive here does not justify the inference that He
now for the first time became conscious of the

necessity of His suffering, any more than the

question to Peter and Peter's confession justify
the inference that Jesus or His disciples no\v for

the first time became conscious of His Messiah-

ship. The conditions of His ministry may well

have influenced Jesus to speak of the subject to

His disciples at ,'Y ,,
"

', time. Foreseeing
not merely the \ Is suffering, but its

near realization. He spoke to in
"*

f it for

the purpose of
i

*
. *i,: i hem of His

work and of < 1.1 MM,-, i . content of their faith.

The necessity of which Jesus speaks is to be under-
stood as moral rather than i "!> \ -. , i

1
. since it sprang

out of the nature of His Messianic work by which
He was brought into conflict with existing con-

ditions. But if faithfulness to His wo? k involved

suffering, the necessity of which He speaks be-

comes voluntarily conditioned by a willingness to

suffer, and this finds its ultimate explanation only
in the Messianic consciousness of Jesus. A neces-

sity springing out of faithfulness to His work, and
thus to Himself, is, however, not only moral, but
falls within the Divine purpose ; and Jesus evi-

dently so conceived it, since in rebuking Peter He
speaks of it as r& TOV tieov. The idea of a suffering

Messiah, if current at all at the time of Jesus, was

certainly not a prominent feature of the popular
Messianic hope. The traces of it which are found,
moreover, do not explain the form in which it

appears in the Synoptic Gospels. For here we
find it closely associated with a resurrection and
a glorious coming of the Son of Man in His king-
dom.
However clearly Jesus may have foreseen His

suffering, and however calmly He may have an-
nounced its necessity, the care with which He
prepared for, as well as the actual result of, His
statement, reveal plainly the fact that the idea
was foreign and repugnant to the thought of the
disciples. A Messiah, though in retirement, op-

posed by the leaders and unrecognized by the

people, they could believe Him ; but that He
should suffer, and that in Jerusalem, where as
Messiah He should rather establish His kingdom,
seemed to them incredible. Peter's action in re-

buking Jesus sprang naturally and ^ponUiicon^ly
from, the limitation of his outlook into iho AIo--

sianie future. The view which would exclude

suffering from His future, Jesus, however, rejects
not only as human in character and origin, but
as op]x>sed to the Divine purpose ; so that Peter
in urging it, however coiibcienliously, became for
Jesus a tempter, a hindrance in His way.
In the words which follow Peter's rebuke, Jesus

sets forth the conditions of discipleship, and points
out that the way of the disciple in following Him,
like His way in going to Jerusalem to suffer, in-
volved not only suffering, but willingness to suffer
for His sake the voluntary taking up of the cross
and following Him in the pathway of self-sacrifice.

Emphasis is placed by Jesus on personal relation-

ship to Him, revealing a consciousness on His part
of

^
His own supreme significance for the world of

spiritual realities made accessible through Him
and His message (cf also Mt lO3

^-)- The fate of the
soul, with its possibilities of spiritual life, is made
dependent not on a denial of the will to live, but on
a denial of the will to live for self and earthly gain.
He who would be Jesus' disciple must seek his

true and lii:li(^f "!" "."" 1

""
icrifice for

Jesus' sake < f. (i,
1

'

,

- - to Jesus
is made the principle of spiritual life, and as such
it must be absolut -

1 "

even tlie desire

for life itself. In \ onditions of dis-

.

"j

1 - 1 - 5- Tesus reveals a consciousness of His own
for men which transcends the present

and partakes of the character of the truth which
He proclaimed. T *

|'Y^< )
is thus drawn into

and made part of i i. , i : ','<' in which He Him-
self was conscious of holding a place of highest

authority. His words set the present in closest

relation with the future, since its true worth will

then be revealed. The relation which men sustain

to Him now will then have its intrinsic value made
manifest by His attitude towards them. ' For the
Son of man shall come in the glory of his Father,
and with his angels ; and then shall he render to

e\eiymr.n. '
:

l K
is deeds.' This prophetic

<losc i im ion I -

' k closes with these words :

'Verily I say unto you, There be some here of

them that stand by, which shall m no wise taste

of death, till they see the kingdom of God come
with power

'

(so Mk. ;
Lk. has simply

'
till they

see the kingdom of God'; Mt, _more fully, 'till

they see the Son of man coming in his kingdom ')

Th
'

.

*

.d describe an experience
in -. in Jesus' company shall

share. The object of this experience is in Lk.-Mk.
the Kingdom, or the Kingdom (having) come (Mk.
uses the perf. part. 3\r)\v6vta,v) in power. It seems
thus to be conceived as a future but actually ex-

isting state or fact rather than event. In Mt. the
same experience is described, but the fact of the

Kingdom's presence is associated with or described
in terms of the Son of M, n -mf

,
,\ wevov) in

His l/"X-"i-n Tn ,' jir<"i"i | \i iln U"'< seem to

refer *'i u k Mi - MI kingdom, and to describe it

in one of its eschatological aspects. The disciples
had just confessed Jesus, who called Himself the
Son of Man, to be the Messiah, and He had de-

clared that the Son of Man would come in
glory.

He now declares that some of those present will

live to witness the coming of the Son of Man, the

Messiah, m His kingdom ; by which we may under-
stand the establishment of His kingdom in power.
This, however, was to be realized in the Church ;

for Jesus, in
j

<;k . ./<" TT , i \ i ention with refer-

ence to the i i n 1 '* I". IN ii 11: of ll-s Church, had not

only indica <l ! <> < l-i-o i<
:

< i ! of the Church to

UKJ KiiiX'loin of TTeaven, the one being the future
miiniic-iuiion-foiiii of the other, but also stated

that He Himself would build the Church, thus

directly revealing His power in it. It is therefore

not unnatural to understand the 'coming of the
Son of Man in Ms kingdom

' or ' the kingdom (hav-

ing) come in power* as referring to the establish-

ment of His Church, ita ."* i i

"

>ower

tluough the gift of the X
A i I*, and

its activity in realizing tlie Kingdom under His
direction. Others seek the fulfilment of Jesus'

;
! \

'

i" o Trin?.fifrurj>! i-M Hi- i.p|i -Ji
1

. i! t
-

! '-
. ^ after the u- m<<ii"ii, m -}

i

fically in the gift of the Spirit at Pentecost, or in

the fall of Jerusalem, or still more generally
e in

some
convincing proof that the Messiah's kingdom

had been actually set up, as predicted by prophets
and by Christ Himself (Alexander, Matthew^
p. 446).

LITERATURE. Reland, Palcestina, u. 91S-922, Gu6rm, De-

scription de la Palestine,
*

Galilee,' n 308 323, SWP j. 95,

109-113; G. A Smith, HGUL, 473-480; BuH <? i P 238 ff;

Baedeker, Palestine*, 291 f , Schurer, //,//> (lri<i,'v> artt.

'Caesarea' (Ewmg) and 'Peter' (Chase) in Hu*riiir-' DB'%
1 Caesarea '

(G A. Smith), 'Ministry,'
' Simon Peter' (Schmiedel)

in Encyc BibL\ *Gaulamtis' and 'Palastma' (Guthe), 'Kirche*

(Kostlin), 'Petrus, der Apostel' (Sieflfert) in Herzog's PRJE*;
Holtzmann, Handkommentar, i., Neutest Theolwjie, i p 21 1 f ;

Zahn, Evangehum des Mcctthaus, Dalman, Words oj Jesus,

p. 254 ff. , Vos, The Teaching of Jesus concerning the Kingdom
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of God and the Church, 140-168 ; Lowrie, The Church and tts
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"! , Hort, The Christian Ecclena ; A. B
', , "the Twelve, ch.xi.

WILLIAM P. ARMSTRONG.
CAIAPHAS (Kcud<as; according to Josephus,

'Joseph Caiaphas') was appointed high priest of
the Jews in or soon after A.D. 18, and held office

until he was deposed by Vitellius about A.B. 36

(Jos. Ant. xvni. iL 2, iv. 3). He is referred to as
the high priest in Lk 32

(with Annas), Mt 263- 57
,

and is mentioned along with Annas, John, and
Alexander among the heads of the Sanhedrm in

Ac 46. The length of his rule, compared with the
short periods aflowed to his immediate predeces-
sors, suggests that he proved a satisfactory and
submissive agent of the Roman policy. By two
of the Evangelists, St. Matthew and St. John,
Caiaphas is specially connected by name with
the procedure which led to the condemnation
and death of Jesus. When, after the raising of

Lazarus, the *high priests and Pharisees' held a

meeting of the Sanhedrin (informal, as Caiaphas
does not appear to have presided), it was Caiaphas
who gave the ironically prophetic advice that it

was expedient that one man should die for the

people (Jn II50). 'St. John, contemplating that
sentence years after, could not but feel that there
was something in those words deeper than met
the ear, a truth almost inspired, which he did
not hesitate to call prophetic

'

(F. W. Robertson,
Sermons, L 134). In saying that c

being high
priest that same year he prophesied,' the Evangelist
does no more than claim for the theocratic head of

the nation the function which might be supposed
to be latent in his office (cf. the remark of Philo

quoted by Westeott :
* the true priest is a pro-

phet
3

; see also the remarks of Dale, The Atonement,
\' lOfiT . , >\ ,,,"; ,1 , !i of fact, been exercisedW some ot ln^s pi edc( e-*oi-. in the office (Nu 2721

).

The threefold repennon L>^ St. John of the state-

ment that (Viuplia& \ui^ high priest *that same
year

*

(AV ; RV * that year *) has been made the

ground of charging the Fourth Evangelist with
ignorance of the fact that the high priest might
hold office for more than one jear. But this criti-

cism rests on a misapprehension of the phrase (roO
tvutwrov gKetvov), which emphasizes not the date, but
the character of the year= that fateful year' (cf.

Jn 2019 Mk 4s5),
The resolution thus prompted took effect in the

arrest of Jesus; but, as son-in-law to Annas,
Caiaphas permitted the prisoner to be taken first

before him (Jn IS13
) for a private examination.

Whether thistook place in the
'

palace
5
of Caiaphas,

where Annas was living, or elsewhere, is not clear.

It is also uncertain whether the Fourth Gospel
contains any record of an examination of Jesus by
Caiaphas. According to the reading and interpre-
tation of Jn IS24 in Bv, it does not ; but it is held

by some (e.g. Meyer and Edersheim, against West-
cott) that AV may be correct, and that the high
priest referred to in w. ls- M and ** wat. Cuiaphas.
According to the narrative of the Syuoptiftts, it

was to Caiaphas the 'high priest,
7 or the 'houie

of Caiaphas,* that Jesus was led, and there, at the

(iirojrulai) meeting of the Sanhedrin at daybreak
l.Mi 26W

,
Mk 1435

,
Lk2266

), Caiaphas presided; and
it was he who brought the trial to a conclusion by
declaring Jesus guilty of blasphemy, and demand-
ing sentence upon Him.

Caiaphas appears again in Ac 46 in company
with Annas and others, as initiating the persecu-
tion of the Apostles, and in the later proceedings
is probably the 'high priest' referred to in Ac
517.

21. 27 71 and 91.

LITERATURE. On the name, Nestle in Expos. Times, x. [1899]

p. 185. On the historical circumstances, Schtirer, HJP n. i.

182f., 199 ; Andrews, Life ofpur Lord, 137, 505. On the ethical

significance of Caiaphas' attitude to Christ, F. W. Robertson,

Sermons, i 132, J. B. Lightfoot, Sermons in Sf. Paul's, 75;
A. Maclaren, Christ ^n the Heart, 255 , E, H. Gifford, Voices of
the Prophets, 73 , W H Simcox, Cessation of Pi ophecy, 278 ;

H. H. Henson, Value of the Bible, 294; Expos. Tunes, iv.

[1892J p. 40. c. A. SCOTT.
CAINJLN. The name occurs twice in St. Luke's

genealogy of our Lord : (1) of the son of Arphaxad.
(Lk S36) ; (2) of the son of Enos (v *).

C1LEND1K, THE CHRISTIAN.
I. The Christian Week.

1. The Lord's Day.
2. Wednesday and Friday.
3. Saturday.

II. The Christian Year.
1. Easter.

(a) The name.
(6) Early observance of Easter.

(c) The Quaitodecixnan Controversy
(d) Determination of Easter. Paschal cycles.

(e) The fast before Easter.

(f) Palm Sunday.
(or) Maundy Thursday.
$) Easter Week.

2. TV . -.,. ,' \-. *T
(;; I- i . K '(<-*
(p) Connexion of Pentecost and Ascension.

3. Chrismiaisand Epiphan>.
(a) Their origin.

(b) Advent;.
4. Presentation of Christ in the Temple.
5. Commemoration of Saints, etc

RUMI .1 uLx^rtu of fe-lal cycles.
Lirojt.u. ire.

The Christian Calendar in its origin appears to
have been "based mainly on the desire to com-

memorate, by festival or by fast, the events of our
Lord's life upon earth. These commemorations
were either weekly or annual. But while the

weekly observances were developed ejuly alrno-i,
or in part quite, from Apostolic nine- t ho amuuil
celebrations were of very slow growth, and for

some three hundred years were confined to the
two seasons when the Jews and Christians in
common observed a commemoration, Easter and
Pentecost. It is noteworthy, as showing that the
main desire was to commemorate the events in the
life of Jesus, that one of the very earliest books
which exhibit any considerable development of the
festal cycle is the so-called Pilgrimage of SUma,
otherwise of EtJieria (about A.I). 385), m which the
customs at Jerusalem are described. Itwas natural
that those who lived in the land where the events
narrated by the sacred history took place, should
wish to commemorate them on the spot by annual
observances. But this development took place

only in the 4th century.
I. THE CHRISTIAN WEEK.!. The Lord's Day.

It is significant that the first meeting of the dis-

ciples after the evening when they saw their newly-
risen Master was, as fax as the Gospel tells us, on
the immediately succeeding

*
first day of the week'

(Jn 2026 peP ^pas <5/m : note how emphaticallv the

Evangelist says of the preceding week^ r-j JJMO. TW
ffappdTwv, 20\ and rg Jj&pg, tKdwg r /w <ra.j}p&Ttavt

2019
). It was more than an accidental coincidence

if, as is very generally assumed, lh< birthday of

the Chnrch (Ac 21
) was also on the lii>i tlaj o the

week. At Troas the Christians met together, or

hold a synaxw (<rwr;7utVcjj> ^cD^), on the first day
of the week for \\or-lup nnd the Eucharist (Ac 20%
where 4v TTJ jug. rdv cra^rfarctw' appears to be more
than a mere chronological reference, and to indi-

cate a custom), and also probably for the Agajje
(cf. 207 with 2011

). In this, and other passages it is

necessary to remember that the (
first day of the

week 5

began, from the point of view of a Jew,
with what we should call Saturday night; and
this consideration is against Prof Kamsay's view
that the service at Troas began on what we should

call Sunday night (St. Paul the Traveller, ch.

xiiL 3). That it was the custom for Christians to

meet together for worship on the first day of tha

wefck appears also from 1 Co 16s (KOLT& //far
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jSdrou), where the Corinthians are bidden each to
*

lay by him in store,
5

that there might be no col-

lection when the Apostle came. This would point
probably to a weekly assembly at which alms were
collected. Otherwise there is no reason why any
one day of the week should be

""
(

The first mention of the '
I !^ -

is Eev I 30
, if indeed this is the r

" "
' ' '

(eyv6/j,7]v & TrvetJ/AOLTt, ev r-rj KvpiaKy Tjj^epg,). lllis

phrase has been vaiiously interpreted of the first

day of the week, or of the Day of Judgment, or of

the Sabbath, or of Easter Day. The last two
interpretations may be dismisbed as having no

support from the earliest ecclesiastical writings.
The identification of 77 /cupicun? tytpa.

with the Last

Day has more probability; it would then be

1M- .Ji in in
*

7}fjL6pa rov Kvpiov (2 Th 22
; cf. 1 Th

,V ^ * K '. Ac 220

f

from Jl 231
, 2 P 3 10

,
1 Co 1s

ev TTJ 7]jn,pa rov IKvpiov yfj.&v "ITJO-OU X/KOTOI;, and 1 Co
55

, 2 Op I 14
, Ph I 6

}, and would mean that the Apo-
calyptist is carried forward m vision to the day of

the end of the world. It is a valid objection to

this view that it would pi .'.( I it ally make the

Apocalypse deal only with ihe future, and that
almost the earliest ecclesiastical authors after the
canonical writers use Kvptaic^ in the sense of the
first day of the week (see below). The more
probable interpretation of the phiase in question
is therefore the first mentioned above.
The NT evidence does not compel the belief that

the Lord's Day was of universal observance in the
earliest ages of the Church, but it at least makes
it probable (especially when we find it so generally
established in the next age) that it was of Apos-
tolic precept. And there is nothing to forbid the

supposition that it was a following of the spirit of

the teaching of the great Forty Days (Ac P). But
we may gather, with the historian Socrates (HE
v. 22), that the 'Saviour and His Apostles' did
not make fixed rules as to the observance of days,
and *

enjoined us by no law to keep this feast [he
i- -sink"

;.'
of P'lster, but hi- juirnment applio^

<I_MI i\ .(i"*." ;iy', nordollicdo^icN tmd Xpo^tlci
threaten us -with, any penalty, punishment, or
curse for the neglect of it, as the Mosaic Law does
the Jews. . . . The aim of the Apostles was not to

appoint festival days, but to teach a righteous life

and piety.'
To pass to the post-Apostolic age, Barnabas

(xv. 9) says :
*We keep the eighth day for rejoic-

ing, in the which also Jesus rose from the dead,
and, having been manifested, ascended into the
heaven**,* a i>a-s'ij;o uliich throws some light on
the1 occasional oWi \anca in later times of Ascen-
sion Day and Pen! eco-l toj;elhoi. Barnabas pur-
posely names the 'eiplu.h day' rather than the
first, as he has jn-t spoken of ib as following the
Jewish Sabbathj iho so\onth clay. *I will make
the beginning of the eighth day, which is the be-

grinning of anot her world.' The Didache speaks of
the synaxis on the Lord's Day, and i -. t' i

""

astte phrase icard KvputK^v "Kvpiov :

purpose of the synaxis was that tne Christians

might break bread and celebrate the Eucharist,
having confessed tKeir sins that their sacrifice

might be pure ( 14). Ignatius (Macjn. 9) speaks
of Christians no longer observing

'

Sabbath% but
fashioning their lives after the Lord's Day to/cM
ffaSSiri^ui'TF^ a\\a Kara KvpiaKTjv Wes), which at
least involves a general observance of the first day
of i,lio "w<*(k --rimy (Ep 96) says only that the
Christians met on a fixed day, and does not say
which ('soliti stato die ante lucem convenire car-

menque Christo quasi deo dicere seoum invicem
...'). He apparently, as Lightfpot observes
(Iqwatius

2
, i. p. 52), confuses Baptism and the

Eucharist ; but we may probably gather from his
account that the Christians of Bithynia met before

dawn on a fixed day to celebrate the Eucharist,
and later in the day met for the Agape. This
inference is disputed by some Justin Martyr
describes the assembling

' on the day called Sun-

day
'

(rrj rov ijXiov \eyo^vri ri^pq.) foi the Eucharist

by 'all who live in cities or in the country' (ApoL
i. 67) He also V-

1
(". mentions the Sunday

collection of alms, ,.- i I
' 16J In the Dialogue

also Justin extols the 'eighth day
'

(cf Barnabas,
I c.) as possessing a 'mysterious import,' \\hich the
seventh day had not ; he is referring to the Jewish
circumcision as a type of 'the true circumcision

by which we are cucumcised from deceit and ini-

quity, through Him who robe from the dead on the
first day after the Sabbath' (Dial. 24, 41).

That Kvpiakri became a common name in the
2nd cent, for the first day of the week is further
clear from the fact, which Eusebius tells us (HE
iv. 26), that Melito, bishop of Sardis about A.D.

170, wrote a book irepi KvpiaKTJs (6 TT K. \6yos).

Dionysms of Corinth (A.D 171) in his Epistle to
Soter calls Sunday

* the Lord's Day
'

(Eusebius,
HE iv. 23 : rty cry/Aepov KvpiaK^v aylav Tj^pav diyya-

yo/&ev). After this the name becomes very com-
mon, and we find it both in Greek (e g. Clement of

Alexandria, Strom, vn 12) and in Latin, dies do-
nunicct (e.g. Tertulhan, de Cor. 3).

There is little evidence as to the way in which
the Loid's Day was observed in the earliest ages.
The Eucharist and probably the Agape were cele-

brated ; but peihaps to a great extent other occu-

pations went on much as usual It would not be

easy for Christia i
* V men to absent them-

selves from their on a day when every-
one around them was

" "

. , -1 this may have
been the reason why took place at

night or before dawn, as in the examples m Acts
and in Pliny. St. Paul appaiently began his

journey from Troas (Ac 20) on ^,,' -\ \ V < is

no evidence in the earliest ages ! ,v:\ M IN: to
transfer the <>bli^ation>- of Sabbath observance to
the Lord's Day. The Jewish Christians already
had their day of rest on the Saturday. But, as
Zahn observes (SJcizzen aus dem Leben der Alien
Kirche, p. 214), the Gentile Christians must have
\- \

i,
i V\ learnt all over the world to keep the

!.- I , \ ; they were never compelled to keep
the Sabbath, which was not one of the four ob-
servances enjoined in Ac IB29.

Tertullian, however, is the first to mention a
Sunday v\v/ ( f/"A//. / 16, de Orat. 23), saying
that the (Mu j-t urn- j-o-ipoiuvl ordinary duties and
business only on ilui un\ isio day of the Lord's

resurrection, and that tliey gave up 'the day of
the sun

*

to joy. He contrasts the Christian with
the Jewish rest bv implication. He says that the
Christians did not kiiwJ on the Lord's Day (de
Orat. 23, de Cor, 3). This custom we already find

in Irenseus (Fragm. 7), who traces it to Apostolic
times; and it was afterwards laid down in the
20th canon of Nicaea.
For the 3rd and 4th cents

,
the Church Orders,

some of which have only lately come TO li-rlii. arid

the early Didascalia (i.e. the work as ii ^- beJoiu
it was incorporated in the Apoatolic CwrtHutions,
and

^
as we nave it, for example, m the Verowi,

Latin Fragments, edited by Di. Hauler) throw
some light on the question of the Lord's Day.
The Christians are bidden ' on the Lord's Day (die

dominica], putting aside everything,' to assemble
at church (Hauler, p 44). The fragment breaks
off in the middle of a sentence explaining the

object of Sunday chrchgomg ('audire salutare
uerbum et nutiiri ab . . . ') ; but we can nil the

gap from other forms of the Dido^scalia, such
as the Syriac edited by Mrs Gibson, from which
we see that the Eucharist is being spoken of ('be
nourished with the divine food which endureth for
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ever,' Gibson, ch. xiii.}. This appears to come
from the original Didascalia, and it is emphatic-
ally said that the Lord's Day is the gieat time for

the Christian assembly, for prayer, Eucharist, and
instruction; and this emphasis is all tli' \sniii 1

,

as it was not yet customary to havo pn.'iho ('JL:!V

prayers for all men. But about v n. 37") ilu k

writer of the Apostolic Constitutions, in adapting
the Didascalia, alters this direction for Sunday
worship to a command to assemble twice daily,

morning and evening (ii. 59). In the Testament of
our Lord (c. 350?}, the way is being felt towards

public daily service by providing daily forms for

the clergy and tho in^'n r'- *'- with whom the

devout might be M\ i-oi' 10 juui [see, further, on

daily service, Wordsworth's Ministry of Grace,
ch vi; and Cooper and Maclean's Testament of our

Lord, p 189]. We may then say that until the
latter part of the 4th cent. Sunday \va* the only

regular and universal day for Christian assemblies
There is a possible local" and temporary exception
in the Hippolytean Canons ( 217, ed. Achelis),
which command daily service ; but some have
concluded that this is an interpolation, as it is

thought to be in contradiction to 226 These
Canons allow a bishop to celebrate the Eucharist
when he pleases. And again, a daily celebration of

the Eucharist is perhaps found in Cyprian (de Orat.

Dom. 18) But no further trace of this is found
till the latter part of the 4th century. The result

arrived at does not mean, however, that the Chris-

tians were not bidden to pray daily ; from a very
early period, certainly from about A.D. 200 on-

wards, rojrnlnr dnilv hours of prayer were pre-
scribed ('V/ Cut, Tr.pixS 2231".). Bui pihnt.'

prayers are here meant, even though ^oiMolime-

they were said in church. For other synaxes in

the week, see below ( 2, 3).

The Lord's Day was the usual day for the ordina-
tion or consecration of a bishop ; so the older

pidascttlia
in Mrs. Gibson's form, iii. [but this

i-> an int 1*1 poliif ion f i orn one of the following books],
i lie I'Jo'jittt'tn Chvrrh Order (ed. Tattam, 31), the

Apostolic Constitutions (viii. 4), and the Testament

of our Lord (L 21) ; also in the Ethiopia Church
Order ( 21 ), according to Achelis, though Ludolf

(ad suam Hist. Mthwp. Comment, p. 323) has *in

die sabbati.' The Canons of Hippolytus perhaps
mention Saturday, though Achelis gives *in ea
. . . hebdomade*; but the Arabic for 'Saturday^
and 'week* are pronounced alike (see Hahmani,
Test. D. N. Je&u, Christi, p. xxxvi).
The rest on the Lord's day appears (especially

until the time of Constantine) to nave been mainly
to allow of church-going But in the edict of

Constantine in 321, the magistrates and people in

cities are bidden to rest, and all workshops are

directed to be closed
* on the venerable day of the

sun *

; while no such obligation is laid on thos^e

engaged in agricultural pursuits. Whatever the
motive of the emperor in making this decree may
have been (and this is disputed), it doubtless did

much to bring about a weekly holiday on the
Lord's Day.

2. Wednesday and Friday fasts. Almost from
the beginning we can trace an observance of these

two days for the purpose of fasting In this way
the early Christians interpreted our Lord's words
in Mt 915

,
that they should fast when the bride-

groom should be taken away fiom them ; though,
as we shall see, some found a more particular
fulfilment of these words in the fast before Easter.

The reason why Wednesday and Friday were
chosen is not entirely obvious. The stricter Jews
had made a practice of fasting

' twice in the week *

(Lk 1812}, and, as we learn from the Didache ( 8),

the Christians took over the practice, but changed
the days. Probably ever since the Return from

the Captivity, Monday and Thursday had been the
Jewish fasts, though we read of Judith fasting
daily save on Sabbaths and New Moons and the
eves of both and e the feasts and solemn days
of the house of Israel' (Jth 8). Mur l,i\ and
Thuisday were chosen, or were a u. 1 UHJ 'i- ac-

counted for, because there nas a tradition that
Moses went up into the Mount on the latter day
and came down on the former. But these were
not matters of law, for the Mosaic Code pie-< iiie-

only the Day of Atonement as a fast ; anl though
occasional fasts were ordered in times of trouble,
these were never permanent nor of universal obli-

gation. Thus the Pharisee's boast in Lk IS12 was
that he did more than he was obliged by law to
do (see, further, in Plummer's St Luke, in loc.}.

In the sub-Apostolic age the Christians went a

^tep further and seem to have tried to make
the "Wednesday and Friday fasts universal. The
fltdffche

( 8) says :
* Let not your fastings be with

the hypocrites [the Jews], for they fa^t on the
second and the fifth day of the week ; but do ye
keep your fast on the fourth day and on the

preparation
'

(there is a change of construction :

ri . . . Sevrfyct. cra/?/3drz> . . . j/juas d

Te rerpaSa Kal irapaffKev^y. For the latter,

with direct accusative, see tlio
pnnijlel

Apost. Const, vii. 23 and v. 15; and Os^'ilia"'/'*"*

Logia, 2 : av ^ v^a'Te^a-^Te rov Ko<Tfjt,ov, and Testa-

ment of onr Lord, h. 6 i"i-1 12 [,>;!
" "'li"

1

'-. A
reason was found for the < '-i < r \>' \\ . M- -nii\ and

Friday in the fact that on i "i" i-i nii'i <!;u i IK- Jews
mado fi o* -;]'i' \ .-.gainst oui Loid, ami lhab He
was <-i -ii i u u "ii !'M latter. But this first appears
in Peter of Alexandria (t 311), who gives this ex-

planation in his Canonical Epistle (canon xv ).

It reappears elsewhere, e.g. in Apost. Const, v. 15.

Another explanation is given by Clement of Alex-
andria (Strom, vii. 12). He says that the fourth

and sixth days are named from Hermes and Aphro-
r i . i <

-
1

'M i u-1 \ The true Christian or * Gnostic
*

L-!- in iii-> Jiic in respect of covetousness and

voluptuousness from which all the vices grow.
Considering, then, that the symbolical explana-
tions differ, and. that they are not found until a
somewhat later date than the first mention of

these days, it is reasonable^ to suppose that they
are afteifhouyliK Yet it is probable that, when
the Je\\i-h fa^t <lavs had to Ibe changed, Friday
was not accidentally fixed upon, but that our
Lord's death on that day would make it appro-

priate as a fast ; and \vhen once Friday was chosen,

Wednesday would follow from mere considerations

of convenience.
Other early authorities for week-dav fasts are

Hennas, Tertullian, Hippolytus, the Hippolytemi
Canons, and Origen. Hernias (Sim. v. 1) does not
mention the days on which it was usual to fast ;

but he says that he was fasting and seated on a
certain mountain, giving thanks to the Lord, when
he met the Shepherd, who asked him why he ^ as

there. He replies that he is keeping a '"station'

(ffraTiwva fyu), which he explains as^ being a
fast. Tertullian expressly mentions Wednesday
and Friday (de Jejun. 2 and 14 :

'

stationibus

quartam et sextam sabbati dicamus, et jeiuniis

parasceuen' a difficult phrase, since the sixth day
and 'parascene* are one; perhaps the meaning is

that Wednesday was a e half-fast* \d& Jejun. 13]
in Tertullian's time, and Friday a whole one, or

perhaps Tertullian means Good Friday here by
'parasceue'). He says that the Eucharist was
celebrated on those days (de Orat. 19). For Hip-
polytus, see below ( 3) on the Saturday fast. The
jRippolytean Canons, which, whether they repre-
sent Koman usage or Alexandrian, probably date
from titie first half of the 3rd cent., prescribe fasts

'feria quarta et sexta [et quadraginta]/ though it
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approves of individuals adding other fasts to these

{ 154 ; the biacketed. words seem to be an inter-

polation). Ongen speaks of Wednesday and Fi iday
as days 'quibus solemniter jejunamus

3

(in Lev.

Horn x., but see II i. e, below).
But hereafter there is a break, except that Peter

of Alexandria gives evidence for Egypt, and that

in the Edessene Canons of the first half of the 4th
cent, there are directions for the Eucharist on

Sundays, for service 'on the fourth day,' and for

service * on the eve
J

[of the Sabbath] at the ninth
hour (canons 2, 3). Apparently the observance of

these two days was not universal, at any rate in

the East, till towards the end of the 4th century.
There is no mention of them in the Testament of
our Lord (c. 350 A.D. ?}, which alludes to the possi-

bility of a fast day falling in the week (i. 22), but
does not prescribe one. There is in this cuiious

Church Order a regulation for bishops and pres-

byters to fast three days a week, perhaps only for

one year from their ordination, but they are not
tied down to any fixed days, and the rule is ex-

pressly said to be *for the priests only.
3 The

Arabic Didascaha ( 38, c. 380 A.D. ?), which is

|i'X*U
*

, <(^
" the Testament, mentions ex-

1 ! * :,
M

'

\V -
.,' \ and Friday as the two fast

days of the week,"and says that when a festival

falls on these days they shall pray and not receive

the holy mysteries and shall not interrupt the

fasting till "the ninth hour [see a German trans-

lation of these later chapters in Funk's ApostoL
Konstitutwnen ; the rest is not published] There
is abundant evidence towards the end of the 4th
cent for these days: Apost. Const, v 15, \ii. 23;
Apost. Can. 69 (68) ; pseudo-Ignat. ad Phil. 13 ;

"Cpiphariiu-. Hmr. Ixv. 6 (ed Dionysius Petavms,
hb in ti p. 910), and Expos. Fid. 21. The Apos-
tolic Constitutions are here (vii 23) based on the

Didache, and repeat its language about the change
of day from those of the '

hypocrites.' The Apos-
tolic Canon makes it incumbent on all, under

penalty, to keep these days, unless in sickness.

Pseudo-Ignatius, who is probably the same as the
author of the Apost. Constitutions [so Harnack,
ThrM-i', i . ^u 1

Lightfoot (Ignatius*, i. 2651)
1 1

1
* o I

i * M re-echoes their language. Epi-
phamus says that these two days were observed

everywhere (ev iracn /cXt^cto-c -rifc olKovj^vys) ; he calls

them rerpcls and irpoo-appcLTov. Bp- J. Wordsworth
conjectures that the restoration of these days in
the East was largely due to Epiphanius (Mm. of
Grace, ch. VI. ii.). Probably in Egypt and in

many parts of the West their observance was
continuous.

Usually the Eucharist was celebrated on
Wednesdays and Fridays . < ,

'

1 1
- often (as the

Arabic Didascalia may :,/./< <i <ID a late hour,
so that the fast might be preserved, though Ter-
tullian speaks (de Orat. 19) of the service being
during the hours of fasting on these days, and of

scrupulous communicants reserving the elements
in private so as not to break the fast. In *

Silvia
'

(iv. 3, in Buchesne's Qrigines, Appendix) the ob-
servance of Wednesdays and Fridays in Lent is

spoken of: 'Diebus vero quadragesimal urn . . .

quartii feria ad nona in Syon [the traditional scene
of the de-cent ot the Holy Sphit, po^ihly the site
of St Mark's house, called by Epiphanius and St.

Cyril of Jerusalem the Church of the .Apostles]
proceditnr \\i\tti consuetudinem totms anni. et

omnia agnntui quti consuetude est ad nonam agi
prater ohlatio . . Sexta feria autem similiter
omnia ii'rumri -itui (iiiarta feria,' which must
mean thai/ blie Lucliaiiat was usually celebrated on
Mount Zion after none at 3 p.m. except in Lent,
though Duchesne seems to invert this conclusion

(p. 130 n 4, Eng. ed.)
'
Silvia' says that on these

days, unless a festival of the martyrs fell on one

of them, even the catechumens fasted. In the 5th

cent, an exception to the Wednesday and Friday
Eucharist is mentioned by Socrates (HE v 22) in

the case of the Wednesday and Friday beiore

Easter
These days were called

* half-fasts,' semi-jejunia

(Tertull. deJejun 13), because on them Christians

broke their fast at 3 p.m or even at noon, or

more frequently 'station days' as in Hernias (I c.,

though he does not specify the days) and in Ter-
"

,

*
T 14). This is a military metaphor.

|.
>

v

i '>rat. 19) says: 'If the Station has
received its name from the example of mihtaiy life

for we are God's military [cf. 2 Co 104
, 1 Ti I 18

]

certainly no \
" -"" "" '"

'ness chancing to the

camp abolish* i
"

, of the soldiers ; for

gladness will cariy out discipline more willingly,
sadness more carefully

' And St. Ambrose says :

* Our fasts are our encampments which protect us
from the devil's attack ;

m short, they are called

Stations, bee?
'

and staying in them
we repel our i . (Serm. 25, ed. of 1549,

p 716c)
3. Saturday. There was a considerable -diverg-

ence of custom with regard to the observance of

Saturday. In the East it was commonly regaided
as a feast, while in many parts of the West it

was a fast, that of Friday being continued to the

Saturday, and the added fast IMMUJJ < <lle>l a *

super-

position' (superpositw, MpBeru). lertulhan (de

Jejun. 14) mentions and condemns the custom of

fasting on Saturday. 'You [' psychic' Chustians]
sometimes continue your station even over the

Sabbath, a day never to be kept as a fast except
at the Passover season,

1

St. Jerome writing to

Lucmius in A
p. 398 (Ep 71) discusses the question,

and says that it had been * treated by the eloquent
Hippotvtiis*

' and otheis; but he does not tell us
\\liat ilieir opinions were. The Council of Elviia
in Spain (c. 305 A.D.) ordered -upei portion's each
month except in July and August (canon 23) ; and
in canon 26 says that the enoi is to be coirected

*ut omni sabbati die superpositiones celebremus,'
which may mean that superpositions were to be
held every Saturday (Hefele), 01 that this weekly
fast was henceforward forbidden (Bp J. Words-
worth). The latter meaning would suit canon 23-

better, but Hefele's construction suits canon 43.

St. Augustine says that in his time they did not
fast at Milan on Saturday (Ep liv ad Januar. 3).

Writing in the 5th cent., Sociates (HE v. 22) says-
that in his day almost all Churches celebrated tne
-n< ml ni\-lriu'- on the Sabbath of every week
_Nnuiila\ \(\ i lio Christians of Alexandria and
Kome, on account of some ancient tradition, had
ceased to do this. This 'ancient tradition

3

may
probably go back before the 4th century. Sociates.

goes on to say that the Egyptians near Alexandria
and those of the Thebaid held synaxes on the-

Sabbath, but, unlike other Christians, 'after hav-

ing eaten and satisfied themselves with food of
all kinds [the Agape?], in the evening make the

Ottering (irepi t(nrpav 7rpocr0<fy)oj>rey) and partake of

the mysteries.' Sozomen (HE vii. 19) repeats
Socrates' statements.*
The Testament of our Lord (i. 23), according to-

,,.r ji>i-;iii ^\!MI text, prescribesS Eucharists on
x

,i -,ii>,ii\ <! * ,v,;i\
; but we must probably coi rect,

ini'i !!!'. i-y the omission of one Syriac
j

letter ( Of into O), and the rule will then agree

*Dom Lerlercq (Thct d'Archeol Chret sv 'Agape,' col 822)
thinks that in Socrates and Soromen there is no trace of an

Agape, "hut onh of a Eucharist But it appears clear to the

present writer that the words '

eating and batisft ing themsoh es
f

point to the Ag-ape, and that the -whole purpose of the cusiom
described is to' keep up the example of the Last Supper I or
a fall discussion of the or gin and da.e of mtroduct.o'-i ct tiu

Agtipe, sate Habtuigs* (roruicomu g) Jstu (j lit* lyum, s <
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with the Arabic Didascalia, 38. *In the Apostolir
Constitutions (ii. 59) Saturday and Sunday aie

specially appointed for Divine service; and we
note that in this passage Saturday is the author's

interpolation into his source, the old Didascalia

mentioning only Sunday (Hauler, Verona Frag-
ments, p. 44).

A "

forbids a Christian
to fast on Sunday, save on faster Even [the read-

ing of the last words is doubtful, but the sense is

clear], lest he be a *

Christ-slayer
'

(xpi<mwcr<5po$).
And so the same author in Apott. Const, vii. 23
bids his hearers feast on the Sabbath and the
Lord's Day. except on Easter Even ; and in v. 13,
15. lie bids (hem leave off fasting on the seventh

day, save on that Sabbath when the Creator was
under the ground. The Apostolic Canons strongly
make the same i-io^iMlio'i a- to fasting on ordi-

nary Saturdays urn" 1! titi (Vn i

As we saw above, Alexandria did not celebrate
the Eucharist on Saturday for some time before
Socrates. St. Athanasius (ApoL con. Arian. 11)

implies that it was celebrated on Sunday only.
He replies to a charpre afijain^i ^Maoauu- oi break-

ing a chalice, and slious that the place alleged
was not a church, that there was no one there to

perform the ' sacred office,
3 and that the day was

not the Lord's Day, and did not require the use of

it [the sacred office]. This at least shows that
there was no fixed day except Sunday for the
Eucharist. And Bii^hhiiMM (Journ. of TkeoL
Stud. i. 92) thinks that the s-mie is implied in the

Sacramentary of Serapion (c. 350 A.D,), which gives
'The first prayer of the Lord's day* (KvpiaKys),
without arranging for any other day. But this is

hardly conclusive, especially as Thmuis was not

Alexandria, and Socrates says that the '

neigh-
bours of Alexandria' did have a Saturday Euchar-
ist. By A.D. 380 the latter was already established
in Alexandria {Timothy of Alex. Respons. Canon.

13, see Brightman, I.e.}. Cassian says that in his

time there were no public services in the day
among the Egyptians except on Saturday and
Sunday, when they met at the third hour for

Holy Communion (Inst. iii. 2). St. Augustine
sums up the matter by saying that in some places
no day passed without the sacrifice being offered ;

in others it was only on Saturday and the Lord's

Day, or, it may be, only on the Lord's Day (Ep.
liv. ad Januar. 2).

For Phrygia and Cappadocia we have no satis-

factory evidence with regard to the observance of

Saturday in the 4th century. The 49th canon of

Laodieea in Phrygia (c. 380?) says that during
Lent the bread shall not be offered except on

Saturday and Sunday, from which it maj perhaps
be inferred that these two days were *

liturgical
*

all through flu >oai St TtasiHn his 93rd_ Epistle,
ad CcBsariaw (f I Ca laiimn ; in the Paris ed. of

1618, Ep. 289), says that he communicated four
times a week, on the Lord's Day, Wednesday,
Friday, and the Sabbath, and on other day& u
there were a commemoration of any saint (v.l.

martyr) ; he refers to and defends the practice of

private reservation, and says that in Egypt each

layman kept the Eucharistic elements in his own
house and partook when he liked. Thus the fact
that Basil communicated on the days mentioned
does not necessarily imply a Eucharist on those

days.
It is noteworthy that Saturday and Sunday have

remained in the Greek Church as the only
'

lii-urgi-
cal

3

days in Lent, as provided in the Laodicean
canon ; whereas the Nestonans provide Eucharistie
lections for every day in certain selected weeks in

Lent (called the 'weeks of the mysteries*) with
the one exception of Saturday.

II. THE CHEISTIAN YEAR! In addition to the

weekly observances, there weie annual commemo-

rations of events in oui Lord's life, although their

development ^ as &low. T\\o of these, Easter and
Pentecost, passed to the Chinch from theJe\\s;
while others, such as Good Fuday, Lent, Ascen-
sion, Christmas, Epiphany, Ad\ ent, are of purely
Cln istian origin.

i. Easter. (a} The ftaw.'Pascha 5

(-a-da^a)
was the common name for Easter at least from
the 2nd cent, onwards in Greek and Latin Chris-

tianity ; and it is
^of

some importance to gather
from the earlier writers the reasons for its use, as

they will &how us the exact meaning of the com-
memoration. iraff-xa* is taken from the Aramaic
KIIDS (pig/id), the equivalent of Heb. ncs (pesah]
' the passover.' Syrian. Christians, however, have

usually written the word in the form

(pesha) as if from CK *^ *to rejoice' (see

Payne - Smith, Thesaurus Syriacm^ in, loc. } ;

though, in translating into Syriac from Gieek,

James of Edessa and others use the form pCQjg)
(as in the Testament of our Lord, passim] ; and

y

the Lexicons give a verb ^ft>^> 'to celebrate

Easter/ The meaning in Syriae literature is

usually 'Easter,' though the Nestorian writers,
like their descendants to this day, use it in the
sense of f

Maundy Thursday.' The older Greek
and Latin writers commonly derive it from

irdurxjew, 'to suffer,* and diaw analogies from

etymology between the paschal lamb and the

suffering "Christ. Thus, perhaps, Justin Martyr
(Dial. 40 ; he is showing how the lamb sacrificed

as the passover is a type of the Passion) ; and
most probably Irenaeus (ffcer. TV. x. 1; * Moses
foretold Him after a figurative manner "by the
name given to the passover, and at that very
festival did our Lord suffer, thus fulfilling the

passover *). And so perhaps Tertullian (adv. Jud
19, Mipie, vol. ii. col. 670): 'It 'is the Lord's

pa-^o\(ir3 thnt is, the Passion of Christ' Lactan-
tius expressly adopts this etymology (Dw. Inst.

iv. 26, Migne, vol. i, col. 531) : 'Pascha nonainatur
cbrd rov irdo-xcLv, quia passionis figura eat.' Augus-
tine, on the other hand (Ep. lv. 1, ad Januar,,
A.D. 400) denies this interpretation, while he pro-

poses a scarcely better one :
' The word Pascha

itself is not, as is commonly thought, a Greek
word ; those who are acquainted with both lan-

guages affirm it to be a Hebrew word. It is not

derived, therefore, from the Passion because of the
Greek word Trfo-xeiv* signirrinpf to suffer, but it

takes its name from the transition of which I have
spoken, from death to life ; the meaning of the
Hebrew word Paseha being, as those who arc

acquainted with it assure us, a pasting over or
transition. To this the Lord Himself designed to

allude when He said :
* e He that beheveth in me i->

passed from death to life. . . ."
'

The question then arnes What did these earlier

wnters mean by Pascha 9 "Was it the com-
memoration of the Passion, or of the Resurrec-
tion? Irenaeus wrote a work, -n-tpl rov irdcrxa.

(quoted by psendo - Justin, Qttcsst. et resp* ad
Orthodoxos), which is probably the Ifttei to Victor
from _which Eus%bius prvo-s extracts- \I1E v. 24).

In this he speaks of n fo^thal i-medid by a fast

of varying duration (see below, e); and he may
use the word 7rt<r^a of the festival or of the festival

and fast combined. Bp. J. Wordsworth (Ministry
of Grace, iii. 1) says that the Christian irdcrxtt

always in the fir^t three centuries and often in the
fourth means the celebration of the fast of Good
Friday, extended no doubt by farfy&e<ri$ or super-

position in most cases over Easter ; and he adduces
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Tertullian, adv. Jud. 10, as above (but this hardly
shows it), and de Bapt. 19 (

4 Pascha affords a_more
solemn day for baptism, when all the passion of

the Lord, in which we are baptized [tinguimui],
was completed '). We may add de Orat. 18, where
he says that they did not give the kiss of peace
e die paschee

* when there was a general fast. Bub
in de Cor. 3 he seems to use the word of Easter Dajr ;

he says that the Christians did not kneel ' a die

Paschse in Pentecosten usque'; and in de Jejun.
14 he speaks of celebrating Pascha, and of the fifty

ensuing (exinde) days being spent in exultation,
which is suitable language if Paseha means Easter

Day, but hardly if it means Good Friday. It may,
however, in these passages, mean Easter and the

preceding fast, and this would suit the remark
which follows in de Jejun. 14, that Saturday wa?
never a fast e

nisi in Pascha.
5

Origen (c. Cels.

viii. 22) <
T
I

'" " V irapaffKewri from irdo-xa, and
doubtless means Easier by the latter. He men-
tions the observance of the Lord's Day, of the

Preparation, of Pascha, and of Pentecost; and
cannot here mean every Friday by the '

Prepara-
tion,' for then he would also have mentioned
Wednesday, as in Horn, in Lev. x. (see above,
I. 2).

One may eonjorl are that there was some diver-

gence in Lho ii>L iliroe centuries both as to the
name and as to the actual observance of this com-
memoration. It seems

likely^
that in many cases

the Resurrection and the Passion were observed on
the same day. This must usually have been the
case with the Quartodecimans, who observed the
fourteenth day of the lunar month ; but it was also

appjuenllv oft (in the case with those who kept
the Sunday, for, as we shall see below, the fast
ob-ei\(d b^foio the Sunday was often only of one

day's duration, and did not always include the

Friday. Even well on in the 4th cent, we find
a relic of this in the Testament of our Lord, where
the Friday before Easter is not mentioned as the

day of (ornnkinniHiiiij the Passion but as a pre-
paration or the festival, and the Passion and
Resurrection are apparently commemorated to-

gether, just as the Ascension and Pentecost were
often joined (see below, 2 5). There is nothing
tt priori i

; jn :
. IM OP ! 'iso 1

?

'

,

'

; nd giving
thanks ii

1 li--. k
s

1

^
" *, \ '," \i 'i, on a day

of rejoicing, especially rwhen a severe fast of a
day or two had just preceded. The probable con-

clusion, then, is that Pascha usually meant, before
the 4th cent , the commemoration both of the
Death and of the Resurrection of Christ, the festi-
val with its preceding fast, and that the erroneous
derivation from irdcrx<*> favoured a certain indefi-
niteness in the use of the word. This derivation,
it may be observed, as well as the equally
false Syrian one, probably explains why a name
with sttch a very Jewish association became so

popular. When, somewhat later, a distinction
nad to be made between Good Friday and Easter

Day, the names v&ar^a ardvp^cn^oy and trda-xa &va-

&rd<nj*ov were invented (Ducange, $.v.
*

Pascha').
Another use of the name Pascha is to be noted.

In the, Testament of our Lord (i 28, 42, ii. 8, 11,

12, 18) it means the forty days before Easter,
though of these forty days only the last two
were fasts. Holy Week is called f the last week
of Pascha.' The end of PaschA is to be after
the Saturday at midnight. The 'forty days of
Pascha '

are specially mentioned. Similarly in

Apost. Can. 69 (68) we find -r*\v aytav reffa-apaKoo-r^v
rov irao-xa. But in the Testament, Pascha is used
absolutely in this sense. In this work, however,
we also read of ' the feast of Pascha '

(i. 42), when
widows (presbyteresses) are to give alms and bathe.
The bathing was on the Thursday before Easter.

' Pascha ' was sometimes used for Holy Week.

Thus in Apost. Const, v. 18 we lead : 'Fast in the

days of Pascha
""

_.'"!"_ f."'ii the second till the

Preparation ana Si < 's for they are days of

sorrow, not of feasting.
5 And so perhaps Can.

Hipp. 195 ff. (below, d).

Other names for Easter were : among the

Latins, 'Dominica gaudii' i T>i",J> , Ant. xx. v.

5) ; among the Greeks, f^eyaXij KUfHaicrj ; while the

"i \
^ 7

"i
?
1

common Syrian name was and is )AV) i ,O> |j(JL
X

'the feast of the Resurrection.'

(5) Early observance of Easter. The Apostles,
no doubt, continued to keep the Jewish Passover

(Ac 206
) ; but it is uncertain if the first Gentile

Christians observed it in any way, or whether

they were content with the weekly commemo-
lation. It is not even certain if the Jewish
Christians kept it in any way as a Christian
festival. Yet the phrases rb irdcrxa iip&v . . .

Xpterrds and eoprdfajmev (1 Co 57f
) would be speci-

ally appropriate if the Christians at Corinth were
at the time when St. Paul wrote from Ephesus,
namely, before Pentecost (1 Co 168), ob-<-i \injr an
Easter festival. But it is

"*
, iJi.it, ilioic is

no mention of Easter in tl ' \ x
-

, ,< Fathers or
in Justin Martyr ; and its absence m the Didache
is specially nji{i*v...il'iy since that Chuich Order
mentions the 1 <>i'i - Day, the fast before baptism,
and the Wednesday and Friday fasts. We can,

however, trace the observance of Easter at Rome
back to the time of Pope Xystus, c 120 A.D., foi

Irenseus tells us (op. Eusebms, HE v. 24) that

Xystus and his immediate successors, while not

observing the Quartodeciman practice themselves,
yet were at peace with those who did ; and from
what follows it is clear that Irenseus means that

Xystus observed the Sunday as Easter Day. In
Asia Minor the observance can be traced back
still further; for Polycarn, as Irenseus says (a&.),

traced his custom of Kn^-i-iii Taster to St. John.
The conclusion may piui-nlily be, either that
Easter was not iriivi r-,.!!\ obs'erved as an annual
commemoration c, >ly ri L

!
i<

k 2nd cent., or, more
probably, that it had not then the great import-
ance which it acquired later in the century, from
the disputes as to the day when it should be kept.

(c} The Qim,n,,7 ", lt
. t ,i Controversy. A brief

summary only ot this question is necessary for
iln k

i-ii]i<>-c- of this Dictionary ; for more detailed
i OHM L- 01 ii

..
reference may be made to the works

mentioned at the end of this article. The con-

troversy arose in the 2nd cent, and came to a
head in the last decade of it; it was concerned
with the question whether the Paschal commemo-
ration should follow the day of the week or the

day of the lunar month on which the events
commemorated originally occurred. Those who
upheld the former practice no doubt laid chief
stress on the Resurrection of our Lord, since they
fixed on Sunday for their commemoration. ; while
the latter, who were called Quartodecimans or

(Socrates, HE v. 22, Sozomen,HE vh. 19), probably at first emphasized our Lord's

death, as they adhered to 14th Ntean, the day on
which He died, or was thought by them to have
died ; whereas, on no calculation did He rise on
that day. The theory has, indeed, been advanced
by the Tubingen school that the Quaitodecirnans
commemorated the Last Supper rather than the Pas-
sion or Resuriection. According to the Synoplists,
the Last Supper appears to have taken place on the

*

evening of 14th Nisan, and the Crucifixion to have
been on the 15th ; while, according to the Fourth
Gospel, the Death of our Lord would appear to
have been at the time of the killing of the
Paschal lambs, and the Last Supper therefore to
have taken place at the end of 13th Nisan. We
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are not here concerned with the seeming contra
diction between the Gospels except in so far a
the Tubingen school deduced from the known
facts that the Quartodecimans could not hav
accepted the Fourth Gospel, because their prac
tice rather agreed with the Synoptists, Western
readers need, however, to be reminded that in
the ordinary Eastern reckoning, at any rate the
ecclesiastical leckoning, then as now, the La&t
Supper and the Crucifixion fell on the same day
for the day began at sunset. Thus, if the Quaito
decimans observed 14th Nisan, it must have been
because they thought that our Lord both cele
brated the Last Supper and also died on that day,
It is a pure assumption that their Paschal com-
memoration began at the moment when the lambs
were killed. In that case they would have been
rather Qumtodecimans. It is generally agreec
that -the lambs were killed, at any rate in ancienl
Jewish times, in the afternoon of 14th Nisan,
t.e. when that day was drawing to a close. The
inference, then, is that the Quartodecimans made
their Paschal commemoration coincide with the
day which began at the Last Snppoi and omlo<l
soon after our Lord's death, and tlm rlioj ihou_rhl
that that occurred at the time OL the killing 01 the
lambs. The deduction is the exact opposite of
that drawn b^ the Tubingen school, and is that
the Quartodecimans followed the Fourth Gospel
<as they, perhaps rightly, interred it) rather
than the Synopti&ts. The supposition that they
commemorated the Last Supper in particular has,
moreover, no basis of fact. And the view given
above is further ^..Vl by the fact that in
the time of Melito

%
\ i> IT ,

the (Juai 1'nlot \\M\II

Nearly accepted the Fourth Gospel. Molim. in
one of li

;-
fiajr'nenU, -peaks of our Lord's three

yeais' mmi-iiv, \\ Inch h, could never have gathered
from the Synoptists (< de Incarn. Christi,' in Routh's
JRelimiice sacrce, vol. L).

It has been thought by some (as by Hefele) that
*^e

!^

' V" '

kept their commemoration of
"k"6 "

'
' " che third day after 14th Nisan,

z.e on 16th Nisan, or even on the Sunday after.
Eat this is very improbable. If it were so, why
should they have broken off their fast on 14th
Nisan? It is much more likely that they com-
memorated the Passion and the Resurrection
together.

^

The history of the controversy is given by
Eusebius (HE v. 23, 24), who takes up the ques-
tion at its third and most acute stage, namely
at the dispute between Victor and Polycrates at
the very end of the 2nd century. He tells us that
synods held in that century unanimously decided
that 'the

mystery of the resurrection of the
Lord should be celebrated on no other but the
Lord's day, and that we should observe the close
of the paschal fast on this day only,' These
synods were held in Palestine, Rome (tinder
victor), Pontus, Gaul (under Irenseus), and
Osrhoene in N.-W. MV-opoUmia. Perhaps the
last-named synod was hold at tUp, famous Edessa
or Ur-hai, which is in* that district. There were
also personal (i.e. not synodical) letters of Bacchy-
lus, bishop of Corinth, and many others, all of whom
concurred in the decision mentioned above. On
the other side 'Asia* (i e. probably the Koman
province, though the Quaitodecimafi practice ex-
tended to other provinces also even to Antioch),
led by Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus, maintained
that the paschal commemoration should take place
on 14th Nisan, on whatever day of the week it
should fall. Polycrates, who is very highly praised
by St. Jerome (de Viris Illustr. 45) and by im-
plication by Eusebius, who preserves his letter (Lc ).

alleges the example of 'Philip, one of the twelve
Apostles, who fell asleep in, Hteadjoitia/ *ani. Ms

VOL. I.I7 --.*.*.
?

two aged virgin daughters, and another daughterwho lived in the Holy Spirit and now rests af-

Uphesus ; also of John e who was both a witness
and a teacher, who reclined upon the bosom of
the Lord, and being a priest woie the f>a<.CMio{.al]
plate (r6

ir^ToXoiO.
He fell asleep at Jbphesus.He also adduces Polycarp, Melito, the martyr

Sagaris, and others, who all agreed with his
practice.

Victor attempted to excommunicate all
e

Asia';
faorfyveiv tus ere/>oSooz5o"as . . . TreiparaL are Euse-
bms' exact words. But Socrates (HE v. 22) de-
clares that he did actually excommunicate them.
He probably issued a letter of excommunication,
but it was not effective. For Eusebius goes on
to say that Irenseus, bishop of '

Gaul,' intervened
in the dispute in th* interests of peace, and he
who f was truly well named became a peacemaker
in the matter.' Part of Irenams' letter is pre-
served by Eusebius, and it is specially interesting
as mentioning that 'the presbyters before Soter
who presided over the Church \vhich thou [Victor]now rulest, Anicetus and Pius and Hygmus and
Telr-phoiu-, in" "\\

'

n -either themselves ob-
s-enoil [ilie |... , i .. \ nor permitted those
after them to do so ; and yet

'

they were at peace
with those who did observe it ; and also that when
Polycaip went to Rome in the time of Anicetus
(bishop of Rome), the two bishops 'disagreed a
little about certain other things,

3

but immediately
made peace, *not caring to <L'iim>l m* '

] .i>

matter ; nor did it interfere \u, -i L'U u i<M!,,nim/
in communion with one another, or with Anicetus
allowing Polycarp to celebrate the Eucharist in
his church at Rome, 'manifestly as a mark of

respect
5

^
(ev rj} taX^oip irapexdpyw o 'Avtmfros rtjv

efl%a/>ierTicu> rf Ho\vKdpTnp KO.T Ivrpoirty SopXop&ri), It
has been suggested that these words mean only
that the two bishops communicated together ; but
in that case they are mere repetitions of what had
just been said, and there would be no special mark
of respect.
Eusebius here does not mention the intervening

dispute in which Melito, bishop of Sardis, figures.
But in iv. 26 he speaks of him, and from the
account we gather that he was a prolific writer ;

a list of his books is given. In the quotation from
Polycrates in v. 24 we find the name of Melito
appearing as a Quartodeciman, but it is not said
that he was a writer. From the earlier passage
we learn that he wrote a book irepl rov Trfarxp,
from which a quotation is given :

l While Servihus
[Rufinus gives

<

Sergius
1

] Paulus was proconsul of

Asia, at the time when Sagaris suffered martyr-
dom, there arose in Laodicea [in Phrygia] a great
strife concerning Pascha, which fell according to
rule in those days (tfwearlrros /car& Kcupbv & tKetvcus
rats -fywepats), arid these lhinj. were written [$e. be-
cause of the dispute 1' So McGiflcrt [* Eusebms

'

in Nieene and Pimt-Xiwjic tnih^ts] renders these
words, though it is not obvious what they mean ;

for when did not Pascha fall according to rulet
For.other explanations see Salmon in Smith-Wace,
Diet, of Chr. Bioa. s.v.

*
Melito.* Eusebius goes

>n to say that Clement of Alexandria refers to
Melito's work, and himself wrote one with the
same title, *on occasion* (^ alrlas] of Melito's
>reatise, i.e., probably, in opposition to it, though
BLefele thinks that Clement's "book was meant to
supplement Melito's. *

ThePaschal Chronicle mentions that Apolinarius,
bishop of Hierapolis, of whom Serapion, bishop of
Antioch (e. 200 A.D.), is the first to speak but he
was then dead wrote a book wepl rov in<r%a, and
reserves two fragments of it. It is disputed
whether Apolinarius was a Quartodeciman. If
o, he was not an extreme partisan ; he certainly
wrote before the discussion became acute, as in
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the time of Polycrates. He held (the Paschal
Chronicle states) that our Lord, being the true
Paschal Lamb, was slain on the day of the Pass-
over feast. Some have asserted that there were
two pnrtie* of QuarUxlcciman*.. the one Judaizing
and ilio oilior 1101. But it is perhaps unnecessary
to divide them, with Hefele, into 'Ebionites' and
* Johanneans. 5

Eusebius (iv. 27) mentions Apolm-
arius' writings, but not the work in question.
There were thus three stages in the controversy :

(1) the discussion between Polycarp and Anicetus,
c. 150 A.D., when they agreed to differ, and parted
amicably ; (2) the dispute at Laodicea about
A.D. 170 ; (3) the bitter contest between Victor
and rolycuilc-. about A.D. 190.
The oiher (Inn dies, as a rule, those outside

*
Asia,'agreed with Victor in his practice, but
disapproved of his excommunicating the Quarto-
decimans. The Roman Paschf j.irl.flV r-.-..

yailed, and was affirmed by the < '
i i 1 < i '.N . ! .;

in 325, in whose decision the bishop of *Asia 3

acquiesced. Thenceforward the Quartpdeciman
practice was confined to a few communities which
were considered heretical. It lasted till the 5th
cent., and Sozomen (HE vii. 19) speaks of it as
still going on in his day, c. 443 A.B.

(d} Determination of JSaster: Paschal cycles.
The defeat of the Quartodecimans did not ensure
that all should keep Easter on the same day, for
different calculations were in use for determining
the paschal full moon. This had long been the
case. For a time the Christians were dependent
on the Jews for the date of their festival. Tho
Hippolytean Canons ( 195, ed. AcheKs) say that
the week when the Jews celebrate Pascha is to be
observed by all with the utmost zeal as a fast.
And the older Didascalia, ru os 1 jr io Codex
Sangermanensis (Gibson's It.'lt . lli|i, p. 97),
bids the Christians *

keep your fast with all care,
but commence when your brethren of the Nation
keep Pascha '; the Verona Fragments are wanting
here. And in the 4th cent. pseudo-Pionius, in
his Life of Polycarp ( 2 ; for the date see Light-
foot's Ignatius, iii. 429), says that 'the Apostle
[Paul] plainly teaches that we ought neither to
keep it outside the season of unleavened bread, as
the heretics do, especially the Phrygians, nor yet,
on the other hand, of necessity on the fourteenth
day; for he said nothing about the fourteenth
day, but named the days of unleavened bread,
the Passover, and the Pentecost, thus ratifying
the Gospel.*
On the other hand, the Apostolic Constitutions

(v. 17) evpre^Iy say: *Be no longer careful to
keep the least \vith the Jews, for we have now
no communion with them 3

; and the Jews are
said to have erred in their calculations. [The
passage inserted before this in Dr. Donaldson's
translation in the Ante-Nicene Christian Library-,

taken from Epiphanius, belongs to the older
IHdasmlia, and is not part of the Apostolic Con-
stitutions at all].

And long before this Hippolytus had made an
elaborate calculation, so that it might be no longer
necessary for the Christians to follow the Jews,
who had gone \vrong in their computation through
lax calculations of the lunar year. Hippolytus
follows the system adopted by the Greek astro-
nomers to harmonize the lunar and solar years.
lie makes the lunar >ear to be 354 days of twelve
months, which alternately have 30 and 29 days
To

supply
the difference of 11J days between the

lunar and solar jrears, he interpolates three months
of 30 days each in every eight years (8 x 11J=90).He also puts two eight-year periods together, for
convenience of determining the day of the week
as well as the day of the year, and he thus makes
a cycle of 16 years. But, as a matter of fact, the

lunar year is longer by nearly nine houis than

Hippolytus reckoned it, and this error made the

cycle yeiy soon to be obviously wrong. Calcu-
1,

"

t \wards on this cycle, he fixed on Friday
v

'

M, A D. 29 as the day of ,the Crucifixion,
and this computation, though quite erroneous, has
ever since been the basis of a large part of the
Chuich Calendar (see on Christmas below, 3).

The same date, March 25, is also found in the
Acts of Pilate, which probably was written after
ITi ppol vi u -, and was indebted to him. Epiphanius
(Hc&r, 1. 1, contra Quartodecimanos, lib. ii. torn. 1)

says that some, f'nln \ pi^. the Acts ofPilate, always
kept Pascha on .M-i h J"> These Christians, who
thus anticipated a reform much desired in modern
times, were not strictly Quartodecimans, for they
abandoned 14th Nisan, although they observed
Pascha on any day of the week, and so were
M''Jin i<Vl from tho Catholics. A slight modifica-

n c-ri Hi; i''l\i
i-' system was made (c. 243) by

The Alexandrian Church -
i :.' by Dr. Sal-

mon to have used the Metonic cycle of nineteen

years, which, somewhat modified, is still in use.

Anyhow, the Alexandrians and Romans frequently
kept Easter on different days. Another source of
error was the determining of the vernal equinox,
which at Borne in the 3rd cent, was thought to
fall on 18th March, at Alexandria from c. 277 A.D.
onwards on 19th March (the calculation was made
by Anatolius of Laodicea). The date was changed
to 21st March (as it is now) in the reign of Dio-
cletian.

The later disputes in Britain between the Colum-
ban, and Augustinian missionaries were due to the
former using a cycle which had been employed at
Rome itself about A.D. 300, but had long been

given up. The Columban missionaries were in no
real sense Quartodecimanss though they professed
to follow St. John.

(e) Thefast before Easter. In the ancient litera-

ture we find two aspects of this fast. In the first

ir it, a propagation, whether for the paschal com-
memoration it'solf i -i fi'

1
1 >ii

|

'

i
- >s. whether (more-

over) the former <
[!,!> *:/! i n> Death or the

Resurrection of our Lord. In the second it is

designed to mark the sadness of Christians in
the days when

' the Bridegroom is taken a\\av
J

namely, the days when our Lord s bodj u a-> in the
tomb. In this case it must be looked upon as a
Good Friday fast, extended by

*

superposition
'

to
the Saturday. As the normal time for baptism
was Easter, usually early on Easter morning, a
fact which the discovery of so many Church Orders
has lately made abundantly clear, it follows that
the resultant la<r -would f><> the same, whichever
account of IU 01 ijrin U the more primitive.
For the ln-i ji-poct we have the Didache. This

Church Order, as has been said, does not mention
Easter. But it gives what seems to be an ex-
haustive list of the fasts known to the writer at
t&* beginning of the 2nd cent., and says ( 7) :

'Before the baptism let him that baptizeth and
him that i?. baptized fast, and any others also who
arc able ; and Thou shall older him that is baptized
to fast a day or two before.' It then prescribes the

Wednesday and Friday fasts. We thus have the
curious result that a fast of one or two days is

mentioned earlier than the festival which at that
time, or at any rate soon after, followed it ; and
the fast is connected not with the death of our
Lord, but with baptism. It is significant that in
the Didache not only the baptized and the bap-
tizer fast, but also 'any others who are able.'
And the silence of the Apostolic Fathers and
Justin., Martyr about Easter makes it not impos-
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sible that early in the 2nd cent. tL< ] :* - 1
*; i-iiuil

fast was emphasized more than the \
i -c '< 1 ri -; j \ n 1

Irenseus also speaks of the fast beioro 1 1\+ \ SPM-

day in a way which seems to exclude the idea of a
Good Friday fast extended to Saturday. His words
are thus given by Eusebius (HE v. 24) :

* Some
think that they ought to fast for one day, others
for two days, others even for several, while others
reckon forty hours both of day and night to their

daj. And this variety in its observance has not

originated in our time but long before, in that of

our ancestors
'

(. . . oi 8 KCLL ?rXeio>as* ot 5 rea-ffapd-
KOVTO, &pas TjfJLepwds re Kai WKTpwas crv/AfteTpovcri ryv

TjfLtpw atfrwi/ /c.r.X.). Some have put a stop after

Teffa-apdKovra (among others Rufinus, who trans-

lated Irengeus into Latin), making the writer say
that some fasted forty days. But a forty days'
fast, as we shall see, was an invention of the 4th

cent., and Rufimis is interpreting Irenseus by
the practice of his own day. Moreover, this

punctuation makes no sense of the words that

follow, for no one can suppose that there was an
absolute fast, night and day, for

forty days, and,
if not, the reference to *

night and day
' has no

point. Irenoeus seems clearly to mean that the
fast lasted, variously, for one day, for two days,
for several days, while some made a continuous
fast of forty hours. The words, especially

' several

days/ seem definitely to determine his point of

view, that the fast was a preparation for the festi-

val rather than an extension of Good Friday. The
Church Order** dofinlH'Iy speak in the same sense.

Bnj-ti-m i- <lo-< ri!>I \, (jiY 1
!

-

\?t, <
k lifore the

Ka-roT rii<haii-i,*iml i'o< rr< ' o i io .
! >

paschal
fast and solemnities generally follow im inornate 1\

after the directions for baptism. The arrange-
ment suggests that in the mind of the author of

the lost ancestor o r n in; i y <-f i^ese manuals,
for most of them t

>
< . .-i "i,- "P'V and follow the

same outline, the j-i- -.i
1

, OM oaptism was the

original olgect of i
"

I i i. The Canons of
Hippotytus ( 150-152; but these are bracketed

byAchelisas probable inicii*>laiion-i speak of a

baptismal fast of the nov, Ij IMJI ]/<!, and those
who fast with them. In 106 a fast of the candi-
dates on the Fridays is mentioned ; on the Satur-

day they are exorcized ( 108) and keep vigil all

night, and are baptized at cock-crow ( 112). The
Egyptian Church Order (Sahidic Eccles. Canons,

45) prescribes a Good Friday fast. The Verona
Latin TiajrmonN are wanting in the parallel pas-
sage, bui, make iho fast a i^o <lav^* one in a later

chapter (Hauler, p. 116). The, TexluniMtt of our
Lord (ii. 6) says definitely :

* Let them fast both
on the Friday and on the Saturday

'

; and this is not

improbably also the meaning of ooth the Hippoly-
tean Canons and the Egyptian Church Order. The
latter, at least, in a later section ( 55) speaks of
the fast as a two days* one. Now the Egyptian
Church Order and the Verona Fragments say that
if a sick person cannot fast on the two days, he
is to fast on the Saturday. The Testament of
our Lord (ii. 20) implies the same thing. But this

puts the idea of a Good Friday fast extended over
the Ratmday out, of the question Even the Apos-
tolic Constitutions, which exhibit a later stage and
a longer fast, speak of the two days' absolute fast,
and say that 11 any one cannot fast on the two

days he is at least to observe the Saturday (v. 18).

It is a characteristic of this last named Church
Order to retain ancient features even when some-1

what inconsistent with its own later point of vi^fcr.

The other aspect, namely, of a Good Friday fast

extended, is found in Tertullian. He speaks of

the *
Psychics,' i.e. the Church ai> l&rge, from

'which he had now separated, thinking that those

days were definitely appointed for fasts in which
the Bridegroom was taken away; The same lan-

guage is found
*

" J ' ' J " J '

"-msf, just
quoted, which , It may
not improbably be gathered from the evidence that
the former point of view is the original one, and
that the Lenten fast originated in the preparation
for baptism, and thafc the second point of view was
an afterthought.
The length of the fast was o~" %1 "v. as we

have seen, one day, or two days- . i y hours.
But it was an absolute fast. \ <

, \ { custom
grew up in some countries in the 3rd cent, of ob-

serving the whole week before Easter, not as an
absolute fast, but as a time of severe abstinence
from food. It was called * the week of xcrophctgy

'

(for the name cf. Tertullian, de Jejun. 2, 9). This
is mentioned in the Hippolytean Canons ( 197),
which allow bread and salt and water only, and

\\ !)"<. "; of Alexandria in his Epistle to

/'!

'

'/!!. 1). He says ^that
*
all do not carry

out the six days of fasting either equally or alike ;

but some pass even all the days as a fast, remain-

ing without food Ilironprh the whole ; while others
take but two, {incl orhei^ three, and others four,
and others not even one.' It is possible, as many
think, that Dionysius is the author of thsHippoly-
tean Canons, ana that they represent Alexandrian

usage, not Boman. The Montanists observed a
two weeks' fast, a custom which they kept up till

the 5th cent* , when, as Sozomen tells us (HE vn. 19),

they were distinguished by
* <+*/ 1*,$$ than their

neighbours; fo 1 "i< i\\ Jit v longer, when
HolyWeek had been bhe maximum (ef. Tertullian,
de Jejun. 15, when he says that the Montanists
offered to God two weeks of xeroghagies in the

year, Saturday and Sunday being e\ copied).
Epiphanius says that the Catholic Chrurh ob-

served a whole week, as opposed to the Quarto-
decimans, who observed only one day (Hmr* 1. 3,

lib. ii torn. 1).

Fasting for forty days was unknown tin the 4th century. To
IKI -'a i il *> pr TX-"

J IJTO 'iii
* w'rh \."U

1
'^ c

n*nhr.tf *rt

(jui'ii.u ',.'.'f-'M O.v
, 11 if . ">'(-' ..por-lfM -uo^i i . \

? 'Tv. -I ' r"*n-riir TS), unle-^ il i*( onls ''ouM ri-rVr 10 ii v

K r 1 1' i-
'

J
!
-v

'

\\ fast iru yi IOIT! h\ In ru s; a'ltl *-asi -

larlyVe must, with almost .ill -cno ar- nju t M I vionJ- ii

Ongen's tenth JTomtZjr on Leviticus :
' Habemus enim quadra-

gesimae dies jejuniis consecratos,* which come just before he
speaks of the Wednesday and Friday fasts We have the

homily in Bufixms' translation only, and Btafiims was notori-

ously lax in interpolating and altering Ongen's words, These
eliminations will be generally agreed to, lor we can see the

forty days* fast gro\\iut? before our eyes in the 4th century.
We find tifftritpttM., montionfd in the fifth canon of Jficaea,
X.D. 325, but as a season only (the holding of synods ia the

subject), doubtiess as a solemn time, but, Virhout anx reference

to fasting, Duchesne seems to ha\r o\irlookod this pomr,
which adds to his argument (Ontnn<ts, vn i 4). In the Testa-

ment oi'Mjr Lard (11 fa) the
'
fortv da>s of Pasrhn' are spoken of

at :i lime of \
ijril and praver specially u^wl IOP the prt paration

of cnterhninc ns for liapu-m, but n ib not a fa-t On the other

hand, m ihc Apoxfolic Ctmo/uf (69 or 68), t 4''() A n , we read of

~>v a.'/os,9 Tta-a-ccfutxcffTrr rev ***%, dS a COmpulporv f.l-st. This.

is one of the iridicntions of a comparaLiyelv earlv date tor the
ne (ic) hab traced in Alh.uu* us'

'
FestalDuchesne

Letters
* the growth of the fast. At first we read of the fame of

Lent and of the week of the fast, but later on of the /ctM of

Lent and the Holy Week of Pascha
In the Edessene Canons (can. 7 ; see* *8yriac Documents * in

the Ante-Nuxne Chnst Libr p, 39) a forty days' fast is pre-
scribed ;

' and then celebrate the day of the Passion and the

day of the Resurrection : because our Lord , . . fasted forty

days, and likewise Moses and Elijah
'

. . . Can this be & relic

of the observance of the Passion and the Resurrection on the
same day ?

In Apost. Const. \. 13 tho forlj
T da\s are exclusive of Holy

Week, and so in pseudo -
Ignatius (JPhilipp 13), and in St.

ChrySiwsfcom (Horn 30 in Gen 1), In the Testament ofour
L&t&they include Holy Week.
Socrates (SE v. 22) says that the fasts before Easter differed

in his day. At Borne they fasted for three continuous OrwrAt-

/tfiW) weeks, save on Saturday and Sunday ; in Illyricum, and
Greece and Alexandria for six weeks, which they called rer<r/-
xorrt ; others, beginning their fast seven weeks before Easter,
fasted three periods of five days only, but still called it Ter<r/rt-
jw><r-Hj. A difficulty is seen In this passage because Socrates had

just said that every Saturday was a fast at Borne. Duchesne

proposes to emend Socrates as far as the word 'continuous*
ia concerned, and supposes that the three weeks were the first,

fourth, and sixth weeks of 'Lent. He justly remarks that the
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ri,VCT?0
.
o-. f fasting, while the same name vs<rffc6p*.x9irvfi was

kt.T>. p iT.t-s to the fact that the *

forty days' were introduced
for another purpose than that of fasting. In fact, the preva-
lence of forty days is due largely to the fact that catechumens
were under instruction for that time. The catechumenate was
indeed often longer, though St. Jerome (Ep. 61) saj s that in

his time forty days was the usual period. We find two years at

Ehira, three years in the Egyptian Church Order and the
Testament of our Lord, though a good deal of discretion was
allowed. But 1.1 auv <M.O at the beginning of the forty days
the selected <unui(!u-cs u-i baptism (competentes) were put
apart and went through special instruction, with prajers,
> i

"

ind exorcisms, as is described at length in the
C i . . " <t i -.

(f) Palm Sunday appears for the first time in

tlie Pil'jrintfvjc of
*
Silvia.* FoiM'v V we had only

kncwi! of it as being kept a r'i- ii-i of the 5th

cent., a hundred years later; it is mentioned in

the life of Euthymius (f 472). The appearance of

the festival at Jerusalem is significant. It was
doubtless due to the desire to commemorate our
Lord's entry into Jerusalem on the spot where it

happened.
' Silvia

'

says :
* On this day, at the

seventh hour (1 p.m.) all go to the church on the
Mount of Olives, where service is held ; and at

5 p.m. they read the Gospel story of the events of

the day, and all proceed on foot to Jerusalem, the

people crying, Blessed is he who cometh in the
name of the Lord; some bearing palm branches,
some olives ; and so the bishop, after the type of

our Lord, is conducted to the Holy City very
slowly.

3 The palms and olives are an instructive

comment on the Gospel account.

(g] Maundy Thursday is not in early times men-
tioned as being observed in commemoration of the
Last Supper. Duchesne (Orig viii. 3) seems to

think that it was so observed at Rome at least,
in the primitive ages, but there is no evidence for

it. The earliest authority for an Eucharist on this

day is the Testament of our Lord (c. 350 ?), which
in a very difficult and apparently corrupt passage
prescribes it (ii. 11); probably,"as a comparison
of tiio Cop o- \raVie tr. of the work with James
of IMo-Ni"*' Synac shows, in the evening (see

Cooper-Maclean's note, p. 226). On this day also
the deacon offered *a lamp in the temple* (ib.).
*

Silvia,
3
at the end of the same century, describes

the Eucharist in the church called * The Martyrium
'

or Golgotha, in the afternoon; it was over by
4 p.m., and then there was on this occasion alone
in all the year a celebration of the Eucharist in
the little chapel of the Cross, to the east of Gol-

gotha. The bishop celebrated, and all communi-
cated. In Africa at the same time there was an
evening Eucharist on this day, and the people were
exempted from the customary fast before Holy
Communion on this occasion by the Third Council
of Carthage, A. IX 397 (can. 29; f

excepto uno die
anniversario quo coena domini celebratur,' Mansi-
Labbe, iii. col. 885). It will be seen that, strictly
fepeaking, these Eucharists, if celebrated after sun-

fc-el, were at the beginning of Good Friday rather
than on the Thursday. St. Augustine (JSp. liv.,

see below) says that there were in his time two
Eucharists on the Thursday, one for the sake of
those who could not fast till evening, and would
not receive the Eucharist otherwise.
In the preparation for baptism this Thursday

played an important part. The candidates were
bidden to bathe on this day, apparently as a
ceremonial washing (Hippol. Can. 106 ; Egyptian
Church Order, 45 [so Lagarde rightly] ; Test, of our
Lord, ii 6; Augustine, Epp. liv. 10, Iv. 33 ad
Januarium). Bathing at Pascha was not confined
to the competentes ; in the Testament the widows
(presbyteresses) are bidden to bathe on that day
(i. 42). There appears also to have been on that
day the custom in some places of washing the feet
of the competentes in memory of the pedUauiwm, of
Jn IS4** a custom which afterwards gave thename
to Maundy Thursday (from the 'new command-

ment,' mandatuni, Jn 1334
) Elsewhere the pedi-

lauium took place after baptism. The council of

Elvira (can. 48) torbade piiests or clergy to wabh
the feet of the newly baptized. Pseudo-Ambrose

(de Sacramentis, in. 1) says that this was the cus-

tom at the place \\ here he wrote (not Milan '), but
that it did not obtain at Rome. In the Galhcaa
Church also it was common (Hefele, Councils, i.

158, Eng. tr.)

(h) Easter Week. The observance of the days
after Easter is mentioned in the Apostolic Con-
stitutions (' the gieat week [Holy Week] and that
which follows it,

3

viii 32) This fortnight was to

be a time of rest for slaves, that they might be
instructed. St. Chrysostom (Horn 34 de JRes. Chr )

also mentions Easter Week In '

Silvia,' Easter,
as well as Epiphany [Christmas] and the Dedica-

tion, has an octave during which 'stations' are
held at the various churches in and near Jeru-
salem But, with this exception, octaves outside

Easter Week are Western and not Eastern.
2. Pentecost and Ascension. (a) The name

1 Pentecost' had in the first four centuries two

meanings, the fiftieth day after Easter, and the
whole season of fifty days after that festival

(a) It is used as a day m NT Ac 21
(

' the day of

Pentecost'), 201S
(id.), 1 Co 168

(' until Pentecost
3

) ;

the Jewish nomenclature was continued in the

Apostolic age. We find the same sense in suc-

ceeding ages, though perhaps not so frequently
as the other. A fiagment of Irenseus, quoted l>y

pseudo-Justin (Quasst. et Respons. ad OiUiodoxos,

115) seems to speak of the day :
* Irenseus ... in

his treatise repl rov Trdcrxa . . . makes mention of

Pentecost also, on which (& %} we do not bend the
knee because i I "f < : 1 significance with the
Lord's Day.' I* I i , : in the corresponding
question has d?r6 rod Tracr^a ws TTJS irevrvjicoo'TTJs.

The 43rd canon of Elvira (c. 305 A.r>.) has: 'ut
cuncti diem Pentecostes celebremus.' 'Silvia'

(vi. 1) has e a Pascha usque ad Quinquagesima,
id est Pentecosten,' and

( 3)
'

Quinquagesimarum
die, id est dominiea.'

(0) On the other hand, the use of the name for

the whole season is also common. Tertullian (de

Bapt. 19) says that 'after Pascha, Pentecost is

a very extensive (latissimum ; v.L Icetissimum)

space for conferring baptisms, wherein, too, the
Resurrection of the Lord was repeatedly proved
among the <" <ij>l< iisi-l the hope of the Advent
of the Lord ir <,!' Iv

|
minted to, in that at that

time, when Mr iu.-i 1- ,i received back into the

heavens, the angels told the Apostles that He
would so come as He had withal ascended into the

heavens, of course at Pentecost.' But he goes on
to say that Jeremiah signified 'the day of the
Passover and of Pentecost, which is properly a
feast day.

1 In de Cor. 3 he has 'from Pascha to

Pentecost.' In de Idol. 14 he 4sajs that the Jews
would not have shared with Christians the Lord's

Day, nor yet Pentecost. Thus he uses the word in

both senses. Origen talks of *

living in the season
of Pentecost

'
in the same passage (c. Cels. viii. 22)

in which he talks of observing certain days, as,

for example, the Lord's Day, the Preparation, the

Passover, or Pentecost He refers to the Descent
of the Spirit The 20th canon of NICJCO, forbids

kneeling in the 'days of Pentecost,' as on the
LordS day. This i* unlike St Paul's usage; he
knelt at ihis -ojison (Ac 2036 215

). The Testament

of our Lord speaks of ' the days of Pentecost
'

(i. 28,

42, ii. 12); it forbids any one to fast or kneel

then, for these are ' the days of rest and joy.* St.

Basil speaks of the 'seven weeks of the holy
Pentecost' (On the Spirit, ch. 27, aliter 66).
The quotations given above show that Pente-

cost as a Christian festival goes back at least to

Irensens. It is rather curious that there is no
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reference to It between the NT and that Father ;

and with this fact we may compare the silence of

the earlier writers about Easter ; but, as Duchesne
remarks (Orig* viii. 4), Pentecost is implied
rather than explicitly mentioned in early Christian

(it)
I //',' As ( fi,w * /> The fortieth day after Easter

was not, so far as we know, observed as a com-
memoration of our Lord's going up to heaven until
at least the middle of the 4th century. In the
Edessene Canons (can. 9) the Ascension is observed
with Pentecost :

* At the completion of fifty (v.L

'forty/ but this is clearly a later correction) days
after His Kesurrection, make ye a commemoration
of His Ascension.* And so in 'Silvia

3 on the day
of Pentecost there is a *

station
' at the Mount of

Olives, at the church called Imbomon,
* that is in

that place whence the Lord ascended into heaven,'
where the lection of the Ascension is read. This
'station' is held after another 'in Syon,* where
the lection of the Descent of the Holy Ghost is

read. Thus in this account both events are com-
memorated on the same day. The curious thing
is that in 'Silvia* there is also an observance of
T - VP'S. (V\- ,fter Easter; but then the 'station'
i 11- !v i'

"

, and there is no mention of the
Ascension. The coupling together of the two
events, which has its parallel in the joining to-

gether of Good Friday and Easter, as mentioned

already, is illustrated by the passage from the

Epistle of Barnabas cited above (I. 1) ; the writer

thought that the Ascension fell on a Sunday.
Compare also Tertullian, de Bapt. 19 (see above,
2 a).

Ascension Day is not found in the Testament of our Lord
(c. 350 A.D. ?) or in any of the earlier Church Orders, but it is

found in the Apostolic Constitutions, the author of which made
it his aim to increase the festal ' /<(* "*"'

"
T) Sermons

preached on this occasion are f I i" : < ! <' , by Euse-
bius of Lmctfi (') c. 350 A.D,, Epiphanius, Gregory of Nyssa,
and Chrjbostom. The title of Gregory's sermon calls the
festival ifitru'&u.-vv), tvlnch apparently means c

in extra fc-inal.
1

T <1 >c- nor 'ij,r*r ir or i.j/n, ho\ve\ei% rhiir these Kit In rs kepi/ it

on iff '"or-u Ji daj ....T Ua->rcr Si, Augustine (JKp Iiv. 1,

ad Januar) mats 110* mwer&al in A n 4(X): 'They aro held
as approved and instituted either hy the Apostles-themselves or

by plenary councils . . . for example, the annual commemoration
bj special solemnities of the Lord's Passion, Resurrection, and
Ascension, and of the Descent of the Holy Spirit from hea\ en.'

3. Christmas and Epiphany. (a) Their origin.
These festivals are of much later date than

Easter and Pentecost, and were probably unknown
till nearly A D. 300. They were both, in their

origin, one festival, and both were meant to com-
memorate the Nativity of our Lord ; but the East
fixed on one day and the West on another as the
date of the birth of Christ, and so in course of
time two separate festivals emerged.
Before we consider the evidence for the observ-

ance of 25th December and 6th January as festi-

vals, it will be desirable to investigate the reason

why these two days were chosen. The most prob-
able solution of the matter, in the light of our

present knowledge, is that of DIIMH-NO (0//V" '

ch. viii. 5), whose theory is lolloucd hi"o. 'I ho
date 25th December was first arrived at apparently
by Hippolytus. Other calculations haa fixed on
18th or 19th April or 29th May (Clement of Alex-
andria, Strom, i. 147, ed. Potter, Oxford, 1715,

p. 407 : 'on the 25th day of the month Pachon' ;

see the whole passage); and about A.D. 243 the
treatise de Pascha Computus of pseudo-Cyprian
(see above, II. 1 c?) named 28th March. The cal-

culations of Hippolytus, which were his mature
results (for he haa formerly fixed on 2nd January),
prevailed all over the West. They are found in
Ids Commentary on Daniel (iv. 23, p. 244, ed, Bon-
wetsch ; aliter iv. 9). They depend on the assump-
tion that the earthly life of our Lord, from- His

conception to His death, lasted an exact number

of years. The upholders of symbolical systems
of numbers treated all fractions as imperfections.
Acting on this

-1

F* V fixed on 25th
March for the \

, ause he had, as
he thought, discovered that the Crucifixion took
place on that day (see above, d) ; he reckoned
the Saviour's life as thirty-two years, from B.C. 3
to A.D. 29. Adding nine months, lie arrived at
25th December as the day of the Nativity.*
The other date, 6th January, is not so easily ac-

counted for. But Duchesne mentions a coincidence
which increases the probability of his theory as to
25th December iKin^r <o'i< k

( '. Sozomen (ME vii.

18) says that Mho .Monir.ri^ who are called

Pepuzites and Phrygians
'

celebrated the Passover
on 6th April. They reckoned that the world had
been created on * the ninth day before the kalends
of April,* the vernal equinox, and that the sun
was created ' on the fourteenth day of the moon
occurring after the ninth day before the kalends of

April
*

; and they always celebrated the Passover
* on this day, when it falls on the day of the Re-
surrection,

3 otherwise they celebrated it on the fol-

lowing Lord's day. They probably, then, thought
that our Lord died on 6th April ; and, as Duchesne
remarks, that *the Passover of Christ, being the
true Passover, must fall due at

typical maturity
reckoned from the oiigin of all Uur<r-

' But
reckoning nine months fiomOtli Ajnil, on the same
reasoning as that of Hippolytus, we arrive at 6th

January.We do not read of either of these days being
observed as festivals in the 3rd century. The
first mention of such a commemoration on 25th
December is in the Philocalian Calendar (see

below, 5), which was copied in 354 A.D., but

represents the official observances at Rome in

A.D. 336. We find the entry: *viij kaL Jan.
Natus Christus in Bethleem Judae.

3
It is not

indeed absolutely certain that 25th December was
at that date observed as a feast; but it is highly
piolir>l' k II ,V I his was so, as the other days, com-
nM"iui!jii II- 11 01 bishops of Rome and martyrs, seem
to be noted in order that they might be observed.
This was more than a century after Hippolytus.

It will be observed that the theory given above
of the choice of 25th December takes no account
of the heathen festival of the sun held on the same
day. But it is quite possible that when, ill the
4th cent., the Christians began to observe the

Nativity as a festival, they seized on the coincidence
between the day as calculated by Tlippolvtu- ami
the heathen feast-day, and Christian i/mg the 1 ai i r

as the Birth of the true Sun of ItigHtoou-UL ,

showed a good example to the pagan \voi:u by
making the day a true holy day.
The Eastern festival of 6th January may be

traced to about A D. 300 among the orthodox.
Clement of Alexandria, indeed (Strom. I.e.), say ^3

that the followers of Basilides celebrated the day
of Jesus' baptism, 'spending the whole preced-

ing night in lections.^ But the earliest orthodox
mention of the day is in the Passion of Ph^lip of
Heraelea, in the Diocletian persecution, A.D. 304.

Philip says: 'Epiphanue dies sanctus incumbit*

(Ruinart, Act. Mart. Sine. p. 410). That it was
of recent introduction when the Testament of our
Lord was written (c. 350 ?), appears from there being
no regulations^for it as there are for Pascha and
Pentecost. It is only just mentioned in that woi k

(* Epiphany/ Syr. And during the greater

* Other Patristic assumptions were that the ministry of cur
Lord lasted one \e;ir ouVy, the 'aroeptable year of the Lord*

(Lfc && ; seo, e a , Clern Alex. I c , *It was ri^ht fojr Him to

preach for one year only ') and that Jesus was baptized on His
thirtieth birthday (Lk 323 ^^j |T v T^^VT*). This last idea
accounts for the baptism of Christ being commemorated on 66k

January.
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part of the 4th cent., and in some countiies even

later, 6th January was the only day observed in

the East. The sixth Edessene canon prescribes
1

the Epiphany of our Saviour, which is the chief

of the festivals of the Church [this^is -i^uifi< <inr,

on the sixth day of the latter Kanun,' ^*e. 6oh

January. D,
*

\i".i > \new of no other day. In

Hcer. li. ('t (. \ "> if - li. torn. 1) he speaks of

*A.D vi Id. Nov. as being 60 days before the

feast 'of the Epiphanies,' when Christ was born

according to the flesh ( 16), and of
c the day in

which He was born, that is, of the Epiphanies,
which is the sixth of January/ Cassian, at the

end of the 4th cent., speaks of e

Epiphany, which

the priests of that province [Egypt] regard as the

time both of our Lord's baptism and also of his

birth in the flesh, and so celebrate the commemo-
ration of either mystery not separately as in the

Western provinces, but in the single festival of

this day' (Conferences, x. 2). Even later, Gen-
nadius (de Vir. niustr 50' ^v* that *

Timothy the

bishop wrote on the YJ * \ and that this work
was thought to have been composed at Epiphany.
Only 6th January was obsei\ed at Jeiusalem in

the time of 'Silvia,' when there was a 'station'

at Bethlehem at night. As> the manuscript is

defective, we do not know whether there *v\as a

celebration of the Eucharist there, but it is piob-
able that there was one, and this nocturnal
*
fetation

'

may have been the origin of the Christ-

mas midnight Eucharist of later days. The name
of the Eastern festival was the 'Epiphanies' or
* '*" '

Traces of the older custom in the

E . 6th January only are found in

the 6th cent, at Jerusalem, where Cosmas Indico-

pleustes mentions it. He says that the Nativity
and the Baptism were observed on the same day
(Migne, Patr. Or. vol. IxxxvuL 197). The Ai-
inemans still observe only that day.
The Easterns, however, even at the end of the

4th cent., began to adopt the Western day in

addition to their own ; and probably soon after-

wards the Westerns adopted the Eastern day as a

separate festival. And thereafter on 25th December
the Church commemorated the Nativity, and on
6th January other manifestations of our Lord's

Divinity and glory. In the East the Baptism,
with its manifestations, was and .

-
,

"

. i

'

, <

*

/ '
i

on 6th January. In the West .,
** \ ;, .",

says early in the 5th cent (see below), the coming
of the Wise Men was the great commemoration.
The Calendar of Polemius Silvms (A.D. 448} com-
bines it with our Lord's baptism and the miracle at
Cana (Wordsworth, Min. of Grace, viii. 1 ; Migne,
Pair. Lat. xiii. 676). In the present day all three
events are commemorated.

St. Chrvsostom in A.D. 386 tells us that Christ-

mas, as distinct from Epiphany, had been only
lately introduced at Antioch, less than ten years
before (in Dwm NataUm, ed Montfaucon, Paris,

1718, ii. 355 A). In de Beato Philogonio (i. 497 C)
lie speaks of Epiphany, Easter, and the other
festivals taking their origin from Christmas; fpi,
if Christ had not been born, He would in no wise
have been baptized, for that is the feast of the

Thepphanies. In the Apostolic Constitutions both
Christmas and Epiphany are mentioned (v. 13),
and this is one of the chief factors in determining
the date of that Syiian document. At Alexandria
both festival* \\ere observed before the yeai 432 ;

for Paul, bishop of Emesa, pleached there on his
mission or p<M<o after the Council of Ephesus on
the Sumiiii before Clui&tma*, on Chiistmas Day,
and on the*following Sunday, 3s ew Year s Day 433
(Smith-Waoe, Diet. Chr. Bwg iv 261, s v. Paulas
30'),

In the West, St. Augustine tells us that both

days were observed in his time ; he says that the

Epiphany was kept 'per univeisum mundum,
5

but
that the Donatists would not accept it. He implies
that it had been mtiocluced from the East, and

says that the Donatists did not love unity, and did

not communicate \\ith the Eastern Church wheie
that star [of the Magi] appeared (Sermon 202 in

Epiphama Domini, iv. ; see also Seimons 199-204

The six Sermons aie almost entnely taken up with
the coming of the Wi&e Men)

(b) Advent. The first tiace of this season is

in the canons of Saiagobsa in Spain (Concilium

Ccesarattqustanum), c. 380 A D (Mausi-Labbe, 111

633), which piovide that from xvi kal Jan. to the
4

day of Epiphany, which is vnj Id Jan.,* all aie

sedulously to attend church (can 4) We notice

here that 25th December is apparently unknown
to this council, and that the pieparatory season

before 6th January is a solemn season of prayer
and churchgomg, but not of fasting, mud) as the

'forty days of Pascha '

are in the Testa /nsnt of our
Lord. The latter work speaks of the '

dayb of

Epiphany,
5 which may mean the days after Epiph-

any, or possibly the days before it, just a&> the

'days of Pascha
5 mean in this work the forty

days before Easter, and the *

days of Pentecost *

inean the fifty days betore Whitsunday But the
reference to Advent is too uncertain to be built on.

$. The Presentation of Christ in the Temple.
For this commemoration *

Silvia
'

is our earliest

authority. On this day, she &ays, all the presby-
. .

' "

arid last the bishop himself,
' on the

day, when Joseph and Mary bore the
Lord into the temple, and Simeon saw Him, and
Anna the prophetess, thedanghtei of Samuel' (m).
Then the Euchaiibt was celebrated.

4 Silvia
'

calls

this day '},*. de rpiih:niui.' i.e. 14th

February. Ine assembly was at the Church of

the Anastasis. Here we have a clear indication of

the way in which festivals at Jerusalem increased

out of a desire to commemorate Gospel events in

the holy places. Fiom Jeiusaleui this festival

spread elsewheie ; but we do not heai of it, except
in *

Silvia,' till the 6th century. Its name then was

vwirwrii or the Meeting [of our Lord and Simeon]
a name still retained by the Gi eeks

Although TT
'

s ; ",

'

ved 25th March as

the date of
'

\ . , no trace of any
observance of the day as a festival is found in the

first four eentuues, noi indeed for long after.

Possibly its frequent concurrence with theTPaschal

solemnities or the Lenten fast prev eiited tli is. The
Nestorians keep neither the Presentation noi the
Annunciation.

5. Commemorations of Saints, etc. These can
be glanced at only briefly in a Dictionary of Christ
and the Gospels. They were on^in<illv of local

origin, and did not at once become pupuLu except
in the places where they began. The earliest

known collection of local saints' days is the Philo-

cahan Calendar of A D. 354, which ma,y be con-

veniently seen in liumart's Acta Martynun Sin-
cera et selecta, p. 617, and in Migne's Patrolugia
Lfitinn, vol. xih. , zeference may also l/e made to

Bishop Lightfoot's essay in his Clement (u 246, on
' Tue Libenan Catalogue '). It is the only extant
calendar which is certainly oldei than A.D. 40U,

though poi lion** of a Gothic calendar lemam whit h
m,i\ bo iiiiu k

l shoitly before that yeai. The so-

called Hiervnymian Mmtyioloqy is much latei

than St. Jeiome. The CJui&tiaii section of tue

Philocahan Calendar (for it has also 'a heathen

section) is a Roman list. It has two pail* the

Depositio (burial) episcoporttm, and the Uepositw
m'fi tyi win, Under the first head it contains twelve
naiim'** Dionysius, Felix, Sylvester, Miltia<ie->,

Marcellinns, Lucius, Caius, Stephen, Kusebiu*,
Marcus, Euticluanus, Julius. Julius and Maicus
come out of their calendncal oidei (not Marcus, in
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Kuinart), and are probably latei additions (Light-
foot). The second part begins with Christmas
(as above, 3), and contains no other festival of

Christ It is, no doubt, the official list of martyrs
conimemoiated at Koine at the time. Its names
aie all local, except Cyprian and Perpetua and
Felicitas, which are African In all there are 37

entries, as given by Ruinart
,
but <*ome have more

than one name. The first part begins at vi kal.

Jan., and its latest date is vi Id Dec. Of the
second part viii kal Jan. is the 1

" v id Id.

Dec. is the end The beginning , must
therefore have been reckoned as Christmas Day
(25th December), or at least some day between
13th and 2oth December. It is interesting to note
in this early calendar iii kal. Jul. e. June 29]
Petri in Catacumbas et Pauli Ostien.se Tusco et
Basso Coss.,' that is the translation of the oodles
of these Apostles.
A Syriac Martyrology published in 1866 by Pro-

fessor Wright must also be mentioned, as, though
the copy in the British Museum dates fiom 411,
it gives (if careful examination be applied to it)

earlier lists still. It is an Eastern Martyrology
translated into Syriac ,"

"
!;". V 1 at Edessa

about 400 A D. from a ,!
>i

i !!,' < in Greek
out of local calendars. It has two Roman entries,
one African, and the rest are Eastern ; it must
have been o';. in filV \ilan, as it does not contain
the name or Ai liana -*.u, but has that of Anus (*at

Alexandria, Arius the presbyter '). \\u\.]$ -i-^
-1

i_ou
-

it to have been made up of the local ii-i- of N"i <>-

media, Antioeh, and Alexandria. The two latter

appear to have contained, at about A D. 350, 24
and 20 outi i< - i e-=po< i i\ cly. This shows the limited
numlioi^ of conimeinoiaiiori* in the 4th century.
The lists, however, speedily grew to large dimen-
sions. For other early calendars reference may be
made to the works mentioned below
The observance of the death-days (natales] or

burial days (depositiones] of martyrs may be traced
back to the 2nd cent., c. 155 A..D. ; the letter of

tin 1 ^nivrnoiiM- on the martyrdom of St. Polycarp
*-|nak- (?5 l^i of his burial-place 'where the Loiu
will permit us to gather oursel\es together ... to

celebrate the bnihday of liiss martyrdom for the
commemoration of those that ha\ e already fought
in the contest, and for the training and preparation
of those that shall do so hereafter.' This letter

was wntten soon after the martyrdom (see Light-
foot's Ignatius and Polycarp, iii. 353 if ). St.

Cyprian says that the death-days of the martyrs
were to be carefullj noted, that

they^ might obsen e

such commemorations with Eucharist (Ep. 12, to

his presbyters and deacons). The 18th Edessene
Canon orders commemorations of the martyrs. And
such commemorations are mentioned by St. Basil

(Ep. 93, as above, I. 3).

For the purposes of this Dictionary, the obser-

vances of the days following 25fch December are
of interest, as being closely connected with the

Nativity of our Lord. These observances date
from the 4th century. St. Gregory of Nyssa,
preaching the funeral oration of hib brother St.

Basil (who died 1st January 379), says that they
were then celebrating these ^ainN' daA>, \\hich

were convenient (he remarks) bee au^e A]>o-i le* and

Prophets were first constituted and ordained, and
after that pastors and teachers. He first mentions
the commemoration of the Apostles and Piophets
after Christinas, namely, Stephen, Peter, James,
John, Paul ; and then Basil fan Laudem, Fratris

Basilii, ad tmt , ed. Paris of 1638, p 479). It does
not necessarily follow that the saints mentioned
were commemorated on different days. The Apos-
tolic ConMutwns mention a commemoration of

the martyrs and * blessed James the bishop
J

[the
Lord's* brother], and *the holy Stephen our fellow-

servant' (v. 8; so vui. 32}. The Syriac Martyr-
ology mentioned abo\e ^ives St Stephen on 26fch

Decembei, St James and St John on 27th Decem-
ber, St. Peter and St. Paul on 28th December.
With this^e may compare t\\o later usages, the
Armenian and the Xestonan (East Syrian), as
these feepaiated Chmtians ha\e retained many
early customs which others lu\e dropped. The
Armenians who do not observe 25th December as
Christinas, commemorate St. David and St. James
the Loid's biother on that date, but follow the

Syriac Martyrology for the other days, save that

they tranbpose 27th and 28th December (Duchesne,
Ong. viii 5 2). The Nestoiian usage is some-
what different. That Chinch keeps its saints' days
according to the movable Christian year rather
than according to the month, and mobt of them
fall on Fudays The Fridays after Christmas

(25th Decembei), if there are sufficient before Lent,
are (1) St. James the Lord'b biother, (2) St. Mary,
(3) St. John Baptist, (4) St Peter and St Paul,
(5) Four r\,iMM IM*. (6) St. Stephen; and other
festivals or l,it<r origin follow (Madoun, East

Syrian Daily Offices^ p. 264 if'.). Du.'hc-ne con-

jectines that the 'Four Evangelists* is a trans-
formation of St. James and St. John, the latter

having attracted to him the three other Evan-
gelists, and the former being omitted. The
Orthodox Easterns now commemorate St. Janie^
the Lord's brothei on the Sunday after Christmas.

* Silvia
* has not, like the Apostolic Constitutions,

a general martyrs' festival ; nor yet have the other
Church Orders. But considering the gi eat develop-
ment of festivals in *

Silvia,
5

it is not improbable
that she did describe such a general cornmemoia-
tion ; only the manuscript breaks oil suddenly in

the middle of the account of the Dedication festival,
and we cannot be sure of what was in the lacuna.

Speaking generally, we note a difference between
these commemorations and the festivals of our
Lord. The former were at first local only, and of

inferior importance. The Nestorians to this day
keep up a sharp distinction between the two, calling

i7 *
the former p^O? commemoration^ the latter

1?P festivals of ourfestivals, or
t* -x.

Lord ; and the distinction is ancient.

Dedication festivals were common in the 4th

cent., though they are not mentioned in the Church
Orders, even in those, like the Testament of mir

Lord, which describe the church buildings min-

utely. These festivals concern us here only as

contributing to the calendar Holy Cross Day,
which was the commemoration of the dedication
in 335 of the churches built by Constantine on the

site of the Holy Sepulchre and Calvary, and of the

allege! <lisco\*ry of the true* cross by St, Helena,
run-rant mo * mother. * Silvia

*

says that the anni-

versary was observed with great ceremony in her

time, many pilgrims from distant lands attend-

ing, and the churches being adorned as at Easter
and Christmas. This day (14th September, "but

among: the Nestorians 13th Septem'bei ) parsed from
Jciii-alcm f.o Constantinople ; at Borne it was not
mtiiMluced till the Tih coiviuiy.

<)i the other days of Apo-iles, Martyrs, or Con-

fessors, most of which aie of IM^I HID vine: ion

than the 4th cent, it may be <'>-( n<il IU.JL the

majority, at least, are due to tl i o local (ii < nation
of a church named after the saint at Rome, Con-

stantinople, or elsen here. See Duchesne, Grig, chu

viii. passim.
"

RECAPITULATION OF FESTAL CYCLES.
Fathers of the first three centuries : Pascha and-

Pentecost.
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Testament of our Lord : Pascha, Pentecost, and

'
7
'" Constitutions^: Ascension, Pentecost,

Pascha, Christmas, Epiphany, Apostles' days
(plural), St. Stephen and All Martyrs' day (singu-

lar) viiL 32 Lagarde (ahter 33). Add St. James
the Lord's brother, v. 8. [The sections of the

Ajpost. Const, mentioned in this article are all

Lagarde's]
7V<7 /////'//'; of 'Silvia* : Epiphany with octave,

rio-iMiiuiion, Palm. Sunday, Easter with octave,
Fortieth day after Easter, Pentecost (including
Ascension), Dedication (Holy Cross Day).
Cappadocian Fathers and Syriac J/f'/^/i-rtV,//

Add St. Stephen, St. Peter and St. Paul, St. James
and St. John.
The account of the Christian calendar is thus

brought down to about A.P. 400. For festivals

introduced after that date reference may be made
to the various works on Christian history and

antiquities.
LITERATURE. (1) General: Duchesne, Origines du culte

chr&ien (Eng-. tr. from third ecL enlitlcrt Christian WonJwp,
its Origin and Evolution); Bp. J. WouKu-orih, \f\mtfry of
Grow, (2) Calendars: Achelis, Die Martyrologien, 1900;
Bom Butler, notice of Acheks" book in Joum. of Theol
Studies ii 147; and Pv ;h--. 4 ,U'.T W, rdswo'.-i i- .

*
>

(3) On the Lord's day
*
/-ri" *k wn iiw dem L>' -.

l r 1- '

JTtrcAe, 1894, ch, vi.; II o tfr./.j/iu Lectures, 1860; Tre-

velvan, Sunday',
1902. (4) Cnrisunas : Salmon, paper on

Hippolytus* Commentary on Daniel in Hermathena, vol. m.
Dublin, 1893 ; and Duchesne and Wordsworth as above,

(5) The <J -,it
f d o i'i f*,,p*r,ji !.. . Pa1 - OM Introduction

to NT* I<"i \\ M<'t; II -\^ rw en h-- 'ii- HE v. 22,
in Nwrw a', J J*t \ *(,*

" / I'/K nt
,
^\,si C/, ,

- h History, n
209 t; U'V t., <>:, /;,,s /;'/,'.'. i >.-,y <>,,! Eng. ed.);
Sctmrer, f> ( IV , i- n \ jr ^ -r n ' '-. /' /., r hist. Theol
,=" - r ' T '< -lis: El. Mi ' >, na L 317 ff;

> 'i ,
'! >

- ' A .
,
J>u f. Chr n i >'>

*

Hippolytus
'
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CALL, CALLING.
1. Terms.

2. Secular calling.
3* Spiritual callinjr.

(ff) Our Lord s Mes-sianir vocation.

(40 The ApoMOlic calling.
(0 Other <

l
:ill- 10 service

(ff) The Goipel call in Christ, b own teaching:.
Litr--

1--
Literature,

1. THE TERMS. (a) The OT. The substantive
'
call

'

js not found in the English Bible. If used of
an animal's call, it tends to imply a significant
notee.ff. & mother's call to her brood (Bunyan,PP ii. 62) not a mere emotional cry. The English
verb *ca!T has for its primary meaning *to speak
loudly.

9 In Hebrew we note the same implication
in KT& &g- Pr 81

; but in Hebrew the word still
more strongly suggests articulate human speech,
even perhaps in Ps 1479 (although the partridge
probably derives its name tap from its calling).
It is indeed the technical word for .reading (e.g. Is
2912

) : the Hebrews read aloud and prayed aloud.
Eli suspected Hannah (1 S I13) not because her lips
moved in private prayer- -lailwr because in the
intensity and modesty of IIOT desire she prayed
without sound. JLoudness may express authority ;

*

or it may be a simple effort to attract notice.

Anyway, a 'call,' Hebrew or English, is a* loud
and definite communication from one person to
another. Either language may use the verb in-

transitively, but always with a sort of latent
transitiveness. In Greek, on the other hand,
KaXfo is transitive. What is implied in the other
languages is explicit in this one. Definiteness
(and perhaps authority) receives reinforcement
when the

calling is by name. We are probably
not to confuse this with the mere givwuj of a name ;

though, according to the ideas of the ancient world,
eo much power is wrapped up in names that there

may be a certain infiltration of that thought in

the Biblical usage of calling by name. But, more

simply, one's name arrests one's attention, and
assures one that the call is addressed to him. In

Deutero-Isaiah it is said that Jehovah has a name
for eveiy star (Is 40

26 [we need not discuss ^whether
the stars are here conceived as alive], imitated in

IPs 1474
). That signifies His power; it is rather

His condescension that is shown when He calls

the prophetic servant, Israel, by name (Is 431
).

Again, He calls Cyrus 'by name' to his historic

functions (Is 453- 4
, cf. also Ex 31s

[Pj). If our
text is to be trusted, Jehovah even 'surnames'

Cyrus (Is 45
4
). It is a mark of kindliness when a

servant is not simply 'waiter
3

or 'guard' to his

rich employer, but has a name and a lecogmzed
personality of his own. (Here cf. Ex 3312 17

). To
'

surname,' at least in the strict sense, is a still

stronger proof of friendly interest ; surnames are
a token of some new destiny, or else imply
knowledge of idiosyncrasies. (Ace. to P, Jehovah
renames 'Abram' and 'Sarai/ Gn IIs 15

, while
Moses renames 'Hoshea/ Nu 1316

; cf. also the
surnames given by our Lord to the three leading
Apostles, Mk 316 -

"). It is also in Deutero-Isaiah
that we find the ernergonco of 'call' in a sort of

theological sense; (lie -call' of Abraham (51
2 *I

called him ').

Another i'i'|<^,vi
4

-oction of the OT for our

terminology P-" PI.II-" of Wisdom,' Pr 1-9.

Several things are noticeable here; the loud call

Divine Wisdom as
' J '

(8
l
, cf. I20

) ;

the solemn religious call rejected
(I

34
) ; the call as an i east (ch. 9).

This last usage (' call '=" invite'), while obsolete
in modern English, is found in its literal sense
both in OT and NT of our version ; e.g. I 3 I9

,
Jn

2s AV.
Still another group of OT passages may seem

to require notice- ilioe describing the 'call' of
vaiious prophets. The term is not so used in OT
(unless Is 512

? see above Abraham is a *

prophet
'

in Gn 207 [E]). But thefe is a passage which would
lend itself excellently to this interpretation the
tale of the call of the young Samuel, where we
have three interesting parallel usages : Jehovah
' called to Samuel '

(1 S 3 1

literally),
* called Samuel*

(v.
8
), 'called . . . Samuel, Samuel' (v.

10
)

There are therefore several usages of the word
*to call' in OT which we ought to keep in mind
as we approach the Gospels. It means command,
or it means invitation. It means a summons to

special function, or it means (along with that) a
peculiar mark of gracious condescension.

^ (5) In the Gospels, the verb may occur in the
literal sense (Mt 208

). But in general a compound
form i- j)i<feir<Ml for such sense; e.g. when Jesus
calls (irt>offKi\( TCLfjLfvos) His disciples near Him for a
short talk (Mk 1042). We have the simple form in
one important passage when James and John are
'called' (Mk I20

|| Mt 421 tafXwei'), though the
compound (T/wo-xaXctrat) is found in Mark's record
of the selection of the Twelve (3

13
), while in the

parallel in Luke (6
1S

) vpoare^yjaep is employed.
It might be argued that, even here, the mere word
*
called

' means no more than ' called to Himself.'

Still, in view of OT antecedents, that is question-
able. Anyway, as a matter of fact, those *

calls
*

were commands and invitations, to 'leave all*

(Mk 1028) and follow Jesus to take tip solemn
functions in His service. When compounds of
KdMu are used, or when (fiavfa is used, we need not

suspect deep religious or
theological significance in

the word. Yet here again the fact has to be dealt
with. Jesus may simply

'
call to

'

(fuvefr) Barti-
mseus (Mk 1049

) ; but the result of the conversation
(and miracle) is that he who had been blind *

fol-

lows Jesus in the way' (10
52

), In two other
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iii-*r,Lr ' * ^i ";ip of meanings associated with
r !-!'

j'.\i'''_i
rather than authority ;

invita-

iiiiii, ,

{ui J JIM command come to the front:

I came not to call (/caA&rcu) the righteous, but
sinners

5

(Mk 217
, Mt 913

; Lk 5* adds 'to repent-
ance'), and 'many are called (jcA^roO, but few
chosen

'

(Mt 2214
j in 2016 these words are rightly

dropped by RV as not belonging to the original
text).

(c) Though our concern is with the Gospels, we
cannot refuse to consult the Epistles for the light

they may throw on Gospel usage. They give us a

cognate substantive ; not *
call

* but *

calling.'
'Call' as a substantive occurs in English much
earlier than our AV, but pio-unuiMx the purely
physical idea the audible 'call was too strongly
marked in it to allow of its standing for God's
address to the conscience 'Calling,* which was
preferred, reproduces the form of the Greek sub-

stantive K\y(ns. This term is mainly Pauline (e.g.
1 Co I26), though it extends into Hebrews (3

1
) and

(at least so far as the verb is concerned) into 1 Peter

(I
15 221

). As moulded by St. Paul, there is no
doubt that the 'call' is primarily one to salvation

(Ro 828
"30

), though it may also signify special

(Apostolic) function (Ro I 1
). The Epistle to the

Hebrews preserves the same twofold reference.

All believers *

partake of a heavenly calling
'

(3
1
),

but none may take high honour or office upon
himself except when * called* by God thereto

(5
4
). Later in the history of English speech, the

physical implications of the noun 'call
3

having
been in some measure rubbed off, it came into

religious use, so as generally to
displace 'calling.'

We say the 'call' n- '< all"";p
"

o." Abraham; but if

Scripture had used t\ -
, 1 1 i n \ <

*
.

*

calling
' would

have been installed by our translators in this

phrase. The NT 'calling* is a single definite act
in the past, whether r>< i-onal tunuT-ion [*><iinof imc*

acceptance of Divinely imposed duty] or the historic

mission of Christ. He who 'called* us is holy
(1 P I15). In our modern use of *

calling,* some-

thing seems borrowed from the idea of a worldly
calling, viz. Jialntualwss Ace. to Murray's Dic-

tionary, 1 Co 720 introduced almost by an accident
the use of 'calling' for worldly rank, station,

external <urioiin<liri<> 'Hence/ it adds,
* "call-

ing" came to be applied to the various means of

bread-winning.* [The exegesis
of the verse is dis-

puted, but the view the Dictionary proceeds on
seems to be right. It is not, of course, pretended
that 'calling' in 1 Co 720 means exactly trade or

profession. St. Paul would never make it matter
of conscience that a Christian should refrain from

changing his trade]. Both these senses viz. (1)

station, and (2) trade are often (unwarrantably,
the Dictionary seems to think, as far as ety-

mology coos) regarded as Divine vocations. This is

surely obscure. If 1 Co 1M taught
so little, can we

hold it responsible for a t\yofold set of meanings ?

May not professional
*

calling* rather mean, in the
first instance,

c what I am called
* William [the]

Smith, John [the] Tailor ? a still humbler etymo-
logy. However that may be, the idea of Divine
vocation in daily concerns could not be ruled out
from Christian thought. Thus inevitably Chris-

tians have been led to formulate the idea of a

lifelong Divine vocation, covering all externals,
but centring in the heart. It may be repeated
that '

calling
'

(the substantive) is not found in the

Gospels ; of course the word is not found anywhere
in the BV in the sense of * trade.

3

2. SECULAR CALLING. It is unnecessary to pass
under review the occupations followed by our Lord
in youth and by His Apostles. See artt TRADES,
CARPENTER, FISHING, etc.

3. SPIRITUAL CALLING (a) Our Lord Himself,
who calls all others, was ' called of God* (He 5*) to

the Messiahship. It is an 5
"

>\," -< I-I'-PI nr T;I v
that dwells too much on , ', <Jsv' " r N, /,"-

reth.' Jesus was full of the consciousness of His
calling, its requhements, its limitations. Not to
cite the Fourth Gospel abundant signs of this,
but in the usual golden haze blurring all sharp
outlines we have Mk 138 (

9
) 217 1Q45, Mt 517 152*

etc. etc. It is one of the services of Ritschl to
recent theology with anticipations in von Hof-
mann that he has made prominent the thought of
Christ's vocation, displacing the less worthy and
less ethical category of Christ's merit. In the

Gospels this vocation is expressed by the word
( sent

'

or I
* came *

(as above ; or * him that sent me/
Jn 4s4 etc.), not b^ 'call.' If there is any one
point in our Lord's life where it may be held that
the 'call' ^definitely reached Him, where He
became conscious of Messiahship, we must seek
it at His baptism (Mk I 9"11

; th:< p."< 11 '-

(b) In dealiripr \u(/h the call c'?'h '-s""' >*, Christ
to His r/iNriVw. "e begin with the Apostles.
Taking The uiilcrent GospeK lo^oflu . we seem to

recognize three stages. (1) A< < onli'iir co St. John,
Christ's first disciples werv Cuiiljv.u 1 - who, like

Himself, had visited the Jordan in .order to be

baptized by John : Andrew, John, Simon Peter,
Philip, Nathanael (presumably = Bartholomew ;

see art. BARTHOLOMEW, above), and presumably
James the brother of John (Jn I35

'51
). The only

one mentioned as called with a 'follow me* is

Philip (l
u

) ; and it is possible that this is rather
an invitation to follow on the journey to Galilee
than through life (and death). For the rest, we
have acquaintanceships and attachments appa-
rently forming themselves elective affinities dis-

played, rather than the Master's will exercised ad
Tioc; but the result, according to St. John, is

the formation of a small yet definite circle, who
are disciples (2

2- 12- 17 etc. etc.) of Jesus now, as
others are (and as they themselves j>reviou<l\ \vcrc)
of John the Baptist. (2) The Synopusi*. roll us of
the call in Galilee ('Come ye after me,' Mk 1 17

1{

Mt 419 ;
* He called them,' Mk I20

1] Mt 421
} of Peter,

Andrew, James, John. The first two are called
with a sort of pleasantry ; they are to be *

fishers

of men/ in allusion to their former occupation.
St. Luke has the same narrative (5

1 " 11
) in a more

picturesque form ; the borrowing of Peter's boat,
.in order to teach from it as a pulpit; payment
after sermon in the form of a miraculous draught
of fishes ; Peter's fear as a sinner at the near
presence of the supernatural,- the same kindly
oon mot ; all four fishermen [? v. 7

] on the spot ;

all four becoming disciples. Here the call (see
art. DISCIPLE below) involves leaving everything
to follow Christ (Lk 6", Mk 1028 cf. I'

8- 20
, Mt 19^7

cf. 420 *22
). Previous acquaintance with these men

may have induced Jesus to begin His teaching
by the Sea of Galilee [an 'undesigned coinci-

dence '

fj. Other members of the disciple circle in

Galilee must have been added one by one ; some by
elective affinity ! Not all volunteers might be re-

pelled like the scribe of Mt 819
[|
Lk 959 Matthew

the publican, however (Mt 99, Lk S27
Levi, Mk

214 Levi the son of Alphseus), is called straight
from his place of toll to 'follow/ and instantly

obeys ; a memorable incident. (3) The final
*
call

'

in this series appears when Jesus 'calls to him
whom he himself will/ and *

appoints twelve, that

they may be with him, and that he may send them
forth to preach and . . . cast out devils

3

(Mk 313

etc. ; so too, though less clearly, Lk 61S
; not in

Mt. ; 1C1 'his twelve disciples/ v. 3 'the twelve

apostles '). (4) Or, if there is another stage still,

it is marked when they are ' sent out *
for the first

time (Mt 105, Mk 67
, Lk 91

), or when in conse-

quence of this the name *

apostles
'

(see art*

APOSTLE) is attached to them. Thus, in the case
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of at least twelve men, the call has issued in a

verjr definite calling; permanent, and in a sense
official.

(c) Another group posses^e^ a varied interest.

It includes volunteers , it relates *
calls

*
to service

addressed to those who were not destined to be

Apostles; it offers examples of the call rejected
There are four cases; the rich young ruler (Mk
1017 etc. and parallels), and *

. . > F three found

together (Lk957'62
; partial i . < \-s 819"22

). The
scribe (see Mt.) who volunteers means, or professes
to mean, discipleship in the intenser sense. He will

follow 'wherever the Masi
'

: V "I 'leave

all,' like the Twelve ; the .1 : ". >'* of pro-

perty, which was too much for the young ruler,
is no stumbling-block to him. This volunteer
meets not with welcome but rebuff; and, so far as
we know, there is an end of his gospel service.

Again, the man whose father is just dead that
seems the inexorable sense of the words is needed

immediately as a herald of the 4

kingdom of God '

(so Luke). And the other volunteer, who, with
less urgency (so far as we are told) is anxious
fi

first
*

to bid farewell to his home circle, is
* look-

ing back ' from the plough. St. Luke seems well

justified in making these narratives introduce a
wider mission (that of the *

Seventy '). And here
we get important light on the demand that the
rich young ruler should give away his property.
This may have seemed to our Lord's discernment

necessary for the man's own safety does not the

sequel point in that direction? But, even inde-

pendently of that, though a Christian might be a
man of means (see below), a wandering preacher
could hardly be. These were calls to service, which
3.1" i'ii . jiil\ <r finally, with tragic refusal.
A\ }. ii,i < ,-(> ,|j, refusal may have implied is

God's secret.

(d) So far we have uo.'ill chiefly with authority ;

when we consider tlio few c'a<> in the Gospels
where the call is generalized *not the righteous
but sinners '(Mk217 Mid 13

I.k .V^j 'many called,
few chosen J

(Mt -22
- -imtt'tttw comes to the

front The parable <leni(',iing the Kingdom of God
as a feast (Mt 22- r

,
Lk 14' f-~r

), while, "of course, a
parable and not to be pressed too far, emphasizes
this. Its language recalls Pr 9. And it has been
remarked rhab the well-known lovely 'gospel
invitation

'

(Mt II28*30
) strongly suggests Divine

Wisdom speaking More qu<-tio:i!iMe is the idea
started by Brace in ! T , m. Tjf. that Jesus
literally invited < i, , , j , i o a 1 1 1 meal at a public
hall in the name of Levi (Matthew) a sort of
Free Breakfast or Midnight Supper. On the other
hand, the very earliest form of the general call is

pure authority ;
*

Repent' (Mt 417
, Mk I 15

).

In all these cases, language itself helps us to
vindicate the great truth, that the call of Christ
is not merely a call to some external form of
service under rapidly vanishing conditions, but a
call addressed to heart and conscience; in other
words, that Christianity is essentially a religion.
Of course, this truth becomes clearer in the Epistles,
or in the Fourth Gospel, than in the earlier and
less reflective Gospels; but, in regard to our
*

calling/ as in all respects, the teaching of Christ
Himself traces the plain outlines within which
His Apostles afterwards work. Perhaps ^ e ought
to note here a difference at least m language
between Christ and St. Paul. To the latter, the
*
called

J

are eo ipso the *
elect

'
or *

predestinated
'

(EoS29- 30- 83
); to Christ, 'calling' (inviting) comes

first (Mt 2214
), and selection follows ;

*
after trial/ as

it has been expressed. Our Lord's words, therefore,
mark our Christian calling as a calling to service and
as a probation. Though we are admitted to His
friendship and love, all is not assured. According
to His language in the Fourth Gospel, one *

given
'

to Christ may 'perish' (Jn 17 12
). The 'unfruit-

ful
' branch is

* taken away,'
* cast forth,'

* burned '

(Jn 15-- 6
) All must stand before His judgment-

seat ; a thought \v hich the parables spoken in view
of separation, parables addressed to His own, paiti-

cularly emphasize (Mt 25; some parallels) All

must * take up the cross
' and ' follow Christ '

to

the uttermost (Mk 834 etc etc ). The last com-
mand addressed to a friend by Christ, like the

first, is 'follow me* (Jn 21 19 - 22
).

The question has been raised whether Jesus'

call did not imply a sort of fanaticism based on a
mistaken expectation of the near end of the world.

This is at least suggested^ by the purely eschato-

logical view of the Kingdom of God (see art KING-
DOM OF GOD, below) in the Gospels, as l.n.^Iu l*v

Bousset, J. Weiss, and others. If the MMJ- i i inn

of fanaticism were historically warranted, all

Christians must have been required to live in a
fashion possible only to the first few^; the call to

repent must have been swallowed up in the call to

share the Master's wandering life ; our '

high
calling

'

(Ph 314
), as declared by Christ, must have

been deeply tinged with delusion. It is enough to

point in leply to women friends of Jesus ; to homes
whose hospitality He consented to share ; to a con-

vert under exceptional circumstances not called

nor even permitted to be with Christ, but sent
home to be a witness there (Mk 519

||
Lk 839

). The
grain of truth in this heap of error has been indi-

cated above. Our Christian calling is not merely
to salvation, it is to service. One may add, that
the principles of the Master's own teaching are

likely to reveal lessons of severity for the Chris-

tian conscience which have been neglected in the

past to the great loss of both Church and world.

I TI '
\ , t

-" ,*,.', r f' r (ir), the present writer's Christ
an ,/'-,/' I**"' /,,/, \ K - 'I. , Justification and Reconcilia-

tion, vol. iu. (translation) p 445; Baldensperger, Selbstbe-

wusst&ein Jem, 18S8 [2nd ed 1892, 3rd ed with altered title in

progress] ; artt bv present writer on ' Dawn of Messianic Self-

concnonsncb*' n Expos. Tune*, 1905 , a different view, Forrest's
CArtft of Ui^'iiy and of Eiiifmnw, 1897, p 93ff. For (&) see

Bruce, "Training of the T'teltc, Latham, Pastor Pastorum;
for (CM li')^ -> r > If i> .li Cv . -W, i ,.jr

Fan* ' ,v,i ' ii- *M * '!*< i_r i i 'i roi
the Divine message] ; also JbJruce's .n.iiin

' '

!

parallels [notes on all three should bt ie ul in //j
/>'-,> (Jr. Testa-

ment]. The last paragraph of the above article refers to dis-

cussions Ie^im ""A J Weiss, Die Predigt Jesu vom Reiche
Gottes, li>';2, Itoivet, Jesu Predigt in ihrem (rV it *': . >tit

JitAevt*iir> 1^92* o* P I(! O e^ecM^y J Weiss, h< ^ i hi 'r>

ffii - i .if ! /'/i / '
'/ / "' "h vart, 1895, good reply in

!> ,-,"' . ,- C './,,-,'/, ,..,, 1900 (translation,
' What

is Christianity 9
')! interesting reference to such views and to

later developments in Lewis Muirhead'a Bruce, Lecture on ' The
Eschatology of Jesus,' 1903.

EGBERT MACKINTOSH.

CALYARY. See GOLGOTHA.

CAMEL, CAMEL'S HAIR. -The camel is hy
far the most useful of all animals in the East.
There are two kinds of camels the Turkish or
Bactrian camel and the dromedary. The first is

larger, has a double hump, and is cupaLle of sus-

taining greater "burdens; the lattei 1*1 > \\ifi ii, has
a single hump, and is far less affected "by extreme
heat.

^
The camel has been domesticated from

time immemorial; it is now at least nowhere
found

in^
its aboriginal wild state, and nature has

adapted it to its specific environment. Its nostrils
are close and flat, to exclude the dust of the
desert; its feet are heavily padded, and its an-

atomy shows provision for the enduring of great
privation. It mocks hunger and thirst alike; it

can go without water from sixteen to forty days
The camel forms the staple wealth of the Arab

of the desert, who utilizes every part of the animal,
even to the dung, which is used as fuel. Its flesh
was forbidden to the Jew (Lv II4, Dt 147). Its
milk is extremely mitritious, and on fermentation
becomes an intoxicant. A thick mat of fine hair
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protects the animal against the extremes alike of

heat and cold.

The camel is mentioned three times in the

Gospels, on two occasions as a ^vnonv m for size

or bulkiness; Mt 1924 (
=Mk 10-", Lk 1825

},
f lt

is easier for a camel to go through a needle's eye,
than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom
of God '

; and 2384 t Ye blind guides, which strain
out the gnat, and swallow the camel.

5 In the
former of these pfi--!ii,

fc- two attempts have been
made to evade i:>o Oiionul hyperbole, firstly, by
reading^ /cdjiuXoff, 'a rope,

3

for K&M\QS; and, again,
l;v ( xpltii'iii

1^ the e

eye of the needle' as the
-i Mji! ! iloui ini fool-pa'-^ongerss which is generally
made in the frame of the~large entrance-door of

an Eastern house. The expression 'eye of the

needle,' however, is
only^ the English equivalent

of the Greek words denoting a *
hole.' The eye of

a needle stands for something narrow and hard to

pass, as in the Egyptian piOM'K 'Straiter than
the eye of a needle' (IJiiickliMilr. 300) A similar

proverb is given by Freytag (ii. p, 19),
' Narrower

than the shadow of a lance and than the hole of a
needle.' And in the Koran we have (vii. 38),

' As
for those who declare our signs to be lies, and who
scorn them, the doors of heaven will not be open
to them, nor will they enter Paradise, until a
camel shall penetrate into the eye of a needle

*

that is, never.
In the second of the two passages above, the

camel is contrasted with the gnat, *Ye blind

guides, which strain out a gnat, and drink down
a camel.'

^
The gnat stands for an emblem of

smallness in the Koran (ii. 24, 'God is not
ashamed to stiiko a provoib out of a gnat'). In
Arabic the elephant, lalhor than the camel is

chosen to designate ,hugeness, as in the song of
Kaab ibn Zuheir

*
If there stood in the place which I stand in an elephant,
TT ,.i r'j: .i.M'1 i-u

*

:r Vrui T < * :u <1 hcai ,

II - -,io ildcr u *.-i
''

1- fin .U uoii''l hi twitching* ;

and the camel is an embl- ID f poi ii n- < ir-1 -i^ont

endurance, and goes by < ' i:m* 01 i
1

J, .''if : of
Job.

3 The elephant must have been a not un-
famii:

,i' i Hi? ii I i-, Pale&tiue in the first century,
but \ I'M r.. n,i!!\ be thought of in connexion
with Hellenism and idolatiy.

Camel's hair or wool, as it is called, is woven by
the Arabs into tent-covers, and also into rough
outer garments for the peasant ry. In Israel this

coarse mantle was the badge of' the prophet (Zee
134 *The prophets shall be ashamed each one of

his vision, when lie propho-ij?(h ; and they will no
more wear a hairy jjjaimeiit in order to deceive

3

) ;

I8 Elijah is described as being an
'owner of hair'
and in 2 K being

3, that is, wearing this

garment of the piophet-,, AV, 'an hairy man'),
and pit \\ilh leather As the successor of Elijah
and of the prophets, John the Baptist adopted the
same dress (Mi 34, Mk I6). It i^

jrjsn'i silly sup-
posed that the Oriental mystic or v/// i^ -o riuintd

from his dress of wool (suf) ; of. Kev J 1J.

T. H. WEIR and HENRY E. DOSKER.
CANA (KOP& rqs FaXtXatas) is mentioned four

times in the Fourth Gospel. It was the scene of
our Lord's first miracle (Jn 21 - u

) ; the place to
whioh 6 a certain king's officer (paa-i\LK6$), wnose son
was sick at Capernaum,* came to find Jesus (4

46
) ;

and the native place of the disciple Nathanael

(21
2
). After the miracle, Jesus 'went down 1

{/carljSi}) to Capernaum ; and the king's officer be-

sought him to 'come down' (xara^) to heal his

son. Those references place Cana of Galilee on

higher ground than Capernaum. There is no
other direct evidence as to its position.

Josephus states ( Vita, 16) that he resided for a
time 'in a village of Galilee which is named Cana.'
From this village he made a descent during the

night upon Tiberias (17). Later (41) he speaks of

residing in the great plain, the name of which
was Asochis. If these residences are one and the
same place, the Cana of Josephus may well be
Kh^rbet Kana or Kanat el-Jelil, on the N. slopes
of the plain of Buttauf, and about 8 miles N. of
Nazareth. This, however, would not decide the
site of St. John's Cana. [The Kai>d of Ant. xv. v. 1
should be, according to BJ I. xix. 1, Kavadd].
Etymology and tradition are divided between

the above mentioned site on the plain of Buttauf
and Kefr Kenna, a hamlet on the direct road to
the lake, and about 3^ miles N.E. of Nazareth,
where there is a fine spring l^yr- <

>'_ v *
k -

( , \ nly
favours Khirbet Jana, the ronlj" ^ ni ,, n ,nlial

*nun 5

being against Kefr^K , t <i Ti;i,i -j-n is

indecisive. The references in Placentinus (Itm. 4),

Phocas, John of fVVurzburg, Quaresmius (Eluci-
dationes, ii. 852 f ), etc., favour Kefr Kenna, where
the monks of the Greek and Latin Churches have
considerable ecclesiastical proper tie-a. On the
other hand, the notices of Theodosius (A.D. 530),

Saewulf, Brocardus, Fetellus, Marinus Sanutus

(p. 253), and others, suit the northern site.

In later times, jRobinson (BEP
2

ii_.
3481, iii. 108)

supports the claims of Khirbet IZana, and is fol-

lowed by Hitter, Thomson, Ewald, Socin, Keim,
and others. Eusebius and Jerome (Onom. s.v.

Kava) identify Cana with Kanah* in Asher (Jos
1928 ). This could not be Kefr Kenna, which is not
in Asher, but might be Khirbet Kana (Encyc.
Bibl. i. 638). Other recent writers contend lor

Kefr Kenna, among whom are Guerin, de Saulcy,
Porter, Tristram, etc. The balance of evidence is

perhaps on the side of the northern site (Hastings'
DB i. 346b). Conder (PEF Mem. i. 288) suggests
as a possible site a spot nearer to Nazareth than

Kefr Kenna, called *Ain ffana, and not far from
Reineh. Dr. Sanday appears to Mippoii tlii--, and
claims Guthe as agreeing (Sacred Xitei, 24 n.).

LITERATURE Hastings' DB t 346; T.h n
- : B.l 1

. \ 'inr,
Rommcii /?/?P-Jii 3ISf,ni 108; Oond( r. //./' Wr* i ->M ,

M xnlo\,^/\iui, GiJ(iin,Crff^7t'e, i 175 ff , 'lao"i-on, LatAvuui
/>V,A

, 42;> f ; TrM rain, Laud oj Israel, 455 ; Socin, Pal S68, 367 ;

Murr.^, Paf .i'>; Buhl, f*AP 219 f. ; Ewald, Gesch. vi. ISOn.;
Keim, Jems oj Nazara, iv. 116 n. ; Bitter, Comp. Geogr* iv.

378 f. A. W. COOKB.

CANAANITE. See CANANJEAN.

ing of

(AV 6 of Canaan') in Mt 1522 (only here in NT).
The word is used to describe the woman who
came out of the borders of Tyre and Sidon, desiring
to have her daughter healed who was grievously
vexed with a devil. St. Mark (T

5
*) calls her a

Greek fEXXqpfc), a Syro-phcenician(2vpo0otvtV-icra-a) by
race. A Canaanite, signifying properly

* dweller
in the lowland,

'

is used in a wider or a narrower

meaning in the OT, Canaan being a name applied
either to the strip of seacoast from Gaza to Sidon,

or, more loosely, to the whole possession of Israel,

or that part which lay west of Jordan (Gn 1019 ;

cf Jos , Nu 1329
, Gn 11S1 ). The LXX renders

Canaanite ('ijiR) indifferenrly by &oivt% and Xavav-

cues (Ex 615, Jos 31
, Xu 13- -''30

), Jg I30
"3

*, while in
Ex 1635 and Jos 5 12 we find pa p^ tr. by jxpos r^s

3>oivlKrjs and x&P*1 T&v ^oiviKQ)y These coast in-

habitants being the great traders of the old world,
' Canaanite

" or * Phoenician' was often used simply
to mean. *a merchant* (Is 238 [LXX |^ro/?ot], and
cl Hos 127, Zeph I11).
The woman who came to our Lord was a

' Canaanite* in the sense that she belonged to
the stock of the old Phoenicians of Syria termed
*

Syro-jphoenician
'

to distinguish them from those
of Africa. These were heathen, and between them
* This K<mah is probably the modern village of Kana, 7 miles

&E. of Tyre (Encyc. ZibL ii. 2652 ; Hastings' DB H, 831).
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and the Jews existed the bitterest hostility ; see
Jos. c. Apion. i. 13 (who mentions the Phoenicians,

t-l ^ i^V of Tyre, with the Egyptians as beat ing
.IK j.'rt.iv-i ill-will towards the Jews). This fact
makes instructive a comparison between our Loid's
treatment of this woman and His dealing with the
woman of Samaria ; cf. ^perially Jn 49 with Mt
1526

. The Clementines \f7om. 11.' 19, iii. 73) men-
tion her by the name of Justa, and maintain that
the Lord first won her from heathendom, and after

that was able to heal her daughter, whose name is

given, as Bernice.*

T i T p >mmentaries on the Go*wl- e*n. Swete
v. .

"
, i , in Hastings' DS ami TIU> /,Vi> Bibl ,

Irencn, Miracles, aa toes, Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus
the Messiah, ii. 37 ff.; Expos. Times, iv. [1892] p. SOff. ; W.
Archer Bu.'.r, *<rm ' 1") r ; L\ e\ F r ,. to my Curate*,

p. 317 ff. ; KL r, S / m.., 2 id ^r. r. 2 ;-)if. ; lii .

" * "

/
r

P.154ff. ,|. K. Itp.MiiA.

. 'Canansean' (RV, following the
K \v *IIGS adopted by Lachmann, Tischen-

doif T-f-f. I'c-. \VH, and modern scholars gener-
ally! <'. Canaanitc (AV, f^>- :n;

J
".e TR reading

K-aVa^TT??) is>a description a:> , >1 -\" St. Matthew
(10

4
) and St. Mark (3 ; n !''-:i lists of the

Twelve to the second of the two Apostolic Simons,
who is thus di^tiri^riii^hed from Simon Peter.
There can be no doubt that *Canaanite,* which
means an inhabitant of Canaan, is a false render-

ing. The Or. for Canaan is Xavacb (Ae 711 1319
),

and for Canaanite, Xavavcuos (Mt 1522
) not KazWr^s.

Transliterating the KavavLr^ of the TR, the AV
should have spelled the word *

Cananite,
3
as indeed

was done in the Geneva Version, and in some edi-

tions of the AV, though not in that of 1611. But
it is practically certain that Karowute (which in
the text of Mk. especially is very strongly sup-
ported, e.g. by KBCDLA) is the correct reading.
The word seems to be a construction from the

which in the Heb. text of the OT is used in the
sense of 4

zeal* as well as of *

j-
;ilou-\ .* i- -ometimes

rendered in the LXX by ^)V,s [
1
- !)" 2n i. This is

borne out by the fact that M. Luke, on the two
occasions on which he gives a list of the Apostles
(Lk 615

, Ac I 13
), employs b Z^Xwnfc, instead of

d Kopcuratos, to describe Simon which seems to
show that the two epithets are synonymous.
Jerome, who in the Vulg. aaopts the form

*Cananfleus/ in his Com. in Matt, interprets it *de
vico Ghana Galilaeae

3

; and he has been followed

by many scholars in modern times, who have
taken the name to be a corruption of KCLJ/CUOS, and
to mean *a man of Cana, !'vl,,~ii\ r, aa in
Galilee. This view, however, n v <.-,;< *, little

support, though Cheyne (Encyc. Bibl. ii. col. 2624,
iv. eol. 4535) appears to favour it. Meyer (Com.
on Matt., in loc ), while holding that the form of
the word makes the derivation from Cana impos-
sible, maintains that it is nevertheless * derived
from the name of some place or other *

; and
would explain its use in Mt. and Mk. from the
fact that Simon, as a quondam zealot,

c bore the
surname *iK|p, f^Xwnfs, a name which was correctly
interpreted by Luke; but, according to another
tradition, \\as ciioiiisiu-lv <Uji\cil fio'ii the name
of a place, and

accordingly^ came to be rendered
d Kavcurcuo;.' This is ingenious, but seems need-

lessly far-fetched. It is quite arbitrary, too, to say
that the form Kopavtub? must be derived from the
name of a place. The termination -cues is common
in the Grecized rendering of names of sects (e.g.

$apicrcuos, 'ZaSdovKotios, 'Eerercufos ; see Griinm-Thayer,
* X*vF*7fl? is to be distinguishedfrom Ravotvmj?, TRKyv*/W

(Mt 10*), which means a Zealot, and is the designation of the
Apostla Simon. See GAXAXJEAN.

Lexicon, s.v. Kamvcuos). And KavavaTos from *

is as natural as 4>aptcratos from Kjyns, stat, emphat.
of Aramaic pyn$ for Heb. o^n (see Schurer, HJP
n. ii. 19). J. C. LAMBEET.

CANDLE. Candles were not much in use in an

oil-bearing country like Palestine, and are not
referred to in the Bible. But the word occurs
in the AV 8 times as the translation of X^ *

('lamp'); and \vxvia ('lampstand ) is always trans-

lated Candlestick.' [On the other hand, Aa/wrd?,
which is generally translated by its derivative

'lamp/ should be rendered either * torch' or Man-

tern'; fo- . ;

i
,

1V refers to a lamp which
could be ! i,! -

i 'doors (Mt 25lff
, Jn 18s

, and
even Ac 208

, where the Xa/A7rd5es imvai may have
been torches that had been brought in by those
who had assembled by night), thus corresponding
to Heb. TsV]
The X^XFOS (Heb. "u, YJ, the latter used only in a

figurative sense) was, as a rule, an earthenware

vebsel, like a tiny flat teapot, with a flaxen wick
(Mt 1220) in the spout, and supplied with oil

(mostly from olives, but also fiom sesame, nuts,

radishes, or fish), through a hole in the centre,
from an ayyeiov (Mt 25*) or other vessel. It could
either be carried about (Lk 15s ) or set on a stand

(Mk 421
etc.). For illustrations of lamps see

Hastings' DB, vol. in. p 34,

In the teaching of the Son of Man the illumi-

nating sign of God's presence in the world is

hum*ni < Viimi'lo and personal witness, as, e.g., in
the m.iiiMiy of John the Baptist (Jn 535

). The
Christian life is to be one that lightens and kindles
others (Mk 421

), and points men to the 'Father of

lights' (Mt 516
). It must, therefore, first be itself

lit. That is the key to the difficult passage in Mt
G-

12
**, Lk ll34** Light may be everywhere, yet it is

of no use unless received by the eye, which is the

lamp of the body. Sin makes a man see dimly or

double, and must be renounced with an undivided
mind if the life is to be illumined with Divine truth
and love (Expos , 2nd ser. i. [ IhS 1 J '2o2 IT. ; cf 180 ft.,

372 ff.).

But one other important quality Christ illus-

trated by the use of the lamp, viz. watchfulness.
It was the custom in private houses, as well as in
the temple, to keep lamps burning through the

night (Pr 3 118). So, in view of the subtlety and
suddenness of temptation and trial, the disciple
must have his loins girded and his lamp lit (Lk
12*). The parable of the Ten Virgins with their

XafjLTrdSes teaches a similar lesson. Of Christ as the
Lamb it is said that He is Himself the lamp (Xtix^os)
of the Holy City (Rev 21 23

).

A. NORMAN ROWLAND.
CANDLESTICK. In RV of the Gospels this word

is without exception correctly changed into c

^tand,*

\vxvta, being the stand which held the little oil-

fed lamp. It might mean anything from a laxuri-
ous candelabrum, generally of wood covered with
metal, to a bit of stonework projecting from a

cottage wall. It was to the lampstand in lowly
domestic use (cf. 2 K. 410) that Christ referred in
Mk 421 as being necessary to complete the value
of the lamp for those in the house (Mt 5 15

) and
ilio-o \\ iu> HIM r it (Lk 8 l(S

11**). And the lesson is

ilm i it \u> liu\o received a truth or a joy through
( 'IMM . u ho j- the Light of the World, it is com-
mon sense and common justice not to hide it in
fear or selfishness, but to use it as a means of

illustrating our Father God and illumining those
around us (Mt 516

). Practical illustrations of this

parable are found in Mk 51J>- 20
, Mt 1027- 33

, Lk
17 18

(cf. L
LITERATURE. Madaren, God of the Amen, p. 292;

2nd ser. i. [1881] pp. ISOff , 252 ff , 372ff., 6th ser, 271 ff

A. NOEMAN ROWLAND,
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CAPERNAUM,
1. The name.
2. Description of the localities.

3. Identification.

4.
'~

, *n ">.'
n

5. M
6. History.

Literature.

The question as to the position of r.nionipiini is

of great importance for the Gospel -ii\ lr is

the pivot on which hinges the determination of

the scene of the greater part of our Lord's active

ministry. The three places, Capernaum, Chorazm,
and Bethsaida, must all he taken i 030 1 ho i, and
they must in any case be not far from ihe Plain of

Gennesaret. This plain is u :MM\ .Lt< u\v the modern
el-Ghuweir (ie, 'the little Gfoor or

' hollow 3

);

there is also no doubt that Chorazm is the modern
Kerdzeh. The present article is written in the
belief that Capernaum is Tell lldm (which is the
view of the majority of scholars), and that Beth-
saida was the rjort (now called el-Arcy), on the

Lake, of Bethsaida Julias (et-Tell).

1. The Name. The correct form of the name is

undoubtedly Ka<t>apmo6jj,. This is found in all the
oldest authorities to the end of the 4th cent. (Evv.
codd. opt. ; Verss. antiq. Latt. Syrr. ^gypt. Goth.;
Jos. JSJy Qnomast. Euseb. Hieron.). The spelling
KaTepyaotf/j. begins to appear in the 5th cent., but
after that date rapidly covered the ground. In

Josephus ( Vita, 72), mention is made'of a villago
the name of which Niese prints as Ke0apvaj/cd>, but
there are many various readings, and the text is

pretty certainly corrupt. The exact relation of
The undone name to the modern does not work out

very "!.' v . V \ r sy to understand how Caghar
(mod. A' '! '), as a habitation of living
men, might become Tell in the sense of *a heap of

ruins' (strictly=
*

mound/ but there is no mound
on the site). But there are difficulties in the way
of regarding I4m as a contraction for * Nahum *

;

and some good philologist> (Buhl, op. tit. inf., cf.

Socin, Guthe, ib.) prefer to regard Tell Iftim as^a
corruption of Tenhtim or TanMm, which occurs in
Jewish authorities.

2. Description of the localities. The beautiful
Plain of Gennesaret is closed on the north-east by
a spur of the hills which slopes down gradually to
the Lake. In the hollow formed by this, on the

rising ground where the caravan-route begins to
ascend the ridge, is the ruined Jch&n of KM,n
Minyeh. On the low ground beneath, and also on
the ridge above, there are a few more inconspicuous
lernair^; and between the kh&n and the Lake is

a fountain ('Ain et-Ttn). Rounding the little pro-
montory, on which is a German hospice, we come
to a bay, on the further side of which is a group
of springs. One of these is described by Sir Charles
Wilson as *by far the largest spring

in Galilee,
and estimated to be more than half the size of the
celebrated source of the Jordan at Banias* (Re-

covery, etc. il 348). The waters of this spring
come to the surface with

great force, and, after

being collected in a strongly-built reservoir, they
were carried by an aqueduct, in part cut through
the rock, round the promontory and to the rear of
Kh&n Minyeh; from thence they were used to

irrigate the plain. The modern name of this
fountain is *Ain et-Tdbigha The ancient name
was ' Seven Fountains *

(Itin. Hieros. ed. Vindob.

p. 138) or Heptapegon (of which et-J*dfagha is an
echo). - A full mile and a half, or two Roman
miles farther, are the ruins of Tell Htim. These
cover a considerable extent of ground, half a mile
in length by a quarter in breadth. The houses

generally were built of blocks of black basalt. A
single public building of larger size (74 ft. 9 in.'

x56 ft. 9 in.) was of white limestone. This is

commonly identified with the synagogue.

*Seen alone there might have been some doubt as to its

character, but compared with the number of rums of the same
character which have lately been brought to notice in Galilee,
there can be none. Two of those buildings have inscriptions in
Hebrew over their main entrances , one in connexion with a
seven-branched candlestick, the other with figures of the
paschal lamb, and all \vithout exception are constructed after
a fixed plan, which is totally different from that of any church,
temple, or mosque m Palestine

'

(Wilson, Recovery, etc 11. 344),

Two Homan miles up the course of a stream
which enterst he Lake just beyond Tell Htim, are
ruins which bear the name of Kerdzeh, ; but between
Tell fftim and the mouth of the Jordan there are
no more ruins and no special features. Across the
Jordan a little way back from its mouth, is et-Tell,

which is now generally heM to mark the site of

Bethsaida Julias. This was in ancient times con-
nected by a paved causeway with a cluster of
ruins on the shore of the Lake, now known as

el-Araj.
3. Identification. It will be seen that there is

really not very much choice. Chorazin is cer-

tainly Ker&zeh) and Bethsaida Julias, built by the
tetrarch Philip, is pretty certainly et-Tell. The
alternatives for Capernaum are thus practically re-

duced o FC> / Y'I
,

*

and Tell Htim. And the
broad y*\ ,. : : -i i: -t be in favour of the latter,
as Capernaum was no doubt the most important
place at this end of the Lake, and the ruins are
here far more extensive than those at Kh&n
Minyeh, as well as demonstrably ancient The
Mdn at Khdn Minyeh appears to have been built

in the 16th cent. (Sepp, op. cit. inf. p. 165),

though the place name first occurs in the time of

Saladin.
Is this broad pTf*tunption overruled by any

decisive cuiMilcriuion -\ few minor arguments
have been adduced against it. Capcumuru was a

place ^ here tolls were collected ^Mk 21 -
), and it

i.- though b that this would be more natural on the
main caravan road : but a place of the size of

Tell Jftim must in any case have had its tolls, and
there was certainly a road along the north end of
the Lake leading to Bethsaida Julias (Guthe). Tljie

bay of et-f&ii'jlin N much frcqiif'Tiiori by fish, and
the beach is -ulrnblo 101 mooring boat- But there
is little, if any, trace 01 ruins that are not quite
modern. The ruins about Kh&n M^nyeh are also

inconsiderable, though further excavation is needed
to bring out their real character.
The point that seemed for a time to outweigh

all the rest turned upon the position of the fountain.

Josephus, who is our earliest and best authority,

expressly says that the Plain of Gennesaret was
watered by the fountain of Capernaum (BJm. x. 8).

The only fountain to which this statement can apply
is that 01 et-^&bigTia,. There areother fountains, but
none of them could be said in any sense to irrigate
the plain as in ancient times this fountain certainly
did. This indication might seem prima facie to

support the claims of Khdn Minyeh. The lountain
is a short mile from this site, and two short

(Roman) miles from Tell Jftim. But it has to be
remembered that these large villages or towns on
the Sea of Galilee had each its

*
territory/ Thus

Josephus speaks of the *

territory' of Hipnos
flmnp^,BJ&L iii. 1) 3 andthe 'Gerasene' demoniac

(in Mk 51
"17

if) is a case of the same kind the
swine were not >fceding in the town itself but in

its territory. In like manner the fountain was
situated within the territory of Capernaum, whether
it was at Kh&n Minyeh or at Tell fftim.
This leaves room for the natural presumption to

tell in f&vour of Tell Jltim. And the identification

is confirmed by the fact that the pilgrim Theo-
dosius (e. 530 A.D.), coming from the v^est, arrived

at Hesptapegon before he came to Capemaam.i
this he would have done if it were at TeU Edm^
but not if it had been at Khdn Minyeh (ttin.
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Hieros. p. 138 ; cf JThSt v. 44). Other indica-

tions, whether Biblical or derived from the narra-

tives of the pilgrims, are all indecisive.

Just for a time there was a certain swing of the

pendulum (which may be said to have reached its

height in the last decade of the last century) in

favour of Khan Minyeh. But the balance of the

criticism of the last fifty years is pretty clearly
on the side of Tell Iltim. But absolutely decisive

results can only be obtained, if at all, by thorough
and srYs-tematic excavation.

4. 'Capernaum and Bethsaida. The two ques-
tions of Cfipt'innurri and Bethsaida are so closely

connected, thiir, a \\ord should be added upon the

latter. The only Bethsaida in these parts known
to general history is that of which we have just

spoken as located at et-T&ll to the east of the

Jordan. It has often been thought necessary to

postulate a second Bethsaida, which is most com-
monU plii< 1 t the bay of et-Tabigka, The main
r<Wn- foi tin- are two. (a)

In Jn 1221 ,
the Beth-

saida of the Gospels is described as e Bethsaida of

Galilee/ whereas Bethsaida Julias was, strictly

speaking, in Gaulanitis (BJ n. ix. 1 ). (6) The phrase
els TO Tfyav in Mk O45 seems to imply that Bethsaida
was on the opposite side of the Lake to the scene of

the Feeding of the Five Thousand. These reasons

are, however, insufficient to warrant the invention

of a second Bethsaida so near to the first, and
itself so wholly hypothetical. In the bay of et-

^dbiffha, there are no ruins to prove its existence.

On the other hand, (a) there is evidence enough to

show that ' Galilee
' was often loosely used for the

country east of Jordan and of the Lake (BJ II. xx.

4, in. Hi. 1 ; Ant. xviil. i. 1, 6) ; and the geo-

grapher Ptolemseus speaks of Bethsaida Julias as

*in Galilee,* just as St. John does (Buhl, GAP
p. 242). Political boundaries were so shifting, and
the adjustments of territory in these little princi-

palities were so constantly changed, that a loose

use of terms grew up, and the more familiar names
were apt to displace the less familiar, (b) The
phrase ets TO irtpav cannot be pressed ; it might be
used of an oblique course from any one point on
the shore of the Lake to any other : Josephus ( Vita,

59) uses du-irep&i&ffijv of taking ship from Tiberias
to TarichesBj which are on the same side of the

Lake, and very little farther from each other than
Bethsaida from the scene of the miracle.

3. References in the Gospels. So far afi our Lord
had any fixed headquarters during His Galilsean

ministry, they were in Capernaum. It is called
His 'own city' (tSfa rfus) in Mt 91

. The same
close connexion is implied by the special reproach
addressed to the city in Mt II23

(--- Lk lo15
). Tlio

public ministry, in the more formal sense, was
opened here by the call of thefo 1

!' lr!nl"v \j>o-'l<

(Mk I 16'20
) , andhere, too, werei "-'

, UMI- <>i u :,< 'i

we have a graphic and tvpical description on the
Sabbath that followed (tfk I'1

-34
!) We have re-

peated mention of a particular house to which our
Lord resorted, which was probably St. Peter's.

During the early part of His ministry He must
have spent much time here, but during the latter
art His visits can have been only occasional.

Perhaps we should be right in inferring from
the presence of the * centurion' (Mt 85ff

-, Lk T2*)
that Herod Antipas had a small garrison here.
St, Luke tells us that this centurion, though a
Gentile, had built the synagogue of the place. Is
it too

sanguine to believe that this was the very
building the remains of which are still most con-

spicuous among the rains? There appears to be
good reason for the view that they are really the
remains of a synagogue. A comparison with
similar buildings elsewhere in Galilee brings out
the distinctive features of the ground plan, and
the presence of religious emblems seems to render

this probable. The richness of the architecture

(cf. pi. xvii. in the present writer's Sacred Sites of
the Gospels) may seem to suggest that the ruins

date from the palmy days of Galilsean Judaism

(A.D. 140-300), and Schurer refers them to this

period. But there is one argument that perhaps

points in a different diiection. There was a syna-

gogue at Chorazin haidly less elaborate than that

at Capernaum, though with its ornaments cut in

the black basalt, and not in, limestone (Wilson,

Recovery, ii. 3, 4, 7). Now, we know that when
Eusebius wrote his Onomasticon, the site of Chor-

azin was already
' deserted

'

(Onomast., ed. Kloster-

mann, p. 174) This desertion is not likely to have

been very recent. And it is perhaps after all more

probable that elaborate building took place at a

time when Galilee had a prince of its own with

architectural ambitions, who must have gathered
around him a number of skilled artificers at

Tiberias. The Herods were all builders ; and the

period of their rule was piobably that in which
Galilee enjoyed the greatest material

6. Later history. From A D. 150

shores of the Sea of Galilee became a stronghold
of Rabbinical Judaism. Vhe fanaticism of this

district would not tolerate the presence of Chris-

tians ; it is expressly stated by Epiphanius (Boer.

xxx. 11 ; cf. Harnack, Expansion of Christianity,
ii. 261) that down to the time of Constantino no
one had ever dared to erect a church either at

Nazareth or Capernaum, or at other places men-
tioned in the neighbourhood. That means that

there must have been a complete break in the
Christian tradition ; so that, when we read later

that a church was built on tV *: in- ( ite of

Peter's house, it is not likely n.< u-
;'i,

- had

any real authority (Itin. Hieros. pp 11Sit, 163,

197). Still Capernaum was one of the sacred

places, and from the 4th cent, onwards it was

tmpi'rii^l 1-y Chri i, n
\>\\ :i" Eusebius (and

Ji'iomo Jii KM' him) 1 1- 1 !<- i'i place as on the
Sea of Gennesaret, but throws no further light

upon it beyond fixing its distance as two Roman
miles from Chorazin (Onomast. pp. 120, 174). We
have seen that Theodosius came to it from Tiberias

after passing through Magdala and Seven Foun-
tains (Itin. Hieros. p. 137 f.). Arculfus (c. 670A.D.)
did not enter Capernaum, but saw it from a neigh-
bouring height stretching along the Lake, and ob-

served that it had no wall (ib. p. 2731). The nun
who tells the story of St. Wfllibald (c. 723 A, D.)
makes him first come to Capernaum, then to Beth-

saida, then to Corazaim, ubi Dominus dcemoniacos

curavit, where there is an evident confusion
between Chorazin and Gerasa (mod. Kersa), the

scene of the healing of the demoniac. The same
blunder occurs in the anonymous Life, so that
it probably goes back to St. Willibald himself

(see Tobler, Descript* Terr. Sanct. pp. 26, 63). We
have seen that the history of KMn Minyeh, so far

as we can trace it, belongs to the Saracenic and
Turkish periods. Saladin halted at al-Munaja in

1180, but the building of the kMn is referred by
Sepp to Sinan Pasha under Suleiman the Magnifi-
cent (1496-1566).
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CAPTAIN. I. This word is the AV rendering of

two Greek terms in ''" ft
'

(l) xtAtapxos,

properly
* leader of a ^

' 1812
, RV * chief

captain.' RVm *

military tribune'; see also Mk
621 Ac 213i * 32- ** & 2224* J6* 27< 2S - a9 2310* 15* 17- 1S * 19* 22

247- 22* 23
, Rev 615 1918

). (2) <rrpar/fe, properly
* leader of an army,'

*

general
'

(Lk 22** r'2
; see also

Ac 41 524- 26
).

1. %iXla/}%os is used () in a vague general sense
of a superior military officer, and (b) technically
as the Greek equivalent of the Roman jntit<

t

ttt.i's

or tnbunus tnihtum. The Roman garrison in the
citadel at Jerusalem, consisting of a cohort
=NT <nret/>ct, band '

[m^oro 7<x/> del &r?

atfr

'Potato??,
Jos. J3e7 V. v. 8]) of piovinnul

Syrian Greeks, and Samaritans, \\lio-c >minnn<l-

ant would be a civis Rpmanus (Ac 2228
), while they

would be presented with the Imperial franchise on
their discharge, was reinforced during the Pass-
over by additional troops which were stationed in
one of the Temple buildings (Mommsen, Prov. Rom.
Emp., Eng. tr. ii. 186). The xtXiap^os is also called

0/>oi//>apxos by Josephus (Ant. XV. xL 4, XVIII. iv. 3) ;

see Schurer, HJP I. ii. 55. The legion consisting
normally of 6000 men, the six tribuni took com-
mand for two months in turn. Palestine, however,
being a Roman province of the second rank, did
not possess a full legionary garrison. Mommsen
gives its strength, at a subsequent period, as con-

sisting of a detachment (aid} of cavalry and five

cohorts of infantry, or about 3000 men.
2. (rrparijyos rov lepov, the commandant of the

Temple Levites. Josephus mentions the *

captain
3

(a-rpartjy6s) of the Levitical guard in the time of
Claudius (Ant. XX. vi. 2), and in that of Trajan
(BJ VI. v. 3). Possibly the officers (vTryptrai) who
assisted in the arrest of Jesus (Jn 18^, cf. 732* 45

)

belonged to this body. This 'captain* of the

Temple (2 Mac 34 o irpoffrdr^ rod tepov) is mentioned
in Jer 201 LXX as ijyov/jievos and in Neh II11 as
dirtvavn rov of/toy rov Beov,

' the ruler of the house
of God' (Vulg. princeps dorrms Deimn in JTK

Mishna, Middoth L 2). The duty of this *

captain
of the mount of the Temple

' was to keep order in
the Temple, visit the stations of the guard during
the night, and see that the sentries were duly
posted and alert. He and his immediate subal-
terns are supposed to be intended by the ' rulers

*

(&pxovres) mentioned in Ezr 93 and Neh. passim
(vrparyyot or &px.ovr$). See Sehurer, HJP II. i. 258.

The chief constable of this
piie^tly corps of Temple

police was naturally him^lf a Levite.

T i MI, t" Ji-< i
- Ant. x. viii 5, TV xi. 4, xvnr. iv. 3

xx . J ft,/ * *, \i i 8; Schurer, HJPi. ii. 65, n. 1258;
J?'i-, 1

<-

hit, .a i ptain."
P. HENDERSON AITKEN-.

II. Besides these two military or semi-military
uses of *

captain
*
in the Gospels, we have to notice

the employment of the term as a title for Christ
in He 210 (AV and RVm) and 122 (RVm). In both
cases the corresponding word in the Greek text is

dpxyyfa* a word which otherwise is found in the
NT only in Ac 315 531 (both times in Acts applied
to Christ, and in each case rendered *

Prince, with
* Author ' as a marginal alternative in 315

).

In accordance with its derivation (dpx^ and
yytojmai), dpxyyfc onfinally meant a leader, and so

naturally came to bo applio<l to a prince or chief,

From this the transition was easy to the further

meaning of a first cause or author, which is not

infrequent in the philosophical writers. For the
'

Captain
'
of AVm He 210

, RV substitutes '

author,
1

giving
*

captain
'

in the margin ; and in 122 both
VSS have *

author,' though RV again gives
'

cap-
tain '

as a marginal rendering.
But when Jesus is called dpxijybs rijs ff(*rn)pla,s

(2
10

), the meaning is not merely that He is the
Author of our salvation. The context suggests

that the idea of a leader going before his saved
ones (cf. 620) ought to be adhered to (see Davidson,
Hebrews, ad loc.}. Similarly when He is called rijs
Tr/o-rews dpxyyfo (12

2
), the idea is that of one who

has led the way along the path of faith. In both
cases the teim l

Captain
'

may be unsuitable, since
it is at to suggest military images which had no
place in the writer's^ mind ; but *

leader,' at all

events, should be retained, since the idea of leader-

ship and not of authorship seems best to express
his purpose (see Bruce, Expositor, 3rd ser. viii.

[1888] p. 451). For a full treatment of the subject
in its r.polojrdio. and homile1 "-

, Brace's

chapter on 4 The Captain of >: j -. (op. cit.

pp. 447-461) should be read in whole.
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J. C. LAMBERT.
CARE (jJL^pifJivcL, jnepifAvdoj, ju-^Xw, eTrt/ieXeo^aai). The

teaching of Jesus on care has been slightly obscured
for English readers of the 3S"T by the change in

meaning through which this word and the word
'thought* have passed. Pioperly meaning trouble
or sorrow,

* care
* was from an early period con-

founded with Lat. citra, and from the idea of

attention thus obtained was held to express the

particular trouble of the niind due to over-atten-

tion, viz. anxiety (see Hastings' DB i. 353), while
in modern lan^rungc care, and especially its com-

pounds *canM"uI "Ji id '

carefulness/ are often used
in a sense which indicates no trouble, but the
well-directed effort of the mind in relation to

present affairs and future pio-|>e<i- The AV
rendering Hake no thought' i

v
JM- (>-"'

'

"j is still

more misleading. As ^used by the translators, it

meant *

distressing anxiety
*

(see Trench On theA V
p. 39 ; Hastings' DB iv. 754). That the phrase^
pepipvare is not 'take no thought,

s but 'be not
anxious* (RV), seems clear by the derivation of

jjLtpifjLva, from pepls, with its sen-o of dividing and,
as applied to the mind, of <lL-irw'Uon ; and is

rendered certain by comparison with the word
Bopvpdfa or rvppdfa coupled with it in Lk 1041, and
with the expressive phrase /t^ pereuptfeffQe used in
Lk 1229, which expresses the metaphor of a ship
tossed and helpless on the waves (see Cox in Ex-
positor, 1st ser. i. [1875] p. 249).
The warning of Jesus against care is therefore

in no sense applicable to reasonable forethought
(irpovoia)* Man cannot live his life like the birds
and the flowers, without a sense of the present

necessity and the impending future. He can and
must think, plan, arid toil. The forethought and
work neee^-ary to provide food and raiment for
himself and for those dependent upon him, are part
of the Divine discipline of character. A careless

life would be essentially a godless life. But
Christ

1

? reproofs arc directed against all feverish-

ness find distraction of mind. "Whatever is the

exciting cause of the distress how food is to be
obtained (Mt 6s5

*, Lk 1223- *) or clothing (Mt 628
"30

,

Lk 1227- w
), now the unknown future is to be met

(Mt 6s4) though there seems no obvious source of

supply (Mt 109 j cf. Mk 6s, Lk 9s 10s- 4
), though the

duties of life press hardly (Lk 1041 ), and though
there is impending and certain peril (Mt 1019 1211

),

He says,
*Be not anxious.'

The argument of Jesus against care is clothed
in language of rare geniality and felicitous-

ness.
* Which of you by being anxious can add a

cubit to his stature
'

[ralbttr,
* a span to his age ']

*

Worry does not help forward the great designs of

life. It cannot even accomplish 'that which is

least.' It may take a span from one's age; it

cannot prolong life. It is futile, and it is needless
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as well. Nature reads to man the lesson of trust.

The wild flowei-*, (liougli their life is so brief, are
decked with lovehue-^ by" the great God. God
takes care for the flowers. And He is your
Heavenly Father. The argument is a minori ad
ynajus. God's care for the flowers is a constant
rebuke of His children's feverish anxiety concern-

Ing their own wants. The Providence, unforget-
ful of * that which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast

into the oven,' is, in relation to His children, an
all-wise and ,

" ""

> *

"

Fatherhood.
But the 'ii. i

.
of the argument does not

dibguise the seriousness with which Jesus regarded
care. The context of the locus classicus (Mt B28

"84
,

Lk 1222 '34
) is not the same in the two Evangelists.

St. Matthew attaches the warning against care to

the saying,
' No man can serve two masters . .

_
.

ye cannot serve God and mammon.' In Lk. it

follows as a deduction from the parable spoken
against covetousness and the closing saying, So
is every one that In yet h up treasure for himself,
and is not rich [ou.iid (Io<L

J There is no need to

decide the question of the priority of the two
accounts, for the moral context of both is practi-

cally the same. Care arises from a division at the

very centre of life, an attempt to serve both God
and mammon, to 'worship the Lord and serve

other gods,' or it arises from the ladically false

idea that * a man's life consisteth. in the abundance
of the things which he ppssesseth/ Such a false

estimate of values, involving the desire for and the

\
a'-n"

1

.f IT' 'Lai goods for their own sake, in-

<\ I'll.'tH'i i. the fever and distraction of mind
called care, and it is the moral condition out of
which it arises, as well as the rrr ~rr;? .-*,',-* i 'uch
it engenders, that makes it so - !.-, ,!.' in
the eyes of Christ. 'The cares of this life' aie

part of the hostile influences which choke the good
seed of the kingdom, so that it bringeth forth no
fro."

' :," i V T,T ; of. Lk 814
). In a mind

so '

fc

:

; \ < , \ interests and anxieties
the" word of Christ may survive, but it never
comes to maturity, or produces ili polonfial
harvest in life and service. Hence rlu; -o\oniy
v 7iich uruif i lus rliogi-Miilono of ChiNi ^lohukeof
.Muit'iad.k lu 1

'-). SheuiiMliMiiu.'itiri about much
serving, anxious and troubled about many things,
and her worry spoiled her temper, and the service
of Christ to which her love for Him impelled her.
So serious indeed may be the cou-eqiience* of this
distress of soul, that Jesus, in His \\aniing against
the evil things which may overcharge the heart,
and make men utterly unpiopared for th coming
of the Son of Man, combined with surfeiting and
drunkenness s the cares of this life

*

(Lk 2134
).

In opposition to care Jesus sets trust in the
Heavenly Father. The assurance of His intimate
knowlege of life and all its needs, and of His lov-

ing care, ought to exclude all anxiety concern!up
the wants of the present, and all fein <>/ the
future. But trust in God's love must be continu-
ally subordinate to the doing of God's will. The
assurance of His Fatherly love and providential
care is mediated to loving obedience. Thus in
sending forth the Twelve (Mt 109

; cf. Mk 68
, Lk

9^),
and in the case of the Seventy (Lk 103' 4

), Jesus
bids them make no elaborate provision for their
physical needs God takes care of His servants
when they are in the path of obedience to His will.
And similarly, when He warns His disciples that
they shall be^bronght before the ecclesiastical and
civil authorities because of their allegiance to Him,
He calls upon them to have no anxiety as to the
reply they shall give (Mt 1019, Mk IS", Lk 1211).
Jesus would have them believe that the moral
order and the providential order of the world are
essentially one, and are both controlled by the love
of the Heavenly Father, so that f&ey who seek

H TC V and do His will shall not want any
go*

(
rn life is the supreme example of

perfecfc peace, conditioned by absolute trust in the

Heavenly Father, *
'

1

1 . bedience to His
will Ihe pressing . Him no anxiety,
and the Ii'', V.i'i;- peril no fear.

' Thou wilt keep
him in ]>

i ro< i JK ,'
i

c* whose mind is stayed on thee,
because* he trusteth in thee' (Is 263).

I
"

DJ5, art 'Care'; Maclaren, Serm.
pr ' " er p 285; Bale, Laws of Christ, p.
157 ; Hunger, Appeal to Life, p 149 , Alex. Macleod, Serm.
p. 119; F *V P City of God, p 317, Drummond, Nat. Law
tn the - H '

,- p 123 , Expositor, i xu [18821 104, in. 11,

[1885]
'

! ,
'V -.,Godts Love, 82,

'

T
' "

Chnst,
110 ; Zahn, JBread and Saltfrom the 'i '.

,
-

JOSEPH MUIR
CARPENTER. Mt 1355 'Is not this the car-

penter's son?' The question of Christ's own
countrymen, when they were offended at the lowly
station of the Teacher at whose wisdom they mar-
velled, tells us the exact conditions under winch
Jesus passed His early years. The parallel Mk 6*
* Is not this the carpenter ?

*
is still more interest-

ing, for it tells us how Jesus Himself was occupied
in His youth and early manhood. This flashlight
photograph of the artisan in the workshop is all

we know of the eighteen years between the visit

to Jerusalem in His boyhood and the baptism
which marked the entry on public life. The
|i

i
*,'ij.<

Mi iV'
K" MK 61 "4

presents a curious and
:.,.<> ,.p>ii -,_ ", iiM.iihesis to Sir 3825

"34
, specially

, :,,
> "

(l .,,, llo'v <,;M he get wisdom thatholdeth
the plough? ... so every carpenter [Heb. nyy,
Gr. rttcTtav, RV" *

artificer
5

] and workmaster that
laboureth night and day. . . . They shall not sit

high in th-"> < or; > > -a iii . . . and they shall not
be found \\l !,!,- are spoken/ Possibly
this reference e\nlAiu-i uhy the people were speci-
ally offended ai Jo-u-> this 'carpenter for presuming
to speak in the synagogue and in parables. The
passage of Sirach quoted is from the chapter
describing the honour of a physician, with which
maybe compared ihe proverb, 'Physician, heal thy-
self/ quoted by Christ in similar circumstances at

Nazareth, when they said,
*
Is not this Joseph's son ?

'

\p ,I!*PM i" lo MMkt Mk 63 conform 1 Mi "*

Y"?5 - -< ( p ni
old MS-> (in !"'! -ly ihe good cursives .,-<,).- . ! -. , ! , i

and. Arm. versions, where we find *

carpenter's son '
in place of

*

carpenter
' This reading must represent a very old text, for

Origen (c. Cets vi 36) says,
* Nowhere m t" C. ->,"-. -MS

m the Churches is Jesus Himself called a i < '. r
'

i
,

j;* """
which Liiia traae vvau aacnued iio

1 "
I the TB reading must be as old,

for Celsus founded on it One may gather that the change in
MSS and versions was not merely accidental or harmonistic but
deliberate, and due to those who considered rhar Jrsus was
dishonoured bv heinff described as acarpemor. Justin Marlvr
(Dial, c Trvph. 88) supports TR in an irilerii-imjf manner
when he says that Jesus,

* when amongst men, \N 01 ke<l a- a. car-

penter, making ploughs and yokes, ."i - f- : . the marks of
r :**> -! --

< il commending an ,

' v Such making
'

I
1 i '.s. unispreniolv th kind of work expected of

.1 < -, TP -tor like one ar, Nazareth, though possibly
Justm*s words are a rhetorical expansion of Mk (M. A curious
anecdote is recorded by Farrar, to the effect that Libanms, a
pagan sophist and devoted admirer of Julian the Apostate,
inquired of a Christian, 'What is the carpenter doing now?*
The answer was,

* He is making a coffin
'

Very soon afterwards
came the news of Julian's death [Strangely enough, in relating
this anecdote, Farrar himself quoins in L\fe uf Chnst *

car-
penter's son,' but m Life of Liw,-t he has *

carpenter'].

Whichever of the above readings be adopted,
however (and in Mk 63 the TR is supported by all

the chief MSS), the probability is that Joseph by
this time was dead, and that Jesus as his reputed
son had carried on the business. Nor are we to
reckon this as anything derogatory to the Lord.
On the contrary, it is another proof of His con-

descension, when, though He was rich, yet for onr
sakes He became poor (2 Co 89). By His toil at
the bench He has dignified and consecrated manual
labour. We may derive the practical lesson ex-

pressed in Faber's hymn, 'Labour is sweet, foe
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Thou hast toiled.' Even more to us than St. Paul
the tent-maker is Jesus the carpenter. He was
not an Essene, holding Himself aloof from tem-

poral affairs, but a true Son of Man, taking His

part in the business of life. Before He preached
the good tidings of the

"Ul-yiloii:
He preached the

gospel of work. The v < \ i"ji His Father had

given Him to do was not the exceptional duty of

the teacher, but the ordinary industry of the

artisan His first pulpit was the carpenter's

bench, and His first sermons were the implements
and utensils He made for the country folk of

Galilee

Attempts have been made to find in Christ's

parables and other utterances some reference to

the trade in which for so many years He was
actively engaged. The metaphor of the green
wood and the dry (Lk 2331

), and the similitude of

the splinter and the beam (Mt 73"5
), are the nearest

iippioiiclus to such reminiscences (cf. also one of

the recently discovered *

Sayings of Jesus
'

:
' Cleave

the wood, and there you will find me 5

), but are too

slight to found on them any inference. Yet may
He not have often sighed in the workshop of

Nazareth as He handled the nails and the hammer,
and thought of the day when the Son of Man must
be lifted up ? As in Holman Hunt's famous sym-
bolical picture, the figure of the young carpenter
with outstretched arms released from toil as the
sun A\ ent down, would make the awful shadow of

the Cross.

LITERATURE The various Lives of Christ ; WH App on Mt
68 With Holman Hunt's Shadow of Death, referred to above,

may be compared Millais' The r 'ut /'> *'. ,-, (otherwise
known as Chnst in the Home ' //*' l*i. i

'
i See The

Gospels in Art, pp. 110 and 112; Jbarrar, 6'/irot in Ait, p.
274 ff ARTHUR FOLLOK SYM.

CAYE (TTJ;D, nrr, ^nnJXcuov) Caves, both natural

and artificial, abound in Palestine ; the soft chalky
soil of Syria readily lends itself to both. Caves
were used in Palestine for a variety of purposes ;

originally as dwelling-places
*

(cf. the *

^forites
*
or

1

cave-dwellers,
3 Gn 14* 3620tf

-, Dt 2s2
, see also Gn

1930 )
In the IJauran there must have been many

of these; sometimes regular underground towns,
such as the ancient Edrei, existed : t even at the

present day there may be seen in Gilead ( Wady
Ezrak}> a .Tip- nnaed Anab, of Troglodyte
dwellers; ,! ,..' ul !_' there are about a hundred

families.t Caves were used, further, as places of

refuge (Jg 62, 1 S 136 14n ,
1 K 184 He 11* Kev 61S

),

as hiding-places for robbers (Jer 7 11
,

cf. Mt 21 1S
,

Mk II 17
, Lk 1946 ), as stables, as cisterns,!! as folds

for flo< TV % and, above all, as burying-plaees (Gn
&V" -I!)-*' -Jn II38) ; the accounts of the burial caves

discovered in the lower strata of the site of ancient

Gezer are of the highest interest.**

It is, however, in reference to the place of birth

and the place of burial of Christ that the chief

interest in caves centres here. Justin Martyr
(Dial. c. Tiui>l K \\iii 1. in recounting the story
of the i.inli of rim-i. says that it took place
in a cave (& mnjXafy nvi) near the village of

Bethlehem. ft That cave - stables, both ancient
and modem, are to be found in Palestine, admits
of no doubt Conder $ says that there are *

in-

numerable instances of stables cut in rock, resena-

* Recent exca\ations in Palestine have thrown considerable

light on Trog-lodvte dwellings, see PEFSt, 1903, pp. 20-23.

t Wetzstem, Jtewebencht uber Uauran und die Trachonen,
p 44 ff.

J Nowack, Hebraische Archaologie, i. 136.

Conder, Tent Work in Palestine, p 145.

I! PEFSt, 1903, p. 315.

fl
Jewish EneycL ni. 634.

** See PEFSt, 1902, pp. 347-356 ; 1903, pp. 14-20 ; 1904, pp
18-20, 113, 114.

ft Of. also Tobler, Bethlehem in Paldstma, pp, 145-159,
Palmer,

* Das jetonge Bethlehem
'

in ZDPV xvii p 89 ff,

%\ Op. dt. p. 145.

VOL, I. 1 8

bling the Bethlehem grotto Such stables I have
planned and measured at Tekoa, 'Aziz, and other

places south of Bethlehem, and the mangers exist-

ing in them leave no doubt as to their use and
character/ It feeems, theiefore, not unreasonable
bo accept the ancient tradition that Christ was
born in a cave. See art. BETHLEHEM.
Rock-hewn tombs, or caves for burial, were of

four distinct kinds: (1) tombs which were cut
down into the lock, in the same way in which
graves are dug at the present time in European
countries; the body was let do\\n into these;
(2) tombs cut into the face of +he rock, into which
the bodies were pushed ; (3) tou*bs, somewhat like

the last class, excepting that within, against the

wall, there was a Kind of step, about two feet

high, upon which the body \\as laid ; (4) tombs
which were little more than a shelf cut into the

rock, just long enough and high enough to hold
the body. The first three of these classes varied

very much in size ; in the case of the first, the

top, which was level with the ground, was covered
with a stone slab ; the otheis were closed by means
of a stone slab which could be pushed aside (Mt
2760

), or else a small door was fixed at the entrance.

Tombs were not infrequently furnished with an
antechambei, from which one entered into an
inner space, the tomb proper, through a low door-

way. As a rule, a raised shelf ran round the

burial-chamber, and upon this the body was laid ;

that part on which the head rested was slightly

higher.* See BURIAL, TOMB.
The data to be gathered from the Gospels are

not numerous ; see Mt 2760
, Mk 1546, Lk 2353

5 Jn
U* 2Q1-U

LITERATURE Guthe in ZDPV, ' 7\ \ T ^pojrr i"l ' ! C i.Y s-

kirche in Jerusalem,' xlv. 35-40; ? M . i\Ahl'\ * V i .u. _ -

deckte Graber,' xvi 202-205, wht i * ii 1

; i.i' -
i ir p ,

given; T. Tobler, Bethl't, i ,, />/'"*,/', HL _'-'>' **

Extra Volume. W. O. E. OESTERLEY.

CELIBACY. According to the ordinary Jewish

view, marriage was of universal obligation (cf.

for instance, Yebamoth vi. 6 ; Kethubotti v. 6, 7 ;

Gittin iv. 5). There does not appear to be evi-

dence whethe.r exceptions were recognized as pos-
sible because of some special vocation, as that to

particular forms of the prophetic office. In the

time of Christ the Essenes in general eschewed

marriage, though one section of them practised it

(Josephus, Ant xvin. L 5 ; BJ II. vnL 2). The

teaching of Christ does not contain any explicit
reference to this difference between the Essene

piiuiiio jnul I lie oidinniv Jowi-li \i< \v. His teach-

ing nboi.i (.IUH-T and Hi- ii<i onion of the primi-
in<> I.PI 01 inning (Ml .V '- L!H" Mk 101 * 12

,
Lk

1618
) imply not only that He was dealing with mar-

riage M-> an existing Jewish institution, but also

that He contemplated it as a permanent element
in rim-lian life. It is not unnatuial to draw a
similar inference from His presence at the mar-

riage at Cana (Jn 21 '11
}.

St. Matthew records a saying of Christ in which
it is contemplated that "by a special vocation some
are called to celibacy. Christ's prohibition of

divorce led the disciples to &!u lhat without free*

dom to divorce, *it is not o.xjieiliont to marry.*
Our Lord in His reply recognized that there are

some for whom this
*

saying
3

of the disciples is

true, but only those 'to "NX horn it is given.' He
explained that there were three classes who might
be regarded as having the vocation to celibacy:

(1) 'Eunuchs \vluclf vcre so born from their

* Nowack, Heb Arch i 191; Benzin^er, J9Tc6 Arch* pp
225-227, Latham, 7Ae Mi sen Aiuttet t pp. <J2ff., 87, 88, and see

the two illustrations at the commencement pf the \vojrk.
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mother's womb,
5

1 e. those whose physical consti-

tution unfitted them for marriage ; (2)
* eunuchs

which weie made eunuchs by men,
3

i.e. those * who
by actual physical deprivation or compulsion from
men are prevented from marrying

3

(Alford); (3)
4 eunuchs which made themselves eunuchs for the

kingdom of heaven's sake, i.e. those who by volun-

tary self-sacrifice abstained from marriage in order

that they might be (a) more faithful citizens^
of

the kingdom of heaven in their own personal Kfe,

or (b] more effective instruments for the strength-

ening or expansion of the kingdom of heaven. He
then repeated in a different form,

' He that is able

to receive it, let him receive it' (Mt 1910'12
), the

previous statement that the '

saying* of the dis-

ciples, to which He had thus given a higher and

deeper meaning, was not a maxim for all His fol-

lowers, but only for those who, having the Divine

call to the celibate life, had with it the Divine gift

of power to obey the call. This particular saying
is not recorded by any o" .*' "T. ,,

"
i \- < ,

St. Matthew. There is a , i -i
-

- , i-

however, in words recon .
-^

x
! * '

Lk 1829- 30
(also in TK and KVm of Mt 1929 and

in TR of Mk 1029
) a wife is mentioned among

those relatives whom Christ contemplates His

disciples as leaving for the sake of the kingdom
of God (Lk.), or for His name's sake (Mt.), or for

His sake and the sake of the gospel (Mk.) ; and it

is promised that those who make such acts of self-

sacrifice shall receive reat rewards in the present
time and shall lit

1 ' carter inherit eternal life. In

Mt 1930 and Mk 1031 the warning that ' many that

are first shall be last; and the la*-t first' is associ-

ated with this promise; and in Mt 20 1
'16 the par-

able of the Labomers in the Vineyard is added to

illustrate that maxim.
It is a mistake to interpret Mt 528 (* Every one

that Ipoketh on a woman to lust after her hath
committed adultery with her already in his heart ')

as a condemnation of marriage ; the context shows
the meaning to be that to cherish the desire for

fornication or adultery is the same thing as com-

mitting those sins in the heart. Nor is there any
disparagement of marriage in the words, 'They
that are accounted A\ oithy to attain to that world
and the resurrection fiom the dead neither marry
nor are given in marriage

'

(Lk 2035
) ; the meaning

is shown by the context to be that the physical
accompaniments of marriage belong to the present
world, not to the future life, which, as it has not

death, has not birth. Lk 1426 (' If any man cometh
unto me, and hateth not his own . . . wife, . * .

yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my dis-

ciple
3

) refers not to celibacy, but to the general
law that a Christian must be piepared to sur-

render everything human for the sake of Christ, if

called by God to do so, or if such surrender be
necessitated by faithfulness to the obligations of

the Christian religion.
On the whole, then, the teaching of Christ may

be summarized to the effect that (1) marriage is

a good state, contemplated as the usual lot, in

ordinary Christian life, of those who have not
received some special call; (2) celibacy is the

subject of a distinct vocation involving dangers
and having attached to it high promi^e^ It is

probable that the regard paid to celibacy in the
Christian Church was based partly on tlie refer-

ences to it in the teaching of Christ, and partly on
inferences connected with the fact ot His birth
from a virgin. Clement of Alexandria (Strom. III.

xv. 97) quotes as a saying of Christ, with the intro-
duction * The Lord says,* the following

e He who
is married, let him not put away his wife ; and he
who is not married, let him not marry ;- he who
with purpose of chastity has agreed not to marry,
let him remain unmarried.

3 Some have thought

this saying to be a reminiscence of 1 Co 78'11 * ^

ascribed to Christ because of the words 'not I,

but the Lord '

in 7
U>

; but Clement . ;

' \ n

,
.

our Lord's words m Mt 191S in vit- -
, i

later in the same chapter he says, 'They who
have made themselves eunuchs from all sm for the

kingdom of heaven's sake, these are blessed, they
who fast from the world.'

Clement of Alexandria also refers to a conversation between
our Lord and Salome mentioned in the lost 'Gospel according:
to the Egyptians' (Strain in. vi 45, ix. 63, 64, 66, xni. 92 ; JExc.

Theod 67) Our Lord is there reported to have said that death
would have power

* as long as ye women hear children
'

; that

He ' came to destroy the works of the female '

; and that the

kir-jdo"' of Cod \\ould come 'when ye shall have trodden
d JAM ill*- irjui'j'j'i- o" shame, and when the two shall be one,
and the male with the female, neither male nor female.' Part
of this

*
'

' " ' No in pseudo-Clement of Rome, 12 :

'The
'

' asked by one when His kingdom
should

' '

ie two shall be one, and the outside

as the with the female, neither male nor
female iese sayings, notice must be taken
of Cler ' x comment that our Lord spoke in

condemnation not of marriage, but of sins of the flesh and the

mind, and to show the natural connexion between death and
birth ; and of the further words of Salome,

* Then I did well in

not
" " " "

T
"

reply,
' Eat every herb,

but " * at.' It is possible that
in tl '., to the Egyptians

*

pre-
serv , '! -' ymg of our Lord unre-
corded in the NT. It is not likely that the actual w ords were

spoken by Him, since, as Lightf'jot (Apostolic Fathers,, i. 11

237) pointed out, they differ in character from the utterances
i

* ' ' ' ' J - n - -. i "
, rence to Salome
i this last point,

' Then I did
"

ght easily be a copyist's
mistake for

*
I

v,
wel* *f * ha<* no* D0rne *

t-rotqo'et, for xathus ouv v

LITERATURE. Neander, Life of Jesus Christ, 224 ; Lange,
Life of the Lord Jesus Christ, u. 473, 474 ; Stier, Words of the
Lord Jesiis, in 13-18 , Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus the

Messiah, ii 335, 336 , Dalman, Words of Jesus, pp 122, 123 ;

Alford on Mt 1911 - 12
; Knabenbauer on Mt 1912 ; Dykes, Mani-

festo of the King, p. 245 ff. ; Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, i.

352 ff , u. 73 ff ; Martensen, Chr :
r ~

'-46

P- '\\\ 1 1 STONE.
CELLAR. Used only once in the Gospels, in

Lk II83
,
where KV gives

'
cellar' for AV 'secret

place/ following the correct reading Kptiirry, 'a

vault,
3 *

crypt/ or 'cellar/ not Kpvn-r6v9
* hidden/

Josephus uses the same word, KP^TTT^ in a way
to make its meaning very clear :

*

They set a
tower on fire, and leapt into the cellar beneath*

(BJ, v. vii. 4).

Abundant proof is forthcoming from the exa-

mination of the ruins of many ancient Eastern

houses, from allusions in the Bible (cf. 1 Ch 2727- 28
)

and in other writings of the times, as well as from
modern dwellings in the East which are typically
Oriental, that many ancient houses were provided
with 'cellars beneath/ and that onliimifly ihese
*
cellars

' were used as store-house-, laihoi iliiiuas

,-v.T-v -,.*,,,.

I "i-iv :i_ ... , n> passage Lk II33 in the light of
the connexion in which we find it in Mt 514"16

and Mk 421
, the idea is that a course of conceal-

ment on the part of Christians is unreasonable,
and contrary to the Divine design. Christians are
'the light of the world/ the light by which the
mass of mankind may see the things of religion.
As such they cannot escape observation if they
would, and they should not wish to escape it if

they could, for this would be contrary to the very
purpose of God in making them sources of light.
The iiire*orml)1< -i< -- of Mich a course, from
cowai<li< o or jm\ oihoi moiivo. is what is set forth
in this and the other significant figures u^ed by
our Lord .

* No man, when he hath lighted a lamp,
putteth it in a cellar, neither under a bushel, or a
bed (Mk.), but on a lamp-si and, that they which
come m may see the Jijrht

' The very purpose in

lighting the lamp is that men may see it, or see by
it Is it, then, to be put in the cellar, where people
do not live, or under a bushel or a bed, \\here it

\\ ould be obscured * Is it not rather to be put on.
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the lamp-stand, where all coiners may see it, and
see by it?

LITERATURE. Meyer, Com. in loc. ; Expositor, n. i. [1881] p.
252ff. GEO. B. EAGER.

CENSUS. This English word does not occur in

the NT, the Greek term airoypa<j>rj being rendered

taxing in AV and enrolment in RV both in Lk 2s

and in Ac 5P. In the former case, with which
we are mainly concerned, 'enrolment 1

is certainly
the better word ; for the purpose of the enumera-
tion was apparently not fiscal. That mentioned

by Gamaliel, however, was a valuation as well as
an enumeration, and it was called '

tlio i \>i'.r' with
some reason. It was also better knov M lii.vi the
other ; par excellence it was * the census

* because
a great tumult arose under Judas of Galilee in con-

nexion with it, which made the occasion famous.
That which took place at the time stated by St.

Luke was so little known by the period when his

Gospel was written, that he thinks it needful to
insert a note about its date, lest it should be mis-
taken for the other. *This was the first enrol-

ment made when Quirinius was governor of Syria.'
This note, however, has been itself a matter of

great perplexity, because the date thus indicated
does not apparently tally with the ascertained facts

of secular nistory. For the discussion of this in-

tricate < i'
'*

!
-

j cticles BIRTH OF CHRIST,
DATES, ; !. (*i :' IMI -

The nature of the census of Lk 21"3 is a topic of
some interest, on which light has been shed by
Ramsay in Was Christ born at Bethlehem* (1898).
It seems to have been an enrolment by house-

holds, such as Kenyon (Classical Review, March
1893), Wilcken, and Viereck have shown was the

practice in Egypt. \u.i-'u^ had a great belief

in the proper and -\-KMMU" enumeration of his

subjects, and the reckoning of them by households
was a method which was carefully followed every
fourteen years in Egypt. Manyj of the actual
census papers have been found in that land in
recent times, the earliest as yet discovered re-

ferring to the year 20 A.D. (Ramsay, op. cit., Pre-

face, p. x note). This was quite different from
the fiscal statistics compiled annually under the
direction of the provincial governors

of the Roman
Empire, papers dealing with which have also been
found. The household enrolments took place in

cycles of fourteen years, and were dated according
to the emperor in whose rei^n they were carried
out No mention was made in them of the value
of property and stock, as in the annual returns,
and the only financial propose they served was to
determine who were liable Tor the poll-tax exacted
from all -iil-jiM 1 1 1 ween the ages of fourteen and
sixty Tin null i i\ was the tribute (KTJVO'QS) re-

ferred to by the Pharisees in Hie question to Christ
as to the lawfulness of payment (Ml 2217

; see art.

TRIBUTE), It would seem that in Syria women as
well as men were required to pay this tax (Ramsay,
op cit 147 note) ; and if that was the case also in

Palestine, this fact may po-vibl> explain ^hy, on
the first occasion when the enrolment/ that \\as the
basis of the poll-tax was made, Mary accompanied
Joseph to Bethlehem despite her critical con-
dition.

The discovery of the houseliold-onrolinent papers
in Egypt throws light on the ^taicrnent of Lk 21

'there went out a decree from Caesar Augustus
that all the world should be enrolled.

3

'All the
world '

(iraffa.v T^V olKovfjt^vTjv) was formerly supposed
by some scholars, such as Kitto (Cyd. of Bib. Lit.,
art. e

Cyrenius
3

), to mean merely the whole land of

Palestine, so as to escape the difficulty that secular

history, so far as then Known, was silent as to any
general census. The meaning of the phrase cannot
be so restricted. It means certainly the whole of

the Roman Empire, which in the days of Augustus
meant for all practical pmppses 'the inhabited
earth.

3 Not only was Rome it&elf included, with
all the provinces, whether in Italy or elsewhere,
but also those lands which, lltimjrli lui \Injr kings of
their own, were really under the Koman suzerainty.
Such was that portion of Syria under the dominion
of Herod the Great.
The silence of history as to such an enumeration

as was now to bo made is no proof that it did not
take place; for of other enumerations to which
casual allusion is made by historians, Augustus
himself in his record of his achievements makes no
MU "Ho".* \< C|)l IM -' fill fl-Rn'MJ "U'i(i/( 'i-V

'

.

not deemed of sufficient importance to be chionicled.

Moreover, the household enrolments which have
been traced back in Egypt by extant papers to
A.D. 20 suggest at least that there may have been
earlier ones in A.D. 6 and B.C. 8, which brings us
back to the approximate period to which St. Luke
refers. It may here be observed that the Evan-

gelist does not actually say (Lk 21
), and very likely

does not mean, that the intention of Augustus was
that one single enumeration should be made of the
whole Roman world. The tense of aTroypd^ea-dat.

rather signifies that a census of this nature on
the household-enrolment jiiMuijilo was to be the

practice, this being the J i-i o ,i4on of its being
ordered ; which precisely tallies with the following
verse when rightly rendered, *This was the first

enrolment made at the time when Quirinius was

governor of Syria.
5 A fuller discussion of this latter

statement is reserved for the article QuiEiNltrs.
The enrolment with which we are particularly

concerned, then, woulc
1 ""

j :

"

'<
'. f" B.C. 8 , but

in the case of Herod's Iv!" -m \,i- not achieved
till about a couple of years later, apparently for

reasons which Ramsay has indicated, but which
need not here be reproduced. They refer to the
strained relations which then existed between

Augustus and Herod. When it was made, the
usual Roman method of enrolment at the residence

of those enumerated was not followed, but one
more in consonance with Jewish ideas. The people
had often before been numbered by their tribes,

and Hoi <M! n.iol'ii'blv judged that, especially on this

first ooin-iun 01 ^ncl'i an enrolment, the use and
wont would be more acceptable to his subjects than
a method new to them, and would be less likely to

arouse resentment or even tumult. The Roman
practice was to interfere as little as possible with
the usages of the nations which haa been sub-

jugated; and therefore we may reckon that the
miticular method of taking the census would be

ion, to (lie decision of the ruler of the district.

Accordingly it was arranged that the tribal

method should be followed, and that in subordina-

tion thereto the enrolment should be by persons
registering themselves at the place from which the

head of the family had sprung. Hence we read
that *

all went to enrol themselves, every one to his

own city. And Joseph also went up from Galilee,
out of the city of Nazareth, into Judaea, to the city
of David, because he was of the house and family
of David, to enrol himself with Mary who was be-

trothed to him '

(Lk 23-5
). If, as Mt I25 leads us to

believe, Mary was actually recognized at this period
as Joseph's wife, she would be enumerated as one of

his household, whatevei lu*r o\\n linoiige was ; but
if St. Luke's expression

* bet rothod' i> to be pressed,
would indicate not merely that the marriage was
not publicly known or officially recognized, but
that she herself must also have been of the family
of David, and as such was enrolled in her own
right. It may also be observed that the great

gathering of those who claimed to be of * the stock

of Jesse' would help to explain, how, when Joseph
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and Mary arrived,
c there was no room for them in

theinn'(Lk27
).

LITERATURE. Lives of Christ and Commentaries on St. Luke ;

articles in Bible Dictionaries, as Smith, Kitto, and Hastings ,

Ramsav, Was Christ born at Bethlehem * (1898) ; Zumpt, Das
Geburtsjahr Chnsti (1869); Zahn, art. in New kirchl. Ztsch

(1893) ; Schurer, HJP i. ii 105.

ARTHUR POLLOK SYM.
CENTURION (Lat. centurio; in Mark always

j-
1539.44.4-j

. in Matt> an(i L^ and Acts

, Xys ace. to &*, or etcvrbyrap-xos in other

uncials; the latter form being more Attic, the

former more frequent in Hellenistic [cf. Blass,

Gram., Eng. tr. p. 28, on fluctuation between first

and second declensions]; in Polybins the centurion

is called rat-iapxcs) As the name denotes, a centu-

rion was an officer in the Roman army who had
command of a centuria containing 100 men. The

legion at its full strength, consisted of about 6000

foot - soldiers, consequently it included 60 cen-

turions. These were of different ranks or degrees
of promotion and importance, *i( roiling uo the

position occupied in battle by their facial com-

pany or maniple. Though laughed at for their

hob-nailed shoes and thick calves (Juv. Sat. xvi.

14. 24) and for their general unkempt roughness
(ib. xiv. 194), these officers were the very

* backbone
of the army.' Their badge of office was the vine-

rod (vitts), which they freely used on the men,
even without the authorization of the tribune

(cf. Tacitus Annal. i. 23). Polybius describes the
ideal centurion as * not so much, overventuresome
and fond of danger as possessing the faculty for

command, steady and serious ((3a8ei$ rats ^i/xcus) ;

not prone to rush into battle nor eager to strike

the first blow, but ready to die in defence of

their posts if their men are overborne by num-
bers and hard pressed' (vi. 24; cf. Vegetius,
ii. 14).

The centurions mentioned in the NT are attrac-

tive specimens of the manly, serious-minded,

generous Roman. In the Gospel narrative two
centurions nnd a place. The one (Mt 85

"13
1|
Lk

71"10
) resident in Capernaum may probably have

been in Heiod's service ; but in any case he was a
Gentile, for in his humble faith Jesus sees the
first-fruits of a world redeemed, and recognizes
that even if 'the children of the Id .]-

* "
i

the outer darkness to the light a_nd v . i

provided feast will still be furnished with guests.
The distinctive characteristic of this centurion's
faith was his persuasion that a word of command
uttered by Jesus could set in motion forces suffi-

cient for the emergency, even as the K\<-V<TIW of
the Roman officer at once accomplished his will.

The fiAvw dirt \&y(p is the key to the incident, and
absolutely differentiates this centurion from the

j8a<rtXi/:6s of Jn 446, who insisted that Jesus should
*

go down
' and heal his son.

The centurion charged with superintending the
crucifixion of Jesus (Mk 1589

[| Mt 2754
II Lk 2347

)

paid so striking and unexpected a tribute to His
greatness, that it finds a place in each of the

Synoptic Go-pdk The terms of the tribute are
best understood from the account of St. Luke,
who frequently preserves what is evidently the
original form of a saying. Certainly

' son of God '

in the mouth of a Roman could mean little more
than St. Luke's 'just man.' But the expression
'son of God' might be suggested by the * Father 3

in our Lord's last cry.

LiTEEATtTRB Ramsay's Rom Antig. s v ; St George Stock's
Casar de B. Gatt. pp. 208-215 ; J. E. B. Mayor's Juvenal, notes
on passages cited above. MARCUS JDODS.

CEPHAS. See PETER.

CEREMONIAL LAW.--See LAW.

CERTAINTY. The ways in which 'certainty'
is expressed in the Gospels are

frequently
indirect.

So far, however, as certainty is expressed by direct

terms, various phrases are employed for the pur-

pose. Of these the most frequent are aa-faXfr and

its derivatives a,o"4>a\ifa, d<r^>d\eia, dcr^aXtS?. These

always express objective security ; the certainty
whicn is or might be verified, and which consists

in an accurate correspondence with facts.

Thus in his preface St Luke (1<9 says he has 'traced the

course of all things accurately . . that thou mightest know
the certainty . . .' (<r<p^, cf. Ac 5H IThS^the traitor

says,
' Take him and lead him a'way safely

'

(Mk 14*4 ot,ff$a,K>s, cf.

Ac 2^6 523 1623) , Pilate says,
* Command that the sepulchre be

made sure' (Mt 2764 65 66 Steya&fa, cf Ac 1624). With these

pass. - " '
,1 the use of w$*M5ff elsewhere in NT,
> l

, He 619. The derivatives
. .

,
.

are also employed, but with a force more or less distinctly

moral or subjective. Thus the disciples are said to have
'

preached everywhere, the Lord working with them and con-

firming: the word' (Mk 1620 ptBtuiu, cf Ro 15, 1 Co 16 8, 2 Co

121, Col 27, He 2<* 139). o'MOtim< * it ii the disciples themselves

who are 'confirmed' or <.iul>li-hcd
' Outside the Gospels

&iutf and |3MAwif occur
"

being specially
r' 7r~ -"-i ~^-V the Ep to i

'

j
" '

,
Bo 4*8, 2 Co 17,

IV J'
'

"", Ph I7). In Lk 23*7 ovrus occurs, 'Certainly

this was a righteous man
'

; and in Lk 4^* votvrutt
* Doubtless ye

will say to me . . .' (cf Ac 2122 28^, 1 Co 910), but these are

adverbial qualitatives of no great importance [It is hardly

necessary to remark that in the
' '

'>he passages
in which the word ( certain

'

occ i I versions, it

renders the indefinite pronoun * thing to do
with certainty, but is merely an idiomatic phrase equivalent to

'some'm a',
" '! i" i

- "-'

With this -i -T i"_' 1 1_ ' H instructive to compare the

opposite
'

uncertainty
' which is expressed by etfafftot,

commonly translated
*

perplexed,' i . i

, ,f i
- .i" i

1 us u i-erplexit.
,i I ,>,,' a 1

- - 'i i *n
J

o Pii -' Tin-* words occur

i l.n 1\
'

i-l l-i ," -I)-, )! ir"T A' M In -|-t ^'(cf. Ac 2520,

2 ( , ; p (,,i i-; I - ,* > i MI r 'i ui i i' <''jin i are such occa-

sional use of ttrrts as . ilTmen '

(Ac 17^) ;

and that of vtoiwp'* "
v

1 2 1 Th x He 6 >

But apart from special terms expressing cer-

tainty;,
the broad fact itself has, of course, a large

place in the Gospels and in the mind of the Lord
Jesus. This is usually represented by saying that

a person or a thing is 'known/ where olSa is the

verb employed. This verb is a 'perfect-present,
5

and by its very foim indicates the possession of

knowledge, not its acquirement. In a number of

passages the sense is accordingly best rendered not

by
*
I know/ but by

* I am sure of.'

The following are instances from the Gospels of this way of

expressing- certainty
4 Fear ye not, for I am certain that ye

are seeking- Jesus who was crucified' (Mt 285) ;

'

Master, \ve are

certain that thou speakest and teachest straightforwardly
'

(Lk

2021), 'We speak what we are certain of, and bear evidence of

what we have seen' (Jn 3^) ;

* No longer do we believe through

thy report, for we ourselves have heard and are certain '

(4
42

) ;

' What sign doest thou that we may feel certainty, and may
trust thee?' (6^), 'This is Jesus the son of Joseph ;

we are

certain of his father and mother* (6*
2

,
cf. 7^7), 'Give glory to

God; we are certain this man is a sinner. He therefore

answered. If he is a sinner I am not so certain ,
of one thing I

am certain, that, being blind, henceforth I see
*

(924- 25) ; Even
now I am certain that whatsoever thou ma>est ask of God, God
will give thee *

(II22) ;
' He that hath seen beareth witness, and

his witness is true (kKyQtvfy and he is certain that he speaketh
true (^$5), that ye also may believe

'

(19^5, cf 2124). Some-
times n is used of God's knowledge with its unerring cer-

tainty ; and at other times of man's knowledge of God which

springs from personal trust and love.

It is characteristic that the ground > on which

certainty is shown in Hie do-pel- to re-l are moral

grounds rather than intellectual ; lor commonljr it

is moral certitude, not scientific security, which
is in view. On the one hand, the foundation of

certainty is the faithfulness of God : this is well

illustrated in the ca&e of Zacharias (Lk I 18"20
), and

in that of Mary (w. 37 sa
). On the other hand,

certainty is won through men's trust (TTLO-TLS) in

God or in Christ So the Lord said,
' Whosoever

shall say unto this mountain , . . and shall not
doubt (diaKpivaj) in his heart, but shall believe . . ,

he shall have it' (Mk II2*
|]
Mt 2121 ). To Peter as

he began to fear and sink He said, <O thou of

little faith, wherefore didst thou doubt ?
'
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Mt 1431 ). And when it is recorded of the disciples
to whom the Lord appeared after His resurrection,
that 'they saw him, and worshipped, but some
doubted' (Sio-rdfa, 2817

) } He met this mixed regard
by a great personal affirmation, and a great charge
laid on them, which formed in point of fact the

strongest appeal to their most certain trust. See,

further, art. ASSURANCE.
LITERATURE. See the lit at

Certainty in Religion ; J. '

W. R Harper, Religion and t-

Coe, Religion of a Mature M

,

'

Id E. White,
Certainties ;

88-100 ; G A.
^

'

Garvie, The
Gospel for To-day, 34 ; Pi inceton TheoL Rev \ 138 (Warfield) ,

Homiletic Rev xha. 413 (Wright) , Expos Times, vii 438,533.
E. P. BOYS-SMITH.

CHAFF. The term used in English to denote
the protective coverings and appendages of the

growing corn the glumes, scales, and awns after

they have been dried in the ripening of tjie plant
and in the wind and sun, and separated from the

grain and straw. The Greek word is &xvpov (Lat.

palea),
*

mostly used in plural for chaff, bran,
husks '

(Liddell and Scott); fioiTiui- dniml from
ax in<luannjr its pointed nature. But the older

SLUT]IOIIUC*>, and most writers on the Greek of the

NT, incline to regard the &xvpov as including the
cut or broken-up straw which mingles with the
chaff* proper.

Schleuaner contro\ erring the opinion of previous lexico-

graphers, fea^sthat the ^ ord for the ou. r n i jf i
' -i (/'"* '0

is &%**>} and 'that *%u/>ov includes totum < n ''. //. " '/ i-i-n*' / . 'i

a radice usque ad spicam quce grana ' tt'n ', .r -1 ilu n i-

equivalent to the Heb. \%n tebhen ; and Post (art.
' Straw ' in

Hastings' J>JB) suggests the use of the Arab, word tibn, which
denotes the mingled chaff and cut or broken straw.

In reaping it "was often the practice to leave all

the straw, except an inch or two cut oft* with the
ear. The dust of the chaff is in the LXX x"fo
(Ps I

4 355,
Is 295, Hos 133

}, and once XPOUS dxtpov
(Is 1713

), and once Koviopr6s (Job 21 18
).

The combination of broken straw with the chaff
is explained by the process of harvesting, thresh-

ing, and winnowing in Palestinian jigiicultiiio
The threshing-machine, or tbic^lim^-'wa^oii f^ee

art.
*

Agriculture
'

in TTu-tiJijr- 1>B)9 which, by
repeatedly passing ovu the -Ix-axc", broke up the
short straw into fragments, separated the grain
from its diieil <-n\ elope-. The t hi e>hm<r- floor was
so placed, ii-unlly in \\\\ elevated and breezy posi-

tion, that the wind could be utilised to separate
the lighter, heavier, and heaviest materials from
one another, and the method of winnowing secured
that the grain should fall in the centre, the heavier
straw at a small distance from the grain heap,
whilethe broken strawand chaff(&xvPov ) werecarried

away by the wind, either out of the threshing-floor,
or so that it could be swept together for burning
The complete separation of the chaff, which in-

cluded fragments of the awns and straw, from the
corn was effected by means of the winnowing-fan
(imJoF), the broad shallow shovel with which coin
after threshing was thrown up against the wind,
and so finally cleansed of the chaff. See art.
* Shovel '

in Hastings' DB. This final stage of the

winnowing process is referred to by John the

Baptist in the only occurrences of the word * chaff 3

in the NT (Mt 3ia
,
Lk 317 ).

The imagery of the threshing-floor was finely

adapted to express the sweeping reform of the
national life which the ardent soul of the Baptist
expected to characterize the coming of the Jewish
Messiah. The chaff well represented (1) the in-

sincerity and hypocrisy of the national religious
leaders, profession without substance, looldng at a,

distancelike grain, but proving on near inspect^op,
(

to be chaff; and (2) the light irresponsibility, JfcfV
absence of true principle, in the peoplewho accejptett.
this formalism and pretence as genuine grain of

godliness. And the winnowing represented, the

readiness with which such unsubstantial elements
of national character would be carried away by
the first wind of trial, or burnt up by the divinely
authorized Messiah, whose coming John expected
to be with swift discriminatioi ,- ,1

: \ ,,

John looked for the immediate j , -n < ,, j

false from the true, the bad from the jrood. The
Christ would come as Malachi (3

1*5
) pmlicied,

with searching and striking condemnation of all

that was worthless and injurious; and the com-
parative slowness and indirectness of our Lord's
method was the moving cause of his perplexed
question, when he heard in the prison the works of

Christ, and sent his disciples to ask, 'Art thou
he that should come, or look we for anothei?*
(Mt ll3, Lk 71S

).

LITERATURE.- -M.i/icio fliV .Wr/, /,- aw 1 f *'-, >jw, 10 o;-36 ;

Tristram, Easter i. ( '/*'" /< .1 /* '/ /."/ < .1, i -. Kibh-
cal Archaeology, pii <( -J, T'I i,

1

-* /;/-/</', ;/,/ H ' ^ pp.
538-540, No\\ack, Heb. Arch, i. 2331; artt.

*

Agriculture,'
*

Chaff,'
'

Straw,' in Hastings' DB. T. H, "WRIGHT.

CHAINS. The usual NT word for * chain' is

flXwrw. vtfai (Mk 54 AV and KV fetters) are for

binding the feet. &?<r/t6y is a more general term,
meaning anything to tie or fasten. AV renders

Seo-jAoi,
*

chains,' in Jude 6
, but RV substitutes

' bonds.' For critical reasons 'chains' disappears
from 2 P 24.

In NT chains invariably denote instruments for

binding, or T -iniiTimi: the liberty of the person,
e.g. the demoniac (Mk 53), St. Peter (Ac 12), the

dragon (Rev. 201
). Imbeciles appear always to

have received consideration, if not even reverence,
in the East ; but demoniacs, and persons suffering
from certain forms of delirium, have been treated
with horrible cruelty. Often they are loaded with
chains and bound to a staple firmly fixed in the

ground. The tortures applied are ostensibly for
the purpose of driving out the evil spirit that

po-^e^M^ them.
Under the Roman law, vincula was a form of

punishment, or of safe custody. The prisoner was
chained to a soldier, who was responsible for his
safe keeping. The chain was fastened round the

right wrist of the prisoner and the left wrist of his

guard. To this chain St. Paul refers (Ac 2830, 2 Ti
I 16). For greater safety two soldiers might be
assigned as guards to one prisoner, a hand of each

being chained to one of his. Thus St. Peter was
confined in the stormy days of the persecution (Ac
126) ; and St. Paul, when Lysias thought him a
dangerous person (Ac 2133

). The use of irtSat in
their modern form may be seen to-day at Acre, in
the groups of Turkish prisoners chained together
by the ankles. W. EWING.

CHAMBER. See CLOSET, and GUEST-CHAMBER.

CHANCE. The word occurs only once in EV of
the Gospels, viz. in Lk 1081, where in the parable
of the Good Samaritan the priest is said to have
been going down that way

*

by chance.* In the

original the phrase is Kara <rvyKvplaj>, Vulg. accidrt

ti&. The word
ffyyicvpta

is found nowhere else in

NT, and rarely in the Gr. authors. The idea of
*

* chance '
is ordinarily expressed in Gr. by the nouns

rtixtj, ffvvrvxfat or
by^

the verb TVYX&VW. Neither of
these nouns occurs in NT, and the verb, in its in-

transitive sense of 'chancing' or 'happening,' but

rarely. Examples are 1 Co 1537 el TIJXOI a-irov, which
EjY tiansla,tes

e
it may chance of wheat '

(the only
other occasion on which the word * chance '

is found
ii 'EV.of NT), and 1410 d T^XOI, EV 'it may lews.

7
,

,

"
'

'

. , '

; Ip tfcft Ctospels Tyy%*vis used In Its iBtramsitlve 'aeiuieu J*pbi
the idea, viz. of

*

happening/ only once, and that is* ctnrroMsrjr

enough, in TR reading of Lk 1030, the verse immediately pre-
ceding the one under consideration, where the robbers are said
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to have left their victim 4if6t8v% ryy%#v<si>T. The Tuy^a'vovn*
here, as Meyer and others have pointed out, is not simply equi-
valent to 0Wc&, though the AV translators appear to have so

regarded it. The expression properly means * half dead as he
chanced to he.' The shade of suggestion is that the robbers left

him in complete indifference to his fafce, to live or die just as
?' I .- u The fact, however, that &?%****** 1S lacking

i N ! 5 T vustifies its omission from the text by "VTHand
other critical editors.

Unlike T&XTI and eruvrirxfa, <rvyKvpia does not denote
* chance' in the proper sense of the word, i.e. some-

thing which *
falls out' independently of the ordi-

nary laws of causation ('chance comes from the

Low Lat. cadentia^
* a falling/ and may have been

suggested by the falling of the dice from a dice-

box). Derived as it is from <rfo and Kvptu ('fall in

with *}, it corresponds almost exactly to our word
* coincidence.' All that our Lord's use of the phrase
/caret <nryKvpiav accordingly suggests is, that bv a
coincidence of events a certain priest came by just
as the wounded traveller lay helpless on the road.

And, as Godet remarks. He may even have used
the expression with a kind of irony, since c

it is

certainly not by accident that the narrator brings
those two personages on tlie scene

'

(Com. on Lk.
in loc.}.

Apart from any further occurrence of the word
'chance* in EV of the Gospels, the idea of hap or
chance may seem to be conveyed by the use of
*

haply* in Mk II13
,
where Jesus is said td have

come to the fig-tree,
'
if haply he might find any-

thing thereon,
' and in Lk 14^, where He Himself

says of the builder who could not finish his tower,
*
lest haply when he hath laid a foundation, and is

not able to finish it.* But in both cases we have
to do in the

original simply with conjunctions and
particles, d &pa in the one passage and ^ Tore in
the other. *

As a matter of fact, the idea of chance was as

foreign to the ancient Jewish as to the modern
scientific mind ; for while the scientist holds that
the universal reign of law renders the operation of
chance impossible, the Hebrew may be said to
have believed (ci Pr 16s3) of every so-called chance
that 'Eternal God that chance did guide.* In

popular language the idea of things Ii.ij n- n:-
-
by

chance appears to be admitted in IMM Ol and
NT (of. 1 S 69, EC 9U, 1 Co 1587), as it constantly is

among ourselves. But in the case of the Scripture
writers, at all events, it denoted only human
ignorance of proximate causes, not the occurrence
of events independently of the Divine will (with
1 S 69 cl v. 12, with EC 911 cl v.1, with 1 Co 1537 cf.

37, Gal 67*}.
As, bearing upon tfc- - il.i- i f < hance, reference

mav be made to the * < i n f. > l< - by the Koman
soldiers for the garm< -i - o '< - **. The incident
is mentioned by every one of the Evangelists, and
is explained byJohn as referring only to His seam-
less tunic (Mt 2T35, Mk 1524

, Lk 23^, Jn 1928- 34
).

Among the Jews the easting of lots was regarded
not as a reference of a question to the fickleness
of chance, but as a solemn appeal to the Divine
judgment (cf. Pr 1683). And though by the time
of Christ sncih <i pamo of chance as dice-playing
(jcvfrta) had l>oni mt io<l new) into Palestine (cf. St.
JVlulV ev TTJ Kvfietq, TV av0p&rr&v,

c

by the sleight of

men,' lit.
e

by the dice-playing,' because of the
trickery and cheating which had come to be
associated with the game), it was repudiated by
those who adhered strictly to the Jewish law (see
Sehurer, EJP u. i. 36). With the Roman soldiers
it was otherwise. Dice are thought by some to
have been an invention of the Romans, and cer-

tainly dicing was very common among them. In
his famous * Crucifixion

'
in the Church of Sta.

Maria degliAngioh at Lugano, Luini represents the
four soldiers as rising from a game of dice to dis-

pute with one another the possession of the seam-

less robe. And moie than one writer who has sought
to describe the awful scene of Calvary has con-

sidered it natural to suppose that the soldiers

would amuse themselves during the hours of wait-

ing by playing their favourite game (see Farrar,

Life of Christ, ad loc.). No information is given
us by the "Evangeli-i- as to the manner in which
the lots were cast. But it may be that a cast of

the dice-box was the plan which - -' 1 itself

most readily to those rude men, , , ', , they
actualK ^.uublod for the Saviour's coat while He
hung rtbo\o i hem on the cross, dying for the sins

of the world. See, further, art. LOTS (CASTING OF).
J. C. LAMBERT.

CHARACTER may be denned as the result of the

interaction between a peisonahty and its environ-

ment; or, if the word is used in its special and
favourable sense, as the advant

" n

by per-

sonality over its environment, .by the

exercise of the will. In the Aristotle
(Nic. Eth. I. vii. 15), it is 'an energy of the inner life

on the lines of virtue.' The question to be answered

is, How have the life and gospel of Christ made
this more possible? Fust, He diminished the

moral weight and dread of life's environment.

Secondly, He enlarged the resources and oppor-
tunities of personality.

1. The following are some of the powers which,

the soul has to meet in conflict :

(1) SuffeTwq.~~'T a peifectly good man foreknew
what w.

"
'

happen to liim, lie would co-

operate in both falling sick and dying
and being maimed, being conscious that this is the

particular portion assigned to him in the arrange-
ment of the Universe' (Epictetus). Christ in-

spired men to put their foot on disease as an evil

(Mt 10s
, Mk 1618

) 3 and won His first fame by His
own powers of healing (Mt 423'25 II4

'6
etc.). Such

deeds were good on the Sabbath day (Lk 66fL
), for

it v.!i- a. Ip'oulJnji of Sata*
' '

,
.

'T\ 131S
).

(2 I)- "<'/t lie <m <1 to * ' "
i

'

through
fear of death were all their lifetime subject to

bondage
3

(He 215). Jesus not only so faced death
as to convince a Roman centuiion and a dying
criminal that He was more than man (Mt 2754 Lk
2340f

-), but did not in His teaching allow it to have
a decisive place in life, except to the fool (Lk 1220

).

He spoke of it as a sleep (Jn lllafr
")> which the good

man need not fear (Mt 1028 ), and as a going to the
Father and His many abiding-places (Jn 1J1"3).

(3) The world.
*
If but the Vine- and Love-abjuring band
,\r< in the- Propl.i i'- Pf i -li-- l'i -Unl,

^ Aliick, I doubi li Piophu i Pai til *v

Were empty as the hollow of one's hand* (Omar).

Jesus was in complete independence of all that the
worM of- i

- accepting poverty (Lk 9s8), repudiat-

ing |
ID

|
in 'M u \ (Jn 615

), not expecting to be waited
on

i,
ML I" 1

.'

c Be of good courage/ He said, *I

have overcome the world' (Jn 1(P); and on ac-

count of the promise of His presence His disciples
were built up in the same afodpiceta (Ph 411

).

(4) Racial barriers. *
It is an unlawful thing for

a man that is a Jew to join himself or come unto
one of another nation

'

(Ac 1028). Jesus struck at

the limitations of race prejudice and enmity in the

parables of the Good Samaritan (Lk IQ29^) and the

Last Judgment (Mt 2531ff
-). Though He sought

first the lost sheep of the house of Israel (Mt 105f-)>
He 'opened the Kingdom of Heaven to all be-

faevers* (Mt 810
'18

, cf. Mk 7 2<>

), and therelty achieved
on moral lines what the status of Roman cmzeu-

ship created on legal lines. His short career was
an encounter with the dead hand and narrowing
force of nationalism (Mk 129

, Mt 2142
'44

), and it was
in the name of Son of Man that He lived and died.

(5) Caste distinctions.' It was the hereditary

disability the Aryans had succeeded in imposing
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upon races they despised, which, reacting within
their own circle and strengthened by the very in-

to]eiance that gave it birth, has borne such bitter

fiuit through so many centuries' (Khys Davids,
Hibbert Lectures}.

4 A woikshop is incompatible
with anything noble' (Cicero). Jesus kept the
same \iay open to all without regard to social or

lehgipu^ M.atu*s
;
did not reject the rich (Mt 87 918f

,

Lk 7"}, but counted their wealth a disadvantage
{Mk 1021 -3

, Lk 6-). He chose His companions
florn men who were mostly of no claws (Mk I

16

214
), was known as the friend of publicans and

&mneis (Mt 911
, Lk 15 1 * J

), and threw away His own
tiiumph to give Zacchceus a moral ( hnn( o

'
fo- as-

much as he also is a son of Abraham (Lie !()' ';.

(6) Family control. 'To every individual,' says
Sir Henry Maine, refen ing to the Roman civiliza-

tion,
* the rule of conduct is the law of his home,

of which his parent is the legislator
'

Though
Jesus maintained the sanctity of the maiiiaye tie

<Mt 194ff
), and illustrated as well as taught' falial

obedience and honour (Lk 251
,
Jn 19-'

6 27
,
Mk 7 llff

*)>

He broke the decisive control of the f.1111 II \ foi

the sake of the individual personality (Ml iu )J - 7

1248-50 j Lk 959-62 Uja.x
s Mk xoss-30).

2. In the second place, Christ enlarged the re-

sources and opportunities of per-OM;i1ii\, by mak-
ing the soul conscious and coululi ni "of a new
environment, in which it could find release and
reinforcement. The secret of this spiritual en-
vironment which awakens and sustains the soul's

faculties of faith, hope, and love is grace, in which
alone they can move and have their being. The
essential iact of grace is illustrated in the teach-

ing of Christ chiefly in the following doctrines
the Divine Fatherhood, the Divine Forgiveness,
the Divine Indwelling, and the Divine Reappear-
ing. All that was dim or distorted in the human
views of these truths, which mean so much to

p'M-oiulil y and character, He rectified and made
<iuihoiii.aiivp

(1) The clear revelation of the Divine Fatherhood
had this immense bearing on character, that it

brought out the worth of the individual soul. It

is not necessary here to argue the question whether
we are really Oiod"* ,-on^ ajwi r i f i orn fnii h in Christ.
It is enough foi the purpose tlu i/ (Jliu-rf undoubt-

edly used the truth of I he I)i\ me Fatherhood as the
chief motive to the new ethic. The first and most

important effect on character is that the starting-
point is trust. Trust in God is illustrated in
contentment with circumstances, courage in regard
to human opposition. Whatevei be the straitness
of life and however menacing the future, theie may
well be trust in One who cares for the indiv idual
with more than the purpose and solicitude of an
earthly father (Mt 67- 8

7", Lk 126- 7- 22-30
). And as

for hostility, it is well worth *tH<i"iv fim> for

truth and righteousness, for this *> ilie jmpio\al of

the Father is gained (Mt 5 11- 12 1634
'37

, Lk 12^-, Jn
1526f. 16i-s). The natural vehicle of such trust is

prayer, which Jesus Himself used for the solution
of His perplexities and the bearing of His burdens
(Lk 1021, Mk 1435 etc.), and which the disciples were
also to use freely and urgently (Lk II3'13 18l

).

This leads to the second characteristic of a life

that acts on the teaching of the Divine Fatherhood
its religion, will be in spirit and truth (Jn 4s3).

Prayer is no mere performance, but secret and real

{Mt 65
-8

), in faith (Mk II22
'24

), with a softened
heart (Mk II28

), and looking for the highest
things (Jn 1516 1626). Religion is not a matter of
external or traditional compulsion, but rests upon
a

gospel
of Divine love (Sit IP8 2S37, Jn e44- 45

).-

The Father can care for nothing that is not spon-
taneous and sincere like childhood (Mk 1015 - 51 - 52 149

Mt 1821 - 22
), and the fruit of real growth (Jn 15s).

The consummation of life is to be so sanctified by

the truth as to enjoy God as Christ the Son Him-
self did (Jn 1720"2fa

).

And the bearing of the Divine Fatherhood on our
lelations to our fellow 'i-

1
' u -

j wise tolerance.
The disciples of Christ ,

i <> * o the character
of Him who 'maketh his sun to rise on the evil
and the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on
the unjust,' and refuse to tieat any man as an
enemy; (Mt S^'48

) Indeed, the truth of the Father-
hood is the great inspiration to kindness and
charity The positive character of the 'Golden
Rule,' which is its Christian distinction, is directly
diawn from the ways of the t Father in heaven'
(Mt 7 11 - 12

), and the blessedness of peacemaker is

in being called sons of God (Mt 59
). The parable

of the Good Samaritan (Lk 1025"87
) illustrates in

particular what the parable of the Great Assize

(Mt 2531 "46
) sets forth with ideal completeness, that

there is no leal love to God which is not ex-

pressed in spontaneous and appiopnale help to

every human being that iequine ]. T.iu- in the

teaching of Christ went foith e an edict of Uni-
versal Love' j

*

humanity was changed from a
restraint to a motive (Ecce Homo, ch 16).

3 And
that this was the secret of the Christian message,
is indicated in the parting commission,

e Go ye and
make disciples of all the nations, \- ;'li/.!.r 'hern
into the name of the Father and of i

i o bo i svul of

the Holy Ghost' (Mt 2819
).

(2) The gospel of Divine Forgiveness has had a
distinctive and powerful effect upon the characters
of those who 1 . ;i' \

\
1 i Indeed, it has pro-

duced a new ,*[ < :; \t\> , which can be de-

scribed only as being born again (Jn 33
, 2 Co 517- 18

).

Forgiveness was by no means a new idea, for it has
never been set forth with more beauty and com-

pleteness than in the Prophets and the Psalmists of

the Old Testament. But Jesus was the nrst to
1 *

' ' the individual soul with the view of pro-
character of a child of the Kingdom ;

. 3 this which made His teaching seem

revolutionary and even Lla-jiVmoiss in the eyes of

t^o piai-dims of the OM Cu\< rujir (MkS^12
, Lk

? ""
,

'I I us average good person is now as much
as ever inclined to resent the 'opening of the

Kingdom of heaven to all believers' through the
remission of sins. It contradicis the view accepted
by all average moralists that it is by the mainten-
ance of virtue that heaven must be won, and that

any contradictory doctrine must loosen the bands
of character. Their view is necessary as a caution,
not only against the Antinomians, who treat the
fact of forgiveness as a term of logic, and argue
e let us sin that grace may abound/ but also

ntram-t nil vho pi cadi faith as something apart
from ck ihi< al (rjihu-ia-iu. But St. Paul had learned
the secret of his Master when he flung himself
into the advanced position of 'justification by
faith.* It was Jesus Himself who had the daring
originality to base character on a new foundation
\uthout fearing to debase it (Lk 747

'50
, Mt 26s7*

^J.
It must, however, be remembered that it was

not so much the intention of Jesus to set np a
rival type of character, as to restore the character
of those who had lost it ; to give a new chance to
the personality that was overborne and fettered

by its environment. He was essentially a physi-
cian of the sick (Lk S27

"32
), a seeker of the lost

(Lk 15. I910
, Mt 1812ff

-)> a giver of rest to the

heavy laden (Mt ll28**-), fulfilling the words,
* He

shall be called Jesus : for he shall save his people
from their sins

3

(Mt I21, ef. Jn 317
). The great

contribution, then, to the forming of character in
the gospel of Forgiveness is not that it adds any-
thing to the ideal of virtue, but that ifc unseals the

great motive of humble and adoring gratitude,
and opens the way for that tide of lore wMch? is

itself the fulfilling of the Law (Lk 747 J98- *% The
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business of Jesus was not the chiselling and polish-
ing of character, but primarily its creation among
the multitudes who would be shut out by the
Pharisees from the kingdom of righteousness. The
gospel does not so much teach how to be good as

why to be good. Yet it must be admitted that in

this teaching of grace as a redeeming power, Jesus
did not simply profess to level sinners up to the
virtuous. Rather He made the beatitude of the

forgiven appear in comparison with the self-com-

placency of the virtuous as sunshine to moonlight
(Lk B22^6 IS9

'14
). The result of thus opening the

fountains of a great deep was to be seen in a new
humility and tenderness, an unexampled moral

scrupulousness and solicitude, for the pride of the
natural man is overwhelmed by the sense of what
he owes (Mt 1821

"35
, John 21 15-19

, Gal 220
, Col 312 - 1S

).

(3) The third illustration of grace through which
the scattered forces of character can be regathered
is the Divine Iwhwilhttq, which, nltuonsrh not made
conspicuous in the S\nojHji*>i*, is essential to the,
Christian conception "of character. The remark-
able transformation which came over the chief

Apostles after the events of CaUary and the

Garden, was expressly attributed by them to the
fulfilment of Christ's promise to return and dwell
in them through the Spirit (Ac 191'6 216f-

, Jn
14ls'M

). The character that has learned its worth
from the Divine Fatherhood, and found its release

in theDnine, Foigivenoss, gains its strength and
means of independence noni the Divine Indwell-

ing. The real strength of character from the
Christian point of view lies in the sense of weak-
ness and the dependence on grace. Its ideal is

not self-possession and self-complacency, but a

possession by Christ (Gal 220
), and a pleasing of

Christ (Ph I20). And because its standard is so

high, namely, the perfection of God Himself (Mt
548), the only chance of attaining it is to realize

that the sufficient power comes from the imparted
life (Jn 2Q21

-28
), to take the yoke of Christ (Mt

II29), or to abide in Him (Jn 154). If we can rely
on God's Fatherhood, we can be sure He will give
the best gift, the Holy Spirit (Lk II13

), which is

to enable the disciples to do greater things even
than Jesus Himself (Jn 1412), because thus His
own power will be multiplied in and through them
(1 Jn 412- I8

).

From the Christian point of view, then, char-
acter depends for its final strength and beauty on
the measure of its surrender and Teoepm ity. Its

turning-point is found in that decisive acceptance
of Chnst which is called *

conversion,' and which
is not mere acquiescence, but allegiance as well,
not only requiring an attitude of the *-onI, but also
its adventure with and for the Lord it has recog-
nized. When room has been made for the Divine
indwelling in immediate sequence to the Divine
forgiveness, there may be an assurance that
through grace and with much patience the fruits
of Christian character will come (Mk 48> so- 26-29

).

Christian character depends on Christ's indwell-

ing ; for its virtues, which are more appropriately
termed graces, are called 'fruits of the sjnm".'
indicating that they are not the attainment
of the old nature, but the growth of the new,
according to the ' law of the Spirit of life which
is in Christ Jesns our Lord' In Gal S22 - 23

they
are thus given: Move, joy, peace, long-suffering,
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meekness, tem-
perance'; and in 2 P I*-8 ;

*

faith, virtue, know-
ledge, temperance, patience, #Qdlnes^ brotherly
kindness, and love.' From wMcK ii will be seen
that there is no ordered system of ethics in
the New Testament ; but the sum and substance
of it is that life is primarily to be the gradual
demonstration of the Divine indwelling, that the
world may see that Christians are alike possessed

and controlled by a power and spirit not their

own,
(4) There is one further contribution to the

making of character in the name of grace which

belongs to the Christian revelation, viz. the Divine
7? '/;///

", !/ 7 However erroneously it was con-

con oil, i 'HMO can be no doubt that it exercised a

powerful effect upon the moral qualities of the early
Christian community (1 Th I9

- 10
), and its^essential

truth is still responsible for much that is unique
in Christian ethics. It was sufficient to stay

worldly ambitions outright, so that men sold their

possessions (Ac 434
), and at a later age secluded

themselves in hermit or monastic dwellings. The
journey of Israel to the Promised Land became the
fiamevkoik of the Christian conception of life a

pilgrimage through a wilderness. The result of

this view has been the withdrawal of much imagi-
nation and energy from the problems of the pre-
sent world in the name of an expected heaven
whereas the real watching is in right employment
here and now (Lk 17 20- 21 1911'27

). But it would be
a mistake to miss the great contribution made
by the doctrine of Christ's icii]>i>caiin;r to the

improvement of character (Lk I**-'-"
7
, 1 Th S23).

When it is understood in the light of the words
and example of Jesus Himself rather than of

Messianic expectations, which again and again
He disappointed in favour of spiritual interests

(Lk 954- 65
, Jn 614- 15- 25- * ^ 65"68

, Ac I6
"8

), its effect is

purifying and searching to the last degree, and
arms the personality with the weapon of a new
hope in the conflict with its environment (Ph
313. i4j m The reappearing of the Saviour, whether
it be when physical disabilities fall from us at

death, or in some other way, is essentially a final

judgment (Mt 721'23 1330 2531
-33

; cf. 2 Co 510
) in

winch hidden things will be brought to light (Lk
817 122- 8

, Mt2535'4S
).

Firstly, it gives a motive to purity of life which
no other religion has been able to supply (1 Jn 33,
'2 P 811 '14

), and to a consecrated use of every natural

faculty (JEto 121
). The promise of the resurrection *

rescues the body from the contempt with which
philosopher^ -were inclined to regard it, for as com-
panion of the soul it is both sacred and serviceable

(1 Co 519- 20
), It is to be changed from a body of

humiliation to the likeness of the body of His glory
(Ph 321), and meantime its members are to be dis-

ciplined as instruments of . (Ko 61S
),

every ability being turned . >unt (1 P
410- Col3l6- 17

).

Next, it gives a deeper sanction to the social

relationships of life. The spiritual side of mar-
riage has been greatly

1

developed by the revelation
of the issues of life (Mt 194'9

, Eph S22"38
). The

relations of parent and children, of master and
servant, were likewise dignified by being seen sub

specie cetermtatis (Col S20^ 41
), and in the remem-

brance that for responsibility we must give account
(Lk 1245'48

) It was this truth which *r vts its spenal
meaning to Church membership, so that [he Chii
tian community was knu together with bonds
unknown in any contemporary clubs or guilds (Mt
1819- 20

, Eph I18-33 219'22
, 1 Co 1212-80

)/ Though there
was discontent and division in the Church, and
even an occasional subsidence to the vicious levels
of pagan society, the ideal could be steadily built

up again in the sure hope of a radiant future,
when the secret working of the absent Bridegroom
in His own should be accomplished (Eph S27

, Col
3s* 4, 1 P* I8

*6
). And this hope was a continual

summons to every Christian to rise and be worthy
of his calling (Ro 1311

, 1 Co 310'15 9s4).

^ Finally, the hope of a Divine reappearing exer-
cises its influence npon the common toil and ap-
pointed duty of every day. It is as if the owner
of an estate went away entrusting to each man his
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work, and bidding the porter to watch (Mk 133*).
It is required that a steward be found faithful

(1 Co 41
"*) ;

and it is well for the Christian if he
has used to advantage the talents given (Mt2S19-28

),
and the opportunities offered on every hand for the
wider human service (Mt 2534"40

), for there is an
appropiiate reward (1 Co 812-14

) Lowly service is

the paih 10 ennoblement and the seats of influ-

ence (Mk 10*3
"45

, Lk
The promise of the Divine T?< appearing thus

supplements, as it were, the promise ot the Divine

Indwelling ;
for whereas the latter brings out the

need for the Christian's faith in a power not his

own, the former requires that he be faithful with
the powers that are his own. And taking all

four aspects of the revelation of grace through
Jesus Christ together, we see that they equip His
followers for that conflict with environment out
of which character emerges, by giving the soul a
new worth, freedom, power, and motive.

This revelation is above all in the Cross, in

which Christ was most fully manifested (Lk Q22,

Jn 1011 1228), There we see convincingly the love
of the Father (Ro 8H I Jn 4lf

>), who counted men
of such value (Mt IS2-!*, Lk 151

') that He would have
all to be saved though at infinite cost (Jn 314-16

).

There is the place of the breaking forth of forgive-
ness (Mt 2628), the supreme illustration of that

redeeming love by which men's freedom is pur-
chased (1 P I18* 19

, Ro 147-9
,
Rev I5

- 6
). There the

life was surrendered to the Father (Jn 101T - 18
), to

beb( s,.*\u -I -i> SPU / '/7,7< w/power (Jn 1412-1*, Ac410
)

bv JIM ip'Ht* ij.u ^p.r" ^.Ji I 12
, RoS^-), wherewith

He might bring many sons to glory (He 210
). And

there, finally, the eternal future was clasped to

the tragic present (Jn 122i-32) as the ever-living
Son submitted to taste of death (He 29

"), that
neither earthly trou Its nor spiritual principality
Triichi ever separate His people from Him (Ro 831-3^
Pli I21

-'*).

In another summary, it may be said that the
Christian ethic revolves between two poles which
are discovered in the light of Christ's teaching,
the inwardness of religion, and its practical nature.
The first had been neglected by the Jew and the
second by the Greek. And one-sidedness is still

only too possible, when, for instance, in the name
of Christianity the ascetic visionary holds to the
first alone, or the social revolutionary to the
second* But all "ethical deductions can and must
be rectified by reference to the work and word of

Christ, who started from inward character and
aimed at social iot neiajou.
And in a final JIPJI! v ii- of what Christ has dis-

tinctively done for character, it may be said lihat

(a) He treated the personality as a whole. All
ethical systems are based on one or other element
of our threefold nature. The pivot of the good life

was, according to Socrates, knowledge ; according
to Epicurus, feeling ; according to Zeno, the will.

Christ gave a due and natural place to each of

tnese
;
for character with Him was not a system,

as it was with Greek, Jew, or Roman, or as it is

with Confucian or Mohammedan, but a growth
from within, deeper even than our own nature,
rooted in the ever-living grace of God. (6) He
treated it as free This also is crucial to Christian

character, and depends on the truth that the ulti-

mate fact of life us not Tate, bin a God of grace, a
Father. Jesus looked for repentance as the first

consequence of His good tidings (Mk What-
ever a man's past had been, he could be released
and renewed, if out of the darkness and bondage
he put forth the hand of faith. And so hi the last

resort life is self-determined These two essential
truths for the making of character, viz. the in-

tegrity and the freedom of personality, have been

recognized and realized in the light of the lour

great truths enumerated above. Thus Christ has
enlarged the resources and opportunity of person-
ality, and enabled it to be victorious over its

material and moral environment.
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Literature.

Introduction. (a) The aim of this article is to
make a purely ethical study of the character of
Christ. In such a study there must be no dogmatic
presuppositions regarding the constitution of His
person, whether favourable or hostile to the state-

ments of Nicene orthodoxy. There must be no
abstract separation of His humanity from His
Divinity, and no attempt to relegate certain acts
or phases to one side and others to the other side.

We must proceed in the case of Jesus Christ as
we do in that of the great men who have forced

succeeding ages to the task of understanding them,
though it may well be that in the end we shall be
constrained to set Him, with reasoned conviction,
in a class apart, high above the greatest of men.

(&) The sources for siich a study are, of course,
the four Gospels It is obviously impossible to

appeal to the Epistles, save for any reminiscences

they may contain of the historic Christ. Their

conceptions of the risen Christ cannot come here
into view. In thus restricting ourselves to the

earthly life of Christ, we are not excluding any
view which faith might take of His present exist-

ence If Christ be alive now, He must be the same,
morally, as He was when on earth. There is no
other Christ than the Christ of the Gospels,
As soon as we turn to the Gospels, we are met

by various critical problems. The solution of

these must be sought in the various works which
are devoted to their discussion. For the study in

which, we are to be engaged two positions are

essential, which may be stated here as assumptions*
thowgh they are in reality conclusions of the study
itself (1) The first is the trustworthiness of the

Gospels as portraitures of Christ, (xrant the
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ordinary critical results, that the Gospels were
written late in the 1st cent., that c-- 1

! <ni'oi,irv

ideas and experiences have influenced -ho i n-iinoi-

or editors, that in some cases the Evangelists have
misunderstood or misreported their Master

; yet
the fact remains, that the character of Christ, as

presented in these documents, was not, and could
not have been, an invention or a fiction, a product
of progressive meditation, or a creation of enthu-
siastic leelmg. Do justice to the portrait of Chust,
let its harmony and its uniqueness, its profound
naturalness and its tianscendent loveliness, make
then clue impression, and the conclusion presses,
that the Christ of the Gospels is not a construc-
tion hut a memory, an actual Figure, once beheld

by eyes of flesh, and now discerned through a
medium upon which contemporary influences have
had no distorting effect, and which, accordingly,

permits Him to be known as He was
It may be said that, while these remarks are true

of the Synoptic Gospels, they cannot fairly be ap-

plied to the Fourth Gospel. A distinction, how-
ever, must be observed. The Synoptic Gospels are

mainly ethical m their aim and method. Onto-

logical and theological conclusions are certainly
p^iir-lO'l bus ihey are not explicitly stated.

J" , i, I oarili Gospel these results are avowed in

the Prologue, referred to again and again in the

body of the work, and summarized in the conclu-

sion. While thus frankly theological, however, it

presents its doctrinal positions as the result of an
ethical study, which it also gives. With the cor-

rectness of these doctrinal inferences we are not
concerned. Our sole interest lies in the portrait of

Christ; and wilh jp-pu't l,o ii two things are cer-

tain : it is in fMmpluo, Iminion \' with that given by
the Synoptists, it is another picture of the same
person ;

and it can. be ireaidi-d. a*> ! 1 ,le as that of
the Synoptists, as an invention or fiction. For
our present purpose, accordingly, which is ethical

and not theological, we shall use the materials pre-
sented in the Fourth Gospel, for a study of the
character of Christ, with the same freedom and
confidence with which we turn to the Synoptic
narratives.

(2) The second assumption follows naturallyupon
the first, and maintains the sufficiency of the Gos-

pels for knowledge of Christ. It is obvious that

they do not aim at extensive completeness. They
are not chronicles

;
nor are they biographies in the

modern sense. A shorthand report of the sayings
of Jesus, a minute record of His life, during even
the short peiiod covered by the narratives, would
have swelled their brief outlines to portentous
volumes. It is certain that they do aim at inten-
sive or central completeness. We do not need to
know everything about a man in order to know him.
For the purpose of character study, much that is

interesting^ that affectionate curiosity would like

to know, is needless and irrelevant. The materials
of our study must be, and need only be, such words
'and deeds as express the whole man, and are the

organic utterance and outcome of his very self.

This is one aspect of the uniqueness of the Gospels,
one element in the proof ih.u they are memorials,

,

not inventions, that the Chri&r, they represent is
j

a unity. There is not the faintest trace of arti-
i

natality, of an ingenious synthesis of heterogeneous
j

elements. Xo portrait painter, no artist in words,
'

ever invented a figure of such perfect harmony.
There are many things abont Christ which we
should like to know ; but such things have been
told as enable ns to know Christ. Tiorn the Gos-
pels we learn enough to know -wliat niajmer of man
He was. And if He be alive now, and able to
influence persons now living on this earth, it is

certain that His communications will be simply the
unfolding and the application of the character

which was expressed in such words and deeds as

the Gospels record.

(c) The relation of a purely ethical study of the

character of Christ to the theological consideration

of His person is obvious. The one presents the

problem with which the other deals. However
high we may place Christ as a moral teacher, or

even as the founder of a religion, nevertheless, if

His moral type remain the same as that recog-
nizable in other pure and lofty souls, if His moral
achievement is genencally the same as theirs, there
can be no problem of His person. Christology is

not merely an *,..."";- it is a huge irrele-

vancy. Only if a study or the character of Christ

raise from within the question of His relation to

men on the one side and to God on the othei, can
there be a theological problem of the constitution

of His person. Only in that case are the Christo-

logical elements in the NT warranted, and the long
controversies of subsequent theological development
justified. If the Divinity of Christ is not to be a
dead dogma, soon to be abandoned by the minds
which it perplexes and the religious instincts which
it depresses; if it is to be a living conviction, sus-

taining faith and unifying thought, it must not be
treated as though it hung, gaunt and naked, in a
ISM uiMliv^ioal vacuum; it must be regarded and
oxpo'ii'.id JM its organic connexion with the char-

acter of which it is the necessary presupposition,
and from which it derives its intellectual cogency.
The only pathway to faith is that trodden by the
first disciples. Belief in the Godhead of Christ, if

it is to be more than a mere theologoumenon, must
be rooted in acquaintance with Hun

;
and that

acquaintance is informed and enriched, made close,

luminous, and full, through the medium of the por-
traiture in which the character ot Christ is dis-

closed to our reverent gaze.
i. FORMATIVE INFLUENCES. -Tn therm 1

*''!-: ..f

men, three factors are to be u -..i _i.i-
f

, i . , >.-

ences operating from without, the reaction of

personality, and the^agency of the Divine Spirit
It would be a mistake, in the case of Christ, to
concentrate attention wholly upon the second of

these, as though He were a mere apparition in the
moral -

,

""
* in no vital or *.i:< "i '.>

relatio . I

'

- - sr invisible surroundings.
The other factors -are amply recognized in the

Gospel narrative. The first of them alone comes
into view in our present study. "I'he operations of
the Spirit of God belong to the theological inter-

pretation of the character of Christ, and. can be
understood only from the point of view of a definite

conception of His person, to which our present
effort is introductory. We approach our subject,

accordingly, by briefly indicating the influences
which operated on the youth ot Jesus.

1. Parentage. Pro-natal iuflm nee, whose mode
of oppifuioni>l)oneaili ob>rna.uon, is an undoubted
fact. Paieiitaire affords the conditions, physical
and p^oliolnrru'al, under "which that recapitulation
of the an<v*i,ral past, wMch gives to human char-
actei K-> lioho-si, and most interesting 'elements,
taki-s place in the individual. If we conclude

(anticipating our judgment) that in Jesus there is

rc-pro'KiwM and perfected the highest type of OT
tpmiiial hfo the conditio sine quanon of this most
knely product is to be found in His parentage.
This thought does not even suggest a supcrnatuial
birth. The question of the Virgin-birth is part of
the wider and profounder problem, which we are
not now facing, whether His person is to be re-

garded as an evolution from beneath or an incar-
nation from above, the entrance of God, at the
crisis of human need, for the redemption and
p<rfi(1iiiir oc men. It remains true, howevei,
ilia; wl ic i li< -i \\o assume or deny the Virgin-birth,
it is to His mother we are directed in our view of
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His parentage. The idea of her smlessness is

certainly not even suggested in any record of her
life

,
it is merely the logical result ot the blunder

of making the smlessness of Jesus depend on

physical conditions Yet it is "beyond all doubt
that she belonged to the inner cucle ot those who,
in Israel, best preserved the spiritual heritage ot

the race
,
and it is beyond cavil that of this deeply

exercised generation of waiting souls she was her-

self a choice and lovely representatu e. With a
fitness which suggests, in its tenderly human and

deeply religious quality, a Divine selection, she
filled the office of living personal medium, through
wlrch the stream of spiritual energy, which flows

through the whole history of Israel, poured in upon
her Son, to well up within His soul in the finest

features and characteristics of the national re-

ligion In part, at least, we understand Jesus

thiough His mother. Most assuredly, He was
more than a Hebrew

;
but He was a Hebrew born.

What He came to be is determined, m His case as

in others, by the dark and mystic tabernacle
wherein His physical frame was formed, by the
bosom whereon He lay, and the life-force whereby
His own was nourished. T* is thus made
in birth tor a character wmch snail oe true to the
national type, and, at the same time, deeply and

broadly human,
2. Home. Of all the characters who have risen

to eminence from the lowliest surioundings, Jesus
Christ is the most remaikable. What attracts

attention to His home, however, is not the contrast
between His early circumstances and His later

attainments, but the harmony between the setting
of His childhood's years and the noblest of His
manhood's virtues and achievements. The chief

quality of His home was its pure humanity. None
but the simplest elements of human life are here.

The home at Nazareth is as far removed from
luxury and artificiality on the one hand, as it is

from squalor or depiavity on the other. The in-

ward features of the home correspond with its

outward conditions. The father and mother belong
to what we know as ' the special seedplot of

Christianity.' They were 'poor in spirit'; they
1 waited for the consolation of Israel.

'

Lofty
aspirations, prayers and songs inspired and moulded
by OT conceptions and forms, conversation en-
nched by the ideas of the profoundest thinkers on
religion whom the world has ever known, lives

instinct with pure and passionate devotion to God ;

amid such benign and holy influences the plastic
soul of Jesus grew to its maturity. Such a home
provides a perfect environment for One whose
personal secret is His communion with God, whose
menace is Go<Te follow hhip with men.

Wit Hour mere fancifulnc-s we can conceive what
the childhood of Jesus really was contented,
happy, trustful. Certain features of His manhood,
His freedom from extremes of feeling. His openness
of mind, His wide and deep charity, find the con-
ditions of HUM i <n'o \\th in His childhood's home,
with its thorough naturalness and its nearness to
central truih i eluding God and man.
The words which recoid that Jesus advanced in

wisdom and stature, and in favour -with God and
men' (Irk 252) T describe a perfectly normal human
growth, a development without breach or strain or
crisis, conducted by the Spirit of God, toward the
realization of the Drvme ideal of humanity. It

is impossible to reconcile them with an abstract

conception of His Godhead; impossible also to
reconcile them with an equally abstract conception
of His l merv humanity' (whatever that may be).
But it is certain they present a unique fact, which
must have full weight given to it in any estimate
of the character and the person of Christ. It

might be suggested, indeed, that the complete

normality of His growth may have been imperilled
by communications made- to Him b} His mother
regaidmg the my&teiy of His birth or the greatness
of His vocation Such communications, however,
were not made before His tweltth year. Mary's
words m the temple (Lk 24S

) make that certain
Even on the supposition that ceitain communica-
tions were made at a latei date, they may have
aided Him m the discoveiy of His relation to God
and His mission to men , but the thoughts they
may have awakened in His mind would "not then
act injuriously upon the growth of a perfectly pro-
portioned human character. The gieatness which
was coming upon Him was leading Hiin nearer to

men, not farther away from them. We must
always look for what is unique in Christ within
and not beyond His normal human chaiacter.

3. Education. Hellenic or Koman culture might
be brilliant, but it was narrow, limited to the con-
ditions of life in a Greek city, or to the uses of a

ruling race. Its faults are plain ; intellectual

pride, superficial cleverness, abundance of ideas

together with dearth of ideals. Conceive now the

training of a Hebrew boy. Ignorant of much that
a Greek lad knew, he was tliorou"

1

"!' instructed
in the books of the OT. Ihese constituted a
national literature, which, on any fair comparison,
vastly excels the utmost that the Hellenic spirit
could produce, in its power to quicken and direct
the activities of the soul, to deepen it, and to
enrich it with noblest conceptions of human life

ai,l !*, my. Piioh a literature is the most
vj'leiidul KMinmeii! of education the world has
ever seen

;
and such was the education even of a

carpenter's son m an ^l-< mo \iiismo. No doubt
even a system so excellent might be perverted ;

but always in education the result is determined
not by the perfection of the instrument, but by
the reaction of the pupil. From school Jesus

might have gone on to be a Eabbi of the common
dogmatic and narrow type. If He did not, if His

thought is wide, His insight deep, His spirit noble
and gentle ;

if He moves on the plane of the

greatest prophets of the OT, -and sees beyond their

highest vision; we must trace this result to His

education, and to the response made to it by His

quick and intelligent sympathy. It is because He
is moulded by the influences "of the OT that His
character is at once more* spiritual and more
universal than it would have been, had He been

steeped to the lips in Hellenic culture. The
measure of His acquaintance with the apocalyptic
literature which many of His contempoi arie^ were

studying, cannot accurately be detsimined But
we shall make a profound mistake, if we imagine
that we can explain His teaching or understand
Himself by any such leference. We can come
within sight of Him only "by retracing the steps of

His own education, and approaching Him from the

point of view of the OT. The groundwork of His
character and the spring of His thinking are to be
found in the OT. What He canie to be or to

reveal, beyond that stage of moral and religious

attainment, stands in organic connexion with it.

Other educational influences must be remembered
and their power duly estimated: the historic

scenes which were within His view, with the

splendid and tragic memories they were fitted to

awaken ;
the highways of the world's business

which were visible fiom the hills behind which
Nazareth lay ; the pleasant country which was

spread all around His home. Such aspects of His

character as His intense patriotism. His wide

humanitarian sympathies, and His feeling for

nature, find their antecedents in the physical

surroundings of His early years.
At this point we pause to note an incident which

enables us, as efficiently as a score of haphazard
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reminiscences would have done, to discern the
fruition of His life's preparation, so far as it had

gone. Here in is well to remind ourselves of the
reverence which is due to all childhood in our
endeavour to analyze its utterances. * How is it

that ye sought me ^ Wist ye not that I must be
about my Father's business ? (Lk 249),* No plati-

tudes as to moral paternity, no pedantic references

to the Trinity, help us to understand this wonder-

ing, question. The words have no doctrinal mean-

ing. They ought not to be used as proof of a

dogma. Bid Mary ask her Son what He meant ?

If she had asked, could He have made her under-
stand ? The words, however, while thus far re-

moved from ontological problems, do reveal most

surely what manner of child He must have been
who uttered them. He must have lived till that

hour in a fellowship with God which had known
no interruption, which had been so deep and holy
and tender, that Mary's word, applied to an earthly

parent, provides its secret.
; Thy father and I,'

said His mother; and He replied, surely not in

any self-conscious, didactic mood, but in glad and
confident adoption of her word, 'my JFathei's

business ' It is certain that one who uttered this

phrase out of the fulness of a child's unreflective

experience, had never passed through the agonies
of a violated conscience His experience is not
the abnormal type to be seen in St. Paul, Augus-
tine, Luther, Bunyan, but the profoundly normal

type of the human relation to God, as God designed
it to be. Operating upon Him, through parent-

age and home and education, operating within
Him in ways beneath consciousness and beyond
observation, the Divine Spirit had led Him into,

and enabled Him to abide within, a continuous,

loving fellowship with God, of which the earthly

rrla*m*hip OL iiiilier and son is the reflexion and
rh r*'-!M"'i It is certain that Jesus never knew
an\ .ri \vsi-d dislocation of spirit, never passed
through agonies of conviction, or emerged into

the rapture of an experience which, overwhelmed
the judgment with surges of emotion. His char-

acter is not created by the healing of some deep
breach of soul. It bears none of the marks of

manufacture. It is a steadfast growth, the unin-

terrupted unfolding of the wealth of ethical mean-
ing that lay, from the beginning, within His souL
From the village street He passes to the temple
courts, to find Himself there at home, and to

occ/upy Himself with His Father's concerns. From
the temple He returns to His village home, without

surprise and without disappointment, still to be in

His Father's presence, and to be about His Father's

business *He went down with them, and came
to Nazareth

;
and he was subject unto them '

(Lk 25i).
4. The years of silence. For eighteen years we

lose sight of Jesus. When they are past, not His

physical frame only but His moral stature also

has reached its fulness. The years themselves,

apart from the incidents which must have filled

them, are the most potent of the formative in-

fluences which are our guide to the understand-

ing of Jesus, There are certain, deeply marked
features of His character, which are the Imprint
upon Him of the passage of these silent years.

(1) Quietness and confidence. In His manhood
there is no restlessness as of one who is uncertain
of his goal, none of the strained eagerness of one who
is still in pursuit of undiscovered truth. Plato's

image of the aviary in no way resembles the mind
of Jesus. No distinction is to be found in Hun
between possessing and having. He possesses, or

rather is possessed by, fundamental and universal

whether we iulopt ihe a.bo\ e * CJ

ol JiY,
'
ID my Father's house.

BVm).

principles. His life and teaching are their ex-

position and illustration. We may debate their

validity, but we cannot dispute the absolute cer-

tainty with which He grasped them. Eighteen

years of silence had breathed their restfulness into

Him, and conferred on Him the precious gifts of

a quiet mind and an assured heart.

(2) Foresight. Jesus had no magical acquaint-
ance with future events. Yet it is most note-

worthy that He moved amid the circumstances

of His life with no hesitating step. It is not

merely that, as a religious man, He knows that

God has a plan for Him, and will submit to it,

whatever it brings Him, however grievous or dis-

appointing ;
but also that He knew what the plan

was. He was in the secret of His Father. In His

speaking and acting there is no trace of hesitation

or doubt. He never acts on a mere balance of

judgment, never wastes a moment on conjecture,
not one moment on regret. He acts with instant

perception of what is wanted, and goes forward
with confident step and calm foreseeing eye. He
marvels (twice it is recorded of Him, Mt 811

,
Mk

66
) ;

but it is the wonder which is at once the

parent and the child of knowledge, not the stupid
astonishment of mere ignorance. Events "which

threatened destruction to Himself and His mission

were met by Him with solemn recognition as the

issue of a purpose which He served with full in-

telligence Such calm wisdom, such quiet faith-

fulness, such undisturbed peace, had a history ;

and it lies in these eighteen years of silent waiting.

(3) Serenity and self-possession. He washaunted
b\ misconception, beset by malice, harassed by
inaLigrniy. Yet lie preserved an austere reserve,
which permitted no rash, action, no unguarded
speech. He met His enemies with a silence which
was no dumb resentment, but was on some occa-

sions a most moving appeal, on others a most solemn

judgment. No man. can be thus silent who is

drive- *.
" J/l~ * ward an unknown destiny.

The -
< ,! - is proof that His life lay

within both His purview and His command. Only
in solitude and obscuntv can such qualities be de-

veloped, .high iron silent years are not too much
to make a soul like that of Jesus Christ, strong,

deep, calm, and wise. Not dogmatic prejudice,
but respect for the unity of Christ's character, and
for the self-evidencing truth of the portrait pre-
sented in the Gospels, condemns, as an outrage
upon all psychological probability, the practice of

packing into the three recorded years alternations

of thought and purpose, and tracing supposed dis-

tinctions between the hopes with which He began
His career and the convictions which were forced

upon Him toward its close. Naturalism of this

(

sort is simply unnatural and foolish. There is

nothing too great to be the outcome of years so

sublimely silent. What He is to be was then
formed within His soul. What He nas to say was
then laid up for utterance. What He has to do
and endure was then, foreseen and then accepted,

ii THE VOCATION OP CHRIST. The unity of

Christ's character stands out impressively in the

Gospel portrait The allowances we make, and
the averages we strike, in estimating the conduct
of other men, are not needed m His case. Woven
of the strands of common life, it is y-et 'without
seam throughout.' When we seek to explain this

unity, it is not enough to refer to the will of Christ,
as though it were a power operating in an ethical

vacuum. His is the normal human will, wliich

realizes its freedom by identifying itself with some

all-determining principle When we ask. further,
what this principle i, which thus determines His
will and unifies His life, we shall be in error if we
regard it as an absolutely new idea, to be ascribed

j
to Jlis inventive genius. He is not 'with complete
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i ouc*s to be designated a religious genius.
lie has noihipg to reveal wtuch is new, if by that

epithet we mean to indicate a conception which
has no organic relations with the past. Jesus, as

believer, thinker, preacher, starts from the OT.
His originality consists in perfectly understanding

it, in carrying out into concrete leality its ruling

conceptions. When, therefore, we seek for the

determining principle of the life and character of

Christ, we must turn to the OT. From childhood

to manhood He lived the life of the ideal Israel, in

commumon with God and consecration to His

service. What is unique m Him is not some

idea, derived we know not whence, but His actual

adoption of the purpose of God toward Israel as

the purpose of His own life. When we endeavour
to enter sympathetically into the experience of the

Prophetic authors of the OT, and when we com-

pare with their writings the character and career

of Jesus, we are led to the conclusion : First, that

the core of the OT religion is God's redeeming
purpose toward Israel ; and, second, that the voca-

tion of Christ, as understood and accepted by Him-

self, was to fulfil that purpose. In the nature of

the case we cannot have from Jesus a narrative

of the experiences which culminated in this great

resolve, or an abstract statement of His ideas upon
the topic of Tod'"nption Yet, as we follow the

occasions of His lite, we overhear pregnant sayings,
and we observe significant incidents, which cor-

roborate and illustrate the impression which His

whole career makes upon us. These we may thus

arrange
1. His Designation of His vocation, When we

inquire how Jesus designated His life's aim, we are

met early in the narrative with one general, yet
most definite statement. He is addressing an
audience composed o His own disciples, together
with a wider range of auditors for whom also His

words are meant. We have, indeed, no verbatim

report of what is usually called the Sermon on the

Mount. Its theme, however, is unmistakable It

is the Kingdom of God as it exists at the stage

which, in the person of the Speaker, it has now
reached. Plainly, the Kingdom, as Jesus proclaims
it, is a new thing. Its righteousness is new. Its

blessings are new. At once the question arises,

and was thrown at the Preacher with bitter con-

troversial animus, How does this new Kingdom
stand related to that which had endured through
the centuries of Israel's history, which was now
indeed obscured by political oppression, but which
was destined one day to receive a glorious vindica-

tion ? How do its new views of God and man and

duty compare with the venerable system of law,
of winch the Scribes and Pharisees were the ac-

knowledged defenders ?

Then Jesus pronounces words which place Him
in the central stream of the Divine purpose, and

designate Him as its goal and its complete realiza-

tion :
1 1 came not to destroy, but to fulfil

'

(Mt 517
) .

It is noteworthy that to * the Law ' Jesus adds
'the Prophets,' thus emphasizing that element of

the OT religion which the legalists of His day
were most apt to neglect. He grasps the OT as

a spiritual whole, and this totality of Divine

meaning He declares it to be His vocation to fulfil

He has come into the world to carry forward all

that had been signified by Law and Prophets to

an end foreseen, or at least felt, by OT believers,
but not attained in their experience. In Him the

OT religion is at once perfected, and accomplished
as an abiding reality.
Such a consciousness as this may well suggest

thoughts as to the person of Him who thus asserts

Himself What is important for us now, however,
is the fact that it was His consciousness, that the

vocation thus announced was the end for which.

Jesus lived, and constituted the c uuni/mc: 1-1 irviple
to which is due the perfect unity 01 His 'character.
The same of the loftiness and the

definiteness i
*

nation, as Jesus conceived

it, is deepened by a consideration of other sayings
in which He condensed the purpose of His life.

While, of course, critical conclusions are manifold,
it is not reasonably open to doubt (a) that Jesus
claimed to possess authonty to torgive sins, and
- i v"i -, !'-i ,'ie characteristic blessing of the New
O> i ,1 .

v
J.-L 313t

,
Mt 9fa

) ; (6) that He claimed to

possess a knowledge of God which, in its immediacy
and fulness, w, -

.

M
distinct from that en-

joyed by the . OT saint, and to be

empowered to reveal God, thus known, to men
(Mt II27) ; (c) that He regarded His death as laying
the basis of the New Covenant, and being, there-

fore, the medium of its blessings (Mt 2628 and

parallels).

Again, we cannot fail to feel, in connexion with
such words, the drawing on of a mystery m the

person of Him who uttered them. Turning asme,
however, from all such suggestions, and refraimng
from all doctrinal construction, we are, neverthe-

less, not merely permitted, but constrained, to ob-

serve that they described the commission under
which He acted. They disclose the root 'of con-

viction from which His character grew. Take this

away, and His character falls to pieces, and be-

comes no more an ethical unity, but a congeries
of inconsistencies. The belief that He was com-
missioned of God to execute the Divine purpose
towards Israel, and, through Israel, towards the

world, moved Him from beginning to end of His

career, and made Him the character which He
was, which we come to know m the Gospels, and
which has put its spell upon all subsequent gene-
rations.

2. His Dedication to His vocation. The de-

termining purpose of His life was not made known
to Jesus for the first time in the experiences of

His baptism. The consciousness which He then
manifests had certainly a history. The experiences

through which He then passed imply a perfectly

prepared soul. In His whole bearing, from the

moment of His approach to John, there is not a
trace of hesitation or bewilderment. A new thing,
no doubt, came to Him ; but it did not tafe;e Him
by surprise or usher Him into a calling which He
had not foreseen, or from which He had shrunk.

By the discipline of the silent years in Nazareth,

by the operation of the Divine Spirit, acting along
with all external instrumentalities and beneath the

conscious movements of His own spirit, His mind
had been informed of the task which awaited Him,
His faculties had been exercised in the appropria-
tion of so great a destiny, His soul had been fed

at sources of Divine strength, and thus enabled to

accept in deep surrender the Divine aiv-nMn on
His character, when first we see Him pa on- of

obscurity into the light of history, is not like an
unfinished building, with scaffolding to be cleared

away, and much still to be done "before it be beau-

tiful or habitable. It is like a living organism,
rooted in the discipline of past years, perfected

by adequate preparation, and now ready for its

destined uses and its full fruition. His thirtieth

year found Him well aware of His vocation, and

waiting only for the summons to take it up. The

cry of the Baptist reached Him in Nazareth, and
He knew that His hour was come* * Then cometh
Jesus from Galilee to the Jordan, unto John, to be

baptized of him 1

(Mt 318
). His baptism is at onoa

Christ's dedication of Himself to His vocation,

and the first step in its accomplishment His

experiences at such an hour are too intimate and

profound to be comprehended even by the most

reverent study. But their meaning must gather
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round three points (1) First, the word 'thus it

becometh us to iulfil all iIirl'ViM^'t -s' (v.
15

). In

this pregnant baying we ,I
T

* ei.pwu'ii "back to the

heart of"the OT. God is righteous" when He fulfils

the obligations which He imposed on Himself
when He instituted His covenant with Israel It

is still His righteousness which moves Him, when,
after Israel has sinned itself out of the covenant

relationship, He promises a ISTew Covenant, and

brings near a better salvation. This is the right-
eousness which Jesus has full in view on the verge
of Baptism. If t!>\ ri^litoo ivc -? is to be fulfilled,

He who is the i-x(Ti*-or <>' Mi 1 Divine purpose
must not shrink from His task, whatever it may
bring Him, and he who has a lesser function in

,* K ,'"o"i must not withstand or hinder Him
i "i "

:_ r mistaken reverence.
.

vj;
^. 'u o, the symbolic deed of baptism. Here

also the only possible clue is to be found m the OT.
There we see the godly in Israel, themselves right
with God, bearing in their own souls the load of

the people's transgressions. What is thus, through
successive generations, done and suffered by exer-

cised believers, is assigned in Beutero-Isaiah to the

Servant of the Lord, who is in that writing the

ideal Israel making atonement for the sins of

the actual Israel. In descending to baptism. Jesu&
is certainly not acknowledging personal unwoitlii-

ne&s. It is not even enough to say that He is vicari-

ously confessing the sins of others. He is definitely

assuming the place and office of the Servant of

the Lord. Himself righteous, He assumes m His

deepest soul the load of human sin, and thus at

once fulfils the i".r
1iuuii*-rps< o God and 'makes

many righteous." I lie ftapi i-m of Christ, accord-

ingly, is at once the culmination of a life's experi-

ences, the product of long years of thought and

prayer, and the inauguration of a career whose
movement and whose goal were already plainly
before His inward eye.

(3) Third, the Divine response (v.^f ) . A decision,
whose issues we cannot calculate, was accompanied
by a pain which we cannot fathom. The doctrine

of the two natures, even supposing it to be proved,
throws no light on the experiences of that hour.
Jesus never found relief in His Divinity from His
human suffering. He took refuge in prayer (Lk
3"21). The Father answered with an endowment
ample enough even for the task, an assurance strong
enough to raise Him above all doubt. The terms
in which the assurance is given form a synthesis
of the f wo i^ruiit figures through whom in the OT
the cniirsj.umiar HP of the Kingdom is achieved, the

Messianic Kirisf and the Servant of the Lord (Mk
I11), and afford additional proof of the conscious-

ness with which Jesus began His ministry. What
we observe in lesser men, we see in Jesus a great
purpose determining the life, creating the character.
In His case, as in otheis, to miss the purpose leaves
the character a hopeless enigma, the life a meaning-
less puzzle.

3. His Confirmation in His Vocation. Jesus
does not sweep forward in emotional enthusiasm
from Baptism to the announcement of His claims.
The tide of His endowment l drove * Him (St.
Marks phrase) not to cities and throngs, but into
de&ert solitudes, there to win through conflict
what was His by right Jesus certainly did not
describe to His disciples in full detail the strife by
which He won His soul Something He did tell,
and told it, as alone it could be told, in symbols
The point at issue in the conflict is the vocation to
which Jesus has just dedicated Himself. That
vocation is the synthesis of all the lines of action

by which, in the OT, God's purpose was being
gradually fulfilled

,
and specially the synthesis ot

sovereignty and service. The strain of the Temp-
tation is directed to the rending asunder of these

two. The effort to which Jesus is summoned is to

hold them together in indissoluble connexion, and

not, under whatever subtle seductive influences,

to snatch at the one and renounce the other. Any
breach between them will mean the defeat of the

Divine ua1it<-(n-.nc3= Failure here will make
Jesus nut" iK- ^ i\nrl of the Lord but His

adversary, servant of His enemy. The stages of

the Temptation, accordingly, turn upon the

humiliations which the element of service will

bring into His career, and their supposed incom-

patibility with the o\e'c ?

c:nlr which is His goal.

Surely hunger and toil and poverty are insuper-
able barriers in the way of reaching that suprem-
acy which Jesus would exercise with such be-

nignant grace
' The alternative lay clear before

Him, the pathway of supernatural power, leading

away from normal human experience, or the path-

way of service and suffering, leading nearer and
nearer to the throbbing heart of humanity. Jesus

made His choice, and in that great decision gained
His vantage ground. As for Him, He would be

man, and would stand so close to men that He
could assume their responsibilities and bear their

burdens. Thus Jesus won His victory, a solitary

man, in death grips with evil, with no strength
save the Spirit of God, no weapon save the Woid
of God. It was a complete victory. Within a

character, thus welded by trial, there was no
room hereafter for breach with God or with itself.

Though other assaults will be made, though they
be made by His dearest (Jn 23 - 4

), His most loyal

(Mt K52"2 28
), though in one final onslaught they

wring from the Victor sweat of blood, the certainty
of their overwhelming defeat is already guaran-
teed. In studying the character of Christ, we are

led from one surprise of loveliness to another
,
but

we are never in any uncertainty as to its per-

manence, never haunted by any dread of its

failure. From the beginning there is the note of

finality and absoluteness.

iii. CHARACTERISTICS OF CHRIST. All character

study is necessarily incomplete A character which
could be exhaustively analyzed would not be worth
the pains taken in making the necessary investiga-
tions. The quality of mystery certainly belongs
to the character of Christ to a degree that suggests
a source of power, deeper and less restricted than
that which would suffice to explain shallower and
more intelligible personalities No biography has
ever comprehended Him

;
the intent meditation of

nineteen centuries has not exhausted His fulness.

It would, accordingly, be both pedantic and unreal
to attempt a logical articulation of the elements of
His character or a classified list of His virtues. It

seems best, therefore, in this article to move from
the more general to the more paiticular. without
too great rigidity of treatment. We begin, then,
with those impressions of His character which are
at once the broadest and the deepest.

1. Spiritual-mindedness. St. Paul's great phrase
in Ro 86 (frp&imjfiut TOV TrFeiJftaroj, 'the general bent
of thought and motive ' (^ n<Li \ -TUaullanfi directed
toward Divine things, wiiu'h i*,' applied c\en to the
best men we know, with reserves and limitations,
exactly expresses the prevailing direction of
Christ's life and character. He possesses the

spiritual mind to a degree which stamps Him as

being at once unique among men, and also true
and normal man, realizing the ideal and fulfilling
the duty of man as such He moves habitually in
the realm of heavenly realities. He does not visit

it at intervals He dwells there, even while He
walks on earth, and is found amid the throngs and
haunts of men. He carries with Him the aroma
of its holiness and peace and blessedness. That
His disciples were- 'with him' (Mk 3 14

) was the
secret of their preparation, the source ot any wis-
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dom they manifested, any success they achieved.
The most mature experience of the power of

Christ, and the most lofty conception of His

person, find their ultimate warrant in this, that
the unseen world becomes visible in His chaiacter.

Apart from this, they are composed of things so
unreal as feelings and opinions. Illustration and
proof of the spmtual-inindedness of Christ are too

abundant to be specified in detail. The following
points will suffice to indicate its quality and signi-
ficance.

(1) His knowledge. He Himself, on one occa-

sion, distinguished the objects of His knowledge
as heavenly things (eTroupdwa), and earthly things
(Myeut, Jn 312

). The former are the mysteries of

the Kingdom, the counsels of Jehovah, which in

the OT He makes known by the medium of the

prophets. The latter are the facts of human
nature, as that is essentially related to the being
and character of God, and is capable of receiving
and experiencing the powers and truths belonging
to tbe Ki'itulom of God. Theic is no doubt as to

the kind 01 knowledge He evinced, and believed
Himself to possess, regarding heavenly things. He
is not inquiring like Socrates, nor i- a-" 11

'-. ""\<

Plato, nor commenting like a scrib- 1 Hi "-
with absoluteness and fulness (Mt 11-'). He De-
holds with immediate direct vision (Jn I18 646

). He
reports what He sees and hears (Jn 311 8s8 15 15

).
* He does not in any fonnal way teach the religion
which lives in Him. . . . The thing itself He
merely expresses, nay, still more presupposes than
expresses

'

(Beyschlag).
Christ's knowledge of earthly things, i.e. His

insight into the subjective experiences of men and
the moral condition of their souls, has the same note
of absoluteness; and His judgments upon them
and His dealings with them have an authority
and finality which would be unwarrantable did

they not rest on perfect discernment (Mk 1021
,
Lk

7*9, Jn I*2 47225). Of this He Himself could not
but be aware ; and, indeed, He expressly made it

His claim (Jn 1318
). Peter's heart-broken appeal

(Jn 2 117) belongs to the incidents of the Forty Days,
and so cannot be used directly as pioof ; but no
doubt it reflects the impression which the historic

Christ made upon those who knew Him, viz. that
He saw into their inmost souls with a discernment
as intimate and deep as God's, which, like God's,
could neither be evaded nor hindered.
Whether Christ possessed supernatural know-

ledge of facts in the order of external nature has
been much discussed, but does not now concern
us. We are not even concerned at present with

any explanation of His knowledge of Divine

things. But we are bound to note, and to give
full weight to the fact, that in the Gospel por-
traiture the world of heavenly realities, both in
themselves and in their earthly manifestations
and applications, is open to Jesus, that He is in

complete spiritual affinity with it, and speaks upon
all matters that belong to it with definite and
self-conscious authority. Even if His Divinity be
denied, it must be allowed that He is a man pos-
s<-e<l of i.T 1 !'

*
"-

(2) /ft. - j .,'
- -

-, -i lecturer, mak-
ing statements, however brilliant and luminous,
of the results of investigation. He is a revealer,
disclosing m 'the mother-speech of religion' the

heavenly realities which were open to His inwaid
eye. His teaching, therefore, is inexhaustible,
begetting, in the process of studying it, the faculty
of ethical insight, and oontinuou-l> raising, in the
effort to practise it. the standard of the moral
judgment Yet it retains the quality of spiritual
delight which enchained its first listeners. It is

gracious in its unfold ings of the Divine compas-
sions ; in its disclosuie not merely of the fatherli-

ness, but of the fatherhood of God
;
in its invita-

tions, pleadings, promises , and, most of all, in
its astounding declaration, which pride deemed
blasphemous and humility never questioned, of
the Divine forgiveness, .deep, and free, and fear-
less It is holy and spiritual, rejecting conven-
tional piety, emphasizing, as even the OT had not
done, the inward state oi a man's heart Godward,
describing the type of character required in citi-

zens of the Kingdom in terms of such unearthly
purity and loveliness, as would produce despair
were any other than Himself the speaker. It is

universal^ perfecting the Law and the Prophets, in
this respect also, that it declared the height of

spiritual privilege to be attainable, not merely by
Israel, but by man as such, irrespective of merit or

privilege.
Such a voice had never been heard in Israel;

not Hosea's, with its tears of Divine compassion ;

not Isaiah's, with its royal amplitude ;
not his

who in pure and lofty song heralded the return
from Babylon ;

not John's as it rang out from
hill to hill his summons to repentance. Aston-
ished b\ ",- i 'u\l,\ . wooed by its charm, bowed
by its ni/.i- y. ti *

k multitudes followed a little

way as it called them heavenward; and some
elect souls rested not till they too entered the
universe of truth whence Jesus uttered His voice.

The greatest foe to faith is the haste which seeks
to construct dogmas about Christ before Christ is

known. To some souls the time for dogma comes
late, or not at all. In any case, dogma, however
accurate, must rest on the trustworthiness of Jesus
in His disclosure of spiritual fact.

(3) The effect of Sis presence \
"

's
*

i" 1

produces upon those who come un-'t *
\ . ,

'

a twofold impression, that of remoteness and that
of nearness and sympathy Thi<= 's con^r>iriiou^y
the case with Jesus. We have abununn: (\,duu'e,

of His having a dignity of presence, which smote
with awe those who had but occasional glimpses
of Him, and filled at times His most familiar
friends with fear, and also of His being the

kindest, gentlest, and most sympathetic of souls.

It could not be otherwise. To have discerned the
end which created His career, to make choice of it

with such full intelligence of all that it involved,
to live for it in such entire consistency with its

scope and requirements, means a moral <riardrvi

unapproached by sage or piophet Sc paiai <
jd fi om

the mass of men, removed from their pursuits, He
must have been. Yet the very greatness of His

vocation, the very depth of His insight both into

the purpose of God and the need of man. produced
in Him, along with that deep clistmctheness, the
kindliest appreciation of the little things which
make up the life of man, the most sympathetic
interest in ordinary human concerns, and an en-

tire approachableness to the humblest applicant for

counsel or comfort. This combination of a majesty
which smites to the ground the instruments of

prostituted justice, with a manner so tender that

babes smile in His arms and women tell Him the
secret of their care, must have its source deep in

the heavenly region which was His habitual abode.

2. Love to God. The heavenly region which
Jesus inhabited was not an abyss of being where
the finite loses itself in the absolute. It was a
realm of persons, Divine and human, who dwelt

together in intelligent, spiritual fellowship. The
doctrine of 'the One,

7 which is found in every
climate and revives in every century, is not the

clue to Jesus' thought of God. The key to His theo-

logy is the doctrine of the Father ;" His love to

the Father is the motive of His life. He pro-
claimed love to God, absorbing all energies, com-

prehending all activities, as the first, the great

commandment, of which the second, love to man,
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is the direct corollary. But when we compare
His own obedience to the first commandment with
that of other men, a very significant distinction is

to be observed. The most devout souls in their

nearest approach to God are conscious that their

love is not perfect. This defect is due in part to

sin, and the chastened soul rebukes the coldness
of its affection

;
and in part to finitude, and the

adoring soul continually aspires after higher at-

tainments. In the case of Jesus, the note, either

of compunction or of aspiration, is never heard.
The explanation of this is not that in later recen-
sions of the tradition such notes were struck out, m
deference to a mistaken sense of reverence, or to

support a novel view of His person ;
but that the

impression of complete spiritual attainment belongs
to the very essence of the character as set forth

in the Gospels. We may dispute whether such a
character ever existed ;

but we cannot question
the fact that such a character has been portrayed,
with a verisimilitude which makes the portraiture
a greater miracle than the actual reality of the

character depicted would have been. Jesus loved
God pei Cecil v: this is the only fair interrelation
of ih j iccoid. There is no trace of moral dispanty,
no failure of mutual understanding, no sign of

effort on the part ot Jesus to cross a chasm, how-
ever inconsiderable, between Himself and God.
He receives the communications of the Father's
love without perturbation or amazement, as of

one overwhelmed by the Divine condescension ;

and He responds without extravagance of emotion,
in words which do not labour with overweight of

meaning, but are easy, natural, simple, and glad,
the very language of One who is the Son of such
a Father. He and the Father aie one. The
Synoptic picture, as well as that of the Fourth

Gospel, makes this feature plain. There can be
no doubt that this fact raises the Christological

problem in its profoundest form. What man is

He who thus receives and returns the love of God ?

Two of love's characteristic manifestations,
moreover, are found in Christ in perfect exercise.

1 I ) Obedience. We have seen that the character of

Christ is created by the vocation to which He dedi-
cated Himself. We now observe that this vocation

is, in the view, of Jesus, nothing impersonal, but
is the personal will of the Father. This is the
Father's 4

business,* and to it He, as the Son, is

entirely devoted. The will of the Father does not
mean lor Jesus a series of commands. It is rather
to His deep conviction a p .p -< . i:i-i\"ri. through-
out His whole life, and ( tr T/T< In ,

iii
j: < \ery detail

of His activity. The obedience of the Son, accord-

ingly, is not a series of events. It is the identifi-

cation of His will with the will of the Father, and
a complete reproduction of that will in the whole
conduct of His life. Sayings in the Fourth Gospel,,
such as 4m 6s8 S*29, bring into clear utterance the

impression conveyed by the whole career of Jesus,
and express an obedience which has lost the last

trace of distance between the will of the Son and
the will of the Father. Again, we must postpone
all discussion of the possibility of such obedience,
and must emphasize the actuality of the repre-
sentation. Two things are plain first, Jesus was
conscious of being in complete and constant har-

mony with God, and profoundly unconscious of
even the slightest failure to fulfil the whole will
of God

; and, second, those who knew Him best
believed that in Him they had witnessed a unique
moral achievement, viz., an obedience absolutely
perfect, both in its extent and in its inward quality
(2) Trust. i Perfect love casteth out fear' (1 Jn
41B

) Jesus' trust in God was, like His obedience,
complete. It amounted to an entire and unfailing
depi ndence upon God, so that whatever He did,
God wrought in Him. In other servants of God

we observe, even in their deepest experiences, a
certain dualism of self and God, a self assisted to a

greater or less degree by God. This account would
not be adequate to the experiences observable m
the record .,", ' - Chaist He is, without doubt,
a person, not will-less, but acting in complete self-

determination, and yet His deeds are the Father's.

No process of analysis can distinguish in any word
or deed of His an element which comes irom
Himself and another which comes from God In
Christ we find a perfect spiritual organism a man
so completely inhabited by God that His words
and deeds are the woids and deeds of God. Follow
Him in His career, as it passes with unbroken
steadfastness from stage to stage of an unfolding
purpose, study Him in His dealing with men, and
note the sureness of His touch, penetrate the secret
of His consciousness as He from time to time lifts

the veil (Jn 52<> 30 7 12*9 14 24
); and the lesult

to which we are forced is, that here is a human lite

rooted in the Divine, filled and environed by it.

This is, of course, no ontological explanation ;
but

it states the ethical and spiritual phenomenon
which demands an explanation ;

and this ex-

planation must reach to the sphere of personal
being.

Precisely at this point, however, when the facts
we are describing seem, to pass beyond the limits
of normal human experience, we are summoned to

observe that the trust and obedience of Jesus were
not maintained without strenuous solicitude, or
the use of those means which aid the human spirit
in its adherence to God. His obedience was not

easy. His will, in its ceaseless surrender, was
subjected to increasing strain. He learned obedi-
ence by the things which He suffered (He 58

). The
c

disposition of obedience * was always present.
4 But the disposition had to maintain itself in the
face of greater and greater demands upon it. And
as He had to meet these demands, rising with the

rising tide of the things which He suffered, He
entered evermore deeply into the experience ofwhat
obedience was '

(A. B. Davidson on He 57"-10
). His

ability to bear the strain to which He was thus
subjected is due to a trust in God which was con-

tinually revived by His habit of prayer, to which
there is such frequent and significant reference m
the narrative (Lk 32]-

22, Mk I 8*, Lk 5lb 6" 1S
,
Mt

14, Lk9 18-28
, Mt 26*41, Lk 2346). An incieasing

revelation of the Divine will, an unceasing advance
in obedience, a continuous exercise of trust, are
the strands woven together in the character of
Christ. The product is that perfect thing, a life

which is His own, and is entirely human, which n
also, at the same time, the coming of God to man.

3. Love to men. The source of this character-

istic, which shines resplendent from every page of
the narrative, is to be found in that which we have
just been considering, Christ's love to God. Here
we must do justice to the facts brought before us
in the portrait. The noblest servants of God in
the field of humanity have done their work out of
a sense of obligation They have received so much
fiom God, that they have felt themselves bound, by
constiainr of the love of which they are" lecipients,
to serve their fellow-men; and in this service
their love for men has giown, till it has become no
unworthy reflexion of the love of God It would
be, however, a miserably inadequate account ot
the facts of Christ's ministry among men to say
that He loved them out of a sense of duty, and
served them in discharge of a debt which He o\\ed
to God. The vocation which formed His chaiacter
was not bare will. It was love, seeking the re-

demption of men. Jesus' acceptance of this voca-
tion meant that His love to God entered into, and
blended with, the love of God to men. He loved

God, and the love of God to Him became in Hun
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the motive-power of His love to men His love to
God and His love to men constitute one energy of
His soul He turns toward the Father with the

deep intelligence and the full sympathy of the
Son

,
and straightway He turns towaid the world

with the widest and tenderest charity (Mt II27 -s
,

cf Jn 10 15
). Those, accordingly upon whom Jesus

poured His love, never sought to distinguish be-
tween it and the love ot (foci. Entokled by the
love of Christ, they knew themselves to be received
into the redeeming love of God

,
and then grateful

love to Jesus was the proot and seal of the Divine

forgiveness.
4 Her sins, which are many, are for-

given . for she loved much '

(Lk 747). Long before
the doctrine of His Divinity was framed, the love
of Christ was regarded by its *

*

'- as the

spiritual medium in which the 1 )
"

*
*

ipassion
reached them. Hebrew thought did not work with

categories of being and substance The human
heart never works with categories at all. But it

can identify love when it receives it and there-
fore it makes an experimental synthesis of the
love of Christ and the love of God, and sets Christ
in a relation toward God occupied by no other
man
The love of God to man being such as He extends

to no lesser creature, implies that man has a value
for God which no other creature possesses ;

and to

Jesus man has the same supreme value. Of this

value theie are no earthly measurements, not any
created thing (Alt 1081 1212), not any institution,
however sacred (Mk 227), not even the whole world

(Mk 8 3G
). Even the moral ruin, in which sin has

involved human nature, does not diminish its value,
but rather accentuates its preciousness, and adds
to the love of God, and therefore also of Jesus,
a note of inexhaustible passion (Mt 18 l 12-14

)
Christ's doctrine of man does not breathe the spirit
of 18th cent, individualism. Not for man as a

spiritual atom, self-contained and all-exclusive,
does Jesus have respect. But for man akin to

God, capable of Divine
' "

"e has deep and
loving admiration. Not

,
harassed with

passions for whose might he is not responsible,

guilty of acts which to comprehend is to pardon,
does Jesus have regard. But lor man, meant for
so much and missing so much, framed for per-
fection, destroyed by his own deed, He has love
and pity, throbbing in every word, passing through
action and through suffering to the ultimate agony,
the final victory of the Cross.

iv. SOCIAL DELATIONS. We have now to follow
the character of Christ, which we have been study-
ing in its origin, its development and iN leading
features, as it manifests itself in the relations m
which He stood to His fellow-men. The narratives

attempt no enumeration of incidents. They pre-
sent us with typical instances, in which the true
self of Jesus is disclosed. From these we are able
to conceive the figure of Christ as He moved amid
the circles where human life is ordinarily spent.

1. Family. It is difficult, from the very scanty
materials before us, to trace the relations of Jesus
towards the members of His family cncle, and to

distinguish clearly their attitude towards Him
Yet the following points may be regarded as cer-
tain- (1) The lite of Jesus, pnor to His baptism,
was &peut witbm the family cncle, and was char-
acterized by two features First, a loyal and
alfectionate discharge of the duties of a son, pre-
sumably as breadwinner for His mother. The very
astonishment of His fellow-villagers at His sub-

sequent career is sufficient evidence that during
the peiiod prior to His public ministry He fulfilled

the ordinary obligations ot family life. Second,
a deepening sense of His vocation, which, while
it did not render Him less dutiful as a son and
brother, could not fail to give Him a distinctiveness

i. to

which would inevitably excite adverse criticism on
the pait of His kindred, should they prove unsym-
pathetic or unintelligent.

(2) The attitude of His mother towards Him,
both .before and after His baptism, was twofold,

(a) Belief in His unique mission and extraordinary
powers. Her words to Him in Cana of Galilee

(Jn 2-*) are pointless, unless they express a per-
suasion, born of long

-
* K i;r. and revived by the

recent events connect-.4
!! v\ -'i II *. baptism, that He

has a mission which could be nothing less than
Messianic, and that the time has come for the dis-

play of poweis with which necessarily He must be
endowed for the fulfilment of His task. (1)} A
profound misconception of the nature of His
mission, and of. the means by which it should be
inaugurated and carried on, together with a critical

attitude towaids Him, in regard to what she

evidently considered an inexplicable, and even

blameworthy, negligence on His part to seize the

presented in the circumstances of the
. -

I -i this misunderstanding we need not

greatly blame her, for it was shared by His dis-

ciples even after the Resurrection
, unless, indeed,

we conceive, what is most probable, communings
between mother and son dm ing those long silent

years, which might lead us to marvel that she,
who surely might have understood, failed as com-
pletely as others to discern His purpose.

(3) The attitude of His * brethren '
is still less

intelligent There is no H,_-, -
",> m the narra-

tive 01 any sympathy v i Il.-r whatsoever.
After thirty years together, they could find no
other explanation for His behaviour than tempor-
ary insanity, and could conceive no other plan
than to put Him under temporary restraint If
His mother joined in this estimate and this pro-
posal (Mk 321), it must have been with the con-
viction that she had the right nnd dui> of inter-

vening to save Him from Himst Ii, and r< *c-Lju:r Him
from a course which would pm\e ianl 10 His
mission as she conceived it. It is certain that she

joined His l brethren 1 in nu."kinir an approach to

Him, with the obvious iiuciiiion of inducing Him
to change His plan of action (Mk 381). At a later

stage His brethren offered Him a final challenge
(Jn 73- 4

). They did not believe in Him (v.
5
), and

therefore their suggestion to Him has not quite the
sense of Mary's at Cana of Galilee. It expresses
their demand to have this matter of His Messiah-

ship (about which they had no doubts) settled once
for all by open demonstration :

' Manifest thyself
to the world. 7

Here, then, is the situation of Jesus with respect
to His family. He loves His kindred as son and
brother

,
but He knows that His vocation demands

the sacrifice of family life, and this sacrifice, with
its deep pain, He is prepared to make. He is

called upon, however, to endure a yet deeper pain.
Not only has He to leave the dear fellowship of

the home, and face a world which will prove in

the end bitterly hostile, but among the members
of the home He can find 110 understanding hearts
to cheer Him and comfort Him on His lonely way.
Worse still, when His nearest and dearest with-
stand Him, or seek to divert Him from His

appointed path, He has to repel them in words
which He knows must keenly wound them. To
be tempted by His very love for His mother and
His brethren to deviate from the line of obedience
to His mission, must have put a peculiar strain

upon His spirit, and brought Him most exquisite

pain. In each of the incidents alluded to above
we feel this note of pain : when He declines the

intervention of His mother (Jn 24) ;
when He

turns from His mother and His brethren to His

disciples (Mk 331-35) ;
and when He has, in plain

words, to state to His brethren that they and He
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"belong to two different worlds of thought and
action (Jn T3-9

,
cf. 15 19

). That between Him and
His mother there was a "bond of love deeper than
all misunderstanding, gains pathetic proof when
from the cross He commends her to His "beloved

disciple :
' Woman (the very word, 71*wu, He had

used in Cana of Galilee, courteous and affectionate,
and yet suggestive of a cessation of the old relation-

ship of mother and child), behold thy son.' t Be-
hold thy mother 1

(JnlQaw).
2. Friends. The vocation of Christ was one

which could be executed by Himself alone. Neces-

sarily He lived in a deep spiritual solitude, to

which no human being could have access. Yet no
sooner did He take up the burden of His mission

than He proceeded to surround Himself with com-

panions, and to cultivate human friendships. In
the relations of Jesus to His friends three points
are to be noted.

(1) His dependence upon them* It will be a pro-
found mistake if we conceive the end for which
Jesus lived in any barely historical or formal
manner The end was the Kingdom of God, or

the New Covenant ;
but these titles do not, in the

mind or language of Christ, stand for a political
or ecclesiastical institution. They mean, funda-

mentally, an experience of God "cueiicJlv identi-

cal with that enjoyed in Israel, bin IK n i"i. and
therefore also universalized. This experience is

destined, in the counsels of God, for humanity.
To secure it for mankind, so that under fit

spiritual conditions all men may enter into it,

is the task which Jesus in clear consciousness

definitely assumed. Suppose Him, however, to

have fulfilled His task as the Servant of the Lord,
He will lose His labour, unless He secure repre-
sentatives and witnesses, who shall declare to all

whom it concerns the accomplishment of God's

gracious purpose. This testimony, moreover, can-

not be borne by mere officials. S *-."*-
stance, that the Resurrection was a ^ -

further, that it had been verified i
v

!

gations of experts drawn from the chief seats of

learning of the ancient world. Nothing is more
certain than that this testimony, taken alone,
would not have advanced by a hairbreadth the

purpose to which Jesus devoted Himself. Testi-

mony to certain facts, there is no doubt He re-

quired j but this testimony would be valueless, did
it not presuppose, and rest on, personal acquaint-
ance with Himself, and participation in His own
fellowship with God, His representatives must
be His friends, bound to Him by personal ties of

close and intelligent sympathy ; capable of bear-

ing witness, not merely to a series of His acts, but
to His character and to His influence ; having an
understanding not merely of His doctrine, but
of Himself. It was essential, therefore, that from
the outset He should have friends about Him, to

whom He should fulfil all the sacred obVeaLor- of
a friend. When, accordingly, He PUT*-) to _r i\<

them their commission, He makes it plain to them
that His vocation is their vocation, having the
same Divine origin, and carrying with it His own
spiritual presence (Lk 418 - 21

,
Mt 16"

2* 1Q40-*2 Jn

How much the friendship of His disciples was to

Jesus, the whole narrative bears witness. Their
faith in Him was the greatest encouragement,
apart from immediate Divine assurances, that
He could receive avS He faced the appalling diffi-

culties of His task. There is an unmistakable
note of pathos in His clinging to His disciples,
when the natural support of family loyalty is

denied Him They were to Him brother, sister,
mother There can be no doubt that, had His
three most intimate friends watched unto pra\er,
His last agony would have been alleviated. It is

the pathos of His position that His friends never

knew how much He depended on them To them
He was the Strong One upon whom they leaned,
from whom they took everything, to whom, in un-

conscious selfishness, they gave but little. Love
must have been to Jesus a constant hunger.
Never in all His kfe did He get it satisfied

;
and

yet it never failed, hut remained the master passion
of His soul. ; Having loved his own which were
in the woild, he loved them unto the end.'

(2) His self-communications to them. The chief

thing a friend can give to a friend is himself
,
and

Jesus poured out on His friends the wealth of His
3s*oii, "it\ : His love (Jn 133i), His knowledge
."> ^. Ui> example (IS

15
;; so that, when He re-

views His life, He can plead with His Father His.

own perfect fulfilment of love's obligations (17
6<

8<12
). The riches of Christ, thus bestowed upon

them, vivified their imagination, quickened their

emotion, enlightened their understanding, subdued
and renewed their wills, till they came to be not

wholly unfit representatives of Him on whose
errand they went. This influence, which Jesus

exerted, had none of the aspect of an hnpii- ; ,.1

force. It consisted in the touch of vpmt LJ-I
spirit in the mystic depths of fellowship ; and this

touch is not to be conceived as having the equal
pressure of the atmosphere. Under certain con-

ditions, which are necessarily too deep and deli-

cate for analysis, the love of Christ gathered an
intensity which made His friendship in these in-

stances special and emphatic (Jn 113* 5 1323). Yet
so exquisite was His tact, so evident His goodwill,
that those about Him, though they might quarrel

among themselves for pre-eminence, never brought
against Him the charge of favouritism. They
knew He loved them according to the measure of

then it- ' n,*\ : \ . ,v 1 M 'i n * - * %e of tenderness
and j^>\\< :!,( i !..:' i <", ^ -,,'. They assented
as in a dream to His own word,

* Greater love hath
no man than this, that a man lay down his life for

his friends* (Jn 1513
). Afterwards they awoke,

and remembered, and understood.

(3) Their response to Him. It is impossible to
miss the brighter aspect of their attitude towards
Him. They were glad in His company, happier
than the disciples of the Pharisees or of John,
happy as sons of the bride-chamber (Mk 219

).

This joy of theirs in His presence throws a very
lovely light upon His character. He knew the

goal toward which His steps were taking Him,
and was standing wit) i in ^ijrhr of ihe cross. Yet
no shadow from His ^pini clouded theirs. They
rejoiced in Him, and in the new world of religious

experience to which He introduced them. They
knew themselves to be possessed of privileges,
which from the point of view of the OT had been
no more than an aspiration. In the fellowship of

their Master and Eriend they stood nearer to God
than the ripest saint of the OT, immeasurably
nearer than any legalist of their own day. This

joy of theirs in Him is, besides, reflection and
proof of His joy in them. It is strange, when we
confilor the spiritual elevation at which He lived,
but it is certain, that He had a very real ]oy in

their presence. He delighted to stimulate their

minds by questioning, to enrich their conceptions
by definite teaching. He welcomed every indica-

tion of their growing intelligence ;
and when He

discerned that they were awake to His meaning,
* He rejoiced in the Holy Spuit

'

(Lk 102r,
They trusted Him The result at which jesus

aimed in all His dealings with them was the pro-
duction in them of faith

,
and by faith He meant

a trust in Himself as complete as that which men
ought to repose in God. Without doubt, this

raises far-reaching questions r^iraidiM'JC His per-
sonal relation to God. But the fact itself
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as an element in the portrait of Christ, whether

presented by the Synoptics or by the Fourth Gos-

pel, that Jesus directed men to Himself as the
source of all good, whether lower or higher (Mt
gio. i3

5 and many instances connected with the

healing of the body ;
Lk 750 ,

and other instances
where spiritual effects are secured by faith, which
are to be found in the Synoptics, and more copi-

ously in the Fourth Gospel). His *

training of the

Twelve ' was not wholly fruitless. They gave Him
what He sought, though not with the largeness
and simplicity for which He longed.

It is noteworthy that their faith in Him is not
to be gauged by its verbal expression. That might
be surprisingly full, while the faith might be most
rudimentary ;

or the expression of faith might well-

nigh be silent, while yet the trust itself remained,
scarce distinguishable from <1i ^n 7 *- aii-1 1-

, 1 n. root

whence life might come. ] : -TI ;
** In- *j nn. M i: Jesus

produced an impression upon those admitted to His

company, for which they felt there was only one

possible interpretation ; and this, even at that

early stage, they stated with great fulness (Jn I41*

45.49). Jesus, however, did not consider that His
end was gamed, but proceeded with His education
of these men, and allowed all factors in the case,

imperial !\ > n'h as seemed to exclude the possibility
of" Alt .m-i 10 glory, to make their due impress.

Then, at the proper pvrebologica
1

, moment, He put
the supreme question

l Who say ye that I am ? '

and received from Peter's lips the confession of

His Messiahship (Mt 1616f
). Even then Jesus was

under no illusion with respect to the faith which
had received such emphatic expression. He made
allowances for an eclipse of faith which might
seem total ; but still, in spite of all appearances, He
believed in His disciples' faith in Him, not indeed
in their intellectual or emotional utterances, but
in the surrender of their wills to Him, and their

personal loyalty.
We are thus recalled to the darker side of their

relations with Him. Indeed, readers of the narra-

tive are apt to be more severe m their judgment
upon the disciples than was the Master Him-
self. Certainly their defects and shortcomings are

patent enough, and the contrast between their

Master and them can scarcely be exaggerated.
He has not where to lay His head

;
their minds

are occupied with the question of rewards (Mt
1927). He is meek and lowly in heart ; they dis-

pute about pre-eminence (Mt 181-3
,
Lk 2224). His

kingdom is for the poor in spirit , they lay plans
for private advantage (Mt 20^). It is not of this

world; to the end they are thinking of physical
force (Lk 2249). He invites all to His fellowship ;

they are narrow and exclusive (Mk 938-40). Fury
is not in Him j they would invoke judgment upon
adversaries (Lk 9s**56). They boasted their cour-

age ; but in the hour of His uttermost peril
'

they
all forsook him, and fled '

(Mt 2656) . There can be
no doubt that these things greatly moved Him,
but the note of personal offence is entirely lack-

ing. There is astonishment at their slowness, but
no bitterness or petulance :

* Bo ye not remember ?
'

(Mk 818);
4 Are ye also even yet without under-

standing?' (15
16
) ;

' Have ye not yet faith ?' (Mk 4*).
Sometimes silence is His severest answer :

'

Lord,
here are two swords! It is enough!' (Lk 223S

).

He makes His very censures the occasion of further

instruction :
t It is not so among you. . . . The Son

of Man came to minister ' (Mk lO4^45). Even when
His spirit was most grieved, there was no flash of

resentment, but only the most poignant tenderness :

*

Simon, sleepest thou ? couldest thou not watch one
hour ?

'
. . . (Mk 14s7) ;

* The Lord turned, and
looked upon Peter' (Lk22^).

This ignorance and waywardness on the part of

His disciples, combined with their genum* love

for Him and His abounding love for them, consti-
tuted a very severe trial of Jesus' fidelity to His
vocation. i The greatest temptation,' says a keen
analyst of character, Ms the temptation to love
evil in those we love, or to be lowered into the
colder moral atmosphere of intense human affec-

tion, or to shrink from what is required of us that
would pain it.' Jesus loved His friends. He knew
that His course of conduct would inflict upon themV 1

"

-

disappointment and distress
;
and this

: must have filled His own heart with
keenest pain. When, accordingly, the disciple
who most clearly confessed His Messiahship de-
nounced the path He had chosen, the path of suf-

fering, as inconsistent with the rank He had led
His friends to believe was His, He felt Himself
assailed in what the author above quoted ventures
to call His * weakest point.' It was the Tempta-
tion repeated; and as such He repelled it with hot
anger.

In the case of one of the Twelve, it is to be
noted that his criticism was not a temptation,
because it was not the result of uncomprehending
love, but of intelligent and bitter hate. Judas
discerned the inevitable issue of Jesus' line of

action
; perceived that it involved all his own

secret ambitions in utter ruin
; and in revenge de-

termined to be the instrument of the destruction
which he foresaw. Again and again Jesus inter-

posed to save him by -vaiiiivj-. n 1
*

h Judas alone
could comprehend in M n ii^ad 1

! significance:
4 One of you shall betray me' (Jn IS21, cf. 67u l One
of you [the Twelve] is a devil'). In the end
He had to let him go: 'That thou doest, do
quickly

'

(v.
27

). The depth of Jesus' acquaintance
with God, the honour He put on human nature,
may be measured by His dealing with Judas
There are some things God cannot do. This Divine

inability Jesus recognized, and made it the norm
of His own dealing with souls. We need not

apologize for Jesus' choice of Judas. He chose
him for the very qualities which led Him to the

others, and which were, perhaps, nre-sc-nt in Judas
in a conspicuous degree. He Jo\od him as He
loved the others, and with a yet deeper yearning.
But there came a time when, in imitation of the

Father, He felt bound to stand aside. To have
saved Judas by force would have violated the
conditions under which the redemption of man is

possible.
Even the briefest review of Christ's relations to

His friends constrains the inference that, iu the
essential qualities of friendship, He is perfect;
and the supposition becomes altogether reason-

able, that, if He were alive now and accessible,
the possession of His friendship would be salva-

tion, and the loss of it would be the worst fate

that could befall any human being.
3, Mankind. The attitude of Jesus toward His

fellow-men is determined by the function which
He had been led, through His deep sympathy with

God, to assume on their behalf. He believes Him-
self called to 'fulfil,' i.e. to perfect, and so to

accomplish as permanent spiritual fact, the reli-

gion of the OT. We must not raise premature
questions, but we must not evade plain facts

Jesus springs from the OT. He transcended it in

this, that He believed the privileges of the New
Covenant were to be verified, consummated, and
bestowed upon men^ through His mission. This
mission He accepted, in clear prevision of what it

involved, and m deep love to God and to men. It

is plain tbat such a position carries with it unique
authority, and wariants claims of extraordinary

magnitude. He who knows Himself to be the

mediator of the highest good to men. knows, Him-
self to be supreme among men. This consciousness
is clear and unmistakable in the utterances of
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Jesus. He presents Himself to men as the object
of a trust and a reverence that are nothing less

-\, i 1* :i ,
- (Mk2^, Lk 1910

,
Mt 10^ 1830). He

passes verdicts upon their inner state that are not
less than Divine in their insight and their absolute-

ness (Lk 957-62
?
yft 92. 6). He makes demands

which no one has a right to make who does not
know Himself to be cuu'i/Mclv the organ of the

Divine authority (Mt I
1 '

I'

1
'

1C' 1 1037
). He claims

to be the arbiter of the final destinies of men (Mk
S38

, Mt 721 -23 13*1 1627
, together with the undoubted

teaching of the so-called eschatological discourses

Mt 25lff
-), a function which in the OT belongs not

even to Messiah, but to Jehovah alone (Jl 312
,
Mai

31 43). Such a consciousness, whose intensity sug-

gests, if it does not prove, a unique constitution of

the person of Christ, throws into high relief aspects
of the character of Christ which seem at a cursory

glance IKC.:: ^riioKh with it.

(1) Lowliness. The self-assertion of Jesus is not

the assertion of a self independent in its power
and dignity, but of a self which has no interest

save the cause of God, no glory that is not His
At the heart of the self-assertion of Jesus there is

profound self-renunciation. It would be a mistake
to describe Jesus as selfless. He has a self, which
He might have made independent of God, which,

however, in perfect freedom of act, He surrendeied

wholly to God. The lowliness of Christ, accord-

ingly, is not mere modesty or diffidence. It is the

quality of a self, at once asserted and denied.

This parados is carried out during His whole
career. In youth, when the purpose of His life is

being formed, there is no irritable self-conscious-

ness. In manhood, when the knowledge of His

mission is clear and full, and the spiritual distance

which separated Him from other men is obvious to

His inward eye, there is no outward separateness
of manner. The life of the common people was
His life, without any trace of condescension or

hint of masquerade. His acceptance of the lowly
conditions of His life is so complete, that there is

no sense of incongruity on His part between what
He was and the woiid He lived in. In His teach-

ing He is able to attack pride without any risk of

having imputed to Him a pride more subtle and
more offensive. More remarkable still, He offers

Himself as a pattern of the very humility He is

inculcating, without raising any suspicion of un-

reality. The words, <I am meek and lowly in

heart' (Mt II29), on the lips of any other man,
would refute the claim they make. In His case it

is not so. They mean that the self which lays its

yoke on men is already crucified, and has no claim
to make on its own behalf. Toward the close of

His life its open secret is given, when, at the Last

Supper, in full consciousness of His personal dig-

nity, He washed the feet of those who, He kneu,
would fail Him In the end, and of one by whose

impending treachery His own would soon "be nailed

to the cross.

(2) Con&id&ratmess. With His idea of man and
His conception of His yocation, it was impossible
for Jesus to regard human personality as other
than sacred. All the dues of humanity, accord-

ingly, He paid with scrupulous exactitude. It

would be superfluous to search in the narratives
for instances of His justice, honesty, and truth.

The distinctiveness of His calling kept Tlirn apart,
from the ecclesiastical and political institutions OE

His country; but He was careful not to disturb

them, even when He felt most critical of them
(Mt IT24-27, Mk 12"), and the charge of rebellion

was readily seen by Pilate to be baseless. The
same distinctiveness deprived Him of a business

career, and, therefore, of the sphere wherein many
virtues are most severely tried; but it is note-

worthy that the disciple company had a treasurer,

whose duty it was to take care of the money in-

trusted to him, and whose dishonesty became a

step toward Calvary (Jn 125
) Towards individ-

uals His attitude was wholly without respect of

persons. He paid men the honour of being per-
lectly frank and feailess in all His dealings with
them. He did them the justice of letting them
know the judgment He passed upon them Herod,
Pilate, the Pharisees, stood before His bar and
heard their sentence. His fairness is never more
conspicuous ihan in His dealing with Judas^ whom
He would not permit to suppose that he was unde-

tected, Jesus fully recognizing that a man's proba-
tion can be carried on only in the light.
But there is due to human nature more than the

strictest honesty or truth. Jesus' authority over

men, instead of leading Him to be careless in the

handling of a soul, impelled Him to an exquisite
carefulness which extended from the needs of the

body to the more delicate concerns of the mind.
If He imposes heavy tasks, He remembers the

frailty of the human frame * ; Come ye apart, and
rest awhile '

(Mk 631). If the coming grief saddens
His companions, He turns from His own far deeper
soirow to still their tumultuous distress :

' Let not

your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid'

(Jn 141
). If He must rebuke, His reproaches pass

into excuses .
c The spirit indeed is willing, but the

flesh is weak (Mt 2tt). Most lovely of all is His
treatment of those who might seem to have for-
feited all claim to respect. He laboured by a more
emphatic courtesy, a more tender chivalry, to bind
up the broken selt-respect, and to rebuke that
insolent contempt of the sinful and degraded which
so deeply dishonours God. Before the ideal in

publican and harlot He bowed m reverence, and
constituted Himself its resolute defender.

(3) Compassion. The respect winch Jesus has
for human nature becomes, in presence of human
need, a very passion for helping, healing, saving.
The qualities which most deeply impressed the
men and women of His day, and which shine most
clearly in His portrait, are not His suDoinalmnl
gifts, but His unwearied goodness, His sincere

kindness, His g^eat gentleness, His deep and
tender pity. By these He has captivated the

imagination, and won the reverence of humanity.
The narratives have felt the throbbing compassion
of Jesus' heart, and have used the very phrase
with a sweet monotony (Mk !, Mt 20s4 O36

, Lk
7i3, Mt 14i* IB*2

}.
The compassion of Jesus is manifest in the

wonderful works which are ascribed to Him. All
of them, with the except Inn of 'the coin in the
fish's mouth' and -the withering of the fruitless

fig-tree,* which have a special didactic aim, are
works of mercy. They are, no doubt, proofs of

power ;
but they are essentially instances of the

sympathy of Jesus, in virtue of which He enters
into the fulness of human need. The instinct of
one Evangelist has no doubt directed subsequent
thought toward the truth. When Jesus wrought
His healing miracles, He was fulfilling a piophccv
which had special reference to sin (Mi 8 1

-) Hy
no easy exercise of power did He relieve the dis-

tresses of men, but by a real a*umption of their
sorrow. Every such act stands in organic con-
nexion with the deed of the Cross, in which He

!

bare the sin which is the root of all human
mfirmirtes.

Yet more conspicuously the compassion of Jesus
is to be seen in the method of Ifis ministry, which
led Him to seek the company of sinners, not
because their sin was not abhorrent to His nature,
but because He loved His vocation, and loved those
who were its objects. The disinterestedness which
Plato ascribes to the true physician deepens, m
the case of this Healer of men, to a pure and
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burning passion. Twice His compassion found
vent in tears : once in presence of man's mortality,
once in sight of the city whose abuse o"

had earned extremity of woe. There j

here we cannot fathom, since there is

denied us perfect knowledge of the evil which
Jesus' knowledge of God fully disclosed to His
view. Knowing God, living in unbroken fellow-

ship with Him, Jesus knew, as none other could,
what sin and death were. He lived and died with
the spectacle of their power ever before Him. His

knowledge is the measure of His compassion, and
both are immeasurable.

(4) Forgiveness. Without doubt, Jesus believed
Himself to be the agent of the Divine love, the
mediator of the Divine p - '

,
. He had power

on earth to forgive sins /'I J
This forgiveness

He announced as the prerogative of His office
;
but

the actual experience of forgiveness, as the redeem-

ing act of God, came through the love which Jesus
Himself manifested. His welcome of sinners was
their reception into the fellowship of God. This
is a fact which no prejudice against doctrine

ought to invalidate, which, probably, no doctrine
can

"" '

explain. Hence follow two features
of t -of Christ, each.' most significant and
suggestive. He accepted the gratitude of forgiven
sinners as though He were God's own representa-
tive (Lk 7*-50) ;

and He regarded sins committed

against Himself as committed against God, who
in His mission was seeking to save men. His for-

giveness of such offences, accordingly, is not meas-
urable in terms of quantity unto seven times or

seventy times seven ;
but has the very qualities

of boundlessness and inexhaustibleness which He
attributes to the foigivencss of God. There is

only one limitation, and that does not belong to

the character of God, but to the constitution of

human nature. There is a sin which hath never

forgiveness (Mt 12^-
,
Mk 328*

*>, Lk 12^). It does
not consist, however, in a definite offence against
God or His Christ, but in a frame of mind, an
habitude of soul, which is psychologically beyond
reach of forgiveness. Apart Irom this limit, which
on God's side is none, forgiveness is infinite.

When, accordingly, we proceed to examine the
sins committed against Jesus, we perceive that

they form an ascending scale of guilt, according
to the advancing measure of light and privilege

against which they were committed, and so also

of pain to Him and of peril to the transgressors

First, there is the sin of those who were directly

responsible for His death. Dark and dreadful

though this was, compounded of the vilest qualities
of polluted human nature, it was, nevertheless,
even in its deadliest guilt, not a sin against abso-

lutely clear conviction. Hence the victim of so

much wrong prays even while the nails rend His
flesh r

*
Father, forgive them ;

for they know not
what they do '

(Lk 2381). It is impossible to narrow
the scope of this petition to the unconscious instru-

ments, the Roman soldiers ;
it must extend also

to the Jews themselves, to the mob, and even
to their more guilty rulers. Peter (Ac 317) and
Paul (1 Co 28) cannot have been mistaken in their

interpretation of the crime which slew their Lord.

Second, there is the sm of those who deserted Him
in His need, and especially of him who denied his

Master with oaths and curses They were bound
to Jesus by every tie of affection and of loyalty.
He trusted them, and they failed Him. Yet it

could not be said of them that they knew what
they did. Their action was without premedita-
tion, without real sense of its meaning. A spasm
of overpowering fear confounded their intelligence
and destroyed their resolution. Shameful it was,
and must have wrung the heart of Jesus with

anguish; yet at its worst it was committed

against the Son of Man, not against the Holy
Spirit They knew not what they were about to

do, but He knew (Mk M27
), and broke their hearts

with His free forgiveness (v.
72

).

Third, the sin "of Judas. Of all the crimes of
which guilty man is capable, treachery is, m the
judgment of all men, the most dreadful; and
therefore Dante (Inferno, xxxi. 134) has placed
Judas in the jaws of Lucifer. Did Judas, then,
commit the g

-
r

-
-,

J the Holy Spirit ? It is

profitless to - - question. Ko absolute
verdict is possible. It is certain that Jesus dealt
with Judas, in clear light of truth, with the
utmost consideration, and with far-reaching for-
bearance. Appeal after appeal He made to him,
seeking to reveal him to himself, while scrupu-
lously <-!*< 1,1" *: ]

; r from the suspicions of his
fellows. ;r ! 2n i '- him to the last possible
moment within the sphere of loving influence.

Finally, He gave him that ^" T
i < t <\* wrong

which human freedom wn i^ i." -i 1) , omni-
potence, and which is, at the same time, God's
severest judgment upon the sinner (Jn L32T

,
Mt

2650 EV). Who can tell if it be not also God's last

offer of mercy ? In the end (perhaps not too late),
the goodness of Jesus smote with overwhelming
force upon the conscience of Judas. He *

repented
himself '

(Mt 273
). "Whatever value may be attached

to such repentance, whatever destiny may have
awaited Judas beyond the veil of flesh, which he
so violently tore aside, there can at least be no
more impressive testimony to the forbearance, the

love, and the wisdom of Jesus, than this over-

whelming remorse.
v. THE VIKTUES OF His VOCATION. The end

for which Jesus lived determined all His actions,
and called into exercise all the virtues of His
character, as well the more general characteristics

of "' '

." "! ! love to God, and love to
me .!- ,- -: : fcues of His social relations.

Th . < , .
'

-I
-

s
- however, as Servant of the

Lord was definite
; and with respect to it He had

a definite work to do. Questions as to the concep-
tions which it implies with respect to the constitu-
tion of Christ's person do not now concern us. But
we are concerned to observe that, in His discharge
of His duty, certain aspects of His character shine
forth with special beauty. They are such as these

1. Faithfulness. There is an unmistakable note
of compulsion m His life. He has received a pre-
cise charge, and He will carry it out with absolute

precision and unswerving fidelity. This is the
mind of the boy, when as yet the nature of His
mission cannot have been fully before Him (Lk
249

). This is the conviction of the man, who has
come to know what office He holds, and what is

the thing He has to do or endure (Mt 16'2*, Mk 831).
Many specific expressions (e.g. Jn 4s4 9*' 5 II9* 1/

)

and the whole tenor of His life convey the same

impression of a man looking forward to a goal, in

itself most terrible, yet pressing toward it with

unwavering determination. The imperative of

duty, and the burden of inexorable necessity, are

laid upon His conscience ;
and He responds with

complete obedience.

The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, who
displays a singular insight into the ethical condi-

tions of Christ's work, mentions the virtue ot

fidelity as being conspicuous in 4 the Apostle aivl

High Priest of our confession *

(He 32 b
). and draws

a far-icaching parallel and contrast between linn

and Moses, as between a son and a servant. In

filial faithfulness there are three aspects* (a) pei-
fect identification with the Father's will. (5) enure

absorption in the Father's concerns, (c) free access

to the Father's resources ;
and these are plainly

seen in Christ's discharge of His duty. There is

not the slightest trace of servility. The w-11 to
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which He yielded absolute devotion is that of One
whom He perfectly loved and trusted, to whom He
could freely come for everything He required.
The absolute control of the Divine resources, which
is attributed to Him in the Fourth Gospel (Jn 133),
is borne out by every trait of the Synoptic por-
trait. He was not o i" . T c. \\ *, i li :

i adequate resources
at an uncomprehen-I- i ia-k 1\. r when the stram

upon His will is heaviest, and His whole soul shrinks
from what lies before Him, there is one word which
delivers His faithfulness from any suspicion of

bondage :
*

Father, if it be possible
'

. . . (Mt
2639- 42

?
Mk 14io

7
Lk 22^).

2. Courage. The courage of Jesus Christ is the

crown of His faithfulness. It was not tested by
such occasions as the sinking ship or the stricken

field, but by conditions yet more severe. Out-

raged prejudice, wounded pride of caste, threatened
;T

I -i \.ir banded together to destroy Him.
I

'
'

- -
2.

< 1 themselves m zeal for the honour
of God They, no doubt, attracted to their side

sincere, though unenlightened, loyalty to His cause ,

and Jesus must have known the reformer's keenest

pain, the sense of wounding good and true men.

They sought alliances with powers most alien to

their professed aims. They found support in the

ignorant enthusiasm of the multitude, who mistook
the aims of Jesus, and in the more culpable mis-

understanding of His disciples and friends The
Fourth Gospel is surely historic in representing
the breach between Jesus and the leaders of the

religious world of His day as having taken place
m the opening weeks of His ministry. It is in-

conceivable that the wide divergence of His views
from those of the Pharisees and Sadducees should
not have been manifest in the very first announce-
ment of them. He certainly was not, and His
adversaries could not have been, blind to the issues

of the controversy. It had not proceeded far,

when it became apparent to them that it could
be terminated only by their defeat or by His
destruction. With unscrupulotis plans and bitter

hate they laboured to compass His ruin. With
sublime courage He persevered in His vocation,

though He was well aware that every step He
took only made the end more certain When the
end comes, it finds Him spiritually prepared. He
moves with firm and equal tread From the
Iv'vins: follow ship of the Supper He passes, without

bewilderment, to the conflict of Getbsemane. From
the shadow of the trees and the darker shade of

His unknown agony, He goes to face the traitor,
with no other tremor than that of amazement at

such consummate wickedness (Lk 2248
) j

and sur-
renders Himself to the instruments of injustice,
less their captive than their conqueror. Amid
the worst tortures men can inflict, we hear no
murmur. We do not merely observe, with what
of admiration it might have deserved, a stoical

fortitude, which proudly repels every assault 011

the self-sufficiency of the human spirit. We
observe a more moving spectacle, the Servan tof
the Lord accepting unfathomed pain as the crown
of His vocation, thus rendering to the Father a
perfect obedience, and finishing the work given
Him to do.

3. Patience. It is an error to describe patience
as a 'passive' virtue, if by that epithet is indi-
cated the spirit which makes no resistance, because
resistance is seen to be futile. Patience is rather
the associate of courage, and springs from the same
root, namely, identification of will with a great
and enduring purpose. Jesus has made the eternal

purpose of God for the redemption of man the

controlling principle of His life; and therefore
He is enabled to be patient, in the widest and
deepest meanings of the term. He patiently waits
for God. This lesson He learned from the OT

,

this gift He acquired m that deep communion
with God, which was the privilege of the OT
believer, and is the heart of all true religion.

Nothing is more remarkable in a man so intense,

endowed, moreover, with supernatural powers,
than His reserve He is eager for the achieve-

ment of His task, straitened till His baptism be

accomplished (Lk 1250
). Yet He is never betrayed

into rashness of speech or action. He maintains
His attitude of intent oiMofjrcv The idea of

an ' hour ' for Himself, and tor His work, and for

His great victory, known to the Father, and made
known at His discretion, lies deep in the heart of

Jesus (Mk IS82 14", Lk 1021
,
Jn 2* 421 * 2S 525 - 28 730 820

122-5 - 27
,
ISi jyi). TO Him time was the measure of

God's purpose ; death,
' God's instant.' He jta/cpo-

6v}jieL, buffers
7

."/
'"

'- '/' ,'/" ',-' /",>'

God hides H I \ > i ," i -
.

tongues, and from that sense of personal injury
which enkindles temper and provokes unadvised

speech. So identified is He with God, that offences

against Himself lose themselves in Divine forgive-
ness. His meekness is not weakness, but that

amazing strength which can take up a personal
wrong, and carry it into the Divine presence with
vicarious suffering. He foro/^m, endures in undying
hope the severest trial (He 12*2 - s

). The idea that
His death was unexpected by Jesus, and felt by
Him to demand an explanation which He attempted
to provide in obscure suggestions and laboured

analogies, is most false to the profound unity of
His character. The Cross is the key to His char-
acter. This was the climax of His mission, the
introduction to the victoiy which lay beyond ;

and this, when it came, He endured with a ' biave

patience
' which was rooted in His assurance that

His vocation was from God and could not fail.

This was His victory, even His patience (Rev I9).
. Calmness. The patience of Jesus has for its

inner correlative deep serenity of soul. He lived
m God ; and, therefore, He was completely master
of Himself. We observe in Him, as a matter of

course, that control of the so-called lower desires
of our nature which was the Greek conception of

sober-mindedness or temperance. We see, beyond
this, a more remarkable proof of srlf-po^e^lon
in His control over the very motives and desires
which impelled Him to devote His life to the
service of God and man. There is no feeling of
strain in the utterances of His soul as He speaks
of or to His Father. The phenomena of excite-

ment or rapture, which disfigure so many religious

biographies, aie wholly absent from the record of
His deepest experiences In His attitude toward
men, whom He regarded it as His mission to save,
there is perfect sanity. The harsh or strident

note, which is scarcely ever absent in the speeches
of reformers, is never audible in His words. His
love for men is not a mountain torrent, but a deep,
calm current, flowing through all His activities.

We cannot, with verbal exactness, attribute to Him
the ' enthusiasm of humanity,' which the author
of Ecce Homo regards as the essential quality of a
Christian m relation to his fellow-men, if, at least,
the phrase suggest even the slightest want of

balance, or any ignorance of the issues of action,
or any carelessness with respect to them. He is

the minister of the Divine purposes, never of His
own emotions, however pure and lofty these may
be. Yet we are not to impute to Him any un-
emotional callousness. He never lost His calm-
iiCKSS ,

but Ho was nob always calm. He repelled
temptation with (loop indignation (Mk S33

) . Hypo-
crisy loused Him to a ilarnc of judgment (Mk 35

ll 1^17
,
Mt 231-36

). Treachery shook Hun to the

very centre of His being (Jn 1321). The waves of

human sorrow broke over Him with a greater

grief than wrung the bereaved sisters (Jn II33-35
).
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There were times when He bore an unknown
agony, which could be shared by none, though
He sought for human sympathy up to the very
gates of the sanctuary of pain (Jn 1227

, MkH82-3
*)

Yet, whatever His soul's discipline might be, He
never lost His self-control, was never distracted or

afraid, but remained true to His mission and to

His Father. He feels anger, or sorrow, or trouble,
but these emotions are under the control of a will

that is one with the "Divine will, and therefore are

comprehended within the perfect peace of a mind
stayed on God.

5. Self-sacrifice. * Christ pleased not Himself
(Ro 153). These words, brief though they be, sum
up the character of Christ as St. Paul conceived
it. They convey, without doubt, the impression
made by the record of His life. If this estimate
is just, if Christ was an absolutely unselfish man,
if He made a full sacrifice of Himself, His char-
acter stands alone, unique in the moral universe.

We cannot make this statement without raising

problems of immense difficulty, which it is the
business of theology to face. But no mystery
beyond ought to restrict our acknowledgment of

ethical fact. Christ had a self, like other men,
and might have made it, in its Intense individu-

ality, His end, laying a tax upon the whole uni-

verse in order to satisfy it. The ideal of self-

satisfaction was necessarily present to His mind,
inasmuch as it is inevitably suggested in all self-

consciousness. It was definitely presented to Him
in His temptation in the wilderness But once
for all in that initial conflict, and again and again
in life, He beat bad '. > r' rejected that

ideal, surrendered I! , l
: - vocation, and

sought no other satisfaction than its fulfilment

His life is a sacrifice. He set the world behind
His back, and had no pljiro or poiiion in it (Lk958

)

The way He went was the path 01 self-denial and

cross-bearing (MkS34
,
Jn 1226 - 2o

). His death was
a sacrifice. The death of one whose life was a

sacrifice must have had sacrificial significance for

God and man. It could not be a fate to be ex-

plained by an after-thought. It must have been

essentially an action, a voluntary offering made to

God, laid on the altar of human nee$. The story
of the Passion, read from the point wnere He stead-

fastly set His face to go to Jerusalem to the point
where He went, as He was wont, to the Mount of

Olives, and so through every detail of suffering,

portrays, indeed, one led as a lamb to f 1v ->"!u iulit< '
.

but as certainly one who, having po/i-r :o KM ;>

His life, laid it down, in free surrender, in deep
love to the Father (Jn 1017* 18

). He was endowed
with powere which He might have exerted to

deliver Himself from the hand of His enemies
;

He did not so exert them. He did not even

employ them to win one slightest alleviation of

His sufferings. He might have saved Himself

yet, with deeper truth, Himself He could, not save.

The self-sacrifice of Christ is the foundation of the

Kingdom of God, the purchase of rn,mN redemption
the basis of that morality which finds m Jlimiis

standard and its example.

Concluding estimate. When we have studied

the character of Christ from the points of view sug-

gested in the foregoing scheme, we are conscious

that we are only on the threshold of a great sub-

ject, to whose wealth of meaning no formal study
ran do justice. The character of Christ presents
4 uusparclmbla riches

' to evcr> sympathetic student.

Every generation, since His bodily presence was
withdrawn, has been pursuing that investigation ;

none has comprehended His fulness, or been forced

to look elsewhere for information and inspiration.
He has laid upon us the necessity of continuously

seeking to understand Him, and of applying, in

the manifold occasions and circumstances of Me,
the fulness of the moral ideal presented in Himself.

1, When, however, we pause in our detailed study
to whatever length we may have carried it or

in our application of His precept and example
however successfully, or with whatever wistful
consciousness of failure, we may have pursued it

j

when we lift our gaze afresh to the portrait pre-
sented in the r "

sssion deepens upon
us with new conviction, that in
Christ there is achieved, as a fact of the moral
universe, goodness, not merely comparative, but
absolute. It is not merely that among the choice

spirits of our race He occupies the front rank,
but that He stands alone. Jesus Christ is the
Master of all who seek to know God, in the sense
that His character is supreme and final in the
moral progress of humanity. He is completely
human. Like men, He pursued the pathway of

development. Like men, He was assailed by
temptation, and waged incessant warfare with
evil suggestions. Yet He is absolutely unique.
He is not merely better than other men. He is

what all men ought to be. It is not merely that
we see in Him an approximation to the moral

ideal, nearer and more successful than is to be
discerned in any other man

;
but that we find in

Him the moral ideal, once for all realized and
incarnated, so that no man can ever go beyond
Him, while all men in all ages will find it their

strength and joy to grow up toward the measure
of His stature. Again and again we are made to

feel, when we contemplate such virtues as have
been adverted to in the preceding pages, e.g. love
to God, love to men, consecration, unselfishness,
and the like, that there is the note of absoluteness
in His attainment. Between Him and the ideal

there is no hairbreadth of disparity His fulfilment
of the will of God is complete. What God meant
man to be is at once disclosed and finished.

2. The positive conception of the absolute good-
ness of Jesus carries with it the negative conception
of His sinlessness. As we stand befoie the figure
in the Gospels, our sense of His perfection reaches

special solemnity and tenderness in the impression
of His stainless and lovely purity. Attempts, no

doubt, have been made to fasten some charge of

sm on Jesus, e.g. that of a hasty or imperious
temper; or even to extract from Himself some
ackn owlecUjmerit of imperfection (Mk 1018) . These

attempts have totally failed, and have exhibited

nothing so clearly as the fact that they are after-

thoughts, designed to establish the a priori dogma
that sinlessness is an impossibility. Such pro-
cedure is, of course, wholly unscientific. If a

record, otherwise trustworthy, presents us with
the portrait of a sinless man, we are not entitled

to reject its testimony because, if we accept it, we
shall have to abandon a dogma or revise an in-

duction. When, accordingly, we study the NT
with unprejudiced mind, two great certainties are

established beyond question.

(1) The impression of His sinlessness made upon
His disciples. Some of these men had been, in

close contact with Him, a fellowship so intimate

that it was impossible that they could be mistaken
m Him Through this intimacy theii moral ideas

were enlarged and enriched
;
their spiritual insight

was made delicate and true. The men who created

the ethic of the NT are the spiritual leaders of the

human race, and they owed their inspiration to

their Master They knew all the facts. They
were spiritually competent to form a sound esti-

mate. Without a tinge of hesitation they ascribe

to Him complete separation from the very principle
of evil (1 P -2

M
,
2 Co 521

, 1 Jn 35
,
He 415

7-*). They
assign to Him an office which required absolute

sinlessness, knowing that any proof of deviation
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from the holiness of God would have reduced the
claim they made on behalf of their Master to
utter confusion (Ac 31* 752 Si 1

*, 1 Jn 2 1
). A group

of men, who knew Christ thoroughly, believed Him
to be sinless. A generation, which had the facts

fully before them, accepted this as the truth re-

garding Jesus of Nazareth. Add to this the

mysterious effect the personality of Jesus had
upon those whose contact with Him was brief,
even momentary Pilate (Lk 234), Pilate's wife

(Mt 2719
), the centurion who superintended the

judicial murder (Mk 1539
,
Lk 23i7

), the malefactor
who died beside Him (Lk 23ff ). Among all the
witnesses the traitor himself is the clearest and
fullest (Mt 27*).
The knowledge which spirit* has of spirit, the

insight of our moral nature, the verdict of con-

science, are all confounded if the tamt of sin lay
on. the soul of Jesus.

(2) His own self-knowledge and Sis own self-

witness, which establish the fact of a conscience
at once perfectly true and absolutely void of any
sense of sin.

(a) He taught His disciples to pray for forgive-
ness

;
but He never set them the example of asking

it on His own behalf. He was their example in

prayer as in all else
,
but that which is a constituent

element in the prayers of all sinful men, the con-
fession of sin and the supplication of forgiveness,
does not appear m any prayer of His There is

even a scrupulous avoidance of any phrase which
would seem to include Himself in the class of those
whose prayers must contain this element, e.g.
Mt 69- 14 7U, where *ye

7
is emphatic and significant.

(6) He is absolutely intolerant of evil. He
counsels the extreme of loss in preference to its

presence (Mk 9i<M9). He traces it to its source in
heart and will, and doman-ls olesjiMn'j: and renewal
there (JVCk 7^-^). Yet nowhere does He bewail His
own pollution, or seek for cleansing. He lives a
life of strenuous devotion

;
but there is not a hint

of any process of mortifvmg sin m His members.
Such unconsciousness or sin is a psychological
impossibility, if His was simply the goodness of an

aspiring, stru^lm^. human soul, striving after
the ideal, and <voi dra.wiM2j ncurer it. By the

very height of His idea I M<> \\oiild be convicted of

shortcoming. But nothing m His language or

bearing Munie^, e^en remotely, such a conviction.
We knovv this .Uim and we know that in His own
consciousness there was no gulf between Him and
perfection, and that to His own deepest feeling
there was between Him and the Father perfect
moral identity If this Man be a sinner, the com-
petence of the moral judgment is destroyed for ever.

(c) He required moral renewal on the part of all

men (Mfc 183
, Jn 35

). But there is no record of
the conversion of Jesus, and there is no hint of a
belief on His part that He needed it. True, He
accepted, or rather demanded, baptism of John

;

but His action, as interpreted by Himself, plainly
j

implies that m uniting Himself with the sinful

people, He was under constraint of love, and not
under the compulsion of an alarmed and awakened

!

conscience That there was anything hi His ex-

perience analogous to a death to sin of His own,
and a rising into a life of new obedience, is con-
tradicted by every line of the G-ospel portrait.

(tf) He loved and pitied sinners. His sympa-
thetic treatment of them stands in lovely contrast
with the cruelty of the Pharisaic method. Yet, in
all His dealing with sinners, He preserves the
note of ethical distinction. He unites Himself
with sinners. His sin-bearing is >a fact* even
before Calvary. Yet at the point of closest and
most sympathetic union with sinners there is com-
plete inward aloofness from their sin. The con-
.tention that only a sinner can properly.

a sinner, and fully sympathize with him, is purely
a priori, and absolutely refuted by the ministry
of Jesus. Did any :rfi: a.n! M']-M any lover of

souls, ever sympathiz
' <^ rJi^< - uil with sinners?

Long before Christ, Plato had noted and disposed
of the fallacy that a man needs to be tainted with
sin before he can effectively deal with it.

' Vice
can never know both itself and virtue

;
but virtue

in a well-instructed nature will in time acqune a

knowledge at once of itself and of vice. The
virtuous man, therefore, and not the vicious man,
will make the wise judge

'

(Republic, 409) Let us
add, not a wise judge merely, but a loving friend

and helper. Sin is a hindrance, not a help, in

loving The crowning help which Jesus bestowed
on sinners was the forgiveness of sins. This was

beyond doubt a DIVUK- [iipioiMihu both in the

minds of those who oht-riitd II.- conduct and in

His own. It He exercised it, therefore, while
aware of His own sinfulness, He was uttering

blasphemy, and the worst verdict of His critics was
justifiable. His forgiving sin is absolute proof
that to His own consciousness He was sinless.

(e) He died for sinners. What has just u n
said of His "',V 2 "-'nners applies with yet

mightier force .-> II,- ('nn! in dying. He believed
it to be of such unique value for God that, on the

ground of it, He could forgive the sms of men.
Without trenching on the discussions that gather
round the death of Christ, and without attempting
any dogmatic statement, we are safe m asserting
that to Jesus His blood was covenant blood* rati-

fying the New Covenant which had been the pro-
found anticipation of OT prophecy (Jer 31 31~3i

).

No man, conscious of being himself a sinner, could
have supposed that his death would create the
Covenant and procure the for i VPIIPS^ of sms. Since
Jesus certainly believed that His death would
have this stupendous effect, it is certain also that
He believed Himself to be utterly removed from
the need of forgiveness.
What is thus to be traced, as the implication of

our Lord's dealing with sinners, becomes m the
Fourth Gospel His explicit self-assertion. It may
be that, had these utterances stood alone, they
might have been discounted as due to dogmatic
preconceptions on the part of the writer, hince,

however, they are in complete psychological har-

mony with the whole Synoptic portraiture, they
cannot be thus explained away. They are, besides,

precisely what might be looked for, and carry with
them strong internal evidence of their goimiri IK s

Innocence may be unconscious 01 usoll, bin 1101*

that sinlessness which is the correlate of perfection.

Self-knowledge must accompany that goodness
which grows toward maturity, and maintains its

integrity against temptation Jesus did not live in

a golden mist. I IP max be trusted in His self-

witness
;

and the occasions mentioned in the
Fourth Gospel on which He bore such witness are

precisely those of great -trial or deep experience,
when a man is permitted, nay required, to state

the truth regarding Himself. He bears witness:

(a) before His enemies, as part of His self-defence

(Jn 846), arguing from His pnrity of heart to His
undimmed vision of things nnseen; (ft")

to His

own, as example and encouragement (Jn 1510),
revealing the secret of a serene and joyful life, as

part of His last charge and message; (7) to His

Father, in an hour of sacred communion (Jn IT4),
as the review and estimate of His life ; (5) on the
cross (Jn 1930

), as the summary of His long war-

fare, the note of final achievement of the whole
will of G-od.

If Jesus were in any degree sinful, He mrjst

have known it, and had He known it He would
have told us If He knew it and did not tell -us,

we should have jnst cause of complaint against
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Him, since, in tliat case, He must have allowed a

false impression to grow up regarding Him. If He
was sinful and did not know it, He must fall out

of the rank of the best men, because in that case

He lacks the noblest and most moving element in

the character of those who ha\ e agonized heaven-

ward, a deep sense of demerit and an adoring
sense of the grace of God. But, in truth, the

mere statement of these alternatives and infer-

ences is intolerable. The conscience of the race

has been created by Jesus Christ. His character

is at once the rebuke and the inspiration of every

age He is the moral ideal ruili/rd once for all.

There is no other, no higher goodness than, that

which is incarnated in Him; and, as has been

said,
' the difference between the highest morality

that exists and a perfect one is a difference not of

degree, but of kind' (Davidson, Theol of O.T.).
To this affirmation regarding Jesus we are con-

strained to come. Nothing less is a fair inter-

pretation of the record. He stands alone. Man
though He be, He is distinguished from all men by
unique moral and spiritual excellence. Between
Him and God there is a relationship to which there

is no parallel in the case of any other man. The
absolute distinctiveness of the character of Christ

is not a dogma, constructed under philosophical or

Thei-lugioal influences. It is a fact to which every
line o if the portrait bears unanswerable evidence.

Stated as a fact, however, it becomes at once a

problem which, cannot be evaded. fc Whence hath

this man these things ? ' How the answer shall be

framed, whether the Nicene formula is adequate,

or, if not, how it is to be corrected and supple-

mented, is the task laid upon the intellect and
conscience of the Church of to-day. It is certain

that upon the earnestness and honesty with which
she takes up that task will depend her vitality and
her permanence. It is certain also that intellectual

progress 1 1 n p 1 H '
i iV ' 2 t

!
i r mystery of the Person

of Christ iv 1 b- CIJIH. nor* -I by moral progress in

apprehending, appropriating, and reproducing the

perfection ofHis character.
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Ooterzec and in last-named authoi s Image of t7;rui! '> \vo!l

as in treatises on CArwdian Ethics of -il-o Mnlkor s Tmngo
CkriKti Fairbairn kjSti^e* tilth? Lift '// Chrtft <'li m JI<rr-

mann's Commwn&on wzlh God, p. TO rt : Liddoii's Jf t Lect iv.

T. B. KILPA.TRIOK.

CHARGER.~The utensil referred to (Mt 14&H,
Mk 6s5 28) was a flat tray or salver (Gr. wtmg) with
a narrow rim, and was usually made of brass, the

surface "being plain or ornamented with engraved
or embossed designs, and varying in size from one
to three feet in diameter. At an Oriental meal
the tray is laid upon a low stool, the dishes being
placed upon it, while those who partake sit or

recline around it. The tray is also carried around

by an attendant when presenting wine or drinks

composed, of water flavoured with lemon, rose, or

violet essences.

In the two passages that describe Salome's re-

quest at Herod's birthday feast, the charger is

mentioned as an essential part of the stipulation.

In both narratives the demand is for the head of

John the Baptist in a charger. In explanation of

this it has to be noted that the daughter of Hero-
dias had demeaned herself to play the part of a hired

Oriental dancer, with the usual accompaniments
ot paint and jewellery, loose and showy costume,
and gestures of indelicate suggestion. The appear-
ance and dancing of the young princess bad capti-
vated the guests already exhilarated by the royal
banquet, and prepared them to applaud anything
clever and audacious from the same person. The
king entered into the spirit of the occasion, and
treating her as a paid performer, offered her for

her services anything she might desire And &o

when she requested that the head of John the

Baptist might be served up to her on one of the

trays from which the guests were being regaled, the

unfeeling jest implied that this would be to her both
her professional fee and her portion of the feast.

It was John the Baptist's last testimony against
the artificial and insincere spirit of the age. When
such a crime could be so lightly committed, the

day of the Lord upon the nation could not be
far off. Afterwards, when Herod addressed his

questions to Christ, it was to find Him absolutely
silent (Lk 239). The atrophy of moral feeling may
be gradual, and be relieved by intervals of wrestling
and regret, but at last unwillingness to feel becomes

inability to feel.

A touch of witty caricature or grotesque ex-

aggeration has often since then given pass and

.
to -P'.nM 1 YI- essentially wrong and

in 1 1 sell r'opulsive. When society is made selfish

and artificial by luxury and the love of pleasure,
it will keep its oaths of personal vanity although
the gratification should stifle the voice of sincerity
and truth. G. M. MACKIE.

CHICKENS. See ANIMALS, p. 642.

CHIEF PRIESTS (dpxtepeZs), In the Gospels
&pxiepe&s properly denotes the individual who for

the time being held the office of Jewish high
priest ;

and when the word occurs in its singular

form,
'

high priest
'
is the almost invariable render-

ing it receives throughout the NT, both in AV
and RV (in Lk 32 &ri &px&pw*A.vra Kal Kcud0a is

rendered in AY 'Annas and Caiaphas being the

high priests,
1 and in RV *in the high priesthood

of Annas and Caiaphas.' In Ac 1914 &px tepefe, as

applied to ' one Sceva, a Jew,' is rendered l chief of

the piiests
' in AY, *a cMef priest' in BV). For

n - i -

1
JM .,'" -MI' of the office of the dp%te/>ci5s in

N. i
i s.-.;! 1

-I \ l*o of the use of the word as a

title of Christ by the author of Hebrews, reference

must be made to art. HIGH PRIEST. But in the

Gospels and Acts the word occurs very frequently
in the plural form (of. Jos. Vita, -38, BJ IT. m.

7, 9, 10. and passim) ,
and on all such occasions,

both in AY and RY, it is translated chief priests.'

It is these dpxiepets, not the ApxuP^s proper, with
whom we are concerned in the present article

The precise meaning of d/)%t6peZs, as we meet it

in the Gospels and Josephus, is not easily deter-

mined. A common explanation used to be that

these * chief priests
' were the heads or presidents

of the twenty-four courses into which the Jewish

priesthood was divided (1 Ch 244
,
2 Ch 8, Lk is-s

;

Jos. Ant. vn. xiv. 7), or at least that these heads
of the priestly courses were included under the

term (see, e.g ,
the Lexicons of Cremer and Grimm-

Thayer, s v. Apx^peijs ;
Alford on Mt 24) . It is true

that some support for this view may be found in

the expressions 'all the chief (RY *

chiefs') of the

priests' (2 Ch 361
*, Neh 127

), 'the chief priests'

(RY l the chiefs of the priests,' Ezr 105) Bnt it is
4

noticeable, as Schnrer pointed out (
4

_6ie
im NT ' m S for 1872), that in theLXX the word
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is never used of the heads of the priestly
courses, and that the nearest approximations to
this term are such phrases as &PXOVTSS T&V Trarptwi'
r&v iepuv (1 Ch 246 ), dpxovres r&v ieptuv (Neh 127

).

And most scholars now take the view that the

dpxtepeis were high priests rather than * chief

priests,
5 not leading representatives from the

general body of T '

i r < >' but members of

an exclusive high
'

. *\\ <

As applied to this high priestly class, the word
dpxiepeTs would seem to denote primarily the
official high priest together with a group of ex-

high priests. For by NT times the lniili piio-lly
office had sunk far from its former giojmio l'r.

was no 1 )!.( l,"ieditary, and no longer held for
life IJ->. It I Io'<nl and the Roman legates deposed
and set up high priests at their pleasure (Jos.
Ant. xx. x. 1), as the Seleucidse appear to have
done at an earlier period (2 Mac 424 ; Jos. Ant. XII.

v. 1). Thus there were usually several ex-high
priests alive at the same time, and these men,
though deprived of office, still retained the title

of dpxtepets and &till exercised considerable power
in the Jewish State (cf. Jos. V^ta, 38, BJ II. xii.

6, IV. iii. 7, 9, 10, iv. iv. 3). In the notable case of

Annas, we even have an ex-high priest whose
influence was plainly greater than that of the

fyxiepefo Pr Per (<tf- ^k 32
, Jn 18U- 24

, Ac 46).

But Schurer further maintains that, in addition
to the ex-high priests, the title was applied to the
members of those families from which the high
priests were usually chosen the ytvos dpxtepanv6z>
of Ac 46

. It appears from a statement of Josephus
that the dignity of the high priesthood was con-
fined to a few select families (BJ iv. iii. 6) ; and
that this was really the case becomes clear upon
an examination of the list which Schurer has

compiled, from the various references given by the
Jewish historian, of the t\\ omy-oi^hl holders of the
office during the Romano-Herpdian period (HJP
II. i. 196 ff., 204). Above all, in one passage (BJ
vi. ii. 2) Josephus, after distinguishing the viol rG*v

dpx^p^v from the dpxtepeft themselves, apparently
combines both classes under the general designa-
tion of dpxtepefo. Sehurer accordingly comes to
the conclusion, which has been widely adopted,
that the dpxiepels of the NT and Josephus

*

consist,
in the first instance, of the high priests properly
so called, i.e. the one actually in office and those
who had previously been so, and then of the mem-
bers of those privileged families from which the
high priests -\\ ere taken

'

(op cif. p. 206). These,
then, were in all piobabihty the 'chief priests* of
the EV. They belonged "to the party of the
Sadducees (Ac 517 ; Jos. Ant. XX. ix. 1), and were,
formally at least, the leading j>"i-onajre- in (lie

Sanhedriu.f But in NT tirno^ T!IMI iiilhienoo.

even in the Sanhedrin, was inferior i-> that of mo
scribes and Pharisees, who commanded the popu-
lar sympathies as the high priestly party did not
(Jos. Ant. XIII. x. 6, XVIII. L 4; cf. Ac 5^ 236ff

-).

Lm-u VTIRE -Pohiirer, HJP n i pp. 174-184, 195-206, and
*I)ie *a'/j e ;a7; mi XT' in 5A", 1872, pp. 593-657; Edersheim. Life
and Time* of Jew* th<> Me+iah t i p. 322 f.; Ewald, HI vil p.
479 ff

, ILi-uicr*.' DR. artr PriesLi and Levites' and * Priest in
NT', lI'iiK-k'-Ilor/o^, /*..*, art. 'Hoher Pnester'; Jewish
Envyc., art. 'High Priest.' J. Q_ LAMBERT.

CHILDHOOD^ i. THE CHILDHOOD OF JESXTS.
In the Lukan narratives of the Infancy and Child-
hood our Lord is described both as TO i5iov "I-ncrovs

New Testament (1905>;

j Wherteipxispsjit are mentioned in the NT along with -

TS~; and vp&fpurepot, they almost invariably occupy the first

place.
I For the Greek terms relating to the period of childhood,

Bee following article.

in His earliest years (Lk 227 * 40 - so also in Mt 2

throughout), and as 'lya-ovs 6 TTCUS when twelve years
old. Beyond, however, the brief stories of Mt 2 and
Lk 2 we seek in vain for any information having
any authority whatever concerning the early years
of Jesus, or, for that matter, any part of His life

prior to the Mim&tiy. And what small fragments
these beautiful stories are ! This dearth of in-

formation for which so great a craving has been
felt has repeatedly been remarked on yet, after

all, need we wonder very much at l^he silence of the
F ,

'

li"- . 1 narratives concerning these matters?
I . of Jesus appears not to have come
within their scope ; for the purpose of the Evan-

gelical compilation was not to furnish a *
Life

'

in
the modern sense, but to set forth a gospel. Their
interest in Jesus in this respect begins pre-e.mi-

nently with His bapti&m, as the simple exordium
of St. Mark's Gospel indicates ' The beginning of

the gospel of Jesus Christ.' Even in the case of
St. Luke's Gospel, with its peculiar stock of early
narratives in chs. 1. 2, the preface to the Acts
indicates that its great concern was with the

things that Jesus did and taught {Ac I 1
). What-

ever may be our views as to "the source and au-

thoiity of what is recorded in Mt 1. 2, and whether
we care to use the term *

envelope
9

(see Bacon,
Introd.y. 198) or not in -peakin<r of this portion
of the Gospel, it is clear ilnt tho->o, t^ <K'i]i(ii-
;io -! ] : : eradded to the main Kxix 01 I'lo

>\ i'. , .:'; and it is the same withTLk 1. 2.

I i .. n ^e begins in the case of each of

these Gospels at ch. 3, where parallels with St
Mark also begin to be furnished.
All that we have in the Canonical Gospels con-

cerning the childhood of Jesus, strictly speaking,
is found in Lk 240'52

. The first twelve years are
covered by v.40, whilst v 52 has to suffice for all the

remaining years up to the commencement of the

Ministry. The writer has nothing to tell save the

story of the Visit to the Temple, and contents
himself for the rest A "i -

;
>

,
!'<.! -.atements

in Hebraic phraseol .^\ i i. "i i ,' v reminds
us of what is said of ' the child Samuel 3

(1 S 221 26
).

He has used piiuticjilly the same formula to cover

years of John the Baptist's history (I
80

). As for

the story of the VIMT to the Tom
j
Jo there is that

about it which ojniio^ oon\ 101 ion di.n we have here
a genuine and deliglnful ^rllmp-o of our Lord in
His childhood one only ^linip-c which, however,
suffices to show us what manner of child He was,
on the piiiu ij>lo of ex uno disceomnes. It is to be
noted ih j.i 1 1 1- MO is no hint that He was regarded
as a prodigy by His parents and the neighbours
with whom He travelled up to Jerusalem. The
element of the merely marvellous is at a minimum.
The wonder that does show itself is In the region
of the spirit, and appears in the beautiful intelli-

gence and rare spiritual gleams (vv.
47'50

)
which the

Boy displayed, astonishing alike to the Rabbis
and to His bewildered parents.
The silence and restraint of the Canonical Gospels

on this subject are best appreciated when viewed

against the
background winch the Apocryphal

Gospels supply. Perhaps the most valuable ser-

vice that the latter writings render is that com-

parison with them so strongly brings out the
intrinsic value and superiority of our Canonical

Gospels. They show us conclusively what men
with a free hand could and would "do This is

conspicuously the case with reference to the eaily
years of Jesus. The extravagant and miraculous
stories told concerning His infancy and childhood,
taken by themsehes, would surace to crush out
the historicity of Jesus and consign Him to the

region of the mythical We seek in vain in these
writing for anything like a sober account of our
Lords, giowth and general history during this
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penod: we find
*

of grotesque
wonder-tales c( of the Boy.
His miraculous powers prove to be of singular
advantage to Joseph, for when a team or plank
has been cut too snort Jesus rectifies the mistake

by merely pulling it out to the required length.
TTo (liaise- boys into kids, and anon restores them
i,o i hen former condition. He carries both fire

and water quite easily in His cloak. When play-
ing with other boys and making figures of various
beasts and birds, Jesus makes those He had formed
walk and fly, and eat and drink. Wonderful works
of healing are also ascribed to the Child ; and some
of them take strange forms, in curious contrast
to the stories of the works of Jesus found in our

Gospels. E.g. Simon the Canansean as a boy is

nigh to death through having been bitten by a

serpent. Jesus makes the serpent itself come and
suck out all the poison from the wound ; then He
curses it, and rs 'u>,"lvl i"lv ihe creature bursts
a&under. The cu-c 01 iK"'ioniii, -, of lepers, of the
blind and maimed and sick, and the raising of the

dead, are all ascribed to the Child Jesus, and

always with more or less potc-on^nc-- of cir-

cumstance. Strangest thing 01 ! 'I, ; * hole series

of vindictive and destructive miracles are given
which offer the most flagrant contrast to all that
we know of our Lord, and which, if true, would
have made Him a veritable terror to all with whom
He came into contact. Boys who thwart Him in

play are immediately struck dead : others who
take action against Him are blinded. It is true
the mischief is usually repaired by Him in re-

sponse to earnest entreaty; but the vengeful
malevolence is

**

, throughout. In the

stories, again, . f
>

\ His early education,
Jesus is represented as being un enfant terrible

to more than one master to whom He was sent
to learn His letters. But a comparison of the

story of the Visit to the Temple, as told in the
Arabic Gospel of the Infancy and other such writ-

ings, with the narrative as we have it in Lk 2,

serves as well as possible to show the untrust-

worthy character of the Apocryphal Gospels,
whatever curious interest may attach to them.
For the simple and natural statement of St. Luke,
that 'all that heard Him were amazed at His

understanding and His answers/ we find Him
represented as not only getting the upper hand
of the great Rabbis in relation to the Knowledge
of the Torah, but as giving profound in -imet ion

i<> philosophers in agronomy, natural science, and
mt-dicmc, explaining to them *

physics and meta-

ph\>i( s. b v perphy^ic.^ and hypophysics/ and many
orher things *

The Apocryphal \\ritingb \\hich, in particular, abound In

these tales of the childhood of .Jesus, are the Go&pel of pseudo-
Matthew, the Protfitirui'tivm of James, the Arabic Gospel of
the Infancy, and tho tiot-pel "j Thomas m its various forms.
The Thomas Gospel is mainly answerable for the stones of

Mi'dicnvo miracles referred to above. The Synac form of this

i.o-iwl i*> cMLiLlcd m ihe Ma (6th cent) the 'Boyhood of Our
Lorcl Jesus.'

With every allowance for whatever M;ant:\

touches of l>eauty and elements or value may
here and there be found, a survey of this Apocry-
phal literature gives fresh force to Edeibheirn s

remark (Jesus the Messiah, bk. ii. ch. 10): 'We
dread gathering around our thoughts of Him the
artificial floweis of legend.' In default, however,
of authentic records there remains one expedient
foi meeting the deep silence of our Gospels which
modern writers who essay the construction of a
* Life of Christ

'

are full ready to make use of.

All available knowledge regarding the times in

which our Lord lived, the simoundmgs and condi-

tions in which He grew up, and the manner m
which Jewish boys were educated (see artt BOY-
HOOD and EDUCATION), can be employed to help

us to form a sober and reverent conception of Him
in the days of His childhood. Perhaps, indeed,
such matters in their general treatment enter into
some Lives of Christ even to prolixity. It is a
true instinct, however, which bids us set aside

early and mediaeval
" * *

h all their naivete,
and frame a concep ! as living the life

of a normal Jewish boy of His own time and
station, distinguished only by a r^e 1*01 -on a?
charm of goodness and grace. The uMiukli'-"_i ot

a human life in growing beauty and numbiy of
character more truly proclaims

4 God with us 3 than
could such miraculous rTf-vta" 'i'< r

'- as would
tend to make the Chi!-i an o.^i-, <-i mingled
wonder and fear. Painters who have represented
the Holy Child in simple human grace, without
the encircling nimbus, have not on that account
fallen behind others in suggesting His true

Divinity.
*He came to Nazareth, where He had "been

brought up
'

(Lk 416) how much that phrase
covers ! The great factors entering into His
education were home training, the 'xnrj.'oi.u'

1

both as a place of worship and as a -t -loul, ih-

many - coloured life of the district in which He
spent His youth, the natural features of the

locality, and all the scenery round about Nazareth,
so full of beauty and stirring historical associa-

tions. Later on, after He had attained (

years of

discretion,' in our phiase, becoming a bar-mizvah

(njso "13= son of commandment= one responsible for

compliance with legal requirements), as the Jews

express it, His repeated visits to Jerusalem to

attend the feasts would also count for much. If

we are to understand the visit mentioned in Lk 2
to be the first thatJesus paid to J< ; 1 :i ''*<: _

1
'

the narrative does not explicitly \ i v . M

may take it that at the age of twelve (Lk S42) He
was regarded as M,- !_ .".i-'ed that important
stage in a boy's IM-- ,! '' the usual age for

such recognition was somewhat later.

Jesus belonged to a people mi-rtiipkvod for the

care bestowed upon ilie ediK'iiuon of children.

His earliest teacher would be His mother; and
\ve cannot doubt that of all Jewish mothers none
could excel Mary (' blessed among women*) in all

such work. Among other t/hin^ He would prob-

ably learn from her the Mwmtt' ( l)t 64
) that sacred

formula which attends the devout Jew from his

earliest years to his latest moment. This is quite
consistent with the fact that education was one of

the things for which the father was held respon-
sible as regards his son. At an early age Jesus

would be sent to school at the synagogue, there to

be taught by the hazzan, or schoolmaster, to read

and recite rh o Je\\*i ! i S< i i piu i o- ^The instruction

given did noi jro l>e\ornl tin-, with writing; and

possibly a little arithmetic as additional and sub-

ordinate subjects. It was in a supreme degree a

religious education, designed to lit children for the

practical duties of life. The education of Jesus

\va-> juat that of the great mass of the people:
unlike Saul of Tarsus, no Mth h't-Nidiavl, or

college of Scribes, received Him as a student

(' Whence hath this man these things?* Mk62
;

cf . Jn 715
). As a schoolboy, too, Jesus, ^ ould have

His recreations. School hours were not excessive,

amounting to no more than four or five hours

a day. Truly Jewish games, however, were but

few. They had little or nothing coiiesponding to

our school sports; and the cult of athletics was
looked upon as something alien Little children,

like those of other times and races, found amuse-

ment in playing at doing as grown-up people did :

and the words of our Lord in Mt ll lb - 17
very likely

contain not merely the result of His observation,

but a memory of flis own childhood For the rest,

as a boy He would find abundant means of re-
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creation in rambling round about Nazareth amidst
the sights and sounds of nature. The open-air
atmosphere of His preaching, with its abundant
allusions to the life of the held and to the varied

aspects of nature, betokens an early-formed and
loving familiarity*
On His visit to Nazareth, described in Lk 4,

* He
entered, as His custom was, into the synagogue on
the Sabbath day' (v.

16
) : and that custom, we may

be sure, was a growth from His earliest years.
Children, in those days, were admitted to religious
celebrations in the Temple at an early age. A
boy's religious life was considered to begin at the

age of tour. Both boys and girls accompanied
their mothers to tlio -vi-j^o^ue \\ljon very young
And Sabbath by iviohiuii liuou^hout His early
peaceful years, Jesus was tound in the synagogue
with His mother Mary ; and a benediction and a

joy it must have been to all the frequenters of that

synagogue at Nazareth to look upon the fair,

winsome, earnest face of the Child. When we
read, as we do, of boys playing in the synagogue
during worship and causing annoyance to their

elders, it interests us to recognize the < ( , .'

of a familiar experience in modern : i
<

;

without tak *
" *

* from the naturalness of

our Lord's
^ s impossible to think of

Him in any such association. We can only think
of Him as showing forth a spirit of wondrous
grace, a growing responsiveness towards the

prayers and praises, becoming more and more
lamihar and dear, a deepening love of the noble
words in which He heard the laws, the hopes and
the faith of Israel set forth. The whole unfolding
of His life in all the leligious discipline and edu-
cation of the home, the synagogue and the whole
round of the Jewish year of feasts and fasts, must
have been beautiful to those to whose care He was
entrusted. When a boy became bar-mizvah, there
was a lightening of (he iMlcmnl lopoii-ihility
regarding him, and a -HIM- 01 icliof <uielj jouiul

expression in the benediction pronounced" by the
father on that occasion ' Blessed be He for having
freed me from this punishment.

1 There could
have been no room for such an utterance when
Jesus left His mother's side, henceforth to take
His place among the men in the congiegation
Our most profitable reflections on the childhood

of our Lord, however, are best summarized in the

saying of Irenseus, to the effect that, in com-
pletely participating in the conditions of human
life, He became a child for the sake of children,
and by His own experience of childhood He has
sanctified it (adv. ffaer* n. xxii. 4).

ii. CHILDHOOD IN THE TEACHING OF JESUS
It was only to be expected that Jesus would
exhibit an unquestionable love for children

;
and it

is in complete accord with the whole tenor of His
teaching- that He should specially emphasize the
importance and value of the child. The well-
known words of Juvenal,

* Maxima debetur puero
reverentia

5

(Sat. xiv. 47), gain their profoundest
significance when the attitude assumed by oui
Lord towards children is considered The story
of Jairus' daughter (rb 8vydrpc6v pov is the father's

appealing expression in Mk 5*) suggests a special
tenderness in Jesus towards children for whom His
healing was sought ; He could not resist such an
appeal as,

'

Sir, come down ere my child (TO ircuSiov

(upi)
die' (Jn 449

) ; and it was anything but in-
difitiience to the woe& of a htile heathen girl (dvyd-
rpiov, Mk 7^) winch made Him apparently reluctant
to yield to the entreaties of the Syrophcenician
woman. Such cases, we may be sure, are only
representative of many more. And that our Lord
Himself had a singular attraction for children
admits of no doubt His triumphal Entiy into
Jerusalem and the Temple cannot have been, the

only time when He had child-friends to greet and
attend Him (Mt 21 15

). It was no new thing for

parents to seek a Rabbi's blessing for their children,
but it was a unique charm in Jesus which led

mothers suiely mothers were at least among
those that brought them '

to desire His blessing
for their little ones (Mk 1018'16 and parallels).
St. Mark's special touch in describing how He
welcomed them (tvayKaXurdpevos, v. lb

) "v

true to the .spirit of the Ma&ter. His i.'i

was as remote from the perfunctory as it could be.

The teaching of Jesus concerning children and
childhood gathers round two occasions when He
blessed the little ones (as above), and when He
rebuked the ambition of the disciples, see Mk
g*w7s

Lk O46
'48

, and Mt 181' 14
, with notable amplifi-

cations.

(a) In the former instance the untimely inter-

position of the disciples leads to the saying,
* Of

such is the kingdom of God ' In Mark and Luke
this is followed by a further solemn saying
e Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God
as a little child, he shall in no wise enter therein.*

Though Matthew lacks this in this connexion, he
has a corresponding utterance m 183 4

. Wendt
(Lehre Jesu, Eng. tr, ii pp. 49, 50) considers that
all the stress of these words lies on the receptivity
demanded by Jesus on the part of those who would
enter the kingdom. 'Not the reception of the

kingdom of God at a childlike age (sic), but in a
childlike character, He declares to be the indis-

pensable condition of entering the 1*
:i; i^in >-f God;

and under this childlike characti i II" * < not
understand any virtue of childlike blamelessness,
but only the receptivity itself. . . .* And no
doubt in the second of these sayings the manner
in which men are to receive the kingdom is set
forth with emphasis. Those who find themselves
for one reason and another outside the kingdom,
can obtain admission thereinto only when the
offer of its gracious blessings is received, not with
* blamelessness

J

indeed (which is out of the question
here), but, with the simple trust, the unpretentious-
ness, the earnest desire and the reality which are
characteristic of a child. But there is -o'nolliin^
more than this m the words of Jesus. '1 no in-r

saying has hardly its due weight given to it if we
stop here.

* Of such is the kingdom of God/ The
kingdom belongs to such. And we cannot accept
* the childlike' as the complete equivalent of * such.*

Wendt, it is true, acknowledges children to be
e

susceptible subjects for 1 1i< pmu li'iii*: of the king-
dom of God '

(as above, p. 5u ) ; but are we to under-
stand that they are to be invited to receive it as

having been outsidefrom the first ? We verge here
on controversies that have loomed large on the
troubled way of the diversified development of

Christian thought and opinion. Bnl iho -{iying
of Jesus, as it stands, surely implies that the king-
doni comprises not only the childlike, but little

children qua children as well. They are its in-

heritors. They may forfeit its blessings subse-

quently by their own act, or others may oe speci-

ally responsible for their failing to retain their

inheritance (Mt IS6) ; but that is another matter.
As Bengel says (on Mt 191

*), 'rotovros notat sub-
stautiam cum qualitate.' And the relation of our
Loid to humanity at large makes this but the
natural interpretation of His words. * If they who
are like little children belong to the kingdom of

heaven, why should we for a moment doubt that
the little children themselves belong to the king-
dom?' So Morison, who is altogether admirable
on this point (see especially Com. on Mt 1914

).

(b) The waj in which Jesus dealt with the dis-

ciples' dispute concerning precedence (Mk 9s3
"37 and

parallels) further brings out the qualities of child-

hood which were most precious in His eyes, and
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the value and importance He attached to little

children themselves. The little one He called to

Him and so lovingly embraced (St. Mark's special
touch again), was held up to the disciples as an

example and guide to greatness. To be great in

the kingdom of heaven (Mt 181 * 4
) it was necessary

to have a spirit
'

r '
r and humility such as

w as seen in the m self-regard and self-

seeking had as yet no place. It is one of oui
Loul's great paiado\e> To be childlike is to be

tiuly great. The same truth is emphasized in a

saying which in vaiymg form is found twice over
in each of the Synoptics the man who v, ishes to

be first shall be last ; the man \\ illing to be least

shall be great We heie learn further how Jesus

regards little children as in a real sense belonging
to Him. To receive a little child as belonging to

Him, bestowing loving care upon it, is a high
service rendered to Him and to God oy whom He
was sent. In Mt 1040

"42 the importance attached
to such service is strikingly expressed in the pro-

gressive series in which Jesus promises a reward
to those who thus receive His ni< -*iMigei a pro-

phet, a good man, *one of these lit rlo onr^.'' It is

most natural to understand that in using such an

expression as the last our Lord actually referred
to some children who were hard by when He was
speaking; And as here, so in the more extended

sayings in Mt 18, whatever the reference to child-

like and lowly -minded disciples in general, the
words of Jesus niu&t apply to children themselves.
The terrible warning of Mt IS6 applies to those
who hinder such little ones in relation to the king-
dom. Though it is not expressly so stated, what
is said about receiving children suggests that
such a wrong done to any child is as a -

i>-'i, <1
k

to Christ Himself. The preciousness <-i ;, I ,

child in the sight of *our Father in heaven' is

emphatically asserted by Jesus in Mt 1810"14
. The

children's angels, He says, are ever in the presence
of God (v.

10
). Whether this remarkable saying be

understood as referring to guardian angels or to

represein ,i(I\o Ji'iLiol- 'in -o'lie way corresponding
to the /> <!i-i r inn y/ "i " *//,* or *

spiritual counter-

parts
3

see ait. by'lh. J. H. Moulton in Journal

of TheoL Studies, July 1902), it clearly declares

that no little one is an object of indifference with

God, no wrong inflicted upon a child can escape IIi-5

notice. The closing saying of this gioup (\v.
liM4

)

embodies the illustration of the one stray sheep,
found in another connexion in Lk 15, and teaches

that, whatever ruin may befall
* one of these little

ones,' it is not a matter of the Divine pleasure and
ordination that even one such should be * cast as
rubbish to the void.' See also art. CHILDREN,
which is written from, a different standpoint.
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, Schurer, IMP ;

Wendt, 'l<>a>hin'i or ,/atr/*, 11 4&11 , G B. Stevens, Theology of
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CHILDREN. In the regeneration of society
which has been wrought by the forces brought
into the world by Christianity, the family, of

course, has had its part. Or rather, since to Jesus
also the family was the social unit, this regenera-*
tion began with the family and spread outwards
from it. The emphasis laid by our Lord on the
institution of the family deserves even to be called

extraordinary. Not only did He habitually ex-
hibit sympathy with domestic life in all its phases,
and particularly reverence for women and tender-
ness for children . and not only did He adopt the

vocabulary of the family to express the relations

subsisting between Himself and His followers, and
even as His choicest vehicle for conveying to them
a vitalizing conception of their relations to God,
'from whom,

5

as that one of His servants who
best represents F i

'

aspect of it

declares, 'every B
, on earth is

named' (Eph 315
) ; but, deserting His customary

reserve in dealing with social institution^ in the
ca&e of this one alone did He advance beyond
general principles to specific "'t . "-V , (Cf. F G.

Peabody, Jesus Christ and * >, .-/ Question,
p. 145 ft ).

This specific legislation does not directly con-
cern children. It is tiue that childhood owes as
much to the gospel as womanhood itself (cf. e.g.

Uhlhorn, Conflict ofCli t*ii" i'if
>f with Heathenism,

p. 182). And the cau^o of tL't> great revolution
which was wrought by the gospel in the condition
of children and the estimate placed on childhood,
are undoubtedly rooted in the life and teaching of
our Lord, and are spread on the pages of the

Gospels. But we shall search in vain in the re-

corded teaching of Jesus for either direct legisla-

tion, or even enunciation of general principles
i<7 il,"

1

'*'!^ the relations of parents and children, or
c-.r ;

-
!_ the position of children in the social

.. .",.! "He has left us no commandments, no
not even exhortations on the subject.

He simply moves onward in His course, touching
in life, act, word on the domestic relations that
were prevalent about Him, and elevating and

glorifying
everything that He touched. Thus He

as handed down to us a new ideal of the family,
and lifted to a new plane our whole conception of

childhood. (Cf. Shailer Mathews, The Social

Teaching of Jesus, p. 101 ff. ).

The domestic economy which forms the back-

ground of Jesus' life, and is assumed in all His
dealings with children and in all His allusions
to them and their ways, is, of course, the whole-
some home-life which had grown up in Israel

under the moulding influence of the revelation of
the Old Covenant. Its basis was the passionately
affectionate Semitic nature, and no doubt certain
modifications had come to it from contact with
other civilizations; but its form was determined

by the tutelage which Jehovah had granted His

people. (Cf. Edersheim, Sketches of Jewish Social

Xife in the Days of Christ, chs. vi.-ix., and The

Life and Times of Jems the Messiah, bk. II. chs.

ix. and x, ; also Hastings' DB9 articles
*
Child/

*

Family.
* For 1ater Jewish child-life see Schechter,

Studies in Judaism, xii. ; and, above all, L. Low,
Die Lebensalter* Cf. also Ploss, Das Kind in
Brauch und Sitte der VolJcer).

The tender love which the Hebrew parent bore to his child,
and the absorbing interest with which he watched and guided
its development, doubtless find partial expression m the multi-

pi i Mi \ of <1 jsignations "by which the several stages of childhood
nro in,'irkl in that pictorial language. Besides the general

!
terms for ' son

'

(ben) and daughter' (bath), eight of these have
! been noted tracing the child from its birth to its maturity ;

yeled (fern yaldah), the 'birthling', ydnek, the 'suckling*;
'dlel, the suckling of a torpor growth, perhaps the *worrier* ;

fftimul, the 'weanling'; taph. the 'toddler', 'etem, the 'fat

one'; na'ar, the 'free' oru 1
'

, bah ir, the 'ripe one.* (So Ham-
burger, JRE i 642, after \vhom Edersheim, 0$p. cvtt. p. 103 f.

and i. p 221, note 3).

This series of designations may, of course, be more than
matched out of the richness of Greek speech Here the general
term of* relation^

*
child

'

(* r&Kvtv, dimin. *
Ttvtav)t parts into

the; more swecmc 'son* (?vias, dimin, w.$tov, wtw) and
*

daughter* (* fo>^ev') dimin
*

fluyarpioi.) ; while the multitude M
terms describing stages of gro\\ th quae baffles discrimination
The grammarians"have handed down to us each hu> several list,

among which that of Alexion (Ev,sL 17S8, 22), for instance,
enumerates ten stages between the newborn infant and the
mature young man: *(3pt<pOj *vati^av t

*
irce.iBoc.piov , s-ae/S/Vaw*

,

* ifeus ; ir*;U*g, Or /Sw$, or nvrtxaus , Or [*&XtQv$es ; etyifrs ,

fAupaixfw or fj.iipa ,

*
veetvitrxos ;

*
vEotv/oc?. Needless to say, the

sequences of such lists cannot be taken too strictly. And.

equally needless to say, they by no means exhaust the 33 nonymy.

* Those terms which occur in NT are marked by an asterisk.
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Alexion's list, for example, does not contain even all the
terms of this class that occur in the Gospel narratives The
series afforded by them would run something like this fipttposj

vvt-riOi, #*jAan>, TJH^OV, TKI$ atptov , r7?, vsae-^ntrfso;, to which would
need to be added the distinctively feminine QuyoiTptov, xop<rtov

Ii - n > t\
-

v 1 1 o recognize the general distinctions between
these terms. (For the detailed synonymy see especially
Schmidt, D ?

. . d. rt v* e
,i

* *
69, for the terms

belonging
1 -

^ to "
> ,'',_' for those describ-

ing the stages between childhood and maturity ,
and c. 47 for

some terms denoting youthfulness ; cf Thayer, Lex o\ T, s w.

T7<?) Tsxwv (with its diminutive -sxvtov, Jn 1S& only) is, like

vies and flyyar^/;, used in the Gospels only of relationship,
literal or figurative, never of age (for the s\ nonymy of rsxwv,

vies, and T??, see an interesting discussion by Hohne in

Luthardt's ZKWL, 1882, p. 57 ff. , and cf Cremer and Thayer,
8 vu ) For the rest, ppi$s is here, as in in-. IToir r c GHH.R m
general, distinctively the 'newborn bar-\ '(L V 2-) >io ' oiuld

in the arms' (in Homer it is the unborn child, the embryo, as

also often m later Greek, eg Lk I41 **) and vinos and ti^^uv

S;he
NT substitute for 6y,x<ru,o$, G^en^ivo?) range with it as

escriptive of earlv infancy. IhuStav is equally distinctively the
'" '

1, ,
> _ .

- -
*

"

> is somewhat broad , now
j -

i
- * - i- -

.
-
(Lk 159 66 etc

,
Mb 28 etc.,

]
- - i-

i . , .
* -

i -_! a little maiden of twelve

; i 1 - ._ i 'v %,"- i - ',
i p" on diminutive TettSdpiev is

ordinarily employed of a somewnat older *

lad,' and may very
well be so used in t*

*

.
' where it occurs m the

<5ospels (Jn 69). The .
' a range sufficiently wide

to cover all these stages, from infancy itself (e g Mt 2*6) Up to

youthful matuntx (TI'i -m^ratos <;ays up to the age of 21) It

designates, says s i i udo (n *-!')i 'the child of all ages up to

complete young manhood ; reutotftw, the child up to his first

school years, -rowS/ev, exclusively the little child
' N*wV#a* is

the appropriate designation of every stage of youthful maturity
from so early an age that u.ti

~

changed with it up to so late a i <

the point of grvmg way to ol .,,

feminine terms that occur in the Gospels, ira,pQtv&$ is a term of
condition rather than of age, and occurs only in connexion with
Mary (Mt I2*, Lk 1^7) and in the parable of the Ten Virgins (Mt
251 7.ii)t and To3/<n3 is employed onlv Mi- -"M lr

i
- cc- - t

of 'maid-servant '(Mt 2669 and parallels, M '.!) I -I i i-

tives Bwy&rptov and xof&a-M*, though capable of employment with

quite a wide range, vet naturally imply tenderness of years
where tenderness of affection is not obviously conveyed by them
(e.g. Mk 7*, Mt 925

(j) Thus it appears that m the narratives of
the Gospels there is brought into contact with our Lord every
-.a_(

"
'

i ', 1," i , 1 \ th from *hr or,
*

' '

h,i! * i p >ir *.. a (Lk 1 a'-'') 1h i

'-jai'ii^ il O' f '
2
')

'
-'' children of a .>

'

Lk 851), and the maturing youth (Lk 7^*, Mt lif*>;.

What Jesus did for children, we may perhaps
sum up as follows. He illustrated the ideal of
childhood in His own life as a child. He mani-
fested the tenderness of His affection for children

by i iii i

r
- ;

i_r 1 '. -I ir s upon them in every stage
of i

'.-ii_..\i |
i

:i"i! as He was ofM-ionaiTv

brought into contact with them. He ii--eiu-<l I-^T

children a recognized place in His kingdom, and
dealt faithfully and lovingly with each age as it

g-esented
itself to Him in the course of His work,

e chose the condition of childhood as a type of
the fundamental character of the recipients of the
kingdom of God. He adopted the relation of
childhood as the most vivid earthly image of the
relation of God's people to Him who was not
ashame4 to be called their Father which is in
heaven, and thus reflected back upon this relation
a glory bj which it has been transfigured ever since.
The history of the ideal childhood which Jesus

Himself lived on the earth is set down for us in the
opening chapters of Matthew and Luke, especially
of Luke, whose distinction among the Evangelists
is that he has given us a narrative founded on
an investigation which 'traced the course of all

things accurately from the first' (Lk 1 s
). Accord-

ingly, not only does he with careful exactitude
record the performance by our Lord's parents in
His behalf, during His infancy, of *

all things that
were according to the law of the Lord' (Lk 239

) ;

but he marks for us the stages of our Loid\ grou Hi
in His progress to man's estate, and thu-, brings
Him before us successively as *baby

?

(2
]6

pp<pos),
'child' (2* TratStov), and *boy' (2** TCUS), until in
His glorious young-manhood, when He was about
30 years of age, He at last manifested Himself to
Israel (S

23
). The second chapter of Luke is thus in

effect an express history of the development of
Jesus ; and sums up in two comprehensive versee
His entn e growth from childhood to boyhood and
from boyhood to manhood (2

40 * 52
). The language ot

these succinct descriptic
" * ""

with sugges-
tions that this was an '

,

^ child, whose
development was an extraordinary development.
Attention is called alike to His physical, intellec-

tual, and spiritual progiess ; and of each it is sug-
gested that it was constant, rapid, and remarkable.
Those who looked upon Him in the cradle would
perceive that even beyond the infant Moses (Heb.
II 23

) this was * a goodly child
'

; and day by day as
He grew and waxed strong, He became more and
more filled not only with knowledge but with
wisdom, and not only with wisdom but with grace,
and so steadily advanced ' not alone in power and
knowledge, but by year and hour in reverence and
in charity.' Man and God alike looked upon His

growing powers and developing character with ever

increasing favour. The promise of !'
;.

o "\
' " *

p<i-s-sO(l \\iihout jar or break in s- , ', .
,

rhe ponoc t man : and those who , ;

'
-i > i

with admiration (2
20* 30 38

), could not but gaze on
the boy with astonishment (2

47
) and on the man

with reverence.
It is therefore no ordinary human development

which is here described for us. But it is none the
less, or rather it is all the more, a normal human
development, the only strictly normal human de-

velopment the world has ever seen This is the
only child who has ever been born into the world
without the fatal entail of sin, and the only child
who has ever grown to manhood free from the
deterioration of sin. This is how men ought to

grow up : how, were they not sinners, men would
grow up. It is a great thing for the world to
have seen one such instance As an example it is

indeed set beyond our reach. As the ideal child-
hood realized in life, it has ever since stood before
the world as an incitement and inspiration of quite
incalculable power. In this perfect development
of Jesus there has been given to the world a model
for every age, whose allurement has revolutionized
life. He did not, as Irenseus (adv. Hcer u xxii
4, cf. III. xviii. 4) reminds us, despise or evade the

humanity He had assumed ; or set aside in His own
person the law that governs it : on the contrary,
He sanctified every age in turn by Himself living
His perfect life in its conditions. * He came to
save all by means of Himself,' continues Irenaeus,
*

all, I say, who through Him are born again unto
God, infants and children, and boys, and youths.
. .

._
He therefore passed through every age,

becoming an infant for infants, thus -aii(iif\in/
infants; a child for children, thus sarietui ing
those who are of this age, being at the &amo time
made to them an example of piety, righteousness,
and submission ; a youth for youths, becoming an
example to youths, and thus sanctifying them for
the Lord.' . . . On the few details given us of the
childhood of our Lord see artt. BOYHOOD OF JESUS
and CHILDHOOD.
During the course of His life begun with this

ideal childhood, Jesus came into contact with
every stage of youthful development, and mani-
fested the tenderness of His feeling for each and
His power and^willingness to confer blessings upon
all. A lurid light is thrown upon the nature of
the world and the character of the times into
which He was born by the slaughter of the Inno-
cents, which marked His advent (Mt 216

'20
) But

one function which the record of this incident per-
forms is to serve as a black background upon which
His own beneficence to childhood may bethro\\n
up. Mothers instinctively brought their babies to
Him for benediction ; and when they did so, He
was not content until He had taken them m His
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arms (Mk 1016
, cf. 93f>

). His allusions to children
in His teaching reflect the closeness of His ob-
servation of them. He celebrates the delight of

the mother in her baby, obliterating even the

pangs of birth (Jn 1621
) ; the fostering love of the

father who cuddles his children up with him in

bed (Lk II 7
) ; the parental affection which listens

eageily to the child's every request, and knows
how to grant it only things that are good (Mt 7 9

,

Lk II 11 - 13
). He notes the waywaul impulses of

children at play (Mt II 18
,
Lk 7^). He feels the

weight of woe that is added to calamities in which
the children also are involved (Mt 18 2t)

) ; and places
among the supremest tests of 'uv.il

1

\ U> Him, the

preference of Him even to one - i'lJii' i (Mt 1929
,

Lk 1426 IS29
; cf Mk 1029 ).

A number of His miracles, worked for the benefit
of the young, illustrate His compassion for their

sufferings and ills. The nobleman's son at Caper-
naum, whose healing Jesus wrought as a second

sign when He came out of Judaea into Galilee (Jn
446' 54), was at least a * child

'

(TTCUJ, 451
), for so the

servants call him in cold sobriety ; and probably
was a *

little child
'

(4
49

), although it is, of course,

po-- iblc tlur, on the lips of the father thediminu-
civo expie-M

1^ tenderness of affection rather than
or age 'I lie possessed

'

boy' (TTCUS, Mt 1718
, Lk 942)

-
I ho onl\ -on of his father (Lk 9s8) whom Jesus

healed as'He came down from the Mount of Trans-

figuration (Mt 1714"21
,
Mk 914

'f, Lk 91*7-43
), and whose

affliction had dated from his earliest infancy (K
7raidi.6Qev, Mk 921

), was more certainly distinctively
a *

little child
'

(Mk 924
). Jairus' *

little daughter
3

(Qvyarpiov, Mk S23
) also an only one whom Jesus

raised from the dead in such dramatic circum-
stances (Mt 918"26

,
Mk 5^-43

, Lk 841'56
) and who is

spoken of in the narratives indifferently as ' child
'

(TTCUS, Lk 851 - 54
),

'
little child

'

(muflo*, Mk 539- 40 - 41
)

and < maiden '

or *

girl' (Kopfatov, Mt 924- 2S
, Mk 541 ;

Ta\L0d, Mk 541
), we know to have been about twelve

years old (Lk S42
). We are not told the exact age

of the *
little daughter' (Bvydrptov, Mk 725 here

probably ihe word is the diminutive of age, not
of jiilcction, a* it occurs in the narrative, not the

conversation) of the Syrophcaniciaii woman ; but
we note that St. Mark calls her also distinctively
a 'little child' (iraLdiov, 730 ). The only son of the
widow of Nain (Lk 711"18

), the desolate state of
whose bereft mother roused so deeply the pity of
our Lord (7

13
) is addressed indeed as a l

young
man' (veavLa-Ke, 714

), a term so broad that it need
imply no more than that he was in his prime ; but
the suggestion of the narrative certainly seems to
be that he was in his youthful prime (7

15
). Thus

is rounded out a series of miracles in which our
Lord shows His pity to the growing youth of every
stage of development.
When on that great day on the shores of Gen-

nesaret Jesus appeared to His disciples and gave
to His repentant Apostle His last exhortation, He
commanded him not merely

* Feed my sheep,* but
also 'Feed my lambs/ Though the language,
doubtless, rather expresses His love for His flock
than distributes it into constituent classes, we
may be permitted to see in it also the richness of
our Lord's sympathy for the literal lambs of His
fold. Certainly He provided in His kingdom a

place for every age, and met the spiritual needs of
each. Touching illustrations of this are offered us
at the two end stages of youthful development
(Lk 1815 pptyos ; Mt 1920 veavtcrKQs), in the blessing
of little children and the probing of the rich young
ruler's heart, which are brought into immediate

contiguity in all three of the Synoptics as if they
were intended to be taken together as a picture of
our Lord's dealing with youth as a whole, perhaps
even as together illustrating the great truth that
in the kingdom of God the question is not of the

hour of entrance, first or eleventh, but of the will
of the Master, who doeth what He will with His
own (Mt2015

).

What is particularly to be borne in mind with
respect to

'

, M ," he little children (Mt
19ld'15

, Mk !i ,ls.- <5 is that these '
little

children
'

(irudta,, Mt 1913- 14
, Mk 1013- 14

, Lk 1816)
w ere distinctively

* babies
*

(ppe<f>i}, Lk 1815
). There-

fore they needed to be received by Jesus * in his
arms '

(Mk 1016
) ; and only from this circumstance,

indeed, can all the details of the narrative be
understood. It is fiorn this, for example, that
the interference of the di-tipV^. \\hich called out
the Master's rebuke,

c Leb ide little children come
to me ; forbid them not,

5

receives its explanation.
The disciples, to speak briefly, had misapprehended
the nature of the Lord's mission they were re-

garding TT i

" " "
as a teacher sent from

God, wh , > : ,,iflicted; and they con-
ceived it to- be their duty in the overstrain to which
He was subjected to

protect
Him from needless

drafts on His time and <-lien<rtli by the intrusion
of those needing no lion ling mid incapable of in-

struction. It seemed to them out of the question
that * even the babies

'

(Lk 1815
) should be thrust

upon His jaded attention. They should have
known better ; and Jesus was indignant that they
did not know better (Mk 1014

), and took this oc-

casion to manifest Himself as the Saviour of infants
also.

_ Taking them in His arms and fervently
invoking a blessing upon them (Mk 101S

/carevX^yet),
TL : -! H"

1
X, ii- . l.l f..i them apart in His mission,

< o", i , i(i .;em the type of the children
of the kingdom. 'Let the little children come
unto me,

5 He says ;
' forbid them not : for of such

is the kingdom of God.' And then proceeding
with the solemn e

Verily
* c

Verily I say unto you,
Whosoever shall not receive the kingdom of God
as a little child, shall in no wise enter therein'

(Mk 1014 - 15
, Lk 1816- 17

; cf. Mt 19W).

Wherein this childlikeness, in which alone the
kingdom of God can be received, consists, lies on
the face of the narrative. Ceitainly not in the
innocence of childhood, as if the pmpose were to
announce that only the specially innocent can
enter the kingdom of God. Our Lord was accus-
tomed to declare, on the contrary, that He came to
call not the righteous .but sinners, to seek and
save that which was lost

;
and the contradiction

with the lesson of the publican and the Pharisee

praying in the temple, which immediately pre-
cedes this narrative in Luke, would be too glaring.
But neither can it consist in the humility of

childhood, if, indeed, we can venture to speak of
the most egoistic age of human life as character-

istically humble ; nor yet in its simplicity, its art-

lessness, ingenuousness, directness, as beautiful as
these qualities are, and as highly esteemed as they
certainly must be in the kingdom of God. We can-
not even suppose it to consist in the trustfulness
of childhood, although we assuredly come much
nearer to it in this, and no image of the children
of the kingdom could be truer than that afforded

by the infant lying trustingly upon its mother's
breast. But, in truth, it is in no disposition of

mind, but rather in a condition of nature, that we
must seek the characterizing peculiarity of these
infants whom Jesus sets forth as types of the
children of the kingdom. Infants of days (pp4$ij,
Lk IS15

) have no chaiacteristic disposition of mind ;

and we must accordingly leave the subjective
sphere and find the chudlikeness which Jesus

presents as the condition of the reception (not

acquisition) of the kingdom in an objective state ;

in a word, in the helplessness, or, if you will, the
absolute dependence of infancy. What onr Lord
would seem to say, therefore, when He declares,
' Of such is the kingdom of God,' is, briefly, that
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those of whom the kingdom of God Is made up are,

relatively to it, as helplessly dependent as babies
are in their motheis' arms. The children of the

kingdom enter it as children enter the world,

stupped and naked, infants, for whom all must
be done, not %\ ho are capable of doing
There was another occasion on which even more

formally Jesus proclaimed to His disciples child-

likeness as the essential characteiistic of the chil-

dren of the kingdom (Mt IS 1'4
,
Mk 9d<J-37

,
Lk 946"48

).

The disciples had been disputing among them-
selves who of them should be LKVIU^I Jesus,

calling to Him a little child, T>!, vl ir in their
midst and said,

c

Verily I say unto you, Except ye
turn and become as little childien, ye shall in no
wise enter into the kingdom ot heaven.' There
could not have been uttered a more pointed intima-
tion that the kingdom of heaven is given, not

acquned ; that men receive it, not deseive it. As
children enter the world, so men enter the king-
dom, with no contributions in their hands. "\\ e

are not, indeed, told in this narrative, in express
words, that the child thus made the type ot the
children of God was a * newborn baby

'

(f3p$o$) : it

is called only a 'little child' (iraLdiov). But its ex-

treme infancy is'imphed : Jesus took it in His arms
(Mk 9s6 ) when He presented it to the observation
of His disciples j and we must accordingly think
of it as a baby in a baby's helplessness and de-

pendence.
We do, to be sure, find in our Lord's further

words a requisition of humility (Mt IS4
) :

l Who-
soever then shall humble himself like this little

child, the same is the greatest in the kingdom of

heaven.
1 To become like a little child may cer-

tainly im ol\ e humility in one who is not a child ,

and it is very compi ulicna-ible that our Lord should
therefore tell those whom He was o\hoilinji fo

approach the kingdom of heaven like I IT tie <hil-

dren, that they could do so only by humbling
themselves. But this is not the same as declaring
humility to be the characteristic virtue of child-

hood, or as intimating that humility may ground
a claim upon the kingdom of heaven. What
our Lord seems to tell His followers is that they
cannot enter the kingdom He came to found ex-

cept they turn and become like little children ; and
that they can become like little children only by
humbling themselves; and that therefore when
theywere quarrelling about their relative gi eatne^s,

they were far from the die-position which belongs
to children of the kingdom. Humility seems to
be represented, in a word, not as the < harm t i i/mg
quality of childhood or of childlikenc^s, Imi rather
as the attitude of heart in which alone we can
realize in our consciousness that quality which
characterizes childhood. That q ualit v i- conceived
here also as helplessness, \\lnle clnldhkono^ con-
sists in the repioduction in the consciousness of
the objective state of utter dependence 'on God
which is the real condition of every sinner.
From the point of view thus levealed in object-

lesson and discourse, it \\ as natural for our Lord
to speak of His disciples as *

babes.' *I thank
thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth,* He
cries on one momentous occasion (Mt II 25

, Lk 1021 ),

*ihat fhou didst hide these things from the wise
a*id undeistanding, and didst reveal them unto
babes' (OTTTTJOCS, the implication of winch is precisely
weakness and neediness). And then He proceeds
with a great declaration the very point of which is

to contrast His sovereign power with the needmess
of those whom He calls to His service. Similarly
as the end approached and the children (ir&tSes) in
the temple were greeting Him with hosannas, He
met the indignant challenge of the Jews with the
words of the Psalmist: 'Yea, did ye never 1

read,
Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings thou

hast 01 darned praise?' (Mt 21 16
). The meaning is

that these childish hosannas were typical of the

praises ribing
from the hearts of those childlike

ones from whose helplessness (because they owed
much to Him) His true praise should spring.
From the more general view-point of affection

our Loi d derived the terms by which He expressed
His personal relations to His followeis, and a

large
part of the vocabulary of His proclamation of the
1\ V 1 ^" i of God is drawn from the lelatioiiships of

i
! u

'

i,
'

!\ Hisdiseiples are His ' children
'

(TSKVCL,

Mk 1024
)/or with i

f u i . -I'lj: tenderness of expres-
sion, His 4

little i ..- -i (To>to, Jn 13"), His
c babies' (TrcuSta, Jn 2 1

5
), and peihaps with even more

tendei ness still, simply His 'little ones 3

(ot fUKpot,

Mt 1042 etc , but see art. LITTLE ONES). Similarly
the great King, whose kingdom He came to ebtab-

li&h, is the Father of His people ; and they may
theiefore be fiee from all fear, because, naturally,
it is the good pleasure of their Father to give tlie

\> _<'.' -i i" :,hem (Lk 12"). Every turn of expres-
- <i-\ -

i <

; employed to carry home to the hearts

of His followers the sense of the Fatherly love for

them by Him who is their King indeed, but also

their Father which is in heaven (Mt 5 16 45 tf

61. 4 6. 8. 9 14 15. 18 632 7!! JQ20 29 ^43^ Mk II 25
, Lk

636 11 13 1230 - 32
, Jn2017

); and they accordingly His
sons (Mt S9- 45

, Lk2036
), His children (Jn P3 II52

),

and therefore heirs of His kingdom. In this le-

presentation, which finds its most -' ' 'win.. * \pres-
sion in such ^arables as that of th k J*IM, ^ Son
(Lk 1511

), it is, to be sure, rather the relationship
of father and child that is emphasized than the
tenderness of the age of childhood. Neither is it

a novelty introduced by our Lord ; it finds its

root in Old Testament usage ^
But it is so

characteristic of our Lord's teaching that it may
fairly be said that the family was to His mind the
nearest of human jnialoguos to the order that ob-

tains in the kingdom 01 God, and the
picture

which He draws of the relations that exist be-

tween God . ".

*

IT I- 1

"

i- largely only a * trans-

figuration < , < : s

'

'

Such an <" . s ! ,
! ie relationships in the

family to fi
'

! i < chat exist between God
and His people could not fail to react on the con-

ceptions which men formed of the family relation-

ships themselves By His constant emphasis on
the Fatherhood of God, and by His employment of

the helplessness of infancy and the dependence of

childhood as the most vivid emblems piovided by
human society to image the dependence of God's

people on His loving protection and fostering care,
our Lord has thrown a halo over the condition of

childhood which has communicated to it an emo-
tional value and a p

v oii< J-IK-- . in the strictest

sense, new in the \\oiM In ihe ancient world,
children, though by their innocence eliciting the

affection, and by tlieir weakness appealing to the

sympathy, of their eldeis, \\ere thought of chiefly
as types of immaturity and

unripeness
The Chris-

tian world, taught by its J.oiu, lexerences their

very helplessness as the emblem of its own condi-
tion in the presence of God, and recognizes in their

dependence an appeal to itr> unselfish devotion,
that it may be an imitator of God. This salutary
respect and consideration for childhood has no
doubt been exaggerated at times to something
very much like \\ or&lnp of the childlike

;
and this

tendency has been po\\ ei fully fostered by the preva-
lence in sections of Christendom, since the 14th

cent., of an actual cult of the infant Savioni (cf E.

Martinengo-Carresco in The Contemporai^y Review,
Ixxvii 117, etc.), and the early rise and immense
development in the same quarters of a cult of the

Madonna, to the tender sentiments underlying
which all the resources of the most passionate
devotion, the most elevated literature, and the most
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perfect art have been invoked to give v ii^ -i-rc.'.d

influence (see especially Zockler, art. _>/" "/ r/" 1

Mutter des Eerrn in PJ3JE S
, xii, 309, etc., who

gives an extensive classified bibliography. Cf. in

general H E. Scudder, Childhood ^?^ Art, also in

The Atlantic Monthly, Iv. and Ivi
).

Such ex-

aggerations cannot, however, obscuie the mam
fact that it is only from Jesus that the world has
leained properly to appreciate and wholesomely to

deal A\ ith childhood and all that childhood standb
for. Cf. art. CHILDHOOD.

BENJAMIN B. WAKFIELD,

CHILDREN OF GOD. The teaching of Jesus
Christ about the children of God cannot be under-
stood apart from His teaching about the Father-
hood of God : indeed, it is from the latter stand-

point that it must be approached. In such an

approach themain positions seem to be as follows :

(1) Jesus asserts absolutely the fatherly nature
of God. His use of the name 'Father

3

implies
that the fatherly nature is eternal in God. God
does not become Father ; He is

( the Father.' All

knowledge of God is deficient which does not
'know the Father' (Mt II27

, Jn 148
'11

)
This

fatherly nature of God JM < --< l\ manifests itself

in all God's dealings. I'" c, ii no. be other than

Father, and * he maketh his sun to rise on the evil

and the good, and &endeth rain on the just and the

unjust' (Mt5
45

).

(2) This eternal Fatherhood in God is comple-
mented by an eternal Sonship in God. Jesus used

habitually the name e My Father.' It implied a

special relationship between the Father and Him-
self, which is summed up by John,

e The only be-

gotten Son which is in the bosom of the Father'

(Jn Vs
)

(3) The fatherly heart of God does not rest

satisfied in the eternal Sonship in God. He desires

the response of filial love from all who are capable
of giving it (cf. esp Lk 151 "32

, Jn 423 ). Jesus
assumed that the filial attitude is expected fiom
all men. This is implied in His method of teach-

ing. The Divine Fatherhood is woven into its

texture. Therefore the picture of God the Father
is offered to o\er\bod\, \\iib its necessary appeal
to the hearer 10 enjov ThoJihal icliuioii-liLi) Since
the outlook of the gospel i-> mm ( i -al liio sonship
may be universal. Even t

publicans and sinners
'

may enjoy the filial feeling.

(4) But Jesus taught plainly that this filial atti-
*

tude is not general amongst men He told the
Jews that they were of their father the devil (Ju
S44

}, and tU-lmgm-hed. 'the good seed, the sons of
the kingdom,' from, 'the tares, the sons of the evil

one (Mt 13*) j cf, also Mt 23W-8
*.

(5) Certain conditions are laid down as essen-
tial to the enjoyment of the filial relationship to

God These conditions are usually described by
Jesus in terms of character. The children of God
are 'peacemakers,' are those who love their

enemies, and who do the will of the Father (cf.

Mt S9 * 44 1250): they 'do good and lend, never

despairing,
9 and are * mercif11!

'

^Lk 635 8e
) But m

the discourses in John's Gospel, Jesus Himself is

offered as a touchstone for the filial relationship
(of. Jn S*3

"47
). In this connexion the demand for

the new birth must be noticed. Jesus connected
entrance into that Kingdom which He came to

found, with being 'born anew' (Jn 3^); He de-

manded that His disciples should be converted and
become as little children if they would enter the

Kingdom (Mt 183 |[). It may fairly be said that m
the mind of Jesus there is an intimate connexion
between these two modes of teaching The moral
character befitting the children of God is secured

by the new birth
'

of water and of the Spirit
*

(Jn 35 ).

From these propositions we can gather the teach-

VOL. i. 20

ing of Jesus^ about the childien of God. The
relationship is appiehended by Jesus ethically,
not physically To identify Divine sonship with
human birth brings the lelation&hip down to the

physical NJ,M."I J. -.1- kept it m the religious
sphere, I :i-> 1 , Ju-'lu-o ! of God is an ethical
attitude eternally present in the Godhead ; man's
Divine sonship is his ethical response to this
Divine Fatherhood. God is ever waiting to wel-
come men as son*,, and to give them the pobition
of sons at home (Lk 15) But their assumption of
this filial position depends upon their adoption of
the filial attitude, 'I will arise and go to my
father.' As "Wentlt says, God does not become
the Father, but is the heavenly Father, even of

those "w ho become His sons. . . Man is a true son
of God . . from the fact of his compoiting him-
self as a son of Goi"

1 T 1 " F Jesus, i. p. 193).
This religious ... ;'

'

betokens Divine

sonship, includes four elements, (a) Children of

God love their heavenly Father. Love is the

f
olden bond in all home relationships. Je&us
eclares it to be the sovereign law in. the tiue

relationship between man and God. For He
taught that the gieatest commandment is to love
the Lord our God with all our heart and soul and
mind and strength (Mt 22s7

, Lk 1027
)- When

claiming to have come foith from God, He said to

the Jews :
*

If God were your father ,ye would love

me,' where love of Himself is identified with love

of the Father whom He revealed.

(b) Children of God obey their heavenly Father.
This is implied m ail Je&u&' exhoitations to men
to do the will of God. It is clearly stated in these
sentences: 'Whosoever' shall do the will of my
Father which is in heaven, the same is my brother,
and sibter, and mother '

(Mt 1250
) ;

* Not every one
that baith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the

kingdom of heaven ; "but he that doeth the will of

my Father which is in heaven
*

(Mt 7'
21

) ; of. al&o

(c) Children of God trust their heavenly Father.
This maik of Divine -or-

1

];
:- < "i\ 'lasized in the

Sermon on the Mount 'i ,i- 1 \li-i ^ His disciples
not to be as the Gentiles, but to rely upon their

heavenly Father's knowledge of their needs and
His desire to help them. Anxiety must be banished
from the heaits of God's children, who are fed and
clothed by their Father (Mt G^5

"34
, Lk a8

***).

(d) Children of God try to be like their heavenly
Father. They are to be perfect, even as their

heavenly Fatliei is perfect (Mt 548). This must not
be inteipreted, as it often is, *Be as perfect as

your Father
'

Its exhortation is to take the fatherly
character of God as the standard of perfection
* Be ye perfect, even as He is perfect

' The rather

loves all rxien : let His children do likewise. By
thus taking the fatherly character of God as the

standard, His children will fulfil the second great

law, 'Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself
(Mt 22s9

). Tlie natural man adopts other ideals of

perfection ; but the children of God try to be like

their Fatliei.

Jesus gave immortal expiession to the desires

characteristic of the children of God, in 'the

Loid's Prayer.
5 That prayer is put into the lips

of those who can say *0ur Father which art m
heaven.' It includes all the marks of God's chil-

dren that have been found elsewhei e in the teaeh-

ing of Jesus The hallowing of the Father's name
implies the s>anctihcation of His children after His
likened The pi ay01

' Thy \\ill be done J
lifts us

to the loftie-i If \ el 01 obedience Only those who
trust God can pray 'Give us our daily bread/
and can limit their deciles for material good to

such humble bounds The prayer breathes through-
out the spirit of love . that spirit is the warp into

which the weft of the petition is woven.
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The blessings enjoyed by the children of God
are all the good that Jesus Christ came on earth to
offer to men. This good is summed up in the

phiase 'the kingdom of God' or 'the kingdom of

heaven.' All the children of God are members of

that Kingdom ; cf. Mt 1338 IS3
'10

. The Kingdom is

God's proffered blessing :
* it is your Father's good

pleasure to give you the kingdom' (Lk 1232). The
Kingdom includes the blessings of foigi\cness
(Mt 614 ||); of jrnaitliJiQ care {Mt 633

) ; of the Holy
Spirit {Lk U") ; 01 eternal life (Jn 521 '26 173

) ; and
finally, the enjoyment of the Father's house (Mt

This identification of the blessings enjoyed by
the children of God with the good of the Kin <:<lorn,

leads naturally to the statement that the nlntal
attitude characteristic of the children of God can
be secured by faith in Jesus Christ. He not only
spoke of Himself as the Son of God; He al&o

declared that His revelation of Sonship made son-

ship possible to men. Considerable importance
attaches to the solemn words in Mt II27 'All

things have been delivered unto me of my Father :

and no one knoweth the Son, save the Father;
neither doth any know the Father, save the Son
and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal
him.' They declare that the kno-\\lc<ltre of the
Father must be experimental. Only ono who has
lived as a son can know the Father. Men do not
know God primarily as Father. They think of
Him as King, as Judge, as Law-Giver; and be-

cause they are sinners they cannot know Him
purely as Father. The shadow of the broken Law
falls across God's face, making it appear the face
of a judpre. and falls upon the attitude of men,
<,hilling 11 into that of servants. But 'the Son'
knows God as Father. He has no fear of Him as

Judge ; He claims to be Himself the King in the

kingdom of God (Mt 2540
); He is conscious that

He has never broken God's law. Therefore He can
know God as the Father ; and He is able to reveal
God to men as Father. Jesus -io< - T'i- b\ i.n^i 1

1-

ing capfi\c spirits from the Iiunila^
1
, 01 -! Ji-ni

death ^ \lt20
28

}, by persuading them to trust the

fatherly love of God, and by strengthening them
to break away from the self-life in favour of the
life of surrender (Mt IS'14

-27
1|).

The close connexion between, this great word
and the gracious invitation which follows it (Mt
II28"30

}, must not be overlooked. That invitation
shows the

universality
of Christ's outlook The

Son is willing to reveal the Father to "M. Bur the
connexion explains the personal note in the invita-
tion. Jesus does not say

' Go to the Father
'

; He
says 'Come unto me, and I will give you rest.'

This is because He is the revealer of the Father ;

and the rest He offers is rest in the Fatherhood of
Ood. The chapter describes the discouiagements
that darkened the noon of His ministry. He found
rest to His own soul in the Father :

*
I (hank theo,

O Father . . . Even so, Father' (vv> -"i. This,
rest He desires to give to others. The only
way in which men can come to the Father is by
coming to Himself.
Two thing-, a re in i piied jDne is that the Father-

hood of God is made accessible to men in Jesus
Christ. He is the appointed trysting-place where
men are sure to meet their heavenly Fathei He
was lifted up as an ensign (Is II 10- 12

) when the
nations see Him they know where to seek God.
The children of God are scattered on the dark
mountains of ignorance. Jesus is the trysting-
place where they are gathered at the feet of their

heavenly Father (Jn II52 ). If men come to Him,
they see the Father. The other fact is that Jesus
gives men knowledge of the Father by teaching
them to live as God's children must live. They
must be meek and lowly in heart (cf. Mt 5s-5

} ; He

can make them so. They must also learn obedi-
ence to the Father's will. He offers to teach them
this, saying with marv ellous condescension,

' Take
my yoke upon you, and leai n of me.' He is wearing
the yoke of obedience to the Father, and He finds

it
*

easy.
3 A yoke is made for two. Jesus invites

each man o f

J

,o be a son of God to put his

shoulder .
- other end of His own yoke.

Then he will walk in step with the great Elder
Bi other. Thus learning from Jesus, he will become
a worthy child of God.
This gieat word has special significance because

it foiiW a link between th Q \ ,

J '

ohing and
the teaching of Jesus in

'

'

< -: I There
the enjoyment of filial privileges is made to depend
upon man's relation to the Son (see especially Jn
519-47 62s-4o gu as-56) The words declaratory of the
love of God in sending the Son to save men are

variously assigned to Jesus and to the
Evangelist.

But even if they are the Evangelist's reflexion

upon the words of Jesus, they do no more than
sum up the teaching of the Lord in the chapters
quoted above.
In particular, it may be noted that Jesus claimed

kinship with the Father because 'Id",
1

,i\ the

things that are pleasing to him '

(
Jn s

t
I is

in harmony with His reference to men who do the
Father's will, as His 'brethren' (Mt 1250). Men
who accept His revelation of God and duty
become His brethren ; all these ' brethren

'

are
related to God as His children. Thejr comport
themselves in a befitting manner, which is essenti-

ally different from the self-centred conduct of
uni <ji>Ti<t to men. This filial demeanour is gained
by i Jii Ui in Jesus as the Saviour. He offers Him-
self to men as the Redeemer, through whom they
can break away from sin ". j '! ihe filial atti-

tude toward God (Mt 238
,

-I -i I

This conception of the teaching of Jesus on this

subject is expressed by the Evangelist John in the

-invii'/ -o.'i i once, 'As many as received him, to
UMIII /,.\ HH the right to become children of God,
even 10 i hoi that believe on his name, which
were born not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh,

nor of the will of man, but of God' (Jn I12 13
)

Here men aie described as becoming children of

God by believing on the name of Jesus. They
attain the dignity by a new birth that is from
above Their natural birth does not make them
children of God Before they stand in this rela*

tionship they must receive a Divine energy. This

energy is brought to them by the Word made flesh,

who offers Himself to the world. Moreover, this

icception of Christ is a continuous exercise of

faith (rots irLo-Tetiovtriv), implying an attitude God-
ward that is maintained from day to day.

If an illustration may be permitted, it would
seem that Jesus represents men as like Robinson
Crusoe's first canoe. It was designed to float in

the water and was capable of doing so : but it

could not get into the sea. So it lay on the shore
like a

log.
Man is designed for fellowship with

God, and is capable of living in filial relationship
with Him. But before he can realize this destiny,
he must be carried away from his native selfishness

and be launched on the sea of Divine love. Jesus
Christ is the mighty deliverer who can lift men
out of death in sin and bring them to the Father.
When men believe on Him, i his purpose i* fulfilled.

They realize their destiny and become children of

God. Then they spread their sails to the wind of

heaven, and have '
life that is life indeed/

The scope of this article does not include the

general teaching of the Epistles on this topic. But
a brief reference must be made to that teaching in

so far as it involves a distinct reference to Jesus
Chnst In general it may be said that the teach-

ing of the Epistles reproduces all the main features
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of the teaching of Jesus. The children of God are

possessors of a new life that has come to them "by
faith in Jesns Christ : Ro 81"14

, Gal 220
, 1 Jn 2 5H

This new life manifests itself in a new moral state

bentting God's children and due to the power of

Christ : Gal 516"26
, Eph 2*-10, Col 35

'10
. In this con-

nexion it may he noted that Christians are called
' children of light,* who before becoming Christians
were ' children of disobedience,' -u florin^

* the wrath
of God' (Eph 22 56, Col S6). Mm- CUM is the
Saviour through whom the children of God are re-

born and morally renewed.
In particular, three descriptions of God's children

are connected with aspects of Christ's work, (a)

As Redeemer, He secures man's adoption into the

family of God (Ro 814' 16
, Gal S23-^6

). This 'adop-
tion

' has been interpreted, in connexion with the
antithesis between sonship and servitude, to denote
the emancipation of sons enslaved by sin. This
is the shade of meanin r

.

"

i

" *

in Galatians.
In Romans the idea of . M

A
. I..-M those not pre-

viously sons is emphasized* In both cases, how-
ever, the adoption is due to the redeeming work
of Jesus Christ, ministered to men by the Holy
Spirit. The word 'adoption' is not used in He-
brews. But the idea is round there in the figure of

the Author of -a-\ ,iiion l<u<Im^ many sons to glory
(2

10
).

( i> \^ II -;_ii I'l so-
1

. .ICMI^ secures access to the
Father lor all who come mi to God by Him (Eph
218

, He 724-

M). This priesthood is exercised by Him
as our *

Brother,*" and was granted to Him in view
of His experience of our temptations (He 217 415

).

(7) As King, Jesus Christ bestows a rich inherit-

ance upon all His brethren. The children of God
are '

joint-heirs with Christ' (Ro 817
).

In regard to this whole question, it should be
remembered that in all probability our human
speech cannot describe adequately relations that
reach into the eternal, and concern God, The
figure of ' children

*
is an analogy rather than an

exact parallel. Therefore we should be misunder-

standing the teaching of Jesus i," i ,1 the

analogy too far and sought to '' i Hio < xact
count 01 |ai f of each element of the human relation
m iluii i\ hi* ]\ we bear to God. Also it is important
to recall that Jesus was not concerned with abstract
relations. His purpose was practical and religious,
and He used terms just so far as they served that

purpose. His terminology was consistent ; it may
not seem conclusive on all points that suggest
themselves to abstract reasoning.

T iTFKAiniK.- Articles in Hastings' DB on 'God, Children of,'

Memb Christ,' 'Romans,' ,uul 'floirtivr.'ifion*; Commentaries
on rlio ^T, <sp<UMal1v iho*e of Sandsn -Head lain, Wcsicoib, and

Li^huoot , Tairbairn, Chnf>i vn Modern I fi(f</lo')y , \\atson,
'1 he. Mind of the Master ; liruce, Ki iiyfann, ';/" <tt4, and Ft PauVs
Conception of Christianity , Wondr, 'l t n r fi'i > f J >($' Bey-
schlag, jYT Theolow ; Coe, Rflwion nj a V'f ' r- M,* r, 1^7-216,
Education ^n Relwion and Mt/rab, ,"> "I, ,>75iT h.ilman,
Words of Jesus ; Ste\cns, Chrlrfian Doct if Salvation, and
Theol ofNT. J. fj)^ AJID ROBERTS.

CHILIARCH (%i\apxos). -The title of this mili-

tary officer is twice used in the Gospels : Jn 1812

and Mk 62i (AV 'captain/ 'high captains'; EV
( chief captain,' *hidi captains,'; Kvm 'military
tribune(s), Gr. chiharch(s)"). It is the Greek

equivalent for the Roman office of tribunus

militum, an office of great historical antiquity,
from the analogy of which the famous tritium

plebis took their name. The tribunus militum is

called by Mommsen
* the pillar of the Roman mili-

tary system'; he was an officer commanding a
cohort See, further, LEGION".
A chiliarch with his *band 3

(a-Treipa) is repre-
sented l>y St. John a?, coming with Judas to take
our Lord in (ho Garden of Gethsenaane. If this is

to be understood strictly as standing for a tribunus
militiim and his cohort, the use of so large a force

would point to a great (real or assumed) fear of

popular disturbance on the part of the autlionties.

The words may, however, be used in a general
sense for a body of troops under an officer (see
Westcott, ad loc.).

In St Mark's account of the -
'

*
*

- of John
the Baptist, Herod the tetrarch ( , is repre-
sented as making a feast to his /teyLffrcu>es (highest
civil officials), xi\lapx.oi (highest military officers),
and Trpwrot T7j$ Ta\i\ala$ (leading provincials) . These
s chiliarchs

j were officers of the army of the tet-

rarch, which would be organized on Roman models.
For the association of fj-eytaraves and x^-^PX01 cf.

Rev 615
. (See Swete's St Mark, ad loc.).

M. R NEWBOLT.
CHOICE. In the Gospels, choice is always ex-

pressed by one small group of closely connected

words, viz. 1/cA^yo/Mu, K\eKr6$, K\oyq. And these at

once define the nature of the choice, which is not
that of '

decision,
3 but that of *

selection.' Perhaps
the English term which moie precisely than any
other answers to tK^yew is to 'cull,' to choose here
and there one, that is to say, out of n !.!.'< i T, umber
laid out in view. And tnis force of the word is

rather emphasized by the fact that in the NT the
active voice of the verb is no' -M-

;
lo\ < <1 but only

the middle or passive, with \\ \, vo^ which are

passive in character. It is not, then, the action of

choosing which is prominent, but its result; or

else the status or nature of that which is chosen.
And this point is of some importance in view of

the use to which some passages of the NT have
been put by those who have attempted to elaborate
from them doctrines of election or ]-n-.1 -f i M i-.-i.

Stress is never laid chiefly on the ( U>( IOM > y
destination of the Miiujjriify, but on the fact that
such and such are uctnallv found among those

whom God has culled ror Himself and who consti-

tute His own people, h v ouM l)e an advantage to

accurate Christian thought if the rendering
*

elect
'

were eliminated from the NT, and were replaced
by

' chosen' or c

select,
3

although it is a direct de-

rivative of the original.
The central meaning of the terms employed is well shown in

1 . >" \ i
' o.i-i.- - ' He marked how they chose out the chief

M'.i -
1

(I v 'I MJ i v hath chosen the good part' (10^) , *He
j i 1 MI*'* ) i

- '

-id chose from them twelve, whom also he
rv> I ir >->![- i' with which oilu*r pit^apc-* rt^iLing I o L 1

i'

'i < "
( UK 1 \ '.i should be compared, \i/ Jn <>"' !."> > M

1348, Ac 1% and, as essentially the same, Ac I24 ; cf. also 1 Co
127 28, ja 24. A further selection for some special service is

indicated in such passages as * God made choice among j ou
that by my mouth . .

'

(Ac 15?, cf 65 1522 25); 'Many are

called, but few chosen *

(Mt 221*) And by an almost insensible

gradation, the use of tho word pa-s"- on to - ,i''h irisi.irii'Cs ns the

choice of Saul, *a ciioM.n \ -<.!' (U 1 l

'
1
'-), In4 C hn-i or God,

his chosen* (Lk 2S^ t
k

f 0*') ^-"^ T^o cho-en people of God (Ac

1S17, JEph I4, 1 P 2* '

*') 1 lii-
1 l.i^t uann'd appear in a group of

passages in the Gospel- (on th<- I'lis of Christ Himself) which
are of apocalvptic character, and in all \vhichthe English render-

ing is unfortunately
*
elect

'

,
e

(j

'
Shall not God a<\ enge his

chosen 7 '

(Lk IS7) , 'For the sake of his chosen \v horn be chose,
he shortened the da>s

'

(.Mk 1320 22 27
; Mt, 24-"-' ^ 31) To Lhc^e

there are manv similar instances m the EpisLleb (Ro S^ 131 7
Jd,

Col 312, 2 Ti ^o, Tit I1, 1 P I1 , cf. Rev 17*4). Individuals are

spoken of as chosen (Ro 1633, 1 P 513, 2 Jn l
fo), and also an?el*

(1 Ti 521) , while God's purpose of selection is rntntionecl (Ro
9*1), and the status of those selected (1 Th !*, 2 P l^).

From 4ihe foregoing it is clear that in the

Gospels, and in the &T generally, 'choice' ex-

presses a selection of some among other alterna-

tives, and commonly selection for some special

service; Qod's people "being selected that they may
become His servants who serve Him and so serve

all in the furtherance of His purposes of love,

rather than on their own account alone. More-

over, God's choice is always viewed as an actual

fact seen in its results, and never as an intention

in advance ; except perhaps in reference to St.

Paul's apostolate and Jacob's destiny, both of which

are, however, so referred to only when seen in

retrospect. See ELECT, FREEWILL
E. P. BOYS-SMTP^.
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CHORAZIN. Mentioned once only in the

Go&pels, Mt l! 21 =Lk 10ia
, along with Bethsaida,

as one of the *
cities

'

(ir6\ei$) where most of Jesus'

mighty deeds were done. The name is not found
in the OT nor in Josephus; and it is not ceitain

whether it he the same place as DTIS or o^na men-
tioned once in the Talmud (Menahoth, 85a), where
the superior quality of its wheat is praised.
Jastrow's Dictionary gives 'Karzayini near Jem-
salem,

5 Dalman's *QTp name of place.
5 One MS

has DTO, two '3
; see Rabbinowicz, Vance Lecttones ;

Neubauer, Geoqifphic du Talmud, p. 220. Most
MSS of the NT spell Xopafle)fr, others, ebpecially
in Luke, Xwpa^V ; so Stephen in Luke, but not

Elzevir, Mill ; D both times XopofeuV, and the same
form prevails in the Latin texts : C(h)orozam

Why the editions of the Peshitta, even Gwilliams',

spell Kortfzln, we fail to see. Baihebrseus

gives expressly *1 5CIO Kurzin as the vocalization

of the Peshitta, and Chomzin as that of the Greek.
Neither t1 *-- 1:1, n , t" r* form of the name (on

which see N -i\ < n
' //'PF xxvii. 134) nor its

etymology is -\"-t\ i "'\ clear. The place has
been identified '. i A"- / , on the eastern shore
of the Lake of Galilee, but more probably with
Khirbct Kerazeh, 4 kilometres N. of Tell 5um, first

discovered by Thomson in 1857 Eusebius calls' it

a K&IMI (oppidmn), 12 Roman miles from Capernaum,
in his time deserted ; but 12 seems to be a mis-

-.x.ll;'i_r of the MS for 2, as given by the Latin
i Munition of Jerome (Eusebius, dnomasticon,
ed. Klostermann, 174. 25, 175 25).* On the ruins
of Kerazeh, especially its synagogue, see the
literature ^quoted by Schurer, GJV* 27, n. 59

Cheyne's list of Proper Names (in the Queen's
Printers

1

Aids to the Student of the Holy Bible]
recommends the

|
K-L^I I'l'tM-n ^ho-ra'zin *,

this is

suppoifced by the *
i- n "OFF i /V r&sseh, if it be the

same name ; the accentuation of the firsat syllable,
common in German, has the support of Kurzin in
the Peshitta ; in Latin Choroza in The mediaeval

explanation of the name 'hoc mysterium meum'=
"mi wn, goes back to Jerome (OS 61. 8). There
was once a tradition that the Antichrist was to
be born in Chorazin, and that its inhabitants were
JMMIU of (his, and therefore the pl.ue \\^ (insed
b\ T(Mi*-, see Expos. Times> xv. [L9nj] p. 524.
The name Chorazin is, like that of Njvjuoih, an
interesting illustration of the scantiness of our

literary tradition.f EB. NESTLE.

CHOSEN OKE This, like e Beloved' (wh. see),

seems to have been a pre-Christian designation of

the Messiah, 6 <fcAerrfo #ou occurs in. the LXX of
Is 4&1

, and is there defined as 'Lr/w^X. But in the
Book of Enoch * the Elect one *

is a common title

of the Messiah (cf. 405 49s 513- 5 52s- 9 61s" 8- 10 621
),

Traces of it still survive in the Gospels, but there
seems to have been a tendency to avoid its use,

perhaps on the ground that it might seem to favour
so - called

*

Adoptiomst
'

views of the nature of
Christ's relation to God. Lk 935 substitutes 6

&c\Xey^*os (KBLS (1), 274 m* Syr Sin a ft 1 vg
* In the Latin text (OS* 114. T) the name is spelt

*
Chorazin/

not ( Ghorozaw,' as stated in Encyc Bill
, where also the

modern name Kerazeh is once spelt with #, as if it were p.

t Among the mighty works done in Bethsaida the feeding of
the 5000 is certainly to be reckoned (Lk 0iOff , where IvtffirwfMs
of v 12 jg to be explained from T&sflQ<re,iSa,=oi:xof tTwrifpoZ [OS
174 7, 18S. 75]). Hence it is tempting to find one of the mighty
works done at Chorazin in the healing of the demoniac m the
land of the Qerasenes or Gergesenes (S26)^ and to combine this
name with Chorazin In his JPh-dologica Sacra (1896, p 21) the
present writer suggested that the prominent part played by the
swine in that story may be derived from a local name like Has
el-chinzir or Tell abu-l-chinzw. The plural of tiftinzw (swine) is

chanazir, of which Chorazvn, might be a transposition.

codd. aeg aeth CCHl arm) foi Mk.'s 6 cryaTnjros, and
in Lk 23J3

\\ e have ' the Messiah of God, the Elect
'

Else\\ heie the evidence is moie doubtful 6 eA-Xe/cros

TOO deov occurs in Jn I 34 in &~ 77, 218, Syi bin

Cur e, and is adopted by Buikitt, Evangelion Ua-

JlepJistrreshe, n 309. Lastly, "approved Son 3

is

given by Syi 8m in Jn 318 for TOV fjiovoyevovs viov

rov eeov St Mark and the editor of the Fust

Gospel after him ^eeni to have avoided the 6 eVXevmSs

/JLOV of the LXX (Is 421

) in their accounts of the

Baptism and Tianfetigmation, and to have fallen

back on a Christianized version of Is 421
preserved

for u& in Mt 1218 "21
,
in which 6 dyaTrrjrds /aou had

taken the place of 6 K\e^r6$ yov of the LXX.
Connected with the use of this title of the Mes-

siah in the Gospels is the question a*> to the mean-

ing of the aoribt eM^aa in Mk ln = Mt 317=Lk
332 . Bacon (Journ. Theol Lit xvi 136-139) urges
that this means '

(on \\hom) I hxed my choice,' i.e.
' whom I elected,' and refeis in the thought of the

Evangelist to the Divine election of Christ by God
(cf. AJTfi ix. 451 ft ) So far as the First Gospel
goes, there is much to be said for this. We might
bring together the following passages 3 17 175 eV <J

etfo6/e?70-a, IP7 wdvra ^ttot irapeSldfj biro TOV Trarpds /xou,

2818
edoffv) jaoi 7ra<Ta ^ovcria v otipavtp KO! siri 7775, and

possibly the fjKBov of 517 9ia 1034 and the *

sending
'

of 1040 152*, as all in the mind of the Evangelist
referring to the Divine choice, endowment, and
mission of the eternally existing 'Son' (cf II 27

)

into the world. To these should be added the
citation in 1218 t Behold my son (servant

9
) whom

I adopted, my beloved in whom my soul was well

pleased,
5 where the aprists

are most easily ex-

plained as
" '

Divine selection and ap-

|)')ii'.tiiu'!>f
. Vi ,

,

period.
In s.iio 1 liovJu or the !

:
i of the

Viijin b\ i ho Holy x
x i,

' xistent

Messiah '(
= Beloved) or Son (II

27
) ^ho hiid been

forechosen by God (3
17

17"
5

), and who, when born
into the world as Jesus, was ' God-with-us

*

(I
23

).

In this respect the writer of the Tn -T Go-pel shows
himself to Ibe under the influence or the -ame con-

ception of the Person of Christ that dominates the
Johannine \ 1

1
< 1 : \

"

i _ 1
-, this conception under

the categor - <: i

'

/ v ^ and the Divine Son is

worked out rnuch more tully in the Fourth than in

the First Gospel. On the other hand, temis such
as *

choice,'
f

adoption/ which at an early period
seem to have been borrowed from the Jewish Mes-
sianic doctrine to express it, and which survive

here and there in the Synoptic Gospels and in the
Acts (cf. 922 [Fl. Gig ] and 2 P I17 ) are absent from
St. John. Such terms were probably gradually
dropped out of use becflii-e Uio\ could be used to

support the view of tho adoption, of the man Jesus
to be the Son of God, which ihoy certainly did not

originally express. W. C. ALLEN.

CHRIST. See ATONEMENT, AUTHORITY OF
CHRIST, BIRTH OF CHRIST, DATES, DEATH OF
CHRIST, MESSIAH, PERSON OF CHRIST, PREACHING
CHRIST, etc. etc.

CHRIST IN ART. i SYMBOLS The representa-
tion of Christ by means of symbols is not earlier

than that by means of pictuies There are found
in the Catacombs at Koine at the commencement
of Christian art not only the Fish symbol, but also

pictures of the Good Shepherd, ancf of our Lord m
certain Gospel scenes, all before the middle of the
2nd cent. ; and of these the Good Shepherd cany-
ing a sheep occurs in the Catacomb of Domitilla
before the end of the 1st century. It will be, how-
ever, convenient to begin with the Symbols, pro-

ceeding thence through the Types to more direct

representations of Christ
1. The Fish was the most popular symbol of our
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Loid in the middle of the 2nd cent , and continued
so till the end of the 4th, when it suddenly -went

out of use. More than one cause
T " 1

O- _!, '

. .is an aciostic (th '
.

n>> ' \' ) "1 standing for 'I^crovs Xpurros, 6eou TIos,

Sam?/)), it formed a most convenient secret sign

among the Christians, being readily understood by
the initiated as "Tn^'ii ni: fhiist in the fulness

of His divinity. 1 : ( . 1 1 n-< I v. i !i it also the thought
of the sacramental feeding upon the Son of God,
which is so prominent in early Chiistian art . e g
the t\\o paintings in the crypt of Lucina, which

belong to the middle of the 2nd cent , and repie-
sent two baskets of bread, each containing a glass

cup of wine and resting upon a n&h. The earliest

known representation of this symbol is even more

significant: it occurs in the Fractio Pa?ns fresco,

recently discovered by Wilpert in the Catacomb of

Priscilla, which belongs to the \ C'
: "" :

\: of the

2nd cent., and is a picture of a :
|i

,

i
\

i celebra-

tion of the Communion, seven people are seated

at a table on winch lie five loaves, two fishes, and
a two-handled mug, \\hile the bishop or president
at the end of the table is in the act of breaking a

loaf. In this deeply inteie&ting picture of the
Eucharist we see a fuither leason why the Fish

symbol was felt to be appropriate ; it carried the
mind to the miracle of the loaves and fishes, which
was an early type of the Eucharist because of Jn
09-59 Yhe Fish symbolizes not only the Euchar-

ist, but the sacrament of Baptism as well ; this is

brought out by the common representation of a fish

a^ Bumming in the water (see below under '

Sym-
bol n. Scenes') 'We little fishes,' says Tertullian

(do Bapt* i ),
' after the example of our Ichthus

Jesus Christ, are born in water.
5

Cf. St. Clement
below, under e Other Symbols.' This double sym-
bolism is tersely expressed in the 2nd cent inscrip-
tion of Abercius recently discovered^by Ramsay at

Hierapolis. . . . o;veiy\\h'
kio\\a- fai.Ii my guide,

i ri^ _r,ai :ne everyvlHMO foi food i'ic ! ntlios from
ih< k

*|iiii"_
r '

2. Other Symbols. The Fish was early combined
with otlior -ymboK such as the Dove, the Cross, the

Ship, the Shepherd, and especially with the Anchor,
the combination of the Fi&h and the Anchor (first

found on the wucopliagu- of Livia Primitiva about
the middle of the 2nd cent. ) being a hieroglyph for

the common epitaph
(

Spes in Christo.'

There is an early mention of Christian symbols in St Clement
of Alexandria (PcecL. ni 11)

* Leb the en<rra\ ing; upon the ffem
of your ring- be either a dove, or a fish, or a ship running: before
the wind, or a musical 1\ re, the de^ ice used try Pol\ crates, or a

ship's anchor, \\hich Seleucus had carved upon his signet. And
if ihc d(\u'o represent a man fi-lmi, it will remind us of an

iipobilo, d'i<l of ebilrtren dnu\n OMI of water.'

All these symbols, it will be noticed, are com-
mon ones, sttcn as %\ ouldnoc excifc comment. .'mion<J!

pagans. However, thr Dove (at fir^t a * \mbol of

peace) and the Ship (which represented the

Church), the Lyre (a symbol of Orpheus, see below)
and the Anchor of hope (see also under * Cross ')

are not direct symbols of- Christ , nor, except by
way of the Eucharist, are they representations of

bread, wine, or the grape. The Aqnus Dei, a post-
Constantiman symbol, may moie conveniently be
considered under the head of

* NT types.'

In mediaeval art a trace of the Fish symbol survived as

Indeed it sun ives to-day in the i,e$ica piscm, a Bgure which is

still customarily restricted to the seals of ecclesiastical persons
and corporations The Dove, at first used as an emblem of

peace, sometimes with an olive branch m its mputh (tbomgh it

occurs in pictures of the Baptism of Christ in the Catacombs),
was the recognized symbol of the Holy Spirit m the apsidal
mosaics of the 4th and 5th centuries, and thus has continued
ever since : the Lamb, the Hand of God, and the Cross (see

below), found in connexion with the Dove in these mosaics, also

continued as common symbols m the Middle Ages, when inter-

laced triangles and circles further represented the Trinity

Two emblems- of immortality, the Peacock (from.

the fabled indestructibility of its flesh) and the
Phoenix, using from its ashes, were early used as

types of Christ. The Star (Rev 221G
) and the Sun

(Mai 4-) were also used ; the Hose and Lily (Ca 2 1
)

\\ere very favounte subjects of decoiative art after
the 13th cent , but they came to be ubed rather as
emblems of Christ's Mothei than of our Lord Him-
self, and often as badges of the loyal houses in

rn^liiiiu .
n i<i r^,ji i : the Pomegianate, split open,

originally a type 01 Divine grace, became sirnilai ly
common as a Tudor badge. In the Middle Ages,
\v hen great emphasis wab laid upon the Eucharistic

sacrifice, symbols of the Passion were much in

vogue, in addition to the Vine and Corn, the
Chalice and the Host. Hence the use of the

Pelican, the great prevalence of tfi< J v"% ft ." ;nul

the Crucifix, and the constant u-r o, T'I I i-nu-
nients of the Passion, m addition to the almost
infinite varieties of the Cross. The Instiuments, of

the Passion, so common still in decoiative art, are
the Crown of Thorns, the Nails, the Coat and
Dice, tho So, i;:<- Pillar, Ladder and Sponge,
the Five Wounds, Hammer, Pincers ; to which are
sometimes added the 8word and Staff, Lantern,
Thiity Pieces and Cock, the Pierced Heait, and
thts Vermcle or Napkin of Veronica, and the Super-
scription INBI. The Passion-flower, a popular
emblem at the present day, was introduced by the
Jesuit missionaries fiom Mexico, as containing
symbols of the Twelve Apostles, the Five Wounds,
the Three Nails, and the Crown of Thoins.

3. Sacred Monograms. The Alpha and Omega
naturally appear early (though not m i- -,

matic or interwoven form) because of lie. 1* , .aj

first instance m the Catacomb of St. Priscilla, 2nd
cent.

< Modestina AO,' which means 'Modebtina
live in Christ.' Some of the sacred monograms are

leally contractions ; for instance, the familiar IHC
and XPC are the first two and the last letteis of

IHCOTC and XPICTOC, just as MR stands for

MARTYR, or DO for DOMINO ; contractions of

this sort were extremely common in sepulchral in-

scriptions (e g.
t Lueretia pax tecum in DO '), but

there was no fixed method ; the abbre\ iations IH
and XP alone are sometimes found, and also the
initials IX, which, combined, formed the earliest

or pre-Constantinian monogram ^|^ (the first in-

stance being in a 3rd cent, fresco in the Catacomb
of SS. Peter and Marcellinus), None of these,

however, are found by themselves, but only as

abbreviations in the course of an inscription. The

Constantinian monogram ^P (for XP) is the first to

stand alone, though it does also occur in inscrip-
tions (e.g. *Koges pro nobis quia scimus te in

J9') ; this moTiogrjim wo^ < orwdeml a form of the

Cross (see below) ; it is characteristic of the con-

version of the Empire, and is rarely found sub-

sequent to the Sack of Rome by Alaric in 410. It

is often surrounded by a wreatn, and often has the

A and on either side to mark the divinity of our
Lord ; in a 4th cent. lead colfin from Saida in

Phoenicia^ the letters of the old symbol IX0TC
lie between the arms of the monogram Three
main vanations of it appear in which the Cross is

made more apparent ^p??
-IJEI,

and
^j^,

but these

are later and less common.

The contraction IHC, as subsequently Latinized into IHS, is

now called the Sacred Monogram par excellence, and is as

popular as it was m the Middle Ages and in the 17th and 18th

centuries, when it was almost the only symbol of the kind , this

was owing mainly to its being misunderstood as the initials of
* Jesus Hommum Salvator' (or even of *In Hoc Signo'); in

mediaeval tunes the confusion may not have arisen, m spite of

the ambiguity of the Greek H in Gothic character, for the letter

J was often replaced by IH or HI, and '

jDiesus
' was a common,

way of spelling the holy name. Meanwhile the contraction of
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the title XPS has been almost forgotten ; its use in such an
inscription as IHS XPS NIKA -s V *

,
. i . -

... . , ,

but IHS XPS occur on a portrai o ( 'i -
t (

>
: \ _

(c. 1000), and are not unknown m laie mecuajval art, e.g. uoi/ri

are found among the tiles of Malvern Abbey.

The initials of the Fiw* -.<:! i'-'i INRI (

e lesus
Nazarenus Rex Judaeorum ;, whicu now rank next
to the IHS in

popular estimation, do not seem to
V"o , i , , *i,? 13th cent., after which they

: '','> abbreviation of painters (cf.
below tinder '

Crucifixion ').

3. The symbol of the Cross eventually sup-
planted altogether that of the Fish. But in early
Christian art representations of it are very rare,
and at first only given in a disguised form, al-

though the sign of the Cross was already so greatly
reverenced towards the end of the 2nd cent, as to
be used by Christians before almost every act of

daily life, dressing, eating, bathing, going to bed,
etc.,

'

cjusecumque nps conversatio exercet, frontem
crucis signaeulo terimus,' etc. (Tert. de Coron.
Mil. iii.

)

"*" '

eserve was due partly to the
natural

'

the portrayal of an instru-
ment whicn was still in use for the most degraded
form of execution, partly also to the fact that all

Christian symbolism was rc"\ --i'i"y of a hidden
nature in the Hjre- mevious to tlie' Peace of the
Church, Th 1 1*. 1 1 1M i -si representations of the Cross
are very indirect; the cross-marks on the round
Euchanstic loaves, which are found as early as the
2nd cent, (on a '!' "r

*

Catacomb of

Priscilla), merely , i i .' ing up of the
corners of the bre< > < *-, ! . The Anchor
(a symbol which is rare after the 3rd cent. ) often
lias a crossbar so marked as to be clearly sym-
bolic ; it was, in fact, according to Marucchi, a
hidden form of the Cross, a symbolized hope in
the Cross,

The earliest representation of the Cross by itself

the swastica or '

fylfot' j^|
which is found in

the Catacombs in the 3rd cent., and is not un-
common in the earliest Christian textiles was a
form so * dissimulated

5
as to pass unnoticed among

pagans who were accustomed to its use as a con-
ventional ornament. Only one ,

% M -,.,,* ! Cross
occurs in the Ca rJKOFiiL- clirinj: ': j

,
<

- -n sepul-
ture (i.e. before Liu S,i' k or Homo in 41u), and
this is the so-called Greek or <

<j
nil}. -oral Cross -J-,

which has no special connexion \\uii ilio Eastern
Church ; a small 4th cent, example of this Cross
has been found in the namele-* 7>t/f>f,fj'

'ti.i near St.

Callistus. Therexjis a Cross, ^\\\ (li-^iinultti! in
a 4th cent, fresco in the Catw<ml> of Calli-m-, a
green tree with two branches, under which are two
doves ; for the rest, in the Catacombs the earliest
*true and proper Cross/ as Wilpert calls it, the
earliest, that is, which is not a biuo *-\inlol, is in
the Catacomb of Ponziano a^ominod />'// Cross
of the end of the 5th cent.; another similar ex-

ample in the same place is attributed to the 6th or
7th. In a late 4th cent, mosaic in the church of
St. Pudenziana, Kome, is one of the few undis-

guised Crosses that have been discovered of an
earlier date than the 5th cent. ; it stands in the
midst of the half dome of the apse, and is of the
so-called Latin shape* (crux imi/nssa), and gemmed ;

but the use of the Latin Cross did not become
common till the 6th century.
The crux commissa, or Tau Cross, appears earlier ;

for, though a more exact representation of the
actual instrument of death, itwould pass unnoticed
as the letter T~. Of this form Tertufiian says (adv.
Marc. iiL 22), *Ipsa est enim littera Grsecorum Tau,
nostra autemT, species cmcis.' The Cross was prob-
ably recognized as hidden in the pre-Constantinian
form of the Monogram )J^ ; and though it is still

disguised in the Constantiman Monogram,' yet

this symbol >P was considered as a Cross in the

4th cent., and it must have been the 'Cross' which
Constantine saw in the sky, since the Cross is

always represented by this Monogram in contem-

porary art. In the later varieties of the Mono-
gram, as we have seen, the Cross was more plainly

introduced, e.g. JJ2.
" " "

there were about;

fif ily named by the
m '

. June, Fleurettee,
Pi \ I Fourchee, Pater-
nosUr T- 1> r !"<"! Crescented, Interlaced, etc, in addition to
the VM 1

, V,r - Ciossworn by the Knights Templars and
the Knights of St John, the Cross of St James borne by the

Knights of St lago, the Saltire of Scotland and Ireland, etc.

It may be added that the use of small Crosses carried about
the person dates from the 5th cent

,
when also processional

Crosses came into use (e g a Cross is carried, and candles, m a
5th cent, ivory, at Tieves), it was not till later that the pro-
cessional Cross came to be taken from its staff and placed on
the altar during service time ; indeed, the use of an altar-Cross
continued to be far from universal throughout the Middle Ages.

5. The Crucifix, which became the principal fea-

ture of mediaeval churches, is naturally of still

later date than the Cross, for the motives which
caused the early Church to shrink from an open
' -Mn M i

.', i .on of the latter would apply still more
'

> .'-o i< < ii-m of the Crucifix. In addition to this,
the blithe spirit of Christian art in the first four
centuries was certainly against

* '

of

scenes of suffering and sorrow ; A
' ' of

scenes from the Passion are very rare (see below),
and pictures of death or martyrdom do not occur.

That the death upon the Cross was ,"

* "
- *

'
, > pagans as

"

.
-

,

" *
-

*

to the Jews J r I

- - !N ,s curiously
ature of the Orucmxion which was

scratched on the wall of the pages' quarter at the Palatine m
the latter part of the 2nd cent

,
and was discovered in 1856 ; the

figure on the Cross has an ass's head, and by it stands a wor-

*.>,.l>,r\ ',. i i* 1 , Msripfon \AF5 YMENXXS 2EBETJE
<-"i ON

v,
i \MV > ,1 I )!.-, ii's jrod )

r
lh'3 (Mrio.iliire i-, ,is a

m.-tfer <>f TIUM ilx* oulx pioniic o: a crucmxion that has been
fo,md \\ ,ituri tlie fn>l iour ce'iiuru^

The earliest Christian example of any kind is on
a panel of the 5th cent, doors of St. Sabina at

Rome, about a century and a half after Constantine
had abolished the penalty of crucifixion. The next
is in a 5th cent, ivory in the British Museum.
The third is in a Synan MS of the year 586, and
is the earliest dated example. But all these three

belong to the category of * Scenes from the Gospels.*
The earliest actual Crucifix that is extant is a small
amulet at Monza, which was given by Gregory
the Great to Adaluwald the son of Queen Theo-
dolind, and belongs therefore to the end of the 6th.

centurv. Early Christian literature (the reliability
of which is illustrated by every fresh discovery in
the realm of archseology) is markedly Client on
the subject, the first mention of a picturo of the
Crucifixion being in the middle of the Ctli century.
At the close of that century Gregory of Tours sup-
plies the earliest mention of an actual Crucifix,
when he tells us that there was one in a church,
at Narbonne, and that Christ api>< aie<l in a vision
to rebuke this i !!- - -i, ,h.n ! - ,I;IH -i its naked-
ness. About !< i"iu i < !ij;l mjii.!io (800) the
use of Crucifixes became very general, and they
gradually ceased to be of the ideal type ; but as
this development belongs rather to the representa-
tion of Chi 1st in 'Scenes from the Gospels,' the
details are given below under that head.

ii. TYPES 1. Pagan. Early Christian art is

classical not only in its reserve about the Cross,
not only in its use of the ordinary classical decora-
tive subjects, but also in its use of certain pa<pm
myths as symbolizing aspects of the Christian
faith. It is remarkable that the moral value of

the better elements of mythology should have
been thus recognized at the very tombs of martyrs
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who had suffered at the hands of paganism. The
figure of Orpheus -w&s familiar as a funeieal symbol
among the ancients because of his fabled rescue of

Eurydice from Hades in the Catacombs it was
adopted by the Christians as a symbol of the
attractive power of the Master There aie five

instances of Orpheus with hib lyre in the Cata-

combs, the earliest being of the 2nd century.
Sometimes Orpheus is represented in his com entional Phry-

gian costume playing- upon the lyre, \\hile \arious beasts,
birds, and leptiles listen to him, sometimes it is sheep that

pathei round, for Orpheus was a shepherd, and thus his story
\vas mter\\o\en \\ith the Good Shepherd theme, sometimes
the figure of Orpheus is even painted in the centre of a vault
in the place usually reser\ ed for the Good Shepherd

The story of Psyche was similarly used, typify-
ing here the love of God for the soul, Ulysses and
the Sirens occurs seveial times on Christian sar-

cophagi, and Hercules feeding the dragon with

poppy-seed is also found. The pearock and the

phoenix, symbols of immortality, and thus of Christ
i

1

-.'i!
1

' '_ over death, as well as the dolphin,
<n" i (! souls to the Isles of the Blessed, were
othe: I-,'.!." I ypes that continued in use among
the ' -i,,. 1 -- In this connexion may also be
mentioned the ancient Egyptian symbol of the so-

called Nile key Q .* which was used in textiles by

the Christians in Egypt for several centuries after

the conversion of that country.
2. OT types. OT subjects are common in the

Catacombs, and in some the Brincipal figure is

identified with Christ. This is the case with
Moses striking the Rock> where Moses becomes the

type of Christ and the water a type of Baptism,
the point being sometimes emphasized by the con-

junction of Christ drawing a fish out of the water,
< ii i 1 1 the s-ai c o] >1 1 jri by the raising of Lazarus. The
b''t ij'ic'i '>f Tft'tif was also a favourite subject as

\l"fil of the Sacrifice of Christ. The story of

Jonah was the most popular of all (there are 57

examples), as a type of the Resurrection which had
been established by Christ Himself (Mt 1240). In
the story of The Three Children the figure of the
Son of Man is sometimes introduced. Although
such OT subjects as Adam and Eve do not readily
-admit of the same typical treatment, yet in

some 4th cent, sarcophagi Chri&t is introduced as
the Logos standing between them. Representa-
tions of Noah appear as early as the end of the 1st

cent., but the ark is a symbol both of deliverance
and of Baptism (1 P 331 ), so that *Noah represents
the saved rather than the Saviour. From the 4th

cent., when mosaics came into use, OT subjects
were largolj employed in the great apsidal decora-
tions of iho succeeding centuries; but all that
need here be mentioned are the 6th cent, mosaic
of St. Vitale at Ravenna, where Abel with a lamb
and Melchizedek with a loaf stand as types of
Christ on either side of the Christian altar, which
is draped and has on it a two-handled chalice and
two loaves, and the 7th cent, mosaic at St. Apol-
linare in Classe, where Abel, Melchizedek, and
Abraham leading Isaac stand round a similar
altar.

3. NT types. The earliest manner of represent-

ing our Lord as a solitary figure was under the

type which He Himself had giventhat of the
Good Shepherd. In its reserve, its tenderness, its

giaeioub beauty, the figure of the Good Shepherd
was characteristic of the first Christian art, and
its subsequent disappearance was also character-
istic of much.

Thife figure, which appears first in the Catacomb of Lucina in
lht oarlv part of the '2nd cent, and became thereafter exceed-

ing! v common, was in no sense an attempt at portraiture. The
Shepherd m al\\a\s a typical shepherd of the Campagna, a

*See art. 'Cross* by Count Goblet d'Alviella in Hastings*
forthcoming Diet, of Religion, and Ethics.

beardless youth, bareheaded, clad in the tunic of the peasant ,

the tunic is generalh sleeveless, with sometimes a small cape
over the shoulders, u hile leggings complete the realism of the
attire There are t\\o distinct classes of Good Shepherd pic-
tures m the Catacombs -(a) 21 represent him feeding his
flock (m one i .1 1,

-
.( ^ <

J

it aira n-t a pijr and an ass) ; these

belong to the ,\>\ id ii 'i t ^ , (h) fe^ pn uire.* represent him
cariying- a sheep ('." .' t . kid there is probably no
foundation for the :>< . ,1. I<I,,L in M Arnold's famous son-

net) ,
in these the sheep, according to Wilpert, represents the

-<
"

i
i

-

ls.iif" s person. Class b begins \erj eorl>, 3 ex-
.

A
i * - o' i'n 1 1 '! the 1st cent occurring in the Catacomb cf

St Domitilla In spite of the realism of the Good Shepherd
pictures, there is a vi * i-i' jr, 1

-
, i< i,the

figure that marks it -i , , i- a (!-, . , . the

figure ot a shepherd \vas common enough in , i
* the

Hermes Knophoros bearing a ram, or the .
i \ > to

make it both a safe and an accessible model for Chustians
The theme is varied in many \\ajs occasionally the Good
Shepherd carries a kid, sometimes other sheep or goats stand
near him ,

m a fresco m the Catacomb of St Callistus he is sur-

rounded by the Four Seasons , sometimes he sits and plaj s upon
a s\ rm\ , sometimes he carries a crook, and sometimes a milk-

pail, a symbol of the gift of life, indeed, the sheep and the milk-

pail are occasionally represented bv themsehes, e.g in the

crypt of St Lucina two sheep stand by an altar on which lie

a milk-pail and a crook. Tertulhan (c 200) mentions the pamt-
i'V of the Good Shepherd on chalices as a common custom (de
Pun ic MI.) c-tatues were probably not introduced before the
time of Constantme, but an exception was made m the case of

the Good Shepherd ,
and the most lovely \,. 1 1> <.

~ -" - the
statue of the 3rd cent which \\as found in ,:\ ( j, ' c, t> < i St.

Callistus, and now stands in the Lateran Museum. Pictures of

the Good Shepherd have become popular again in our own
time, but the* .

- at portraiture and very far from
the idealistic' i ,

- almost be called a symbol of the

early ages, which represents a shepherd as Christ, and does not

attempt to portray Christ as a shepherd

The symbolism of the Good Shepherd, which
had held" so prominent a place in the affections of

the Church, di-.appeaied rapidly after the 4th

cent., and was leplaced by another NT type, very
different in its meaning, the Agnus Dei, the mystic
Lamb of St. John the Baptist and of St John the
Divine. Apparently it was not possible for men's
minds to keep in view the two ideas at once of

Christ the Shepherd and Chiist the Lamb, though
this is attempted in the Catacomb of St. Domitilla

(2nd cent.), where the Lamb bears the crook and

milk-pail of the pastor. The earliest known in-

stance of the identification of Christ with the
Lamb is on the spandrels of the sarcophagus of

JuniusBassus,who died in 350 Chri-t is i e^i c -ontod

among the Three Children, striking watei tzoni

the Rock, raising Lazarus, multiplying the Loaves,

baptized by John, while another spandrel repre-
sents the giving of the Law ; and in each case all

the characters (with the exception of Lazarus} are

represented as lambs. In the Catacomb of SS.
Peter and Marcellinus there is a fresco (c. 400) of

the Lamb, haloed but with no Cross, standing on
a hillock from which four streams issue. Apoca-
lyptic scenes were the favourite subject of the

great apsidal mosaics of the 5th and 6th cents.,

and naturally the *Lamb, standing as though
it had been slain/ became more and more the

favourite type of Christ. Often the Lamb
was accompanied by twelve other lambs issuing
from Bethlehem and Jerusalem, to represent the

Apostles, as in the apse of SS. Cosmas and Damianus
at Rome, A.D. 530.

Tliere is something significant in this identification of the

Lord with humanity, paralleled as it is bj the earlier tendency
to represent under the Fish s\mbol not only Christ Himself, but

also The Christian convert. Established as the Upe was before

the end of the 4th cent , it \vas not till the 3th that the Lamb
was pictured with the nimbus and the cross By 092 this

method of representing- Christ had so superseded all others,

that the Council in Trullo (Quimsext) decreed ' that henceforth

Christ shall be publicly exhibited in the figure of a Man and not
of a Lamb,' in order that * we may be led to remember Christ s

conversation m the flesh, and His passion, and saving' death,

and the redemption which He wrought for the world.' None
the less, although the positive object of the decree was at-

tained, the representation of the Agnus Dei was one of the

most common symbols of the Middle Ages, in sculpture, in

glass, in metal work and embroidery, and sometimes m paint-

ing, as in the culminating example of the Van Eycka* great

picture at Ghent (c. 1430), where the Lamb stands wounded
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upon an altar, the "blood flowing into a chalice, surrounded by
a great company of angels and saints. Thus, this type has
J-*-VTI r i"T='

L --^11 ~_r one, in spite 'f _*> _- >f

i . r ^
" -* i -v our Lord after ; L <

VM -.' ' i.
1

iii. PORTRAITS OF CHRIST. 1. Scenes from the
Gospels. The earliest pictures of Christ aie not

attempts at portraiture, but lepresent His figure

only as occurring in scenes from the Gospels : the

figure is needed to '\
" "

*te subject, but it is

the figure of a man \ , type, and, as in all

early Christian art, - . fctributes ; the char-
acter is determined only by its position and by the
fact that Christ, like the Apostles and generally
other Scripture characters, is ;

""

as wearing the pallium of the x x ;

toga), a convention which has survived clown to

our own time, though realists like Tissot have

begun its destruction It was not till after the
Peace of the Church that the head of Christ was
distinguished by a nimbus : this custom began in

the Catacombs c. 340, and the nimbus was reserved
foi the figure of Christ till the end of the 5th cent.,

when it was given to the Saints as well, and the
nimbus of Christ be^an to be il -i/n^ni-hed b^ a
crotss within the circle. Among the eailiest in-

stances in which the figure of Chi 1st appears are
those which represent Him in the same guise as

that which was so common in later ages, viz. as
an infant in His Mother's arms ; but it was for

a different reason, since the Mother and Child are
but parts of a complete scene, such as that of the
Visit of the Magi.

The earliest of all is In the Oapella Greca in the Catacomb of
St. Pnscilla, and belongs to the beginning of the 2nd cent.,
where three Magi approach the Mother and Child with their

offerings this subject was a very common one, fifteen instances
IK* jr i N- i 1 - wr- -' ;--r-. ,.

, ,, ,1 -. co"i'i,jiAl

fr-i i i
-

i
'

i .', - M -
: ir -i In I

VK ( iiid-

comb of St. Pnscilla there is another fresco (of the first half of
il

n
1 .'

*

i - - _" V -*
-i and Child sitting, while a

li_ '< i ," ! .1 .- i .. star The piccure of the
\ rc

" '
! * . 1 1 - ii v V fresco is veiy beautiful,

recalling in -:f--i.Iiie<-s ai -1 /'.u u a- .vr 11 n in dLiirn Raphael's
treatment o! n*' -'uj<et n .uniiitr -'o ild . 'ion unlike the
hieratic stiffness of the intervening Byzantine and Gothic
types T^-1i < f f 'I'-

'
' ,1 \ this instance, though

in some i - s ^-i !
, , M !

, u i nent is that which we
are accustomed to associate with the Renaissance. A fine 3rd
cent fresco in the same catacomb has the figure of a female
or&ns (representing a consecrated virgin) in the midst, while a
bishop on one side site in his cathedra, accompanied by his

deacon, and in the act of dedicating a virgin ; he points to the
figure on the other side of .nr p^ sin .vhich is that of the
Virgin Mary holding the Cl i M ("hri* IP h-rlap There is also
one instance of th< Ch-lrl osujf ulotv MI n uiai-ircr (MOV\ mith
dccaved)gi\enbydc liu-j-i "To carrv ill? uojooi .1 '-fn fnrtn* r,

the important 6th ooul jno-.au 1- 01 S \poll, narti _N io\e ,n
Ravenna must be r irnVK.t <1 alon^ o rio \va 1 of \ Ju k na\ e a pio-
cession of male m.ir;\rs approachL- ("ru si LU hi one I biricd)
angels, and along the other a procession of female martyrs
approach the Virgin and Child similarly enthroned between
angels ; the Virgin has a plain nimbus and that of the Child
contains the cross, while both figures are of the lofty hieratic
type that endured for so many subsequent centuries

, but it is

remarkable thart (while the figure of the enthroned Christ op
the other *all H approached directly) the procession of female
uumr-> is l<d b> iho JNLigi, and thus iho co'iimon lra<litio" is

sril preserxG'l by \\hieh thi 2tfother and CmM appoar ,M part
of thisGopol "('cue This ma\ be taken as a trui-irional in-

stance, leaduiff on to the later manner of represent inir the
Virgin and Child, which has been the chief theme of Christian
art since that age, and the occasion of so man> masterpieces,
from Cimabue, Giotto, Filippino Lippi, Botticelli, Delia Robbia,
and the great company of Christian s>culptors, Raphael, Michael
Angelo, Murillo, arid countless others down to our own time

In the 2nd and 3rd cent, frescoes of the Cata-
combs the adult figure of Christ appears in many
pictures of Gospel events ; and it is remarkable
that there is, in tho Catacomb of St. Pretestato a
soene from the Passion which is almost as early as
the first Virgin and Child, viz. of the first half of
the 2nd cent., and yet occurs once only: the
Crowning with Thorns is the subject represented,
and other scenes from the Passion may have occu-

pied the now vacant spaces which form part of
the scheme; yet no other picture of any Holy

Week event occurs m the Catacombs. It is le-

markable also that the subject most referred to by
indirect type the Resurrection of our Lord is

never once illustiated until the 4th cent
; while

the figure of Christ raising Lazarus appears as

early as the beginning of the 2nd cent., and occurs

m no less than 53 extant examples. It must

always be boine in mind that the Catacombs
were not, as is popularly supposed, the ordinary
churches or hiding-places of the Chiistians, but were

designed and used for bunals and services in con-

nexion with the departed, and their art is entirely
confined to subjects within this purpose Thus,
the Gospel events are all chosen with reference to

two themes the deliveiance and blessedness of

the departed, and the sacraments of Baptism and

Holy Communion, which weie closely bound up
with the thought of the faithful departed, as is

shown by the reference to baptism in 1 Co 152q
,

and by the many chapels for and pictures of the
Eucharist in the Catacombs Thus, the Raising
of Lazarus, the scenes of Healing, the Conversa-
tion about the Living Water with the Samaritan
woman (as well as the pictures in which our Lord
does not appear, such as Jonah and Daniel), all

refer to deliveiance from the powers of death ;

while the Baptism of Christ, the Multiplication
of the Loaves and Fishes, and the Miracle at Cana,
are chosen for their reference to the Sacraments.
There is a good deal of convention in the treat-

ment of these subjects e.g. Lazarus is represented
as a mummy erect in a classical doorway, while
Christ youthful and beardless touches him with
a rod. The same scenes are carried on in the

sculptures of the
* *

T / . the Mir-
acles of Healing, ux uie Lu<*veto, OJL Cana, the

Epiphany, as well as the Good Shepherd; while
in the 4th cent. &arcoph<i^i are found the Entry
into Jerusalem, and Christ before Pilate ; the
limited funereal cycle of subjects is widened out,
and in the 5th cent, ivories and the carved doors
of St. Sabina there are added Christ Preaching,
the Agony in the Garden, the Betrayal, Chribt

bearing His Cross, Christ and St. Thomas, the

Resurrection, and the Ascension.
But the number of events illustrated did not

increase -,

"

"\ < en in modern times it has con-
tinued to ,-

'

. : as we are reminded by a corn-

pa i i^on with Tissot's illustrated Life of our Lord.
Th< lol1o\\m^ list of the subjects from the life of

Christ which are illustrated in ancient and medi-
aeval art is given by Detzel ; those which occur in

the Catacombs we nave italicized :

ir> i, * n ""-, --.rpr- ^M.TK? M ' " Visit

of Magi, and ", i- j _r I _ n (' r , a i t <Tn
"Doctors, RiiptiS'i i, h-'np'aiio'i, j'/ t,' <" 'Y// '

, .>
i ,n *r>l

Wttman JitaLiw '// the /Wjwf <>/
* n .,/ '/ '/ ' l**u

of the lllinU, of I'H Man \\illi l>r< , /-fir* /.'r/rf-i, ''

Lazarut,, of the Man at JNain, oj Jtin "<- Da A il, /,/.' / < '

the Afultitude^ Casting out Devils ^
i ,. r

-
i r.i

* n

Transfiguration, Entry into Jerusi,' i !,K. i- 1 LI"I>'
'

< "i

His Mother, by Durer], Washing the Dibciples lotJi, La*t

Supper, Agony in the Garden, Betrayal, Trial, Scourging,
Crowning with Thorns, Gaming the Cross, Crucifixion, De-
scent from Cross [' Pieta

'

pictures], Burial, [Idealizations of the
Passion or *

Misericordienbilder,' as, eg,, in the legend of the
Mass of St. Gregory], Christ in Hades , Resurrection, and the

subsequent e\ ents Christ greeting the \Voraen, 'Noli metan-
gere' Journex to Eiiunan*, Onr.ftt appearing to the Apostles,
Chnst and St I horn is, Dm nght ofFishes at the Sea ofTiberias,
Ascension, [Last Judgment]

The set of fourteen pictures found in Roman
Catholic churches and called the * Stations of the

Cross/ some of which are legendary, are of post-
Reformation origin. One scene from the Goanels,
the Crucifixion, must be taken separately.
The Crucifixion as a scene from the Gospels (not

in isolation) first appears in the 5th cent, on the
wooden doors of St. Sabina at Rome. In this

earliest example the primitive feeling is shown
by the fact that no actual cross appears ; Christ
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and the two thieves stand, almost (.omplcicly
naked, with the elbows near the body ami 1 he
hands stretched out and nailed to little blocks of

wood; the Christ is bearded and with long hair,
and his eyes are open ; the sculptor has filled up
the backgi ourid with a suggestion of the walls of

Jerusalem. The second example is also of the 5th

century. It occurs on an ivory box in the British
Museum : the cross is shown, and the Christ is

nailed to it with arms stretched out hoi izontally ;

His face is youthful and beardless, His eyes open,
and His body naked but for the loin-cloth ; on one
side stands a reviling Jew, on the other Mary and
John, while near them Judas hangs from a tree :

in this sculpture the title appears REX IVD. It

is on another panel of the same box that the
earliest repiesentation of Christ bearing the cross

appears The third Crucifixion is a miniature in
a Syrian book of the Gospels, now at Floience, by
Kabulas, a monk of Mesopotamia, and is dated
586 : the Christ is bearded, and wears a long
tunic ; as in the former example, the feet are

separate and the arms horizontal ; the two thieves,
St. John and the women, and the two soldiers with
the spear and sponge, aie included in the picture.
The history of the development of the Crucifix

may be thus summarized. Vj -< < IM _: first as a
scene of Gospel history in t\ .">,,( n .it con-
tinued iTifid

]
noiil for another century, after

which, in uie Oth cent., the Crucifix in isolation

begins also to appear During the 5th, 6th, and
7th centuries it has the following characteristics :

the Christ wears either a loin-cloth or a long tunic

reaching to the ankles, there are nails in the
hands a11

"I ; -v"" the feet also, the feet are

always '. with or without the block
or

'

i

'

the Christ is always living, He
we

'

roval crown nor the ^rown of

thorns, the title, v. < r i ,i i is one, consists gener-
ally of the letters 1C XC, the cross is either com-
missa (T) or immissa (f) ; certain rmjunct- jl-o

appear, the sun and moon generally, rho ihicvcs

often, Mai y and Jchn geneially, the two soldiers

sometimes, sometimes also the soldiers dicing, and
sometimes Adam and Eve.
About the time of Charlemagne (800) there was

a great increase in the use of the Crucifix ; and in
addition to the early or Ideal type, a second type,
the Realistic, began to appear. The Ideal type
continued till the end of the 13th cent, (e g. in the
Codex Egberti at Treves, a 1000, where the Christ
is represented with a youthful, almost girlish face,
and living, though without the royal crown, which
is often added at this period to emphasize the

triumphant aspect of the Crucifixion). The Real-
istic type, in which the Christ is represented
dying, as in modern crucifixes, had become in the
llth cent, a distinctive mark of the Eastern
Church, and figures in the disputes which ended
in the great schism of 1054 : Cardinal Humbert
accused the Greeks of piuiin<r a <l>in<z Christ upon
their crosses, and thu= MM ring up a kind oi Anti-
christ ; the Patriarch Mi* bad Cciulanus rotorted,
in the discussion at Constantinople, that the
Western custom was against nature, while the
East was according to nature. None the less,
the Eastern type had already found its way into

Italy itself through the influence of Ihe Byzantine
craftsmen who worked there, and it spread' bteadily
throughout the West, till by the 13LU cent, it wa^
the dominant type all over Christendom. There
was sometimes "in the transitional period a ming-
ling of the types, as, e.g.> in the Crucifix over the

gate of St. John's Church at Gmund, where the

figure is youthful, with open eyes and in a tranquil
posture, without the crown of thorns, but the
wounds and blood are shown, and the arms are
bent and the head drooping. The complete Real-

istic type is well illustrated in the altar-cross at
the Klosternenburg, Vienna, A.D. 1181, where the
body is collapsed, the knees bent, the arms wrung,
and the head sunk. In the 13th cent, the Crown
of Thorns appears, and the feet are laid one over
the other, so that the figure is held by three nails
instead of four. The Realistic tendency of the
Middle Ages entirely ousted the earlier trium-

Shant
type, and in the 14th cent, only the dead

hrist is found upon the Cross in art. The revival
of painting at this period led to a further increase
of Realism, and the artists wV ]! -i- *>S the
Renaissance delighted in the <I -, '.i\ <-i 'ii ii ana-
tomical knuvluljie: none the le'ss there is much
majesty oi nmei reserve in such Crucifixions as
those of Angelico m the 15th or that of Lumi at

Lugano in the 16th century. Among the famous
examples may be mentioned those of Giotto (at
Padua), Man tegria T.

' T1
. . Anto-

nello da Messina, M , .

-
<

'

I Mem-
ling, Raphael, Ti ! \ - !' and
Vandyke, the later being the more painful. The
great Crucifixion by Velasquez, in the 17th cent.
at Madrid, illustrates the furthest point which was
reached. Westcott truly says that it 'presents
the thought of hopeless defeat. No early Chris-
tian would havedaied to look upon it.' The same
type a tortured figure hanging low from the
handb continued in the Crucifixes of the 18th

cent., though the mediaeval type was revived in
the 19th, and at the present day there is a ten-

dency to revert to the earliest Ideal type which
showed Christ *

reigning from the tree.
3 There

can be liti
1
'- <V^ ml- as to the fact that the

mediaeval ( r:- i \ d,*; tend to over emphasize one
aspect of our Lord's life, T oj.^'i its constant use
in Lutheran churche^ fo:!>,. - us to connect it

specially with one set of opinions. There would
perhaps have been less feeling on the subject
among ErilMi people if the Ideal type had been
UMM! the benoMictory figure, draped and crowned,
which embodies the idea but does not attempt to

-i^o'il iV ;!.<! r,m of our Lord's death.
. Symbolical Scenes. As we have seen, the

"

^l-i

2.

(.aril* -i u. Jjin\ 1
1 <*' n

'"
M'' of Christ is under

the form of the < ..... : **!
| "!, and occurs before

the end of the 1st cent., while close upon this

come pictures of Him in His Mother's arms, and
j, ph i

i i-
1*

His Baptism and of the Crooning
\* i i I i oi 1 ,* 'is the first half of the 2nd century.
Before the close of the 2nd cent, there appear

:

"

-i uf Him in scenes that are sym-
1

i ., ; doctrine; and the earliest of

these are in connexion with the Sacraments, while
in the 3rd and 4th centuries the pictures of Him.
surrounded by Saints in glory begin to appear.

(a) Sacrament- Pictures. In addition to the

Gospel scenes of the Feeding of the Multitude,
the Miracle of Cana, and the Baptism of Christ, in

the Catacombs, there are Sacrament pictures that
are purely symbolical.

In the Sacrament Chapels of St. Callistus, \\hoac decorations

belong to the second half of the 2nd cent., th ire is a figure of

our Lord, beardless and wearing the pallium as usual, stretch-

ing out His hands in the gesture of consecration over a tripod
on which lie loaves and the mystic fish, while an orans, typical

figure of the soul of the person buned in the tomb, stands by.

Among other pictures m the same place is one supposed to re-

present the Seven Disciples at the Sea of Tiberias after the
j Resurrection ; Chnst is giving them bread and fish, while

I
further along in the same picture a fisherman is represented
drawing a fish out of the water, to symbolize union with Christ

in baptism, and further still is Moses striking the rock : thus

Baptism and the Eucharist are symbolized together. This con-
nexion of the two Sacraments is \erv common, and often it is

done by the juxtaposition of the Feeding of the Multitude, of

which there are m the Catacombs 28 examples in all, and Moses
Striking the Bock, of which there are no less than 68 examples.
In the same chamber is a picture of the baptism of a catechu-

men, and near it the Baptism ofChnst in the river, out of which
a fisherman is drawing a fish. In other places title idea is ab-
breviated into a mere hieroglyph of loaves or loaves and fishes.
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In the Middle Ages there was a very popular
form of Sacrament picture, which had reference,
however, to the sacrifice and not to Communion,
viz. the ( Mass of St. Gregory,' referred to above,
where Christ appears upon the altar with the at-

tributes of His Passion, wounded, and crowned
with thorns. The modern Eucharistic pictures of
our Lord, which are common among both Catholics
and Protestants, need only the bare mention heie

(6) Pictures of Christ in Majesty. There are no
pictures of our Lord alone, or of Him as the central

dominating ngiire of a formal group, till the 3rd

centuiy. Up till then from as early a period as
the end of the 1st cent. the artists, when they
wished to represent Him alone (as often in the
centre of a decorated vault), were content to do so

under the type of the Good Shepherd. At the

beginning of the 3rd cent, there appears in the
Catacomb of St. Pretestato the earliest picture of

Christ as a solitary figure ; He sits leading the
Law ; the face is young and beardless, and the hair
is so ample as to give almost a feminine aspect.
In the same century pictures occur of our Lord

sitting In judgment, surrounded by saints, as, e.g.,
in the Nunziatella cemetery, where the Christ,
beardless as usual, but with hair falling over the

forehead, holds a scroll of the Law, and in the

panels round the vault are four saints alternating
with four orantes. There are seven examples In
the Catacombs of Christ seated in the inidst of the
Twelve Apostles, and one of Him with the Four
Evangelists, and also nine busts, all painted In the
4th cent., i.e. the Constantinian era; besides one of
Christ giving crowns to saints, which Is not earlier

than the beginning of tfie -1th century. There is a

sculpture of Chn^i onrlironod on the sarcophagus
of Junius Bassus (f 350) ; and the same subject is

often beautifully carved on the ivories of the 4th,
5th, and 6th centuries. By the end of the 4th
cent, the great mosaic pictures of Christ in glory
begin, the earliest being in. the church of St.

Pudenziana in Rome, c. 390. These became
thenceforward the leading feature of the apsidal
decoration of the basilicas in the 5th and 6th
centuries ; and they are by far the greatest and
the most Imposing of the early pictures of our
Lord He is represented in these mosaics as en-
throned in the glory of the Apocalypse, jsmoiur iho

angels, the Apostles, and other saints and nuiiryi-.
The last great mosaic of our Lord occurs over"the
central door within the nave of St. Sofia, Con-
>tanurioplc : la this famous picture Christ sits

upon a throne, while an emperor prostrates him-
self at His feet, and on either side are medallions
of si " Vi',vi !< S, Michael.

l'i ' MM - ,vi-i *, > of our Lord in Majesty are
common in the Middle Ages, when other symboli-
cal representations occur. A favourite one (which
is often found in the

"

ght of stained
glass windows, and ir of art) is the
Coronation of the Virgin by our Lord, which, like
the Mass of St. Gregory, is characteristic of the
change that had come over Christendom at that
time. There should be mentioned also, as illus-

tiating the lowest depths of materialism in le-

ligious art, the anthropomorphic representations
of the Holy Trinity, which appear as early as the
9th cent. ; in some the Son bears a cross, while the
Father is distinguished by a tiara, and the Holy
Spirit by a dove over His head ; in others there
are two human figures with a dove between them ;

In others the Father holds a Crucifix upon which
a dove descends: there are even examples of a
human figure with three faces.

A new type of symbolical Portralt-^he Sacred Heart' lias
been popular among- Roman Catholics since Margaret Mary
Alacoque started that cultus in 1674. As a symbol by itself the
Heart is already to be found m the 16fch eenfc. often, with

the Crown of Thorns, or the Nails, and the monogram IHS.
In the Sacred Heart pictures and statues .1 . . s ..Eter

the new cultus had been started, the heart <
^ J r .

'" r ,
, by

a \iolent symbolism, disclosed within His breast; it is marked
with a wound, surmounted by a Cross, and often surrounded

by flames and the Crown of Thorns

3. Types of Portraiture. In the first five cen-

tuiies three distinct i \ ,-,,' ." " the portraiture
of Christ. They are ,

'

^ -i by Detzel :

First type. A youthful beardless figure of purely
ideal character, such as is found in the usual
classical subjects, thus representing the perfect
and eternal humanity of our Lord. Kraus calcu-

lates that there are 104 examples of this type in

the Catacombs, 97 in the sarcophagi, 14 in the

mosaics, 45 in gold glasses, 50 in other arts, and
3 in MSS. V '

\ ''
3 earliest representations

are of this . ,1-1 the 3rd and 4th cent,

pictures of Christ in Majesty are as purely ideal

as are the 1st and 2nd cent, pictures of the Good
Shepherd), there are instances also of the beardless

Christ i i .*
'

< in 1 lie "RaUinp: of Lazarus
at St. V! N .- and the Throned Christ at

St. Vitale, both of the 6th cent ), in the time of

Charlemagne, and as late as the 13th cent., e.g. in

the golden altar at Aix-la-Chapelle, where the
Christ is of youthful aspect and enthroned.

Second type. Christ is represented bearded, in

the fulness of manly strength ; thus there is still

the conception of an ideal humanity, immortal
and unmortified, without harshness and without
sorrow. Kxani |>lo- occur frequently in the mosaics
of the 111 i 10 i)ih cents., as at St. Pudenziana,
St. Maria Maggiore at Rome, St. \- in

Classe,|and St. vitale at Ravenna ; < , the
late 7th or 8th cent, fresco of the Catacombs of

St. Generosa.
Third type. The Byzantine type, which appears

thrice in the Roman mosaics of the 5th and 6th
cents, (e.g. at St. Paolo fuori le Mure), and em-
bodies the growing monastic asceticism of the
time. Christ In this type appears older and
more severe, with longer hair and beard, deep-set
eyes and hard features. This developed into the
still harder and stiffer

* debased Byzantine
a

type.
To these may be added the Modern type, in

which artists innumerable have striven to embody
their hi/lk-i cimiupiioutof human perfection and
Divino ^oounc -. -\ I'U-T the long sleep of pictorial

art, the revival of sculpture and painting gave us
such statues as the Beau Dieu of Amiens, and all

the famous pictures of such artists as Orcagna, Fra
Angelico, Masaccio, Perugino, Tliinl , <

i

l T.t i-iiiiiuo,

Luini, Michael Angelo, Titi& 1 1
, h 1 1 i

,
( M i o,

Murillo, Rubens, to mention only some typical
instances, and the many works of our own^times.
All have followed in the main the typo which the
mediaeval and Renaissance nrti-is> obtained from
the legendary descriptions which are mentioned
below.

iv. THE QUESTION OF THE LIKENESS OF CHKIST.
It is obvious from what has been already stated,

that no true portraits of Christ have come down to

us, and that no attempt was made at reproducing
His likeness in the first centuries. The earliest

portraits varied much in type, and had only this
in common that they were all idealistic, repre-
senting the countenance of a man nnmarred by
faults or peculiarities ; while, in particular, the
art of the Catacombs and of the earliest sculpture,
with entire disregard of historic actuality, repre-
sented the Lord tinder the type of a Deantiful

youth. The early controversy as to the appearance
of -Christ shows now entirely all tradition of His
actual appearance was lost.

Influenced by certain OT passages (e.g. la 53), Justin Martyr
had already said, in the earliest extant references to the aspect
of Jesus, that He appeared -without beauty* (Tryph. 14, 36, 85,

88) ; later, Clement of Alexandria had also argued in favour o
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Christ being
*

unlovely in the flesh
*

(Strom m. 17) ; Tertulhan
went so far as to say, He was ' not even m His aspect comely

'

(c Jud 14) So we find that Celsus taunted the Christians for

o'-)"])iii>,i one of mer- r >-- i .v
" V -v

1

?+ Ongen replied
(<

r i* \i T,>, 76) that '

^
- - had about it

something' noble and Divine, and quoted the Tn sf ruiarion
to show that His aspect

"" 1 ""
" "

i' uv o r
ilu

spectator. St. Jerome, on to'Ps 44 as
a proof of Christ's beauty o schools
those who held that He was *

fairer than the children of men,'
among whom =

. s, , ,
j
? Chrysos-

tom, and tkos ,.-( the vices
of pagan beauty-worship, declared that He had ' no form nor
comeliness

' and * no beauty that we should desire him,' among
\\homwereSt Basil and St Oynl of Alexandria

If we turn from these disputations to the Gospels,
we find, indeed, no descriptions of our Lord, but we
discover on every page One who-i* |MM-on<ilily had
a v. onilei fulK fu tractive power, JIIH! ixlion 1

ui^nii\
iiMpn'--.0(1 fueihl- and foes alike. And we' may
turn Imio ilini iho instinct of the Church as a whole
was right in ,ii t :1,

'

""^ beauty to the Son of Man,
since the lr.<< "i. vn ws^ I lie IrJvin^ on of the

perfection and fulness of lmm<iim\ At the time
of the controversy, those on the "extreme ascetic
side went so far as to make hideous pictures of the
Redeemer; but the idealism of early art had an
easy triumph in the end, because Christ is indeed
the Ideal nf lui'ii.in'u, and the outward form of
man is uliimMO'X ino expression of the soul
within.
The fact that the early portraits of Christ are

purely ideal is the more remarkable, because there
are strongly characterized portraits of St. Peter
and St. Paul of the 2nd and 3rd centuries. The
representations of Christ in the Gospel scenes of
the 2nd and 3rd cents, are, as has been stated

above, merely figures of the classical type neces-

sary for the determination of the incident depicted,
and only to m (li-i'Tvui-hu] by the situation in
which He is ici-ii - ri -M. jinu partly by the pallium
in which B> ami i'io ApoMles are always por-
trayed.

It is hardly necessary to dwell on the portrait of Himself
which Christ was fabled to have sent to Ab/ar, t?nr of Edc--a,
by the hand of Thaddseus; or on thv \ariou- Ipgniil-. of
Veronica and her napkin. St Peter's at Eome claims to possess
the true handkerchief of Veronica ; but of this relic Bartier de
Montault, who^sawit in 1854, says that *the place of the im-
pression exhibits only a blackish surface, not giving any evi-
dence of human features,' and he adds i

; r( , il r - .jiv- '3 < ">p;<
-

of it have no iconographic value whattuM ^.l/i/i .lah o' XMH
232).

The emperor Alexander Severus (ace. 222) placed
in his lararium the image of Christ, as well as
those of Abraham and Orpheus ; a sect of Gnostics
also venerated images of Christ, Pythagoras, Plato,
and Aristotle ; but in neither case is it claimed
that actual portraits were used. Eusebius (c. 325)
tells us that a bronze statue of Christ stretching
out His hands to a kneeling woman had stood till

the time of the emperor Maximin Daia (ace. 308)
at Csesarea I'hilinrri, and that he himself had seen
it at Paneas (HE vii. 18) : in his time it was re-

garded as a representation of Christ, erected in

gratitude by the woman whom He had healed of
the issue (also called Veronica). Most historians
hold with Gibbon, that it \vas really the statue of
an ompoior receiving the submi-^ion of a province,
and thai ihi-> accounts for the inscription, 'To the
Saviour the Benefactor*; but, on the other hand,
it is urged as improbable that Eusebius should
have mistaken so familiar a subject, or that it

should have been removed by Maximin from its

public position and ultimately destroyed by Julian
the Apostate (ace. 361) if a pagan character could
have been proved for it. There is thus a chance
that one supposed actual portrait of Christ did
exist before the 4th century.
Eusebius himself, however, in his well-known

letter to Constantia (Migiie, Pair. Gr. xr. 1515),

says plainly that images of Christ are 'nowhere

to be found in churches, and it is notorious that
with us alone they are forbidden, and mentions
that he took away from a woman two painted
figures like }

] :
-< - -p

1

i
** which the owner took for

representation 01 Paul and the Saviour, not
ll "-Y"^ _II right in any case that she should
(\MI-I i

1

. fuither, that we may not seem like
idolaters to carry pur God about m an image.'
Here both the dislike c

r
r

' ""

\e portraits
of Christ and the reason > . aie plainly
stated. However, the establishment of Christi-

anity in the Empne rapidly caused a change of

feeling, and images were soon common. With the

half-pagan people this led to idolatry, and the
Iconoclastic Controversy in the East (716-842) was
the result: one of the earliest incidents in that

long struggle was the removal by Leo the Isaurian
of the statue of Christ which stood over the bronze

gateway of his palace at Constantinople; in its

place he set up a plain cross. The second Council
of Nicsea (787) vindicated the use of images ; but

they were not finally restored till 842 The "West
was untouched by the controversy, and the use of

all kinds of images went on unchecked ; but in the
East statues are not allowed within the chturches

but only pictures to this day. The pictures of

the East have retained their rigidly conservative
character ; but in the West the greatest artists

have striven from age to age to represent our Lord
in the utmost majesty and beauty.
The type which they ultimately settled upon was

doubtless influenced by the supposed descriptions
of Christ's appearance, though none of these have

any historical value.

The most famous is the letter of
*

Lentulus, president of the

people of Jerusalem/ to the Roman Senate, a forgery of about
the 12th century.

* There has appeared in our times/ writes
the supposed Lentulus,

* a man of tall stature, beautiful, with a
venerable countenance, which they who look on it can both
love and fear. His hair is waving and. crisp, somewhat wine-
coloured, .irul <?1.1tir.ru: ,i* it flows down over his shoulders,
with a par t i.jr m I ue middle, afi cr the manner of the Nazarenes.
His brow is smooth and most serene ; his face is without any
spoi or \\ rnrklr, and glows with a delicate flush. His nose and
inoii; b .ire of faultless contour; the beard is abundant, and
hazel coloured like his hair, not long but forked. His eyes are

prominent, brilliant, and change their colour. In denunciation
he is terrible ; in admonition, calm and loving, cheerful, but
\\ilh umr paired dignity. He has never been seen to laugh,
huo oflent lines to weep. His hands and his limbs are beautiful
to look upon. In speech he is grave, reserved, modest ,

and he
is fair among the children of men.' This beautiful description
was doubtl< s- influenced by earlier works of art and embodied
( arluT traditions, a^ that, for instance, of St. John Damascene;
the champion of images against Luo the Tsaunan (' ~*>0) ai1 <J

the last of the Greek fathers ; he described o Jr J ord as IMUIIH-

ful and tall, vutli fair and slighflv curling locks, dark e\ obrows
which met in the middle, an oval countenance, a pale com-
pletion, olive-tinted, and of the colour of wheat, with eyes
bright like His Mother's, a slightly stooping attitude, with a
sweet and sonorous voice and a look expressive of patience
nobleness, and wisdom {J, Dam. Opp. i. 340) In another place
(ib. 630) he indignantly reproaches the Manichees -with the wew
once held by earlier Fathers, that the Lord was lacking m
beauty.

Thus we may safely conclude that there is no
authentic portrait or description of Christ, while

admitting that the type accepted for more than a
thousand years is all that a Christian can desire,
since it is that of a perfect humanity in which, so

far as men could portray it, the fulness of God
dwells bodily.

Ia3mATORE.Wflpert*s JRoiwc Sotterronea (1903) gives for

the first tame accurate reproductions of the frescoes in the

Catacombs, with an exhaustive s^ 1 <'-", < il-- w *\

of de Eossi (Roma Sotterranea, 18( , -, > . N i c .' 1

Brownlow). Garnicci'sjStono; dell 1r >'i <* ii ; il" t !v )
-

being supplanted by the accuracy _'. i
1

. . ii.uru<L 'i r-
Also by Wilpertsare Principienfragen der chn&thclim Archao-

logie (1889), Ein CycLus christologisch&r Gemalde (1891), Die

Gottgewe/ttiten Jungfrauen in den erst&n Jahrhunderten (1892),
Fractio Panis (1896), Die Malereien der Sacraments-KapeUen
(1897). The Catacombs are also described by O. Marucchi,
Le Catocombe Romane (1903) See also A. Ventun, Sfcorta

del? Arte Jtaliana (1901), an exhaustive illustrated history,m progress ; H. Delzel, Chnstliehe Ikonographie , (
"

Y. Schultze, Archaologie der attckrigiKehen Ktmtt
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F. X Kraus, GescMchte der fji^-fjiffn^ Kiimt (1896); 0.
Marucchi, Elements d'AicheolO;-," f"in,ti <' (1900). Among-
earlier works are Bohault de Floury, L'J&vanyile (1874), La
''

--I- -* '' 'I'M -. .-Laurent,
*

Iconographie
' ' '

*
\

* '

|
, i * i

>

> W. Lowrie's admirable
-

<
'' '

- '' . and Archaeology gives a

Cheetham r," ..-- *
, K aus (RE, 1886), and Martigny

(Diet das i . . ,
, 1877 and 1889) are all some-

what out c, ,
- - the best. Slighter books are

A Perate, I?Archeologie ehretienne (1892) ;
P W. Farrar, 27je

We of Christ in At t (1894), which is useful but not always
accurate , E L P*+Q' fcon/nw^ on EtarZy Chnstian Art (1893)
\Vyke Bayhss'

'

/' '
' - -v is a quite uncritical attempt

to prove the existence 01 auuientic portraits, based partly on
Heaphy, Likeness of Christ (1880) Mrs, Jameson's History of
Our Lord (1864), Legends of

'

- 'oetry ofSacred'
?P

< .""' ,4? (1848), a _ some revision.
- -v- ire J Hoppenot, Le 'Crucifix dans VHistoire

(1899), M T. ,_. ]., /), . /r, ,;,,! , c/ }- -

(1899), J Oartwnght,
Christ .i,l ,*, J/'.-M , // / 'I/./M 1 (1897), J. L. French,
Christ '/' *u ,'1 '/-(!'') A. V i *r La Madonna (1900),
and inaify general books on art and artists.

PERCY DBARMER.

CHRISTIAN (TheName).--The word e
Cliristian

occurs m the NT only jn Ac II 26 2628
(about 20

years later), and 1 P 416
. The author of Acts

alludes to it once in his earlier treatise (Lk 632
) 3

however, ;-'i
i P-_ ;*,'<) rV mouth of Jesus a senti-

ment who'- f L M < ro MI. at least, is coloured by
the experiences and terminology of the Apostolic
age. In some other passages'^" ( \\ '-

^'-'IK illy
mentioned (e.g. Ac 541 , Ja 27,, i r <\'\\ ,- n't
Christian

} but *

Christ,* while the references in

Josephus (-4 nt. xvrn M. 3) and the Pompeii in-

scription (GIL iy. 679), it may be noted in passing,
are too uncertain to be used as evidence for the
title. Other and later inscriptions, however, are
accessible.

For the origin and primitive usage of the term
we are thus thrown back upon the three first-

named passages. Of these, the fontal reference in
Ac 11- explains that the name by which the re-

ligion of Jesus has been known for nineteen cen-
turies was coined by the pagan slang of Antioch
on the Orontes, a city which, like Alexandria, was
noted for its nicknames. Yet the title is not a
rough sobriquet. It expresses a certain contempt,
but not derision, though St. Luke does not inform
us whether it was coined by the mob or by govern-
ment officials.

* Christian
3

(Xpi(mav6$) simply
means f a follower of Christ/ just as P- > '*
or Herodianus denotes * a follower or

]_.;.
i ; M . i

Pompey
'

or ' of Herod. 3 ' Christ 5 was thus taken
a^ a piopci name It meant no more to these
Syrian pH,<ran<- man. some leader of revolt or ob-
scure religious tanatic in Palestine. His name
was ever on the lips of a certain -ol of poople, and
it was but natural that these should, for iho sake
of convenience, be distinguished a* ' Ohmfa ad-
herents

*
or e

Christians.* Unconsciously, in giving
the title which there is no evidence to show
was applied previously to Jews these citizens of
Antiocn were emphasizing one deep Irnth of the
new religion, viz. that it rested not on a dogma
or upon an institution, but on a person ; and that
its simple and ultimate definition was to be found
in a relationship to Jesus Christ, whether Christos

*

to these Syrian Antiochenes was some stiange god
(Ac 171S) or a Jewish agitator. An outstanding trait
in the Christians whom Pliny found in Bithynia
was that they

*

sang a hymn to Christ as to a god
'

(Pirn Ep. x. 96, ad Trajan.} at -worship. From
the impression made by facts and features like this,
it wa_s but a step to designate the new sect as
* Christ's folk or party.

1

It was neither the original nor the chosen name
of believers in Jesus Christ* Their inner titles

(see Weizsacker's Apott. Age, i p. 43 f.) were
*

brethren/ 'disciples/ and *
saints/ all of which

preceded, and for some time survived alongside of,

f Christians.
5 Nor could the title have been coined

by the Jews, who would never have admitted that
Jesus of Nazareth was the '

Christ.' To them
believers in Jesus were * Nazarenes '

or *
Gali-

Iseans
'

It was the. pagan community of Antioch
alone that would inv

'

.

" "

title. Now
a name implies life, lules aie nou iequired unless
and until a definite, energetic fact emerges. And
the need evidently felt for some such 'lo^in-mlion
as e Christian

?

arose from two causes ,
'/' -i<mi

the conspicuous extension of the new movement
11

.

*
.

' the country and the city, and (b) more
' i from the predominance of Gentile

, vvho could not be pi o\ MnnaiU p
1

ouped,
like most of their Jewish i<

J
ii>\v-liclio\(M^ with

the community and worship of Judaism There
was a Jewish ghetto at Antioch. But the local,

heterogeneous paganism yielded an i ,

' V
richer harvest to the efforts of

'

. <
i

agents, so that the general success of the move-
ment produced, for the first time, a noticeable
alteration in the proportions of Jewish and Gentile
Christians so noticeable, indeed, that, as the his-

tori
'

)ut, it necessitated an attempt on
the , outside public to verbally classify
the adherents of the new faith. The significance
of this step is patent to the historian. He signal-
izes the crisis. The Chii-Maml^ he knew was
o\ 01 \\hel mindly a Gonulo C'II-IKITHI\ and in Ac
II- 1* he is keen to mark its debut, as well as to

suggest that the name 'Christian' was pi in i<nih
and principally applied to Gentile Cliri^iitm-i
1

Truly/ as Kenan observes,
* it is remarkable to

think that, ten years after Jesus died, His religion
already possessed, in the capital of Syria, a name
in the Greek and Latin

languages Christianity
speaks Greek, and is now finally launched into that

great vortex of the Greek and Eoman world which
it will never leave.' Its weaning from the breast
of Judaism had commenced. And this was due to
that increasing sense of Christ* :

>
.

*
; i

'

!
'

*
'

\

which has been already noted
,

_\ .si-

Intime, Eng. tr. p. 3 f.). The more iho Hii:ifi< a nee
of this came to be grasped, as the IIOM \iiUi ox:-

anded b J

1
!

j
*-i

' * of Judaism, the more
id the < .-.,' -alism of the Gospel

assume its true place.
For, while the basal conception of 'Christian

5

is Semitic ( Christ
5

), the linguibtic termination

(~iam) is either Latin or (more probably) Greek.
Even were it Latin, it would be hasty to attribute

(with Baur) the origin of the term to Borne, where
Tacitus is our frrV p _,v' *

- J
>ir f.v its currency

about A,D. 110. I j< \ ,

,

",' <
- in ~tcw6"s (ef.

Mk 3e
, Justin's JLtwt. 35; were not infrequent

among the Greeks of Asia Minor, and it is arbi-

trary -i opuVi-m to hold that St Luke in Ac II28

must \\u\u jxtiiodated and misplaced the origin of
the name, or that Tacitus has done the same.
The latter (Annal. xv. 44) describes Nero's victims
as e men whom the common people loathed for
their secret crimes, calling them Chrestians. The
name was derived from Christ, who had been put
to death by Pontius Pilate, the procurator, during
,), -i

"

M .." Ti".. *!.
'

Long before that period it

i.
1

1 \\i !' i . v -iterest of the Jews and Chris-
.1. j .1 v ! (. V-entiate themselves to some
degree, one from the other. And the circum-
stances of the Neronic 6meute, which was probably
instigated by the Jews, must have made the dis-

tinction plain, once and for all, to the local

authorities. The inherent probabilities of the

case, therefore, seem to preclude any reasonable

suspicion of a hysteron-proteron upon the part of
the Roman historian ; nor is it unnatural, even for

rigid historical criticism, to admit that the dis-

tinctive name of ' Christian
J

may have been coined
and current nearly twenty years earlier upon the
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banks of the Orontes In short, both passages in

Acts give one the impression of being historically
authentic reminiscences ; had the author been
more anxious to emphasize the new name, he
would not have employed it so spaiely and inci-

dentally. It is curious to notice that, outside the

Chuich, Epictetus, slightly later than Paul, used
*

Gahlseans/ while Marcus Aurehus employed
Chii&tians.'
In 1 P 416

(ef. Lk 62S
, Jn 163

), together with

Pliny's letters (Epp. x 96, 97) less than
fifty years

later, we catch one glimpse of the connexion be-

tween the name c Christian
* and the civil or

social penalties in which it involved believeis (cf.

Mommsen and Eamsay in Expositor, 4th series

[1893], vol. viii ). To *
suffer as a Christian' i.e.

(for being a Cliristian) covers a wide range of

exponence, from molestation to official and even

capital punishment. The latter extreme, how-
ever, is not prominent in this passage, although
the term 0,73-0X0710, certainly suggests it But the

vague outline of 1 P 414'17 is filled out and vividly
coloured by the later evidence of Pliny and of the
2nd cent, martyrs' literature, which shows how
Christianity was treated as a forbidden or illicit

religion, hostile to the national cult, and therefore

exposing any of its adherents, without further

question, to the punishment of death.

How soon and how far the mere name of 'Christian* was
thus a capital offence, it is not easy to determine, but by the
2nd cent the ordinary formula of confession before a magistrate
was,

*
I am a Christian.* This was put forward as the natural

and sufficient reason for refusing to su ear by the genius of the

Emperor, and it was usually accepted by" the authorities as
final Pol

t\ carp's maifeyrdom at Smyrna is our earliest case m
point But the story of the martyr Sanctus in Gaul, not long
afterwards, shows how widespread was this habifc. When
tortured by the authorities, 'he steeled himself so firmly
against them, that he would not so much as tell his name or
nation or city. All his answer to their inquiries was,

*'
I am a

Christian
"'

(Bus HEv 1) Pliny's account of his own judicial

proceedings is equally blunt and plain. When people were
accused of Christianity, he writes,

*
I asked them personally

whether they were Christians ; if they confessed it, I asked
them a second and a third time, threatening them with punish-
ment. Then, if they adhered to their confession, I ordered
them off to execution.' The test applied to doubtful cases was
that of offering worship to the Emperor's statue.

* No real

Christian,' says the governor, *can be made to do that/ Nor
could the name of Christian be legally borne by any one who
.id- l*d Vinr" r o to high treason, in refusing to worship the
r."'i- M' you- of the State Christianity, ^pBO facto,, was a
challenge io These deities. Hence to avow the name of * Chris-
tian' was to expose oneself to pains and penalties, either volun-

tarily or involuntarily incurred.

Both 1 P 416 and Ae 26s8 denote the use of the
title by outsiders (Ja 27 referring probably to
*

Christ/ not
'

Christian
J

), and this is corroborated

by the evidence of Christian writings in the 2nd
cent., where we find that its cump,untivflv rare
occurrence is confined mainly to the Christian

apologists, i e. to writers who were principally
concerned with the outward relations of the faith
to society and to the State. Traces of its use

among Christians themselves are to be found,
however, in Asia Minor during the first quarter
of the 2nd cent. (Ignatius himself a native of

Antioch and the Didwhe, cf. Mart. Polyc. 3,

'the God-beloved and God-fofuin<r people of the
Christians

9

), in Gaul bj iho middle of the 2nd
cent. (Eus. HE v. 1), and elsewhere (cf. Ep. ad
piogn.

'
Clin-,iiarib tiro in the world as the soul is

in the bo<h , <;i,c <
klc ) Gradually, as time went

on, the tirJo came 10 assume the position of

authority which it has occupied for centuries,

though it does not seem to occur on a tomb till

the close of the 3rd cent (Asia Minor). And this

process was marked, if not accelerated, by a dottble

play upon the word, (i.) It was often pronounced
or mispronounced Chrestwni, as if derived from
the familar proper name Chrestus (cf. Suet

, Claud. 25), the vernacular adjective xpTjorfo being
equivalent to 'kindly/

*

excellent/
*

worthy' (cf.

1 P23
, perhaps a slight play on the woid) Such

is the reading of tf in the NT passages, of most
of the inscriptions, of Tacitus ', v , iJ'V, and
of Suetonius (Claud. 25, Chresto ) certainly.
Writers like Justin, Tertulhan, and Clement of
Alexandria catch at this idea. On the principle of
notnen et omen, they ictoit upon their ciitics and
opponents;

c If oni name has this meaning, why
hold it up to oppiobnum? Does it not suit our
characters?' Perhaps, too, as Hainack conjec-
tures, the veiy choice of the impel feet ctppellabat,
instead of the present appellat, indicates that
Tacitus seeks to diaw a distinction between the

popular mistake in? A.D. 64 and the more correct

usage of his own day (e. 110)
' The common

people used to call them Chrestians (while nowa-
days, of course, we know that J '

name
is Christians).' (li.) The other word
was more private, though it also may have origin-
ated in some popular ctviolo'-jv Tt was con-
nected with Christos as

*

i!ui , noiiiteil
} ' We aie

called Christians
'
*,n - Tl < i-i-l il,,- (ad Autol. i.

12),
: because we < ; i <

\
. : the oil of God '

(xpLdpeda $\(uov Qeov, cf. Tert Apol, 3, and Justin's

Dial.}. These and other motives contributed to
render the term so popular, that there are tiaces,
as eaily a& Tertulhan (loc. cit.} and Eusebius (HE
II. iii. 3), of a disposition to ignore or deny its

pagan origin and to represent it as a creation of
the Apostolic or early Christian consciousness. So

holy and catholic a title, it was felt, must have
arisen inside the Church. Ignatius twice em-
ploys it in order to plead for Christians who are
Christians in deed as well as in name (Magn. 4,
Rom. 3) i -

^'i'^c. *K allusion. And he usually
employs *< ,m- v i v

'

(which first occurs in his

Epistles, c l/ '///*. K> Phil. ) as the antithesis
to Judaism.
Two and a half centuries later came Julian's

reaction against the title. It was dictated, as
Gibbon admits partly from a superstitious fear of
the sacred name, arid partly from contempt for it

and for its bearers. 'As he was sensible that the-

Christians gloried in the name of their Redeemer,
he countenanced, and perhaps enjoined, the use
of the less honourable fi\>poTl<xtion of Galilseans*

(Decline and Fall, iL r>4u liiIU ed). Naturally
this restriction had but a lirnued and transient
eftect.

e Christian' became more and more the
watchword of the Church, despite the rise of
'
catholic

* within and the nse of Nazarene *

(in
the East) without.
In the modern usage of the term, three points

are of especial interest. One is the frank denial,

by Strauss and Bothers,
of any right, upon the part

of modern Christians, to the title ": ,
k

i -M '- k

an uncompromising article in the / /
'" /,

k
-

view March 1873, entitled *Are we yet Chris-

tians?
5

), presupposing that the Apostles' Creed is

the norm of Christianity. The opposite view is

well put by Rathbone Greg (Creed of Christendom,
vol. i. p. xlixf.). The second point is the deli-

berate repudiation of the name, as savouring of

sectarianism, "by certain Unitarians (cf. the first

volume of Dr. Martineau s Life, by 3>rummond
and Upton). And, thirdly, it is ml nesting to

notice that an American sect, dating fiorn the
revival of 1801, called themselves by the name of
e Christians

'

(pronouncing the first i long), in order
to bring out their tmsectarian principles
Bunyan made * Christian

5

the antithesis tc
*

graceless/ and various other definitions, practical
and philosophical, have been essayed. For Mr.
Samuel Lamg's, see his Problems of the Fufa&n

(ch. viii.), and cf. Mr. Le Gallienne's Religion of G

Literary Man (ch. vil), and Sir John Seeley**
Natwal Religion (pt. li, ch. iii.). *He who cax

pray the "Lord's Prayer sincerely must surely be^
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Christian/ says Rothe ; while Martineau's defini-

tion, in reference to a church, runs thus: * im-
bued with Christ's spirit, teaching His religion,

'

*
''

"

'.
TT r ,1 ,nd Father, and accepting

II -.'.'. ..... J

Perhaps the data of the
NT would be covered 1

|
, I \ *

i 'he declara-
tion that the name M i ; : '>, - to any one
who can call Jesus ' Lord in the sense of 1 Co 12s.

See, further, the following article.

J. .. | T-l
TJ

: ,, ,"
3

\
\Coiumenlanes on AC 1-, 2.

(s.v.). consult Lipsms, Ubera
d. Christennamens (1873); Keim, Aus dem Urchnst. (1878),

pp. 1-78 ; Carr in Fxnrnttf (.Txno 1898), pp 456-463 ; Harnack,
AuA.usto eitung den t>>

297 [Eng. tr., see
'

u pp 34,39-42, '.<

J;,i,V e'/'r ,'!' ,>

-,:*-. a-i'lf r '. t 1,

K.L i* i - '
i 1) v r

<,'

ithr>.*_Q9QZ), P 37-38, 54, 57, 294-

note
,

/ > tfoofe,
i'- ,) -54. On the later
I!, i- if i ', ^(1895), p 465 f. ;

",,., 77 ; Watkins, Christ.
-

,. 'V "
* i ./towwrn Empire

(I .'! \, * '.); .
"

i^
" 'V, i "i "/ . .< ( I -

21), 1901; and
Leslie Stephen, An Agnostic's Apology (pop. ed ), 130.

JAMES MOFFATT.
CHRISTIANITY is the name given to the religion

founded by Jesus of Nazareth, which is professed
by more than one-fourth of the human race, in-

cluding the foremost nations of the world. As an
abstract name for a fully developed irli-rion if

was not, and could not be, in use from the b^prm-

ning. Only gradually, as the Christian community
reached self-consciousness, and more especially as
need arose from without of distinguishing its ad-

herents from those of other religions, was a dis-

tinctive name adopted.
It is not the object of this article to sketch in

outline the history of Christianity, to rehearse its

doctrines, describe its triumphs, or vindicate its

claims. But in a Dictionary of Uns kind it seems
desirable to inquire into (1) the history of the name
itself ; (2) the pioper connotation of the name and
the best mode of ascertaining it ; hence (3) the
i" 1 -"[>-"( > of the changes which have passed over

< V,-,"< "
,\

in the process of its development;
j K \\ t

'

essential character of the religion
named after Christ and portrayed in the Gospels.

i. HISTORY OF THE NAME This is fully dis-

cussed in the preceding article.

ii. CONNOTATION OF THE NAME. The diffi-

culties which arise when we attempt to mark out
the correct connotation of the word afe obvious,
and the reason why some of them are insuperable
is not far to seek. A definition should be simple,
comprehensive, accurate ; whereas Christianity is

a complex multiform phenomenon, one which it is

impossible to survey from all sides at the same
time, and hcciuacy cannot be attained when a
word is employed in many different senses, and
when that which is to be defined is regarded from
so many subjective, diversified, and sometimes in-

compatible points of view. The essence of a great
historical lehgion with a record extending over
some two thousand years-, taking different shapes
in many diverse nationalities, "n-oli" developing
and altering its hue and character, if not its sub-

stance, in successive generations cannot easily be
summed up in a sentence. Whilst, if an attempt
be made to describe that element of permanent
vitality and validity in the religion which has re-

mained the same through ages of growth, un-
altered amidst the uidcnt oxluinnl and internal
modifications and changes, the chaiactcr of such a
description obviously depends upon tho viewpoint
of the observer.
A religion may be viewed from without or from

within, and an estimate made accordingly either
of its institutions and formularies and ceremonies,
or of its dominant ideas and prevailing principles.
To the Koman Catholic who represents the most

widely spread and influential of the sections of
modern Christianity its essence con&i&ts in sub-

mission to the authority of a -u]tfinatni<ilU en-

dowed Church, to which, with the Pope at its

head, the Dower has been committed by Christ ofV *

"">

'

i ining the Christian creed, and of

', * .

'

Christian life and worship in all

!' I
' Catholic Church, ,

Mohler and the modern school, is a ,

of the Incarnation. To the Orthodox Church ot

the East, the paramount claim of the community
on the allegiance of the faithful depends on its

having preserved with purity and precision the
formal creed, fixed more than a thousand^ years
ago, trom which, it is alleged, all other Christians

have more or less seriously departed. The Pro-

testant regards his religion from an entirely dif-

ferent standpoint. He may be of the *

evangelical
'

type, in which case he will probably define Chris-

tianity as the religion of those who have accepted
the authority of an inspired and infallible Bible,
and who trust for salvation to the merits of the
death of Christ as their atoning Saviour. If he-

claims to be a 'liberal' Protestant, he will de-

scribe Christianity as a life, not a creed, and
declare that all attempts to define belief concern-

ing the Person of Christ and other details of

Christian doctrine are so many mischievous re-

strictions, which only fetter the fioe Ilioujilit and
action of the truly emancipated rollo\\ oi*> of Jesus.

Under such circumstances, can any considerable
measure of agreement as to the real essence of

Christianity be reached, or a truly scientific defi-

nition be attained? The ;,;:.( uf "i J super-
natural authority of a ^'i; <

'' \ would

put an end to all diseussi->:i, < i i

'

' \ > Appeal
to such authority are not agreed amongst them-
selves. As an alternative, it has been usual of

late to tall back on history as the sole possible
arbiter. The historian can only recount with as
much impartiality as possible the sequence of

events in n long jind chequered career, and leave
the warring sects and parties to settle their differ-

ences as to what true Christianity is, without

making any attempt to judge between them.
Both these methods the purely dogmatic and

the purely 1 i-ioriojl \ii,i,iil\ r m.* np the pro-
blem. A bent i <ou.j-<M ! iJiM c ihoi in.tvoe adopted.
The historical method must be employed at the
outset ; a careful induction must lay the basis for

subsequent deduction and generalization, Chris-

tianity is an organism pos^es^ing a long and^ com-

plex history, not yet finished. That life-history-
is better known and understood now than ever,
from the upspringing of the earliest germ onwards,
and the laws which have regulated its growth and
the principles operating in its development, can be
determined in broad outline by the scientific his-

torian without much fear of contradiction.
^

But
the analogy between the growth of the Christian

religion and that of an animal or vegetable organ-
ism in physical nature, fails in certain important
respect^. On the one hand, the growth of Chris-

tianity is not yet complete, the great consumma-
tion is as yet invisible. On the other, the origin
of the religion of Chii-4 cannot be compared with
the deposit of a tiny and indeterminate and almost
invisible germ. Before the period covered by the

NT writings had passed, what may be called the
formativ e and normative stage of the religion was,

complete. Sufficient advance had been made to
enable any critical student to arrive at a standard

by which the true character of subsequent develop-
ments may be judged. Criticism, for the purpose
of determining the facts of history, must not be

excluded from any .scientific inquiry, as it virtually
is by those \\lno invoke Hie infallible authority of

a C/hurch or a Book. But, on the other hand,
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criticism must not be merely subjective and arbi-

trary, else religious truth is simply that which

every man troweth, and Christianity nothing more
than what individual Christians choose to think
it. By a candid and careful <'omp{ui=-on of the

religion in its simplicity and pm :iy\\ irh r lie vari-

ous forms it has assumed in the course of centuries

amongst various nations and races, an answer may
be obtained to the question, What is Christianity ?

which is neither mirely <"!

'
"

'-n the one hand,
nor purely empirical on i .'. As Dr. Hort
said of the Church,

' The lesson-book of the Ecclesia

is not a -law-book but a history/ so the history of

Christianity becomes a lesson -book for all who
would understand its real essence.

The question thus opened up is emphatically
modern As the name *

Christian
' was not given

till those outside 1he pale of the Church found it

necessary to ditlcienliiite the believer in Christ
from the adherent of other religions, *-o the need
of a scientific definition of CJmstiauity wa<* never
felt by faith, nor could one be formed, rill the

standpoint was occupied from which the young
science of Comparative Religion has taken its rise.

We have therefore to ask, What was precisely the
nature of the religion founded by Christ as recorded
in the Gospels and Epistles ? Has it remained in

substance the same without fundamental change ?

If, as is obvious, it has markedly altered during a

long period of growth and cvpnrnion, ha- its de-

velopment been legitimate or ilkjriiii'iosi
1 ? That

is, has the original type been steadfastly main-
tained, or ha- it/ bo(Mi seriously perverted? Is a
norm fairly ji-serrtainablo and' a return to type
from time to time possible?

iii. CHANGES IN CHRISTIANITY IN THE COUKSE
OF ITS DEVELOPMENT. During the lifetime of

Jesus, discipleship was largely of the nature of

personal attachment ; i; implied con fi<j nice en jjiTf <1

by the teaching, the tharvu U I

T, find the voilv- of

the Master. Even during this period, however,
not only was there room for reflexion and inquiry
to arise, but eager inquiry was inevitable. The
appearance of a unique personality who spoke
as no other man spake and wrought works such
as none other man did, irresistibly suggested the

question, 'Who art thou, what sayest thou of

thyself?' Jesus Himself occasionally prompted
such inquiry, and was not satisfied with an un-
defined loyalty. Once, at least, He pointedly asked
His disciples, 'Who say ye that I am?' (Mt 1615).

Again and again in the course of His ministry a

sifting took place, as the Master made more exact-

in;.' i,- UK :i<J - upon the allegiance of His followers,
iir:<l -]III\K<J that a cleavage must take place be-

tween those who really understood the drift of His

teaching and were prepared at all costs to obey it,

and those who did not. The tests which were

applied were for the most part practical in their

character,
* Whosoever doth not bear his own cross

and come after me, cannot be my disciple
J

(Lk 1427).
But the * offences

* which caused many to forsake
Him as a teacher were often occasioned by His

departure from traditional and familiar teaching,
His assertion of superiority to the highest Je\\ isn

law (Mt 521
"48

), and His claims to a unique know-
ledge of the Father (Mt II27) and such a relation to

Him, that His disciples were called on to believe

not only the words that He spoke, but in Himself.
Christ's ministry ended, however, and, considering
its brief and tragic character, it was bound to end,
without any clearly formulated answer to the

question as to what constituted true discipleship,
and how His followers were to be permanently dis-

tinguished from the rest of their nation and the
world.
The question now arises, whether the normative

period of the religion ends with the death of Christ.

May it be said that when His life is over, the work
of the prophet of Kazareth is complete, His words
have all been spoke", TT : ^ V, *,>!

j
unou'i-lo-l ii

remains that His i"
'

(-. or % l| . iii<iin<r?
This position has often been taken, and is usually
adopted _by those who reject the supernatural
element in Christianity. Lessing is the father of
those who in modern times think it desirable to
return from * the Chi i^t 'an i olijrion

'

to 'the religion
of Jesus.' Harnack on the whole favours this

view, as when he urges that * the Gospel, as Jesus

proclaimed it, has to do with the Father only,
and not with the Son '

; or again, that it is
* the

Fatherhood of God applied to the whole of life an
inner union with God's will and God's kingdom,
and a joyous certainty of the possession of eternal

blessings and protection from evil.' But he else-

wheio lijiliJly admits that e a complete answer to
the quo- 1 !<"), What is Christianity? is impossible
so long as we are restricted to Jesus Christ's teach-

ing alone.* The more powerful a personality is,

the less can the sum-total of what he is be known
only by what he himself says and does '

; we must
therefore include in our estimate the effects pro-
duced in his followers and the views taken by men
of his work. See art. BACK TO CHRIST.

Further, if the miracles of Christ, and especially
the great miracle of His Resurrection, be accepted,
the whole point of view is changed. The disciples,

during the short period of His ministry, were slow
and dull scholars ; only after the outpouring of the

Spirit were they able to understand who their
Master was and what He had done. Hence the
Church with a true instinct included the Acts and
the Epistles in the Canon, as well as the Gospels,
and to the whole of these documents we must turn
if we would understand what *

Christianity
9 meant

to the Apostles and the first generation or two of
those who followed Christ. Without entering into

controversy such as would arise over exact defini-

tions, we may say broadly that Christ became in

thought, as He had always been in pradhc, the
centre of His own religion. It < ireled romuL the

Person, not so much of the Father as of the Son,
yet the Son as revealing the Father. Personal
relation to Christ continued to be what it had
been in the days of His flesh, but more consciously
and < ornpletely the all-important feature in the
new religion. 'Significance attached not so much
to what Christ said though the authority of His
words was supreme and absolute as to what He
was and what He did. His death and resurrection
were seen to possess a special significance for the

religious life of the individual and the community,
and thus from the time of St. Paul and the Apostles
onwards, but not till then, the Christian religion
was faiily complete in its outline and ready for

promulgation in the world.

Kut it is clear that the real significance of some
features in the new religion could be brought out

only in the course of history. The first great crisis

which tested the infant Church arose over the

question whether Cfiristianity was to be a reformed
and spiritualized Judaism or a universal religion,
for the whole world and for all time. The con-

troversy recorded in Ac 15, aspects of which

emerge so frequently in St. Paul's letters, was
fundamental and vital ; the very existence of

Christianity was at stake. It was chiefly to the

Apostle Paul that the Church owed her hardly won
freedom from the "boruls of Jo\\i-h coioinonial law
and the national and religious limitations identified

with it. Hencefor\vard in Christ u a? do be neither

Jew nor Greek, barbarian, Scythian, bond nor

free, but He Himself was all and in all.

The next two changes are not so clearly defin-

able, though they are hardly less important and

far-reaching. They were never brought to a
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definite issue before a council or assembly, and
they do not come within the limits of the NT
period. None the less they were fundamental in
their character. They concern respectively creed
and practice, doctrine and organization. In the
first flush of enthu&iasni ^hich belongs to the
earliest stage of a religious movement, the emo-
tional which means very largely the motive or

dynamical element is both pure and powerful.
Belief, worship, spontaneous fulfilment of a high
ethical standard, religious assurance and confident

triumph over the world all seem to flow forth

easily and naturally from the fr
"

of a
new life. But, as man is now i

,
this

happy condition cannot last very long. A stage
succeeds in which the white-hot metal cools and
must take hard and definite shape. Faith passes
into a formulated creed, the spirit of free, spon-
taneous worship shrinks within the limits of

ii\'MtuIly ordeied forms, the general sense of
1-ioL H hood narrows down into the ordeied rela-

tionships of a constituted society, charismatic

gifts are exchanged for the pnvileges which
belong to certain defined ranks and orders of

clergy; and, when the whole process is over,
whilst the religion may remain the same in

appearance, and to a great extent in character, it

is nevertheless seriously changed. In Christianity
such processes of development were proceeding,
pimlunliv but on the whole rapidly, during the
latter halt of the 2nd and the opening of the 3rd

century. By the middle of the 3rd century the
transmutation was well-nigh complete.

If at this stage the question, What is Christi-

anity? were asked, a twofold answer would be
returned. So far as its intellectual aspects are

concerned, the substance of the Christian faith is

summed up in certain forms of words accepted and
accounted orthodox by the Church. So far as
external position and status are concerned, the
test of a man's Christianity lies in his association
with a definitely constitim"-

1

x known as
the Church, possessing an ! <! its own,
which, with

every^ decade, *.<> ' fixed and
formal, less elastic in its constitution, and more
exacting in its demands upon those who claim to
be regarded as true Christians.
Such changes as these are in themselves not to

be regarded as marking either an essential advance
or a i i " i

- All depends on the

wayi" .' ! out. In human life,
as we know it, they are inevitable. The mollusc
must secrete its own shell if it is to live in the
midst of a given environment. At the same time,
in the history of a religion, such a process is critical
in the extreme. The loss of enthusiasm and elas-

ticity may be counterbalanced by increased con-

solidation, by the gain of a greater power of

resisting attacks and retaining adherents. If the

complaint is made that the expression of belief has
become stiff and formal, the reply is obvious that
genuine faith cannot long remain vague and inde-
terminate. The Christian must know what is

implied in worshipping Christ as Lord, must learn
the meaning of the baptismal formula, and must
belong to a specific community, which for the sake
of self-preservation must impose conditions, of

membership and translate abstract principles into
definite codes and prescriptions. T f a u M n n i un I ! y
is to exist in the presence of a ho-nlr \M-I M, 01 fo
do its own work well as its numbers multiply,
it must organize ; and thus ecclesiastical orders,
rules, and formulae inevitably arise.

But the mode m which such processes are carried
out varies considerably. The formulation and con-
solidation may be ineflSciently done, in vhich case

'

the young community is in danger of falling to

pieces like a rope of sand. Or the organization

may be excessive, in which ca^e formalism and
fosbilization set in. One of the chief dangers
anses from the influx of ^n \\uiihv or half-hearted

members, those with who' \\ 'elision is a tradition,

not a living personal energy
* \V hen those who

have laid hold upon the faith as gieat spoil aie

joined by crowds of others who wrap it round them
like an outer garment, a revolution always occuis

'

And especially when at such an epoch it is sought
to define the essentials of a religion, there is the
utmost danger lest secondary elements should be
confused with the primary, lest an oithodox creed

should be substituted for a living faith, and out-

waid conformity with human piescriptions take
the place of peisonal allegiance to a Divine and

living Lord.
Whatever be thought of the way in which this

all-important change was effected in the first

instance, that is to say, the transition
fipni

Christianity viewed as a life to Christianity
viewed as a system of dogmatic belief and ecclesi-

astical oi'_, "ii/<iti<ni few will deny that befoie

long the 41 horn nun was so great that it may be
said the religion itself was transfoimed. By the
orthodox Koman Catholic this transformation is

considered to be Divinely ordered ; the process is

regarded as one of steady advance and improve-
ment as a perfect child might pass into an equally
admirable youth and man. \

""

to Newman's
theory, the original germs - and worship
were developed normally and lojiiliipjitely ti*

determined by the criteria he ^'C- iln ~PM -civa-

tion of type, Continuity of Principle, Power of

assimilation, Logical sequence, and the rest.

Loisy, who is severely critical of the documents
of the NT, holds the same view of the development
of an infallible Church. To the eyes of others the

change effected between the 2nd and the 6th
centuries appears to be one of gradual but steady
dcLii'HCiTJiMon. In their view a living religion has
himli'nrd uuo a technical theology, vital union
with Christ has passed into submission to the
ordinances of a fast -""

'

i' -r
A"-

Church, and
the happy fellowship * in a common
salvation" and the enjoyment of a new life has
almost disappeaicd under the heavy bondage of

ceremonial observances and ecclesiastical absolut-

ism.
The substitution of the worship of

^
the Virgin

Mary as an intercessor with her Divine Son for

reverent intercourse with Christ Himself; the

offering of the sacrifice of the Mass by an offici-

ating priest for 1110 benefit of llic- living rt;nl iht*

dead, instead of a *ini|>lu ob-eivii'u e of communion,
with Christ find follow -d MM pi o*> at iho Loid's

Table; the obtaining of absolution onh yiior

private confession to a priest Divinely appointed
to dispense it, in place of free and direct forgive-
ness granted to the penitent believer in Christ,

change^ like these made in a religion are not slight
and suppifu ml To some they represent a transi-

tion from crude infancy to vigorous maturity ; to
others they indicate deep-seated degeneiation and
tiie utter perversion of a pure tmd spiritual re-

ligious faitn An organitsm in process of growth
depends upon its environment without, as well as
its own living energies within. The history of the
Christian Church does not present a complete
parallel to this No true Christian can believe

either that it was left to a chance current of

events, or that it was simply determined from
without by natural ^causes. But the external
factors which largely influenced the development
of Christianity Jewish beliefs and precedents,
Greek philosophy and intellectual jhabitudes,
Koman polity and law, the superstitious ideas and
observances of paganism must be taken into

account by those who are studying the nature of ,
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the change which came over Christianity in the
first thousand years of its history.
The point at issue in the 16th cent, between

Roman Catholics and Protestants, one which still

divides Christendom, concerned the real nature of

this development. Had the growth of fifteen

hundred years in doctrine, worship, and organiza-
tion - i i ",'" explicit what was implicit in
the \i '\ I

-
! M "i ; or were the accretions to the

original faith excrescences, exaggerations, or more
serious corruptions ; and how was a line to be
dia\\n between false and true ? The Eeformation
was a protest against abuses which had become
ingrained in Catholicism. The need of l reform in

head and members 3 had been felt and acknow-
ledged long before, and only when lepeated efforts

to secure it peaceably had proved futile was it

seen that a violent cataclysm like that brought
about by Luther was necessary before effectual

impiovement could be attained. The Reformers
claimed to be returning to original j-imt i pio- (o

the New Testament instead of the .Church ; to

justification by faith instead of salvation by
baptism, absolution, and the Mass ; and to direct
, \*IM I- u^'n. M- f the Headship of Christ instead
<, (i r :I,>,II[*-K>'I to the edicts of His vicar upon
earth. Luther, who had intended only to remove
some obvious abuses which disfigured the creed
!ind piactuv of Hie Church he lo\ed, found himself
tiiciinjr ni i hi" \ery rooi- of ecclesiastical authority
urn! jM-uiiLLion<il ieli^iou. But, consciously or un-
m-< iou-Iy, liic uio\onioni of which he was partly

th- < _ : :<i 1 partly the organ and servant, meant
a 1 1 -> ii : . < .loi'i to return to the faith and spirit of

primitive Christianity.
This effort was not final, of course. It is easy

now to condemn Luther's piocedme as illogical
and indefensible, to say that ho -ImnM either have
gone further or not so far. Doubtless the result
of the conflict between Romanism and Protestant-
ism in the 16th cent, was not ultimate ; the issues
raised by Luther went deeper than he intended,
but they were not deep and far-reaching enough.
To every generation and to every century its

own task. But the whole Reformation movement
showed that Christianity as a i **.'

remarkable recuperative power ; i

could throw off a considerable ,

seemed its very substance, not only without injury
to its life, but with marvellous increase to its

vigour; and that the essence of the religion did
not lie where the Roman Catholic Church had
sought to place it. Subsequent history has con-
firmed this. 'Evangelical revivals,' great mis-

sionary enterprises, remarkable extensions of the
old religion m new lands and under new con-

ditions, unexpected manifestations of new features
and resuscitation of pristine energies, have during
the last two or three centuries illustrated afresh
the same power of recovery and spiritual reinforce-

ment, and raised afresh the question as to what
constitutes the essence of a religion which is so
full of vitality and so capable of developing from
within unanticipated and apparently inexhaustible

energies. The Christianity of to-day embraces
a multitude of systems and organizations, it in-

cludes most varied creeds and cults, it influences
societies and civilizations that are worlds apart,
and the question is perpetually recurring whether
there be indeed one spirit and aim pervading the

whole, and if so, where it lies and what it is.

This question becomes*the more pressing when
the future is ^contemplated. Many are prepared
for still more striking developments in the 20th

century. The spectacle of two or three great
historical Churches on the one hand preserving
the kind of stability which is gained by outward

conformity tp one doctrinal creed and ecclesiastical
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1

system, and, on the other, an almost endless diver-

sity
of sects and denominations, with a tendency

to fissiparous multiplication cannot represent the
reXos, the ideal, the goal of the Christian religion.
C 1

i -ii, I'M v cannot be identified with one Church,
<' \ ' i" the Churches. Whilst many of these
are

^

enfeebled
by^age, the religion itself is young

1

'"
"* renewed vigour, and not for

" shown more certain signs of

fre&hly budding energy. Each new age brings
new problems. As they arise, the power and
permanence of a religion are tested by its ability
to grapple with and to solve them, and by its

success or failuie is it judged. The problems of
the present and the near future are mainly social,
and the complaint is freely made that Christianity
has proved itself unable to cope with them. But
the principles and capabilities of a religion cannot
be gauged by those of its ivpie^r]iat'\<.> and ex-

ponents at a particular epoch. 1'ne assailants of

Christianity as it is are often the allies of Chris-

tianity as it should be and will be. History has
too frequently suggested the question which the

poet a&ks of "the suffering Chi ist
*

Say, was not
this Thy passion, to foieknow

|
In death's worst

hour the works of Christian men ?
' What new

regenerative influences, swaying the whole of

society with wider and freer quickening power,
will be developed in the 20th cent, none can tell.

But the present state of Christendom, no less than
a survey of two thousand years of history, is anew
compelling men to inquire, What, then, is the
essence of Christianity ?

iv. ESSENTIAL CHARACTER OP CHRISTIANITY.
The interpretation of the facts thus hastily
sketched appears to be this. Christianity in the
concrete has been far from perfect, that is ob-
vious ; its serious an-l \ V,

-|>'
i\*~ corruptions

have often proved a -'!" ; "-i ,i stumbling-
block. But neither has its history manifested a
mere perversion of a great and noble ideal. Again
and again in the darkest hour light has shone
forth, and at the lowest ebb a new flood-tide of

energy has arisen, making it possible to distin-

guish the real religion in its purity and power
from its actual embodiment in decadent and un-

worthy representatives.
What we see in Christian history, as in the

personal history of Christ upon earth, is the pro-

gressive development of a Divine Thought unfold-

ing itself in spite of virulent opposition, under

pressure of extreme difficulties, struggling against
the misrepresentations of false friends and imprint-

ing its likeness upon most unpromising arid un-

satisfactory material. When it first appeared on
the earth, embodied in the Person and the Work,
as well as the teaching, of Jesus Christ, the Divine
Idea shone with the brightness of anew sun in

the spiritual firmament. It was not developed ottt

of Judaism, the Jews were its bitterest opponents :

it was not indebted to Greek philosophic thought
or to Roman political science, though afterwards
it made use of and powerfully influenced both ;

it had nothing in common with the current super-
stitions of Oriental religions_ ; it did not owe its

origin to some cunningly devised religious syncret-
ism, such as was not uncommon at the time when
Christianity began to infuse life into the declining
Roman Empire. A new idea of God, of man, and
of the true reconciliation of man to God, formed
the core and nucleus of the new faith. In the
earliest records this idea appears UK the germ of a

nascent religion, a sketch in outline which remains
to be filled up. In the history of nineteen cen-

turies its likeness is to be discerned only as an

image reflected in a dimly burnished mirror, in

a troubled and turbid pool. None the less the
dominant idea remains ; as St. Paul expresses it,
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the light of the; knowledge of the glory of God is

seen in a face -the 'face oC Jesus Christ (2 Co 46).

Lecky, writing simply as a historian of European
morals, describes it thus (Hist. Eur. Mor. 11

(1894)
ii. 81)

*It was reserved for Christianity to present to the world an
ideal character, which through all the "h itiiyi s of cf/htefn cn-
i IP -

'

s.> I"- >" ." < r, rts of men "*\ . J" 'ri ji'iput^ioi
1 ' <1 io\o .

l'i-- .. - -ain > i < acting on all ages, nations, tempera-
ments, and conditions ; has been not only the highest pattern of

virtue bub ir-e s>i i O";rr*. u-ccrii i\ to its practice , and has exer-

cised so de\.p .111 T iijence .n.'i. it may be truly said that the

simple record of three short years of active life has done more
to regenerate and to s >* < 'iiif 1 " n T r- -

1 -
[

-.' c-so*

philosophers, and all -u \ i*,i*i < >i- o i -ft .-

Whether the spectacle of an ideal human char-

acter alone has done this remains to be seen, hut
it is possible with care to distinguish between the

glory of the Divine Tl'ou'rM and the imperfect
medium through which .1- ii^Ii' has filtered. We
see truth manifested amidst crudities and insin-

cerities, amidst falsehoods which are bad and
half-truths which are often worse ; a pure and

lofty character struggling, mostly in vain, for

adequate expression; a kingdom not come but

coming, of which we cannot say
e Lo here

' or * Lo
there,' for it floats only in the midst of men as

they move, in their hearts as they ponder and feel

ana hope not as an achievement, not as a posses-
sion, but as a magnificent conception, an earnest

longing, and a never fully attained, but ever to be

attained, ideal.

In what, then, lies the perennial and imperish-
able essence of the ever changing phenomenon
called Christianity ? The unknown writer of the

Epistle to Diognefus wrote in the 2nd century
r -H bo i

1
. H " -In Ixxh , -V 1- ih- C irXwns are in the

mo*-
1

-! 'Jro*0i 1
- -3-visl hroi.rh.'ul \\\* in m l

.(.n? of the body,
an'l Cir^ia-i- JIPH.^II 'ho <h%t.r. c- MS of i'u i Aorld. The
oul hath Its abode in the body, and yet it is not of the body.
So Christians na\ P their abode in the world, and yet they are
not of tihe world'

If for * Christians
' we read *

Christianity/ where
Is the soul, or vital spark, of the religion to be
found ? Nearly all are agreed that the centre of
the Christian religion is, in some sense, the Person
of its Founder. De Pressense closes an article

on the subject by saying,
*

Christianity is Jesus
Christ.

9 But it is the sense in which such words
are to Ife interpreted that is all-important. The
relation of Christ to the religion called by His
name is certainly not that of Moses to Judaism,
or that of Confucius to Confucianism. But
neither does He stand related to Christianity as
do Buddha and Mohammed to the religions named
after them. Not as a prophet of Nazareth, a re-

ligious and ethical teacher, however lofty and
inspiring, does Christ stand at the centre of

history. As Dr. Fairbalrn has said, *It is not
Jesus of Nazareth who has so powerfully entered
into history ; it is the deified Christ who has been
believed, loved, and obeyed as the Saviour of the
world. . . If the doctrine of the Person of Christ
were explicable as the mere mythical apotheosis of
Jesus of Nazareth, it would become the most in-

solent and fateful anomaly in history.* And as
the secret is not to be found in the ethics, neither
does it lie in the *

religion of Jesus.* Harnackis
the modern representative of those who take this
view when he says :

* The Christian religion is something simple and sublime , it

means one thing and one thing only : eternal life in the midst
of time, by the strength and under the eyes of God *

That is a fine definition of Theism, not of the
historical Christianity which has done so much to

regenerate the world. Nor can the essence of any
religion be said to lie in its life, if by that be meant
temper and conduct. These are fruits, and by their
healthiness and abundance we judge of the sound-

j

ness and vigour of the tree. But the life of a re-

ligion in the proper sense of the word lies far deeper.
The chief modern definitions of Christianity

have been ably summarized and reviewed by
Professor Adams Brown, who, in his Essence of

Christianity, has produced ,
'

"I1
,.'* ;!" study

in the history of definition v. , < _ j ,,o solve

the problem before us. Sch leiormsiciioi ,
1 1 <

4^1, and
Bitschl are epoch-marking namo in the history of

Christianity during the last century, and their

attempts at definition
]
iol>.iM\ ireoi better than

most others the <mrii7ion- <,< inni'dcM by modern
inquirers. Schleiermacher's view is thus summed
up by Professor Adams Brown

*

Christianity is that historic religion, founded by Jesus of

Nazareth and having its bond of union in the redemption medi-
ated by Him, in which the true relation between God and man
has for the first time found complete and adequate expression,
and which, throughout all ;" ol- .

T
.-i - <>

" "

i ,.".
"

-o ..'

environment which the ce~i. i \
- I .' < _. -. ''< i. >

to maintain itself as the religion best worthy ot the allegiance
of thoughtful and earnest men.'

Hegel represents Christianity as the absolute
V Vi

~
, , j in it is to be seen worked out in

> i- \ , dialectic immanent in the Being
< < . -', I ! ,.! . le ultimate principle of the God-
head, the Father, being revealed in the Son, the

principle of difference, returning again m the syn-
thesis of redemption. Finally, in the Holy Spirit
Father and Son recognize their unity, and God as

Spirit comes to full consciousness of Himself in

history. Christianity, he says, is essentially the

religion of the Spirit. Ritschl lays more stress on
the idea of t'u T\"IV"!H'I of God, but he follows in

the steps of "*< h-om i-ui.'lii when he defines Chris-

tianity as

*the monotheistic, completely spiritual, ai,d rVral religion,

which, based on the life of its author n- 1l<<lien i and as
founder of liio Tilnsrrtoni o f God, consists in the freedom of the
children o r OH, imo 1

- the impulse to conduct from the
motive of love, aims at me ' -,

*

'_,
"

', -i ,

" Y 1 and
grounds blessedness on the M , M < i

'
:

j-
>!. -well

as on the kingdom of God* (Justif. and, Reconc*, Eng. tr p. 13).

Dorner is one of the best representatives of the

many who lay chief stress upon the Incarnation
as the 'central idea and fundamental fact' of

Christianity, and who find in mediation through
incarnation its archetypal thought. Professor
Adams Brown himself considers the chief diffi-

culty in framing a definition of Christianity to lie

in the attempt to reconcile its historical and its

absolute character, its natural and its supernatural
elements the two contrasted tendencies which
mark respectively (1) its resemblance to other

faiths, and its realization of their imperfect
ideals; and (2) its difference from all other re-

ligions as the one direct and supreme revelation
from God Himself. His own solution may be
indicated in the following sentences :

*Christiamt\, as modern Christian thought understands it, is

the rrligion of Ih\ine bontriip and human hrotnorhnod revealed
and realized through Jesus Christ. As such it is the fulfilment
and completion of all earlier forms of religion, and the appointed
iriaiN for fw rodempiu i

1 of mankind through the realization

of ihr k'njrdoiii of (J.xl Its central figure is Jesus Christ, who
is not only the revelation of the divine ideal for man, hut also,

through the transforming: influence which He exerts o^ er His
followers, the mo*.t powerful means of realizing that ideal

among men. The possession in Chribt of the supremo ro\ elation

of Goa's love arid power constitutes the distinctive mark of

Christianity, and justifies its claim to bt the final rehgton
'

(Essence, ofChristianity, 300)

These definitions are cnmbrous, and no one of
them is fully satisfactory. It is, however, clear

that Christianity can never be properly defined if

it is regarded merely as a philosophy, a system of
ideas ; or as a code of ethics, providing' a standard
of conduct; or as an ecclesiastical system, em-
bodying rites and ceremonies of worship and
institutions which are understood to be channels
of salvation for mankind. It is a religion, that
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is, its root 01 ^iiinjr lies in the relations which it

reveals and e-iab'.Uho- between God and men. It

was the interpretation of the Person of Christ, the

-l.'ip, ,< !," I in Him and His work, that

c -I. "I,.'-: . i'
" i"ie view of God and of human

i, .-\ i,' >' ,he Apostles and afterwards for

!,!' i\ -o i
.' >'\>-. them. Christ was to them

doubtless a Lawgiver, His command was final.

He was also an Example, perfect and flawless, the

imitation of whom formed the highest conceivable

standard of life. But unless He had been much
more than this, the Christianity of history would
never have come into being ; and if it had had no
other gospel for men than the most sublime human
prophet could bring, it would not have regenerated
mankind as it has done.
A religion may be described objectively or sub-

jectively, from without or
frorn^within. _

As an

objective !"_:: ' the world, <"" is 1- i.v.i vis an
ethical an-:

t
-,"i monotheism <, ,' iii.'ii type,

the highest tliat has been known in history, when
its character and effects are fully estimated. So
far there is general agreement. But the logical

differentia has yet to be specified, and here opinions

vary. If the characteristic and distinguishing
doctrinal teaching of OnNiiiiiiity be considered,
it may be said that the Inoanunion is its central

idea. But this must never be interpreted apart
from Christ's whole work, including His death
and resurrection, and the main purpose of that
work, tlio Tti'ilciiipiion of mankind, that Salvation

and liiumt ilm.i'Mi \\hich He has made possible
and open to all. Opinions may differ as to the
exact mode in which this has been effected, but
the Cross of Christ is its central feature. Chris-

tianity without a Saviour is a face without an eye,
a body without a soul.

If the Christian religion be regarded from

within, as a subjective, personal experience, its

essence lies in a new life, conceived in a new
spirit and animated by a new power. This power
is directly imparted by the Spirit of God, but on
the human side it arises from the new conceptions
of God given by Christ and the new relation to

Him established through the, ledeinplion and
mediation of His Son. If the i<lirion be \iewed
On its racial and social side, it ma v be describe! 1 as

having for its object the establishment of a
brotherhood of mankind based on the Fatherhood
of God and the Elder Brotherhood of Christ ; a
view of man which implies the inestimable indivi-

dual worth of each, and the ultimate union of all

in a renewed Order of which Christ has laid

foundation, given the foretaste, and promised ,<

complete consummation and fruition.

The secret of the power of Christianity lies in the
conviction which it engenders that granted

the
fundamental principles of Theism God has Him-
self undertaken the cause of man ? that He enters
'into man's weakness, feels with his sorrows, and,

chiefly, that He bears the terrible burden of man's
sins ; all this being assured by the gift of His Son
and the work which the Son Himself has accom-

plished and is still carrying on by His Spirit. The
metaphysical nature of Christ's Person may not be

capable' of being adequately expressed in words ;

the full scope of His redeeming work may be

variously understood and may be incapable of being
condensed into a formula ; while Christians may
widely differ as to the way in which the benefits

of that work are best appropriated and realized

and distributed by His Church in the world. But
the essence of the religion lies in its conception of

the spiritual needs of man, the ends for which he

exists, his sin and failure to realize those ends ; in

its proclamation of Christ, the once dying and now
ever living Lord as Himself the Way, through
whom sin may be forgiven and failure remedied ;

and above all, in the moral and spiritual dynamic
which is supplied by faith in the great Central
Person of the whole religion, and the life in Him
which is rendered possible for every believer Bv
thei'T <"', -r;heH<.\\ -i V
A ,> i- (

. '
, of < i '!-.,-, \~ to be the only

permanent, universal, ; ".! I \,,\ religion for man-
kind, no vindication of them can amount to actual
demonstration.

^
But the argument would take

the direction of inquiring whether history thus far
confirms the high claim of Christianity to suffice

for the needs of man as man. Is Tertullian's

phrase amma naturahter Christiana borne out

by facts ? Has Christianity, not in its miserably
1

"i

'

and often utterly misleading concrete
, , in the idea of its Founder and the best

attempts made to realize it, shown the 'promise
and potency

'
of a universal religion for the race ?

Such an argument would have to take full account
of criticisms like those of Nietzsche and his school,
who complain that Christianity in its tenderness
towards the weak and erring, in its hallowing of
sorrow and its preoccupation with the evil of sin,

piofoundly misunderstands human nature and
man's position in the Universe ; that it amounts,
in fact, to a worship of failure and decay. These
criticisms have not been widely accepted as valid,
and they can easily be met they were, indeed,

substantially anticipated by Celsus and refuted

by Origen. But such objections are sure to recur,

together -with kindred difficulties arising from a
natuinlKic view of man which claims to be sup-
ported by physical science. They can be effectu-

ally repelled only by practical proof that the

teaching of Christianity accords with the facts of
human nature and meets the needs of human
life more completely than any other system of

philosophy or religion.
On the other hand, the triumphs which Chris-

tianity has already achieved; the power it has
manifested of being able to ^ati^fy nov and unex-

pected claims ; the excellence of ii> ideal of char-

acter, one which cannot be transcended so long as
human nature continues to be what it is j the suc-
cess with which it has brought the very highest
type of character within reach of the lowest, as
attested by the experience of millions $ the power
of recovery which it has exhibited, when its

teaching has been traduced and its spirit and aims
rtepradoH T-y prominent profes-sois and representa-
ii\<-; ih'-v with otliei similar characteristics,

go far towards proving the Divine origin of Chris-
Iv'i'rti srid its claim to be the perfect religion of

'i.i
1

: \ . sufficing for all men and for all time.

I < o stain, however, that if the true spirit of

the Christian religion is to be rightly displaced

generation after generation, and its work rightly
done in the world, there must be a constant

^return to Christ' on the part of His Church.
The phrase, of course, must be adequatelj inter-

preted. Much has been said concerning the
'

recovery of the historical Christ * as characteristic

of our time, and' the expression represents an

important truth. Christ is seen more and more

clearly to be 'the end of critical and historical

inquiry* and 'the starting-place of constructive

thought.
3 But it is the whole Christ of the NT

who is the norm in Christian theology, the object
of Christian worship, the guide of Christian

practice. The Christ of the Epistles cannot be

separated from the Christ of the Gospels. The
modern attempt, fashionable in some quarters, to

distinguish between the Synoptic Gospels on the

one hand as historic, and the Fourth Gospel and
the Epistles on the other as dogmatic, cannot be

consistently maintained, and does not adequately
cover the facts of the case. The Sermon on the

Mount does not reveal to us the entire Chrj&t, nor
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the first chapter of St. John, nor the Epistle to the
Romans ; but there is no inconsistency between
these representations of the Christians' Lord
There is no contradiction between the Christ ot

the Synoptic Gospels and the Christ of Apostolic
experience and the Christ of historical Christianity,

except for those who reject the element of the'

supernatural, which, as a matter of fact, pervades
the whole. The Christ of the NT is the object of

Christian faith, as well as the Founder of the

Christian religion in its historical continuity. To
Him it is necessary for His Church compassed

' "

i i-ji
1 and infirmity and not yet fully
I

1 its sins continually to
* return,

'

i . ! i J . it generation, if His religion ^
is to

be preserved in its purity and transmitted in its

power. The vitality of Chuvtianity in the indi-

vidual heart and in the life of the community
depends upon the closeness of personal communion
with Christ maintained through His indwelling

Spirit. *To steep ourselves in Him is still the

chief matter,' says Harnack in one place. 'Abide
in me and I in you/ was His own word to His first

disciples, and it must ever be obeyed, if the char-

acteristic fruit of that Vine is to be seen in abund-
ance on its dependent branches
What the Christianity of the future \

" *' "

and would be, if this command were , '. i \

fulfilled, none can say; the capacitl- .
11

religion have been as yet only partially tested

In Christ, as St. Paul taught, are *
all the treasures

of wisdom and knowledge'the treasures of all-

subduing love, of assimilating and J
. t r - -I'i

1

r

power, of uplifting and purifying gr,- i i i

nations 'hidden
3

(Col 2*). And the treasure is

still hidden, because His followers, its custodians

and stewards, do not adequately make it known
have not, indeed, adequately discovered it for

themselves. But if in every genoration there be,
as there should be, a renewal of the very springs
of Christian life by fresh recourse to the Fountain-

head, then new claims, new needs, new pi obiems,
will only afford occasion for new triumphs* of

Christ and His Cross the message of Divine selt-

sacrifice to the uttermost in redemption, as the one
means of salvation for a sinning and suffering world.

LITERATURE. From amongst the vast number of books which
bear on the subject of this article, a very few ri vil *ol :i i< ->

and articles mav be mentioned here : R. S Storr-, 'J I > In- n
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A Harnack, Das Wesen des

Chnstentuws, 1900 [tr. by T B Saunders, Wliut nt C7mV?a/it'i. *

1901], and Die Mtsston und Avsbteitung <J<H Chn*t?iirntn* ui
denersten diet Jahrhunderirn, 1902 [tr. b> J MoilaiL, 'Iht To;-

pansion of Christianity, 1905] , A M. Fairbairn, The Place of
Christ in Modern Theology, 1895, and Philosophy of the

Christian JRehqinn, 1902 , W. Adams Brown, The Essence of
Christianity, 1903 ; see also the article on '

Christian, The Name
oi,' by P. W Schmiedel in the EiiCtic Bibl i 752ff. and that
on 'Otmstianity" by T. M. Lindsay in the Encyc Brit.

W. T. BAVISON.
CHRISTMAS. See CALENDAR, and DATES, 1.

CHRISTOLOGY.See PEKSON OF CHRIST.

CHRONOLOGY. See DATES.

CHURCH. It is proposed in this article to deal
with the references to the Church in the Gospels,
particularly as they bear upon Christ's relation to
the Church. The other books of the NT, and the
beliefs and practices of the early ages of Christi-

anity, will be referred to only as far as they appear
to throw light upon the teaching and actions of
Christ as recorded * in the Gospels. It will be
assumed that the accounts of the life and teaching
of Christ contained in the four Gospels as well as the
narrative of the Acts are substantially historical,
and that the thirteen Epistles usually ascribed to
St. Paul are genuine. Without this limitation the

inquiry would be of quite a different character.

The historical society known as the Church has
never claimed to have come into complete exist-

ence until the day of Pentecost, and its giowth and
01 rin 17,11 1071 were a gradual process We shall

r.oi, iliororo'o on any theory, expect to find in the

Gospels a complete and explicit account of the
foundation and characteristics of the Church, and
it will be a convenient method of procedure to take
the chief elements of the conception of the Chuich
whic

1 " "
accepted at a later date, when

the -i
.

. fully constituted, and to in-

quir<
'

'

can be traced back to the

teaching of Christ Himself, and how far they may
be regaided as later accretions, or the natural but
not necessary development of ideas which existed

before, if at all, only in noi in Xow our know-

ledge of the first days of dii i-i Mirny derived from
the NT is but fragmentary, anc

1 '

"\ p u w
1

medi-
,

";
".".i

"

. one of great u - >i \ . ''-in from
'

i 2nd cent, there is no Houbt about
the prevalent and almost universal belief of

Christians with regard to the Church. It was
believed that the Church, as it then existed, was
a, society founded by Christ as an *"

^.,
1 JIMI of

His work for mankind. It was i :-i >M !>< . i>\il

that the Church possessed characteristics which
were summed up under the words, One, Holy,
Catholic, and Apostolic. And while it was believed
that the Church stood in the most

" '

. i *",. \ \

relation to Christ, it was also helc , i i ,i'.|

unity and continuity were secured by a definite

organization and form of government, the essential

features of which had been imposed upon the
Church by the \|>o-'lo- ,! (in*_r under a commission

given them b\ ( IIMM Ilim-rli The Church was
further regarded as the instrument appointed by
Christ for the completion of His work for mankind.
The fact that these beliefs were geneially held, at
all events from the middle of the 2nd "cent, on-

wards, suggests the following division of the subject.
First, it will be asked whether the belief that it

was Christ's intention to found a visible society is

borne out (1) by what we know of His own actions
and teaching, and (2) by the records of the earliest

days of Christian life. FWomlh tho character-
istics ascribed to the Chun li in iho ( Ini-uan creeds
will be examined in the light of the NT writings.

i. Indications of a visible Church.
1. In the* teaching and actions of Christ : (a) the Messi-

,T i-

1

. "i ,-i i<l l,i TCt i-_'d, MI O F Gnrt -

(
T

) J I
* body

-f. i- >,-* (.; M'-'i-.'-T'i <n o 1

"
1' i T.iiKnr*-

2 l
'

,L| i -i per -"I (>' ( nr.- . in iiis.or\

li. ( J' i- i
- P- - h< < ' r !

1. Unity : (a) essential and transcendental ; (6) taking-
outward expression ; (c) imperfect.

2. Holiness.
3. Catholicity.
4. Apostohcity (a) doctrine; (&) worship; (c) discip-

line.

Note The words ' Church* and '
Ecclesia.'

Literature.

i. INDICATIONS OF A VISIBLE CHTJKCH. 1. In
the Teaching and Actions of Christ. (a) Relation

of Christ to the Messianic Hope and the Kingdom
of God. The idea of a covenant relation between
God and man is found in the earliest records of the
Hebrew race. Covenants were at first made with
individuals and families ; but with the beginning
of Jewish nationality there is a consciousness of a

peculiar relation between the nation and Jehovah.
The idea of a national God was, of course, shared

by the Jews with all the nations with which they
came into contact ; but as their conception of the

Deity advanced, and their religion developed
through monolatry into a pure monotheism, the
idea of Jehovah as a national God passed into the
idea of the selection of Israel by the one God of all

the earth for a special destiny and special privi-
leges. Thus the Jewish religion was a religion of

hope, and its trolden Age was in the future. This
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national hope became closely associated in thought
with the kingdom, at first the actual kingdom,
and then the kingdom to be restored in the future.

After the fall of the actual kingdom, the idea of

the future kingdom became, to a great extent,
idealized, and in close connexion with it there grew
up the o\po< in.iio'1 of a personal Messiah. It is

not neco--a\ tor t!ie present purpose to inquire
when this expectalion fa-t becomes apparent,
or to trace the, giovih ot ilie Messianic hope in

detail. The important fact is that at the time of

Christ's birth Israel as a nation was looking for a
kingdom of God and a Messianic King.V With
many, perhaps with most, the expectation may
have been mainly that of an independent and
powerful earthly kingdom ; but the remains of

Jewish literature in the last century before Christ

show that the more spiritually minded Jews un-

doubtedly looked for a kingdom which would in-

deed have Jerusalem for its centre, and of which
the faithful Jews would be the nucleus, but which
would ajso be world-wide and spiritual in character.

It must also be noticed that the doctrine of a Eem-
nant, which had taken strong hold of the Jewish
mind since the time of Isaiah, had accustomed them
to think of a community of the faithful, within and

growing out of the existing nation, who should in

a special sense be the heirs of Hie pumri-o*.
The most conspicuous feaniro in the u-u< liinr of

Christ, as recorded in the Mnoptie do-pel- i-. un-

doubtedly His claim to bo 'the Mo inn, and His
announcement of the coming of the Kingdom of

God. In using these forms Tie nm<l hav o intended
to appeal to, and to a great; oMent to sanction,
the ideas and hopes of those whom He addressed.
And yet it very soon became plain that the ting-
dom which He preached was something very difter-

ent from anything that the most spiritual of the
Jews had conceived. The old Jewish kings had
led the people in war, they had judged them in

peace, they had levied tribute ; but these functions
Chn-i e\pro 1\ di-diiiinod He would not allow
His follonoi- 10 think 01 appealing io force (Mt
2652), He repudiated the j<ioa of U'injr Ji ruler or

a judge of ordinary contention^ (I k 12'*,i, He ac-

cepted the payment of tribute to an alien potentate
as a thing indifferent (Mk 1217

) But, on the other

hand, the great acts which Jehovah Himself had

performed for the Jewish nation, in virtue of which
He Himself had been regarded as their King,
Christ performed for a new nation. Jehovah had
called Abraham and the patriarchs, and had at-

tached them to Himself by intimate ties and
covenants, and out of their seed had formed a
nation which He ruled ; and, in the second place,
He had given this nation His own law. So Christ
called from among the Jews His own disciples,
from whom He required an absolute personal de-

votion, and to them He delivered a neu law to

fulfil or Mipewde the old (Mt 517
}. See, further,

art. KIVODOM OF GOD.
What is the relation of the Kingdom of God to

the Church * The two things are not simply iden-

tical, and the predominant sense of the Kingdom
in the NT appears to be rather that of a reign than
of a realm. But these two ideas are complement-

ary,
and the one implies the other. Sometimes it

is nardly possible to distinguish between them. It

may be true that *

by the words the Kingdom of

God our Lord denotes not so much His disciples,
whether individually or even as forming a collec-

tive body, as something which they receive a
state upon which they enter

'

(Robertson, Regnum
Dei) ; but at the same time the whole history of the

growth of the idea of the Kingdom led, naturally,
to the belief that the Kingdom of God about which
Christ taught would be expressed and realized in a

society. The teaching of Christ about the King-

dom of Heaven does not perhaps, taken by itself,

prove that He was the Founder of the Church ;

but if this is established by other evidence, it may
at least be said that His K :

i orl ,u- is visibly repre-
sented in His Church, anl l

"
, i'o Church is the

Kingdom of Heaven in so far as it has already
come, and it prepares for the Kingdom as it is to
come in glory.'

(b) How far the line of action adopted by Christ

during His ministry tended to the formation of a
society. Christ began from the first to attach
to Himself a number of disciples. Their numbers
varied, and they did not all stand in equally close
relations to Him ; they were indeed still a vague
and indeterminate body at the time of His death,
but they tended to define themselves more and
more. There was a process of sifting (Jn 666

), and
immediately after the Ascension an expression is

used which suggests some sort of list (Ac I 15
). As

much as this, indeed, might be said of most re-

ligious and philosophical leaders, but Christ did
more than create an unorganized mass of

disciples.
From an early period He formed an inner circle
* that they might be with him, and that he might
send them forth 3

(Mk 314
). The name 'Apostles'

may have been given to the Twelve in the first

instance with reference to a temporary mission,
but subsequent events showed that this temporary
mission was itself only part of a system of training
to which Christ devoted more and more of His
time. The Twelve became in a special sense 4 the

disciples,' and this is what they are usually called

in the Fourth Gospel, The larger body are also

disciples, but the Twelve are their leaders and

representatives. Their representative character
culminates at the Last Supper, where the Euchanst
is given to them alone, but, as the event showed,
in trust for the whole body. 4

Ceil a hi saying recorded of Christ in connexion
with the Apostles and their functions will be
noticed later. For the present it is enough to call

attention to the fact that, apart from any special

saying or commission, the general course of Christ's

actions not only tended to produce a society, but

provided what is a necessary condition of the
eflectiveness a 1 -

1

i . s<
' of a society the

nucleus of an <
. i /. : --nd that the greater

part of His labours was directed towards the

training of this inner circle for carrying on a work
which He would not complete Himself.

(c) The signijicance of the institution of the

sacraments.^A. society, to be plainly visible and
unmistakable, requires some outward act or sign
of distinction by which all its members can be

recognized. Circumcision had been such to the
Jews. And in order to be both effective and per-

manent, a society further requires some definite

corporate action, binding upon all its members,
and relating to the object for which the society
exists. The observance of the Law has been the

corporate action of the Jews. No society has, as
a matter of fact, succeeded in maintaining itself in

existence for an indefinite period without such

signs of distinction and corporate actions. Both

requirements were supplied by Christ, if iho Go-*
pel

narrative may be trusted, in the sacrament - \\ I IK li

He instituted. In Baptism He pio\ided ,i dHmno
means of incorporation, and in the Eucharist a

corporate act and a visible bond of union. This is

indeed only part of the significance of the sacra-

ments, but when they are regarded from another

point of view it.becomes all the more striking that
the means appointed to convey the grace of God to

the individual should be necessarily social in their

character. The general tendency of the teaching
of Christ, in the Sermon on the Mount and else-

where, with regard to the Jewish Law and to the
relation of the inward and outward, gives great
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significance to the fact that He should have ordered

any external acts of the nature of sacraments, and
makes it still more remarkable that He should
have laid emphasis on their ne< o^ily * a condition
of entrance into the Kingdom and lirco the posses-
sion of life (Jn 35 654 }. And the fact that these are

necessarily social ordinances is of primary import-
ance in considering the relation of the Church to

Christ.

It thus appears from a general view of Christ's

ministry as recorded in the Gospels, without taking
into consideration particular sayings ascribed to

Him, that before the Ascension He had provided
<sn \{Vn ' tn i* ,vas necessary for the existence of

a -H'". y iiii i 'i-
4

development of an oi{M
f ii/1ion,

and for its permanence and corporate acrion
^

Tlio

only thing wanting to the complete constitution of

the Church was the fulfilment of the ^promise
of

the gift of the indwelling Spirit, for which the dis-

ciples were bidden to wait (Lk 2449, Ac I
4
).

2. In the earliest period of Church history.
The conclusions to which the Gospels appear to

point will be corroborated if there is evidence that

a society actually did exist immediately after the

events recorded in the Gospels. Of this early

period the only existing record is that which is

contained in the Acts. There is also contemporary
evidence of the ideas of a somewhat later period in

St. Paul's Epistles. If the evidence of the Acts is

accepted, there is no doubt of its general tendency.

Tumunlktely after the Ascension there appears a
uell ilHmed" body of disciples led by the Apostles
{Ac I

13'15
).

At the day of Pentecost this body is

fully constituted for its mission, and receives a

large accession of numbers. The mention of de-

finite numbers (Ac I15 241 44) shows that there was
no doubt who the persons were who belonged to

the society. Nor js there any doubt, from the
constant mention of baptism throughout the book,
that this was the invariable means of acquiring
membership. It is expressly mentioned even in

the exceptional ease recorded in 1047L . Through-
out the whole narrative the Apostles appear as the
leaders and teachers of the whole community.
Membership implies adherence to their teaching
and fellowship, with *the breaking of bread'
and common prayer as a bond of union C2

42
). The

practice of ! : n "i \ of goods is an evidence of

the closenes
'

3ond, while the fact that

this was voluntary shows that ' neither the com-

munity was lost in the individuals, nor the in-

dividuals in the community
'

(Hort, Christian

Ecdesia, p. 48). The meetings of the Church
must have been in houses, and none in Jeru-

salem can possibly have contained all the dis-

ciples ; but no importance is attached to the place
or meeting, nor are house eoTi^n^ation-? ever

spoken of or alluded to as separate un it > of Church
life. A theory has been formed that the Church
a*; a <ociotv arose out of a federation of house

a^emblie-., Tm D there is al>-oluic1y no trace what-
ever of such a possibililN in ih<i V'T^: the whole

body of disciples is the only unit. The word ecclesia

occurs for the first time, in Ac 5U, and there it is

the whole body which is spoken of. In the course
of time the increase in the number of adherents
led to an advance in organization, the Apostles
delegating some of their functions to a lower order
of ministers, and soon afterwards persecution caused
an extension of the Church to other parts of Pales-
tine. But there is as yet no subdivision ; ques-
tions which arise in Samaria and Joppa are dealt

.with at Jerusalem (Ac 81* Hu-) Tnis state of

things, however, could not last. When, the pro-
cess of extension had gone farther, it became

impossible to administer all the affairs of the com-

munity from a single centre. And so when a 'body
of Christians established themselves In Antioeh, a

new use of the word ecdesia appears (12
26

). Hitherto

it has meant the whole body of the brethren ; now
""' T "

\ to parts of the whole. Each centre

parate action, and deals with local

affairs, while
" *

in close union with the

whole. And \ which was perhaps the

most momentc . that have been taken in

Church historythe mission of Paul and Bar-

nabaswas jpiiMU'iitly the work of the Church in

Antioeh aloin*, un'ii^n any reference to Jeru-

salem (13
lff

). This mission led to the foundation

of a large number of local ecdesice, each of which
was provided by the Apostle with a local ministry

(14
23

), while he exercised a continual supervision
over them, and visited them as often as circum-

stances would allow. The difficult questions which

arise out of this great extension of the Church are

referred to the *

Apostles and presbyters
'

at Jeru-

salem. The precise relations between the authority
of the whole oody and the legitimate independence
of the local communities are undefined, but the

recognition of the unity of the whole Church and of

the Apostolic authority is unmistakable. In the

Epistles of St. Paul the term ecdesia is constantly
used of the local communities, of which he had

frequent occasion to speak ; the church in a city

(I'Co I2
)
or even in a house (Ro 165, Col 415

) is a
familiar expression, and the churches of a region
,n<i ^M.Un of (1 Co 161 - 19

) in a way that possibly

HWO-I* l l |(k fteginmn<s of a provincial organiza-
tion. But ' the Church is the one undivided Church
of which these several churches are only local divi-

sions. It is in the Epistle to the Ephesiaiis that

his doctrine of
* the Church J culminates. It is

particularly with reference to this teaching that a
distinction"hab been drawn between the actual and
the ideal Church. This distinction is a real one, if

it means that the ideal of the Church has never

yet been realized in fact. But neither St. Paul nor

any other NT writer diaws any distinction, or ap-

pears to be conscious of the need of any. The
Church, like the individual Christian, is regarded
as being that which it is I- '""* ^. \- in indi-

vidual Christian, in spite "I In \

"jiio-ir*
- is a

saint, so the existing body of Christians whom he
is addressing is the Body of Christ, which is to

be presented a glonon-* riniidi, holy and without

blemish (1 Co 12^, Fph r>-
7
). See ORGANIZATION.

ii. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CHURCH.

Assuming now that the Hum *i N .1 -ot ioi \ fo m-lo-l

by Christ to carry on Hi- ^orlc tw iiic i< lompuoii
of mankind, the characteristic notes of the Church,
as they have been embodied in the Creeds, may be

considered with reference to the i<M<'1iin<Lp ' oiiiaiml

in the Gospels. It is convenient 10 -m <
k JH th<

outset what the principal passages in the Gospels
are which bear upon the subject. Tn ilu 1

f
: i^t |iLi< e,

all the teaching relative to the Kindlon o,
^o<l

bears more or less directly on the Church. Some

points with regard to this have already been
noticed. Then there are the t\\ o pa^apro^ in which
the word ecdesia is used, Mt 1613-->lj and 181IW . In

connexion with the former, the other two * Petrine
'

texts, Lk 22^"32 and Jn 2115'17
, may be considered*

There are also the charges given to the Apostles
in general, Mt 10, Mk 313'15 67

'13
, Mt 281*-20 , Jn

gQai-^ and the accounts of the institution of the

Eucharist. And there is the long passage Jn

14-17, which specially bears upon the relations of

Christ to the Church. The authenticity or credi*

bility of some of these passages has been disputed
on various grounds, but it will be assumed for the

piesent purpose thafcthey contain a credible record

of the teaching of Christ. It will be convenient to

consider this teaching under the heads of those

notes of the Church which have been commonly
ascribed to it from early times, and have been em-
bodied in the Creeds. v %
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1, Unity. If the conclusion already reached
about the origin of the Church is true, it is clear

that it must be one society. The teaching of

Christ on this point, as recorded in the Fourth

Gospel, is very emphatic (Jn 1721
"23

), and He bases
the unity of the Church on the unity of God (cf.

Eph 44'6). It is also to be a visible unity, for it is

to be a sign to the world :
( that the world may

believe.
5

It is, however, implied that it will be a
I
I'M- ". unity, not at once peifectly ip<xlized

<Ju 1 1~> iui0
). This is illustrated by Si. Paul, who

speaks of unity a* a thing to be gradually attained
to (Eph 4 13

). The^c three points may be taken in

order.

(a) If the unity of the Church is based upon the

unity of God, it follows that it is an essential and
//// s . ,* ,,''// ,.-,"; i :o i jj; j Accidental unity ; i.e. it

i- in: ;! I.K <> ;<' ':'1 n"
voluntary association

01 !i" n oni-M'i'M^ ,<> 1
1

< with a view to effect

<''i,',"i < !,'-, MO- i- i r ii rely occasioned by the
social instincts of human nature. These lower
kinds of unity are not, indeed, excluded by the

higher, but they are by themselves an insufficient

explanation. It has been maintained that the idea
of the unity of the C

1

!!. i'li ? an !,fi- 'i 1 .-* ./i '.' <- :-< -1

by the strong tcn-i'^'cy ! rr
1

;^" :,! ;!--< n iin

wnich prevailed in tne' Empire in tne early ages
of Christianity. Abundant <

4 \ idence already exists,
and more is bcui<j: accumulated, of the existence of

tins tendency ; but o\ en if it -hould be shown that
non-Christian associations influenced the manner
in which the Christian community framed its ex-

ternal life and that they assisted its growth, this

would not in the lea^t <li-pio\ e the essential unity
of the Church. .\s far, howevei, as implication
has gone at present, it seems that th Clniidi
owed remarkably little to heathen precedents.
The fact that from the earliest times there were
some who more or less separated themselves and
stood aloof, has been alleged as a proof that unity
was not regarded as essential. But imperfection,
as has already been noted, is a condition of the

earthly state of the Church ; and the (:!": fy
damnation with which separation is -"x,'! ,i:,'\

spoken of in the NT and by all early v , <
-

.

very ^trong evidence of the belief of the Church
that nniij i^ one of its essential marks. The ex-

istence from the first of the power of excommuni-
cation (1 Co 5, etc.), is further evidence to the
same effect.

The unity of the Church is, then, a theological

unity, iLii"iu<r from the unity of God, from the fact

that" all members of the Church are members of

Christ and abide in Him as the branches abide in

the vine, and from the indwelling^
of the Holy

Spirit. From this flows a moral unity of thought
and action among the members of the Church, who
are bound together by the invisible bonds of faith,

hope, and love.

(6) But this invisible unity will OXIHC itself, as
far as regards that part of the Chinch which is on

earth, in an outward form. There has not un-
naturallv been a good deal of conflict of opinion
throughout the greater part of Church history as
to the PT< ( i-o nature of the outward form which is

uoot^-,u\ ("onl'min}! pm^elvo" to the teaching of

Chnst upon the subject, the first thing to be
noticed is that institution of the visible actions
called sacraments which has been alreadv spoken
of. The necessity for performing certain ounvard
actions at once distinguishes those persons who
perform them, and these particular actions are
social in their nature, and cannot be performed
except in connexion with a visible society. In the
next place, the administration of sacraments im-

plies discipline, for a certain amount of organiza-
tion is necessary in order to enable a society to

act, and social actions cannot be performed in

isolation. For this Christ provided by the insti-
tution of a ministry in the persons of the Apostles,
to whom He expressly committed the sacraments.
It follows that among the things which are neces-
sary to their valid administratior. th n prc^c^vati^n
of the order instituted by the ^'niu'i II'K.CL i'm
direction of the Apostles must be reckoned. And
while the Church has recognized all its members as
valid ministers of "R ,"

'

> se of necessity, the
administration of I . ,

i
, has been confined

amongst most Christians to those who have received
special Apostolic authority for the purpose.

It is further held by a very large number of Christians, that
in addit.r ", to f c e\r-n \"> 'raids of union formed by the sacra-
ments a-< I ,.1' \po-.oi

'

7i nistry, the Church on earth, being
visible, 7M - M i i - 1> head, and that this headship wag
given by Christ to St. Peter, and by

*

i
"

'
*

'

1 suc-
cessors. Union with the earthly head i < > here-
fore necessary to avoid the guilt of scb ! : < that
this is the natural sense of the passages which record the
special charges thru bv Christ to St. Peter (Mt le1^20, Lk
2228-32, and .In J'"- '-*), and tlu ^ "- *"i' prr ..M . ) rf Ui \onls
is borne out by the claims i

1
1 < .nv* i- 1 < ir \.-i 1 1 \ T h *

bishops of Rome, and allow* In r< i i
-" <' IM !\ i C.I a oh a'u

large. It is argued, on tin. other s-ide, Ihtl e p~i--ag -n <iuo-s-
tion were not interpreted in ih's .en&o bv e.xilv ClmrVh urr.ii>,
and that the testimom of rhe Acia ai.d Fpi-ilts and of ear'y
Church "hUrori, shows inai Mich .1 position ^a-> not wruallx held
by Si Ptkrer The controversv is of such enormous proportions
Lli.n u can onh be alluded to In rr, bin JL few of u.c innunicnible
books that deal with the subject are eononed in the hsfc ol
Literature at the end.

(c) These inward and outward "bonds of union

give a real numerical unity to the Church, so that
it will be one in any one place, one Ivou^lioui M rt

world, and one in all time, Nothing l< - - i
:I ?IM i IIM

can satisfy the conception of unity put before us in
the NT. But it must be noted, in the third place,
that ninix i^iiybe real while it is still 'uitY,'rf'*cf.

The i-eritMHuin' of the Church, in respect 01 liiiity
as well as of all other characteristics, is possible
only when all its members are perfect, and there-
fore it cannot be fully realized m this life. Any
1<u .*!' *-f n ose bonds which have been men-
i .' r i v

'

i" inward or outward, must neces-

sarily impair unity. It is not necessary that there
should be an outward breach. A lack of charity,
leading to party spirit, such as existed at Corinth,
was regarded by St. Paul a* impairing the unity of

the Church alii usi-jli no \i=>iT)le sc\ oranco lia<l Taken

place. A \\nni or r.riiii^ or errors concerning the

faith, must have the same effect. A departure
from the faith of the Church on fundamental
matters is called '

heresy,' and any great want of

either charity or faith on the part- or a section of

the Church commonly leads to a breach of the ex-

ternal conditions of union, which is called * schism.*

This again admits of different degrees, and is of

!* i-,

1

kinds. A suspension or refusal of

. :i .', Between two parts of the Church un-

doubtedly amounts to a schism, even though both

parts retain the due administration of the sacra-

ments and the Apostolic ministry. Such a schism,

has arisen between the Churches of the East and
the West, and it was the work of centuries of

gradual estrangement, so that it is impossible to

say at ~what precise moment the want of inter-

communion became such as to amount to a formal
schism. There is a breach of a very similar char-

acter between the Anglican Churches and those
which adhere to the Roman obedience. There is

also another kind of schism, which is caused when
bodies of baptized persons form new associations

which do not claim to be connected with the Apos-
tolic Church, or which reject the sacraments.
There is no other cause for such breaches of out-

ward communion than the imperfection of the
faith and chanty of the members of the Church.
But if such imperfection does not in itself destroy
the unity of the Church, the external consequences
which naturally result from it do not necessarily do
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so Heresy and schism impair unity, but dp not

ilto^ethe^ -lostroy it, just as the spiritual life of

i he l
Tii'\-Ki,iJu is not altogether destroyed even by

grievous sins

The Invisible Church. &Q far only the unity of

that part of the Church which is on earth has been

spoken of. But members of the Body of Christ do
not cease to be united to Him, and therefore to each
other after death That part of the Church which
has passed away from earth is called the Invisible

Church, in contrast to the Visible Church upon
earth, but they are essentially one. With regard
to the state of the departed, very little direct teach-

ing is recorded to have been given by Christ Him-
self, and we must not presume to speculate too
much where knowledge lias been withheld. Per-

haps little more can be said than that in the

parable of Dives and Lazarus (Lk 1619'31
) Christ

gave a general sanction to current Jewish beliefs

as to the state of 1 ho l^M 1 eel and that His words
to the penitent thn k

f
\
Lie 2J"'; assure us that union

with Himself is not impaired by death. If this is

so, it is sufficient justification for the universal

belief of early Christians, that the Invisible Church
is united to the Visible by common worship

2. Holiness. The Church may be called holy
because it is a Divine institution, of which Christ
is the head, and the special sphere of the working
of the Holy Spirit,

or because its members, being
united to Christ as the branches are to a vine or

the limbs to a body, are called to a life of holi-

ness, and have a real though imperfect holiness

infused into them. Something has already been
said on these first points, and it is hardly necessary
to show at length that Christ required holiness

from His followers (Jn 171S'19
} Mt S48

). It is no less

evident that the holiness spoken of here and else-

where is a progressive holiness.

One difficulty which has arisen with regard to
this characteristic of the Church is that the want
of holiness in many of those who have fulfilled the
outward conditions of Church membership has
often in Church history led to attempts to secure

greats wnit\ by a sacrifice of external unity.
The XoO<man-, the Donatists, and many later

bodies of separatists, have made such attempts.
The persistency of this tendency in the face of

such teaching of Christ as is contained in the

parables of the Tares and the Draw-net is some-
what surprising, but at all events it testifies to a

deep uiidei lying conviction of the ne<'e iiy of

holiness St. Paul emphasizes the Jiohne-- or any
body of Christians which he addresses, by giving
them the title of f

saints/ however imperfect many
of the individuals might be (Ro I

7
, 1 Co I

2
, 2 Co P,

Eph I1
, Ph I 1

,
Col 1* ; cf. Ac 9^2). They are both

individually and collectively a holy temple, and
the habitation of the Holy Spirit (1 Co 3 10 - 16 619

,

Eph 218"22
). And, as has already been pointed out,

he does not draw any sharp line of division be-

tween the imperfect society on earth and that
which shall be perfected hereafter (Eph S25'27

) : he
regards both the individual and the society as

being already that which they are becoming.
1 As a whole the Church is holy in that it retains farhfullv

those means of sancfcification. which Chnst gave her holy Sacra-

ments, holy-lane, holv teaching-, so that, amid whatever imper-
fections, her whole aim is that the tendency of her acts and her
teaching shall le to promote holiness and'the inward spiritual
life . . An university is learned, or a city rich, which abounds
in learning or riches, although there m&y he many unlearned or

poor, and although the learned or nch mav yet be short of the
ideal of learning

1 or wealth.' Forbes, Nic. Creed, p. 278.

3. Catholicity. The earliest extant use of the
word Catholic' as applied to the Church is in

Ignatius (ad Smyrn. viii. 2) :
( Wherever the bishop

appears, there mu^t the multitude be ; }ust as
wherever Christ Jesu^ is, there is the Catholic
Church ' The natural sense of the word would

appear to be that of the Church thioughout all the
world as opposed to that in one place ; but this is

not the sense in which the term has be- -s <
"

< V
used. The Church has been called *( !

*
.'-u

because it has actually extended throughout the

world, for this it has never yet done, nor even

simply because it is destined to be so extended,
but rather as possessing characteristics which make
it capable of being a universal religion, adapted to

all classes of men in all parts of the world, and
ih i ouj:lHUH all time. Even apart from particular
words ot Christ, such as those recorded in Mt 2819

,

nothing is more apparent in His teaching than that
the religion which He taught was intended to be a
universal -

1 " * *

.1 contrast to Judaism,
which, lik- , he ancient world gener-
ally, was i * , religion, and appealed
only to a part of mankind In spite of the many
anticipations of umversahsm which are to be found
in Jewi&h prophecy, the controversy which took

place in the early Church about the observance of
the Jewish law shows with what difficulty the idea
was accepted by those who had been Jews This

quality, again, of universal applicability to all

men at all times can belong only to a Divine reve-
lation sufficient for the needs of all mankind.
Such a revelation Christ piofessed to give, and the

Catholicity of the -Church must depend upon its

faithfulness to the fulness of the truth revealed in
Christ, And so, in addition to the idea of universal

extension, the word Catholic has been used to con-

vey the idea of orthodoxy in the communion of the
Church The well -known definition of Cyril of Jeru-
salem (Cat. xviii. 23) co-ordinates these two ideas.
* The Church is called Catholic because it extends
tlironirlioiit t IK I \\liolo world . . . because it teaches

completely all doctrines which men ought to know
. . . because it brings into subjection to godliness
the whole race of men . . . and because it tieats
and heals every sort of sins . . . and has in it

every form of virtue.' In this sense the Church
was called Catholic when it was very far from

being extended even over a considerable part of
the world, and the term can be applied even to the
Church in a pa i ii< nlti r pl.t' o, as being in communion
with and possessing the characteristics of the whole.
So in the V"/ Jy* ""//< of Potycarp he is spoken of

as 'Bishop oi the Catholic Church that is in

Smyrna.' The Church or any part of it .1 i-v o, ' ho-i

the ideal <"
r
r,ii' i

o''i \\\ in proportion ii - LI ].>*-. -^ ^

all the M.I|I'I - xvlr.ili are necessary to make it

I'll r.i^x ',.'
;
\ersal; and, on the other hand,

e

every-
IMV "In- 'i hinders or lessens the capacity of the
rimulii,* ,, universal, everything which deprives
it of part of thje full truth or inserts in its teaching
anything which does not belong to the truth, every-
thing which cramps its power of getting rid of sin
and increasing ^O'lliisf ^. has a tendency to draw
the Church <\\\<\\ i i om i 'n 1 ideal of its Catholic life.

To become suen that it could not appeal to the
whole world or to all classes of men, to deny essen-
tial paH- of the revealed faith, to become in its

accept od principles n< i

"->iry hisiiiiiwnr of some
sins or a necessary opponent

of <*oim k \ntuc-. would
be, in proportion 'as tin? wa- \vilful and deliberate
and

fully carried out, a sinking below the mini-
mum which the note of Catholicity requires' (Stone,
The Church, p 59).

. Apostolicity. It has already been pointed out
that Christ selected twelve of His followers to'

stand in a specially close relation to Himself, and
to be charged with a special mission. In what
is probably the earliest account of their appoint-
ment (Mk 314}, it is said they were to *be with*

him,' and that He would ' send them forth
' Hence

they were called Apostles (Lk 6 33
). The nature of

this relation and this mission must now be ex-
amined in order to ascertain the sense in which the
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Church may be called Apostolic. It may first be
noticed that a sharp distinction has sometimes
been drawn between the position of the Twelve as

K'pi^-t.'riXix'* disciples, that is, as standing in a
specially close 1,

'
<"

* "

to Christ, of the same
kind, however, < other disciples, and their

position as Apostles, that is, as men sent forth on
a special mission. No such sharp distinction is

drawn in the NT, nor does it appear to be neces-

sary. The two things are spoken of in the passage
of St. Mark just referred to as two sides of the
same fact, not as two separable things. The close

discipleship was necessary to fit the Apostles for

their mission, and it therefore formed part of it.

The nature of this Apostolic mission is stated in
ilie ino^t (ornp'olicnHM* terms in Jn 2021 *As the
JKailicr li.uh -IHI mo, oven so send I you'; that is

to say, it was the task of carrying on upon earth
the work of Christ Himself. It seems to be of

little or no .
* to our estimate of the

nature of the \ functions whether others
besides the Twelve were present upon the occasion
when these particular words were spoken. The
Twelve are ficquonlly called

* the disciples,' especi-

ally in the 1 oiiuli (Jlo^pol. And the mission of the

\Iio-* IIe^ N riot a separate thing from the mission
of tlio Church. If, as St. Paul so constantly
teaches, the Church is one body with many
members, the acts of the organs or the body are
the acts of the body itself. St. Paul insists equally
strongly upon the unity of the whole and the
differentiation of function within the whole. And
so the point to be considered is not whether a
separate mission was given to the Apostles apart
from that of the whole Church, but rather what
special functions of the Church were committed to

the A.po*tlc* to be performed, by themselves or
under iheii direct ion, on the Church's behalf.

(a) One principal object with which the Apostles
were sent out in the first instance was undoubtedly
that they might teach (Mk 314

) And it is equally
clear that this was not merelv a rernpoian, ,

but a

permanent function. Even the special diio< non-

given to them on their first sending out (Mb 10)
are not intelligible unless a continuance of the
work of teaching be understood. And the Twelve
were specially trained by close and continual inter-

course with Christ for the work of being witnesses to
Him (Ac I8), and it is clear that they considered this

as one of their special functions (I 2s2 315 4s3 etc.).

And although this personal witness to the actions
and words of Christ was necessarily confined to
those who had been with Him, the transmission of

the witness and the function of teaching in general
are permanent. The commission given by Christ to
the Twelve to make disciples of all the nations (Mt
2819<2 ) is one which was not, and could not be,

nccoin]i1i-1ip<] by themselves in person, and it

irujplic- the (onVirnuirico of the teaching office of

the Church until this end is accomplished. So it

is recognized as one of the special duties of those
who were appointed bv the Apostles to take part in

their work (1 Ti 312 - 13 517 620, 2Ti I 14 22
,
Tit 215 etc.).

It is this teaching work of the Church which corre-

sponds to the prophetical office of Christ Himself.

(b) The worship of the Church. The Sacraments,
which were especially committed to the Apostles,
have been spoken of as social acts necessary to
the existence and cohesion of the Church as a
visible society. They are also means by which the
relation of the Church to God is expressed, and
channels by which the individual receives Divine

grace. The worship of the Church centres and
culminates in the Eucharist, the specially appointed
action by which the Church takes part in trie sacri-

fice offered by Christ. It makes a memorial of

that part of His sacrificial work which has been

accomplished in time (Lk 2219, 1 Co II26), and it

unites itself with Him in His present mediatorial
work of pleading that sacrifice in heaven (He 724'

^J.
So the whole Church,' as the Body of Christ, takes

part in His priestly work (1 P 29, Rev 59- 10
), and

this has always been emphasized by the language
of all the liturgies. See artt. LORD'S SUPPEK,
SACRAMENTS.

(c) Discipline. A visible society could hardly
exist, or at least continue to exist, without some
form of discipline. Christ sanctioned for His
followers (Mt 1815

), not only individual remon-
strance, which ma^ be considered as the gentlest
form in which discipline can be administered (cf.

1 Th 514
), but also, in the case of the failure of this,

the collective censure of the community (cf. 1 Ti
220, Gal 2n), and in the last resort the exercise of

the natural right of a society to expel one of its

members (cf. 1 Co 5s, 2 Co 25-10
). These last pas-

sages alone would suffice to show, what is certain

enough, that the power of excommunication was
recognized and practised in the Church from the

*

earliest times.
A still more emphatic commission was given by

Christ to St. Peter (Mt 1619
), and to 'the disciples*

(18
18

). Whatever may be the exact meaning of

these words, it is difficult to give them any inter-

pretation which does not include the idea of juris-
diction. At all events the words in Jn 2022- ^ relate

directly to di-< ij'lnie, and are of the most unquali-
fied character . 1 f rho historical character of these

pa- iijrc- i^ admitted, there can be no doubt that a
ili-i ipl.'sjiry commission was given. There have
bet ri hov.'( v < i differences of opinion as to the

persons to whom it was given. The chief views
held on this point may be roughly classed under
four heads.

(a) It has been held Hint the poit ion of St Peter was different

in kind frcm thnt of the oilier \I>OM>S, and that jurisdiction
\\a gi-CM dmcih to him alone, and to the other Apostles
Thiough him, and "that the same holds good of his successors,

(i) Tli.a juriKhrnoiiuas given directly to all the Apostles, and
is inherent m their otbce and m that of their successors, but
that It can be legitimately exercised only by those ^ho preserve
the unity of the Church by being in union with Sr Peter and
his successors (r) That jurisdid i< r w- irn fii e,iVl\ to a1

! t> i

Apostles and their successors as i :t l> ."'o'\ appo niuJ orir.ir.-

of the Church, and that only a primacy of honour belonged to

St. Peter or is due to Ms successors 'All the Apostles \\ere
" "

-
"

equal in commission, equal in power, equal in
-. i i all things, except priority of order, without

which no society can well subsist' (Bramhall). (2) That the

Apostles recei\ed no gift of jurisdiction from Christ Himself,
arid ih.ii nm powers uhich they or their successors exercised
wrrr- p-adun'lh oonicrred upon them by the act of the Church or
of pait= of it

Closely connected with directly disciplinary
functions are those general powers of direction

and administration which must be exercised in a

society by some persons appointed for the purpose.
That they were used by the Apostles, even with

regard to secular matters, is plain from the Acts
and Epistles- . The Apostolic background is every-
where present in the former book, and St. Paul
assumes such powers throughout (e.g. 1 Co IP4

).

It is by the exercise of such powers of discipline
and government that the Church participates in

the kingly office of Christ.

We may therefore conclude that the Church

may be called Apostolic in so far as it has held fast

to the teaching, worship, and discipline of the

Church as intrusted by Christ to the Apostles, and

according to the order*established by them.

yfOVX The words 'church * and i****/. Theword ' church '

is feim4 In- a- great variety of forms in the Teutonic and Slavonic

Jdntoages as the exact equivalent of iasKX*?<r/* which has passed
in-SSSn and an the Romanic and Celtic languages. There

Out befeti nwcti dispute about its ultimate derivation. Suggested
derivations from the Latin circus and from the Gothic are now
set aside by philologists as impossible. The only derivaiJozi

that will bear examination is from the Greek xuptxx&r This is

used in the Apost Const, (c. A.D. 300 ?) and in the canons of

several councils early in the 4th cent., and was afterwards, fairjy

common in the East It means 'of tbe Lord,' and is weft af
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"the house of the Lord,
1 3,w being: understood. The deriva-

tion of
* church' from KU/IKX.XOV is not free from philological

difficulties, and there is no sufficient historical explanation of
the curious fact that a less common Greek word should have
TK i ]\>i)

J

<. J Yi ts i Teutonic languages in place of the usual
'*srs. y flu i no is no other even plausible explanation of
the deru ation of the word * church *

The word &ZXZ.VJCHOC, is common in classical Greek in the sense
of an assembly of the people literally, the calling them out

(IrfsasixAs'iw) by the voice of a herald or otherwise It i& used in

the LXX as the translation of the Hebrew word Ld?ial, \\mch
has a similar derivation and meaning. Another word, edhah, is

commonly translated by G-J cty^y < and means properly the con-

gregation itself, whereas kflhiil means rather the assembly of

the congregation ; but there is
*

> -" -i <" - < between the

words, and in the later books <- <H . ilmost disap-
pears, and bahal or 'uaAatri* combines both shades of meaning.
There is little or no evidence as to the precise contemporary
ideas which would have been conveyed to a Jew of our Lord's
time by the use of these words, but they could not fail to recall
^n ^ _v r T-> i

"
- "i< congregation of God, and to suggest

"
'

i > -
i

It has often been supposed that the word IxscKwiu. was in-

tended to convey the idea of a people or a number of persons
called out of the world for the special seivice of God The
idea of Israel as a chosen people and the idea of the special
election and vocation of Christians occur

" ""

tures, but they never appear to be com 's

UasAW*! or kahal In both these words the idea of the summons
to the assembly, which is . -i _r

*
"

- a '1 practically

disappears, and the words -i
" - "p i a-- i v itself, or

tuc p
1

rj.lv. ui'o n j r .11 i^MiMh sSeearcc
*

Congregation
* and

'Phii * :n ILvnsrs Dli
The lace uhac uhe word acx*j<r/ is found in the Gospels only in

the two passages of St. Matthew already iiscussed, has led some
to suppose that these passages are later insertions into the
or'jriual nan i"\ c in i'l<_ ,

-
,'i time when the idea of the Christian

yx-i \\ lul m 1
1 ! 'OIK 'I and when it was desired to add

a 1
il hoi IP o-he lyi b. ,i reference to the teaching of Christ.

Ir, however, the view tasen above of the general tendency of

Christ's work and teaching is correct, His connexion with the
Church does not depend upon these two passages only, and
there would be much difficulty in explaining the fact that this

term and no other was universally applied to the Christian

society from the time of the Apostles onwards, unless it were
the natural equivalent of Aramaic terms used by Christ Himself.

LITERATURE The number of books which deal with the sub-

ject of the Church from exactly the point of view taken in this

article may not be verv large, but the literature which bears
more or less upon the original constitution and characteristics
of the Church is of -<-> Io- -"\' i

1

, and the most that can
be done here is to i ( o i ,i r i specimens of different
classes of books which relate to different parts of the subject.
In the first place, most commentaries on the NT deal with the

exegesis of the passages which bear upon the Church, but it is

not worth while to attempt a election here The writings of
most of the early Fathers contain either contributions to the
history of the growth of the Church, or information as to the

opinions of the writers on the subject. A few specially im-

portant works are mentioned below During the Middle Ages
there was a great mass of literature dealing with the Papal
authority and the relations of the Church to the State From
the time of Hildebrand onwards this aspect of the question
was especi.'ll* promini n 1

. Tne Reformation period naturallv

produced ahiiii'lant <li- n-a-'on* in Yihi"1! the pios'ippo-it'^na of
the Middle Ages were to a great e\.tir 1 d .1- r|- TM mon TM
times^ and H-pt.ci.illx dm ma; the Li* 1 fifu M ir-,, die early insti-

tutions of ilio Church h.ive been n\p-n^aiHl with great
minuteness, especialh by German writers, and there has been
a great abundance of general Church Histories, which often
contain discussions on the doctrine of the Church. This is also
dealt \\ith mall treatises on Christian doctrine to a greater or
less extent, and from all points of view. The books mentioned
below must, be regarded merely as examples of the different
kinds of works in which the subject may be studied
BJLKLT WRITERS Patres Apozfolici (Q d Lijrhifooi) Iron<pu*

e Hcereit in. 1-9 , Tertullian, de Prresci Hvict f\pnan '/<

Umtate JSedea., de Lapsw; Augustine, de Baptismot and c,

Donatistas.
CHURCH HISTORIES Xeander, History of the

and Training of the Cftnstian, Church (Eng tr

(1851); Gieseler, Compendium of Ktclet, Hi#t (Eng tr 1846),
Renan, Orvymes dm, Chnslmmwie (l^S) Srhaff. rfittt/ri/fftJif

Apostolic A 70 (1886); Weizsacker, AJH Wilif Ane(K,nff tr 1 *!>;>)>

Rarnsay, The Church in the Rom an t t injnre(l^K\)
m

("licit ham,
Ha>tory of the Christian Church (1^94)
CHURCH ORGA.yiZA.TWNi Ritschl, Die Ent&tehung der Alt-

kfith Kirche (1857), Lightfoot, The Christian Ministry (1868),
ITaU'h, Offanizaffnn of Hie Early Christian Churches (1880),
Sorim, Kimhenrrtht (1S<>2) , Gore, The Ministry of the Chnstian
Church (IMS) ,

I .rut*a\ T 'Ihe Church and the Ministry (1902)
DOCTRINAL BOOKS (&RHERAT). (Roman Catholic) Scheeben,

Handbuch der Kath Doqmatih (1878), Schouppe, Elementa
Theohfjiw Doqmaticce (1S61); Hunter, Outlines of Dogmatic
Theology (18^5) ; (Lutheran) Dorner, System of Christian Doc-
trine (Bng. tr 1880) ; Martensen, Christian Dogmatics (Eng tr

1856), (non-Catholic) Harnack, History of Dogma (Eng. tr

1894); Seeberg, /)i nnpnqpMsh (1886); (Anglican) Forbes, Ex-
planitiw of tit" Thnty-wrie Articles (1867), and Explanation
of the Sheens Creed (1865) ; Mason, The Faith of the Gospel

(1888) ; Gibson, The Thirty-nine Articles (1896) ; Stone, Outlines

of Christian Dogma (1900).
BOO&S BEARING MORE EXCLUSIVELY ON THE SUBJECT OF

THIS ARTICLE Lacordaire, Conferences de Pfiglise (1849);
Seeley, Ecee Homo (1866) ; Gore, Roman Catholic Claims (1898) ;

Hort, The Christian Ecclesia (1893), :; * T .ml
Priesthood ^ -

.
; /, , ren

Green, The .
'

.1 II \l \i In .

CHUZA (Xou^as). The Mrpoiros or house-steward
of Herod the tetrarch, and husband of Joanna
one of the women who, having been healed either

of a sickness or of an evil spirit, attached them-
selves to Jesus and ' ministered unto him of their

substance' (Lk 8s ). Chuza is identified by Mr.

Stanley Cook (Glossary of Aramaic Inscriptions,
Cambi. 1898) with the father of one Ijjayyan whose
family erected a rock-cut tomb at el-IJegr in

Arabia, with the inscription . mnj* wo 13 pn
1

?
* To

TT '
t;

''', ,-ion of Kuzd, Ms posterity (have ejected
'

'

/ /, ",
'

Tlie monument is probably of the 1st

cent B.C. or A.D Blass (Philology of the Gospels),
on the authority of I, a 7th cent. MS of the Vulgate,
identifies the name with the Greek TZvdlas

; but this
seems more than doubtful. Chuza may have been,

of a Nabatsean family, married to a Jewish wife.

Joanna is also mentioned (Lk 2410
) as one of the

women who came early to the sepulchre to anoint
the Loid's body (see JOANNA).

Chmas is preferred by the American Committee of Revisers
as the more proper spelling of Chuza

LITERATUKB. EXPOSITOR, v. ix. [1899] 118 ff ; Edersheim, Li/e
and Times, i 429, 572. JJ,. MACPHERSON.

CIRCUMCISION (r^o, repa-orf). With the

origin
* of this rite we are not here concerned ; as

regards the three main theories that it was a
tribal mark, that it was of the nature of a sacri-

fice to the deity, and that it was practised from

hygienic motives see the Literature at the end of
tlu> ailiele

Circumcision was very far from being confined
to the Hebrews ; it was practised by the ancient
Aiabs (Eusebius, Prczp. Evangdica,, Vi. 11; W. R.
Smith, Mel. of the Semites*, p. 328 ; Wellhausen,
Reste Arab. Heident* pp. P4-176 ; H. H. Ploss,
Das Kind in Brauch und Sitte der Volker, i 295-
300 ; Bertherand, Medecine. et Hyqi&ne des Arabes,
pp. 306-314) as well as by the Mohammedans (Nol-,

deke, Sketches from Eastern Hist, p, 68), by the

Ethiopians (Philostorgius, Hist. Eccles iii. 4), by
the Kaffirs (J. G. Frazer, Golden Bough?, i. 327)
and other African races (Hartmann, Die Volker

AfrlkaSy i. 178; Ploss, op. cit. i. 295f.) } by many
central Australian tribes (J. G. Frazer, Totemism,
p. 47; Lagianjrc ft 7 . * .

*
* ';..,,.' /, ,

p. 239 ff. ; Ploss, op. cit. n. 2;5u, 2o5, who says ifc is

practised by the central, northern, and north-
western tribes, but not by those in the east and
south-west), by the Egyptians iTlMM- .Egypten
und die Bucher Mose's, i. 278; L.I^IJUI^O. op. cit.

p. 241 ff.), and by the Aztecs and otner Central
American races (Jewish Encyc. iv. 97), etc
The great difference between the national ob-

?ei \ance of the rite by the Hebrews (however one

may seek to account for the somewhat conflicting
statements in Gn 1712

, Ex 4s5 26
,
and Jos o5

; cf Jn
7~) t and that of other peoples was, firstly, that
its significance Mas wholly religious, the outward
symbol of a covenant with God it was a leligious
act, -wheieas among other nation^, whatever the
reason may have been for practising circumcision, it

did not occupy a position like this ; and secondly,
* Its very eailv origin is shown b\ the fact that the rite was

originally performed with a stone implement, seeRiehm, 1J.WB.
art 'Beschneidung* , cf Jos 52

t It is noteworthy that as a physical act circumcision is not
considered in the book of Deuteronom\ , though it is used m a
figurative sense, 1016 30lfc.

i A certain religious element, though in quite a subordinate
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chat the Hebrews performed circumcision on the

eighth, day after birth,* i e. in infancy, whereas

among other laces it almost invariably took place
at the age of puberty,f It is possible that this

drffeience between the Mosaic Code and the usage
of others was due to the more humane character

of the former, Tvhieh enjoined the rite at a time
when least painful J

It was the custom among the Hebrews at all

times, as it is among modern Jews, to give a

boy II
a name at his circumcision 1T (see Lk 221

).

The iite had to be performed on the eighth day
aftei birth i \ M i 'mmr 1

! I'lat day happened to be a

Sabbath; m iiiMtai'x i!u- was a breaking of the

Sabbath, but the law oomornirijr circumcision took

precedence here (see Tlm-i * Voids in Jn 722f>
)-

If, however, from one cause or another, e g. sick-

ness, a child's chcumcision had to be postponed,
the rite could under no cncumstances be performed
on the Sabbath.** In the time of Christ the cere-

mony was performed in the house; by the 7th
cent, it had become customary to perform it in the

synagogue ; the modern Jews, however, have gone
back to the earlier custom, and have then children

circumcised at home ft How fully the Law wras ful-

filled in the case of Christ is seen from Lk I
59 * On

the eighth day they came to circumcise the child

[John]
3

(cf. Ac 78, Ph 35), and Lk 221 ' And when eight
days weie fulfilled for chcumcising him, his name
was called Jesus

'

(cf. Gal 44
).

Whatevei may have been the original object
and signification of ciicumcision,tt it had lost its

primary meaning long before the time of our Lord.

By the time of the Babylonian exile it had become
one of the di-tin^ui^hing niaik* of Judaism; yet
in spite of tins it i-* lemaikablo to find that in

later days there arose a dhoigoTuo of opinion
among the Jews as to the need of circumcision
for proselytes. Hellenistic Jews did not enforce

circumcision in the case of proselytes, affirming
that baptism was sufficient (see the Jewish Encyc.
iv. 94, 95, where further details aie given) ; the
Palestinian Jews, on the other hand, would not
admit pro&elyte^ without circumcision. The view
of the latter uliiiimto'ly \\<>n the day, but the epi-
sode testifies lo ihe tju't Thai, in the opinion of a

very influential and important class of Jews, cir-

cumcision and baptism were analogous rites. Now
there was one element in circumcision which may
possibly have been of greater significance than is

often supposed. It was an essential pait of the
rite that blood should be shed (cf, the * Mezizah '-

cup, an illustration of which can be seen in the
Jewish Encyc. iv. 99) ; but blood represented life,

was even identified with life (Lv 1711 - 14
, see art.

BLOOD) ; it is therefore difficult to get away from
the conviction that when a child was circumcised
he was consecrated to God by the fact that his

life (i.e. under the symbol of tilood) was offered to

sense, has been observed in the performance of the rite in some
races, f g among the Polynesians (see Ploss, op cit i. 299 f ).

In later Judaism, when sacrifices had ceased, circumcision and
the keeping of the Sabbath were regarded! as substitutes for
sacrifu <

k- ^

* Thi- iipplii* al&o to llio NLinariian.
t .\n evepnon TO this is round amorjir the TYr-ians, \vtio

circumcise their children at an\ age from ei^lit <I,i\i TO ion

\earb, though it is unusual to do so at the parhcsc apt> (*.<i\

further, Ploss, op ait. p 248 ff )

J Cf Bertheraud, Medcvine des Arabes, p 306, Drner,
Geneva, p 190

$ The so called Reform Jews are <xn exception
I Girls receive their name on the da\ of birth

"I With this inav be compared the custom among some primi-
tive races of changing the name at circumcision

Jf * Cf. A Asher, The. Jewish Rite of Circumcision, p 41 f.

tt For an account of the ceremony as performed at the

present dav, see Singer, Authorized Dady Prayer*J3oofat pp.
304-307 ; Asher, op ctt p xix f Some interesting details will

also be found in Jewish JSncyc., art '

Circumcision.

Jt See a remarkable art. by J G. Frazer m The Independent
Review, Nov. 1904.

God The fact of circumcision being called 'the

sign of the covenant '

(Gn 1711 nna im ; cf. also the
modern name n^a ma, and the words in the ser-

vice at a circumcision :
c From this eighth day and

henceforth may his blood be accepted, and may
the Lord his God be with him')* supports this

view, for no covenant was ratified without the
shedding of blood, t i*e. the symbolic laying down
of a life.

If circumcision, then, was in a certain sense a
death (or at least a symbol of life laid down), there
is a very ^tiikin<j analogy between it and bap-
tism ; cf. the M orcK of St Paul in Ro 6Sff- < Are
ye ignoiant that all we who were baptized into
Christ were baptized into his death? We were
buried therefore with him through baptism into
death : that like as* Christ was raised from the
dead thiough the glory of the Father, so we also

might walk in newness of life . . .
' Both circum-

cision and baptism were a figurative death, by
means of which a new spiritual life was reached.
In the later Je\yish literature this view was held
with regard to circumcision, as the following quo-
tation, for example, will show: *

Acconlin<r to
Pirke R. El. . . , Pharaoh prevented the Hebrew
slaves from performing" the rite ; but when the
Passover time came ana brought them deliverance,

they underwent circumcision, and mingled the
blood of the Paschal lamb with that of the Abra
hamic covenant, wherefore (Ezk 166) God repeats
the words : In thy blood live*^ The same thought
is brought out in the modern * service at a circum-

cision,' when the Mohel% says, in reference to the

newly circumcised :
t Let thy father and thy mother

rejoice, and let her that bate thee be glad ; and it

is said, And I passed by thee, and I saw thee wel-

tering in thy blood, and I said unto thee,
" In thy

blood live.'"
t!

Taking these f
' '

'
' we must regard the

circumcision of the highest signifi-
cance ; for it was not only a fulfilling of the Law,
but inasmuch as it was symbolic of a life laid

down, it must also be regarded as n *|uu.'ihl<
*

of
the Ciu<.ifi\ipn (cf. Milton, Poetical \\'t,i I v ("\nn\
the Circumcision'; Keble, Christian }"/, TIio

Circumcision of Christ").
TT TT P'oss, Das Kind in Branch und Sitte

! i. 250 ff., Stuttgart, 1876, G&scUcht-
i. i i 'i / " uber K> ,", f> *

"i ", T ,/.,
.UM>O ; A. Asner, Ihe Jewish !!', '

> ti * . / //,

Prayers and Laws appertaining thereto (Eng tr.), 1873, very
useful, but must be used \\ ith caution ; Stade in ZATW, 1886,
a n <-J "-it- r< -I ijr

'
i .1 ,i -'ructive article on the oripfin of the

rue " h- HUM- i 1.1 i
,
an article m XDPV vui S9ff is

also useful TTarprr, Pitts'li Element in OT^ Chicago, 1905,
149 f and the lit ihoie I>n\ i r Genesis, London, 1904, pp. 189-

191; Berthorand, .V<"Z<"7w ft Hygiene des Arabes, Pans, 1855,
gives many interesting details concerning

1 the modern rite

among Arabs generally, though the \\ork deals mamly with
Algeria There is also much information to be gathered here
and there in J H Petermann's JReisen nn Orient, 2 -vols., Leip-
zig 1860 The articles in the works on Hebiaibche Arcluwlogie
b> Xowaok and Benzinger, as well as that on 'BcaChneidung'
in Hamburger's RE, should be conbuUed; cf also art.

' Circum-
ri&iori

'

in Hastings' DB and in the Encyc Bibl and the Jeicish

Encyclopedia. W. O. E. OlISTERLEY.

CIRCUMST1NTI1LITY IH THE PARABLES.
A paraHe consists of two members, viz. an illus-

tration and a didactic part, which, according to the

!
view we hold, may be called either the interpreta-
tion or the application. Both members are neces-

sary to make the parable complete, though the
didactic part need not be expre^bly stated, the
circumstances in which the illustration is given
making its purpose plain. Unfortunately the

*
Singer, op. cvt p. 307.

tSee Trumbull, The Blood Covena-nt, pawm; W. R Smith,
op. eft p. 314 f., Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia-^
p. 57 ff

i Jewish Eneyc iv 93b.

An official specially qualified to perform the rite.

If Singer, op at p. 305.
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parables of Christ are mostly preserved only in
+ MijriK'nl:n i* form. We have the illustrations, but
n<i 1 1 10 l--ot> they were designed to enfoice ; and
as we are unceitain as to the connexion in which
those illustrations were given, it is sometimes diffi-

cult to make sure what Christ intended to teach

by them. But if the Evangelists give little, some-
times even a misleading, light as to the context in

which the parables were spoken, they record the
illustrative portions of them with much fulness of

detail. Particularly is this the case with those

parables in which the illustration is in the form
of a narrative. The story is told with much cir-

cumstantial x M",IIV little touches are intro-

duced to li>S_f1 i o'i is<
k effect. We are almost

inclined to iorgefc, at times, that the story is told

with a purpose, so fully and <"< s "\ . *

.
its details narrated. Among -

I .. i ,

**

Luke is the most pronounced i :i i
1

!
1

tiality with which lie reproduces the stories which
Christ introduced in His parables. He likes to

linger over them. He elaborates with a fulness

of detail that brings the scene vividly before the

mind. But though St. Luke is pre-eminent in

this respect, all the Synoptists present the illus-

trative portion of the parables with more or less

circumstantiality. And this feature of the parables

suggests some questions which we may consider

undci I lie follo\\in<r heads: (1) In how far is

the (iicum-uiniinliiv of the narratives authentic?

(2) If we accept the" traditional principle of para-
bolical

*

interpretation,
5 can we fix a limit beyond

which it is illegitimate to interpiet the details?

(3) If we reject this principle of parabolical
* inter-

pretation/ can we meet the objection that the

circumstantiality of the illustrations is empty
ornament ?

1. The question of the authenticity of the cir-

cumstantiality of the illustrations is in many cases

forced upon us by the fact that details which are
recorded by one Evangelist are omitted by another
For instance, in the parable of the Sower, St.

Matthew and St. Mark say of the seed that fell

by the wayside, that the fowls came and devoured
it up, but St. Luke adds that it was trodden
down (8

5
). Again, in the parable of the Patch

on the Old Garment, St. Matthew and St. Mark
describe the patch as a piece of undressed cloth,
while St. Luke heightens the folly of the pro-

ceeding by making the patch first be cut out of

a new garment (cbrd fytar/oi -ft i">~ er^.-is. 536).

In many cases we find the o\jlnn;nion 01 such
variations in the details of iln- i-jiumh- in the
desire of the Evangelists to iMni>'ia-*i/i* MO point
and heighten the etfect of the illustiation. Such
is possibly the case with the examples just given,
and many other instances of the same tendency
might be cited To give a few more, in the

parable of the Supper (Mt 221'14
, Lk H15'34

), St.

-\latthe\\ iuorol.\ <-a\s that the guests made light
of the invitation and went their ways, one to his

farm, another to his merchandise (v
5

) ; while Stx

Luke puts various excuses into the mouth of the

gue.sts (vv.1**
). In the parable of the Lost Sheep

(Mt 18 12-14
, Lk 154

-7
), St Luke represents the

owner as taking the lost sheep, when he has
found it, upon his shoulders In the parable of

the Houses built upon the Rock and upon the
Sand (Mt 7s4'-7 ,

Lk 6"
17-49

), St. Matthew say* nieiely
that the wise man built upon the rock and the
foolish upon the sand ; but St. Luke represents the
one as having to dig and go deep to find a founda-
tion, while the other builds without a foundation,
upon the eaith. But in other cases we must
assign a different motive for the variation in the
details of the parables. Many seem due to an
allegorizing tendency on the part of the Evan-

gel ibts. They regarded the characters and events

of the narratives as the counterparts of like char-

acters and events in the religious sphere, and
introduced details from this latter sphere into the
illustration. Thus, for instance, when we com-

pare St. Matthew's version of the parable of the

Supper with St. Luke's (Mt 22*- Lk 1415-34
),

many of the new features in St. Matthew appear
to be due to this tendency. The Supper of St.

Luke has become the n'M'i.ijjro-f M^, of the king's
son, i.e. the Messiah, ilio MM.-. in spite of the
refusal of the 'i<M- - m- i'i i u second invita-

tion (vv.
3- 4

); 'IPX j i iii.ii and slay the servants
who bring the invitation, and the king sends

fprtli
liis aimies to destroy them and to burn their

city (vv
6' 7

). Evidently these details are suggested
by the thought of Ibrael's behaviour towards her

God, and the fate that oveitook her. Again, in
the parable of the Wicked Husbandmen, St Maik
relates that they took the son and slew him and
cast lima out of the vineyard ; while St. Matthew
and St. Luke reverse the order, and make them
first cast him out and then slay him, with evident
leference to the fate of Jesus (Mt 2731 "33

, cf. He
1312

). Again, in the parable of the Watchful
Servants (Mk 1333

'37
, Lk 1235"*8), St. Luke repre-

sents the master as girding himself and making
them sit down to meat and serving them, though
he has himself boine witness (17

7ff>
) to the unlike-

lihood of such conduct on the part of any oidinary
master. Such extraordinary condescension is piob-
ablyan nliV<roii<ii] feature introduced with refer-

ence to the Paiousia.
2. If we accept the traditional principle of para-

bolical
*

interpretation,' in how far are we justified
in seeking to interpiet the circumstantial details
bo laigely present in the parables? There are
some who insist that every little detail is sig-

nificant, and who regard that as the true method
of inteipretation which seeks to find some spiritual
i nn 1 1 KM on o-poiid to every item of the illustration.

Mjuanio eniiu pin- solidas veritatis,
5

says Vitringa
(quoted by Tiencn, eh, lii.)

* ex Vexbo Dei erueri-

mus, .si mini obstet, tanto magis divinam cominend-
abimu.s feapientiam/ To< IIIMM -

'jnoi r .1 by Julicher,
Die Gleichmsreden Jboti, i. jy. JTUj insists that in
<
j \ ory |'!i

i <ible e\ err woid must be significant And
Petersen (ib p 271) maintains that Christ never

introduces the slightest detail into any parable
which is not designed to (i^'i^j'OMil to something

1

m the interpretation. On in-* "iln hand, it has
been generally recognized that there are limits

beyond which the details of the illustration must
not be pressed. *Sunt autem quse et simphciter

-!(;! -1:111."" -<i \sTert. (dePudic. Q),
* ad struendam

<li*)>'iiK>ru.'im et texendam parabolam/ Chry-
(in Mi. Rom. Ixiv. 3} lays down the rule :

y irdvra TO, ev rats ira,papo\ats /carA, X^t?>

rbv

T<-67] t TOVTOV

airepu. But great difference of opinion exists,
even among those who profess to observe Chry-
sostom's canon, as to where the iroXvirpay^ovelif

begins. Indeed, if the principle of
f

i n Loi pi elation
'

be admitted at all, if the parables, a^ Mich ueat-
ment of them involves, in spite of all protest to
the contrary, are really allegories, it is difficult to
see on what giound a line can be drawn beyond
which it is illegitimate to interpret the details.

The moie perfect the allegory, the more will it

admit of interpretation down to the minutest
circumstance And so long as the significance
attached to these details is relevant to the tenor
of the whole, the interpreter may well demand on
what ground it may be objected that the details

in question aae not to be regarded as symbolical.
The artificiality of the method and the uusatis-
factoriness of the conclusions may be urged as an
objection to the general principle of parabolical
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'interpretation' i *'! '""viiiv -uch method, but on
that principle i !i<' i'\ MO ! i ;-,. appears thoroughly
defensible.

3. If we reject the principle of parabolical

'interpretation,' does not the circumstantiality of
the illustrations become mere useless ornament?
This is an objection raised against those who
contend that the parables aie not to be regarded
as allegories of which we have to seek the interpre-
tation, but as comparisons between the principle
involved in some case taken from everyday life

and a similar principle which it is desired to
establish in the spiritual sphere. Those who
maintain this view insist that it is only the

principles or relations involved in the two different

spheres that are compared, not the details on
either side. There is only the one point of com-

parison between the two cases, only the one lesson

enforced by the parable. In answer to the objec-
tion that this seems to reduce the fulness of detail
with which the illustrations are elaborated to
mere useless ornament, it is replied that though
the details are not regarded a?

" "** ' in the

symbolical sense, they are yet i ificance

as serving to bring out with force and clearness
the thought which it is the pui po^e of the parable
to enforce. Were the illustrations not presented
with such circumstantiality, they would not be

'

. as they are. The scene is brought
1

>

'^ our eyes ; our interest is awakened,
our sympathy enlisted. Many of the details
which cause such trouble to the

allegorical
in-

terpieteis as, e g., the injustice of the Judge (Lk
18 ]

-*) and the fraudulence of the Steward (Lk
161 "12

), may easily be explained from this point of
view. The injustice of the Judge serves to bring
out more forcibly that it was the importunity of
the widow that overcame him ; the fraud of the
Steward emphasizes the fact that it was for his
wisdom alone that he was commended. And so

with all the details with which the parables are

supplied. There is no useless ornament. Every
little touch serves to bring out more clearly the
central thought enforced by the illustration, and
so contributes to the effect of the parable.
LITERATURE. See the list at the end of article PARABLE.

G. WATTCHOPE STEWART.
CITY. In the East the city developed from the

Tieoo^-ify of protection from hostile invasion, and
its c harm ton-ric was the wall or rampart. It was
the wall that originally constituted the 7r<SXtsy

though in later times its position amongst the
Jews was determined by its ability to produce ten
men qualified for office in the Synagogue (see Hast-

ings' DBt art. *

City *) The K&M was the village
or hamlet, without walls, and was generally a de-

pendency of some neighbouring city In Mk I38 the
word Kwf*,6iro\i$ is used, apparently as a designation
of a large unwalled village or town. Bethlehem and
Bethsaida, though generally classed as cities, are

spoken of as K&IMLI in Jn T42, Mk S23- 26
, the natural

inference from which is that the words 'city,*
*
town,' and

'

village/ though having, as with, us,
a technical signification, were occasionally used in
a looser and less precise manner.
The government of the ir&\ts was modelled on

that of Jerusalem, whore 11 10 Sanlivdiin (\\h. **o,e)

was the supreme authority on all matter*. ^ Inch,
after the Roman domination, did not fall within
the province of tho Roman governor \ccordvng
to the Talmud (Mish. Sank. i. 6), in every Jewish

city there was a Council of twenty-three which
was responsible to the Sanhedrin (Mt 522 ). Jose-

phus knows nothing of such a Council. The Court
which he mentions (Ant. IV. viii, 14) consisted of
seven judges, who"had each two Levites as assessors.

The College of Elders who presided over the Syna-
gogue had also judicial functions, but what was

its relation to the Council is not easy to determine.
The gates of the city were places of public resort ;

the money - changers facilitated trade ; and the
various guilds of artisans had special districts

allotted to them.
In the time of our Lord, Palestine was a land of

cities. Galilee, measuring fifty miles north and
south, and from twenty-five to thirty-five east and
west about the average size of an English shire-
is said by Josephus (BJm. ui 2) to have had a

population of 3,000,000. Allowing for patriotic
exaggeration, the fact that the soil was so fertile

as to make it a veritable garden, and that it was
traversed by the three main trade routes of the East,
would account for an \ ", ^ lensity of popu-
lation. Round the La ^ there were nine
cities with not less than 15,000 inhabitants, some
of them with

"' * 11
",

*

>re, so that there must
have been al '<

;.

" an almost unbroken
chair. <>f 1 u'.l-.n ^ 1 n-^ mliri of the Jewish
with ii< UII.KM. !/.! K-MVi 1 .- 1unTe given to these
cities a striking picturesqueness alike in manners,
customs, attire, and architecture, Tiberias, built

by Herod Antipas, was a stately city, whose
ruins still indicate a wall three

_
miles long. Its

palace, citadel, and public buildings were of the
most imposing description, but it was almost

wholly Gentile, no Jew who had the pride of

his race setting foot within the walls of a city

polluted alike by the monuments of idolatry and
by its site on an ancient burial-place. Cities like

Bethsaida and Capernaum, again \VOTC pToppTidei-
antly Jewish. Tariehese, not monuoin.il in the

Gospels, is described by Pliny (ffNv. xv. 11) as one
of the chief centres of industry and commerce, and
by Josephus (Ant. XIV. viL 3) as a -sn-n^hol.l of

Jewish patriotism. Everywhere in (I* 1 Met* I'K

was an intense civic vitality. The problems of a

complex civilization were presented with peculiar
force. The Gospel narrative stands out from a

background of a richer and more varied life than

pioLnbh <\er existed elsewhere in an organized
< om rn 11 n 1 1\ , a TK I ii. reflects in a wonderfully accurate
manner all its various phases. This is, indeed,
one reason of its universal applicability. It is the

npjili'i'ition of absolute principles of conduct to
ur-i/'al Miii.-'iion** of ilio IIIOM <i>iiipk>\ character.

riii- (lcM>ii\ UT
pnjiiilniion pa*-ed over the Bake

of Galilee to the region eastward. The Decajx>lis
(Mt 4s5

) consisted of a group of ten or more cities

east of the Jordan, united in a league for purposes
of defence. These were Greek cities in the province
of Syria, but possessing certain civil rights, such as

coinage, etc., gianted them by Rome. The cities

constituting the Decapolis are variously named.

Pliny (UN v. xvin 74) enumerates them as follows :

Srxlliopoli*. Hippos, Gadara, Dion, Pella, Gerasa,
Philadelphia, Cauarha, and, with less probability,
"Damascus and Itaphana. To the north of Galilee

again lay the Phoxmeiwi cities 01 Tyre and Sidon
(Mt 15-1

). Tyre, even in its decline, a no! >le ci ty,
with a teeming; population. The circumference of

its walls is given by Pliny as nineteen Roman
miles. Inland, Csesarea Pnilippi nestled at the
base of Mt. Hermon, in a situation of remarkable

beauty and fertility. This city received its name
from Herod the Great, who built there a temple 1o

Augustus It was in its neighbourhood that Meter

made his striking confession (Mt 161W-)- The cities

of Samaria to the south occup\ no large pla<e in

our Lord's mission. Though JOMI> passed through
Samaria (Jn 44

), it is noi recorded thai Ho \isited

its capital, and the disciples \v ere specially enjoined
to refrain from preaching the gospel in any city of

the Samaritans (Mt 10s ). Samaria was itself a
beautiful city one of the cities rebuilt on a mag-
nificent scale by Herod the Great owing to its

strategic situation the population being mixed,
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half-Greek, half-Samaritan, wholly alien, there-

fore, in sympathy from the Jews, alike through the
Samaritan hostility and the Greek culture. The
city of Sychar (Jn 45 j, the scene of our Lord's con-

veisation with the Samaritan woman, Is generally
identified with the modern *Ain*A$kctr, at the foot

of Mt. Ebal, about a mile from Nablus (Shechem).
Judaea, with its desolate mountain ranges, was never
rich in cities. Jericho lay on its borders, situated

in an oasis of remarkable fertility, a city of palms,
in striking contrast to the stony and barren region
of which it was the /-> V\ . Jericho was rich in

the natural wealth 01 >!'- I ,
- t , but singularly poor

in heroic memories.
But to the Jew the city of cities the city that

symbolized all that was highest alike in his poli-

tical and religious aspirations was Jerusalem
Twice in St. Matthew's Gospel is Jerusalem called

'the holy city
3

(Mt 45 2753
), and as such it was

enshrined in every Jewish heart through the noble

poetry of the Psalter. It was the city where God
had His chosen seat, and round which clustered

the heroic traditions of the Hebrew race the city,

indeed, with which was intertwined the very con-

ception of Judaism as a national religion, for in

the Temple of Jerusalem alone could God be wor-

shipped with the rites He had Himself ordained

The cities of Galilee owed their ^nvitiio^ and

importance to commercial or political tauses.

Though some were preponderantly Jewish, and

others, such as Tiberias, almost exclusively Gen-

tile, there was yet in them, all a mingling of races

and a tolerably free and humane intercourse.

Samaria was a great Roman stronghold, dominat-

ing the main trade-route from Csesarea on the

coast to the East. But Jerusalem remained a city
of the Jews, cherishing its own ecclesiastical tradi-

tion-, and holding its patriotic exclusiveness with
a narioivne-* all iho greater from the pressure of

the Roman subjection. It had almost complete
autonomy under the Sanhedrin. Csesarea was the

seat of the Roman Procurator, except during the

great Jewish feasts, when he found it necessary to

reside at Jerusalem to restrain the turbulence of a

fanatically patriotic people who were ready to

court mar 1 vnloin For the national causie. It is

perhap^ ^igniliwmt as showing the ecclesiastical

character of ih< population of Jerusalem, that it

was a priest and a Levite who Pi-i jiji^otl the man
\\-\w \\oun lot! and bleeding on rhe io,ul 10 Jericho

(I.k 10- )

In the time of our Lord, then, the Jews had
made the transition from a lif- 1 mniiilv pastoral
and agricultural to the more 'h!\.m'od life of the

city. The Twelve and the Seventy are sent to

preach the gospel in cities, and when they are

persecuted in one city they are to flee to another

(Mt lO^- 83
,
Lk 101

). Jesus, after He had given
instructions to the Twelve, departs to preach
anito teach in their cities (Mt II 1

). The concep-
tion of the city as the flower and fruit of the

highest civilization is emerging, and the ciwtas
Dei is taking the place of the regnum Dei, and
thus bringing Hebiew into line with Greek ideals.

This fact is very significant for the modern presen-
tation of the gospeL It is sometimes assumed
that ChrktiATI ifcv is possible only for a primitive
community aid many modern ideals of communal
life are based on the supposition that the city is

wholly an artificial product, and that the way of
true progress lies in reverting to village com-
munities. All through the Christian centuries

there has been a tendency on the part of many
who have felt with singular intensity the influence

of Jesus, to seek the cultivation of the Christian
life either in isolation or in withdrawing them-
selves from the strenuous civic activities. The
Christian ideal of saintship has been largely that

CLAIM

of the cloister. But it is becoming more and more
realized that Jesus lived His life in a crowd, that
He was so seldom alone that occasions when He
sought solitude are specially noted, and that it

was the sight of gieat masses of people that most

powerfully touched His emotions (Mt 1414, Lk 1941 ).

The gospel of Jesus is essentially a social gospel.
Its ideal is a civic ideal Its precepts have no

'no applicability except to those who
community. Its ultimate goal is the

'holy city, new Jerusalem, descending from God
out of heaven, prepared as a bride adoined for her
husband '

(Rev 212
). The fact is noteworthy as

1

i
1

"
1

"
lace and influence of Christianity

s , , evolution of humanity. For the

hi&tory of civilization is the history of cities.

Babylon, Nineveh, Jerusalem, Athens, Rome,
Alexandria, Venice, Florence, and the mediseval
cities all mark stages in the development of the

higher culture of the race. The modern city,
indeed, still lacks its raison d'etre. It is as yet a

-', ]i.
- "Tn.: I-!!M M - \iliidi

;,
' "K,.^" !i'< onl\ noM

Mi'gm-
nmg to De tuliy raced. And the supreme test of the
Divine power of the religion of Jesus in our day will

lie in its <,i-i, "V'u o r
giving to the city rational

meaning, or :*,,n- mi IPO the blind force of econo-
mic pressure to the law of lecipiocal harmony, of
so applying the i>umipUk - of the gospel to" the
marvellous comjiloMTic-a 01 our civic life as to
educe the nobler THcultu 1 ^ of the individual while

securing the unity of communal existence.

T ,i iMi, i H * r M r HJP ii. i 154ff., 160f. ; G. A Smith,
ff',JL :i ,' ,{.'> Kairbairn, City of God, pp 34&-370 ;

A. MILLER.

CLAIM. The term expresses a twofold relation-

ship, either to a claim as advanced and enforced
or as accepted and complied with. The assump-
tion or imposition of a claim upon another is an
act of authority, a relationship of established

right and superior power; while the iceornnion
and discharge of the same claim iepie>ent the

eoue-poM<lui,r -o''ial duty.
Tht n;i 1 1 <n i \ e < the Gospels describes how Christ

moved amid the social and religious relationships
of the world into which He came. It tells how
He knew all things in the heart of man (Jn 2s3"25

),

and occasionally drew the attention of TTi- di^ciple^
to the real importance of certain personalities and
actions (Mt 166 II 11

, Lk 211"4
), where a wrong im-

pression might have been produced ; but, as a rule,
He does not take the initiative in criticising and
condemning in detail the standards, methods, and
institutions then prevailing in society. His king-
dom is declared to be entirely distinct from that
of the world, and it is only when challenged on a

question of right conduct that He lays down the

principle that whatever Caesar has an undisputed
claim upon ought to be regarded as his, and what-
ever hclonp- to God should he rendered to Him
only. On rho ground of previous and higher
claims, He expels those who had obtained the

pri \ilogo of traffic within the temple area inas-

much as The place had been dedicated to its. Owner
as a house of praver (Mt 2118

). The victims of
masterful temptation and difficult surroundings
(M t 11" Lk 737 1813

-22"
1
, Jn 8") are regarded with

pity and hopefulness. His direct and indignant
exposure is reserved for the attempt to give
religions sanction to evaded duty (Mk 7

11
), or where

the name of religion is made unlovely by the proud
and harsh claims of those who profess it (Mt 62

234-7 23)

Otherwise Christ moves amid the relationships
of common life and the claims of organized society,
u^iner them as the held of parable and the vehicle
of His teaching concerning the kingdom that was
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at hand. Thus He refers to purchasers of property,
money-lenders and interest, employe^ of labour
and the rights of the labourer, ^im'ila* ly. we have
allusions to war, judicial j-iji'i-

1 "* -.(". i-;, rental

authority,
-

r
-

, . i .:.,<( ji ^-^ and
sumptuous . \\ regard to all such rela-

tionships and connected claims Christ uses the
vocabulary and valuation current in the world.
The prodigal son declares that he has forfeited the
right to which he had been born (Lk 1519

) ; Zacchraus
(19

9
) and the woman bowed down with infirmity

(13*
6
) have, a& children of Abraham, a family

claim that should shut out more distant considera-
tions. This fact gives emphasis to the exceptional
instances of Naaman and the widow of fvnepui \Lk
4J5"29

). The Syro-Phoenician woman quite un-Jei-
stands that local opinion as to race piivilcpt* <loo-

not allow her to share on equal term- \\iih 1-ia.el

(Mt 1527
*). The lineage of natural descent im-

plies that of ethical resemblance (Mt 2331
, Jn S39 ).

Parental affection is the basis of the assurance
that our Heavenly Father will act still more wisely
and lovingly towards His children (Mt 7 11

1|
Lk II 13

).

It is after the fullest recognition of the beauty
and power of family claims that Christ calls His
<li-iiil<- i<> an even more intense and constrain-

ing io!n;,."-MiT' (Mt 1037, Lk 1426).
JLne claims or neighbourhood and hospitality are

frequently alluded to. Lazarus, even in Abraham's
bosom, must be willing to serve one who had been
an earthly neighbour (Lk 16-4) A neighbour can
be put to any inconvenience on be-half of a granger
guest in their midst (II

5"8
}. The action of the

woman who anointed Christ and bathed His feet
with tears is shown to be right, inasmuch as the
claim of a passing guest was greater than that of
those who were always present (Mk 14s

, Lk 7s7' **,

Jnl27* 8
).

By the same use of current language and thought,
leligion is a codification of things bound and free,

prohibited and peimitted (Mt 16Ts 1818). Its duties,
as imposed by the scribe* and Pharisees, are 'like

the load on the submissive baggage animal (23
4
).

John forbids those who taught in Christ's name
without having the qualifying claim of discipleship

(Mkp
38

). With the formal 'appeal of a litigant,
*

Legion' demands a proof of Christ's right to
interfere (5

7
). Satan is another taskmaster with

claims to be satisfied, and disease is the mark
of his property and power (Lk 1316

). Rabbinical
rules so far supersede the commandments of God
that Christ can be condemned as an enemy to

religion (Mt 23 ia-39
, Mk 310 75- 9 105 II17

, Lk 1314).
Afterwards, to one who understood it all, it was
evident that attention to their own claims had
Winded the religious leaders of Israel to the pres-
ence of the Lord of Glory (1 Co 2s ), just as the

worship of nature, degraded and degrading, jiad
darkened and alienated from God the heart of the
Gentile world (Ro I

21
).

It is thus evident from the Gospel narratives that
the Hebrew-Roman world, into which Christ came
as the Son of Man had reached a hi<rh ^lajrc of de-

velopment -\v it h rejrard lo-ot lal aiilhoiitvarulohedi-
ence. The aioas of puvilo^e and exemption \v ero

carefully marked off from those of servility and
compulsion. Legislated right and wrong, like

guarding cherubim, faced each other at all the

gate*- of public life The rich and noble confronted
the poor and unclassed, the strong and conquering
had their counterpart in the subject and enslaved,
the wise and enlightened stood out in relief from
the ignorant and barbarous, the male had denned

authority and predominance over the female, and
free-born citizens exercised a jealous censorship
over the admission of stranger** and foreigners
The universal pressure of such claims and obliga-
tions gave sedimentary stratification to all that

was highest and lowest in social order, and only
the infusion and uplift of a new volcanic force
could invert its masses and confuse such estab-
lished lines of cleavage.

It was largely due to this prevalence of
'

r-' -. \ r .' i-> Tn .i

the first presentation of the gospel to .* -,1 > j

familiar form of forensic process and judicial pronouncement.
A similar desire to present afresh to the present age the mind
of n - '

.

"
- - of His kingdom would in the West draw

up ,-<\ '
* . -. i

* "

.

1

of com-
mercial expansion, and

; In the
East it would measure the following of Christ with the self-
denial of the devotee, likeness to Him with the claims of caste,
and turn towards our Heavenly Father the venerated claims of

ancestor-worship

There were, however, two great relationships in
the Hebrew-Roman world that were strangely
marked by aloofness and disruption, namely,
spiritual fellowship between God and man, and
the racial status of Jew and Greek. Among the
Jews the voice of prophecy and of direct communi-
cation with God had ceased. The word of Ezekiel

(37
11

) had been fulfilled,
' Our bones are dried, and

pur hope is lost
* The message of religious teach-

ing had^dropt its preface, 'Thus saith the Lord,
5

and had come to express the contention of a sect,
the presentation of a view, the quotation of hearer
from hearer. On this account the teaching of
Christ arrested the ear as sounding a note that
had become unfamiliar, the voice of original
authority. In the Roman world, the most sincere
and eloquent teacher of the age (Lucretms) had
shown that there was no Divine care for man as
had been once supposed, for in his vision of the

opened heavens he had seen the gods in a happy
seclusion of their own, undisturbed by the sound
of human pain and sorrow (de Ber. Nat. iiL 18 tf. ;

cf. Homer, II. vi. 41ft'.). In that jaded and dis-

enchanted day the most popular and reasoned

religion could only unite goas and men in the
creed of avoided care.

With regard to the mutual recognition of Jew
and Gentile, the antagonism was regarded on both
sides as radical and permanent. The Jew despised
the Gentile as * flesh and Wood

"

Imrnamtv without
religion; the Gentile saA* ir. t ho .low t ho negation
of all social instinc l, the geniu-> of unnatural hate,
Kli^iosi \\iihout humanity, li, must have been
imU-< nluililj wonderful in such an age to learn
thai '<;<(! was in Christ reconciling the world
unto himself (2 Co 519

). It was a great task that
was soon to confront the gospel, for the Jew had
to be convinced that the alien had been divinely
provided for in the promises (Eph 21S

), and the
Gentile had to learn that there was no place for

pride where a wild branch had been grafted con-

trary to custom into a cultivated stem, and owed
not only it* sustenance but the higher quality of

its new fruit to that incorporation (Ro ll1"^24
).

And yet in a quarter of a century after Christ's

death it could be stated as something that had
passed beyond comment and controversy,

* There
is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither bond
nor free, there is neither male nor female, for ye
are all one in Christ Jesus' (Gal S28 ; see POWEK).
The Christian was thus a 6 new creature,' and for

him all things had become new (2 Co 517) ; but this
did not mean that he had any resident authority
enabling him henceforth to please himself. Every-
thing was in Christ Jesus. To come to Christ was
to accept His yoke, and the spirit of bondage (Ro
815

) had only been e\ changed for a nobler con-
straint (2 Co 514

). Wherever there was freedom
from the law of sin and death, there was the lavr

of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus (Ro 82).
GPORGE M. MACKIE.

CLAIMS (OF CHRIST). In any attempt to
arrive at the truth with regard to the person of

Christ, it is with the self-consciousness of Jesus
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and His witness regarding Himself that we must
begin To answer the question,

* What think ye
of Christ 9 '

\ve need above all to know what Christ

thought of Himself. It was the men who knew
Jesus* only in an external fashion that took Him
to be John the Baptist, or Elijah, or Jeiemiah, or

one of the prophets (Mt 1614
). It was one who had

come into the closest contact with the mind of the

Blaster, and had learned to judge Him, not by
outwaid signs merely, but by His implicit and

explicit claims, that broke into the great con-

fession,
' Thou art the Chiibt, the Son of the living

God' (v.
16

). Hence it becomes a matter of the

li'uh'M 'importance to consider the testimony of

I'M* Cro-p U as to our Lord's personal claims

1. The fundamental claim of Jesus was a claim

to moral authority. And this authority was

asserted in two ways, (a] He claimed the authority
of a mastir, an authority ovei the will and the life,

to which obe Hence was the only natural response
It was by this most probably that the earliest dis-

ciples weie first impressed
' Follow me/ Jesus said

to men (Mt 419 21
H S22 99

1|
1921

!!,
Jn I

43
} , and they

either rose up -ir iglnu.MV and followed Him (Mt
420.

22
|| 99 1|^ orj lt

*

^j^y failed to do so,
* went away

sorrowful,' feeling in their inmost hearts that they
had made 'the grand refusal' (Mt 192J ||). (b) But,

further, He claimed authority as a teacher. If His
immediate followers were first impressed by His
claim to be obeyed, it was the authority of

His teaching that first struck the multitude and
filled them with astonishment (Mt 728" *

||). It was
not only that He constantly placed Himself in

opposition to their JU'knowlodiri'il instructors, those

scribes who sat in Moses' seat, and set His simple
*

Verily I say unto you
'

against all the traditional

learning of the synagogue He did much more
than this He claimed, the right either to abrogate
altogether or to reinterpret in His own way laws
which were regarded as clothed with Divine sanc-

tionsthe law of retaliation (Mt S38
^), the law of

divorce (v.
31f

*), and even the t rm<'o-liolv law of the
Sabbath (Mt 12lff- 10ff-

||,
Lk I3 1 - hi 7'J,. See art.

AUTHORITY OF CHRIST.
2. But moral authority, like all other forms of

authority must rest upon a power that lies behind.

What right has Jesus to speak thus I men would
ask ; What right to call upon us to leave our

homes, our friends, our all, to follow Him ? What
right to bid us accept His teaching as a perfect
revelation of the will of God, and Hi* interpreta-
tion of the Law as its true fulfilling ? Moral autho-

lity quickly disappears when there is no moral

power at The back of it But our Lord's claim to

authority rested upon an underlying claim to holi-

ness a claim which His hearers and disciples were
in a position to verify for themselves There is

nothing which gives a man such sway over the
consciences of other men as the possession of true
holiness ; while there is nothing more certain to be
found out than the lack of iliN i|r,,ilif> in one who
professes to have it. It M /*- \ h" liol IPO-- of Christ's

character that made His words fall with such

convincing weight upon the hearts of men and
women. It was His holiness tfoat gave Him the

right to command, and made them willing to obey.
According to the Fourth Gospel, it was the Baptist's
testimony,

' Behold the Lamb of GodV (Jn I3*), that

brought the first pair of disciples to Jesus They
came to see if this testimony was true (cf. v 37ff

-),

and what they saw bound them to Jesus for ever.

Publicans and sinners drew near to Him (Mt 9 10
,

Lk 15 1

), not, as His enemies insinuated (Mt II19
||),

because He was a sinner like themselves, but
because they saw in Him One who, with all His
human sympathy, was so high above sin that He
could stretch out a saving hand to those who were
its slaves (Mt 912 ||, Lk 7*-50 I92

'10
). And this holi-

ness, which otheis saw and felt in Him, Jesus

claimed, and that in the most absolute fashion.

He claimed to be without sin He claimed this

not only \\ hen He said to His foes,
* Which of you

convicteth me of sin * '

(Jn 846
), but by the attitude

of His whole life to the facts of moral evil He
claimed it by calling Himself the Physician of

the sinful (I&t 9 12
||), by damning the power to

forgive sms(Mt9
6

||,
Lk 747r ), by never making con-

fession of sin in His own prayeis, though enjoining
it upon His disciples (Mt 612

1|), by never even join-

ing \\ ith His disciples in common prayers, of which
confession would necessarily form an element (on
this point see Forrest, Christ of JT // " *" f

Expei lence, p 22 ft , Expos Times, xi J !
" "

'_ .>"J
'

'

See, further, artt HOLINESS, SINLESSNESS*
3. A very imj.

'

f Christ's claims is

then point of * the national hope
regarding the Messiah (which see). There can

hardly be any doubt that from the very beginning
of His public ministry the Messianic consciousness
was fully awake in the heart of Jesus. We see

the presence of this consciousness in the Tempta-
tion narratives (Mt 41 "11

!!), in the sermon in the

synagogue of Nazareth (Lk 417ff
*), in the claim of

the pieacher on the Mount that He came to fulfil

the Law and the Prophets (Mt 517
) At a later

stage He welcomes and blesses Peter's express de-

claration, 'Thou art the Christ
3

(Mt 16lbf
-)> and,

finally, He accepts the homage of the multitude as
the Son of David (wh. see), who came in the name
of the Lord (Mt 2 1

9
1|), and dies upon the cross for

claiming to be the King of the Jews (Mt 27 11
, cf

v.^7). And if until the end of His ministry He did
not call Himself or allow Himself to be called the
Messiah (Mt 1620 ), this was clearly because the false

ideals of the Jews u^mdmg the Messianic king-
dom made it impossible lor Him to do so without

creating all kinds of misunderstandings and so

precipitating the inevitable cusis before His work
on eartli \\ as accomplished. But by His constant
use <5f the title

* Son of Man '

(wh. see), Jesus was
giving all along, ?i* B v

"

V;- says (NT Theology,
i. 63), *a veiled i,- . His Messianic call-

ing' ; for
*

; "\ ,i- \ one now doubts that He used
this title " reference to the well-known
passage i ; 7 ; < -lapter of Daniel (v.

1Sff
*), and

that by ^o de-scribing Himself He was claiming 1o

bring in pei-onalh and estabhs-h upon cairhrhat

very kingdom of (k>d which formed the constant
theme of His preaching (see Mt 26s4

),

4. But if Christ s u*e of the title *Son of Man 3

shows how He claimed to fulfil the Messianic idea,
His further claim to be the Son of God (wh. see)
shows that He filled this idea with an altogether
new content, which formed no part of the Messianic

expectation of the J'ews. No doubt in popular
usage The i illo 'Son of God*/ through the influence

especially of Ps 27, had become an official name for
the Messiah (Mt S29

,
Mk 1461, Jn I49). But Christ's

claim to be the Son of God evidently meant much
more than this. In asserting His Divine Son&lnp
He was not merely affirming His right to an ex-
ternal title of honour, but was giving expression
to a consciousness-of relationship to God the Father
which was absolutely unique, and in which the
very essence of His Messiahship consisted. It is

true that in the Synoptics He does not expressly
designate Himself"the Son of God, as He does in
the Fourth Gospel (o-

5 Q35 [var lect ] 1036 II 4
) ; but

at all events He repeatedly calls God His Father,
and refers to Himself as ' the Son' when speaking
of God, and that in a sense manifestly distinct
from the general idea of God's universal Father-
hood (e g. Mt II27 1250 1810

). In the Fourth Gospel,
quite apart from those passages in which Christ
assumes the title 'Son of God,

J the sense of this

unique relation to God as bearing upon His saving
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lel.'itionsliip to men meets us everywhere, but

especially in the farewell cli&eour&e and the inter-

cessory prayer which followed (Jn 14-17). But in

the S\ noptie* also this Divine consciousness appears
lepeatedly (e.g. Lk 249

,
Mt 7

a

\10
3B 16"22Sf

-, Mk 126
),

and it finds full expression in that great saying,
'All things have been delivered unto me ot my
Father ; and no one knoweth the Son save the

Father; neither doth any know the Father save
the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to
reveal him' (Mt II27, Lk 1022

), which serves in St.

Matthew's account as the ground of the Saviour's
universal invitation and of His promise of rest for

the soul (v.
2Sff

). See PREACHING CHRIST, 5 (e).

5. In connexion with His eschatological teach-

ing, and foMinrjr IDS central and most essential

feature, is t lie < U.ni made by Christ to be the final
and universal Judge of men. Not only did He
declare the fact of His own Return, an ,j o* "-h ;

".;.r

declaration in itself, but He affirmed ;i- IM- |.,M

pose of His Second Coming the Judgment of the
world. This claim to be the arbiter of human
destinies is di-tiiu rlv announced again and again
(Mt T22- 23

H>-'
7

,
Mk 8). It is further impHed in

the paiahle* of the Wise and Foolish Viigins (Mt
'Jo

1'1
*) and the Talents (vv.

14-30
), and is set forth in

detail in that solemn picture of the Last Judgment
by which these parables are innnuiliaicl,) followed

(vv.
31"46

}. The testimony of the Synoptics with

regard to this claim of our Lord is supported by
the testimony of the Fourth Gospel to the same
effect (Jn 5*, cf. v. 22

), and i& confirmed by the
fact that throughout the rest of the NT the office

of the final Judge iG t M^I", tV assigned -to Jesus
(Ac 1042 1731, Kp 216

1 I
',

> ( ', >
',
2 Ti 41 8

,
1 P 4s,

Ja o8 9
), an office, be it noted, which was never

asciibed to the Messiah either in the OT revelation
or in the popular Jewish belief (see Salmpnd,
Christian Doct. of Immortality, p. 318). This is

in some lespects the mo-t ^hipemloii- of Christ's
claims. It was, a great ilmijjr foi .!OMI^ of Nazareth
to assume the titlo arid fumtion- of the Ho^e of

Israel, to declare Himself to be the Fulfiller of the
Law and the Expected of the Prophets. But it
'

,
' ^

"

, gieater still to claim that with His
If !

' /ould arrive the giand consummation
of the world's history (Mt2581

), that before Him
all nations should be gathered (v.

32
) and all hearts

laid baie (vv.
35 - 36- 4^ * ', : -.*' of the

Judgment should be ,,,,, Himself
as He is -I-IN iit'lh i-'i -ent in the woild (vv.

40 - 45
),

and that 01 i
1

',

- ,i; ;M M !
k Chiist Himself should be

the Supieme Judge (vv.
32 33

). See art. JUDGMENT.
6. That the doctrine of Christ's pre-cxistenre is

specifically taught in the Prologue to the Fourth

Gospel, is iiitpiiH nt in "\<M\ reader (Jn l lff- 10 14* 18
).

But it is not It - p
1

'!,
1! 'ihat, according to the

author, this doctrine was not simply a solution
forced upon the Christian mind by a considei ation
of Christ's other claims and of His whole history,
but was the unfolding of an affirmation made by
Christ's own hp- ((r 8* 175 24

). In spite of all that
has been said by writers like Beysciilag (op cit. i.

254) and Wendt (Teaching of Jesus^ 11. 169), the

theory of an ideal pre-existence is quite inadequate
as an explanation of such language Only by
inaintftinin<r that John's picture of Jesus and pre-
*eutation of His words is no record of historical

fact, but a theologically detei mined conduction of
his own, can we escape from the conclusion that, as
Jesus claimed to be in an absolutely unique sen^e
the Son of the Father, so also He claimed to be
the personal object of the Father's love and the
sharer of His glory before the world was. See art.

PRE-EXISTENCE

LITERATURE. Hastings' DB, artt.
* Son of Man/ * Son of God '

:

Penne\
, Studies m Theology, ch 11 ; Forrest, Chariot of Htetvry

and o/ Experience, Lect. li. , Beyschlag, NT TkeoL L 66-79f

VOL. I 22

236-266, Wc-ndf, Caching of Jesus, h 122-183; Weiss, JSfb
Theol ofS'l, i 73-')_>, Stalker, Christology of Jesus ; Ullmann,
Sinlesmesb of Jesiis, b9-81 , Salmond, Christian Doct* 0}
r

* "
"-325 , Robbms, A Christian Apologetic (1002).
iuthonty of Christ (1906)

J. C. LAMBERT.
CLEANNESS. See LAW, PURIFICATION.

CLEANSING, See TEMPLE.

CLEOPAS (KX*6wcts, Lk 2418
). One of the two

disciples to whom the Lord appeared on the after-
noon of the Resurrection day as they went to

Emmaus, distant about two hours from Jerusalem
(see EMMAUS). The omission of all reference to
the story in 1 Co 15 is not a sufficient ground for

H'L-1 .-I'll-i-.' its truth. We have no guarantee that
"*. I'j u - knowledge extended to all the actual
events of the Passion and Ke&urrection period {cf.

Chase, Credibility of the Acts, p 184). The story
may have been received by the Evangelist from

Cleopas himself . it bears marks of its early origin
in the primitive Messianic ideas it preserve-, and
in the use of the name Simon for St Petei By
some (Theo|>n\l{<<'t Lange, Carr) the unnamed
companion ot Cleopas is identified with St. Luke
himself ; but this is unlikely, as both appear to
have been Jews (ot &pxovre> TJJJ.WV, v. 20), though
they do not speak in a tone of such personal near-
ness to Jesus that we can accept the conjecture
that they weie of the Eleven. The two were in

high dispute about late events, Cleopas \pp,ii< nily
taking tlie more optimistic view, as, in -}>:;o <r ,ul,

he clings to the few facts which make for belief.

The inability of both to recognize Jesus is ex-

plained in St. Luke to be due to spiritual dulness

(ot 600a\Atot OL&T&V ^KpaTovvTo, v. 16
) The pseudo-Mark

(whose allusion does not depend on St Luke, for
lie gives a different sequel in Jerusalem) says that
the Lord appeared

'
in another form '

(& erepg, pop4>y9

Mk 1612
) ; an interpretation favoured by Augu-tiiie,

who compares the effect of the Ti/:'i^iii:;i ration

(j.*-tj. \twt~0v Mk 92) Whatever i!i< MI-, ilu

I-oid rmat'cl them with tenderness (v.
25'

avfyrot,
4 foolish men,' K-V, not e

fools,' as AV ;
cf. Ramsay

on Gal S1}.
The discourse in which they were enlightened

furnishes from Christ's o^ n lip-. \\ hat in fact became
the kernel of the preaching ot the Apostles, as seen
in the sermons leeoided in the Act^ (c.q Ac 2->3s

173) and in the Gospels, The two d^cipJes had
aheady given the &ummary of the earthly life of

Jesus (Lk 241!M4 ). He now show s that it was re-

quiied by OT prophecy that all this should be the
means by which He was to enter into His glory
(24^ should be read in the light of vv,44-47

). It is

this teaching that invests the narrative with its

peculiar value for the Church, and was doubtless
a prime cau^ of il-* ]>ie-<M'vation

Many of ihe ^peculation--, tihout the phrase, *He
made as though He would go further

3

(Lk 24s8),
would have been avoided if the real spiritual

meaning of the incident had been discerned.

Knowledge* of the Lord's presence is vouchsafed

only in JUIS\UM to prayer, it is not forced on any-
one. This is therfT Penuel (cf Gn S226 with Lk
2480 ). It is a too rigid interpretation which regards
the breaking of the bread liere as a celebration of

the Eucharist ; rather it was an ordinary meal at
which the Stranger, who had so impressed them
on the road, was put in the place of honour.

Something in His manner suddenly connimed the

suspicion of His identity which was forming itself

in their minds. The result which the Loid desired,
the corroboration of their faith, having been

reached, He vanished from sight. To carry the

tidings to Jerusalem, 'they who had dissuaded
their unknown Companion from making a night
journey now have no fear of it themselves

'

(Bengel).
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i . r 49 ; Stier, Words of the Lord Jesus,
I <

' Studies in the Gospels, p. 324 ff. ,

T 1 "
sen Master; S\vete on Mk 16*2; A. Carr m

/ . 1904 , Deissmann, Bible Studies, p 315 , Ker,
-

- , 2i - r p 264 ff ; Expos Times, xvn. [1906] 333 ff.

C T. DIMONT.
CLEOPHAS. This forni appears in some Latin

MSS, and is retained in the Vulgate (though
against the evidence of Codex Amiatmus) in both
Lk 2418 and Jn 1925 It was adopted by the early
English versions (Wyclifi.be, Tmdale), and passed
into the AV of 1611. It still stands there in

Jn 1925 for Clopas (wh. see), but in Lk 2418 it was
replaced in 1629 by Cleopas (wh. see).

C. T. DIMONT.
CLOKE "1 -

"^
:-i both AV and KV of the

modern '',*, I was .

' " - * \
""

distinction between Classical a1 '

a distinction which was lessened under the cosmo-

politanism of the Roman Empire ; thus the Greek
words used in the NT bear different meanings.
The two normal Classical garments, the XLT&V an(i

Ifjidnov of Mt 540 and Lk 629, translated
' coat' and

*

cloke,' were usually of extreme simplicity.
The xLr&v

t tunica, tunic, or shirt (see art. COAT),
was the i.

k V-,^..,' ,f, m.n indoors by men and
women t

'

!v> !.*' -l-):i'_' -ir:) of material doubled
round i u i i<- \ r" i ,- < r:ul at the shoulders,
without any shaping or sewing, sometimes girt and
sometimes ungirt. The sadin of the Jews differed

from this in being longer and furnished with

sleeves; over it was worn the kethoneth, a long
sleeved tunic, open in front, but folded across
and girt ; this latter formed a second tunica, which
is the -xir&v, a|p'iie!iily. of Mt 540 and Lk 629

.

Oriental influences led to the adoption of the long
tunic in Rome under the name of tunica talaris, a

garment which, in Cicero's time, was regarded as a
i

i

,'i
i \ i

f
i r

"

i \ ; iiil.ii"! v i;r- "i wab known in

i
-

j
-

! ff, t ti 'I'tfff Hi jil'n The IjtoiTtoj',

over-garment or 'cloke,' was, with the Greeks and
Romans, <-i "liii.illy .in oblong strip, thrown over the
tunic (xyrw) when the weaier went out of doors ;

in its simplest form it was iV ntrfi-n n \ m n- ' 1; bor-

ately folcfed, itwasthefc^''. I'n.-iln
\.'

*- i'ithe

IpoLTiov are the under- and the over-garment, though
what we call underclothing was often worn also.

But the use of -lce\ e- ;unuTi<r Hie Orientals made a
still greatei <Ii-i in< u-m in their over-garment ; the
me-U and simlah of the Jews were sleeved garments
rather like a modern overcoat, open in front, and
reaching to the feet. The 'long robe

3

of the
scribes and Pharisees (Lk 2046

) was the me-U, ren-

dered by St. Luke as <rroX^, which merely means a
long sleeved garment, a tunica talaris, in fact ; for
which reason the *

great multitude 5

of the Apoca-
lypse (7

9-18
) are also described as wearing oroAa?

Xev/cas, that is, long white tunics, or tunicce albce,

though, in Rev 35 the more general word is used
v ifjtaTtois Xeu/cois,

{
in white garments

s

(RV).
The classical o\ er-gfarment appeared in man\ \aiieties besides

the changing fas-hions of the tona The pallium, Greek m its

origin, had become international in its character at the time of
the Roman Empire, and was lejrarded a.b the maik of a philo-
sopher or teacher

; so Justin Martyr preached in the *

philo-
sophei'* robe,' and was thus recognized bv Trvpho as a teacher
(Tryph 1) It was for this reason that the palltttru \\as chosen
fy the artists of the Catacombs as the distinguishing dress of

Christ, the Apostles, and the Prophets, and has continued so by
an artistic convention that has lasted from the 2nd cent to the
present dav The ohlam\s>, %>oc,u.u; *>agum or paliidamontinn,
was made of a smaller oblong strip, fastened bv a buckle on the

right shoulder (as in the Apollo Belvidere), it was a liitfa
mihtarv cloak, arid ^as the 'scarlet robe' ^sau^a. xcxz*,,,,
which the soldiers put upon our Lord in mocker} (Mt 27^) The
seamless coat,' for which the soldiers cast lots at the Cruci-

fixion, is distinguished by St John (1923) bj the word used tor a
i _ i . ww, and not b\ am of the terms used

i '. - if outer garment, such as \\e should
expect if the ' coat

' were the Jewish siml&Jt.

Another common form of outer garment is the
<f>ai\6vys, the *ploke

'
\thioh St. Paul left at Troas

(2 Ti 4 13
) This ~\\ as tliepceintla ((pcuvoXys, <f>vj\ij$,

<j>a.iv6\Lov}, a heavy woollen garment, generally red
or dark-yellow in colour, worn as a protection

against cold and ram, at first especially by tra-

vellers and by artisans and slaves ; hence on the
one hand its use by St. Paul, and on the other its

frequent occurrence in the Catacombs of Rome
(where the tunica, the tunica talaris, dalmatic,

chlamys, pallium, and the lacerna, a cope-shaped
garment, are also found, while the toga occurs

only once). The pcenula was the original of the
Eucharistic chasuble, and resembles it exactly in

shape (a circle or ellipse, with a hole in the centre),

though not m material. As time went on, it was
used by all classes, and after the Peace of the
Church it became in course of time restricted to

bishops and piesbyters. It is worn by the ecclesi-

astics in the famous 6th cent, frescoes at Kavenna,
where appear also the tunica talaris, still adorned
with the orphrey-hke strips of the clavus, the

dalmatic, lacerna, and the pallium, which, by the

process of contabulatio or folding, has come to-

resemble a long stole, and is distinctive of bishops.
Thus, while the toga, chlamys, and the original

1

and are to us typical of classical

ula, pallium, lacerna, dalmatic,
and tunica talaris were handed on as ecclesiastical

vestments (chasuble, pall, cope, dalmatic, and alb),
the last named forming a link not only with im-

perial Rome, but also with the East. See, further
art. DRESS.

LITERATURE, A. Conze, Die anM-' (7. "/rii'toii", Keil, Ben*

zintrer, and Xowack, Heb. A)ch ; Uaii"'i rV /)/?, art. 'Dress*;
Schurei, HJP, Index, * t>

'

Clothing' ; Wilpert, 7) ' 1 >

~

, i

der Christen in den ersten Jahrhunderten, aru- < n ^ /

distoria del lestiaro , Braun, Die priestei lichen Gewauder des

Abendlandes, and Die ponttficalen Gewander des Abendlandet* ;

Duchesne, Onqines du culte Ghretwn

PERCY BEARMER.
CLOPAS (KXwTras). Mentioned in Jn 1925 as

a relative, probably the husband, of one of the
women who stood by the cross (Mapta T) rov

KXwTra). By Chrysostom he was identified with

Alphseus ;
but this is improbable (see ALPH.EUS).

For his connexion with Joseph and the family of

Jesus, see art. BRETHREN OF THE LORD and Has-

tings' DB, vol. i. p 3f? \-
*

to certain

apocryphal Acts of the \ the same as
the Cleopas of Lk 2418

. In that case the devotion
which kept Mary of Clopas near the cross till the
end finds a counterpart in her husband's sorrow at
the Ciucifixion. But the identification rests on
the derivation of both names from a common
Greek original, Cleopatros, and is denied by those
who regard Clopas as a Semitic name (see Deiss-

mann, Bible Studies, Eng. tr. p. 315, n. 2).

C. T. DIMONT.
CLOSET (To/*etw). Mt 66, Lk 123 AV.

Tht4 older iuim of iuo Gr \\ord u.is ",,^ n (found in Mmio
.\TMbS) l"ith< Liicrlhruriupfcirtqutwh Oio\\*. tho eo.ikscencc
of i wo rfl'owmjf ? bound*. * Tlu 1

etjirolojrv (cf. -stit *,-, 'dis-

tributor,'
*
treasurer,' 'steward/ etc.,'akm to vipum) shows that

'store-chamber* is the primitive meaning of the Gr. word (i.e
'ii'it x'rui" Ml ujr-ioom or bulroom) In rhis sense it occurs in
IA I.'

1
-* iind i\.<ri The K\ follow irijT Vsitg, and Luther, have

l k
( n cfiitij/t'lfpd TO I iron it tli< ir pjl i of uniformity of rendering in

il'i- <'f<^o The fout oc"urr< rices of ine <r word are dealt with
as follows in the versions

Vulg-ate
inner chamber cubiculum Kammerlein

RV LutherAV
Mt 66 closet
Mt 24s secret inner chambers penetrahbus Kaminer

chambers
Lk 12^ closets inner chambers cubiculis Kammern
Lfcl22* store- store-chamber cellarmm Keller

house

The Peshitta has (JOZ, (tarwana) In all four passages, and1

it seems a
p^ity

that *
store-closet or * store-chamber* was not

used by EV in the same way throughout-

*Cf J _H. Moulton in Expositor, 6ih ser ix. [1904] 361:
' -y / ',. . n-d ./ t are o\erohehninirT\ attester* by the
is "i" ' n ,("> onh rare examples of a curious revcr-

T .1 "' M ' >2
'(w here\\H read T^W else\\ here *nv,
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Every Jewish house, except the very smallest

huts, would have a small room opening out from
the *

living-room,' as our workmen's cottages have
small pantiles, larders, etc., in many cases j but
few houses would have a small room specially for

private prayer. Yet, curiously, many writers have
assumed that Jewish houses did have *

prayer
closets

'

; usually, they say, in the upper part of

the house,* and many identify it with the vTrepyov

(*&% 'ttliyydh}. Is there any ground for this ? The
'upper looms' mentioned in NT were usable as

guest-chambers (Mk 1415
, etc.), large enough to

accommodate thirteen persons reclining round
tables, and (peihaps) even 120 persons (Ac I 25).

Would the individual worshipper be able to enter
such an impoitani room in a house, and 'shut
the door* (Mt 6h

) against the rest of his family?
Otheis (e.g., Keil, Biblical A'/cJurology, 95) think
of the frail summer-house on the flat roof.

According to modern European ideas, the Vul-

gate cubwulum,
'

bedroom,' would suit the context
and circumstances well in Mt 66, perhaps in Mt
2426 and Lk 123, but not at all in Lk 1224

, Moreover,
(a) this rendering loses the connexion with the

etymology ; (b) the use of separate bedrooms is not
common in the East ; (?) there are other Gr. and

Syr. words to express the idea
It must be noticed that Mt 66 is founded on

Is 2620 ,
efaeXBe is rd ra^etd <rou, cbrd/cXetero^ rrjv fftipav

crov. But the motive in Isaiah is fear, in Matthew
desire of loving communion rapLetov occurs 40
times in LXX. In most cases it retains the mean-

ing
'

store -closet' (Dt 28s,
Sir 2912

, etc). In
other cases it is a private chamber of some sort

as in Mt 66 : e.g., Gn 4330
, Dt S225

, Jg S24. The last

case is noticeable, ra/^elov is defined by r$ Qepw$,
and represents "nn (heder], while birepyov in the con-

text is 'tittyyah, rather implying a distinction. The
summer *

tipper room
'

(E"V
*

parlour ') had a summer
'

closet
'

(E v
* chamber ') attached to it. In the one

Eglon was with his attendants till Ehud came, Jbut
they afterwards supposed that Eglon had retired

into the other, and would not disturb him.
We now get a group of passages which explain

ratutov. In Ex 83 (7
s8

), Jg 15 1
, 2 (4) K 612 IP, 2 Ch

22n, etc., it is the special
' store-closet

'

(leading or

opening out from the larger room) in which the
d duri

/cAtvujj/J.

hiding
Delilah practised her wiles on Samson (Jg 169 - 12

,

LXX, also EC 1020). In such a '
closet

'

for holding
the bedding, the baby prince Joash was concealed
when Athaliah murdered the rest of the royal

family. Samson was possibly in the '

living-loom
'

when his wife's father prevented him from entering
the rape'iov (Jg 151 LXX, note the variant of A cis

rbv KoiTwa). Such small looms or closets could be
used as more private sleeping-rooms if required,
and would also be available for private confeience,

concealment, or any similar purpose, as well as for

the normal use of storing the bedding and other

tiling which were not immediately required. Our
Loid advifced their use for private prayer. Thus
-< 01,1^1 v n- I MO /// -I///// ii p'.ipose of the apaitment
I'lif o:li< n-o- \u io -o< orul.ny ones, or adaptations.
The AV * closet

'
is therefore quite as correct as

the RV" * inner chamber.' Of course we do not
think of an European cupboard with shelves, in

asa&Twwv) ; cl Liddell and Scott sub wee* WH, Notes on Ortho-

graphy, n 146-170. The Textus Receptus, according- to Scri-

\ ener, htis the older form in Mt 66, but the later one in the fehree

other places"
Carr, Cambridge Bible for Schools, Tholuck, Sermon on the

ATovnt , Lanjre, St Matthew ; after Kuinoel, and Vitringa, de

Syn i. L 6.

t Lane, Modern Egyptians, ch v ; Purdoe, CityoftheSidtan,
i 22 ; Kitto, Pictorial Bible on Pr 6^ and 2 K 112

, Hastings' DB

which a person could hardly stand. But Diyden
(Fable*) possibly uses 'closet' in the sense of a
4

store-closet,
3

as ra^eiov in Lk 12J4
, though he may

have meant l

private chamber
'

* He furnishes her closet first, and fills

The crowded shelves \\ith rarities of shells
'

Shakespeare has the other use :

'The taper burneth in your closet' (Jul CMS. ii. 1)
*

On the curious Latin renderings of d (promptalibus).
e (promptuanis) in Lk 123, and d (promptuarium)
in Lk 1224a cf. Ronsch, Itala und Vulgrata, pp. 32
and 48, and Plummer, 'St. Luke/ in International
Critical Commentary. GEOKGE FARMER.

CLOTHES. See DRESS.

CLOUD. The cloud appears in the Gospels at
our Lord's Transfiguration (Mt 17s ||

Mk 97, Lk 934)

and (if we may tieat th? fiist verses of the Book
of Acts as practically part of St. Luke's Gospel)
at His Ascension (Ac I

1

*). Twice also it has a

place in His own piediction of His coming again
(Mt 24*

||
Mk 1326 II

Lk 2P7
, Mt 26s4

||
Mk 14^).

The most interesting occurrence or this cloud is

that in connexion with the Ascension
;
but it is

its appearance above the Mount of Tin n-fi^m fm"on
that rules the inuij Tcc.uioriof i^^ij'iiiiK.mcK For
there a voi( (M ome?- out ol IT v hicli u- tl'.sii of the

Heavenly Father : it is seen to be the veil of the
Divine Presence. Veiling the glory which no
mortal might see and live, veiling XL- Mxi.iln 1

::

the Presence of God, the cloud has r\o j -pt< -, -i

which the greater and more chaiacteristic is not
the negative one of veiling, but that positive a&pect
in which it attests and manifests the Divine Pre-
sence. To come under its shadow (a

*

shadow/ it

would seem, of light, since it waJs vefoXi} 0wra^)
awoke in the disciples the dread felt by Jacob at
Bethel. And for the same reason that this cloud
is a *

gate of heaven,' at which a man may stand to

hear the voice of God. Here, in this bright cloud,
the two spheres, earthly and hea\enly, open upon
each other. The cloud is less a \eil than a lifting
of the veil. Here the invisible barrier becomes
a portal of heaven, through which may come the
voice of the Almighty, and entering by which
Christ is passed into heaven. It is a * cloud of
heaven '

: with earth and human life upon this

side of it, and on the other side (not sky and stars,

but) the invisible tilings of God, the heavenly
sphere, the other world.

Thus in our Lord's Ascension we do not conceive
of Him as 'going up

5

farther than would ^vmboli/e
and declare His departxire from this A\oihl He
was taken up, and a cloud received Him out of

their sight
'

they saw Him go and they saw what
door opened to receive Him. As identifying this

cloud with 'heaven,' compare Ac I9 , 'a cloud re-

ceived him,* with I 11 * received up from you into

heaven '
: with which agrees 2 P 1

17- I8
,

l there came
a voice to him out of the excellent glory . . . and
this voice we (ourselves) heard brought out of

heaven.
3 The voice out of the cloud was * out of

heaven* the disciples in beholding Christ enter
the cloud * beheld him going into heaven.

1

If for us the cloud is as a door which closes, a
veil that hides (a* God verily is a God that hideth

Himself), this i* of giace :
* thou canst not follow

*A late member of the Abp of Canterbury's 'Assjnan
"Mission

'

informs the writer of this article that the Peshitta
uorrt in the form ta-wana 'is still retained In certain parts of

the mountain districts, where nian\ old (classical) S\nac words
are still in use, but it is not used colloquialh in the plains.
Ta-wana is always the little room leading: fioni the lajyre li\ jng
room ; it is that in which the &pare bedding is stored Its

primary meaning is therefore "store-room." Bp Maclean (Dic-
tvmary of Vernaffdlar Syriac) gues the meaning's "closet,"
"store-room," but n he had reversed these two woids, i.e,

putting
** store-room

"
first, I think it would have been better/
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me now' (Jn 133b )

*

ye cannot bear it now '

(16
12

).

And the cloud is, for Christ's disciples, itself an
excellent glory, since He is now passed within it

(not behind as our earthly sun), falling it with

brightness of light. He, our Redeemer and Advo-

cate, the Lord who is our Biother, is now within

the cloud that covers Sinai, that leads through the

wilderness, that shines above the Mercy-seat ; that

is to*say in all that by which God dra\ys near to

man (in His law as in Sinai, m His providences as

in the
'

-'i

1
-

1
e T

rael. in religious life and

worshi; i .1 of all), Chnst is pie^ent,
and the love which He has made known, bestowed
and sealed. To His disciples the Law is no more
a threat and fear, but is written upon the heart

for honour and obedience ; and God's providence is

tiusted the sheep follow, for they know His voice ;

and for the deep things of the soul there is a gieat

High priest passed into the heavens, and they that

know His name come boldly to the throne of grace.

LITERATURE The Comm. in loc
, esp Swete on Mk 97,

Ruskm, Ft ni'i,^ i"restes, p 178; Huntingdon, Christian

Beliemng <IH L */"' p. 168, Westcott, Revelat of the Risen

Loid,p ISO ; Mmigan, Ascension an<i Heavenly Priesthood of
our Lord, p. 21 ff. ; Paget, Studies in the Christian Chaiacter,

p. -246 ff ARTHUR VV. WOTHERSPOON.

COAL. This word occurs in the Gospels only in

Jn 1818 and 219
(Gr. in both &v0pcuctdt meaning

propeily
* a brazier tilled with lighted charcoal '}.

As a mineral, coal does not exist in Palestine

except in the Wady Hummand in the Lebanon,
and was mined there only during the lule of

Muhammad Ali about 1834 (Thomson, The Land
and the Book, 1886, iii. 193). The rendering
*coal* must be taken as= ' charcoal/ Both in

ancient and in modern times, the latter substance,

p.cpfUH fro-n native timber, has been the common
niol or i he I'^i. The destruction of the foiests

of Palestine and Syria may be assigned as the
main reason for the absence of timbeied gables,
and the universal pievalence, instead, of brickwoik
cupola roofs, and aKo for the wretched substitutes
for fuel now employed by the natives, such as sim-
diied cakes of chaff and dung, etc. The charred
roots of the desert bioom (rdtheni, see Ps 1204

) make
an excellent fuel, and are much m demand in Cairo

(Tristram, Nat. Hist, of Bible, 1889, p. 360).
Tin* ri'olo_iic<l vn \o\ of Palestine reveals its

iinnoi inly ciiViKooiii loiinaiioii extending from the/
Lcoim m liiii^L

1- 10 tuo pliiUMu of Hebron. The
earlier rocks of the carboniferous period, if they do
exist there at all under the subsequent strata, are
buried at quite inaccessible depths. Traces of car-

boniferous outcrop, but destitute of carbonaceous

deposits, have been found in the sandstone of the
southern desert and the limestone of the Wddv
Nasb.

TiT'iivn R-1 "W M Thomson, The Land and the Book, 1886,
iii I'M, Tiistran., Nat, Hist of Btbfr, 1889, p. 360; Conder,
3>i"t \\fnk in IW 11. 326; Hull, Mount Seir, etc., 1889, p. 194 ;

Oesemus, JThemunu, p. 280 ; Hastings' DB, article 'Coal
'

P. HENDERSON AITKEN.
COAT. This word in the Gospels usually repre-

sents the Gr. xiT^ i & the tunic or long close-

fitting undergarment \\orn in Palestine, a^ opposed
to the Ifidriov or full and flowing outer gaiment (sec

Hastings' DB, art.
'

Dress')
Our Lord's instructions to the Twelve Included

one which foibade their wearing or having in their

povrfw-Mon more than one such garment (Mt 1G10
,

Mk 69
, Lk 9 ; of. Lk #), And in the Sermon on

the Mount (Mt 540
; cf. Lk 6s9) \\e are bidden to

iMilmate Midi a spirit of meekness as would be
illiMnucd bv a readiness to part even with one's
cloak (Ifi&nov) to him who took away one's coat.*

* In Luke the order is transposed, the eloak coming before
the coat, this being the order in which these two garments
would be torn off

'

The soldieis at the Crucifixion (Jn 1923 -

;
4
) took

possession of the Saviour's u. i mcriN according, we
suppose, to the usual piacuce. Ihe outer robes

they divided into four paits, one for each of the

quaternion, but for the coat (TW XLTUVO,), m close

fulfilment of P& 2218
, they cast lots, not wishing to

tear it up, because it was ' without seam, woven
from the top throughout

'

Josephus (Ant. III.

vii. 4), quoted by Bp Westcott, tells us that the

long robe (XIT&V TTOOT^S) of the high priest was of

this chaiactei . 'This vesture was not composed of

two pieces, nor was it sewed together upon the

shoulders and the sides, but it \\ as one long vest-

ment, so woven as to have an aperture for the
neck' (Whiston'btr ). Bp. Westcott further quotes
Chrysohtom, who peihaps wiote from personal
knowledge, as thinking

' that the detail is added
to show "the pooine&s of the Loid's :_, -MI -i

- ,ji-l

that in die&s ah in all other things Mi ,.' .-v .

simple fashion
' ' Others incline to the view that

there is a parallel suggested between the Eternal

High Priest's garment and that of the Aaronic

high piiest. In any case the seamless lobe of

Christ has often .been taken as a type of the One
(ideally) Undivided Chuich, eg. by Cyprian in a
famous passage (de Unit. Eccl. 7), wheie he con-

trasts the *incoirupta atque mdividua tunica' of

Christ with the piophet Ahij all's lobe, which he
toie in duodecini scissui as in token of the disrup-
tion of the kingdom (1 K II300 ), and concludes:
'sacramento vestis et signo declaravit ecclesise

unitatem.' For the part which the Holy Coat has

played in legend at Treves and elsewhei e, those who
are curious in such matters may consult Gilden-
meister and v. Sybel, Der Heihge Rot K zu Tn&rund
die 20 anderen heihgen //'/ /' '//' i, Eoche*, 1845.

We may note finally . \lj ilid'u the woid 'coat*

(so RV; AV 'fishei's coat') in Jn 217 stands for
the laige loose garment (tir&Stinris) which St. Peter
threw as a covering over his almost naked body-
when he left his fishing and came into the Master s

presence j (2) that it was the undei -garments
(X<-TV$) that the high priest rent when he ' heard
the blasphemy' at our Lord's trial (Mk 1463 ; see
Swete's notes, zn loc.). See also CLOKE, DRESS.

C. L. FELTOE.
COCK. See ANIMALS, p. 64% and following

article.

COCK-CROWING (AXeKropajxavla). The word
occurs only in Mk 1335, where it is evidently used
t > iii *."nih i In* T'i'd of four parts into which the

siglr ^i- 'Ii\iiMi| -'at even, or at midnight, or
at the cock-crowing, or in the morning/ In OT
times theie weie only three watches in the night
the fh>t, the middle, and the last ; but by the
time of Christ the Roman division into four
watches had become common, though it had not

altogether superseded the threefold division of the
Jews. The night was reckoned, roughly speak-
ing, from our 6 P.M. to 6 AM, and these twelve
hours were divided into four watches of three
hours each. Jeionie says

* No\ in quatuor ^ igilias
dividitur, qua* smgulfe trium horamm spatio sup-

putantur
3

(Ep. cxl. 8). The cock-crowing in Mk
1335 thus refers to the yiird watch of the night,
between the hours of 12 and 3.

Although the noun *

xk-(ro\\injr* occuis only
once in the NT, each of tho fom Evangelists
records the fact that on the night of the betrayal
Jesus forewarned Peter that before the cock crew
he should tin ice deny his Lord, and each of them
also records a crowing of the cock immediately
after the denial iMt 26^ and 74 75

, Lk2234 and 61
,

Jn 1338 1827
)

In St Mark we have the variations
all the more significant because of the writer's

commonly acknowledged dependence upon the
Petnne tradiuon-n-that Jesus said to Peter,

* Before
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the cock crow twice, thou shalt deny me thrice
'

;

and in correspondence with this a record of two
distinct cock-crowings (Mk 1430 - 6S - 72

).

Attempts have been made to distinguish between
these two cock-< io\vm*r- in St. Mark as occurring
at definite KMMHI- or the night, the one about

midnight and the other at the first ,nj"oj'<h of

dawn, just before the commencement >i iii jmi LII

or morning watch, and to define the second of the
two as the gallicimum proper, and '"n*i<ni'

intK
the only one of which the other three 1 \!in^*li-.

-

take notice. No doubt it is true that in the most
distinctive sense of the word * the cock-crowing,

5

as an indication of time, refers to the breaking of
the dawn; thus in the Talmud it is prescribed
that at cock-crow the benediction shall be used :

* Praised be Thou, O God, the Lord of the world,
that givest understanding to the cock to dis-

tinguish between day and night.' But as a matter
of fact cocks crow during the night, in the East as

elsewhere, at imp 1

,. I. t'mes from n iimi^hi on-

ward; and th 4 rMi.imi of Mk l-l
1'-'

1

<!<<- not

suggest that there was an interval of anything
like three hours between the first cock-crowing
and the second. The probability i< that Jesus
meant no more than this. \_\\\\\ before Peter him-
self had twice heard the cock crow he should
thrice have been guilty of his great denial. And
if we accept St. Mark's narrative as embodying
Peter's own account of the incident, it will seem
natural that the disciple to whom the warning
was directly addressed, and on whom it would
make the deepest impression, should distinguish
between two separate cock-crowings where others

thought only of the last.

There is no mention of the cock in the Mosaic
law, and the supposed allusion to the breed in 1 K
423 (Qnm3, translated * fatted fowls' both in AV
and RV) is very doubtful. It may be that Solomon
had imported these birds from the East ; but, on
the other hand, the fact that in the Talnradical
literature the cock is always called by the name
tarneg&l (Vians), suggests rather that it was intro-

duced into Palestine from Babylonia.* But while
the domestic fowl was quite familiar to the Jews
of our Lord's time, both the Mishna and the
Midrash state that, so long as the Temple stood,
the breeding or keeping of cocks in Jerusalem was
forbidden, on the ground that by -< u 'i"i! r

- r\ 'li

earth they dug up unclean thing- ,!i i- -!( jul.nu'

the contagion of Levitical uncleanness, and even

contaminating the sacrifices of the altar. On
this ground exception has sometimes been taken,
especially from Jewish sources, to the statements
of the Evangelists as to the crowing of the cock in

Jerusalem on the night before the crucifixion. But
if such an ordinance existed, it is very unlikely
that it could be strictly enforced in a city like

Jerusalem, with a large and mixed population.
In particular, we must remember that cock-fighting
was one of the favourite sports of the Romans;
and the Roman soldiers of the garrison would con-
cern themselves very little about any Jewish pro-
hibition of this kind,

r ITKRATI RK - Gnmm-ThayiT, Lexicon, 8V. > ex<rop6$eavf ;

Smith s Tsat -End Diet, s i "A ipilia* , Mc\ cr's Commentary on

Matthew; Lan^e'h Isife or Chufit, Andrews Life of our Lord
upon the Earth, p. 521 ; h'nci/c Ihbl and Jewish Encyclo-
pedia, articles 'Cock* and 'T)a\\ Hastinpfl' DB, articles
' Cock ' and '

Time,
1

cf Extra VoL p. 477 f.

J. C. LAMBERT,
COINS. See MONEY.

COLT. See ANIMALS, p. 63a, and ENTRY INTO
JERUSALEM.
* A reference to the cock is found by some scholars- in Pr 3081

(EV *

greyhound'), where the vrT (zarzir) of MT is rendered*

bv the LXX oA**np; similarly Aquila and Theodotion, the

Ewhifcta ('AbhakhS) and the Vulgate (gallu&).

COMFORT. The English word 'comfort' means
being made strong together. The idea seems to be
that sorrow weakens or shatters the whole system
of the afflicted man, and that the dispelling of his

grief braces him up anew. The sore is not merely
plastered over or covered with a surface skin, but
healed, so that the sufferer becomes as vigorous as
before. Such is, indeed, the comfort imparted by
Christ. In connexion therewith the words trapa-
/caX^w and dapfffa, or Gappeu, are both employed.
In NT 'beseech,' 'entreat,' 'exhort

5

are all used
as equivalents for TrapcwcaX^a?, while xapa/cX^cris is

most frequently rendered '

consolation
'

*m AV, and
0apo-eu or Qapptu (the former in imperat. only) is

commonly translated s to be of good cheer.' But
both irapcLKoXtw and irapdKXycris are occasionally
rendered * comfort '

in AV (e.g. Mt 54
,
2 Cor I

3
),

while in RV * comfort ' has usually been substituted
for

' consolation
'
of AV in the rendering of the

noun. In three places (Mt 9s2, Mk 1049, Lk S48 )

AV rendeis ddpo-ei *Be of good comfort.' In the
first two RV substitutes 'Be of good cheer,

3 and
in the last drops Bdpo-et. from the text. In Jn,

irapdK\i)Tos, which occurs four times (14
16< 2b 1526 167),

always appears in EV as the Comforter.'
While the mission of Christ was mainly to save

men from their sins, it was also His purpose to

bring them true relief from their troubles. In His
sermon at Nazareth (Lk 416"27

) He applied to Him-
self IV ].io[.h<( v of Isaiah (61

1"3
), which tells that

the M< -M,I|I v M- 'to comfort all that mourn.' He
would indeed have failed to fulfil the Messianic

expectation if He had not set Himself, alike by
His person, His gospel, and His work, to heal the
broken in heart and to comfort the people of God's
choice (cf. Is 401

). Among pious Jews the phrase
had become a holy oath, Ita videam con,solationem,
etc. (Alford on Lk 2s5

). Thus Simeon is said to

have been '

looking for the consolation of Israel'

(loc. cit.) 9 where TrctpckX^cnj/ has almost a personal
import as though equivalent to rov X/H<rrdj> Kvpiov.
The whole gospel of Jesus Christ is therefore one
of good tidings to the afflicted, the destitute, the

oppressed. The removal of the cause of woe in-

volves the furtherance of the cure of woe. In
answer to the Baptist's question, Jesus named, as
one of the signs that He was 6 'E/^/^os, 'the

poor hav
1 ' *"" '

i _
;
reached to them '

(etayyeXL-

tovTai). \.-..-. , \ i the very forefront of His

programme as announced in the Sermon on the

Mount, Christ gave the beatitude of comfort to
the mourners (Mt 54). As the Revealer of the

Father, moreover, He was bound to make comfort
one of the mo^t prominent feature-* of His ministry,
not less in action than in vord. The Fatherly
pity (Ps 103") and the Motherly landerm**** (l"s

6613
) of the All-merciful must be set forth by the

Son of God, if, looking on Him and^ listening to

Him, men were to be able to see the image and to

hearken to the voice o God.
Christ is well fitted to afford comfort not only

by His Divine knowledge of our deepest needs and
01 what best meets these needs, but by His own
human experience of affliction and woe. The
Man of Sorrows, the One acquainted with grief,
as well as the God of all comfort, He can appre-
ciate the necessity of consolation as well as apply
the consolation that is availing. Having suffered

in temptation, He is able to succour tnem that

are tempted (He 218). The pangs of Him who
'himself bare our sicknesses

*
fitted Him for being

the true Physician for the wounded in heart.

Through His own weariness He has won multi-

tudes of the heavy-laden to come to Him for

rest.* The exceeding sorrow even unto death of

His own soul as He took the cup from His
* In Expos Times, viii 239 and x. 48, Nestle shows t&afc rest

and comfort are almost identical for Semitic leeEn^'
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Father's hand that He might taste death for

every man, has made Him able to give ease
and peace to His people in the valley of the

shadow. One of the occasions when comfort is

most needed is bereavement- and perhaps the
tears of Jesus at the tomb of Lazarus (Jn IP5

}

have been as potent to solace the stricken as His
word to the widow of Nam, c

Weep not
'

(Lk 7 J3
)

When upon the cross He commended to one
another's care and sympathy the Virgin JMothei

and the b
* "* "" * * s '

Woman, behold thy son '
'

Behold 1926 * 27
), we see how truly

Christ entered into the heart of the afflicted

children of men.
Christ's dealing with His own chosen followers

was one of special tenderness in their hour of

sorrow. He knew that while on the whole His

departure was expedient for them, yet it would
be a terrible wrench, and expose them to bitter

P'-"nri'j-i He therefore consoled them when
sorrow tilled their heart by

""
,

* m that He
would not leave them orphar , , ,

AY *

corn-

foitlessV KV '

desolate'). After His ascension He
would be nearer to them in spiritual presence than
when with them in the flesh (Jn 1418

"2
s cf. Mt 2S20 ).

By rising from the dead He would be Victor over
the world in its direst and fiercest assault, and
if they shared with Him the world's hate they
would also share His triumph. The discourse

(Jn 14-16} which began,
c Let not your heart be

troubled : ye believe in God, believe also in me/
fitly ended,

* In the world ye shall have tribulation *

but be of good cheer; I have overcome the world,*

The idea of future compensation for present

sufferings is not wanting in the 'consolation in

Christ.' In His Father's House are many man-
sions on entering which He goes to prepare a place
for His disciples, where they shall both behold, and
"be partakers of, His glory (Jn 142 1722

"24
). The

same idea of a compensating
*

weight of glory
3

for
*

light affliction which is but fora moment' (2 Co
417

) is involved in the ^arable where Abraham says
of Lazarus,

' Now he is comforted
'

(Lk 1625
). yn

the other hand, those who are now satisfied with
their riches and have no hunger fo* 'i^'iicoii^-

ness, the men of the world who have i V i ]>* nri
in this life, 'have received their consolation'

(Lk 6s4
*).

See also following article.

ARTHUR POLLOK SYM.
COMFORTER (fl-aptf/cA^ror). A term applied to

Christ in RVm of 1 Jn 2 1

, and four times (Jn 1416- 26

1526 167) to the Holy ^
" '

FJF the meaning of

the original and the !> . I.I source from which
St. John derived it, see art.

4 Paraclete
'

in Hast-

ings
1 DB ill 665-668. The active sense is con-

fined to ecclesiastical usage, and may have been

emphasized bj translators, from H-. appiopiiato-
ness to the circumstances amidst u Inch the \\onl

first occurs in Jn 1416 ; bqt the passive sense may
still be traced in relation to the Father and the

Son, the Spirit being called and sent by Them to

the help of men, as well as for the ii;n ;><-< <>f

witnessing for God at the tribunal of ili<> 'liuinmi

reason (Jn 1528
). The English term is, however,

quite inadequate. Whilst there is a suggestion
of actual consolation in Jn 1416, the principal
points of Sf John's teaching are that the mission
of tho Spint is contingent upon the departure of

Christ (Jn I67), i=> thenceforward continuous and
permanent (Jn 1416), and includes functions in re-

gard to both classes of men, the disciples and * the
world.' The latter He will convict (Jn 168

"11
) in

respect of the three decisive matters of sin, right-
eousness, and judgment. "With still a significant

preference for words of an intellectual bearing,
He will continue and complete the instruction

begun by Christ (Jn 1426}, and guide the disciples

c mto all the truth' (Jn 16 13
). See art. HOLY

SPIRIT. The predominant cast of these phrases,
almost all pointing to mental processes, is in itself

a sufficient evidence of the unfitness of the term
'

Comforter,' for which ' Paraclete
'

(wh. see) might
with advantage be substituted.

- E W Moss.
COMING AGAIN, Though He had appeared m

the world to found the kingdom of God and fulfil

the Messianic hope in its true spiritual meaning
[see ADVENT], Jesus repeatedly gave it to be
understood that the object of His mission would
not be perfectly attained in that first coming
among men Theie was to be a break m His
visible connexion with eaithly afians (Mt 16ai

) ;

He would depait for a time (Jn 1419 16 7
) ; but He

pionused that He would come again to continue
His work and cany it on to complete fulfilment.

As the clouds of danger gathered, and a violent

death loomed in view, He began to speak with

giowmg frequency of a marvellous and tiiumphant
retmn, in which His living presence and power
would be gloriously revealed. His sayings on this

subject, however, are not always easy to inter-

pi et ; they do not all refer to the same event; we
find m them tiaces of His having in His mind
more than one coming, and, in several cases, it is

only by a caieful study of the context that we can
discover to which coming His words were meant to

point
The comings of which Jesus spoke from time to

time may be ih-cin unified as follows :

1. His coming ,moi ili*> death to make patent
to the disciples His continued and exalted life,

and thereby to establish their faith in Him as their

(iu'i-lixmi; Loid, He predicted a meeting with
iiu'in in dalilio (Mt 26s*2

, Mk 1428), and indicated
that though foi a little while they should not see

Him, yet after a little while again they should see
Him

(
Jn 14 1616

).

2. His coming to enter into fellowship with the

disciples in a closer spiritual reunion. As the
Kisen One, He was to return to them and abide
with them . T\ r-ir^;, n^miFi -liii His

presence th >

i^ I*. , ,i!i(>jm or .null,
and guiding, Beaching, sustaining them by His
gracious working in their hearts (14

16* 17 1526 1614
).

It would appear that in this sense Jesus regarded
His coming again as a vital experience, to be
shared by all believeis in all afi< i ;< -urn lion-,
thus foreshadowing His abiding jut-Mio

1

ilnoiyh
the Spirit in the Christian Church.

3. His coining to remove the disciples from their
toils and struggles on earth, and take them to the

place He would prepare for them in His Father's
house (Jn 142- s

), that where He was they might be
also.

& His coming at the great crises of history to

bring to their disastrous issues the sins of societies,

nations, and religious institutions, and to vindi-
cate His power over all the corrupt agencies in the
world that oppose His truth. In the solemn dis-

course on the future recorded in Mt 24 and Mk 13,
there are certain passages which, as usually inter-

pi etod, <omey iho iin|>io^inri that the destruction
of Jom-alern and iiio Uill 01 the Jewish State was
one such momentous crisis that Jesus had par-
ticularly in view (Mt 24 15'22 82-3

*. Mk IS14
"23- *> *

;

cf. Lk 1941
'

21*- 3"-* " 2328'30
), although His words

may be recognized as covering also all other
marked epochs m history, in which His triumphant
glory and the impotence of all the world-powers
that come into conflict with Him are made clear.

The course of events which was to culminate in
the ruin of Jerusalem was to be the first startling
revelation of His idctorious energy in asserting
His supremacy in the affairs of men and nations ;

and this is apparently suggested, in vivid figura-
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ti\ c l.i nj u.'ifje by the statement to the high priest,
* iri"'iOM'i -from this time onwaid 'ye shall

see the Son of Man sitting at the right hand of

power, and coming m the clouds of heaven
3

(Mt
2664

), as if a piocess of judicial and retributive

manifestations of Hib powei in human history
would then begin

5. His final coming at the end of the dispensa-
tion He had mauguiated, to sit in judgment over
all classes and nations of men, to apportion their

meat and dement, decide their destinies, over-

throw all evil, and bung the kingdom ot God to

its supreme timmph and glory This final and
most decisive coming \vhich \\ill be more fully
discussed undei PAROUSIA is described in terms
that betoken the appliance of Jesus in august
splendour and irresistible authority. He is to

come in the gloiy ot His Father with His angels,
and reward every man according to his woiks (Mt
16-7 ) ; seated on the tin one of His glory, He is to

gather befoie Him all nations, and separate them
one fiom anothei as a shepherd divides His sheep
from the goats (Mt *25

3L J
-) That is to be the Last

Day, the termination of the existing order ot

things, when all pietences will be exposed, obsti-

nate unbelief and ,t _"
"- 1

-,
-- punished, and faith-

fulness ciowned "
i i *- al leward.

That these seveial comings \\ ere present to the
mind of Jesus, seems sufficiently evident when His
recorded utterances are duly \\cighod We may
assume * T ** *^- v -"-v^

regaided by Him as the
forms of , , / which, in the future, He
M ould give proof of His living presence and conquer-
ing power. They were the varying stages in the

development, after His death, of His victorious
woik foi the establishment of righteousness and
the destruction of evil. Hence they could all be
conceived and predicted under one name ; but, as

Beyschlag remarks, under the conditions of pro-

phecy, each stage was not seen as something apart ;

they were felt and described a> -o m, ( n\ phases
of the whole, <-i< M>idm_r to the -Hjr^-ndn of the
moment (NT I h hi \ 2i>2i On that account there
is discernible in the predictions of Jesus an occa-
sional blending of one coming with another ; at
least in the reports furnished by the Evangelists
it does not always distinctly appear to what pre-
cise form of His future manifestation His words

apply. Probably in the consciousness of Jesus all

His future comings were wrapped up, as in a seed,
in the thought of His spiritual coming, His coming
in the fiilness of His spiritual life and power, as
an effective and abiding force on the side of God,
to act on the hearts and lives of His faithful fol-

lowers, and also on the general life of the world.
This view makes His several comings fall into
line <^ pluiN<jx or stages of a continuous process, m
which *<unoiimc-> through the quickened vitality
of His Church, sometime^ through the catastrophic
action of the moral lav- and forces which lie

behind the movements of human society, His in-

vincible operation should be revealed, until the
final consummation is reached in the sovereign
manifestation of His authority and glory at the
end of the age.

It has been suggestively shown by Wendt
(Teaching of Jesus, vol 11. 297, 305) that it is on
the utterances of Jesus regarding His spiritual

coming in the hearts of believer^ that the Fourth

Gospel lays the principal and almost exclusive
|

stress ; ancl probably it is in the light of Jesus'

predictions of this spiritual or dynamical coming
that we are to find the clue to uhat He meant in

His sayings respecting the historical coming or

comings, and the great apocalyptic coming, which
the Synoptics report with special fulness and
detail. The coming again of Jesus may thns be
conceived as a series of manifestations of His

living piesence and activity in the world, cul-

minating in a ilo'iou- , liumph at the Last Day,
when He shall -n j.- -Ju-j-c ot all.

G. M'HABDY.
COMING- TO CHRIST. Under this heading we

bung together a number of
"

sayings
ot Jesus, most ot them in the i

,

;. which
e\piess at once His widest invitation to men and
His stiongest claims upon them Outside these
theie is a much larger gioup of passages, occurring
in all the Gospelb, many ot AV Inch are intimately
connected \\irh the inner group. The expiession
thus frequently occurring, and used in the few
passages hrst mentioned to convey the deepest
truths of the gospel, is based on the e\eiyday
events of our Lord's ministry and of ordinary life.

In its literal meaning it occurs constantly through-
out the Gospel narrative. We may heie disregard
this widest class of passages, which speak of the
multitudes who, fiom very vanous motives, 'came
to Christ' to see and to hear Him, and fix our
attention on those which ha\ e a moi - ' T " *

s

T

significance. The latter, bearing
PMH ',L'M,ui<"! of the Kingdom of God anil on the
to'iuii IDH- of membership m it, are of supreme
mipoitance.

The constructions used m these groups of passages may here
be noticed. In nearly all of them \\e have the simple veib
ip%ofMu followed bj rpo; with the accusative. In Mb 1128 we
have the interactional adierb oevrz with T/JO? and the accusa-
tive In the kindred passage, He 725, the compound rpotrip-
XOU.M occuis with the dative In a closely alii- d irr>",p or

passages, \vhich\\e shall have occasion to notice M ri / ja.i

is followed byjr/tmt and the genitive. The call to the earliest

dibcipleb is 2>euT OTHTU fj,av (Mt 4-^, Mk l^?). In some passages
(Mt 162* 1914, jn 540 644 ; Cf. 7^4 3b sat 1333) the aonst ottpxfutt
is used, the 'coming' being regarded as complete, while in
others the use of the present indicates that the *

coming' is

thought of as in progress <cf Westcott on Jn 644) In Jn 637*

vi&i with -rp6s and the accusative signifies arrival, attainment.
In many passages of the second group, some of which will be
used m illustration of the subject, we have the fact of the
coming without the use of any of the phrases here men-
tioned.

Among the crowds who flocked to Jesus were
many who came, or who were brought by their

friends, because of some special need. Blind and
deaf and dumb came to have their lost senses
restored (Mt 932ff- 20aw>-, Mk T32^, Jn 9lflr- et al).
Lepers cried to Him for cleansing (Mt 8m [f Lk
17 12ff

). The lame and Uio, j^l-icd <ame, 01 were
brought, to Him for T<ne\\ril of i licit noner- (Mt
92ff

i|
Jn 5*2ff-). More llian onte tlic friends- of the

dying or the dead came beseeching Him to give
them back their loved ones from the grasp of
death (Mt 918ff-

H Jn ll lflr

-}. Obviously this 'com-
ing

' was in most cases much more than a mere
i

livMcal fact. The whole motive does not in all

(.{i-(^ 1 10 open to us, but in many we know, and in
others there is no room for doubt, that there was
behind the corning an attraction of His person, a
perception of and faith in His power to bless, a
confidence in His mercy and grace, apart from
which even the most needy would not have been
moved to come to Him. This is in some instances

conspicuously clear, and is recognized by Jesus
with joy. Thus the * faith

J
of the centurion (Mt

85ff
-) is declared to be greater than any He had

found in IsraeL For her *

great faith
3 the prayer

of the Syro-Phoenician woman is granted (Mt
IS22*-). The latter is one of many cases in which
the faith of those who came to Him was tested by
Jesms before He complied with their request (cfl

Mt 9s8, "Jn 4^, and many others). This testing of

faith shows the spiritual significance of the inci-

dents, even where the blessmg craved and granted,
looked at merely from the outside, is purely
physical. This is still more the case where the
need which brought men to Chnst was not physical,
but moral or spiiitual, e q. Nicodemus to some
extent (Jn 3), Zacchseus the chief publican (Lk
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192fft
), the woman who was a sinner (Lk 786ff

*), and

many others.

From these cases we pass by an easy transi-

tion to the higher level of meaning of the phrase
*
coming to Christ.* The passages in which this

occurs are entirely words of Jesus. He calls men
to come to Him. For the most part His call is

dial of pj<l >u-, loving invitation. But the con-

domrui'MM of llio Jews "because they would not

come to Him (Jn 540
; cf. Mt 22s, Jri 169

) shows
that under the gracipusness of the invitation there
lies the assertion of a

]
inmovi claim. These

are two aspects of (
'

'

- rj'
!

l \.hich it may be
well to consider to some extent apart. Experi-
n\ 'iiH^x il \ in 1

. , always go together.
In 31- II'-

"

\\o have the great call of Jesus to

those who ' labour and are heavy laden,' with its

promise of *
rest.' These verses bear a likeness to

several passages of the OT, especially to Jer 616

* Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the ways and
see, and ask for the old paths, where is the good
way, and walk therein, and ye shall find rest for

your souls.
9 But the Heb. word jprffi 'rest,' is

rendeied in the LXX not by avAirava-iv, the word
used in Mt II39 (cf. draTraikroj, v. 28), but by ayvta-^v

(or dyiacr/Kfr). Some have thought that there is

here an echo of the words of Jesus ben Sira (Sir
@24f.

ssf.
5123-27), wftk whicn our J^oxd. was probably

familiar (see Expositor's Greek Testament, in loco).

But the words of Christ, in the greatness of the
call and of the promise, and in the connexion of

both with His own person, go far beyond those of

Ben Sira or anything which we find in the canoni-
cal books of the OT. The call is probably ad-
dressed in the first instance to those \\ Vi. " ;T

I/
tinder 'the yoke of the law,' which jii'ii-'iii iinii 01

Rabbinic teaching and Pharisaic tVmal --n I;, "I

made intolerable, had no hope of rest for their
souls. But it goes beyond that, as the whole

ministry of Christ shows, to all those on whom
the burdens of life press heavily, and especially to
those who are being l>orne down by the weight of
sin. To all Christ offers

'

rest,' a ceasing from the

crushing weight arid fiom the hopeless toil, an
inward, satNtyinjj pence
The words of Jesus in Jn V37 (cf. 6s5

) are even

greater than those just considered. Under the
natural figure of * thirst* and the companion figure
of Miunjroi/ He speaks of the deepest needs and
longings of the soul of man not those which are

passing and accidental, but those which are essen-
tial and permanent, above all, the need of God
and promises to all who come to Him a perfect
and abiding satisfaction. They should not only
themselves T)e satisfied, but by the *

receiving
'

of
the Holy Spirit should become sources of blessing
to others.
To these two great promises we may add the

words of Jesus in Jn 540
, which imply, under the

condemnation of those who would not come to

Him, a promise of 'life' to those who do come.
This evidently means a life other than that which
they already had, a life in union with God as con-
trasted with their life apart from Him, a life in
whose abundance man finds perfect satisfaction
and the purpose of God is realized, a life which is

eternal. Into the enjoyment of this life he who
* cometh to Christ* enters at once, but its full

realization belongs to the future.
The supreme promise of Christ, embracing and

transcending all others, is implied hi Jn 14* ' No
man cometh to the Father but by me, J Access to

God, fellowship with Him, are dependent on com-
ing to Christ, and are promised to all who come to
Him (cf. Jn G37*).
We infer from our study of the passages cited,

that, on one side,
*

coming to Christ '

is practically
synonymous with faith in Him. It is the active

movement of the soul towards Christ. More than
once * cometh ' and ' believeth

} occur as parallel, if

not virtually >ynonyinou. expressions (cf. Jn 63S

j37f.^ 'The iii*>i word piesents faith in doed as

active and outward, the second presents faith in

thought as resting and inward' (Westcott on Jn
635

). The '

coming
'

is the response of the soul in

its natural cravings, in its need, in its sin, to the
call of Christ. It is its recognition in act, the act

of trust, of His readiness to receive and His

power to bless.

This, however, is only one side of the meaning
of the phrase. There is another which is

largely-
overlooked, perhaps because it does not immedi-

ately appeal to man's sense of need.

Christ's condemnation of the unbelieving Jews
(Jn 540 ) has already been mentioned. This implies
that man's destiny depends on his attitude to

Christ. In Lk 646ff- this is still more clearly
stated. *

Coming,' the first movement of the soul

to Christ, is associated with, and derives spiritual
and permanent value from, hearing and doing the
words of Christ. The mere lip acknowledgment
of Him is nothing, or worse than nothing, for it

brings disaster ; the heart acknowledgment, issu-

ing in obedience, is everything. This is stated
even more strongly in Lk 1426 * If any man cometh
unto me, and hateth not his own father, and
mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and
sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my
disciple.' The next verse carries us a step further,
from the 't-nsi-i" (>' to the *

coming after,' from
the negate lia: IM/' or renunciation to the posi-
tive *

bearing
'

or *

taking up
' of the cross (c Mt

1624, Mk 834, Xk 923
). These are Christ's conditions

of disciple<hip, stringent, at first sight even re-

pulsive. Alt JO'7 may be compared with Lk 1426,
not as toning down the demands of Christ, but as

helping us to understand them. He claims to be
the first, and in a profound sense the only object
of man's affection and devotion. None other shall

stand before Him, none other beside Him. There
is here no condemnation, no abrogation of the
claims of human a lied ion, which are Divine in
their origin, and have been strengthened and
beautified under the influence of Christ. But
there is a demand that these shall stand aside,
shall be put aside ruthlessly and with the heart's
whole passion, so far as they come into conflict or

rivalry with the claims of Christ. The 'great

possessions'
of the rich xoimjr nil- 1 MOO-! between

him and Christ. Fatbri HIM! iruili- 1

, wife and
child, do the same with oihers. li so,

* he cannot
be my disciple.' Further, Christ demands the

taking up of the cross ; that is, not the acceptance
of trials, often trifling trials, as they come to us,
to which in common use this great word has been
reduced, but the readiness, for His sake, to follow
Him to shame and to death.

While, then, 'coming to Christ '

means, on the
one hand, faith in Him, a movement of the soul
to Him for the acceptance of the blessings He
offers, it means, on the other hand, no less clearly
an absolute surrender of the soul, of the whole
man to Him. This aspect of the truth already
emerges in Mt ll-gff- * Take my yoke upon you, and
learn of me. . . . For my yoke is easy, and my
burden is light.* This involves the recognition of
Him as 'Lord,' a whole-hearted obedience, an
absolute surrender in which nothing, not even the
dearest object of earthly affection, shall weigh
with us against Him, a readiness to suffer shame
and death for His sake. This is to ' come to him '

in the fullest sense, to come ' to
'
in order to coming

'after' ; this is to become His disciple. It seems
harsh and repellent : it is not really so. It is the
detachment from the lower in order to attachment
to the higher. It is jthe weaning, it may be the
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wrenching, of the soul from all else, that it may
be united to God. There is no other way to the

highest good.
The call of Christ, whether it be regarded as an

invitation or as a claim, raises in an acute form the

question of His Person. Its bon'ing
1 on this can

only be indicated, not fully di^u^ed, in this
article. Christ's call is, on the one hand, a uni-
versal call. The 'all ye

3

of Mt II28 has no limits
of space or time within the limits of human per-
sonality and need. It is the gospel for all men of
all times and of all lands. It is the keynote of
the whole NT and of all evangel!' ,il thought and
preaching. On the other hand, Olm-L - call is an
exclusive call. It is

* Come unto me,' shutting out
all other teachers or saviours. He professes to be
able to satisfy all human need, even the deepest
that of the consciousness of sin. He claims to be
the only object of affection and obedience. He
declares Himself the only way to God. Either
His ;'," ",- .rid claims are false and absurd, or
He . MI- i' ( i

1 :"!! a man, more than the greatest
among the great, than the best among the good.
If

we^admit His claims and they find the fullest

justification in the history of faith we must
make our confession with St. Peter :

* Thou
art the Christ, the Son of the living God' (Mt
1616

).

_
Another question, the full discussion of which

lies beyond the scope of this article, must be
mentioned. The movement of the soul to Christ
does ' with itself. Jesus traces it to
the -

-
-, the Father (Jn 6***- ; cf. Jn 1232).

In this we have a suggestion of the doctrine of the
Holy Spirit. But it is obvious that this involves
neither compulsion on the one hand nor lessening
of human responsibility on the other. A man's
coming to Christ, under the Divine influence, is a
voluntary surrender. A man's refusal to come is

and will be just ground of condemnation.
It remains only to point out the harmony of the

rest of the NT with the teaching of Christ in the

Gospels in respect of our subject. The phrase
'coming to Christ

5

belongs, it is true, almost ex-

clusively to the Gospels, and is found in its highest
meaning mainly in that of St. John (but see 1 P 24

,

Kev 22", and cf. He 7s5). But all the NT is Christo-

centric, and implies a call to men to come to
Christ. * In none other is there salvation : for
neither is there any other name under heaven that
is given among men wherein we must be saved*
(Ac 412

), sums up the whole teaching of NT history
and letters. But there is a difference between the

Gospels and the other books which it is important
to notice, not a difference in essential truth, but in
the point of view from which it is presented. In
the Gospels,

* Come unto me '

is the personal call of
Christ as teacher and Lord. In the rest of the
NT the call is to the crucified and ascended Christ.
This is indeed anticipated in the Gospels (e.g. Mt
2028, Jn 1232 et al.), but its full development tefore
the death of Christ would have been premature, if

not impossible. Immediately after the Crucifixion
and Ascension, ho\\c\ 01, these two great historical
facts are placed in the foreground of Apostolic
preaching, e.g. in St. Peter's sermon on the day of
Pentecost (Ac 2), in his remonstrance with the

people after the healing of the lame man (ch. 3), in
the declaration before the Council J5

art
). They

are the central truths of the Pauline arid other
letters: *We preach Christ cruciiied

'

(I Co I23),
* Far l>e it from me to glory, save in the cross of
our Lord Jesus Christ *

(Gal 614
),

' He is able to
save to the uttermost them that draw near to God
through him, seeing he ever liveth to make inter-
cession for them' (He 725, cf. Rev 5* etc.). We
must interpret the invitation and the claim in the

light of the Cross and of the Throne.
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COMMANDMENTS. As commandments (frro\a)
Jesus IUO^M'/I -

(1) the injunctions of the Deca-
logue, (*2) certain other requirements of similar
ethical character laid down in the Law. In one
instance (Mk 105

) the Mosaic regulation for divorce
is quoted as a *

commandment,
' but its temporary

provisional nature is clearly indicated.
' This com-

mandment,' given for a time in view of special
circumstances, is impliciily contrasted with the
true and abiding CVTO\O.L. In the case of a purely
ritual ordinance the term TrpoarfraZev is used (Mt 84,
Mk I44, Lk 5U).

The main passages in which our Lord defines His attitude to
the .Tr'" ,. !"u i - n 1 e . (1) the exposition in the Sermon on
the Mr i M f\l

' "

"I, (2) the criticism of Pharisaic tradition

(Mt ;-
- M . 7- -< <f. also Mt 23); (3) the reply to the rich

young ruler (Mt 1917 21 w im p- T - * r- --
(
A\

t^ dialogue
with the lawyer (Mt "! i Ihe treat-
ment of the Sabbath . i

" '

I -10
1310-16)

will have to be considered under LAW and SABBATH.

It is assumed by Jesus that the commandments
were given directly by God, and as such they are
contrasted with the * traditions of men *

(Mt 156,
Mk 7s 9

). This assumption of their Divine origin
determines His whole attitude towards them. As
ordained by God they are valid for all time and
authoritative ; the keeping of them is the neces-

sary condition of eternal life (Mt 1917
, Mk 1019) ;

men will take rank in the Kingdom of Heaven
according to their obedience to the commandments
(Mb 519

). It is objected to the Pharisees as their
chief offence that they have perverted and overlaid
with tradition the commandments of God (Mt 15a,
Mk 77

).

In view, then, of the Divine origin of the com-
mandments, Jesus accepts them as the eternal

.
f

,,-,
"!' -

. His own ethic is presented not
-I- i but as a truer and more inward

interpretation ot the existing Law. It has been
maintained (most notably in recent times by
Tolstoi) that Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount
enacts an entirely new moral code, five new laws
in contrast to those ordained * in old time.' This,
however, is opposed to His own declaration, *I
came not to destroy but to fulfil/ The authority
which He claims for Himself is not an authority to

originate laws, but to explain more fully in their
Divine intention those already laid down by God.
* It was said to them of old time, I say unto you,*
impli< nn oj.po-if Ion not of the Decalogue and the
new < !n ! i;m <0ili i

,
hi:i of the ancient interpreta-

tion of the Decalogue and the Christian interpreta-
tion. Where the men of old time stopped short
with the letter, Jesus unfolds the inward principle
which must henceforth be accepted as the true aim
of the commandment. * Thou shalt not kill

'

pro-
hibits anger, scorn, contention. * Thou shalt not
commit adultery

' demands chastity of heart as well
as of outward act. The law that forbids false

^wearing requires in the last resort abstinence
from all oaths, and perfect simplicity and truthful-

ness. The case is somewhat difterent with the two
remaining roles which are subjected to criticism

('an eye for an eye,'
f thou.<luili lovetlij neijrliboni

and hate thine enemy'), lleie our Lord indeed

appears to set new laws of His own over against
the imperfect maxims of the ancient morality.
But He is still emphasizing what He conceives to
be the real drift of the Divine legislation, in con-
trast to the false and limited constructions wjiicli

men had placed upon it.

The ethical teaching of Jesus is thus based on th&
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Divinely - given commandments. It claims to be

nothing more than a l

fulfilment,' a reinteipreta-
tion of them in the light of their inward spirit and

purpose. At the same time, they are so trans-
*

"i,
* "

,*

"
."

*

,

* V *

,

as to result in a coae 01 morality \vmcn is lauicauy
new. This is recognized in the Fourth Gospel,
where the originality of the Christian law is

brought into clear prominence (see art. NEW COM-
MAXDMENT). It remains to consider how Jesus,
while accepting the commandments, replaced them
in effect by a new ethic, different in character as
well as v .I:-M ir. ', '1,10 The process by which
He thus 'DM- on >< -i PI MI can be traced, with
sufficient

*" " '

i in the ^ \

:
*

'

(1) The Moiai Law is freec
'

> < ion

with outward ritual. Jesus does not definitely

abrogate the ritual ordinances ('ye ought not to

leave the other undone,
5 Mt 23->iJ

), bus He makes
the distinction plain between these and the higher
obligations, justice, mercy, and faith. He sub-

ordinates the law of the Sabbath to the require-
ments of duty and humanity (Mk 2s7

, Lk 69 1315- 16
) ;

He confronts the formal piety of His time with the
Divine demand as stated by Hosea :

e I will have

mercy and not sacrifice
'

(Mt 913 127 ) ; He challenges
the whole system of rules concerning meat and
drink by His great principle,

* that which cometh
out, not that which goeth in, defileth a man' (Mt
15U, Mk 7 15

). T T

'i- :!!,< ii-l- applied to its full

extent, meant i i"s ahmi' i'vi "f the Levitical law.

(2) In a similar manner the traditions
' which

had gathered around the Law and obscured its

genuine meaning are swept away. The ethical

teaching of Jesus is directed, in the first place,
to restoring the commandments to their original

simplicity and purity In the glosses and corol-

laries with which Pharisaic ingenuity had overlaid

them, He sees an attempt to narro\v the scope and
weaken the full stringency of the Divine law. He
instances the casuistry which made it possible to

evade a strict obedience to the command, * Honour
thy father and mother' (Mt 155- 6

, Mk 710
'13

). As
against such trifling with the law of God, He
insists on an honest acceptance of it in its plain
and literal meaning. The ten thousand command-
ments into which the Decalogue had been divided
and subdivided are to give place again to the

simple ten.

(3) Not only is the Moral Law restored to its

original purity, but it is simplified still further.

While accepting the commandments as all given
by God, Jesus recognizes that they are of different

i swl e- o f importancc When the young ruler asked
Hun which ot theni were life-giving, He singles
vout the more distinctively ethical :

e Do not commit

adultery, do not kill, do not steal, do not bear
-false witness, defraud not, honour thy father and
mother' (Mk 1018- 19

, Mt 1918* 19
, Lk 1820

). So the

question of the lawyer,
* Which is the great com-

mandment?' is admitted by Jesus to be a just one.
It is significant that in His answer to it He does
not quote from the Decalogue itself, but from Dt
65 and Lv 1918. He thus indicates that it is not the
formal enactments which, are sacred and binding,
but the ^rand principles that lie behind them.
Those '-living-. exii<incoiii to the Decalogue, which
yet lay bare us o^ential meaning, are 'greater'
than any of the set commandments.

(4) The two requirements thus singled out are
declared to be not only the greatest, "but the sum
and substance of all the others-. The Law in its

multiplicity runs back to the two root-demands of
lo\ c to God and love to men. Of these two, Jesus
insists on the former as ' the first and great com-
mandment/ The duty of love to God is at once
the highest duty required of man, and that which
determines the right performance of all the rest.

In this sense we must explain the words that fol-

low :
c The second is like to it

'

(Mt 2237-39
, Mk

12-9-31). j-j-g
< likeness

'

does not consist merely m
its similar largeness of scope or in its similar

emphasis on love, but in its essential identity with
the other commandment. The love to man which
it demands is the outward expression, the evidence
and effect of love to God (ct. Gal 56 e Faith that
worketh by love

'

; 1 Jn 420 e He that lovetli not his

brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God
whom he hath not seen 9

'). Thus in our Lord's

summary of the Law we have more than a resolu-

tion of the Ten Commandments into two, corre-

sponding broadly to the two divisions of the Deca-

logue. We have a clear indication that even those
two are ultimately reducible to one.

(5) In this 'summary' the Moral Law, however

simplified and purified, is still presented under the
form of outward enactment. The early Catholic
Church so accepted it, and set the nova lex imposed
by Jesus on a similar footing with the Law of

Moses. Jesus Himself, however, passed wholly
beyond the idea of an outward statutory law. His
demand is for an inward disposition so attempered
to the will of God that it yields a spontaneous
obedience. This demand is implicit in the * sum-
mary,

3 couched though it is in the terms of formal
enactment. It says nothing of particular moral
actions, and insists solely on love, the inward frame
of mind in which all right conduct has its source
and motive '

\ ^oo-l man out of the good treasure
of his hears II T !M_.M ;

I forth that which is good'
(Lk C45 ) ;

*
Jbither make the tree good and his fruit

good, or else make the tree corrupt and his fruit

corrupt
'

(Mt 12a3
). The ultimate aim of pur Lord's

ethi( i
"l '-V'

1

!

-

*

'o produce a morality which
will i :-v i outward ordinance, and arise

spontaneously on I, of the pure heart.
Thus the Docalogue. which in appearance is only

revised and expounded is virtually superseded by
Christ. He bases morality on a new

principle of
inward harmony with God's will, and aiscards the
whole idea involved in the term f commandment.'
It follows that in three essential respects His ethic
differs from that which found :

i
i i r \ \

. ,

'

, i

in the Decalogue, (a) Its derii.',',- ,>
|

-i. . :,-.

dMiujruNhed from ihe old s> <
j_

-'ii'i :oi v

rulo The TijibhinuHl precept, 'Do not to another
what would be painful to yourself,' is adopted with
a simple change that alters its whole character
(Mt 712

). Where there is an inward impulse to

goodness, it will manifest itself in active love
towards men, in positive obedience to the will of
God. (b) The ethic of Jesus makes an absolute
demand in contrast to the limited TPMUU mem- of
the ancient Law. The chief purpose <>j iho c \po-i-
tion in the Sermon on the Mount is to illustrate
and enforce this difference.

e
I say unto you, Re-

frain not only from the forbidden act, but from
evil looks and thoughts. Obey the Moral Law
without condition or reservation. Be perfect as

your Father in heaven is perfect
*

(cf. the *

seventy
times seven '

of Mt 1822 ). This absolute demand is
likewise involved in the substitution of an inward
spirit for a statutory law. The moral task is no
longer outwardly prescribed for us, and makes an
infinite claim on our willing obedience, (c) As
opposed to the Decalogue with its hard and fast

rcquiiements, the teaching of Jesus imposes a 'law
of liberty.' The moral life, springing from the
inward disposition, is self-determined Tt possesses
in itself a power of right judgment which makes it

independent of any outward direction. It origin-
ates its own rules of action, and adapts them with
an endless flexibility to all changing circumstances
and times.
Our Lord's 'fulfilment* of the ancient Law has

thus its outcome in a new morality which, cannot
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be separated from His gospel as a whole. What
He demands in the last resort is a change of nature
such as can be eitected only by faith in Him and

possession of His spmt. The ultimate bearing of

His ciiiieism of the commandments is well indi-

cated in the words of Luther .
* Habito Christo

facile condemns leges et omnia recte judicabimus.
Irnnio novos decalogos faciemus, qui clanores erunt

quam Mosis decalou^ bicut facies Chnsti clarior

est quam facies Mo&is." See also ETHICS.
LITERATURE The vanous Commentaries (in their section on

the Sermon on the Mount), e g. Holtzmann (1901), J. Weiss m
Meier's Com (1901): Loisy. Le discows sur i n /'""/

(1903),
~ W

(1904) [. , . 903),
Weizsac ,' <

"
5ff ;

Pfleider Die
i n '>'t" M"'''0 2.>-69, il

" '

_ - i,' , l)i* \Y a- Chusteiununui, 4E>n. , iruue,
'-

"
346 ff , Holtzmann, Neutest Theologie (1897),

I
- maybe added Tolstoi's My Rehgton, and The

Spirit of
"'

-
"" *

also books of popular or homiletical

characte-, -
,

-
I Commandments of Jesus ; Gore,

Sermon o)i the Mount , Dykes, Manifesto of the King.
E. F. SCOTT.

COMMERCE. See TRADE AND COMMERCE,

COMMISSION. Christ's la&t recorded words to

His disciples, as contained in Matthew's Gospel,
are weighted with the impressiveness befitting
such an occasion. They contain a commission,
which focusses the duty of professed followers
with regard to His own Person and Work. All
four T\ ,i u< li > Live this Commission in one form
oranu, 1

!-:
v
Mi ->

-

, Mkl61

f
ff*

5
Lk2446-49

3 JnSO21 - 23
).

Without discussing the critical questions raised by
these pas&ages, what follows is based on their his-

toricity, as that has been held by the Christian
Church.*
On two other occasions our Lord foimally com-

missioned His Apostles. First, the Twelve were
sent forth on a trial mission (Mt 105* 6

, Lk 9lff
-)*

That mission was limited, both as to _area the
towns and villages of Galilee and to objects the
lost sheep of the house of Israel. It aimed (1) at

preparing the way of the kingdom of heaven,
which our Lord came to found ; and (2) at train-

ing the Apostles themselves in faith and fortitude

for the more responsible work afterwards to de-

volve upon them. Later, seventy disciples were
chosen (Lk 10), and sent also, apparently to

itinerate in Galilee. Their mstiuctions were
similar to those of the Twelve. But, as opposition
had now become more pionouncod greater em-

phasis is laid on it; and ilie brerhren, like cara-

bimen patrols in modern Italy, travelled two and
two. The instructions given to both the Twelve
and the Seventy may be called lesser commissions
in comparison with the great Commission of Mt 28
As these commissions were local, temporary, and
]>iovisional, il is unnecessaiy to do more than
mention iliein except for purposes of comparison
and contrast. A\ ! p. Oil 'in'.-'ver, frhoio IN an

interesting link it v '!
: '- r: JI:K the great Com-

mission. Aiter giving His instructions to the

Twelve, Christ fell into an audible -oliloqu\, and
went on (vv.

16"42
) to speak of the trials, the duties,

arid the supports of those who in subsequent ages
were to carry on His missionary work
That Christ should speak frequently to the

disciples about their futuie work during the forty
days between His resurrection and ascension, is

what might be expected. This accounts for the
various forms under which all four Evangelists
record His Commission. Conditions of time, place,
and circumstances call for fuller, or more con-

* It should be noted, however, that as Mk 169 2& is lacking in
the best MSS, modern scholars are practically unanimous in

holding that these verses did not form a part of the original

Gospel, so that it is doubtful whether they possess any in-

dependent value.

densed,
""

particular statements. Pro-
cesses of condensation, expansion, or

omission ' the subject of conversations
which extended over nearly six weeks, were present
to each writer's consciousness as he penned his
narrative. Giotius, as quoted in Poli, Syn , says
'Uno compendio Matthseus complectitur pise-

cipua capita sermonum quos Christus cuni Apos-
tolis non in monte tantum, sed et Hierosolymis,
antea et post, in ccelum jamjam ascensurus,
Bethanise habuit ' Not-- il

i-
i

j *,
"

^ these condi-

tions, certain es&enti.h i- - o, i \ Commission
coriespond in the Gospels, as the following table

shows .

* All power is given unto me in heaven and on
earth Go ye therefore, and make disciples of

(yuatf^reiVare) all nations, baptizing them into (eh)
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost . teaching them to observe all things
whatsoever I have commanded you : and, lo, I am
with i

' -m unto the end of the world '

(Mt J- I words constitute the charter
of the Christian Church. They define in a solemn,
authoritative, formal manner, the Commission
under which the Apostles and that Church of
which they were representatives were to prosecute
to its consummation the work begun at Christ's

Incarnation. If our Lord gave this Commission
in presence of the five hundred witnesses referred
to by St. Paul in 1 Co 156, we can understand the
remaik of Mb 2816 that f some doubted/ for these
doubters could scarcely at this i!ii<rr bo Miy of the
Eleven. Should this be so, M'I rollo\\<* that the
Lord Himself here committed His formal institu-

tions and commissions to the whole assembled
Church, with the Apostles at her head, just as at
a later day He poured out His Spirit upon the
whole assembled Church. And from this, then,
we argue thai, according to the law of Christ, the

Apostolic office and'tho. Church me not two divided
sections. In the commission to teach and to

bapti/e, the \po-tolical community i& one, a united

Apo*tolale involving the Church, or a united
Church including

1 the Apostles' (Lange, Com. on
M"ii . Edinburgh cd p. 560).

Voculijiiitie- in two of the Syiiopi MX" accounts
are noticeable St. Luke tells how Christ opened
the understanding of His disciples that they might
understand the Scripture testimony to His sufter-

ing and resurrection on the third day. This is the
line which we shoiild expect Christ to take, if, on

any of the occasions when He discussed their

future work with the Eleven, He referred to His
own part. The Divine necessity for His death
would most readily impress itself on their minds
when associated with intimations thereof in. the

Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms.
Mk 1617f-

[a passage that is very early, even if
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not from the pen of St. Mark],* where the promise
of miraculous gifts (crTj/ma) is made, has occasioned

difficulty,
because it seems strange that any of the

Evangelists should have omitted to mention so

great an endowment. On the other hand, the

historicity of these verses is strongly urged by
Calvin on a priori grounds. He argues that the

power of working miracles was essential to the

establishment of the disciples themselves, as well

as necessary for proving the doctrine of the gospel
at its commencement, that the power was possessed

by only a veiy few persons [but cf. v. 17
, where the

power is to belong to them that believe] for the
confirmation of all, and (though not expressly
stated by Christ) granted only for a time.

Turning now to St. Matthew's narrative, as fullest

and most formal, the first noticeable thing is that

the Commission proper is prefaced by our Lord's

claim of universal power ; and concluded with a

promise of His abiding presence The risen and

glorified Christ speaks as Lord a^d Kiig of heaven
and earth, in e

IIM, 'iiii
:'M vof lli-*\i!'i <i hii'iuniiy

and brightness <f H.- ilM'iu\
'

(Lange). His dis-

ciples, having to undertake a superhuman task,

required to be assured that they were backed by
superhuman authority. Nothing but the assui-

ance of such power at their di-jio-jl could nerve
men to attack those -iio'vlioY- of -i:i and Satan
which must be overthrown before the kingdom of

heaven can be established in human hearts.

Meyer defines the power here claimed by Christ as
the 'munus regium Christi without limitation.

3

By the promise
*

And, lo, I am with you alway,
even unto the end of the world,

5

Christ assures His
followers that the universal power possessed by
Himself will be at their disposal when engaged in

doing His work. The mystery of Christ's name
'Eft/wtvov^X God with us, is here fulfilled I in the
fullest sense, as if He, the risen, exalted, all-

powerful head of the Church,
* stretched out His

hand from heaven *

(Calvin). He is present in the
Person of the Holy Spirit (Jn 1416- 2

*) through His
Word (14

25
) and Sacrament (Mt 26s8). This pro-

mise is made to the whole Church in the widest
sense, as well as to the Apostles and all who should
take up their official work in propagating and
pi curving the Christian Church as missionaries
and pa^-ton* Alford says :

* To understand peQ'
1'u.Cjv on ly of the Apostles and their (?) successors, is

to destroy the whole force of these most \v eighty
words. . . . The command is to the Universal
Church, to be performed in the nature of things
by her ministers and teachers, the manner of

appointing whom is not here prescribed, but to be
learnt in the unfoldings of Providence recorded in
the Acts of the Apostles, who by His special ordi-
nance were the founders and first builder-, of that
Church, but whose office, on that very account,
precluded the idea of succession or renewal.'
The Mediatorial Presence is to last unto the end

of the world whether that refer to the end of the
material order here, or the end of the present
moral and spiritual order, for Christ's return will
make all things new. Schaff points out that
*nnto' (fos) 'does not set a term to Christ's pre-
sence, but to His invisible f*),H frmf.oml )iie*<>iu><
which will be exchanged for Hi-? /,v/'>//; w/ </////*/

presence at His last coming.* An important link
between the power and promised presence one
which connects them also with the intervening
Commission is this : The power is placed at the
disposal of, the presence granted to, those alone
who obey the command, Go and disciple the
nations.
The Commission itself is evangelstie, or mis-

*The critical questions connected -with M3c 16-ao will be
found thoroughly discussed in Swetete Qvspel. according to St.
Mark, Macmillan, 1898 pp. xcvi-cv.

siona-; ; T , '"'j'l
J1

i <-ne
"

'/.".
"

bo the
othej

'

. I!,
1
.- :

" } i
m link P these

two -.1^ : i ", I * < ili
1 is threefold Disci-

pling, Baptizing, Instructing. All nations are to
be brought to the obedience of the faith. Their
~iiiii<?irj! - io be sealed and ratified by the sign of

i m 1

;

r

o-[."l Then their instruction is to go on,
i i,r' - '.'-'' baptized scholars in the school of
Christ may reach u to the measure of the stature
of the fulness of Chrisfc.

(1) Go ye therefore and make disciples of (^0-n-

retfcrare) all nations.
' *

Demonstrably, this was not
understood as spoken to the Apostles only, but to
all the brethren

'

(Alford). Go forth out of the
bounds of Israel and disciple the nations, con-
vert them, enrol them as scholars in the school
of Christ St. Mark specifies the means by which
this discipling is to be accomplished

e Preach the

gospel
'

(KTJP^CLTG TO evayytXiov) ; herald the good
news of a crucified, risen, and exalted Saviour.

By the mention of
*
all nations

*

the restriction of
IO5* 6 is now removed : for the middle wall of

partition, that divided Jew from Gentile, was
broken down by Christ's death. Christ's words
give no hint of an answer to lV.it <

L
ue-tion. soon

to disturb the early Church, a Inmi ilit, method
of Gentile admission ; but the principle of their
admission is emphatically laid down. The corre-

sponding words in Mk 1615 'Go ye into all the
world, and preach the gospel to every creature'

(Trdtr?; ry Kriffet), emphasize the universality of the
-! i',' age even more strongly than those

(i Mi !
" All the world is the sphere, every

creature the object, of \ ;!ii :<
1

i-'
"

< fort.

(2)
*

Baptizing them Hi- ( -:i"ii of Christ

being a visible uiim i.ni(\ to be gathered out of
the world until i, MIO itself universal, has its

peculiar rites, by which that visibility is mani-
fested. Besides being channels of Divine grace,
they are seals of Divine favour, and pledges, on
the part of di-ciple-. of obedience to Divine com-
mands. Mapii-m !< The iriitunoix lire Itsignifies
both the bo-ro'Mi! mid the recepiioij of that grace
of God in Christ which brings salvation. It
testifies to the adoption of believers by grafting
into the body of Christ, the washing of regenera-
tion, and the imputation of a new ii<rhtco*ne-
on God's

part. The person baptized, on ilie 01 hei

hand, ratifies by his signature the faith in Christ

through which these blessings are appropriated.A profession of that faith has been required in
all ages of the Church from those of mature years
when seeking admission to her pale. This pro-
fession was manifestly intended by our Lord when
He instituted the lite of Baptism. A minority of
the Christian Church confine the rite to those who
are capable of cherishing and professing such a
personal faith. See art. BAPTISM.
Baptism is 'into' (efc) the name of the triune

God by the authority and unto the authority
of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. The unity in

Trinity of the Godhead is distinctly marked by
the use of the singular rb foofia instead of ret o>6-

nara These words,
* into the name of the Father,

and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost/ have been
used for ages as our formula of Baptism when
admitting candidates into the covenant of Ke-
demption 'into the name,' 'as the expression,
according to the common Scripture use, of the
whole character of God, the sum of the whole
Christian revelation. The knowledge of God as
Father, the spiritual birthright of sonship, the
power and advocacy of the Spirit all these
privileges belong to those who, in the divinely
appointed rite, are incorporated into the Divine
name'

(G.^Milligan
in Expository Times, voL viiL

(3) 'Teaching them to observe all things whatso-
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ever I have commanded you.' The process "begun

before, must be continued after Baptism. Admis-
sion into the Chmch whether visible or invisible

is only the beginning of Christian discipleship

Eternity cannol comploio the process
of learning

what has to be kuo-wn 01 an infinite God, and the
relation of His creatures to Him It is part of the

pastoral duty of the Christian ministry to inculcate

the truth as it is in Jesus, that every member may
be built up into the full manhood of the Author
and Finisher of our faith. The subject-matter of

teaching is the doctrines and precepts of Christ,
which he at the root of Christian faith and
Christian practice. On all the members of His
Church it is incumbent to be dili<>oiit ^cholars in

the school of Christ, learning obedience to His
commandments from those appointed as teachers.

On some of these learners the additional duty rests

of being official expounders of His law teachers in

their turn devoting their lives, as the Apostles
did, to edify the body of Christ.

The place assigned to Word and Sacrament in

the spiritual perspective of this Commission is

well worthy of notice. It portrays the minister
of the gospel in the character of a IIM.< liiir/ iiinpiici
rather than in that of a . *1 -u-i nt
ministry is first a ministry : \\ o -I and then
of the Sacraments. Thus Baptism the Sacra-
ment of regeneration is closely associated with

1'i'w liin;ri
"i"

1

\\ \ } i", . vY 1
.

|l
- i T ord's Supper

i ho Niti.n
'

'i -'
, i- not directly

mentioned, although included among the 'all

things whatsoever I have commanded you.' The
Word must not be exalted at the expense of the

Sacraments, nor the Sacraments at the expense of

the Word. When each is assigned its true place
as a mear nf ,

j

'ie work >" ,vi, '"/ and

edifying, . i ,> His Church by Chrzst, will

most surely prosper.

T 1 1
1 it \ inn -- Th ^sdf- the Cornm. vn loc

,
sec Latham, Risen

M'L i>>i, 27.!fr Dennoi l)mh of Christ, 69 ff
; Expos 6th

Ser v 43, vi. 241
; Expos. Times iv 557, vi. 419. For a clear

statement of the views of those who question the authenticity
of the Comrnibbion, see Harnack, Hi ' /'/) ^ ,n 3 "l 77. -i

sion of Cfiiiithamti/, i 40ff. For t.M 14
p
i-' .< I

' i .-''
TU-1 and M,u-nall in J?'rpi jP*w*\ i

,">ii .''" n i- -- 01

! ChuM! arid Vimi..iipJtobiniion, in i/ //<>',. ! .\ "." ' I ;

JD. A. MACKINNON.
COMMON LIFE. The teaching of our Lord upon

this subject is no more restricted and definite than
it is upon any other of life's relations. It was,
never H*-

; '|" o draw up juiyrlunjr like a
code of I.

' - !' '.', regulation of human life.

Indeed, it ib just this indefinitene&s, this liberty,
this leaving all detail to the spiritual guidance
which He promised, that has made t!:- "i

"" "f

Jesus so far transcend every other t- , -:i ,

has been given to men. Christ left His teacnmg
unrestricted, that by its inner and spiritual power
ifc might bo nl>1o i o jj<l;i pi ii -olf to the ever-changing
needs and ihou^hi- 01 men That doctrine which
makes itseli paruculai, which binds itself up with
the peculiar circumstances of a definite people, a
definite clime, a definite era, must of necessity
pass away with those circumstances to which it

specially applied. Our Lord, m that He laid down
principles, not lules, has given us that \\hich
will apply to all peoples and climes and eras.

Christianity is the univeisal faith, because it is

founded upon the universal needs of the human
heart (Jn 831 32 1412 - 13

).

It is, of course, true that Christianity is particular
to this extent, that its Founder faces and combats
those particular evils which chanced to be most
prevalent at the time when He lived on earth.

Had renunciation of the world in the monastic
sense been as widespread as it became two centuries
after His death, we should certainly have bad
more definite teaching upon our subject. But

it was Pharisaism that He had to oppose, not

a_seeticism. ^There were, indeed, the Essenes at the
time of Christ, but that community was never a
large one, npr were their tenets so opposed to
the truths He taught as to demand His special
attention. The Baptist, it is true, was an ascetic

(Mt 34
1|
Mk I 6

, Mt II 18
II
Lk 73a) ; but we never find

him commanding others to lead his life. John
preached repentance, but a repentance that did
not entail renunciation of the world. Even the

publicans and the rough soldiery of Herod, when
they came -* rVui'_ Ins advice, were not reqxiired
to give up i''"Zi HM- so fraught with ttmi>Lii,non.

All that he asked of them was that they should

perform the duties of theii (aliii"-!- honestly and
honourably (Lk 310"14

). It v. M- Ju u mic in opposi-
tion to the ritualism of the Pharisees alone that
Christ had to develop His teaching as to common
life. Purity and holiness in the eyes of the
Pharisees were matters of ceremonial observance
far more than of heart and life ; and to such an
extent had they elaborated the Mosaic ritual, that
it was no longer possible for the poor man and
the toiler to attain to holiness in the sense which

they had rendered popular. Only the wealthy
and the leisured could win their esoteric righteous-
ness. It is for this reason that we so continually
find our Lord in strenuous opposition to all ex-

ternalism. It is ever the religion of heart and
life, not that of < i "*.il t

1

',
'

IT- S i < "T nf

His followers. i '! < \, rij. II -
i .In

-ijj

of the Law in the Sermon on the Mount. Thiough-
out it is the Law's moral requirements that He
treats of; and the discourse is prefaced by the
assertion that the

' '

of the new king-
dom must start b;y * hat of the scribes

and Pharisees (Mt , !:' A >aks of least com-
mandments, the hi enking of \\ liich does not exclude
from the kingdom (y.

w
); and which He accounts

the greater and which the less is manifested by
His saying

4 First be reconciled to thy brother,
and then come and offer thy gift' (v.

34
). From a

-'iiiil.-ii -<T., vdiioim He treats the observance of the
N li!',uli, -uboiiiiur inp nil external and ceremonial

requirement- >o ilio-o ^;-L'ini,'il commands of love
to God and to our uci^iilioni which He made all-

important (Mk 22*-28
,
Lk 61 '12 1310"17

). In regard
to the question of washing the hands before eating,
He comes into open conflict with tlio Pliaii-n'-,

upbraiding then li\pocii-y, and com ending rlun

defilement come* not from external things, but
from within the heart (Mt 151"20

, Mk 71
"23

).

All this tends towards the placing of a higher
value upon common life. He is thus clearing the

way for tho icccption of the thought that God
maybe as I inly s-enod in the round of daily life

ana toil as m those observances distinctively called

religious. We have the boldest assertion of this

truth in the parable of the Pharisee and the
Publican (Lk 189'14

), wherein He points out that
the sti ictest nay, the supererogatory perform-
ance of ritual cannot win justification in the sight
of God, while simple repentance, utterly without
these things, is assured of pardon and peace. We
are not told whether the repentance of this publi-
can entailed the giving up of his profession ; but
in the case of Zacchceus there is evidence that it

did not (Lk 191'10
). Apparently, then, in the eyes

of our Lord, even this-, the mo-Hlo^pi^ed of callings,
could be followed b^ a mernboi of the kingdom.
Levi, it is true, was called to leave all and follow

(Lk S27*

) ; but his case we must regard as an,

exception. He showed a special aptitude, and was
called to a special office.

But it is rather the whole tendency of the teach-

ing and example of Jesus, than any explicit state-

ment, that in Christianity assigns to common- life

& dignity which it receives in no other religion,
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That Christianity so early developed monkish
a&ceticism cannot be adduced as an argument
against Christ's teaching. The life of Jesus is

throughout a clear admission of the value of that

probation which God the Father and Creatoi has
allotted to mankind. Jesus as the universal Man,
the Example for all the world, assumed for Him-
self the most universal experience. For thirty

years He lived the common life of a labouring
man, working like any one of His brethren in the

carpenter's shop at Nazareth. We have Him
described as a carpenter, as one well known to His

fellow-townsmen, as one but little <

7 *
'

. i"
]

' 1

from His brothers and sisters (Mt !.
,
M > v

OV-" .-j
1

!.
> ."iV toil and family intercourse,

j -I- ; ( .
V ..'-si: period of thirty years, were

thus the i !. i" nji -u '..CM the Heavenly Father ac-

counted the best tor His Son who was to be the

Saviour of the world. In this lowly sphere the Son
of God grew

' in wisdom and stature, and in favour

with God and man 5

(Lk 252
). Than this there

could be no stronger argument for the value and
the nobleness of common life in the eyes of the

Father and the Son. It is impossible to conceive

that He who thus honoured the common lot could

desire any renunciation of it on the part of those

who wished to be His followers. Those who were
called to be His missionaries must of necessity

give up all to do a higher work, but not to attain

a higher life. It is to be noted that when for a
time that work is in abeyance, His chief disciples
return to their old calling (Jn 21s

).

The whole attitude of Jesus towards the world
of nature and of man is in accordance with His
claim to be the Son of the Creator. He clearly

recognized the wisdom and the beauty and the
love that shine forth in Creation and Providence.
The lilies of the field and the fowls of the air, the
sunshine and the rain, are used by Him as evi-

dences of the goodness of the Father. His teach-

ing is bound up in closest harmony with the

things of earth and time. For Him thf family
ties are types of Heaven, His kingdom is far more
a family than a nation. The names of father,

mother, brother, sister, wife, are ennobled by His
use of them. From all the callings of men He
draws images of Divine things. The physician,
the sower, the reaper, the fisherman, the vine-

dresser, the shepherd, the king at war, the house-
wife at her baking, the commonest incidents of

daily life, the simplest phenomena of nature, all

have a place in His doctrine ; all are used to

illustrate the character and development of His

kingdom. He did not, it is true, enlarge upon
the relations of life. That was not His mission.
His reformation was to proceed from within, not
from without. But everywhere there is the mani-
fest acceptance of the order, alike social and
natural, which God has ordained. Even the civil

order, with which He came into contact in no ideal
form in the Roman domination, receives His
sanction. 'Render unto Csesar,* He says, *the

things which are Caesar's ; and unto God the

things that are Gods 1

(Mt 22"-" Mk I213- 17
,
Lk

2020^se). There is duty to God and duty to civil

order, and these must not conflict in religion's
name : the former should include the latter.

Marriage is recognized by Him as a holy tie, an
indissoluble Divine institution, and thus obtains a
position more honourable than it had ever held
before (Mt 193

""9
,
Mk 102-12). His presence and

first miracle at the wedding at Cana of Galilee

(Jn 21 "11
) a miracle which shows His deep sym-

pathy with even trivial human needs is in itself

a consecration of marriage That episode strikes
the keynote of His life, a life lived amid His
felloe

, sharing their joys and sorrows, their trials

and temptations, their feastings and their mourn-

ings. The Son of man came eating and drinking,
with no ascetic gloom ; came to live in, and thus
to sanctify, the whole round of common life.

Yet in the view of our Lord all these things had
but a transitory value. They were but means to

something higher. They were the temporal and
seen, from which the unseen and eternal was to

be extracted. In so far, then, as they conflicted

with that higher good, that eternal treasure,
Christ demanded renunciation in regard to them.
His tieatment of the young ruler (Mt 1916'22

, Mk
1017'27

, Lk IS18'27
) illustrates well this attitude.

Wealth is not in itself an evil, but it is a great

danger, and in certain cases it may destroy the
life of the soul For some, therefore, it is wiser
and safer to discard it. It has an engrossing power
that deprives the soul of its proper nourishment

(cf. the paiable of the Rich Fool, Lk 12lb-21
). It

tends to harden the heart against compassion and

charity, to make the man self-sufficient, to give a

physical delight so great as to close the eyes to-

that which is spiritual (cf the paiable of the Rich
Man and Lazarus, Lk 1619"31

}. But there are other

blessings far more innocent that possess a like

danger Things as precious and as natural as the-

hand and eye and foot may yet lead to sin and
obstruct the passage to the liijrhoi life (Mt 529ft

,

Mk 943~48
). In such cases, too, the-o must be=

renounced. Even the family ties, if they become
so binding as to come between the soul and its-

true weal the service of God in Chiist must be
broken ; for the ^/i..

"

i
< f God is the one aim

and purpose of *'.- p r.. man, and nought
must be permitted to interfere therewith (Mt 103T

I!
Lk H-o, Mt 0*). Even life itself must be laid

down for the sake of Christ (Mt 1039, Lk 1733, Jn
1225),

Chiist's teaching as to worldly good is par-
ticularly revealed in the parable of the Unjust
Steward (Lk 161"12

). There He calls the command
of wealth and natural advantage by the name of
* the unrighteous mammon,' thus pointing to its-

seductive power and mtia linjr it with the true

spiritual good. He (nil- ir iil-o
* that which is

another man's 3

in distinction to 'that which is

your own.
* Of earthlygoodwe are but the stewards.

Wealth is never leally our own. We may use it

or abuse it, but sooner or later we must resign its

control. The spiritual gifts of God are of a nature

totally different. They become truly ours, a part
of our true self. Yet the unrighteous mammon
can be so employed as to win us spiritual ad-

vantage. By its means we can make us friends-

who will receive us into everlasting habitations.
As the unjust steward employed his power to-

his own worldly advantage, so must we with the
wisdom of light use to our highest advantage
the worldly power which is ours which is always
one with the service of God.
There is a remarkable passage in Mk lO29*- (cf.

Mt 1929 and Lk 1829
), which promises that earthly

loss suffered for Christ's sake and the gospel's
shall receive an hundredfold reward * now in this-

time' in the same kind in which the loss was
suffered. That the Christian in his profession and
piiicfKc of IOM> to nil men must have the family
u< - ^nonirrlioiKil and extended an hundredfold, is

readily to be understood ; but the promise of lands-
is not so simple. To the mind of the present
writer it suggests the great truth, which Christ's-
own life exemplified, that only the child of God is

capable of the pure and perfect enjoyment of all
that God has made. Only to the eyes of him
whose heart Is filled with the Father s love is all

the beauty of the Creator's T\ork displayed. As
one with the Father through Chri&t. a^ shining the

purposes of God, as beholding the Di\ino plan and
submitting to and working for it, the Christian
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possesses the world in a sense in which no other
can. It is his to rejoice in and to use for God's

glory. (Cf. Expositor 1st ser. iv. "'x'lV ">

",'.).

To sum up the whole, we may * tere are
two great ideas which underlie : ( teach-

ing (i) The inestimable value of the human
soul (Mt 1626

,
Mk 836f

,
Lk 925 ), to the salvation of

which all must be suboidinated, for the sake of

whicl 1

-

" '"
.

"
f

: cessary, must be renounced :

the <
* ,.-,., which gives this salvation

is all -nnporcane, and its service must have no
rival ; and (2) the i'i'->ji!:'io f

i of common life and

daily toil, with all uidu ihooo terms include, as the
ordinances of a loving Father by whose Providence

they are designed to be the chiefest elements in

fitting men for citizenship in the Kingdom of

Heaven. He who uses well the talents which
God gives, in the sphere in which his lot is cast,

who is faithful in a little, shall have his reward
hereafter in the obtaining of a larger sphere
wherein to exercise for God's glory those very
qualities, purified and ennobled, which his earthly
diligence has made his own (Mt 2514'80

, Lk 1911'27
).

Work that is the expression of love to God and
man is always noble ;

and there is no work on
earth that may not be performed to God's glory.

TI.-VMI-' T! .-'blag, V 7 ' ' rT V ii. 250ff.;
W< -, \ . /, ! Thei _ - -lard Com-
mentaries on the Gospels, and works on the Parables ; Stop-
ford Brooke, Christ in Modern Life, p. Iff. ; R, W. Dale, Laws
of Christfor Common Life, esp chs. i. xi. xii. xiv. ; J. T. Jacob,
Chnst the Indweller, ch. ix. ; E. Glaister,

* Christ's Sympathy
in Tj

-.B Cvv.r-^^1^/ JSxp. Times, x 360 ff. , J W. Diggle,
-A ..' -' / ,- , u . ., 197. w, J. S. MILLER.

COMMUNION. It is surprising that neither the
substantive (KOWUVLO,) nor the verb (jcouwfeZi'), which

represent the concept of * communion '

in NT, is to

be found in any of our four Gospels. It would,
however, be unsafe, and indeed untrue to fact, to

assume on this account that the idea of communion
is wanting. While there is an absence of the words

concerned, there is no absence of the conception
itself. A careful study of the Gospels, on the con-

trary, not only reveals a
plain recognition of this

vital aspect of the religious life, but also (and
especially in the records of our Lord's teaching
preserved by St. John) presents the conception
to us with a certain clear, if unobtrusive, pro-
minence.
The subject contains three distinct parts, which

will naturally be considered ^opsiintetv (1) The
communion of Christ with tho J \itlior; (2) our
communion with God ; (3) our communion one with
another.

1. The communion of Christ with the Father.
The more conspicuous aspect of our Lord's com-
munion with the Father as reflected in the Gospels,
is that which characterized His earthly ministry.
But it is not the only aspect presented. Cnrist
Himself clearly claimed to have enjoyed pre-
existent communion with His Father (Jn 175* 24

),

and the Prologue of the Fourth Gospel in three or
four weighty clauses confirms the claim. This pre-
existent communion included both unity of essence
and life, and fellowship in work, (a) The Word
was 7rp6s rbv &e6y (Jn I1), realizing His very person-

ality *in active intercourse with and in perfect
communion with God 3

(Westcott, in locj. His
nature was the nature of .Deity (/cod 0ebs fy 6 Xo"yos,

ib.). His Sonship i- unique (v.
14

; and for the

uniqueness of the ivlju ion-hip cf. the important
Synoptic passage, Mt II-7 --lie 1022 ). His is the

irXripw^a, the sum of the Divine attributes (Jn I16 ,

cf. Col I 19 29 ; Eph I 23 ), and He is fiovoyerfs 0e6s (Jn
Ii8)__< One Who is God only-begotten

'

(Westcott)
(b) The pre-existent communion not merely con-

sisted in identity of essence, but was also expressed
by fellc vship in work The Word was the Agent

in the work of Creation (Jn 1s* 10
, cf. also 1 Co 86,

Col I 16 * His work m sustaining the Universe so
created is taught in Col I17 , He I3). See art.
CREATOR.
Our Lord's realization of His Father's presence

during His life ujDon earth was constant. That He
Himself laid claim to such fellowship is beyond
contention. He did so directly in His words (Mt
l!27=Lk 1022, Jn 1249 * 50 146 * 10- 11 162S S2

), empha-
sizing especially His unity with the Father (Jn
103o-38 J244 147ff

-)> and accepting with approval the
title of < God 5

(Jn 2028- 29
). He did so even more

impressively, if less directly, by assuming His
Father's functions in the world (Mk 25'7=Mt 92 - 3=
Lk 520- 21 748) and representing Himself as con-

trolling Divine forces and eliminating Thvine
missions (Mt II27

*, Jn 152S 2Q22--' 1

) Moreover, any
attempt to explain away that intimate knowledge
of Goo. which the Gospels consistently ascribe to

Him, is compelled to disregard not merely the

passages in which His own words and actions dis-

tinctly assume it, but also not a few in which,
whether with approval or with dl-api-

1
, <> a 1 others

recognize that He claimed to ]_(--- i -In 518 1033

133 197, cf. also 177- 8
). See CLAIMS OF CHRIST.

But apart altogether from His specific claim to
the enjoyment of this Divine fellowship, -we have
abundant evidence of its existence in His earthly
life itself. The sense of communion was an integral

part of that life. It is one of those elements in His

personality that could not "be eliminated from it.

A Christ unconscious of intercourse with God would
not be the Christ of the Gospels. It was this sense
of communion that moulded His first recorded con-

ception of duty (Lk 249
, AV or ftV). The thirty

years of qu>t jirojiiiintinn for a three years' minis-

try (the |'fiho'M'iii* a 10 suggestive; for other

examples 01 < <ir,i]i)ii< m m seclusion see Ex 31
, Lk

I80
, Gal I10"*"') may without doubt be summed up as

one long experience of fallow -hip with His Father.
And the recognition of this union, which marks His
first thoughts of His mission, and which must so

largely have constituted His earthly pi epa ration
for it, is found to be His constant support amid the
stress of the work itself. It is present in a special
manner in the Baptism which signalized the begin-
ning of His ministry among men (Mk l^-^Mt
316^7=Lk 321 - 22

). It is His stay alike before the
labours of the day begin (Mk I35), at the very
moment of service (Mk 641 &vap\tya$ els rbv odpav6v ;

cf. also 7*1 824, Jn 6n II41
), and when refreshment of

soul is needed at the close of the long hours of toil

[Ml, 6 4^- Ml U*,Lk5w). The Gospels, indeed, make
ii plain rli.it IJo regarded such communion as a con-
dition on which ihe accomplishment of certain work
depended (Mk 0'

J(>
. < f Jn ,Vj, and we cannot fail to

observe the frequency with which both He and His

biographers insist that the Divine Presence is with
Him in all His words and works (Lk 414- M

, Jn 3s4

519-21.
je

16.26.29), g constant is the communion,
that even the most familiar objects of Nature con-

vey to Him suggestions of the Father in heaven
(Mt 626- 28

). It is noteworthy that retirement for

intimate converse with unseen realities is especially
recorded a*- preceding Christ's action or speech at
certain jrroat crisp- in" iho development of His life-

mission (Luke is particularly careful to draw atten-
tion to this

;
see 321 612 - 13 918 - 28ff- 2241 S346 ; cf. also

Mk 92
,
Jn 1228 17lff

), and that intercession for indi-

vidual men had its place in this sacred experience
(Lk 2231 3M

,
of. 23", Jn 176-'6

).

Thus constantly, alike at critical junctures and
in more normal moments, did the sense of His
Father's presence uphold Him. In one mysteiious
moment, the full meaning of which baffles human
explanation, His consciousness of it appears to have
wavered (Mk 1534

) ; yet even this cry of desolation
must not be considered apart from the certain
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restoration of the communion revealed in the calm
confidence of the last word of all (Lk 2S46

). See
art. DERELICTION.
One further point may be briefly suggested. Our

Lord's communion with the Father was not incon-

sistent with His endurance of temptation. Nay,
it was under the strong impulse of that Spint
whose presence with Him was at once the

sign
and

the expression of His union with God (see Mk I 10 ),

that He submitted to the assaults of evil (Mk I12- 1S
,

note (kjSdXAei,
= Mt 41 = Lk 4 l

). The protracted

testing
1

(Jjv TreLpa.f6jjt.evos, analytical tense, cf. the

suggestion of other occasions of temptation in the

plur. <b rots Tretpao-yttots /*ou, Lk 22s8,
and Jn 1227 ), suc-

cessfully endured, itself became to our Lord the

meai* of a fresh assurance and (perhaps we may
add) a fuller realization of fellowship with the

spiritual world (Mk 1 1S wK6vow unpf.). In this

respect, as in otheis also, His life of communion,
while in one sense unique (Lk 1022), is seen to be
the exemplar of our own.

2. Our communion with God. The reality of the

believer's communion with God is plainly revealed

in the teaching of the Gospels. This communion
is presented sometimes in terms of a relationship
with the Father, sometimes in terms of a relation-

ship with the Son, sometimes in terms of a rela-

tionship with the Spirit; but all three presentations
alike are relevant to our study (1 Jn 2231

', cf. P, Jn
1416. 17^* if our outline is to be at once clear and

comprehensive, we must treat the pa&sages con-

cerned under two headings. The first (a) will in-

clude those that deal with the state of communion
with God into which a man is brought when he
becomes the servant of God ; the second (b} those

that relate to the life of conscious communion
with God which it is his privilege to live fiom that

time forward. The distinction, as will shortly

appear, is by no means an unnecessary one, the
second experience being at once more vivid and
more profound than the first need nece^anly be.

(a) It is clear that in the ca*e of every believer

the banier raised between himself and God by ln^

sin has been broken down. In other words, he
has been restored to a state of communion with
God. The means by which this state is brought
about have both a Divine and a human signifi-
cance. It is in con-idiTin^ their Divine aspect that
we reach the point 01 closest connexion between
the communion of believers with God and the com-
munion of Christ with His Father. For these in a
true sense stand to one another in the relation of

effect and cause (cf. what is implied in such pas-

sages as Jn I 16 146- " 1721
'23

). It is in virtue of our
Lord's perfect fello\\^hip with God that through
His life and death we too can gain unrestricted

admission to the Divine Presence. Tins truth is

all-important. It needs no detailed proof. The
whole story of the Incarnation and of the Cross is one

long exposition of it. Perhaps it is symbolically
represented in Mk 1538. The conditions required
on the human side for restoration to the state of

communion with God appear plainly in our Lord's

teaching. This state is described in varied language
and under different metaphors. Sometimes it is

presented as citizenship in God's kingdom (Mk
1014- 15

, Jn 33) ; sometimes as discipleship (Lk 1426
,

Jn S11 ). friendship (Jn 1515), and even kinship (Mk
3-) with rhri-i Himself. In other places it i<

spoken of as a personal knowledge of Him (1 Jn 2<J

) ;

in others, again, as a following in His footsteps (Mk
S 1*4

, Jn 8 12
) ;

and in yet others as the possession of
a new type of life (Jn 316 for the definition of
eternal life as '

knowing God* see Jn 173,
1 Jn 520

}

As one condition of finding this experience, which,
in whatever terms it be described, places men in a

w It is scarcely necessary to point out that for purposes of

doctrine, 1 Jn. ranks as practically a part of the Fourth Gospel.

new relation-hip with God, Chiist mentions child-

likeness of disposition (Mk 1015
)

As other condi-

tions He emphasizes poverty of spirit (Mt 53
,
Lk

189ff
-) and the performance of the Divine will m a

life of iighteou-ne- and love (Mk 3, Lk 635 - 36 S21 ,

Jn 831 1423
,
ct 1 Jn I

6 23 '6 36
). In one verv im-

portant passage, addressed both to the multitude
and to His own band of disciples, IT- .

.

be said to include all individual .,,.. I ,

any man willeth to come after me, let him re-

nounce him&elf
'

(Mk S'*
4 and ||). This saying has

a meaning far moie profound than that suggested
by our English versions. Taken with the explana-
tion contained in the verse that follows, it really
leads us to the basis of communion. All com-
munion between two persons, whether human and
human or human and Divine, is possible only in

virtue of some element common to the natures of

both (see Jn 424 847 ; cf the same principle differ-

ently applied in 527 }. Man's sole possibility of

communion with God lies in his possession, poten-
tial or actual, of the Divine life (cf Jn I 9 ), But
joined to the 'self (the second ^vxtf.of Mk 835)

which is capable of union with God, he is conscious
also of another 'self (the first ^vxt of Mk 835 )

which is incongruous with that close relationship
to Deity. The condition of lealizing the one '

self,'

and with it, in natui al sequence, communion with

God, is the renunciation of the other and lower
'self.'

So both \v & and & : the txvrw of Mk 8^4 is thus equivalent
to the first fyvw of 8<J5 Tne '

taking up his cross
'

i e for his
own crucifixion thereon defines the <

closel> The teaching of the \\hole ,

Kprr=rrit.V
|ijn of the Pauline doctrine 01 seir-cmcuixion, ct.

Gal .!"
'

.)--

To change the figure somewhat, the unity of life

involved in the idea of communion between man
and God can be attained only through man's rising
to God's life. This, it is tiue, would have been
outside his power had not God first stooped to his

level But in the Incarnation this step of infinite

condescension has been taken, and by it the possi-

bility of mankind's lifting to the life of God in
other words, the possibility of its entering into a
state of communion with God lias been once for

all secured. In order to make this state of com-
munion his own, Christ teaches, each individual
man must now leave his lower life, with all that

pertains to it, behind ; must be content to c
re-

nounce himself
*

; must be willing to *

lose
'

that
'life' which cannot consist with the Divine life.

So coin] 'lot*1
indeed, is to be the seveiance from

the pa-t ilin i ilie experience in which it is brought
about is called a 'new birth' (Jn 33

), as real as,

though of a type essentially different from, the

physical biith (v.
6
). AVhen -\\ith this self-renounce-

ment is combined that faith in Christ which leads
to union with Him and reliance upon Him (ina-TefaLv
eh Jn 316 m 6s9 II26 ), we have the experience which
sums up into one great whole the various indi-
vidual conditions lequired on the human side for

entering into the state of communion with God.
(b) Quite distinct in thought from the state of

communion into which all believers are brought, is

the hfe of communion which it is their privilege
to enjoy The one is always a fact, the other
is also a consciously realized experience. Like
so many of the blessings revealed in NT, such a
hfe of communion is too rich an oxpeiionco fobe
described in any one phra-so or undei a -mglo meta-

phor. In different conto\t> it, i- pi<^onro.l in dif-

feient ways. Sometime, tor (\\jmmle, it i- -sot

forth as an abiding in Christ who also abides m
the believer (Jn 154ff

). In other places it is repre-
sented as an indwelling of the Spirit (Jn l^-20

167 13- 15
, 1 Jn 220- 27 S34 413

), whose presence, to be-
lievers (as in a deeper sense to their Lord) the sign
and expression of union with God, is to be with
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d

them from the moment of their initiation into the
new life (Mk I8 and

|| ||,
1 Jn 324 413

}. Yet another

statement, emphasizing in a remarkable metaphor
the inwardness and intimacy of the union that

results, sets the expenenee before us as a mystical

feeding upon Christ (Jn 6, e&p. vv. 58'88
, cf. also v. 86

}.

But while there is vanation in the language in

which this sense of the Divine Presence ib bet forth,
there is no question as to the reality of the experi-
ence itself. It is the in&pnation of this Unseen
Presence that shall give to believers definite guid-
ance in moments of crisis and peiplexity (Mk 1311

and ||, Lk 1211 12
). It is in this communion with

God that they will find their surest refuge against
fears and dangers (Mk 1318=Mt 2420

) and against
the assaults ot temptation (Mk 1438 and ||). Such

fellowship, too, is their ground of certainty, alike
in their teaching (Jn 311 note the plurals ; 1 Jn
I

1 "8
) and in their belief (cf. Jn 442 ) It is, moreover,

the source of all their fitness for service (cf Gabriel's
1

T
"" 1 10v

cl the means of all their
!

> \s would have been ex-
i of this converse with

God is not understood, nor is its closest intimacy
appropriated, in the earliest days of initiation.

Tv'i< , f

1

_o of God, like knowledge of men, has to

f i< ,.! /' -I progressively (cf. x&pw dvrl xciptros, Jn
l lfo

) There are degrees of intimacy (cf. Jn 1515 and
the suggestive interchange of

ayaurav
and (piXtiv in

21 15fr
), and the extent to which the believer is ad-

mitted into fellowship is proportionate to the pro-

gress he has made in the lessons pieviou-Jy taught
(cf. the significant connexion between Mk 831 and
S27'29

, which is clearly brought out in the emphatic
Kal 7)p%cLTo didtoKeiv of v. 31

: cf. also Mk 4s3
, Jn 1612

).

The leason for this basis of progress is plain. An
important element in communion being -olf-ndju-l

-

ment to God's will (cf. our Lord's own illu-i union
of this, Mk 143f> and ||), the degree of intimacy that
ensues will naturally be conditioned by the extent
to which this element is rendered prominent.
Thus, while its neglect will open up the possibility
of lapsing even to one who has been on intimate
term-, with Christ (Mk 1418

, Jn 1318
), its constant

and progre ivo practice may bring a man to a
union \\iili God so close as to constitute his com-

plete possession by Divine influence (ef. the Bap-
1'-('-m!iLriiifi.nt<"i' MT |

fiun of himself asa 'Voice,*
JM l-'

{

,
TakiMi Hum 3- in-

1

; And the fellowship so

enjoyed and ever more intimately realized under
the restricted conditions of earth, is to find its

perfect consummation only in the hereafter (Jn
122s 142.s n*9

< i jn 32^ gee ^rt.
ABIDING.

*

The means by which noi<ljn,f 10 the Gospel
teaching, the believer wi 1

! ni<iM this life of
communion with God, may be briefly indicated.
Pi eminent among them in Delusion from the world
foi llu* purpose of definite prayer. The import-
ance of this our Lord omplia-si/nl by His own ex-

ample. He also enjoined 11 upon Hi- followers by
oft-iepeated piecepf> (Ml W> 7T *

L>0
U and

|[,
Lk 6^

18' \t the >fmio,ri me 1 ho FA angelic touching does
not aim at making reclu-e- There nio wu\e a-
well as passive means of enjoying intercourse with

God, and our Lord's whole training of the Twelve
indicates, even more clearly than any individual

saying (cf. Jn 1715 ), His belief in the Divine com-
munion that is found in the service of mankind.
The sense of fellowship with God vivified in secret
devotion is to be realized afresh and tested in con-
tact with men (so 1 Jn 48 - 12< 16

).

Two more points call for separate attention.

(1) Before His death our Lord ordained a rite

which not only symbolizes the union of His fol-

lowers with Himself, but is also a means of its

progressive realization. If an intimate connexion
"between the Lord's Supper (Mk 1422ff- and

(|)
and

the Jewish Passover may, as seems reasonable, be
VOL. i. 23

assumed, that (oi'Mliu' of the Clnistian rite
which represents n as a means of communion
between the individual soul and its Saviour would
appear to have a basis in the foundation principle
on which all ancient worship, whether Jewish or

heathen, rests the
^belief that to partake of a

sacrifice is to enter into some kind of fellowship
with the Doi i v This aspect of the Lord's Supper
does not, <i <OITM exhaust its meaning (see art.

LORD'S SUPPER), but it is certainly prominent,
and it is emphasized both by St. Paul (1 Co 10lb )

and by Christ Himself (Jn 656
, wheie the eating

would certainly include tliat of the Loid's Supper,
even though, as is most probable, it does not refer
to it exclusively).

(2) One more suggestion may be put forward.
Our Lord seems to hint at a special means of com-
munion with Himself which is really a particular
extension of the self-renouncement considered
above. This is a mysterious fellowship with Him
in His own

" ' mnkmd (Mk 1038 3S>=Mt
2022. 2Sa . for , , llustration see Mk 1521

).

It is only a
'

words aie significant;
and, taken in conjunction with St. Paul's dvrava-

r& vcrTeptffJLara T&V QXtyeutv rod Xptcrrov ev ry
pov (Col I24), and his purpose TQV yvuvat. . . .

Kowwviav TradypdT&v atirov (Ph 310 ; cf. also 2 Co I5

410
, 1 P 413

), would certainly seem to imply that
the believer's own sufferings for Christ's sake may
become a medium through which he may enter
into close communion with his Lord.
Even this brief study will have revealed that

the Gospel conception of the Christian's com-
munion with God Y\ different from that
of the Quietist ^ have regard to our
Lord's example or to His teaching, whether we
are thinking of the status of fellowship or of its

conscious pra< tko. {ho means by which the Divine
communion N realized are not exclusively periods
of secluded contemplation. In Christ s "own life

upon earth the two elements of active and passive
fellowship are signally combined. The sense of
union with the Unseen Father, fostered in lonely
retreat, is also intensified in moments of strenuous

activity. In His thoughts for the lives of His
followers, too, the consciousness of God ^ presence
is secured not alone by solitary worship, but also

by the doing of the Divine will, by the earnest

struggle to subdue the lower self, and even by
active participation in the very sufferings of Christ.
So the servant, as his Lord, must practise the
communion of service as well as the communion
of retirement (el, again,

Jn 1715
). The desire for

the permanent consciousness of the more immediate
Presence must be sunk in the mission of carrying
to others the tidings of salvation (Mk S^-^ssLk
S88- 39

). It is but natural that in the moment of

special revelation on the mountain the disciple
should long to make it lri-3 abiding place (Mk 95

and (|); but hi> Al aster can never forget the need
of service on the ordinary levels of life (Mk 914ff-

and ||). And tlie experience of the one is the
source of power for the other (Mk 9s9, cf. Jn 154).

3. Our communion one with another. Just as

our communion with God was seen to bear a close

relation to our Lord's communion with the Father,
so our spiritual fellowship one with another rests

oipon the fellowship of each with Christ. As we
had occasion to point put above, communion be-

tween any two persons is possible only in virtue of

some element common to the natures of both
This common possession in the case of believers is

the life, the *

self/ which is called into being and
ever progressively realized in their individual
communion with Christ. The possibility of our

spintual fellowship with one another rests ulti-

mately upon what He is and our relationship to
what He is (see 1 Jn I1

"5
, and especially I7 ; ef.
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also 1 Co 1016 - 17
). His Presence is the "bond of

union in which, we are one, and in which we
realize the oneness that we possess (Mt IS20

).

Indeed, the two types of comnmnion the com-
munion with God and the communion with our
fellow-believers react each upon the other. On
the one hand, as we have just seen, our communion
with men rests upon our communion with Christ ;

on the other hand, our Divine fellowship may be
intensified (Mt 1820

again and 2540
) or impeded (Mt

523 s* 6i5 2545, Mk IP5
) by our relations with our

fellow-men.
That our Lord looked for the unity of His

followers is not open to question. He both

|.'-i;'<
"<

"

(JnlO) and prayed for it (17
llb
;

21
).

\M IP i
>

friend, clearly one of an inner circle

of
disciples and probably John himself, understood

its attainment to be part of His purpose in dying
for mankind (Jn II52

). Moreover, it is natural to

suppose that the desire to ensure it would con-
tribute to His decision to found an organized
society (Mt 1618) and to institute an important
rite (Mk 14?^* and

||) for those who should "believe

in Him. The unity of His followers was even to be
one of the grounds on which He based His appeal
for the world's faith (Jn 1721b). Of His wish for

this unity, therefore, there can scarcely be reason-
able doubt. But when we ask in what He meant
the unity to consist,

>J
is not so easily

reached. The express H followers'
unity

certainly includesland and unselfish relations with
one another mutual honour and service (Mk
1036-45=Mt 2Q20-28), mutual forpvom^s (Mt614

, Lk
173* 4

), mutual love (Jn 1334 lolj
). It i-> exemplified

further by participation in the common work (Jn
416"38). Another very special means of its realiza-

tion, the Lord's Supper, we have already indicated.

Although tlii" particular aspect of the rite is not

actually revealed in the Gospel narrative itself, it

i\ ill scarcely be questioned ttxat one of the great
trurhs \vhich it both signifies and secures, is that
of the fellowship of Christ's followers. The sacred
service in whicn the believer may realize com-
munion with His Lord (see 2 above), is also a
means by which he is to apprehend his oneness
with all other believers (see 1 Co 1017).
While, however, it is plain that in Christ's

teaching the communion of Christians is at once
attested and secured by means like these, it is

disputed whether He designed their unity to be
simply a spiritual or also an external one. Three
important pa*sa<res may be very briefly considered.

(1) Jn 1016 afforfK no support to the upholders of
an external unity. The true rendering is unques-
tionably, 'They shall become one flock

9

(RV; cf.

Tindale and Coverdale), and not,
* There shall be

onefold
*

(AV; cl Viilgate). The unity mentioned
here is one that is realized in the personal relation
of each member of the flock to the Great Shepherd
Himself. -(2) There is teaching a little more
definite in Jn 17n and * M

. In both these places
our Lord makes His own unity with the Father
the exemplar of the unity of benevers. Reverence
forbids any dogmatic statement as to the point to
which this -acred analogy can be pressed. But
Christ's own words in the immediate context con-
tain suggestions as to His meaning in using the
analogy. It is noticeable that here also, as ra Jn
1016

, the underlying basis of unity is the believers'

personal relation to Christ (and the Father).
' That

they may be one, even as we are one,' in v. 22, is at
once defined more closely in the words,

* I in them,
and thou in me* (v.

23
). The resultant unity is

gained through the medium not of an external,
but of a purely spiritual, condition (wo, Qo-w rcre-

Xetw/^vot els %v, v. 28
). In the same way, in the

statement of v. 11
,
it is a spiritual relationship to

God that will yield the unity Christ craves for His

disciples. This unity will follow upon their being
*

kept & r$ dvdpari <rov.' It will be assured if their

i

"*

,'*<* J " the Father is a counterpart of what
I

'

.

'

'

relationship to Christ (v.
12

), I.Q. a

personal relationship. "Whatever, therefore, be

the exact meaning which the analogy used by our

Lord was intended to convey, His own language in

the context appeals to make it plain that it must
^e . '

,
.

J
.-

--^
r, spiritual rather than with an

ext- ,
i - (3) This conclusion derives

not ,

' - ^ - om the incident of Mk O38^.

When a definite test case arose, He deelaied the

leal fellowship of His followers to depend not upon
any outwaid bond of union between them, but

upon each bearing such a relationship to JHimself
as would be involved in His working M r<JS dvo^arL

pov. True, the man in question may not have
been a nominal disciple of pur Lord, but that in

His view he \vas a real disciple is distinctly stated

(v.
40

). This instance, therefore, may be regarded
as a practical application on the part of Christ

Himself of the teaching under consideration ; and
thus it strongly confirms the interpretation that

we have put upon it. It would be outside the

scope of the present article to consider arguments
for or against the corporate unity of Christians

drawn from other sources, some of which are very
strong and all of which must, of course, be duly
weighed before a fair judgment on the whole

<)hoi.ion < <,'i le reached. But so far as the subject-
niaiu-r IxjuLo us is concerned, we find it hard to

resist the conclusion that suchexternalunityformed
no part of the teaching of Christ and the Gospels.
One word mu^t be added. The * communion of

saints' joins the believer not merely to his fellow-

Christians upon earth, but also to those who have

passed within the veil (cf.jHe
121

). This aspect of

communion is not <Mr]li!i-iA'l in the Gospels, but
there are indication -> I'IIM ili<* fellowship of be-

lievers upon earth was linked in the thought of

Christ to the yet closer fellowship of those beyond
death. At any >

\ ,

"

- u . !> of notice that in

instituting the -
,

' m : ,o u ',, i. as we have seen,
at once witnesses to and secures our communion
one with another, our Lord carefully pointed for-

ward to the reunion that will take place in the
world to come (Mt S629 ; note f^O* iip&v) ; and that
in a few suggestive words He represented the

oartlily #a(horinp: !i-> incomplete apart from its final

ton-uiVi million in the heavenly kingdom (Lk 2216
).

See further artt. FELLOWSHIP, UNITY.

T.TTFRMJ ,K 7)7? ^ ? ; Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, ii. 151 ff. ;

Wo"-s, _\ r 1 /;'. )i.
"

iT
,

tt whlag, NT Theol. i. 247 ff. ;

Herrmann, Com. of
'

< m- .'/?, unth Cfo<1; Muclarcn, Holy
of Holies, chs. xvi.-xix. ; M-wCYiloch ^muaranii JA >

7w/ r

216, 254; Stearns, Evidenc* <>f Chi /.'jY/Tf'/ii \ 17'), s^ro'i.f,
Historical Christianity, 11 ; iVc^-oii, // ,*'r/r/ J'auh, V2X, 217;
McGifferfc, Apostle? Creed, 12, .>(), /V// s 7/wv?, in. Iu7, V.

464 (R. IT. Weymouth) , T.isker, $ptri
fuul COMHWI ffiii.

JL. JilSfrLKI.il.

COMPASSION. See PITY.

COMPLACENCY.-

Of Scripture words expressive of the idea of complacency as

distinguished from benevolence, we find m the Heb. of the'OT

T-tfj nyii variously rendered in the LXXby QiKttv b t or by some
derivative of the verb MXOUMI In the NT the expressions used
are ivboxiu, eiSaw/*, vjctpurT^u, tjetpifro;, Stpierxu The words
*?**, cLyK-x-r, are also used m this sense.. In the OT we find

fsn take pleasure m,' in 1 S 1822 tr in the LXX by the phrase
Bsfai Iv, where Saul's servants say to David,

' Behold the king
taketh pleasure in thee,' meaning that he was willing- to regard
with satisfaction a matrimonial alliance between David and
Saul's daughter. Similarly the word nyi

*

delight,' is rendered

by the same Gr equivalent in 1 Oh 284, where David says of

God,
' He liked me to make me king

'

nyj is used of God's

pleasure in the work of the Servant of Jehovah in Is 421 , where
the LXX reads Tportit&To ttvrir v> ^ow /xev, 'my soul has
accepted him 1

; St. Matthew, on the other hand, translates

the whole phrase 'pB^ npiQ Trn by o iy*m?ToV ju*o 2* euMxrifev

-h -j,vxf, fMvt rightly rendered in the AV * my beloved, in whom
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..... ' ~~
"*-."* Ai- *i -

Bought of the
s i ' will by which

the Servant of God was appointed to his mission, while St.

Matthew emphasizes the love with which, because of His
redemptive work, the Father regards His Son, and so he prefers
' my beloved* to 'mine elect* as a rendering of npa (Mt 12*8).

In other passages also where the word fail is used, as in Is5310,
the LXX makes prominent the idea of the good pleasure of the
Father's will.

Again nyn is used in Pr 167 of the favour with which God
regards the ways of the righteous, where the LXX renders the

passage,
* The ways of i i^htcoii* .n n are acceptable ($E*ra/) with

the Lord* ; and the A\ ,

'
\\~hr i a man's ways please theLord,he

maketh even his enemies to be at peace with him."
In the NT, where tvboxiu, sfoau*, are used, it is not always ap-

parent how far the thought of complacency and how far that of
will or choice is predominant. EftfoxS* evidently occurs in the
latter sense in those passages which refer to election, the deter-
minate counsel and foreknowledge of God. So Eph 1s-

9, Ph
213 etc. According to Crcinor, e-* rx v *(1) relates to a determi-
nation when it is followed by an infinitive, Lk 1232 . . . ;

(2) Where the matter under consideration is the relation of the
subject to an object, the latter is expressed in profane Greek
by the dative, rarely by the addition of &el VM. ... In the
NT the accusative occurs only in He 106 8 (from Ps 4Q7)/ and
here u5#irx,- "- o")

"

-', parallel to qQihwats. 'Elsewhere
$v . . .' So IM M. .,

'
**I * l

|| Lk 322, and again Mt 175. This
mode of indioat"!^ the object is justified by the circumstance
that iJcxt., ISM\ be classed among the verbs which denote
*n emotion, a mood, a sentiment cherished towards any
one=to take pleasure in something, to have an inclination
towards it.'

\
'

as tlie word Is <

i Vinjr i;liS'i-cl or ^l

. used,
if. and is

*satis-

jacnoTi.'
r

l lu: iiiipioiiiifitrm
1-- >i -u< h fi word in

the department of Biblical theology is suggested
by what we know to be its recognized use in the

sphere of ethics. Complacency, as a mental state,
arises when there is perceived in the object con-

templated some quality or qualities which call

forth a feeling of pleasure or satisfaction. The
object may be something without, upon which the
mind can rest with pleasure, or it may be in the
mind itself, when, in seasons of reflexion, thought
turned inwards upon itself is in a condition o

perfect harmony, finding i-i ;f -fif PO jiiii^ij" ! -

ment. The mind or sou! '!
-'i!!|i'',.< ( \,\ \\ \ ,

it is at peace with itself, -n *,' I iii,v ,-Ji ji*

ought to be, no <lNhnl>in# 01 -elf->w< lining thoughts
iiii "nir V {l|l| tlio iniiul i-- -aid to regard with

Mii|ilii"ii \ j.uy outward object, animate or in-
Jii ..... ;r,r, w'hHli suggests thoughts of order and
beauty, as when it is affected with pleasure or
contentment by the contemplation of the beauty
of nature, of a fair landscape, or of the harmony
of earth and sky. The word applies also to rela-
tions between intelligent beings, as between
friends, between husband and wife, parent and
child, brothers and sisters, when one is satisfied

with the character, or state of health, or conduct, or

prosperity of the object of his affection or interest.

Complacency arises in the mind when one's efforts
in any direction are successful, and the object
aimed at is attained. The artist, or the composer
in prose, poetry,

or music, regards his work with
complacency when he has succeeded in giving ade-

quate expression to his ideas, the workman when
he is successful in his workmanship, the merchant
or tradesman when his enterprise accomplishes the
end at which he aims, the philanthropist when his
efforts for the material or moral or spiritual well-

being of the objects of his interest are rewarded,
and he sees the fruits of his labours in the happi-
ness and the gratitude of his fellows.

In ethics, complacency is considered as one of the
forms of love, and as such is distinguished from
benevolence. The distinction is well put by
Edwards in his 'Dissertation concerning the
Nature of True Virtue' (Works, ed. London, 1834,
vol. i pp. 123-125) :

'Love is commonly distinguished into love of benevolence
and love of complacence. Love of benevolence is that affection
or propensity of the heart to any being which causes it to

incline to its wellbemg, or rV^xisis ii co rlc^'i-eand takepleasure
in its happiness. And if I Fii-t.i'ip no

,
ir h agreeable to the

common opmio
"

,

' *
'

in the object is not always the
ground of this s-

1 that there may be a disposition
to the welfare^ ire not considered as beautiful,
unless mere existence be accounted a beauty. And benevolence
or goodness in the Divine TJ ' - rr'i. -

]i-). l not only
to be prior to the beauty o > - o > ^c.-, ,MJ to their
existence , so as to be the ground both of their existence and of
theirJbeauty, rather than the foundation of God's benevolence ,r iness which moved Him to

*
-that, if all virtue primarily

> being which is exercised in

good, then God's virtue is

so extended as to include a propensity not only to being actu-

ally existing, and actually beautiful, but to possible being, so as
to incline Him to give a .' 1 . '.

'

\

* What is commonly a i

iresupposes
beauty. For it is no c <

'

;y, or com-
placence in the person or being beloved for his beauty. .

When any one under the influence of general benevolence sees
another being possessed of the like general benevolence, this
attaches his heart to him, and draws forth greater love to him
than merely his having existence ; because so far as the being
beloved has love to the being in general, so far his own being is,

as it were, enlarged, extends to, * ' - i> - < -M iin. ; <i-

bemg- in general, and therefore r< '
, -.out' 1

, 1 * .,

being in general must of necessity have complacence m him,
,. i .LI ^...^j.-, Ji. ._

/-*kenevoience fco him, as it were out of
_ ,'

' ' ove to general existence, that his own
s ! . ited to, and so looks on its interest as

its own. It is because his heart is thus united to being in

general that he looks on a benevo"

general, wherever he sees it, as the < .

it is ; an excellency that renders him worthy of esteem, com-
placence, i ',! i" _'i- ii jr>i,l.

"
... This spiritual beauty,

which is s ji -
"

,'T 'i n H * virtuous benevolence, is the

ground, T > o- ^ -i< .>"<i .v rat complacence, and is the

primary ground of the latter ; that is, when the complacence is

truly virtuous Love to us m i

*

i, -ilY
"

<

'

may be a secondary ground, \~ .

foundation of it. ... He that has true virtue, consisting in
benevolence to li?lnn in ir<

liuial and m benevolence to virtuous

being, must necea^anlv Vu\e a supreme love to God, both of

benevolence and complacence.'

According to this exposition, complacency as a
moral quality is the result, for the most part, of
! ! .<! M - k MN ''!; upon itself, love making the
<>l-

w
. , ! ',.( 'i.\ (

. i. . i :ie worthy of affection, what
one loved at first out of mere benevolence becomes
an object morally beautiful, worthy of love, and
thus an < b

j
<.'( i < > f < omplaceney. Scripture illustra-

tions of i lie Dix iu<* love as benevolence and as com-

placency naturally suggest themselves, and enable
us to understand how the latter is often the fruit

of the former. The work of Creation is a typical
instance of the benevolence of God, the Almighty
forming the world out of nothing, bringing fight
out of darkness, beauty out of chaos, Me out of
death. When, at the completion of His work, God
beheld the product of His benevolence, and pro-
nounced all very good, He showoo ci:ii|.lii<i

k M< \.

So also with regard to the work <! ItoiliMrj/non,
God's love to the ruined world (Jn 316) was the
love of benevolence. His love to sinners as re-

deemed, made a new creation by that love, is the
love of complacency (Mt 317

).

Keeping this distinction in view, we find in the

Gospels not a few instances in which the expression
'complacency* may be fitly applied to describe
that particular aspect of the love of God, or of the
love of Jeu& Christ, or even that feeling of grate-
ful affection arid devotion which the Divine love
kindles m the hearts of true believers, to which
the Evangelists direct our attention. If com-
placency means pleasure in the contemplation of

beauty, or pleasure in the results of benevolence,
(1) the expression may with all propriety be in

these respects used to describe thelove of God the
Father to God the Son, or again the love with
which the Father contemplates the fruits of the
Divine work of redemption in the hearts and lives

of the redeemed. (2) It may be applied also to
the witness of Jesus to His own character* life* and.

work, and to His gracious acceptance of the faith
and devotion of His disciples. (3) Lastly, it is

appropriate as a description of the joy and peace
with which believers realize the love of God and
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the grace of Christ, and of their satisfaction with
the .s"

1

-

^
"< of the Redeemer's work.*

1, God the Father to God the Son,
especially with

regard^ to His life and ministry.
The ineffable love, with which from all eternity
the Father has regarded the Son, is referred to in

those passages which speak of the glory which
Christ had with the Father before the woild was
(
Jn 175- 24

), or which describe Christ as * the only-
"</ r Son which is in the bosom of the Father'

1
1 ", \\ \r the Dr ii i ; 'pla < "i in the aspect

of delight in the \o --i-
"ji.'.t

the beauty of

Christ's character and work, is that upon which

special emphasis is laid in the Gospels, in which

pur attention is carefully directed to the Father's
interest in the ministry of His Son, and to His

sympathy and satisfaction with Christ's perfect
submission to His will, in connexion with His

voluntary humiliation and ->.i,Tcii-ii> for the sake
of man. And, it is worthy of ^p < in I note, it is

in this connexion that we find the expie&sion
e be

well pleased,'
* take pleasure in

?

(^QKGLV &), where
text and context plainly indicai >

*

i /
of ( oniMl.it i ri< y is intended, as

'

:

the o, her -<u-i4 in which the words etiboKew, etfdo/aa

occur in the NT, that of the Divine election, the
will or purpo&e of God,

* His mere good pleasure.'
The Gospels mention two occasions on which the

words, 'This is my beloved Son, in whom I am
well pleased/ were uttered by the voice of God
Himself.
At the Baptism, God spoke thus (Mt 317

1|
Mk I 11

i! Lk 322). Bv these words He testified the peculiar
pleasure with which He i egarded His Son at the
moment of His consecration to His mission; His
satisfaction with the spirit of submission to the
Father's will which had characterized Jesus

throughout the years of obscurity during which He
prepared Himself for His ministry, and the lowli-
ness with which He submitted to the baptism of
John because thus it became Him ' to fulfil all

lighteousness* ; and His gracious acceptance of the
voluntary offering which the Son now made to the
Father. It was the moment of consecration to that

ministry of humiliation to fulfil which Christ had
come into the world. Therefore, in token of His ac-

ceptance of that act of submission, which spoke
thus,

*

Lo, I come to do thy will, God/ the Father
spoke thus from heaven in the audience of men and
angels,

* This is my beloved Son, in whom I am
well pleased/ We may not, indeed, here or in the
other case in which this voice from heaven was
heard, leave out of sight the additional thought
suggested by the tense of the last word, u5<5/70u,
the Greek aorist the thought, that is, of the

complacency with which from all eternity the
Father had regarded the Son. But this Is the
central thought of the passage, the peculiar plea-
sure with which the Father contemplated the Son's
voluntary 1mnullation. His submission to the Law,
anil His rc&olve to fulfil all righteousness by a life
of lowliest service.

Again, with equal appropriateness these words
were used in the parallel case of the Transfigura-
tion (Mt 175

, cf Mk 97, Lk Q29
}, when Jesus entered

upon the final stage of His ministry*. Then, in
full view oi the cro^s, at the close of our Lord's
conference with Moses and Elijah concerning

* his
decease which he was about to accomplish at
Jerusalem/ that Divine voice spoke in the audience
of Jesus and the three disciples. Thus a second
time God set the seal of His Divine approval to
His Son's submission, and testified to the com-
placency with which He regarded His resolve by
His death to make atonement for the sins of the
world.
In this connexion may be noted also those pas-

sages in which Jesus speaks of the glory of God in

the triumph of ledeeming love. Such are Jn
1017 * Therefore cloth my Father love me, because

I lay down iny life that I ini^lit take it again';
1331.32 'Now is the Son of Man'glorified, and God
is glorified in him, and God shall glorify him in

himself, and shall -.i',:i^ilvr,y 2,'lonfy him', to

which may be addec v M, iJiov's tr of K 421 m
Mt 1218 'My beloved, in whom my soul is well

pleased.'
The

* ' " r "
complacency in connexion

with i: A
. . of the fruits of Chust's

redemptive work*m the regeneration and recon-

ciliation of the world is suggested by the closing
words of the Angels*' Song (Lk 2 1* RV), 'on eaith

peace among men in whom he is Avell pleased'

(eTrl yrjs dpfyy ev avdptiirois evdoxias), where again
we find the technical word, if such it may be

called, for this aspect of the Divine love.

It is now very generally admitted that this is the sense in

which toSofttets, bonce voluntatis, ought to be rendered. That is

to say, heie we ha\e the assmance of another voice from heaven,
a message expressly sent at the time of OL T

*
- -

J

for

the comfort of those who waited for the :-'ael,

of the complacent regard \\ith which the Fathei, contemplating
the objects of His grace, looked upon them as identified with
His \vell-beloved Son * The eye of God could again with com-

placency rest upon mankind,' regarding them as being repre-
sented 'by His Incainate Son, and in \iew of that state of

spiritual excellence to which His work was destined to raise

them. The expression is thus used in an ideal or prophetic
sense, not of mankind as they actually were, but of the objects
of the Divine love as, through their Representative, they should

yet become.

The same thought, that of the pleasure which
God the Father takes in the spiritual welfaie of

His children, is suggested by j
;. --.1^1

- \\ 1 ch speak
of God's joy over the return <-i |-

k n -<r,i smneis.
Such are : Jn 1017

, Lk 157- 10 - 2- ^
(in the parables

of the Lost Sheep, the Lost Coin, and the Prodigal
Son, in which vv 22 32 are especially notable, where
Jesus mentions the joy of the father over the son's

return, and the reason which the father gives for

that joy:
e lt was meet that we should make

merry, and be glad : for this thy brother was dead,
and is alive again; and was lost, and is found') ;

our Lord's assurance in another place that the

prayer of the Publicar, v s { '.."! of God (Lk
1814

); and again His , -M- "\ ; i; prayer and

almsgiving, if prompt"' .-\ n>
;

i spirit, are

rewarded Dy the Fath- wiu -< 01 i M secret (Mt

2. (a) Christ is represented as regarding with

rtrMfJatwii 777* own character and worL, and His

pwp'tf I'lr'nitiny with the Father. This appears in

many passages, especially in the discourses re-

corded by St. John. In conversation with the
'Woman of Samaria, Jesus declares that He only
can bestow the gift of living water which the soul
of man requires ; and, in connexion with the same
incident, tells His disciples that it is His meat and
drink to do the Father's will and to finish His
work (Jn 410- 4

). Again He says to the Jews
that He is in full accord with His Father in respect
of will and of work (5

17 19
), that ' the Father Ion eth

the Son, and showeth him all things that himself
doeth. . . . That all men should honour the Son,
even as they honour the Father* (vv.

20"23
). In His

discourse on the Bread of Life (ch. 6) we find expres-
sions indicative oi His conviction that His work is

in all respects well pleasing to the Father (v.
87*

).

He challenges His adveis-juie^ to convict ITim of
am (S

48
). He enjoys perfect communion \\irli tlie

Father (7
28- 29

). He claims that the Father glorifies
Him, and bears witness of Him (8

54
, cf vv 16' 18

).

He declares that He only is the Good Shepherd,
and all that came before Him were thieves and
robbers (W 5- 8

, cf. vv. 11 14
) He speaks of the

excellence and thoroughness of His work, and of
the satisfaction with which the Father regards it

(10
17ff

). He speaks of the success of His mission,
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and testifies the > \ :

* *
* v with which. He sur-

veys His ministry * '
, 'light of the betrayal

He declares that hostility to Himself means hos-

tility to the Father (14
21- 24 1523 ). A distinct, note

r ' '

marks His closing utterances. So in

,
,

. 13313:. ail again, when He bids His

disciples be of good cheer, for that He has over-

come the world (16
s3

). Addressing the Father
Himself in His intercessory prayer, He says :

*
I

have glorified thee on the earth : I have finished

the work which thou gavest me to do' (17
4
) ; and

again, speaking of the disciples :
' Those that thou

gavest me I have kept, and none of them is lost,
but the son of perdition

*

(v.
12

). Lastly, one of His
last words from the cross is the exclamation of

triumph,
' It is finished

*

(19
30

). The force of such

passages cannot be mistaken. They show the
Christ seeing

* of the travail of his soul,' and ex-

pressing Himself as 'satisfied,' His complacency,
as He surveys the work of redemption, appearing
as a true parallel to the judgment pronounced by
God upon the work of creation, when * God saw
everything that he had made, and, behold, it was
very good* (Gn 13J ).

With the instances cited above may be compared
in this connexion such a passage as that

^
where

Jesus, confirming the joy of the seventy disciples
in the success of their mission, says: *I beheld
SJIT,in as light Tinig fall from heaven. * . . Notwith-

standing in tin.- rejoice not, that the spirits are

subject unto you; but rather rejoice that your
names are written in heaven '

(Lk 1018-

*)*

(b) Jesus further expressed complacency with

respect to the wisdom of the Divine counsels, and
as He contemplated the fruits of H%s work in the

hearts of believers. With regard to the first point,
we note that which St. Matthew and St. Luke
record Christ's ascription of praise to the Father
who * hid these things from the wise and prudent,
and revealed them unto babes' (Mt IP8**

i|
Lk

1021ff
-). With regard to the second, instances

abound in the Gospels. Thus Jesus testified the

pleasure with which He regarded the faith of

Peter, as when at the first He welcomed him, and
showed him what he should yet become (Jn I42,

cf. Lk 510
) ; and when, towards the end of His

ministry, He accepted Peter's confession (Mt 1617-

18
) He showed gracious appreciation of the char-

acter and devoutness of JNathanael (Jn I47
"49

).

Again He expressed satisfaction with the loyalty
of His followers, whom He promised to reward at
the time of the final consummation (AFl 1927

'30 Mk
JQ28-30

||
Ifc 1828-30 ; < Lk 2388-80^ Jn J 31-l)_ \ s |Io

showed pleasure in the faith of His immediate

disciples, so also He welcomed that of others, as
when He spoke with signal approbnlion of the
devotion of Mary of Bethany (Lk lt)

1J
), who had

'chosen the good part,' and of whose offering of

gratitude at the supper in the house of Simon the

leper He said that she had wrought a good work
upon Him which could not be forgotten (Mt 2612

||
Mk 146

-8
1|
Jn 123

's
). He said of the simple faith

of the Roman centurion at Capernaum :
'
I have

not found so great faith, no, not in Israel
'

(Mt 810

|| Lk 79). Similarly, He expressed delight in that
of the Woman of Canaan (Mt 1528). He testified

concerning the sinful woman in the Pharisee's

house, that 'she loved much/ wherefore her sins,
which were many, were all forgiven (Lk T44*)-

Again, an illustration of complacency is found
in the blessing pronounced by our Lord upon little

children (Mt 1913 If Mk 1013
1|
Ik 18JG

!' cf Mt IS2*

Lk Q47- 4S
) ; while the value which He attached to

their faith and devotion is clearly shown in the
incident of the children in the Temple, when Jesus
silenced the cavils of the Pharisees and priests, and
demanded,

' Havfe ye never read, Out of the month
of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected praise ?

'

(Mt 21 16
). Again, Jesus commended the liberality

of the wido-tt '- oTt'iin*. (Mk 1243- 44
11
Lk 21 3 4

). He
noted with j>Iconic

'

j, ".

"*

of the Samari-
tan whom He had 'j/osy (Lk 1718

),

and regarded with oonril?i((>Ml \ ''even the work of
the exorcist who ea-i om devil- in His name yet
did not join the company of Jesus (Mk 939

1| Lk 950
).

Christ's dtii-Jit in receiving sinners and acknow-
ledging ilieu faish is a conspicuous feature in the

Gospels. The parables of the Lost Sheep, the Lost
Coin, and the Prodigal Son (Lk 155- 6

11 Mt 1813- 14
,

Lk 159 etc. ) are full of this lesson Lastly, that
at the Judgment of the Great Day, Jesus will, as

Judge, not orih i'l-h'v ^.i' 'i\ rardwith liberal

commendation an-i .. 'V' -'"<! honour all faith-

ful disciples, iiU'Ui'.nj. in i'" -<rviee lendered by
them" to their Master or to their Master's servants,
is the central lesson of the parables of the "Pounds
and Talents (Lk 1917'19

, Mt 25SL2S) and of the dis-

course on the Last Judgment (Mt 2534
"40

).

3. Of complacency on the part of man
t con-

sidered as a virtue, i.e. pleasure m the contentyla-
tion of moral and spiritual beauty, we find one
notable illustration in the Gospels, in the Baptist's
testimony to Jesus in Jn 329ff

, where John ex-

presses his pleasure in the success of Christ's

ministry, and compares Jesus to the bridegroom
and himself to tliefiiendof the "Iiii'l-^

1

>",, who
'rejoiceth greatly because of the iJnr.ejnoui.f*
voice.' Such complacency as that -\ui]i;iilimc
interest in the Saviour and His -< heme oi ^aha-

tion, and grateful inj'ii -M <
> in l-u will of God

for man's salvation i- il'>'ic !'! MIM-* on the part
of fallen man. As to complacency in view of man's
own knowledge and attainments, Jesus teaches
that it is wholly inadmissible No man, in the

impel fe<1 ^Utc of this present life, has a right to

be ^aii- fled uith himself. Self-complacency is a
sure sign of i,r'0!!i"n; and spiritual blindness
The penitent ]

U'i'-jni not Ilio (Ointment Than
see, is justified of God (Lk IS'

1- 1 -1

) The rollout-
of Jesus must, when they have done all, confess
that they are unprofitable servants (Lk 17lof>

) ; and
Jesus, AV Idle <rc.nenm-.ly acknowledging the faith-

fulness or Hi-. di^uple- and assuring them that

they shall in nowise lose their reward, expressly
warns them that the la^t may be first and the first

last (Mt 1930 II Mk Ifr", cr. M\ 2016
).

IumvrT ci Cninor. JBib*-Theol Lex. s.w S^OSM, tv$&uect

eti' 7 tno C omui of Alford, Meyer, Lange, etc ; Beng-el'a
Gnomon, TT. /** mr. arn Goi-

*

\ ^02 ff., 'Liebe,' vin,

388ff.,
* A i !* .Mi'vr,

1 ^\ 'i " *
1 *'. i

' Jo-aiJaan Edwards, ed.

London, KU \< ! r-i> 1 1.J-J V>, ci .// ^'lx\u.f., pp 237,240;
^irt-^r.ft !>"'' ' ' 'i. />/"'" /< p 215; Martensen,
(h"f, tit' imii'i* T :>( {

,
S'-!ii' o-i .: cnT ' Der christliche

bit. h(, .' l\>',njf>", \\<rk
t
W I)

HUGH H. CFKEIE.
CONCEPTION. See VIRGIN BIETH.

CONDEMNATION. The disappearance of the
term 'damnation* in the RV of the Gospels is

suggestive of more sober and reasonable thoughts
about the Divine judgment against sin. Condem-
nation at the la&t may indeed fall like a thunder-
bolt upon the rejected (Mt 21 19

). The fig-tree in

the parable has a time of probation and then may
be suddenly cut down (Lk 136

-y
). At the Day of

Judgment the unive^al benevolence of God ex-

perienced here (Mt o45 , Lk 6*5 ) will give place to

His righteous wrath against the persistently re-

bellious. Condemnation is the irrevocable sen-

tence then passed upon the abusers of this life (Mt
2541"46

). Especially will this sentence of rejection
and punishment descend then upon the hypocrite
(Mk 1240

). The state of the condemned will be a
veritable Gehenna (Mt 2333

) Weepwg and gnash-
ing of teeth picture the dreadful condition of con-

demned souls (Mt 2213 2451 25*) Nofc only, we
must suppose, punishment by pain for rebellion,
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but regret at past indifference, remoise at nast

folly, shame at past malice, \\ill be the terrible

feelings lacerating souls that have found not for-

giveness but condemnation. The condemned will

regiet their indifference to Christ's demands, which
they have ignored (Jn 3s6 ), They will be tortured

by_
the keen perception of their extreme folly in

*

, kiKrwled^e they might have used (Lk
11^*""). Ihey will feel the shame of having their
secret ill" ml U of evil exposed to a light broader
than* i,i> "i <la\ (Mt 2S28). This will be the con-
demnation to perpetual darkness for those who
have loved darkness more than the light (Mt 812

2213 2530).

But in this present life there is always at work
a certain inevitable and automatic Divine con-
demnation. *The earth beareth fiuit of herself

(atfrojuar??, Mk 428 ), and yet the fact is due to the

directing will of God. So, even in this life, the
Divine condemnation of evil is being worked out,
without that irrevocable sentence which consti-

tutes the nnal condemnation. The guest may
already feel the lack of a wedding-garment (Mt
2211

}, and so, warned by the present workings of

condemnation, escape the last diead sentence.

Nothing but what God approves can endure the
stresses and storms that are imminent (Lk 646

"49
).

Without the sap of God's fa-vour the vine must
already begin to wither (Jn 156

).

But this present immanent condemnation is

rather a most merciful conviction of sin and
wrongfulness (Jn 168

"11
). In this present age con-

demnation is not final for any ; nay, God's purpose
is the eternal security of men in true peace and
true happiness (Jn 317 1247). So far from condem-
nation being any man's sure fate, there is no need
for any member of the human family to have to
u'uli>i<ro Mich judgment as might result in condem-
nation ^"hi S29

). The strong assertion m the pre-
jfont onil!n<r to the second Gospel, 'He that dis-

lioneiebli -shail 1 be condemned' (Mk 16 16
), is surely

the expression of the true conviction that Christ is

the only Way to avoid condemnation (cf. Jn 3 55
).

Condemnation is God's prerogative, and not the

privilege or duty of the individual Christian as
such :

* Condemn not, and ye shall not be con-
demned '

(Lk 6s7). w. B. FEANKLANB.

CONFESSION (of Christ). The words 'confess'
and *

confession' are employed in common usage
to express not only an acknowledgment of sin, but
an ackno\\ lodgment or profession of faith. The
AV aflonU many illustrations of thi-s use, and the
examples are still more numerous in the KV,
which in several passages has quite consistently
substituted * confess' and 'confession' for 'pro-
fess* and *

profession' of the AV in the rendering
of dfjioKoytu, 6fjLQ\oyta (2 Co 933, 1 Ti 6I2 He 3l 414

1023}. A corresponding twofold use of terms meets
us in the original, the verbs 6>0Xoy^o> and ^oyao-

\oyfa being used to denote both confession of sin
and confession of faith (e.g. for opoXayfa, Mt 1C32

and 1 Jn I9 ; for ^opoXoyfa, Mt 36 and Ja 516
). The

noun
o^oXtryta, however, in NT Greek is employed

only with reference to the confession of faith.
In the OT it is Jehovah who is the personal

object of the confessions of faith which we Imd
on the lips of psalmists and prophets (e.g Ps 71

48 14
, Is 122 ei 10 and pasnm] ; but in the JSfT it is

Jesus Christ whom men are con&taiitly challenged
to confess, and it is around His person that the
confe&sion of faith invariably gathers. This lie**

in the veiy nature of the <a&e, since peisonal faith
in Jesus Christ eonsticutes the essence of Chris-

tianity, and confession is the necessary utterance
of faith (Bo 10l

, cf. Mt IS3415
).

i WHAT is MEANT BY THE CONFESSION OF
CHEIST. In the earlier period of the ministry of

Jesus the faith of His followers did not rise above
the belief that He was the long-expected Messiah ;

and it was this conviction which was expressed in

their confessions Typical at this stage are the

words of Andrew,
' We have found the Messiah '

(Jn I41 ). It is true that even in this earlier penod
Jesus is sometimes addressed or spoken of as the
' Son of God (Jn I34 - 50

,
Mt 829

|| 14*) ; but it is not

probable that in these cases we aie to understand
the expression otherwise than as a recognized
Messianic term (cf. Ps 27 ), so that it does not
amount to more than a lecognitioa that Jesus is

the Christ And yet even this \\ as a great thing
to see in the man of Nazareth the Messiah of

prophecy and hope. It marked the dividing line

between those who believed in Jesus and those

who believed Him not St. John tells us that the

Jews had agreed that if any man should confess

Jesus to be Christ, he should be put out of the

synagogue (Jn 922 ) ; that
lf

\ ,

'

. i\ cast out, for

making such a confessio 1
. i , man whom

Jesus had cured (9
34

) ; and that .' .,' f ar of

excommunication many of the < i
' who

believed in His Messiahship refrained fiom the
confession of their faith (12

42
). It was no small

thing to confess that Jesus was the Christ, crude
and unspiritual in most cases as the notions of His

Messiahship mi^ht still be.

But m the minds of the Apostles, though ciude
ideas "\\ere far from vanishing ii together (cf. Mt
SO20

*-, Mk 1028, Lk 2224
), there had . i

up a larger and deeper conception ^1

person and dignity ; and St. Peter's grand utter-

ance at Csesaiea Plnhppi, 'Thou art the Christ,
the Son of the living God' (Mt 1616

j| ; cf. Jn 669
),

JIM* - ji i extension of spiritual content in the
< i . s s u Christ, as our Lord's language on the
occasion plainly implies. The Apostle's language
seems to enfold, in germ at least, the doctrine of

Christ's divinity ; and it formed the high-water
mark of Apostolic faith and profession in the pre-
Kesurrection days.
After the Kes'urrection had taken place, faith in

that transcendent fact, and readiness to bear
witness to it, were henceforth implied in the con-

fession of Christ (Jn 2028 - 29
, Ko 109 ). But while

any profession of faith would have as its implicate
the acceptiiiK'e of the great facts of the historical

Tradition, all i/hat was actually demanded of con-

verts at first may have been the confession,
* Jesus

is Lord' (1 Co 123 ; cf. Ph 211
,
2 Ti 1) : a confes-

sion of which an echo perhaps meets us in their

being baptized
* into (or in) the name of the Lord

*

(els rb 6vofjw, rod Kvpiov 'I^crou, Ac 8lfa 195 ;
v rf 6v6/jt,arL

rov KvpLov, 1048 ). At a later time the growth of

heretical opinions rendered it necessary to formu-
late the beliefs of the Church more exactly, and to

demand a fuller and more precise confession on
the part of those who professed to be Chribt's

disciples. In the Johannme Epistles a confession
on the one hand that * Jesus Christ is come m the
flesh' (1 Jn 42< 3

, 2 Jn 7
), and on the other that

4 Jesus is the Son of God J

(1 Jn 415
), is represented

as essential to the evidence of a true and saving
Chribtian faith. \Vnh iln^ developed Johannme
type of confession may be compared the later gloss
that has been attached to the narrative of the

baptism of the Ethiopian eunuch (Ac 837
, bee

RVm), which is not improbably the reproduction
of a formula of question and answer which had
come to be employed as a baptismal confesbion in

the early Church.

Itma\ be noticed here that it \\as out of the confession of

personal faith \\ hich was demanded of the candidate for baptism
that the formulated ' Coniebbions

1

of the Church appear to have

sprung There can be little doubt that Che so-called Apostles'
Greed was originally a baptismal confession. And Hort, Har-

nack, and others have shown that what is known as the Nicene
Creed is m reality not the original creed of the bishops of
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Nicaea, but a creed which gradually grew up in the East out of

the struggles of the f
~

">
" "

3 of heresy,
and the nucleus of v ight in the

,!',/,' i

'

. 39 ; Herzog-
Hauck, Realencykl,, a-

'
-\ - Symbol')-

ii. THE IMPORTANCE ATTACHED TO THE CON-
FESSION OF CHEIST. We see this (1) in the teach-

ing of Christ nifiiwlf. Tie showed the value He
set upon it not; only \\y 11 it? deep solemnity of His
affirmations upon the* subject, out ly <\iy*-in
the truth in a double form, both p-V-uiM^y ami

negatively, \"
f *'," ,* ,t the liijrho-f conceiv-

able honour ; ,
. \ y one who comc^e^ Him

before men, and the doom of unspeakable shame
all those who are guilty of denying Him (Mt
10* , Lk 128

-*; cf. Mk 838
). We see it in the

pathos of the warning He gave St. Peter of
the approaching denial (Mt 26s4 ; cf. Mk 1430, Lk
S234

, Jn KS"
J

), in the look He cast upon him
when the crowing of the cock recalled that warn-

ing to his mind (Lk 2261
), in the Apostle's "bitter

tears as he remembered and thought upon the
word of the Lord (Mt 2675, Mk U72

, Lk 2261- 62
),

and in the thrice-repeated *Lovest thou me?*
(Jn 2115'17

) recalling the threefold transgression.
But, above all, we see it in the words addressed
at Csesarea Philippi to this same Apostle, who,
though afterwards he fell so far in an hour of

weakness, rose nevertheless,on this occasion to
the height of a glorious confession (Mt 1617-19

).

The evident emotion of Jesus at St. Peter's lan-

guage, the thrill of glad surprise which seems to
have shot through Him and which quivers through
the benediction into which He burst, the great
benediction itself, these things show the supreme
worth He attached to this confession of His strong
Apostle. But especially we see the significance of

St. Peter's utterance in the everlasting promise
which Christ then gave not to him merely, but to
all who should hereafter believe on His name and
confess Him after a like fashion: 'Upon this

rock I will build my Church, and the gates of

Hades shall not prevail against it' (v.
18

). Whether
the 'rock* is St. Peter's confession or St. Peter
himself is a matter

^
of little moment; for if the

latter is meant, it is undoubtedly as a type of

believing confession that the Apostle receives the

splendid promise, and it is on the firm foundation
or such confession as his that Jesus declares that
His Church shall be built.

The view of a certain clasa of critical scholars (e.g. Holtz-
mann, Zeitschr. /. wiss. TheoL xxi. p. 202 ; Harnacfc, History
ofDogma, i. p. 79 n. 2 ; Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, ii. p. 351 n.)
that Mt IB1"

1

are not authentic utterances of Jesus, Ttrafc a
subsequent addition intended to canonize the dogmatic and
constitutional situation of a later age, is not one that com-
mend* KM If ro tlio,u who do not/ an* pc The \u-ws as to the
composition of the First Goepol Mhich are represented by these
wrm r-s <uui b\ Holt/in.'inn m particular Thorc is no textual

ground for objecting to the anthem inn of the \u>rds, while
there are very strong psychological grounds for accepting such,
words as true. See the admirable remarks of Prof. Bruce,
Expos Gr. Test., in loc.

(2) If Jesus laid great stress upon the confession
of Himself, the importance of such confession is

not less prominent in the teaching of the Apostles
Even if baptism

* into the name of tlio Loid Jesus '

<lid i.u
1

ii.iph an explicit confession of Jesus as
l.ohi i iHiM^ir chis seems by no means improbable),
at> all events the Christian baptism which meets
us constantly from the earliest days of the Church
(Acts, passim] clearly involved, in the relations of

Christianity whether to the Jewish or the Gentile

world, a confessing of Christ before men. St.

Paul makes very plain his conviction that, in order
to salvation, believing with the heart must be

accompanied by confession with the mouth (Ro
1C8' 10

), though he also enlarges our conception of

the forms which confession may take when he
finds a confession of the Christian gospel not only

in words spoken but in liberal gifts cheerfully
bestowed for the service of the Church (2 Co 9 13

).

In 1 Timothy he commends the young minister of
the Church in Ephesus because he had * confessed
the good confession in ^ ' ' "

many witnesses*
(6

12
), and finds

^
in this matter tne perfect example

for^ Christian imitation in the 'good confession*
which Christ Jesus Himself witnessed before Pon-
tius Pilate (v.

33
) ; while in 2 Timothy we have an

evident re-echo of the Lord's own language in the

warning,
* If we shall deny him, he also will deny

us' (2i
2
).

J

In the Epistle to the Hebrews Jesus is described
as Hhe Apostle and High Priest of our confession '

(3
1
), and that confession the author exhorts his

readers to hold fast (4
14 1023 ). In the Johannine

Epistles, as we have seen, confession begins to
assume a more theological form than heretofore,
but the writer is not le-s emphatic

1 than those who
have preceded Mm in inbi-imjr npon its spiritual
value. In one jiliue it i> said to be the proof of
the presence of tlio Spin I 01 God (1 Jn 4r

2
), and in

another it becomes not the proof merely, but the
very condition of the abiding of man in God and
God in man (v.

15
).

iii. THEREASON FORTHE IMPORTANCE ATTACHED
TO CONFESSION. When we ask why such supreme
value is set upon confession by Christ and His
Apostles and all through the NT, there are various
considerations which suggest themselves. (1) Con-

fession is nothing else than the obverse side offaith,
The two necessarily go together, for the^L are

really one and the same spiritual magnitude in
its inward and outward aspects. The word of

faith, as St. Paul says, is at once in the mouth
and in the heart (Ro 108), and whatever value
"belong i n fnii h as a vital and saving power ueces-

siil> btK>ri<**. to confession also. (2) It is the
evidence of Jaith. Like all living things, faith
must give evidence of itself, and confession is one
of its most certain and convincing signs. Accord-

ing to St. Paul, it belongs to the very spirit of
faith to believe and therefore to speak (2 Co 41S

) ;

and if the readiness to confess Christ begins to

fail, we may^take it as a sure evidence that faith
itself is falling. How significant here are the
words of Jesus to St. Peter*just before He warned
him of the sifting trial which was near at hand,
6
Simon, Simon, behold Satan asked to have you

that he might sift you as wheat : but I made sup-
plication for thee that thy faith fail not' (Lk
2231. 32^ (g) It is a test of courage and devotion.
A hard test it often is ; witness St. Peter's fall.

But it is by hard trials that the soldier of Christ
learns to endure hardness, and gains the unflinch-

ing strength which enables him to confess the
good confession in the sight of many witnesses
(1 Ti 612), and not be ashamed of the testimony of
our Lord (2 Ti I8 ). (4) It has a wonderful power to

quic&en faith. It both begets faith and quickens
faith in others, as we shall see present 1> ; but
what we are speaking of now is u- ieacii\e in-

fluence upon the believer himself. It is a matter
of common experience that nothing hailstorms

pale belief into strong full-blooded conviction like
the confession of belief in the pr esoiice ot others.

Something is due to the shaping pouei of speech
upon thought, but even more to rlie definite com-
mittal of oneself before one's felloe*-, and the

kindling influences which come from the corn net
of soul with soul. Ajid it is not till men have
publicly confessed their belief in Christ that faith
rises to its highest power, so that * belief unto
righteousness' becomes 'confession unto salva-
tion' (Ro 1010). It is to the psychological ex-

periences that were naturally attendant on the
public confession of Christ that we must attribute
much of the language used in the XT with regard
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to the effect of baptism upon the soul (Ac 22lfi

, Ho
63ff

-, Gal S27
,

1 Co 1213
, 1 P 321

}. And it is worth

noting how the author of Hebrews connects in the
&ame sentence holding fast * the confession of our

hope' and drawing near to God in * fulness' 01

'full assurance
3

of faith (He 1022 23
, ef. 414 16

).
-

(5) But, above all, the value attached to confes-

sion in the NT seems to lie in the fact that it is

the great Church-building power. The grand typi-
cal case of confes&ion of Christ is that of St. Peter
at Csesarea Phihppi (Mt 1615- 18

) ; and this was the
occasion on which Jesus for the first time spoke of

His Church, and declared that on the rock of

Christian confession that Church was to be built

(v.
18

). So it proved to be in after days. It was
by St. Peter's powerful testimony to Jesus as the
risen Lord and Christ (Ac 2s2

"36
) that 3000 souls on

the day of Pentecost were led gladly to receive the

word, and in baptism to confess Christ for them-
selves (vv.

37"41
}. St. Paul knew the mighty power

that inheres in confession, and both in his preach-
ing and writing made much of the story of his own
conversion (Ac 226ff- 2612ff

-> Gal I 15ff
*), thereby con-

fessing Jesus afresh as his Saviour and Lord. It

was above all else by the personal confessions of

humble individuals a testimony often sealed with
blood (Rev 213 12U ) that the pagan empire of
Rome was cast down and the Church of Christ
built upon its ruins. And it is still by personal
confession, in one form or another, that the word
of the Lo 1

*
. t id multiplies, and His Church

prevails .1 .
- <> gates of Hades. It is by

testifying to J esus Cnrist as Lord that men become
the ambassadors of Christ to -the souls of other
men. The secret of the influence exerted by such
confession lies not only in the appealing grace of
the Lord whom we confess, but in the subtle and
mysterious power of a believing ;>ii<l <ciMfo--";),j
heart over its fellow. * Blessed irll LI'MM' of on 1

true loving human soul on another ! Hot calcul-
able bj algebra, not deducible by logic, but
mysterious, effectual, mighty as the hidden pro-
cess by vhich the tiny seed is quickened, and
bursts forth into tall stem and broad leaf, and
glowing tasselled flower' (George Eliot, Scenes of
Clerical Life, p. 287). J. C. LAMBERT.

CONFESSION (of sin). In the OT a large place
is given to the confession of sin, as being the
necessary expression of true insTiilciiee arid ilie

condition at the same time of die Uiiine forprnc-
ness. Witness the provisions of the Mosaic ritual

(Lv S3 "-)* the utterances of the penitential and other
psalms (e.g. 32s 51*ff

-), and I-IMUI- like those of
Ezra (10

1
), Nehemiah (I

6* 7
), ii-ul Da-id (9

4ff*
).

It may surprise us at first to find that in the

Gospels the confession of sin is expressly 'named
on onjy one occasion, and that in connexion with
the ministry of John the Baptist (eZopoXoyot/jicvoi
r&$ apaprlas atrruv, Mt S6, Mk I5). But apait from
the use of the actual phrase, we shall see that the
Gospel narratives take full account of the confes-
sion of sin. and that, as in the OT, confession is

recognized both as the necessary accompaniment
of repentance and as the indispensable condition
of for^ivoiH^ and restoration to favour, whether
human or Divine There are three topics which
call for notice: (1) confession of sm to God; (2)
confession of sin to man ; (3) Christ's personal
attitude to the confession of sin.

1. Confession of sin to God. It is to God that
all confession of sin is primarily due, sin being in
its essential nature a transgression of Divine law
(cf. Ps 5 14) And in the teaching and ministry of
Jesus the duty of confession to God is fully recog-
nized. Our Lord begins His ministry with a call
to repentance (Mt 417

, Mk I15). In the midst of
His public career He characterizes the generation

to which He appealed as an evil ^on^ialion be-

cause of its unwillingness to repent (Lk 11 J" 32
).

Among His last words on earth was His declara-

tion that the univoi-r 1 Lo-pcl was to be a gospel
of repentance and icuu i<m or sins (Lk 2447 ). And
as confession is inseparable from tiue penitence,

being the form which the latter instinctively and

inevitably takes in its approaches to God, we may
say that all through His public ministry, by in-

sisting upon the need of repentance, Jesus taught
the necessity of the confession of

sin.^

But besides this we have from His lips a good
deal of direct

' ' xl "

subject. The prayer
\\hich He ga li j as a pattern for all

prayer includes a petition for forgiveness (Mt 612
,

Lk II4
) ; and such a petition is equivalent, of

course, to a confession of sin In the parable of

the Prodigal Son the prodigal's first resolution
1 when he came to himself

* was to go to his father

and acknowledge his sin (Lk 1517 18
); and his first

words on r.( o'i'ii; Hm weie the frank and humble
confession, 'I,! : ui I have sinned' (v.

21
). The

parable of the Pharisee and the Publican, again,

hinges upon this very matter of the <v\, --! --''-

ment of sin and unworthiness. It T\,.- i i . I

absence of the element of confession from the
Pharisee's prayer, and the presence instead of a
self-satisfied and self-exalting spirit, that made his

prayer of no effect in the sight of God ; while it

was the publican's downcast eyes, his smitten

breast, his cry,
* God be merciful'to me a sinner !

*

that sent him down to his house '

justified rather
than the other

3

(Lk IS10 '14
; cf. the words of Zac-

chseus, another publican, Lk 198 ).
Under this head may be included one or two

cases of confession of sin to Christ. "When Peter

cries, Depart from me ; for I am a sinful man, O
Lord '

(Lk 58), and when the sinful woman in the
house of the Pharisee silently makes confession to
Jesus as she washes His feet with her tears (Lk
737. ssj 9 ^ is too much to say of these confessions,
in Pliny's language (Ep. x. 96) with regard to the

hymn-singing of the early Christians, that they
were offered 'to Christ as to God.' But they were
certainly made to one who was felt to be rai&ed

above the life of sinful hirnrjiiiv. and to be the

representative on earth of liit i.u i'\ i!iil grace of

the heavenly Father *

2, Goiif'">sioii uf sin to me * "" ' the

teaching or CliriM, and the of

sin should be made not only to God but to man,
and, in particular, to any one whom we have
wronged In Mt 5s8' ^ confession to a justly
offended brother is directly enjoined ; and more
than that, it is implied that the very gifts laid on
God*s altar are shorn of their value if such con-

fession has not first been made. In Lk I74 again,
our own forgiveness of an offender is made to de-

pend on his coming and confessing,
* I repent.'

But apart from this confession to the person
wronged, a wider and more public confession of

sin meets ns in the Gospels. The necessity of

such confession Is implied, for instance, in our
Lord's denunciations of hypocrisy in His con-

demnation of the life of false pretence (Mt 2314
) ;

of the cup and plattei outwardly clean, while in-

wardly full of extortion and excess (v **) ; of the
whited sepukhres fair to look at, though festering
\\ith rottenness within (v.

27
) It is implied simi-

larly in His frequent commendation ol simplicity
and smgle-mmdedness and honest truth in the

sight both of God and man (ch Mt 62-- -3 7y' 5 88

913).

* It is a point worth noticing, in the comparative study of the

Gospels, that St. Luke, who is pre-eminently the Evangelist of

salvation for the sinful, supplies us with the jp-eat bulk of the

Gospel evidence that the Divine forgiveness is conditioned by
the confession of sm.
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It seems to be */
""

'
i the Gospels that

acknowledgment . -i as well as to God
has a cleansing power upon the soul. There may,
of course, he a confession that is spiritually fruit-

less, to which men are urged not by the godly
sorrow of true repentance, but by the goads of

sheer remoise and despair. Of tnis nature was
the confession of Judas to the chief priests and
elders (Mt 274, cf. v. 5

). On the other hand, the
confession of the penitent thief to all who heard
him (Lk 2S41

) was the beginning of that swift work
of grace which was accomplished in his heart

through the influence of Jesus. It illustrates

George Eliot's words,
' The purifying influence of

public confession springs from the fact that by it

the hope in lies is for ever swept away, and the
soul recovers the noble attitude of simplicity'
(Itomola, p. 87).

3* Christ's personal attitude to the confession of
sin. That our Lord never made confession to

man, and never felt the need of doing so, is suffi-

ciently shown by His challenge, 'which of you
convicteth me of sin ?

*

(Jn 846
). But did He make

confession of sin to God? The fact that John's

baptism was *the baptism of repentance
3

(Mk
I4 1|), and that the people 'were baptized of him
in Jordan, confessing their sins

'

(Mt 36), together
with the further fact that Jesus Himself came to

the Jordan to be baptized (Mt 313, Mk I9, Lk 321
),

might be so interpreted. But against such an

interpretation must be set the attitude of John
both when Jesus first came to him (Mt 314

) and
afterwards (Jn I29), the lanjruape of Jesus to the

Baptist (Mt 315
), the <lsceni of the Spirit (v.

16
),

and the voice from heaven (v.
17

). The baptism of

John, we must remember, had more than one

aspect: it was not only the baptism of repent-
ance, but the baptism of preparation for the ap-

proaching kingdom of heaven (Mt 32) and of

consecration to its service (Lk 310"14
). It is not

as an act of confession, but as one of self-consecra-

tion (including, it may be, an element of sympa-
thetic self-humiliation, cf. Ph 28), that the baptism
of Jesus is to be regarded. He had no sins to con-

fess, but He knew that John was the prophet
(IhincK <uim Missioned to inaugurate the kingdom
of njrliicon-rK'^ (cf. Mt 21 32

), and to inaugurate
4 il

by the rite of baptism (Mt 2125
1|). And 'by Mib-

mitting Himself to John's baptism He was openly
dedicating Himself to the work of that kingdom,
and taking up His task of fulfilling all righteous-'
ness (Mt 315

). (See Sanday in Hastings' DB ii.

611 ; Lambert, Sacraments in NT, p. 62 f. ; Expos.
Times, xi. [1900] 354).

But, above all, it is to be noted that while Jesus

taught His disciples to pray for the forgiveness of

sins, we never find Him humbling Jlirn-olr before
God on account of sin, and asking to be forgiven.
And the complete silence of the Gospels upon this

point acquires a fuller significance when we ob-
serve that there is not the slightest evidence that
He ever engaged in common pujyer \\i11i the

Apostles. When Jesus prayed 10 iho VjiihiM, He
seems always to have prayed alone (Mt 1423 2636

1|,

Lk 918 II1
; cf Jn 17, where He prays in the pre-

sence of the disciples, but not with them) The
reason piobably was that while the attitude of a
sinful suppliant and the element of confession,
whether uttered or unexpressed, are indispensable
to the acceptableness of ordinary human prayer,
these could find no place in the prayers of Jesus.

(See Dale, Christian Doctrine, p. 105 f. ; Forrest,
Christ of Ilistory and of Lx^trlen^e, pp. 22 ff.,

385 f., Expos. Times, xi. [IOOU] 332 fi ).

LITERATURE. Young's Analyt Concord v.; Hastings* DB,
art.

*
Confession

'

; Ullmann, Sinlessn&ss oj Jesus> p 69 .. ; and
for special points the works quoted in the article.

J. C. LAMB&tlT.

CONSCIOUSNESS. "VVe have to consider, so far
as the facts recorded in the Gospels permit, our
Lord's consciousness of Himself and of His mission.
The subject is difficult. It is beset by perplexing
psychological and theological problems It also
demands very ^

careful treatment, for it opens up
discussions which may soon pass beyond the limits

prescribed by reverence. We shall be guided by
the following division .

I. The data, as found in the Gospels.
i. r '

"

the consciousness of Jesus.
ii. I

' His teaching generally, and
in cne impression Jtie produced upon His disciples.

II. Psychological problems.
i. Growth.
ii. The Divine consciousness and the human,
ill K o-i

1
. -!_'

-^ rl
.'_' T,r" r c.

III.
r
J In <>]-,.. .<, ,.

i. I - - < c. rJ.o'u- personality.
ii. His Divinity.

1. THE GOSPEL DATA. i. Narratives revealing
the consciousness of Jesus. 1. Among the narra-
tives which, in a specially clear way, reveal our
Lord's consciousness, one of the niost remarkable
refers to a very early period of His life St. Luke
tells us (2

41"52
) of His visit to Jerusalem at the age

of twelve years. When, after long searching, He
is found in the Temple, and His mother questions
Him,

* Why hast thou thus dealt with us ?
' His

reply shows plainly that extraordinary realization

of God which is the most outstanding characteristic

of His consciousness :
* How is it that ye sought

me? Wist ye not that I must be in my Father's
house ?' (or,

* about my Father's business,' 6> rots rov

Trarpos fiov). Here is evident the work of the child's

-I, in, 1 '*" 1 in which the dominant idea controls
,!-'',' everything else, and the most unlikely
events appear perfectly natural :

' How is it that

ye sought me?' What is extraordinary is the
nature of this dominant idea. Ah( wly. at the age
of twelve, OUT Lord knows God u^ lli^ 1 t hoi, and
that in a manner so intimate and so peculiar that

ordinary human relationships are as nothing in

comparison with the relation to God. The doing
of God's will is already the supreme motive. It is

to be noted also'how the '

vmj Father '

of His reply
contrasts with the *thy father' of Mary'- question
It is perhaps more natural to regard ihi^ as tho
inevitable reaction of His consciousness than as a
deliberate correction of His mother. If so, it is all

the more impressive. It shows how fundamental
was the position in His mind of the filial relation

in which He stood to God. How unlike this was
to the Jewish mind of the time is shown by St.

Luke's statement about Joseph and Mary :
*

They
understood not the saying which he spake unto
them.'

2. The Baptism occupies an important place in

the data of our subject. Tt is clear that all the

Evangelists intend to point out that our Lord's

baptism was unlike all others performed by John
the Baptist. It was not a baptism of repentance.
Thib is most clearly shown in St. Matthew's ac-

count. John felt the difficulty and 'would have
hindered him, saying, I have need to be baptized
of thoo. and eome-t thou to me ? But JeMis ans\\ er-

ing baid unto him. Suffer it now, for thus it be-

cometh us to fulfil 'l ",/M 1 " 11 :
- Then he

suffered him.' John ', O-IM ! !< incongruity,
and our Lord acknowledged it, but gave a reason
which showed lio\\ tliMineTh He realized His

unique position find calling The baptism was

part of Qod's will tor Him. It had a necessary
place in His life and work. It is also noteworthy
that the descent of the Spirit and the voice from
heaven are stated by St. Mark to have been mani-
fested to our Lord Himself. With this St. Matthew
and St. Luke agree. Only from St. John do we
learn chat the Baptist shared the experience. In
view of what has gone before, we cannot look upon
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tins event as the "beginning of our Lord's know-

ledge of His unique Bonship. It was, rather, an

objective Divine confirmation of the truths which
He already knew from ili-> n.-i ->M\ of His inner

consciousness. It was M.ifi,iN - <ku 10 Himself and
to the Baptist when the time had come for the

public proclamation of the gospel of the Kingdom.
It was a witness to His Sonship, 'Thou art iny
beloved Son ?

; to His slnlessness,
* in thee I am

well pleased
'

; and to His Messiahship,
' He saw

the heavens rent asunder, and the Spirit as a dove
CUM ending upon him

5

(see IS421

).

Caioful study of the Gospels shows that these

three elements in our Lord's consciousness are

those which are disclosed most frequently in His
life and teaching.

.

"
!

*
'

'

Wendfe, T ,, 7
'

"/' r T /.
*

i> "6ff.,

E _.
,- ; i Baptis v K-i--> ' ,

" 'iithe
consciousness of His Messiahship, though already aware of His

Sonship. But, as has just been pointed out, the answer which
He gave to John the Baptist reveals a fully developed sense,
not mrrcl\ of His sinlessness and relation to God, but of His
mi^io'i IT.* testimony of even one Evangelist (St. Matthew)
on a point like this is superior, as evidence, to any amount of

psychological speculation

3. The Temptation of our Lord, following im-

mediately (Mk I
12

) after His Baptism, shows the
nature of the internal conflict which He had to

face when He set about the work of His life.

There was no struggle with doubt as regards God,
or Himself, or the end which He sought. The
force of every temptation depended indeed on the
clearness with which these were realized. His

victory was an i\* I'.cnii'ipr of the tendency to

escape from the limiiiLi.on, bhe lowliness, and the
self-sacrifice which, to human thought, seem so

unbecoming the Son of God in His great work of

establishing the Kingdom.
It is impossible in the short space available here

to deal with, all the definite instances of self-revela-

tion which are given in the four Gospels. It must
suffice to dwell briefly upon a few of the more
remarkable, and to mention such of the rest as
cannot be omitted It may be added that, to those
who have really considered the question, almost

euiy i-iriu' in in om T ord?
s life is, in some way or

other, a luaiuio-MUoii of His superhuman con-
sciousness.

i. One of the most noteworthy instances is that

given by St. Matthew (li-'
5ir

) 'and by St. Luke
(lO

21
^). St. Luke introduces the passage "with the

remarkjiHo ^ ui d^,
* In that same nour he rejoiced

in the llulx J>|ui IE, and said/ It is a proof that the
A [Merles re(o<rni/< id our Lord's utterance on this
occasion as the open expression of His communion
with God. The insight "into the heart of God,
which was the secret of the inner life of Jesus,
finds here such utterance as human language can
give it. He addresses God as *

Father, Lord of
heaven and earth,' a great expression which fore-
shadows the truth which follows: *A11 things
have been delivered unto me of my Father ; and
no one knoweth. the Son, save the Father ; neither
doth any know the Father, save the Son, and he
to whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal him'
(Mfc II27

). It is impossible to exaggerate the im-

portance of these words They contain four great
assertions about our Lord and Hi* work : (1) His
nnivprvil authorit \ ; (2) the mystery of His p*rM>n,

knp\\n m its fulnes* to I he Father only , (3) the

unique relation of fcho Son 1o the Father, ^ in-

volved in the Son's perfect knowledge of the
Father ; (4) the knowledge of the Father, so far as
it is possible to man, is to be had only through
the Son. This short passage contains the whole
Christology of the Fourth GospeL It records for
us an occasion when our Lord permitted His
hearers to gain some insight into His conscious-
ness of God, of Himself, and of His mission.

Among the many important passages which

agree with those which have been discussed, may-
be mentioned the following: (1) The account of

our Lord's reception of the disciples of John the

Baptist who brought their master's doubts to Him
for solution (Mt II 2'7 and Lk 719'34

). Here our

Lord's perfect confidence in His mission is ob-

viously cased upon His consciousness. The con-

trast with the intensely human ,

T '

f heait

displayed by John in Ins tin- , . .,1 . * very

striking. (2) The narrative which includes the

confession of St. Peter and the teaching which
followed it (Mt 1613fS Mk 827ff

,
Lk 918tt

-). The
announcement of His uiij.'^rr

1

"isr death and the

tremendous terms in wnich He claims the utmosb
self-sacrifice from His disciples, give an extra-

ordinary depth to the revelation of our Lord's
.

"
\ i ,

* "*

contained in this narrative. (3)

I . -\ 1
1 . . and every teaching belonging to

the last period of the ministry reveals the over-

powering intensity of His consciousness of the

mission which He liad to fulfil and of its depend-
ence "upon Himself. All the circumstances of His

public entry into Jerusalem are notable in this

respect (Mt 21 1 '16
, Mk II 1'11

, Lk 1929
~47

, Jn 1212-19
;

see especially vv. S9- 4t>>41"45 in St. Luke's account).

(4) His answers to those who questioned His

authority (Mt 21 23 -end
, Mk 11 27-1212

, Lk 201 -19
) are

equally impressive. The parable of the Wicked
Husbandmen, which is given m all the Synoptic
Gospels, is very striking, as showing how our Lord
made an essential distinction between Himself and
all other messengers of God. (5) The description
of the Future Judgment (Mt 2531'46

, cl Mk 8as
,

which shows the same conception, and proves that
the idea is not peculiar to St. Matthew amon^ the
"

.

" ' *

contains as lofty a conception or the
ie Son as any passage in the Fourth

A en shall the king say' (vv.
34- J0

). What
a depth of consciousness is involved in the words,

*ye did it unto me' and *ye did it not to me*
(vv.

40 * 45
).

It would be possible to give many more instances
almost as impressive. The fact is important, as

showing that here we are dealing with an essential
element in the Gospel history. So far our instances

have been taken from the Synoptic Gospels, and
mainly from narratives which are common to them
all When we turn to St. John, we find the self-

revelation of Christen every page, almost in eveiy
Kiiaguiph. See, as examples, Jn I 51 219 425 517"29

tfjMim.* 314.4. (sinlessness)
5S 1038 12^ so 13-* 14y* 1()

etc. The climax is reached in ch. 17, in which we
are admitted to the sanctuary in which the Son

pours out His heart m the presence of His Father.
Here are evident all the elements already noted as

peculiar to our Lord's thought about Himself and
His mission : His unique Sonship, His sinlessness,
His Messiahship, His universal authority, the

mystery of His relation to the Father.
ii. Implications ofHis teaching and the impres-

sion Reproduced. When we come to consider
how this consciousness is implied in His teaching
generally and in His effect upon mankind, we find
ourselves face to face with a mass of materials so

great that selection becomes very difficult. It
must suffice to point out certain classes of facts

1. His mode of thinking and speaking about
God. God is, for Him, *tbe Father.' Sometimes,
with clear reference to His own unique relation-

ship, our Lord calls God *my Father' (Mt 7
J1

10ais uv 16n 18i>. Mk gss jjtt Lk 1022 22 Jn
517 6S2 gi9

s and throughout chs 14-17, etc ). But it

is perhaps even more remarkable that \\ hen Chriht
is teaching His disciples to think about God as their
Father in heaven, and speaking of Him as 'the
Father 7 or 'your Father/ He always adopts the
manner of one who knows this truth from >\ ithm.
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It is not a doctrine which He has learned from

Scripture, or proved by reason, or even gained by
vision or revelation. It is spontaneous, a truth

welling up from the depths of His being, and as
essential and natural to His thought as breathing
to His bodily life To Him God, His Father, was
an ever-present reality, the gieate^t and most inti-

mate of all realities. He knew God as none else

knew Him (Mt II 27
). He abode in His Father's

love (Jn 1510 ) These expressions describe in the

simplest possible way the spirit which is mani-
fested in all our Lord's utterances. Take, as an

example, the Sermon on the Mount, the most dis-

tinctively ethical part of His teaching. Here, if

anywhere, we should expect this purely religious

apprehension of God to Become dormant. In the
introduction (Mt 53'13

), the promises all reveal a

deep insight into the purposes and nature of God
they view

the_
world with its many kinds of people

from the Divine point of view (see also 516- 20 - 4^ 48

gl 4. 6. 8. 9. 14 15. 18. 20. 24. 26ff.
fll. 21). ^11 thrOUgll,

human things are viewed in the light of God's
character. Jesus knew all these things about
human life because He first knew God. Instances
of this underlying consciousness might be multi-

plied indefinitely.
2. His self-assertion. It has often been pointed

out (especially by Liddon in his Dimmty of our
Lord, Lect. IV.) that qualities which are incom-

patible in any other character combine freely and

harmoniously in the character of Jesus. The most
remarkable instance is the union of self-assertion
with the most perfect humility. To those who
believe in the

Beity^ of Christ, the reason, the
*

why,' of this fact is not far to seek. But the
*how j remains a difficulty. How is it that all

seems natural and inevitable in the portrait as we
find it in the Gospels? The answer must surely
be that the self-assertion is the necessary expres-
sion of a real consciousness. It is well to be re-

minded how tremendous the self-assertion is. The
following passages are a selection : Mt 511 * 22> 28- u*

A 44 72i ju.88 29
(the former ve

-

rges gllow tMs c au .

thority' which astonished the multitude) 89* 10 * 22

1015.82.33.37.38.39 D 27. 28. 29
(in fa^Q passages W6

have the self-assertion and the humility side by
side: 'I am meek and lowly in heart' follows
the illimitable claim of vv.^- 28

) 126-8- 41 - 42 1624ff

22*5 2531ff
, Mk228 834ff 1029 126 IS26, Lk 9s3-26 U26*-

21 12ff
, and throughout St. John's Gospel (see

especially 51T 3t"r 8 l -'r
JLO

30 146ff-
etc.). Jn these

passages our Lord declares Hun-oT ,-MJI'M
* than

Abraham, David, Solomon; j",i-> I|JM the

Temple, the Sabbath, the Law ; He claims for
Himself all the homage and devotion of which the
hearts of men are capable ; He calls Himself * the

King,' and describes Himself as the Judge of all

the nations ; He demands as His right that honour
which belongs to God alone (Jn 517"24

). Yet He is

among men * as he that serveth
'

(Lk SS37).
3. The effect of this consciousness upon those

who were brought under His influence is very
evident. The impression which Jesus pioduced
upon the minds and hearts of men was quite
unique He not only preached Himself, He re
vealed Himself. This revelation carried conviction
with it. It is plain that He designed His ministry
to be such a revelation It was not His usual
method to say exactly who He was, but rather to
lead His hearers, on until they were able to make
that discovery for themselves (Mt IG18

'20
). We speak

of our Lord *

claiming
' such and !>uch things ; but

whenever He made an assertion about Himself, it

was because it was necessary that His hearers
should know the truth on account of its essential

importance for themselves. His object was to lead
them to give Him the whole faith and love of their

hearts, because in so doing they attained their

highest good. A notable instance of the effect of

our Lord's self-revelation occurs in the case of St.

Peter (Lk 5s
),

f

Depart from me for I am a sinful

man, O Lord.
9 Here the depth of the impression

is shown by the moral effect (cf. Job425 - 6 and
Is 65

). It is clear that St. Peter was impressed
not merely by the miracle, but by the moral glory
of Christ. The miracle was but the occasion when
there came to him a sudden insight into the char-

acter of Jesus. The intense faith which our Lord
awakened in the hearts of those who responded to

Him testifies to His self-revelation. He looked for

a faith which rested in Himself as its object. Such
faith always called forth His highest approbation.
Almost every page of the Gospels witnesses to the
truth of this. The ease of the Centurion (Mt 85'13

,

I k 7"
~"

in- >n
ji

1
1 perhaps the most striking instance,

is yet only typical. The principle involved in it

may be found everywhere ; see Mt 82 3 - 22 922- * 1022

123U 1358 1522
'28 1929, Mk I40 - 41 25-11 5s4 9s3-** 1029- 52

139 143
"9 Lk 737

"50 923'
26

1Q13-16.
42 1^34 14.25-33 J^IT-W }g22

1940,
Jn 524 6s9 - *5 737' 38 812 etc. The extraordinary

claim involved in these passages, and in many
others, would strike us much more than it does

were it not for the fact that the experience of the

Christian centuries has amply justified it. Chris-

tianity, together with all the moral and spiritual
benefits which it has bestowed upon mankind, is

the effect produced not primarily by any doctrinal

system or method of organization, but by a per-

sonality. It was the deliberate aim of our Lord,
with full consciousness of the method He was
adopting, to influence humanity by the revelation

of Himself.
II. PSYCHOLOGICAL PEOBLEMS. These are many

and difficult.

i. Growth. In the case of a merely human in-

telligence, growth is a necessary element ; and a

I .;
!>....'' .,1 examination would aim at h.i< it ;* Th

-';'
'

< <; . elopment by showing hov 'ii-
k

itiin-,,

reacted upon the circumstances or its history and
environment. Our Lord was truly human ; but He
was not im'ioix hui.uui, and therefore it is unsafe
to reason iin oiiii'uiy experience apart from the
facts of His life as given in the Gospels. Concern-

ing His early years, we are distinctly told that
there was development. 'The child grew and
waxed strong, filled (becoming full, irK^po^vov)
with wisdom 5

(Lk 240
). And again (v.

52
),

* Jesus
advanced (vpotKoirTw} in wisdom and stature.*

The language in both places implies growth in

the true sense of the term. We are not, then,
to imagine the infant Jesus looking out upon the

world, from His mother's arms, with eyes already
gleaming with the fulness of that superhuman
knowledge which He afterwards possessed, as cer-

tain ancient pictures would suggest. In His con-

M ion-no^, a> in Hi* bodily frame, He developed
jiom lielplo-- infamy to maturity. But there is

unmistakable evidence that, as His consciousness

unfolded, it attained, in ways which were to it

perfectly normal and proper, experiences which
are unique among the phenomena of human ex-

istence. It is clear from what has been already
stated, that Jesus, from His childhood, possessed
a consciousness of God as His Father wnich was

utterly different from the faith to which others

attain through teaching and the influence of re-

ligious suiroundings. The incident of His, child-

hood which reveals this fact must be viewed in the

light of the self-revelation which fills all His teach-

ing. Then its meaning is clear. We learn that

His knowledge of His Father in heaven and of the

loving harmony of will which subsisted between
them was not a revelation imparted when the

time of His public ministry drew near. It was
an essential element in His earliest spiritual ex-

periences. So far we are carried by the mere facts.
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Every attempt at a theological, or even psycho-
logical, co-ordination of these facts will carry us
much further, and show that this inexplicable
knowledge of God and consciousness of harmony
with Him form together the ruling and guiding
principle of our Lord's whole life.

We have already passed in review the large
classes of passages which show most distinctly our
Lord's self-revelation of His consciousness of union
with His Father. The force of UK -

!<, --<!.: - N
greatly augmented when certain r j , .

i "
i , i . i <

teristics most clearly manifested iii i
! io (.o-j" I- iM *

taken into consideration.
1. There is no trace in our Lord's teaching or

life of any effort to arrive at truth hy means of

reasoning. Jesus was never a seeker for truth
it was not any task of His to discern God's will

before He began to do it, or to satisfy His own
inU'llifreriiit* before He taught others. In dealing
will i i ho things of God, He moves*with the abso-

lute certainty of One who knew the truth from
within. His use of Holy Scripture is never an
effort to fortify His own mind: He speaks and
acts as One who knew Himself a superior authority.
Just as He was greater than the temple and Lord
of the Sabbath, so is He above the Law and able
to take the position of One who has the right to

modify it or deepen it on His sole authority (seeMt grf.ai.2a.s8 etc. 723.29 128? Mk 228
). When, in

His teaching, He reasons from Scripture or from
nature, it is bimply that He may convey to others,
in a way which corresponds to their mental equip-
ment, the truth which He Himself knows inde-

pendently. In such cases there is j-
1

< \

degree of that *

fulfilling of the Law,' i ':. .

"

out of a deeper meaning, of which so many in-

stances occur in the Sermon on the Mount. Per-

haps the most remarkable example is His proof of

the future life from the revelation at the Bush
(Mt 2232

, Mk 1226 -

**, Lk 2CF- 38
). Here the real proof

is the manifestation of the character of God as it is

involved in the declaration to Moses. See for other
instances of aijruinorit of this kind from Scripture,
from reason, or from nature, Mt l>

45 68* Mt 26a * 7 11- 16

123fr.n.i225ff. } Mk29* 17 34 717ff 103ff- IS85*, Lkl315

145-

a**-, Jn IS14. It is quite plain in these and all

other instances that our Lord is reasoning, not in
order to satisfy His own mind, but to carry con-
viction to the minds of His hearers. There is not
the faintest trace of the struggle for truth.

2. There is no sign that progiessive revelations
were made to Him during the course of His
ministry. Many efforts have been made to show
that Jesus attained at certain turning-points to
new views of His mission, and of the means bj
which His work was to be accomplished. It is

certainly true that in His teaching it is possible
to discern two stages, the first marked by a broad
and more ethical tieacrnent of the Gospel of the

Kingdom, the second dealing with the means by
which the Kingdom is to be established, His own
Person, sufferings and death. But it is quite
impossible to show that these* two stages are not
essential pails of one organic whole. The truth is

that they are perfectly consistent, and form to-

gether one great scheme of revelation. To suppose
any change of purpose, 01 even fresh insight into
the means bv which our Lord's mission was to be
accomplished, during His ministry, is to go beyond
the evident c afforded by the Gospel histoiy, in
obedience to some a priori psychological or theo-

logical theory. It is supposed by some that He
began with the belief that the Kingdom would be,
somehow or other, introduced miraculously when
the people as a whole were ready to receive it, but
that, as time went on, and He found Himself
rejected by the leaders, He became convinced that
the Kingdom was already being realized in the

hearts of the faithful, and finally saw that it was

necessary that He Himself should die for its ad-

vancement. But how is this consistent with such

passages as these : Mk I 17
- 25 34 37 S8 ' 43 ' 45 220 312, and

the i . .

;

.

^

passages in St. Luke ; also the
whole bei'mon on the Mount m St Matthew ?

Why should our Lord so steinly and so con-

sistently forbid the spread of popular excitement
if He thought the Kingdom would suddenly
appear, -*uper\ ening miraculously upon the old

oider 9 Here is clear proof that from the begin-

ning He understood the spiritual nature of the

TC"
' W , _?ain should He, from the be-

.'.- the days of mourning 'when
the Biidcgioom shall be taken away,' unless He
had in view all along the great sacrifice which was
to end His ministry* (See Mt 915

, Mk 219 - 20
, Lk

534- ss
. This saying obviously

" * '

o the
earlier days, when the disciples weie
marked by their joyous acceptance of all the

good gifts of their Father m heaven). These con-

clusions are greatly stiengthened by a considera-

tion of the crisis which was brought about by the

feeding of the five thousand. That there was a
crisis is evident from Jn b'

15 - 24 66
compared with

Mt 1423 - 24 and Mk 645
'47

. But it was not a crisis

in the consciousness of Jesus. It concerned rather
'

-" ", people. Now at last they are
. . i,- of their hopes of a worldly

Mes&ian, ana tne veiy manner of their disappoint-
ment shows our Lord's perfect consistency. His
conduct throughout is that of one whose mind is

made up and whose course is absolutely clear. At
the very end, it may be thought, we have, in the

Agony m the Garden, a crisis at which He
became at last fully persuaded of the necessity of

His death. But surely it is much more in accord-
ance with the whole history to regard this as a
moral crisis, when, for the last time, He was
tempted to turn aside. There are indications that,
all along, this temptation was presented to Him
(see Mt 1622- 23

, Mk%
83J * Jn 1227

). Our Loid's
utterances before the Agony show the very fullest

consciousness of His mission, and of how it was to
be accomplished.

3. Repentance had no place in the consciousness
of Jesus. As Harnack ( What ^s Christianity ?, p.
32 f.) puts it,

* No stormy crisis, no breach with His
past, lies behind the period of Jesus' life that we
know. In none of His sayings or discourses . . .

can we discover the signs of inner revolutions

overcome, or the scars of any terrible conflict.

Everything seems to pour from Him naturally, as

though it could not do otherwise, like ;
-

"

.

from the depths of the earth, clear and i-i- I, 'v I

in its flow.' This is the strongest proof of our
Lord's perfect sinlessness. It is incredible that
the keenest spiritual insight ever possessed by man
should have boon blind to its own condition. In
confirmation of this the follow in^r passages are
important . Mt 520ff- 7n IS 24 Jo J5

, Mk 942ff
, Lk 13^ s

17 1" etc. show our Lord's sensitiveness to the

presence of sin in the hearts of men ; how He
recognized its universality in the world, and how
high was His standard. "Mk 1", Lk 640

, Jn 4s4
2.4t>

} gjve a ^jrect insight into His conscious-
ness -of His own moial condition. Lk 58 ,

1 P 2aa 318
5

1 Jn 2^ 3^ 7 2 Co 521
, He 415 etc. show the impres-

sion He produced, in regard to this matter, upon,
the minds of His disciples Our Lord's conscious-
ness of union with Hi^ Father was not marred
by any sin -within His own soul.
On the subject of growth, then, our data lead us

to the conclusion that there was a real develop-
ment in the consciousness of Jesus duiing His
youth, but that this development was completed,
certainly in all its essential elements, before He
began His ministry. *
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ii The most perplexing of all the psychological
problems opened up by our subject is that which is

presented by the endeavour to distinguish the

Divine and human elements in our Lord's con-

sciousness, and to define the mode of their union.
What m general the contents of His Divine con-

sciousness were, so far as they have been revealed
to us, we have seen above But it ih extremely
hazaidous to draw negative conclusions from these

positive results, and every attempt at definition of

the two elements involves negative as well a& posi-
tive statements Psychologically, we are pre-
sented with an insoluble pioblem. There are no
facts and no laws, known to the science of mind
which can help us to understand the consciousness
of Jesus That He knew as man knows there can
be no question All the evidence we possess points
to mental growth during the years of His youth ;

and though, as we have seen, the facts of His

hitetory during the period of His ministry do not
wan ant us in attributing to Him
attainments in the knowledge of Divine things, it

is clear that ordinary human knowledge came to
Him as it comes to us. It is often said of Him,
that He 'came to know' (yvwaL, Mt 1215 2218 2610

,

Mk 28 8 17
, Jn 41 56 615 1619

; see Mason, Conditions

of our Lord's Life on Earth, p. 130 ff ). Again, we
are told that He was guided by the evidence of
His senses :

* When Jesus saw it, he was moved
with indignation

'

(Mk 1014
) ;

*

Jle came forth and
saw a great multitude, and he had compassion on
them '

(Mt 14W ) ;

' When he drew nigh, he saw
the city and wept over it

'

(Lk 1941
). Such passages

are convincing ; and others, which tell of a super-
natural know leil<:e of the thoughts and motives of

men or of event-, (e.g. Jn I 48 418
, Mt 21 2

,
Mk 1413,

etc.), do not weaken their force. But side by side

with this human consciousness we find unmistak-

4
able evidence of a consciousness which knows the
heart of God from within, and which therefore sheds
an unparalleled illumination over the whole realm
of spiritual things. Jesus could say of Himself,
No one knoweth the Son save the Father ; neither

doth any know the Father save the Son, and he to
whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal him.' Such
an assertion would be folly or worse were it not

justified by the contents of His teaching. But the
truth is that what Jesus showed mankind about
the Father and His Kingdom, His Love and His
holiness, and the revelation which Jesus gave of
human life as seen in the light of this Divine
manifestation, have ever remained the highest
heights of spiritual vision. And, more wonderful

still, this revelation has proved itself, as He fore-

told, inseparable from the Person, who gave it.

The teaching, Divine though it is, has ever been
subordinate to the Teacher. It is always Jesus
Christ who reveals the Father. H ere then are the
two elements, a consciousness of God and of Him-
self in relation to God different in kind from
anything known in our experience, and side by
side with it ordinary human kjiov Yd^o based on
the evidence of the senses. UarnmU puts the

problem thus: *How He came to this conscious-
ness of the unique ohiiraoloi of TTi- relation to God
as a Son, how Jle oarno u> the < on-ciou-m,*.** of His
power, and to the consciousness of the obligation
and the mission \ihich this power carries with it,

is His secret, and no psyehologv will ever fathom
it' (What i,\ Chustuimty

9
p 128)

iii Knowledge and ignorance, We cannot enter
here upon a general discussion of this question It
must suffice to note that our Lord in one instance

pointedly confessed ignorance (Mk 1332), that He
asked questions, evidently to gain information
(Mk 530 ^^, Jn II34), that He showed surprise
(Mt 810

, Mk 66
), that He sought for what He could

not find (Mt 21 19
, Mk II 1

*), and that there is no

trace in the Gospels of His possessing supernatural
knowledge of human and secular things beyond
what was necessaiy for Hib -\\orlv These facts

may be connected with the following statements
made by om Loid Himself 'The Son can do
nothing of himself, but what he seeth the Father
doing

'

(Jn 519
) ;

'
I can of myself do nothing ; as I

hear, I judge . and my judgment is righteous ;

because I seek not mine o\\n will, but the will of
him that sent me 3

(v.
d

) ;

' My teaching is not
mine, but his that sent me' (7

Ifa

) , "He that sent
me is true ; and the things which I heaid from
him, these speak I unto the \\orld' (S

26
) , 'I do

nothing of myself, but as the Father taught me, I

speak these things' (v.
28

) ;

l
l speak the things

which I have seen with my Father '

(v
38

) ;
* Tne

Father winch sent me, he hath given me a com-
mandment, what I should say and what I should

speak
'

;

' The things therefore which I speak,
even as the Father hath said unto me, so I speak

'

(12
49 - 50

) ; 'The words that I say unto you I speak
not from myself ; but the Father abiding in me
doeth his works Believe me that I am in the
Father and the Father in me *

(14
10 n

; see also

1424. si 1515 177. 8) a From these statements it surely
follows that our Lord's Divine knowledge was im-

parted to Him in His communion with His Father.

Apart from this means of knowing, He depended
simply upon His human faculties. 'This being
the case, we must see that, if anything which
could not be known naturally was not made known
to Him by the Father, it would not be known by
Him '

(Bishop O'Biien of Ossory, quoted by Canon
Mason, op. cit. p. 192). The psychology of this

communion with the Father, as a means of know-

ledge, is doubtless beyond us
; but the facts given

in all the Gospels agree with the statements of

our Lord Himself as recorded by St. John. See,

further, AUTHORITY OF CHRIST.
III. THEOLOGICAL RESULTS i. The first result

is an extraordinary iM-ipli.i-M- upon the unique-
ness of our Lord's j, / *'// '/'*// In the psycholo-
gical sphere the consciousness of Jesus Christ is as
miraculous as His resurrection is in the physical.
There is this difference, however, that His con-

sciousness is a fact which comes in all its freshness

before everyone who reads with clear eyes the

story of His life. It is the most truly living ele-

ment in the Go^pol-, and it is the same in them
all. It is a concHUc fad, not an abstract doctrine.

To attribute its unity and concreteness to the
sudden <! \<T>>| iiii>"i o 1

t\ dramatic instinct among
certain ! /Hui-K-'mr, <!<*! Jews of the 1st cent., is

as impossible as' to derive it** amoving *j>iiiinal

elevation from an idealizing lend* ncy an ion;; those
who believed in God and His promises, and were

looking for the Messiah and His Kingdom. Every
attempt at explanation of this kind has proved,
and must ever prove, a failure. The truth and
vividness of the Gospels flow from the reality of

the Christ whom they portrav and the conscious-

ness of Jesns is the soul of thsit rvalny
ii The study of the con-scion-ne^- of our Lord is

the most convincing prn^f oj J/t* I)u in if, if When
such passages as Jn 51-30 812'58 1027

'38 141' 1* are com-

pared"with such as these from the Synoptics Mt
- ' -

102i-2442 12p-io 1940 so"'15 and both series are
discerned to he the inevitable and consistent

utterances of the mind of Him who called Him-
self the Son of God and the Son of Man, the con-

clusion is irresistible, unless, indeed, preconceived
views of the nature of the Universe forbid the

inference, that the traditional doctrine of Chris-

tianity is the only adequate interpretation of the
tacts of the life of Jesus.

LITERATURE Weiss, Lelen Jesu ; Wendt, LehreJesu ; Mason,
C&ndttions of Our Lord's Life on ESwrth ; Gore, Dissertation*
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and Hampton Lectures ; Liddon, DiiAnity of Our Lord ; Balden-

sperger, Das Selbstbewiisstsein Jew ; T,> - '" 1 _ T ~*en Jesu ;

Adamson, Studies of the Mind in Chr
,

I .
-

, Place of
Christ in Modern TVoZow; Godet, New Testament Studies;
Row, Jesiis of the E>a"ii<ic? *>n? , Keim, J(*f>u von Kazara ,

Harnack, Das Ws* >n r?e? Cfattirntttin* [Eng tr. What is Chris-

tianity!}, >.,!, /, //"' U Mad \^.\ a> L-o'i'The
Dawnofit.- ^L. -r .

' C'^i^ iO" !!(.-> T / ,JM- /" *, 1 '05

In some of these, and in many other works which might be

named, will be found a great deal of rafcher free speculation
based upon ps\ cholo^ical considerations, and often but loosely

connected with the statements of the Gospels. The present
writer has endea\ cured to keep as closely as possible to the

historical evidence. On account of the peculiar nature of the

problem, he is convinced that psychology affords but little

assistance, and he regards even an isolated statement b> one of

the Evangelists as evidence of higher quality than a- priori

arguments of any description. Yet he has not forgotten the
views of modern critics, and has been careful to show, by an

array of references to texts, that the principal contents of our
Lord's consciousness are \\ itnessed to by all

ties CHARLEo j. . J ^.u^i.

CONSECRATE, CONSEGRATION.In the AV of

NT 'consecrated' occurs twice. In both places
the reference is to the work of Christ, "but to two
different aspects of that work, neither of which is

suggested by the rendering
* consecrated

*

(1) In
He 7s8 the word used is rereAaw^poz^RV 'per-
fected.' Our Lord, as f a Son perfected for ever-

more,
5

is contrasted with human high priests
*

having infirmity.
1 The connexion of thought,

obscured in the AV, is with 210 59 etc. The per-
fection of Him who ' abideth for ever/ and whose

priesthood is inviolable, is the result of the human
experience of the Divine Son. By His life in the

flesh, His lowly obeci< k

ri<'o, a M<1 TTi- -:iT- -i':j>. He
has gained that abiding -\ n p,i !A \\ i: ii F.K M " hich

fits Him to be Hhe aiu'-ioi <>i oic-irsi! Nil\:ion.
3

(2) In He 1020 the word used is tvcKatvurev=JV
'dedicated/ lit. 'made new ' Jesus 'dedicated for

us a new and living way
1

into the Holy Place.

The thought is that by means of His own blood

pur High Priest passed into the Divine presence,

inaugurating a way for us. Because He passed
through our human life, and out of it by the

rending of 'the veil, that is to say, his flesh/
He is not only our representative, out also our
forerunner ; in full assurance of faith we also may
draw near and follow Him into that heavenly
sanctuary.
In the'RVm 'consecrate* is found three times,

viz., Jn 1036 1717* 19
. ayidfrw, of which 'conse-

crate' is an alternative rendering, is usually
translated 'sanctify.' The exception in the Ev
is the first petition of the Lonl - J 'raver i'Mt 69=
Lk II2

)

' Hallowed be thy name. 7
"

Here the
Bheims version has ' sanctified be thy name

'

; on
the other hand, Wyclif has 'halowe/ 'halowid'
in Jn lOf 1717- 19

.

^
The distinction between * consecrate

' and ' sanc-

tify
'

turns rather upon usage than upon etymology.
Both words mean * to make holy/ But a person
or a thing may be made holy in two different

ways: (1) By solemn setting apart for holy uses,
as when in the LXX ayLdfrw i(^i^riat(- the con-
secration of a prophet (Jer 1-', < f. Sir 454 497);
(2) by imparting fitness for holy uses, as when St.

Paul speaks (Ro 1516, ef. 1 Th 56) of his offering as
* made acceptable

"

because it has been ' sanctified

by the Holy Spirit/ On these lines it now seems
possible and desirable to distinguish the two
English words which mean 'to make holy/
Ideally, consecration implies sanctification. But
in modern English 'consecrate

1

suggests the

thought of setting apart for holy uses, whilst

'sanctify
5

has come rattier to imply making fit

for holy uses.

The rendering 'consecrated* better suits the
context of Jn 1036 'Say ye of him, whom the
Father consecrated and sent into the world, Thou
bla&phemest, because I said, I am Son of God 9 '

Jer I
5
supplies a suggestive OT analogy, for the

word of the Lord reminds the young prophet that,

in the Divine counsel, he was set apart for holy
uses before his birth. The thought would be more

appioinijuolv presented by 'consecrated' than by
i: V '-.iiu Liii-vl' (LXX yyiaKa). ^'v^ -h as our

Lord declares in His aigument ".1-1 i " Jews

(Jn 1036 ), the Father consecrated His Son to His

redemptive mission before sending Him forth to

His work. More is implied in this statement than

that the Father 'chose' or 'set apart' His Son.

\11 tY _- were given into His hand (Jn 335
), and

, OTIL-
'

'

'all things were 'life in himself' (Jn
"-"

i i ','-* of grace and truth (I
14

), and the Spirit
' without measure '

(S
34

).
' The fact 1 ><>lon L> i o the

eternal order. The teim expresses i lie l)i\ mo des-

tination of the Lord for His work. This destination

carries with it the further thought of the perfect
endowment of the Incarnate Son' (Westcott, Com.
in loc.). It is only in this sense c f '- '

equip-
ment that the Divine Son was > or His
sacred mission; the Holy One had no need of

sanctification 'in a way of qualification/ as the
Puritan divines used the word, when they meant
inward cleansing from sin and the Holy Spirit's
bestowal of purity of heart.

Oui Lord's words, 'I consecrate myself* (Jnl7
19

),

are best understood in the light of His earlier

saying that * the Father consecrated
3 Him (Jn 1036).

The two statements are complementary. His con-

secration of Himself was the proof of His perfect

.Kqiiio-coTxo in the Father's purpose concerning
Jlim-olf, Hi- disciples, and the world. The secret

of His inner life was continually revealed 'in

loveliness of perfect deeds
' which constrained men

to si(.krio\vlL'iVo ^ ie truth of His words, *I seek
not mine <>\\n will, but the will of him that sent
me *

(Jn 530
) ; the law that ruled Hi every word

and work He was soon to fulfil to the uttermost ;

His readiness to drink the cup which the Father
t

was about to put into His hands was involved in
"

His calm word, 'I consecu'io u i \-i1f
j

; H-3 utter-

ance in this solemn hour <iiloi'l-'i 'jlmip-o of the

spirit of absolute devotion 10 Hi- I ai 1
->r - will m

which Jesus is
" " * "

TT" wk and consum-

mating in death of His life And
as for the sake of His disciples Jesus consecrates

Himself, He prays for them, knowing that the
future of His kingdom d<A

[>pTi/N on their having
the same spirit of (ornpUie consecration to the
Divine will.

Coirment'if ors who follow Chrysostom in regarding &,

J>raoiicalh eqni\lcrn to xpoo-Qipiu <rot Ouenetv (cf. EutL Zig. iy&
txosr^s faffiu.**) cu!/rcv), and as connoting The idea of expiatory
sacrifice, support tlieir interprotaiion b\ references to OT
passages in which ,^as/v (=#nprr) is a sacred word for

s-,rrifl v- ,i- o 7 , F\
n
#*, Dfc 1519^, 2 S fill (cf. Meyer, ^n loc )

I'M' \ i r k b iiri'l io iriM the word u.^ia^tw two different mean-
ings in the same sentence, as does the RVm :

' And for their
sakes I consecrate rmself, that they themselves also may be
sanctified m truth.' But it is not from the woid *y<^v that
the nature of Christ's de.u h is to be learnt

, that which
differentiates the consecration of Christ from the consecration
of His disciples is T

}
''.''* s by the other words in thi"

pregnant saying. IK ' ,-<, -i of Jesus is His own act,
but He does not pray that apart from Him the disciples may
follow His example and consecrate themselves; His consecra-
tion is the pattern of theirs, therefore the same word is used of
the Master and of His disciples; but \vithour, ITis consecration
'for their sakes' (is-s/a yTy), their consecration would be
impossible, therefore it is said of the Master alone that He
consecrates Himself on behalf of others,

If ayLafav he uniformly rendered * consecrate
'

in
our Lord's intercessory prayer, it will be seen that
He twicB expresses His yearning desire for the
consecration of the men whom His Father had
given Him out of the world: (1) Jn 1717 * Con-
secrate them in the truth

3

; as Jesus sends forth
His disciples on the same mission which brought
Him into the world at His Father's bidding, He
asks that they also may be set apart for holy
service, and may be divinely equipped for their
task,, even as He was, by the indwelling of the
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Father's love (v.
26

). They possess the Vi- >r^i
and the faith that the world lacks, for

'

< \ iu.\.

come to know and to believe that the Father sent
the Son (vv.

8 25
, cf. vv. 21 - 2S

). It is because Jesus
desires intensely that the world may know and
believe, that He so

p

'\ ays for the con-
secration of the men

'

, and knowledge
qualify them to speak in the world the word which
He has given them. (2) V. 19 ' And for their sakes
I consecrate myself, that they also may be con-
secrated in tiuth ' Reasons for departing from
the rendeimg of the RVand the RVm have been
given above. No doubt it is important to re-

member that men *

having infirmity
3 need by

inwaid siri Jif\i'iu <o be made fit for the holy
service ! M !;<!> iV\ have been consecrated; but
the emphatic words,

"*

they also
3

{/cat atiroi), suggest
not a contrast, but a resemblance, a consecration
common to the Master and His di>ciple- It is a
resemblance not in the letter, but in the spirit
Between their work as witnesses and His as
Redeemer there was a contrast; but their lives

might be ruled by the 'inward thought' (1 P 41

RVm) which constrained Him to suiter for their
For the disciples of Jesus real consecration

consists in having the mind which was in Him,
who * humbled himself l-"ivir_! obedient even
unto death, yea, the !;,. i i il>o cross' (Ph 28 ).

It should also be noted that the consecration

spoken of in Jn 1719
is, alike in the case of Jesus

and of His disciples,
f not a process but an act

completed at once, in His case, when gathering
together in one view all His labours and -uflbrmg-,
He presented them a living sacrifice to H i- Tat her ;

in theirs, when they are in like manner enabled to

present themselves as living sacrifices in His one
perfect sacrifice' (W. F. Moulton, Com, in loc.).

See, further, art. SANCTIFICATION.
J. G. TASKER.

CONSIDERATENESS. It was a saying of St.

Francis,
*

Courtesy is own sister to Love '

; out con-
siderateness is more than courtesy (wh. see), for it

takes account not only of our neighbour's feel-

ings, but of all his circumstances and all his
wants. Our Lord * knew all men, and knew what
was in^man' (Jn 2s5

); and in this knowledge we
find Him acting always with the most exquisite
care for all their needs. Their 'bodily needs He
anticipates and provides for, as in the case of the

hungering multitudes (Mt 1532 , Mk 8 1"3
,
Lk 9 13

, Jn
6s), where, moreover, He takes care also that

nothing of the store He had provided should be
lost (Jn 612

), and in the case of His o\ci-\i r
<>ii^iii

disciples (' Come ye apart and rest awliilo," Mk 0'
,

To which may be added His directions regarding
Jairus' daughter, when He had raised her from the
dead ('He commanded that something should be
given her to eat,

3 Mk S48
). Still more beautiful is

Christ's delicate consideration of men's feelings.
Among the many; rays of *his own glory' (Jn2n )

manifested forth in His first miracle, we must not
omit His considerateness for the mortification
which the falling short of their wine would cause
to His peasant hosts, and His taking care that
none save His mother and the servants knew
whence the new and better supply was drawn (Jn
2s

).
t
As instances of His considerateness of men's

spiritual needs, we may cite His giving scope for
the strong faith of the good centurion by not going
to his house (Mt 8sfr

,
Lk 7-

lT
), while by going

with Jairus He support >, hi<= \\oak faith, and is

beside him when the stunning message reaches
him,

*

Thy daughter is dead : why troublest thou
the Master any further?' (Mk S85) ; His whole
action in the case of the woman taken in adultery
(Jn 81'11

) ; and His attention to the still deeper
need of the woman with the issue of blood, whose
faith, great as it was, required to be adorned with

gratitude to, and confession of, her healer (Mk
S29"34

). Extreme pain tends to make men forget
everything except their ov.n -iif!ei"i<: it only
brought out the more the {ill-ombnuin^ consider-
ateness of Christ. His word- riom t IK- ( i<>-> to the
Virgin Mother and St. John (Jn 1926 - 27

) teach, no
doubt, the new relationships created for believers

by the gospel^Mk 1030, cf. Ro 1613
, but they exhibit

also His considerate care not needlessly to mention
a relationship which might so easily have exposed
St. Mary to hustling by the mob, or to syllable
names Avhich would have been repeated by irre-

verent tongues. The post-resurrection sayings to

Mary Magdalene (
Jn 2015 - 18

), to St. Thomas (Jn
2027

), and to St. Peter, who, as he had thrice denied
his Lord, is thrice restored with delicate allusion

to, but not mention of, his threefold fall (Jn 21 1S - 17
),

are example** no less shining and illustrative (Cf.
TV

'

<>|> 1\ jV sermon on '

Courtesy
3

in Stiidies in
1

, , Character, p. 209).
J. COOPER.

CONSOLATION. > The word < consolation*

(ira,p&K\7]<ri$) occurs only twice in the Gospels (Lk
325 g249 b^k Ay an(j jv). Trc^/cA^o-is, however, is

a word of common occurrence in the rest of the
NT, where in AV it is usually rendered * consola-

tion,' although not infrequently
* comfort.' In

RV'ioimori has been substituted for * consola-
tion' except in Ac 436 ('exhortation,' marg.

* con-
solation ') 1531 (* consolation,' marg.

4 exhortation '),

He 618
(' encouragement'). Besides meaning con-

solation or comfort, ira,pdK\7j<ns sometimes denotes
exhortation, and is so rendered both m AV and
RV. When it is said of Simeon that he was
'looking for the consolation of Israel' (Lk 2s5),
the word is used by metonymy for the Messianic
salvation n- 1-iiMjJnjr conflation to the Chosen
People, s 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1y L ! i o Messiah Himself was known
to the Rabbins as orgo,

* the Consoler,
3

or ' Com-
forter,' of Israel (see Schottgen, Hor. Heb. et

Talm. ii. 18). In Lk 6s4 the rich are said to have
received their consolation, i.e. the comfort which
conies from \\oiVilv pio-pu u\ , in contrast to those

spiritual blr-^ing- vJnch J'-u- had just promised
that His disciples should enjoy in spite of poverty.
1 ,i- . . ii-nl hi'i-r\i.

<""* <f 2Col3 -5
).

2. '
/ <!t> > /" //'. / " /. t'<i of Christ. First of

all,there will ever stand the words :
* Come unto me,

all ye that travail and are heavy laden *

(Mt II28
-30

).

Amid outward storm and inward fear the Lord
-I TTi-d'-.V.-: Beof good cheer: it is I; be
MM j I'M, -I . M!v ii . The Physician of the ailing
body and sick soul addresses the weary sufferer.
4

Son, be of good cheer ; thy sins are forgiven
'

(Mt
92

). To us to-day His Holy Spirit breathes the
same blessings in the gospel of mercy and peace,
the Spirit by whom He is with us *

all the days,
even unto the completion of the age' (Mt 2820

).

His words do not pass away (Mk 1381 ), and from
His Divine lips no word is void of power (Lk I87).

'Peace be unto you* is tho first message of the
ascended as of the risen Lord (Jn 2021 26

) Still He
loves * to the uttermost

'

(Jn 131
) ; still He can bear

to lose not one of those whom His Father has

given Him (Jn 18q
), and still no enemy shall snatch

them from His hand (Jn 1028). Even the hairs of
the head of the children of God are objects of His
watchfulness (Lk 127 21 1S

), to number them and to

preserve them. So, truly, His service should be
without fear (Lk I74 ). Amid the storms of this

changeful life we cry :
* Carest thou not that we

perisfi ?
'

(Mk 4s8), and nevertheless Uhe very pur-
pose of His mission was and is that we should have
life, and have it more abundantly (Jn 1010 ). There
is no uncertainty on EIis> part, -'eternal life is the
settled purpose of God for man (Jn 640

). The grace
He bestows is in its nature prolific, and its fruit is

eternal life (Jn 414- s6
). He gives the Kingdom of
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God (Lk 1232
). His message is a gospel (Mt 42J

)

His eais aie never closed to oui cry (Mt 2122
). All

things aie possible with Him (Mk'lO27
)

To these higher thoughts may be added precious
truths which have a like condoling power in the

conflict with evil ever surging \\ithm and without
Our Lord knows our human nature through and

through (Jn 225 ). His purpose is to aveit judg-
ment and not to condemn whilst there is time^ for

salvation (12
47

). His condemnations -vwo <.ivin-f,

hypocrisy and hardness of heart and OM i
1
!!

1

]^ <>r

Sis gospel. He came bearing our infiimities and

saving us from our &ins (Mt I- 1 S17
, Lk 19 10

).
^
What

is done to the poor, sick, beieaved, afflicted, is done
to Him ; and He will remember (Mt 23 4()

). His

blessing abides with the pooi, meek, sincere soul,

faithful to the end (Mt 5
1"1-

10--). in this life

the disciple must be content to expect little of

Moildlv -lute-- and yet he shall not be unconsoled

(Mt in-", Mk HJ30 ,
Jn 1633 ). To His disciple Christ

promises: 'I will love thee' (Jn 1421
). See also

art. COMFOBT.
L.

Or i

i <! ?. ri- .

"i-T.l. *tr 1, >J~

'Comfort**

DB, artt. 'Paraclete,'
'

TKpaxb.sl(rt$,

W. B. FRANKLAND.
CORBAN is a Hebrew word (pip) which appears

in the Greek of Mk 711
, transliteiated /co/^av

^

or

Koppdv, and in this form passes into the English
Versions. The same woid in a modified form
occurs also in Mt 276, ei's rbv KoppavSiv, 'into the

treasury.' The termination -as in Koppavas is the
Greek method of indicating the Aramaic determin-
ative m sqnnjp. Codex B leads Kopfiav for Koppav&v.
The word nas three moaning a : (1) An offering,

both bloodless and othei \vise. In this sense it

occurs about 80 times in QT, always in Leviticus
and Numbers, except twice in Ezekiel. In EV it

is rendered 'offering* or *

oblation,' but in LXX it

is rendered by SQpov,
' a gift,' and this is the tr given

to Kopfi&v inMk7u. (2) A vow-offering, something
dedicated to God. In this sense it occurs in the
Heb. and Aram, portions of the Talmud, and also

in Josephus, In his Antiquiti&st
IV. iv. 4, Josephus

says of the Nazirites :
*

They dedicate themselves
to God as a corban, which in the language of the
Greeks denotes "a gift."' So also in c Aplon. i

22, he speaks of corban as a * kind of oath, found
only among Jews, which denotes "a thing dei oted
to God."' (3) The sacred treasury into which the
j.

rift- foi the Temple sendee were cast by the pious ;

or, I lie ueasure therein deposited. Thus, in

BJ, IL ix. 4, Josephus says that Herod * caused a
disturbance by spending the sacred treasure, which
is called corban, upon aqueducts.* So in Mt 276

the high priests say to one another :
* It is not

lawful to cast them (Judas* sihor piotes) into the

treasury (eis rbv KopfSavav, B* h.op'lav), lor it is the
price of blood.'

The passage in which corban occurs in our Eng-
lish Bible is Mk 7U. Our Lord is there replying
to the criticism of the Pharisees that the disciples
ate food with hands, ceremonially unclean. Christ's

reply is a retort. He accuses the Phan&ees of

attaching too nmch value to the tradition of the
elders, so as even in some cases to set aside in their
favour the plain moral commandments of God.
The words of Jesus are :

c ls it well for you to set
aside the commandment of God, in order that
ye may observe your tradition? For Moses said,
Honoui thy father and thy mother ; and, He that
speaketh evil, of father or mother, let him die the
death. But ye say, If aman has said to his father or
mother, That wherewith thou mightest have been
benefited from me is par-ban, that is, a gift, [he is

absolved 1 Ye no longer allow him to do anything
for his father or mother ' The same incident is

recorded, with slight variations, in Mt 158
"5

.

Commentators are divided as to whether the

dedication was meant seriously, and the pioperty
actually given to God and put into the treasury ;

or whether the utterance of the word was a mere
evasion, and when the magic woid corban had
been uttered ovei any possession, the unfihal son
was able to *

square' matters with the Rabbis, so

as to be free fiom obligation to support his aged
paients (Biuce on Mt 15). It mu>t be admitted
that the Jews weie much addicted to making lash
vows One tractate in the Talmud, Nedanm, is

specially devoted to the subject. We theie find

that the customary formula among the Jews for

in the habit of \\-*r\ oili- 1 words which sounded
like co) ban Nedarini, i '2, says

* When any one

says
"
LonCtm, or kondk, or Londs (

T
-

*
1 'n- obi- m

this food)/' these are by-names for '//// I
'->

words came to be used as a mere formula of inter-

diction, \\ ithout any intention of making the thing
interdicted ' a gift to God '

; e g , a man seeing his

house on fire, says,
*

My tallith shall be corban if

it is not burnt '

(Ned 111. 6) In making a vow of

abstinence a man says ^
' Kon&s be the food (vi 1)

or the wine (vin. 1) which I taste.
5 When a man

resolves not to plough a field, he says,
* Konas be

the field, if I plough it' (iv 7), T?
-|;

i^i, V.M of a
wife is thus expressed,

' What ii\ \ i< in ht be
benefited by me is konds (h rgru *JVN oyip), becaune
she has stolen my cup

' or ' struck my son
'

(111 12)

In vih. 11 we have the very same formula as in

Mk 711
, except that we have the subterfuge or

substitute, D3ip for fyijj,
^ mra nx^ DJip (Lowe's

Mishnd, p. 88).
It is not necessary to think that Jesus had such

cases of recklessness in His mind. We prefer to

believe that Hewas thinking of bondjide vows, made
to the Temple, hastily, perhaps angrily, without
bu ffi < lent rcjra id to the claims of aged parents. The
(iiio^riuM v!is. a very intricate one, What ought the
Babbis to advise the man to do? The Law was
most emphatic in its insistence that all vows, when
once made, must be kept (Dt 2321~23

). Which has
the higher claim on a man's conscience ? The service

of God, promoted by the gift, and the Law obeyed
by keeping the vow inviolate? or, the support of

poor aged parents, the Law broken and the vow
violated? It was a delicate matter, and we can

scarcely wonder that the Rabbis of Christ's day
adhered to the literal Mpmifuaru'c- of Dt 2321"23

, and
held that nothing could ju-i ifv t lie retractation of

a vow. In other wonW, ihex allowed the literal

and the ceremonial to override the ethical. Jesus
disclosed a different f

spirit,' as He ruled that duty
to parents is a higher obligation than upholding
religious worship, or than observance or a \o\v

rashly or thoughtlessly made.
In Nedanm, ix. 1, we find Eliezer ben Hyrkanos

(c. A.D. 90), who in many respects felt the influ-

ence of Christianity, give the same view as the
Lord Jesus with regard to rash vows. We trans-
late the passage thus

*B Eliezer said that when ras,h vows infringe at all on pal ental

obligations, Rabbis should, suggest a retractation (lit open a
door) "by appealing to the honour due to parents The sages
dissented. R Zadok said, instead of appealing to the honour
due to parents, let them appeal to the honour due to God , then
might rash vows cease 10 be made The sages at length agreed
\\ith R Ehe/er that if The case be directly between a man and
his parents [as in Mk 711 ], they might suggebt retractation bv
appealing to the honour due to"parents

'

The words of R. Melr (c. A.D. 150) are also inter-

esting in this connexion as given in J^edartm,
ix. 4

' One may effect a retractation of a rash vow by quoting what
is written m the Law One may say to him . If thou hadst
known that thou wast transgressing such commandments as

these,
" Thou shalt not take vengeance nor bear a grudge

"
;
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" Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thy heart
"

;

" Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself" [Lv 1917t ] ;

"
Thy brother shall

li'e with thee" [Lv 25^8], wouldst thou have made the vow 9

Perhaps thy brother may become poor, and thou (because of

thy rash vow) wilt not be able to support him. If he shall say,
If I had known that it was so, I would not have made the vow,
he maj be leleased from his vow.'

These quotations show that, in some directions,
the spirit of humaneness was 1iiiim]>Mn<> over the
literalism which Jesus combated in His day.
LITERATURE The Mishmc treatise, Nedanm; artt. on

* Oorban '

in Hasting r r '~
" *

, and Jevnsh Encyc ;

iMersheim, Life and .. ff , the Commentaries
of Wetstem, Grotius, and Bruce on Mt 15s and Mk 7n ; Light-
foot's Hot . T7

'

,

" W ,
*

- r *
? . -in loco.

J. I. MARSHALL.
CORN. In AY of the Gospels

* corn
'

is used to
translate four distinct words in the original :

(1) (nrdpwa : 'Jesus went on the Sabbath day
through the corn' (Mt 121

). Here 'corn
5

shoul'd
be (

cornfields,
3

the rendering of RV in this verse,
and of both AY and RY in the parallel passages
in Mk. (2

s3
) and Lk. (6

1
). c \ means

seed land (cnretpu), and in - . I is not
found in its NT sense of ' cornfields.

5

(2) {Tiros, in Mk 428
, where a contrast is drawn

between the diffeient stages in the growth of the
cornstalk *

first the blade, then the ear, after that
the full corn in the ear.' In LXX, as in classical

Greek, <riro$ is a generic word for ceieals, but refers

c>[(H hilly to wheat as iho -i.iple ^rmin food Corre-

^pou'Iin^ ro this, we frn-I tii.it H-sowIioie in the NT,
both in AY and RY, the word is always translated
'wheat' (Mt 312 1325 - 29

*>, Lk 317 167 2231, Jn 12*).

(3) <rrdxu?=
f an ear of corn' (Mt 121

|j
Mk 428

).

So in LXX as an equivalent foi nb^tp in Gn 41 5 etc.

(4) JV-CN.OS <\ -iiijrl< I- .tin or e corn.* It is rendered
c corn only in Jn 12J4 (AY)

*

Except a corn of
wheat [6 K&KKOS TQV a-lrov] fall into the ground and
die . . .

3

(cf. the use of the words *

i-po^oi
1

.

'

'barleycorn
3

) Elsewhere in AY (Mt I >' 17- ,

as always in RV, it is rendered * a grain.'
* Corn J

is thus used in AY in four distinguishable
senses as applying to a cornfield, to a ripe coin-

stalk, to an ear of wheat, and to a single grain
And it is noteworthy in each case how intimately
the Gospel references to corn are associated with
our Lord's revelation of the mysteries of the King-
dom and the truth i eluding His own person and
saving work. The paiaMo 01 the Blade, the Eai,
and the Full Corn was used to unfold the law of

growth in the Kingdom of God. The incident of
the plucking of the ears of corn in the cornfields
on the Sabbath day served as the occasion for a
notable declaration i

<\_'j.-''1 iy l.;,ii J <* dignity of
the Son of Man ami MIO JT-KM* -< - of Earn who
loves mercy mon 1 ilmn -juni-c I IK death and
fruitful resurrection of the pin in of A\ Iio.it became
the prophecy and type of ClmM - I'<i ion and con-

sequent power to diaw all men unto Himself. And
these lessons from the corn in the records of the
Lord's ministry may be gieatly extended as we
recall what He said about the lowing of the corn

(parable of the Sfower) and its reaping (tin* Tares
and the Wheat) ; how He saw in tho \\huo fields

a vision of a great spiritual harvest only waiting
to be gathered (Jn 435 ) ; how at Capernaum He
turned the people's minds from the barley biead
of the previous day's miracle to think of Himself
as the Bread of Lite (Jn 6) ; and said of the broken
loaf at the Last Supper,

l

Take, eat, this is my body.'
For further information the leadei is referred to

AGRICULTURE, BARLEY, SOWING, etc

LITERATURE Candolle, Origins ties Plantes Cidtivees ; Low,
Aramtasche Pflanzennamen , Tristram, Satural History of the
J5*6Ze , see also Braider's Concord JYT Grceci ? Gnrnm-Thayea-'s
Lex sw j. c, LAMBEET.

CORNER-STONE (nja vtn, re0aX$? y<w/aj). The
quotation from Ps 11823 occurs at the close of ttte
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parable of the Wicked Vinedressers (Mt 2142
, Mk

1210
, Lk 2017

). A question was asked about the

punishment of such unfaithful servants and the
transferring of the vineyard to the charge of others ;

and the quotation afforded <a .,
j
)rOof that

the necessity for such a , : i

, however
sm prising to those rejected, may actually arise in
God s administration of His kingdom.

1. Literal meaning of corner-stone. The term
'stone of the coiner 3

is applied in Palestine not
only to the stones at the extreme coiners of a
building, but to the stone inserted in any part of
the outer wall to form the beginning of an interior
room-wall at right angles to it. It applies especi-
ally, however, to the stone that is dKpoyaytaios,

belonging to an extreme corner of the building.
In the construction of a large edifice, the founda-
tions are generally laid and brought up to the
surface c

" "

,. M and are then left for several
months \;.-.. , rain, so that the surround-

ing earth may settle down as close as possible to
the wall. When the first row of stones above the

ground line is to be laid, the masons place a long,
well-squared block of stone at the coiner to be a
sure rest for the terminus of the two walls. It is

the most important cornei -stone (Eph 220
).

2. Selection and treatment of the corner-stone.

It is always eaiefully chosen, and is specially*
treated in view ot the service expected of it (a)
It must be sound, in the case of sandstone being
free from \\e,i

<

Ui i

nin;r cavities, and in the case of

limestone being \\uhout any white streaks of spar
that under pressure and stiain might lead to

cleavage. (b) It must be carefully dressed so as to
be quite a i

4
- I.PI _.', block, whereas the oidinary

stones usually slope away at the back, and the

empty spaces are filled in with stone chips and
plaster. It is expected to be in close and solid

contact with whatever is under it and above it.

(c) In '. s for it, the mason gives it a
more . of mortar so as to increase
the power of adhesion. These qualifications are
summarized in Is 28lb

. Thus the corner-stone is

expected to be strong and sound in itself, and able
to control the tier that belongs to it, and check any
tendency to bulge either outwards or inwards.
The thought of Mt 2 1

44 and Lk 2016
parses beyond

the idea of a coiner-stone, *\\hich i& icquned to
remain in its place, and neither falls on any one nor
is fallen upon. The transition is so abrupt that
some have been inclined to attach importance to
the fact 'that the addition is omitted in Mk 121"12

,

and that certain ancient authorities
(e.#.

D 33}
omit it even in St. Matthew. It is a similar con-

ception that appears in 1 Co I23, 1 P 2^
7

, namely,
that of a stumbling-block on the public highway.
The 'way of life' was a familiar religious term,
* the Way '

being a descriptive epithec which Christ

applied to Himself (Jn 146), and one of the first

dc-signfilion*, of the ClirMijui Church (Ac 92). The
simc Mtuaiion of conflict is presented in Is 8 14

,

wheie the fear of the Lord would be to some a

sanctuary, a place of ofol\ s.iul lost by the way,
but to ot/heis a stone of -'r.niU'.ii,." and a rock of

offence Those who marked out to their own
liking the moral highway of the nation had
obscured the truth that Israel existed for God, not
God for Israel, and left no space for the sufferings
of Christ. It was an error of blindness like that
of the house-builders concerning the rejected
corner-stone. They should have made allowance
for the immovable object of bed-rock truth that
had the right of priority. In the Syrian town of

Beyrout one of the carriage roads has at one point
a third of iti \\ idth occupied by an ancient ^aiiit-

shrine, with its small rough room and dome. It

is a useless and inconvenient obstacle to the traffic,

but any petition to have it removed would be
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frowned down as an act of irreverence and in-

fidelity. The shrine was there before the road
3. Oriental respectfor the btwlders. In connexion

with the rejection of a particular stone, it has to

be remembered that the ancients had no explosive
by means of which to lighten their labours. The
work had to be done by hammer, chisel, and saw,

though they knew how to insert wooden wedges
in prepared sockets in the line of desir

and make them expand by soaking
They wo |V -^ ,'l , \ by a stone that lequired
a great l ,

'

i ^ ", 1 yielded only ordinary
results They carried this principle to the length
of often taking prepaied stones from one building
for the erection of another at a considerable dis-

tance, as when the carved stones of the Ephesian
temple of Diana were taken to build the church
of St. Sofia in Constantinople, and the ruined
edifices of Roman Coesarea supplied the material
for the city wall of Acre. It would, however,
sometimes happen that a stone discarded by cer-

tain builders would be recognized by a wiser master
as that which he needed for an important place in

his building, and this gave rise to the proverbial
saying quoted in Ps 11822,

which is familiarly re-

peated and applied to-day in Syria.
The epigrammatic value of the saying is en-

hanced by the fact that in the East the master-

knowledge of the different trad
"

1 \

carefully guarded, and a sharp , i

between the man who thinks and plans and the
man who by his elementary manual labour merely
carries out the orders of another. In the art of

building, a familiar proverb says,
' One stroke from

the master, even though it be behind his back, is

better than the liriHiiiiiMin^ of a thousand others'
In explanation of tin-* i l

k -i ory is told of a Lebanon
prince who engaged a master-mason to build a large
bridge of one arch over the river Addnis, and

agreed io -Iffun all costs and give the master a
certain sum \\ li-n i !ii

a work was done. When the

bridge was constructed, and nothing remained but
to remove the scaffolding, the master claimed his
remuneration ; and as the prince argued for a re-

duction of the sum, the master declined to remove
the scaffolding. Other men were engaged to do
this, but they found it to be such a complicated
and dangerous task that they abandoned it, and
the original builder had to be called in on his own
terms. He stepped forward, arfd, standing with
his back to the network of *uppoi ( inr boiim-* ;M\O
a single tap with his hammui i o a psii 1 1< nl,n \\ cdyv
Its removal liberated the Mipjion^, and as he
hurriedly sprang back, the M^lloidin^ collapsed,
and left the empty arch of the completed bridge.
He alone knew how to do it. Similar proverbs are
current with regard to the baker, tailor, carpenter,
blacksmith, teacher, doctor, and almost every form
of technical industry and specialized profession.
The master in his trade occupies a position of

respect similar to that of the father in the family
and the sheikh in the tribe. In no department is

this submission more thoroughgoing than in the
deference shown to the Rabbis and priests as the
trained masters of leligious observance and ecclesi-
astical duty. In consequence of this the people
of the country find a keen though guarded enjoy-
ment in any situation that seems to discredit the
wisdom of the wise.

9s. Figurative applications of the corner-stone.
In Jg202 and 1 S 1438 the word pinndth ('corner-
stones') is translated 'the chiefs* of the people,
as being those who^e opinions and actions gave
stability and direction to others In Ts 1913 it is

stated that the error of Egypt was through her
trust in the princes of Zoan and Noph, who were
the corner-stones of her tribes. In the Ea*t. the
mason in laying a row of stones begins AMth the

corner-stone, and some twelve feet farther down,
or at the other terminus of the wall, if it be short,

another stone of the same height is^
laid with lime,

and then the mason's measurmg-line is stretched

tightly over the outer top-corner of each. This

gives the line of frontage and elevation to all the

stones that fill in the space between them Zoan
and Noph, the corner-stones, being themselves in

a false position, affected all between that took
measure from them. In Zeph I

36 36 the same
word is translated

*
towers,' as the corners of the

wall were especially fortified ; and in 2 Ch 26 15

'bulwarks' (RV in all thiee passages 'battle-

ments'). In Job 38b the act of laying the founda-

tion corner-stone of a house is made to describe

that of the creation of the world. In Jer 51 2b the

inability of Babylon to furnish any moie a corner-

stone is. made to figure its perpetual desolation. In
Zee IO4

,
in the prophecy of the pre-eminence of

Judah, the corner-stone is a conspicuous emblem,
along \\ ith the tent-peg and the bow, as

signifying
that "that tube was to excel in the peaceful in-

dustries of the city and the field, and in the art of

war.
Such were the , .'

"*" "f ^le rejected corner-

stone that in . ! M . application were
hidden from those who crucified ihe Lou I 01 glory
(1 Co 28

), but were revealed to the Gentiles, the
* other husbandmen,' when the word of acceptance
and service came to them (Eph 219'22

).

It is a tragical erroi to suppose that the message
of the rejected cornei -stone was exhausted m the
forfeiture and fate of I&iael. The city of God is

still being built, and blindness with regard to the
cornei -stone, the mystical presence arid the mis-

sionary command of Christ, may again expose the
builders to scorn, and necessitate another tians-

feience of the service.

LITERATURE Hastings' DB, art
* Corner-stone

'

, Expositor*
5th ser. ix [1899] p .r> iT rn,<,* Times, vu. 372, xiv 384;
Jonathan Edwards, If'/mrs,!-

1
'

i p 61ff , Maclaren, Sermons
Preached in Manchester, 1st ser. p Iff.

G. M. MACKIE.
COSAM. A name <x < ninnjr in the Lukan gene-

alogy of our Loid ^Lk 3-"j.

COSMOPOLITANISM. That the Je\ys were of all

nations the most exclusive, was familiar to classic

writers (cf, Juv. Sat. xiv. 103 'non monstrare vias
eadem nisi sacra colenti,

3 and Mayor's references
ad loc. ) ; though both political and social conditions
in the 1st cent, had made

* *

lore

possible than it had ever I . \ ib*

in. 62 ( in Tiberim Syrius defluxit Orontes 3

). Under
the Roman emperors the world was becoming more
and more one great State ; St. Paul's Roman citizen-

ship stood him in
(
tfood <toad in Phihppi as in Jeru-

salem (Ac 1621
-2-2 3, T'vcn m Palestine there were

distinctly cosmopolitan elements, as was inevitable
in the case of a country lying across the great
trade routes of the woild. Decapohs was almost

entirely Greek ;
in Galilee there "had for long been

a large Gentile population ; and foieigners as well
as proselytes from all parts of the empire found
their way to Jerusalem (Ac 27

; see Schlirer, HJP,
Index, s. 'Hellenism*; and Merrill, Galilee in the
Time of Christ] The presence of foieigners, how-
ever, is seldom mentioned in the Go-pel s. save for
a few refeiences to centurions (Mt 85, Lk 7

2 2347
},

strangers from Tyre and Sidon (Mk 38
), a short jour-

ney to Deoapolis (Mk 731
, \Uiere, strangely enough,

the Aramaic word '

Ephphatha" finds special place
in the text), and the notice of the Greeks who
sought for Jesus at the feast though no account of
His interview with them is given (Jn 1220

)
Traces

of a cosmopolitan Jilmo-nhcro iiifn be1 rioroood in
Mk I")- 1

' ^nnon. fathor of Al< \ander -irnl IliifuO,
in the dirok miino*- of t \\o of the diM ipltv (Andruw
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and Philip), and the trilingual title
'

on the cross

(Jn 1910
).

Jewish exclusiveness w* ; . \
"- endorsed

by Christ Himself (Mt 547
XJ1\ , , , Jie Twelve

are forbidden to go into any way of the Gentiles

(Mt 105
) ; and the Syrophoanician woman is at first

addressed in thoroughly Jewish language (Mt 1521 ,

Mk 724 ). On the other hand, our Lord speaks the

parable of the Good Samaritan (Lk 1030ff ) ; com-
mends the faith of a Roman centurion as greater
than any faith He had found in Israel (Mt 810

,
Lk

79 ) ; and, notwithstanding His first words to the
r;?

'

woman, iec'o<.i'ii/e- and rewards the
r faith (Mt 15Jlrt

% Mk 724ff
). Simeon

welcomes the infant Messiah as a light to lighten
the Gentiles (Lk 23*), in spite of the markedly
Jewish tone of Lk 1 and 2. St Matthew is the
nariator of the visit of Wise Men from the East

(Mt 21
) ; and if he traces the yenoalo*^ of Christ

to Abraham (Mt I2 ), St. Luke Lake*, it back to
Adam and God (Lk 388).

It is true that the Gospels are full of protests
against Jewish exclusiveness (Mt 39 'Think not
to say within yourselves, We have Abraham to our
father

5

; cf. Jn 837ff , where the claim founded on de-
scent from Abraham is contemptuously dismissed ;

also Mt 1241f
,
Lk l!31f- 'the men of Nineveh . . . the

queen of Sheba shall rise up in the judgment with
this generation and shall condemn it' ; Mr 8llf

-, Lk
1329 '

many shall come from the east and the west
. . . but the sons of the kingdom shall be cast
forth

'

; and Mt II 21
,
Lk 1013

, where the unrepentant
Bethsaida and Chorazin are contrasted with Tyie
and Sidon). So far as this breakwith the Jews shows
itself, it rests on (a) enthusiasm for humanity ; cf

esp. the references to publican* and sinners, Mt 911

II 19
,
Mk 215

, Lk 530 7>7 Ij\ a,ud the fragment in
Jn 753

~~8
n

; (b) the universalism of the gospel, Mt
2414

, Mk 149 (* what she hath done shall be preached
in all the world'), Mt 2819

, Mk 1615, Lk 2449

('make disciples of all the nations'); so Jn 316

1233 (* I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto

myself); the same ilnri^r would result from Mt
2028

, Mk 1045 (' to give hi- lite ,i ransom for many
3

),

if carried out to its logical conclusion ; (c) anti-

legalism in regard to the Snlibath (Mt 121
,
Mk 223

,

Lk 6 1 1314), ceremonial ablutions (Mt 151
,
Mk 7 19

),

the provisions of the Law (Mt 521.33.38.43^ an(j ^Q
inadequacy of the righteousness of the scribes and
Pharisees (Mt 520

). It is noteworthy that the

ground of marriage fidelity is carried back from
Moses to the Creation (Mt 194, Mk 106

), and the
Sadducees are referred, on the subject of the resur-

rection, to God's language to the pre-Mosaic patri-
archs (Mk 1218

,
Lk 2037 ) ; still Christ regards as

final a combination of I)t 64 and Lv 1918 (Mk 12^ ),

and He asserts that His purpose is not to destroy
the Law but to fulfil it (Mt 517

,
cf Mt 315).

The real nature of ChristV f caching cannot be
understood apart from the ticduciiuii-. from it in
the Acts, where the recognition of the cosmo-

politanism of the gospel is forced on the Apostles
almost against their will (Ac 826 1011 - 34 II20 ), and
even opposed by a powerful party in the Church
when c\plu it I> stated by St. Faul (Ac 155

) ; but it

reacho- us full statement in Ro 1012
, Gal 328, Col

3n ('neither Jew nor Greek, bond nor free
1

), and
Ph 320 ('our citizenship is in heaven'). (Cf. J R.

Seeley, Ewe Homo, ch. xii
' The Universality of

the Chustian Republic "). It will thus be seen that
the recognition of cosmopolitanism in the sense
of a universal mission of Christianity K in the

Synoptic Compels, only slight (cf JHarnack, Ex-
pansion of Christianity, Eng ir \ol i pp. 40-48,

especially the statement that, omitting what is

probably unauthentic, 'Mark and Matthew have
almost con-i- CM'II v "*!.*; .MII] the temptation to

introduce !ii< ((ill- 1 riii*-i"'i into the words and

deeds of Jesus,' p. 40). St. Luke difteis from them
in a slight colouring of exprehbion lather than in
the nariation of fiesh facts. St. John had both
watched and taken part in the expansion ; but the
universalism of the Fourth Gospel is chiefly con-
fined to the striking use of the expression 'the
woild' (see above and 44- 651 1247 17-

a
etc.), which

silently bears out the view to a Christian, abund-
antly confirmed after 70 A D. that the Jews were
a reprobate people. From the rejection of one race
followed the acceptance of all (Ro II 11 - 1

-). See
also articles EXCLUSIVENESS, GRECIANS, and UNI-
VERSALISM. W. F. LOFTHOUSE.

COUCH. The word ' couch' is found in Lk 519 **

(as tr. of K\LvidLov), where Mt 92- 6 and Mk 24- n have
{ bed J

(K\tj>r) and Kpaparros respectively ; K\ivij also
m Lk 518

). It is found also in RVm of Mk 7* as
tr of K\iv7j. In Ac 515, where the AV and RV
have *beds and couches,' the correct text is M
KXivcLplwv Kol xpapciTTw,

f small beds and couches,'

or, as some render,
* small couches and beds,' The

fact is, the terms used for * couch ' and ' bed '

are
not always sharply V J *-

i*
"

-1
*

"\ (

by translators. The u- -
; It : J

and Kuinoel between K\wQv (TR df Ac 515
) and Kpa-

pdrrw, that the former denotes 'soft and costly/
and the latter 'poor and humble,' beds is quite
arbitrary (Meyer) In English usage the distinc-

tion between ' bed ' and * couch '

is clear enough ;

a couch is a piece of furniture on which it is

customary to repose or lechne when dressed. A
like distinction was made by the Romans, and in

a measure by the Jews in the time of Christ, when
'couches' were often used foi the purpose of

reclining at meals. They were known .mon_; iho
Romans as triclinia, because they ran lumul ?//?/'';

sides of a table. Such ' couches ' were undoubtedly
in common use among the Jews ,of Christ's day,
though they are not mentioned in the Gospels in

express terms, unless, against the best authorities,
we accept Kal K\W&V m Mk 74 . They were provided
with cushions, such as are now in vogue, on which
the left elbow could rest, so as to leave the right
arm free ; and were often arranged around three
sides of a table in the form of a ]><n.rifl'Mj.im the
fourth side of which was left [-

i n un mo con-

venience of those waiting on the guests.

This practice of rechqmg >
' f r- ipn< .ir- in the Bible m

the prophecy of Amos (6
4

,
'i I ' _'t' i

-

<i M denounced by
the prophet as of foreign origin and as savouring of sinful

luxury. The 'couolu-. O < iv comii'p into .lew were of costly
<edar-\vood inlaid '\nn uor\ (M), trio foM ^ere plated with

silver, and the backs covered with gold-leaf (cf Ca 3) They
"( iisulh mrn -lied \\iih pillows ami boKlris ofiiii of fine

f^ii.tn liih'H 01 S'lk and nclih nnororlf-nd ro\enng8,
show
that

co- l\ HUT- CK fof. l'i 7">; -The r 1 cl- Xniurna

} >>\\ c.'in\ -in'n IMMITN pnx-iilcd in I'lilc^iiiu
F
ar<l

c\o'i in ih-)-e dTU'itrn unun 'ouch<- of rm iiruJcoM

liul with Jjfoid 'ion* -sonu a-> pn^enl* irom IVile'-i.iK1 to I '.n
r

pt.

Keeping this in mind will throw light on some
otliei wise obscure passages in the Gospels, e.a.

where the woman is spoken of (Lk 736
"a8

) as wash-

ing and anoint mg the feet of Jesus while He was
*

sitting (reclining) at meat in the Pharisee's

house 5

j wheie our Lord washed the feet of His

disciples while they were at suppei (Jn 13s ) ; and
where it is said of the beloved disciple at the

supper that he, 'leaning back, as he was, on
Jesus' breast.' spoke to Him of His betrayer (v

28
).

There is reason to bel teve. however, that among
the Jewish people in general, in the most ancient

times and later tho 'bed.
3

^o far as use went, was
'bed' and 'couth in one-- n plain wooden frame
with feet and a slightly raised end for the head

(Gn 4731 ), diffeiing very little, indeed, from the

bed of the Egyptians represented on the monu-
ments (Wilkinson, Anc. Eg i. 416, hg. 191) In

the daytime and at meals people sat on it, in the

most ancient times, peihaps, with crossed legs ; and
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then at night they placed it heie or there, as the

season 01 need suggested, and slept on it. In the

East to-day the beds are often made by laying
bolsters on the raised part of the floor, or on the

low divans which run along the walls, and the

sitting-room of the day becomes a bedroom at

night. (See BED, CLOSET). GEO. B. EAGER.

COUNCIL, COUNCILLOR. See SANHEDRIN.

COUNSELS OF PERFECTION. See PERFEC-
TION (human).

COUNTENANGE.See FACE.

COURAGE. avSpLfrpai, the Gr.^ equivalent for

Heb. p]i? and fan, is not found in th< Hii-iil-

and, except in Y Co 1613
,
not in the \ 1 . No

valour of the battlefield, so often commended in

the OT, nowhere comes into view. Christ's king-
dom is not of this world. It does not call for the

prowess of the warrior. But there was^no taint of

cowardice in Jesus, and to be His disciple did not

involve any slackening of moral fibre, or impairing
of true manliness. He foresaw a situation bristling

with menace to 'His followeis, and courage was
therefore a prime desideratum in His di&ciples, as

it was an outstanding quality of His own nature.

"With unsparing hand He lifted the curtain of the

future, and disclosed to all who would follow Him
the hostility and peril which discipleship must
involve (Mt 511 1016*8 249fL , Mk 139 -13

, Lk 21m , Jn
1520 162 ). He who would follow Christ must not

be faint-hearted or double-minded (Lk 962
), he

must be prepared to surrender many interests that

were formerly dear to him, brace himself even to

the renunciation of the closest eari hi > r elalionsirip*
and iecogni/in<rtiiiit (hoili-i iplo i-not yuMtti ili.m

his Ala&ter, be leiuh to POIHI ihe same rough path,
and bear the same cross. The demand for courage
is all the more severe that it is not the coinage
of resisting, but of enduring wrong. Th< di><ip-o
of Jesus is called to meekness, to the patient en-

durance of suffering Mru i
i<F

r
iil 1 v inflicted, to the

heroism of a calm a-il ; i-iiiil heart. But the

meek temper is not the sign of weakness. It is

:' VIM- i"
1 - ii v^i n It is the high courage of en-

(. m M< o IM I'K -.'-ii. and for the sake of Christ.

It is of this sustained heroism that Jesus says,
* In

your patience (^irofLov^,
{

patient endurance') ye
shall win your souls' (Lk 21 19

},

l He that endureth
to the end shall be saved

'

(Mt 1023 2413
) ; and those

who, in spite of pain and persecution, confess Him
before men, He declares He will confess before His
Father and the holy angels (Lk 12s

, cf. Mt 10").
Of this high moral courage Jesus Himself is the

supreme example The emphasis which is so

rightly laid upon His gentleiie-s and compassion
tends to obscure His strength and vnility. But
the remark in Ac 413 'When they saw the bold-

ness of Peter and John . . . they took knowledge
of them that they had been with Jesus,' is the
record of the dominant impression made by Jesus

upon His enemies. The depth and warmth of His

sympathy had not deluded them into the thought
that He was deficient m courage. They bore wit-
ness to His fearlessness and fidelity to truth (Jn
T2", Mt 2216). His fearless exposure of hypocrisy
(Mt I51'14

, Mk 71'13
, Mt 231-39 et al ), Hi^ dwiegarcl

of, or opposition to, religious practices which had
been invested with the sanctity of Divine law, and
the performance of which was the hall-mark of

righteousness (Mt 914 12*
, Mk 218'33 71

, Lk 5s3 61'6
),

His defiance of social and religious caste in

receiving sinners and eating with them were the
moral utterances of a courageous righteousness and
love (Mt 910

, Lk 152
}. In circumstances of danger

He is calm and self-possessed (Mt 8*). He does

not rush into danger, and moie than once retires

from scenes where Hib life is threatened (Lk 430 ,

Jn S 59 1039 ). At those times He felt that His hour

had not come His comage was inspired by faith

in God (Mt S26
), and was controlled by obedience

to the Divine will When He knows that His

hour has come, He pi esses to the cross with an

eagerness which made those who saw Him afiaid

(Mk 1032 ). But it is only as we enter into the

consciousness of Jesus and see Him m His perfect

purity of soul taking upon Him the sin of the

world, that we feel the wonder of His heroism.

We do not maivel that He shrank from the cup
His Father gave Him to drink. We are amazed

equally at the love and at the courage which bore

Him through until He said, 'It is finished' (Jn 1930
).

See, fuither, FEAR.

T n T >\,u TT.i-' M j-' /)/?, .it
1" ' To injrr

'

Vnstotle,
in i)

,
Dtinu' '> -// '/

i
,

*
i>fi aift Ant ' ',* p. 85 ff

JOSEPH MUIR.
COURSE. See ABUAH, and PRIEST.

COURT (aflXij, tr
' court 'in Rev IP, 'sheepfold

5

or 'fold
5

in Jn ZO1 - 1
*, and 'palace' [RV court']

in Mt 263 - 69 etc ).* The ' court
'

is an essential part
of the typical Oriental house. The Eastern house

repiesented on the monuments of Egypt and

Assyria is much like that now found, and doubt-
less found in the time of Christ, in Palestine. It

is built aiound an open square called * the court,
5

into which each room opens, seldom one room into

another Sometimes the house has more than one
4

court,' if the wealth or the official station of the
owner wanants it.

In the richer private and public houses the
'court' is fitted up with great magnificence. In
Damascus we find several courts connected with a

single house, in some cases of rare richness and

beauty. The houses of two or more storeys have
chambers on each floor opening on to a common
balcony running round the inside of the court,
with a staircase in a corner of the court open to
the sky. This type of ' court' is usually paved
with marble or fuij^mji and has a well or foun-
tain m the centre ,2 > 17 *")

with orange and lemon
trees and other shrubs around it Some of them
are planted with choice tropical trees, and the

walls, verandahs, staircases, etc., are covered and
adorned with creepers and vines of untold varieties.

In Mt 2669 it is said that ' Peter sat without, ev

TT? atfAj,' i e. in the 'court
5

of the high priest's
house (v

58
). It was during the trial of Jesus ; and

'without
5

is used in contrast with an implied
'within' the interior of the audience-room in

which Jesus was appearing before the authorities.

Peter was not allowed into this room, but was
out in the open air of the * court

'

; and this was
' beneath '

(Mk 1466
), i.e. on a somewhat lower level

than the audience-chamber.
The * court of the Gentiles,' which was c without

the temple' (Rev II 2
), was on the lowest level or

te*rrace of the Holy Mountain, and <scpui uteri from
the 'Sanctuary* or 'Mountain of iho Mou-**

1

by a
stone wall tour or five feet high, called

' the

SoregS All Gentiles were warned to remain out-
side of this sacred enclosure umlii penally of
death (cf. Ac 2128 2411 2621

). See n l-o i
>

1 1 1 I >'< >OR,
HOUSE. GEO B EAGER.

COURTESY. The courtesies of life liavo ahxnys
received more strict and formal locoprninon in the
East than in the West. The people of Palestine
in Christ's time were no exception to this lule.

They were punctilious about those conventional
forms which hedge in and govern social life, and
were not slow to resent the breach or neglect of

* * In kings' courts
'

of Lk 725 represents lv rots Pettrtteiox [only
occurrence of this Gr word m NT).
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these forms when it affected them directly (Mt
222'7

,
Lk 1416

'21
). A lemarkalrt.x complete picture

of the ordinary lomi- or couTre<y observed by
them may be made up from the Gospel narratives.
The incidents of Christ's life, together with His

sayings and parables, show us the marked defer-

ence paid to j'jiilmii \ . oosition, and learning (Mt
17 14 2216 - 24 23 M, . .IK- elaborate and somewhat
burdensome hospitality bestowed on friends and
siijni<jf< i i- when re'ceived as guests into a house
(Ik T'

1'' 1
'

1
. the < nf.n.ii P:^' and pmlontrcd saluta-

tions practised V
M Jii- M* U45

; 01. Lk 104f- 1520

2247
, Mt 1012

), the formalities observed in connexion
with feasts in rich men's houses (Mt 2212

, Lk 1417 ).

These courteous habits must not be regarded as
mere superficial forms. The fact that the neglect
of them, especially if believed to be intentional,
caused such serious offence to the suffering party,
is a sufficient evidence that they were more than
surface forms. At the same time the courtesies

practised were not always sincere (note the kiss of

Judas), and were, moreover, occasionally violated
in a peculiarly flagrant manner, as we learn from
the treatment Christ received once and again from
those who opposed Him, especially the treatment
He received immediately befoie His death. The
warm Oriental temperament, indeed, which had
so much to do with creating MioM 1 coin todies, and
which found so much -HUMan ion in ob-< r\ injrthem,
was ready, under certain circumstances, to violate
them to an extent that the colder Western tem-

perament would never have done.
Christ's attitude towards the established rules of

courtesy is a question of interest and importance.
His relation towards these time-worn rules was the
same as His relation towards the Law of Moses.
He observed them in the spirit and not in the
letter, and only in so far as they sincerely re-

vealed His thoughts and feelings. They were
never mere forms to Him, much less forms used
to hide the real intents of His heart. That His
attitude was not the conventional attitude of

others, but was peculiar to Himself, like His atti-

tude towards the Law (Mt 517
), is evident from the

following considerations: (1) He recognized and
followed the customary laws in so far as they
served to express His real sentiments (Lk T44

"46 105,

Jn 134ff
-); (2) Hetinn^rv-Mvi ihciu boldly at times,

as in His cleansing of ilio I <
Mij,-K-, His injunction

* Salute no man by the way
'

(Lk 104 . -

1
TT"

"

:

'

course with tax-gatherers and sinn
, ,

' ' , -

a larger and more humane interpretation to them
by His <rohi kiou*> ami considerate treatment, not
only of rax-^ailicioTs mid sinners, but of women,
children, Samaritan**, and others who were re-

garded as more or less outside the ordinary rules
of courtesy.
There are two instances where Jesus seems to

fail in the matter of courtesy in His reply to His
mother,

* Woman, what have I to do with thee ?
'

(Jn 24
), and in His reply to the Syro-Phosxxician

woman, * Let the children first be filled : for it is

not meet to take the children's bread, and to cast
it unto the dogs' (Mt 1526

|| Mk 727 ). It is only in

appearance, however, that He offends against
courtesy in these instances. The study of the

passages with the aid of a good commentary will
clear up any difficulty attaching to them.
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MOKISON BRYCE
COVENANT. In order to a correct apprehen-

sion of the teim 'covenant,* as it is used oy our

Lord in the Gospels, a brief survey of the OT
usage is necessary.

The covenant conceptic-
1

'

-f f- r i c ", i r "*i the OT.
Used at first in connevic i - j -

i-,, i r > , 1 partial
aspects of the religious .'o"-_ i r

1 '<a * n, man, it
later becomes the formula designating the entire structure and
content of iN i\

1 " * T* 1
,

'
i . >

( > * *. ,. \ ,.* M
This latter *.. , ,

'- i- '. ,- u- 17 -, : ^ i >

24? 8, and i-> I- 01 |i t
- c , , .>- -

I
-

longing to
"

( ! i V 1
1

(<l .'. ((!! , '*)
< o

1 ' ,.--."- i
|
n , i

- e character, but appear as
i r- _).-!- i <il - particular r-ro-i ,^ cf G.,d

i-'i'.n 'i, N- 1*1 1 / rttA(ma) or-jriialh Meant
*

enactment,'
*

appointment,'
*

law,' a meaning which it un-
doubtedly has in several instances, or did fro 1"

1 t1" V.jr 1
i ,

signify a two-sided agreement, cannot be i i-

certainty. It seems easier to conceive of the former sense as
developed out of the latter than the reverse At any rate, the
comprehensive signification in which it stands for the whole
religious relationship between God and Israel, rests on the idea
of the covenant as a two-sided agreement It should be re-

membered, however, that the two-sidedness never extends so
far that God and Israel appear on an equal footing in the de-
termination of the covenant. The planning and '>-'-, >"

the covenant Ixlon,; t vJusively to God Still t '. i

Israel \oluniai \\ a"tipis the covenant is as strongly empha-
sized (l.s, I

1 - 1 2iJ ~, and c'sewhere). Indeed, the covenant idea
*< , \r i MI imarilv to ( \pn -- the free, ethical,

T~ '

") '! ,rti -

fuul ho'id truu ixn-i*- hf.ween God and Isri i
-

, i . _

character marks off the religion of Israel as . i _.
- n ',

eoriM"ou- bpindi.il fellowship between God and His people, in
(liii'iiLtion from tlie religion- of ruj.mi-ir. in which either the

Deity and the creature are pant lie ?u :.ii |T fused, or the God-
head after a deistic fashion is so far removed from the creature
jib i' Triidci T'IM cov

i nun ioniiT'i-^-'-iMe j.:irl \\lint the relation
l(M\vcou a nauoi'iil <! uihl lii- uor-mi JHT-, -, nosamatterof
choice but of necessity on uo, n side-

In the early Prophets the conception of the covenant is not

j>*i

"

.". )-<
"i <i With Hosea, the figure of marriage,

jio J '\ M . i ^ <' as yet by the prophet as a species of
< m < -i

,
- .1- M. -,ime purpose There is no reason, how-

ever, for denying that Hosea knew the covenant conception in
its comprehensive religious sense, and on this ground to call in

question the ir< MP IK riL 1- of S1 Greater prominence the cove-
nant idea obtain-, irom HIP .igo of Jeremiah onwards. Besides
the emphasis thrown on the ethical-historical character of
Israel's religion two other important principles attach them-
selves to the term, i MI'I <! < pi _ r-.i (

' tl.o pnnriplo jii^t
stated. On the one i. n' i'i< c< \iiai* 'l<n begin-, u> expuss
the continuity of God > dealiriK-^ nh Hi- people ; as it is a bond
freely established '-o n i-> ihe 'run oi tle-vign and the fountain of
further history, it has a pro^pccnv e reference and rn,tk.s Tsrarl s

religion a growing thing ,
in a word, ilic covenant idea gathers

around itself the thoughts we have in mind when speaking of
a history of redemption and revelation. On the other hand,
inasmuch as God is the originator of the covenant and has
solemnly bound Himself not merely to fulfil His promises to

Israel, but also to carry out His own purposes contemplated in
the covenant, the same bond which originally expresses the
freedom of the relation between God and Israel can alio be-
come ihe pledtre ot rho an-olutc ccrtaintv, that fiod will not
final 'j break wnh HH people, Israel sinfldchn noLwithPtanding.
In Fs.iinli l' (50 and e-])eei,illy in .Jeremiah, thy covenant ihuq
Mauds to e\pr< ^tho eontinuitv and Mircness of rhr aocoinpli^li-
mem ot the DUIIIO pmpose with reference to Israel. Out of
the combination of (hcati iwo ideas .irises ihe Me-^iamo or
i<'Milo'n:riPal -i<.'iiifi"!iiH ( wlili the rovenant idea obtains m
1'Oin ihu- 1

propjui*- IP l-n .in 4('-Gt> ir is more than onre
I'l'rodiK'ul (o < inp'iji- /r tho unalliblo cliaracter of the Divine

;
_ M i i f < ,1- S4

1
' '" :*>i S'121 (SI

1

*)
In two passages,

',!";> '
-.< r- a* ofJehovah is designated as D# ft*^

a somewhat obscure phrase, of which the two most plausible
interpretations are, either that the servant will be the instru-
ment of realizing the future covenant between God and Israel,

or, placing the emphasis on Dj/, that he will be the means of

establishing a people-Z*nA, a fcrtth in which Israel, m con-
trast to its present scattered condition, will once more become
a unified, organized nation. These two passages arc of import-
ance, because they bring the idea of the covenant into con-
nexion with the figure of the Servant of Jeho\ah, which,
assuming that the latter was Messianicall} interpreted by our
Lord and applied to Himself, would explain that He represents
Himself as the maugurator of a new covenant
In Jeremiah the covenant idea appears as a Messianic idea in

two forms. In so far as the promise given to the house of
David was a promise pledged in solemn covenant, the Messianic

blessings are a covenant gift (3320 21
; Cf. ps 3928, Is 553). This

is an instance of the old application of the idea to a concrete

promise, which, howe\er, in the present case, owing to the
wide scope of the promise involved, would easily become
identifiedm the mind of later generations with the expectation
of an eschatologica! covenant in the comprehensive sense The
latter is the other form m which Jeremiah uses the covenant
with reference to the future (Sl^-s*). This is the only place

"
(

where the notion of a new covenant occurs explicitly, although
the thought itself is not foreign to the older prophets. Hosea
has ife in the form of the new marriage which Jehovah mU con-
tract with Israel Jeremiah conceives of the new covenant as
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the outcome of the covenant character of the relation between
God and Israel m general. To X1

i r*vvrl
" *'* *

-n<
1

'

-'
*

<'

the covenant have hecome so c . i
i i i < >

becomes the stable, permanent element in the historical de-

velopment ,
if in its old form the covenant disappears, then in

a new form it must reappear. The newness will consist in the
twofold feature, that the sin of the people will be forgiven, i e

the former sin, and that the law of Jehovah, instead of being an
~\ .

~ ~

will become an inw ard,
i ,he heart in consequence

,
;. u e of Jehovah which will

prevail This passage in Jeremiah lies at the basis of the NT
use of the phrase

' the new covenant '

Two further passages in the prophets, to which a Messianic
'

"

. !> i

"
\& covenant Idea could easily attach itself, are

/ ml M .51 In the former passage the original reads .

* Because of the blood of thy covenant, / have sent forth thy
prisoners out of the pit wherein is no water '

, the LXX has, in

the second person of address to Jehovah,
* Because of the blood

of thy covenant, thou hast sent forth,' etc. On the former ren-

dering the covenant is the covenant made with Israel, or, since

this interpretation of the suffix
'

thy
'
is deemed impossible by

some, we may refer the suffix to the compos M!
-.>'

1,1^ eove-
71-1*1* Mo id

' ,nd understand the phrase
'

thy cn\ .'11,1
"

.j'ooJ
'

of

uii" Nin i Icial blood by means of which Israel continually up-
holds and renews the covenant with Jehovah. On the render-

ing of the LXX the covenant is represented as the covenant
made and maintained by Jehovah. In the Malachi-passage the

coming of the *

angel' or 'messenger of the covenant' is pre-
dicted. This *

angel of the covenant' is not identical with the

Lord, but as a distinct > o he ac i > i
1 c- the coming of the

Lord to His temple, Tie i^ i-a k<l M* ,'rg<l of the covenant,'
either because he realizes the covenant, or because his coming
is in virtue of the existing covenant It is easy to see how on
either view a significant connexion could be established between
the Messiah and the covenant.
The LXX regularly renders b<"rith by tiiedMxq, the later Greek

versions prefer eruvdvixti The latter term better expresses the
idea of a tw o-sided agreement , but probably this was precisely
the reason \\ h\ ihe LXX translators, desiring to emphasize the
OK -* i *">

"i '-".-" ,1 '*'.-, -of the covenant, avoided it.

I
- '

i
-

, i, 4 n not a few instances b erUk
'

snant but an authoritative dis-

,
is according to some scholars

even the primary meaning of the word. On the side of the

Greek, also, there were considerations which explain the choice
of diotdyxy, m preference to rwflwwj. It is true, in classical Greek
the former meant usuallya testamentary disposition, and might
in so far hj.v< stvmol a'lMJiuible as :i r* rid< rs-ifr for berith. But
occdsionallj' a 1 ]asti2*''xi; could -tin<lior a p\ o-sided agree-
;i!pri',(Ari-,Toph IB 43">) The verb tiwiBvBeu was not bound
totiw iijf.o'i of 'testament,* buLbiiri'ifiti'l urlioi'r.uiusiT.mtr"-
n'piia jrciprall\. Andabo'.b .til ilurigs IL -.S.o-ild b- norrrl rh,-u

the testamentary
* *.: iim>>i(r the Greets l^fou jrirt <L, ilic

time of the LXX rraiialaTion differed in ri,m\ ro-pe -> from our
modern Roman-law te-Lximent,* nn'l pos-"aod features which
brought it into elosor oonrae: 'Aith T ho Urine* fcrUh. The
&fri* ^d,s i solemn and public transaction of a religious char-

acter, by which an irrevocable disposition of rights and pro-
perty was made, and which for its effect was not dependent
on the death of the S/0s/**w, but ini'iiuliatch stl in opera-
tion certain of the duties and r^iatio-hbiiH <"' ihKlied Thus
conceived, the ^letQ^x^ could all the more ei- 1\ become the
equivalent of the JeritA between God and Israel, because
already in the OT the idea of 'the inheritance' had sigmfi-
cantlj- attached itself to that of the covenant.
In the XT the noun used is always 2tv6<ixw, but the cognate

forms of o^vS^nen appear i

"

"> (T\ ?">") r d iii< adjective
(RolSl). &MB&J** occurs m 1

' M .*{ i
- lo *.>M| retains

the one-sided associatioiio 01 une LXX usage, ^u in most
cases the NT writers show themselves aware of the peculiar
covenant-meaning descended with it from the OT. An addi-
tional possibility of interpreting it in the sense of testament
was furnished by the fact that the blessings of the Messianic
era TV ere derived from the death of Christ Hence m He 916 17

t

the new covenant ib represented as a ..(swurciM lMio*mg unon
j

believers the eternal inheritance, becau-e 'he (loath of ( Im-t
;

had to intervene to make the bestowal efiVcr i j I As ltnm-a\ has
pointed out; (Expositor, Nov. 1898, pp. 321-330), this representa
tion is based on Roman law, according to which a testament
has no force until the death of the testator. On the other
hand the Pauline representation of Gal 317 is is based on the
Graico-Svnan law of the earlier period, under which the 3/0r*4,
once made, could riot be subsequently modified, and took effect
in certain directions immediately. NTo reflexion is here made
on the death of the testator. Still, that ZiKflr.xy docs not here
have the unmodified OT sense of *

co\ enant,' but means testa-

mentary disposition,' is plain from the fact that '

sonship
' and

'

heirship
*
are connected with it in the course of the argument

These two passages in Hebrews and Galatians are the onh NT
passages which explicitly refer to the testamentary character of
the ha,8*ixa>i In how far in other instances the associations of
the testament idea lay m the speaker's or writer's mind cannot
be determined with certainty (cf. Ac 325 v

'

ta} ^ 21*6*,^ ; Gal
424 ftaftS** ysvvSfa & ^avXstatv).
In the AV of the NT 3ia84x>, is in 14 instances rendered by

1 testament
'

(Mt 2628, Mk 142* Lk 2220, i Co 1125, 2 Co 36- ", He
732 915 &M 16 17 is

20, Rev 1119). As a marginal alternative
* testament '

is also offered in Ro 94, Gal $& 4^f He 86 122* 1320
In all these cases, except in He 916 n, tdie RV has replaced
* testament

'

by
'

covenant,
1

offering, however, the former as a

marginal alternative m Mt 2628, Mk 1424, Lk 2220, i Co 1125,

2 Co 36 14, Gal 3!5 17, He 72- 86 ^ 8 9 &w 10 13 915 &
20, Rev 1119.

In the American RV the- .

: . - ,, has mall
these cases been dropped, t

- i I >

which the Revisers were .r ii'
1 ' '-

pi-
1

i. The
can be whethei, in view of what was stated above, iney were

right in rendering 'covenant' and not 'testament' in Gal
315 17 The point to be determined m each case is not whether
the associations of

' testament
' were present to the speakei 's

or writer's mind, but whether those of
' covenant' were absent

only where the latter is the case ought
' covenant to be

abandoned, and Gal 315 17 seems to belong to this class What
motives in each case underlie the choir e of

' testament ' and
' covenant '

in AV is not so plain Possibly these motives were
not always e\egetical, but denved from the usage of earhei

(English and other) versions The following explanation is

offered tentatively wheiever the contrast between the old and
the new 'bmtifa/i is expressed or implied,

* testament ' was
chosen, because 'testament' had long since, on the basis of

the Latin Bible, become familiar as a '

le two
canons of Scripture, m the forms 'th ' 'the
New Testament '

This will explain Mt c 2220,
1 Co II25

,
2 Co 3& 14

,
He 722 in He 915 -20, of course, the import

of the passage itself required
* testament

' He 86 (' a better

covenant') i ('that first covenant') & C '
<v *

JO 33
(' a new covenant '), 91 (' the first

new covenant '), seem to run contrary \

offered, but in each of these instances the context furnished a

special reason for fa.oij' "_' '<o ' i.vil' ;n lie 8*v-i<5 the dis-

co n- i"\o *<'- .iiui 1 "] in A
! i i-'i

1 norn J<i ipuli, which had
*
c >ni.i- 1 ,

" i- -
. 1

' J ' "
s section, and m 1224

the contrast between f Moses and that of

Jesus, and the referenc of Ex 24, suggested
'covenant' In 2 Co 3& 14 'testament' was G2-i>o(.ij]l\ -'tuaole,
because here the idea of dwSyixv might seem 10 nppiouh that
of a body of writings (v.i* 'the ,' Testa-

.

*

^'i > '. 1 unexplained
'

i of his
i

i ' IK -('the ark of the covenant').

It seems strange at first sight that a conception
so prominent in the OT is so little utilized in the
NT. Perhaps the main reason for this was the
intensity of the ,

T

interest in that

age, which made i , pear more suitable
to describe the new order of things felt to be
approaching or to have already begun On the
whole, the covenant idea had not been intimately
associated with eschatology in the OT. The con-
sciousness that the work of Christ had ushered in
a new stair of ihiii^- for the present life of the

people of (.<nl
,
di-UM< \ and detached from the legal

life of Judaism, for which latter the word * cove-
nant* had become the characteristic expression,
dawned only gradually upon the early Church.
The phrase

f

Kingdom of God/ while oinplw-i/ing
the newness of the Messianic ordei of tilings,
leaves unexpressed Lho -upci -oiling ot the Mosaic
institutions by the nuroiluc, uin oi something else.

With this agrees the fact that the conception of

Christianity as a covenant is most familiar to pre-
cisely those two NT writers who with greatest
clearness and emphasis draw the contrast between
the Mosaic forms of life and those of the Christian
era, viz. St. Paul and the author of Hebrews.
Even with St. Paul, however, the contrast referred
to finds only occasional expression in terms of the
covenant : as a rule, it is expressed in other ways,
such as the antithesis between l,\\\ and ^rr <H o works
and faith. The Epistle to the Ilobrcu - i- i IIP onlyNT writing which gives to the covenant idea the
same central dominating place as it has in the

greater part of the OT.
In the Gospels the word 'covenant,' in a leligi-

ou ^ ^en^e, occurs but t \\ice, in Lk I72, and in the

\\ords<polvpn by OUT Lord at the Supper. In the
former passage" the covenant with Abraham is

referred to, and the Messianic salvation repre-
sented as a fulfilment of the promise of that cove-
nant. The emergence of the idea here is in

harmony with the best OT traditions : it expresses
the consciousness of the sovereign grace and unde-
served faithfulness of God which pervades the pro-
phetic pieces preserved for us in the gospel of the
incarnation according to St. Luke. Of course, in
a broad sense the idea of the relation between God
and Israel embodied in the word * covenant

'

under-
1 ies and pervades all our Lord's teaching Notwith-
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standing the so-called 'intensive universalism
'

and the M^o^i'iiio'i of leligion as a natural bond
between Uod and man, antedating ail positive
forms of intercourse, our Lord was a thorough-
going aupernatuialist, who viewed both the past
relationship of God to I&rael and the future re-

lationship to be established m the Kingdom not as
the outcome of the natural i elision of man, but as
J1

'

'

of a special, historic, supernatural
:
Xit God to man, such a: the OT calls

*
co\ enant

'

"While probably the legalistic shade
of meaning \\hich the woid had obtained was less

congenial to Him, He must have been in full accord
with the genuine OT principle expressed in it.

Mk S38 and Mt 12 q
hpeak of the Jews as an

4 adulteroub generation,' and probably the latei

prophetic lepiesentation of the covenant as a
man iage-covenant lies at the basis of this mode
of statement.
The woids spoken at the Supper were .!'> -

1
]

'

to St. Matthew (26-
8

) and St. Mark
(
\\ , ,

cmv rb atpd, fjLov TTJS 5ta6r)K7}$ (A D in Matthew and
A in Maik -rifc KCLIVTJS Siafl^s) . according to St.

Luke (22-') and St Paul (1 Co II-5
)
rovro rb vvHipiov

ri Kaivy dia&'rjK'f) ev r< afytcm /JLOV [in 1 Cor &$ at/mart]
There is some doubt, however, about the genuine-
ness of the context in St Luke in -which these
words occur. In D and some other MSS, 2219b

(be-

f
Inning with rb tiirep vftuv} and v.'-* a 1

*. '\i"_
he textual-critical problem is a very ..MI;-!'- ji ,

one (cf Westcott and Hort, Notes on Select Read-

ings in the Appendix, pp 63-64 ; Haupt, Ueber
die. iirspruwghche Form imd Bedentung der Abend-
mahlswortel^. 6-10

, Johannes Weiss, Dasalteste

Evangelinm, pp 294-299; Johannes Hoffmann.
Das Abendmahl im Urchristenthum, pp. 7, 8 [all
of whom adopt the shorter text] ; Schultzen, Das
Abendmahl ^m JNeuen Testament, pp 5-19 ; R. A.
Hoffmann, D^e '.

'

''mi Chnsti,

pp. 7-21 [who a- > !. ! I! It ought
to be remembered, though it Is sometimes over-

looked, that the lojoci ion of vv. 19b- J0 as not origin-

ally belonging to the Gospel is by no means
equivalent to l'-liii" >

ij uhese words unhistorical,
i.e not spoken '**\ !-!!- Wendt, e g. (Die Lehre
Jew 2

, p 496), a^umis the orijririjiHiy of the shorter
text in St. Luke and \er bi-lieve-* on the basis of
the other records, thattJesus spoke the words which
St Luke, for reasons arising put of his * combina-
tion-method,' omitted. (Similarly Hanpt, p. 10).

Still, as a matter of fact, Avith some writers the

adoption of the shorter text is accompanied by the
belief that it represents an older and more accurate
tradition of what actually took place. On the
other hand, it remains possible, even in retaining
the TR as oriirinallx Lukan, to believe that St,

Luke's source -ii|pliod Mm with a hiuhl\ po< uliar

version of the occurrence preserved in vv. I&-m
, and

that he assimilated this to the other more current

representation by borrowing vv. 19b ' * from St,

Paul. On the whole, however, the acceptance of
iho jroiminom^- of the longer text naturally tends
to NticTiirthon the presumption that a statement in

regard to which all the records agree must be his-

torical. Contextual considerations also seem to

speak in favour of the jroMiimono-- of the disputed
words. If vv. I9b ' 20 do not belong to the text, St.

Luke must have looked upon the cup of v. 17 as
the cu|> of the Sacrament, for it would have been

impossible for him to relate an institution sub una
specie. But this assumption, viz. that the cup of
v. 17 meant for St. Luke the cup of the Sacra-

ment, is impossible, because v 18 comes between
this cup and the bread of v. 19

. Further, v 18 so

closely corresponds to v 16 as to set vv. 15'18
by

themselves, a group of four verses with a care-

fully constructed parallelism between the first and
the third, the second and the fourth of its mem-

bers respectively; and inasmuch as v.
17

"belongs
to this gioup, it cannot very well have "been con-
nected by the author with v is in such a close
manner as the co-ordination of the cup and the
bi ead in the Sacrament would require. In general,
the advocates of the shorter text do not succeed in

explaining how the authoi of the Thiid Gospel,
who miibt have been fanuha,r with the other
accounts, and can haidly have differed from them
in hib belief that the Supper was instituted as
celebrated in the Church at that time, could have
leganled vv. 15 ~ lfla as an adequate institution of the
lite with which he was acquainted. It is much
easier to believe that a latei >p\ M found the cup
of the Sacrament in v. 17

, ai <i 'ihii'ioi(- omitted
\. 20

,
than that a careful histonan, sueh as St.

Luke was, should have dehbeiately entertained
this \ lew, even if he had found a version to that
effect in one of his sources

Altogether apait from the textual problem in St.

Luke, the historicity of the words relating to the
covenant-blood has been called in question. Just as
the saying about the Xtirpov in Mk 1045 and Mt 20^8

,

so this utterance has been suspected since the time
of Baur on account of its alleged Paulinizmg char-
acter. Recently this view lias gamed renewed
advocacy by such writers as W. Brandt, Die Evan-
gehsche Gesckichte, pp. 289 ft. , 566; Bousset, Die
P,i 'iH'trf"^' ff"f: Justin des Mmtyiers, p. 112ff. ;

\Vrede, Z^ilW, 1900, pp. 69-74; Hollmaim, Die

Bedeutung des Todes Jesu, p. 145 If. The prin-

cipal .iiLMniKni^ on which these writers rest their

contention are, that whilst to St Paul the idea of

the new covenant is familiar, no trace of it appears
elsewhere in tho itiuhinir of Jesus; that it is ex-

pressive of an fiiitithoM-. co the OT religion and its

institutions out of harmony with Jesus' general
attitude

t

towards these; that in Justin Martyr's
version of the institution the disputed words do
not occur (so Bousset) ; that the structure of the
sentence in Matthew and Mark still betrays the
later addition of the ^< i il \^ T^S dia8r}K7}$ (so

Wrede). The mere fact' h.\i\.i, that a certain

conception occurs with a degree of doctrinal

pointedness in Paul, does* not warrant us in. sus-

pecting it when it occms in the mouth of Jesus
With St. Paul himself the shade of meaning of the
word is not in every passage the same. It cannot
be proved that the Apostle read into what were to

him the words of the institution an anti-Judaistic

feitinificance, such as belongs to the conception in

Gal 4^4 and 2 Co 36 Even the characterization of

the SLa0>r}K'rf as /cat^ does not require us to assume
this. Even to St. Paul, we shall have to say, the

phrase KCUH? 5ta0?7/o7 has in the pio*.enL instance the
more <na7uial -01 onologicvil asocial inn**, in view of

which t he anh(.lu-i- or the new to the old and the

superseding of" the old by the new recede into the

background. The new covenant is the covenant
which fulfils the OT promises, rather than the new
covenant which abrogates the OT law. With still

more assurance we may aftirm this of the words as

ascribed to Jesus in Mark and Matthew. Here
fa PHI t from the hardly original rr-adiiijr of A and I)

in Matthew and A in Mark) iho explicit desig-
nation of the 8ioL&f)KV) as Kawfj \^ noi found. While
the thought of the substitution of one* eov enarif for

another is undoubtedly the logical corielsito of the

statement even in this form, yet ^uch sin inference,
if present at all, can have lain in the peiiplioiy

only, not in the centre of the conscioubness of film
who thus spoke

It ought to be observed that the literal tendering
of the words is not :

* This is my covenant-hlood/
with the emphasis on the pronoun, but: 'This
is my blood, covenant-blood/ The enclitic yaou

is too weak to bear the stress the former ren-

dering would put upon it. Accordingly, ^ou be-
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longs neither to StaO^K-rj nor to the compound
Idea *

covenant-blood,
5

"but to the noun 'blood'

only, as is also required by this, that rb alpA

pov should be the exact correlate of rd <r%a

pov. The other construction,
* my covenant,' could

only mean either *the covenant concluded with

me,* as in the original of Zee 911
, or ' the covenant

made by me as a contracting party,' as in the LXX
rendering of that passage, hardly 'the covenant

inaugurated by me between God and you.' And
yet the last it would have to mean here, if pov

went with SiadriKT}. By these considerations we are

led to adopt the Tendering 'this is my blood,

covenant-blood
5

;
and thi*- rendering^ makes

^

it

appear at once, that our Lord does not in the first

place contrast His covenant-blood with the Mosaic

covenant-blood, but simply speaks of His blood as

partaking of the character of covenant-blood after

the analogy of that used by Moses. But even if

the comparison with the Mosaic covenant bore

mure of an antithetical character than it does, it

would still be rash to assert that such an antithesis

between the relation to God lnr.u;rrTaM by Him-
self and that prevailing r.ndoi tlio Mo-rj< law could

find no place in our Lord's consciousness, especially
towards the close of His life His attitude towards

the Mosaic law, as reflected in the Gospels, presents
a complicated problem This much, however, is

beyond doubt, that side by side with reverence for

the Law there is, both in His teaching and con-

duct, a note of sovereign freedom with regard to

it. From the position expressed in such sayings
as Mk 221 - ^ 71S"'^ to the conception of a new cove-

nant - r)"! -Iinj: f h 4 'ld there is but one step
We i iLi f'rt ^rfiMi. -1 that the words were actu-

ally spoken by Jesus. In view of the fact that He
uttered them in Aramaic, the question, whether
the rendering of Matthew and Mark or that of

Paul and Luke more n^aily 1 cproduce^ ihe' original
becomes difficult to uoMde and aUo of minor im-

portance. Zahn (Ewin. d. Matt. p. 686, note 52)

suggests that from the Aramaic form Kprvn w both

renderings might, without material modification of

the sense, have been derived. That the thought
is in both forms essentially the same will appear
later, after we have inquired into the content of

Jesus' statement.
The intricate problems connected with the insti-

tution of the Supper can here be touched upon in

so far only as they bear upon the meaning of the

words relating to the covenant. We give a brief

survey of the various interpretations placed upon
those words.

First we may mention the interpretation according; to which
the covenant spoken of by Jesus stands in no real connexion
with His death Most modern writers who detach the original
significance of the ace of Jesus from His I . ,-'- u .i.u
rererence to the covenant is a later adc -n I r - I -.isi 1 ^e-
Hoffmaim makes Jesus say no more than ^Thib 19 my body/
* This is my blood/ and interprets this as meaning, that the

disciples must be closely knit together as members of one body,
Himself forming the centre The meal is a meal of friendship.
The Saviour even at this ele\ enth hour did not expect to die,
but confidently looked forward to the immediate glorious
appearance of the Kingdom of God. TTn h "h's rhmurht in Tmnrl
He asked the disciples to unite themselves bvmbohcall> into the
little flock for which the Kingdom was appointed

Dismissing: this and similar views, because thev leave the
co\enanti words out of consideration, we note that Spitta has
developed a hvpothesis which, while cutting loose the Supper
from the death of Christ, nev ertheless interprets its fa> mbohi>m
as a covenant symbolism (Zwr Q^sctnchtc itnd Literatur rft*

Urchnxtenthums, i pp 207-337). According to Spitta, the
covenant is none other than the Davidic-Messianic cove^nnr
promised by the prophets, and inasmuch as this covenant pad
been frequently represented under the figure of a great fen* 1

,

our Lord could by means of the Sapper give to the disciples a
symbolic anticipation of its approaching jojs, the more so s-nro
the figure of 1a, banquet to describe the eschatological Kingdom
occurs also elsewhere in Jesus' teaching. The partaking of this
Messianic feast could be represented as a partaking of the
Messiah ('This is my body,' 'Thas Is my blood "), because the
Messiah was the Author and Centre of these future blessings.
Jesus, while knowing that His death was at hand, yet in faith

projected Himself be^ end death into the tame of the Kingdom .

the Sutmer was to Him a feast of joy, not a memorial of death It

i . .
i So far as its understanding

1 ot the term

cov enant
'

is concerned, OT baas

to rest upon To be sure, L1C" kpitta

makes Jesus refer, is m the OT a past cov enant, a covenant

made with David, the pledge and basis of future blessings, not

a name for the blessings of
- *e V i.

' i" age themselves But

this might easily become ble- hi'. 1 .u." ,ne prophetic prediction

of a new covenant in the Mesiame time, and then actual!} the

covenant of David could become equivalent to the Messianic

blessedness (cf Is55* 'the sure mercies of David') Theie is,

however, no prophetic passage which joins together the con-

ceptions of the Messianic covenant and of a feast, so that no

explanation is offered of the association of the one with the

other m the mind of Jesus The account of Ex 24 far more
Dlausiblv explains the combination of these two ideas, for hereF

.

- * *

'ogether And if this

,
ference to the cove-
covenant stand m a

covenant. Apart trom every rererence 10 JBA. AT \\n_n i i^ i oo<i

is brought into connexion with the covenant (' this is my blood

of the covenant'), it becomes entirely impossible to think of

am thing else than a covenant based on sacrificial blood every
other mode of joining these two terms is artificial Spitta's

further assumption, that the eating of the bread and the drink-

ing of the wine stand
" ' ' -* - 1 - v - - 1 '-

^--ly and

blood, as a sj nibol of
'

apart
from His death, is r 4 whole

might be the symbol of a participation in the Messiah, though
even the examples quoted by Spitta of this mode of speaking
are not sufficient to prove a current usage, if the sacrificial meal
be left out of account Assuming, however, that the general

phrase
*

eating the Messiah
' was familiar to Jesus and the dis-

ciples outside of every connexion with the sacrificial meal, the
distributive form in which the '< M-l- -

i i i '!i_' that

of eating the Messu
"

i

1

-i i>ould

hardly have possesse 'Is us, while

not rejecting the idee . to think of

Him as appropriated i

We turn next to the theories which recognize that the cove
natit stands through the blood in connexion with the death of

Jesus. When ihe" blood is called 'covenant-blood,' this un-
doubtedly implies that Jesus* death is instrumental in intro-

'1, i.r u .' '. . T istice is not done to this when merelv
i-" !i -

\ death is supposed to prepaid iiig way
for the covenant, viz., in so far as it forms ihe uu."-il on to a
higher life which will enable Jesus to bestow upon His disciples

r . o'-'t'i'i i h -- ..'- Thus the direct nexus between the
-!-, I ,i. I ) '

i

i. t is severed The view stated is that
\\ J i i i -i (/;

' /. amentliche Lehre von der Sehgkeit, i.

p 150ffA According to this writer, the Supper is to be
explained not from the idea of the forgiveness of sin, but from
that of the communication of life Titms does not identify this

covenant with the consummate eschatological state ; it is some-
tli Mg intermediate between that and the communion with God
iruo whirn Je-os introduced IT - <1 -

\"
- before His death

The new covenant is made p -- v < death of Jesus,
because through this death Hi 'i

'

>i i.used into heaven,
whence the powers of eternal life can descend upon His Church
through the gifi of the Holy Spirit. It may be justly objected
to i

lni oomrnietion, that in it
"

! ' J - i- '-

as a source of blev- n % by itself,
-

i

"

outran' e into rbr lire of glory, from which the blessing flows.
A? Titius hipis-el' admits, m the abstract it would have been

quite possible to procure the new covenant and the perfected
communion with God \\ithout the intervention of Jesus' death,
viz.> if it had pleased God to exalt the Messiah in some other

way. Thus it becomes difficult to understand how so much
emphasis can be placed by Jesus upon the appropriation of
His death, or how He can require the disciples to drink His
hlood Th< approprianori symbolized certainly cannot relate
10 th occuknral form in \\hich the blessing is prepared, it must
have reference to the substance of the blessing itself If the
death i

4- ihe object of uppropiiation, then it must possess a
dirid and inrrm-i'' Mgrntieaiu t for the covenant invhich the
disciples are to share
This is rerogmzed b\ Wendt (Lehre Jesu 2

, p 502 if ) according
to whom Jesiib regarded His death as a covenant-sacrifice,
standing- in the same relation to the new covenant predicted by

I
Jeremiah as the sacrifice brought bv MOMN sustained to the

, Smairic covenant In hi- opinion the monl of Ex 24 shows
thai The Moiim; aenfloe had rioihinjr TO do viT-h atonement,

j
but consisted of burnt -offen n%s- ind po/ioe-oironugs, meant as

' a gif tx> God e\pre.-mg inc people- con* nt 10 His revealed
, Ian

,
.uid hence boeaine a -eil of cov CTISUIB n-laron The sacrifice

1

pledged both God and the people In aualopv vvith this, Jesus
! represents His death a- a gift, rledicatfd to (lod, for the sake of
\vhich God will establish the new covenant, t.e. the state of
sah ation in the Kingdom of God, not, to be sure, on any strictly
legal principle of recompense, but in harmony with His inex-
haustible goodness and grace Wendt's interpretation is wrong,
not so much in what it affirms as in what it denies. That Jesus
regarded the sacrifice of Hishfe as a gift to God, and ascribed
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to it saving significance because it was an act of positive
obedience, may be safely affirmed. The confidence, however,
with which He - * * * J1 *

r
x - r* this act to the dis-

siples does not f -
, \- .

-
.
-- -

-j
1

> that He made these
effects dependent on a gracious will of God, imparting to the
sacrifice a value which intrinsically it did not possess But,
apart from this, the analogy with the Mosaic sacrifice leads us
to believe that Jesus did not confine Himself to viewing His
deathi

'
- of a gift. The prominence here given

to the
'

'- -
, inter

"

or even primarily, a symbol of u '

Even though the sacrifices brought were not specific sin-

offerings, but burnt - offenngs and peace-offerings, this does
not eliminate from them the element of expiation. The Law
itself speaks of expiation m connexion with the burnt-offerings
(Lv I4), and the Passover-sacrifice, closely akin to the peace-
offerings, certainly had expiatory significance It may e\en be
doubted whether the idea of a gift to God, except m the most
general sense m which every sacrifice is a gift, was present to
the mind of the author of Ex 24. When Moses calls the blood

sprinkled on the people 'the blood of the covenant which
Jehovah has made with you/ this can scarcely mean 'the blood

by the dedication of which God is induced to make the
covenant '

It must mean either ' the blood by whose ex-

rtory
power the covenant is inaugurated,' or 'the blood

which, as a bond of life between God and the people,
the covenant is established and maintained.' Perhaps it may-
express both of the thoughts just mentioned, since the ideas of

expiatio and commumo were often united m the conception of
sacrifice. Besides this, the association in the mind of Jesus
between the new covenant and the forgiveness of sins is

rendered
1 1- 1" *-'--^ T

th.e joint-occurrence of the two
ideas in - where the forgiveness of sins is

named of the new covenant Now, if

Jesus had this thought in mind, and spoke at the same time
of the sacrificial pouring forth of His blood, then it was almost
impossible for Him not to unite the two thoughts, so as to
conceive of the blood as a blood of expiation securing- forgive-
ness P* : * Y" -r "T.T's Yi-~'T==ri" 10 i

-* r '= ,11 :r ment on
the vti'l- M i r \ i i' i '

<i' j , n, .. ,
i .! x

ipposing
that :li< - ,ii*rr ,i ,i. i

* ''riis- i o.'i.i* bought, we
shall * 1, n < i< ; 'i / i-.i'i ,.- ,i

' (--I M. ; correct

interpretation, which merely resolves the vrtp of Mark and Luke
into irtpt+tls.

Yfurilui .nvmrrir n>a\ Iw added to this from the part which
the coxciiiiui i'on<'< puon pl.r . ,11 'lit second part of the Book
of Isaiah in connexion with the figure of the Servant of Jehovah,
who is called, as we have seen, the DjJ ma. In our opinion,

although this has been denied by Ritschl and others, there can
be no doubt that the Sxii.inr-oi-Ti'ho'uli-prophrox, and parti-
cularly Is 53, was an miluLiil nl T.icior in dci< rni'inncr iho
Messianic consciousness of JOMI- In rms prophet-*, ho\\o\or,
the sacrificial rdle of iho Ser\,i,r, in an <\p;'-.i

i
. \i<,ir.;,-

sense, is so distinctly delirious fJ, That, once In I
f i_ ll,i -i I* ,i

the chapter, Jesus could not conceive ther< vi i . Li - ck,-, n,
or of the relation of His death to the covenant, on any other

principle than is here set forth (cf. Denney, The Death of
Christ, pp. 13-56).

As a matter of fact, the trend of recent investi-

gation of the problem of the Supper is towards the

acknowledgment, that the words, as they stand,
not merely in Luke and Paul, nor merely in

Matthew, but even in Mark, clearly express,
and

were intended by the writers of the (l-i-'i'l- !<

express, the expiatory interpretation of n <s< ai
:

i

of Jesus. So far as the purely exegetical deter-

mination of the sense of the words ex ammo
auctorum (in distinction from the estimate put
upon their historic credibility) is concerned, the
traditional Church-doctrine is being more and more
decisively vindicated. True, many modern writers,
while granting this, emphatically deny that our
Lord spoke, or could have spoken, the words which
St. Paul and tne Synoptist*. attribute to Him, or

that what He spoke can have had the meaning
which the words in their present setting and form

convey. The two main reasons for this denial are,

that, on the one hand, the teaching of Jesus about
the sinner's relation to God is such as to leave no
room for sacrificial expiation as a prerequisite of

the sinner's acceptance, forgiveness flowing from
God's free grace ; and that, on the other hand, in

the early Apostolic Church the expiatory inter-

pretation of the death of Jesus is not present from
the beginning, as it would have been if Jesus had

taught it, but marks a subsequent doctrinal de-

velopment. Neither of these contentions has
sufficient force to discredit the unanimous witness
of St Paul and the Synoptists. In point of fact,

Jesus nowhete represents the forgiveness of sins as*

absolutely unconditioned. It is one of the gifts
connected with the state of sonship in i b < TC

-
\ ;

"
o .

Consequently, it is bound to His own p.- .,> ,u iu>

same sense and to the same degree as the general
inheritance of the Kingdom is. Unless one is

ready to assert with Harnack, that in the gospel,
as preached by Jesus Himself, there is no place
for His person, it will be necessary to believe that
our Lord consideied His own Messianic character
and work of supreme impoilaneo, not merely for
the preaching, but also lor Iho actual establish-
ment of the Kingdom of God. This being so, it
became necessary for Him to combine with the
specific form He gave to His MessiahshS ,

]-<
i ifi.

conception of the manner in which the .I- M - 01

the Kingdom are obtained by the disciples. His
views about the forgiveness of sins would be less

apt to be determined by any abstract doctrine as
to the nature of God, than by the concrete mode
in which the developments of His life led Him, in

dependence upon Seiipbne, 1o conceive of thechar-
aeiei of Hi-= Messiahship and its relation to the

coming of the Kingdom. If He anticipated death,
as there is abundant evidence to show He did,
from a .Mr ;, ;

i

'

I \\ early point in His ministry,
then He I-.

'

;< i to ascribe to this death a
Messianic meaning; and this Messianic meaning,
if there was to belong to it any definiteness at afl,
MII M ;

is "iTx be other than that portrayed by the

].'<; l.i 1

'.' in the suffering Servant of Jehovah.
It4s quite true that the silence observed by our

Lord in regard to this important matter till very
near the close of His ministry is calculated to
awaken surprise. But this silence He likewise

preserved till the same point with regard to His
Messianic calling in general; the problem is not
greater in the former respect than in the latter ;

the reasons which will explain the one will also

explain the other. Nor should it be forgotten
that, side by side with His high conception of the
love of God, Jesus ascribed supreme importance
to the Divine justice. He carefully preserved the
valuable truth contained in the exaggerated Jewish
ideas about the forensic relation between God and
man (cf. Keim, v. 331, 'A continual oscillation
between the standpoint of giace and that of Jewish
satisfaction cnn be established *) 'Rrco^ni/In^ i iii-

element in HH teaching as something M< <li-l i.oi

hold piofuneKuily, but with great earnestness of

conviction, we have no right to assert that every
idea of expiation and satisfaction must have been
on principle repudiated by Jesus as inconsistent
Atith the love of God. Nor is there much force
m the second contention, namely, that the absence
of the expiiitoTy interpretation of the death of
Jesus fiom the early Apostolic preaching proves
the impossibility of deriving this doctrine from
Jesus. The doctrine is certainly older than St.

Paul, who declares that he 'received* fr irp^roty,
as one of the fundamental tenets of the Apostolic
faith, that Christ died for our sins according to the
S( i ipl u re-* f 1 To 158

). This *

receiving
* on the part

of M Paul i^ separated by no more than seven,

years from the death of Jesus ; according to recent
schemes of chronology, by an even shorter interval.

When in the discourses of the earlier chapters of
Acts the emphasis is placed on the resurrection

rather than on the death of Jesus, this must be ex-

plained from the apologetic purpose of these dis-

courses. They were intended to prove that,

notwithstanding His death, Jesus could still be
the Messiah. Probably even upon the disciples
themselves, at that early date, the full meaning
of the teaching of Jesus concerning His death had
not dawned ; but if it had, to make this the burden
of their preaching to the Jews would have been an
ill-advised method. We know from these same
discoursed in Acts that the disciples looked upon.
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the death of Jesus as foreordained. It is not

likely that, holding this, they can have rested

in it as sufficient for their faith, and entirely
refrained from seeking the reasons for the Divine

foreordmation, which in this, as well as all other

cases, must have a, { <

""

>n t^em teleological
In the light of this, i'i, < -^u- - to Jesus as the

Servant of God, which occur in these early dis-

courses, sometimes in connexion with His suffer-

ing, "become highly significant, partly because they
sound like reminiscences of Jesus' own teaching,

partly because they render it probable that our
Lord's death was interpreted in dependence on
Is 53. Finally, attention should be called to the

central place which the forgiveness of sins occupies
in the early Apostolic

" T i

i ominence
of this theme requires i >

^
. a certain

definite connexion between the M '

"; of

Jesus and the forgiveness of sin ,
.'

;
is

precisely what is afforded by the expiatory inter-

pretation of the Saviour's death (cf. Denney, The
Death of Christ, pp. 65-85, where the preceding
points are luminously discussed)
On the nounK ^tated we conclude that there

is neither e\o<r< licjil nor historical necessity for

departing horn ilu old view, that Jesus repre-
sented His death as the sacrificial, expiatory basis

of a covenant with God. The next question arising

is, Who are meant as the beneficiaries of this expia-
tion on which the covenant is founded ? At first

sight it would seem as if only one answer Vere

possible, viz. those to whom He gives the cup in

which the wine, the symbol of the expiating blood,
is contained. Nevertheless, the correctness of this

view has been of late strenuously disputed. This
has been done mainly on the ground before stated,
that for the disciples the whole tenor of our Lord's

teaching represents the forgiveness of sins as un-

conditioned, assured by the jriaciou-* love of God
as such. Hence it is aVumed that Jesus intended
the covenant-sacrifice not for His disciples, but for

the unbelieving mass of the people, who were so

hardened in their unbelief as to render an atoning
sacrifice necessary in order to their reacceptance
into the favour of God (thus Johannes Weiss,
Predigt Jesu vom Reiche Gottes, p. 28 ff. ; and K. A.

Hoffmann, Die Abendmahlsgedanfcen Jesu Christi,

pp. 60-88). Weiss, while believing that the cove-

nant-blood is pnmai ily shed for the nation, would
not exclude the disciples from its effects. Hoff-

mann,, on the other nand, dkiintriii-he- sharply

befrvyeen those who are concerned m the covenant-
sacrifice as its direct beneficiaries, i.e. the enemies
of Jesus, and those whom He desires to appropriate
the spirit of His self-sacrifice for others, and
therefore invites to eat His body and drink His
blood. The word* -poken with ihe cup express
on this view two distinct though U*: (1) the blood
is covenant - blood for the unbelieving Jews; (2)
the blood as the exponent of the spirit of self-

sacrifice of Jesus must pass over into the disciples,
so that they too shall give their life for others. In
other words, the disciples do not drink the blood
in the sense in which it is defined bv the phrase
TTJ-S SLa&^Kifjs,

but in the sense in which it symbolizes
the subjective spirit on Jesus' part which led Him
to^

offer His life for others. It will be readily per-
ceived that this introduces an intolerable dualism
into the significance of the blood : it must mean at
the sumo time objectively the life poured forth in
death as the principle of atonement, and subjec-

tively the life pouring itself forth in death as the
principle of self-sacrifice. There is no hint in the
words themselves at any such double meaning.
From the simple statement no one would guess
that the blood is drunk by the disciples in any
other capacity than that in which the Lord de-
scribes it, as * blood of the covenant.' St. Paul

and St. Luke have not understood Jesus in the

manner proposed ; for, according to their version,

the cup, that which the disciples drink, is the new
covenant itself in the blood, not merely the blood

which for others is the covenant-blood. Hoffmann
has to assume that St. Paul and St. Luke mis-

interpreted the intent of Jesus, and regards Mark
and Matthew as giving the correct version. But
even into the words of St. Mark and St. Matthew
his view will not fit readily If our Lord invited

the disciples to drink His blood, m the sense of

receiving into themselves the spirit of His self-

surrender to death, the description of this blood
as covenant-blood becomes irrelevant to the ex-

pression of this thought. Whether the blood is

covenant-blood or serves any other beneficent pur-

pose, is of no direct consequence whatever for the
main idea, viz., that it is the exponent of a spirit
which the disciples must imitate, nay, the intro-

duction of the former thought only tends to ob-

scure the latter. Our Lord ceitainly did not

expect the disciples to make the sacrifice of their

own life a covenant-sacrifice in the sense His was
for the nation. The inr^p TTO\\QV in Mark and the

irepl TTO\\QVm Matthew, to which Hoffmann appeals,
cannot prove the exclusion of the disciples from
the covenantal effect of the blood. The phrase is

derived from Is 53n 12
, where it serves to affirm

the fruitfulness, the efficacy of the self-sacrifice

of the Servant of Jehovah. This simple thought
suffices here as well as in Mk 1045 to explain Jesus'

statement that many will be benefited by His
death. Who the many are, disciples or non-

disciples, the iiirkp TroAXw? alone does not enable us
to determine.
The one question that still remains to be answered

is, wheth i '.'.i\ , ""'i....."
;,|.|

, ,i> Inthewords
of Jesus,' ! ! i !i

i \ h"i\i-i,ri 'primarily
as the b]M i ^ !'>

f
i M u .

the cove'!,- ! i-'.'i
1

. '\ !
" .' :

being sacramentally received will make those who
receive it partakers of the covenant. Both mean-
ing*- are equally well Dinted to the words them-
selvo- Tn 01 dor t o c lioo^-o ilelimioly between them,
we -honlil li\o to onroi upon the extremely com-

plicated discussion that has of recent years been
carried on, and is still being carried on, < >n< oiiiin^
the origin of the Lnl"^ ^tij ]<" and the -vmlu'fnn e.

of the act performed and the words spoken by our
Lord on the last evening of His earthly life. A
few remarks must suffice to indicate the bearings
of this problem on the question before us. The
two views above distinguished coincide with the
so-call*

""

1

1 v 1
!: or purely symbolic and the so-

called ii i i! !:,:! or sacramental interpretation
of the transaction. According to the former, Jesus
did not mean to institute a rite, did not intend the
act to be repeated, but ,

1
.

' "" " "
-re the

eyesof TTI-iMM'iplo- in a
I

-irama
of His <liMili imlic:nmir : , ! 'm He
gave it that His death . good
through the inauguration of a covenant. Accord-
ing to the latter, Jesus instituted, and for the first

time caused His disciples to celebrate, a rite in
which He made the partaking of bread and wine,
as sacramental symbols of His body and blood,
to stand for the appropriation of His expiatory
sacrifice and of the covenant founded on it.

It ought to be observed that these views are not
in themselves mutually exclusive. The parabolic
significance of the body and blood, as symboliz-
ing death, must on the second view be assumed
to form the background, expressed or presupposed,
of the sacramental transaction expressed, if the

breaking of the bread and the pouring of the wine
be made significant; presupposed, if the broken
biead and the poured wine be made the starting-
point of the observance. That the so-called para-
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bolic view is frequently advocated in a form which
excludes the sacramental complexion of the act, is

due not so much to the view itself, but largely to

a general theory on the nature of the parables of

Jesus.

Juhcher,
* " "

tation of **
<

s h

sacker ge , <
,

. -

the theory that i i

"

,
7 3 there can be

but one point of * . insisted upon
that, if the broken bread and the *\ *' <' .1-

r
jr

p " the
death of Jesus "_,.- \ >! *

' -
i v d hese

elements, they '

.

' - '
' '" '

J
"
<1 '- r!

-" 1 n - "
r

J" 1

appropriation of the benefits of I! u . '.i -
!

- .*o . .

involve the usefulness of the elements, the very opposite of

their destruction Julicher was not at first disposed to carry
this to an extreme, but admitted that as a secondary point of

comparison the usefulness of the bread and wine as food and
drink might have stood before the mind of Jesus Others, how-
ever, demand that on the parabolic view every figurative sig-
nificance of }

'

',

~ '

\
'

~.

~

.
'

i - <

r< i
- > ,i , ^ *.'!' _ ..i -I ; !,i i t 'o (i

^
I - H.

,
h t I '.-. . "/,'<-, -i

pp 61-65, and Juhcher's review of Hoffmann's book in TheoL
Lit' fa '</.-'/>'; 1904, col 282ff.)
Jii'Hii i'i can-jn of interpretation, while on the whole repre-

senting a sound principle of exegesis, leads in single iribtarices

to the rejection of undoubtedly genuine material Ic makes
Jesus construct His parables with conscious regard to the unity
and purity of their form, rather than \\ "th the practical end of

their efficacy in view (cf. Bugge, Die Unuitt-Pawjelii Jesu).
Where, as in the present case, the two points of comparison,
that of the dissolution of the elements and that of their ap-
propriation for nourishment, are so naturally combined into
the one act of the meal, it were foolish to require the exclusion
of either on the ground of a puristic insistence on the rules of
formal rhetoric.

In all probability the combination of these two
aspects of the symbolism was not first made by our

Lord, but was antecedently ^iven in the union of

the OT sacrifice and the sacrificial meal. Sehultzen

(Das Abendmahl im Neuen Testament, p. 53ft'.} has

shown, to our mind convincingly, that the eating
of the bread and the drinking of the cup are placed
by our Lord under the aspect of a sacrificial meal,
for which His own death furnishes the sacrifice.

As in the sacrificial meal the ofloioi nppioprinte^
the benefits of the expiation and the resulting
benefits of covenant - fellowship with God (Ex
2410 - 11

, Ps 505), so the disciples are invited to

appiopriate by eating and drinking all the benefits

of expiation and covenant - fellowship that are
secured by the sacrifice of the Saviour's death.
We may assume, therefore, that both the sym-

bolism of sacrifice and the -A rnboli^m of the sacri-

ficial meal are present in i he t ran -act ion performed
by Jesus. But the question still remains un-

answered, whether the former is present in explicit
form or merely as the unexpressed background of

the latter. Those who emphasize the symbolical
significance of iho breaking of the bread, a feature
named in all the iccoitls hold that the death is not

merely presupposed but formally enacted. On the

whole, however, the trend of the discussion has of

late been in the direction of the other view, which
attributes no special significance to the breaking
of the bread or the pouring forth of the wine, but
makes the broken bread and the wine, as symbols
of

^the death as an accomplished fact, the starting-
point for the enacted symbolism of the sacrificial

meal It has been pointed out with a degree of

force,that the formula,
* This is my body,'

' This is

my blood,
3

in the sense of c This ""Vmboli/e- what
will happen to My body and to My blood,' is out
of all analogy with Jesus' usual parabolic mode of

statement, because elsewhere not the symbol, but
the thing symbolized, always forms the subject
of the sentence (so Zahn, Das Evangelium des

Matthaus, p. 687, note 53). It may also be urged
that the natural sequence, in case a parabolic
enactment of the death of Jesus were intended,
would have been as follows :

' He brake the bread
and said: This is my body; and he gave it to

them and said, Take,' and similarly with the cup.

As the record stands, the pouring out of the wine
is not mentioned at all. It seems that Jesus took
a cup which had already been filled. If He had
intended to give a para'

"*

of the
event of His death, He ^ jains to
fill one before their eyes. The fact that with both
elements the giving to eat and to drink pieeedes
the declaration of what the bread and the wine stand
for, favours the view that this declaration deals

primarily with the symbolism of the sacrificial

meal. The words, 'This is my body,' then obtain
the meaning : To partake of this bread signifies
the partaking of My sacrificed body in a sacrificial

meal ; the words,
< This is my blood,' the meaning :

To partake of this wine signifies the partaking of

My sacrificial blood in a sacrificial meal. Thus we
would reach the conclusion that the phrase

' blood
of the covenant 3 has for its primary import : blood

'

-.."i
*'

partaking of whir
1

r
'"

"r< { M in
,

> - r,, is is assured. The]', . I -.\j
" ver-

sion,
* This cup is the new covenant in my blood,'

cannot be quoted with conclusiveness in favour of

either view. This version may either mean : this

cup is by the blood it contains the new covenant,
or : this cup is the new covenant, which new cove-
nant consists in My blood. Each of these two
rendering loaves open the two possibilities, that
i ho -h oilding of the blood is represented as the
source of the new covenant, or that the drinking
of the blood is represented as the participation in

the new covenant. To prevent misunderstanding,
however, it should be stated once more, that the
sacramental inter ^rotation of the words has for its

background the -A mholic, significance of bread and
wine as exponents of the expiatory death of Jesus
itself.

In conclusion, we must endeavour to define the

place of the covenant conception thus interpreted
within the teaching of Jesus as a whole, and its

correlation vith othoi important conceptions.
Like the T\ indium of Cod, the Me-suih^liip, and
the Church, ih'- ( ovens nt idea is one of the great
generalizing ideas of the OT, the use of which
enables Jesus to gather up in Himself the main
lines of the historic movement of OT redemption
and revelation. From the Kingdom the Covenant
is distinguished in several respects. The Kingdom
conception is more <on:[ iel, i -he since it em-
braces the eschatolo i- ii MJ.'I/HIIMI of the OT
promises as well as their provisional fulfilment in

the present life, being on the whole, however,
... \,(i.J. ;MI ,i!l\ (iiiiMhii

1

the present Kingdom-
I.MV,

-
j ij.| !>!( .si/- , 'pj-ui HH- as so many antici-

pations 01 the final Jvm^dom. The Kingdom is

also comprehensive in this other respect, that it

covers indiscriminately the entire content of the

consummate state, the external as well as the

internal, the judgment- as well as the salvation-

aspect. Over against this the Covenant idea,

while by no means pointedly excluding the es-

chatological state (in Hebrews the idea is used

eMhatologically, the ne\x covenant coinciding with

the al&v {ttXXwv), yet is more characteristic as a

designation of the blessings of believers in the

present intermediate period. And among the

manifold contents of salvation if pre eminently

designates the internal ones of forgn ene-> of <*in

and fellowship with God, as is already the case

in the passage of Jeremiah.
If the word rendered by dictO-qici] had in our Lord's

mind the associations of the word e
testament,'

and if the statement found in the context of

Luke (22
s9-

*),
' I appoint unto you (Siar/fle^ou vfuv),

even as my Father appointed unto me a kingdom,
that ye may eat and drink at my table in my
kingdom,' may be understood as having been

suggested to Him by this testamental sense of

, then this would bring the Covenant idea
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much nearer to the Kingdom idea, inasmuch as in

the latter saying the full content of the blessed-

ness of the final state is the object of the 5i<m0eer0cu.

It is not certain, however, tha \ -
,'

k " c

the narrative here in Luke is ...' <, i j .

that, therefore, these words were uttered im-

mediately after the reference to the covenant-blood
in the Supper. In Mt 19s7

"29 words in part identical

occur in a different connexion. In the~ Supper, God
is the Siatffycvos, whereas here it would be Jesus.

It is better, therefore, not to introduce the testa-

mentary idea into the words of the Supper, and to

adhere to the distinction between the Kingdom and
the Covenant from the point of view already indi-

cated. According to the Pauline interpretation,
the Supper, and with it the Covenant, belong to

<h-> :> c^
t

iifo'
f

oi!"'Ml state, in which believers are
<i i'. nj Tii- ',' -CMT life, for the Supper is a pro-
il i;!i. i-'i *r -In, ! N-th of Jesus 'until he come 5

(1 Co II26
) The \

- 'n M*c U25
, Mt S629,

Lk
2216' 18 also mark : ^ ^^

' the participation
in the Covenant as belonging to a state distinct

from the final TC'-i,/. vn o* God. Our Lord, how-

ever, does not M'-U.* t ii- second stage of the

covenant-life of the people of God in contrast with
the former stage from the point of view that it

involves the abrogation of the OT legal forms of

life, as St. Paul does in 2 Co 3 and Gal 3. If it is

a new covenant, it is new simply for the positive
reason that it brings greater assurance of the

forgiveness of sin and closer fellowship with God,
From the idea of the Kingdom that of the

Covenant is still further dN LI njiriiiaiiH , in that it

appears in much closer dependence than the

former on the Messianic person and work of Jesus.

In our Lord's preaching of the Kingdom, His
Messianic person and work remain almost entirely
in the background, at least so far as the verbal
disclosures on this subject are concerned, while
the matter comes to stand *-ome\\'hat differently
if the self-revelation contained in Je-us* MeviamV
acts be considered. The Covenant is explicitly
declared to be founded on His expiatory death,
and to be received by the partaking of fii& body
and blood. This importance of the person and
work of Jesus, both for the inauguration and the
re" i- piM <!* M Covenant, agrees with the view
I

1
1* i ' i

k < '
i! M 1

designates the present, pro-
visional blessedness of believer*, for this stage is

specifically controlled and determined by the

activity or Christ, so that St. Paul calls it the

Kingdom of Christ in distinction from the King-
dom of God, which is the final state. The Cove-
nant idea shares with the idea of the Church this

reference to the present earthly form of possession
of the Messianic blessings, and this dependence on
the person and work of the Messiah (cf. Mt 1618

1817
). The difference is that in the conception of

the Church, the organization of believers into one
Body outwardly, as well as their spiritual union
inwardly, and the communication of a higher life

through the Spirit, stand in the foroprround," neither
of which is reflected upon in the idea of tho Cove-
nant. The Covenant stands for that central, God-
ward aspect of the state of salvation, in which it

means the atonement of sin and the full enjoyment
of fellowship with God through the appropriation
of this atonement in Christ.
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COYETOUSNESS. This word (Gr. 7rXeo?efe) has
the root-idea of greed, shown in a stiong desire to

acquire, even more than in a keen wish to keep.
In the Gospels, as elsewhere in Scripture [see, how-
ever, Eph 419

], the term is confined to a reference
to property ; the verb (TrAeope/er^w) is wider in sense.

As the complexity of social life increases, so may
the shapes the evil can assume. To ordinary
avarice have to be added subtle temptations in the
realm of rank and fashion, conventional ambition,
cultured ease, or delight in successful activity
unsubordinated to ethical aims. The tinge of

covetousness comes in wherever men so absorb
their life in the t -MIMM! !lv<t they impair its

high instincts for !' /:i <ul ' What is a man
profited, if he shall gain the whole world and lose

his own soul?' (Mt 1626
).

To the mind of Jesus what stands condemned
is, characteristically, the possession of a certain

spirit the spirit of grasping selfishness. The
forms assumed, the methods employed, ar^ not
minutely dealt with, and not matters for specific
cure. Rather the one tap-root is to be cut, or a
general atmosphere created in which the noxious
weed must perish. And the almighty power to
this end is the holy spirit of the gospel, which on
the one hand is a spmt of loving trust towards
God the Father in providence, and on the other
a tender feeling towards fellow-mortals which
prompts to ready sacrifice of all things to their

good. The man with the great possessions (Mk
1017), who attracted Jesus, had yet one luxury to
discover that of doing good, giving to the poor,
and so coveting wealth" of the right kind. Not
the coming to our hands of earthly good is con-

demned, hut the absence of the one spirit which
shall inform and vitalize its use. The triumph of

religion is to turn it into * treasure in heaven '

(v.
21

).

A classical passage is Mt 619'84, with which com-

pare Lk 1222
-
3* and 1618

"15
. The higher life being

concerned with faith and goodness and the things
of the spirit the realm revealed in the Beatitudes,
it is clear inversion to be absoibed for their own
sake in the things of time and sense,

* Moth and
rust

'

are the emblems of their corruptibility ; and
theyare unstable, like propertyexposed to

ctnieves.
*

It is the mark of a pagan mind to be full of anxious
and self-centred concern for meat and drink and
raiment (v.

32
). Such persons reverse unconsciously

Christ's principle that ' the life is more than meat '

(Mt e25) ; and the Pharisees, 'who were covetous
1

(Lk 1614), by their blindness to the true order of

importance called forth essentially the same re-

buke,
' that which is highly esteemed amongst men,

is abomination in the sight of God' (v.
18

). Though
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they had one eye for religion, they kept the other
for the world, hence inevitably their truly distoited
views. In the last resort of psychological analysis
* no man can serve two masters 3

(Mt 6a4), and the
Pharisees are pilloried for evermore as the awful

example of hypocrisy in this respect. With Jesus,
in these passages, the first postulate of religious
worth is, that people must be single-minded and
whole-hearted m service

* Where your treasure is,

there will your heart be also
'

(Mt 621
). And to

only one quarter can the enlightened heart turn
1 the kingdom of God and his i"

*

-,
-

*
r
.
33

).

Coincident with that, as liuis . , all

needed things shall be added unto us. With
exquisite insight Jesus points to the fowls of the
air and the lilies of the

>

field as eloquent at once
of the minuteness of Divine Providence, and the
trust we may place in a Heavenly Father's care.

*Are not ye,' He asks, 'much better than they
9 '

(v.
26

). {Cf. as an enforcement of the lesson, Christ's
own unworldliness of character, and trustfulness
in earthly matters. And as a counter-illustration
to the Pharisees, cf. the convert from their straitest

sect, St. Paul, who having food and raiment learned
therewith to be content, 1 Ti 68, cf. Ph 411

).

On* a question arising of family inheritance

(Lk 1213'15
}, Jesus warns against covetousness, and

for impressive depth nothing excels the summary
there *A man's life consisteth not in the abun-
dance of the things which he ppssesseth

*

(v.
JS

). As
one concerned with the spiritual domain, Jesus
refuses to touch the civil matter of property.
Wisdom lay in leaving questions of the law to

lawyers, although the consideration is doubtless

implied that even then there should be found a

permeation of the Christian
spirit.

The point
which Jesus presses is the falsity of the vulgar
notion that it is

*

possessions
' which make life

worth living. Devotion to the outward is, in His

gospel, vanity ; the loving and discerning soul has
God for its possession, and from sheer sympathy of

heart joys in His work amongst men.
A parable follows (Lk 1216

'21
), not necessarily

associated originally \\ith the foregoing incident,

alihoiigli m mil affinity of theme. The Rich Fool
i- i IK* personification of the successfully covetous

man, and yet a revelation in almost the same
breath of how little such success amounts to from
the -t<ii id point of eternity. He sowed only to the
\\oild ; rherck forc he reaped inwardly no riches of

the spirit.
* So is he,' saith Jesus,

' that layeth up
treasure for himself, and is not rich towards God J

(v.
21

). There is affinity of teaching in the parable
of Dims and Lazarus (which see).

LITERATTOTL- The standard works on the Sermon on the
Mount and on the Parables Among special discourses : F

of the Kinndom to the World, pt i A M,L'lartn, I

jrhmstry, 1st series, >To ]f>, J. Maitiueau, noum t,f 7V*, n/nJi 1

11 and 111, Endeavours after the C/n^tian Life, pp 70-sd,

Mozley, University Sermons, pp 275-290

GEORGE MURRAY.
COWARDICE. Cowardice must be distinguished

from a natural timidity in circumstances of danger,
from the awe which, in the presence of the mirac-

ulous or the extraordinary, may so possess the
mind as for the moment to paralyze its activities,

and above all from the fear of God, His paternal
love, power, and holy judgment, which may be
the strongest antidote to all base and servile fear,

and the sotfrce of the highest courage. The dis-

tinction is partly preserved in the words 06os and
SetXta. The latter word is

*

always used in a bad
sense' (Trench, Synonyms of the NT, p. 34). It

expresses
* not the natural emotion of fear, but the

cowardly yielding
to it. It is the craven spirit

which shrinks from, duty, loses hope, abandons

what it should hold fast, surrenders to the enemy,
or deserts to his side

3

(Bernard, Central Teaching
of Jesus Christ, pp. 188, 189). det\ia occurs only in
2 Ti I7, but SeiXtdw Jn 1427

, and 5eiX<5s (EV '
fearful ')

Mt 826
, cf. Mk 440 and Rev 218

. But the line of dis-
tinction cannot be drawn hard and fa&t by the use
of these words. In Mt 826

(cf . Mk 440
) the question

ri SetXoi <?<rre, oXiybTrtcrroi, is not so much a serious

imputation of craven fear, as the expression of 'per-
sonal fearlessness

A
o ja"p .iMindency over panic-

stricken spirits' 15
1 ;u i

, h, ^
( *. Gr. Test

, in loc.).
On the other hand, an ignoble fear in face of danger
or difficulty, or the <r-iL|>pinli,'ii

:
>><! and hostile

sentiments of others, i- --jp'o UK*- in view when
<<5/3o<?, #oj8er0cu are used (Mt 1028

, cf. Lk 124, Mt
2525

, Jn 713 19s8 2019
). When fear of physical con-

sequences impairs fidelity to Christ, causing men to
be ashamed of Him (Mk S38,

Lk 926 ), or even to ^o
the length of denying Him (Mt 1033 ), it incurs His
severest disapprobation (Mt 1033

,
cf. Kev 21s

). It

is not cowardice to fly from the rage of the perse-
cutor. Jesus not only counselled flight in circum-
stances of peril (Mk 13M

,
Lk 2121

), but Himself
evaded the malice which would have brought His
life to an end before His hour was come, and His
mission completed (Lk 430

, Jn 859 1039). It is only
when the fear of n i i; -n; ! to the compromise
of truth, and the - . "i i" ,";

J C 1
i ;st,

that it becomes a snare and j -:! ( i i- is

not ultimately evinced in feeling, but in action.

It is cowardice when a man declines the task he
was meant to render * * I was afraid, and went and
hid thy talent in the earth

'

(Mt 2525
) ; when he

imp- M\JI\ however sorrowfully, from the path of

self-sacrifice which the call of Christ po-ui^ out 10

him (Mt 1922
). (See Paget, Studies in // ' /,/ /,-,/"'?,

Character, p. 104).

The antidote to cowardice lies in the fear of God,
in His power over the soul as well as the body (Mt
1028), the mm rN-v which drives out all baser fear ;

in the spirit of watchfulness and prayer that, in

circumstances of trial, we do not fall into the

temptation to forsake Christ or deny Him (Mt
2641

); but most of all in faith (Mt 8, Jn 141* 27
).

Faith in the Fatherhood of God that the manifest

duty, however difficult and dangerous, is His will ;

that from Him life has its appointed twelve hpnrs,
and in the path of obedience to Him there is no

possible loH'-horiwiinjr of them (Jn H 8-10h that
over all is His unsleeping and loving care will save
the son! from all base betrayals of itself and its

Divine trust through fear. To this end was the
Comfoiter promised and bestowed, that, co-operat-

ing with the spmt of men, He might brace them
to consistent courage in action and endurance.

And the effect of His presence and power is seen

in the contrast between those who *all forsook

him and fled' (Mk 1450), denied Him (Mt 2669-74
),

'gathered in an upper room for fear of the Jews'

(Jn 2019
), and the same men, not many months

later, impressing the authorities by their boldness

(Ac 413
), and displaying, in circumstances of severest

trial, minds delivered from all craven fear, and in-

spired with the high and solemn courage of faith.

See art. FEAR.

LITERATURE. Aristotle, Eth. iii. 7; Stronpr, Chr. Ethics;

Paeet, Studies in tht Christian Chaiacter, 100 ff.
, Denney,

Gospel Questions and Answers, 86 ff. JOSEPH MUIR.

CREATION. The beginning of the world, as the
^

earliest starting-point of time, is mentioned in

Mt 2421 ,
Mk 131K The other Gospel references to

this subject include one by an Evangelist and two

by onr Lord Himself. The first (Jn I3) teaches

that the Divine Word, who afterwards became
incarnate in Jesus (v.

14
), was the direct Agenf? in

Creation (cf. Col I 16 , He I2 ; and see following art.).

The second (Jn 517
) occurs in a discussion on the
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Sabbath. In the words 'my Father worketh

hitherto,* Jesus shows that the Divine rest follow-

ing the work of creation has been a period of eon-

tinued Divine activity. His primary object is to

justify His own works of healing on the Sabbath

day, but He shows incidentally that the seventh
*

day/ and therefore also the other '

days/ of Gn 1

need not be understood in a literal sense. In the

third allusion (Mt 194ff
*, Mk 106ff

-) the words of

Gn I27 224
, describing the original creation of man

and woman, are quoted in support of Christ's ideal

of marriage (cf . Eph 531 ). JAMES PATEICK.

CREATOR (CHRIST AS). The Synoptic Gospels
do not bring forward any specific teaching of Christ

as Creator. Whatever Jesus may have lan^hl on

this subject, the controlling purpose of riio, \vmei ^

of these Gospels did not reij.ii
no th< k inclusion of it.

Hence it is that only by implication is any doctrine

of Christ's creatorship introduced into the Svnoptic

Gospels. The implication, however, is striking and

worthy of notice.

1. The assertion of original power, e a. the

healing of the leper (Mk I
41

, Mt 83 , Lk 513
) ; the

'.
1 1-' ,he Sabbath (Mk 2s8

,
Lk 65

,
Mt 12s).

I
- i. i is a Divine institution, and only the

establisher of it could have po\yer over it. The
f

"

i
' of sins (Mk 2s

, Mt 92) is a prerogative of

< .-,', i

2. The note of authority The people felt this

in Jesus' teaching (Mk I22 ,
Lk 435 ). He claims

authority for Himself (Mk 2n
,
Mfc 96,

Lk 524). He
gives authority to His disciples (Mt 101), and the

unstated assumption is that it is by an original

right inherent in Himself.
3. Miracles. Jesus quiets the sea as one who

has original power over it (Mk 439, Lk 824). This
is the right of the Creator of it. He restores life

to the dead (Mk 541 , Lk S54 714
). To give life is the

prerogative of CicMtoi^liip It is an original right
of the Creator. Jesus exercises this right in His
own name. He creates directly in the miracle of

the loaves and fishes (Mk 641-44
,
Mt 1419 1536).

& Ownership. Jesus calls the angels His own
(Mt 2431

). His lordship of the Sabbath implies

ownership (Mk 228 ).
All these are clear, and the more significant

because undesigned, narrations which impljr the

Creatorship of Jesus. If St Paul held a supervisory
relation to the Gospel of Luke, and St. Peter to

the Gospel of Mark, as many of the best modern
scholars believe, then we shall feel the corrobo-
rative evidence which is so outstanding in their

Epistles for the Creatorship of Jesus.

This evidence in the Pauline Epistles lies in

(a) the pre-existence of Christ (Ho 83
,

1 Co 104,

2 Co 89, Gal 44, Eph I4,
Ph 2P, Col 1" 2 Ti I9).

The self-impoverishment (Jcenosis] impli^ pioxiiMi-
Divine fulness. If all things were <*'iMU"i through
($), in (&}, and for (ety) Him, He would neces-

sarily be pre-existent. The Pauline Christ of the

Epistles is not merely the historic Christ, but more
especially the Creative Prin< iplo both in the world
and in man. (b} Creation i> through Christ (Col
I 16}. He is the causal agent, according to the
eternal purpose, (c) Creation is in Him, i.e. in
the sphere of Christ, *the creative centre of "all

things, the causal element of their existence'

(EIHcott). Hence all things are to bo fralliorcd

^up in Him (Eph I10), (d) Creation it, for Him
*
lie is the goal as well as the explanation of all

creation. 1 Co S6 expands this idea, and makes
Him both the source and the goal of all created

things, (e) He is the bond which holds the whole
fabric of men and things together. This is the
doctrine of the Divine immanence (Col I 17), and sets

forth Christ as the eternally existent Creative

Principle in all things. All this teaching is an

, -n:.l^n
xi^ of the teaching of the Synoptics, and

,< i^ ,, !i , cosmic relations of Chribt m Creation

in order to show more clearly His cosmic relation

in Atonement and Salvation.

There are two passages in the Petrine Epistles
which teach the pre-existence of Christ (the Spirit
of Christ in the prophets, 1 P I11

; and Christ before

the foundation of the world, v. 20
), but there is no

direct teaching of Creatorship.
The Gospel of John opens at once into a circle of

new and profounder conceptions of Jesus. He is-

the Eternal Logos who was in the beginning (I
1
).

He is the eternal and immanent Keason manifest-

ing creative activities. He mediates the creation

of the universe (v
3
). The Prologue sets forth

Jesus Christ in His fourfold mediation, (a) As
the Eternal Logos, who was f in tli* lu^iiminjr
with God, and was God' (I

1
), He uml ,110- i!so

creation of all things (v.
3
). The whole process and

product of creation lie inwrapped in the Logos.
Neither angels nor other beings assisted. 'And
without him was not anything made that hath
been made' (v.

3
,

cf. 1 Co 86). [b] As the Creative

Logos, He mediates life for men. He is immanent
in the Creation.

fi ln him was life' (v.
4
), and He

was in the world, and the world was made by him,
and the world knew him not

5

(v.
10

). He was the

ground and source of life. St. Paul's saying,
'The world through its wisdom knew not God*
(1 Co I21 }, shows the amazing inability of the world
to recognize its Creator who was the ground of its

own life. Sin had indeed become darkness which
was iiiciipnblo of apprehending the light (Jn I5),

(c) A- ilio J.oro- made flesh or incarnate, He medi-
ates a revelation of God to man (vv.

14"18
) The

whole measure of revelation lies in the incarnate

Logos.
f God manifested

'

to men was manifested

wholly in Jesus Christ, (d) As * the only-begotten
from the Father' (v.

14
), He mediates an atonement

or reconciliation, through His death, between a

holy God and alienated sinners. This is the climax
of His wondrous mediatorship, and makes Him the
perfected Mediator. The historic Christ i- bim;:lii
forward in this Gospel only enough to < \j'!i< io ur
illustrate the eternal Christ, but it was in the
historic Christ that the eternal and cosmic Christ
was first re< o^m/oil The transactional phases of
the historic m'tainaiion lead, in St. John's view,
straight to the eternal Logos who mediated the
whole creation. Christ, as Creator, is so wrought
into the Cosmos which He made and sustains, that

upon the entrance of sin into the world He be-
comes of necessity the mediator of new relations
between the sinner and God. His mediatoxship of

redemption rests on the fact that He was * in the

beginning
' the Logos who mediated the creation of

all things. Christ, as Creator, is the fundamental
idea of this Gospel It is the starting-point of the
whole history of the earth and the heavens, of man,
his fall and his doom, of the redemption and the
final glory. It is the interpretive key to the whole
framework of the Fourth Gospel, whose author sees
the designed correspondence between the Creator
and the created, and that creation was primarily
intended to be responsive to Him. ' He came unto<
his own, and they . . . received him not' (I

11
),

expresses the failure of creation to fulfil the Divine
purpose St. John gathers up all that the Synop-
tists have taught, but adds new conceptions of
Jesus in a profounder interpretation of Him. He
teache^ (a) the pre-existence of Christ (I

30 31S- 31
"6

6*

gM-ra 14n 175) more plainly and f^y than the
Synoptists; (b) His authority (17

2
); (c) His in-

herent power to work miracles (2
s 611 II43

) : (d) His.

ownership of all things (I
11

). But new conceptions
are added, (a) He is the source of an abiding or
eternal life. He has power to give this life to
whom He will (S

36 410 14 521-34 40 627 - 51 1028 II25 141S>
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172
). (j8) His life is the light of men. But the

fact that as Creator He is the source of both life

and light to men does not prevent their rejection
of Him (I

4 812 95 1235 36 46
). (7) He shows His

identity with the Father .

'

I and the Father are
one 5

(10
30

) ; 'He that hath seen me hath seen the
Father' (14

9 124S
). (5) He shows familiarity with

the life and conditions of Heaven (14
2 1724

).

But these conceptions of Christ, as well as those
which St. John and the Synoptists have in common,
rest on the fact of His having mediated the creation
of all things. His rights in the whole creation, as

well as the obligations which He has toward it,

grow out of the fact
*

TT" - f
,

' ' "

The
eternal and universal '

, "in-
carnation and reconciliation are grounded in the
creational character of Jesus Christ.

LITERATURE. B Weiss, Religion of the NT, 190-191, and
BiU, Theol. of NT, n. 99 ;

~! * 7" Christum Doctrine

of Salvation, 438 ; G A G
, of To-Day, 81-93 ,

A. M Fairbairn, The Place of Christ in Modern Theology, 341
,

D. P. Estes, Outline of New Testament Theology ; A. B. Bruce,
St. Paul's Conception of Christianity, 335; H. R. Reynolds,
1 St John '

(Pulpit Commentary), vol. i. 1-21. The literature on
the subject is very scanty. NATHAN E. WOOD.

CRITICISM. 1. A little more than seventy
years ago (1835-1905), a turning-point was reached
in NT criticism, the importance of which is gener-

ally admitted.* In the year 1835 David Strauss

published Ms Leben Jesu (to be followed exactly
ten years later by F* C. Baur's Paulus). The
mythical theory was remoiselcssly applied by
Strauss to the whole of the Gospel history.

It must nob be forgotten that from the middle of the pre-

ceding century Sender had Applied ho w ord PI\ i h
*

to some of

the OT narratives, as, e i 10 urn* i>\ulo r> of sam-on and later

on at the beginning 01 tno l
lli n ce-i dt1 \\~ij'4 nad not hesi-

tated to point out the important mi uhiCh in h j'Hgment,
was played both by myth and '\ l-*wnd n me \runj;- of the

OT.t At the same time he bad nor Mi-HAu'd i<> a"<vntuate,
in language very similar to some of the utterances familiar to
n! to div the difference which lay between the application of

tij rm i hi -al .UK! of the legendary theory to the OT and to the
N C J Tn-'ic u'ro indeed, two parts of our Lord's life, the be-

ginning <i id i ho end, \\ nu'h this earlier criticism did not scruple
to regard as shrouded m darkness, and to relegate to the
same domain of m\ th or legend The supporters of this kind
of criticism were content, as Strauss himself expressed it, to
enter trie Evangelical h,*:orv 1>\ rhc bulondid por^of mvih ,ri,l

to leavt- s

r
(>\ the A oar; juiha or a ninzral pvp.I.ina-io'i C'Us

method of so-called natural explanation, which in its most crude
form was characteristic of Paulus and the school which bore
the name of Rationalists, a method which Strauss remorselessly
attacked, became discredited and gave place to the mythical
theory, which at least laid claim to thoroughness But it is not
too much to say that an explanation of the miraculous which is

often akin to the crude exegesis of Paului rn-ri-. us not infre-

quently in Strauss himself and m micnmnii recent autmpi*
to pro\ e that miracles* did not happen
But bv another path of mqmrv the wav was heinpr prepared

for Strauss In 1750, J D Michaehs published h\tJnttotl<irtion
to the NT, and m the fourth edition of that work he examined
w Lh cuiiioM and Otinlour (he origin of all the NT books.
M'ch.iolit i\ as ri>llo.i"l in Sorultr in his T^atise on the Free
lit.- >i>ti'm*i/ii of th* Canon \ he very titlf of which seemed to
mark the new principle of inquiry which was abroad. Semler
has been recently called 'the father of criticism' ; and if that
title is not always appropriate to him, we may, at all events,
speak of his epoch-making influence, and of the break which he
caused between the traditional views of inspiration and the free
examination of the authority and origin of each sacred book-H
The new century was marked bv Eichhorn*s Introduction, This
writer applied sj-stematically the principle laid down by his

forerunners, like Semler and Herder, and continued the attempt
'to read and examine the writings of the NT from a human

* See e </ , Schwarz, Zur Gesch der \w*. ,
t Tl,,-',

1
P.i. Mi n r.

Development of Theology, p 13" V>.-i // . * if (n- lit /( r

Criticism, p. 123 *

Altogether '-'> "i more tnan a
date in the Instorv of literature It stands for a new turn and
direction in the Higher Criticism.'

t For a discussion of the differences between nr\thand lejrend,
reference maybe made to Know ling, Witness of the Epistles,
p. 16 ff

t See, e #., Dr. Driver's remarks, LOT p. xvii, and further
below

Lichtenberger, History of German Theology in the 19th

Century, p 328.

II Of. B. Weiss, Einleitung in das JVT3, p 5fF

point of view ' His rule was that the NT writings are to be
read as human books, and tested in human ways

*

But up to this time and even later, no systematic attempt,
if any, was made, as by F C Baur, to place the NT in relation
to the A an ing phases and circumstances of early Church history
and life '* en de Wette, one of the *-=* -"r --i

A- J"*v T r of

the period, who combined so remark* . ^ .. _ . 1 p-
-
v

'.K'f 1" i-" '" ." J Wltl ( l' _ .-->> l"l I.',

* -
, , i

'
i

-
'.jment, , I ' - c > :- 1

' - \s n 1

vague and uncertain. The criticism characteristic of the time
was carried on, as it were, piecemeal : one book was defended or

attacked, or the alleged author was accepted or rejected, but
there ws

'

to bring the books of the NT under one

general

There were henceforth, two great critical move-
ments j-'-vu'eednjr side by side the effort to in-

terpret iho <o-j'<'l narratives, and the effort to

investigate the origin of the NT books.

To the former of these efforts Strauss stood in

the closest relation, and he claimed to introduce a

theory of interpretation which should be complete
and final.f To the latter Baur stood in the closest

relation, and he claimed to make good a theory
which treated the books of the NT from the point
of view not only of their origin, but of their pur-

Eose.

Baur's book on the Pastoral Epistles, pub-
shed in the same year as Strauss' Life of Jesiis

(1835), showed that his intention was to treat the
NT books in connexion with their historical set-

ting.
Some of the most successful attacks upon the

first edition of Strauss' book were based upon the

fact that he paid so little attention to the Gospel
sources. A few pages are all that he devotes to

the authorship of the Gospels, and it is no wonder
that men like Tholuck rightly fastened on this

weakness in their opponent's position, and that
much of Strauss' own subsequent vacillation was
due to the same cause.J
But in 1864, ji^pa'cnUy stirred by the reception

given to Kenan's Vie de J&sus, Strauss published
his popular edition for iho G<jm;"i i-tople And
here he showed how ihuToii^l ly 1"- v, <>-.' j.repared
to endorse Baur's view 01 me late dates of the

Gospels, and to assimilate the methods and con-

clusions of the Tubingen school But, as Dr.
Matheson and other writers have so forcibly

pointed out, the two theoiies of Strauss and Baur
are incompatible. The conscious tendencies and
the dogmatic purpose discovered by Baur in the

composition of the NT books cannot coexist with
the purely ^ <. .*,* '*<,i\p,* f iith.fl
That whu .- i\ ! I ;''o.\- \\\>

\".consciously.
But if our I-" ;

- 'V' M (, -,'ii- n . m meet or to

modify certain special historical circumstances, if

they are to be regarded as artistic creations, or

as *

tendency
'

writings, 6hey cannot be mythical,
as Strauss maintained, nor can they be rcgaided
as the spontaneous and unconscious workings of

*
Nash, op. cit p. 114.

t On the unsatisfactormess of the attempt to apply the mjlhi-
cal theory to the rise of the primitive Christian tradition see

esp Fairbairn, Philosophy of the Christian Religion p 467 ff

J Cf. O. ZSckler, Die chnstfiche Apoloaetik im neunzehnten

r/iundfrt, 1004, p 10

$ Sec T iclitunhprgcr, o*/ fit p 33V and! L Carpenter, The
e nt ihc *tnetet>n*h Crntvrif, pp 2", >~K

Urmr i\v in thr N'l lireraMm T ho \\orK,rigs of fi compromise
botuwri the two ruli<Mll\ anuijroiii-nr parris of T idaism and
P.Luhnibrn In th<4

cxijrr im s 01 his ih( 01 \ ht (K i<lt-d the period
of literary development into three dmsions (1) Extending to

A D. 70, a penod including the Hauptbriefe of St Paul and the

Apocalypse of St John Here the antagonism was at its height
between the original Ebionitic Christianity and Paulmism (2)

Extending to about A D 140, in which period we have the

Gospels of St Matthew and St. Luke, the former being Petrine,
the latter (\\ith the Acts) Pauline, but bearing marks of con-

ciliation with reference to the above antagonism, and later the

Gospel of St. Mark (also of a conciliatory b\pe), whilst Ephe-
sians and Colossians were invented b\ the Pauline party for the
same conciliatorv purpose. (3) Extending to A D. 170, when
the controversy was finalh settled, and the conflicting extremes

reiected b> the ' Catholic
'

Church, a period marked by the

Gospel and Epistles which bear the name of St. John, as also by
the Pastoral Epistles assigned to St. PauL
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tlie human mind, in its efforts to impart reality
t<> ir- ho

i
a1 -* One cannot, in short, have the

,n\ L u l Go-TjeU of Strauss and the *

tendency
'

Gospels of Bauf *

But while Strauss thus attempted to adapt this

later work to some of the results and methods of

the Tubingen school, he also came nearer to Baxir

in that he gave in this popular edition of his

famous hook an account of Jesus utterly incom-
mensurate with the gieatness of His influence and
of the position which He achieved. Baur had
taken little or no account of Jesus Himself and
His Person, and now Strauss, by

" *

what he had conceded in the second
JLeben Jesu as to the greatness and moral perfec-
tion of Jesus, was in a position no less imprac-
ticable than Baur's, so far as any satisfactory

explanation of the work and person of the Founder
of Christianity was concerned. We cease to be
so much surprised that Strauss should regard the

history of the resurrection of our Lord as a piece
of colossal humbug, when the Jesus whom he

depicted was &o insignificant ; or that Baur should

regard this same account of the resurrection as a
fact outside the pro\ince of historical inquiry,
when he made no serious attempt to answer the

question >\ho Jesus was, or to undersold Him
and His life.

This supreme importance of the I erson of Jesus
had been rightly emphasized by earlier writers of

the century. Paulus, \\ith all his faulty method,
had at least recognized that the miraculous in

Chrifliaiiity was Christ Himself, His Person.
Schleiermacher had seen in Christ 'the greatest
fact in history, the one only sinless and perfect
Man, in whom the Divinity dwelt in its fulness.*

Herder, of whom it has been said that his Christ-

liche Schriffen gave the first impulse to the immense
literature generally known under the name of the

Life of Christ, did not forget even in his constant
denunciations of the coirupfion- of Christianity
to hold up to fulnuraiion ilie Pe^on of Jesub as
the Prophet of the truest humanity.

Tlri* primary importance of the fullest consideia-
tion of the Person of Christ is nowhere seen more
strikingly than in one of the earliest and most
effective replies to Strauss' work, by C. Ullmann,
a reply A\ Inch so influenced Strauss that he modi-
fied liia position, at least for a time, so far as to
concede to Christ a place historically unique as a
religious genius. As Ullmann insisted, Strauss
was by his own fundamental philosophical assump-
tions debarred from doing justice to the Person of
Jesus,f But if Strauss' position is correct, then
it is impossible to understand why the disciples of
Jesus should have regarded Him* as the Messiah ;

for they could scarcely have done so, and with such
surprising sue cess, unless there had been something
extraordinary about Him. The dilemma, there-

fore, which Ullmann proposed was really this
Did Christ create the Church, or did the Church
inwnt Christ? If the former, Jesus must have
been no jnere Jewish Rabbi, but a personality of

extraordinary power ; if the latter, T* e have an
invention which would make the history of Chris-

tianity quite incomprehensible. It was, of course,
open to Strauss to reply that whilst the powerful
personality of Jesus had created the Church,
yet subsequently mythical hopes and conceptions
might have been at work, transforming and mag-
nifying the idea of the Christ.^ But at all events
for a time Strauss hesitated. He not only ac-

*
Mafcheson, Aids to the Study of German Theology, p. 151 ;

cf. also B. Weiss, Leben Jew*, 5, p, 153.
f To the same effect Weinsel, Jesus tm neunzehnten Jahr-

hundert. 1904, p. 42
J See Pfleiderer, op ctt p, 220, For Unmann and his reply

to Strauss, reference may be made to Knowling Witness of the
Epistles, pp. 20, 1<J2.

knowledged the supremacy of Jesus in the sphere
of religion, but he maintained that He possessed
such power over the souls of men, to which there

may have been conjoined some ]>liy-i<';i"l
foice like

magnetism, that He was able to pmosm cures

which were regarded as miraculous. He even
went so far as to consider the Fourth Gospel as

a possible historical authority.*
In face of all this confusion, and of the number

of replies to Strauss and the position which they
took up, it is easy to understand that J1

-

J
n

of the sources of the Gospel history , ,
>

s

cism of them assumed r
,_

i >w 1 1
,,_'

i in
\
oi i itiu o. This

importance Strauss lit.> {!,,< a ly ignored, and
now Baur s theory of early Church history and of

the origin of early Christian documents was to be
worked in to supply the want, and to be adopted
by Strauss as a remedy for his own indecision or

indiffeience as to the Gospel sources Strauss

felt, it would seem, the justice of Baur's reproof,
viz. that he had written a criticism of the Gospel

history without a criticism of the Gospels,f
But just as it may be affirmed that Strauss had

started with dogmatic philosophical assumptions,
so the same judgment must be passed upon jBaur's

^arin;-]>oii't Noone has admitted this more fully
than Ptieiderer, so far as the first three Gospels are
concerned (op. cit. pp. 231, 232).
Wilke and Weisse had already proved, says

Pfleiderer, the priority of Mark (and had thus,
with Herder, anticipated much later criticism),
and it could only have been the fact that Baur was
wedded to hi-* 'luuiiiiitii r> e Miod which prompted
him to place Marl* <iu-],el HI least as late as A.D
130, and to wo in ir a do-pcl consisting of ex-
tracts from Matthew and Luke.
The impossibility of separating any account of

the life of Chri&t from its unices became more
and more evident in the succeeding literature.

2. Closely related in point of time to Strauss'

popular book is that of the Frenchman Renan
To attempt any examination of the defects of this
famous work would be beyond our province. But
just as Stiauss was blamed for his indifference to

any treatment of the sources, i.e. the Gospels, so
Renan was blamed for his half-and-half tieatment
of the same Gospels. For this he is severely taken
to task by Schwarz.J He blames Renan for pass-
ing so lightly ovei the inquiries of a man like
Baur as to the origin of 0111 Gospels ; and he points
out that Kenan's half-and-half treatment of these
same Go-pcK especially of the Gospel of John,
axonge-* ir<e!f upon him, in that it leads him on
from half-rationalistic '',-, '. . .f the miracles
to explanations whicl ; ; t

; even at the
cost of the moral perfcc tion of Je-u- A.nd in this
connexion he reiVr- Jiko orhei -\Milei- to the ex-

planation \\liitli Renan gives of the resurrection of
I <L/ani<a Of course the earlier Renan placed the
Gospels, the more difficult it was for htm to
account for the miracles which gathered around
Jesus ; and it is not too much to say that the
earlioM Gospel, SI Mark, the Gospel which Kenan
himself regarded a* ttie earliest^ is bound up with
the miraculous. Kenan's short and easy method
was to declare dogmatically that there was no
room in history for the supernatural. Like Strauss
and Baur, Renan too had his assumption as to
the historical worth of the Gospels ; he too sets
out with a general and comprehensive judgment
as to their contents ; for him the Gospels are not
biographies, after the manner of those of Suetonius,
nor are they legends invented after the manner
of Philostratus ; they are legendary biographies.

*
Lichtenberger, op cit. p. 328.

t See Schwarz op. tit p. 545 f

: Oj) cit pp 538-540 , see also B. Weiss, Life of Christ* I pp.
203, 206, Eng tr. -

*F
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* I would compare them with the Legends of the

Saints, the Life of Plotmus, Proclus, Isidorus, and
other similar writings, in which historic tmth and
the puipose of presenting models of virtue are
combined in diffeient degrees

'

It is not, perhaps,
suiprising that B, Weiss should speak of Kenan's
Vie de Jesus as not a history but a romance, and
should add that, as our sources in their actual
foirn were in many respects, out of sympathy with,
indeed almost incomprehensible to him, he could
not escape the danger of rearranging them accoid-

ing to his own taste, or m a merely eclectic way
"

3. It we turn to Theodor Keim (1867-1872), to
A\ horn has sometimes been attributed the,

i Life of

Jesus 'from a rationalistic standpoint, we notice
that he too is severely taken to task by Pfleiderer
for his unsatisfactoiy an

1 rt
-

'

,

'"
criticism of

the Gospels as sources, too close ad-
herence to the views of Baur, especially in regard
J " ' l

'

' " Q ..
1

.

'

er. St.

M v j , x .
- *

', ./andSt

Luke, and St. Matthew's is legarded as the eailiest

Gospel. In M -i \\
\><\

\ :ii Keim's vaiious works relat-

ing to i lie hiooi -It -u- 3 we certainly find a stiange
fluctuation with regard to his statements as to the
sources and then validity Thus he actually places
St Matthew in it& piimitn e form as early as A.D.

66, and supposes it to have been revised and edited
fcome thirty years later ; St. Mark he places about
100 ; and St. Luke, in which he sees a Gospel
written by a companion of St. Paul, about 90.

But in 1873 Keim issued a book of a more
popular character, and in this we find that the
revision of St. Matthew is placed about 100, St.

Mark about 120, St. Luke also about 100, while it

is no longer leferred to a ,

*

i of St. Paul.

Someyeais later (1878) Keh . j-- with regard
to the Go&pels was again differently expressed,
and he seems to be prepared to make certain con-

cessions to his opponents, and to attach more
weight to the two-document theory as the result
of a fro-sli study of r.ipsn-

f Bn 1

/ it will be noticed
that Pfleiderer ha^ r<.i',irig lui- praise for Keim's
treatment of the I'oi.nh iio-p 1 which in 1867 he

places between lOu ana 117, and a few years after

(1873) as late as A.D. 130. It must not, however,
be forgotten that, as Dr. Drummond rightly points
out, Keim's position with regard to St. John's

Gospel marks a very long retreat in date from the

position of Baur, whilst Pfleiderer himself is the
*olo cur 10 of importance who still places the

Gospel in question al the exhavagant date, 170,
demanded bv the founder of the Tubingen school.

But with all the-e variations as to dates, and
with the free concession of the presence of mythical
elements in the accounts of the great events of our
Lord's life, Keim takes up a xeiydifT'Morn po-ition
from Strauss and Baur, and ar all e\em-> the <^il>
members of the Tubingen school, with regard to
the importance of the Person of Jesus and of our

knowledge of Him. Nowhere is this more plainly
seen than in the remarkable stress which he lays

upon St. Paul's references to the facts of our Lord's

earthly life jnul upon In* high Christology. Baur
and his follo\\(-i# luul Ji\<tl men3

*- attention upon
Paul, Keim insists upon the unique and *>upieme
importance of Jesus, and he sees in Him the Sinless

One, the Son of God.

But Keim's portraiture of Jesus is marred b> many incon-
sistencies Thus he is prepared to admit that the miracles of

healing may have happened m response to the faith evoked by
the personality of Jesus, or he is thrown back in his treatment
of the miraculous upon the old rationalisticmethods ; the story,

e.g., of Jesus walking upon the sea had its origin in the words,
' Yeknow not at what hour of the night yourLord corneth.' In
some respects it is not too much to say that even the moral sin*

lessness of Jesus is endangered, if not sacrificed. Keim rejects,

B Weiss, op at pp 184,187
t Sanday, art.

'

Gospels
'
in Smith's DI& ii. p. 1218.

VOL. I. 25

it is true, the visionary 'i\pol' - ^ but he finds no alternative
except the conviction -I

1

*. \ < tl" % irrefutable can be known,
le o* . i.. 1 < or Jesus, an assertion equally
that of Baur He speaks sometimes of the

early and Apostolic testimony rendered to the a*-irfv
iv ricf of

the risen Jesus, \\hile at times he seems unable o ti.'-'/t .' <

full force of this eaily testimony and its marked reserve. In
his chronology we note another instance of Keim's arbitrary
method, for he kno\\s of no going up to Jerusalem before the
last Passcner, and the public career of Jesus is comprised within
a single year

In spite of much that savours of subjectivity,
Keun, however, stands out as the writer who, in
the *

Life of Jesus movement,' as Nippold has
called it, has hitherto treated most fully of the
C o-j <*! ,1- an 1 1 101 1 1 TO-* with the exception/ perhaps,
u: Y\ oi/*atkoi. We have seen how this need of a
full treatment of the Gospels as feources had been
felt since the days of Stiauss' first edition of his
Leben Jesu, and we shall see that this need is still

further felt and emphasized.
3. Within a few Drears of the latest publication

of Keim's \\ ork, two important Lives of Je&us, -which
aie often mentioned lopvihir issued fiom the

.

*' ft ' viz, B. Weiss' Leben Jesu and
K<\\*-' lilai:"i i % bearing the same title. These
books aie ot interest not only as important in the

'Life of Jesus movement,' "but as further and
valuable attempts to deal with our Gospels and
their sources. Here it must be sufficient to say
that they testify to the new importance which had
been given to the ^M^p',' problem by H. Holtz-
mann's book, Die "/ 'y

f

/% // Evangehen, 1863.

5. Holtzmann's book gams its value not only by
its rejection of the tendency

'

theories with regard
to the composition of the Gospels, but also because,
in its advocacy of the two-document hypothesis,
as we now call it, it marks a new departure, and
lays down a foundation for future study

*
Holtz-

mann's investigations had been published in the

year before Strauss gave to the German people his

popular Lif'> <rf J< vv in which, as we have seen,
his accouni or i hi* Gu^peK was still based upon the

Tubingen le-e.'mlics , but Holtzmann's theory has
a permanent interest for us to-day, while the
author's subsequent statements of his views may
be found in his published commentaries. It has
indeed been said of the two-document theory that
it may almost be reckoned to have passed out of

the rank and number of mere hypotheses ; t and at
all events any account of the life and t'.*a.<]iin<: of

Jesus, or any investigation, as to the III-IOIH-JI]

character of the Gospels, will have to take note of

it not only in itself, out in its many possible com-
binations with other sources.

This statement can be easily verified by a perusal of recent

expositions of their vievro bj representati^ e writers. We turn,
e <;., to Wendo's Die Lehre Jesu, and we see how lie allows a
connexion in all likelihood between the statement of Papias as
to St, Mark being the interpreter of St Peter, and the actual
contents of our earliest Gospel, and how he finds in the Lcgtia
of Pi. Matthew an uncommonly rich and valuable material of

Apostolic tradition, which may be placed by the side of St.

Mark as a complementary source for a knowledge of the teach-

ing of Jesus Bousset, m his little but important book, Was
wwsen vnr ^on Jesus *, is loud in his praises of the way in which
modern research as to the original sources of the Synoptics
harmonizes so strikingly with the famous statement of Papias
So, too, von. Soden refers to the pre\ious work of Wei/sacker
and Holtzmann, and speaks of two Urwangehm (although he
uses this term with some hesitation), which go back one to St
Peter and the other to SL Matthew, and he finds it possible to

trace a connexion between the familiar bUiiemeun of Papiaa and
our Gospels of St. Mark and St. Maulitw (f>te uicJiiigsfen
Fragen wi Leben Jesu, 1904, pp. 42, 62)4

* See also J. Estlm Carpenter, The Bible %n the Nineteenth

Century, p. 301, and his remarks on the two-document hvpo-
thesis. He points out that the conclusion of Weizsacker'

rnvestigations pointed m the eame direction (cf. his Untersuch-

wrtgenuber die Evangehscte Gesckichte, 1869, 2nd ed. 1901).
f Moffatt, Histoncal NT*, p 264.

J So, too, Deissmann,
'

EvangeHurn und TJrcnrtstentum
'
in

BenPrage zur Weiterentvncfclung der christlichen Jteft^toft, p. 12& >

Deissmann seems inclined to attach some considerable weight
to oral tradition and its trustworthiness, a very important
consideration.
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It must, of course, be remembered that, like

H. Holtzmann, these other writers referred to

did not regard the two-document theory as alone

sufficient to explain the origin of the Gospels. Other

material was no doubt present in the Synoptics in

addition to the two documents, as we can see in

the ease of St. Luke (cL art. LUKE}.*
And it must also be remembered that Holtzmann

did not start with a belief that the sources of the

first two Gospels, St. Mark and St. Matthew,
must correspond with the two documents refened

to by Papias. On the contrary,
the investigation

of the Gospels showed him that there were two

sources at the base of our Synoptic writings, which

elosely resembled the statements of Papias with

regard to the documents which he referred to St.

Mark and St. Matthew.
6. But some half dozen years before Holtz-

mann's book was published, another, and in many
respects a more -crion^, opposition to the methods

of the Tubingen School, had made itself felt in the

breaking in\ av of Albrecht Ritschl from his former

-TaidpoiTii, 'In 1857 this final break was made,
and for more than thirty years Kitsch! was des-

tined to be a great and growing factor of interest

in the German theological world, Uitschl was

keenly alive to the importance to be attached

to the Person of Christ. In his treatment of the

books of the NT he was to a great extent^con-
servative, Inasmuch as he accepted the traditional

authorship of so many of those books, as, e g., of

the Gospel of St. John.

But, on the other hand, it is urged that Ritschl s

own peculiar doctrine and the paramount stress

which he laid on our experimental knowledge of

Christ's power to confer spiritual freedom^and
deliverance, no doubt tended to make him inde-

pendent of, if not indifferent to, the results of

criticism. Ritschl and his distinguished follower

W. Herrmann lay the greatest stress, and would

have us lay the greatest stress, upon the impres-
sion made upon us by the 'historical

9
Christ.

But it is not easy to ascertain what is meant by
this i historical

'

Christ, by loyalty to whom the

true Christian is known, This is the favourite

Ritschlian position, this insistence upon the im-

pression which Christ makes upon the soul histori-

cally confronted with Him. But we naturally

ask, From whence and from what is this imprc^ion
derived ? Not, surely, from the impression of the

earthly life of Jesus alone, as Herrmann main-

tained, but from what Kahler has called the

'Biblical Christ'; the Christ of the NT is the

Christ not only of the Gospels, but of the Epistles
and of the Church.

It is urged, indeed, by the Kitschlians repre-
sented by Herrmann, that this faith in the his-

torical tifcrist guarantees that, whatever criticism

may effect, it cannot interfere with the truth

* The two-document tfioory I? sharply criticized by M. Lepin
(J'swt XAWU et Flit d? Di, p XXVM, 1905), although he admits
thai it is adopted toy a certain mimher of Romanist writers, e g.

JjOibv, BaliffoL Mmocchi, l^ran^o M. Lepin's contention is

thac the theory m question is not jii agreement with the most
ancient testimony, which regards St. Matthew as> the first of

the Gosi>el3, composed for ihe Jewish Christians of the first

days, and as an authentic work of the AposUe He admits at
the same time (p. xxxvi) that some Protestant writers claim to
make this two-document theory accord with the full authenticity
of the first Gospel (i e St Matthew), and that admission is at
least made of the semi-authenticity of this Gospel by those TV ho
claim to recognize in the primitive document, the Logta of

Papist rhp itrLual worln of M- Matthew. He also observes that
even SchmiedeJ allows that \1 St. Matthew was not the author of

the Logia,, he may at all events have been the author of a

anting, more ancient still, upon which the Logia depended
(Encye. BtbL art.

'

Gospels,' u. 1891). See also Stanton, The
Gospels as HistoricalDocuments, pp. 17, 18, for the fact that the

Gospel which bears the name of St. Matthew is the most often

quoted of the Synoptics in early dars ; and it is difficult, as even
Julicher allows, to account for the attribution of a Gospel to an
Apostle so little known as St Matthew.

and power of the position already won, and with

the response made by the human soul to the

perfection of Christ presented to ns m the Gospels.

But whatever may have been the case with

Ritechl himself, it can i

*

. ^& said that his

method has prevented ' i<- claim m some

measnre to be his followers from dealing very

loosely with the Gospel miracles, or with such

events as the Viigm-birth and the Besurrection

of the Lord. And it is difficult to see liow this

process of solution can fail to weaken the impres-

sion made by the ' historical
'

Christ, and our con-

fidence in the revelation which we owe to His life.

Many of those who are classed as Ritsehlians

dismiss in a somewhat arbitrary fashion sayings
and deeds of our Lord which seem to them to

admit of difficulty. The manner, e.g., in which

J. Weiss has dealt with the oV- -1 d.- .u-

1

that of

St. Mark, in his Da^ alteste ,' / / // cannot

be said to in-piio JL < onviction of the truthfulness

of many of the nio-t familiar Gospel narratives.

Herrmann's own statements help us to see how sub-

jective his method may become He maintains,

e.g., that through the impression which Christ

makes upon us and our experimental knowledge
of His power to confer freedom and deliverance,

all uncertainty as to whether the figure of Jesus,

which works thus upon us, belongs to legend or to

history is in the nature of the case impossible,*
But it seems a curious argument to maintain

that fV Hiii-io-ion uliich Jesus makes upon us is

the i.o-iu\e it \ciiition made by God in Christ,

wm> tli (po-voU from which we derive that

impression may or may not consist in this in-

stance or in that of legendary and untrustworthy
matter. Herrmann himself says that, in face^

of

the seriousness of a desire for a salvation which

means forgiveness of sins and li"< 'n ii *'.'"

freedom, the miracles in the NT IMS -, n!\ -

come of minor importance . . . he w !.> Ii <

-if

Jesus Himself fco be the ground of his salvation

has no need of those miracles (op* cit. p. 180). But
if Jesus is

{ found
3

through the portrait of His

life presented to us in the NT, it is not too much
to say that that life is inextricably bound up, from

its beginning to its close, with the miraculous, and

that the impression which that life has made
upon the world has been made by a record from
which the miraculous cannot be eliminated. Con-
viction of sin, e.g., must precede deliverance from
it ; and St. Peter's cry,

* Depart from me ; for I am
a sinful man, O Lord '

(Lk 5s
), resulted not only

from Christ's teaching, but also from the proof of

His miraculous power.
7. It is in this attitude towards the miraculous,

and in this effort to lessen its scope, that we may
find a point of contact between what we may call
fim 'scientific' and the Eitschlian school In a

and growing number of German critics who
_ it be described as

'

scientific/ if not as radical,

there is an acceptance of the miracles of healing
as due to the power of the personality of Jesus
and to the response of faith which He evoked.
"We may see this in more or less degree in the
statements of 0. Holtzmann (Leben Jesu, pp. 58,

149, 166), or in those of Furrer (Dfis Leben Jesu

CMsti, pp. 129, 130), or in Bousset (Was wissen
wir von Jesus?, p, 56)* So, too, statements of a
similar kind meet us again and a^ain in the ac-

count of the miracles of Jesus given us in the
series of popular little books on the religious-
Mstorical aspects of Christianity, which is now in

course of publication in Germany (cf. Lie Wunder
im NT, pp. 32 ff., 51 ff by Trailb).f And in our

*
See, e.g., Communion ninth God, p. 177, and cf. p. 81 ff.

ISng-. tr., for other statements made above.

f Bee on the value of these little books the Hibbert Journal,
Jamiaiy 190&
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own country we remember how decisively Dr. P.
Gardner would discriminate between mere wonders
of healing and * miracles proper,' and how he
describes Jesus as a healer of disease as his-

toric.*

But at the same time it is evident how much
there is which is arbitrary in this modern treat-

ment of the miraculous. Thus Lepin justly criti-

cises SchmiedePs attitude in this connexion.f
Schmiedel

distinctly affirms that it would be

wrong in any investigation of the miracle-narra-
tives of the Gospels to start from any such

postulate or axiom as that miracles are impossible
(Encyc. Bibl. art.

*

Gospels,
3

col. 1876). But a few

pages later in the same article (col. 1885) he writes
that it is quite permissible for us to regard as
historical only those cures of the class which even
at the present day physicians are able to effect by
psychical methods as, more especially, cures of
mental maladies (cf. also Harnack, Das Wesen des

ChristentumSj p. 18). The same occasional power
is ascribed to Jesus by Professor N. Schmidt, The
Prophet of Nazareth, p. 264.

So, too, Schmiedel (op. cit. col. 1882) and Wendt
(Die Lehre Jesu, p. 471) agree in interpreting the
words in our Lord's message to the Baptist as
rifenmii io the spiritually dead, *the dead are
raised (Me II5, Lk 7s2), just as in their opinion
t
1

! i ilsji, words are to be interpreted of the
*

! i i

'

1 1 < I

'

\ , le and blind. But, in the first place,
there is no proof that the previous clauses are to
be interpreted in any such spiritual: sense, and
the Evangelists evidently did not so interpret
them. It is urged that we can find a precedent for

this spiritual interpretation in the familiar passage
Is 355

; but nothing is said in Isaiah of the raising
of the dead, a fact" entirely ignored by N. Schmidt,
who is at one with Schmiedel and Wendt in their in-

l( s
j
:r,

J

i '!! >'
7

)

i 238). Moreover, it is very open
in IJHI-*I ! M ;!< was any Jewish expectation
that the Messiah would raise the dead, <-o i II.'LL Si

Matthew and St. Luke had no ground of general
belief upon which to base the raisings of the
dead which they so evidently attributed to Jesus
of Nazareth. Even if there are isolated state-

ments in Jewish theology which attribute to the
Messiah the power of raising the dead, it would
seem to have been far more generally believed
that God would Himself raise the dead. Fur-

ther, even in those passages which do attribute
this power to the Messiah, it is most important
to remember that they refer to the resurrection
of all the dead, and that there is no allusion of

any kind in Jewish writings to the raising by the
Messiah of single individuals (cf. Edersheim, Life
and Times of Jesus the Messiah, i. p. 632).
But this attitude, maintained by some of

BitschTs followers and by the representative critics

of the *
scientific

'

school, extends to a crucial ques-
tion and a crucial miracle, viz. the Resurrection of
our Lordfrom the dead. We may readily grant
RitschTs own acceptance of this fundamental his-

torical fact of Christian belief.J But what is to be
said of a large number of his followers? Some
of them would no doubt allow that Christ awoke
to a heavenly life with God, or they would labour
to draw a distinction between the Easter faith and
the Easter message ; or they would allow that the
Resurrection was a fact of religious faith, or that,
whilst the traditional record is often doubtful, the
essential contents of the record are, and mean,

everything, But it is upon this question of the
Resurrection that Feine rightly takes his stand,
and upon the inclusion or exclusion of this fact

* A Historic View of the NT, p. 141 ff.

t Jesus Messie et Fits de Dieu, 1905, pp. Ixvi, Ixvri.

i See the remarks of Garvie, The Ritscfdian Theology, p. 225.

Orr, Ritschhan Theology, p. 203.

in any satisfactory picture of the historical
Christ.*

If we turn again to one of the most prominent
critics who may be classed as Kitschlians, &. Har-
nack, we are not only met by his famous distinc-

tion between the Easter faith and the Easter
MI - ,v k

, li;.t we also become aware that his
, , ;<, 1:0 s of the Gospel miracles is not calcu-

lated to increase our belief and confidence in the
character of the Gospel narrative. Harnack admits,
indeed, that I

1

'- ^-V -,

1

j
ower of Jesus was so

great thatwe i ,!" > <! , offhand as an illusion

the reports that He could make the blind to see
or the deaf to hear. But, apart from the^e lejjoiU
*

r
i j-! ", cures, Harnack would regard the

* o 01 ! ! miraculous which are connected with
Jesus as arising from exaggerations of natural
and impressive events, or from the projection of

inner experiences on to the outer world, or from
an interest in the fulfilment of OT records, or from
various parables and sayings. In these and in

similar ways the miraculous stories arose. And
yet, after all is said, it will be noticed that there
are narratives of miracles which do not fall under
the above heads, and these Harnack comprises
under one category as impenetrable stories, the
secret of which we cannot solve.f

8. One other and
"

, point in which the
* scientific

' German i . and the left wing
of EitschPs followers agree is in r ; i. "'* f
the .'.<.<' K ' ,'

7 ,<V,. of the J'-',>!> '. .-i

'

And *,, i i
- there must needs be a

senous weakening "of the evidence as to our Lord's

TViiy, all bou^l i no doubt this evidence may be
-sib-iiinriiiroil from the Synoptists alone. The
remarkable thing is that both Ritschlian and
*
scientific' critics are alike impressed with the

indications that in the Fourth Gospel we are deal-

ing with a source or sources full of minute details

and vivid recollections.

Thus Wendt, while he refers the Gospel to some Christian
of Asia Minor, admits that this Evangelist, whoever he was,
belonged to the same circle in which the old Apostle St. John
had lived, and that he thus had access to Mti'lon nforrnati'm

and to oral tradition received from the belo\l <Lw"|It' (/,/*
,

r
-7 ,

*

-p. 216ff.). P. W. Scli'iuli, 11 h:* />*-'

' '
,

'

( .- p. 95), cannot help feeling the force of

the < \'u i :s.n<l n miro 'jr( otrripli.>'iil r< r n n<'< uh.ch tlu> Fourth

Gosp 1 con inn-, iililio iirii JK rc-tvr 1- the .1 thnimrit aurlior-h-p.
Von Soden, although lie refuses to rank the Fourth Gospel
amount the historical sources for a 'Life* of Jesus, admits on
the feiimc page l^iai 1 n< w r u r of 'hut Go-pd h ul accti to good
traditions in hi-. notii't* of puici arjd T.ino, in (ho MI all details

which mark his recitals, and in "his information as to various

personalities (Die HuMatlen Prawn im />!> n ,7*w, 10^4,

p. 5) J If we turn 10 I'nifl'-h ciili'
ks we find l)r J'crci Gnrdi.tr

Iii<*iml 10 follow T)r Ilarn.u-k t new ttmi I'r.o loirih <^o-] f 1

URI ihe WOFK or John he t 1<1( r, who via a <li-cijlo o .lo^n l'io

t-o'i of /<b(d<e F>r Gardner, too, * so ini|n-'(l win tin*

\n-i "r'lprti iM k local knowlulfrc, ilinrhe :h n** ic m.ivwell have
lioon di ruod from ono of the Apo-tles, aii(l\crv likely from
John the son of Zebedee.

So far as English criticism is concerned, it cannot
"be said that anything which has been urged has
broken down the strong lines of defence which we

* Thus, in dwelling- upon the contending- parties and their

dinputph ah TO tho 'historical' and the *
biblical' Christ, Feme

\\nus '1)10 StrciKrupc hef also darauf hinaus, ob die Aufer-

t-lchiing ifHi mil in der Bild des in .-r-hicliil chei. Cliristus

pin/ubc/iehen vei odernicht*; cf. Dor* ClmMpivta. ,/w, und
das Chnsttntum der Apostel, 1904, p. 54.

t. See especially the reply of Prof. W Walther of Rostock to

Harnack's" Das Wesen des ChristentumsS, 1904, pp 47, 48.

Harnack's last category is expressedby the word
*

Undurchdrmpr-
hches * Reference should also be made to T H. Wright's The

Finger of God, 1903, p 194, and his valuable Appendix on the

view taken by Dr. Percy Gardner and "by Dr. Harnack of our
Lord's miracles, and also on early Christian and mediaeval

miracles.

J See, further, Lepin, op. cit. p. 360 -" He nghtiy emphasizes
the fact that Julicher, in the last edition of his Einleitung (p.

324), dismisses the attribution of the Fourth Gospel to a presbyter
John as without value, and regards the Gospel as composed by
a Christian, dependent upon the Apostle John, at the opening
of the 2nd century.

A Historic View of the NTt pp. 163, 184.
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owe to Lightfoot, AVestcott, Sanday, and more

recently to Dr. Drummond. As Dr. Stanton hat.

ngliilv ur^ul, rl**re must have been good grounds
for U'.eung il'.u the Fourth Gospel was tounded

-upon Apostolic testimony, in order to overcome the

prejudice which would be created by the contrasts

between it and accounts which had been moie

generally received.*

9. But whilst, in the respects which we have

mentioned, the position of the Ritschlian School

is so unsatisfactory, we may welcome, with those

who are not at all in ^ymp.ithy with Hitachi's

views or with the \iev\- 01 hi"^ followers^
the

witness borne by so many Bitschlians to a living
Lord and the unique place which they assign to the

Person of Christ in any account of Christianity.+

Among those, e g , who are classed as Bitschlians we have on
the one hand men like Troeltsc^ ^porting strongly and

ardently the \alue of the sfcud\ of Compnai \c- Religion for a

ri.: u ^OX"OM,V of Chn&tiamtt , and > ".

n- if oi i-l isioi .. method <hould be .
* ' .1.

ment or cneowgical thought, whilst v ! - i

hesitates to follow, and is evidently a , <

method in question ma> be carried too far. Dr, Haraack's words

on the subject are remarkable. He expresses his desire that

the German theologi"
ra.i-.ltM - M : i emam so for th(_ pursui:

of inquiry into the ( "r -. v rv'ui \ because Chri'stia*iit\ is

not a religion by tl- - -L of o htr nhgions, but the religion,

and because Christ is not one Master by the side of other

Masters, but the Master , the di(>ipkb w ere conscious that the^

possessed in Christ not niereh a, .Master, but that thej knew
themselves to be men, new men, redeemed by Him, and that

therefore they could preach Him as Saviour and Lord J It is

quite true that the American writer, Professor W. A, Brown,
sees in some of Harnack's. statements, and m his recognition of

the goapel of Jeaus a.s rh.au A hich bat.sfttb the deepest depths of

humamtv, the promise of a better understanding between the
tvn- parr ..> MI ih* Ri so.iLj.ri ra*i\s : 'With this recognition of

Uio tiMth* rat'i'dtki"! Ci-it/i/uiT, of a preparation for Christi-

anity withm the very nature of man, we Ond Harnack, even
while insisting with Kitsch! upon the original it\ of Christiamu ,

admitting the complementary truth for which the bpecuUtn e

school contend.'

Unfortunatelv, howe\er, the advocates of the religious-his-
torical method, at lease in its extreme form, show no deposition
to confine themselves to the corapariMDn of Christjinic\ with
other religions in respect to its inward witness alone, they
extend this comparison to the historical facts of the NT, and
tliei do so in a manner which savours of recklessness and ex

rra\dgance 'i The need of caution seems lo be admitted e\en
In Pfleiderer when he write?,

* Before all things, we must guard
against the constan^ practice of imagining that the inward

affinity of religious conception- implies a connexion in their

external histon * T
And when we turn to the Ritschlians, it is evident that men

Iik> RiiachTc arp well a-vaie of "h-* many ^safeguard? with which
the rrlig.oi Fusion :al mcl ivxl and 1'itt'idv snoul'l Ittgadnlicl

**

Uis <T:,(MSiii t
e g. iha. we -'M.ild TIOCC ioi onh points of like-

ness but points of unhkeness in any pursuit of the method m
question, is endorsed by Hemrici and others, who have joined
with Harnack in opposing the religious-historical study of

* The Gospels as Historical Dowtments, i. p. 277 ; and cf. to

the same effect, Sanday, The Criticism of the fourth Gospel*

1906, pp. 15f 41 ; see also Dr. Chase, Cambridge Th&otoffical

JS*W6^, 1905, p. 383. Mr. Oor\ mare hd the boldness .o *ssi re

us that any modern scholar who npholda Lh< k

nipoThosi*. of ihc

Apostolic authorship of the rourLh iJo^pcl
- <i~ low n- waning

in perspective and insight as- rh< k much (Jcrricd upholder* or the
view that the Pauline EpiHle= were only "oivix^td in the 2nd
cent. (Hibbert Journal, July 1903, p. 620). But he takes no
notice of Dr. Dnimmond's defence, and, whilst he is loud in hia

praisea of the Abbe Loisy, it may be of interest to note that
another liberal Romanist, Pere Calmes, has now given us an
admirable defence of the Johanmne authorship, FEiangile
selon Saint Jean, 1906. For a sharp and decisive reph to the

extraordinary attack by Kreyenbuhl upon the authorship, see

Gutjahr, Die Glai&enyvDwrdigknt dcs Irenaischen Zrwmfitf*
uber die Abfassung des vierten kanomschen Evangeliwiia, 1904,

p. 4 if.

t See Orr, The Christian View cf God and the World, pp 53,

79, on the central place of Christ's Person in His religion.
* Ritschlianism is perhaps nothing more nor less than a deter-
mined attempt; to find the whole contents of Christianity in the
Person of Christ

'

(Cambridge Theological Essays, 1905, p. 517).

t Die Aufgabe der theoL FacuUaten und die attgemeine
Melvrumweschichte, pp 16, 17.

The Essence of Cknstanvty> 1903, pp. 286, 287.

II See, e.g , Dr. Blass on G^unkel's extraordinary theory as to
the resurrection of our Lord on the third day. JGzpes. Times,
xri. [1904] p. 14 ; and the present writer may refer to The Testi-

mony of St. Paul to Christ, pp. 526, 527, or A. Meyer's Die
Christi, 1S05, p. 167.

Tf Early Christian Conception of Christ, pjx 153^ 154^.
** See his Theotogie und Religwnge^hichte, 1904, p, 27 ff.

Christianity as if it weie only one of many religions. Thus
Hemrici insists with great force that if the resurrection of Jesus

is considered fiom the lehgious-histoncal point of view it is

unique ,
and in the same manner A Jereimas, in answer to

Gunkel, insists that the resurrection of Jesus, as it is descubed

as taking place, is without analogy in anj other religion
* In

the same pamphlet Reischle warns us against the danger of

.rreat value to nnalo^e*,
. - 1 dependence He Uuc* n

exist between Oriental religions and
keenly ahv e to the fact that their right

tion is a \ery difficult matter He allows, e g ,
the existence of

a Jewish Gnosticism m the Apostolic Age, but he regaids as a

fantastic !. -
*

- .v > to attach to this Jewish

Gnosticisi' i>
' ''- - 1 -

>

1
'- v ponts of con-

nexion between Christianity and otl ( MI _-' "- (n,. Git pp 30,

31) So, too, he nghtlj draws attention to the danger of over-

valuing the form of an evpiession to the neglect of the actual

meaning of its contents, and he quotes the aphorism,
'
Si duo

dicunt idem, non est idem '

(op cit. pp. 81, 33). He further

illustrates this position b> the use of the familiar formula,
' In

the Name of Jesus,' of which Heitnmller has made so much t

Such woids might, no doubt, be employed as a magical or super-
stitious formula, but they might also be used as a confession of

Christian faith in Jesus, or as an invocation to Him in prater,
or .- , i ,r>p

il '> Him as the Mediator with God
o i

1 ri t
,

-
""I above all, Reischle rightly insists upon the

insurmountable limits which beset the rel^ious-lUfftorioal

method in an> endeavour to solve the problem of the personal
religious life

""

_
'

* '
* *

r - If this is difficult

in the case of
'

* '

',
- Reischle,m the case

of Jesus (op. cit pp 42, 43) i

10. But this acknowledgment of the marvellous

personality of Jesus may not only be seen in the

writings of the Ritschlian School and its various

and variant members. AVe may recognize it it is

not too much to say in German writers of every
school and in German works which appeal to all

sorts and conditions of men.

Amongst modern Church historians in Germany no name
-i&.i'N moii. dc-viiodU h ijh li an thai of \on Dt b-cKitz. 'The

^po'oij -i, hi- 1 1 ili i.- 'Ti Tl.o co'icLid" b
' w<"x!- of 1 is work on

TV-wii'ii" f 'V in //' />"<.''/ C/tVn 'i, "o ild po rL U', mphantly
to rl'O iuil'7a.tio r

i or Js* iiior.il i<l< al among Oin-iia T - of every
SL.HI li r

ig Isi.ii w.*- <l ( t T < the power wmch i&sued irom Jesus

Cnrist, and aciuaiiv iniiis>iormed men. In the midst of an old

and d>ing; world this new world springs up with the note of

victorv running through it. "If God be for us, who can be

agambii us " "And this is the victory which overcometh the
world even our faith." , . . Christianity possessed what the

speculations of Neo-PIatomsm lacked, the sure historical basis

of Jesus Christ's Person * But the remarks of \on Dobschutz
are of further interest, because he again emphasizes the im-

portance to be attached to the Person and work of Jesus, m his
contribution to the 'KeLgion^e'schichtliche Volksbucher,* in
the course of publication in Germain Here, too, he dwells

upon the Apostolic Age, and he points out that in it we do not
only find Judaism w ith a ^trorjr addition of Messianic expecta-
tion ; Jesus had tr.ir-roimfn i!io -nf monotheistic belief in
God into a living trust in God, and a joyous spirit of adop-
tion as God's children had taken the place of Pharisaic self-

satisfaction and timorous fear Or we turn to another series
of books, of a somewhat larger and more expensive kind, en-
titled LebeiiAfragen, arid here, too, we meet with the same
emphatic testimony Thu^ \Veuiel tellb us that the Hegelian
philosophy hindered Stiauss from esiimating or understanding
the greatness of the personality of Jesus (Jesus im nevnzehnten
Jahrhuuderf, p 42 1004). Again a lucle later on (p 6-i), m
summing up the significance of modern criticism, he declares
that no centurv has"stm en so eamesth to discover the features
of the true historical Jesub as the nineteenth ; and he points out
that whilst almost all the w itnestes w horn he cites in proof of
this occupy a critical standpoint in dealing with tradition, they
show aL least respect, and for tl o rnoM part rr \ erf-noo, lor Jesus
of Nazareth, and have recognised tJio power or .iKarou in the
gospel which He taughr \nd as ihj- imago of J<-us in its

living reality and in its purity is placed before the e;j es of men,
he prophesies that it will win the heart of humanity until all

men are more and more transformed into its likeness.

11. But then we have to face the remarkable
fact that this picture of the wondrous personality
of Jesus is most frequently deiived by advanced
critics from the Synoptics alone. The Fourth
Gospel is ruled out of court, or at the l>et minced
to a testimony of secondary worth. The account,

*
Hcinnci, Urchristenfatm, 1902, p 38

, A Jeremias, Babylon,'
ische* im XT, p. 43 Die Tatsache der Auferstehung Jesu
Chrtbti ist in der Rehgionsgeschichte analogielos.'

t Im Namen Jesu, 1903, p. 197 ff.

pp..
Das ApostoUsche Ze&alter, p 5.
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e.g., of the raising of Lazarns, if it is no longer
treated after the manner of Kenan as a flagrant
deception to which Jesus lent Himself, is regarded
not as historical but as ;

"
.>*' :

- -

1 * But even in
what is allowed to us of ; ^\ i-o 1

- record, doubt
is thrown upon our Lord's "claim to judge the
world, or upon His declaration that He would give
His life as a ransom for many, to say nothing of
the refusal to admit, as we have

already^ noted,
a large proportion of His miracles as historical.

In like manner the significance of St. Paul's

testimony to the facts and teaching of the Gospels,
as also the significance of his claim to work mir-
acles in the power which Christ bestowed, is

minimized, if not disregarded.
We thus owe this wonderful picture of a great

personality mainly, if not entirely, to documents
bearing the names of three writers of whom we
are assured that we know very little, and whose
claims to be the authors of the books (in their

present shape at all events) which bear their
names must be very largely and seriously dis-

counted. And yet these ooscure writers have

given us the picture of a life and of a teaching the

beauty and the excellence of which mankind IJH-.

never ceased to acknowledge.
*

Here,* says a learned and cultured Jew, after allowing that
the Synoptic Gospels do contain teaching which in comparison
with average Judaism is both v.il

'
,

'

r
' "

new
and true,

* we have religion and * ; at a
white heat of intensity. The te _ ..

- i \ light
and fire* ... The luminous juxuLpobiuion 01 even lamiliar OT
do ^i s i i\ l,o ,\ , 1 and stimulating-. The combination of
In i" s >. ii i

. : i
-

she love of God with the love of man
n \r "_>> AVI . ,re

i v a brilliant flash of the highest religious
genius

'

t Elsewhere he speaks of
* the first-classness

* of the

Synoptics, and points out that there are one or two facts
which still tend to weaken the effect of the best Rabbinic

teachings and sayings upon the .Tvor.urp Jowl-h consciousness.
The first fact is that 'these nobUr si\inps and teachings are
buried in a mass of greatly inferior matter, so that they are
difficult to unearth. They are not collected together in a lovely

setting, united and illumined by the story of a noble life
'

Tie

further remarks that, suppose we make a selection of the great
sayings and teachings of the Talmud and the Midrash, it must
be admitted that the same *

powerful, K -I -'1 "";>** 1

effect as the sayings and teachings of <*< - - ',
|

r

duced t

12. But we note that this picture is in many
respects entirely opposed to current Jewish concep-
tions of the day. No one hn^ ernplui^i/cd this more
-*-:Mjl\ ('HIM "Rousset in Telanon 10 rhe Jewish
JH ,,<

,_[,
II-IM- JIM 1 expectations of the Kingdom of

God. He insists, indeed, upon the Mo^iamc con-
sciousness of Jesus, without which he regards not

only the whole work of Jesus, but the conduct of
His disciples after His death, as unintelligible.
But if Jesus regarded Himself as the Messiah, it

is evident, continues Bousset, that He did so in
a manner totally opposed to the i-ii^-rimmM! J-M-I

current Jewish expectations, ^i-i'ijsml <''!<<!
tions of the Messiah were no' i.

1
'*

i

'*

wanting,
but political hopes always -j

1

, ,

> central

place in the picture. In the sense of such hopes
Jesus was not the Messiah, and would never have
become so. He expected the sovereignty of God
and not that of

^
Israel, the victory of good and the

judgment of evil, not the triumph of the Jew and
the annihilation of the Roman ; He preached a
kingdom in which the vision of God was granted
to the pure, and as the preparcr for and the ruler
in that kingdom He roprardod Himself But the

Synoptists, no les? than St. John furnish us with
another picture which was even more decisively
*
See, e g , the remarks of Loisy, AtUour <Vun pet^t livre, 1903,

p 97 ff ; and, on the other hand, Loisv's fellow-countryman
and religionist Th. Calmes, L'Evangile selon Saint Jean, 1906,
pp. 68, 75

t C. G Montefiore,
' The Synoptic Gospels and the Jewish

Consciousness/ in the Hibbert Journal, July 1905, p. 658.

J Ib. p. 652.

I See Bousset's remarks in his Was wissen u-ir von Jesus ?

p- 61,

opposed to the current conceptions of the Jewish
nation, the picture of a suffering Messiah. It is

not too much to say that 'the idea of the Messianic

sufferings and death is one that wakes no echo in
the heart of any Jewish contemporary of our Lord,
not excepting even His disciples

'* In short, the
words of Dalman are amply justified, 'Suffering
and death for the actual possessor of the Messianic
<li^'ii;\ are in fact iri'-i < ."';.Vi according to the
t"-, i ii'orix of the Gospeis ( W'oras of Jesus, p. 265,

Eng. tr.)"

'Nothing could mark more strongly the contrast between
Jewish Messianic notions and the picture of the Messiah a$
realized < s d< - " '- than the following passage from the
Jewish 1

f

',j
' . "Jesus' word on the cross, "My God,

my God, why hast thou forsaken me 9 " was in all its implications
itself a disproof of the exaggerated claims made for Him after
His death by His disciples. The very form of TI *> pa 1 ."-mi t . \,

- " * X1- - - 1 - - Jewish eyes. NoMt anrLas
such a death " '

f

This representation of a suffering Messiah which
I
1 C .

*
. , i

'

. . '; pressed
i,

1

, i.r ,i solution upon the tamous i- , i i <"
"

.

Tubingen School :

* Never was that which bore the outward appearance of rum
and annihilation turned into such signal and. decisive victory,
and o glorious o passage into life, as in the death of Jesus Up
TO Liu? MIUP tncn was always a possibility that He and the
people might come to agree on the ground of the Messianic
faith . . . but His death made a complete and irreparable
breach between Him and Judaism A death like His made it

impossible ror the Jew, as long as he remained a Jew, to be-
l-o c TI Mini as the Messiah. To believe in Him as the Messiah
after His dying such a death involved the removal from the

conception of ,

"
.

'
sh and carnal elements

which were as > i
' '

History, i. p 42, Eng.
tr>

Baur's solution of the difficulty forms one of

the most curious pages in tlie In^'tory of modern
criticism. He allows that nothing but the miracle
of the Resurrection could restore the faith of the

disciples after such a death as that of the Cross,
and yet he assures us in the same breath that the

question as to the nature and the reality of the
Resurrection lies outside the sphere of historical

inquiry. What history requires is not so much
the fact of the Resurrection of Jesus, as the belief

that it was a fact.

In more recent utterances we seem to catch an
echo of Baur's words, and his remarks anticipate
Harnack's familiar distinction between the Easter
faith and the Easter message. The Easter faith,

according to Harnack, is a conviction which tells

us that the Crucified has achieved an inward

victory over death, and has entered into eternal

life. But this so-called Easter faith appears, not

iinju-ilv to many thoughtful minds to do away
\\iih tlu iHMul oi Easter altogether. The Crucified

overcame death on Good Friday, so far, that is,

as an inward triumph was concerned. On Good
Friday, and not upon the third day, He entered

upon eternal life. And if nothing special happened
on Easter Bay, there seems to be little sense or

point in talking about
* Easter faith.'

But, further, this contrast between the current
ideas of the Messiah and the Messiahship of Jesus
in the Gospels may be illustrated from the succeed-

ing history of the Jewish nation and from the cul-

* Muirhead, Eschatology of Jesust 1904, p 256. See, further,

Fairbairn, Studies in the Life of Christ, p. 308 ff. , J. Drum-
mond, The Jeunsh Messiah, 1877, pp. 356, 357 ; Row, Jesus of
the Evangelists*, pp 140, 213 , Bishop Gore, Bampton Lectwr&s,

p 192. The whole appendix in Schurer's GJV A ii. p. 553 ff.,

entitled
' Der leidende Messias/ should be consulted.

t Professor Votaw (Chicago),
' The Modern Jewish View of

Jesus/ in the Biblical WorM, xxvi. No. 2 [Aug 19051, P- HO
The passage above is cited from the Jewish Encyc. vh. p 166 ;

and the present writer would venture to refer forfurther litera-

ture to the Witness of the Ep^stles, pp. 23, 360.

t-See Dr. Walther*s \aluable criticism, Ad. Hwrnaefcs Wesen
d/es Okrutentums fur dw cftnstltche Gemeinde qepruft*, 1904,

p 134, and also Dr F. Blass, 'Science and Sophistry* in Ma%xt&
Times, Oct. 1904.
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ruination of the Jewish hopes in the pretender Bar
Codiba in the leign of Hadrian. The leport was
circulated that the Messiah had at la^t appeared,
and fabulous numbers are &aid to have joined Ms
btandaid in msuireetion against the Romans. "VTe

know liow the btiuggle ended in terrible disaster

to the Jews*, although for some few years they
fought Auth all their characteristic stubbornness
and desperation. But the chief actor in the drama,
Bar Goehba, reveals to u^ only too plainly the

kind of Messiah whom the majority of the Jews

expected, and whom they were prepared to wel-

come: 'Jesus offered Himself unresistingly to

death ; the inipobtor died in arms . . . whatever
JesuN Chribt \\as not, this pretender was. What-
ever i

f

ii- MI .'-> was, Jesus Chiist was not,'*

One : L ri n * new Messiah's career may be

specially noted, viz. the absence of any attempt
on his part to work miracles, although no doubt
all sorth of exaggerated stories of strength and

power gathered round his name.t But it, as we
are told, there was an irresistible tendency to

attribute miraculous powers to the Mefasiah, if, as

Professor Peicy Gardner asserts, there \\as every
probability that whether actual or not the nmacles
would be reported, how is it that no such miracles

gathered around the name of Bar Cochba ? Is not
the only explanation to be found in the fact that
Je^ub ot Nazaieth actually worked miracles, while
the pretender worked none t t Nor must it be for-

gotten in this connexion that the Jews in eaily
times never attempted to deny that our Lord

wrought miracles ; on the contrary, they admitted
the miracles, whilst they referred them to Satanic
arts or to a knowledge of the sorcery which Jesus
had brought with Him from Egypt. In the same
manner the modern Je^s admit that our Lord
gamed His notoriety not merely from His teach-

ing but from His miracles, specially from those
which He wrought as a healer of the sick. 'It

was not/ writes Dr. Kohler in the Jewish Encyc.
vii. p. 167, *as the teacher of new religious prin-
ciples nor as a new lawgiver, but as a new won-
der worker that Jesus won fame and influence

among the simple inhabitants of Galilee in his life-

time.
3

|j

13. But there were other claims made by our
Lord, in addition to the claim to work miracles, and
of these great and supernatural claims it may be

,
said that they cannot possibly be derived from the

picture
of the Messiah which meets us in the OT.

Some words remarkable in their bearing upon this

subject were uttered by Dr. Charles in speaking
before the University of Oxford on * The Messiah
of the Old Testament and the Chribt of the New
Testament

*
:

* As other claims which are v, ithout parallel in the Old Testa-
ment prophecy of the Messiah, vte shall mention first His claim
to judge the world and next, to forgh c sin , .and, finalh to be
the Lord of life and death. In the Old Testament, these pre-
rogatives bdong; to God alone as the essential Head of the
kingdom, and appear m those prophei'C' <i**'-ip >

> i- \,
s

I,K

kinffdom which ignore the figure of the Vli^-'-r 1

,
a nl n i-n -<. u

Cod as manifesting- Himself among men Here, then, %e have
the Christ of the Gospels claiming

1 not onlv to fulfil the Old
Testament propheoie* of the various ideals of the Messiah, but
also to discharge the functions of God Himself In relation to the

kingdom 'f
*
Row, ./mi* of the Eranqeltits. p 147 ff

t Edersheim, llntfory oj the Jwnsh Hatian, p 200 ff.

t Sec esperallv the Church Quarterly Renew, Jan 1904
Jf^tts Cftnut iii the Tiilmiut (Laible), p. 4S [Eng

1

tr.]*
1 The ^ff^rtern Jewish View of Jewrx, by Prof. Votawv p. 10.

Chicago Umveisifc? Press, 1905.

TJ ^4/xwifw, 6th series, v. fl902) pw 2S8. In Jewish apoca-
Ivptic literature, it should be added, the Messiah is in niam
cases the agent of God in the judgment which takes place ait

the beginning or close of the Messianic reign ; even in tiie final

judgment He is represented as God's ag-ent, and onlj' in the
later section of the Book of Enoch does He appear as the jud^e
at the last dav We ma^ also contrast our Lord's own words
as ro His Parousia with the fantastic and grotesque descriptions
of Jewish theolog).

Nor can it be said with, any justification that

these Divine prerogatives are asciibed to our Loid
late in time, or that they were simply Christian

accretions. We need look no further than St.

Paul's eaihest Epibtle, 1 Thess., to come across

statements which can scarcely mean anything less

than that our Lord was associated as Judge with

God the Father ; that He is the medium of salva-

tion, and that we obtain life through His death ;

that the prayers of Chiistians are to be addres&ed

to Him ; that \\hether we wake or sleep our true

life is in Him (cf 1 Th 313 59 10
). Nor is there

any reason to suppose that m such statements to

the Thessalonians St. Paul is putting forwaid a,

conception of Christ which ditfered fiom that en-

teitained by the rest of the Church .* 'The Son
of God,' he writes to the Corinthians,

f who was

preached among you by us (not by St. Paul him&elf

alone), even by me and Silvanus and Timothy,
was not yea and nay, but in him is yea,' 2 Co I

19

(cf. 1 Th I
1
}. Moreover, in the expression

' the
Son of God '

St. Paul's teaching no less than that

of the Go-pel- indicates a unique relationship be-

tween i he K.Lihoi and the Son; cf. e.g. Ro 8s* 32
.

And if we ask whence St. Paul's conception was
derived, it seems not unreasonable to maintain
that it was derived from the statements and the

teaching of our Lord Himself.
There is a famous passage contained in two of

the Synoptic Gospels which so Ntion<:lv irsembles
the phraseology of St. John that ir lui^ boon called,
and not unjustly, an aerolite from the Johannine
heaven : All things have been deliveied unto me
of my Father, and none knoweth the Son save the
Father, neither doth any know the Father save
the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to

reveal him' (Mt II-"
7
, Lk 1022). Dr. Harnack,

although he does not deny that Jesus spoke these

words, weakens their force and meaning, and it is

well to turn for a criticism of his statements to
Dr. Swete's remarks on ' T1 T ,i< Y-i of Christ/
Expositor (6th Series,

*

vii. ! '.",
,

! ,

*The knowledge claimed is that of a son, and it rests upon
sonship , it 1=5 a orange misreading- of the vordb uhich reverses
this order, as Professor Harnack seems to do it is not know-
ledge which makes Christ "the *o* 1 ; - ,-1 j> .vhich
enables Him to know. He declares ii,. 11 IP if i . - only
a son can know his father, and that this knowledge is not a
possession which other sons of God naturally share with Him,
out one wh ri Won j*. of rijjhi. 10 Him alone, and to others only
so far as Hi i- plea-id to m.pari it This is to claim not only
unique knowledge, but a unique Sonship. It is difficult to dis-

cover any essential difference between this statement of St
Matthew and the closing \vords of St John's prologue."

The Abbe Loisy does not allow that our Lord ever

spoke these words, but affirms that they are derived
from some primitive Church tradition ; and he
goes so far as to suppose that they were denved, in

part at all events, from Sir 51.f Bat it is diffi-

cult to believe that such words could have found
i lie place uliich they occupy in two of our Gospels
unices the\ were spoken by our Lord. It should
be remembered that they are regarded, not merely
by conservative but by

*

scientific' critics, as form-
ing part of that 'collection of discourses' which
probably comes to us from the Apostle St. Matthew.
Indeed, Keim loiig ago affirmed that there is no
niore violent criticism than that which Strauss had
introduced, viz., the repudiation of a jui ,iv -o

strongly attested- Moreover, the nlK^eti !< pru-
dences upon Sii 51 are m reality very superficial;
in some partkulais the alleged likenesses are such
as might be found m the utterances of any Jewish
speakers. ID may also be noted that while the
*
Sec, further, Dr Sanday, Qnt&xtem of tie Fourth Gospel,

p. 231 , Bishop Gore, The Permanent Creed and tfie Cfiruttan
Idea of Sin, p. 10 ff. If we compare 1 Co 2f> and Ja 2\ it is
notable how both St Paul and St James can speak of Jemis as
1 the Lord of the (i ? the Divine) glorv

*

t See for a recent criticism, Cambridge Theological Essays,
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points of <'om]>firi-on are preserved, the points of

contrast MO cir.ucU omitted. For example, Jesus
the son of Sirach in Ms prayer thanks God because
He has hearkened to him and delivered him from

peril ; our Lord in His prayer thanks the Father
for -i '

< V 1

, 'o babes that which had been con-

ceal- in -i , i"' wise and prudent.*
But it should further be borne in mind that

these statements in Mt. and Lk. do not stand alone ,

that the Gospel which is j.io'Uvily the earliest of

the \nij;>!i< > -peaks of *
r

! ie TiLL'-ioi
' and of * the

Son V < 1 1 1 1 u !y , and that the words employed can

only be r.ii]> "explained as assigning to our Lord a

unique leUtioiNiip to God: 'But of that day or
that hour knoweth no one, not even the angels in

heaven, neither the Son, but the Father '

(Mk 1332).
If such words are suspected, we may fairly ask
who would have been likely to introduce them ?

Dr. Schmiedel, who ;
;< '--s.-'x sTows us to con-

struct a 'scientific'
*

I ! ': :i i

'

from five say-

ings and four incidents of the Co-|-1 . Toes not

attempt to deny that our Lord -jyk< i
! io- k words ;

and although, of course, he uses them for his own
purposes of exegesis, we may now take it

_
that

this representative of the most advanced criticism

allows us to regard this verse in St. Mark^ Gospel
as an utterance of our Lord Himself,t Professor

IS". Schmidt refuses to accept even Mk 1332, and

regards the words in question, 'neither the Son,'
as probabh a i P I

|
!<

'

i- IM
'

77* ; Prophet of Naza-
reth, pp. 'l IT, '1\\\. ^\\'\ w i. ills presuppose, he
thinks, such a doctrine of subordination as was
cherished in the Church of the second century.
But has he foi gotten the doctrine of subordination
in 1 Co 1528

, ,. ,- . which even he dares not
refuse to St. 1'u.uj. .

In addition to Dr. Swete's remarks, to which reference has
been made above, we may cite the following passage, as hearing

"We are familiar with this in-e irom Sr Joh'i t ttoipel But it

occurs hut once again in t he Synopnc Gospels, Mark \m ,{2

It is an important fact to bo borne JM mind in connexion with
the Chnstology of John's C- -

'
J 'u' '* - 'ial mode of

speech is attested once for -, M .\ v . 'i for the non-
Markan document. We could hardly have stronger evidence,
from the historical point of view, that our Lord Himself did
thus speak of Himself absolutely as "the Son." It is not

necessary to explain how unique is the claim which is put
forward by this language/ %

Professor N. Schmidt, indeed, has boldly aigued
against this uniqueness in His relation to the
Father which our Lord claims, by asserting that
He always availed Himself of the general expres-
sion '

Abba, Father,
3 and that the variants * my

Father ' and '

your Father ' were introduced by the
Greek T \ a 1 1 freli

s i .. But, as M. Lepin has pointed
out in In- \nhiiililo book, it is to be noted that a

distinguished Aramaic scholar, Dr. Dalnian, does
not hesitate to affirm, in contradistinction to the

* Cf. Lepin, op. <n&, Appendix, on the Abbe Loisy's position,
1904.

t See art. Gospels,' Encyc Bibl ii 1881. Tor a lulimhlc
criticism of Schmiedel's position, cf Fairbairn, 'Lh* /'AiW////^/
of the Christian Religion, p 303

t See, further, Sanday, Criticism of the Fourth Gospel, p. 211 ;

Fairbairn, op at p 476 ; Headlam, Critical Questions, pp. 190,
191 , Cambridge. Theological Essays, 1905, p. 431

JEncyc Bibl. art ' Son of God,' iv. 4696 This is one of the
most painful articles in the whole of the four volumes, and we
cannot be surprised that Professor Schmidt throws doubt upon
our Lord's exact words, when at this time of day he can throw
doubt, as in this same article, upon St Paul's authorship of
1 Thessalomans. More recently Professor Schmidt has repeated
these arguments, and he appears to regard Mt II25, Lk iO81 as

casting an undeserved reflexion upon the character of Jesus '

(The Prophet of Nazareth, p. 152) On Schmidt's denial that our
Lord ever called Himself the Son of Man see Stalker's Chns-
tology of Jesus, p. 72, and Muirhead's Eschatology of Jesus, p.

148). If the Gospels were written as late as Schmidt believes,
it is certain that the introduction into all of them of such a title

as ' the Son of Man' would have been regarded with the gravest
suspicion, and would have failed to gain acceptance in Chns-
tian circles where our Lord's Godhead was fully recognized.

assertions of Dr. Schmidt, that the unique position
assumed by Jesus follows from the invariable

separation which He makes between * my Father *

and 'your Father 7

(Words of Jesus, p. 281 [Eng.
tr.]) ; and a few pages later Dr. Dalman writes :

* Nowhere do we find that Jesus called Himself
the Son of God in such a sense as to suggest a
merely religious and ethical relation to God, a
relation which others also actually possessed, or
which they weie capable of attaining or destined
to acquire' (p. 287 ).'

14. We must remember, too, that not only do a
great number of English and German writers of
note .'i

1
vi

i

<i \]< "",_'' the closeness of St. Paul's ac-

quaintance with our Lord's life and teaching,! but
that this testimony of St. Paul is materially and
increasingly strengthened by the large number of

Epistles which are now almost universally ac-

knowledged to have been from his pen. Some
sixty years ago (1845), F. C. Baur, the founder of
the Tubingen School, published his 'Life' of St.

Paul, and accepted only four of the Apostle's
letters, in which he believed* that he could discover
the notes of a fundamental difference between
Paul and the Twelve ; to-day^ at least double that
number of the Epistles which bear St. Paul's
name is accepted ny nearly all critics alike. It

would be easy to point in proof of this to Dr. C.

Clemen's statements in his recent Life and Work
of St. Paul (see i. pp. 6-162). We must not forget
that Professor Schmidt is prepared to accept only
theHauptbrf fanml Philipi'iini-. mid iliM ho ie<;aiu*i

even the forinci 'i-lia\jn^
r -.illero<l iii-rmon- ; ilm-,

1 Co 155-11 i*> Ji l.iH'i in-omoM ('J/i'i JV////I/ />f

Nazareth, pp. 193, 200, 397). Colossians and even
Philemon !

' o ;:< ! . ,i M-l \\ o are told, in the only
referenced II. M-|- I i -i;i" i,- the volume, that his
is the able- 1

< '-n < ! i < -o -vo Epistles, but that
it fails to do full justice to the counter n ; ; i \

>
:

' -
'

p.

194). It is not surprising after this
*

iii l'i<iio-ur

Schmidt,
r"ll-\

"

n.j :! the lines of Van Manen,
rejects all iN- I |>i;!< of St. Ignatius, and that he
makes no nil n o > their acceptance by Light-
foot, Harnack, Zahn.

If we turn for a moment to the little books
of a popular kind which are in course of publica-
tion in Germany, at the price of a few pence each,
we find that to Professor Vischer of Basle (known
to us in England first of all through Dr. Harnack)
is comniiiied I ho volume which treats of the

Epistles of St. Paul. Vischer accepts all the

Epistles, nine in number, which are accepted by
Dr. Clemen ; and even when he comes to deal
with Ephesians (which Clemen rejects), he frankly
acknowledges, uitji

Erich Haupt in the latest

edition. 01 Moyer"^ Commentary, that the alleged
objection*' aiolby no means decisive, and that more
L* Lo be -aid for St Paul's authorship than against
it. In cases, moreover, in which the traditional

structure of the Epistles is questioned, as in 2 Cor.,
it is frankly allowed that the separate letter

alleged to be found in chs. 10-13 is, no less than
the rest of the Epistle, the work of St Paul ; and
even in the case of the Pastoral Epistles, the
existence of genuine Pauline fragments is con-

stantly maintained (see, further, von Soden's Ur-
chnsthche Literaturgeschickte, 1905, pp. 28, 162).

* See also Lepin, Jesus Messie et Fits de Dieu
t pp. 297, 300,

2nd ed. 1905.

t See, e.g., Zahn, Einleitung, ij. p. 166 ff , where references to

(1) the history, (2) the words of Jesus, are drawn out at length ;

J Weiss, Das alt,itt r rman'ii'n, lf"i,l, p 33 ff
; Wemel,

Paulus, 1904, p. 2i'.IT V W -, hr-d-. I>u Geschichte Jesu,
1904, ii. pp. 67, 6^ Karon, Vor,, /.;

NV l>aul, 1905, p 53;
Fairbairn, The PAI/W////H. ' f t/><! ( An-Curri Ilriligion, p. 443 ff. ;

Chase, Credibility (>i th* A <! <,' ft," Apoytit x, p. 252 ff. ; H A. A.

Kennedy, St Pauls C'>n' inwui f rlis I.ttf t Things, p. 96 ff. ;

Headlam, Critical QwAtnm*, ID'H p IM if and the present
writer would venture co refer to the last lecture in The Testi-

mony of St. Paul to Chnst
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15. It has been recently said by Dr. Driver that
4 the tebtimony to our blessed Lord's life and work is

so much more nearly contemporary with the events

recorded than can often be shown* to be the case m
the Old Testament, and also so much more varied

and abundant, that by an elementary principle of

historical criticism it is of proportionately higher
value.'

* This claim to be so nearly contemporary
with the events of the Gospels may faiily be made
for the testimony of St. Paul ; and even if Dr.

Zahn is right in refusing to follow the recent trend

of criticism, which places the Apostle's conversion

within a year or two of our Lord's death, it is

certain that St. Paul must have been acquainted,
at a very early date, with those who had kno\v n
the Christ, and who had recognized and felt His

power (Gal I
18- 19 Eo 167). Professor Schmidt has

lately argued (The Prophet of Nazareth, p. 157)

that as the distance of time increased between
Jesus and the later Pauline iiteratuie, the term
Son of God assumed more and more a metaphysical

significance. But Professor Schmidt accepts Phihp-

pians as undoubtedly the work of St. Paul. How
then does he deal with the great Chrfctological pas-

sage, Phf^-t We are simply informed that this

passage may easily be an interpolation (p. 195 f.).

It seems to the pre-erit \\iit<r quite beside the

mark to maintain thai , in iinc^ti^Liinjjr the facts

and beliefs which lie Lorween \ i> ,>; 4o, we have^no
contemporary documents, that, in fact, none exist,

and that our only guide is inference based on
later writings and developments.f We have al-

ready seen the inferences to be derived from the

statements In one of St Paul's earliest and prac-

tically undoubted Epistles, 1 Th., and that these

inferences of necessity presuppose a preaching and

teaching considerably anterior in time to the actual

date of the Epiatle mentioned.

Moreover, we r$ay well ask, What is meant by
the word *

contemporary *? General Gordon was
murdered in the Sudan in 1884, If a man wrote
an account to-day of the closing years of Gordon's

life, we should scarcely refuse to give it the title of

a contemporary record. But we are separated
from the death of Gordon by a longer period of

time than that which elapsed between the conver-
sion of St. Paul and his earliest written testimony
to the belief and practice of the primitive Church

16. But, further, in any attempt to estimate, how-
ever briefly, the bearings of modern criticism, It

must not "be forgotten that the Gospel^ are now
placed at a much earlier date than formerly.)!

* The Higher Criticism* 1905, pp. Ix and 32 ; cf. also and esp
Dr. Bnver*s remarks in his LOT p. xi, where the same point
is more folly elaborated :

* Viewed in the light of the unique
personalih of Christ, as depicted both in the common tradi-
tion embodied in the synoptic Gospels and in the personal
reminiscences underlying the Fourth Goapel, and also as pre-
supposed by the united testimony of tlie tpoitulii* wrtois
belonging almost to tJie same generation, tisc csmirnVcmiCLS arc
such as to forbid the supposition thac the faous of our Lord s
hie on which the fundamental truths of Christianity depend
can have been the growth of mere tradition, or are am thing
else than strictly historical The same canon of historical criti-

crm which authorizes the assumption of tradition in the OT
forbids it except within the narrowest limits, as in some of the
divergence apparent; between tiie parallel narrati\e& of the
Gospels in the oa.se of the NT '

t This w apparent!* n-Ainiained by Dr. Moffatt, Historical
,

t Prebendary Sadler (The Lost Gospel, p 196), writing in 1876,
well asks if we should refuse to describe an account of the
Cnmeaa War (1854-1855) as a contemporary history.

5 In ite connexion we may recall Kenan's words,
* Jesus is

known to us bv at leasfo one contemporary piece of evidence,
that of St Paul 1

(Histvire du Peuple d*Israel*, 1887, i. p. xviii).
)j An excellent summary of data hearing out this in connexion

with prominent cntacs is given by Lepin, op. ctt p. xxxi Cf.
also Deissmann, 'EvangeJium und Urchnstentum,' in Bti'frasie
zwr WeiUrentwieMung der Cfrnstlicken. BeLtgw^ 1905 , and also
Harnack, Chron L pp. 654, 655. In this first volume Dr Har-
nack (1897) places the- Synoptac Gospels well within the 1st
century, and A &, 110 is assigned as the furthest limit for the
Gospel of St John with the Epistles of St John and the Apoca-
lypse In this and in other respects greau jubilation was raised

Strauss long ago maintained that 11 10 Go-pel story

would be impregnable if it was ceirdin i h<i. it was
wiitten by eye-\vitnesses, or at all events by men
who lived close to the events. And this hypothesis
of Strauss has at least been verified to this extent

in our day, by the acknowledgment that all three

of the Rynopti-
- ir^-t iu no small degiee upon

"<Miiihi"lv A|K-Tuii< -ources. Even Juhcher, who

f'iioo- our rn-t (.o-pol at the year 100 or there-

abouts, admits that the writer used our Second

Gospel and a collection of Logia made by St.

Matthew ; and in this Second Gospel he sees the

work of John Mark, founded on reminiscences of

the Petrme circle. And if, as is generally ad-

mitted, the writer of our Third Gospel employed
Mark and the Matthsean Logia among his chief

means of information, he, too, must have based a

great part of his work upon two Apostolic sources.**

The force of St. Paufs contemporary testimony
we have already noted, and we are now able to

point in addition to the Apostolic sources under-

lying our Gospels. And thus we have a twofold

guarantee against the alleged process of idealiza-

tion which magnified by degrees the deeds and

sayings of Jesus, a theory which, as M. Lepin.

observes, Is urged by writers in many respects so

far removed from each other as Scnmiedel and

Loisy.f
17. And if modern criticism has strengthened the

external evidence for the early date of our Gospels,

may we not say that it has *hen<rtlioiieil the in-

ternal evidence also? If we tii'n, roi example, to

the Gospel of St. John, we find a remarkable
te^timoiu in Furrer's well-known Leben Jesu
C/ttijftt I19U3), a testimony the force of which is

increased \\ hen we remember the writer's close ac-

quaintance with the p. / ,
--

1 T .
f <

f

''j Holy Land.
Thus Fuiier speaks *

'

"
. and exact

feographical
notices which are scattered up and

own the pages of the Fourth Gospel, many of

which we know only through the author of the

book, and which correspond so thoroughly to the
actual conditions $ The narratoi rnu^t thV have
been a man who was acquainted with the home of
Jesus by his own personal observation, so that we
have the feeling that we are able to

realize^
the

scenes as It were -with our own '

H1\ t\\
- Tf \\ o

consider the picture drawn by "'.c ^\ I'oj.j^,
- we

are again struck -\\ith its vivid H.Jh v" i
> PUI I nil

correspondence to the conditions, social and poli-
tical, of the country, its acquaintance with the

religious parties of the Je~\\s and the Messianic

hopes of the people, with its curious mixture of
a foreign civilization and government with the
hereditary customs and judicial procedure of the
Jews. But the picture thus presented to us could
not have been drawn except by the hands of men
contemporary with the evenWwhich they purport

at Dr, Hamack's consenatism ; but he soon made it clear that
the acceptance of the date or the authorship of a book by na
means in\ohos the aooept.inre of ils <

IOPUIII> nuhn\ s.nes
of 'Helps to ihe I ndir-ramling of the Bible,

1 which h.ii h. cl a
large circulation in Connanv, is riot \ery -atisfacron in ii'lanon'
to the OiVipols LLuhn, however, .trim ITS than i ho Logid

'

uhiuh.'
were ued bv Matthew, if not composed bv him, rtat before
A.D. 70. Of the author of the Gospel of Mark he holdi mat
nothing definite can he known , but at the same turn h i>c.iks
of Matthew as composed after 70, and of Mark as being of an
earlier date Luke is the latest of the three, and, like so manv
advanced critic*, Huhn places Luke after 70 on The ground of
2121-24. But it does not increase our confidence in Huhn's
researches when he places Sc John's Gospel at 135-HO, and
gives as one of his chief reasons the passage Jn o4*, in which
he sees a reference to Bar Cochba (A D ]32), who came 'm his
o\vn name,' and was recognized as the Messiah of the Jews (Das
&eue Testament, 1904, p 13 ff ) In answer to Huhn's inference
from Lk 21*1 see Blass, Philotoqy of the Gospels, 1898, p 41
*See Biblical World (Chicago), December 1895, art. 'Sources

of the Life of Christ,' by Professor Burton , and the Church
Quarterly Rem&e, Jairaax? 1905, art. 'The Synoptic Gospels
and Recent Literature,' pp 416, 417.

t Op at pp xlvni-I

t See, further, Sanday, Cnfecism of the Foui th Goqpel, p. 113,*
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to describe. It would have "been impossible after tlie

fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70 and the entire boule-

versement which that catastrophe caused, to re-

create, as it were, the conditions which prevailed
socially, politi' ."..

'"'"
,

^
"I-

f -- Jl
iat capital

event.* This / .

'

which the
contents of our Gospels cannot fail to make, is wit-
nessed to even in quarters in which we might not

altogether *
\

Thus Julicher speaks of our

Gospels as o , value as authorities for the

history of Jesus ; and even if much of their data

may be uncertain, Julicher nevertheless maintains
that 'the impression of the Saviour which they
leave on the reader's mind is a faithful one ; if the
:!,! !

"
'

.

"
T- us which we obtain from the

S\ ii> ->' i
- 1

!,' ;

'

, the magic of reality, this . . .

i'< -

;.
! ,' that they . . . painted Jesus

as uiey louuu Him already existing in the Christian

communities, and that their model corresponded in

all essentials to the original.
3

t
18. In concluding this article, it will not be un-

fitting,'
- "j"\ "! , P ;

- (;< 1 1 \rdevotedto the sub-

ject of ' 'i ," i
:

t i .

|.i

' 3 to emphasize once

againtheimportance attachedtothe Person of Christ
in the current literature of to-day. It would be easy
to refer in this connexion to the statements made
by repiesentative writers in England and America.
We turn, e.g. 9 to Professor Nash's History of the

Higher Criticism, and we find him speaking (p. 25)
of * that Christ who is humanity's Amen to all the
Divine promises

*

; or to Dr. P, Gardner's Historic
View of the NT, and we find him maintaining
(pp. 88-91) that the founder of Christianity stands
above all other religious teachers.$ Even rrofessor
Schmidt can speak again and again of the wonder-
ful personality of Jesus : While other Lctichei^ nmy
and will dp much for our modern world, the heal-

ing, purging, delating influence of Jesus is of

priceless value. Vo man can^ come into contact
w iHi In in M ilhout fcolinjr that life goes out of him 1

(7/
f

J'lhf,!*'
f *,f J\"'/:"/</// p. 360).

Ac the Liverpool Church Congress, 1904, one of
the speakers on NT criticism, Professor F. C.

Burkitt, remarked at the close of his speech that
the only time when Christians would have cause
to be afraid was when the far off figure of Jesus
Chris* no longer attracted the critic and the stu-

dent, but that there was no evidence that that day
was within sight. The last statement finds ample
corroboration in the English and German litera-

ture of to-day. We may look n<r;im at the little

series of popular books to *\\ lu< li icteionco has been
made as in progress of publication for the German
people. One of them is entitled Die Quellen des

iLebens Jesu, by Professor Wernle of Basle, whose
name is widely known in England for his^works on
the Gospels and the Beginning* of the 'Christian

Religion. Here again we find this same primary
importance attached to the Life and Person of

Jesus, in spite of so inucli \iliirli lnha>> impa-
tience of any definite dogmatic teaching.' What-

*
Swete, Critical Questions, pp. 47, 48 ; and Lepin, op. tit.

pp. xxi-xxx.
t Se<> Church Quartetfy Reiieu, Ic p 411 , and also Julicher,

Evnlcitung in das ST$, p 294

J In a noteworthy passage (,'j> cit p 100) the same writer

says, after referring- to the fact that Jesus does riot use the

phrase 'Our Father in hea\cn' as "icluding both Himself and
His disciples

* 'It would not show a want of the cniical spirit to

go further than this, and to maintain with Professor Harnack
that Jesus assigned a bpeoial significance to His death m rela-

tion to the forgiveness of sins, claimed .'in unique dignity as

King: and Lord, regarded His deai/h as a passage to glory,"and
anticipated a speedv return to the earth as judge.' It is dis-

appointing to read the nevt paragraph
' Yet I cannot persuade

myself that on strictly historical grounds these statements could
be definitely established

'

See, eff., FairbaJrn, Christ in Modern Theology, pp. 18, 21 ;

and Sir Oliver Lodge in Hibbert Journal, Apr 1906, p 644,
where he *

accepts the general consensus of Chnbtendom as

testifying to the essentially Divine character of Christ
'

ever else, in Wernle's view, we may learn from
St. Paul, we may at all events learn this, that in

Jesus, notwithstanding the fact that He died a
death of shame on the cross, St. Paul saw his
own life and that of the world divided, as it

were, into two parts with Jesus, without Jesus.
In Jesus we behold a man who helps us to under-
stand aright ourselves, the world, and God ; who
accompanies us as the truest friend and guide in
the needs and struggles of tho pic-out, and to
whom we can entrust ourselves A\itli all confidence
for the future. In the same series Professor

Pfleiderer, who discusses the |-j,;

' "

\ Chris-

tianity, finds in the senter* -'|!" U,.. was
made flesh,' the dividing line between the many
and varied speculations of r

1

"1- '; ,!ud the full

and actual manifestation c-i
!

\ M
'

r Logos in
the life of the Son of God ( Vorbereitung des Chris-
tentums in der Griechuchen Philosopkie, p. 66).
Another writer, Dr. Bousset, to whom reference
has been made, and who is also well known to

English readers, expresses himself in the little

book Was wissen wir von Jesus /, which H. Holtz-
mann recommends as the best guide-book for the
German laity, in almost rapturous language :

*

Gradually there rises before us a Form in which the soul

rejoices, the Form of the great liberator, 1 < i vl * < j>i jv '
i

of all forms of Pharisaism, and at all times i 1 < n , , '|. r f

simplicity in religion. And more even tha i. - K -r iK
before us the Form of Jesus the friend of sinners, the preacher
of the forgiveness of sins, who in all the *-* r-- -f HIS own
moral strength condescends with all the a woman
to the lost and the outc JM-, tin* Form of One who, conscious of

victory, could unite lI'- cl>''ipl<.-> to Himself by an everlasting
bond when the last sad night of His earthly life had come and
death stood before His eyes.'

Ir r ~- P. <-i,f
"

v "R-msset finds the true origin
of t , i -ij i \ < '! ->'i factors no doubt contri-

buted, but there was one factor above and beyond
them all, the Person of Jesxis. Jewish Messianic

hopes, Greek philosophy, the social conditions of
the Roman Empire, tlie v-Viiii' and the spirit
of the religious social , JMI . < the mysteries,
all these contributed. One by one, in a few graphic
pages, Bousset passes them in review, and &ho\vs
now each of them was insufficient alone, because
each of them wanted the distinctive power which
made r" "." \\\ sfl . dficient and all-victorious,

thepov '-i j. In/
,-

\ 'ij Personality, the possessor
and the bestower of now spiritual agencies, the
bnn<!<M- of life out of death. In words of almost
ovanoelical fervour Bousset proclaims the presence
in history of this unique personal power. Hone can
doubt the power of personality in the religious life,

and all religions which occupy the foremost place
in the world testify to this in some measure more
or less.*

In face of such JuknotvlcdgTrieiiN, we cease to
wonder that von Sodon in hi*- recent Die wich-

tigsten Fragen im JLeben Jesn, 1904, devotes so

much of his book to a consideration of the

Personality of Jesus (p 82ff.); Amongst other
matters of"varied interest, he points out that there
is no evidence that Jesus was influenced in any
direct manner by Buddha or Plato, or by Philo
and his predecessors (p. 108). He was the child of

His people and country, He knew no foreign litera-

ture (p. 109), He was far removed from any asso-

ciation with the hard and gloomy character of

Pharisaic piety, "but at the same time His life was
in harmony with all that was bestm the Jewish and

*Thie insistence upon thf i --|*- ->- -* ** e personal in-

fluence is again notably mar". I nost recent of

popular
*
Lives of Jesus, h\ T> i

. / i
-

See, e ff., the

dosing page of his Leben J&^u, iyua, p. 2bi, in which, after

insisting upon regarding* Jesus as man, he ends, as he himself

expresses it, with the confession of the centurion,
* This man

was the Son of God '

Funrer's treatment of his theme is marked
by reverence and sympathy, and h rightly point out that*
until the heart is m sympathy, no justice can be done to the
hohesb portraiture of humanity (Vorwort, p. v).
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Greek types of humanity, and von Soden concludes

his boot (p. Ill) by saying that this Personality
which was oeyond the invention of the Evangelists,
and which is presented to us in a picture which
knows no flaw, is an irrefutable, integral fact, and
the wonder of wonders in the world's history rich

in wonders. (See, further, the same writer's Ur-

chnstlicke Litemturgeschichte> p. 5)v
Once more ; we turn to H. Wendt, another

German well known in England, not only by
his works on the Teaching of Jesus and the

Gospel of St. John, but by two lectures delivered

in this country m 1904. He speaks of the signi-

ficance of Jesus in revelation (The Idea and

Rn'tltty nf Revelation, p. 28ft*.). Jesus is for him
t lie hurh'^t revelation of God, although not the

only one.* At the foundation of all the forms of

Christianity there is a reverence for Jesus Christ

as Saviour and Mediator. And Wendt concludes

by assuring us that a large number of the German
theologians of to-day aspire to lead Christianity
back to its original form, to the simplicity and

sublimity of the primitive teaching of Jesus (p.

91). There is much in such acknowledgments
which carries us back to the confession of A.
Beville. For him Jesus is supremely great/ and
he adds,

* Let us fear nothing as to the glory of the

Son of Man. We owe it to Him, to the Divine
ideal dwelling within Him, that we know ourselves

to be the children of God ; it is in His pure heart

that love between God and man has been realized,

and in this He possesses a crown which none can

ever take from Him J

(History of the Doctrine of the

Deity of Jesus Christ, Eng. tr. p. 164).

In such utterances as these, which might be

easily multiplied, although they fall very far short
of the language of the Church and the Creeds,
we mark how the interest of thoughtful minds in

Germany, America, France, England is centred
in the Person of Christ, and how also many of

these writers whom we have mentioned admit that
there was a relation-hip between Jesus and the
Father so intimate ju> co be, if not metaphysical,

yet at all events unique, and that this is conceded

by critics who would depreciate St. Luke's opening
narrative of the Gospel history or St. Peter's con-

fession at Csesarea Philippi (Mt 16lb).
And as we listen to such utterances, sometimes

fall of hope and confidence, sometimes full of

pathos and tender religious feeling, we are con-
scious that the old question.

f

Lord, to whom shall

we go?' has not loc it-* im<n,-t for the world or
for ourselves, and we thankfully recognize the

acknowledgment rendered even by the spirit of

criticism and inquiry, as it searches Into the will

aad the teaching of Him who alone is the Hevealer
of the Father, *Thou hast the words of eternal
life.

1
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CROSS, CROSS-BEARING. For the historical

aspects of the literal cross, see CRXJCiFixiOiS".

The English word
*
cross' is from the Latin ciux through the

French croix, Old French and Middle English crotti. But

frocujwr (from 'terry}fAt) is not s\non\mous with crux, but was
originallj a wider term, and, like a-xo/o-^, meant a stake (Horn.,
Herod "Thuc , Xen.). In the NT, however (not present in

LXX), it is u&ed only in the sense of crux.

This article deals only with (lie fi^und.vc uses
of the term In the Gospels or in ulfiuou ro the
death of Christ on the cross as X!- ','i

''" In the
Acts and Epistles. For the j 'u u-li^i-,'! and
magical history of the sign of the cross outside
as well as within the pale of Chustiamty M.'O

Zockler's Das JZrem Chrtsti (1875 \r<n tr 18781),
Goblet d'Alviella's Migration oj "tyi/iMs ,1804),
and his art.

* Cross' in Hastings* forthcoming
Dictionary of Religion and Ethics. The true

mysticism in the cross of Christ as conceived by
St. Paul comes properly before us.

1* The use of the word by Jesus in the sense of

cross-bearing. On three separate occasions Jesus
spoke of cioi'vlMMring

1 a- essential to discipleship.
The fii>i i^ in Mt 1')*, when He sent out the
Twelve on a special preaching tour at the close of
the Galilooaii ministry, just a little over a year
before His death. Meyei, in loco, considei? this

passage proleptically misplaced by St Matthew,
and thinks it should come after Mt 1624

. But
there is no need of this supposition, for the figure
of bearing one's cross -would be quite intelligible
to Jews since the days of Antioehus Epiphanes,
Alexander Jannseus, and Varus. Josephus (BJ
v. xi. 1) even says that Titus crucified so many
that there were not places for the crosses, or
crosses for the victims. The Jews themselves had
not favoured crucifixion, save Alexander Jannseus,
the 'Thracian* in spirit. Broadus (on Mt 1624)
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rightly denies that this saying of Jesus about

bearing one's cross is an anachronism before His
own crucifixion He did bear His own cross (Jn
1917

), perhaps the crosspiece properly speaking;
but so did the criminals usually who were cruci-

fied, for Plutarch says : e/ca<rro$ Katcotipyuty K<ppei.
rbv avrov c-ravpov (de Sera Num. Vmd. 9). It is a

general illustration that the disciples could have

easily understood, though they were not yet able
to &ee the

"

t. allusion to Christ's
own literal '

; I 3 not without special

point that Jesus thus expressed the fundamental

principle of self-sacrifice under the image of the
cross He dil not i-l.il^lv say that He would be
crucified till -li rily U <'"> His death (Mt 2019),
but Jesus Hmiselt is conscious of the death on the
cross which * He himself will be called upon to
endure '

(Meyer on Mt 1624).
The second time that Christ spoke of cross-

bearing was when He rebuked Peter for playing
the part of Satan (Mk S34, Mt 1624,

Lk G23). On
the first occasion the Master was giving directions
to the disciples about their preaching, but here He
addressed this vivid condition of diseipleship

' unto
all

'

(Lk 923
) as a * deterrent in a high degree, sug-

gesting a procession of furciferi headed by Jesus
and consisting of His followers

J

(Swete on Mk 834).

Many of the followers of Judas and Simon in

Galilee had been crucified (Jos. Ant. XVIL x. 10)*

St. Luke adds *

daily,* though the aorist term
tipdro} is used. The permanence of this cross-

bearing is emphasized by the present tense of
* follow '

(aKoXovddrw).
St. Luke alone gives the third use of the expres-

sion (14
27

), and it is in Peraea, not long before the

raising of Lazarus from the dead. In this instance

fiao-rdfa, not afpw, is used, the only NT example of

the figurative, as Jn 1917 is the only NT instance
of the literal, use of the verb with ffravpos (Plummer,
Interned. Grit* Com. in loco).

2. The term f

Crucified
3 comes to be a favourite

one with the name of Jesus. The angels at the

empty^ tomb speak of * Jesus the Nazarene, the
Crucified One 3

('lycrovv fyrelre rbv Nafaprjvbv rbv

trravpufuhKur, Mk 16s, Mt 285). St. Peter in his

great address on the day of Pentecost charges
the Jews with having crucified Jesus (Ac 236

).

He repeats the charge when brought before the
Sanhedrin (4

10
). St. Peter elsewhere always (Ac

530 1039, IP 221
} -pojLU of ClirM as lumping on a

tree (&\ov) ; bur rhi> Tion-tln^iral UM* 01 ti-W as

equal to gibbet or cross (the stocks in Ac 1624)
is

found in the LXX as tr. for Heb. fy (Gn 4019
etc.).

St. Paul so uses the term also in Ac 1329 and Gal
313

(quotation here from Dt 2123
). Each example

in the NT is a quotation from the LXX. But in
the LXX gti\ov does not refer to crucifixion, but
rather to the prohibited nailing up of unburied
bodies after the manner of the heathen nations

(1 S 3110
). But St. Paul speaks rather of * Christ

crucified/ more properly,
* Christ as crucified

'

(pre-

dicate), XpLffrbv g(TTavpw/j^voi> (1 Co I 23
), and once

he sharply accents the idea by saying 'lycrovv Xpurrbv
Kal TQVTOV gffTavpujj^vQv (1 Co 22), in opposition to
lii- Juilui/in^ opponent-* This was his method of

oju^ily -ettiug loitli (irpoeypd^) Jesus as crucified

(G,\\ 3'i, like a public placard. The blindness of
T ho (MioiMios of Christ comes out in St. Paul's use of

the term A\ith the Lord of glory (1 Co 28
), and yet

He was ciucified in weakness (2 Co 134
). Rev II 8

merely identifies Jerusalem as the city where Jesus
was crucified.

3. The cross as the epitome of the gospel. -The
disciples naturally passed to this idea when they
came to understand the meaning of the death of

Christ. The cross that had seemed the destruction
of their hopes (Lk 2421

) now became the symbol of

the gospel of grace.
* But we preach Christ cruci-

fied
'

(1 Co I23), says St. Paul j
, >

*

I > J, i. ; h
L ""

.

' '

M. is
"

;

i' i . -i 'i,

, ,, and this
was the settled purpose of his ministry (1 Co 22

).

It was not the example of Jesus that St. Panl
preached, but Jesus as the crucified Saviour, who,
and not Paul, was crucified 'in your behalf
(1 Co I13). It was, in fact, by His death on the
cross that Jesus made the sacrifice for our sins, in
our behalf, and in our stead. We are under (viro)
a curse (Gal 310

), and Christ became a curse (Kar&pa)
for (uirep) us, and so redeemed us from (&) or out
from under the curse of the Law (v.

13
). He became

the curse, and came between us and the overhang-
ing law of God.
This conception of the cross reappears in Col I20,

where Jesus is said to have i,
1
-"

1"
,

' and recon-
ciliation with God possible j

'

; i<o the good
pleasure of God *

through the blood of his cross.'

The word * blood
'

is probably used here to empha-
size, against the early Docetic Gnostics, the reality
of the human nature of Jesus. So in Col 214

by a
vivid image the Law itself is represented as nailed
to the cross with the body of Christ, and so taken
out of the way and no longer binding on us as a
means of salvation (cf. Ro 74). In Eph 216 the cross

I

'< -

1

, * the basis fora doubL> i s T: I >

(d and so with each lr . .-.'i

the cross, having slain the enmity thereby.' So
both Jew and Gentile have * access in one Spirit
unto the Father,

3 and the middle wall of partition
is broken down. They form one body in Christ,
the Church of all the elect of which Christ is head,
one new man. ' The word of the cross

3

(1 Co I 18
),

then, is St. Paul's me^a:e io men. It was to

proclaim this truth thai Chii-at sent him forth

(1 Co I17) ; and this he will do by holding fast to
the gieat essential fact rather than by fine-spun
theories (1 Co I17 25

),lest the gospel be emptied of
all real power (Kevca&y).

. The shame of the cross. It was a real shame
that Jesus underwent when He suffered on the
cross as a common malefactor. The Jews con-
sidered as accursed one whose dead body merely
was hung upon a gibbet, and St, Paul recognized,
this shame as belonging to Jesus (Gal 313

). Jesus
not only foresaw the fact and the character of
His death, but was fully aware of the shame
of the cross. This death, called by Cicero * crad-
elissimum teterrimtunque

'

(m Verr. v, 64), had
its side of glory to Jesus, who saw the joy in store
at the end (avrt) ,of the race, and so consciously
despised the shame (He 122

). Here o-ravpfc is used
without the article, as in Ph 28

, 'in order to fix

attention on the nature of the death
'

(Westcott).
It is in Ph 28 that the cross is used to express

' the

very lowest point of Christ's humiliation* (Vin-
cent). Jesus became obedient ftfypt Ooy&rov

t
&&V&TQV

5 o-ravpav. It is the bottom rung in the ladder
that led down from the throne of God. The cross

was a yeal stumbling-block to the disciples them-
selves till they were convinced of the fact of the
resurrection of Jesus from the dead. It remained
to the unbelieving Jews an insuperable barrier.

It was so when Jesus spoke of it before the event

(Jn 1232-34 'Who is this Son of man?'). St. Paul
found that Christ crucified was to the sign-seeking
Jews a stumbling-block (1 Co I23 ) The writer of

Hebrews (13
13

) urges Christians to go outside the

camp of Judaism, as Jesus suffered outside the

gate, when it was clear that the two ways must
part,

*

bearing his reproach.' The follower of Jesus
must not be ashamed of the shame of the cross.

Some of the Judaizers, indeed, were not willing to
' be persecuted for the cross of Christ

'

(Gal 612
),

but St. Paul did not seek to escape
c the stumbling-

block of the cross
'

(Gal 511
). Indeed; some carried
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their dislike of the cross to the point of enmity
(Ph 318

). These men would endure neither persecu-
tion nor self-denial. But the philosophical Greeks
took the matter more lightly Jirl um-idered the

piedcliinir of the cross to be fooli-liiics-s (I Co I
18- n

),

though in truth the cross reveals the hitherto
hidden wisdom of God (1 Co 2^),
While the Christian is to share the shame of the

eros% he is not to add to the
suffering

of Christ

by crucifying Him afresh (dvaa-ravpov, He 66).
5. The triumph of the cross over theflesh and the

world In a mystic, yet real, sense the Christian
is crucified with Christ on the cross : Xpurrc} <rwe-

0rai5por,uai, St. Paul said of himself (Gal 220
). It is

4 a real crucifixion of heart and will
'

(Kendall).
This spiritual crucifixion of the old man on the
cross is the common experience of all genuine
believers (Gal 524, Ro 66) who have died to sin and
have entered into the new life in Christ as sym-
bolized by baptism. In a word, the power of the
world over St. Paul's fleshly nature is broken by
the cross of Christ. There is a double crucifixion

between him and the world (Gal 614
). The world

in its sinful aspects is dead to him and he to it.

Hence not only is St. Paul not ashamed of the
ross of Christ, as the Judaizers are who are seek-

ing to enslave the Gentiles to the ceremonial law
(Gal 612

) but he finds his only ground of glorying
in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ (Gal 614

).

This sublime inv-liYi-m does not degenerate into

magic and cniuJix(v The true philosophy of the
cross lies in the spiritual interpretation of man's
victorious conflict with sin, which is made possible
by the shameful death of the Son of God on the
cross as the supreme expression of the love of the
Father for sinful men, and as the propitiatory
sacrifice on the basis of which the repentant soul
can find access to the Father. The * blood of the
cross* lies at the root of redemptive grace as set
forth by Jesus (Mt 26s8), by St. Peter (1 P I2), by
St. Paul (Ko 3^-), by the writer of Hebrews (9

14
),

and by St. John (1 Jn I7).

Mention should be made of the ingenious theory
of Prof. C. C. Everett in Ms Gospel ofPaul, which
denies the penal character of the death of Christ
on the cross, and sees in this supreme event only
the ceremonial defilement which Christians share
who take Christ as Lord and who thus likewise
become accursed (Gal 313

), and so have the power
of the Law over them removed. But this theory
misses the deeper aspects of the whole problem, by
overstraining an incidental truth connected with
the death of Christ on the cross. See the matter
well disposed of by Brace, St. Paul's Conception of
Christianity, p. 184 ff.
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CR0W0* Iii many passages of the Gospels we
read of the rapid gathering of a crowd around
Jesus. The healing of the man with the withered
hand seems to have been the first occasion on
which a great company was drawn to Him by
curiosity or by the nope of healing.

' His fame
went throughout all Syria*

5 The multitude was
gathered from Galilee, Jerusalem, Judasa, Idu-
maea, and from the district round Tyre and Sidon ;

the whole country was moved (Mt 4s5
, Mk 37

'9
,

Lk 617"1&
) When Jesus retired for ojtiet to a desert

place after receiving the r*ews of thte death of John
the Bapnst, He was followed by, a cronvd of five
thousand

people (Mt 14 3̂ Mk 6s4, $k 911}, The
words used for * crowd '

are %Xos aad xA^os (both
usually rendered *

multitttdle
*

in KV, but in

Mk 24 527- 30
, Lk 819 193

, #x\o<? is tr. 'press' [RV
'crowd']). In classical Greek irK^dos means the
common people, the plebs, as opposed to 6%Xos, the
inchoate throng that conies together on any special
occasion, the turba. But in the NT the distinc-

tion is not uniformly maintained ; in Mk 37
' 9 the

words are :

"" " ' ' "" ""

'. St. Luke is more
exact in 1

'

\ . _ and in Ac 1530 uses

ir\7)8os in a technical sense, common enough in the

inscriptions, as meaning the membership of a

political or
""V ^ ciation in its totality

(Deissmann, *; -
'

, Eng. tr. 232). The
question arises whether there were any -'>< i,i < 11 -

curn&tances in those days that favoured . i < ( 1 1 i ip
together of such masses of people upon very short
notice.

1. The Messianic expectation was the motive of

many such gatherings. Tl - -
"

~ ~ ' - '

under
the Heiods had cast the . back
upon God, and the Messianic hope awakened with
new power. The attention that John the Baptist
attracted was due to the belief that he was the
Messiah, a belief that he took pains to shatter.
To John there flocked at the outset of his ministry
the people in the neighbourhood, but afterwards
the movement reached the north and the inflam-
mable Galilee. Jos. (Ant. XVIIL v. 2) says that
John was put to death because Herod feared lest

the crowds he was gathering about him. should

put it into his power and inclination to raise a
rebellion, for they seemed ready to do anything
he should advise.* It was in consequence of a
similar movement among the Samaritans that
Pilate was recalled. The bloodshed with which
the movement was checked led to an information

being laid against him at Rome (Jos. Ant. xvm.
iv. 2). It is clear from these incidents that the
Messianic hope was very piesent with the people ;

and whenever the times raised up a man who
seemed to have a distinctive mes&age, the Jews
were more than willing to flock to listen to him.

2. The splendid load system of Palestine facili

tated the <jwthormg of such crowds. The Komans
made their road- partly on commercial grounds,
nnd pnrtlv to permit of the passage of lroop->
iiTiionr the turbulent people. The comment 1 of
the country must have been considerable in spite
of the grinding taxation. Herod's annual income
(Jos. Ant. xvn. xL 4) was 900 talents, nearly
400,000 of our money. The regular raising of

such a sum implies a settled trade, and much
coming and going between different parts of the
country. The excellence of the roads is borne
witness to by the fact that the Roman procurator,
who resided at Caesarea, could reach Jerusalem
with troops by way of Antipatri> in less than
n\enr \-foui hours. The di*>uince is about sixty*
jmlo^ Along these splendid roads the crowd
would stream on the first hint of the appearance of
one who might be the Messiah.

3. The small size of the country must also be
remembered Palestine bulks so large in spiritual
significance that one is apt to forget how small it
is And yet from the shore of the Dead Sea one
may view the glittering snow of Hennon, while
from the hill above Nazareth may be seen on the
one hand the ships in the Mediterranean, and on
the otherthe rolling hills of Gilead. This land, only
about th the size of England, was densely popu-
lated. To-day its population is a little over 600,000,
but in OT and Roman times must have been verymuch larger 2 S 249 implies a population of
6,500,000 ; and, while it may be questioned whether
the land

ever^could have carried so great a popula-
tion as this, it is clear, both from the notices in.

history and from the existing ruins, that the desola-
tions of to-day were formerly densely peopled.
The population in the time of Christ is generally
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reckoned to have been about 2^ millions (Sanday,
Sacred Sites of the Gospels, p." 16) See, further,
art. MULTITUDE. R. BRUCE TAYLOR.

CROWN OF THORNS (<rre0a*>os < O.KWO&V or
&K&v8ivos (rrtyavos, Mt 2729

, Mk 1517
, Jn 192 - 5

). This
was plaited by the soldiers and placed on Christ's
head in mockery of Hi& claim to Kingship, after
Pilate had condemned Him to be scouiged It

was a garland hastily twisted fioni the twigs of
- I'V.x \

;, \vhich it is difficult now to
\ I -M ', -i (Nat. Hist of the Bible, p. 429)

supposes it was the thoin-tree 01 nubk of the

Arabs, which is very common in the warmei parts
of Palestine It abounds near Jerusalem, glows to
a great size ; its twigs are tough and pliant, and
the spikes very sharp and numeious Others
incline to think it was the Zizyphus Spina-
chusti, a spiny plant covered with shaip prickles.
The purpose of the soldiers was rather, perhaps,
mockeiy of the Jews than cruelty to Chiist

Pliny speaks (UN } of
c the meanest of crowns, a

thorny one.
7

In the writings of St. Paul a crown is promised
to faithful followers of Christ, and in many parts
of the NT Christ Himself is spoken of as wearing
a ci own. Sometimes the word for a victor's wreath
is used (<rrt<f>avo$) 3 and sometimes that for a royal
crown (dtddyjuLo,).* The emblematic -I

(
j!>i

r
'<,viM

afterwards been by the Church in i
1 "' I'MVP [

thoins, is possibly hinted at in He 29 'crowned
with glory and honour.' As a sacrificial victim,
in being led out to death, often wore a garland of

flowers, so Jesus, in the eyes of God and His own
disciples, even in suffering the deepest humiliation,
wears a crown of glory. In the death of Christ
His Chuich sees mankind crowned with life, be-
cause the law of sm and death was thereby abro-

gated, and the Kingdom of heaven opened to all

believers. The thorns with which a hostile world

pierced the Saviour's brows are an emblem of the
sin of man, the curse of thistles and thorns having
been threatened after the Fall (see Dr. H Mac-
millan's Ministry of Nature, ch. v.

, where this idea
is finely worked out). But these wounds become
the world's salvation. Through the sinful cruelty
of man new life comes to a condemned world.
God thus makes the wrath of man to praise Him.
What was meant as derision is really a prediction
of glory. See also art. THOBN.

DAVID M. W. LAIRD.
CRUCIFIXION. Crucifixion IVM- originally an

Oriental punishment. It was piflUi-ul by the
Persians .Heiod i\ 12*2\ by the Phoenicians and
their colonist*, the rnrthagiman^ (Valer. ii. 7), and
by the Egyptians (Thuc. iv. 110). It was practised
also by the Greeks, probably in imitation of the
Persians (Plut. Alex. 72. 2), and by the Romans,
who, though Cicero ascribes its introduction to

Tarqtanius Superbus, probably learned it from
their enemies the Carthaginians Regarding it,

however, as an ignominious doom, the Romans
reserved it for slaves (whence it was called sermU
siipplirmm), the worst sort of criminals such as
robbers (Sen. Ep vii.), and provincials. To inflict

it on a Roman citizen was reckoned an impiety
(Cic. in Verr. v. 66). It was a horrible pum^h-
ment Cicero designates it crudehswmum teter-

rimutnque supplicium The veib cognate to crux,
'

cross,
5 was cruciare, 'to toiture

3

(cf.
' excruciat-

ing ')

There were two kinds of cross :

1* The crux simplex, which was a single stake.

Sometimes the victim was fastened to it by Ms
hands and feet, the former being extended! aJbbNre

* The distinction between <TT<*V^ the badge of merit, and
tit<x$*iuM, the badge of royalty, is not consistently observed in

Hellenistic Greek (see Eneyc. ibL i 963).

his head Usually, however, it was a sharpened
stake (cr/coXo^), and the victim was impaled upon
it. It pata&ed through the length of hi& body,
issuing from his mouth. Cf Sen. Ep. xiv.

' ad-
actuni per medium hommem qui per o& emergat
&tipiteni

'

; ct cle Consol ad Mnrc xx The former
method was called affixio^ the latter infixio.

2. The ciux, rompacta, which wab composed of
two pieces. It had three forms -. (1; The crux
decussata X called also the crux Andreana, be-
cause it is said to be the cross on which St.

Andrew suffered at Patrse It was this foim. of
cross that the Fathers had in view >\ hen in the

crossing of Jacob's hands as he blessed Ephraim
and Manabseh (Gn 48 li~14

) they saw a piophecy of

the Crucifixion. Cf Tert de Bapt. 8 ; Isid.

Pel. Epp. i. 362 (2) The crux commissa or St.

Anthony's crobs, i trembling the letter X- Cf.

Barn. &p. 9
; Luc. Jud 'Vocal. 12, The up^

right was called stipes or staticulum, and the
transom patibiilnm or antenna. (3) The crux im-

missa, which had the top of the upri^' i !

above the tiansom, *f From the ,

upright there projected a peg, the seat (sedile) or
horn (cornu), on which, to support its weight, the

body rested as on a saddle. Cf. Iren. adv Hcer.
ii 36. 2 .

'

Ipse habitus crucis fines et summitates
habet quinque, duos in longitudine et duos in lati-

tudine, et unum in medio in quo requiescat qui
clavis ! T_-ii -n

"

Just. Mart. Dial. c. Tryph. p.
318 C (c\ Mi j'l'j.) : rb v rcj [AecrQ iTTjyvti/ji.evQV &$

/cat avro
'

It was generally assumed in early times that the
cro&s on which Jesus suffered was a crux immissa.
Tim- Yugn-UMp (in Psalm, chi. 14) finds inEph318

a mystic allusion to the cross :
* breadth *

being the
transom on which His hands were outstretched ;
c

length,' the upright on which His body was
fastened;

'

height,' the head of the upiight pro-
truding above the transom;

*

depth/ the loxver

end buried in the earth. And it is a confirmation
of this opinion that the board inscribed with His
name and accusation was put up over His head
(Mt 2737), apparently on the projection of the

upright.
The earl" Vpn^M* fanrifulh defended the sacred symbol of

the cross a/j^i r i- Uie sm-i or unbelievers b\ pointing to jtsi

appearance everywhere, as though nature and art alike did

homage to it. It is seen in the quarters of the heaven, two
transverse lines, as ii wore, running from N. to 8. and from
E, to W.

; in a bird -oar.ri upward \iith spread wings, in a
man swimming or praying wish outstreiched hands ; m the
nose and eyebrows of the human face , in a Chip's mast and
yard ; in a galley's oars projecting on either side ; in the ^oke
of a plougli and the handle of a spade; in the shape of trophies
and j (i -Wif * J>ee 1 lit L

The cruciarius was scared no circumstance of

ignominy. lie \\ a i required to carry the transom
to the pface of execution ; f he was driven thither
with goad and scourge along the most frequented
streets, that the populace might profit by so signal
an exhibition of the terrors of justice ; and a herald
went before, bearing a board whereon the victim's

iiamo and oflVrwe \\ere inscribed.t Thus burdened
and tormented, Je^u^ went His sorrowful way from
the Pratorium tiU He reached the gate of the city
(Mt2732

); and there His stiength failed, and He
could go no farther. Tradition has it that He
fell. The soldiers relieved Him of His burden,
and, impressing Simon of Cyrene, laid it on his

shoulders. Even then Jesus was unable to walk

unsupported, and had to be borne along to the
scene of His crucifixion. Cf. Mk 1522 <t>tyovffiy

A ji'Mwi, Apol* ii * ed Sylburg p 90 C-E; Ttert,

9W ',' Jer on Mk 1521. Cf Lips de Cruc. i ix i
i

t Pint. <2e Ser. Niem Vind. 9 ; Artemidor. Onevr. n. 01 ,*

Weisstein on Mt 1038.

I Eus. MS v. 1 ; Light!oot on Mt 27&.
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On arrival at the place of execution (see GOL-
GOTHA }, four soldiers were told oft by the centurion

in charge to do the work {cf. Jn 19JtJ
). They pro-

ceeded in the customary way. First of all, the

cruciarius was stripped nnki-< 1l
i- ;jy

T1 M- nf- being

regarded as the rightful i^i^u-., - o. 'i- execu-

tioaers.* Then he was laid on his back over the

transom and his hands fastened to either end.

Thereafter the transom was hoisted on the upright
and his feet were fastened to the latter. Usually
the hands were nailed through the palms and the

feet were fixed either by two nails one
_
through

each instep, or by a single nail transfixing both

Through the Achilles tendon ; sometimes, however,
i!e hs,n<N and feet ^eie -simply tied.f Though
less painful at the moment, the latter was the

more terrible method, since it protracted the

\ictim
3

fi sufferings. He hung till he died of nun*

ger and exhaustion, or was devoured by birds and

beasts of prey. The hands of Jesus were certainly
- - -

is tha
j "'- '--1 - --------i-*:~j

The
_ supposing that they
which is probably assimilated to Ps 2216

. From
two circumstances, (1) that a soldier could reach

the lips of Jehus with a short reed (Mt 2748=Mk
15^=Jn 1929), and (2} that wild beasts could tear

out the entrails of the cruciarius as he hung, H it

appears that the cross was of no great height. It

was enough if the feet cleared the ground.
There was a humane custom {um>n<: ihe Jews,

based on Pr 316
, that a potion of medicated wine

should be administered to the cruciarii in order to

deaden their sensibility. The merciful draught
w as provided by a society ofcharitable ladies in Jeru-

salem. 1F It was ottered to Jesus ere the nails were
driven through His hands, and He raised it to His

thirty lips ; but on tasting what it was He would
not di ink it What was His reason for rejecting it ?

It was not that the endurance of physical pain was

necessary to the efficacy of His sacrificial death ;
**

nor was it merely that He had a sentimental repug-
nance to the idea of dying in a state of stupefac-
tion,ft It was rather because He was bent on doing
to the last the work which had been given Him to

do. It was well for the penitent brigand that

Jesus did not drink the potion.
It was usual for the victims of that frightful

punishment, maddened by terrorand pain, to shriek,
entreat, curse, and spit at their executioners and
the bystanders ; but Jesus endured the torture

meekly. A cry broke from His lips as they were

hammering the nails through His hands; but it

was a prayer not an appeal to them for mercy on

Himself, but an appeal to God for mercy on them :

* Father forgive them: for they know not what
thev are doing. ^ The transom with its quivering
loaA \v a< hoisted on the upright, and there He hung,
conscious of all that passed around Him. It is

said tliat St. Andrew, as he hung upon his cross at

Patrae, taught the people all the while ;jj|J and
Jesus also in His anguish was mindful of others.

Two brigands had been crucified with Him, two of

*Cf Wetstein on Mt 2735.

t Cf Lips, de Cruc. IT. vm.
t Of. t&. ni -xui
Cf. Ev. Petr. 6 :

II Cf Lips. fof*nv ix xiii

^ Cf. Lightfoor- on Mt 27** ; Wetsfcein on Mk 152, See art.

GALL.
** Of. Galv.: *Ham et hj pars sacrificii et obedtientaa ejus

erat, languoris moram ad extremum usque sufferre.'

ft Cf. Dr Johnson .
*
I will take no more physic, not even my

opiates ; for I have prayed that I may render up my soul to God
unclouded '

J* Of. Cic in Verr i. 3, pro Cluent, 66 ; Jos. EJ iv. vi I, vn,
vi 4; Sen. de Ft*. Beat. 19.

$$ Lk 233*, an interpolation, but unquestionably an authentic
fragment of the Evangelic tradition. Cf. WH, Note*.

Jill Ahdide, Hist. Apost in. 41.

those outlaws who infested the steep road from

Jericho to Jerusalem, and by their deeds of violence

gave it the grim name of 'the Ascent of Blood'

(cf. Lk 10ao ) ;
and when one of them,

' >."/ "

the majesty of the meek Sufferer, turned to Him
and prayed Him to remember him when He ' came
in his kingdom,' He granted more than he sought,

promising him a place that very day in Paradise.

And He thought of His mother, as she stood by
distracted with gnef, and commended her to the

care of the beloved disciple. While He hung, He
was compassed with insults. The Jewish mlers,

exulting in their seeming triumph, mocked Him,
and the multitude joined in the pool s-jiort So did

the soldiers who were charged \\irh tho duty of

watching the crosses lest a rescue should be

attempted
* Heated by their labour, they were

refreshing themselves from their jar of posca, the

vinegar which was the only drink allowed to

soldiers on duty (see VINEGAR) Jesus was in

their eyes a pretender to the Jewish throne, a

rebel against the imperial government ; and, hear-

.*-* the ^*li- "f the rulers, they joined in, and,
1

oi iiii;' v.p "< r cups in mock homage, drank His

MJ.-,^ \ -hohl M (Lk2336
).

( \ \\i\\ \io> v , ,s a lingering doom. The victims

sometimes hung for days ere they died of hunger,
exhaustion, loss of blood, and the fever of their

wounds,f unless they were despatched either by a

spear-thrust or by the coup de grace of the cruri-

fragium, a brutality which the Romar
;

, \
1

usually on slaves, beating the life out !

"

I \

shattering blows with a heavy mallet, t It was,

however, contrary to the Jewish law (Dt 2122-

2*)

that they should hang overnight ; and it was the
more necessary that the requiiernent should be ob-

served in this instance, since the next day was not

only the Sabbath but the Sabbath of the Paschal

week, a day of special solemnity (Jn 1931 ). There-
fore the rulers waited on Pilate, j. :."! M

;
ii i < <! 1 ;

Jesus and the brigand- might be !';; \ M ., -\ ,

'

>

crurifragium, and llicjr bodies !. ( \<M <:-I\\M j'-rn

the crosses ere 6 o'clock that evening, when the
Sabbath would begin. Pilate consented, and the
soldiers set about the brutal work. They de-

spatched the two brigands, but when they came
to Jesus, He was already dead. There was no
need to strike Him with the mallet; but one of

them, to ensure that He was really dead, drove his

spear into His side. See BLOOD AND WATER.
The prominent characteristic of crucifixion was

the ignominy of it (cf. Gal 313, He 122). This con-
stituted 'the stumbling-block of the cross' (Gal
511

) in Jewish eyes. Since it was expected that the
Messiah would be a glorious and victorious King,
it seemed incredible that one who vas? ^lain, and
not only slain but crucified, should be the Mo-siah.
In the eyes of the NT writers, on the contrary, its

very ignominy constituted its supreme suitability
to the Messiah. It identified Him utterly with
sinners, making Him a sharer in the worst ex-

tremity of their condition. St. John recognized a
providoiitiul di-pon-ation in the enslavement of the
Jew* i<> ilie Romany, inasmuch as it brought about
the Crucifixion (IS

31-
**). Had they been free, Jesus

would have been stoned as a blasphemer j but
since they were vassals of Home, it was not law-
ful for tnem to put any one to death (Jn 1831 ).

The Sanhedrin's sentence had to be referred to the

procurator. It was invalid without his ratification,
and it was executed by his authority after the
Raman manner.

It is remarkable that, unlike the mediaeval

* Cf Petron. Sat .
* Cruciarii uraue parentes utviderunt noctu

laxatam custodiara, detraxere pendentem
*

; Jos Fit. 75 three
crucumi taken down ; one recovered from his wounds.

t Cf. Lips de Cruc IL xii.

J Cf. ib. xiv.
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artists, who loved to depict the Man of Sorrows as
He hung on the cross abased and bleeding, the

Evangelists have drawn a veil over the scene, detail-

ing none of the ghastly paiticulais, and saying
morel \ 'Tliov ducified him/ They recognized in
Iho rruuri.Mou not the triumph of human malice but
the consummation of a Divine purpose

* the deter-
minate counsel and foreknowledge of God '

(Ac 2^).
At the moment all was dark to the disciples ; but
when their minds were illumined by the Holy
Spirit, they saw not only

* the sufferings that befell

Messiah* but 'the glories that followed these'

(1 P I 11
). Their Lord had never seemed so kingly

in their eyes as when He *

reigned from the tree.'
*

In early days, according to some authorities, Lk 981

ran. 'They were speaking of the <T
./

.-.'

" *

TT

was about to fulfil at Jerusalem. 5

f *

quotes the passage ; and this is the constant con-

ception of the NT. ' We look upon Jesus,' says
the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews,

' because
of the suffering of death crowned with glory and
honour '

(2
9

; cf. Ph 28f
-).

Throughout His ministry Jesus recognized the inevitable

necessity of His Passion. Tie n.uU'oiiM to die Cf Mt 915=Mk
220= T,. r? v*,^oi ,. . ,,

MJ>, Mt 172223=Mk 9^1=Lk
9^;

" ' ' 32.^ As early as the close of

the 2nd cent Celsus stumbled at the idea that Jesus foreknew
and fore

" "
j >ig. c Gels. ii. 13)

Strauss ^ vatfcinia ex eventu.
A crucified Messiah was 'to Jews a stumbling-block and to
Gentiles foolishness

'

(1 Co I23) ; and the Apostles, eager to re-

mo\e 'the stumbling-block of the Cross,' represented the Cruci-
fix < > ,'- "

>
' "'

.'ri" ) - 'i!,i- M^ at *a link in a chain of
h _

* uM' \ U- i'ii . ,. I) i
* of salvation* Keim, on

UK o * i i, oi"
1 - i* .-.

' nent as 'the expression
of a natural, reasonable, correct anticipation,* suggested by the
fate of the Baptist and the difficulties wherewith Jesus was
beset The definite details, however, must be pruned away.
In point of fact,

T -
*

the end is inextricably
interwoven with '

fc

' 'he cross was His goal,
and He knew it all along.'

LITERATURE, In addition to the works quoted in the art and
the standard Lives of

~m , ~i i
' >

i > , ule to Fair-

bairn, ^tudta'S in t/ie Li; ,> O<' ^'. T * (
f ,^ 'i\ *

'

Newman,
Selected Sermons, pp 1" '--, I M^-i A'rmi'/ , Lect p.
472ff. ; Farrar, Christ in \i' M> ,;-, iJ'J h,i i , "onemenfi,
p. 436 ff

"

DAVID SMITH.

CRUSE. The word occurs frequently in the OT
(generally as rendering of Heb. nnss), where it

means a 'small earthen bottle or jar' in common
use among the Hebrews chiefly for holding liquids,
such as water (1 S 2611

) or oil (1 K 1712
).

l Cruse
'

(marg.
'

flask') is substituted by RV for 'box' of
AV in Mt 267 (il

Mk 14s
,
Lk 7s7) as the designation

of the dXd/Sacrrpoy used by the woman who anointed
our Lord. See ALABASTEE and ANOINTING.

DXJGALD CLARK.
CRY. The term 'cry' occurs in the NT with

various shades of *v a * :n * rp , i < . i ,

*

i -j; to different
Greek words, wh !i <

k

\i'
..... ", M", articulate,

sometimes inarticulate utterances ; in some cases
it connotes strong emotion, in others a more or less

heightened emphasis is all that is expressed.
According to classical usage, the Gr. terms employed in the

NT may be thus distinguished *awXi?v denotes **to cry out"
for a purpose, to call

, /3ov, to cry out as a manifestation of

feeling; *p*Zuv, to cry out harshh, often of an inarticulate
and brutish sound' (Grimm-Thayer, ,s t. 3aa) xpetuyat^tiv is the
intensive of xpoi^ttv. The corresponding nouns are /So^ r

* a cry
for help

' and -> y,
'

outcry, clamour '

(both rare in NT). To
these should foe added the use of ^fj?v=*to cry' (most freq.
in Lk.).

In classifying the NT usage of the term, it will
be convenient to group the instances in each case
under the Greek equivalents.
* In the LXX version of Ps Q&Q many codices add ,*}M #/w

after a Kvasof IfariMunv So Old Lat and Copt versions, Just.
Mart , Tert , Aug , cf Tenant. Fortunat Hymn, de Pats. Dom

'

Impleta sunt quse ooncmit
Da\ id fideh carmine,
Bicenfa- Innatiombus
Regnavit a ligno Deus '

t Chrysost in Xfatth Ivu TY.V 3o'sv r,v tu&Xe r/wvv iv 'lepov-

*, ro xa.6o; tut.} TOV O-TOC-JPCV eJru ya.p autro

ftv Kit. Euth Zlg On Mt 17^ n*ai.l\ rv &Wiu* elx to$a
decant ypotQovirt do yetp xet}f7reu xett o ffroujpos

A. (1) 'To cry
'
or '

cry out
'

(
= j

(a) of articulate cries, followed by words uttered
(often with

"

*,:\ i- ^ o v
, :v said

'

added) : of joy,
Mk 1 19 and

|| ,
^1 i 2 { t

, 1 1 1. ;
. -i crying in the temple,

*

Hosanna') ; of complaint or distress, Mk 1048
||
Lk

IS39, Mt 2031
(Bartimseus) ; Mt 1430 (Peter crying

out while walking on the water) ;

* Mk I23 1| Lk 4s8

(dvttcpa&v ; Lk. adds * with a loud voice ') ; Mk 9s4 ;

Lk 441 (demons crying out and saying), cf. Mk 311

57
; of the angry cries of the multitude, Mt 27s3

,

Mk 1513- 14
1 (cf. Ac 2136) ; in ref. to Jesus, of solemn

and impressive utterance, Jn 737 (cf. I 15 T28 1244).

(b) of inarticulate cries . with ref. to the possessed,
Mk 55 (cf. Lk 828 d^a/cpd|as) ; Mk 926

||
Lk 9s9

; of
the disciples, Mt H26

(

* and they cried out for fear ');

with ref to Jesus, of the cry on the cross (prob.
inarticulate), Mt 2750 (

* cried . . . with a loud voice,
and yielded up his spirit

3

).J

(2)
* To cry

'

or '

cry out '

(
= xpavydfrar) :

(a) of articulate utterances [ef. (1) (a)]: of joy,
Jn 1213 (' Hosanna

3

) ; of distress, Mt 1522 (Canaan-
itish woman . . .

e

cried, saying
5

: cf. v. 23) ; with

ref. to Jesus, of utterance under strong emotion,
Jn II43 (' Lazarus, come forth ! ').

(b) of undefined or inarticulate utterance : in.

the quotation from Is 422, cited in
>
Mt

>
1219 ('He

shall not strive nor cry' [icpavydcrei], i.e. indulge in
clamorous self-assertion).

\mh a '
* ,i il '

midnight cry, Mt 256

('Behold the bridegroom cometh').
For He 57 see below under B.

(3) *To cry' or cry out' (=]So^, &vapo$v} Art-

pofv) :

(a) of articulate utterances : of solemn and im-

pressive emphasis (=to speak with a high, strong
voice), Mt 3s H Mk 1s, Lk 34, Jn I23 (aU in the

quotation from Is 40s *the voice of one crying,*
etc. ) ; of distressful appeal, Lk 9s8 ; esp.

' to cry
for help to' (

= "?* pjn in OT), Lk 187 (the elect who
cry day and night) ; in ref. to Jesus, of the cry of

agony on the cross ('My God, my God/ etc.), Mk
1534 and ||

Mt 2746.

In this connexion the pa-^ajre in Ja 54 deserves notice:
' Behold the hire of \ our labourers . . crieth out (*/*&/) ; and
the cries (/3aw) of them that rrapt rt have entered into the ears
of the Lori f> f Sibaof ' ILn tho \crl H u=orl of crvirsr for

VC'^VK"- ("" Iliib Ji ) ir (1 'In noi, 1
, (-cit.) or cr <>s tor ho!p.

liio i- 'i k
i < n-o '- ' -i> '.rt IK IT n ibi P-a!ins('' / J-J-** *'tkl

.<'.),

correspond }'* to i^o Flo'> '+" und iluritat.ti<- Th-i uonl is

'used o\rluM\ol\ of orxinfr "for help' (Dnver). Though fre-

quent in ihe INnlm* (L\X and Heb ), u occurs rarely in the NT.

(b) of cries of joyt pain* (inarticulate) : of joy,
Gal \ '.,u,.i,il or from Is 541

) ; cf. of pain, Ac 87

(of ;uu l-'Jin ^;:rn -
< ryirig with a loud voice).

lo cry, *cry out/ or 'cry aloud' (=<pwvetvy

(a) emphatic, followed by words uttered, Lk
8s* **

;
cf. I42 (&ve<l>&rn<r**i

' sae spake out/ AV ;

*
lifted up her voice/ BV) ; of angry cries of multi-

tude (brufiuvefr), Lk 2321.

(b) of the inarticulate cries of the possessed,
Mk I23 ('and the unclean spirit . . . crying with a
loud voice ').

(c) *ery
j

=0ajj>^, esp. in the phrase 0wyJ peydXy,
' with a loud voice or cry/ added to verbs.

B. 'Crying' in He 57. This passage, which has
direct reference to our Lord, cafls for special notice

here :
* Who, in his days of flesh, having offered

up, with strong crying (/-terci tcpavyys tVxt/pos) and
*
Probably here should be added Mi 1523 (' she cneth after

us ') where articulate cries seem to be meant, though the words
uttered are not given.

t In H passages Lk 2321 has ITIQ&VOW Xiyovrx, Jn
Xtyovrts,

J In the [i passages Mk 157has #$u

Parallel Psalter, p 441.
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tears, prayers and -{iji

\\ahabfetosavehini <nu 01

unto Mm that
'

etc. The ref.

is doubtless primarily to Gethsemane (so Delitzseh,

"Westcott), though 'a wid- 1 ,,""< , !>: i

f
i

1

*^
words to other prayers and > - !

j
, . ..' .i

1

in our Lord's life'
*

is not -'v
'

* ! "-<
'

" -<
'

(ad loc.}i quotes a Jewish saying winch sniKingiy
illustrates the phrase: 'There are three kinds of

prayers, each loftier than th ! I "u prayer,

crying, and tears. Prayer is M -.1 ^. < . ; cry-

ing, with raihed voice : but tears overcome all

things.' The conjunction of the terms mentioned
often occurs in OT, esp. in the Psalms, e.g. Ps 3913

:

* Hear mj p> ayei , Lord,
And gn e ear unto my en/ (*nj?is

r

) ,

Hold not thy peace at my tears.'

AlbO ?h 612
,
and cf. Ps SO5- b

The close association of the idea of prayer with
that of '

crying
'

or '

cry
'

may be illustrated from
the Gos-peL, esp. peihaps m the case of our Lord's

cries on the cross (Mt 'JT
4^ M

, Lk 2340
) According

to Jewish tradition, in the solemn prayer for for-

giveness uttered by the high priest on the Bay of

Atonement in the Holy of Holies, the words *K
i33 Dtftt *0 Lord, forgive/ were spoken with

heightened voice, so that they could be heard at -a

distance,
LITERATURE Art 'CiTr '

ITi^'-vs' 7) ft i 3431, and the
Gr. Lexteons under the \ u.r-v- t^r i- ii>,'.-p Or in -T"",i 01)

<JT. H. BOX.
C0BIT. See AGE, andWEIGHTS ANDMEASURES.

CUMMIN. Cummin (or cumin) is the seed of

the Cuminum cymmum^ an annual herbaceous
umbellifer. It has a slender, branching stem,
and grows to the height of a foot. The seeds,
which are ovoid in form, are strongly aromatic,
and have a flavour not unlike that of caraway, but
more pungent. Cummin was used by the Jews as
a condiment, and also for flavouring bread. It

has carminative and other medicinal properties,
and was employed not only as a remedy for colic,
"but also to stanch excessive bleeding, and to allay
swellings. It is indigen ous to Upper Egypt and the
Mediterranean countries, but it was also cultivated
from early times in Western Asia, India, and China.
Cummin is mentioned twice in the Bible (Is SB25"27

jo?, and Mt 23s3 jofyuw). In the latter passage
Jesus rebukes the Pharisees, because they paid
tithe of mint, and anise, and cummin, and omitted
the weightier matters of the Law.

. JBneyc. Mnt. s,v. ; Tristram, Nat. Hist, of the

HUGH DUNCAN.

,
in general sipmifiaLTicc corre-porid-

ing to the Heb. wr and <o u>e<l in the LXX ; Vulg.
equivalent is calix}.

1, Literal. A few references to the cup as a
vessel in common use occur in the Gospels: Mk
7* 4

, Mt 10** (=Mk 941 ) S325- * (=Lk 11s9
). The

first of these pas&ages is plainly an explanatory
parenthesis furnished bv the Evangelist for the
information of readers unacquainted with Jewish
customs, -a-or^pta, hesiy< are amon^r, Uio rhin<rp

subject to *

washings' i*fa7rr<ru<ul -\\Lioh uaMimgs
were not such as simple dcanlincss requiiod. but
were prescribed by the decrees intended to sepa-
rate the Jew from all contact with the Gentiles/
The Talmndic tractate Kehm names seven kinds
of things lequinng such ceremonial purification,
and amongst them are earthenware vessels and
vessels of bone, metal, and wood. Resting on such
Levitical

^prescriptions as are to be found in Lv
11 and Xu 31, the jrarifiGaii<m of vessels was
carried to the furthest extreme of stringent re-

quirement by
' the tradition of the elders/ Vessels

that had in any way come into contact with the
*Westcott. tCSbed in Westeott, *&.

common people (am ha'aress) were on that account

to be cleansed. (Maimonides, Yad. Mishkab and
Mo9hab, 11. 11, 12, 18).

The words of Jesus in Mt 2325 - 26 are simply an
instance of the use of a homely figure to express

h^ poci i-v.

2. rtqifintut Our Lord uses the familiar Heb.

figure of a *

cup
*

to denote the experience of

sorrow and anguish in two instances : (1) in His

challenge to James and John, checking their am-
bition (Mk lO35 *=Mt 20-J 23

, 'Are ye able to

drink the cup which I drink 9
') ; and (2) m con-

nexion with His Passion, both in His cry of agony
(Mk 14ab

il
in Mt and Lk *

this cup '), and in His
calm rebuke of Peter's hasty attempt to defend
Him jigamtot His captois (Jn 18n c The cup which

my Father hath given me, shall I not drink it ? ').

In each case there is the same reference to His

singular experience of bitter sorrow which was no
mere * bitterness of death/

It is noticeable that in the Gospels the use of this figure
occurs only in connexion with trouble and suffering In the
OT the use is much wider Experiences of j 1

comfort are thus expressed (e g. Ps 165 235 J i r ", ," -

well as those of trembling, desolation, and the wrath of God
(Is 51W, Jer 25l5fr, Ezk 2S^ff, Zee 122) Eabbmic writers

exhibit the figurative use of
*

cup
'

for trouble and anguish

(Gesen. Thes s v. DID). The kindred expression,
*
taste the

taste of death,' is also to be met with (Buxtorf, Lex. s v.

DJ?e)
"" "

death as a bitter cup for men to

drink . . :
- N the T V ignwn gives

TOV/IJIMV . . . <r-4fjt.u,ivii xee.} TOV Setvae.1'' f* - * - this phrase-
ology in the Gospels are (in the words of Jesus) Mk 9* (=Mt
16^) and (in the words of the Jews) Jn 852 Cf. also He 29.

3. In the institiition of the Lord's S^lpper.
There are strong inducements to see in the cup in

the Last Supper one of the cups which had a place
in the later ceremonial of the Paschal feast But
was the supper the usual Passover ? This is a
much-debated question ; but on the whole the

weightier considerations seem to support the view

presented in the Fourth Gospel, the account in
which may be intended, as some suggest, to cor-

rect the impression given by the Synoptics. That
is to say, me supper was not the Passover proper,
and it took place on the day previous to that on
which the Pa&sover was eaten. It might still be
held that it was an anticipatory Passover. St.

Paul, it is true, speaks of the Eucharistic cup as
' the cup of blessing

'

(1 Co 1016
), and one is inclined

to make a direct connexion w.ith the third cup at
the Paschal celebration, which was known as the

Cup of Benediction (nrrprr Dte), and is often referred
to in the Talmudic tractates (e.g. Berakhoth, 51a).
If St. Luke's account of the Last Supper were to
be received without question, it would be tempt-
ing to trace three out of the four Paschal cups,
viz. the one mentioned in Lk 2217

, the one common
to the Svnoptics the cup of blessing, and the
fourth, or Hallel cup, suggested by fipFtfo-avTe* (Mk
14^=Mt 2630

), taking the hymn referred to as
none other than the second part of the Hallel (Pss
115-118), with which the Passover was usually
closed. Lk 22m*

*>, however, is not above sus-

picion : and on other grounds we cannot definitely
connect the cup of the institution with the ceie-
monial of the Paschal feast.

But the cup was an Important feature in other
Jewish, festivals and solemn seasons besides the
Passover. And even though the institution took
placo at the clo^e of an oidinan meal, the bread
and t hf cup vore accompanied uith the due Jewish
jpiwes i.Mt 26*' , Mk 14"-. Lk *22J7 - 19

) and in the
atter-\io\\ ohe cup thus u^d, and \vitn such signifi-
cance, might well stand out as par excellenGe the
Cup of Blessing.

The words of Jesas regarding the cup are given with somei
noticeable variation. Mk gives rsUW \ ffnv r A\U. f*ov -njs

httMints *i ixxwofttvoi, fare? * xxv (1424) , and Mt.
'

reproduces
this with hut slight changes, possibly of & liturgical character
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The wording in Lk 221? makes no reference to the
'blood,' whilst 2220 (referred to above) appears to be but an
interpolation, clumsily (lv r aUpMTt ... TO ... lz%vyv6jMyw)
combining the form in St Paul with that in St. Mark. The
solemn expression,

* my blood of t
l
ir ''o., ( IK * ~ rr'i\ ?(>-, ( *>a, L-

"blood,' can be explained only r>j n 'TL-CV 10 1\ .
'- ^

Paul's phrase, ^ ,;y^ SwfliJ*^ . . . gv rS sf&S J'ttT/ (1 Co II25),
introduces no important difference of meaning as compared
with the Markan formula. To lay stress on the idea of a * new
covenant

*
is all in keeping with the Pauline standpoint. One

other point as regards the words of the institution alone
remains to be mentioned. As with the bread so with the cup,
St Paul alone represents our Lord as sat ing

1 rovro -rws/rs s/V 9w
t^v a,vci/u,v9}Fiv (1 Co HI24 25

) Is it possible, then, that no per-
manent sacramental rite was contemplated by Jesus in doing
what He did at the Last Supper? Is the conception of a
memorial celebration due rather to St. Paul as a prime factor
in the development of Christianity? Obviously this is not the

place to deal with this important question, and the attitude of
historical "Ve have assumed that what
took place

* > an '
institution.* See artt

COVENANT, LORD'S SUPPER.

& In the Eucharist. (1) From the first the com-
mon usage in administration no doubt gave the

cup after the bread, in accordance with the order
observed in Mark, Matthew, and Paul. St. Luke in
his shorter (and better supported) account (22

17~19
)

exhibits a noticeable divergence in placing the cup
first in order. This may be due, as Wright sug-
gests (Synopsis ofthe Gospels, p. 140), to some 'local
Eucharistic use.* The Didache (ch. 9) also puts
the cup first ; but the fact as to the general estab-
lished usage remains unaffected.

(2) As to the cup used in the communion there
would at first be no difference between it and such
vessels as were in ordinary use, and the materials
of which the Eucharistic vessels were made were
by no means of one kind. Zephyrinus of Rome, a

contemporary of Tertullian, speaks of *

patens of

glass,* and Jerome (c. 398 A.D.) speaks of e a wicker
basket

' and * a glass
3
as in use for communion

purposes. Cups of wood and of horn also appear
to have been used in some cases. We find certain

provincial councils in the 8th and 9th cents, pro-
hibiting the use of such, and also of leaden vessels.

Cur>s were sometimes made of pewter ; and bronze,

again, was commonly used by the Irish monks, St.

Gall preferring voxels of this material to those of

silver. At the same time the nafuial tondoiK v to

differentiate in regard to vessels devoted to Mich a

special service must have begun soon to manifest
itself. Where it was possible, at an early period
the cup was made of rich materials, such as gold
and silver. ^imMarlv as rejrnnK form and orna-

mentation. Term II inn ('/>* /V///-///'/, 10) speaks
of the cup as being adorned with the figure of the
Good Shepherd. In the course of time we get
chalices of great price and wonderful workman-
ship, corresponding to the rare and costly Passover
and other festal cups which Jews similarly cherish
as art treasures.

It is needless to mention partu iiLuly ihe -evouil

kinds of chalices which came Lo lc clMin<rui>Jicd

as the Eucharistic rites were made more elaborate.

Our own times, again, it may just be noticed, have

given us the * individual communion cup/ which,
on hygienic grounds, finds favour in some quarters.

Though in some respects a modern institution,

perhaps it may claim a precedent in the most

primitive u^age. The use of separate cups might
be infened from 1 Co II17'34

. Xor is the hygienic
ob]cctioji to the common chalice wholly new. The
difficulty was felt in mediaeval times when the

plague wafe so rife. In the 14th cent special
'

pest-
chalices

' were in use for sick cases.

(3) The custom of mixing water with the wine
in the chalice, to which Justin Martyr makes a
well-kno\vn reference (Appl. i. 67), accords with
Jewish precedent. Speaking of the Jewish use,

Lightfoot (Hor. ffeb. on Mt S627) savs,
' Hence in

the rubric of the feasts, when mention is made of

the wine they always use the word mizgu, they
VOL. i. 26

for him the cup.' Maimonides (Names umaz. 7, 8)
assumes the use of water. If the cup our Lord
gave to His disciples were one of the ceremonial
Paschal cups, we may take it that it contained a
mixture of water and Trine. And if it were not,
nothing is more likely than that the Apostles, in

observing the rite, would follow the Jewish custom
of mixture. A passage in the Talmud (Bab.
Berakhothy 50, 2) suggests that water was thus
added to the wine for the sake of wholesomeness
and in the interests of sobriety.

In the course of time various fanciful sdigestions came to
be made as to a symbolic purpose in connexion with the mixed
chalice in the Eucharist, ignoring" its -

,
"t r

-
, . irlier

Jewish custom. Thus it was various '.
'

< * way
the union of Christ and the faithful"was signified; that the
water from the rock was represented, that the water and
the blood from the pierced side of the Crucified were com-
memorated. At last it was affirmed that the water was added
to the cup

*
solely for significance* : and so the addition of a

very small quantity of water (a small spoonful) came to be con-
sidered sufficient

" One drop is as significant as a thousand '

(Bona, Rer. Liturg. ir ix note 3 'Cum vero aqua mysteni
causa apponatur vel minima gutta sumciens est *).

(4) Was wine from the first invariably used and
regarded as obligatory in the Eucharist ? Harnack
('Brod u. "VVasser,

5 TU vii. [1892]) holds that it

was not so up to the 3rd cent., and traces the
use of bread and water (but see, in reply, 2alm,
*Brod u. Wein/ ib.; Julicher's essay in T/ieol. Ab-
handlungen ; and Grafe, ZThK v. 2). It would
be difficult to maintain that the genius of the
sacrament vitally depended on the use of wine ;

but in its favour we have the great preponder-
ance of custom and sentiment. In modern times
there are those who, for one reason and another,
feel a difficulty regarding communion wine, and
are disposed to use substitutes of some kind.

Such might be disposed to welcome a sort of

precedent in the use permitted by Jewish regula-
tions in certain cases as regards their festival cups.
In northern countries, e.g., where wine was not
accessible as a daily beverage for the masses of the

Jews, syrup, juice of fruits, beer or mead, etc., are
named as instances of allowable substitutes. Such
substitutes are curiously included under the com-
mon appellation 'the wine of the country.

3

(See
Sh^tlhan 'Arukh, Orah Hag. 182. 1, 2).

(5) The withholding of the cup from the laity in

the Communion, which came into vogue in the
"Western Church, and is still a Roman Catholic

usage, may be briefly referred to. It is admitted by
Romish authorities that communion in both kinds
was the primitive custom for all communicants.
Cardinal Bona, e.gt ., says :

* It is certain, indeed,
that in ancient times all without distinction, clergy
and laity, men and women, received the *acred

mysteries in both kinds' (Rer. Liturq II. xviii 1).

Tlie practice of withholding the cup does not come
into view before the 12th century. The danger of

effusion was offered as a reason for it. Short of

this, as an expedient against effusion, we find

slender tubes (fistulas) or quills brought into use, the

communicants drawing the wine from the chalice

by suction. Another intermediate stage towards
communion in one kind was the practice of intmc-

tion, i.e. administering to the people the bread

dipped in the wine. This practice, however, was
condemned m the West, but it remains as the

custom of the Eastern Church still, the sacred ele-

ments in this form being administered to the laity
with a &Oon (Xas). Ultimately the rule of com-
munion in one kind was ordained in the West by
a decree of the Council of Constance in 1415 ;

and
the reason assigned for the decree was that it

was *to avoid ceitain perils, inconveniences, and
scandals.' This momentous change, however, was
not brought about without much demur and opposi-
tion. The decree of Constance itself did not im-

mediately and universally take effect ; for after this
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time there were even in Home cases where the cup
was administered. The great Hussite movement
in Bohemia, contemporaneous with the Council of

Constance itself, oflered determined opposition to

the withdrawal of the cup ; and the kindred Utra-

quist Communion in that country continued for

two centuries their protest as Catholics who claimed
the celebration of the Lord's Supper in both kinds,
after the primitive usage. The badge of the Utra-

quists, a large chalice together with a sword
-Iscrifli."

'

conjunction! bespoke the sternness of

f-i k :!K -.

"What really lay at the root of this prohibition
of the cup was the tremendous ilo^m.i of tran-

substantiation, with all its imj'iuatG-a, together
with a hardening of the distinction between the

clergy and the people. The growth of this Euchar-
istic custom pioco<v< '] pari passu with the de-

velopment of th fc
i dugma. Naturally, therefore,

the restoration of the cup to the people was a

necessary part of the Eeformation claim. It is

also worthy of remembrance that even in the Tri-

dentine Council there were (

'"
,
Romanist

advocates of this as well as < \ ; but t no

compromise
*

counsels prevailed, and the rule in its

fullest rigidity was reaffirmed.

How strange to Ipok back over the welter of

controversy and the many saddening developments
connected with but this one point of Eucharistic

observance, away to that simple evening -meal
which took place

* in the same night that he was
betrayed

*

I J. S. CLEMENS.

CURES. The details of medical knowledge pos-
sessed by the Jews of our Lord's time and of
current medical practice can only be gathered
piecemeal from various sources, and relate largely
to what is known of these in OT and in post-
Biblical times. It is not unieasonable to believe
that from these sources one can with fair accuracy
gather what was the knowledge and practice of
our Lord's own generation. In the NT references
are made to ph'ysician^ in Mt S26

, Lk S43
. The

value of diet and the u->e of oil and wine in cases
of bodily injury aie indirectly referred to in Lk
8f 10**. Visitation of the sick is a Christian
virtue, and was warmly commended by Jesus {Mt
25s6 -

*), in terms implying that it was practised j

but the Talmud, which a.Kr> io<ojrril7e-> ilic virtue,
makes an exception in cn-.e^vhere \ imitation might
aggravate the disorder. The balm of Gilead had
an ancient reputation for healing virtue, and the
Pools of Siloam and Bethesda and the springs at
Tiberias and Callirrhoe were reputed to be cura-
tive. Medical theory among the Jews was almost
entirely borrowed empirically, and no system of
medical

training and education existed in Pales-
tine in Bible times. Prevention of disease by
sanitary precautions was more emphasized, and it
has even been suggested that the whole Levitical

legislation was based upon hygienic considerations,
so far as these were understood. The priestly
cla^s were the depositaries of such medical know-
ledge as was po^es&ed, although Solomon is said
to have known about the use of drugs, and various
references in the Talmud attribute to him a book
of cures which was said to have been withdrawn
from the people by Hezekiah.
In the time of Jesus medical practitioners would

be in possession of such medical lore as was held
and practised in former generations, and would
therefore be familiar with the art of midwifery,and possibly had attained to considerable skill in
its practice, though there are few references to
surgical operations. Probably an aversion existed
to &urgeiy, as to the practice of bleeding, on
account of the national belief concerningthe blood ;
but later this aversion was overcome, and Jewish

physicians fell into line with the leading classical

schools, which freely *

" ' ' '

<

""

as a-

remedy. The Talmud / , > . I

"

. Nazir,

326) bears witness to some anatomical knowledge
possessed by post-Biblical practitioners, and from,

this and other Rabbinical sources the common
maxims of the physicians, and indications of their

principles and methods, may be not obscuiely
learned. The Talmud mentions myrrh, aloes,

cassia, frankincense, cinnamon, spikenard, and

camphire as having medicinal properties. Dietetic

rules and sanitary regulations were also caiefully-
enjoined, and many bodily disorders were treated

by homely remedies. Wunderbar (I.e. infra) gives

examples of the application of drugs and the like

to various ailments, but also plainly shows that
occult methods, involving astrology, and the wear-

ing of parchment amulets or charms, were with
more confidence prescribed. Various incantations-

were in use to rarevent mi-eaiiia^rp. and to ward
off the machinations of evil ^pijii^ from the cradle

of the newborn. Drugs and magic were, in fact,

'j-enc^vPv c 11!ployed, the chief reliance being placed
on the barer.

With these methods our Lord's action in the

healing of disease had no affinity. Necromantic-
or superstitious observances were entirely foreign
to His spirit. He never taught that sicknesses,

were the result of the action of evil spirits [on Lk
Il 13ff- see below, and art. IMPOTENCE], And it is.

equally clear that He had no recourse to such
medical knowledge as was familiar to the physi-
cians of His time, and that He was not endowed
with l\7iottle<lr of disease. and of the curative art
in advance or His own generation. In the cures-

recorded in the Gospels Ho employs nothing be-

yond His word, addressed either to" the patient or
to a parent or friend, and sometimes a touch.
For use of saliva, see art. SIGHT. The method of
Jesus must be sought on an entirely different line.

In every process of healing, whether in the time
of Jesus or in our own day, there are two ele-

ments : the physical, and the mental or psychical.
On the one hand, the disturbing and enieebhng-
causes, functional or organic, in the bodily tissues.

and organs, are gradually removed by the action,

of drugs or other medical treatment. On the

other, a new tone and vigour are restored to the
unseen and intangible but essentially real *

life
'

of
the patient. The two are most intimately and
vitally connected with each other, and neither
element can be ignored. Mind and body arer

mutually interpenetrative, and although the rela-
tions between them are in many respects still pro-
foundly obscure, yet <id\<iu<in<r knowledge only
makes more certain wh.it 1-5 already firmly estab-

lished, that this interdependence' and mutual
influence are of the closest character. The uncer-
tain and incalculable element in every sickness or
feebleness, passing beyond all power to adequately
diagnose, is the psychical The physical condition

may clearly point to a particular issue of the in-

firmityrecovery or death and, so far as the physi-
cal goes, this might be determined with consider-
able accuracy ; but the action of the incalculable
element remains, cannot be predicted, and may
prod IK e rno^t surprising renli> These are matters
of common knowledge, and amount to common-
places. But they must be steadily borne in mind
when cases of restoration those in process to-day,
and tho>e

roroKjed in ilic Gospels are considered.
The jX'iion of JPMI* ^a- upon the complex per-

sonality, body and spirit, "but upon the body
through the spirit His power went directly to
the central life, to the man, the living person, and
this may be traced in all His dealing with disease
and infirmity both of body and of mind (see
LUNATIC). The Divine power was, through His
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life, at one with itself, brought to "bear with living

energy on the unseen springs of the being. Con-
sideration of the actual phenomena of our Lord's
v.

i \" 1 in the restoring of the sick will make
I"- . i more manifest.

1. Our Lord's own dependence upon the Divine

power, Not only did He declare this close, trust-

ful dependence (Jn 519 - 30 828 1025 - 32 - * 38 1410), but
it is evinced i : \ in His action (Mk 7s4,
Jn II41' 42

). JLhe customary association of prayer
with His works of healing was proof of His utter-
most dependence upon God. The power of prayer,
which He marked as the condition of all "human
victory, He indicates as vital also to His own
action (Mk 9M). The prayer He desiderates is no
slack and forniU w'Mtior-n;: of a far-distant Deity,
but a close H-'iipijo'i ur life in a very-present
Helper. And this was the quality of our Lord's
own dependonce upon God. He cherished the

largest expectation^ from the power of the Living
God, of which He was so conscious. He felt the

throbbing in His own life of that Mi<rhtv Will and
Love which animated all being, ami theieiorc He
intimated that the true value of prayer, for Him-
self and for mankind, was that it established in
man a close -xMipn'M \\"th, and an absolute de-

pendence upo:
1

', . no ^o:,: c o of all healing and life.

2. His healings were an expression of intensest

sympathy with suffering humanity. Compassion
was the moving cause of many of His beneficent
actions (Mt 1532 2084, Mk 82, Lk 718). True sym-
pathy is a mighty human energy in which the
Divine power is at work, and even on the lower
levels of our feeble personal force it has a con-
tinuous tciulenoy towards healing. Experience
multiplier the oudcnco of this fact as the years
pa. And we are led to conceive in some measure
the vast resources of power in the full compassion
of Him who was morally one with the Source of

God and man. The healing of the Issue of Blood

(see article) shows that tins sympathy with dis-

tressed humanity worked even apart from His
direct will.

3. His conviction that disease and suffering were
not part of the right and natural order of things.
This feature is seen in all His actions, but found
its cloan 1

*! ' k

\|>n-*Mop in the case of the woman
who could in no wise lift up herself (Lk 1311'17

)

(see IMPOTENCE).
*

Ought not this woman, being a

daughter of Abraham, whom Satan hath bound, lo

these eighteen years, to have been loosed from this

bond on the day of the Sabbath ?
' In addition to

our Lord's antagonism to the pedantry and inhu-

manity of His critics, the underlying note is heard
that humanity ought not to be'held in bonds of

sickness and infirmity. Disease and suffering and
untimely death are not part of the natural, i.e. the

right and Divine, order of things. And all the

power of right is on the side of those who labour
to set man free and to enable him to stand erect in

body, mind, and soul before God and his fellows.

4. A clear feature in our T.o7(T& healinjr- A\as JTts

sense of the need of dealing 11 illt the sir? i//nth ojtt>,n>

lay at the root of the sickness and infirmity. J esus

\ery carefully guards against the unwarranted

assumption made by the friends of Job, and by
the disciples (Jn 92), that sin was the secret cause
of all suffering and pain. Other and Diviner
reasons might account for much of the depriva-
tion and trouble of man (Jn 9s ). But in two cases

(Mk 25'10
,
Jn 514

) He not obscurely marks the sin

as the deepest cause of the weakness (see artt.

PARALYSIS and IMPOTENCE). Sin is the violation

of the whole nature of man, body, mind, soul, as

well as disobedience to the Holy Will of God. It

depresses the spring? of personal vitality, and there-
fore continually makes for sickness and feebleness
of body.

5. Faith was required on the part of the one to be
healed. Faith must be clearly distinguished from
mental assent and from credulity, which vainly
arrogate to themselves that august word. Faith,
as Jesus conceived it, was the noblest activity of
man's being, the triumphant assertion of the
essential and Divine part of his nature against
all that dwarfs, disfigures, and oppresses it, and
this faith our Lord most keenly desired to see.

The absence of it, even the fear of its absence,
chilled and dismayed His spirit (Jn 448

,
Mk 922- ^

RV). He marks faith as the truly favourable
condition for His healing power to be efficacious

(Mt 9s9
, Mk 1052, Lk 1719

.
1842

, Jn 56
). Apparent

exceptions to this connexion between healing and
faith may be traced in Mt 91"8 129

'13
, Lk 1311'17 141'6

22sa- 51
,
but in all these cases the details are not

reported, the fact of the healing being in these
instances less prominent than other features of the

narrative, such as the controversy of Jesus with
the cold critics in the -yna^o^ne, and the personal
characteristics of the Sti \iour in His beneficent
action with respect to Malchus. It has also been

thought that demoniacs as such were incapacitated
from the exercise of faith in Jesus. But while
this is in part true, it is significant that our Lord
does in these instances seek to gain access to the
true personality and to set it free from the oppies-
sion of all alien powers (see LTJNATIC).

6. Jesus laboured to produce this faith. Not
only does He ask for it as a -condition of healing,
but He spends Himself in the effort to evoke it.

His careful treatment of the blind man (Mk S-2
'26

),

the deaf and dumb (Mk 731
"37

), the blind and im-

potent (Jn 91"7 and 56) is best understood as the
effort of our Lord to produce the essential condi-
tions of receiving Ih^ healing vj rmc In each case
the means used, a> 'vvoll u*> tho Avords spoken, are

adapted to the particular case. We have not one
set of means i>t ! HUUM liirMiMoh T'3 ears and
the tongue of ih< ilcui-miiio io IOIK hoi, the blind
man in one <.i-o s-* lo<l oni <.' iho . on'i, saliva is

applied to his eyes, and the touch of the Lord's
hand ; in the other the eyes are anointed and the

patient is sent to a distant pool in the exercise of

faith. The labour is to set free the patient from
all unnatural conditions of mind and spirit and
from hopelessness, which is the most unnatural of

all to men to whom God is so near.

This effort in Jesus produced weariness. It

involved a deep expenditure of nervous, physical,
and spiritual energy, and often in the Gospels \ve

read of the spent, tired worker seeking refresh-

ment in rest and in solitude, and mos-t of all in

fellowship with God, c He went out into the
mountain to pray' (Mt 1423, Mk 646, Lk 6 12

).

7. Several of our Lortfs cures were wrought
while He was at a distance from the patient, the

Syro-Phoenician's daughter (Mt 15J1
-*, Mk 724"30

),

the nobleman's son (Jn 446-5J), and the centurion's

servant (Mt 85
'13

, Lk 71'10
). Difficulty is felt by

many on the ground that the power of a unique
personalty which they acknowledge in Je&us
could not be active in these cases. Dr. Abbott
discusses the third instance (Kernel and 77W .

Letter 18), and, excluding any
' bond f<?< lima.' Je,'

he inclines to regard the story as due to an exag-
geration or to the influence of the knowledge of

his friend's intercession with Jesus,
* with a senti-

mental reserve in favour of brain-wave sympathy.'
Since the time Dr. Abbott wrote, telepathy has
become a recognized fact in psychical research,
and we have no need to deny its possible action in

these cases. But the explanation given of all His
works by our Lord goes beneath all such conjee-
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tures and 1 yixilT-p-e-. He ascribed His healing to

the Divine po^ or with which He was able to bring
men into living communication. That Divine all-

,-,"*
: - - T :r

-> ^vhich informed Hi
*

i
.

" J

..
was

j ; ,
-

. from any human ^ and
Time are to the Infinite Power non-existent, and

only our bondage to the limited human ideas can

present ony difficulty.
8. In i lie ihiiy, ?u>o\ e <*a-c- and in the case of the

demoniac boy pit 1714'21
, Mk 914

'29
, Lk O37

'43
) our

Lord Hjj:
Tnfi< arii ly seeks the co-operation ofparent

andfnend in tJie work of healing ; and the fact is

most significant of the closeness of
'K.ri'ju^-x

-

pathy, and most of all of that mo- \ i < I '*'*

mysterious -ymj withy lying in the life-bond be-

tween pareni" iiiu Hn (i. and the intimate depend-
ence of these ties upon the life-giving power of

the Almighty. These deep-lying sympathies that

bind parent* to their own offspring are essentially
allied to the Divine power. They

c
consist

'

by its

indwelling, and Jesus desires tnis power to be

informed by a living faith, and so be at once
_
at

its highest point of energy and also in living union

with God.
9. In some of the cures effected by Jesus a

process is observable in the recovery. The noble-

man's son was first set free from the fever, and
from that decisive time began *to amend. 3 The
crisis was safely passed, and the rest was left to

nature's gentle action. The Syro-Phcenician's
daughter was delivered from her besetnient and
left "-thrown upon the bed/ physically protii(o
and requiring rest and caie. The JauirlitT OL

Jairas was ordered rest and food, and the blind

maa at Bethsaida was only by degrees restored to

perfect sight. These indications, casually given,
and probably^ not understood by the narrators,
lead us to think that a similar process would be
manifest in the other cures were they fully

and

adequately leported, and it is always a salutary
reminder that our Gospels are only most frag-

mentary. It ^as a principle of Jesus not to do

anything by extraordinary \\ liich could be accom-

plished by ordinary means.
10. The healing power of Jesus went out freely

among the suffering multitude (Mt 816 * 17 1434
'36

15m31 Mk 1s3
*3* e5^56

, Lk 440- 41 913
}. The con-

tagious influence of a multitude, in ;iro'\ic"nj: nn
atmosphere in which remarkable p-\<!i,ciii pheno-
mena axe manifest and the result is seen in heal-

ing of the sick, is not uncommonly recognized
in modem times. In this way are explained the
miracles of which some genuine cases undoubtedly
Happened around the tomb of Becket, the healings
that are associated with

Lotirde^,
and many of the

similar results that we may believe were gathered
round famous saints like St. Francis of As-sisi and
St. TJieresa. A contagion of expectation is initi-

ated and spreads rapidly through a whole country-
side, and tliis condition of expectation and hope is

one "which the raoM; pro-sale scionce recognizes as
favourable to the produc uon of real cures, especi
ally of ailments a large element of which is nervous,
We have seen that the working of Jesus did not
disdain to utilize these and all other forces in
human nature which make for healing ; and by
reason of His unique and perfect alliance with the
Divine Source of all life and health, He was able
to bring instantaneous and permanent relief and
restoration to whole companies of sufferers.

11. Our Lord's method has c&nsid&rable affinity
wifa modern it^ediccd science. The power of the
mind over bodily ailments, in the maintenance and
restoration of nealth, is being increasingly ac-

Jhiowledged. Dr. Schofield says truly that most
remedies, if not all, are partly psychical in their

operation. Not only such prescriptions as change
of occupation, environment, and climate, physical

and mental shocks and emotional incentives, eth-

ical and religious influences, travel, study, ambi-

tion and social influences, but also drugs, changes

of diet, baths and waters, minor operations, defend
much for their efficacy on their psychical action ;

whili IV' 1 j."*..nr
1 '

J>

y of the doctor in some cases

the r*"i i "j
"

->' of his prescription and the

magnitude of his "fee are valuable therapeutic

agents- In this way full recognition is given to

the influence of any power which can set free the

mind from its hopeless condition, its lethargy and

depression, as a most potent force in the work of

healing. Schmiedel (art 'Gospels' m Encyc.

BibL] says of our Lord's miracles: 'It is only

permissible to regard as historical that class of

healings which present-day phy-icians are able to

effect by psychical methods.
5 But he overlooks

the influence of mental action in the cure of all

kinds of disease, and not only of mental diseases to

which the above observations point.

Psychical methods, intelligently and of set pur-

pose applied to the cure of bodily ailments, are as

yet in their preliminary stages. On the same line,

if on no other, much greater possibilities remain
for human krum led go and power to achieve. No
limit can be Li.tl uoSvM beyond which the occult

forces of human life may not be taken advantage
of for the healing not of nervous diseases only, but

of purely physical J) 1

-;_ ><"! AT; \
- . p _ ! ves abun-

dant evidence, from h; - o" T1 k", v "!;: a i -
1 practice,

of the influence of *vj< -i"H v- \ <> without

hypnosis, in the healing of "
\

""*
.1

*

.

And the Christian faith, , . .
<j

tions fur.m i In t < Go-i-*
1
- a* they describe, without

at all ini-ui -i.i '<:
r
"-i '*<

'
i our Lord's methods, is

thatJ<-n-( 'M-i.l>yH
""

action upon
the human mind and A . v the Divine

power dwelling in Him&elf, was able to control

physical and physiological processes in the human
body so as to produce curative effects of a per-
manent character.

LITERATURE, For ancient Jewish cures, see art. 'Medicine*

(bv Macahstei) in Hastings' DB; Wunderbar, BiUiSch-'lal-

mudn>che Mediciu, lS,")0-Gu; art *Krankheiten und Heilkunde
der Israeliten* m Her/og's P/iJ?-*. For detailed accounts of

individual cures wrought by Jesus, see the Lives of Christ and
Comrn. on Gos>< K " " Oo'iltl on 'Vaik,' Plummer on *Luke'
in Internal Cni ^r/J nn/'> fn u

, Iruicn, Miracles ; Laidlaw
Miracles of d>ir L'>ra JJuUnct, Mir'tilst- For valuable infor-

mation and suggestion respecfcmg . ult

artfc. by Dr. Tuke on '
Influence of

' m
Diet, of PgychoL Medicine; Dr Lloyd Tucker on 'Psycho-
therapeutics,' t&. ; Dr. Osgood Mason on *IT\ pnol n ir.d Sug-
gestion," ^b 1901 ^ and recent popular ni( <l- nl \\ 01 ni 1> J h A.
T Schofield on The Force of Mind, and L UCUH do>i* 'In-ni-

pewtw (Churchill, London). T. II. \TlilMn1

CURSE. Two widely different words are in AV
translated * curse.* It will be sufficient to trace
their meaning, so far as the ideas represented by
them are found in the Gospels.

1. QTn, fod9efw9 *an accursed (AV) or devoted

(EV) thing.' (a) In its higher application this word
signifies a thing devoted wholly or in part, per-

manently or temporarily, voluntarily or by Divine
decree to a use (or an abstinence) exclusively
sacred. This is not a curse at all m the modem
H n*o uf tl'o vuiii ; it corresponds more nearly to
r lie natm 01 . vow. . "With this extension of mean-
ing we may see a genuine instance in the special
consecration of John the Baptist (Lk I15 7s3}, and a
corrupt instance in the system of Corban (Mk Tllff

-)-

(b) In its darker application it denotes an extreme
and punitive ban of extermination. This is of

frequent occurrence in OT 3 but in the Gospels no
clear case is found, unless, indeed, under this head
we include all the death-penalties of the Jewish
law (Jn [*] 8?}, especially the punishment attempted
(Jn 859 lO^Jand finally inflicted upon Christ Him-
self on the charge of blasphemy (Mlc U63

*-, Jn 197 .

It is well to notice, in connexion with this kind
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of anathema, the smmjr e\pre*-ion u^-d by Christ
i-

!

1 1

_ the Ca.r.ji;min-li i\orn,'m, as one de-

:
- a * devoted

* race (Mt 1526
). It may

"be added that profanity, in the special form of
self-cursing, seems to have adopted VM.L. i ^o de-

rived from this ban; see Mt 2674
, ML It"

v
ara-

BenaTifav and d^a^eftari^a^). Ro 9s naturally sug-
gests itself as a verbal illustration ; in other respects
it is a complete contrast.* (c) The ban of ex;
termination gave place, under certain conditions',
to the remedial discipline of excommunication ;

that is to say, a temporary
'

cutting off from the
< -M M'^:, r,n

'

; referred to, as a Jewish institution,
in Jn 9-* l^*2 162

, and, as a Christian (apparently),
in Mt 1817. (See also Westoott on 1 Jn 516

).

2. n^p, Kardpa,
* curse.

3

(a) This is the word
regularly used to denote a curse in the general
sense, as the natural antithesi of JL "M -HPJT j it is

not charged (as 'anathema* '^-<TiiaJ]\ >; with
sacred associations ; its quality, which is capable
of all degrees, from Divine to devilish, is to be
decided by the context, (b) The disappearance of

cursing in the NT marks very foroil >h the con-

trast between the spirit of the "N'ov di-pcrK-auon
and that of the Old ; for in the OT u> pn^enco 1-5

at times painfullv piominent. See Lk 954f
*, where

even the unaxulion/od additions of some MSS are

undoubtedly a true comment. Snch instances as
are found or are alleged in the Epistles are judicial
in tone, not irresponsible and malevolent. The
exceptional case which occurs of a curse uttered

by Christ (upon the fig-tree [see art.], Mt 2119ff
-, Mk

Il 12ff
-) is probably to be taken as a sign given to

impress His warning of impending judgments (Mt
214i. 43 2337f. 2421ff- 32ff- etc ). It is

a^
reminder that

we may not so exaggerate '>> j.

1
,< ..f God as

to leave no place for His -< . ..
'

. (

"

.- applies
the words e

ye cursed' to ! :-" \- 'i ii; i

1

!<> on His
left hand at the Last Day (Mt 2541

). (c) Christ
became <a curse' (Gal 313

,
see

J.iprhtfoot,
ad loc.).

It belongs to the Epistles to unfold the bearing of

this truth ; but the fact is implied in the measures
taken by the Jews, after the Crucifixion, to avert
its consequences (Jn 1931, cf. Dt 2122

*-). In the
Roman view the shame of crucifixion, in the Jewish
view its accursed nature, formed the special sting
of such a death. Hence in the matter of salva-

tion, which 'is from the Jews' (Jn 4s2), the curse
must necessarily be involved in the Death's redemp-
tive efficacy. F. S. RAXKEN.

CUSHIOJT In NT only in Mk 4s8 RV [AV
f
pillow'] for TTpoj-^<ff'S\aiov, a million for the head,

but also for -UIIIIJJT OL looliiiinjrnpoM (see references

in Liddell ami Scott, 6-.' ). Ky -Trjoir/ce^dXoua LXX
renders rtn^ of Ezk IS18 where the Arabic equi-
valent is meJchadddt. MekJiaddeh (sing.) is just
the word used by the Sea of Galilee fishermen for

the cushion they place in the hinder part of their

fishing-boats for the comfort of the passenger

to-day. TheMj boats are probably similar to those
used by our Lord and His friends, and on just such
a cushion, the present writer has often rested in

crossing the same waters.

The cushions universally used to support the
head or the arm in reclining on the aiwdn are

* In Mt 15< li Mk Vio EV nghtly substitutes he that speaketh
evil of

1
for AV 'he that curseth': the Greek is

quoted from Ex 2117.

in size about 24" x 15" x 5". They are usually made
of straw less frequently of cotton or hair sewn
into strong canvas, and covered with coloured

print or silk. The laiger cushions for the seat of
the diwan, and employed in the boats, are of the
same material. See PILLOW. *W. EWING.

CUSTOM. See TEIBUTE.

GYRENE (Kvpfy-n) was a Greek settlement on
the north coast of Africa, in the district now called

Benghazi or Barca, which forms the E. part of
the modern province of Tripoli. It was founded
B.C. 632. It was the chief member of a con-

federacy of five M.i'jfli'jr
1

n<; <:, <s; hence the
district was eallec (M.ln'JV- ,4-0' or Cyrenaica.
Under the first Ptolemy it became a dependency
of Egypt ; was left to Rome by the will of

Ptolemy Apion, B.C. 96; was soon after formed
into a province, and later, perhaps not till 27,
united with Crete, with which under the Empire
it formed a senatorial province, under an ex-

praetor with the title of proconsul. It was noted
for its fertility and for its commerce, which, how-
ever, declined after the foundation of Alexandria.
It produced i. \ .^ '*r i ! ? ':

~ .ch as the

philosophers V
t ; ,

'

. i \ the poet
Callimachus, and the Christian orator and bishop
Synesms.
Jews were very numerous and influential there.

The first Ptolemy,
*

wishing to secure the govern-
ment of Cyrene and the other cities of Libya for*

himself, sent a party of Jews to inhabit them'

(Josephus, c. Apion. ii. 4). Cyrenian Jews are
mentioned in 1 Mac 1523, 2 Mac 223 (Jason of

Cyrene). \ V ,*

J
- Strabo (op. Jos. Ant. xiv.

vii. 2), thi ,i i ! of Cyrene were divided
into four classes citizens, husbandmen (i.e. native

Libya^ \ !>. r
' '

.

v

. and Jews. The
Jews <

;.
< i "< \ <>i M! rights (Ant. XVI.

vi 1, 5). 'An inscription at Berenice, one of the
cities of Cyrenaica, of prob. B.C. 13, shows that
the Jews there formed a civic community (TroXI-

Tev/*a) of their own, under nine rulers (CIG iiL

5361). The Cyrenian Jews were very turbulent;
Lucullus had to suppress a disturbance raised by
them (Strabo, I.e.); there was a rising there at
the 'close of the Jewish war, A.D. 70 (Jos.^I?J~ VII.

xi. ; Vita, 76) ; and a terrible internecine war
between them and their Gentile neighbours,
under Trajan (Bio Cass. Ixviii 32; Euseb. HE
iv. 2).

Simon of Cyrene (the father of Alexander and
Rufus [wh. see]), who was impressed to bear
our Lord's cross (Mt 27s2

, Mk WF, Lk S326), was
doubtless one of these Jewish settlers. Other NT
references to Cyrenian Jews are : Ac 21*

(at Pente-

cost), 69 (members of special synagogue at Jeru-

salem, opposing Stephen), 1 1
20
(preaching at Antiocli

to Greeks [or Hellenists]), 131
(Lucius of Cyrene,

probably one of these preachers, a prophet or

teacher 4*1 Antioch).

LITERATURE. Kawlinson's Herodotus, iii p. TJJOff.; Smith,
JDvj. of Greek and, Roman Geography ; kchnrcr, 11JP 1. 11 28,'J,

IL ii. 230 f., 245 f.; Marquardt, Jtcmiiactie FtaalsiKrualtiing

(1881), i. 458ff. ; art. 'Diaspora' (by Schnrcr) in Hastings' -ZXB,

Extra Vol. p. 96**. HAHOJ-D SMITH.

CYBENIUS. See QUIRINIUS.
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DlLMJOfUTHA.-~Mk S10
only. The textual and

pro*- "Ti liKA1
problems involved in this name have

j -i 1. 1- i H- yet a satisfactory explanation. After
the feeding of the 4000, Jesus embarked with His

disciples, and came, according to Mt 1539, etsr rd 6'/ua

MaySaXd (TR) or Wayadiiv (all critical editions) ;

according to Mk 810 ts TO, pepti Aa\ft.avov6a.

In Mt the variations are few and unimportant, except the
difference between Magdala and Mag^xdan.^

For apt* -we find

occasionally iptec., opu (with following" a >?*/ a) Irr. Cod D
places -rij? before the proper name. Ma^-o is me reacting- of

ItBD (B3 -), MeeyfSfiev of x<< ; the Old Latin has Magadan,

Mageda, -am, Maytdam; Vulg. Magedan ; syr** pJD,^ p1JDj
P*^ fnaD, psk THD (Magdu ; so also the Arabic Tatian). Most
uncials and cursives MatyJaaa ; Gil 33. 102, etc., MaySaa.**.

In Mk. T fupi is replaced by r beta, m D2.
T 0/3 N.

>5 Taa/sa? 28, syr; but m fche

latter the addition of a dot makes the pi
B has the spelling &.} iMwtviQe*, 474 ,

* '

f&owouBoe, ; Yulg. Dat'ifjiiir r 'n' (V\J,
T

I '"i ii i^riii r
variations);

arm. Dalmammea,. iJ'i. I
1
.-. i '.* rcj

- u-td oj .

M.y'yaS* (not MS ?*? is, read lr Srephanub) in D*.

(not MB7GCB as printed oy Tischendorf) m Dl.
in 28, 81.

i in 1. 13 61. 69, etc.

Syr sin
VTJD, syrP*1 VUD, Got. Jtfagdcdan, Old Lat. Mageda, -an,

-am, Magidan. It is a natural supposition that in Mk. all read-

Ings differing from f&^j Aa^oeyawftat are due to assiimlabon to

Mt., perhaps under the influence of Tatian. The confusion of "-a
and OSY, (0*>?) must be \ery early, and has i:*; par.i Us n IT*an
passages of the OT, from Jos 11*6 1511 fco l>k Ul", .Mai P On
its occurrence in syr sia see especially Cha*t ,

Th? Sj.ro-Aa'i/i

Text^ of the G-ospeUt p. 97, esp. n. 2, \\here he justly remarks :
* This reading of the Smaifetc raises two questions : (a) Was
there an earlv Greek Harmony of the Gospels 9 ...(&) What is

the relation of &in to TaLian 1" On ir-e Cod. 2S which supports
the reading of axrs 1

", see WH 11. 242 (*which has many relics of
a very ancient; text ').

That Magadan, not MagdaZa, ib the true reading in Mt. is

probable (independent! v of the witness of Mtib) on internal

grounds ; for it L, difficult to explain ho\\ a name like Maydala,
which was well known through Mary Magdalene, shoald ha\e
become Magadan. The introduction of both forms into MSS
of Mk. points to the fact that there were several stages in the
revision of our MSS. Both the readings, Magadan and
Mi'j'Jfila, may, frmiuur go back to the same Hcb. *?~:^, as is

feho.ui i>\ Jos 13 r
,
whore Ti has My*3< TaS for Ma^atA TaJ

of A. Even for Dalmanutha sach an explanation has been
attempted by Dalman (Gramm. p. 133 ; change of ? into v, and
transposition of syllables AacXjewevcwS* fromMieySosA*wfl<se=m7i3D.
But m the 2nd ed. p. 168 he has left out this note and all
references to this word).

That ra Sfna, in Mt. and TO ft^pij in Mk. are almost
identical expressions, is shown by Mt 1521 els r&

jiepirj StSwos Kal Ti'pow coinjurcd ^ilh Mk 7s* ely rd

opio, (TK jDte^o/jta) Tvfiov (ia: ^.touiror'i. and by the fact
that in the OT 4 of the 11 Hek eqiiivalents for

&piw (T, !?TD nxs, fp) reappear among i,he > Heb.
equivalents of JCM?P<>*. The next supposition is

therefore that Magadan (or Magdala) in Mt. =
Dalmanutha in Mark* But how is this possible ?

Many explanations have been started. The one
proposed by Dalman may be dismissed at once,
as it is given up by Mmself ; ef. also Wellhansen's
remarks on it (Ev* Mwrci). Lightfoot and Ewald
derived Dalmanwtfaa from ]ic>* by the supposition
of an Aramaic or Galibean pronunciation. Keim
(Jems of Nasmm, Eng. tr. iv. 238) explained it

similarly as e

Shady Place,* Schwarz (Das htulige,
Land, p, 189) derived it from the cave Teliman
(o**?o), which cave, however, accoiding to Neu-
bauer, was in the neighbourhood of Herod's
Csesarea. J. W. Bonaldson (Jashar:
areketypa carminum Hebraicorum, editio

1840, p. 16) suggested :
* AoX- istud residuum esse

veri nominis MajSaM sciL S^IOD, fta#ov0& autem re-

prsesentare pluralem voeis ms pars, portio, quam in

Grseco pepy conversam habemus.' A similar idea

was struck out independently by R. HamsjCWe#
Bezos, p. 188) and the present

" '
T PJ */'' "

Sacra,p. 17; BxpTix. 45), that if /..'/, -i- .--

transliteration ot the Aramai'' M,.r,l- f of ets rd

fjtfpt], which by some form of < , >_-, \>

>

> took the

place of the proper name. Against Harris see

Chase, Bezan Text of Acts, p. 145, n. 2 ; !<' , ^ --t

the whole suggestion, Batman, Words oj Jesus,

p. 66 f. Balnian doubts whether nri|D m Aramaic
meant anything else but '

portion.' But in the

Syriac Bible at least it is frequently used for the

allotted portions of land (Jos 14 151
,

Is 576
).

N. Herz saw in the word an Aramaized form of the
Greek \Lftfv 'harbour' (JSxpT viii. 563, ix. 95, 426).

Others, finally, give no explanation, and consider

Magadan and Dalmanutha as the names of two
different places near each other, neither being very
well known. But this leads to the topographical

problem.
Eusebius in his Onomasticon has but one para-

jniiph on a name beginning with M immediately
an 01 jiHim 1 - from ilio MOpluM JorwinijJi (M< i

fluuuli,

Maon, Molchom, 4S- -'MO 1
). Ii nins (m klo-roi-

mann's edition, p. 134 =Lagarde, OS p. 282]) :

av Mt 1539). tk TM
afi

MayfiSiv o Xpttrra; itstvi^lff&Vj
us 6 MevrBxios. sex) o M&JSXO? fi vyf MysSy fju/<qfjt*v&vtt) scot} fart

vuy vi MotysSasf^ veipt r/sv Tepouroe,v+

In Jerome's translation :

c

Ma,*daii, nd c IILIS Hnps Maltha*u o\ajj^el.*>ta scribit domi
ruri pcr\.'i ^sr, m d * I Marci oiii-dom no"iit., ;

i recordatur,
rum- auTon rog.o ilitiiur Ma^e'len.1 circa Gi kKi-am *

The unique MS, in which the work of Eusebius
is preserved, writes J&asyaiSdv (as B*) and "M-ayaidarf.
Eusebius may have been reminded of the name
by the occurrence of Ma7$o&Aw beside M<fc<ts in Jer
51 (44)

1
, which he quotes a few lines before (ed.

Klost. p. 134, 1. 15). At all events it follows from
the entry, that Eusebius did not find Dalmanutha
in his text of Mark, and that he sought the place
on the eastern side ; but Gerasa seems too far from
the Lake, unless we are to suppose that it had
some sort of enclave on its shores.

A strange identification is that with the * Phiala *

Lake mentioned by Jos. BJ in. x. 7 as one of the
sources of the Jordan. See the Maps published by
Kohricht, i. (ZDPFxiv. 1891):

*Htrac fontem Josephus appelat Phialam, Marcus Dal-
marncha, Mattheus Magedan, Saraceni Modin. Hinc est verua
ortus Jordan ; unde palese hie missae recipiuntur m Dan sub-
terraneo meatu duetae.*

Furrer (ZZ>PFil 59) identified Balmanutha with
Khan Minyeh, which name he connected with
mensa (the table where Jesus sat with the Twelve,
first mentioned in the ComTnemoratorium, A.D. 808),
and this with (Bal)manatha ; but see against this
Gildemeister (ib. iv. 197 ff.). Thomson (LB 393)
suggests a ruined site up the Yarmuk half a mile
from the Jordan called Dalhamia or Dalmamia
(Robinson, BRP iii 264, 'Belhemiyeh'); Tristram,
a site one and a half miles from Migdel ; Sir C.
Wilson, a site not far from the same. The aged
Prof. Sepp in a recent paper,

4Bie endlich entdeckte
Heimat der Magdalena' (Volkerschau, hi. 3, pp.
199-202, 1904), argued for Mujdal Gcdor or Mag-
dala Cradara, a Jewish suburb of Gadara (Jerus.
Mrnbin v. 7). "Wellhausen has no doubt that it
must be sought on the eastern shore, in the neigh-
bourhood of Bethsaida (Mk S22), if this town itself
did not belong to it. For he holds 89b- 10 to be
identical with 813, the object aflrofo of dfals in 813
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being the #xAot, not the Pharisees, and ira\t,v he

regards as a harmomstic insertion. He believes
that 813 originally followed immediately upon S-2

Kai Hpxovrcu els J&yOa'cuS&v.
Thus not even the ^ "^,\:

'"
,,

1

problem is solved
If the suggestion on ,sv n_ ->i Dalmanutha, as

put forward by Donaldson, Hams, and the present
writer, were to turn out correct, it would have im-

portant consequences for the Synoptic Problem. For
then this reading cannot well have had its origin in

oral tradition, but , itten (Aramaic)
document as the b -. Gospel.
LITERATURE A collection of Notes on * Dalmanutha *

left by
Gildamelster (ZDPV \i ^ .

"

of Martin
Schultze, Dalmanutha. ', ,' -

, Untersuch-
unge.izu Mk S1

^, Oldeslo * ^ ^ _
*

/ Problems, p
71 , Henderson in Hastings' DB , G A. Smith in Encyc Btbl ;

Sanday, Sacred Sites of the Gospels, p 22 f
; Merx, Die vier

kanomschen Evangehen, 11 2 (1905), p 79 [warns against
identification with Sddelhemiye, gives as reading of the Arm.
Dalmanoun, and claims for the reading Dalmanutha, which is

not recognized by the old texts (syr sm D, Old Lat Ulf ), an
Egyptian origin] B. NESTLE.

DANCING. 1. Manner. The Oriental dance was
performed either by an individual man or woman,
or by crescent lines of men dniKin^r io^fhei ami

holding each other's hands, or >r voiiun by rhoni-

selves [KM ionium; Mmilar movements. The one at
the end of ilio Jmc waved a scarf and acted as

choregosj or dance-leader. At times also a line of

men and women, with hands joined, confronted
another similar line, and the dance consisted in
their alternate advance and retreat, acconipanied
by the ha !!"- lajii'in^. of the onlookers beating time
to the niubic, oy Uie scarf-waving and occasional

shout, and, i

' '

intervals, the resounding
tread of the I the case of the individual,
the abrupt muscular actions were artistically re-

lieved, as in the contrasting lines of male and
female attire in the Western dance, by the soft

and swaying undulations of the dancer's figure
The accompaniment of song, hand-clapping, and
musical instruments served to control the energy
and secure unity of movement.

2. Place. On the occasion of a wedding in a

peasant's house, a space was kept clear near the

loor, and into it one after another stepped forward
and danced, and retired among the shadows ; the

Dancing of the bride receiving especial attention
and applause. For dancing in companies, the flat

roof, or any level space beside the house, was
resorted to. In the cities and in the houses of the

rich, the large reception room, or the open paved
x>uit, into which all the apartments opened, was
available for the purpose. In festive processions
the male or female performers, singly or in couples,
stepped to the front and danced with sword and
shield, and then gave place to others.

3. Occasion$.>-~~ui the East, dancing has never
been regarded as an end in itself and promoted as
an entertainment chiefly for (ho-e actively taking
part in it, but rather as a dcmoii-iruunn o'f feeling
due to some special incident or situation. In

family life this was principally the event of mar-

riage (Mt II 17
, Lk 732) ; and a similar expression

of reeling often attended the birth of a son, re-

covery from sickness, return from a journey, or
the i eception of a guest whose presence called for
such a manifestation of giateful rejoicing. Birth-

days did not usually receive such notice, as they
lacked the element of relief from danger, recom-

pense and rest after hardship, or the introduction
of something new into the family conditions.
Herod's birthday feast (when Salome danced before
the guests, Mt 146

, Mk G22) was an imitation of

Gentile customs.
_
More general occasions were the

founding of a building, Uio ingathering of harvest,
and the religion** festivals ot the year.
The prevalence of such a custom, embracing old

and young, and including all classes, indicated a
simple life, in which the feeling of the moment
found hearty and uncritical expiession. The view
of life was one that

* '

he easy and rapid
'' ' '

f.joy >305 - 11
3 La 515

, EC
',

it implied a very close connexion
between mental and physical states. As there
was a union of mirth and dancing, so there was
an equally natural coirespondence between sorrow
and sighing (Is 3510

). Ev en in places dedicated to
relaxation and delight, by the rivers of Babylon,
it was impossible for captive exiles to sing the

songs of the Lord's deliverance (Ps 1S71 "4
). The

elder brother could take no part in mirth and
dancing of which the occasion was so affronting
and offensive to himself (Lk 1525'-8 ). Hence among
a people marked b 1

. --
1

"!*' of temperament and
prone to extremes ,'.

* the children in the

market-pla.( e might, well reproach their companions
who heard the wedding music without rising to the

dance, and the wail of bereavement without being
moved to pity (Mt H 17

, Lk 7
32

).

LTTFRATTHL. Hastings* DB, art 'Dancing'; Delitzsch, Irist

189 ff.; Thomson, Lantfand Book, 555 f

G. M HACKEE.
DANIEL. The influence of Daniel on the Apoca-

lyptic conceptions of the Gospels is profound (see
APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE). For the possible in-

fluence of Dn 713 &ee SON OF MAN. The only pas-

sage in which the book is explicitly mentioned is

Mt 2415
, where the |-V.iM

i -. 1
*

t\vyya TTJS epyjjL&creus

('the abomination o 1

"

iU-il, i
" ri

?

) is quoted See
art. ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION. It is to be
noted that in the m. -ju r 1

""!"
1

;: passage in Mark
(13

U
), no mention .* I-M- <* 1 aniel. In view of

the accepted priority of Mark and his closer fidelity,
and also of Matthew's fondness for OT references,
the absence of the clause raises the suspicion that
it is not part of the original utterance, but a
comment added by the latter Evangelist. In that
case it would not be necessary to assume that
Jesus meant to use the phrase in the same sense as
it is used in DanieL fie may have only adopted
or borrowed it as a current popular expression to

describe some minatory event which He foresaw

portending the forthcoming calamity.
A. MITCHELL HUNTER.

DARKNESS. The word 'dark 5

is used in the
sense of the absence of natural light in Jn 617 201

.

The darkness that lasted for the space of three
hours at the crucifixion is referred to in Mt S745,

Mk 1533, Lk 2S44* 45
, For a brief summary of the

views held as to the nature of this darkness, see

Hastings' DB, art.
* Darkness.' It may suffice to

remark that, the Passover falling at full moon,
there can be no question here of a solar eclipse.

%

Generally 'darkness* is used in a metaphorical
sense, but with slightly different significations.
Darkness is the state of spiritual ignorance and
sin in which men are before the light of the
revelation of Jesus comes to them (Mt 416

, Lk I79,

Jn 812 1245- tf
). This darkness the presence of Jesus

dispels, except in the case of those who love the
darkness and who therefore shrink back into the
recesses of gloom, when the light shines, because
their deeds are evil. Those who have a natural

affinity to the light, when Jesus appears, follow
Him and walk no longer in darkness.
But there is the deeper darkness that comes

through incapacity of sight (Mt 623 Lk II35). This
state results fromlong continuance in evil (Jn 319

).

It is the judgment passed upon the impenitent
sinner. To love the darkness rather than the light
is to have the spiritual faculty atrophied, and this

is the Divine penalty to -which He is condemned.
The light that is in him has become darkness. The
gospel contemplates for the human soul no more
dire calamity.
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And the final fate of the inipouitcit pinner is to

be cast into outer darkness (M i S l- "22 J
-2T)

J
"j. There

is a kingdom of darkness which wars against the

light, and which has power at times to prevail (Lk
2253

). This is the darkness of sin, chosen and loved

as sin, the instinctive hatred, inwrought with
what is radically evil, of the Divine purity and

light. It is the negative of all good outer dark-

ness, the darkness that has ceased to be permeated
or permeable by any ray of light.
Darkness is twice used of secrecy or privacy

(Mt 1027, Lk 123). la these cases, however, a
niebi-phorii al use of the word is also implied. In
t!ie former pa ,-i^e the reference is to the dark-
m-^ of porplexuv'iind sorrow ; in the latter, to the
datkiui^ of ?iri." See also LIGHT, UNPARDONABLE
SIN.
In the later mjstical theology there is a use of the term that

may be here referred to. There is a * Dnnne darkness * which
is the consummation of the experience of the purified soul

the darkness that coines from, excess of light Tne pseudo-
Dioijbiiis speaks of the 'luminous gloom of the silence

* which
reveals the inner secrets of being-, and in i\h'oh the soul is raised
to the absolute ec-tafe\. It i an attempt 10 express the in-

finitude of the su&ceptibiliiv of the human soul to emotions
of either joy or anguish. From the outer darkness to the light
which is ahove light, and therefore inconceivable, the soul of
man is cajole of responding

1 to e\er\ shade of experience,
LITFRATI-RE Cremcr, Bib -Theol. Lex siv. rxoros, trxerlxi

Maruneau, JKndeaiours ajter the Christian Life, p.
463 fif. ;

Pnuhps Brooks. Ca.nd.le. oj the Lord. p. 74 ff. : Expositor, n. iii.

lisas] 321 ff. A. MILLER.

DATES. The chronological sequence of the

Go-jK>l- > <i'-"'n' n- ;M I

I
on uni as that of the Epistles

to the student of she beginnings of Christianity,
and forms an essential branch of the study of the

development of our Lord's revelation and His
Messianic consciousness. The difficulties in the

way of forming an exact time-table of the dates in

the Gospels are due (1) to the indifference of the

early Christians, as citizens of the heavenly city,
to the great events that were taking place in the
world around them ; (2) to their lack of means of

ascertaining these events, and their obliviousness of
the important bearing they might have on the evi-
dences of the faith ; (3) to the fact that, the early
Christian traditions being recorded in the interest
of religion and not of history, the writers confined
their attention to afew events, whichwere arranged
as much according to subject-matter as to time
sequence. The result is that there are many gaps
which can be only approximately filled up by
strict inference from casual remarks. The author
of the Third Gospel is the only one to give parallel
dates of secular history in the manner of a true

historian, and to profess to relate things *in order*
(icajBe&js, Iik 1s). There are many inferences as to
time to be drawn from statements in Mt., but they
are of an accidental character. St. John marks
points of time of significance in his own and in his
Hastens life, but Ms purpose is to trace the de-

velopment of the drama of the Master's passion,
not to suggest its chronological relation to the
Mstory of the world.
The early Fathers, Irenseus, TertuIHan, Clement

cf Alexandria, Afnca-nus, and Hippolytus, were
tfce first to attempt to arrange the events of the
Gospel in chronological sequence But these
attempts are not always to be relied upon, owing
to the difficulties of ascertaining many of the dates
of secular history, to wMch reference has already
been made, and which were still further increased
in their ease by the different ways of reckoning
the years of reigning monarchs and of calculating
time in the different eras. For example, Lk 3*
f in the 15th. year of the reign of Tiberius' may be
reckoned from Augustus* death, Aug. 19 JLD. '14,
or from the time when Tibexitts -was associated
with Augustus in the empire by special law ; bat
that law, again, is variously dated, being- identified
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by some with the grant of the tnbunicia potestas
for life in A.D. 13, but assigned by Mommsen (after

Velleius Paterculus, li. 121) to A.D. 11. So that

\ve have to choose between A. P. 29, 28, and 26.

furthermore, the Roman calendar began on Jan. 1,

so that the imperial year might be adjusted to the

civil year (1) by counting the fractional year as a

whole, and by coni'iiouc inpr a second imperial year
on the first Ne\v Veu a JJay of each reign, Light-
foot (Ignatius, ii. 398) mentions

f
the practice of

Trajan and his successors of beginning a second

year of tribuniciapotestas on the annual inaugura
tion day of new tribunes next after their accession,

or (2) by omitting the fractional year altogether,
and

" * /. -
.U--J emperors reign fiom a fixed

date, who seems to commence each

emperor's reign from the September following his

accession (see art.
'

Chronology
3
in Hastings' DB

L 418). The Julian reform of the Roman, calendar,

by which the year B.C. 46 was made to contain 445

days, in order to bring the civil year into line with

the solar year, adds to the complications.
Furthermore, the Jewish calendar bristles with

problems. OLOi.illv the Paschal full moon was
settled by oi-i" - ,i 10" but that became impossible
when the people were spread over distant lands,
and was also hindered by atmospheric causes ; and,
in any case, the beginning of the month was deter-

mined not by the astronomical new moon, but by
the time when the crescent became visible, about
30 hours afterwards, the first sunset after that
event marking the beginning of the new month.
A fresh difficulty was created by the 13th month,
Veadar, which was intercalated whenever the

barley was not within a foitnight of being ripe
at the end of the month Adar ; but this was for-

bidden in Sabbatical years, and two intercalary
years could not be successive. The lunar year
was correlated with the solar by the rule that the
Paschal full moon immediately followed the spring
exjuinox. There were also various calculations of

the equinox, Hippolytus placing it on March 18,

Anatolius on March 19, the Alexandrians on
March 21.

And with regard to chronology in general it is

to be noted that in the East the year almost

always began with September. The Jewish civil

year began in Tishri (Sept.); the religious and
regal in Msan (April) (Jos. Ant. I. iii. 3), the order
of months beginning with the latter, that of the

years with the former. The Alexandrian year
Began on Aug. 29 ; the era of the Greeks started
from Sept. B.C. 312, the Olympiads fiom July B,c,

776. In the Christian era, also called the Bionysian
after Dionysius Exiguus of the 6th cent. , 753 A, 17.c.
= 1 B.C., and 754 A.U.C. = 1 A.D.
The points of chronology in our Lord's life

which have to be settled before any table of dates
can be drawn up are (1) date of nativity, (2) age
at baptism, (3) length of ministry, (4) date of
crucifixion. While no one of these can be verified
\\ith anything like precision, it is certain that the

accepted clironolojrv, bn^ed on the calculations of
- in rhe 6th cent., is erroneous,

Dionysius started, seemingly, from Lk i, the 15th >ear of
Tiberius, placed the public ministry of our Lord one \ ear later,
and counted back 30 years, on the strength of Lie's23. This
g-a\e 754 A.U.C for the year of Christ's birth Following
Hippolj-tus, he fixed on Dec. 25 in that year, and, according- to
the usual method for reckoning the years of monarchs, counted
the

ifchple year 754 as 1 A..D. (see Ideler, Handbuch, ii 383 f )
That his \iewa need correction will be proved in the course of
this article.

1. Date of NatiYity.~-This may be fixed some-
what approximately by its relation to (a) the date
of Herod's death (Mt 21'22

), (b) the enrolment under
Quirinius (Lk 21

), and by (c) Patristic testimony.
(a) Herod's death, the terminus ad quern of the

Nativity, is generally settled by the Jewish chron-
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ology in Ant. and J5J", in which are found indica-

tions of the dates, of Herod's accession and death,
and of the dates of his predecessor Aritigonus, and
of his immediate successors. Archelaus, Herod
Philip, and Herod Antipas. For notice of Herod's
death see Ant XVII. viii. 1,

'

having reigned, since

he had procured the death of Antigonus, 34 years,
but, since he had been declared king "by the

Romans, 37 years.' The death -" \- ., ^
noted in Ant. xiv. xvi. 4.

* This , -

the city of Jerusalem when Marcus Agrippa and
Canidius Gallus were consuls at Rome, Olym. 185,
in the 3rd month, on the solemnity of the fast, like

a periodical return of the misfortunes which over-

took the Jews tinder Pompey, by whom they were
taken on the same day 27 years before. The
consuls mentioned held office B.C. 37, and 27 years
from B.C. 63 (consulship of Cicero and Antonius),
when Pompey took Jerusalem (Ant. XIV. iv. 3),

allowing for the three intercalary months of B.C.

40 ^
: \< -

: , "t i ""\
M e same date, B.C. 37, for the

n- s'li,, i
t

i li< in hi- liin^do'n Herod's
death might therefore be ]_!<<] m :i-e month
Nisan (see bekm) B.C. 4 (Sivan 25 B.C. 37 to Nisan
B.C. 4, according to the method of counting reigns,

being 34 years).
Of Herod's successors (1) Archelaus, ethnarch of

Judaea, was banished in the consulship of Lepidus
and Arruntius (A.D. 6), in the 10th year of his

reign (Ant. xvn. xiii. 2), or in the 9th (BJil. vii.

3), and therefore would have come to the throne
B.C. 4, being probably banished before he cele-

brated the 10th aru:i\< I'-iiiy of his accession. (2)

Herod Philip dii iii T!IO iu'i year of Tiberius,

having been tetrarch of Trachonitis and Gaulanitis
37 years (Ant. xvm. iv. 6), and would have com-
menced his reign B.C. 4-3.

There are two moie data to help us to fix the

year of Herod's death : the eclipse of the moon
which preceded his last illness (Ant. xvn. vi. 4),

and the Passover which followed soon after (xvn.
ix. 3). The lunar cclip-e* visible in Palestine dur-

ing B.C. 5-3 v ei e i ho-e of March 23 B.C. 5, Sept. 15
B.C. 5, March 12 B.C. 4. As it is quite possible
that the final scene of Herod's life and his obse-

quies did not cover more than one month, we
might, with Ideler and Wurm, fix on the eclipse
of March 12 B.c. 4 (Wieseler, Chron. Syn. p. 56),
which is also indicated by the Passover that im-

mediately followed. B.C. 4, Herod's death, would
therefore be the terminus />//'/ M' /// of tlio Nativity.
But how long before it< . I Io-u- was born

cannot decisively be said. The ajre of t he Innocents,
&irb Sierovs KO! jcarcin-^pa? (Mt 2 1

''!, \iouM gn e II. f. 6 sis

the superior liniit and B.C. 5 as the inferior, a*> this

clause is qualified by the diligent investigation of

Herod (/caret rbv xp&vov &v $Kpi@u<r irapa T&V /j.dywv).

This massacre, quite in keeping with the growing
cruelty and suspicion of Herod, who had recently
procured the murder of his two sons, Alexander
and Aristobulus, was secretly carried out and
seemingly of small extent, not oeing mentioned by
Josephus, and being appai en tly limited to children
to whom the star -\\hicn the ^'ln.<a saw in the east,
at least six months before, might have reference.

Although Mt 2U T& iratdiov does not suggest an
infant babe, the stay of the Holy Family in Beth-
lehem, where the Magi found them, cannot have
been long, the presentation in the Temple follow-

ing 40 days after the Nativity. B C. 6-5 would then
be approximately the date of the Nativity.

Of the star in the east it cannot be said with truth that the
star shines only in thfe legend

'

(von Soden in Encyc. Bibl art.
*

Chronology '), for the appearance of a striking sidereal pheno-
menon between the years B.C. 7 and B.C. 4 has been proved by
Kepler and verified by Ideler and Pntchard. Kepler suj
that a conjunction of Saturn and Jupiterm the zodiacal
the Pisces> similar to that which took place in Dec. 1603,

place in B.C. 7. But this would be too early for the star that
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stood over Bethlehem. Wieseler (I c. p. 67) therefore, elaborat-

ing- another suggestion of Kepler, held that a brilliant evanes-
cent star, similar to that v ,

'
< i* r , s,-., '604 between

Jupiter and Saturn, anc .* < \ i
'

i
, may have

appeared then. The Chi: <
-,. ,

-
i i

-
i } an appear-

ance m B.C. 4. Edersheim {Life and Times of Jesus the

Messiah') suggests that the conjunction in B.C. 7 first aroused
the attention of the Magi, and that the evanescent star of B.C. 4
stood over Bethlehem. Two Jewish traditions, one that the
star of the Messiah should be seen two 3 ears before His birth,
and the other that the conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter in
Piscea portended something of importance for the Jewish
nation, might be mentioned. The former is found in the Mid-
rashim, the latter in Abarbanel's Com. on Darnel (15th cent.).
While no theory could be established on such a basis as this

appearance, yet it may support a theory founded on more
certain data. If the coming- of the Magi took place shortly
after the death of Herod's sons Alexander and Aristobulus

(B.C. 7) and the mission of Antipater, his heir, to Borne (B.C. 6),
their question, 'Where is he that is born king of the Jews?'
would, indeed, be startling to Herod.

(b) The enrolment Tinder Quirinius (Lk 22

diroypa<p^] irp&T'ri ty&ero ^e/xoyeiWros TTJS

JZvpiivtov, 'this enrolment took place for the first

time when Quirinius was governor of Syria
3

; cf. &Ve

irp&rov gKe\v<rav diroypa<p&$ yeveo-Bca [Strom, i. 147]).

A Boman census took place in A.IX 6, after the

deposition of Archelaus^ and caused the revolt of

Jndas of Gamala (Ant. XVIIL i. 1), who in con-
-o'liOMT hrrnme the founder of the Zealot party,
\\KicIi le-iMid Gentile taxation and authority.
This taxing (xvm. iL 1) was concluded in the 37th

year of Caesar's victory at Actium (A.D. 7). To
this enrolment the author of Ac 536 refers But
it cannot be the enrolment of Lk 22. And
Ti , , : i"

1

- .1
-..

> ,lil
*

.

* be accused of having ascribed to
*

! 7 I'ui! i<" !
> :!: i'i B.C. 6-5, as the census he

mentions wah in; i Ji! <
* and in consequence of the

removal of Archelaus. Mommsen and Zumpt sug-
gest that Quirinius held office twice in Syria. And
his, indeed, might be the name wanting in a muti-
lated inscription, describing an official who was
twice governor of Syria under Augustus. But
Saturnmus was governor B.C. 9-7, and Varus B.C,

7-4, being in po\\ er after Herod's death ; so that no
place can be found for the rule of Quirinius before
B. C. 4, the terminusad quern of our Lord's birth. He
may have come, B.C. 3-2, and completed a census

begun by his i-i-nlm^-or An-1 there is also the

possibility of li 'iimnjj i
ki< i!\! an extraordinary

milii aiycommand by the M<le ot Varus. TheAnncUs
of Tacitus (ii. 3u, in". 22, 48) describe him as a keen
and zealous soldier (impiycr niiftfuK et acnbusmini-
steriis], who had obtained a triumph for having
stormed some fortresses of the Homonadenses in

Cilicia, but who was distinctly unpopular on
account of his friendship with Tiberius, his sordid

life and *

dangerous old age.* Such an officerwould
have been a mo*t useful agent for Augustus in

preparing the document called by Suetoniu*. (Av<j.

28) the rationartuiH imperil, which contained a
full description of the *

subject kingdoms, pro-
viiices, taxes direct and indirect' (regna^jpr&vincice,
tributa aut vectigalia, Tac. Ann. i. 11), made out

by the emperor himself, especially as Varus was
-lack, and inclined to favour Archelaus. Certain
lioN mentioned in Josephus (Ant. XVII. ii. 4), in

which the Pharisees appear, may have been due to

the census. Justin Martyr (ApoL i. 34, 46 ; Dial,

c. Tryph. 78) appeals to the faroypo.<j>al made in the
time of Quirinius, whom he styles *the first M-
rp&ros or procurator in Jndasa.

' For until Palestine

became a Roman province in A.D. 6 there could be
no procurator in the strict sense of the term.
Previous to that, if Q. did hold office, it would be as
a military officer of Syria, and so he might be well
described "by the vague -frycjaoveiWros, although the
word is also applied (Lk 3

1
) to Pilate, whom Tacitus

styled procurator (Ann. xv. 44). With regard to
the 'census, of which no mention is made in con-

temporary history, it is to be noted that there is

evidence that periodic enrolments, A^roy/w^ec/, were
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made in Egypt (Class. Bev., Mar. 1893). Prof.

Ram&ay (Was Christ born at Bethlehem?) builds

on these. It is quite possible that a series of

periodical
enrolments in a cycle of 14 years were

initiated "by Augustus, jr i"i>fx rr,"1 Ii- -'j.i.^Y irT\

in other parts of the ezrpi.t, a vl ,K. r ! io I
- >:*

these may have taken place in the days of Herod,
who would have carried it out according to Jewish

tastes, and so without much disturbance (unless
the riots of Ant. XVII. ii. 4, BJ I. xxxhi. 2 might
be connected with it), whereas the later census was
conducted u< >rulnjr to Roman ideas, and pro-
voked a. rebellion. If this be true, the first census
would occur B.C. 7-5, just where it would be re-

quired. Some hold that it is possible ^

that St.

Luke made a mistake in the name Quirinius (C. H.
Turner), and also in the census (von Soden).

(c) Patristic testimony, as represented by Iren-

seus, Clement of Alexandria, and Hippolytus, and

perhaps based upon Lk 22, favours a date between
B.C. 3 and B.C. 2. Irenseus wrote,

* Our Lord was
born about the 41st year (B c. 3 i(><komng_from
the death of Julius Csesar B.C. 4i/ of tlic cmpiie of

Augustus
5

(Hcer. iii. 21. 3). Clement -wicod,
' Our

Lord was born in the 28th year (B.C. 3, counting
from battle of Actium, B.C. 31) of the reign of

Augustus, when first they ordered the enrolments
to be made' (Strom. L 147). Hippolytus said, in

his Com. on Daniel,
fi Our Lord was born on

Wednesday, Dec. 25, in the 42nd (B.a 2) year of

the reign of Augustus.'
With regard to the month and day of the

Nativity, no data exist to enable us to determine
them at all. Farrar (Life of Christ, ;p. 9) inferred

from the presence of the shepherds in the fields

that it was during winter, but Lewin (Fasti Sacri,

pp. 23, 115) argues for August 1 as the approxi-
mate date. The date of the Annunciation is given
in Lk I26 as & $ r$ p^vl r$ 1/e-np

* in the sixth

month, which is peneially referred to Lk I36 oSros

ft,Tjv &CTOS ccrrlv a.', jr.T.X.,
*
this month is sixth with

her/ but which may \v Ith equal probability refer
to the sixth month of the Jewish calendar, Elul, or
10 both dates, both terms of six months running
concurrently. The date of the service of the
course of Abia, the eighth in order (1 Ch 2410

), for
the year 748 A.U.C. (B.C. 6) has been calculated
from the fact that the course in waiting on Ab 9
A.D. 70, when Jerusalem was taken, was the first,
Jehoiarib (Taanith on

t

Fasting,
3

p.
29 ; J?J"VT. iv.).

This would give courses of Abia for 748 A. IT.a,
B.a 6, April 18-24, and 24 weeks later) October
3-9. Six months from the latter date would give
a day in March as the date of the Annunciation
and a date in December for the Nativity ; but six
months from the former date i\oul<l give Ehil, or
the sixth month of the Jewish yeai, b<^mmng
about Sept. 19, for the Annunciation, and the third

month, Sivan or June, for the Incarnation. Elul
was the month of the Constellation Virgo, who
holds in her hand the spica Vkrginis, which may-
be * the offspring of a Virgin.* The fourth month
belongs to Cancer, among two stars of which is a
group called * The Manger.*

Patristic tradition. Hippolytus is the first to

give Dec. 25 for the date of the Nativity, On
his chair in the library of St. John Lateran in
Borne his celebrated table is given. The second
year of the cycle has April 2, ycveo-is Xpurrov, evi-

dently the conception, the calculation being made
on the strength of Lk I36, which seems to imply an
interval of 6 months between the conception of our
Lord and that of the Baptist, and on the popular
presumption that Gabrielappeared to Zaeharias on
the great Day of the Atonement, the 10th day ofthe
seventh month. This would bring the conception
of our Lord to the 14th. day of the first month, or the
Passover full moon. Hippolytus afterwards, in his

Com. on Daniel, in order to allow for two additional

years in our Lord's life, altered the date April 2
to March 25, on which the Church has always
celebrated the conception, and consequently the

Nativity w,s- j i^-.o-
1

to Dec. 25. Edersheim (The

Temple, p. 29o; eu^gw3ts the influence of the feast

of the Dedication of the Temple, held on the 25th
of Chislev.

2. The Baptism of Jesus might be settled, but
not very fipmo \Liru; tely. by (1) the statement (Lk
S23

) that He'was &<rel tr&v TpiaKovra apxo/^evos (at the

beginning of His ministry); (2) the date of the

Baptist's preaching, Lk 3*
' Now in the fifteenth

year of the reign of Tiberius Ceesar . . . the word
of God came unto John the son of Zaeharias in the
wilderness

'

; and (3) by the retort of the Jews in

Jn 220
'Forty and six years was this temple in

building.'
(1) This is an elastic expression, which gave the

Valentinian Gnostics a basis for their belief that
Jesus was in His 30th year when He came to His

baptism (Hcer. ii. 25. 5). But as Irenseus, in his
reference to Jn 857 * Thou art not yet fifty years
old/ pointed out, 40, not 30, is the perfect age of a
master (cf. Bab. Aboda Zara) ; and on the strength
of this statement the p'o^iyM- in Asia Minor,
who misled Irenseus, a-< - 1">V nn age of 40 or 50

years to Jt-u-. AjjIn, v 1* ,lo T maximum age of
a Levite ^ *

-
.">' \ oji - i ho ii'.Mir.u ru varied between

20 (1 Ch 20- 1

-', vhpjo 'ho clvi'ige is ascribed to

David), 25 (Nu 4s - 47 LXX), and 30 (Nu 4s- 47
Heb.).

This latitude, added to the general sense of &<rel

('about ') and the vague apx6u.(-vos, v hich is omitted
in Syr. Sin., makes this- indiciilion of our Lord's

age indefinite, and capable of meaning either two
years over or under 30.

(2) The !<,' *
*-i. of the Baptist is the terminus

a quo of t.-o U'[-i. i of Jesus, and is f(
- : _' n 1 !>

the l$th year of Tiberius. Dating thai i j i i

the death of Augustus, Aug. 19 A.D. 1 1
* \~\\\\

year corresponds with A.B. 28-29. B. "Weiss and
Beyschlag, however, count from A.D. 12, when
Tiberius was ma !< oo-i ej.'viu vith Augustus. W.
M. Ramsay has point eii uui il;n on July 1 A.D. 71,

during the life of the "n\,i-ijrolM Titus was
similarly associated in the oinp.jo v ii Ii Vespasian,
which would give A.

p. 26-27 as the first year of the
Baptist's work. This would aepree with the office

of JPilate, who could hardly have arrived much
sooner than A.p. 27, as he held office for 10 y.ears,
and was on his way to Rome in A.D. 37, when
Tiberius died (Ant. XVIH. iv. 2). We might, there-
fore, if it is permitted to follow Weiss and Bey-
schlag, fix on A.D. 27-28 for our Lord's baptism.

(3) Jn 220 Teo-a-apaKovra, Kal l greeny t^KoSof^0Tj 5
vabs ofrro* (cf. Ezr 516

^KO^O^&TJ Kal otf/c freXtcrOij).
The Jews do not refer, therefore, to the completion
of the restoration, which took place much later

(Ant. XX. ix. 7). Thiswork was begun in the 18th
year of Herod (Ant. XV. xi. 1, reckoning from
B.C. 37, death of Antigonus), in the 15th (BJi.
xxi. 1, reckoning from B.C. 40). This gives B.C.

19-18, from which to A.B. 28 is 46 years. The
Passover of A.D. 28 would be a likely date for the
events of Jn 214'25

. The time of Jn l19-^12 has yet
to be settled. Prof Sanday (art.

* Jesus Christ
^
in

Hastings* DB ii. 609) gives the time as *

Winter,
A.D. 26.* Now there are ceitain indications of the
time of year in which our Lord was "baptized which
show that His visit to the Baptist may have syn-
chronized with the preparations for the Passover
in the month Adar (cf. Jn II55 'And the Jews'
passo\ er was at hand, and many went out of the
country up to Jerusalem before the passover to
nunfy l!'ciiM'l\< ^'), while His sojourn and fast in

,

i !io \\ i l<i<>i in'. 01 which St. Matthew and St. Luke
give details, may have been due not only to a

1 desire to be alone to reflect upon His mission, but
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also to the feeling of the nuce-sity of a great self-

restraint in order to check the' urgings of His
Messianic consciousness to manifest Himself to
the Passover crowds in His connexion with His

country as its Redeemer^ with the Temple as the
Son of God and its Priest, and with the world as
its King. It was on His return from the desert
that He was pointed out "by the Baptist, when the
marks of the recent struggle and fasting on His
"brow would have given additional point to the

Baptist's remark,
e Behold the Lamb of God, which

taketh away the sin of the world '

(Jn I29), which
has a true Passover ring (cf.

' Christ our passover
[or Paschal Lamb, TO -n-dcrxa] was sacrificed for us,'

1 Co 57
). Passover time would also account for the

presence of so many Galilseans in Judaea, while the

atmosphere of the scenes of the baptism of Jesus
and or His interviews with His first disciples in

Jn 1 is spring, the budding life of the year, in the

buoyant sunshine when men's hearts are most
ready for a change of life. Nathanael, an Israelite
without the guile of Jacob, at the feast exclusively
for Israelites, is meditating under a fig tree, most
likely on the stoiy of Jacob. Passover seems a
favourite time for baptism. It was after the Pass-
over of Jn 213 that Jesus and His disciples baptized
in Judaea, while John was baptizing in Mnon near
to Salim (Jn 3m ). And it is most improbable that
Jesus would have stayed away from the Passover.

On the other side may be urged the fact that Bethabara,
for which the best MSS, RABC, read *

Bethany,' has been

identified by Conder with a ford called *A,ldrah, N.E. of Beth-

shean, *a site as near to Cana as any p "t p" iv o Jordan, and
within a day's journey' (art. *BethabaM* '

i H -- ..-' ZU?). On
i'i i"i.i 1 Ti . 7? V M -Bethany* follows Sir G. Grove
s. ' i "

i t \\ ,\ -
(^

.. ., Z>B2f s..y. 'Bethmmrah') in

holding that Beth-nimrah on the east of Jordan, opposite to

Jericho, is the place meant. Beth-nimrah, now known as

Nimrin, is
*

beyond Jordan,* veeotv TOV 'Iap$a.vo (Jn I28 326) ; it

is well supplied with water, and accessible both from Jericho
and Jerusalem, and may have produced the variants * Beth-
abara' and 'Bethany.* Grig-en advocated Bethabara because
he could find no Bethany beyond Jordan. But the variant

"&viBu,p.$u, for EviBetjSatfHie, is found in his text That variant and
the traditional site of our Lou : Mp - i. W/.'.v 1 ' 77" '/, i>it

strongly against Col. Conder ^ j:r
" * ^i e

' r i. " 'o -

nectsour Lord's temptation \\ . 1 1 <' -
i \ i f ij.

1 im *' .,

named from His 40 days' fast ; and something must be allowed
for tradition m such matters. 'The third day* of Jn 21 may
possibly be counted from Jn I43 * On the day after/ But it is

probable, in fact it is to be inferred from His mother's informa-
tion of the exhausted wine, that our Lord was not present on
the first day of the marriage festiyities, which generally extended
owrauook,

" ' ~ ~

\' >

'Mr.nir.gr*
in TlutimpV /

>',
. .

,

- - l! andHisdis-

ciples to have accomplished the journev trom the vicinity of

Jericho to Nazareth (about 60 miles) in three or four davs ; so

that there is no necessity to select a sue for His baptism \\ithin

one daj's journey of Cana. Again, the favourite time for such

marriages A i- M.M- (\\"<i.' < -i

"

Ztschr.f. Ethnol.^ [1873]).
So that wf ni.t .11 '--ivr i 1 M 'S

T
I of the early season of the

\ear, it hich supports the hypothesis of a baptism at the Pass-

ov er preceding the Passover of Jn 2*3, a period of time required
for the preparation and selection of the disciples, and for the

nursing of their nascent faith by miracles, of which one, a

typical sign, as are all the seven signs in the Fourth Gospel, is

narrated in J$i. 21'12. To this faith reference is made in v.11

'And his disciples believed in him.' Nor does the Master's
.

* '
,

.

(v 24 < But Jesus would not trust himself to
i

'

f
- beginning of a mission.

The order in St. Mark's Gospel Is of little service

here. For Mk I14 ('Now after that John was put
in prison Jesus came into Galilee preaching

y

) refers

to an event, the imprisonment of the Baptist, which
was clearly later than Jn 41

, and is, therefore, to

be taken not as a note of tune, but as a general
introduction to the Galilsean ministry, which forms
the subject of the Second Gospel. The selection

of the disciples (Mk I36
'19

), the missionary work of

Mk' 1s8 ayw^ev els ras typftvas /cw/i07r<5Xs, a portion
of Mk 1-3, and apparently Lk 51"11

(the scene with
Peter on the lake), may belong to the Galilsean

work previous to Jn 213
. On this hypothesis, which

fills in the awkward gap between the 13th and 14th

verses of Mk 1, the baptism of Jesus would fall on
the Passover of A.D. 27.

3. Length of the Ministry. If the date of
the beginning of the ministry be . : \"i r

' *V
fixed, the year of its close will van . , .1 >

the estimate we form of its leng^. l'*oi. . oj.

Soden (Encyc. BiU. art. 'Chronology
3

) reduces it

to a one year basis, while Prof. Sanday (art.
'Jesus Christ' in Hastings' DB ii. 610) requires
nearly 2J years for his scheme of our Lord's

ministry. This difference is due to the fact that
St. John seems to extend that ministry over three

Passovers, while the Synoptists mention but one
Passover.

(a) In the Second Gospel there seem to be three
data for a chronology. (1) Mk 223 mentions ears
of corn (riAAovTes roi>s (rrdxvas). As the earliest

barley was in April, the latest in June, it is be-
lieved that the point of time we have here is Pass-

over, which was of old associated with 'ears of

corn*; the name of the month in which it was
held being formerly *Abifo M$ or *ear of corn.*

(2) Mk 639 describes the miracle of the feeding of

the 5000, in the course of which we read that the

people were arranged in companies, irpaa-ial vpcurial

(a phrase suggestive of garden-plots), and seatedM T$ %Xp<? %<5pr<$ an indication of early spring.
(3) Mk 11, final Passover. In these data Turner
(
e

Chronology of NT* in Hastings' DB) sees a sug-
gestion of a two years' ministry. But it is evident
that the arrangement of this Gospel is according
to subject-matter, not to time. The time relation
of the episode of the ears of corn cannot be satis-

factorily settled with regard either to the events it

precedes or those it follows in the narrative. It

is, therefore, quite possible that it preceded the
Passover of Jn 213

. In St. Luke's Gospel it occurs

shortly after the scene with St. Peter on the Lake
(Lk 51'11

), which must have preceded Jn 3s2, where
Jesus and His disciples go into the land of Judaea
and continuf 1

bapii/Ing ihere; and in both the
Second and Third Gospel* it directly follows the

question,
*Why do the disciples of John and of the

Pharisees fast, and thy <]i*(iple- fi.-f not!?.' vhich
occasioned the Parable of liu; liiiui

^jooriL
ami the

Children of the Bridechamber, which seemingly
but not really .' -

1 - -**' 1 the discussion in
Jn 326 between i ; < i John and a Jew
about e

purifying/ which evoked from the Baptist
the rhapsody on the bride and bridegroom. For
the questions are quite different, and belong to

distinctly different contexts ; that in the Synoptists
"being caused by the feat of Levi and perhaps in-

directly by the feast at Cana of Galilee, while that
of the fourth Gospel arose in connexion with the
work in Judaea after the Passover of Jn 21S.
No fresh light is thrown on the passage by the

disputed point of time cv ffappdr^ devTepoirp&rqi,
which Wetstein explains as the first Sabbath of the
second month, Scaliger as the first Sabbath after

the Feast of IJnleavened Bread, Godet as the first

Sabbath of the ecclesiastical year. The ripeness
of the wheat suggests the month of lyyar or May.
And it Is quite possible to conceive pur Lord in

that month (called in the old style Ziv (w) or the
'month of flowers/ and in the new style

*

lyyar
(I;K) or 'the bright and flowering month ) teacning
the people in the plain and on the hill to * consider
the lilies of the field, how they grow

*

(Mt 6s8). It

seems not impossible, therefore, to reconstruct the
Second Gospel on the basis of a single year follow-

ing the Passover of Jn 213, with a year or greater
part of a year previous to that Passover.

(b) St. Luke's Gospel is divisible into two parts.
The second (O^-IO

28
containing matter peculiar to

him), being devoted to the doings and teachings of
the Master as the days of His assumption were

being fulfilled (9
51

), seems to restrict the Lord's

ministry to a single year,
* the acceptable year of

the Lord '

(4
19

; cf. Is 612
). The reference to * three
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years' in the parable of the Fig-tree (13
7
), which

suggested to many (Bengel among others) the he-

ginning of a third year of ministry, is a vague
expression to which 1332 (

c

to-day and to-morrow,
and on the third day

3

) might be a parallel. In
41^950 there is but one apparent reference to any
work outside the Galilean, 'lou&uaj (KBCL) of 4^

being a variant for TaXtXatas. But/ Judfiea
'
in the

days of St. Luke included all Palestine (cf. 235
).

(c) The Fourth Gospel has seven notes of time
between the Baptism and the Crucihxion :

(1) 213-23 *And the Jews* passover was at hand, and Jesus
went up to Jerusalem . . . And he -was in Jerusalem
at the passcn er during the feast.'

(2) 4s5 *
Say ye 1101 There are j et four months (rT/>9jvjr),

and then comeih l,ir\*L* tol old, I v,j unio xo-i, L*ffc

up your eyes, and ( on-irK'r (- aec-cur:^ Jit fit Id* Ln.u t-u \

are white already to harvest/

(3) 5*
*
After these things there was a [or the] feast of the

Je*vs, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem/

(4) 6* 'Now [the passover, rf6, uncertain] the feast of
*

(5)7? >' i *r ,K-\-

(8) 1022 "Then the '!

(7) 121
* Jesus ther,

Bethany.*

'oast of tabernacles was at hand.'
"

.01- \?
'

\
,v T ' v '

v r. -. z-.-jrc ; i< ;*--' .is, jame to

Jn 4s5 (a) o

o Qepurfibs ipxertu ; (jS) ISotf, Ayw fytw> . . . Bn Xewctu

*itriv 7r/)6s 0eprju&>, is a difficult note of time. The
feimple&t interpretation is to take a literally of a
harvest still remote, and ft spiritually of a harvest
aln n < n, r"

;
1 1 i " Origen, however, held that it was

already the middle or end of harvest when these

things happened (in Joan. torn. xiii. 39. 41) ; hut
it is evident that our Lord made no long delay in

Judsea after the unpleasantness that had occurred
"between His disux>les and John's, and it would not
l>e long "before the popular Baptist, with his great
following, would hear of his greater Kival (Jn S26),
or before the Pharisees would note the falling oif

of the Baptist's followers. The fact that the im-

pression Mis works in Jerusalem had made on the
Galilseans was still fresh (Jn 445

), and that He did
Bot tarry more than two

days, possihly onljr one

(fj^rb 8 T^s- 5i/o $/cl/Kz$, Jn 4**), among the kindly
and believing Samaritans, and that He was wearied
with the journey (4

s
), points to no long interval

"between 213 and 4** and to no leisurely mode of

travelling. Again, the word rt has a touch of

reality, which suggests the naturs I ii"< iii* <'!, inn

of Terpd/Mjvas against those who iniii'* 1
<{'<! I'm 1

passage proverbially :
*
Is it not a saying that there

are four months between sowing and reaping?*
There is nothing, however, to prevent one taking
the lateness of the Gahloean harvest into account,
and reading the passage thus: *Say ye not, yemen of Galilee, where the harvest is later than in

Judaea, where Jeroboam held his feast of ingather-
ing on the 15th day of the eighth month (1 K
ISF) instead of on the 15th day of the seventh (Lv
23s4), that harvest is yet four months off?* If
these words were spoken towards the end of Nisan,
the four months referred to would be Nisan
(March -April, end), lyyar (April -May), Sivan
(May-June), and Thammuz (June-July, begin-
ning). This would be in keeping with the fact
that the harvest naturally varied not only with
season, but also with elevation, etc., and that,
while it commenced in the lowlands of the Jordan
Yalley in April, it ended on sub-alpine Lebanon in
August (see art

' Wheat' in Hastings' DB).
Jn 5l

*,And there was a feast of the Jews, and
Jesus went up to Jerusalem* (with alternative

readings, eopr^ and y ^opnfc the latter being sup-
ported by the Alexandrian type of text, doubtless
through the influence of Eusebius, who maintained
a three years* ministry with four Passovers).
What this feast was cannot definitely be said.
Irensens regarded it as a Passover. The early
Greek Church identified it with Pentecost. We&t-

cott (ad loc.) suggests Trumpets (September), as

*many of the main thoughts of the discourse

Creation, .T- tV '
t. rH 1 aw find a remarkable

illustratio" < of the festival.' But
Ex 191 states tnai/ ii/ vvab in the third month (i.e.

after Passover) that the Law was given on Sinai
This would correspond with Pentecost, which is

described m the later Jewish liturgy as
* the day of

the giving of the law }

(Saalschutz, Das Mos. Mecht,

p. 42a), and by Maimomdes (Moreh neb. iii. 41) as

'dies ille quo lex data fuit.* Furthermore, the

strict regulations and calculations of the Sabbaths
of the harvest period between Nisan 16 and Pente-

cost, the Feast of Weeks, add point to the contro-

versy concerning the Sabbath day (Jn 510
"18

). The

voluntary nature of the cure, a contrast with the

signs of 211 and 4s4 performed by request, suggests
that this act was in accordance with the Pente-
costal regulations of Dt 1610

, a free-will offering of

His own hand, and according to Lv 23s2 the glean-

ing of His harvest for the poor.
There is a useful indication of time in Jn 5s3"86

,

where the Baptist, whose popularity is waning in
41

, and whose utterance in S2^'36 seems to contain a

presentiment of doom *Ee must increase, but I
must decrease' is referred to as a lamp that no
longer shines. * He was the burning and shining
lamp, and ye were willing for a time to rejoice in.

his light.' It is probable that Herod Antipas,
who was jealous and suspicious of the Baptist's
influence (Ant. xvill. v. 1), seized the opportunity
of his decreasing popularity to have him betrayed
(irap&SoQTJvai, Mk I14) and arrested. The report
of that arrest may have reached our Lord on His
iouiiiey through Somalia to Galilee (Jn 4). If so,
the S

t
\ UOJKIC -in rcinoni^ of Mk I14, Mt 412, regard-

ing His work in Galilee as connected with the

imprisonment of the Baptist would be suitably
introduced by the healing of the nobleman's son.

at Capernaum (Jn 446"54).
The interval allowed by the Synoptists between

the arrest and the death of the Baptist, in which
room is found for an extended work of Jesus in
Galilee (Capernaum c-je( iulh

, Mt II1
'30

), for the

Baptist's mission to Je&u Ul^, and for Herod's

procrastination with the Baptist, whom he feared,
tried to keep safe, and for whom he did many
things (Mk 620), is also allowed in the Fourth.

Gospel In it Jesus is represented as walking
in Galilee (7

1'10
) before the Feast of Tabernacles,

nearly five months (Sivan 8-Tishri 15) after the
Feast of Pentecost (5

1
), but not afterwards, a fact

which is in agreement with the Synoptic account
(Lk 910

, Mt 1413, Mk 681), which describes our
Lord withdrawing from the jurisdiction of Herod
Antipas to Bethsaida Julias, Csesarea Philippi,
and other districts of JTeiod Philip the bes>t of all

the Herods in consequence of the former's identi-
fication of Him with the Baptist, wl*om he had
beheaded (Mk 614).

^
With regard to the date of the Baptist's execu-

tion, Keim, Hausrath, Schenkel, and others, on
the strength of Josephus' account of the defeat of
Antipas by Aretas (A.D. 36), in connexion with his
narrative of the Baptist's death, which the Jews
regarded as divinely avenged in that battle, have
held that the divorce of Herod Antipas' wife
cannot have been long before A.D. 36. But Jose-

phus notes also a dispute about boundaries in
Gamalitis (Ant. xvin. v. 1) as subsequent to the
divorce of the daughter of Aretas, which he de-
scribes as ' the first occasion* of the bitterness be-
tween him and Herod. And there is nothing in
the annals of the Herods to controvert the date
A.D. 28 for the scene in the castle of Machserus as
described in the Synoptics. In fact, A.D. 28 would
be a more suitable date for the elopement of
Herodias, and the description of her daughter
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Salome as rb ico/x<nov (Mk 622- 28
), than A.D. 36.

Herodias was the sister of Agrippa I., who (Ant.
XIX. viii. 2) was 54 years old when he died in A.D.

44, and was, therefore, born B.C. 10. Herodias
must have been born shortly before or after, as

she was betrothed by Herod the Great (Ant. XVII.

i. 2), after the death of her father Aristohulus

(B.C. 7), when quite a child, to Philip his son by
Mariamne IL, daughter of Simon the high priest,
whom he married in the 13th year of his reign,
c. B.C. 24 (Ant xv. ix. 3), Herodias would, there-

fore, be about 37 years old, and her husband 52 in

A D. 28, and her daughter Salome no more than 18,

as Herodias was married { when arrived at age of

puberty' (Ant. xvin. v. 4) In A.D. 36 she would be
45 years of age, and Salome 26. The former age is,

t' u : ' ro ' ' . i-
'

|
* i"

1

>if -

1
i
k
. The fact that retribution

v,- <omi*i < \M L v h defeat in A.D. 36 proves
nothing, as retribution

*

|

"

.

"

,

'

The fourth point of t - !
> . I * < .

in it is the reading r& micrxct. By many it is re-

tamed ; by others omitted. If it is retained, there

are three Passovers mentioned in Jn (2
13 64 121

),

making the ministry extend over two years. But
if it is removed, this feast of the Jews becomes
identified with the Feast of Tabernacles of 7

2
. And

the chronology of the ministry can be reckoned on
the basis of a year and several months previous.

l29^12
. Work in Galilee.

213
. Passover in Jerusalem (Nisan).

51
. Pentecost in Sivan (May-June 1).

64. Tabernacles in Tishri (September-October).
72. Tabernacles in Tishri.

1022. Dedication in Chislev (November-Decem-
ber).

II55
. Passover in Nisan (March-April).

Horfc urges the omission of ro sreier%, which is supported
(1) by documentary evidence; (2)

v" xu "
f*^t

J"v rL -"'--*';
o f J" iT

ft

appaii MiH ;/ . -T /_L-^ .

- M i v .,) I ,'
'

(Ip 7 ),

' Amr r.K-i' Tl)"'in'-. ,Fi -MS-V I" -c-;,!"*,.
1

\\\ Ch IT-pi ( - !sO IlL' II, < IV, ll JOlAi.< '
i

< - .
' * O ' '

",

"but on the Tabernacles hypothesis sufficient time would not be

allowed, as the same feast was * near * in 6^ and in 72 ; and (4) it is

said that St. John, \vho \vas \\riung for Christians -uho had holy
associations with Passo\er and Penteco-iC but not with Taber-

nacles, would hardly have spoken of that feast as 'the Feast'

xx7 l&xv.v. On the other hand, it is more than probable (1)

that Irenseus would ha\ e mentioned 6* among the Passovers, if

he knew of it, even though ostensibly he was merely recording
the Passovers at which our Lord went up to Jerusalem, as his

T ,ii,i O^'OCL ^.is 10 cor f ic >le Grso T
<-., u ; o MI "1 that JCHIS

. Hiiid'a \oar an< r II s hija -\u(ll>rr 11 2' .i; (1} that twos
- ,1 -.a u k u i .11 ,in'>'\, ,iir ior con pir.ii v^ noar-i- -> ii'i-l our Lord
d fl 01 1 urn llimM.li ri r T?O ff-.i-,r, am- ' g o \\ I

T ihe middle
of it (7

1
-*) ; (3) that Onsen's Com. on St. John clearly postulates

ti. tf oii' o*1 of ,iP.*sio\jTl)tu,u"i l^nrrl 7- d)'Kii ^ ,T<-n

\\"<ro j- >')(' fn iii' 1 'u A ih Jt \;,i fax's , i i-l '"i ,*-i-, mil ,Jv)-< i^l
1 s

(Ant. 7111. iv. 1) calls the Feast of Tabernacles 10/j-n? ff&lpa, &<x,p

<nls 'E&etht; yuarTi aeeu fjt&/nrw>, and it is in OT sometimes
called

' the Feast* (1 K 8^ 65, Ezk 4523) ; (5) that the tradition of

the Gnostics might have been more ui- ^ OOMI'S udlu Tn n.eus

by a reference to a Passover in Jn ii ih.i" i>v ana imjn to

identify the feast of 5* with a Pasv\tr ( ) il.,u the Alogi,

according to Epiphanius (Basr. 51. 22), fo .'<! in ,li on 1/ a

Passover at the beginning and another at the end of His

ministry ; (7) that the words ra troturxab might have easily been

suggested by the discourse on the sacrificial feast and the
*

barley' loaves (aprau? ptfavovz\ whtch, however, has a nearer

reference to the offerings (two leavened loaves of the best

wheat, etc.) and customs of Pentecost, which was distinguished

by tharik-offenngs (rninn nsTsau^flt/^wa?) and festive gather-

ings for the poor (Lv '2422) ; (g) that the insertion of a Passover

here %\oulU break trie unity of the plot and mierrere \\ith the

de\ elopment of the drama from Jn 2^3 to 12*, crcaung a gap
betv.oon chs 4 and G out of all proportion to the other intervals

in the Gospel after Jn 21 ". These reasons are not conclusive,

but thev are sufficient to prove the possibility of TO fra.o-x.ot, being
an early gloss on r loprv,

The interval between the Feast of Tabernacles

(Tishri, A.D. 28) and the Passover (14 Nisan, A.B

29) is sufficiently ample to allow for the work
in the towns of Csesarea Philipm (Mk S27), the pre-

paration of the disciples for His death (Lk tf*-

Mk 831
), His Transfiguration six days after (Mfc

171"13
), His slow progress to *

Jerusalem, preceded

by the Seventy' (Lk 101
), 'when the days

well-nigh come that He should be received up
'

(Lk
951

), the visit to Jerusalem at the Feast of Dedica-
tion (Jn 10-2), His work in the Penea (Jn 1040, Mk
101

), and in the wilderness of Judeea (Jn IL54). A
ministry from Passover A.D. 27, when He was
baptized, to Passover A.D. 29, is quite long enough
to allow for the development of the life of the

Master, and for the many journeys and missionary
tours in a district as small as Wales, and where the
festivals at the capital were so frequent. The details

would be distinctly meagre for a longer mission.

$ Date of the Crucifixion. The procuratorship
of Pilate and the high priesthood of Caiaphas
roughly indicate the date. Josephus (Ant. xviu.
ii. 2) notes the appointment of Valerius Gratus by
Tiberius (c. A.D. 14-15), his return to Eome after

11 years (c. A.D. 25-26), and the appoint mo-it of

Pilate in his place. In Ant. xvm. i\. 2 we read

that 'Pilate when he had tarried 10 years in

Judsea made haste to Rome ; but before he could

reach Borne, Tiberius died' (A.D. 37). His office

might be, therefore, dated A.D. 26-36. Pilate at

the trial of Jesus seems to have already had
trouble with the Jews and Galilseans and fierod.

*"*"!* to them in the present instance

of their accusing him to Tiberius,
and his release of *a notable prisoner

3

(dea-fj.tov

(Mcn^oy, Mt 2716
),

*who for a certain insurrection

made in the city and for murder' (Lk 2319
)

f was

lying bound with them that had made insurrec-

tion' (Mk 157), imply at least part of the 10 years
of cross ,! . ,- i

1

, ich marked Pilate's rule, but

need not
'

t i to the censure received from

Tiberius, c A.D. 33, on account of the votive

shields (Philo, Legat. ad Gaium, 38), as he had
in his very first year of office experienced the in-

flexibility of the Jews (Ant. xvm. 111. 1). A Pass-

over earlier than that of A.D. 28 wo il<1 1 AiaV -nil.

The high priesthood of Annas, UM " u i-> In .In

II49 IS18* 24, is a terminus ad quern of the Crucifixion,

his deposition < s
11

*
' ' about the same time as

Herod Philip *> - , , i I is assigned by Josephus
(Ant. xvm. iv. 3, 6) to the 20th year of TiberiugL

The latest possible date of the Crucifixion would
thus be A D. 34, the earliest A.D. 26.

As it is hard to believe that such an event would
not be exactly chronicled by the Church, it is quite

possible to regard Lk 31 * in the fifteenth year of

Tiberius 'as an indication of the '

acceptable year
of the Lord' which terminated on the cross,

whether with Bratke (SK* 1892) ;vre regaid that

acceptable year as terminating in the 15th, or

with von Soden (Emyc* Bibl. art. 'Chronology')
in the 16th of Tiberius. A well-known tradition

of the Church assigns the Crucifixion to the con-

sulship of the Gemini, L. Kubellius andp. Eufius,

A.D. 29, which year, according to the strict method
of computation from Aug. A.B. 14, would corre-

spond with Tiberius 15, but, counting as a year
the semester Aug. A.D. 14-Jan. A.D. 15, when
the consuls dated their term of office, would be

Tiberius 16.

\monff Patristic authorities for the year of the Crucifixion the

follow-in"- are chief Clement of Alexandria: 'With the 15th

voar of Tiberius and 1 >th of Augustus so are completed the 30

\ ears to the Passion
'

(Strom, i 147) Origen :
*
If you examine

the chronology of the Pas&ion and of the fall of Jerusalem . . .

from Tiberius 15 to the razmcr of the temple aie 42 years'

(Uotn in ffierem. xi\ 13) Tertullian :
* In the 15th year of

the reign Christ suffered ... in the conbulship of Rubelhus

Gemmus and Bufius Gcminus* (adi. Jud S 5
but authorship

doubtful) ; and Hippolytus, ^\ho in his \\ork on Dam&l stated :

*0ur Lord was born on Wednesday, Deo ?5, in the 12nd year of

the reign of Augustus. ... He suffered in the SSrd year, on

Friday, March 25, in the 18th year of Tiberius and the consul-

ship of Rufus and Rubellio,' evjdently attempting to combine a

tihree years* mmis'try with Lk 3*. In his Chronicle the length

of our Lord's life is estimated at 30 years. Dr. Salmon in Ber-

mathena, !N'o xvin , suggests that Hippolytus altered the

chronology of the latter work m A D 23-1, on discovering that

StL John's chronology was incompatible with a one year's

ministry, In the tables of Hippolytos the Passion is assigned
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( ,

1-t

to the 32nd year of the cycle, -which, reckoning hack by cycles
of 112 years from A.B 222, the first j ear of the cycle, is A D. 29,

which may have been suggested by the consulship of the

Gemini, -whose names he Drives error eously \\ith or after the

Acts oj Pilate as Eufus and Ruoell'o. Other authorities who
may be """.*" to hover bet\\ een

Tiberius < 'm. JBvang.) and
Tiberius v

.. ix); Laetantius,
who wrote: *In the 15th \ear of Tiberius, that is, in the con-

sulship of the Gemini' (>i. Inst. iv. x. IS); the JLiberian

Chronicle, which has,
* Under Tiberius, the two Gemini con-

s, 1-, Mi u-> "*"', .iisd
\.,:t,'i ^ !<- (de Civ, De^ xvni. 54). *Consuls

ihi Ui- ii 'I', ,M.ir< h J.
T

-. > 2') is therefore well supported hy
( ir -i ir irad i ion I ie ro^r of r

l

ic * IV'IM 1'ru -Tor . n n-in d
co bv o-i^vr

1

((. C "x 11 :) and I'P> Chf/An'S 01 Jb. -!
,iler OI 2"1 t A D 32-33), which mentions the earthquake m

t ii\ IM JM ! 1 . darkness at the sixth hour of the day, ob-

viously comes from some unreliable Christian source.

(a) Day of week and month. Some indications

of the day of the week are found in Scripture
The general belief that the Crucifixion took place
on Friday is founded on inference from the fact

that He rose *on the third day,
J

TT? rplr-g vfdpa

{I Co 154), the Jews counting their days inclusively.

Westcott, however, held that it took place on a

Thursday, on account of the ' three days and three

nights
'
of Mt 1240 ,

a saying found only there, and

evidently equivalent to e on the third day* (Gn
42W- I8

, Ebt &m and 51
).

(b) Day of month. The question is. Did the
Crucifixion take place on the Passover, Nisan 15,

or on the day preceding, Ni&an 14? Tlii- question
also concerns the relation of the ]'a<-o\ei 10 ihe

Last Supper; for while, strictly speaking, both
events took place on the same day, on the Jewish

reckoning from evening to evening, according to
the ordinary Roman method the Crucifixion fell a

day later than the Supper. Sanday (Authorship
and Historical Character of the Fourth Gospel],
"Westcott (Introduction to the Gospels), and many
others maintain that it took place on Nisan 14.

The principal champion for Nisan 15 is Edersheim,
who nolds that the Last Supper synchronized with
the Passover, and that the Pascha or ^hich the
Jews desired to partake -was the Chagigah or
festive offering of the first festive Paschal day.
The Synoptists in some places identify the last
meal with the Passover, hut in others give indica-
tions of an opposite view; while the Fourth Gospel
gives unqualified support to the opinion that the
feast of which our Lord partook hada quasi-Paschal
significance, and preceded in order to supersede
the Jewish Passover. A list of passages from the

Gospels for both views makes this clear :

For Nisan 15, the Passover
ML 2*>

"
' rv I'r-r da. cf -nc ft ist of unleavened bread the

(M-o iIi> r.nr i '_r> ,l -
i-, s.i\ vjf unto him, Where wilt thou

tnii Wi p"fiw( TO- -I'cc T o e,n the Passover ?'
Lk * Inen came the day of unleavened bread, when the

I>assover must be killed
'

Mk 141 And the first day of unleavened bread, when they
killed the Pjn.soi.er*

Lk 22 5 With desire I ha\c desired to eat this Passover with
3 ou before I suffer,'

Far Xi&an U
Jn 131

* Now before the feast of the Passover/
3n J8 *And they themselves went not into the praetorium,

lest they should be defiled, but that they might eat the
Paspv '

*
fju \ tiia- \ve lui\ ueH o' for the feast.*

Jn 19*4
* And it was the preparation of the Passover. *

Jn3l 'Since Ifcwas the preparation, and that Sabbath day
was a high day.*

Mt26M 'Then .u-c-nLIert -(^etht r rli< i-hio* priests . . . and
consulu-ii ih.it tncM nnphr ra^e Jpi-ns \,\ subtaltyand Mil
him. Jiut ihtn said, 3 (,t cm the feafft day* lest there be an
uproar aihon." th< }>*-oi3lf

'M Mk U ';

Mt ?7J Now ihe n* M <lav, Uui follo^td the day of the pre-
paration

*

Lk 23 ' And that day was the preparation, and the Sabbath
drew on,*

Other incidents in the Synoptics point to Nisan
24, such as the holding of the trial on the feast
day, the purchase of linen and spices, the armm^
of Peter, the coming of Simon 'from the field' (ME
If

1
), the unseemly hurry with the tnal, the execu-

tion and the final disj>atch of the victims, the

sword of Peter (14
47

), the armed multitude with
Judas (14

43
), it being unlawful fco carry arms on

the feast day It is to be noticed that Mt., Mk.,
and Jn. represent the Crucifixion as taking place
on the Paraskeue, which is distinctly Friday in

Jn 19^, being mentioned in connexion with the

Sabbath, and in Mk 15429 where it is defined as

irpoffdftfiarw. St. John in 1914 de&cribes it as * the

Vreparation of the passover,' but as the weekly
Jfaraskeue in 1931

, and 1942 referring to the removal
from the cross and the hasty entombment says-
* for it was the preparation

3 and 'because of (fi

= because it was) the preparation of the Jews/

Against all these passages there stands one ex-

pression common to all the Synoptists,,
' the day of

unleavened bread,' for Lk 2215 may merely indicate
the Paschal nature of the Last Supper^ That ex-

pression is, therefore, to be reckoned with.

Chwolson {Das letzte JPassamahl Chnsti, p. 3 f ) maintains
that the Synoptists start with an error, for ' from the Mosaic
writings down to the Book of Jubilees . . . indeed, down to the
present day, the Jews have always understood by the phrase
"the first day of the feast of unleavened bread" only the 15th
and not the 14th, so that It would be a contradiction in terms
to say with Mk 1412,

* on
" "

,

" "

when
they sacrificed the Passo\ . i

'
ael, p.

358 ff.) treats the Passover, which he shows from Ex 12<> was
originally fixed for the 10th of the month when the Paschal
Iamb was to be selected, as the * v .' - - f
the Spring Feabt of I^jluue'ied I>r >< -

'
. ^

nient, on the 10th d i; <>i H'L n 'no'ith, preceded" the great
autumn festival of Tabernacles * Not till the 14th day, during
the last three hours before and the first three hours after sun-
set, was the sacrificial animal slam and eaten Itwas always
appointed for the 14th, and m the earliest times at least the
view was strictly upheld that the Feast of Unleavened Bread
did not begin till the following morning-

' Ph '- J
=
x

_ -* .J

*V -w'-v* of \ian "M frcrr the T* &/ of N - - ' '"

i nirr * A .ilium conn -T^T them. Sfv Se TMO-^ xxt
.

It
-vyould seem that some technical error was

committed by the Synoptists, which may have
been due to (1) St. Peter's inexact \ . \ ""

the Feast of Unleavened Bread, ,

identification of it with the removal of leaven.
before noon on Nisan 14 (Ex 1215

) ; (2) the custom
of the Galileans, who, unlike the people of Judaea,
who worked until the noon preceding, abstained
from work the whole morning preceding the Pass-

ne n usan uens om. on t
2617

); (3) some verbal confusion between the Syriac-
words for * before' (kedam, Mt 829) and 'first*

(Jkadmdyd, Alt 2627
) o\v ing to Peter's broad Gahlseaa

accent, which may have caused St. Mark's mistake;
(4) a comparative use of Gr. Trpwror (cf. Jn I15 irpQr6s
Atov, ^before me*; 1518 ^ vpurw vju,&j>,

'
before

you '), in which case Mt 2617 would mean 'on the
day before the Feast of Unleavened Bread' ; (5) a
diiierence in the moc- m" !!,.," the days
adopted by St. John, v -., j ,,,.,., Westcott
(Jn 19I4

) 5
nsed the Western method of counting

from midnight to noon, and by St. Mark
3 who

adhered to the legal reckoning from evening to
evening (Mk 154^) ; (6) a natural confusion of the
propjiration of the Passover (Jn 1914

) on Nisan 1&
wuh the weekly ParasJceue on Nisan 14 (Mk 1542

),

or of the day when leaven was removed from the
houses (Ex 1215 [LXX d^ rfy fyjpeu ^ irp&rrjs'}}
with the Festival of Mazzdth, which commenced
after the Passover day. The argument that the ex-
pression 'not on the feast

1

(^ & r-$ eoprS, Mt 265)
cannot refer to Passover has to reckon with Ex 1214

where the Passover is called
*
feast' (toprfy, LXX).

*,*&""* f^ #* U as day of Grueijbnan in
A 1 and tradition (Christian and Jewish}. (1)1 Co
57 rd ir&rxa %p>v M0ij Xpurrbs, identifies Christ with
the Paschal lamb slain between 'the two even-
ings'; and. 1 Co 15-10 identifies the Risen Christ
with the First-fruits of the 2nd day of the Feast of

v. (2) The Quarto-
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decimans, among whom was Polycarp, held a fast

on Nisan 14 as the day of Crucifixion (letter of
Irenseus to Victor). (3) Jewish tradition fixes the
Crucifixion on the

f

ereb7i Pesah or Passover eve,
and the Greek Chinch always used leavened bread
in the Eucharist. (4) Apollinaris of Hierapolis
(c. A.D 180) pointed out that the 14th is connected
with the Crucifixion. (5) Clement of Alexandria
said that Christ did not eat the Passover, but
suffered on the 14th. (6

%

TT *- 1

<

J

of Portus
declared that Christ ate a . the Pass-

over,
t
for He was the Paschal lamb who had been

promised and was sanctified on the appointed day.'
(7) Tertullian (adv. Jud. 8 a doubtful work) sug-
gests Nisan 14. (8) Irenseus (Hcer. IV. x 1), dis-

cussing Moses' prediction of Jesus, says,
* The day

of whose Passion he did not ignore, but foretold it

i
1
! ,". 1,-:.'> calling it Pascha.

5
This is not very

<:<M-!\r, ,>"L, suggests a memory of 1 Co 57. This
view of Nisan 14 may be said to be the best sup-

ported in the first two centuries.

Tradition in support of Nisan J?<5*. Origen, in
his comment on Mt 2617

, follows the Synoptic tra-

dition :
' Jesus celebravit more Judaico pascha

corporaliter.' Chrysostom declares (Horn, in Mt.
82) that the new feajst appointed by_

Jesus super-
seded the Passover. Ambrose, Proterius and others
follow on the same side. This view seems more
recently popular than the other. But the contro-

versy of Apollinaris in irepl rov vd(rxa X6-yos shows
that there were some in the 2nd cent, who con-
nected Nisan 14 with the Supper, and therefore
Nisan 15 (according to Koman reckoning) with the
Crucifixion.
The cumulative evidence of St. John, St. Paul,

and the early Fathers, joined with the incredibility
of Jesus having been arrested, tried, and executed
on the great Sabbath of the Jewish Year, and the
statement of the S\ noplM- (lint that day was the

Paraskeue, seem io tmn ih* scale in favour of
Nisan 14 as the day of the Crucifixion. See also

LAST STTPPEB. Nisan 14, A.D. 29, is the date to
be now tested by other evidence.

Clement of Alexandria (Strom. L 147) notes the
various views of the Basilidians. * With regard to

the Passion, some, after - ,f i

" '*
- \

"
J

took place in the 16th yi
< I : ''!',

noth 25 (March 21); others on Pharmuthi 25

(April 20>: other- apan. on Pharmuthi 29 (April 24).
Maidi IS and March 25, however, are the be^-t

supported. Epiphanius (Hcer. i. 1) had seen copies
of the Acts of Pilate which gave March 18 as the

date, but the Quartodecimans kept March 25 on
the strength of these Acts; this is evidence of

some hesitation between these dates. TTippol\tu-
(Com. on Dan.} gives March 25. With rciranl lo

this date, also given in the Pasthal Cycle, Dr.
Salmon, says (Hermathena, No. xviii. p. 175) :

* "We
can thei of01 f regard the date March 25 as insepar-
ably tormeaed \vjth the sixteen years' cycle of

Hippo!ytu*.* As the Easter full moon was on
March "25 in A.D. 221, and, working on the prin-

ciple that after 16 years full moons return, to
the same day, Hippolytus trusted his cycle that
it must have been on the same day in A.D. 29.

But, as Dr. Salmon shows, in that year the full

moon really fell on March 18, a week previous.
An interesting confirmation, of the date March 18
is given by the Jewish calendar of Paschal moons,
from which it would appear that Friday, which is

generally accepted as the day of the Crucifixion,
could not have fallen on Nisan 14 or 15 in the

years A.D 28, 31, 32, so that we are left to choose
between 29, 30, 33, and of these A.D. 29 answers
all the required conditions best, as the 14th day
of the moon would fall in that year on Friday,
March 18 (so C. H. Turner, 'Chronology

1 m
Hastings

3

DB).

Dr. Salmon, in the article cited, said it was doubtful if

Hippolytus had any historical authority for fixing on the year
29 over and above the reason 'that the day \\hich his c>ele
exhibited as the Crucifixion Day should v

i : *F <]. ^ / and that
'the only years he would find fulfilling ;' -

< ord,, or -were. 26.

29, 32, and of these 29 is chronologically the most probable.
1

Baron H. von Soden prefers A D. 30, m uhich Nisan 15 \\ould
fall on Friday Apnl 7, and opposes A.D. 29 on the ground that
Nisan 15 fell on April 16 in that jear. But the previous luna-
tion, March 4-5, with 14th on March 18, would be more in
keeping

1 with the ripening of the barley harvest, and would
have a prior claim.

The " " *
' V- .

*

dates is based on the argu-
ments ,

"<
pages, the years, months,

and days especially, in each case, being offered as

merely approximate.

TABLE OF DATES OF EVENTS IN THE GOSPELS.
Herod's reign ....... B.C 37-4.
Restoration of temple commenced . . - B c 19-18.
Star in the east ...... B.C 7-5
Courses of Abia m temple . , , . B.C 6, April 18-

24, Oct 3-9.

Conception of Elisabeth . . . . . B.C 6, Oct. [or
"

Annunciation (6 months after)

Birth of Baptist

Birth of the Christ at Bethlehem during an
enrolment

Circumcision .......
Visit of Magi .......
Presentation in temple 40 days after Nativity

,T. r

.'.'.

.

,
-

, -a -r,

o i _-\M ,ii
vur.

. Hin o
/from Jerusalem

. , , j, , , -r ,

Archelaus ethnarch of Judaea . . . .

Herod Antipas tetrarch of Galilee . . .

Return of Holy Family to Naaareth . .

The child Jesus in temple (12 years old) .

Annas high priest ......
Caiaphas high priest .....
T*' i TV . ^

,
-

, o* ,T, .

I'n ' '
ii _- o Jl i i -

1 1 >i , i < 1 > r -*,.

<j '.I J<-r 1 i MI I'< MI ,
,

i . M
John at first baptized' (Jn ICH")), the
countrv about Jordan '

(Lk 33)
Baptism of Jesus in Bethabara, John's second
sphere of \\ ork

Sc'i !

' r ." _ o 1

'V-''"i 'i 4, and work
i<, !'" i * Vi> K !, i, me as head-

I- r-iMi - it -,i!' 1 , n,iiof Mt. and
Mi \ i ,!

'
'

-)

Purification of the temple and work in the
city during the Feast of Unleavened Bread

Work in Judaea broken by conflict between
His disciples and the Baptist's (Jn 322-ss

and 4^-4)
Arrest of the Baptist bv Herod (Mk 617, Mt

143) (probabh at. JCnon near to Salim, his
third sphere of work)

Departure of Jesus into Galilee through
Samaria (Jn 41-45) .

Work in Galilee, with Capernaum as centre

(Jn 4^6, Mk 1W, Mt 412 u, uhere His de-

parture from Nazareth, is noted; see also
Lk 416)

Jesus at Feast of Pentecost in Jerusalem
(Jn 5)

Miracles in ftaliloe (Nam), and consequent
fame (I k 7^ i")

Injunctions to the T\velve, and their mission

(Mt 10, Mk 6, Lk 9)

Deputation from the Baptist (Mt 112, Lk 718).

Jesus at Feast of Tabernacles (Jn 7) . .

Execution of the Baptist (Mt 14, Lfc 9, Mfc 6)
Herod hears the fame of Jes>us (Mt 141)
Kerurn of the T\\ehe \vith this and other
news (Mk 6">)

Jesus, in consequence, departs finally from
Galilee (Mk 6^1, Mt 14" Lk 910)

"Work in Tvre arid Sidon, Decapohs, and -vil-

of" Caesarea Philippi (Mk 7^4 ai
827,

B v. ,^ M.'ir"U'">)

1 1 5 ,7 '.e-\J-)

B.< i i

[orB.c.5,June]l
B.C 4, Jan. (1).
B.C. 4, Jan. (6

circa)
B c 4, Feb. (2

circa).
B c. 4j Feb.
B o 4, Feb.
B.C 4, March (be-

fore Passover).
B a 4-A.D 6
B c 4-A.D. 37.
B.C. 3.

A.D 7.

AD 7-15.
A.D 24-34.
AD. 26-30.
A.D. 26-27.

A.D.27(Bassover).

A.D. 27-28 (Pass-
overl

A.D. 28, Passover,
MarchSO-April

Apnl7-14{circa).

April.

April 14-18

(circa,\

April IS-May 14,

May 20 (circa).

October.

The confession of St. Peter (Mt 1616, Mk 829,

The Transfiguratii-ri,
e

- :\ an > :i ii r 'M 17\
Mk 92),

' about a* ' _ L<!L -,.i.,r (.1 k -)

Prediction of death (Mt 17^)
The great journey, which may be described

as a tour, whose final objective was Jeru-

salem, commences 'when the days were

well-nigh come that he should be received
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up' (L"k 951); given at great length (Lk $5l~

1928)

Bejected by a village of Samaria (Lk 952)
3Lssion or the Seienty before His face (Lk

ini 17) jq feamana, where He was in Boman
1.0'

- !o- ' - 1\ from Herod, F,im ,ir a h,ix i"^
IK>IV. a" nd ro the Province 01 >\ ra a*ii ir

the banishment of Archelaus, Jos. Ant.
xvn. xui 5]

Sentence on Galilee and Capernaum (Lk

A.D. 29, Nisan 9

(March 12).

Journeys towards Jerusalem, teaching in the
towns and \illages (Lk 13--), nio\inj,

r south-
wards between the borders of Samaria and
Galilee (17

11
), the Jordan on His left hand

At the Feast of Dedication in Jerusalem . A.D. 28, Dec. 10

(circa).

Escapes from city into the Peraea, &tp<x,v rov

Returns to Judsea for the raising of Lazarus
at Bethany (Jn IT7)

Withdraws to Ephraim (Jn 1154) m wilderness
of Judaea

Final journeytowards city
Prediction of His death (Mk 1032, Lk 1831)
At Jericho : Zacchdeus and blind Bartimaeus

(Lk 191-n, Mk 104W2)
Approaches citv, at Bethany (Mt 211, Mk 111,
Lk 192), Jn l>i) six days before the Passover

The chronology of the last six days is still

further complicated by the difference between the

Second and Fourth Gospels regarding the Anoint-

ing at Bd liany Mk 141'3
gives the account of the

-\Tioi!iLiM uppaicrnly in connexion with the date
6 after two days "was the feast of the Passover and
the unleavened bread,' while Jn 121'3

gives the

account of the Supper seemingly under the note of

time, 'Then Jesus six days before the Passover
came to Bethany.

1 Two ways of getting out of the

difficulty are (1) by referring the note of time in

Mk. to the events of vv. 1* 2- 10- 11 as giving the con-

nexion of the coTi-pira/'V of the chief pru-l- Ji.irain-t

Jesus, and tlie otJer ot Judas, and io<_r<udin<r the

scene of the Anointing as an intrusion of strange
matter similar to Mk 614'29 735

"50
; (2) by restrict-

ing the application of the note of time Jn 121 to
the arrival at Bethany. The notice of the day of

the entombment (rfyv fjfj^pay rov trrafaacrpov, v.7)
would come more uppiopruitelv on the date given
in Mk 141

, the reason of the mention of the feast
in connexion with the date of Jn 121 *six days
before/ etc., being, perhaps, the fact that Jesus
and His disciples made the house of Lazarus and
his sisters the headquarter*- of His last mission to
th^ n*\. Vram-i, tin- ii may be urged that it is

equally prokiUIo ibiu i hi- fea^l. which was attended

by many out of curiosity to see not only Jesus but
Lazarus whom He had raised (v.

9
), occasioned on

the one hand the splendid reception given to Him
by the multitude, and on the other the malignant
opposition of the chief priests, who made plans to

procure the death of Lazarus also (v.
10

). And the

anointing: of Jesus
3

feet in so lavish ;. \V '\"i,V
be in keeping with His entry as t, o M. -

i i

Anointed, into the city, which ! * -i i
k

Fourth Gospel. St. Mark's order of events, how-
ever, is quite different. Our Lord proceeds straight
from Jericho to Jerusalem by way of Bethphage
and Bethany (Mk II 1

), and when he entered the
temple and looked round on all things, the hour
being late (fyfas ifiy ofarys rfys &past v. 11

}, He with-
drew to Bethany with the Twelve. The cleansing
of the temple, which immediately follows the
entry in Mt 21 and Lk 19, is thus reserved for the
next day, and the banquet for the last evening
spent in Bethany. May ife not be possible that
there were two banquets, and two similar acts of
homage paid by women to Jesus, one at the begin-
ning of His last mission, when His feet were
anointed, and the other at the close of His mission,
when His head was anointed, the former being
recorded by St. John (12

3"8
), who maoto the com-

mencement of the year's work by tite purification
of the temple, the latter by* the Synoptists, St.

Matthew and St. Mark, who signalize its closing
scenes with a similar act *

In the week itself there are three difficult notes

of time. (1) 'Then Jesus six days before the Pass-

over came to Bethany' (Jn 12 1
irpo l yfjApuv rod

Trdffxa, cf. Am I 1 LXX irpb Stio 4r&v rov cracrfjLOv

[tfJH'7^ D*myj/ t\vo years before the i .1

'

IM, ,,,1>V}.

Six'days before Friday, Nisan 15, tha -,.'',
to Jewish io(k')7 In^r six evenings betore the even-

ing that followed the sunset of Nisan 14, would

give tho overling that directly followed the sunset

of the Mil.
1

.,, ,'

" V
-

" ' * -r J '. *
:

would take '.

the Sabbat u-
,

, \\. .
, l.

fell on Thursday, the arrival at Bethany took place
on a Friday, in which case the Sabbath would be

kept as a day of rest, and would be followed by
a feast on the next evening. (2)

* After two days
is the Passover' (Mt 261

), or * After two days was
the Passover and the unleavened bread' (Mk 141

).

This date, including the day on which the words
were spoken, but excluding that of the Passover,
points to Wednesday, Nisan 13, the Crucifixion fall-

ing on Friday, Nisan 15. ?> i
""' MIOM - .v; i'j " ,il

of one day only,
e biduum a fend, quarts ad qumtam

quse Paschatos et azymorum dies erat
'

; cf. Mk 831,

where jGierct rpeis Tj^pas^rrj Tpirrj ijfdpq.. (3)
* On

the first day of the unleavened bread the disciples
of Jesus came to him, saying, Where wilt thou that
we prepare for thee to eat the Passover ?

'

(Mt 26 17
).

^1 u ily -Ionian;* that J
ay would be Nisan 16, this

iV.iM ('.I'liiiM -it in^ <M i!io evening after the close of
Ni-Mi K"), iho I\I-MI\I and lasting seven days.
But this note of time refers probably to the legal be-

ginning of the 14th day, the evening- following the
sunset of Nisan 13, ormay be due to a confusion with
the day Nisan 14 on which leaven was removed.

A\ irh remind to the method our Lord followed in
His mission, see Lk 21S7 And during the dajrs he
was teaching in the temple ; but during the nights
going forth to the mount that is called the Mount
of Olives, he used to abide fatfAtfero) there : and all

the people came to him at early dawn (tipdpife} in
the temple to hear him'; cf. Lk 2239 'And he
came out and went Kara rb $Qos to the Mount of
Olives ; and his disciples followed. And when he
was at the place' (eiri rov TQTTQV, evidently some
familiar locality [see Jn IS1* 2 * Jesus went forth
with his disciples beyond the brook Kidron, where
was a garden, into the which he entered, and his

disciples. And Judas also, which betrayed him,
knew rbv roirov *]). It would seem then that the night
was generally spent in prayer on the mountain
side, during this mission. But the evening after
the Triumphal Entry was spent in Bethany (Mk
II11-!2

); yet evidently the greater part of night
and morn was spent in prayer in the open air

ytiMffOii <foe (Mt 21 17
). This fact would explain His

hunger on the morrow from missing the morning
meal. For His practice of going out to pray *a
great while before day* see Mk I35.

The following is. a provisional arrangement of
the days and occurrences of the Last Mission :

Sabbath, Xisan 9, ("Arrival
in Bethanj (Jn 121).

6th Day before
-j Supper in the e\ enuig (12-2 8)

Passover I The Aiinintiiifr of ITi, fec-c

First Day of Week [Tnnm.ral orm into Jerusalem (Mk
(Palm Sundaj,

|

n i-i-, ill 21i n, LK 10-')
, Jn 12M-19).

17 Mtoieucyi "Sit $a^ca,\ , Works of niercv in lemple (Mt 2114-!5),
Xisan 10, 5Uit Day Returns in the evening to Bethany (Mfc
before Passover I llH, Mt 21")

/Befcurns on the morrow (rr ecaj/s/s-) from.

Bethany (Mfc 1112) ; hungry aftor mid-
Second Day of Week, night vigil or early morning prajcr
Monday, Nisan 11 ; (1% Blasting of the Fig-tree , sign of

day of selection of I an unfruitful nature (uia-l*) Purifica-
Paschal lamb (Ex \

iaon of the Temple, more drastic and
123), 4th Daybefore thorough m Mk 1115-18 than ui
Passover. or Mt 2112 is.

Leaves the citv m evening-
VConspiraey of foes (Lk 10^).
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Third Day of Week,
Tuesday, Nisan 12,

3rd Day before
Passover.

Fourth Day of Week,
Wednesday,
Nisan 13,

2nd Day before
Passover.

Returns early (-7put)
* ' '" *" * "

tree (Mk 112Q).
chief priests, Sadducees, Pharisees,

Scribes, Herodians
Day of Questions and Answers touching

the authority of Jesus, the baptism of

John, the tribute money, the brother's

wife, the first commandment of all.
' What think ye of Christ ? Whose son
is he ? '(Mt 21 22)

* From that day forth
no man dared ask him any more ques-
tions

'

(22*5) Woes on Pharisees (231 36)
Jesus in Treasury ,

the \\ idow's mite (Mk
1241-44) The MM: 01 Greeks, and
parable of Seed-coin (.In 12-'-' >>) Final

Rejection (12*
1
"). Lament over Jeru-

salem (Mt 2337-3i>) Prediction of the de-
struction of the Temple, and final scenes
of the coming- of the Son of Man (24. 25)

Counsel of Caiaphas (Mt 26^-5)

f
' After two days is the Feast of Unleavened
Bread' (Mt 26^). It is supposed that

j
our Lord remained all this day in

< Bethany, nc'
'

i
' J

ity

j openly after _ of

I His head at ihe Supper in the evening
\,The Bargain of Jucla-."
rThe morning

1 was occupied by disciples
\Mth prcparafrons for the Supper (Mt
IQIT :&) D.. Jcans :n prayer.

(A) The events of the evening may be

* w dbeuess, o-y& ^u p m.-y p.iu ) , fAtcroyvx-
riov (9 p.m.-12) , MtexropoQeavIee. (12-3
a m.); tpat (8 a m,-6 a.m ), used in the

Gospels (Mk 1335, Mt 1423, Mk 6*8)
'

The Day before the

Passover,

(Jn

. I-

, \\ >. : -1:1
day 01 unleavened
bread' evidently
being identified

with 'the first day*
on which leaven
was removed (Ex
1215), the bread of
Passover being un-
leavened (Dt 163)

or fli^c.

6 p.m -

9p m.

(9 p m.-12).

Quvfat,

12-3 am.
Cock-crow.

rput
3 a.m.-
6a.m.

_

teen aiDerSupper (det-rvov d&

*s '>'*. "0 or <1 .r i'.r *l, see
, I , .-j, H. (,i i Io") De-
P i '.

-
7 -1 -, T --,

I
i

IK
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^ from Upper Room (1481)
'Parable of Vine (Jn 15)

Promise of the Holv SpiriL

2241-46) Agony, 'onehour'

(Mk 147).
Arrival of Judas, Arrest of

Jesus (Jn 18212), Preli-
*rp'i ! . in.f brfoic Annas
("I* ) r*T(-r - d.n ill

,
*/-

:*7Vtp'.fenm(l&) JcSUS
sent to Caiaphas (182-4)
Trial before Sanhedrm fa

iytnr* fytpu, (Lk 2266),

x-fxuJa.f $s ytvof^tvviS (Mt 271

loosely), lift vo irpat to-
wards the morning- watch
(Mk 151 MOIC ]>r< H.pl\)

fLed to Pi!,ii - a. (,h\ iV).
from Pilate to Herod (Lk
237), back to Pilate (28")
*

Behold, the man!' (Jn
195).

* And it was the pre-
paration of the Passover,
and about the sixth hour'
(19W) Delivered to be

v crucified (1016).

(J5) The third, sixth, and ninth hours of
the morning, which were wont to be
proclaimed by an officer of the Praetor

(Smith s Diet. Ant. s v.
'
dies '), marked

similar divisions of the day which for
the Jews ended in the evening.

Preparation for Crucifixion.
6 a.m.-9 a.m 'And it was the third
hour (i.e. 3rd after the last watch of the
night [3-6 a m ], or 9 a m.) ; and they
crucified him '(Mk 1525).

[There is no need to suggest a corrup-
tion of ^for r or vice ien>a to explain the
difference of Mk 15^ and Jn 1914, as the
former hour marks the crucifixion and
the latter the hour of sentence, between
which some interval musthave elapsed.]

9 a.m.-12. -Jesus on the Cross.
12-3 p.m.

* And when the sixth hour (12)
was come there wa^ darkness overttoe
whole land until the ninth hour (3 jfciru)
. . . and at the ninth hour Jesus cnfed
with a loud voice, saying, Eloi, Eloi,
lamasabactothani?'

"" "*

Between the evenings [Q'T^rr pa Ex 126], as the Paschal
Iambs were being sacrificed in the Temple, Jesus gave up the
ghost. The Remo\ al from the Cross ensues, Pilate marvelling
if He were already dead (Mk 1544), -f^ ty;^ y&v6U.'.vy,s (after 3
p m ), the \\omen fo

11 "" "r ^ J~ 7 - * V and returning
1

to prepare spices and >

f

Friday, Nisan 15 C
Th

f

e Passo^r, also the Weekl} Prepara-

(March 18) \ *l4% " ^P"-*"* or n rp &, (Mk

First Day of Unleavened Biead, coincided
with weekly Sabbath. 'The daj of that
(kftsivov) Sabbath was an high day* (Jn.

Nisan 16 Saturday. -^

mandment' (Lk _ ,
>; 'i

' - v^.i- a day
of holy convocation in \\hich no servile
work should be done Visit of Sanhe-

JFwan 17, Sunday.
The First Day of
Week apd Second
,,:r -

t v- - ;

t \
' * - t 'i

new corn was pre-
sented as first-/
fruits, trpurvi *
/3y (Mk 169),^
SS /MM VtZv

f ,. , .

/After the Sabbath (biei-y^ofAivou TOV <rct{3<-

/3 TOU), Mary Magdalene, Mary the
mother of James, and Salome, brought

;. >* . i . _
"

i)
It \VOii sJLlu UdiK, crxortet? ovev$ ^Jn 201

), in

early dawn, SpBpeu petQtot (Lk 24*, cf. Mt
281), very early after sunrise (Mk 162),
when theycame to the sepulchre, bring-
ing the spices they had prepared (Lk
24i) Jesus rose early, <W<rT> Tpcai (Mk
169). The first-fruif ^^ ^i4- *i"-+

t

v
ftsffoif.

*.*,* ( -
.

"
' "

162), us

,

y (Mk

v (Mt 281).

^

Appeararce of Jesus to

Magdalene (201
*-^); appearance

to St. Peter (Lk 24).
4-6 pm. Appearance to two disciples,
who would not have left Jerusalem
until after evening pra\tr (;? Ac 31),
on way to Eznmavs (Lk m&i ).

8 p.m.
'

>f Jesus to
the I '

<

\

them (Lk
"

interview with
>mas absent.
- i>\ , Thomaj

1 -.

(
1 1

' '

), I

Sunday Week, fJesus aj t
-

< r
, .'

Nisan 24. i being-:
- ('"_'

Further appearances recorc. <l i> I .'*/''.- - To seven

Apostles on the shore of the Se i t r
"

*,-.' >M. To the
Eleven Apostles on a mountain ., o /v _- '

). To the

Apostles in Jerusalem (St. Luke in Ac 1*; Ascension from
Bethany forty days after Passion and ten days before Pentecost

(Lk 2450, Ac 16-12).

LITERATURE Josephus, Ant. and JBJ; Irenaeus, adv, fleer. ;

Clement of Alexandria, Stroifi
, Hippolytus, Com on Dan , and

Paschal Cycle; Origen, Cow. on St. John; Ideler, Handb cfer

ChronoL; Wieseler, Chronol Synop*. tier Emrri. Salmon IP

Hermathena, No. 18; Farrar, Life t,f fhnat ; YVesiroii, Mjio'-pel
of St. John' (Speaker's Com.\ and Introd'iUu'n to the G<)fp*s;
Sanday, Authorship and Historical Character of the Ff/in*h

Gospel, and art. 'Jr*- 1
-, Chntt* in TTnstirjjrsf J)Jf; Hitchcock^

Studies in On i L->rt1\ Last Mutton , \\osicoltand Hort, Oreeb
Testament; arrl

'

C^jronolopcy,'
' Fasts and Feasts,*

*

Passover,*
* Pentecost' in Hastings' DB

F. K MONTGOMERY HITCHCOCK.
DAUGHTER (ffvydryp). The word *

daughter
'
is

used in various senses in the Gospels: (1) in the
literal sense, Mt 918 1085, Mk 5s5 6s2 7s9, Lk S42 ;

(2) as a term of kind address, Mt 922
, Mk 5s4

, Lk
848 ; (3) collectively for the inhabitants of a city,
Mt 215

, Jn 1215
(cf. Zee 99) ; (4) as a term of address

to the female inhabitants of a city, Lk 2S28
; (5) in

the Hebrew sense of descendant, Lk I5 1316
.

The diminutive Gvydrpiov is found twice in the

Gospel of Mark (o
23

7-
5
). Like all diminutives, it

is a term of endearment.
HENRY E. DOSKER.

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW (y^^)* The Greek word
is presumably derived from the lost root vtpu,
Lat. nubo,

' to cover,' inasmuch as the bride was
brought veiled to her bridegroom. Although the
word applies to married women in general, its

as&ociated idea is that of youth. Hence its an-
tithesis with vevBepd, the mother-in-law (Mt IO35,
Lk 1253). The son usually brought his bride to his

father's house, where she was subject to the
father's wife, as was the son to the father and the

daughter to the mother (Mt 1036, Lk 1253 ).

HENRY E. DOSKER.
DAYID.
For the student of the Gospels the most important OT passage

concerning David is 2 $ 7. David expressed to Nathan a strong
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desire to build a temple for Jehovah in Ms new capital, a wish
indicative of worldly wisdom as well as piety on the part of the

king. Jehovah denies David's request, hut promises to huild

for him an everlasting house, a dynasty without end. David's
throne is to stand for ever. Pss 2 and 110 are founded on this

notable promise, and the author of Ps 89 in a far later time,
when David's throne had been overturned by the heathen,
reminds Jehovah of His ancient promise, and pleads earnestly
for the speedy passing of His wrath. The early prophets,
An - fn T~

-
.'"*, Isaiah (9? 165 3735^ unite with the author

of r r (1 K > -
(>

-
etc.) in the expectation that the promise

made to David in 2 S 7 will not fad. The prophetic hopes for

the future of Israel spring from Nathan's message as branches
from the trunk that gives them life. Jeremiah (23

5f 33*5ff
)

carries forward the work of his predecessors of the 8th cent.

B.C., asserting* the perpetuity of i)a\id's dvnasty m most em
phatic terms. Ezekiel (3Sf- ST2^) cheers the discouraged
t'\ \ -,*". -r. ' f . ^

T
<i- < i ^*- k -

< of the throne of

J>-> !
r|

. i- .,
- " C .-V r *

>i a second David.
In the period after the return from Babylon, the author of the
last section of Zechariah (127-131) describes the glories of the

comingtime in connexion with the Davidic dynasty :
* The house

of David shall be as God, as the angel of Jehovah before them/
T>v M'esvft'iir Vpj MI the mter-Biblieal period, like that of the

OF, a-aj i c. ir olr -o David. The author of Ecclesiasticus (47*1)
reminds his readers that the Lord exalted David's horn for ever,

entering into a covenant and prom'sng him a throne of jrlory in

Israel. Aboat a century later the author of 1 ila.c. (
15

~) says,
* David for bem^ merciful inherited the throne of a kingdom for

ever and ever.* Most importan: for the studenc of the Gospel
history is Ps 17 of the Psalms of Solomon, a collection of

patriotic hymns be' i. r '>"'] *"1
'

,

" '

*, -ir

Pompey's capture o* , , I< .j >-!* !>"
"

"' '
'

Mcas-ia^.o piopbrry, Braver and prediction being freely inter-

::i *"jr'f d a:u- : vr 'a- -ICT op the OT propl cS and poets. The
Messianic King is to be J >a % i> I's &OP ( 1 7 * --) J ehovah Himself is

Israel's King for ever and ever (17
1

^6) ; but the Son of David is

His chosen to 01 erthrow the heathen, and institute a righteous
reign in Israel (1730 --)-

The four Evangelists unite in the view that the
Messiah was to come from the seed of David (Mt
I1

, Mk 1CF, Lk S4, Jn T42). 'The Son of David'
was ^\*icn\ f iou^ in

* l4o time of our Lord's earthly
mini-Iry MU!I -M> uh* or * Christ/ Both the
scribes and the eomnlon people held this view.
When the children cried in the temple,

* Hosanna
to the Son of David 3

(Mt 2115
), both the rulers and

the multitude looked upon the words as a distinct

recognition of the Messiahship of Jesus. The
Epistles (Ro 1s, 2 Ti 28

} and the Revelation (5
5 2216)

concur in calling attention to the Davidic origin of
Jesus. The interest of HT writers in David is

confined almost exclusively to his relation to our
Lord Jesus as His ancestor and type,
Jesus refers to one incident in the life of David

in reply to the accusation of His enemies as to His
observance of the Sabbath (Mk S25, cf. 1 S 211'6

).

This incident is said to have taken place 'when
Abiathar was high priest.' [On the difficulties

created by this statement see art. ABIATHAR.]
During the week preceding our Lord's crucifixion,

peihaps on Tuesday, He a*>ked the Pharisees a
question which put them to silence and confusion.

Having drawn from them a statement of their
belief that the Christ would be the son of David,
He at once quoted David's words in Ps HO1 to show
that the Messiah would also be David's Lord
(Mt 2241

J|). Jesus wished to show His foes and the
multitude that the orthodox view of the time
overlooked the exalted dignity of the Messiah.
He was to be fax greater than David, for He was
fcis Lord. See, further, Broadus on Mt. ad loc.,

and, for the meaning of c David' and 6 Moses' in
our Lord's citations from the OT, art. MOSES,

LmntATDBie. Gore, -Bl96ff.; Gould, Si. Mark/ and Plnm-
mer, 'St. Luke,

1
in Internet. Cnt. Com. iii loc. ; JKxoof. Tanrs.

uL [1892] 292E., vm. [1897] 365 ff.; Expositor, v. in. [1896] 445f
Jora R. SAMPEY.

DIY.~- dL Lti&rca. The length of the 'day*
among the ancients was reckoned in various ways :

thus, from morning to morning (Babylonians),
from sunset to sunset (Athenians), from noon to
noon (Umbrians), from midnight to midnight
(Egyptians), and from dawn to dark by the com-
mon people, ordinarily (see Plin. EN ii. 79). The
early Israelites seem to have regardedthe morning

(
DAY

as the beginning of the day (cf. Gn l5- 8ff
-)> but

they likewise (due to the influence of the new
moon) reckoned it from 'even unto even' (Lr
23s2

). In Lk 22s4 also the new day began after

sunset (cf. 440 ). In the NT jjfttpa. was IM> \,\> il to

express: (1) the period of light in ',, to

night (Lk 613 ' and when it was day,' a trequent

phrase in St. Luke's writings, cf. 442 22s6
, Ac 121S

1635 2312 2729 88-, also Jn 94, 2 Co II25
); (2) the

i^ritufiil fair including the periods both of1 i<i
]
i L and

darkness (ML 281
eTrt^wovco&r??, cf. Lk 22-**) ; (3) an

indefinite period of time (Lk I 5* 39 & rats ^pcus
Tatfrais, 'in those days'; St. Luke is fond of this

expression, it is not found in Jn., and occurs but
four times in Mt. and the same number of times
in Mk. ; cf. Lk 21 42

,
Ac 218 324 741 etc., also Mt 21

31
, Mk I 9 81 1317- 24 in true Hebraistic style).

Except the Sabbath, the days of the week were
numbered by the Israelites, not named. Nor had
the Hebrews any precise subdivision of the day,
for they^

had no word for ' hour }

; even, the Aramaic
nj^p, which occurs in Dn 416 55

, has no exact connota-
tion. Like the Greeks, they seem to have learned
from the Babylonians how to divide the day into

12 hours, a division first met with in the NT ;

* Are there not twelve hours in the day?' (Jn II 9
,

cf. Ac 215
, Mt 203"6 2T45- *

etc.). The length of the

hour, however, was for a long time a variable

quantity, defending, as it did, upon the season of
the year, for it was always reckoned as the twelfth

part of the light period. It therefore ranged from
forty-nine to seventy-one minutes, according to
the calendar. The more common divisions of
the day among the Hebrews were morning, noon-

day, and evening (Ps 5517
) ; but they frequently

ke of 'sunrise* and 'dawn' (Mk 162, Jn 201
,

Kev2216
),

* the heat of the day' (Mt 2012), 'noon*

(Gn 4316, Dt 2S29
), 'the cool of the day' (Gn 38),

and 'between the two evenings,' i.e. towards even-

ing (Ex 126 1612, cf. Ac 31 103- 30
). The time of

incense, and of "id-: cro^injr 'wh. see) was in the

morning (Mk II'
1
-

-'. Lk 1 ) ; the time of the
* MM il <r !

i

' was in the middle of the afternoon

(I K 1 ^
' s

; ; while ' the time that women go out
to draw water' was towards evening (Gn 24^).

2. Figurative. rifriirai ivc and meiaphorn nl uses-

of the 'word Slay' are also frequent in the NT t

e.g. the day of Christ's ii|>pojinji(o, Le. of His
apocalypse, or self-revelaiiou ^Lk 17" ' *in the day
that the Son of Man is revealed,' <wro*caXi/nreT<u, a.

technical expression : cf. Lk 1724, Jn 856 1420 1623 26
,

Ko 1312, 1 Co I7- 8
,
2 Th I7, 1 P F. is

41*)
* the day

of his Parousia* (Mt 7s2 2436, Mk 1332 1425, Lk 21,
2 Th I10, 2 Ti I18, He 1<P) ; the days of His death
and departure (Lk 5s5 \eti<roj>Tai 8 Jjfttpat, 'But
the days will come,* Le. days very different from
the joyous days of wedding ie-th ir v) the Last, or

Judgment day (Jn II24 1248, Mt II23, 1 Jn 417,
1 Th 52, 2 Ti 31

, Ja 53, and by contrast I Co 4s fab
dvOpwirtvTqs ^/ce'pa?, which describes human judgment
as opposed to Christ's day of final account, -j^pa
TOV Kvplov) ; His day of the offer of salvation (2 Co
63, Jn 9* II9);

c the day of Christ' (Ph I10); 'the
day of the Lord' (2Th 2s, Ro 216

, 2 Co I14, Bev 617
) ;

the day of God* (2P 312); *the Lord's day,' *
ntptarii wfya (Kev I10

); the day of the gift of the
Spirit (Jn 1420) ; the day of completed salvation,

(Ro 1312
); Hhe evil day/ of trial and temptation

(Eph 613) ;
* as children of the day/ i.e. as sons who

abstain from doing evil (1 Th o5- 8
, Eo IS18

) ; a day
of fuller knowledge (2 P I19); and, lastly, the
somewhat enigmatical passage,

* Give us this day
(orfcepop) our daily (rbv tinofaiov) bread' (Mt 6U, Lk
II3) ; the latter expression (see art. LOKD'S PRAYER)
is not found in classical Greek, and seems to have
been specially coined by the Evangelists to convey
in this single context the idea of 'needful* or 'the
coming day's'; the Vulgate has supersubstantialem
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(cf. Amer. RVm). See, further, artt. DAY OF
CHKIST, DAY (THAT), DAY OF JUDGMENT.

5-.
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Y. White in Hastings* DB,
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. / '. /. >y F. W. Farrar in Smith's
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1 1
,' esp. Swete's Com. on St.

*
. Luke, ad loc. ; and cf. the
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GEORGE L. ROBINSON.
DAY OF ATONEMENT (nnaap Dr [onsa ">], fotpa,

frov] ^tXao-jooO). The chief OT passages bearing on
it are Lv 16. 2326"32

, but some further details are

given in Ex 3010, Lv 259
, Nu 297'11. An earlier and

simpler form of the ceremony is prescribed in Ezk
4518'20

. The day is not mentioned in the Gospels,
but it is referred to as ^ vija-reta in Ac 279 (also Ep.
Barn. 7s* 4

, Jos. Ant. xvil. vi. 4).

1, It is not necessary in the present article to
describe fully the ritual and worship of the day ;

only the salient features are here touched upon
which offer some analogy with the Christian
Atonement. The more important parts of the

ceremony were, briefly, as follows

(a) The high priest procured and brought before
the Tent a bullock as a sin-offering for himself,
and two goats upon which lots were cast, one

being destined as a sin-offering for the people, and
the other to be 'for Azazel.' He sacrificed the

bullock, and carried its blood into the Holy of

Holies, where, after enveloping the mercy-seat
with a cloud of burning incense, he sprinkled the
blood before it. He then came out and sacrificed

the goat for the people, and, <'*". i

1
o TT -

1

/
of Holies, sprinkled its blood b' i ", , \ -

,'

"

He next sprinkled the blood of each animal "on the
altar of incense in the Holy Place; and, lastly,
he sprinkled the mingled blood of bullock and goat
on the brazen altar in the outer court. Thus the
blood (the life) of the animals, representing the
life of priest and people, was offered before Cod;
and they, and the three parts of the Tent polluted
by their presence during the preceding your, were
cleansed, and atonement was made 101 iliern.

(b) The goat for Azazel was then brought near.

The sins of the people were confessed over it, and
it was led into the wilderness. The two goats
were intended figuratively to represent one and^the
same being, who, though sacrificed, was yet living,
and able to carry away the sins of the people. In
the Mishna (Ydma vi. 1, cf. Ep. Barn. 76

) this

thought was afterwards emphasized 1\ the regula-
tion that the jroui- INU-I resemble each other as

closely as povible.
(c) The lnjrli priori offered two rams as a burnt-

offering for himself and the people, signifying the

complete offering up of the wor^hippei*' live-, and

persons to God.

(d) The skin, flesh, and dung of the bullock and
the goat, whose blood had made atonement, were
burnt outside the camp.

2. The great spiritual truths typified by this

ceremony are to a certain extent drawn out in

He 97
'14- 21-28 lO19

'22
.

(a) The high priest entered 'into the second

[part of the Tent] once a year* (&irag TOV >tatm0,
i.e. on one day in the year), 97. But Christ entered
into 'the Holies* once for all ((?0<ira, v. 12

) ; and
see v.2**' 10llf. Thus His blood i.e. His life freed

for eternal uses by death is perpetually presented
before God.

(b) The earthly
* holies' axe * made with hands,'

*
types corresponding to the real ones' (aanirinra.

r&v d\i)8ivu>v). But Christ entered into 'heaven

itself/ 9
M

.

(c) The high priest entered 'in the blood of

another' (9
25

) 'with the accompaniment of [by
means of, &A] the blood of goats and calves':

Christ, with His own blood, 913. And the Tent,
*the copies (tfiroSefyLtara) of the things in the,

heavens,' mus' " *
, "*, : with the former: but

the IK a <.:/!;
i

;.
\

'

better sacrifices than
these, H->. \\"_ 'i regard to the meaning of this,

Fall Foinethhi^ which rconi.-ed cleansing. Man
is, ncconlm<; to the revelation i ?- :

* , so
bound up with the whole finite <", i. the
consequences of his actions extend through crea-
tion in some way which we are unable to define.

5

(d) The sacrifices of the Bay of Atonement (and
other sacrifices 'the ashes of an heifer,' see Nu
19) can effect only the purifying of the flesh ; i.e.

outward ceremonial clear -PI ST. But if they can
effect that, a fortiori I

1

"'* I'loc- of Christ can
purify our consciences from the defiling contact
of dead works, 913f%

(e\
The high priest entered alone ; which fact

signified that while the first Tent continued to
have a standing among men (^XO^CTTJS crdo-tj'), the

way for all men into *the Holies' was not yet
manifested, 97f% But now *we have confidence
which leads us to enter into the Holies in the
blood of Jesus by a new and living way which
He inaugurated for us, through the veil, that is

to say [the way] of His flesh,' 1019f
-.

The main truths, then, at which the writer of
the Epistle arrives by direct reference to the Day
of Atonement are : that Christ is both Priest and
Victim ; that His sacrifice is eternally efficacious,
and that it is being eternally presented by Him in

Heaven; that its effects are not ceremonial but

spiritual ; and that we now have free access to the
Father.

3. But other points of analogy and contrast

suggest themselves, some of which are partially
supplied by the Ep. to the Hebrews.

(a) The high priest offered a bullock for the
atonement of his own sins. * The law appoints as

high priests men possessed of weakness,' He 7s8 51"3
.

But the Son was e such an high priest as was
fitting for us, holy, i*ilolo

, iiiiilefiled/ 726. And
the smfulness of tho In^ii jnio^i appears to have
been the reason of his causing a cloud of burning
incense to hide the mercy-seat from his sight.
He was unfit, until atonement had been made for
his sins, to look ujDon the place of God's Presence.
But now that Christ has *

procured eternal salva-
tion for us,' not only our High Pnest but we our-
selves may

* come boldly unto the throne of grace.*

(b) An obvious contrast between the Jewish and
Christian Atonement is afforded by the fact that
the former was possible only in the case of un-

witting offences (d7F<M}/tara, He 97), sins committed
'in ignorance' (Lv. 42 - 13J-

**, Nu 1534
'29

, contrast
NU 15801-)- If Christ'sAtonement were thus limited,
our faith were vain, we should be yet in our sins.

(c) It is important to notice that the Jewish sacri-

fice was very different from those of the heathen.
Its purpobe -was not to appease to buy the good-
will of a cruel and capricious deity. The offerings
did not originate with men ; they are represented
as commanded and appointed by God Himself,

They were due to His own loving initiative ; He
showed the wa by which men, who were hostile

by reason of their sins, might be reconciled to Him.
So likewise * God so loved the world that he gave
his only-begotten Son

J

(Jn 316
). Nay more ; Christ

the Victim voluntarily offered Himself (Jn 1017 Mt
2028 1|

Mk 1045
). Scripture nowhere speaks of God

being reconciled to man ; see Ko 510 II15
, 2 Co

518"20
. God is not hostile to us, although by His

very nature He must be angry with sin and

punish it; but we are hostile to God (Lk 1927,
PliS18, Coll21

, Jaf).
(d) The- ceremonies performed by the high priest

were not a mere opus operatum, the magic of a
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medicine man. The whole congregation had
morally to take an active part. The Day of

Atonement was to be a day of cessation from
work, like a Sabbath, and a day when every man
must affiict (njy) his soul i.e. render his soul con-
trite and penitent by means of fasting, self-humilia-

tion, and confession of sins. It is true that Is 584'7

denounces the outward expressions of this
'
afflic-

tion of the soul
3 when they are unaccompanied by

the necessary moral fruits, as Christ Himself does

(Alt 6ie
) ; but Lv 2326'33

S Xu 297
"11

clearly imply
that real penitence is necessary for atonement.

The^Mishna also recognizes that, while the cere-

monies of the day are effectual for Israel as a
whole, individuals must appropriate the results by
repentance. If a man says,

** I will sin and (then)

repent, I will sin and (then) repent," Heaven does
not give Mm the means of puictMno repentance ;

and if he says,
"

I will sin, and the l)ay of Atone-
ment will bring atonement," the Day of Atone-
ment will bring no atonement' (Yuma viii. 8, 9).

And similarly a Christian's faith in the atoning
death of Christ is not merely an intellectual ac-

ceptance of the fact that He died for each and all.

Taith, as the NT teaches it, involves a conscious

co-operation with Christ's work. That work was
not acconipli^-c'l to free us from the necessity of
doinj: anyd'uii'. The atoning work of the God-
Man i- -u liMrir union with the longings and
strivings of men for atonement, and thereby makes
them effectual. But if a man does not repent,
does not wish to be free from sin, for him the
Atonement brings no atonement. The results of
Christ's death are * a power of God, leading to
salvation

*

(Bo I16
) ; but the energy remains poten-

tial and useless until the human will renders it

kinetic by deliberate appropriation.
(e] And this truth was foreshadowed in the

Jewish atonement not only by the fasting of the
people, but in the ceremony which formed the
centre and kernel of it all. The killing of an
animal and the shedding of its blood contained a
meaning which far transcended that of mere death.
The body is

' the expression of life in terms of its

environment*; the blood represents the life set
free from its limiting environment for higher uses
(Lv 17n). When Christ, therefore, entered heaven
* with his own blood J

(He 912),
* to appear in the

presence of God for us* (v.
24

), He began
e the

eternal presentation of a life which eternally is

*^the life that died.
5** But we reckon that one

died on behalf of all ; in that case all died *

(2 Co
5U) ; and as the high priest offered the blood of the

goat which symbolized the life of the whole people,
so * the life that died

'
is our life, in complete union

with Christ's (He 1019 ). The same truth is ex-

pressed in another form in He 101 '10
. Christ's

voluntary self-offering consisted in absolute obedi-
ence to the Father's will, an obedience having its
seat in a body prepared for Him. c In which will
we have been sanctified through the body of Jesus
Christ once for all

* But that is rendered possible

only because of His living
1 union with us which

mates TIS part of His body. 'The Church is the
extension of the Incarnation

* And this vital union,
is strengthened and perpetuated by the faithful ap-
propriation of it in the Sacrament of His body and

(/) It has been said above that the goat 'for
AzazeP (AV *

scape-goat*) was considered figura-
tively to be the same animal as the goat that was
sacrificed. Its blood was shed for the atonement
of the people, and, at the same time, it I <'!* M: > i

itself the burden of their sins in order to <'ji,irv .*

away. There is no distinct refeareoace to the scape-
goat in Hebrews, but a possible allusion occurs in
9* where the writer quotes Is 58** ft. Christ was
* once offered to bear (aveveyKeer) the sins of many/

The verb seems to 'contain the double thought of
'

offering up
3 and '

taking up upon oneself
3 as a

burden ; ef . Jn I-9

(g) After the atonement was completed and the
sins carried away, there followed the sacrifice of

the rams as a li,
1 "^ oT< IIM-JT. It is pecnliaily

significant that in Lv Itr* Due high pnest is bidden
to 'offer his burnt-offeiing and the "t.n* .-oTcix"^
of the people, and make an atonement tor himselt

and for the people
' The great atonement m the

sanctuary, though complete, was only an initial

act which needed the continued burnt-offering to

render its effects permanent. This symbolizes the

sequel and corollary of the truth which formed the

subject of (d) and (e). Our own life having been
offered upon Calvary in union with Chi ist\ we ' died

with him/ and we are * alive unto God 5

through
TT T r,

1

' \ r_- o }
we are bound to make an

; .
,

: c ,,
' " -I. " of our part in Ilis eternal

; i
-

i ,ii"o i offering in heaven; we are

bound to render permanent the effects of the great
Atonement by yielding up our whole spirit and
soul and body as a perpetual burnt-offermg. See
Ro 121

, 1 P 25
,
He 1315

.

4L The above suggestions are those dealing with
the more fundamental '

^-ut they are, of

course, far from being of the analogies
which may be drawn. The isolation of the high
priest when he entered the sanctuary suggests a
companion of He 97 (povos} with 726 (/cexwpio-^os).
His double entrance, first for himself and then for
the people, seems to foreshadow the two entrances
of Christ into the Unseen, once when He entered
it at death, from which He returned victorious,
and again when He entered it by His resurrection
and ascension ' to appear before the face of God on

op: behalf
*

(He Q24
). Again, the return of the

high priest to the people in the outer court at the
close of the ceremony recalls the words of He 92S

,
4 a second time without sin shall he appear to them
that wait for him.' And, finally, the burning of
the sacrifice outside the gate is used as yet another
type of Christ (He 13llf

-).
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A. H. M*JsEILE.

DiY OF CHRIST. This is the general expres-
sion tised by certain of the NT writers to indicate
that moment in time in which Jesus the Christ
shall reappear to establish His Messianic kingdom.
It marks the beginning of that/ new age which
Jews and Christians expected would, follow the
present evil one. The term thus lacks the precise
reference of the Bay of Judgment (wh see), and is

also more general than the term Parousiaj but
all three of these terms refer to the same point in
time, and represent different phases of the same
event. It is spoken of indiscriminately as the
<

day of Christ 3

(Ph I 10
),

<

day of the Lord '

(1 Th 52),
f

day of Jesns Christ' (Ph I6), 'day of our Lord
Jesus Christ

'

(1 Co 1 s), and
'

day of our Lord Jesus '

J^Co I14). It is generally thought of in connexion,
with the great assize which is to be established by
the reappearing Christ (1 Th^2

, Ph 1s- 10
). It was

then that the process of sanctification was to reach
its real completion (Ph I6) and salvation be con-
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eliminated (1 Co 55
). It was to come unexpectedly

(1 Th 52
,
2 P 310

), but was to "be preceded by cer-

tain premonitory conditions which had not been
fulfilled at the time of the writing of 2 Thessa-
lonians (2 Th 21- 2

). There is no lefererice in the
NT to an identification of the Fall of Jerusalem
with this day, and all such interpretations must be
read into it. In orut *

(< -i ;.,,, -
< j 1 -V" r

.".' ,*~u o,

it is necessary to :( !>< MI'I ill,.- the early Chris-

tians^
did not believe that Jesus had done strictly

Messianic work during His earthly career, and
that they looked forward to His return as the time
when He would take up the work of the Messiah

pictured in tl- ,'; \ . . Tv ; work was to be

inaugurated . .....
: of the dead, the

establishing of ]
:<*n fit. r.i'd the conquest of His

enemies. In 'V An." nl\ ;.-c (Rev 62 1514 - 16 1911- 13
)

this period of conquest is prominent, but not in
other portions of the NT. Here also there is to be
noticed a distinction drawn between the *day of
Christ

* and that great day of God ' which follows
the one thousand years' reign of Christ on earth.
Such a view, however, is not clearly presented in
other portions of the NT, the nearest approach
being 1 Co 1523- 24

, in which Jesus is spoken of as

giving over the kingdom to God the Father. See,
further, DAY OF JUDGMENT, PAKOUSIA.

SHAILER MATHEWS.
DAY OF JUDGMENT.!. IN THE TEACHING OF

JESUS. 1. The Day of Judgment is one of the

concepts inherited Iby Jesus. Its origin is to be

sought in the religious belief, common to practi-
cally all primitive peoples, in a tribal deity who
would punish the enemies of the tribe. This
elemental concept gained varied forms in the de-

velopment of different
peoples.

In some cases it

was never carried over into the field of individual

ethics, and in others it shared in the moral growth
of its possessors. In the case of the Hebrews it is

to be seen in the f

Day of Jahweh,* which formed
so large and important an element of the prophetic
message. In n-> carlies-l forms Uu oxpodn^o'i of

this day involved simply the jrii'ii-biuciu of IMO
enemies of Israel by Jahweh the God of the nation.
As the moral content of piophetism developed,
however, this punishment inflicted by Jahweh was
foretold to include the punishment of the Hebrew
nation. Amos and the great prophets who suc-

ceeded him warned a luxurious nation that it had
grown guilty and degenerate, and would be de-

stroyed as an indication of Jahweh's righteousness
(Am 26-8 39

-15 510'13 G4
-*), After Amps the Day of

Jahweh never lost its religious colouring, but its use
was extended until it included in its scope not only
wicked Israel but a wicked world (Zeph I2

'18 2*-fe

3s- 14~20
). Ezekiel conceived of it as a day of battle

in which Jahweh would conquer Israel's foes (Ezk
SO2*- 3412 39^-) ; but Malachi foretold the fearful

punishment of all the wicked, Jews and Gentiles
alike. It was this extension of punishment, and
the increase in the number of the condemned, that

gave particular force to the idea of the remnant
which was to be saved.

Obviously the formal concept here is that of the
Oriental monarch who establishes a court of jus-
tice, and decrees rewards and punishment. Jahweh
was never conceived of by the prophets in terms
of natural law, but always in terms of this analogy.
In fact it -vv ould be probably truer to say that the
monarchical concept of God was not an analogy
but something more. It was this concept which
conditioned teaching as to punishment throughout
the entile Biblical period. Subsequent to the pro-

phetic e^a, under the influence of Persian dualism,
there was a marked tendency to extend the range
of judgment to nature as well as to men, and the
God who sat upon the throne was more than a
mere national deity judging the enemy of a par-

ticularpeople. This extension of the idea is to be
found in the apocalypses, which in so many ways
lie behind the Judai&m current in the time of
Jesus. In these apocalypses the Day of Judgment
became one of the most e&sential elements in the
Messianic scheme. The Day of Judgment of
Messianism is the prophet's Day of Jah\\ eh given
new content by t

1-"
r

*
",

'*
. of certain ele-

ments from tne - c Babylon, and
new colour because of the new literary vehicle,
'"

<
k

< - \
'

-
m

^ s j..rt of the more highly
* M '; . :, sometimes ceased to

.

'

,

'

.

"
'

act on the part of the
\ <

f
!' i ;,,,". something like a recur-

rence to the j-I< < in' of Ezekiel, came to stand for

the period or -
rvj^

1 * in which the Messiah was to
overcome and punish the enemies of a righteous
nation. In its new form the thought of the day
became iiun j.^nii'Iv ir!,n- iriu i

T, !1, and joined to
itself the idea of hell newly derived from the older
belief in Sheol. In fact it would be difficult to
understand the full force of the Day of Judgment,
as it appeared both in Jewish and Christian litera-

ture, without reference to the fate of the dead.
In the place of a penalty consisting of national

punishment, there grew up during the Greek period
of Jewish history a tolerably elaborate belief as to

punishment inflicted upon individuals after death.
It is difficult to know just when this idea of hell as

a place of punishment, as over against Sheol as the
abode of the disembodied dead, was first brought
into relation with the Day of Judgment, but by
the time of the ,'.[<Hil\ n' -S we find the correla-

tion complete iJLli Ho. n 272- 3 489 541 - 2 6212 13

9Q26. 27^ Jn fact ^e punishment inflicted upon men
is distinctly iwopii/fl as adjusted to the condi-

tions of their I.KMU 1.. h. Enoch 221"14
.

Thus the Day of Judgment as a form of the Day
of Jahweh became the central point in Messianic

eschatology and the nomistic morality of Judaism.
Different teachers elaborated its details in different

ways, but, by the time Judaism was fairly de-

veloped, the Da\ "f -Ti V > n t was conceived of as

involving the < i v i: "; '! <> the records of each
individual (Dn 710

}. More or less literally, books
were believed to be kegt in heaven, generally by
one of the seven angels, in which the deeds of men
were recorded (Eth. Enoch 8961 9014'22

, Ascens.
Isaiah 921). In the final assize these books were

opened and balanced, and the future of the indi-

vidual was determined according to the preponder-
ance of In-, good or evil deeds (Eth. Enoch 5152' 15

896iff. 9Ui7.2oj
/v/-0 Aloth 3M, Ascens. Isaiah 9s2

;

cf. Lk 10*, Rev 3 13s 178 2015 21^). The difficulty
in such a

B
mechanical basis of judgment was to

some degree mitigated by the introduction of some-

thing approaching the later doctrine of super-
erogation, by which the merit of the patriarchs
could be transferred to the Jews. This particular
doctrine, however, it is difficult to trace distinctly
in the days of Jesus, although later the transfer of

merits from the patriarchs is distinctly recognized.
From this idea of the assize, in which sentences

were formally passed by the judge, arose the two

opposing concepts of condemnation and acquittal.
These two concepts are the two foci of much of the
NT teaching concerning the outcome of conduct.

While Jesus opposed the mercantile conception
of rewards and punishment, the Day of Judgment
occupied a central position in His teaching. With
Him as with all men of the prophetic type, the

Judgment stretched across the horizon of human
destiny. No action in life was morally neutral.

A man would give account at the Judgment for

the very words which he spoke (Mt 1236). It was

through the outcomes of life that Jesus estimated

conduct, and these outcomes converged into what
the Gospels designate the consummation of the
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age ; that Is, the great catastrophe in which the

Sesent
evil age comes to a close and the new

etssianie age begins.
2. The terms TV hlch the Gospels represent Jesus

as using to indicate the Day of Judgment are
various.

(a) Sometimes the great event -which would determine the
final destinies or men is called e\presah 'the day of judgment*
(Mt 1015 1122. -M 12 to), or more smVpIv the judgment* (Mt 521. 22

1241-44). These two terms are e&&eniiall\ the same.
(b) In one instance (Mu 11-- ') the *

judgment of Gehenna '

is mentioned, out this refers not so much to the Judgment-day
itself as to the punishment inflicted upon h3T>ocntes and.
sinners (cf 522).

(c) Parallel with these terms is 'that day*(Mt T22, Mk 1332,
cf Mt 24*2 2629, Lk 10*2) It is m this term that the da> is

described in the apocalypse of Mark (cf. Mk 12^0), for the
Second Gospel does not use the term 'the day of judgment.'
Possibly the same reference is to be found in the sayings of
Jesus recorded m Jn le2^. See DAY (THAT).

(d)
* The day of the Son of Man '

as a precise expression is

found only in Lk 17^*30, where the thought of Judgment is

immediately related to the eschatologrical reappearance of
Jesus as Christ. A similar, although not a precise, reference is

1
*

'

"

.' leaking of the Parousia, notably"
>* . it.

1 '
- rants expression of the Fourth

Gospel, to deMou> -bo <*av on Ahirr ir-n were to be raised from
the dead (Jn u-*

1
' -* "-

ll-i) T"ai I'-v^ cay of resurrection is to
be identified with 11 J

T)<>; of -Ti d^s i
r *j'

1

*VT>Dca*s not only from
the entire dnft of thr M(*-aiAn ic eMwtaiiiO.i currentm the tame
of Jesus, but also expsvv-h n J*i 12*.

3. The time of the Day of Judgment was not
precisely fixed "by Jesus, and in fact He is said to
he ignorant concerning it (Mk 13?*) ; but the
Gospels represent Him as aiiiioniKfi:^ its coming
"before II:*-.

jontc'nponirie- die (Mk KJJ|
0"

,,
Mt 1023,

cf. Jn ^l-
v"-{

,',
and (hi-, Mas the expectation of the

Apostolic Church in general. Xotwithstanding
the indefiniteness of its coming, the day is one for
which all should be watching (Mk 1333- 35- 37 1438,
Lk 1238 2 136 ), and its nearness can be argued from

the^ signs of the times (Mt 16s
) as wen as from

various portents described in the phraseology of

prophecy and apocalyptic,
Whether Jesus Himself regarded the Judgment-day as in-

jolung the faU of Jerusalem, or whether He regarded the
Inevitable destruction of the Jewish State as one of the fore-
runners of the Judgment, will remain a matter of dispute until
the critical composition of Mk 13 is more precisely fixed. On
the whole, however, in view of Jesus' forecast of the punish-
ment to come upon the Jewish people both in Galilee and in
Jerusalem, it seems proba-hle that He did in some precise way
correlate trie fall of Jerusalem with the eschatological Judg-
ment. But it would be a serious mistake to regard that
destruction of Jerusalem as exhausting the content of His
expectation of His Parousia, The punishment inflicted was to
be ,irii\ rsai, -ioi. Je\i ; *h. Had the disciples regarded the fall of
Jerusali ,n At n run .r'i< sen**' the Judgment of the Parousia, it
is inconceivable that the Tourch Gospel and the other portions of
th NT written subsequent to A.D. 70 should ha^ e p\ en no hint
of such interpretation In them as m she Svnoptics the Judg-
ment is not a process bat a single event, future, eschatological
At the same time it is to be borne in mind that the Fourth
Gospel appreciates the truth to which attention must be
presently called, namely, that while the Judgment is eschato-
logicai (Jn S22- 27 29 so

168), a man does not need to Wait until
that event to fix his destiny. That is already determined by
the acceptance or rejection of Jesus (Jn 318- 19

1233), guch
as contain the lewliing are, however, not to be inter-, , -

pret (1 as
irHtitunnf a loss of m'lief in the coming: of the Jud--

Jiienr cLa\ as a point in time, but rather as the Johannine
equivalent and supplement of the Apostolic doctrine of justifi-
cation by faith.

4L The Judge is apparently to be Jesus Himself
in His Messianic capacity (Sit IS30 2450 2512 39- 3

i).
At the same time, in the Svnoptics God is alo
referred to as Judge (Mt 1832 20* 22U, Lk IS7).ThU double conception is to be found also in the
apocalyptic literature, and is easily understood by
reference to the representative character of the
Messiah. In Lie 22^ the Apostles are also re-

garded as judges in the <jase of the twelve tribes
of Israel. This is a fom of the belief in the
judicial prerogatives of the saints which seems to
nave.been current in the early Church, (cf. 1 Co
62- \ and may be inferred also from the request of
the sons of Zebedee to occupy seats on the right
and left of Jesus when He came in His kingdom

(Mt 2021
jj Mk 1037). The Fourth Gospel represents

Jesus as ( xjre^lv denying (Jn 815 1247
), and also

as afSrmii.ij il,u Ho is the Judge (Jn 522* 27 - 30 816).
But such inconsistency can be resolved either by
considering

1 that Jesus at one time is thinking of

His historical and at another of His eschatological
duties, or by a reference to the general position of

the Evangelist that the mission of the Christ in

His historical ministry was for the purpose of

salvation rather than for condemnation (Jn 316
}

5. The subjects of the Judgment are men at

large, with particular reference to those who have
come in contact with the historical Jesus, includ-

ing His disciples. The question as to whether
those who never heard of Jesus are to be subject
to this Judgment is not distinctly raised or settled
in the Gospels, but the universality of the Judg-
ment seems inevitable from Christ's warnings,
notably in the parable of the Tares (Mt 13s*-30 -

86-43.
47-50^ These passages further indicate that at

the Day of Judgment mankind will be gathered
togothorLonro I

1 o Juilji'Mcf'-ilnune by the angels
a further !i..l,/j>iioM l>y-U-.- of a conventional

Messianic < \JM <;i; Tor..

6. The awards 01 biie Judgment-day are : (a) for
those who have accepted Him as Christ, eternal

Me, including the resurrection (Mk 947 1017 1225,
Mt 1923- 24 S54

*, Jn S29 639- 40* 44 54
). (b] For the wicked

the Judgment-day fixes the destiny of misery,
which is described in a variety of figures, such as
the Gehenna fire (Mk 947

, Mt S23
), destruction

(Mt 1028- 29
, Mk 836- 37

). The terror of the day is

also forecast in the various portents with which it
is to be ushered in, drawn from the figures of

prophecy and !. !><> ,'il \
j
>- (Mt 246 * 8- 49

, Mk 811
).

7. There is a <i -'a I question as to whether
many of these sayings concerning a Messianic
.7

^."{'."".ty,
\, may not be a reflexion of the

\JII.N ,ii-r
],ik[-i> rather than the express teaching

of Jesus. This is jMiilinilai
1
! true in clie on-o of

all passages quotea irom MID 2551
"46

. It is not
possible, however, so to < \

"

Ir ,,1" ;i < (.Aching
contained in the Gospels. "

_
< <".i . : must

decide that many, if not a great majority, of these
sayings come from Jesus Himself. The only
ground upon which they can be rejected as genuine
logia is the

'lorm,i*u^ j-ioMipo-i! ion that Jesus
was superior to, Jir (i iiM;oj[Kiuif ni Oi, current Messi-
anism. Such a position is difficult, however, in
view of the relation of Jesus to His times, and His
undoubted expectation that He would return with
completed Messianic

dignity. It is an unsafe
method of criticism which determines first what
Jesus could or could not have said, and then makes
this determination the critical criterion by which
to decide His relation to the current of develop-
ing Me^iauihin. His superiority to the apocalyptic
expectation of His eonternpoiaiies i- no more
marked than His use of ceuam element > of their
hope for the coining of the eschatological Messianic
era. Yet it is to be borne in mind constantly that
here, as in so much of the teaching of Jesus, a new
content is given by Him to current vocabularies
and concepts. The standards of judgment are no
longer those of the apocalyptic writers. Ethnic
prerogatives are swept away. A man's destinv is
to be settled not by hi& relation to Abraham, but
by his relation to God. Not even those who called
Him '

Lord,* but those who did God's will, were to
enter the

kingdom of heaven. Care bestowed upona poor disciple was an assurance of the bliss of
heaven. Such a change of moral values carries
Jesm over into something other than a mechanical
doctrine of rewards and punishments and *f statu-
tory merit. Instead of a balancing of good deeds
and bad, it is evident from both the Synoptics and
the Fourth Gospel that He recognized m eternal
life the summum bom&m, which is quite other than
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the sensuous-
"

;
o" T' oeh and some of the Rabbis.

Eternal life
'

i
-I -M is not an artificial rewaid,

but rather the consummation of peis-onalily which
is determined by faith and Tclniio i**iup wuh God,
and includes the resurrection of the body. The
Day of Juu;_rr,(>ri(-, however else it may be used by
Jesus, i<- ji-nuj i.ly a pedagogical point of contact
with morals and religion* It is an integral point
of His teaching, not in the sense that it was an
oji-oiii:*ii

j

y for God to wreak vengeance upon the
t fu"ino <

u
*

the Jews, but in that it expressed the
outcome of life, which is always to be lived in view
of (in in' ;,f Ti'linjr e' uni{ y. Tlio iiu<o.i"y with which
He. e!t>J:< ^ ihi-> fuiKjamoTi^al i lea i^ Jewish, and
must be treated in the same method as all pro-
phetic imagery. But in such treatment it is im-

possible to deny that Jesus JiMinc.ly tojuho that
the final destiny of mankind i> a iifjiucr i Implies

beyond death, and is conditioned by one's life before
death. Any constructive use of the concept of the

D\. <-
r
J.jiV

1
' 11 'i

1

. asit is described in the Gospels,
is ."'

' <

'^'Mj'i;. *! -ject to th- 1
*.

>
-

""

considerations

which must obtain in the ,

i use of the
entire Messianic scheme of Judaism as it appears
in the NT. So far as Jesus Himself is concerned,
this is one of the inevitable problems of His position
as a revelation of God in terms of a historically
conditioned individuality. The truth of Christi-

anity in this, as in others of its phases, does not
rise and fall with the finality of its

expository
and

_pedagogical concepts. Witl.i 11
. Mv <<"i"

'

o" the

l)ay of Judgment lies the j
"o o ,M

"

M ,
,or on

the part of Jesus of the fact that a man s ultimate

destiny will be fixed in accordance with the im-
mutable laws of God. To be saved i- -oiMofhinj:
more than to win the blessings of an .ic([iuiLaL a.

the Js'\"M \' I

T

J \ of Judaism. It i- isuhei 10

poss - a
|

,:
.*

(: life due to' the soul's relation
with io ! i :'.'. faith, which will eventuate in

those blessed results which are pictured by the

Gosp'els in terms of the apocalx p-c.
ii. IN THE TEACHING OK PITT A Vital LI S In the

teaching of the Apostles the Day of Judgment has
a position quite as central as in the teaching of

Jesus. But even more important is it in what

may be called their system of teaching. With
them as with Jesus, the chief end of faith is the
achievement of salvation, that is, eternal life j but
their thought is more formally concentrated on the
events of the great day. St. Paul draws out the

logical relations of these elements more elaborately
than any of the other NT writers, but it is easy
to see that there is no radical difference at this

point between him and them. All alike held that

there was no escaping the Judgment of God
<Ro 2s

, cf. He 9s7, Gal I6f- S6-9- 15
*-).

1. The term *day of judgment' does not occur

in the Pauline teaching, and in fact only in 2 Peter
and 1 John. The day is commonly denominated
*the judgment,' and even more frequently is re-

ferred to in specific phrases as * that day
' or f the

day' (1 Co 313
). With this must be identified also

the *

day of Christ,* although the term has a some-
what wider connotation (see BAY OF CHRIST) (1 Co
I8 55,

2 Co I14, Ph I6 10 216
), or '

day of the Lord 5

(1 Th 52
). In one or two instances also it is

called the great day
'

(
Jude 6

, Rev 617). The belief

in the same great assize is to bo *ern Ijing behind
the idea of condemnation (/cp^aaj t\hu'h is <*o fre-

quently met with in the NT.
2. It is around this Day of Judgment, as one of

the elements in the establishing of the Messianic

era, that the 'judgment' of the Apostles continually
circles. All of them referred to it as one of the

things to be assumed as believed in by all Chris-

tians (He 62, KpLna). It might seem strange to

the heathen (Ac 1731
), but it was one of the ele-

mentary expectations of all Jews and proselytes.

It was to come within the lifetime of men living
during the first age, and its awards would be final

for the eternity which then began. Its subjects
were to be all mankind, as St. Paul elaborately
argues in t^ -i

-

*

<

"

s pters of Romans. They
were to be

'

_ and the dead. This, of

course, implies the bringing of the dead from Sheol,

tion of the dead must be treated as something other
than the acquisition of the body of the resurrection,
which was to be a part of the great reward of
the believer. In accordance with the apocalyptic
literature, angels were also to be judged, and
that, top, by the saints (1 Co 62- 3

).

3. This universality of the Judgment lay at the
bottom of much of the discussion concerning justi-
fication by faith. The Christian* believed that

they, as well as others, were to stand before the

Judgment-seat of Christ to give an account of the
deeds done in the body. The conditions of ac-

quittal at the Judgment were conceived by the
Jerusalem Church as including participation in the

blessings promised exclusively to Jews as sons of

Abraham. In the case of the party of the circum-

cision, at least, it was the belief of the Jerusalem
Church that believing Jews a* -

1

;

""

\
'

-
,

n

: s

were to be acquitted in the !' x < 1;
,

The Pauline position, PU i ; i-\ -i < ^ !< ol ,- <!. accepted
Jesus as Christ was ' >

<'V-j , (
,
u,* exposed

to certain iri^'ippielK
* !<! Oi. !n ; :' hand,St.

Paul in-i-ua iK,it 11 \\a- rot necessary for those
who believed in Jesus as Christ to be subject to the
Law as a statutory enactment ; on the other hand,
he was aware that the Christian Me was far enough
from being in absolute conformity with the will of

God. How then could believers hope to be ac-

quitted ? His reply is that they know they are to
be , *"*] 1

-
< i .-' they have the Holy Spirit,

the i: r : . :'i r > the heritage of salvation.

His answer to the consequent question why a man
who no longer feared condemnation at the Judg-
ment of God should be good, constitutes one of the
most vital of his ethical teachings It amounts to

this: Realize in conduct the moral possibilities
of ilie ie: noi.i'i self. His answer to the more
li.ii.uuLi

1- <!i.e-i'on as to what should happen to

oping < iiii-i.jin- Jit the Judgment is equally pro-
found. In 1 Co 310 he argues that the foundation
of faith in Jesus Christ must always abide, but
that the building which each believer erects upon
this foundation may be worthless. His figure

clearly teaches that the Christian is subject to the

Judgment as truly as any one else, and that al-

though lie will be given the body of the resurrection

and the other blessings of salvation, he will also

suffer certain losses. At this point, therefore,
there is to be seen the rudiments of a logical
doctrine as to rewards and punishment which is

far enough from the mechanical expectation of the

apocalypses. And, further, it must be added that
the early Church believed that it was possible even
for those who, so far as could be judged by ordinary
standards, had accepted Jesus as Christ, to fall

away and be ultimately lost. Christians were

always in danger of committing sins which at the

Judgment would shut them out of the kingdom
of God (Gal 521 , 1 Co 69- 10* 11

, Ro 132 1423). It is

clear, therefore, from such teaching, that St. Paul
moved over into the moral as distinct from the

purely formal field. The Judgment-day is some-

thing other than the time of registering the arbi-

trary decrees of God, and becomes the time when
the ultimate destinies of men are determined by
their actual moral conditions, these conditions in-

cluding, rather than being supplanted by, faith in

Jesus.
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$. The details of the day are not clearly worked
out "by the Apostles. In their case, as in that of

Jesus, there is the double expectation that both
God and Jesus will "be the J a <!,: In the Apostolic
thought, however, the rwojm lion of Jesus as

J'l-^o 'j
".

J < -1 as has already been pointed out, by
.'u -? \ -,

i < V> 62) is very distinct. He is to sit

upon the throne, and mankind is to stand before

Him, and bow to Him, and be subject to Him. At
the same time the correlation between His position
and that of God is distinctly made (Ko 216

). He is

to be God's agent, and at * the end* is to give over
the kingdom to the Father (1 Co 1524).

5. In the Apocalypse there are two Judgment-
days spoken of. The first, which is established at

the appearance of Jesus, is confined to the worldly
powers, and Satarf is then bound and shut up in

the abyss (Rev 201"3
}. Then follows the reign of

Christ on earth for a thousand years, which is

ushered in by the resurrection of the martyrs
(20

4"6
). At the end of this period of one thousand

years the great day of God (16
14

) conies, in which
all those believers who survive and the members
of the one thousand years' kingdom are carried up
to heaven, and all the dead are raised to stand
before the Judgment-seat of God (20

12* 13
). Here

again there inut-r be a distinction drawn between
the idea of the ascension from Sheol and the acqui-
sition of the body of the resurrection. At this
final Judgment the evil are sent to the lake of
fire (21

8
), where they continue in endless misery.

In this last Judgment it may be noticed also that
one's future is determined by the records in the
books of the Judge (20

12- w
).

6. As in the case of the teaching of Jesus, the
award at the Day of Judgment for the wicked is

eternal condemnation, which is described in a
variety of ways, ehiof among which are c destruc-

tion,' ^fire,*
and *

death, flu- general term for
such misery being the anthropomorphic expression
* wrath of God.* For believers there is, on the
other hand, salvation which, m the resurrection of
the body, nmrki tho completion of that eternal life
a! read v- begun in the e;n thly life of the believer

(Jiroiiprh tlu pn^encp or tho Spirit in the believer's
heart.

7. It is improbable that the Church of the NT
times ever ceased to think of the Day of Judgment
as a distinct r>oint in time, and of the coming of
Christ as a definite event of the future (Ac 24s5, Ro
23}. See PAROIJSIA. Such late books as Jude and
2 Peter are particularly emphatic as to His coming,
although the writer of 2 Peter is obviously per-
plexed at the delay in the return of Jesus (2 JP 34)

8* It is at this point, however, that one realizes
more clearly than ever the impo^ibililv of treat-

ing ^ any one of the particular olcrnenU of the
Christian esehatological Messianic hope a pa*

*

."i om
the others. The reason for this lies in I ho origin
of the hope. In so far as it is not the outcome of
the historical facts of Jesus* life, death, and resur-
rection, it is the bequest of Judaism to the Chris-
tian Church. As such, its component elements
are really phases of one hope, and are so inextric-
ably combined as to make it almost impossible to
separate them. The Parousia, the Day of Chnst,
the Day of Judgment, the resurrection of the
dead, are all alike different aspects of the same
great event toward which, the whole creation
moves. They all embody the fundamental ex-
pectation of early Christianity, that the Christwho
had been crucified would shortly return to estab-
lish His Messianic kingdom. In such an estab-
lishment there was Involved the punishment of all
those who were the enemies of God and of His
Christ, as well as the rewarding of those who were
His loyal subjects Its terrors were aslar as pos-
sible from bemg figurative to the early C&iistians.

From the time of Pentecost onwards men were fiibt

warned of the approach of the Judgment which all

Jews expected, and were then told how by faith in

Jesus as Christ and Lord they mig"
'

^ ." ,

'
'

,

'

m that Judgment It is further : > i o 1
\

in all matters '. the future condition of

mankind and of escaping punishment
and winning salvation at the Day of Judgment,
all the Christian writers are essentially at one.

Differences in emp" ;-"* <

*
-

1

i-K^io-
1
* *

^"-'t,:-
tion should not be p'

*
. 'jo-i-i'i i

1 - M\ i\,

in elementals.
Such an expectation embodies both permanent

and transitory elements. Those are transitory
which depend upon an impossible cosmology and a
literal monarchical conception of God's relation

to the world. Those are permanent which em-

body the immutable laws of the moral world and
the facts of the historical Jesus (including His
resurrection). To C'

" " *

between these two

groups of elements is not ctirticult for the historical

student, and will result in a la
'

of
the fundamental truth of an , . . on-
ceived Judgment-day. See als
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relation to the Kingdom of G' ! I -P i ,'//' Vor-
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*
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DAY (THAT). It was near the close of His
ministry that the Lord began to speak especially
of the Last Things At an early stage we find a
reference to

' thai day' (Mt722
)/ The hypocrites

will plead in vain, in that day, how they had pro-
fessed Christ. The day is the Dayj of Judgment,
the day of the sealing of citizenship in the King-
dom of heaven. There is also a reference to * that

day
'
in the Commission to the Apostles. It will

be more tolerable for Sodom in that day than for a
city that will not receive them (Lk 1012

). Here
the parallel denunciation in the First Gospel gives
4 in the day of judgment' (Mt 1015

). Thus ( that

day
*
is a phrase to denote the terrible day which

is ever imminent, the day of Christ's coming to

judge the world and inaugurate His universal

reign. But among His last woids the Lord in-
cluded warnings of the fate of Jerusalem as well
as of the doom of the world. These messages
about the end of the city and the end of the world
are intertwined in the Synoptic records of the close
of His ministry. Beasonable care should not fail
to disentangle the threads. The expression in
that day* is used, for instance, to refer quite
plainly to the fall of Jerusalem (Lk 1731 ; in Mk.
and Mt. * those days

3

). But then the phrase has
its usual significant euphemistic use for the day of
Christ's coming in judgment in all three Gospels
where they recount the Lord's solemn Avamin^s to
be ready (Mt 24s6

, Mk 1333, Lk 21).
< That day

'

is in the foreknowledge of God alone ; it will come
on the whole world as a snare to the unready. It

may be immediate in its coming (Lk 1240), and it
will be quick as lightning when it does come (Mt
227), Evidently *that day' is an epoch ; not an
era, but the beginning of one era and the end of
another. * That<%y

of the revelation of the Son
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of Man will be as sudden and final as the experi-
ences of Noah and Lot appeared to each (Lk 1730).
As the end of this present age is the ",

" "

<

"

the reign in glory of Christ and His i

allusion to * that day* at the Last Supper may
"be understood in the same sense as hitherto. In
( that day

5
the Kingdom shall be established, and

all things shall be new, and the King will drink
the new wine first again in ' that day

'

(Mk 1425,

Mt 2629
). On this pathetic promise of the Saviour

on the eve of His crucifixion Irenseus comments :

'promisit . . . ostendens, et hcereditatem terrce in

qua bibitur nova generatio mtisy et carnalem re-

surr
'

.
'"'

"

E}us
y

(V. xxxiii. 1).

St -I
'

, 'that day
' are to an era,

however, rather than to an epoch (Jn 14SO 1623* 26
).

*In that day^' the disciples shall recognize their
Lord's Divinity, and pray to the Father in His
name. In the Fourth Gospel, therefore, the phrase
describes the eia which had its beginning at
Pentecost when the Holy Spirit was bestowed so

fully upon the Church.

LITERATURE. Cremer, ft
* " ""*

DB, art.
'

Eschatology c , \

190 fl. \\

igs'
1.

DAYSPRINGkThe dawn or bcpiTnim;r of the

day ; cf. for the word 1 S 926
, Job 3S12

; ni NT only
Lk I78 (avcLToXri}, but cf. the prophecy quoted Mt
416

(<p&$ ajf^riXey ai/row). Zachana.s saw, in the re-

markable events 'iVmjj pl'Ke, ihe coming of the
new day and the ilhuimu; *>\ hope ;or Israel: 'the

Lord, the God of l-ui<l, ha 1
i M-S -i and wrought

redemption for his people' (v.
68

) ; *the dayspring
from on high shall visit us

5

(EV fut. &B). 'A-
re\\eiv is often used for the rising of the sun (Mt
136

, Mk 162, Ja I11 ) and stars (Nu 2417
, 2 P I 19), and

avaroX-/], either in sing, or plur. form, for the East
(Mt 21 - 2

etc.). In Rev 72 1612
^X/ov is added, and

there BV substitutes 'sunnsing* for AV 'east
3

In LXX dmroXi/ occurs for the rising of the moon
(Is 6019

). I i^lu f'e|iientl\ -UIMK- fo* -..IvaKO]. a'!1

deliverance -U .

-
S' J

liu
1

,
Mul

-I'-,
I k 12

- JUKI ui->

specially applied to the Messiah, cf. Jn I9 etc., Eph
o14

(see'Edersheim, Life and Times, h. 166). For
dvard\)) < tf^ovs in Lk I78 Vulg. has oriens ex alto.

*E| tf^ovy, *from on high,' presents some difficulty,
as dawn does not come fiom on high ; perhaps the
ref. to a bright shining star is more in keeping
(Meyer) ;

* He is the Daystar from on high, bring-
ing a new morning to those who sit in the darkness
and death-shadows of the world '

(Liddon, Samp.
JLect. 8 p. 248). Godet would connect these words
with hna-K^erat (

f
it is from the bosom of Divine

mercy that this star comes down, and it does not
rise upon humanity until after it has descended
and has been made man ') but this seems hardly
necessary; # tf^ovs represents 'from God,

3 and
avaTo\y fJ^ovy is simply

* God's Messiah '

(Dalman,
The Words of Jems, pp. 223, 224).

A different translation is based on the fact that V*TXJ in

LXX stands several times for nips, a
* shoot* or *

branch/ one of

the prophoiK' ramos of the Messiah (Jer 235, Zee 38 6*2 ; cf.

JIT 40[38p Thood ) So Edersheim ;
4

Although almost all

modern aiirhoruici ,ire against* me, I cannot persuade myself
lhaciho expression rendered "dajspring" is not here the

equivalent of the Ileb. no* Branch* (op. cit i 158 n.)- But it

seems a fatal objection that none of the other expressions in

the passage correspond ('to shine upon* t$Zvou, 'to guide'
**TotiDvaj); and & v^ovs causes much greater difficulty (cf Is

II 1
). Bleek "wishes to combine the two meanings by supposing-

a play of words on the sprouting branch and the rising star ;

no Hebrew v ord will bear the double meaning, bub LXXcomes
near identifying

1 this Messianic name with the appearance of

light when it renders Is 42(< in that day shall the branch(nD^) of

the Lord be beautiful and glorious *) by isr/A^/ o 6eos y /Jay*,?

fAirat $ol;4?. If the source of Lk. be Aramaic, kveer^ may stand
for some other word ; cf. its use for 7\\l

'

brightness
'

(Is 6019),

and in one MS, Q g> for mr 'rising
'

(Is 60S). See the Comm. of

Godet and Plummet, in loc. W. H.

DEAD, THE (ol v icpo). 1. The reverence and
regard due from the living to the dead ;

"""

.*

to the ideas which the Jews shared ! <

'

nations, are clearly illustrated in the Gospels. All
honour is paid to the corpse in preparation for
burial: it is anointed with spices and unguents
(Mk 161

, Lk 2356
, Jn 19^ ; cf. what Jesus says in

bier (Lie 7
"

',. The omission of any mention of
burial in the case of Lazarus in the parable (Lk
1622

), as contrasted with the case of the rich man,
who * had a funeral/ Lttpcak** a poor abject The
dead are bewailed by kin^rolk (Jn II31 * 33

), by
*vmptitho1ic neighbours, and by hired mourners
(.Mk 5^, Mt 923 ). Jesus in the noteworthy saving
in Lk 960 (=Mt 822

), 'Let the dead bury their

dead,' overrides a chief charge on filial affection,
the burial of a father, as He emphasizes the para-
mount claims of discipleship. Such obseivances
are not only the expression of natural grief ; they
involve belief in the continued existence of the

dead, as is also the case with other forms of duty
to the dead such as are insisted on in the Talmud.
E.g. their wishes are to be respected and fulfilled

(Git. 1^5), they are free from all <.U:*-,.
j

:<. i (JShab.

30&), it is unlawful to speak evil of them (Herakh.
I9a) cf. the familiar proverb, De mortuis nil nisi

bonum.
2. The teaching of Jesus concerning the dead.

Whatever may be gathered from the words of

Jesus touching the state of the dead is to be

regarded in the light of the current Jewish beliefs

of His day, to see how far He sanctions such
beliefs, and in what respects He corrects and
modifies them. The tenets of the Sadducees,
denying the resurrection, future retribution, and
indeed any continuance of personal being after

death, constituted a sectarian opinion from the

standpoint of later Judaism. The Sadducees, it is

true, seemed to adhere to the older teaching of the

OT, wherein for the most part nothing is allowed

concerning the dead (repha'im) but a thin, shadowy
existence in SheoL They -\\ ero however, influenced
in this respect by HellonNm and their affectation
of culture rather than by zeal for the earlier Jewish
faith (Schurer, HJP II. ii. 38 f.). The common
belief, illustrated in the later literature of Judaism,,
was virtually that of the Pharisees, who held that
the soul is imperishable, that rewards and punish-
ments follow this life under the earth (cf. Lat.

inferi), that for the wicked there is an eternal im-

prisonment, but for the righteous a resurrection to
eternal life (Jos. EJ 11. 8 ; Ant. xviii 1). This
resurrection is connected with, the glory of the
Messianic kingdom.
Jesus definitely repudiates the Saddncean view

(Mk 1224- -7
), and endor^^, as to its substance, that

of the Pharisees. (For a difterent view, cf. E.

White, Life in Christ, ch. 16). In His dealing
\vi1h the Saddncecs and their catch-question on
this subject (Mk 12 10"27 and parallels), He teaches
Hi at tlio dead are really alive and in a state of

consciousness. So a I -50 in the parable of the Rich
Man and Lazarus (Lk 161&ff>

), with a sharp distinc-

tion between experiences of misery and bliss as
entered upon by souls after death. This parable
also favours the belief in the soul's direct and
immediate entrance upon this new conscious state,
as do our Lord's words in Lk 2S43 e

To-day shalt
thou be with me in paradise.' We are not,
hoiweirer^ to allow a literal interpretation of His

language in this connexion to dominate our appre-
ciation of what the Gospels afford as regards belief

concerning the state, of the dead. The expression
*Abraham's bobom,* e.g., is of no dogmatic value to

us, though suitable and significant to the men of
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owe Loid^ day. Similarly with the other pictorial
elements ; they are only of the same order as the

imagery with which other faiths have invested
ideas concerning the hereafter. The matter of

abiding importance here is the teaching that^at
death a judgment already takes effect, the portion
of the soul in the after life being determined with
direct reference to the life lived in the present
world, with results that may be in startling con-

trast to the estimates of a man and his condition
formed by his fellow-men here. This conception
seems to imd expression in a syjnbol found on early
Christian tombs in Phrygia, viz. an open book or

set of tnbellce, which Ramsay explains as * indicat-

ing death and the judgment of God after death ;

the tablets are open to indicate that the process of

judgment has begun
7

(see art. in Expositor, March
1905, p. 223).
Such a representation of the condition of the

dead in Hades is not, however, to be understood
as excluding a remoter crisis in the soul's history,
such as is suggested by the prominent NT concep-
tion of * the judgment

' and e the day of judgment.'
As Weiss says, the retribution thus set forth as

befalling a soul in Hades 'does not exclude an
ultimate decision as to its final fate' (Theol. of
NT, i. p. 156 note, Eng. tr.). 'Abraham's bosom'
or e

Paradise,' moreover, does not denote a final

and 'perfect consummation and bliss,' in the escha-

tological views of the Jews in the time of Christ.

The resurrection lies beyond. Jesus in His en-

counter with the Sadducees use ^-o 1
; : r * of

His time, and speaks of the i i- , s a
transition and crisis awaiting the dead (Mk 1225,
Mt 2230

). The wording of the Lukan account

(20
35

) is particularly noticeable ol d

gtcelvov rvxew K. TTJS

peKp&v. There is an 'age to come' (rather than
world/ see Dalman, Worte Jesu t Eng. tr. p. 153),

which is to be attained by those that shall have
been deemed worthy of it, an age evidently to be

thought of as ushered in by the resurrection from

among the dead. That age (
= *the kingdom

3

elsewhere), embodying the highest hopes of the
Jews for the hereafter, answers to all the highest
conceptions as to human destiny found amongst
people of other faiths. -And evidently it is not

immediately attained at death, according to the

language of Jesus. If, then, an accumulation of

weighty considerations seems to some to support
the doctrine of an intermediate state for those who
have passed from this life a doctrine already
familiar to the Jews in our Lord's time (see Sal-

mond, Chr. Doct. of Immortality, p. 3451) the

teaching of the Gospels offers no definite opposi-
tion. A itatc 1

,
i e.} not simply of vague gloom or

attenuated being, but of vivid consciousness; for
the blessed dead e a condition in fellowship with
God, containing in itself the germ of an everlasting
heavenly life towards which it tends* (Wendt, Lehre
Jem, Eng. tr. i. p. 223), with progress and growth
from more to more ; and in the case of others, a
state affording room for the hope that there a
solution is to be found for a multitude of otherwise
inscrutable life problems in regard to man's salva-
tion. Such comfortable words as Jn K2- 5 !?24 do
not conflict with this conception as regards the
state of the blessed dead, and they are to be
thought of as being 'with Christ' in a manner
which is

*

very far better* (Ph I23) than what may
be known in the present life.

Salmond (op. cit. eh. 5), arguing on the whole against the
doctrine of an intermediate state, relies mainly on the fact that
no positive doctrine of this kind, is found in Christ's words, and
observes that towards this subject

* His attitude is one of
significant reserve'; but this argiimentum e stfentw of itself
tells just as much one way as the other. Those who maintain
that death brings irrevocable doom to all and admits imme-
diately to full and final destiny, are hard pressed by manifold

difficulties. What expedients they are driven to in order to

mitigate these are illustrated, eg ,
in Handles' After Death.

The author eagerly urges how much is possible in the wa> of

repentance and pardon e\en in articulo mortis 'After all

intercourse between the dying and their friends has ceased, a

saving work of God proceeds';
*

repentance and faith, pardon
- id -i w

, -. tea o", "i. ]> <-] with speed and power such as

\ >-e r, * i ,
' -u 1 ". , i * s years' (p. 250 f). Greatly to

the credit of his heart, in anxiously maintaining his position he
also advances considerations which lead, he thinks, to the con-

clusion that * the proportion of the finally lost to the saved will

be about as the proportion of the criminal part of England's
population to all the rest* (p 244 f )

' The consideration of the
solemn subject of final destiny lies beyond the scope of this

article.

3. Christ's figurative use of the term 'dead.
9

The use of the term as descriptive of a certain

spiritual condition, unperceiving, unresponsive, is

illustrated in the saying of Lk 960, quoted above.

In Lk 1524 it occurs as tantamount to *
lost

' The
dead spoken of in Jn 5a>2b,

to whom the Son gives
eternal life, are so described in virtue of their con-

dition prior to their believing on Him.
Iiri>\ri nr Artt. 'Eschatology' and *ftom

HJL-, M^S' DIl T- n. '_ '
.1 '1 'T\od' .' /

Duty to the !)

quoted); We-, /J

Wendt, Teach
Theol. ofNT, "

tafoy; Drum >

and tAe CAns
After Death i ]i

/>'

,
/' ,/

V

A -i , ; So-
f N ,'

,
1. _- tr. in the relative ;

-. . i e relative ; Stevens,
il

'" / ',>, Doctrine of Immot-
*

, .'.'
'

'. : Stanton, The Jewish
jkock, After Death ; Bandies,
White, Life in Christ.

J. S. CLEMENS.
DEAF AND DUMB. 1. Link between deafness

and dumbness. (a] Tl appear impossible to sepa-
rate these two maladies* ot dojifne-s and dumbness,
whether one approaches them from the standpoint
either of the scientist or of the student. The
consequence of the former disease is that the sense
of hearing is diminished or abolished ; the conse-

cjuence of the latter is that the power of articulat-

ing sounds is defective or impossible. There is,

indeed, no physiological connexion between the
maladies ; but the acute stage of either leaves the

patient now with a correspondent
b

, . of

hearing, now with a correspondent , , for

speaking. The acutest form of the is

seen when congenital ; then the link is observed at
its closest: the maladies, so to speak, draw into

one, and the remedies which surgery or treatment,
and the artificial aids of hand, or lip, or sign
language can afford, are invariably applied as if

these maladies had some common source and a
unity of their own.

(6) This conception of an inherent unity between
deafness and dumbness is curiously illustrated by
the Greek adjective with which this article is

chiefly concerned. K6>06s is derived from the root
KOTT; i.e. that which is smitten, crushed, or blunted,
opposed to di/y, 'sharp,* 'keen. 9 Thus K&<f>6s is

used in Homer of a h n-t wr-, i
*

* of the dumb
earthf [cp. Lat. '//'./'

'

-\ . ;," with a wonder-
ful picturesqueness, of the noiselessness of a wave
before it crashes upon the shingle. $ It is thus
only by a slight metaphorical turn tbat the adjec-
tive stands to describe the impairment or loss of
powers of the mind or body ; and so of vision, of

hearing, nnd aificulatirig.
2. jRefeninns in the Gospel*. In the Gospels

K(*)<j>6s (the word is not found outside them in the
NT) is applied only to the two maladies under
discussion, *.#. to describe the dwarfed and blunted
powers of the deaf and dumb. Indeed, as it fur-
m-he*i a common description of both maladies, a
less careful student would be in danger, at least in
the chief characteristic passage (Mk 731'37

), of mis-
rendering, or rather misapplying, the adjective,
which plainly signifies 'deaf.

3 But later in the
same Gospel (9

25
) Ku<f>6s piobably means *dumb.*

This free transference of the adjective by the same
writer, as descriptive now of the one malady andnow of the other, is clearly not due to any scientific

* IL xi. 390. t II. xxiv. 44. J II. xiv. 16.
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knowledge of the Second Evangelist ; it ~\\ as enough
for him that it connoted the crushing, maiming char-
acter of both diseases. It is curious to note that
even St. Luke the physician, in the three passages
in which the word occurs, uses /cw^ds in this double
ivi-.

1

... "o i (I""" 11u of dumbness, 722 of deafness).
Si M, ,, \- j '_< *L uses i'"o\ji' (."''"> T

"
*

i \/
as

applicable to deafness (IP) or aumoness (&").

It^is,
of course, mainly on our Loid's works of

healing that the interest of the question turns. A
glance will be sufficient at the striking passage in
the opening of St. Luke's Gospel (I

5"22
) in which

the announcement of the birth of the Baptist was
made to the aged Zacharias. It is significant to

observe that Zacharias was on this occasion the
victim not merely of lack of faith in the angel's
message, but of real alarm at the vision. The
penalty for this lack of faith was temporary
speechlessness. Its infliction was indeed pro-
nounced by Gabriel, but it may well be supposed
that it was brought about by natural causes.

There are many instances in which sudden
emotion has brought on deafness or dumbness,
and, strangely enough, there are instances on
record in which a sudden emotion, like terror, has
led to the restoration of lost powers of this char-
acter. The medical faculty always regard hope-
fully patients who have become suddenly deaf or
dumb from these instantaneous causes, and it may
be assumed that neither Zacharias himself nor his

f
*

-^ '

,. j

"

\ the visitation as permanent, apart
' || <. ''. - consoling limitation of its conse-

quences.
Two miracles recorded by St. Mark have sug-

gestions about the deaf and dumb which are full of

interest, and to which only inadequate commentary
is possible within the space of this article. The
former is that wrought by the Lord, on the edge of

the Holy Land, upon an unnamed sufferer (Mk
731"37

). He is described as deaf, and as having an
I H .""hni n i ". u his speech. The strange term

* here
< v~ -\(M '.

'-

, which does not occur elsewhere
in .NT and is found only once in LXX (Is 356

), indi-

cates at once the closeness of link between the two
maladies which has been already emphasized, and
also declares that the man was not so dumb as he
was deaf. He spoke, but only with difficulty ; a
trial, no doubt, to others as to himself. In this

narrative, given by St. Mark with such extra-

ordinary vividness of detail,t the taking aside,
the ni vMPTiou 5- jLernodio^ applied the sigh, the word
Miokcu, noi/ of magic Imt <

"

;!

^
-in all these

we see the Divine figure
** of Man as

traced by St. Mark, in TTi- con pa io'> for suffer-

ing humanity, in His t^nc'im/ n- -.^nificant by
action as byword, in IIi^ -ulilinio <

1 < T > lidence that
He had that to give, for which He looked not
in vain from heaven. St. Mark puts in simple,
unscientific terms the record of the cure. The
sufferer's ears were opened, his tongue was no
long(M a pilsner, speech came back orderly and
intelligible to tho>e around.
The other miracle, also recorded by St. Mark

(9
14*29

), is upon one whose dumbness was linked
with demoniacal possession An examination of

the passage shows how the case had baffled

Christ s disciples. The father of the possessed
felt that he had in the Great Teacher his final

resort. Our Lord's question elicited the reply
that the malady, aggravated by demoniacal sug-
gestion, was congenital. The man's dumbness
was of the acutejst form. The narrative of the

*
juuyytXetXaf ; there is no English equivalent. The French

word balbutiant approaches its meaning closely.
t See present writer's article in Expositor (v. iv. [1896] p.

380) on
* He took him aside.'

J The Aram. JSphphatha (v.
3
*) applies not only to the man's

hearing but to his speech ; to the open ear, but also as by a

frequent Hebraism to the open lip.

miracle is not out of line with the experience of
the medical faculty. It is not only that deafness
and dumbness^ are allied, but the patient at his
worst and puMpiM-i suffers some form of de-
mentia or idiot 1

\. "NV" ih j1 rv '

', which
lacked the ,""

J
"

<
.

,
. .

Sj Our
Lord dealt < i <

'

_
Ir , , 1 , ces an

evil, hostile power,"
6 Thou speechless

* and dumb
spirit, come out of him, and enter no more into
him.* The former cure was

calmly, quietly
brought about. This was accompanied by awful
convulsions. But the issue in both was tHe same,
neither physical defects nor demoniacal agency
resisted the word of pity and of power.

It is to be observed that none of our Lord's
miracles excited such interest or won such ad-
miration as those wrought upon the deaf and
dumb. This would answer to common experience.
The restoration of sight to the blind, for it is none
other than this which special treatment in Germany
seems now and again to have brought about, and
of which one marvellous instance is known to the

present writer, would not cause such astonishment
as the recovery of a deaf or dumb friend. Blind-
ness does not interrupt personal relationship as
deafness and dumbness do, and, the moment hear-

ing and speech are recovered, the results and
consequences are communicable to others. It is

no wonder, therefore, that the astonishment of the
multitude passed into praise. Its verdict was,
< He hath d-i < ; V Jt

ii,' -veil' (Mk 7s7).
3. Spirits i' 't

f
, t"i* i * of deafness and dumb-

ness. The '"
'

u
1

! i these human bodies of

ours stand possessed are so wondrous in their

character and operations, that one would expect
to find in Holy Scripture lessons drawn from
them of great ^piutual import. And so it is.

The open eye, cleai V '

:

J p
1 is a figure

of faith throughout
'

:

' IIO18 !^!1
,

Pr 2012
, Mk 81

*, Jn 1240, Ro II8 ). With equal force

the open ear is significant of obedience. Students
of the Psalter and of tl: ' T* ;' *

- will bear in
mind the denunciations !,< 1 <

'

for spiritual
deafness and dumbness, upon a people which re-

fused to listen to the voice of Jehovan, and which
was silent when the Divine Name and His praise
were concerned (Ps 81 11

etc., Is 610
). On the other

hand, again, through both Testaments, from
Samuel to St John the Divine, a commendation
and blessing has ever attended the ear willing to

receive, the lips open to prayer and to praise. It

is in and through the combination of these that
the message of the Gospel can be disseminated (Bo
1010- 17

). And so of all the spiritual gifts, most
dear to Apostolic men was Trapprja-ta (Eph^ 620

),

born of the courage of conviction, and marking a
mind and temper capable of standing at the last

before the Son of Map. B. WHITETOORD.

DEATH. It belongs to the profoundly spiritual
character of our Lcrd's thinking that He says com-

paratively little on the subject of physical death.

His attitude towards it is indicated in the words,
'She is not dead but sleepeth

3

(Mt 926=Mk S3*,
Lk 852). He recognized that man's true being was

something apart from the mere 'bodily existence,
and death thus resolved itself into a natural inci-

dent, analogous to sleep, which broke the con-

tinuity of life only in seeming. The idea is

presented more definitely in the diarge to the

disciples,
' Fear not them that kill the body, and

after that have no more that they can do/ etc.

(Lk 124=Mt 1028), where it is expressly declared

that life resides in the soul, over which God alone

has power. The accident of death, of the separa-
tion of the soul from its material body, can make
little difference to the essential man

* The rarer word o^Aox is used in vv V- &.
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The three recorded miracles of raising fron^the
dead are, in the last resort, concrete illustrations

of this side of our Lord's teaching. The Johannme
account of the raising of Lazarus is indeed bound

up -with a more complex theological doctrine ;
hut

the Synoptic miracles, in so far as they are more

than works of compassion or exhibitions of Divine

power, are indicative of the transient nature of

death. Jesus awakens the daughter of Jairus and

the youth of Nain. as if from ordinary sleep. The
life which to outward appearance had ceased, had

only been withdrawn from, the bodya and could be

reunited with it at the Divine word-

Attempts have been made to connect these

miracles and the whole conception of death as

sleep, with the contemporary Jewish belief that

for three days the soul still lingered in the neigh-
bourhood of the dead body. The earliest sta^e of

death might therefore be regarded as a condition

of trance or slumber from which the spirit could

yet be recalled. It is in view, probably, of this

belief that St. John emphasizes the 'four days
that had elapsed since the death of Lazarus, whose

sou) must thus have finally departed from his body
when Jesus revived him. But we have no indica-

tion that our Lord Himself took any account of

the popular superstition, much less that He was

influenced by it. His conception of death as a

parsing sleep was derived solely from His^ certainty
that man, being a child of God, was destined to an

immortal life. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob cannot

be permanent!v dead, for God is not the God of

the dead bur of the living (Mt 2231=Mk 12*). In

virtue of their relation to God they must have

passed into a more perfect life through apparent
death.
The traditional view of death as something evil

and unnatural had therefore no place in ^the
thought of Jesus. He nowhere suggests the idea

which St. Paul took over from the OT and elabor-

ated in his theology, that death is the punishment
of sin. This prevailing Jewish belief is indeed ex-

pressly contradicted in the words concerning the

slaughtered Galileans and the eighteen on whom
the tower of Siloam fell (Lk 131"4

). Jesus there

insists that death, even when it comes prema-

turely and violently, is not to be regarded as a
Divine judgment. Sin is punished, not by physical
death in this world, but by a spiritual death here-

after. This is doubtless the trno intcrpxc Utiori of

the warning,
*

Except yc ro po ri i > e ^ha 1 1 al 1 1 1 ke\\ i -e

perish,.* Destruction i 5- IM More for till sinner-;
and the punishment cannot therefore consist in

death by violence, which falls on few. Much less

can it consist in natural death, from which the

good can escape no more than the wicked.
While thus regarding death as nothing but one

of the incidents in man's earthly existence, our
Lord anf icipfitcs a time when it will be done away.
In the perfected Messianic kingdom *they cannot
die any moie (Lk 20-^

f

JLh<e who survive until

the Son of man returns in glory
* will not taste of

death* (Mt 1628), since they will have entered on
the new age in which it is abolished. Even in such

passages, however, it is not suggested that death
is an evil. The idea is rather that it forms part of
a lower, imperfect order of things, and that this

will give place entirely to a higher. Those who
inherit the kingdom cannot die,

' because they
are equal unto the angels' (Lk 2036), and have so

entered on another condition, governed by different

laws. The cessation of death is conjoined with
that of marriage (vv.*

5--1
*). As the marriage rela-

tion is natural and necessary to man's earthly
state, but has no place ict the hfe of higher spirits,
so with death.

Jesus, it is thus evident, has broken away from
the Jewish conception, according to which the

death of the body possessed a religious --"ir. c ,"^< <.

as the effect of sin. His own idea of 3.- v* 1 " 1- 11

import is of an ;

" " "

nature, and can

be gathered with sufficient clearness from certain

explicit sayings. (1) The willingness to endure

FMt 2022=Mk 1038]; 'If a man hate not ... his

own life also/ etc. [Lk 1426]). (2) Death is the fixed

limr1

; ..*'" by God to all earthly pleasures
and ; -. The thought of it ought therefore

to guard us against over-anxiety about the things
of this world, and to keep us ah\ ay* watchful, and

mindful of the true issues of life ('This night thy
soul shall be required of thee'[Lk 1220

]; parable
of Rich Man and Lazarus [Lk 1620ff

-]). (3) Above

all, death marks the beginning of the true and

eternal life with God. This higher life can be

obtained only by sacrificing the lower, and sur-

rendering it altogether, if need be, at the call of

Christ (

( He tK-ib lo-eili his life for my sake shall

find it' [Mt 10=afl, Mk 835,
Lk O24]).

In several Synoptic passages Jesus speaks of a
death which is spiritual rather than physical. _

He
recognizes that the mass of men are m a condition

of mpral apathy and estrangement from God, and
out of this

' death
' He seeks to deliver them. His

message to John the Baptist,
' The dead are raised

up
3

(Mt H5=Lk 722), would seem, in the light of

the context, to bear this reference, as also the

charge to the disciples, 'Raise the dead'jMt 108
).

The same thought is expressed more unmistakably
in the saying,

' Let the dead bury their dead
'

(Mt
821 =Lk 960

), and in the words of the parable, 'This

my &on was dead and is alive again' (Lk 1524
).

Such allusions are not to be explained as simply
figurative. As 'life/ to the mino. of Jesus, consists

in moral obedience and communion with God, so

in the opposite condition He perceives the true

death. It involves that ' destruction both of soul

and body* which is far more to be feared than,

mere bodily death.
The view represented by the Fourth Gospel

gives a further development to this aspect of our
Loir- (isi-'Vii'.: Death as conceived by St. John
is -omo.hm;/ wholly spiritual. The idea is en-

for< iul in H- mil extent that physical death is only
a '

taking rest in sleep,' and in no wise affects the
real life (Jn II4* 11"14

). Lazarus, although he has
lam four days in the tomb, has never truly died ;

for * he that 'beheveth in me, when he is dead, con-
tinues to live' (II

25- 26
). The miracle by which he

is
* awakened out of sleep

*
is meant to show forth,

under the forms of sense, the inward and spiritual
work of Jesus. He Is * the resurrection and the
life.' He has come to raise men out of the state of

death in which they find themselves, and to make
them inheritors, even now, of the life of God.
To understand the Evangelist's conception, we

have to remember that here as elsewhere he
converts into present reality what is future and
apoc alyptic in the Synoptic teaching. Jesus had
spoken of life as a reward laid up in * the world to

come,
3 and had contrasted it with the 'casting

out* or * destruction
*

(am-ciXeta) which is reserved
for the wicked. These idea** icappcar in the
Fourth Gospel, divested of their pu tonal eschato-

logical form. Life is a spiritual possession here
and now, and lias its counterpart in

*

death,
3 which

is likewise realized in the present world. St. John,
indeed, contemplates a future in which the life,

and by implication the death, will become com-

plete and final (6
s9* 44>54

}; but they will continue
the same in. essence as they already are on earth.
Death is thus regarded not as a single incident

but as a condition, in which the soul remains until,

through the Pow;er of Christ, it passes into the

opposite totoa&JM et'KfcL' ;Iij is n.ot, however, a
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state of moral apathy and disobedience, or at
least does not primarily bear this ethical character.

Life, in the view of St. John, is the absolute,
Divine life, in which man, as a creature of earth,
does not participate (see LIFE). His natural state
is one of *

death,
3

not because of his moral sinful-

ness, but because he belongs to a lower world, and
the life he possesses is therefore relative and un-
ical. It is life only in a physical sense, and is

more properly described as '
death.' The work of

Christ is to deliver men from the state of priva-
tion in which they are involved by their earthly
nature (3

6
). As the Word made flesh, He com-

municates to them. His own higher essence, and
makes possible for them the mysterious transition
'from death unto life' (5

24
)

In this Johanmne doctrine Greek-philosophical
ideas, transmitted through Philo, have blen<"

"'

with AI
T- i ";r ".rl

'

aching of Jesus as lecordetl 3^
the "

""i- '-. I <
'

simple ethical distinction has
become a distinction of two kinds of being,
earthly and spiritual, plionoi'icpnl <i'id real. Jesus
'raises the dead' in il;o MM^C tlua He effects a
Tinnrulo i- 'liMigf in the very constitution of man's
naiine Ai bhe bame time the ethical idea, while
not directly emphasized, is everywhere implied.
It is assumed that the state of exclusion from the
true life is also a state of moral darkness, into
which men have fallen 'because their deeds are
evil

'

(3
19

). The freedom ' which Jesus promises is

described in one passage (in which, however, the
boriowed Pauline ideas are imperfectly assimilated)
as freedom from sin (o

33"56
). In the great verse,

'God so loved the world/ etc. (3
16

), the ethical

conception almost completely ovoi-povei-* (lie theo-

logical. Men wrere 'perishing' ilnou^h their

estrangement from God, and fioin ihi< ileaih God
sought to deliver them by His love revealed in
Christ.

For the teaching of Jesus in regard to the
significance of His own death see the following
aiticle.

LITERATURE Cremer, Lex. s.v. 0*v,T? ; Titius, Die netttest.
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Fries, 'Jesu Vorstellungen von dcr AuferstGhung dcr Totcn/ZSTW (Dec. 1900); Schrenck, Die johamieiAche Aiii>cli lorn
Leben (1S9S). See also the literature menuoned m arc LTFK.

E. F. SCOTT.
DEATH OF CHRIST. I. IK THE GOSPELS.

The aim of the present article is to examine the

place of the death of Christ in the moral order
of the world. What is the moral order of the
world t The qw.sf ion ma\ }>o answered as follows -

The will and puipo^e of God are in the way
of coming to rcali/mion in the individual and
social life and destiny of humanity. They are still

very far from Tuning nrlaiiiod to universal realiza-

tion, but they are do-lmod to reach it in the per-
fected kingdom of God. This is what is here
understood as the moral order of the world. It

began to exist and to be evolved on the earth
with man's appearance as a being^ with a moral
nature and created for a moral destiny. Its evolu-
tion is still very incomplete, but it is certainly
though slowly making for a predestined end in
which all men in Christ shall be morally peifect as
God is ; and in the moral relations of God to men,
and of men to God and to one another, an order of

perfect moral unity and universality shall reign
for ever.

In this order of things, then, and its evolution,
the death of Christ occupies a place of the highest
importance and value. It is only from the point
of view of this moral order of things and its evolu-
tion that the essential merits of His death can be

properly understood. A consideration of it from
the same point of view is called for by the methods
of modern thought and inquiry. And it is only

thus that the cultured Christian conscience can
find true, adequate, abiding moral satisfaction.

But it is necessary, in order to prevent confusion
of ideas, to maik the important distinction that
exists in the nature of things as they now are in
man's moral history, between the moral order of
the world and the moral course of the world. The
moral order of the world as jutet denned is only one
of the constituent factors of the world's moral
course. Besides it theie are two more. There is,

on the one hand, the factor which consists of all

those facts or phenomena in the individual and
social life and history of mankind which fall under
the designation of sin or moral evil ; and, on the
other, the moral government of God, \\hich pre-
sides !'>r <, "t" 1\. persistently, and universally
over t' r 11 'j ;!>'< between sin and the moral order
>f thlngsorT'ieoMiri of M^uioi.Mie*- These three
'actors const nine I^JIT; n< t ual mo*;>l course that
the world is ever following ; and the predestined
end of their relation to one another willbe realized

in the complete and eternal victory and triumph of

i'<^i,
iovi:r-ru ->-, o\ u s-iii, Ihiou^h the unerring and

a'l Miihcienb iidii.ni'vtuJ '\o julgmen- of God's
moral government of the world (Mt 1341

'45
, 1 Co

1524
'28

). It is the moral course of the world as so

understood that explains, the nature and methods
of the historical revelation, contained in the Bible,
of God's will and purpose in their relation to man's
moral life and destiny. The course of the world
as so unders^-x-^ ut< 'ij-V'T a determinative place in

our Lord's <'<>) o^-iiv-i of man's moral Me and
destiny (see PKOGRESS). And it \\as from the

point of view of Sin, "R.prhicon^no^, and Judgment
that He coriiciupI.Ltod thciulle-i and ptofounilcst

significance of TII^ obedience unto Llcaili. It >\as

on the place of His death in the moral order of the

world, and as therein related to man's sin and God's

governmental jinlj^mciil
. tluil Ht i

depended for the

victory and triumph of Kigl \teon -n e--> over Sin, in

the dispensation of the Spirit (Jn 177
"11

). From the

point of view here raised His death may be con-
sidered in, various aspects.

1. He was put to death on the Cross. How did
till-, happon? What were His leading thoughts
nboui ii a. > H> viewed? He lived and died, without;
sin. He fulfilled all righteousness in the course of
His obedience unto death, freely and perfectly
uniting Himself and all the activities of His will

and life with the will and purpose of God, and
with Him His Father was well pleased. This
means that although He appeared and lived and
died in the moral course of the world, He was not
of the world, had absolutely no fellowship with it

in so far as it was under the domination of sin.

He loved sinners in their character as moral beings
with perfect love. But sin He hated with perfect
hatred

,*
and He lived and died to save men and

the moral course of the world, from it. His life of

perfect union with His Father's will and purpose
in all things implied not only that He lived en-

tirely on the side and in the interests of the moral
order of the world, but also that the latter found in

Him, for the first time on earth, the One Individual
moral Being in whom it had secured its perfect
form of manifest realization, in so far as this was
possible in one life in human form. It was this

fact, on the one hand, and the hatred of the men
over whom the world's sin had gained complete
domination on the other, that determined His way
to His destiny on Calvary. This conjunction of

righteousness and sin, and their creative influence
on His earthly history and experience, affected

Him in three ways, each of which should have a

regulative effect on every one's thoughts as to tne

meaning and value of His death.

(1) He regarded the existence of tlie sin that
arose and developed in increasing antagonism
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against Himself and His mission, in tlie course
of His mmistiT, as a tlimg that ought not to be.

Saying after saying of His, bearing on this point,
&eenis almost to convey the impression that He
nmst have regarded this sinful and guilty opposi-
tion, without \vhich He would not have been put
to

^ death, as not required by the interests and
objects of the moral task which He had come into
the world to accomplish (Mt2333

-^, Lk 1331'*8 23W -27
,

Jn 719 821'59 151-27 19M - n
). (2) Then, again, His

own words show that the inward * moral *

struggles
and agonies of His life arose out of the prospect
s_

i

"

*'.*'
f ^^e development of the mani-

"'.'. <

'

vorld's sin and unbelief against
Him and against His claim to be entirely identified
with His Father's will and purpose in all His
words and deeds. His experience of inward crush-

ing sorrow, arising from the cause alluded to,
reached its culmination in the Garden of Gethse-
rnane. But before the hour which He spent there
in anguish and bloody sweat, He had foretastes of
the terrible bitterness of the Passion which He
knew was awaiting Him as His destiny (Mt 2022

2636-45s jn 1227). (3) in Spite of these two facts as
to our Lord's thought and experience in connexion
"with His death, He always cherished perfectly
optimistic confidence and hope as to the issues of
the latter. Through the discipline of experience
and through prayer He became stiong enough
to be obedient even unto death. He had perfect
faith in His Father as the Lord of heaven and
earth. He knew that all the future interests and
objects of His mission and work on earth were
'

"" '*
f ". His hands. He knew before He

< I i H -
, could not hinder, but would be

made to further these objects and interests (Jn
IS^^ie7'11

), and the first word He spoke about
His death after He had risen from the dead was,
'

Ought not Christ to have suffered these things,
and to enter into his glory?

*

(Lk 24s6}.

2. The question now arises as to the nature,
meaning^ and value of our Lord's unique achieve-
ment on earth, which reached its perfect accom-
plishment in His death on the cross. This
achievement from beginning to end was made by
Hun in His position as internally related to the
moral order of the world, and through it to the
world in its character, aspirations, and activities
as under the domination of sin. His achievement,
as so viewed, consisted in the perfect realization
of His Father's will and purpose in His unique
moral Individuality, and in all the manifestations
of the latter in His relations with God and with
men. It is to be observed, then, for one thing of
highest importance, that this achievement of His,
in its nature, meaning, and value, was purely,
entirely, exclusively moral. There are two con-
siderations which place this fact in the region of
absolute certainty.
In the first place, the fact has its validity in the

established nature of the moral order of the world
and in Christ's own place in this order. This is an
order of things which has its foundations in the
moral nature of God

$ in the moral nature of man
as made in the image of God as a Moral Being ;

in the fact and in the nature of the moral relations
between God and men and between man and man ;

and also in the fact that Christ as the Son of God
came into the world to qualify Himself for occupy-
ing His momentous position of mediation within
the sphere of the moral relations of God to men
and of men to God. These are all indisputable
facts, and tfoey^make it certain that the essential
nature and objects of our Lord's earthly achieve-
ment, which culminated in tiie manner in which
He met His death on the cross, were absolutely
and exclusively moral. That it was so in our
Lord's own way of conceiving of the nature, mean-

ing. and value of His life of obedience unto death,
is manifest, from His own words, e.g, 9 in Jn 167"11

,

But, secondly, the same conclusion follows from
His atTiLudc of resistance to the "whole system of

legalism which He found Judaism had developed
and set up, as an order of fixed and unchangeable
conditions, in the relations between God ana men

between Him and them as individuals, and
between Him and the Jewish nation at large as
His own peculiar covenant people. The effect of
this system, as being both theoretically and ad-

ministratively legal, was conceived and opposed by
our Lord as subversive of that moral order of

things in which inward, _direct, universal, and
eternal relations are established between God and
men (Mk 7 1 "28

). And it is a fact written broadly
and deeply in all the Gospels, that if there was any-
thing tnat He ever attempted more manifestly,
strenuously, TiMO" i

'*rrr"*->i;.
1

y and more per-
sistently than .": < >

,
i,

"
,

-'
,,his, viz, : to over-

throw completely and for ever the entire order of
ideas which rested upon the

'

"'">. error that
the direct relations between IJTUU aiiu inen are legal,
that they are founded on legal conditions, that
they are to be maintained., administered, and
mediated by legal means, and that, therefore,
they are not inward but external (Mt 5-7. 151"20

23,
Lk II38'54

, Jn 55
-17 737'53 831

'59 1237
"50

) What, then,
does His attitude of unreserved and bold antago-
nism to the legal system of Judaism imply in the

point of view here considered ? (1) It implies that
m His position in the moral order of the world He
stood on the eternal fact and truth that the direct
relations between God as a Moral Being and men
as moral beings are inward and therefore essenti-

ally moral. (2) It implies, again, that He stood

upon^ the predestined fact and truth that His
position and work of mediation within the domain
of these relations were also essentially moral and
llii"o

r
oro anti-locral

3. I'nn, fun he, ii follows from the nature of

pur Lord's earthly task that the achievement of it
in the manner in which He lived and died was a
moral unity. His personality or moral individu-

ality was a unity. His will was a moral unity,
and the entire series of the manifold inward, and
outward free moral activities of His life until His
Last moment on the cross, were related to one
another as a perfectly consistent order of moral
unity. He came into the world, as He Himself
always represented, on one entirely homogeneous
moral undertaking; and when this undertaking
w sis fulfilled, lie spoke of it in terms which show
:hat Uc regarded rhe finished task as one homo-
geneous moral result (Jn 174 1928

), In other words,
our Lord's obedience in His mannoi of li \Iiig and
dying followed the law of moral continuity. His
)bedience unto death was regulated, on His part,
3y one determinalivo moral principle; "but there
was diversity of incidental moral significance and
value in the various pobinon & in uliioh Hi=. moral
vocation summoned Him to act, and to be faithful
and loyal to this principle.

(1) What was the principle which constituted
if perfect moral unity or His obedience unto

(Ir nth
1
' Ir was perfect love, manifesting itself in

perfect self-sacrifice and service, and, in doing this,
ever paying perfectly wise and loyal regard to the
moral requirements of human hie and destiny
on the one hand, and to the moral requirements
of God's holy will and purpose in relation to those
human requirements on the other (Mt 2028 2639, Mk
1045, Jn 1017- 18 131'17 313-21 43* 517-44 g4. so. 54. 55

171-7.*
*). Prom such sayings of our Lord's as are here

referred to, it is obvious that the principle which
regulated all the moral activities of His life was,
in effect, of the nature and compass just defined.
There are no words of His reported in, any of the
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Gospels which justify the making of any essential
distinction between the nature of His obedience
or moral achievement during the time of the

Passion, and the nature of it prior to the hour
when He allowed Himself to fall into the power of
His enemies. The period of His Passion was indeed

unique in two things as regards His own part in
it. Prom the moment that He began to pray in
Gethsemane till the moment when He said

*
It is

finished,' on the cross, He endured unspeakable
suffering, physical and moral, altogether un-

Ifps'l'
1

-

1

I". TT"- M 1 't'n 1 ent experience. Again,
i; ";-' i t \ ,.' ",- period of His extremist
tsuueimg ihai ail Hit. powers of moral activity
were subjected to their severest strain, and that

they, under this strain, reached the highest pos-
sible point of their morally victorious, triumphant
achievement. But these two facts, so distinctive

of His Passion, made no real breach in the moral
cfi'i.'pi-^v and unity of the moral achievement of

Hi- !sf. a* a whole. His moral suffering did not

begin with the last tragic hours of His life. There
was an element of moral suffering in the com-
passion with which He "was so often moved. He
had looked forward to His predestined

* hour '

;

and His words,
c
I have a baptism to be baptized

with; and how am I straitened till it be accom-

plished !

*

(Lk 1250 }, suggest that, in anticipation of

His cross, He may have spent many an hour in

painful moral wrestling, in view of His destiny,

long before His anticipations began actually to be
realized. In any case, it may be taken as certain

that there was no form of inward moral activity
called forth in Him during the hours of His
Passion, which had not been evoked many times
Over in previous situations of His life. But on the
cross these moral activities of His, in the superla-
tive degree of their strenuousness and in the tran-

scendent magnitude of their victory over sin and

temptation, eclipsed all the moral achievements of

His past life. And A-t in reality TTo died, in the
sense of all that was eMu(i,'ilIv mom I, as He had
lived. He lived and died MenTinuiod by the same
moral principle, in the same spirit of love^and self-

sacrifice and service, and in the same spirit of per-

fectly wise and loyal regard to all the demands of

God's will and purpose on Him, and to all the
demands on Him of the world's moral needs.
This view of the moral unity of the achievement

of Christ's earthly activities is the truth as it

fvas in His own thought. His thought was this :

* Therefore doth my Father love me, because I lay
down my life (eyw rldtjfu TTJV ^v^v A"w) that I might
take it again. No man taketh it from me, but I

lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it

down, and I have power to take it again. This
commandment have I received of my Father *

(Jn
1017' ^J. Now there is ,-ih-oln i <\y noiliin^ In i,hese

words to justify any tlicologuui in I miring the

application of them to v lisa -ni L<><1 u,i! < Hiring
the hours of His Passion, What He did then,
in the exercise of His powers of moral activity, was
to submit,^ in a way perfectly pirating 10 God,
to the sort*of death predestined for Him. Again,
for Him who was in God, and who had God in

Him, *it was not death to die.' He never was
more alive, in the highest and deepest sense of the
word as applied to a perfect moral being, than in

the very moment on. the cross when He cried with
a loud voice, saying, 'Father, into thy hands I

commend my spirit* (Lk 234(i
). He did indeed

lay
down His life in submitting to His death, which
He indisputably contemplated in the same way as
t. Peter did in the words 'Him ... ye have

taken, and by -wicked hand* have crucified and
slain

'

(Ac S23
,
cf. Mt 1621

, Jn 719 S37), But how did
It come to pass that He was able to lay down His
life in dying, doing so in such a manner that His

Father loved Him in the doing of it and for the

doing of it ? It so came to pass because He had
never done anything else but lay down His life

(^vxn] *n living. All the moral powers of holy
love, self-sacrifice, and service that were individ-
ualized in Him as the incarnate Son of God and
man's Redeemer, these powers, which were Sis
life, He laid down, consecrated, employed, every
moment and in every situation of His fife of free

activity, in order perfectly to fulfil His life's voca-
tion as determined for Him by His Father's will
and purpose, and by the moral necessities of the
world which He had come to save. And It was
because He did all this in living that He was able
so successfully and triumphantly to do it all in

dying. And the effect of this truth is neither to
dun the moral splendour nor to detract from the
moral value of our Lord's death, but rather to
reveal how great was the moral splendour and
value of all the activities, words, and deeds of
His life.

(2) But if His life prepared Him for dying, His
death on the cross raided the moral splendour and
value of His whole life to its highest powers of

revelation and efiect in the human soul and in the
moral history of the world. The supreme distinc-

tion of the cross, as our Lord Himself understood
it and trusted and hoped in it, as related to man's

redemption, was the unique, stupendous, tragic con-

junction of sin and li^IiieoiiMu:^ and;
'

", ", .a
moral tragedy of which the cross was but the out-
ward visible symbol. The complex event for which
the cross stands is the most momentous and the
most creative moral event in the history of the
world's moral course. In the tragic moral truth
of this event God and Christ and man, God's

righteousness and love in Christ, man's sin and
salvation, and eternal Jv.ilriirnt, woi. and are all

directly concerned in ; ! > <* 1 : :
!

1 1 -
i ! i ;"

i
> The fact

pf Christ's death is thus pregnant with all the
inexhaustible ]inwei- nm-sary for the moral re-

generation of i ! v, r < i \ i . \\<\ \ human soul and of the
humanrace. Oiu of ilii- fii' ; Mnr'y-ilieiM-i'imiioH
necessary to illuminate the human conscience with
divinest moral ideas, and to make it live in the
divinest power of moral sentiment. And it is in
this internal moral renewal and its manifestations
that the soul finds its true redemption and its

highest life ; so Christ Himself evidently thought
(Jn 167

-11
).

5. It now remains to note, from the standpoint
of the moral order of the world, some features of

our Lord's place and work therein, as the Mediator
between God and men. His work of mediation in
the flesh, ended with His death on the cross, and it

was preliminary to His mediation in the Spirit (Jn
1412-26 167-"). His mediation in the Spirit, which
will be continued until the Kingdom of God is per-
fected, is dependent for ifc- exi-tonce and efficiency
on 1 he morn! and historical conditions provided in

His can lily life of otadience unto death, and in
the revelation of sin, righteousness, and judgment
in which the completion of His work in the flesh

issued. What, then, are the nature, the objects,
and the methods of pur Lord's mediation ?

(1) Its general object is to save individxials from
their sin by reconciling them to God, to perfect
them as individuals in their moral nature and life,

and to unite all who are thus saved in a life of
eternal oneness with God, and with one another in

Him.-y(2) The sphere within which the mediation
of Christ is carried on with a view to that end is

that of the inward and immediate moral relations of
God as a moral Being to men, and of men as moral

beings to God. It was so even during the time of
His earthly life and ministry in so far as His media-
tion took real saving effect in the moral nature
and life of any of His disciples* It is so still in
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the current dispensation of the Spirit by whose

agency His mediation is biough' I -;
'

i JT ( ffect

in souls. All the methods of the- x - . ^ and
all the moral effects that result '<'" !\> y the
existence of internal, direct, living, moral relations

between the soul and God in Christ (3) The
mediation of Christ, as brought to effect by the

Spirit's woik, is in every case a relation of His
mediation to the individual. For the Spirit can-

not work in any number of individuals as a body
unless in so far as He works in the moral nature
and life of each. (4) The mediation of Christ

operates through the Spirit's agency by means of

moral illumination and power and moral illumina-
tion is ah\a}s moral power. (5) The moral means
in question consist in the revelation of the holy
gracious love or righteousness of God as realized

by Christ, and manifested in His life and death of

perfect self-sacrifice for the world's salvation. The
best name for all this is

s

grace
'

the giace of the
Lord Jesus Christ, or the grace of God in Christ,
which was and is no other thing than the sum of

the living activities of God as holy love, evoked by
men's need of salvation from sm men as moral

beings. And this grace of God in Christ i& moral.
It is the highest and grandest form of the self-

manifestation of God as a perfect moral Being.
(6) Hence it is only by means of appropriate moral
conditions, existing in the individual's o\yn moral
nature and inner life, that he can enter into and
abide in a saving relation to the grace of God
as mediated by Christ through the work of His

Spirit. And these internal moral conditions are

repentance, faith, and the spirit of free and loyal
obedience to Christ or to God, all of which are

essentially related to one another, in every one of

which the whole of the individual's moral nature
comes to forms of manifestation in harmony with
the will of God, and all together have the effect

of uniting the individual directly and inwardly
with God in Christ. (7) This internal, immediate
union of the individual with Christ, and therefore
with God, is the true way of salvation and life for

man (Jn 146). This secures not only forgiveness,
but every moral or spiritual blessing that the indi-

vidual needs for this world and the next, every
blessing that God has to give or that it is possible
for Him to bestow in Christ and through the work
of His Spirit in the heart. The inward, direct
union of the individual with Christ through re-

pentance, faith, and the spirit of obedience, means
that the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus
has made him free from the law of sin and death
(Ro 81 -4

). This law of the Spirit of life in Christ is

the law of eteranl i:*rlit<ou-m' ,- Thus the moral
regeneration of :i c I'.cii

1
. M-.ijJ

j'lrough his entrance
into a state of union with Christ, and with God in

Hindis a new life, which, carries in it the whole
principle of eternal righteousness ; and his union
with Christ, his dependence on Christ, his fellow-

ship with Him in the love that is of God, are

guarantees that the law of righteousnesswill eventu-

ally receive complete fulfilment through his walk-

ing not after the flesh, but after the Spirit. And
what is the law of Uio Spirit of life and righteous-
ness in Christ but the law of that moral order,
through which Christ Jesus, by means of His media-
tion, first in the flesh and then in the Spirit, is

establishing and perfecting
all the moral relations

of individual men to God and to one another in
Him' This is the new creation that Christ is

evolving in the moral course of the woild by means
of His mediation. And, having made peace by the
blood of His cross, He will continue His mediation
until He has reconciled all things in heaven and on
earth nnto Himself, and therefore to God (Col I20).
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II. IN THE EPISTLES. In keeping with the

amount of space devoted in the (JovpeK to the

story of Christ's Passion is the place assigned to

our Lord's death in the Epistles, and the signifi-

cance evidently attached to it. The material is

so abundant that it is impossible to give it in full

detail. All that can be attempted is a brief sketch

covering the chief epistolary groups, in which,
however, the *

*

may be included, as con-

taining the i the Seven Churches,' and

forming an important part of the Johannme cycle.
Two distinct features come before us , (1) the place

given in the Epp. to the death of Christ ; (2) the

meaning assigned to it.

. The place given to the death of Christ.

Beginning with 2 Peter, we see the prominence
which the subject occupied in the Apostle's mind
when we find him in Ms very first sentence speak-
ing of *

th'* -
* V r

":r M* t^o blood of Jesus Christ'

(I
2
), and

'

;

-

\

'
71

.
to those

sufferings 01 Onrisc on our I
v

! 5
21ff 31S 41

)

of which he himself had been a witness (5
1
).

Coming to St. Paul, we have not only the fact,

apparent to every reader, that he set Christ's

death in the forefront of all Ins teaching, but his

testimony that in doing so he was following the

example of the earlier Apostles and the primitive
Church. { I delivered unto you first of all,' he

writes, 'that which also I received, how that
Christ died for our sins iHcoiding to the Scrip-
tures' (1 Co 15s). And Si Paul ^ preoccupation
with the death of Christ was not a passing phase
of his religious experience. *We find him speaking
of it in the first and last chapters of his earliest

Epistle (1 Th 1 1(> 510
). In the great Epistles of his

middle period it is his dominating thought. The
Ep. to the Galatians is a pa ion.iie apologia for
the gospel which he preached (l

BS
') t

a gospel whose
substance he sums up m the words * Jesus Christ
. . . crucified* (3

1
), and with regard to which he

exclaims,
* God forbid that I should glory save in

the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ' (6
14

). In 1 Cor.
he declares that when he came to Corinth he
determined not to know anything there save Jesus
Christ and Him crucified (2

2
) ; and further assures

his converts, in a passage already referred to, that
in proclaiming Christ's death hrst of air he was
only maintaining the Christian tradition as he had
received it (15

3
).

In this same Epistle he hands on
(II

23
) the M>or;il Ki-ntiiju of the institution of the

Lord's ^P1'T, i cf<"-- ro that rite as the central

purpose for which the members of the Church
came together (cf. v. 18 with v. 20ff

), and says that in
the observance of this great solemnity of the Chris-
tian faith we *

proclaim the Lord's death till he
come* (v.

26
). 2 Cor., besides many other refer-

ences, contains the great classical passage in which
Christ's death is set forth as the convincing proof
of His love and the basis of the ministry of re-
conciliation <3u 'r

-). In Komans the expressions
* Christ died' arid his death' occur more fre-

quently than in all the rest of St. Paul's Epistles
put together.

* Christ died for the ungodly,' we
read (5

6
) ; *^hfle we were yet sinners, Christ died

for us' (v.
8
); 'he died unto sms once' (6

10
) ;

f
it is

Christ Jesns that died, yea rather that was raised
from the dead '

(S
34

). Similarly, the Apostle writes,
' We were reconciled to God through the death of
his Son' (5

10
); 'we were baptized into his death"

. . .
' buried with him . . . into death/

' united with
him by the likeness of his death' (6

s* 4- 6
). And

when we pass to the last group of the Pauline

writings, although we find that in two of them,
Colossians and Ephesians, the writer has a large*
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outlook than before, and thinks of Christ's work
now as having a cosmic and not merely a human
Mirni franco (Col I15ff

-, Eph I10- 20ff
-), he still exalts

OHM - (icvtth as the very core of the work He did.
It is

' the firstborn from the dead '

(Col I
18

) who is

'the firstborn of every creature* (v.
ls

). *He is

before all things, and by him all things consist*

(v
17
); but it is'

<

through death' (v.
22

), 'through
his blood* (v.

14
), 'through the blood of his cross'

(v
20

), that He brings peace and redemption and
reconciliation (cf., further, Eph I 10- 20& with 2"* 1S

52
25).

Very different views have been taken of the
relation in the mind of the author of Hebrews
between the incarnation and the death of Christ.
But in anj case it Is agreed that it is upon the
latter subject that the writer's attention is especi-
ally fastened. It is in what he has to say about
the death of Christ and its purpose that we find the
real message of the work. It is to elucidate and
illustrate this great theme that the author draws

sofreeljuppn his in-**-
- N* j

-

:" '' ' ith the
sacrificial rites and of the
OT Church (1

s 29 14 72/ 912tf- awr- 1010-m- 12-- ** 1312
).

With regard to the Apocalypse, it is noteworthy
that at the very beginning of the book Jesus Christ
is introduced to us as * the firstborn of the dead,*
and that the ascription immediately follows,

* Unto
him that loveth us, and loosed us from our sins by
his blood' (I

5
). And vr~y -i_TifVfi)f surely is the

constant recurrence, i-i'-'.-i^l-o''.., i >o book, of the

figure of the Lamb, a figure the meaning of which
is made clear when the Lamb is described as * the
Lamb that was slain/ the Lamb by whose blood
men of every nation have been *

purchased unto
God' (see esp. 56 9 12 714 1211

). 1 Jn. is a treatise

not on the death of Christ but on the * word of
life' (I

1
). Jesus is conceived of as the manifested

life (I
2
), and union with Him through faith as the

source of eternal life to men (5
11* 13

). And yet the
condition of our transition from death to life is

the fact that Christ 'laid down his life for us'

(3
14* 3<5

), and a Christian life which can be described
as a * walk in the light

3

is secured only by the fact
that Jesus Christ the righteous is

' the propitiation
for our sins/ and that His blood ' cleanseth us from
all sin

'

(I
7 21 - 2

).

2. The meaning assigned to the death of Christ.

Having established the place given in the Epp.
to Christ's death, we must now consider the mean-
ing which is assigned to it. (1) The fundamental

thought in all the groups is that the death of Christ
i^ ft mm* t frtMion of the love of God. * God com-
mondeth ln^ o\\n love toward us/ says St. Paul,
( in that while we were yet sinners Christ died for

us' (Ro 58). This Pauline kevnot< k i- one thnL in-

constantly struck. In 1 I'eroi *rhe -pniiUm^r of

the blood of Jesus Christ i- brought 11110 immedi-
ate connexion with ' the foreknowledge of God the
Father 3

(I
2
) a view of the Fathers relation to the

death of Jesus which must not be lost sight of
when the Apostle exclaims in the next verse,
* Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, who according to his great mercy begat us

again unto a living hope by the resurrection of

Jesus Christ from the dead* (v.
3
). The author of

Hebrews declares that it was by the grace of God
that Jesus tasted death for every man (2

9
), and that

it was by the will of God that we were sanctified

through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ
once for all* (I0

8>1
). In 1 Jn. we have the great

utterance,
e Herein is love, not that we loved God,

but that he loved us, and sent his Son to be the

propitiation for our sins
*

(4
10

).

In all these writers, then, "the grace of the

Heavenly Father is the source of the redemption
which is bound up with the death of Christ In
the case of St. Paul the attempt is frequently made

VOL. i. 28

to show that his teaching on the subject of Christ's
death as a necessary sacufice for sin is inconsistent
with the utterances of Jesus Himself (e.gr. in the

parable of the Prodigal Son, Lk 1520ff
-) with regard

to the Father's spontaneous love for sinners. But
whatever St. Paul said as to the propitiatory
character of the death of Christ, it is evident that
he never felt that he was compromising the love of
God in any way. On the contrary, he saw in God's
love the original motive of Christ's sacrifice (2 Co
518 ), and in that sacrifice the commendation of the
Father's love (Eo 5s

),

sented j

Himself.
stantly recurring thought. 'The love of Christ
constraineth us/ he exclaims in one of his greatest
passages,

' because we thus judge, that one died for
all' (2 Co 514

). 'Christ also/ says St. Peter,
6 suffered for sins once, the n^liteou- for the un-

righteous, that he might bring 11- ro Cod '

(1 P 31S
).

In the view of the author of Hebrews, Jesus *
offered

himself (through His death, viz., as the preceding
phrase,

fi the blood of Christ/ shows) to purge the
human conscience (9

14
). And St. John writes,

* He*
(i.e. Christ) 'laid down his life for us '

(1 Jn 315).
The Father and the Son are thus represented as

working together in Christ's death for man's salva-

tion, and working togethei from motives of love.

As St. Paul expresses it,
' God was in Christ recon-

ciling the world unto himself
'

(2 Co 519
). But

Christ is not the involuntary instrument of the
Father's love for men ; He is Himself a willing
sacrifice. He is the ' Lamb of God/ indeed, as the

Baptist said (Jn I29-^ ; but He is not/ brought as
a lamb to the slaughter/ as in the dim figure of

the OT prophet. Bather, as in the conception of

the writer of Hebrews, He is the High Priest who
makes the offering, even more than the Lamb that
is laid on the altar (9

11"14
), St. Paul sums up the

matter apart from the imagery of the Tabernacle
and the Temple, and in the simple dialect of the

heart, when he says, 'The Son of God loved me,
and gave himself up for me '

(Gal 220
)

(3) But while springing from the Divine love, the
death of Ch-i-i T ^ i< ."o-t nf i -1 in the Epp. not less

clearly as a "" /,'*""",/' ?*./ ,**. According to St.

Paul, as we have seen, it was the initial article of

the primitive tradition that
' Christ died for our

sins
according to the Scriptures' (1 Co 153). And

this part of the primary deposit of Apostolic testi-

mony reappears in the witness of all the different

epistolary groups. It reappom^ so constantly that

no reader of the NT \\ill cluillongo the statement
that Christ's death is invariably associated with
the putting away of sin (cf. 1 P I 18f

- 224 318
, Gal I4

31S 614, 2 Co 514
, Ko 3^ 58ff

-, He 9s6*

, 1 Jn I7 & 410
).

The discussion of the precis nature of the relation

between these two jnajrHru'le- -ihe death of

Christ and the sin of man belongs properly to the
doctrine of the Atonement (see ATONEMENT, RAN-
SOM, RECONCILIATION, REDEMPTION). But this

at least inav be said, that however the matter may
appear to tlio-o who deal with it from the point
of view of a philosophy of the Atonement, any
interpretation of the mass of NT evidence seems
difficult and forced which does not recognize
that, in the view of these writers, Christ's death
was really our death in a vicarious and propitiatory
sense that Jesus Christ died on our behalf that

death which is the fruit of sin, taking upon
Himself the Divine condemnation of sin, so that

there might be no condemnation to those who are

found, in Him, That this is the Pauline teach-

ing is generally admitted (see Ro S22*- 423ff- 56ff- 81

and passim). But it seems not less the teaching
of the other Epistles, if we take the language
of the wnters in its general connexion and natural
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sense. Is not this what St. Peter means when
he says,

e Who his own self bare our sins In his

"body on the tree, that we, having died unto sins,

might live unto righteousness '(IP 22>1

) ; and when
he says again,

' Because Christ also suffered for

sins once, the righteous for the unrighteous, that

he might bring us to God 3

(3
18
)? Is it not the

meaning of the author of Hebrews when he finds

In the sacrifices of the Old Covenant types and
shadows of the sacrifice of Christ, and speaks of

Him as
*

having been once offered to bear the sins

of many
'

(9
s8

) ? And is it not the Johannine view

also, seeing that we find 'Jesus Christ the right-
eous* described as the propitiation for our sins,

and not for ours only, but also for the whole world '

(1 Jn 22
, cf. 4 I()

; see also Rev I
5 56- 9* 12

} ?

(4) Once nioie, the death of Christ is set forth in

the Epp. as a deathfrom which there springs a life

of holiness. These writers relate the death of

Christ to the po\\er as well as to the guilt of sin
;

they conceive of it not only on the &ide of its pro-

pitiatory effect, but as bringing a mighty ^gene-
rating influence into the life of man. St. Peter
eonne*

'

-, iV *\ _-'-\-l:
1(r of the blood of Jesus Christ

with SL i- i a.,i ;-i >." !he Spirit and obedience (1 P
I2}, and His death upon the tree with our living
unto righteousness (2

24
). The author of Hebrews,

who says that Christ offered up sacrifice for sins
* once for all, when he offered up himself

*

(7
27

), also

says that the blood of Christ, by cleansing the

conscience from dead works, sets us free t
to serve

the living God* (9"). St. John, writing of those
who are already Christians, declares that the blood
of Jesus Christ, God's Son, cleanseth them from all

sin (1 Jn I 7
). But it is above all in the Epistles of

St, Paul that we find a full treatment of this idea
of Christ's death as the secret spring of a new life

in the Christian himself, of a crucifixion with
Christ whereby the very life of the Son of God
flows into the heart (Gal 220

) ; of a burial with
Christ which leads to a walk in newness of life,

and a union with Him by a likeness to His death
which carries with it the promise and the potency
of a likeness to His resurrection (Ko G4- 5

).

There are some modern writers who insist that
there is a duality in St. Paul's view when he ap-
proaches the subject of Christ's death in its rela-
tion to sin, and who <!Niin:uMi l>oL\\e*n what they
call his juridical and Ins oihito-imsKul doctrines
of reconciliation. The former is sometimes repre-
sented as nothing more than the precipitate of the
Jewish theology in which the Apostle had been
trained, while the latter is accepted as the genuine
and immediate product of his personal experience
(Holtzmann, NT Theologie, ii. 117f.). The com-
mon tendency among such writers is to hold that
the Apostle had two quite distinct theories, which

lay side bjr side in his mind in an entirely un-
related fashion. He set himself, it is supposed, to
the Iii^Ti aijruiMPiit of showing how God and man
could 1)0 re< OIK iled, but never took the trouble to

attempt to reconcile his own thoughts about the

efficacy of Christ's death. This, however, seems
less than just to St. Paul. His theology as a whole
hardly warrants the conclusion that he had no gift
of systematic thinking, or that he would be con-
tent to allow Ms ideas on justification and regenera-
tioii lespo'-iivoly 1,0 lie together in his mind with-
out C'jiic ei mug liinhtclf as to any possible connexion
between them. It seems in every way more reason-
able to

^
think, for example, that in Ro 6lfr- the

Apostle is not suddenly Inti educing a set of entirely
new conceptions, connected with the sacrament of

baptism, about a mystical fellowship with Christ
in His death, considered as an archetypal dying
unto sin, which conceptions ^tand in no sort of it ela-
tion to all that has been said in 3** about justifi-
cation through faith in the propitiating blood of

Christ. Rather it appears natural to hold, in Pro*

fessor Denney's words, that the justifying faith of

which St. Paul speaks in the earlier passage
*

is a

faith which has a death to sin in it
'

(Expositor, 6th

ser. iv. 1901] p. 306), so that when by faith we make
Christ's death our own, sin becomes to us what it

is to the Sinless One Himself we died to it as He
died, and in dying to sin become alive unto God.
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J. C. LAMBERT.

DEBT, DEBTOR. The Jews, being an inland

people, and not directly interested in the world's

trade, were slow to gain touch with the credit-

systems of more commercial communities. But
by Chri&t's day their business ideas, modified

already in part by the Phoenicians, are seen over-

laid and radically affected by Boman domination.
The people, on the one hand, as they listened to
the reading of the Law in public, had the OT ideal

before them, which was one of notable mildness,
backed by humanitarian ordinances. Debt in

their old national life had been regarded as a
passing misfortune, rather than a basal element
in trading conditions. In the popular mind it was
associated with poverty (Ex 22~5

), a tiling that
came upon the husbandman, for instance, in bad
seasons (Neh 5s). Being thus exceptional, and a
subject for pity, little or no interest was to be
exacted (Ex 2225), and a strict tariff excluded many
things from the list of articles to be taken in pledge
(Dt 246 17

,
Job 24s

,
Am 2s

, etc. ), while in the Seventh
or Fallow year (Ex 2310 UtS Lv 25 1 '7

), and again
amid the joys of Jubilee (Lv 253Qtf>

), the poor debtor
had ample reason to rejoice. There was harshness
in the tone, on the other hand, of the Koman
methods, which were developed more on the lines

of modern commerce. Often the more impover-
ished the debtor, the greater the exaction, as
Horace expressly puts it (Sat. I. 2. 14), 5 per cent.

a month (60 per cent, per annum) being cited by
him as a rate of interest not unknown.
In the Gospels we have suggestions of the

money-customs of the day at Mt 21 12
-^, Mk II 15 ' 18

,

Lk 1945
'48

, and Jn 213'17
. There are pictures of

indebtedness in the paiables of the Two Debtors
(Lk 741

-42
), the Talents (Mt 25""80

), and the Pounds
(Lk 1911'27

). Lending and repaying are seen in

practice at Lk 634 ; also a credit system at Lk 166"7
,

if the reference there be to merchants, and not

simply to those who paid rents in kind. Imprison-
ment for debt appears, in Mt 5M~26

; and in un-

mitigated form in the story of the Two Creditors

(Mt IS21 '35
), with selling into slavery

' T

by the horror of * tormentors' (v.
34

).

whole passage is to be interpreted
because Jesus in the fancied features of His tale

may be reflecting, not the manneis of His own
land, but the doings, of some distant and barbaric

potentate. Enough that in the time of Christ
there was seizure of the debf-ci'-a poi-on, and the
general treatment of him wa-< 01 uol
But whatever the law and custom, it was not

the manner of Jesus to attack it. The civil code
was left to change to higher forms in days to
come. The exhibition of a certain spirit in face
of it was what His heart craved, a spirit which
should ^do justice to the best instincts of a true
humanity. We can transcend in loving ways the
nether aims even of bad laws; and it was the
evasion of clear duty in t&is respect, by those in
the high place*- of the roli<riou \\ oriel, which moved
Jesus mo^l. UP ^ a^ iho < Iiarnpion of the merciful
essence of 1 he old OIUK tmcni,- (Si i <V~j, while others,
around Him, pu.tjrjff of orthodoxy the -while, were
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harsli to those unfortunately In their power (Mt
23 14

), all in the name of an ancient law >\hose real
inwardness they missed. The Sadducees, whose
love of money was whetted by enjoyment of the

Temple dues, were not the men to show mercy to a
debtor, nor weie the Pharisees behind them, more
Puritanic in zeal, and rigidly enforcing the letter

of their writs. *An eye for an eye, and a tooth
for a tooth '

(Mt 538
), as an old catchword, would

infect the spirit in which, in the name of 'righteous-
ness,' they complacently sued. Jesus lays down
no outward rules such as might bear upon the
modern business world. There fair and square
dealing must be a first postulate ; but, in the light
of His gospel, men should be keener than they are
to note hardships, and their hearts warmer towards
cases of distress. In the spirit of the Golden Rule
(Mt 7 12

, Lk 631 "36
) merciful dealings will show them-

selves in undefined ways ; and the love of brother-
men should counteract the love of money which
prompts to stern exactions in every case alike.

The soul saved by Christian feeling from sordid
views of life adds to its true treasure by making
the circumstances of unfortunate ones an exercise-

ground for tender, pitying grace. The metaphors
of Jesus in MtS39'42 are exceeding bold, and the

generous treatment there inculcated may sound
almost incredible, not to say subversive of social

order ; but the enlightened heart will recognize at
once the kindly and sacrificing spirit meant to be

strongly emphasized. The dynamic in the whole
matter, with Jesus, is the remembrance of the

pitiful nature of our own plight before God, to

whom on the strict requirements of law we are
indebted in countless ways. The more this inward
situation is brought home to us, the more we shall

outwardly be compassionate in turn. Here comes
in the moral grandeur of the Beatitude on mercy
(Mt 57

}, a principle which melts into prayer when
we connect it with the tender breathing of the
Petition on forgiveness (Mt 612

). The humble and
the contrite heart holds the key to magnanimity.
See, further, art. 'Debt' in Ha-Hn-*5 DB.
Debtor. There remains Iho question of debt as

the emblem of moral short-coming (d^etX^a, Mt
612

. See LORD'S PRAYER), and the Supreme
Creditor's way with men in this regard, especially
as depicted in certain well-known parables. The
image is natural which pictures the Deity sitting
like a civil judge, to try men for defaults ; and
while some think more of the majesty of the law,
and what must be exacted to satisfy the interests

of order, others love to dwell on the prerogative of

mercy, and favour judgments which are ameli-

orative as well as punitive. No reader of the

Gospels can fail to see the latter characteristic

strong in the teaching of the Master. Pardon
befits the royal clemency, and God is known in

the kingdom for sovereign displays of grace. Yet
due weight is given to the other aspect of the

image also the satisfaction of the law ; for Jesus
teaches that it is only the pure in heart who see

God (Mt 58
} ; the holiness that avails must be

inward, not that of the legalist (v.
20

), and only
they who are merciful obtain mercy (v.

7
) But

what is characteristic in the Gospel treatment of

the subject is not any dwelling upon absolute

judgments these are left to the Searcher of

^Hearts; rather we are taken by Jesus to the

sphere of proximate evidence, and shown that in

the individual life the presence or absence of the

forgiving spirit is sure token of the presence or

absence of the Divine condescension as regards the

person himself. In other words, principles dis-

covered in the relations' of men with each other

are a fortiori valid for their relationship to God
(Mt 614'15

).

The elder brother of the Prodigal (Lk 1525
"32

)

illustrates the point ; representing as he does the
Pharisaic type of mind common in all ages and
pronouncedly so in the time of Jesus which com-
placently fancies itself well within the Kingdom,
but shows by its harsh attitude to fellow-mortals
that it is inwardly not right \\ ith God. The elder
brother is pictured, not without point, as remain-

ing outside the banquet-hall, so long as he con-
tinued m his implacable mood.
The story of the Two Debtors (Lk 736"50

) shows
the vital contrast of the matter in the persons of

the Woman who was a Sinner truly giacious in
her doings, because full now of penitence and faith
and love and Simon, hide-bound and censorious
like his class, with no disciplined sense of having
been humbled like her before God. The latter,
like the debtor of the trivial

fifty pence, had little

reaction of wholesome feeling in his mind ; the
former had manifestly much, like the man over-

joyed to find himself relieved from a financial peril
ten tii.

1
' 4- iri'.Vu. This is a concrete instance

of the M'fi n-h '" I'M* Master. Certain visible acts

of the woman at the banquet bespoke the inward
action of God's Spirit, and argued a state of recon-

ciliation with Him. From the scanty gracious-
ness of Simon, on the other hand, one inferred

just as truly a heart imperfectly attuned to good-
ness, and knowing little of the joy of pardon.

* To
whom little is forgiven, the same loveth little*

(v.
47

). As to which is the root and which the

fruit, rival systems of theology may -battle; but
the fact is, the two graces are eternal co-relatives,
and either may be first in the order of thought
when neither is entitled to absolute precedence in

fact. See FORGIVENESS.
The parable of the Two Creditors (Mt IS23'35

)

shows the other side of the shield fiom the
Woman's case, in a person of downright in-

humanity concerning whom it is equally clear

that he had no saving experience of God's mercy
himself. The story, as a story, is remarkable for

simple force ; we feel the horror of the implacable
attitude of the servant forgiven for a great in-

debtedness, who failed to show goodwill in turn
to a subordinate for a default infinitely less.

Nemesis descends (v.^
4
) when he finds he is not

forgiven after all he loses that which he had
seemed to have (v.

27
).

e So likewise shall my
Heavenly Father do also unto you, if ye from
\rnii In firS fu'^r'vo not every one his brother
Ju i

r tn -ta--i- i* . '*)-

J esus saw many around Him glorying in fancied

pri\ ilege and very zealous for the Law, yet omitting
its essential matters justice, mercy, faith. To
such especially t 1

!
1 - Go-nt \ j>'( ^,1^-, was addressed ;

broadening out i u vlM fo" IJmi was the supreme
truth, that love to God is seen and tested in lo\ e

to man. To be sympathetic, sacrificing, generous,
is not only the pier from which the heavenward
arch springs, but the pier to which it returns.

The foi giving God cannot possibly be seen in those
who hide themselves from their o-wn flesh (Lk 6s6).

LITERATURE Besides art.
* Debt '

in Hastings' JDB, the Comm.
on the passages referred to, and the standard works on the

Parables, the following
1 may be consulted . Eclersbei in Life

and Times, n p 268 ff. ; Schurer, HJP n. i 3fa.ii., JKxposdor,
j. vi. [1877J p. 214 ff ; Ker, 5e?7/i. 1st ser. p 16 ff.

GEOKGE MURRAY.
BECAPOLIS. A league of ten Greek cities (rj

Ae/cdiroXts) in eastern Palestine, which was pro-

bably formed at the time of Pompey's invasion of

Palestine, 64-63 B.C. By the Greek cities Pompey
was hailed as a deliveier from the Jewish yolce,
and many towns elevated Pompey's campaign to

the dignity of an era. The coins of Gadara,
Canatha, Pella, Dion, and Philadelphia, use the

Pompeian era. At first the league must have

comprised just ten cities. According to Pliny
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T v. 18), these were Scythopolis (Bcisan], Hippos
(Susieh], Gadara (Umm Keis], Fella (Fahil], Phila-

delphia (*_Jw/i/."/M. Gorasa (Jerdsh), Dion, Canatha

(Kanawfa), JXiinasi'ii*. an*"! "R,jT>'iin,i. The forma-
tion of a confederation of (hof ik .i, ,0- in the midst
of a Semitic population was necessary for the pre-
servation of Hellenic civilization and culture.

ifo "i I.-
1

"!. \ o of Alexander the Great, who sought
to H' Vi- i/i \l o Orient "by founding Greek cities

throughout the conquered lands, there were Greek
cities in Palo^ine. The <V- .'i'

1 ]^"'/ n r A~t : och
and the Ptolemies encour, ';

i'" """
/'<.,i'-i of

Greeks into this region. \i < : ^ ; lu << cu-

pied hefore 198 B.C. by the incoming Greeks were

Pella, Dion, Philadelphia, Gadara, and Abila in

the region east of the Jordan Hippo- Mul Gerasa
are first named in the early pan or the 1st cent.

B.c (Jos. BJi. iv. 8} Among the cities liberated

by Pompey from the Jewish yoke, Hippos, Scytho-

polis, ancTPella are expressly named ; and Gadara,
which had been destroyed "by the Jews, was rebuilt

(JBJ" I. vii. 7). Ponipey annexed these cities to

the province of Syria, but conferred upon them

municipal freedom. All the cities of the Decapolis
had in the Roman period the rights of coinage and

asylum, and were allowed to maintain a league for

defence against their common foes.

The first references in literature to the Decapolis
are found in the Gospels. On our Lord's first

journey through all Galilee, He was attended by
crowds from all parts of Palestine, among whom
were persons from Deeapolis (Mt 425). Most likely
these were Jews, who formed a considerable part
of the population even in Greek cities. The fierce

Gerasene demoniac, whom our Lord healed, pub-
lished in the Decapolis what things Jesus had done
for him (Mk 520). The presence of two thousand
swine on the eastern shores of the Lake of Galilee

would of itself suggest the presence of a Gentile

population* in that vicinity. When our Lord re-

turned from Tyre and Sidon to the Sea of Galilee,
He crossed the upper Jordan and passed south

through the district governed by the tetrarch

Philip to the eastern shore of the Lake. In order
to reach the Sea of Galilee, He went '

through the
midst of the borders of Decapolis

'

(Mk 731 ). Hippos
lay just east of the Lake, Gadara a few miles to

the south-east, and in full view from the southern

end; Pella and Scythopolis were not far to the
south 5 while the other cities of the Decapolis lay
to the north-east, east, and south-east of the Lake.
Our Lord visited the Jewi&h population of Peraea
in His later ministry, but He seems never to have
made a tour to tlia great cities of the Decapoli-
His rebuff in connexion with the destruction of the
herd of swine was rather discouraging (Mk 517

}

Two famous writers of the latter part of the 1st

eent. A.D. speak of the Decapolis. Pliny not only
preserves the names of the ten cities (HN v. 18),
but also praises the small olives of the region (15

4
)

Josephus refers to Decapolis lepeatedly. In the
2nd cent, A.B. Ptolemy (v. xv. 2*2) name*; eighteen
towns ^as belonging to the league of Decapolis.
He omits Raphana from Pliny's list, and adds nine,
most of the new members of the confederation be-

longing to the district just south of Damascus. In
his day Hellenic civilization and commerce in the

region bej-ond the Jordan were at their zenith.
The modern traveller,, wandering over the ruins of

temples theatres, and balks at Gerasa, Phila-

delphia, and Gadara, is impressed \\ ith the glories
of the Grecian life in Palestine during the period of
our Lord's earthly ministry and for some centuries
afterwards.

LITERATURE Schurer, HJP ir i. 94 ff. ; G. A Smith, HGffL
693 ff , G Holscher, Paltuttna, 1*1 der pers. u. fallen Zeit;
Schumacher, Across the Jordan ; Memll, East of the Jordan.

JOHN K. SAMPEY.

DECEIT, DECEPTION, GUILE.

1. Words and references MK 722, jn j.47 (SoXo?, bait,'
'
stratagem/

*

guile,'
'

craft,'
' '

^ 1, 2 Co ills

1216 i Th 2-J, 1 P 21 22, Rev 14 trick,'
'

fraud,'

deceit' ; cf. Eph. 422, Col 2^,
" Jn 7" <VAv^,

Mead astray,' 'deceive*; thaws, 'deceiver', T^*VH, a 'leading

astray,' 'cheating' ; cf. 1 Th 23, I Jn 1).

2. Pfleiderer in Early Christian Conception of
Christ (1905) devotes a chapter to the subject of

Christ as the Conqueror of Satan e that old ser-

pent, called the Devil, which deceiveth the whole

world
'

(Rev 129
). His aim is to find parallels to

Christ in various nature myths and heathen re-

ligions, and by so doing to explain the Gospel story
as only a specia"

"" " ^
,- r universal ten-

dency. While I' > theory, we
admit that one ' stive aspects

Tinder which the life of our Lord may be considered

is to regard it as a deadly conflict between the

Divine Representative of the Truth, and the

instruments and agents of the spirit of deception
and guile. Such a conflict was inevitable. The

coming of One who had the right to say,
'
I am the

light of the world,'
( I am the truth

'

;

*

every one

that isof the truth hearethmy voice' (Jn 812U8 1837),

was bound to stir into bitter hostility
all the forces

of untruth and craft. The antagonism is set forth

in universal terms in Jn 319"-1
. At every stage of

the Divine drama we see that those 'who loved

darkness rather than light
' the men of perverted

mind and crooked ways turned from Jesus with
aversion and sought His destruction. The whole

significance of the struggle may be said to have
been summed up and symbolized in our Lord's

conflict with the Pharisees Their hostility to

Him began in self-deception. Wedded to their

own ideas and standard of character and duty,
they resented His teaching. They could not con-

ceive the possibility of a revision of life in the

light of a larger and nobler ideal of * L*'' i i-r t -.
But the vision of moral beauty must either capti-
vate or blind. Before long the P;

i; *- f^ !*, -Jit

down on themselves the severest !. \i ,i n JM
their moral obtusene&s, duplicity, and hypocrisy
(Mt 23, Jn 812"59

). The e-lnni^Tjirnt was com-

plete. To destroy Jesus iiry now *

plumed up
their wills in double knavery'' (lago). In almost

every glimpse wre get of them, they are moving in
a murky aliiiospheie of craft, intrigue, and hate.

They do not hesitate to resort to every artifice and
stratagem which unscrupulous < urmmx coulil sug

1-

gest. They endeavour, by -ululo queiivm- to

entangle Him in His talk (Mi 22-") ; they aiiompt
to deceive the people as to His true character (Mk
3-"80, Jn 924) ; they plot together as to how He
may be put to death (Jn ll58) ; they enter into a
covenant with Judas to betray Him (Mt 2614- 15

) ;

they set up false witnesses, and pervert and mis-

repiesent His teaching (Mt 26&9"62
, Lk 231

). It was
by deceit and guile that they obtained Pilate's

permission to crucify Him (Jn 1912}.
3. We gain a heightened impression of their

character and conduct by contrast. While the
men of deception and guile hated the Light, we
see another class attracted by it. From the be-

ginning of His ministiy, Jesus drew to Himself the

sincere, the childlike the men of 'honest and good
heart* (Lk 815

). The first Apostles of the Lord
were by no means exempt from serious faults and
frailties of character ; but, with the exception of

Judas, they were MnjpiLirly honest and upright
men ; men with a gwmine en't hn^ui<m for goodness.
One of them drew from Jesus on His fir.^t ny>pionch
the suggestive exclamation,

* Behold an Israolile

indeed, in whom is no guile' (Jn I"*
7
). In tluj

teaching and training of these first Vpo^tle^ arid

disciples, our Lord especially emphasized the neces-

sity of those virtues of character in which the
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Pharisees were so singularly deficient (Mt 58 7 1"4

1016 II25 183, Lk 121'3
). In this connexion it is of

vital importance to bear in mind Mt C22- ^ There
are va~oi- .]."* and stages of deception and

guile, ! >'.".i over-intellectual refinement,
and p\ ;

; ;; ; \ into deliberate fraud and
treachery. "But in

"

every case it means the lack
of the 'single eye,* of perfect -"'I'vrix, ,ir 1

simplicity of nature. And, therefore, it rfn.-i.:ii

men and women are to keep themselves free, not

merely from '

fleshly lasts/ but also from the more
subtle forms of 'spMtual wickedness,' they ^

must
be continually testing and reviewing their ideals

and conceptions of character and conduct in the

light of their Master's life and teaching.
Unless

they do this, the light that is in them will turn to

darkness.
* There is, I believe/ says Bishop Gore,

*

nothing to which in
our time attention needs to be called more than to the iact that
conscience is only a faculty for knowing God and His will. It

is certain, unless it is educated, to give wrong information.
And the way to educate it is to put it to school with the "

Light
of the world." Alas 1 there must be multitudes of respectable
and self-enlightened people of whom it is true that the light
which is in them is darkness *

(The Sermon on the Mount, p.

147), The testimony of the late Dr. Dale is not less emphatic.
4
1 doubt whether most of those who have been formed by the

faith and traditions c>' iht* E> iipi uoal n o\ ci- eit are *.'if
ricintlv

impressed by the ncv^-m <.f (diiMing iho cons-fienc^. . .

This partly explains h' w it is Jut somi 1 Chriit an people ire

worse men morally than some who are not Christians. The
faculty of conscience requires a great deal of education if we
are to distinguish between the right and the wrong in all the
details of life' (The Eiangehcal Jteiual, p. 98).

LITERATURE. In addition to the books air .
T

. r
"

i-
'

the reader may ,"'* - .1 "NT- *" v Smyth,
' ' ''

Prof. Knight, The ''/,,< // h.'-i F. D. Maurice, The Con-
science and Soci'i M 1

1 v t\, J. E. Illmgworth, Christian
Character ; H TV.i", 'Vi-i, /. . and Morality., R. W.
Church, Discipline of the Christian Character.

ARTHUR JENKINSON.
DEGREE (Or. Sfypa., Lk 21

). In the Gospel of

Luke, the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem is traced to

the fact that a census of the people of Israel was

being taken, which made it necessary that Joseph
and Mary, who were both of Davidic descent,
should go up from their home at Nazareth to the

City of David. This census was brought about by
the issue of a decree of Caesar Augustus, that the

Roman world should be taxed or registered. His-

torians find much to question here as to St. Luke's

accuracy. Was it likely that Herod's independent
kingdom would be included in such a decree ? Is

there any evidence that such an order on so

great a scale was then issued? As to Cyrenius
[Quirinius], in whose governorship of Syria this

census is said to have taken place, can it- be

proved that he was twice governor of Syria ? He
was governor, some 10 years later, when the cen-

sus took place, which caused the rebellion under
Judas of Galilee, in 760 A.TJ.C. The researches

of Wieseler, Zumpt, and W. M Ramsay (Was
Christ born at Bethlehem?) have shown, however,
that St. Luke's statement is capable of a good
defence, and may turn out to have full corrobora-

tion. Such, a plain historical note, put in, with
evident intention, by St. Luke, we should be slow

to reject from one who is generally so well in-

formed. See ATJGUSTTTS, BIRTH OF CHRIST, Qura-
DAVID M. \V. LAIRD.

DEDICATION, FEIST OP (r4 tywfria).
This

Feast was kept by the Jews on 25 Chislev and

throughout the week following. The dedication

commemorated in itwab the dedication of anew
altar by Judas Maccabaeus in B.a 164 (1 Mac
436-!

, 2 Mac 101-*, Jos. Ant. XII. vii 6,7)* The
old altar of Zernbbabel's temple had been defiled

in B.C. 167, when
* an abomination of desolation.*

was erected upon it (1 Mae I54), and the climax
was reached on 25 Chislev, when sacrifices were

offered^ npon this idol-altar standing on the altar of

God (v.
59

). For three years this state of profana-
tion had continued, but when the third anniversary
of the desecration came round, the heroic efforts of
Judas Maceabseus and his companions had reached
such success that they were able to cleanse the

Holy Place and to set up a new altar in place of
that which had been defiled, spending a week in

special services for its dedication ; and, in order
to commemorate this, Judas Maeeabseus ordained
'that the days of the dedication of the altar should
be kept in their seasons from year to year by the
space of ei,

"''
"*; .

'
t the five and twentieth

day of the \
" i'i (

' '

'.
, with gladness and joy*

(1 Mac 4M).

The Feast is mentioned once in the Gospels (Jn
1022) as the occasion of a collision between our
Lord and the Jews in the temple, when He made
the claim,

*
I and the Father are one,' and the Jews

took up stones to stone Him. The occasion of the
incident is full of significance. When the Holy
Place was being cleansed in B.C. 164, the question
had arisen as to how the old altar ought to be
treated, seeing that it had suffered from heathen

pollution, and the conclusion reached was that it

should not be used any more, but a new one dedi-

cated in its place, ana that the old one should be

pulled down and its stones stored in a convenient

place
* until there should come a prophet to give

an answer concerning them
*

(1 Mac 444"46). On the

anniversary of this event, some two centuries later,
there stood Christ in the temple courts, and in

effect, though not in so many words, the question
was actually put to Him whether He was the

prophet foretold.
* How long dost thou hold us in

"

suspense ?,' they asked,
* If thou art the Christ, tell

us plainly' (Jn 1024). It was, indeed, a fitting
occasion on which to raise the question, since the
whole Festival breathed 1 < o- <MI -lected with the
national deliverance of M;<< 1

;. ; LM times, looking
forward to another deliverance in the future such
as would corne with the Messiah. Unhappily the

|ue-tioncTs were not sincere, and would not receive
i ho ic-uimru of our Lord, not even when He re-

ferred them to His works a^ proving ITis claims ;

and so the matter ended where it began. Had
they listened, they would have found the Deliverer
whom they were expecting, and incidentally also

they would have learned the solution of the old

difficulty about the stones of the desecrated altar
that these might lie where they were, being needed
no more, for there was being dedicated another
Temple to supersede the old (cf. Jn 219

).

It is not quite clear how much of St. John's nar-

rative belongs to Dedication, whether the incidents
of Jn O^lCr1

happened then, or whether they
belong to the Feast of Tabernacles (7

2
). These two,

Feasts had much in common ; in fact, it appears
that Dedication was to some extent modelled on
Tabernacles (2 Mac 106, cf. I9). In particular, the
ritual of both included a special illumination, which
was so marked at Dedication that, according to

Jo&ephus (Ant. XII. vii. 7), the Festival was actually
called *

Lights.* In either case, therefore, there is

special point in our Lord's announcement in Jn 9*

'I am ttie light of the world,* in which. He pointed
to the brilliant illuminations of the Temple and
Jerusalem generally, whether at ^Tabernacles or

Dedication, and claimed that, while these lamps
and candles made the city full of light, He Himself
was giving light to the whole world.

Art 'Dedication' in Hastings' DS and in

Sncj/c. BibL ; Schurer, HJP i. L 217Ls Bdewhehn, Life an*
Tvmn&Jena the JfeMtoA, iu 226, The Temple, 8S3 ff.

C. E. GARBAD.
DEFILEMENT. See PUREPICATION.

DELIVERANCE (#e<rtj) The Englishword doea
not occur in the Gospels, except in a quotation
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from the OT (see below), but the Gr. word is found
8 times (in Mt 262S

, Mk I4
,
Lk 3s I77 2447 it is

rendered 'remission
3

[of sins] ; in Mk S29
*

forgive-
ness

'

; in Lk 428 **
(a]

' deliverance
'

[AV],
* release

'

paY], (b) [to set] ;at liberty'}; while the fact of

deliverance "underlies all that is recorded of Jesus,
and has coloured the entire thought of Christianity.
To think of Christ is to think of Him as Saviour.
In such utterances as * The Son of Man is come to

save that which was lost
3

(Mt 18n ) }
and ( the Son

of Man is not come to
*

*

*

s, but to

save them '(Lk956
), we h, w

> Christ's

mission. He sounds it in the Beginning when,

preaching in the Nazareth synagogue (Lk 41S), He
declares His work to be, in the words of Is 6 1

1
,

e to

preach deliverance to captives.' His days are

pas&ed in saving men from every slavery that

binds them to the transient. Thib is at the root

of all His acts of deliverance even the healings.
When Tic give^ physical renewal to the lame, the

diseased, i,hp dumk the blind, the paralysed, it is

always that they may the easier find spiritual

perfection. Moral and spiritual deliverance are

often associated with a bodily \> .* I
r
.<. r ! i,> - _" -\"

A
1y

to the confusion of contemporary wauioionaiisis.

They are astonished that He should say to the one
sick of the palsy,

'

Thy sins he forgiven thee
'

(Mk
2s

), or to the leper,
e

Thy faith hath made thee
whole' (Lk 17 19

). In the typical prayer taught to

His disciples there is no worn about life's miseries,

poverty, or pain : the petition is simply
* Deliver

us from evil
3

(Mt613
,
Lk II4) . the soul's need being

.
eternal outweighs the need of mind and body.*

And we can hardly doubt that, as He looked upon
that long and sad procession of the bodily wrecks
that came to Him c at even* (Mk I32), the heart of

the Missioner in Christ was kindled by the vision

of souls that would be set free to fulfil better their

purpose of life when the numbed or tortured body
was given rest and cure. Conscious of the neces-

sities of daily life, He, better than all others,
knows how temporary they are, and lifts His voice

continually against the soufs voluntary bondage
to things material. ( Seek ye first the kingdom of

God '

(Lk 1231
) ;

* Lay up treasure in heaven '

(Mt
620} ;

*

Beware, and keep yourselves from covetous-

ness
*

(Lk I215) ;
* If thou wouldst be perfect, go,

sell that thou. hast, and give to the poor . , . and
come, follow me' (Mt 1921

) such phrases indicate
the deliverance from the "world and its anxieties
which culminates in the invitation of Jesus * Come
unto me . . . and I will give you rest

1

(Mt II28).
The highest of the self-chosen titles ring with

deliverance. Jesus calls Himself the Good Shep-
herd, who will even give His life for the sheep (Jn
1011

} ; He is the Way, the Truth, and the Life (14
6
),

leading from earth, and time to heaven and eter-

nity ; He is the Light of the World (8
12
), to bring

all wanderers safely from darkness and danger to

light and safety. The Christian Church has

always read in His titles, His words, *and His
actions this moral and spiritual significance.
Christ has been, and is, the Saviour of men from
sin and evil rather than from pain and suffering.
See FOKGIVEHESS, E.

DEMON, DEMONIACAL POSSESSION, DEMO-
NIACS. 1. The demonology of the Gospels is based
upon beliefs which AVOIO currcriL among the Jews
previous to the time of Christ; these beliefs arose

gradually, and were ultimately stereotyped in the
Talmud. For the proper understanding of Gospel
demonology some iii4ghfc into these Jewish beliefs
is indispensable. But the demonology of the Jews
was profoundly influenced and coloured, at differ-

ent times, by Babylonian, Egyptian, Persian, and
Greek teaching on the subject, while the beliefs of
these highly cultured peoples were developments of

the much t ,,'" ' '

*

- c man in a verymuch
lower sta^

'
< " '>' -conceptions which

are practically universally prevalent among savage
races at the piesent day. To deal with the subject,

therefore, in all its bearings would be impossible
here ; it must suffice to give references to a few of

the many works which deal with the different

branches of this vast subject. Details of Jewish

demonology must, however, be given, for ifc will be
seen that they are necessary for a proper under-

standing of Gospel demonology, added to these

will be found some few references to the earlier

beliefs upon which they are based.

For the beliefs of primitive man
T ,

*' ~
>

,

~

',

"
' "

i : l-

d,
" - - * "

/,

' '

li , ] , "i ,

"

( 'i \:iv etc
, but the whole

w - /. , y
- - ' .;. i i" . - Hi*>t. of JReligions, chs.

in.-vi., London, 1884.*

For Assyro-Babylonian beliefs
"n

~ ' nan Incantations to Fire and Water, London,
*-,', ' Gesoh. Bab und Ass. pp 237-269, 388 ff

, Berlin,
1885 ; Jr. ,.10,% ,

/>-' A ' J> * und Ass ch xvi
,
G lessen, 1902 ff.

[this is enlarged from the Eng tr.] , A. Jeremias, Das AT im
Lickte des alten Orients, pp 218 ff

, 330, 340 ff , Leipzig, 1904;
T _ f,

' *' ? ~. M = ""/.
'

, *i

( j / 1895. Manv indirect points of

i"M I'aroow* 1

! *
' ' ' - '. the J3ast t London,

-<), MOI.T'-'- *
'

I) '!* i Di > Bel.' in Mittheil.

< T i*,n, it'f 'i* dt'seUsoh. in, 1905; Weber, 'D.uv rvuvbt sch-

vvorung bei den Bab. und Assyr.' in Der Altj
, (Jn.ht, MI. 4,

Leipzig, 1906.

For Egyptian beliefs-
Budge, Egyptian Magic, ch. "v n , London, 1899 ; Ed. Meyer,

Gesch. des alten Aegypttns, ch. m., Berlin, 1887 ; Wiedemann,
'Magie und Zauberei im alten Aegypten,' in Der alte On'ent,
vi. i, T t >*"-, """." : i'-*> by same author, and m same series,m ',

*
\> L I

r .il , .".-1 . der alten Aegypter
*

For Greek beliefs

'*'*] '! '^']-':; ':!<

(1< T
. i- Ol ,

-u-i, iv 1 1

. / /; '

V I
rt s'

...... .,"{'"> t 'MM -

T:
'
cr ^/- .,i * /, V / , ii 'I r *i>JLCr !.' IJ

las?; Jlosciier, LextKon aer trr. imci Aow. Mytfiologie^ an;.
* Daimon J

[u hurt f.illlin r-iiuicori LIIO *ul)jcct isir.u'M
1

,! i jui^,
IQQ^ ^/t s.f (

i l^o J obt.'jji., A fhftittJttii/ii'ii) pp. CXI, oOt), 1092
i}, .11

.

I < r . / *u>i ' of Babylonian, Egyptian, Persian, and Greek
influence on Jewish demonology, see the remarkably able series

" " r "

Conybeare in JQM viu. ix. (1896, 1897). See
i ,

'

Demons/ 7, 11.

2. THE OLD TESTAMENT. The demonology of
the OT is probably somewhat more complex than,
is sometimes assumed,f The analogy of other
races would primafacie support the inference that
the Israelites also had their beliefs in demons (see
Literature below). Much weight cannot be laid
on the (not frequent) occurrence of daiftuv and dai-

JJ&VIQV in the LXX, as they stand for varying words
in the original ; but there are a number of Hebrew
expressions which must be connected with demons,
at all events as far as the popular imagination was
concerned ; these are : rrjft r;n

<
evil spirit, Jg O23,

1 S 1G14
; c'jnj? -n Spirit of pct\oi-om-.' Is 1914 ;

onr *

demons"/ Dt 3217
, Ps li-G' ; r-.w Satyrs/ Lv

177, Isl3
31 S414

; 3j3
*

destruction,* conceived of as
due to demoniac power, see the whole verse, Ps
91s ; ngbl 'female blood-sucker,' Pr SO15

; rr^
1

?

'night-hag,
5
Is 3413- M

; hm^t Lv 168ff-
'Azazel,' a

desert spirit. This last instance clearly shows
* There are a number of works on Comparative Religion in

which the beliefs in demons and the like are incidentally dealt
with ; buc a detailed list of these would be inappropriate here.

t
* It is singular that the OT ia BO free from demonology,

hardly containing more than one or two examples thereof
(F. 0. Conybeare, loo. cit. above}
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how fhmly embedded in popular imagination was
this belief in evil powers of the solitude.* It is

true that Babylonian influence during and after
the Exile was responsible for much of this ;f but
that the Israelites from the earliest times, like

every other race, peopled the world with innumer-
able unseen powers, cannot admit of doubt. Ac-

' OT conceptions, the evil spirits are not
of some supreme ruler ; in the earlier

books they aie represented as fulfilling the com-
mands of Jehovah in doing haim to men, but later
on they seem to enjoy complete independence,
though even here the u".; <.M- are not con-
sistent (cf Job I6

-12
), \\hen we come to the

Apocrypha, we find that an immense development
has taken place ; see, e.g., To 36 * 8 67- 17 82f

-, Bar 47 b5
,

Wis 224
, Sir 21-* ; cf. as -

,

" ' *

late literature
the Book of Enoch 15 , i , The more im-

portant literature bearing on this branch of the

subject is as follows

W R. Smith, MS*, p. 120 ff ; Wellhausen, Reste Aiab.
Hetdent* p. 148 ff ; Doughty, Arabia Ueserta, 11 p 188 ff

,

Curtiss, Primitive Semitic Religion To-day, pp 68, 184, etc
,

Nowack, Heb. Arch. 11. p 186 ff.; Sayce, Hibbert Lectuies,
1887, p 146, etc. ; Hastings' DB, the Encyc. JBibl , and the
JeiQi&h JSncyc. -.d- 1 * ij- e

T> - '" * ' ' VazeP; Ham-
burger's Meal -t '

. ii - ,"! /; i
, ., : P8E3 under

artt.
'

Geister,
l "

_ --',' Other works
that should b v- - < l> , i

-'
, >n zur Sem.

VolTcsrehcf ; L -
., 1 , r *

, ,- i.2; Frazer,
Golden JBoughZ, 11.

3. LATER JUDAISM.J The following are the
Talmudic words for demons : mvn >2K%lo, n^an 2gt^5,
mrrn (Trretf/iara), nytpto nn (Trvevp.0, aKaQaprov), n^"j nn

(TrvevfJia, Trovyp6v} i
~\v nn (irvevjjLa Sat/jLQvos). See further

below. While it is abundantly clear that external
influences have left their marks on Jewish demon-

plogy, it is certain that much of the latter was of

indigenous growth ; the whole system, so immense,
so intucate, and in many i expects so puerile, is

stamped t'"> ',)',
:

'
i%

\ with the Judaic genius for
this to be ] -i o-i- u. Only a very brief summary
of the main points can be here indicated.

(a) Origin of demons. As has not infrequently
been found to be the case with Jewish tiadraon,
there are varying accounts ; in this case two dis-

tinct traditions exist. According to the one, it is

said that the demons weie created by God before
the world was made ; Satan,T u ho is identical with
the serpent, is the chief of the demons. They were
of both sexes, and their species was pi opaseated
through cohabitation with Adam and Eve during
a period of 130 years after the Creation. The
other tradition is "Based on Gn 61 '8

(cf. 2 P 24* 5
) ;

two angels, Assael and Shemaehsai, loved the
dancrhtor 5' of men, and, forsaking their allegiance
TO dod, <kM-em!od from heaven to earth; one of
these angels returned to heaven and did not sin,
but the other accomplished his desire, and his off-

spring became demons.

(b) The nature ofdewon,* -The ^mirl M.-.IMO f.>

all demons is mazzftMn (pp;
-

, n *\t" i
:

. i MM it .' i <
k *

i IK ;

nature, P'*P=* one who doc liuini.
"" Ihe head 01

* Cf. Whitehouse in Hastings' DB L 591*.

Mb.
j By this is meant the period during which the Talmud was

in process of formation; it wab not completed until about
A.JD. 500, but the traditions concerning demons and the general
teaching on the subject (e\ en m the latest portions) embody
conceptions of much earlier date

Thc details here guen ha\e been gathered from a large
number of sources which cannot be individually specified; see
the Literature at the end of this article

L It is their supposed creation on a Friday which makes this

day one of ill-omen.

^^atan, according to another account, was created at the
pa -i r mm* as Eve; Cam was their offspring (cf. Gn 4* where
the Heb. rqg is not the usual word for begetting).

*
Baal-zebul

*

is al=,o regarded, in the Talimvl, as .1 pr rice among: demons, and
is looked upon as the mo-i '\ il of al 1 o\ ]

p ri's

**This is illustratedm Jn S 7 -11 ** ' Yo ^oek to Mil me ...
ye do the works of your father ... ye are of your father the
deviL*

them is Satan (jp^n=
s the adversary ") ; it is his aim

to mislead men into evil, and then to accuse them
before God, hence the further name iitspD (/ca-nj-

yopos] = e accuser ?

(cf. Zee 3 !

). He is at liberty to
enter the Divine presence at all times {cf. Job 1)
and accuse men befoie God; only on the Day ot

Atonement is he refused admittance. As the

angel of death, he is identical with Sammael,
\\lio is knoA\n also as 'the head of all the Satans.'
The kingdom of Satan (cf. Mk 323ff

-) consists of

himself, as head, and an innumerable hoide of

angels or messengers (D"::X
L

) who do his A\ ill ;* this

is the exact antithesis of the kingdom of God t (^ee,

further, SATAN). These constitute the first giade
of demons, those \vho were created before the uoild
was made ; these were on-rinallv in the service of

God, but rebelled against Him (cf. Lk 10 la
).

There are also demons of a lower grade, those,

namely, who came into being during the 130 yeais
after the Creation, and who are semi-human ;$
they occupied a position between God and man
They have the names (besides those given above)
of shedwn,\\ lilin^ and rfiMn (Aramaic; Heb.
r&hCth**)i the first of these is their commonest
name. The head of these !O\M-J:I. t"V demons is

Asniedaitt(Asmodc-eus, To 3% a. i S ; ; they have
the power of becoming visible or invisible at will ;

'

they have wings, and By all over the world JJ for -

the purpose of harming men; in three respects
'

they resemble man, for they eat and dunk, they
are able to piopagate their species, and are subject

>

to death ; they also have the power of assuming
various forms, but they nnaDy choose that of

men, though with tli'
1 V.I.'ICMMV that their feet

are hens' feet, and they are without shadows;
they are very numerous (cf. Mk 59

) 7J millions is

said to be the number of them, while elsewhere it

is stated that every man has ten thousand on his

right hand, and a thousand on his left (cf. Ps 91 5"7
).

They live mostly in desert '
"!, i (

' Lk S29
), where

theii yells can be heard ( f. M ,>-* 'howling wil-
derness ') ; also in unclean places, where their

power is great, e.g. in the *torn JT:I
j in waterless

places (cf. Lk II-"
4
), for water is the means of cleans-

ing ; and among tombs || H (.cf. Mk 5s
), dead bodies

being unclean ; 1I1[ they are most dangerous to the

traveller, more especially if he travels alone ; they
tend to congregate together (cf. Lk ll^S2* 30

); at .

certain times they are more dangerous than at '

others, viz. at mid-day, when the heat is intense, and
'

from sunset to cock-crowing (cf. Ps 915* 6
, Mk 1472

Jn 1327- 30
), after which they return to their abode. <

"Unlike angels, who understand only Hebrew (the
* The very term *the ang-el of Satan' is used, cf. yy&os

2Tv, 2 Co 127.

t Cf. the dualistic system of the Persians, which has influenced
Judaism here

t Among- the Greeks the demons stand between men and
gods, and all the elements of mythology that were derogatory

'

to the character of the national deities were referred to the
,

demons. Greek influence, therefore, stimulated the growth
of Hebrew angelology and demonology (Hastings' DB, art.
*

Demons*)-
According to another tradition, these semi-human demons

originated thus God had created their souls, but before He had
time to create their bodies the Sabbath dawned ; they ^ere thus
neither men nor angels, and became demons.

,
A loan-word from Ass\r -Bab. &d='good or evil genius.*
ITheAbS}r.-Bab hhtit, 'Lihth.'
** They are also known under the general term pi^n J

vnn
(rvtvfMtnc trovvipat) ; Blau holds that originally the mrfll were the

spirits of the departed, see Das altjudische aut>erw&sen, p. 14.

"Ti-ito'i *T the chief signs of Persian influence ; Asmedai
is '-i > A- 1

- M 4 the Persian demon of lust, Aeshma daeva.

It Cf. 'the prince of the power of the air* (Eph 22 612). it

was a Persian belief.

3 Drinking water at night is especially dangerous, presumably
because the wrath of the demon would be aroused bj- the use of

water during his privileged pc riod of d( i :\ in
,
the night-time.

Hfi
* Cemeteries were ipgardtrt \\\\n awe by the ancient

Egyptians, because of tht -spn is> o s the dead who dwelt in.

them '(nudge, ryt,p1ian Mamc, i> 2"0)

Till TA en at the present da^ a coten. v\ho looks upon a corpse la

unclean.
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'holy tongue* BHBD pa), demons can understand
all languages, for they are active among the Gen-
tiles as well as among the Jews, whereas angels
restrict their activity among men to the children

of Abraham, The power for harm of the demons
is greatest among the sick, among women in child-

birth, among brides and bridegrooms, mourners,
and those who are about to become teachers;

further, those who travel by night, and children

TV ho are out after dark are specially subject to

their attacks. There is one demon, Shabriri, who
makes people blind (cf. Mt 1222), and there is a

special demon of leprosy, and a demon of heart-

disease. As oMiiv-ai u s of the angel of death, Sam-
mael (the *full of eyes/ cf. the Gieek Arqus}^ men
are in constant dread of them (cf. He 214' 16

) It

was also believed that demons were able to trans-

fer some of their powers to men, and especially
to women ; so, for example, the secret of magic
drinks, which could harm people in various ways
(cf. Mk 1618

), and change them into animals ; they
could also endow men with the faculty of exercis-

ing the 'evil eye' (cf. Mk 7
s2

, see also Sir 31 13
, and

cf. 148- 10
, To 41S

), by means of which the good
fortune of others could be turned to evil ; there is

a special formula for use against the *evil eye.
3 *

There are certain animals in league with the

demons (ef. Lk S32), such as serpents (cf. Mk 1618
,

Ac 283
"6

}, bulls,f donkeys,$ and mosquitoes. The
sMdim are male demons ; female demons are called

UUn,
*

night-spirits,* from the queen of the demons,
Lilith (cf. Is 34M) ; they have long flowing hair,
and are the enemies of children, for which reason

special angels have charge of children (cf. Mt 1830
,.

He I14).

(c) Safeguards against demons.^ God is the

only ultimate protector against demons; but He
sends His angels to counteract their deeds, and to

help men to withstand their attacks (cf. Mt 1810,
Mk I 18

}, At the same time, God has given to man
various means whereby to nullify the machinations
of demons. First among these is the saying of the
Shemti (i.e. the Jewish profession of faith contained
in Dt 6^*}, because the holy name occurs in it;

then, prayer to God (cf. Mk &*}. There are also

special formulas which are effective, either for

warding oft" an attack or for throwing off the
demoniacal influence, e.g.

{ The Lord rebuke thee,
Satan* (cf. Zee &, Jude &

] ; Ps 91 is recommended
for recitation before going to sleep; a demon
may be chased away by repeatedly calling out his

name, *but uttering one syllable less each time ; jj

obedience to certain commands is also a safe-

guard,, e.g* fixing the mezuzah^ and wearing the

* The superstition of'the
*
evil eye,* the possession of which is

regarded as being due fco the indwelling of an evil spirits, both
in animals and in human beings, is still universally prevalent
among the peasantry of all European countries : the writer has
personally met \rith some curious instances in the country
districts of Lower Austria.

t This is due to Assvro-Bab. influence: Satan is believed to
dance between the bulFs horns.

I This is due to Egyptian (T\ phon - worship) influence;
according

1 to Plutarch the ass was" considered demoniac @au~
f*o9ou*) in Egypt, because of its resemblance to Tvphon (de Is.
et On. 30).

In the Talmud there is no word for '

possession
*

; it is true
that an '

evil spirit' is once spoken of a& '

dwelling' in a person,
but this is the same word as is used for the Shekmah '

taking up
its abode with

'

someone ; Sfiekinah, however, in the Talmud is

not a personality, bat rather an inspiration. A demon, or evil

spirit, is said to take hold of a man, to injure him, or to speak
to him ; there may be one or two possible exceptions, but,
generally speaking, demoniacal action ib all external to tho&e
who are under its influence. This is in sinking contrast to the
Gospel accounts.

ft See the use of a 'name* in Stube, JucL-bab. Zaubertexte>
p. 25, and many further details in Blau, Das altjiuL Zauber-
wei>en, pp 61 ff., 156 ff. ; cf. To 6* &. Exorcism of demons, to
whom all sickness was ascribed, was very ancient in Egypt.
H A small glass or metal case, containing Dt 4& 9- 1& 21 written

on parchment, which is fixed upon the right-hand post of the
door of the house and of each room. It was done in obedience
to the command in Dt 1120.

tephillin;* to eat salt (cf. 'salt of the covenant,*
Lv 213

, see Mk 947"50
} at and after meals, and to

drink water is also efficacious. Demons love the
darkness and hate the light (cf. Lk 2253

, Eph 6 12
,

Col I 13 ), IIOTN o JL lijrliti'd toioh sends them away, but
;V>l :

t:i'i

"

themuon i^'no^t potent in scaring them.
On Passover night the demons have no power.

. THE GOSPELS. Demons are iV^Vuii- <I by
various names in the Gospels, viz. c:;*,* sj Mi 10s

(daipuv is sometimes found, it would imply more
definite personality), irvevna, Lk 989

, 7rvev/j,a CLKCL-

Qaprov Mt 101
(TO a.Ka.6apTov Trvtvpa. Mt 1243}, wvevfMi

1TOVir}p6v Lk 7*^3 TTVCVfJiO, SaL/JLOVioV CLK&OapTQI) Lk 4 ,

xpefyta &\aXov Mk 9 17
. In Matthew Sattj.6vi.ov is

almost always used ; in Mark both 8aL^6vLov and
irvv/jia a.K&dapTov occur fic-<jnenil\, though the.latter

predominates; in Luke ilicio us a more varied use;
in John the few references to a demon (the plural
does not occur) are always in relation to Christ,
and the word used is always dat/u.6viov. In the vast

niajonty of cases these expressions are used in the

plural form.

(a) Origin ofdemons. The existence of demons is

taken for granted in the Gospels, and nothing is

said directly <> <* 'im;j i

1

*- .1 >:I^m; however, as
is shown belo^, ^I.JMI !!< /<!.!, and the 'prince
of the demons' are one and the same, and Christ

speaks of His having seen Satan falling
'

as light-

ning from heaven' (Lk 1018
). This last passage

would seem to imply that Satan was in existence
before the world was made, which would agree
with the one rational tradition on the subject pre-
served in the Talmud. There are, moreover, also
one or two indications in other NT books which
support this, e g. 1 Jn 38 f the devil sinneth from
the beginning/ Rev 202 * the old serpent which is

the Devil.'

(b) The nature of demons. That possession often
takes the form of a purely physical disorder is

clear ; yet from the expressions used to designate
demons, given above, they were undoubtedly re-

garded ^
as being morally evil. On the oni liand,

possession is frequently mentioned in the same
category as ordinary sickness (e.g. Mt 101), dumb-
ness is said to be due to possession (Mt 9**, Lk II 14

),

so too epilepsy (Mt 1715
) and blindness (Mt 12J2 ) ;

demons are spoken of as taking up their abode in
a man without his having, apparently, any choice
in the matter (Mk 5lff

-)> it is, moreover, note-
v\ or -,i .

:
s!i i

1 e wicked (i e. Pharisees, pmblicans,
a- :

-
i

' - ,"i. never spoken of as being possessed
(e.g. Lk ll39*- 151

), and the possessed are permitted
to enter the synagogue (Mk I23

, Lk 4^), which
would hardly nave been the case had they been
regarded as notoriously evil; another fact which
should be taken into consideration in this con-
nexion is our Lord's words to the demons (see
below). On the other hand, the evidence is still

stronger for possession having been regarded as a
moral as well as a physical disorder. Demons are
directly referred to as evil (Lk 721 82) ; there are
degrees of badness among them (Mt 1245), some
are merely malignant, some do more physical harm,
than others (Mt lo22

, where KO.KWS Scu/jioyifeTat im-
plies some specially virulent form of possession),
some are reterred to as being morally as well as

physically harmful (Lk S2
TTJ>< , * i -^ r^ rj^v, 1 1 26) ;f

in one case a demon is nioh that ir < ;i n only be ex-
pelled by prayer (Mk 9s9 ),:}: which implies that in
** Head -ornaments': small lo-ithern cases, containing Ex

13110 Hie, Dt fr^ 11.3 14 untien on parchment, these are
bound round the head and left arm by means of long leather
straps Till ,vs done m obedience to the command in Dt ll-^.
I IM- rct k name (JJ/MTV/*) shows that they were regarded as
safeguards, t.e against demons (cf. Mt 235). Both this and the
custom just mentioned are observed by all orthodox Jews at
the present day,

^
t Cf jdso the distinction in Lk 1332 UjSaOA* laufMvi* tuu I

I The addition of ** v^a-r^a. is not well attested.
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the jrenoralif y of cases this was not necessary, and,
indeed, we Jilid this to "be the case, since in every
other recorded instance the word was sufficient.

Then, ?i;r;un. TWAMIL\ i *.v princeof thedemons, is

identify:u.i"N.< ai
%
M; I -***>, Mk 322

-30
, Lk II 15-19

,

cf. Bev 1614
), and Satan himself is> byname reckoned

among the demons in Lie 10 17"20
; and he is the

originator of sin in man, as shown by the Tempta-
tion, the parable of the Tares (Mt 1324ff

*)> and the
sin of Judas (see especially Lk 22s). The" demons
are intangible, incorporeal,* and (if one excepts
those passages in which Satan is represented as

having been seen, e.g. Lk 1018 45ff
-) invisible ;

' the
NT writers believed that the physical constitution
of a spirit, whether holy or impure, was akin to

vapour/ The demon enters (chrtyxmt) a man at

will^
and he goes out (^pxerou) at will (Lk II2*),

but in most cases he goes out only on compulsion
(&c/3dXXeij') ; he is also able to take possession of
animals (Mk 518

) ; there are good grounds for the
supposition that a storm-fiend was believed in, as
will be seen by comparing the phraseology of the
two follow pjjr pu^n^- ; Mk 489 tTreriM&ev rf dvfytp
Kal el-*y r", ti\z -<-, ^. Va, T<j>l}j,(sJ<ro ; Mk I25 6rer-

p,Tfj<Tv afrrf 6 'Iijcrovs \ywj> <J?t/tc60?7Ti. ...*}* Desolate

places, such as the desert (Lk S29
), or mountainous

regions (Mk 55
), or among tombs J (Mk 52

), and
"waterless places (Lk II24), i.e. places to which men
come only in small numbers or singly, are those
for which demons have a preference. They are

represented as congregating together (Mk 59
, Lk

830
}, sometimes m sevens (Lk 82 II26

, cl Eev I4) ;

for this reason the plural form is usually employed.
In Mk 510 the demons beseech Christ not to send
them out of the country; they are thus able to

speak, or, at all events, so to overmaster their
victim as to make his faculties their own (Mk I26).

Nothing is said in th" do-pi K, dhcclly, as to

where the permanent luirrii 1 of *!io d^ri'on-* is, II
but

the *

abyss' is spoken of as, apparently, a place
whence they could not return if once banished
there ; this would, at all events, account for their

entreaty not to be banished thither in Lk 8S1 ; 1T

they clearly realized that a time of torment was in
store for them (Mt S29), and that this torment might
take piace before the appointed time (Mko^LkS28

),

and so the sight of Christ tilled them with dread.

There is nothing in the Gospels to show that
demons were believed to be the unquiet spirits of

the wicked departed, and the belief that they were
heathen jrod- is equally absent (cf., on the other

band, 1 Co Hr4 '2
---").

(e) demoniacal possession, demoniacs. The usual
term for this is Scufwvtftftevos (e.g. Mt 4s4), "but a
number of other expressions for it are found in
the Gospels, viz. SaifuwurOds (Mk 518

, Lk 8s6), &>0pw-
WQS V irVct/MLTl &KCL0<ipT<p (Mk I23 52 fr'm the

power of
3

), fyw $di/iowa (Lk 8s7), &vQp<airo$ Hx<av

trvevpa SatfjLOvlov oKaQ&prov (Lk 4s8), ^oxXotfju-evos tiiro

irvev/JidTwv aKaOdprwv (Lk 618
), \avv6ftvo$ cbrd rov

daifiow (Lk S29 ), <re\yvidfr(r0cu (Mt 4s4).
With but few exceptions those who are said to

"be possessed are grown-up men ; the exceptions
* Cf. Ignatius (ad Smyrn. iii. 2), who tells us that Christ

said to His disciples after His resurrection: * *;

*

t Of. Conybeare in JQR ix. 460 ; see ilso an example of a
Spell addressed to the storm-god in Sauce's Hibbert Lectures,

"

% Cf the highly interesting inscription, the text of which is

given in Deissmann's Bibelstudien, p. 20 ff

Companies of seven evil spirits are not infrequently men-
tioned in Assvr.-Bab incantations, e g.

* there are seven wicked
eons of the abyss,' which occurs in an incantation to fire ; see

Budge's Assyrian Incantations to Fire and Water; cf. also the

'seven wicked spirits' in ancient Babylonian belief (Sayce, op.
ofc. uLV

B The * eternal fire* is, according to Mt 25, reserved for the

devil and his angels; but there is no mention of these in Lk
l#23ff., wnere the flame in Hades is spoken of.

1 In the parallel passages there is no mention of the abyss

,flk5i^
^^

are: certain women who had been healed of evil

spirits, and Mary Magdalene (Lk 82) ; the woman
who had heen bound by Satan for eighteen years
(Lk 13U- ls

) ; Peter's wife's mother (-ee below, Lk
439) ; & boy (Lk 9s9) ; and the little daughter of the
Syro-Pho3nician woman (Mk 725). It is, however,
probable that others, besides men, are included in
such passages as Mk 132&, Lk 721

. The signs of

Ession
may be thus summarized ; dumbness

5*3, Mk 9^), dumbness and deafness (Mk 9*%
ness and dumbness (Mt 1222), savage fierce-

ness (Mt S28, Mk 54, Lk g29
), abnormal strength

(Mk 5*, Lk S29), falling into the fire and water
(Mt 1735

), convulsions (Mk I26 920, Lk 435), raving
(Mk 55

), grinding the teeth (Mk 918
), foaming at

the mouth (Lk 9s9- 42
). These are all signs of

epllepsyJo-eX^j'id^cr^at) ; in Mt 4s4 the ffeXrjvia.ftfJLevoi,

are distinguished from the datfjt.ovtftifjLei'u.* Fever
would also appear to have been i egarded jus a sign
of jiOi-kO-Mon, for Christ is said to 'lebuke' (?7rer/-

/cTjre.^ _ie lover, the identical word which is fre-

quently used by Him when addre<-ing demons,
6*g* in the next verse but one to me passage in

question (Lk 441). One other sign of possession
must be noted, a man who is *

mad,
1
in the modern

sense of being out of his mind, is said to have a
demon ; this is said of John the Baptist (Mt II18),
and of Christ (Jn 1020).
A demoniac is spoken of as the (tacrinjr-plare of

a demon (Mt 124"), and a number 01 cu inuiis can
dwell in one person (Mt 1245, Mk 59 Lk 82

). Some-
times the demon is differentiated from the man
possessed (Mk I24), at other times the two are
identified (Mk 311) ; striking in this respect is the

passage Mk S1"20^ differentiation is strongly
marked when an expression such as that in Lk 6 8̂

is used: oi ^oxXoifyici'Oi d-rd Tryeu/td.Twy dica&dpTfav*

Lastly, the same outward signs are at one time

spoken of as possession, at another as ordinary
bicknefr* (cf. Mt 4P 1715

etc.).

(d) Christ and the demons. One of Christ's chief
works on earth was to annihilate the power of
demons ; the demons themselves realize this (Mk
I24, Lk 4s4, and cL 1 Jn 3s) ; the destruction of their

kingdom was necessary for the establishment of
the Kingdom of God. Christ's attitude towards
demons may be briefly summed up as follows :

With, two exceptions (viz. the case of the woman
* bound by Satan' for eighteen years, Lk 1311- 16

,

and that of Peter's wife's mother, Lk 4s8) no in-

stance is recorded of His laying His hands upon,
or in. any way coming in direct contact with one
who is possessed by a. demon. On the other hand,
His words are never severe when addressing the

possessed ; very remarkable, moreover, is the fact
that even, when He speaks to the demon itself,
Christ's words are never angry ; He * rebukes * the
demon (Mk I25, Lk 4s5), but the words of rebuke
are simply :

* Hold thy peaceand come out of him/
or a command that He should not be made known$
(Mk 312

, l>iit cf. Lk 8s*) ; on one occasion the request
of demons is granted (Mt 831- 32=Mk <$= IJc
8s2). The power which Christ has over demons is

absolute, they are wholly subject unto Him, and
are compelled to yield Him obedience (Mk I27, Lk
441

) ; that it is an unwilling obedience is obvious,
and this is graphically brought out, e.g. when it is

said of a demon that before coming out of a man
it threw him down in the midst (Lk 48S). The
recognition of Christ by demons is of a kind which
*
See, further, DeKtzsch, System der WiL Psyckologie, 16.

t
*What lathe demoniac strikes us most is the strange con-

fusion of the physical and the psychical, each intruding into

the proper domain of the other* (Trench, Miracles, ad Ice.).

t For the reason of Christ's not -wishing to be made known
see Sanday in JThSt, v. p. 321 ff., and Wrede, *2ur Messiaser-
kenntaus der Damonen bei Markus,'m ZNTW v. [1904] p. 169ff.

Cf. also, in the preceding verse, the exclamation of dis-

pleasure,
"

(
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is very sinking, for He is not only recognized as

Jesus of Nazareth, i.e. as one born of men, but is

also addiessed as the '

Holy One of God' (Lk 434},
and as the *Son of God* (Lk 441

), i.e. as one of

Divine nature, and this latter title is emphasized
by their knowledge of His power to cast them into

the abyss (Lk 8ai ), 'which also accounts for their

fear of Him. The power of Christ over demons is

regarded as something new
*

(Sida^r) KO.IV/), Mk I27 ) ;

this \\as because the method of exorcism -which

was familiar to the Jews hitherto was the pio-

nouncmg of a magical formula ovei the po&sessed.
In the Gospels, as a rule, the casting out of a
demon is stated without ve< if\ ing by what means
it was done (Mk I54, Lk 7-1

8-), but we learn this

fiom a number of other passages: \6yy (Alt 8s),

4v TrvefaaTi &*ov (Mt 122S), & Sa/crrfXu 0eo5 (Lk H2y
),

Ivtriwffev (Mt 17 18
}, Myere (Mt 832

), &e\9e (Mk 5b
,

Lk435
}; on one occasion the woids* are addiessed

to the mother of a child who is possessed : yevyQiiTu
<roL ws 0{\ts (Mt 152S

, Mk 7
29

), the possessed child

not being in His presence (Mk 7
30

}, so that^His
power did not depend on His visible peisonalityf
Christ transfers this power of ca^tini? out demons
(Mt 101

, Mk 3 14
) ; when His disciples cast them

out it is by viitue of His name (r<j <r< ovo^n
do.iij.6yia t%f{3o.\ofiev, Mt 722, Lk 10 17

), but they are

not able to do this without faith (Mt 1720
) ; we

read, however, in Mk 938- M of one who was not a
follower of Christ, but who was, nevertheless, able

to east out demons in His name (cf. Mt 1227
,

Lk II9
). In Mk 322 the scribes say of Christ

that 'he hath Beelzebub,' and in. 3** occur the

^ords,
* because they said, He hath an unclean

spirit/ That Beelzebub the *

prmce of the demons ?

and 'unole.'in ^piiii,' are synonymous with 'demon. 5

cannoc b<> ui^puii'd Christ is thus declared to be

possessed ; nevertheless, it is not this which calls

forth His words,
*

"vv hosoever shall sin against the

Holy Ghost hath never forgiveness'Jv.
29

), but the
fact that He was accused of being in league with
Beelzebub ; this is important, as it would seem to

support the theory, which is elsewhere adumbrated
in the Gospels, that possession was not necessarily,
per $e, a moral disorder ; there is also reason to be-

lieve that at least some forms of possession were
regarded as mental derangement : Christ speaks
of John the Baptist having been looked upon as
possessed (Mt IP8

, Lk 733}; he was so regarded,
because there seemed to be something eccentric
about his behaviour ; in Jn 720 Christ is said to be

possessed by a demon, because He said they sought
to kill Him ; Jn 848* 49

, where it is said : 'Thou art
a Samaritan and hast a demon,' points to the fact
that a man who was possessed was despised because
he spoke what was deemed nonsense; also, the

supposed connexion between possession and mental
derangement is pointedly brought out in Jn 1020

*He hath a demon and is mad.' While fully

realizing that the Fourth Gospel stands by itself,

it must be conceded that it contributes one very
important consideration, especially as the idea of

possession found, there is not without parallel in
the Synoptic Gospels, as shown above. The belief
that possession was a species of mental derange-
ment, wholly unconnected with the question of
:n ia*ii \, i-> what the Fourth Gospel teaches; but
I'^i ;i MU-I "be remembered that 'the devil

1 and
'Satan/ who are identified

j) (as in the Synoptic
* The method was new ; cf

,
as regards Christ's general teach-

ing-, Mt 7^ 29 *The\ were astonished at his teaching; for he
^ i ". i i M ns o* o ha* i: ? .7 C\ vr i i

,
and not as the scribes.'

r C.. fit case ot grlc- ous bodi.y sickness also cured, though
Chritt was not present (Lfc 723"-).

i Cf. Sayce, Mibbert Lectures, p. 302ff. ; Conybeare in JQR
ix.583ff.

In the parallel passages (Mt #w 122** , Lk 11"^) there is no
mention of Christ being possessed, the accusation is that He cast
ouc demons by Beelzebub

II Cf. Jn 13

Gospels), are differentiated from 'demon'; whereas,
according to the Synoptics, all helong to the same

category, Satan being the chief (Mt Ig24
)^

The
passage Jn 1020 receives additional significance
in the light of the Heb. equivalent, compaied,
e.g., with Hos 97 *the man that hath the spmt is

mad* (nn.i N MfB). Delitzsch (NT in Heb.
renders Jn 1020 daipoviov ^x t Ka

'

L M^^at, by "6 TO

wrr yiyDi, the last words of which should be com-

pared with the rendering of the Pesh, ].l.ji Sop

Gospel demonology may, therefore, be briefly
summed up thus :

(1) Demons are under a head, Satan; they foim
a kingdom. (2) They are incorporeal, and gener-
jl!\, nioujrh not necessarily, invisible. (3) They
in'' a 'OIL tvi mm places which they prefer to others.

(4) They tend to live in gioups ^."i) They have
names, and are sometime-* iuoriLili<.tl with their

victims, at other times differentiated from them.
(6) They aie the cause of mental and physical
disease to men, women, and children.

^
(7) They

can pass in and out of men, and even animals. (8)
More than one can take possession of a man at the
same time. (9) Christ made it one of His chief
aims to overthrow this kingdom, and set up His
own in its place. (10) He cast out demons through
His own name, or by His word. (11) He could

delegate this power, which was regarded as some-

thing new. (12) He never tieats the possessed
as wilful sinners, which is in stiong contrast
to His words to the scribes and Pharisees. (13)

Only on the rarest occasions does He come into
direct contact with the possessed. (14) His
Divine and human natures are recognized by
demons. (15) At His second coming the mem-
bers of this kingdom are to be condemned to

eternal fire.

5. In endeavouring to reach some definite con-
clusions on this difficult subject of Gospel demon-

ology, it is well to place certain considerations
in juxtaposition. On the one hand, the history
of mankind shows that a superstitious belief in
evil-disposed demons, to whom everjr imaginable
untoward circumstance is attributed, is universal ;

there is a remarkable s-miilaiity, in o-^enee, in the

demonology of all unic*; it stieiche^, from the
earliest times to the present day, like a great
chain along the course of human history. The
demonology of the Gospels shows itself, in many

, -<, . u miiMukjibly akin to this universal
-

;( i> i. TL i<- impo-^Lble to ignore the fact

that, in it-* l>rou<l outline-, Go-pol demonology is

in accordance with the current Jewish beliefs of
the time. It will, moreover, have been noticed,
from the details given above, that the data in the

Gospels themselves are inconsistent. Again, the

way in which in the Gospels muck is attributed to
the action of demons (deafness, dumbness, etc.),
looks naive to modern eyes. There is also this
further consideration which conspires in discredit-

ing the Gospel accounts on the subject, viz. that
those who at the present day believe in the con-
tinued activity of demons are almost invariably
such as are on a low stage of civilization, or they
are peasants in country districts who have but rare

opportunities of coming into contact with cultured

people. And, lastly, account must be taken of the
fact that very few could be found nowadays who
would claim to point to any instance in their ex-

I< HOI" of i he existence of demoniacal possession ;

Mi. 1
1 10 o>> I v parallels to Gospel demonology would

have to be sought among the acknowledged super-
* The Syro-Hex , following the LXX has a doublet, but the

idea of madness is brought out in both.
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stitipns
of the Middle Ages, and the like. These

considerations tend to the conclusion that the

Gospel accounts of demons cannot be regarded as

essentially different from the innumerable accounts
from other sources.
But there is a second set of considerations, and

to ignore these "would be most unscientific. When
the whole chain of demonology, from primitive
times to the present day, is considered, it is quite
impossible for an unbiassed mind to be blind to
the fact that, in spite of many points of similarity
and even of essential identity, the demonology of
the Gospels ofler^ "OiPtth'njr sut generis; one be-
comes conscious 01 tlo fiu i that this link in the

long chain is very different from all the other
links. Another thing that strikes the student of
the subject as Aery remarkable is, that Gospel
demonology and the cuirent Jewish belief are not
more alike than is the case ; they agree in so many
respects, that one feels that only the existence
of some extraordinary factor prevents their being
wholly identical. But more than this, the dis-

similarity between the two is just as striking as
their points of similarity: in the one there is

nothing eccentric, no^liinir <ionc for effect, or for

self-glorification,* i h< re i- no ca-nnjr out of demons
for the sake of exInln.iTijjr pouur, Iheic is none of
the '

wonder-working
' which characterizes other

systems ; one object, and one only, runs through
the whole of the accounts of the casting out of

demons, namely, the alleviation of human suffer-

ing. To give in any detail the
]

< ni <'" diforence
between the general subject <i < is. or "li;ry and
Gospel demonology would be impossible here, but,
when the great mass of facts has been studied, the
contrast between the two can be compared only
to the contrast between folly and seriousness.
Another conviction to which one is compelled in

contemplating Gospel demonology in its broad out-
line^ is that it is connected in the rlo-< -t pu^-ILle
manner with the subject of sin ; 7h<> ,v//////'/// ,y or

the *

possessed' in the Gospels are such as are
common to humanity, and nobody doubts the

accuracy with which these are described ; the real
crux arises when their cause has to be determined ;

this is ascribed by the compilers of the Gospels to
the action of demons, i.e. to an evil agency ; nowa-
days the same symptoms are ascribed to different

causes broadly speaking, to * natural causes '

;

but may it not be that behind both theories there
lies a deeper cause, the principle of Evil, occupy-
ing a vacant place in individuals which they them-
selves have provided by the abandonment of their

self-control ? There are cases in the Gospels to
which this would not apply, but it is worth taking
into consideration in contemplating the subject as
a whole. It is well also to remember that the ad-
vance of Modern Science, especially in the domain
of Psychology, has revealed problems whose most
important result is to show now extremely little

we know about such things as 'secondary per-

sonality,' the subliminal sen/
*

change of control,*
etc. etc. in a word, how hidden still are the secrets

of the region of <lio -vj-c IMM -u^is-.

Uponasubjec, I'un hn-i c-MJili so many diffi-

culties nobody -w ould wish to dogmatize ; no con-
clusion that has been reached is freedom serious

objections, and the same is the case with that here
offered :

Christ saw in the case of every 'possessed*
victim a result of sin, not necessarily through the

co-operation of the victims j t sin He saw em-
bodied in e

Satan/ who is identified with * demon *

(see above) ; he was the personification of the prin-
ciple of Evil, which was manifested in men in a

*
Cf. Christ's rebuke to His djsciples in Lk 10.

t It is necessar\ to read Ro 77- and 1 Co 10" 22 H17-S2, esp.

yy.30 32^ in this connexion.

variety of ways. "When Christ ' exorcized
' a

c

demon,
3

He, by His Divine power, drove the evil

out, and at the same time obliterated the visible

results of sin. When the words and acts of Christ
came to be written down, they were not always
understood ;

*
they were, no doubt, in their broad

outlines, correctly reproduced ; but what more
natural than that they should be told in accord-
ance with the ideas then current ? Not the essence
but the form differed from the actuality.

betw een demons
us book is mdis-
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For the subsequent beliefs and superstitious about demons
prevalent during the Middle Ages, and even up to the present
daj , a few references may be given out of a large number of
works dealing with the subject :

In the arts, in tfQR by Mr. Convbeare, already referred to,
there is an admirable survey of the beliefs of the Church Fathers
(viii. pp. 594-608, ix. pp. 59-72)

^
Another work of M. Maury,

who is one of the chief authorities on the subject, is his Croy-
ances et Ugendes du moyen-dge, Paris, 1896. Andrew Lang
deals with the psychology of the subject in his Making of He'
hgton, mentioned above ; so too Dehtzsch, System . . ., also
referred to above Two other books are, Nevins' Demon Pos-
session and allied Themes, New York, 1895 ; and Wall's Dewls,
a popular sketch of demons in ecclesiastical art, with good
illustrations (London, 1904).

W. 0. E. OESTEELEY.
DEN (Mt 2113 = Mk II17 = Lk 1946 OTgXotov

\\fiffrQv]; elsewhere in the Gospels only Jn II38 to
describe the tomb of Lazarus, 3jv 5 aTHjAaioy). In

estimating the meaning of our Lord's declaration
that the Temple had been made a den or cave of

robbers, the immediate occasion of the words must
be kept in view. It was the feast of the Passover,
and the Temple courts were crowded by those who
sold sheep, oxen, and pigeons, while the money-
changers also carried on their trade. As no trace
is found in the OT of siieh a market existing, it

may be supposed it sprang up some time after the

Captivity It would plead for justification the
needs of the new condition of the nation. Foreign
Jews would thus be able to obtain on the spot both
the Temple half-shekel required by the Law (Ex
301S), and also animals necessary for sacrifice, pro-
bably with the additional advantage that the latter

would have an official guarantee o Levitical fitness

for sacrifice, wMeh must be obtained for any animal

purchased elsewhere.
The profits from these sources were enormous.

It has been calculated that the annual income de-

rived from money-changing can hardly have been
less than 8000-9000, while the sale of pigeons is

specially referred to as furnishing alone a large
annual income. These profits appear to have been

largely, if not entirely, appropriated by the priests.
Certain booths are frequently mentioned as belong-
ing to the * sons of ^anan

'

(Annas), and appear to

have existed until about three years beiore the
destruction of Jerusalem, "when they were de-

stroyed. Besides the mere fact that the Temple
was made a house of merchandise (Jn 216

), many
passages in the Rabbinical writings appear to indi-

cate that the Temple market was notorious for

dishonest dealings, upon which passages it has been
* This was often the case during Christ's lifetime (see Mk

821 932, Lk 9*5, Jn 3io etc. etc,).
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remarked (Speakers Com. in foe.) that the spaces
In the court were probably let out to traffickers

at an exorbitant rate. The remembrance of this

state of things gives new force to the quotation
from Jer 7n here used by our Lord.

Joseplras(c. Apian ii. 24) writes: *The Temple ought to be
common to all men, because He is the common God of all

'

; but,
far from Its being thus, it had b " n>e rio po tt-ioi </ a. f<",\.

*Y ' ithe* t^jc^^c
1* here money iri'l ,iii"ij> ii robsitrs ool'ool

thcT loot} i" Lf c (Ifi
'

(Fntzscl'e, q-oii <J .jy Lantyr)

Those who ought to have been the first to teach
others the sacredness of the place had seized^ upon
it, as robbers would seize some den or cave in the

mountains, in which they might maintain their

unity for the purpose of spoil. See, further, art.

TEMPLE in vol. ii.

LiTBEATURE.--rdcr-htrn, Life and Times of Jesus the

Messiah, also 7/<r' /nnwf etc. , Farrar, Life of Chnst ; Deren-

bourg, Hist, d, 1 Pal ; and the Comm. ad loc

J. B. BRISTOW.
DEHARIUS- See MONET.

DENIAL. The verb apvetcrdcu,
c to deny/ is used

in contrast with o/ioXoyew, *to confess' (Mt 1032f-

11 Lk IS81*, where brap&r0 is also employed ; cf.

2 Ti 212, where apvcureu is used specially of the
verbal denial of Christ, due to fear of suffering). As
confession of Christ (wh. see) is the outward expres-
sion of personal faith in Him, so denial of Him is

(1) the withholding, (2) refusing, or (3) withdrawing
such confession. In the first of these categories
are included those who, like some members of the
Sanhedrin (Jn 1242), believed on Christ, but did
not confess Him ; in the second, those who did not
believe on Him, and as a natural result did not
confess Him; and, in the third, those who have
confessed Him, Int ilirou^'i fear of men, deny
Him in times of y-oi -cent ion. It is the third class
to which reference is made in Mt 1033 * Whosoever
shall deny me before men, him will I also deny
before my Father which is in heaven/ Open dis-

avowal of faith in Christ (

' before men *) is taken
as a clear indication of the offender's attitude
towards Him, and eventuates in his exclusion from
the blessings of the perfected kingdom in heaven.
Such disavowal must be deliberate and persistent,
and is to be distinguished from a momentary lapse
of personal veakne-s like that of Simon Peter,
which by timeh repentance became the means of

strengthening- In** character, and enabling him to

strengthen other* (Lk 2232
). In the narrower and

stricter sense, therefore, denial means public apos-

tasy from faith in Christ, the guilt of which is

visited with a punishment in exact correspondence
with it.

1. The discourse in which the great warning
against denial is found (Mt 1017

'33
), and which was

addressed to the Twelve in view of their Apostolic
mission afterthe Resurrection, evidences its lateness

by the serious situation depicted, in which exposure
to the severest forms of persecution is contem-
plated, including punishment in the synagogues,
arraignment before Gentile tribunals, and death
itself. It must "belong at earliest to the period of

growing opposition, and has been assigned to as
late a date as the close of the ministry* The
Second Evangelist places a portion of it in the
eschatological discourse spoken on Olivet to the
four disciples on the Wednesday or Thursday of
Passion-week (Mk 139

'13
). Christ no doubt fore-

told almost from the outset of His ministry that
His disciples would be exposed to reproach and
obloquy (Mt 5

m-

), but the first intimation of serious

opposition synchronizes with the first plain intima-
tion of Hisown death(Mk S*41- ). It was in prospect
of the undisguised, hostility awaiting them in con-
nexion with their Apostolic mission that Christ
cautioned His disciples against the danger of denial.

If He suffered death for claiming to be the Messiah

(Mk 1461
"64

), it is ev idem that iho-o who afterwards

proclaimed Him as such must run the risk of sharing
a fate like His.

2. Due stress must be laid on the fact that the

object of denial is the person of Christ, not simply
His message or His words, which in any case derive

their ultimate authority from His person. It is

admitted that * His earlier demand thatmen should
fulfil the condition of participation in the Kingdom
of God by repentance and trust in the menage of

salvation, became narrowed down afterwards to the
demand that men should unite themselves to Him
as the Messiah, and cleave fast to Him in trust

*

(Wendt, Tw/i / nn. i i. r>fi<\i. But the force of the con-
cession is quire do-uoxid. by the further represen-
tation thatT c union to the person of the Messiah is

nothing else than adherence to the message of the

Kingdom of God brought by Him' (p. 310.) This
is to reduce the person of the Messiah to a compendi-
ous formula for Hi- teachings and ignores the fact

that, after i he jrioai t-uiiu --ion ji i Csesarea Pmlippi,
Christ grounded on His Messiahship a claim to
absolute self-surrender and self-sacrifice (Mk 834f')-
Devotion to Himself is henceforward made the

supreme test of ill-t ijrfo-.

1

;i ai'il the withdrawal of

such devotion g* HI- i IK ^-"i i < f the offender here-
after. We are in a region where personal relations
and obligations are everything; where the injury
done by denial is not measured by the rejection of
a message merely, but by the wound inflicted on
One who has rendered unparalleled services.

3. It is the rupture, though but for a moment,
and without deliberate intention, of tender, inti-

mate, personal ties by the act of the disciple, that
renders the great denial of the chief Apostle so

affecting an incident (Mt 2669ff
-, Mk 1454- 66-72

,
Lk

22s4*, Jn IBIS-IS. 25.27). His faU is the more sui-

prising by reason of Christ's clear announcement
of it beforehand, and Peter's strong protestations
of fidelity I'Mt 26s4*- HMk H30S Lk 22S3f- 61

, cf. Jn
1 ,'>"' i f)cep as the fall was, however, care must
be taken not to exaggerate its criminality. That
the thrice-repeated denial was due to want of
faith or devotion on the Apostle's part, there is

nothing to show. It was indeed ardent attach-
ment to Christ that led him, after his hasty re*

treat, to follow at a distance, and seek admission,
to the house of Annas, before whom the prelimin-
ary examination of Christ took place. He was
determined to keep near his Master, and it was
doubtless this very determination that betrayedMm into sin. When challenged in the porch by the
maid who kept the door, he gave an evasive reply
(Jn Igtf Mk 1468), fearing that to own his disciple-
ship would lead to Ms exclusion from the premises.
When taunted later on with being a disciple by the
rough serv ants gathered round the fire in the court-

yard (Jn IS18- 25
), he denied it in more categorical

fajsMon^hoping thereby to evade further remarks,
and avoid the summary ejection which would have
followed the detection 01 Ms previous falsehood.

Having travelled so far on the downward path, it
became well-nigh impossible to turn "back, and on
being charged by one of the kinsmen of Malchus
with having been with Christ in the garden at the
moment of the arrest, overcome by fear that he
might be called to account for his rash act, he
denied his Master for the third time, and backed
up his denial with oaths and curses (Jn IS26*., cl
Mt 2674). It has been suggested that his falsehoods
would sit lightly on Ms conscience, on the ground
that he felt justified in giving no kind of infor-
mation about himself or nis Master wMeh might
compromise a movement wMch he imagined was
but temporarily arrested;. He probably experi-
enced no scraples in deceiving Ms Master's enemies,
especially as tMs seemed the only "way of carrying
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out his purpose to keep as near to Christ as possible
without risk of detection. But when all due allow-
ance is made for the excellency of his motives, his
conduct is utterly indefensible. When he affirmed
so confidently that he was ready to go to death,
what he thought of was a public testimony to

Christ, for whom he counted no sacrifice too great.
* A ;." o.'it ileod of heroism is often easier than loyalty
in small things,' and Peter, who had <

to defend his Master at the cost of hi j ,

lamentable weakness in a minor enioigomy. ine
sound of cock-crow, announcing rhe approach of

dawn, was a painful reminder thai he had proved
lacking in. ,

"\ "
\ ,md false to v>- /Lvk-o-

so recently & . . \\\

'

, his love to Christ still

remained the same, was abundantly evidenced by
his subsequent act of sincere contrition.

W. S. MONTGOMERY.
DEPENDENCE. 1. The feeling which impels

men to look up to, and depend upon, a Power higher
and other than themselves is essentially human,
universal, and, in the position which it occupies in
their lives, most prominent. It supplier them
with an intuitive nope, which is quickened by
their sense of need and lic]jilo-.-iic^ 3

that this
Power will supply their wants, and fill the mysteri-
ously void places of their being. This hope finds

expression in the universal desire for communion
with that Power by prayer, worship, sacrifice, and
so on. Some of the most beautiful aspirations
which breathe out of the Psalms of the Jewish
Church are the outcome of men's longing after
and dependence upon God (cf. Ps 42. 7321-28 j0g p

139, etc. ) ; and when the Psalmist sings
e My soul

cleaveth (npi, LXX e/coAX^??) after thee' (Ps 63
s
), he

is putting into words, suited to his own individual

experience, the same idea which St. Paul says,
in his address to the assembled Athenians, is

universally human (^retv TQV de6v
t Ac 1727). A

direct relationship, which is personal, is every-
where in the OT postulated (cf e.q. Gn 522- 24 69

,

Mai 2s
, Am 33

) as existing between Jehovah and
His people. On the one side is the Supreme Per-
sonal Will which projects Itself into a world of
created intelligences, either in the form of law
objectively revealed (Dt 52, cf. the prophetic for-

mula, 'Thus saith the Lord*), or in that form
which, in the words of the writer of the Fourth
Gospel,

(

coming into the world lightens every
man* (Jn I9, cf. Ko 215

, Jer 3133
). On the other,

there is the being made in *His own image
y

(Gn
ISSL 5l

9<Ja cf> I p U7j ja 39? gir 173? Wig 23),

who&e life, touching His life at all points, owes its

existence to the continued exercise of His will (cf.

Ac 1728
).

We have here, not the antithesis of eternal and

temporal, finite and infinite, so much as an em-
phatic synthesis ^effected by a close personal re-

lationship, in which we may say consists all that
is essentially true in religion. The error into
which Sclileiermacher, for example, fell when he
made religion consist in a feeling of dependence
(Abhangigkeit) on a Higher Power is obviously an
error of defect, as it leaves out of account the
element of Personality just referred to (see his
Ofiristliche Glaube), At the same time it would
be a mistake no less fatal to eliminate this feeling
from the domain of man's spiritual life ; for it is

one of the ultimate realities of our being, finding
expression in a variety of ways according to the
individual life which is lived.

2. The sense of dependence upon God is seen most
clearly and fully in the life of Jesus Christ. It is

focussed, as it were, in the story of the Incarnation,
and in the circumstances in which the Incarnate
life was passed from childhood onwards. In this,
as in other resects, that life is the epitome of all

that is true in the life of man. The time when

the foreordained e

mystery of God '

(1 Co 21
. cf. Eph

33
-5 619, Col I26f-) should be revealed, depended on

the wisdom and will of the Father (Gal 44, cf. Mk
I 15

). The manner of its revelation was conditioned

by the laws of motherhood ('made of a woman,
made under law,

5 Gal 44
,"

cf. Lk 2s, where the
natural law of parturition is referred to explicitly),
and the safety of the Divine Child's life depended
on the vigilance of Joseph (Mb 218' 15

) no less than
on the maternal tenderness and love of His mother.
His education was that of a Jewish child in a
pious Je\\ Mi home, where the language spoken was
ihe cm rent ! Hebrew' or Palestinian Aramaic (see
a very useful article,

* The Dialects of Palestine in
the time of Christ,

5

by Ad. Neubauer in Sludia
Biblica, vol. i. pp. 39-73 [Oxford] ; with this we
may compare a similar discussion by J. B. Mayor
in his Epistle of St. James], -which was Jesus'

motlieMoupiie (cf. Mk 337 541 7s4 1436 15s*, Jn I42,

Mt 5--). In point of fact, it is not too much to

say that He was governed in His earthly life,

physical and intellectual, by the ordinary laws
of nature. If He violated these laws, even in
the interests of His work, He had to pay the

penalty which nature ine\oiablv demands (cf.

Mt 42=Lk 42, Mk ll^Mi 21'Y Jn 46 1938, and
Mt S24).
In the moral sphere we observe the same pheno-

menon, which finds a prominent place in the
Christological teaching of the rpia>ilt> to the
Hebrews. Even as we are, so is He, 'compassed
with infirmity

'

(5
2
). Like ourselves in all things,

*

apartjrom sin,' He suffered from the assaults of

temptation (4
15

, cf. 218
). He had, as we have, to

learn slowly and with pain the moral virtue of

obedience, notwithstanding the unique character of
His Sonship (5

8
). In Him also the law, by_

which
alone progress is assured, exacted implicit sub-
mission .il'l'iVii'^i the lesson was hard (2

10
, cf. 59

,

728
).

r
l IM .J>-'i- was fully conscious of the neces-

sity of this bitter experience is seen from His own
saying, in which He defies the threatened persecu-
tion of Herod, and which contains the same verb
as is used in Hebrews, to denote the final cause of
His sufferings (re\ov/u, Lk 1332).
Even i

1
) l-so -;>!,< TO of His mental life we find

Him i,o]j'
vn<h" on ilio laws which govern intel-

lectual growth universally. Side by side with His

physical growth, as the Lukan narrative tells us,
there was a corresponding expansion of His intel-

lectual and spiritual faculties Clr)<rovs irpotKQirTf-v

rj <ro<j>iq, Kal yXuclg, Kal %dpirt K.r.A., Lk 252
, with

which we may compare the words in v.40
, where

the participle trXypofyevov in conjunction with trcxpta.

is a distinct assertion of continuous and gradual
development). Nor have we any just reason to

^uppoMS thai the operation of this law ceased at

any given stage in His life. On the score of credi-

bility it will be found as difficult to believe that

gradual growth along these lines ever found a

place in Jesus* life, as to believe that it entered so

completely into the warp and woof of His experi-
ence that it accompanied Him all through His
life, even to the very end (cf. art.

c The Baptism,
Temptation, and Transfiguration: A Study,* in
Oh. Quart. Mev., July 1901). There is no period in
the life of Jesus when we can say,

* at this point
He ceased to learn, or to advance towards per-
fection' (reXeiWis, cf. 'Additional Note' on He 210

in Weslcotts The Epistle to the Hebrews). His
lesson was only finally 'learned' in its entirety
when, yielding Himself unreservedly into His
Father's hands, He became * obedient unto death,
yea, the death of the cioss

3

(Ph 28), and 'the
author (airtos) of eternal salvation* (He 5s ) to all

who are so far partakers of His Life that they too
learn the meaning of perfect obedience
See art. ACCOMMODATION, p. 15.
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In close connexion with what we have been saying
1

is the

repeated disavowal bv Jesus of all intention to assert His o\\n

will'
"

.

'

- ''--
* r^r*1* < Iso Mt 26^9 42-Mk 1436

=L '

,
i -

:
'

l <-<( the \vill of His Father

may, perhaps, suggest fewer difficulties to the student of Jesus'
life than His continuous insistence in setting that will, as it

were, over against and abo\
e_
His own. At the same time we

must remember that bv this differentiation He deliberately
K-i ^. .<:- -

i.j . *i r<3 ,m,." i, 1 o i co, ivli'e His subordination,
;n e - >' i

1". <.: I' - n, i ur < \ -M^'S c >
t-> become, not onl> in

A out '
i 'i 'In 'I M 'i !<> iii !I .i J'r. cr ": c" thought and inten-

tion. He has laid aside the power of do : ,irr
4
-'*,- J 'of himself

(Jn 5-SQ), because the will of His Fath< i - i M Ji MI t object of

thought and loving- semce (on . . . ZWTU . . . ro B& 4u.ee. r&v

vitvfyMY^OS f&t). The accomplishing of the \vork (4^) \shich that
will has put before Him 'is the nourishing

1 sustenance (sjtwv

r^uj.at.') uliton i> necessary for
" ic'isnM "ur 3> of IT - ." . "The

Ml O* Col' (-0 Bzhruoe. fov Qso^) is i li1 "-oi*. 1-

'Jl
1 ( *j' I'tlVC of

Jesus' life, and perfect conformity to it in every point is the

goal of His life's ^ork. Looking o\er the uses of the word
titXrfjug. m the NT, we find that it is almost mm ersally used of

the carrying out by others of the purposes of God, the accom-

yil"-
l"ui it ;T

I the world of that -which the Divine Mill ordains for

v\tr i ij*i (ior other usages of this word, see Jn 1 1{
, JLc -^-:>

,

etc.). It is in this sense pre-emmenth that the word is used in

connexion with Jesus' work (cf. Jn 6^f, where the will of God,
in the redemption of h nuti-

"
,

- i 'v o <' of the Incarnation,
and furnishes the AOIV w i <"i ,7-i,- a c M><! *sets Himself to

accomplish). We are thus not surprised at the transference of

the words of Ps 40 to the work of Christ by the writer of the

Epistle to the Hebrews CK few 5 w/rtr*' 0.x*?a< rou, He
id9), who sees in this passage the aptest illustration of the

object of Jesus' life.

3. This protracted and willing subordination on
the part of Jesus had its final reward in that perfect

harmony between His own and His Father's will,

which left no room, in the sphere of His human
activity, for anything but the most complete com-

munity of interests. Looking at this side of

His life, we can appreciate the element in His

teaching, so constantly emphasized, which in-

sists on the lowliest and most complete self-sur-

render in others. He3 the Man Jesus, succeeded in

"bringing His human will into absolute conformity
with that of His Father, and so He teaches men to

pray,
*

May thy will be done ... on earth
'

(Mt
610

, cf. 2642=Lk 2242). Our right to participate in
the privileges of that family relationship which
Jesus is not ashamed to own (He 211

) depends on
the fidelity with which we enter, by our actions,
into the spirit guiding His own work (see Mt 12"50).
This is the touchstone by which men shall be
ultimately tested, and by which their right of

entry into the Kingdom of heaven shall be decided

(Mt 720).

$. Nor must we forget that this phenomenon is

observable in Jesus* relation to His fellow-men.
And here it is significant to note that, although
always willing to exercise the prerogative* of His
Divine Sonship in favour of the distressed, yet He
never works a miracle on His own behalf. If He
is hungry or thirsty, He trusts to the kindness and
goodwill of others (Jn 47 19**-, Mt 2I18f -

4**, Mk
I1" 1

}. The lack of sympathy has a marked effect
on the power of His ministrations (

c And he could
there do no mighty work,' Mk 65 ), and He recog-
nizes that, in certain cases at least, the exercise of
His power of miraculous healing may be marred
or promoted by the absence or presence of a sym-
pathetic trust on the part of those with whom He
i 5! dealing . All things are possible to him that
believeth/ Mk 9s3

, see Mt 9S with which we
may also compare a remarkable extension, in the

application of this rule to the sufferer whose friends
stand sponsor, as it were, for his faith and trust

\TTJV viffriv avr&v, Mt Q2]}. Indeed, the presence of
a captious spirit in His heaiers moved Him, on
more than one occasion, to indignation or grief
(cf. per ppy^s, Mk 35 ; t/jfipLu&fLevos. Jn II38

), feelings
which were also aroused in His breast by anv
action tending to stifle in others the cxpre^ion o"f

their trust in, and sympathy with, His work and
Person (cf. the emphatic verb TjyavdKTyffejr, Mk 1014).

Closely allied to this is the impatience which Jesus shows
with the spiritual dulness of His disciples (Mk S">, Jn 14^ 2Q29,

Mt 2810,
Mk 81? 21 etc ) It appears sometimes as if, in His

eagerness to discover the smallest germs of spiritual reciprocity,

He -would gaze into their very hearts. In all the four Gospels
the word >3XsTy (with compounds) is used to denote this

anxiety on the part of Jesus (ef. e g i^Xi^otf eunei, Mk 1021 ;

?, Mk 1027, Mt 1926 ,
see also Jn 142 and the

, , ,

pathetic use of the same verb m Mk 2261 f/ay r trpu
For the use of the vert - "?

" which is almost confined

to St Mark, compare _M . - .
,
Mk 334 1Q23. Even when

dealing with the question of the profound, vital union of Him-
self with those who behe\e in Him, Jesus is fully conscious that
His work is conditioned by their attitude to Him. The im-

peratne clause 'abide in me' (Jn 15*) is supplemented by
another clause, which may be interpreted as containing a con-

tingent promise, 'I will on that condition aude in >ou,' or,

more probably , as a complementary imperative, 'permit me tc-

abide in jou
'

In either case it is true to say that Jesus here

recognizes and teaches the doctrine that * the freedom of man's
will is such that on his

' " "

'"irist' (see
Plummer's ' St John 'in ' in loc )

5. Not the least remarkable feature in the teach-

ing of Jesus is that on which the writer of the
Fourth Gospel lays particular stress. The union
between Him and the Father is so complete, that
He describes it as a mutual

" "" T1
. co-

existence (Jn 1038 14lof- 20
). He < the

Father, as the ultimate source of each (Jn 1613
),

both the terms of the message He delivers (Jn 82S

7 16
TJ &?) 5i5ax??, 1249

) and the power which renders
His woik * coincident and coexistent with that of

the Father
'

(Jn 519
, see Westcott's Gospel of St.

John, in loc.). Jesus refuses to claim the right or
even the ability to act s-eparately from the Father.
and the character of His works is determined by
the fact that it is not He Himself who is the
author of them, but the Father dwelling in, speak-
ing and acting through Him (cf. Jn 5SO 1410 ). It is

quite true, in a very real sense, to say with West-
cott that * Christ places His work as co-ordinate
with that of the Father, and not as dependent on
it' ; at the same time it is true in a sense no less

real that ' the very idea of Sonship involves . . .

that of dependence,' as will be seen if we refei to
such phrases as &v f

^avrou (5
30

), <? g/jLavrov (12
49

).

What this phraseology implied, in the mind at
least of the writer of the Fourth Gospel, will per-
haps be better understood by observing his use of
it in other connexions (cf. e.g. Jn II51

, where the
6

prophecy
*
of Caiaphas is made to depend for its

validity on the x&pt><rp& inherent in the high priestly
office ; see also 154 1613

, where the deeds done and
the words spoken are relegated to a higher source
than to the energy possessed by the actors).

6. Another side of Jesus' self-revelation as to the
condition of dependence in which His spiritual life

on earth was lived, is to be found in His doc-
trine of our dependence upon jHim. Just as He
can do nothing

e of himself,* but traces the source
of His manifold activities to the mutual indwell-

ing of the Father and Himself, so He tells His
disciples they are powerless for good if they are
*

apart from '" Him (xwpls tyov ot dwavQe iroielv o5ei>,
Jn 15s). He is the derived source of their vital

energy in the same sense that the tree is the
source of the fruit-bearing life of its branch. It is

signint ant that this writer uses the same verb and
pieposition (ptvetv e*>) to express the nature of the
union of the Father and Jesus, and that of Jesus
and those who believe in Him (cf. 1410 154

etc.).
The words of St. Paul to the Athenians,

c In him
we live and move and have our being' (Ac 17*), are
as true of Jesus as they are of all the children of
men, 'for both he that sanctifieth and they that
are sanctified are all of one* (# ej>6$, He 211

), It is

this very likeness (fytow/wc, Ph 27
cf. He 217

) of
nature which makes interdependence, in the sphere
of active woik, between Christ and belie\ers a pro-
minent feature in all sound Chrktologies (c f . Mk
16 2ft

, 1 Co 3*, 2 Co 61
). The well-known Pauline

<b X/ROT<? (cf, 2 Co 517
, 1 Co 1522, Col I28 etc.) is

balanced by the no less Pauline XMOT&S fr info (Ro
810

, Co 13, cf. EPh317
,Gal2*>).
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Life in Christ is the normal condition of re-

deemed humanity (1 Co 1522
). As the head is the

seat of the vital functions in the human body, and
without the head the body is helpless and lifeless,
so Christ is the source of the Church's life and
energy (Eph 415f

-, Col I18 219
etc.). Her capacity

for development springs directly from Him, con-
sidered in relation to His place in her constitution

(Eph 220f
), and it is impossible even to conceive of

the Church apart from this relationship (1 Co 311
).

'The Head,' 'the chief ro-. "-ArT.' < the founda-
tion/ are the principal IV ,' n^ p^'nulae used by
the Apostle to picture the mysterious nature of a
union upon which the very existence of the Church

depends. The symbol of the marriage relation-

ship, with all the consequences involved, is not only
found in the Johannine idealism (Rev 197 212>9},

but discovers itself underlying St. Paul's ideas as
to the nature of the tie which binds the Church to
Christ, in its aspect both of loving ojualiiv <Tph
528tO and of dependent subordination (1'ph ,">-

4 - * J
,.

Relative to what we have been saying
1

, it may not be amiss to
recall the difficult words of St. Paul, which emphasize tnis side
of a mysterious truth 'Now I ... fill up on my part that
which is lacking- of the afflictions of Christ in my flesh for His
body's sake, which is the Church '

(Col 12-*, of t>. j sir,inir< ^ .u-*-

lation of this sentence in Moffatt's TheHi-<>nral -\eis 2 mo-
ment 2

). It is as if the Apostle said that Christ is still, in a
certain sense, subject to His Father's disciplinary control (cf.
Ac 94, Jn 15lf ), where the Father, as the husbandman, prunes
the branches, and consequentlv the tree out of which the
branches grow. The trioulations and disappointments \vhich
the Church experiences from age to age are manifestations of
the same spirit of unbelief and opposition r-^onitfcd hv
Jesus during His work on earth (Jn 13is -i 17 ' ->) Noi o* !

we to be surprised if we observe this continued display of

hostility in one form or another, because Jesus Himself knew
that it would be so, and that He was the object <*f OT>JI( H n

He said that the world would hate to accept o lir c. -ir
~"

s i

"

derive 1.

The other side of the same truth is not forgotten by Jesus,
who taught that the conscious recognition of His claims over
the lives of His followers, and the consequent acts of goodwill
towards the latter, \\ill not escape His notice (cf !v OVOUMW w
XptfTev itrri, Mk 9*1, and t; SVGUM ftadyoj, ME 10*2) gee ajso
Mt 254 43

, where, in His solemn portraiture of :lu Ji^jrru "t

Day, Jesus emphasizes the great truth of His silf-"lr '
1 ".i on

with all who have their lives grounded in Hun (cf. rovrw rSSv

v, V."10).

7. "We must not close our consideration of this

Subject without referring to a feature of the Chris-

tian life which is supplementary to and dependent
upon the foregoing. The life of the believer is not
bounded by his own immediate interests, although
as an individual that life is immeasurably enriched
and ennobled by its personal contact with, and
share in, the Incarnate Life of Jesus Christ. In
the parables of the Vine and the Good Shepherd
He leads to the conclusion that all His disciples
stand in a relationship to each other of the closest

kind. There is an ml erdopen donee between them
which springs out of their common relationship to

Christ tneir Head. This truth is (specially dwelt
on by St. Paul in his reasoning on the variety of

work but unity of purpose which characterizes the
lives of professing Christians considered in their

corporate capacity, and as constituent parts of a

great whole. No individual life can be considered
as self-centred in the sense of its being indepen-
dent of the lives of its fellows. However uncon-
scious one may be of the fact, it nevertheless
remains true that no single member of

' the body
of Christ* ((rw/xa Xpurrov) is unaffected by the
fortunes of its brethren. Various as are the func-

tions of the parts, vital as is the dependence of

each on Him in whom their common life has its

roots, it is still the truth that the fulness of the
3!fe of every individual is affected by the joy or
the sorrow, the strength or the weakness, of every
other (cf. 1 Co 12***>, Gal 3m, Col 3\Eph 315f-).
The recognition of this common share in the one

\dgher life is necessary as affording scope for

the exercise of the greatest of all human virtues

(T) dycb-T?, 1 Co 1313
).

The *':".'
"" " 1 "

1

<
f

"ully i'ppicciiilinpf iAis fea-

ture of I -,i ! which" j* ul; i iiuno]y bound
up with His ideals and aspirations, will' largely
account for the signal failure of Christendom to
realize that spiritual as well as visible unity of life

and purpose to which He looked forward In the
later stages of His ministry. Oneness is just the
characteristic which cannot be predicated of the
Christian community. Mo* o <

|
( c i;

"
\ is this the

case if we consider the s,u i-i " of i i'i oneness

aspired after by Jesus for His followers a oneness
which has its roots in the Divine life, and 'in.

which each constituent being is a conscious ele-

ment in the being of a vast whole 3

(IVa &<nv rereXeica-

JJL^OL ets to, Jn 1723
, cf. vv. 11* 21- Bo 12s, 1 Co 1220

;

see also Westeott's Gospel of St. John, p. 246 f.).

The opening years of the twentieth century give
promise of a profounder realization of this Divine
idea ; and the craving after unity, in some sense
;

' V'l-i, iiiiiv issue in a truer conception of the
ir ,(.-. 'a. on- of Christian people, in a real syn-
thesis of the individual's freedom and his subordina-
tion and dependence as a member of that which is

essentially one whole (ef. 6Yt els tipros, & O-QJJLO. ol

TroXXof tcrpev, 1 Co 10" 7
) TVK' - it is not without

significance that, in r (.<":< iiijr iV prayer of Jesus
for His Church, St. John uses the present tense of
the verbs iria-refa and yiv&o-Kw (Jn 1721" 28

), which
points to the ultimate, albeit gradual, acquirement
by

* the world '
of that faith and knowledge which

the spectacle of a union so vital and so profound
is calculated to impart

especially Lecture II, in that volume. Westcocti's Gospel oj
John and The Epistle to the Hebrews will be found in places
very helpf I; aii u.

1-o his ChitSiw Cdnsutm ia f
f>r. The Jncainf-

tion and L^m-ninn Lire, a id Chritfmn -l*wr'* ../ f.m, , cf (/ K.

Stevens, 7 n* lh p < ff
r **/ or th> i .V''7," 7 -Vnwhit , U ^ i *, 7?

l
> irt

Theoloqyor iJ,&S L ; T iridon.,S
T
;}/]'.' / 'j'(jj/&f>r Rflintun, \\oMir,

JfthrcJ^n, 1'njr. ir (1 xT Cjnrk); H, 11, I he K 'nc'^T/^ti /;

Kii.OL', i lie U"cimi,ati n <if'ffuit-i~ (i\ r
i, I)u>*,<r'a'it>'n8tin,&ut/-

. v'* rftw/i^'i"/ v.*h r/<" Incarnation, The Church and the

Ministry, The Body of Christ ; Seeley, Ecce Homo. See also
articles n TTa-^-iLb' I>Bi 'Communion' (J. Armitage Robin-

son), 'C.inr'h* (^ C Ga^ford), 'Kin^dona of God' (J. Orr;
with which may be studied articles 'Messiah* and 'Eschato
log-y' [especially 82, 101] m the bncyc JBibl ), 'Jesus Christ*

(Sanda> ; which might be studied n
-"j i "i <^ with Eders-

heim's'lTAeXtre and Times ofJwus ! W^'ifi Jt Weiss, The
Life of Christ, 0. Holt/mann, The L

.,

> r J,'- )

J. B. "WILLIS.

DERELICTION, Mt 2746=Mk 1534. About three
o'clock in the afternoon, when Jesus had hung for

six hours on the cross, the lv -( uli r- ivorv startled

by a loud cry from the m<" Ic ^uf! A *t i . EU, Eli>
lama ^dzahhtani^ *My God, my God, why hast
thou forsaken me?* It was a sentence from that

psalm which, says Tertullian,t
* contains the whole

Passion of Christ.
3 What was it that wrung from.

His lips tlia< c\f'Wi*M;j: hitter cry ? The Evangel-
ists have not <h<i\v7i ill'* veil aside and revealed
what was passing in the [Redeemer's soul, and it

becomes us to refrain from curious speculation,
and recognize that there is here an impenetrable
mystery. Yet it is right that we should seek to

enter into it so far as we may, if only that we
may realize its greatness and be delivered from,

belittling thoughts.
An explanation has been sought _

mainly along
two lines. (1) Jesus was standing in the room of
sinners and enduring vicariously the wrath of
God. This opinion is &\ once iL''-MlpUi*;s.l and
irrational. It was indeed T>o--il>lo f<i ( *<> 1 i > inflict

* Ps 221 *j$ajg H& **? ^X. FOT "], ML gives Aram, ^p^f
(fat.$ot.'z$et<ii?)i D [et&ecqQatvti, bemg a reminiscence of the original.

Mk. further aramaicizes ^K into *n^K. Ct Dalman, Words

53|.
are. liL 19.
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upon Jesus the punishment which is due to

sinners ; but it is inconceivable that He should
have transferred His wiath from them to Him
as it were saying, 'I will be angry with Him
instead of them.' Jesus never endured the wrath
of God. *We do not suggest,' says Calvin,* 'that
God was ever His adversary or angry with Him.
For how should He be angry with His beloved
Son in whom His mind rested 9 * At every step
of His progress through the world He was the
beloved Son, and He was never so well pleasing
to the Father as in that hour when He hung a

willing victim on the cross, 'obedient even unto
death* (Ph 28}. His sacrifice for the sin of the
world "was not merely His death ; it was His entire

life of unspotted holiness and vicarious love (cf.

He 914
). His death TV as not the whole of His

sacrifice, but the consummation of it. He bore
the sin of the world from Nazareth to Calvary,
and, if God was angry with Him at the last, He
must have been angry with Him all along.

(2) Jesus was not really forsaken by God, but
His soul was clouded by the anguish of His flesh
and spirit , and His faith, hitherto victorious, gave
way. *We have here,* says Meyer, 'the purely
human feeling that arises from a natural but

momentary quailing before the agonies of death,
in every respect similar to that \\hich had been

experienced by the author of the psalm.' It was
a 'subjective feeling,' and there was no * actual

objective desertion on the part of God.' This

explanation is very inadequate. At the ninth
hour the v or^t was over, and the end was at hand.
It is incredible that He should have faltered then
after enduring the sharpest pang-3 with steadfast
fortitude. Whatever His deiehction may have
meant, it was no mere subjective feeling, but an
objective reality, and it came from God.

According to the Wolfenb. Fragrm 9 the cry of Jesus was a

despairing confession that His cause \\ as lost: God had failed
Him But He hirl foreseen the rross all alony See CRUCIFIXION
Accord rgto Kenan, it was wrung from His~hps b\ the ingrati-
tude or men :

*
ITc repented suffer ug for a \\ 01 ihless race * The

2f)ffi<i7i is irdubicabh adthent.c ; it is one of Schrriedcl s
c abso-

lutely credible passages
'

(Encyc EM art '

Gospels,' 139).

If Jesus was indeed the eternal Son of God,
'

bearing our sins in his body on the tree' (1 P 224
),

it is in no wise strange that His experience at that
awful crisis should lie beyond our ken ; but some
light is shed upon the mystery by the profound
truth, so often reiterated in the NT, that it was
necessary for Him, in order that He might redeem
the children of men, to be identified with them in

every particular of their sorrowful condition. That
He might

* redeem us from the curse of the law '

it was necessary that He should be * made a curse
for us' (Gal 313

) ; 'it behoved him in every
respect to be made like unto his brethren, that
lie might prove a merciful and faithful High
Priest

3

; and it is because 'he hath himself
suffered, having been tempted/ that 'he is able
to succour them that are being tempted

1

(He
217- w

). The uttermost strait in human experience
is the passage through the valley of the shadow
of death, and nothing but the sense of God's
presence can relieve its horror (cf. Ps 234

). Had
Jesus enjoyed the consciousness that God was
with Him in that dread extremity, He would have
been exempted fiom the most awful experience of
the children of men, and His sympathy would
have failed us precisely where it is most needed.
And therefore the sense of the Father's presence
was withheld from Him in that awful hour.

It was not necessary to this end that the Father
should be angry with Him. When the eternal
Son of God became man, He was made in every
respect like unto His brethren; and what differ-
entiated Him from them was the closeness of His

is. 11. *

intimacy with God and the singular graces wheie-
with God endowed Him. He had a unique ac-

quaintance with the Father's purposes, but He
had this because the Father showed Him all things
which He did (Jn 520

) ; He had marvellous wisdom,
but it was the Father's gift (7

16 - 17
) .

* the word
which ye hear is not mine, but the Father's that
sent me' (14

24
) ;

TV " '

miracles, but of Him-
self He could do ' the Father abiding
in me doeth his works' (14

10
). 'God,' says St.

Peter, 'anointed him with the Holy Spirit and
with power,' and 'he went about cl-

""

and
1
..""', ;

"
1'iat were under the \ .

B the

,
God was with him '

(Ac 10a
). Had

the Father at any moment refrained from His
ministration and left Him alone, Jesus would have
been even as the rest of the children of men.
And thus is revealed something of the mystery of

the Dereliction. That He might be one with the
children of men in their uttermost strait, the
communion of God was withheld from His beloved

Son, and He passed through the valley of the
shadow of death alone, without that presence
which had hitherto cheered and supported Him
(cf. Jn 1632}.
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DESERT. See WILDERNESS.

DESIRE. 'Our nature corresponds to our ex-
ternal condition. Without this correspondence
there would be no possibility of any such thing as
human life and human happiness which life and

} ji'ni
--

j i", therefore, a result) from our nature
.',*. (o:-*i .1 u.'i jointly : meaning by human life, not

living in the literal sense, but the whole complex
notion commonly understood by these words'
(Butler's- Aiutlwjy. pt. i. ch. 5, 1). This is one
of the observations of Bishop Biitler in which he

anticipates the conclusions of modern science.

The nature of man corresponds to external nature ;

organ and environment, faculty and its sphere of

operation are in correspondence. Man is in rela-

tion to the world in wh*ich he lives, and his whole
life is a process of adaptation to the life of the Uni-
verse. All the endowments of his nature, whether
intellectual, emotional, or volitional, whether they
are bodily or mental, may fruitfully be looked at
as teleological, as a means towards the great end
of living. The teleological relation begins in the
individual ere consciousness awakens in him, and
he is so constituted that he acts in relation to the
environment ere he can consciously adapt himself
to it. Even consciousness may be looked at as

part of a process of adaptation. Bishop Butler
also lemarks that 'the several external objects
of the appetites, passions, and affections, being
present to the senses, 01 ottering themselves to the
mind, excite emotions Hiiinhle to their nature*
(Lc. ch. 4, 1). In his view there is not only a
general correspondence between man and his en-

vironment, but a special adaptation betiveen the
several aspects of nature and the ]>.'*''*<

u];ii <

T

I,JJ-

actenstics of man. Appetites haA" I'HM olyot-,
and these objects excite emotions in man suitable
to their nature Passions and affections have also
their objects and their suitable emotions Every
external object makes its own appeal, and the in-

wnrd nature of man makes a response m corre-

spondence virh the appeal. Nor does the Bishop t

limit the meaning of the word 'object* to those
*

things which appeal to man
directly through his

senses, and which are presented to him, as it were,
ready made. That there are such objects it is not
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necessary to affirm. But the objects which appeal
to man aie not limited to those which nature pre-
sents to him. Within the range of his interests
are included not only the world as it is presented
(..*., , ,< but the world as it has been trans-
' i .

i'j
-i, man reflexion, as it is filled with the

achievement of the ages, and pervaded by the life,
the imagination, and the reflexion of man. Objects
aie not meiely what is presented to the senses,
but what is presented to man as constituted by
the experience of the race, by the education of the
individual, by the results o'f ait, science, poetry,
philosophy, and theology, in short, by all the
wide interest with which man has invested the
world of his experience. Appetites have their re-

spective objects, though even the appetite of a
rational being has something which transcends
sense, and even into

appetite may enter that ele-
ment of infinity with which a rational being invests
all his objects.

Coming more closely to the subject, we take a
description of Desire from Professor Mackenzie:
* In the case of what is strictly called desire, there
is not merely the consciousness of an object, with
an iiC( onipan\ in^r feeling of pleasme and' pain, but
also a reio<riiiiion of the object as a good,, or as
an element in a more or less clearly deimed end '

(Manual ofEthics*, p. 46) Three elements appear
in, this description. There is, fir&t, the conscious-
ness of an object ; there is, second, the feeling of
1

""

, . ..* of ain ; and there is, third, therecog-
1

i object as a good, or as an element in
a defined end. If all these elements are involved
in Desire, then Desire can be experienced only by
beings whoJive a reflective life. They must be
conscious beings ; they must have the consciousness
of an object, and be able to associate that object
with pleasure and pain ; and they must be able to
reflect on the object, and judge it to be a good, or
an element in a defined end. It may be well to
have a term tlie miming of "which N Mich as has
been defined by l*ioJo-oi Mackcu/ie

, bin, is Desire
such a term? 1*> ii so in the oniuuirx u?c of lan-

guage, or is it so in the accepted use of psycho-
logical writers ? What of those writers who define
the good in terms of pleasure and of pain? If we
were to accept the definition of the term Desire as
it is set forth by Professor Mackenzie, we should
be constrained to say that the presence of Desire

always involves the action of reflective judgment,
the presence of ideas or trains of ideas to conscious-

ness, and a comparison of
possible processes which

might lead to the accomplishment of a wished-for
end. As a consequence, we should be compelled to
shut out from the region of Desire not only all the

\

lower forms of life, but also all those people who
'

do not live a reflective life. It seems, then, that
the definition of Desire given by Professor Mac-
kenzie is an ideal one. It describes Desire as it is

felt by a fully developed, reflective consciousness,
a consciousness in possession of trains of ideas, and
of the world as .built up q such mental attain-
ments and experiences. Along the whole course
of mental growth, from the first beginnings of
conscious life up to the complete attainment of

self-mastery, Desire may be considered to be pre-
sent, arid to afford a ground of action. As a defini-

tion of life must -include all living things, so a
definition of Desire must include every feeling
which in common language can lay claim to be a
desire. Theie is an element of desire in every case
in which there is subjective selection, or rejection
of one object and the preference of another. In
the simplest mental experience, even in those in
which the living being reacts against the environ-

ment, whether it means the avoidance of pain or
the attainment of pleasure, there is the germ of
desire. Movements that result in pleasure attract

VOL. i. 29

attention. Movements which procure the removal
of pain, and become inseparably associated with
that result, are elements in the making of a world,
and that world grows into the world of Desire. It

may be that reactions
against

the environment
con- 4 '-I-"! 1

i-> -!,'* -f
'

.:
-
11

. h of mind, so
thai \ '

: _- i !'< \\ , v
'

i>< ! \ -uo to movements
for- i , ,< i ,

'
t 01 01^

- ui v
< 'i the organism

is aware through the senses
; but it is not neces-

sary for us to enter into the discussion of that

topic. As Dr. AYard says,
l Provided the ciavings

of appetite are felt, any signs of the presence of

pleasurable objects prompt o movements for their

enjoyment or appropriation In these last cases
we have action determined I. j

,'. '", - The
cases in which the subject is

'

, ,-
,

, by
ideas as distinct from perceptions, require a more
detailed consideration ; such are the facts mainly
covered by the term "desire"* (art.

*

Psychology/
Encyc. Brit* vol. xx. p. 73 f.).

Without entering on the question as to whether
action can be determined % peiceptions, or the
further question as to whetliei theie can be per-
ceptions apart from something like ideation, we
are disposed to contend that where there is aware-
ness of an object, and a movement towards the

appropriation of it, there must be the rudiments of
De&ire. It is not necessary, however, to discuss the
matter, for it is not to be questioned that "by ideas,
and trains of ideas, and ideas, as Dr. Ward points,
out,

*

sufficiently << 1 f .i^ni'M^ to fu'i'i Im ins that
are not; wholly sh.'Mui iy ili- (^''iiM'-i.mu -of the

' M," .'; new possibilities of action are
<

'
. . ."71 Ideas and trains of ideas form

elements in shaping a world of desire. It is not
possible to mark oft* the area where these properly
begin, any more than we can delimit the sphere
of intellection, and say where it begins. But for
our purpose it is sufficient that the presence of
reflective thought does mark a terminus ; on one
side there is mental action of a simpler sort, and
on the other side the fulness of a reflective life.

But appaieritly there is desire on both sides.

Taking the definition of Professor Mackenzie as
a goal and an ideal, we ask, In what ways have
thinkers looked at Desire in the past, and what is

the view they take of it in the present hour ? To
set this forth with fulness would be a great task.
For Desire, the analysis of it, and the place assigned
to it, mark off the school*- of phPo-osilu from each
other, and, according as ii'o\ \ic\\ u, it gives the
keynote to different syste 1 1 1

-
'

< f < r 1 1 , . >. From the
time of the beginnings of Greek thought down to
the present time, the attempt to find a sufficient
(icdiutic "

*

"

"P-
*

1
' -

< \ -a: oeen renewed, and at

present < ; < > \ between Plato and the

Sophists has its counterpart in the controversy
between Green and his supporters on the one
hand, and Sidgwick and the various supporters of

Hedonism on the other. Both the theory of know-
ledge and the theory of conduct are involved in the
discussion of the question.
One of the many debts which the world owes to

Socrates is the introduction of the conception of a
supreme end of life. That there is one end which
all men seek, and that every action must be judged
by reference to that end, brought unity into man's
conception of human life. Up to the time of
Socrates men had thought of conduct as obedience
to certain practical rules, useful from the point of
view of prudence. But Socrates showed that men's
thoughts and actions must be guided by their
desire for something which they regarded as desir-
able. Rules were simply the ways by which the
desirable end could be obtained. Illustrations of
this principle abound in the statements ascribed
to Socrates. A religious man desires to win the

approbation of the gods ; a just man is persuaded
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that the practice of justice will bring satisfaction ;

a man seeks knowledge because it is a satisfaction

to know. Thus, in all departments of life there

is some desirable end, and the thought of a desir-

able end actually defines Desire as it appears to

Socrates.
WVesi jr ! i '

"! \nrcv \\J-MTUUILV TIOI r
1

c iV'-n^H
of a Mipiomc, < -HI of ! iii k r-JiV-ro- <>*: -o .i.-nvi

mind, yet the question arose as to the nature of

the end, and it received diiterent answers. Is the
end pleasure, or a plea^mable state of feeling? Is

it the avoidance of pain, or is it indifference to,

or superiority over, both pleasure and pain ? Is

pleasure-^pam, or indifference to pleasure pain, or

any other description of the end of life something
to be referred to and determined by the individual

man, or must we bring the thought of common life

to bear on the solution of the problem? If we
refer to the individual man the power of deciding
what is the end of life and what is desirable as a
means to that end, are we to think of the end in

terms of pleasure a-> it appeal- to the cultured

man, a man who is famihai \uiih ideas and trains

of ideas, or are we to think of pleasure as it

appears to the natural man ? All these questions
were keenly debated in the schools of Greece, and
all of them have a bearing on the definition of

Desire.
Nor is it easy to say what are the views of the

great masters of Greek thought on the question of

desire. It is perhaps comparatively easy to say
what were the view s of Aristippus or of Epicurus,
but not so easy to say what were the views of Plato
or of Aristotle, Still a brief description may be
useful. We quote from Dr. Jowett. *

Plato, speak-
ing in the person of Socrates, passes into a more
ideal point of view, and expressly ippudiale- the
notion that the exchange of a less pleasure lor a

greater can be the exchange of virtue. Such virtue
is the virtue of ordinary men who live in the
world of appearance ; they are temperate only that
they may enjoy the pleasure of intemperance, and
courageous from fear of danger. Whereas the
1ihilo>oijlh*r i.- MM Vmjr after wisdom and not after

[loa-'iic, uh'M.liui iifciii or distant: he is the mystic,
the initiated, who has learned to despise the body,
and is yearning all his life long for a truth which
will hereafter be revealed to him. In the Republic
(ix. 532) the pleasures of knowledge are affirmed to
be superior to other pleasures because the philo-
sopher so estimates them , and lie alone has had
experience of both kiruU. In the Philebw, Plato,
although he regards the enemies of pleasure with
complacency, still further modifier the t ran *mident -

alism of the Phaedo. Tor he is compelled to confer,
rather reluctantly, perhaps, that some pleasures,
i.e. those which have no antecedent pains,

* claim a
place in the scale of goods' (Jowett's Plato, vol. iv.

p. 291). Plato rejects the view that pleasure is

necessarily" preceded by pain.
* True pleasures are

those which are given by beauty of colour and
form, and most of those which arise from smells ;

those of sound, again, and in general those of
which the want is painless and unconscious, and
the gratification afforded by them palpable to
sense and unalloyed with pain (Phtiefas, 51 A,
Jowett's tr.) He prepared the way for the fuller

analysis of pleasure and desire which we owe to
Aristotle, for he showed, that pleasures which
accompany the active discharge of function are
pleasant in themselves ; the pleasures which are
truly desirable are the pleasures of the wise, all
others are a shadow only (E&p. 583 B). Thus Plato
rejects the earlier theories of movement and re-

plenishment, distinguishes pleasures that are pre-
ceded by pain arid want as pleasant only by con-
trast, and as it "were by accident, from those
pleasures which accompany active discharge of 1

function ; and he sets forth as the only true pleasure
the pleasure of the good man. Pleasure, according
to Plato, is always a process towards the normal
condition of a subject, and is never in itself an end.

The absence of finality from pleasure proves that

pleasure taken by itself could never be the end of

fife. The treatment of pleasure and pain is con-

ducted by Plato always from a moral point of view.

While Aristotle builds so far on the results of

the analysis of Plato, yet he is dissatisfied with
the argument that pleasure cannot be the snmmum
bonum because it is a mere process towards an end.

Pleasure, he contends, is an evtyyeta, ; it arises from,

the unimpeded operation of our faculties ; it arises

when an organ which acts perfectly comes into

contact with its appiopii.ite object, just as pain is

the outcome of ih \vniUM action x>n the part of

either a sensitive or an intellectual faculty (Etk.
NIC. vii. 12, 1153 13). The moial value of the

feelings of pleasure and pain arises, says Aristotle,
out of the fact that by means of them man passes
from a state of a merely cognitive and intellectual

being, and becomes a moral and active being.
' It

is when the sense perceives something as pleasant
or painful that the mind affirms or denies it, pur-
sues or avoids it' (lii. 7. 2, 431. 8). Aristotle has
ever before him the unity and wholeness of human
nature. He is never merely intellectual, and is

never wholly practical. He alv ; \, ^ 1,- \ -tress on
i

1

',.'. .1 .! ."" M between the ^\ si.i \iandthe
I .!. - I < < Luman nature. Truth and error

in the intellectual sphere become good and evil in

the moral sphere. What the mind affirms as truth
and error in the intellectual sphere becomes pursuit
and avoidance in the practical sphere. In both

spheres the mind is active. Impressions
^

in the

n^'i"
1 ^! -p

1 !!!- 1 l'ome, through the activity of

! *i,ij<<, " -"I cognitiuii . ficlin^-of ]'l<<i<*um

and pain, through a similar m u v u\ of i lie -uhji < i.

are translated into objects of desire or aversion ;

become motives to action.

Two main factors, according to Aristotle, enter
into the conative nature of man. It is difficult

within our limits to expound this fully. But, briefly,
it is that Desire and Reason must co-operate in

order that a moral conclusion may be carried into
effect. Moral choice or irpoaipeons may be described
as vovs dpeKTucbs, reason stimulated by desire, or

opeis Siavoyriicr),
desire guided by I:MIM -!; : V* _'

The significant part of the view is i.i.i
1 no :i

: i"

irrational and the rational elements must act to-

gether ; desire and reason are constant elements in

distinctive moral action. For the merely logical

understanding never leads to action. Reason, as
mere reasoning, is powerless to shape the will, and
mere appetite is quite as powerless. In order to
cause action, pleasure and pain must be translated
into the higher forms of Good and Evil. Desire
must always have an object (d^eicrucbv

S oik &vev

cpavTcurtas (433
b
. 28)) ; but the object of desire deter-

mines conduct only when thought has marked it

out, defined it, and in a word constituted it (rb

opeKTuc&v Ktvet oft voi)07)v<u ^ faLVTCUrffyvai (433
b
. 12))

'The true object of consciousness in this union of desire and
reason is not tuo objects, one of desire, another of reason, it is

one single common force which finally becomes the principle of
action And \\hen\ve ask howthib object of our final wish is

framed, the answer must be, that it is so through the agency of
reason. ntiri.iu.lr, *ui<] Tr.iiitP<ndenrh in MCI, there is no
difference bet wren the object of mong'ii and the objcol or wish;
the pwtiwev and the *tnfv are merely different aspects of one and
the same great generality Even in our own experience it is

thought \vhich determines desire . and the principle and starting-
point of conduct turns out to be an exercise of reason And i\ hen
Aristotle pro< eeds 10 sraie more definitely \vhat is this object of

perfect vis-di which thus determines and regulates our natural
desires, he becomes still more of an idealist. For while the
object of wsh to any individual is but the apparent and relative

good, still to a perfect man it is the absolute ideal good . and
the aim of life comes to be an attempt to make our practical
% ie\\s in life elevate themselves to the full height of the absolute
ideal of goodness. . . . The same writer who reproduces Plato's
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reason which gives both know-
~ ''-

/ .'" \ by Edwin Wallace, ALA ,

1 '
'

* 1 '^ J

We quote from Mr. Wallace, whose work represents the high-
water mark of Aristotelian exposition, as it sets forth in brief

space an interpretation of Aristotle which deserves study. It

may be that Mr. Wallace has read Hegel into Aristotle, but in
tfar pi ^ -int ( ,i- ti > right in saying that for Aristotle the world
of dc-i ' i- .'i MI '),-ial world, and that the ground of conduct is

the union of desire and reason. In short, the view of Aristotle

corresponds to the definition of desire set forth by Professor
Mackenzie *

It is then,' says Aristotle,
' on good grounds that

people have viewed as springs of action these two faculties of
desire and practical intellect : for the facaltv of desire has itself

a motive force, and the intellect excites to action just in feo far
as the object of desire supplies it with a starting-point just
as, similarly, imagination when it mo\ es to action does not do
so independently of desire The spring of action thus resolves
itself into one single thing, viz. the object of desire

'

(Wallace's
tr. p 179)

As to the question whether animals can have
desires, Aristotle decides that f no animal can have
the faculty of desire unless it have imji<riMiiti\o

power
3

(Wallace, p. 183); but then, a- juiHjrinaii\t*

power is connected with the reason or the senses,
so animals may have the i ,

"
'

t"i- power con-
nected with

^the senses, ai , what can
"
" 1

*

-

*

desires But they do not possess the
!* - which forms itself as the conclusion
of syllogism, so that their desire is destitute of

any faculty of deliberation.
* In the case of men,

however, sometimes the images of sense overcome
and move the rational volition ; sometimes, as in

incontinence, two tiling overcome and stir up one
another, desire thus following on desire, much as
a ball that placers toss about ; but the normal and
natural course is always that in which the superior
course of reason is the more supreme and stimulates
to action' (pp. 184-185). Desire thus, according
to Aristotle, implies deliberation, choice, the use
of means towards an end. In a significant passage
in the Nieomachean Ethics he says (we quote the

paraphrase of Sir A. Grant) :
'
If the object of

purpose is that which, being in our power, we
desire after deliberation, purpose will be a desire

of things in our power After deliberating we
decide, and form a desire in accordance with our
deliberation' (Grant's Aristotle's Ethics, vol. ii.

p. 23). Desire ranges, according to Aristotle,

through all life. Wherever life is in presence of

an object there is rudimentary desire. The animal
world feels it in presence of an object present to its

senses. A self-conscious being feels desire in pro-

portion to its realization of self, and to its realiza-

tion of the objects as existing in an ordered world.
It is

possible to regard the teaching of Aristotle as

containing in itself the fuller analysis of desire

as that analysis has been conducted by English
Hedonists and by the English Xeo-Hegelians.
Were there space, it would be instructive to

trace the analysis of desire, or rather the descrip-
tion of desire, in subsequent philosophical specu-
lation. But that would far exceed our limits.

Nor is it necessary, for there is not much to be
added to the result won by Aristotle until we come
to the Utilitarian school of England. Some valu-

able remarks occur m Spinoza s Ethics, but the
current of- modern speculation on the topic was
set agoing by Hobbes. For the history of the

process, readers may be referred to Professor
Watson's (Kingston, Canada) Hedonistic Theories>

and to Dr. Albee's (Cornell University) A History
of English UtUitarianism. In addition to the
account of the main ethical theory knowjn as

Utilitarianism, and a criticism of it, there will be
found in these able books a particular account of

that doctrine we have immediately in hand. In
the posthumous work of Professor Green, Prolego-
mena to Ethw<> there fr a lengthened arid incisive

analysis of Desire ; and in the posthumous work of

Professor Sidgwiek, The Ethics of T. H. Green,
Herbert Spencer, and J. JIartineau, a& al&o m the
various editions of the Methods of Ethics, we find
a criticism of Green. These two works iepreent
the mobt lecent, as they al&o represent the most
searching, accounts of Desire which can be found in
the whole range of philosophical

"

I
,

<

:

"

.

In the analysis of Desue, as -,
; of

Knowledge, the woik of Locke was eppch-rnaking.He stated the problem in a form which occupied
the .'IVM.^'L - <" all hit- successors in England.
Berkfl-\ i, ,

, Haiiley, Tucker, Stuart Mill,
and Spencer are in the sue cession, and all of them
attack the problem ol the will iiom the point of
view of pleasure and desire We take the state-
ment o Locke's position from the admirable
work of Professor Watson, Hedonistic Theories

(p. Ill f.) :

'

Whj does the sameman will differently on different occasions ?

The reason is to be sought in the character of Desire as> the

imagination of pleasure. To different persons, or to the same
person under different circumstances, one pleasure presents
itself in his imagination as preferable to another Under the

impulse for knowledge one man will forget his bodily \\ants
until hunger drives him to his meals ; another man will neglect
study, and live for the pl< T=L n > of s.'M unless he is dm en to

change his course by n-o ^ror-rer impulse of shame. But as
each man's desire is determined not by him but for him, and
the desire determines the will, what he prefers in any case is

that which alone he can prefer, and freedom is a \vord without

meaning.*

This, then, is the problem which the majority of

English ethical thinkers had before them. A man's
desires are determined for him not by him, and the
desire determines the will. Nor is much added to

the solution of the problem from the time of Locke
to that of Stuart Mill. Hume had tried to prove
the utilitarian doctrine of the particular virtues,
and Stuart Mill, using the same arpru merit, sought
to prove the general principle of Unlitj .

*The sole c\id<-r ce, I apprehend, it is po^ible to product* that

anything is tliMraulo, i-> Thai
| |\ < .

'

i"v deiire IT. If

the end which the utilitarian . < < i to u-Ir *vere

not, in theory and in practio .1
* to be an end,

nothing could ever convince n . PTCO' ^'^ "* TVas 8O' No
reason can be given why T- o * i ti!l Ii 'j'jt K-- - desirable,
except that each person, so tar a.-> ne oeneves ic 10 oe attainable,
desires his own happiness* (Utilitarianism, ch iv.). Farther
on in the same chapter he identifies pleasure and desire.
*

Desiring a thing and tpi'l _ l pVisi u .1 version to it and
finding it pa ;

'iiul, ir |-1.< <<\ i :i 01 u unseparable, or
rarl LC r 1 \\ o part-. 01 tin san.c pnuiowpna.' Thus Mill would find

it necessary to show thai; people never do desire anything sa\e

pleasure orhappiness On this Sidgwicfc remarks :
* As a matter

of fact, it appears to me vji 1 inn JT io t i
'' i"'i-lofio.V< '-i iny

impul es suisu-J, cmotiM.*
1

,i 1 N V I"M| -U, ! en i dis-

tniui"h <1<vros rhc olv < L of which is something other than my
own pleasure* (Methods of Ethws, p. 45)

In truth, the Hedonistic account of Desire, from
Locke to Mill, and in< Is. !"$: Si-V"''^ in some
measure, is inadequate, H-< i i-<

k
ii i io<- Delusively

psychological Psychology, as it is usually con-

ceded, cannoc jn\e a full account of Desire. For

psj iholo^y delil>eratcly limits itself to a description
of'mental 'processes, events, and occurrences, taken
in abstraction from the self whose the mental states

are, and from the outerworld. An analysisof mental
states can never give a complete account of the

system to which the self belongs, and of the interests

and values which are such because they are referred
to thte self. Thus the psychological account of

Desire, and its relation to will, set forth by English
Hedonism, is defective, not psychologically, "but in

reality. It is the merit of Green, and specially of

those who with him have so fruitfully worked at

ethical problems under the inspiration 'of Kant and

Hegel, to point out that mental and moral values
cannot be appraised, and cannot be the objects of

desire, if we look at them in abstraction from th^
self, and from the world-system. In the Prolego-
mena to Ethics and in the Introduction to Hume,
Green has brought the self in its concrete reality
within the vision of English thinkers. He hat
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been ably helped by such writers as Professor
Muirhead in Ins manual The Elements of Ethics,

by Professor Watbon in Hedonistic Theories, and
Professor Mackenzie in the Manual of Ethics.

Other writers might be mentioned, but these will

sufhce to show the significance of the new de-

parture in Ethics, and of the introduction of the
self into English pi

1 Jo-opln . De&ire, according to

Green, involves consciousness of self and of an

object, and is to "*-
'" '* " '

-

1

from instinctive

impulse, which
; eeling of self. A

consciousness ot sen is something beyond self-feel-

ing, is really a transformation of self-feeling. Self-

consciousness being also a consciousness of objects,
is thus the basis of desire and of knowledge. Even
in the desire for food, what is desired is really
home ulterior object, not the mere pleasure of eat-

ing. But most of our desires are for objects which
are not directlj dependent on animal susceptibility
at all, or which, even where so dependent, are
transformed by the addition of new elements de-

nved from self-consciousness itself. There^ is a
real unity in all our desires, only it is the unity of

the self, not the unity of desire.

* There is one subject or spirit, which desires in all a man's
experiences of desire, understands in all operations of his intelli-

gence, wills In all has acts of willing
1

; and the essential character
of his desires depends on their all being- desires of one and the
same subject which also understands, the essential character of
his intelligence on its bem# an acti\ in, of one and the same
subject \vfiich also desires, the essential character of his acts of
\\ill on their proceeding fiom oie and the same subject which
also desires and understands* (Prolegomena to Ethics\ p. 138).

It is well to have an emphatic statement of the

unity of the thinking, willing, feeling subject
placed on recoid ; for up to Green's advent we were
allowed to see thinking, willing, feeling, but the
self was altogether out of sight. At the same
time, while (Jieon \i\\* stress on the unity of the
self in all its activities, and rightly so, there seems
to be a defect in his analysis. He seems to take
for granted that the self-conscious self, in its con-
scious apprehension of objects as desirable, will

always act wisely, prudently, and rightly. But
does not

the^ self-conscious being, in making a
choice, sometimes choose unwisely and wrongly?
As Sidg\vick points out, *It seems to me to be
fundamentally important to clfciingnUh between
choice (even deliberate choice) and judgment as to
choice-worthiness, since they may diverge* (The
Ethics of T. H. Green, etc. p. 30). Are we to hold
that a man, following out what he thinks self-

interest, clearly seeing the end in view and choos-
ing appropriate means for its accomplishment, if

he acts self-consciously, is always acting rightly ?

For^Green in his description of the self-conscious

subject does not seem to contemplate the possi-
bility of wrong or vicious action. He takes for
granted feat the process of the self-conscious being
on his way towards the appropriate action, towards
the satisfaction he will feel when the object is

attained, will always be right. But may there not
be all the characteristics of the action of the self-
conscious being, as these are described by Green,
present in the course of conduct of a man whp
wades through slaughter to a tinone? In truth,
there is needed a further analysis, leading u^ "Geyoml
the mere processes of a self-conscious being, in
order to find a justification foi maiA action We
need a better description of the deniable than any
that can be found in*Green. All that he sets forth
-with regard to Desire and the self-conscious sub-
ject and its action may be true, and truly realized
in the case of the man who has an unworthy end
in view. He may identify himself with his object,
he may find satisfaction in the attainment of it,
and yet the choice may not be worthy.

It is the experience of mankind that a man maymake an unworthy choice, may form a wrong

ideal, may be mistaken, and yet may all the time

act as a self-conscious being. 80 a further criterion

is needed in order to guide men in their choice, in

older that it maybe a \\ orthy choice. Tiue, the

values of life lie m their i elation to the self. And
the realization of the self i& one of the great ends

of life. But the self has to giow in i elation to

the ideal, and the ideal has to giow as well. How
shall a man leai n to recognize the true ideal, and
to desire it? Heie we ought to enter into the

religious experience of man to realize the fact that

man has foimed wiong conceptions of life, hah
v 01 -shipped false ideals, and deshed unworthy
encN One might pass into the sphere of that re-

ligious experience which has had its highest ex-

piession m the Sciiptuies. There, too, we are m
a universe of desires, and the task of Scripture it

to teach man what to desiie Scuptuie leeogmzes
the possibility of wrong desire leading to wrong
action, and it also irov \\/r* that towards the

making of desire all i!ie [,vulii- of man contri-

bute. What it teaches is largely the revei^al of

human ideals it puts last ^hat men have put
first, and it places in the front place, as the best

and mightiest, what men have despised and for-
_ .J.J.-.,

rpi,
, . -

""-.consdous being has to be taught
i it would never have learnt

1

\ exercise of self-con&cious activity.
It is not necessary to enter into an analysis of

Scripture terms, or to trace the history of the
term * desire' through the Scriptures. For Scrip-
ture proceeds on the fact that men have had wrong
desires, false ideals, and have pursued wrong
objects ; so it proceeds to teach them what is the

leally good, the true ideal ; and, further, to give
to men the po\\ er to recognize the good, the true,
and the beautiful, and to desire them. We need
this education, and the world of desire cannot be

really described until we bring in the revolutionary
power of religion, and learn to know that reversal
of human f lOj-m ni- 1": -, JSPIM^! by Christ.

Here, too. i '-,0 -i r^'i^ -, iniiuence in this educa-
tion is the conmi,iii(ljn<r power of poiaOTuihty. It

is not without significance that in the Jji-r 'resort

Plato and Aristotle were driven back to the
concrete standard of the 'good man.' Through
the influence of por*oTiulitv men learn to recognize
ideals and to lovo tin m Around personalities
cluster the thoughts, emotions, aspirations, tenden-
cies which help to form the world of desire. It is

so in the OT, where it is said of their devotion to
the living God of Israel :

*Whom have I in heaven
but thee 9 and there is none upon earth that I
desire beside thee

'

(Ps 7S25
) ; or,

* To thy name and
to thy memorial is the desire of our soul

'

(Is 26s
).

It is recognized that there is a world of wrong
desires, objects which the self-conscious man may
desire^long for, strive after j and the story of the
Bible is the attempt to implant in these self-

conscious beings the power to free themselves
from that world of false desire. In the NT the
first step towards that freedom is to bring men
into contact with a living personality, in whom is

sphered all perfection, whose service is perfect
freedom, and through whom they may learn what
to desire and what to long for, and what to attain.
The laws of desire, as these are in human nature,
and as they are disclosed to u& through research
and reflexion, rule in this sphere ; but then they
have new material to illustiate their working.

Illustrations of the working of Desira abound
in religious experience. To entei into them \vould

occupy us too long. It -need only be said that
attachment to a pure and holy Personality, love to
One who is the ideal of human life, purifies the
world of desire and intensifies the power of action.
Men who have felt the expulsive power of a new
affection and the intensive power of a holy love
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are hfted into a new world, and those who love
Christ learn that the world of their desires is

formed "by Him ; they learn to love what He ap-
proves, and to hate what He hates. The world in
which they live, the universe in which their desires

terminate, are constituted by the Person and by
the Love of Christ. See art. IDEAL.
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Use of the term e
desire

' in the Gospels. In AV
of the Gospels the word * desire

'
is of frequent

occurrence. As a noun it is found only once (Lk
2215

), as the equivalent of e'Trttfy/u'a, but in the
verbal form it represents no fewer than 8 verbs in

the original :tiridv^u (Mt 1317, Lk 1631 17J2 2215
),

0Aw (Mk 9s5, Lk 539 S20 1024 2046 }, airtu (Mt 2020
,
Mk

1035 1 124 156- 8
, Lk 2S25}, ?|cure'w (Lk 2231

}, tpurdw (Lk7*
14s2, Jn 1221

}, <?irepwr<w (Mt 16 1
}, frrrfw (Mt 1246* 47

,

Lk 99), vapojcaMu (Mt 1832). Twice we have the

adj.
* desirous' (Lk 23s

,
Jn 1619

), but in both cases

the vb 0^Aw is used in, the Greek In RV, however,
tur&j, t airr'w, o)wraj ''oxt( pt in Lk T35), and ^reptortiw
are reiuieio<l \>y 'a^U, f^re'cj by 'seek,' and irapa-
KaXtw by

* beseech
J

; so that &ri0v/i^c* and 0^Xw are

left as the two verbs which in a more exact use of

langungc have the meaning of
'
desire.' When we

<li-stinprui*-li between them, ^iriffv^u may be re-

garded as denoting the desire of tl^ frMm * '
*i .-t >s

0Xw the desire of the will. In^
ui" !.m<i in<

element of purpose and resolve is usually more

strongly present (cf. Jn S44 rasr &rt#y/xa<r TOV irarpos

tip&v 0\ere woieur). Sometimes, however, 6e\u is

used where a distinction from ^ritfu^w can hardly
be pressed (see the parallel passages Mt 13",
Lk 1024 ).
In the language of Christ and the Gospels, desire

in itself is, prope
*
\ -

, 1 1
"

i ? v f r
*'i

' "
good nor

bad, its quality <' : .' l upon the

subject who cxper t - > t to which
it is directed. The scribes

'
desire

'
to walk in long

robes (Lk 2046) ; while many prophet -> and rijrlu cons

men have ' desired
'
to see Clu IM - <lny \li 1 tt

1

Lk
ID24). The Prodigal

* desired
'

(&re8tii&i, EV e would

fain') to fill his belly with the husks that fed the

swine (Lk lo16
) ; and Jesus said, 'With desire I

have desired (itrtdvidq, e?re#i}jt?<ra) to eat this pass-
over with you before I suffer

*

(Lk 2215). But owing
to the corruption of the human heart,

* desire
'

tends

to have a predominantly bad meaning, and so

tiri.Qvi*la, comes to denote the sinful 'lusting' of a
sinful will. In Mk 418

(

* the lusts of other things *)

the word is already passing over to this fixity of a
dark connotation ; the 'other things* may not be

evil in themselves, but as they are allowed to choke

the word and render it unfniitful, they have to be

classed as * thorns.' In Mt S28 trndvitftnu. expresses
*
lust* in the specific sense in which it has come feo

"be used ir modern M>roch a^ unholy sexual desire.

In Jn S44 rVtfli/ui'as denotes the \eiy 'lusts' of the

devil as they are seen reappearing in his children.

According to the teaching of J esus, impure desire,

apart altogether from overt acts of sin, is itself a

transgression of the Divine law (Mt o28
). This is

the point at which Christ's ethical teaching so

immeasurably transcends that of all other masters,

and specifically the 'righteousness' of the sciibes

and Pharisees of His day. He taught that good-
ness and badness essentially He not in the outward
conduct but in the will and the heart, and that it

is by the evil thoughts and feelings which issue

fioni within that a man is defiled (Mt 13 19f
-)- It i&>

this same teaching Auth regard to einBvfMia, now
used definitely in the sense of 'lust* or binful

desire, that AV e meet again in characteristic forms
in the writings of St. Paul and St. James. St.

James (I
14f

-) in his powerful figure shows how a
man, seduced by his own &rt0v/ta, begets the sin
which issues finally in death. St. Paul (Ro 7aff

-j

tells how the commandment oyK ernQyMHceic
stirred up in. his heart Tr&ra? tmOvfdav, and s>o forced
him at length to understand that nothing but the
law of the Spirit of life could set him free.
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Testament, and the Lexicons of Gnmni-Thaj er and Gremer,
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ments of JReKqwm, p. 148 ff.; Djkes,
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King

p. 245 ff.; Expositor, TV. iv. 1801] 4&ff-
"

-

- Lost,A si fl.

*

j. c. LAMBERT.

DESOLATION.~-The history of Israel had given
to this word in the time of Christ a peculiar and
sinister significance. To nearly all ilio p- <)",(

-

the idea of a wasted and depopulated !{imi, ^-.< -i ,.*.

is given in the graphic description of Is I7
" 9

, is

familiar. When Jeremiah and Ezekiel, who most

frequently use the words, mention nyip or rre%

they always have one thing in their mind the
vision of a once peaceful and flourishing place
which by fire aiid sword has been laid waste, and
is left uninhabited. Few countries have suffered
so much as Palestine from the havoc wrought by
civil war and foreign invasion. To understand the
full foi*ce of the term *

desolation/ we have to add
to the features of war, as known to us, something
which was then the frequent a<coinpaiJiineiu of

coTiqtioi tlio v ' <i".,u of a uliolt 1

Amputation
rnpiive And i !.;,. memory of bygone
devastation we have to add the apprehension of
what might at any time happen it The country
woie s\\ ept by the Komans, 01 whose methods fcheir

own historian wrote, 'they make a solitude and
call it peace' (Tae Agncola, 30). The word ' deso-

lation/ then, understood in the sense in which it

was used when the AV was made (' I desolate I

make a countrey unhabyted.' Palsgrave, A.D, 1530),

gives the exact sen>e ot both the Hebrew and the
Greek (^p^wtris). It is in this sense that the word
is used in the passage where Jesus pronounces
doom upon Jerusalem (Mt 23s8, Lk 1335). The
words,

f Your house is left unto you desolate,
9

axe
a reminiscence of Jer 22* (LXX e& 4p-fyp.u>0-w Iforcu 6

olKos oSros), and it makes little difference whether *

gpTjfjLos stand in the text or not ; the general idea ih

that the house (i.e. the city, not the temple) is

'abandoned.' There is not necessarily in this

passage any prediction of the fall of Jerusalem,

though the context may seem to suggest this.

The idea is rather that, the glory of Jerusalem

consisting in her being the city of the great King,
she loses all when He abandons her. If she rejects
Him, and He departs, she is a forsaken city (cf . the

passage in Banyan's Holy War where Emmanuel
leaves Mansoul ; also Jos. B.J. vi. v. S). Grimin-

Thajer interprets
*
desolate* here as t bereft of

Christ's presence, instruction, and aid.' Contrabt
with this the promise to the disciples in Jn 1438

,

which the Av renders,
C
I will not leave you

desolate* (dptpavofa)
In another pa^age (Mt 1225

,
Lk II 17

), "T>oi\

kingdom divided against itself is Immxln to

desolation,** Jesus uses as a forcible illustration

that fatal tendency to faction and internal discord

which had so often brought His covmtrym^ to

ruin (cf e.q Jos. Ant. Xiv iv. 2). See al>o art.

ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION.
J. Ross MURRAY.

DESPISE. i. a66TLi>. (1) The primary si^ifi-
cation of the word is to render or consider
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{a8erov), to set aside something laid down (8erbv rt],

to bear oneself toward a thing as if it were not, to

ignore : Mk 7
9 &6. r. &ro\ty r. 0eou (AV and KV

4

rej ect '), to set aside the command of C <

""

; <

"

r

it by tradition, and thus to depiive i *

by teaching and practice (cf. Is 24IG
, Jude 8

).

Hence (2) to thwart the efficacy of anything : Lk
730 r. pov\l)v r. Oeov (AV and KV <*i ki

'

'), to set

at nought as superfluous and /v/' d
v

Gal 221

315
S
He 1028

), Hence (3) of persons, to ignore, bear

oneself towards them as if they were not. or as if
th&if need not be regarded or honoured: Mk 626 v&Hp
{AV and RV 'reject'), breakfaith with, and then

ttt'wMHjint (Field, Ot. Norv. in loc.; cf. Ps 14 (15)
4
),

Lk 1UIS (KV c

reject'), to ignore, to treat with con-

tempt as deserving no recognition (cf. 1 Th 4a
).

To ignore the messenger is to ignore the Son -whose

message he bears, and this is to ignore the Father
who has sent the Son (Jn 1248

,
AV andRV

; reject ').

To ignore Christ and refuse His word is not to

escape i esponsibility, or to disprove His claims.

Denial is, not dismoof. *The word cannot he
banished. It still clings to the hearer as his judge.
Spill'.-

'

'. :."*.' ' is a consequence involved in

the-' i-
1

,! revelation : it is self-fulfilled :

it cannot but be carried out.' Though rejected
now, 'the word of Christ must justify itself'

(Westcott) ; cf. Is 331
.

2. ^ov0eviy (-Sevew, -Screw [see "WH, App. p.

106]), to hold or treat as of no account, despise

utterly, set at nought : Lk 189(RV set at nought
}

).

The Pharisees * invented the most hiprli-floun de-

-i^ruii ion- for car Ii other, such as " Li<*Ut of Israel,"
'GloiA of the Law," etc., but they described the
vast mass of their fellow-countrymen as 6 accursed

"

for not knowing the Law (Jn 748
), and spoke of

them as empty cisterns' (Farrar, in loc., cf. Ro
143- 10 1 Co 16U, Gal 414

etc., Pr I7). The same word
tr. by both AV and RV ' set at nought/ is used of
the contempt and mockery with which Jesus was
treated by the rulers (Mk 912 ?va ^ovdev^ ; Lk 2311

dou#. CLVT&V 6 'Hp4>$7s)y where the special significance
of the word is that He was treated not even as a
criminal, deserving examination of his case and
righteous judgment, but as a mere cypher, to be

utterly despised; cf. Ac 411
, Ps 2U22)6

, Is 53*

[Symm.], Ezk 22s.
3. Ka,ra<f>povew t to look (*own upon from a position

o think
or less

, vijl 10).
Mfc 6s*

j| Lk 1613
: two masters, with opposing in-

terests, cannot be served by the ^nne poison, rhii

esteem in wnich they are hejd will vaiy according 10

the reward offered ; one will be actively honoured
and

diligently served, the other will Be thought
lightly of and Ms interests will be neglected. - Mt
1810

: fwcpot are not to be held in disdain. (1) They
are under the special care of God. Adopting the
current Jewish doctrine of angels as .guardian
spirits, our Lord tells His hearers that children
Have friends in the court of heaven, in close near-
ness to the King Himself, whose Face '

tli<>\ alx\ ;i>
-

see; there they are not thought lighil^ "ot, Jioie

they must not be desnised. (2) Accepting the 01 der
of the verses, there is a close connexion between
'

despising* and 'offending.' No hostile action
must be taken towards them, even unconsciously,
no carelessness as to conduct or example which
might hurt them ;

* Mndrances '

to the life of young
disciples,

*

dec-pi^ed
'

l>ecause of theii weakness, are
sins against HI& love to them (3; If the connexion
with \v. 1 -4

is original, the young are not to be
'

despised/ because the childlike disposition is the
true way to eternal life ; the humility which is

essential for entering into the Kingdom of heaven
has its symbol in the consciousness of weakness
and imperfection that belongs to children3 who are

therefore not to be '

despised' but 'received' (cf.

Pr 1313,
Gn 2712

)-

The active hostility implied in the word is seen in Ro 2*

T. pMxpoQvpicAs xetret9fuf . God's longsuffermg not only treated

with contempt, but also opposed by being sinned against

(cf. 1 Ti 412). In He 122 tutrx.wys ts&reupp.> the simply passive
sense is given -enduring with the resignation that arises from
the disdain of real -

.J-LL or t"
* What men count shame was

seen by Christ in ID- -si 1 ru* From His position, raised

infinitely above th< n-, H- c-ii 'I disregard their judgment'
(\Ve-tcott, ^n loc.).

a.i,i"i v and I%w8euv are not used b}
T classical writers. %M-;<X-

$/5cvs7v is in constant use from Herodotus onwards
Ii, MACPHERSON".

DESPONDENCY. Despondency fills so frequent
and serious a place in human life that we could

hardly have felt that our Lord was {

tempted in all

points like as we are
'

(He 415
), if He had not ex-

perienced it But the profound depression in the

garden of Oethsemane, even if it were alone, and
the memorable word, 'My soul is e\< ce<1 ni^ --01 1 <w -

JFol, even unto death' (Mt 2638 ||
Mk 14"), testify

that He had such experience. "What was the cause
of this depression in Gethsemane ? Was it due to

bodily exhaustion, the bodv affecting the mind
and making it more sensitive to sad surround-

ings? Was it due to the mental strain of pub-
licity and opposition, or to loneliness and the pain
of failure? ('He came unto his own, and his own
received him not/ Jn I11 ). All these were elements
in the despondency of Elijah when he sat tinder the

juniper tree, and requested for himself that he
might die (IK 194). And we may not say that

t

such influences were wholly without effect on our *

Lord ; but in His case, as we learn from His own
words, the great cause of despondency was the

pressure on His spirit of what He saw near before

Him, His cross that death in which He was (in
St. Peter's language) to bear our sins in His own
hody (1 P 2W), or (in St. Paul's) to be made sin for
us (2 Co 521

), and in which He was to endure that
sense of separation fiom God which was so new to
the experience of the well-beloved Son. But why
\\ a the ili>i <

i-4on >.o p\ eai now in Gethsemanewhen
He luul lookod foi \\aul to tln> from tho beiannm^
of His ministry, saymg in an early sui<jc 01 n,
'The Son of man must be lifted up

3

(Jn
i4
)?

Pasrt of the answer to this question must be that
our Lord's mind, being truly human, was liable to
tho^e often m\ -tor iou-> iili 01 nation-* of fcolin^r which,
in common men, we call changes of mood. As He
drew nearer the accomplishment of the great work
of atonement, we find Him sometimes hastening
eagerly towards it, full of great purpose, even of

joy, and at other times foreseeing the darkness of
the experience and shrinking from it. At one
of the stages of His approach to that event, and of
His own inward acceptance of it, namely aftci the
dismissal of Judas, this joyful anticipalion -v\as

expressed by Him in language e\en of exultation
* Now is the Son of man glorified, and God is

glorified in him' (Jn IS31). At another stage He
speaks in quite a different manner,

* Now is my
soul troubled ; and what shall I say ? Father, save
me from this hour '

(Jn 1227).
Dr Maclaren has finely illustrated this alternation of feeling-.

'Like some threat pillar elevated on a mountain, when the
thunderclouds fill the sky, it stands out grim and dark ; and
then, in a moment^ the strong wind sweeps these away, and the
sunlight snn*<- It and ii .hiiu s out white and lustrous With
M.ich -\\ if i alix.nruio'1* to Jesus Christ the Cross was 'lark
and the < rosi \va> r.icLi'U (Ln*t Sheaves, 27).

The Gethsemane experience was perhaps that in
which our Lord felt most profoundly the dark and
heavy pressure of the anticipation of the Cross.
Ho\v dark and heavy fclun, \\ a-> a ppoa rsm rho ' sweat
as it were great drop- of blood fulling do\\n upon
the ground

'

(Lk J22
4
*), m the *

strong crying and
tears

'

(He S7), and perhaps a.s much in these words
of ITis pra>or 'if it Iwpos$ibU'--m His seeking a

of the cup passing from Him, although
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He had said long before, The Son of man must be
lifted up

'

(Jn 314
)3 and was to say soon after,

* For
this cause came I unto this hour' (12

27
). See,

further, art. AGONY. J. ROBERTSON.

DESTRUCTION.The AVand RYtr.
in Mt 713. In Mt 26s and in the parallel passage
in Mk 144 d-n-i^Xeia is translated * waste' in both
Versions, and in Jn 1712

, the only other instance
where the word is used in the Gospels, both render
it 'perdition.

1

In Mt 713 our Lord speaks of
4 destruction

'

as the opposite of life eternal. In

ly
<!*,'! "i jjuthors cwnSAeia '. ; I,r.\ -i

, as its

<i('"\, (i/ri from dbnJXAujtu
'*

'j

'

',
'

,
anni-

hilation-, and this fact has-been largely used by
the advocates of the Conditional Iinmoitality
theory in support of their contention. Still the
* destruction

'

spoken of by our Lord in Mt 7 13 has
been held by expositors with nractical unanimity
from the first to mean a continued life, whether
endless or not, of misery after death. All the
same, it has been admitted generally, e.g. by
Oemer, that eternal misery as a meaning of
dirdXeia,

e
is a

signification peculiar to the NT, and
without analogy in classical Greek.

'

There appears,
on the whole, to be general agreement that whether
* destruction

' means a terminable or interminable
life of misery after death^it does, at any rate,
mean a pio'oTipjnti'ir of existence: it is exclusion
from -n i\ ,r. i- :,' \\ hi*, her final or not. Whether or
not there is a term to the duration of misery here-

that there is a continuance of
- . "or those who go in the way of

destruction does not enter into the scope of this

note (see ETEKNAL POTISHMENT), but it may be
remarked as significant that the 'lost sheep are

spoken of by our Lord as being found again. find

that the word for 'lost' is the participle of "du-oXXi ut.

This is one of the considerations that have made
many feel warranted in holding the larger hope

'

even for those who go meanwhile in * the way that
leadeth to destruction.'

J. CROMAETY SMITH.
DEYIL. See DEMON and SATAN.

DEYOTIOH. The word does not occur in the

Cospels, but the idea is present everywhere, as

marking the attitude of the man Jesus towards
God, and thus providing a standard for imitation

by every other man. Intrinsically the word denotes
the act of presenting solemnly some gift or service
to a deity, or to any one invested in thought for a
time with some of the qualities or claims of a
deity; but its use has been extended to cover alike
such service itself, and even the psychological con-
dition from which the act springs. As such, a
correct analysis must find blended in devotion
each of the three elements thought, emotion, and
volition which are the mutually dependent frag-
ments of the unit of personality, expressing itself

as a whole in the exercises often called devotions.
The intellectual element is a recognition of the

dignity and patient grace of God, the sensitive a

feeling of gratitude and desire to please, the voli-

tional a strong resolve to carry put that desire ;

and these three pass together quickly into appio-
piiate action, the whole man in the harmony or all

nis po\\ or- inili tuting by praise or service the depth
of hi- 3oMii<: Te<rar<l

In some definitions, too much prominence is given to the will,
and devotion is confused with religion generally, as in Aquinas,
Sumiita, n 2 l\\xii. 1. 'Devotio mhil ahud esse videtur, quatn
i oluntas qusedam prompte tradendi se ad ea, qua; pertinent ad
Dei famulatum ' In certain phrases the \vord is used as a

svnonym for worship, or even for a form of worship, as \\hen
devotion to the Sacred Heart, is spoken of , and in others, as
4
feasts of devotion,' tt acquires an entireh technical sense,

implying the absence of express obligation, with an appeal onh
to the discretion and good feeling of the worshipper But in

the better use internal devotion, is contracted wiLh external

-. r" i

' "" ^ <>

J13), and may be resolved into
i > i" .

-
. self-conscious determraation-

of the \\ill towards God is followed b> the actual exaltation of
the soul to God and its suffusion with the reverent sense of His
nearness and mercy This is exhibited in \anous losing acts
and exercises, such as prater and praise. And the whole is

effected in the heart under the influence of the Holy Spirit.

1. In the case of Christ each of these phases of

devotion is represented in the Gospels, (a] Though
but a mere lad, He indicates already a habitual
Godward set of His will (Lk 249, He 107

),* and
afterwards He speaks of His purpose, sometimes
with quiet assurance (Jn 530 G*8 718 }, sometimes
with a certain glow of satisfaction (4

s4 IT4). Hin-
drances and sore temptations, in which the play of
a natural and useful instinct may be traced, did
not divert Him (Lk 961 22"). Glad, complete con-

formity with the will of God, such as is an inte-

grant of every right conception of heaven, is set

forth as on earth the aim of every disciple (Mt 610
),

reached at once and maintained without defect,

though not without effort (cf. Harnack, What is

Christianity?
3 129 f.), by Him alone who could

say,
'
I and the Father are one

J

(Jn 1030).
(b) Instances of the exaltation of His soul in the

calm sense of security because of the accord of His
will with that of the Pather, occur in the impres-
sion His fearlessness made at the cleansing of the

Temple (2
16f

*) in His endowment with * honour
and glory' at the Transfiguration (2 P I 17

)*-
in the

-ti OTi/rtln nirjr ministry of <iiv 1- ,> ft <
> 1*10 Tempta-

;:< (Mi J ; , and theAgorry .LU -Jil-' l\\i\\). The

joy of Mt II25 and Lk 1021 is another instance, as
is also the outburst of triumphant relief at the
retirement of Judas (Jn IS31*-). Nor should His

perfect repose in the midst of peril (Mk4s8f
*), and

in the pio-i'iic'e of angry or eager mobs (Lk 4m-,

Jn S-"
1
' H '

s

f>
'Y be overlooked. Partial and auxiliary

explanations may be found in the exhaustion of

fatigue or the mastery of His nerves ; but the real
cause was moral and not physical, and should be
sought in the self-consciousness of Jesus, in the
staole correlation of His will and God's, The two
streams of volition, human and Divine, met and
merged in Him ; and thus He becomes for men at
once an example of perfect devotion and a pledge
of perfect grace.

(c) The exercises appropriate to devotion, which,
however, so far from confining itself to them, en-

riches the entire nature a
'

% i\ ii 1 1 *.:' i
11 of

life, are praI-< .ir
"

\
*, v- <

k
<

|
,'.. .\ ', 'he

addition of IM^U,- \mv ,im <> -casionally of
fasting

or some form of ^clf ilUdpliuc. The prayer and

praise are not oxjuth suui ,1^ accompany public

worship, "but assume rather the character of com-
munion or reverent conversation, the element of

-|>p< i fi< ^pjyMJ'iioiibelrijrofien uotril\\i\- <

Jn tin, ta-o ol Clm-i ilio pi,ii-e i-> illii-ndirci

M--.i^*< !- LL 1C'
2 '

1

-, the puutvce of iroi

,('i*',
i' '..

i in. the lonely ni^ht-watches and the
desert in Alk 64J , Lk 51S

, whilst the supplication
becomes more specific in Lk 612

, in Gethsemane,
and perhaps also on the Mount of Transfiguration,
Of actual fasting by Jesus as a definite process of

devotion, there is no certain case in the Gospels ;

but there is no reason to suppose that He did not
follow the usaj^e of His country on the Day of

Atonement. Fasting, too, is associated with the

Temptation (Mt 42), of which one lesson is that a

pure conscience and an ideal conformity with God
can be attained or retained only by self-discipline
and hard steadfastness under testing. And even in

the Sermon on the Mount the practice is guarded
from abuse, and implicitly commended in Mt &m-

j

and the suppoMCion i- warranted that our Lord was

prepared to exemplify in His own person what-
ever He recommended to His disciples. His life,

as well as His teaching, shows that fasting in
itself has no devotional or any other religious
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value, but is serviceable only when and in so far

as it promotes the closeness of communion with
God See FASTING.

(d)
The plenarypresence of the Holy Spirit with

Christ is ,

"
,

;
- of the NT, which, how-

ever, is <>
;.

'. 11
,

eticent as to the Spirit's
influence . from the Temptation to

the eve of the Passion. The action of th ^

the Temptation is referred to by all the *

(Mt 41
,
Mk I12

, Lk 41
), and His aid mubt be re-

garded as part of the explanation of Christ's sin-

lessness on this and all subsequent occasions.

Not only were His '* "3 <i !(> ii.ouL.
1

!

1

, in the power
of the Spirit (Mt 12 -, Ik 4 *, h t His oneness
with the Spiui made Tlis life 'i iiTi- '|

J
-1 devo-

tion, anl i-nough t lie eternal ^, i ifi offered

himself \\IT]UMII uli ini-h unto God
'

(He 9"j The
rapture of His soul is attributed to the influence

of the Spirit in Lk 1Q21 , though this particular is

omitted in the corresponding narrative of Mt II25.

And the devotion of Christ is an example for man,
not only^ because it exhibits human triumph over

temptation and hum; 11 f 7u A -].!) with God, but
also because of the >?' 'SIMJV M" the means and
aids. His complete unction "is the promise and
measure of the anointing available to every one.

2. In the ease of man, devotion appears in the

Gospels as an act or state of the entire personality,
with all its powers harmoniously and intensely
engaged. Prominence is given to the same ele-

ments as are traceable in the devotion of Christ

Himself, whilst ample safeguards against error
and fanaticism are provided! The great rule of

JDt 65 is adopted by Christ, and applied in each of

the Synoptics (Mt 22", Mk 12^, Lk 1027 )
with

little variations of phrase that add to the uncom-
promising vigour. In the Sermon on the Mount
the exclusiveness of devotion, as admitting no
rival claim and absorbing supreme aftection, is

recognized in Mt 621- 24
; so in another connexion

in Lk 1618. And in the closing discourses Christ

puts Himself forward as actually and solely central
to the life of His disiiples (Jn 14s), the source of
all their strength, the right object of their trust
and love (13

<J
'n

16-) with the recurring refrain,

emphasized by its modifications,
* Abide in me '

(15
4 5 et at.). Fndtfulness in the grace*- of personal

character, and then secondarily in obedience and
service, resulte fiom the deliberate regarding of
Christ as '

all in all,* as so filling up the sphere of

thought and desire as to control everything else
therein. The last clause in Jn 155 means by im-

plication that possibilities to the disciple are pro-
portionate to the closeness of his devout union
with his Lord ; and that union may, and should,
reach a stage of completeness, in \\hith the in-

dwelling Chriat l>econi(i=i the unquestioned ruler of
all within the heart, and the whole life in the flesh
is lived

*
in faith, the faith which is in the Son of

God* (Gal 2s9). It is the crown of Christian devo-
tion, not the ioint sovereignty of Christ and the

ego, but the loving and eager retirement of the

ego that Christ may be substituted, appropriating
its functions and reigning in its stead. Thus
Christ Himself teaches in one of the most sacred
parts of Scripture :

'

I in them '

(Jn 1723* **) is the
final and fullest blessing and privilege conceivable
in that hour of vision for those whom He loved * to
the uttermost' (13

1 RVm)
(a) Specifically, as might be expected before

Pentecost, the Gospels give more prominence TO the
action of the human will as a condition of disciple-
ship jthan to its subsequent concentration as the
condition of progress and perfecting. But the
example of Christ Himself is, in this matter, a
sufficient safeguard and sanction, and is enforced,

by teaching
of at least t\\ o types.

* If any man
willeth to do his will

'

(Jn 717
}, supplies the key not

only to the kno\\kdge of the things of the King-
dom, but aKo to tne'iulnlment in personal charac-

ter of God's puipose of sanctification, Bengal's
sunns harmoma being both a cause and the effect

of insatiable yeainmg Again, glad consent, with

peisi>tency of will, ib an impoitant clement in our

Lords frequent exhortations to Hi> disciples to
1 abide

'

in Hun or in His word (Jn 154 S31 et al ).

One of the characteristics of the Johanmne setting
of the Go&pel, as of the prophecies, of Jeremiah in

the OT, ib the emphasis laid on the sustained*

determination of the will towards God.

(b) The exaltation of bpint, accompanying and
enriched by this firmness of purpose, receives more

adequate expre^bion in later times, but is far from

being left entirely without illustration. Such

passages as Jn 1219 32
speak of a magnetic influence

on the part of Christ, to which the response was
at the beginning moie than that of admiiation,,
and soon deepened into supreme and rapturous
attachment. The Magnificat (Lk I46

'56
) and the

Nunc Dimittis (Lk 229
"
<i

~) anticipate the exultation

of men, partly at the accomplished work of Christ,

partly at the abundance and the effect of His

grace to the individual ; and the self-forgetfulness
of grateful and passionate devotion is illustrated

in Lk 737
"48

. Mary's 'Rabboni' (Jn 2016
) and

Thomas1

'My Lord 3

(Jn 2028
) express absorbed

attachment as well as conviction. In the parables
the joy is occasionally festal and general, but
sometimes becomes that of personal and assured

possession (Mt 1344* 46
), or is even lifted up into

likeness to the Saviour's own joy, incapable of

dimness or of eclipse (Jn 1511
,
Mt 2521

). The dis-

ciple ia his Lord's bosom (Jn 13ja* 25
) is a type and

ruaranroo

(c) rL ""t ;

",. i

'

i
'

"! exercises in which the
devout /

'
'i i

'

\ expresses itself are of

almost infinite variety in their character, and,

though their most ingenious exhibition is met with

sulMHjuomlv. they are not left without trace or

Marunx-pomi in the Gospels. Beyond the ex-

ample of the Saviour, an encouragement to quiet
meditation may be four.d in Mk 6dl

, a commenda-
tion of pihatc prayer

'
i Mt G()

. Self-di-oiplino,
as irmovmg \\\ (

* occasions of sin and JH aidniy; tlio

communion of the human spirit with (o<l, i-s en-

joined in such passages as Mt 529- 80
, though L*

others the object becomes the avoidance of conduct
that might onend or imperil the souls of the weak.

That elf-dip""[>lin te in itself and apart from its motives
iMcruoriuJ-, '-> portnoro taught ta 01. -.{, and &u<h a Motu-i is

quite contrary to the genius or Li r,^i:in ' v (,hi i-i's ircai n en r

of fasting
1

is an illustration He evidently looked forward to
ite practice bv Hi-> disciples not only m +hnr Ji- oe'af i.n ami in
times of general calamm and mourning (Ml 011

", MV >' s
-:",

Lk 5*1
**), but individually rndrr the prompti'.p: o f pT-unal

need and as a preparation for p( rMUj.il hlt,--i<iir T' ca ,in -n'< t *-s

:
of spiritual power might thereb\ be "ecured is a legitimate m-

j
fereoce from Mt 1721 and Mk Q2

, though textual evidence is

against au\- specific reference to fasting in these verses, the
cornip1 ion of which may well have been due to the incorpora-
tion of a devotional jrlo^b In Mt 61<> i s it is assumed that dis-

ciples will taM. : injunctions are given vnth a view to secure
punty of intention, and the good effect is guaranteed in the
'

recompense
*
of the Father. Hence pru atxi fasting as an ob-

*-er\ance i distinctly recojrniyed b\ Chnt According to His
rule, mxanahle except in the cap"of pravor (\\horo noroover,
the prescription is that of a modi I ivirhur ihan a lorm), Tic does
not prebf-ribe form He puts in its right place of control the
object of pleasing the Father, uhow in secret, and knows the

.
whole heart and URJ of a man And \vith this implicit injuric-

|

tion of fastinc, and protection ag-airist its misuse and penis He
]ea\es everj disciple to determine for himself the best applica-
tion of ihc principle in the interest of the well-being and enrich-
ment, of the soul.

(d) Before Pentecost the action of the Holy
Spirit in human devotion is, for the most part,
anticipatory and a matter of promise, but as such
is none the less important His presence is that
\\hich will prevent the disciple" from becoming
* desolate

7 and without resource
,

Tn 1418
) on the

departure of their Master ; and, being present, He
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will act In them as the Father's Paraclete (Jn 1415

et al.), advocating the cause of God M. !
t

"';:
all Godward impulse and desire. ^;-<<

'

.

' '

will guide 'into all the truth
3

(Jn it>
ij

j, bringing
the disciples into right relation, both intellectual
and practical, \\i\\i -iuin truth, and maintaining
within them a condition 01 composure and serenity
(Iik I 79

). The power to do 'greater works' is

associated with the return of Christ to His Father
(Jn 1412

), and therefore, by implication, with the
mission of the Spirit ;

and if the complaint is

sometimes just that those greater works are not
"being done, the cause is to be found not in the

inadequacy of f\\
-

* A ^ y or resource, but in the
defectiveness .''devotion. Its degree is

commensurate A >, of right volition on the

part of the disciple, and with that of possession
on the part of the Spirit ; and these two, again, are

mutually dependent.
' In the Spirit

'

by fixed and

abiding pnpo^ i- TJO Ivv on the one side; the

Spirit in i'i" l:- -n't i* :he con-elated privilege,
with the sili-o

1

'.! o liaT'iiOMv between Christ and the

Spirit as i
1

<. UM'V JIM- i o'* possible human experi-
ence, and as its inspiration and pledge.
LITERATURE. Dykes, Manifesto of the King, 333-43? ; StaUser,

Imago Chnsti, ch. vii. J p \\' p MoSS.

DIDRJLCHM.-~See MONEY.

DIDYMUS. The alternative name of the Apostle
Thomas, given in three passages in the Fomth
Gospel (Jn II16 2024 212 0w/cas 6 \j6fievos AWu/tor).
The adj. SISvpas is regular Greek from Homer
onwards, with the meaning

* twofold
J

; hence 5iSv-

AOJ as subs. = ' a twin.' MSvfws is the translation,
as G&VWLJ is the transliteration, of KDKn = DKri *a
twin.*

Why St. John calls special attention to this
name is not clear. Westcott suggests that Thomas
may have been familiarly known in Asia Minor
among ^the Gentile ChiiMian-* as Didytnus Jn 4s5

(' Messiah . . . which is called Christ *) shows that
Thomas was not called Didymus as an additional
name. See THOMAS. E. H. TITCHMAKSH,

DINNER (&PKTTOV, Mt 22*, Lk II38 [BYm break-
fast'] 1433), In the East there is no meal properly
corresponding to our breakfast. Even the guest
is allowed to depart in the morning without
*bite or sup.* Eating and* drinking early in the

day are held to be marks of effeminacy and self-

indnl^m o. .mil aie regarded as* bad for the system.
Manv. O-IHU mlK when on a journey, are content
^uli ono HUM! in the 1,went^-four* hours, taken
after sunset. In general, however, a light meal is

eaten about the middle of the day, consisting of

bread, olives, fruit, leben (sour curded milk), cheese,
etc.; but the principal meal is in the evening.

Eating at other times is quite casual and informal.
It is probably correct to say that in NT #/U<TTOJ>

and Setirpov correspond respectively to our luncheon
and dinner. See, further, art. MEALS.

W. EWITO.
DISCIPLE 1. In the NT 'disciple' (sing, and

plur.) occurs very frequently in the Gospels and
Acts, but not elsewhere in ST. In every case it

represents the Gr. joa07pn}s= (1)
'

learner/
*

pupil,
3

in

contrast to 'teacher/ as Mt 1024 j and (2)
* ad-

herent,' one who is identified with a certain leader,
or school, and adopts a correspondiug Jme of con-

duct, as Mk 218 'Why do John'* disciples and the

disciples of the Pharisees fa&t, but thy disciples
fast not

1
'

5

cf. Jn O28 Thou art his disciple; but
we are disciples of Moses ' Our Lord Himself

points to and discourages a loose use of the term
*

disciple/ according to which it meant no more
than *

hearer/ when He says,
*
If ye abide in my

word, then are ye truly my disciples
'

(Jn 831 ; cr.

His statement of the conditions of disciple&hipj
Lk 142b * w and Jn 158). As used by the Evan-
^il^r^. VNi.j/*-" hah sometimes a Tbroader and

MiMH'iiM'c^a n.. i ',,' ci significance. For the former,
see Lk 6 1S 17 a great multitude of his disciples/
Ac 6a And the t\\ elve called the multitude o the

disciples unto them/ cf. 4a2. It is evident that to
St. Luke r&v TrurTevffdvTuv and r<S^ /ta^^rujy were
equivalent expressions. Hence, when we read in
Ac 19" of ' certain disciples/ who when they
* believed

' heard nothing of the gift of the Holy
Ghost and were baptized 'into John's baptism/
we must understand thereby Christian dibciple&,
"i"

,

T "' '

immature stage of knowledge
3

(see
'

v '

^e on the passage, Expos. Gr. Test.).
i" 1

x < 'in the narrower sense= the inner
circle of the followers of Jesus, the Twelve/ see
Mt S23 II 1 141S 2618

, and frequently Thus, as ap-
plied to the followers of our Lord,

c

disciples
J
is a

term of varying content. It is of interest in pass-
ing to note the various appellations by which the

disciples address the Saviour, expressing divers

aspects of the relation which they held to sub-
sist between themselves and Him. He was to
them (I) Teacher (fca<<r*aA<), Mk 4, Jn IS1

**-; (2)

Superintendent (^xicrrdr^y), only in Lk. : 55 S45 933

O49 ; (3) Lord (*tfpio$ ; from Lk^ we should gather
that this was the do^i^n;ition i HM ii->'.all> mic i-u-1

by the disciples) ; (1-/-MT Tcu IK i ^^3./, M: Jij ",

2. Restricting ourselves to the more limited
sense in which '

disciples
*

is used of the followers
of our Lord, we may note the composition' of the
Twelve. The Synoptics and Acts provide the fol-

lowing lists :

Mt !Q2ff .

Simon.
Andrew.
James.
John.

Philip.
Bartholomew.
Thomas.
Matthew.
James of

Alphseus.
Thaddaeus

(Lebbaeus).
Simon the
Canansean.

Judas Iscariot.

Simon.
James.
John.
Andrew.
Philip.
Bartholomew.
Matthew.
Thomas.
James of

Alphaeus,
Thaddasus.

Simon the
(...I'MMJCiiTl

Judas Iscanot

Simon,
Andrew.
James.
John.

Philip
Bartholomew
Matthew.
Thomas.
James of

Alphseus.
Simon the

Zealot.

Ac 113.

Peter.
John.
James.
Andrew
Philip
Thomas.
.Bartholomew,
Matthew,
James of

Alphaeus.
Simon the

Zealot.
Judas of James. Judas of James.

Judas Iscariot.

Comparing these lists, it is apparent that common
to them all is the division of the T\vel\ e into groups
of four. The sequence of the groups K the same
in each h&t. \Vitlnn the group* the order of the
names varies, save as regaids the iirst name of each
of the three groups, which in all the lists is the
same the first, firth, and ninth places being occu-

pied in all by Simon {IVtoi) Philip, and James of

Alpliaeusiespectively See, furtliei,arr. VPOSTLES,
p 103a f., and the heparate articles on the above
names.

3* The calling of the Twelve.- If this phrase "be

taken quite strictly, there is no difficulty in deter-

mining when and tinder what circumstances the
call to which it refers was given. The Synoptic
accounts are in i

Tirtual a<coid They show that it

was not at the outset of His ministry that our
Lord increased the company of His immediate
followers until it numbered twelve. That increase
toolv place when the fame of His teaching and
\tords, as He went through the towns and villages
of Galilee, 'preaching the gospel of the kingdom,
healing all manner of disease and all manner of
sickness

*

(Mt 9s5), both attracted to Him the atten-
tion of the populace, and ^o excited the resentment
of the scribes and Pharisees tliat they began to
take counsel with the Heiodians * how they might
destroy him

'

(Mk 36}. The need for more labourers
was evident, and not less evident to Jesus the
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signs that the tune
"

r, i ",. ^-icli labourers

might be fehort. St M,,ij
\\ !' immediately

"before he records the calling of the Twelve, that
^hen Jesus 'saw the multitudes he was moved
with compasbion for them, because they were di&-

tressed and scattered, a*, sheep not having a

shepherd. Then saith he unto his disciples, The
harvest truly is plenteous, but the labourers are

few. Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest,
that lie send forth labourers into his harve&t

'

(Mt
9S6ff

'). That summons t
| .

becomes moie

urgent and pressing in ' of St. Luke's

record, that : M PK 'Li'-^v pnor to Jtlis choosing the

Apostles ou* LOT* Men out into the mountain
to pray ; and he continued all night in prater to

God. And when it was day, he called his disciples,
and he chose from them twelve

3

(Lk612ff
). The

immediate purpose of the call is expressed by St.

Mark thus: *And ho unpointed twelve that they
might be with him, Mini ilui he might send them
forth to preach, and to hav- .

" '

\
^

. ,st out
devils*(Mk314f

-). On the -

L
some

of the Twelve had not received a previous call, or

perhaps more than one prcv ion- < all to be followers

of Jesus, and if so, in ^liai leLcmn these earlier

callings stand to the appointment of the Twelve,
see art. APOSTLES.

4. The training of the -Twelve. When St. Mark
tells us (3

14
) that Jesus '

ap Dointed twelve that they
might be with him, and that he might send them
forth to preach,

1

he discloses the characteristic and
the all-important feature of the method of their

training. They were to see the works of the
Saviour and to hear His words, and in addition to

that they were, to be constantly in contact with
His personality : they were to be with Him (see

above, p. 107).
That 'course of instruction,' as Keim calls it,

which contact with Jesus MMIIOI! io TTi- 'Wir^e*
was maintained with very -I _-l't s-r < ! r .ua VM "OMI
the calling of the Twelve until the Betrayal. The
chief intermission, of which we have any word, of

the intercourse of Jesus with His chosen followers,
was occasioned by that mission on which the Twelve
were sent quite soon after their call (Mt IO5). The
interval occupied by the mission wa- probably noli

more than a few days
' at least a \\ <vk (

I .iii!ham,
Pastor Pctstortim, p. 301). That mission was a
testing of the Apostles themselves, not less than
an act of service to those to whom they were sent ;

and the test was so endured that it needed not to
be repeated. The Twelve went forth under the
conditions which Jesus prescribed : they delivered
the message He bade them, and they used freely
the jpower to heal with which they were entrusted
No similar service separated them again from their

Master, unless, indeed, they had part in that
mission of the Seventy of which St. Luke tells

(ICF
1

*). The time woulcl yet come for them to
deliver their testimony and to fulfil their ministry.
Meanwhile the Saviour jealously guards for them
the precious opportunities* vhich remain for free
intercourse with Himself. He leads them away
from the crowds, taking them now to 'a desert
place' (Mk 631

), and again to the remote *

parts
of Csesarea Philippi' (Mt 1618 ). We gain the
impression that as the brief spell of His own
earthly ministry neared its term, our Lord con-
centrated Himself increasingly upon the inner

band^of His followers. Ewald is true to the in-
dication of the Gospel narratives when he says
that 'the community of His friends* was to our
Lord 'during the la-^t year and a half the main
object of His earthly labours *

(HI, vol vi. 417)
Should it be asked more particularly what was

the instruction of which the Twelve" were the
recipients, a full answer would require a recapitu-
lation of all the teaching of Jesus. This much

may be ^aid here, that the Twelve shared the

instruction given to 'the multitude,' with the

added advantage of the explanations which they
sought, and which our Lord freely accorded them,
'when he was alone,' 'privately See Mk 434

, on

which Swete (Gospel according to St Mark, p 84)

comments* .

'

Exposition now regularly followed

(eire\vev ir&vra.} the public teaching.
3

Furthemiore,
the Gowpelh contain recoids of discourses addressed

only to the inner cncle of the disciples. Among
such discourses should be leckoned in all proba-

bility part at least of the group of addresses known
as the * Sermon on the Mount '

nctably the part
contained in Mt 5, which bears all the marks of a
discourse to more immediate followeis. Not, how-

ever, that the more immediate followers are in this

particular connexion to be lestricted to the Twelve,
since the discourbe in Mt 5 must in spite of the

position St Luke gives to his version ot it (6
12ff

)

be placed earlier than the calling of the Twelve ;

it 'has iluoiijjirmt the charactei of an eaily and

opening <|I-<OIT-O
' None the less it is to be

accounted among our Lord's less public utterances :

it is
*
Jesus' address of welcome to His band of

disciples' (Keim, op cit. 286-290) Again, in Mt
105

'42 we have what appears at first sight to be a
sustained address to the Twelve in reference to
their mission. But on a comparison writh Mk 68 "11

and Lk 92"5 it beenis likely that only vv. 5 "14 were

spoken with direct reference to the mission, and
that vv 15" are grouped with them, though coming
from a later time, because they contained sayings
of Jesus in reference to a kindred topic the
future missionary labours of the Apostles Yet
further mu&t be added to the discourses delivered
to the Twelve alone, the "*\

''
discourse

Mt 24 (cf. Mk 13 and Lk 2\, Is '

parabolic
sequel in ch. 25; and the discourse in the upper
room on the night of the Betrayal (Jn 14-16).
And when we endeavour to tabulate the instruc-

tion imparted more privately to the Twelve, we
may not omit the signs, each so full of teaching for

them, of which they alone and in one case but
three of their number were the spectators. The
Walking on the Sea, the Transfiguration, the

Cursing of the Barren Fig-tree, the Pool \\ci-liiii#

in the Upper Room, the Miraculous Draught ot
Fishes (Jn 21 4fr

), these aH surely formed part
of the lessons most indelibly impressed on the
Twelve.
Our Lord Himself has characterized for us the

purpose and the content of the teaching He im-

parted to His followers. It was that to them
might be given 'the mystery of the kingdom of
God 3

(Mk 411
).

* As given to the Apostles it was
still a secret, not yet to be divulged, nor even

except in a small degice intelligible to themselves*

(Swete, op. cit, p. 72). The Kingdom, the charac-
teristics of its subjects, its laws, its service, and,
finally, its Lord reigning through suffering such
in broad outline wa^ the course of th instruction

imparted by Je&us to the Twelve. It moved on-
\vaid from ih<* Mniploi to the more profound.

( At
lir-t, ^ivinjix arts gi\ en them to remember ; latterly,

they receive mjsterios on which to meditate In
the Sermon on the Mount men are t<Vi |'l{ii"1\
\\hat it i- deniable for them to know ; arn i \\jr-i-

the teaching passes through parables and hard
sayings up to the mysteries oonveved by the Last
Supper' (Latham,^;?" nt 120) But no teaching,
not even the teaching of Jesus Himself, could over-
come the leluctance to believe that it behoved that
the Christ should suffer, or arouse anticipations of
the glories that should follow. The crucifixion
and death of our Lord found the Eleven un-

prepared, and leady to despair, tho-igh they still

held together in the bonds of a love they had
acquired in the school of Jesus, it needea the
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actual fact of the Resurrection, and converse with
the risen Saviour, and the illumination of the
Spirit, to bring them to a true undeistanding of
all that reiterated teaching concerning His death
and His rising from the dead which Jesus had
given

* while He was yet uith them.' But once
that understanding was attained bv the disciples,
the truth against which their minds had been
-"

"*

-I
' \- closed became central in their pro-

< "<:. There is abundant evidence that the

Apostles were slow learners men with no special
quickness of insight, and with the hindrance of
st 1 01vl \

_ developed prejudice. It is also evident
that ih""p slowness and prejudice have for us an
apologetic value (see esp. Bruce, Training of the

Twelve, p. 482 :
*

They were stupid, slow-minded

persons; very honest, but veiy unapt to take in

new ideas. . . . Let us be thankful for the honest

stupidity of these men, it gives great value to
their testimony. We know that nothing but facts
could make such men believe* that \\Midi nowa-
days they get credit for inventing

5

)- It concerns
us yet more to recall the evidence which their

training affords of the patience and t'!j-f"" >;
'\j

power of Him who now, not less truly
-

s,,:- "i iV
days of His flesh, calls weak men to himself that

they may be Avith Him, and that He may send
them forth to bear witness on His behalf, enduing
them with His Spirit, that their testimony, like
that of the Apostles, may not be in vail* See also
art. APOSTLES.

LITERATURE. Bruce, The Training of the Twelve ; Latham,
Pastor Pastomm ,

V '

r
* f

of Christ ; Ewald, Hutory of
Israel, Eng tr. Jesus of Nazara, Eng. tr.

vol HI. ; Weiss, T. i Sandav, Outlines of the Life

of Christ [art ,T - ,<"" "i- _-- Y>T IV rO ieim. The
Life and Times " ,/ * : V, .. \n i .- / >, Apostles
of Our Lord. GEORGE P. GOULD.

DISCIPLESHIP. In the Gospels no word ex-

pressive ot e

diseipleship
*

occurs, although they are
full of tlio 1i\ ing JOiilRv which it expresses. This
is not *-UT pricing, 101 it is never God's way to teach
abstract muli, but truth embodied in actual life.

From the concrete and the living facts it is left to

us, by tne exercise of our natural faculties, to
abstract the

generalization
or induction which

presents the idea in its purity. ClitiM ji^tx-
followed the Divine method; and, ,

' <n"-^l\,
while He made disciples, and trained them in

discipleship, Heli,! .""x nv.il- !i y attempt to define

or describe what i'i -
i

1 \u!'<-'. nor did He give
much instruction which represented with any
directness the ideal that He had in view. From
these negative facts themselves the primaryjtrtith
on this subject maybe learnt : Di^eipleship, in the
Christian sense, is essentially a matter for living
realization rather than for psychological analysis
or formal compliance.

If for His followers later the making of disciples

began vii T
i pr<M<Vng the gospel, lor the Lord

Himseh it >miiinr!v
'oegan

with the authoritative

J,
*

Follow me.' There xverc, of course, times
wnen this summons called a man literally to arise

and go with Jesus to some new place and duty ; as

when the first among the Twelve *
left the nets and

followed him' (Mk I
18 ai

). But the same summons
was still employed by the Lord after His resurrec-

tion, when it co*uld have no such literal si<*nification

(Jn 21 iq
)

And there is a CTOUP of instance** (Mt
1CX*

8 1624, Jn 1226) in which 'Jbearmg the cross' and

'disowning oneself are conjoined with the ca.ll to

follow Him, where it i-> cleai that 'following' has

wholly a spiritual sense. The fact that we speak
of 'following an example' too often leads to the

misinterpretation of this pregnant call to disciple-

ship which was so characteristic of the Lord Jesus.

It is no injunction to copy Him, though, o f course,

the imitation of Christ must enter into the aim of

every di&ciple. That, however, "belong* to a rather
later stage of di&cipleship, while the summons to
' follow

'

is its initiation. The choice of this word
rests upon the ancient metaphor of a *

way of life
'

which Christ adopted for Himself when He affirmed
*

I am, the Way,' and A\hicli underlay and coloured
not a little of His language. So the call,

c Follow
me,' is an appeal to tiust His guidance, and venture
oneself along the track that He exploies into the
unknown regions of life, with the need of 4 beai-

ing the cross' and 'losing life to find it.' 'Come
on ! Fear not to go through the valley of the
shadow of death with me in the quebt of life.

< He that is near me is near the fiie ; he that i& far
from me is far from the kingdom."

3 Thus at the
threshold of d -< iph^hip lies the requirement which
He always made of thoo to whom He rendered

service, the requirement of courageous trust or
*
faith.' And for such as are ready to obey this

first appeal to * follow
* He opens

* a new and living
way through the veil

' which hides so much of the
realms of life from our eyes. And this way is
* human to the red-ripe of the heart,* and fit for

human feet to travel, for the way is *His flesh,'
His mortal life, His human nature what for us
men and for our salvation He came doA\n to make
His own.
There are some few sayings in which the Lord

delineates the features of discipleship under one or

another of its aspects. JZ.g. *A disciple is not
above his master ... it is enough for the disciple
that he be as his master. ... If they have called

the master of the house Beelzebub, how much more
them of his household?' (Mt 10-4f*). And in close

connexion with this stands the reiterated teaching,
* Whosoever he be of you that renounceth not all

that he hath, he cannot be my disciple
'

(Lk 1425
"33

).

Elsewhere He emphasizes not the outward lot, but
the inner character of dibciple^hip : e*ff.

c Come
unto me all ye that labour, . . , Take my yoke
upon you, and learn of me ; for I am gentle and
lowly in heart : and ye shall find rest unto your
><ml"' (A'i 112

*V
. Tli saiiii* gtMitlencv* and lowli

no-.-. \\1. i'i MT< e\ei i<M<ly to rentier loA-ing service

jcagc'Hi taujrln H-* thai HIM eristic* of di-OLple^lup in

i he ,1011011 of ua^hiii*: the di>( iplos' toot on ilie la-n

evening, when, having sat down again, He said,
' Perceive ye what I have done to you ? Ye call

me Teacher and Lord : and ye say well ; for so I

am. If I then, the Lord and the Teacher, washed
your feet, ye also ought to wash one another's feet.

For I gave you an example that ye aliso should do
as I have done to you

'

(Jn 1312ff
-, cf. also Lk 22s4-26,

Mk 9s3
-37

,
Mt 233(M

'2
) ^What the disciple must learn

is not mainly
t

teaching*; he must ' learn Christ.*

'Truth is in Jesus,'
* the Truth and the Life,'

and the disciple must grow
* in the knowledge and

love of God and of His Son Jesus Cluibt our Lord.'
So love is what must be learnt above all else, and
affords the test of ti ue discipleship.

*

By this shall

all men know that ye /ire my disciples, if ye have
love one to another

'

(Jn 1355). And the Lord traces

discipleship down to its roots when He declares,
' Xo man can come to me except the Father which
sent me draw him. ... It is written . . . They
shall all be taught of God. Every one that hath
heard from the Father, and hath learned, cometh
unto me' (Jn 644f-)-
A large proportion of the Lord's teaching bears,

of course, upon the nature of diseipleship and the
character of the disciple, even when it is not east
in the form of dealing with this directly. E.g. the
Beatitudes (Mt ,j

sff
) are, under one aspect, all so

many facets of discipleship; metaphors like 'the
salt of the earth, the *

light of the \v oild
'

(Mt 3 1S> u
),

' a little flock
'

(Lk 1232 ),
e the branches of the vine

'

(Jn 155
), 'every plant which my heavenly Father

hath not planted
J

(MU 1513
), and many another, in-
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eluding tnose develops into parables, all sketch
some features of di.scipleship, as do such sayings
ab that one must be reborn, and much of the teach-

ing I'Oiuemiiitf the Kingdom.
The final charge which the Lord laid upon the

1i- i.i'i - v 1 om He had trained and tested Himself
\% - <." !/ foith, make ye disciples of all the
nations' (/ia^refVare Trdvra rd 6vr}, Mt 2819

).

Discipleship for all ! thus set forth as His own
ultimate aim. In reading the words one must
< ". ,,

"

.Lgain&t the lamentable imperfec-
i <i- s< ... r -i in the AV, and borrowed thence
in some of the language of the Book of Common
Prayer ; also againbt the faulty p'in< tn<ti<vj of the
sentence which is found alike in ilic A\ and the
KV. 'Teaching

3

is no translation of /wt^retfcrare,
which means far more ; while a colon ought to re-

place the comma after c
nations/ and only commas,

or at the most semicolons, should separate the suc-

ceeding clauses. Without attention to this, the

great importance of this passage must be missed.

Bightly read, it gives the Lord's own interpretation
of how dihcipleship is constituted. The whole
commission is, 'Make disciples of all'; and three

steps are then indicated in so doing, which answer
to three essential factors in disciple&hip (1) Bap-
tizing into the Name: (2) lea<iir.r to observe all

commands; (3) the <on-i*nr spuitr.<il presence of

Christ. There is no complete disciple&hip without
these three elements. The first is the portal of
,7- ;.i. -j ;>, |, t ,'idniission to a new destiny; at
<>:"' , ,i i, .M, 11 -..- of a new life on the part of GoJ,
iiiid liicj-io O^M" of a new hope and purpo-o on
the part of those whom He claims as J I ii ( lultlrcn.

The second is the training needed to make the

promise good ; for only in the course of hfe
}

s dis-

cipline can character be formed or resolutions

realized, it is
*
in. our endurance that we must win

our souls,* The third is the pledge that none shall
ever be left to face the stress of life's probation
alone, but that for every disciple union with Chiist
is a support which may be secuiely trusted, the
Divine Incarnation worting it&elf out for ever till

the goal shall be reached, \\hen 'God shall be all,,

in all
3

(1 Co 1528). The first dl-uplos
the charge which had been givon iliem, and acted
on the lines laid down from the eailiest day on

1 which they began to *make disciples' for their
Lord So when, on the day of Pentecost, those
who had been touched by Peter's preaching put
the inquiry,

*

Brethren, what shall wo do? 3

the
answer of the Apostle was explicit :

*

Repent ye
. . . be baptized ... ye shall receive the gift of
the Holy Spirit* (Ac S37-

). Here are the same
three elements of diseipleslrip ; for 'repentance*
(fierfarow,} is the form which 'observing all tilings
commanded* necessarilv takes to stait witli in
those who are passing from walking in their own
ways to followmg the \\ ay of Christ j while the Holy
Spirit is, of course, the Spirit of Christ present
permanently with those whom He unites to Him-
self. See also preceding article.

IJTBRATORE Seelej, Ecce Homo, ch. \ii -
Latham, Pastor

Pastorum; Expositor, ir iv.,[189lj 286 ff

Jjawiiuu rwswr

TrMMVMVM. E P. BOYS-SMITH.
DrSCIPLOTE.~-~.The Gospels reveal a twofold

discipline that which Christ Himself experienced,and that to which He subjects His servants. It
will be convenient to treat these separately.

1. She discipline to which Qhrist submitted
IheJNT teaches clearly that even our Lord requiredto be -perfected' (T*\0jjwu) in order to ensure
the consummation of the work for which He had
become incarnate. Such a rcXduris consisted in
His being brcniffht

'
to the full moral perfection of

His humanity, which carries with it the complete-ness of po\ver and dignity
'

(Westeott); and its

necessity is recognized, not by the writer of the

Epistle to the Hebrews alone (He 210 7-
8
etc.), lnt

also by Christ Himself (Lk 1332).
It ib taught with equal clearness that our Loid

attained His 'perfection' through the discipline
which He voluntarily endured. This^ included

several elements. {!)' Among the most important
was the discipline of temptation (Mk I 1- l3

1) He
218

); and in this connexion it is impoitant to

remember that His testing was not only search-

ing in its strength, but repeated in its assaults

(note plur. Lk 2228
,
and cf. Mk 1432ff- H, He 415

).

(2) A second element in His discipline was that

of May. The incarnate Son, with His love

eager for the completion of His saving woik, must
have exercised no ordinary self-restraint, as, amid
the opposition of foes and the misconception of

friends, the stages of its piogiess passed skwly
by (Lk 12; cf. the probable foice of

^the tempta-
tion in Mt 48' 9 and of ^veppt^craro r wvetifjuam. in

Jn 113S
; of. al&o 2 Th 35

). ^(3)
Th- ."

'

V of

sorrow was also included in this of

Christ. His experience of sorrow *
, . to

no single kind. He felt the force of all the ills

that vex our human life. In a most suggestive
citation one .sacieol writer shows in how real and
literal a sense He took our human sicknesses upon
Him (Mt 816- 17

, cf. Mk 530
). He knew no less the

pang of regret with which a pure man views

opportunities wasted by those for whom he has
cherished high ideals (Lk 1941

"44 note %K\avffv).

His> too, were the tears shed over a family bereaved
and a * loved one lost

*

(Jn II 35
). (4) The last aspect

of Christ's discipline of which mention must be
made was that of pain and suffering. Of this

there is no occasion for offering detailed illustra-

tion. The story of His suffenngs is the story of
His life (for a few examples see Mk 831

(|
14^ff

If

IS1^89
1|, He 58

; note the use of iratfefa in Lk 231S-

**).

The experience of this discipline, revealing itself

under dinerent aspects and affecting His human
nature at different points, was necessary to the
fulfilment of our Lord's mission. It was in virtue
of His 'perfection' through suffering that He
reached His absolute sympathy with humanity,
and in consequence His complete qualification to
be its Saviour (He L18 415- 16 52). See PERFECTION.
2 The

discipline which Christ imposes upon His
followers. Discipline is an essential part of the
Christian life, and theNT points out several forms
under which it is to be experienced. In some of
these it is restricted to a certain number of those
who call themselves by the name of Christ.

(1) There is, for example, a discipline to which
Christians are rendered liable byfalling into error

\l Co ll293
"-, esp. note Tratfct^etfa in v.'^

2
; see also

TrtuSeita in Kev 31J>

). (2) The discipline of persecu-
tion also does not of necessity come to all Chris-
tians. At the same time, as both record and
exhortation prove, it is no tmeommon experience.
It certainly befell our Lord's early followers (Mk
13'J

,
Mt 1022 ^ Jn 1521 163*; cf. tlie Ejjp. passim,

and see esp. He 12*~13, where ratSeict is cited in this

reference), and He Himself attributed a special
blessedness to those who found a place in its

honoured snc-i e^ion (Mr 510~12
). (3) In a third

a*pei
fc

i. however. cWiylme falls to the lot of every
Clnistian. No man can be a true follower of Christ
who is not willing from the first to practise the dis-

cipline of self-renunciation. Such self-renuncia-
tion, indeed, is one of the <omli lion- of entering His
service (Mk 8Mff-

]| Mt 10*i \iul there i- to be no
limit to the sacrifice required. It must be endured
even to the severance of earth's closest ties (Mt
I(F) and the loss of life itself (24

9
, Jn 162). Few

tilings are more impressive than the manner in
which r from the very beginning of His ministry
(cf. Mk 1

J7- 1S
), our Lord assumed His right to claim

from His followers that utter self-repudiation, and
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confidently expected on their part a willing response
to His demand (Mt 99 1921

).

One paiticular Aspect of this Christian self-denial
calls for separate consideration. The Gospel teach-

ing anoids little support to those who have sought
to express self-ienunciation in the form of morbid
asceticism. Christ's own example, in suggestive
contrast with that of His foieiunner, leads us to
the very opposite < i. '. .

"

leligious discipline
(Mt n 11" N

\] u , * p; , , . of poveity (Mt 8-)
and j

~
< s j

k
) i 719 S37) to which He called His

disciples, He Himself walked ; yet alike in His
own life and in IT 1 ^ 'hou^lil for them (Mt 914

, ef.

!Ti523
) ascetic <ii-<ipi no leceived no -'m ii

Theie appears to be just a hint of it ir o ' o I !
-

sayings (Mt 1912
, cf. 1 Co 732flr

-}, but even there it is

distinctly stated less as a rule for the many than
as an ideal for some few to whom a special call

might come. In Christ's view the fasting
*

con-

sequent upon real sorrow was so mo\ liable, that

any merely formal anticipation of it was to be
deprecated lather than approved (Mt 935). See,
further, art. ASCETICISM.
For ecclesiastical *

discipline
*
see art. CHURCH.

DISCOURSE. No attempt is here made to d'is-

cuss in all its beaiings the general theme of the
discourses of Jesus. His Teaching, Parables,
Sermon on the Mount, etc., receive attention
in special articles. All that is here undertaken
is to mention in some sort of classification all the

discourses, and to append a brief outline of their

principal characteristics.

i. CLASSIFICATION AND MENTION. The diffi-

culties of any attempt at classifying the discourses
of our Lord are apparent at a ln< < They arise

alike from the forms in which ilic di-coui^ are
lecorded and from their character and contents.

Considering the fact that our Lord did not write

anything, or even cause His discourses to be

exactly reported; considering, too, the great
variety of occasions which called forth His utter-

ances, and His own easy freedom and mastery of

method in dealing with these occasions ; consider-

ing, further, the differences in length, form, con-

tents, and yet the cross-similarities and topoHi ion-*

which the discourses exhibit, we see at once that
a scientific and satisfactory classification is impos-
sible* Yet there are obvious advantages for study
in mentioning the diseoui ses in some sort of orderly
way. For our purpose it will not be necessary to
take account of critical questions concerning the
differences between the Fourth Gospel and the

Synoptics, or between the Synoptics themselves,
or to pay attention to matters of harmony and

chronology, though under each grouping the com-

monly ac cepted order of events is followed. The
"clarification proposed runs upon the general prin-

ciple of audiences, and groups the discourses

according as they were delivered to (1) individuals,

(2) a select few, or (3) the public. Subdivisions

will be apparent under these general heads.

1. Interviews with individuals. Leaving out

colloquies with particular poison* in presence of

others, there are to be mentioned undei this head

only (1) the discourse with Nicodemus on Re-

generation (Jn 31 "21
), and (2) the discourse with the

woman of Samaria on Worship and Salvation (4
3-a>

).

2. Tails with a few These may be subdivided

a& follows. (1) Discourses with others than the

disciples At the^e we cannot be sure of the
absence of disciples, but their presence is not stated
or certainly implied, and the words were not

specially addressed to them. To this class belong :

the discourse on Forgiveness, with the parable of

the Two Debtors, given at the house of Simon the
Pharisee (Lk 736'50

) ; the beginning of the discourse*

on Tradition (eating with nnwashen hands), though

later * he called the multitudes/
c and the disciples

came unto him 5

(Mt 151'-
, Mk 71 '-

) ; the De-
nunciation of the Pharisees and Lawyers at the
house of a chief Pharisee (Lk II 37"54

} ; the discourse
at another Phan&ee's house, wheie He discussed

Modesty, Giving Feasts, and spoke the parable of
the Great Feast and Excuses (Lk 141 '24

}; finally,
the discourse at the house of Zaechseus, with the

parable of the Pounds (Lk 19 1 ' 27
).

(2) Discourses ^\ith the disciples and others.
Here the audience consisted in part of the dis-

ciples and in part of others, the presence of both
classes being either distinctly stated 01 clearly
implied. A& to the numbers present, the circum-
stances seem to restrict them somewhat, though ife

is difficult to say ju&t to what extent, and therefore
how far these should be regarded as properly public
discourses. To thl- 1,, --

> *"_: * the discourse on
Fasting (Mt 914'27

, M,;J- -', LI, .V^9
); the response

to objectors on Sabbath Observance (Mt 121
"*, Mk

233-aa, 1^ i-5
)

.

responses about Following Him (Mt
819'22

,Lk 9s7
'62

) ; response to the lawyer about Eternal
Life, and parable of the Good Samaritan (Lk 1025"37

,

cf. v. 23
) ; on Divorce (Mt 193

-32
, Mk 102

~12
) ; response

to the Rich Young Knler, with discouise on the
Perils of Wealth and on Forsaking All and Follow-

ing Him (Mt 196
*30

, Mk Ip
1 1

, Lk IS18
'30

) ; the

parable of the Labourers in the Vineyaid (Mt
t20

x"16
) ; response to the request of certain Greeks,

with remarks on His Death and Glory (Jn 1230
'36

),

Other discourses of the last Passover week seem to
have been given in presence of the crowd, though
directly addressed to smaller groups.

(3) Discourses with the disciples alone. These
contain some of the most notable of our Lord's
utterances. In soiue cases others than the Twelve
were pie->cn1. Imi u>,n;illy the audience was all, or
a portion of Tlie _\po-i lo<. It will not I>e u< co^aiy
to observe this distinction in the rniimcrntLoii.
This g^roup of discourses may be subdivided into
two kinds, (a) Short occasional discourses: the
explanation of the Parable of the Tares, with the
short parables that follow (Mt IS36-*5

-) ; the caution

against Pharisaic Leaven (Mt 164
'12

, Mk 813--1
) ;

remarks about His Church upon Peter's confession

(Mt 1613'20
, Mk 827-80

, Lk 91*-21
) ; the immediately

following discourse on His Death and on Self-

Denial (Mt 1621
-28

, Mk gn-p, Lk 922
'27

} ; talk after
the Transfiguration (Mt 179

' 1
*, Mk 99"13) ; a second

foretelling of His Death and Resurrection (Mfe
IT-- 23

, Mk 930
-32

, Lk 943-45); discourses at the
Mission and Ketura of the Seventy (Lk 1Q1 '24

);

teaching as to Prayer, with parable of the Friend
at Midnight (Lk II1"8

); parable of the Unjust
Steward (Lk 161' 13

); teaching as to Offences, Faith,
Service (Lk 17 1 '10

); third pi ediction of His Death
and Resurrection (Mt 2017-iy

,
Mk 103--"4, Lk IS31

'34
) ;

talk about Faith suggested by the Withered Fig-
tree (Mt 2120

-22
, Mk II 20-28

); talk following the

Washing of the Disciples' Feet (Jn IS 1 -'-10
) ; institu-

tion of the Lord's Supper (Mt 26s6-29, Mk 1422
-25

,

Lk 2219- 20
) falter the resurrection, talk with the

Two Disciples on the way to Emmaus (Lk 2437~27
} ;

with the Apostles, Thomas absent (Lk 24s6-49
, Jn

2019-25) ; talk with some of the Apostles at the Sea
of Galilee (Jn 214

-23
} ; the Great Commission (Mt

2816'39
).

-

(#) Extended discourses. Probably some of
those mentioned in the preceding group M ere longer
in

reality^
than in report. But of the longer dis-

courses with the chosen few we have the following :

the Mission and Instruction of the Twelve (Mt
1C1 '42

, Mk 6, Lk 91'6
) ; on Humility, Offences,

Forgiveness (Mt IS1-*5
,
Mk 933

'50
, Lk"9*-*) ; dis-

course on the Mount of Olives on His Second
Coming and the Final Judgment (Mt 24. 25, Mk 13,
Lk 217"*6

) ; the Farewell Discourse and Praye*" (Jn
14-17)

3. Public addresses. Of these we may again in
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a general way distinguish three groups, according
to the extent either of the actual discourse or of
the form in which we have it. (1) Discourses
mentioned with some general description or re-

mark, but with little or no detail of contents.
Here we have : the beginning of His ministry (Mt
4i7

, Mk I 14- 15
, Lk 414- 15

) ; the sermon at Nazareth
(Lk4ls" 8

}; the first minium: toni in Galilee (Mt
42s - 24

, Mk I39, Lk4**)'; at ( ap, rrmnin (Mk 21- 2- 13
,

Lk 517
) ; the second preaching tour in Galilee (Lk

81 '3
) ; at Nazareth again (Mt IS54

'58
, Mk 61'6

) ;
the

third iM(M<Vm:: toin in Galilee (Mt Q35
-38

, Mk 66
) ;

a tour silonc after ^MKiinir out the Twelve (Mt II 1
} ;

teaching an-1 ^"J-VYI-^ (Lk 1310 22
, cf. Mt 19 1

,

Mk 101
); .<,. ..'i;r rj Uu Temple (Mk H 17f

-, Lk
1947 4S 2137- 38

).

(2) Short occasional discourses. Of these there
are a great number and variety, spoken sometimes
to great multitudes, sometimes to groups, but
]inl1iLl\ on Blasphemy (Mt 1222

-37
, Mk 319"*

) ; on
*ipn- , Aft 1-2

38"*5
} ; latter part of discourse on Eat-

ing with Unwashen Hands, and Traditions (Mt
151"20

, Mk 71"23
) ; on Signs again (Mt 16 1 '4

, Mk
11.

i2j
. on Demons and Signs again {Lk II 14"36

) ; on

Confession, Worldliness, Watchfulness (Lk 12) ;

on Repentance, with parable of the Barren Fig-
tree (Lk 131'9

} ; on the C-
"" QT !'

"

(Jn 101 " 18
} ;

on His Messiaht-hip and !,'!,.; i the Father
(Jn KF'38

} ; Sabbath Healing, parables of Mustard
Seed and Leaven (Lk 1310'23

) ; on the Salvation of
the Elect (Lk IS23

'30
) ; Lament over Jerusalem (Lk

1384* 35
); on Counting the Cost of rWlouinjr Tlim

(Lk 1425
"35

) ; reproof of the Pharisee*-, uirli pjunlde
of the Rich Man and Lazarus (Lk 1614'31

} ; on the

r.iir-r:^ o'" tl'e Kingdom (Lk 1720
"37

); on Prayer,
iuJi i nrnliV^ of the Importunate Widow, and of
the Pharisee and Publican (Lk IS1'14

) ; the col-

loquies with His critics in the Temple, on His
Authority, on the Tribute to Caesar, on the Resur-
rection, on the Great Commandment, on the Son
of David (Mt 2P3-2246

,
Mk ll^-lS37

, Lk 20);
remarks on Belief and Unbelief

(
Jn 1244

-50
).

(3) Extended discourses. Only a few of the great
discourses of our Lord are irpoitoil /** c r' iiso : the
Sermon on the Mount (Mtf>-7, Lk G 7"1

'

; in a sense

public, though addressed primarily to the disciples, ;

discourse at the feast in Jerusalem on His Rela-
tions with the Father (Jn 519'47

) ; on John the
Baptist and suggested 1opU*> .'Mi II7

-30
, Lk T24

-35
) ;

the fir-t great group Ou parables, the Sower, etc.

(Mt 13'-
M

, Mk 4"*, Lk 84
-18

) ; discourse in the
synagogue at Capernaum on the Bread of Life (Jn
6-2-65)

.

colloquy in the Temple on His Mission (Jn
7. 8) ; second great group of parables, the Lost
Sheep, etc. (Lk IS1-!?10

) ; last public discourse,
Denunciation of the Pharisees (Mt 231"39

, Mk 1238
-40

,

ii. SOME CHARACTERISTICS, A survey of the
discourses of Jesus presents in a general way some
of their characteristics, which may be summarily
outlined as follows :

1. Their great variety. (1) Of occasion. (2) Of
contents. (3) Of form.

2. Their wonderful charm. <1) Of personality
even in the report: how much more in His

presence ! (2} Of -v mpatlix (3) Of manner.
3. Their t\ u t i Kn i i y. ( I

)'
C 'onsciousness of God.

(2) Self-assertion.

4. Their power. (!) 'Magnetism' personality,
demeanour, tone. (2) Thought then and ever-
more.
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on Jesus of Nazareth ; Clark, Harmony of me Gospels- Weiss.
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Open Face ; Nicoll, Life of Chnst ; Stalker, Imago Chnsti.
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DISEASE.

i. Current preconceptions prevalent in time of Chnst.
u. References to sickness and disease m the Gospels.

1 JD, ,. .-.- *< -i "->' u n'l- \sical defect or incapacity.
2 1 t, l i .L 1(1 .1 '<Cl '!.-<_.-< a

3. Cutaneous affections

4 Dropsy
5. Nervoub diseases

6. Nervous and psychical disorders.

Literature

i. CURRENT PRECONCEPTIONS IN TIME OF
CHRIST. T\\o ideas iexpecting disease had a

powerful influence on * .M
1

1 :u i- current m our
Lord's day: (1) The behet that all sickness and

physical disease and pain \v ere penalties imposed
as the result of sin ; (2) the idea that demonic

agency was concerned with all human suffering.
These kindred and allied ideas have been common
among ancient peoples, and weie strongly de-

veloped among the Babylonians, Persians, and
Greeks.

Sayce, in his Hibbert Lectures (310, 334-5), gives evidence of

the ancient Akkadian belief that disease and sickness were

.
i st .

" .,,!< *
t*

'\ ""
I 'i

expelled the \ictim had no chance of recovery Exorcism was
effected by the intermediary between man-
kind and tt using- magic spells consisting of

the names r. c
ijri .%JV the pciaonoLti of

the god, who was compelled 1-; i! .s ,,-r o* tlu 11^11.0 TO ii'uul

to the exorcist.

Among the Sen:!!- - .i
1 \ m\?!t 'lou- natuial ob-

ject or oceurre-i' o ; i-p.ii
11

!^ -ini'^-lv to the im-

agination or \( !"_ -M.'.uni- (f awe and
leverence was readily taken as a manifestation
either of Divine or ot demonic life ("W. R. Smith,
US 1 19 if. ). The demons, if ofiended, avenged them-
selves by sending various forms of disease. Indi-

cations are found in the Gospels that such ideas
were not extinct in the time of Christ. The old
Semitic strain of conception was modified and
quickened by contact with r.iilAloiiijm. Persian,
and Grecian peoples, and i'i('\}ull \\nli consider-
able force in the later Judaism. The NT reflects

the ideas of a time when the older conceptions
were breaking up, but had not yet disappeaied.
Our Lord gives no sanction to any *mi, uioujjn,

of disease, and when the disciples beiiayed uheir
mode of thought (Jn 92

) He took occasion to com-
bat the ancient superstition. Although He did

frequently mark sin as the cause of much physical
weakness and disease (see art. IMPOTENCE), yet
He denies that all sickness was penal in character.
Other ends were in the Divine purview besides the

punishment of personal sin (Jn 9**). In St. Luke's

Gospel high fever seems to be attributed by impli-
cation to an evil agency, and Jesus is said to have
rebuked (cVer^o-e^) the fever (Lk 4s8*

") ; but

probably this must be explained as a reflexion of
the current preconceptions. In Lk 1316 no refer-

ence is necessarily made to sin having given power
to Satan to afflict the woman. Demons were

associated with disordered conditions of human
life, as disease and infirmity : with dumbness (Mk
917

, Lk 9s9), with deafness and dumbness (Mk 9s5
),

with blindness and dumbness (Mt 1222
), and with

epilepsy (Alk 1s6 920
,
Lk 9s9). These physical de-

fects aie not necessarily manifestations of demonic
influence, but are regarded as in close alliance
with them. In St. Luke's Gospel, also, it is note-

worthy that a distinction is recorded as made by
Jesus between the ex'orcism of demons and ordin-

'

ary cures (e/c/3dXXar Saiftdvia ical tareis aworcXQ, Lk
1*P).* See, further, art DEMON.
* Hobart (Medical Language of St. Luke) and other writers

claim to trace m the writings of the Third Evangelist the
influence of a medical training But the argument may be
easily pressed heyond the truth. St. Luke's style and vocabulary
have rnan> affinities with classical Greek, and mam of the
medical, expressions he uses occur in the L2LX, and may have
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ii. REFERENCES IN THE GOSPELS TO SICKNESS
AND DISEASE.

The terms employed by the Evangelists to denote "bodily
ailments are

(1) i<r0v, literally want of strength (<* priv. and erQivoi),,

primarily denoting \\eaknes, and usually 'infirmity' or *
in-

firmities'; in Ac 289 tr
'

diseases
'

(t%ovrts M&tis) t in Mt817

tr
'

infirmities,' and a&sociated with vcr-o?, in Jn 11* AV and
RV '

sickness
'

, elsewhere [Lk S" 8^ 13*1 12
> Jn 5]

'

infirmity
'

;

associated -with voa-os in Lk 4*0

(2) iMt.hu.Kia. (jjux.'ka.ffffea,
'

soften ') denotes

(a) softness or eF* i : -
<

- - C - r
i \ -\ >

"

and chrome *!- -
,

The word is \
-

" -'-'
,

.% .
- -

ated with voe-o*. The first named passage is one in

which the various ailments that our Lord healed are
enumerated and apparently discriminated (of. AV and
BV).

(3) v

dicate ,

Mt 423 -*-' : ,
\ -c 1 315, Lk 4*0 61'* 72i 91. In the Markan

and Lukan (ex<x Lk 4*0) passages the diseased are distinguished
from the demonized.

(4) vQffyifA y a disease or sickness, Jn 5-* (onlj ),

(5) rels zoc,xf t%ovrf is a frequent expression for those that
were sick, and in Mk 13* we have the fuller expression

t%6v<Tx. TOtiuXaus veerots.

Of the presence of specific diseases much fuller

indications are more or IP-- rl: 'ir.< i\ j:"\en in the
OT than in the NT. [

i
i^,, : <- o r is'i *o may be

understood as included in the miscellaneous cases
of sickness and disease which our Lord repeatedly
dealt with. Among them are various form^ of

skin disease, which were and are very common in
the East ; also of fever and allied disorders, ex-
tend in<; to plfijruo and pestilence ; diseases of the

dijr^Live^orjran*-; infantile and senile diseases;
ailed ion or the "brain or other parts of the
nervous system ; and disordered conditions of the

psychical side of human nature. All of these are
referred to in the OT with some amount of definite-

ness as to ^vrnptorn^.
The (INoa-ox mentioned in the Gospels, and dealt

with in direct and Divine fashion by Jesus (see art.

firm -0 include eases of physical defect; fevers

and kindicd diseases; skin diseases, notably that
of leprosy ; a solitary case of dropsy ; ailments
and infirmities that were nervous

^
in character;

and others which were a combination of nervous
and psychical disorder. These various afflictions

are not always to be certainly identified with par-
ticular forms of disease \\ith which modern medical
science is familiar. The description of the cases

is, for the most part, far removed from being
scientific, but yet enables us to broadly distin-

guish them from one another and to classify them
with fair exactitude.

1. Diseases resulting in physical defect, OP in-

capacity. (1) Defect in the organs^ of speech. The
case of the dumb man recorded in Mt^ 9s2*83 was
associated with features of mental disturbance

leading the people to attribute the dumbness
to demonic possession, *When the demon was
cast out, the dumb spake,* as though no physical
defect existed apart from the psychical .disturb-

ance. Interesting eases are known in which
mental derangement has been manifested in an
inhibition of one of the senses. Ray (Factors of
an Unsound Mind] gives an instance in which the

patient was unable to see the Column in the Place

Vend6me in Paris, and believed it to have been
removed. A similar inhibition, resulting ffom

psychical rather than physical causes, might be

applied to the organs of speech.
(2) Defect in the organs of sense. Among defects

notably common in the East is that of blindness

(<ee art. SIGHI^ B). Deafness is usually aceom-

conie to the Evangelist from that source The \aried terms

applied to the lunatac (or epileptic) and the demonized which

give a plausibility to the suggestion that the Evangelist dis-

tinguished between these ailments, are found not in Luke, but in

Matthew (see art. LUNATIC).

panied by dumbness, being indeed often the mam
cause of it the term deaf-mute thus accurately
deaciibing the limitation. See DEAF AXD DUMB

(3) Defects in the organs both of sense and speech.
In Mt 1222 blindness and dumbne&s are combined,

together with mental distuibance. In this ca&e
the restoration is not spoken of as a casting out of
the demon, but ab a healing (eftepaireve'ev), indicat-

ing that there Avas serious physical defect to be
remedied. Mt 17 34-20=Mk 917 - =Lk 9s7-43 records
a ca&e in which both deafness and dumbness were
found along with epilepsy and periodical mental
derangement. Mt. and Lk. do not give the
features of deafness and dumbness, but confine
themselves to the mental features, which they do
not describe fr-o fn11\ as Mark. Mk 732"37 is a
podil'urly mcoK^Lir.g instance of deafness com-
bined \\jili incapacity of speech. The description
is Kwpbv Kal fj,oyi\d\Qv. The deafness might give
rise to the stammering, and the fact that total

dumbnesp had not resulted rather points to a com-

paratively early stage of the affliction. The signs

employed by Je&ub in the healing are exactly

adapted to reach the intelligence of such a defect-

bound soul (see art. CUKES).
2. Fever and allied diseases. Various diseases

of a kindred nature to fever were common in

the East and from the earliest times,^
and were

pi<>l>a.Wy not very rigorously di-UnguKHeil fiom
c;uli otfio "i '. ";

' and a \\astiii*: di-eiiM 1 ir

sembling M -I "j M. ., fever. '1 lie NT speak** of

Trvperbs,
*

fever,' in Lk 4s8 and Jn 452
. The term

in Mt 814 and Mk I30 is irvpta-<rov<ra ; while in Lk 4s8

the illness of Peter's wife's mother is spoken of

(possibly with a reference to the division made
by the Greeks into greater and lesser fevers) as

one in which the patient was <rwexof*^V7<l irvperq}

/ju-yaXtp, indicating a continued and probably malig-
nant fever, rather than an inteimittent feverish

attack such as characterizes ague. The super-
normal feature of the healing consisted in the

immediacy of the recovery without the regular
debility following the disease. The ailment de-

scribed in the Gospel* YA* probably a form of

malarial fever which pre\;ulKt in the valleys of

Palestine and round the Sea of Galilee

3. Skin diseases* The OT bears witness to
the prevalence in Palestine of many forms of

cutaneous disease, and the writings of travellers

and eye-witnesses testify to the fact that these

jue still foai fully common, being peihaps the most
charnttcii"itii' malady of the East. These varieties

of skin disease are not referred to in the NT, the

only one in evidence there being that most dreaded
affection of the skin, which was also in the worse
forms a serious constitutional malady affecting the
whole organism, which bears the name leprosy
(wh. see).

4. A solitary case of dropsy is recorded in Lk
14s, described as bSpuinKbs. No account is given of

the trouble, the controversy with the Pharisees

regarding the right use of the Sabbath being the

main interest. No indication is given as to the
seat of the disease which caused the dropsy,
whether kidneys, heart, or liver.

5. Diseases of the nervous system. Out
of 22 cases of healing wrought by Jesus upon
individuals, 8, and most piobably 10, are

Jx>
be

classed among nervous disorders, either with or

without the complication of psychical disturb-

ance. The geneial exorcism^ which mark our
Lord's career are of the same order, and among
the general healings of sickness and infirmity
which are recorded some may reasonably be

supposed to be of the same character, and possibly
many of them wer< f.^oh M- MI M.^ or hysterical

,

afflictions. Disease ' n> IP < < 1 1 1"- or of the nerve
i may also account for some of the cases of blindness.
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The attempt, however, to show (1) that our Lord's

healings may be ail reduced to cases of hysteria
and of temporary nervous disorder, such as readily
yield to treatment by known therapeutic remedies,
and (2) that these aie the "best attested of the

miracles, signally fails (see art. MIRACLES) ; and

yet it may be freely recognized that many of the
ailments cured by Jesus belonged to the nervous

category. It still remains, that tho^e who desire

to minimize to the fullest extent the super-normal
powers of Jesu.s are not helped by these facts, for

in order to deal effectively with these troubles He
must not only have removed the disturbing cause
in the psychical nature, but also brought a Divine

power to bear on the whole nervous system, dis-

persing in some eases organic defect and disease.

Under this head are included

(1) Paralysis or Palsy (see art. PARALYSIS).
(2) Epilepsy. The cases in the NT of this dis~

tre&sing nervous ,

1
: V < re complicated with

forms of mental i - M" ;>." < (see art. LUNATIC).
But it may be supposed that among those who
were regarded as possessed and whose restoration

was included under the general exorcisms, some
were cases of simple epilepsy (wh. see)

(3) Probably the two cases of general impotence
must be included heie mentioned in Jn 5a 9 and
Lk 1311 '17

(see art. IMPOTENCE).
(4) In all likelihood al&o the man with the

withered hand was one nervously afflicted. The
case is recorded in Mt 129

-13
, Mk 3H Lk 66-11

. The
incapacity and wasting might be due to [a] infantile

paralysis, the disease arresting the development
and growth of tissue, leaving the limb shrunk and
withered ; or (b) it may have been congenital ; or

(c) it might be due to some diiect injury to the
main nerve of the limb, preventing its proper
nutrition.

Among the halt and withered of Jn 5*
J

probably
there were cases of chronic rheumatism, joint
diseases, and other wasting ailments, in many
instances complicated with nervous exhaustion
and weakness, if not with positive disease.

6. Nersrous and psychical diseases, Cases
of lunacy, of epilepsy combined with insanity
and perhaps those allied with idiocy, and others

generally described as instances of demonic posses-
sion are given in the Gospels, and are to be recog-
nized as having a twofold causation, on the one
side physical, on the other psychical; and the
problem as to which of i he-e i- primnrv in any
particular case is not to bo light!y d ttcm 1 1 ned. In
this connexion arises the outstanding question as
to the possibility of a genuine spiritual possession
(see art. LUNATIC), a matter which may well
remain with us for some time yet as a challenge
both to medical and to theological investigation.
The science of anthropology may throw much
light upon it, and possibly in the course of further

inquiry some of the conclusions of that science may
be found in need of serious modification.

LTTERATTB.E For facts relating to the nature and spread of
disease in Oriental lands, and especially in Sjna, consult Hirsch,
Handbook of Historical Pathology (Syderiham Soc Tr ) ,

Macgowan in Jewish Intelligence and Journal of Missionary
Labours, 1846; Thomson, Land and Book, pp 14(>->141

), 356,
and, for leprosy, ch 43; also consult greneralh

'
Krankheiteri '

in Herzog's PJRE*\ Jahn, ArcJiceologw Bibhca, pfc. i ch. xn
J. Risdon Bennett, Diseases of Bible ; Hobart Medttal Lat\r-

ffuage of St. Luke; Mason Good, Study of Xfdtanp
, art by

Macalisteron Medicine 'in Hastings' DB. For Talmudic con-
ception of disease and medical treatment in vogue, see
Wunderbar, Bibhsch-Talmudische Median.

T. H. WRIGHT.
DISH.1. The only place in the NT (EV) where

this word is found is in the record of the betrayal
of Jesus given by two of the Synoptists (Mt S623

Mkl4).
The form of the Greek ,

Mk 1420], but in Mt 2623
, Vidg catinwn
", for which see

belo\\) is that of a diminutive, although there is no example of

a cognate or simpler form (see Liddell and Scott, s v.) With it

\ve may compare the diminutive ^cajL/uay (Jn 132bft ) m the latest

Apostolic account of the same period of Jesus' life The use of

this word, as *

~ '

'
' ' ' '

same context, ,..-
doubt a close i

l '

indeed, a rela i- < ,
u

Synopsis or ti ,
' -

common dependence upon the same or kindred sources, oral or

written (cf the 'anonymous fragment' /*y,rt sya slpi, pppu ,

Mt 26-5).

A comparative study of the four records which
tell of Jesus' reference to His impending betrayal

brings to light some not unimportant minor differ-

ences, and at the same time reveals the ayieomcnt
of all the writers in the belief that He knew of

the intentions of Judas, and warned the latter

against the dark deed To the Markan account
which makes Jesus answer the anxious question of

His disciples (^n eyd ;) by the vague statement,

'(it is) one of the twelve who is (now) dipping with
me in the dish,' which is equivalent to the previous
6 foffluv per e/toO (v.

18
; on this, hoAvever, cf. Gould's

St. Mark, ad loc.), St. Matthew not only adds a
more distinct note 1 \ <

k
. ^oy

5*1? the aorist
,(faftdfas)

instead of the pr->-< -i, M,. < (e^aTrrd^evos), by
which he evidently intended to convey the idea of

time, but he also informs us that Jesus gave a
direct affirmative reply (0$ etTras) to Judas' ques-
tion. On the other hand, St. Luke agrees with St.

Mark m leaving out all reference to an indication
of the traitor beyond the statement that one of

those present at the meal (lid TTJ* rpcLir^Wt Lk 2221
)

was guilty, while the author of the Fourth Gospel
agrees with St. Matthew in making Jesus, by a

Sign (KGIVQ$ ecrnv $ ycb f3dif/u> rb Tj/u/j,iov Kal 5<*><ro>

afcy, Jn 1325), point him out to hi ".",,-,""
*

One thjng seems to emerge il>, '!\ i-.-
1

fourfold account, there was but pneV/H^SXioj/ on
the table, and each one dipped his bread into it

as he ate (see 0. Holtzmann's Leben Jem, Eng.
tr. p. 458). This dish contained a sour-sweet
sauce (flonrj), which was composed of f a cake of
fruit beaten up and mingled with vinegar

3

(see
Lifi/c ItibL art.

*

Passover, 17n ; cf., however,
15. \VoiW The Life of Christ, iii. p. 279). Into the
sauce pieces of unleavened bread and bitter herbs
A\ ere dipped and handed round by the chief person
of the assembled party, which was evidently pre-
liminary to the general partaking of the dish (cf.

fLGT e/tou, Mt 26^ = Mk 1420 ). It seems that this
was a custom of late introduction into the Passover
rite, and that it was intended to enrich the mean-

ing of the feast by a symbolic reference to the

brick-making period of Israel's Egyptian bondage
(see art.

l Passover
5

in Hastings' DB iii. p, 691b
).

^
Most scholars have sought to establish the rela-

tive positions of
_
Jesus and Judas at this Passover

feast from the incidents referred to by all four

Evangelists (cf. Edersheim's Life and Times of
^tlo

qf Christ, ii. 284 ff. etc.). The variety
sions arrived at shows how impossible it is to settle
a question of the kind. If, indeed, opposite each
tnchmum at the table there had been a Tpi^Xiov,
then the answer of Jo-ns to Hi^ MM iple-' questions
would show cleaiJy ih.'ii Jiulus ret lined immedi-
ately on^ His left. This, however, as we have
already intimated, is not probable ; and the only
data by which an approximately correct impression
may be received lie m the words spoken by Jesus
to Judas himself, and recorded partly "by St
Matthew and partly by St John (cf. Mt 2B23 and
Jn

^IS
27
^)- It seems more than probable that the

traitor reclined somewhere in close proximity to

Jesns, that their hands met as both dipped together
into the dish (cf, the use of the Middle voice by St.
Mark ; see Bengel's Gnomon of NT on Mk U20^
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and that m this way Jesus was able to convey
privately to Judas the fact that He knew of the
latter's intention.

2. A very good example of the way in which
the didactic sayings of Jesus were caught up and
handed down "by His difTeient hearers is aftoided

by the Matthsean and Lukan versions of the woids
by which He denounced the legal quibbling and
Phausaic hypociisy of His clay (Mt 23ld-, Lk'lP7ff

-).

Theie ib just sufficient identity both in language
and sense to guarantee the genuineness of the

teaching. At the same time there is a marked
variety m details as to locality, woiding, and even
as to the particular objective of Jesus' remarks,

According to St. Luke, Jesus denounces the

Pharisees, while a guest in the house of one of
their number, for their punctiliousness in keeping
the outside of theii vessels clean, their own heaits
all the t"

1

.

n
M '"j

p
ull of uncleanness. The con-

trast is
'

. 1
, outside of their utensils (TO

%w8ev . . . rov irivaKos) and their own inner lives
01 characters (TO 3 'tewQev fyt&p, Lk II39

). Here
we may notice that the word translated *

platter
'

is the word used to denote the flat dish (EV
f

charger *) on which (e-irl irivaKi) the Baptist's head
was sent to Herodias (Mt 14s- ll = Mk 625 28

). On
the other hand, St. Matthew makes Jesus utter
this discourse to 'the multitudes and to his

disciples
'
in the Temple (Mt 231

, cf. 241
). The

denunciation is mpie sustained and rhetorical, as
becomes the situation. "When the writer conies to
the contrast spoken of above, he makes Jesus
institute one between the outside of the dibh and
its contents, looked on ab the outcome of rapacity
and gluttony (e apTrayrjs Kal a/cpadas). This is

again moie suitable to the word he employs, which
is the only place in the !NT where it is found (rb

g&Qw . . . TIJS irapo^iSos stands opposite to fauBev
= r6 evrbs . . . -rijs irapo^iSos, see Mt SS35* ; cf.,

however, WH's text m Mt 2325
).

The word iretpofyif was originally, in Attic Greek, used of
entree}, or dainties (see Liddell and Scott, s #.). It afterwards
came to be applied to the pu p-oo^'ii-e^ ('c. ',id' > ii-if >ii. i

o 'I',.' \ 4 , >-.'-< "ir AN,-.'IP. /';,/, r Hi S i\ >'* r, *1

<i -> :, \rii(
1

'. li i\ !u re STU '1 ai.'l, Li^ \, .. 'JUuV- 1 a ' 'i

for dishes generally used at table.

In both these cases of variation it is possible to

see the hand of the editor caiefully compiling and
airanging his materials beiore then publication in

permanent form. J. K. WILLIS.

DISPERSION (3wunro/>d). The word (KV of Jn
7
35 Ja I

1
, 1 P I

1
) is a collective term denoting

either the Jews resident outside their native

country, or the lands in which they lived.

1. The Pharisees and chief priests sent officers to

arrest our Loid, and He told them that in a little

while He would go where they could not find Him
or be able to come to Him. The Jeu s who were

present asked where He could possibly go that

they could not find Him. Would He go to the
* '*

dispersion among the Greeks '

(eh TTJV

r&v 'EXX-j^w^)
* and teach the Greeks? i.e. \\ould

He make the dispersed Jews a starting-point for

teaching the Greeks? Nan OT* -minded Jews, clis-

tmct. floin 'the people* (6 fyXos) of vv. 31 - 40
, they

would IIOTJ dieaiu of defiling themselves by going
out and mixing ^i Hi Gentiles* and they sarcastic-

ally suggested that thai} was the only \\ ay in \\ Inch
Jesus could escape them.

2. It is unnecossaiy in this article to deal fully
with the history and" fortunes of tlio Pi-pn^ion :

but a veiy buef sketch may be u-oful In ilio

time of Christ the Jews of the Dispersion were to

be found in six main colonies: Bal>\ Ionia, Egypt,
Syria, Asia Minor, Greece, and Borne

(a) Babylonia. The Jews in the far East were
* For the genitive, ct 1 P I1.

VOL* I. 30

the descendants of tho^e \\ho remained when small
bodies retained umlei Zeiubbabel and Ezia. And
their number \\eie alteiwaids increased by a
tianspoitation of Jews to Babylonia and Hyrcama
under Aitaxerxes in Ochus (358 -338) Many
have thought that 1 P 51J iefeij to a community
of Christians among the Je\\^ in Babylon; but
this is impiobable (>ee Hoit, 1 P<tei\ }>p" of., 167-

170). Fioni Babylon, JeA\smo\ul in many diuc-
tiona to Elam (cf Ib ll 11

), Pei>id, Media, Aimenia,
and Cappadocia. The Babylonian JeAVh \\ere the

only portion of the Diaspoia \\ Inch maintained its

Judaism more or less untouched by the Helleni&m
which peimeated the AVetst Their icmoteness,
howevei, did not pievent the loyal payment of the
annual Temple-tax, which vats collected at Ke-
hardea and Kisibis and sent to Jerusalem (see

below).
(b) Egypt. Jews had migrated to Egypt as early

as 586, when Johanan son of Kareah conducted a
small body of them, including Jeremiah, to Tah-

panhes (Jer 42. 43) Jews also settled (Jer 441
) in

Migdol, Noph (Memphis), and Pathros (Upper
Egypt). The gieat majonty of the colonists in

Alexandria must have settled there early in the

period of the Ptolemies, in which case they may
have been among the eailiest inhabitants of Alex-
ander's new city ; and they undoubtedly received

special privileges (Jos. c. Apion* ii. 4 ; BJ II.

xvni. 7.). The kindness which they received in

Palestine from Ptolemy I. Soter induced numbers
of them to migrate to Egypt dining his reign.
And many more may have been tian&ported as

prisoners of war during the subsequent struggles
between the Ptolemies and the Seleucids, Philo

(in Flacc., ed. Mangey, ii 523) less than ten years
after our Lord's death &ays that two entire quarters
of Alexandria were known as * the Jewish/ and
many more Jews were sprinkled over the rest of
the city. Another congiegation of Jews was
foimed at Leontopolis in the nome of Heliopolis
on the Eastern border of the Nile delta. The
high priest Onias, son of Simon the Just, was
granted permission by Ptolemy VI. Philometor to
settle theiewhen he fled with some adherents in

173 or 170 from his enemies Anliochus IV. Epi-
phanes and the sons of Tobias. He built a fort-

ress, and ^within it a temple where the worship of
Jehovah was carried on. This continued till A.D.

73, when the temple was destroyed by order of

Vespasian (Jos. Ant. XIII. iii. 2, XIV. viii. 1 ; BJ
I. ix. 4, vn. x. 2-4)

(c) Syria. The Egyptian Diaspora had been
formed largely owing to the incieii-ccl facilities

for travel and intercourse le&ultmg from Alex-
ander's conquests. And the same causes operated
in Syria. Damascus had received Israelite colon-

ists in very early times (1 K 2034
). In Nero's reign

there were, according to Joseplms (BJll. xx. 2), no
fewer than 10,000 Jews in the city. Antiochus IV.

Epiphanes c<^nceded to the Jews the right of

free settlement in Antioch ; and, owing to the suc-

cesses and pi i'-tige of the Maccabees in Palestine,
the neighbouiing provinces of Syiia received a

larger admixture of Jews than any other country
(BJ vn. iii. 3).

(d) Asia Minor.* Through Syria Jews passed to

Asia Minor and the neiglibouiing islands, Cyprus,
Crete, etc., where from B.C. 1^,0 und oawards they
flourished under Roman protection. See Hort,
t Peter, Add. note, pp 157-184, and Ac 13-20.

(e) Greece, It, is i elated in 1 Mac 1221 that the

Spartans sent a letter to the high piiest Onias

saying
*
it hath been found in writing concerning

* It is convenient to use the term, although its first known
occurrence is m Orosms (Hut. i 2. 20), v D 417. He speaks as

though it \\ere his own coinage. 'Asia regio vel, ut propria
dicain, Aaia -minor.*
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the Spartans and the Jews that they are "brethren,

and that they are of the stock of Abraham '

This,

though legendary, implies that theie was at least

an acquaintance between members of the two
race^ Jewish inscriptions, moreover, have been
found in Greece ; and there were firmly established

Jewish communities in The&balonica, Beicea, and
Corinth when St. Paul visited them (Ac 17. IS).

(/) Rome. The first contact of the Jews with

Home was in the time of the Maccabees ; embas-
sies weie sent by Judas and Jonathan, and a formal

alliance was concluded by Simon in B c 140 (1 Mac
14-4 1315'2

*). A few Jews probably reached Borne
as traders ; but the first large settlement dates

from the capture of Jerusalem by Pompey, B.C 63

Julius and Augustus admitted them to a legal

standing throughout the Empire (see the series

of enactments in Jos. Ant. XIV. vm. 5, x. 1-8} ;

the latter allowed them to form a colony on the

further side of the Tiber ; but they soon gained a

footing within the city, and had ^vnagogue* of

their own. Tiberius in AD. 19 banished 401'O^to
Sardinia. In the early days of Claudius the Jewish
cause was upheld at court by the two Agi ippa^ :

but befoie 52 Claudius had commanded all Jews
to depart from Rome '(Ac IS2) i

'- Chresto

assidue tumultuantes
3

(Suet. Ulavia. 2o). Under
Nero the Jews in Rome once more gained ground.

3. The Jews dispersed in these various settle-

ments did not entirely cut themselves off from
their national centie, Jerusalem. Even the Jews
at Leontoi>oh*-, though their worship was strictly

speaking =.iln-niatl<a1 s
did not allow their religi-

ous - p"j.
' --to quench their .,'"o ,

""

f-

"*

.,_

They embraced Caesar's cause in Egypt, contrary
to their first impulse, because of the injunctions of

Hyrcanus the high priest at Jerusalem, and Anti-

pater the Jewish general (Jos. Ant. XI7. viii. 1 ;

JBJl.ix.4}.
There were two important links which bound

the Diaspora in all parts of the world to their

mother city.

(a] The annual payment of the Temple-tax (the
half-shekel or didrachm), and of other ouerinrs
One of iho

]iri\iYir<*
which they enjoyed under

the T)m'i<j< hi J^K! pfttiittiuc 1 - under the Romans
was that of coining their own money for sacred

purposes. [It was this sacred coinage that foreign
Jew* ^cio oMi^i d 10 ^<

i t from the money-changers
in ev.diH-ijrc icr IP* ordinary civil money, when
they (;i'K k ro icMv-iilcin for the festivals, Mt 21 13

,

Mk" II 35
, Jn 214f

. And it was this variety of coin-

age that enabled our Lord to give His absolutely
simple but unanswerable decision on what the Jews
thought was a dilemma ; deep spiritual meaning,
no doubt, underlay His words, but their suifacc

meaning was sufficient to silence His opponents :

'Render to Caesar the civil coin on which his

image is stamped, and render to God the sacred
coin which belongs to Him and His Temple wor-

ship/ Mt 22 f Mk 12, Lk 20s8
]. The sacred

money was collected at different centres (cf. Mt
17s4 ol rd SlSpaxjua Aa/^cEytwres) and carried under
safe escort to Jerusalem (Philo, de Monarch, ii 3).

Josephus relates (Ant. xyi vi.) that the Jews in
Asia and Cyrene were ill-treated, and that the
Greeks took from them their sacred money ; but
that decrees were issued by Augustus, Agrippa,
and two proconsuls to the effect that the sacred

money of the Jews was to be untouched, and that
they were to be given, lull liberty to send it to
Jerusalem. The Babylonian. Jews made use of the
two stiong cities ISfchardea and Kisibis to store
their sacred money till the time came to send it to
Palestine. ( The "Jews, depending on the natural
strength of these places, deposited in them the
half-shekel which everyone, by the custom of our
country, offers to God, and as many other dedi-

catory offerings (&va9jfMTa) as there were ; for

they made use of these cities as a treasuiy, whence
ab the proper time they were transmitted to Jeru-

salem' (Ant. XVIII ix 1) Such priestly dues as

consisted of sacrificial flesh, which could not be

sent to Jerusalem, were paid to any priest if there

happened to be one at hand (Challa, iv 7-9, 11 ;

Yadaim, iv. 3 ; Chiilhn, x 1 ; Terumoth, 11 4)

(6) T -M /-'.-" '" ^e to Jerusalem "by im-

mense r,i" ' - <' ''
;-'

Jews at the thiee annual

festivals Passover, Pentecost, and Tabeinacles.

Josephus says that Cestius Gallus had a census

m,:uo u;,* Iiu the Pa&bover, and the prie&ts reckoned

j;. j iil"ople (BJ'VI ix. 3), in round numbers
three* millions (id. II. xiv. 3)

In reading the Acts it is evident that, had there

been no foreign dispersion of the Jews, the rapid

piogress of f"i -,'i \\ could not have been what
it was A . o ,-" of Pentecost there weie

gathered Jews from the four quarters of the Dia-

sporathe far and near East, Europe, and Africa ;

and soon afterwards Jews leceived Apostolic

teaching at many centres, and when converted

helped to spread it throughout the known world.

But it is important to remember that befoie that
time One greater than th V 3am e, more
than once, into immediate , the masses
of i -"

1

.'

*
i .- * ho visited Jerusalem for the festivals.

As"; s <> < -,welve He first met them (Lk 242
), and

He i "'; ,'v attended many festivals^
in the IS

years which intervened before His ministiy (see
v 41

) At a Passover He displayed to them His
Divine indignation at the desecration of God's

sanctuary (Jn 213'17
), and many believed on Him

when they saw His miracles (v
-3

). It would seem
as though the longing seized Him to bung all these

thousand- <-
f

f"i '.i-i
1 - to His allegiance at one

stroke, i\ o,,," "j them His true nature. If

we may "say it leveiently it must have been a

temptation to Him to send them back over many
countries to tell all men that God had become
man. But His own Divine intuition restrained

Him (vv
24f

-). Immediately before another Passover
He saw the crowds moving along the road on their

way to Jerusalem ; and they came to Him, and
He fed them (Jn 64

'13
) Here, again, the tempta-

tion offered itself in their wish to make Him king ;

but He resisted it, and was able to persuade them
to leave Him (6

14f
-). At a feast of Pentecost (so

We&tcott) He suddenly appeared m^ their midst
at Jeiusalem, and many believed Him to be the
Messiah when they heard His preaching (Jn 72*

ID-SI.
4<)m Yet again at a Passover the crowds of

pilgrims gave Him. another opportunity of be-

coming king (Mt 211-9
,
Mk II 1'10

,
Lk 1935

-38
,
Jn

1212-35
),
but He chose rather to gain His kingdom

through death. It was for their benefit that the

in-rrlplio" upon the cross was -i'l'I'vu.il \** ' '"
>

Cieek. find Latin (Jn 1920 ). A Jk'\ -<> ' \ < ",

on his way into the city, was forced to perfoim an
office which few envied him at the time, but which
has never been ~or;_i 1 1 n T-y the Christian Church
(Mk 1521 }. Thu- i.ino ;n- .' time the accounts of

His miracles and preaching, and finally of His

patient suffering and His death, and perhaps also

reports of His resurrection, would be cariied back
by wandering Jews into {

every nation under
heaven.'

4. One colony of the Diaspora po^se^ses a special
importance in connexions ith ChristLiniiy Among
the Alexandrian Jews originated the Greek trans-
lation of the OT the version used by our Lord,
the Apostles, and the great majority of the early
Church. It remained in almost complete supre-
macy among Christians until it was superseded by
the Yulgate See art. SEPTUAGINT. The import-
ance of Alexandria in connexion with the Fourth

Gospel would beenormous if the contention of some
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writers veie true, that St John deiived his doc-
trine of the Logos from Alexandrian philosophy.
The doctrine, however, has affinities rather with
Jewish than \\ith Alexandrian thought. The most
that can be said is that St. John may have em-
ployed the term because it already had a wide
currents .vnor.u both Jews and Greeks (see "VTest-

cott, 'f,v/7
f-j St. John, pp. xv-xviiij and art,

'

Logos
'

in Hastings' Z?J5),

LITERATURE Besides the authorities cited in the article, see
artt *

Diaspora
'
in Hastings' DB (Extra Vol ), 'Dispersion' in

JEnci/c BiU (with the literature there), and in Smith's DB.
Much illustratne matter may be gathered from Jewish his-

tories, especially Schurer, HJP. See also E, R Be\an, The
House oj SeUuQUS ; 3 P. Mahaffy, The Bmpu e of < I r T

/,. - ,-

A. EL MN-ILJ.
DITCH G860WOS, Mt 1514

, Lk 639
,-
rendered 'pit

5

Mt 12n ). The parabolic language of our Lord in
the first two parallel passages is suggested by the

frequency of
' "

-i ^ ,\
l >\ -1 wells, quarries,

and holes. I

1

, ri i

*

easily fell; and
the risk increased if the leader of the blind were
himself blind. The metaphor has been interpreted
as referring to Gehenna : more probably It refers

simply to danger of hurt, or even ruin, from wilful
or careless perversion of the truth leading to moral
v ,) --

1

r
-

j ,.l fall. For the idea, cf. Pr 1927

*(-. '.-' to hear the instruction that causeth
to err, and cit. Paul's taunt of the Jew as e a guide
of the blind

'

(Ro 219
). E. MACPHERSOX.

DIYES. The Latin adjective for 'rich,* com-

monly employed as a quasi-piopei name for the
rich man in our Lord's parable of the Rich Man
and Lazarus (Lk 161JM1). This use of the word
Dives, derived, no doubt, from the Vulgate, is

common in Engli&h literature, and can be traced
back at least to the time of Chaucer, who, in The
Somnour's Tale, lines 169, 170, says:

* Lazar and Dives liveden diversly,
And divers guerdon hadden they ther-by.'

Compare also Piers the Plowman, passus xvi. lines

303,304:
* And Dives in his deyntes lyuede- and in douce uye ,

And now he bu} eth hit ful bitere * he is a beggere of helle
*

Although we are not concerned in this article

with the interpretation of the parable as a whole,
we may yet appropriately refer to the various

opinions which have been held as to who was in-

tended by our Lord under the figure of the rich

man.
The noticeable circumstances that in this alone

of all His parables our Lord names one of the

characters, t.e. Lazarus, while the other chief char-

acter, the rich man, is -ignificMiniv nam<>l<>-- . and
that the paiable has no prcTiuoiy inirot motion,
such as He spake aroLher paiablc.* or the like,

have given rise to the t OHJK i u ie 1 1 1 j i this is not a

parable pure and simple, but that it is either a
narrative of facts, or that persons more or less

known are alluded to in the story.
1. Some, as Tertullian and Sehleiermaeher, liave

supnosed that in Dives allusion was made to Herod

Antipas, and that Lazarus represents John the

Baptist, who is referred to in v 16
, cf. also v. 18

,

where our Lord speaks about adultery. This,

however, i* HIT civ an extravagant notion which

scarcely nee<N if nilaiion

2 Another equalIv improbable suggestion, put
forwaid by AlichaelK i^ th<it Dives represents

Caiaphas, son-in-law of Annas, and that Xazarus
is Christ ; and so the five brethren of the rich man
are explained as the five sons of Annas (Jos. Ant.

XX. ix. 1).

3. Closely connected with this opinion is another
which has the support of Ambrose, Augustine,
Tool man (quoted l>y Trench, Parables), and others,

accoiding to "which", while La/anis is Christ, Dives

is the Jewish people who despised and rejected

Him who for their bakes was poor and afflicted.

This, however, is an .ill^'
1 i'l'ii: of the parable

which, though attractive at nrst sight, will not
bear close examination.

4. Another interpretation, supported by Aph-
raates, Augustine (as an alternative), Giegory the
Great, and Theophylact, and widely held in all

sections of the Universal Chinch, is, that Dives

represents, as in the last case, the Jewish people,
but that Lazarus represents the Gentiles. Bleek,
Gotlet, and Alford reject this view, the two latter

saying that the very name Lazarus (i e. a Jewibh
name) is against it. Yet, though not the pnmaiy,
this may be a true application of the paiable, and
is not l

;
jh, Iv LU be set aside.

5. .Aicoicii'i'; to a tradition alluded to by Theo-

phylact and Euthymius Zigabenus, Dives and
Lazarus were actual persons known at the time,
and our Lord, while honouiiii<r the poor man by
naming him, passes over the guilty nch man's
name in merciful silence.

6. The interpretation which best suits all the
facts of the case is that the rich man is a typical
instance of the religious leaders of the people,
Pharisees and Sadducees, and that Lazarus is a

repiesentative of tb. r.-'. -i f
\
:V leans, or of the

neglected 'common < t 1 / .- is the primaly
siuTufif rtnco df Dives and Lazarus, then we can see,
si* *r.jit<1 above, that interpretation 4 is not lightly
to be set aside; for if Pharisees and Sadducees

despised and neglected those of their own nation,
much more would they ; , TM '! 1." overlook
* sinners of the Gentiles I <i > i- , ead it has
been debated whether Dives is a typical Pharisee
or a Sadducee. Didon (Life of Ch?i\t}> Mosheim,
and Wet&tein hold that lie is a Sadducee, since
the Pharisees were not characterized by luxurious

living or by unbelief ; but if, wit3 1 1
1

1 < nUP 'j i I y of

expositors, who say that the conruM-m ot the

parable with what piecedes requires it, we hold
him to be a Pharisee, he is at least a Pharisee

who, as Stier says, lives as a Sadducee.
3

As to the special sin of Dives, opinions have
differed. All, however, concur in pointing out
that he is not accused of any positive crime, his

sin is negative. It may be, indeed, that our Lord
in the parable glances back at what is said in

w. 13~16
; yet Dives' chief sin most evidently was

that he left undone the things which he ought to

have done. He is an instance, in fact, of one who
did not make to himself friends of the mammon
of unrighteousness. Doubtless the cause of this

was his virtual unbelief in a kingdom of God here

implying a brotherhood of all men, and a kingdom
of God hereafter implying a retribution.

"
that some asserted that, according to a

r man was called Ninevis, and^ Tischendorf
i / i UOtes a SChollOn e^/wv 3s T;VE? KO.I rau trXavinov

i , s- v w-i-/>~at6 > '-e ,cu, X ,.~r,s f '/fjL ,&. Further, the Sahidic
\ *.-r-'on arl<ls to rK 1 TC'ii-on or ~\ o rn"i man: 'uhose name
\\,i N'npiie

'
li hn*- li nxt'or hcc r

i '.r^ested (Rendel Hams,
Lx'it/nH r, Viirc" T Sl

'') i '.zit. inii n.unc riay have been evolved
iro'u rl o \\ord-> 'no d" s' or t_n di <.-<* accompain ir<r some
ancient pictoiial representation ox the parable H^inick (*?>.),

ho\\ e\ er, has thought that the word may he a corruption of

$tvt'.$ (Fmaeus in pseudo-Cyprian, de fa^eha Computus, c. 17),
and 'that since in Xu 25^ Phmcras is said to he the son of

Eleazar, an attempt has been made to suggest that the poor
man . . . was the rich man's own father.* See art. L\Z*RIJS.

ALBEET BONUS.

DIYJNITY OF CHRIST.

I Preliminary considerations.
1 The mystery of ChrjSt
2 The movement ' Back to Christ.*

3. Certain results of the mo\enjent
II. Bases of Chnstological belief.

1 "PrunanK a new experience
2. Analvsi-s of the experience.

(a) Christ's Messianic character.

(by His self-con&oiousness () His Interior Me,
(iS) His method in teaching, (y) His sinless-

ness, (5) His oneness with God.
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(c) His appeal to deeper personality.
(rf)

"" "3.
3 Vahc

III. Beginnings 01 tne aoctrme or Cnnst's Person m the NT.
1 General character of the doctrine
2 Dmne n-nios ppplicd to Christ
3 Divine jMAptrcit- .md aoi*. attributed to Christ.

4 Dmne relations as to God, man, the woild.
IV. * ,-

'

,
-" "S"11 ideas.

i i

(a) Patristic

(b) Median al.

(o) Modern.
2. Denial of the doctrine.

() Its historj and motive.

(b) Its failure.

Literature.

I. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS.!. The mys-
tery of Chnst. The historic question of Jesus to

His disciples, Who do men say that I the Son of

Man am? 1

(Mt 1613 , Mk 8-7,
Lk 91S

), was put not to

confound, but to leveal, by awakening the desire

for knowledge. The intelligent answer to the

question pieseives the precious truth, which is

nothing less than God's age-long secret about Him-
self. The disciples had b'een nurtured on a religi-

ous literature in which the whole national and
individual futuie was seen blending in one antici-

pation, the coming of God to His people to deliver

and save. One like the Son of Man conies, and
there is given to Him dominion and glory and a

k"iii_id M which shall not pass away. This was
t"t :ni ic in which the Jewit

1 "
' " lothed

i''i .Ic ri-n hope. Modern , upon
the factors in history which cleteimined the form
in which this hope took shape. The Hebrew
religion, we are assured, was wrought out under
eonbtanfc pressure of disaster. It "\

-
f1

' '^

-\'
of a proud, brave people, who weie < >' -

,

'

';

in subjection to foreign conqueioi- Hence came
a quality of intense hostility to those r

t
vi,.Miou-*

foes, and also a constant appeal to tli'o DIM no
Power to declare itself. The hostility and the

appeal inspire the Messianic Hope. \V<i- there

nothing more ? Surely behind the history and the

imagination lay elemental torces of the soul.

What lend essential and abiding worth both to
the Hebrew hostility to Gentile oppression and
the Hebrew appeal to Jehovah's righteous right
hand are a faith and a passion which, if quickened
into power by the vicissitudes of history, were
themselves underived from history, and native to
the spirit of the nation. Nor in tln> high convic-
tion do the Hebrews stand alone. Everywhere,
wherever thought has advanced sufficiently near
its Object, it has come to a yearning, at times

poignant, for closer contact. The numerous idola-

tries of the lower religions are simply the objec-
tivation of this desire. The no less numerous
conceptions of Divinity in more cultured peoples
are clue to the same stress. There has been a
ceaseless demand of the human race for an embodi-
ment of Deity The demand is a product of the

hungry human heart for closer communion with
Gocl and larger loyalty to Him.
The existence of an instinct so universal is the

,
-. of its fulfilment. The two eonsidera-

, i. the Hebrew race had worked out the

conception of the Messiah, and that the ethnic

peoples were quite lamiliar with Divine incarna-
tions, pioee-^e* both present admittedly to the
mind or the Early Church, furnish no evidence to
the

^ contrary. In themselves they prove nothing
against a true Incarnation liMoiic.illv rnanifcM^",
if it can be shown that its lu-.iori<nl manitp-raiion
is not wholly traceable to naturalistic origins in
the Hebrew and ethnic genius. The presence, in

paiticular, of many myths parallel to the Christian
story need not mean that the Christian story is

itself a myth. As has been well said, *Tf tho
Christian God really made the human race, would

not the human race tend to rumours and perver-
sions of the Christian God ? If the centre of our

life is a ceitam fact, would not people fai from the

centre have a muddled veision of the fact 9 If -v\e

aie so made that a Son of God must deliver us, is

it odd that
"^ ' '"" '

-"thers) should dream
of a Son of i

,' .

~ *

Doubts of

Democracy, p. 18). False * y the tiue

elements within them A peisi>stent belief occur-

ling in many false forms is likely to be tiue, and

may reasonably be expected to occur in a true

form Each redeemer of heathenism is a prophetic

anticipation of the \

" n desnes in

Jesus Chn&t, precise

'

disclosures

of the OT weie to the people of -win

to the flesh He came They^ are^ ;

only since neither the pagan
" *

. nor the

Hebiew forecasts offered suriicient ciata for a

complete 01 consistent delineation of an actual

Pei son.* The eailier experiences of men made the

gospel
' "" 1 1

""'Tit they had no po\\er to pro-
duce it.

'

. and croons them, but does

not grow out of them. The Person, when He came,
did more than satisfy the old instinct by which
men had hope, He lemforced and extended it:

His advent not only accomplished the past pro-
mise, it gave earnest of greater things to come :

He thus represented human ideals indeed, but still

more Divine ideas. The highest piophecies of His

appearance reveal, amid the ciicumstantial details,

the element of mysteiy ; that mystery is not
eliminated when the Life appears. It is the sm-

ft - '

Je&us Chi ist that both m the
1

s and in His actual appearance
the details always lead on to inquiry as to what is

not detailed, the facts to something beyond them-
selves ; the Man and His words and woiks to the

question Who is He ? and Whence is this Man ?

2. The movement ' Back to Ch ist
' The question

is prominently before the , T 1

n
mind asks it with revive

"
r-

ledge in its several departments of philosophy,
history, science, has developed along lire-- and in

obedience to principle^ which appear able to dis-

pen^o A\ith the old theistic axioms. God and
Coii-uoiu e are not so vividly active. And yet, on
the other hand, the ancient instinct of the race for

communion with God is assertive as ever. It tuins
for comfort almost exclusively to the Christian
tradition. The Christian tiachtion, however, it is

convinced, needs revision ; and here the central

necessity is the treatment and tiue umlei -landing
of the Person of Christ. The cry is

* Back to

Christ.* It is a cry dear to all who desire a simpler
gospel than that t-et forth in the Creeds ; all who
are wearied with speculation on the elements of
Christian truth, or MO d:-!i*>uphf with the variety
of interpretation oft< i o(i oi ii nil who are eager to

embrace the ethics and as cagei to abjure what
they term Hie im i

iipli\-i<- of the Chii"-um system.
The movoisM'iit ri'Himl TO is natural; and its

plea so plausible as to merit attention. The aim
is nothing short of rccoAeiing the image of the

original Founder of the laitli, expressed in His
authentic words and acts ; to bring back in all the
distinct lineaments of a living T* , V *

great Teacher whom we now see ." ' { >' i

' as
through a glass darkly.' It seeks by a study

of the original records in the light of all the
historical and critical aids now open to us, and

guided by the modern idea of evolution noi only
to bring us face to face with Jesus of N'ji/nioili 'o

listen to His direct words of wisdom, but to trace
all

the^ steps of His spiritual advance, all the steps
by which He grew into the Messiah of I-raeJ

and
the Ideal of humanity, giving the deepest inter-

pretation to the prophetic dream of His nation,
*
Of. Westcotfc, Gospel of Life, pp. 295-297.
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and so lifting it into that higher legion in which
the freely accepted Cross became the necessary
means to the deliverance of man. The J Jesus of

history,' it is argued, has been buried in the
t Christ of dogma

3

; the Church in handing down
the Saviour has pi evented Him with adoring hands
and in idealized roiin The moie we throw ofl hei

encrustments, the nearer we get to the original,
the neaier we are getting to the real Jesus, and, m
Him, to the truth of our religion.
However natural the hope of such minds, it is

based on illusion. It proceeds on erroneous ideas
as to what \\ e may learn from the past. What
has been done,

5

says the adage,
' even the gods

themselves cannot make undone.' All that his-

torical leversions can do is to suggest that m the
onward movement something precious has been
left behind which it were well to recover before

BDing
further. There is no such Christ, no such

hristianity in the first century as is sought for : a
Christ and a Christianity purely invariable and true
for all time and in every place. That is a concep-
tion which, the more it is studied, the more it wfll

be found to be a pure abstraction to which no con-
crete in rerum natwra coire^-po'id- The absolute
value of the Christian I <iii !>, ihe iral stature of the

Christ, cannot be established V i-h '', dropping
the historical smrouridings 01 -n *

, . the tradi-

tional truth. The old truth , \ ; M spiritually
in the minds of those who first livingly appre-
hended it, and which has pulsated all through
the historical process, has to be caught up again,
realized in its essential vitality, and formulated
anew in harmony with the modern spirit. We
have to ask, Was the Christian Idea given in itself

apart, in isolation, abstractly, and may this, as the
'

essence,' substance, or soul of tv- v

^ir-'

"

1 "

discovered ? Or, on the contrary, .*-.' ((' --i ',v

Idea planted as a Life in a company of believers

who manifested its power in their lives, so that it

cannot be reduced to an invariable essence except
by an unreal process of abstraction? Cf. ? further,
art. BACK TO CHRIST.

3. Certain results of the movement The effort

to 'rediscover Christ
3

(the phrase is Dr. Fair-

bairn's) is important less in its avowed aim than in
its subsidiary results. Through them it yields a
real contribution to theological progress. We pro-
ceed to indicate three such results : (1) a new idea

of the nature of Christian doctrine,
; (2) the in-

sistence on the distinction between, primary and
variable elements in doctrines ; (3) the deepened
consciousness of the extent of 'variation.

(1) The same divines who have busied themselves
in the search for the Christ of history have been
instrumental in exhibiting Christian thought on
His Person as a process. In that sphere of thought
they have rigorously applied the idea of develop-
ment, not indeed for the first time (since John

Henry Newman, fifteen years before Darwin's

Origin of Species was published, had fascinated

their fathers by Ms use of the idea), but with a
more thorough insight than Newman, and with
better tests, furnishing in consequence widely
different results from his. They are enabled to

distinguish between Creed and Doctrine, between
articles of faith and the whole proee^ of reflexion,
even of a ronllit Ling character, oyulm h artido-s of

faith are rcacliod ami defined. By them interest

is transferred from the result to the process. The
forces entering into the process are minutely
analyzed. It is discovered that theology lias a

history ; that its history is mixed iip with general

history; that it has been moulded by avast deal

external to the subject-matter of theology; and
not only so, but even, as some (notably Harnack)
contend, has been substantially and in its inner

essence modified, if not perverted, in the process,

It is seen that Christian dogmas were once in-

choate ; passed tliunjjh many .stages under influ-

ences social, politic ai, intellectual; and that they
have a constant tendency so to do in adapting
themselves to their environment that, in short,

they are not dead formulas, but a living organism.
(2) The emergence of so many factors merely

accider
' '

,

" *

"nto clearer perspective tile

reality process. Beside^ the soil

and the influences on giowth, theie is the ^eed,
the Divine Truth on which human thought and

earthly event exercised theni&elves It i& trace-

able to the teaching and life of Jesus and His

Apostles Only fragments of His utteiances have
been preserved to ns, but the brief discourses and
conversations that we read in the Gospels stand

unique in spiritual power among the utterances of

the world. They represent a laige body of teach-

ing, lost to us in foim but preserved m it^ finite ;

for out of His spiritual "wealth theie poured
throughout His ministry an abundance of spoken
truth that remained to

\
i

]
i ,' ! TT influence

and serve as the foundati< u ( -.,,*' doctime.

Together with His life they formed and still 01m
Truth, not simply in a definite invariable quantity,
but as a constant fountain and source of truth,
ever open and flowing for them who believe. He
gave a new light on all things to men $ and by an
inevitable necessity they proceeded to applys? and
still niu&t apply, what He has shown, to the inter-

pretation or all they thought and knew. Thus
Christian doctrine bases itself ultimately on two
souices : (a] the Facts as to Christ's teaching and
life; and (b) the Experience of believers in Him
intcipieting life and its problems in the light of

1 hoe fac i>, Christian doctrine has gro~v\ n up as a
vital thing in the soil of actual life ; in the experi-
ence of Christian living, Jesus ajij-u'iwl r.i long
men and lived and taught. He gau* tlu 1 Ti .^ it by
what He was, "by what He said, by what He did.

Words, Woiks, Personality : all preached. This
rich and various utterance fell into the hearing
and the hearts of men and women who became
His followers. Into their very being it entered
with iii.n*foiniii;r power, making them c new
creatures.' By ana by it filtered through their

minds and life, and expressed itselt in the form
which their own experience gave to it. It i& this

rojjMxhuucM of the truth Jefciis l)iou<:ht thai

(oH-uiiiK^ Christian doctrine. Its nnidamental
elements are to be kept clearly in view~~viz. the
Christian Pacts and the Experience of Believers.

(3) The origin of variation in doctrinal belief

immediately becomes manifest. Believing experi-
ence cannot be expected to be invariable. Still

less the expression of experience, Yariety of

views enters. There are dilierences of mind, of

education, of disposition and degrees of sympathy,
of ability to apprehend and explain* difleiences

all of them, when given free scope, likely to lead

to mixed results. Present -clay religious thought is

profoundly impressed with the fact and "\\itii The

necessity of it. And if in consequence the theo-

logical mind is infected "\\itli a ceitam sense of

insecnritv, there is compensation in the new breath

of freedom. Obviously it is gain to be able to

review the doctrinal piore^ and results of the

pa-t, to disentangle Hie T)mnt Truth from its

icpiporary formulation, and to elaborate it anew
in such wise as will subserve the highest interests

of men to-day, as well as do justice to its own ever

fresh wealth of content. {Cl the interesting ex-

position in Dr. Newton Clarke's What shall we
think of Christianity * Lect II.).

II. BASES OF CHKISTOLOGICAL BELIEF. ju

Primarily a new experience. The new methods
found early application to the doctrine of Christ's

Person, that doctrine is central in the Christian
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system. It is by Christ, His Person and Work,
that salvation is mediated Historically and ex-

' v 1 *- the Church learned it so. A studyM , tnd of the two subsequent centunes is

chiefly a study of o i- ;_*.AI Vet or truth, to the
nn!i i^fir.ilnjr and " -c

}
, of which the mind

Ji'itl I
1 o '

i ho period were devoted, and devoted
with absoibmg interestthe Person of Christ
That problem soon became at once the impulse
and the ^Biting-point of an entire science of God,
of man, and of the essential and hnal relation
between God and man. But primarily the ques-
tion at ibsue was &im^ly that of His Peifaon It

was provoked by Chiist's own questions and by
His claims. It^ ML'^MI^V was enhanced by the

experience of Vio^i-*. Their experience wras
r i

i)

i -'<.V t ilV novel. Unlike that of Hebrew
, , L r : i .

-
L,

i ,

'

i was individual and personal.
Its origin lay in tliercvolittwjiary impression His

presence created in the heait, an impression which
came as a thing incomparable, and remained as the
most precious fact of life. It grew as a new power
in the soul to resist and overcome sin, a^uirig not
the promise only but the potency of real iiolme^
imparting to the latent faculties of the changing
heart an increasing plenitude of spiritual force

making for righteousness. Concurrently with this

feature in the new experience went another, or
two others. Awakened by the sense of power in
the inner life imparted by Christ, men came to
understand what the evil is from which God seeks
to save them, and what the good is which He
seeks to impart to them. In Christ moral good-
ness, the righteousness of God, laid its inexorable
claims upon man's life, (lo'on piling feelings and
shaping resolutions as doe- rhe io,il entrance of
God into our hearts. The impression of Christ was
thus seen to oe the power of God A further step
wah won when reflexion forced forward the ques-
tion how it could be so, in what mode the nature
of Christ's Person must T

-
4 -' I the light of

thealK>\.'e\|ieriorKe* It i ! < - the matter
was io -hod sshui ihe fact was realized that the
more the strength of His character overwhelmed
them, the more undeniable was made the reality of
God to them. That was reached, however, at the

very outset. It was the primary conviction which
entitled to the name of believer, and confession of
it meant salvation. It formed the fundamental
basis of Ciiristological belief. Jesus comes acting
on human hearts with winsome gentleness, with a
t

oul-nu)\ing sorrow for sin, and with a great en-

abling POMIM:. The high demands He brings raibe
no tear, for He who demands approaches with the
means of fulfilling, which He is ready to impart.
Herein rests the real originality of His message,
by which Hi-, gospel differentiates itself from all
othei religions, on the one hand, and from all merely
philosophical or ethical Idealisms on the other; in
virl ne of ^ -iidi .il-o all mU'Tproiafion- of ITi- Person

onjLumaMitiriau lino- piov iru,<lc<|uite On this

point, a cl<vir understanding i- iTi<Iit|><
k

ii*-ihlo It is
to

liojn-ixtod that tlio
k
Chri>i, of Ili-lorv

' nnd the
* Christ of Experience

* were not separable to the
mind of the disciples ; they were one and indi-
visible. Their Christ is not the Teaching of Je-u-
alone, or His Works alone; or both together
alone, but both together along with what" they
revealed regarding the inner life of Jesus, and
what they ueated in the inner life of believers.
It is impossible to separate the last from the first.
It is illegitimate to seek to resolve it into a creation
of the religious idealizing faculty ot believers in
Him. The thought of the Apostles consciously
felt itself engaged not in evolving dreams and
speculations of its own, "bdt in striving to receive
and appreciate a truth which was before, above,
independent of them. By no single fact in His

biography does His message, in this view, stand or

fall, but by Himself \\hom the facts leveal ; the
facts come embedded, and are vital becau&e thus

embedded, in one cardinal fact, Himself He
came to them not as a prophet, although He
had much in common with the prophets ; nor as a

eultuie-hero, the >"-
i ^ <- spmtual imagina-

tion ; but as an '
<

-^
of life absolutely

unique ; an inner expeiience in which God entered
into their hearts in a manner heretofore unparal-
leled, being borne in on them lather than pi evented
to their imitat

"" J hem practically -v\ ith

Himself, and .

^
in such a way that

henceforth to their very existence in God, He, the

Bevealer, must belong. In the NT we move amid
scenes where the common has been broken up by
ya&t events. God from the Unseen has struck
into history a fresh note, and a new era has

opened. The whole
,L

-'<' - of po&bibihties
and resources waiting < -(!-(., (Cf. "Weinle,
7i

"

.," of Christianity} The beginning of
' -'..* \ is neither a theological idea nor a
moral precept ; it is an expenenee of a Fact, the
Fact of Christ, revealing and imparting the life of
God.
The impression Chiist made on those who saw

and heard Him is a solid fact which no criticism
can upset. Is it possible to get behind this fact '

The effort is strenuously made by many What
was He who produced the impression reported in
the Gospels ? Better still, What was He who pio-
duced not this or that impression, but the result-
ant of actual and peimanent impie&frions ^hich
He has made upon the woild? In seeking an
answer, historical and critical research has been
lavished on every aspect of the question. Christ s

teaching, career, personality, have been studied as
never before. The result is that He is better
known to us than to any previous age. It is at
the sam s (\

"" ' "

,

""

felt that a natu-
ralistic i < , I

'

-is not possible.
Candid students of the anti-&upernatuialist camps
(e.g ,

in history, Keim [Jems
1

oj Hazard] ; in philo-
sophy, Ed. Caird [Ewl. of ttehguri] in science,
Sir Oliver Lodge [Hibbert Journal, in. i.] and
Prof. James [Varieties of^ Religious Experience'])
practically confess the failure of past attempts,
and succeed in evading the postulate of Divinity
only by^ attiibuting to the human life FO ample
a nuuriiifKome ji- to make it embrace all that
Om-iuin ihonj-liT understands by Divinity. The
new rationalism shows how decidedly the old
materialism has spent its force. Of special inte-
rest is its frank recognition of the pie&enee and
vitality of experiences on which hitherto natural-
ism has set taboo. The more the new Criticism
endeavours to revivify the dead past and live over
again the life of the disciples who enjoyed the
personal communion of Christ, the more it sees it

must combine in itself r,11 tl o rt,, 1 P< \ i\ j
.. neces-

y for seeing and u;i<;< -un i,::'/ ; ,1 uat He
ulv was. This ^rnuiiMi he \c\rj. involves

the finding of a place for criteria for the adjudging
of Christ, specifically extra-naturalistic, but not
extra-scientificj and spiritual; and where this

happens without prepossession, the irresistible
sense of Christ's transcendence impresses. His
mystery remains (cf Contentto Ventatis, Essay ii. ;

also Bashdall, Doctnne and Development, v. and
vi).

2. Analysis of the experience. Hut if we cannot
go behind the fact in the sense of re<i<hir.g E-OTIIC-

tlrinjr more ultimate, we may analy/o 11- t lomeut*.
It >v ill be

^f
ound in content to comprise at least

four constituents : His teaching and works ; His
growing consciousness of His own nature ; His
response to prophetic premise ; His appeal to
deeper personality.
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(a) Of these the most obvious is the thud, the

contempoiaiy conviction of His Messia
7

1 That Jesus is the Christ
'

is one of the
ideas of the Gospels and Epistles. More than one
recent writer (Martineau, Meinhold, Wrede, etc.)
have sought to show that Jesus did not accept the
title of Messiah ; but not even these deny its

attribution to Him by the disciples, and that as
their main view of His Person. Careful analysis
indicates that in whatever respects the Synoptics
differ in their representations, and they are not

absolutely harmonious, they yei
'

,

J a
general, - M! of view, and set ^ ,!'. >, the

pimiitiv. i as. In that belief Jesus stands
forth as Messiah, Himself accepting as appropriate
what they attribute ; a sublime ngure, not merely
human, or exalted to Messiahship only by sel-

mastery and self-dedication but ii\ ix i i.!ui 11,11 ui
"" "

The endeavour to reduce
i -of Messiah to human

inadequate to the facts.

\ disciples
* caressed Him

in the most familiar manner as a fellow-human
being

J

(Crooker, NT Views of Jems, p. 25), the
statement is crudely one-sided, since the familiar

fellowship He vouchsafed, as is very evident,
is but the framework of an intimate disillusion-

ment on the part of His followers, and a grow-
ing revelation on His part. We can trace the

stages by which the higher idea was unfolded to
them. It came in a series of disappointments,
intended, probably, to wean them from the popu-
lar ideas of what the Messiah should be. There
is first the death of the TJ,i[iiUL T!H prophet of
Messiah. Then there is I'.H i(iu^,J to commit
Himself to the enthusiasm of those who would
have made Him a king (Jn 224 615

). Again, Christ
avoids or evades the challenge to manifest Him-
self to the world {Jn 74* 6

). Lastly came the
crisis, as it were, the open challenge to prove His

Messiahship by a sign and legitimate His claim,
a challenge refused (Lk 22s7 23'")- Hand in hand
with this ]>IO,';M' -hfc disillusionment of all that
was contrary to II i^ Ihoii^hi in current Messianic
ideas went the pro<oe no revelation of the true

Messiah, a revelation which became at once a
testing and a discipline of the character of the

disciples, and an unfolding of undreamt of forces
in His ; so that at last they fell at His feet and
worshipped, while otheis *n'Uiio

<

\\l' c^cd Him as
'Lord and God' (Jn SO*8) ; sum -i,V orhoi- plainly
felt that He was SIH ending to the Father 3

(v.
17

).

That Jesus claimed to be the Messiah, and gave
His sanction to the belief on the part of His dis-

ciples is certain* (see next sect.); no less certain

(and admitted) is it that the disciples believed
Him to be the Messiah. The point of impor-
tance for the present is, how the belief origi-
nated with the latter. It is a practice among
many scholars to reverse the actual facts. They
argue as if the belief had been first formulated
and officially offered, so to speak, for their accept-
ance, a formal external idea taken up because it

had been put forth by Jesus as a scheme in which
to frame His person ; in the light of which they
are to regard His life and words

,* exercising a pro-

digious influence on, and lending a force to, His
words and a sanctity to His person beyond that

* The inquiry into the Messiah-consciousness of Chnst has
led so far to little agreement Opinions multiplv The main
points

; r< - ii , , , >v
(1) I)j<l the Messiah idea enter

into H- " -'I* <i , i.; I- it did, when' From child-

hood? at baptism? at some later point in His minibtrv* arid

from what causes? (3) How- did lie conceive of His Messiah-

filvp
9 Wi=> TTK concention complete m fin-r or the subject of

dexploitmom '
(-M.O an Mr--mi) Proluhh a is true to say

Thai IK1

pir-rrit popular bti'ri) of riir.-i Si U-^onsoionsness is

I<*-s fruitful tor ib* mlo-prcttuiori of II 1- Person than the older
method of -p <hincf IK (!ort 'HHwiousnerf. TTis life is not so
much a stli-\\ itne-- as a. rcieliaiou of iho Father.

which, but for it, they could possibly have had (of.
such writers as Mackintosh, Nat Mist, of Christ.

Rehg. ; Percy Gardner, Historic View of NT, ch.
iv. ; E&tlin Carpentei, First Three Gospels, ehs. ii ,

in.). The actual facts of Christ's career, i.e., are
conformed in the NT narratives to aheady exist-

ing Messianic traditions. And because of this the
accumulated sanctities of the old religion were
laid claim to by the new, whereby the latter main-
tained itself in face of the <I].MOM

J VM which it

encountered at the first and UI.M, ;> -<ni prepared
for its reception. The contention cannot be sus-
tained. It may receive some countenance fiom
the circumstance that the writers of the NT
never record any fact or incident meiely as fact
or incident, but as part of the substance of the

gospel, illuhli atin^ and com eying spiritual prin-
ciples. But the very ea^c -\\itli which the NT
method of presenting historical circumstance might
be tuined to account under the inflxience of Messi-
anic bias becomes valuable evidence against that

hypothesis. For although the NT history is pre-
sented -uith a bias, i.e. as bearing and bodying
forth a Person, the presentation, whether that of
the Synoptic or of the Fourth Gospel, or of St.

Paul find" die others, cannot with any measure
of success be wholly identified with or wholly
summed up in that of the Messiah. The Messi-
anic claims of Jesus may be made (as they are

made) to rest on the facts ; but the facts are not
exhausted in those claims, even in the immensely
enriched and oiijiinal .form in which Jesus made
them. There sm i otm '", of Jesus in
the NT besides that of I i

'

'

,
M

!
; and even

those writers who set forth to portray Him solely
as Messiah cannot be restrained from bursting
through their self-imposed limits, in fidelity to
the facts, and [,01(1,1 \ir,g ITim as more than they
meant. Moreover, rl'ic -,imo writers convey to us
the explicit assurance that they have not appre-
hended all the truth about His Person. Subse-

quent theology accepted the assurance, departed
widely from the purely Messianic portraiture, yet
claimed, and witn perfect justice, that the new
depaitures were in no sense new additions to the

original Gospel, but "* -
1

-

!r,i-r|. i. -lo- -
designed

to recover and vita! /<> iiuiii- i
-' T n lo in the

Gospels, but imperfectly understood by the Gospel
writers

(b] What has been adverted to finds illustration
in another source of Chmtolopc.il idea, the self-
consciousness of Jesus. 1 n the most noteworthy
discussion of this subject, that of Baldenser<rer

(Das Selbsfbewusstsein Jesu], only about; one half
of the work is taken up wi ^ M i i"\v', r p il.< sense
in which Jesus regarded llmi-o i i

- Mi --,,1 ; the
second part is devoted to other aspects arising out
of His self-designations, His teaching as to the

Kingdom, etc. Withal, much that cannot be ex-

cluded from Christ's self-revelation is not even
touched upon. Any adequate exposition of Christ's

idea of His own nature will include the following
features : His interior life, His method in teaching,
His moral perfection, His oneness \\ith the Father,

(a) The true secret of Christ's life is not open.
Who can ever know His intimate mind? Could
He have revealed it even if He would? We
know His words and deeds ; we distinguish the
forces He set agoing in the world's hi-tory we
venture on assertions of growth both 01 iilVa mid
of action in His Me ; but where was the source of

these ? or what the process ? or when the great
choices and decisive operation^ of His marvellous
soul? WTiat were the supremely 1 rhirn pliant and

supremely terrible moment? of His life-
' What

were the' events in which He 'found Himself?
His abounding energy implies a rich self-eonscious-

the completest self-consciousness rests on
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a plenitude of interior self-relationships. That
these last existed in Him we are certain. But
In what manner or in ohedience to what im-

pulses, who can discern ? The iccords give results

not processes, and just at those points where our

curiosity is most eager, the limitations of our power
to perceive aie most urgent. We see but a few

things. We observe the M'lf-inluliioine of His
own consciousness again and again. \V e have

glimpses of its exercise In solitary < >
with God, in a life of intercourse with '

,
.

collision with incident and event. Above all, we
know it, ri it-* yio.if occasions, Baptism, Tempta-
tion, !)]-< u^icr v, iih the Doctors, Transfiguration,

Agony in the Garden, Resurrection, Ascension,
all of which are i',u,illv (Discoveries of His nature
to Himself and io\< If uoii- to His disciples. Be-
cause tl-c ri'.i'ii'i;: of these events seems to lie

on the -i''"{, 4
,
MO must be careful not to give

them a superficial reception. They must be so

received when regarded as parts of a religious

idea, and not, as they aie, experiences of a real

Person. They constitute events which were no
mere form gone through to pioclaim a spiritual
truth to men or to certify to them by wondrous

signs a new relation opened for them with God.

They were not dramatic: they were as personal
to Him as they are instructive for us. He did

what He did because He was what He was from
a deeper nece--ity tlinn ;

'
v C>

n"V i
, to -i -i ,

-" *

thar His di^ciple-* needed 1 1 1 < '"<"'"o ;< i -

or that time. These events are far from summing
up His inner life. They are but flashes put of a

deep darkness. They reveal a life that is really
human, in constant communion with

^a
source of

sustenance beyond the human, .".-! i

_r T "i.l-

ness of that bource and tr.an-.latr 1

;. ; ii > <; c i'V

relations, yet with a self-possession and seii-

knowledge, i.e. a consciousness differentiated and
personal. But the revelation does not uncover all

the secrets of that life, leaving nothing to elude
or bewilder. There are reservations in the know-
ledge given (ef. Dale, Atonement, pp. 45, 47). And
these are not to be identified with the necessary
inscrutabilities inherent in all finite personality
They are the intimations of a glory in His nature
which separates it from all common natures, signs
that in Him there are abysses of impenetrable
splendour Into which finite natures may not enter,
however closely they may touch.

() Christ's
"i/ief/toc^

tu teaching was character-
istic. He taught neither as the scribes (Mt T29

),

nor as a prophet (Mt II9). And this because of
His own nature and the nature of His message.
He came not as a teacher; (u-nr-t ^"-"jr assent by
the complete answer to even- d ii. i.'i

v\ silencing
dispute with arguments. 3e was more personal
and spiritual. His teaching did not profess to
offer an absolute intellectual proof of itself which
must convince all sufficiently intelligent persons.
It claimed the belief of all*men, but not on the

ground of its incontrovertible evidence; on the

ground rather that all men were created to be

good, and to know the truth, and would know it

if their jrn option?- were not dulled and distorted

by sin. IT comimod only by a process -which at
the same tim< purified. He made His message
not an argument but a force.

Hence His method was both declarative and
suggestive ; both thought and incentive to farther

thought. At times He is clear and authoritative ;

His words are such that men may refuse them but
cannot mistake them. At other tunes He shrouds
His doctrine in parables, and, pointing to principles
leaves them to work and unfold their purport as
men are found ready to receive them. This was
so, because the teaching was not simply of truths
but Truth, infinite, inalienable, imperishable ; the

fulfilment of all partial truths. His c

Verily I say'
asserts His belief that it was so. The 'mind of

Christ* which the teaching offers is not mere

neutrality but soul, personality back to which
the teaching goes for ju-nftoi. 10" He appeals to

no higher sanction than H i
'

\ -t 1 For Himself also

He assumes a right to revise the law of Moses

{Mt 531
) 3 and claims authority over eveiy indi-

vidual soul (Mt 1929
). For this reason it is futile

to found an argument against the final
^

and the

revealed character of His message on its frag-
mentanness or its want of originality, futile also

to limit His teaching to any detached portion of

its recorded whole, e g. the Sermon on the Mount.
The fragment^ are numeious enough to enable
us with ^ease w> trace His mind. They form a

unity which is not a new edition simply of any-
thing preceding. That some of His "

u:. J-'- j
- n

piecepts were anticipated by Jewisl ,'! < , i

men of wisdom does not detract fiom His origin-

ality (see art. ORIGIN"ALITY), because that consists,
not in isolated truths, but in the remarkable sum
of truth in which they take their appropriate and
articulate place. That doctrine again explains the

precepts of the Sermon on the Mount more fully
than the Sermon sums up the doctrine. The
method of Christ challenges reflexion and suggests
as origin of His teaching His own statement 'from

God'(Mtll27
, Jn716

).

(7) What is meant by the moral j> //"/?/'/ of

Christ is at times misconceived, yet eimouu.- a
difference in His nature !- compiiicd \\\(\\ o'dinary
men that is perfectly ^cali/aMo. L'll'iifr.n in a
treatise of great power has made it familiar under
the term l sinlessness

*

(Sinlessness of Jesus, T. & T.

Clark). The term has been objected to as a nega-
tive conception, the negative absence of evil, a

negative difficult to prove from the limited induc-
tion available in a life of a few years. To give

'"
concrete expression may be im-
term is of value as pointing to

the stainless purity of Christ Hife moral self-

witness is in the highest degree positive.* It

implies not simply the consciousness of flawless

conduct, but the consciousness of perfect character
as well as the assurance of power to create in

others peifect character. Man may fail to meet
his moral obligation in three ways : by falling
short of his Ideal of duty, by forming lower ideals
than he ought, by direct transgression. And the
witness of the ordinary conscience is that man
has failed in all three, and has reason to fear

GOG Tl>-
]

<. f
"

i "sx of Christ's moral life is that
all -ij*jii- <-P. ot i: :^'is wholly absent. He never
confesses sin. He never fears any i ;

of His acts either from God or fro 1

. , : Mr
seeks forgiveness, but only for others. He dreads
sin, but not for Himself. He claims to he apart
from it. He gives the impression of bieath-

Ing an atmosphere in which sin cannot be. He
is possessed with a holy energy, constant and

powerful. Yet His moral life finds exercise not
in abstracts but within conditions of earthly ex-
istence. He fought His way through those ex-

periences which make goodness difficult. For this
reason His goodness is boih pio\ablo and imitable.
The crux of the proof rmiM rrsi lo-^ in special
pleading for paiticulais of conduct than in a
central view of His moral personality. Particulars
have been contested. He has been charged with
harshness to His mother (Jn S4) ; with petulance

*The passage, <Whv caTJest thou me good' There is none
good but one, that is God' (Mk IQis ||), is fa till a difficult ques-
tion of criticism and interpretation That it is it scl! -deprecia-
tory word is the least tenable explanation Thai, ,is a -eli-

depreciatory saying it is the only certainly authentic word of
Christ with reference to His moral nature (Schmiedel, JSncyc.
Bill ii. 18S1), is perverse (cf. Marcus Dods, The Brtle, its Origin
and Nature, p 205).
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(Lk 249
) ; with brusque contempt (Mt 76

) ; with

discourtesy and personal bitterness (Lk l! S7ff
-);

with violation of piopeity rights (Mk 51 ' IP"6 - 15
) ;

with uii-J-'i vliMj; family duty and affection (Mt
1CF, Lk I

i
'

'

', , with defective and impracticable
theories as to civic virtue, \\ealth, jilm-*;^ iujr
non-i esistance, etc. (Foi these and othei-- ci. MK ii

writer as Voy&ey, Dole, Philip Sidney, Gold\un
Smith ; and the tendency of youngei Unitarians)
Charges on particulars cannot be met except in
the light of character. The above aie all defen-
sible consistently with the chaiacter of Je&us as
that character appeals in the recoid. Nor need
we resort to the plea (Martmeau) that the blemishes
are due to the fault of the delineators. Chust's
moral natuie is a unity. It is a unity in virtue of
that piinciple by winch He knew Himself to be
always doing the will of God He knew Himself
to be in the activity of spirit and \\ill what God
in natuie gave Him to become. In this respect
He felt Himself

splii,
\ ; . i en, and acted

on the feeling. His;-
'

i .- consists, first,

not in any completeness of preccpi> gheii or con-
crete relations sustained in conduct. thc^e flow
from it 5 but in the possession of that spirit and
of tho&e principles which not only supply all due
regulation as occasion requires, but give unity,
* ',

" J
'

\ and purity to the moial life. In the
I.- '

.
- consideiation we argue for Hi& con-

stant maintenance of moial supremacy in particular
acts. His moral consciousness penetrated all His
thought and feeling, and all expressions of both.
It was the secret, fuithei, of His power over sin,
both in the world (cosmic) and in man : His power
* to overthrow sin

' and f to forgive sins.' He did
not disregard sin. He inherited the teaching of
His race as to sin, a teaching characteiistically
striking and comprehensive. He appropriates all

its truth, and develops it in His own original

spirit.
He did this just because He was so pure.

F1
*

1
:

M
,

' 1 " > \ .

'

"_r C ad of His days. In
T r

"i,_ ,- M '

r
i ." ^ '

subduing it, He broke
His life. Against it He put forth all His strength,
and in so doing rose to the fulness of stature we
know,

e

being raised up by God to his right hand/
Moie by what He did against sin than by what
He declared of sin or of His own goodness did He
prove His sinlessness. He did what He was. His

presence raised the disciples, as His story raises us,
to a level which, like Him, knows no sin (1 Jn
35 e.

9^

(d) ITi- v/Kffliti/ H 'V'6 God* connects itself chiefly
(in tho S\ nopi K -'i \v nil the thought of His sinless-

ness and'His power to forgive sins (Mt 92
'6

, Mk 210
,

Lk 5- 2S
. Less -i n i -n -, :. -M ! * Mt 2819

, where He
includes Himsel r J-i \ ' if the Divine name).
St. John's Gospel is toll of the idea (5

m 633"35

g42.58 QSBf. 1Q9 UM 141.0.9 155L ). m& fa ftfe pOpt

attacks have in consequence been directed with

vigour (cf. in particular Martmeau's Seat of
Authority ; and for an effective rejoinder, Forrest's
Christ of History and Experience, Lect. I.).

(c] As remarkable a factor as any in the spell
Christ laid on man's spirit has been His appeal to

the deeper forces of personal being. There have
been those whose presence seemed to lower for the
time bein the vitality and intelligence of those
who came into contact with them, and so acted as
to destroy their self-possession. Some men overawe
and paralyze others who come within the field of
their influence. The power of Christ acted con-
trariwise. It empowered. He revealed men to
themselves in revealing Himself tp their inner
sense. In receiving Him into their hearts new
powers therein arose, reserve forces showed them-
selves ; His influence was that of reason begetting

* See below under * Divine designations,' 'Son of Jfan* 'Son
ofGocL'

reason, love begetting love In fellowship Tilth
Him men came to higher ideals. From Him, m
fact, mankind has learned to know itself as it

ought to be, and to estimate its o^n lest jo^i-
bilities. He has lifted up human aspiration moie
than any other The reason of this may be found
in the fact that He appealed persuasively to human
instinct. To appeal to such instinct "is often to
create it. When a child is told a story of heioiMn,

'

^ natures are soitened Ly the
seen or pictured, there" ib a

creation of courage pi gentleness wheie it was not
before. When the instinct is quickened \\ e know
that it is native. The movement Christ initiated
has proved of unrivalled cieatrveness in the lustoiy
of human instinct and in eveiy dnection of human
activity. The idea of Jesus is the illumination
and inspiration of existence' (Phillips Brooks,
whobe JBohlcn Lectures, 1S79, are an eloquent ex-

position of Christ's creative influence, in moral,
social, intellectual, emotional life). The first per-

ception of this fact glows through the KT -\\ imiu> :

not one of the writers fails to make us understand
that the One he writes about is One \\lio has

opened new powers in, and disclosed new horizons

to, his own soul. This is their witness a witness
corroborated by e^oiy ^u( ui

< uin^ age that He
called them, and in < Oi" ini in ic n \ iih Him, He made
them a new creation,' di-cipiiriing ^ i

1
- '", _

chaiacter, calling out a Lighei larch, ' ; i
-

founder emotions, inspiring -with ever-increasing
reverence, and bringing into play those In^lii i :.p<l

more creative faculties of the soul that see the

things of God in a wide perspective impossible to
the reason.

(d) The specialities of Christ's teaching and
uorks may be briefly indicated. Their speciality
ha& been challenged. The opinion of a recent
Gifford lecturer is shaied by many, that *it is

difficult, if not impossible, to select any &pecia,
3

article of religious faith "which is in its genera
1

aspect a doctrine peculiar to Christianity. Its

uniqueness lies i at her in \\hat some A\ould caU
the personality of the founder 3

(Wallace, Lectures,
iiL). That is true ; but its suggestion is not tine,
that there is no uniqueness m the teaching cl

Christ. The uniqueness of the Teacliei dra\\ & "\\itL

it uniqueness m the teaching . and that both in

its method (&ee above) and m its substance, Simi-

larly His works exhibit
' " *

i
. ruy than the

oidinary human. A stro:
,

o tfii- tried is

resulting from the minute analysis which at the

present time both the * Words' and the * Miracles
1

are undergoing (cf. Wendt, Teaching of Jesus;
Dalman, Words of Jesus, et aL). His dependence
OTI o hoi- TTK anticipations by otlieis, are less

toniiiLoiilK n---(.ited. It is difficult, if not impos-
^ii!i>, to <iV-ivoi any form of Gentile cultiue which
is likely to have entered into the formative influ-

ences of His mind. From Greek
] hUo-opliy He

probably lived remote as much U iu u:i;J teni-

l
'.

'
.' as by patiiotic inteiest. He ^as not

"''
. , range, but then as now the Jew had a

' power of living in the fhe "without

suffering the smell of it to pass upon his garments.

Every Jew appeared m his o^n eyes to stand
in-) 1

;. *\ i -M] intellectually on a highei level than
T (.''"iiii

,
his system of education seemed less

destitute of vivifying and irn i^cr^Tin^ :<]<,',!-. He
was nurtured on the hisioi\. tlif -

rseij the re-

ligion of his land, all of them of exquisite interest,

stimulating the fresh mind in the highest degree to
habits of independent wisdom (cf. Bamsay, Jduca
tion of Christ, eh. 3). Of Jewish sects and teachers
three have been suggested as contributory forces :

the Pharisees, the Baptist, the Esseues. The first

proved His worst foes ; they had an influence, but
it was solely negative. The second is remarkable
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for his consciousness of his own inferiority, of

Christ's higher range in mission and highei rank
in Person Of the third let Hausrath judge :

* Fiom
the Essenes His whole conception of the world

separated Him/* There can be little question
that the impulse to reflexion was fo&tered in Christ

l>y study of the .sacred books, the Law and th&

Piophets, under the usual Rabbinical diiection.

The master-words of His teaching are drawn thence.

The substance of His teaching, in numeious de-

tails, is denned negatively by contrast with the

comments of the scribes and positively by
{
fulfil-

ment' of the Law through a clearer discernment
and profounder enrichment of tl * ..... * r

''_"'

<lrs-

of the Law. The substance of ill- -I 1

main positions is intim&ically so sepaiate from even
its closest approximations in previous

*
t

1
-"

1
'

r. >

to be justly entitled to the claim of < ..

.-_

The source of its 01 i^ii.,.1'1 v was r h

Christ's teaching is His own exposition of the
Divine life which was revealed in Himself f (Mt
II25--7).

' Out of a pei feet relation with God flows

His teaching like a crystal stream.
3

Its form is

drawn from the religious vocabulary of the time ;

its matter from His own mind. In this connexion
li'o ."orviiij; r .vlmhobh piu. ,uil ^ a common

'It is not enough to show that particular statements of our
Lord may be found embedded in earlier writings which consist

mainly of foolish superstitions and childish conceits It would
be strange indeed if, with the Scriptures in their hands, the

great teachers of Israel never said, or never uttered in pregnant
phrase, any of tho-.i loin -im tiui1 truths which shine forth

from the mf> of the prophet But if we find, o, 1 *
:
( i

1
_- .o

oo'itc'iipniin -iterative mat such references are. o^'; I
* -V

\t'--'i i
1 , irnrr i->i i .

' 1
superstition, that

i| .
' o' ' '

i 'i-
1

-< - 'i . -embracing night,
then their concurrence ir -

< i
- - ourtwonder The

How is it, we ask, that out
of Jesus only selected what

1
i

' x -
i

1 '!,"*' rest? Ho\v is it, e g ,

s .
.,-,-. r -,o

"

indeed. He took any-
thing airect 1

'! IM 'i c> o '\ i1 s', A -i c 01 i"} u if>
. r ..ivi'i %

at the same 'ii-n.^
1

r- > rn r -
i uv > ,r (fnsMT.n. ''a'- 1

, -is 1

m the consul r '..i'* ../ v 'v i il
'

t ^ipr,>7 i
^

I "o '
TC r < u ,i r

again that \
} *-K.-> i *'-'\ -<< in PI oir Lonl * c , r> TO

originality, -.' i. uc" 11'= i<-,.-,.cr . o lyt i In" c M n,ii'iaV\ i.r

( aiiull e\pro-cd In those who went before Him The question
to he decided m oar Lord's day -was this, Which of all the
thoughts about God that ha\e passed through the mind of
Stimte and prophets should become the master-thought of

religion, \ihioh~sioulri condition and determine all the rest 9

It would not be true to say that Jesus selected one, as though
He hiil beea pi-irir a'l in i?viewand comparing them. No,
the Truth is tliitt Je.*>us laid hold of one by His Divine intuition,
in \ irtue of His direct insight into the nature of God '

(Moor-
house, Teaching of Christ, p 66 1).

When we add that Christ's teaching was given,
so to speak, casually not systematically, m no
ordered or finished M.atem<int; that the whole is

comparatively small, and yet that it is easy to
draw up from the scattered sayings a sum of
doctrine coherent, self-consistent, and completely
satisfying to the needs of the soul, further cogency
is lent to the witness,

c Never man so spake'
(Jn 74S) and point 1,0 tlio '{insstion,

* Whence hafch
this man this \\ i-<lom '"(Ml 1 &*). See artt. ORIGIN-
ALITY and UNIQUENESS.
To His words have to be added His works. His

ordinary doings were those of a good man (Ac
10s8}. His miracles proved a special presence of
God with Him (Jn 3-). There is a crude view of
the Gospel wonders which has made many see in
them an unimportant part of the Gospel story, and
even feel it desirable to do without them. So long
as they are looked upon as thaiimaturgic .sismj. or
violations of Nature's sequence, so long wilf both
religion and science reject them If, however,
they are considered as indication? of laws which
embrace and in a sense unite the seen and unseen
worlds, it is of immense importance to Christianity

* Tt h.vriv comes wthin the vopu of thK article to consider
the a'lrL.<l i '-1u(."ce or Umirlrnsni or Mitlnaisra
fCf l\ro*i\.c's>llukeanLecti pp

that they should occur in connexion with the

foundation of that faith. As a matter of fact, in

face of all attempts to explain them or explain
them away, a certain robust sense of the general
mind has refused to concur m any view that

denies their reality or their essential place in the

history. They reveal Christ no less than His
dpc-

tiine. They constitute warrants of His Divine

power : they al&o form part of the r1

.

'

T'tey
stand as a real item in the list of to

His impression. They aie one of the modes in

which His life found utterance,
* an authentic ele-

ment of the original gospel ofiered to faith
'

(A B
Br

' '

p. 376; Muacitlous Elements
in ^

> andvni.). In this respect they
are on"a different plane from the prodigies credited

to pagan heroes. That men might see the will of

God at work, Jesus did the woiks of His Father.

A reckless historical scepticism evaporates the
miracles partly into odd natural events, partly
into nervous healings, partly into gradually grow-
ing legends. Sane criticism, however, admits
their congruity with the recoid, then naturalness
to His Person, and their value to faith. The
supreme miracle of the Resurrection (wh, see) is

of ii/Mi.nx import.
3. 1'<i'.''ff>i of the experience. The lines thus

traced converge in one picture. Their eftect is

striking, and of the cumulative kind. They may
not pioduce infallible certainty of the truth of

Christ's Divinity. But no infallible certainty can
be given, riie "Chn>ti they portray is not absolute
in the sense of abstract ; He is* absolute in the
sense of the fullest concrete ; all the elements,
therefore, which go to make up this impie&sion of

His Person contribute to the proof of its power :

by exhibiting what He is they testify to Him :

their \\ rtrie^ is,
' This is the Son of God. '

It was
men's experience of Christ as Divine that gave
them the right to affirm His Divinity. Is the wit-

ness true ? The contention here made is that
what we know along many lines as the Christian

experience is a new and distinctive development,
and demands a new and unique factor introduced
to the human consciousness. Is the contention
verifiable ? The witness is an interpretation : can
we trust it ? Has the impres&ion an exact equiva-
lent behind it of objective fact 9 What were the
dimensions of the objective fact capable of pro-
ducing thi^ inner eftect ? The answer must be that
the s\me law of rationality holds here as in other

parts of knowledge. The effect must have an
adequate cause. What the soul realizes as the

highest in its inner feeling is proof of reality that
the reason may recognize. If the soul attains the
vision of a Reality whose authority over it is

absolute and from whom it receives a power that
masters all other powei s, then it knows the mean-
ing of God. The finality of such experience cannot
be questioned, when its"source i* personality (per-
-onahty being the only full reality of \\liich we
have knowledge), and its seat the moral disposition
and not individual tempeirimcm. Now to those
conditions the impression of Christ recorded in the
Gospels conforms. Behind the records He stands,
greater than themselves, and that by their own
shoeing ; and because of this they furnish to their
readers a vision which does not fade but grows, a
power that is new and permanent, a command
from which the con-eioii(,e CM n not dissent, a mas-
tery that sets free "He Him-olf had this effect on
men as they companied \vith Him ; the record of
their intercourse with Him has the same effect.
The effect is a fact of continuous expciionr o funda-
mentally identical in kind th roughou I the < "In i<t inn
centuries. Both are the envelope that enwraps
Truth transcending time and place. Only the
universal and everlasting can transcend the limita-
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tions of our separateness and speak in the same
manner to thoubands of different soulh. The
pVp'iimnn of Christian history aie so diverse in

ki'M io' those of other historic faiths as to re-

quire the supposition of a -ir< i
ri aiui

7

ongin (cf.

Illmg^oith. Personality human #wrf Dtvtne, p.

200). The witness that God Himself is here step-

ping into the histoiy of the lacemu&t be accounted
tiue.

Ill BEGINNINGS OF THE DOCTRINE OF CHRIST'S
PERSON IN THE NT. i. General character of the

doctt me It has "been nee e-aiy to make the above

analy&ib of the bases of beliel in Christ as pre-
sented in the Gospels and t

""

,, because
it is only by understanding

'

that we
gain any test by which to deteimine the character
and \v orth of the belief itself, or reach the point of

view for appreeialirj: j'
1

'^
1

.!' i'^ beginning* and its

growth. It is a<io<L' ".' ci'< \ Jin* nojucthty. It

is based on an < \\viu MIO which cannot rest, but
must grow with i i'i

;:
o\ i

' of all life, and pervade
all other experience ot hie. It is a doctrine there-
fore that has a history down to the present, and
which Is destined to continue beyond the present.
"We are now in the midst of a new growth of its

meaning. In moving on we can purchase security
only by retracing our steps, unravelling the web
of the past and weaving it over again. Recurrence
to the original will leinvigoiate like the touch of

earth to the feet of Antceus. In the first expres-
sion there is a universality which is apt to be lost in

the divisions of later opinion : there is an implicit
fulness in the beginning which is not completely
icpi evented in any subsequent stage. To that

beginning we now advert. In the conviction that
* in Christ

'

they were f a new creation,' partakers
of a Divine nature '

(2 Co 517
, 2 P I 4), the Apostles

must seek expression of their conviction. The ex-

pression runs over into every phase of their thought
and life. It breeds in them a sense of new relation

to Christ akin to that felt towards God, originating
<i it'

k
\\ (hough ( of Hi- Person. We see it in the

!Njiiiu^ .lie\" <riu 10 Him, in the Properties and
VnirfiiTi'- they a-( ibo to Him, in their acceptance
of wonders ai fending TTi^ Origin and His passing
from sight, in rl.c icUnion- they proceed to insti-

tute between Him and previous history as well as

future ages. The NT idea of Hi- TV\
"

:; \ ".s not
to be built up as an induction . '>'! !!< par-
ticulars ; these, on the contrary, are the reflexions,
inevitable and faint, of the experience of His

Divinity ; they are the inward seeking utteiance.

It is an utterance that is quite ^poiiTaiicou^. It

is the outcome of religious faith not of philosophic
interest. The -pmilai i\ i in-tiiu i i- wholly second-

ary to the spnii Hal fji( i- l>ui \A hile this is so, the

plill o-i pi i ic mterest is there, and that of necessity.
\\lnlo ihe Person hidden behind the life of the
NT is vaster than the NT record of Him, it re-

mains true that if that Person were to survive and
His impie>*ion, they must be shown to ring true

to the intellect. ~V\hat happens to the emotions

suggests problems to the mind. Proved facts,

even those s

deep-seated in our mystic frame/ have
to formulate theniselve^ in ihonjrhi And so the
moral life created by Clm-c fuini-hed material for

new great convictions fitted to be at once its ex-

pression and its safeguard. The doctrine of His
Person was the necessary correlate of the impres-
sion of His Personality.
In the fact: thu> noted is to be found the answer

to two inquiries of rationalism. On the one hand,
it is asked, AVhy i<* He ne\ er called God ? and on
the other, Why such dhrrsity of mew among the

writers ? Take the Litter first The criticism here
has been carefully made by Dr. Martineau (Bmt
of Authority, p. 361) and others, who urge that

Jesus was construed ssiicto.v>ive1y into (1) the Jewi-h

ideal or Messiah, (2) the Human ideal or Second
Adam, (3) a Divine Incarnation. This construction
of theories is asserted to be only a fanciful achieve-
ment of early Christian thought. The pei^onal
attendants of Jesus worked out the tiist ; the

Apostle of the Gentiles, the second ; the school
whence the Fourth Gospel pioceeded, the thud.'
In reply it may be affirmed that such criticism
holds its ground only by (rc) doing violence to the
facts on which it seeks to rest, "by -nliifctinjj them
to a narrowly subjective standard tin* iaci> in-

clude those in which Christ is represented as
the name of Lord ; by (b) an arbitrary
of the idea of de\ elopment to the nar-

I is possible to prove the alleged con-
structions to have been made successively only by
a series of unwarranted eliminations The "Syn-

optists are not without \i UV^M-.C of (2) and (3),

nor is (1) unknown to M IV., i ;ind the Fouith

Gospel. The facts, when viewed without prepos-
session, point to no such clear-cut theones. They
do, however, indicate both movement and diver-

sity of belief, changes constantly going on in

the opinions respecting Christ's nature, and very
material differences in individual emphasis and

interpretation, a movement and diversity only
less remarkable than the unmistakable unity
pervading them. It was natural that men of

the character and training of St. James and St.

Peter should discover in OT conceptions of the
Me i J i ! i r

'

i < \
" "

i , , ; < lines of thought wherewith
to <-':>< 1 1

' i t v-erience of Christ. Tempera-
mental and other causes led St. Paul and St.

John as naturally to give representations of their

experience such as they have done, the former
j

(1 "

".

""

and practical, the latter contem-
: , ystical. As types these three are

distinguishable, but not exclusively of each other.

There are others also, as, e.g., that of the Ep. to
the Hebrews, of Ephesians and Colossians, of the

Apocalypse. These expressions differ among them-
selves, and differ in precisely the manner that is

natural and desirable. The variety is that of life

and reality. These all represent differences that
are not separate developments of substance in the
doctrine so much as precious elements constitutive

of a richer fulness than any one of them or all of
them ; a fulness of necessary mysteriousness. They
represent no signs of a struggle to assert Divinity
in opposition to a bare humanity : of such a struggle
there is not a trace in the NT.
As to the second point of criticism, it is possible

with some reason to maintain that the term Beds is.

never applied to Christ. The matter is still in

dispute among scholars. The crucial passages aie

(not taking into account Jn I1 2028
, Un 520

, He ,

l
sff

-) Ko 9s, Tit 213
, Ac 2028, 1 Ti S16, Ph 2s

,
2 P I 1,

Col 2. In 2 P I1 the rendering,
< Our God and the

Saviour Jesus Christ/ is not excluded ; similarly
Tit 21S. In Ro 9s the doxplogymay be regarded as

referring to God. In 1 Ti 316 the true text is 0s not
6e6s In Ac 2028 theAV reading is probably correct

(<God
s

). Col 2% Eph 55
,
2 Th lH Tit 21S have

been adduced as proofs that St. Paul speaks of

Christ asGod; but c iTOTioon-h*. T'u <-' <-n f.i-i

pasages are Ph iJ
G -s

,
< \--l -2 . UM it 1< KM- ;.>*

not unambiguous, that does not affect the truth of
t/ic T)i>,< tidy of Christ. It was scarcely natural for

a JCA\ Lo u-e the Divine Name in any connexion

(cf. Dalman, Words of Jesus, vii, also p. 233).

If it were used, it applied to God in His absolute

being. Ci AYestcott, Ej> of St. John, p. 172.

God manifesting Himself in Christ was affinned in

a variety of other modes. The Apostles were not
so much concerned to '

prove His Divinity
'

as to

persuade men io accept Christ as their Saviour.

The question whether He was God or not was in

this view a subordinate question. They wrote
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about Him as they preached, m His human mani-
festation and in His Exalted Glory. From that

point of view they neither missed the conscious-

ness of His Godhood nor failed abundantly to

declare it. The declarations they make aie of One
who, they were persuaded, was absolutely unique
in position, in character, in work ; One whose

lelationship to God was perfect, who was the

Saviour, Light and Life of men. Aie such de-

claidtions consistent with anything short of His

Divinity
9

2. Dunne designations applied to Christ. Of the
names implying'distinctiveness of nature assigned
to Christ in the Gospels and Epistles, there aie

four of supieme import : (a) *Son of Man,' which
stands by itself ; (b]

c Son of God,
5 with which

maybe set as allied in -ignificunce,
' Son of the

Highest,
3

Only - begotten Son,' "My beloved
Son' (or My Son, my Chosen 5

}, and 'The Son' ;

(c)
4 Christ

'

," (d)
' Lorcl

'

Others are the l Word of

God and 4 the Word
'

;

' Son of David,' with which

may be placed
' Root and offspring of David,

5 and

perhaps
' Prince of life

3 and ' Prince
'

;

' Saviour *

;

*

Image of God '

;

f Second Adam *

;
' Fiist and

Last
5

;

' The Holy, Just One.'
Son of Man. To this title there attaches a

peculiar interest, which is reflected in the amount
of discussion it has excited. Controveisy circles

round its use, its source, its meaning It occurs

in all the four Gospels. It is the one name Chiist
is represented as reserving for His exclusive use.

That He did so is plainly implied in the nariatives.

His use of ifc has been denied (cL Bruno Bauer, Yolkmar,
Oort, Lietzraann, etc ) One of the most capable of recent
critics (Wellhausen, Das JSvanfj Marci) argues that the term,
if used at all bv Christ, was not made current by Him but by
the Christian ooii iiiint\ a id came into use m the following-
manner The <--iv CIIII-MC.IIS believed that Jesus had pro-
phesied His Parou&ia. They hesitated to make Him say so

outright, and he'ii.c icpre-eiitid Him as sajmg only that the
'Man' <r Dan't siioald iippc^r v irh the clouds of heaven He
could say that without meaning Himself Bufc the Christian

interpretation soon read Him into the announcement, then
used the title m the prophecies of the Passion and Resurrection,
i '"

"
i .

- '

" "
'

T I ~'3t li<r-""l -
,i

'
i',l' O"

1 - - <' "< r or ,. - 10'-, ", , ts :() the term is not found in
St Paul or elsewhere in NT, but almost solely on the lips of
Jesus (instances to the contrary are Jn 12^, Ac 7s6); (b) if a

coinage of the Early Church, how does it a term denoting
1

lowlinessharmonize with the evident endeavour to portray
a glorified Chnsc 9

The expression occurs in previous Hebrew and
Aramaic literature. The references of importance
are in Ezekiel, Daniel (7

13
), and Enoch, in all of

which the Messianic Mpnifu, rK<s is not indisput-
able (see Schmidt, art * Scvi of Man 5

in Encyc.
BibL, who inclines to refer even Dn 7U to Michael,
not Messiah). In what sense is it to be under-
stood? The common! \ accepted view

(e.g. Bey-
sehlag-Wendti) may be thus stated : Christ was
desirous of being recognized as the Messiah. He
was not desirous of fulfilling the current expecta-
tions of what the Messiah should be and do. He
therefore did not apply the current designations
of Messiah to Himself, but, finding one term,

' Son
of Man' (in Daniel), employed it as expressing (1)
Messianic character, and" (2) much more than the

expected Messianic character, viz the generically
human character.

Dalman (Fonfe of Jesus) has adduced grave considerations
&<runiii this view. It is a view, he holds, started by the Greek
du mec, and has no basis in primitive Christian thought. He
maintains that Christ adopted it from Dn 7*3, and used it of
Himself in its original sense, a sense which was not widely
prevalent in His time as applicable to the Messiah There * the
emphasis rather lies on the fact that In contrast with the winged
lion, the devouring bear, the four-headed leopard, the fourth
beast with ten horns terrible exceedingly beyond its predeces-
sors, he appears unarmed and inoffensive, incapable through
any power of his own of making himself master of the v,orld

;

he is only as a son of man. If ever he is to be master of the
world, Gk>d must make him so/ The * Son of Man/ on this view,
is not the son of man in fchte sense of being a man like other '

men, but as being a man distinct from other men, in tine sense

C M \-LiiV
ni-ii::oci'.

that God has gu en him to be what he is The expression in-

timates less his human nature than his Divine * Son of Man '

denotes ' that member of the human race, in his own nature

impotent, \\hom God will make Loid of the world.'

To indicate results, it may he taken that there

is a fair consensus of ,.^'rOMM "*i on the following

points- (a) that the use 01 the title as applicable
to Himself is due to Christ ; (b) that a wider source

than the passage in Daniel is probable ; (c) that in

meaning it embodies a composite conception, com-

bining vaiious OT suggestions, and these the most
rich and salient 5 the seed of the woman, the one
like a son of man, the suffering Seivant of Jehovah,
the ideal people, the lecipient of special privilege,
the apportioner of judgment, of celestial ongm.
In wealth of content the expiession stands alone

It was thus peeuliaily appropriate as a self-

designation of Christ. In it there met the two
divisions of Messianic reference, those i-o _ >

the glory and those pointing to the '

:' :,

of the Messiah, comprising elements seemingly
incongruous and irreconcilable, yet in essentials

capable of being unified in a single character In
the course of His ministiy He was to manifest Him-
self as the conqueror of Satan, as perfect man, as

concentrating His race in an intense personal life,

as conscious of a special mission from God, of abso-

lutely intimate relation to God, of peifect depen-
dence upon God, and as sharing with God in the

judgment of the world, characteristics all of them
Messianic, and impo^ible to be included in any of

the terms of Messianic intention moie fully than
in this, the e Son of Man.' Its meaning on His

lips goes further than even the fulness of Messianic

intention; so that it is not at once intelligible
ir title' of AYeisse and others is not
feature it shares with Him whom it

and the hopes it unified. In it these
roaum- f'lM

1

place: much contemporary Messianic
belief of a familiar kind ; less prominent ideas that
had before this time passed into the background ;

novel functions in Christ's conception, such as the
life of the Son of Man as a life of service, and His
death as necessary to redeem men

;
and the com-

bination of all these in a new synthesis which was
not

" "

aie of old data or fathering
up o1 . details of eailier expectation",
but which was reached by the entrance of a new
thing that made the fulfilment infinitely more
glorious than the promise might have seemed to
warrant (cf. art. SON OF MAN).

B
Son of God ('the Son/ 'My Son 3

). This title,
like the former, belongs to the OT writings, being
found in Gn 62

, Ex 422
,
2 S 7U, Ps 27 826 8927

, Job P
387

, Hos I10 II1
, and there applied in various con-

nexions : to offspring of the gods, to angels, to

judges, to Israel as a people serving Jehovah, to
individual Israelites, to the theocratic king, to the
Messiah (Dalman. and others object to

' Son of God J

as a Messianic title). The o\
]
K iun ' Son of God '

[or
c My Son 3

] occurs in rh<> ^vnopric- 27 times,
and 'the Son 3

9 times. In St. John * Son of God 5

occurs^ 10 times and 'the Son 3

14 times. Both
occur in St John's First Epistle, in several of St.

Paul's, in Hebrews, in Eevelation. In the Gospels
they are applied to Christ by the Father, angels,
demoniacs, Himself (rarely, and only in St John),
di-cij.lo <V/?--St. Peter's confession, Mt 1676

),

eMcr*. hi<rli pi KM. centurion. In determining its

meaning, we may exclude the idea of pagan influ-

ence. There is little probability that the cult of
the Boman emperors suggested" either the word
or its idea. Its application to believers (Mt 59 -

*>,

Lk G35
, Eph 1, Jn I 12

, 1 Jn 31* 2
,
Ho 814- 19

, Ph 215
)

doe* not nm^virily confine its import to the merely
human sphere. "lls previous usage in the OT
could not fail to prepare the way for a connota-
tion of special relationship to God.
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That the teim contains Messianic reference is

contested by few In line with it are to be ex-

plained the testimony of the demoniacs (Mt S-9
1|
Lk

441
), and the heavenly voices at the Baptism and the

Transfiguiation (Mt 337 17s). Heie, too, possibly
lies the reason for Chust's use of the teim in
debates with the Jewish leaders (Jn 3 18 515tt - 8-

5ir
-)-

The Messianic sense is obvious in St. Peter's confes-
sion (Mt 161G

) ; less so in that of the centuiion (Mk
15J9

). The answer to the high priest's question was
tieated as

" " ' A
T' W" ), because by it He

|

claimed mo
x St. John's state-

|

ments enhance the feeling of the Synoptists. He
points clearly to Chust's use of the term and in
the solitary sense He is careful in his use of

names, and would haidly put into Chiist's mouth
a self-designation without some warrant of sanc-
tion fiom His peisonal usage. But the Synoptists
are not without tiaces of the same clearness. In
Mt 2241 -40

, Mk 1235-37
, Lk 2Q41 '44

, the infeience is

inevitable that the Messiah is the son of One
moie exalted than David.
What meaning did Christ attach to the term?

The
"

,-- , M^'i-Hv J:M|. He is not deny-
ing ]),- .

.....^ 'He t'llmp- it (see on the
other side Wellhausen, Evangel. Marci}. By His
descent from David He satisfies one condition ex-

pected in the Messiah. That fact, however, does
not pieclude Him fiom satisfying further condi-
tions

^
not included in the Messianic prophecy,

evincing a power in Him which points to another
,iiil ii

(
Ji- i origin This further scope in His filial

3< !,<..!<> i- intimated in such passages as Mt II27

16 17
, Lk 1Q22, Mt 311

, Mk 411
, Lk 810

5 Jn S35- 1510

484 etc ) He taught the ilis-upl**^ to cull God t our
Father/ and called God His o\\n Fathei in a special
&ense. He asserts that He alone adequately reveals
and knows God. He ^ugge^ts a spec ml son&hip in
the parable of the TVickid Husbandman (Mk 126 ).
The double strain is present in His consciousness.
He is Son in the Messianic sense. He is also Son
in a Divine sense : of absolute oneness with the
Father. He has the mission of the former with
its dignity: He has the infallible knov,lod^e \\iili

perfect obedience of the latter. IoJi Jcfunir-

emerge in the Synoptics as in the Fourth Gospel.
Both are not justly interpreted in such a sense
--,!_

J
- .> merely ethical relation to God, a

i '',>" \ '',1 k others may actually possess or are
destined to attain. In them there is the basis of
the ethical but of the essential as well. The Son-

ship of Christ is human and historical yet solitary
and transcendent.

St. Paul corroborates the Evangelic positions.
The earlier Epistles contain a large amount of

teaching as to the Person of Christ. We have
lucid references to the Sonship : 1 Th I10, Ro S3 -

,

2 Co f, Ro I
4
,
2 Co 1 19 S Gal 220, Eph 4" Ro I9,

Gal I
16 44

, where, through the position assigned to

Him on the one hand, and on the oclier the vpccial

Spirit dwelling in Him, equality with God is as-

serted and Divine functions attributed. In one

passage, 2 Th 2, Christ, while not named 'Son,'
is regarded in His capacity ,i- "I I" 1 'IV-

Antichrist as a consubstanti 1 'ii -i-< "

God. This idea in another <
' \L \\-

Col I 13"15
, He P-8 33 etc.

A smvey of the texts reveals a complex concep-
tion including (1) a Messianic predicate asserting
the place or Christ as the complete antitype of

the theocratic king ; (2) an. ethical identity in the
realization of Divine holiness in a stainless life ;

(3) a spiritual nnirv lovcaliMir its< r
" *

;
f

mony with the mimi of (iod and < ; 'i ....... r
'

to His will, which weie as much innate piopertiesof
TTi^ ncr-omiliiy * iuhu voments of His moral self.

Tn addition, ili('i>n\ KI ion of His pre-existentglory*
* See art. PRE-EXISTENCB,

M' of
\o of

.,\i m

and of His cosmic agency necessitates (1) a physical
descent from Deity by a cieatue act of the iJivme
Spmt (see ANNUNCIATION and VIRGIN-BJKTH) ;

and (2) an equality of essence in virtue of which
Divine acts and qualities are ascubed to Him.
Of., fuither, art. Sox OF GOD.

Christ ( the Christ'), King of the Jews, Lord,
may all be taken togethei

' Christ '

is the Greek
equivalent of Messiah. Both woids signify

e the
Anointed.' While applied in the OT to piophets
(Ps 103 15

,
1 K 19]b

:
MU hVi piiests (Zee 414

}, the
name is specially \(\<"\~ 'n.i Tilth the kings, fiom
the passage <P- 2') i' *'l\iii'_ ;:,, they weie under
the special j.'oi'Mio-i 01 >t~,'o\,,M, and exeicised

lighteous goveinment. Latei, -\\hen Israel had
come under Gentile rule, the idea entered into the
name that the Messiah would oveitlnow the secular

might and libeiate the people, i e. be at once the
Saviour of the faithful and the Pi mce 01 King of
the saved. In the NT the name is accoided to

Jesus everywhere. It is practically His surname,
a circumstance remarkable when it is remembered
that He forbade its use in His eaithly life. He is

greeted also as *

King' and as 'Son of David,
5

re-

cognitions of Him as Messiah. That He Himself

accepted the role appeals from th<
'

?\r >,_
-

(a)

His sanction of the terms c Son of M, r , i Son
of God '

as applicable to Him ; (b) His consciousness
of being endowed with the Sphit of God (Lk 418if

},

a mark of the Messianic King (Is II 2
) and of the

Servant of Jehovah (IS42
1 61 1

) ; (c) His self-witness

as to His being the Son and Heir of God (Ps 22} ; (d)
His assurance of the reference in Ps 110 to Himself,
where the Kino: in 7ion i- in Hi=; view the Messiah ;

(e) He spoke <M :!"j l-inViT, of the Temple in the
same sense in \\h'<i CM; Mi . is the builder of
the Temple (cf. Mt 2661

, Mk 1458 with Zee 612* 13
) ;

(/) He spoke of His kingdom and theiefore Mes-
sianic rank ; (g] He descnbed Himself as Judge of
the world a Messianic function; (k) He com-
mended St. Peter's confession (Mt 1617 } ; (i) He
acknowledged His Messiah&hip before His judges
(both Sanhedrin and Pilate); (j) He was put to
death as 'King of the Jews.' Messiah&hip, it has
been said, is not Divinity (Ottley, ait. 'Incarna-
tion

'
in Hastings' DB). True, but Mes&iahshlp as

enriched by Christ is. The new feattires with
which He fulfilled the old conception MifFeiing
and resurrection, brought it as near Di \inity a->

was possible for the Hebrew mind. In them vui^,

concentrated the work of salvation, always as-

signed in OT to Jehovah Himself, in the NT
always and in all its parts assigned to Christ.

The step is but a short one from the unhesitating
aokTiovuoil-rinent

1

of the Divinity of Christ's work
10 rluii of iliu Divinity of His nature.

The step is taken when He is called Lord*
Christ refers to Himself as s

your Lord* (Mt 2442).
There is evidence of growth in the meaning of

Lordship in NT usage. Eesch has shown that
the name was I"!- !' .

v
ig'V.

1
-

1
r>

;n instances with
1 Master* and H, n-. IS ^t-J that stage and
the view of the Epistles that Christ is Lord over

Nature, the Universe, the Church (Col l lb
-18

, Ph
2100. etc.), there is a -wide gulf. The transition

was probably effected in Hellenistic circles, and
aided by thc'use of c Lord ' as a title of the Eoman
Emperor and associated with the divine honours

paid to him.
The Second Adam (the Man from HeaYen) is a

designation pcculiai to St. Paul. In idea it is

more .j>eculative than the foregoing.
The impulse

to its construction is to be found in the Apostle's
conversion through the glorified appearance of the

Risen Christ on the way to Damascus. On the

ground of that experience he eontrasK men, as ho
tinds them, subject to sin and death, ami iliih man
exalted over both (1 Co IS45

"49
, Ko ^-- Jl

j. The
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religious and moial destinies of the human race
are traced to the action of two typical men, the
first Adam, * a living soul,

5 and the second Adam,
a quickening spirit.

5 In so thinking, he gives an

original turn to his Messianic views. The ordinary
Messianic hopes of his nation he shares. He is

acquainted also with the tradition of the life and

teachings of Christ. But neither his intellect nor
his conscience, endued with fresh vision and power
by Chiibt risen, could rest satisfied with those.

lie departs from them, "but not to supeisede, rather
to develop. He regards Christ as the foretold of

the prophets (Ro I2), His ministry as a manifesta-
tion of the rightcou-ne^s of God (3

21
), His death

and resurrection as. the fulfilment of foreshadow-

ings in the OT Scriptures (1 Co 15s 4
). He shares

with the Synophs^ and Acts the position that
Christ is the Saviour aiul ln'iigei-ju of the king-
dom of righteousness; WM'I rheiii he applies to

Christ the names 'Son of God/
*

Christ,' etc., in

a sense of exceptional dignity. "What they had
reached by a gradually increasing insight he won
by the vision (Gal I16), and from the point of view
of his spiritual intuition he reads the Person of

Christ. What he had seen colours all his thought,
which is essentially a Christology centring in the
idea of ' the Lord of Glory.* The term signified,
of Christ's work, relief from the oppression and
burden of sin and the law and death, with hope of

loureneifition foi himself and all men ; it signified,
of Clni^tV Pei -on, that He was Spirit (2 Co 317

) ;

man,
* in the likeness of sinful flesh

' but e the man
from heaven ' whom the heavenly principle made
perfect (5-

1
), pre-existent (Ro 83

, 1 Co 10% Gal 44)
and 'head of every man* (1 Co 11s), human nature
in its archetypal form, ,

{ "-
.

1 *

in creation

(S
6 etc ). That He of win was affirmed

was not conceived to be an ordinary human per-
sonality in His intimate nature, goes without say-
ing. Taken in conjunction with other terms used,
the 'Lord of Glory' declares Divinity. In the
later Epistles, Eph., Col., Ph., TL, Tit, the

Divinity is explained in the same directions with
greater precision and fulness, and exemplified in
fresh relations.

Tl o f.iT t'""i- ''' -*. \\ r
i "jrs o^rvi .1 r'oro rlov rl >p -d Chris-

to.o^\ *iian rT,r of ib i "Kiisiia^d Lp"-r c^ lias uetsii made a.

jrv..f. I >- 'I.-' --'l.r iT
2:T'-' .->' li.r \\v > i good reason. The

k: v r;ioii ; ir i TI oi/d 'I-- ] it v .-I nie earlier; both fix atten-
tici o r 'vk ! (, ir "~ ri'd a ri

(j <!<, ,v<1 not on what He taught;
both rise to the thought of the glorified Christ through the
\ ,

-
,
n . (,... The later illustrates and emphasizes

r-
j<

"-- heavenly dignity of Christ, assigning
1

an increment of inaction rather than of rank (ci Lightfoot,
Cd. p. 120).

In the Ep. to the Hebrews there is a remarkable

type of doctrine which has not jet been defini-

tively located. It has very little in common with
the NT writings generally, or even with the
Pauline. Its conception of Christ's Person is

characterized by significant differences in sub-
stance and expression. After a prologue (almost
in the manner of the Fourth Gospel and the Apo-
calypse, which looks like a summary of previous
thought) it proceeds to its main thesis, the superi-
ority of the New Covenant over the Old. In the
first seven chapters Christ is presented as the Son,
the Kevealer, and the King-Priest. As the Son,
He has been prepared for in Israel (I

1
), has par-

ti npfiTc-d in the creation and is its consummation
( l-',i,

j\ the manifestation of the Father's glory as
its effulgence (e7raycw>ta), and the expression of
the Divine essence (uroimum) as it** embodiment,
xapa/mfp) (1

s
), and is now at the Father's right,

hand. As the Revealer, He is superior to angels
and Moses; while yet a 'partaker of flesh and
blood' (2

14
), wherein He has done away with sin

and death, establishing and vindicating His glory
by His sufferings. As the King-Priest He realizes

in perfection the qualifications of the priesthood
IP- (

* r
. ,

A1
\

* ..
*

->i the OT system. In his exegesis
, t" j ,'.!' '

;;
- to Christ two seiies of OT texts,

the one having in view in their < ^ <

""

' .'' the

Messiah (I
s
,
cf. Ps 27 ; 1

s 9
, cf. i'- - V , , ther

relating to God (I
6
, cf. Ps 977

; I 30 '12
, cf. P& 10226-28

).

All three aspects point to such pre-eminence of

Christ as makes Him incomparable TV ith men, to

be equalled with God alone. Itjs at the same
time a pre-eminence .

j

' '
- 1 '

. ^ in His human
experience, made His o^\n by obedience a point
insisted on. These two foim the idea of Clm&t *

He is God who by a Divine Incarnation fulfils

Himself in man ; and He is man who by a human
faith and endurance realizes himself in God If

the terminology is le&s Hebraic than in St. Paul or

the Synoptists, the motive is the same, viz to

express in the terms available the new contrasts

and special aspects of Christ's Per&on impressed on
the author's mind by his independent experience
of Christ.

The Logos ('the Word
5

) is the teim distinctive

of St. John (Jn I 1- 14
,

1 JnP^Kev 1913
). It is

introduced in a way which indicates that it was
familiar to the writer and his readers. As a term
it is traceable in both Palestinian and Alexandrian
thought. Its idea is Hebraic not Philonian, and
to be taken in connexion with 'the Only-begotten.'
It is no impersonal abstract Idea. The Logos is,

as in the Targums, personal and active as the

equivalent of God iiwifr -Inijz Himself (1 Jn I 2
).

He is an historical human life (Jn I 14, 1 Jn I 1 '3
), a

fact not to be minimized. Yet His coming TR ithm
the conditions of humanity was the coming of One
who had been pre-existent with God in and fiom
the Ujiirriino il

1 S13 3X 662
), sharing in the life of

God ami in il'< Divine acts of creation and pie-
servation, and operative in previous history as an
r* MX'!,*! ;: j ,d uuul^mTii: potency in the heaits
01 i

1
( 3 ;ri. !. {!''

*
' '

lu" ('ll62). Complementaiy
i- i

'

c I'M.\;_:,I of the Apocalypse of His eternity or

semi-eternity in natuie, the Alpha and Omega,
and in redemptive activity^'Lamb slain from the
foundation of the woild/ and of the |,uf<.tt and
perpetual adoration accorded to Him ^\n li C-< (i in
heaven. The recital of the work of ihe Logos, &o

r "' M
vastest realms, cosmic, historical,

, -nost summary space, is majestic.
The absence of any line of intermediate beings
between God and man is notable. The identifica-
tion of the Word with God ($efa) is deliberate.
The description gives no plausibility to the view
that here we have a category taken from philo-
sophy and applied loo-ely to the facts. There is

nothing in the Synoptic representation of the
human character and consciousness of Christ which
unfits it or renders it v*i !< * ;:,'iU for the Logos
conception ; equally their - pr.i'i.r^ in the Logos
mM\o<l as becoming incarnate in the man Jesus

which contradicts or impairs the reality or the
completeness of His humanity as portrayed in the
Synoptics.
The two are JHlcqiUilo JITK! umgruous to each

other. ^They f.ro ;;']-<> IICUMX to each other,
each being a torso without the other. The source
of the doctrine was the actual cx]eii<r(c of the
author, but it is the experience of n mi (! of pro-
found spirituality and devout idealism. He gives
the impression of having been determined in the
particular cast he gives Ms doctrine by contem-
porary circumstances. A specific method is ap-
parent. It is not that he seeks to prove that
* Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God' (Jn 2031

) ; it
is the special manner of his proof that differen-
tiates his record, and above all the specially in-
tense feeling towards Christ that pervades it,
characteristics that have led some to assert that
lie sees Christ as primarily Divine and less human
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than the Synoptists see Him. It is tiuer to say
that he sees Christ both as more Divine and more
human than the Synoptist* ; driven beyond them
by deepened expenence of Christ on the one hand,
and that ncher reflexion on the other hand to

which he was incited by the increasing Gnostic
licence of the age. Gnosticism was a subtler foe

than current Messianisin. Its sophisms could be
met only by a simpler and piofounder simple
becau"

" - r \ ' Jl The Touith Uo-pel
gives

! '-
, i ortrait of Christ

corresponding to the " -
i M .' and overwhelm-

ing sense of His power conceivable, at once wholly
revealing God, and the Divine revelation of the
whole nature, life, and destiny of man. Hence to

the historian it is an enigma, to the devout a
poem. Its outline is simple and free because so

bioad and high. Its structuie is less of the his-

toric than of the spiritual sense. The test of its

'^T'vipru* l ;ke that of art, is not in its technique
I 'i. in i lie tl i IP and powerful feeling of infinite

meaning it throws upon the reader. It is in conse-

quence the most fruitful of all the sources of subse-

quent thought.
3. Ihnitt /'/',//'//*' 9 ftr/,-tmtted to Christ. TVe

may note, 10 ljrm v,-'i liio ascnption to Christ
of what h, <! lie(-i f.^u'u*! by OT prophets to

Jehovah (cf. Ps 456- 8 with He I8* 9
; Is 7" 96 with

Mt I23 ; Jer 235 6
[where the f Branch of David 3

is called the 'Lord our V t- .,- -. ,-] 3316 with
the NT term 'Root of !>. -

..;;'<- to Chribt;
Mai 31

, where V <- '

,.

' about to come to his

own temple is ,

'

I !

3 with Mk I2
, Lk I76 ).

Again, the tempting of Jehovah (Nu 142 21s 6
, Ps

95y
) is the tempting of Christ (1 Co 109

). In He
I 10 n what is attributed to Jehovah in Ps 1022b is

attributed to Christ. In Jn 1240- 41 it is asserted

that the language of Isaiah 'fi
q ""^ U>TU"M> r

Jehovah refers to Christ. Is- -^-A , tonijMitMl \\iili

Bo 1410 n
, shows that the ju<!irmoi'i-eai of (UK: i-

that of Clirist. From Jl 2"- ami JIt> Iu-s tin.1 II.MIIO

of Jehovah is the name of Christ.

T .

"
'

-

"

e references to Chiist's

1
1 {tributes. He has self-

v , I , (Jn 526
), and therefore

His life is eternal (Jn I4 II25 146, 1 Jn I 2 6*1- 13
).

He has pre-existence ; cf. the Apostolic testimony
(He 7s, Rev 1s 2213

} with Christ's (Jn S28 177). He
cannot yield to death or see corruption (Resurrec-

tion narratives, also Jn 1Q18, Ro 1', He 7
10

, Jn II25,

Ac IB37 227
), He will come again (Jn 14s-

*, Ac I11 ,

1 Co II26 etc.), He gives life to others (Jn S25- 21 640,

Ph 310- 11
), He has all power (Mt 1818, Rev I8, Jn

519
,
He 13

}
Ph 29), including power over nature and

man (miracles and healings cf. Lk 619 8 Mt 928,

also Ro 810
'33

),
a power He can communicate to

disciples (Ac 9s* 316 410
). St. Paul attributes to

Him the Divine plenitude (Col 29 ). He has^ super-
human knowledge of God and Miperlmman insight
into man (Jn 16* 2s4

, Rev S*
28

), He is unchangeable
as Jehovah (cf. Ps 10226 with He I11- 32, also 138 ),

Of Divine acts asserted of Christ are the follow-

ingCreation (Jn P, Col I16- 17
, He I2

* 10
); Pro-

vidence (He P, Jn 517
, Col I17) ; Redemption (Ac

2028, Jn 1318- 10- 16
,
Mt 913, Eph S26

, passages too

numerous to be specified) ; Forgiveness of sins (Mt
9s, Mk 210

, Lk o24 etc.); Judgment (Jn S22- 27
,
Ac

1731
, Ro 141(J

, Mt 2531'46
) ; Restitution of all things

(Ph 321, 1 Co 1524
-28

). Finally, the whole atmo-

sphere of feeling and disposition towards Christ in

the NT is one of worship. He claims it, and His

disciples
accord it. The faith given to God is given

to Him (Jn 141
etc.). Examples of doxologiea are

1 P 411, 2 Ti 418, Rev 1G ,
2 P 318

, Rev 513. The
honour of the Son equals that of the Fathei (Jn S23,

Ph 2s* 10
, He I 6). The Blessing of God is invoked

from Christ not less. Distinctively Christian wor-

ship is a calling upon the name of the Lord Jesus

Christ (1 Co P, Ac 914 ). Distinctively Christian
belief is the confession that Jesus is the Messiah,
or that He is the Son of God (Ro 109, 1 Jn 415

).

Baptism is into Hib name ( Ac 2s8 Slb), the Lord's

Supper is ^mficjint of His Death and its specifics

vntue, new hie (1 Co 1016 II26
).

A patient study of the texts cited in the t^o

preceding sections will set in relief several facts a&
to Apostolic reflexion on Chii&t's Pei&on. The
beginnings II

1 *
< : "-'*< .-

1 V in the Messianic

hope and in < i --.'! <> I'-i the Messiah. The
fiist proclamation of the gospel we have in the dis-

courses in Acts, the one burden of which is the

Me^iah^hip of the Master. The Apostles there

^peak out of an experience whose roots lie in the
nation's past, and which are renewed into fresh

growth by Christ. The proof they ofier is the evi-

dence of facts and of what the facts point to.

They detail three distinct orders of facts the life

and works of Christ, the death on the Cross, the
resurrection and exaltation. They empha-i/e the

peculiar and wondrous power revealed in all three,
and especially in the last, in which they find the

key to the whole the Risen Loid. Traces of

transcendental interest are not absent (Ac 531 315 -6

1C42,
1 P I23 45 I 11* 20

, Ja 21 5s- & I 18
- 21

), the percep-
tion of dignity and powers beyond the Messianic
M i

'
i

;:
( Him. This type ofthought is common

-* !'<,, St James, St. Jude. It is a simple,

objective, piactical presentation of Cluist, yet
with features of its own -o -j'O'ifualh new as to

make it impossible to uicrm.v n -iih the exist-

ing religious schools. The other vii i
1 j- '<,-

themselves upon those beginnings, ,
. s\ . i -,

most obviously. They give the fact- "
,- \ .)'->>

which are given in the Acts discourses in sum.

They show the process of the movement, of which
Acts gives the results. There are, however, im-

portant differences. The conviction of the higher
nature of Christ is more prominent ; it in fact per-
vades them ; it is not imposed on their substance
as an afUi-tliouj.

fM or under the stress of polemical
tendency ; IL is part and parcel of the whole. Their

portraiture is the portraiture of One who is man
yet stands apart from men in character, and takes
the place of God in the heart. Of speculation there

is no sign. The growth of conviction is gradual,
indeed, but comes in natural couise by contact
with facts. With the Synoptics we place the

Apocalypse. Speculative features appear in St.

Paul (earlier and later Epistles),
the Fourth Gos-

pel, FpiMio to Hebrews, in the doctrines of 'the

M,LII iiom hoii\ on, 'the Second Adam,' the Logos,
and the Itevualer,* and

*

High Priest of the New
Covenant '

r e-.p< ci i \ c-ly.

There is a AMI!P (Icnviijro of opinion on
o_

ie-lioM>,

as to the source andA\orth of the .voionu nuoncd
factors. Were they due to the influence of the
Hellenistic schools, or did they descend in the
Palestinian tradition? Are they alien accretions

to be cast aside, or are they of the essence of the

Christian message ? Much ingenuity has been ex-

pended in trying to prove that the original facts

have been largely worked over in the Synoptic and
in the Paulmo and Johannine doctrines.

In the former case, it is maintained, there was
a twofold process of jacLipting ; -o, ^ > '<> <oit the

facts of the life, and OL ~<nl{ip ri;/ I
< r* < ,- of the

life to suit prophecy ; in the ease of the latter

the facts of the life are interpreted in the light of

some of the fundamental ideas of the Greek cults

and philosophy, taking on along with the forms
much of the sub^tajice of Greek religion. Thus

originated the scenery of hyper-ph>^ical events
that surrounds the life in the one instance, and
the Logos Christology in the other. Both, it is

alleged, changed the true character of the gospel,
and are entirely inappropriate to its inner spirit.
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Such contentions have certainly not yet been made
good. Theyha\e neveitheless served to discover

leep affinities existing between Apos o
1 "

i' U T

and the highei raind of that age, ,,

"

r ,
-

i

directly derived fiom each other. Consideiations

are constantly incieasing to vindicate the real

independence "of the Apostolic mind, and its essen-

tial coiuiiiuhy with the fundamental religion of

the Hebieu lace in \l lh\* :<'Vjio i- (onscioiibness of

Jesus It is not 1111. in- ( j 1\\ uiiK x-^i from them.
Its novel constitu'-i i- ..re uoi a i" Ti . they dp not

arrive fiom without, they are perceived within, as

the result of the life and teaching of the Founder
of their faith and still more as the effect of JHis
chaiacter. There is a freedom both in previous
Jewish religious ideas and in the religious con-

sciousness ot Jesub which assured to them a vast

future vitally and organically related to them, to

which the above theoiy does scant justice, and
which suggests the warrant of truth to the Apos-
tolic de\ olopments.

IV. SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT OF NT IDEAS.

t. History of the doctrine The Logos idea became
the centie of a remarkable theological growth
which engro&sed the intellectual energy of the

first hve centuries During that period the subtle

Greek mind left its mark &o substantially on the

current forms of Christian belief as to render it

problematical how far the definitions of the great
roimtiK lealiy embody the essence of the original
faith. The naturalness of the development is

acknowledged. Its necessity was created by cer-

tain obvious causes due to the historic character of

the Church, and its presence as a livrijr o'^aMi/fi-
tioiiinthe world. The age vhicli TMIIM-^-el The
dissolution of paganism and the triumph of new
ideals of thought and duty was one of missionary
zeal and mental anguish. The early piopaganda
was extensive and intense. It had to confront the

. ->agan morals and the medley of
i

,

'

It had to justify its own novel
convictions. Its final purpose was }*<>( tical to

make men like Christ. A faithful dcMiKM.uo'i of

what He was and did became imperative; still

more a consistent conception of wfiat made Him
what He was. The Church offered a new life,

whose experienceswere of profound interest, created
and sustained by Christ, to a world of almost
feverish intellectual curiosity. The mystery of

Christ which had revived Hebrew devotion began
to fascinate and excite the Gentile mind. Specu-
lation was stimulated, and increasing effort made
to bring the potential elements of Christ's teaching
within the scope of men's understanding. The
new world was at its best in reflexion, it yielded
to Christ only after uml^^tnTKlinjr Him.

Something to be 'iiulci-U'O'J iho'o was* The
whole process is intelligible only on the assumption
of the unhesitating acceptance of belief in Christ's

higher nature. TVM - r : -1 i i < > H Jews had been,
Is this rabbi mor" i I,PI .'',' M< :,> !

i

'* The problem
to the Hellenic world now was, Is this Word more
than our \byos ? and before the problem was solved
to its satisfaction, Greek thought passed through
an experience as recreative and revolutionary as
Jewis

1

! n-] iii jit on ivd done in tho \jio-1ol if age.
The HI -< ri-uuv, preserved iho I>P-U ideal of
classical culture, and translated it into a con-
stituent treasure of the Christian consciousness.
The result was the conquest of the older conceptions
of deity, -\\hether of prophett> or philosophers, by a
new conception, a monotheism identical with no
previous form, the richest hitherto reached, and
one which eventually proved capable of imparting
a spiritual unity to men of vastly more educative
value than any system of orgamzed culture before
or since.

(a) Patristic ape.Ai first (up to A.IX 300) the

process is slow and uncongenial. There are parties
of practical outlook only and others of conservative

instinct which fail to comprehend the_ new situa-

tion. But in the better .
< -

;

.

: of the

Christian movement there i- ., -<
'

.'age and
a more vigorous intellect. They manifest, indeed,
no lapse from Apostolic attainments. The desne
to keep to what is piimitive is \\ith them, as Tvith

the others, passionate, but rn no .

They aie eager to search into the ^ '

their doctrine. But they plainly exhibit a want of

equipment for the task. They are always vague,
often P '

'
"

Y
,_

A clear theory cannot Le gained
from ' \ i

'

i
- Both facts, the existence of

beets *
:

( .
- to theonze and the uncei tain-

ties of those \vho did, are alleged by some historians

as a giound for denying to that age any assuied

belief in Christ'- IJiumty The material for

judgment is not too abundant, but theie are cer-

tain guiding facts. Christ is every\\heie wor-

shipped as God. Cf. Pliny's well-kncrwn lettei to

Trajan ; the Vesper hymn of the Eastern Church,
the Gloria in Excclsis, the Tersanetiis, all in use

in the 2nd centuiy. Lucian's satne betiays a
series of characteristic tiaits of Chustians, in-

cluding the worship of 'the crucihed sophist.
9

There is the witness of the martyrs <\\ho pieteired
death to replacing Christ by the Empeior in their

adoration The baptismal pi ofessions of the period,

too, maintain unimpaired the NT
1
1,,( t < o of com-

bining the Son with the Father JP.! ^'iii We
(li-iiiiLHii-h b<,, \\een the popular "belie! embodied
in ilie TO'L^O.I ^'

and explanation** of the belief in

ias of ilu'Uioek mind. The loimei was geneial
the latter were but tentative. The efloits of the

first Fathers and Apologists were neithei pro-
found nor precise. They \\ere directed towards
three aims, (1) to justify the worship of Cluist, (2)

to define aright the relation of the Son to the

Father, and (3) to elucidate the operation of the
Word in creation. Their discussions have in view-

three types of opposition, of which the first refused
to recognize Christ as the equal of God (Ebionism) ;

the second denied His jn'i
F ct Tii.ir.hood iDocetism) ;

while the tliiid, prepaid TOI by Dotcti-m and em-

bracing an omlMua--i"ir TPiUiiie of Lcmdencies
known as (' n < i- 1 1 < iM n < 01 1 ceived amiss the i elation

between God and the Universe. The Christian

thinkers were piofoundly moved by this threefold

antagonism. They keep their faitn firm, but their

apologetic^ are uncertain and incautious An
adequate philosophy is beyond their power. Let
it be remembered, however, that the views they
repel are also chaotic and crude : moreover, all of
them represent some soit of a faith in Christ as a
Being of a higher order. By the "

1 1 ou i \ < in-

ducted by writers such as Barnabi- N IL' :.-,
Hermas, in particular, Church doctrine attains at
this stage a certain measure of self-consciousness,

especially over against Judaism and to a slighter
extent over agam&t the abstract notions of heathen

speculation.
Around the problems raised bythe lal tei , thought

in the next period deepens immeasurably, the seeds
of all future discussion are planted, both of orthodox
and heretical opinion. A succession of writers,

interesting and copious in suggestion including
such names as Justin Martyr, Irenseus, Tertullian,
Clement of Alexandria, Oiipen de\ elop the Chiis-

i Inn position*! in various direction* ^itli dialectical

skill and considerable spiritual insight: (1) the
nature of our knowledge of God as relative and our

knowledge of the nature of God as wholly separate
from the created world, spiritual and immaterial ;

(2) our knowledge of the nature of the Logos as
immanent in the Divine nature and expressed in
the world of created things, as eternal and mani-
fest in time ; (3) our knowledge of the identity of
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the Son with the Father as one in essence as in

will, related by generation, and of the identity of
the Son with the human race as its 'recapitula-
tion

'

or ,

'
' '

"leading to affirmations of a
real Fath< . Godhead
of the Divine Unity as a life of
The stress of the iiv;unio*it came to concentrate
itself in the third 01 IPO-O points, against the

Adoptiomsts on tiie one hand, who secured the

unity of God by confining Christ within the limits
of humanity, and against the Sabellians on the
other hand, who secured it by ti eating the dis-

tinctions of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as simply
modes of the one God. By the beginning of the
4th cent, this long interior process of conflicting
reflexion was ready for a final issue.

It came in theAnan disputes, which for a century
to A.D 451 filled the Christian world and passed

through several phases. Arius was incited to
action by the teaching of Alexander the bishop of

Alexandria, who taught the eternal generation of

the Son ('there never was a time when He was
not '). He maintained that as a father must exist
before his son, therefore the Son of God did not
exist eternally with the Father; that not being
eternal He was created, but before time began ;

that being created, He is in all things unlike the
Father. The Council of Niesea (A.D. 325), con-
vened by the Emperor for the settlement of peace,
decided against Arianism, and defined the authori-
tative doctrine to be that the Son is

6 of one sub-
stance* (ousiri] with the Father; that He was
begotten, not made/ that * there never was a time
when He was not,

1 that *He was not created.
3

The Nicene Creed was established largely by the
brilliant advocacy of Athana&ius, subsequently
bishop of Alexandria. It was a signal triumph in

favour of the essential Divinity of Christ as distinct

from a merely moral likeness to God. There can
be little doufit that Arian contentions

'

1

themselves over a wide area; and ,

throu
* (1 T "'"'

.

c
the Arian leaders to gather

into ,
t themselves much floating

dissatisfaction with the deeper i urrent** discernible

and now becoming dominant}, and paitly by the aid

of political and secular methods. It is unques-
tionably the case, however, that the Arian position
had a vitality of its own which the Athanasian

dogmatics never wholly quenched, and which has
burst out again and again in -r.1-i0ii '.1 (lio'ij-V
It is the natural standpoint of i ! mrns- TJ^H,

ri

seeking to appreciate Christ, start from the idea of

God rather than the fact of Christ ; its main
interest is not religious but theistic, a theoretical

deduction, not the statement of an inner experience.
Athanasius met it on the basis of that Christian

experience which initiated the problem, and from
the V_r"nT"iv had determined its development.
His "- mi unjustified; for although the Arian

agitation protracted itself all through the 4th cent.,
it was gradually deserted bv the more religious
adherents, whom the Athanasian divines took pains
to conciliate by removing false impressions, by
dei peniTi ihon thought, and by popularizing it

\\itn illn^liaiion-

The second great Council, that of Constantinople
(A.D. 381), saw piactically the death of Arianism.
It reaffirmed the Nicene" dogmas against various

novelties, and especially that offshoot of Arianism
which denied the Divmiiy of the Holy Ghost
(Macedonians) The third Council, at Ephesus
(in 431), and the fourth, at Chalcedon (in 451),
dealt with other three consequences of Arian

doctrine, known as the Nestorian, Apollinarian,
and Etitychian heresies. The three have reference

to the constitution of Christ's Divme-human Person,

Jesus Christ being Divine in the Nicene sense, in

what sense could He also at the same time be
VOL. r. 31

human? It had been determined that He was
primarily Divine ; not a man like other men, who
became Divine, but the personal Logos of God
manifesting Himself through the human person
with whom He had entered into union Accord-
ing to this view, He was nece&sarily two distinct

natures, to one of which it seemed impossible to
render all the significance of its proper functions,
viz. the human nature. In particular, \Tas His
knowledge limited? Had He a true body and a
reasonable soul? Was His Person single? pro-
blems which enlisted the most earnest interest of

Athanasius, the Gregorys, Cyril of Alexandria,
Leo of Rome, and, above all, Augustine of Hippo.
Briefly the answers were : (1) as to Christ's human
kno \\ledpre, that omniscience belongs to the God-
head of the Word, but that the human mind which
the Word took was limited ; (2) as to Christ's body,
that it was a true body, really born of Mary, and
passible in the experiences of life ; (3) as to the
union of the Divine and human natures, that these
two were each perfect, without confusion, and
united in one Person ; although He be God and
man, He is not two but one Christ.

5

In the words
of Chalcedon, He is

*One and the same Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, the same
being perfect In Godhead and the same being perfect m man-
hood, truly God and truly man, the same ha\mg a rational
soul and a body, of one substance with the Father according to
the Godhead, and the same being- of one substance with us ac-
cordr *

" "

unto us except sin
. . . ' *-bearotten acknow-
ledged in two natures, without fusion, w >

* , j .
io

division, without separation ; the difference of the two natures
having been in no \\ise taken away by the union, but rather the

property of each nature being preserved, and combining to form
one person and one hypostasis.'

Or, in the words of the last of the great Creeds,
the so-called {

Athanasian/ which fairly represents
the theology of the 5th century :

*He is not two, but one Christ; One , noc bv conversion of
the Godhead into flesh, but by taking of tne manhood into God ;

One altogether , not by confusion of substance, but by unity of
Person '

(b] Mediceval^eriod (5th to 15th centuries). The
coneiliar definitions remained undisturbed as the
official formulas of the Church right through the
Middle Ages up to the present ; and without im-

port ant modification or advance. To account for
bin-* piolon^ed acquiescence of the mediaeval mind
is not at once simple, for the Nicene system is both
uncritical and incomplete. The Church had to
address herself to new and arduous tasks, chiefly
of orgaiii/ation She had assumed the external

equipment of the Roman empire for practical effi-

ciency in educating the multitude of peoples
brought within her pale. Her pnrMuouiit require-
ments were unity and a working belief. All avail-
able spiritual forces were ranged in a practical
order for a practical end The effect on the doctrine
of Christ's Person is observable in the following
results : (1) the less speculative and more practical
discussion of the older problems, r-pfj My those
concerned with the effect of the Iii<,,ini io"i on
Christ's knowledge and will ; (2) the consideration
of Chu^t's Person in association with the soterio-

losfical aspects of His Work; (3) the systematic
co-ordination of the several parts of Clin^iolo^rual
science into a connected whole, and of rho uhole
with other doctrines such as those of God and the
Church ; (4) the more lucid realization of the nature
and principles of this doctrine in line with the
elaboration of the doctrine of transubstantiatipn
and the Mass ; (5) the popular illustration of its

truth, mainly in its place as part of the Trini-
tarian conception, by analogies drawn front pat-
ward nature, and still more from the human mind.
T\io subsidiary streams are not to be omitted,
noteworthy because of their influence in helping to
discredit the methods of the Schoolmen and in pro-
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paring for the Reformation ; viz. (6) free and
fruitless inquiry into s

quothbetrij i & questions
arbitiarily suggested and only remotely affecting

religious interests or fundamental truth ; and (7)

the rise of mystical and pietist communities chen&h-

ing an emotional, sometimes sentimental,, contem-

plation of the Saviour in His purelyhuman qualities.
Scholasticism has often been criticised ;

but it

taught the thnu'jii fi
"

'1 < ^ -ji , ,,t least one great
lesson, thai, n ^

.
1T -.' i the theological

consequences of any doctrine without continual

reference to the proportion of the whole. It effec-

tually awakened also the more religious minds to

return for that reference to the primitive sources

in the Scriptures and the Fathers.

(c) Modern (from Reformation era, 16th cent.,

onward). The new spiritual experiences in which
the ^ *.]'i !

"
<> "u.iv

1

v
1 V.i :Vr,.it mto clearer

relic, i

>ii~]>,n,r. !> i * v M . tter and the
met i" i ! ^i ,',!- ;. (l -'.; >'- A leligiou*
Roa 1 y,," > ,'-NI i -. - --I ^

-

'dently ot the

Scholastic pioeess. It gave the """intellect a new
freedom to question the . .

7

">
*

v ,.'-! relevancy
of the old ; one of whose i -. i ,

" a-:< *- expressed
dislike of furthei speculation as empty. It blessed

only those eneigies which made religion inward
and personal As the previous centuries had

deepened the mind sufficiently to speak for itself,

so now the age was dawning which should so com-

pletely sanctify the moral nature as to make its

instincts supreme. In Luther pre-eminently, but
not less in Cal* i 7 *

*
f

,."" , Vi r/hers, the ethical

interpretation ; - i,
1

:, . i d 1 - i,:<es rise. Hence
the immense i v ',

"
,t

'
'

i to that act of

faith by which the individual soul connects itself

with Christ (justification by faith), in a union not
of intellect but of heart. *0ub of the experiences
of this inner union we reach the true knowledge of

Christ (and also of God).
* The man now who so

knows Christ that Christ has -
*

, T .'"

all his sin, death and devil, i I

suffering, he has truly recogni/- (
*

of God '

(Luther, Werke, xvii. 265). And when we
thus know Christ, we *

let go utterly all thoughts
and speculations concerning the Divine Majesty
and Glory, and hang and cling to the humanity of

Christ . . . and I learn thus through Him to kno\v
the Father. Thus arises such a light and know-
ledge within me that I know certainly what God is

and what is His mind' (xx. i. 161). It is in the

experience of redemption that we know the Re-
deemer. Modern religious theory has been one
long endeavour to appropriate this position. It

has^sought to explicate its principles (1) by a more
radical <iid penHr,iiin_r criticism of the past; (2)

by the rii-plii jiuori 10 the problems of Christian
theism of other categories than that of the Nicene
ousia or substance ; (3) in particular by insistence
on moral personality as the determining principle
of theological construction
When we look back at this great historical

development, it is impossible not to be struck by
the parallel between the age of early Christianity,
the beginning- of the Middle Ages, and the Re-
formanon The bankruptcy of the pagan world
was not its defect but IDS merit. It had generated
a universal need and a universal mode of feeling
i\ hich \\<'ie incompatible with the highest culture
M hi<,h had generated i hem, but which were destined

ultimately to combine that culture itself with
something beyond, viz. the new Christian experi-
ence. The so-called Dark Ages were lirouoiu on
by a new possibility and a new IKMC-I-'N. the
necessity of disciplining the mass of believers to
appreciate that combination and appiehcnd its
elements of culture and faith, a discipline which,
when it had accomplished its ends, left its subjects
with a deeper experience than ever, and a more

positive possession of its substance The first

Keformers were clear on the central fact of this

new experience. Their successors were forced by
the exigencies of their ecclesiastical situation to

limit themselves to simple defence of the fact.

Later thinkers, with more freedom, and under the

impulse of vast movements of philosophy and
science, have gone on to unfold and organize its

content. There is much that is still obscure. But
we may venture to state these convictions, that

although (1) the analysis of the forces that have
entered into the development of Christian doctrine
in the past, popular at present, has by no means
vindicated beyond appeal its own presuppositions j

nor (2) has it yet been proved that the predominant
impulses of the modem spirit are sufficient ade-

quately to mould anew all the facts and truths of

the inherited faith ; yet (3) it is indubitable that
broad and abiding foundations are being laid for a

system of religious thought at once expressive of

the religious ideals of the age, and consistent with
its historical and scientific temper. In elaboiatmg
that system it is already clear that two of its

fundamental postulates must be these (a) the prin-

ciple that Christian truth is not the creation ot the
human intellect, noi are the forces of human
reason and emotion sufficient to explain it ; and
(ft) the principle of the absolute value of Christ's

Person as the norm of all religious experience.
'"

" " "

impulse is central. In the moral
'

. c ' hnst, men are seeking better
answers to the old problems. The past answers
are not wrong; it is that they are not relevant.
And this because of the growth, riot of science but
of conscience. The type of religious experience
and emotion has changed, the experience is deeper,
the emotion richer. The modern mind stands less

awe-struck, perhaps, before the Deity of Christ,
but it is more conscience-struck befoi e the perfec-
tion of His human character, within the sacred

processes of which it wistfully looks f01 the mystery
of His Divinity and the secret of God.

2. Denial of the doctrine of Christ's Divinity.
(a) History and 'motive. Christianity has in all

the stages of its evolution been accompanied by
rationalistic hesitation. Based on experience, it

has never commended itself to the reason un-
enriohed by that experience. A strong under-
current of antngoni-Mi i uns through the centuries
It is possible LO m-LU.m, special periods when the

antagonism becomes more pronounced Such

periods will be found, on the whole, coincident
with the points of transition in the advance of the
doctrine It may well be, as modern Unitarians
argue, that Christ was regarded at first as a man
simply, *a prophet mighty in deed and word 1

(Lk 2419
); but their contention that this is the

point of view of the NT cannot be sustained. The
Epistles, even the earliest, start from the Risen
Christ, and the Gospel narratives are not to be
comprehended apart from the initial experience of
Hi> higher dignity. Both sets of book* owe their

origin to the new sense as to His Person created

by the new sense of power with which He pos-
sessed them. Their ostensible design is to set
Him forth as <

Christ/ or *

Lord,' or 'Saviour,' or
f

Word,* etc., i.e. as something more than man, to

whom, as such, wpiship is paid. They show their
authors busied with problems as to the constitu-
tion of His Person. Those problems emerged from
the first, and among Jewish Christians who had to
make clear to themselves Christ's true position if,
in His lordship over them, they were no longer
required strictly to follow the law of Moses, and
were now required to conceive of the transcendence
of God permitting fellowship with Him. But
those were problems which could never have
emerged at all unless from the conviction of His
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suprahuman rank. The opposition, JEbionism, was
not ho much concerned \\ ith denial of His superior
dignity at. dnected to affirm the supremacy of the
Fathei Its protest v .- i'"

""

- VI.'/MM 1

when the conflict \\ith (..>- - < - ..--' ,.'t

an alien apologetic with an un&cuptural termin-

ology, derived from Greek iiliilu-o'>\\. botli ob-
noxious (and probably bewildering) to the pious
Jew.
The second serious outburst of hostility was

occasioned by the Nicene theologians. In Ebionisni
the Jewish temper found vent. In Arinmstn it

was the heathen intellect. Amid Gentile surround-

ings christological ideas had never ceased to grow.
Tradition, Scripture, v "

-i" (ii'iMaed to

deepen the conviction o i
" - - I) \ and to

enlarge the range of its problems. Hellenic ration-

alism confronted the Church at every point. It

could not tolerate the thought of two Gods ; and it

had not yet grasped the unity of God <
-

, "il r;

*

_

eternal distinctions facing inward on < < * <>,' i

It revolted from an Incarnation in time and human
form. It therefore denied to the Son coequality
with the Father. Yet everything short of the full

deity it was ready to acknowledge For the Arian
Christ is no mere man : He is much more than man,
only not God, but a kind of demi-god, the loftiest

of all creatures, to be imitated and worshipped.
The idea, from its wide acceptance in that age,
mubt have embodied certain prevalent mental ten-

dencies of the time Its plausibility depends on
the idea of God which it conceives, viz. that of an
abstract, otiose Being, beyond interest in human
things. It is an idea as far removed from modern
modes as from the Gospel facts. It is more beset
with difficulty than the ' onti pi 'on I! opposed In
later times it has been of.on rvxiveif but never

effectively, and mainly in individual opinion.
The sincere emphasis laid on the proper Divinity

of Christ throughout the Middle Ages has been
continued in the Churches of the Reformation.
The opposition has been i"

* *

and continuous. Its cours '

s :

variation. In the earlki ^lajre- it was determined
chieflv by the common -uu!\ of the Scriptures now
di-rnbuted to the multitudes. Almost every phase
of former heresy was reproduced, but without real

advance in thought or real influence on orthodox

opinion. Afterward* the special developments of

Reformed theology, notably in the doctrine of the

Atonement, created, both by natural evolution and

by reaction, the powerful contrary movement of

Socimrmism. The Sociman argument, assuming
that the Infinite and the iiniie are exclusive of

each other, maintained the Incarnation to be im-

possible, rejected the pre-existence, resurrection,
and ascension of Christ, asserted the essential

moment of His person to be His human nature,
rendered free from sin by the Virgin-birth, and
free from ignorance by special endowments of

knowledge Socinians did good service by bring-

ing into clear relief the Doeetic elements in the

traditional doctrine, and in preparing for a deeper
appreciation of the liumanity of Christ in the work
of salvation. The reverent recognition of this

last (finitvni wprix *,'/"./ /" ii>,ii the human is

capable of bodying for 1
! i! < P--("< of the Divine

nature as di^cmc t from merely being the bearer of

the Divine attributes, is the greatest step that has
been taken since the Nicene definitions It has

incited to a speculative ardour, and secured a place
for the application of scientific method, in dealing
with the contents of Christian thought, that are

rapidly working out its complete reorganization
and reconstruction. To discern and describe the

ideal unity of the higher spiritual life which will

'exhibit tlie Divine-human principle of Christ's

Person in its fulness, is the task of the modern

Chinch The spmtual potentialities of the human
mind are earnestly and :-

' i-uV investigated.
It is a complex proces-- ,'_ as largely on
religious induction as <, i _ ^ insight and
sustained by a magnificent conhdence in the native

powers of reason and conscience. But the same
foices which have impelled to new Chilnolopital
affirmation have infused new vigour into Clmsto-
logical doubt The repiesentatives of Um ta netmsm
have been active and influential. They stand for a
much more humanitarian view of Christ than either
Arians or Socinians. But their phrase,

' the pure
humanity of Jesus,' covers much diversity of con-
viction. Some are almost Trinitarians, appi cach-

ing Christ on the Divine side, and afihming, in a
real if unorthodox sense, His pre-existence, unique-
ness, sinlessness, and spiritua

1

{'!'<* . Others

contemplate the human side, . o'
1 ^c !j He was

naturally born, and endowed with qualities and
gifts differing in degree and not in kind from those
which all men enjoy; that His character was a

growth, and that by degrees He rose out of tempta-
tion and error into the serene strength of a pure
and noble manhood; that He became a provi-
dential teacher and leader of men to a higher
spiritual oooloi-'noTit. The Unitarian polemic
killed populai Ca.l\ mim ; in its higher forms it is

rich in ethical ajij-pjil

(b) Failure.- \~i\\\ <*\\nri<i\\ has at all times
failed to lead. It has uniformly won a certain
measure of popularity by successfully implementing
the dominant forces pulsating in the spirit of the

age. But it is by not "being an average that a
man becomes a guide. Deniers of the Divinity
have flourished in times of utter confusion, when
whoever A\ ould attain some coherence of life and
thought must let drop much that is held in solu-

tion, and show the path of progress by manifest-

ing the direction of change. By this law Catholic

theology has stood; to representative insight it

has added prophetic foresight. The sense of its

insufficiency, when brought home, has only driven
it the deeper into the inner secrets of that experi-
ence which yielded its original impulse, said ^o it

has escaped becoming a prey to the narrower
reason and limited emotion of the Unitarian
schools. See also art INCAKNATION.
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BIYORCE. The teaching of Christ* on this suh-
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ject in the earliest Gospel, that of St. Mark, is

clear and decisive. It is given in 10V12. The
Pharisees came to Him with the question, Is it

lawful for a husband to divorce a wife? The
Pharisees themselves could have had no doubt

upon the point thu^ Vo^lU stated. Divorce was,
as they believed, -<":< OM.-L and legalized by Dt
241 - 2

. But they debated about the scope and
limits of divorce (cf. Bab. Gittin, 90&, where the

views of the Schools of Hillel and of Sharnmai
arc ITLVOM The former allowed divorce for trivial

u'lu'ut^, i Ke latter only for immoral conduct). In

putting the question to Christ, the Pharisees there-

fore had an ulterior object. They came, says
St. Mark,

*

tempting him/ knowing probably from

previous utterances of His that He would reply m
words which would seoni dnocilv to < I",* 11 _ i

l 4

Mosaic Law (cf. His ti.tuiMn of the 1 -i,-, "u.i-n-

between ' clean
' and * unclean

'

meats, Mk 7^--3)

Christ answers with the expected reference to the

Law,
' What did Moses command ?

'

They state

the OT position . Moses sanctioned divorce. Notice

how nothing is said as to grounds or reasons for

divorce. Christ at once makes His position clear.

The law upon this point was an accommodation to

a rude state of -o<iiery. But a prior and higher
law is to be found in the Creation narrative,

' Male
and female he created them' (Gn l^LXX), i e.

God created the first pair of human beings of dif-

ferent sexes tl ,

* *
l be united in the mar-

riage bond. -' . afterwards said that

a man should leave his father and mother and
cleave to his wife, and that he and his wife should

be one flesh In other words, married couples were
in respect of unity, as the first pair created by God,
destined for one another. The marriage bond,

therefore, which may be said to have been insti-

tuted by God Himself, must be from an ideal

standpoint indissoluble. *What God joined, let

not man sunder.'
In answer to a further question of His disciples,

the Lord enforces this solemn piorumnccmenl A
man who puts away his wife arul nuinio anotlu-i

commits adultery. A woman who puts away her
husband and marries another commits adultery.

Upon this point Christ's teaching passes beyond
the ordinary conditions of Jewish

society.
No

woman could divorce her husband by Jewish law.
Bat that is no reason why the Lord should not
have expressed Himself as Mk. records. There
were exceptional eases of divorce

by] women in

Palestine (cf. Salome, Jos. Ant. XV. vii. 10: 'She
sent him [Costobar? a bill of divorce, and dissolved
her marriage with him. tliouirh this was against the
Jewish laws'). And ihere is no reason why He
may not have been acquainted with the possibility
of divorce by women in the West, or why, even if

He had not tnis in view, He may not have wished
to emphasize His point by -in i ing rbe \\rongfnl no^s

of divorce, on either side,' of the marriage bond.
With this earliest record of Christ's t^juliinp tin

fragment in the Third Gospel (Lk 1618 ) j- iii <'ijr
r o-

ment ;
{

Every one who puts away his wife and
marries another commits adultery, and he who
marries a divorced woman commit* adultery

'

That is to say, the marriage bond is indissoluble.
The husband who divorces his wife and remarries
commits adultery. And the man who marries a
divorced wife commits adultery because she is

ideally the wife of her *till living (first) husband
In the First Gospel, however, we find this plain

and unambiguous teaching, that divorce is incon-
ceivable from an ideal standpoint, modified in a
very remarkable way. In Mt 533 occurs a saying
parallel in substance to Lk 1618, but with the
notable addition of the words,

*
except for the sake

of uncliastity
*

(Trape/cros \byov iropveias). Thus modi-
fied, the Lord's teaching becomes similar to that of

the stricter school of Jewish interpreters. The

supposed sanction of divorce in Dt 241 - 2 is practi-

cally reaffirmed, the clause n;n nny, which formed
the point at issue in the Jewish schools, being inter-

preted or paraphrased as irapeKrbs \6yov Tropveias, by
which is probably meant any act of illicit sexual

intercourse. In other words, Christ here assumes
that divorce must follow adultery, and what
He is here prohibiting is not such divorce, which
He assumes as necessary, but divorce and conse-

quent remarriage on any other grounds. It might
farther be argued that the words Trape/crds \6yov

TTopveias affect only the first clause, and that re-

marriage after divorce even on the ground of

adultery is here prohibited. But if this were in-

tended, it would surely have been explicitly ex-

pressed and not left to be inferred. And such

teaching would seem to be illogical. Because, if

adultery be held to have broken the marriage tie

so effectually as to justify divorce, it must surely
be held to leave the offended husband free to con-

tract a new tie.

In view, therefore, of Mk 101'12 and Lk 1618
, it

must appear that Mt 532 places the teaching of

Christ in a new light So far as Lk. is concerned,
we might, with some difficulty, suppose that the

exception
* save for adultery

' was assumed as a
matter so obvious that it needed no explicit ex-

pression. But in view of the disputes in the Jewish
Schools, this is very unlikely. And Mk 101'12

, with
its criticism of the alleged Mosaic sanction of

divorce, leaves no room for doubt that on that
occasion at least Christ pronounced marriage to be
a divinely instituted ordinance which should under
no circumstances be broken by divorce. It would
not, of course, be difficult to suppose that on other
occasions the Lord Himself modified F J - '

We might suppose that He taught '!

that, whilst from an ideal standpoint,
all who wished to discern and to obey the guidance
of the Divine will in life, ought to be an indissoluble

bond, yet, human nature and society being what
they are, divorce was a necessary and expedient
consequence of the sin of adultery. But a careful
( ommri-on of Mt 582 with Mk 10 and Lk 16 irre-

sistibly -nggests the conclusion that the exception
in HD. is due not to Christ Himself, but to the

Evangelist, or to the atmosphere of thought which
he represents, modifying Christ's words to bring
them into accordance with the necessities of life.

This conclusion seems to be confirmed when we
compare Mt 191'12 with Mk 10lf

-. It is on many
grounds clear that the editor of the First Gospel is

here, as elsewhere, re-editing St. Mark (see JSxpos.
Times, Oct. 1903, p. 45, and *

St. Matthew }

in the
Internat. Grit. Com.}. Contrast with the logical
and consistent argument of Mk. stated above, the
account of the First Gospel. The Pharisees are

represented as inquiring,
'
Is it lawful for a man to

put away a wife on ri> |-M
I ov 1

f 1

Christ answers,
as in Mk , that iniirr )<'.'_' '"T-MI <m ideal standpoint
is indissoluble. The Pharisees appeal to the Law
against this judgment. In reply we should expect
the Lord, as in Mk., to state trie <i nnmo-^iiir -r

and secondary character of the leg.il -mu'i.on oi

divorce, and to reaffirm the sanctity of marriage.
But instead He is represented as affirming that
iropveia constitutes an exception. Thus He tacitly
takes sides with the severer school of interpretation
of Dt 24, and acknowledge* the pcimanent validity
of that Law thus interpreted in a strict sense, which
iinin'.l"}iiol\ before He had criticised as an accom-
TKIO :a i jo-i t o ft i inlo ^( ,. f o of social life. This incon-
-Monov -liou- ihu Mk is here original, and that
/caret vaxrav alriajf and fiTj M iropvdg, are insertions

by the editor of Mt. into Mk.'s narratives, and
confirms the otherwise probable conclusion that

\6yav tropv^las in SP is an insertion into the
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traditional saying more accurately preserved in
Lk 16. The motive of these insertions can only be
conjectured. But, in view of other features of the
First Gospel, it is probable that the editor was a
Jewish Christian who has here Judaized Christ's

teaching. Just as he has so arranged 516
"20 as to

i, v,*..,
l r 1

'

-,'^ attitude to the Law to be that
< i'

1 K. '.' ',
'

Jews, who regarded every letter
of the L . !' i\ x,!

1
I -

*

->re he has so

shaped ( ", ,
- -

,, , -PL. ,n>v -l,\o"i> as to make
it consonant with the permanent authority of the

Pentateuch, and harmonious with the stricter
school of Jewish theologians. To the same strain
in the editor's character, the same Jewish-Christian

jealousy for the honour of the Law, and for the

privileges of the Jewish people, may perhaps be
ascribed the empha^ placed on the prominence of
St. Peter (10* Trpwros, 14^-31 lo16 1617'19 173W7 1821 ),

and the preservation of such sayings as 10s * 6 - 2S
.

And to the same source may perhaps be attributed
the Judaizing of the Lord's language in such ex-

pressions as * the kingdom of the heavens/ and the
* Father who is in the heavens.' See, also, artt.

ADULTERY and MARRIAGE.

LITERATURE Hastings' JDJ3, art. 'Marriage'; Dykes, Mani-
festo of the King, 255 ft , Newman Smyth, Christian Ethics,
410 ff., Expositor',

iv. vn. [1893] 294. w. C. ALLEN.

DOCTOR. -The English versions have been very
inconsistent in the translation of SiSdo-KdKos, VQ&Q-

diddo-KaXosj pa$3e, vo/MK6$. They have generally
followed Wyclif, who used maister for 5i6*d<ncaAos,
and doctour only once (Lk 246

). In the American
B-V 'master' and 'doctor

1

disappear as tr. of SiSdcr-

/caXos, and * teacher
3

is umfoimly u>ed. The AV
has 'teacher' only once m the GotpeU (Jn 32 ) out
of a\-"\ ",!( ramber of instances of &5dt<r*:aAos.

The I ML; ,->i KV advances to only four uses of
'teach i' v Mi _> r, Lk S48

, Jn 32- 10
). *yto&&0vca\o$

occurs only three times in the NT (Lk 517
, Ac 5s4,

1 Ti I7). "In the last example AV has e teacher'
and in the other two 'doctor of the law.* Of
course,

* doctor
J

is simply Latin for *
teacher,' but

the American EV would have done better to adopt
' teacher of the law J

for j'o/to&oUcr/caXQs also {Lk 617

Ac S34).
The chief English Versions translate the word

in Lk a*6 as follows; Wyclif, doctours; Tindale, doctours;
Cranmer, doctows; Geneva, dotfows; Rheuns, doctors* AV,
doctors ; RV, doctors ; Noyes, teachers ; Bible Union Revision,
teachers; American RV, teachers; Twentieth Century NT,
Teachers. vofM^eitrxetX^ in Lk 51? and Ac 5** }s translated
doctour of the lawe by Wyclif, who is followed with variations
in spelling by Tindale, Geneva, Rhenns, AV and RV, American
RV. The American Bible Union Revision has teacher of the law
in Lk 517 and Ac 5&* also. Twentieth Century NT has Teacher
of the Law.

It would seem that voju,oMdo-Ka\os should be trans-
lated * teacher of the law,' and d<.8d<rKa\o$

* teacher'

always. The Old FnrlUh word 'doctor* now
often signifies a tiilo

"

Popo-* phrase, *when
doctors disagree,

3

referred to teachers, vofutcds is

used once in Mt. (22
s5

) and eight times in Lk., and
is pi actually equivalent to vopoSidda-KaXos. See
RAJJIU, M.wrut, TEACHER, LAWYER.

A. T, ROBEKTSON.
DOCTRINES.- On the subject of doctrines in

connexion with the Gospels but little light is shed

by etymology,

Two words occur which have been translated ' doctrine
*

&tietexo&Jet and 5/5$;^. The former ,
which is by its form pro-

perly an adjectu e and denotes * of or belonging to a teacher
*

(Si?c-xaXcf)i is used of the subject-matter of his teaching, as
the analogous word, which is found HI the NT only in the
neuter form i^yysXntv,,

* that which pertains to an uttyyitos/
is used in the sense of * the good newg/

' the
gos|>el.

f The
adjectival form S^<r*a?v, which in plur. in classical Greek
means a teacher's paj , as ua.yy*t iov means the regard given to a

messenger of good news, does not Of cur in the XT. The word
ttieurxcit /, as> meaning that which pertains to a 5/3^^.o>, has
in the XT special reference to the authority of the teacher It

is never used of our Lord's teaching, and only seldom of that

of the Apostles Further, it occurs in the Gospels only in those
passages (Mi 1 r>

y
, Mk 7?) in which Jesus accuses the scribes of

1 -
* '

'

-> * men,* and quotes--, -
_ r i

- - 9U.
j : , 'i I i v i teaching or that

which is tauirht, occur- more frequently. It is used with refer-
ence to the teau'hingoi Jesus m a general sense, as -where the
people contrast His methods with those of the scribes (Mt 7-^,
Mk 122), and again of His preaching, as m connexion with the
parable of the So\\ -

" V- saj& (42), 'And he taught
them many thing- i i -, said unto them in his
doctrine

' Here ' -
' '

exactly corresponds to
f$iderxvt

* he taugni, a,nu ihe pnrase evidently means
*
in the

course of his teaching/ or * in the course of his remarks '

In the same r - -K 1 = J he word occurs agam m Jn IS1
'**,

according to . >T f -test examined Jesus concerning
His disciples i .

-
<

'

With reference to the subject-
matter of H^ -v,.( ", i ir . occurs in the answer of Jesus, to the
question o r

irv I*niii t c- (Jn 715 17) } 'How knoweth this man
1 " - '/

'

- i -)
T

'
'
J ? '-i - \ r . 1

n
T'"*

i
i

- <, , r "< r-

j i }t
-

*. - '-)! -v
-

-, t''.ii -s t ^(,.c-
s i

1
'. i- , i

- '
i*

'

interpretation in
virtue of which they themselves were called scribes (

f/pxu-
jMzvsts), i e. professional theologians The answer of Jesus is,
* My doctrine

'

(*5 I/&4 S<%x) is not mine, but his that sent;

me '

, in connexion with which Alford observes,
* Here only

does our Lord call His teaching &;$, as being now among
the libu.trsta^ot

t the Rabbis, in the temple." Elsewhere it is

applied to Christ's teaching by the Evangelists themselves, in

whose case it is sufficiently explained by the general use of the
word with n f<i- iT

j '(- TO ivj L'''iir,',
r

<-." ,'in-. - _! and by the fact
that Jesus ^ a- i

c/ard' d .1 d .i'ldit i t 'i .> li \ >,*
> or Teacher, and

accepted the title, li ia, ho\\ e\ tr, important to note that, except
where it is used in its mos>t general sense the word *

teaching
*

(2i$e&x,*4) occurs in connexion with the marked contrast uhich
all observed between the authoritative teaching of Jesus and
the instructions of the scribes, who slavishly adhered to
such doctrines and methods as were sanctioned only b^ Rab-
binical tradition, and laid emphasis upon trivial questions to
the neglect of the weightier matters of the Law (Mt 159 H

As regards the doctrines which Jesus taught in
His own unique and authoritative way, it must be

carefully borne in mind that He did not formulate
them in the manner of a systematic theologian.
They cannot therefore be rightly described as
* doctrine

J
in the technical sense of the word, and

still less as *

dogma,' as that was understood by
tli'*olojrisiu* of a later period; but rather as *ap-
opht liL-jin-,' to use the expression by which the
LXX rendered the words of Dt 322, where Moses
says of his teaching,

e My doctrine shall drop as
the rain.' There the Or. word &ir6<j>8eyfjux,,

* a sen-

tentious saying,
3

is made to represent the Heb. n$
e that which is received.' This word *

rq-ophi Iiogni/
indeed, corresponds very nearly to T!IO o>qn;--ioTi
r<z Xdyta,

* the sayings
3 or * utterances * of which

Papias speaks as forming the kernel of the Gospels,
and which, according to that writer, -\\ere taken
down by St. Mark as the amanuensis of St. Peter.
Such a term, moreover, would aptly apply to the

style of Christ's doctrine, which, as Beysehlag
remarks (NT Theol. i. 31),

c
is conditioned not

merely by a necessity of teaching, but rather

springs chiefly
from the nature of the things to be

communicated. These are just the eternal truths,
the heavenly things in earthly speech, which, can
be brought home to the popular understanding
only by pictorial forms. It is therefore the mother

speech of religion which Jesus uses.' As has been
well observed, Christ's teaching has to do with His
own unique per>oTiality, with a Person much more
than with doctrine properly MJ called. Again to

quote the words of Beysehlag (op. ctt. i. 29),
* His

tcfU'liing i
6* tluit in His appearance and active life

-\\hioh i^ necc-siry to make that life intelligible
to us, and without which the Apostolic teaching
about Him would be only a sum of dogmatic
utterances which we could not comprehend and
whose truth we could not prove, a result not a
little awkward for that view which contrasts

" the

teaching of Jesus " as Christianity proper with the

Apostolic "teaching about Christ."
*

Taking due
account of these considerations, we may yefc gather
from the sources at our disposal, the simple narra-

tives of the Synoptic Gospels and the more elabo-

rate narratives and discourses of the Gospel of
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John, sufficient materials to enable us to piece
together a scheme of the doctrine of Jesus as He
taught it and as it was understood by His im-
mediate followers.

It appears most convenient to start, as has been

suggested by AYeiss, with the doctrine of the King-
dom of Heaven or the Kingdom of G-ocL

The former of these expressions is peculiar to the Gospel of

Matthew The latter is more usual m the NT Bej schlag sug-
gests that the former was that which \\ as most fav oured by our
Lord IT "i-.'i"(- t. '' f

i !2). Howe\ er that ma> be, it has for us
the sp i" ni~ -

I"
1

i*.
,
as Alford points out, it is common

amotii^ Rabbinical writers, a fact which seems to indicate that it

was admirably adapted to illustrate the connexion between the
current expectations of the Je\vs and the message addressed to

them first by John the Baptist and then b\ Jesus, to the effect

that the promise whose fulfilment they expected was already
i ." > .fulfilled. It is the natural link between the

!
- -

( -, On the other hand, the peculiarly OT stamp
i .

%

,
:iou' ''

> iiy by association, it bore, sug^estu e of Jewish
i t'.>.-t < d. .>- would sufficiently account for the fact that

in the other Gospels, specially designed to meet; the \vants of

the Gentiles, to w horn those ideas were strange and unfamiliar,
it i?ave place to the alternative expression,

*

Kingdom of God '

Practically, ho\\ ever, the t\\ o expressions mean the same thing
The earlier form may possibly, as has been suggested, ha%e
been b\ association so closely connected with the national hope
of the Jews, and with that selfish exclusn eness which led them
to regard themseh es as in a peculiar sense the elect people of

C *
. '

,

J the old narrow-views of Messiah's

j;, ^ i, the more spiritual and catholic

teaching of Jesus Himself, which impressed itself the more
strongly upon His followers tl < J

- f

to win" the Gentiles to the i -

time, they express at most only different aspects of the same
ini'ii -K i ir'lun >*" TI>i\en, as the phrase occurs in the Gospels,
<u MI ig i !..), things in which God's will is done on
earth as it is done in heaven, while Kingdom of God refers

more directly and specially to God as the Sovereign of that

regenerated society which the expression is used to describe.

See KIVGJDOM OP GOD

This conception is the central point in Christ's

teaching, by reference to which its most charac-
teristic features may be most conveniently gathered
into a connected system as its relation to the OT,
its revelation of the nature and will of God, its

teaching as to the nature and person of Jesus Him-
self, its doctrine of man, and of God's scheme for
man's salvation. This central theme attracts our
notice in the beginning of the Gospels. It is the

subject of the preaching of the Baptist and also of

Jesus, whose message is briefly summed up in the
words, The kingdom of God is at hand repent
ye, and believe the gospel

'

(Mk I 15 }. The Sermon
on the Mount itself starts with the idea of the
Kingdom of Heaven, and the same thought is the

subject of two successive petitions in the Lord's

Prayer,
'

Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done
on earth as it is in heaven '

(Mt 5s - 10
|[
Lk 620 , Mt

610
If
Lk II2}. The fundamental teachings of Jesus

naturally group themselves round this central
theme.

1* The Kingdom being the true Israel of God,
the first point of doctrine that suggests itself con-
cerns the King, the Supreme Euler of the re-

generated people. We have thus, as the words
*

Kingdom of God *

indicate, to deal first with Jesus3

doctrine of God the Father. This, it is to be care-

fully noted, is not a new theology. The God whom
Christ reveals is the God of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob (Mk 12*). That * God i- Spiiii.' and can be
worshipped only *in spirit and in truth,* was not
first taught to the woman of Samaria (Jn 423).
T'lai nriii ci pi o lies at the root of the teaching of
i ho Ld\\ and the Prophets. Je^us accepted this
fundamental doctrine, while at the same time He
cleared it from those later speculations which
tended to make of it a mere abstraction, or to
accentuate the idea of the remoteness and incom-
municableness of the Supreme Being, This He
did by describing God, just as the Prophets and
the Law had done, as infinitely holy, righteous,
and loving. As Sovereign of the kingdom of

righteousness and love, God makes holiness and

love the essential laws of His kingdom, and com-
mands His subjects to be as Himself. In par-

ticular, Jesus laid emphasis upon the Fatherhood
of God, and taught His disciples to tiust implicitly
in the Father's care (Mt 6J5 '34

II
Lk 122~-*1

), and to

believe that that care extended to the veiy details

of their daily life ; while He exhorted them not

only to rely upon and claim His compassion and
His

"
but to imitate Him in lespect

of tl , that they might
* be the chil-

dren of
'

their ' Father which is in heaven : for he
maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good,
and sendeth ram on the just and on the unjust

3

(Mt54
^; cf v. 48

,
Lk6*5-d8

).

2. But the K.'i^nlom of riod as Jesus proclaims
it, lesembles tii, OM. I ( -nuno-u theocracy in this,

that the Supreme Sovereign reveals His will and
rules His Lingdom by One whom He has sent and
to whom He has delegated His authority. This,
the hope of Israel, is an ideal which is already
realizing itself. The prophecy of the Messiah is

fulfilled in the person and woik of Him whom God
has sent. This is therefore the keynote of the

gospel, that the Christ is come ' to fulfil all right-
eousness

3

(Mt 315
), to give effect to every part of

the constitution of the Kingdom. Thus Jesus

appeals as the Divine legislator In this capacity
Tic not only as in His parables, explains and
ill liquates tlio pimciples of His government, but,
as in the Sermon on the Mount, appears as the
authoritative expositor of the Law of God. He
announces that He is come not to destroy but to
fulfil the Law and the Prophets (Mt 5 17

), and in

this connexion shows that the Law is not satisfied

with the literal and formal obedience of the

Pharisees, but extends to thought and motive ; He
warns His disciples that, except their righteous-
ness shall exceed that of the scribes and Phaiisees,

they cannot enter the Kingdom of Heaven (vv
18"20

) ;

and in other passages He says that in the Day of

Judgment men shall be judged so strictly that

they shall give account of every idle word, and
even of any neglect on their part of the law of
kindness and compassion towards their neighbours
(Mt 1236 25*).
This aspect of Christ's teaching, which is specially

prominent in the Synoptic Gospels, has been repre-
sented by some as constituting the essence of His
doctrine. But apart from the thought that, ac-

cording to this view, the ethical teaching of Jesus
would mean the enactnient of a new code of

religion and morality infinitely more difficult than
the old which He professed to explain, it is abun-

dantly clear from tho Sxiiopfi-N themselves, no
less than from the To^rimony 01 St. John, that
Jesus lays far more stress upon the subject of His
own Person thnn u 1-011 IM\ ( thical doctrine or set
of doctrines. l*i i!--

(,.)-,;'..
I- of Matthew, Mark,

and Luke, as di-'i-u J\ a- in that of John, Jesus

lays down as the first condition of membership of
the Kingdom the duty of accepting His testimony
concerning Himself, and of following Him As we
read in the Fourth Gospel that to as many as
received him 3

Jesus 'gave the right to become
children of God J

(Jn I
12

), so, ticcoulino u> the testi-

mony of all four, the Kingdom of God is come in
the person of the Messiah (Mt 12*

||
Lk II20

}. The
Person of Christ is the centre of the o-polA remarkable feature, indeed, of 'i ho <o-pol- i-

the fact that the essential Divinity of Christ, and
even the oxprc^ doctrine of His Messiahship, ap-
pear to have hoen made in His public teaching
the subject of gradual development rather than of
direct and explicit teaching. Jesus suffered not
the confession of His Messiahship by the demons
whom He cast out of those who were possessed.
And although, when He received the first disciples,
John and Andrew, Peter, Nathanael and Philip,
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He accepted their confession that in Him they had
found the Messiah (Jn I

41'31
), it was in but few

cases that He declared Himself m so many woids
to be the Christ of God ; as, for example, in that of
His conversation with the woman of Samaiia (Jn
'

J ""
< , 'en He declared to His townsmen m

\ '

. Isaiah's prophecy of the Mebbiah as
the great preacher and healer was fulfilled in

Himself (Lk 4J1
) ; and again when He answeied the

doubting question o
" * ^ '. thouhethat

should come, or do w- - .

', by pointing
to tlie testimony of His <,.i< li *r_: j -id of Hi& works*
of mercy (Me l\--

||
Lk 7 -'') 1'ji the rest, Je&us

allowed the thought of His Divine claims to grow
in the minds of His disciples, and it was not until
within a few months of His death that Peter in their
name confessed His Me&siahship, when Jessius, in

welcoming their faith, expressly declared that it had
come to them by revelation from God. Neveithe-

less, throughout His ministry the personal element
was the most prominent feature of His teaching.
Fiom first to last He asked of those to whom He
spoke, not faith in doctrines so much as trust in

Himself as the Sent of God who alone could reveal
the Father's will

And, not\\ itli-taiiding the fact that He left the
full recognition of His claims to develop gradually
in the minds of His disciples, His testimony con-

cerning Hinibelf contaiiiod iu'i/'u'iU all the ele-

ments of a complete ie\i 'jn^on or His Divine
claims. Thus He familiarized His disciples with
the use of names and titles, as * Son of Man,

5 * He
who should come,

5 ' Son of God,' *the Sent of God/
* the Holy One of God,'

* the Christ,' which they
gradually came to recognize as indicative of those
claims. (See also NAMES AND TITLES OF CHEIST)

3. With regaid to the Kingdom itself, Jesus

spoke of it now as a present thing, again as that
which should be realised in thefuture. So He said

at one time,
* Theirs is the kingdom of heaven 9

(Mt 5s* 10
), and agair,

* Neither shall they say, Lo
here T

or, lo there ! for, behold, the kingdom of God
is within you' (Lk IT21

}. Again He spoke of the

Kingdom as future, and that in connexion with the
final coming, the Parousia, of the Son of Man ; so

in the parables of the Gieat Suppei (Lk 1415 24
), of

IV Manage Feast (Mt '2-2
1 -14

), of the Ten Yirgins
I
M i *2~>

l3
y In this there was no real contradiction,

for the central conception of the Kingdom is that
of a gradual development, the future growing out
of the present. We loco^nizc this in several con-

spicuous parables, ai <1 no le-i in the practical
means which Jesus adopted of founding and de-

veloping His Church, notably in His choice and

tiaining of the Twelve as the nucleus of that

society of which the Kingdom should consist. Of
the former, the most important in this connexion
are the parables of the Sower (Mt 13s

'23
11
Mk 41-20

!}

Lk 8 5"15
}, of the Seed growing secretly (Mk 426-29

},

of the Mustard Seed and the Leaven (Mt IS11 -83
;:

Mk 430--*2
). In these the obvious thought is that

I
1

.- Kt'vloM* is already here, but only in germ, a
- t MM, I UK ,1 present and a growing thing, the com-

plete realization of which only the day of the Lord
shall declare. Tin 1 "Kingdom is thus not such as

the common acceptation of ilie Messianic hope had
led Israel to expect, a thought of which even the

disciples found it hard to disabuse their minds an
external condition of society into which they
should one day be ushered as a matter of favour-

itism or of covenant right, and in which there

were places of pie-eminence which could be the

objects of earthly ambition, or a condition of tem-

poral benefit winch could be enjoyed in the future

irrespective of spiritual fitness. Instead of this it

is a spiritual blessing, the gift of God to receptive
souls, for the individual and for the community of

.believers a condition of heart and life gradually

developed in them by the power of Divine love.
So clobely ib futuie Cle^ednes&, the .i,

1
' \> >f

the Kingdom, dependent upon prese.i j; iJ 1 .MII'

patient ju i
-

\ 1 1 -'IL* c ;

iurt, that our Loid ib caieful
to warn lli- d^- ipi

- that while 4
it its' their

* Father's good pleasure to give' them *the king-
dom 5

(Lk 123J ), it <

r isHi1 for the most highly
favoured to come -'>.>' i 01 ic, and 'there are last
which bhall be farst, and theie are first which shall
be la-st' (Lk 13^; cf Mt 193t) 20Ib

j
Mk I031

, Mt
Opl. 32)

4. T*i ihl- T\iMui'>ri the conditions of membership
are '/M/IIK ^ih >i , -n* fiist importance. These are

(a) .Repentance, and (b) Faith in God and in Jesus
Chiist whom He has bent.

Repentance (/iterdpota) means a complete and
radical change of heart and life, a change so

thoroughgoing that it can best be characterized

by the word "conveision,* a turning round * Ex-

cept ye be converted (<rrpa0^re,
* turn *), and become

as little children, ye shall in no wise enter into the

kingdom of heaven 5

(Mt IS3), is the teaching of

Je&us according to the Synoptic*., to which His
woidb to Nicodemus in the Fourth Gospel almost

exactly correspond :
*

Except a man be born a^am
(or 'from above,' &vwdev), he cannot see the king-
dom of God '

(Jn 33
). Such a complete change as

these wordb imply
e

change of mind* (fjwdvota),
4

convert/ turn round *

(tirioTptfaw, Mt 1315),
e new birth

'

or * birth from above *

(yevvriQq avwdev,
Jn 3s), is necessary for all, as Jesus shows by ad-

dressing His teaching on this theme not only to

Phari^eeb like Nicodemus, but to His own dibeiples
-polalPx in the parable of the Unmerciful Servant

V
M. IS-

1 "> in which, in answer to a question of

Peter, He likens the condition of all recipients of

the Divine forgiveness to that of a man who owes
a debt of ten thousand talents, clearly meaning by
that the infinitude of man's obligation to God. So
universal and so heinous is sin "": to the
i* a< 'i: ii_f <)" -T\;su$. Sin springs heart
M 1

1,")
" M\ 720-23), floni its natuial alienation

,
.. < M.I I'.s- i the infirmity of the flesh (Mt 2641

1|

Mk 14s8). Man is, moreover, tempted to sin by
Satan as the author of evil ; though Jesus does not
teach any special doctrine of &in, or explain how
evil first came into existence, but deals only with
sin itself ah an awful and tmiverbal fact. Then, as

all are tainted with the universal disease, and as
the righteousness which God demands must extend
to the \\liole natuie, not merely to word and action

but to the heart and motives, it follows that man
is lost, unable to save himself, and therefore Jesus
describes Hib mis&ion as that of seeking and Caving
the lost (Mt 18", cf. Lkl910

}. All are i hu-<h'j>end(m

upon the sovereign paidoning grace of Go*!, and ^o

Jesus says,
' No man can coiue unto me, except the

Father which hath &ent me draw him' (Jn e44).
But that this grace is not restricted in its opera-
tion by any hard and fast decree of election, Jesus
teaches by the manner in which He describes His

mission, which is that of seeking the lost *
till he

find'' them (Lk 154), and by the universal call

which He addresses to the weary and heavy-laden

While we may for convenience* sake distinguish
between Kepentance and Faith, Jesus so presents
them as to represent Faith as the source of Ee-

penUrice Iho one involving the other and leading
TO it Thu-> to take one illustration, the

^re-

pentance which in His conversation with Nicp-
demus He describes as a new birth, is spoken of in

the same discourse as the re&ult of an act of faith

in Himself, which He likens to the simple look

directed by the dying Israelites to the Brazen

Serpent which Moses lifted up in the wilderness

(Jn 314
}. As Weiss has well put it (B$>. Thed. of

the NT, L 97)
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* The new revelation of God which is brought in the message
concerning the Kingdom of God - K, rita i^ou-

1
* works the re-

pentance which Jesus demands. T'HI uoca rot demand that
man should meet Hun ; He Himself meets man with gracious-
ness, and thereby does the utmost that lies in His power to

" "

which He has His greatest
s

l [is revelation of salvation

dependent upon the conversion of the people, as in the preach-
ing of the prophets ; He will work this conversion by the reve-

lation of His grace.'

Thus, in the Gospel of John, Jesus makes faith

in Himself the condition of salvation :
e He that

believeth hath everlasting life
'

(Jn 648
), and in line

with such declarations is that doctrine, character-

istic of the Johanmne discourses, which seems to

represent faith as kuoulc'Tirc the acceptance of

the testimony of LIIU Son <u" God (Jn 3lb1
*). All

that this means is that to accept Christ's testi-

mony, and to accept Christ Himself as the revela-

tion of the Divine grace, is to hecome a child of

God and a member of the Kingdom of God.

Again, Jesus demands not only faith and re-

pentance, but insists as strongly as John the

Baptist or the prophets of the OT upon the im-

portance of living proofs of faith, and of fruits

meet for iopcTi:,i!vv (Mt 38
-10 i|Lk 38flr

-, Mt 721
"27

!!

Lk e43^). V"",M- -
disciples must prove their con-

version and their right to "Hie luMI'snc of the

TT'Vilo : of Ood by their 'nurjJ i'M'iation of

i!ur li ''
*''.; Father'; sonship must show itself

by the family likeness But as that ideal is far

beyond the
possibility^

of present attainment, the
Christian life is described as a steep and nairow

path, to press along which requires constant effort

and unioMillinff watchfulness and prayer (Mt
713'21 LK. I.V- tf ; Mt 724'27

1|
Lk 647

-49
).

5. With regard to the significance of the Death
and Resurrection of Jesus as the ultimate condi-

tions of the establishment of the Kingdom of GocZ,
our Lord treated that doctrine as He did His
Messianic claims in *-.;.

.>" His Divine nature.
It is represented in *,

!u k (Jo> ?><'- as the subject of

gradunl dexelop'neuT, a*, a truth not at the begin-
ning t I<MI ly made Known even to the most favoured

disciples, but taught first by suggestions and figures
more or less veiled, then by warnings and predic-
tions, which became clearei as the end drew near,
to the effect that Jesus must die. Still it is pre-
sent from the first, though only in germ, and
though it is noted as that part of their Master's

teaching which the disciples were most slow to

apprehend. Thus it is represented as having been

suggested so early as in the time of the Baptist,
whose words,

* Behold the Lamb of God,' first

led John and Andrew to follow Jesus
{
Jn I29 * 35"37

).

At a later period Jesus declared in express terms
that * the Son of Man came not to be ministered
unto, but to minister, and to give his life a
ransom for many' (\trpov drrl TroXXwi'}, where the
death of Jesus as a sacrifice of substitution appears
to be distinctly spoken of (Mt 20* II

Mk 1045). The
doctrine that salvation can come only through the

voluntary sufferings and death of Jesus N -o clenily
taught by our Lord's later utterances as recorded
in all the Gospels, and particularly in the Fourth,
as, for example, in the discourse on the Bread of
Life ('the bread which I will give is my flesh,
which I will give for the life of the world,

3 Jn 651
),

in the discourse on the Good Shepherd ('the good
shepherd giveth his life for the sheep.' 1011- 16

,

cf vv. 17- 18
), etc., that it is hardly necessary to

enumerate them. One of the strongest proofs
that the disciples understood Jesus to lay special
emphasis upon the necessity of His death as an
atoning sacrifice, lies in the fact that so large a
portion of the Gospels is devoted to the narrative
of the sufferings, death, and resurrection of Jesus ;

while the full account which all the Synoptists give
of the institution of the Lord's Supper (Mt 26J6~2J)

\\

Mk 1422-25
j {
Lk 22-;, and particularly the signi-

ficant words of Jesus recorded by St. Matthew
(26

s8
), "This is my blood of the [new] covenant,

which is shed
"

-for the remission of sins,*

show that by this ordinance by which
to 'show foith his death,' as St. Paul expresses it

(1 Co II26
}, Jesus singled out this part of His work

as constituting the central truth of His manifesta-

tion to men, and summing up and applying the

whole.

Again, like the Apostles in the Acts and tho

Epistles, all four Evangelists represent the Resur-

rection as the necessary seal of Christ's atoning
work, confirming His victory over death and him
that had the power of death, and as- P

J
- -'I ( MO y

to the Father's acceptance of the -,.u I'M.- ^o

Jesus, in J\

predictior ( ,

the third day
complement o"

6. Closely

>r> TT-= death, conjoined with the
that He should rise again

The Resurrection is the necessary" V "

Death.
these fundamental

teachings of the Kingdom of God and the condi-

tions of its realization are those which relate (a)

to the groivth and maintenance of the Kingdom
after Christ's Ascension, and (b) to the final con-

summation and the judgment of the world.
\ .

'

to all the Gospels, the specialty of
i as that was revealed to John the

Baptist, was that He should baptize with the Holy
Ghost (Mt 3ll ||Mk la ||Lk 316

; cf. Jn l 3^). All
relate the descent of the Holy Spirit at the

Baptism of Jesus (Mt 313-17 ||Mk l
9-1:i ||Lk 321 - 22

).

John the Baptist testifies (Jn I31 u] that He upon
whom the Spirit descended and abode is He who
baptizeth with the Holy Ghost. Jesus attributed
His power to cast out demons to the Spirit of God
(Mtia28

). That 11 to Spirit Urn- -poken of is a Person,
and as such to bo (ii^ungui-h<jl nom Christ, is to

be inferred from the solemn warning which Jesus
addressed to those who attributed His miracles of

exorcism to Satanic agency, when He said that
"

, !

"

st the Son of Man should be for-

,

'.

'

..... V -
1

,.-, ,

' XJ1
TT>\\ C'io-t

was an unpardor. : \l I
'

\1 , ,i
"

I L
1210

). Jesus taught however, that the ]T<M! u f ion of

John was to be fulfilled only after the *vm of Man
wp- '/V.ilH.M

1 Thus we read, with reference to the

I
r<i'iiM 4

!i;ii the Spirit should be in believers a
perennial fountain of grace,

* This spake he of the

Spirit which they that believe on Mm should
receive : for the Holy Ghost was not yet given ;

because that Jesus was not yet <J- >
i H< <1 f TM 7s7

"89
}.

And Jesus Himself says (16
7
) to I'K '

:i -<
iplo-, 'It

is expedient for you that I go away: for if I go not

away, the Comforter will not come unto you ; but
if I depart, I will send him unto yon

' The office

of the Spirit is to abide with llio <li*-n]le- a-s the
source of grace (7^

9
), to bring to then rcrnHiiltnince

the teaching of Jesus (14
26 1526 ) and guide them

into all truth (16
13

), to give them power to dis-

charge their spiritual functions (20
22 -

**) as leaders
and teachers of the Church, and, as the Spirit of
wisdom and utterance, to inspire them to testify
faithfully and (ourajjv-Mi-h fo* Christ in presence
of their persemtor- 'Mi j!>- Mk 13n llLk 1211 - 12

).

Further, His function is to
*

reprove the world of

sin, of righteousness, and of judgment
3

(Jn 168
"11

).

"With Christ's teaching concerning the Spirit His
revelation of God was complete, and aonudiMgly
in one of His last discourses after the K<"-uiro< t ion,
Tl> commanded His Apostles to *make disciples of
till nation*, baptizing them in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost '

(Mt 2819
).

(b) Our Lord's teaching concerning the final con-
summation of the Kingdom of God may be briefly
summarized* The disciples were instructed to live
in constant expectation of His Second, Coming
(Mt 2442-61 ilMk IS^iiLk l^5^

>,
cl Mt
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That might occur at any time. His coming
should, according to the prophecies of the OT, be
heralded by certain signs in the world, by tumult
and distres , .

"
nations, and by portents

in nature, storms, and the like (Mt
2429ff*[!Mk i

s 21 25ff
-) Nevertheless He

should come as a thief in the night, and surprise
the worldly and the careless in the midst of their
business or their pleasure (Mt 2443ff*

||
Lk 1727

).

Then al&o Christ should by His angels 'gather
together his elect from the four winds '

(Mt 2431
)

for the purpose of taking them to Himself and
saving them from destruction (Lk 17^- J5

). In
connexion with this, Jesus spoke also of a time
of sifting, at which all unworthy members should
be cast out (Mt 13* 41 - ** 2211'13 25 10-1J

, Lk 1325).

Finally, after the Kingdom had been thus purified
should come the ultimate consummation. Jesus
should ..i u'!. 1 n-:

1

!-- T- ^i ,,iV" nations (Mt2531-46
),

coming in cue clouas (Me 26U
*|| Mk 1462

li
Lk 22*19

) to
reward the righteous with eternal bh&s in heaven
and to sentence the wicked to eternal perdition
(Mt 25^-46

). See also LEADING IDEAS.
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, 63-90.
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DOMINION. The word dominion *
occurs only

once in the AV of the Gospels, as pait of

the phrase
e exercise dominion over

'

(/caraKupietf-

ovatv), in that passage in the Gospel of Matthew
(20

25
)
which records our Lord's reply to the

ambitious request of Salome on behalf of her

sons, and the words which He addressed to the

disciples at the time. The BV of this passage, as
of the parallel text in Mark (10

42
), is

* lord it over/
The same idea is expressed in a similar passage
in Luke (22

s5
), which gives Christ's words at the

Last Supper with reference to the dispute among
His disciples as to precedence, by the simple verb

Kvptetiovo-iv,
' exercise lordship over

*

(RV * have lord-

ship over
J

).

Again, in all three passages the verbs which are
so translated are followed in the parallel clause of

the verse by the words * exercise authoiitv over'
or 'upon

*

(Mt 2025 AV and RV
i
Mk 10^ AV and

RV, Lk 2225 AV),
* have authority over

*

(Lk S225

RV), representing the words of the original K<XT-

J-ov<rt&wffiv t %ov(riaovTs. The word 'authority*
(4ov<ria,) and the verbs formed from it thus suggest
themselves for consideration in connexion with
the word rendered * dominion ' In the passage in

Matthew
1. The passages quoted from the Synoptics illu-

strate a characteristic feature of the Gospels, the
manner in which they represent Jesus as post-

poning the assertion of His kingly rights, and
}<

in

connexion with this, the express teaching which

they attribute to Him as to the nature of the
dominion which He claimed. Thus, as He with-

stood the temptation of Satan (Lk 46
) to assume

the royal sceptre which belonged to Him as Son of

God, and to reign as the Divinely appointed king
of a visible and temporal realm, so He resisted^ as

a repetition of that temptation, eierx MIJTJ> option

or ai>poitl that was made to Him, bv tho people or

by Hi- ilN( iple* formally arid public! \ to appear as

the Mo^uili He would riot .uffi*r the people of

Galilee to make Him a king (Jn 615
). He declared

to Pilate that, although royal authority was His

by right, His kingdom was not of this world, and
was therefore not to be won or maintained and
defended by temporal weapons (Jn 1836 - 87

}.

Now the texts which have been quoted from the

Synoptics may be regarded as the loci dassici of

the teaching of Jesus with reference to the nature
of the sovereignty claimed by Him, and to the

principle of that spiritual dominion of which He
spoke. They occur in connexion with what the

Gospels tell us regarding the Messianic expecta-
tions of the Twelve, who, like most of their

countrymen, anticipated in the near, and even, at

times, in the immediate, future, the visible estab-
lishment of the personal reign of Christ as Prince
of the House of David. They were addressed to
the disciples at the close of Christ's ministry, in

the one case in the course of His last journey to

Jerusalem, in the other in connexion with the

dispute at the Last Supper as to who should be
accounted the greatest. The answer of Jesus in

both cases to the ambitious request of Salome,
and to the dispute among the disciples was the

same, and the principle "v\l ich He laid down was
to this effect. For Ma-cei and for disciple the

question of dominion is totally different from that
which is agitated by the ambition of the world.

Among t*!' p "I MO*- of the (rentlies the way to

power and t iJ OIT v i- the path of worldly ambi-
tion and -

l
r a i-'L.on. It is not so in the King-

dom of God. There not self-assertion but self-

denial is the way to supremacy. The way to

dominion is the way of service. Places of suprem-
acy there certainly are in the Kingdom of God,
and they are reserved 'for those for whom they
are prepared* of the Father. But they are
allotted upon a definite, intelligible principle, and
that not or* favouritism but of spiritual character.

They who shall hold rank nearest to Christ in His

Kingdom are they who shall most closely resemble
Him in respect of lowliness, self-denial, and
humble service. For disciple and for Master the
law is the same in this respect, that * he that
humbleth himself shall be exalted.' So Christ is
'

among you as he that serveth
'

(Lk 22s7). In

laying down the principle, Jesus illustrated it by
reference to His own mission. c The Son of Man
came not to be ministered unto, but to minister,
and to give his life a ran&om for many* (Mt
2028 11 Mk 1045

). And here as elsewhere the dis-

ciple must be as his Master, attairiru If-
j

"Is < in

the Kingdom only by the way of -iMi-'-iiiMiiiiaiiop,

self-denial, self-sacrifice.

2. The use in tlie-e pji-^fi^i- in immediate con-
nexion with lite idea or dominion, of the words * have

authority over,' 'exercise authority over
*

(OIMT<-
fov<riv, *ui iritfovrfs) calls for some reference to the

power OT amliontv (owfe) attributed to Christ in
connexion -with lh^ humiliation as well as with
His exaltation. That during His ministry He pos-
sessed and exercised very complete and far-reaching
authority, dominion in the sen^e of eowet, the
natural synonym of w/6njs,

e

loidship,*
'

dominion/
is distinctly testified by all the Go^peK
Lordship i\-i,jior77y) was expressly claimed by Him

even in connexion with His state of humiliation.

Thus, in controversy with the Pharisees, He
claimed to be Lord of the Sabbath, and, as such, to

be entitled to interpret the Sabbath law (Mt 12s
||

Mk 2s8
I!
Lk 6s). St. Luke tells us in his account

of the healing of the paralytic, that c the power
of the Lord was present to heal

'

(5
17

). The mes-

sage to the owners of the ass on which Jesus rode
to Jerusalem was *The Lord hath need of him*
(Mt 21s

[|
Mk 11

fl
Lk I93L M). When Jesus had

washed the disciples' feet, and was applying the
lesson of that incident, He said, *Ye cafl me
Master and Lord ; and ye say well ; for so I am *

(Jn IS18).
As Son of Man, He was invested with special

power (^owa) to work miracles* As such H is

represented as e\(ni-m<r n dolo-rated authority,
acting according 10 Hi- PaUier"- will (Jn S8 ^)*
but that \vith a spontaneity and directness un-
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known before. Such was His power over unclean

spirits that they trembled and cried^ out at His

approach, and were compelled to yield instant

though fearful and reluctant obedience to His
command (Mk I 27

IS
Lk 4*). With a woid He con-

ti oiled the winds and waves (Mt 8 Jfa-31
1|
Mk 439'*1

[|

Lk S24 21
). So wide and great was His authority

over the powers of life and death, that His woid,
e\ en though spoken at a distance, \vas sufficient to

effect an instantaneous cure, as when His woid of

assurance spoken at Cana to the nobleman was
followed immediately by the cure of his child who

lay sick at Capernaum (Jn 450 ) ;
and when He con-

firmed the faith of the centuiion, who likened

Christ's power over disease to his own authoiity
over his soldiers, "by -inak-njr the word which
healed his servant \Mi ,>-- Lk 7*'

10
) Three

times He raised the dead with a word : in the case

of the widow's son (Lk T 11' 16
}, m that of Jairus'

daughter (Mt 918"26
II Mk 521 "43

!J
Lk S40'56

), and in

that of Lazarus (Jn II 1 -44
). He could even delegate

to others His power over unclean spirits and to

heal disease, as He did in His mission, first of

the Twelve, and again of the Seventy disciples

(Mt 105ff-
11 Mk 67ff

ij
Lk 91"6 lO1' 1

"). \ji,.n TTi,
,

claimed and exercised power on earth LO lUi^x^
sins (Mt 96

[[
Mk 210

i{
Lk 5", cf. Lk T48 ). I

3. According to the Johannine discourses, Jesus

declared that the Father had committed to Him
power to execute judgment

' because he is the Son
of Man' (Jn 527 ). This function refers specially
to His state of exaltation. He came not to judge,
but to save the world (Jn 1247

) ;

c
I judge no man,'

He said to the Jews (8
15

). At the same time His

work and teaching, even His very presence in the

world, meant a judgment, Inasmuch as they com-

pelled men to declare themselves either for or

against Christ, and so pass judgment upon them-
selves (cf. Jn 939 ) ; and as Jesus said Himself,

' The
word that I have spoken, the same shall judge him
in the last day'U^48

) To Jesus as Son of Man
,\"I

"

,il.*- r
-u and authority and power have been

<>!" i -i All things are given into His hands

(Mt II 27
, Jn a33 !! 13-), that He may guide and

strengthen His Church (Mt 2818
), and at His second

coming appear as the Judge of all nations (Mt
2>Jlff>

). It is He who is to pass the final sentence

upon the just and upon the unjust. On that day
He will say to those who have falsely called Him
'

Lord, Lord,
5 '

I know you not '

(Mt 722-

). He will

open to His faithful ones the door to the eternal

festival of joy, but will close the door of the

heavenly marriage fea^t on 'the unfaithful
1

(Mt
7*- * 25- J

,
Lk 13-

27--
)

' He shall sit upon the
throne of his

g[lory,
and before him shall be

<M tin 'rwl all nations* (Mt 25S1 33
). In connexion

unli the-c predictions of the events of the Day of

Judgment, Jesus says: *The Son of Man shall

send forth his angels, and they shall gather out of
his kingdom all things that offend, and them that
do iniquity' (Mt IS41 ). The angels are thus repre-
sented as being subject to the dominion of Christ
in His exaltation, as His servants, obeying His
behests; as even rliirinir His life on earth they
appeared as rniriM/cnrifjj spirits obedient to His
command, and \\aiiiu;* upon Him as courtiers

upon their Sovereign (Mt 4" 26^ Lk S243
).

Lastly, as the fruit of His work of redemption,
and as part of the glory which He has won by His

perfect submission to the Father's will, there is

given to Him, in that time of waiting which must
pass before the final complcnon of His kingdom,
*
all power in heaven nrul on pan h

"

i'Mt 28'"). a^ I ho
Father has *

given him power over all flesh, that
be should give eternal life to as many as he has

given him
'

(Jn ll"\ cf. 10s8}* See also POWER.
Bib -Theol. Lex.

GritaxQ-Thayer, Lex. XT, s.w.

tsjetts, seopt&fa* H. J Holtzmann, Lehibuch der NT Theol

i 319 f, 11 409 ff ; Wendfj, The Teaching of Jesm, u 276,

Be\schlag, NT Theology, i. 59-191, 241 ; Comtn,. of Mejer and
Alford. HUGH H. CURRIE.

DOOR (0tipa 9 cf. 0upwp6?, 'doorkeeper,' 'porter').

The word 'door' is
r

-

, "'V found in the

Gospels, sometimes in i

1

i often in the

figurative sense.

1. We need, first, to get cleaily in mind the

meaning of the teim in Oriental usage. By
'door' is usually meant the outside or entrance

'doorway,' but often the 'door' m distinction

from the 'doorway/ the frame of wood, stone, or

metal that clobes the dooiway. The outside of

the Oriental house has little ornament or archi-

tectural attractiveness of any kind. The 'door,'

however, and the projecting 'window 3 above it,

are exceptions to this rule. The doors, windows,
and doorways are often Y_X' < ,

- nted (Is

54U, Rev 2P1
), enriched v , .' > -^u -, and, if

to-day it be the house of a Moslem, the door will

have sentences from the Koran inscribed upon it

(cf Dfc 69
) The doors

'

aie usually of hard wood,
studded with nails, or sometimes covered with
sheet-iion They are often very heavy They
invariably open inwards, and are furnished on the
inside with stiong bars and bolts They have

usually wooden locks, which are worked by wooden
keys of such size that they could make formidable
clubs (Is 2222

, cf Land and Book, i 493). There is

an opening in the door for the insertion of the
hand and the introduction of the key from the

outside, the lock being reached only from the in-

side. On entering the 'door' there is usually a

vestibule, where, m daytime, the '

doorkeeper
'

is

found, and where the master often receives the

casual visitor (cf. Gn 191S 2310 3430 and Job 297
}.

The ' doors
'

leading into the ' rooms '

or ' cham-
bers

' that open upon the court are not usually
supplied with locks or bolts ; a curtain, as a rule,

being all that separates one of these 'chambers'
from the '

court,' the idea being that all is private
and secure within the outer gate (cf. Dt 2410

, Ac
1017 1213).
The '

doorway
'

consists of three parts : the
threshold or sill (sometimes used for 'door'), the
two side-posts, and the lintel (Ex 127f ). The doors
of ancient Egypt, and probably of contemporary
nations, swung upon vertical pintles which pro-

jected from the top and bottom of the door into
sockets in the lintel and threshold r-^pcc ihrlv
The commonest foim of door had the pur Ic, in rlic

middle of the width, so that, as it opened, a way
was afforded on each side of it for ingress or egress.

Occasionally we find that the 'chamber,
3

or

private room, had its own door and fastenings.
In Mt 6e

,

' When thou hast shut thy door,
'

the word
used means not only closed, but fastened it giving
the idea of complete privacy. See art. CLOSET.
In Mt 2510

,
'the door was shut,' it is clearly the

outside or entrance-door that is meant. When
this one outer door was shut, all communication
with the outside world was cut off. Then nothing
but persistent knocking at this door, and loud

entreaty, would ^ucc eed in ^ecurmg even a hearing.
In this ea*e the appeal -w as made to the bridegroom
himself, who, to thi& day, is considered in the East

sovereign of the occasion.
2. When Jesus said,

* I am the door
'

(Jn 109),

He clearly infant to exclude every other form or
means of mediation But tJirough Him there is an
unhindered entering into and going out of the fold

(cf. Nu 2717).
S. When it is said that Joseph,

* a rich man of

Arimathsea,' begged the body of Jesus, laid it in
his own new tonib, which he had hewn out in the

rock, and rolled a great stone to the door of the
tomb (Mt 2760

, Mk 16a), we have a reference to a
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unique kind of door. The great roll-stone is often
mentioned in the Talmud, but only in describing
interments of the dead (Keim). It was clearly
designed to protect the dead bodies and the other
contents of the tomb from lobbers, petty thieves,
and birds and beasts of prey. One large tomb is

now shown half a mile north of Jeiubalem, which
has a huge circular stone, like a great millstone
on edge, cut from the solid rock, together with the
channel m which it revolves. There are signs that
it was originally furnished with a secret fastening,
doubtless to protect the

*

costly
linen, jewellery, etc., ,, , ,' -, i

'

,

* The 'Tomb
of Manamne '

lo-oinlv inuoveieu south of the

city, and the -o t sJWi Tomii of Lazarus 7

at Beth-

any, likewise have doois with similar * roll-stones
3

(cf art. TOMB). See also artt COUBT, HOUSE
GEO. B. EAGER.

DOUBT.
In Lat. dubitare, from duo ' two ' and bito 'go' ; Germ.

Zimfetn, Zweifel; from zzm, 'two'; Mid Eng douten, *to

doubt,' had the meaning of to fear ('I doubt some foul play'
[Shakspeaie], 'nor slack her threatful hand for danger's
doubt '

[Spenser]), and this meaning, perhaps, survn es in such

expressions as '
I doubt he will not; come '

But, as commonly
used, to doubt means to be of tico minds, to waver, to hesitate.

It suggests the idea of perplexity ; of being at a, loss, in a state
of suspense The questioning attitude is implied. The word
has, in short, a variety of meanings.

References in the Gospeh. The word 'doubt 3

occurs seveial times in AV and RV. It is used,

however, to translate several Greek terms ; nor are
these invaiiably rendered by the word in question.
A study of the respective passages reveals differ-

ing ciicumstances and conditions, diilmcnt type-*
of chaiacter, a variety of subjects exercising the
mind. Doubt in several phases is in ilInitiation

(n) The doubt of perplexity. Thus in Mk 620
,

Lk 244
,
Jn 1323 where the verb farop4<a occurs (the

strengthened compound ckciTrope'w is found in Lk 97).
Theie is no question in these passages of the ap-
prehension or religion^ truth ; the idea suggested
is rather that of "being taken aback, disturbed,

distracted, by the iJ i i'if("
lt

?-ji
1

l. r.nd the unex-

pected. Herod is
>

n, ,. u
;>'

M ..
J

{Mk 620 RV,
cf. Lk 97 ) as he listens to the Baptist, as reports
reach him co'Koming Jesus; he is puzzled, at a
loss for e\iilanjnum- And thus in Jn IS32 c the

disciples looked one upon the other, doubting of

whom he spake
1

; the unexpected statement has
bewildered them. Similar feeling may be recog-
nized in the case of the women at the sepulchre
(Lk 244

) ; they are 'much peiplexed* ; utterly un-

able, that is, to account foi the empty tomb, A
like meaning may, perhaps, be read into the how
long dost thou hold us in suspense

9 y

of Jn 1024 (TIJV

tyvxhv yp&v afpets) : the Jews being understood as

pioft^Miijr an uncertainty which could be at once

rii-pollorl by some plain declaration on the part of

Jesus

(6) AVavering faith. A second group of passages,
where the verbs juerewp^crflat and dto-Tdfrw occur,
has now to be considered. Again the word
* doubt

'

is found in AV and K.V, but with refer-

ence to a mental condition other than that which
has been noted in the preceding paragraph _

A
religious significance is now observable ; the exist-

ence of faith is implied, but it is an imperfect, a

wavering faith. Because of distractions of one
kind or another, confidence is impaired. The
doubters referred to are sometimes the o\Ly6irL<rroL -.

their faith not only wavering but small. Thus in

Lk 1229 'neither be ye of doubtful mind' (x-al ja-Jj

fjLeTe<*>ptfco'9e) )
the context supplies the explanation :

anxiety about earthly tilings is incompatible with

absolute trust in the Fatheihood of God. So also

in Mtl4dl * wherefore didst thou doubt?* {et$ rt

cSiVrcwas ;), where Stl Peter's confidence has given

way before sudden panic. And thus, perhaps, in

Mt 2S17 'but some doubted' (eStVrao-av). What,
precisely, the condition of these genuine disciples
was is difficult to determine, but it was one
which left them unreceptive while others were
convinced of a manifestation of the

living
Lord.

With this passage may be compared Lk 24<3S
; the

SLaXoyiff-j&oi (RV '

reasonings') being bigmficant of

fearsome hesitation on the part of those who could
not at once realize that the mysterious vibitoi was
none other than Jesus Himself.

(c) The critical attitude. This is implied by the
verb diaKplvevBai. ; a term which, as u^ed in" NT,
denotes the absence of faith, the paralysis of faith.

It occurs but twice in th< 4 Oo-p 1- (Mt 2121
, Mk

II23
) ; where the power of r,nh i"- 1\ implication,

contrasted with the impotency which is involved
in the want of faith. Thought seems to be diiected

to the inevitable consequence o f
loj-aitlnu Divine

things as a subject for curious iii\ i-, .:;,. ion rather
than as matter of personal concern. On the one

hand, there is the emphatic declaiation which may
be expressed in the words of Bacon,

' Man, when
he resteth and assureth himself upon divine Pro-

tection and Favour. _:'i Y '< M a Force and Faith

[in its sense of fidelity] wlucn Human Nature, in

its selfe, could not obtaine.* On the other hand,
there is the implied warning that, as the vision of

God darkens and \ anishes, man's capacity for use-

ful action becomes weaker, until at length it dies

away.
[For discussion of 'the doubt of Thomas' see

THOMAS and UNBELIEF].

LITERATURE Lyttelton, Modern Poets of Faith, Doubt, and
Paganism; Illingworth, Christian Character; James, The
Will to Believe ; Carlj le T Sartor Itesartus ; Browning, Chnst-
ma*>-jEw and Faster-Day ; Tennyson, In Memonam (edited,
with commentary, by A. W Robinson); Jowett, Sennoite

H. L. JACKSON.
DOYE (Tepiorepd). Its gentle nature makes the

dove a frequent simile in ancient literature. Christ

bids His disciples to be harmless as doves, and to

unite with such gentleness a wisdom like the

seipent's (Mt 1016
). Meyer, in loc^ takes this to

mean,
4 Be prudent in regard to dangers in which

you are placed, quick to see and avoid dangers ;

and always be full of uprightness, never taking
any questionable way of escape.' As the serpent
is the most cunning of the beasts of the field,

so should the Lord's disciples have wisdom to

understand the subtleties of Satan ; but no evil

is to mix with such wisdom. Along with it

there must be found a purity and simplicity of

heart of which the harmless, gentle dove is the

symbol. The truest wisdom for the Christian is

to keep always the simplicity of the dove. A
nature purified by the Spirit of Christ will have
wise penetration enough to defeat all the wiles of

Satan.
The dove, the emblem of perfect innocence, is

used (Mt 316 and parallels) as a symbol of the Holy
Spirit, who is the power and \vibdom of God, act-

ing on the spirits of men. When the dove appeared
to sit on the Saviour's head, it denoted the JDivine

recognition of His holiness (v.
17

), and His official

consecration to the Messianic ministry. As the

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews says,
4 He

was holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate from
sinners' (7

26
).

It has been thought that the dove had a sacro-

sanct character among the Hebrews. Though iu

was a favounte food with some neighbouring

peoples, it was not eaten in Palestine. Young
pigeons and doves were offered in sacrifice, where
no sacrificial meal was involved. So we find in

the temple courts them that sold doves (Mt 21 12
,

Mk II15, Jn 214- 16),no doubt for such sacrifices,
whom Christ drove out, along with the money-

changers. In Palestine the doye was considered
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sacred by the Phoenicians and the Philistines, and
the Samaritans were often accused of worshipping
it. There were holy doves at Mecca ; and, accord-

ing to Lucian (Dea Syria, 54), doves were taboo to

the Syrians j he who touched them being unclean
a whole day.
In Christian Art in representations of the Lord's

Baptism, the presence of the Holy Spirit is indi-

cated by the dove. In churches in early times the

figure of a dove appeared in flic luplNteno JL

golden or silver dove being -u-peinu ![ nbo\e i i<

font. Lamps, too, were sometimes made in the
form of doves. In later times pyxes were some-
times made of gold and silver in the shape of a

dove, and used for the reservation of the host.

Exclusive of the turtle-dove, four species of dove are found
in Palestine: Columba, palumbiis, the ring-dove, or wood-
pigeon ; Columba csnas, the stock-dove, found in Gilead and
Bashan and the Jordan Valley ; Cotumbn lima, the rock-dove,
abundant along the coast and in the uplands; Columba
sckunpen, closely allied to the preceding, and found in the
interior.

T ' ,. _ n -.-* DB, s.v
', Thomson, Land and ook

0> M ) ,-
-

r < 1st ser. ix. [1879] p 81 ff

DAVID M. W. LAIRD.
DQXOLOGrY. An ascription of praise to God

in forms of words more or less fixed by usage.
Though the term does not occur in the NT, it con-

tains many i^ov* .
r - ai 1 they were an important

element in '"> " *ri> . il life of the primitive
Christians. This indeed was inevitable, because

they carried with them what was best in the prac-
tice of Judaism, and were especially influenced in

the expression of their worship by the language of

the OT.
1. The OT and Jewish usage. Doxologies are

common in the OT, T > MJ h.-inil in JTPM oven in its

oldest portions. In '\ ^ > ^ "f I '. i HM'X praise is

given to Jehovah for n. i-i
T
i;>! <ii

vlLv<*!,iM
(Jg 52* 9

;

cf. Ex 1810
) In 1 K I48 815 there is thankful recog-

nition of Jehovah's power and control in national
events. The Psalms are especially rich (28

6 342 3*

135, 146), though one form,
*

give thanks unto
Jehovah, for His lovingkindness endureth for

ever,
3 seems to be the most common both in the

Psalms and all post-exilic literature (Ps 1061 1071

1181 *
*2 3

,
1 Ch 16-*

4
, 2 Ch 513 7s- e

, Ezr 311
). The

regular liturgical conclusion of the services of the

Temple, frul rcer\vnnN of the Synagogue, came
to be a doxology beginning

e
blessed be (or *is

j

)

God.' By the time of oui Lord the employment of

doxological expressions had increased so largely,
tliao they were in the mouth of the people for any
event which stirred their gratitude or wonder, in
fact as thanksgiving for almost everything in life.

Though the fundamental religious idea of the

doxology, that Jehovah is the Holy One whose

sovereign power must be acknowledged at all

times, was a noble one, its use had too often

degenerated into the veriest formalism.
2. NT usage. Traces of Jewish custom may be

seen in the Gospels (Mt 1531 , Mk 212
, Lk I46- * 220

525. as
<jie^ Tjie wor(is and attendant conditions of

the life of Jesus so impressed the people that a
new hope was bora in them, and they praised God
for signs of His returning favour to Israel through
this prophet. Jesus does not yet receive Divine
homage Xo doxology is offered to Him anywhere
in the Gospels, for the Messianic acclaim (Mk
!!.) is not to be so interpreted (see Balman,
Words ofJems, 220E, andSwete, inloc.}. Godalone
has the right to such ascription, for He is

*

holy
'

;

He is o evXoyyirfc, the One to whom blessing is due
(Mk 1461 ), wn 3*13 ufnpn being a well-known Jewish
formula. See artt. BENEDICTION and BLESSING.
Immediately after the K^surrection, Jesus is

associated with the Father in glory, and receives

worship as Messiah and Son of God. This is the
universal Apostolic view (Ac 23S^e 313* 15 &\ Bo I4,

Ph 26- 11
,
He I3 29

,
Ja 21

,
1 P I21 ). So the ascrip-

tion of doxolouu 1- to the risen Christ naturally
followed. But'the doxology continued to be ad-

dressed most frequently to God the Father (Ro
II36

, Gal I 5
, Eph 320 - 21

,
Ph 420,

1 Ti I 17 616, 1 P 5n ,

Rev 7
la

). In several Jesus Christ is associated

more or less directly with God the Father (Ro 1627
,

1 P 411
, Jude 25

,
Rev 513

). Ro 95 and He IS21

present baffling evidence as to the recipient ; but
in 2 Ti 438

,
2 P 318

,
Rev I

6
glory is ascribed to

Jesus Christ. Thus in conformity with Christian

belief the OT usage was expanded, so that at a

very early date there arose a Christian formula,
which in the public adoration of the worship of

the Church would serve in a secondary sense as a

creed, expressing the doctrine that the risen Christ

shaied in Divine honour with the Father.

3. Structure. The doxologies of the NT consist

of three main parts.
(a) The Person to whom praise is given. This

is, as we have seen, most frequently God the

Father, though Jesus Christ is associated with
Him. Attributes are often added, usually to

emphasize the Divine blessing which has oc-

casioned the praise. In Eph 320- 21
, e.g. a clause

descriptive of the power of the Almighty serves
to justify the Apostle's prayer for strength on
behalf of his readers. See Ro 1627

, 1 Ti I 17 6 16
, 2 P

318
, Jude 24- 25

, Rev I5 - 6 513
.

(b) The second term is almost invariably 56a,

('glory'), either alone or with some ^ipnficanl
addition (Ep 321

), the chief exceptions being 1 Ti
616

(* honour and power '), 1 P 511
(' the dominion 3

).

The amplitude ofthe doxologies in the Apocalypse
deserves attention, the praise being threefold (4

11

191
), fourfold (5

13
), or sevenfold in its perfection

(7
12

). This full-voiced glory offered to the Lamb
(5

13
) in this book of Hebrew cast, shows how

thoioughly it was the belief of the ciicle from
which it issued that Jesus transcended every
created being.

Except in 1 P 4U the copula is omitted, so that it must be
determined from the context whether the doxology is affirma-
n\ o or pi 0( ii oi \ (""

'

LijrhnoOi on C il 1"
, Chase, Lord'sPrayer,

p i(5 ,
jym h',\ii 1

,
( ! rntiit or ltori< , 58).

(c) The third integral part of the doxology in
1' ii'i !

'

''" 1

"i "3 ets robs alQvas (* unto the ages
5

),
' ' (! , eternity of 'i - ." r.

%

("

the Lord. Before the mind of n \; , ,

however, the future rolls out in & series of seons^
so that the normal form is expanded very fiequently
into ds roi)s al&vas rQv a.i&vw, in order to cover all

possible periods of time (Gal I5, Ph 420
,

1 Ti I
17

,

2 Ti 418
, He 13*, 1 P 411

,
Rev 513 712. See also Eph

321
, 2 P 318

, Jude **).

The conclusion of all doxologies except 2 P 318 is

The Doxology in the Lord's Prayer (Mt 618 ).

It can no longer be doubted that this was not a
part of the prayer as it stood o*ijjrina1]\ iisAfj uhou.
The uncial evidence is very weak (LA2), and the
variations in the early versions are numerous
(Syr

GW omits * and the power
'

; the Sinaitic is

defective, and the old Latin (k) and the Sahidie
differ from each other and from the Syriac). The
form found in the Didache (viii. 2, x. 5) ultimately
developed into the full expression ('the kingdom
and the power and the glory*), which probably
passed into the Syrian text from the liturgical
usage of the Syrian Church. (See Hort's Notes on
Select Headings, p. 9). Of this final doxology the
original source may have been 1 Ch 2911

, which
shaped the Synagogue usage and thereby that of
the Christian Church. Xo Jewish benediction was

>:nf]'
' without reference to *the kingdom' of

.)ci")xji'i *It calls attention to this that He to
whom the kingdom belongs, also has the power to
hear the prayer which primarily has in view the
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establishing of that kingdom, and that He is there-

fore to be praised for ever
'

(Weiss). See, faither,
art LORD'S PRAYER.

5. The Angelic Hymn (Lk 214
), in its longer and

less correct text, gave rise to the Gloria in Excelsis

(Apost Const. VII. 47). TheDoxologict,Minor (

f

Glory
be to the Father/ etc.) may possibly be traced
back to Mt 28 19

, but there is no other sign of it in
the NT. However, to follow the fortune^ of these
doxoloics would carry us beyond our limits. (See
{Smith s Dictionary of Christian Antiquities).

Hebrews, Add Note '

Apostolic Doxologies.'
K. A. FALCONER.

DRAUGHT OF FISHES. A twice repeated
miiacle : (1) at the Louinnmg of the Lord's

ministry, (2) after the Itc-uncc iioii The main
points are similar, but differences in the details

have always been considered important and sig-
nificant.

1. Lk 51'11
. At the Lake of Gennesaret, Jesus,

after teaching from Peter's boat, bids him put
out and let down the nets for a draught. He and
his companions have toiled all the night without
success, but obey, and enclose a great multitude of

fishes, so that the nets are in danger of breaking.
With the aid of their partners they fill the boats,
which begin to sink, reter, Avho some time before
had been brought to Jesus by his brother Andrew
(Jn I

41
) and had followed Him as His disciple (Mt

418
,
Mk I 16

), now begs Jesus to depart from him for

he is
* a sinful man '

[the vision of the Divine is the
revelation of man's sin], but on a repeated com-
mand leaves all and follows Jesus.

2. Jn 211" 14
. Some days or weeks after the

Resurrection, when the Apostles have returned
to their work as Galilsean fishermen, after a night
of fruitless labour, when they are drawing near
the shore, an unrecognized voice hails them, asking
if they have ! isiiV'ij' i<> sell for food. On their

answering in Jjo m i

i_.i:
n " they are advised to cast

the net on the right-side of the ship. 1T v ing done

so, they are not able to draw the net for t lie multi-

tude of fishes. Instinctively John recognizes the

Lord, and tells Peter, who at once swims to land.

On drawing the net, the number ot *

great fishes' is

found to be 153, yet the net is not broken. None
of the disciples has any doubt that *

it is the Lord.'

The natural explanation of the miracle, that from
a distance Jesus saw what those in the boat failed

to observe, is possible, but is not necessary. The
power is rather that of guiding to the required
place.

* The miracle lies in the circumstances and
not in the mere fact. The events came to men
from the sphere of their daily labour, and were
at once felt to be the manifestations of a present

power of God* (Westcott, Characteristics of the

Gospel Miracles), in the second ease the manifesta-
tion of the power of the presence of the risen Lord.

The significant differences between the details of the two
incidents have been drv M c J V ^' t-ir^t"'- /"* foh. cxxiL

7).
* The one miracle \. -

' '

i
' ' ' r \\ . present,

the other of the Church perfected ; in the one we have good
and bad, in the other good only ; there Christ also is on the

water, here He is on the land ; there the draught is left in the

boats, here it is landed on the beach; there the nets are let

down as it might be, here in a special part; there the nets are

rending, here thej are not bioken , there the boats are on the

point of sinking ^vith their load, here they are not laden , there

the fi^h are not. n unbend, liorp IMP number is exactly given
"

(Weswott ftt Jdhn, in ><) Foi nrorpretataons of the number
of fish (Jn 2111), *< c W ( siooit arid 01 Iw r commentators.

LTTFRVTTRF The Comm. and Lims of Christ on the two

passages; Trench and Taylor on MwiusSes; Expositor, iv. vi.

ri892J 18 ; F. W. Eobertson, The Hwman Race, 125 ; Buskin,
Obonfot Agre$te$t 152, MACPHEBSON,

DRAW-NET ((rcLyJ}V7j, seine). Vor fuller descrip-
tion see art. NETS. This kind of net is incut ionetl

in the Gospels only in the parable of Mt IS47
"50

,

where it is very much in point. Being usually of

great size and sweeping through an immense area,
it collects many varieties of fibh worthless, under-

sized, even dead fish, as well as the choice and the
li\i'i<i. Tlio proce&s of fishing with a seme gives
ii'o iinpit,--ion of '<*-<[ *Y

1-

>"7' v. *, >. ;jid complete-
ness. To one who r,.- \ ,1

!
i Jc very gradual

progress of the operation, the extended area slowly
encircled, the final drawing up of the net on the

beach, and "-V -rrt->:r of its varied contents, with
the reservat or- o. ^> "< and the rejection of others

the aptness of the parable becomes very apparent.
The parable closes the beries of seven in Mt 13,

in which various aspects of the Kingdom of Heaven
are presented. It is parallel in meaning to the
second of the series, the Tares and the Wheat,
yet it has its distinct individuality. It points, like

that parable, to the intermixture of good and evil

in the Church in its present stage, and it ife implicit
in the figure used that no absolute separation, is

possible or to be thought of now. But the emphasis
of the parable and of the explanation added by
our Lord, lies not upon the fact of the intermix-

ture, but upon the certainty that there will be a

decisive end to it. A time or deliberate (Kadlo-avTes)

and final severance is announced as a warning to

the evil, as an assurance to the good. The parable
is concerned with the future rather than with the

present, hence its suitability at the end of the
series. As must be expected, the figure is not

quite adequate. The whole operation of fishing is

carried out by the same individuals. But the

separation of the good and the evil at the end of

the world will be effected not by the men through
whom the Kingdom was extended, but by the

angels, to whom thi 1* ministry is always assigned
(Mt 13fl 2431 2531

, Eev 1418- 19
).

T "- 1 i" -I
* " " "

.
' f the Tares, -was much appealed to in

th- IK.- i
- o i *('- The Bonatiets, emphasizing purity

as . * u . r'. aaintained that all must be excluded
from its outward communion to whom that note could not be
attached Augustine showed that such attempted separation
was forbidden by our T/,r(T n^Mn fro-M Tno case of open evil-

doers, and that He Fad n r cvMiu-jljuri a community in its

present stage free from admixture of evil. The net must
contain both good and bad fish till it is drawn to the beach.
A-, n irais -

, -ch -: *, he por 's oil fc folly of those who, like fish

Inrr,1
iiii'jr hrui'jr" 01 <.ai>' T

"jf o\ jr the net toescape the com-
juiij of Morin'e-} f"* 1

! .'ill in, nnase to wait the final and
thorough separation appo.nted by Cod, and in mistakenly
piessiug tne purt.\ of the Church lose its catholicity (Angustme,
Enarr. /? P^ 64 b, cf also Enari in Ps. 126 3; U&tt. Carth.
d. 3 ; ad Don Post. Cott. 4, 8, 10).

What conception of the "Kingdom of Heaven is

indicated by the parable ? The parable may be said

to be an expansion of the idea contained in *
fishers

of men.* Taken "by itself, it might seem to support
the identification of the Kingdom of Heaven with
the Church ; but in other contexts the Kingdom of
Heaven (or of God) requires a much more compre-
hensive explanation. Harnack's assertion that our
Lord meant by this term, so constantly ret lining
in His teaching, only an inward experience of the
believer (Da* Wesen des Ckristentums, p. 35 ff.),

seems quite unsuited to this passage. So, too,
does the Abbe Loisy's explanation of the Kingdom
as being still entirely in the future, and existing
in the present only as an expectation (The Gospel
and the Church, it). The parable, naturally in-

terpreted, certainly suggests a visible community.
The Kingdom is conceived of both as inward and
outward, consisting in its present stage both of
those who are animated by its true spirit, and
those who "belong to it only so far that they are
included in its external o^iniyjition Again, fclici

Kingdom is represented a-> belonging i o the present,
and yet as awaiting its ooiiMiiiiniaiion in a future

<TIM* of judgment And it is in. idea universal

[/(MfhcMorl of evor\ kind *), tending to include all

i men within its bounds.
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* The
"" i - - _ i- i- -hest and most Christian sense is the

working
" which penetrate below the surface,

and are gradually >
-* r f 4 -\ir~- m their operation

But in this, as m i take to themselves
an outward form '

i
' -

i v*essel of clay, finer

or coarser as the case may be, not only in men as individuals,

but in men as a community or communities The society then
becomes at once a vehicle" and an instrument of the force by
which it is animated, not a perfect vehicle or a perfect instru-

i _,''',
*

- -
, _ bad

>.. * i J ' -
i > ' - !. nsti-

i
., )\ \ i gracious purposes
, . . v.

i - _ > h 'i .

* Jesus Christ,' II.

B. b. (2), <M.)) A. E. ROSS.

DREAM. The Interest of the student of the

Gospels In dreams turns upon the occurrence m
the opening chapters of Matthew of the record of

no fewer than five supernatural dreams (I
20 212- 13 -

19 22
). Later in the same Gospel mention is made

of a remarkable dream which came to the wife of

Pilate (27
iq

) There is no reference to diearas else-

where In the NT except in a citation from the OT
In Ac 217 and in an obscure verse in Jude (v,

8
).

No allusion is made in the Gospels, or indeed

in tiie whole NT, to dreams as phenomena form-

ing part of the common experience of man. Any
such allusions that may occur in Scripture are, of

course, purely incidental ; they are therefore m the

whole extent of Scripture very infrequent Barely

enough exist to assure us that dreams were

thought of by the Hebrews very much as they
are by men of average good sense in our own day.
Men then, too, were visited with pleasant dreams
which they knew we_re too good to be true (Ps
1261

), and "afflicted with nijihlmn^e- which drove
rest from their beds (Jo,> 7 ',

To them, too,

dreams were the type of the evanescent and

shadowy, whatever suddenly flies away and cannot
be found (Job 208, Ps 73-*) The vanity and decep-
tiveness of dreams were proverbial (Ec 57, Is 298 ).

The hungry man may dream that he eats, but his

soul continues empty ; iho tliii-iy num may dream
that he drinks, but he lenuiin- faiit ,!

- ->0a ). Their
roots were set in the multitude of cares, and
their Issue was emptiness (Ec 5s- 7

). "When the
Son of Sirach (&'"

- " -,. i- ,!HM i as but re-

flexions of our \\ } ^ nj ,-v .'Hi -no- to regard
which is to catch at a shadow and to follow

after the wind, he has in no respect passed beyond
the Biblical view. (Cf. Delitzsch, Bibhcal Psycho-
logy, p 328 ; Orelli, art. 'Tranme* in PRE*).
The Interest of the Bible In dreams is absorbed

by the rare instances in which they are made the
vehicles of supernatural revelation. That they were

occa-ionjilly ^o employed is everywhere recognized,
and they therefore find a place In the several

enumerations of the modes of revelation (Nu 126,

Dt 131'5
, 1 S 286 15

, Jl 228
, Ac 217, Jer 23*- > 2328. si

279 298, Zee 10s : Job 413 3315 stand somewhat
apart). In this matter, too, the Son of Sirach re-

tains the Biblical view, explicitly recognizing that
dreams may be sent by the Most High in the

very passage in which he reproves the folly of look-

ing upon dreams in general as sourco- of kuo\vlod^<
k

(34
6
). The superstitious attitude clir<i< lot iti< of

the whole heathen world, which regards all dreams
as omens, and seeks to utilize them for purposes
of divination, receives no support whatever from
the Biblical writers. Therefore in Israel there
arose no * houses of dreams,' there was no place
for

^
a guild of * dream-examiners '

or ' dream-
critics.* When on rare occasions God did vouch-
safe symbolical dreams to men, the professed
dream - interpreters of the most highly trained
castes stood nelpless before them (Gn 37. 40. 41,
Dn 2. 4). The interpretation of rosilly God -sent

dreams belonged solely to God Himself, "the sender,
and only His me->sengers could read their purport.
There could be no more >triKing indication of the

gulf that divides the Bibhcal and the ethnic views

of dreams. If there is a hint of an overestimate

of dreams among some Israelites (Jer 2325f- 279),
this is mentioned only to be condemned, and is

obviously a tiait not native to Israel, but, like all

the soothsaying m vogue among the ill-instiucted

of the land, borrowed from the -m i ouiulinji heathen-

ism (cf. Lehmann, Aberglaube und Zauberei, p. 56).

If theie are possible suggestions that there were
methods by which prophetic dreams were sought

(Jer 29s
,
1 S 286 15

), these suggestions aie obscure,

and involve no commendation of such usages as

prevailed among the heathen. All the super-
natural dreams mentioned in the Bible were the

unsought gift of Jehovah ;
and there is not the

slightest lecommendation in the Scriptural narra-

tive of any of the superstitious practices of either

seeking or
" '

-M
J

, _r dreams which constitute

the very n- > < : dream-lore (cf. F. B.

Jevons m Hastings
3 DBi 622).

Very exaggerated language is often met with

regarding the place which supei natural dreams

occupy in Sciipture. The writer of the article
c

Songes
'

in Lichtenberger's Encyc. des Sciences

Relig. (xi. 641), for example, opens a treatment of

the subject dominated by this idea with the state-

ment that, 'as everywhere in antiquity, dreams

play a piupomleiant rdle in the religion of the

Hebrews.' Even M. Bouche-Leclercq, who usually
studies precision, remarks that ' the Scriptuies
are filled with apparitions and

' '" dreams'

(Histoire de la divination dans x ,
i. 278).

Nothing could be more contrary to the fact. The
truth is the supernatural dream is a very uncom-
mon phenomenon in Scripture V '

have seen, dreams are a recogmzec i . I

'

communication, and dream - levelations may be

presumed therefore to have occurred throughout
the whole history of revelation ; yet very few aie

actually recorded, and they oddly clustered at two
or three critical points in the development of Israel.

Of each of the two well-marked types of super-
natural dreams (cf. Baur, Symbolik und Myth-
ologie, II. i. 142) those in which direct Divine
revelations are communicated (Gn 1512 203 6 28 13

31 10 - u
, 1 K 35, Mt I20 212 - I3 19- 22 2719

) and sym-
bolical dreams which receive Divine interpreta-
tions (Gn 375 6- 10 405-16 411 - 5

, Jg 7 lrf-15
, Dn 21 * s - 26

45 71
) only some half-score of clear instances are

given. All the symbolical dreams, it will be
observed further, with the exception of the one
recorded m Jg 7W"15

(and this may have been only
a s

providential
'

dream), occur in the histories of

Joseph and Daniel ; and all the dreams of direct

Divine communication, with the exception of the
one to Solomon (1 K 35 ), in the histories of the

nativity of Israel or of the nativity of Israel's Re-
deemer. In effect, the patriarchal stories of the
Book of Genesis, the story of Daniel at the palace
of the king, and the story of the birth of Jesus, are
the sole depositions of supernatural dreams in

Scripture , the apparent exceptions (Jg 715-1^ l K
35

,
Sit 2719

) may be reduced to the single one of

1 K 3*.

The significance of the marked clustering of

recorded supernatural dreams at just these his-

torical points it is not easy to be
[
c r f ( 1 \ -i i CM -T

Perhaps it is only a part of the ;

-
' MI i.il vii- < ru v

of the supernatural manifestati'-:^ r( k <r<ml in

Scrip In i* to gather to the great historical crises;

throughout Scripture the creative epochs are the

supernaturalistic epochs. Perhaps, on the other

hand, it may be connected with the circumstance
that at just these particular periods God's people
were brought into particulaily close relations with
the outside world. We have but to think of

Abraham and Abimelech, of Jacob and Laban,
of Joseph and Pharaoh, of Daniel and Nebuchad-
nezzar, of Joseph and the Magi, to observe how
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near at hand the suggestion lies that the choice of

dreams in these instances as the medium of revela-
tion has some connexion with the relation in which
the recipient stood at the moment to influences

arising from the outer world, or at least to some
special interaction between Israel and that world.

In entertaining such a conjecture we must beware, however,
of imagining

1 that there was something heathenish in the recog-
nition of dreams as vehicles of re\ elation, or even of unduly
rL v> i<

!<; dreams among the \ ehicles of revelation It has
Di,o MO t, . usual to speak of dreams as the lowest of the
MI" c,

1
i elation, \\ith the general implication either that

the revelations gi\en through them cannot; rise \erv high in
the scale of revelations, or at least that the choice of clreams as
their vehicle implies something inferior in the qualification of
the recipients for receiving revelations. There is very little
c " No doubt, there is

1

'- J
' _ in the methods of

revelation Moses* pre-eminence was marked by Jehovah
speaking with him 'mouth to mouth,' mamfesth, \vhile to
others He made Himself known 'in a vision," or 'in a dream'
(Nu 126) And it is possible that the order in which the various
methods of revelation are enumerated in such passages as Dt
131

,
IS 286 is, Jl S2*, Ac 2*7mav imply a gradation m which reve-

lation through dreams may stand at the foot But these very
""

* ms among the media statedly used by
' *

TT "'." -;
~

-i

of them , nor is there ' - *'.'*..* "
"'

1 ' " - trough them as less valu-
media (cf Konig, Offen-

om wng&oegn,!?, i. 5, u 9i., b'dt )

It is v ery misleading to say, for example (Barry in Smith's
DB i fcl7 ; cf. Orelh, op cit ), that

4
the greater number' of the

recorded supernatural dreams \..n ^d '
>r \ prediction or

for warning, to those who were ,i v
- : <.' c. J * covenant' ;

and when they were given to God's * chosen servants, they
were almost alwaj s referred to the periods of their earliest and
most imperfect knowledge of Him'; and,

4 moreov er, the> be-

long especially to the earliest
aj^e,

and became less frequent as
the revelations of prophecy increase

' As many of these
dreams were granted to Israelites as to aliens , they do not
mark any particular stage of religious development in their

recipients ; thev do not gradually decrease with the progress of i

revelation ; they no more character 'i '** i,.' .*," i
" a r

'i 'i .

that of the exile or the opening of *'* ! . ;>"-. i;
'

i !"">
example is recorded during the whole ti

r ol fr. M 8 1oi o- io

Daniel, so none is recorded from the j)'->vi- ro -,ol > "or,
or again from Daniel to our Lord If tiM ,ri L. ..r ',!u-iro-

phets assign none of their revelations to l
r ">i

,
"v y re: r

to revelations by dreams in such a way as to manifest their

recognition of them as an ordinary medium of revelation (Jer
23-5

"
tto * 279 29*, Zee 102

}. These passages are often adduced,
to be sine as suggesting that appeal especially to dreams vtas a
char.u-tjn-rfic of the fa^e prophets of the dav ; and it is even
sometimes represented that Jeremiah means to brand dream-
revelations as such as lying revelations, Jeremiah s polemic,
however, is not directed against anj one particular method of

revelation, but against false claims to revelation by am method.
His zeal burns no more hot against the prophet that *hath a
dream' th n c-ir. r-t n n that * hath the Lord's word' (2328);
no more ."" *\-r ,IM-I that cry, 'I have dreamed, I have
dreamed,' than against those who *take their lonjrue and sa\ .

He saithXSS3* 31). Nor does Zechanah's carpful definition of

his visions as received waking, though coming to him at night
(1
s 41

), involve a depreciation of revelations through dreams,
it merely calls our attention to the fact, otherwise copiously
illustrated, that all night-visions are not dreams (cf. Gn 1512

2634 402, NU 2220, i Oh 17*, 2 Ch 712, Job 4** 208 3315, r>n 219

Ac 169, 189 2311 27^4)

The citation in Ac 217 of the prediction of Jl 28

suffices to show that there rested no shadow upon
t

1

e *
di earning of dreams* in the estimation of the

writers of the"NT. Kather this was in their view
one of the tokens of the Messianic glory. Never-

theless, as we have seen, none of them except
Matthew records instances of the supernatural
dream. In the Gospel of Matthew, however, no
fewer than five or six instances occur. Some doubt

may attach, to be sure, to the nature of the dream
of Mate's wife (27

19
) The mention of it was cer-

tainly not introduced by Matthew idly, or for its

own "sake ; it forms rather one of the incidents

which he accumulates to exhibit the atrocity of

the judicial murder of Jesus, Is Ms meaning^that
thus God Himself intervened to render Pilate

utterly without excuse in his terrible crime (so

JKeil, in IOG.}*I Even so the question would still

remain open whether the Divine intervention was
direct and immediate, in the mode of a special
revelation, or indirect and mediate, in the mode
of a providential determination. In the latter

contingency, this dream would take its place in a
large class, naturally mediated, but induced by
God for the guidance of the affairs of men another
instance of which, we have already suggested, may
be discovered in the dream of the Midiamtish man
mentioned in Jg 7 1""15

(so Xnvv . t 1<>- i I" ihi>

case, the nve instances of :!>*> uiuc ily-uix ruf.'iu.i!

dream which Matthew recoil- 'n T'!^ "(jo-ji, I of
the infancy

3

stand alone in the NT.
In any event, this remarkable series of direct

Divine revelations through dreams (Mt I
20 21-* 13 -

19
2j) forms a notable feature of this section of

Matthew's Gospel, and contributes its share to
,,s

Y \ '
_;

"'
- >ff as a section apart. On this account,

,
<. i a -i. ..

accordingly, this section is sometimes
contrasted unfavourably with the corresponding
section of the Gospel of Luke. In that, remaiks,
for example, Reuss (La Bible, NT, i. 138) the

angel visitants address waking hearers, the in-

spiration of the Spirit of God renews veritable

prophecy,
'

it is a living world, conscious of itself,

that appears before u& '

; in this, on the contrary,
6 the form of communication from on high is the

dream, the form the least perfect, the least ele-

vated, the least reassuring
'

Others, less preoccu-
pied with literary problems, fancy that it is the

recipients of these dream-revelations rather than
the author of the narrative to whom, they are

dcrogatorv. Thus, for example, we are told that,
like the Magi of the East and the wife of Pilate,

Joseph
* was thought worthy of communion with

the unseen world and of communications from
God's messenger only when in an unconscious
state,

5

seeing that he was not ripe for the manifes-
tation of the angel to him, as to Zacharias and
Mary, when awake (Nebe, Kinflhcit^esfhi^ht".,
212, cf. 368) Of course, there "^ nothing of uU this

in the narrative, as there is no'iiMijr to niMiiY it

in any Scripture reference to i'ie MI: MI IK JUH-O of
revelation through dreams. The rifi.rauvo is

notable dnetly for its simple dignity and direct-

ness. In three of the instances we are merely told
that 'an angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph,'
and in the other two that he or the Magi were
fi warned of God' in a dream, i.e. either by-way
of, or during, a dream. The term employed for

'appearing
5

(ipaivu} marks the phenomenal object-
ivity of the object: Joseph did not see in his

dream-image something which he merely inter-

preted to stand for an angel, but an angel in his
pr/,i

'
i,

1

! "<'!. .-ilTM-n, ,
>"' ''C'l'i: 1

!! Thayer,
"'.'"" lit . l*o"('i \' \/ $ Ixxx. ;

"<i '".mi f , ,, i ^\,,i t i,"> 1 i) ,.( n uanslated
s warned of God '

"(xp^yaart^w)
i-n --N ^:-m\ an

authoritative communication :" M\ .nu'S-on of
the Divine will (so, e.g., Weiss, Keil, Alexander,
Broadus, Nebe), and does not presuppose a prece-
dent inquiry (as is assumed, e g,, by Bengel, Meyer,
Fritzsche). The narratives confine themselves,
therefore, purely to declaring, in the simplest and
most direct manner, that the dream-communica-
tions recorded were from the Lord. Any hesitancy
we may experience in reading them is not suggested
by them, but is imported from our own personal
estimate of the fitness of dreams to serve as media
of Divine communications.

It is probable that the mere appearance of
dreams among the media of revelation recognized
by Scripture constitutes more or less of a stumbling-
block to most readers of the Bible. The disordered

phantasmagoria of dreams seems to render them
peculiarly unfit for such a use. The superstitious
employment of them by all nations in the lower

**fag(s of cult UK" including not only the nations
of cla^iejil amiqmu . but also those ancient peoples
with \\hom Kniol stood in closest relations, sug-

gests further hesitancy. We naturally question
whether we are not to look upon their presence in
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the Scripture narrative just as we look upon them
in the Gilgames epic or the annals of Assurbani-

pal, on the stele of Bentrest or the inscriptions of

Karnak, in the verses of Homer or the histories of

Herodotus
;
We are not without temptation to say

shoitly with Kant (Anthropologie, i. 29), 'We
must not accept dream-tales as revelations from
the invisible world.' And we are pretty sure, if

we begin, with Witsius, with a faithful recognition
of the fact that e God has seen fit to reveal Himself
not only to the waking, but sometimes also to the
-''

. \ '

*

in lapse, like him, at once into an apolo-

(
L- , .',il \

r and to raise the question seriously,

Why should God wish to manifest Himself in this
-

.

s
,u v V night, and to the sleeping, when

, -M -ii, :" -
, in must appear obscure., unceitam,

and little suited either to the dignity of the matters
revealed or to the use of those to whom the revela-

tion is made? 3

(de Prophetis et Prophetic^ ch. v. in

Miscell Sacra, i. pp. 22-27 ; cf also Spanheim,
Ditbia Eirrrt'jr'ffr'i 2nd pt., Geneva, 1700, pp. 239-

240, and Rivetus, in Gen. Exercit cxxiv.).
We have already pointed out how little there is

in common between the occasional

dreams for revelations, such as me -

tare, and the superstitious view of dreams prevalent
among the ancients. It is an under - statement
when it is remarked that * the Scriptures start from
a spiritual height to which the religious conscious-

ness of the heathen world attained only after a

long course of evolution, and then only in the case

of an isolated genius like Plato
'

(Jevons, loc. cit.

622). The difference is not a matter of degree,
but of kind. No special sacredness or significance
is ascribed by the Scriptures to dreams in general.
No class or variety of dieam*; is recommended by
them to our scrutiny that we may through this or

that method c
"

I
J ' ' : '

< ^ guidance from
them for our I < x

<
x

>* merely affirm

that God has on certain specific occasions, in

making known His will to men, chosen to ap-
proach them through the medium of their night-
visions ; and has through these warned them of

danger, awakened them to a sense of wrong-doing,
communicated to them His will, or made known
IT- -ii ,)-- The question that is raised by the
:. p" ,1,1-jri of such an occasional Divine employ-
ment of dreams is obviously not whether dreams
as s u -i pn--.o-. j) -.upornnhiifi.1 quality and bear a
-!:;*

r
i,i T. n

me--aj^o if oult we could get at it,

LU.L T<II liri \\iid 'u*r t'i'
iie i- i

Jt *

i

" "

nt in
their very nature which rend- : i

; ',

'

that
God should have made such occasionaruse of them,
or derogatory to Him to suppose that He has
done so.

Surely we should bear in mind, in any considera-
tion of such a question, the infinite condescension
involved in Ood* *poAin<r to man through any
medium of Munumu<iTirm. There is a sense in
which it is derogatory to God to suppose Him to
hold any commerce with man at all, p.i'ixi:l,iil\
with sinful man. If we realized, as we -i ON i

( j ( li.

distance which separates the infinite and infinitely

hol^ God from sin-stricken humanity, we should
be little inclined to raise questions with respect to
the relative condescension involved in His ap~
proiuhing us in these or those particular circum-
^cjirKe*. In any revelation which God makes to
man He Moops infiuitcK -and thcioaro no degrees
in the infinite. God s thoughts are not as our
thoughts and the clothing of His messages in the
forms of human conception and language involves
an infinite derogation Looked at sub specie, cetcr-

nitatis, the difference between God's approaching
man through the medium of a dream or through
the medium of his waking apprehension, shrinks
into practical notMmrneas The <ay of the heart
which has ically *>con 01 heard God most in any

case be,
* What is man, that thou art mindful of

him ? or the son of man, that thou visitest him ?
'

It should also be kept clearly in view that the

subject of dreams, too, is, after all, the human
spirit. It is the same soul that is active in the

making consciousness which is active also in the

dream-consciousness, the same soul acting accord-

ing to the same laws (cf. Lehmann, op.
cit. p. 397).

No doubt there are some dreams which we should
find difficulty in believing were direct inspirations
of God. Are there not some waking thoughts also

of which the same may be said? This does not
in the least suggest that the Divine Spirit may not
on suitable occasion enter into the dream-conscious-

ness, as into the waking, and impress upon it, with
that force of conviction which He alone knows how
to produce, the assurance of His presence and the
terms of His message.

* The psychology of di earns and visions,' writes Dr G T. Ladd,
'
so far as w e can speak of such a

neither sufficient motive nor suffi<

truth of the Biblical narratives, uu uie oonuatv, uiete ate
certain grounds for confirming' the truth of some of these
narratives . . Even m ordinary dreams, the dreamer is still

the human soul The soul acts, then, even in dreaming, as a
unity, which involves within itself the functions and activities

of the higher, even of the ethical and religious powers . . .

TICV-I-- '- of c the highest forms of ethical and religious
. r\\ i - ." (1 M "'i - cannot be denied. . . There is nothing in
the physiological or psychical conditions of dream-life to pre-
vent such--

* " s
revealed truth.

. . . It rer u ,
*

( i i? does not trans-

gress
" -.,-." - even actual experience' (The

Doctr **,,* , . )-

So little, indeed, do emptiness and disorder
enter into the very essence of dreaming, that com-
mon experience supplies innumerable examples of
dreams thoroughly coheient and consequent. The
literature of the subject is filled with instances
in which even a heightened activity of human
faculty is exhibited in dreams, and that through-
out every department of mental endo^yment.
Jurists have in their dreams prepared briefs of
which they have been only too glad to avail them-
selves in their waking hours ; statesmen have in
their dreams obtained their best insight into policy ;

lecturers have elaborated their discourses ; mathe-
maticians solved their most puzzling problems ;

authors composed their most admired productions ;

artists worked out their most inspired motives.
Dr. Franklin told Cabanis that the bearings and
issues

^
of political events which had baffled his

inquisition when awake were not infrequently
milold -><! to him in his dreams. It was in a dream
that Reinhold worked out his table of categories.
Condorcet informs us that he often completed his

imperfect calculations in his dreams ; and the same
experience has been shared by many other mathe-
maticians, as, for example, by Maignan, Gons,
Wahnert. Condillac, when engaged upon his GOUTS
tfEtudes, repeatedly developed and finished in his
dreams a subject which he had broken off on retir-

ing to rest. The story of the origin of Coleridge's
Kubla Khan in a dream is well known Possibly
no more instructive instance is on record, however,
than the account given by Eobert Louis Stevenson,
in his delightful Chapter on Dreains ('Thistle

5

ed.
of Work*, xv JDU fl

, of how * the little people' of
his brain, who had been wont to amuse him with
absurd fairagos, harnessed themselves to their
task ^and dreamed for him consecutively and
artistically when he became a craftsman in tne art
of story-telling. Now, they trimmed and pared
their dream-stories, and set them on all fours, and
made them run from a beginning to an end, and
fitted them to the laws of lite, and even filled them
with dramatic situations of guileful art, making
the conduct of the actors psychologically correct,
and

aptly^ graduating the emotion up to the
climax. (See Abercrombie, Inquiries Concerning
the Intellectual Powers, etc., part iii. iv., esp. pp.
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216-221 ; Carpenter, Principles of Mental Physi-
ology, p. 524 f. ; Lehmann as cited, p. 411; l

v
ol-

kelt, Die Traumphantasie, Xo. 15 ; Myers, Human
Personality, etc., Nos. 4171, 430, with, correspond-
in

A

heightened mental action in
diearns are so numerous and so striking in fact,
that they have given rise to an hypothesis which
provokes "Wundt's scoff at those 'who aie inclined
to think that when we dream the mind has burst
the fetters of the body, and that dream fancies

tianscend the activity of the waking conscious-

ness, with its narrow confinement to the limita-
tions of space and time' (Vorlesungen, iiber die
Menschen- und Thierseele, Lect. xxii. pp. 366-370,
Eng. tr. pp. 323-324). The well-kno\\n essay of

Lange 0n the Double Consciousness, especially
on the Night-Consciousness and its polar relation
to the Day-Consciousness of Man/ printed in the
Deutsche Zedschnft fur christliche Wisscnschaft
11nd christhches Lebcn for 1851 (Nos 30, 31, and 32} ,

L "11 '-"'
f the most readable and in-

of this theory. But English
readers will be apt to turn for it first of all to the
voluminous discussions of the late Mr, Frederic
TV". H. Myers, Human Personality and its Sur-
vival of Bodtly Death (London, 1903), where it is

given a new statement on a fresh and more em-
pirical basis. In Mr. Myers* view, the sleeping
state is more plastic than the waking, exhibiting
some trace of the soul's less exclusive ab-oiption
in the activity of the organism/ by which is

possibly increased * the soul's power of operating in

that spiritual world to which sleep has drawn it

nearer' (vol. i pp. 151-152; cf p 135). Accord-

ingly,
e these subliminal uprushes* which we call

dreams, these 'bubbles breaking on the surface
from the deep below/ may be counted uDon to

bring us messages, now and again, from a spiritual
environment to which our waking consciousness is

closed. On hypotheses like these it is often argued
that the sleeping state is the most favourable for

the reception of spiritual communications. It is

not necessary to commit ourselves to such specula-
tions. But their existence among im e-ugators
who have given close study to the phenomena of

dreams, strongly suggests to us that those phe-
nomena, in the mass, are not such as to exclude the

possibility or Iho proprictx of the occasional em-

ployment by the Di\ in* 1

.spnii of dreams as vehicles

of levelatiou
That powerful influences should oa-i<maTIy

arise out of dreams, affecting the conduct and the

destiny of men, is only natural, and is illustrated

by numerous examples. Literature is crowded
with instances of the effect of dreams tiDon life,

for good and evil ; and the personal experience of

each of us will add additional ones. There is no
one of us who has not been conscious of the influence
of night visions in deterring him from evil and
leading him to good. The annals of religion are
sown with instances in which the careers of men
have been swayed and their outlook for time and
eternity altered by a dream. We may recall the
dieam of Evagrms of Pontus, recorded by Socrates,
for example, by which he was nerved to resist

temptation, and his whole life determined. Or we
ir*ay recall the dream of Patrick, given in his Con-

fession, on which hung his whole work as apostle
of the Irish. Or we may recall the dream of

Elizabeth Fry, 0y which she was rescued from the
indecision and doubt into which she fell after her
conversion. The part played by dreams in the
conversion of John Bunyan, John Newton, James
Gardiner, Alexander Buff, are but well-known
instances of a phenomenon illustrated copiously
from every age of the Church's experience.

* Con-

verting dreams* are indeed a recognized variety
VOL, i. 32

(cf. Myers as cited, No. 409, i pp. 126, 127), and
are in nowise stranger than many of their felloes.

They are the natmal result of the action of
the stirred conscience obtruding itself into the
visions of the night, and, as psychological phe-
nomena, are of precisely the same order as the
't i

1 "
;'"' ' *

"

mathematical problems in di earns,
)' v .. , ,' experience of the invasion of our
dreams by our waking anxieties. In the provi-
dence of God, however, they have been u^ed as
instruments of Divine grace, and levei s by \\ liich

not only individual destiny has been determined,
but the \ eiy woild has been moved. (Cf Delitzseh,
as cited, and 'Dreams and the Moral Life/ in the
Homiletic Review, Sept. 1890)

"With such di earns and the issues \\hich have
flowed from them in mind, \\e suioly can find no
.'r* ~* ', ii ;_ |i/"-i'_ the po--il>iLty and pro-

* , ^i"
1

,

' M .
"

employment of di earns
of ends. Obviously dreams ha\e not

been deemed by Providence too empty and bizarre

to be used as instruments of the most far-ieaching

ejects. Indeed, we must extend the contiol of

Divine Providence to the whole world of di earns.

Of course, no dream visits us in our sleep, any
more than any occurrence takes place during
our waking hours, apart from the appointment
and direction of Him who Himself never either

slumbers or sleeps, and in whose hands all things
work together for the execution of His ends. We
may, now and again, be able to trace with especial
clearness the hand of the great Potter, moulding
the vessel to its destined uses, in, say, an unusual

dream, producing a picfoiriTly aue-ting effect

upon the consciousness. But in ail the ui earns that
visit us, we must believe the guidance of the

universal Governor to be present, working out His
will. It will hardly be possible, however, to recog-
nize this providential guidance of dreams, and
especially the Divine employment of particularly

moving dreams in the mode of ^hat we commonly
call

*

special prov idences/ without removing all

legitimate giound for hesitation in thinking of

His employment of special dreams also as media of

revelation. The God of pio\ idence and the God of

revelation are one God ; and Hi-- providential and
revelational actions flow together into one har-

monious effect. It is not possible to believe that
the instrumentalities employed by Him freely in

the one sphere of His operation can be unworthy
of use by Him in the other. Those whom He has

brought by His providential dealings with them
into such a state of mind that they are prepared to

meet with Him in the night watches, and to receive

on the prepared surface of their souls the impres-
sions which He designs to convey to them, He
surely may visit accoiding to His will, not merely
by the immediate operation of His grace, but also

in revealing visions, whether these visions them-
selves are wrought through the media of their own
experiences or by His o\\ n creative energy. It i

difficult to peiceh e in v\ hat the one mode of action
would be nioi e un titling than the other.

LITERATURE. Some of the special literature has been sug-

gested m the course of the article A good general account of

dreams m their relations to the -i.purp.u.ir^l r*,r\ Iv found in

Alf. I f-TpnaTiii (^pntfatfa und /<rf'j /'?, <.<=-r IT ,
-

IM*I;.ITT

1898, p ,M>f U Die foot of p. 548 is given an excellently
selected list of books on the general subject. On tne history of

the e-stimate of dreams, in the nation*, into oontac. with uhich
the Biblical writers came, see Lehmann (' Index '}, and also the

following Ebers, Aegypten und di'e Bucher Mose*st 321, Le-

nonnant, La duinatwn et la sdew fl* 7//"V7'( <v. 1 *-2 lex

Chalde&is, 126-149; Bouche-Lederc-q, //t^our fie U drtnwrtii
I dans Fantvprite, i 276-329, Vase-hide and Pieron,

*

Prophetic
I Dreams in Greek and Roman Antiquity' in The Monist for

Jan 1901 IX. 11 lbl-194; Audenned's ed. of Nagelsbaeh's
H<nneris,che Thcoloqw, 25-29, pp. 172-176 , Aust, ZHf J?e%.
der Roifier. 79, 108, 139t 160 ; Granger, The Worship of the

Jiomajis, 2S-52 For dreams among- the later Jews, see Ham-
burger's JRE L 996-998, Jewish Bncyc. iv. 665-667; and cf.

Philo, de Sommw. For Patristic views: Tertuffiaa* On th*
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Soid, cc, 42-50, Synesms' On Dreams, and the interesting-

correspondence between Evodius and Augustine (Aiiff Epp
158, 159) may be profitably read. For the anthropological \iew
see Tylor's Primitive Culture (' Index').

BENJAMIN B. WARFIELD
DRESS.
The words used in the original for articles of dress have lost

much of their force through great variation In translation in

the AV. For clothes in general Iv^vu-a. occurs ; it is ti
* cloth-

ing,' Mt 715 ;

*

raiment,' Mt 3* 6-^ 28
23-*, Lk 122* ,

'

garment,' Mt
221112 ,/-',. r

i 1, -.i" <i T
-r irxr >

i

'
- or cloak ;

it

is tr sal i

' \
- i .' : . i_- :>,., \K _>a 527 6^6 1050

11? *niti .., j n ,,> K,: i- , >j i> i i i i .{ -leak,' Mt 5^0,

Lk 6-29;* clot -'v =""<
'

_ in Greek) ; (plural)
'

clothes,' Mt
217 24M 26W,

-
r , 1938 ,' raiment,' Mt 118 172 27-^1,

Mk 93, Lk 725 23W, Jn 1034. The scarlet or purple robe of Jesus
'- T ' '

- J "2, %}!& m Mt 27SS 41, tarSf,s in Lk 28",
-

>
* the purple/ T< *op$jpet9 (cf Lk 1619)

tfta.Tnrp.os istr. 'raiment/ Lk 929 , 'vesture,' Mt 27s5, Jn 1924 m
both '.-=-_'- '""

-*- '- - T- J-- J- T-." = to luMTiov and 'apparel' (a v

I
..... f . e Lat. stola is used for the

long garments of the scribes, tr
' "

.,

' *"
"238, 'lon

robes ' Lk 20*5 ; tor the '

best rol >-
*

.
- Lk 1522 }

for the 'long garment' of the f
-

' "k 165 m
the parallel passage tffSvrtz,

*

garment
'
is used, Lk 24-*. wrw

signified an undei -garment, and is tr in EV 'coat' in Mt540

IQlO, Mk 69, Lk 3* * & 93, jn 1923 The plural is in Mk 14w tr.
*
clothes/ though in the parallel passage Mfc 26b5 IfiMfnte. is used

Closely connected with clothes we have tevnov, the towel with
which Christ girded Himself, Jn IS4 5

, w3*^w, 'napkin/ of

Lk 192
, Jn 11 207; odW, 'linen cloth/ of Lk 2412 jn 1940

203 6 7
; fjy&ow, 'Imen cloth/ of Mt 2759, Mk 145i & ,

and puro-at,

'fine linen/ Lk 1619; &*&*,,**, 'shoe/ Mt 8" lO^Mkl?, Lk 31*

lQ4i5*>j 2235, Jnl27; ratietJuat, 'sandals/Mk 6s * ?> 'girdle/
Mt r,\ ^ :r ';> '-,'/ Mt 109, Mk 6 s ^^ 'scrip/ Mt 1010

,
Mk

-

All the references to clothes in the Gospels are
to male costume. There are very few indications
of the materials of which they were made or of

their shape, John the Baptist had his raiment

(Zv5vju,a) of camel's hair, and a girdle of leather
about his loins (Mt 34 II} like many a roughly clad
man in Palestine to-day. The rich man of the

parable was clothed in *

purple and fine linen'

(jSiVo-os), Lk 1610. The three body-garments com-

monly mentioned are the cloak (^drtoy), a word
used also in the plural for *

garments
'

in general,
the * coat

'

(xmfo'), and the girdle (fc^)- The head-
dress is never definitely mentioned, but we know
that it \\-jte piacticiilly universal to cover the head.
These references indicate that the clothes worn

by Christ, His disciples, and the great majority
or His adherents, were of the simplest kind ;

but

among the richer classes there are indications as
is seen in the references given above, of more
sumptuous robes. Indeed, among the better class
of townsfolk it is probable that Jewish costume was
largely modified under Hellenic and Roman influ-
ence. In dealing with the former more important
Mihjoi ( the probable costume of the founders of
("Im-iiitiiiii y the most hopeful sources of informa-
tion are (1) the costumes of Jews, and (2) the
dresses worn to-day among people of simple life in
modern Palestine.

1. The dress of orthodox Jews is as various as
their language and lands of residence. Neither in
the head-dress, nor in the long Sabbath robes of
the Rabbis, nor in the ordinary under-garments,
are there any uniform features. There are, how-
ever, two special garments which are worn by
orthodox Jews the world over ; these are the talllth
and the arbd kanpMth. The talllth> or praying
shawl, is a

rectangular woollen shawl about 3 feet

by 5,* usually white, with dark stripes across two
of^

the sides. From each corner hangs a tassel or
fringe ; these are known as the zizith* Each con-
sists of eight threads twisted together in five knots
(see BORDER.). The taJMth is always worn in the
synagogue and at prayer time : it then covers the
head

_
and shoulders Jews who affect special

sanctity especially those living in the Holy Land
often wear it all day, as was onee the common

custom. In the Middle Ages, in consequence of
* Much larger taMvths are also worn, reaching- at times even

to the ankles See art ' Tamth * m Jewish Encyc. vol. xi

DEESS

the persecution which the Jews then underwent on
account of their religious customs, the habit of

wearing the talllth in public had to be given up ;

but as the Jews view the wearing of the fringes as

a religious duty (Dt 2212
,
Nu 1538

), they made a

special undei-garment to carry them. This con-

sists of a rectangular piece of woollen or even

cotton material, about 3 feet long by a foot wide ;

it has a large hole in the centre through which the

head is put, so that the garment comes to lie over

the cliest^ and back like a kind of double chest-

protector.* At the four corners are the zizith, and
the garment is known as the 'four coineib,

3

arbct

kanphuth, or sometimes as the talllth katon, or

small talllth It is woin by small children, but
the talllth proper only by a boy after he has be-

come bar mizvah, a ' son of the Law,' at thiiteen.

As the earliest mention of the arbct kanjohoth is in

1350, it is manifest that it cannot have existed in

NT times. With the tcdllth, however, the case is

different. It is certain that this is the altered

form of an outer gaiment which existed in early
times, and was known in Heb. as the simlah and
in Gr. as himation. In the 'hem' or * border'

(Kptonrefa, Mt 920 14s6
,
Mk 656

, Lk 844
) we have

reference to the fringed border of the cloak ; and
even more definite is the reference in Mt 235, when
the scribes and Pharisees are reproved for unduly
lengthening the fiinges (ra Kpda-Treda) of their gar-
ments.

2. The clothes of the ordinaryfellah, or peasant
in modern Palestine, are five in number, shirt,

cloak, girdle, shoes, and head-dress.

The shirt or kamis is a simple ',*'''

extending from* the neck almost

short, or sometimes long, loose, sleeves It is

usually of calico ; it may be of linen. Among
ihefellaMn it is white, among the Bedawtn (who
often go about in -

11 "

i

n

e) it is dyed blue It

is usually open IE i than half-way to the

waist, but i^ l>i 01 i^l ii together at the neck by a
button or loioiu'd thread. It is worn night and

day.
Over the shirt is fixed the zunndr or girdle, a

most necessary article of
clothing.

It may be of

leather, with buckles, or woven of camel's hair, or
of o'^Mh A-."! silk or cotton. The woven belt
is (..', j ''.'' i

\\ two or three times round the

waist, and is fixed by tucking the free end into
the belt itself. In the girdle is carried, as in NT
days (Mt 109

,
Mk 68), the money, often knotted

into a corner of a handkerchief, and also the pen
and ink of the learned or the dagger of the fighter.
When the man is

*

girded
'
for work the kamis is

hitched up to the tightened belt, as high as the
knees. The upper part of the shirt is commonly
drawn up loose above the girdle, so that a consider-
able space is left between the chest and the shirt.

This is known as the u'bb or e
bosom,' and in this

are carried many things ; for example, the bread
and olives for the midday meal, the seed or corn
for sowing (Lk 6s8), or, in the case of a shepherd, a
newborn lamb or kid (cf. Is 4011 ).

In order of importance next conies the head-
dress, of which two distinct tvii'

1- ,no in daily
use the turban and the kujhf'h I i.doi both of
these is worn the tefyktyeh* or 'arakiyeh, a small

plain close-fitting cap of felt, wool, or even cotton ;

this is commonly not removed even at night.
When one has worn thin, a new one is placed on
the top, so that two or three layers are quite
usual ; and between the layers the fellah keeps
small papers of value When a turban is worn,
the red fez or tarbush is placed over the skull-cap,
and the leffeh or turban is -wound round its sides.

The leffeh among the fellaMn is usually of parti-

j

coloured cotton or sill?:, red and white or yellow
being common. In the towns it is often orna-
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mented with yellow silk worked in patterns ; while
the haj who has made the Mecca pilgrimage, and
the Prase, wear plain white ; and the shenf or
'descendant of the prophet' wears green. The
other form of head-dress Is more ancient and the
more primitive : probably it is more like the

peasant dress of NT times. It consists of a kufiyeh
or large napkin of white or coloured cotton or silk,
as much perhaps as a yard square, folded diagon-
ally to make a triangular piece, and laid on the
head with the apex baek\\aid; and the *a$al9 a
rope-like chcle of camel's hair, laid double over
the top of the head to keep the kufiyeh in position.
The free ends of the kufiyeh aie wound round the
neck according to taste, being used on journeys in
the hot sun to cover, at times, all the face below
the eyes. It is a most efficient and practical head-
dress, especially when woin over a felt telklyeh.
The napkin referred to in Lk 1920 may have been
of the same nature, and the napkins of Jn II44 207

,

though used to cover the face of the dead, may
iiave been made for the head of the living.

These three garments are the essentials ; in
such will a man work all day, and, if very poor,
even go journeys; but in the latter event he
would be an object of pity unless he had an 'aba
or cloak. This is made of camel's or goat's hair
or of wool, and among the fellahin is usually of
white and brown m stripes or *of plain brown.
The superior qualities are often white or black.
The ordinary 'aba is made of a long rectangular
piece of material, with the sides folded in and
sewn along the top ; it is thus very square, when
new, across the shoulders. It has no sleeves, and
though there are slits ju&t below the upper corners

through wrhich the arms may be put, it is almost

always worn resting over the shoulders and upper
arms. It extends half-way between the knees and
the feet. During sleep, especially on journeys
when the traveller has no bed, it is made to cover
the whole person, the man either wrapping it

round him, or, if there is a sack or mat on which
to lie, curling himself under it as under a blanket.
Shoes are to-day almost universally worn ; but

afellah with a new pair of shoes will often, when
outside the town, prefer to save his shoes from
wear and tear by carrying them. Sandals are still

worn, but not commonly as formerly, when the
sandal seemed to make the simplest foot-gear
(Mk 69).
The costume of the Palestine peasant, above

described, wa^ probably, with no doubt differences
in materials and in cut, the costume of the country
folk of NT and pre-NT times. The kawtis is the

equivalent of the xtr^, and that was the MtMneth
of the OT. Now, as then, it is at times woven in
one piece without seam (Jn 1923). The *aba is the
modern equivalent of the IfjtArtov^ the simlah of the
OT. It^a*! the outer cloak which might not be
retained as a pledge after sunset (Ex 22s6 ). It is

quite possible that in Mt 540 there is a reference to
this. The Rabbis stated that the reason the cloak

might not be removed was because the ztzith with
their blue and white threads were a reminder of
the Law. Christ teaches here that when a man
does an injury, within legal limits, as in taking
the shirt, His follower must be prepared to go
a step farther, and give up even what the Law
protects him in keeping. The reversal of the order
in Lk., though more intelligible to Gentile* misses
the special reference to the'Jewish Law. Like the
modern 'aba, the Mmation was east aside for quick
movement (Mk 1050, Jn 134- 13), left aside when
working in the fields (Mk 1316} ; and being dis-

pensed with in fighting, rni^ht profitably be ex-

changed for a sword when clanger was near (Lk
22s8}. It might be spread on the ground to form a

carpet for an honoured person (Mt 21s), and might

be used in lieu of a saddle, folded across an ass's

back (Mk II7- 8
). In every one of these details the

use of the modern 'aba in Palestine could furnish

parallels.
With respect to the XLT^V

'

in ^wo separate refer-

ences (Mt 1010 etc. and Lk 3 11
), two '

coats/ i.e.

shirts, are spoken of rather as luxuries than neces-
sities for the tiaveller as is to-day the case with
the kamis. Two * cloaks

' would be such unlikely
baggage as not to need mentioning.
The girdle or zunndr is the equivalent of the

&vy 3 as is specially shown in its use as a purse.
There is, however, another

*

~5rred to in

some passages. John the I) . -girdle may
quite probably have been a i cloth' ex-

tending from waist to knee, a very ancient dress,
while over the shoulders hung a rough coarse-

haired 'aba. It is not unreasonable to suppose
that, like the modern dervish, he wore his long hair
uncovered. It is evident that his costume was in-

tt MtioT'jilh <!M h:ctive. When Peter was found by
: MO ii-en "AL^ior engaged in his old business of

fishing, he, like the modern Galilaean fishermen
when fishing neai shore, was pioba/bly girded only
with a lorn-cloth, and theiofore "described as
' naked *

(Jn 217
). Christ girded Himself with a

towel before washing the disciples' feet, to make
Himself in outward form more like a slave (Jn
134* 5

). It is evident that in the crucifixion, at
least of Jews, who would not have tolerated abso-
lute nudity, the victim, after the removal of his

clothes, was girded round the waist; Peter must
have understood the words * another shall gird
thee

'

as foretelling that event (Jn 21 18
}.

The long garments of the scribes and Pharisees
find their modern counterparts in the long cloak
used by Moslem religious leaders, the jibbeh, and
in the velvet, plush, and silk robes of

gorgeous
colours favoured by

"
1- -

1 *
1 Kabbis oi the

Ashkenazim Jews, on -
, , j feast-days. In

city life, garments additional to those described
above are always worn. Over the feamis, but
included within the girdle, is a striped coloured
robe reaching to near the feet, called the kumbaz,
and, among the better dressed, over this is worn
the sudriyeh or ornamental waistcoat. Lebds or

drawers, though utterly despised by the true

Arab, are in common use in towns. Many other
varieties of ^siimeut- might be mentioned. Those
already runuMl and doubtless others all had their

counterparts in NT times, but there ia no hint
that any but the simplest form-* of inJis-jiiil* (Ire--*

were worn by Christ and His di*-< !i>!<^ It h.i-,

indeed been thought that the jMin.om- divided

by the soldiers must necessarily luu e bot-n li\e, of

which four, the cloak (tfidnov}, the shoes or sandals,
the girdle and the head-dress, were

c divided among
them,* and the fifth, the xir&v or shirt of finer

quality, woven perhaps by the hands of His mother

herself, apportioned by lot.

The <rro\ri was evidently considered among the

circle of Jesus a robe of dignity ; it is the fc best

robe
J

brought forth for the returning prodigal ; it

is used to describe the clothing of the 'young man'
at the tomb (Mk 165

}, and the imposing garments
of the scribes (Lk 2046 etc.).

The raisatisfactoriness of patching with new
cloth a much worn garment (Mt 916, Mk 221

}, and
the iibiquitou'sness of that scourge, the clothes-

moth (Mt 6lq -

-, Lk 1233), are daily to be seen illus-

trated in Palestine, The custom of providing
guests with clean 'wedding garments is still

known, though xurasnal, in the modern East, But
the entertainment of the very poor by the well-to-

do at such feasts, evidently then far from TO-

common, nmst have made sudi a precaution
absolutely necessary. In the account of the 'rich

man* (Lk 1619
), we have reference to two of the
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expensive materials for diess the purple dye
obtained from the minex on the coasts of Tyre,
and the

fitio-c-os,,
or 'fine linen/ which was imported

at great expense from Egypt
Reference is made at the beginning to the various

terms used to describe the robe put on Christ by
the mocking soldiers. Of these the X\CLIJUJ$, or

military mantle, fastened by a buckle on the right
shoulder so as to hang in a curve across the body,
would appear to have been the most distinctive

and suitable for the purpose.
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DROPSY. As the name (Gr. %w^)* would
seem to imply, this disease is characterized by an
accretion or accumulation of water in the cellular

tissue or serous cavities. In the only place in the
NT where a reference to it occurs, no mention is

made as to whether the patient suffered from a

/t s,
Y
j,l 't'lasaica or a local dropsk,

"*

- .(" '_ (Lk
>

'

'i writer simply uses the t\\
*

jSpaj-

TTLKQS (sc. &v6p(i}iros) instead of the noun. Iins is,

however, in strict accordance with the usage of

Greek medical writers, as we have it in the works
of Hippocrates, Dioscorides, and Galen. That the
disease was not unknown to the authors of some
of the OT writings appears from the description of

the trial by oideal of a wife suspected of infidelity
to her husband (Nu S11^1

}. In vv. 21 - 22
part of the

punishment inflicted on the guilty woman was a

dropsical swelling (cf. Jos. Ant. ill xi. 6), which
looks as if dropsy used to be considered as an
affliction sent by God upon the wicked for con-

tinued wilful sin (cf. Ps 10918
, and see also the

Mishnic tractate Shabbath xxxiii. 1), and especially
for the sin of t^elf-indulgence (cf. Horace, Carm.
II. ii. 13,

*
crescit indulgeiis sibi dirus hydrops '}.

The healing of the dropsical man is introduced

by St. Luke as part of a narrative which is peculiar
to his Gospel, if, indeed, the parable in Lk 1416

~24

be not identical with that in Mt 222
~14 a con-

jecture which does not seem likely (see, however,
Wright's Synopsis of the Gospels in Greek, p.
273 f.).

St. Luke alone of the Evangelists tells of Jesus being invited
to partake of -, 1

.
. P

*

'-,
"

of His accept-
ing their IIIMI -" " i ''.

, .
-

,
. x to eat *

(T
36

),

to breakfiisc' ^i '") , ( .J (
'

f
"

( was on one of
these occationfa, as He was sitting

1

probablv at breakfast or the
midday meal (s/6-ov, v.12) On the Sabb<iih, that He healed the
dropsical man.

Like the story of the healing of the woman with
the crooked spine, told in the preceding section, it

furnishes a vivid illustration of the way in which
the protracted controversy about the Sabbath rest
was conducted by Jesus against the Pharisaic
Sabbatarians of His time (cf. Mk S23-^5, Mt 121 '18

,

Lk 61 '11 1310'17
,
Jn S9

-^
8
). It is not easy to deter-

mine whether the diseased man was specially
introduced into the house for a malignant pur-
pose, or whether he appeared there unbidden in
order to claim the ^Miipath> and the help of Jesus,
The presence of ioo>'> ^em-, to imply that the latter
was the case, and that tho lio-i \\as as much sur-

prised as any one else at the turn of events. In

any case he could not have been an invited guest,
as Jesus could not in that event, with courtesy,
have dismissed him when healed, as St. Luke says
He did air&wev 4 -v.4). Whatever was the im-

* Not found in NT, only the adj. oe ocqtorring in

mediate cause of the man's presence, Jesus utilized

the opportunity thus afforded to emphasize once

again Hih teaching on the Sabbath question. Here
-uab a man afflicted with a most inveterate and

dangerous malady, indicative of deeply rooted

01game disease, and, according to contemporary
bel ief, L

r !W ][
.-
^ tjn l moral as we^ as ^rom physical

feource i-

L

1 1 wj .uoreover, a disease well known
to those present ; and it seems to have been more
or less prevalent in that region down to lecent

times (see Jewish Intelligence, 1842, p 319).

The persistent character of the espionage to which Jesus was

subjected is well expressed by the periphrastic imperfect of

~tp*.~ftpiiff6eu (v i), a \erb
to St Luke (cf. Lk 6? 20-,

The question addressed by Jesus on this occasion

to 'the lawyeis and Pharisees' aptly illustrates

His method of '

canying the war into the enemy's
camp

'

(cf. 1315
, Mt 12llf

,
and Lk 741f ). The effect

of the question, which placed them on the horns of

an ugly dilemma, is vividly narrated. They were
forced to be silent because they were completely

"! (oi d fynJ^acraz', v 3
). This verb, which

occurs m the NT only once outside of St. Luke's

writings (see 1 Th 411
), is often used in the sense of

a silence produced by supeiioi or detei mined argu-
ment (cf. Ac II 18 21 14

; see also Neh 58 LXX). The
nature of the difficulty, in which Jesus placed His

enemies, will be understood if we lemember the
almost incredible minuteness with which the law
of the Sabbath was treated by the Jewish Rabbins,
and the childish way in which they regulated
whether a physician should perform a deed of

mercy on that day (see Schurer, HJP n. ii. pp.
96-105 ; Edersheirn, Life cmd Times of Jesus the

Messiah, App. XVTL, and ii. pp. 59-61 ; Farrar,

Life of Christ, vol. i pp 431-441).
Whatever might be the differences between the

schools of Shammai and Hillel as to the class of

works forbidden on the Sabbath day, the general

practice of the Jews themselves was based on the
iCLoirniiion that danger to life superseded the
.sjil>lKli Uw, and the question of Jesus points
out this with force. If they allowed a man to

save his son or his ox from, a position of imminent

danger, and yet considered the Sabbath rest un-

broken, how much stronger claim had a man,
suffering from an incurable malady, upon Him
whose power to heal had again and again been
manifested ?

It is possible, perhaps, to trace an element of scorn m Jesus'
attitude on this occasion. The conjunction of the words vlos

and (Save is at least remarkable, and points to vehemence on His
part in pressing the argument The very feast at which He sat
as guest was ,' i

" ,* of
*

-" icenty m their attitude. How
prevalent the ,

- < *, >

feasting became i >* ,*.'*-(, ilo
Jews is noticed by St. Augustine (Enarr. in Ps 91* J MdM ri i-,

dies sabbati est : hunc in prsesenti tenapore otio quodam cor-

porahter languido et fiuxo et luxurioso celebrant Judsei')-

St. Luke does not tell u^ plainlv whether Jesus
used any visible means in jxjr forming the cure of
the dropsical man. He, however, uses one word
which may point to a treatment similar to what
He employed on other occasions (cf. &rm0&'<u rots

X?pas, 440 1313
, Mk S23

etc., and #7rre<r0a tj 51S 2251
,

Mk I41
, Mt 2034 etc.). It is, of course, possible that

TTL\a{36fjLj>o$ (v.
4

) may have been ue<l by the writer
of the narrative to correspond with the \\ ord dva-

crirda-GL (v.
5

*s ir
1 onloi to t

k

!ii|i. tiM/( the force of Jesus'

iTr^innoril, nuc, ilu i Jo-u-, m sictually laying hold
of ilio <!inp*>i<Ml patient, intended 10 ii>p.\i\ obio
tively the lesson which each one <>: rluMn w\i\ !<

have learned from the toil involved in pulling a

drowning animal out of a well
The reference to the 'well' (els <j>pfap, cf. els

f360wor, Mt 1211
) is particularly appropriate when

the nature of the disease is remembered, and shows
how wonderfully every incident was used by Jesus
to illustrate the lesson He meant to teach. A
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very similar instance is observed when He com-
pared the woman with the diseased spine to the
animal which, tied to his stall, required to be loosed
therefrom even on the Sabbath day for his daily
watering (Lk 1315

; 'congruent'
*

- \
""

<.". i.-n ani-
mali quod cecidit in puteum -

.v-ij , 'j
*

: .i.niore

enim laborabat,' Augustine, Qucest. Evang. ii.

29).
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inloc , Hastings" DB m. p 328
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DROWNTVC. D 1 -..
*

ver was or could be
a ieco^

"
-

A punishment in &o

poorly watered a country as Palestine, as it was in

Assyria and Babylonia. It is mentioned in Mt 18s

(|| Mk 942, Lk 17-) as a fitting reward for those who
'offend one of these little ones which believe m
me ' The last expiession may either be taken

literally, or this utterance of Jesus may be directed

against those who cause the simple believer to
stumble in his faith. The Greek word Karairov-

rlfriv is used by the LXX to translate the Hebrew
jnn in Ex 154, and the expression used by Jesus

may be a reminiscence of the drowning of the

Egyptians in the Red Sea, or of the adventure of

Peter (Mt 1430), where the same word is employed.

In the Code of TT -

' '

<"i \

*

r is the penalty for selling
beer too cheaply \\ i. '*. ,J -. ,' ibylonian and Assyrian
Laws, Contracts, and Letters, p. 52ff.) as well as for more
serious offences The keepers of the beer-shops appear to have
been women, and it is curious that drowning seems to have
!>(.'" (uM-'di i' d L* L f->rr o c\ 'Ui o i>roi>c^ to female criminals
IM Moslem 1.x*1

..'^ c- t. iu<i i\ A'"i lla ri ,i" (<'. 767 A.D.), killing by
means of drowning was not accounted murder, and no retalia-

tion could be claimed. T. H. WEIR.

DRUNKENNESS. Only one explicit utterance
of our J 01 tl relating to drunkenness is recorded (Lk
2 184

)
F l<o\\hcro lie warns against it indirectly,

as in the parables where He holds up drunken
servants to reprobation (Mt 2449=Lk 1245). But
His references to the vice are surprisingly meagre.
That must not be regarded as a measure

^of
the

contemporaly extent of the evil, nor as indicating

any lack of concern on His part. Our Lpid'^ atti-

tude to the matter must be estimated in view of

the sentiments and practices of His times.

The habit of drinking to excess was widespread.
Hebrew literature provides ample proof of famili-

arity with its unvarying moral and social conse-

quences. The scandals associated with the early
Christian love-feasts (1 Co II21

, Jude 12
) were doubt-

1o^- [mi 1 1 v a recru <1 o-ceii ( e < > f p r c-Christian practices.
While CMC-- wa^ un-paiingly condemned by
moralists, moderation was uniformly commended.
Occasional maxims hint at the expediency of

abstinence in the interests of moral integrity and

personal security. But where that is actually

practised, it is invariably the outcome of purely
religious impulse It would seem that the ISTazi-

rites, the Rechabites, and other ascetics realized

that indulgence in wine was inimical to spiritual
life (cf. Lk I15 ), or inexpedient in situations de-

manding the highest possible per-onal purity, or

inappropriate to person of sinjiulai and abnormal
holiness (cf. John I lie HapnM, \\ilh whom some
seem to have compared Jesus unfavourably, Lk
7s4). To the ordinary Jew, however, habitual in-

dulgence was a matter of course. Abstinence

required strong reasons to justify it. The Baby-
lonian Gemara would even seem to suggest that

abstinence might be a positive sm. * The ISTazirite

has sinned by denying himself wine.' It bases this

opinion on an arbitrary and erroneous interpreta-
tion of Nu 620 (see Jewish Encye. art. 'Drunken-

ness').
Jesus seems to have adopted the prevailing

popular attitude. He instituted no campaign

against the use of strong drink. He made it no
part of His mission to denounce i Mul-tusn He
Himself followed the ordinal y i'^<i u - of His
day, both using wine and giving His countenance
to festivities m which wine played an important
part (cf. Jn 210

). His various references to the
Level age indicate that He legarded it as a source
or innocent enioynient (cf. Lk 5SO ^ SQ T34 17s ).

Nevertheless, that He did not overlook the fact
that excess wras common, and that He had an open
eye for the obtrusive evils of over-indulgence, is

abundantly evident fiom other leferences, as in the

parables That He did not feel called upon to
command or commend abstinence in spite of this is

partly to be explained, perhaps, by the fact that
drunkenness was the vice chiefly of the wealthy.
That seems t !

" ""
*\ recognized in Lk 21-*4,

where it is .
'

surfeiting and subjec-
tion to the cares of this life, faults peculiarly associ-

ated with the rich or well-to-do In the parable
of the Householder (Mt 2445'51=Lk 1242

'46
}, the

drunken chaiacters whom He holds up to contempt
are servants of one in high position, forming the

menage of a luxurious household in which creature
comforts would be plentiful. In the circles in

which Jesus Himself principally moved, and to
which He chiefly appealed, excess does not seem to

have been so common as to call for uigent protest
or the starting of a crusade against the use of

alcoholic liquors.
Christ's attitude to the whole matter was deter-

mined by the fundamental purpose of His nri&sion.

Drunkenness in general He regards as the accom-

paniment and symptom of a carnal umcgenciate
state of heart, the outcome of ^ ickedne^ that

defies restraint. He imjilM*
1
^ "cro^ri^-v it also

as strongly contributory .> -|>" n:;,
1

Demoraliza-

tion, as inducing such Mu'i,"!, <-." J.o spiritual
sensibilities and <"! -, V ; * " of -n MTI, ! Acuity as

incapacitate the soul t" . o proper exercises of the
devout life, and endanger its future by ieducing it

to a state of inpTGp.'Pulne-- for the Li>t Divine

catastrophe (Lk *Jl-"' ,. A. M. HTJNTEE.

DUMB. See DEAF AND DUMB.

DUNG. See AGKICULTURE, p. 39b.

DUST (Koviopr6s> Mt 1014
, Lk 95 1011

,
Ac IS51 22s3

;

%(5os=%ous, Mk 611
,
Rev 1819

. The former means

properly dust stirred up or blown about, as *a
cloud of dust

3

; the latter simply earth or soil

thrown down or raised in a heap. In NT the two
words are plainly -^ non\ i.iouO The long droughts
and fierce heai of f*al<-iiiio, logether \\ith the soft-

ness of the limestone rock the prevailing forma-

tion make for the production of dust in great

quantities. In high \\ mdt- it penetrates to almost

every part of the houses. The pedestrian suffers

much from fretting of the feet by the dust, which
neither sandal nor shoe excludes. This renders

necessary, as well as -pleasant, the washing of the

feet when the journey is doneJLk I44}.

An immemorial token of grief in the Ea&t is the

easting of dust upon the person, especially upon
the head, or the laying of the face in the dust ;

while of one utterly humbled, it is said that he
*
licks the dust.

3

The throwing of dust in the air is still a not
uncommon way of expressing rage, or emphasizing
an appeal for justice. This is probably meant to

show that Earth herself joins in the petition for

redress of intolerable wrongs,
Our Lord's direction that *the Twelve* should

shake off the dust of the cities that rejected their

message, derived special significance from Jewibh

teaching Tho very dust of a heathen road was
held 1 o pi od uce defilement. To shake off the dust
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of their feet, as a testimony against house or city,
meant that it had passed under the ban of their

Lord, and the symbolic act p'oc^'ivcd f.iat 'nought
of the cursed tiling' clave o 1 1:'"K. T" this sense

cinythiug that clave to a person was metaphor i-

c.ifiy cdlled "the dust," as, e.g.,
" the dust of an evil

tongue,
' fc k the dust of usury

"
; as, on the other

hand, to " dust to idolatry
" meant to cleave to it

'

(Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah,
vol. i. p. 644). The modern Oriental, if Basked

re-

garding any questionable business, -will daintily grip
the lapel of his robe or tunic and gently shake it,

turning aside his head as if lie should say,
^ Not

even the dust of that transaction has touched me.
3

AY. EWING.
DUTY. In the widest sense of the word, 'duty*

is the correlate of e

ought.'
* What I ought to be,

to do, to feel, that is my duty. So the word covers

the whole content of the rnoial ideal. But both to

the plain man and to the philosopher duty usually
has a narrower significance ; and this we must
make clear before we can trace the relation of the

teaching of Jesus to the conception of duty.
Our type of duty is the soldier who kept guaid

at his post when Herculaneum was overwhelmed

by lava and ashes. His station in life prescribed
an action ; and he fulfilled it. What his motives
were we do not aisk ; we do not inquire how he
felt m the execution of his task, or what manner
of man he was. He did what he was commanded ;

he did his duty. A man's duty, then, at any time
is the action determined by Ms station in life. He
stands under a rule, which he must obey and apply.
Such obedience does not, however, \ .

moral excellence. Two men bot

say, to the poor; but the one is hard, unsym-
pathetic, the other benevolent ; the one is just, the
other full of charity. Although in point of duty
they do not differ, we fed thai i iu i latter is a better
man than the former ; for he stands nearer to the
ideal of <roo<lni ->>. Thi-* is the populai vu-\v

]tar aniun<: i ho JI
TH ienc-s the btoics, and in modern

times Kant, have judged differently. They ex-
clude the emotions, and measure moral worth by
the degree to which duty, and duty alone, is the
motive of action. No man is good unless he obeys
the law, simply because it is the law. Duty for

duty's sake i. their watchword. 'The sage,
3

says
Seneca,f

*
will succour, will do good, for he is born

to assist his fellow, to labour for the welfare of
mankind ; but he will feel no pity. ... It is only
diseased eyes that grow moist in beholding tears in
other eyes, as it is no true sympathy, but only-
weakness of nerves, that leads some to laugh
when others laugh, or to yawn when others yawn.*
Kant$ argues in a similar way, but with greater
depth and sincerity, that philanthropic action has
true moral worth only if done by a man whose
temperament is cold and indifferent to the suffer-

ings of otheis, not from inclination, but from duty,
simply because he respects the law under which he
stands. Further, the moral judgment is directed
not to what is done, but to what the agent in-
tended to do, to what he has willed and taken
every means in his power to bring about. But
even this needs qualification. Kant holds that we
must leave out of account the content of what is

willed, and simply inquire whether the law is

*The word *duty* occurs only once In the Gospels, when
Jesus describes as unprofitable servants those who have only
done what it was their duty to do (Lk 171). The word in the
ongr. Is ^A, a verb which is twice used in Jn (131* IQT) to
express the idea of oui^htness or moral obligation (LV *

ought*),
JT'-T co"i ,!(. ] c\i>rp-iKJ i>\ * S7 For examples of this use of
r . .'i L-i< iij><>n'<l u-iciiin^ of Jesus see Mt && 2527, Lk 181*
l&i etc. For the distinction between 5*5" and pA see Cramer
and i"5n mi-T1ia\ or (,*

i r )
t S'jn< ",i,

"<* ('It'll! M o ; contrast* Jn II38.

J hHPt'i Thr-try t,f Kthtci (AbboWs tr. pp, U-Uft; contrast
i (Jo 13*.

obeyed just because it is the law. And so we
reach the bare conception of duty for duty's sake,

and iind the moral law ieduced to the mere form of

universality. The flesh and blood of goodness have

vanished, and we are left with the spectie of a law
characterized onlyby the admission oi no exceptions.
But no one can rest satisfied with an absti ac-

tion. Kant, therefore, restores content to the

idea of duty by throwing into the form of Law
Universal the various kinds of action i

"

,, l \-

enjoins or forbids. Thus we recei <
k

.. < <i

moral laws, each demanding unconditional obedi-

ence. But this is not always possible. Conflicts

of e duties
"

will from time to time appear, not in

the sense that Duty issues conflicting commands

(for under any given circumstances only one action

can be right), but in the sense that one of two
normal lines of conduct must overcome and contra-

dict the other. Thus arise the problems that have
exercised casuibts and made leal tiagedies. Am I

to refuse either to kill my fellow-men or to defend

my country ? Am I to tell a lie, or to become the

accomplice, however unwilling, in the murder of

my friend'* Such problems are inevitable and
insoluble, if we conceive duty t :

ordinate and absolute laws of . '

must ensue m the application of such laws, once
the ideal system of moral relations on which they
are based tails to coriespond point for point with
the actual system in which they claim realization.

But the world is full of imperfection and sin, and
every man has sinned and is weak. Consequently
the only possible choice may often lie between two
lines of conduct, both of which are ideally wiong.

Moreover, if the moral ideal is expressed as a
code of rules of action, morality tends to become
no more than the rigid observance of ceremonies
that characterized the Pharisee. Life hardens into

conventionality, if the emphasis is laid on doing
rather than on being. We do not deny that char-
acter must express itself in action ; that charity
without works is a contradiction ; that the good
will cannot be formed save by doing good. But
deeds are JMII u< uliir, and relative to time and
place; and

^111
oihical code which prescribes or

forbids particular acts not only loses touch with
real life, but diverts the attention r

i --ii iV-p" 1
''

to the letter. In the same way i'u PI-, M.'M"-
by which a man's station and duties are determined
tend also to become rigid and conventional.
Now Jesus Christ did not ]ironiul;>.i,ic a new

code of morals ; nor did He do more than lay the
foundations of a new society. Had He instituted
a definite social, political or ecclesiastical order,
or prescnbed a -r huno ui duties for His followers,
the gospel would have poss-e^etl for Ethics only
an historical interest, instead of affording, as it

does, principles) by which TIC may criticise every
action and reform every institution. The words
and works of Jesus are a well of living water,
from which all men of whatever time or nation
may drink. We do not disparapo nvnni/a

1

?'-

and codes of duty. They are >"!, -in. t. , IP*

realization of any human ideal
; and it IB the part

of practical Christianity to work out the gospel in
a moral, social, and wliirion* outer appropriate to
the needs of each jrenoiMiion In order to use
ideas we must crystallize them ; but in the process
they become half-truths The life of Jesus alone
abides as the truth, reflected and refracted on the
broken surface of the river of time.
We must, however, qualify what has been said m t\\ o respects.

Jesus guarded the sanctuary of the faraih by the most stringent
regulation of divorce This was natural

,
for the family is the

ioundanon-stone of the fabric of society Where it does not
remain pure and undefiled, to nourish* love and duty, the
nation becomes corrupt at its source Again, Jesus instituted
the Holy Sacramento, by which we may participate in His

*
Op. e&. pp. 361~m
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living
1
! .

7
i ,

'
T>* ,t

hearts
the vision of Truth.

to cleanse our
our minds with

Nothing can be gained by attempting to sum-
marize the Sermon on the Mount. It is enough to

emphasize three points.
1. Jesus turns the judgment and attention from

the outward act to the inward motive, to the
thought and feeling from which the act spring b.
4 Ye have heard that it was said by them of old
time, Thou fahalt not commit adultery : but I say
unto you, That whosoever looketh on a woman to
lust after her hath committed adultery with her
already in his heart

*

pit o-7f-). A standard such
as this must shatter the Pharisaic complacency
that accompanies the outward observance of a
code of duties.

2. In the same way Jesus lays stress on "being,
not doing, on character, not action. Blessed are
the meek, the merciful, the pure in heart, the for-

giving, they which hunger and thirst after right-
eousness. Not that deeds are ."i i- i r ' 'in-

necessary. Far from it. But "
"

, ,_ is

the will.
^
So Jesus transcends . p

" ' v of
the casuist. In the Christian ideal there are no
contradictions. In the^Gospels there is no delicate

balancing of considerations and consequences.
3. Jesus subordinates the love of our neighbour

to the lw& of God. It is often said that the Second
Commandment, ' Thou bhalt love thy ;u i^liliui r as

thyself,
5

is an adequate expression of tne" ultimate
principle of morality. But the self that we love

may be an unworthy self, perhaps* even a sensual
self. If so, we shall cairy this conception into the
treatment of our neighbour. There is much good-
natured vice in the world. And apart from this,
fashionable philanthropy is too often dominated
by an ideal of meie comfort. That is whv well-
meant efforts at so~ir] r^rr- (is

'

not "seldom
end in vanity and t >, ^ -

, To avoid
this, altruism must draw its inspirationfrom tnie
reliefion. It must seek illumination from God, and
in His light interpret the duty towards other men.
In other words, the love of God, as He is seen and
known in Christ Jesus, creates a new ideal of duty
both in relation to ourselves and our neighbour.
Finally, the Christian motive is not the abstract

conception of duty for duty's sake, but charity,
the pure love of the full, concrete, and perfect
ideal of humanity, realized for all time in the
Person of Jesus Christ.

LITERATURE. Kant's Theory of Ethics, tr, by T K. Abbott ;

T. H. Green,
* " r GS (esp bk 11! ) ; F. H

Bradley, Ethici -

, H. Sidgwick, Methods of
Ethics, bk. m. ; Newman Smyth, Christian Ethics ; Gore, The
Sermon on the Mount, A. J. JENKINSON.

E
EA0LE. See ANIMALS, p. 65b.

EAR* Of the Greek words translated c ear* in

EV, two (<hr6.pt.ov, &riov) refer exclusively to the

bodily organ, and occur only in connexion with
the case of Malchus (Mk 14% Jn 1810- 26

, Mt 2651
,

Lk 2251
). In Mt 2814 the rendering is simply a

parapluase In Mk 7s5 (atcoai)
*
his hearing

J would
be moie exact. In all other instances the word 08?

occurs, and is used : (1) literally, to denote c the ear
3

(Mt 1027,
Mk 7s3 S18

, Lk I44 123 2250), or (by trans-

ference)
c the lange of heaiing

5

(Lk 421
); but more

frequently (2) figurtttiielt/, to denote a spiritual

faculty svmbolized by the natural ear (Mt II 15

IS9 15 1*"> 43
, Mk 49

-*, Lk 88 944 1435). The de-

finitive passages for this use are Mt 133
"23

, Mk 42'23,
Lk 85

'15
, where it forms the underlying subject of

Christ's first parable,
e the Sower,

3 a parable con-

cluded in each account "by the phrase,
( He that

hath ears (to hear) let him hear,
5

Indeed, the

general principle of speaking in parables is in these

pa --a '..'i
1- connected with *ears dull of hearing'

(_Mi I31M) ). Christ is speaking in reference to
'

mysteries'
1

(Mt 13U , Mk 411 Lk S10
), that is} Divine

truths not necessarily puzzling in themselves, but
undiscoverable by man apart fi om a revelation of

them (see Moule on Eph I9 3s
'6

,
cf. also 1 Co 27

'10
).

When these have been revealed to him, man has
the power to recognize their truth, fitness, and

necessity (see Westcott on He 210 726), in proportion
as he is determined to do the Divine will (Jn 717

S43
-47

). This faculty of ivco^ni/ino the voice of

truth and (as it "were) vibniun^ to n-> utterance is

fitly referred to by Christ as a spiritual
*
ear.'

Grimm - Thayer, s.v. SV; Expowtor, T I

F. S RANKEST.

EARTHLY1NDHEAYENLY (Iwlyeto^ &rovpdvws),
The Gr. words are found in the Gospels only in

Jit 331 [frrovp&vLos, however, occurs as a variant

Dreading (TR) in Mt IS35, where some critical editors

prefer obp&vws}, in Christ's conversation with Mco-
denras, and are best interpreted m the light of the
context. Tli 4

;UKMM]I| injMlc by some commentators
to explain i ",e 1 1 1 b\ c < > i

'

: L L in^ pas&ages where the
&ame or similar words occur, yields no satisfactory
re&ult, the meaning of the words in these passages
being so different irom their meaning in Jn 312

.

It is evident from the conversation with Nico-
denius that the contrast drawn by Christ between
things earthly and things heavenly was not a con-
trast between things natural and things super-
natural, or things physical and things spiritual, or

things easily understood and things unsearchable
and profound, or things belonging to the present
and things belonging to the future economy, or

things moral in which faith is active and things
heavenly where it is passive (de Wette). It was a
contrast between truths which were \yithin the

range of religious experience, and which should
therefore have been within the knowledge and
understanding of Nicodemns c a master of Israel,*
and truths* pertaining to the gospel which were,
for the time being, beyond the reach of the re-

ligious consciousness. The earthly things were
those of which Christ had IK<MI ^poiikin^ the

necessity and myMery and ichi\ of il'e- new
birth, and also 'JL- Godei rightly

infers from v. 12

(not u-o of pi 11 a"! instead of singular in address-

ing ,Ni- o io-riM-;
*

'! truths previously preached by
Christ. These were all of a moral-religious char-

acter, and could be known and verified by the

>piritually-minded. The heavenly things were
those which weie to be revealed to men through
the completed redemptive work of Christ. Their
nature may be gathered from v. 3Sff

-. The Divinity*
and the atoning death of Christ, God's eternal

love, and salvation by faith, are indicated there as

being among the heavenly things.

LiTKRATOKE. Besides the Coram on St. John, esp Whitelaw
and Godet, see Oremer's and Gnmm-Thayer's Lex. s.m. ; E. H.

Hall, Discourses, 92 ; D. Wright, Power of an Endless Ltfe, 158|
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EARTHQUAKE. Palestine abounds in traces of

seismic and volcanic action. From the region of

the Bead Sea northward along the Jordan valley
and as far as Damascus the whole country must
have been visited by tremendous earthquakes in

prehistoric ages. Mention of several is made in

the OT, sometimes coupled with significant re-

ference to serious disaster and widespread alarm
caused by them (1 S 1415, Am I 1

, Zee 145 etc.).

Regarded as supernatural visitations, signs of the

time*., they produced a deep impression.
K\v Li 1 'c^ 'irh' <"!'>-"< ^ (he noun erstertAoe (fr ersttu, 'to shake')

is i,-i"J or !') vi i.l .j,
i..

'

V
M' 247 2754 282, Mk 13S, Lk 2111), and

once (lit 2T51) the idea is expressed bj the phrase ^ y% la-ita-Q^

(EV 'the earth did quake')- *n LXX etta-aa* (or a-wereta-iMs) is

employed to render vyi of the original. Though specifically

i ipi,.,1 . > .in _r.r t iquake, ffitriM>$ properly has a vuder connpta-
t on

,
I" - ' V t ^24 it IS used of a tempest (rverpos ,(*:*/&$ lyivsro

ly rnj Qa^Ktrtrr^. Hence Alford thinks that in Mt 28- it denotes
not an earth'quake, but the

* shock* produced by the rolling

away of the stone from the sepulchre

1. Recorded earthquakes Of these there are

two, ML . <\ I
1

', v, ithquakes at the Crucifixion

and *
.' IIi-u" . -H (Mt 2751 - 54 2S 2

). The his-

toricity of these earthquakes is disputed St.

Matthew alone mentions them ; St Alark (15
33 - x

)

and St. Luke (23
44t

), in agreement with St. Matthew
in regard to the darkness and the i ending of the veil,

appaicntly know nothing of an tin i>|iu'ke at the
Cruciiixion [the Fourth Gospel has no allusion to

any of the portents], and they aie equally silent

in the case of the Resurrection. Plummer (

s
St.

Luke* m Internal Crit. Com.} quotes a state-

ment in the Gernara that some forty years before
the destruction of Jerusalem the heavy gates of

the temple were mysteriously flung open about

midnight at the Passover ; but it would seem that
sufficient evidence of earthquake shocks being felt

in or near Jerusalem at the date in question is

wanting. Probably a legendary element must be

recognized in the passages under consideration.
At the same time it should be borne in mind that
the circumstance narrated is

4 not in itself in-

credible' {Gary, Synop. Gospels}. Earthquakes are

frequently accompanied by a f

-atnmge, bewildering
darkness 3

(Plumptre, BibL Studies), and if Chocks
did then take place they would naturally be

interpreted of the '-viiiiuillu- of nature/ (Cl
Corn, a Lap.:

e The ojmli, ulncli tiembled with
horror at the death of Christ, as it were leaped
with joy at the Resurrection *).

2. Predict"! 'fn'h'jiwL'^ -Mt 247, Mk 13s, Lk
2111 The (jiie^tL-jn aii-c-, Oo tin* SvnoplUt- here

preserve ipsissima, verba of our T o*<! ; It npist be
reineiubered that *a generation and a lialf . .

had passed between the events and the telling of
the tale

'

(F. C. Burkitt) ; hence a possibility that
the eschatologkal discourses as leported are
coloured by events- which had already taken place
when the narratives were compiled. On the

assumption that the prediction* were uttered by
Jesus, account should be taken of the fact that
they are clothed in the language of current
Messianic expectation The setting up of the
Kingdom vi/s at hand ; it would be consequent on
t lift i national disaster which, looming in the near
future, would be presaged by phenomena in which
men saw the dread precursors of catastrophe. And
this actually came about : between the Crucifixion
and the destruction of Jerusalem the earthquake
was frequent ; the earth was a prey to the most
violent convulsions (Godet, St. Mat. p. 149; Renan,L'

Antichrist
,
ch. xiv.).

LITEU vr RE Gilborr, Students Life of Jesus; Schnrer,
J/,//*, ^eu Index, Gould *St Mark' in fntsrnaf Crit Cw>.',
Gary,

l The bwioptic Gospels m Internal UandbwlM ft .\T
II. L. JACKSON.

EASTER, See CALENDAR, THE CHRISTIAN, p.

255 fT.

EATING AND DRINKING. Eating and drink-

ing are occasionally referred to in the Gospels as

acts expressive of men's ordinary life The simple
natmallife of Jesus was thus contrasted with the

austere ways of the Baptist (Mt II 19
, Lk 7

s4
). The

servant waits till the master has eaten and drunken,
and afterwards he eats and drinks (Lk 17s

) ; in the

days of Noah men went on pr^c* r~fl drinking,
heedless of the coming flood JL*. *"(

~

*, , and the
rich fool still says to his soul, 'Take thine ease,

eat, drink, be meny
'

(Lk 1219
). The caieless self-

indulgence of the servant who, in his lord's absence,

began to eat and drink with the drunken {Mt 2449
,

Lk 1245) is condemned on the one hand
;
and so, on

the other hand, is that over anxiety which keeps
saying, 'What shall we eat? or What shall we
drink? or Wheiewitlial shall we be clothed '' (Mt
624

-34
,
Lk 1222"34

). The scribes and Pharisees com-

plained that Jesu& ate and drank with publicans
and sinners (Lk 530

), which was His gloiy ; and it

will be the glory of those who continue with Him
in His temptations that they will eat and drink at
His table in His Kingdom (Lk 2230) See BREAD,
CUP, FASTING, FOOD, LORD'S SUPPER, MEALS,
WINE.

EBER (AY Heber). The eponymous ancestor of

the Hebrews; named in our Lord's genealogy as

given in Lk. (S
35

).

EBIONISM. It wonld be going beyond the scope
of this Dictionary to enter with any fulness into a
discussion of the obscure and elusive subject of

Ebionism as it meets us in its varying forms in

the history of the t.'i
r ^\ fh .'oh. What immedi-

ately concerns us is .1 - l-< ,' j. upon certain ques-
tions connected witl >

' "i :^ -i of the Gospels and
the history and person ot Jesus Christ Himself.
But as these questions cannot properly be handled
till we have determined what we are to Tinder-

stand by Ebionism, a brief treatment of the general
subject appears to be necessaiy.

i WHO AND WHAT WERE THE EBIONITES 9 The
name Ebionites fE/Sict^aiot), it is generally agreed,
is derived from the Hebrew 'ebyonim QMvrm 'the

poor.
' *

It seems most probable that originally this

name, like Nazarenes (Ac 245
), was applied to all

Christians; but whether it was first adopted by
the followers of Christ themselves or given them
by others it is impossible to say. The compara-
tive poverty of the great mass of Christians in the

early days of the Church, especially
in Jerusalem,

where the name doubtless arose, might lead to its

being used by outsiders as a term of contempt
On the other hand, the Christians of Jerusalem

may themselves have adopted it because of the

spiritual associations with which ' the poor
s

(crjrriK,

D#, D'h) are referred to in the OT (e.g. Ps 345 69^
72", Is II4 1482 2919 ; cf. IS. K Driver, art. 'Poor'
in Hastings' DB ; GL A. Smith, Isaiah, vol. i. ch.
xxix. ' God's Poor *), and the blessings pronounced
upon them by Jesus Himself (Lk 620, Mt 58). If it

was first given as a name of reproach, it could

very easily and naturally be accepted as a name of
honour.f

* Certain of the Fathers attempt to den\ e the name from a
supposed founder called Ebion \vho is said to ha\e spread his
documes among the Chribtiaiib-who fled to Pella after the fall
of Jerusakra (Tertulhan, de prcepcr Hceret 33 ; Epiphanras,
Ilcer. \xx 1, >) Hut though Hilgenfeld has laboured to give
hisstoncal reality to the figure of E\>ion(Kctzergesch pp 422-424),
modern scholars ha\e praoticallv agreed that he has only a
rm thical existence (Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, I. 299 ; UhlhoramPRE*v 126)

f Ifc is a later idea, evidentlv sugg-ested by antipathy to the
low Ohristological ideas with which Ebionism had come to be
identified, that leads Ongen (c. Cels. 11 1, de Prtntip. iv. i
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After the name e Christian' (cf. Ac II 25
) had

become the geneial designation for the disciples of
Chi

i&t^
c Ebionite^ .

' *

ive been reserved
as a distinctive tit! ! as ilistm<> niched
fiom Gentile Christians ('E/3twpcuo<

Origen, c. Cels. ii. 1), but specifically for those
Jewish Christians who, in some degree moie or
less- \ ><,, . } sought to maintain as essential
to ' I -:,..' \ ,he now obsolete forms of the OT
religion (the Fathers from the 2nd to the 4th cent.

passim).^ Thus Ebionism becomes a synonym for
Jewish

"'
;

"

its antithesis to the uni-
versalisr < Church ; and it is in this
broad and yet pretty definite sense that the word
is properly to be employed (Haraack, Lc. i. 289 ;

Uhlhorn, I.e. ibid. ). It is true that in the 4th cent,
we find Jerome using the two names Nazarenes

j

and Ebionites in speaking of the Jewish Christians,
|

with whom he had become well acquainted in
Palestine (Ep. ad August, cxxii. 13), and this has
led some to suppose that he is making a distinc-

tion between, two entirely different sects (so especi-
ally Zaim, Rr <, ^ v ', ii. 648ft.) ; but it is now
generally '!'<, i'i< . r this case he was really
using two names for the same thing, and that
'Nazarenes 3 and 'Ebionites 3

are both general
designations for Jewish Christians as such (Har-
nack, Lc. p. 301 ; ef. Uhlhorn's ait. * Ebionites

3
in

Sehaff-Herzog, Encycl. of Eel. Knowledge, with
his later art.

* Ebioniten' in PEE3
).

While, however, it seems impossible to distin-

guish between Nazarenes and Ebiomtes, and im-

proper in this connexion to think of a separation
into clear-cut sects, there were undoubtedly differ-

ences of tendency within the geneial sphere of
Ebionism. From the first a stricter and a more
liberal party is to be discerned (the ol SiTrol 'B/frwcuot
of Origen, c. Cels. v. 61 ), corresponding in some
measure to the cleavage which emerged in the
Council of Jerusalem (Ac 151'29

) a Pharisaic party
which held the Law to be essential even for Gentile

Christians, and a party of broader mind, which,
while clinging to tne Law for themselves, did not
seek to impose it upon their Gentile brethren

(Justin, Dial. c. Tryph. 47). Finally, with the rise

of the Gnostic hert^v. a Gnostic or syncretistic

type of Jewish Chri-naniTy makes its appearance,
to which the name of Ebionism is still appliedTm i 1 1 r . r -

. 77"" r. xxx. 1 ). This Gnostic Ebionism
i

- !' ;i
-- j''- - \ irious forms. It already meets us

within the NT in the false doctrine which St. Paul

opposes in Colossians, and in the teaching of

Cerinthus to which St. John replies in his First

Epistle. At a later peiiou it is represented in the
doctrines of the riko^anoh, who combined their

Ebionism with influences drawn from the Oriental
heathen world (Epiphanius, HOST. xix. 2, xxx. 1 ;

Hippolytu?, PJnlos ix. 13).
11 THE EBIONITE GOSPELS. A- aiumM tlic

Tubingen school, which held that prinm,ne Chris-

tianity was itself Ebionism, and which took, in

consequence, a highly exaggerated view of the
influence of Ebionitic thought upon the history
and the literature of the early Church, it is now ad-
mitted by nearly all modern scholars that there
are no writings within the Canon of the NT which
come to us directly from this circle. On the other

hand, two of the Apocryphal Gospels, the Gospel
according to the Hebrews and the Gospel of the

Twelve Apostles (otherwise known as the Gospel
of the Mbwnites], are immediate products of the
Jud^o-Christian spirit the former representing
Ebionism in its earlier and simpler type, and the

and Eusebms (77 IS HI. 27) to treat the name as derived from the

'poverty' of the Ebionites in intelligence and knowledge of

Sonpture, and especially from the 'beggarly' quality of their

Christology.

latter that syncretistic form of Jewish Christi-

anity which afterwards sprang up
' '

,

f

, jt

with Gnosticism (see GOSPELS
and aitt.

e

Gospel aceoiding to the Hebiews' and
*

Apociyph.il Gospels' in Hastings' DB, Extra
Tol.). The extant fragments of the Gospel of the
Twelve Apostles bhow that its value is quite secon-
dary, and that the author has simply <<: > F "

;

from the Canonical, and especially fro 1

, t
x v -..

optic Gospel^, adapting it at the same >
v ",

views and piiiouce^ ot Gnostic Ebiom&m. Much
more inteiebt and importance attach to the
Gospel according to the Hebreivs. "We have refer-
ences to it, for the mp&t part respectful and sym-
pathetic, in the writings of Clement, Origen,
Eu&ebius, and, above all, Jerome ; while several
valuable fi.JLU'M-rJ- of it have been pieserved for
us in the pages or JLpiphaniu^. Eu&ebius (HE id.

25, 27) and Jeiome (Com. on Mt 121S
) both testify

thafc this was the Gospel used by the Ebionites,
and it is the latter who priu.!- II hs name of
the *

Gospel according to iiic H< ->MV-^' (secunduai
Hebrceos). The numerous references m the Fathers
to this work, and the extant f i

< ;_r i .' them-
selves, if they^ do not .'''"f) Il;>:i,<.%"- state-
ment that Jewish-' "rj-, '<.n (/.*'. Ebionite) sources
lie at the basis of our Synoptic Gospels (Hist, of
D't'/Lift. i -203 1, lend some weight to the idea that
iht- (li-nnc.vo features of the document, so far
from being altogether secondary, ought to be re-

garded as indications of an early Aramaic tradi-

tion, which still held its own among the
" Hebrews '

after the growing univer&alisin. of the Church had
left it behind (see Prof. Allan Menzies in Hastings'
DB, Extra Vol. 343a ).

iii. EBIONISM AND THE CANONICAL GOSPELS.
Apart from the existence of special Ebionite Gos-

pels, the idea has been common, both in ancient
and modern times, that certain of the Canonical

Gospels owe something of their substance or
their form to the positive or negative influence
of Ebionite sources or Ebionite sjnoundmgs
(1) The Gospel of St. Slatthcw. Jerome, who testi-

fies, as we have seen, to the fact that the Jewish
Christians of Palestine had a Gospel of their own
(secundum Hebrceos}, also tells us thai. IV- Go- "*

was regarded by t. am- ii- Watthcei '/''/ /'//,
Le the original of Manlier (Com. on Mt 121S

) ;

and on one occasion refers to a copy of it which
he himself had seen and translated as though he
believed it to be the original Hebrew (ipsum
Hebraicum] of St. Matthew's Gospel (de Viris
Illust. ii. 3). Irenseus, two centuries earlier, &ays
that the Ebionites use only the Gospel of Matthew
(I. xxvi. 2) ; a statement which points, at all events,
to this, that even in his time tne Jewish Christians
of Syria attached themselves to a particular Gos-

pel, and that between that Gospel and St. Matthew
the Apostle a close connexion was believed to exist.

Irenseus does not seem to have been aware of the
existence of the GciRjie! f/wrcUit*j to the Hebrews,
and apparently comon ruled tKu, work with the
Canonical Matthew. But when his statement is

taken together with those of Jerome, very interest-

ing questions are raised as to the origin and con-
nexions of the Synoptical Go-pel>, ami of rhe Fh-t
Gospel in particular, with i ho result i hat in modern
theories upon this subject the Gospel according to

the Hebrews has played an important rdle. It

would be out of place to enter here upon any dis-

cussion of the questions thus raised (see GOSPELS).
But it may be said that while the whole trend of
recent scholarship is unfavourable to the views of

those who would make the Gospel according to the
Hebr&ios either the 'Ur-Matthseus' itself or an
expanded edition of it, some grounds can be alleged
for thinking that it represents an early Aramaic
tradition of the Gospel story which was in exist-
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ence when the author of Canonical IVIatthew wiote
his book, and upon which to some extent he may
have drawn, a tradition which would naturally be
more Jewish and national in its outlook than that

represented by the Gieek written souices on which
he placed his main dependence (bee Hastings' DB,
Ext i a Vol. 3421).

(2) The Gospel of St. Luke. On the ground that
much of the teaching uhich is peculiar to St. Luke
bears specially upon wealth and poveity, it has

fo., i^Ty IM.'TI alleged that the E-vaiigeVi, made
,1- <, a a Mim

'.".> Ebipnitic source, or was himself
"

i
- \ i

'

\
}

),
>

! 1 y ^ i

J
''

\ r.bionism. It is true that the
I ,MJ'I,.'O ii"*. \\ c mi ( ; them later in Church history,
le&emble the Essenes in taking an ascetic view of

life, and regarding voluntary poverty as a thing of

merit and a means of preparing for the Messianic

"kingdom. But it is altogether a I- " "".

' n
of the facts to say that this is tin \ - < .

Chiistian life as it meets us in I
!s<

-'
, i

-

references to r: \i -
. ^ '-u . \-

f rest on the idea
that wealth is ;

'

, >
-

-. ,i and poverty salu-

tary in itself* (Weiss, Litrod. ii. 309). The form
in which the first Beatitude of Matthew (5

J
) is

given in Luke,
* Blessed are ye poor : for yours

is the kingdopi of God 3

f6-), together with the

closely following Woe pronounced upon the rich

(v.
24

), has especially been fastened on as a clear

proof that these sayings proceed from an Ebionitic
circle e ascetic in spirit and believing poverty to be
in itself a passport to the kingdom, and riches the

way to perdition.' Similarly in the parable of
Dives and Lazarus (16

19 "31
}, it is supposed that

Dives goes to the place of torment because he is

rich, while the beggar is carried into Abraham's
bosom simply because he is a beggar. Such inter-

pretations, however, spring from a very superficial
exegesis (cf. Bruce, Expos. Gr. Test, on Lk 620,
Parabolic Teaching of Christ, p. 376 ft'.). And,
while it is true that St. Luke dwells, more than
the other Evangelists, on the consolations of the

poor and the perils of rich men (see, besides the

passages fclre.uh .|uotul. t
18 7s2 1216ff- 16lff- 192ff-

!21
lir

*), the fat i^ ^iflu u :n ly accounted for, on the
one hand, by that humane and philanthropic spirit
which is so characteristic of the Third Evangelist
and so natural in one who is called e the beloved

physieian '; and, on the other, as Zahn has suggested
(Emleitnng, ii. 379), by his ^ n^ Mf M '. ,; -id -;,"'.-

ness for one in the position f.<-, 'i 1 :- ..*'\ '>',&

his Go&pel i immediately .'.(I-
1 -- *- : -M u.r I.->i -

frequent warning of the spiritual dangers of
wealth and the worldliness to which wealth is so

prone to lead. It is to be noted, however, that
our LordV strongest utterance against wealth is

found in Matthew ;19
:4

; and Mark (10
2S

), as well as
Luke (18

25
) ; and that a comparison of the Third

Synoptic with the other two reveals occasional
touches, on the one side or the other (note, eg.,
the presence of dypotfs in Mt 1929, Mk 1<P, and its
absence fioni Lk IS29 ), which an ingenious theorist

raight^very well use to support the thesis that
Luke is not so Ebionitic as Matthew and Mark
(see Plummer,

*
St. Luke *

in Internal Crit. Com.
p. xxv f.).

(3) It is curious to notice how, from the 2nd
cent^ to the 10th, the Fourth Gospel has been
associated in two quite different ways with Ebion-
ism, and specifically with Cerinthus, an Ebionite
of the Gnosticizing type who taught in Ephesus
towards the close of the Apostolic age. On the
one hand, we have the statements of frenseus and
others that the Apostle John wrote his Gospel to
combat the errors of Cerinthus (Iren. in. xi. 1)
and the Ebionites (Epiphanius, ffc&r. Ii. 12, Ixix.
23) ; statements which should be taken in con-
nexion with the well-known story, attributed to i

Polycarp, of the dramatic encounter between St. 1

John and Cermthus in the baths of Ephesus (Iren.

ill iii. 4; Epiphan. Lc. xxx. 24).* Even down to

lecent times these statements have been widely

accepted as fuim&lnng an adequate account of the

origin of the Fouitli Gospel. Thus Ebrard says .

'We aie thus led to the conclusion that the Cer-

mthian gnosis A\as the principal cause which in-

duced John to believe that the time had come for

him to make known his peculiar gilt, which he
had hitherto kept concealed. ... He emphasizes
faith in Jesus the Son of God (xx. 31) over against
a baie (JIMI*

*

(Schaff-Herzog, Mncyc. of Ed. Know-
ledge, u. 1189).
At the opposite extreme fiom the belief of Ire-

nseus was the view of a sect refeired to by Epi-

phanius (I.e. Ii. 3), and named by him the Alogi
(because of their refusal to accept St. John's teach-

ing regarding the Logos), who ascribed the Johan-
nine \\iitinn- u> Cermthus himself, and on that

grour; u-dvdcc. them altogether. A parallel of

a sort to this view was furnished by the Tubingen
writeis -\\hen they assigned the Gospel to some
Gno-tjcizmii dreamer of the 2nd century
The residuum of truth that lies between these

two contrary views may peihaps be found in the
fact that the author was a contemporary of Cer-

inthus, and that he wrote his Gospel in lull view
of prevailing Cerinthian error. It is a mistake,
however, to suppose that the work was intended
as a direct polemic against Cerinthus and his

followers.
*
It is decisive,' says Meyer,

*

against the assumption of any
') u /( " v 1 > . ^ M it, in general, John nowhere m his

<SO-IK i
1!

o-,, - ii'i* L i' L r-..erence to the perverted tendencies
o- .^iil.n '> a- TK.T, v

'
> to search for indirect and hidden

n i M>n- <> !\< r *>d, .1 they were intentional, would be as

arbitrary as it would be repugnant to the decided character of

i" ' Ai ^.r" ' i " "

x
v i '/which he took up uhen in conscious

o;-;io- o" n) ri' n- e- . . We see from hie [F:
' r

Injir- ,'ojld ' *ue c ""-r'^'l ;
*- J~* " * - '"!

*-o ->" \\i^ uo pc 1
(Jtj.'-i ,

. :
v ohn, p xh)

The author doubtless has in view the heresies of

Gnostic Ebionism, but in the Gospel he jofutes
them only by the full and positive exhibition of

what he conceives to be the truth about Jesus
Christ. He tells us himself that his purpose in

writing is that those who read 4

may believe that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God 5

(20
31

). What
he means by

' the Christ, the Son of God,
5 he lets

us see in the prologue ; and his method in the rest
of the work is to show by selected examples how
this conception of the truth about Jesus Christ
has been historically realized.

iv. EBIONISM AND THE PERSON OF CHRIST.
The distinctive feature of Judaic Christianity,
when we first meet it, lies in its continued adher-
ence to the Law; but with the growth of more
definite conceptions regarding the Person of Christ,
the question of the keeping of the Law recedes
into the background, and Christology becomes the
matter of supreme importance to the Church.
From the bogirininjr ib \\as the tendency of Jewish
C'ni-i

iimi.y
TO -brink from the idea of the Incar-

isiuiop jifL.i to be content to regard Jesus as the
last and greatest of the prophets. And when the
Church defined its Chri^tological position, the
Jewish section was found to be lacking at this

particular and crucial point, and so the term
* Ebionism* came to be almost synonymous with
the denial of Christ's Divinity and Virgin -birth.

Irenseus, after referring to the way in \\lncli the
Ebionites clung to the Law of Moses and rejected
Paul as an apostate, adds that, besides this, they
teach consimUUer ut Cermthus et Crtrpocrates (cf.

Hippolytus, PhUos. viL 34, T& S irepl ^ptcrrbv ofiolvs

T(f Kyplv&qr KO.I 'KapTroKfldret /wQetioww), denying the
birth from the Virgin and holding Christ as a mere
man. Origen, more tliam half a century l&tery
* In one version of tfee stiy It is the mythical *Ebk>ii* whom

St. John meets in the bath.
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diM:i nirui4ies between two classes of Ebionites (ol

SiTTot '&{3iiavatQi), one of which confesses, like the
Church geneially, that Jesus was born of a virgin,
-while the other affirms that He was born like the
lest of men (c. Cels. v 61). According to Jeiome,
it appears that by the 4th cent, the Ebionites of
Palestine had made progies>s in th i. <._' "("

of the T)IMMU ofChnstand the V- _ "-
, , c 1

he &ay^ oi ..:;< ,i<, qui credunt in Christum Jilmm
del natiun do Virgme Maria . . . in que/n et nos
erechmas (Ep. ad August, cxxii. 13).
But ~\\ hile it may be true of the vulgar or non-

Gnobtic Ebionites, over whom, as Harnack says,
' the Chinch stalked with iron feet

5

(Hist, of
Dogma, i. 301), that their distinction from the
Church tended more and more to ilNajiiKVi !'-

case was diffeient with the Gnostic o> -\TICO I^IK

variety, of whom Cerinthus may be taken as an
early type. To Cerinthus, according to Ii emeus
(I xxvi. 1 ; cf. Hippolytus, PJwlos. vii. 33), Jesus
was nothing more than a naturally-begotten man
the son of Joseph and Mary upon whom at His

baptism the Christ came down from the absolute

power (ai)0ei/Tia) of God, thus making him the re-

vealer of the Father and the
Messiah ; but fiom whom this *

parted befoie the Passion, so , : j
the man Jesus who endured the cross, while the

spiritual Christ remained untouched by suffer-

ing.
In the ca&e of the Elkesaites of a later period,

we find Jewish monotheism combining itself not

only with Greek bpeculation, but with strange
heathen elements taken over from the Asiatic

religions. This -
J

" " ,vas characteristic of

the age, and in , strength of Gnostic
Ebionism lay. It was much more aggressive than
Ebionism of the simpler type, and had a far more
widely extended influence Of its fantastic and
fugitive forms this is not the place to speak. But
its Christology appears in general to have been
akin to that of Cerinthus ; in other words it was
essentially Docetic, and involved a denial of any
real and abiding union of the Divine and human
in the Person of our Lord.

LITER i RF On the general subject the following should be
read Xeander, Church History, vol. 11 pp. S-41 (Clark's ed.) ;

Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, i. 287-317 ; PRE&, artt t
Ebiomten,'

'Elkesaiten'; Jewish Encyc y art.
*
Ebionites.' For particular

points see the various references given in the article.

J. C. LAMBERT.
ECCE HOMO. '

Behold, theman !
J

(/5oz> 6

or tde 6 v&pto7ro$) (Jn 195) was the utterance of

Pilate when our Lord came forth wearing the

crown, of thorns and the purple robe. We may
believe that the words were spoken to excite the

pity of the Jews. Pilate had given over our Lord
to !>* -c ourged and had allowed his soldiers to robe
smil cio\\n Hun in mockery, but all the time he
was anxious to save Him from death; and there

was undoubtedly an appeal to the compassion of

the by&tanders in the words,
* Behold the man.'

Probably it was to mock the Jews that the soldiers

had robed and crowned Him who was said to have
claimed to be their king ; and Pilate himself, we
can see, was not unwilling to deal somewhat scorn-

fully Mith them. But he does not seem to have
looked scornfully, he rather looked pitifully,

on
our Lord Himself. And when he said,

*

Behold,
the man !

' he was, as it were, pointing out that

Jesus had suffered enough. But although Pilate's

words were those of a weak but not wholly unfeel-

ing man who wanted to move to pity those whom
he was afraid to send angry and revengeful from
his judgment-seat, he was really, although all

imcon.-c iou-ly, paying an act of homage to our

LOT d ' He co T 1 onio
J He was bidding men look to

the perfect man, the incarnate Son of God, men's

perfect example, their Divine yet most truly
human Redeemer.
The scene of our Lord's appealing in the crown

of thorns and the purple robe is natuially one to

appeal to artists ; and many great pictures, notably
one of the greatest and mo^t striking oi modern
times (by Munkac&y), have boine the title Ecce
Homo !

3

Ecce Homo is also the title of a very notable
book by the late Sir John Seeley. The book
cannot be discussed here. It deals \\ ith the man-
hood of our Lord in iii> 'V ! 1 and bhikmg way,
and does not deny, ; i.im.liji does, not discuss,
His Divinity.

LITERATURE. Comm. on passag-e cited; Std^ Pc^ Homo;
Knox Little, Peiject Life (189S), p 140 , li J CampUiI, City
Temple Sermons (1903), 50 , Robadi, Trial of Je^us , Farrar,
Christ in Art, p. 384& ; art.

'

Chribtusbildci
' m PMJE*.

<jrEO. C. AYATT.
EDUCATION. Among the A; n< M '/uJ Gospels'

fables of what befell during the !>iJk -L ^ o.iis, there
are some that are concerned with the school-days
of Jesus mostly silly and sometimes blasphemous
stories of the &oit which St. Paul brands as '

profane
and old-wififoh myths

5

(1 Ti 47). For instance, it is

told in Arab. Evang. Inf xlix. that the wondrous
Child one day had a dispute with His teacher about
the Hebrew alphabet ; and \\ hen the latter would
have chastised Him, his impious arm was withered,
and he died. Such stories are, of course, abso-

lutely unhistorical ; but it is indubitable that dur-

ing His early years at Hazareth Jesus had to do
with school and teacher. It is mentioned incident-

ally by St. Luke that He could read (4
15

), and by
St. John that He could write (8

8
) ; and it is im-

possible that He should ha\ e gro\\ n up without an
education. It is not the least merit of the Je\vish

people that they recognized the value of education,
and brought it" within the leach of the poorest.
t Our ground,' says Josephtis,* 'is good, and we
work it to the utmost ; but our chief ambition is

for the education of our children.' A father, ac-

cording to B Salompjf had as well bury his son as

neglect his instruction ; and it was a saying of
H Judah the Holy that * the world exists by the
breath of school-children.*

A child's first school was his home and Ms first

teachers hi parents, in accordance with Dt 66 - 7
;

and his instruction began very early, since youth
was recognized as the season or opportunity.

* He
who learns as a

lad_,

s

said E. Abujah,
* to what is

he like ? To ink written on fresh paper. And he
who learns when old, to what is he like 9 To ink
written on used paper.' J St. Paul testifies that

Timothy had known sacred literature
f from his

infancy' (&TTO Pptyaus}, his teachers being since

his fiithei was a Greek and apparently deceased
his grandmother Lois and his mother Eunice (2 Ti
315 p) . an<i Josephus says that * from the very
dawn of understanding* a Jewish child

' learned

the Law by heart, and had it, as it were, engraved
on his souL' It may be assumed that Joseph and

Mary would be no less zealous than others in the

dischaige of this sacred and imperative duty.
When he reached ilh. re o." -K or seven years,!!

the boy was sent to thcM-k^nc ntary school, which,
since the subject of study was the Book of the

Law, was stvled the House of the Book (betJi ha-

Sepher). This admirable institution, comparable
to John Knox's parish school, was attached to

the synagogue ; and since there was a synagogue
in every village in the land, there was also an

*
c. Apion i. 12. t Wetstein on 2Ti 315.

J Tavlor, Sayuiq& of Fathers, i\ 27.

Ftia, 2

I According to the ordinance of Joshua ben Gamla Joshua
was lug-h pnesc from A.D 6.J to 60, but his ordinance was merely
a reinforcement of existing requirements. Ck Schurer, HJP
u. ii. p. 49.
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elementary school in every village.* The estab-

lishment of this system of education -was ascribed

to the celebrated Simon ben Shetach, brother of

Salome Alexandra, the queen of Alexander Jan-

nseus (B.C. 104-78), and his successor on the throne

(B.C. 78-69). Schurerf summarily dismisses the

tradition with the remark that 'this Simon ben

Shetach is a meeting-place for all kinds of myths.'
Whatever be the worth of the tradition, Jose-

phus
s

reiterated ascription to Moses of the exceed-

ingly thorough system of education which prevailed
in his day,* proves it no recent institution.

From the House of the Book such as desired to

prosecute their studies and become teachers them-

selves passed into the Scribal College, styled the

House of the Midrabh (b$th ha-Miarash), where
the great Rabbis taught. There were several of

the&e colleges in Palestine. Sometimes, like the

Christian <kKX^a (cf. 1 Co 1619
, Col 415

}, they met
in an upper room in a private house,!! but gener-

ally in some special place. The college at Jabne,
where II Eleasar and R. Ishmael taught, met in a

place called the Vineyard. The vil-u'pal college
was that of Jerusalem, and it UK; ^iblun the

Temple -
precincts (cf. Lk 246

), probably in the

Temple-synagogue. The Rabbi occupied a low

platform, and his disciples sat round him on the

floor,
*

powdering themselves in the dust of the

feet of the wise, 'IF an arrangement which ex-

plains St Paul's expression,
' educated at the feet

of Gamaliel
3

(Ac 223 ).
The disciples were employed in the study of the

Oral Law the Tradition of the Elders (Mt lo2
),

which in those days was regarded with even greater
veneration than the AVutten Law,** and which

until, at the earliest, the 5th cent, of our^eraft
was preserved in the mernoiies of the Rabbis and
< '? n\ ,!,i -I'.'IT-U from generation to generation.
r

ll,<-, "ii'ii io I or -tudy was Mishna, i.e. 'repeti-

tion/Jt the lesson being repeated over and over

again until it was fixed in the memory ; and Dro-

nciency lay in faithful reproduction of the ipsissima
verba of the Tradition. It was a high eulogy of

Eiiezer ben Hyrcanus, a disciple of R. Johanan
ben Zakai, when he was likened to a plastered
cistern which loses not a drop.*
This mnemonic drill was not the sole employ-

ment in the House of the Midrash. Whatever diffi-

culties they felt, the disciples propounded to the

Rabbis for elucidation.

Often thoir question* v < M t i'
r ",:lo ib qiiibb"''^, 1'ke ibzi pur to

E. Le\i ben buy m ioni' \ o i \\ .r 1)-, ~fl Tf ! s oioiln r'- v.'.c

have lost her hands, how is she to loose his shoe?' II || But they
\\ere not al\\a\s qaite to trivial. One much <1 -<"i i>-cd iwrnho
theoloqicaht, wa Are ihe\ few that are beirj; &a\ eel

" Some
Eabbis held Lh.ic all laraf-l would have a portion in the world
to come* ; others, that as only two of all that came out of

Egypt entered into the land of Canaan, so would it he in the

days of the Messiah,^"jf Another question was, 'May a man
divorce his wife for any cause '*

(cf. Mt 193). The strict school
of Shamtnai permitted divorce only on the ground of unfaith-
fulness ; hut that of Hillel granted greater facility, allowing a

man to put away Ms wife if he hated her ; if he \\as dissatisfied

with her cooking ,
if she went deaf or insane ; if he saw another

woman whom he fancied more.***

Not being designed for a Rabbi, Jesus never
studied at any of the Scribal Colleges ; but once

*
Lighcfoot on Mt 423 ; Gf. Lfc 517. f HJP IL li. p. 49.

? Ant iv viii. 12 ,
c Apion \\ 25

5* The Midrash may be defined ag an imaginative develop-
ment 01 a thought or theme suggt- 1 hi 5

'r.pi r <
- c ! M

a didactic orhorailetic exposition, or a-i < i i} MJ n.iie - ? or.

(Duvor K0?p J X
i Liirhtfooi on Ac U> : T.u-lor, Settlings of Fathers, L 4 : *Let

t\ ; house bo a rm-elurjr-lioust' for rhe wist1
'

Tailor, iStebiiMW 01 father*, \. 4, n 11.
"*

L'jrlifooi on ML ">2

ft R( r Mar^oliouth in jEb?/an'or, Doc. 1904, p. 403.

it The Greek term t*s-iMms (cf Jer. Afyas. Qwest, x) is a
literal rcnder.ng- of Mislma

5 Tax lor, fatting* of Fathers, 11 10

'I i Liphtfoob on Lk 2*>. tf %> on Lk 1323.

*/6.

He sat at the feet of the Rabbis in the House of

the Midrash at Jerusalem on that memorable
occasion when, on attaining the age of twelve yeais
and becoming

' a son of the Law,
3 He foi the fiist

time (T , , >," -vrr-
1

Joseph and Mary on then-

annual ,

'

. -. the sacred capital to celebrate

the Fe, . l',ssover. He lingered m the

city when His parents set foitli on their return

journey, and they found Him on the third day
after m the sciiool of the Rabbi&.

' Raise up many
disciples

' was the Rabbinical maxim,* and the new
recruit would be welcome when He took His place

among the disciples He was {

sitting in the midst

of the Teaclieis, both listening to them and ques-

tioning them
'

(Lk 240 ), and evincing an intelligence
which amazed them.

There prevailed m early times a singularly unhappy miscon-

ception, that the Holy Child was " r "

-
Al vise men by

an exhibition of Divine wisdom. /-
. Inf. (l.-hi.)

declares that He \\as puzzling them with questions about

theology, astronomy, physics, metaphysics, and anatomy,
'things \vhich the mind of no creature could reach', and

Orige - Ti, ,

'

_
^ T---V- i because

they . i i
' - i, ... i questions

whicl
'

i . -
'

- -

'

not that

He might learn augnc, out rriai. uy queuuouiug He might
instruct them.' t This is rank Docetism, and is refuted by the

Evangelist's testimony that 'Jesus made progress in wisdom
and age' (fa*) (Lk 252), as it were, pan passu He had
a human education. His mind grew even as His body

It made Jesus an object of disdain in the eyes
of the rulers that He had never attended a Rab-
binical College. They called Him e a Samaritan/
which was a nickname that they had for one who
had never sat at the feet of the Rabbis,t At the

same time they could not deny that He had a

knowledge of the things of God far transcending
their theological lore. Again and again He en-

countered the wise men of Isiael in debate, and
woisted them on their own jiiojier fHd (cf. Mk

=Mk 1 2'*'
, Mt2241"46=Mk 1 2'*'-"

7 - Lk 2041"44
).

And once, when they heard Him discoursing in the

Temple-comt, they marvelled whence He had de-

rived His wisdom. How/ they asked,
' hath this

man learning, though he hath not studied ?
'

(Jn
715

) His wisdom flowed "'mi * ',_' i -mm' 1 The

lofty truths which the^ weie
uliutuy giopmg after

and ignorantly reason inii about, the Father had
revealed to Him (cf. Jn 5~).
All the vaunted wisdom of the Rabbis Jesus

held in very slight esteem. It was not indeed His
manner to despise the -iM)<liin.r- of earnest souls

after the knowledge of God Imi the theology of

His day was the very arrogance of ignorance, and
blinded its votaries to the truth. It is a pathetic
fact that nothing so n<U,,.l'> pi^xeimd the re-

cognition of Jesus b\ lie ri< 11 of Jeiu-alom as

their fancied knowledge of -

1
' 'Y of God.

Bred in an atmosphere of s j > ihey were
all controversialists, and at every turn they would
raise some theological objection to His claims.

Once, when some wondeied if He were the Messiah,
others answered that His origin was known, and,

according to the Rabbinical teaching, the Messiah
\\ ould appear suddenly, none would know whence,
like a serpent by the*way or a treasure-trove (Jn
720-27

. cf Vi4if.^ Again it was objected that He
testified concerning Himself; and it was a Rab-
binical maxim that a man's testimony coricorninp:

himself was invalid (Jn 813
). Thus it faiocl \\ith

the Messiah when He made His appeal to the men
of Jerusalem. Their minds were fenced by an im-

penetrable barrier of theological piejudire _
It was

otherwise in Galilee. Among the uu:?opliisticated
folk of that despised province the gospel gained
a fair hearing and a ready welcome. All the

Apostles save Judas were Galilseans. *I thank
*
Taylor, Sayings of Fathers, L 1.

t in Luc* jffow. xvm, xix.

Cf. Wetstein on Jn 5i.
J Wetstein on Jn 848.
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thee, Father, Loid of heaven and earth/ said

Jesus, perhaps when He was leaving Jerusalem,
i ejected by her wise men (Jn 10a9- 40

),* 'that thou
didst hide these things from wise and understand-

ing, and didst reveal them to babes' (Mt IP5
).

It is important to take account of this. Does it

not explain a dilhculty which has been felt in con-
nexion \\ith the Fouith Gospel 9 St. John repre-
sents Jesus as a contioversiahst absolutely unlike
the gracious Teacher of i" i

q
icj-i

-'
. and it has

been alleged that these i j/'i
-

\ . "M- aie ineom-

]a!iul<
i If Jesus spoke as the Synopti&ts report,

1 1 (M ii nnoi have spoken after the Johannine fashion.
But the difference is really a maik of veiisimilitude
Jesus had diffeient audiences in Galilee and in

Jerusalem To the simple people of the north He
spoke the language of the heart, and couched His

teaching in parable and poetry ; but in Jerusalem
He had to do with men whose minds were steeped
in theology, and He met them on their own
giound, talked to them in their own language,
and encountered them with their own weapons.
He adapted His teaching to His audiences. See,

further, art BOYHOOD.

LITERATURE. Schmer, HJP n. n. p 44 ff
; art on 'Educa-

tion' in Hastings' DB and in Envyc Biblica,.

DAVID SMITH.
EGG. See ANIMALS, p. 66b.

EGYPT. The Gospel narrative comes into con-
tact with the land of Egypt at one point alone,
and then only incidentally, in a manner which
seems to have exercised no influence and left no
tiace upon the couise of sacred history. The
lecoid, moreover, is confined to the first of the

Evangelists*, and is by him associated with the
iuliilment of prophecy, as one of the links which
drew together the ancient Hebrew Scriptures and
the life of our Lord The narrative is simple an_d
l)i ief St. Matthew relates that Joseph, in obedi-

ence to the command of God, conveyed by an

angel in a dream, took refuge in Egypt with the
child and His mother from the murderous inten-

tions of Herod the king (Mt 213f
). The return to

Palestine, again at I!IL bidding of an angel of the

Lord in a dream, j^de-ci ibod
k
\-

19ff
*) Joseph, how-

ever, feared to enter Judaea because of Archelaus,
Herod's son and successor ; and in obedience to a
second vision directed his course to Galilee, and
settled at Nazareth (v.

22f
).

To St. Matthew it would appear that the chief

interest of the history lies in its relation to OT
piophecy. Both movement (ho "Tliiilit mi<l Mio

Return to Nazareth, are (Numbed a-, fullilmum-*

of the word spoken
*

through the piophet
'

(v
15

), or
'

through the prophets
'

(v.^
3
). In the fh -t instance

the passage quoted is Hos II 1 'When Isiael was
a child, then I loved him, and called my son out
of Egypt' (*r& vwijj an^DD, LXX T& T^KVCL at/rod,
1

his, i.e. Israel's, children ') Hosea recalls the de-

liverance and mercies of the past (cf . G. A. Smith,
Twelve Prophets, in loc,. ) ; the Evangelist sees

history repeating itself m a new exodus, which,
like the earlier O |>,mm< from Egvpi, -i.'iwli/<^

the beginning ot a new national life, and is the

promise and pledge of Divine favour. Egypt,
therefore, to the narrator is no mere *

goojrraphu al

expression.
9 The name recalls the memorio^ of a

glorious past, when Israel'- \**\\ 'i ^\<i- piulcr! <HM!

sustained by the miracles 01 1) \nu inicipo-iimM
And to him it is significant 01 mu< Ii i \\\\\ iln? Jniui

should thus be brought into connexion with the

birth of a new era for the people, in the Person of

* Mt. and Lk. give ihi^- In Jon in <I (Toront oonne\iorii neither

suitable (Mt 11^-27^ Tic in-" '&) u ,3 probably ne of the

fugitiv e fragments which the Svnoptists ha\e preserved of the
Judsean ministry It is remarkably Johannine Cf Jn 335133
118 046 65 1Q15.

a greater Son, in whom he saw the fulfilment of
the best hopes and brightest anticipations of Israel's
ancient prophets

^

The narrative of the Evangelist is absolutely
simple and unadorned, and amounts to little more
than a mention of the jouinev into Egypt made
under Divine dnection. No indication is given
either of the locality or duration of the stay in
the country. The impiession conveyed, however,
is that the visit was not piolongoil

* Had the case
been ptheiwi&e, it would hardly have failed to find
mention in the other Synoptic Gospels, if not in
St. John The absence, therefore, of further
lecord is hardly sufficient ground for tinowing
doubt upon the reality of the incident itself.

This brief statement is supplemented and ex-

panded in the ,\
, Gospels with a wealth

of descriptive
'

le fullest accounts are

found, as might be expected, in the Gospel of the

Infancy, and the Gospel of pseudo - Matthew (see

Hastings' DB, Extra Vol. p 430 if.).

In the Gospel of the Infancy (eh ix f ), Joseph and Mary \\ith

the Child set out for Egjpt at cock-crow
and temple with an idol to whose shrme *

send gifts. There they find accommodation in a hospital dedi-

cated to the idol, and a great commotion is caused by their

entiance The people of the land send to the idol to inquire
the reason of the commotion, and aie told that an 'occult god'
has> come, who alone is worthy of worship, because he is truly
Son of God Thereupon the idol falls prostiate, and all the

people run together at the sound The following' chapter
narrates the healing of the three-year-old son of the priest of

the idol, who is possessed by many demons, and whose sickness

is described m terms similar to those used of the Gadaiene
demoniac (Lk S2?, Mk 52-5). Thereafter Jo-i ,li and Mar v

ti--i r i.

being afraid lest the Egyptians should !>. i i ilie* rout .ill
'

!
>

J -

cause of the destruction of the idol Passing on their way they
twice meet with robbers in the desert In the first instance the
robbers flee on Ii e'r ,,]>m. \ 1- ,,i\d a number of captives are
liberated At a (or-vlci >'; !,I<.L' stage of their journey (ch.

xxiu.) two bandits are encountered, whose names are given as

Titus and Dumachus, the former of whom * ' -

not to molest Joseph and Mary , and the
His crucifixion at Jeiusalem thirty years later with these two
robbeis, and that Titus shall precede Him into Paradise. On
the road the travellers have passed through many cities, at
which a demoniac woman, a dumb bride, a leprous girl who
accompanies them on their journey, and many others have
been healed. Finally, they come to Memphis (ch. xxv.), where

they see the Pharaoh, and remain three years, during which
p fi i od ,T - * v c

* I -
i T" 'i JIM "U c returning at the end of the

rlui'i \-> i" o I* 1
!, un<l 1>\ <I section of an angel making

ll '. I h "10 li!. \,i/l('il

In a similar strain the Gospel of n ' t-i-WtTt (<Ii x\'i ,7 )

records the number of attendants, u i,rnnii,ir,iM,r*iT, a \v- '

pack-oxen and .
^ - < > -I rams, thai; seb OUL \\iih Juicpa

and Mary from I . -ave where they hod -stopped 10

rest they are terrified by dragons, which, however, worship the
child Jesus , and lions and other wild beasts escort them on
their way through the desert A palm-tree bends down its

boughs that Mary may pluck the fruit ; and as a reward a
branch of it is earned b\ an angel to Paradise. A spring also

breaks forth from its roots for the refreshment of man and
beast. And 'ie ]n r bh.n ^ <1 \ -' journey into Egypt is miracu-

lously shorte'n d r'n oio l-u 1 name of the Egyptian city to

which they conii i> Q ml 10 h Sotmes within the borders of

Hermopolis, and there, in default of any acquaintance from
whom to sf e'c ho-niuliT tl cv '

ik' i< f i-ro IM the temple, called

me *oapiK,r The '3>. irMn ot nc tai-plo, to which divine

li )iio IT - w <
V
T ( <ln h i\'..d, rail pi O^>T r,

To and oi" broken m pieces ;

tin i Vni'Vl >-i -," ho go\enioi of ih- town, coming with an

army, at sight of the ruined idols worships the child Jesus,
and all i i

^ * ' n o
"*<L~ VT"^ i God through Jesus

Christ, r, 1 1- n,'-,ii - i . < <i return into the land
of Judah JNotnmg, nowever, is baid or uie actual Joulne^ ,

but
a narrative of events *m Galilee' follows, begiiinii^ with the

fo^r'h \< ir *t Chn-rtacro
\<cn'I ii

iL'
1 oini 'rovi'' <>f Thomas, ch iff (Latin, Tisch JStov

AJJ(M. p. IZ(j L.), Jcv* o AS two yeais old on entering Egypt.
He and His parents found hospitality in the house of a widow,
where thev remained for a year, at the close of which they
\\eieexpelled (' -< t,\ ^ M'' vi. '

1 Jeius in bringing
a diy and saJ o.i i

-
'

' \ ..
|

i e overtakes them
subsequently i

1

it. x< n ,1 The angel directs

Men/ to retnn , i ,-> jj
<
- u , ii lild to Nazareth.

The JT'itfory of Joseph, ch. viii 1, states the duration of the

stav in Egypt a& a \\liok vo.ir ,i'i<l n.inus Nazareth as the city

m which Jesus said Uis p.n < m-> I.\ .<! fier their return into the
land of Israel.

The Flight of ilio TTolv r,nn ly into Egypt has
been at all times :i ia\ <\n n c MI ii' n for the exercise

* Herod's death (Mt 219) would appear to have occurred not

long after the ' Massacre of the Innocents
'

IE Bethlehem.
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of Christian ait. William Blake, Charles Holroyd,
Eugene Girardet, Anthony van Dyke, William

Dobson, and many others have painted the scenes

"by the way with a circumstance and detail which
are indebted, where not wholly iipa^iiKiiy, to the

accounts of the _\ >' \ s
1

; 1 Gospels. The reality
would doubtless ditter widely fiom the tranquil
and easy_

conditions under which it has usually
been depicted, and from which most readers have
formed their mental conceptions of the event. The

simple reticence of the Gospel narrative is in strik-

ing contrast to the luxuiiance and ci/.-, }
>l

\
r of

miracle of the Apocryphal story All that can be

affirmed with certainty is that the flight would be

conducted in haste and with the utmost secrecy,
and probably for the most part under cover of

night. See also FLIGHT.
LITERATURE. For notes on the Gospel narrative see the Com-

mentaries on St Matthew ;
and for the Apocryphal additions to

the history, Tischendoifs JSmngeha, Apocrypha, Leipzig, 1853.

c i

'
' Buddhist relations

iient of the subject
in art, see*J?arrar, Christ in Art, pp 263-273

A. S. GEDEN-.

EIGHTH DAY On the eighth day after birth,

as is well known, Jewish male infants received the

rite of circumcision, and, at all events by the time

of our Lord, their proper name also, in memory of

the change in Abraham's name (see
TT " ' ^

art.
* Circumcision '). V - < I-^'V^. I-

the fact that both Je- 1
.,- I" -! > .

and His fore-

runner John the Baptist (L
59ff

-) were circumcised

and named on the eighth day (cf Ph 35, Ac 7s etc ) ;

for thus it became them ' to fulfil all righteousness
'

(i e. to obseive all the requirements of the ancient

Law in the spirit as well as in the letter). See,

further, art. CiECUMCisioN. C. L. FELTOE.

ELDER. In the Gospels the term *
elder' (Tpe<r-

/Srfreoos} does not occur in the later Christian sense,

denoting an officer of the Chuich (as in Ac 142d

2017
3
Tit 1

s
,
Ja 514

, 1 P 51
). In the Gospel of St.

John the word occurs only once, and that in the

doubtful passage concerning the adulteress (Jn S9
),

where it has not any official sense, but simply
means older in years. In the Synoptics there is

more frequent use, mostly in tne official sense.

The few eases of unofficial nuMiimj: of the term
are Lk 1525

,
where it describe-* ihe -olJoi brother

5

in the parable of the Prodigal ; and Mt 152
,
Mk

73 s
}
wliere it means * the elders

'
of a former age,

the men of old from whom customs and maxims
are handed down. In all the other passages (Mt
1 621 212J

26-*-
47> 57 59 27LS- 12 20 - 4l

, Mk S31 1 1
27 144S - 53

, Lk
9a2 201 2252

)
the term '

elders
'

invariably plural
bears the official meaning current among the Jews
of our Lord's time. What is that meaning *

In the OT and Apocr. there is frequent mention
of 'elders' in the official sense (see, e.g.^ Gn 507 ,

Ex316 - 18
,
Lv415

, Null25
, Dt31 28

, Jos 204
, Jg8lff

,

1 S 164
, 2 S 53,

1 K 207
, EOT 55, Ezk 81

, Jth 631
,

1 Mac 783 II23
, Sus

8- 18
etc.). From a study of these

and similar pti--NjJo it appears that in all the

history of I-IMO!, from the Egyptian bondage down
to the time of Christ,

*
elders

'

appear as an official

class
j
but the description^ and statements are not

explicit enough to give a definite idea of how they
were appointed to office, or of their exact func-

tions. It is not impiobable that they were chosen
as representative^ of the people ; and the dniie of

the office appear to have been threefold advisory,
executive, judicial. Further, theie i* a distinction

between local 'elders' (those of a city) and 'the
elders of Israel/

f elders of the congregation,'
*
elders of the people.

1

as they are variously called

We are now to inquire how far this OT use of the
word is illustrated in that of the Gospels
One passage only (Lk 73) fceem? to indicate the

local 'elders' those of Capernaum, the scene of

the event described ;
and even here the turn of the

expression, 'eldeis of the Jews,
3

might posaibly

point to national * elders
'

present or resident at

Capernaum But on the whole it seems more
natural to take the term here in its local sense.

In all the remamn
,

,-. -.' cited above, the

reference is to the M,,, , I ddeis' Fiom Vit-

rmga (de Synrtg. Vet ill i. 1) dowmvaids, NT
scholars have held with appaient unanimity that

the term de^iutc^ the membeis of the Sanhedim

(wh. see). This view is sustained by the connexion

and association of the term, usually with scubes '

and 'chief priests,' and by Lk 22bb
, wlicie the

Sanhedim is called 'the
i

.-"i\ 1
, \,'oi nu>ibly

of 'elders
5

("irpeffpirrtyiov,
<: \ -- . There are

various foims of expiession . sometimes 'elders'

simply, and sometimes 'eldeis of the people,' com-

monly associated with ' chief pnests and scribes.'

This is held by some to indicate that there were
three oiders or giades in the Sanheclrin, the

'elders' being the lay element, or representatives
of the people. This may be the case, but is at

best only an inference, neither contradicted nor

supported.

T" '

"OJ3, art.
*

Elder/ and tho lit. there

m and lit.
, Grunm-Thayer, Lexicon

of the, jN'i', Uremer,
""" "

, Vitringa, de Si/n.

Yet. , Sc M i t iJJP under JKotnan llule ;

Weiss, JL<'< ti Cunt
,

, . Tww
. C. DARGAN.

ELEAZAR. An ancestor of Jesus, Mt I15.

ELECT, ELECTION (tK\tye<r6ait <?/cAe/cros, AcXoytf).

Though we have no reference m tho Gospels to

any conscious effort on the part of the writers to

grasp the significance of the l)ivme action in choos-

ing and rejecting the human objects of His favour
and the instruments of His will, we have sufficiently

explicit statements, incidentally valuable, to show

clearly that they inherited the OT conceptions on
this question. The self-identification of Jesus
with the ideal Servant of Jehovah (Lk 418f-=Is 61 lf

-)

at the outset of His public ministry at once widens
the scope of the revelation of His Father's elective

activity, and emphasizes the
;.

of- 'Mi-" depths in

human-Divine relationships to 'On*
1

! i'i- activity
in the freedom of itsmamfc-iaiuni 1m- pcnfii;iic<i
Once again, in what may "without (xji^'imiun IKS

called the most critical moment ot JCHUH' public
life, when suffering and death (Lk 931 ) assumed

,

'

'

' His sight, the revelation of His

l , -
'

i ; of God (6 vl6$ JU.QV 6 &tc\e\eyfA&vost

v. 85 ) not only assured HIB fearful disciples, but

strengthened Himself in His
"'

> \ 1 con-

viction that the consciousness i II Son-

ship was well founded.

The variant reading I ixXiXiwrfyw instead of I &yet,*vi<ros (Mk 97
=-Mt 175) is '"< n< N'llI rctc/r iyd as the g-eiiume one, not only
on account or ihe hi'jjh .iaLnom\'of K and B, but also because,

according to an obvious canon of textual criticism, it IB the
raoie likely reading of the two (see Sornonui's Jnh'id to the
Criticism of the NT, u. 247 f

; of., however, Nestle's Criticism

of the Greek NT%, p 52, and art
' Ascension of Isaiah

* m
Hastings' DB^ vol n. p 501'*) The Matthsean and Markan vor-
siona bear evident traces of assimilation to the voice at Jesus*

baptism. In this connexion it is important to remember how
fully Jesus recognized that His

*

\

the fulfilment (^sXAsc a-A^oyv, I
"

i

ordained as inseparable from H
m each of which places is found au ^uico'S tavounte ana em-
phatic $ii

;
see also Mk S8!, Mt 1721) The d rci tun inir f KM or in

the free choice (cf tgovo-tetv *%& Quvt&i crl-t* /* ~ / ,)
f
i I'l-") l>\

Jesus of the cross as the crowning act of IIi ^i !i-. i
r

'rp,inon
,- ,i- ab-ri ue i

> *-'iv (sltf ~otjrx.**i rcc i ,, 1 ic 24^). The
U^.HI.LU -\ P hL'^i*. or ilic'-o impnr(

jntl\ jrrcooivln'iV hypotheses
iritH C\\ do i

1
!*' Iv-o^m*-! ob-( n.iiion, bin ihe itfl'uon that, in

nrpnc fi- Hi d^d, ,lo3u- \s,i^ iiillulintr oomliuoi,- \\hch lie at the
rcoi < i fiK \M Unordered nioiul and -pn.Kial icii\ P (cf, SJT/JSTIJV

'/--*, TIo 2'", J-e, v, 2^~) \\ill -fnc 10 remrid i 1 - of a sphere
where these seeming contradictions are discovered to be pro-
foundh at one, both m their onffin and in Uie end at which they
.imi It is notcuorthv that Si Luke not onh gives the burden
of ihr c'omfr-aiion bctuer-n Je-is and His heavenly visitant! ;
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he also implies that Jesus was there informed in detail of the
character of the death which He was about to suffer (aw&e&ow
KVTM . . . sAej/ov r>,v tgffcw ctvrov, 9*0* )

How universally the title of e the Elect
'

or * the
Elect One ' had become identified with that of ( the
Christ

'

is best seen in the contemptuous irony of
the scoffing rulers who mocked on the day of the
Crucifixion. The demonstrative oSros and the titu-

lar 6 K\Kr6s combine to maik the emphasis with
which they i ejected the Messianic claims of Jesus ;

and not only the claims, but the foundation upon
which those claims rested (ef. Lk 2385

). It is le-

markable that St. Luke seems to be the only NT
writer who has adopted the use of the word as a

debignation, strictly speaking, of the Messiah (cf ,

however, the variant reading 6 <kXe/cr<$s in the

Baptist's testimony to Jesus, Jn I34 WH). This
statement is not affected by St Matthew's quota-
tion from Isaiah (42

1
), who may be regarded as the

originator of the title. Here we have the idea in
s

"

t by way of r '. - v' 1 i- Bather
1 statement (cf ! ;.- '

,
: "' veib

"

I !
, instead of the merely descriptive

6 e/cXe/c6s pov of Is 421
).

The only other writing of a late date in which ( the Elect One
appears as a Messianic title is the Book of Enoch, which seems
to have been the chief means of popularizing its use Indeed, it

would be interesting to trace the influence of that work m this,
as well as in other respects, upon the Gospels of the NT. Of the

many names by which the comma; Messiah it <ii - '"
<1 tnri*

thefavoun be ' the Elect One '

(-c
*

0"> ,; ,

51-* 5 526 9 and on a couple of occasions this is

joined witn arioinei woru 01 words which are equivalent to a
characterization of the conditions upon which His election to
the Messu '

"

36 ,

* the
elect one < {J _ / Enoch,
R H Charles' ed pp. 106-186]). A somewhat fantastic repre-
sentation of the method by which the Divine election of Jesus
^ !

- * i
- .i:

4 uj (1 o >'us in Hernias, where the servant elected
1 \

I
1' 'I ('*/ ~v , --

^ovKov riva, vterrov, JJS.T.X,), after having
of his master's interests,

ATOS etytou ttXee.ro xotvuvtov)
( and lordship

' Whatever
is teaching, it is at least

interesting as showing- how < j *
'

. < thought m
the early Church were dominated by this aspect of the Incarna-

tion, .. '(1 Vn\ TMcn -.tOvC 1
>y the aid of reason to harmonize the

ideas v icUi^mg the TU -.of 'Servant* and 'Son' (see Sim 5,

i -vi ).

As the Christological ideas of the early Church

begin to emerg-* n M-1 f
i

\ I ! ^lJ/' v ^ find this one

holdinga firm \ l,i-
,
v \\

i

'

,u i' i -,i m" time another

equal
1
\ i-ri-li.i'i' * .

"" '

jins to assert itself.

The '> MM') 'i\ (. I - was held to be a
means to a wider end the establishment of a chosen

body which should exhibit on earth the
j.

1
.'! -," 1

virtues of Him in and through whom th' cl- < i I'-M

was accomplished (cf. IP 24f
^

9f
,
where the writer's

insistence on the profound oneness of Jesus and His

people is fundamentally and essentially Pauline,

though he elaborates no argument to prove what
he states ; cf <?eX?aro was &/ atfr Eph I4).

"*" f * * * " i *

in of Jesus dominating everything
God had chosen Him and through

Him tne unurcn. uod naa chosen Him and made Him to be
both Lord and Christ. He had made over to Him the_work of

*-c* ling up The Kiiiird'im, > ' TT"
"

T >
7 "* F-

u \ol i p vl) 'In" C- ' '

.-' ! in J
a- ,i foiiMiiiiniori rw-Tig

1

< 'i '
'

;

We must not forget, however, that this Divine
election has its roots struck deep in the election

which issued in the Incarnation, and that, apart
from the latter, Avhi< h i> rlie / nttwiJi nnd jruiu jintoe

of the former, wo cannot bolii \c in tlu k OVI-K n< e 01
' an elect race

'

(b^ls fe yfros ^\Kr6v, 1 P 29
). Th%

\\n> .ippn-hondrrl very soon by the Fathers of the
Hunch -wlu) nover separate tlie idea^of the elec-

tion of Jesus from that of the community (6 /cXec-

jj,Vos rbv JLtipiov 'lyffovv Xpia-rbv Kal ^as- Si atirov,

K.T X., Clem. Kom. Ep. ad Cor. Ixiv. ; cf. also the

Paulmism 6 Xaos $v -fyrofytacre? iv rf ^ja-rrTj^v^ a^rou,

Ep. of Barnabas iii. 6). While it is recognized that

the ultimate Author of all elective purpose is God
the Father, it is agreed that the active Agent in

giving expression to the Divine decree is the Son,
apart from whom (et /^ 6Y cjuoB, Jn 146

) it is not

only impossible for men to approach God, but even
to hear the voice of that calling (/cX^o-ews &irovpa,vtovt

He 31
, cf. 1225 ) which He addiesses to them in Chri&t

(6 /caXecraj fyxas . . . ev Xpio-nJ, 1 P 510
), and which,

when heard, is the antecedent condition of their
election (cf. 2 P I 10 ; see ol /cX^rot /cat &Xe/crol /cat

t, Rev. 1714
).

It will scarcely be contended that there is any practical differ-

ence in the Christology of those who speak of an election lia,

Xf>i<rroZ, and of those who m the same connexion use the phrase
tv Xpttrru. We are able, perhaps, to see ir <

"
^

,

an emphatic assertion of the delegated , ; ;

prepares 'for Himself a people (attires Iyr<5 TOV Xxov TOV %auo
tratfAK^uv sT;Ss/|j, Barn v 7, cf xiv. 6) whose )!"' j. \

* -ad
position shall be in coi respondence with His i > 1 i .-M<I -'I

and with the Sonship to which He was chosen (' I* /!
'',

II ' 1 j >

ly J cf. He 72-i
(x.Tce.pa.^rov r^v ispaervwv, Bo 8141? ovrot ulo} faov

Se "Kpttrrov, x r X )

Nor is the teaching of Jesus Himself devoid of

references to those chosen by God out of mankind
'as vessels made to honour* (cf. 2Ti221

, Ro 921
).

He indirectly tells us that ' the elect
' have an in-

fluence m the Di \
,

i of the world
which makes for i < . and salvation.

The awful scenes ,i i ;
.

'

destruction of

Jerusalem would result; in ine annihilation of its

doomed inhabitants, were it not that,
* for the sake

of his chosen,' the Lord (some of the old Latin
versions read Deus) had determined to cut short
the duration of that period (cl Mk 1320=Mt 2422,
in both of which passages occurs the verb /foXojSoO*/,

found nowhere else in the NT, showing the inter-

dependence of the two authors, although the forms
of the verb in both places are not the same). St
Luke does not make any mention in this part of

his record of the elect, but curiously <M--, "> 1 <
4

makes a reference to the vengeance of Inn < IMJ
wreaked (ij/mtpai ^/c5i/c^<rews, Lk 21-J

) on the un-
fortunate city, which reminds us of the words of

Jesus contained in another passage in the same
Gospel. Jesus there is said to speak of God
s

avenging his elect' (6 d &eb$ ot ^ Troi^a-y rty &c-

diK7}(nv T&V eK\eKT&j> atrov, Lk IS7). It may be per-
missible to conjecture that St. Luke omitted to
mention Jesus' reference to the elect in the former
context because of the promise implied in the

inierrogatoiy sentence "" c"1
" r"^4-^, A the other

hand, it is possible tha . . I occurred
in the text, with the s ,

<
\ a double

reference to God's activity on behalf of His chosen,
each being suitable to the textual position it

or< tifiio- The subject of the prayeis of those who
appojil (r.> (3o(i}j>Tuv atr<})

'

day and night
*
is that,

in tlio in-:
j)^ace * they may be delivered from in-

justice ; and", secondly, that they may soon see the

vengeance of God active on their behalf against
those who 0])]iH

k-- flie'ii (cf. ^KdlKycrdv /ue airb rov d>ri-

StKov JAOV, Lk 18^ where the first idea is prominent ;

and &cfom? . . . K r&v, /c.r.X., Rev 6X , in which
the second thought is emphasized; cf. also the
reference to the cry of Abel's blood for vengeance,
cf. He 1224=Gn 410

). It is possible that, by in-

terpreting the cry of the elect in this twofold sense,
we are able to obtain a clearer idea of the meaning
of the e1

i /**
*

'of God with regard to them
(jj,aKpo6 .

- The ambiguity of the ex-

pression is mitigated if we lememlier that the

patience of God is needed even by His elect, whose
insistent (cf. <jx*)vrj ^eydA??, Rev 610

,
and y/tfyas ml

vvKr6$, Lk 187) appeal for vengeance on their

enemies and oppressors is not in harmony with the
voice of that blood by which they were redeemed
(ai]tta favTLcrjuLov, He 1224

). Much more, of course,
does the patient waiting of God, sometimes

amounting even to seeming tardiness, reveal His
tendeiness when exemplified in the case of those
who torment His elect (us rives fSpadvrfjra fiyovvrai,

2P 39
). Arising out of this thought we are no
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surprised to fmd cm nioie than one occasion that
not only is it insufficient for their final acceptance
that men should "be

* called' (cf. the contrast TroXXol

K\f)Toi and 6\tyoi eKXetcrol, Mt 2214
), for this is in

harmony with much of Jesus
5

teaching elsewhere

(cf. Mt 724 26
etc.), but that there is even a danger

that the elect may lose that to and for which they
were chosen (see . . d7ro7rXaz'$j> . . . roi>s e/cXe/crotfs,

Mk 1322
,

cf. Mt 2424 ; el SwaroV can hardly be an

implied assertion of the .' .-n"1

\ of success

attending the efforts of th i,i'- > V'lers to lead

astray the elect; it rather refers to that object
which they had in view) Another and a further

condition must be fulfilled before the chosen
of God may claim the salvation to which they
were elected

(
. . rty ^rot/xacr/xev??^ T?/UJ> f3a<n,\eiavM Karats /rfo/wu, Mt 25a4

; cf. 2023
,
He II 16

).

On more than one occasion Jesus insists on the

necessity of endurance or perseverance up to the

very end of their experiences (6 {nrofjLetvas

<rw0i$<rerat, Mk 1313= Mt 2413
;

cf. Mt 1(P, Eph 61S
) 5

and, on the other hand, we are justified in apply-
ing to this place His warning, which He gave to

those whose joy in receiving the gospel message
was but a tiansitoiy (vpixrKayos, Mt 1321 =Mk417

)

emotion. Of a like natuie is the incidental re-

maik of the seer of the Apocalypse, that Jesus'

companions in His waifare with 'the beast
3

aie
those who not only weie called and elected, but
whose calling and election had been ciowned by
their enduiing faithfulness (ino-Tol, Rev 17 14

). We
are thus able to appreciate the anxiety of later

Christian writers, who emphasized this pait of

Jesus' teaching, and who lemmded their readers
that then entrance into the eternal kingdom of

Jesus was conditioned by their enduring zeal ; for

in this way alone their 'calling' and *
election'

were made" stable and lasting and ceitain (pejSaiw
i)}j,G>v r^v K\rjcnv ical K\oytyv TroictaQai, 2 P I10

, cf.

He 314).
That Jesus held firmly by the Jewish belief in

the election of that race to sjHiitual privilege, is

evidenced by many signs both in His v,< IMIJ; ,v -1

His methods of woik. It is true that 1 1 1- v - <i-
* o

in perfect hai uiony with the Baptist's scornful wain-
ing against that foolish pride of birth which leaves
out of sight the i c-pon-ibJn v involx cd by privilege
(cf. Mt 3*f- and Jn 8Si

"-)- At the same time, He is

no less ready to assert the claims of His fellow-

countrymen to the rights which weie theirs as the

Divinely chosen people (^ ffwnpla, e/c r&v 'lou&uW
to-riv, Jn 422 ; cf. rbv &prov r&v rticvw, Mt 1526).

The sting of His bitter denunciation of con-

tempoi.'iiy nlif-ioni-l- lay in His < '.! :I IHM <f
their -pnuiul portion and of the n- . li; i 7h.\
of right weie the teachers of the people (M TTJS
Mwfas

^
Ka048pa,s, Mt 232

, cf. v. 13fr
). In spite of

many diaappointing experiences, He was again and
again amazed at the lack of faith and spiritual
insight amongst

c
Israelites' (Mt810=Lk79

; Jn 3W
,

cf. Mk 66), and His pathetic lament over the de-

caying Jerusalem shows how eagerly He had hoped
to make the Jewish nation realize its ancient place
as the '

first-begotten' in the family of His Father
(Ex 4*2, Jer 31y

,
cf. He 1223 ). His activity in this

direction betrays itself both in His words which
incidentally express His feelings (d&es irp&rw %op-
rwre^voA T& rtwa, Mk T27, Mt 1524), and in His
deliberate instructions to His disciples to confine
their missionary labours *

to the lo^t sheep of the
house of Israel

' (Mt 106 ) We are, however, bound
to remember that St. Matthew alone records this

restriction, and that there are some evidences of
the abandonment of its strict enforcement even by
Jesus Himself (Jn 4s9

-42
, cf. Ac I8 8 14ff

).T -. .
T

. 3 felfc Himself forced to recognize,
in -of the Pharisees and lawyers of
His day, the failure of God's people to realize the

Divine pmpose in them, He also recognizes no less

distinctly that, according to that purpose, theirs

was a high destiny ( . . rV ouXip rov fieov ^O^o-av
els eavrots, Lk 730

[cf for the use of jSoi/X^ m this

sense Ac 2^ 4-8 2027
, Eph I

11
, He 617

]), and it seems
as if at times His lealizatipn

of what this people
might have become, and His keen disappointment
at their actual achievement, led Him into speaking

- - 1-
of those who wei e outside the J ewish
the contrast tf/*e?$ . . ^e?$, Jn 422

,

which is the verbal expression of a contrast running
through the whole narrative [see Westcott, Goftpal

of St* John, ad loc."] ;
cf also the privilege involved

in the word irp&Tov as well as the harsh contrast
T&KVO, [iraidta,] . . . Kvvdpta, Mk 727f

')-

We may heie note that St Matthew has preserved several

fragments which deal with the claim of Isiael as God's people
to be the sole recipients of the go&pel message (Mt 10f *'* l r>"t

232f
~

Jesus which conflict with
this

,
, .

n
,
Lk 24^7). l>ei haps the

most striking
1 instance of these jiiht refened to is that in which

Jesus avers, as His icason for the evangelization of Isiael alone,
that His 'coming-' is imminent, and that no time is to be lost,
because, m any event, the work will not be completed befoie
that occurrence ( . W faQy o uios rov otvOptovou, Mt 10--5

). It is

e\ident that whatovei may have been the case "with .egartl to
Jesus'

" "
1 le date of H - jut , i- > thone who

hcaid ' Him to r i >
.

-
1 ". would take

place soon (cf x*i rovs, Mk I32t, Lie 21 27, Alt 24 *u
;

'' ^ -*.
'

yt <ytvtct, KUTVJ gW votvroc y&vr,ret,i t
Lk 21'!2

,
SCO 1 Th /

ovei, the Evangelists seem to have established an intimate con-
nexion in the consciousness of eaily Christianity between His
second coming and the pi caching of His gospel to 'the cities of
Isiael

'

(Ac 32b
,
Ho 11<5

; see Kdershoim, Lij& and Tunes, i Oi4 ff. ;

cf also Holtzmann, Leben Jem, Eng- tr pp 100, 301, etc )
1

It might, of '

of the judgn
disciples' work to the Jewish people, and that the hwithen weie
]>cil ip^ even in more mgent need of the disciples' pleaching
ihr.n the Jt\\s, since to the latter had been given the Law and
the Prophets The justness of the objection maybe granted.
But against it we have set the belief in the election of Israel,'
etc (O Holtzmonn, op, cit. p. 279 n 1) His o\\n aHseitiou
\\ith the limiting woids si /a/, (Mt 152 1) is strongly emphatic as
to His conviction with regard to the Divine favoxir towards
Israel

' The saying of Jesus to His disciples at the last suppei,
that they, to whom He committed His kingdom winch lie had
received from His Father, would be beside Him . , sitting on
thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel (Lk 222^), indicates
that He viewed the activity of His disciples, arid theiofoie
also their future judicial function, as primarily extending to
the people of Israel Also when Jesus spoke .

*

heathen from the east and west . . lie was : , ^
of an ingathering . , . which, as a whole, consisted of native
Israelites

'

(Wendt, Lehre Je,m, Eng tr 11 349 f.)

Not only do we find Jesus mo^ni/iii" and acting
upon the OT conception of tlio TIMI loiml election of
Israel that preferentialtreatmentwhichHis fellow-

countrymen claimed as of iijli -il ujJ' He re-

minded them fiom time to time that m order to a

genuine Abrahamic descent it was necessary to
cultivate an ethical and ^j.mtu.il likoneHH to their

great foiefather, which -\\ould alojio complete their
title to the promises made to them through him
(cf. _the implied contrant between physical and
spiritual descent in the words o-Tr^a and T^KVO,,
Jn 887 3&

5 cf. Lk 38=Mt 39). Jesus also Himself, m
o-taLli-lim<r His Kingdom amongst men, proceeds
alonj lirio^ exactly parallel to these. He awsumes
to Himself the right to select certain instruments
whereb\ TTi- ^-i^n- may be furthered and ulti-

mately <" < n i M> 1 1
-

1K 1 As He was the Chosen and
Sent of His Father, so He is delegated to choose
and send others, who were to be the few through
whom God's work upon the many was to be accom-
plished (cf. Jn 1718 2021 1318 etc.), It is true that at
times Jesus speaks of His disciples as His Father's
choice and possession (<roi fray, Jn 176

), and that
they arc His by His Father -, gift (fjiol atfroik ISwKas,
IT6 9

, cf *al rd ^A Trdi/ra <rd tenv ical ra va ^d, V. 10
),

At the same time He is no less emphatic in His de-
clarations that they are His own elect, the result
of His own discriminating choice (y& ee\ed^i/ L-^SS
<k rou K6<rj*ov, Jn 15"19 , cf. etycb olda rlvas ^eXe^d^v,
1318). Our

knowledge of Jesus' acquainlniH o with
the characters of His disciples pi tor to their selec-
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tion by Him, is too scanty to permit us to judge
accurately of His methods ; but from the fact that

they were for the most part natives of that part of
Galilee where His earliest act .

;

"
'

* '

IM^"
and that some of them were ; ,

of the Baptist, we are led to , II-;
sessed sufficient individual acquaintanceship"" to
warrant His choice (cf. Mk I 16ff

, Mt418ff
, Lk510f

-;
see Jn I

40fr
-) He seems, moreover, to have felt a

heavy weight of responsibility on their account,
and m the review of His work towards the end of
His life, He seems to congratulate Himself on being
able to render a good account of His stewardship
in this respect. As the result of His ,.

i :,,:" r -Yi

all justified His choice with but one exception, and
that exception had its mournful justification (ft>a ^
ypaffi 7r\yp<a6fj), and, in spite of the necessity of
such failuie (/card rb tipurfdvov, Lk 2222

; cf. Ac 223
,

see also Lk 17x =Mt 187), its awful warning (otai

r$ dvepdirit} eiceivy di od, /c.r.X., Mk 1421
, Mt 2624

).

The work which this chosen nucleus was destined
to achieve finds also a definite place in the con-
sciousness of Jesus as He looks out on the world
and down the future ages. He does not, in fact,
hesitate to name those who are to be brought to
share in the glory and m the power of His judg-
1

though they
aie scattered in all

-51* the world (e/c r&v recrcrdpajv avfywv dir*

Anpov yrjs &as &KQOV otipavou, Mk 13J7=Mt 2431
), His

elect (roils K\KToti$ atfrou).

The work wrought by the little band chosen by Christ, and
continued by their successors from one jrr

1 nrt m to another

during the period intervening between i t in- ...<>: of His

Kingdom and its consummation, can hardly be better delineated
than m the words of the present Bishop of ft r i I*IU'M :

- ' The
Apostles were the first "elect "in Christ vi'l ;> i uli Jewish

company
"
We," so St Paul speaks of the Jewish Christians,

"we who had before hoped in Christ." But it was to show
the way to all the Gentiles ("ye also, who have heard the word
of the truth, the gospel of your salvation ") who were also to

constitute "God's own possession" and His "heritage" The
purpose to be realized is a universal one *

it is the reunion of

man with man, as such, by being all together reunited to God
in one body . . . And the Church of the reconciliation is God's
elect body to represent a Divine purpose of restoration far

wider than itself extending, in fact, to all creation It is the
Divine purpose, with a view to " a dispensation of the fulness of

the times, to sum up** o~ "IV- JT $->: ^Y't again in unity" all

things mChnst. . 'I - u 1
.' 'I i idea of the election

of the Church as a special ooay 10 mini a universal purpose
of recovery/ etc. (Gore, The Epistle to the Ephesians, p. 71 f.)-

Here, then, we have in its incipient ^ stages _

a
revelation of this Divine process of working in its

new and wider aspect. There is fundamentally no

change of method, but rather a consecration of what
has always in the OT been recognized as God's

plan of work (cf. e g. Am 32
,
Dt 76

etc.). In the
fresh start, so to speak, which He has made we
find His choice not merely involved in the Incarna-
tion as the mode of procedure, but in the election

of the Man Jesus (Lk 935), whom He deliberately
ordained >>\ npp<i"n < -1 (h &v5pl tfpurev, Ac 1731 ,

ct.

1088
) for His work. Jesus, acting on authority

delegated to Him, chooses certain men and sends
them to carry out what He has commenced. In
the end He breaks down all national barriers and
limitations (Mt 2819

> cf Mk 16 li5

), and people in

every nation (h iravrl 10m, Ac 1035 ) are accepted

by Him so long as they
* fear God and work right-

eousness
'

ping 1he-e facts and considerations in mind,
-
Jit lihu l\ to n-^k ourselves the very difficult

on* On \\\\<\\ bii^is does the Divine election

stand Is there any antecedent condition in corn

plying with which men are placed amongst i In*

number of God's elect? From whatever point of

view we look at this mystery, one thought, at

least, clearly emerges: in His choice of Israel as

the guardian of the sacred deposit of religious

truth, God exhibited His wisdom in a way we, as

students of the Divine government of the world,
VOL. i. 33

can discern and appreciate. Their genius for the
work entrusted to them is universally t. '/ C

(cf., on the other hand, such passages as
'

!

Jer 31 1 3
, Mai I2f

, which, however, do not conflict
with the general truth of our statement, though
they emphasize the absolute freedom of God's
choice). From them and from them solely have
come into the world those truths which spring
from a pure and spiritual monotheism ; and we are
not forbidden to recognize, in the rj.fi Junon- lessons

taught to the world by other IIMIOII- ih.u the
principle t

Of selection
'

(77 KCLT teXoyyv irp68e<ris 9 Ro
911

) finds its place in their history too (see Sanday-
Headlam,

f liomans j

in Internal. Cnt. Com. pp.
248 ff., 342 ff. etc ). When we remember that to
the consciousness of Jesus the full and final revela-
tion of His unique Divine Sonshrp was only made
at His Baptism (Mt 317=Mk l^Lk 322), and con-
firmed beyond doubt during the period of His

Temptation, we are at liberty to believe that
His previous life was a gradnr 1

]
ic^vvlh-!' for His

final election, as well as a i ...... < 1,1, i" -electing
Him for His work His Father had chosen the fittest

Instrument to reveal Himself to mankind. Re-

membering, too, the gradual gatheiing together by
Jesus of His little band of chosen disciples and
followers, and the care taken by Him in training
and disciplining them for their position and work,
weareable i '.'iip'olii'iiil -HMO dim way the neces-

sity of a ! I ,u>i: -] ;i 11 , ! correspondence be-
tween Him who chooses and His chosen. The fact
that Jesus Himself included J ,', T ,

'

i s

the number of His e elect
'

(
Jn t>'

u
) does not invali-

date this contention, as we may well be allowed to
believe that the unhappy traitor exhibited a char-
acter sufficiently endowed with spiritual possibili-
ties to justify his election to fh< _\pu-

J

li*-lri:'

Perhaps he may be adequately -it -< ili-^i a- ow >"

those labourers who, having been hired (fu<r&&<racrdai

tpydras, Mt 201
) to work in the vineyard, were ulti-

, .

"

jected because they failed to correspond
, new environment

We may here note two different uses to which the word
*
elect' or its equivalent idea is put in the Gospels. () It

describes those who are chosen for a certain definite work, and
are for this purpose endowed with suitable characteristics, and
elected to certain -pu'ri ptiul.t^c- .. *~.

-
i ^ graces (see

Mt 2422 24, Mk 132 -
')

I 01 it i u. i .1 .1 active perse-
verance Jx>

the end alone ensure their
'

(lv rywet-
fMvv) v/MSv xTVjerserBe TMS ^i>x.-s vu>auv, LI _ they are
nl'\i > 10 lemember that God's actu j ever on
h.^ir .-lc (1^). (|S) it is also used of those whose salvation is

--iir("l b 1 ihfcir *.h.n M-IT in LIU. power and sr
1^!^ of the returnma"

e?- . 'i (,'AS-* '. * .- x*. 1 /'.! "c//-/,-, Mi Jl-'J=Mk 1326 j of.

oK'tyot txhexrot)

In conclusion, we may be permitted to point out
that in acting on 'the j>iiiHijl(

k
j ceording to elec-

tion,' God has for ever MiHLv.iU 1

-! His justice and
i

1

*.
1

! oi-'i^K-* by choosing us *in Chnst 3

(see &
xi * o -$, Eph l3f-) By and in the Incarna-
tion the human race and the separate individuals

of the race have received those capacities and en-

dowments which fit them for their work and for

their T)ivinelv appointed destiny (5s wd^ras avQpd)-

irovs fa'\tt cuJ^'riL 1 Ti 24). No one in the foie-

ordaining counsels of God is contemplated as

doomed to eternal exclusion from His presence (^
v\6jjLw6$ rwas dTToXecr^at, 2 P 39), and if they are

thus shut out PinulU (airov 6
cr/cc6X-?7^

atirQv o^ reXei/r$,

/c.r.X., Mk 948), n i*' hecjui -e of their own deliberate

action in causing their bodies to be servants of un-

TipliKiii-T>o . and thus in being stumbling-blocks
in I'M* \\!(V *>i the salvation of their fellow-men (cf.

M; />'<- l^j '-, Mk 942ff-
etc.). No excuse as to lack

of oppotiinf (\ M* X;I will avail ; for although
inequality v

''

.

'
'

v
I

'' as elsewhere exist, none
shall be 'judged apart from their capacities and

opportunities (e/cct<rry /caret, rfy Idtav Stimifu.i', Mt 2515
) ;

and all shall be iecoiripen?ed according to the know-

ledge they were able to acquire (Lk 1247f
). It is
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tme that apart fiom Christ (xwpis e^ou, Jn 155
)
we

are powerless foi good , but a& none, not even those

who have never heaid His name, are outside Him
(rd irdvra & atiry <7iW<rr?7/cez', Col I 17 ; cf. Eph llof')> SO

none need "be apait from. Him in that profounder
sense wheieby human life becomes Divinely active

and abundantly fiuitful To all is given the oppor-

tunity of attaining the end to which they are called

and chosen. J. R. WILLIS.

ELI [ELOI], ELI [ELOI], etc. See SEVEN
WORDS.

ELIAKIM. Two ancestors of Jesus bore this

name, according to Mt I13 and Lk 330
.

ELIEZER. An ancestor of Jesus, Lk S29.

ELIJAH (AV Elias) is mentioned in the Gospels
on 9 occasions, reported in 15 passages (rejecting
Lk 954). Of these passages only one, Lk 425f

-,

alludes to the story ot Elijah as it is contained in

the OT. Here Jesus justifies His performance of

miracles in Capernaum, while refraining from

working them m Nazareth, by citing the wen-
known story of Elijah's going away from Israel in

time of famine to relieve the distress of a Sidoman
widow (1 K 17s

9
). All the other passages refer to

the present or future work of an Elijah who,
according to common Jewish belief, still lived and
would appear again upon earth.

The dominant note in the belief is that the pro-

phet was to appear as the forerunner of the Mes-
siah. This notion appears in its simplest form in

the accounts of the avowal of the Messiahship of

Jesus at Csesarea Phihppi (Mt 1613ff
% Mk 827ff

,
Lk

918ff
*). The answers then given by the disciples to

Jesus' question as to the popular estimate of Him-
self were varied, and doubtless representative :

He was John the Baptist, Elijah, Jeremiah, or one
of the prophets fcef. Mk 6'

5
,
Lk 9s ). Only one,

Pinion -.r.\ in the work of Jesus the consumma-
tion, i.irliei than the po-t'-m i>i -il of their Mes-
sianic hope The pern > < f }. .ja'i the forerunner
is past, and the Messiah is here.
The relation between tl - "". Elijah, the

lawgiver Moses, and the M 'esus, is dra-

matically presented in the narrative of the Trans-

figuration (Mt 17, Mk 92ff
*, Lk 928ff

-). Here, too,
the logical proof is presented that Elijah has come
already, and is Joan the Baptist When once
Jesus has been accepted as the Messiah, the work
of John cannot fail to be known as the great pre-
paratory work of Elijah. This work finds expres-
sion in St. Matthew's report of Jesus' character-
ization of John (II

14
; omitted from the parallel m

Lk.).
The Baptist's denial that he was Elijah (Jn

I21ff-) is the natural expression of his lofty idea of
the work of preparation for the Messiah contrasted
with the insufficiency of the work he had actually
been able to perform The passage incidentally
describes one of the functions of Elijah who was
to come, viz., that he should baptize Baptism
wat.then one of the preliminaries of the salvation
which the Messiah was to bring

Elijah is mentioned again in connexion with the
Crucifixion (Mt 2748

"49
,
Mk IS84

'36
). The 1. i

.".

'
" "

i mderstood Jesus' cry,
'

I , I
'

,
,

'
< I I

|
'i They proposed to wait and see if

he would come down to help Him Beating in
mind that Elijah is the forerunner of the Messiah,
their curiosity seems not simply whether Jesus
would have -mvriatrmil relief, as a man might,
but whether 1 IIJJNI \\oul' 1

. by coming to His aid,
prove that Jesus' was after all the Messiah
There remains the striking picture of the Baptist

in the character of Elijah, drawn in Lk I 1)ff The

,
...

.

"

'"-- assumes the developed doctiine of

<i \K -
,

'

-
; of Jesus, and the caieer of John

"

TJ. ,

""" n * *

this point oi view. The
3 identification is obvi-

ous. John comes in tlie spurt and powei of the

great prophet,
'

Itunihes, loducmg the

disobedient to obedience, picparmg Isiacl for the

coming of the Messiah Only on this high plane
could the identification be successful. The work of

the forerunner here finds fullest expression, lie

not
"

](',, s, lie prepaies. This is, how-

ever, i >';, < of the other passages ; other-

wise the suggested identification of Jesus with

Elijah would not have been possible, for it was the

\eiy\voik-N of Jesus that called out the suggestion.
The feame is tiue in the case of John.
The belief m the reappearance of Elijah, held by

the Jews of NT times, is a later stage of the belief

which is expressed in Mal45

[En<j.]
. he would come

before the gieat day of Jehovah to leconcilc the
hearts of parents and children. Sir 4810 '1 - doacnbes
the same work inoie elaborately, and forms an

early interpretation of the passage in Malachi.
The Rabbinical writings abound in expressions of

the same belief, with characteristic extiavagances
and specifications. These Jewish traditions know
Elijah as zealous in the service of God, and as a

helper in distress, as well as the forerunnei of

the Messiah. Naturally hu work is m behalf of

their own people, and is performed in connexion
with their own institutions.

As the Jews elaborated the earlier doctrine of

the Messiah, and as in their thought He became
more and more exalted in holiness and majesty,
the impossibility of His appearance in the mulst of

all the sin and' shame of Israel was increasingly
felt ; and the '

I . the holvpiojiln i,

zealous in hi- -

'

;
the political and

religious integrity of "the nation, and alieady en-
shrined in tradition as having been spared death,
was a fitting on to be chosen to carry on the

great work of preparing Israel for the blessings of

the Messianic era. Indeed, in some passages the doc-
trine of Elijah has !' \ \**\* \ i-> such an extent as
well nigh to usurp in -ru . o 1 :- of the Messiah.

LITERATTJRB.Volz, Judtscl r " *
"92 and passim;

Jewish Encyc s.o., Gfrarer, IIeils> it 227 f;
Bacher

" "

nai' /,,-,,/-, Weber, AUsyn, pal
Theol - - t/r" ;>>>,.

0. H. GATES.
ELISABETH. The NT notice of Elisabeth is

confined to the Third Gospel, and its brief record

concerning hf-v >, . 11 be due to St. Luke's
1

'

'

M
i the mother of our Lord,

to know that she was a kinswoman
'riyycifk, Lk I 3fi

- of Mary, though it is unfortun-
aiolx impo-tihlc to verify t* *

,-

J

! '! *i'i

that ('\i-iedbet\uvn them. I.
'

! .!
with her husband Zacharias (wh. see), as a faithful

adherent of the OT type of icliion -tii<i juul

regular in observance of the LaM f\
()

) Shoornoyc'l
the double distinction according to <Ie\\ i-h I lioii<ihl,

of being both a priest's daughtoi nn<l JL piic-t ?

wife (v.
fi

). The joy of such a twofold honour was,
however, diminished by the fact that she was
barren (v

7
), to an Oriental woman little less than

a calamity But a single event in the Gospel
narrative at once dispelled her sorrow and entitled
her to a place of honour not among Jewish women
alone, but in the eyes of the whole world. In her
old age (v

S(J

) she became the mother of John the
Baptist.
Between the promise and the birth of this child

she was visited Dy Mary (v.
89

), who remained with
her for a period of three months (v.

56
), and to

whom she was made a proof of the Almighty's
power (vv.

36'88
). On Mary's appearance she re*

ceived a special inspiration of the Holy Spirit,
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which even enabled her to recognize in her kins-
woman the mother of her ' Loid '

(v
41ff

), and in

Mary's Child a fuliilment of the promise of Jehovah
Himself (v.

45
). Herein she unconsciously illus-

trated the meaning of hei own name, which in its

Hebrew form signifies
' God is an oath.'

On the theory (upheld by Burkitt, Hornack, et al ) that the

Magnificat ought to be attributed to Elisabeth and not to

Mary, see artt BIRTH OF CHRIST, p 203^ note, and MAGNIFICAT.

H. BlSSEKER.
ELISHA (AV Eliseus). The famous disciple,

companion, and successor of Elijah. In NT he is

only once referred to, viz in Lk 447
. Jesus, preach-

ing in the synagogue at Nazareth, reminds His
fellow-townsmen, who weie unwilling to receive
His teaching because He was one of themselves,
that Elisha, who was an Israelite, healed but one

lepei, and he was a Syrian. He leaves them to
draw the obvious mfeience as to the probable con-

sequence of their rejection of Him. It is clear,

however, that ii i'ii- v ,-ri
.'!,_: our Lord was look-

ing far beyond Xa/a 1
-

i:, ."ii-l that He had in view
the casting <s* i,

1
< f i

1

Jews through unbelief,
and

the call of 1 1
>

'

m,].-,-. J. CROMAETY SMITH.

ELIUD. An ancestor of Jesus, Mt I14f-.

ELMADAM (AV Ehnodam). An ancestor of

Jesus, Lk 328 : peril. = Heb. Almodad (cf. Gn

EMMANUEL. See IMMANUEL.

EMMAUS ('EAtjaaofo). The question of Emmaus
would seem at first sight to be simple, and the iden-

tification of this place easy Indeed, Emmaus not

being mentioned more than once in the Gospels,
there are no different texts to be harmonized. We
read in Lk 2413 that Emmaus was a village 60

furlongs from Jerusalem, and that after having
arrived there at the close of the day, and having
sat with Jesus at a meal, the two disciples were
able to return the same evening to Jerusalem and
there find the Apostles still assemb^-l V_o'l'< i

The only paralir i, -in Mk. ^iG
-

p^:i ui

the unauthentic
'

le Second Gospel, does
not mention the name of the local Hy, and speaks
only of an !.M.i>;,r,n;ro to two <Ji-n'plcs 'as they
walked on I'lou ^<\ into the country' (v<rlv . . .

-TreptTraroOo'tif . . . iropeuo/i&'ois" ete dypbv). On the
other hand, Josephus says (BJ VII. vi 6) that

Vespasian established a colony of 800 Roman
veterans on the lands which he gave them at a
distance of 60 (v I. 30) furlongs from Jerusalem, at
a place called Emmaus, Now, there still actually
exists to the west of Jerusalem, on the road which
leads to Jaffa, a place named Kolonieh. It is true
that the distance is less than 60 furlongs

* authors
estimate it sometimes at 45, but more frequently
at only 35, furlongs. It might be held, however,
that the territory of the colony extended over an
area of several miles, and that it might, according
to circumstances, be t liu- < orisiderod a< being dNtftiir

either 30 or 60 furlongs /rom the capital. ITmlcj

these conditions nothing would seem to oppose our

placing, on the grounds indicated above, the Em-
maus of St. Luke, identified with that of Josephus,
at J^olonieh.

It must, however, be remarked that the different

reading noted in the passage from Josephus (60 or

30) creates some uncertainty. It must also be
noted that, according to some authors, the name
Kolonieh is not to oe explained by the Latin
colonia at all, but by the name Kulon (Kov\6v) 9

mentioned in Jos 1569 (LXX) as that of a town of

Judah situated in the hill country. These diffi-

culties, however, would not be altogether insur-

mountable if they were the only ones ; a further

and graver complication arises from the following
facts.

In 1 Mac an Emmaus is spoken of more than
once as the scene of vaiious occurrences : Judas
Maccabseub vanquished Gorgias theie in B.C. 166-
167 (1 Mac 340 - 57 &~25

,
cf Jos. Ant. XII. vii. 4);

and m B c 160 Bacchides fortified it and placed a
garrison in it (1 Mac 950f -

; cf. Jos. Ant. XIII. i. 3)
The position of this place is easy to deteimine ; it

must have been situated between Jerusalem and
Jaffa, nearer the latter, at the spot wheie the

slopes of the mountainous region descend towards
the great maritime plain In this quarter, indeed,
is found a site which has left unp-ii (. 'it imns, and
which is mentioned several rim* ^ IM ilu course of

the first centuries of the Christian era under the
name Emmaus. From the 3rd cent onwards it

was called Nicopolis, without the remembrance of

the ancient Semitic name being lost ; and, as is the
case with most o." i

1

'-^* |M.I'- with two names,
under the Arab < "h Y

i i u-i .1 resumed its earlier

name and was called *Awiwas, the appellation it

still bears. Now, from the earliest times of ecclesi-

astical history, the opinion '.

"

i
""

. id that
this Limuini- Nuoi'ul,- was i I i , . of St.

Luke Lu-< b'.u^ iiu (ioubt reflecting the views of

Origen, and after him Jerome, maintained this

identity (OS
2 257. 21, 121. 6) ; and after them this

view of the case held sway for a long time in the
Church. If it is asked how this conclusion could
be formed, seeing that Emmaus-Nicopolis is situ-

ated at a distance from Jerusalem which is esti-

mated
'

""i _ to the particular route adopted)
at 180, )", , I",

1 or 166 fn l.-iv- i.l-i <-*t thrice the
60 furlongs mentioned , !> \ i . li> n i h is promptly
given : K and some oth- 1 M^s Ma- 160

3

instead
of '60.' The tendency to identify Emmaus-Nico-
polis and the Emmaus of St. Luke became so

strong, so iriesistible, that it led to a curious
result * in the Middle Ages, at the time of the
Ciusaders and afterwards, the memory of Emmaus-
Nicopolis having been lost, the Emmaus of St.

Luke was looked for nearer Jerusalem, and when
it was believed that it had been found, not only
the name of Emmaus, but also that of Nicopolis,
was given to it.

From the 13th cent. (1280) or perhaps from the
last years of the llth (1099, see ZDPV xvi. p. 300),
a tradition arose which for more clearness may be
called the Franciscan tradition, and which places
the Emmaus of St. Luke at el-Jfubeibeh, to the N.W.
of Kolonieh, at some distance to the north of the
roacl from Jerusalem to Jaffa, and about 60 (moie
exactly 62-64) furlongs from the capital. Still,

indeed, all the efforts of the champions of the
Franciscan theory are directed towards establish-

ing that the Emmaus of the F .

""" '

Kubeibeh. Interesting ruins ha\
n

there: those of a church TJJ, / f:<
-

i the time of

the Crusades, and in the ,1 ::>. i enceinte the
remains of a more ancient structure, which might
be those of a Byzantine church, but which the
defenders of the Franciscan tradition consider to

be the very house of Cleopas, around which the

sanctuary had been built.

The first question to clear up is that of the text.

Now several author?, and in particular P. La-

grange (Rev. Bibl 1896, pp. 87-92), have, in the

opinion of the
present writer, shown irrefuMLly

that the original reading must have been *60 fui'-

longs,' a,nd that '

160' is a correction meant to enable
the Emmaus of St. Luke to be identified with that
of 1 Maccabees. ' The 160 furlongs/ Lagrange
concludes admirably (p. 89), 'represent neither the
ancient tradition, nor the univeisal tradition, nor
the unconscious tradition. This reading is &
critical one, imposed by the irill'oil'x u" ; M* I

T,'

very probably Oiigen, and </ <.<- aln.u-i
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where with the firmly assured tradition of the
Churches To judge from the manuscripts, the

question is settled we must read " 60 furlongs,"
'

We must remark, further, that Emmaus-Nico-
polis was a town before the Christian era and

long beyond (7r6Xts, Jos. BJ II. xx. 4), whereas
the Evangelist speaks of a village (K&W}. Even
after

^ "^
*

had been destroyed by the
Koine

'

is (A.D. 4), it was not on
that account a village ; a ruined town is not a

village. It was even the chief town of a toparchy
(Jos. BJ in. hi. 5 ; Plm. UN v. 14). The remains
of a church have been found there, which

date^
not

merely from the Crusades, but very .\iV;
"

n

the Byzantine epoch; it is in vain i

1

,' ,. 'i.

author (Barnabe), who favours el-Kubeibeh, has
tried to prove that this church was really nothing
but a hot-baths establishment. But it is also vain
to seek to infer from the presence of a church,
even an ancient one, that we have to do with the
Emmaus of St. Luke
Another very sho'iii riiruin''nL n gainst Emmaus-

Nicopohs is its ex -! i
k <LI-IIUHC It is woith

i

*
'

*

.

'""

bs its partisans make to show that
ii . . A could have returned the same

evening to Jerusalem, walking for this purpose five

or six hours. One of the most convinced defendeis
of this theory, Schiffers, does not hesitate to affirm

that they could have set out again from Emmaus
as early as 3 o'clock in the afternoon and arrived at

Jerusalem at 9 o'clock (Rev Bibl. 1894, pp 26-40 ;

see also his book Annoas, das Emmaus d&s heil.

Liikas, 1890) In that case it must be held that the
words it is toward evening, and the day is now far

spent
5

(Lk 2429
), may have been spoken immedi-

ately after noon.
The failure of the identification of Emmaus-

Nicopolis with the Emmaus of St. Luke proves
nothing in favour of el-Kubeibek, which can pro-
duce only a late tradition in its favour. The argu-
ment which it has been sought to draw from the
name el-Kubeibeh as an alleged corruption of Nico-

polis (!) refutes itself. But th : i> "!,

*

""ii idi-

cated at the opening of this : , of
KolonieJi are greatly weakened by the undisputed
fact that the ecclesiastical tradition of the iiiit

centuries pionounces in favour of 'Amwas-Nico-
polis; this fact proves that all recollection of an
Emmaus situated nearer to Jerusalem had become
effaced in the 3rd century. Under these circum-
stances the most elementary duty is to declare the

problem unsolved, and incapable of solution under
the present conditions and with the data which we

Nor does the etymology of the name furnish

any precise indication. We do not know to what
Hebrew or Aramaic term Emmaus [we find also the
forms Ammatis, Ammaum, Emmaum; 'Ayu,uaotfs,

*A^/moifyt, 'Eja/wtotfyu] corresponds A vain attempt
has been made to connect it with the root hamam,
and to prove thereby ^that baths existed at this

spot. An fii^mnont in favour of this has been
based on the ijut iliar the baths situated near
Tiberias were called by the same name (cf. Jos
1985 gammath), but it is now known that the
correct reading is Ammatfyus fAuuotVs . cf. ZDPV
xiii pp. 194-198). It is on the fun! IM-^ of this

hypothetical derivation that Mrs. Finn grounds
her theory that Emmaus= Urtas, to the south of
Bethlehem, near Solomon's Pools, 60 fuilongs from
Jerusalem (see PEFSt, 1883, pp. 53-64). It is

by an equally dubious etymological process that
Colonel Conder has been led to seek for Ernmaus
in Khamasa, to the S.W. of Jerusalem, at* a dis-

tance, moreover, not of 60, but of 80-90 furlongs.We may also note the attempt to place the Em-
maus of St. Luke at Abu-Ghosh iTjfiuet-el-'Eiiab).
.From the point of vieu of distance this v ould be

sufficiently exact, but theie is nothing to lead us

to conclude in favom of this paiticulai spot iather

than any other within the same cncuit.

Lastly, we lecall the fact that the Talmud

speaks of Kolonieh as being also called Mosa or

ham-Mosa, a name which we may connect with
the npn of Jos 1826 (LXX. 'AjK&wrd, but also

*A/iwj}).

"

Near Kolomeh there exists to-day a place
called Beit-Mizzeh, which lecalls Mosa.

/ pp 149, 160, 102-104, 1876, pp.
17 , pp 40, 237 f

, 274, 1882, pp, 24-37,
85, 1885, pp 110-121, 1886, p 17,

1901, pp. 165-167, 2W;~P!FM<>mou8, in 36-42, 130 f , ZDPV
\ i :n-1P \ S'^S-300, xi\ 222, \\v 195-203 ,

J/JV/XP T, 1901,

Camus, Pay
Sites,

~~ ~

mot,

01
, Thomson,

, Sepp, Jet u-

wi0<w,ii 228-
" ISO ; Conder,
101-169 ; Le

nday, Sawed
1865 ; Guille-

L, L'E)nmaus evangeheo,
i delta, Palestma, 1889,

in/was, das jKmmaus dcs
'

Amwas,
"

3 nichfc

logie palestiniev 1905 ;

Merx, Die jBvv. iyiw, p o^cn. ; ee also

the Bible Dictionaries, s u ; \>he Comm on 8t Luke, ad loc. t

and the Lives of Christ. LUCIEN GAUTIER.

ENDURANCE. The active qualities of persever-
ance and persistence, never absent from the biblical

notion of endurance, form, in cllect, the substance
of the art. ACTIVITY, and need not be considered
here. The passive aspect suggests an inquiry as

to

1. The causes of those trials which Christ had
to endure Of (a) supernatural causes (3) thelhst,
an all-inclusive cause, was the Divine will (Jn 10 18

),

recouled befoiehand in OT Sciiptmc^ (Mt 26s
*, Mk

K2i
,
Lk 22:J7 24JM ), and referred <

"

by
Christ in words of icMgnatum M '> I

'

O31
),

often under the figure of a '

cup
'

(Mt 20"2-2 2G 3i)

, Jn
IS 11

). (2) A secoi ! . ,." cause (under
Divine permission) ,M , jency of Satan,
acting both direct!' . and opposition
(Mt $ 138S)

,
Lk 101

'

8
), and also oftener indirectly,

through the weakness (Mt 1633
3
Lk 22:J1

) and wicked-
ness {Lk 22s 53

, Jn 670 844 132 ) of men. These two
causes, whether e\i>]<>-h Deferred to or not, are
undoubtedly to be io'_itled a- factors never absent
(see Jn 1911 and also'l:^ 1 H-iu 1C11

, where the title

'prince of this world' IB significant in this con-

nexion).
(b) Internal causes

'

: ,1 also, in a
different sense) were n- (1) The pro-
phoik in i--ion of Christ '

I
"

I
s

,
lade suffering

mid doaili moially inevitable at the hand of man
(Lk 4r*J

11 13-" ", Jn 77 ), light and darkness being
essentially opposed (Jn 3 19f<

; cf., for illustration, a
remarkable passage in Plato, Rep. vii 517 B, where
a similar ! "-n, \ s declared even m the case
of Socrat- - -2 I revelation of His Divine
nature, implied in His relationship to the Father's

Being (Jn 518 808 1030ff
) and inerojiittives (Mt 92

, Lk
748f )

was bound to provoke deadly hostility in un-

believing Jews (Mt 26 (i5

}
Jn 197 ) It is at the same

time clear, from Christ's anxiety to avoid publicity
(Mt 1216

,
Mk 78$ 8W etc.) and needless offence (Mt

1727
), that persecution and death were not courted

by Him
(c) The external causes were nuuo toiniilox

(1) Many trials arose from the niiju r foci mi,- oi

His disciples ; their dulness (Mk >
'

"
,

I k ?4
"

spiritual powerlessness (Mt 1716f
) false zeal (Mt

1523 1628
,
Mk 9*8

,
Lk 954 ), mistaken aims (Mk 9s

1035ff ,
Lk 22*), and discreditable falls (Mt 2686

, Mk
146Sff

-, Lk 2247f
). But (2) most arose from Christ's
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rejection by 'His own 3

(Jn I
11

, Mt 2337
,
Mk 126ff

-,

Jn 543 1915
) from motives (which He well perceived.

Mt 94 1225
, Mk 938f

-, Lk 68
, Jn 225

) of fear (Mt 834 ,

Jn 1242f 1912
), policy (Jn H 49f

, Mk 1515
), gam (Mt

2614f
, Mk 1022, Lk 1614

), envy (Mt 21 88 2718
, Jn 1219

),

and hate (Lk 1914
, Jn 7

7 15iy 24
) ; a rejection char-

acterized in its display by indifference (Lk 1418ff
-),

ingratitude (Lk 17 t7f
, Jn 515

), contradiction (
Jn 8W),

insult (Mt 1025 1224, Mk 1583
, Lk 7

s4 22" 2311
, Jn 848

924 ), treachery (Lk IP3 2030 224
8), injustice (Mk

1455f-, Jn 194- 10 - 16
}, violence (Lk 428f

-, Jn 859 103]
),

brutality (Lk 2264
, Jn 191 '3

etc.), and death (Jn 1918
).

2. Somefeatures of Christ's endurance aie vitally
connected with fundamental doctrines of His person
and work. (1) It was voluntary. Of this the em-
phatic statement in Jn 1017f leaves no doubt. Such
an utterance may be hard to parallel, but pru-
dence would almost make it so ; and the expres-
sions used in Lk 931 , Jn 733f 821 1331 seem to speak
of a course e^r n

y
- - J

, M
; indeed, in one

case (8-
2
) a '

. ,
v

. , ncide's) death is

actually suggested as their meaning ! (2) It was
perfect, (a) Under suffering : for His spirit, words,
and demeanour were admittedly supreme examples
of His own teaching, e.g upon submission (Jn 1822f

,

Mt 539 ), retaliation (Lk685 2251
), and love to enemies

(Mt 544f
, Lk 23s4). (b) Under temptation other-

wise it woiil-1 V ii c \j ""hitMt' that Christ should
have urged i- P-IUMP - ,i ,ii -i essential for others

(Mt 417 112W- 2138ff
-, Lk 532 13s

15, etc ), whereas He
afforded no example of it in His own case. On the

contrary, He laid claim to sinlessness both nega-
tively (Jn 1480 ) n'ul

|-'
\ 1 vi.lv (8

29
), as urdinlkn^e-

able (8
46

). An \ r \ u i . i \ o
|.<

-i ception of His sinless-

ness appears in the self-abasing awe of a few good
men (Mt 314

, Lk 58
) more < <

"

than in the
anil>ii:nou- testimony of n , \ < ! . bservers (Mt
*!*'*, Lk 2347

, Jn 194
etc.)." (3) It was human.

Christ's capability of luimnn Miffrimp: is beyond
Question. No mention, indeed, i- ma.il* 1 of sicltness

in the ordinary sense ; perhaps it is excluded ; but
all other bodily needs and infirmities were shared

by Him (Mt 4J 820 - 24 2118
, Jn 46f- 1928). The emo-

tions of His mind (Mk 35 734 1014
,
Lk 1941

, Jn II35
)

and spirit (Lk 1021
, Jn II33 1321

) were evident from
their outward traces, as well as from His own
statements (Mt 1532, Lk 221S

, Jn II15
). On two

occasions He referred to those of His soul (Jn 12-27
,

Mk 1434
). That this capability of suffering was

not counteracted by the exercise of miraculous

power is proved by His reference to His '

tempta-
tions

'

(Lk 2228
), l.v TT> |.M.He^n ..f i

<* > .-

the part of His < :- IK--- -nu!,v , \ , II

own (Mk 1038*-) ..\ in.- -I I'Mlvi-ij-
. . II . .

will (Mt 2639 42
,

I k' IJ
.
Jn \>

'

l.y His refusal to

allay His own hunger "." *"
M., 43f-), or to

lessen His torments e "'
_ 'j means (Mk

1523
), by His craving for tfie support of human

sympathy (Mk 143311
*), and by His reliance above

all else upon the Father's presence (Jn 82U 1632
)
and

the spiiUnnl -uj.poit of pi>cr fLk 0" 918 - 28 II 1 22 11

etc.). A*- man Hi, nut itMimiuiion 'Mr- 44), and over-

came by faith (see Jn II4
"-, Mt 2743

,
and also the

important expression
'my God,' Mt 2746

, Jn 2017
}.

In some respects however, His endurance differed

essentially fiom that of believers (1) It was free

from the" inherent tendencies of a sinful nature

(Jn 1430 ) and from the enslaving influence of sins

committed (S
84"-*6

). (2) It contained the additional
elements of prescience and perfect consciousness.
Predictions of suffering are numerous and detailed

{Mt 1722f 20Mt 262
, Mk 1418* 30

, Lk 922 * 44 1250 1383,

1725 22s7 etc.). The knowledge (Jn 184 ) whereby
He 'saw' and 'tasted' death (Jn 861f- 1012) was
<jomj)lete f (3) Above all, the relation between the
Passion of Christ and the sin of the \\ orld (Jn I

29
),

symbolized by the supernatural darkness, laid on
Him that infinite woe, almost amounting to despair

(Mk IS88'-)* the prospect of which was undoubtedly
the main factor in the Agony and other fore-

bodings.
3. There remain to be considered the purposes

for the attainment of which Christ's endurance
\vas a necessity (Lk 2426

). In the trials and tempta-
tions of (a) His life, two such purposes are piem-
inently visible : (1) the fulfilment of all righteous-
ness (Mt 315 5 37

), described as a progressive course
through service and suffering (Lk 2227f

-, Jn 1314 1930 ),m which Christ met <onpuuu1

ly the Father's ap-
proval (Lk 240 - 52

, Mt J 17 , Jii h>28
), being declared

to be the * Son of God '

ideally as well as actually.
(2) The acquirement of ^MIIJM.'U '.

: 'i

mental, ,

"
'

vii'htlie- ': ( ..
,

(Jn I 14
. M '>, : Numerous instances might be

given of the sympathy of Christ with human nature
in its aspnations (Mk 1021 - 88ff

-, Jn 21 17
), weakness

(Mt 1215iL ), weaiiness (Mt II 28
, Mk 631 ), misery (Mt

83
), and shame (Mt II 19

, Lk 15lf
). To Him, there-

fore, as 'Son of Man/ ideally as well as actually,
is given authority to exercise* pardon (Mk 210

),

legislation (2
s8

), and judgment (Jn 527
). Lastly,

the great purpose which involved the endurance of

(b) B^s death is in the main so clear as to leave no
room for doubt. It may be summed up in the
words .-> -:\. i

'

(Mt 26s8
), 'redemption' (Mk

1045
), an-, -I- s- ( -v, of sin' (Jn I29); to which, in

Jn Il 50ff
-, is added the ;

- ' 1
. i

-

r
all the children

of God into one in Clir. I , benefits poten-
tially world-wide (Jn I29 651j, but limited, in their

highest realization, to believers (Jn 316ff
-). It need

be no cause of surprise that these
|

not
more frequently enlarged upon in .

-. for

they were "i < < IJ-K

"

< i,-"'-h 10 the disciples (and
are ^remark. ! J'- ^ -i Mi lir , Lk 945 1834, Jn 137

)

until after the Crucifixion had taken place.
5. It may be added that Christ warned His dis-

ciples in all ages to expect trials comparable in
some measure to His own (Mt5llf 1Q24S Jn 1517ff

-),

and < \' , "," i

1

"i many cases by decline and
apost. /! ." ,. Hence He marked endur-
ance as a continual test of genuineness (Lk 813- 15

)

and .1" i 11 ^!- 1

.''!)-*!
1
)]!

1

requis-ite for final salvation

(Mt -I j. Av Jiu &cme time He declared a com-
plementary truth, namely, the Divine preservation
of His 'own sheep' (Jn 10%28f- 1712 IS9, Mk 1322

), a

privilege commonly described as the f

ptdTsbiciimcc
of the elect.' However stated, the antiilicMt of

these two truths is plain. The assurance in Jn
1028f- is largely parallel to that in Mt 1618

, except
that the latter, the indestructibility of the Chnrcn,
is more clearly collective in form. There are
* branches '

(so it appears, Jn 152
) even *m Christ '

that the Father takes away; moreoTer, the re-

markable use of the imperative in 154
suggests an

element of conditionally in the abiding or perse-
verance referred to The pivuli<iil inference is

intended to lie in a tli roe (ion qiiiro I he oppo^il" of

false security and presumption (Mt 7
22

, Lk lo'
11

"

op4ff 2232ff
-). 'Perseverance is undoubtedly the

])iivilegc of the elect, bnt there is no infallible sign
of the elect except their perseverance' (Vaughan
on Ph I6). F. S. BANKEN.

ENEMIES (tx pW ! Of public enemies : twice
in the Benedictus, Lk I71 74

, where the word implies
n. ii i ilo p<.i ^< < -il 01 - In Lk 1943 it is spoken of the
luniMii- Mhl i lii i

1 threatened siege of Jerusalem.
In the quotation from Ps 110 1 which occurs in Mt
S244

,
Mk 12-^ Lk 2043, He I13 1013, the same word de-

notes all the world forces opposing Christ. 2. Of

piivate enemies, in the correction of the old maxim
enjoining hatred, 'Love your enemies,' Mt 543<

**,

Lk C27* 85
. 3. Of the devil and the powers of evil,

in the parable of the Wheat and the Tares, Mt
)325 - 39

. 4. Of the -ph it mil forces acting in opposi-
tion to Christ, of \\hicli tlie strongest is death.
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1 Co 1525 26 5. Of wicked peisons hindering the

spread of Christ's influence, the enemies ot the

cioss, Ph 318
. The woid used in NT for enemies

is usually applied elsewheie to piivate or peisonal
enemies," not to public foes. See, fuither, aitt.

FORGIVENESS, HATRED, LOVE.
C. H. PRICHARD.

ENERGY. The Gr. frtpyeia, (
ti

'

working ') is used

only of
'

1 spiritual woiking, and only
in the Episiies ; in Jb/ph. and Col. of God, in Ph 3^ ]

of the exalted Chiist, in 2 Th 29 of Satan In Eph
I19 we find in one sentence four teims expressive
of power vipyeia. 9 Kparos, Iffxfa, &nd dtiva/jLis. These
Divine qualities weie exercised m the resuirection

and exaltation of Christ, and the Christian soldier

is exhoited (Eph 610
) to obtain a poition of them

in equipment tor his spiiitual waifare. Of these

terms the chief is Stiva/us,
'

power,
3

of which the
j.-M)1 !! }('' >: is manifold. On three occasions (Lk
'. (\ ^

< Mk 530 ) it is specially used of a healing
power (AV

* virtue ') that issued or was drawn from
Je&us as from a storehouse of spmtual energy. See
artt. FORCE, POWER, and^VIRTUE.

1. 'Energy
3

in the pliy-l< jil -ense means power or

capacity of woik. It iiidmio- the active and the

potential side, force of motion and energy of

position : two interchanging factors of which the
sum total is constant. In its moral ; |-|1 -. ("

*

there is a similar duality. The man i
.;

-

not only an active agent, but also one in wliom
we recognize a reserve of power This energy of

'

'^i

' * '

partly mental. It is

i > surely physical quality
of stiength or might (/cpdros, tVx'tfs), the virtue of
the warrior or athlete. A physical basis is neces-

sarv, ye i; dauntless energy may be found in a
feeble frame. The quality is essentially moral,
because it involves the constant exercise of a

powerful will. The fundamental requirement is

unhindered mental force. Two modern statesmen

may be instanced. One wrote in his cliary the
cardinal principles of his jfo -In ".< !, i v. self-

sacrifice, purity, energy. \ r. > 1 1 1 o i i \
|

> i i i > and
exhibits the 'strenuous life.

3 The duty of work
and the heroism of energy constitute a large part
"'*

" '

i ""-I
' >"

Carlyle. Such lessons and lives
! the spirit of Christianity. On the

other hand, indolence and idleness are natural to

many men and even to many nations. The habit
of inactivity is fostered by mental indifference or
the lack of any propelling emotion such as religion
or jmtriotism. The duty and honour of work are
Christian conceptions. In 2 Th 38

"11 we have an
early indication of a long struggle, in the course
of which sloth was enthroned as one of the seven
mortal sins. (Cf. Paget, Spirit of Discipline, pp.
1-50)

r

2. The life of our Lord Himself furnishes the
supreme type of Christian energy. Energy is

measured by the amount of work it can accomplish
within a given time. The ministry of Jesus was
limited to a very brief period, but into that little

space there was crowded a work that has no
parallel in the history of the world. Energy is

also measured by the vastness and continuance of
its effects, and after nineteen centmio- ilio <)ui<keri-
ing influence of Jesus is operating on ilic \\oild
with undiminished power. Jesus was never idle
For Him every hour had its appointed task (Jn 24

),

and every day was governed by a steady and strenu-
ous purpose (Jn 94

) He was sometimes weary in
His toils (Mt S24, Jn 46 ), yet was ever ready to
meet fresh calls upon His time and strength, His
pity or His help. The reason was that the springs
of His energy never ran dry. It is right to say
that the secret of Christ's energy lay in His
Divinely unconquerable will, but it is none the less
true that the strength of His spirit was fed by His

love to man and His faith in God. HLS boundless

love and compassion for human beings inspired
Him to go about doing good. His perfect faith in

God enabled Him to feel, aw no othei on eaith has

ever felt, that nothing was irnpobsible (Mt 17 20
).

But beneath all conscious faith and love theie

sprang up in the soul of Jesus a fountain of life

and powei
'

1 His abiding union with His
Fathei. 1| K I i worketh tntheito,' He once

said,
4 and

"

v i 517
)

'He went about doing
good,' St. Peter declared, "for God was with him'

(Ac 1(F).
3. The teaching of Jesus on this subject may

be divided into two paitw. (1) He enjoins many
1 " "at contubute to the life of htienuous-

- are diligence (paiables of Talents and
Pounds, Mt 25, Lk 19), readings (Lk lii

85
), use of

oppoi tumties (Jn 94 }, watchfulnews (Mk 13 ii<{

), pei-
&everance and importunity ot piayer (Lk II 5 18 J

),

constancy and continuance of service (Lk 124J 17 10
}.

Such precepts receive double foice from the ex-

ample of His life of unresting labour (Jn 517 9 4
).

In St. Paul the same lessons are illustiated and
inculcated (iCo 1510 - 58

).~(2) Faith is set forth as

the supreme souice of active energy .^
Faith re-

ceives healing ; it can also bestow healing. Before
its presence both bodily and mental diseases dis-

appeai. Sayings of Jesus to this ellect are re-

membered as maxims and nuiLiphoi -
c All things

are possible to him that belu>\otir (Mk O23 IP4
).

By faith mountains disappear and tiees may be

uprooted (Mk II23
, Lk 17). Such sayings parsed

into ordinaly speech (1 Co 18"-), and the life of

achievement was regarded aw illustrative of the

power of faith (He 11). The fact that men of

faith are the ])0->c--oi- of boundless energy is

indeed writ large m the history of the world. 'But
the living faith enjoined by Jesus and pi.u (I -oil in.

the planting of Clui-iumii \ pio mod an imnu'lLue

possession of surprising po\\ii r.xorcists and ma-
gicians were abashed ;

Jin.l ilim<mic ponsession, still

a plague of the East, disappeared before the ad-

vancing standard,4

* ' " T "

.,*

energy depended < . i i

God. The last words attributed to Christ are
these :

* Ye shall receive power after that the Holy
Ghost is come upon you

'

(Ac I8 ).

K. SCOTT.
ENOCH. There is no mention of the patriarch

Enoch in the Gospels except as a link in our
Lord's genealogy, Lk 3s7

.

ENOS, An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 388
.

ENROLMENT. See CENSUS and Qunuraus

ENTHUSIASM. Enthusiasm means etymologi
cally a Divinely inspired interest or zeal (Gr. &-
Oovo-idfay to b@ inspired by a god, from & 'in,' and
8e6$ *god

9

); and therefore affords an appropriate
modem Tcri(lciin<2 foi the phin-CTn'ei^ua. &yiw, 'Holy
Spii IL, in tlio vr 'Lk 1

-1

"' 3 > - 1 67 41
, Ac 2* 48- 81 6s fi

7s5 917 II24 139
; see Bartlet's Acts, p. 386). The

author of Ecce Homo has called attention to the
enthusiasm Jesus required of, and inspired in, His
disciples (pp. 141, 152, 154, fifth edition). His own
life was marked by enthusiasm, intense and exalted
emotions in legard to His vocation. As a youth
He was enthusiastic, for His Father's house (Lk
249

) ; at the Baptism He devoted Himself to His
calling (Mt 315

), and was conscious of receiving t/he

Spirit (3
1

''), the spirit of zeal and power. His lirst

enthusiasm to use the new energy afforded the
occasion for the temptation in the wilderness (Mk
I12 'stiaightway the Spirit driveth him forth').
In His call to His disciples, His teaching and
healing, His journeyings from place t*> place in
the early Gahkean ministry (Mk I

17 - 27 M * tt
). this
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mood of enthusiasm is dominant (Lk 41
). The

same impression is conveyed in St John's lecoid :

His answer to His mother in Cana, the casting out
of the traders from the temple, the challenge to

the priests, the confession of His Messiahshrp to

the woman of Samaria, the forgetfulness of the
needs of the body m His absoiption in His woik
(2

4 - 17 - 19 4-b 32 34
), have all the same characteristic

of an intense, exalted emotion. His mood was
mistaken for madness by His relatives (Mk 3iJ1

),

and His ans\\er regaidmg His spiritual i elation-

ships would not remove their doubt (S
34 - d5

) His
demands on Hi '.

" "

to abandon all, and to

cleave to Him v
L*v 'j 1426

), and the Beatitudes
He pronounced on the spiritually aspiring, and on
the persecuted (Mt 56 - u

), spring from the same
inward source. He was deeply moved by any
evidence of faith which He met with (Mt 8 10 152S

,

Lk 1021
, Mt 1617

, Jn 12-3
, Lk 2343

). He even in-

tensely desned to fulfil His vocation in His death

(Lk 1250
) The Baptist contrasted his own baptism

with water and the Messiah's baptism with the

Holy Spirit and fire (Mt 311
}.

His words have been
thus interpreted :

' He baptizes with water, m the

running stream of Jordan, to emblem the only
way of escape, amendment. Messiah will baptize
with wind and fire, sweeping away and consuming
the impenitent, leaving behind only the righteous

'

(Bruce, St. Matthew '

in Expositor's Gr. Test. p.

84). When Jesus presented the same contrast in

His demand to Mcodemus (Jn 35
), it is not probable

that He referred to judgment, but to the inspha-
tion which He brought to men in His ministry,
the enthusiasm for God and His kingdom which He
imparted. We have abundant evidence that He so

inspired men in Galilee by His healing, teaching,

forgiveness of sins, ,
|

, Mk I 27
- 37 212 19

),

and attracted mai j t
M v .> '

,. The people
believed Him to be John the Baptist, Elijah,

Jeremiah, or one of the prophets (Mk 614
,
Mt 1614

).

That this mood was temporalv Jesus i o< ojmize d

in the parable of the Sower (Mk 4s * 6
)

'\ ho llame

blazed up again for a moment among the Galilsean

pilgrims at the triumphal entry (Mk II8-). The
early ministry in Judsea and in Samaria, as re-

corded by John, made the same rv\*i\ -Mm '.Tn 2"*

3264.59-42^ After His Resurrection ;,"( X-uii-iori

the Christian Church received at Pentecost the

peimanent and communicable gift of holy enthusi-

asm (TVevfta dyiov, as explained above).*

It is a difficult problem whether m His early ministry Jesus
was nob led "by His enthusiasm to show less reserve in the

expression of His claims and less restraint in the exercise of

His powers than was His practice afterwards, when He had
learned from experience the peril this course involved of a

ptemature close of His ministry. The solution of the problem
depends on the answer given to the wider question, whether
such a change of method, due to the teaching of experience,
would be compatible with His unerring moral insight and

* In this view of the meaning of Christian enthusiasm, as a

power which finds its true source in the indwelling of the Holy
PJ -iii., \\o efir tin i':1r icsti'icf glimpse into both the history of

1 L'liri.flzt u.i'l i no pli Io*o|iln. 01 that history, from the disrepute
v.li'li ".irnclu'il (<> MC word 'enthusiasm* during the age of

Uji oM.'l >'. .m<i DC, -.in Those were days when leaders in the
( .

-
t i 'i - i >

'

,i <* P ( i -*i i *a- Ci i -. .

'
! \ . -

,

'

ll ,1
*

',' - C 1
1 - *

S li -

^ - ,. (
- i-

'

II, r i- i.
- 'i

mistaken persuasion in an> i>< r^>n i n.u nc i- '\ pi. 'ul or fuxojii'e
v rh God, ird that he r<.<eni ssipcrrii ui 1

. 1 marks then of
(f/i""i"it' i * r.ii Man, i. 490), a definition which entirel} cor-

responds to i ho ,'OT'lciupoiaTV ideas on the subject; (see J. E
Carpenter, Janict- .V'ntimaii p. 92). In the 18th cent enthusi-

asm was a synomm for fanaticism; an enthusiast vias simplv
a fanatic. And ihc conbtant application of the terms to the

Evangelical R^ i\ al and us leaders shows that this debasing of

their value was due to the spiritual de<idnes of the critics

rather than to the extni\agance3 of the enthusiasts Similarh,
the Jewish leaders said of Jesus, 'He hath a devil, and is inad*

(Jn 1020) (
Festus said to Paul,

' Thou art beside th\ self (Ac 26*) ,

and some of the people of Jerusalem, when they witnessed the
charismatic gifts bestowed upon Christ's followers on the Da\
of Pentecost, exclaimed, 'These men are full of new wine*

(Ac 213)

f (\ ,1 L Tie constantly
II - i , .<

" If not, we
sinless moral charactei, a <"

"

sought and found in the '

cannot assume any such change T
The Expositor, Oth senes, \ol. vi. 1 L, i!^ b- l.-l'iv - .iv

'

LITERATURE Aithur, Tongue of Five, J C Shairp, Studies,
362 ff - ALFRED E. GARVIE.

/JSNTRY INTO JERUSALEM. This was one of
the acted paiables of Jesuh, in which some im-
mortal lebbon is concealed. The

' " "

leet, the entry,' and the cleansing
stand together as dramatic lepresentations of "the

piiiHipk^ and ideas of the Kingdom of God; of
the humility and self-denial required in the life of
the Christian , of the mixture of condescension and
majesty in the mannei of the King's coming ; and
of the peace He gives and of the judgment that
follows in His step&J

Of the ^y^i'i- j ccounts Mk seems the

original. M
'

-' - the entry m keeping with
his representation of Jesus as the Malkcl Meshiha
of the Jews, and in consonance \\ith the piophecy
of Zee 99 The RV rendering of 2 1

4 TOVTO d yeyovev,
f Now this i- M- 1

, >
j

-
' seems to put the lefer-

r

ence to the il
1 ki '*

,
I

'

' ( into the'
mouth of Jesus. But the Jn 1215 1S

is that the l"^'
1

''; is an afterthought of the

disciples, in i

'

I . i '." the Ascension ; and the ten
texts of fulhiment '

in Mt. are always comments of

the writer, Mt seems to represent Jesus as riding
on the she-ass and the colt (4vdvta adr&v}. In Zee Jr

the Heb. % as Rosenmuller points outs is \
,

; 1

not copulative, and as '

ass
'

(IIDP) is i ,
,

<i

proper rendeiing is
*

sitting on an ass, even a colt,
the foal of she-asses

' There is thus only one ass

in Zechariah The apparent duplication is due to
Hebrew parallelism/us. Mt. is accused of embroi-

dering the histoiical statement b\ N<l<lm_ ;i ^<^c(ri(l

ass in order to show the exact *JitciU luliibutiit

of prophecy (Kirsopp Lake, at Liverpool Church
Congress). Robertson's,' :

~~
",

'

/ 7

Mythology, p. 368) to exr'.:
' !!< .1 v: I

-

logically as ^if-'iufyi n j> that the 'Sr.n-^o*
1

i- at his

highest pitch of ^loiy and is comi \^ m\\-* doom,
9

is not to be taken seriously. Mt.'s penchant for

'doubles
'

being well known (cf. S28 9 2030-i4
), the

passage must not be pressed. BengeTs comment
is 'pullo vectus est, asm4 item usus, pulli comite.*

Farrar suggested rendering fadvc*) ai)rw^=*on one
of them 5

; cf. Ac 23s" Justin Martyr (Apol. i. S2)

speaks only of a colt, but, connecting the incident
with Gn 49n, describes it as

*
tied to a vine.'

The prophecy Mt 215, a compound of Is 62^ and Zee 99, ia

take 'i
*

T* i . i !

'
f m L.XX, LXX suppresses

flVav,
\ 1 I- r

'
'

.1 ^ r
i

"
-

' xeci

erutav [y^U Niph. ptcp.. ,'
' '

'

jive,

through Influence of -\yy\ (' thy salvation ') Is 6211], emphasmng

In Mt. there is a<l<Mii]ilion of the commotion
(faeiffdy) in the whole < n \ iht question,

* Who is

this?'; the answer, **This is the pi o phot Jesus,
he who is from Nazareth of i.jJiloo, smd the

. gi col in<r,
' Hosanna to the Son ofDavid

* Mk II1
"10

|

adcU s-oiuo vivid details. The colt, never before
'

used (so Lk.), was tied * at the door without in the

open street
5

(tvi rod dfj,<p65ov [not 'where two ways
met,' bivium, Vulg.], Just. Mart, tv rtjn'ila68($ Kiapys

\ (I.e.) ; djufaSa, al fitifuu (Hebycli.). T^e woven
TDranches (o-T-oi/3c5es) cut from the <::UIUTI^ (d^r,jvf

v.l. for SfrSpujt) are different fioni ilio 'Ac<5oi \ohv<5
1- ,!ii<hi^ in classical Greek) cut fr<-m rho 1100* in

Mi -M". The cry of the people is 'Hosanna;
Blessed in the name of the Lord (ace to Hebrew
accents and idiom, e.g. Dt 21s

), Blessed be the

Jcwgdoin that cometh, even that of our father
David.' Mk. treats the visit as one of inspection.
Jesus retires,

*

having looked round on all things;
for the hour was late,' whereas Mt and Lk give
it as prelude to the cleansing of the Temple. Lk
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1929-45 gives additional touches. They placed Jesus
on the colt cVejS^Scwrew (e7re/cd0i<rai> of Mt 217 "being

doubtful) ; the exact place of the exhibition of

popular enthusiasm, is given,
* even now at the

descent of the Mt. of Olives' (-fjd-r) irpb? TTJ mra-

pdaret}, from which, Dean Stanley states, the first

view is caught of the south-eastern corner of the

city as the loadfrom Bethany "begins to descend.
The lament over the city, the retort to the Phari-
sees' objection,

*
If these should hold their peace,'

etc., aie peculiar to Luke. The song is,
* Peace in

IKMX C.MI <j 'id ^loi v in the highest,' a seeming adapta-
tion <)[ ili"

c

Ho-ariu,
3

etc., to suit Gieek taste,

perhaps through the influence of the angels' song
(Lk 214

).

Jn 1212"19 describes the scene from the stand-

point of the people in the city who went out to

meet Him (efe fardvrTjcriv) : the blending of the two
streams of people, the ot TrpodyovTes,

' those going
before* of tbo S\ -lo-,' - being those who had gone
out to meet J liiii ;ir... ,id turned back when they
met Him at the head of the proce&&ion, and thus

preceded Him to the city; the testimony of the

people who were with Him to the new-comers that

(reading 6'rt for #re) He had summoned Lazarus
from the tomb ; and the fact that the people from
the city took branches of palm trees (r& f3aia rGv

^ <POIVLKWV [from class. jSate,
*

palm-branch,' not from
t j&uos,

' small '

; note the three different words for

I
*
branch/ /cXdSos, ffrtpfa, and fiaiov]. The prophecy

I is given in a shorter form. Jesus is hailed *

King
I of Israel,' and the Pharisees comment on their own
*
powerlessness and TT*- !<; i\i

"

y (v.
19

).

This entry was <:' < (! \ .1 Jesus' conscious-
ness of His Messianic mission <nulu, lly (>velop-
ing as His work assumed ue"in<' drtkt on and
His doctrine definite form ; was conceived after
the prophecies of the OT, and planned in order to

satisfy the expectations of many A\ ho were wait-

ing for the coming of the Kingdom of God,
' the

consolation of Israel,' 'the redemption of Jeru-

salem/ (Lk 225- 35
). After the feeding of the 5000

.TpiP i",'i, iLI-u~i'iC"L'.' i/Cil.Ti -i,-,' '< |.'nj,h i

i'i; :
^ : )il>i r-uMi* mio * ho v.o'M, i -,<! v\-.,Ju iipv k

seized Him and made Him a king, but He defeated
their purpose ; for He could not allow an emotional

peasantry, ever ready to flock to the standard of
a deliverer, to identify His Kingdom with this

world, or His cause with that of a Judas of Galilee.
Here He devises the entry on the lines of Jewish

prophecy, which, though free from any hostile
intention, was equivalent to a declaration that He
was the Messiah, and implied that He was more.
It was not directly urged against Him at His
trial; but it supplied Pilate with his question,
* Art thou the King of the Jews ?

'

and, accordingly,
with the legal basis for his sentence. This and
the cleansing were His two first and last actions
as Messiah.

_ They were followed by the Cross.
We may infer in some measure from the song,

the prophecy quoted, and His mode of entry, how
far Jesus fulfilled and how far He transcended the
Messianic expectations of His day.

1. The Kingdom of our father David. The
Kingdom of God or of heaven in the sense of
the rule or Herrschfift of God, 'the power of
God in its present or future manifestation,' the
spiritual sway and 'sovereignty of God' (Dai-
man, Words of Jesus, p. 94), not in the sense
of Home Rule for the Jews, had always been
the text of Jesus' public addresses (Mt 417

).

Shortly before this the Pharisees had asked when
the Kingdom of God should come (Lk 1720), And
His answer was in keeping with His object of

purifying the Messianic ideas and exalting the
Messianic ideals of His age. It was the Kingdom
of His Father (Mt S56

29
} and of the Father of the

righteous (Mt 1343) that He proclaimed ; it was

the kingdom of their fathei David of which the

people thought. And His question,
* What think

ye of Christ?' (Mt 2242
), shows that He did not

consider Davidic origin sufficient status in itself

for the Messiah. 'The kingdom of our father

David' recalls the grand ideal of the theocratic

. , , ensured (2 S 716
),

upon which the prophets of the OT continued to

build their Is "->- \ !.- vvhich had be- oinc
;_

i oatlv

modified an- '
'. '.-! / ^'.r*!^ ;' - *

.u-.lo'w. ill

Antiochus and Rome, and -iv co* ., .

'
<. \ Grecian

thought, and -\\ Inch made the ordinary Jew dream of

a deliverei with all the heroic qualities of a Judas

Maccabseus, and the more philosophic think of an

earthly empne, -'
. and woild- ruling

like the Roman ' iea in the prophets,

chiefly in Dn 713 14t 17
, of a kingdom, holy, supei-

natural, universal and eternal, that Jesus sought
to recover from the lumber-room of tiadition ; and
in this He was assisted by the ;>< -li. 1 / , 1

of more spiritual Messianic hopes <>,: --'i^
!> "U_: ,.-

ful and devout Jews like Simeon and Anna (cf.

also the angelic prediction
of Lk I

32 'And the
Lord God shall give unto him the throne of his

father David'} The Gospels give an account of

the general Messianic expectations. The Messiah
was not to come from Galilee but from Bethlehem
(Mt 25

), was king of the Jews (v.
2
), was to perform

miracles (Jn 731
), to be a prophet (4

29
), to appear

invB-Uiroii-V (7
27

), to be a descendant of David (Mt
9J~), and to" restore again the kingdom to Israel

(Ac I6).

2. The address 'Son of David.
9 The Messiah

is first designated vlbs Aau/5 in Ps-Sol 1723 a title

founded on Scripture expressions such as 'son*

(Is 96
), 'seed' (Targ. 2 S 712

), 'branch' (Jer 235 and
Zee 612, where the Aram, paraphrase for 'branch' is
' Messiah '). The Davidic descent of Jesus3 never
refuted by His opponents, was accepted by St.

Paul (Ro I3 ). But Jesus based His authority on
H.-P. IV' Vgher than this (Mt 2245

).

3. :'/"
' * '/ 'Hosanna . . . highest' (cf. Ps US25- 26

,

the festal cry amidst which the altar of burnt-

offering was solemnly compassed on the first six

days of the Feast of Tabernacles, and on the last

day seven times).
'

Hosanna/ which may be a con-
traction for H6sMdh no, (a-tia-ov 5^, LXX), or shorter

Hiph. imper. with enclitic, K^win, is evidently
a salutation= greeting to (cf. Lat. lo triumphe]
the Son of David,' TM. .i.tpl'iiiiion a- in Ps. ; ef.

Didache, x. 6, ticravv- r; V'
ff \\/,,~ ^ nail'), cicra^a

& rots fytcrroLs (Mt.)=<5a tv ti\frl<rrois (Lk.). In Ps
7S4 1166 the Heb. ^> (=dat.) is found after Hiph. of

yvi ; but the fact that the branches at the Feast
of Tabernacles weie called *hosannas

? and Mt.'s
remarkable omission from Zee 99 of y^ia (cr&fav,

LXX), which would have thrown a new light on
this cry, seem to denude the expression of any
special significance. See HOSANNA.
Dalman suggests that the ongmal cry of the people was

'

Hosanna, Blessed in the name of J" be he that cometh *

(op.
at. p 222) It is also to be remembered that in the OT, J"
Himself is generally represented as Saviour, while the Messiah
was the pnnce of the redeemed people ; the idea that the
Messiah was the Redeemer being: more recent An interest.ni?
connexion between PsllS27 'Bind the sacrifice \vith cord 1- or

woven branches' (C""i2j;=<r-oi3c a-, Mk 118) and the entry of

Jesus is brought out in Symm. <ryvSVo6rg |v totwiyvpei

It is possible to make too much of the cere-

monies of the Feast of Tabernacles in connexion
with this entry, which took place just before the
Feast of Passover in spring. But it is equally
possible that the song, etc., may have been due to
reminiscences of the preceding Feast of Taber-
nacles, when Jesns was pronounced the prophet
and the Messiah (Jn 7tf), and that the whole
passage was sung, that which used to be supplica-
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tion now passing into greeting Our conclusion is, \

then, that though the feong
'

Hosanna,
3

etc., was
|

used in. salutation, it contains an allusion to the
|

preceding Feast of Tabernacleb, expresses the con-
\

victions of many of the people, and otters a remark- !

able parallel to Ps US-5 '27
.

!

3i. The mode of entry, Some of the same Galilsean
folk who wished to make Jesus a king before the
time of Jn 615 have now, in their progress to
the city, gathered around Him and escort Him,
theii national Prophet, with song. Others come
from the city to meet Him, and receive Him with
acts of homage which show that they regarded
Him at the time as the prospective deliverer of the
nation. In 2 Mac 10s 7 Judas Maccabseus is wel-
comed with similar acclamations and * branches
and fair boughs and palms,

7 and in 1 Mac 1351

Simon. In 2 K 913 the followers of Jehu, the

newly proclaimed king, tluew down their cloaks

(Latino., as here) before him. Stanley also (SP 191)
mentions that in recent times the people of

Bethlehem cast their cloaks before the horse
^
of

the consul of Damascus. Dalman agrees with
"Wellhausen that the procession did not acquire its

Messianic colour until a later period, and that few
at the time thought of the p^pln* \ in Zee. (op.
cit. p. 222). In the light 01 ,ir,er i vents, Jesus
entered the city as Messianic king, priest, and

proghet. (1) The 'prince
1 had to provide the

sacrifices
f to make reconciliation for or to atone

for [is?
1

?] the house of Israel
5

(Ezk 4315
, cf. 464

-6

and 2 Ch 30*4). So does the Lord's Anointed'
here. (2) The priest presents the offering. So
does e the priest after the order of Melchizedek'

(Ps 1104) proceed, metaphorically speaking, to
4 bind the sacrifice with cord's unto the horns of

the altar* (IIS
27

). The harmony between the two
offices of the Messiah as king and priest is well
described in Zee 613 f and the counsel of peace shall

be befrvyeen the two' (so Rosenm.). The growing

predominance of the priestly office of the Messiah
is also expressed in the choice of the colt

* whereon
never man sat' (Mk. and Lk.), cf. Ku 19s a red
heifer . . . upon which never came yoke.* (3) The
prophetic character of the Messiah as the 'mes-

senger of the covenant' (Mai 31
), coming to His

temple, Jws prophet to the world and a light to
the Gentiles (Is 49

6
), was suitably expressed by the

proclamation of the people, *Tlus is Jesus the

prophet,' etc., and by th^r {t^i.'Mio'\ l> His mira-

cles, generally connected u I: -i pr< i]/
1

'
'

. (4) There
was another ideal of the OT realized in Jesus on
this occasion. The meek and afflicted [M#] saint of Ps
222i

, the Psalm appiopriated by Jesus on the cross,
was represented by Him who wept over the city
and entered it

* meek [MJ; Zee 99 =?rpaik, Mt 215 ; also

in Mt 55= Ps 37 11
], and sitting upon an ass.

3 Other

significations of this Heb. adj., such as 'poor/
*

oppressed,' and
*

persecuted
*

(in Isaiah), were also

lealized in Jesus. But it, is His meekness that
Mt. emphasizes, doubtless because of His riding
on an ass. At one time the ass was not a despised
animal. Judges rode on white asses (Jg 510).
But through contact with Gentiles the ass had
fallen into contempt. For &POS Josephus substitutes

Krfyos and ftnros. LXX in Zee 9^ preferred foro-

ftfyiov and irShos to the despised word. It was,
however, the tradition that the Messiah should
corne riding on an ass (Sepp, vL c. 6). (5) The
conception of Messiah as the suffering Servant of

Deut. -Isaiah was, however, most of all exemplified

"by Him who on this occasion humbled Huns-elf

[tf^U (Niph. of n$( in reflexive sense) Is 537 =<*ra-

velvvffev eavrbv, Ph 2s] in a voluntary manner in

Hi-> piogro^ to a death for His people.
Ma til iew describes Jesus as armed with author-

ity (gfrvcrla, ef. 8s), and on this occasion depicts
Him as the Malka MesMha of the Jews. His

authority is over all flesh, to make them feel their
want of God and Him. The sense of po^er was
derived from the sense of His niibsdon and the
consciousness that He was the Son of God, which
made Him soar beyond the Mes&ianie role and see
Hmi&elf the Lord of the \\hole earth, holding
sway by peace, spiritual peace, and by po\\er,

spiritual power.
' He claimed for Hmibelf *

as
Dalman remarks (op. cit. p. 313), an exalted

position such as had not been absigned even to
the Messiah,' and, as Harnack (What is Christi-

anity? p. 141) observes,
' He leaves the idea of the

Messsiah far behind Him, because He filled it with
a content that burst it.' It was in the same spuit
that He affirmed His Kingship befoie Pilate (Mt
2711

).

The object of this entry was the inauguration of

Jesus
3
last mission to His people The attraction

of the provincial crowds, the Jerusalem populace,
the Greeks and proselytes, if not the impressing
of the Jewish hierarchy, this was the end desired,
and in a great measure attained. He never seems
to move in solitary state in the Temple ; crowds
are always around Him ; He is the topic of the

people's conversation and the subject of the

priests' conspiracy. This was a suitable prelude
to a great missionary enterprise all too brief,

but crowded perhaps with more real work and
witness for the King and His Kingdom than the

preceding poi'Ion of TTIs ministry. It led to the

cleansing 01 Jio Touijile on the same or the follow-

ing day, and these together culminated in the Cross.

LITERATURE. Dalman, Words of Jesus; Harnack, What is

hfi^tiiivtii
7

, Sianleyt P ; Farrar, Life of Christ ; Edershemi,
Life and TM/HJ, Hitchcock, Mystery of the Cross; artt.

'Hosanna,'
*

Messiah,' 'Piop^S* IM TTr^r $rb* /)#.

F. II _MoviGo_Mun HITCHCOCK.
ENYY. The word cf>d6vos occurs in the Gospels

only in the two parallel passages Mt 2718 and Mk
1510 in connexion with the trial of Jesus. When
the members of the Jewish hierarchy sought the
death of Jesus at the hands of Pilate, they
attempted to veil their motives under the pretence
of loyalty to Csesar. Pilate was too astute a man
to credit these professions for a Miijrlc i^fa^t.
He perceived (tylvucnce, Mk 1510

) HK iindcrKin^
feeling to be envy. If the word -jfSet (

c he knew,*
Mt 2718

) is significant, it supports the opinion that
Pilate had previously become acquainted with the
attitude of the chief priests toward Jesus. The
message that Pilate later received from his wife

(Mt 2719
) somewhat favours this opinion. In fact

it was the business of Pilate to know of the person
of Jesus and His relations to the leaders of the

Jews, and nothing but the contemptuous indiffer-

ence of a Gallic would have hindered him from the

inquiries necessary for gaining this knowledge.

Perhaps it might seern at first as though the feeling which
prompted the priests might more properly be termed jealousy.
A comparison of the two feelings, jealousy and envy, readily
shows the distinctive character of each. (

Jealousy is the

malign feeling which is often had toward a rival, or possible
rnal, for ihp p >*.,*, n < f that which we greatly desire, as m
love or am inuon Mny is a similar feeling toward one,
whether rival or not, who already possesses that which we
greatly desire. Jealousy is enmity prompted by fear; envy is

enmity prompted b\ co\ eiousne-s
9

(Century iKetiOwtry, # v.

'Envy')- *En\ v is onh a malignant, selfish , , r r- r - 1 *a

evil eye on the ele\ation or -uppo*ed ha;
1

< v- c" '"<*'
(Bushnell, ib.). In Trench, KWMHLI/HW or the A* / ' * i / <

^

xxvi., the comparison is less happily stated. Apparently
jealousy (SjA*ff)

* may assume two shapes ; either that of a
desire to make war upon the good which it beholds in another,
and thus to trouble that good, and make it less ; or where ifc

has not vigour and energy enough to attempt the making of it

less, there may be at least the wishing of it less. And here is

the point of contact which l&faoe has with fdoMs : thus Plato,
Menesc, 242 A, a-pSh-ev (*&* Zr)os, atvo &\av 31 oOtvtff

' the latter

being essentially passive, the former is active and energetic*
This citation from Plato shows that there may be a genetic
relation between jealousy and envy, but it does not show that

envy n passive. Trench quotes from Aristotle, Rhetoric^ ii 11,

omitting o "01 rov xXqtriov \srpcurxtvuti] l*ffi &%& ' TO> Qtttnov {Vt
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Qa.l i
* One that is men ed by envy contrives that his neigh-

',
,

i *. *i . ot i r.\ j the good that he has or seems to have ' A
c '(.r.j

1
t \ ^ ", M of the use of $8cvos in classic Greek authors

justifies this statement of Aristotle, and reveals that it means
the same active malignant ^ * 1 .r i - -> expressed in modern
English b} the word *

envy.' 1 )
-
; .1, which mov ed the gods

ii

" JJ _,_-'' ummeuupted e\pen-
i

-
'

, \\nter^, and oiators
-

,
- . , i .

- . * the active impulse to

<
- x . -< i i < -las the power to do it

, 2 t . i > I 's Concordance, uses

quovos omj in one Apocrypnai DOOKH. The most noteworthy
instance is in Wis 2-^ 'on account of the envj of the devil, death
entered into the world.

'

Since envy is an ill-will or malice aroused by
the success or good gifts of another, it is the tit-

ting word to designate the motive of the priests
who protested their loyalty to Caesar. Envy is

not a primary emotion. Other feelings prepare
the way for, and may enter into, it.

It^is
the

result of a development in the life of selfishness*

(Jul. Muller, Lehre von der Sunde, i. *233f. [Eng ti.

Chnstian Doctrine of Sin, i. 171]). In the Gobpels
this development is not difficult to trace The
deeds and words of Jesus were from the outset

attended by suspicion on the part of scribes and
Pharisees. His growing popularity aroused theix

jealousy. When they could charge Him with a

compact with Beelzebub (Mt 12"*, Mk 320ff
% Lk

Il 14it
'), they had begun to hate Him because of the

popular confidence in Him, and especially because
this confidence was of a degree and a quality
which they never had received, and which they
could not hope to receive. This occurrence was an

attempt to discredit Him with the people, and it

showed that envy had obtained full lodgment in

their hearts. From that time onwards it had &o

T , r o s -1
' *

"') their lives, that when they appeared
'! "'< I'l ley were so mastered by this feeling
to which they had given free rein for months, that

they weie unable to conceal it. See also artt.

COVETOUSNESS and JEALOUSY.
F. B. DEHIO.

EPHPHATH1. An Aramaic word, found in the
Greek text of Mk 7s*. We there read that Jesus
^aid to a man who was f deaf and had an impedi-
ment in his speech, EphpTiatha* (e&fiaBd). The
Evangelist appends a Greek translation of the
word : 5 CCTTLV $iavoix87}Tij

* that is, Be opened/
There are two Aram, words of which I$$K&K may be a trans-

literation (1) ngaK ; (2) nriBX. The former is a contraction of

riBSnx Imperative Ifchpaal ; and the latter is a contraction of

nn$$x Imperative Ithpeal of the verb nns ' to open. In Greek

MSS, K8D present i<ppf0 s which is certainly Ithpeal, -whereas

l$caibct may be IthpaaL Jerome gives r. "'
T 7 '*/

Latin MSS" gi\ e f/etha, ephetha, and evi i \\ . l f

m his Com on Mk T-*4 prints I^T* b i i p
1 ' v

< i

MS authority.
The form if0AK t when compared with its Aram, equivalent

nrertR, presents several interesting peculiarities bearing on the

dialect spoken by our Lord. (1) We note the disappearance of

the guttural ru We know that in Galilee and Stimaria rhe

gutturals were much neglected, or even interchanged ; and they
are often ignored in transliterating Semitic words Into Greek.
Thus ^e find MET*-/*? from Kpnwp ; ;MarS from *npn rQ;
yisvvee. from OS$ vi ; "SSftoiv from pjfi??' (side by side with Sy^&wv,

where the t does duty for J?). (2) We note the assimilation of

n to a, giving i$$*9ee. for l%qa&a.", or in Aram, nn^x for nnnx.
T"' 'i '- ' Mt "r iic '< iVa "<' with a rule in Palestinian Aramaic,
I. -"| fr * ,iM'c-v -iiMi with the labials 3, D, and B, then in

the passive prefix n is assimilated to the first radical (Dalman's
Ara rt'ii, cLe Gritntnar'k, p. 201). (3) It is noteworthy that we
ha\o :nc ropetinon or the aspirate letter f. According to
Hcbrtv\ analog, rrsx oiig-lii t,o ftwe l-rarotf/a, inasmuch as the

ftoy'-e*// al\\a\s indicate*- ihe harder and not the aspirated form
(f tio later 2 \\e Tifor, therefore, that in the Semitic

language, \\hich lies behind our Greek Test , there wi- ti devia-
tion from Hebrew nile as to the dcuffiesh. If TIeb. hail utei tlu
basal language of the Gospels, we could not have had such

forms as "BapfkfafAauoe from
'fc^tfl *13 and Bj%e>^ from n*n

*3N|. Tt aapinLinl fonr- T nnrt Z \'n r a r'o^d -^IT.i
1

*

1
\\i i.li'

be intc ti i'^r 'I < nt 'f:,/t i t
ft f - a'-o .njr.i -ir \ ir a- <'

s irom N;n? and Z**^*.; froni *5J. (4) Tbe appearance

of s m l$$u,Qu. may possibly indicate that the dialect spoken by
our Lord used the Synac prefix nx eth AMth passive forms, and

not JIN ith, as is found in Palestinian Aramaic, in other words,
used Ethpaal for Ithpaal.

As to what is the subject of the verb
^aj'ot'x^^rt,

'Be thou opened,
5

there is room for diffeience of

opinion It may be the mouth, as in Lk I64 (so

TVei&s, Morison), or the ear, as in Taig. on Is 505
(so

Bruce, Swete) ; 01 it may be the deaf man himself

who is addressed. One door of kn<iv.luli< being
shut, the man is conceived of as a bolted chamber :

'Jesus said to him, Be thou opened.
3

LITERATURE Zahn, Einleitung in das NT i 1-24
, Kautzsch,

Giamm des Bibh&ch-Atainaikch, 5
, Dalmaii, Atam G-tamtn.

201 f, 222; A Meyer, JebU Muttersptachc, 52, Meyer, Bruce,
S\vete, etc , on Mk 7^ J. T. MARSHALL.

EPHRAIM.- Jn II54
only. After the raising of

Lazarus, Jesus departed, m consequence of the

plocs of the chief priests against Him,
c unto a

country (RV 'into the countiy') near to the

wilderness, into a city called Ephrami, and there

continued with his disciples.'

There are scarcely any textual variations TE, spells 'E<p/>a/. ;

Lachmann, Tischendorf, v -'7 / =

1550, had on the margin
b> XL and Latin witnesses, and the name Sa^oty^w as to be

supplied after x&pctv. This is 1 r^ i"
1 -- ' -

1
"

D, Sapfurnn in

its Latin part, for which Chase
', ^ / '/-/ " 'J of Gospels, 108)

and R. Harris (A Study of Codex E&ZGS, p 184) suggested that

<r<x.u. might be the Heb. Dtf
' the name '

; but more probable is the

identification with Sepplioin*, \\hich m Jos Ant xiv 91 is

spelt Svqiopoif (v U 2c4,ic55, 5
-
aiitl other forms) ; so Jerome (s D.

'Araba' m OS 17. ISf.j.
'

Diocsesare*, quse ohm SaffortM
dicebatur

*

Eusebius in his Onomasticon says (&cEphron, Jos.

XV. 9) . /cat &rrt vvv /cci/i^ 'E^pat^ct juLeyLffTtj irepl ret

j86peta AtXias &$ O-TTO a-ypduv K ,
in the Latin render-

ing of Jerome :
* est et villa pergrandis Efrcea

nomine contra septentrionem in vicesimo ab JElia

miliario
3

(ed. Klo&teimann, p. 86. 1, 90. 18). With
this has been identified Afra [= jrjaJJ

Jos. xviii. 23] :

in tribu Beniamm ; et est hodie vicus Efraim in

quinto miliario Bethelis ad orientem respiciens'

(p. 29. 4 ; the Greek text [28. 4 : ical vvv $<TTI /C^T?

AtypTJk air6] is here defective); further, 1 Mac II34

= Jos. Ant. xiii. 127 [ed. Niese] : roi>s rpeu vopotis

*A0atpe/ia (v.L 'A<pp{JLa.) /cat A055a Kal 'PapaQelv ;

finally, the notice of Josephs (BJ iv 551), that

Vespasian took ^Q^yd re (cailici reading Bai^^X or

Bi70?7A) Kal
JE p a I p 7roXtxi/ta. Since liobmson, the

site has been sought at the modern et-Tatvilcfi,
4 miles N.E. from Bethel. Schurer (GJV* i. 233)

quotes Robinson, iL 332-338; Guerm, Jud6e, iii.

45-51; Buhl, GAP p. 177; Heidet, art. 'Ephrem*
in Vigouroux's Diet. ii. 1885 ft. ; cf , further, art.

'Ephraim' by J H. Kennedy m Hastings' DB,
and by T. K. Cheyne in Encyc. Bt,bltca

v

Onuron corMjurr*-, t-"r the iciin'inont of Jesus, Mt 41l2f
'

and
then .'i"- iron/( -. Lpiniiini, aoco'din^ to Gn 4151f *

"

, Xiv, etc. (new
Berlin edition, pp 420, 551) About the site he sa\s nothing.

LB XlZSfLL
EPILEPSY. There is but one specific instance

of this awful malady recorded for us in the

Compels. f This case is, however, common to all

three Synoptists (cf. Mt 17
15

, Mk 917f
-, Lk 939) ; and

the three accounts, while not in verbal i

are sufficiently harmonious to leave n......
the mind of the reader as to the nature and malig-
* Vl.uror (tfJFS ii. ir/i n j^M i- oortainlri'irht In

the ideMMlVavon oi ^nitf'irun \vnn S(m>n'iriatrn (2K
forward by Besch (7't \ 1 ].p 141, 2'H) and appioved by
Blass (jB-w. sec. Joh. 10<>2 p V,), nnd in fird-nsr inSapJurim the
name of the town Sepnhons IA!' ch cohered a \ory large area
But it is not yet certain whether Codev D has preserved here a
correct tradition. Lk 9 offers similar variations in the text

("-CA.V xot/Ojij.'.*'/-*, vtiToy }y<5a.K>v, V6TO tprtMV, etc ) *K^/5/^
might iLself be derived from Sspphoris, the first letter being
(Jr ,|>p.',! if ,'p ;V>( .- <>r

-

I I i-i ( i .

' -
. -"ju. 'I 'y EV for *lunatick* of AV in

Ml 4-' : <.a If Of S/r*.i,* fjt
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nant character of the disease. It Is notewoithy
that the writers all attubute it to the acti\e

agency of demons; and this is the more lernai li-

able as St. Matthew, in another place, ., i , ^

differentiate het\\ een demon pobhebbion a
1

. i

(Mt 424 Sai/j.Qvi.'fo/JLevQvs /cat eeXfjvLafQfjLevovs) JSob

only do the Evangelists recoid their own and the

popular belief in the connexion of evil spirits with

epilepsy , they also lead us to believe that Jesub
exercised His power on the piesupposition of the
truth of this contemporary idea (cf. Mt 1718

3 Mk
9J5

, Lk 942 ).

It is well to remember in this connexion that medical thought
at this time and, indeed, for a long period subsequent to this,
\v as distinctly on the side of ihe .\ nopt.^ Aretams (c 70 A.B.)
minting of it (Siqn Moib Duttimt ,i7) attempts to explain
the reason why epilepsy \\as called *the sacred illness* (hpvv

jux^a-xova-i
rs.v T^V) The remedj, accoiding to thib wntei,

brlor/ci* r'\^ to human but to Drvme agencj Hippocrates, on
i i.1 tii-icr r,ind, writing some fi\e centuries earlier, refuses to

accept the belief that there was anything supernatural about
this disease. In his opinion it is to be explained in the same
\\ay as any other disease to \\bich people are liable (caa-vg. f&selv

" " - '

fluence of demons and m the rvi\\,'->

recognized if we turn, e #., to Jcr !.

Cels \n. ^ i '/-< ronstit ^ .>{> ,1

ducts of >. j ( 1."-. ,-" thought.

20])
le malevolent in-

o \orusfc will be
'

"3 ; Ongen, c

-i ihj wntten pro-

The word c gloved b\ St. Matthew in his

description of ilio oy.lopi"" boy (o-eX^d^ercu), as
well as in hi? < *i aV^rui) of ailments (4

24
},

shows
'\ {

""
i
1

*
<>;

- o
l

,\' ancients the moon had a
1

il-"'i'.- .'.'i i" ''.I "i ""i blinking on this disease
, '>* i:M !

, MI" "-e to the baleful effect

which the brilliant rays of the moon were supposed
to exert, and which from the context seems to have
been thought as deadly a& sunstroke). This belief,

too, descended far down into the Middle Ages;
and, indeed, it can hardly be said to ha\ c alt o^e:h*-r
vanished fiom the popular mind, though it i- piob-
ably now confined to the remoter quarters of human
habitation.
A <iMM|iaia(i\p study of the particular case de-

scribed hy each of the Synoptists reveals the fact

that St. "Mark gives a much more graphic and
detailed account of the symptoms than either of

the other two. According to this writer, the boy
was deaf and dumb, he was liable to be seized with
convulsions at any time or place (oVot> l&v, v. 18), to

fall violently to the ground, foaming at Ms mouth,

gnashing wit li a"d <r ;T u :r his teeth. Finally, he
is said to be ^ t\\ iii , y v. *<\ IMJ: away as a result of

iho frequency of the seizures. He was, moreover,
t\ (llkl cd from hi* childhood with this awful malady,
a by no means uncommon feature of such cases (see

art.
e

Medicine,* by A. Macalister, in Hastings' DB
ill. 327b ). St. Mark also gives a vivid account of a
fit which seems to have been brought on by the

presence of Jesus, or by the PV TOMM 7i rur-^ -iv,' n'

on his introduction to tha- ]r\-on<i> !- ; _
No

sooner did he come before Jesus than a seizure

with terrible convulsions took place, and falling
on the ground he rolled about (toAfero does not
seem to be adequately treated in EV) foaming.

Pi JiaD 1- rhc most p<'ei liar p.ui of the Markan narratne is the

JL < i,n' or i lie lie iliii^ prc (V->s \ccording to the Mattnsean and
JLukan \erbions, the cinemas not onlv perfect, it \\as> ir'scan-

laneous (Mt 1718=T.k 94^) t Mark, on the other hand, saj & it

Mas gradual and difficult of aocpniDlishment. Jesus, adopting
a tone ot peremptory* authority (I'ya f^-vire-u c-o , v.

2-"5
), addressed

the fapirit as a person, and was angered b\ the latter, who
caused his \ ictim to utter loud ones and to \vnthe with violent

convulsions before he obeyed the command. Nor was the com-

pletion of the cure jet reached for an unconsciousness super-
A ened so profound (=y-vTa ^<r:J vt*po;, v 26) as to deceu e manv of

the b\ standers into the belief that death had claimed the victim

It was not until Jesus look, the bov b\ trie hand to raise him
from the ground that the miracle t-ook its final *.hape, and the

people were enabled to wiiiiess, and to man el at *the majesty
of God '(Lk 0*3)

It is to be noted that this feature in the healing acts of Jesus

does not stand alone in this place. It is revealed in another
case also recorded by St. Mark. In a preceding section he tells

of the healing b\ Jesus_of a blind man at Bethsaida The cure
m this c

*

.- i . i
;>

' i ij I
1

by the c i
- 1-1.1 ^ ---->;

That 'the scribes' seized ! ojroi > uina-M^inku
by thib case to cany on , JICLI UJI-.UULJ-V viili

Jesus and His disciple^ is in.pliM, n S. "jLuk,
\\here the element of hostility i& lefened to (see
v. 14 'and scubes disputing against them 3

[irpos

avTovs]), The method of healing adopted by Jesus
\\as in striking contiast to that to which they \\eie

accustomed to lend themselves (cf ShfMatk 61
and Toscfta Shabbrtth, in loc , -vvheie -v\e leain of
the employment of charms, such as amulets and
winged insects of a ceitain kind, in the cure of

epileptics). With Jesub it is the assertion of per-
sonal superiority. His words carry -with them the

weight of indisputable authority. The command
is that of One who claims the lordship over disease
and death. At the same time diiectnes,s and sim-

plicity are the essential characteristics of His atti-

tude and bearing. Nor did Jesus permit thib
contiast to pass unnoticed (see Mt 12275 where He
refers to a piactice recognized as legitimate by the
W>"- - of His day).
Exorcism \\as practised in public by men who

professed to wield authority over the demon woild

(cf. Ac 1913
,
which is the only place where the

word * exorcist' occurs in the NT). These exorcists
seem to have relied upon the repetition of ceitain
names to effect their puipose, and along with this

the recitation of special incantations, of which
Solomon particularly was considered to be the
author (see Jos. Ant. Till. ii. 5 ; Schiirer, EJP II

iii. 151-155, and also To 6-8 for the lengths to

which belief m the efficacy of charms and incanta-
tions had made its way among the Jews). We
must not forget, moreover, that the followers of
Jesus framed their methods of healing the sick

upon this n-i !< .si! OVM r lo-lel. The utterance of
the name ," U- ,- wri . u-> place in their cures

(Ac 36 1618
, Mk Q38- 39 1617

etc., where <fr r? OVO^TL
'I-qcrov XpLffTov seems to be an essential part of the
formula employed). See also DEMCW, LUNATIC.

J. R. WILLIS.
EPIPHANY. See CALENDAR, p. 261 f.

EQUALITY. Equality in capability, responsi-
bility, and futuie destiny is by no means taught
by Christ in the Gospels. Christians are not re-

duced to one uniform level of worth and dignity,
either here or hereafter. In the parables of the
Talents and the Pounds the servants are not in a
condition of equality during their period of proba-
tion or afterwards (Mt 2514-30

, Lk 1911
'27

). The
inequality of Dives and Lazarus here is an admitted

fact, and their iucqua,1Uv beyond the grave is a
sure consequence (Lk 16 Ji

). Christ lepeatedly ad-
mits without deprecation the inequality observable

among men. * There are last which shall be first,

and there are first whicb shall be la&t
5

(Lk IS30, cf.

Mt 19*). There is, indeed, no suggestion whatever
that a certain level of equality, tried even by
internal criteria, is to be aimed at. Growth in

grace follows the law of life, an increasing incre-

ment following upon each further increment (Lk
1926). *He that is but little in the kingdom of

heaven 1
is greater than John the Baptist (Mt II 11

,

Lk 7s8). Pre-eminence is not at all directly dis-

couraged or deprecated, only it must bo i ho dcepoM
and truest excellence, apart from the odiousness of

comparison with others. The sons of Zebedee are
TOO anxiou* for the position of pre-eminence here-

after, and too heedless of the call to self-sacrifice

now (Mk 1087 , Mt 2021). All disciples are in danger
of desiring to be honoured by titles here, instead
of awaiting God's bestowal of dignity in the new
life bevond (Mt 238

'12
). But, to be greatmt m the

Kingdom of heaven it is necessary to be as a little
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child here (Mt 184
,
Lk 9*8). Such lowly and meek

Christians are called s
little children/ and the Lore

identifies Himself with them (Mk 937 }. The disciple
must not lord it over his fellow-disciples wantonly
and airogantly (Mt 2448F-). Not only -,ij "o-^^
hut even equality, is forbidden as the goj!

1 <> (

'

i

Mutual service is to he the aim of the Christian
i MI Minify- l*ie first is to he bond-servant of all

v
M k L i

'

'

Tlh- precept of service, instead of insist-

ence upon equality (Lk 2226 27
), was "beautifully and

touchingly practised hy the Master-Servant on
the night of His betrayal (

Jn 13s). Every man is

to descend below the level of equality and leave it

to God to call him higher if it he good in His
sight (Lk 1410

). Especially in respect of penitence
for sin is it good to sink all consideiations of com-
parative merit (Lk 1814). Except in the ideal sense,

equality is neither an established fact nor a correct

principle in the Christian Society. We are sons
of one Father, and so brothers ; but biothers aie
not equal, for some are older or wiser or richer
or better. We are servants of one Master, and
so fellows ; but in this service there are various
offices and diverse stations. Unity rather than
eiiualit\ iillie leading characteristic of the internal
ct'oiiomV of ih< Kingdom of heaven (Jn 1016 II52

1711
etc.').

LITERATURE. Bruce, Parabolic 7*"vfi
'?/(/ of Cfirist, pp 178-

225; Mozley, tfruo. Sermons, p. ,"2 if
,
No 111

v.ii, Selected Ser-

mons, p. 260ff. \y. B. FRANKLAND.

ER. An ancestor of Jesus, Lk 3s8.

ERROR. As one who lived in the undimmed
vision of holiness and truth,

' who saw life steadily
and saw it whole,

3

Jesus must have felt with an
intensity we cannot fathom how sin had distorted
the reason of man as well as perverted his affec-
tions. All around Him He saw men walking

( in
the vanity of their mind, being darkened in their

understanding, alienated from the life of God
because of the ignorance that is in them, because
of the hardening of their heart

'

(Eph 418 ). He saw,
also, as no one else had ever seen, that the recovery
of those who had become ' vain in their reasonings

*

(Ro I 21 } was to be achieved less by attacking their

godless errors than by aiming at the renewal of the
moral and spiritual nature. This is the funda-
mental and vital point to c/nphrcslze. Underlying
all

^Christ's dealings with error there was the recog-
nition of the dependence of men's opinions and
beliefs upon their character. We seldom realize
how much we contribute to tho ju<!;rmrTN we
form. We set out with the um.nuori 01 being
wholly governed by the object. We want to know
what it really is, and not merely what it appears
to be. So we approach it, examine it, and form
our opinion of it. But the eye brings with it the
power of seeing ; what we see depends not merely
upon ^the object, but upon the organ of vision.
This is true especially with respect to all judg-
ments of value, all questions of right and wrong,
of duty and religion. The poi-sibilitie- of error
increase not merely with the complexity of the
subiect-matter, but with the way in which our
interests and convictions, our desires and predilec-
tions, are bound up with it. In the region of the
moral and spiritual life not only must the intellect
be clear, free from false theory, but still more
necessary is it that the heart be pure and the
practice sound. To appreciate goodness a man
must love goodness ; must be if not good, at any
rate good in many A\ays.

'

Every one,' said Jesus,
that is of the truth lieareth my voice' (Jn IS-17)

This does not, of course, mean that all moral and
religious errors are due simply to a depraved heart,
violent upholders of orthodoxy have been only too
ready to assume that such is the case, and to i

silence the heretic by declaring him a bad man.
But it does mean that there is a moral aptitude for

Christian r -
lj
Vv*

j
It was inevitable that men

who had > <."i is.-.. - -\ for goodness should mis-
understand Christ and ieject Him. It was equally
certain that His '

sheep
' would hear His voice and

follow Him.
There are a few striking illustrations of these

principles in the Gospels which demand our atten-

tion.

1. The necessity for inward, moral clarify and
simplicity i^ fruoiigly insisted on by Jesus (Mt
622- J3

, Lk ll^-ot>

). A\'e so often talk as if we were
only obliged to "follow our conscience" ; as if no
one could L M x

r charge unless we
were acting . voice of conscience.
But this is very perilous error. We are also

obliged to enlighten our conscience and keep it

enlightened It is as much liable to error as our
uninstructed iu< llm^Mfr . as much liable to failure
as our sight

5 i(o30 '!''' Sermon on the Mount, p.
1461) The thought is expressed in other forms

equally suggestive. Thus the f

pure heart
'

is the
condition of the vision of God (Mt 5s

). It is the
c honest and good heart

3

which, having heard the
word, keeps it (Lk 815

). Heavenly truth is hid
from the wise and prudent, but revealed unto babes
(Mt II 25

). The disciples must be converted and
become as little children (Mt IS2

'5
, Mk 1015

).

2. Our Lord's method of dealing with the ignor-
ant and erring is full of instruction. Take the
case of the woman suffering from an issue of blood

(Mt 920
'22

, Mk 5*-* Lk S43
'48

). It would be hard
to exaggerate the poor woman 9

*. ijMioui'H i
4 Her

mind was full of erroneous i Ix >u^ I if- ui Jo-ns. At
best she looks upon Him as a worker of magic.
She thinks that she may be able to steal a blessing
from Him in the crowd. But there was working,
even in that darkness, the precious element of faith.
She trusted Jesus as far as she understood Him,
and that was enough for the Master. He knew
that faith in Himself, ev-

' "

,

,

* " '

were only as
a grain of mustard seed, : , \ thiough the
incumbent weight of error and i^ioi:mco. and
offer a free way for His grace :

*

Daughter, be of
good comfort : thy faith hath made thee whole ;

go in peace.' Jesus adopted essentially the same
method in dealing with persons like^Zaechseus,
Mary Magdalene, the woman of Samaria, and the
*

publicans and sinners '

generally. These victims
and slaves of pa -sion and ianoraruc \\eic certainly
not good. Their JIMSWCIO Maincd liy error and
sin. The religious classes looked upon them as
moral outcasts. And yet there were those among
them open to conviction. Their wilful and pas-
sionate lives had not destroyed in them a strange
yearning for better things. And when purity
drew near to them, adorned with such Divine
graciousness as it was in the Person of Jesus, they
became^responsive to it and yearned after it. That
was faith, and Jesus saw 'in it a ptfwer which
would work for the redemption of the whole
nature. His one endeavour was to call it forth
into fullest exercise. Erroneous thoughts of God
and life, of duty and religion, would all slowly
disappear under the influence of this new devotion
to Himself But, after all, those who responded to
His invitations (Mt II28

"30
) were never numerous.

The great mass of the people was untouched and
uninfluenced. Sunk in stnpid ignolance. % I< o and
worldliness, the masses, at the bet. followed Him
tor a time in gaping wonder, tlririkinjr far more of
'the loaves and fishes

3

than of Uie new life and
truth He placed before them. Hence the sad words
with which Jesus upbraided *the cities wherein
most of his mighty works were done 5

(Mt II20-34
).

3, The Pharisees and the other religious leaders.
At first it seems a strange thing that these men,
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on the whole, fell into the appalling en or of re-

jecting Jesus. 'The gospel did not place itself,

directly and at the outset, in opposition to the
errors of the Pharisees. . . . But the dividing gulf
was none the less real, and would baffle every
attempt to fathom or bridge it over' (Reuss,
Christian Theology in the A /,<*'' Ji>' Age, p. 227).
A few reflexions on the IUA ui clio previous re-

marks will make this clear. The whole life and
thought of the typical Pharisee was a closed

system. His religion was aheady fully 01 gaiii/ed.
'In the hands oi the Pharisees, Judai-nV l.nilly
became petrified.' It was a body of rules and
doctrines which laid the main stress on conduct
and outward ceremonies, a rigid mould without

plasticity or capability of expansion. It could only
react in finV,'.1 '- 1 *- ' towards one who offered a
religion or \'\< -j ,

,
a worship of the Father in

spirit and in truth. The Pharisee did not know
what to make of a ieno\ filing and inspiring call

which bade himbegir afre*Ii, and >m|>1<
i(

i

ly revise
his life and

religion in the li^lir of ti highc'i ideal.

He was self-satisfied, and le-orueil uil'ti-m as an
intolerable impertinence. He was like one who
says that he must follow his conscience, but who
("!

- Mi. i-r ,"",,,Jix -ivl\ [) ri';'l\Mi 1 i<conscienee
> ' "!.. -i -^ K' \\irn !ii'_li.i ji-]'0<;$ of truth.

He had ears, but he heard not ; eyes, yet he was
blind. This was the most fatal kind of error, the
most hopeless of all moral states; and it was in-

evitable that it should come into deadly collision

with Jesus. 'While the Pharisaic ^pirit had

changed religion into a narrow and bju^ji jounal-

ism, the gospel carefully distinguished the form
from the essence in things religious Its estimate
of man's true worth, and the certainty of his hopes
rested not upon the outward conduct of the life,

but upon the inward direction of the heart and
feelings' (Keuss, The Gospel and Judaism, vol. i.

p. 227). The errors of the Pharisees and the bitter

hostility to Jesus which they provoked may be
studied in the following passages they are a mere
selection : Mt 61'8 121-45 2123^ 23 1 '39

, Mk S1 "6
,
Lk

gi-ll H&-M 189-l4
s Jn 530-47 714-52 g!2-59 91-41.

i. The errors of the disciples. It is not necessary
to go into details here. In responding to His can
the ^ I'-'i -f Jesus had placed themselves in
trair higher life. They had passed into
a school where the scholar's ignorance and error
would be dealt with patiently and wisely. They
had much to learn, but the essential tiling was
that they were in communion, with the Light of

Life.

Tii'iUKHf TTIjPTivorih Cltnstian Character \ Gore, TJie

Sermoiimt f/f> 1/owt ; RC.IUB, /fitfori/ of Cfin^tian Theology in
tk<> Aw^<>l,r Aye; A. J. Tialfoiir, Found'itww of Belief ; Per-
sonal Idealism, Essay I. by Prof. G. P. Stout; Descartes,
Meditation IV. A. J. JEXKIXSOX.

ESCHATOLOGY.
L Eschatology in the Synoptic Gospels.

A. Current Jewish e^r-hatoloprical conceptions.
1 T-i , -)i i _' K ";r<J

"

2. T'-iC ,1' '\ -I - Mil II ,IC*.

3. The Messiah.
4. Various forms of the conception of the Messiah.
5. The preliminaries of the coming Kingdom.

(a) Ihe heirs of the Kingdom.
(b) The Resurreouon.
(c) Hades, Gehenna, Paradise.

(d) The Final Judgment.
B. The main features of our Lord's eschalologioal leaching

1 Ills conception of the Kingdom of God.
2. His Messianic consciousness
3 His view of the time of the Consummation.

II. Eschatologv in the Gospel of John
1. The idealizing style of the Gospel.
2. Its conception of Eternal Life
3. Its attitude to Eschatology proper

Literature

The design
of this article is indicated particularly

under the letter B in the above Table of Contents.

It is to set forth the main features of the teach-

ing of our T
'

,
.-i,

1 "

<
," . T, t Things. His

doctrine is P.I <, , , from the Four
Gospels, ^ar < .

; exhibited in a
self-consistent lorm. Yet; in view of the facts of
the case and the present fotate of eiitieal opinion,
it will be necessaiy to keep certain distinctions

steadily in mind.
We must

""
!" ,* i between (I.) the Synoptic

Gospels and \*.j mv, Gospel of John; and -we
must distinguish between (A) current Jewish con-

'pi,ion-!> iiud (B) the conceptions of Jesus*. In

fiopomoi to our feeling of the real unity of our
iil)joe i, i! will be impossible to maintain these
li-bt'incuio'L"* with ligidity ; yet a total disregard of
them is impossible to any one who would keep on
terms with the criticism of the Gospels in our own
day, or, what is more ";'.!' -V appreciate
in any just degree tl : '\ < , \\ of Jesus.
The bearing, however, of what is called the

Synoptic Problem upon any matter important to

pur purpose is &o slight that we may safely ignoie
it, mentioning only that we assume as a good
working hypothesis the prevailing critical theory,
which gives precedence in point of time, and even,
in certain aspects, of importance, to the Gospel of

Mark.
L ESCHATOLOGY IN THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS.

A. CURRENT JEWISH ESCHATOLOGICAL CONCEP-
TIONS AS WITNESSED TO BY THE GOSPELS. So far

as these are concerned, it does not seem necessary
to make any distinction between the Synoptics
among themselves or between them and John. It

may be generally postulated, moreover, that the
fundamental conceptions are those of the OT,
although it "will be ipund that some of these have

undergone modification since the time of the latest

canonical books. Our piincipal witnesses are

naturally the Synoptics. In them we have the
most accurate reports accessible to us of the words
;M 'uaTIx i:-' ! 1\ J< -iis ; and where His sayings, as
i lioi c i <*><].. onsploy the language of eschatology,
apart from explanations which give it a turn

peculiar to Himself, we may assume that the

language in its natural implications represents
current Jewish belief.

1. The coming Kingdom. It is dear that Jesus
addressed people who had a

perfeetly distinct,

though not aceiiuLleh defined, idea of an <xge or

kingdom, to_ conic, \\lndi should follow on the
consummation (tfwr&eio, Mt IS38**) of the present

age. He speaks, e.g., of rewards to the faithful

'in this time (xtupk),
9 and of eternal life in the

'world (a^) to come* (Mk I030) ; and the phrase
1

Kingdom of God,' which was constantly on Hi*

lips, while doubtless subjected to expositions
which charged it with new meanings for HU
followers> yet rested on a view of things common
to Him and to even irresponsive hearers. It meant
the perfect form of the Theocracy of which all

the prophets had spoken.
2. The Jewish supremacy. It was generally

believed that the Kingdom would come through
an act of power, in which God would visit His

people, the Jews, delivering them from all their

enemies, so that they might serve Him without
fear in holiness and righteousness for ever (Lk I74).

Men of the type of Simeon, Zacharias, and Joseph
of Arimathaea Avaited for the consolation of Israel.

Such persons doubtless believed with the prophets
(e.g. Is ll ltr- 94rT-, Zee 99

) that the supremacy of

God's people would be maintained, if not actually

accomplished, by methods of peace, and even in

the spirit of brotherly alliance among the nations

(see esp. Is 1934L ) 3
who would receive the 'law'

from Mount Zion (Is 2s-4). Yet obviously both

they and the general populace, and even the dis-

ciples after the Resurrection (Ac I6), thought of a
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state of things m \\hich the position of God's
ancient people would be central and supreme.

3. The Messiah. Beyond the geneial belief that
the Kingdom would come thiough an act or senes
of acts of Divine power, there is abundant evidence
that in the time represented by the Gospels there
was among the Jewish people, though not confined
to them,* the definite expectation that the King-
dom would come thiough the advent of a personal
Buler called by the Jews the Messiah or, in

Greek, the C%m5?=*the Anointed* on whom God
would pour forth His Spirit in extraordinary
measure. This belief, so far as the Jews weie

concerned, goes back to the testimony of the
earlier prophets (esp. Isaiah and Micah), but its

history within the OT period shows that it some-
times either disappeared altogether or retired into

the backgiound, its place being taken by such a
view as that expressed in Jei 31Jltr' of a reign
of Jahweh Himself through His law written on
the hearts of His people,f We need not here

inquire into the causes of this fluctuation. It is

enough to remark that for about a century before
the time of Christ the belief that, the Kingdom
would be established through an individual world-
wide Ruler, who would exercise practically Divine

powers, had been current in larger or smaller
circles ii'iuM^ the, Jow-. Sufficient proof of this

lies in i'io circum-ranui that in the time of our
Lord passages in the Prophet : ('; ,'/ Do'itero-Isaiah)
or in the Apocalypse or Daniel wlnc.ii had origin-

ally no reference to an individual Messiah, had
come to be so interpreted. The interpretation is

current. No other i=> even thought of. In some
cases, no doubt as notably in the fulfilments of

prophecy marked by the First Evangelist it may
be difficult to decide whether the exegesis of a

passage cited from, a prophet is not of purely
Christian origin ; but there are unquestionably
some cases (notably Dn 713

) in which the impor-
tation of a reference to an individual Messiah
into passage* which really contain no such refer-

ence, is of pre-Chi iscian date.
& Various forms of the conception of the

Messiah. It is difficult to determine with any
minuteness how the Messiah was conceived, as

regarded either His Person or His work. In re-

gard to the former, e.g., it would be unwarrant-
able to infer from Mt I23 (cf. Is 714

)
that it was

generally believed that He would be born of a

virgin, and peih,ip--CM)iiiill\ -o to infer from the
fact that thik

(I i-' iplo*> flti'
1
' and perhaps others

also (14
33

), expic-^-ril then belief in the Messiah-

ship of Jesus by calling Him the Son of God, the

prevalence of a belief amonir Jewish theologians of
the 1st cent, that the Messiah was of one meta-
physical being with Jahweh. The utmost per-
haps which we can affirm is that it was largely
believed that the origin of the Messiah would be

mysterious (Jn T27), and that this belief rested in
all probabilicv directly on the Messianic interpre-
tation of Dn71Sr

. It seems possible, however, to

distinguish two general types of belief regarding
the Messiah and His work The one may be called
the Prophetic, the other the Apocalyptic type.
The former type, which was the more popular and
held its ground even with the scholars of the time
(Mk 1235**1 H), rested on the early Prophetic testi-

mony that the Messiah would spring from the
hoose of David, a belief of whose persistence and

*0n this cf. Tacitus, Hist v. 3; Suetonms, Vesp. 4,
Josephus, JSJ vi. v 4.

t On this fluctuation see esp. Riehm's Messianic Prophecy,
T. & T. Clark, 1900.

t In the case of Daniel this iff disputed by such competent
scholars as Hdgenfeld and Eiebm.

On the antiquity of the Danielle conception itself see the
interesting- work of H. Gressmann, Zter Urspnmff der iY-nwL
Escfiatologit, p. 334flc., Gottmgen* 1905.

of whose correspondence with the actual fact the

urcunibtance that Je^us is confidently affirmed or

assumed by five of the NT wnters (Matthew,
Luke, Paul, author of Hebrews, author of Apoca-
lypse*) to have been of the seed of David may
be con&ideied the most stiiking proof. Accoidmg
to this type, so fai as purely J ewibh belief is con-

cerned, the woik of the Messiah, while super-

human, was conceived on compaiatively secular

hneb. He would debtioy his per&istent enemies
and e&tabhfeh a reign ot lasting righteousness and

peace o\er obedient and contented subjects. This

type 3 taken bj itself, hardly possesses for us
;

* ""

interest It belongs to a mode of

concepuuii in which the problems of death and

immortality, if realized at all, cannot be solved.

The sphere ofieied for solving them is too mun-
dane. It is otherwise with the ipo<il\piL< type
of view, which lested mainly OIL tin IJook of

Daniel, esp Dn 7ldff and 122f
. Whether or not

the author of Daniel in the latter of these
passages

conceived of a resurrection from the dead available

for all past generations of faithful Israelites, it

seems certain that in the time of our Loid this

sense was assigned to his words by those who,
like the Phansees, held the doctrine,

to Josephus,! the Pharisees held a
doctrine of the present life but not of human
conduct which &eems to have resembled that of

the Stoics, and which made them for the most part
aveise to schemes of political revolution. Their

participation, therefore, in the popular view of the

'Son of David' was moie theoretical than real.

Then tciiilf'iuA u.'i- u> conceive the final Kingdom
on ^riictlv -ii'i-oiU'Um' I lines. It was a wonder
that \\ould JUM -pi inj from earth, but would
descend from heaven The Messiah was the Man
of Daniel's vision, the Man of the Clouds

Two
im

been much in dispute (a) Whether
possibilities of Aramaic, as used m

the time 01 i.s.i-, in <o i ill ,ivo !ip'M,><l to TT

'Son of Man' or M.m '

L- a utl( utising
'

i I" , ,

'

I

(5) Whether He could have done this so hahitually as our

Gospels represent. Even those who, like Lietzmann and
WellhausenJ have reached on these points the nio&t negatrve
conclusions, do not doubt that in the latter part of His career,
and perhaps habitually, Jesus held the apocalyptic view of
the final Kingdom and of the glorious advent of the Messiah ;

and, even if we exclude the title 'Son of Man' from those

passages in the Gospels which have no eschatolog'ical reference,
there remains a sufficient number (about a third of the entire

number, exclusive of John) where the eschatological reference
is distinct. Thus, eg., out of 32 instances of *Son of Man' m
Matthew's Gospel, 14 are apocalyptic. ^|

It is indubitable that in the time of our Lord the
Book of Daniel and other Apocalypses modelled on.

it were much read by a considerable portion of the
Jewish people Many of those whose views were
influenced by this literature ^aw no inconsistency
in combining with these views others derived irom
literature of the 'prophetic' I \ pe, e.g.

The Psalter

of Solomon,** enibochin^ Iho ancient and still

popular conception of r lie 'Son of David.* Yet, as
this veneration for ancient prophecy was combined
for the most part with political quiescence, it may
perhaps be said that in the more reflective minds
* Son of David ' and * Son of Man '

represented one

heavenly ideal. Jesus Himself expressly repudi-
ated the implications of 'Son of David 5

(Mk
123Sff- ") ; but it is remarkable that this did not
hinder the prevalence in Christian circles of the

Apostolic age of the belief that He was of the seed
of David according to the flesh, and the Evangelists
Matthew and Luke risked publishing pedigrees,
* Mt 11, Lk 33T, Ro 1, He 7H, Rev p.
t Ant xvin. i 3 ; BJ n vnL 4.

j Gressmann, 2Lc , p. 336.

$ Ver Mewchensonffit em BeUrag zur neutest. TheoL 1896.

U Skizzen tc Vorarbeiien, Heft vi., Berlin, 1899.

^ Muirhead, Eschatotoay of Jesus, p. 218, London, 1904.
** Psialms of the Ph&nseest commonly called The Psalms oj

Solomon, Eyle and James, Cambridge, 1891.
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whose apparent mutual inconsistencies constitute
the chiet difficulty of the modern mind in accept-
ing the fact they weie designed to establish.

Instructive in this connexion is the phrase
'Kingdom of the heavens' in Matthew's Gospel.
The phrase is, of course, equivalert in nu.iniiy [ >

'Kingdom of God' ^hich the ot, < I ,.!,, -,-

employ. It need not, ho^^er, be , u -: i.u , ii.,i

Jesus, or<vMon,'li\ at least, used c Kingdom ot the
heaven- rrm u ->eems certain that He did not
invent the phrase. It was current, and it pointed
to the apocnlyptic constiuction of the Mefasianic

hope. The Kingdom belonged to the heavens, and
would come thence to earth. It \\ as the unlike-
ness of Jesus to the altogether wonderful Person-
age of the iipoca1vpti< Messiah that offended the
Pharisees. If He were the Messiah, why should
He refuse a sign from heaven ? (Mt 16lff

).

5. The preliminaries of the coming Kingdom.
Assuming . ., , idea of a Kingdom to come,
heavenly i >

, and nature, we must now
ask how the various matters preliminary to or

accompanying its advent were conceived.

(a) Who were the heirs of the Kingdom* There
were people 'just and devout' (Lk 2-15

) \vho 'waited
for the consolation of Israel,' the still surviving
type of Jahweh's *

poor ones
' who * cried unto him

and
he^

heard them '

(Ps 346). Such persons, how-
ever, did not advertise themselves, nor did they as
a rule sit in the seat of the learned. The prevail-
ing teachers were the scribes and Pharisees, whose
yoke, practically intolerable, was yet theoretically
ini perative. I c has been questioned how far readers
of the Gospels get from them a fair impression of
the moral and religious influence exercised by the
teachers of the Law, and it has been contended,
with perhaps some justice, that the impression so
derived is as one-sided as the impression of the
Roman Church one naturally gathers from his-

tories of the Protestant Reformation. Still, the

good type of scribe or Catholic is not due to the

tendency against which the Evangelic text or the
Kef01mation is a protest. It cmfnol be doubted
that in the time of our Lord it was authoritatively
taught by the Pharisees that the title to inheri-
tance of the heavenly kingdom was a punctilious*
observance of the Law after the manner of their
own practice. Their doctrine, indeed, on this

point is not explicitly stated in the Gospels or in
anv ton temporary documents. But the impression
we gai her horn the situation depicted in the

Gospel* and from the record regarding the Apostle
Paul favours rho supposition that the view of the
Pharisees in tho tno of JOMIS is that represented
by the Rabbinism of the 2nd cent., viz. that the

Messiah would come when Jahw&Ks people, the

Jews, wereJmind generally and carefully observing
the Law.* And the ' Law' meant not simply the

le^al precepts of the Pentateuch (in particular the

Priestly Code), it meant the 'tradition' of the
elders. While the average man inevitably .liook

off the punctilios of obedience, and tlm PluiriMH^
themselves took refuge from their own rigour in
an elaborate casuistry, we cannot doubt that the

generally accepted view was that the passport to
the Kingdom was 'the righteousness of the law.'

(b) The Resurrection. But general ions of faithful
Israelites passed, and the Messiah did not come.
Would they miss the glory when il> came? At
least since the time of the Syrian persecution
(B.C. 168-165) the time of the Apocalypse of
Daniel it was taught that death formed no in-

superable barrier to the inheritance of the King-
dom. Probably the author of Daniel (12^) had in

* The Jerusalem Talmud (Taan. 64a) remarks on Ex 1625 that
*il Israel only kept one Sabbath according to the command-
ment, the Messiah would immediately come.' See Edershedm's
Ltfe and Times ofJesus the Messiah, vol. il p. 713.

view mainly (\\e cannot say exclusively) those
Israelites who had sealed their fidelity to the law
of Jahweh with their blood, but it may be taken
for certain that, long before the time represented
by the Gospels, all idea of the ^ -" ii> <

"

the King-
dom being restricted to memb- - u

j
iY< iioly nation

who had suffered death for their fidelity (if such an
idea was ever entertained), had completely disap-
peared. It was taught that there would be a
resurrection of the righteous (Lk 1414), i.e. of those
who kept the Law' and the 'Tradition.'

(c) Hades, Gehenna, Paradise. Theie is nowhere
in the Gospels an explicit statement of what was
held regarding the state of the dead ; but four
times (Mt II-3 16is

, Lk 1015 1623 } the woid Hades
(A.'l8i}s) occurs. In the LXX this woid is the
almost invai lable equivalent of VIK*? ; and when
Jesus used it without comment, it mu&t be held to
have conveyed to His hearers the associations

proper to that word. The NT as well as the OT *

is dominated by a view of things in which the
modern idea that annihilation may be the fate of
some men has no place. The dead are in a land of
darkness and foigetfulnesb, cut off from knowledge
of affairs human and Divine. Still, in this condi-
tion at most the pale reflexion of full-blooded

lifethey exist. Two things, however, must be
observed : (L) There is in the OT itself a marked,
if not systematized, protest against the idea that

permanent detention in Sheol or Hades can be the
fate of the righteous, who had found their portion
in the Irving God i-oo esp. Ps 16 and 73 and Job
14 and 10,. Ilj-ioruallx, doubtless, the experience
of suffering under the" various oppressors of the
nation (Assyrian, Chaldsean, Gnrco-Syrian) had
much to do with the development of this protest ;

but it is probably a mistake to suppose that it was
when they were actually suffering under the yoke
of the world-powers that the people of Jahweh
adopted from foreign sources much or anything
that bore on the problem of what lay beyond
death. This caution applies specially to the rela-
tion of Hebrew thought to the mythological ideas
of Babylon or Egypt. The impregnation of the
Hebrew spirit with !tl<i- 'omi'i;; from these
sources dates in all p uK.iniii\ :oni a much
earlier period than the 6th cent. "kc. All we can
say for C''!ii*i jxnu-j.- is that the experience of
national 1-? n-il j non quickened in a special degree
the peculiar Hebrew genius, leading it at this time
(say from the 6th cent, onwards) to place the
peculiar stamp of the Jahweh faith on mythical
ideas or pictures, which in some cases it had
carried with it since the days of its infancy in

Afo-o|io'n'i ia. (ii.) Although there is no nint
in i u 4 01 ii-ili of effect being given to moral
distinctions between the wicked and the godly
in Hades itself, yet the suggestion of a possible
escape for the godly from the gloom of the
underworld could not but raise, and ultimately
decide, another question, vis. whether the distinc-

tion between the godly and the wicked was not
observed from the moment of death. For perhaps
about 100 years^ before Christ the idea of separate
comparbmeiits in Hades, for the godly and the
vicked respectively, had more or less prevailed
(see APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE, esp. the part
dealing with the Book of Enoch). Obviously
our Lord could not have uttered the parable of the
Kieli Man and Lazarus (Lk 1619ff

*), or said to the

penitent malefactor (23^),
<

To-day shalt thou be
with me in Paradise* had He not been addressing
people accustomed to the idea that in lie inter-
mediate state, previous to the resurrection and the
final judgment, moral distinctions were accorded
a real, if incomplete, recognition. It is obvious

* On this whole subject of the conception ofSfoeol* efox, <st erou
A. B, Davidson, TheoL of the OTt p. 425 ffi, T. <fcT- Oark aSfel
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from the entire tenor of our Lord's references (see

esp. the instructive passage Mt 52if*) to Gehenna
that He spoke to those to whom this term repre-
sented the utmost condemnation and punishment.
It lepresented the fate of those who should still be
enemies of Jahweh in that day when Jerusalem
should be renewed by righteousness, and all flesh

(i.e. all living) should go out and behold the car-

cases of those who hs ! !.". s> ^
-- 1

for
' their

worm shall not die, m t'.o
1 - .jl t leir fire be

quenched
5

(Is 66^*). See artt. GEHENNA and
PARADISE.

(d) The Final Judgment. In our Christian

minds, as with the NT writers, the idea of the

Resurrection is in^cpfiinLIy associated with that of

the Judgment which follows it. In the main
tiack of OT thought, indeed, this association did

not exist. The habit of conceiving the subject of

the Divine favour or punishment rather as
^a

nation than as a number of individuals, made it

possible, or even natural pia< tic ally to ignore the

individual side of the problem or life and death,
and the distinction, natural to us, between this

world and that which is to come i-s ropic-entod in

the OT mainly by the distinction bo'w^n ilu- life

with God and this life without Him.
^
Under this

view of things the |--
nil" *

conception of judg-
ment in OT times . . ""a manifestation of

.!;/ , Y-s
"

i
T

- <>.!. -".' >- (whether it be through His

'messenger
3

[Mai 31

] or through the Messianic
4 Son of David 5

[Is ll lff
-]), in which He effectually

visits His people with His mei ey, and breaks the
arm of the unrighteous peoples, who forget God
and oppress them. These heathen return to Sheol

(Ps 9*7); but the covenant of Jahweh with His
faithful people is established for ever. The his-

tory seems to show that it was possible for pious
Israelites to rest in this view, merging individual

hopes in hopes for the nation, until the actual
disaster of the Exile shook their faith in the per-
manence of the collective unit of the Jewish State.

From this time, however, as we see clearly from
the writings of Jeremiah and Ezekiel (cf. esp.
Ezk 18), the claims of the individual come into

prominence. It was felt that in the righteousness
of God one generation ought not to suifer for the
sins of its piiideee-soit>. Each generation, even
each unit of a generation, had its own rights.
Yet, in fact, it seemed as though these rights were
ignored. It is with the problem raised by this

conflict between the prophetic conscience and the

facts, that the apocalyptic literature from Daniel
onwards is concerned. The solution obtained

springs from the despair that lies on the border
of hope. The mundane element in the old idea of
a Prince of the house of David tends to disappear.
The blessing, which could not spring from earth,
was expected from heaven, and at the touch of the
new power, coining thence, even the *dust

3

of the
earth (Le. esp. dead Israelites who had kept the

covenant) should awake (Is 2619
). While, doubt-

less^ the adumbrations or the conception of im-

mortality which we find scattered llirou<rhoui the
OT had their origin in the sentiment that it must
be well with th righteous for ever, this positive
aspect of the matter was inseparable from a nega-
tive. The righteous could hardly be vindicated
unless punishment fell on the rebels and trans-

gressors. Henee even in Dn 122
, which cannot be

said to teach a universal resurrection, among the

'many' who awake from the dust of the earth
there are 'some 1 who arise to * shame and ever-

lasting contempt
'

It was inevitable that these

conceptions should be universalized. If, as even
the former Prophets and Psalmists in their own
fashion had taught, there was to be a universal

judgment (i.e. a vengeance of Jahweh exercised

upon all rebel Gentiles and upon the transgressors

of the covenant in Israel), and if the collective

unit of the nation was practically displaced by the

individual, it is clear that the idea of universal

judgment must have come to have for its counter-

part the idea of universal resurrection. No doubt

the conception was held vaguely, and was as little

effective for practical consolation as it is to this

day (cf. Martha's attitude, Jn II 24
) still it was

there. When Jesus spoke of the * resurrection

of the dead/ or even of the Messianic |Son of

Man '

as executing judgment, He was using lan-

guage whose general implications were either en-

tirely or (as in the case of
' Son of Man ') at least

partially understood by His hearers.

B. THE MAIN FEATURES OF OUR LORD'S ES-

CHATOLOGICAL TEACHING,-~~Tvmmg now to the

subject of our Lord's eschatological teaching, and

looking to the present condition of critical opinion,
we may make a distinction, which has in most

respects only a theoretical value, between the

eschatological views of the early Church as re-

flected in the Gospels and those held and taught
by Jesus Himself. The Gospels are as a whole
too entirely dominated by the spirit of truth as it

was in Jesus to make it possible, without arbitra-

riness, to vindicate this distinction in detail. Yet
the investigation in which we are engaged seems
to n ,

"" "" ""

.

" :

sing out of portions of even
the x ^ ^ - in connexion with which it

may be well to remember that the Master must
not be measured even by His best reporters. The
distinction may seem a priori to have even more
warrant in reference to the Fourth Gospel, whose

representation both of the Person and the words of

Jesus stands in such obvious contrast to that of

the Synoptics as to justify our dealing with it

in a separate section We may do this even

though in the end we may find ourselves to agree
with Haupt

* that the Johannine presentation of

the eschatology of Jesus supplies just the kind of

supplement to that of the Synoptics which a
critical study of the latter led us to think neces-

sary. We therefore consider at present only the

eschatology of Jesus as presented in the Synoptic
Gospels.

1. His conception of the Kingdom of God.

hand. Tlieic seems no reason to doubt that in

general Jesus thought of ihe Kingdom ju^i a*- John
did. Modern writers on tlio Go<pcl- like .Johannes

Weiss f and Titius, J warn us wiih con-uloiablo

justice against reading our own philosophical
thoughts into the simple realism of the Bible.

The Kingdom of God meant the perfect rule of

God over all things in earth and heaven for the
benefit of His people. It was eternal, it was uni-

versal in the sense of embracing people of all

nations, though, of course, only those in each
nation who did righteousness ; and it embraced not
earth only, but also heaven, whence it should come,
and to whose type, as regaided at lea&t the char-

acter of its subjects, it should be conformed It

may be postulated perhaps, further, that the King-
dom was conceived by Jesus, in at least its exter-
nal features, on the closest possible analogy to an

earthly kingdom. In two important respects,
however, it differed from the latter, (a) It was
not promoted by the weapons of flesh and blood.
It was a Kingdom where rank even that of the

King Himself was determined by the measure of
service. The spirit of service was the spirit of

*
Haupt, Die EschatoL Aussagen Jesu ^n den Synopt. Evan-

gehen, Berlin, 1895
t Johannes Weiss, Die Predigt Jesu vom Rewhe Gottes,

Gottmgen, 1900
t Titms, Die neutest. Lekre von der Sehgkeit* pt L 1895.
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lowly love. (&) It was a Kingdom which, while

coming ultimately from God and heaven, came
through a Mediator, by whom it would be ad-
ministered. Since His baptism Jesus had the
K itness within Himself that He was the Mediator.
He was the Messianic King who \\as> truly the
s Son of God '

(Ps 2) To Him the whole trust of
the Kingdom was given, even all power in heaven
and earth. Barring the mystery revealed at His

baptism, which concerned primarily Himself only,
we must admit that such a view of things \\at>

inevitable to One who found the form and sub-
stance of His faith in the OT, and at the same
time believed,

* '

the earlier Piophets
and the pievar ,. ,

'

;
His own time, in a

peisonal Messiah. VV e seem therefore warranted
in assuming that such was the view of Jesus at
the commencement of His ministry. The King-
dom was coming from heaven. He Himself was
the Person appointed to establish it on earth

Beyond this, however, the witness of the OT and
His own spe< ial expentMH e pluvious to and at the
time of His UupD-m \\ouui not necessarily carry
Him. It is poiluip^ pt*i ini>-iblo to find in the story
ot the Tempi a i IOM (M\ l

1
*

,
J k 4lff

*) the record of a
period when, not without a stiuggle with the prince
of this evil world, He renounced the idea that the

Kingdom was to come immediately 1 1n ou^h -OHIO

dramatic otiL'i-iiopMU' exercise of iho heaioiily

power with which He felt Himself to be chaiged.
It is more to our purpose at present to note that
while He renounced this catastrophic ideal (if we

inaj
call it so) to the extent of refusing to allow it

to deflect Him from obedience to the Divine word,
He did not, according to the Synoptics, renounce it

so far as His general view of the mode of the

Kingdom's advent was concerned. To the last He
spoke in apocalyptic fashion of the Son of Man
coming on the clouds. The glorious Parousia
would illuminate ^multaiicouMy all quarters of

heaven like the li^hnnng (Lk 1724 ). It would

happen within thai geru-rnnori although He could
not tell the day nor the hour, and it \vould be pie-
ceded by disasters on a <rienf scale, affecting not

simply the human world, bui the roMmwil system.
How far it is true to the mind of Jesus, as He
spoke on earth, to take the language of the so-

called
l

great eschatological discourse
'

(Mk 13, cf.

Mt 24) with strict literalness, has been of late

keenly debated, and some have been disposed to

see iirthis discourse and matter Iiiii nioni/lr:^ A Hi ii

in }w Go-j'"l- an example of the way in which our
Lo-u Kvinr. u necessary to accommodate His lan-

guage to conception* which were inevitable for the

hearers if not for Himself Others may perhaps
incline to a view which has been advocated by
the present writer,* that the phenomena of this

peculiarly apocalyptic discourse offer an occasion

on which it is profitable to remember that the

thoujrlits of Jesus far transcended those of even
the moM; forward of His disciples. But, while we
may well acknowledge a certain elusiveness in the

language of Jesus in which He deals with the

future, we cannot without violence to the Synoptic
record refuse to admit that in His habitual view
the Kingdom of God was not something that had

already come \i ith Himself, but was rather some-

thing that still lay in the future. Everyone sees

that when Jesus said, *The kingdom of God is at

hand' (cf. ijyyiKv=hafs come near], or bade the dis-

ciples pray,
c

Thy kingdom come,* He must have

thought of the Kingdom as being still in tfre

future.
^

i

But what of the passages in which it seems, |/o

be implied that the Kingdom is already pra&Bt?
For instance Mt II11

(cf. Lk 7s8), in which John the

Baptist is declared less than the least in the King-

VOL, i. 34

*
Op. cit. t Lect i.

dora of God, or Alt 12* (cf. Lk II20
), in which the

expelling of demons in the name of God is offered
at* proot that the Kingdom of God has come, or the

parables (Mt 13 Jlt<

, Mk iJIJl!

j in which the Kingdom
of God is represented as actually m piocess of

coming to its pioper magnitude in the world, and
therefore already looted there 9 It if. the ruse of
the student of eschatology m the Gospels to show
how these two modes of conception, presential and
futuristic (sometmieta di-itin^uixhtd as etkiral and
v v///,V/,'''//i can be leconciled Perhaps the
mo^u -,',

-r i-f;iaoi\ recent treatment of the subject
is to be found in a brief but brilliant essay of
Professor Wernle.* Wernle lays probably ex-
cessive stress on what he considers the '

ecclesias-
tical' element in the construction of even the

Synoptic Gospels (esp. Matthew). But his book,
read in the light ot the contributions of prede-
cessors to the same discussion (esp. Hanpt, Titius,
and Joh. Weiss), shows very convincingly that we
must, in fairness to our authorities the Synoptics,
and in view of the entire historical situation
reflected in Uie-o willing M irtfrom the fact that
our Lord liabmialK thought and spoke of the
K* '^y.'-v VM\ ie-' mucli He might identify it

vi i Mi"--! : -s^ so to speak, an objective wonder

of the future. It does not, indeed, follow that
this was the sole or even the mos>c impoi tarit aspect
of it present to His mind ; but it seems right that
we should accommodate to it, if possible, those

passages m which the Kingdom seems to be spoken
of as if it were already present, and that this

accommodation should be made apart from the
intrusion of distinctively modern thoughts. This
Wernle has done A\ ith gieat plausibility in the case
of the passages above refeired to. pointing out that
when regard is had to the context, literal or cir-

cumstantial, the difficulty disappears. Thus in the

passage Mt 11 n (Lk 1*) a main element in the situa-

tion is a certain rivalry between the circle of John
tho Baptist and the circle of Jesus. The former

nppiojKli th** latter in an attitude of aggressive
doubt. If Jesus is the Messiah, where is the

Kingdom that should come with Him ? In what
respect are those who have attached themselves
to Jesus better than those who hold to their old

master, John ? To such aggressive questioning the
answer is :

* The Kingdom has come already. Its

powers are seen working among us (v.
51

*). Those
who keep apart from the sphere of these wonders,
however iiuly they maj fulfil otherwise the con-

ditions of mcmber-shi]) in the Kingdom, are yet
actually Maud ing on the outside.' On this read-

ing, the passage, so far from being antagonistic to

the eschatological view of the Kingdom, "m loality

strongly supports that view. Fora main point of

the argument is the assumption that, \\\\\\e a high
ethical standard in practice may be expected of

the children of the Kingdom or may be a condition

of entrance into it, the Kingdom itself is some-

thing more than this* It is the product of a power
altogether supernatural and apart from the will of

men. Not righteousness, but the working of this

po\\ er, is the criterion of the Kingdom. Else surely
the Kingdom would be with the greatest^of men
born of women, and not (as it actually is) with
men of even much less stature than his.

The same line of solution seems available in the case of the
other passages Thus in the passage Mt 12^* , esp. v.28 (cf. Lk
3,ll*&, esp, v.20), a main element in the situation is again the
element of attack The Pharisees insinuate that the demons
may be sabdued by the power of Beelzebub, their prince,
Jesus answers that such a state of the case is inconceivable.

i Saten cannot wish to overthrow his own work. If, on the other

hahcl,, fee power be the power of God, then the Kingdom of <3od

h#s coe in effect, The strong man armed (the prince o {fab

'*vtaridl amd author of all evil in it) has been coraqtteeed aaad

bound. Again, obviously, the criterion of the Kingdom is not

* Die lUiichsgotteshofnung in fan altegt&t, ckritttoshen Jtofafc-

menten und bei Jesus, 1903,
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simply the presence of the good, but the presence of the good
in power r

i. l'i > re oi
" '"

which the Kingdom
is spoken <r a- -jr i L 'i"jr earth and therefore

already planted. JNoie ebpeeraliy the parables of the Mustard-
seed and the Leaven. Here, indeed, we are left to imagine the
content m which the parables were uttered, as even Mark(43bff

)

in this instance follows the topical method of Matthew, and
relates the parables only as specimens of the didactic method
of Jesus (of. v &). But may we n '

'

as in

the other cases, the context of a Timid
followers come to Him with a difficulty born of vision and re-

flexion . 'If Thou art He with whom the Kingdom comes, why
is the word of the Kingdom really receiv ed by so few who hear

it, or how shall even the wonders of God done in one little land
affect the whole world 9 * Ton- 1 /.,! .-* -^ - .1 e~ij 'Ha\e

patience, and jou shall see.' 'L 1

i;ie, i> . ir- c .

* \\orld

are not always those that give promise of greatness They are

often those whose beginnings are remarkably small, and jet
connecting beginning and end is the one power. If this was
the occasion of the utterance of the parables under discussion

(and it seems difficult even to imagine another), it is obvious
that bot

" "

ioubters and the answer of Jesus
assume the Kingdom is the supernatural
Divine power before which no opposition can stand. The ques-
tion is, Can the power really be present \\hen there is so little

to show for it 9 And the answer is, Yes, it can. The same
power that begins with little ends with much We read our
own thoughts i- .0 . t -

i> <- iirj i, ,o" of these parables, when
\%c ^ T

I<I'~: - i* Jo*- ii i
' (j"(! i o ic*u' . that the manifestation

( f the Ki '_'<''>.'! would not be catastrophic, but \\ould be a

matter of growth and development Doubtless the parables,
taken by themselves, are capable of bearing this meaning, but

just this isolation of them from the general context of the
situation reflected in ]("!-: 1; - " ." '

beware. But there '
i -..-. i

important passage, I 7 - ^ -
' " * -

or '

among you '

(juror u/^Sv, V.2*), Jesus seems to say very em-

phatically that the Kingdom is present On a nearer view
of the passage, however, and a more careful articulation of

its sentences, this appearance vanishes. V 21 must be under-
stood in harmony with v s^ff (cf the *

lof here ' and the *

lo,

there* of vv.si 23). The leading thought of the passage is the
suddenness (in the special aspect of simultaneousness) of the
manifestation of the Kingdom The advent

* "

i
'"

shall be like the lightning flash, of which you '
i i

,
*.

or *

there,' for it is everywhere and all at once.

It thus appears that there is nothing in the

Svnoptics really antagonistic to the *

eschatological
'

view of the Kingdom. The Kingdom is not present
in any sense not reconcilable with the fact that it is

also and mainly future. No one may understand
p - T- i

1 '

cannot accept the fact that in a
: .

'

. " sense the teaching of Jesus was
i i was in the highest degree sane

and authoritative, yet it remained true to the
traditional view that the Kingdom would come by
miracle and catastrophe. The unmistakable indi-

cations of this are the facts that the references
to the Kingdom in the Synoptics are prevailingly
of futuristic implication (on this see Wernle, op.
cti.) t and that even in the Fourth Gospel there
are numerous M," / . > -IK>". that Jesus never

thought of tb' ( u i% -'L!i" it ii'i'i apart from the
transcendent "wonders of the Resurrection and
the Judgment.
There was, however, one important modification

of the traditional view. The Consummation and
all that iiomti:mi(M] it wore to be mediated and,
indeed, effod'vl by Him-olt Prophecy, it is true,
contained the promise of a Messiah. Bnt the cor-

respondences of fulfilment to prophecy are largely
contrasts, and the impressiveness of history is per-
haps mainly due to these contrasts. The efforts
of the Evangelist Matthew to show sometimes in

strangely far-fetched ways that Jesus fulfilled the
prophecies, are an instructive index of the diffi-

culties fell by even the most spiritually minded
Jews in reconciling the Messiah ship of jVsus with

the^ testimony of prophecy It becomes important
to inquire how in an eschatological aspect Jesus
conceived His own Mes^iahship

2. His Messianic consciousness. Of great signi-
ficance in this connexion is the Temptation. The
record of this cannot rest on other testimony than
His own, and the key to the juxtaposition of the
narratives of the Bapti&m and the Temptation
must be sought in His Messianic consciousness.
The lattera therefore, we must try reverently to

conceive. It seems true to say that thf T ".',.

tion represents a contrast or conflict of .

pervades our Lord's entire ministry on earth. In

general it is the contrast between God and man,
between wh.'i i- oi i,v iV^nf and what is humanly
possible ;

in
[>

t
' r 1

*!
1

i - the contrast between a
measureless "gift and the definite i-

"
"

""'_ , r

using it aright. Jesus had receiv^ ." ,

'

\

limitless endowment He was in t s . < .

',

for He was the * Son '

of God accredited to His own
consciousness by His Fathei. Yet He was flesh

and blood, a ^finrne Brother of men. Each term
of this contrail II.UL u^ o\\n place in the will of God.
It was the task of the Messiah to reconcile them.
Thus He would do the will of God. An unre-

strained use of this gift would remove Him from
the brotherhood of men ; a refusal to use it meant
the failure of His mission. How was a superhuman
task to be done by One who should yet remain a
man * The key to this probler , .

""

in the
victorious experience of the I , What
the solution meant in detail we learn from the

11

istory. Reading that history in the

Temptation-narrative, we seem to

two principles : (a) the one is the

principle of faith, ; (b) the other is the pimciple
of self-sacrifice. These two principles have, of

course, a common root in the one Messianic life ;

but it is useful to view them apart. The principle
of faith covers the strictly supernatural side of

the work of " r
jm " r ,' F '

T *,

the hope of ivh ' ' '
'.

Son i
'"

'/ ,"/* promised , ,

to earth. W e cannot do justice to the conscious-

ness of our Lord reflected in the Gospels if we
fail to note the supremacy of this principle. If we
may make for the moment the distinction between

faith and duty, we must find what is at once deep-
est and loftiest in the consciousness of Jesus not
in the thought of what He Himself is to do in the
fulfilment of the Messianic career but in what
God is to do in Him and through Him. He never
loses sight of the *one like unto a son of man'
who is to come with the clouds and receive a
dominion universal and < \ i : 1, - 1

*

"j The Messiah-
*

i
'

dmply His present task. It is His hope
!

i and foi the world The eschatology
of Jesus is mainly His hope of the accomplishment
of an act of omnipotence, in which God will finally
constitute the Messianic Person and functions.
This hope was necessarily shadowy in circum-
stantial outline, but it rested on an absolutely
substantial foundation. Its foundation was the

presence of the Spiiit that fell to Him as the Son
of God. The gift of the Spirit, moreover, was not

simply the ground of a hope that related piirnaiily

only to Himself. _It was a
""

"!*
- " r

duty and a

power of benefit in relation ! He could

give to others helps that were not permissible to

Himself. Hence there is a miraculous element
in the Messianic ministry even on earth. The
miracles are the premonitory signs of the final Mes-
sianic glory. They are the pledge that the Power
which wj.ll be manifested in that glory is not far

away, While these <r?7yua and wd/jLL$ abound in
the earthly ministry, they are always under the
contiol of the principle of faith. No one is suffered
to experience the extraordinary lielps who does
not believe.

The other principle' looting oquallv in Iho depths
of our Lord's filial ( OTI-CIOIIMIO-S, 1-= the pi inclple of

self-sacrifice. It is- in the practical dominance of
this principle that we may discern at once the

originality of Jesus and the difference between
His eschatology and that of conionipoiarv Jewish
faith. While He retains 1 1 1 e t r a d 1 tlonal view that
the Consummation will be effected in transcendent

catastrophic fashion, collapse of the presentworld,
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of the * Son of Man/ resurrection, judg-
TM", --1L Teaches the conviction, possibly as

early as the time of His baptism, that this Con-
summation will not be attained previous to His
own death and resurrection. How entirely this

conviction, once attained, dominated His concep-
tion of the Divine purpose and His teaching of His

disciples, may be seen in the facts not only that
in the Fourth Gospel the sacrificial death of

t
the

Messiah is prophesied by the Baptist, and is a
matter of our Lord's consciousness from the very
beginning of His ministry (Jn 219ff

-), but also that

(as regards the latter point) there is little if any-
thing in the Synoptic Gospels opposed to the
Johannine view. This may not decide the com-

paratively unimportant question as to when our
Lord attained the conviction that He must as the
Messiah submit to a violent death, but taken

along with the testimony of the rest of the NT
(say, especially, the Pauline and Petrine Epp. ) it

shows conclusively the practically predominant
importance of this event or rather signal service
in the mind and faith of the Christian Church,
For every one text in the Epistles that calls atten-
tion to the glory of the Kingdom that is to come
in the incomprehensible power of God, there are

probably at least two in which the emphasis rests

not on the power of God the Father, but on the
love of the Son of God. Indeed, it may be ques-
tioned whether there is a single reference to the
Consummation in the Epistles or the Anoealv[M5
of the NT which does not in its immcuinLc
context suggest that the centre of the coming
glory is the Person of Him who was delivered for

the offences of His people, but raised for their

justification. Even in the Epp. to the Thessa-

lonians, which are ii

"";

*

to represent
the most primitive UM V, i octrine, it is

not the *

Kingdom of God,' but 'His Son from
,

heaven/ that is to believers the object of waiting
'

(1 Th I 10 ).

This indissoluble connexion between the *
suffer-

ings of the Christ
5 and the glory that should

follow' (IP 1") could not have been fixed so

securely in the mind of the first believers had it

not been first in the mind of Jesus Himself. The
Synoptics bear witness to the importance of the
connexion for Jesus not only by reporting the pro-

foundly significant but isolated sayings, Mt 2028

SG28*-
1!,
but by the very distinct way in which they

connect the critical incident of the disciples con-

fessing their Master's Messiahship with the insti-

tution of a new order of lessons, the theme of

which is the necessity and the near prospect of the
Messiah's sufferings (16

21fir*
H). This u n -M-n 1 ,Uinn

rests on a sure basis of reminiscence, 'iii 'L -'- MI-

to have a special guarantee in the fact that the

teaching does not contain an articulated doctrine
of atonement like that which is expressed In the

Epp. (esp. Eomans), but aims rather at expressing
the necessity of the Master's sufferings in terms
that apply equally to the disciple. Admitting the

distinct!veness of the two sayings, Mt 20'JS 26 -8l -

jj,

we seem warranted in saying thai, according t,o

tlio S\nopfic^, the view of thin- rliai } inn-Git all \

<leU'iininc<l ilie career of Jesus -vya- thai
j.lie good

of which He possessed the pledge in His unique
filial consciousness would not come during the

period of His own life on earth. The spirit that

brought help and healing to others was, as regarded
Himself, a spirit of self-sacrifice. The sacrifice

would culminate in His death. But the death
would be momentary. In two or three days (cf.

Hos 62)
He would rise again. Yet the momentary

death would not be in vain. The death and
resurrection of the Messiah meant a conquest of

death for a new believing Israel. The death

would "be the ransom price (\tirpov, Mt 2028) which

neither man nor angel could pay for the soul of
a brother man. It would be the institution and
support of the true and abiding temple of the
Divine presence (Ex 30llff

-, Job 331S
~24

, Ps 496
-9

.

See on this A. B. Brace's Kingdom of God : T. &
T. Clark, 1889). The thought of the ledemptive
value of the Bufferings of Jesus as the Christ
dominates the Fouith Gospel, most of the Epistles,
and the Apocalypse of the NT. If it is not pro-
minent, it is certainly present, in the Synoptic
Gospels. The lack of prominence finds its explana-
tion in the reserve thj

J

*,,!ii *.-"\ characterized
the utterance of Jesus M',.',',

1

*!" j 11-s own death.
The presence of frequent or elaborate references
to the matter in these Gospels would have taken
from our estimate of their '

objective' character.
Jesus may well have felt that the work of the
Messiah was to die, not to explain the POTIM^ jueru ys

o' <)V-'- of
M
irt death. Of this tin M vouM be

ti,.t" , .. M"{ - He who sacrifices himself com-
mits his case to God and to posterity. This

brings us to another matter.
3. His Yiew of the time of the Consummation.

We have seen that Jesus did not dissociate Him-
self from the traditional view that the end would
come in the form of a catastrophic transformation,

culminating in the advent of the Messiah Himself,
who would come from heaven. He seems rather

everywhere, both by the assumptions and by the
direct references of His language, to set_His seal

to this view. When we consider how widely His
consciousness of personal concern in the accom-

plishing of the Kingdom must have caused His
view of things to difter from all views that were
by i o

i;
;i'i-o fi

l
ki il^li\'S i

r<'
1

theoretical, and reflect

hov TI'.I l UHH i- in li't ethical cjuii
T
I*v of TTi.

teaching, particularly in the p?naim> \\hifii con-

ceive the Kingdom under the analogs- of natural

growth, to suggest an openness of His mind to all

that may be of abiding worth in the modern idea
of evolution, the tenacity with which He adhered
to the catastrophic view of the final event cannot
but pio"oun(r\ hnnre*- u-s. Beverent investigators
will pau-p lpfon* a<\ coring the conclusion that He
was in this matter under some kind of delusion.

They will strive rather to see in the attitude of

One who was conscious of being not simply the
herald but also the bearer of the Kingdom of God,
a model for the attitude of all who would turn
serious thoughts to the last things. Whatever
else we bring to a study where there is room for

all knowledge and all thought, we must give a
final as well as a supreme and pervasive place to

the wonder-working power of the living God. We
have sure ground in the Synoptic5- for saving that,
while Jesus regarded the" work of His Father in

heaven, even in what we call nature and ordi-

nary providence, as wonderful (Mt d25^ etc.), this

did not prevent Him from steadfastly contemplat-
ing a final wonder of destruction and reconstruc-

tion which should be the consummation of the

Kingdom or its perfect establishment on earth.

While so much is clear, there is very great difficulty
involved in the question whether H> protlit 11, &o

definitely and unmistakably a* the Svnopru - lead
us to suppose, that t,he final wonder would be

accompli-hed within the term of Hie generation
then living. Tlic problem i> not to "be -olvml tuhor

by the qivuitit'itiiti iiipi.hod of counting heads

(whether Gospel texts or modern authorities), or

by the alternative method of saying, Either He
was mistaken, or such texts as Mk 91 13s0 II are
false reports It can hardly be doubted that Jesus
uttered words which were naturally understood, by
those who heard them and by others to whom
they were reported, to mean that the final wonder

tiie Paiousia of the * Man J of Daniel's vision and
of age-long expectation would happen within
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their own gen ei ation It is inconceivable that an

expectation so coniident and definite could have
rested on anything but a definite reminiscence of

words used by Jesus which seemed capable of only
one interpietation

Is it, then, possible to justify such sayings as Mk
91 133a

II apart from tlie blunt avowal that Jesus

laboured under an illusion, and that He trans-

mitted the illusion to His immediate followers not

only before but after His death and resurrection ?

This has been felt to be among the most difficult

questions of historical Christology, and various

types of solution of the problem are still repie-
sented by leading authorities. These may be

roughly classified under the heads (a) prophetic,

(b) pit tonal, (c) realistic. Under (a) would be
included all theories, such as that of Bey&chlag,
which emphasize the fact that in this instance at

least Jebus spoke in the manner of an OT prophet,
and that His utterance kept within the limitation

common to all the prophets. This limitation re-

quired Him to see and announce the final salva-

tion of Jehovah as about to happen within a
measurable interval after the judgment (in this

case the fall of Jerusalem) impending over the

nation. Under (b) would be included theories of the

type of Haupt's, which emphasize the necessarily

pictorial chaiacter of language, which must express
extra-mundane realities in mundane forms. Might
not the assertion that the Son of Man would come
on the clouds within their own generation be the

most effective way of l-.iri'v JHIMHIS familiar

with the ,.|>
, V '

< stylo or 1 IM<.I,,I-J:O to the per-

fectly confident but also essentially spiritual type
of faith represented in the NT literature ? (c) The
term realistic, finally, might describe all theories

whose tendency is to insist on what has been called

the 'biblical realism,' and to require us to put
upon the L>n 1:11,1^ of Jesus the most literal or
natural umMHiction possible. The most distin-

guished representative of this type in its bearing
on the present problem is perhaps Titius. Titius
thinks that Jesus must be considered to have held
in a bond fide sense the view which His words
naturally express, viz. that His own generation
would see the end of the present wicked world and
the establishment on earth of the perfect heavenly
Kingdom. But His confession f

*

"i MP as to
the day and the hour of the ': ,PI ,

j
; (Mk

1332) shows that He held His own conviction in an
attitude of reverent submission to His Father's

will, which must havemade the transition to accept-
ance of (he tlifferm<r le.Vity easy and natural.

It is p-v-.-jule TO iTidin- to any one of the above

types consistently with a reverential appreciation
of the unique mental and spiritual equipment of
Jesus ; and valuable elements of truth mav be
found in them all. The opinion of English-speaking
students of the Gospels has perhaps till recently
inclined most to the pictorial type (b). For some
time, however, this has been undergoing modifica-
tions from the increasing attention paid to the

apocalyptic writings. This has fostered the belief

that more regard than has been given is due to the
realistic character of our Lord's mode of thought
and utterance. On the whole, the variety and
vacillation of opinion suggest the likelihood that
we are not yet in a position to offer a solution of
the problem that &liall possess demonstrable cer-

tainty. Our information about Jesus, while ade-

quate for spiritual *nd practical purposes, is

insufficient for the purposes, or at least for the

appetite, of biographical science To a <?rcat <xtout
we do not know, or are only -lo\\ly leaining.
either the exact occasions of His utterances or the
amount of meaning they may have conveyed or
failed to convey to those to whom they were
delivered. Greater than the limitation arising

from defective information, because moie intimate
to ourselves, is that connected with the inability
of even the modern mind to find within itself a
measure for the words of eternal life. To those to

whom Jesus was and is the unique bearei of the

Kingdom of God both to themselves and to the

woild, it must seem pertinent to ask whether those
who can never stand m the centie of suchiesponsi-
bihties can propeily estimate the things falling
within the vision of the one Person, beaung our
nature, who did and does so stand ?

Without ]>i< Miimn_ to offer a key that fits the
lock of all i he fi, ( u,il difficulties, the present
\vnter ventures to call attention to the view of

the whole matter expressed in his Eschatology of
Jesus (Melrose, 1904), While it does not meet the
difficulties of those whose view of the Person of
Jesus is frankly naturalistic, it has some claim

upon the attention of those to whom the histoiical

Jesus was the unique manifestation in the flesh of

the Power that is directing human history to its

?oal. To those for whom tins conviction is fixed,
the two following considerations may perhaps
appear of paramount importance. The one is that

rnany^ of the sayings or Jesus must have had a
certain elusiveness. The mere fact that they were
so habitually aphoristic and pictorial is itself

almost a proof of this Besides the meaning
which immediately strikes us, there is a reserve
of possible meaning which lies along the line of
our vision, yet goes beyond what we actually see.

There is a measure of this elusiveness in the

language of a" ,* ,ers. Must there not
have been an \ , \^ measure of it in the

language of Jesus ?

The other is that the elusive 1, ML !<_. of the
seer is not Elusive. Jesus does no -t 1 1. n~< h to
utter dark sayings; but His practical instinct

keeps Him from dazzling His hearers with an
excess of light. He gives them all the light they
can take; but it does not follow either that this
is all that fills the recesses of His OWE spirit, or,
on the other hand, that in His utterance He is

consciously keeping anything back. "We must con-
ceive the seer to deliver the truth in the form in
which it holds his mind. But the form in this

case is not the particular word or image It is not
even s-o iinpio-*-i\e an image as that of the Son of
Man coming \\ i li the clouds (Dn 7

13
, cf. Mk 1326

1462
j|).

The form concerns rather -what may be
called spiritual emphasis. It is the exact poise of
the spiritual mind at the point of - ] f-- n r n *.t \ ',}

trust in the goodwill and immedii < ;, . n [" i- <

good God. For such a mind the prni'loAnuMil of
definite words and images in relation to tlV M k

c lets
of the future may mean no more than a definite

certainty of new and immediate manifestations of
the Divine power and love. They do not neces-

sarily mean a definite realization of the precise form
in which the manifestation will be made. It is

the definite certainty, not the indefinite form,
which the words are calculated to convey. If they
convey even to His most susceptible hearers some-
thing that is in one aspect more and in another
less than this, this is due to the fact that their

spiritual poise is inferior to His The poise in
their case is rectified by the subsequent teaching
of the Spirit in the light of events.

"Those uho arc able to accept ibis \icw will probably do so
mainly for two reasons (a) Because it explains the desire of
Jesus to assure His faithful followers thai fchev \\ould live to
see the manifestation of the Kingdom in po\\er (Mk 91 IS !j,

Mt 1023). (6) Because it explains the ability of the Apostles and
Apostolic enters to accept apparently without any great travail
of mind the disappointment/ of first hopes, or e\en to regard the
disappointment as part-fulfilment (see, e g , Jri lG'2ft and "> P
gsar.) To these ma\ perhaps be added (c;That this Mew has
no necessarv connexion \vith the idea that Jesus in tins matter
accommodated His expressions, to the limitations of the disciples
The idea of accommodation is no doubt suggested bj Jn lb12ff ;
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but even if we suppose that the words of this passage are a
literal reminiscence of what the Master said, we must observe
that one who professes to be accommodating his \\ ords to the
limitations of his hearers takes thereby all sting from the
charge that he has compromised the truth. Many reverent
students of the Gospels will probably, however, prefer to

regard the words of Jn 16i2ff not as a hteral utterance of the
Master, but rather as a dev - J L - * f-om the
inner circle of disciples of , Master
which, in spite of all the simplicity of His utterance and His
impressive \eraeitv, had eluded and mystified them. The}
thought they had understood, yet how much they had mis-
understood ' On this \ lew Jesus did not * accommodate.' He
spoke as the word was guen Him, in the style that is most
faithfully reflected in the Synoptics. Whatever mav be the
truth about Jn IQi^ , we seem warranted m sajmg that Jesus
had but one way of speaking of the Gonsumr_ktion. During
all His ministry, and up to the end of it He spoke of it as
imminent It was something for the generation tneri living
Ac 3> and the other books of the NT outside the Gospels may
be taken as proof that He spoke of it in the same way after His

d He was ' limited' in the dajs of
when He wore the body that was

from heaven . if He * accommodated *

in the one sphere, He
* accommodated *

in the other also

The NT as a whole is filled -with an expectation,
which in the form in which it was entertained
was not fulfilled ; and yet faith in Jesus and belief
in the still coming Consummation lived on and
live still. Our conclusion is, then, briefly as fol-

lows . As a protest to His own people, Jesus pre-
dicted the downfall of the Je \\ibh nation within a

,", ::,V '..,>: -vssp.Mt 23 and 24). While
.'i * I i-'i ui .1, v- ili k

ipicted this catastrophe in
>V 11 ^

, :, <'!. * ii
i itched those of the event

s
-

i .< \i'\v in- -u.i of His concentration upon
a vision that might seem to concern only the
Jewish nation serves to show that through the

telescope of Jewish particularity He was looking
out upon the whole human world. His vision was
that of One is:, ni "v- , '"\ < to the purpose of God,
of which He, < 10 M >- .n Son of Man, was the

supreme executor. It was the vision of a prophet,
seeing all things in relation to the Divine purpose,
not the vision of a mere politician or patriot.
The Jewish nation was chosen to bless the world
with the knowledge of God, Failure to fulfil this

vocation brought on it the destructive wrath of
God ; and the condemnation of the chosen people
involved in an obvious sense the doom of the
world. That ignorance of God and hostility, of
which the Jewish obduracy was the signal ex-

ample, would reach a climax in the murderous
death of the Son of God. From that moment the
forces of final reconstruction would set in. When
the Consummation would be attained, when the
Son of Man should come in His glory, and all evil

and evil-doers be put away, no man or angel
knew. Not even the Son, only the Father. But
this much was certain. The power of the Prince
of this world the Prince whose power was mani-
fest iu sin, disease, and death was broken. The
proofs of that victory could not be long delayed.
Some would live to see signs of which they had
not dreamt, that the Kingdom had come In power.
This covers in brief probably as much as we are

able to report of the unique esehatological con-

sciousrie^s of Jesus. The account, however, would
not be complete without a fresh reference to the
blank space of our ignorance. Thi- -pi

- 1 WP ^V.Tl

enlarge or dimmish according to out --li'i JL'.I ot

the difference between the area of Mir kmAiJooj.**,
and that not merely of the general purpose of

God, but of the consciousness of Jesus, the Son of

God. All men are agnostics in the sense of ad-

mitting that they have not been made privy to
the counsels of Creation and Providence; but
besides this common agnosticism there is a kind

peculiar to Christians, \vhich breathes the spirit
of faith and reverence. Christians believe that
'all things/ including especially human destiny,
have been committed to the hands of Jesus Christ.

In that faith they can anticipate with calmness

the woist tragedies of personal or social history.

They believe that there is no terror of the kingdom
of darkness which tlie Son of God has not ovei-
come with the armour of His holy light ; but,
because they believe this, they do not presume to

possess, even in the measure of His Spirit to which
they have attained, a key that will open every
secret that was stored in the depths of His person-
ality, even while He was on earth. The last

my&tery to Christians is no longer the mystery of

death, judgment, and the hereafter. It is rather
the mysteiy which is also the fact of Jesus

Christ, the mystery of the relation of these things
to Him, or rather, perhaps, of His relation to
them.

II. ESCHATOLOGY o THE GOSPEL OF JOHN.
We pa&s by questions as to the date or ,.i'.tN-

i

-'hii>

of this GrObpel. The "writing may be p . < i i i

confidence near the border dividing the 1- ;.' . -2" i

centuries. It does not matter for our purpose on
which side of the border it is placed. To the eyes
of most An,/lo Sii N i critics the Gospel reveals
still the m-ii k- of r intimate of Jesus, and with
them we assume that, even in the form in which
we read the Gospel, It proceeded from the circle

of a l

disciple whom Jesus loved.* "We assume also
what probably no one denies that there is but

one mind between the author of the Gospel and
the author of the Epistles that bear the name of

John. Whoever was Its author, the '^ < 1 >

~"

]

not have reached so soon the position > ,
!

,
_*

it has held in the Christian Church s "
s <

'

-i

cent., had it not been, con&ideied to express the

living and profound belief of Christendom regard-
ing wiiati was most essential in the Person and
History of Jesus. This is the matter of import-
ance to our present inquiry. If we find that the
view of our Lord's esehatological consciousness,
which has seemed to us to be most reasonably
deducible from the Synoptic Gospels, agrees on
the whole with what is presented here, that view

may be considered to have behind it a weight of

authority that could not well lie gi eater. For the

authority is not simply the c on^ciou^ne^ of an
inspired Apostle or Apostolic man ;

it is that of the
consciousness of tlie Church as a whole at the
critical period of the close of the Apostolic age.
We may fix attention on three matters: (1) the

idealizing style of the Gospel ; (2) its conception
of Eternal Life; (3) its attitude to Eschatology
pioper.

1. The idealizing style of the Fourth Gospel.
From the first it has been admitted that, as com-
pared with the Synoptics, this Gospel is one rather
of the mind than of the external actions of Jesus.
Even the most remarkable external actions, the

miracles, are but 'signs' of the m \-foiy that is

really important to us that, viz., of'rhc IVr-o'i of
the 'Son of God.' The *

signs' are recorded that
we may believe that Jesus is the Son of God, and
may have life through His name (SO

30*
). The

Logos that was * towards God (wpfo rbv 8e6v] and
was God* (I

1

), was made flesh, and the writer and
his companions beheld His glory, and reported
the vision, not so mucb. from literal reminiscence
of the acts and words done and spoken by Jesus
on earth, as under the inspiration of the Spirit
that came according to promise from the presence
of the Father and die Risen Ascended Son. The
author is concerned gather with the discourses of
Jesus than with His actions, and the discourses

are, we believe, not so much reported as inter-

preted. They are the words of an eternal life in
which the jWrite and his fellow-believers share

(1 Jn l lff
-). Jesus is Himself the Word, the Truth,

the Life. What is told of Him represents bnt a
few out of many instances of His self-manifesta-
tion. They are like the sparks that witness to
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a hidden, mighty, and continuous electric stream
One consequence of this mode of treatment is that
theie is little in this Gospel to indicate that Jesus

expei lenced anything of the sinless infirmity of

flesh and blood. There is, eg., no suggestion
that He grew in knowledge of the path He had
to tiead as the Saviour of the world. There is no

temptation, no agony in Gethsemane, no ignor-
ance or doubt as to the times and seasons ot the
Consummation. The author does not, perhaps,
consciously ignore these things, but to mention
them is no part of his purpose to manifest the
eternal life that was in the Son of God.

If such a vie\v of the Person of Jesus were carried oufc with

rigoioub abstract logic, \\e should reach a result that \\ould not

onlj be glaringly at variance with the picture presented by the

Synoptists, but would be indistinguishable fiom the heresy
against \\hich, at least in its germinal form, the author himself

piotests (1 Jn 22^ 5^), \iz that the incarnation of the Logos was
mere appearance The point to be obsen ed is that the view
is not carried out rigorously The reason is that the author
combines a sense of history ^ith a sense of spiritual fact But
what mamlj concerns him is the i .'

' uJ i\c' what Jesus,
who rose and ascended, is now to f! - C i t r. >, that m deep
reality He has always been. !STo doubt He \vas truly human,
and, because He \vas so, there was during His earthly sojourn
real limitation, but the limitation was free ,*

i

. i-- ^ .-i r v> <'

(see, e.fj , 1G18), and behind it there \vas i
1

'..
1

;- '- 1'

reality He \\as ne\er other than the Logos, the eternal and
only-begotten Son of God

Even though it be conceded, as we think it must
be, that neither as regards incidents nor discourses
is the Johannine picture of Jesus so strictly his-

torical as that of the Synoptists, it does not
follow that it it. not, in another than the literally
historical sense, a deeply true picture. The
guarantee of its truth is the fact that the Chris-
tian Chuich has accepted it, and in doing so has

conqueied both its o\\n feeling of disappointment
in the

"

\
"

1 wtsia and the unbelief of the
world. I

- i
! discovered, that is to say, the

presence in the mind and utteiances of Jesus of a
quality of \\lnch it had not at first grasped the

significance. His words were *

spirit and life
3

f ti
l|J

) They could be
*

i

'

-

T

only by His own
perpetual teaching Spiiit of truth

(16&-).
We may call this, if we choose, the idealism

of the Jobaninne Gospel and of the early Church ;

but the question is worth pondering whether any-
thing less than an idealism which rested on a sure,
K piofouiul. basis of truth, could have held the
Chun li ro n- loyalty to the unseen Jesus in face
of the ""-'M M) ni i.'j' of hopes which the Syn-
optic

- Miwf 1
* i,,,i.i M in its natural sense, had

encouraged. In any case, the Johannine picture
of JIMI- : uu be consideied to supply a striking
uril'i nation of the opinion, already partly ex-

pressed in this article, that no amoiim of" frag-
mentary sentences of Jesus, however accurately
reported, and however definite their meaning may
be when they are taken by themselves, can be a
perfect index of a mind like His.

2. Its ('Oh(^i)lioii '//" 7?/ //<"/ Life. Every reader
of John nonets rho |>ronnii"n<v of the words 'life,'
or * eternal Jifo/ or -pint I'lio phrase

*

Kingdom
of God* has practically disappeared, and 'life' or
* eternal life "takes its place. The fact is of im-

portance to us in our present study, because it is

the index of John's way of conceiving what in
the Synoptic mode of speech might be called the
present aspect of the Kingdom Je*<u&> appeal it as
the possessor and even the direct dispeiisei of the
Divine life. It is given to the Son to have life in
Himself even as the Father (S

26
), and no one can

come to Him except it be given him from the
Father {6

s5
}. Yet neither the Father nor the Son

dispenses life in its fulness till the Son is glorified
through death, or returns to the glory which He
had from the first with the Father (T

89
). But once

the life is imparted it is a new birth which carries

its own promise. It is, m a proper sense, sufficient

for itselt. If a man is born of God, the Divine
seed remains in him Its pioduct is righteousness,
and its perfect fruition is likeness to the only-
begotten Son Himself (3

5 942 - 47
, 1 Jn 32 9

etc.) It

is clear that this mode of view bungs the Divine
boon nearer to the individual heart, and necessarily
alters, at least for the individual, the perspective
of the eschatology.
Not simply the great event itself, the glorious

Parou&ia of the Christ, but the events of resuiiec-

tion and judgment that accompany it, are regaided
from within rather than from without. Those
whose hope is set on Jesus do not lift to the
heavens faces sick with deferred hope. They look
within and behold Him with the vision of the pure
in heait. Foi them Jesus has come already and

keeps coming. The supreme matter is to abide
in Him or in His love by keeping His woids.
Let a man thus live and believe in Him, and he
shall never die Nothing, that is, not even \A hat
we call death, will break the continuity of his life

(H 25f
) The water of life that Jesus gives shall

be in him a well of water springing up unto ever-

lasting life (4
14

). The Judgment similarly is, or
tends to be, withdrawn from futurity. He who
believes does not come to judgment ; he has passed
already from death to life (5

24
, 1 Jn 314). On the

other hand, he who disbelieves is condemned
already. Life has come to him, but he chooses
death ; light, but he chooses darkness. In turning
from the only-begotten Son of God he puts fiom
him his { i -f 1 ' saved from a Divme wrath

already ^i v
>

" "

Until he seeks the Father

through Him who is the Way, the wrath of God
abideth on him. Every thought ml reader of Jn.

perceives that such are the main ideas both of the

Gospel and of the Epistles. He will haidly fail to
reflect also that these are, and have lemained ever
since the time of these writings or earlier, the
vital ideas of the Christian Church in its cultiva-

tion of individual and social life, both on its

practical and its meditative side. Comparing the
Johannine testimony with the utterances in the

Synoptic Gospels few, it may be, but inipoitant
which reveal a consciousness in Jesus of r T\*";_i

1|

i)m
of God that is present and not simply ! i. < : *ji

<on-i<i(MirLg r-jioajjilly the fact that in spite of
ilioii loumonx ro J< MI-' sense of the imminence of
a Kingdom yet to come, theie is not in the Synoptic
Gospels the slightest indication that this tremend-
ous prospect at all diminished His appreciation
of the worth of those ethical precepts (e.g. those

relating to marriage and the parental relation

(Mk 102ff* 79ff>
) that have to do with the secular

order, we shall hesitate before ,3--o< ;-ti - the idea

suggested by Joh. "Weiss (op. ci1 , i n,|i i< precise
meaning of the ethical utterances of Jesus is to be
determined by our knowledge (?) of His eschatol-

ogy, and that Jesus would not ha\o M'oltcn } ( >,

He does, e.g., in Lk I426, had He not bolio\ < u i Imt
within a generation the institutions of marriage
and the family would cease, and that those who
should survive this end of the world, being

f sons
of the resurrection

1

(Lk 20*6), should be thence-
forward as the angels (ib.). In this reference also
the Johannine Gospel confirms our sense of an
element in the equipment and outlook of Jesus
to chilli justice oin hardh be done bv ilio-o v.ho

lay unqualified stress on tfie (iUuiumeK o-c-hixio-

logical portions of the Synoptic Gospels.
"

3. Its attitude to Eschatology proper. Yet it
has to be observed, hnalh ilmi \xhilethe futur-
istic element is not pioimntTib in the Jobannifte

Gospel, it is by no means elimmiUcd It may be
felt, indeed, that the terms in which it is expressed
involve a departure from (or, at any rate, a trans-
formation of) the objective standpoint of the Syn-
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optics. The last three words of the phrase,
c the

hour cpmeth and now is
'

(5
25ff

), suggebt a state of
mind in which the thought of a future radically
or incalculably different from that which is already
present to the vision of faith, is no longer keenly
operative. The same is still more obvious in the

Supper discourse (chs. 14-16), in reading which one
feels that the line of distinction between the Lord's
final coming to receive the disciples to Himself,
and His continuous il*iilin^ v.iM) lliem or visita-

tion of them through Jtck

coinroirr^ Spirit, tends
to be a vanishing one.
Yet it does not follow that the distinctively

eschatological utterances or references contained
in the Johannme Gospel (e.g. 528f* 2l"2f

) are of the
nature of a formally dutiful ,- \ o 11

' 1

_ ii> f o e

an earlier mode of speech an i ;, - I i : rv . :

form of popular Christian expectation correspond-
ing to it. Such a view, at least, is not an exhaus-
tive description of the state of the case. It seems
true rather to say that the futuristic outlook,
while it lost, even within the time covered by the
NT writings, its first aspect of keen expectation,
was yet to the last of that period felt to be what
it is still an indispensable element of Christian
faith. That the matter is looked at from within,
and attention fastened not on what is to come to

ILS, but rather on what wz are to become ( 1 Jn 32
),

does not alter the fact that the total on which we
are looking belongs to the future as well as to the

present, and that that future is in the wonder-
working power of the Conqueror of death. It is

never possible to .

"

.Aspect of futuritv,
and it is sometime to emphasize it

Such a MI-_.
<>;
Un218

'

.

' Mk I33r

shows - .''i "',
1
' how m i Evan-

gelist, in spite of the depth of his insight into the
Master's mind (or, shall we say, because of that

insight}, was to the last influenced by the eschato-

logical utterances of the Synoptic testimony. He
recognizes the antichrists of his own day, and is

confident that it is the 'last time.' The 21st

chapter of the Gospel speaks similarly for the
attitude of the Evangelist's circle. The chapter
is a '

,
'

""*', and v. 22* show what is probably
its '

- The aged Apostle has passed
away, and the question is raised, Did not the
Master say that this disciple should not see death
till He should come in glory? The expectation

implied in the question connected itself in all

likelihood with the utterance in Mk 91
1|. There

was a general impression throughout the Churches
of Asia that John was the pei?on mainly intended,
and a story was current to the eflect that in pre-
dicting PM<T'S mode of death the Master had told

thai di^ipit
1 of the survival of John. The author

of the appendix claims to be in a position to tell

the readers of the Gospel what the Master had

really
said. It was far from being a definite

promise. It was only the hint of a possibility.
The apology would hardly have been deemed
necessary if the tendency to insist on a literalistic

interpretation of the Synoptic testimony, placing
the glorious final advent within 'this iron era lion,

had not still been prevalent at the close of the 1st

cent., i.e. at the time when John died.

Neither the author of the Gospel and the

Epistles nor the author of the appendix to the

Gospel ha*, anything to object fo the probability
of an immediate Parou*ia of Jo$u<s in glory ;

but
the impression which their utterances leave upon
our minds, and which from the first they were
fitted to convey to the Church, is that the contrast

important to the authors is no longer that be-

tween present and future, but rather that between
God and the world, between the love of the Fatber
and the love of this present evil world. The
matter of absorbing interest is not that the Son

of God \\ill come ayrnn, but that He has come.
Life is not movement towards a point on a straight
line it is < M ,IM- > from a centre, and because
the centre I- ;_' who is at the centre is also

implicitly at the goal of the moving circumference.
The Evangelist has expressed tins m veiy char-

acteiistie fashion in the closing words of his prin-
cipal Epistle .

* \Te know that we are of God, and
the whole world lieth in wickedness. And we
know that the Son of God is come, and hath given
us an understanding, that we may_ know him that
is true, and we are in him that is true, even in
his Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God, and
eternal life' (1 Jn 519f

-).

Those who find their own consciousness ex-

pressed in such woids, and feel impelled to trace
that consciousness to its historical source, will not

readily suppo&e that they have found the source

anywheie neaier than the consciousness of Jesus
Himself. Who but He could have been the first

either to possess eternal life or to know that He
possessed it ?
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ESLI. An ancestor of Jesus, Lk S25
.

ESSENES. The Essenes were aa ascetic com-

munity among the Jews, the existence of which
can be traced for o\er two centuries, from about
B c. 150 to the Fall of Jeiu&alem. For original
information regarding them we are dependent on

Josephus (BJ II. viii ; Ant xvill. i 5, XV. x. 4, 5,

XIII. v. 9) and Philo (Quod omnisprobus faber, chs.

12, 13, ed. Mangey, pp. 457-459). Josephus has
also scattered references to individual Essenes, and
the elder Pliny (HN v. 17) an appreciative notice

of them, for which he was probably indebted to

Alexander Polyhistor and his work 'On the Jews.'

Other ancient authorities are either secondary or

untrustworthy.
Josephus introduces the Essenes as one of the

three *
sects of 0> 1

{i \-' v Inch were influential

amongst the Je" 1

*, .. i
* 1 "*.- being the Sadducees

and the Pharisees ; but from the descriptions given
of their practices and organization, they seem to

have corresponded more closely to a monastic order

than to a sect or a religion * party. Their name is

probably, though not certainly, derived from the
Aramaic form of the Hebrew word hasidim (

e

pious
ones '}, and this already suggests a close relation,

especially in their origin, between the Essenes and
the Pharisees. Their numbers are estimated by
Jos. (Ant. xvni. i. 3) and Philo at 4000 ; and while
there is no evidence of their existence as an order
outside Palestine, within its area they were widely
distributed, being found in a great many of the

villages and small towns, as well as in Jerusalem,
where there was a 'Gate of the Essenes. 3 The
members of the order ". '< 'Ji->, i . - living in com-

munity houses and OWL' r . '>.',. -ij- as individuals,
but having everything in common. They are ex-
tolled for their piety," their industry, which was
confined to agricultural pursuits, tne simplicity
of their food, and their scrupulous cleanliness.

Further characteristics of theirlife were that they
had no slaves, used no oil for the purpose of

anointing, dressed in white, and rigidly prohibited
the use of oaths except on the admission of a new
member to the order.

The order was held together by the strictest

discipline. Full member-hip was granted only
after a novitiate of two years, and then upon an
oatli to reveal everything to the members and
nothing to the outside world. Offenders against
the rules of the order were punished by exclusion ;

and as they were still held bound by their vows,
they were unable to return to ordinary life.

What makes the Essenes 'the great eniirma of

Hebrew history' (Lightfoot, CoL* p ^'2\i^ i liat, u Inle

they are distinguished by exaggerated adherence to
the Jewish Law and by special reverence for Moses
as lawgiver, they betraj at the same time certain
ideas and practices which are foreign to Judaism,
and seem incompatible with its spirit. The indica-
tions of inoipi(tit dualfcm which maybe found in
their aWmc-ru <> from marriage and in other ascetic

practices, find a parallel in their doctrine of im-

mortality, \\lierein they agiood vulh the Phari-eos

against the Saddncees as to the immortality of the

soul, but differed from the Pharisees in denying
the resurrection of the body. And they deviated
still further from orthodox Judaism in the practice
of making a daily prayer to t}ie sun * as if entreat-

ing him to rise,
1 and in refraining altogether from

animal sacrifice. It followed that they were ex-
cluded from the services of the Temple. On the
other hand, they were rigid beyond all others in
their observance of the Sabbath; and they went

beyond the Pharisees in their absolute determinism,

affirming 'that fate governs all things, and that

nothing befalls men but what is according to its

determination
3

(Jos. Ant XIII. v 9).

It is in this apparent eclecticism that the prob-
lem of the origin of E&semsm consists While it is

impossible to deny the Jewish foundation on which
it rests, it is equally impossible to overlook the

presence of
" 1

lents. The souice of these
has formed of endless discussion, and
has been found by various writers m Parsism and
B- T "

/TT1 f
-

"^
Parsism (Lightfoot; Syro-

P , (Lipsms), andPythagoiean-
ism {Zeller, Keim) But all attempts to demonstrate

any necessary connexion or indubitable channel be-

tween any one of these and Essenism have failed.

And it remains either to assume that foreign influ-

ences had percolated unobserved, or to suppose that
the characteristic phenomena emerged indepen-
dently in Persia, Greece, and Palestine.

The Essenes are not directly referred to in the
NT ; but some have without sufficient reason
claimed John the Baptist, and even Jesus, as
Essenes. It has also been alleged that their
influence may be traced within the circle of Chris-
tian ideas and practices. The possible relation of

Essenism to the heresy controverted by St Paul
in his Epistle to the Colossians has been discussed
at length by "B -'* T V foot in his edition of the

Epistle (cf. hi- '-'''' -
s

, p. 322 ft'.), and also by
Klopper, Brief an die Kolosser, pp. 76-95.

LITERATURE Schurer, HJP ir u. 188 ff (with full Bibliog-
raphy), Boiitset, JDt'e Religion des Judentums, pp 431-443;
artt 'Esst-nes' in Hastings DB (by Corv^ 1 ^ii )anl vVnoyc.
Bibl. (by A. Julicher), and 'Essener' in rJKL 3
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C. ANDERSON SCOTT.
ETERNAL FIRE. An expression twice used by

Christ in reference to the future punishment of the
wicked. In Mt IS8 pXytifyai e& rd wvp rb aidviov

stands in contrast to i(re\&w ds rty fatfv ; and from
Mt 2541 we learn that this eternal fire, into which
the wicked are to be cast, was prepared not for

them but for the devil and his angels. These are
the only passages in which the expression is found
in the Gospels ;

" ' .]''- - In Mt
189 the eternal

'

:
.

'

,
> fire of

Gehenna ; and in 2546 we have /c6Xa<ns altivios. In
Mt S12 and Mk O43 it is the nnqnorulmiro fire

(for^eo-Tw), and in Mk 948 Gehenna K iho pliice of

punishment where their worm dieth not, teal rd

trvp oft trpfrvvrcu. The wicked after their separation
from the righteous (Mt 1342* 50

) are to be cast into a
furnace (/ccl/urn) of fire.

A brief account of the origin of this phraseology will throw
light on its meaning The idea of punishment By fire comes
fiom the OT The destruction bv fire of Sodom and Gomorrah
supplied the topical example, and it is frequently referred to as
such (Dt 2Q2* is 19 13", Jer 41)13, Am 4", Wis 107, jj Mae 25 ;

cf. such well-known NT passages as Jude 7). A similar judg-
ment is spoken against Edom (Is 349 10

} where it is said that
the fire is eternal and will not oe quenched) In Am 1. 2, Damas-
cus, Gaza, etc , are threatened \\ith the fire penalty. See for
other examples of the unquenchable fire, 2 K 2217

} is i3l r jer 4*
2]J2, Ezk 2(>i7 43, Am o<> The *

eveilasting burnings' of Is S3H
refer, like the preceding, to temporal judgments But there
are passages which at least suggest the extension of the idea
and its imagery to the future world. According to Dt 3222 the
fire of Jehovah's anger reaches do\\ n to Sheol Che\ ne finds in
Is 50*1 and 0^t a reference to the punishment of souls in the
underworld, but Salmond and A. B l)a\jdsonsee in the latter

passage onlv the description of a present-world penalty, and
this seems the more natural interpretation This passage seems
to have suggested the later Je\\ish belief regarding eternal
punishment, for certain expressions in it are used in this sen^e
m the Apocryphal writings (e g. Jth 161

?, Sir 71?) and bv Christ
(Mk JH?) The scene of this judgment is, in all probability, the
vallev of Hinnom, regarded by the Jews as a plane accursed on
account of its Molech sacrifices

, and the fires which were kept
burning through which the victims passed, would readily
suggest the idea of Gehenna and its eternal fire.*

* Knnchi's statement, that a fire was kept constantly burning
in Hmnorn to consume the offal and the dead bodies which were
thrown into it, comes too late (A.D. 1200) to be accepted without
evidence.
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In the Apocryphal writings the fire penalty is extended with-
out reserve to the future world, and m a greatly intensified
form Most of the writers ha\ e ceased to expect an equitable
distribution of rev* aids and penalties m this life . their hopes
are fixed on the future , and the} , therefore, transfer the OT
imagery of retribution to the life after death The Book of
Enoch is the great storehouse of teaching on this subject. For
the impure angels and the VJ \-- . "_r< i

- rulers an a.b\ss of
fire is prepared, m -which, r :" ji.t lament, they will be
tortured for ever (106 W ign 21? 10 546 9y24 25). For human
offenders, a fiery abyss is opened on the right hand of the
Temple (9Q26 J7), this is Gehenna. They descend into 'the
flame of the pain of Sheol

'

(63
10

), or into the *

burning fire of
Sheol' (1037 8). Thus it appears that the XT 'eternal fire' of
Gehenna is anticipated in this book the only difference being
that, \\hile m the NT the fire prepared for the de\il and his

angels is identified \\iththatmtouhichwicked men are cast,
in the Book of Enoch they are alwajs distinguished

Two questions ari '
Jm

the nature of the
eternal fire. Is it ^nd in what bense
is it eternal ?

(1) In many OT passages, even where it is said
that the fire is unquenchable, and will burn for

ever, materialfire is undoubtedly meant, for fire is

one of the physical agents which God commonly
employs in His temporal juilirnu rn>, PIKJ ii - burning
forever must refer to the In -ring UL^IIH i ion which
it effects Sodom, Gomorxan, and Eciom are given
ab examples of places on which the doom of eternal
fire fell, and they still bear its proof-marks. But
in other passages the literal sense cannot be main-

tained, as, e q , where God's anger or jealousy and
man's wickeclne&b are said to burn like tire. Nor
can it be allowed in passages like Is 66*24 if Cheyne's
interpretation is accepted ; since undying worms,
preying on souls or bodies that are being con-
sumed by unquenchable fire, is an impossible idea
In the NT, as we have seen, Chribt drew largely
on OT imagery in speaking of the 'last things.'
But the whole drift of His interpretation of pro-

phetic language is at variance with the literal

sense of the fire
penalty^.

What He gives in His

eschatolojgical teaching is not a dogmatic but an

imaginative presentation of the truth; and the

imagery He employs "!

!<">;:- i-; 'o the substance,
but to the form of H -

"on;-
1

\ The [iroplio'
like the poet and tl" ..- .- Mist prc^m the
future in terms and forms borrowed from present
experience, and the undei lying truth must be

spiritually discerned. If, as Christ tells us, the
eternal tire was prepared for the devil and his

angek, it cannot be material fire ; for spirits can-

not undergo physical torture.*

Death by fire was the severest penalty under
the Jewish law, and as it was inflicted only for

the most shameful sins (Lv 2014 219
}
Jos 7 5

), a

peculiar infamy was associated with it.
^

Christ,

therefore, \\hon ITe cmpl<\v eel tin*- imagery in speak-
ing of the doom or TIIO \ViokI inienucil to warn
men that God has attached a terrible retribution

to sin. At the very least it signifies an ordeal of

*;iflVri rir ,r'. .logons to that which fire causes in the
h\ M^- i

1 .i<- To the question, How will the

suffering be caused? Scripture gives only the

figurative answer,
* as by fire/ Bp. Butler (Anal.

pt. ii. ch. v.) thought that it might come in the

way of natural consequence, without any direct

infliction on the part of God. Sin, which yields

pleasure here, becomes misery there without chang-
ing its nature, through the natural working of

moral law. The agony of remorse, which some-
times overwhelms the sinner in this life, has been

* Yet the contrary has been maintained on high authority.

Augustine held that the fire \vas material, and that spirits may
be tortured by it, since it is ah\a\s the mind and not the body
that suffers, even when the pain originates

in the body. He
also suggests that devils may have bodies made of air, *like

what strikes us when the wind blows, and thus be liable to

suffering from fire
*

(de Cimt. xxi 3, 9 10) Th Aquinas held

that the fire is material (Summa Theol pt. in supplmt. l\x 8),

And in our own day Ed White inclines to the view that the

wicked before extinction will be punished by material fire (Life
in Christ, p. 352).

regarded as a foretaste of the eternal fire. The
pcena, damni, or the consciousness of being for ever
cut oft from the sight of God, the only satisfying
good, will be, it has been said, intense suffering as

by fire, when the distractions of the \\orld have
eeabed to dazzle. And these will, doubtless, be
elements in the retribution. But if this were all,
a pobsible consequence would be that the penalty
would fall most lightly on the most degraded. A
soul that can be made miserable through remor&e,
or the conscious loss of God's presence, has* not
reached the lo\\ est stage of hardening ; while ex-

perience tells us that those who have reached this

stage are least liable to suffering from such a
source. In them remorse can be awakened, not

by the pcena damm, but by suttering externally
caused. And the language of the NT buggests that
in the future world an environment is prepared,
with its appropriate agencies and influences, for
the punishment of those who are morally and
spiritually dead. Such expressions as 'Depart
into the eternal fire,'

* shall be cast into the lake
of fire,' etc., clearly pu'-ur-po-^ such an environ-

ment, one in which Lne lekbD worthy shall suffer
the most,

* be beaten with many stripes.'

(2) Why is the fire called eternal? In Mt 2541 '46

the adjective al<fotos is used with reference to
4 the

fire/
*

punishment,' and Hhe life,' and no satisfying
reason has been given for saying that, as regards
the first two, it means 'time limited,

3

and, as

regards the last, 'time unlimited.* If Christ's

purpose had been to call attention to the duration
of each, then * endlessness' is the idea emphasized.
But, except where this word or its Hebrew equi-
valent i> applied to objects that, for the nonce,
are im e-ted with a quasi-eterxaty (Lv 317

, Gn 17s

49s6
), it takes us into a --

1 ^ "" Y - to which
time measurements are <:!,!< I in which

objects are presented
"

!< -n to some
eternal aspect of the Divine nature. Thns eternal
life does not mean natural life prolonged to in-

finity ; such a life might be lived \\ ithout any ex-

perience of the eternal life, which signifies life in

fellowship with, or that partakes in, the eternal
life of God. God's relation to believers is such that
between them and Him there is a (> in invty of

life. Eternal fire, on the other hand njrurnmfiy
expresses the truth that, God's nature being what
it is, there must be, under any economy over
-\\lridi He presides, a provision for the ad'equate
punishment of sin. The eternal fire is such a pro-
vision, and, being eternal, it can be no mere tem-

porary contrivance for tiding over an emergency,
but must be the retributive aspect of the Divine
holiness. God is, was, and ever shall be a consum-

ing fire in relation to sin unrepented of ; this is His
unchanging and unchangeable attitude. Some of
the OT saints were all their lifetime >ubject to

bondage through fear of death, for to them Sheol

(Is 38) was a place where all life in fellowship with
God was lost. But suppose that their worst fears

had been realized, it would still have been true
that they had h,id ,1 p.i--Ing OXIKTJOIKO of the life

eternal. And Miuilj.i ly if aner n^e-* of suffering,
the wicked were to cease to be, it would, none the

less, be true of them that they had been cast into

the eternal fire. In Sodom, Gomorrah, Edom, etc ,

we have examples of what is meant by
*

suffering
the doom of eternal fire

*

; but this does not mean
that ever since the fire destroyed the cities their

inhabitants have been enduring its pains. Eternal
fire may or m.n not mean everlasting suffering in

it(seeartt. KTEKNAL PUNISHMENT and KETKIBU-
TION).

LITFIHTT-RF Or -yfOTi tie, Princip* IT, x. 4-S, <?. Cels iv. 13, v 15;
LarULniJiis, In*l. v j 21, *2C , Augustine, de Giv. bk. xxi., Bnch.
C\I-CM\., de Ge^t Pelag. 10, 11; T. Burnefc, Gmcerning the

State of ^Departed &w&, 1738 ; Matt. Horbery, Duration of
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Future Punishment, 1744; J Agar Beet, The Last Things'*,
R. H. Charles, The BooL of Enoch, also GntM? n^tory of the
Doctrine qj~ a Future Life, J. L Clarke, Tlt>> Ei>,i nrtt Saowut
Ji"i<jt> ,

IT C>p- > '} D " i- .'TV i i e Punishment , J F>fe,
Tk> Hti-'a," .

,
1 V" I
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O\enham, ( /
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as to

"
i

i
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Seeals 1,1 . en. ri i (
j M of art. RETRIBUTION

A. BlSSET.
ETERNAL LIFE. This phrase occuis more than

foity times in the New Testament. In many pas-

sages it denotes primarily a prebent possession or
actual experience of the Christian behevei, while
in otheis it cleaily contemplates a blessed life to

come, conceived as a piomibed mhentance. The
Greek expressions are fur? atotos, i] cuu>j/tos fay (Jn
17J

S 1 Ti 6a2 ), r? rJ) v cucwos- (1 Jn 1
J
). The word

*

life/ or the life
'

(fwi}, ?? fwtf), without the quali-

fying adjective
*

eternal,
5

is often employed in the
same geneial meaning.
Theie aie passages in the Synoptic Gospels in

which the phiase
k

eternal life' i& used synony-
mously and

"

'-\ i .,I' 1 with *t'- \ 'i_^"

of God' (Mk :
,
M T

1

). The K v '' "

heaven and the life eternal aie very closely related

in the teaching of Jesus Compaie also the sug-

gestive language of Ro 517 'shall reign in lite

through Jesus Christ.' But it is especially in the

writings of St. John that we find * eternal life
J

presented as a heavenly boon which may become
the actual possession of believeis in the piesent
life. God Himself is the souice of all life, and

' as

the Father hath life in Inmself, even so gave he to

the Son also to have life in himself
'

(Jn 5-b
). In

the Word * which became flesh and dwelt among
us* there was a visible manifestation of the life

eternal :
' In him was life ; and the life was the

light of men 9

(I
4
) ; so that He Himself declaies,

'
I

am the way, and the truth, and the life' (14
6
). In

accord A\ ith these statements the very life of God
is conceived as begotten in the "believer by the

Holy Spiiii so that he is
* born anew,

3

'born from
above {3^')- Thus begotten of God, the children
of God become distinctly manifest, and God's
'seed abideth in them 5

(1 Jn 39 10
). That is, in

these TV \inulv begotten children of God there
abides . .Mi^cii-iUiUr germ (cnrepj&a.) of life from
above, the eternal kind of life which the twice
born possess in common with the Father and the
Son. Hence it is that the believer

* hath eternal
life' as an actual possession (Jn S35}. He Miath

passed out of death into life
'

(Jn o24
,

1 Jn 3U).

In Jn 17s we read what has to some extent the
manner of a definition :

' This is life eternal, that

(iVa) they should know thee the only true God, and
him whom thou didst send, even Jesus Christ.'
So far as this text furnishes a definition, it seems
clearly to imply that *

eternal life
J

consists in such
a knowledge of God and of Christ as involves a
personal experience of vital fellowship. It carries
with it the love and obedience which, according
to Jn 1423

, bring the Father and the Son into the
believer's inmost life, so that they make their
abode with him.* In view of the use of IVa in 4s4

1513 IS39 we need not refine so fai as (with Westcptt
on thi^ pa^a^e) to maintain that the connective
here retain- its telic force and indicates an aim
and an end, a ^iruirvilo a rior m'i oaring krumloduo
rather than tlio.mjunmoni of n krnrn foujrc {Jro;uiy
in possession. But it should not be supposed that
anv present knowledge of God and of Christ is
ITK onsi^tent with incalculable future increase.
While the essence of this Divine life consists in

the^ knowledge of the only true God and His
anointed Son, such knowledge is not the whole
of eternal life, for other ideals with their addi-
tional content are also set before us in the teaching
of Christ and of Hi* Apostles Whatever elae is

true touching this saving knowledge of the true

God, its present possession is one of the great
realities in the personal experience of the believer.

In 1 Jn o11 "13 the gift and actual possession of this

eternal kind of heavenly life are made emphatic :

* God gave unto us eternal life, and this lite is in

his Son. He that hath the Son hath the life ; he
that hath not the Son of God hath not the life.'

This language is incompatible with the thought
that the * eternal life

'

spoken of is mei ely a pro-
mise, a hope or an expectation of such life in a
futuie state, as some ot the older expositois main-
tained
This heavenly kind of life in Christ, conceived as

a present expenence of salvation, is further con-
himed and illustrated by what Jesus said of Him-
self as 'the biead of life

5 and the givei of the
water that spi ings up into eternal life We have,
no doubt, the enigmatical words of profound mysti-
cism in Jn 635"58

. Jesus declaies that He is
* the

bread of life,
3 which 'giveth life unto the world.'

4
1 am. the living bread which came down out of

heaven . if any man eat of this bi ead, he shall live
for ever yea, and the bread which I will give is

my flesh, for the life of the world.
3

'Except ye
eat the flesh of the Son of man and drink his blood,

ye have not life in yourselves. He that eateth my
nesh and drinketh my blood hath eternal life : and
1 will laise him up at the last day

3 ' He that
eateth my flesh and dunketh my blood abideth in

me, and I in him.' * He that eateth me shall live

because of me. 3 ' He that eateth this bread shall
live for evei

' These emphatic i epetitions of state-

ment would seem to put it beyond all question
that their author meant to teach that the Son of

God, sent by the living Father,
*
lives because of

the Father,
5 and imparts the eternal life of the

Father to every one who believes in Him. Of this

living biead the believer now partakes, and ' hath
eternal life

'

(vv
47 54

). This life also is conceived
as attaining a certain goal, or receiving a definite
consummation 'at the last day.* For it is a per-
manent possession, and of a nature to advance
from strength to strength and from glory to gloiy.
The eating the flesh and drinking the blood of the
Son of Man have been thought by son.e t \po-ii oi->

to i efer to the partaking ot the body,"in, Muod of
Christ in the saciament of the Loid's Supper ; but
such a reference to an institution not yet estab-

lished, and utterly unknown to His Jewish oppo-
nents, would have been strangely irrelevant. The
life eteinal into which the believer enters involves,
as matter of couise, all due allowance foi Divinely
appointed conditions, aids -

', ."" leans of
iioui i^hing the life itself ;

*
i unduly

is to divert the thought from the more central and
profound mystic conception of Christ Himself as
the life of the woild. So the remarkable sayings
of Jesus in the synagogue at Capernaum, recorded
in Jn G3-5

"59
, are but another form and a mystic

expression of His emphatic declaration in 524 ' He
that heareth my word, and believeth him that sent
me, hath eteinal life, and cometh not into judg-
ment, but hath passed out of death into life.'

The exact meaning of the word *

eternal,' when
used to qualify 'the life,' is best understood when
the life is conceived as issuing from the eternal
Father, and so pa ranking of TTL> Divine nature (ef.
2 P I4). Ha\ing life m Llim-li and giving to His
Son to jiave life in Himseli (Jn 526), He imparts the
same life to all who believe in the Son ; and that
life is in its nature eternal as God Himself. It is
an eternal kind of life which belongs to the unseen
and imperishable things (cf. 2 Co 418). In the
Johannine writings the word *

life
' or * the life,

1

and the phrase
* eternal life,

7

are used interchange-
ably. The latter is the more frequent form of
expression, but it is evident that the writer often
employs

' the life
*

in the same sense. This life is
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spoken of in contiast with * death * and *

peribhing.'
The believer '

shall not peribh, but ha\e eteinal
life

'

(3
16

),
* hath passed out of the death into the

life
'

(5
24

),
i shall never see death,' nor e

tatste of

death
'

(S
51 - 52

),

'
shall never peiibk

'

(10
28

). He who
has not the life is in a condition of spiritual death,
and must peiish unless he receive the life of God,
the eternal kind of life, which has been manifested
in Chust In these and other similar passages life

and death are not to be understood as identical in

meaning with existence and non-existence. The
pei son who has passed out of death into life had
existence befoie the new life came, and such exist-

ence, in esti angement from God and in disobedi-

ence of the gospel, may be perpetuated in * eternal

destruction fiom the face of the Lord' (2 Th I
9
)

So the 'death,' which those who 'peiish
5

taste,
need not be undei stood as annihilation, or uttei

extinction of being. As * the death
'

is a condition
of moiai and spiritual destitution in which one has
no fellowship Avith God, so ' the life

5

is the blessed

experience of fellowship and union with Christ as
vital as that of the branch and the vine. And
this participation in the very natuie of the Eternal
God is the essence of the *

life eternal.'

In the writings of St Paul \\ e also find a mystic
element in which we note the concept of eternal

life as a present possession The exhortation^ to
e

lay hold on the life eternal,
5 and the designation

of it as * the life which is life indeed
3

(T? OVTUS fwij,

1 Ti 612 19
)j may refer either to the piesent or the

future ; but when the Apostle speaks of believers

as made alive and risen with Chiist, and sitting
with Him in the heavenlies (Eph 25 6

), he implies
a fruition that was already realized. It involved

a positive experience like that in which * the law
of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus made him
fiee from the law of sin and of death

5

(Ro S2}.
He also has a wonderful appreciation

of the

heavenly illumination which * shined in our hearts

to give the light of the kno\\ ledge of the glory of

Gocl in the face of Jesus Christ (2 Co 46
}. This

sui passing light is conceived by the Apostle as a

product of the Spirit of the Lord, and a reflexion

of the glory of Christ as seen in the mirror of His

gospel. In that mirror the believer beholds the

glory of his Lord reflected, and by the |>ower of

the heavenly vision he is 'transformed into the

same image
J

(2 Co 317 1S
). The Johannine doctrine

of
*

passing out of death into life
'

is conceived by
St. Paul as a dying unto sin and being made alive

unto God in Christ Jesus. The believer is
* alive

from the dead* and ' walks in newness of life
3

(Ro
6 1' 13

}. He has been f crucified with Christ : and it

is no longer I that live, but Christ liveth in me ;

and that life which I now live in the flesh I live in

faith, which is in the Son of God' (Gal 220}. And
so in Pauline thought the spiritual life of faith,

enjoved in iello\v-hip with God and Christ, is a
'life hid wuh CliiM in God' (Col 3s), and 'the

free gift of God' (Ro e23
}. This <-on< option is in

essential liarmonv with the doctrine of St. John.

Eternal life i^ in iN inmost nature the free, pure,

permanent spiritual life of Christlikeness. It is a

present possession, a glorious reality, a steadfast-

ness of coii'ciou^ Ih ing fellowship with the Eternal

Father, and with His Son, Jesus Christ.

But in all the Gospels and in the Epistles we
also find eternal life contemplated as a future

glorious inheritance of the saints. In St. John's

Gospel the ' eternal life
J which the believer now

'hath' is destined to attain n -Ji-i "um- roi'-r.M PM-

tion in the resurrection *at .lie l<i i <l''y

"
! '"

For Jesus is Himself the resurrection as well as

the life, and declares :
' He that believeth on me,

though he die, yet shall he live ; and whosoever

liveth and believeth on me shall never die
'

(11
s5-

*).

Such a life must needs abide in eternal permanence.

Jesus spoke of l
tiie water of life

' which becomes
in him N\ho dunks it

* a fountain of water spi ing-

ing up into eteinal life' (4
14

). He spoke ot food
' which abideth unto life eternal,' and of *

gather-
ing fiuit unto life eternal' (4

Jfa 6-7 ). In all the

Gospels He is represented as teaching that * he that
loveth [or findeth, so Synopt ] his soul loseth it ;

and he that hateth [or loseth] his soul m this woild
shall keep it unto life eternal.

3 We read in Mk
10-"- 30 'There is no man that hath left house, or

brethren, ... or lands, for my sake and for the

gospel's sake, but he shall receive a hundiedfold
now in this time, . . . and in the auje to come life

eternal
'

(cf. Mt 19J9 and Lk IS-9- 30
). These Gospels

also speak of eternal life as an inheritance to be
received at a future day (Mt 1916

, Mk 1U17
, Lk 1CF

IS38
). Such contiast of 'this time,

3

'this \\oild,'

'on the eaith' with 'the age to come,' and * in

heaven,' implies possessions in some other age or

world beyond the present In the pictuie ot the

Judgment (Mt 2531'4t)
), the lighteoii^ \\lio go 'into

ecernal life' are said to 'inhefit ihe kingdom pre-

paied for them from the foundation of the world,'
and to enter into the joy and glory of the King
Himself.
This idea of eternal life as a glorious future in-

heritance finds also frequent expiession in the

Epistles. Those who 'by patience in \\ell-domg
seek for glory and honour and immortality

:

shall

receive eternal life as a reward of the righteous

judgment of God (Ro 27
). All who are made free

from sin and become servants of God * have their

fruit unto sanctification, and the end life eternal
'

(Ro 521 622
}. In the Epistle to the Hebrews (I

14 9 15
}

we read of * them that shall inherit salvation,' and
of them that 'receive the promise of the eternal

inheritance.
5 In 1 P I

4 the writer tells his readers

that God has begotten them unto a living hope,
( unto an inheritance incorruptible, and undefiled,
and that fadeth not away, reserved for them in

heaver \
,

* all these scriptures, eternal

life is i > , Christian believer by the

Holy *\ and is to be jicip^tiuuod

through'"' the ages of ages. It is eternal in qnalii y
as being a participation in the Divine n a i 11 1 e o f ne

Eternal One, and eternal in duration as continuing
for ever and ever. It is a possession of manifold

fulness, and is conditioned in a character of god-
likeness, which 'has the promise of the life that now
is, and of that which is to come' (1 Ti 48}, There
can be no living this life apart from God, for it is

V'_p
>\

'

', i'i t\-j soul by a heavenly birth, and must
1. 'i>r,.n??\ nourished by the Spirit of God.
Such vital union with the eternal Spirit brings un-

speakable blessedness in this life and in this world ;

but it is as permanent and abiding as the nature
of God, and is therefore appropriately ^

called^an

incorruptible inheritance. Each individual life,

whose *

fellowship is with the Father, and with His
Son Jesus Christ* (1 Jn I 3}, is conceived as con-

tinuing eternally in that heavenly fellowship. In

this age and that which is to come, in this world
and in any other, on the earth or in the heavens,
the child of God abides in eternal life.

See art. Eschatology li. 2, and so far as this sub-

ject relates to the Future State, artt. HEAVEK,
IMMORTALITY, RESURRECTION
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M. S. TEKRY.

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. RV of Mt S546
(els

KQ\a<nv aldviov). The AV here and in 26 other

passages has 'everlasting.
3 The adjective aiihvLos

occurs 70 times in the NT (1 Ti 619 omitted in RV),
and in the RV, with one exception (Philem

15
), is

uniformly rendered 4
eternal.' This is a distinct

gain, as it leaves the exact significance to be deter-

mined by u&e. Three pa^a<ic^ -liuulil be examined :

'Through times eternal' (Ro 16JO ) ;

* before times

eternal
'

(2 Ti I9
,
Tit I2) ; in these uses it is clear

that 'eternal
3 and '

everlasting
3

are not inter-

changeable This agrees with the LXX, in which
al&viQs is u&ed of the rites and ceremonies of

Judaism which are done a\vay in Christianity (Ex
1224 299 4015

,
Nu IS19 and others). The suggested

use of 'reonian
3 has failed to find approval not-

withstanding its advantages, and *

age-long
'

is

inept.
For NT thought the use of the term in the

Fouith Gospel should be studied. F- *i
"""

parallel passages,
' eternal life

3

is foun< * '

in the Gospels, and of these 17 are in John. In
this Gospel, as also in 1 Jn., the notions of succes-

sion and duration are eliminated, and c eternal'

becomes almos* -\ nm\ :ixm- with 'Divine.
5 4 It is

not an endless uuW ior <'i taing in time, but being
of which time is not a measure 3

(\Yestcott, see

Additional note on 1 Jn 520
). See ETERNAL LIFE.

In the Synoptic Gospels, to * enter into life' and
to * enter into the kingdom* are used inteichanjre-

ably (of Mt 1916- 17 with **, Mk D45 with 47
,
Mt -23*''

e inherit ffv kingthtM* and v. 46 'unto eternal life').

In the Fouuh Go-pel
* eternal Me 3

is the equiva-
lent of 'the kingdom of heaven' of the Synoptic
Gospels (cf . Jn 3s 5

,
where * the kingdom of God *

occurs, with v. 15
}. This suggests a very compre-

hensive and definite idea.
* Eternal life' is the life

of the Kingdom of God forjrh ono--. righteou-ne^
salvation, blessing, \iliaio\ri ili;u life' is declared
to be in the teaching of Jesus. * Eternal punish-
ment '

is the antithesis of * eternal life/ the penal-
ties upon all u \

r jjrUuon-iu -. inseparably bound
up with the Kingdom, and which, in His new
teaching of the Kingdom, Jesus plainly sets forth.

As a working principle, then,
* eternal* may be

accepted as descriptive of things belonging to,

es^enrially bound up with, the Kingdom, and is

almost fie e<]i.riv<iU r>i of *

Messianic/ in the Chris-

tian, as onpo-cv, 10 ilie merely Jewish significance
of the I onii, i lint \( v may believe that Jesus is

the Christ, the Bon o*f God ; and that believing ye
may have life in his name J

(Jn 2031 ). These deeper
meanings of ai&vtos in the NT should serve to
remove the question of the time element in future

punishment from the unsatisfactory basis of meie
verbal interpretations.
In collating the teaching of the Gospels, full em-

phasis must be given to the following postulates
1, The certainty of retribution is inseparably bound

tip with the revelation of Jesus as to the will and
character of God. The Father who c seeth in
secret

* and rewards unobtrusive righteousness- (Mt
O1

**) will render to the unrighteous 'the due reward
of their deeds (Mt 719 1Q28 12 8 15K 186-

, Lk 187

[parnUd primages mn\ifad thrwitjlinur,) Hence the

urgency of the call tx> repentance (M.t 417), and to
the obedience of righteousness as in the Sermon on
the Mount, and* at any cost, to *

crucify the flesh
*

which prompts to sin" (Mt o29- M 18s- 9
). In this

Jesus takes His stand with the prophets of old and
with the last of their order, John the Baptist (cf.
Lk 37"14

). The revelation of the all-perfect Father
never weakens, but ever adds new emphasis to the
call to a life of righteousness, and to me certainty
of penalty for all

2. The characteristic teaching of Jesus as to the

penalties of sin is boiind up with His gospel of the

Kingdom The incomparable worth of the King-
dom, as the richest

*

treasure,' and '

pearl of great

price
'

(Mt 1344 45
), and the supreme quest of it as

the first duty and sovereign wisdom ot life (Mt 633
),

have, as their converse, the
"

* ' "" " " 1 "
s which

the rejection of the gospel entail.

This is the supreme penalty exclusion from the

Kingdom, to be cast into the * outer darkness' (Mt
gia 22*3 2530

), denied by the Lord (Mt 7
23 1CH3 2512

,

Lk IS25'27
), shut out from the glad presence of the

King (Mt 2o41
). The use of the figures 'weeping

and wailing and
' -

.-f ^eeth
'

in the sentence

of exclusion cles that remorse is one
element in future" retribution (cf, Lk 1625 'Son,

remember').
3. The hearing of the gospel adds to human

, v/. / %v. V,. and increases the severity of the

,,,'// ^ 'idlty of disobedience This is the
burden of 'much 'of the teaching of Jesus. Light
is come into the world, and with the light a more
solemn duty (Jn 319 941 1522- 24 169

, Lk 1247 -

). It is

the apostate disciple who, as salt which has lost its

savour, is cast out (Mt 513). To His disciples Jesus

gives the warnings of God's searching judgment
(Mt522flr

-)- To those who call Him 'Lord, Lord,'
and in His name have done l

many mighty works,'
He utters the dread 'Depart' (Mt 7

21-^
s cf Lk

1325"27
). It is the disobedient hearers of His word

who are compared to a foolish builder whose house,
built upon sand, is ruined by the storm (Mt 726- 27

).

Those who deny Him, He also will deny (Mt 1038
) ;

those who are ashamed of Him, of them will He
be ashamed (Mk S38).

It is the unfaithful servant

(Mt 2448
"51

), the unwatchful (Mt 251"13
), the unprofit-

able (Mt 2530
), who are cast out of the Kingdom

It is the unfruitful branch of the vine that is cast

forth, withered, gathered, cast into the fire,

burned (Jn 156
). The final condition of hopeless

doom, the state of ' eternal sin,' is the direct result
of self-willed, deliberate resistance to the Divine

grace (Mk S29 ; see ETERNAL SIN). And in the

larger issue
"

"; of judgment falls upon
cities and -, exalted to heaven' in

privilege and opportunity but doomed because of

neglect (Mt 11- -' 12- -')'.

In all this there is no reference to those to whom the gospel
hasnot been made known.

~ r
(Mt 1015) ana. that of the rr v

cidental and indirect to j itld tn\ determining' principle Even
the great Judgment passage (ML 23 & *

), if indeed it is to be
interpreted universally as including all the nations of the earth,
may be interpreted also as assuming

1 a corresponding univers-
ality of knowledge, the gospel preached throughout the whole
world. The judgments Jesus announces are vitally bound up
with the message He brings. The problem of those to whom
the offers of grace have not been made is not considered, and
we are not ?.i-i if< 'I i'i .ipiil

1

rig to f j'i> ihe -o\cr,i< - or penalty
and dread doom v H' h r> " '< .xol mjr <r J( -n-, fall only upon
those who d-n\ 1 1 iin j.rid re |("T 1 1 !- gro^'t I

& The final triumph of the Kingdom, and con-

sequent final separation of the righteous and the
wicked This is again and again solemnly asserted
and described. In the parables of the Tares (Mt
IS343"-) and the Drag-net (Mt 1347ff

-), the ultimate
overthrow, and, as the terms used would seem to

imply, the final destruction of evil are decisively
declared. From the explanation of the parable it

is clear that the wheat and the tares represent
persons

4 the sons of the kingdom' and *the sons
of the evil one.' This sharp division of men into
two classes entirely distinct is to human vision

impossible. The facts of life show the presence of
*wneat and tares,* good and evil in every man.
The difficulty is unresolved. The end is declared,
but not the stages by which it is reached. The
Kingdom is to be all righteousness, out of it is to
be gathered

*
all things that cause stumbling, and

them that do iniquity* (Mt IS41). Every plant
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not planted by the Father is to be uprooted (Mt
1513

), and every tree \\ hich beareth not good fruit
ib to be cut down and destroyed (Mt 719

)

So far there can be little hesitation in setting
forth the teaching of Jesus The difficulties an.se
when we seek to determine exactly the nature
and duiation of the penalties and of the doom
The difficulty is accentuated by the fact that Jesus
uses freely the religious symbolism current at the
time Gehenna, the worm that dies not and the
hre that is not quenched, the outer darkness, the

weeping and the wailing and the gnashing of teeth,
were familiar figures, and are clearly used because
familiar (see ETERNAL FIRE). If, then, we a^k how
far Jesus gave His sanction to the populai notions
behind the symbols, we are confronted with the

difficulty of detei mining what those notions were.

The^use of the-e fi<iuie^ to describe the place of

punishment in the world of spirits is admitted, but
it is not so clear which of the three doctrines which
have divided Christian thought endless punish-
ment, annihilation, restoration was held Sup-
port has been found for each opinion, and from the
words of Jesus Himself quite opposite conclusions
have been reached. In what has been said above,
finality would seem to be taught, but other

opinions are held.

(1) F--I i,
"";. I'-* ;-reat sayings in which the

note o ; ', *
*

-<
-

i \ of grace rings so clear (Jn
316- 17

) 5 and the per-i-ii'iu -o ml 1 of iho lo^i (Lk 154'8
)

and the all-embracing work of Jesus are so abso-

lutely declared
(
Jn I

29 12n - 32
), have been dwelt upon

as Hi-tiMr,;: 'iliolaiger hope.' The exact award
of po:i<Ji\ . i sie io\v and many stripes according to
the measure of disobedience"(Lk 1247-

**}, the com-

pleted sentence implied in
4
till thou have paid the

last farthing
3

(Mt o26
, cf. 1834- 35

}, the startling
symbolism of the phrase

e salted with fire
5

(Mk O49),
which is said to teach c that the destructive element

performs a purifying part' (see Internat. Crit.

Com 'Mark* in loco), the use of wSXacris, pruning ,

'

suggestive of corrective rather than of vindictive

punishment' (Expos. Gr. Test, on Mt S546), and the
use of al&vtos as - .pp -t^i,:

'

age-long,
5 have all

been singled out as leaving room for the hope of

final salvation through the fires of judgment.
The exact balance of the awards 'eternal life" and 'eternal

punishment
'

(Mt 25*) has often been insisted upon as teach-

ing finality As the life is certainly endless, so, it is urged,
must the punishment be. But even this is not conclusive.
The terms 'life 'and IVT i-;m,<."'i IKIPI to an essential differ-

ence Life is of God, *>- ni.J ' Dump punishment is from
God, a Divine act. It is well also to bear in mind that *

if good
ever should come to an end, that would come to an end which
Christ die<l 10 "hr r ir ri biv

"
r e* 1

! comes to an end, that comes
to an end \\ 'rvi. He <i < d 10 <i* -iroj

*

(Clemance, future Punish-

ment, p 65).

But more than upon single texts, reliance is

placed upon the revealed character and purpose of

God in Jesus Christ,

(2) On the other hand, the strong terms, destntc-

tion, perdition, ini'iwJrfi1J'ifre> and the analogies
of consumption of rie,s and chaff and withered
branches by fjre, are instanced as indicating anni-

hilation. T\\ o sayings of Jesus are indeed terrible

in their severity, and ought not to be minimized :

' Be not afraid of them which kill the body, but
are not able to kill the soul ; but rather fear him
which is able to destroy both soul and body in

hell' (Mt 1028) Whether the reference be to God
a* the object of fear (so \Vendt. Teaching of Jesus,
L 201, and most commentators) or * the tempter

* and
c the devil whose agent he is

*

(so Bruce, Expos. Gr.

Test, in loco], the statement as to the destruction of

the soul itself remains. The same thought is sug-

gested by the figure used in the saying,
* He that

falleth on this stone shall be broken to pieces ; but
on whomsoever it shall fall, it will scatter him as

dust
'

(Mt 2144
),

Were utter extinction of being to

be taught, it could hardly be in plainer terms.

(3) In close association, and lending support to
the theory of annihilation, is the doctrine of * con-
ditional immortality

3

or 'life in Christ.' Accord-

ing to this theory the object of revelation is
* to

change man's nature, not only from sin to holinefas,
but from mortality to immortality

'

Many sayings
in the Fourth Gospel are pressed to snppoit this

theory, especially those where the gift of life is

declared to be "only through the Son, and to

those only who abide in Him by faith (Jn 3 15 * 16

QSo.
50-58 V

It is this evident and apparently 'insoluble

antinomy
' which has led many to conclude * that

we have not the elements of a complete solution,
and \\e ought not to attempt it. What visions

beyond there may be :
what larger hopes, what

ultimate harmonies, if such there are in store, will

come in God's good time ; it is not ours to antici-

pate them, or lift the veil where God has left it

drawn '

(Orr, The Christian View of God and the

World, 397). This conclusion, so far at least as

the Gospels are conceined, may be accepted. In
the teaching of Jesus the emphasis is always upon
present opportunity duty, responsibility. One
said unto Jinn l.oiil aie they few that be saved?
And he said unto them, Strive to enter in by the

narrow door' (Lk 1323}.
' Walk while ye have the

light, that darkness overtake you not While ye
have the light, believe on the light, that ye may
become sons of light

'

(Jn 1235 -

*). God's eternal

grace and man's * boundless power of resistance*

stand over against each other. Jesus honours both,
but nowhere in His leported sayings does He dis-

close the final issue.

The f i-aching of the Epistles does not come
within ilie -cope of this article, but this brief

reference is necessary. To the present writer, at

least, it does appear that St. Paul's faith reaches a
final issue. By nun an endless dunli-ui IM!I f i^i\ elv

rejected.
* That God may be all in all

"

( 1 Co I r>-
1 -Sr

)

is the final goal ; but what that includes, or how
accomplished, is not declared ; only of Christ it is

said, and we piay hold this faith confidently,
* He

must reign till ne hath put all his enemies under
his feet

'
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'
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tion as determined by the nature of sin, Stephen, Essays in
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W. H. DYSON.
ETERNMi SIN. The KV of Mk S28 (otofcw

a/mprfwaTos, SO KBL ; C* vld D read a^,apr{as) ; AV
'eternal damnation' (/cptVews, so AC2

),
4 a strong

translation of an incorrect text
7

(Morison). It is

not surprising that the latter explanation of a
difficult word (&/A&prqfui) should have found its way
into the text of some later MSS. As an explana-
tion of the correct text,

* eternal judgment
'

or, as
the judgment, is clearly adverse, 'eternal condem-
nation' is not without force. It has the merit
of omplm^i/ing the essential matter, which any
interpretation, to be adequate, must take into

account, thar an 'eternal &in
3

is a sin which
'hath never forgiveness.' But this early gloss is

inadequate. There is more than the emphasis of

ioTi It is not the pentxltyof the sin, but its

, -which is declared; not the mere duration
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of the sin or of the sinning, but the guilt ; not

eternally sinning, but an eteinal sin

That sin tends to propagate itself is witnessed
to by experience, and that continuance in sinning
must exclude fomlvoruv-* is an essential principle
of all moral judgment. Sin and penalty are of

necessity coterminous. But unforqiven because

unrepented of is true of all sin, and is no adequate
explanation of an e eternal sin

' which cairies the

judgment 'unforgivable.' The absoluteness of the
sentence is already declared in the woids e hath
never forgiveness ;

'

it is the ultimate ground of
thi- j.uljiniOTil which is further declared.

k Eternal sin
'

finds its contrast and opposite in
* eternal life,' which is noi -imply 01 character-

istically endless life, but e- ciinn.1 po* UM t life,
' the

life which is life indeed '

(1 Ti'619 RV), the life

of the Kingdom of God (cf. Mk 943- *5 - 47 and
Jn 3 J - 5 - 15

), the life of God (1 Jn I 2 RV). So
* eternal sin

5

is more than { sin eternally repeat-

ing itself,
5

it is a fixed state of sin, sin which has
become character, nature, moral death, which is

death indeed. But see art. BLASPHEMY, p. 209b.

This is the final revolt of man, free will carried

to its ultimate in the defiance of God, a final con-

dition, hopeless and beyond recovery, beyond the
reach even of Divine illumination and influence.

The writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews cer-

tainly contemplates in 6 1"8 the Do^-iUli^v of such
fatal :i -it -* cf. also 1 Jn 5lu '&m unto death

3

(see \\ estcott, ad loc ) ; but neither of these pas-

sages appears to the present writer to afford help
here.

Two questions must be distinguished the

actuality and the possibility of this state of

moral depravity. That the grace of God should

proie un.n.'iib'i^ is indeed hard to believe, and by
m.i'iy the 1 1 10,4- in is !)*( i*dullnl\. Yet there is

:nii< i
1 ri l io r<vu Iii*i;r or .To-u-* nml in human life

to justify the foai clij-t i\\i< i'0--r>ri, \ T, v become
an actual fact. The hardening of the heart which
follows all unfaithfulness is the witness in human
life to what must inevitably result if unfaithful-
ness is persisted in a fixed state of spiritual blind-
ness ami insensibility There is a law of degenera-
tion in the moral world as in the natural. But it

is in the ^ 'ip!,.:-c ! i ine of sin that
^
the full

ground of --n," 1
,- - .*. \. .'* !M

"

teach-

ing of Jesus, the measure c >

'

\ is
* the

light that is in thee' (Mt tH), ana sm is wilful

disregard of the light of truth. To be blind is to
be without sin ; but to those who say

* we see/ and
yet walk in darkness, sin remaineth "

(Jn 941 ). So
every increase of light brings increased responsi-
bility (Jn aia lo22) ; and for self-willed deliberate
refusal of the Divine yrace refusal not in ignorance
or misunderstanding but with full consciousness
and choice of will so that the will itself becomes
identified with evil, there can only be judgment,
not because the Divine compassions fail, but be-
cause the redemption, as the Redeemer, is despised
and rejected of men. In the final issue the free
\\\]\ of man is valid even against the beseechings
of God (Jn 540

? Mt 23s7
).

^
The doom of the finally impenitent is here nega-

tively told :
* hath never forgiveness

*

j but that
includes the uttermost penalty, exclusion from the
Kingdom of the Father, loss of the 'eternal life.*

This is sin's last stage and uttermost working ; it
cuts the soul off from God, its source and life. Sin,
when it is full grown, bringeth forth death *

(Ja I15
).

See, fuither, art. Siis".

LrTBRATtm,K.-The Commentaries on Sfe. Maxk; Salmond,
Christian Doctrine of Immnrtalitv, pp 306, 4935 ; Bow, JPwture
jRfitn6t*eww, p. 254; Bruce, Kingdom of God, p_ 319; Wendt,
Teackmg of Jems, Bag. tr. 11 87 ; Stevens, Theology of the
NT, p. 102 ; Expos, n. iL [1882] p. 321 ff

W. H. DYSON.

ETERNITY. There is no word either in OT
Hebrew or in NT Greek corresponding to the
abstract idea of eternity.
In Is 5715 both AV and RV have the phrase 'the high and

lofty One that^nhablteth eternity
' MThas in p#, lit 'dwelling

for ever' the thought of the writer being evidently the un-

changeableness of God
"

r

words to erpress perma
connected with Assjr

'

'the present' But in OT it is used ad\erbially to express
indefinite duration of time generally in the future Its use is

mainly poetical of God (Is fi?^), His law (Ps 199), His attri-

butes (1113
10

) But it is found also in connexion with things
whose existence in Hebrew thought would be limited, eg a

king's life (Ps 216, Pr 29"), the hp of truth (Pr 1219)
A word of wider meaning and more general application is

Dpiy, connected with Assyr ulldnu, meaning 'remote time 3

Z^; ,r OIT-"
'

-i- <1 of the fast-days (Is 639 11, MIC 5^ 7" etc ),

ueop'o (1
- '

- M*7, ~) hills (Gn 4926, Hab 3&). It is also used, like

"j#, of God or His attributes as existing from the remote past

(Ps 932 11932, is 6316 W) to the remote future (Ps 1388, Jer

313 IK 109), specially in the phrase ntyn ijn D^iynD 'from

everlasting to everlasting' (Ps 902 10317, Neh 95 etc ) But in

the case of npiy also there are many places in OT where its

meaning is obviously limited to the affairs and lives of human
beings, e ff of a slave (Dt 15?, 1 S 2712), of careless dwellers (Ps
7312), and in the familiar phrase,

' May the king live for ever '

(1 K l*t f Neh 23) Often, however, the word is used to indicate
the wiitcr's hope 01 belief that a certain state of good [e g God's
covenaiu (Gn 'J

1 * 1

) or His promises (Is 408), Or His relations to
His people (Ps 45iy 856, etc )], may continue indefinitely Par-

ticularly is this true of the Messianic hope (Is 9*>, Ps HO4
45^)

Sometimes
Jl J ' _V "

permanence is emphasized by the
use of the ;

'

, Dn 924) jn EC 3", a very difficult

passage, RVm gives as an alternative rendering of D75;n
*

eternity
'

The other Hebrew phrases worthy of note are n&5 *
perpetuity

'

in the frequent phrase r&|J? 'for ever' (Is 132o 25^, Am 87, Hab
14 etc ), and DD; 1>* 'length of days/ Dt 3020, Job 1212, ps 214

and in the well-known passage Ps 236 *
I shall dwell in the house

of the Lord for ever.' Here the meaning is disputed, but the
probability is that the highest anticipation of the Psalmist was
to have the joy of spending an indefinite period in the Temple

i ',""]
"

Similar to D^lJ^ is the phrase TII TI
L'

!,

>
- i ^ e. to future ages (Ex 8*3, Ps 10<> 33U

4911) It is mainly poetical.

The idea of eternity, like the idea of i i 1 1 < , ;

"
\

v ,.- 'iKiv-'i; li-'vond the range of early Jewish
i siv.ijr'i l-\ ,>.* after the Exile, pg
a natural development of the Hebrew

'

God, and partly through the force of circumstances.

(1) The pious Jew, turning away more and more
from the rintliropo'uoipln-m of cruder religions,
strove todijicironii.no ilick infinite God from finite

man. God is transcendent above the limitations
of earthly existence. Hence He is eternals from
everlasting to everlasting. A thousand years in
His -i

v
irlit <ire but as yesterday, (2) With the Exile

came u <ie(j.\
a
of national ideals, and the Jew

began to consider more his own personality and
its relation to this eternal God. Tln& thought
developed slowly, and was mixed with various
elements The Jew found himself in an evil world.
His own nation was oppressed, almost blotted out.
Good men suffered ; wicked men seemed to prosper.
If the eternal, omnipotent God ruled the world, then
all this must Mirely end The Day of the Lord
would come for oppressed I^iael, foi the oppressors,
for the whole ^ orld, arid (in Apocalyptic literature,
Ps-Sol 316 139

etc.) for the Jew himself* Then the
present evil world (mn o^ny) would give place to a
new and glorious era (K^TT oViy, -<o Gr\rr \ i TON i

Whether this K5T ch\y would be i7'//'vi iho .J(
4
\\ did

not at first stop to inquire. Sufficient for him that
it would come with counlle-- "hlo-^injr- in 'the end
of the days* (Q^n j>p, cf. Mr 13"" -2-Pi In the Book
of Enoch, however,

*Time J
is followed by

*

Eternity
'

in the x^n D7ij?. Later Judaism developed the idea,

probably borrowed from the Zend religion, of a
series of world epochs (cf. the world empires of
DaniePs vision), followed by the Messianic age

In the time of Christ, Jewish thought on the
future had developed very much, and had assumed
many forms (see ESCHATQLOGY). Jesus must have
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sifted the various elements. He retained and per-

haps developed the view of a new age (K^D o^iy)
about to dawn on the wo

"" ""

,

"

',o the pre-
sent (mnp^iy; Mtl2J2

, cf. i > :* the king-
dom of heaven 3

(cro*^ rvo
1

?;?) would he '- <-,'!i-\ i !

Jesus endeavoured to concentrate the thoughts of
Hi& hearers on their personal relation to this king-
dom, and the desirability

of sharing it (see LIFE,
ETERNAL LIFE). Doubtless this kingdom would
be for ever and its members live for ever (of. Dn 122

n^i? "o eternal life '). The vexed question of the
absolute endlessness of this kingdom, with its

rewards and punishments, would probably never be
raised in the minds of Jesus' hearers. At the same
time, there is no evidence in the teaching of Jesus
of any limit to the ^n njiy, and while the frequent
adjective al&j>Los,

*

eternal,
5 must be taken in the

Gospels as
" "

'ie first place to ihi- < niiiin<!

kingdom, i <

,
, as we know, be taken as

implying also that quality of absolute permanence
with which that kingdom has always been associ-

ated in the minds of men.
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G. GORDON STOTT.
ETHICS. A very little reflexion will reveal the

unusual difficulties that lurk in a subject like the

present the Ethics of Jesus, or, of the Gospels.
Even the uninitiated is aware that we cannot in

strictness speak of the Ethics
'

of Jesus at all in

the sense, that is, of a doctrine -n^Kjmaiioilh de-

veloped aaoulinjr to principles, ,m<l oxluiu-tuoly
applied to the T.I < r- of life. For His was no scien-

tific or methodical spirit; His >i^m fit rime lies

rather in the realm of personality, "in i IIP unique
quality of His moral feeling and judgment, in the

peculi.n w.iy in \\hich men and things moved Him,
and in \\huli II <j reacted upon them. Hence we
need not look for either an orderly arrangement of,

or even an approximate completeness in, His ethical

ideas. From the drama of His life we are unable
to compile a system of morals, but we may see how
a great Personality creates a moral standard by
what He does and suffers, and how He elucidates
it in His words.
But are we justified in connecting with Him the

term 'ethical' at all? We speak accurately of

Ethics or Moral Science only when we regard the
conduct of men in their mutual relations as some-

thing by itself, abstracted from religious feeling
and action, and when ethical ends and maxims are

disengaged from religion, in virtue of their in-

herent worth; and such an independent position
of Ethics, whether it appear worth attaining or

not, is simply beside the mark in the case of

Jesus. His moral and His religious principles are
so closely interwoven, His moral feeling, e.g. His
love for man, is so inseverable from the religious
basis of His belief in the Fatherhood of God, that
it would seem to be impossible to delineate His
* Ethics

' without at the same time treating of, say,
the Kingdom of God, the Divine grace, or the final

.judgment. And if, nevertheless, we venture upon
the task, we must never lose sight of the connect-

ing lines that run between His ethical teaching
and His religious jrin< iple<<

Then there is t.ho qu*i ion whether our sowces
are at all sufficient fui The nil I and accurate repre-
sentation of the moral personality of Jesus. In

restricting ourselves to the Synoptic Gospels, we

are doing nothing more than lecognizing the
claims of historical science. But now, to what
extent can we regard the three older GospeL as
adequate sources for our theme ? If we irive-tiaate
the oldest of all, viz. Mark, we find that ic roVlieie
makes any attempt to portray the Ethics of Jesus
as such. In i opoi i ,nt. His conflict and controversy
with the JinliiiMM (n His time, it casts but an in-
direct light upon this side of His chaiactei, and
that, moreover, in a series of isolated scenes. Of
these the rao-t ont-^puliMtr PJO uhe Rabbinical
disputations u^JiruiM^ tle S,/>kul> (2

23-36
), purity

(T
1
-^), divorco J <"';, ili:i co-nt the important

i,,^, _;
-

grating the conversation with the rich
*r*ui v

iu -"; anc , ,he 'first command-
ment' (12

38
-").

^
aspects of His con-

ception of life are vividly illustiated by such utter-
ances as that to the paralytic (2

5f
), about the

physician and the sick (2
17

), the true kinship (3
s5

),

children (10
15f

), and tribute-money (12
13~17

). In the
section dominated by the three pii\h< lion- of His
death (8

27-1045
) we have a n ,.-^ of a<.ionitions

to the <li-]^lo -ci 'iicci uiuji readiness to suffer,

loyalty, courage, humility, reverence for childhood,
etc. We have here something of the natuie of a

primitive Christian catechism ; not instructions (as
in the Didache, let us say) for tranquil seasons and
everyday life, but rather articles of war for the
eccle&ia nuhtans of the persecutions, a manuals
erucis.

*

An entirely different kind of appeal is made by
the Sermon on the Mount in Mt 5-7. In its extant
form the Sermon is the !'" n,l/,i/'ii of a great
jiiojramiw, in which the' 1 \ .i-i^-'l!-

1 -eeks to give
a definitive and Jip|io\imn

k

ly complete statement
of Jesiis* relation to the Law, with a reference, more-
over, to the representatives of the anti-legalistic

standpoint, \\ ho think that He is come * to destroy
the law.

3

It is the purpose of the writer to con-

vince these that Jesus, being in a general way the
Fulfiller of Prophecy, is, as a lawgiver, the ful-

filler of the prophecy regarding the second Moses,
whom God was to raise up in the last days (Dt
18 15

), and who, so far from abrogating the Law,
will rather consummate and even transcend it.f

In our
"" f the Sermon we cannot afford to

ignore . < . i of the writer ; we must draw a
distinction between what its words purported to

him, and what they meant in the tradition he
utilized. Similarly, in reading St. Luke's ver-

sion of the Sermon on the Mount, we must bear
in mind that he has materially abridged Ms
material, not alone by discarding the Jewish and

preseiving only the typically ^human elements,
but by considerably tran?fonruiig it under the

influence of his pionounced ascetic view.J Both
Mt. and Lk. thus* throw us back upon the source

of our Lord's words, in which \}\v prinmh o Jr\\i-li-

Christian community had grouped the J o^iu of

Jesus for its own instruction. Hence we are torced

to distinguish between the Ethics of the Evan-

gelists and the Ethics of their source.^ Further,
we must make a searching examination of the

elma<t<wtieally Lukan tradition as it appears in

rho iiariiblo* of 'the Rich Man and Lazarus, the

Good Samaritan, etc. ; only so shall we be justified
in attempting to answer the question, What was
the ethical ptMiion of Jesus? An extremely com-

plicated ciuical process must thus be JTOIK* through
before we use our present authorities as documents
for the solution of our problem. But as It is

impossible to reproduce here the details of such

investigation, only the results can be stated, with
references to other works of the present writer.

* Of. J. Weiss, Das alteste Evangelium (1903)

t Cl J, Weiss, Die Schriften des NT, neu ubersetzt imd/r
d,c '!< v/."< ir* >>n *'t- 'I .j), i i p 236 ff.

J Ih }
-111"

1 /6. p. 580.
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In an account of the Ethics of Jesus, the reader

also looks for a comparison and contiast between
Him and His Jewish, perhaps also His Grseco-

Roman, contemporaries. The fresh and original
elements in His moral thought and feeling

1 nui>t be
set over against traditional views. The'lavourite

procedure in this connexion, that, namely, of placing
His luminous hgure on a hackgiound as sombre as

possible, is one we cannot follow. Above all, the

task of describing the ethical conditions of co

temporary Judaism would take us beyond our

allotted space, and is, moreover, beyond our capa-

city. Often as it has been tried, in more or less

ingenious sketches, to reproduce some cross-section

through the moral conditions of later Judaism, it

has never be_en accomplished without subjective

caprice and violent ..".< < \

"

<
* Noi

is this result to be -
< M *

I <.
- i/iite im-

possible to describe faithfully, or estimate justly,
the characteristic ethical complexion of a period
so extensive as the two and a half centuries from
B.C. 180 to A.D. 70, of the inner history of which
we still know so little, which is represented by a

literature so multiform, and of which the dominant
currents veered so much a period, moreovei,

meagrely equipped with first-rate or distinctly

recognizable personalities. True, we can obseive

the behaviour of the circles from which sprang the

Psalms of Solomon, we can lay our hand upon the

devout bieast of the pseudo-Ezra, we can enter

into the spirit of the author of 1 Maccabees or

Siiach ; but how diverse are even these few casual

types, and how impossible is it to make them n't

into one harmonious picture
' What, again, do we

know of the Ethics of the Greek or Sadducean

party? What vogue had the Essenes among the

people ? Are the Pharisees of the Psalms of Solo-

mon identical with those of the time of Jesus ?

And, above all, what significance for our problem
has the Talmud, so often named, so little known ?

Here, in sober truth, so many unsolved enigmas
await the historian, that one cannot but marvel at

the assurance of those who, in face of them all, are

ready to sketch the Ethics of later Judaism as a
foil for the Ethics of Jesus. We for our part
renounce any such design. We have not the daimg
to institute a comparison between the F chics of

Jesus and the complicated historical phenomena
of the period, and then, as impartial judges, to

proceed to measure out th j
lijrlil mul *-liade. We

content ourselves with the quonon //"'"' did Jesus

regard and estimate the Judaism of His time ? It

is beyond doubt that His moral sense was chafed

by many things, and in particular by Pharisaism,
and that a material part of His teaching was for-

mulated in antagonism to the Rabbis. We too
must feel this antagonism, if we are ever to under-
stand Him.

If, again, we are required to answer the ques-
tion as to wherein consists the new and original
element in the Ethics of Jesus, we are brought to a

complete standstill. In His conflict with Rabbinism
He is in close alliance with the Prophets, and is

certainly not outside their influence. But to
assume that a great gulf is fixed between the

religion of the Prophets and Psalmists and that of
later Judaism, is> to foiget that a goodly part of
both the Prophets and the Psalms was a contribu-
tion of the post-exilic period, and, above all, to
overlook the fact that these writings form the

background, or, we might even say, the native soil

of Judaism. However profoundly they were mis-

understood, still it was not possible to prevent the
intermittent welling up, from the soil, of many a

copious spring ; and many a document of the later

, period bears clear testimony to their influence.
Thus we can do full justice to the moral creed of
Jesus only by giving adequate consideration to the

circumstance that He lived in intimate sympathy
and steadfast accord with the noblest and devoute&t

thoughts of His people's Bible Hence, if in \ lew
of these facts we inquire conceining HHMM ijjn*hry
of Jesus, the result will be a sui prise .bor we
shall find that of almost all His ethical ideas there

are anticipations, piecedents, and even parallels
m the OT, as also Judaism. A
mere glance at any '

4
. allels, such as

that of Wetstem, will be suthcient to puige us
of the notion that the ,

- *-,(*- or greatness of

Jesus consists in the no.- ,\ . II - ethical teach-

ing. Theology is still tainted with the propensity,
inherited from Rationalism, to see in the produc-
tion of ideas the all but exclusive factor in the

making of history or the progiess of man. It

often fails to realize how plentiful ideas are in

times that are spiritually alive, 01 how m all

ages humanity has been enabledl to take a step in

advance only by
*

'a personality who,
with unwonted e wj and enthusiasm,
absorbed, elaborated," and formed anew from his

individual experience the choicest products of his

age So with Jesus ; His ideas as such are neither
so novel nor so revolutionary as to create a new
world; they derive their procreative vntue solely
from the fact that He made them His own, lived

them, and died for them.
From these preliminaries we turn to the exposi-

tion proper, premising that we shall on principle

forego any systematic or exhaustive development
of the material fiom a fundamental idea. Our
purpose is to survey the hgure of Jesus in its

specific operation, and what better situation for

this can we find than the actual scene of His con-
flict -with His environment? It was the friction

with that environment which kindled the fire

within Him ; it was His unconfoimitv with it that

gave Him the conviction or Hi& peculiai heritage.
Just as His anger at the profanation of the Temple
moved Him to an involuntary display of <

feeling superior to, and more delicate th, .

Hi^ fellow*, so His collision with the leading repre-
sentatives of Judaism evokes from Him not merely
an indignant criticism, but also a manifestation of
His own inherent character In this connexion
the great discouise against the Scribes and Phari-
sees in Mt 23 (cf. Lk II39 '52

) furnishes invaluable

testimony Even if its artificial form (cf the seven

Woes) be derivative, still the majority of the say-
ings grouped in it, so expressive of individual

feeling, so original in form, unmistakably show
the characteristic touch of Jesus. In any case the
discourse clearly reveals the distinction He drew
between Himself and the Rabbis, and the traits in
the latter by which the disciples, filled with His
spirit, felt themselves repelled. It is, above all

things, i ii<> mMf ' '*// of their practice, the contrast
betweei ilu io<ilir\ and the appearance, which is

M.) \ i\ idh brought out in the metaphor of
* whited

^epiilchte^' (23
27

). The supreme business of the

scribes, to which they .' : i :i' T\ devoted them-
selves with sui passing ze.

,
/ !< instruction of

the people in the law of God (23
4
), they discharged

in such a way as to superinduce the veiy reverse
of what was intended : instead of bringing men
into the Kingdom (23

13
) they keep them out by im-

posing intolerable burdens, in the beaimg of which
they render not the -V-1't< -t holp. It is, in fact,
evident that the work ! IOJMITI^ men to God was
for them a matter of no consequence whatever. A
glaring light is thrown likewise upon the propa-
ganda of the Pharisees (23

15
) : under their tutelage

a proselyte becomes a child of hell, twice as wicked
as themselves (or, as it was probably spoken at

first, twice as wicked as he was before) These
severe verdicts show at a glance how highly Jesus
estimated the sacred and responsible office of the
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leaders of the
"' * "

"*'
J

hey so direly abused.
With keen nu- i Me passes sentence
.. t

1

!*
1

complacent and -

1 "
i-Y- "ather-

iM-.o^,) 1

-, who, on the prete^ /,
'

zeal,
with 'long prayers' devour widows' houses (Mk
1240 ). IT

"
*

' * ' V the unscrupulousness
of their 4 training out gnats and
swallow: < \ , squeamish and strait-

laced in regardtotrifl.es, in flio'jioju mouil niatiei-.

lax for themselves and loihoiic ro oilioi* 01 en 10

the point of ,

Al
'

1

ich has ever since been
the practice clothed with authority
(23

24
). TM'-I -,.' V ,

> -.U- :- 'i". ,\^,]\ < 1\
J

1->

SCribes' 1 - n*
,

'

\ .) ,
m

i, '^ -ll'il, i -,.i
'

. i"-:

they keep cup ana platter clean, 'but are inditferent

to the nature of the contents ; non olet3 even though
it has been accumulated by selfishness and greed,
and is gorged with unbridled

""" " V (23
25

)

While with painful precisio" B
, to the

tithing of the meanest garden" pW"^ *-'u^v
neglect the weightiest matters of the i

mercy, and faithfulness (23
s3

). In harmony with
Mic 68 He enunciates the principle that the primary
imperatives of morality surpass all ceremonial pre-

scriptions in importance and urgency a truth

which, though ancient, needs ever to be emphasized
ane\y. There can be no dubiety as to the purport
of justice' or *

mercy' in this - 'hey aie
meant to cover the great social -of the

ruling to
'V ""' > '! -

i . \ -- -
'*

' -n -perversion
of the L?v '

! >i: c i; (>i v '['-, rid orphans,
the relief of the poor. As to the third injunction,
the Evangelists do not seem to have been sure of
it? meaning; for 'faithfulness' St. Luke (II

42
)

substitute^ the ' love of God,' probably interpret-
ing 7r/<ms as * faith' (as EV) Without doubt,
however, Jesus intends this word also to connote a
social and moral duty, viz. tiustworthiness and
candour in human relationships.
Mt. has in this verse inserted a clause (23

23b
)

which should almost certainly be deleted from Lk.
(II

42
), as a gloss involving a certain modification of

the command. The preceding verses might lead us
to infer that Jesus did not only set less store by
the ceremonial law, lr,r A j

- i"i- j- . > !> away with
it

altogether. This, however, says 8t. Matthew,
is not His meaning :

* These (moral duties) ought
ye to have done, and not to leave the other undone/
The Evangelist is, in fact, keenly solicitous lest

Jesus be regarded as hostile to the Mosaic law, as
he shows also in 517 and the prefatory words 232f-

(neither passage in Lk.), implying that the teaching
of the scribes is good, but that their works are

evil, since they do not practise what they preach.
Taking into consideration the writer's date and
point of view, we can quite well understand the

words; but we naturally ask whether this con-

ciliatory and conservative attitude towards the
ceremonial law truly represents the mind of Jesus 1

The words about the cleansing of cups and
platters, and about the tithing of mint, anise, and
cummin, certainly sound so contemptuous as to

compel us to ask whether Jesus set any value what-
ever upon the ceremonial side of the Law, and, in

particular, upon the special casuistic <il |no<.o| of

the scribes. The question may be an voiod pto-
visionally and generally Jesus was not a Pharisee,
and this means that Hks attitude towards many of
the scribal maxims was a dissentient one ; He was
not a Judaean, but a son of the Galilsean peasantry,
who knew how to evade the authority of Pharisaic
doctors and lawyers, and who were, in consequence,
liable to the curse merited by those who * know not
the law' (Jn749

); and, accordingly, He regards Him-
self and His followers likewise as above the Phari-
sees' rules about purifying. But we also find ex-

phcit remon&tiances against the 'traditions of the
elders

'

so dear to the scribes (Mk 75 * 9 13
) ; He char-

VOL, I. 35

actenzes them -
.

:\ as th^ '
, <

"

t"
*

(EV< tradition
5

)- k
, thus -

1 , ,

with the commandments of Gou. in tnis He
evinces His independent attitude, for a genuine
Pharisee could live only by the belief that the
additions to and amplifications of the Law, even if

.11 - 1 1! -
reject, pervert, and even make void the

commandment of God (7
s 1S

). He gives as an ex-

ample the gross case of one who evades the plain
human duty

c '

is parents by the
manoeuvre of Temple the money
he might hav

^
. : once the fateful

word 'Corban' is spoken, then every penny so
conseciated belongs to God, and is, as sacred pro-
perty, interdicted from all secular uses, and so
from that of the parents It is bad enough that a
son should so act ; but that jurists and theologians
should permit Mm henceforward to turn his back
upon father and mother, should declare his pledge
to be inviolable, and refuse to release

' him from
it, is neither more nor less than the disannulling of
the Fifth Commandment.*
Now the assertion that the great moral de-

mands of God's law are of more importance than
any ceremonial

" "
i.- is primarily directed

only against th- .i> M and ]jit*><'iipU<ms of
the Rabbis; in ,

l* {

;

' U r piruiple
which threatens ,

...
.'!' of the Mosaic

system. Already in the OT we see the strained
relations between prophetic piety and priestly
I-

1
.;* lily- -1 -f

7
'' i- again and again at variance.

I'
1

ilu'^KM- m.ilsix and preaching of Jesus the pro-
phetic loli^ion HMppear-, A\iJi uii>iu'

l

lolci
'l force

and clearness, and braces ,i*HI ,-> I'-i" \vork of
i

'
ii

.
;

i

*

". ^-'i -"Levitical ceremonialism.
!.

'

i , . . he ritual law as of equal
validity belongs to the very nature of the priestly
theocracy : the moment the former is placed on a
higher level the whole edifice becomes insecure.

In this reference St. Mark preserves a short but

pregnant -.ix'i't: of Jesus (7
1S

), viz. 'There is

nothing fro -M' ^u 1-o-ir the man that going into Mm
can dehle him, but the things which proceed out
of the man are those which defile Mm.* As He
is here ^onkinpr of clean and unclean meats, He
says,

'

V>rlim;r ^oing into the man,
1 but He might

equally well say, and certainly means, 'Nothing
from without the man coming to him,

9
i.e. coming

into contact with him. But this is the reverse of
what stands in the Law. For the whole complex
of the Mosaic-Levitical legislation rests upon the

postulate that a man is defiled
by^

outer contact
and contamination, or by partaking of certain

foods, i.e. that he thereby becomes separated from

God, is excluded from the sanctuary and segregated
from the sacred community. Now the principle
enunciated by Jesus cuts tne ground from under
all the part irular commandment*, of the ceremonial
law. J i carrier indeod, a di^oh ni and explosive
force. But His standpoint ditrers from mere
rationalistic *illuminism by having a profoundly
religious basis. Jesus had so intense a conception
of man's relation to God as an etMcal one* that He
could not tolerate the thought that God would
o\:(;lu<lo iinyoTJC from His presence merely because
he had rout'liert a corpse or eaten swme's flesh. It

i the CM! \\ill. the impure heart, the false nature,
that separate men from God.
All this, of course, is self-evident to us; but

when Jesus uttered it, and acted upon it, He
found Himself at cross purposes with the most ex-

emplary personages of His generation, and com-

pel led fo resist the drift of an age-long tradition.

He raised His voice not only against the scribes,
* Of J. Weiss, op* a*, i l (p. 124
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but against the very spirit of the Law they ex-

pounded Moreover, in actual practice, His "bearing
towards the Law is quite unconstrained. He adds
to the exceptions already conceded by the Kabhis

(0 g. works of necessity on the Sabbath), and
allows both Himself and His disciples a certain

freedom, without taking counsel of the specialists.
"When challoTiivil He appeals to the example of

David .,Mk '2-
<;
-

'> It is manifestly gratifying to

the narrator that Jesus was able to justify His
action so adroitly "by the methods of Rabbinical

exposition. But this is only an ex post facto
i

\
-

'
"

1 '!:', ( if which 11 1 o <1 i -t
if-

1e- certainly were
T 01 'i "\i '^ as they plm kel i lie /krtw ^^ ^^
iu 4

l A
'

'-n deliberation, simply
selves of the freedom which their

Jesus had made a matter of course \V e learn tne
true meaning of Jesus from the twofold declaration

subjoined by St. Mark (2
271

). Doubtless what the

writer means is that the 'Son of man,' i.e. the

Messiah, is Lord of the Sabbath, and can absolve
His disciples from its observance ; but originally
the saying must have run thus: 'Man has full

power also over the Sabbath,
3

which, again, is of

essentially the same tenor as the other, viz.
' the

babbath was made for man, not man for the Sab-
bath.' * This saving, too, is more than an article

in a confession ; it is really a declaration of war
against Mosaism. Scribe and doctor regard the
Law as an end in itself, and obedience to it as the
fmjil pnrpo-e of human life, even if such obedience
in \olxc -JUT nice, and indeed the surrender of life

itself. But the assertion of Jesus that the Law is

given for man's sake, as something designed for his

benefit, and the inference that he is free from
it whenever its observance conflicts with his

welfare, proceed from an entirely different point
of view, and have far-reaching r{i>";: t <|ij OT The
rigid and doctrinaire aspect r ;!: I < \\ -s thus
cancelled ; its behests are viewed as means for the
realization of God's purposes of love towards men.
All this, however, shows but the birth-struggle of
an entirely new leligious conception, destined in
its further growth to do away altogether with the
Law as law. A similar instance is the declaration

(Mk 10lff
*) that the Mosaic regulation regarding

divorce was a concession to the Israelites' hardness
of heart, and that it stands in antithesis to the
statute originally promulgated in Paradise, which
alone is the will n- (iod ami the precedent for
man. Here the Mosaic ordinance is represented
as something adventitious, as merely marking a
stage meant to be left behind.
The boldness of Jesus in thus essaying to make

a distinction within Scripture itself, and to dis-

criminate between the law of God and human
accretions, is of great moment for us. He has re-
course to a mode of criticism which might be
called subjective, but which really merits the
attribute prophetic. This *

Prophet,* filled with
Deity, this great religious Personality, ever di-

rectly conscious of His nearness to God, does not
shrink from giving judgment as to what is the
actual purpose of tne Most High. Just as He
fervidly announces the royal benignity of God
towards both the evil and the good, just as He
confidently speaks to the contrite of the Divine
forgiveness, and without misgiving assures the
wretched of the Divine succour, so He also under-
takes, in face of the law of Moses, 'that which
was spoken to the fathers,

1
to set forth a new

law, in the glad conviction thud He is thus ex-

pressing the will of God. HOIK o it is a misappre-
hension of the tenor n<I *copo of the * antitheses

*

in the Sermon on the Mount to imagine that in
these Jesus is merely impugning the prevailing
exegesis of the Law, or merely eadeavoiirrng to

* See J. Weiss, op. cL i 1, p 87.

bring to light the real design of its JM-'P il^Xm
No ; the rhythmical repetition of the

pnrase,
* But

I say unto you,' makes it
1

. -V 1
*

y clear that

Jesus is here reaching beyond. Mosesi
^
And

^
this

v'I
i'.i'

l

i'p<
<ll

\ corresponds to the historical situa-

-, <'] I , \r for instance, the first two enactments,
viz. regarding murder and adultery ; it is clear

that what Jesus means is that God asks more than

mere abstention from these crimes : He demands

perfect self-control and iuio<uit\ of heart. The
unheeded moments when i ho animal nature starts

up in a fit of anger or of impure desire are griev-

ously sinful in the eyes of God, as well as the

actual misdeeds.
The religious-historical situation is as follows.

The Jewish people were under a theocracy, and for

them the Law of Moses was by no means restricted

'! "', or moral matters; it was at once a
; .

, penal code, an order of legal ]
>io' od JIT e

and a manual for the priesthood NOTV ir i- the

bane of a theocratic constitution that the Divine

law, ingrafted as it is upon common life, tends to

lose its majesty and
"

' \
: M ; 1 1 1 i \ T has to adapt

itself to the varied .;' i
- (-1" x.- ' n< o by means of

saving clauses and casuistical methods; and such
a r&gime fosters above all the notion that the will

and judgment of God reach no further than the
arm of the civil magistrate, and that it is only
the completed act, and not the intention, that God
brings to i i-l.i'-.ci't Thus the moral relation of
man to V^-l -i''k- to the level of a legal one.

Such a deterioration and e\forrmli/in<j: of the re-

ligious life must all but mcMUiLK eriMie when its

regulation and ;riiaidian-lrip are committed to

priests and jurist li i- ilio
*

Prophet,' however,
who now takes up the word. With incisive force

He makes it clear that God looks upon the heart,
the thought, the secret motions of the soul, and
brings these things before His judgment-seat, and
that the sin of intention passes with Him for no
less than the overt act. To assert such equiva-
lence of thought and deed may seem to us almost
to overshoot the mark ; for we rightly place a high
value upon the self-command which keeps desire

from passing into action. But the apparently
partial view is to be regarded as the natural reac-

tion of the heart and the V- ,

"
'

the

legalistic ossification and \ ;, /
" re-

ligion.
The verdict of Jesus upon divorce points in the

same direction. The argument upon which He
bases His prohibition of the separation permitted
by Moses merits pur attention. The statute laid
down in Paradise is to be preferred, as the law of

God, not merely in virtue of its great antiquity,
but also on intrinsic grounds. When a husband
puts away his wife, he places her in a position of
moral jeopardy ; for, should she associate herself
with another man, whether in a second marriage
or in a passing act of immniiililv -he thereby
completes the dissolution 01 'ho I'IIM marriage,
which hitherto was legally binding. The note-

worthy element in this utterance is not that the

ruptured matrimonial union is still binding, but
in particulai thai the man is morally responsible
for hi- \\ife, even, after his dismissal of Tier; he
must bear the guilt of her sin. Such is the only
judgment possible, if marriage is to be regarded
not merely as a legal bond, under the control of
the civil magistrate, but as a moral covenant, for
whose inviolability men are responsible, not to one
another, but to God. See DivoKCK
The profoundly irreligious subtlety of the lawyers

is also exposed m Jesus' prohibition of oaths.
First of aU He shows that the evasions and peri-
phrases bywhich thosewho svear hope to escape the

danger of profaningGod's holyname, are of no avail ;

every oath is> and remains an adjuration of God.
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But more : to the finer religious feelings, every
oath is a j.u<H irluu- and irreveient bringing down
of the Most High into the sordid and trivial con-

cerns of the hour the grossest case being that of

the impulsive Oriental who puts his head in pledge,
as if he had power over life and death,

" '
'

his complete dependence upon God, anc
and death proceed from Him alone. Thus Jesus

supersedes the scrupulous anxiety and the petty
evasions of the Habbis by a much deeper religious
motive : the oath, in truth, is but an element in a
world under the domination of sin and Satan (Mt
537

), and he who feels God's m;not\ < nd purity in
his inmost soul will have a -j,< *Vil reai of bringing
God upon such a scene, and will honour Him best

by the plain and simple word of truth.

Of an entirely different character are the two
final antitheses, viz. those relating to non-resist-

ance and love of enemies, as given m Mt 538
-42- 43-48

.

In the foregoing piecepts we have sini})lv the
utterances of a more earnest moral --ensibility ;

here we have the language of exultant and heroic

enthusiasm, not meant to be judged by common-
place standards. In lieu of the typically Jewish

principle of retaliation, which was applied both in

legal and in personal affairs, viz. eye for eye,
tooth for tooth,

'

Jesus demands the entire renun-
ciation of self-defence or self-vindication Nay
more ; it is not meie tranquil endurance that He
enjoins, but a readiness to present to the assailant
the other cheek, to give more than what is asked,
to suriender the cloak as well as the coat.

These injunctions differ from those of St Paul
in Ro 1219"21 in that they involve no thought of

shaming or o\ercommg the adversary by pliancy
and patience bt Paul would seem, in fact, to

have interpi eted the words of Jesus in the prac-
tical didactic sense of certain Stoic admonitions
But the distinctive feature of the passage in the
Sermon on the Mount is that the demands are
made without any reason being assigned or any
subordinate aim proposed, precisely, indeed, as if

their authority must have been perfectly self-

evident to the disciples. A theological exegesis
has barred the way towards a right iimler-lnr'Hn^
of them by always starting from Ilio <iut-uin
what these words mean for iis, and how we shall

obey them. And as a literal obedience to them
seems to us impossible, recourse is had to new
interpretations and modifications, by which the

strength of their tremendous claims is sapped.
Instead of putting such questions, we would rather
ask how the words are to be understood in their

original setting, and how Jesus came to utter them
in that form. Now it is evident that their essen-
tial feature is a thorough aversion to the principle
of retaliation by which the ignobler instincts of
the Jewish national spirit were sustained and
intensified. This aversion on the part of Jesus is

so strong that the most emphatic utterance of the

opposite quality is for Him precisely the right
thing; a consummate zeal for forbearance and
renunciation whets His demands to their sharpest
point But what is the source of this enthusiasm ?

It is no mere reformer of Jewish morals that speak*
here, no lov.ri-

1
.'ih'i f"i centuries yet unborn, but the

herald ni jii-o-ilo <>i the imminent dissolution of

the world and of the Kingdom of God already at
the door ! Hence a man can prepare himself for
that day in no more worthy or more earnest way
than by the surrender of all the present life is

based upon earthly lepute, business capacity,
personal property : all these are but obstacles and
fetters. Whoso renounces willingly, whoso suffers

gladly he is truly free, and ready for the great
day that is at hand. We can appreciate and
vindicate the words only if we interpret them by
the mood appropriate to the twelfth hour.

4
If so, they take our life,

Goods, honour, children, wife
Let these things vanish all !

The same enthusiasm pulsates through the
woids about love to enemies. It is unnecessary
to paint the background of Judaism too black, to
cavil at the Jewish ' love to one's neighbour

'

as
nairow and partial, or even to lay too great a
stress upon the 'hatred of one's enemies,' in order
to feel that the demand of Jesus is not only some-
thing "new/ but also a puissant, transcendent,
superhuman ideal He says, indeed, that the man
who so acts will be peifect even as God is peifect,
a worthy child of the all-loving Father. Now it

cannot be sufficiently uiged that this obligation to
love one's enemies neither issues from nor can be
fulfilled amidst the normal emotions of everyday
life. If it is to be leal to us, ^ e. truly realized
and not merely assumed, then it demands an en-
thusiasm which, if not '

contrary to the nature,' is

certainly 'beyond the povei
'

ot the natuial man.
None but the pos^e^sor of a spirit y foi '

I
1

;- re-

ligious and animated by the love < ( . I'ould

possibly love his enemies, at all events according
to the special sense which Jesus gave to the uni-
versal command, viz.

c Love them which hate you,
pray for them which despitefully use you.'
Our view of this supreme command of Jesus thus

brings us to the twofold law of love (Mk 1229ff
,

Lk 1025ff
). It is beyond question that neither

this conjoining of love to God and love to one's

neighbour, nor the focusing of the whole Divine
law in that 'summa* is a specifically onginal
thought of Jesus. According to the oldest form of
the narrative (Lk 10J5f

-)>* He elicits it from a scribe.

Possibly enough there were earnest and pious
Rabbis -\\lio, amid the jungle of thousands upon
thousands of precepts, sought for some leading
idea, and found in the requirement of love to God
and man the nucleus of God's primal revelation :

but none of them was ever able to carry such
unification and simplification into full effect. Here
again it is not the mere thought which matters,
nor the fact that Jesus gave it utterance. The
great thing is that, over and above, He furnished
in His own life such an embodiment of the Law as
carries conviction to all. In His poi^onification
of the ideal He welded the love 01 (Jod and The
love of man in an indissoluble union, in which
they might foster and <-tien<rthen each other. He
c \;-u ' '"" ;,he ideal in a perfect form, and stamped
i

i,] -IP !
.( soul of the race Since His day it lias

become obvious that the highest form of religion
is that from which there radiates the soothing^
genial, meek, and helpful low ofmankind ; obvious
also, that that love of man is the deepest, the
truest, the most enduring, the most exacting, which
has its roots in the depths of a soul pledged to the
Most High, a soul which is permeated by His
truth, ana has been apprehended by His holy and
gracious will.

LITER \TURB J Wei^s, Die Prediqt Jesu wm ReicJw Gottes ;

Bousbet, Jesu Ptedigt m iLu'w fa innate zunt, J-nun\lnn;
Jacob}, NT Ethik, bk i

,
R MafkriTos-h, ChfJ ant' i/,r ,Jc,n*li

a>w. JOHANNES \\ EISS.

EUNUCH (e&vovxos ; cnrdScav occurs sometimes in
LXX [see Gn S786 and Is 397

,
with \\hich, however,

cf. the corresponding passage 2 K 2018
J). From

the single reference m the Gospels (Mt 191
-) to the

barbarous Oriental practice of mutilating indi-

viduals for certain purposes, we gather tliat tlie

existence and purpose of eunuchs as a class were
not unknown to the Jews of the time of Jesus.
The religious disabilities under which men, de-

formed in this Avay, laboured, had the effect of
* Cf. J Weiss, op cit i. 1, p. 172 ff.
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making the practice (. . . etvovxi(r&'n<rav virb r&v

avQpuTruv) abominable to the Jews (Dt 231
; cf. Lv

22iJ*25
). On the other hand, Josephus informs us

that eunuchs were a normal feature of the courts
of the Herods ; and from him we also learn what
share they were at that time supposed to^have
taken in the family

"

i!

* '

Int. XV. vii. 4),

and what "base purpose ; subserved (Ant.
xvi. viii. 1)

Tn

., ,

;
i Containing the reference to eunuchs

is ^ i
x

.. Matthew, and seems to he added
to

^
the Markan section, which deals with the

question of divorce (Mk 102
-12 =Mt 193'9

), from a
souice unknown to the author of the latter (see
Tischendorfs Synopsis Evangehca

1
, 113, 'Inter-

louanubus d "I I
,

.

""

espondet'; and Wright's
Synopsis of

'

in Greek, 'Anonymous
Fu^m-yii-' p. 267).

*

The remark made by the

disciples touching the difficulties arising out of

Jesus' mterpietatiori of the law of marriage, shows
the widespread influence of the lax teaching on
this subject characteristic of the school of Hillel

(see art. ADULTERY, p 30a ),

It matters not for our purpose whether in the

reply of Jesus rbv \6-yov (v
31

) be connected with
o# ffvfji^pet 7a^o-ai (v.

10
), or, which is more intel-

ligible to the present wi iter in the light of what
follows, with the primal law quoted in v. 5

(&/e/ca

To&rov . . oi Stio els crdph.a ftiav). All men are not in

a j'o^'t or: lo accept a hard and fast rule Men are
to'i-i.tu^'i differently by nature, or adventitious
circumstances produce artificial dissimilarities

There is no question as to the law of nature
The married life is the norm of man s condition ;

and the union effected thereby transcends every
other natural bond, even that of filial affection.

At the same time, Jesus would have His hearers
understand that there are cases, and these numerous
enough to be taken seriously into account, where
the rule does not hold. It is not <ri anted* to

every man to be in a position to fulfil tlici jun< i ion*

of the married state. Here it is of interest to note
that -T< MIS in *poikinjr of three classes of 'eunuchs,

3

was making a distinction well known to those He
was addressing. Moreover, the metaphorical use
of the word in -p^aki u' of the third class finds
also its place in *

Is'- ,vi _ i., _ M* the Jewish Rabbins
"=7r-= i-x r-r. -tv -'i r-=, cf Liglii fool'- 77W
//- h t r />'//'/"/ , ,'ni<: :>< iioi \p n - Il'tt "' llch. in HJ<* )

1 ho \\eli-kMo\\n (<\^ of () .'jon, vho lu.<M<ilK

upa-ovijate'i him-olf loi ilio Kingdom of Iioau'ii*-

sake,
3

to which he atterwards seems to make
pathetic, though incidental, reference in his com-
mentary (in Matt, torn xv. 1 ff.), was not the only
example of a prn-oiuvl interpretation of these
words of Jesus. I lie L'alimul't tractate Shabbath
(152) contains a reference to a eunuch of this class

(cf. Midrash on Ee 107), and the Council of Mcsea
(c. 1) felt called on to deal with the tlanner n^ did
also the Apostolical Canons (c. 21), ,in<i i ho Socoml
Council of Aries (c. 7). The common sense which
thus prevailed amongst the guiding spirits of the
Church is enhanced when we remember that the
disabilities attaching to self-mutilation had no
reference to those -\\ho were eunuchs from their
mother's womb, or who 'were made eunuchs by
men '

(see for examples of both, Eusebius, HE vii.

32 ; Socrates, HE vi. lo ; Sozomen, HE viii 24 ;

cf. Bingham's Ant. rv. 9)*
It is not \\ithout significance fhat in the con-

versation of Jesus with His disciples no mention is

made of any word of condemnation by'Him of the
horrible practice of emasculation. The complete
lack of the sense of ihe dignity of human life, &o
characteristic of the ancient world, and the absence
of the feeling of human brotherhood, found ex-

pression in no more terrible way than in this con-
* The Lewis-Gibson Syriac Palimpsest adds *by God. 1

sequence of the laws of slavery Yet Jesus refers

directly neither to the institution of slavery nor to

this, its result. He prefers the plan of instilling*

principles which lead by the processes of thought
: ,","'

'

in: to the
"

that God hath
p, i .' t,: <

. e% ei>6$) of men for to

dwell on all the face of the'earth
J

(Ac 17 26
; cf. Lk

1029ff 425ff
3 jvit 8u=Lk 1329

) It is as if He had an

unconquerable belief in the power of the human
mind ultimately to accept the truth, and t leject,

finally and for ever, what has been false, in its

provisional solutions of life's problems.
And as it was with His treatment of this form

of cruelty practised by ilie -nonii upon the help-
less, so it was with the rminim ion of the body self-

inflicted for so-called religious purposes. To the

present writer it seems probable that Jesus made a
conscious and deliberate reference to this practice
(see Dnvei's

l

Deuteronomy
3

in Internat. Or it Com.
on Dt 23 1

). Here, too, there is no condemnation

expressed of an inadequate and artificial method
which was the outcome of a legalistic conception
of moral purity. It is rather by His positive teach-

ing on the subject of punty that we are led to
understand (6 dvvdjjLevos x&pew xwpe^rw) what are the
lines along which we must move in older to reach
the goal of perfect self-renunciation. There is

another and a moie excellent way of obtaining the

mastery of the sexual passion than by literally
*

cutting off
3

the offending fleshly member (cf. Mt
528f - where the words p\4irav and 6(p6a\ju,6$ point to
the radical character of the tieatment insisted on
by Jesus). The peculiarity about His method of

treating this particular question is its loving
(jmuoiiMiL^ It is not possible for all, but it is

possible for some, to obtain as complete an ascend-

ency over this strong instinct as if they were
physically sexless ; while, of course, the resultant
moral victory is of infinitely more value than the

merely negative, unmoral condition i i "i
"" V

self-emasculation. Those who adopt 1 1

'make themselves eunuchs' with a definite purpose
in view (Bib rty (3acri\eiat> r&v o&pav&j'), and the in-

terests which are created by that purpose are so

absorbing that neithei time nor oppoitumty is

given to the (

fleshly lusts which war against the

soul'(l P211
)

The clear and definite teaching of Jesus on
the subject of marriage will help to elucidate the
words under review. The Divine idea ($<mr OVK^TL

dfflv 5tfo dXXa pia crap%, Mk 108), on which He laid

special stress, involves mutual effort and restraint.

It is not possible but that even under the most
favourable circumstances duties will arise which
will prove irksome, and not less so because they
are peculiar to the mariied state. Indeed, the
Hebraistic foovrai et'sr (Heb. h rrri) nrphii *!/<> the
truth rliat per fo< i union does not follow at once on
the <on*>iimmaiion oi marriage. It is a gradual
process, and, because it is so, it involves some
amount

o_f
mutual -< If nl ,^ < ii'i The cares and

responsibilities win i ! i : > I i \\ in 1 1 wake of those
who are married necessarily mean nVn 1

1 iu both
of time and attention which may < ! i* i \ i !i the
work given to some to do (cf. 1 Co 7m~) It is for
this reason that these find themselves debarred
from ever undertaking the duties attaching to

marriage. They voluntarily undertake eunuchism
because they are completely immersed m, and en-

^'o--'sil
1>\ the work of 'the kingdom of heaven.'

rii.i i- no need to suppose, as Keirn does, that
Jesus is here dehbeiately referring to Himself and
to

J
-i R,i

'

_

At the -ame time, we are able to
see ." Mi .' the highest expression of that
* blessed eunuchism 3

(Bengel, Gnomon of the NT,
in loc.) which renounced all earthly ties for the
sake of the work He was given to do *

(ef. Jn 174) ;

* See Clem. Alex. Strom iiL Iff
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and if St. Paul, in view of a stern emergency, felt

justified in enjoining upon even the married the

necessity of adopting this condition (see 1 Co 729
),

we know that he was speaking from the plane on
which he himself stood (cf. 1 Co 95 77f

). At the
same time, the appaienr, haiihnes- of his asceticism
is softened by his repeated expressions of regard
for the gift I'cnilun 10 each (Wwv xct/>icr/^a). See,

further, art. M \in:iv(.i

LITERATURE Ency Bnt$ art. 'Eunuch'; Neander, Ch
Hist. [Clark's ed ] u. 493 , Morison, Com. on ML in loc. , Wendt,
Teaching of Jesus, u 72 ff., Expositor, iv. vn [1893] 294 ff.

J. R. WILLIS.
EVANGELIST. Although the word 'evangelist'

(etiayyeXt.ffr'/is) does not occur in the Go-pel-, it-

justly finds a place in this work because it is the
name commonly given to the authors of the four

Gospels. The verb e-uayyeXifecrQiu, from which the
substantive 'oMirueli-i

"

is derived, signifies to

proclaim good in*
/tf/ The cuno-jjoihlm^r verbs

m Hebrew and Aramaic (Da In HIM, _\Y/"M H s.v.

nsg, Words of Jesus, 103) sometimes bear only the

meaning
l

announce/ but their prevailing import
is to announce good tidings. There is no reason to

doubt that the Aramaic word or words used by our
Lord (<,; M'-I j IL- \\ ssage to mankind described
it as MI*

}-
Y I\ 1, MS " of good news. Hence in

Christian circles the term acquired the specific
sense of , , the gospel. The word * evan-

gelist
3

i? . . in classical Greek or in the

LXX, nor has it as yet been found in any papyri.
So far as our presen' \

""

oelongs
only to the NT and ..-.., It is

used thrice in the NT, and in none of the instances
is it- meaning doubtful. It is applied to Philip
(Ac '2\ -) o.ihei because of the labours described in

Ac 8, or because he belonged to a class or order of

Christian labourers whose function was fco go abroad

I
a MI Li I

1

";.' I

1

:*- yo&pel to those who had not heard
j, IP .''( I p-i'vto the Ephesians, *< \iiiiirili (-'

are mentioned (4
11

) as an order or < 1 i . iii"i

the Apostles and prophets, and before pastors and
teachers. Here, too, the most probable view is

that those spoken of were missionary preachers.
Again, Timothy is (linvjrul bv St. Paul (2 Ti 45 ) to
* do the work of an e\ -ni^oli-r

' Whether Timothy
is here called an evangelist is open to discussion,
but the nature of the work lie is bidden to perform
is clear : he is to visit new communities in order to

preach the gospel to them. The force of the word
suggested by its etymology is, therefore, the mean-
ing aim < hm;: 10 it in the three passages of the NT
\\liere ir i- loum! This is the view of all modern
scholars of any note. Some of the Greek exposi-
tors, misled by the usage of their own time,

assigned, at least to the passage in Ephesians, the
sense which it came to bear subsequent to NT
times, that of author or writer of a Gospel ; but
this interpretation has no supporter- to-day.
How did this second sense arise 9 Can any links

of connexion be traced between the earlier and the
later -i^nlPrnHon

* Is it possible to ascertain the
time a i \\ li.v ii ih<> later usage began ? These ques-
tions are best answered by studying the references
to the term in the Church History of Eusebius. It

is obvious at once that Eusebius had two senses of

the word before him ; that he knew that its original

import was a preacher of the gospel, but that this

meaning had ibeen largely displaced by another,
that of a writer of a Gospel Speaking generally,
the Church in the age of Eusebius understood by
the word {

evangelist* the writer of a Gospel,
ilinn<rh Mlmlai- Iiko Eusebius himself were aware
1hat in <

k!irli( i lime* it had borne another meaning.
Accordingly the references of Eusebius to the

original force of the term are all associated with
the earlier history of the Church. Thus lie relates

that the Apostle Thomas sent Thaddaeus to Edessa

as a preacher and evangelist of the !

" *

f

Christ (HE I xhi. 4). Again he spea
1

'. <

who in the age of Traian started oui oi lo*i<;

journeys and performed trie office of an ox i:ioK',
tilled with the desire to preach Christ to those who
had not heard the word of faith, and to deliver to
them the Divine Gospels (in. xxxvii. 2) Once more,
he tells that Pantsenus was a herald of the gospel of
Christ to the nations of the East, and that he was
sent as far as India. For, he adds, there were still

many evangelists of the word who sought earnestly
to use their inspired zeal, after the example of the

Apostles, for the In V>j \\\> <-T the Divine word
(v. x. 2). In all ' M

|
<. .'^ -

'evangelist
5

evi-

dently denotes an itinerant preacher of the gospel.
On the other hand, when Eusebius names John the

evangelist (ill xxxix 5), he is speaking of him as
the author of the Gospel, and the reference to the
voice of the inspired evangelists and Apostles
(II. iii. r N * *(]>, -)U- to be explained in the same
sense. I lo\ , ! ( n <\ as the transition effected from
the one of these -ii/rufic.'L-lior,- i > the other ? How
was the title lum-fcrml fiom a preacher to a
writer? There are those who think that even
from the first the term denoted not so much a

travelling preacher in general as a preacher who
set himself to relate the life and words of Jesus.

Teaching and specific teaching regarding the ad-
dresses delivered by Jesus and the miracles He
performed was a characteristic of the evangelist
from the first, hence there is little difficulty in

realizing how the title passed from those who
related to those who wrote our Lord's life, the
latter meaning being only the natural development
of the former. Even a scholar like Meyer (in Ac
21 8

} affirms that the chief duty of the evangelist
was to communicate to his hearers historical inci-

dents from the ministry of Jesus, and some later

writers of all schools have embraced the same
view. It is believed to be corroborated by the

language just quoted from Eusebius regaiding the
distribution of the written Gospels by evangelists
But there is nothing to show that the first evan-

gelists of the Church made special use of the facts

of our Lord's life, and that their teaching or preach-
ing differed in this respect from that of the Apostles.
The wide acceptation in which the words *

evangel
'

and 'evangelize' are used in the NT is adverse
to this conclusion. The eariiesl ^--r"^ v,s not
the life of Jesus, but the message 01 -i I\ : t . To
preach the gospel was necessarily to preach Jesus,
but not to give any sketch of the life of Jesus such
as is found in our four Gospels. Nor is the view

probable in itself. A modern missionary relates

the life of Jesus as he sees it expedient, but he
does not make the communication of the details of

that life to his hearers one of his chief duties.

The same freedom was doubtless exercised in the
earliest ages of the Church. One evangelist would
tell less and another more of the life of Jesus as he

preached. Even the same evangelist would vary
the amount of detail he gave rc<rfl<rm<r the life and
words of Jesus according to the van ing need- of

his hearers. Beyond all doubt most of the ad-

dresses delivered by the evangelists were largely

occupied by an account of the career of Jesus, and

especially
of His sayings and His miracles ; but

this was true of every person who Bought to propa-
gate Christianity, and not distinctive of the evan-

gelist as such. Further, it is difficult on this

hypothesis to explain the fact that the original

signification of *

evangelist' as a preacher was
current long after the Gospels Lad obtained the
fullest recognition within the Church. The evan-

gelists carried the Gospels with them if they were
fortunate enough to possess copies ; they referred

to the Gospels as the authorities for the life of

Jesus, yet they retained their title. There is no
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evidence that the later meaning drove out the
earlier so long as the Church '.. 1&ts
or called them by this nann i , . the
two meanings flourished side "!

. ,

If this argument is sound, tlie origin of the later

import of the term must be sought in another

quaiter That quarter is not remote The Church
possessed fiorn early days four narratives of our
Loid's life, and to these first the teim 'Gospel'
and subsequently its plural

*

Gospels
J was applied.

It was necessary to refer to the-e \\MtLni:- indi-

vidually, hence there arose the pun i'(i 4 01 speak-
ing of the Gospel according to Matthew and
the like * Matthew being regarded as the author
of the Gospel bearing his name. Very soon it

became necessary to find a term to serve as a
common designation of the writers of the Gospels.
No more suitable word for this purpose could be
found than evangelist

'

It was already in use m
the Church ; it <too<l in the closest affinity to the
word *

evangel
3

or '

gospel,' which had acquired by
this time its new sense of a written work, and the
term once applied proved so useful that it imme-
diately became popular. Just as the term 'gospel,'
which denoted a spoken message, an announce-
ment of good news, the Chii^rian good news, was
current long before the written books called Gospels
existed, and nevertheless gave its name to them,

&p also was it with the term '< x
, "j.

T

i-t
'

By a
similar transition it became the .

* !' ,, u of the
writerb of the Gospels. After the word *

Gospel
'

was used to denote a written narrative of the life

of Jesus, the extension of the meaning of the word
1

evangelist' to designate the author of such a
work was only a question of time.

Is it possible to ascertain the date at which the
term was first used in this specific sense? The
evidence at present available shows that it was
thus employed by Hippolytus and by Tertulhan
The first occurrence of the word is in the de
Antichr. of Hippolytus (56), where St. Luke is

spoken of a- -the Evangelist.' The generally
accepted date of this treatise is about the year 201
(Harnaik, Ghronol. ii. 214; Bardenhewer, AUkirch.
Lit. ii. 5*21). Tertullian in his adv. Prax., which
has been ,

* ii >.: -> \]\^ years 213-218 (Barden-
hewer, ii. ;{|>S

, flnn,'!,, ii. 286), speaks of 'the

preface of John the Evanjielivt
'

(21, cf. 23). This
evidence shows that towards? the beginning of the
3rd cent, the term was used to denote the authors
of the Go-^rt-1- The incidental manner in which
both vi i !(*! oiii]iJo\ the word suggests that its use
was not new. But this inference is precarious,
and it is possible that Hippolytus was the first to

employ it, and that Tertullian imitated his ex-

ample and gave it a Latin form. The absence of
the word from the opening chapters of the third
Book of Irenseus will appear to some to confirm
the opinion that the use of the term is later than
his time, but the proper conclusion is that a
decisive verdict is impossible. All that can be
affirmed with confidence is that, as the term ' Gos-
pels

'

wa-* aclmittoilly used in the plural in the
time of JUMJTI Martv'r (Ap. i. 66), the ornplm MK-TI
of the term *

evangelist* to describe the author of
a Gospel could have begun in his age, but that the
first occun'ence of the word is half a century later.

In dealing with the topic
*

Evangelist,' it is desir-
able to add a brief notice of the animal symbols
by which the Gospels are designated. This sym-
bolism makes no appeal to us to-dav, but it enters
so largely into early Christian art and poetry that
some acquaintance with it is necessary. The sym-
bolism is founded on the description of the tour
living creatures in the Apocalypse (4

7
). The first

creature is stated to have been like a lion, the
second like a calf, the third had the fiwje of a man,
the fourth was like a flying eagle. It occurred to

Iren^eus to compare, if not identify, these with the
four Gospels, and it was therefore necessarv for

him to asciibe a particular symbol to each or the
r 1 " "*" To him John is the lion, Luke the

V . the man, and Mark the eagle (ffcer.

in. xi. 11). The mode of illustration pursued by
Iienseus strikes us to-day as foiced and profitless,
but the example he set was followed by Hipi-oK lu->

(Hipp. I ii 183, Berlin ed. , cf. Bardenhewer, Alt-
kirch. Lit. ii. 532) In a Syriac

"
'

'

the comparison, but advances i

Ins own. Now the lion is Matt
,

, I * .

,

the man Mark, and the eagle John. The symbol-
ism spiead throughout the Church, but there was

, , ..... *
r.- to the connexion between the

i. IMM ' ' _ <eatures and the separate Evan-

O i
i -,.- MM" , i the authority of Jerome (Pre-

face to Matthew), despite the divergent opinion
of Augustine (Cons. Ev. i. 6),

*
1 " " *

,.'

the \V est, and furnished the \ .....
is best known, as n

s
- "i, <

\\ represented in
Christian art, and as v !>,"-,

'

the noble hymn
of Adam of St. Victor, 'Psallat chorus corde
mundo 3

(Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry > 67).
to this view, St. Matthew is the man,

- l

the lion, St. Luke the calf, and St. John
the eagle.

gel -, n II~
** Dti , t\or\- (n

Suicer. sv,

,

W. PATRICK.
EVENING W * l>. fya], &<nr4pa) The Baby-

lonians divided the day into equal parts by sun-
watches. The 'sixty system

5

of minutes and
seconds was in vogue among them. Among Syrian
peoples also, it is likely, the same system pre-
vailed. No trace of this is found among the
Israelites, however, in the pre-exilic period. An-
other marked difference between the Babylonians
and the Israelites is noteworthy. With the
Israelites the day began at sunset, with the Baby-
lonians at sunrise. It is at least certain that the
reckoning from eve to eve became the exclusive
method in Israel with the triumph of the Law.
A kindred system prevailod among Ajrabs, Athen-
ians, and Gauls (Pliny, //.V IL. 79; It was cus-

tomary, too, in ancient Israel to distinguish be--

tween the c
first evening

' and the ' second evening.'
It is not certain just where they drew the line

(Edersheim). The phrase
* between the two even-

ings
'

(Mn hanrbayim\ t Ex 1612 2939, as a designa-
tion of the time of the daily evening offerings,
clearly meant some period in the late afternoon.
The '

first evening,' it is generally thought, began
about 3 p.m. and extended to sunset ; the second
began at sunset and continued into the night
In Mt 1415 ^ we have the word *

evening
J used

in both senses. 'When it was evening' (v.
15

)

tleaily lofcr*. to the first evening (cf. Lk 912 c and
ilu day hejrnn to decline,

3

Bible Union Ver.) For
when the disciples suggested that Jesus send the
multitude away, that they might go into the
villages and buy themselves food, Jesus said they
need not depart; and the feeding of the five
thousand and the sending away of the multitude
followed before he went up into the mountain
apart to pray.* Then a second evening is spoken
of in the words - * And when the evening was come,
he was there alone '

(v.
23

). In the latter case Je&us,
after seeing His disciples off (Jn 615

). evidently
sought the mountain solitude, as He did on other
occasions, to spend much of the night in prayer
(v.

25
). This second evening, then, was evidently

verging on the night. GEO. B. EAGEE.

EVIL. It is customary to distinguish three
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kinds of evil : (1) what Leibnitz called meta-

physical evil, ^,e the incompleteness and imperfec-
tion which belong more or less to all created

things ; (2) physical evil, i.e. pain., suffering, and
death j and (3) 'moral eml, which is a vicious choice
of a

"
ible being.

1.
'

!
* EVIL. The writers of the OT

were, for the most part, deeply impressed with the
doctrine of God's transcendence; i.e. His unique
and unapproachable majesty, power, and holiness.

Hence the "
.

f J

.

" "'
iness of all

eaithlyand , . theme with
them :'

' Bel , -i of heavens
cannot contain thee,' etc. (1 K S27

) ; What is man
that thou art mindful of him ?

'

etc. (Ps 84
) ;

< All
flesh is grass,' etc. (Is 406

) ;

* The inhabitants of the
earth are as grasshoppers

5

(v.
22

). Compared with
God's ineffable holiness, the holiest of created

beings are, as it were, unclean. In heaven the

holy angels veil their faces in God's presence (Is

62
). The holy sanctuary of Israel required to be

1> t;ji (1 <
k \ eiy year from its pollutions by the blood

ti -*}!( ii'uc- (Lv 1616
). All human righteousnesses

are as a polluted garment (Is 64:6).

In the NT there is naturally less stress laid upon
the Divine transcendence. The theme of the NT
writers is the love of God shown in the Incarna-
tion. The eternal Son of God has taken upon Him
human nature, to raise it into fpilo^-lpp iv (h God,
to clothe it with the garment 01 i ''c J)i\ ino right-
eousness, and to cause it to paitake of the Divine

immortality. Yet the awful and unapproachable
character of God, and the infinite abyss which

separates the Creator from the highest creature,
are never lost sight of. He alone is the Absolute
Good (Mk 101S) ; He alone may lawfully be wor-

shipped (Mk 1229 - 33
, Eev 1910

}.

2. PHYSICAL EVIL. (1 n., ', //;, .. n. j ,, ^',,, '*,.,

Christianity mav be t'jii 4
,

j>
.lo-o'i

1

! ;.'! i-

a moderate optimism h - <M JIM \ i L\a
fr.iMi

optimism, like that of L< ',r>i /, M!H >r.i ''i^'iiol

that this is the best of all possible worlds, or of

Malebranehe, who ,'"" as the best conceiv-
able. Christ would certainly not have endorsed
the hyperboles of Pope, that all discord is harmony
not understood, and all partial evil universal good ;

yet He must certainly be classed among the most
pronounced teachers of npliuii-m As against all

forms of Gnosticism and l)imli-rn, He maintained
that the Universe, in all its parts, is the work of a

perfectly good Creator, ana that, in spite of all

'ii''i
i
.

W JM(I- to the contrary, it is under the guid-
ap' < ni 1 1 1- fatherly Providence : 'Behold the fowls
of the air,* etc. (Mb B26

) ;

* Are not two sparrows
sold for a farthing?' etc. (Mt 1029 ) ; 'He maketh
his sun to rise on the evil and on the good,

9

etc.

(Mt S45). The optimism of Jesu^ i-. pnitu ulnilv

evident in His eschatology. He lanjrht rlini m
the end good will triumph over evil, <ind <

i \il bo

absolutely excluded from the Universe: *In the
end of the world the Son of man shall send forth
his angels,' etc. (Mt 1341, of. 2481 2530 - 41

). He be-

lieved that there i* a gloriou- goal to which the
whole creation is moving In OTIC passage He calls

it Creation's new birth (TraXwyevea-ta, Mt 1928) ; but
His usual term for it is the '

Kingdom of God '

(or
of Heaven) :

' Then shall the righteous shine forth
as the sun in the kingdom of their Father' (Mt
IS43). For the coming of this Kingdom every
Christian is directed to pray (Mt 610

) and to watch
(S4

42 2513
). That the material Universe will be

glorified along with the spiritual is not distinctly
stated by Jesus, but is a necessary inference from
the doctrine of the resurrection of the body, which
was undoubtedly held by Him (Mt 5s9 1028 etc.),

though in a more spiritual form than was generally
cm rent (22*).

(2) Pain, sorrow, disease, and death. The

Gospels lend no countenance to the view that
moral evil is the only genuine evil, and that physi-
cal evil is not evil in the strict and proper sense.

Pain, soirow, disease, and death weie regarded by
Jesus as things which ought not to be, and He
spent much of the time of His public ministry in

combating them * He went about doing good, and
healing all that were oppiessed \\ith the devil . for
God was with him '

(Ac 103S
)

He committed the

ministry of healing to the Apostles and other be-
lievers : Pieach, saying, The kingdom of heaven
is at hand Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse
the lepeis, cast out devils ; freely ye have received,

freely give
5

(Mt 107 ). Death was regarded by
Jesus as in an especial sense 'the enemy.' Its

ravages affected Him with acute distress (tveppi-

fjL7]<TQsro T$ TrvetifJLart, Kal ^rdpa^ev eavrov . . . eSct/cpwrey,

Jn H S3ff
, where consult the commentators) Three

of His most stiikmg recorded miracles were vic-

tories over death (Mk 541 , Lk 714, Jn II43
); and

His own resuirection,
""

'tu <r.o*>eiic

>f the Apoti . s (l.vJi, and
and incprruption to light

'

(2 Ti I10
).

\ causation of physical evil, there is a

great difference of point of view between the OT
and the NT. The OT upon the whole (Job 1. 2 is an

except
'

,

"" *

sical evil as inflicted directly

by Goc \ o the NT, however, physical
evil is , .of the devil. God tolerates,

permits, and overrules, rather than directly in-

flicts it. Pain and disease and death belong to the
devil's kingdom, not to God's ; and their universal

prevalence is a sign of the usurped authoiity over
the human race of f the prince of this world.' The
preaching of the Kingdom of God and the emanci-

pation of mankind horn the devil's thraldom were

consequently accompanied by an extensive minis-

try of healing, and Christ appealed to His miracles
as evidence that 'the kingdom of God is come
upon you' (Lk II20 ). The XT does not, however,
deny that physical evil is often inflicted lay God
for disciplinary or retributive purposes. He 126

lays especial stress upon the wholesome chastening
of affliction which all the sons of God receive.

Examples of penal or retributive affliction are Mt
92 (palsy), Mt 2335

(war and massacre), Jn 514 (con-
stitutional infirmity), Ac 55

(death), Ac 1311 (blind-

ness). Jesus, however, strongly protested against
the idea that every_ calamity is to be regarded as
a punishment for individual sin. This specially
Jewish idea, which Eliphaz, Bildad, and Zophar
develop at length in the Book of Job, is definitely
condemned (Lk 134, Jn 93).

3. MORAL EVIL. (1) Its nature and origin. The
only possible way of accounting for moral evil

without making God the author of it, is to attri-

bute it to the abuse of free will on the part of

created beings, angelic, or human, or both. The
doctrine of free wm has been severely criticised in

all ages by the advocates of philosophical and

theological necessity j but it has, notwithstanding,
held its ground, and is at the present time the
faith of all the most progressive races of mankind.
That it was held by Jesus does not admit of reason-

able doubt. Thus He habitually spoke of the

power which men possess to resist God and to frus-

trate His benevolent intentions:
C O Jerusalem,

Jerusalem, . . . how often would I (ydehya-a) . . .

and ye \vould not' (Kal o#/c ^^eX^orare, Lk 1334 ; ef.

Jn &, Mt ll20
^). His geneial invitations to all

men to be saved imply the same doctrine * Come
unto me, all ye that labour and ait' heavy laden,
and I will give you rest' (Mt llss) ;

'And 1, if I

be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto

myself (Jn 1282).

The reality of Christ's Libertarianism is not disproved "by

certain passages in the Gospels which seem at first sight to

speak the language of Predestination, or even of Determinism
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(Jn 6s7 S9
,
Mt 26s4 etc ). Predestination was not so held in

Christ's time as to exclude free will. Josephus savs of the
Pharisees :

' When they say that all

do not take away from men the free

fit , since then* notion is that it hath pieabeu brou to mix up uie
decrees of fate and man's will, so that man can act virtuously
and viciously

'

(Ant xvm i. 3).

Jesus accordingly attributed the origin of evil

not to the will of God, but to the perversity of

God's creatures. Mankind, . I,";! ;<> Him, is

in rebellion against God ; bn .1 v, i< <> guilt of

rebellion is not his. Before man existed, there
were myriads of finite spirits, higher in the order
of creation than he, and of these some fell from
their original innocence and became devils. The
chief of these, Satan, is ever seeking to seduce the
human race from its allegiance to its Creator,
and is therefore emphatically called c the tempter

'

(6 ireip&fav, Mt 43
, 1 Th 35

), and the slayer of men
(avOpwiroKTovos, Jn 844 ). This last is the one certain

allusion to the fall of Satan to be found in the

Gospels (Lk 1018 is doubtful) From it we learn

that he once existed in a state of innocence (fr rrj

dKfjBeiq.), but did not persist in it (reading O&K SaTyKw
with WH).
The position of Satan in the Universe is so exalted, and the

power ascribed to him m the NT so great (cf esp. Mt 48, Jn

1430), that some have regarded Jesus as a Dualist But the
,1 i r

"

'", jo Satan in the NT, though great, is sub-
< ,1 i I

- recognize the power of Jesus, and come
out at His word (Mk 1^ 34 311 etc ). If Satan is

' the strong
man,' t i -< -

;
^ <_-, M "

i
*

'

i
-

"
-

.'

(Mtl22 \ T . .1. i .

powers
'

- -.

'
- x / -t i

'

> _

will SUY '

. \ :
,

i i
- i .-,','

virtually secured by the Passion and Ltoi.'u *i n 01 Jesus

(Jn 1231) His final pj-I-'i i.cr ,\i- .> *n li,- rained, and it

will be fully adequate iO .i1 - fit ii..n it- 1 -\ (\L- >," '')

(2) Original sin. There is no recorded teaching
of Jesus about original sin. He recognized the fafl

of man (Jn S44 ), and the general smfulness of the
human race (Mt 711

) ; but how He connected these
two facts does not appear. It may, perhaps, be

argued from Jn 91"3
, that He would not have ap-

proved of any theory of original sin Y "

. r

* '

men as obnoxious to punishment fr ''''.;
because of an ancestral taint that they could not

help :"ilu *if ir . See, further, artt. SIN and ETER-
NAL 1*1 \Mni, \ i

I" '', - - \.}'i -i - ( .,'' Gente$; Augustine, Anti-
pet i i J < '

, < . or -_
,

Le Principiu (esp. i. 5, 6),
J. \L' ' <*

, ', f -,', of Sin (tr.) , Momene, The
Or < i ! . N ,

'
, /'/ blem of Evil

(tr.J) ; Butler,
A 1

) i

'

. \
f '

<

'
< / i , p Fairbairn, The Philosophy

of ' "
, /-.';.. : IV Tf ;., ...ip,

pnffit t 1 1 1 MIL -ITU TV ' /''.. ,-',, B '

/ ,^

/ VIIA > joi
'

*// 7V l*, .\
'

'. >
, \\. IT -

pro Wide, xiv ;
\ M <

- '
. ,' /*

,i .' / *. /

ri - \Kyf -'// <> l''ti rf
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r
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, The subject is discussed in most
systematic treatises on theology, ethics, and metaphysics.

C. HARRIS.
EYIL ONE. See preced. art. and LORD'S

PRAYER and SATAN.

EYIL SPIRIT. See DEMON.

EVOLUTION (CHRIST AND). The widespread
acceptance of the Evolutionary philosophy, and the
endea\our-> of IN loading exponent^ to include the

phenon UTIJI of religion wit In n rho, ^weep of its cate-

gories, li!i\o groat 1\ a< < eiiciiiiKvl ilio i''ol>! in of }\(

place of tins Incaimiuori in the <o-nn< (iMiot^ MII

of Jesus Christ, His Person, His work, and His
redemptive function, in human history.

1. The basis of discussion. At the outset we
nni^r (luTinjrni^h sharply between the Materialistic

t\pe of tlio J -\olaTionary philosophy on the one
hand, and the Theistic type on the other. The
former may be described as including aH efforts to

explain the highest phenomena of the cosmos in-

1
."* ".,,- -,

r
""ife, consciousness, and all forms

,

t
,, , j m terms of mechanical motion

and* force. Such a ""..' "es out all recog-
nition of the Divir !'

;
of the possible

independence of mind over matter, of the ethical

responsibility and free spiritual activity of man,
and of his capacity for immortal life. This disposes
of the problem of the Incarnation as irrelevant,
and throws us back on a purely 'naturalistic' ex-

planation of the Person and life of Jesus Christ.

The Theistic type of the Evolutionary
however the central idea of which

goal of Evolution and not its beginnings provides
us with the principle of cosmic interpretation, and
that spirit and not matter furnishes the key to the
riddle of the Universe leaves us free to deal with
the Supreme Person and Fact of hist<

minds Theism presents us with a
God as immanent in the Universe, but not as im-

prisoned within its material or psychical manifes-
tations ; as transcendent, living a free, self-deter-

mined life in virtue of His own eternal Being, yet
not separated from the forces and phenomena of

the cosmos, which are manifestations of His creative

activity ar-
1

v,-v >' -

purpose. It also presents
us with a IK ; i ! <! man as a created but free

spiritual person,
' ""

- rt of nature, but

ethically above x of coming into
conscious personal relations with his Creator.

2. Theistic theory of Evolution compatible with
a process of Incarnation. It is manifest that the
idea of Incarnation is not a priori incompatible
with such a philosophy of God and man. It repre-
sents the Universe as God leahzmg His creative

purpose ; impersonally in Nature, personally in

Man. Creation awakes in man to the ^en^-e of its

own origin and th< k
, po^ibiliU of its own consum-

mation in a life of 11 H* -puitual communion with
God. Incarnation means that this fellowship is

"\ -

1 '

after and objectively consummated
.},'.' f-realization on the part of God. It

implies the special compatibility of the Divine
nature and the human personality.

* God ,is, as

it were, the eternal possibility of being incar-

nated, man the permanent capability of incarna-
tion.

5 *The nature that is in all men akin to

Deity becomes in Christ a nature in personal union
with the Deity, and the unio

/><,'>
*o//"//v, which is

peculiar to Him, is the basis ot the unio mystica,
which is possible to all

3

(Fairbairn, Christ in
Modern Theology, pp. 473, 475; see also Clarke's
Outline of Christian Theology, p. 275).

3. The Person and work of Christ in such a
theory. The historical realization of this possi-

bility of Incarnation in Jesus of Nazareth raises

the further question of His place in a philosophy
of history, and in Christian theology. The Chiii-
tian contention is that in Him the Evolutionary
process finds its consummation on the one side
He was the Ideal Man made actual ; and that a
fresh Evolutionary start was made "by the fusion
of the Divine and human natures in Him on the
other He was the Son of God Incarnate,

' mani-
fested to take away sin

3

(1 Jn 3s ), and to project
the race on the lines of its true development and
life, which had been interrupted and swerved aside

by the intrusion of sin into the woild This con-

ception of the Person and work of Christ, while it

falls into line with the Evolutionary idea in one
1

direction, appears to fall foul of it in another,
because of the claim it makes that there was in

the nature of Christ an incommensurable factor,

incapable of being explained by the laws of organic
life, or by human psychology, manifesting itself

in a life of unique goodne&s and power, begun by a
free special act of God in the Virgin-birth, and
consummated by the objective Resuirection of our
Lord from the dead.
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This difficulty, however, on deeper considera-
tion is not incompatible with a wider view of the

Evolutionary process. There were beveral stages
in the known pathway of the upward movement
from the star mist, in which the process began, to

man, in whom terrestrial evolution finds its con-

summation, when fresh phenomena appeared which
cannot be explained in terms of those that pre-
ceded ; e g. at the emergence of organic life, of

sentiency, and of ethical self-consciousness. So far,
no rational bridge of theory has been found to

span the gap between these diverse facts. It is,

therefore, not unthinkable that there was in the
Person of our Lord a superhuman element, which
in Him mi'i<il<il with the stream of human life,

and *! ,11 rod Ji iit i-h and higher line of evolution for

the race. The question whether this was so in

point of actual f u I is> thu* purely one of evidence,
and, if historically substantiated, must

""
'

whether we are able ultimately to * ace

theoretically or not. Our canons of Evolution
must make room for all the facts of life and
history, or be finally discredited as inadequate and
obscurantist.

4. Jesus Christ not explicable on naturalistic

grounds It is certain also that, so far, the innum-
erable efforts which have been put forth during
the past century, from almost every conceivable

point of view, to give a naturalistic explanation of

the life and Person of Jesus Christ, have not, in

whole or in part, disposed of this problem. There
is no single theory or combination of theories which
meets with general acceptance, even among those
who take up a purely critical attitude

;
and when

we confront them with the Christian consciousness
which is the historical outcome of faith in the
Divine nature and mission and work of Christ,

they fail utterly to carry conviction. (This last

fact has so far not had its true place in the settle-

ment of the problem). The Personality of Jesus
Christ is thus still the un&olved problem of history,
and it is more than doubtful if any fresh treat-

ment of the question will succeed in bi ni<rin<r TFirn

within the categories of an Agnostic K\ <>lu lummy
Philo-o-phv

5. f'tit n^Kfi Homo ? The Theistic Evolutionist
has next to face the old question of the purpose
and aim of the Incarnation in the cosmic order.
* Cur Deus Homo ?

' becomes a more burning ques-
tion than ever in a scheme of V \

"

,

"

,

"

Two hypotheses present themselves, according as
vret&kQ&n a priori QT aposterior

' "" ' " " ""

may be called the Evolutionary e

The first makes the Christ the consummation and
crown of the process of cosmic Evolution, and
postulates the Incarnation as its necessary climax ;

the second <n t unit -. 1 i ol,] -candpoint of Christian

theology fI'm i M<* 'M^inn
1

,!'^ that, whether the In-

carnation I,u iipnlitr <i 'KM in the process, it was
historically conditioned by the fact of the sinful

and 'fallen' state of 1 ,
n

"
J

\ Ti j two views
JVTO not imonipsiiiLle - i >i

,
and both in

combination me quire consistent with the teaching
of Suiptuic Tin* upward striving of humanity
IOT union mih ir- Creator as personal find^ its his-

torical witness in (1) the universal function of

worship, prayer, and sacrifice, and (2) the Hebrew
prophet i< \i-ion of the Ideal Servant of Jehovah,
ami tin* Mo-Manic hope ; and it suggests, as God is

personal, a corresponding act of self-revelation in a
historical Person who would unite in himself the
human aspiration and the Divine manifestation;
while the gradual revelation consummated in the

coming of Christ, and recorded in the Old andNew
Testaments, is in line with all the known la\\-& of

God's evolutionary methods. On the other hand,
it is unquestionable that the Scripture doctrine of

the Incarnation is indissolubly associated with the ,

redemptive purpose of God. This is its historical
aim and character :

' He was manifested to take
away sin' (1 Jn 35

,
cf. 1 Co 518 19 etc ). While,

therefore, we are justified on a priori grounds in

believing that * the Incarnation was no after-

thought
'

(Dale, Fellowship with Christ, and Other
Sermons, pp. 10, 2521), but that it would have
taken place even if sin had not entered the world,
the/orm which it took was historically conditioned

by the actual condition of humanity; i.e. it was
-oi'Miolo'jficjil in its manifestation

6. 7/i / " & regnant aspects of the historical In-
carnation.~-M< *.- <"

" "*

the -ij.
rpifu imce of

the historical I i , a roticmp:-\t and
perfective process may be described under three

).'.'_!
,.-s

J

"leadings. It was (1) the realization of
i>. ;'> i type of humanity -Christ as the Ideal
Man ; (2) the achievement of a great restorative
or saving work Chiist as the sufficient Saviour;
(3) the beginning of a fresh departure in the up-
ward Life of the Race Christ as the Founder and
Head of His Church, and the source of the higher
spiritual movements of history. These three

aspects of His work are specially related to His
human life as our great Exemplar ; to His Cross
and Passion as our Sacrifice and Reconciler ; to
His Resurrection and Ascension into the unseen
world, and His influence I!M- n/-i TT -

Spirit on the
individual and wider life i n , ", v i ,\

(1) As the Ideal Man, Jesus revealed the possi-
bilities and determined the type of perfect man-
hood for the race. This was done under special
conditions, and at a given moment of time and

place, race and environment. He was born in

Palestine, during the reign of Heiod, 'of the seed
of David '

(Bo I
3
) ;

i e. He was a Jew, confoiming
to the special conditions and demands of His own
times, and limited by the intellectual and social

horizon of His day. There was much, therefore,
in the outward life of Jesus which was temporary
and local in its manifestations. Yet beneath all

this we see a true revelation of the Perfect Man,
universal in its scon *

> np*ua1inLf (< euh indi-

vidual man as his o^ ir-lai : [! 'I "' '- purity
and holiness, yet il-i- !" ri^ \\ I'll 'ifn'i.^ioiis life ;

beyond the reach 01 u il II-ITM: >n ><! (iiiicken-

ing each of His foll< "-- i-> i1n k
,- al-/,- mm of his

own individual life and personality. Looked at

from within, His life is depicted in the NT as one
of perfect and joyous obedience to the Father's

revealed will (Jn 519
), unbroken communion with

Him (10
80

), and -npron.e -</lf- forgetful no-.-- in the
service of His l.iMliren ('2 Co S"j Whatever
transcendent elements may have been hidden (and
sometimes patent) in the spiritual consciousness

of Jesus, He is represented as truly temptable
(Mt 41 etc ), as depending entirely on Divine help
and grace for conquest over temptation (Jn 519 etc. ),

and as having triumphed {O-c^ui- ly over evil, so

that He was 'without sin Jl< *;' The impres-
sion left on those who knew Him best by this life

of filial obedience and service was that it was of

unique beauty and attractiveness (Jn I 14), and yet
M.j-'ili --f emulation by all, under their own in-

..i, , 1 1 I r-mditions of life and service (1 P 221
)

And this NT picture of Jesus as the Ideal Man
is one that the noWest minds of Christendom

throughout the centuries hn\i actopted Theio
is no Eistorical character tliat lia-> o\er threatened

to divide the sovereignty of Jesus in the spiritual

homage of men ; and such * detached
* thinkers as

Goethe and Carlyle. Strauss and Renan, Richter
and Lecky have borne unqualified testimony to

the solitary and unapproachable grandeur of the
moral ideal incarnated in Him.

' In the Maes 'f the time 'From the Evolutionary stand-

point, i he quistion is often, asked, whether such an ideal life

must not necc-saril} have appeared as the consummation of
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the spuifcual de elopment of the race, as the last link m the
series This a p> ton objection is of '"' i

"

/ VIM ' r ho\\-

ever, even in the 1cm ei ranges of otgu,uie me , ana a,t> legaids
LI* -,-. '

f men, it is demonstrably lacking
< : - '

i

' to Scripture, appeared in the
4 tulness

'

ot the time, and at that precise moment in the order
of history which enabled Him best to fulfil His mission (Gal 44

,

He 11 -4) The best imndb of previous ages had been eagerly
loo

1

* nu ior\\aul to a manifestation of the saving po\\er of God
(M: lin JA 2425, Ac 3W 1 P lio etc ), and, if the actual
historical manifestation of the Messiah for whom they \\aited

was not in accordance with their literal expectations, it \vas the
true fulfilment of the spiritual mov ement of which their ideals

and prophecies were a part. In Evolutionary language, the
'

embryonic
*
Christ of prophecy became in due course the

(
- ~_ .

*
the dimly outlined

'-^ \
' in the manifested

life ot the Son of God. Or, we may say that the right time for

an ideal to be actualized in the life of humanity would be, at

that precise moment when the capacity for conceiving and
i _ - .' deal had been sufficiently developed to appre-

I this, it would be wasted , later, it would have
been belated , and Jesus came and embodied the Ideal Life just
\\hen humanity was capable of profiting by it, and of being
stirred by it into higher aspiration and endea\ our.

(2) The Redemptive work of Christ finds its

place in an Evolutionary scheme of thought on

cognate lines. It presupposes that a lapse, or at
least a fatal halt, had occurred in the upward
spiritual development of the race, and that all

further progiess was barred by the poisoning of

the wells of pi ogress by sm (see FALL). Before

humanity could be released from this disability,
which had interfered with the free interflow of the
Divine and human fellowship, in the unrestricted
action of which alone the spiritual life of man can

develop, a process of reconciliation and at-one-

ment with the source of the spiritual Life must be
initiated. Apart from this, the presentation of

an Ideal Life would be a mockery, for its realiza-

tion would be impossible. Thus, as already stated,
the historical Incarnation took a redemptive form,
and it was consummated by an act of supreme
sacrifice.

The process of
*

progress by sacrifice
'

(see Bruce's Providential
Order, eh xn p. 345 ff.) is deeply embedded in the organic
world The so-called cruel Law of Natural Selection is but
another name for a rudimentary fact which finds its finest and
most perfect realization in the Cross of Christ In nature we
3nd thiee grades or stages of this process. (1) The sacrifice of
the weak for the strong, as when those creatures in every
-i. -

i i *,- ...
< ' r \ :.

' <
* -

!
' " l - ' i ^ i . ( I

made '

subservient to another's good
*
in the way of food (2)

The sacrifice of the strong for the weak t,\nril finl IM the
action of the imperious parental instinct ^hi^h i- 'm. 1

f - rl by
every living species above the very lowest, and which gradually
increases in its range and its delicacy till it arrives through the
higher mammals at man Here there is more or less conscious
self denial on the part of the * igorous and capable organism on
behalf of the ru.

1 **, ,i <1 ^ic v.iV () The sacrifice of the
good for the bid .' a T 1 iar f( -ir<3 (in the necessity of things)
only among etmcai persons, and exempl

**

as one of the most potent forces for the
of humanity. These various stages of i su-i-i'-'jai <. i nu m n
Nature do not exhaust the meaning of ; n- l?fJ(ri:i o p

i \roii^ln
through the Cross of Christ, w Inch ha*, a unique character of its
own as an *

atonement', but they serve to link it with the
\VOll*l-X>r(,rr -j, u"l O make 1

v "' >-" - i ,')'." I
'-

Turn -I- (Vi f irlrr-r on this M " :-!',.- , .1 -'

f/i//i/.r'i r/ir ,/, ) n ch. ill. pp. 283-306)

(3) The Eisen Life of our Lord initiates the final

stage^
in the spiritual evolution of the race, and

coinploio- the range of forces that work for the
I
-once 1,1 Tig ol the human soul in if-, upviaul innrch.
The Resurrection and the Woti-ion inniomo a
fresh epoch in the history of mankind, both in
the

'

i

*

1.1

"

fche individual soul and in the
proc i

. >i ,-\ A new type of character
emerges, and a new community is born ; each
marking a, higher achievement and indicating a
fin choi ah nnc'e 111 i-pirit ual life. Historical Christi-

anity io*r* on cli fai tli That Jesus rose again and
passed into the unseen world, whence He continues
to send forth His personal influence and saving
grace by His Spirit among believers, and through
them into the world at large This He does first

by quickening individual men in the New Life,

enabling them to conquer sin, and to put forth the
distinctive Christian virtues ; and, secondly, by the

perpetual renewal and mvigoration of the Christian

society or Chuieh, which is composed of those
believers who join in brotherly love in the active

service of mankind m the name of their spmtual
Head. This new force has leavened and in a
measure created modern Western civilization, and

though it has so far not succeeded in peimeatmg
it th ,

" ' *

with the Christian spirit,
it is

' its finest and most potent
elements are those denved from the Chustian Ideal
and ennobled by the Christian graces The slow-
ness of the world's spiritual development along
Christian lines is undeniable, it is maiked by
ages of stagnation and by periods of unmistakable
reaction ; this, however, is entirely consistent with
the laws of evolution through all its upward stages,
and is inevitable when we lemember the potent
forces of spiritual degeneiacy and inertia which

oppose its march It is clear that there is no rival

directive or inspiring ideal among mankind that
could take the place of '~

.

'

crying
halt to all that is noblest in the lite of the race.

The futuie of the world lies with Christ, unless it

is to fall back on a lower stage of ethical and
spiritual development on its way to utter disinte-

gration and decadence. Since the lines of cosmic

development have so far been on the whole in an
upward direction, and since theie is no indication
that the Christian ideal has lost its hold on the
best minds of the iace, or is less potent than

formerly in regenerating individual souls and in

inspiring the Church to ever fresh activity and in-

fluence, there is reason for confident belief that
at last the race as a whole will be raised to the
Christian level, and that the future is with Him
of whom it is prophesied that He shall reign in

undisputed sway ovei the affections and command
the obedience of all mankind (Ph 29"11

, Eev II15 etc. )

See, further, art. INCARNATION.

of Man.

Ascent
aniation

E (. .1

EXALTATION. 1. T T

,
. '- -foment that

the lowly in heart alone . . exaltation,
is exceedingly piomm<Mt in both the Old and New
Testaments. L'bo ln-s of Christ wa '' '

,'

one of self-humbling, but He knew i \

that it would end in the highest exaltation, in
the Song of Mary at the Annunciation this prin-
ciple of JDivin > M 1 1

1
*' is stated : 'He hath put

down the ni,,J,i\ I^-MI their seats, and exalted
them of Icrv ,:r. I \- I52). In Christ's parable
of the Wed-iri-j 1 * ji>i ll insists on this "''.
as against the self-seeking and pride of :

and Pharisees, who love the chief seats in the

synagogue, and the foremost places at feasts. It

is better to take the lowest room, and wait till

the host shall give their proper place to one's
virtue and dignity, by saying,

*

Friend, come up
higher' (Lk 14'). The behaviour of a Christian

among his fellows should have regard to this prin-
ciple. He is not to be forward to lay claim to
that which may even be his right (cf. Mt 2312

|j

Lk 14n 1814
).

2, One of the clearest words of Jesus in regard
to His own exaltation is Jn 1282. Some Greeks
came desiring to see Him. Oui Loid >ooni in
this desire of theirs something proiilitru of the
future ingathering of the Gentfles into His kmg-

1

up His heart to His disciples as to
, \ rhich He hoped to conquei the hearts

ot men. He made somewhat enigmatic reference
to His death. He knew that the hour had almost
come for the suffering of the lowly Son of Man.
But it is necessary that the seed which is to pro-
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duce a great harvest mu&t first die. So it is a
law of tire K "lu-Jui'i of God that life in this woild
mu&t be -.'miiu'ii, iJ need be, that life eternal may
be gained as a permanent possession. After the
Saviours life of service, the due reward will be
honour from God. When the heavenly voice

spoke, the Saviour was consoled and uplifted by
the thought that He would cast out the prince of
this woild, and be lifted up (itycutfw) as a victorious
*

"
i It was a prediction of His final triumph

" k
'

', and His eternal reign over all men. The
outuaidly shameful death of the cross would be
His tiue exaltation as the world's Saviour. By
the identification of outward events with their

inwaid meaning, He advances men's thoughts to

the idea of His exaltation to heaven as the vic-

tonous One. This anticipation of Jesus is the
for the Church's fully developed
Exaltation. * He rose again from

the dead on the thud day, He ascended up into

heaven, He sitteth on the light hand of God the

Father, He shall come to judge the world at the
last day.

3

See artt. ASCENSION, JUDGMENT,
SESSION.

Aftei the piulutioi'S of His suffering, He al-

ways spoke of Hi- i mure glory. He would rise

again fiom the dead (Mt 16J1
).

d ln the regeneia-
tion the Son of man shall sit on the throne of His

glory
3

(19
28

). 'The Son of man shall come in the

gloiy of his Father with his .

-

f *

T
- a i

*

then shall

he render unto every man ,n t . _ , his deeds'

(16
27

)
In the sayings in the Gospel of John there

are many lofty statements as to His heavenly gloiy
(of. M3 1724

etc.). DAVID M. W. LAIRD.

EXAMPLE.
A LINGUISTIC USAGE The word '

example
*

(or
*

ensample ')

occurs 15 times m the AV and 17 times in the R.V of the NT
In the two versions it stands 7 times (1 Co 1Q6, Ph 3*7, 1 Th 1?,
2 Th 39, l Ti 412, Tit 2? EV, 1 P 5-*) for wrw, once (1 Ti 116 KV)
for vTOTu-r&o'is, once (1 Co 1011) in adverbial phiase for rwrtxas,
5 tunes (Jn 1315, He 4" 85, Ja 5*0, 2 P 26) *< i -A ,^* once (Ac

) as paitial rendering of vToB&txwfAt, * na (,} <K
"

> or
Ss/j^ooe,

uite

_, , _r ,
_.i (illustra-

Live; exmou, in wus nihtance set forth as a wamincr, though
of itself this simple form hardly suggests either mutation or

shunning-, as woSetypM does The other passages all more or
less illustrate the topic in hand. Besides these, there are, of

course, many other passages which, though not employing the
terra

'

example/ are no less relevant and significant than
these.

TWTO?, whether tr
*

example
*

or *

pattern,
*

type,* has gener-
ally an important bearing upon our topic Primarily the
'mark/

*

impression* of a stroke or blow (Jn 2()2J 'print'),
hence 'figure,'

*

image' (Ac 7**), *&*& 1S generally 'pattern/
'

type,'
'

example
J Sometimes the example is by way of warn-

ing, as 1 Co 1C'- 1: GV" uih\ ho ever, it is an example to be
imitated. V < >rr* k-no':<l MIT -ci^r i- "o be ascnbed to v-Torun-airts

(ITi 116 OT I-'; .In I'u MI- r passage Hofmann'a and
Cremer's interpretation

' Abbild ' seems "hardly warranted.
Timothy is to hold fast the '

type
'

of doctrine which he had
received from Paul, and this

*

type
'
is not regarded as Timothy's

copy of Paul's, but as something which had now become com-
mon to both] vf&uytjxx. is a concrete illustration or exhibi-

tion, designed for imitation or for warning generally the
former. In one instance in the NT uv&etyfjux, is used for after-

representation (Ger. Abbild) uveyfx&pfAos is a 'writing-copy'
(model), to be imitated by the pupil Hence an example set
\i> '"ore OMO for < To-o iinilnt ion. This is perhaps the most vivid

r
r po NT ' ri> - imlii ai .u o* Christ's exampleship. The term

i

i - k
l
F IM p-v-i rhr <-IM MI-* mutation; though both the context

and the general teaching or the NT xvill save us from the error
of conceiving Christ's example as something formal and ex-
ternal-

Among the other terms which give expression to the idea of
Christian example, the most prominent are uuu,,auou and utx,rr/;

(AV 'follow* and 'follower/ RV 'imitate' and 'imitator')
The \erb occurs 4 times m the XT (2 Th 37

c

,
He 13", 6 Jn U),

in one of these n- ,,-v. - i VIM \ with -,- The noun
occurs 6 femes (H'o I

'

I

'

I pi ;> 1 I a 1& W, He 612 at i p
S1^ the reading u.^f* i- 10 ><- i\. u \ j ed), in every instance

sonifying
' imitator

' m the ethico-rehgiou& sense In Eph 51

we find fjufwrctt vov Qsav, in He 12 it is the exemplary saints
who are to be imitated, in 1 Co 4*6 St. Paul exhorts* to the
imitation of himself, rather than to turn away from him, inas-
much as he was their father in the faith In 1 Co 111 he bids
his readers imitate him as he imitates Christ. In 1 Th 16 it is
*
imitators of us and, of the Lord/ while in 1 Th 2i4 it is *the

ijuof; as paiciai rendering 01 &rod&a6vvftt, * na ',) <K > or otty/M
once (Mt 1*9) as partial rendering of fayfum&, and once (1 ;

r""* ". '-,*.- r T present purpose Mt I19 falls quit
'i >

'

. > f. I
'

") is a '

specimen/
* an (illustn

churches of God in Judaea/ of whom the Thessalomans had
become imitators

Jesi -.

'

\ i His di&ciples about Him geneially bade
nien ^%o/ outis&i , in one instance, ilt 41<J

, SHJTS

ororc^). Primarily the expiession means no moie than 'to ac-

company
'

as a disciple, and j et manifestly it became, m our
Lord's use of it, one of the most characteristic and intensely
significant expressions of the idea of discipleship in all its

deepest import. So where Christ bids the rich young ruler
sell all that he has and '

come, folkro me/ or m the. \voids on
*

taking up the cioss and following,' and elsewhere (see esp Mt
1921 10^8 ib'24, jn i2'2b 2122) The \erb is not found in the
Epistles, except at 1 Co 1(H

the '

imag
'

Chii&tians
ar Co 15, 2

t But those
passages also which represent Christ as the image of God must
be taken no less into account , for Christ's claim to an uncondi-
tional peisonal authontj is expressly based upon the fact that
He is the image the .' MMI } :- i

>
i :P *. n '

\ } ->\
>= the

invisible God (Jn lia ! ,

'

,
L ( o -, ( <,i Hi i .-

r the
last passage the word is ^apDnxT^p) In this connexion men-
tion must be made also ot the expressions

'

children of God/
* of 3 our Father/

' of the Highest
'

(Mt 59 45, Lk Q& 2Q3G) Also
in the Epistles the filial relation is made to imply the followmg
of the example of God in Christ (e g Eph 51 8, 1 P iM, i Jn 521).

Besides the terms already considered, which give more or less
formal expression to the Christian idea of exampleship, there
are many more, which some of them in the most elementary
and untechmcal terms no less definitely express the same
thought The very idea of discipleship in our Lord's teaching
involved the idea of the personal exampleship of the Master (see

esp Mt 1024 25, Lk 1426 27
33, jn 1333 IgS). The same thought is

< >-pn
- *1 i

i r i -^ 'Ye have not so learned Christ
'

In He
i_- ,),... is ,- ( < <J our 'Forerunner.' His temptations are
i ^ (.u

' - "

0>
% "in the enduring of

u *M) -ir r-i (ii i' have the 'mind of

('ii-u (I C o '
',

I
>l

i
;

Christ is the 'life/
and as such is the 'light' of men (Jn 1> 9 ^

18, cf. 3*9 812 95

12tf 3b
46, i jn 11 3) He is Himself ' the way/ etc (Jn 146).

Believers are to
*

put on '
Christ (Ro 1314, Qal 327, Eph 424, Col

31(>) The Christian's 'walk' is to be according to Christ (see

esp Jn 12*5 , 1 Jn 1? 26, Eph 52 8, Qol 6) Finally, foi an ex-
haustive stud\ of the linguistic usage is not intended, many of
the most characteristic expressions of the thought of example-
ship in Christianity are effected without the use of any peculiar
terms The word 'as/ or something else equally simple and
direct, often best serves the purpose (e g. Mt 548, i p iis Eph
432 52, ijn 32 47-21)

B. THE DOCTRINE. i. THE EXAMPLE OF
CHRIST 1. In the teaching of Jesus no truth, is

more essential than that God the Father Himself
is the oii^usal and absolute example for all per-
sonal I no I'ho Law is holy, for it is the expres-
sion of the will of God. But the letter apart from
God's immediate personal will is dead. As Jesus

expounds the Law, the disciples learn to look

through the particular commandment to the per-
sonal will of the living God. It is not enough to

keej) the commandment in the most scrupulous
fashion, as if it were >omctliing landing apart and

complete in itself (Mt 520)
We have to do directly

with God Himself. His will and personal nature
are our sole and absolute standard (Mt o*1"43

). In
answer to the young ruler who asked what good
thing he should do in order to have eternal life,

Jesus refuses to be regarded as one who might
propose some novel good some good other than
that which is already known from God. Apart
from God there is no good (Mt 1916- 17

). To love
God is the first commandment ; and the coming of

His kingdom and the doing of His will should be
man's first concern (Mt 22^ 6W-

).

But Jesus does more than point to God as the
absolute standard for personal life He comes to

make God known. It is not enough to know that
God is the standard, so long as God's nature is un-
known. So Jesus was sent as the poi fecit revela-

tion of the Father (Jn 149 - 10
). Not thai <Jod was

hitheiio unknown: what the Jews worshipped
they knew (Jn 423). Jesus came to complete the
revelation of God He gives a peifect interpreta-
tion of the mind and will of God, and in His own
Person perfectly exemplifies that mind and yviJL

He is conscious of perfect accord with the will of

the Father (Mt 1250 510 - 11
, Jn 519 4s4 6s8 S29 1481 ).

His words and acts He has learned from the

Father, even from the Father's example (Jn 8s8

517 i9). This principle determines His whole treat-
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ment of the Mosaic Law. The inevitable limita-

tions of mere statutes He overcomes by an appeal
to the Divine example and order (as in the case of

the law of the Sabbath and the law of marriage,
Jn 517

, Mt 194
"9

,
in the latter case appealing also

to Scripture as well as to fact). And because He
knows God as the Son knows the Father immedi-

ately and peifeMlv -Jn 7^ 855 1016, Mt II27
), and

because He periecrly ml (Us the will of God, Jesus
demands an niK<ruliMonil following, which shall

consist, not in copying the outward form, but in

the most inward appropriation of the ruling

principle of His life (Mt 721
"27 2820 1032

'39 II 28- * 2024'28

1624 25 2022 2639 819 -22 1921
, Jn 158

' 10 S13 128S - 3b - u-50

13i3-i7 154-7 172i-2 2138). He does not set Himself
forth as a substitute for the Father, but as the
One who knows God and teaches us to know Him
He is the Light of Life, the Way, the Truth, the

Life, the visible manifestation of God (Jn S12 146- 9
).

Christ's claim to absolute authority (which ex-

pressly included the judgment of the world, e g.

Jn S22 )
is based not upon His prophetic office alone,

but upon that unity of word and deed which con-

stituted the perfect revelation of the will of God.
Jesus' own Person was not left out of His gospel

(cf. Harnack's statement, Wesen des Christentwms,

p. 91 :
* Nicht der Sohn, sondern allein der Vater

gehort in das Evan<relium wie es Jesus verkundigt
hat, hinein '). Not, indeed, as one doctrine among
many, nor as an addition to the doctrine of the

Father, did Jesus present the truth IM-M* .:

Himself But He claimed to be the > TK
unique embodiment and exemplification of the
Father's will. Yet He is more than mere example.
He does not merely show the way ;

He is the "W ay.
At the same time He is the Truth and the Life.

He gives not
only_

the perfect example but also

life-power. In this sense, therefore, Jesus, even

according to Hib own teaching, is more than an
element in the gospel : He is the very essence of

the gospel.
2. Christ's demand of an unconditional personal

following is reproduced in the Apostolic preaching.
But after Christ s passion, resurrection, and exalta-

tion, the thought of His c \j mpl' -Ii, is expanded
and heightened. The Ch> - \'i-> UI-M for the sin

of the world is the perfect revelation of God's holy
love (e.q 1 Jn 49- 10

), while His exaltation, coupled
with the gift of His Spirit, affords assurance that
the coveted likeness to Christ and the promised
sharing of His glory shall be realized (e.g. Eo
32. ,}

26-a9j The thought of Christ as our example
is so variously and abundantly applied by the NT
writers, that it will suffice here to notice particu-
larly only the more characteristic passages. The
conureteness of the revelation in a personal life is

most frequently and most strikingly set forth by
St. John

(
Jn I4 14- 18

,
1 Jn I3 42 3

). Jesus is the

peife<\ (Cample of the life of faith, even its Author
ami Pence i or (lie 122 ). He was tempted like as
we are (2

9"18 415), and is the perfect pattern of

patient endurance of all temptation, even unto
death (3

lff-

12f ,
1 P l

n 221-23 318 4 1

; cf. Gethsemane
and Calvary in the Gospels) He is our example
of mercy and forgiveness (Eph 432

, Col 318
, 2 Co 210

) ;

in self-denial and humble service (Ph 25ff
*, 2 Co 89,

Ko 152- 8 7
); in meekness, gontlenc^ and forbear-

ance (2 Co 101, Col 313, Eph A\ 1 P **, ; in the love
that su ers labours, and dies for others (1 Jn 316

,

2 Co 41G o11 - 15
. Eph o2 - 2

*, Gal 6 2
, Ph 25

*) ; in holi-
ness and purity (Eph 420ff-, 1 P I 1

*, 1 Jn 3lff* 417
).

And then, more broadly, believers are exhorted to

put on Christ,
3

or * the new man,
3

renewed after
Christ's image (Ro 1314

, Eph 413'15 M
, Col 310- u

, Gal
327) , and to * walk *

in, or according to, Christ

(Eph 58
, Col 2, 1 Jn I 7 2s ). The highest destiny

of believers is to be made like Christ (Ho S29, 1 Jn
32). In this connexion the significance of those

passages in which Christ is called the image of

God (Col I
15

,
He I

3
,
cf. Jn I

14
) should not be over-

looked ; for God has given us this perfect revela-

tion in a Person just in Older that we might find in

Him our true example and archetype.
In addition to these and all other specific ex-

pressions of the thought of Christ's exampleship,
there stands the great fact that the whole pictuie
which the T\ amidst- drew of Jesus was made
under the poweiiul influence of the twofold con-

viction that He was the image of the Father, so

that by Him we know the ' Christ-like God,
3 and

that He was the Ideal Man not an ideal creation

of human fancy, but the Ideal-Real come fiom God
Himself.

3. It has already been briefly noted that Christ
Himself as well as His disciples bore witness that
He was to His own muck more than mere example.
The relation of His followers to Jesus is something
more than that of those who are striving to copy
a model. Christ is example in a deeper sense He
is not only 'type,' but also

*

archetype' (eg. 1 Co
15aoff 45-49

}
RO 829?

jje 211 12 17
). An example for

personal life must in an
t

.

"" " "

better
than a mould for the

'

x , own
form. Personality is interested m inward traits

and principles, which are to be independently de-

veloped in the ^ii- ws.M'y of forms. But
Jesus' relation to'.i - - >\ .*'

;'
r than this. He is

the (

archetype,' the '

original,
5

of our personal life.

Now an original is not passively there to be copied ;

it sustains some sort of active causal relation to

the copy. So Christ is our example in this more
vital sense He is at once example and original

(admirably expressed in Ger. Vorbild and Urbild]
As our '

original,' Christ not only (as in the case
of mere examples in personal life) mysteriously im-

presses us, but also imparts life and power through
His Spirit (Jn I

16 * 17 a-4
"26

, Ro 82
, Gal 220, Col 3^ 4

,

1 Jn 5 llfft
, and many mor ,

' He who,
having fulfilled the Law, is -.-," Himself the
Law (Ro 104

, Gal 324, 1 Co 921
), has engaged to work

likeness unto Himself in all who believe. So we
may say with Augustine :

e Give what Thou com-
mandest, and command what Thou wilt.

5

If Christ
is to us mere example, without renewing power,
we are, after all,

f under law/ and not ' under
grace.

3 * But the Word became not only flesh, but
also spirit

5

(Kahler, Wissensch. d chr Lehre 3
, p

510. See Jn 2021 - 66a 739 ,
2 Co 317 18

)
Yet the

inward operation of the Spirit in producing likeness
to Christ has constant and express reference to the
historic Christ (Jn 1614, 1 Jn 42- 8

).

3. The actual validity of the picture of Christ as

example implies the genuine humanness of the
life and 1

.

*
>

\t "ulness and clearness of the

picture. I

* ,,,., the example must be cap-
able of universal appl*/ ,ili<-n As to the human-
ness of the life of J< -n-, i- sufficient in this con-
nexion to point out that the Biblical witness is

without a trace of questioning as to its reality.
Even the highest confessions of Jesus as the Son
of God are never at the expense of the patent
fact that He is truly man. As to the ]>M 'un - tf
Christ in the Go'-pol- while these are n->i I' '^
raphies, as rlial leiin is commonly understood,
they do give a wonderfully luminous and vivid

portrait of the personal life of our Lord. Using
the historical material for the *ake of its content
of truth, they show us Jesus the \Viirie-s in woid
and deed, of the holy love of God, and as the
Bearer of love and truth and life to the world.

.Affirming 1o\o to God and man as the supreme
law. Mo Hmielf fulfilled tr, I \-i\i ;-1

> Hi laying
doun Mix life thai. Ho inigY f l..":\ I'M' Father
and bring salvation to the uu-M

'

VIM '/his life

of unimagined self-sacrifice He led to the end, in

spite of manifold and tremendous temptations, with-
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out once deviating from the path appointed by
the Father. And with it all there was no ascetical

denial of the values that ar-
""

i emporal ;

noi did He lose either joy or
; through

His sufferings and conflicts. A marvellous open-
ness in word and deed was ever characteristic of

Him who came a Light into the world. Besides
all this, here is a life that manifestly reached its

goal. The course of that life had been one con-

tinual renunciation of proffered worldly advantage
and success ; nevertheless its end was a unique
tiramph For the leal end was not Calvary, but
the exaltation to the right hand of God. However
hidden this end may be from the unbelieving
world, Christian faith sees in the resurrection and
exaltation of Christ the one supreme proof that

ughteousness cannot fail. This is the conviction
ot i^li'rouxric -- '

because Jesus has gone to the
Father (Jn 161U

). Without such a revelation of the

appointed end of faith and righteousness the ex-

ample would be incomplete, and Christian ethics

could not maintain its ideal.

This picture of Jesus is capable of universal

application. It is true the vocation of Jesus was
-!

1
. ,' t V-l \,t the piinciples which controlled

.,, ; - ^, i < , trust in the Father, and perfect
love to GocL and man are manifestly applicable
under all possible circumstances. Such love as
Chust's is the fulfilling of the Law. In one respect
only is there a seeming limitation for it is only
- " *!J

' iV 1 '.v\. i-j lity of Christ":?- example
)1> -v >-i .!< -p- P. Jt with inward &in Tie can
be no model for the transformation of a sinful life

Inasmuch, however, as - of renewal
are not our affair we

_ joined to
our Lord m faith and t"

'

II i this is no
lack. Although

' a Jew of the first century,' Jesus
is the Son of Man, in v\< \ '""_: essential to

personality free from the I
1
. nV, \ t

>^^ of His own
time and people. He is not less the kinsman of

all peoples; He is *the contemporary of every
age.

3

5. We have further to consider the practical
relation of the disciple to the example of Christ.

We are commanded to 'follow,* to 'imitate,' to
'

put on Christ,' to * follow in his steps.
3 But how

are we to conceive the problem of discipleship 1

For, while the Church has never failed to hear
the call of Jesus,

* Follow me !

' the conception of

discipleship has sometimes been much distorted.

In the Middle Ages the dominant thought was
asceticism. The ascetic imitation of Chiist, of

which St. Francis is the most nole^oTfliy example,
selects certain traits in His luo, mn\

'

by undue

emphasis upon thes<" M-_O Mso" \\ Ih a neglect of

others, produces a ui-ioi.u 1 nvijo Then there
have been enthusias - wi I'IIIUL 'i to be able to

follow Christ in sharing His redemptorial work
<>\a;Haniitr and perverting such passages as
Ph 3iJ

, Gal 62, 1 Jn 316. -Y^'iin, ia(ionjili-m has
made of Christ simply a model of Mime-> TO be

copied. These three are perhaps the most im-

portant types of perversion of the NT idea of

Christ's example^hip ; but the three appear in

vanous modifications and combinations. The only
safeguard against such errors seems to lie in a con-

sistent emphasis upon the integrity of the Biblical

picture of Christ.

Among evangelical theologians the term e imita-

tion* of Christ is very commonly objected to as

implying meiely a formal copying 01 the Lord's

example. The word, of course, can be so under-
stood ; but so also may the word *

following.' In

any event it must be insisted upon that the words
'imitate' and 'imitator' in the NT (BV) have no
such unevangelical meaning.
The believer s practical attitude to the example

of Christ may be profitably studied in the light

of a few charactn -ii<
4

pt,--?^*'- (a] Answering
to the frequent .o 'MNTIH:! or i'io absoluteness of
Christ's authority (e.g Mt 23s - 10

9 Eph I22, Ph 29'11
),

there are many passages which emphasize the

obligation of exclusive loyalty to Him (e.g., 2 Co
105 II3

, Col 317
, Eph 45

). (b) We are to have the
mind of Christ, and to set the mind on the things
above, where Christ is (Col 3lff

-, Ro 12a , Eph 42
-*}.

(c) We shall be transformed into the image of
Christ by beholding Him, though the eneigy that

produces the result conies from ' the Lord the Spirit
'

(2 Co 318 -see also Drummond, The Changed Life)
(d)

r n '
*

' '

thought of meditation as a
mea

t
there are various passages

which set forth the more strenuous elements in the

following of Christ (eg. Ph 310 ~16
). (e) Several

passages bid us 'put on Christ
'

or the * new man '

(Ro 1314, Eph 424
, Col 310ff

-). This relates to the

formation of a Christian character (/} Jesus left

us an example, that we should * follow in his

steps' (1 P 2?1
). Just as 'the mind of Christ'

means inward renewal, and 'putting on Christ'

means character-building, so ' to walk in his steps
'

'u \ f i-ly
-* ' v

re as a motto for the exercise ofChns-
/ - r '<

' '
'

social relations, (g) The example of

Christ in His personal consummation is the be-

liever's most glorious hope (Ro 829 ,
1 Jn 32* 3

,
cf.

Eph 319
) And the hope set within us is i 11 ;n ju u eil

by the earnest of the Spirit. We already have a
measure of Christ-likeness we are now sons of

God, and His power is working in us to finish the

work begun (Ro 823, 1 Jn 31 * 2 417
, Eph 314-20

, Col
310

,
Ph 1).

But all these various aspects of our relation to

our Example presuppose the vital fellowship of a
. i

"" fMth. No 'imitation' of Christ is accord-

_ . gospel if it is anything else than an
t , i ,'spect of the life of faith. With all its

lare beauty and power, the Imitation of Christ by
Thomas a Kemms (?) is hardly conceived in the

plane of the perfect la\\ of liboity And yet, over

against the widespread qiu-i mninjr of the universal
j

T * ""

t\ o <~"mst's example, as well as the
< , , and indefiniteness of a religion
of mere feeling, too much stress cannot be laid

upon the vocation of the Christian to take up the

cross daily and follow the Lord. ' This is the love

of God, that we keep his commandments' (1 Jn 5s).
The full gospel principle of the freedom of the Spirit

being presupposed, the question. 'What would
Jesus do ?

'

(see Sheldon, fn His Steps), is not un-

warranted. But to walk in the Spirit implies that

we are not seeking merit or virtue for our own
satisfaction, but are seeking to glorify God. To do
all

* in the name of the Lord Jesus ' no more com-

prehensive or profound expression of the funda-

mental law of Christian living could be conceived ;

and just this, after all, is what is meant by follow-

ing Christ. Our task is not in the narrower sense

ii>
<.('i'\ TTim, but to receive His Spirit, to under-

-nr ! 'Mi- mind, to let Him be formed within us.

So we shall also * walk ' in Him.
ii. THE EXAMPLE OF THE FOLLOWERS OF

CHRIST. 'One is your Teacher one is your
Master, even the Christ

'

(Mt 238 10
).

* Other foun-

dation can no man lay than that which is laid,

which is Jesus Christ' (1 Co 311
). This relation of

our Lord to us is unique and exclusive. He is our
life. We have been renewed after His image.
But just because this is sojust because He does

beget in His followers a likeness to Himself those

who bear His image are fitted to be examples ;

only, of course, their exampleship is lelative and
mediate. He who said concerning Himself,

s I am
the light of the world' (Jn S^O5

),
said also to His

disciples
{ Ye are the salt of the earth, ye are

the light of the world' (Mt513~16
), But they are

this just because they are His followers, aaid in
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virtue of \\liat they have from Hun. In various

ways our Loid lecognizes the value of good ex-

ample ; for instance, where He warns against the
bad example of the scribes and Pharisees (Mt 231 "3

).

He piay& for His disciples:
c As thou didst send

me into the woild, even so sent I them into the

woild '

(Jn 1718 ) They -\yere
to be His witnesses

they were to do nothing in their own name And
yet" in older that they might be true witnesses,

they must be sanctified in the truth. Their minis-

try for Christ must be, like Chiist's own ministry,
an intensely p&rsonnl one. And when the Lord

gives to His disciples that '

example
'

of humble
service in washing their feet (Jn 135ff

), and else-

where (17
21

13^) shows that they shall preach Him
thiough a life of love as well as by word, it cannot
be doubted that He places a very high value on the

example of His followers.

The NT writers generally, especially St Paul and St. Peter,

lay great sir't- iii>o i the salutary effect of Chustian example
(1 P 2Hft ,ji

2 j-) P. pn 215, i Th 17 3, i Co 7*6, 1 Ti 61), with

special emphasis i ' M *>.' '

/

in the Church (1
'

'
-

I

1

.
" i

hand, the danger of an example not positively evil but only
doubtful is clearly bet forth (e ff 1 Co 87ft

,
Ro 14w^) St.

Paul shows the peculiarity of repeated reference to his own
exampk R u i "X -he p ^ \ V'~ as an authentic

report, .!"! o -JL ,

'

th< F - -, -
.

"
i ir his name, there

aie not leaver nun eight K ,;_<-''
' 1 Co 4^* 7? 8 ni,

Ph 317 49 , 2 Th 3?i, 2 Ti 113; 4 i <i *-i i commend to the

Churches his own example, and a ninth (1 Ti I16) in which the
element of specific commendation is lacking

1

. This fact is all

.
'

'

-e St. Paul is pre eminent in the energy
^

.. i all human merit.
* Chi ist is all in all.'

It Is St Paul, moreo\ er, who declares ' We preach not our-

selves, but Christ Jesus as Lord, and ourselves as } our servants

for Jesus' sake' (2 Co 45) There is, howe\er, no real incon-

gruity here An e^ .1 r i ,-," question will

show that St Paul .],,...' - ,-ii ,. , H own person
* Be }e followers of me, even as I also am of Christ

'

(1 Co II1)
This is thoroughly characteristic It is but another way of

affirming that his sole purpose is to lead them to purest,

feimplest de\otion to Christ. 'What then is Apollos? and what
is Paul'-

1 Ministers thiough whom ye believed, and each as

the Lord gave to him' (1 Co 35) St Paul does not refuse to be

judged as a minister of Christ and steward of the mjstenes of

Goof(1 Co 4 1
). He is but a servant and a witness And if there

Is ai" thing
1 e\nnplar\ ir hm ,t. ,-5 only the faithfulness and

sincferiu or his own rusuplevhip awl service,
* By the grace of

God I am \\hac I J.m
'

(I Co I,"J
L
") urlorymg- is excluded. And

neither St Paul nor any other NT \\nter ever makes the
\

"
r

**
, r- /

"
'

"
' it is,

. ,
,
r

,
. ..

i \i * . > ' . i thus-.'-
:

> '

j ce in

the Church is hmderecl only by the same carnal mind that
caused manj even in St Paul's day to 'walk according to man*
(1 Co 33)

T i i *
' "" '

^
_

' ' r
'

-
-, on Cnristian ethics,

es- i
* r ''r (HVsp/'W/iff# der

cltristltcfan Lsfit? !

, .STc'l, "(*') TT r'n-,,. n ^ 1904, and Haring
1

,

1902; Luthardt, Ge*>ch der <i,r<'} I h
, 1888, 1893 (Brig- tr.

of vol i 1889) , Bosse, Prolegomena zu einer Gesch. des Begnffs
'Naehfolge Christ^ 1895, Kahler, Dei ,soneiia jime histonsche

Jesus? etc
, 1896, and T><sn,ut*>-ch> Z<-ttf,o<jtn, 1898 (2 Heft,

pp. 75-155); Herrmann, J>>/ I'o&hr des Christen mit Gott^
1903 (Eng tr of an earlier e<L) 3 Weiss, Die Nachfolge
Cknsti, etc., 1804; Schlatter, Der Glaube im NT*; Lutgert,
Die Hebe im NT, 1905 , Feme, Jesus Chnstus und Paulus,
1902; Scholz, 'Das \i>rs ('>i,"ip i< Vor;i"

T^.=. MI ChM*=''is und die

religiose TTiikrcei-nrsjr .M Z'lnh Wt I IMMIITIP Th > Sinless-
ness of Jcti'i* la^ruin P 1!^'^' '/>,' r>f in,' C 1

1 Religion,
1902, ana 1'kc. Fbuc oj Cfm-t n Mml^r , Theoloqy, 189S;
Laidlaw art. 'Image' in Hastings* DB, vol. ii. ; J R Seeley,
Eeee Homo, 1865, Hujrhes, T~> > T" "<f ef "''

1879;
Stalker, IwayoChnbti, 1889 ! i: i 01 I \ // / in the

Spiritual \Voild, and The f '
,i -.,/. -'K > In His

Steps, 1897; F. G Peabody, Je<tv^ Cnrrt and the. C/intftan

Characiter, 1905 ; Thomas a JKempis('), The Imitation of Christ.

J. R VAN PELT
EXCLUSIYENESS. The term Is here employed

to denote that Christ's earthly ministry was con-
fined to the people of Israel The passages bear-

ing on the snbject leave no doubt that Christ

regarded the Messianic mission entrusted to Him
by the Father as limited to the Jewish nation, and
in practice He kept within the limits imposed by
the Divine decree. Only on one occasion do we
find Him crossing the borders of the Holy Land
into heathen territory (Mk 7s4), and on that occa-
sion His object was not to extend the sphere of

His woik, but to secuie an mteival of rest and
leisuie for the private instiuction of His disciples.

When the Syiophoenician woman, -< /
,-

.'MO

opportunity piesented by His presence-" ! _i

bourhood, appealed to Him to heal hei demoniac

daughter, He justified Himself at first for refusing

by the statement,
'
I am not sent but unto the lost

sheep of the house of Israel' (Mt 1524
) At an

earlier date, in His instructions to the Twelve in

view of their missionary journey, the area of their

work was sharply defined in the words, Go not

into any way of the Gentiles, and enter not into

any city of the Samaritans : but go rather to the

lost sheep of the house of Isiael
3

(Mt 105- 6
). It

has been alleged that this restriction of His woik
was occasioned by want of -; i'i

' J

'iy with those

outside the Jewish pale, in ;
. ."Inch appeal

is made to some of His sayings, such as those

in which He characterizes Gentiles as 'dogs' (Mt
13 2fa

I!},
directs His disciples to treat an impenitent

offender as 'an heathen man and a publican
'

(Mt
IS17

), and enjoins them to
' use not vain repetitions,

as the heathen do '

(Mt 67 )

The fact of Christ's attitude of aloofness towaid
the Gentile world thioughout His eaithly ministiy
is quite evident. In explanation of it vaiious con-

siderations have to be taken into account. (1) His
vocation as * a minister of the circumcision

'

(Ho 158 )

led Him to avoid as far as possible \voik among
Samaiitans and Gentiles. As the Messianic King,
who came in fulfilment of OT

prophecies,
His

appeal would naturally be, in the hrst instance, to
< His own '

(Jn I 11
) (2) The whole history of the

Jewish people having been a preparation for the

Kingdom of God, He iccojiiii/ed m its members
{ the children of the kingdom

'

(Mt S12 ). By vutue
of possessing the oiacles of God, Isiael alone was
fitted to appieciate the message of the Kingdom,
which could not be piesented to the world at large
without a prepaiatory training, involving more or

less delay. (3) To secure a favourable reception
for His message it was necessary to avoid, as far

as possible, arousing the prej'udice and alienating
the sympathy of His Jewish heaiers, who would
have resented any ten clung or practice tending to

place Gentile communities on a level of privilege
with themselves (Lk 425"29

). (4) The shortness of

His earthly ministry made it imiu ', live that He
should restrict the field to be o\ .ui_coh/< <l and not
be diverted from His immediate purpose of estab-

lishing the Kingdom among the chosen people by
the claims of those outside, however urgent and
undeniable (5) Assuming that the Kingdom was
destined ultimately to b<

*

its triumph
among the Jews would the most
successful method of *0'uniir its extension to

other nations. As a inai 101 01 fact, it was Jewish
adherents who afterwards became the agents of

spreading it among the Gentiles.

Among the ipasons why Gentiles were excluded
from the scope of Christ's personal ministry^,

want
of sympathy cannot be included. The evidence,
instead of proving want of sympathy, is all the
other way. He granted Iho icqiu^t of the Roman
centurion who sought the lion Into of his servant,

eulogizing at the same timo hi-- f.mh as something
without a parallel even in Israel (Mt 810

). The
jip[>ai<

kii( coldnes^ of ITi^ domeanour toward the

S\ioj[l a^mcian \\oman wn- duo to the embarrass-
ing nature of her petition -\\lmh required Him to
Mohire the prinuple by vhicli His conduct had
been governed hnliorto He\\as anxious to help,
if He could do so without sacrificing the interests
of those who had the first claim upon His services.

The term 'dogs' has been objected to on the
ground that it is

insulting. The woman herself
aid not view it m this light, and her quick wit
turned it into an argument in her own favour.
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The term (/cwdpict), moreover, does not denote the
ownerless dogs which act as

" T
but the household pets whicl ,

playmates The scruples which led Christ to with-
hold for a moment the help sought, were in the end
overcome "by the woman's faith, which won His
cordial approval
There is no trace of racial or religious bias in

Christ's references to the heathen. Any repug-
nance implied m His language is toward what is

evil in their system or in their conduct. It is their

method of
'"' v h He has

;

'"

;

and which 1 1- , unworthy
'

. 1

Their live < ch as to make close

association with them unadvisable and the im-

penitent offendei
* "" "" m a par with them

in this respect. toward publicans,
who are bracketed with heathen, was am 11 1111,5 but
u-\ ,,ii <l

uti, . and if He felt to-wan! heathen in

i

1

:
> -:! \ . \, they were objects not of dislike,

but of the deepest compassion See also artt.

GrENTILES, MISSIONS. W. S. MONTGOMERY.

rXCOMMUNICATION denotes the exclusion,
either temporary or permanent, and - 1 ' 'P- <,

r.\
on moral or religious grounds, of a :i ''(! of a

religious body from the privileges which member-
ship in that body ordinarily carries with it. The
word does not occur in EV, but we have in the

Gospels several references to the practice as^
it

existed among the Jews in the time of Christ,
while certain words of Christ Himself supply the

germs of the usage of the Christian Church as it

meets us in the Apostolic age and was subse-

quently developed in the ecclesiastical discipline
of later times.

i. JEWISH EXCOMMUNICATION. Passing over
the segregation of lepers, though this

"

implied exclusion from the synagogue M *
i ,

17 14
),* and coming to excommunication of the more

specific kind, we find that it is certainly referred

to four times in the Gospels, viz. Lk 622 (' blessed
are ye ... when they shall separate you from
their company' &<$>oplcrwo'ij> fytSs), Jn 922 (

c for the
Jews had agreed already that if any man should
confess him to be Christ, he should be put out of

the synagogue
3

cforocrtwiywyos y&7}rai), Jn 1243

(Hhey did not confess him, lest they should be

put out of the synagogue' fra fjtij dirocrvvdytayoi.

yfruvrai], Jn 16s
(*they shall put you out of the

synagogues* &7rQ<rvvaty&yovs Trailerovcriv tipas). It is

no! milikoh, however, that a fifth reference
Mioiilcl bo round in the pa\ov avrbv l|o> of Jn
934 - 35

(so AVrn :

"

, \ .

>

intators). Meyer
and Westeott ' s '

'in) object to this

that no sitting <- *. .': had taken place,
and that the persons who cross-questioned the for-

merly blind man were not competent to pronounce
the sentence of excommunication It is true, no
doubt, that excommunication properly denotes a
formal sentence passed by the officials of the con-

gregation (Schurer, HJP n. ii. 60), though in

Talnmdic times a minor form of excommunication

by an individual, and especially by a rabbi, was
also recognized (Jewish JEncyc. vol. v. p. 2861),
but as it was *the Jews/ i.e. in the 1animate of

the Fourth Gospel the Jewish aurhoiilic*. who
expelled the man, it seems quite possible that the
examination described in Jn 9 was of a formal
nature. This is confirmed by the expiessions,

Hhey bring to the Pharisees him that aforetime
was blind' (v

1S
),

e

thcy called the parents' (v
18

),

'they called a second time the man that was blind'

*
Being forbidden to enter a walled town, thev could not

worship in the synagogue xn such places; but m unwalled

towns a corner was frequentlv rp*orvod for them m the syna-

gogue, on condition that ihow ere lh first to enter and the

last to depart (see TTasiings' 1)B m 07a).

(v.
24

), which suggests an authoritative summons
before an official body. And when we read in v. 25

f Jesus heard that they had cast him out,' this
seems to imply that some grave act of formal
censme had been passed upon the man.
Of the fact that excommunication was practised

in the Jewish synagogue m the time of Christ,
these passages leave us m no doubt. But now
conies the question whether at that time there
were different kinds of excommunication. In the
Talmud two degiees^are ULOjrm/on. a minor,
mddfti ('ni), and a major, />'/ /// 11 : the former

being a temporary exclusion from the synagogue
together with a restriction upon social intercourse
with others, while the latter amounted to a ban of

indefinite or permanent duration.* It must be
remembered, however, that as an authority upon
Jewish usages the Talmud does not carry us back
to the earliest Christian age, and that for the

practice of Jewish courts in the time of our Lord
the NT itself is our only real source of information.
And while it has sometimes been fancied that in

i -IP r,(,^noK we have an indication of two kinds or

Jpoioo- of excommunication the aTroo-wdytayos of

Jn t-H 12 - 162
being distinguished either, as some-

thing more severe, from the afiopigeiv of Lk 622
, or,

as something more mild, from the &r/3dXXaj' of Jn
934 35 the truth is that there are no adequate
;/r.* a 1- fir- such discriminations. It is, of course,
MI * ]_'-- ole, and even likely, that in the time of

6hrist there were distinct grades of exclusion from
ihe luixilojro

5 - of the Jewish community, corre-

"poiuUTm 10 the later niddtii and herem tj but the
JNT cannot be said to testify to anything more
than the fact of excommunication itself.

For the immediate origin of the practice of

excommunication as it meets us in the Gospels, we
have only to go back to Ezra and the days after

the Exile, when the stric (<*-(. Ji-uplino was abso-

lutely essential to the -oliiJniuy. indeed to the

very existence, of the Jewish Church and nation.

Ezra insisted that those Jews who had married

foreign wives should either put away both their

wives and the children born of them, or forfeit

their whole substance and be '.]'" r
K.V.M .,,(1,,i of Israel (Ezr 108) 15 :

!

1 01 i 1 1 o practice are to be sought in the Penta-
teuchal legislation with its exclusion of the cere-

monially unclean from the camp of the congregation
(Lv 1345-

,
Nu 52* 3

), and its devotion to destruction

(DIII, whence 071) of whole cities or tribes as enemies
of Israel (Dt 2s4 36 72

, cf. Jg 21 11
, where the men

of T.ilM'-li-'jilo.ul themselves fall under the ban of

extermination tor not coming up to Mizpeh along
with their brethren).
With regard to the pronnds on which, in ourLord's

time, sentence of cxtomrminirnrion \\a-^ pas-ed tlio

Talmud speaks of twenty-four oflence*- a*> being
ill n- jmnKliablo n lound number which is not to

bo in Icon too literally (Jewish JBneyc., art.
* Ex-

communication
5

) though later Rabbinical autho-

rities have carried out the list into its particulars.

When we read that the rulers decreed that any one

* The aitmpfhas ^omrtimos liron made to discover in the

larmv.afff- <i theTa'.nMKl a third and more awful Mnd of excom-

iniinicuuori iiaiiied ihamitiatta ''N7"N>) ; and in accordance -with

this it has been supposed that there may be a i eference to the

three presumed degrees of Jewish excommunication in Lk 6s2

'they shall separate vou from their company (nuldfa), and

reproach you (herein^ and cast oub your name as e\il' (s&am-
raatta). But it is no\\ ircnernllv Rckiicralvdtn d that the idea

of this threefold di-imctiou is <liu to a m stake, and that,
as used in the Talirurl, thaiftinattft i

1- -imph a tronoral deMjrna-
tion for both the i'rfvt and the 1<?rnn (*ce Uuxtoif, Ismctm,

; Schurer, HJP IT. 11 60)

t Tt is perhaps suggestix
re that ivafl^at is the constant LXX

rendering of the OT Q-IT (Jos 617 is 7 passim 2220, i Ch 27), and

that iv0Mt and v0fuT/i'v meet us frequently in the NT as

expressive of a curse or strong form of banning (Mk 14?^M
2312 14

21, Ro 93, 1 Co 123 1622 Gal 18 9).
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who confessed Jesus to be Christ should be put out
of the synagogue (Jn 922 1242 ), this may show that

they possessed a large discretionary power of

fixing tb" '.i'om"
1

- of ecclesiastical censure. But
if the ], 'i-i- of Talmudical writers rest on
traditions that go back to the time of Christ, there
were certain n < i^j-'i/.-l ategories of oftence, such
as 'dealing '".M y ^

^ \ any of the Kabbinic or
Mosaic piecepts,

3 under which it would be easy for

the Jewish casuists to arraign any one who called

Jesus Master or acknowledged Him. to be the
Messiah.

ii. CHRISTIAN EXCOMMUNICATION. It lies be-

yond the scope of this Dictionary to deal with
excommunication as practised in the Apostolic
Church, and as it meets us especiallym the Pauline

writings. But in the teaching of oui Loid Himself
we find the principles at least of the rules which St.

Paul lays down in 1 Co 5, 2 Co 26-* 1
, 1 Ti I

20
, Tit 310

.

In Mt 16 19 Jesus promises to St. Peter the keys
of the Kingdom of heaven, so that whatsoever he
shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and
whatsoever he shall loose on earth shall be loosed

in heaven. In Mt IS17'19 He makes a similar pro-
mise to the Church generally, or to the Twelve as

representing the ecclesia not 'qua, apostles with
ecclesiastical authority, but qua disciples with the
ethical powei of morally disciplined men 3

(Bruce,

Expositor's Gr. Test., in loc. ; cf. further Jn 202i
).

And in the immediately preceding context (vv.
15"17

)

He gives directions as to the way in which an

offending brother is to be dealt with in the Church
The injured person is first to go to him privately
and endeavour to show him his fault. If he will

not listen, one or two other Christian brethren are
to accompany the first as witnesses not in any
legal sense, we must suppose, but because * con-

sensus in moral judgment carries weight with the
conscience* (Bruce, op. cit., in loc ). If he is still

obdurate, the Church is now to be appealed to :

c and if he refuse to hear the Church (^/c/cX^o-ia)

also, let him be unto thee as the Gentile and the

publican.* That toX-i^a In this passage means
the cotnmnnirv of Christian believers, and not, as

Horr, loi e\ ample, thinks (Christian Ecdesia,
p. 10), the Jewish local community, seems in

every way probable. Jesus had already spoken at
Cfesarea of the ^KKXycria that is built on Christian
faith and confession (Mt 1618), and it wa^ altogethei
natural that on this later occasion He should refer
to it again in speaking of the relations between
Christian brethren. But it would be a mistake to
find in this passage any reference to a formal

process of excommunication on the part of the
Church. The offender of whom Cnrist speaks
excommunicates himself from the Christian com-
munity by refusing to listen to its united voice,
and the members of the community have no option
but to regard him as an outsider so long as he
maintains that attitude. That Jesus meant
nothing harsh by the expression *as the Gentile
.in-! "ii ji i^Ticim

* and certainly did not mean a
j'narn *i: IM'U-MM from the Christian society,
M.J , i o 'i- _< 1 i rum the way in which He treated
a .Roman centurion and a Syrophocnician woman,
and from the name given Him by His enemies
'the friend of publicans and sinners/ No doubt
in an organized society & solemn and formal act
such as St Paul pi escribes in 1 Co 5^ 5 is a natural
deduction from the words of Christ in this passage j

but it cannot be said that such an act is definitely
enjoined by the Lord Himself. It is the attempt
to find here the authoritative institution of excom-
munication as a formal act of ecclesiastical disci-

pline that gives a colour of justification to the
contention of some critics (e.g. Holtzmann, Hand*
Commmtar zum NT, in loc.) that what we have in
this passage is not an actual saying of Jesus, but

a reflexion of the ecclesiastical practice in the

Jewish-Christian circles for which the Gospel of

Matthew was written.

From our Lord's teaching in this passage it

seems legitimate to infer that, though excom-
munication may become necessary in the interests

of the*"' 1
'

".

"

'>
"' should never be resorted

to unt1 .

-^ !

"

has been tried, and m
particular should be preceded by private dealing
in a brotherly and loving spirit From the two

parables of the Tares and the Wheat (Mt IS24
'30-

^ 4S
) and the Diaw-net (Mt 1347~50

) we may further

gather that Christ would have His people to

exercise a wise patience and caution in the use
even of a necessary instrument. Mt 1815"17 shows
that theie are offences which are patent and
serious, and are not to be passed over But from
the two parables referred to we learn the impossi-

bility of the Donatist dream of an absolutely pure
Church Not even those who have the enlighten-
ment of the Spirit are infallible judges of character.

The absolute discrimination between *the good'
and 'the bad' (Mt 1348) must be postponed till
' the end of the age

'

(v.
4i)

). Only under the per-
sonal rule of the Son of Man Himself shall all

things that offend (irdvra ra crKdvdaXa) be gathered
out of His Kingdom (v.

41
).
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EXCUSE. * To make excuse 3

(irapatreiffdai), Lk
1418, means to avert displeasure by entreaty, to
< MM. iri'isljicn- to seek to be freed from an
nijii^iiiio i Hi ui.iy. (Cf. the use of 'excuse' in

JDampier, Voyages, ii 1. 99: 'In the evening he
sent me out of the palace, desiring to be excused
that he could not entertain me all night

3

), wapai-
Tewdai is used by Josephus exactly as here of

declining an invitation (Ant. vir. viii. 2). l%e P*

irap'QT'iHJ.evw (vv.
18 - 19

) may be a Latinism for kabe
me excusatiim, but see Meyer and Weiss contra.

These guests had evidently received a previous
invitation, as is customary in the East, which
they had accepted (vv.

16 - n
). Their unanimity, the

absence of an adversative dXXd or 5e, and the order
of the words, combine to make Taparmcr0at a sur-

prise when it conies (contrast v. 15
). They did not

give a direct refusal, they were detained by certain
hindrances which were not wrong in themselves,
but they all showed the same spirit in rejecting
the invitation because they preferred to follow
their own inclinations. The first had bought a
field, he was elated by his already acquired pos-
sessions (Trench, Parables), and alleged a necessity
(xw todyiajv) ; 'ssepe concurrunt temi-oir ^i.Mia*

aeceptissima et mundana negotia IP j> ir .--inui

(Bengel). The second may illustrate the anxiety
of getting ; he alleges rather his plan and purpose
(7rope6o[wi). The third was detained by pleasure ;

his marriage seemed a sufficient reason, and he
simply said otf Wvaimi. Gerhard sums up the
hindrances as 'dignitates, opes, voluptates/ cf Lk
8U . *His omnibus mederi poterat sanctum illud
odium v. 26

'

(Bengel).
'Excuse 3

is also used inEV for Trp6<f>a.cri.s (Jn 1522),
so Wye., Vulg. (excusatio) ; AV follows Tindale
'eloke.

3

Cf. Ps 140 (141)
4 roO xpo</acr#e<r0at xpo-

0<<reiy & d/iapr^ats; Vulg. *ad excusandas excusa-
tiones in peceatis.' The Jews had no longer any-
thing^ to ^plead in their own defence, as was pos-
sible in times of ignorance.

LITERATURE. Oomm. of Meyer and Plummer, %n loc. ; works
of Trech Bruce, and Dods on Parables ; Thomson, LB p 125.

W, H. DTJNDAS.
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EXORCISM. See DEMON.

EXPIATION. See ATONEMENT, DEATH OF
CHRIST, RANSOM, RECONCILIATION, REDEMPTION.

EXTORTION (ap7ra,yt). The word is used by
Christ in His terrible arraignment of the scubes
and Pharisees, on account of the way in \\ liich, by
their methods of plundei, they openly violated the

Scriptures they knew so well (Mt 2325
,
Lk II 39

).

Isaiah (16
4
)
had predicted the cessation of the

extoitioner as one of the signs of the Messianic

reign. Ezekiel (2*2
12

) had inveighed against this

sin as one of the -uiTi^o-Hm^ of Israel which
called forth the DIMNO vutuli Yet they, who
claimed to keep the Law to the letter, and who
professed to be the teachers of the Law, fattened
themselves on extortion and filled their cups by it.

For the methods of extortion practised by the

publicans see art. PUBLICAN.
HENEY E. DOSKER.

EYE. The OT n-ajio of 'eye' (pa), with its

material and fipi'Mive -onses, i& found to be faith-

fully continued in the Gospels.

The almost invariable word used in the Gosp
in two passages (Mt 2034 , Mk S2-*) O^/MX. is found, but used only
in the plural. The difference m meaning between the two
would appear to be that Ipf** refers to the material organ as
distinct from its function, while fydetXf&of is not only the vehicle
of vision but that which sets.* The most usual verb used in

connexion \\ ith the eyes is $K$."ea (e g Mt 73
,
Lk 641), with its

compounds 1us.$Ji"u (Mk S2-^) and &vet&(.vTa (Mt 20^, Jn 912) ;

more rarely we find apeta (Mt IS", Lk 2*o 1623, jn 1240) ai,d

QiKoiMM (Jn 435 6"5). \
' " "

< phrase is that of '

lifting

up (bnupee) the eyes,' u
' -

' 16-3 18w, Jn 4^ ; m every
ase m which the eyes of Christ are mentioned this word is used
(Lk 620, Jn 65 1141 171).

The word *eye
s

is used 1. In the ordinary,
literal sense : as illustrating the lex talionis, MtV u

t t
' IV ( \ , , l-M-jr heavy with sleep, Mk 1440 ;

<> 'u fp.] ' .!,< i', MM,: their eyes on Christ, Lk420
;

< -!<< M"\, o (

s

ii'i-j * vine sight to the eyes of the
!,:,. *

.7. Mi <-' -

B

J.|w Mk S23, Jn 96. 2. In a
literal sense, but with a figurative sense implied :

e.ff. the words of Simeon,
* Mine eyes have seen thy

salvation' (Lk 230), where there is primaiily the
literal looking down upon the babe before him, but

also, by implication, the mental vision of God's
salvation of which the visible child was the pledge ;

again, in the words,
e Blessed are your eyes, for

they see . . .' (Mt 1316, see also Lk 10-23), where we
have both the literal seeing of Christ and the^see-
ing, in the sense of understanding. His teaching ;

further, a striking instance is contained in Lk 24*1
,

* Pul'aiv i-omt uhat in il'o siiuo way that one can differenti-

al .KM \u < n .1 nui t
-]<'*il risLumiuir ami the music it gives forth.

t It occurs \er> rarely outside of Lk., Jn., and Acts.

j Cf. m this connexion the Code of Hammurabi, * 196, *If a
man has caused the loss of a gentleman s eye, his eye one shall

cause to be lost
*

(see Johns' The Oldest Code of Laws, p 43)

Regarding methods of curing blindness see En&yo. ibl<

col 1455 f.

where it is said of the two disciples to whom Christ,
after His resuriection, became known by the break-
ing of biead, that *

theii eyes were opened, and they
knew him ' There appears heie (however it may
be accounted for) an extiaoidmanly close connexion
or correspondence between v eakness m the bodily
and the mental vision, for it LS certain that then-

eyes were open, m the oidinary sense, before they
Clui&t Another example is that in Jn

i ip youi eyes and look on the fields, that

they are white alieady unto harvest
' What the

bodily eye saw heie was evidently intended by
Chiibt to be a symbol of the gieat woik of evan-
;.

T

/, J')"_ \hich He desired the mental vision of
i
1 ,.- |P- to discern. Under this head would

come also Mt 52iJ If thy right eye cau&eth thee to
stumble, cut it out and cast it trom thee

' From
the context the 'eye' is cleaily used here in a
material sense, while the 'cut it out' is equally
clearly used in a figurative sense (cf. Mt 1912 )

3. In a purelyfgurative sense it is found in Mt
73

"6 and Lk 641-*2
(the mote in the biothei's eye) ;

also in Mt e22- 23
, Lk II34

('The lamp of the body is

the eye'), where the eye is spoken of as ieffecting
the spiritual condition of the heait, though even
here it is possible that the thought of the expiession
of the material eyes may also have been in Christ's

mind. Again, in Mt 2015 * Is thine eye evil because
I am good ?

'

the eye is used figuratively to express
an attitude of envy (&ee belovv ). Lastly, it must
obviously have been used in a purely figurative
sense in Lk 1623 ' In Hades he lifted up his

eyes . . .'

. There remains the stiange expression
c
evil

eye* (d<p6d\iu.bs xo^pds, Mk 722). The meaning of
this no doubt ;inpir,\i ,,'(- to that of the similar

expression in ^K < 3
1

' ". ,ind, generally speaking,
denotes envy;* but it also implies demoniacal

possession [see DEMON, in. (&)],t an& the 'evil'

referred not only to the possessed himself, but also

to the harm which might be done to others who
came under the influence of the c

evil eye.' }
"W" O "F OTt'STElR.T "EY"

EYE-WITNESSES (a&rtorriu, Lk I2 ; cf. ^TTTCU
in 2 P I 16

). We have the assurance of the Third

Evangelist that the Gospels are founded not upon
second-hand reports, but upon the direct testimony
of those who were present Similarly in Jn 19^
2124 (where the words n,apruplv and /jLaprupia are

used), the record of the Fourth Gospel is certified

to be reliable. (See Li^htfoot on 'The Internal
Evidence for the Genuineness of the Gospel of

John,
3

in the 77 /'/'/ <>//'/ foi J,m.-Mar. 1890, pp. 1,

81, 176;and<i ,11:. (-O-I'JLI -, T.GREGORY.

* Cf. the expression pa JH Pr 23<5 ; see also Dt 159, i g 139.

t Among the Jews there was a special formula for use against
the

*
evil eye.*

t For examples of the belief in, and effect of, the 'evil eye*
in Syria at the present day, see PEFSt, 1904, pp. 148-160.

F
FABLE. See PARABLE.

FACE. Of the words tr. 'face/ 'countenance,*
the Heb. pantim indicates the front,, that which is

piesenfced to views while
rnmreh and the NT terms

TTptxrwTrov, 6ifsi,s,
and ev&TLov correspond to view,

visage, that which can be seen.

1. Physical appearance. Beauty of face is

frequently alluded to in the Bible in connexion
with both men and women as a distinguishing per-

VOL. i. 36

sonal charm, and a powerful influence for good or

evil. The underlying thought is that a noble and
beautiful face sho'iild be the index of a noble and

! beautiful spu it. There is a resemblance among
the children ol a king (Jg 81S

). Along with this

recognition there are intimations that the Lord
, seeth not as man seeth (1 S 167

), and that beauty is

vain (Pr 3130
). In the mysterious personality out-

lined in Is 53 one of the arresting features is the

absence of such beauty in a face singularly marred,
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and according to common standards confessedly un-
attractive. While there is a dark type of comeli-

ness (Ca I5), yet, as might be expected among a

people accustomed to olive and sunburnt tones of

complexion, it is the exceptional characteristic of a
fair and lustrous face that marks the highest form
of beauty. In the poetry of the Arabs, when

beauty of face is referred to, the usual and ever-

sufficient simile is that of the full moon (6
10

), and
in the descriptions of Paradise in the Koran the

female attendants of the * faithful
3

are
^

called

houris, 'the white-faced ones.' The illumination

on the face of Moses is still recalled in the Jewish

fryria^ojruc when
(1 ^ '*

Levite, in pronounc-
ing uie oenedicti ^ the close of the ser-

vice, veils his face with the tallith, or 1.1 , x -< 1 *i.

^" -\\ \
"

'ie sacred art of the T u i J 1 "

I .

'

s light on the face of Christ was per-
petuated in the halo around the faces of the saints

who suffered as His witnesses. In 2 Co 46 the con-

summation of the gospel is described as the hope
of beholding and sharing the manifestation of God's

glory as it had been seen in the face of Jesus Christ.

2. In the expression of character and feeling.

Although the face was understood to be only a
medium or channel for the manifestation of inward

thought and emotion, a nioie vivid impression was
often <rai 1 \* .

11
it"

1

_:

"
> it as haying the essen-

tiaK of V"-' '"'

'

I i- it has its own health

(Ps 4211
). i

;.
i<-- y

1

. < ness in otheis (21
6
, Ac

S23
), and pronounces rebuke (Ps 8016

), it falls (Gn
46

), is lifted up (Ps 46
), emits light (44

3
). All emo-

tions are marked upon it : it is impudent (Pr 718),
harder than a rock (Jer 53

), and may be a face of

fury (Ezk 3818
). In Lie 1256 the face of the sky is

referred to as com eying to those who could read
it a sign of its- intentions. The face being thus

closely identified with the person, any violence
offered to the face was in the highest degree
affronting (1 S II2

, 2 S 104
, Mt 2667

). As the ex-

pression of the face was icgarded as a trustworthy
indication of the life within, the Pharisees culti-

vated an .

" ""

absorption ; and Christ
showed t : , behind this device was
essentially blind and irreligious, inasmuch as the
true service of the Kingdom required the spirit of
the Beatitudes (6

17
). As the emblem of per foctod

sainthood and ordered harmony, the Clnnrli ii u-
final form is represented as having the beauty of a
face without spot or wrinkle or any such thing
(EphS27

).

The figure of the averted or hidden face (Dt 3117
,

Is 53s) that declines to meet the look of supplica-
tion, owes its origin to the fact that Orientals are

largely swayed by the
strongest feeling of the

moment, and can be moved from their previous
purpose by well directed emotional appeals. When
one man is seeking to appease or persuade another,
it is customary, when the right moment has been
reached, to ut the hand quietly and tentatively
under the ehm, and thus turn the face so that eye
may meet eye, and more kindly feelings prevail.
Not to see the face at all is to intercept such emo-
tional persuasion of prostration, pleading, and
tears, and means that all hope must be abandoned.

G. M. MACKIE.
FACT AND THEORY. Christianity is a religion

which comes to man from God. It lias to do with
man's rela t ion TO God n ml with God's will for man.
Any knowledge, therefore, of the nature of Christi-

luuty depend* upon revelation. This would still

be iruo apnrt from the fact of sin and the fact
that^Christianity is a religion of redemption Tor
God is a personal Spirit; mul theonh wav by wliu li

we can know even the hinle pci^du* aboui u-. i

through their revealing themselves to us When,
further, we bear in mind the truth that God is an
infinite Spirit, and that we men are finite, it at

once becomes obvious that all knowledge of God as

well as of His plan or purpose must rest upon a
revelation by God. This revelation may uo _;< ru ,il.

Thus the creation of the Universe and of 1-1,111,
v n li

God's image in his heart and able to see God in

the work of His hands, is to be
' "

. an act

of self-revelation on the part of ! ! sin is

a reality m this universe, and the noetic effects of

sin have rendered necessary a special revelation of

the holy God to sinful man. Sin has not only
made man blind to spmtual realities, it has dis-

torted the purity of the
Divine^ image m man's

heart and in nature -Vo^ 1

"Jy special revela-

tion must be external, (-.-, ':j m supernatural
acts of God to restore the image "of God, and must
also consist in a supernatural word-ievelation or

communication of knowledg
k

.' ( \ \ i

" mean-

ing of these acts. Special < \ ,
) .; . \

s being
< i -i

1
-

'

.' 1 accompanies the redemptive activity
01 Gou. 1ms Dh ii-"

1

i

1 '", activity is his-

torical, and has i '. i
- \ oild of time and

space. This was necessary, because sin, the effects

of which the redemptive activity was to counteract,
is a historical force at work in the world. Since,

therefore, special revelation accompanies God's

redemptive acts, it too is historical, taking place
under the category of time Hence we have, first

of all, God's rvloomiv acts, culminating in the

Incarnation, JV-JU 1
) <r.iu Resurrection of Jesus

Christ. These redemptive acts are also revealing
acts. Thus God's Son came into this world m the
flesh in order to save sinners, as St. Paul tells us

(1 Ti I15 ). But His incaination is also a revelation

of God, as we learn from the prologue to St. John's

Gospel. But we have also a word-revelation

accompanying the Divine redemptive facts or acts,
and giving us their i >: .

: T '.]" Jiat which
rendered necessary n k

, I-T- M I- !". viz, the
noetic effects of sin, also makes necessary an
authoritative word-revelati

' ""

to us the

meaning of those acts.
. therefore,

consists in facts which have a meaning, or in the

meaning of the facts, whichever way we choose
to put it. Take away either the facts or their

authoritative inteipretation, and we have no Chris-

tianity left The mere external facts apart from
their meaning are, of course, meaningle^, and
therefore do not constitute Christianity ; while the
abandonment of the facts no less destroys the
Christian religion, ieducing it to a mere natural

religion, or religious i-Yl"-.;-
1^ N"-s her can the

abandonment of the i, >-

'

'i i^i'Vil because of
the co-ordination of i\-l,i :M .IMM redemption,
and of the historical character of the latter, to

which we have already alluded.
This is fV < >'!( t rfi -vi of revelation which the

Scripture v n ni -
i i. m -<M\ - give us. They claim

that they weie spoken lo 1\ God, and not merely
that they had their rolijriou- intuition aroused by
the facts of God'-, ipxolaiion. Hence their inter-

pretation of the meaning of the great facts of

Christianity, according to their own account of the

matter, is not mere human reflexion upon the
facts. If, therefore, we reject their interpretation
of the facts a& itself immediately from God, and
therefore authoritative, we shall not be able to

trust them for the occurrence of the supernatural
facts, and shall be driven logically to deny the

immediacy and supernatural character of the
Divine activity in the facts themselves. The mean-
ing of the term *

revelation* will have been changed.
It will no longer signify the communication of truth

by God's acts and word's,* it will designate a product

* In speaking of word-revelation, we are not confounding
revelation

"

former denoting the Divine

supernaturt . feruth to the Scripture writer,
the latter the Dnine influence aecompaming its record The
term ' \vord-revelation

'

is meant to denote especially the com-
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of the religious life of man. This does away with
the absoluteness of Christianity, and is in direct
contradiction to the account given by the Scripture
writers themselves of the way in which Divine
truth came to them. The question, therefore,

really re&olves itself into that of the trustworthiness
of Christ and His Apostles as teachers of doctrine.
The evidence for their trustworthiness is just the
evidence for Christianity n- ,-i -upoiint'iuJ njiiiion

which, of course, takes us- TJH l<\on<l llio Linn- of
this article (cf. Warfield, art.

f The Real Problem
of Inspiration' in Pres. and Ref Rev. iv. p. 177 f.).

But if we accept their authority (as we do, resting
it on the above mentioned evidence), then Christi-

anityConsists in certain great facts, and in the true
"

'

,

'

"
those facts. The meaning of a fact is

, for a mind. By their true meaning,
,

meant their meaning for God. This

meaning, therefore, He must , i

'

i

J *

< i

"

i ,

' :
v <

""

\ T \ iake
known to us if we are to have . \ MP , <

'

>iy
In the first place, then, to allornpt io hold to the

great supernatural facts of ^im^Tiamiy nu\\ to give
up their meaning, is not only impo^ifilc, but, were
it possible, would result in tMkui;, nom i he facts

just that which makes them Christian tacts, and
which makes them constitutive of the essence of

Christianity. There has been nn nllonipl" to dis-

tinguish between the facts of ( lin-i - lire as the

permanent Divine element in Christianity and
'theories' as relative, human, and < luui^inir This

general tendency to separate l)d\\<ui I<KI, and
theory in Christianity has assumed two forms : on
the one handa it is said that the Bible contains no

explanation of the great facts of Christianity ;

on the other hand, it is admitted that the Bible
does cont, *"

,
> \ i -'-, of the facts ; but, while

a special
- * ", ,, IBS of supernatural acts

of God is recognized, a special word-revelation
is denied, and the whole doctrinal content of

Christianity as contained in the Bible is reduced

practically to human reflexion upon the acts of

In the former position, it is said that Christianity
consists in facts, not in doctrines. "We have in the
Bible the fact of Christ, but no theory as to His

person. We have the fa et of the Atonement, but
no theory or doctrine of its meaning.

This position has been held by R J. Campbell and F. W.
~" "

(ent in a volume entitled'I ',/-,.' v Thought, 1900. For ex-

ample, Jbarrar uiamiams mat any attempt to explain the
nature of the Atonement is a *

futile endeavour to be wi^e above
what is written, and to translate the language of emotion into
that of ri^id ac Iioi iiu i-"i

* So also E. F. Horton, in his essay
on the Atono'Mt-nt in a olume entitled Faith and Criticism,
1898, says that the NT contains no theory of the Atonement.
(Horton has given up this po-iiion in }^ essay on the same
subject in the same volume \ith ptirnr\ essay) A similar

pObitiori seem& to have been maintained by Astie, who is quoted
by H Bois in De la, Connaissance Rdigwmet p. 342 ; cf. War-
field, The Might ofSystematic Theology, p. 30.

In regard to this position we should note, first of

all, that 'bare facts,' i.e. meaningless facts, are

impossible, for every fact has a meaning whether
we know it or not. And still further, a f baie fact

'

being a meaningless thing, there is no atonement
in the 'bare fact' of Chnst'h deaih, and no Chris-

tianity in the events of His life regarded as bare
fact. If we clearly understand that a * bare fact

}

is simply an event in the external world appre-
hended by the senses, or a subjective fact of some
self-consciousness, then it may be the statement
of a * bare fact

'

to say that a man called Jesus was
born some 1900 year? ago, but we are not to <*ay
that He was God'- Son made fle^li for our s-jilvarion";

we can say thai II<* du^l on Ihc cios.- without

going beyond
' bare fact,' or even that He expressed

mumcation of truth to the Scripture writer in a supernatural
manner. Of course, it should not be forgotten that inspiration
is also necessary in order to render the truth infallible to us

certain feelings, but we cannot say so much as that
He died for our sm. It is not necessary to salvation
that we should know the full and true meaning of
Christ's death ; we are not speaking, however, of
the conditions of salvation, but of the essence of
Christianity. And this lies in

A1
,

"

the
great redemptive facts of the <

,
. M or

in the facts because of their meaning. \Ve may
conceive some false meaning of these facts, but
like all facts they must have some meaning, and
their true meaning is their meaning for God.
Hence, as was said, if we are to know then true
meaning, God must tell it to us. If, therefore, we
were simply to hold to the facts of Christ's life
considered as 'bare facts,' we should have taken
away from them that which makes them Christian
fac

1 "

r
"" V, -I

i

'"
facts. In short, this method

of , .
, ,

'
,

' of Christianity takes from
them ail tliat rnakes them constitutive of the
essence of Christianity.*
We should observe, next, that the modes of

statement of all those who hold this position suggest
the impossibility of li^i

,^
to 'bare facts.' They

speak constantly of J'< ;,i- 1 of the Atonement. 5

But this is quite rmr^'uou- If it means that the
atonement is real, rliui n is, a true statement, but
a statement which involves a theory or interpieta-
tion of the fact of Christ's death as atoning for sin.

But, taken as they appear to mean it, the statement
involves an error we may speak of the fact of
Christ's death, but in this as a ' bare fact

'

there is

no atonement. As soon as \ve call it an atonement
we have interpreted it by a theory. So, when
Farrar says it is a 'landmark of the death of

Christ,' that it is 'not only the declaration, but
the ground of pardon,' he has gone a long way
toward understanding its meaning, and, according
to his position, has made the mistake of '

translat-

ing the language of emotion into the rigidity of

syllogisms.' And this same ambiguity often at-

taches to the language of those who do not hold
this position. Thus the late Dr. Bale, in his book
on i lie Yioneniem, first seeks to establish its fact
and secondly its theory. In reality, however, the
first part of his book contains moie general, and
the latter part more specific, statements of the doc-
trine or theory. ProcUolx Ihr ^ame ambiguity is

seen in the article
*

I'lio Van of the Atonement,*
by E-. Mackintosh (JSxpos. Times, May 1903), who
speaks of the ' fact of Christ's death ' and the * fact
of the Atonement '

as equivalent terms, and again
of the 'fact that Christ died for our sins,' which
statement, of course, contains a doctrine.

But we must observe, finally, that it is not suffi-

cient to show the necessity of an interpretation
of the facts of Christianity. The question of an
external authority in religious knowledge cannot
be evaded by saying that the Bible contains
no explanation of these great facts. Whatever
may be said as to the authority of Scripture,
it is evident that the Bible does contain an inter-

pretation of the great facts of Christ's life. And
whatever interpretation be put upon the language
of Chribt and His Apostles, it is plain that they
had definite ideas as to who Christ was, why and
how He came into this world, why He died, and
what His death means. To take only a few m*
stances, and those only in regard to one fact, viz.

Christ's death, it is scarcely a matter for dispute
that, when He speaks of giving His life

* a ransom
in the place of many' (Mk 1045, Mt 2028), or of His
blood as Covenant-blood ' shed for many unto the
remission of sins

'

(Mt 2628), He intended to convey

* The necessity for an interpretation of the facts of Chris-
toamtv has been shown by Denney, Studies in Theol p 106,
and The Death of Christ, Introd ; cf. also J. Orr, The Christian
View of God and the World, p. 25 , H.
110-117 ; Warfield, The Right ofSyst. TheoL pp. 2&-46.
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a definite view as to the meaning of His death *

The same thing could be shown in regard to all our
Loid's statements as to His Person and Work.
The whole of the Pauline letters are occupied to a

laige extent with the interpretation of the facts of

oui Lord's Incarnation, Death, and Resuriection
It is not

possible, then, to assert that the NT
t

con-

tains no iMtupuslaiior of the facts which lie at

the basis of ( hn-ti<miiy.
We mu-t ihcnjore" jace the question of the

authority of this interpretation. If we are un-

willing to yield to its authority, and still insist

upon the distinction between the facts as Divine
and the theory as merely human, we shall be in the
second position mentioned, that of those who recog-
nize a supernatural revelation in a series of facts,
but who reduce the whole doctrinal content of

Cl li-liiiiilK as contained in the Bible, to human
redexion upon these facts (see Kothe, Zur Dog-
matih, pp 54-120 ; Weiss, Bibl. TheoL des NT 7

,

1 <?, albo note 3 on p. 4. For other instances of this

see Warfield, art.
* Revelation

' m Johnson's Encycl
vol. vii. p. 79). But this position is not a logical
one. For it is not the account which the Scripture
writers give of theii . ]<, s

1 of the facts of

Christianity. They < '. i \ * , supernaturalism
in the communication to them of truth. Hence, if

by reason of an anti-supernaturalistic philosophy
we reject this claim, and regard their interpreta-
tion of the facts as relative and conditioned by the

conceptions of the time, we shall also be led logic-

ally to reject their statements as to the occurrence
of supernatural facts. The consequence of this
will be to regard the facts of Christianity, i.e. its

whole historical basis, no less than the Scripture
doctrine, as the mere *husk' which contains the
*
kernel' either of rational truth or of Christian

life ; and thus Christianity will have been reduced
to a mere religious philosophy or a mystical life.

For, we are asked, can a history long past be the

object of religious faith any more than a doctrine
of a bygone age

' Is not the whole of the histori-
cal and dogmatic element of the Scripture relative
and tempo: ally conditioned ? Accordingly the logic
of this position of <<_ \\ /''-,, < i< velation only in

fact, is to drive u I!; <<: or Mysticism.
This is the result of ,il.,,

""

i 'lie principle of
external authority in

'

l>. rational truth
and religious sentiment are not Christianity. If
we are to have any Christian irTL'io

1" vo Tiiu-i

have the great supernatural faci- >
' !m-i:<iriii\

and an authoritative interproir
:
>i oi HUM!

Whereas on this view revelation is only a product
of the religious life of man.
A( oonlingly \\ c arc In ought to n position opposite

to that which we havo boon dUciv^in<r. i.e. to the
position which does not dp justice to the facts
of Christianity, subordinating them to a purely
human theory. This tendency reduces Chris-

lianhy i-o a philosophy of lehgion ; the historical
(Oemi'iit boiiijr regarded as the husk 'which con-
t fun- the '

Iwoi no I 01 eternal truths of reason.
This question of the Importance of the historical element in

Cnribtiamty TV as prominent m the 18th cent. (cf. Lrpsras,
* Die

Bc<It"j -ing do Histonschen im Christentume
'
in his Glauben

ii Ht*xeh). Tt.c difficulty which was felt \\ith historic facts
was not, as more recently, that of attaining historic certitude.
The clearest, most imdisputed fact, it -was held, could not
support or be the content of religious bchef The objection
\vas therefore a metaphvsical, not a histoncal one. Hence all

* It is of'rin 1-5* nod i bar ilu1 werdt first quoce<l -ho\\ Pauline
Influence on I.IP J^au^oliit JJaL 'he imuil'ingne*-s to admit
that Jesus uiieml rhom re->ie- on dojnnatic grounds. There is
no extern.il cv dcnop against ilvun an<l, as Donncy has shown,
they are perfw -i >< p -j>

i -! m. nu\l So also Spitta's
idea that the v jnl- M ^ - ' *

,\, r , K rt M .^ j^, Christ's death,
is admitted by him to be quite different from the view of the
E\ angehdt (see Dexmey, The Death of Christ, pp 38 and 40)

p 30 ff.) Leasing also ga\ e utterance to his famous saying that

^accidental historical truths' can never be the ground of
* eternal rational trutt

* ' * "
-

n ^ o;ard all of the

historical element m '
for the ideal

kernel of Christianity - - * ... truth In the
same "way Kant (Die '.

' zen d blossen

Vernunjt) considered A
,

- idmg
1 kernel of

all religions H C -'
J * " ' *'

1
" -'1 Clothed this

\\itl1 aU'ie-tion--
" - > of eternal

uuth. lichrel , . _ ^ee Anwei-

sung 2um sehgen Lebeii) Thus by -

1 - J

.".i-
1

. _ r--i een the
'kernel 9 and the 'husk,' and bj ,

' j u -

;u -i m the
truths of reason, the , f i

-
*

.
"

to the

category of husk ' - ' ed to a
n 1

t ..uii P--M ' a'M ciestrojea, torn ib noo ine product of

V, v> .MI 1^.1' \ ' r VP attempt at a more adequate view of

history
"

~

_" s TT _ but with much the same
result S( - '

i
'

, is concerned, because of

their adherence to the distinction between kernel and husk.

History is regarded by them not as an * outer " *

empirical
'

hi<-toi ^
,
but as the history of God's life in the finite spirit.

Thu- T^e nibiory of C..i -
-> ^ol ! i.

' *- n* J1
ie history of an

mdiuduaJ, but "in tl ---' -;?
> !

) .
- - i eternal course

of the Divine life Christ's death is simply a symbol of some-

thing -which must be repeated m every man's inner life, and His

bodily ""< ' -
~ "

. i

" '"
finite spirit to

thelnf - - '
.

of the forms,
albeit the highest, of bare natural religion, in this case con-
strued upon a panthcmng bas's

In England, T H. Gieen has given a Neo-Hegelian construc-
tion of Christianity which subordinates its facts and the

Scripture '<.!. i' I '''o of tl -
"

C
"

eory
(Miscell H ^."i ro 160- -i _ _~ i .1 are
identified. God is the ideal self of each man. Sin is self-asser-

*
'

,~LB
"

'djmg to lue,' ^e giving up
This is held to be the revela-

tion of Christianity ,
but no value is attached to the historic

.i i F
T T - t goes

\ !
,

. < The
claim, aifao, tnac laica wuiuii nab a nibiouc eaemem in ILS con-
tent is therefore psychologically a 'historic faith' m the sense
of a dead faith, is specious Faith may have a historical element
in its content without being changed as to its psychological~ *

(For a critique of Green's religious
in The Thinker for 1895 ; Eamy in

; Forrest, The Christ ofHist and of
Experience, Lect. 8).

From the standpoint of NT criticism, the art
' * '

i V i

* The Rcsurreciiori and Ascension V . - 1 \ I,

vol. iv p 4040 f, illustrates the - - between
kernel and husk, and the giving up of the fact of the bodily Re-
surrection of Christ Here an anti-supernaturalistic bias governs
the whole discussion, though Schmiedel asserts that he does

up the authority

by VV. A. Pickard-Uambndge.
fundamental error in Scripture
Christ wi "> =:

*

G '

essence 01 -
_ ! \ i

-

sonality o 'o *
.r

fl
i

mistake. "I
- '<' '', > ( i

-

author's C r -.. > i _
%
.i ro i t.* 'ij

- *" "'
ithor, the
of Jesus

L with whom is the
, ifrented with a per-
- and so made this
v ithout Christ The
v emotion.

T" .>" away with the historical element in
'u- .j

1

i \. these thinkers have done away with
.; itself. This is only to say that the

'-.f Christ's life are a part of the essence
of Chi i-na n i i \ The Christian religion is not a pro-

,ct ot human ideas, but of a direct revelation of

God to men, accompanying God's direct interfer-

ence in the downward course of the world caused

by sin, which is a historic force. Thus, having
abandoned all external authority, we lose the fact-

basis as well as its Scriptuie interpretation, and
are left with a

philosophy
of religion. But these

so-called eternal truths are eithei purely human,
in which case they cannot be eternally valid truth ;

or else man*s thoughts about God must be held to

be God**- thoughN about Himself, in which case
even natural religion \ unifies in Pantheism, This

type of rohjriou*- plnloMjplrv may not admit the
J1

..-"J\ of The Script iiro 'but it should frankly
i; . . i -1 1. 1 1 what it leaves us is not Christianity.
It is, however, simply the

logical result of the
entire abandonment of the principle of external

authority in religious knowledge
When we turn from the philosophers to the

*
liberal theology* represented by Biedermann,

Lipsius, and Pleiderer, we find "that, notwith-

standing the greater emphasis which they lay
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upon the historic Christ, their difference from the

philosophers is not so much c as of

degree, i e of how much of ' will

retain as kernel and how mucn tliey will thiow

away as husk This is determined largely by
their philosophical standpoint. Hence in their
case also there is a subjection of Christian fact

and doctrine to an unauthoritative theory. That
they do not diiier so much in principle fiom the pre-

ceding philosophic il solvent of Christianity can be
seen from the follow i-m considerations Wherever
the principle M e\u-i i il authority i& given up, we
are sure to meet with the same distinction between
kernel and husk in reference to Scripture fact and
doctrine. And whenever this takes place, the

Scripture idea of revelation has been changed,
revelation being simply the product of religious

thoughts and feelings in the mind of man. This
makes it the product of natural development, and

subjects it to the laws, of psychic life. Accoidmgly
we find that, while these

" 1

"er from
the preceding construction

v
in lay-

ing greater emphasis upon Christ and in
insisting

that the essence of f" '

,i- ii \ "!
- not in eternal

truth so much as in < i-. II,"!* (see esp. Lip-
sius, op. cit.}, they nevertheless regard the Scrip-
ture facts as Scripturally interpreted, i.e both fact

and dogma, as but the f sensuous representation'
of rational religious truth.

already cited he
that the eternal

i A erson of Christ

v, he sajs, consists not in ideas \\hich Christ illus-

trated, but in Christ Himself. But Lipsius distinguishes be-

tween kernel and husk, and between some facts and others.

Thus he says that 'faith has to do not with single historical

facts as such, but with their rehsriors ^ alue.' and that ' there are
facts about whose histoncitv There 1= httlo doubt, and which
are of no importance foi 01 - 'i'" r *>

' i
To, firnl there are others

about which there rr.iv u.1
jii i L do,,:).., aTid yet, as sensuous

p'prLsL-i d-", >o-V;:r 01 ^,r (

*
- iV* ,iu <.f u-i tr*vu -t .a. * .'

On'O - \ i

1 fT"x a ",! v, ! o oi"'i m 'x'i i.lh.ic i- d -.ini i.r\ of

such importance as * sensuous representations' of religious
truth, the really essential thing is the rational truth which they
are supposed to represent. And this is actually the case with

Lipsms' treatment of the great Christian facts Thus the Cross
is

' the symbol of the eternal truth that the old man in us must
die, in order that man be born of God* (p 138), though Lipsms
does recognize in Christ's death more than a mere symbol
(p. 139) At the same time the ,J1 nnwiU 1

I 11. n<r is the idea

symbolized So also the R(-urT, on or ( hi -i need not be
true in its literal Scriptural form, but at the same time it

symbolizes the truth of the entrance of Christ into the heavenly
world The * form '

in which we conceive it is expressly said to
be of no importance This is sufficient to show the complete
subordination of Christian fact to philosophic theory in this

movement. But not only are the great fact- of CVi-^nn"^
put into the category of *husk.' The dogmatic

1

imirpictauon
of them in the Scripture is also regarded as ili < \u n.il lull

or symbol of rational truth Tor, ;
"

\,
"

i T> .
f '

.
* >i .\

who hold ihnr thr Cruk inluenop -''i_ v
'

<i t
' NT

writings, rl\f II'MT.I ihoo'ojrv earnest' - '
i

' rr 1 conse-

quently the critical process of .v-p-ir.ilmjr thr> kernrl of tiufh
from its husk, back into the NT ILii's- Pfkidr r< vr (Gtu i/'^'jj - u
Sitt&rdehre^ p. 4) says that it i- ih< hii-ino^ 01 l)oirin.in<~ to
*work over critically' the Scrpir.n

- \\ill a- the C'um'h
dogma m order to reach its abiding tmrh The ^ciipure
doctrine is said to contain a * sensuous' d< mom \ihiuh is not
rational and which must be rationalized.

It is evident that the principle of external

authority in religious knowledge having been
abandoned by this school al^o, the historic facts
of Christianity as well as the Scripture interpreta-
tion are given up Again, facts aro Mihoid mated
to a human theory, and we have left a religious
pV.il- -O|M \

'I '!< -ii'iiui MOM of the Scripture facts and doc-
trines to a'subjective norm has taken also a more
mystical form. This, indeed, is a natural conse-

quence of the attempt to find a permanent basis
for religious knowledge after the principle of ex-
ternal authority has been given up. For this
kernel of rational truth seems to differ with each

theologian, and does not afford that ? :ina:i< M< v
which should charactenze the essence" <>/ Cirj-il-

anity. These so-called eternal truths are tempor-
ally conditioned just as are the Scripture dogmas.
To hold to them, therefore, is a species of dogma-
tism. Accordingly it is natural that a demand
for a truly undogmatic ChrUiianily should anse,
seeking to be rid not only ot Scripture doctrine,
but also of the rational element into which it had
been distilled.

This demand was made by Dreyer m h - r" "
", *

Chnttentum, the fir&t edition of which i

Coming from the camp of the liberals, Dreyer directed his

polemic against 'liberal
* " '<' '. \

'

alike. Thelibeial
theology fails to satisfy

"

1 < hile
oithodox dogma is m i . are
therefore bidden to turn from dogma to the life of faith,

Christianity is a life, not a benes of facts or doctrines Dogma
is religious experience put into the form of concepts (p. 77) It
is therefore put into a form of relative \ alidity, and one that
is continually changing. When these concepts are no longer
valid, they no longer serve to expiess religious life, and must
be rejected. The facts of Christianity fare no better at Dreyer's
hands. He will not allow our idea of

"

l-"-i - v '

,

""

by
any dogmatic supernaturahsm, and ,

^ ^ de-
mand of an equally dogmatic anti-supernaturalism, he tells us

i _
'

.
- - ithe Gospel record of the

.;
- '

' external factmay remain,
i

' . -( <J , any historic fact, and are
cold 10 tau bacjs on (JnnssC s noly character, which is exalted
above all the changes of r-jn.'< -i^ '1 * iw ,i'Kll> <^ 'i criti-

cism. This arouses life i
' i,- .> <1 .M * 1 .< j- t i. i - ice of

ri. w yu.^
...

^y^iQ^ 1S a irfei not fact or doctrine.* A some-
'>een taken in France by A. Sabatier.t

His i . life, not doctrine External autho-
rity,

-
^ or the Church, kills religion. The

essential thing m religion is life. But this life must express
itself outwardly

'
* "

Christian doctrines
are but symbols I e higher than those
of other religions because the life is higher The essence of

Christianity, therefore, is neither a series of facts nor a sum of

dogmas, but a spiritual life.

We have not space to show t' -
i

: .'
k

\

"

Dreyer's supposed escape from L .1 s
<

when he falls back on the inner life of Jesus as the

ground of the life which constitutes the essence of

Christianity ; or to discuss the philosophy which
underlies Sabatier's books. We can only stop to

indicate briefly that when we have separated
Christianity from all external facts and have made
its doctrinal content entirely the product of the

religious life, we have done awav with Christianity,
because we have done away with all that distin-

oui>he c
i it from natural religion. Of course it is

tiue that TIP -i ,ii \ is a life hid with Christ in
God. It i- <I!M- I'M'' that Christian doctrine can
never produce Christian life. St. Paul ha-s tau^lil
us this. Man is dead in sin, and the loxoltUiori ot

Divine truth in the Bible will fail to produce
^pirinuil apprehension or life ; for ' the natural man
TOM'iveili no< i lie thing* of the Spirit' (1 Co 214 ).

These great truths are emphasized in the Re-
formed Theology. But the type of thought^ we
are discussing means that the essence of Christi-

anity consists in a life which precedes and is inde-

pendent of facts and doctrines, and that doctrine

* In some respects Dreyer's position resembles that of the
Ritechlians Thus, e q. % Kaftanm his Glaube u Dogma, replied
to Drcjer that instead of an undogmatic Christianity-^ e need
a * new dogma

' which grows out of Christian fajih. Drej er re-

joined, in a later edition of hib book, that he admitted a * science
of faith' (GlaubcnsUhrc\ and so did not differ from Kaftan.
Kaftan again replied *.<x\'ncr that Dreyer held thac this science
of faith contained a tjriiboL'j (.loincni, and was onlv ot relative
v ahdity This seems "to be the most essential point of differen ce
between Dre^er and Kaitan, viz, the latter claims absolute

\alidity for dogmatics as the science of faith,' while the former
admits a relative element in this 'science of faith* whirh he
refuses to call a dogma Dreyer's \iew of the inner Me of

Ghnst, as independent of historical criticism, and as the source
of Christian life, resembles that of Herrmann in his Verkehr des
CJin^i'H wit G'' f

*. Hut Dreyer is a mystic, while Herrmann is

not- S^.e aiao, Drtj or, Zurundoqm Glaubensl. [posthtun. ], 1901.

t Esquisse d'une PhU de la JRelig. d'aprte la Psych,, et PHis-
toire, 1897 [also Eng tr 1897], This book includes a lecture,
'The Vitality of Christian Dogmas,* published separately [also

Eng tr ] , also Les Religwns ffAutoriU et la, Religion de VJSspritt
1900 [also Eng. tr.]
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Is the pioduct of life. Thus to eliminate fact and
doctrine from Christianity is to leave nothing but
bare natural religious sentiment. And it is a
mistake to suppose that Christianity is the product
of the religious sentiment (see Warfield, The Eight
of Syst. TkeoL). It is no more the pioduct of this

than it is of rational reflexion.

Furthermore, there is now left no basis for the
affirmation that Christianity is the final religion,
and its doctrine absolute truth. For we can never
be sure that Christian life may not reach higher
levels and embody itself in more elevated doctrinal

symbols. Writers of this type might and do reply
to this, that, even apart from fact and doctrine, the
Christian life is not the bare religious sentiment,
but the product of God's Spirit, and that it is

therefore the true life, and its doctrinal product
final truth. But when they affirm this, they
abandon their position. For it cannot be proved
that this life is the true life if the norm of truth
be drawn from the life itself. We believe that
Christian life is the true life because of a fact and
a doctrine independent of this life, viz. that it

in i. H T- f'om the regenerating activity of the
II- \ ^jM

1 But in affirming this we have as-

serted a great fact as well as a doctrine^ each

independent of, as well as at the basis of, Christian
life. In short, if Christianity is separated from
the great supernatural facts of Christ's life and
from the gpreat supernatural facts of the action of

Cod's Spirit, on men's hearts, as well as from its

autJiontative doctrinal content, then that which
differentiates it from i.vi< 4 i-l"_ :"i:- -sentiment is

gone. What, then, to -,i'n i
|

,- ih" attitude of
this type of religious IM I \II _> m !> question of
* fact and theory' in relation, especially, to Christ?
This question may be answered Tby >a\ in^r Hi at the
facts and doct >, of Clu iv;,.!," \ 'uve b'vn sub-
ordinated to ! j--y< ii-i'injunl I'PMIV that feeling
and sensation

J;
T

i.Jo a* i- ,.
- on. I , \ , -u ! bought. And

as a consequence, we are left with a human Christ
whose portrait is the product of the religious senti-
ment
At this point we are met with a reaction from

the ^neglect of the historical element in Chris-

tianity, and
^also

from the demand for an undog-
matic n 1 1 1-. t i, 1 1 1 1 1 y . This has come from members
of the l;ic-< hlum -chool. Thus, e.g., Harnack (cf.
his address, Das Ckristentum u> die Geschichte,
1896) and Herrmann (besides his Verkehr and
Begnff der O/cnlcoung, see esp. his Warum
bedarf unser tilaube geschichtHcher Thatsachen ?

1884)
^
have attempted to defend the importance of

the Mstoric?.i 1 ba-i- of Christianity against Lessmg
and Kant; and Kaftan (Glaube u. Dogma 2

, 1889)
has written a reply to Dreyer, showing that the
dogmatic element is essential to <">

i i=-
J
,jpii! \ and

that what we need is a 'new -!"_r'M,i
'

jjut this
demand must be judged in the li^ln 01 ilic motive,
principles, and results of this I'volo^H?,! move-
ment. The fundamental motive of Kitschlianism
is an apologetic one, viz., to find a ground of
certitude in Christianity which shall be indepen-
dent of the results of historical criticism and of
TYiel , ij h \-ic-, and so to state the content of the
Chiw ian f;m h that it too shall be independent in
both these respects. In order to accomplish this,
it is common with theologians of this school to lay
stress on the revelation ot God in the *

historic
Christ/ and to seek to find in Him the <nound, a->

well as an essential element in the content, of the
Christian faith. This ground of certitude and this
dogmatic content are held to be independent of
historical criticism and metaphysics, by means of
their sharp distinction between religious and theo-
retic knowledge, the latter dealing with facts and
their explanation, the former with religious values
In regard, then, to the historical element in Chris-

tianity or the Christian facts, this school empha-
sizes its importance as part of the essence of

Christianity ; but in ordei to maintain its inde-

pendence of the results of historical criticism, falls

back upon one fact, viz the so-called
*
historic

Christ.' It is not meant that Clni-stLmity is

independent of the results of historical criticism

in such a sense that, if there were no basis for

their historic Christ in the Gospels, Christianity
could still survive. Their idea is that the 'his-

toric Christ' stands fast after historical criticism has

done its woik. But since this criticism is largely
determined by an anti-supernaturalistic bias, it

is evident that the historic Christ of the Ritsch-

lians is not a Christ who is independent of histori-

cal criticism, but the Christ which a naturalistic

criticism has left us. This shows 1
]

i,
1

1 J n<l [>cudon< e

of the results ox criticism is impos-- 1 'lt
k

, -mi', dm
tianity is a historical religion. The supposed inde-

pendence of its results tuins out to be a surrender

of all that is difficult to defend against a criticism

which is determined by naturalism. V < \ j
1

;

Harnack says (Das Ghnstentwn u. di, ''**

that 'the tradition as to the incidents attending
the birth and early life of Jesus Christ has been
shattered.

5 This makes necessary the old rational-

istic distinction between 'kernel' and 'husk,' and
so in his lectures on the Essence of Christianity
we are told that we must distinguish between the
Easter message of the empty tomb, which is not
essential to Christianity, and the Easter faith that

Jesus gained a victory over death and still lives.

Of course, if we follow this method, not only will

all the external supernatural events of Christ's

life have to be surrendered, but also those elements
in His inner life which involve the siipeinnimal
must go. And so we find Herrmann in the Verkehr

falling back upon the inner life of Jesus reduced to

a merely ethical content.*
Thus the Tlitschlian attempt at independence of

historical criticism results really in a surrender to
a criticism determined by naturalism. The virgin-
birth and the bodily resurrection of Christ are

given up, and we have no longer the Christ of the

Gospels, but the Christ of a Gospel reconstructed

by the critics. It is the subordination of Chris-
tian facts to a human theory.
When we turn to the demand for a fnew dogma,

9

which we saw was emphasized by Kaftan (Glaube
u. Dogma], we find the other principle of the school
at work, viz. the separation of theology fiom

metaphysics, *md the distinction between religious
and theoretic knowledge. The watchword 'theo-

logy without inciapliy-ic V however, does not mean
simply theology which shall "be Fior from t\ -JIC-MI-
lative reconstruction as in the Hojjohun ^ohoul It

means a theology without any metaphysical ele-

ments, i.e. with nothing that transcends experience.
Hence we must not only <1 1- 1 i ! _: r. !

-
1

1 i ! u
'

historical
Christ y from the Christ < i a 1 1 u i

' 1 1 1 1
<

. 1 1 tradition ;

we must also distinguish Him from the Christ of a

metaphysical dogma of Greek origin. Accordingly
the doctrines of the Trinity and of the two natures
in one person in our Lord are to be abandoned as

metaphysical. The new dogma expresses itself in

*
Tt is true that both Herrmann and Reischle (' Der Streit Tiber

<1 r> r ! <1 ^ .1 -i.
1

", - M! _'i- r I-'- ^'Zeitsch.
J

' " /. ' '-". * -
,

' -
, ween the

'-i i

1
*i ' '

i , -I , -eekis an
'

! 'i - - - that the
' *e determined becomes in their hands a

norm tor rli^pvishm.- between kernel and husk in its 'con-
i Mit

'

Vc'-onliur'x TlitT .dea of the 'content' of faith is one
I>,IL fiis Hi wi littler uKci <f itsgio'iml Kahlei (Der sogenannte
htstorische Jems u d gescfi ,

bibhsthe ChtiMus^, 1896) has
criticised this distinction between the ground and the content
of faith. B^t it is mote import .ml <o note that the idea \\hich
these uritei>lm<' of Christ .Jt iho Around of faith determines
absolutely 11 1 com OPT In nonnpr a-> a principle by which to dis-

tinguish the abiding content of faith from its historical form,
and thus makes loom for endless subjectivity.
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religious knowledge V *-<1
"

from faith, and
not in metaphysical Christ, there-

foie, is not Divine in a metaphysical sense as in

the doctrine of the two natures, out simply in the

lehgious sense that in the man Jesus we have the

perfect revelation of God, or else that the term
'Divinity

3

expresses His value for the believer
This latter is RitschPs position, and members of the
school who have taken a more positive attitude
than Kitschl have fallen short of H--OI t.

11 ^ Christ's

Divinity in any metaphysical -<"i^ ^ i Kaftan,
Dogmaiik , Lobstein, Lehre v d ubernat. Geburt
Chnsti. Harnack, op. cit., and H. Schultz, Lehre
v. d Gottheit Christ i, occupy much the same posi-
tion as Ritschl)
We must conclude that in the Bitschlian theol-

ogy we have again the subordination of the gieat
Christian facts and dogmas to a phenomenali&tic
]'*

^.~i- i'i\ and a historical criticism subject to a
I.

1

.

'

I

1
- bias This amounts to their subjec-

tion to a human theory. Foi the fundamental

question is Upon what does this theology rest?

Has it a moie objective basis than rationalism and
mystici&m

9 It seeks to base revelation on Christ.
The source of its dogma is not the individual
Christian consciousness but the Chiistian life, or

the revelation of God portrayed in the Bible. But
its Christ is a human Christ who can give no abso-
lute revelation of God ; and the ^ *

'

is not

regarded as authoritative in any v
ense as

containing
a supeinatural revelation, but simply as

the record of the revelation by the human Christ.

The Scripture is subjected to the Christian con-
sciousness to such an extent that the Christian
doctrines are not to be taken directly from Scrip-
ture as ' external revelations,' but only as *

appro-
]
HIM i p(l" ,iid 'authenticated' by Christian faith

(( f kfifum, Dogmatifc, on the "Scripture, p. 48).

Thus the idea of revelation has changed its biblical

sense of a supernatural communication of truth,
and becomes the product of the religious life of

those who stood nearest Christ. But the Christian
life does not remove the noetic effects of sin all at

once, and consequently this idea of special revela-

tion does not meet the demand which made a

special revelation necessary. In short, if we aban-
don the principle of external authority, we cannot

escape the ^ubi'ection of the facts and doctrines of

OmVuimu to a philosophical theory.
Ihe logical results of the abandonment of an

external authority in religious knowledge have
been recently exhibited in the new theological
school which follows the method of C-'IM.,.', 'i\o

Religion. For if Christ is only hum.' i , il o

Christian revelation not supernatural, it will be

impossible to maintain the absoluteness of Chris-
tianitv as the Ritschlians sought to do. It will be

impossible to maintain that Christianity consists
in Christ and not merely in a principle of which
He is the illustration. We thus have the distinc-

tion between the 'Christian principle' and the

person of Christ. It is the distinction of the old

lationalifc-m, only now in quite a different form,
since this school insists that principles can never
be separated from their historical embodiment.
Therefore the iV-!:M<'ion 1 tween the * kernel'
and the *husk j

IIM:-I l< .JTI\ < n up, since the kernel
is always insepai r I iK f r n -

1 1 1 1 ^ historical manifesta-
tion. All history is relative, yet not at all unim-

poitant, for we cannot have religious truth except
in a historically conditioned form. Thus, while a

greater significance attaches to Christ than in the
old rationalism, the great facts and the dogmatic
content of Christianity have only a relative value,
and are frankly given up at the demands of an

avowedly naturalistic philosophy. This can be
seen in Troeltsch, the dogmatician of the school (cf.

his art.
* Geschichte u. Metaphysik

'

in Zeitschr. f.

TheoL u. Kirche, 1898, pp 55-67. Cf also Die
Absolutheit cles Chnstentums u. die Ittlirtionsws-

chichte, 1902) Troeltsch
'

'of
personality in the religious tepueie, ana tnat Lnrist
is the source of our communion with God ; but in
view of the power of development in rit,;.;',! i

*
.

he holds that it is not possible to limn uod s lev'e-

lation to one person at the beginning of Christian
history Therefore the first form of Christianity,
as connected with Jesus, is to be regarded along
with later foims simply as illustrations of the
Christ!

'

Thus we have again the
entire , of the facts and doctrines of

Christianity to the theory of the naturalistic evo-
lution of lehgious ideas
We conclude, then, that Cir I-n.ini y consists in

a series of supernatural facts togethei with their

meaning ; that their true meaning is their mean-
ing for God, and that therefore He must tell it to
us ; that the noetic ejects of sin make it nece&sary
that this be in a special and supernatural manner.
The abandonment of the authority of Scripture
for the interpretation of the facts leads logically
to the abandonment of the facts themselves, i,e to
their subordination to a theory which distinguishes
their accidental Scriptuial form from their abid-

ing philosophical content. The RItsehlian endeav-
our to stem the tide of this logic is unsuccessful,
and the newest development in theology has cast
aside the Ritschhan claim as to the absoluteness
of Christianity and the Divinity of Christ, and
ha& subjected Scripture fact and doctrine to an
avowedly naturalistic philosophy If, therefore,
we are not to lose the supernatural facts and their
authoritative interpretation, ^.e if we are not to

lose Christianity, we must abide by the Scripture
as an external authority.
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1, Introductory. In. the NT the term ' faith'

has two mam meaning^ which may he distin-

guished as active and passive senses, viz. : (1) belief,
* the frame of mind which relies on another,

3 and

(%} fidelity, 'the fiame of mind which can he relied

on.
5 Of these the former is the predominant use,

and is marked "by a rich, copious, and distinctively
Christian, development,

The two sensesthe active and passiveboth logically and

grammatically pass by an easy transition from one to the other,
and are not always clearly distinguishable, or are actually com-

ing

pressed by the Hiphil pcgjn (constr with 5= 'to believe in

reliance on or in,' followed* by the object or ground of the

belief ; with ^ in a weaker sense,
* to believe/ the object here

denoted by b being not so much that in which the confidence is

reposed, as that on the (attesting) strength of which it is

reposed in the aW no < ! *,) V-> loun-derivative from the

Hiphil occurs in 1 L V (,K n- ' T.*1
' as an active principle)

The substantive n;3g 'firmness/ 'steadfastness,
3

'fidelity'

(notice the passive form) is the nearest equivalent for
'
faith

'

,

but it always occurs with the passive sense, with the possible

exception of Hab 2* (' the just shall live by hisfaith ')
* In this

>,
-

.

"

-tive principle of trust in God seems to be con-
-

* y mth arrogant self-sufficiency
The Gr <r7<r? (TVO-T^W), seems to have followed the reverse

oi-di i of d< ' ^loiH',1 1 !.'"< 'ii active to passive) Here the pre-
<l )iMiiuir i '<

T1
\ j;

'- < .1 o 'faith/ 'trust/ 'belief (in Classical

usage, however, with the slightest possible association with

religious ideas) The LXX use of the word (*rV*=iT,5DS

usually ; sometimes n?N and H3DK) probably reacted upon the

Hebrew, and on this - "p >- "*T i i- possible to explain the
active sense which is " i.ai i

% i'i
>- -i in Rabbinical Hebrew,

and which may be seen in the late Hebrew of Sirach (e.g. 4615) t

In the Aramaic of the Targums the active sense is fixed in a

substantive denved from the Aphel, Krn3D <r
rr (used in Gn 156 of

Abraham's faith). Of. the Synac equivalent of time in the NT

2. The idea of faith in the OT. Faith as an
active religious principle is relatively far less pro-
minent in the OT than in the NT. The solitary
instance m which the active meaning certainly
emerges in the Heh. substantive n^DJt has already
been referred to. But even the verb (pogm) is by
no means common -with a religious connotation.
Trust or confidence in God and the unseen are, of

course, essential to spiritual religion, and receive
manifold expreiuri opoc Lilly in the Psalms (note
the use in this < onni'xinn of (=, VJ?)^N! nap with God
as object

4

TJ 1

'

, T*
'"* *

has remarked,
c
it is

indeed a \\ ,' \ of the difference be-
tween the two covenants, that under the Law the

"fear of the Lord" holds very much the same place
as "faith in God," "faith in Christ," under the
O >-i 1 f.'e is the prominent idea in the earlier
\. i -!(! -<i , on trust in the later.

5

The object of 'faith,' as expressed (with a re-

ligious connotation) by the verb (prsxrr) in the
OT, is sometimes the words or commandments of

God, or a particular word or work of God, or
the Divine \ \

"

i lie Divine messengers
the prophets <>. II , in His own Person.
Of this last usage the o\.inn/Ie^ are the most im-

portant (Gn 156
, Ex 1 1-. Nil 1431

20", Dt I32, 2 K
1714, 2 Ch 2020

,
Ps 7822, Jon 35). Here the verb is

construed with a. The classical instance is, of

course, Abraham's faith (Gn 156), which, with a
true instinct, has been recognized, both by Jewish
and Christian religious exegesis, as the supreme
example of faith in its active exercise as a religious
principle.

S. Later Jewish idea of 'faith.5 In early Kab-

*Targ., however, pD"pJT pntamp VjL Perhaps, as Light-
foot (Galatians, p. 148) suggests, the 'transitional or double
sense * should be recognized in the passage

f lv K'HFFU i>*ev fapifi&rfo) xpo&n'rys ; Heb. Htn 0(113 imiDtf}:!

(Strack).
t Op tit. p. 151
Add to these Mio ca^ win re it is construed absolutely:

Ex 431, is 79 2816, Pd !!()!>, and cf Ps 2713.

FAITH

bmical and other Jewish literature the term for

'faith,' besides its Biblical meaning of 'faithful-

ness,
5

also denotes active trust in God
_
This as a

religious principle is emphatically praised by the

Rabbis, and regarded by them as highly meri-

torious. The classical example is, as has aheady
been stated, the faith of Abraham (Gn 156

)_,
which

became one of the commonplaces of theological dis-

cussion not only in Rabbinical circles but also in

the Hellenistic school of Alexandria,* while its

occurrence in the NT is, of course, a familiar fact

The most instructive example in Rabbinical litera-

ture is to be found in the eaily Midrashic work
the Mekhilta (on Ex 1430) t The passage luns as

follows .

' The people feared the Lord. So long as they were in Egypt
,"u v <1 <! <'

fl

< 'i God, but now the people feared the Lord, and
', t i i !' ; ',/ the Lord and His servant Moses If they be-

lieved in Moses, much more did they believe in the Lord From
this thou mayest learn that whoever believes in the faithful

Shepherd is (regarded) as if he believed m the word of Him who
spake and the world was , . Great is faith whereby Israel

believed in Him who spake and the world was, for because
Israel believed

"
-'' "T

"
* '"upon them,

and they sang
*

^ <
' words they

believed in the : ,

'
' w the words

r<
""

Tl
"' ' " '

"this song to

/.', | our Father
inherited tl

'

f the merit

of faith (H|pK) whereby he believed in the Lord, as it is said

(Gn 156) : And he believed in the Lord, and He counted it to him
for righteousness. . . . E. Nehemiah says Whoever receives

unto himself one precept (of the Law) m true faith (n ra5) is

worthy for the Holy Spirit to abide upon him ; for so we find m
the case of our fathers that because they believed in the Lord

they were deemed worthy that the Holy Spirit should abide

upon them, and they uttered the song. For it is said they
believed in God and in Moses His servant ; and (immediately

i u\ I , 1

"
' V-

' * "
'.
f
Israel,

.
i

i
1

\ .
i ,

- \ t b he m-
< ,,

-
! *

'
* ( merit of

faifch (n:GN man), whereby he believed in the Lord, as it is said

(156) : Abraham believed, etc. And in the same way we find m
the case of Moses, David, and Deborah that they (by reason of

faith) sang a song, and the Holy Spirit abode upon them And
in like manner thou findest that solely by merit of faith was
Israel redeemed from Egypt, as it is said

* And the people be-

lieved, etc And>o i i- -Mid (P 3123) The Lm "
i

7
"

faithful, making ">t"--n'i *T , (| faith of the "
it _

-c
1
't

*
is said (Is 262) Open ye the gates that the

/' which keeppth the faith, may enter vn, Into

this gate all the faithful (miDK ^J73) enter. David sings (Ps

921): It is a good thing to give thanks unto the Lord, and
to sing praises unto Thy name, Most High to show forth
TJ /

7
', < /-' AI in the morning and Thy faithfulness in

'/
'

i
1 " ** " It 'i. i instrument of ten strings and with the

',. !-./ i iiit n - lemn sound upon the harp For Thou,
Lord, hast made /. "'"'? *?// .

' n, Thy works, and in the opera-
tion of Thy haw' '' J '.-"'' What is the cause of his joy
here ? It is the reward of faith which our fathers showed m this

world, wherewith they trusted by day and night For thus is

it said . to show forth thy
"

,
-" -

. ." morning and
thy, 'n'f, ''!*, ,/, 'ft ni7i . i is it said of

Jehol rV MI (* C" *n ) imf t'" <' rose early in the 'morning
and

ti(_n
"r'/> ut*, '/.' ,/"/// , ofTekoa; and when they

wenr /'//'/i J-ti tim,it fi* *//'// i/;/ and said: Hear ye me,
Jnmah, a /id its inhabitants oj Jerusalem ' Haw faith in the
Lord ywr O'ni, and so shall ye be established; and have faith in
HhS provfift-, and so shall ye prosper And (so) it is written

Ser
5-0 Lord, do r

n',t T/> < // << "-' look iipon faith
9- And (Hab

) The righteous / "'/. nj 1.,- jatth Also (La 32<*) They
me new every morning, Thy faithfulness is great Also thou
findest that the (Divine) intercourse is only accorded as the
T( \uird of f.'V i- ^ is said (Ca 48). Come with me from
L t",<im>,) if> i' i,,<? ( JBnde'=Hoty Spirit), come with me, of
jtiifii f/t't't I'/im s th' fit'infuit cimpaii'tM fiH'fli'iJtff]\i. 'from
the head') I In ^.KC 11 ,nncr i ii- -aid (Itoa I--

1

-) I will

* In Philo the career of Abraham is made the subject of

elaborate and frequent comment and allegory. Lightfoot (pp.
ctt ) rrr,urlis* 'Tf ve Took onl' to Iho ifidnMrnT jiui-i fa'tn
w \\\ \>\\ lo i- 5'](>-,tirn a"\ ihe ^iiru at iaith with s

. Paul Ti i
i

lo*--^ s drawn fioiii iho 'ni-lor\ or \'T,ir am 1>\ ih" AA\n'flr,yi
Jew and the Christian Apostle differ \cry slighth

'

t The original can be seen m Weiss' ed "of the Mekhilta, 25&, 26
The Mfkhiita is a halakhic imdrash on part of Exodus, dating
in its pre&ent form from the first part of the second Christian

century, but containing much earlier material. It is invaluable
for illustrating earlj Jewish ideas and religious thoughts of the

Apostolic age.

t So the words of the original (n^pg tfinp "n^^y are under

stood here,
' Bride

*

(<*t :?3) is a mystical designation of the Holy
Sprnt or Shekmah.
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"betroth tfiee unto me for ever; yea, I will "betioth thee unto me
with faith (nilDNQ) Great is faith before God, for on account
of faith it is that the Hol^ Spirit abides (upon Israel),' etc.

In the early Rabbinical literature
* faith

3 wavers
in meaning between '

belief
' and *

fidelity (to the

Law).
3 The former is prominent in the Apocalypse

of Baruch (1st cent. A D.) But the latter is char-
acteristic of the later period, faith

' and ' works '

being co-ordmated or combined.* * Faith' (-VDK)
in the sense of fixed dogmatic belief i& quite late in

Hebrew literature (mediaeval times).

In Rabbinical Hebrew, besides the nouns ruiDtf, HjIpN, a

F .*

"
- "- *

:orm mcNn (
= Aram atnuDVi) occurs

(j ! ' v. 8) For the Gospel-expression cir/6-

a-ia-701 a Heb. parallel occurs m Mekhilta (on Ex 151
) "iDina

'

those lacking faith.' So in the Pal. Targ. (on Tu 11^-)

nonD (' Then rose up those who had lacked faith and

gathered the quails,* etc ) ; and Gen Rab. 32, ."WDN 'j^p
* men

of little faith
'

(an exact parallel) In the Mishna, Sota ix. 12,
the decline of the world is ascribed to the disappearance of
* men of faith

'

*. 'Faith' in the Gospels. The terms for
* faith

' and c believe
*

in contrast with those of

the OT are characteristic of the whole NT lan-

guage, and occur almost entirely with a directly

religious connotation. In Philo the religious con-
tent of the terms had decidedly been heightened,
but suffered from a certain vagueness in the con-

ception of the object of faith, due to his trans-
cendental

]
il i i 1 o-<

>}i!
i\ . Faith, in Philo's conception,

rests rather upon the abstrai
' "PV i*'\ :'"ian upon

i ho pciMiiiil God of grace
lr vl-

'

<", and is

MilKr L!IC TIUU and crown of righteousness than
its antecedent. In the NT it is all-important to

distinguish the different connotations of the terms

according as the object is (a) God ; (b) the promises
of God ; (c) Christ ; (d) some particular utterance,
claim, or promise of God or Christ.

c The last of

these senses is the one most common in the Syn-
optic Gospels.'f

(1) In the Synoptics. In its active sense of
e

faith/ iriffTis usually means here belief or trust m
God or God's power as manifested in Christ (the
so-called /miracle-faith

3

).:!: The response of faith

conditions the granting of relief to those m bodily
distress (Mk &* j|, 1052 [|), the effect being propor-
tionate to the degree of faith exercised (Mt Q29
*

According to your faith [KUTO, rty iria-Tiv fytw?] be it

done unto you ; cf. 1528, Lk 79 50
; and for degrees

of faith see Mt 810
H, Lk 175 etc.). In this con-

nexion Mt 1358 is instructive. We are told that
4 He did not i<i i\ in'^hty works there [ in his

own country,' V /.'"XIM^ because of their unbelief
('lack of faith/ faun-lav) ; cf. Mk 66

. The term
* faith

'

is also applied to the confidence of the dis-

ciple that the pov er conferred upon him will be

effective (in the performance of miraculous works),
Mk II22'24

,
defined by Christ as < faith in God*

(v.
22

) Possibly, however, this passage (as has been

suggested by menzies ) is intended simply to bring
home to the disciples the power of faith in accom-

plishing the seemingly impossible. Jsus sum-
mons those who look to Him to have faith in God
when they are in great danger, or when they are

seeking with all their heart some boon which out-
ward appearances declare to be all but hopeless

'

;

the special and (apparently insurmountable) diffi-

culty here being the insensibility of the Jewish

people as a whole to the message of the gospel

* Of. Charles* noU on \pnr P,a,r. 1-v 21 :
* Faith in the Talmud

is in one of u- Ji-*|oci> ioi*arriod aa a work i\hich, as the fulfil-

ment of the I-aw , produce*) monr
'

t Sanday-Hcadlam, Rmnunt, p 31 f The passive sense of
*vVrr (* faithfulness,*

*

fidelity
1

) is very rare in the NT The
OTih irifUince in the Go-.pc-l'- <i ern-> to IK Mt 232-*

(' the weightier
matter*, of the LAW, judgment arid nieroy and faithfulness' \xa,}

Tjy srrr*vj).

1 Nowhere in the NT is it used of man's faith in man,
Tlie Earlu&t Gospel, p 211

(symbolized by the witheied fig-tiee) Cf. the
words of Christ to Jairus (Mk 5* ' Feai not, only
believe '), to the father of the epileptic (9

2<5 '

If it be
possible

' All things are possible to him that be-
Iieveth'), to the disciples in the storm (4

40
'"VYhy

aie ye fearful * Have ye not faith ?
')

The words about the power to remove mountains
(Mk llm-

I! Mt 2Plf
)
occur also in a different con-

nexion in Mt 17-u
(and in the rebuke administered

to the disciples foi their ' lack of faith
'

in dealing
with the epileptic a ca&e of special iMfiiiilU).
They have a pioverbial ring,* and may c

k
s -'J^ i,\\'o

been used by our Lord more than once (cf. Lk IT6

' If ye have faith as a grain of imibtaid seed, ye
would say to this sycamine tree, Be thou rooted

up,
5

etc ).

In one instance c
faith

'

is used in the Synoptic
Gospels in a way that suggests the technical sense
so frequent in the Epistles, viz. Lk IS8

(' When the
Son of man comes, shall he find faith on the
earth

*

?) Here ' faith
'= faith in Himself as Messiah

and Redeemer.
In the Acts and Epp firvts, used absolutely, constantly

occurs in a sotenological sense ==* saving faith.' It rapidly
became a Christian technical term, and practically stood as a
synonym for Christianity, marking- out the new religion as essen-

tially characterized by faith or belief in Jesus as Redeemer
'Believers'"

" "

of Chnstians; 'to behe\e'
=to becom< \ rasted with this usage, the
term m the Synoptics is, to some extent, undeveloped in mean-
ing. Yet how near the sotenological lies to the *

miracle-faith '

<( >- o 1

. <A,..i ' in sucl. .
',
!'--< \ , \

" 1fi '
''0 ",i f * of the

lame man ai/ the Gate 3i', , t . j !?, :,< . ^ - H.MI e hath
his name made this man strong, whom ye behold and know ;

yea, the faith that is through him hath given him this perfect
soundness in the presence of you all

'

, here '

faith in the Name '

(of Jesus) is described as *
faith brought into being by Him '

(v, r-jtrris h It,' oc,urw)J and the same conclusion --,i'(- fion .1

comparison of the language of Mt 92, Mk 25, 1 1: -*
1

( lh\ *"!>
are forgiven thee '), as well as from the langu-ii-o e i I.lr 7- )(1

, .Mi

922, Mk 524.$

(2) In the Fourth Gospel the absence of the sub-
stantive (Tria-Tis) which does not occur at all is

made up for by the frequent use of the verb (mo-~

rarely occurs m the NT in the weakened sense 'to

credit,'
'

give credence to
'

, only once apparently of a non-

religious act (Mt 2423 26; Mk 1321 in the warning about false

Chnsts,
'
believe it not ') ,

elsewhere of assent given to some
definite act, event, or fact in the religious sphere of belie\me:

prayer (Mt 212- 'Whatsoever je shall ask in pra\er} bohe\ ng
ye shal* K, * <

iN
v . belief in the fact of the resurrect1on of

Christ fir (

- > *
) } m God's word of promise (Lk I48 ; cf.

Ac S627), in
"" -*--''' -"- - f

Jesus whether regarding earthly
or heavenly ,

,
Lk 22^7) ; of faith generally m

the word of
%

/hat they may not believe and be
saved,' cf Jn I?).

The usual sense of the verb in the Fourth Gospel
is a soteriological one. It expresses saving faith
directed to the Person of Christ. In some instances,
it is true, the immediate object of the faith is the

wonder-working power of Jesus (the 'miracle-
faith ') : Jn 4^ (' Except ye see signs and wondeis,
ye will in nowise believe '}, II40.! But here also

the same remark applies as to the similar cases in
fli ^ynopli<- that the -"' " "

anin^ lies

\(M\ \lo-o to, and is indistin-

Pishable
from, the other (cf. Jn 448 with v.53 and

, and II40 with v. 15 and 1239). In the following
instance-*, however, the direct soteriological sig-
nificance is clear and unmistakable 315 1S 441 *-'

r
-3

544 036.
47 64 988 JO25 * 111s 129 1429 ^31 IQ35 ^\ Qf

these passages the two last are particularly instruc-

tive: * That ye may believe' (19
55

), and 'these are
written that ye may believe that Jesus is the

Christ, the Son of God ; and that believing ye may
have life in his name '

(2031 ). Here faith occupies
* For the possible interpretation of the words n*n* m<T ira

(Gn 2214) as a proverb
' In ine mountain (? e uheri perplevilx !>

at il* height) Jah\\ch will provide,' see C .J Ball in SHOT
note ad loc Cf. Zee 47,

t Cf also Ac 14

t Cf. also the use of vta-nutty for saving- faith in Christ, in Mk
942 1532.

^
Cf. Mt 813, Mk 536 0S3 24, IJfc 850.
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a fundamental place Its essential object is defined
to be the belief that Jesus is

* the Chiist, the Son of

God/
Once a?ain the conclusion is reinforced that the undefined * to

believe* is practically a synonym for 'to be a Christian.' In-

deed, it maj be inferred from the NT usage generally of rto-reuetv

that before the disciples were called ' Christians' (Ac 112<>), they
\\ere designated

' believers
' *

(at Tia-rsuovrK is used as a participle
in Mk (H2, but as a subst. perhaps in Ac 5*4b

' And believers \\ ere

the more added to the Lord ') Sometimes me-ru is used m an

equivalent sense (e g Ac l&\ 1 P 1^1, Rev 171* , cf the use of

Tic-ros in Jn I27), and atta-rot occurs in th* r/po-i'.i. - ^e of

'unbelievers' (e.y 2 Co 46 G"f , cf. Jn 2027, M ,
_,, \iA <_ ;,

Lk

-*"L- Ti
, -rt.U .SO-, J. i i'^, M.UU. c/l

*yo'i*rTo,, UA UULIC iuijun ^*>i,u

s-'fa 1431 163 Lk 12-a*) , fa*anrrt t 'little faith,' occurs Mt
17A

5. Some characteristics of the Johannine con-

ception of 'faith.* The fundamental conception
of * faith

'

in the Foui th Gospel coincides with that

of the other NT writers ; it consists essentially in

tmstful self-committal to Christ and His salvation

Only it is conceined less than in the Synoptics
with the appropriation of directh , *u -"

,

'

alief ;

it moves lather in the sphere /,
'

<. and
eternal facts, and directs itself more exclusively
to the Person of Christ. Trust in God and in Chi kst

are equated (14
1
) ; faith characterizes those who

recognize His Divine mission (cf. also 1630), and

they are described as those 'who believe in his

name. 5 The result of faith is an <u knoulod^Tiiern
of Clnist's unity with the Father . l">* 1 1

1

',

Faith (irto-reiJetJ') and knowledge (ytfyvt&ffKeiv) are
* '

,
'

.

" '
ideas in the Fourth Gospel (cf. 659

7 < ! fcher they express the same truth
looked at from, diffeient sides.

* To know '

(yiyvdcr-

Kw] in the Johannine language e\pio--e- the per-

ception of eternal truth ; 'to >'*lic\e, u- temporal
discovery and appiopiiation. The former is there-

fore the fruit 01 the latter (cf. esp. 1038 ' believe

. . . that ye may know 5

). The intellectual ele-

ment is thus the product of a moral act, and is

conditioned by it. Faith is not the result of logical

operations, hut is due to the Divine v., Vrj; 'I'
1

'No man can come to me, except the 1 ., "i-" * I
1

i

sent me draw him '). \Yhere faith is not attained,
this is due to the distraction exercised by lower and
earthly ambitions or ideals

(

c

glory one of another,*
5"

14
}, or the deliberate choice of darkness rather

than light (3
19

, cf. v. 21
}. Trust is also shown to be

characteristic of a real faith, which does not need
*

signs,
7 and has lisen above the necessities of

*

sight
'

(20^).
The boon which faith appropriates

is eternal life (5
24

).

Theie is evident in the treatment of faith char-
acteristic of the Fourth Gospel a spirit of protest
against the false and exaggerated views of know-
ledge that were beginning to affect the Church.
The subtle and peivasivc danger of Gnosticism,
with its dangerous gloiLfication of <i ruereh in-

tellectual knowledge. <I
TK! its eontompt iui s-impV

faith, had to be met. This was oih < Led in rl-p

Fourth Gospel,
fi on the one hand by deepening the

idea of knowledge to the knowledge of experience
'

(which is the fruit of simple faith), 'and on the
other by insisting upon the immediate entiance of

eveiy believer into the possession [of salvation.' f
The writer of the Fourth Gospel 'would indeed
have believers know what they believe, and who
He is in whom they put their trust, and what He
has done for them, and is doing, and will do in and
through them ; but this is not that they may know
these things simply as intellectual propositions,
but that they may rest on them in faith, and know
them in. personal experience.'t Nothing is more

*
01 <w<rTswr*v s

-

(=rthose who had turned to Ctirist In trustful
reliance) is perhaps used as a subst. in such passages as Ac 2-*4

4-*2,2ThliHe4
^^^

t B. J3 Warneld in Hastings' DJ? i. 836 (art 'Faith').
$ Warfield, ifc

characteristic of the Johannine Conception than
the insistence on the present experience and partici-

pation in eternal life of believers. 'He that be-

lieved hath eternal life
5

(3
36 524 647 ; cf Un

314 is
511-13). ^e mhentance of the true Chiistian

was not merely a future boon, though the futuie
had in store for him a greater glory than that of

the present, but the simple believer, by the mere
act of faith, was aheady placed on a plane of life to

which no knowledge could attain.
5

It is worth noting in this connexion that B.\S$UK. (which like

Turns is emploved in the LXX to translate n|lDN) seems to be
used in the Fourth Gospel m the sense of

"

t

' '

rectititde, rather than with the meaning
In 1W lb

xetpts %a. t fas.Qsia, = nD1 IDH or rUlDKI IDH, and by
& /Mice, IS to " " -

_' >

obligatory re .
-

.
- ",,';' -

>

the phrase TOISIV TV <k> /,0st*v = *
to do the nght,^ e. io act consci-

entiousU , also 8^ -w 45 46 1717 14
} and possibly also m W> 17

15-6 IG1 '* IS37* in all which passages Ihe connotation seems to
be a tnojal one (' faithfulness,' 'rectitude ) rather than a purely
intellectual one ('truth').

6. The Johannine and Pauline conceptions of
* faith' contrasted. This is not the place for an
extended review of the Pauline view of faith, but
one 01 two salient points of contrast with the
Johannine may be briefly indicated. The different

method of piesentation in each case is explained by
the diffeient circumstances nnder which each was
foimulated. In the inteiests of spiritual religion
the Apostle of the Gentiles was forced to wage tm-
< u r

ii]'ioii):->Ir'<i
v, ar with Jewish legalistic concep-

ih'ii- of it !ii;iori and prejudices in favour of their

own privileged religious position, which (naturally
enough) were ingrained in the Jewish conscious-

ness, and threatened to pass over into the Chiistian
Church.t As \ _. 'i^f T- wish |)ii\ik^c siml chan-
tages, St. Paul v " -i and iiMini<'i i^d tlio jiioiir

pimciple that in the domain of salvation there is

no distinction between Jew and Gentile, and that
the Jew has no other i i^hi'-ou-no than that which
comes through faith in Jesus Christ (Gal 37f-)> being
in !hi- jc-j)0( L in exactly the same position as the
Onule I

V
CT. Ro 330

). Fiom this certam important
results follow* (1) That f no man is justified by
the law' (Gal 216 311

, Ro 320), and (2) that fi a man
is justified by faith alone, apart from works of law.'

This^ thesis v. - -?(
"il'T'j developed by St. Paul

in^hN ^i(\Ll
"

jib ' '
I u> absolute sufficiency of

this x\ in^r .;l!l ii is above all shown in the contem-

plation of its object
'
It is because faith lays hold

of Jesus Christ, who was delivered up for our tres-

passes and was raised for our justification (Ro 425
),

and makes us the possessors of the i inh! OOU-IKS-, of
God through Him, that there is no H-oni ior any
lighteousne&s of our own in the ground of our
salvation (Ro IO3, Eph 2s

)

'

(Warfield). See, further,
JUSTIFICATION".
On the other hand, the Johannine presentation is

determined by an environment of different circum-
stances. The false emphasis laid on a merely
intellectual knowledge had to be met. Hence the
insistence in the Fouith Gospel on the true know-
ledge of Christian experience which is the fruit of
a simple faith. It is regarded n- a p'ociou- and
permanent present possession. Biiol'v n maybe
said^

that *
faith with St. John is rather contem-

plative and philosophic, where with St. Paul it is

active and enthusiastic. ':

7. The place of * faith' in the teaching of
Jesus. Christ no less than St. Paul combated the
prevailing tendency among the Jews to rest in a

*
Teaching of Jesus, I p 2,39 (En<r. tr ) God'? faithfulness to

His promibCb, as shou n esp in bicssfng His people, is an attribute
constantly iriMsted on in the OT.

t A* has already been pointed out above,
'

failh
'
\\u-, rtirard <1

in Jewish circles as of the highest roligio J-> s^'iificancc j-'id

\aluo ; onlv, in the background of the Jexvibh mind there always
lurked the consciousness of pmilege and superiority.

J jSanday-Headlam,
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position of privilege (cf Mt 39
, Ro 217

). But the
dominant charactei istic of Hit, teaching, <,

- i. i '
' "

both m the Synoptics and in the Fourth \ -]/
I

-

the consistent way in which He strives to draw all

faith to Himself. Even \shen His language is

geneial in character (Mk II-2
,
Mt 21 22

} Mk 9-4,
Lk

18s
), He speaks in a way that necessarily faxeb

attention upon His own Person as God's unique
representative on eaith. T, ->' ''_

n

signi-
ficance of the so-called <: ! ,

-
. , ; ,

-
,,lready

been pointed out above. This conies out especially
in such a passage as Mt 92

,
where healing of the

body is conjoined with the claim to forgive sins.

That Christ is the proper object of this
spterio-

logical faith is
n '""

-ested even in the

Synoptic accoun
"

,
-

. , Mt 186 [||
Mk 942],

Lk 750 j cf. Lk Z4&45
). It is in the Fourth Gospel,

however, in the intimate discourses of Jesus which
aie there preserved, that the fullest account is

given of the teaching of our Lord on this subject
Here, as is natural, faith in its higher aspects is

consistently and abundantly set forth, as reflected
and mirrored in the recolTection of the disciple
whom Jesus loved.

5 In the Fourth Gospel we are
confronted with the personal testimony of the dis-

ciple who was uniquely fitted both b\ u inponmionr,
and by character to receive and 'assimilate the

deepest thoughts of his Master.
The testimony of the Fourth Gospel on this sub-

ject cannot be iij-r- ,!',;.;,' \\ summed up than
in the words of AN ,, <:

' In these discourses, too, T - * -" to bind men
to Him by faith. The chief .

, consonantly
with the nature of the discourses recorded, much more prevail-

ing stress is laid upon the higher aspects of faith, and we see
Je&us starving- specially to attract to Himself a faith consciously
set upon eternal good In a number of instances we find our-

1 .,' -.there asm'?* ^ 'i.-j i - (i-"*
*"

. '* < J
- - -the same irroi .^'o.

1

, L'cii-
where He offers Himself as the object of i .* -

>T
<l

'

in- i.,ii,i

in Himself for the highest concerns of the soul. But every-
where He begins at the level at which He finds His hearers, and
* *

-
" " '

i

' '

1 ese higher things. It is so that He deals
N. '

i i
s ; HI Nicodemus (3

12
) ; and it is so that He

deals constantly' with the Jo\\*>, e\ LTV \\heie roq'iitiii^ faith in

Himself for eternal life (5-'*
& -'* fr -a 17 rJs^ IQX ,J<,

j KJ),

declaring that faith in Him is the certain outcome of faith in

their owi .^ I.ML .11 i(,V'
ft

"),
- duuiuL'l I- 1 iK witness borne

Him by <i i -i II -. i <rr :.
xsui ^ (_j- *

-f
;, ii L-II Vu <1 M uI

is indeed !'lev 1 o I ATP frsr'n ri (rOil (V> '^i>'
1 '*?>' | _>-!*) -^ij

is the one thing which God requires of them (G
2
^), and the

failure of which will bring them eternal rum (318 5^8 g64 324).
When dealing with His followers, His primary care was to build

up their faith in Him. Witness especially His solicitude for
their faith m the last hours of His intercourse with them. For
the faith they had reposed -ri TT n- TTV n ' \n\-~> thanks to God
(178), but He is still nursing i"< fii.'h (loO preparing for its

increase through the events u> come ( ,J
''

U'"') and \\ith almost

passionate eagerness claiming it at their hands (14*
JO 11

ijj

Even after TT - * - " * *" - e find Him restoring the faith of

the wavere1
"

. i A "I -which pronounce a special bless-

ing on those who should hereafter believe on
*

-- i

'

evidence words whose point is not fully caught i, u
that they contain an intimatior of , v .'o 1

'
^i IMP \po-ilo- as,

like His own, bringing men to farn s
1 H u (17

''

-i)
'

The fundamental position of faith in the Chris-

tian religion, which is so strikingly expressed and

imp]:< (1 rinvvirV-iTt the whole NT literature, justi-
fies i!i n,-Mi< H'n of the old and new covenants as
the ages before and after the

s 'omi f

ij' of f, I'll*

(Gal I23- 25
). At the same time ri M.-\ h.vl l<'< n

prepared for this historically by i 'if <. :: -HSM JIIK <
-

of tlie time. The more the fulfilment of Israel's

national hopes by special Divine interposition
seemed to lecedc, the more stress was laid upon
the necessity of trust and faith in the Divine order-

ing as a religious duty.
LnriiAiciiE A comprehensive treatment of the whole sub-

ject, will be found in B B Warfield's art ' Faith '
in Hastings'

DB To the literature there cited add R J Knowling, Ep r,i

SLJame&G&H&p xluff ,33ff ,
R St J Parry, JhscvAStonoftf.e

Ep of St Jame? (1903), p 43 ff , J R Ilhng\vonh, Reason ansl

ftewJahon (1902), p 204 ff
,

Christian Character (1904), p
63 ff

,
G Femes, Growth or ChitHttan tfarth (1905), W Herr-

mann, Faith and MoraL (1904) p 7ff See also artt BELIEF,
DOL-BT, JUSTIFICATION, RLCHUEOI IS.NFSS. Q H. BOX._____

FAITHFULNESS. The quality of being faith-
ful. 'Fidelity/ in the sense of tmstwoitlimeys, is
a synonym; so albo 'loyalty,' *ion-*iaiuy.' The
thought is not piimanly of "belief entertained
(although that is latent) ; rather of right conduct
which, ,,

'

'rom right motive, demands and
receives

'

. and approval. Thus George
Eliot (Span. Gtpsij, v

)

' The deepest hunger of a faithful heart
Is faithfulness

'

The noun does not occur in the Gospels. There
is, however, allusion to those in whom the quality
(irKTTQTTjs) is conspicuous ; they are the s faithful

'

(irurrot) of Mt 2445 25-1 - 23
3 Lk 124 '-2 16 10-U Tvkere the

word Tri<TT6s has the meaning of l>t iin
tu iru^i\\ 01 ill v 111

the discharge of duty. It is then conduct, "not
their creed, to which attention is specially directed.
At the s_ame time it should be remaiked that the

TrtcrroTTjs implied (certainly in Mt 2445 2o21 J3
, Lk

1242) is clo&ely bound up with an allegiance owned
and recognized. It is suggestive of faith which,
becau&e genuine, compels to loyal obedience, and
cannot but issue in woiks ('Lajoi qui n'agrit point,
est-ce une foi sincere ?

'

Kacine). The trusty are
the trustful (cf. T */

" ' " *
\ ""55) ; and it is

1

* ' '

e T able to cling
i external to themselves who are most

< . , ; their lives should be spent in useful
service. See FAITH. H. L. JACKSON.

FALL. The various questions suggested in re-

gard to the relation of the Fall to Jesus Christ may
be treated under the following heads :

i. The Messianic element in the story of the Fall,
u. The Fall in its bearing on the work of Christ in (!) the

Incarnation, ; 2 1 -i . ', >

in. The Fall in its 1 *
I '< -

i v r -

iv. Our Lord's own ', (' i ,. , 01 , \* -pels) on the
FaH.

i. THE MESSIANIC ELEMENT IN THE STORY OF
THE FALL. It is not within the scope of this

Dictionary to discuss 11 10
;.
M i,.l character of the

OT narrative of the 1 , 1 i \\ o may here simply
assume as accepted the view that in Gn 3 we have
an account, cast in Hie jji'loiiul foim character-
istic of the period to ftliii Ii u In 'long-, of the begin-
ning of human sin, "with its attendant evils of

suffering and death. Whatever opinion may be
held as to the literary materials and composition
of the narrative, it commends itself as in all essen-

tial fe ^ .' - n r.^i'i
1 ,^ .vd authoritative record of

great I.I'IL.IMM MI. 1 i. *-ML human life and history ;

and its Divine inspiration is sufficiently attested

by the piofound tiuthfulness and significance of
its moral and religioun teaching.
In the midst of this story of sin and judgment

we find the first ]>iomN(
k of re-toia1iori, and thus

the Divine purpog-e ot rod erupt ion i- brought into
association with the xory bognmrngs of human
evil.

* I will put oiimiiv bei \vccn then and the

woman, and between thy MM! and hor seed: it

shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his

heel' (Gn 315
). That this utterance contains the

germ of Messianic prophecy cannot be doubted ;

but care must be taken to make^ neither too much
nor too little of this element in it, and to inieipret
the pa^jigc in accordance with sound principle^ of

hu-ioricjil exegesis, with due reference to the con-

text, and to the general characteristics of OT pro-

phecy.
The embodiment of this ProtevangeUum

in flu primitive rclijriou-* tradition, and in the in-

Allied ict'onl of it, i- tc>iunony to the fact that
I lie Dhinc jnupo-o of redemption is coeval with
tlio o\i-l(ni(e or human sin. 1'rom the time when
the consciousness of guilt and eormption fbwfe'

dawned in the human heart, there was also present
the hope of restoration, and of man's ultimate

triumph over those powers of evil by which he had
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been temporarily vanquished. This is the germ of

which all the redemptive promise and prophecy of

the OT are the development. Three progressive
ideas may be traced in the teaching

"

(1) Under the symbolism of the ^ !

which the serpent species is regarded, there is con-

veyed the truth that there would be continual and

deadly conflict between the human race and the

powers of evil, each seeking to destroy the other.

(2) The hopeful element in the struggle is indi-

cated, and man's final victory suggested, by the

specific way in which the conflict is described '

It

shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his

heel.' (3) There underlies the statement with re-

gard to mankind in general the remoter and deeper
ti^-iifh fi.'xc j-.pplicable to the representative Man,
i' ami t In ouj/h whom the warfare was to be brought
to a crisis and a victorious issue.

The order of these points may also be taken as

iiLilio.'itmx the line along \\hidi the full meaning of

tlie siyTi.: would unfol-1 It -.oil It is one of those

pregnant utterances of revelation whose content is

giaclually lealized and defined by the progress of

events. The Messianic ideas contained in it are as

yet vague and general, yet real
; rudimentary, but

fundamental ; implicit lather than explicit ; yet
enough to keep a spark of hope alive, and to inspire
faith and effort till clearer light came in the provi-
dential unfolding of God's redemptive plan.

ii THE FALL IN RELATION TO THE WORK OF
CHRIST. The fact of man's fallen condition, of

which the narrative of Gn 3 is the historical ex-

planation, i^ the reason ttf&tre of redemption, and
thus the Tall is very closely related to the whole
work of Christ at every point. But it is with the
effects rather than with the manner or history of

the Fall that the gospel is supremely concerned,
and after the story has once for all been given at
tiie beginning of revelation, it is thereafter but
little leferred to in Scripture, and is scarcely
evei brought into direct relation with redemption,
except in two classical passages in the writings of
St. Paul, viz. in Ro 5 and 1 Co 15. Our attention
will here be confined to those points hi which the
Fall comes into more direct relation with the work
of Christ, or in which the fall of man in Adam and
his restoration in Christ serve to illuminate each
other.

1. The relation of the Fall to the Incarnation.
The question here raised is between the two

views expressed respectively by the words of

Augustine,
J Si J > , ;, t

"'"
' *

Dei^ non
&}&et incarnatus.

3

, \ : , i

' 'Etiamsi
homo nonpecasset, Deus tamen incarnatits esset licet

non cruetfxus.* The common belief has hitherto
been that the whole mission and work of Christ
were solely conditioned by the Fall. But the other
view with regard to the Incarnation, maintained
by the Scotists in the Middle Ages and by other

distinguished thinkers, has of late gained fresh

currency, especially in connexion with modern
evolutionary philosophy. The relation of the Fall
to the Incarnation determines the place of the
latter in the plan of redemption, and opens up the
question whether the Incarnation was subsidiary
to the Atonement, or the Atonement a develop-
ment and modification of the Incarnation.

(i.) The vio\v thai an Incarnation was, independ-
ently of sin, the consummation of God's purpose
in relation to mankind, has been supported by argu-
ments which can here only be briefly mentioned.

(a) The metaphj sical argument that a possibility of becoming
man must have existed eternally in the being of God, otherwise
no Incarnation could have taken place. In other words, there
was in God a self-disposition

'
for incarnation, a necessity

(ethical, not metaphx sical) for God, who is love, to make a per-
fect self-communication to His moral and spiritual creatures

(&) The ver> conception of the Mediator in redemption implies
a necessary and eternal relation both to God and to man, which,
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e\ en apart from sm, would have found its issue m incarnation.

The Mediator is necessary for the perfecting of the world no less

than for its redemption, and has a cosmical significance wider
and deeper than His work as Redeemer

(c) As Christ is necessary for the world's pi r ;, , o- I -

Incarnation ma> be held to be involved in the < v i
^ ! k, c

the world.' This is the counterpart of the preceding argu-

ments, and is as old as Irenseus. It means that man has in his

\ ery nature a need and a capacity for Christ, corresponding to
~ "

'

love, and this quite apart from sm
,tion solely on the need of redemption,

is to make Christ a means and not an end in Himself, or, in more
modern language, to reduce the most glorious manifestation of

God for th i"
" -* 1"

'"aamty to an expedient contingent
upon the > . I I of sin. In Christ alone, as the

centre and end, is tii e m^ne^t !' -
" '

*
>

'

this

, r, ., Mi F'alljth.
- -i - ' *'m

(e) These somewhat speculative lines of reasoning are not
without Scripture warrant. In - -- _ - as Coll15ff and

Eph 19 10*- we have at least a - ji -
i -i grand Chnsto-

centnc plan for the universe, antecedent to, and occupying a

plane quite above, the contingency of human sm Christ is

here presented in relation to the Universe as
' the firstborn of

all creation,* vn whom and unto whom all things were created,
in whom all things hold together, and who becomes also ' the

head of the body, the Church,' and 'the firstborn from the

dead.' It was God's eternal purpose
' to sum up all things in

Christ,'
'm whom also we were made a heritage

'

(cf also JnH
He 12, 1 Co 86, Rev 31-* etc ). Redemption ib here presented as

, , l .

* h forms a harmomo .- ,><.iu i>{ . ', iu< i plan.
<.

-
..

' the Alpha and the O 1

1 'I. i i LU . * i the

end of creation, the beginning and TI.C < o.'sun r ipfor o iod's
eternal purpose

(ii.) The commonly received view that the Incar-

nation is simply a necessary part of the woik of

redemption, is supported by thepnmafacie teach-

ing of Scripture
' The Son of man came to seek

and to save' (Lk 1910
) ; 'God sent foith his Son

. . . that he might redeem' (Gal 44f .) These are

examples of innumerable passages which represent
the mission of Christ in this light. But to this it

may be answered that, though
* * ""

actually the Incarnation has taken

aspect, and is naturally and properly so presented
in the Gospel, another view of it, under different

conditions, is not excluded, of which, as we have
seen, \\ e are in fact permitted brief glimpses m a
wider field of vision.

(iii } Both the foregoing views may be united
and harmonized in what is really the truest and
deepest conception, viz that God's purpose is an
eternal and unchangeable unity, and every part of

it, as wrought out m history, must be regarded as

haying its proper place in relation to the whole.
It is by a Y " "

.

" "

\ absolute being
and counse '

. at all questions
as to what might have been done under other con-
ditions. The view of the question before us which
is most worthy of a true (*< i IVi of God, and
which at the same time j ^iu *. ui 1 ilie broad
teaching of Scripture i^> th , . i i i \

'

M I '. n , i * coun-
sels of IJim \ilio sees the end from the ": .

"

"M

Redemption is wrought into the very
God's eternal purpose, all parts of which Crea-
tion, Redemption, Incarnation, Atonement, the
Final Consummation, hang together harmoni-
ously as integral and correlated elements in one
homogeneous*, peifect, and -- ^ ->-

_ ,V. u dty.
The question as to the relati"- ii

, . I , , s-.the
Incarnation thus resolves itself into that of the
place of the Fall in God's plan of the world ; and
we need not hold with hyper-Calvinists that sin
was foreordained, in order to believe that the Fall,
foreseen and permitted, enters into an intimate
and essential relation to the whole of the Divine
plan. In this plan Incarnation holds a central

place, and its redemptive significance is one aspect
of a wider relation to the world, as the means for

perfecting^
as well as for redeeming the human

race. This view preserves the place of Redemption
in the foreground of God's revealed plan, avoids
the necessity of conceiving any change in the
Divine purpose contingent upon sin, and at the
same time gives the incarnation, that eosmieal
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1 ' ' r
. worthy of its tianscendent character.

I -i -is central aad supreme, and the whole
scheme of Redemption is presented in a true per-

spective, more in harmony with the requirements
of modern thought.

2. The relation of the Fall to the redemptive
work of Christ. In the distinctively soteriological

aspects of Christ's woik, we are brought at once
into close relation to the Fall. We have here
to consider (i ) the reality and general nature of
the Fall, as seen in the light of Redemption ; and
(n ) the main points of detail in which the Fall and
the redeeming work of Christ explain and illustrate

each other.

(i. ) The doctrine of the Fall is vital to the Chris-
tian system ; the reality and general nature of the

by the reJemptive work of Christ. This aspect of

Christ's woik, which occupies in Scripture the fore-

most place , is everywhere represented as rendered

necessary by something grievously abnormal in the
condition of the human race. The Scripture doc-
trine of sin as absolute evil ; man's universal sin-

fulness,
*

";,*<--. and state of spiritual death,
which form the very basis of Redemption ; the

representation of mankind as 'lost,' 'alienated'
from God, and yet capable and worthy of being
redeemed and restored ; all this, as so abundantly
presented and

'

,

"

": -onnexion with the

atoning work c (
,- the strongest con-

firmation of the doctrine that man has fallen from
a higher condition. Whatever may be said as to

the Incarnation (see 1, above), it is clear that the

great
' ' 1

. fact of the Atonement, with all

the suffering ana sacrifice which it involved, can

only be accounted for at once by the dignity and
the degradation of man, in other words, by the
Fall.

(11. ) This is borne out by the more specific teach-

ing in regard to the Fall in its relation to the work
of Christ in Ro 512-21 and 1 Co 1521 ^ 45'49

. The
general and clear line of argument in the former

passage brings ou
1 '" p

'-"
1

"
1

i." 1

:

Adam's act of '

'

. .all men in

(a) Sm, and (6) Death. By sin is here meant both
actual sinfulness {' for that all sinned,' v. 1

-), and a
condition of liability to penally <\on Jipart from

personal transmission (v "') I lh- Intiei, however,
is not to be held in any sense as personal participa-
tion in 01 lesponsibility for Adam's offence, though
it is the transmitted effect of it (see below). Death
here rj -Niii 'i*lv means physical death in the first

place (as m v. l

*j, but mosi piolvilily includes also

spiritual death. On the other linnd, though the

analogy is not fully expressed, it i- C
1

' JIIA IMP.!ii -1

that in the same way Christ's SH' 01 ' ' /> /
"

brings (a) Justification and (6) Life ; and in view
of the emphatic reiteration, in various forms, of the

surpas^ing fulness of Redemption in vy.
15-17

, we
jnay include under the-e terms: negatively, de-

liverance from ymlt, from sin itself, and" from
death-, and poMti\<

4

ly, tJie bestowment of judicial
and actual ny/iieoifxTt'

1

^, and of spiritual and
eternal hfe.
Another question raised in this connexion is

concerned with the preci&e moral relationship
between Adam and his posterity on the one hand,
and between Christ and His people on the other.

Adam and Christ (Hhe second Adam*) are re-

presented as standing in an analogous i elation to

mankind, forming the basis in the one case of uni-

versal sin and death, and m the other of restora-

tion for believers. In regard to Adam it has been

variously held (1) that the relation between him
ami hi- po-terity was virtually one of identity;
mankind Mimed in him and therefore share his

guilt; (2) that the relation is representative or
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federal, Adam acting on behalf of his descendants ;

and (3) that the i elation is natural, the evil effects
of Adam's fall being communicated to the race
iiooi.ji

1
! the ordinary channels of heredity. The

-lid Mi*u preserves any elements of truth in the
other two, while it best explains the facts in har-

mony with true ethical pi inciples. The transmitted
effect of Adam's sin consists mainly of the lo&s of
moral balance, an ir

v "
:

J
"". . . f heart and

will towards evil, a not a total

inability^,
for goodness. Though men are not per-

sonally implicated in^the guilt of Adam's trans-

gression, their condition involves demerit and
necessitates redemption.* Turning to the other

side, though we aie not warranted in carrying the

analogy too far, we find on th
' '

<~" 'ist (1) a
relation of identity with the . i the In-

carnation ; (2) a representative or covenant relation
with His people (see 2 Co 521 etc.), based on the one
side on God's free grace, and on the other on
believers' voluntary acceptance of it (Ro 517

) ; and
(3) a vital union between Christ and believers by
which new life is impaited and the evil effects of

the Fall counteracted (Jn 151 "6
etc.).

Christ is thus a new beginning for the fallen

race, a fountain of life and righteousness, as Adam
was of death and sin. Adam was a tiue t

figure of

him that was to come,' a type based not on mere
analogy, but on deep and real correspondences
between his relation as '

psychical* parent to his

natural descendants, and Christ's relation to His

people as the * second Adam/ the '

spiritual* ori-

ginator of a legeneiated race f
iii. THE FALL IN .RELATION TO THE PERSON OF

CHRIST. The Fall of Adam, as we have seen, in-

troduced into the nature of all descended from him
a fatal taint of sin, an insuperable moral dis-

ability. The question now before us is, How did
Jesus Christ, the new Adani, as a true member of

the fallen race, escape this evil influence 9 That
Christ in His nature and Person was absolutely
free from sin, is one of the clearest and most gener-
ally admitted as well as most vital facts of the

gospel. Born into the world in the line of human
descent, sharing human nature otherwise in its

fulness, how was Jesus alone unaffected by the
common heritage of sin ?

The full answer to this question lies hidden in

the mystery of the Incarnation ; but an indication

of the line m which the solution lies is given in the

great fact of the Virgin Birth of our Lord, The
historical reality of this part of the Gospel nana-
tive has been assailed by modern criticism, but the

doctrine still retains its place in the best philosophy
of the Incarnation, and the truth has been rather

confirmed than otherwise by impartial -1 udy of the

records. As a fact, the biuh of Je-u^ in a super-
natural manner commends itself i j

' '.." '\ in

keeping with the whole scheme of *><! i .

_
(1)

It indicates a new departure, a fresh nu rn" 1

;.

the introduction into the human race 01 i) m *

element, and marks a break in the normal and
fatal continuity of spiritual helplessness and decay.
(2) It suggests, though it does not fully explain*
means by which Christ could become true man and
yet be preserved from the hereditary effects of the
Fall. The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and
the powei of the Most High shall overshadow thee :

wherefore also that which is to be born shall be
called holy,_ the Son of God' (Lk I3*). Those who
deny the Virgin Birth have si ill fo <\j)T.'i7'i the

equally miraculous fact of the npj '(\UJITKO of this

single exception to the universal siiitulness of

mankind. The manner of Christ's birth, as re-

*Note KUatpratoi in BO 519 and "ra.f>&r~auM., <voe,f>.peifft; in

W.1-* 15 18
r
see Fairbairn, Christ in Modern Theology, p 312

t See full and suggestive drawing out of the analogy in Fair-

bairn's Christ tn Modern TIteology, pp. 311-313.
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corded in the Gospels ot Mt and Lk., is so fully in

harmony with His unique personality and charac-

ter, that, though we cannot fully understand, we
may at least be satisfied that all form parts of one
Divine plan, and thus the moial nniacle and the

physical mutually support one another. See art

VIRGIN BIRTH.
iv. THE TEACHING OF CHRIST AND OF THE

GOSPELS ON THE FALL. Our Loid makes no refer-

ence to the story of the Fall in all His recorded

teaching, His only allusion to our
^first parents

at all being the general statement in connexion
with marriage (Mt 194 ,

Mk 106 }. But the doctrine

of the Fall underlies the whole teaching of Christ

on sin and redemption, and is particularly con-

firmed and illustrated in the following points :

(1) The universal **. f'
T

, ** of man. This is

taken for crrant-^l 1' y 'scj, being evil, know/
etc. (Mt 7 -, Lk II 1

*;. Tins truth is involved in the
whole character of our Lord's mission and teaching.
See also Jn I29 87. (2) The imoardness of sin.
c Out of the heart come forth evil thoughts,

J

etc.
e
. . . These are the things which defile the man '

(Mt
1519- 30 and ||). Cf. also Mt 521

'28
, Mk 105

} Lk B45.

(3) The deep radical character ofhuman evil.
c Ye

must be born anew' (Jn 37 and v. 3
). (4) The

hereditary disability of human nature. 'That
which is boin of the flesh is flesh,

3

etc. (Jn 36
; cf.

I 13
). (5) Jesus '

. ,

r \ i "i-- 1 " ; Mlicates clearly His
view as to the <> /.*' <' and value ofman.
' What shall a ' "

I
" ' if he shall gain the

whole world, and forfeit his life?
3

(Mt 16-6). Cf.

Lk 1510
, Mt 1212

, etc. ; and the general '.
,

< V <.
r

Jesus as to the Fatherhood of God. (6,1 !

may be said to be pictured for us more -pet ifit jiPy
in the parable of the Prodigal Son (Lk 1 V r

i ami
the coriexpending parables of the Lost Sheep and
the Lost Piece of Money in the same chapter.
(7) Generally the whole mission of Christ to ransom
men (Mk 1U4

>), to save (Mt I21 , Lk 1910 etc.), and
to restore to Divine Sonship (Jn I12), is founded

upon the doctrine of the Fall and the state of ruin

resulting from it, combined with splendid possi-
bilities of restoration through grace.

*
.

* o ty* : . , in \ I,- - ^ '
..

E" V
'. ,- ; ', < * JTi-vI ( ., ,,,_,... .,

those of JDillmann, Gunkel, and Driver.
On Fall and Incarnation : Dorner, Person of Christ, vol. iii.

pp 361-369, -vol. v. pp. 236-248
' " ""

Doctntie, vol in. pp. 2S3-299 ;

'

pp. 258-263; Orr, Christian , .

TV'esteott, The Gospel of Creation.
On Adam and Christ Belative sections of treatises on Syste-" T "

_ - '-."": er, Hodge, Orr's Chi i&tian View ;
1 i- '' '

.

'

Theology-, also PaTii'-ITaidiam,
/'*

'

'. ", . <! i good Comment..nca Bov-chlacr,
*\ 7 Vheoloitfi \ol a.
On Virgi-i B rr'n , \v\ ? i>--,iu. ., of Christ Q,in<Lu, P.'i'npton,

Lectures:, (*' r. Hi /> ,+nt, I , < ft ^ a 1

! T ', c, 1 L'\< - of Christ ,

Griffith-Jo11 ' - 1-". t ffi/-,t'i,'i ('/,n^f
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FALSE CHRISTS. The term fev86xpurru or

peudo-Christs occurs only in Mk 1322
(cf 136)

=
Mt 24s4 (cf. 245

) Despite its omission in Mk. by
D, etc., it probably belongs to the original text of
the eschatological discourse. But this discourse
forms one of the sections in the Synoptic narrative
which are specially permeated by reflexions of the
Apostolic Church ; and even after a small Jewish
or Jewish-Christian apocalypse has been disen-

tangled from the discouise" the remaining logia,
of which this forms one, require to be carefully
scrutinized. They do not belong to the primitive
tradition of Christ's sayings. Over them lie traces
of the experiences of the early Christians during
the latter half of the seventh decade in Palestine,
when the political convulsion of the country was
accompanied by religious agitation and moral
crises of a strange nature. The 1st cent, of our era

was full of unrest for the Jews of Palestine. As
the pages of Josephus testify, one rival Messiah
followed another, each and all --nc co'li'i^ more
or less in kindling the passions oi 1'ic people

against the Roman authorities. These popular
leaders of revolt worked on the religious feeling
of the nation. Messianic fanaticism became un-

controllable, and enthusiasts seduced the ardent by
semi-political hopes (cf. Schurer, HJP I. n 20,

and Volz, Jud. Eschatologie, 209-210).

If the words 'in my name' (Mk^ 136=Mt 245
)

mean 'in the name of Jesus,' it is difficult to

understand them. For it is hard to think of any
Christians claiming to be Jesus. Christian false

prophets there might be, and were, but we have
no evidence during the 1st cent of pretenders to

the name of Jesus. False Christs in this sense

of the term are scarcely credible, though later

ages have furnished specimens of the type, as,

e.g., among some of the followers of C, '_' T"\
the Quaker, who was himself accused " * , r n

,

to be Christ Either, then, we must Su^jjuou biij.u

the phrase
' in my name ' has been inserted by the

Evangelists in order to stamp as Christian what
was ui^iriijlly a Jewish prediction, or the phrase
must be r.ik'M as equivalent to 'in the name of

Messiah,* as is implied in '

I am he.' False Christs

would thus be equivalent to false Messiahs (so Mk
1321, Mt 2423), and the logwn would be a warning
against the claims and pretensions of the numeious

impostors who swarmed in Palestine down to the

days of Bar Cochba (131-135 A.D ), their last repre-
sentative. It is in the light of this retrospect that
Justin Martyr (about 155 A D.) quotes this saying
in his Dialogue (82. 308 C) thus :

' Our Lord said

many false prophets and false Christs would come
in His name and deceive many ; which is the case.

5

The false prophets, of course, are the heralds of the
false Mes&iahs ; they guarantee the movement in
< !.- ! ( *i "i-\ '< ans of miracles. But occasionally
a ,,-< M --i (l 'i may have been, as Theudas was,
a false prophet as well. The Diclache, curiously
enough, omits all mention of false Messiahs,
though it notices the danger of false prophets
(xvi. 3 ; cf , however, what is said in xvi. 4 about
the appearing of the world-deceiver as Son of God).
The locale of the fal&e Messiahs (Mt 2426

) is

either the wilderness (cf. Ac 2138
), as in the ca&e

of Simon son of Gioras, or the inner chambers,
as in the case of John of Giscala (cf. 1 K 2030

)

alluding i

-o--"
1Vv ,'o the current idea that the

Messiah^ -i- '< r* M..I n hidden for some time pre-
vious to TTi- tipjt'MiuiHe in public. But whether
the one or tin oihoi happened to be chosen, the
salient point is that in either case the elect are
to be kept right by a wholesome scepticism.
'Christiana, at Israel's great crisis, were to be
saved by unbelief in pseudo-Messiahs and pseudo-
prophets

*

(Expos. Gr. Test. i. 294) The situation
would also manifest the difference between cre-

dulity and faith. Desperate situations foster an
avid appetite for deliverance, which is too often
indifferent to the p.'irtiuilju quality of the aid
offered. But faitl i keeps i is head Belief in Chriht

imparts a sanity of judgment which makes men
cool even in emergencies. Finally, there is the

thought that miracles of themselves are no
guarantee of Divine authority
The allusion in Jn o43 may be, but is not neces-

sarily, to a single anti-Christ or pseudo-Christ,
who, however, comes in his own fiawe (cf. Lois\ ,

Le Quatrieme Evangilc, p. 416). Neither here nor
in Rev 1311 2010 have we to do with an epitome or
individual incarnation of the deceiveis foretold in
the Synoptic narrative. The plane of thought is

at once later and different.

LITKRAILRE In addition to the literature cited above, con
suit the critical editors on the passages in question ; and see
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V H. Stanton, The Gospels as Historical Documents, i. 125 ;

Kemi, Jesus of Nazara, v. 238 f.; and Bousset, The Antichrist

Legend, p. 103 f. J. MOFFATT.

FALSE PROPHETS. 1. For the understanding
of this expression in the NT, we must correctly
i 'i "'I the character of the false prophets of the
UJL io earlier writers these men were essentially
and consciously false, either prophets of false gods,
holders of opinions which did not agree with the
revealed character of Jehovah the God of Israel,
or men who knowingly spoke falsehoods in the
name of Jehovah. Modern biblical science takes
a more lenient view. It does not deny the exist-

ence of such as either possible or actual (Jer 28,
Ezk 131"9

), though in the matter of creed many of
them were probably

'

syncretistic
*

rather than

simply
* anti-Jehovistic

'

(A. B. Davidson). The
inajonty may be regarded rather as men accus-
tomed to the outward signs of the prophetic office,
the hairy mantle (Zee 134

,
cf. 1 K 1919), the

methods of prophetic instruction (Jer 28
10

), and the
use of the prophetic formula,

' Thus saith Jehovah '

(Jer 2325 31
, Ezk 136), but who had never come

under the influence
^of,

or had failed to remain in

personal contact with, the revealing Spirit 'who
spake by the prophets.' Hence the message they
gave was merely one that was agreeable to the
common thought of the people, whether it con-
cerned the internal condition and life of the nation
or its relation to surrounding States. It was prin-

cipally
in the ", ,

" *

period of Micah,
Jeremiah, and / , these prophet* of

smooth things, subject to no true tnil l)i\ine

revelation, came to be regarded as professional
tricksters, making a living out of their false pre-
dictions (Mic 35

,
Zee 134- 5

). But whether from the
desire of gain, or of public favour, these false

prophets expressed the optimistic, what would be

regarded as the patriotic, view of the state and
future of their country, and have been described
as e nationalistic rather than fr 1 = P

'
T* i = +1

!
: ~

opt
sm -

istic, nationalist outlook that -. i . -i . L !\ c \
;

.!, i
-

the reference in Lk 626, *in \

l

. -<ri'i * Mii'.ii <i.i"

their fathers (speak well) to the false prophets.'
The false prophets, as declaring the things the
nation wisheoV to hear, naturally succeeded in

JM*"
;

JJT ^.o-ieral approval and creaence. This is

!<' ; \\t\i\\ shown in Jer 613
'15 and Mic 211

, and is

(M'V'Ti.'.'ii !>y instances, not a few, in which the

apparently unpatriotic attitude of the true prophet,

compared with" that assumed by the false, resulted
in disfavour and even in persecution (1 K 22s7

, 2 Ch
1610 , Jer 202

) It was the false prophet, repre-

senting the national 'wish that is father to the
P.mi'J'i

'

->f vhom *all men spoke well.' Our
I o"l iliun'un 1 takes such as types of that ill-

deserved general approval which may be won by
flattery, by concealment of the truth, by the

denying or minimizing of danger and of retribu-

tion : methods denied to those who e are of the
truth.' This view ot talse prophecy as the saying
of things men wish to hear for the" hue of wrong-
doing,

3

is to be discerned m 2 P 22f
*, where the false

prophet is the analojjue of the false teacher, him-
self guilty of * lascivious doings' (cf. vv, 13"19 for the
character of this teaching).

2. The false prophets in the Christian Church
In the NT as in the OT, the prophetic ministry
must be regarded in its two branches as interpre-
tative of God's mind and as predictive. False

prophets of both these classes weie to be expected
in the Christian community. To grasp the signifi-
cance of the warnings against these men, the

importance of prophecy in NT times must be
borne in mind. Prophecy was a more important
gift than tongues (1 Co. 14), and the prophet is

in the list of officers associated with the Apostles,

taking, with this one exception, precedence of all
other ranks. The *-,roi iv.o'" <' of the prophet may
be seen m the ]>>"">/,>

t
< U), and m the part

played by him in the Montanibt movement.
Hence their truth or falbenebs, their faithful use,
or their abuse of the spiritual gift, was an im-
portant factor for the infant Church Hence our
Lord warns against them as 'wolves in sheep's
clothing' (Mt 715

), and St. John at the' end of the
Apostolic age repeats the warning (1 Jn 41

) In
the former case the refeience is apparently to
their unethical teaching; in the latter to their
denial or misinterpretation of the fact of the In-
carnation. Without using the name, our Lord
warns also against such men, as falsely juc di< tiiu
or announcing the Parousia (Mt 245'7

).

"

1 2 I* "2

stress is laid upon false teaching of an antinomian
character, the authors of which are called 'false

teachers,' but find their analogy in the 'false

prophets
'

of the OT.

T
i

> \n <r TT- -T PI;-* DBt art 'Prophecy and Prophets'
(p. 11'), Bo 't: o i, Jh Prophetic vn, apost. \

'" '','.
Zeitalter, Harnack, Lehre der Zwolf, ad xi. 5; - -'

-
> i.

[1S95] 1 , Stepos. Times, v. [1893] 122.

J. T. L. MAGGS.
FALSE "WITNESS. The prohibition in the Deca-

logue of bearing false witness was endorsed by
Christ (otf Tf/evdoiJLapTuptfffeLs, Mt 1918

[]). Oi'^-uilly
it dealt, not with

lying
in general, but " ir i '\ ir.jr

again-i <! '- n-."..
1

! < u:
|>i

i
1

*,
1

,!*- bocause this ib the
most J'II-.I.MU ..)"! 01 I, !- ,iiiO< (see Dale, Ten
Comn,''

'

,
* s I

1 -"*v : Was it merely for bieyity
that the limiting clause was dropped by Christ 9

or did it not rather imply a broadening and
deepening of the commandment ? Like other sins,

y/evdopapTvpiai, come fiom the heart (Mt 1519
).

\i 'l.i-ii 1 ": i!
1

, i\ 7i41 <-'._< 'nil before Caiaphas,
th' ( I* L jiri M - /!, i

1 ' M-'iiius council sought
(ttyrovv) false witness on which such a capital
charge might be based as would demand Pilate's

attention (Mt 26^
9
, Mk 14s5) ; us ^v ticelvQis ^56/cet

fAaprvplav, &$ d ry a\7]Qei$ i/sevdo/tapTvplay (Euthym
Zig; ) ; but th- k T . ,'n

-

,L
^

i - - -< 1 1 1 to mean more than
this. *Hlc (^rovv) ilia lalsorum testium exorta

copia
5

(Bengel). "VThih-noiniMnlh jud^i
T

i i

really pi o*oputoi a>tli<j ^lio^'cd by-! -, i .

the rule ihit v IIJK e <* for the defence bnoiuu JLuso

be called (see Westcott on Jn 1821
). Though many

false witnesses came (Mt 2660
) and bore false wit-

ness (Mk 1456), yet their witness agreed not together
(ifrcu cti fjLCLpTvplcLi o$K fja'cwy ib ), i.e. they weie not con-
sistent with each other, since it was necessary that
two at least should agree (Dt 176

), and witnesses
were examined ^epaiately, not in the presence of

each other (see Edersheim, Jesus the Messiah,, li.

560). Some (Erasmus, Grot, etc.) take ?<rat m the
sense of 'sufficient for the purpose, equal to the
demand for weighty evidence, and justifying con-
demnation ' The parallel words in Mt 2659* 60 lend
some support ('sought faLe witnes- H^aiu^t Ic^n-'

that they might put him to death; iind ihoyioimd
it not, though many false witnesses came*) ; but it

is a strong objection that ot>8 otfrctfs- for) is used
of the witness' of those who perverted His words
concerning the temple (Mk 14), which constituted
a very grave charge ; cf. Ac 6ltJ* u

(cf. Expositor's
Greek Testament on Mk I456 ).

Even the spies who constantly laid wait for Him
had caught up nothing to serve their purpose ; but
at last two false witnesses (Mt 2660 ; rives, Mk 1457)
came, who perverted certain words ^-pokeri at fhe
h( k

<rmniii|; of His ministry (Jn 219
) ; but then testi-

mony alno was not ?cr^. Taking the meaning as
* did not agree ^together,' the difference may per-

haps be traced in Mt. (StivaLfjLaL /carctXCtrat) ana Mk.
(eycb /caraXuo-oj) ; certainly the perversion is evident,
since they ascribed to Him that destruction which
He ascribed to the Jews. It has been inferred
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from Mt 2763 that the rulers knew the true mean-

ing ; but perhaps this is better referied to a know-

ledge of Christ's words in Mk 831 etc. This false

witness might have sufficed ; no other charge could

be so effective before the Roman Procurator as

that of being a fanatical seducer of the ignorant
populace, who might lead them on to wild tumul-
tuous acts ; while the claim that He would, or was
able to, rebuild the temple ^within three days
might be made to imply Divine or magical pre-
tensions (see Edersheim, op. cit. li. 559); but it also

broke down (oi; oOrws to"q $v 7] jtaprvpia aiirw^), cf.

Ps 27 12 35 11
.

On the law concerning false witness see Hastings
3

DB iv. 351a ; Edersheim, op. cit. ii. 558. Witnesses
who contradicted each other were^not considered
in Kabbmic law as false witnesses in the sense of

being punishable.
The Sadducees were less severe

than the Pharisees in the interpretation of Dt 19lbf
;

they held that the punishment should be inflicted

only if the falsely accused ha-"
'

whereas the Pharisees demanded
J>

.

sentence had been pronounced, whether it was
executed or not.

LITER\TURE Besides the works cited above, ref. may be
made to Taj lor Irmes, Trial of Jesus Chnst ; and Rosadi, Tnal
of Jesus, ad loo ; Schurer, HJP n i. 194 , Easpo&ttor, i xii

[1880] 276 L W. H. DUNDAS.

FAME. This term has had three meanings,
rumour, reputation, and posthumous renown. The
last is modern ; the Elizabethan usage lies between,
or may include, the other two. Bacon, who left a

fragment on the subject, and who loved to quote
the mythological idea of Fame as the daughter of

the angry Earth and the sister of the warring
Giants, understood by the Leim distuibing Rumour
a thing dangerous to governments. Milton, who

in an earty poem (Lycidas, 70 ff.) described 'the
last infirmity of noble minds,' in a late poem
analyzed the temptation to seek fame or glory, and
poured scorn on human judgments (Par. Reg. iii.

21-151). In the Gospels 1he iiiotmmu i^ simpler.
The term describes the ^>ii\i<iiKg ralk of the

admiring multitudes It is a thing
* ""

. , (

unrestrainable, and in no small degr \

to the authorities.

We are told that early in the ministry of Jesus
a fame of Him we^ i-

J '

> .
! lilee and the sur-

rounding country, MI- :
" *

\ , (Mt 4s4
, Lk 414

).

Special occasions were the restoration of a demoniac
(Mk I28

,
Lk 4s7) and the cleansing of a leper (Lk 515

,

cf. Mk I
45

). The First Gospel uses the term also
in connexion with the restoring of Jairus' dnnghtoi
and the giving of sight to two blind men (M I 9

' li

).

And, finally, this Gospel tells us that the fame
of Jesus affected Herod (Mt 141 RV 'report

'

cf.

Mk 614
,
Lk 97).

An examination of the Greek text shows that
in no two parallel passages is the same term used.
The term of the first two Gospels (except in Mt
9s6) is O.KO-/I (lit.

<

hearing' ; BV 'report'), used also
for * rumours' in the esclmtological discourse (Mt
246

, Mk 137}. St. Luke, however eschews this word,
and in his three passages uses three others : ^^
(lit,

'

speech'; RV C

fame/Lk 4M, so Mt9); Ijx

(lit.
' sound 3

j RV 'report,' Lk 4s7) ; and \6yo$ (lit.
e discourse

3

; RV 'report,' Lk 515
). And elsewhere

each Evangelist uses periphrasis. Thus we may
conclude that the idea expressed by these terms
was of an indefinite character. It included, in

varying degrees, such elements as curiosity, attrac-
tion, wonder, faith, worship
Tlh M |>Jij <!<>-, taken along with others that

nm< ! m*ii\ o\pro^- admiration or astonishment
_M' 7

N

1J !

I.V ,, orili.il relate U ic concourse and fol-

lowing of
>
multitudc> .Mk87 -y G Jl M 1046), show that

during His whole public ministry the acts of Jesus

arrested the gaze of men Not only in Galilee,

but in all the provinces of Palestine, and in cities

of Syria, men talked and speculated regarding a

new Figure tiiat was in their midst. A lew who
cherished sacred tradition believed that the Messiah
had come (Jn I

41 - 49 740
, Mt 164 21 9

). Others less

instructed talked wildly as if Elijah had descended,
or the Baptist had risen (Mk 6U - 15

, Mt 1613 14
), or

some prophet of local tradition or expectation had

appeared (Jn 7
40

,
Mt 21 11

). Doubtless the multitudes

that hung around Him weie very mixed ciowds

Vanity and selfishness mingled with then motives.

They loved display. They desn ed a succession of

palpable benefits. Some had political aims or

ambitions. The majonty failed to ,
"

.

-^
ienunciation and puie spmtuality 01 I . ii-

And few were able to sustain the devotion of their

higher moments. To Jesus it was often a relief to

find a place of solitude for meditation and prayer.
Yet He acknowledged the true instinct of the un-

tutored worshipper (Mt 21 lb
). And it is to the

honour of human nature to remember that the
common people heard Him gladly (Mk 1237 ), and
that not the nation at laige, but the constituted
authorities and their

' "

, ''.' "fticialism,
a proud and jealous ;

'

. the true

Leader and Lord of men, the Shepheid and Bishop
of souls. See, fuither, aitt AMBITION and GLORY.

R. SCOTT.
FAMILY. 1. Membership. Jewish family life,

while having many points m common with that of

the Gentiles, was marked by a higher standard of

purity, the avoidance of infanticide, and the con-

demnation of the selfish ciuelty that in human
sacrifice gave the fruit of the body for the sin of

the soul (Mic 67). The father was the head of the

house, exercising lestiictive authority over the

wife, having complete disposal of the chilchen,
and giving his name to the family inheritance.

Although living for years in another locality, he
was regards

1

,

"" ' "as belonging to the

place of Ms ,

'

i < 24
).

The wife, as being legally the purchased posses-
sion of her husband, was under his law, the o&tilah
to her baal, or rightful possessor. Hence the land
of Israel could be called the bertlah of Jehovah
(Is 62

4
). Betrothal (Mt I 18 ), as a covenant, was equi-

valent to marriage ; it prevented the woman from

being married to any other man until she had
received a writing of divorce. Among the duties
of the wife, apart from the maternal charge of the

family, was the daily preparation of the biead

(Mt 2441), and
J '

; \
*

<

"
watei from the village

fountain (Jn 4'). Ihe desire for male children
was universal (Jn 1621

), as these preserved the
name and upheld the interests and lights of the

family, and in due time enlarged its circle by
1 }" 1 1^ i M tr i n < jiuh I o - from other households. The
lir (MiiiTiciKo 01 ilio father carried with it a corre-

sponding responsibility of watching over the life

and honour, the rights and welfare of his family.
See artt. DIVORCE, MARRIAGE.

2 Refci ences to the family. It was out of such

relationships that Christ drew examples that were
familiar to all, when He spoke of fathers who knew
how to give good gifts to then children (Lk II 13

),

of sons who obeyed or disobeyed the father's
command (Mt 21 28

) ; and when, beyond the attach-
ments of unselfish devotion fostered by the sacred
institutions of the family, He set the lu^lici dsnin
of what was due to Himself from 11 1^ di-upl<

A
->

(Mt 1037) The Loid's Prayei was a tiar^(igui,it ion

of the family relationships
3. Bellyion in the family It was especially in

the superiority of its religious training
that the

Jewish home differed from the family lite of the
Gentiles. See artt- BOYHOOD, CHILDHOOD.

G. M. MA.CKIE.
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FAMILY.
1. Jesus as

J * *
,

- -

2. Teaching
(a) Marriage
(b) Position of women
(c) Filial obedience
(d) The family and the Kingdom of God

1. Whatever be the force of the phrase
c the

brethien of the Lord 3

(see article s.v ), it is evident
that Jesus took His place as a member of a human
family in the fullest sense of the word. Such was
the impression of His fellow-townsmen who saw
Him in Hib daily life. The reticence of the Gospels
about the childhood of Christ is in itself an indica-
tion that there was nothing which so differed from
the oidinary family life of a Jewish household as
to create a special tradition about His early yeaib.
It was not till a later age had forgotten the com-
pleteness with which the Lord identified Himself
with human conditions that there appeared the

painful attempts of the Apociyphal Gospels to
break the silence of their Canonical prototypes.
In the one authentic account of any event in the

boyhood of Jesus (Lk 241~51
), received perhaps from

the Viiui herself (see Ramsay, Was Christ born
at Bctldvhcni > ch. iv.), He is seen to be as others
*

among their kinsfolk and ,,! \<\ -
*

' TV '

<-

rest we only know that *tl o ,--,,' [" > i..- - .,

God TV ere being translate', -' i,- <-( -

tatious virtues which constitute the dignity and
the

*

<:>'*" <>," a human home' (Dale} Laws of
Clin* j '.'<' ,"' ., L^fe) xi).
When we come to the history of the Ministry,

two stages can be discemed in the change which
came over the relations between Jesus and His
earthly kinsfolk. (1) The calling of the first dis-

ciples, narrated in Jn 1, did not lead at once to
the withdrawal of the Lord from His family. His
mother was present with Him at the marriage at

Cana, and after that event He went down with her
and His brethren to Capernaum and made a short

stay there (Jn 212
, ef Mt 413

"16
). (2) But when the

Apostolic band was complete and the work of

training them began in earnest, then He sub-

ordinated the claims of His f.miiK to IIic higher
claims of His mission, and ro IUTV<

I
I Ii\o<i <on

tinually in the home of His yomli Imiiuiliiucly
after the final choice of the Twelve occurred the

incident near Capernaum, when those from His
house (oi irap atfroO) went out to stop Him from

preaching, under the impression that He was mad ;

shortly afterwards His mother and His brethren

try to call Him away, ."i }<;
i< r.'x for a similar

reason (Mk 321 ) From 1:11- M M,,y be gathered
that they were now living at Capernaum. From
Mk 6s it has been mistakenly concluded that they
were still li\ in;r at Nazareth," but the verse plainly
draws n (h-timuo'i between them and His sisters

(named, ace. to Epiphan. Ecer. Ixxviii. 9, Salome
and Mary), who, either because they were married,
or for some other reason, had settled down in their

native town. Some have supposed that when the
Lord left His family He dwelt in a house of His
own in Capernaum. The Gospel of St. Matthew,
it is true ->peak> in a vague way of 'the house 3

(910.88 ] 31.3^ 17-r.^ })ut a comparison of, e.g., 910

with the (oiK^poMiIiM-r passage in Lk S29 shows
that it is noi a hon^o, of Jesus which is meant
After leaving the family home, when He entered
into a city, He depended on the hospitality of His
friends. It was this literal homelessness which
drew from Him the saying recorded in Mt 820 II

Lk
gss . for i is unnecessary to give these words, with
An<rustine and others, a figurative sense It is not

possible to discover the precise moment at which

they were uttered, as the two Evangelists give
them in different connexions, but they must belong
to the period when the total failure of His kindred
to understand His mission had made it impossible
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for Him to dwell with them any longei. The
position given to them by St. Luke is the moie
probable. Accoiding to hiin, they were pronounced
as the Minibtiy \\ass enteung upon its last stage
(cf. Lk 951

). Now in Jn 71'7 the Lord's ' brethren '

are found aigumg with Him a& li He still lived
with them. The incident theie alluded to took
place just before the Fea^t of Tabernacles in the
second yeai of the Mmistiy. Fiom this we may
accept the conclusion suggested by St Luke'b
order, that the Lord's home was clofl r

*
'

Him towaids the end of the Ministry,
near its u^-jimpja ?,- the position given to the
saying in ^. MJ.M'LOX might imply. Perhaps it
is not without significance that in the next chapter
of St. Luke is introduced another home, that of
Lazarus and his sisters at Bethany, in which the
Lord was an honoured guest.
The reconciliation which the Lord's Passion won

for all mankind was first reflected among His own
kinsmen after the flesh. We cannot suppose that
His mother had ever been parted from Him in

any absolute sense, and after His resurrection His
brethien also cast in their lot with those who
believed in Him. According to the tradition
which St. Paul received, the Lord Himself ap-
peared to James (1 Co 157 ). This moment was
probably but the last in a series dm mii v Im^ the
surrender to the claims of Jesus had been steadily
replacing previous unbelief. Such at least was
the interpretation of later days, when the story
was told that beneath the Cross (or even at the
La&t Supper, ace. to the version of Jerome, de Vir.
Hhts

, quoting the Gospel of the Hebrews) James
swore that he would neither eat bread nor drink
wine till the Lord rose from the dead. With his

conversion came that of the other brethren, and
they with the Virgin are found at the opening
of the Acts (I

14
) among those who were waiting

for the fulfilment of the promise of the Spirit.
Thus the earthly family of Christ fittingly finds

its place in the foundations of His spiritual family.
2. In the teaching of Christ, although the word

'family
3

does not occur, yet the institution is

everywhere presupposed and its laws emphasized,
as it is also connected with the first miracle re-

corded in the Fourth Gospel, (a) The pivot on
which family life turns is man riftye, and this sub-

ject holds a unique place in the teaching of Christ.

On all other social topics He left no particular
detailed instructions, but only general rules. On
marriage His words are distinct and ariord specific

guidance about details. He lays it down that

monogamy is not the result of any code of law, but
a primal fact instituted in the beginning

'

{Mt 19s).

True marriage rests ultimately upon a spiritual

basis, the physical aspect is but an accident.

This is implied in the answer to the Sadducees

(Mk ]2lfi'27
)

No human law, not even though it

have the sanction of the name of Moses, can alter

this. The possibility of ground for divorce is con-

fined to the case of one offence (or even abolished

altogether, if we regard the exceptive clauses in

Mt 199 and 5m as later glosses on the Lord's words ;

see Wright, Synopsis of Gospels, on Mk I010, and
cf. artt. ADULTERY, DIVOECE, and MARRIAGE).

(b) The attitude of Jesus towards marriage was
necessarily reflected in His treatment of women.
In spite of all that can be -urged to the contrary,
it is clear that < cmtemporary Judaism assigned to

women a position fa r infi'riof i o that of men The
tendency was ruilur ro fall away from tibuan to

advance upon the standpoint of the OT. There
woman is often found in n prominent and honour-
able place (eg. Miriam, >u 122

;
Deborah. Jg44

,

Bathsheba, 1 K 1), but the days were now approach-
ing when it could be said that he who talked with
a woman was qualifying for Gehenna (Pirke Abotk,
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ed. Taylor, p. 29), an expression in which Judaism
contrasted unfavourably even with the low estimate
of women curient among the Greeks (cf. Aristotle,

Poetics, 15 , NIC. Mth. vii 7). In the treatment
which Christ accorded to women is found the very
antithesis of this harshness. This is sometimes

of the Greek. Jesus \ <\> v {<',* ->f

women, an aspect of Mn - \ on whicn u.

Luke seems to desire to lay special stress (cf.

Plummer, Internat. Crit, Com. on f

St.^ Luke/
Introd. p. xlii). He gave them equal \ .." - \ 'i

their hushands, implying that as far ,
- i.j i *

was lawful at all, a wife might put away a hus-

band as much as a husband a wife, a doctrine

tolerated rather than accepted by His countrymen.
A like care to secure justice for women appears in

the narrative preserved in Jn 8^
u

. This story,
whether Apostolic or not, certainly reflects the

teaching of Jesus by inferring that in such moral
downfalls the crime is not always to be imputed
to the woman alone.

(c) In another region of family ethics the sphere
of filial duty our Lord again attacked contem-

porary Jewish conventions. Nominally, filial obedi-

ence was exalted to a high place by the teachers
of the day, but in practice it might be ieduced to

a mere shadow by such vows as those alluded to
in Mk 7n- By sweeping away the sophistries with
which these vows were defended, Jesus made
parental claims absolute and inviolable.

(d) The family and the Kingdom of God. Not

only^
is life in a family the normal life of a disciple,

as pictured in the Gospels, but the family supplies
the analogy by which men are led to the better

understanding of the Kingdom of God. In the
First Gospel especially we constantly see on the
throne of the Kingdom the e Father who is in
the heavens,' while the ideal of the citizens is to
be His true 'sons.

5 This aspect of the Kingdom
is made familiar to all Christians by the Lord's

Prayer. In its clauses fire represented successively
all the

*

f< _i,i^
T

i 'nem> in the lelations of a,

father to N M
'

' the reverence and obedience
which he expects from them, the support, for-

bearance, and protection which he extends to
them (cf. Robinson, Church Catechism Explained^
ch. ii.). The exclusion from the Kingdom, which
results when they are lost, is exhibited in the

parable of the Prodigal Son.

This fundamental conception erects an ;'i-'7r -inMc Krri<
between the teaching of Jesus and those .iir _ :.<.-, or So'-ui

1 *m
which aim at the abolition of the traditional form of the family,
which rests on the assumption that marriage is a life-long
obligation 'A

* "
the will of either

party '(Morns - < <

trically opposed to
the Gospel doc it is to be true to
the \\ill of ChribL, musi \VOIK HH Lne removal, not of the family,
but of those forces which are injurious to its perfect develop-
ment. But this does not make it, impossible .'->r c.rcurv ,n "("_>-.

to arise in the lives of particular individuals "w ' f*\\ ('< r i,in<l I'o

postponement of fannlv olnn - io IVo-o or *^o Kingdom of God
It is implied mMkloasa nui Tl-oTsulie IK ' ***- *~"

of Christ before 1he claims of home, and
reminder of this drew from Jesus makes it
iaan must not draw back even from this if his own special call
requires it. It is noteworthy that the First and Second Gospelsseem to shrink from including- the wire among" the objectswhich are to be renounced, but both in the parallel passage
Here and elsewhere Pt Luke inserts this al;o (cf Mt 3 0*7 with
Lk 1P6). xhe disciple is to 'bate' domestic claims if there is
any danger that they max lessen the reality of his er\ ice as
comes to pass when 'not only have we family and friendship
but also these have us '

(Martensen) But such a conflit t of
claims can^an^e in the eyes of Chnst on!\ \Oion deioiiou to
home ties is brio lui If a man cannot combine m render TO
the bidding of the Gospel with the love of a w ifo, then he is r:jrhL
to remain unmarried (Mt 1912). This is far from the exaggera-
tion which sets up an irreconcilable difference between the love
of God and the love of home In the life of Chnst Himself the
two appear in their right proportions. For the correct view is
not that of Terculhan, who saw in such passages as Lk 81921 a
censure of the mother and brethren of Jesus for their anxiety

about Him (adv Mate iv 19, de Came Christ?, vii ), but
rather that of Bengel 'Non spermt matrem, sed antepomfi
Patrem '

LITERATURE, -Westc< 7
"

'V//'-i<rn/ty , Pea-

bod\, Jesus Chnst a? ch in
, eshailer

Mathews, The Social iv
, Gore, The

Sei mon on the Mount, - ing on marriage) ;

Hainack, What is Christianity* Lect. v (Eng- tr.); Stalker,

Imago Chnsti, ch. n C. T. DlMONT.

FAMINE. Though the general fertility of Pale-'

stine is frequently alluded to in the Bible, yet the

country was, a,s we know, by no means free fiom
the danger of famine, whether brought about by
drought or by the devastations of locusts and other

pests, or by the destructive hand of man. Our
Lord refers to the familiar instance of famine in

the days of Elijah (Lk 425f
-). In order to illustiate

the truth that no prophet is best received in his

own country, He reminds His heareis that Elijah
was at that time sent not to one of the many
widows in Israel, but to the widow of Sarepta in

the territory of Sidon.

In the parable of the Prodigal Son, it was e a

mighty famine' (Xi^6s tV%upd) in the land of his

distant exile that helped to bring the wandeier
to his senses (Lk 1514

). He had squandered all his

patrimony by the time it arose, and in his distress

he had to seek a living by feeding swine. Even
thus, food was so scarce with him that * he would
fain have been filled with the husks that the swme
did eat.'

Lastly, in the V "" *

r
1

-i: .courses of our
Lord lecorded by -

j
vlt 247, Mk 13s

,

Lk 21n ),
e famine? "

;
'

are included

among the signs of the end. In St. Luke's account

they are joined with pestilences, and in. all three
accounts with earthquakes This portion of the

prophecy at all events seems clearly to refer in

the first instance to the ai)|MoachiTi;r destruction of

Jerusalem by Titus (A.D. 70), and only in a second-

ary sense, if at all, to the final end of all things.
Josephus (BJ V. and VI.) again and again tells

us that famine and pestilence were the teirible

accompaniments of the city being taken by the
Roman army ; and these were no doubi In ^n-a.1
measure due to its crowded state on tuioirn of

the many pilgrims who had come up to keep the
Passover. C. L FELTOE.

FAN. The fan (fi"j7D mizreh, the Ttrfov of Mt
312 and Lk 317

) was an lni[lonions used in the

winnowing of grain (Is 8ujl
fu lin o LL is mentioned

along with the nni rahath, EV ' shovel ']) It was
either a wooden shovel (Hastings

3 DB i. 51a ;

Smith, DB i. 31 ; van Lennep, Bible Lands, p. 83)
or a pitchfork (Hastings' DB iv. 509a ; flncyc.
Bibl. i. 84 ; Mackie, Bible Manners and Customs,
p. 42). The balance of probability is in favour of
the latter.

We get no help from LXX and Vulgate. LXX
omits the word ; the Vulg. renders by ventilabrum,
which wa-, ncc<>T(ling to some, a shovel (Ramsay,
Jftoman A^i^nf t ,^' p. 482), and, according to

others, a fork (Smith, jLat.-Eng, Diet s.v.}. Pesh.
has raphsho\ which means 'shovel.' There is,

however, the significant fact that down to the

present day two winnowing implements are used
in Palestine which bear practically the same names
as those which occur in Is SO24. These are the
midra and the raht, and there is no substantial
reason for doubting that thcv coiio-pontl respec-
tively to the mizreh and the ///////'. The miara,
which we accordingly identify with the * fan '

of

Scripture, is a simple wooden fork about six feet

long. It has from five to seven prongs, which are
set in separately and bound together with a

r piling of froh hide. The natural shrinkage of
lie hide lender^ it a verv effective ligature. The

i< !i uooden shovel about five feet in length.

the
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The winnowing of the mixed mass of grain,
chaff, and short straw produced by , ""i^' 1

_: ,-i

begun
1

_x
i' -- t into the air with . i i. >"

~

This i .';(
' - - '< - most of the chaff and straw,

which are carried away by the wind (see AGKICUL-
TURE, p. 40), but a good deal still remains mingled
with the pile of grain. A second winnowing is

therefore needed, and for this the raht is used.
See also CHAFF.

LITERATURE On the meaning of Christ's \unnov, rig -fan see

Seeley, Eoce Homo, ch vi. HUGH

FIRM. See AGRICULTURE, and HUSBANDRY.

FARTHING. See MONEY.

FASTING. In the time of Christ, fasting ap-
pears to have been a prominent characteristic of
Jewish piety. The fasts "\\eie both public and
private. Of public fasts only one in the year was
ordained by the law of Moses, the Day of Atone-
ment; in Ac 279 it is called simply

* the fast
'

(cf. Jos. Ant. XIV. iv. 3 ; Philo, Vit. Mos. ii. 4 ;

Schurer, HJP I. i. 322). The four annual fasts,
established in memory of national calamities and
referred to by Zeehariah (8

19
), had fallen into

desuetude, and were not revived until after the
destruction of Jerusalem by the Komans. The
late

* fast of Esther,' on the 13th of Adar (Est 931,

c_f.
43- lf>

), was not at this time observed. But occa-
sional public fasts were ordered from time to time
during seasons of drought and public calamity.
They weie held on the second and fifth days of the
week, Monday and Thursday, because Moses
was believed to have gone up Mt Sinai on a Thurs-

day and to have returned on a Monday. They
always began on the second day, so that a three

days' fast would fall on the second, hfth, and second

Monday, Thursday, Monday (see Didache, viii. ;

Const. Apost. vii. 23 ; Epinhan. Hcer. xvi. 1).

Apart from these public occasions, however, many
individuals were in the habit of imposing extra
fasts upon themselves (Lk 2s7, cf. JtL 8b

) ; and some,

particulailv among the Pharisees, fasted on Mon-
days and Thursdays all the year round {Lk 1812 ;

Lightfoot and Wetstein, ad loc. ). Keligious teach-

ers, moreover, were t

*
i MM ".{H accustomed to lay

down rules about fa? i-:^ 'ui 1 * guidance of their

disciples (Mk 218
, Mt 914, Lk 533 ). The 'frequent

fasts'^ of the Jews are alluded to bv Tuc itu- (Hist.
v. 4); and Josephus, P',.K

:I
_I of r,he spread of

Jewish customs among ';< (.*!! "! cities, men-
tions fasting (c. Apion, ii. 40 ; cf. Tert. ad Nat.
i. 13). Among the Romans a mistaken idea
seems to have been current that the Jews fasted

on the Sabbath (Sueton. Aug. 76).

The manner of fasting differed according to the

degree of strictness of the fast. Thus, on less

strict fasts, while abstinence from food and drink
from sunrise to sunset was enjoined, washing and
anointing were still permitted. The strictest fast,

however, lasted from one sunset till after the next,
when the stars appeared ; and during these hours
not only food and drink, but washing, anointing,
and every kind of agreeable transaction, even
saint u (.ion* were prohibited (Schurer, II. ii. 119;
Edersheim, Life and Times, i. p. 663, Temple,
pp. 297-300). Fasting was generally practised in
an ostentatious manner; on this point the testi-

mony of Mt 616 is confirmed by the Mishna.

Passing on to consider the attitude of Jesus
towards fasting, we remark that, while on the
one hand there is no reason to doubt that He
observed the prescribed public fasts, and while He
may even have undertaken a voluntary fast of

forty days at the commencement of His ministry
(Mt 42 ; but see art. Ascr/rioiSAn. yet, on the
other hand,, it is evident that neither by practice

nor by precept did He lay any stress on this form
of devotion. His ordinary mode of life was so Tin-

fasting only twice. T 1

j^ , _i ^
j ,"V.s follow

(a) Mt 6lb-18
. Heie -..,-,. ,,., j is presup-

posed as a religious exeicise, but the disciples are
warned ; :.< : -t i <

f

*.. it an occasion foi a parade
of piety.

4

Ihou, wlien thou fastest, anoint thy
head, and wash thy face ; that thou appear not
unto men to fast, but unto thy Father which is
in secret.' Je&us thus sanctions fasting, but only
as the genuine expression of a devout and contrite
frame of mhid. Its whole value <U puul- on the
purity and sincerity of the motive \\ uh v. l>u '-i it is

undertaken. As for the pretentious externalism
of the Pharisees, that has its own reward.

(b) Mk 2is-22
} Mt gi4-a7} Lk 533-39. In reply to

the question of the disciples of John and of the
Pharisees, Jesus delibeiately refuses to enjoin
fasting on His followers. Alluding to a Rabbinic
ordinance that all mourning be suspended during
the marriage-week, He says that fasting, which is

a sign of mourning, would be inconsistent with the

joy which 'the children of the bride-chamber'

experience 'while the bridegroom is with them. 9

But He adds that the days of bereavement are

coming, and then the outward expression of sor-

row will be : ", enough. Here, as in the
Sermon on v* . Jesus certainly sanctions

fasting as a form through which emotion spon-
taneously seeks < \ But to the form.
itself He attaches \

. importance. This
is brought out clt . i , succeeding parables
of the Old Garment and the Old Wineskins It is

futile to graft the new liberty of the gospel on to
the body of old observances and pi actu.es, and yet
more futile to attempt to force the whole new
system withm the ancient moulds. The new
piety must manifest itself in new forms of its own.
Nevertheless, while Jesus seems to suggest that
the Jewish

""

'""
\ . -e not in harmony with

the Christia , I!' ,in sympathize with the

prejudice oi ?< \ , < who still cling tena-

ciously to the custom of their fathers
' No man

also having drunk old wine straightway desireth
new : for he saith, The old is good.'
The allusions to fasting in Mk 9s9 and Mt 1721 are

corruptions of the text; for similar combinations
of prayer and fasting see To 128, Sir 34-6

,
Lk 2s7

.

The second Logion or the Oxyrhynchus fi.'igincnfj

discovered in 1897 commences with the u ord-, Vyn
'lycrovs, &v ju,fy vyffTetio-yTe rbv Kbffpov, ou^ eftpyre rfy

pa<n\eia,v rov 0eov. Here, however, the fasting

spoken of is obviously metaphorical. Another
reference to fabling occurs in the fifth of the
New Sayings tf jtsits, published by Grenfell
and Hunt m 11)04, bu i. the Logion is 'broken

beyond hope of recovery^ (op. cit. p. 18 f.).
s

On the general bearings of this subject see
art. ASCETICISM. F. HOMES

FATHER, FATHERHOOD. The one subject on
which Jesus claimed to have unique and absolute

knowledge was the Father (Mt IP7
). Yet, in say-

ing this, lie evidently did not mean that He knew
all that God knows. He confessed or imjiliorl

that His knowledge was limited (e.g Mk J3"- Mb
921. 23)

. an([ the very fact that He looked up to

God as His God is sufficient evidence that, by
knowledge of the Father, He did not mean com-

prehension of the Infinite. The record of His life

and teaching makes it plain that His unique
knowledge of God was knowledge of the Divine
character and purpose. This was the sphere in

which He lived and moved and had His conscious

being. This was the sphere of His revelation.
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In setting forth Jesus' conception of the Father-
hood of God, we shall consider (1) the use of the
name * Father '

; (2) the meaning of Fatherhood ;

(3) the Fatherhood of God in the Fourth Gospel ;

(4) the place of Fatherhood in the teaching of

Jesus ; and (5) Jesus' conception of God compared
with that of the OT and of His contemporaries.

1. Use of the name t Father 3

by Jesits. The first

recorded sentence of Jesus (Lk 249
), and that which

was probably the last (Lk 2345
), both contain the

name * Father.* The boy of twelve felt an inward
constraint to be engaged in the things of His

Father, and twenty years later, expiring on the

cross, it was into the hands of His Father that He
commended His spirit. Throughout His ministry
His use of this name is what we might expect
from the scene which St. Luke records from His

boyhood,
* The child is father of the man.' When-

ever the personal relation between Him and God
is involved, Jesus employs no name but f

Father,
5

if we except a single passage where He quotes
from the 22nd Psalm (Mk 1534). In each of the

five prayers where the words of Jesus are given,
He addresses God as < Father '

(Mt II25'27 28s9- 42
, Lk

S334' 46
) ; and in the longe-t of these, which includes

only three verses, the name is repeated five times

(Mt II23-27
). When speaking of God in the third

person, Jesus refers to Him once as f the Great

King
3

(Mt 5s3), and once as 'Lord of the harvest'

(Mt 9s8) ; but m almost every case He uses the
name *God 5

or the name * Father.' He never

employs such circumlocutions as 'the Blessed
One' and 'Holy One/ and never uses abstract

designations such as 'Place,' all of which were
common in the synagogue. It is -"'j\ifi(riu to

compare with this usage that of IMuIo, v iiose

commonest titles of God are abstract (e.g. T& fo, TO

6Vrws dV, rb Trpos aKfjdivbv 6V, 6 &v Drummond, Philo

Jndceus, ii. 20). The name by which Jesus Him-
self addressed God was also the name which He
put on the lips of His disciples. It was their

privilege to share His communion with God (Mt
69 239

}.

2. The Meaning of Fatherhood. -"What Jesus
meant by the term ' Father '

is to be learned both
fiom His

_
words and from His life. From His

words we infer that He chose this term to describe
the character of God. Thus He teaches that, as
it is the very nature of a father to give good gifts
to his children, so it is the very nature of God to

give His good things to those who ask Him (Mt
711

, Lk II 13
). Earthly fathers, though evil, give

to their children ; much more will God give, who is

absolutely and unchangeably good (Mk 1018
). He

is ready to bestow the Kingdom of heaven upon
the poor in spirit, and to give the vision of Himself
to the pure in heart (Mt 53- 8

) ; that is to say, He
gives the best He has to any who will receive it.

And even upon those who will not receive the
best, He bestows much ; for He maketh His sun to
rise on the evils and sendeth rain on the unjust
(Mt^). Jesus exhorts His hearers to have this

spirit in order that they may become sons of the
heavenly Father and share His perfection (Mt
S45 - 48

). Accordingly the term 'Fatherhood' de-
scribes what God is in Himself. It does not
concern merely or chiefly His relation to men,
but it declares His very spirit, that which lies
behind all relationships
The story of the Lost Son perfectly interprets

Jesus' conception of Fatherhood (Lk lo11'3
-). The

lo>t son does not stand for a lost Israelite merely, a
fallen member of the theocratic people, bat repre-
sents the sinner, whether Jew or Gentile. For, in
the first place, the parable was spoken to justify
Jesus' reception of publicans (Lk 151 - 2

), and pub-
licans were rated as no better than Gentiles (Mt
1817

) ; and, in the second place, the conclusion of

Jesus in the parables of the Lost Sheep and the Lost

Coin, which aie manifestly parallel to that of the

Lost Son, is perfectly general. He there declares

that there is joy in heaven over one sinner who
repents (Lk 157 10

). Therefore, when Jesus, in the

btory of the Lost Son, says that the father watched
and longed for his son's return, and welcomed him
at last with kisses and a joyful feast, He teaches

that the Fatherhood of God is essential, and there-

fore a fact of universal significance. ^

It is in keep-
ing with this when Jesus, addi e-*iii<; the multi-

tudes as well as His <!M <

IM<
I- ^<ud to all who heard

Him,
' Call no man y-j n i. I

1

-!' 11 on earth for one
is your Father, who is in heaven

'

(Mt 231 9
). If we

had more of the addresses of Jebus to the multi-

tudes, we should probably have more instances of

this same usage.

Again, the very life of Jesus shows what He
meant by the Fatherhood of God, for He surely
felt that the spirit of this Fatherhood was mani-
fested through Him. He poitiayed His own atti-

tude towards the lost when He drew the pictuie of

the father and his lost son. His brotherhood in-

terpreted the spirit of the Divine Fatherhood. But
the brotherhood of Jesus describes what He was.

He did not simulate brotherliness. It was by the

very necessity of His holy and loving will that He
was the friend of sinners. It is impossible, theie-

fore, to suppose that, in His thought, the Father-
hood of God was '

i"
1

*

_ less than essential, a

figure setting forth His gracious relationship to

certain favoured people.
As His own love flowed

out to men , of all merely outward cir-

cumstances, ana as He believed that He knew the
Father and was in harmony with His will, He
must have believed that God loves men irrespective
of all outward circumstances ; in other words, that
His Fatherhood is essential, and hence of universal

significance.

It is true that Jesus considered Himself sent to the lost sheep
of the house of Israel, and that He confined His labours chiefly
to them ; but it is equally true that this was solely a matter of
order. He told the Canaanitishwoman that

" "- - '"'

1 r " ' ""
ts i _...
bS

Jews Moreover, He granted the woman's request, though He
thus spoke ; and in no case did He turn a Gentile away empty
who came to Him for help. He healed a Samaritan leper (Lk
1718), and the savant of it Gentile centurion (Mt 8^) Theie is

no indication that tney were less dear to Him than were the
Jews.

We conclude, therefore, both from the words and
the life of Jesus, that He called God our Father,
not because God created us, a view common in

PhilOj or because He rules over us, or because of
the covenant which He made with Abraham, but

simply and only because He loves us. The abstract
statement that *God is love' (1 Jn 48

) is a true

interpretation of the word 'Father' as used by
Jesus.

3. The Fatherhood of God in the Fourth Gospel.
mi, ~ "c^xi i 3 _r /-N _ j . _ _ .

. I HIM' ,iu ! r> in Matthew. ~Here also, as in the

Synoptics, the word is found only on the lips of

Jesus, with the exception of three pa-sages where
the author speaks from his own Chiistian point of
view (Jn l^S27 13s), and OTU I

pa o t
. in -which he

attributes his Christian u^i<:< lo iho Baptist (3
35

).

The new feature of the -abject m the Fourth
Gospel is the emphasis laid on the universality of
Fatherhood. Thus it is the world (/c6o-/tos) which
God is represented as loving up to the point of the

highest sacrifice (Jn 316
). It is all men whom

Jesus will draw unto Himself (12
32

). In offering
life to a Samaritan, Jesus feels that He is accom-
plishing the Father's will (4

10* 34
), and a visit of

certain Greek brought before His soul the vision of
a great harvest for the Kingdom of God
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Still more noticeable, and more <?*\ v "

"'"'ft

the earlier usage, ib the employmei y
. I'< >* '

'

in an absolute sense The extent of this usage in

John is not altogether clear. In the conversation
with the Samantan woman, Fatherhood is plainly
universal .

* The hour cometh and now is \\ hen the
true worshippers shall woibhip the Father in spmt
and truth for such doth the Father beek to be his

worshippers
*

;

* Believe me, the hour eometh when
neither m this mountain nor in Jerusalem shall ye
worship the Father

'

(Jn 421 * J3
). Another pabbage

which admits of no doubt is Jn 2017 *
I am not yet

ascended to the Father. But go to my brethren
and say to them, I ascend to my Father and your
Father, and my God and your God.' It is quite
clear that the word ' Father '

in the first claube is

unlimited ; for, in the later clauses, He who ib here
called l the Father '

is called by Jebus ' my Father
and your Father.' Two other cases of what ap-

pearb to be the same use of the word are Jn G27 * 46
.

In about one quarter of the passages where God
is called

'

Father,' He is so called in reference to

Jesus, and the language is
t my Father '

(e.g. Jn
216 517 63

-) Since, now, there are some passages in
which the absolute sense of * Father *

is required,
and since in the majority of the other passages,
where the expression

4 the Father '

is used, there is

nothing which inquires us to adopt a limited idea
of Fatherhood, it must be regarded as probable
that the author always employed the word in an
unlimited sense when he did not associate a per-
sonal pronoun with it. Thus the Fourth Gospel
would place a very striking emphasis on the

thought that the Fatherhood of God is essential

and universal. Such emphasis on this point in the

to.icl'i'i^ cf John was, of course, made natural by
tho im-Monarx activity of the early Church, which
had gone forward many years before the Fourth

Gospel was composed.
The meaning of Fatherhood in the Fourth Gospel

is the same as in the primitive tradition. It de-

scribes the character of God, and is expressed in

love. It is perhaps probable that the author of

the Fourth Gospel occasionally used the term
'Father* in a metaphysical sense (I

14- 18
), but he

has put no words on the lips of Jesus which

require to be taken moisi|ili \-icaIK He often

represents Jesus as sajuig
* my Fiithcr,' but it is

unquestionable that Jesus would have every man
address God in jiist this way. He taught His dis-

ciples to say
* our Father,' which, of course, implies

that each individual max -M v '

my Father.* When
Jesus, to comfort Hi- liKciplc -, is represented as

sending them the menage,
*
I ascend untomy Father

and your Father, and iny God and your God
'

(Jn
2017

), He does not -opnrnte TTimself from them by
claiming a unique roUn.ioi^lnp to the Father, even

God, but rather joins Himself closely with them,

by the thought that one and the same Father is

theirs and His alike, one God the God of both.
The Fatherhood of God according to Jesus, even
in the Fourth Gospel, is one and ethical, but His

appreciation and appropriation of that Fatherhood
are unique.

4. The Place of Fatherhood in the teaching of
Jesus. In accordance with the fact that the sole

subject on which Jesus claimed to possess unique
knowledge was the character of God, or, as we
may now say, the Fatherhood of God, we find that
this truth is central and determinative in all His

teaching. His conception of the Kingdom of heaven
was dependent on His conception of the character

of God. The Kingdom which He wished to see

come on earth was the Kingdom of the Fatfar (Mt
69

), a Kingdom in which the will of the Father
should be done. Therefore the conception of the

Kingdom of heaven is not the fundamental thought
of Jesus, Nor was His teaching determined by

His sense of the imperfections of the Law. These
imperfectionb He baw clearly, but not because of a
critical analy&is of the Law such as a philosophical
student of history might make. He considered
the Law from above, ab one who pos^ebsed in Him-
self a higher btandard, a more perfect knowledge
of the Divine will. His \s ork was, indeed, to fulfcl

the Law, and to establish the Kingdom of God on
eaith; but the mbpirmg and ruling thought in
all His work was the truth of God'b Fat hei hood.
What He teaches of man's i elation to God is deter-
mined by this truth. It is gathered up in the
'I' i

1

(
_Y i." sonship. The lo&t son is to leturn to

1

1 ,' I His life is to be one of filial service
in the Father's prebence And it is the goodness
of the Father that cliaws him back.
The Fatherhood of God requires that the spirit

of the religious life shall be love, out of which will

be born perfect trust. It invites and draws man
to communion with God, and determines the char-
acter of his devotion. What Jesus teaches of
man's relation to man is also determined by His
consciousness of the character of God. Hi- >ou V t\

is purely religious. The ethical life or 11-- <ii-^

ciples is to be controlled by the fact of their son-

ship to God. The standard of that life is the very
quality which constitutes the perfection of God (Mt
548). It is one and the same quality that makes
Him the Father and makes man His son. Thus
the entire teaching of Jesus is but the interpreta-
tion of the fact of God's Fatherhood. This is the
sun in His heaven which lights and warms the
broad field of human life

5. Jesu? conception of God compared with that

of the OT, and with mews of His contemporaries.
The new revelation which Je&us gave of the char-
acter of God was put into a term which had long
been applied to Him in Israel. The fiist of the

great prerogatives of the Jewish people which are
enumeiated by St. Paul is the adoption (Ro 94),
that is, the appointment of Israel to be in a peculiar
sense God's son. This thought was derived fiom
the OT. God's message to Pharaoh by Moses in-

volved a paternal relation to Israel, for Moses was
to say in God's name,

' Israel is my son, my first-

born' (Ex 4s2
). Again, Deuteionomy repics-ent^

Mo^e^a^E-ayin" to the people, 'A^ainancha^teneth
liib bon, bo the Lord thy God chasteneth thee

J

(Dt
8s 326) ; and the Lord says in Hosea that when
Israel was a child He loved him and called His son

put of Egypt (Hos II1 110). In these passages, and
in a few more, God is thought of as a Father to

the people of Israel as a whole j and He is the
Father of Israel because He made them a nation
and established them by His mighty j)ower(Dt32

b
").

So far His Fatherhood is wholly national. There

are, however, other passages in which we have an
irulmruali/m<r of the thought of Fatherhood.
r

\ \m^ ilie T onl says of the theocratic descendant
of David,

* I will be his father, and he shall be my
son '

(2 S 714
) ; and the Messianic kin^ puts the

decree of Jehovah concerning himself in these

words,
* Thou art my son ; this day have I be-

gotten thee
'

(Ps 27). There is also an individual-

izing of God's Fatherhood with reference to other

persons, for the Psalter calls Him the Father of

the fatherless; and His pity for those who fear

Him is like the pity of a father for his children

(Ps 68
6 10313). Yet in all these passages we see only

the relation of God to His chosen people, or to a

particular clas among them, or to His chosen

king.
e Father' is a A\ord of relation, not yet a

description of God's very character. It marks an
advance upon that conception of Fatherhood which
is derived from the fact of creation, but it is still

far removed from the view of Jesus. The OT
gave to Jesus the name * Father

3

for God, but He
filled it with a new content.
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When we come down from the OT to the time
of Jehus, we find among the Jews a conception of

God that is fai more widely unlike that of the

gospel, and which by contrast serves to bring out
the thought of Jesus into strong relief. This Jewish

conception of God was based on the tiaditional

interpretation of the Law, not on the spiritual

teaching of the Prophets. God was put further

and further away ; the conception of Him became

increasingly abstract and transcendental.

Even as early as the translation of the OT into Greek (3rd
cent BO) this tendency towards a more abstract t -i, > i> -I : o*

God is manifest. The translators sought to remov-- ,,'_ i^ si

that God had come into actual contact with muu "JLLv-> ciu

not, Tvith Ex 153, call God a "man of war,' but render the pas-

sage by
' the Lord who makes war ' Moses no longer goes up

'to God in the mount,' as the original reads (Ex 190, but he

goes up
*
to the mount of God * Moses and those with him did

not see the God of Israel (Ex 24 M), but thej saw the place
where He stood.
As in the Greek translation of the OT, so in the Targums of

Onkelos and Jonathan (1st cent. B c ) appears the tendency to

safeguard the holiness of God by removing Him far fioni men
An illustration maj be cited from Gn 188. it is said there that

the heavenly visitants ate of the i i.- J v1
-. ?"- Abraham had

provided,"- i

" " "
- to r "-'-o him as though

they ate
' - \ - of the Targunnsts With the

removal of God far from men there came to be associated m the

course of time an elaborate doctrine of angels a natural if

not necessary correlate of the transcendental conception of

God.

But though the scribes removed God far from
contact with man and the world, their conception
of Him was unspiritual
He is pictured in the Talmud of Jerusalem as a great Rabbi.

He studies the Law three hours each day, and observes all its

ordinances He keeps the Sabbath He makes \ows, and on
their accomplishment He is released by the heavenly Sanhednn.
He also

- * *

rise p before the hoary head
(see Gfr des Metis, i. 276 ; Weber, Jud.
T/-, ,

7

iv
'

T,
>

'-) Thus the external, ceremonial conception of

M 1 ' 1 ^! n -
"

r i"
' M -.-> p

'"!
ruture world,

and threw ' - - - 10 i ! even around
God Himself The prophet's spiritual conception of Jehovah
was lost ; the glow of lovingkindness which thev beheld in His
face faded out utterly, and there remained a Being who was
called * the Holy One/ interesting perhaps to the scribe, but
whom no one could really love.

To this conception of God the revelation of His
Fatherhood by Jesus formed an absolute contrast.
The scribes put God in the seventh heaven ; Jesus

taught that He is near. The scribes held that He
is intensely concerned with outward ordinances ;

Jesus taught that He is full of love, and cares only
for the heart of man. To the scribal mind God
was the God of scribes ; to Jesus He was the Father
of all men. The religious teachers of Jesus' time
fell very far below Ln^ pi>}>M(

j
f ic conception of

God; Jesus rose still fnnlu-i a box it.

For the ,ip|/U<,i(,ion of the term f father' to

Joseph, see .nci IUn PIT OF CHRIST and JOSEPH.
LITERATURE. The works on NT Theology by Holtzmarm

(H. J.), Beyschlag, Stevens, and Gould, Wendt, Die Lehre
Jesu ; Gilbert, The Revelation of Jesus , Bousset, Die Religion
des Judenthui/is . B. Weiss, Die Religion des NT ; Fairbairn,
Christ in Mori Theol. 440 ff. ; Dale in r.,j ,*.' -
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GEORGT Jl Gum in.

FATHERS. The plural of 'father' is found in
14 passages in the Gospels, once (in the Greek)
with no determining word (Lk I17 ), twice with the
article only, 'the fathers' (Jn 658 KV 722 ), and 11
time*, with a pronoun. *our' (Mt 23^, Lk I

55 - 72
3

Jn 420 631); 'your' (Mt 2332, Lk II47
, Jn 649 ) ;

*
their' (Lk 6s3 - 26

). With one exception (Lk I 17
)

where it means 'parents/ as contrasted with
*

children/ it is always employed in the sense of
*

ancestors/ as in innumerable passages in the OT
(Gn 479

, 1 K II 43 1431 15s ete ), the Apociypha
and the Pseudepigrapha (2 Es 7s6 , Ps-Sol S25 9 10

etc.),
and the historical Assyrian texts (sarrani abi-ui =
'the kings my fathers,' KIB iL 170, 172, etc.).
As early as about B.C. 200 the Heb word 'dbdth

came to have the narrower meaning of *
distin-

guished ancestors.' The long historical review in
Sir 44-49 opens (Heb.) :

Let me now praise >odly men,
Our fatheis in their geneiations

The fathers praised are Enoch, Noah, Abraham,
Isaac, Israel, Moses, Aaron, Phmehas, Joshua,

Caleb, the Judges, Samuel, Nathan, David, Solo-

mon, Elijah, Elisha, Hezekiah, Isaiah, Josiah,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Job, the Twelve, Zerubbabel,
Jobhua the priest, Nehemiah. In a soit of ap-

pendix (49
14" 16

) are given Enoch (again), Joseph,
Shem, Seth, Enos, Adam. The Hebiew heading
of these chapters,

' Praise ot the fathers of the

world,' or, as Cowley and Neubauei render,
* Praise

of the patnarchs,' cannot be urged, as it may be

of much latei date The Greek heading irarfyw

ti/jLvos is of more value, as it may be pre-Christian.

Among these distinguished ancestors or 'fatheis'

a group of three was eaily singled out for special
notice Abiaham, Isaac and Jacob. God is several

times described m the OT a& ' the God of Abiaham,
Isaac and Jacob

5

or ' Isiael '(Ex 36 16
, 1 K 18*

1 Ch 2918
,
2 Ch 306

)
In a tiadition pieserved in

the Babylonian Talmud (Berak. 166) it is said :

'

Only three aie called fathers
'

It is assumed that

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were 'the fatheis'^ar
excellence. The group is referied to 5 times in the

Gospels (Mt 811 2232
, Mk 1226

,
Lk 1328 2037

), and
1 "" "*

i without the names, in one of the passages
i (Jn 722 'not that it [cncumcision] is of

Moses but of the fathers '). The '

fatheis,' then, in

the language of our Loid and Hib
could mean ancestors in general, or the ancestois

of some particular period, as, foi example, the

.riM.\Mrv in the wilderness (Jn G^1 4a 5S
), or an-

oo-io 1 -* <>r notable piety or renown, more especially
the three patriarchs who weie regarded as the

founders of the people
The thought that the great goodness of some of

the fathers, especially of Abraham, was helpful to

their sinful descendants, which found expiession
in the phrase zakMth 'aboth ( merit of the fathers

'

so often met with m the Talmud, can be tiaced as
far back as the time of Christ and the Apostles.
It probably underlies the words of St. Paul :

'

they
are beloved for the fathers' sakes

3

(Ro II28
) ; and

evidently lurks in the proud boast of being the
seed of Abraham or children of Abraham (Mt 39 ,

Lk 3s
, Jn S33^9

etc.) The phrase, however, is

never met with in the Gospels The allied belief

that the holy fathers could effectually intercede
for their wicked descendants, which is distinctly
attested m some of thePMMi<l^|)ij;i,pliM (Syr. Apoc.
of Bar 85 12

, Sib. Oracle- u tt"-,U.? is implied m
the parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus. The
rich man in Hades appeals, not to God, but to one
of the fathers (Lk 1624). Still there is no direct

mention of their intercession in the Gospels.
The use of the term 'fathers' in the sense of

'distinguished teachers of the Law, who prolonged
the line of tradition

' which has become so widely
known through the famous Talmudic tractate
Pirke Abdth or Masseketh Abdth, is unrepresented
in the Gospel^, unless it is alluded to or echoed in
the title

*
latliei

'

applied to a living rabbi
(Mt 239).

LITERATURE, B H. Charles, Book of the Secrets of Enoch*
pp 69-70, note ; Webei ,

Jud Theol. auf Grund des Talmud %

etc. 292 ff. ; Schurer, GJV* n 317

W. TAYLOR SMITH.
FATHER'S HOUSE (ofcte rou varpte /MW). The

name applied by Jesus in Jn 142 to the eternal
home, whither He goes to prepare a place for Hte

disciple
5- To their fear lest They might ne\er

rejoin Him after the impending separation. He
answers that in His Father's house there arc many
abodes

(f^ovai)
a place, therefore, for eveiy one \v ho

believes in Him See art MAXSIOX
The expression occurs twice elsewhere m the Gospels, with

reference to the Temple, and m both cases bears an emphatic
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meaning
1

: (a) In Lk 2*9 the words If rots TOU vet,rpe$ poo,

although capable of the translation 'about my Father's busi-
ness

'

(as in AY), are more properly i endered 'm my Father's
house '

(RV)
" " ' "

bj the context See
BUSINESS Th of Jesus has an all-

important beaimg on the question of the development of His
Messianic consciousness. His visit to the Temple, in the dawn
of manhood, axvakened in Him the sense of a '

i elation to God, whom He recognized hencefortl - -

(&) In Jn 2!6 the words \\ aich Appear m the Synoptic nairati\e
as a quotation from the or ( It 1-3 written, My house shall be
called,' etc) are gi\en as a duect saving of Jesus, 'Make not

my Father's house a house of merchandise.' The Speaker thus
declares by what authority He cleanses the Temple As Son of

God He has the right of oidering His Father's house and casting
out the intruders who have dishonoured it.

The ' Father's house' of John 142 has been ex-

plained (on the analogy of the above passages) as
the heavenly Temple, of which the Temple at
Jerusalem was the earthly type (cf. Is 61

, He 9)

Apart, however, from the particular difficulty that
a temple could hardly be described as a place of

/zoz/cu, the whole tone of the passage demands a

simplei explanation. Jesus thinks of the * house "

as a home, to which He is Himself returning, and
In which He will be reunited at last with His

disciples. The ' ""
Cher's house ' has

already been use : this larger mean-
ing in Jn S35 * 1 ne servant abideth not in the
house for ever, but the Son abideth for ever.'

Tliooloiruvilh the passage Jn 142f- marks a- de-

pan sue 1 1 01 1 1 Vbe prevailing type of Johannine

thought. It withdraws into the future that com-
munion with Christ and participation in His
eternal life which are elsewhere regarded as

present realities. It further identifies the irapovo-ia,

with the coming of Christ to the believer in the
hour of death (v.

3
), not (as in the sequel of the

discourse) with His abiding spiritual presence.
The divergence, however, does not necessarily
involve a contradiction. While maintaining that
Life is given in the present, St. John looks to a
future in which it will become fully manifest

(cf. 528 - 29 639 etc ). For the believer, as for Christ

Himself, death is the transition to a larger 'glory.'
The allusion to the * Father's house '

is obviously
figurative, and we cannot even infer from it that
St. John conceives of the future world under forms
of space. Such a conception seems, indeed, to be
debarred by the great declaration (4

24
)

of the

spiritual nature of God. The essential thought in

the saying is simply that the believer will enter
after death into that perfect communion with God
which is impossible under the conditions of this

world. In more than one ^ "]!!' p. --,i_v !Y-
communion is described by J( -u *H'<io' ilu ii'-ji.M'x

of a feast (Mt 2629 Su,
I U I I

'

;
1 i' - L-H.^O

is replaced in the Fourth Gospel by the less vivid

but more adequate one of a perpetual sojourn with
the Father in His house. But in both cases the

*

i- ""' ", vehicle, nm-arily imperfect of

i , that the crowning blessedness
,. , . \ . consist in nearness to God and

perfect fellowship with Him.
This main idea is combined, in the Johannine

passage, with several others which serve to render
it more complete and definite : (1) The communion
with God is mediated by Christ, who is Himself
the Son, and therefore has the right to bring His
chosen friends into His Father's house (cf. S35* 36

172*). (2) It will be a ]a<tin<r < ommurnori not fitful

and interrupted like tluit vlncli i- gum led to us in

the present Those who were formerly servants
will 'abide m the house for ever/ like the Son
Himself. Thev^ will not be strangers, tarrying for

an hour, but will have fiovat appointed to them
fixed places which they can call their own. (3) The
emphasis on the maiiy mansions

'

would seem to

suggest that the perfect communion with God does
not involve a mere absorption in Him. Each life

maintain its own identity and receive its

sepaidte fulfilment Jesus, will be the same in the
higher world as He was in this, and the disciples
likewise will find themselves again, and resume
their fellowship with each othei a,n<l with Him. A
ceitam lebemblance can thus be tiaced between
the thought ot this passage and that of St Paul in
2 Co o 1"4 The Apostle anticipates for each believer
4 a house not made \\ith hands, eteinal m the
heavens,' which will take the place of the 'earthly
house of this tabernacle

' The saying in
J ' M 1

declaies that there "will be room "for an these
separate mansions within the one e

Father's* house J

LITERATURE The \arious commentaries on St John's Gos-
pel, in loco, eg Holtzmann, Loisy, Weiss, Bugge, Calmes,
Godet, Schrenck, Die johann Anschauung rom Lelen (IbOS),
p. 157 f ; Grill, EntsUhung des vieiten Ecangehumi (1002), p
360, etc ; Titius, Diejohann -i, < '" .' , SehfjLeit (1DQQ),
ch vi. ; Ker, Sermons, ii. 247 A, jf> '

, of Holies, 12

E. F. SCOTT.
FAILINGS. See ANIMALS, p. 63b

.

FAYOUR. See GBACE and GRACIOXJSXESS.

FEAR (<o3os, <popovfjLaL ; in Mt 824 and Mk440 '
fear-

ful = 5ei\o?) 1. In many passages in the Gospels
fear is a motive restraining 01

"
tion in

the ordinary course of human , , x Men
fear others, and shape their conduct, at least in

part, by their fears : e g. Mt 220
(Joseph is afraid to

return to Judsea) ; 145 (Heiod would not put John
to death because c he feared the people') 21 2G 46

;

Mk II32
,
Lk 222

(where the Pharisees 'fear the
multitude

:

) ; Mk 9s3
, Lk 945 (the disciples are

e afraid to ask 5 the meaning of a saying) ; Mk II 18

(scribes and Pharisees wished to destroy Jesus,
'

for

they feared him ') ; Jn 713 922 1938 2019
(men are

silent or secret 'for feai of the Jews'). Similar

passages are Mt 25^, Mk f 1212
, Lk 1921 2019 etc.

This fear sometimes restrains bad men fiorn carry-
ing out their evil purposes ; but quite as often
turns others aside from the straight path of right.

2. The Gospels also mention, frequently the fear

which men feel in the presence of what they
believe to be supernatural or superhuman. This
is often an accompaniment of the miracles of

Jesus It is mentioned of the disciples, at the

stilling of the tempest fMk 441
,
Lk S25 ), when Jesus

walked on the sea (Mt 1426, Mk 650, Jn 619 20
), at

the Transfiguration (Mt 176* 7 and parallels). So
the people of Judaea were afraid when they saw the
demoniac healed (Mk5ls

); so * fear
^

took hold on
all

' when the widow's son was raised (Lk 716
) ;

and in the same way the centurion at the cross

(Mt 27s4
) and the witnesses of the Resurrection

(Mt 284* 8
) were afraid j cf. also Lk I

12- * 2& 5s6 etc.

3. T"-p<>( iiilly M ri,li\ of notice are those passages
in 'which Je-ii" t \liorts His hearers not to fear.
He reassures Jairus when word comes that his

daughter is dead (Mk 5s6, Lk 850 ) ; and Peter when
the miraculous draught of fishes fills him with a
sense of sin (Lk 510

) ;
He meets the terror of the

disciples on the sea with,
* It is I, be not afraid*

(Mt 1427 ) ; and touches them at the Transfigura-
tion, with similar words (Mt 177

). When He sends

the disciples out to preach, it is with reiterated

injunction* .against fear The servants will meet
u-ith Ji'^tihiA from the enemies of their Lord; but

they must face such opposition, without fear,
* for

there i? nothing covered that shall not be revealed'

(Mt 1024
'27

J. They are to be fearless preachers of

the gospel, because no hostility of men can prevent
the triumph of truth. They aie not to fear even
those who can kill the body, for their power is

strictly limited to the body (Mt 1028
, Lk 124);

they are to remember God's thought for the

sparrows, and to be assured of the greater value of

the servants of His Kingdom, and <*o to escape from
fear (Mt 1031). If they are few in number facing a
hostile worlda little flock surrounded by wolves
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they are to remember the surtk pmpo-e of the
Father and not to be afraid (Lk 12-' ).

Moial courage is a vital necessity of Christian

discipleslup. The Master is keenly conscious of

moral paralysis which comes from the fear of

jnan. Rev 21s reflects His
t

ni -U >i il v 'ien it

groups *the fearful' with tht .". I i-. ru' and
'the abominable' who are cast into the lake of

fire which is the second death. And in oui

Lord's teaching faith is the antidote of fear. A
true knowledge of the Father is the ii'iiVih'i;.'

source of inoi jil courage.
4

Acquaint t^yVij v lU

the Father and be delivered from fear
'

is the bur-

den of His teaching. See COURAGE, COWARDICE.
4. The almost complete absence of direct exhoi -

tat-ion to fear God is a very noticeable feature of the

C
" ""

fear of God is, indeed, mentioned in

;Lk I50), in the parable of the Unjust
Judge (Lk 18^ 4

), and by the penitent thief on the
cross (Lk 2340

) ; but in a direct injunction of Jesus

only if at all in Mt 1028 and the parallel passage
Lkl25

. Here, as already meMi LOMeJ Joa- ii-i-'-(' i
i<

1|!iv
out the disciples with tho rxiioi:.'}i.on 1101 r lui.

1- -

even those who kill the body. But He adds to the

negative a positive injunction,
{ Rather fear him

who i<5 able to destroy both soul and body in hell
'

;

or, as Lk. puts it,
' But I will warn you whom ye

shall fear : fear him which after he hath killed

hath power to cast into hell ; yea, I say unto you,
fear him.' It is most natural to think with the

majority of commentators that God is the object
of fear in this exhortation ; but there are some
who urge, on the contrary, that the devil is in-

tended.

A. B Bruce (' St. Matthew/ in Expositor's Gr Test ) says
'Would Ciaist present God under this aspect m such close con-
nexion with the Father who cares even foi the srpirro\\s What
is ro be <nvarh faired is not the final condemnation, but that
which leads to it ttnipiation to forsake the cause of God out
of regard to - "* "L - 1 -' !!* !

'** - r .'
*

Shortly, the
counsel is* i , > .. i- . i nipter, not the
man who ku"~ ,

. n who wants to

buy you off, * I < >
-

i - Weymouth (The
NT in Modern Speech) urges against the reference to God that
r- -u 'Vx.""" I ,

"
T k! F <

'

1
'

p r,da*, "
i , ^ |O\\u (.>-

j< !'- "
-,.

'
,
"-

i lv>r< !

,
fill I \"2<^,('o!JL >

j (
T

! I f

~
f - ',' ,r,- -i i-or pivn ' m'ur lo ^t n".

On the othp7 <- <*( P -inner (
1 S F, *r

'
< ///' * ,HI* Cit* r wt )

says .
' There ia little doubt that this refers to God, and not to

the do\ il The change of construction points to this It is

HO longer tfajS^n Kiel rourau but TeSvav ^o^'/idy.v^
" fear without

trying to shun," which is the usual construction of fearing- God.
Moreover, we are not in Scripture told to fear Satan, but to resist
him courageously.*

It may also he urged that the extreme punishment of the
wicked is nowhere described as an
Gehenna is *the eternal fire pre^

'
! t

angels
'
into which m Mt 2S40 41 those on the left hand are sent

"by the King The ultimate 'destruction' of wicked men,
whatever that may actually mean, must be conceived as an act
of God and as the exercise of His authorit\ ; cf. Mt21-w-4i 'The
Lord of the vineyand . . . \\ill miserably destroy those wicked
men '

5. Looking at the teaching of Jesus as a whole,
we notice that, while He constantly urges men to
faith rather than to fear, and to a trust in God's
latherly goodness, such as makes filial love^the
ruling motive of religious life, He does not alto-

gether discard the appeal to fear as a motive for
right conduct. There is a severity of God which
cannot be irriurc<l Such parables as the Rich Man
and J,a/anix, the Unmerciful Servant, the Wheat
and the Tares, and others, whatever interpretationwe may put upon their details, at least suggest a
Divine and holy sternness in regard to which men
should keep a wholesome fear. Nor is it only in

parables that we find this element of our Lord s

teaching. We have in the Sermon on the Mount
such passages as Mt 521 -30 718* 14 an(J -

; and with
these we may compare Mt ll 30"24 1282 1625* 36 21 44 2624

and many others The normal relation of the
children of God to the Hea verily Father should be
one of glad confidence and loving obedience It
should be ever approaching that perfect love which

casts out fear ; but men who '
'"

with great
moral issues have no right, , the teach-

ing of Jesus, to this happy emancipation. For
them fear is wholesome and necessary ; for God is

the Holy Father, and persistent defiance of His
will must be visited with stern and righteous
doom.

j , r >
| (-> _ Cremer and Grimm-Thayer, s vo Q

1 .
- u.- nii . -t 'Fear', Maclaren, Sertn pr in Manchester,

i. 194 , ~Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, Chustian's talk with Hope-
ful after Ignorance was left behind.

E. H. TlTCHMARSH.

FEASTS. The religious Feasts of the Jews in

our Lord's time were not so many as the leligious
Feasts of the Christian Chmch of to-day as enu-

merated in the English Book of Common Prayer,
bat they meant very much more in the way of

outward observance In the first rank like

Christmas, Easter, Ascensiontide, and Whitsun-
tide there stood out the three great Feasts of

Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles. Not unlike

the Holy Days of the Church's Calendar, com-

memorating as they do various victories of the

paM, theio'were the annual Feasts of Dedication

and of Purim, to which must be added the Feast of

Trumpets together with its smaller counterpart in

the monthly Feast of the New Moon. Correspond-
ing to the Christian Sunday there was the weekly
Feast of the Sabbath. Of these, Passover, Taber-

nacles, and Dedication are all
specially

mentioned
in the Gospels, as well as the Sabbath, to which
there are very many references, some merely inci-

dental and some meant to show that it was our
Lord's purpose to free the observance of that day
from the artificial rules that had grown up about it

in tradition The Feasts are most prominent in

the Fourth Gospel, where they are so mentioned as

to form a fiamework into which the events of our
Lord's Ministry fall. Three Passovers are theie
recorded : (1) Jn 213

, when our Lord cleansed the

Temple almost at the bo^imiiti^ of His Ministry ;

(2) 64
, just after the ief.lnir or the 5000; (3) 131

(cf. Mt 262, Mk H1
, Lk 221

), at the time of the
Crucifixion and Kesurrection.

It has indeed been contended that the reference to Passover
In Jn 64 is a mistake, and that really there were only two Pass-
overs in our Lord's Ministry, the one at the "' ^'v^n'r , M<! the
other at the end; it has also been contende-J I'UK rlic'i* may
have been other Passovers, which are not mentioned, and that
our Lord's Ministry may have included so r i n n - r n 01 ; \\ cl\ c

lasting over 10 or 12 \ears , but neither of '

< -i ' 011,1 M OMS- <"*M

be made good, and it seems more hkcl\ that the record as it

stands is both accurate and complete (see Turner in Hastings'
DB,art 'Chronology of NT').

Besides these three Passovers, mention is made
of the Feast of Tabernacles in Jn 7

2
,
of the Feast of

Dedication in Jn 1022, and of some Feast not parti-
cularized by name in Jn 51

. To these St. Luke
adds mention of an earlier Passover, when our
Lord was 12 years old and was for the first time (?)

allowed to accompany Joseph and Mary as they
went up to Jerusalem year after year for the Feast
(Lk &*)

J

The Feasts of Passover, Pentecost, and Taber-
nacles were all of them Pilrriin!i^o Feasts, that is

to say, Feasts at which all MM]O -low* above the age
of 12 years ^oie required to appear before the Lord
in Jerusalem Ir i- rioi iced in Lk 241f* that Joseph
and Mary were both in the habit of going up to
Jerusalem for the Passover every year There was
no requirement that women should thus attend at
the Feasts, but Hillel seems to have encouraged the

practice, and it was adopted by other
religiouswomen besides Mary (Edersheim, Life and Times,

vol i p 236). St Luke in the same passage speaks
of our Lord as going up at the age of twelve ;

that, too, was in excess of what was required by
law, but was apparently in accordance with custom
(so Edersheim, op. cit. p. 235 ; but cf. Schurer, HJP
II. ii. p. 51, who represents that, strictly speaking,
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every bo^ who could walk ought *o have attended,
arid that it was only by c M-IOIII i Ki boys who lived
at a distance were allowed to wait till their twelfth

year before going). Attendance at the Feasts was
not confined to those who lived within easy reach,
but Jews came as well from great distances,

although naturally they could not attend so often
as three times a year.
Schurer \\rites (op cit. p 290 f) 'There \\as nothing that

contributed so much to cement the bond of union bet\\ een the
dispersion and the mother country as the regular pilgrimages
\vhich Jews from all quarters of the -world \\ere in the habit of

making to Jerusalem on festival occasions
' He quotes Philo

(de Monarchict^ u. 1) as sajmg 'Many thousands of people
from many thousands of towns made pilgrimages to the Temple
at every festival, some by land, some by sea, and coming from
the east and the west, from the north and the south,' and refers
to Josephus' estimate of the number of Je\\ s in Jerusalem at
the time of the Feasts as being so many as 2,700,000 (JBJ vi.

ix. 3).

In accordance with this it is definitely stated in
the Gospels that four times during His Ministry
our Lord went up to Jerusalem to keep the Feasts,
twice for Passover, once for Tabernacles, and once
for an unnamed Feast. Possibly He went up quite
T _ .V 1; i

*
> times a year, for the notice that lie

v ,.- ii.i
1

-,. , shortly before the second Passover

(Jn 64) does not preclude the possibility of His

having gone up a little later. At the LL at'Passover
mention is made of His disciples being with Him
in Jerusalem (Jn 217

^), evidently having
* f

y-
^

from Galilee with the same purpose as 1 1

i i

\
<*

keep the Feast. Similarly at Tabernacles it is

stated that His brethren went up from Galilee to

keep the Feast (Jn. 7 10
). In all the Gospel references

to Passover and Tabernacles the impression is given
of

"

< 1 1 L" *
c i i > \\ il- of Jews in Jerusalem. At the Feast

of I)c lu anon also our Lord was in Jerusalem, but
that was simply because His work at that time lay
close by. He did not go up to Jerusalem on pur-

pose for it, since no pilgrimages were made except
at the three great Feasts ; but being close at hand
He liked to mark the occasion by a visit to the

Temple, and there found a considerable number of

Jews resident in the ncidibourliood who had been
attracted thither like llim-eif s

ee, further, the

sep. artt. on DEDICATION, PASSOVER, etc.

As regards the unnamed Feast of Jn 51 , it is impossible to

reach any certain. \ a.- to v
'

. FOJ.SL i- u i.dod. If the correct

reading were % & *~', ii '.xonld i
rio-i 7

i 111.1 '11' be the Feast of

Tabernacles, which ur-aMioio n 1
! *?/' 1\..*, or ;'ie Jews (Cheyne

on Iq 3029) ; but if the article he omitted, as almost certainly it

should be, the expression is quite indefinite, and might refer to

either Tabernacles or Passover or Pentecost, or to any of the

smaller Feasts.
In attempting to decide between these guidance may first be

sorffv t fr-m ^ho crcnoia
1
ecq-i^nce of <A\ents, so far as it is indi-

<MN (I n i ,lir fo'iiv iMtr -lore- 01 time :

(1) Passover, i.e. Marcn or April, Jn 2*3.

(2) A reference to harvest, Jn 485.

(3) This unnamed Feast, Jn 5*.

f,) \ -"<>M<1 Pilsner ,Tn r,t

I'm- it .iiiH.ar- Ltic i
rbo i.'ii:an 1 TVi^r foil between the Inci-

dem <v,'n<-~< t><1 v 'h 7-ie h,ir\-M in JM 1 *> and Passover. This
doc- 'K.I ho'scvrr jr\" 'civ n iol' h<-lp because Jn 4^5 niav
iiraM c 'iir 'hit i HI \(^ iho ii"iul 'MMO of harvest or that it

TI.I-. T. ,r mom '- boron,' 'um--i > ih.ii >i i-. impossible to tell

^liM'-ur rn n'McU.P JK re 'k-i i

r >< cl r-vnM 1 "* d n *V iciith of

\i',l or ii i,i'l\\ IT< r Tf -f>r,T nn'tucncd -n vixl'iinur then
lc'i" I'ti'H (l>u ) ul 1'i.r in (I CM ) iirr Hie '^iiK liasr possible
('MIOM-'^LT '.jl 1

^ o t ii a-, is <q'ial \ l'\.ch inn incident

happened at hanest, then the ohronologv \\ ould admit almost
am of the Feasts, either Pentecost (Mav), or Trumpets (Sept.), or

Tabernacles (^ept ), or Dedication (Dec ), or Pimm (Feb.)- Thus
the set'ing of the incident is quite indeterminate In the

description of the Hidden' ir-tK iln n aru i\\o i>oin*^ ih.iL n<< d
1o be noticed The one i

i i viM iho .n*i<'l rror 1 woT<l-.ir" such

iis to supr{?est that the oriK rca-on orni^r.iKui n<r ,.lio I'easi fit

all is to explain our LorrlSpr* M M lo -n )i.rL 'ili -n,- '.\ftoi those

thniffs there was a Feast of the Jews, and Jesus went up to
Jerusalem ' Since there \\ ere onlv three Feasts at which even

the strictest Jews went up to Jerusalem^ it appears that this

must be one of those three, ?. e must be either Passover, Pente-

cost, or Tabernacles Ab the smaller Toasts man\ of those Jews
who were in or near Jerusalem \\ould naturally congregate in

the Temple courts (cf Jn lO-2^), but none were in the habit of

going up on these occasions from ot.h< r parts* of the countrv

Accordinglv, though Punm n^ seem suitable in other wavs, it

quite fails to explain the one fundamental fact, our Lord's visit

to Jerusalem, and " ' '
-

*

the smaller
Feasts The secon- -

, , , , , <.
, onn g Ube of

so 'vague a - to one of the three great Feasts
can mean . iimself unable to recall the exact
occasion The e\ ents recorded \\ ere quite clear in his mind, and
he remembered that they had Inpp,

-
L( i on one of the occasions

when our Lord -went to .Juu^U m to keep the Feasts but at
which particular one he could not recall This being so, it is
useless to try now to disco\ei the secret from his -writings but
there is no need to feel dis?pprint"iont at the absence of infor-
mation on this point, as 'f^ome iurLOf the significance of the

" '

of its occasion, for the
out of Qf Jij)ir**!i Pion*

I to tr lti iiki-iand'r^ of
our Lord's words or actions. See also art MINISTRY

C. E GAREAD.
FEEDING THE MULTITUDES. The Gospels

give us two accounts of multitudes xniraculou&ly
fed by our Lord. In the first instance (repoited m
Mt 1415-21

, Mk 6s5
'44

, Lk 912
'17

, Jn 65'13
) the number

is given as 5000, exclusive (so Mt ) of women and
children. In the second instance (reported m Mt
1532-39; j^k gi-9) tiie number is given as 4000, Mt.
again addmg women and children

1. It- will be bettor to consider these instances

separately and to treat the feeding of the 5000 in
the light of the first three Gospels. The Synoptics
agree that the place was a desert one on the east
side of the Sea of Galilee; and Lk. fixes it at
Bethsaida Julias (see CAPERNAUM). Mk. and Lk.
connect the withdrawal to this place with the
return of the Twelve and their report, Mt with
tho execution of John the Baptist. Mk. seems to
bo correct, since he gives the specific reason that

they needed rest, which they could not otherwise
secure. All agree that a vast multitude followed
thorn to their place of resort, thus defeating their

purpose, and that it was the disciples who called
the attention of Jesus to the needs of the peopje.
Jesus then commanded His disciples to provide
food for the multitude. One feels that He was

Sreparing
their minds for what He was about to

o. Their astonishment at His command led them
to point out the impossibility, if not absurdity, of
the HM|iiiMMiient -nice they had but five loaves
and t\\o ii-Ii( -. 'J lien follows ils ;i-,'i'

i,ir'!

"T'
<
_' <* Y 1

to seat the people in groups ea-. \ t
< r^, > < 10 i 'IP

disciple*- the blessing of the loaves and fishes, the
distribution of the meagre supply, the satisfaction

of all, and the gathering up of the

Attempts have been made to rob this account
of its miraculous character, the favourite method
being to assume that the evident determination of

Jesus to assuage their hunger induced those in the
vast company who had supplies of food, to share,
in the *.phn> of Jesus, with those who had none.

The difficulty with this explanation is that the dis-

ciples, who had every opportunitv of seeing what
was done, thought that the multitude was fed

with the five loaves and two fishes only. Against
this, neither Mk 6s2 nor Jn B26 is evidence, as

Beyschlag will have it (Leben Jesu, i. 330). The
immediate context in both passages shows that

both Jesus and the Twelve thought of the trans-

action as miraculous. Admitting the miracle,
some have thought to explain it as a miraculous

satisfaction of hunger with a little, rather than as

a multiplication of the loaves and fishes. This is

contrary to the text in all four of the Gospels,
which unite in saying that twelve baskets of

fragments were taken up This wonld be more
than there was at the bcgmmng ,-oe art Ii \iKET),
thus virtually affirming ilio uiultiplic.uioii We
are shut up, then to rh<> altorrinnvo of regarding
the account as legendary or else as a miraculous

.multiplication of "their" food supply. Tjiere^ axe

|

some difficulties in the way of
believing

it minae-
! ulous il) The question of Jesus, *How many
loaves have ye?' reminds one of the question of

, Ehaha (2 K i2
),

* What hast thou in the house ?
'
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and so suggests an imitation of Elisha's miracle, as
m fact the whole process of multiplication suggests
the miracle of the meal m the jar and the cruse o:

oil of 1 K 1711'16
, (2) The record is a trifle ohscuie

The whole stress is on the loaves, both in the

gathered fragments, especially in Jn., and in the
HiVt'uu< -il references of Jesus (bee Mk S19

), while
the nsii are '-LiioiH '3} Usually, also, when such
a miracle "\x<i-. po.ioi'iud, the observers are saic

to have been profoundly impressed (see Mk 44:

543 737^ kujj }IQIQ no comment follows. (4) Besides,
it seems to be in contradiction of His avowed pur-

pose not to give the Jews what would be to them
ji * ,,- v i",, sign. As to all but the last of these
(i

'

i may be said that they are, in them
selves, not serious. The fourth assumes that the
miracles of healing would not, but that a miracle
such as the

" "
."

"

convince the Jews, and
so be just ". gn the Jews demanded.
But, in fact, the sign the Jews required and Jesus
refused to giant was some miracle perfoimed to

order, and regardless of human need Such a
miracle as the feeding lacked these two charactei-
istics. It was spontaneous, and it met a human
want. In favour of the historicity of the miiaele
is the further fact that it is recorded in all the

Gospels. The tradition was not open to question
in the mind of any one of the Evangelists.

2. With regard to the second recorded instance,
the feeding of the 4000, the case is quite different.

It is found in but two of the Gospels. Lk and Jn.

evidently thought of but a single feeding It is

easy to see how the second account might have
grown out of the first, and the similaiities aie so

great as to suggest that it did have in- oiigin there.
The question of Jesus concerning the number of

loaves, the remarkable circumstance that a second
time the disciples had so little food with them, the

seating of the people on '
T

i

1

^he distribu-
tion to the Twelve for i among the
multitude, the eating until

they^ weie filled, the

gathering of the broken pieces into baskets, are

*u-piciou-ly like the feeding of the 5000, It is

difficult to vee how the disciples, with the memory
of the feeding of the 5000 fresh in their minds,
could have questioned Jesus as to the source of

supply for this second company. And here it is

that the narrative as given by Jn sheds light on
the question under consideration. Jn. betrays the
fact that the same narrative was diileiently told,
since he combines elements of both nanativcs as
related by Mt. and Mark. Mt. places the second
f-V'Img on ti r.ioiPifiiin ; Jn. locates the feeding on a
Tiiouum TI. Jn jnul Mi and Mk. (second instance)
agree that Jesus proposed the feeding. Mk ,

according to his usual custom of eirpha^i/in^ the

teaching as primary, and of making ih<* mnn< los

secondary, makes Jesus teach the shepherdless
sheep out of sympathy, while Mt. makes this

sympathy prompt Him to heal them, and Lk.
combines the two ; this in the first feeding. In
the second (UN. -\nipnMiy was elicited by their
hunger. Tn t lie ^oconil illo point of difficulty with
ilio djM'ijilo-* ^(according to Mt and Mk.}, or with
Jesus (according to Jn.), was not the expense, as in
the first, but that of securing so much food in a
desert place. This certainly looks as though Jn.
had heard both accounts and deliberately under-
took to combine them into one, or else as though
the differences m the account of the same story
led Mt. and Mk. to believe that there were two
feedings. In any case Lk, by implication, and
Jn., almost directly, favour the single feeding
that of the ouOH. The only serious difficulty in
this elimination of the second feeding is the record
in Mk 8J9-

(of. Mt 16^ ), according to which
Jesus is made to refer to the t\\o feeding* as

separate events. The denial of the second would
i

make it necessary to affirm that the words of
Jesus aie mcoriectly reported. But here Mt.
is evidently dependent upon the collection of
nanatives by MK:., not Mk. upon the collection of

sayings made by Matthew. Mt and Mk. are not
two independent witnesses. We may not be able
to account satisfactorily f01 the Mi-uiKlei-i.mumg
of Mk. in this case, but his testimony could hardly
offset that of Jn ,

unless we were obliged, which
we are not, to suppose that Mk got his informa-
tion on this point diiectly from Peter. Even if

this were so, we should have to make our choice
between Peter and Jn , which, m view of all the
facts, would turn out in favour of the latter.

The significance of the feeding of the multitude
for the humaneness of Jesus is not less great than
that of the healings. The power was His, and He
used it for the good of His fellow-men in whatevei

way was needful for their immediate welfare, and
foi setting an

" e

helpfulness in the eveiy-
dajr affairs of '

! disciples in all the cen-
turies to follow.

1 1 1
'

i
_ T " i .md Taylor on Miracles

, Edersheim,
/ r -.' <" t

,
-T'l 11 63 ff

, Andrews, Life of ow Lord
[1893 ed ], 320 ff., 333 ff

, Bruce, Training of the Twelve, US,
Westcott, Gosp. of St. John, in loc

C. W. RlSHELL.
FEET. The word occurs frequently in the

Gospels. Figuratively it has a wide range of

meaning. It is employed in phiases which express
woithlessness (' to be trodden under foot/ Mt 513

),

supplication ('fell at his feet,' Mk 522
7'
25

), gieat
honour or reverence (Lk 7

38"46 the woman who
kissed Jesus' feet; Jn II 2

Mary; Mt 289 'held
him by the feet'), ignorant or blavphemou^ con-

tempt (Mt 7
b '

trample under foot'), ughteous
condemnation or rejection (Mt 1014 'shake dust
off feet'), salvation thiough sacrifice (Mt 188 ||Mk
945 cutting off hand or foot), discipleship (Lk S35

cured demoniac sitting at Jesus' feet ; 1039
Mary),

helplessness (Mt 2213 'bind hand and foot
3

), com-
plete triumph (Mt 2244

j|Mk 1236 ||Lk 204S enemies
of Messianic King put under His feet), absolute
safety (Mt 46 |[Lk 411 'lest thou dash thy foot

against a stone 5

), -uLjVdion (Mt 535 earth the
footstool of God's reo i In washing the feet of
the disciples

^

Jesus inculcates lessons of humility,
mutual service, and the need of daily cleansing
from sin (Jn IS5'14

). See artt BASO^, FOOT.
Of the feet of Jesus Himself mention is made in

the NT very
"

""

Before His feet suppli-
ants fell dov

t
\; , 725, Lk S41

), and also a
Samaritan who returned to give thanks (Lk 1716

).

At His feet sufferers were laid to be healed (Mt 1530),
Neglectful of the courtesies of a host, Simon the
Pharisee gave Him no water to refresh His feet
(Lk 744 } ; but a sinful woman on the same occasion
wet His feet with her tears, wiped, them with the
hair of her head, kissed them, and anointed them
with ointment (7sa.ff.) ; and ]^ary of Bethany
showed her great love and gratitude in a similar
fashion, when she lavished the contents of her
alabaster cruse of precious spikenard (Jn II2 123 ;

cf. Mt 267, Mk U3
} upon the feet which had

brought the Lord from beyond Jordan (Jn 1040 II7
)

to speak thr
" :e "

.. -

1

at her brother's grave
(J

1 ) At L -estored demoniac sat
(Lk 885), like Mary afterwards when she 'heard his
word 3

(10
s0

). The two angels who guarded the
-op-filMi' VIM seen sitting 'the one at the head,
i ini lie 01 li' T at the feet, where the body of Jesus
lad lain' (Jn 2012

). It was His feet that the
wo Marys clung to when they first met Jesus on
;he Resurrection morning. [Though love prompted
ihem to lay hold of Him, did reverence forbid
yhem to touch more than His feet 9

]. When
Jesus in the upper room showed His hands and
His feet to His disciples (Lk 24*tf

-) it was doubtless
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to prove to them that He who now stood before
them "w as the same Jesus \\ ho by hands and feet

had been nailed to the cioss (cf. Jn 20-- 25 ~7
). St.

Paul says of the ascended Chust that all things
aie put under His feet (Eph I22 ), and that beneath
His feet death itself shall be destroyed (1 Co lo-5ff

).

And in the Book of Revelation, when the heavenly
Jesus appears to the seer of Patmos, the place of

His teet has been made glorious (cf. Is 6013
). Those

feet which were dust-stained In the house of Simon
the Phaiisee, and weary by the well of Syehar (Jn
4(>

), and pierced with nails on the cross of Calvary,
are now ' like unto tine brass, as if they burned in

a furnace' (Rev I 15
,
cf. 218

).

It has been questioned whether the feet of Jesus
were nailed to the cross. The doubt is based on
the facts that in the Fourth Gospel Jesus men-
tions only His hands and side (Jn 2020

), and that
sometimes in crucifixion the feet were simply tied
to the cro&s. The nailing of the feet of Jesus
would not have been disputed were it not pait
of an ai^umenl to pio\e that He did not really
die on the tios-s 'That the feet were usually
nailed (in crucifixion), and that the case of Je&us
was no exception to the general rule, may be

regarded as beyond doubt' (Meyer on Mt 2735
).

Theie is a difference of opinion as to whether the
feet of Jesus weie nailed to the cross hCpAiatcly.
with two nails, or the one over the othei ~u iJi tfie

same nail. In early art the feet are more fre-

quently represented as separately nailed, but in

later ait as nailed together, the one over the othei.

Tradition favours the opinion that the feet Avere

nailed separately. See art. CRUCIFIXION.

- Com on St Matthew, Ellicott, His-
to ,'

'

Life of Our Lord, p. 353 ; Andrews,
Bible Student's Life of Our Lord?, p. 462 f.

JOHN REID.
FELLOWSHIP.
Neither the word *

fellowship* (xoivuvia.) nor anv equivalent
term occurs in tl v> ^ "< pV Gospels, but the reality in faith,

love, arid joy is <i V--l ! r the fivjrr,. -o of he flowers of

Galilee through that bright spring <. i. '< *io'nl - life. As we
pass to the Act ^ irl Fp-''

l

<>., i-moti!^ Llio Pa 1 ' r 1TtM\orrl
is found in aisnc-* o> 'iou' " f- v ^ "ttj HI .. '^T T

:I
TI"

lated 'fellows' ;>' ( \c 2^. 1 ( n"l\ 2 L->
'' ^ O.il _' IT I i

310) It is re
*

i '" *

ii i -'l\ i 'uri'^,.
tion in') and '

"

'<

' O\ <Ii a.ljuiion ) .M

2 Co 013, ct > ,- '
: .

'

(KY 'fellowship') in

Philem6, cf. !, I , _ s * -curs only three times
,} 1 I" ''

) ,1 t\ ,!<' TVC'll.. Hi r1"1

<r\\ l io iciiiui" '
< ... 'I he <)*'-

ceptionof tellowship r
1 Ji" NT i, nu t\'^ -.cd ! \ -l'o\aiir,l

significations of any one word ; it becomes plain only as we
comprehend the meaning

1 of the life of the Early Church.

i. INHERITED FORECASTS. Like most of the

great religious conceptions of the NT, this idea
has its roots deep in the OT. Isaiah proclaims
that the religion of Israel can find its truest ex-

pression only in a spiritual fellowship of faith,

independent of a national framework. In Israel

there is an imperishable remnant, a stock from
which new life i\ill pnncr forth after desolation

has swept over Joni-a l< in \Ts 8 13"18 37W -

). By the
time of Jeremiah the disaster of the nation had
become so irretrievable that the prophet hardly
dares to hope for more than the salvage of indi-

viduals from the wreck ; but these rescued ones
will form the true Israel under a new covenant

(Jer 233"8 3131ff
). The Messianic blessedness which

those prophets foresaw consisted of an intimate

fellowship which, in the coming days, the redeemed

company of Israel would enjoy with Jehovah (Is

496-1% Jer 31slff
*). It was to be a fellowship of

Israelites because it was primarily a fellowship
with Israel's God (Is 526

'12
60). This thought of

follo\\-hip finds nowhere more vivid expression
Hian in the Psalter. That storehouse of religious
devotion is filloil \\\\\\ prayer^ of communion with

Jehovah, the ssiiproiiiolv moral Person, righteous,

faithful, holy, yet full of loving-kindness, who

satisfies the needs of man by biinging him into
fellowship with Himself (Pss 16. 34. 40. 63).
Though many of the psalms &eeni to be the utter-
ance of individual yearning for God's piesence,
others express the leligious desires of coiporate
I&iael, a fellowship of saints \vitli a common thirst
lor the spiings of its life.

A special term had been coined for Israel in her
religious rather than her national function Iaha!,
which, was rendered in the LXX by KK\-r]crla

(' church
5

). It signified the religious assembly of
God's chosen people ; but as this could nevei" be
completely lealized, even in the great temple
gatherings, the conception remained largely ideal.
A nch spiritual legacy was tiansnntted fiom the
OT in the words Isiael, ecelesia, Kingdom of God ;

and though the Jewish heirs -\\eie unable to ap-
preciate their inheritance, these two truths of the

prophets and psalmists could never have quite
perished that there is an eternal commonwealth
of saints, and that this fellowship of Israel is

based upon felloe ship with Jehovah.
ii. THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS Jesus not only

claimed to fulfil prophecy -, by His A\oidb of grace
He did much more than the most spiritually
minded Israelite could have hoped. The spirit of

the Lord \vhich was upon Him awoke prophetic
thoughts that had long lain in the hearts of tho&e
who were waiting for the consolation of Israel.

He brought spring and quickened the seed sown
in the past. He calls men to Himself and forms
them into a new society, within which aie to be
enjo? oil 'lie Lli ^irj> foretold by the prophets. In

thisVi;in]',iTi\ i- 7oi nr leligious fellowship, based

upon roi<ii\t-T'< of <ins and eternal life through
the knov kd^o of God revealed by Jesus as Father,
of which the Ul1

saints had but partial enjoyment
or glad ,

"

i He places Himself at the
head of .

.. claiming that He alone can

impart the knowledge of God which will give rest
to the souls of men (Mt II27"30

). Thus His followers,
constituted into the society of the Messiah, become
a Divinely ordered fellowship not dependent on
outward organization, but united by a common
faith in Je&us as the Revealer of God to them.
They are the New Israel, the imperishable ecclexict

(Mt 1616"19
).

This society is no closed circle. Associating
Himself more or less intimately with ^ioup- of

disciples, Jesus sends them foith with the kno\\

leclge they have gamed concerning Him, to pro-
claim to the people that the new epoch of Divine
rule is about to be inaugurated and that they
-liouM pi <pa 10 for its advent. The condition of
UK mbciMlup in this brotherhood is to follow Jesus,
even though this may seem to the man of the
world to be nothing less than to lose one's life.

Fellowship with Jesus costs much. Family ties

may be severed, the hatred of the world may be
vented upon His disciples, billows of persecution
may sweep over them, but in this society is life

indeed (Mklf
4-38

, Lk 1425
"35

). Jesus offers His
followers a tYtlov-hip hi ilii-> new brotherhood,
which more Hum coinpuMiies for any worldly
friendship Iliat tln.\ nuv luno to renounce (Mt
lO26

'31
). Their true kindred, even like that of

Jesus Himself, will be found among those united

by spiritual affinities in this new circle. New
virtues abound in this brotherhood. Love working
in helpful ministries for others is of the essence
of fellowship in Messiah's company. Bank is

assigned, not as in worldly kingdoms, but by the

degree of service rendered by each to all (Mk
lO35

'4
'')

In lime Jesus announces to His followers that
His society, as the true Israel, is to take the place
of the Jewish nation, which as such is becoming a

Out of this perishing world His
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disciples are saved into the eternal Kingdom, and
as heirs of salvation they are in reality, as they
were afterwards called, 'the saints of the New
Covenant 5

(Mk I2 l
'u

) Before His death the
Messiah gave concreteness to this fellowship by a
solemn communion with His disciples in the Last

Supper, which became the means of making real

to them the blessings of the New Covenant. The
connexion of the Supper with the Paschal meal,
which may here be assumed as having existed,
either by 'anticipation or directly, would

suggest
to the minds of the participants that in this New
Covenant they were entering into foMow^lnp with

Jehovah, and that they were also binding them-
selrefc together as brothers in a new covenant with
God (Mk I42

-'--"). A promise of enlarging fellow-

ship fitly closes the Gospel of Matthew in the

words,
f

Lo, I am with you to the end of the ages
'

(28
20

), and gives us a glimpse of the transition

from the earthly to
*

,i
*

ly life of Jesus.

To sum up, the ^\ '

iospels show us the

conception of an eternal Divine Commonwealth,
made actual by Jesus in a society welded together
by fervent loyalty to Himself as the Christ of God,
and pervaded by a life of mutual service to the
members. He brings His followers into true

fellowship with Jehovah by revealing Him and

pauloni'i'r their bins. They enjov_ the life of a
i'ioiheiho<.i which is true lire

"

Ti" ; .

iii THE PRIMITIVE JEWISH- ' s '
, i s .

- Tillou-Vip is the most real definition of the
minx \\IiK,

1

'
1

, was a constituent quality of the
I-i.ih dim 0*1 Intercourse, intimate and uni-

versal, among brethren, whose life was consecrated
"*..'-

*
- Divine presence, and thus free from
jcular, constituted the Church as dis-

* 3. This unity was not expressed by
anyngui t'ulh'-ho oi<ranizarion. not ev< M Mini! '

i\\

by the lender-hip 01 iho Ap-ntles. liu.V-*, :V k

di-(
i\>]

- ha.,1 boen warned by their Lord not to
allo\\ i!hm-<l\i'- to be called t Master 5

(Mt 2310
).

A company of baptized brethren, they had received
the Holy Spirit from their risen Lord, who had
welded them into one. His personal gifts were
manifest in each brother passionately devoted to

his unseen Lord, and so on terms of friendship
with all who loved Him.
The Church appears on the stage of iho pnbli/'

world as a new sect, holding to the bthor rhat
Jesus is Messiah. Outwardly the brethren were

probably indistinguishable from good Jews, and
such oigaTii/.uio'i as they had would follow the
lines of their former life. But it would seem, that

they did not think of themselves as a new or-

ganization. They were slow to cast loose their
hawsers and swing out into the stream as an inde-

pendent Church Led by powerful personalities,
Peter, John, and James, who had been either
intimate or of close kinship -with Jesus, they re-

garded themselves as the true Israel, and for a
while hoped that the nation would repent. Before
St. Paul's time, however, there was a change, for
we find that the brethren throughout Judsea were
organized into distinctive communities, not as

'synagogues,' but as 'churches* (Gal. I22). But
in these churches the utmost freedom of the indi-

vidual, which is essential for true fellowship,

prevailed ; for the Church grew not by official

initiative, but by the prophetic power of the Holy
Spirit impelling the brethren to spread far and
wide the good new of their gospel.

Little as the primitive Christians differed out-

wardly from the Jewish world, their inner world
was a new creation. It was a brotherhood of

l)ivine origin ; for not only were they baptized
into the name of Jesus the"Lord of life, but they
had received the Holy Spirit. How sacred this

fellowship was is manifest from tlie terrible punish-

ment meted out to Ananias and Sapphira for

violating the mutual trust that made the brother-

hood possible (Ac 5).

There were vai lous manifestations of this fellow-

ship, (a) It was a house-church. Brethren met
as sons round the common board in the homes of

those who could best provide accommodation, and

partook of a daily meal consecrated to the memory
of their unseen but present Lord. They held

communion with one another because they held

communion with the risen J esus. Common pi ayers,

songs, and I'l^nk^'ivm;.:- rose to Jehovah from
these family groups (Ac &* 4-3 -<J2

).

(b) This fellowship (Kowovta) found further ex-

pression in a life of mutual service, the rich for

the poor, the strong for the weak. They rejoiced
with those who rejoiced; they wept with those

who wept. In fact, true Koivwvla could not be
better defined than in the words of the Golden
Rule t Whatsoever ye would that men should do
to you, do ye even so to them '

(Mt 712 ). No formal

ordinance, such as the community of goods, was

enjoined on the brethren; their love welled foith

in such a pure and powerful stream that it made
its own channels. All blessings, eaithly and

spiritual, were
"

shared with those

who were in nee< ,'\-'
So we have in the earliest days a true fellowship,

a brotherhood united by love to a risen Lord,
whom many of them had known on earth, and led

without rivalry by favourite disciples of Jesus,

enjoying gifts and graces from the ever present

Spirit of their Lord. But that brotherhood

gathered in the earthly Zipn was nationalistic in

sentiment. It was provincial in spirit, o-pc< uilh
,

it would seem, throughout Judsea, nliL'o tii^

churches were in villages remote from the world of

men.
iv. THE GENTILE CHURCHES OF THE PAULINE

WOKLD. 'With the rise of Antioch a peril
threatened the prestige of Jerusalem. Could the
fruit of the Spirit thrive equally well in the valleys
1 T.l nn i!: 'il.f ",- of Syria and Asia as on the
-it\t\\\ \\ ,il,.ii

'

,1 of Judaea 9 If so, it was bound to
be very much more abundant. Fortunately, Paul
the Apostle to the Gentiles was a man of varied
culture. While his world was in cities and he

thought imperially, he never treated the Jewish
mind lightly, and he knew what that mind was.
He understood its worth and its rights. He could
discern every wave of feeling, every gust that
shivered duskily across it. So St. Paul was him-
self the pen1<>-t power of his day making for the

unity of the riumh. It was a passion with him
to avert a breach which would be fatal ; and he
was successful, for the other Apostle^ ip-poiuled
nobly as brethren, and gave him the \ ilu hand 01

fellowship (Gal 22- 9
) But the sections thus united

had to be cemented ; so he devotes much energy
to effecting a durable Kowwta by organizing the
collection for the poor saints at Jerusalem. In
2 Co 84 9U and Rp 1526 the word Koivwta is trans-
lated (RV)

* contribution
'

; but * there is always at
the root of KQivwvla, in the NT, the idea of Chris-
tian communion in one form or another. Those
who bestow make common cause with one another
and with the recipients' (Waite). The collection
is a

religious act, because it is a mark of Christian

fellowship. Indeed, the Macedonians regard it as
a sigiial token of Divine favour to be allowed thus
to help those from whom they had received the

gospel ; and the poor Jewish Christians, who had
made experience of the liberal Christian kindliness
of the Gentiles, could hardly refuse to call them
brethren (2 Co 81' 5 911-14

).

The Christian fellowship was world-wide. This
brotherhood was one everywhere (1 P 59), and in

writing to the Corinthians St. Paul assumes that
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what lie says will be of interest not only to them,
but ' to all that m every place call upon the name
of Je&us Chi 1st our Lord, both theirs and ouis'

(1 Co I 2
). The Church of God which is in Corinth

is a visible but partial manifestation of the larger
whole. This idea peibi&ted aftei the A po-tolie age ;

for ' Brotherhood alternates with Eitlr&i", in the
oldest sets of ecclesiastical canons, while omms
fratermtas and Trao-a y dSeX^^s are used to de-

note the \\hole of Christendom 5

(Lindsay). This
woild-wide brotherhood was not held together by
any outwaid oi^aniz.inon. though the Apostle Paul
does giouphib cimiche^ by provinces. But organ-
ization is local : it does not follow the lines of

piovmcial units. Of course, Clmstian life had to

be expressed in outward fellowship -wherever it

v i-
: -iY- ) that all the brethren within a con-

^ ,
- such as a city, would be grouped

together to form the Church of God in that place.
And the Spirit of God supplied these local churches
with leadeib who had the necessary gifts for the
conduct of their life. This became the ba&is of a

permanent nimistiy.
Fiom the world they became outwardly separate,

* saints
'

chosen out of it and consecrated to God
(Ito I7

,
1 Co I

2
, Gal I4 ), and so foiming one family,

4 the household' of faith (Gal 6 1 ' 1

, Eph 219
j, through-

out the empire of this world Hence great stress

is laid upon the grace of hospitality (He 13l * 2
). In

that busy world with its thronged highways, the
Chiistian was always sure of a warm welcome
wherever there was a church or a group of brethren

(seeder contra 3Jn 9f
-)> and the - ^ ''_ ^ I

1

saints were made the occasion of r< i M %

\
;

(He 610 10*- w 13s ). St. Paul experienced many-
such marked tokens of fellowship, especially at the
hands of the Philippians, for whom he cherished
th'e deepest affection. They were unremittingly
active m co-operation with him for the spread of

,'. -jo-.-'
1

; and whatever his needs, bodily or
-i) is 11.'!. might be, they were ready to do their

best by gifts or sympathy to supply the lack.

Thisv,,- ii-i-i f^].)uO,ft, Tii r *218 4l1115
).

B
Phile-

mon i!-o v * '<\ i ( 'P'-HM'. whose faith in,

and love to, the Lord Jesus was manifested in his

kindly offices towards all the saints ; and the

Apostle delicately suggests that he should not stop
till his benevolence becomes complete and embraces
even the slave Onesimus (Philem

6 15- 16
).

Tli i- '1 ijii<m M i* of brotherhood issues in a new
gr;u c, 'o\i o i'i' ',>i<vthren* (<tXa5eX0a), which is

to be cherished as an especial sign of Divine life

(1 Th 49
, Ro 1210,

He 131, 1 P I22 ). A fine word,
a,7rX6r^s (* singlencs-s '), is nsed by St. Paul to denote
the qnalltv of the man in whom fellowship (Kowuvia)
\* a rnlinji motive. He is cb-Xous,

'

single-minded,'
*
liberal

' He does not serve God and Mammon.
His eye is single. Looking only at the needs of

his brother, he realizes the truth of the Lord's
words that it is more blessed to give than to

receive (Ac 2035). Among the brethren there is no
almsgiving. All that is sordid in almsgiving is

removed, and generosity becomes a choice token
of fellowship (2 Co 82 911 1S

). 'When men thank-

fully receive God's gifts, nnd in imitation of His

bounty use them for thck good of others, so that
the recipients also thank God for the benefaction,
it is as far as it goes the re-establishment of the

light relation between God and men, and men and
men. 3 The slave is not only made partaker of such

bounty, but as he pos^e-,ses this -pint he pays an

nujfiiHlfriTig *om<e to his master (Eph 65
)

Tlu 1
ft lio'wsihip oi church with church was further

increased by the visits of Apo?tle& and teachers, as

well as by the interchange of correspondence.
What was of interest to one was of interest (,o nil

in so far as it touched their common gospol While
we do not nnd any uniform creed or liturgy in

these Epistles, there was almost certainly a sub-

stantially similar torm of \\orskip, and in their

prayeis and hymns the brethien gave utterance to
the same faith in Jesus Cluiht, and in theii teach-
ing they adhered to the common truths \\ Inch the
Apostles taught (Ro b17

, Gal Is ). We cannut fail
to be impressed by the combination of a sense of

unity with great individual freedom. The Spirit
took the lite of believei or church, and pioduced
in it some distin-

'

^ *
j

-

"

tion, which
brought diversity ; i , i- , , enrichment
\\ithout lack oi p!u|><> i or Maiuioid, however,
as these gifts v.tio, i>o yioatest of all and that
which lay at the root of their felloe ship \i as love ;

for not only was it the best because the commonest,
but it tempeied and restrained the more indi\id-
uahstic endowments, which might easily de&troy
the harmony of the Christian company (1 Co I

k2^1

13). True fellowship demands vaiiety in unity,
individual freedom woiking at the impulse of a
common spirit.
The nobles

J

;

"' r
Christian fello%\-lip,

outside the <
x

' is contained in the

Epistle to the Ephesians. In that pipse poem in

praise of unity, the Church is described as one
"body of which each Christian is, or should be, a

perfect member. A Divine creation puiposed from
all eternity by the Father's love, it was made actual
in history through Jesus Christ. The Church is

one because of the unities on which it is based.
Its members ai i lwq< I/t d Into the name of the one
Lord whom ih-^y <OM<. They are inspired by
the same Spirit, and there is one God and Father
of all, who is above all and thiough all and in all

(Eph 44'6
). Historically the Church became one

when, in Christ, Jew and Gentile were both recon-

ciled unto God in one body by the cross (2
14~18

) ;

an^ "M 'Is o .:_'< to come each individual w ith variety
of ii:r'< uu'i ill reach his perfection in this per-
fect organism, arid contribute to the completeness
of the whole (i

7' 10
). A felloe 'hip ^o sublime in its

ideal must be undisturbed by selfish desires. Only
where love, patience, long-^uflering and humility
reign will there be on eaith 'a communion of the
saints.

3 f ln the Apostle's eyes all true life in an
Ecclesia is a li f '" n s 1 1 : 1 1 n , , i of the harmonious
and mutually 'i'l;nil j,< ':ri -'i different elements,
so that he is giving instruction on the very essence

of membeiship when in each of the nine Epistles
addressed to Ecclesise he makes the peace of God
to be the supreme standard for them to aim at,

and the perpetual self-surrender of love the com-

prehensive means of attaining it
5

(Hort, Christ.

Ecclesia, 123).
All the manifestation of fellowship among the

brethren, the very brotherhood itself, is possible

only because the individual members of the com-
munion of the saints are in personal fellowship
with Jesus Christ. He indeed is the fountain and
source of communion. All human f<!W-liip ^
derivative. The word Kowwla, is used b\ M I'.inl

only in 1 Co 1016 to express this personal fellowship
with Christ, the thought being that m the Lord's

Supper believers are united in close communion,
because through the cup and the bread they are

enabled to participate in the life of Christ Himself,

But the idea i* central in St. Paul's religion
C I

no longer live, but Christ liveth in me '

(Gal 220
) ;

'For me to live is Christ' (Ph I21 ). ^However, this

fellowship of the individual is no T '
i

i

"'-. i

Only those who are * rooted and : ." i

are ' able to comprehend with ail saints wnau
is the breadth and length and <l*pth and height ;

and to know the love of Christ which passeti
knowledge,' that they may be filled with all the
fulness of God (Eph 317- J9

). Now the Apostle
expects that even in his own imperfect churches

there should be some real enjoyment of this fellow-
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ship with Christ. He reminds the Church of

Cormth that they
* were called into the fello\\ ship

of his Son Jesus Christ our Lord' (1 Co P), i.e. the

fellowship of which He is the soul. Fractured

though the Church is by schism, and marred hy
impurity, it is a society of redeemed sons, whose

destiny is to be confoirned to the image of Him
who is the firstborn among many brethren (Ro
329. 30^ anci even now it must reflect with real truth

some of the glory of that future fellowship^ The
same conception is conveyed in 2 Co IS14 in the

words,
* the communion of the Holy Ghost '

; for

the Spirit who unifies the Christian society into a

body of redeemed men who have experienced the

unmerited favour of Christ and the love of the

Father, is the Spirit of Christ (2 Co 3n - 18
). The

riilli' i

;Jr Church also, pervaded by love and
<uN'.>. <> , by reciprocal compassion, hastenjoyed
fellowship because of the presence of^

this Spirit
who brings the consolation of Christ Himself

(Ph 2l
).

v. THE JOHANNINE WRITINGS. Assuming that

the books which bear the name of John came from
the Apostle, we may consider them together, for

they biinaj before us the conditions of a later

period 1?he Gospel and the Epistles at least

are the mature work of one who seeks to set

before his readers the mind of Christ, after the

attempt had been made for half a century to woik
His teaching into actual life. Much must be taken
f. r

* " "* The visible Church is one ; the old

j.-
', - fewish and Gentile sections is a dead

'-
\ \" the Church is face to face with the

world. Two spiritual forces are oppo^eu - iho

realm of light over which the Son OF God rule-

and the world of darkness organized and directed

by the Prince of Evil. Error* i" T^rson
or Christ, and lack of love i' . are

disintegrating the C
1

'
i -'i >

'

i; So the author
takes his readers : of Christian

fellowship, and allows them to taste its quality
as it was enjoyed ix the di-ttiplc

1^ of Jesus, whom
iMvir/ lovd ITe lo\t-il uruo (he end (Jn 13-17).
Tho-e di-( o'iii<** illuminate the Lord's Supper, and
the feet-washing serves as a noble , ;'JM- 'i (o I

1
'.

There are two prominent aspects of iV !" \ i-.

; ":'. r .

""

by John : (a) that it is a feast for the
. , ! ,ure of the faithful (a

48"58
) ; (6) that it

( i love of the Lord, and so becomes a
love-feast of brethren. Love is the note of the
conversations. Only through the clear atmosphere
of love can they see their absent Master. If they
obey Him and love one another, He will come to
them bringing the peace and the joy which He
alone can impart (U21 - a

**}. So will there be, as

Loisy says,
4 a hierarchy of love,' the disciples

loving one another with the new love which springs
from, their Master, and their Master loving them
as the Father loves Him (13

34 1726
). These chapters

teach respecting Christian fellowship that (L) its

source
^is

God as revealed in Jesus Christ, (iL) its

agent is the Holy Spirit, (iii.) its condition in the
believer is faith in and obedience to Jesus Christ,
and (iv.) its fruit is a life of love, joy, and peace
among brethren here3 and perfect sonship here-
after.

Similar conceptions dominate the First Epistle
of John. Fellowship with God is the goal of the
Christian life (1 Jn I

3 4
). Such fellowship comes

through knowledge, which is only another aspect
of^the love of God (4

7- 8
) But sin is a barrier to

this fellowship, which would therefore be impos-
sible were it not that it has been removed by the
propitiatory sacrifice of Christ (2

i - 2
). No sin is

greater than hate ; and since all love comes from
God (4

1
*), he who hates his brother cannot love

God. If he love God, that love must first have
come from God, and stream forth through the

heart of the hehever upon his brother. To live in

loving fellowship with the brethren
is at once the

proof of fellowship with the Father and the ethical

condition for receiving it, for only to hearts

broadened and deepened by love can God leveal

Himself and bring fellowship (4
12- 1S- 20 - 21

).

This mystic, whose spirit was snore responsive
than any other to the mind of the Master, opens

up the profound depth of that fellowship which the

early Christian Church enjoyed, as we have seen,

in no inconsiderable measure. Since Christ is the

soul of Christian fellowship, it is impaired by lack

of truth <iiKcini:v Him. But truth and love are

inseparable, .therefore when we seek for the true

unity of the Church ot Christ, we mu&t begin by
keeping our Loid's great command to love the

brethren, and thereby advance with all saints to

a I
1 i.o \ n ')' 1 !;." of Chn&t.

1 i-v) *.; i; i v through the dim distance we dis-

cover the" :"*>< - T iii*o ,
- of prophet and p&almist

growing clearer, till in these latest books of the

NT we can almost touch the reality on earth in

this ideal of the Apostle whom Jesus loved. The

supreme poetic description of that fellowship is

the city of the King ot Love in Revelation, whose
citizens see the face of the Lord (Kev 221"5

), the

beatific vision for which the psalmists strained

their eyes.
The Christian fellowship as it existed on earth

in the 1st century was a stupendous creation.

Philosophers had dreamed of Utopias. Humane
Stoics had taught the brotherhood of man. But
,.*! ; i

v
i :-, - lu i- ;

""

/e these ideals had been eom-
:;i, \(^ r\ ]'', L

1
-, In the Christian Church,

however,"aliens and the disfranchised found fellow-

ship with those who inherited religious promises
and social privilege. Eoman and Greek stooped
to love the hateful Jew, and the Jew was willing
to transfer the sacred name of Israel to Gentiles

whose past was unclean. Well-born and slave

greeted one another as brethren, without thereby
disturbing social order. A love so compelling as

to reverse the national and social values, must
have been derived from a Presence altogether
' ;!-< i

" """!. M-e measurements of ordinary human
1 ic *

i

1

: ,: .1 fellowship is not to be defined as
intercourse glowing with human love at I

'
- Tl

ii_ V*-i

It is primarily a spiritual communion v.ri i!">

Supreme Person, whose love recreates life and
makes it a complete expression of love. So the

goal must be, as the writer to the Hebrews says,
in the world to come, when Jesus shall have intro-

duced His many brethren into the Holy of Holies,
where they will, as a company of the redeemed,
hold fellowship with tbe Father (He 25- 10* " 725

12----V See, further, art. COMMUNION.

LrrERATTTRi.-Hort, The Christian JScclesfa ; WfT7a'^r-r Tip
Apostolic Age; Lindsay, The Chnstu 1

, JT /

*
'

i

'

TJarhi

Church; v, T*-"
"

', 7",-' T'lS f i , 1,1 < J n f itA art.

*Communio*' I' 1 - "_- Ittt 'I'n f*t " ion with

<rod5,pp 40
"'

I M /'"' / ' O " <' & r 1, also~"
/

*
' ' k

/ "f '
'

i ' - ' '
-

Harnack,
/ ,,',

' > '<! , J,- I " 0' .,.

I; A. J AL'uNER.
FETTERS. See CHAIN.

FEYER (o irvper6$, and in Ac 288 ot irvperot, with

corresponding j.ati<iiKC in Mt. and Mk. TTU/?^-

croucra). There .ve onl\ five passages in the NT
in which fevei i- -iiok.cn of, and three of these,
viz. Mt 814f

% Mk 1**, and TA J^- 010 pnrnllcl pa-
sages. One cannot say with certain ty ^ ]\ t specific
fever is alluded to in these passages, or in Jn 454,
where the healing of the nobleman's son is spoken
of. It may be, indeed, that St. Luke, whose
traininjr

* ?i pli.v-ician nn tin ally led him to speak
with evict nc Jibotit medical in sitters, does specify
the fever from which Peter's -wife's mother vas
suffering ((rvvexof^vr) irvperip ftydX^) It hos been
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contended that there was a specific fever known as
' the great fever,' and that it was this, whatever
it may have been, from which the sick woman in

Capernaum suffered. This, however, has been

questioned, and perhaps it is rather the intensity
of the fever than its specific character that is indi-

cated by the word great.' Probably both Peter's
wife's mother and the nobleman's son suffered from
malarial fever. Professor G. A. Smith tells us
that the region about Tiberias is a very feverish

region, and Dr. Cunningham Geikie says that
malarial fever was common at Capernaum. It is

very likely that theie has always been a good deal
of malarial fever about the shoies of the Sea of

Galilee, and especially about the more northerly
portion of these shores. The fever from which
the father of Publius suffered (Ac 28s

) was fever

accompanying or accompanied by acute dysentery.
See also artt. CURES, p. 403b

,
and DISEASE,

p. 463b
.

LITERATURE. NT Commentaries ; artt. 'Medicine' m Hast-

ings' DE and 'Disease-, r" ;
- EVi^O V Smifch, HGHL 1,

p 449 , Cunningham Oe, ^ ,'J.tjJ
' J UV,/ i '>f Christ, u. 5f.

GEORGE C. WATT.
FIELD.
The three Greek words *

field
'

, etc.
"

as
(Mt

e ree ree ors a-yp, z*>p&, %ay>/ov) rendered e
in the Gospels are distinguishable in meaning-, and sometimes

- >

'
|

'

_'
-

atypfc 1 IT I -
"

'Id
'

1 - <
'

i
, or open

subject to cultivation : e g
' sowed gooc. ,*-.. *-

1321), 'lilies of thejield,' 'grass of the field' (628 3

dcT'oies geno-cll' a, legion, or district of
" '

of Trachonius (L& 31),
* the country of

locative,
*

" "" '*

F ground < _ i

4*>)t etc. But, on the other hand, we fird fa/sis used also of the
country in distinction from the cit\ (31k ->14

0<"'>, Lk 8^ 9^ 2326),

%,upa. used of fields o p i*TL nf rt ",i ri
," > in Jn435 'Look on the

fields, for they are \ r ( i ,M 5- who have reaped down
your fields') ,

and where ^ A
r

"
-

J
- . of

' the field of
blood *

(27
8
), St Luke useh %upiov ^Ac LiJ)

A "knnv !. ," n of certain peculiarities of the fields

of ]\i!e- ." i- helpful to the full under-landing of

several of the parables of our Lord and some other

passages in the Gospels. There are now, as there
were of old, numerous fields in Palestine where
'the lilies' and many other flowers grow in gor-
geou-' pi ofu-ion without human care or culture,
and v here i ho grass of the field/ including fibrous

weeds as well as shortlived flowers, when dried by
the tropical sun, are still gathered as fuel, and used
to heat ovens for baking bread (cf. Mt 628* 30

). The
argument of the Master, drawn from * the grass of

the field which to-day is and to-morrow is cast into
the oven,* still holds good, and still finds abundant
illustration. It is true occasionally now, also, that
after the owner of the land has ' sowed good seed
in his field/ an enemy will in sheer spite creep in

secretly and
c sow tares/ the noxious darnel (Lofaum

temulentum) ; but see TABES.
In Palestine, as in all unsettled countries, it

was common, and in parts of the land it is still

common, to resort to the field (the cultivated land
or the open country) as a fit place in which to hide
treasure (ef. Mt 1344) In ancient times the land
was peculiiiilx Mibjeoi to IPvolutions, exposed to

raids from \vnn<Ierm<r tribe- and, in some districts,
liable TO plunder from robbeii at home. So, in the
absence of si feu van ITS and the like, owners of

treasui c ~u ho feaied robber v or thievery (Mt 2525),
or who were Betting of!" on "a journey to a distant

country, would bury their money, jewellery, etc.,

in the field Then, if the owner were killed in

battle, or died in a far country, no one might know
where his treasures were hid ; and, according to

usage, such valuables when found, if no owner

appeared to claim them, belonged to the owner of

the land a fact which gives point to the parable
of the Hid Treasure (Mt 1344, cf. Job 321 , Pr 24).

Many persons are found digging for hid treasure

in Egypt and Palestine to-day, and not a few

&pend their last farthing in the effort (cf. Thomson,LB li. p. 640).
In the parable of the Sower (Mt 134, Mk 44, Lk

S5 ), wheie the AV hah 'some (seeds) fell by the
wayside/ the picture is really of grains of wheat or
bailey which fell on the trodd* . /^//."//leading
acro&s^

the field, and so were \* , L oxpu-i'd where
the birds could see and devour them (cf. Lk 8
4 trodden under foot '}. It is still common in Pale-
stine to see fiocks of birds following the peasant as
he sows his seed, eagerly i \ *

,

i.^y grain
that is not covered by the u .

I
.

;
,

. harrow.
And where it is said 6 some tell upon stony places

'

(AV), the real allusion is to the underlying rock of
limestone. The traveller finds numberless places
where a broad, flat, limestone rock lies just
beneath the surface of the field, with only a thin
layer of earth upon it (cf. Lk S6 1S 'the rock').
'

Stony ground
'

(AV, following early Englihh ver-
sions) suggests a soil abounding in loose stones,
such as is often found there p'oili.cni^ good \\heat;
but the picture is rather 01 ti so 1 into which the
seeds could not sink deep, and, the film of earth

being readily heated because of the underlying
rock, they would come up sooner than elsewhere,
and at first would look uncommonly flourishing ;

but, not being able to send roots deep into the
moist earth (cf. Lk 86

), when the hot, dry weather
came the stalks would wither, and thus show that
the fair promise of ,

Jl
e had been deceptive

(cf. Ps I296 *

grass mse-tops ').

In the fields of 1 , too, there are still

found spots that aie rich, but are peculiarly in-

fested with briars and thorn-bushes, where one
ay see the wheat in scattered and spindling
alks shuoolmg for life (cf. Mt 137) In Mk 2^

may
stal

and Lk 6 1

(AV) ^e have t
corn-fields' where the Gr.

word ((TTrdpiyua) is the same as in Mt 121
, where it is

rendered simply
'

corn/
*

through the corn
*

(after

Tmdale). It is literally 'through^:- , '!.
^ 3

i.e. the viuiii
1 lioLU as Noyes ana BID. Un. Vers.

render il, lieiu- of \\
rheat or barley, not of maize or

Indian corn, of course. The picture is of Jesus and
His disciples ft'/my "7','ftf e*!

1

(
^

i< i.'_r1 i M < *', i-'
1
-

inggraui, or n\ aH)ni]) tl tli^\ ! ii ii 1; !."<! i, 'u '''<-.

the grain in (ill KM <.^e being within easy reach.

It was customary then, as it is now, in Palestine*
for the lands of different owners to be *cptiititoil.

not by fences or walls, but usually onh b\ crude

individual stones set up at intervals on the surface

of the <_'-,'' .1- lnr<Tmarks (ef. Dt 1914
); and the

roads, r, -e I'v-ij.vl- as a rule, were not dis-

tinct fi< i

' e i'< I !- 'is they are with us, but ran

through them, so that the grain grew right up to

the edge of the path. We are not meairt to think
of Jesus and His disciples as going ruthlessly

through the fields and trampling do-\\n the grain,
bur a- follo\\ ing one of these paths over or between
the held-. Bui ncit her plucking the ears of wheat
to eat, nor even walking across a pathless field,

was, according to Jewish ideas (cf. Dt 2S25
), a vio-

lation of the rifrhi- of property any more than it is

to-dfiv ji 'roTirr i IK* V i Jil. It va- not of this, but of

Snlibni li-'nn ii ki /v that the Pharisees complained
GEO. B. EAC,EH

FIERCENESS. The word 'fierce' occurs twice

in AV (Mt S28 of the two demoniacs [xaXeTrot], Lk
23s of our Lord's accusers [Mexvov RV *

urgent
3

]).

But the purpose of the present article is to

examine in what sense and to what extent this

attribute may be attributed to Christ. The popu-
lar conception of Him is perhaps too much that of

a speaker of smooth things. It is forgotten that

He could utter on occasion words of fierce energy.
The beauty of the tmanswering innocence of the

Passion, that type of silent suffering and enduring,
has made His outbursts of fierce reproach or con-

demnation fade from the memory. His *

judge
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not
'

(Mb 7 1
), or His parable of patience that has its

part in the * wheat and tares
'

being allowed to
IS30 ), 01 His doctrine of unlimited

. 17 1 "4
), these are thought to be

entirely representative Yet, while they undoubt-

edly indicate the prevailing elements, - " "
-.

would be lost in our uiiuo -canuiM^ of Jesus 11 we
overlooked the impabsioneu ueicenesb with which
He sometimes acted and spoke.
Of recorded deeds the incident of the duving

out of the vendors and mo.icy ch.su^ - from the

temple precincts (Mt 21", Mk II 1

", Jn 2 15
) is the

most notable : but it is in the vigour of His

language that the possibilities of fierceness in

Him are most revealed. He has small patience
with certain failings, such as the lack of an

*

faith, or wr
orldlrness, or > -*

I
Chere is a denunciatory stra -11 M

much resembling the foice of the Baptist's 'off-

spring of vipeis* of Lk 37. It is present in the

Nazareth sermon in His OT illustrations of

prophets not honoured in their own countiy (Lk
4) ; m His declaration of war with evil,

*
I am

come to send fire on the earth' (12
49

), and (
I

came not to send peace but a sword
'

(Mfc 1034 ) ;

it even finds expression in the very phrase
yew^ara exiSv&v used by the Baptist (Mt 1234).

None of the mildness of diplomacy is in the

jn-'^a^i io Herod ' Go ye, and tell that fox
*

(Lk
L >' ). \Vliea He encounters men 01 communities

incapable of the heavenly vision, His words are

swords. To trouble about them is to f throw

pearls before swine '

(Mt 75 ). They are a ' faith-

less and perverse generation,' or *a wicked and
adulterous geneiation' seeking after a visible arid

tangible sign of spiritual things (16
4
) ; they shall

lose the Kingdom, of God (21
43

) ; the heathen of

Nineveh shall show themselves better judges of

eternal realities (Lk II33) ; there is more hope for

Tyre and Sidon (IO
14

) or for Sodom and Gomorrah
than for the -pirilually blind (Mt IO15

) ;

' Ye are
of your fatliei the devil

"

(Jn S44
). The fierceness

which marks His rejection of the third temptation
(Mt 410

) is paralleled in the 'Get thee behind me,
Satan * with which Peter's proffered intervention is

repelled (Mk S33
). The perverter of the simplicity

of childhood is told that he had better have been
drowned with a millstone about his neck (Mt IS6 )

But the white heat of fierceness in the utterance
of Christ comes when He meets with Pharisees,
scribes, and teachers of the Law, who are unworthy
of their high professions They are *

false prophets
. . . ravening wolves

"

(Mb 715
) ;

*

hypocrites
'

is

hurled at them in every phrase of Mt 23, in the
close of Lk 11, and in Mk 76, where Isaiah's

phets,*
*

serpents.' They say, and do not,
3

so
that ' the publicans and the 'harlots go into the
kingdom* before them (Mt 2131

).

Thus to His Divine tenderness did Jesus add a
strange fierceness, as though to teach that in
faith's war with darkness lightning has its place.
See art. ANGER.

LirLRvi"-R,T Seeley, Ecce Homo, ch. xxi. ; Butler, Serm
vm

,
Dale Atonement! T p 338 ff. JJJ.

PIG-TREE (in NT <nri}, in OT m*n tFSn&k; the
Fwu* Oarica, L.). 1. The fig is the principal .hado-
and fruit-tree of Palestine ^rro\\ing in all parts, in

many places spontaneously. Tt <-cl(loin surpasses
20 ft. [Post, in Hastings' "DB, $*v. 'Figs/ says 15
ft.] in height, but has a spread of from 25 to 30 ft.

Its welcome shade and refreshing fniii mjilvi- M ilio

emblem of peace and prosperity M)i >"* Jo o-

IK 455
, Mic 44, Zee S10

,
1 Mac 14' . Ro^K-. i In-

general symbolism, two characteristics of the tree,

appealing le&pectively to the eye and to the palate,
have led to fmther comparisons.

(a) The fig-tree is conspicuous iu early spring by
the expanding of the tips of its twigs into little

feen
knobs called 0^9 paggim (Gr 6Xw6oi, Ca 213

V '

green figs ') which are the flower-fruit buds,
and together with the leaf-bud, which expands
shortly after and soon overshadows the pag, 01

fiuit rudiment, serve as the herald of the coming
summer (Mt 24^2 and ||).

T '

.

"

all

the trees' (Lk 21 J9
)

is A in

the fig-tiee because of its early and KHMI..ULOU-

veidure The ripening of thepctg followb one ap-

pearance of the noweis on the earth,
5 and accom-

panies the 4

blossoming of the vine
'

as the feature

of the advancing season and the time of mating
(Ca 21J

). In the same connexion may be mentioned
tke phenomenon of the dropping of gieat quantities
of the immatuie trmt in consequence of imperfect
fertilization, so that the scattered paggim coveimg
the ground undei the fig-tiees become to the author
of Rev 613 a symbol of the stars fallen to eaith
from the firmament, 'as a fig-tiee casteth her un-

lipe figs when she is shaken of a great wind.'

( b) The fig-tree has two (not V '-,K *<,,*

of fruit each year The first-', ^ *- 1 1 >
;

n
Mrah, Is 28% Jer 242

,
lios 910

,
Mic 7

1

) is produced
upon the old wood of the preceding year, the buds
which lemamed undeveloped through the winter

swelling into the little green paggim already de-

scribed, towards the end of the season of spimg
rams (Maich-Apul), and coming to maturity in

June. The n^xn te enah, or autumn fig, is the fig

of commerce, and is produced on the new wood of

the same yeai. The leaf-bud, which expanded
shortly after the pag and soon distanced it in

growth, puts out in its turn a flower-fruit bud
which matures in Anjz-M, or later, according to

the variety, the n.ut Imiiiiui;: on the boughs until

winter, when the blanches are again left naked,
grey, and straggling.
This phenomenon of successive fruitage in the

fig-tree is doubtless the source of the description
of the fruit-trees of the New Jerusalem (Ezk 4712 ,

Rev 222 ' the tree of life ') as *

bearing fruit every
month. 3 In the Tahnud it is a symbol for the

acquisition of learning, which, to be permanent,
must come by little and little (Hamburger, RE i 3,

s.B.^Feige,' p. 360 with references). Hence the

saying,
' Whoso sees a fig-tree in his dreams, his

learning shall be safe fiom forge^fulness
3

(Bera-
khoth, 57). The capacity of the tree for prolonga-
tion of its bearing season leads in fact to certain

representations Viu'i <j,-"i\ K over into ex-

aggerations and . i -,',(ti-, i'i,_- important to
avoid.

Edersheim (Life and Times, bk. iv. ch. xvi. p.

246) refers to c a &pecie< (the Banoth Shuach] men-
tioned in ShebJi, v 1. of which the fruit required
three years for ripening,' but which may more
reasonably be understood as simply a late-bearing
variety whose fruit reached maturity only in ex-
c optionally favomable seasons, not oftener than
once in tlnceyeai* So with the rhetx!i' ,1

\
i--,iji

of Josephus (BJlil. x 8) celebrating Mic ! ! j;l>- ,;il

climate of the plain of Gennesaret. His statement
that *

it supplies the principal fruit"" ,', -> ^*i M '-> and
figs, uninterruptedly during ten in.n, i- ! the

year,' cfMr.ot i.iiMa 1
il\ be made to prove more

thantl" :. * i I'M! ;r I,M semi-tropical depression,
600 ft. belo\\ s-ea-lcvel, fresh fruit, including figs,
could be obtained almo&t to the end of winter.
To explain the narrative of Mk II13 two other

facts have been advanced of doubtful value and
trust-worthiness. It is asserted that neglected
relics of the autumn crop sometimes cling to the
branches of the fig-tree throughout the winter;
but Post (Lc. p. 6) was unable during a residence
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of 33 yeais in Syria to find, or hear of, such. The
statement of Edersheim (I c. V. li. p. 374) that
such left-over fruit about Apiil 1

* would of courbe
be edible becomes admissible only by inberang
a * not

'

after ' of course.
5

It is albo asserted that
the paa, or green fruit, was eaten, even Benzmgei
(PEE* s.v.

*

Fruchtbaume/ p 304) declaring that
* Jesus might expect to find such winter figs (the
paggtm) on a tree already in leaf at the season of

Passover, that is before the time of the ripening
of figs.' In the sense that the rudimentary fruit-

buds would be discoverable under the leaves, upon
examination (unless the tree had become sterile by
reversion to the \\ild type, as sometimes occurs),
this statement is true ; the present writer has found
such dry tasteless 'figs' at 'Am Fara near Jeru-

salem, on March 1, the size of an olive, though the
tree was leafless. Boys sometimes nibble these

buds, but to speak of the pagqim at this season as
'winter figs' is i

" ""

,

""

The evidence for the
edible quality o drawn by Edei&heim
from the Talmud (JtiK. V. h. p. 375, i

f
- .

J -

Shebh. iv. 7 and Jerus. Shebh. 355, las, i" - -!,j

gests only that at a later season the -Ji!
1

| .', ,

was sometimes used as a condiment * with bread.'

This, however, was after the paggim began to
assume a red colour,' and not when the foliage
had only just begun to cover the setting fruit-bud.

Apart from the question whether a tree could he

}

" "*

\ "! "or the absence of a quite excep-
. x alleged phenomena, whether of

1
' ' ' "* '

the autumn harvest, or use of the
,

v ,
. neither of them any real bearing

on the difficulty that Jesus should Ji
;>|i'

!< h v j \ -

side fig-tree, with the intention '/ %/'/;. //
// >

hunger, when, as so frankly stati-: ri i'u ji<oi-,

itself,
*
it was not the season of figs.'

2. The Gospel references to the fig-tree include
both parables and incidents, and make allusion to

phenomena both of its leafage and its fruitage.
As questions arise to how great an extent the in-

cidents may not be symbolic, parables becoming
concrete in process of repetition, or even pure
symbols, it is best to consider first the two in-

stances in which the fig-tree is made the subject of

undoubted parable by our Lord.

(a] The parable of the Fig-Tree (Mk 1328- 29=Mt
2432 33

j paraphrased and interpreted Lk 2129"31
) is

based on the early verdure of the tree. Its general
sense is clear from Lk 12M* (

=Mt 162- 3
text), a

passage which leads to the insertion in Lk 2129 of

pXtirovres a,<f>
eavrQv (cf. 1257). The meaning is :

As you judge by the softening, burgeoning twigs
of the fig-tree that the harvest season is approach-
ing, so read the signs of the times. These (return ;

Mk 1329 treats the preceding context as if only
premonitions of the Day had bee". - -\- -MI" < er~

looking vv. 24'27
; but cf Lk 1251-

'

, M\ I I
12-

u. 29 . Tr^ro, raura, Mt 24s3 is rnoio spei ifi( but, 1 <_-*

correct) signs prove that the judgment, tho <:lejm-

ing of God (cf. Mk 42'
}

, not
' the kingdom of <>ocl

Lk 2131
) is close at hand. As regards closer exe-

gesis and criticism, we must say, with E. Schwartz
(' Der verfluchte Feigenbaum' in ZNTWi. p. 81) :

* Whoever would interpret with exactitude will

meet with more than one difficulty.' Besides

Schwartz, the reader may consult Gould, Swete,
and Wellhausen, ad loc. The paraphrase of Lk. is

the earliest attempt to interpret, but smooths
over difficulties (note, e.g*> the additions 'and
all the trees,' 'the kingdom of God,' and other

changes).
(b) The parable of the Barren Fig-Tree (Lk IS6

'9
}

stands in the same eschatological context as the

warning to read the signs of the times (Lk 1235-

139
paralleled by Mk 1333

-36 - 12- 13
), and forms its

climax. One is tempted to conjecture that the

problematic
*

parable
'

referred to in Mk 1328, Mt
VOL. i. 38

243- (dTTo Se TTJS ffv^TJs fjideere rr)v irapafio^v , cf. Mk 717

as against Lk 2 129 KCLL dicev irapafioXyv) \va& once no
other than this At all events it simply applies,
in fullei form, the figure ciedited in Mt 3 lfr=Lk 3s

to the Baptist.
This, is the common prophetic doctrine of the

Divine dvox/j, the piesent a time of suspension of
the Divine bentence to leave opportunity for re-

pentance.
TheoM ",j'o '.T- , ^t jf '^'M^ hod of interpretation (e.g.

thegaru' i-c* m .Mi- "i ; i. \ i _ > ears= the three (') Pass-
overs of Christ's public mmi&trj)is now fortunately discredited.
Yet it is incorrect, with Wellhausen (Eu Lucce, ad toe.) to say
that the fig-tree stands for the individual Not merely is the
'_ i"

1 T of the punishment of Israel (Jl 1",
<

'
-

'
1

"

the men
i Siloam,

Cheyne, ftncye Bibl s.v 'Fig-tree,' col 1521). 'Except je
repent ye shall all likewise perish

'

is not spoken of the fate of

individuals, but of the common o\eit o nov i i i ^ may
. i

. i ~> 29 )2be a\ oided by individual repentance ,
< .

3. The cursing of the fig-tree (Mk ll12
-14- 2 -25=Mt

2118'22
). Parabolic symbolism is so slightly con-

cealed under the narrative featuies of this story
that the majority of critics aie disposed to regard
it as a mere endowment of the Lukan parable of

the Barren Fig-tree -with concrete form, just as
the paiable of the Good Samaiitan, and others,
were long treated as instances of historical fact.

In favour of this explanation aie several features
of the narrative and its setting.

(a) Tl
T

aitted incorporation of Mk.
by Lk. A

'

omission of Mk II 1*-1*- 2CW5

was deliberate. The most natural explanation of
it is that St Luke regarded the story as a double
of his parable, Lk 13b~9

. Conversely the parable
does not appear in Mt. or Maik.

(b) The withering of the tree(Mk 112 -25
), a sequel

of the next day after the ( ur**iu< (II
12'14

), occupies
a different position in _\1 1 ->!"'' -, taking place

e ou
the ^pot.' In both GospeK tl '- r,p]ii-\'l sequel
pioves itself a secondary JIL i,\ "i n .-i-ili by its

material and its language. The contents of Mk
H20-25 consist in the main of two loom, torn from
their proper context (cf. Mt 17-, Lk 176

, and Mt
614 15

) and charactenzed by non-Markan expressions
(cf. 'your Father in heaven/ Mk II23). Such loose

agglomerations of stiay login are frequent in our
Second Gospel (Mk #"-*> 411* 12- al -*5 815- 34'36 942'50

1010
'12

etc.). In Mt 21 19b-22 the language is alien

(jrapa^priiML, on the spot,' vv. 1911 - 20
, occurs 17_

times
in Lk. and Acts, whereas Mt and Mk. have invari-

ably elsewhere etWs or etf/9<?ws), and the logm taken
from Mk. produce duplicatkm of Mt 1720 and
almost of 614* 15

. By Tran^fxMiip
1

the sequel into

immediate juxtaposition \\nli rlie cursing, and
,'" .,>' M\- II-"-

1--5
,
Mt. avoids one of the two

,- , '!, ! :u"- if the principal narrative of the
: .',.", <>: i n temple and its consequences (Mk
j|j-iu. iw-ia.^/ii.^ aru] heightens the marvel, but fails

to remove the evidence of his own dependence
afforded by the duplication of 1720

, and only brings
into stronger relief the supplementary and super-

erogatory character of the sequel.

'I }v- (.iipcrnuouMK"-- of Mk 1 1 ?1
"*"

i- most apparent in the light
of Hidi in.oirj>io(l e\i>I.iT'iiTioM- ii->rViac of 13. Wei&s, whosavs:
Tlie Oiir-.njj or mo iii-trio ^.^-> *oi c(^ ;r-<

* imnnt 1>> Jesus
1 '

01,1 mnn- c-n Fr--''.! i
- v ' U.,'I'-.M

(a<j 7'>c ) Lonm-ont^s.i.r'M*.. <",i.ih \\( i--. in ilcisia*id- h ir God
misunderstood him/ .Nevertheless Weiss is cleawy right in

maintaining that the purpose of Jesus would l>e just as com-

pleteh met if the storv stopped with 111'*8'.

Bxit even more fatal than the superfluousness of

the sequel is its perversion of the real symbolism
of the incident. Nothing is said of that which

analogy (Mt 310 716-19
, Lk 136

-9
) proves to be the real

moral lesson ; but the appended sayings are adapted
to find in it mere evidence of the wonder-working
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power of belief. The disciples are to learn that
the prayer, or even the fiat, of faith here taken
as equivalent to imdoub'iiiii assurance can set at
defiance the order of nunue. This, the writer

understands, was the purpose of the cursing As
part of the rebuke of the disciples' half-heartedness

(Si^vxia} in the case of the epileptic boy (Mt 1719 20
;

cf. Lk 175
* 6

, 1 Co IS2 ), the hyperbolic saying on

mountain-moving faith is justified.
*

,""

'

.

with Mt 614* 15 to give the moral

withering of the fig-tree, both fall to a lower plane,

scarcely above that of mere thaumaturgy. The
1

*

< /" f the cursing is lost in the meie wonder
M i- -a tree, a needless miracle of display

(c) Even after > _'!' 'inn of the unhistoiical

character of the J , i i< r U ^ 1 1

20'25
, the incident of

the cursing is still encumbeied with inherent im-

probabilities, or which the most formidable is the
: i <-f hunger as the motive of Jesus' ap-

j ,

'

tree. It is not enough to admit that

the curse must be explained, if at all, by the dis-

covery, made upon close inspection, that the tree

was empty, not only of those supposititious edible

products which could not be reasonably expected,
but of even the rudiments of a crop in

the^ season,
and to suggest that when Jesus arrived ' immedi-

ately the 1; "''* of unsatisfied hunger
was lost in . son which flashed across

His mind 5

(Post, I c.). Change of motive is in-

conceivable, because hunger cannot have caused the

approach. Eelics of the last season's crop, if

sought at all, would be sought on a tree whose
still leafless branches left them in plain sight, not
where they would be concealed by the foliage, if

not thrust off by the new growth So, too, of

paggim ; but the degree of starvation necessary to

suggest appeasing the stomach by paggtm at the
season in question is improbable.
There remains as a historical basis for the story

onh the po-.- iliilitv that Jesus' footsteps might be
aufiK.tcd by tli<> suggestion of a possible moral
lesson in. the precocious leafage of a wayside tree,
the discovery that it covered no promise of fruit

leading Him thereupon to an utterance in the vein
of prophetic symbolism. Gould (Internat. Grit.

Com 'Mark,' 212) finds evidence in Hos I 1"3
, Jn

46"11
, Mt 1310"15 that * such acted parables were not

without precedent among the Jews.
J More apposite

might be the reference of At5. xi. 10 to prophets in
the early Church who might

' do something as an
outward mystery typical of the Church (Eph 532)

because in like manner did the prophets of old
time '

; cf Ac 2111
. But the only real parallel in

the story of Jesus is the parable i'un<itrom]><imc<l

by any narrative of fact) of the Stater in the' Fish's

Mouth, Mt 1724'27
. The propensity of the reader,

if not of the Evangelist himself, to take this sym-
bolic direction to Peter as implying the real execu-
tion of a miracle, shows how easily a symbolic
sentence of death, vli*T n t-

s
il ;_' i >.-'' i'i< fig-tree as

the representative < i j n r < ; r 1 1 r i I
-

, n might be
taken to imply its 1 1

r
< i .' I .1 1 1 n '

, n^ .1 \i ,i v.

Due consideration 101 .i,l , -pn
*'ij< ( ,ons leaves

the question still open whether the story of Mk
Il12"14a records a specific utterance of this symbolic
kind directed against a particular tree, on a par-
ticular occasion; or whether tradition and the
Evangelist together have not simply localized be-
tween Bethphage ('Fig-town') and Jerusalem, on
occasion of the supreme visitation of the latter, a
visualized version of the parable Lk 136'9

.

In favour of the former vfe\x may he cited critics 110 less
radical than H J. HolUrnarm (Hdkata ad lo<, ) and J. Weiss
(Das Aelteste Evangehum, p 268) Still more pronounced is

Schwartz m favour of connecting the fig-tree of Mk Ili2-i4
, and

even that of Mk 1328 as \\ell with some sun-bleached skelelon
from the orchards of Berhphage, a lone relic of, the siege of
Titr-s, TM'inii'ri 10

'

\ ,Tf>riis,ilem Chnsluns as the memorial of
Jtsub v\arru:i<*aii(J piouuse, but Schwartz would not admit a

basis of fact for this earty identification by tradition of 'the*
R-r tro* brt rp+her such as Cheyne uibtances m * the inn '

of the
G'j<xl 5? ii . f ')

The phenomena of the text indicate, however,
that the process must at least precede our text of

Mark. For our Evangelist the symbolic sense has

already <.
1 - i

ij.|
('., icu leaving only the ^ork of

power Beiore this stage of the piocess could be
reached the parable of the Ban en Fig-tree mu&t

aheady have been transfoimed by local tradition

into symbolic cursing of some given tree,
4

and the

moral lesson have been subsequently eclipsed by
the pme i st.

Moie while recognizing
the secondary character of Mk II20"25

, and perhaps
1

. Tie fundamental identity of the &ym-
'"!,, , "_ with the parable whose lesson is so

J

'ie same, may still demand more evi-

it surrenders the
J

\at our
Second Eviingelivt retains a . ,

.
trust-

worthy tradition of the actual , , < , sion of

the utterance.

$. Thefig-tree of Nathanael (Jn I 48 ). Symbolism
admittedly enters to so large a degree into the
narrative of the Fourth Gospel (cf. e.g Jn 97 1233),
t ', '

. i- i'"i - '

i-'.'U'ii" L'U more radical school of

interpreters, looking upon it as the unifoim pro-
duct of an alK^o'i/iriii fancy, should find in the

unexplained lofoiemo of Jn I48 the suggestion of

an allegorical sense, the fig

' "

the sym-
bolic meaning of religious i- applied in

the Talmud, or even playing the part of the
sacred Bo-tree (Ficits religiosa) in Buddhist legend.
The fact that commentators from Schoettgen and

Lightfoot (Ror. Heb. ad loc.} downwards have
inferred that Nathanael was ' aut orans, aut legens,
aut meditans, aut aliquid religiosum praestans

'

is

proof that this mental association is natural ; but
it cannot be truly said that the Evangelist alle-

gorizes. The words ' when thou wast under the

fig-tree
'

are obscure, not because we fail to apply
the key, but because the Evangelist has left some-

thing Licking He utters an * ! _" " lni' j> no
other clue than the recogmti"

1

! li\ N, ', ', ", I of

Jesus' supernatural knowledge "He wishes the
reader to guess that Jesus had here proved Him-
self the KCLpdioyvtio-rys \6yo$ (cf. Wis I 6

'8
}, as in the

case of the Samaritan Woman later (4
17"19 * 29

) ; but
he either does not trouble himself, or was unable, to
relate the facts.

Cheyne indeed (Encyc. Bibl. s.v. 'Nathanael') considers
the usual explanation 'hardly adequate. If it simply means,
"when thou hadst retired under the shade of fV f>s-^cc for

meditation or prayer," we ask why the 1 \!ij<' > d L not

express the Master's meaning more distinctly (contrast Jn 418)
*

His answer is a conjectural emendation of the Hebrew (')

m a supposititious source of the Gospel, pnriD nrifcn
' when

thou wast making supplication,' for n^nn nni n$>j!i 'when
thou wast under the fig-tree

* But conjecture of "this sort
discredits itself. To e\ 01 v ri .u^r it i-> i*i ire-; i nn. n-i iru 'ir.

of the narrative i^ in c 1 'i ur-'h < (r uri.,uc i icnall 1 -.iWi't *\<\

If it be granted tls<i '. 4e I
n ,nn (o-o_l - a I'oriMw^i.o nor'n/

it is not, uiireafrona'>:< '0 *IIT>TO-(> r*. c-oni^i.d '" IM\( l<
J
fi

*-r- . t'Vt1 ^ r^T)-,!* n or hi- -ouioo wnu'r would have ex-
. iil ,

- ".
'

i - ,.'. i
., - ttedmhis

> '(,'( i - ive for the
i' 'i _ .

' /'-',. v' i
.

<! a distinc-
tive teature or cms Uospei]

If the traditional view be maintained, the Evan-
gelist's reserve will be accounted for as reflecting
the enigmatic nature of the actual dialogue, which,
so far as bystanders were able to perceive, had no
further explanation

LITER MURE Beside-* the works referred to in the art. the
following may be co'iviliod Tl'urnson, US, pt. n ch. xxiv. ;

Trihirani, JV'i Hist f t7,<> /MA', p 352 , Trench, Parables *%, p.
346 ff ; Bruce, Para tfof T'(i*hwn p 427 ft ; Trench, Miracles%
p 406ff.,W M Taylor, Mir, of Our Saviour, p 41 Iff , Liddon,
Sermons on SWIM Words of Christ, p. 100 ; Goaet jrui We^tcoo,
Comm in loc. ; of. Augustine, Con/, vm. xn. 28.

B. W. BACON.
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FIRE (irvp except in Mk 1454=Lk 2256 where
<j>ws occurs) is referred to in the Gospels much more
frequently i !'_ !'' Pian in a literal sense.

1. The,, " - .*' fire are the following,
(a) Those concerned with the domestic use of fire

f-"'
1

' ""' md cooking. In the better houses in
] '. rooms were warmed by charcoal fires

in portable braziers ; in poorer houses the wood or
other fuel was burned in a hollow in the earthen
floor. The fire into which the epileptic boy fell

(Mt 1715=Mk 922) would be of the latter descrip-
tion. The fire of coals kindled for warmth in the
middle of the court of the high priest's house (Mk
1454=Lk 2255 - 56

, Jn 1818
),* and tha

* '

"or

cooking on the shore of the Lake of
%

i
8
) 5

would oe charcoal fires on " ""

(b) Fire
from heaven (lightning, or the same
kind, natural or miraculoubj was a nequent form
of D '

in OT. One instance of this

(the Sodom) is recalled in Lk 1729
,

and another (in the life of Elijah) prompted the

feeling and suggested the question of James and
John in Lk 954.

2. The figurative references to fire are of various
kinds. Since wood which was worthless for any
oihor purpose was used as fuel, fire became an
emblem o~ the judgment awaiting spiritual un-
fruitfulness (Mt 31(J=Lk 39, Mt 719

, Jn 156). A
similar idea was suggested by the burning of other
worthless things, such as chaff (Mt 312=Lk 317

) and
taies (Mt 1330- 40 -

). The * furnace of fire,' which
is part of the natural imagery of the parable of the

Tares, becomes, m the parable of the "P
'

,

standing expression for the destiny of

(Mt 1350
)* Similarly we have ' eternal

3

(EV) or
1 '' '

(AV) fire (Mt 18s 2541 ), 'unquench-
a

' M 312=Lk 317, Mk 943 - 48
), and (RVm)

'the Gehenna of fire
5

(RV 'the hell of fire,' AV
'
hell fire ') in Mt S23,

Mt IS9
(
=Mk 943 - 45 47

). The
last of these expio ion- is found in the same con-

text as the oihor i^o and gives the key to their

meaning. From the OT associations of the valley
of Hinnom the name Gehenna had in Christ's time
been r'snop'i.Jiil in Jewish thought for the place
of th<> i:-iJ p'.i'j^hment of the wicked a place of

burning and corruption, in which body as well as

'pint Avon Id be tortured. In the passages above
iiHuiuoTied onr Lord must be understood to use the

popular religious language of His time, though it

may have been in a less literal and more parabolic
sense than usual. To the group of sayings in Mk
O43'48 is attached another (Mk O49 ), in which fire is

the emblem of the self-discipline in this world, by
which the destruction of Gehenna in the next
world is to be avoided. The destructiveness of

fire made the phrase
* I will send fire

' a common
form of prophetic Divine thieateniTig in OT, and
this nhrase is taken up by Cliri-t (Lk 1249 ) as ex-

pressing, in one aspect, the result of His earthly
mission. Fire is used by John the "B; M,-I ,1- ,u;

emblem of the pmiiv arid intensity 01 '.u mil'ionf "

at cornpan \ ing tins li<ipu-in of the Holy Spirit which
he foretold that Christ should bestow (Mt 3U=
Lk 31S).
The eyes of the glorified Christ, as seen in the

vision of the Apocalypse, are compared to a flame
of fire (Rev I14 218 1912

j.

Origen (Horn, in Jer. xx. 3) has preserved the following

agraphon of Jesus :
' He who is near me is near the fare

; he who
is far from me is far from the kingdom."

JAMES PATRICK.
* In Mk 1454-Lt 2256 <*>S$ is used instead of fy (cf. Lk 2255),

In classical Gr. a similar use. OL the \\ord i* found in cases

where a fire is thought of as tN -onroe of htfht ii*. well aa heat

(so also 1 Mac 1229, cf. V.2S where *$p is employed). Its appro-

priateness in both the Synoptic passages is due to the fact that

it was night, and, in the Lk passage, to the further fact that

it was the blaze of the fire \vhich revealed Peter to the maid.
In both cases RV brings out the meaning by rendering x/s
Q>S

' in the light of the fire.'

FIRKIN (fiTfnjr^s, Jn 26 only). An Attic liquid
measuie, which is generally legarded as the equi-
valent of the Hebiew bath, (cf LXX 2 Ch 4s

), and
is therefoie '

able to contain seventy-two sextaries
'

(Jos. Ant viil. 11. 9), accurately 71 28 pints, or
, .

i
<"v ', MX 9 Engl-

1 "
> 'Fiikin' (AY

and KVj the fourth jairel containing
from 32 to 36 gallons as a tianslation is sufficiently
exact for ordinary purposes.

Previously emptied for the ablutions of the
guests, th*

'

j ""\ afresh. Their char-
acter and i ,

sality of the miracle.
Very effective is the touch added by the expres-
sion r'ojs &vu,

'

up to the brim,
5

if orly m *n* *v"iiug
a sure basis for calculating the mj>nr,i\ o i"

wedding gift. The lowest estimate ot the'quantity
of wine must be over 12 fiikins or 108 gallonb ;

yet,
had the vessels been larger they had been

filled ; had there been more vessels, more wme. To
such lavishness theie need not be imputed in-
discretion. Our Lord did not give simply to meet
a piesbing need, or even for future use, but rather
to o\i*i ;-lif\ the illimitable power of the Givei.
( It "- II i- I i - miraculous sign ... it must become
the type of the fulness of grace and joy

- n J

which the only-lujgoLi en Son brings t

(Godet on Jn 2).

I ir .1 u^ - Vn 'V *' *"
asures' m Hastings' DB*

iv. Oil A, J.,i^' f B
ALEX. A. DUNCAN.

FIRST AND LAST (6 TrpQros Kal 6 ^xaros). This
title occurs three times in Rev. (I

17 2s 2213
). In the

first two passages it is clearly Christ who claims
the title for Himself, as

'j p- . i- .""-M.
p

t references
to the Resurrection ii! , <* :MH- i. contexts.
In all i

i\i'! ^M v the same is the case in the third

jjaabcigc (JJ" (
! se there is an abrupt change of

the speaker three verses later (v.
18 e

I, Jesus, have
sent mine angel/ etc. ). However, Alford and some
others hold that God the Father is the speaker in
2233.

t The First and the Last '

is claimed "by Jehovah
as a description of Himself, with slight variations
in the form, in Is 41* 446 4812

(cf. also 4310
). The

Greek form of the title in Rev. is not identical with
that given by the LXX in any of these passages,
in all of which the LXX has differences represent-
ing differences in the Hebrew (41

4
y& &e&s 7rp&ro$,

teal ets T& 4irep'xo(j.vat eye*? elfjii ; 44s <$y& irpQros teat eytb

^cerd ravra ; 48liJ

eytb elf^i TT/WTOS, /cat ey& et/ti els TQV

alQva). It is plain, however, that a supreme de-

scription of Jehovah in the OT is applied in Rev.
to Christ, and X1 ---- :c --,-- of the tiau-aference

as regards the i he book is unmistak-
able. Besides this, in 221S

, where, as has been

said, it is natural to regard Christ as the speaker,
the title

* the First and the Last
J

stands between
two others, 'the Alpha and the Omega,' 'the
TV "". j 1 the End,'the first of which is found
also m 1 ana 216

,
and the second in 21 6

, in which

passages the speaker may he either Christ or, as is

maintained by some (Hastings' DB, vol. iv. p. 263a),
God the Father, or ' God in the Undivided Unity
of His Being.

5

It may be, therefore, that in Rev.
itself we have the same supreme tiile^ given to

God the Father and to Christ. But ~v\ hether tin--

be so or not, once it is admitted that 2213 is spoken
by Christ, the accumulation in that verse^ of de-

scriptions which could only belong to the infinite

being of God erin^ufu ,i!l\ marks the belief of the
author of Rt^ J - ;< iho nature of Christ (see

Hastings
7 DB. v ol 11 IM- )',"' 691b

,
vol. iv. p. 263a).

Of the * Thirteen Principles of the Faith,' formulated by Moses
Maimonicles (12th cent A.i> ), the founh is

'
1 believe with

perfect faith that the Oro.i MI l>-srd bo K\ paiiio, is tl fir-c

and the last' (Authorize! /ff'v J"iffvr Hor>k of Hie United
Hebrew Congregations of the Ht it>t>/i Kmi,ne*t p SO). School t jron

says that the title was ul*o {;i\cr hv Llio ancient Je\\s to the

Messiah (JETor. Heb. torn 11 lib J ['JSomimim Me&siac, qi-ao
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drvinam illms natmam indigitant'] :
*

pttftn Pnmus. Ipse Deus
Jesa xliv 6 jSjpo, inquit, primust et ego nomssimus , quibus
verbis determtatem designatam volmt. Judsei vero antiqui
etiam Messiam. sio vocant ')

The nature of Gocl '

i
- '

*!;
transcends defini-

tion, but { the First j >. i!
k

( -';

' and the parallel
titles are endeavours to suggest such conceptions
of God as men can comprehend. It "would not he

enough to say that ' the First and the Last
'

is the

equivalent 01 c the Eternal.
5 The title recalls the

old covenant name of God, Jehovah (Jalrweh), and
its interpretation in Ex 314

. It seems plainly to be
an expansion of that name, of which ' the Eternal

'

is not a satisfactory rendering. Ex 314 (
I am

what I am,
3

or, more accurately,
e I will be what I

will be 3

) does not give to mrr an abstract meaning.
iTn is yiyvoficLL, not dpi. It does not mean to be

essentially, but phenomenally. The idea of m.r is

not of abstract existence, but of active being;
manifestation in history. Jehovah is not a God who
barely exists, but One who asserts His being, and
enters into an historical relation with humanity.
Not being determined by ,

.

"
'

J

lal to

(before or after) Himself, I

'

with

Himself, true to His promises, and umVn^onlilo
in His purposes. He will not fail or <li-iijnjoini

His servants. He will approve Himself. What
He will be is left undefined, or defined only in

terms of Himself, for the very reason that His

providential dealings with His people in their ever-

varying needs are inexhaustible are more than
can be numbered or expressed (see Driver on e The
T '>_', i- M .. i.' Studio, Biblica, Oxf. 1885; and
A. 11 Oavidbou in Hastings' DB, vol. ii. pp. 199b,

845a
).

This interpretation of the Divine name is amplified in the

prophets. Dehtzsch on Is 41* says
*
Ifc is the meaning of the

Divine name Jehovah which is thus unfolded (
f
I the Lord, the

first, and with the last, I am he '), for Jehovah is God as the

absolute, eternally existing, and absolutely free Ego', and, on
4310 ('i am he before me there was no God formed, neither
shall there be after me') :

* He is the sole realization of the idea
of God inherent in human consciousness, and He is this eter-
\ i

1
", IT - b' "! la-. 10 '/'

:rn tig and no end, so that no
01 M * I)-1" ir u'T'i l)r vi e' *HM-> i <' character could precede or
i>u.' Hn' (c* ,i,-o 1,.. a -i

1

i-{9 10 48*2). These chapters
again and again insist on the * fundamental truth that God is

eternally the_same (as He is the only) Self-existent Personal
"""" """ "

the whole range of creaturely existence m all
1 be visible, and to Him only can it be so*

i \ T"' H'.HM -
i

|
i- /

*

i \p --. of the
moral rn ''i. ic..'

1 - ". <i-xl IM ,l> s i I

"

,.,K-eeesp.
Is 264 S i- los '2

-, \1.ii>).

It may be said, then, that the title 'the First
and the Last/ as applied to Christ in Rev., recalls,
and attaches to Him, all that the OT writers had
realized of the nature of God. How much more it

contains for a writer who uses it in the light of the
Incarnat'o1"

nr.y % ^alii- uu "in\ i Col I 15'20
, a pas-

sage r k
i,i nl a- 1' - , i- \i\n*\ ( i< -j.iieChnstological

basis (: :.ii li ;irul \. 1 i- It - ru. IM the 6 irpQros Kal
6 &rxaros of Rev. written out at full length. Both
authors alike claim for Christ absolute supremacy
in relation to the Universe, the natural Cieatiori,
and in relation to the

Church,^ the new Moral
Creation, iva, yfryrat, &v ira&w CL$TO$ Trp&reijcav* For
both Christ is xpcoroVo/cos trdcrir)* /crtVeo>$, prior to
all creation and sovereign over all creation. He
is the source of life to the Universe, the centre
of all its developments, the mainspring of all

its motions & atfr< <kr<r0?? TO, -n-avra (of. Jn I4

6
1

yeyovev & atirf fwJj 3jv). And as all things had
theii origin in Him (the First), so all things return
to Him as their goal and consummation (the Last)

r& Trdvra &Y atfrou /cal els afrrbv mcrrat (cf, Ro II36,
He 210

, where the reference is to God). All things
have their sphere within the sphere of the life of
Him who is

' the First and the Last.
1 In Him they

originate and in Him they cohere auros e<m irpo

ir&VTUjf, ml TOL travra ev aiVy trwecmjKW (cf. Ac 1728,

in reference to God). He is the e<r/A6s of the Uni-
verse. And such also is His position in relation to

the Church, the new spiritual creation He is

.JrViiioh prior and because there too
K< i- i ho source of . !l Resmrection is the

giound of His h<Ml^ii|) of the Chmch (Rev I 17
. See

Lightfoot and Meyer on Col I
15'-

; cf. Eph 1", Ph
29. 10. 11 \

It is interesting to trace the same underlying
thought about the nature of God in Rev. and in

the Fourth Gospel. A connexion has been pointed
out between eyt6 eljuu. 6 TT/OWTOS /cal 6 &r%aros of Rev.
and the similar phrases of Is 414 4812 and the

explanation of the Divine name Jehovah in Ex 314.

There seems to be a correspondence between the

<tyc6 etfu of the LXX in these and other passages
(Is 4310 13

,
Dt 3239

) and the eyd eipi of Jn 824- 28 58

(cf. also 1319
) In all these .. ,

1-I

ie words
have a pregnant meaning, In.i *, presents
Himself to the Jews not simply as the Messiah,
but as One who has '

life in Himself 3

as being the
-

j

.
- '

_i i

" " ' " He is infinitely, as God is. He shares
i

'

,/.'_ ' God. Theiefoie He claims supreme
control not only of the seen and the finite, but of

the unseen and the infinite (see Westcott, ad loc.).

Cheyne (on Is 414) thinks that the <fyc efyu of

Jn 185 is intended in the same sense, and finds this

view confirmed by the supernatural effect of the
sounds described in v. 6

.

All existence is necessarily relative to Him who
is 'the Fust and the Last

3

Nothing can enter
into the final summing up of all things, or partake
of eternity, which does not receive life from Him
and is not conformed to His purpose^. When
Christ claims this title for Himself, it is plainly
announced that the revelation of God in Christ, in

what He was and what He did, is the key to the
issues of human life. Christianity is final. See
also art. ALPHA AND OMEGA. A. E. Ross.

FIRSTBORN.
T in early

equently
h,at lived
jhis idea

! tenure ,

Jehovah was the landowner
" "

it their

tenancy depended solely on
' etc )

*

As lord of the land and giver of all that it piol'N" d, i r-^ate
was due to Him ; this tribute took the form 01 c HIM in.r of

first-fruits t Not only, however, was the land Jehovah's pos"ses-
-ioi l,i ilh pror)K'*^o1i\tiIui)>*M ,

and upon its produce, were
1
K^iv ^o 11

,
L'I - v\o ild 'o lov naiually by virtue of Jeho\ah's

overlordship. Therefore, just as Jehovah, being owner of the

land, received the first-fruits of its produce as tribute due
to Him, so, being also owner of the people, did He receive the
firstborn as, in the -vne u.x\ ii Liibute duo to Him This is

not definitely stated i'i r'rK M M but the notices of child-

sacnfice lead us to infer that; at some early period the rite of

the sacrifice of the firstborn was performed, and the analogy of

the offering up of the firstlings of the flock points to a similar

usage with regard to man (Ex 132 2223 3420) ; moreover, the
1 '<

*

i i
r "

|

*"
. among ethnologically allied races t

* - .

'

/i !

_'T. probable that originally the descend-
ants of Abram sacrificed their firstborn as a tribute to the

Deity (see below,
'

Bedemption of the firstborn ') As the first-

born are spoken of
"

.

'

Jehovah, one would \

of TTi- -fecal mirii-,1 -
4

^

or jfiMfli\ Ccr Jim riAh'siov, lSr~ N
i-"< '"U .'- mNu 3^2 it

1-^ -,\ d 'Uphold. 1 la\i> i.j.ken i I- ,
- n >i among the

crnlilion ot J-rflfl m-ioad of all the firstborn tl i* o* <

^ "
^

M M*ib a i HOT ^ mo clnldron of Israel; and the 1
' - "

I'M'K' (ci 8-') d^ a manor of fact, however, the earliest Code

* This OT conception is illustrated "M V Go-i S * v the par-
able of the Wicked Husbandmen, M 1 >" ,i" 1 i>, allel pas-
sages ;

cf. also Mk 13^.
+ j* ^?n * ^vn^^A he understood that this was adapted to

.itr
1

". M,I I
" IM "i

' earlier nomadic life with its flocks

,i"i ' 4 (->-.f-'r No i,. c. // b. Arch n p 147ff)
;
" 'K Moi biii 4 _' K 3-"; the early Arabs (Wellhauscn,

esffi\ pp 115, 116); the Canaamtes (PEFSt, 1903. pasviri) ,

the Phoenicians (Ra\\lmson, JUtst of Phcemna, ch. xi); cf. the
ston of the attempted sacrifice of Isaac ; see PSBA xxiv. p.
253 ff.

There is a Talmudic tradition (Zri. 1126), according to

which the firstborn acted as otlu'Mtinpr priests m the wilder-

ness until the erection of iho ratal na. k

lc, when the office was

given to the tnbe of Levi (Jewish, Encyv v. 886)
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commands the redemption of the firstborn : "All the fhstborn
of man among thv sons shalt thou redeem* (Ex IS1-*, cf. 1315*

From the foregoing one can understand that the term *
first-

born,
3

vfHaroToxos (that \\hich, ab the most precious, belonged,
in the first instance, to Jehovah), came to be one of particular
honour (cf E\ 422, Jer 319), and it is u^ed as such in reference
to Christ (Ro 829, Col 1*5 l&)

The only occurience of the term in the Gobpels
is in Lik 27 /ecu '^reicev rbv viov rbv TrpcoTorotfoz',

* and
apart from itb -viiifunme (o the Jewish mind as
outlined above, IL- ii'ij'OiU'Ko lies in its bearing
upon the question of the perpetual virginity of the
mother of Christ. The term d

suggest the subsequent birth of
in the first place, as a title of honour it would natur-

ally be mentioned in connexion with Christ by the
r.v<ni<:olM ,

anil svosully, '".7-
' nrstborn' lay in I

'

''",',
' '

/ which attached
to such , f this is < .

i las been said in
the previous section ; indeed, St. Luke directly im-

plies as much when he quotes, in substance, from
Ex 132- 12 '

Every male that openeth the womb
shall be called holy to the Loid' (Lk 2-3).

Redemption of the firstborn. In the passage Lk
gssff, two distinct ceremonies are referred to : the

presentation to the Lord, and the redemption ; the
former of these implies the actual dedication of
the child to God (cf. 1 S I28) ; from what has been
said above, this ceremony must be legaided as the
r *"'"' "

""it oi t lie" primitive act of literally
, , icing) the nrstborn son to the Deity.

I > , -i between the two ceremonies may
be illustrated by the practice of modern orthodox
Jews. The father of the child first presents his

firstborn to the cohen, and makes a declaration

ending with the words :
* It is said, Sanctify unto

me all the firstborn, whatsoever openeth the
womb among the children of Israel, both of man
and of beast ; it is mine.

3

This is a definite act of

presentation to God, of renunciation on the part of

the father, the child is no longer his. Tin* part
of the ceremony corresponds to Lk 2JJ--L -

-*.

Then the father places fifteen shillings (five selaim
or shekels) before the cohen, who thereupon asks :

* Which wouldst thou rather, give me thy first-

born son, the firstborn of his mother, t or redeem
him for fi ve selaim, which thou art bound to give
acor-j'i-i ( o Mie Law? 3 The father replies: *I
<!' -n , i.i** \t redeem my son, and here thou hast
the value of his redemption, which I am bound to

give according to the Law.' This ceremony
corresponds to Lk 2-4.

||
This redemption of the

firstborn II (pn JVTB) took place thirty davs after
birth (Lk S22 ; cf. Lv 124

, Nu IS16
),** and tlie price

of redemption was, according to Nu 347 IS16
, five

shekels; in Ex 1313 iho command to redeem the
firstborn is given, though the price of redemption
is not mentioned, while in Lv 12 there is no
mention at all regarding the redemption of the

firstborn, reference being made only to an atone-
* In M* I?* -' - .-' w. i* r.-v.l "by DC and the OL version

only, - u- r' i i-< i< v ,ij M this passage.
tCf II !

,
^ ' K -

.
- - -t* i i ans *onlv-bcoUrn.'

j The law of the r< k

<Uri'puon of the firstborn 'applies to the
firstborn of the mother and not of the father llem-o l-hc

husband of several wi\es would have to redeem the firstborn
of each one of them, ^hjle the husband of a woman who had
had children bj a previous marriage need not redeem her child

although it uas his firstborn' (JeicL&7t Eticyc, v. 396). More-
over, the first male child of a woman need not be redeemed if a
female child has been born before him

The monev is sometimes returned, but the Jewish authorities

do not look upon this M ilh fa\ our

I

1

See The Authorized Daily Prayer-Book^ (ed. S Singer),

pp 308,309
*7 According

1 to} \ I.}' ' lij the zedcrjipuoii of the tirsibom was
instituted as an abiding acr of ihank<>gi\ ing 10 Jcho\.in for

having spared the fiistborn males or The <,mldreri of Tsru,< 1 in

Egypt. Concerning the corim'Mon hriuecu the offer MJJ of the

firstborn and the I
Jasso\ or, see Nouuck f

rp at 9*)
* v The *-ame ('u<toni is kepi up b\ modern orthodox tlcwi , if

The dav falls on a Sabbath or a Holy Day, the ceremony is per-
formed on the follow iii Ja\

ment which hat, to be made for the purification of
the mother ; it may be owing to Lv 12 that in Lk
222 '

their' purification is spoken of, i.e. of the
child as well as of the mothei ; at any rate v. 24

seems to point to an amalgamation of the offerings
due from the mother for purification, and on
behalf of the child for ledemption ;

* in the
modern servn - .

"

of thanksgiving for
women after ,

,

.
, childbirth no provi-

sion is made lor any ottering.

LITERATURE. See the authorities referred to in the foot-
notes- W. 0. E. OESTERLEY.

FIRST-FRUITS.On the offering of first-fruits
as a Jewish institution see Hastings

5

JDJ5. vol. ii.

p. 10 f.

The word rendered first-fruits (airapxfj) occurs
8 times in the NT, and only in 1 Co 15- 2S is it

applied directly to our Lord .
' Now hath Christ

been laised fiom the dead, the firbt-fnuts of them
that are asleep

*

;
* Chri&t the first-fruits ; then

they that are Christ's.' It is possible, as some
have suggested, that there is a reference in v. 20 to
the specific offering of the sheaf of the first ripe
corn on the second day of the Passover feast (Lv
2310. ii) t The coincidence of our Lord's resurrection
on the 16th Nisan the day on which the sheaf
was offered before the Lord would no doubt

suggest the idea of the first-fruits to the Apostle's
mind. But, even apart from this specific reference,
the figure of the risen Christ as the first-fruits

from the dead is peifectly natural. And there ib

more here/, *

* '

at first supposed. Christ's

resurrectio 1 of His people's resurrec-

tion, just as the nrfot-lrmts were tne pledge of the
harvest to come. Christ is the first to be raised
from the dead, and so stands in the front rank
alone, as the first-fruits were plucked before the
rest of the produce was ripe ; but, just as certainly
as the harvest in due time followed the first-fruits,

so shall those who sleep in Christ be raised up in

due time, and stand in the second rank after Him.
But, further, it is clearly implied here, and ex-

plicitly 1,'ui^htin oili- 1 ]>'.--}i^-- that as is Christ
the lii'-i-ni,n^ so shail be the rest of the harvest.

There is implied here a tomnmnii \ of MJHUIO and
character between Christ, iho Jii^L-iruil^. and Hi-

people. It is only the tint'* 01 Then jnanifV.-union
that is different. The portion gathered as first-

fruits is of the same nature as the rest, and the rest

is of the same nature and charactei and standing
as the first-fruits. This i5? indicated specially in v - J

,

where it is said that, as death came by man, so it

is only by man that the resurrection can come, i.e.

resurrection and triumph over death can be man's

possession only when given him by one who is

man like himself. Man, therefore, must be of the

same nature and character and standing as Christ,
the first-fruits. What is suggested here is plainly

taught elsewhere (Col 34,
Ro S29, 1 Jn 32). Christ,

according to these passages, is the first-fruits, the
firstborn among many brethren, not only as the

pledge that, as He rose, so His people snail rise

from the dead, but also that as He is, in nature
and character, so shall His people be. That is,

perhaps, the most glorious promise of the resurrec-

tion hr&t-fruits.

In Ro S23 the first-fruits of the Spirit received by
Christ's people are referred to. That they have
received the Spirit in some measure and have been
sanctified inwardly, is the pledge that they shall

receive it in yet greater abundance, that there
shall be a final outpouring of the Spirit by which
the body of man shall be redeemed even as the

spirit has been sanctified the psychical body being

* Among modern orthodox Jews, priests and Levites are

exempt from the law of redeeming: their firstborn ; this applies
also to those whose wives are daughters of priests or Lentes-
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changed into a spiritual. In Ko II16 165
3
1 Co 1615

,

Ja I 18
, Kev 144 the reference is to the future

* '
'

of mankind, of which those already
are the hrbt-fraits and pledge. Those

already redeemed and presented to God as holy
are the first-fruits, the pledge of the coming har-
vest of a holy redeemed humanity.

LITERATURE. Schurer, HJPn i.237; "^ -i 7-77-
its Ministry, < \ \. '

,

*

Pales
'

bk. n ch 13
;

I *
, ;

< / , / / as Cteed and Life, bk. 11. ch.

5 ; art.
*
First-Fruits

'

in Jew. Encyc vol. \ .

J. SOUTAE,

FISH, FISHER, FISHING The present aiticle

is not concerned with the fish of the Mediterranean,
nor with those which inhabit various watercourses
in the Holy Land, nor even with those ilinl beloiij:

to the lower course of the Jordan or of ]i - -oui 'i"i i

tributaries, or of the other streams that now into

the Dead Sea. The only fish mentioned in the

Gospels, the only ones, r ,

'"";
which come

within the scope of tint I
'

;'
are thobe of

the Lake of Gennesaret, to whicfi we naturally
add those that are found in the upper course of

the Jordan or in the springs in the neighborhood
of the Lake.

Fish (OT :n, rm) are designated in the NT only
by the geneial teim t'xflfo, V '

occasionally
with it* diminutive i%#tf5i< .

, the employ-
ment of the latter term necessarily marking any
intended distinction ; cf. for an instance in point,
Mt 1534 with v. 36

. Nowhere in the whole Bible do
we find a special name for a definite species of fish.

Fish formed a large part of the food of the Lake-
*''

'

' .

T
'' This may be inferred from the

.1 - i, ; ,. of Jesus (Lk 11", cf. Mt 7 10
), m

i
'

, lonest foods are enumerated .

bread, fish, eggs. The same conclusion is implied
in what is related with reference to the two multi-

plications of the loaves. On the occasion of the
first (Mt H18

*!, Mk 630
'44

, Lk 910'17
, Jn 61' 15

) it is

said that there was present a lad with five loaves
and two fishes ; in the account of the second (Mt
IS32

"39
, Mk S1-10

) it is mentioned that, in addition
to the seven loaves, there were also a few small
fashes

' We may cite, fmther, Lk 2442.

T^ - V-- .-.^ i
'

iofce that for the ' small fishes
'
of the other

Gospel emplojs the term o^&ptov, which
"

1 .-.. i" i ,, employed m the
same way by the best Greek writers, e g Plato, Menander, etc ,

and that tyo$dc,yoi is met with as synonymous with *
fish-eaters

'

It i* legitimate to suppose that a trade in fish
was earned on between the Lake of Tiberias and
the rest of the country. The name of the town of
Tancheae (Ta/>txai) 5 situated on the shore of the

Lake,^ implies a business connected with salted

provisions (r&pixoi) It may be that this traffic ex-
tended as far as Jerusalem; some have supposed
that it was in this way that one of Jesus' disciples,
the i mi j i..- of Simon Peter, was known to the
high |

. '-I 1813f-}; but this is nothing more
than an ingenious conjecture.

* Fisher'* or e fisherman* (Eteb. an) is expressed
in the NT by dXeetf? or d\ffe ; '"the verb 'to
fish

3

by oAteito Several of the first and princi-
pal disciples^ followed the calling of fishermen.
The Synoptics describe the scene when Jesus
called them to follow Him (Mt 4*8-2^ Mk I 16

'20
,Lk 51'11

). These three narratives contain the
promise,

C
I will make you fishers of men.' Lk.

connects the story with the miraculous draught ;

cf. in this respect also Jn 21 6-11
. In one of the

parables of the Kingdom (Mt 1347
-50

) Jesus comparer
the latter to a net ; and the separation which the
fishermen make, in their catch, between what is

good and what is bad, is used to symbolize the
* 5o AT arsd RV hi Mi P^ and Mk ll&. but * fishermen '

in Lk
2 *

T

separation of the righteous fiom the wicked at

the Final J '_ u- * ' T 1

*
-
t-'^ion by which good

and bad - M t
- _ . is not expressly

indicated. The point in view might be the differ-

ence between clean and unclean foodb as defined

by the Law (cf Dt 149f
-, Lv U 9f

-) , but there might
be other motives, buch as thobe which Loitet
indicates in the case of modem fishermen, who
reject certain fish on account ol their inferior size

(Poissons et Reptiles du lac de Tibenade, p. 52),

their disagieeable aspect (ib pp. 32, 82), or their

unpleasant muddy flavour (ib. pp 35, 58, 64).

The fishermen sometimes earned on their trade
in partnership, as is still the case at the piesent

day, when the fisheimenof Tiberias foim a kind of

corporation ^ ith fixed rules. The number of fish-

ing vessels on the Lake at the beginning of the
Christian era must have been very conbideiable.

Josephus (BJ II. xxi. 8) speaks of 330 (v I 230) ;

see also Mk 436
, Jn 62o>

Forty yeais ago Furrer
found only i

1 "*

it
; Lortet saw thiee in 1875

and six m *
i counted nine in 1886, and

the present writer saw the same number in 1894,
while in 1899 he noted fouiteen ; and no doubt the
nunibei has increased since then.

The fishermen made use of nets. One of the
Greek terms employed (Mt 1347

) is <rayfyr)t seine,
'

drag-net,
3 a large net which two or more boats

arrange in a circle in the lake, in such a way as to

enclose a vast space with a kind of vertical wall
It is kept stret- "i \\ "\ '

< ."""_', and floats.

Then the two \ M
'

,, -
, , .-' together ,

and the whole \\ 1, - I-M i
- - t, , 00ed ashore

The other species of net mentioned in the Gospels
(Mt 418

) is the casting net (a^lpXija-rpov), which a

single man throws with a skilful turn of the hand,
and which is of circular form, like an umbrella.
Once

'

.-
"

Mir
;,*

" m the water it is drawn
out w >

i ii <,
[>,
m> i

- This is still the method
most r ^ "i y iPi-v in our own time The
other passages where nets are spoken of (Mt 420f

,

Mk I 18f
-, Lk 52"6

, Jn 21 6-11
) use the general term

BLKTVOV, which might be applied to any kind of net.

Some texts speak of washing and of mending nets

(Lk 52
, Mt 421, Mk ]

19
). See also NETS.

The Gospels only once mention line -fishing,

namely in Mt 1727, where we read of Peter casting
the hook (ofy/ao-r/xw), which was certainly placed
at the end of a cord or line, but we cannot say
whether the latter was attached to a rod or long
reed or was simply held in the hand. In the NT
there is no mention of harpooning fish (contrast
Job 417 [He 4031]). At the present day we still

meet with examples of this practice.
The waters of the Lake of Tiberias are exception-

ally rich in fish, especially by the shore of el-Batiha

(to the east of the mouth of the Jordan), and in the

bay of ct-T.ibi/lsa These were in former times
the i\i \oiaup jrronnU of fishermen, and these spots
are^ull I'lo.Ymvl b\ tlioin in our own day. There,
on i he -hoio of el-Hat iliM l.iy Bethsaida-Julias ; and,
if tfioro \\ere nvo Beili-aula-> (a much controverted

question ; see artt. BETHSAIDA and CAPERNAUM),
the second was at et-Tabigha or in its vicinity.
Now Bothsaida means* 'house of fish,' 'fishery.'
It was the native town of Peter and Andrew, of
James and John, all four fishermen, as well
as of Philip, whose occupation is unknown to us.

According to Jn 21 2 Thomas and Nathanael (of
Cann' upppnr iil^o to have been fishermen, at least
o< ( a^]oni II v

r

\ lie <!TP-* of the fishermen was more
than -nnple ; a< >i<Iin<r to Jn 217 Peter was yvpv6s,
Tiako'l , IT i- not quins easy to see why so many

exegetes maintain that this term does not imply
complete nudity. It is certainly most natural to

suppose that Peter had discarded all his clothes ;

the fact that he afterwards hastily girds on his
*

upper garment,' does notlit. his
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necessauly prove that he was wearing another
under it.

The n&h of the Lake of Tiberias have been
minutely studied and described by two experts,
Dr. Lortet, dean of the Faculty of Medicine at

Lyons, and Dr. Tristram. Out of 39 (Lortet) or
4J (Tiisfciam) &pecies known m Palestine, from 22
to 24 aie found in the Lake of Tibenas and its

immediate vicinity. They belong to a number of
different genera. The genus Chromis has the
richest lepresentation of species. Nduticus, Tiberi-

adis, Andrece, Simoms, Microstomus, F?" , T', >v/,/, <

Magdalcnoe; belonging to a genus IM-JLI 01 kin is

Henuchromis Sacra. These fish aie the most
abundant and make the V-* cairr.: The genus
Barbies is also extiemely p'ul in , \ iiu-o species be-

"""t^,;-
|.j .i j i> "M ,nd . Cams, which swaims, but

*
I i ' {"' ,,... /I'//.';*'

1

/,-. < steemed ; and Bed-
'/'"" ' '

i <
, If! I ( UI M

I l\ of the Cyprmidcs
come Discognathus Lamta; four species ot Capoeta:
Syrw.cn, Damascina, Sociahs, Saitvagei; Leuciscus

(or PhoxineUus] Zeregi; Alburnus Sellal ; Acan-
thobrama r '

three species of Nema-
chillis : Tig , Leontince In the family
of the Blennidesi Blenmus Varus and Blennius
Lupulus. Finally, in the family of the Silurides
we have the strange Clarias Macracanthus, already
noted by Josephus (UJiii x, 8} under the name
Kopa,Kivos9 which, in spite of its foibidding aspect,
supplies an aiticle of food not to be disdained.
This fish has the strange peculiarity that, when it

is withdiawn from its natural element, it utters
cries like the mewmgs of a cat, and that it can
live for several days out of the water.
A considerable number of the above species

b'^lon^ pM.perly to Palestine, but the fauna of
1 \re-L in, ,,n fish shows, nevertheless, a close con-
nexion with that of Africa and not with that of
the Mediterranean basin. The ancients, e.g. Jose-

phus, had already noted this fact, and they raised
i

1

!'

'

v i "f the possibility of a subterranean
1 01 r 1 !, ', .1' 'i between the waters of Egypt and
those of Palestine. See also ANIMALS, p. 66a.

LITERATURE. Bochart, Hierozoicon, i. pp. 36-44 ; Lortet,
Poissons et Reptiles du lac de Tiberia.de> 18S3, and the same
ai - T ? . <-, >

,

"
1884, pp. 500-510 ; Tristram,

*j ' >: /'' ^'17', 1888, pp 162-177, also Natural
H ''

.

-,
- -, 282-294; J. G. Wood, &,bl&

Animals.''186^ pn 51 "K2 ; Vd Frei in ZDPV, 1886, pp. 101-

103; Libbey a*iii Ho-V-.-,, it..i'f>n< V^cn nt.-J P //; 1905, vol. i
p ISO!.; G B. Lees, VilUqe J -j in P t '<*'. i> 1905, p 5

[with photograph of two fishermen of the Lake of Tiberias cast-

ing their nets]. LFCIEN GAUTIEK.

FLAX. See SMOKING FLAX.

FLESH (<rdp%): In every instance where this

word is used by the Evangelists we observe that it

is confined in its reference to the human race. The
same remark, it may be noticed, holds good of the
NT writers as a whole (cf., however, 1 Co 1539

,
and

the plural crdp/cas of Bev 1918 ). The paiticular con-

ception attaching to it varies in different contexts
to a slight extent, though in almost every case a
distinction or contrast is either stated or implied
which has its roots in OT thought. It is interest-

ing to remark that this is a word employed very
rarely by St. Luke in either of his writings ,*

and
even when he does use it, we find that, for the
most part, he is quoting from the OT (see Lk 36=
Is 405 [LXX], where in conjunction with iraa-a, it is

**iiji|>1\ a -vnnnyTM for all mankind ;
cf. Mt2423

, Mk
13^, Jn 17", and Ac 217

). The reference, of course,
is to the human race in its present condition of

weakness and need of help, as contrasted with the

power and the active love of God (cf. Dt U96, Ps
564 [55

5 LXX]).
In the only other place where the word is found

in St. Luke's Gospel (24
39

) we have it used simply
to denote the substance flesh considered as a con-

stituent of the human bodr. The risen Jesus is

represented a^ inviting His disciples to assure them-
selves by LML< Inii^ Him that He had risen not

merely in ,. >pj i ,1, I but in a coiporeal sense. The
antithesis ib that of 'spint' and 'body' (Tr^eO/ta
and crcDyua), the latter consisting of '

flesh
5 and

' bones
5

(<rdp and d<jrea). See art. Boor.
A btill moie emphatic expiesbion -". "M _r the

di&tmction between man and God is i IM St.

Matthew's Gobpel (16
17

), where crdp^ is joined with
O.I/JLO, to denote man in Ins present condition of

spiritual limitation and of defec , \ \ ( k ' u > \\ 1 L-l,^
k .\

somewhat similar antithesis is 1. 1 nir T i; 1\ <Jboii

elaboiately, pointed out by St. John (l
lD

), \\ho, m
hib lefeience to the new life communicated through
CIni&t to beheveis, lays stress on the fact that this

higher life is not the result of human birth, whether
the latter be consideied as the outcome of a long
line of descent (e aip&Twv), or as spimging from
natural instinct inherent in the flesh (& BeK^juLca-os

<rapK6$), or even as the resultant of the will power
resident in the entire man (CK deXtfjjLaTos avSpos).
Their infused life has its roots in Him who is the
source of all life (. . . dXX' IK Qeov

^yevv^d^ffav},
and

is conditioned in every instance by their reception
of the Word made flesh (Q<TOL Se \a{3ov avT6v 3 see

Westcott, Gospel of St. John, acl loc., who notices a

very early variant reading which would make ' the
Word 3

the subject of the whole verse).
Another form of this antithetic relationship

occurs in the same writing. In His conversation
with Nicodemus Jesus draws attention to the
limitations which surround the functions of man's
nature considered on its sensuous side (K rys

crapes), and those of the Spirit which finds scope
for fT^Yi^v v^-'-Mn another sphere of human life

(e/c
' -"/,- It is not the antithesis of evil

and ^ood that is here referred to. It is simply that
wiiluii the realm of man's being there are two
principles of energy which take their origin from
two orders of existence The law of nature which,

compels like to produce like holds good in man $

s

complex life, and so What is born of the flesh is

flesh, and what is born of the Spirit is spirit
'

(Jn
36). With this we may compare another passage
in the same Gospel where this idea is expressed in

language more explicit still and as emphatic (Jn
d63

). The contrast here between spirit, which not

only has life in itself but can communicate that
life as it wills (rb faoTroiovv), and flesh, which *

is of

no avail' above its own sphere (TJ <rapg otiic c&^eXeZ

otiSfr), is categorically asserted.

So, too, on another occasion when engaged in con-

troversy with the Pharisees, Jesus contrasts their

method of judging with His own patience in that

respect, and in s>o doing implies ^a
further contrast

their imperfect and theiefore incorrect judgment
(KOLT^. rty ffdpfca) which is based on a superficial

knowledge, and His just judgment which comes
from His '

knowledge of all tbe^ circumstances, and

aspects, and issues of life' (^ Kpttns y tyrij &\yQwfi

&TLV, Jn 815f
; see Westcott, Gospel of St. John,

ad loc. }.

Arising out of this conception we have the word
employed to mark u p^ chologl''nl distinction be-

tween man's flesh n\\C\ ^pn u So real was this dis-

tinction to the mind of Jesus that we can almost
hear in His words (Mt 2641=Mk 1438 )

the echo of

personal oxperient e ( . . ypfiyopTjo-cu, per <*aou .

ro JJL& TTvev/^a irpodv/Jiov fy 8& <rhp% dcrdevrjs). In this

place we may also notice that there was something
present in the struggle engaged in by the disciples
which was absent in the case of Jesus They were
unsuccessful in their efforts to *

watch/ Because
not only was their flesh 'weak,' "but it had also
to contend with an element of discord which further
distracted their power for unremitting watchful-

ness With Him was also present the flesh of
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weakness (see 2 Co 134 $ dffBeveias), but the rela-

tionship between His crdp% and Tn/eu/za was not
perveited by the indwelling presence of sin, or by
the downward tendency inherited as the result of
sin.

On one occasion Jesus quotes with approval the
translation of the LXX (Gn 224

) \vheie the woid
<rd/> occurs meaning the entire man (Mt 195f-=Mk
It)

8
), and that without any qualifying word. It

would be a colourless interpretation of Jesus' words
which would limit His teaching on the marriage
relationship to a physical oneness following on and
produced by the sexual union. The Hebraistic
&TOZTOU ds (Heb. b rrp) implies a gradual movement
from a physical union to a higher and more com-

plex unity, so that where two separate beings
iormeily existed there is now but one (&crre ofatrt

eifflv dtio, d\\a <rap ftLa, which is Jesus' infeienee
from the Heb. 117$ n^ ; see art. EUNUCH). It is

because of the ultimately complete and spiritual
character of this union that the sin which dis-

solves it and the hump-i 1. _ -Yi'o i which seeks
to render it nugatory <--,-!'

'

. i- dark propor-
tions (cf. Gould,

i
St. Mark '

in Internal Cmt. Com.
on Mk^lO

8
*-).

Passing from the Synoptic to the Johannine use
of this word, we find it clothing conceptions which
are fuller and richer. In the simple but majestic
sentence in which he announces the profound
mystery of the Incarnation, St. John employs the
word *

flesh
J

to express the totality of human
nature, looked at on the side of its manifold
limitations, that is to say, as it touches and is

connected with the world of matter and of time
(6 \6yo$ <r&p ey&ero, Jn I 14

, with which we may
compare the positive references to the soul

' and
* the spirit

'

of Jesus in the same writing, eg. 1227

7? $vx$ AMW, 1321 rf irvetifiari, etc.). The phrase
' the

Word became flesh
5

implies the existence of an
antithesis which has been reduced in its elements
to a final and permanent \\ the-i * The Johannine
conception lea\e-> no loom ioj doubt as to the per-
fection of the human nature of Jesus, which is

universal both as regards time and race.

Keeping in mind this usage, we shall be enabled
to apprehend more fully the thought underlying
the language of Jesus abou i TT" .. .," impart-
ing Himself in His perfect i i . .

1 1 651"56
).

His '

flesh/ by virtue of its i : -II Divine
Peisonality, is 'living' (6 &v) food, and therefore
possesses the power of communicating its life to all
who will eat thereof (&v i^ ^dy^rer?)? crdpKa, jc.r.X.).
Without this participation and consequent assimi-
lation on the part of His followers, there can be no
such thing as *

life
5

within them, for they deliber-

ately reject what contains for them the germinal
]'iin< iple of tlun, 'life

5

(oik fyere faty tv eavrois).
Iho question may be asked whether it is possible

to trace any likeness or fundamental connexion
between the Gospel and the Pauline uses of <rdp%.
In St. Paul's writings very marked emphasis is
laid upon this word, and for him it clothes a con-
ception rich with ethical significance. The 'flesh'
is the present abode of sin, which requires an obedi-
ent subject to execute its behests. So closely does
he connect the power of sin with tho oxi<f inr \\ eak-
ness of the flesh that he does not hoMtate lo say
from his own experience

< I know that in ... my
flesh dwelleth no jjoo.1 tlmij.

'

fto T1
*.. At the

same time, he is car< nil to pomi our UUIT this is not
the state appoint < < 1 f, > r m ;m 1 , \- (, < .< i I he *

cruci-
fixion

'

of the flesh is possible' for every man who
wills to walk not 'according to the flesh' but
'according to the Spirit' (ol . . T> ffApKaiarvdpa-
<rcw, /C.T.A., Gal 524

-, cf. Ro 84f
-), and those who have

the indwelling presence of the Spirit are no longer
in the

fleeh/fr o-a/m) but in the Spirit (& irve^an,Ro S9
). With the-e we may compare such expres-

sions as ' the mind of the flesh' (Qpfoyfjui r??$ <rapK6s}

and ' the mind of the Spirit' (QpbvijjuLa, TOV irvev^aros,
Ro S6 ; #7r6 TOV voos TTJS crap/c6s, Col 218

), from which we
can gather how present to St. Paul's mind was the
connexion between sin and the flesh, and at the
same time how strong within him was the glorious

hope that such connexion in the ultimate result
was abnoimal and destined for destruction. There
is no sign in the Pauline terminology that he was
influenced m his theological conceptions by the

spirit of that Greek dualism which wormed its way
into subsequent Christian thought with \ -''v

'

"'.

for the most part evil consequences (& M., j. i,

Christian Doct. of Sin, i. 320 ff.).

The redemption and the quickening of the

body (
. . T^V dTrdXtirpucriv TOV crcijuaros, Ro 82d

; . . .

faoTTOifaei, TCL 0j>yrh <r<6/*ara, Ro 811
; cf. 6 1J

,
2 Co 411

)

are features essential to the scheme of salvation as
outlined and systematized by St. Paul. The con-
demnation of sin 'in the flesh

5

by God, who for

this purpose sent His Son e in the likeness of the
flesh of sin

'

(Ro 83 ), is evidence that there is, for

him, no naturally essential connexion between the
flesh and evil.

We are not without signs that this is just the

point of view from which the r -

1 '

""'.

this question (cf. Jn I 14 172
, L v , -I

'

,,

that neither they nor the Apostle of the Gentiles
were touched by that false belief which identified

sin with matter, and, therefore, with ' the body of
the flesh

'

(cf. Col I 22 211
). The anthropology of

the Gospels, as well as the psychological concep-
tions which emerge but rarely and incidentally
from their pages, are essentially Hebrew, and are
never stained T, ,',.' -

1

,

1

i

"
'

.

' '

characterized ,h \ \, , -i , , ;'l

theology.
LITERATURE Stevens, The Theology of the NT, pp 189 f, s

338 ff ; Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, i. 53-224, in 183, 255 ff., etc ;

H H Wendt, Die Begnffe Plnsch und Geist , Laidlaw, The
Bible Doctrine of Man, and his artt

'

Psychology
' and ' Flesh'

in Hastings' DB ; Weiss, T
" ' "" '

the NT, 27 ;

Cremer, BibL-Theol. Lex. <
*

J. R. WILLIS.
FLIGHT. The story of the flight of the Holy

Family into Egypt is j)eculiai to the First Gospel
(Mt 213ff

). The omission of it, and also of the
manifestation to the Gentiles (Mt 21 "12

), from the
Third Gospel is surprising, since there rather than
in Mt. we should have expected to find any story
that brought Jesus into contact with the Gentile
world. The surprise would deepen into suspicion
were it not that the records of the Evangelists are
so fragmentary ; but that fact instantly relieves the
strain.

(X Holtzmann, who cites the well-known omission in Ac 919-26

of any reference to St. Paul's journey to Arabia (Gal 1*7),

frankly states that * the author who left out this journey of
Paul to Arabia i u-rht \\cll II,I-N over, in his other account, the
jo .im-v of HJP Hclv I'.u'i !\ rii > TV 1

1(
'

.i:'<l lhat 'if we had m
Mai^'MM anrrco.i'i ufo'-o'Ui'x abj' . rimci- >i itwouldnotbe
d fic'iM 10 # i o\ct Lnv g.ip in i ic t aiiumo or Luke' (Life oj
Jesus, p 85).

The silence of St. Luke does not, then, discredit
the narrative of St. Matthew. But their records

inijilil jnovc to be mutually exclusive, so that

ifccpiniuc of the one would involve; rejection of
the other. How stand the facts? \ocoidmi! to
the Third Gospel, Nazareth was, prior to their

marriage, the Home both of Joseph and of Mary
(Lk 24 P6

), whereas St. Matthew (2
23

) first associ-

ates them with Nazareth after their return from

Egypt, and gives no Iii'ii of <iny pieviou- KsMnue
there. Further, St. Man lieu', havinjr told the

story of the Nativil^ -I
-

-">

goes on to record the
visit of the Magi (2

1"12
), the huiried flight from

Bethlehem and the sojourn in Egypt (2
13fl

), whereas
St. Luke records merely the circumcision of the
child (2

21
) and His presentation to the Lord (2

22ff
*),

and then adds that * when they had performed all
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things , i -.";> i
. the law of the Loid, they re-

turned ..- i.j
,
to their own city Nazareth'

(2
39

). From those words one would naturally infer
that the return took place immediately after the
events thus recorded, and that no room was left

for the episodes of the First Gospel. Is that infer-
ence necessary, or even well founded ? If the nar-
rative of Acts must be so adjusted as to take in
the sojourn of St. Paul in Arabia, he would be a
bold critic who would maintain that the terms of
the other narrative inevitably exclude the sojourn
in Egypt. It is to be noted also that the time-
table o the First Gospel is sufficiently elastic to
embrace easily the events recorded in the Third.
For we find there that,

c

according to the time
which he had carefully learned of the wise men,'
Herod's inhuman edict included all the children in
Bethlehem 'from two years old and under' (Mt
216

}.

The difficulty, therefore, is not one of chron-

ology. Even ii it were, such an objection would
lose both point and edge in the hands of those who
used it, except on the theory that Jesus was, after

all, born in Bethlehem. For, even '" '" J

the immediate return to Nazareth
inference from St. Luke's account, yet the force of

any d'^iiMionf based upon it fails the very moment
that S;7Miuh and not Bethlehem is made the
scene of the Nativity On that showing, St. Luke's

story is itself unliu^t\\ oithy. and so cannot be used
to discredit a.noihei stoiy which is inconsistent
with it.

The real difficulty is of quite a different sort : it

is that we have not in St. Matthew ' an account

absolutely above criticism.' It might very perti-

nently be asked if we have any right to expect
such an account. Stones of the childhood of a

great man are never written while he is still a
child, but only after he has achieved greatness ,

and even then they are written, not nece^<uily
because of their own intrinsic importance, but be-

cause they have caught some of the glory of the

afterglow. Now, it was not until Jesus had

already won His place in the hearts of men that
our Gospels were written. In the circumstances
of the case, therefore, these records could not be
other than fragmentary, and a

"

;
;_

" a 1

\ ac-

count can never be c <iVolu1 ol\ abo-n i ,i ,'-" *

But presumably ilu- -puit'il criticism to which
these incident* o"f !'<' h , \ lie open, is that

they are no more -" i i< ! i-' , < f than, say, those
recorded in the Apocryphal Gospels. The Gospel
of tlw Ti'ff'n' //, /

ff.j weaves around the Flight into

Eg\pu ii fan taM ic garland of miracle and wonder.
This wreath of fairy tales is by common consent

stripped off and laid aside as unhistoneal embel-
lishment. Should not the Flight itself be laid with
them as equally unworthy of credence ? The ques-
tion opens up a subject much too large to be dis-

cussed here. But one may at least aslc if it is not
too drastic a measure to destroy the ship because
one has had to remove the barnacles, or to remove
the peg because a worthless coat has been hung on
it. Are these narratives so much of a piece that,

if we reject some of them, we must reject all?

Surely the fact is not without significance that the

Evangelist preserves the story of the Flight, but

records none of the maivels that have clustered

round it. For if these other stories were extant
when he wrote, he must have been cognizant of

them, and Ms rejection of them must have been

deliberate. On the other hand, if they were of a
later growth, his tradition is thereby marked as

older and, to that extent, more ti u-Uoi llii .

But, says Keim (Life of Jew* u tU..
- n bears

all the marks of a poetic picture/ Is there, then,
no poetry in real life ? If a story is poetic, is it

thereby branded as unhistorical ?
* Intertwined

with the nairative i& a no less than threefold
revelation by an angel, almost too much for the
thrift of heaven.

3 The objection would be valid
in the ca&e of a stoiy wiitten in modern times by
a man of the West, but is bhorn of its force when
one remembers that this story was written by an
Oriental some eighteen centuries ago.
Much more apposite is the contention that ' the

enormous toil ot such a journey with a little child,
was such as only legend, aided or not by miracles,
could easily get ovei.' The toilsomeness of the

journey is not denied ; no one imagines that it was
'

easily got over.
3

May not our Lord's own words
(Mt 242t)

, Mk 1318
} be an echo of the hardships

Jo&eph and Mary had to endure in bearing Him to
a place of refuge ? But the cogency of Keirn's argu-
ment vanishes when we remember that this was a
flight for life (see INNOCENTS). In such circum-

stances, hardships are little accounted. But *

they
might have found a nearer refuge among the Arabs
of the south or west.' Surely this criticism is

singularly inept. A temporaly and brief refuge
might thus have been found, but no one knew how
long it would be ere the wanderers could safely
return to their own land. What was needed was
an asylum in which they could quietly abide till

all danger was past, and where Joseph could find

einploxmoni v.Yuh would enable him to provide
i\i m^ i on~eii'kl.

Equally beside the mark is the attempt to ex-

plain the story as in some way parallel to the

sojourn of Moses in Egypt. The two stories are

rich, not in resemblance, but in contrast : they
have absolutely nothing in common save the word
4

Egypt.' The attempt to derive the one from the
other is a triumph of misdirected ingenuity.

Quite as little avails the expedient of deducing
the narrative from the prophecy of Hosea (II

1
), as

0. Holtzmann would evidently do. ' For the story
about the Lord's childhood the Gospel of Matthew
seems to have drawn prim i pally upon certain

indications in the Old le&tament; (Life of Jesus,

p. 86) One can readily enough understand how a
Jewish Christian might see in the : : ", (

- -

1 of the

Flight a richer fulfilment of the piophei s voidss
but it is almost incredible that the incident should
be invented as a commentary on the words, and
all the more so when the words in question are not
a prophecy, but a historical reference. Still less

c 3 edible does the suggestion become when we find

that we should require to believe not merely that

the Flight was invented to explain MM
j
'01 in . \

but further tliat the Massacre of the I MI ri<* I

next to be invented to explain the Flight, and the

visit of the Magi to explain the Massacre. Accept-
ance of such a theory involves a much larger draft

on one's credulity than does acceptance of the

incident itself as historical.

The question may still arise, What motive led

the Evangelist to record this event? Need we
seek for any motive? He wanted to tell about
Jesus : would it not be enough, for Mm that this

was a story of the childhood of the loved Master,
and that he believed it to be authentic ?

1

Egypt has, in all ages, been the natural place
of refuge for all who were driven fiom Palestine

by distress, persecution, or discontent
5

(Farrar,
L-f t'f r7', '*' rli. iv.). It need create no surprise,
\\\\\"!<in. in, 11, r was towards Egypt the fugitives
bent their steps. There they would be without
Herod's jurisdiction and beyond the reach of his

vengeance; the road was a well-known one, and
some three days would suffice to bring them to the

frontier. Of the incidents of tne journey we have
no reliable information, nor are we tola in what

part of Egypt the wanderers at length found rest

and refuge. Tradition has assigned this distinc-

tion to Matarieh (the ancient Heliopolis), -which
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lies a few miles north-east from Cairo ; and there is

no good reason why the tradition may not be cor-

rect. It is known that in that
in 1i ""

theie
was a considerable Jewish population. 1 nat fact

would have undoubted weight with Joseph, ab it

held out to him the prospect of obtaining suitable

employment. The duration of the sojourn in Egypt
has been very variously stated, some reckoning it

as having extended over one, two, three, or even
seven years. But we may take it a& certain that
it was in reality very brief, seeing the death of

Herod occurred very shortly after the period at

which the Flight must have taken place. See also

art EGYPT.

LITERATURE W. G Elmslie in Expositor, i vi [1877] 401-
411 , Farrar, Christ in Art,, 263-273 For a vivid conception of

the circumstances of the Flight into Egypt, no less than of the
relations between the Child Jesus and the slam infants of

Bethlehem, see Holman Hunt's '

Triumph of the Innocents.'

HUGH DUNCAN.
FLOCK, FOLD. For a general treatment of

these words see SHEEP, SHEPHERD. But it may
be noted here that, whereas in Jn 101* 16 we find in

AV 'fold' three times ( he that entereth not by
the door into the sheep-fold

'

; and ' other sheep I

have which are not of this fold ,*
them also I must

bring, and . . . there shall be one fold and one

shepherd '), there is in the original a marked dis-

tinction. Two words, absolutely unconnected with
each other, are employed. In v. 1

, and in the first

clause of v. 16
3 the Greek word is atf\?5=* enclosure,

3

'court/ *fold,' in the strict sense. It is the word
used of the enclosed court of the high priest's palace
(Mt 26a

, Mk 1454, Lk 22s5
, Jn 181S

), of the strong
man's palace (Lk II 21

), and of the outer court of

the Temple (Rev II 2
). In using this word our Lord

seems to refer to those 'walls of partition' (cf.

Eph 214
) which separated the Jews from the Gen-

tiles and made them a nation by themselves.
Within this Jewish fold (atfX^), our Lord tells us

that, at the time when He spoke, He had a number
of sheep who were His own ; and also that, outside
of it, among the Gentiles, dark and miserable as
their condition was, He had other sheep, who were
His already, and were known to Him, even if they
knew it not themselves. These, too, He an-

nounces, He must bring, and put them alon;r \viih

His Jewish-born sheep ,

s

and,
3 He adds, i lioio -hall

be one flock (He uses here the other word irofavr]),

one shepherd.
5 He

_does
not say there will be

'onefold
3

(cttfA??), or, indeed, any fold at all. He
has unity in view for His sheep union ; but not
such as is to be secured by the erection round His
flock of such outwardly-enclosing, or constraining
'walls of partition' _''"' ^lii- ,ji or racial as
had hitherto divided M,I '.! . ->-M nation and Jew
from Gentile. The union whereof He speaks is to
be the union of a flock, which is kept together on
the one hand by its own instinct of ^'-Mrr^uj-n^--
or the mutual affection of the mernb- .- n-iii on !.-

other hand by its common subjection to its 'one

Shepherd,
5 who loves it, died for it, and whom

through all its members it knows. It does not,
lio\\'ur follow that this unity is not a visible

uniry. TIio unity of the^oc^, as it moves along
the road under its shepherd's guidance, is just as
visible to the beholder as the unity of the fold
whose white walls gleam from the hillside. The
difference is not in regard to the visibility of the
effect, but the nature of the unifying bond. The
distinction is brought out in BV,

JAKES COOPER
FLOOD. Tlje Flood is referred to only in Mt

2488 39
allc[ ftg parallel Lk 1727. Jesus is speaking

of the concealment of the day and lioizr of the

coming of the Son of Man, and He uses the Flood
as an illustration which would be well known to
His hearers. Men and women were eating and

drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until

the day that Noah entered the aik ; and did not
know until the Flood came and took them all

away. So it would be at the time of the coming
of the Son of Man. Jesus was, at the time of

speaking, warning men of His coming, and the

warning was intended, doubtless, to be sufficient

to turn them, if they would be turned, from their

evil. The emphasis in the use of the illustration

is upon the indifference and wickedness of the ante-

diluvians, as paralleled by that of men in the future

who would not receive and act upon the warnings
now given. The Gospel use, then, of the Flood is,

like the meaning of the word used (/cara/cXuo-^os),

neutral as to the important questions raised by
the OT story of the Deluge. See art. 'Flood' m
Hastings' DB, vol. il 0. H. GATES.

FLOWERS. Palestine has a floia of wonderful
wealth and variety. The known species exceed
three thousand, and even this large list is pro-

bably far from complete. But numbers alone

convey no adequate idea of its varied nature
This little land contains within its narrow limits

the most remarkable diversities of soil, surface,
and climate As is the land so is its flora, which
at the one extreme, amid the heights of Lebanon,
is Alpine in its character, and at the other ex-

tieme, in the gorge of the Dead Sea, tiopical.
In the NT there are very few references to

flowers, and these are of the m<- ,

""

char-

acter (Ja I 10 n
, 1 P I24 ). In the i ,

x only
mention of them is in the words of our Lord,

' Con-
sider the lilies of the field

'

(Mt 6as, Lk 1227
). It is

noteworthy that it is to the
' '

\
J *

tat Christ

appeals ; elsewhere in the N !
" - are the

emblem of frailty and evanescence. But in spite of

the comparative infrequency of Scripture allusions

to them or praise of their beauty, the Jews were
lovers of flowers. This is attested by the floral

ornamentation on the woodwork of the oracle

(1 K 618), th V - (6
35

), and the pillars of

the temple (7-j, uie uuru of the molten sea (7
26

),

and the golden candlestick (Ex 253L 33
). From the

Mishna we learn that at the Feast of Harvest

(Ex 2316) the first crop of fruit offered at the altar

was decked with flowers (Bikkunm, ii 3).

Among the beautiful flowers of Palestine may
be mentioned anemones, crocuses, cyclamens,
gladioli, hyacinths, irises, poppies, roses, and

tulips. HUGH DUNCAN.

FLUTE - PLAYERS. Flute-playing is referred

to twice in the Gospels : once in the narrative as

an expression of sorrow (Mt 923
afayrds, AV * min-

strels,' KV e

flute-players ') , and once in the Lord's

teaching as an expression of gladness .'""V--. :>

Mt II 17 with the paralle
1

, . T \ 7 v <'

'

^
!

piped'). The latter use, i, 'H-M n- ', to several
times m the OT and the Apocrypha (1 K I

40
, Is 512

3029
, Sir 4021

, 1 Mac 34^), is attested for the later

Jews by the mention in the Mishna of
'
flutes for

a bride
'

(Baba Mezia vi. 1). The other use, the

employment of flutes for mourning, seems to have
been widely diffused and of great antiquity, for it

is clearly alluded to by Jeremiah (48
36

) ; and can
be traced over a large part of the Gentile world
Phoenicians, Carians, Greeks, Romans, and pro-

bably Assyrians. In Greek society (or at least

some sections of it) the custom was so general that
the flute-player at funerals was described by a
special term (rv^SavX^s JEli&n. Var. Hist xii. 43).
For the Jewish life of the 1st and 2nd cents A D.

there is ample evidence in the Mishna and, else-

where. 'Flutes for a corpse' are mentioned in

Baba Mezm vi. 1, and in Kethuboth iv. 4 is the
often cited rule that a man who had lost his wife
must engage, no matter how poor he might be,
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not fewer than two flute-players and one wailing
woman. A remarkable hibtorical illustration is

supplied by Josephus (BJ in. ix 5). When the
ne\\s of the captuie of Jotapata by the Romans in
the summer of 67 A D i cached Jeiubalem, 'most
people engaged fiu*. i/<i\<

- to lead then lamenta-
tions.

3

Anothei illubtration comes from Roman
history. At the funeral of the Emperor Claudius
in 54 A D. theie were flute-playeis in the pioces-
sion. Thebe funeral musicians &eem to have been
generally, if not always, professionals, and to have
been held in very low esteem The class seems to
be unknown to modem Syrian society. The wail-

ing woman remains, but the funeial flautist has
gone (Bauer, Volfaleben im Lande der BibeL 1903,

p 213).

LITERATURE Note of v "" """ ~"
ische, Neue

Beitrage, zur Erlauterun almud und
Midrasoh, p 125, Levj, 2&la , art.
' Music ' m Hastings' DJS L. +*.. \\ . l^.ijuUit SMITH.

FOAMING. See EPILEPSY.

FOLD.See FLOCK.

FOLLOWING. 1 FoUow '

represents several Gr.
words which it is desirable to distinguish as far as

possible.
i
" J * * -

2.

* " "
ith dative (but psQ' faSh, Lk
CnJL> juiouikiliX uocJ Of follOlC-

4" 1617 (Tr. WH), Jn 10* HJi.
i (Mk 1620, 1 P 221). 3. XKVOC,.

xaf
. /

I. TotoaxtiXtvS&a. to follow SO
as to be always beside, accompany (metaphor, in Mk 161? where
Tr WH grve uxoX

; but 'there is a meaning of closeness of
attendance which makes "retpaxoXavtisca more individual and
probable,' Gould). The same word in Lk 1-* is tr. in AV
'

having ha
" '

,

" ' ""^ ' '

ang traced the
course of,* Dusly took voieriv

as masc '1 nd ministers of
the word* . p. 17). 5. <n/v-

tx./.oXw6M, t . . : 2349 with var.
lect a,%oX in the two former, probably a correction to the more
usual form) 6. ?*<&&, follow after (Lk 172 J

), often in LXX in a
good sense of those in search of one. 7. xsv-ukiJw (Mk !&), to

put sue closely, 'the xrx, gives the idea of hard persistent
search, as in our * hunt down *

(Gould). 8. IIVTE oTiirca u*vt
' come j e after me,* Mt 4*9 (AY

'

follow') , cf Mk 117.

That great multitudes followed Jesus during
His ministry is repeatedly noted ; cf Mt 425 8l 20
219

, Mk 524
, Lk 2327

(see CKOWD, MULTITUDE) ;

publicans and sinners also (^/coXotftfow, NB, Vulg.
Mk 215

, cf. Lk 151
). 'Follow me 3

(d*oXotf0ei ftot)

was His call to discipleship, Mt 99
1|
Lk 959,

Jn I43 ;

Svpo d/eoXoi/0et poi (Lk 1822 !!) and devre oTrtVo) fiov (Mt
419

(!) also occur. The command would be at once
understood in this sense, for '

it was not only the

practice of the Rabbis, but regarded as one of the
most sacred duties for a Master to gather around
him a circle of disciples' (Edersheim, Life and
Times, i. 474). Hence 'following" was a mark
of i.. V.-L'n^r in tho band of di-uplo- (Mk 9s8 !().

At - " IP -jrli! -i em to unpl\ only
e come with

me <-
ri

.
: >i- 'oiiiiH-y* (cf. Jn !* J(i b'v ^'!Mj..,r\

they learned that "it meant ;il>.vi<!orii'Ki' or pii'
vious occupations (Mt 420 99 ) and duties (Mt S22),
n',^

|
\>- 11 1, v the dearest ties (Lk 1426 ), as well as a

I'M < i'i.'i.iiin in dangers and even death (Mt 1028*

*", Jn ID-). Such an intensified meaning of fol-

lowing is seen in the case of Peter (Jn I401-, Mt
419

, Jn 2119
). The call of Jesus differed from that

of other teachers in that He did noi -imply inv ilo,

but commanded obedience as Ono \\lio liad tho

right, and as if they literally belonged to Himself ;

the most pciemptory claims to rule over the affec-

tions and wills of men are found in Mt. and Lk.
rather than in Jn., and can be explained only by
His being the supreme Lord of life (Licldon).
Fui ther, the disciples followed Him not merely
to learn more doctnne, but to be prepared for

future work (Mt 419
; and of the Apostles Mk 314

).

Mk 1032 is especially noteworthy, describing vividly

the manner of following on the last journey to
Jerusalem.
The literal meaning tend.s to merge partly or

wholly into the metaphorical sense of ' >'<* vi _;

to the example of Jesus in living, and a -
> , r ,1

be, in dying; cf. Mt 1O*8
[[ 16J4

. Jn S 1- 12-6 IS36,
1 P 2-1 (' follow his steps'), Rev 144. The two
meanings seem combined in Jn 21 39 * 20

. V.->0 im-

plies that Jesus mo\ed away, inviting Peter to
tollow along the lough shore peihaps for pnvate
conveisation , and John though uninvited also fol-

lowed. But there is probably a leference also to
Jn 1336 ; and the action of Peter wab symbolical of
that obedient following in the lugged path of
Christian duty, in the work of the Apostolic
ministry (Chiys.) in the v" -

c ' \

(Meyer), ^\hich would lead to A
-I

Master's gloiy (see Godet's note). Tliib command
differed from the feimilai command given befoie the
Keburrection, say& \Vestcott, because e

it now re-

quired furthei the perception of His courhe ; the

spiritual discernment by winch His movements
can still be discoveied ; and yet, further, the readi-
ness to accept iUlviuo-n ab the end '

Lk 937f- = .Mi *<" i- important All three

aspirants for admission into the inner circle seem
to have been already disciples, cf. Mt S21

, the Ube
of * Ma&tei ' and 4

Lord,
1 and the work contem-

plated (Lk 960 - 62
}. Probably the ar.iolrMnouL of

the Seventy was in view (Lk 101 ), 01 less likely, of
the Twelve (so Trench, compaiing Mt 101

, which,
however, does not apply to the choosing, but to
the sending out of the Apostles) These \veie

(1) a scube (ets ypaju^arefo, Mt.), who came saying,
'Master, I will follow thee whithersoever thou

goest.' He meant, peihaps,
* to the end of the

journey, wherever it might be, not aware of the
continual \' i ivt I"_ life led by Jesus 3

(Wendt,
Teaching ^ Jf'- ii. 69); but he was warned
of the utter homelesbness of the Son of Man,
and was shown the necessity of counting the cost

(cf. Lk 14251"-). (2) Another was called to follow,
and professed readiness to obey but alleged a
hindrance .

*

Lord, sufier me first to go and bury
my father.* The words e

go and bury' (oLirek&ovri

0<^cu), and * leave the dead,
5

E-v (&<j>e$ TOZ>*

vetcpotis), naturally implyx and are usually taken
to mean, that his father was then lying dead
(so early Fathers, Alford, Trench, Godet, Eder-

sheim, etc.). It was a son's most sacred duty to

perform the last offices, but this was one of the
cases where the Call must take precedence of all

else. His going might involve a delav of seven

days (the period of pollution, Nu 19 Ul ), during
\\hirli ^oo< i impressions might be dulled; and
fJeMi>> \\oulii have left the district whither, taking
Lk.'s order, He was not to return. This man, too,
was being called to active work for God ; ci. regu-
lations in Lv 21n , Nu 67. But &ome later com-
mentators, as Theophylact, suppose that the father
was still alive though" weak and frail, and that the
son wished to remain with him until his death.
Thus the seeming harshness of Christ' s reply
would be mitigated j and it is pointed out that
as the burial usually took place on the day of

death, it was unlikely that the man would leave
his home during the interval between these two
events, Wendt (op. dt. p. 70) quotes a striking
illustration in support. A young Turk was ad-

vised by a missionary in Syria to make a tour

of Europe, and answered,
*
I mtist first of all

bury my father.
3 The missionary expressed sur-

prise at the news of his death, as he had
hitherto been in good health ; but the yomn^
nian explained that he only meant that one
must before all things devote himself to the
duties owed to relatives. Jesus did not recognize
such duties as sufficient to justify delay in preach-
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ing the gospel. Clem. Alex, adopted a tradition
that this man was Philip (TOO Ki/ptou A^yoj/ros ro>

4>i\i7rjr^, &<fies rod? z/eKpot>s, K.T X
,
Strum ill. 4 5U, 51,

Migne) ; if tiue, it may be taken ab an admoni-
tion occasioned by some slackness 01 -\iMpto, i of

decadence on the part of the Apostle v
\ i i

,

"

,o, A
third offered to follow, but wished lust to say
farewell to his ielative& : he slio\ved a divided
affection ; apparently, therefoie, lu& reque&t in-

volved special danger. A saying of faiewell (dTro-

rdcrcrccr^at) in quite a different isense was necebbary
(Lk 1433 ). Augustine says of these three * obtulit

se mras ut eum sec[iieretur et
""

'

'ins

non audebat et excitatus e&t, i et

culpatus est
' Edersheim sums up the thiee vital

conditions of following as here illustrated (&) ab-
solute self-denial and homelessness in the world ;

(b) immediate and entile self-surrender to Christ
and His work

; (r) a heart and affections simple,
undivided, and set on Christ and His work, to

which there is no other trial of parting like that
which would invol

" "

Him, no other
or higher joy than Him (Life and
Times, ii. 134).
For the rebtdt and rewards of following see Jn

812
, Mt 1927f

||.

LITERATURE Cremer, Bib.-TheoL Lex s.v, ,xofatjQic>; art.

'Follow 3
in Hastings' DB , Trench, Studies ^n the Gospels

(No 6) ; Wendt, The Teaching of Jesus, 11 p, 70 ; Liddon, The
Divinity of our Lord, Lect iv ; Edersheim, Life and Times
of Jesus the Messiah ; Commentaries of Godet, Westcott, etc ;

Bruce, Kingdom of God, p. 222 f : Expositor, iv iv. [1S91J

W. H. DUN-DAB.

FOOD. While this word does not occur in AV
in the Gospels, the Greek words ppjj,a, (Mt 1415

,

Mk 719
,
Lk 311 913

, and Jn 434) and /3/o3<m (Jn 432 and
G27* 55

), rendered
f

meat/ would be in each ease better
rendered l food } The first word, /3p<2/ta3 means any-
thing eaten

;
while the second, j3p&<rLs, is used else-

where in NT for
' the act of eating

5

; but in the

Gospels three times (in John) for that which is

eaten ; twice as a general term for food (Jn 4^ 6s7
),

and once as contrasted with drink (6
55

). In these

l>n.v-fl^ >i John'- G-I-I.
""

Jesus uses the term
iijruuuitL'V. of -I'lH-i, r ourishment, which He
II MiM'lr could give, describing His own body as
'food indeed.'
The ordinary food in Christ's day consisted chiefly

of flesh, cereals, fruits, and herbs. Of flesh, that of

sheep, oxen, kids, buds (Mt 1212 25s2
,
Lk 1315, Mt

10*), as well as fish (Mt 710
> Lk S442, Jn 69 21 1S

) was
in common use. Of cereals, wheat and barley were
favourite food-stuffs (Mt 312

,
Mk 2^-25

?
Lk 317

,
Jn

69 2113
) ;

of herbs there is mention of mint, anise,
and cummin (Mt 2S33

, Lk II 42
) ; of fruits, we hear of

fi^s (Lk 137, Mt 2118- lr)

) and grapes (Mt 716, Mk 122
).

The cereals were prepared 'by^ grinding in crude
mills, and the flour was made into loaves or cakes
baked in ovens Food was seasoned with salt (Mk
950 } ; mustard leaves and cummin were used as
condiments. See art. MEALS.
John the Baptist, like some others of his day,

lived nearer to nature, as a rebuke of prevalent
luxury, and chose the native food of the wilder-
ness, 'locusts and wild-honey' (Mt 34, Mk I6).
Jesus came 'eating and drinking' the ordinary-
food of His time, rebuking the artificial abstemi-
ousness of the Pharisees (Mt Il18f Lk 733f-), as well
as the too great anxiety of manv as to what they
should eat or drink (Mt 6m-, Lk IS22 '28

).

E. B. POLLABD.
FOOL. This word occurs 6 times in the AY of

the Gospels as the translation of dvoyros (Lk S425 ),w (II
40 1220), and ^p6s (Mt 5s2 2317- 19

). In the
it occurs only twice (Mt S22 2317

), being in Mt
omitted from the text, and in the three re-

mainmg place** the rendering given is 'foolish.
5

occurs in Mt 7-^25^ 3* s
, and in these

places, both in AV and BV, it is tian&lated

*foolihh.'

These three Gieek words, confused moie or less

by tl
:

" 1

versions, the Harklean Syiuc
and < exceptions, are" not synonyms
'Az/oV A lack of

'

or under-

standing, and so is very nttmgiy used m Lk 24-

"A<ppuv, signifying 'mmdle&s' or 'senseless,' fre-

quently caineta with it, in Biblical usage (cf its

constant employment in the LXX of Proverbs), an

> I\."L meaning of moral defect, impiety, or

i :,," r v\hile in ^pos: (cf j&upaivetrQai, Mt 5ld 'to

become insipid ') tlie predominant meaning is
'

dull,'

'witless,' 'stupid.'
The meaning of fuap in Mt 522 has been much

discussed. Alford mentions three interpretations

(1) that it is to be understood as the ordinary
Greek word for fool

'

; (2) that it is a translitera-

tion of the Heb. rrp (moreh), meaning 'rebel
3

01
4

perverse' (cf. Nu2010
), a \\ord which is put in

KVmasan alternative to 'fool'; (3) that it bears

the sense of &6eos j < i-*-
1

, .
+o the Heb. usage of

^i (nabal, and c ^ J"
, However, there

seems to be no real reason for supposing the word
to be other than the Greek ^wpos used in its ordin-

ary Biblical sense.

Our Lord wished to emphasize the enormity of

murder. He said,
c Yo have heard that it was

said to them of old time, Thou shalt not kill, and
Whosoever shall kill shall be in danger of the

judgment. But I say unto you that whosoever is

angry [the inward feeling] with his brothei, is in

dangei of the judgment ; and whosoever shall &ay
to his brother, Kaca [a contemptuous utterance

arising from the inward anger, and probably no
definite word; see E.ACA], shall be liable to a
more solemn iinlfrmeTiL; but whosoever shall say,
Thou fool [the angiy feeling formulated in a
definite word of contemptuous depieciation], shall

be worthy of a moie dreadful doom This is, in

the main, Augustine's explanation (de Serm DOM
in Mont i. ix.) ; and thus our Lord leaves it to he
inferred how heinous actual murder is in His eyes.

Every use of the word '

fool
'

is not, of course,
condemned. Our Lord Himself (see above) and
St. Paul (Gal 31

) employed it in needful rebuke ;

but that use of it is condemned which springs
from angry feelings, and which is one step on the

way to violence or even to murder.

LITERATURE Gnmm-Thaver, Lex
,
under the Greek terms ;

Expos Times, " r naon ^o 511 v rinnnl 01 *

Law, S&nous
Call, ch. xxi.,

"
'

*< /
,

ALBEET BONUS.
FOOLISHNESS. In the Sermon on the Mount,

Jesus points out the grave sin of saying to our

brother, "Thou fool
3

(fuapt, Mt 522). When He
likened His critics to children in the market-place
who would play at neithei a sad nor a merry game
(Mt ll18'19

),
was Ho not saying in His heart, Ye

fools'? But anger and contempt are the sources

of the former; wonder and pity, mingled with

indignation, shape the latter
* "

He who knew
what was in man had occasion to marvel at the
foolishness of men. That foolishness is a ruinous

self-deception in spiritual things. He points out
this folly in these classes :

1. The foolishness of worldly men. God said to

the rich man,
< Thou fool/ (&4>pw, Lk 1220 ). The

parable (w. 16"21
) was inspired by a request which

showed to Christ a heart so abso'i bed m thought of

material good that it could not listen to His mes-

sage. That fact gives us the point of view from
which to consider the parable. The good of life

cannot be in earth's riches which pass from owner
to owner, and whose possession is at the mercy of

death, which is only an accident to the immortal
* Cf. Lk 2423 ivwrw,

( O foolish men * [AV c O fools
*
is too

liarshj. See preceding article.
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soul (v.
2t)

). Covetou&ness, a man's absorption in

heaping up and enjoying things, is folly in so iai as
it hinders him fron ,

'
- he true iicnes,

treasure of the soul < . 1 (vv.
15 * 21

)

2. Thefoolishness w who shuts his

eyes (yuwpot /cat ru^Xot) to the spiritual side, the
inward consecration which givet IIUN.IUTU and
value to conduct or to ih; T ui- (IA 1 1

'

, _M i *2.\ ~\.

3. The foolishness of t' / 'V//o/>' This thought
occurs moie frequently. It is a mark of our Lord's

teaching that it i& concerned rather \\ith the
subtler tornis of evil which beset the religious class.

He assumes that those sins of sense and temper
which all the world condemns, need no condemna-
tion from Him. This foolishness consists generally
in a lack of seriousness, a lack of whole-hearted-
ness and simplicity in faith and conduct. There
are those who hear His woids and do them not
(Mt 726<27 ) These are believers whose whole
spirit is a contradiction, children of faith in

mmd, children of unfaith in conduct. This fool-

ishness of believers is the formative thought of
the parables of the Unjust Steward (Lk 163

'9
) and

of the Ten Virgins (Mt 251 -13
). The meaning of

the former parable is said by Jesus to be, that the
children of this world are wiser in their generation
than the children of light. That wisdom consists
in greater singleness of vision both as regards ends
and means. The steward sees his end clearly : he
apportions hismeans to that end, uses as best hemay
what resouiees he has. The inference is left as to
the wavering vision, both of end and of means, on
the pai t of the children of light. The same thought
is in the subsidiary and incidental lesson as to

making friends by means of the mammon of un-
*i l ii, --1

' -- Selfishness, not brotherliness, rules
; is- : ,,".<> '< -\ steward, but he sees clearly those
facts of our human life, giai undo and kindliness,
which make brotherhood po-^ible, and he turns
them to his ends. On ilic oilior hand, brother-
hood is the faith of the children of light, and yet
they greatly neglect this rich field. The parable
of the Ten virgins completes this icacliiu^of the
foolishness of a half-hearted faith. It Inm- the
irrevocable lo-* "bilievci- Inmjr upon themselves

thereby. LLLV< oppoirmiitic- come unexpectedly
calls to -jcmce, po ibiluio of honour and

spiritual cnii<bin^ mxl ihe half-hearted miss
these. Their heart-culture, their spirits' disci-

pline have been sleeping ; and the chances of life

pass them by.
The seat of all these follies is the heart (Mk

722). It is not any mere action of the intellect

which here comes into condemnation. All these
forms of foolishness are a ruining self-deception.
The mind is there the servant of the heart whose
desires have confused and led it astray.

RICHARD GLAISTEK.
FOOT. The references in this connexion arise

chiefly from the fact that the foot in roLition-liip
to the head is the inferior part of the body

1, Humility an>d deflement. A still lower level
was reached by the shoes or sandals, which were
in direct contact with the common earth. John
the Baptist indicated his inferiority to Christ by
saying that he was unworthy to unfasten His
shoelatchet (Mk I7). To walk barefoot was the

sign of a captive piisoner (Is 20
4
). and as a voluntary

act of self-infliction often forms part of a personal
vow. To be trodden under foot was the symbol of

utter degradation (Mt 513
, Lk 2124, He 1CP). At

the entrance to an Oriental house the shoes are re-

moved, not merely for the sake of cleanliness as a

preliminary to sitting down with the feet drawn
under the dress, but also out of regard to the

sanctity of family life, so that no defilement may
touch the rugs and mats that have been hallowed

by prayer and the Divine presence. He who stood

on holy ground had to put off his shoes (Ex B5,
Jos 515

}.

Orientals are not accustomed to wear stockings
with their open shoes, and it was an act not only
of ceremonial duty, but of personal comfort, to
bathe the feet after a jouiney over the hot and
dusty ground. It was a courtesy due to a guest
to see that this ministry was not omitted. Cluist
drew attention to the fact that in the house of one
who prided himself upon his precise fulfilment of
the Law this service had been more than rendered
to Him by a woman whom the Pharisee despised
as a sinner (Lk T44 46

). The charge to His disciples
to shake the dust from then feet wherever the

message of the Kingdom was not received (Mt 1014,

Mk 6 11
, Lk 95 1011

), was a demonstration to both

parties of the unhtness of 1
"

membership. When Christ

feet, the cleansing meant n<

under which His sacred hands had been placed
could never turn aside to paths of evil, but that

they could never be set down with har&h and pioud
authority over the lives and rights of others. Hib
service could never lay upon those disciples any
greater humiliation than had been rendered to
them. It became a law of the Kingdom to * wash
one another's feet

'

(Jn 13s 14
).

2. Authority and .vv-V"^"'"' To approach the
feet of the great \\a^ 1110, concedea right of
the weak in seeking the presence and help of the

powerful. To kneel down and clasp the feet and
even to kiss them is still the Oriental preliminary
to an important request. When infeiiors salute
those of Higher rank, the first act of gesture is to

lower the hand towards the ground as if to imply
that the whole body should be there. Sometimes
the word is allowred to do service for the deed, as
when the supplicant says,

' Allow me to kiss your
feet.' The impression meant to be produced is

that the party addressed has the power to do what
is asked, and that the only unsettled point is the

question of his willingness (Mt 1829 2020
3 Mk I40

1CF).
The foot on the neck as a symbol of conquest

seems to have been borrowed from the primitive

rtoral
life. When an Ori< "(j 1 -ls< i.I c id v ishes

puni-h a straying and in. iiMii \t -!i
>;

he
( a-r> ir on its side, and with all his A\ eight presses
and rubs the iron-studded sole of his shoe again-1

its neck (1 Co 1525- 27
) In killing a serpent, the

Syrian peasant, even with a stick in his hand,
usually, after a blow or two, jumps upon the

serpent, and by a quick succession of stamps
bruises it to death (Ps 9113

, Ro 1620
). To sit at tiie

feet of his teacher was the attitude of the disciple

(Mt 1024, Lk 1039, Ac 22s). The Pharisees thus sat

in Moses' seat (Mt 232
).

The risen Lord was loropii/oil "'ythe marks in

His hands and His uvt I !^ -M 1

';; see PKINT,
On Mt 18s

II
see ASCETICISM, p. 129.

G. M. MACKIE.
FOOTSTOOL (fonwrtf&toj'). With the single ex-

ception of Ja 2s the word is used figuratively in

the NT, to express the idea of 'subjection
3

or
*
complete control.' In this sense it occurs fre-

qw-ntly in the Gospels: e.g. Mt S244, Mk 1238, Lk
'A)^\ \\ hero the Synoptists record Christ's quotation
from Ps 110 a psalm always regarded "by the Jews
as distinctly Messianic. In Mt SJ2

44 RV, on the

authority of some of the most ancient MSS and
versions, accepts biroK&r^ instead of faro-irdSiov, and
translates. Hill I put thine enemies under thy
feet.' Similarly in Mk 1236 faroKdrv is read by
many ancient authorities, and is adopted by WJEL
Here, however, RV retains fa-orl&op (with marg.
note) ; but (as also in Lk 2043 and Mt S35) trans-

lates more correctly
e footstool of thy (oriiis) feet*

instead of AY '

thy (or his) footstool.
3
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In its application to Christ the word shows Him
in His Kingly office triumphing over His enemies,
and bringing all men into captivity to His obedi-

ence ; cf. 1 Bo 1525 * For he must reign till he hath

put all enemies under his feet.'

DUGALD CLARK.
FORCE. 1. Force, as denned by modern science,

is inherent in matter and inseparable from it. It is

denned also as the power of doing work. The modes
and the effects of its activities are mechanical.

It can neither exist nor act, therefore, within the
moral sphere of the universe. And from this fact

it follows that foice and its activities are entirely

foreign to the essential facts and truths of Chris-

tianity. This truth is - (^ "I/.-: \ the four

Gospels, for in their reco-i- or ( V - - life and

mission, the entire import of which was moral, no
wor

1

, ""o.
""

capable of being construed into

the rce as just explained. The word
4
force

5

occurs only twice in these records (Mt II12
,

Jn 615 EV) ; and in both cases it is used as the
translation of ap-rrdfa, which signifies to seize or

carry off (an object b*
" ~ " ^ r

-~ "ce or compul-
sion). It is the use of

*

\ or compulsion
that is denoted by St. John's statement that the

people wanted to take Jesus by force to make Him
a king ; and it is probable that our Lord had the

emplovmem; of force of the same kind in His mind
when [ie said, as St. Matthew reports :

* From the

days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of

heaven suffereth violence (j&<ieTat=*is carried by
force or assault*}, and the violent (or assailants)
take it by force

'

(apird^ovcnv). The order of ideas
here expressed is exactly in terms of the principle
of domination by force, which was universal in

antiquity ; a principle which was entirely antago-
nistic to His essential ideas as to the moral nature
of the kingdom of heaven, and the moral conditions

by means of which alone entrance to it could be

gained. And as He fully realized that the prin-

ciple alluded to was hostile to the nature, interests,
and laws of the heavenly kingdom, and warned His

disciples against it (Mk 1042
"45

), it may be con-
cluded that He did not express Himself in the

language of the force which tne dominating powers
of the ancient woild employed, meaning thereby
that places in the kingdom of heaven, as He under-
stood and wished His hearers to understand the
latter, were in great demand, and that men were
eagerly doing their utmost to secure them. His
K,I

T

i,i.,-i" : -s not quite apparent. He Himself
M j i i-i

! " kingdom of God. He had come to
found it. In His life and activities its principles
came topeifect icalization. To-uLj. . TT'.n in s.n\

way to the abusive treatment ->i \\^ jo < c of UOMU
nating powers or authorities, was to do *

violence
'

in His Person to the kingdom of heaven ; and it

was also 'to take 3 the kingdom, in the sense of

making it in His Person an object of violent abuse.
When lie spoke the words in question His ministry
in Galilee was closing in disappointing circum-
stances. John the Baptist had been already made
a victim of violent abuse j and He knew that His
hour/ a more terrible destiny than John's, would

not be long delayed.
^
Might it not be His cross,

then, that was in His mind when He spoke the
words in question ? [For the more usual view that
the violence which takes the kingdom by force is

the friendly violence of thot-e who seek to enter it,
see A. B. Bruoe, Expositor's Gr. Test, in loc.>

Erpwitor* I v. [1877] p. 197 ff.].

2.
' for co,' however, is a term which is not

aways used in its strictly scientific sense. In ordi-

nary use it is synonymous with strength or jpower.* Power' is a word of frequent occurrence in the
Gospels, and in many instances where it is em-
ployed it possesses moral significance of very high
value. The word e

power
'

in the EV of the CJospels

is represented by two Greek terms in the original,
^z. e&vcria and Sifra/us, the former of which is

sometimes translated by the word '

authority.
5

*E|ov<ria may be taken first. Power in the sense

of this word is not always spoken of as Christ's

power ; but it is as His power that it has its chief

interest here. The power (e&va-ia) that Christ

possessed was a power m which might was com-
bined with right ; and this is why it is sometimes
called authoiity in the Gospels and sometimes

power. He was able to do things because He had
the right to do them ; and no one had any right
to hinder Him or to call Him in question. And
the things that He had the right and the power
to do weie all of a nature purely moral, and

things, moreover, which He alone could do, and
which were of transcendent importance. What
weie they? (1) He, as the Son of man, had

power on earth to forgive sins (Mt 9fa

,
Mk 210

).

(2) He has power to give eternal life to those

whom the Father has given to Him (Jn 172
). (3)

He has power, or authoiity, also to execute judg-
ment, because He is the Son of man (Jn 527

). (4)

He is invested with all power in heaven and in

earth (Mt 2818
). (5) Lastly, He had power to lay

down His life on earth, and power to take it again
(Jn 1018

). The explanation of the various foims

of power (tfrvfffa) possessed by Christ, and of the

grounds on which His claim to the possession of

them rests, lies in a domain of essential Christian

truth.

It needs to be strong'
* " "

that all the
forms of the power in A , moral. The
power t "",' to judge men as moral beings,
to give

' '

;0 men as moral^ beings,
to lay

down one's life in perfect ;<Jf--fuii(icin^ love and
service for others' good, to OXGJU-O iho moral
MOH TIM).' " of heaven and earth, to do all these
i 'i ri/- 10 ',ave the right and the power to do them,
manifestly means the possession and the exercise

of moral power of the highest possible order.

Again, it is evident thai 'Y "nits nature
and in all its forms of : belongs to

the supernatural order of things. But in the

sphere of things into which the order ot ideas
considered here introduces one, the supernatural
and the natural are one. It is within the sphere
of the moral order of things that Christ, in His
moral position as Mediator between God and
men, exercised, or exercises, the forms of His

power alluded to. And within this moral sphere
there is no absolute distinction between the natu-
ral and the supernatural. Here all that is in

harmony with God's will and purpose is in Him,
and He is in it. This is the real truth ; and
whether it be called natural or supernatural is only
a difference in name.
Once more, all the forms of power that Christ

claimed for Himself were His by delegation from
God. But this does not mean that He had the

right and the po\\ er to exercise them in a merely
official capacity without their having any relation
to and dependence on what He was as a moral

Being. He was invested with them by God. as all

but one of the passages referred to above indu ate
But one of the passages tells us that He had power
on earth to forgive sins a,s the Son of man ; and
another, that God had given Him authority to
execute Judgment became He was the Son of <man.
He was both the Son of God and the Son of man
in all that He was as a moral Being when on the

earth, exercising the high moral powers that He
claimed to possess. And it is as the same moral

Being, now glorified, that He exercises every moral

power that He claimed as His own by Divine gift
and prerogative. In other words, the power to do
all the things that have been specified is His be-

cause of what He is cts a moral Being. To forgive
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sins, to judge men, etc., are all acts of moral power
which belong to the administration of the moral
order of the woild as it now is with Christ in it as
the one only Mediator between God and men.
And the reason why the administration of all

things belonging to the moral relations between
God and men is in His hands, is that in His life

and death on earth He earned the moral right to

occupy this momentous position of mediation and
power. For He fills this position and administers
its powers as one who has proved Himself all that
God can be to men, and all that every man ought
to become and be to God. He is thus, because of
what He is, the Divinely human and the humanly
Divine, tiue way of foigiveness, of i'*

1

.
1

'<
" "

r

life, and of moral government for men 1
> II

Father's own commandment He had the power to

lay down His life, in living and in dying to qualify
Himself for this destiny of absolute pre-eminence
in the moral universe. And as the Father com-
manded Him, &o He did. Therefore His name is

now above every name (Ph 25"11
, Jn 17 20'26

).

Avvajjiis is the other woid which is translated

'power
5
in the EV of the Gospels. It is note-

worthy that none of the Evangelists includes the
word *

energy' (evtyyeia) in his terminology; a
word which St. Paul employed to denote the
<"*'.

'

-,,

1 \ f of God's ledeemiiig power as
1,1, , ,"

- . .

*
i the raising ot Christ from the

dead, and in the setting of Him at God's right
hand in tht IM\ o*Yl\ places, i.e. in the moral order
of things (Lpli I

1 "
"*,; (2) the Divine grace that

was bestowed on St. Paul himself by the working
in him of Divine power (Eph 37) ; (3) the working
of the same Divine power in the creation or evolu-

tion of an order of moral unity in the relations of

all men to one another in Christ ; (4) the^
work-

ing of the same power as in Christ as destined to

fashion the resurrection body of believers into the

glorious likeness of His own,
*

according to the

working whereby he is able even to subject all

things unto himself* (Ph 32Z
). But the absence

from the Gospels of the term *

energy,' which occu-

pies a place of such extensive and lujjrh iui]joi fjnu o

in St. PnuV^ "oiiom! conception of o--'encil (. In i-i i-

anity, doo^noi mipl\ the absence from them of that
order 01 T)i\ me \un king for which the word stands
in the Apostle's writings. The entire body of

moral phenomena, reproduced by the Evangelists
in their several records, and in which the power
of God in Christ was manifested, was a levelation

of the Divine energy in St. Paul's sense of the
word. But, further, the meaning of the word

&fyyeta is included in that of the \\ ord Stivafjus as
the latter is used in the Gospels; for in them it

signifies, on the one hand, the po-e-^ion of power
capable of action ; and, on the other, po\\ei mani-

festing itself in a state of activity, in which case

it appears in the form of energy. Power, then, as

dtivafus, holds a fundamental place in the Gospels
as records of how Christ conceived it and mani-
fested it in His activities.

(1) Christ regarded the power with which He
associated Himself and His activities and their

effects as moral, and as having its ultimate source

in God. He conceived God as a moral Being, and
to Him as such He ascribed the power alluded to

(Mt 2S29
26^, Mk 91 1462, Lk 22s9). (2) But, again,

such being Christ's view, He never
^
conceived

of Himself as possessing and exercising power
independently or God. His feeling of absolute

dependence on God for power had a deep and

controlling place in His consciousness. It was the

feeling He gave unreserved and clear expression
to when He said, for instance,

' The Son can do

nothing of himself, but what he seeth the Father
do *

;

* I can of mine own self do nothing
'

; and,

again,
* The Father that dwelleth in me, he doeth

the works '

(Jn 519 - 30 U10
) (3) It was, therefore,

through His depuuloiH e on God that our Lord
obtained the po\\er b\ means of which He was
enabled to attain to His perfect moral self-realiza-
tion, and by means of which He was enabled to
finish the woik His Father had given Him to do.
And the question thus aiibes as to how He was
kept in po&se&bion of a continuous supply of power
for the great moral tatsk and service of His life.
The answer to this question is to be found in the
Gospels. The secret of His strength lay in His
inner life of perfect, never -broken union and
fellowship with His Father in all things. But
this life of union and fellowship \\ ith His Father
needed itself to be continually maintained ; and
the Gospels also show how this \\ as done by Him.
He did it by paying perfect loyalty to Hib depend-
ence on His Father ; by striving m every situation
of His life freely and perfectly to identify Himself
with His Father's will and purpose for His life and
His mission ; by means of habits of >< V ili- ii.'iiK 1

and prayer (Lk 321- 23 41'14 6 13 g28
'35

1JL>
->

, Jn 3-
328 29).

(4) Christ, moreover, "believed that His disciples
needed the same Divine power that was His
strength, in order to be able to fulfil the moral
task in life to which He called them ; and He be-
lieved that this power would be available for them
as it had been for Himself during His life on earth.
His Spirit in them would be the \ eiy povoi (5tW/us)
that had been His own. And in then task of

overcoming temptation, of moral self-realization,
of ci('ii(\iii^ <:uod in service for the kingdom of
ixoil nif-y \\oulu find His Spirit's power all-suffi-

cient for "them. But they would need to remember
that the servant was not greater than his Lord.

They would need to depend on Him as He de-

pended on God. They would need to abide in

union and fello\\ 5-hip with Him. They must keep
His words as bem^ the Father's words. And they
must also follow Him in the path of humility, self-

ili-uplino nraxor and self-denial {Mt 1038 1719"21

AS- ,
1 k J I

1
*'-

i>23
- - 2449, Jn 123*-* IS13'17 1410'18 15*

1711'19
, Ac I4* 5

).

(5) It was, finally, in the exercise of the Divine

power here referred to that our Lord performed
those extraordinary works of His to which the
name 4 miracle

* has been given. In some of the

Gospels they are called
f

mighty works *

(&-ff> Mt
II 20

, Mk 65> Lk 1937). These works of power
(Svpdfteis) were only special forms in which was
manifested the same power that was revealed in
so many other ways in the moral activities of

Christ's life. He wrought His miracles by the
same power that enabled Him perfectly to over-

come all the temptations of His life, and to accom-

plish all those other things in which He fulfilled

His Father s will and purpose.
Again, it never occurred to Him that in the

doing of His mighty works He contravened or

though with many
quite familiar, and, besides, attached to them
great importance The question raised for science

by His mighty works is in reality not a question
of natural law ; it is a question of natural force or

energy. Are the forces inherent and operative in

the physical or moral order of the world of suoli a
nature as to render it impossible for the miracles
ascribed to Christ's po\\er to have happened?
That is the real point at issue a& between the testi-

mony of the Gospels and Science. And tiie man
of science who has the most extensive and the

deepest knowledge of the energy or forces of the

"Universe, and who has therefore entered furthest

into the pre-ence of the marvels and the mysteries
of these force?- and their modes of manifestation,
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would be the last peison to answer the question in

the affirmative.

Once more, the mighty works ascribed to Christ
in the Gospels are not the most wonderful of His
achievements. It is often pointed out in defence
of these mighty works, and rightly, that they were

wrought to serve beneficent ends, that they were
manifestations of power and love ministeimg in

various ways to human well-being ; and that as so

viewed, they were originally and *<(
related to all the other beneficent ,,

Lord's ministry. It is also argued in favoui of the
.'

""

\
" ' he historical truth of the miracles

: it His perfect personal smlessness
M, a moral mliacle as great as, if not

greater than, any of the mighty works reported by
the r ,, ._ VI- as performed by Him. There is

just'< -.- ii i. i
-

< rgument. It was by the power of

God immanent and operative in Him, and bv His
own fiee co-operation therewith, that He achieved
His perfect moral self-realization in which He was

morally as perfect as God. That was a miracle
indeed ; and, to say the least, there is no mightier
work on record in the Gospels IM! n p e- -. 1 i

1

'--!

as wrought by Him in the exi i ".-* >n tV I
I M v

power of which He was a personal organ. See,

further, MIRACLE.
But that was only the beginning of the mightiest

work of all with which the power of God in Chiist
is associated, and which is only coming slowlv to

manifestation in the moral progress of humanity
Christ in the power of His Spirit is in the nioia.1

life of mankind. He is morally re-creating the
life of the human race. The moral order of the
world is boi'ig evolved by means of His moral

power as the Media 1 01 between God and men. By
means of His moral power in man's life and his-

tory, He i- (ond in ting humanity onwards in the

path that v ill oimy n ro a perfect moral destiny
in the king<. 01 n of (lo'l. This is the greatest,

mightiest of all His miracles ; and whosoever
understands the momentousness of the moral task
it implies will not stumble at any of the mighty
works on record in the Gospels.

LITERATURE. On l^avena. and $vya,fAt$ see the Lexicons of
Oreraer and Grimm-Thayer, s.vv. Or r* - -. -

, ." i . i.

see art * Miracles
*
in Hastings' DB ; M> I x ',\ -,. L (

esp. Lect. VI. \\ . I). ruoM-ON.

FORERUNNER. See JOHN THE BAPTIST.

FORESIGHT. The interest of the student of
the Gospels, and of the life of Jesus which forms
their substance, in the topic of this article, is two-
fold. Jesus

^
is represented in the Gospels as at

once the object and the subject of the most de-
tailed foresight. The work which He came to do
was a work ordained in the coun->]- nf <M<nii:\.
and in ail its items prepared for b IUT< IMM-: <v I

T
I

the most perfect prevision. In addressing Himself
to the accomplishment of this work Jesus pro-
ceeded from the beginning in the fullest know-
ledge of the end, and with the most absolute

adjustment of every step to its attainment. It is

from this double view -
point that each of the

Evangelists depicts the course of our Lord's life

on earth. They eonsentiently r^piv^r'sf Him as

having come to perform a -jo'ilif in-k, all the
elements of which were not only determined be-
forehand in the plan of God, but adumbrated, if

somewhat sporadically, yet with sufficient ful-

ness for the end in view, in the prophecies of
the OT. And they represent Him as coming to

perform this task with a clear consciousness of
its nature and a competent control of all the
means for its discharge, so that His whole life

was a conscientious fulfilment of a, programme,
and moved straight to its mark. The conception

F ijii thus dominates the whole Evangelical

It is not necessary to dwell a
j

1
si

\'
Ti upon

the Evangelists' conception of our I <", -
! and

work as the
fc

* "
of a plan Divinely pre-

determined foi I lies on the face of their

narratives that the authors of the Gospels^ had no
reservation with respect to the all-embiacing pre-
destination of God (ef. Hastings' DB iv. 54-56) ,

and least of all could they exclude from it this

life and work which was to them
' * '

^

which all history turns. To them r

Loid is by way of eminence ' the r
3

and His whole life (Lk 249 44J) was governed by
' the 5e? of the Divine counsel.' Every step of His

pathway was a '

necessity
'

to Him, in the fulfil-

ment of the mission for which He had ' come
forth' (Mk I 38, cf. Swete), or as St. Luke (4

43
) m

quite Johannme wise (5
33 24- 30 3fa 38 629 - 38 - 39 40 et

passim] expresses it,
* was sent

5

(cf. Mt 1040
,
Mk

937 ,
Lk 948 10 lb

,
Mt 1524 21s7

,
Mk 126

,
Lk 2013

,
cf.

Swete on Mk 937
). Especially was all that con-

cerned His departure, the accomplishment of which

(Lk 931
, cf. v 51

) was His paiticular task, under the
o\.*niin(.'n of this

' Divine necessity
'

(Mtl621 2654
,

AJu h-
,
Lk Si'J 17 25 222J * 247 44

,
Jn 314 209

, cf Ac
223 318 428

j
ana Westcott on Jn 209

). His final

journey to Jerusalem (Mt 1621
), His rejection by

the rulers (Mk 8*, Lk 922 1725 ), His betrayal (Lk
247), arrest (Mt 26s4

), sufferings (Mt 2654
, Mk

83L, Lk 9s2 1725
), and death (Mt 1621

, Mk 831
,
Lk

922 ) by crucifixion (Lk 247
,
Jn 314

), His using again
(Jn 209

) on the third day (Mt 16J1
, Mk 831

, Lk 921

247 44
) each item alike is declared to have been

a matter of necessity in pursuance of the Divine

purpose
3

(Meyer, Mt 246
),

' a necessary part of the

destiny assigned our Lord '

(Meyer, Mt 2666
).

' The
death of our Lord J thus appears

l not as the acci-

dental work of hostile caprice, but (cf. Ac 223 318
)

the necessary result of the Divine
f

1 1 u -
! i i . ; 1 1

?
<

>
i

(Lk 2222), to which Divine Set (Lk -2\
',

Ji. p -

sonal free action of man had to serve as an instru-

ment *

(Meyer, Ac 428 }.

How far the several events which entered into
this life had fc

* ' " "
r announced is obvi-

ously, in this re matter of detail.

All of them lay open before the eyes of God ;
and

the only limit to pre-announcement was the extent
to ulucli Cod had chosen to reveal what was to
come to pass, through His servants the prophets.
In some instances, however, the prophetic an-
nouncement i- ji.irli ul, ^\ adduced as the ground
on which \>*> n'.u.i HIP, or i ! necessity of occurrence
rests. The tulrilment ot Scripture thus becomes

regulative for the life of Jesus. Whatever stood
written of Him in the Law or the Prophets or the
Psalms (Lk 24**) must needs (Set) be accomplished
(Mt 26s4, Lk 22s7 2426

,
Jn 209 ). Or, in another

form of statement, paitu ularlv frequent in Mt.
(I

22 215 ** 414 817 1217 II**5 214 2656
j

/

and Jn. (12
38 1318

fsliste
(Mk 1449 , Lk 421

), the several occurrences of

is life fell out as they did,
* in order that what

was spoken by the Lord '

through the prophets or
in Scripture,

'

might be fulfilled
'

(cf. Mt 217 26s4

279
, Lk 24** ; in Jn 189- 32

, Lk 24^ declarations of

Jesus are treated precisely similarly) That is to

say,
* what was done stood ... in the connexion

of the Divine necessity, as an actual fact, by which
prophecy was destined to be fulfilled. The Divine
decree expressed in the latter must be accom-

plished, and to that end this . . . came to pass>
and that, according to the whole of its contents

3

(.Meyer Mt. I22). The meaning is, not that there
lie^'m ihc OT Scriptures a complete predictive
account of all the details of the life of Jesus, which
those skilled in the interpretation of Scripture
might read off from its pages at will. This pro-
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, 'i its detailed completeness lies only in
! purpose ; and in Scripture only so far

foith as God has chosen to place it there for the

guidance or the assurance of His people. The
meaning is rather that all that stands written of
Jesus in the OT Scriptuies has its certain fulfil-

ment in Him ; and that enough stands written of

Him there to assui e His followers that in the course
of His life, and in its, to them, strange and unex-

pected ending. He was not the prey of chance or
the victim of the hatred of men, to the marring of
His woik or pei haps even the defeat of His mis-

sion, but was following step by step, straight to its

goal, the predestu 1
;-,,

"

, . ,
> \i ". m- TTi

in the counsels of < ". *
, -. - 'i .'-\, i,

from of old in the fcciiptures to enaDie all WHO
were not 'foolish and slow of heart to believe in all

that the prophets have spoken,
3

to perceive that
the Christ must needs have lived just this life and
fulfilled just this destiny.
That the whole course of the life of Jesus, and

especially its culmination in the death which He
died, was foreseen and afore-prepared by God,
enters, thus, into the very substance of the Evan-
gelical narrative. It enters equally into its very
substance that this life was from the beginning
lived out by Jesu*

TT "* '" "eio of its drift
and its issue. I

' e as far from
"es .

t

onwards by a
I

* u ^ ' I

" ""

nirses

not of His own choosing, to end,
as they are from

* mm as unvaried in
His purposes, or His achievement, or
determined or modified in His aims or methods, by
the conditions which from time to time emerged
in His way. The very essence of their representa-
tion is that Jesus came into the world with a
definite mission to execute, of the nature of which
He was perfectly aware, and according to which
He oidered the whole course of His life as it

advanced under His competent control unswerv-

ingly to its preconceived mark. In their view His
life was lived out, not in ignorance of its issues,
or in the form of a series of trials and corrections,
least of all in a more or less unavailing effort to

wring success out of failure j but in complete know-

ledge of the counsels of God for Him, in peifect
acquiescence in them, and in careful and volun-

taiy fulfilment of them. The ' Divine 5e?' which

governed His life is lopre^oMlul as fully recog-
nized by Himself (Mt 10- ,

M k S
'

, Lk 443 92J 17-5 247,

Jn 314 1234), and the fulfilment of the intimations
of prophecv in His life a ' ' "*

by Him as a
rule for Hi- voluntary . \\ 26W

,
Lk 2237

2426 <*, Jn 209
,
Mk 1449,

Lk 421
, Jn 1318 1325 1712

; of.

Mt IS14 157 2415 2656, Mk 7a
). TVieiui'Mmg all

things, determined by none, the liic Me .icruallv

lived, leading up to the death He ;n m.illy died. L-*

in their view precisely the life which trom^ the

beginning He intended to live, ending in precisely
the death in which, from the beginning, He in-

tended this life to issue, undeflected by so much
as a hair's-breadth from the straight path He had
from the start marked pui for Himself in the
fullebt prevision and provision of all the so-called

chances and changes which might befall Him.
X.. ,i'il\ v t'^ there no surprises in life for Jesus

/ i j-M
"

\ \i v/EMEXT. p. 48), and no compulsions ;

there were not even '

influences,' a.s we speak of
c influences

'

in a merely human c,areor. The mark
of this life, as the Evang< 1 i -

:
- u

|

"

, It H its calm
and quiet superiority to '!! < ir< n*n- .v< <

k and con-

dition, and to all the varied forces \vluch s\\ay
other lives ; its prime characteristics are volun-

tariness and independence Neither His mother,
nor His brethren, nor His disciples, nor the people
He came to serve, nor His enemies bent upon His

destruction, nor Satan himself with his tempta-
VOL. I. 39

tions, could move Him one step from His chosen
path. When men beemed to pievail over Him
they were but \\oikmg His -will; the great

' No
one has taken my life a\\ay from me; I have
power to lay it down, and I have power to take it

again* (Jn 1018
), is but the enunciation for the

supieme act, of the principle that governs all His
movements. His own chosen pathway ever lay
fully displayed before His feet

; on it His feet fell

quietly, but they found the -

,, i ,

'

,. - v '-lv \.
'

What He did, He came to * , ', i|, *,p' .
i

TT ,

itli^
\ '> ^ purpose and

1
' Su ,i ! ,

-
Evangelists

represent Him.^
"*" fl ' ' " -

article on
Luthardt'fc

half the art. falls away from its idea, and ends by
making Jesus absolutely dependent on Scriptuie
for His knowledge of God and Divine things
'We have no right whatever to maintain that
Jesus received revelations from the Father other-
wise than through the medium of the sacred Scrip-
tures ; that is a part of His complete humanity

'

(p. 238)).
Tl t -i., '

.1. of this supernatural life which
the I < ,.:-,- depict Jesus as living, lies thus
in the pi iioc! u-u of tins foie-i^l-f by which it was
governed. Oi the Mv,ii r

;\
of ilu- foresight they

leave their readers in no dloubt, nor yet of its com-

pleteness. They suggest it by the general picture
they draw of the self-directed life which Jesus
lived in view of His mission. They record repeated
instances in which He mentions beforehand events

yet to occur, or foreshadows the end from the

beginning. They connect these manifestations of

foresight with the possession by Him of knowledge
in general, in comprehension ar.~ < >'<j , ;]. n alike
far beyond what is native to M, r h ,1 ;,y per-
haps be natural to surmise in the first instance
that they intend h (oii\t-y merely the conviction
that in Jesus was mil P. ii o-i M! .1 jruiKl o f - ,'' <:!>

greatness, in whom, as the <.!',* .1; n_: (
*

j i.-i u ->r

prophecy (cf. Ac 322- a<J
), res-. . <s |..\..-.. , -o" ! v

the gifts proper to prophets. Tliere can be no
question that to the writers of the Gospels Jesus
was * the incarnate ideal of the prophet, who, as

such, forms a class by Himself, and is more than a
; TMJ.I', i

' " Y- is what Sclrwartzkopff thinks Him,
/ ' /*, j,:

" - of Jesus Christ, p. 7). They record
with evident sympathy the impression made by
Him at the outset of His ministry, that God had at
last in Him visited His people (Mk 615

, Lk 71G, Jn
419937). they trace tlu> ripening of tins iiiipre^Iuii
into a well-settled bcliu" in IIi-> pio]-h(_tic diju-

acter (Mt 21 11
, Lk 2419

, Mt 2146
, Lk 7^, Jn 7**) ;

and they remark upon the A\ idespi ead suspicion
which accompanied thi^ belief^ that He was some-

thing more than a piophet possibly one of the
old prophets reiuined, ceitainly a very special

prophet charged with a veiy special mission for

the introduction of the Messianic times (Mt 1614,
Mk 615 S28

, Lk 9s* 19
, Jn 614 740). They repre-

sent Jesus as not only calling out ind accepting
this estimate of Him, but iun klv assuming a

piopliet's place and titlo ^\ l 1 5'
1

,
.Mk 64 , Lk 424,

Jn 444
,
Lk IS33 ), exercising a prophet's functions,

NIK! <lolii< rin" 1

prophetic di-course- in which He
nm-eiK tho futim. (Mt 24-1 Mk 13-23

,
Jn 1429 ; cf.

Mt 286
,
Lk 24**, and such passages as Mt 26s2- w,

Mk I67 ). Nevertheless it is very clear that in

their allusions to the supernatural knowledge of

Jesus, the Evangelists suppose themselves to be

illustrating something veiy mnch greater than

merely piophetic inspiration The specific differ-

ence between Jesns and a prophet, in their view,
was that while a prophet's human knowledge is

increased by many things revealed to him by God
(Am 37), Jesub participated in all the fulness of
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the Divine knowledge (Mt II 27
,
Lk 1(P, Jn 1615 IS4

1630 2 117 ), so that all that is knowable lay open
before Him (Jn 17 10

). The Evangelists, in a word,
obviously intend to attribute Divine omniscience
to Jesus, and in their adduction of instances of

His supernatural knowledge, whether with lespect
to hidden things or to those yet buiied in the

future, are
"" '

,

"
TT" sse&sion of this

Divine omnisc 1 , The Eschcttology

of Jesus, p. 119, where, in partial coirection of the
more iM,vl^<Pial< statement of p. 48, there is recog-
nized in the Evangelists at least a 'tendency' to

attribute to our Lord ' Divine dignity
' and '

literal

omniscience*).
That this is the case with St. John's Gospel is

very commonly recognized (for a plain statement
of the evidence see Karl Muller, Gotthches W'issen,

und gottliche Macht desjohnnn Christ us, 1882, 4,

pp 29-47 :
'

Zeugnisse des vierten Evangeliums fur
Jesu <_p(i

1V i o^ xVissen
J

). It is not too much to

say, , !
!, , one of the chief objects which

the author of that Gospel set before himself was to

make clear to its readers the superhuman know-

ledge of Jesus, with especial refeience, of course,
to His own caieer. It therefore records direct
.-^ i* ,'i,,-i- M P

M "science to Je^us, and represents
( i ,

- ,i\ r,, i \ received by Him (Jn 1630 21 17
;

cf. Liddon, Bampfon Lectures, ed. 4, 1869, p. 466).
It makes it almost the business of its opening
chapters to exhibit this omniscience at work m
the especially Divine form (Lk 1615

,
Ac I 24

, He 412
,

Ps 138 (139)
2
, Jer 1716 2012

; cf. Swete on Mk 28
) of

immediate, universal, and complete knowledge of
the thoughts and intents of the human heart (cf
"Westeott on Jn 225

), laying do '
'

,

thesis in 224
(
ef. 664- 70 21 i7

), and . i

detail in the cases of all with whom Jesus came
into contact in the <>j("ihi^ <Liys of His ministry
(cf. Westeott on Jn 1% Tc.ci (I

42
), Philip (I

48
),

Nathanael (I
47

), Mary (2
4
), Nicodemus (3), the

woman of Samaria (4). In the especially striking
case of the choice of Judas Iscariot as one of the
Apostles, it expressly explains that this was due to
no ignorance of Judas5

character or of his futuie
action (6

64- 70 1311
), but was done as part of our

Lord's voluntary execution of His own well-laid

;
M'! - T, i ,.' - Jesus with great explicitness as

j-
'- '

i.
r

-j II - \hole work in full knowledge of
i M 'n' 1 -- .: were coming upon Him (Jn 184,

cf. Westeott), and with a view to -ubjeciLU'_r ihem
all to His governing hand, so that II -' luV fiom the
",/ i ;,_- *.,, .'j.j rim steadily onward on the lines

'
' "x: 1 !

i'. ^roii^p-oMi plan (Jn I47 219 - 24 314

(j,u.<. <u 70 y- 1(
' 5

I
> 5 131.11.21.38 14.29 1Q5. 32

IS4 9
).

It is difficult to see, however, why St. John's
Gospel should be separated from its companions in
this matter (Schenkel says frankly that it is only
because there is no such passage in St. John's Gos-
pel as Mk 1332, on which see below. Whatever
else must be said of W. Wrede's Das Mes&fasqe-
heimnis* etc., 1901, it must be admitted that it lias
broken down this artificial distinction between the
Gospel of John and tho ^vnopfir^. If they do
not, like St. John (16

30 21
~

h iccord direct ascrip-
tions of precise omniscience to Jesus by His
followers, they dp, like St. John, represent Him
as Himself claiming to be the rt< i'0-ilor\ and dis-
tributer of the Father's knowledge (Mt ll 21'30

, Lk
l(p-a*}.

^
Nor do they la^ Behind gt _ Jolm in

attributing to Jesus the Divine prerogative of
reading the heart (Mt 9 1

, Meyer , Mk 25- 8 S17il2^ <*,

Swete, p. Ixxxviii ; Lk 5-2 7s5 ) or the manifestation,
in other forms, of God-hko omniscience (Mt IT27

2P, Mk IP 14 Lk 5* 19* 22" : < f <). Holt/maim,
tvarJew$2S&statifer?-p: l4wdp. 15, note). Least
of all do they fall behind St. John in insisting
upon the perfection of the foresight of Jesus in all

matters connected with His own life and death

(Mt 915 1240 16J1 20 18 2J 2S 262 - 21 - J4 ' 50
,
Mk 219 831 981

JQ33 39. 45 H2 148 U 18 30
}
J^ g34 022 44 51 J^SO 1335 1725

IS31 1930 2210 - 21 - a4 - 37 2444
} Nothing could exceed

the detailed precision of these announcements, a
characteristic which has been turned, of course, to

their discredit as _ . <

'
i orances of Jesus by

writers who find .

'

;
detailed prediction

'The form and contents of these texts,' remarks
Wiede (Messutsgeh&ininis, etc. p. 88), 'speak a

language which cannot be misunderstood They
aie nothing but a &hoit summary of the Passion

history "cast, of course, in the future tense."'
i "The Passion-history,"

3 he proceeds, quoting
Eichhorn,

su could certainly not be moie exactly
related m few words."

' In very fact, it is perfectly
clear whether they did it by placing upon His

lips predictions He never uttered and never could
have uttered, is another question that the Evan-

gelists designed to reprebent Jesus as endowed
with the absolute and unlimited foresight conso-

nant with His Divine nature (see Liddon, Bampton
Lectures, ed. 4, p. 464 flL ; and cf. A. J. Mason,
The Conditions of our Lord's Life on Earth, pp.

155-194).
The force of this representation cannot be broken,

of course, by raising the question afresh whether
the supernatural knowledge attributed by the Evan-
gelists to our Lord may not, in many of its items at

least, if not in its whole extent, find its analogues,
after all, in human powers, or be explained as not
different m kind from that of the prophets (cf. e g.

Westeott,
f Additional Note on Jn 2-4 , A. J. Mason,

Conditions^ etc pp. 162-163). The question more
immediately before us does not concern our own
view of the nature and origin of this knowledge,
but that of the Evangelists. If we will keep
these two questions separate we shall scarcely be
able to doubt that the "Tv JMJ^-I.M- mean to present
thisVwl. 1.. as one ot the marks of our Lord's
Divin i^ i v In interpreting them we are not
entitled to parcel out the mass of the illustra-

tions of His supernormal knowledge which they
record to diireimg sources, as may fall in with our
own conceptions of the inherent possibilities of
each case ; finding indications in some instances

merely of His fine human instinct, in others of His
pioi'hdu inspiration, while reserving others if

-mli oil 101- are left to us in our analysis as

products of His Divine intuition. The Evangelists
suggest no such lines of cleavage in the mass ; and
they must be interpreted from their own stand-

point.
^
This finds its centre in their expressed

conviction that in Jesus Christ dwelt the fulness
of the knowledge of God (Mt II 27

,
Lk 1022

,
Jn 8*

16M
B
1710

). To them His knowledge of God and of
Divine things, of Himself in His Person and
mission, of the course of His life and the events
which would befall Him in the prosecution of the
work whereunto He had been sent, of the men
around Him, His followers and friends, the people
and their rulers, down to the most hidden depths
of their natures and the most intimate processes of
theb .-, j

" "

all the things forming
the .,- 1 -. s the drama He was
enacting was cast, however widely that environ-
ment be conceived, or however minutely it be
contemplated, was but the manifestation, in the
ever-widening circles of our human modes of con-

ception, of the perfect apprehension and under-

standing that dwelt chan<clcs*ly in His Divine
ini olli/i-'K o He who knew God poi foctly it were
Jiulo ilinr He should know man and the world

perfectly too ; all that affected His own work and
career, of course, and with it, equally of course,
all that lay outside of this (cf. Mason, Conditions,
etc, p. 168); in a word, unlimitedly, all things.
Even if nothing but the Law of Parsimony stood
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In the way, it might well be understood that the

Evangelists would be deterred fiom seeking, in the
case of such a Being, other sources of information
besides His Divine intelligence to account for all

His '

. :
-

"

, d van*
'

\
"

\-
' At all

even - ,, :- ,
"* their t

i
\ i it all He

knew the scope of which was unbounded and its

depth unfathomed, though their lecord suggests
rather than fully illustrates it found its explana-
tion in the dignity of His person as God manifest
in the flesh.

Nor can the effect of their representation of
Jesus as the subject of this .J

1

-^' "'i.uin^ Divine
\ '

!_ be destroyed by t'-t u!Mo\r:\ in their
- of another line of representation in

which our Lord is set forth as living His life out
under the conditions which belong naturally to
the humanity He had assumed. These representa-
tions are certainly to I

" ' ^

as little as those
others in which His ' niscience is sug-
gested. They bring to our observation another
side of the complex personality that is depicted,
which, if it cannot be said to be as emphatically
insisted upon by the Evangelists, is nevertheless,

perhaps, equally <..,-" . \ illustrated. This is

the true humanity i --M I -'-d, within the scope of
which He willed to live out His life upon earth, that
He might accomplish the mission for which He
had been sent. The suggestion that He might
break over the bounds of His mission, in order that
He- i > from the raggedness of His chosen

pat ^ !i
-

( Yereise whether of His almighty
pov -

4
\1 1

, Lk 43
) or of His unerring foresight

(Mt 1622 [I), He treated fiist and last as a tempta-
tion of the Evil One for c how then should the
Q '

be fulfilled that thus it must be 3

(Mt
i I / is very easy, to be sure, to exaggerate
the indications in the F \.iiu rli-l-* of the confine-
ment of our Lord's , M i\ '!< ^ \\ r!ni the limits of
human powers. It is an exaggeration, foi example
to speak as if the Evangelists lepresent Him as

frequently surprised by the events which befell
Him : they never predicate surprise of Him, and it

is only by a very precarious inference from the
events recorded that they can ever be supposed
even to suggest or allow place for such an emotion
in our Lord (cf. art. AMAZEMENT, p. 48). It is an
exaggeration again to adduce our Lord's questions
as attempts to elicit information for His own guid-
ance : His questions are often plainly dialectical

or rhetorical, or, like some of His actions, solely
for the benefit of those * that stood around.

5

It is

once more an exaggeration to adduce the employ-
ment in many cases of the term yiv&a-Kca, when the

Evangelists speak of our Loi d*- kii<wkiU <
k >- if a

were thereby implied that thi- KJIO\\ lodro \\.is

freshly born in His mind tlie M--umod di-i mr tion,
but faintly marked in Greek literature, cannot be
traced in the usage of the terms yvQvat, and eiS&at

in their application to our Lord's knowledge , these
terms even replace one another in [',iiV I<I-MIU:I -

of the same instant > M 22
" MkL* - M- ',' Vu

2s
, Lk 522

;
cf. Mt i J

,
I. ii" !' 1 1

17
, Jn 661

) ; yvtoai
is used of the undoubted Divine knowledge of our
Lord ([Mt IP5

] Lk 1022, Jn 1015 1725
,
Mt Y23 ; cf. Jn

224.25 542 10u 27)
. and fo^eed of the knowledge of

God Himself (Lk 1Q22 1615
, Jn 1015 [Mt II 27

]) : and,
in any event, there is a distinction which in such
nice inquiries should not be neglected, between

saying that the occurrence of an event, being per-
ceived, was the occasion of an action, and saying
that knowledge of the event, perceived as occur-

ring, waited on its occur i (Mice Gi a\ eh \ iHated by
such exaggerations as uio-r <IIM.II^IOTI* of the sub-

(

ject are, enough remains, however, aflor all ex-
'

aggeratio
"

! -1 ;i*' i\\ to assure us, not indeed -

that our I : .
-

i
> irth was, in the Aio\v of

the Evangelists, an exclusively human one ; or that,

apart from the constant exercise of His will to
make it buch, it was controlled by the limitations of
'

,,"';., but ceitamly that it was, in their view,
i so far as was* consistent with the fulfil-

ment of the mission, for which He came and as an
indibpensable condition of the fulfilment of that
mission under the limitations belonging to a
purely human life. The classical pabsayes in this
leference are those stiiking statements in the
second chapter of Luke (2

40 5J
) in \\hich i& summed

up our Lord's growth from infancy to manhood,
including, of course, His intellectual development
(cf. art. CHILDREN, p. 302), and His own lemark-
able declaration recorded in Mt 240b

, Mk 13-, in
which He affirms His

* " "

.' and
hour of His return to ^ ^ -by
their general dramatization of His "life within the

range of the purely human, these p.i^ago <ue

enough to assure us that in the view of iliJ l-\ m-
gelists there was in our Lord a purely human soul,
which bore its own proper part in Hib life, and
which, as human souls do, grew in knowledge as it

grew in wisdom and grace, and remained to the

end, as human souls must, ignorant of many
things, nay, which, because human souls aie

finite, must ever be
"

,

"

xucli embraced in

the universal vision ,

'

Spirit. We may
wonder why the *

day and hour J
of His own return

should remain among the things of which our
Loid's human soul continued ignorant throughout
His earthly Me. But this is a matter about
which surely we need not much concern ourselves
We can never do more than vaguely guess at the
law which governs the inclusions and exclusions
which characterize the knowledge-contents of any
human mind, limited as human minds are not only
qualitatively but ;"'

'
' '

1,\ ; and least of all

could we hope to peneuate the principle of selec-

tion, in the ease of the perfect human intelligence
of our Lord ; nor have the Evangelists hinted their
view of the matter. We must just be content to

recognize that we are face to face here with the

mystery of the Two Natures, which, although
they do not, of course, fwm.illy unim i.ito the
doctrine in &o many wor<i-, i lio"\,u.gcJi-J- yet
effectively teach, since by it alone can consistency
be induced between the two classes of facts whicli

they present unhesitatingly in their narratives.

Only, if we would do justice to their presentation,
we must take clear note of two of its character-
istics. They do not simply, in separated portions
of their narratives, adduce the facts which mani-
fest our Lord's Divine powers and His human
characteristics, but interlace tl,- n- ". u- \tiii ,iVv
in the same sections of the 'v.iu i\o- Vi.

they d- !,ui -.Vc--, the Divine that is in Christ
to the I: 'i i.;iini'i- of the human, but quite deci-

sively present the Divine as dominating all, and
as givinir piny lo the human only by a constant,

vohmi.iiywiihholdingof its full manifestation in

the mtciV^N of ilu 1 M*k undertaken. Observe the

story, for example, in Jn 11, which Dr. Mason
(Conditions, etc. p 143) justly speaks of as * indeed
a marvellous weaving together of that which is

natural and that which is above nature.* ' Jesus
learns from others that Lazarus is sick, but knows
without any further message that Lazarus is dead ;

He weeps and groans at the sight of the sorrow
which surrounds Him, yet calmly gives thanks for

the accomplishment of the miracle before it has
been accomplished.' This -..-" . ti ^i r.

r the two
elements is typical of the i l< ! < ''<! narra-

tive. As portrayed in it our Lord's life is distinctly

duplex ; and can be consistently construed only "by

the help of the conception of the Two Natures.
And just as distinctly is this life portrayed in

the>e narratives as receiving its determination not

from the human, but from the Divine side. If what
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John undertakes to depict is what was said and
done by the incarnated "Word, no lebs what the

Synoptics essay is to present the Gospel (as Mark
puts it) of Jesus Chust the Son of God. It is

distinctly a supernatural life that He is repre-
sented by them all as living , and the human aspect
of it is treated by each alike as an incident in

nore exalted, by which it is permitted,
on which it imposes itself Though

passed as far as was befitting within the limits of

Imuicuiuy this life remains at all times the life of

God mamiest in the flesh, and, as depicted by the

Evangelists, never escapes beyond the boundanes
set by what was suitable to it as such.
The actual instances of our Lord's foresight

which are recoided by the Evangelists aie not very
numerous outside of tho.se which concern the estab-
lishment of the Ki i jiilom of God, with which alone,
of couise, then 'LMI,H.I\O- aie p, i! iimilv en-

gaged. Even the few instances of &pecmc exhibi-

tions of f''e\'io\\l"<l -o <-f what we may call trivial

events o v o , !iu iiioiti to some connexion with
this great work. Examples are afforded by the

foresight that tV < J"
1

_' f the nets at the exact
time and place ,,; -\ our Lord would secure
a draught of fishes (Lk 54, cf. Jn 2 1

6
) ; that the

first fish that Peter would take when he threw his

hook into the sea would be one which had swallowed
a stater (Mt 1737) ; that on entering a given village
the disciples should find an ass tied, and a colt with
it, whose owners would be obedient to our Lord's

request (Mt 21 2
11) ; and that on entering Jeru-

salem to make ready for the final passover- feast

they should meet a man beaiing a pitcher, pre-
pared to serve the Master's needs (Mk 1413). In in-

stances like these the interlacing of prevision and
piovisionis very intimate, and doubt arises whether
theyillustrate most distinctly ourLord'sDivine fore-

sight or His control of events. In other instances
the element of foresight comes, perhaps, more
purely forward : such are possibly the predictions
of the offence of the disciples (Mt 2631

1|), the denial
of Peter (26

s4
!!), and the treachery of Judas (26

21
1|).

There may be added the whole series of utterances
in which our Lord shows a comprehensive foresight
of the career of those whom He called to His ser-

vice (Mt 419 1017 21 20* 249f
-, Jn 161L ) ; and also that

other series in which He exhibits a like full fore-

knowledge of the entire history of n
\ TCi- .-i"

1

' >f

God in the world (cf. esp. the
A
M !-'

'

Kingdom and such passages as lit 1618 245 - 24 2143

24" 261<J

, Lk 19n, Jn 1418- ia
). It is, however, par-

\ "( !,' 1 1 n
"

1i i ( f
-

v ice to His own work in e&tab-
! -liiiijr i'.o l\ M : . i v and in regard to the nature
pf .'., o'\, i'i, . -P. : - r,,

- "*,. 1 1\ laid upon
the completeness of lli^ I.K K ;.^ '.;

'

His entire
career, as we have seen, is ^pi'M-iu-'l by all the
EwiTijroli-Ka-, lying plainly ~>i fore HIMI from the
bop-mimjr v\itli every detail clearly marked and
jiro\ nicd toi. 1 1 is especially, however,, with refer-
ence 10 i ho inn o great events in wliich His work
in establishing His "Kingdom is summed up His
death, His resurrection, His return that the pre-
dictions become numerous, if we may not even say
constant. Each of the Evangelists represents Him,
for p\irni pic. as foreseeing His death from the start

(J n 2*
1 '

,T
4 Mt 1240 915

, Mk 2* Lk l^S34
; cf Meyer

uii \R ' KV1
; Weiss on Mk 831 ; Denney, T)cth of

Christ, p. 18 ; Wrecle, Memasgeheimms, p. 19, etc,),
and as so oidermg Hi*, life as to inarch steadfastly
forward to it as its* ohos-en climax (cf. e.q. Wrede,
p. 84 Mt is accordingly the meaning of Mark that
Jesus journeys to Jerusalem because it is His will to
die there '). He is represented, therefore as avoid-

ing all that could lead up to it for a time, and then,
when He was ready for it, as setting Himself stead-

fastly to bring it about as He would ; as speaking of
it only guardedly at first, and afterwards, when the

time was ripe for it, a- c-^tHc1 ""ho ^ r^"-".^ ~ously to

prepare Hib dibciples
-*

: ; -i respect
to Hib lesmrection, He ib leported as having it in

mind, indeed, fiom the eailiest days of His mimstiy
(Jn 219

,
Mt 1240 16J1

, Mk S3i
,
Lk 9-J

), but adveitmg
to it with pedagogical care, so as to piepaie rather
than confuse the minds of His disciples. The
same in substance may be said with refeience to

Hib leturn (Mt 10-3 IQ27
,
Mk 838 9 1

, Lk 9 20 -7
)

A survey in chronological oider of the passages
in which He is reported as speaking of these thiee

gieat events of the future, cannot fail to leave a
di&tinct impression on the mind not only of the

large space they occupy in the Evangelical naria-

tive, but of the gi eat place they take as foreseen,

accoiding to that narrative, in the liie and work of

our Loid. In the following list the passages in
which He adveite to His death stand in the order

given them in Robinson's Harmony of the Gospels :

Jn 219 314, Mt 1240 (cf 164, Lk 1132), Lk "I
^ ""

~- 11%
Lk 5^), jn 6^1 76 8, Mt 16^1 (Mk 881, Lk 92'

Ql2
v ,, ., ^>-. ;\-'D. Lk 931. ,

L\ "-
.

'

262,

AJ, Lk IS^X Jn 12^, Mt 20^) (Mk
3'J (Mk 123, Lk 2014), Jn 12H Mt
24, Lk 22^0), Mt 26^1 (Mk 1427, Jn
&54 (Jn 1811), Lk 2426 4b.

The following allusions to His resuirection are
in the same order .

Jn 219, Mt 1240 (Lk 1130), Mt 16-* (Mk S, Lk 922), Mkl79 (Mk
OT) ^ .,, ^.^ ,-,, T

, 1Q1S ^^ Mt 2Q17 ^Mk 1()34j Lk lgu
.

\_ , J/
v
\,

y M, > ||
Lk 24], Lk 2446.

The following are, in like order, the allusions to
His return

Mt 1023 1627 (Mk 8^ 01, Lk 026.27), Lk 1Q40 1722 Mt 1923 23-'9

24 ' (Mk 134, Lk 21&), 24^4-37 (Mk 1330, Lk 2132), Mt 2444 25 2064

(Mk 1462, Lk 2269).

The most cursory examination of these series of

vfcting, and especially in their
theF \

place
element takes in the life of the Lord as depicted
in the Gospels. In particular, it will be impossible
to escape the conviction that it is distinctly the
teaching o> iln- r,piJi- 1

-. that Jesus came into
the world -rn>ci 'it ,s I ly i i) uio and ordeied His whole
Tifo v liti'iiily to that end. As Dr. Denney puts it

io\p'>iiiu!.'iii Jn 1017
, on which see also Westcott's

note), 'Christ's death is not an incident of His
life, it is the aim of it. The laying down of His
life is not an accident in His career, it is His voca-
tion; it is that in which the Divine purpose of
His Me is revealed* 'If there WA- a peiiod m.
His life during which He had other thought-, u is

antecedent to that at which we have any Imow-

ledge^
of Him' (Death of Christ, pp. 259 and 38).

Nothing could theiefore be more at odds with
the consentient and constant representations of the
Evangelists than to speak of the ( shadow of the
cross

'

as only somewhat late in His history begin-
ning to fall atlrwart our Loil's mlimju ; of the
idea that His earthly career -hould ilo-e'm gloom
n* 'clntiTidly omi rging in the ion<hing of Jesus
only ot ,M cMnipfujuivoU hiii* JKMIMM, and as there-
fore pro-nTiiabl\ HOL tarlu-i <lcar in His mind":
unlo < inil'M^l it l>o iho <u com pj living more general
judgment that t there was nothing extraordinary
or supernatural in^

Jesus' foreknowledge of His
death/ and that 'His prophecy wa-s but the expres-
sion of a mind which knew That it could not. cease to
be obedient while His enemies would not cease to
be hostile

'

(A. M. Fairbairn, The Expositor, 1897, i. ;

V. iv. [1896] 283, 285) It is not less unwarranted
to speak of Him as bowing to His fate only

' as the
will of God, to which He yielded Himself up to
the very encl only with difficulty, ,,rnl ,M !< -( J.-J.IM-.J

His will* (WernJe, Synopt Fr'aq
k

_?'i"

Such expressions as the->e, however, advise us
that a very different concepl ion from that presented
by the Evangelists has found widespread accept-
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ance among a class of modern scholars, whose
efforts have been devoted to giving to our Lord's
life on earth a character moie normally human
than it seems to possess as it lies

"

-, _ - of
the Evangelists. The :it_-,,iivi 1 '';'

'

the
new constructions uuim 01 the course and
springs of our Loid's career heing rejection of the
account given by the Evangelists, these scholars
are thrown back for guidance very much upon
their own subjective estimate of probabilities. The
Gospels are, however, the sole sources of information
for the events of our Lord's life, and it is impossiblew decline their aid altogether. Few, accordingly,
have been able to discard riil/uls 11 n 4 ^nn-irl
framework of the life of C^ni-L LHP\ pi*-"iit 1^01

those who are inclined to represent Jesus as making
no claim even to be the Messiah, see H Holtzmann,
NT Theol. i. 280, note , Memhold as there referied
to ; and Wrede, Das ^Ic^it'^/chtii/ti/iis, especially
\

""'

li ). Most have derived enough from
1 to assume that a crisis of some sort

occurred at Csesarea Philippi, where the Evangelists
represent our Lord a- L j .-j formally and
frankly to prepare His * _-' . '*<_ ,; His death (Mt
1631

1|).

Great differences arise at once, however, over what this crisis
" - *><

"

i iikr*~ -i 7^ '>-.> that it \\as only at this point in His
i

' - M . v, i- - -i j n to think Himself the Messiah, Strauss
i

' '

He suspected Himself to be the Messiah
' ' ' -

:
- - that He no\v first began to proclaim Hmi-

-. .' "' v hmidt and Lobstein imagine that on this

day He both put the Messianic < < M 'vi TT - head and faced
death looming in His path, "\\i /^ic -ir ,i '! Keim allow that
He thought and proclaimed Himself the Messiah from the be-

jr,.
'

JT ,'PM suppose that \\hat is new here is that only now
(Id II v'" i%i c to see with clearness that His ministry would end
in His death, and as death for the Messiah means return, they
add C" :.L IK.U H >

' -TT -v A* " ,IL i, " f TT >.-: .ii i -r"o"

To t'
4 * ? ".i ' '

:<. N'l If; -
,i

'
1 <uf'<'iJ \ r ? ssv n

"i^ tl
11 g

it impossible that the Founder of a spiritual kingdom should
look forward to its consummation m a physical one, and in-

sisting
1

, therefore, that though Jesus may well have predicted
the destruction of His enemies, He can scarcely ha\ e foretold
TT - o \ n v *i..i '^

' '--> ' On the other hand, Strauss and Baur
; if!^ . rv< n 1" (T'c -o v > of the destruction of Jerusalem too
""*

-
"

-
"

-
"

r- r / ".
, , rentum,

i
,

-
t

i - -
.

' i '
- ' "*

coming
back on the clouds of hea\ en. As to His death, Strauss thinks
He began to anticipate it only shortly befort II - !-l ,on *

, v to

Jerusalem , while Holsten cannot believe ib. ! TT n .)'/! \% " >i

was before Him until He actually arrived at Jerusalem, and
even then did not acquiesce in it (so Spitta) That He went to
Jerusalem for the purpose of dying, neither Weizsacker, nor
Brandt, nor H Holtzmann, nor Schultzen will admit, though
the two last named allow that He foresaw that the journey
would end m His death , or at least that it possibly would, adds
Punjer, since o- eo r^ # ic--"* i,\ of success lay open to
Him (el H. IK.'" ..-m .\rrwi '85-286, note). As many
men, so many opinions. As the positive principle of construc-
tion in all these schemes of life for Jesus is desupernaturaliza-
tion, they differ, so *

.
- * v

i
'*

i
v T

~
- Beaching

as reported by the i . , - - - * r
' in the

measure in which fchcj explain iu do uuc mure 01 ic&o entirely
to the Evangelists carrying their own ideas, or the ideas of the

community m which they lived, back Into Jesus* mouth ; or
allow it more or less fully to Jesus, indeed, but only in a form
which can be thought of a* "o4-

ris icr ,-ibo\c the natural prog-
nostications of a man in II -

in'^'-io'i A t>w deny to Jesus the
entire series of predictions reported m "

-ii-"- i "'1 , --"_"

them in mass to the thought of the .

,\
f

/

Eichhorn, Wrede) A fe\\, on the other .,-> '.< ,i \-
,

or nearly the whole, series to Jesus, and explain them all

naturalistically. Most take an intermediate position, deter-
mined bv the principle that all which seems to each cntic

incapable of naturalistic explanation as utterances of Jesus
shall be assigned to later origin Accordingly, the concrete
details in the alleged predictions are quite generally denied to

Jesus, and represented as ea-ily explicable modifications, m
aoeoi dnnco ,\ i'i il* act u\ ( '. -o of < v < ,>, of what Jesus realh
^tiid i'he Mrc'l : oi of re*- IT cuon o-i Jhe third day, for ev-

ample, is held by many (e q Sch\\arrzkopff) to be too precise a

determination, and is therefore excluded from the prophccx,
or explained as onl\ a -oeriphrasis for an indefinite short Time,
after the analogv of Hob C2 (so even E Weiss) To others a

prediction of a resurrection at all seems incredible (Strauss,
Schenkel. \Vei7Sacker, Keim, Brandr), and it is transmuted into,

at most, a premonition of future \ictory. By yet others (as

HoMen) even the anticipation of death is doubted, and nothing
of forecast is left to Jesns except, possibly, a vague anticipation
of difficulty and suffering; -while with others even this gives

way, and Jesus is represented as passing either the greater

par! of His life (Taiiliai-irt or the whole of it, m Jovful expecta-
tion of more or loss unbroken succets, or at least, however

thickly the clouds gathered o%er His head, .n nevtmsuish.ible
hope m God and His interposition m Hi& behalf (.f "nt witf
general sketch of opinions in A\ rede, Me^iaxgeheimnis, p. 85)

Thus, over-agamfat the *

dogmatic' view of the
life of Chritet, set forth in the Evangelists, accord-
ing to which Je&us came into the world to die, and
which is dominated, therefore, by foiesight, ib &et,
in polar opposition to it, a new \ iew, calling itself

historical, the principle of which it, the denial to
Jesus of any foresight whatever beyond the most
limited human forecast. Ko pretence is oidmarily
made that this new view is given support by
the Evangelical records, it is put forwaid on a
priori or general groundsas, for example, the
only p-y(holo^icall\ possible view (eg Schwaitz-
kopft, Prophecies of Christ, p. 28 ; cf. Denney,
Death of Christ, p. 11, and especially the ju^t
strictures of "Wrede, Messiasgeheimms, pp 2, 3).
It professes_to find it inciedible that Jebii> entered

upon His ministry with any othn c\
j <H { ,1

'

\t\\\ than
success. Contact with men, li)v\tv i( ,Jlo\\b,

brought giadually the discovery of the hopeless-
ness of drawing them to His spiritual ideals

; the

growing enmity of the ruleis opened before Him
the prospect of disaster; and thus theie came to
Him the slow recognition, fiist of the possibility,
and then of the certainty, of failuie ; or, at least,
since failure was impossible for the mission He
had come to perform, of the nece^itv o

c '

;

*

^
thiough suffering to the ultimate -< -- "s --

slowly was the readjustment to this new point of

view made, that even at the end as the piayer at
Gethsemane shows there remained a lingering
hope that the extremity of death might be avoided.
So far as a general sketch can "be made of a view

3
v-".{i ^1\

"
- - .1 , 1 iiriliiH-M i

-
v\iri;jri<

km \jiriety
7 (,<! il,

.'! ,- i~ iu* O^CE i :tl liil'iiL of ili^ new
view (cf. the general statements oi Kahler, Zur
Lehre von der Versohnung, 159 ; Denney, Death of
Christ, 11 ; Wrede, Messiasgeheitnms, 86) Only
such parts of the predictive element of the teach-

ing attributed to Jesus in the Gospels as aie

thought capable of natiuii"1 *!- 1 i< int< rphHuiion v
incorporated into this ncr\v con-lj IK I ion liy tJ 4 < -t1

who wish to bring in a- imii'lt a^po^ihle, it i- -*auJ,

for example, that ourloi-l \\s- { -v> fii*i\\ |*-

suaded of His Messianic JIJPU n-n-c' LJIM< iii <:'"'.

and was too clear that th.- M ! rn <o^ t <"t IT, i <t

( -UililNIuiKMii of (lu> Kin^uoin to accept death itself

,M- iMiluu- When T-ff* ]OT< M\ed death imjiending,
that meant to Him, therefore, return ; and retuiii

to bring in the Messianic glory meant resurrection.

When lie thought and po"kc of death, therefore,
He iicroarily thought and -jioko also of resurrec-

tion and return ; the three went inevitably to-

jroi her ; ami if T1V jin(itij)a(od the one, He must
have ann< ipated tlic oi hoi- a)-o Under this general
scheme all sorts of opinions are held as to when,
how, and under vliat impulse-* Jesus formed and

taught this 061 Iia1olo<.ri( sil ]>To<framme. As notable
a construction as any holds that He first "became

certain of His Messiaht-hip in an ecstatic vision

which accompanied His baptism ; that the Messiah
must suiter was already borne in upon His convic-

tion in the course of His temptation ; "but it \\ as

not until the scene at Csesa-rea Philippi that He
attained the happy assurance that the Messianic

glory lay behind the dreadful death impending over

Him. This great conviction, attained in principle
in the ecstasy of that moment, was, nevertheless,

1

o-'S -"v. dually assimilated. When Jesus \v-as

!,-,! !r i with His disciples, He was labouring
. also with Himself. In this particular construction

| (it is 0. Iloltzmann's) an element of
*

ecstasy
'

is

|

introduced ; more commonly the advances Jesus is

! supposed to make in His anticipations are thought
i to rest on processes of formal

reasoning.
In either

I case, He is pictured as only slowly, nnder the stress
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of >

"
_ i rcumstances, reaching convictions

|

of - ,L* .
- . Him in the future ; and thus He

is conceived distinctly as the victim rather than as
the Lord of His destiny. So far from entering
the woild to die, and by His death to save the

world, and in His own good time and way accom-

plishing this great mission. He enters life set upon
living, and only yields step "by step reluctantly to

the hard fate which inexorably clobes upon Him.
That He clings through all to Hi& conviction of

His Messiahship, and adjusts His hope of accom-

plishing His Messianic mission to the '!',,-' ^
pies&ure of circumstances, is that i <i A

,

trait of human nature? Do not all enthusiasts

the like? Is it not precisely the mark of their

fanaticism 9 The plain fact is, if we may expiebs
it in the brutal frankness of common speech, in

this view of Jesus' career He miscalculated and
failed ; and then naturally sought (or His followers

sought for Him) to save tlie failuie (or the appear-
ance of failure) by inventing

a new denouement for

the career He had hoped for in vain, a new de-

nouement which has it failed too ? Most of our
modem theorizers are impelled to leeomize that it

top has failed. When Jesus so painfully adjusted
Himself to the hard destiny which more and more
obtruded itself upon His 'ivvutio'i, He taught
that death was but an incident in His career, and
after death would come the victory. Can we be-

lieve that He foresaw that thousands of years
would intervene between what He represented as
but an appaient catastrophe and the glorious
reversal to which He directed His own and His
followers' eyes ? On the contrary, He expected and
IT- i .- V Miat He would come back soon cer-

, ."''*- . ,. tl.o jiiruM.aMin which had witnessed
Hits appaient <,OR\M II.I-L passed away; and that
He would then establish that Messianic Kingdom
which from the beginning of His ministry He had
unvaryingly taught was at hand. He did not
do so. Is there any reason to believe that He
ever will return ? Can the '

foresight
* which has

repeatedly failed so miserably be trusted still,

for what we choose to separate out from the
mass of His expectations as the core of the
matter? On v -,,' ^.is-V. shall we adjust
the discredited

-
.-:.! course of events,

obviously unforeseen by Him, since His death?
Where is the end of these '

adjustments
}

? Have
we not already with f

adjustment' after 'adjust-
ment 5 transformed beyond lecogiui ion the expecta-
tions of Jesus, even the latest and fullest to winch
He attained, and transmuted them into something
fundiii)icntAlly different, passed, in a word, so far

beyond Him, that we retain only an artificial

connexion with Him and His real teaching, a con-
nexion mediated by little more than a word?
That in this modern construction we have the

precise contradictory of the conception of Jesus
and of the course of His life on earth given us by
the Evangelists, it needs iv~> ,T-<miiipnf to establish.

In^tlie Gospel presentation foic-i^lu is made the
principle of our Lord's career In the modern
view He is credited with no foresight whatever
At best, He was possessed by a fixed conviction of
His Messianic mission, whether gained in ecstatic
vision (as, eg., O. Holtzmaim) or acquired in deep
religious experiences (as, e.g., Sdi^nrt AopflT . nncl
He felt an assurance, based on ihi- inexplicable
conviction, that in His own good time and way
God would work that mission out for Him

,*
and in

this assurance He went faithfully onward fulfilling
Hi* dailv task, bungling meanwhile c^romo'i-lv
in Hi<* reading of the scroll of destiny which was
unrolling for Him, It is an intensely, even an
exa<r<reiateclly human Christ which is here offered
us : and He stands, therefore, in the strongest
contrast with the frankly Divine Christ which the

Gospels present to us. On what grounds can we
be expected to substitute thibioi thai *

^Ceitainly
not on giouncls of Instoiical lecoid. ~We have no
histoiicai lecord of the self-consciousness of Jesus

except that embodied in the Go&pel diamatizatioii

of His life and the Gospel repoit of Hib teaching ;

and that iecor.1 \]>u
] \ v ontradicts at every step

thib modem nv u'l-nm iioi' of its contents and

development The very piinciple of the modem
constiuction is reversal oi the Gospel delineation

Its pecuhaiity is that, though it calls itself the

'historical' view, it has behind it no single sciap
of historical testimony ;

the entiiety of historical

evidence contiadicts it flatly. Are we to accept it,

then, on the general giounds of inheient pio-

bability and rational construction ? It is historic-

ally impossible that the gieat religious movement
which we call Chiistiamty could have taken its

oiigin and derived its inspnation an inspiration
far from spent after two thousand years fiom
such a figure as this Jesus. The plain fact is that

in these modem reconstructions we h<* ^ 'i 1

but a sustained attempt to construct a ,'!

Jesus ; and their chief interest is that
they; bring

before us with unwonted clearness the kind of

being the man must have been who at that time
and in those circumstances could have come foi-

ward making the claims which Jesus made without

supei natural nature, endowment, 01 aid to sustain

Him The value of the speculation is that it

makes superabundantly clear that no such being
could have occupied the place which the Instoiical

Jesus occupied ; could have made the impression
on His followers which the Instoiical Jesus made ;

could have become the source of the i&tieam of le-

ligious influence which we call Christianity, as the
historical Jesus became. The clear formulation
of the naturalistic hypothesis, in the constiuction
of a naturalistic Jesus, in other words, throws us

violently back upon the Divine Jesus of the Evan-

gelists as the only Jesus that is historically pos-
sible. From this point of view, the labours of the
scholars who have with infinite pains built up this

construction of Jesus' life and development have
not been in vain.

What, then, is to be said of the predictions of

Jesus, and especially of the three great series of

prophecies of His death, resurrection, i ^\ n
-

!
"

with respect to their contents and i sT.1 i

This is not the place to discuss the eschatology of
Jesus But a few general remarks seem not un-
called for The topic has received of late much
renewed attention with very varied results, the
number and

variety of constructions proposed
having

T '

"! -icreased above what the in-

herent .

' '

,

' " T ,
. >unt for, by

the freedom with win *
! data have

been modified or set aside on so-called critical

grounds by the several investigators. Nevertheless,
most of the new interpretations also may be classi-

fied under the old categories of futuristic, preter-
istic, and spiritualistic.

The spiritualise -ii rnrct trn-~v !',--> method of dealing
with our Lord's ?>r "I. ,!> read l\ iViS in with a widespread
theory tha^ ^ -- 'Vortni" !o Hi< ^rl , r><! manner of genuine
prophecy -o p'l- i t

'"
t\[ .-"., "

sayer'
(Mmrhead / ^'./ >'./>,/ IT ,t * *. * / > Pro-
phewesof f'"*'i- ' 'in-' 7^ >~ '' v '

\ I
- T jeived

n M v -TV I-" i M-u;r
v "-> *,i la f 'T tin -' ntation by Erich

nnup! i A*' A"';/',' \,i^-innf>r J < i'" I ""TO Christ's eschat-

olojr .! in ipt <: n'iiii< K *ii';.'e and , M that He predicts
i^ to ii< .u'-'oninl'-n- r\ IP a hca\enlv \\av \\hich ]>asses our com-
prehension ; there is no soothsajinjr in His utterances no-
where any predictions of external occurrences, everywhere only
iri eat moral rphpious laws which must operate everywhere and
always, while nothing is said of the form in which they must
act '

(j> 157). A considerable stir has been created also by the
i

'

*
'*

'

" -i i r \\ eisse) by Weiffenbach (D&r Wwder-
''/ '// r "~> Du Frage tier WMrrtMnft Jesu,
""

')

"

.<! r .
' of the return of Christ with His

return- 'iiM, although this view has retained few adherents
MIICO i;-, rifnu jon by Schwartzkopff (The JProphevtes ofJesus
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Chnbt, 1895), whose own view is its exact contradictory, MZ
that by His resurrection Jesus meant just His return. The

ho\\ever, that '

for Jesus the hope ot resur-

ught of return fell together/ &o that 4 \\hen
Jesus spoke of His resurrection He was thinking of His return,
and vice versa' (O Holtzniann, War Jews ELstatiker? C>7, note),
is very widely held. The subsidiary hypothesis (first suggested
bj Colam) of the inclusion in , , i- ^ <\ dibcourse
attributed by the Evangelist*- L > , 1 r <. o .. itle Apoca-
Ijpse* of Jewish or Jewish Christian ongin, by which \Veiffen-
bach eased his task, has> in more or less modified form recen ed
the widest acceptance (cf H. Holtzmann, XT Theol i. 327,

note), but rests on no solid grounds (cf. Weiss, Beyschlag,
Haupt, Clemen) Most adherents of the modern school are
clear that Jesus expected and a&serted that He would retuin in
Messianic gloiy for the consummation of the Kingdom , and
most of them are equally clear that in this expectation and
assertion, Jesus was mistaken (cf H Holtzmann, ST Theol.
i 312 f ) 'In the expectation that the kingdom was soon to

come,' says Oscar Holtzmann in a passage topical enough of
this \\hole school of exposition (War Jesus ELbtatile) i p 133),
' Jesu& eired in a human waj

'

, and m such passages ab Mk 91

13^0, Mt 102<* he considers that the error is ob\ lous. He adds,
'That such an error on the part of

~ _.-'
isbue but a fundamental point of H -

"
- - >

discussion of oui Loid'b esc hatology, including the
deteimmation oi His meaning in thehe utterances,
lefeience must, liowe\ei, be made to works treat-

ing expietetoly of this subject.
BLXJAMIN B. TVARFIELD.

FORGIVENESS.
Three woids are ubed in the Gospels which are rendered in

nglish^ by the w oid 'torque' .L~e/^ , to set jtee, once only,
Lke^;,, /

"
- '/ ^

n

', . '
, yraetuus, orjtttatie franllv,

_

ty*iA ' v t ,v -
au, does

'

* IS

self-evident , but this error of Jesus is for His Church a highly
instinctive and theiefore highly \aluable warning to distin-

guish between the temporary and the permanent in the work
of Jesus.

1 Not e\eiyonee\en of this school can go, however,
quite this length. Even ^ l.,-i.ii '" < .'T v^x , IM.M g that
Jesus erred in this matter, u -' - o.i M , < ^ ,if\ > i ( o think
of the mere definition of times and seasons as belonging to the
form lather than to the essence of His teaching (The Puijtlifth**

oj Jesus Christ, 1895, Eng tr. 1897, p 319; KoiinT* Jt .<,>(*

irren *
1896, p 3) , and in that Baldensperger is in substantial

' ;
, p 148, 2

p. 205).
1 .

-
. i

'

, - Lssagen Jesu, 1895,
- - - - *

< to ha\ e been able
-

i
t -here, e\ en if they

concein nothing but the form; while Weiffenbach (Die Frage,
etc p. 9) thinks we should hesitate to ^uppust Jesus could
have erred in too close a definition of rho time of HI- ads enl,

"n ' --"**--" i Tt ^ ,^ ^i ! i <
"

its time
* - i.'ul-,. n

T7i Probably
l

k

'J> ,' .:*, </..> y,s-,/,s ' l-", pp 167-
~

,
- ' _ ' tot bv appealing- to the con-

ditionalitv of all prophecy. *V< ( ix' r i: . ) r J. -t - <i J -fdi <i,

predict His return as coincident with the destruction of Jeru-
salem , ~M , , T

j
p

i n prophecy is conditioned upon the con-
duet ot -i M' .11 rgents involved 'between prediction and
fulfilment the conduct of man intrudes as .L infill ." T<|

P.?

factor on which the fulfilment depends.' Thu- T|"-
ii '3 v ,")ii

has not failed, but its fulfilment has only been postponed in

accordance, it must be confessed, not with the will of God, but
with that of man. It is difficult to see how Jesus is thus
shielded from the imputation of defective foresight ; but at
least Earth is able on this view still to look for a return of the
Lord.

The difficulty which the passages in our Saviour's

teaching under discussion present to the reverent

expositor is, of course, not to be denied or mini-
mized. But surely fi - ^'-Ti. i" \ \ >,M need to be
much more hopeless '.r' - >< " ' ' -void compel
or

"

.- T\ -lir j>-..i. i s>.'*." of error in One who has
ne^"

'

i.n\, (i n' error in anything else'

(Sanday in Hastings' DB ii. 635 the whole passage
should be read). The r ioM< PI i\i f,

1

* sus in this

matter, it is apparent, rs '"
! ;

*

isr, is not one
which can find its solution as a corollary to a specu-
lative general view of our Lord's self-consciousness,
its contents, and development. It is distinctly a

problem of exegesis. We should be very sure that
we know fully and precisely all that our Lord has
declared about His return its what and how and
when before we venture to suggest, even to our
most intimate thought, that He has committed so

gross an error as to its what and how and when as
is so often assumed ; especially as He has in the
most solemn manner declared concerning precisely
the words under consideration that heaven and
earth shall pass away, but not His words. It would
be sad if the passage of time has shown this de-

claration also to be mistaken. !Mean\v Uile, the

perfect foresight of our Lord, asserted and illus-

trated by all the Evangelists, certainly cannot be
set aside by the facile assumption of an error.on

His part in a matter in which it is so difficult to

-demonstrate an error, and in which assumptions of

call sorts are so little justified. For the detailed

,

,m Lk /*s .
. ., c fi ,, , , 01 let o/f, J7 times m the

Synoptic Gospeib Ine noun es&ierts t

'

remission
'

01
"
foi ti\ eness '

is found 8 times m the Synoptics, the woids 'of sins' 01 'of
trespasses' being either added or closely implied

In the treatment of the subject in this aiticle
three things mufat be boine in mind. Fust, that
the wordb employed by Clui&t and the ideas they
represent are not enthely new a& they come from
His lip&. GUI Lord ^presupposes and then puts
His own chaiacteristic impiebb upon a doctrine
of forgiveness with which His heaieis weie foi

the most part familiar, and \\hicli for us is em-
bodied in the OT. Secondly, that no complete
study of Christ's teaching concerning foigivene^s
can be made, unless other words, such as *

save,'

'justify,' and 'cleanse/ aie taken into account,
and the whole subject of lelease from the guilt
and bondage of sin, as promised by Him, is kept
in view. And, thu dly, that to stop short with tne
recorded words of Chiist Himself on the matter
is speakingly

J1
\ i >t to know His whole

mind upon it. i "\j - ii ^c- ible for Hun in the
course of His earthly ministry to set forth the full

significance of His woik for men, before it was
accomplished. Hence for a complete account of

the significance of His death we turn to the teach-

ing of the Apostles, enlightened as they were by
the Holy Spirit whom He had promised. In due
course were revealed those * many things

'

concern-

ing His cross and passion which His disciples
could not * bear *

duimg His lifetime. Down even
to the \ery close of His short ministry on earth
the rudimentary spiritual intelligence of the

Apostles was unequal to carrying the full burden
of the gospel as they afteiwards understood it.

The way in which that gospel was to be emphatic-
ally one of forgiveness, that *

through this man
is proclaimed remission of sins, and by him every
one that believeth is j'ustified from all things, fiom
which ye could not be justified by the law of

Moses,' was only made clear afterwards. It being
therefore <ai<nillv borne in mind that the OT
prepared ilie \\jivYoi Christ's teaching on forgive-

ness, and llisu i he Epistles developed and com-

pleted it, this article will deal only with that sta^e
in the biblical doctrine of the Subject which is

represented by Christ and the Gospels. The con-

sideration of it will be divided into four sections :

(1) the Divine forgiveness of man, (2) Christ's own

power to forgive sins, (f>

%

> ilio tint y of men to foi<;,\ o

one another, (4) the exiom to -\\liich nurlioiiu to

forgive is vested in the din-i urn eoimmuuiv

1. God the Father as forgiving
the sins of men.

The first reference chronologically to this bnbject

in the Gospels is found in the Benedwtns, or Psalm

of Zacharms (Lk I77). The prophecy concerning
John the Baptist announces that he is to give

'knowledge of salvation unto Ms people, in the

remission of their sins, according to the tender

mercy of our God,' etc. The whole tenor of the

canticle goes to show that God's ancient promises
were about to be fulfilled in the coining of a Saviour

through whom the great boon of remission of sins

was to be secured in a fuller sense than had hitherto

obtained. When the time came, John the Baptist
is declared to have pi cached the baptism of re-

pentance
* unto remission of sins

'

(Mk I
4
,
Lk 3s).

In the same connexion may be taken the interpre-

tation of the name Jesus in Mt I31
' he shall save

his people from their sins,* and,the
*

Saviour, Christ
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the Lord.' of Lk 211
, though the word foigiveness

'

does not occur. It was indeed implicit thiough-
out our Lord'b minisstry, all His* declarations con-

cerning His coming
' not to call the righteous, but

&inneife' (Mt 913
),

fi to seek and to save that which
was lost

'

(Lk 1910
j, and His promise of 4

re^t to the
souls* of men (Mt ll-y ), showing that the object of

His ministry was to reclaim from sin, by bringing
men to that forgiveness and cleansing \\ hich God
had promised through lepentance and faitli in Him
The explicit reference^ to forgiveness of bin aie

comparatively few, but they aie cleai and definite

in eharactei, and quite sufficient to establish doc-

trine on the subject. They aie* (ft) the petition
in the Lord's Prayer,

e

Forgive us our debts/
Mt 61-

('our sins/ Lk 113
,
combined with Mt

6U 15
,
Mk II25, which assert GodV ^ilimunc^ to

forgive under eeitain conditions. With these join
Lk 6J7, a parallel passage with a different turn of

expression,
* Release and ye shall be released/ the

reterence clearly being to sin. (6) The parables of

Lk 15, especially that of the Piodigal Son, and of

the Pharisee and the Publican m Lk IS'*"
1
*, (c) Our

Saviour's prayer on the cross,
*

Father, forgive
them/ etc., Lk 2334. (d) Statements concerning
God's \\*"\ ' rn -- to foigive all si'i-. luhullM-r
those '

"vi - *' Son of man/ but ^vlii-liriir ibc

unpardonable sin against the Holy G!io-v Hi I-!--,

Mk 3^, Lk 12W ; add also Mk 412
,
in which Isaiah's

prophet A N n jn i -< nr ( .,] >.* Ving fulfilled,
*
lest they

shouii A-;i'
k 'iL a u. !>. TU -non (healed)/

I \ 1 1 nil} lih-" T-i.^-,t^- -
iOgether, we are war-

ran s on < u K hiil in ^ i nil" ('In ist taught the readi-

ne-oi i in. r.jiiei ,il\\j\- '0 hear the niiwr of fh-i

truly penitent and in His mercy to p in Ion I'KM

MIIS, the chief questions being, What is the exact
nature of forgiveness ? Is ifc free to all mankind,
or to those only who are in covenant relation with
Him * Is any condition besides that of repentance
laid down'1*

The meaning of the word c

f<yy>\fnt^/ jiriJ the
relation between God and man Im!>K-d in it mu-r
be gathered largely from the 1' 1 )o.ibi u -* nndor
the old covenant a pro^pressive revelation is to be

recognized, an advance in spirituality of teaching
being discernible in its later stages Doubtless
also it is necessary to bear in mind the distinction
between the ceremonial standpoint of the Law
with its elaborate ritual and appointed sacrifices
on the one hand, and the more purely spiritual
view of the prophet and psalmist on the other.

Biit, bioadly speaking, Christ, like the more
*
Evangel lull' OT prophets, represents forgiveness

as a pure act of grace on the part of God, who on
the repentance of the sinner receive - him giac 'ou-l\

and pardons his tran^irre^ion m the ^ji)>e of K'

placing the offender in In-- former relation of

acceptance and favour. Forgiveness is not mere
remission of penalty, the forbearing to inflict de-
served punishment though such release is for the
most part included. Punishment may still be
exacted, but^it has lost its penal character and
becomes Divine chastisement inflicted for the im-
provement of the offender, or for the sake of others.
Neither doe- forgiveness imply any false or arbi-
trarv dealing v ith the past, anv condoning of sin
winch IT> essentially immoral or ignoring of the
transgression, as if it ha4 not been committed
which would imply a weak and false attempt to
secure the impossible. Hor, again, can any land
of remission of sins be predicated of God which
implies unrighteousness in any form, the solemn
sanctions of the eternal law of righteousness being
secured by the conditions upon which forgiveness
is

granted.
But the essence of forgiveness lies in the estab-

lishment, or restoration, of a personal relation be-
tween sinful man and a grieved and righteously

angry God. Omnipotence itself cannot erase the

event from the hibtoiy of the pa&t, and holiness

will not permit any concealment or pretence as to

the hemousness of the offence committed. But the

sm may be *

covered,
5 the guilt cancelled, in the

sense that on cei tain conditions it shall be as if it

had never been, &o far as the relation between God
and the sinner is concerned. Hence sin when for-

gi\ en is baid to be ' cast into the depth of the sea 3

(Mic 7 l9
),

* cast behind thy back' (Is 3817
), removed

l

as> far as the east is from the west' (Ps 1031J
),

'lemembeied no rnoie' (Jer 31s4
) against the

winner.

Ritbchl saj s :
'

God, in forgiv mg or pardoning sins, exercises
Hi&vull m the direction of not penmtting the contradiction

expressed in guilt in ^hich smnezs stand to Him to hinder
that fellowship of men with Him \\ hich He intends on higher
grounds.* Ifc does not, he adds, 'free them altogethei iiom
the consciousness of guilt, but from that mistrust which, as an
affection of the consciousness of guilt, naturally separates the

injured man from t i. *

"
"<< * And again, it is 'a reconcilia-

tion of such a nati. *
'

u * i memory , indeed, preserves the

pain felt at the sm \\hieh has been committed, jet at the same
time the place of mistrust towards God is taken bj the positi\ e

assent of the will to God and His saving purpose
'

FoTiuvene-"> can never be adequately understood

by mean -5 of any figuie of speech, commercial or
other. It lepresents a relation of persons, and its

essence lies in the restoration of impaired con-

fidence, affection, and favouiable regard It has to

do not only -with the past, but the present and
the future, and it is exercised by God towaids
men just in proportion as they are capable of

leeeiving it.

Ilcjw iitancc is the one condition clearly laid down
and repeatedly insisted on in the Gospels. It is

necessary as between man and man, much more
between man and God. When John the Baptist
conies to j-fL'ptiK' i

1 10 way of the Saviour, nothing
can be <!<io v-Jiour that (hoioimli^oin^ repent-
ance which implies reformat ion -o rar a- man can
effect it. Repentance is indeed a necessary in-

gredient of forgivene-> if the two terms are rightly
understood. Sorrow for sin arid complete renuncia-
tion of it are not arbitrary conditions which the

So\ereign chooses to exact before bestowing a
boon ; they belong to the very essence of the per-
sonal relation between Father and son which has
been impaired or broken by error and dibobedience,
and which is to be restored in forgiveness For an

impenitent sinner not to be punished is conceivable,
but for such a one to be forgiven is a contradiction
in terms. The necessity for a forgiving spint in
one who hopes himself to be forgiven is dealt with
below.
God is then 'good and ready to forgive' (Ps 865),

a God '

keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving
iniquity, transgression, and sin' (Ex 347

) It

would, however, bo nii-Jeadirig to generalize and
say that this attribute of mercy obviates all neces-

sity for an atonement, or vindication of the law
of righteousness, and that throughout the whole
history of the world nothing more is needed to
obtain Divine forgiveness of sin than confession
and repentance on the part of man. The promises
of the OT were given to those who stood in a
covenant relation \\ ii/h God, in which His righteous-
ne^ \v as effectually safeguarded Christ's ministry
^ a* exerc i^ed amongst Je\\ s in the first instance,
and the presuppositions of OT Scripture must be
taken into account.
The same may be said of the two gracious

parables of our Lord which chiefly deal with tins

subject. It is impossible to found accurate doc-
trine on a parable only, and it is always a mistake
to suppose that one parable can cover the whole
range of doctrine. The three recorded in Lk 15
were uttered to show the nature of Christ's mission
and His desire to seek and save the worst sinners,
as well as the willingness of God to receive such,
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and the joy of heaven and earth when the penitent
returns and is pardoned The moial basib on
which this becomes possible in the Divine govern-
ment is another matter The cosmic conditions of

forgiveness are described in their pro ',

Scupture. But in the parable of the V- J . ,,' ^:
the lesson is impressed that the utmost iailure in
hhal duty will be readily forgiven, if the wanderer
will but repent and return. In the parable of the
Pharisee and the Publican the essential teaching
is the same the danger lest thote who comply
with rules of ordinary moiahty should so plume
themselves on their obedience as to lose the sense
of their own deep need and ill-de&eit, and the fact
that grave offenders against the fundamental la\v s

of righteousness, like the publican and the harlot,

may lind their way into the kingdom of grace
befoie the self-iighteous Pharisee. But it would
be utterly misleading, even to the subversion of

the very foundations of ethics, if the infeience
were drawn that it matters nothing how deeply a
man sins, provided that when his evil course is over
he iegrets his errors and asks foi pardon, and that
there is no reason in the moral government of the
Universe why such a man should not be at once

forgiven without infraction of the eternal law of

righteousness
This general conclusion is borne out by Christ's

strong language '"_!
*

, u pecially that
sm which cannot , .. . i :

- M 1232
, Rlk 329

,

Lk 1210
). In sp

1
\>> , '/ 1 i >

->versy which
has taken place i.- " .\-.- >. sin against
the Holy Ghost and the misunderstandings con-

cerning it which have caused unspeakable spiritual

anguish to thousands, there seems little question
that the only sin thus pronounced unpardonable is

that of wilful and persistent sinning against light
till light itself is turned 11 o darkness, the per-

verting of truth at its very source, where the Holy
Spirit Himself instructs the conscience, and thus

poisoning the wells of the soul. Therefore, not in

virtue of an arbitrary fiat of the Almighty, but by
the necessity of the case, such sm cannot be for-

given.
c A lamp's death when, replete with oil, it

chokes; a stomach's w 1
'- -

*

,i! ;

*

-

1
'

fuod,
it starves/ "With this v- 1

, , ". } -i*. -/- she
Savioui's prayer in Lk 23 4̂ '

Father, forgive them ;

for they know not what they do.' The sin of

Christ's murderers, heinous indeed beyond expres-
sion, was a sin against the Son of man, and at
least in the case of most of those implicated and so

far as the full gravity of the offence was concerned
it was not such a deliberate and complete per-

version of conscience as to amount to a sm against
the Holy Spirit. The reason why the unforgiving
cannot be forgiven is to be similarly understood.
Hence the general doctrine is laid down in the

Gospels in unmistakable terms, that God the Father
is ready to receive and pardon all sinners except
those who shut themselves out from its possibility
by wilfully cherishing a ^piiit knoAAn to be evil,
and del ibeiately hardening their own heart -> against
the giaoe vhioh ^a^ ieady to icccive and renew
them. See UNPAEDONABLE SIN.

2, It is clear that Christ's i< Mlfmjr com mr'n^
foigivene^ \v as not exhausted iv the pioi Ummi ion

of the Fathei s willingness to io< civu the penitent.
He Himself claimed the power toforgive, which was
recogni/ed by all to be a Divine prerogative. In
Mt 9 Mk 2, and Lk 5 is recorded the narrative of

the healing of the paialytic, which had evidently
impressed itself strongly upon tradition, since it is

given by all three Synoptists at greater length
than usual and almost in the same words. It was
one of the grounds of offence which ultimately
caused the death of Jesus, that, whilst lowly in

demeanour, He put forth claims for Himself so

lofty that to a reverent Jew He appeared often to

blaspheme Jesus does not deny the fundamental
assumption that none can forgive &inb but God
only. To a true behe\ei in one God this i& an
axiom ; there ibbut one Governor and theie can be
but one Fount of pardon Jesus did not thereupon
disclaim the possession of a Divine pieiogative.He put His own claims to an easily applied test,
Whether is, it eabier to tell a sufieier that his sins
are foi given, or to heal him of an memable malady '

In other words, any piophet may speak words* of
comfoit or absolution, but one who shows the
power of healing in oider to establish his claim to

pronounce r<. ^ , -i , is, no oidinaiy mes-enuei,
but pioves li - to be the Son of God -with

powei. The whole incident evidently made a
deep impression, for we aie told that the people
wondeied, praised God, and acknowledged that
unprecedented and superhuman po\ver had been
entiusted to a son of man.
The close connexion between the work that

Chust did for the bodies of men and the power
that He claimed over then souls in the foi give-
ness of sin, is suggested in other nanatives,
though someM hat less clearly. The inference has
been drawn from Jn 514 and the eaily tradition
recorded in 8*1

, that Jesus habitually pronounced
remission of sin and gave power to amend the life

m future, but the brief records in these cases

haidly warrant such a conclusion.
The nairative of the woman who was a sinner,

recorded in Lk 7#-B
,
is full of instruction on the

subject of forgiveness The mission of Christ to
save the outcast and the abandoned is here deli-

cately and beautifully shown. The only doubtful

point of interpretation relates to the giound of for-

giveness as described in v. 47
. Many commentators,

including the chief Eoman Catholic authorities,
make the foigiveness extended to the woman to

depend upon the love she showed, and at first, read-

ing this might seem warranted by the phrase
' for

she loved much. 5 But on examination this is seen
to be impossible For (1) the whole scope of the

parable of the two debtors shows that forgiveness
precedes love ; (2) the latter part of v.47 enforces
the same lesson; and so (3) does the absolution

pronounced in v. 48 . The only ambiguity lies in
the pregnant use of Srt in v.47

,
and the meaning of

the clause may be expressed by the paraphrase,
' This is the reason why I tell you that her many
sins are forgiven for (see) she has shown much
love ; but he who is forgiven little, loves little

*

Her repentance and acceptance had taken place
before, her grateful love was manifested in retuin

by the oulpounug of the ointment; and in v.48

Christ tiirlionniiucly confirms the assurance of

her free uul full paT !lon as One who had an abso-
lute right to do so.

The doctrine of the forgiveness of sins on the
basis of atonement through the death of Christ is

not, propeily speaking, revealed l>y Christ Himself.
The FourthfGospel contain 1* pa^fige^ like I29 and a
reference in 1938 to the Paschal lamb (?) but neither
of these comes from the lips of the Master. The
ni-aiot approach to -ucli ieclnn^ is found in the
IIIMU iuin~of I h< Loi<l ,su|.]Kr ;iad the reference
TO His blood as sheu fo^ the it mission of sins in

Mt 26^, also perhaps in the directions given to the

Apostles in Lk 2-t47 .
By^ the time of St. Paul's

cailiest Epistles the doctrine of the atoning death
of Christ as the ground of the foTghfm 1*^ of sins

was fairly developed, and the qiu'suoM i^ How far
had

progress
been made in this direction "before;

the death of Christ took placo ? The answer

appears to be that as with the doctrines of tfee

Incarnation and a Future Life in the OT fore-

shadowings only had heen given, hints and indica-

tions of a revelation whicli could not be clearly
and definitely made until Christ's work was com
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plete and the full gift of the Spirit bestow ed. A
]

reference i found in Mt 202S to the giving up ot
;

life by the Son of man s as a ransom foi many,' but
j

the Apostles could not m Christ's liietrme under-
i

stand at all the need for Hib death and the tull i

meaning of the bhedding of His blood upon the
j

eio^ ; and it-* connexion with the forgiveness of
|

sins dawned upon them only gradually under the ',

illumination of the promised'Spirit. ^
j

3. One of the rno^t iut vn'iiir f-i:.n- in

Christ's ethical i"<.
>,K.Vm_r vs -> ill- ru:.!<, 'UM oi ,

the (fat if fjfalttw^'
<> i it*'tfoifftren*& of mttn />// }

men. 'Tlie standard thus set up \\tib juactically
'

new. In Pagan ethics to revenge an injury and

punish an enemy to the utmost A\as manly, to
'

roigive "vvas> mean-spirited. Some aiiront^ might
be passed ovei by the magnanimous man, Dimply
because it was beneath his diinit\, i U'-iii'lM _.

to his equanimity, to notice them. \\ . i u k lut.t

of not only iil^tami'iL from \ CM _< , i> iu actually
!.-.* _ i .lender to a icU ii-'i *i .>:iv,K-iegard,

',. i!
' of human brotherhood and for the

sake ol helping an erring one to regain his forfeited

position, vas quite alien to the spirit of ancient
nioials.

Christ taught not only the duty of foigiveriest

on repentance, but that it AUIS to l>e unlimited
lioth in quality and in quantity. Xo offence was
ho berious, no repetition of offences &o excessive,
that forgiveness might be withheld, provided only
that penitence were shown, Tlie former of these

points i^J not enlarged on by Christ, but it is

involved in the proverbial (M-ni'liii !*- of the

phrase
e unto .seventy tiuie-s st\\ i ,Mt Iv-i. Such

torgiveness of injuries uas based upon two funda-
mental principles of Christian ethics : (rr) the duty
of r 4

p!L' inir all personal resentment, closely con-
nucU'ii with the virtues of meekness and humility;
and (ft) that love to all men, including enemies,
which paradoxical as it might appear Christ

enjoined as fundamentally incumbent on all His

disciples (Mt 541 ). The 'love
1 and forgiveness

thus inculcated do not depend upon personal
merits, for they are to be exercised even towards
the unthankful and the evil. But the one neces-

sary < oiulitiuri ifpont.iiut
1 -is insisted on, else

the moral < harm tci <r foigivenebss is lost. For,
as already explained, for^ivcne^ is a relation
between persons, and if it be included as a duty
in a moral code, it must imply an ethical reiatkm,
such as is altogether I:u km;r if evil is condoned, or
its seriousness -Ii<;hted Hem e the offender must,
so far as in him lies, put away the evil thing, if it

is to be no longer a barrier between him and one
whose course is determined by the law of righteous-
ness.

^
Tm mil\ mor-'J nature of Christian forgive-

ness is hrou/u. our in Lk 17s, where it is closely
joined -with the duty of reproving sin 'If thy
brother MM, rebuke him ; and if he repent, forgive
him.

5
With, this may be compared Lv 1917 where

the reproof of an evil-doer is spoken of as a
maxk of lore. Just as in the Law the righteous
man is bidden to rebuke his neighbour and not
* bear sin because of him/ so under the gospel lie

is bidden to forgive the penitent wrong-doer, that
lie may help him to a better life.

The close connexion between God's forgiveness
of man and man's forgiveness of injuries against
himself is brought out in Mt 612 15 Lk 11*; see
also Lk 6s7 and Mk II 25- 36

. In the last passage, as
well as in Mt 5s3* M

, the duty of being
* in love and

charity with our neighbours/ and *in perfect
charity with all men/ is laid down as a condition
of acceptable prayer to God. The reason is akin
to that described above. There are ome states of
mind In which a wor^nj-pcr is not fit to pray, in
which he asks for Mt>-M'nr- that he is not capable
of reeeiying. The principle is not to be understood

a^ a kind of Divine l*\c tnhutits. as in the parable
of the Unmemful Debtoi (Mt IS'"} that a man
does not deserve meicy lnim>ell, il he Aull not

.show it to others, though this i& tiue and appeals
to a natural bense of justice Rather is it to be
undeibtood that the unforgiving man shows essen-

tial impenitence, or at be&t an uneducated con-

science in respect of his i elation^ with hib fellows

A man \\ho cheiishess hardne^fe of heait towaids
those \\lio ha\e injmed him bo otiendb againbt the

law ot love that he cannot be received by the God
ot love, and cannot enjoy the le^ioied relationship
\\hich he a^ka for in the Divine forgiveness, the

whole siiijiicfince of v Inch is due to the &upiemacy
of love. Or, as Bey&chlag expi esses it, 'he who
would belong to the"kingdom ot love as a recipient
mxifet belong to it a& an agent.' The merciful

alone can obtain nieicy, or rightly use it when it

is panted to them.
4. Similar punciples to those which regulate the

i elation ot individuals are to be applied where
Christian communities arc concerned* The two
aie closely connected, as is shown by the passage
Mt IS15'18

. Clui-st deals fust with the oftendmg
mdivi<lual : if it can be avoided, recouise must
not be had to the authority of the Christian

society. It may be that peibonal remonbtrance
will .suffice to set right the offender, or at least

the moral influence of the brotherhood exercised

in private by the presence of two or three wit-

nesses. If the whole community is compelled to

act, the utmost penalty inflicted 'is expulsion from
the biotherhood. the only lights then ', . >

the excommunicated person being th- . -.

'

onefe of a fello\\-nian.

The question c"
'

,>*.') - " condemnation as

exereibed by the , > ",. ,.". v ,,T - - from the phrase-
ology concerning binding and loosing contained in

v. 1&
, with which should be compared the words

addressed to St Peter in Mt 1618
5 and those ad-

dressed to a company which seems certainly to

have included more than the Apostles,
in Jn 20W.

The power granted to the Christian community in

tiie words,
c
"Vfhosesoe\ er sins ye remit, they are

remitted unto them; and whosesoever sins ye
retain, jfchey

are retained,
7

is not to be confused
with Diviiie uauih^m' of sins on the one hand,
or with indiv dun!. loi'jiu f< on the other.

Wliilst more -.'irnii<,Mu ih<m the latter, it stops
far short of ilv Tonut Individual Christians
are to do their be-' }>ii \afclv to stop the progress
of ill-feeling and enmity but offences

'
will still

arise. A power of (hoiking them is therefore

lodged with the coninmnuy ior the maintenance
of purity and the avoidance of scandal. This is

described as the power of
*

binding and loosing.'

Acting in the name of Christ, and presumably in
the spirit of Christ, His Church will, He says, in

a sense exercise His authority, and their action,
whether of porMiK-ion or prohibition, of condem-
nation or ia 1

1

MI* j.l. will be ratified in heaven.
This power, while great and important, is clearly
not comparable to the Divine forgiveness of the
individual sinner. This involves a full knowledge
of circumstances and of the disposition of the
inmost heart which no man can possess in relation
to his fellow -man. No authority is given by
Christ to a community still less to a 'priest,

3

of
whom it i^ needless to say that the Gospels know
absolutely nothing to exercise or to pronounce
*foi<rivenes<*

7

in the case of any individual. But
just as an offender belonging to a Christian com-
munity needs to be rebuked by the Church in

order that the Divine condemnation of wrong-
doing may be echoed on earth, and earthly
penalties may be inflicted which may arrest
further evil and so prevent the terrible danger
of worse punishment to come; so the penitent
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needs assurance from an eaithly authority to help
him in his upward couise of reformation, though
the real and ultimate transaction of fui^m- <--

must lest between himself and Gocl alone Ine
high authoi ity thus conferred upon the Christian

society jind the lesponsible character attached to
its judgments dei <>

p id (Purely upon its possession
of that spurt iiul oi*-i VM ini"i \\hich the Holy
Spmt alone can bestow, and its acting always in

the name of Christ and under the dnection and
control of the Spirit of Chu&t.

LITERATURE From amongst the numberless books beanng
directlj or mdnectly on the subject may be mentioned
Be^schlag, XT 7", ,

'
, \ v ch iv 11, and ch \n 3

and 4 , Ste\ en 1- \ / !','>< pt i ch \m
, Moberly,

Atonement and Personality, chs 2 and 3 , Seelej, Ecce Homo,
chs 22 and 23 , Knight, Chnstian Ethic, ch 11

,
rml < -p<n ilh

Ritschl, Chti&tian Doctrine oj T-' > >i " I /i,'mn< ifia f nnt,

1S74, \ol 111 [Eng
1

ti. under - ,. , <
* -

190UJ , see also

Bethune-Baker, art.
'

Forgiveness' in Hastings' DB.
W. T. DAVISON.

FORSAKEN. Mt 2746
1|.

See DERELICTION.

FORSAKING ALL.

a<p;av;, Mt 420 22:=Mk 118 20
; Lk 5U J Mt 1927 29=Mk 1Q28 29=

Lk IS253 29
, otroTMo-ffsa-Hon,

'

renounce,' Lk 14&* In Lk 9fal --a'-f-
Mo-tiat rai? ik "ov olaov pou may mean either ' bid farewell to those
in my house '

(of Mk 6^6, Ac 1818, 2 Co 213), or ' renounce the

things ui my house/ venuncnare negoens domesticis (Erasm )

Jesus had two classes of d'-cl'ilo- First there
was the multitude of those v lio ncln-xu, on Him ;

and, while He required that they should ^ive Him
the chief place in their affection and shrink from
no sacrifice for His sake, He allowed them to
lemain where He had found them, pio^ecuting
their old avocations, yet rendering no small service
to the 1C

"" r
Heaven bj l<-J.ify^,^ i/o His

grace what He had do'no Joi their
souls. Inen mere were the Twelve, whom He
required to be always with Hun, following Him
wherever He went, sharing His lot, and entering
by daily intercourse and discipline into the mys-
steries of the Kingdom of Heaven, that they might
be fitted for the task of * His work
when He was gone. Some , like the
Gerasene demoniac, would fain have attached
themselves to Him and joined the fellowship of

His comrades ; but He refused their offer. He
had other work for them to do. * Away to thine
house unto thy people, and proclaim to them what
great things the Lord hath done to thee, and how
he had pity on thee '

(Mk 519=Lk 8s9 ).

In every instance He laid it down as the inexor-
able condition of admission to His inner circle
that the man should forsake all home, kindred,
and po^se^sion^ 'Come after me,' He said to
Simon and Andrew when He called them on the
shore of the Lake of Galilee,

' and I will make you
fishers of men.' And it is written that e

they im-

mediately left their nets and followed him.' Then
He called James and John, and they also 'left

their father Zebedee in the boat with the hired

men, and went away after him' (Mk 116
-20=

Mt 418'22). And in His commission to the Twelve,
when He sent them foith two by two to preach
and heal, He reiterated this condition of Apostle-
ship. He laid His hand on the tenderest of human
affections and claimed for Himself a prior devo-
tion :

* He that loveth father or mother above me
is not worthy of me ; and he that loveth son or

'Iniifrhf or above me i^ not worthy of me. And one
\\ lio doth noi take hi-> cross, and follow after me, is

not worthy of me 5

(M i If)
33 ^

i.

Of course it was ino\ liable that those who fol-

lowed Jesus wherever He went should share His
homeless and desolate lot ; but He had a special
reason for His emphatic -insistence on this condi-
tion. The men of His generation cherished a
secular ideal of the Messiah. They looked for

a- king of David's lineage who should appear in

might and majesty and, diivmg out the heathen,
set up the fallen throne in mole than it^ ancient
splendour. Even the Twelve &haied tint, ideal,
and they clung to it to the last. _< u M. -

]i
:.^ them-

selves to the lowliness of theii Z\j ,.-,.,' "A* the
theory that it ^as only a tempoiaiy veiling of
His glory, and that He would pielently Ifing
off His disguibe and flash foith in Hi^'pioper
majebty. They had left all that they might tollow
Him, but they condoled themselves, ^ ith the anti-

cipation of a -;IM\\ . iiu o\eifkr\\mg lecompense.
"Behold,' said "*- iVui alter the "youmj iulei"s
refusal to make the saciihce -which Je>iib de-
manded, 'we have left all and followed thee * \\hat
then shall we have 9 '

It was tow aid> the close, and
the Twelve were beginning to fear that they had
been hugging a false hope, and would have no
such recompense as they dreamed of.

s

Veiily I
tell you,' ansA\eied Jesus, pitying their discomfi-
ture yet resolute to correct their error, that ye
that have followed me, in the regeneration when
the Son of man shall sit upon the throne of his

gloiy, shall yourselves albo sit upon twelve thrones

judging the twelve tribes of Israel. And every
one who hath left brethren, or sisters, or fathei, or

mother, or childien, or lands, or houses, for my
name's sake, shall receive manifold more, and shall
inherit eternal life. But,' He added significantly,
hinting at a reversal of their expectation,

'

many
last shall be first, and fiist last' (Mt 1927

-30=Mk
1028-31=Lk IS28-30

). They were right in expecting
a iccompense but their recompense would be other
than they conceived.
As time passed and He still trod the path of

humiliation, they fietted at Hi& inexplicable pro-
crastination ; and, as the darkness deepened, and
the toils closed about Him, they reasoned that the
inevitable denouement could be no longer deferred.

During His last progress to Jerusalem, with His
intimation of the Passion in their ears, they were
dreaming their worldly dream. He was going up
to the sacred capital, and, they assured 11 KM MM Uo-,
it could be for naught else than the cLnmuig "f

His crown j and James and John, conspiring with
their mother Salome, , ,

*

\

""

Tlim ac^ ;
,.1

;

to extort from Him a < . they > *,

awrarded the chief places beside His throne (Mt
20 2 -28=Mkl035-45

}.

Such was the Messianic ideal which dominated
the minds of our Lord .^ conioipporarie-; and it

was fraught with mi^nief. hindering more than

aught else the reco^ruiiou of Ih^ ( limn-. In truth
the marvel is not that ^o fov\ ;ic<eplcd TTim, but
that with such an t\po<wition au^ huup'ed Him.

They were looking fora rloiiou.s> Me-- uili, a king
with a crown on his head and an army at his back ;

and Jesus presented Himself, the Son of man,
meek anu lov!\. ^P w^~ antithesis of what, they
believivi, ili' Mi--'j 'i -no:iM be. He lost no oppor-

tunity of i'0*i -i\*\~ ncr'nst the unspiritual ideal,
and not tin- <M-I -inki'v of His protests is this

condition which He constantly and emphatically
placed before those who desired to attach them-
selves to Him. A scribe once came to Him and
said :

*
Teacher, I will follow thee wherever thou

goest/ What was his notion ? He had been con-

vinced of the Messiahship of Jesus, and, sharing
the prevailing expectation, thought to reap a rich

harvest of honour and emolument in the new era

which would presently be inaugurated. Certainly,
he argued, when Jesus won His ow n and rewarded
His faithful followers, He would award the fore-

most place to one so distinguished by rank and

learning.* And how did Jesus answer? 'You
are expecting,' He said,

'

office and honour in am

earthly kingdom Realize the fact. If you follow

me wherever I go, you must forsake all and share
* So Chrysost., Jerome.
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my lowly and painful lot The foxes have holes,
and the birds of the heaven nests ; but the Son of
man hath not where to lay down his head J *

(Lk
9>7 58 =Mt819 - 20

).

Again, when He was travelling through Galilee
on His last journey up to Jerusalem, He was
followed by an enthusiastic throng Knowing
whitber He was bound, they concluded that He
was going to declare Himself king of Israel, and

they were for following Him all the way and

sharing in His triumph. Suddenly He wheeled
round (<rTpa<j>ei$) and addressed them: ' If any man
cometh after me, and doth not hate his father, and
mother, and wife, and children, and brethren, and
sisters, yea, moreover, even his own life, he cannot
be my disciple. Whosoever doth not bear his

cross, and come after me, cannot be my disciple.
3

Then He added two parables, the Unfinished
Tower and the Two Kings, warning against the

folly of embarking upon an enterprise which one is

incapable of carrying through. So, therefore,
5 He

concluded,
*
if ye would follow me, understand the

condition. Count the cost, and determine whether

you are prepared to meet it. Every one of you
who doth not renounce all that he hath cannot be

my disciple
'

(Lk 1425
-33

). DAVID SMITH.

FORTY.- See NUMBERS.

FOUNDATION OF THE WORLD. The phrase

KorajSoX^ jc6oywu occurs in Mt 2S34
, Lk II50

, Jn 1724

(xdfffjMv is doubtful in Mt 133S , see RVm). It is a
common expression in the NT, e.g Eph I4, He 43

926
,
1 P I20 , Rev 13s 178. In general it denotes a

time sense, implying a strong declaration of pri-

ority. It always occurs with the prepositions dx6
or Trp6 KurapdM -'i".!!; means the laying
down or founding > i i \,

'
. u hence the absolute

beginning. K6<rpo$ is a word of much more varied

meaning, into the different phases of which we
need not here enter. Its present use as applied to
the Universe is well established. The whole ex-

pression is equivalent to the phrase found in Mk
106 1319 * from the beginning of the creation

:

(0,71-6

dpxys KTiareus).
' Old Testament Hebrew has no

term which would quite correspond to the Greek
6 Kda-fMos' (Dalman, Words of Jesus, p. 162). Mt
1335 is an unliteral rendering of Ps 782

DI^JD,
which the LXX translates d?r' apx^s.

' The founda-
tion of the world' stands for the definite epoch
when this present Universe was 01 Urinal od.

"\\ . to. KEEK:
FOUR. See NUMBERS.

FOWL. The word 'fowl 5

is now almost re-
stricted to poultry, and especially to that familiar
bird in a farmyard, the barn-door fowl '

; but it

is used in the NT in a wider sense. The Gr. word
irerj-wd (lit. flying things ') does not indeed signify,
as its derivation might imply, all winged creatures

,i in- <! -M_' -MK /lines attached to * fowls' in Old
I j.,Vh ll.i-'nu^DjB, art. 'Fowl'). It denotes

'l
1

'
1

'".
"'

\''
1( ' lnere are many species in Pale-

stine, including some which are only birds of pas-^V1 Un'i us>. QuiioailuufLiih AV renders ireTeivd
.'\ In'r-'inMi v" ];{'-, I K !)% and by

* fowls '

in
Mi )

\
I *', Mk 44- 32

, Lk 85 1224 1319
. In every case

in which irerecvd occurs in the Gospels KV gives
* birds/

Borrowing so much as He did from outward
nature, our Lord often employed birds to illustrate
His teaching. Their nests are contrasted with
His own pillowless couch (Mt 820

). In the parable
of the Sower they devour the seed that falls by
the wayside (Mt 134) ; in that of the Mustard Seed

* r xfc;v xby, cf. Jn 1930 &ittK^ xe(fot^v jestis
never rested till, His work being- finished, He rested on the
cross.

they lodge under the shadow of the huge plant
which grew out of such a tiny germ (

Mk 43J ). Their

free undistracted lives play an important pait in

that cumulative argument which Christ builds up
in the Sermon on the Mount against the tyranny
of care. They neither sow, reap, nor gather into

barns, yet the heavenly Father feeds them (Mt
626), i e. they are inferior to man in two respects.
For (1) they cannot anticipate and influence the

future as man can by the exercise of his reason

or the labour of his hands ; (2) God is only their

Creator, but He is man's Father, and will not foiget
His child. Though the 'fowls

3 cannot foiesee, or

work, or trust, they have no care. Yet they are

fed. How foolish of man, who can do all these

things, to fall so far beneath the '

fowls/ and worry
over food and drink, when his first duty is to seek

the kingdom of God and His righteousness !

D. A. MACKINNON.
FOX (dXtfonyS). Foxes and jackals aie refeired

to mdisciiminately in Scriptme, although the fox

is somewhat smaller in size, and is generally found

singly, whereas jackals prowl aiound villages in

small packs. Both animals aie of a timid nature,
and exhibit similar cunning and stealth in securing
their prey, and live in deserted luins and among
the rocks of . Christ's allusion

to them(Mt -
! * :

, meaning from the

fact that while places of refuge and lest were
r

1

- T s.f V allotted to such outcast creatuies, the
*'! \ M,',M had not where to lay His head. His
reference to Heiod as a fox (Lk 1332

)
is not only

expressive of <ont(ui])l, but may allude to the

cause of the king s hostility : he was the mvadei of

vineyards who had taken his brother's wife The
verses that follow also indicate that Christ's death
must be otheiwise brought about. The petty and
furtive intentions of Herod must give \\ay to the

grander rapacity of Jerusalem as the histoncal

destroyer of the prophets. G. M. MACKIE

FRAGMENTS (K\dcr^ara, pieces broken for dis-

tribution ; cf. KXatr/Adrw? tiprwv of LXX Ezk 1319
).

All the S\ n-!)' *- i- u,' i -lu that, when the nmaculous
luoiLii^r o i'v mi:! !*'> ended, the broken pieces
lOMLrimingovc] Fioin the meal- ( ^a'lio 1

- -1 h.ij.'il

deposited in twelve baskets (M, I I-
,

MIv. (J-, ) \

917
). St John adds that this was done in obedience

to Christ's command, addiessed to the disciples, by
nl MI i - .--,, < -i'ly the work was performed (Jn 61J

).

Tls" - r | ',,-!, .- collected far exceeded the amount
of the original stock, and bore witness to the abun-
dance of t

1
'

_

<

"* '

\ of. The carefulness
shown in

'

i-annants of food was
intended to avoid any appearance of waste, and
served to correct any tendency to undervalue what
had come to the reupieiii *< < 1 <

,i]
1\ The miracle

was^ one of the \ciy cwiiiiMi'iil '. ases in which
^' ' * "* ""

for men is ordinary wants, was
view of the urgent necessity that

juaa arisen (Ivit 1415), and, while it raised expecta-
tions of similar benefits in the future (Jn 626), was
not designed to produce this result. The storing
of the fragments for future use would tend to
indicate that such miracles were not to be every-
day occurrences. As in all Christ's miracles, there
is strict economy of supernatural resources, which
are resorted to only when natural resources fail.

. W. S. MONTGOMERY.
FRANKINCENSE (nA, Mfavos). One of the

ingredients of incense (n-jiap), Ex 3084, and one of
the gifts brought by the Magi to the infant Saviour
(Mt 211

) The name is derived from p> 'to be
white,' akin to which is lubdn, the name by which
frankincense is known in Arabia. It is a fragrant
gum or resin, the produce of the tree Boswelha
Serrata, of the natural oider Arnyridacese, from
which it is obtained by slitting the bark. The
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tiee itself is a native of Central and Southern
India, whence the gum, which requires no fuither

pieparation than being allowed to harden, is ex-

poited to Europe, the yellowish 01 mfeiioi qualitym laiger quantities than the white. Some un-

ceitamty has existed as to the souice of the supply.
It seems cleai that no such tree existed in Palestine,
but that the fiankmcense used theie was imported
thiough Aiabia (cf Is 606

,
Jei 6JO

,
wheie ' incense

'

in AV ought to be 'frankincense,' and is so rendered
in ItV) The opening up of India by JBiitam made
it plain that the source of the supply, which had
pieviously come through Peisia, was to be found
iheie.

The iitual use of fiankmcense, in the OT as

among the heathen, denotes diiect adoiation. It

is binned as an append,ige to the min/idh (Lv 22
)

Acceding to old .ilk'-oi ,/ni^ tiaditionsj the frank-
incense ottered by the Magi signified the Divinity
ot the Holy Child, the gold n'pio-ciiiip;: His

loyalty, the i \:^\ < ''er His healing powers or
Hib prospect M \\ i . i r

al-
4 Fiankmcense

'

"
e Genus
\\vii ,

s J. i:

trt

-!

FREEDOM. See FREE WILL and LIBERTY.

FREE WI1JL. It is not easy to give a definition

of Free Will that is not J
.

'

-

T

,

"

indeed,

strictly speaking, it cannot De aeiined.. It may,
however, be described as the ability to determine
within oneself as to one's acts 01 courses of action
We have not anywheie in the Gospels or, indeed,
in the NT mention made in specific terms of Free

Will, or any statement made m so many words
that eithei the Divine will or the will of man is

free. We have little, in fact, of
*

,

"

or
"" " *

discussion i ,

j
v in

\ I I j .pproach to such a thing is

in Ro 918-24
, where the question of human freedom

is approached, and even there such discussion is

rather depiecated, as verging on
_impiety, than

entered upon. But while the question of the free-

dom of the will, whether the will of God or the
will of man, is not formally dealt with in the NT,
it is quite plain that God' is regarded as acting
freely, and that man is recognized as a free

agent.
i. That God is not bound by

"

ex-

ternal to Himself, that He acts . the
counsel of His will, is rather to I- rom
!

'

i .

" *
J

of Scripture teaching than to be
'

" *

I

T 1

eedom of

the Divine will ,. .,
''

'. although
ii", M 1 " ,il\

' i Is as (Ko
11 lui' who hath known the mind of the
Lord 9 or who hath been his counsellor 9 or who
hath first given to him, and it shall be recom-
pensed unto him again ? For of him, and through
him, and to him are all things to whom be glory
foi ever. Amen ' But Scripture simply accepts
the fi eedom of the Divine will rather than form-

ally states it. We cannot, however, think of God
as acting other than freely, if we are to accept
Him as a living God at all. Did we suppose that
there was any necessity outside of Himself con-

straining Him to act in a certain way, we should
be mak . i"

;

"" "
J
" '

Deity.
We are r - ! '-,, freely.
Yet to say that '"'i AT---

1

IT"
"

acts freely does not
mean that He ac , i -. He acts in accord-
ance with His own nature W e can conceive that
He might have made the material universe other
than He has made it, but we cannot conceive Him
as acting otherwise than in love and holhie^ und

Itistice. Still, the necessity by ^liuh. in a -en^e,
He may be said to act where IJji moral go\ern-

ment is concerned is simply the necessity of being
tiue to His own nature

2. That man is a fiee agent is not stated in so
many wouls in the NT, but is assumed everywheie.
Surely when oui Loid said (Mt ll-s

) 'Come unto
me all ye that laboui,' and (Jn 540

)

' Ye will not
come to me that ye might have life,

3 He accepted
the freedom of man as a reality. No doubt He
also said (Jn G44}, 'No man can come unto me
except the Father which hath sent me diaw him '

But m saying so He did not mean that men weie
meie passive instruments, but simply that all that
appealed to the heait in favour of spiritual living
was trom on high, whence also all spmtual aids
came. Those who hold that the will is not free,
or, as we should lather put it, that men are not
fiee to will, do not as a rule argue so much fiom
Sciipture, although they may do that in pait, as
fios i

*

giounds, and what they iegaid
as '

;
\ doubt those who legaid liberty
with piedestmation may aigue

thai piu.i -mi.u ion is the plain doctrine of Scrip-
ture, but the conclusion that because pi edestmation
is the doctime of Scripture man cannot be fiee is

their own, and is not taught in Scripture Whether
man is free or not is to a large extent a question
of merely academic interest, although not wholly
so. We all

^
act upon the hypothesis that we aie

free. Certainly the conclusion that men are not
free operates , ,

'

trition for sin and repent-
ance, hmdei i feeling that he is guilty
before God, and peihaps it is paitly with the
desire to get nd of the sense of sin that some men
argue against our possession of freedom. But in a
general way we pioceed on the a uu jitioii that
men are free agents, hence the <h-< U--IDII 01 free-
dom is mainly one, as we have said, of academic
interest Scripture, as befoie remaiked, accepts
man's freedom as a fact, and we all have the
consciousnc f.i r

-

*'

aigued, however,
on various 1 -

:

, , of freedom which
we have is illusive. In his Outline of C/lr^st^af^

Theology Dr. W. N. Clarke mentions four grounds
on which the doctrine of human freedom is chal-

lenged
: viz. (a) Fatalism, (b) Predestinarianism,

(e) Necessitarianism, (d) Determinism.
(a) There is perhaps no need of seriously discuss-

ing Fatalism, which seems to be a meie philosophy
of despair. We all at times feel the strange m-
evitableness of things, but fatalism cannot com-
mend itself to us as a reasoned philosophy.

(1} Predestwanamsm m some foim or other
we can hardly avoid accepting, if ^e believe in

an ordered universe ; and to resolve predestina-
tion, in so far as rational and moral beings are

concerned, into simple foreknowledge, does not

materially, or at least very MU\M. }\ help us.

Of course it may be argued ill, L ilu 'knowledge
that a thing is to occur does not i.-<--j.i

-

imply llinl the doer of it must do i I )!'
tho finiocueni'* of a man we may judge tolerably
well what his course of action in given circum-
stances will be, but oui kii^ln^o a^ 10 how he is

likely to act does not .J it n hs- IK 'don-, does not

compel him to act in the way foreseen. And so, it

may be argued, the Divine foreknowledge of an
action does not make the action inevitable, does

not make it one that must be done. And this is

perhaps formally true, but it is only foimally so.

What God foresees will be done has a material m-
evitableness about it, and will iust as surely be done
as if it had been predestinated. And if an action

is predestinated, or even Divinely foreseen as being
sure to occur, how can it be s-aid that a man docs.

it freely
9 Freedom seems incompatible with fore-

ordmation, even with Divine foreknowledge Yet
no leasonmg, however logical it may appear, can
evei make us lose the sense of freedom. We may
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try to persuade ourselves that we are not free, "but

the sense of freedom will lemain with us notwith-

standing, and we shall go on acting as if we were
fiee.

(c) We may say about Necessitarianism, or the
doctrine that every volition is caused by its ante-

cedents, that it is m a way true, but that, as urged
against the fieedom of the will, it neglects con-

sideration of the fact that we ourselves are contri-

buting all along to the antecedents which so far

deteimme every volition

(d] And with - _, \ io Determinism, or the
doctiine that al v ,! are detei mined by
motives acting on the will, it may be said that it

also is true, but that motives acting on the will

are not like forces acting on a body and pro-

ducing a resultant which may be mathematically
calculated. Our motives are our own feelings and
desires, however these may be affected by objects
without us, and our decisions to act depend upon
what we are, though that is not simply what, as

we might say, nature has made us, but what to a

large extent we have made ourselves To suppose
that we can act without motive of some kind
would be to suppose what is eontraiy to all

^
ex-

perience, for we are always more or less conscious
of being influenced by motives, but the action of

motives is no mere mechanical action. Our free-

dom, indeed, as Martensen (Christian Ethics, 31,

pp. 109, 110) well points out, is conditioned, not
absolute. We are not free save within certain

limits, and many things our native tendency to

sin, heredity, environment, above ail the force of

habit- operate against our acting freely in accord-
ance with our consciousness of what is best. But
the sense of freedom which we possess is not
illusive We need, doubtless, the Divine aid in

order to true lehgious living. But we are bound
by no iron chain of necessity. We are, save in

so far as we may have ourselves enslaved our

wills, bound by no outward or inward constraint
to will other than the good. And even the enslaved
will can be made fiee by Divine grace

3, The notion of moral freedom which is pre-
sented in the NT differs from all merely philo-
sophical ideas on tli'. ^f,>ji*i i Here freedom means
the being set fico 110,11 clio bondage of sm, and
thus enabled to realize the ideal of human nature
as created in the image of God (Bo 620ff

). The
freedom of the Christian will lies not in the power
to do whatsoever we please, but in the power to
choose and follow that for which God made us.

God Himself is absolutely free, precisely because
He is the absoluti 1\ P-MUCL moral Being; and
Christ's |i>\\(i to i.isko oilx-i- free springs from
His own T)i\ mo nc<loiii that moral oneness with
the Father in the strength of which He did always
the things that v r- k *? .i-i"_r to Him (Jn S29

). In
Christ's gospel a ' i.n'n ;IM His own pattern is

offered to all. The Son can make us free so that
we shall be free indeed (Jn 836

). This freedom
comes from union with Christ, for apart from Him
we can To r > !'>;_ (Jn 15s

). The doctrine of the

indwelling ot Christ through the Holy Spirit, and
the consequent endowment of His disciples with
freedom and power, was taught, according to the
Fourth Gospel, by Jesus Himself (see esp. 14-17).
It is constantly enforced by St. Paul as the testi-

mony of his own experience. Apart from the law
of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus, the will is

powerless to realize its own ideals (Ro 719ff- S2*
).

But in accepting Christ as our Master, and yield-
ing to His law as supreme, we pass into the
glorious liberty of the children of God.' See,
further, LIBERTY.

TiiFRurRp \'-l '\\-Il m na*.tmpf.
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GEOKUK o. WAH ana J. C. LAMBERT
FRIENDSHIP. 1. PRE-CHRISTIAN" AND CHRIS-

TIAN FRIENDSHIP. Friendship was esteemed

among the pagans and received memorable treat-

ment at the hands of Aristotle (Ethics, Bks. vin.

and ix.) and Cicero (de Amicitia}. The latter said,
1 There is nothing in the world more valuable than

friendship
' Jewish literature treated the same

subject, as, for example, m Sirach (6
15

) 3

' Theie
I .

*

_ \ ,t can be taken in
" r * a

i , , j
'

,

' This appreciation ^ as

one of the chief means of happiness throws light

upon the ancient attitude. The mutual kindness

oi fi lends, considered necessary to complete the

happiness even of the philosopher, but which was
confined to those of the same school or charactei,
makes more prominent the absence of benevolence
from the ancient system of virtue. Christianity
has also a high legard for friendship, has ennobled

it, but has at the same time placed limitations

upon it.

(1) The enlargement of Christian friendship is

twofold, (a) The area within which the grace may
be displayed is much extended by the teaching of

Christianity upon the dignity of woman, whereby
mairiage loses any tiace of the offence with which
even many enlightened J

"

comes a lofty friendship I

by the new ideal of benevolence, which is to pene-
trate all the relations of life. Humanity has been
i"

1 '' "" "* ' '

Incarnation. Christian Ethics is

to the virtues of paganism, but the
new spirit that turned patriotism into brotherhood,
elevated friendship into universal love; <f>L\ia be-

comes <pi\aSe\<pia. The exceptional exhibitions of

goodwill and charity displayed by heathen, re-

markable because of their contrast with t
*

< \ ,
-

lent selfishness, are taken for granted j "!> . ;

members of the Kingdom of God. I m-
,n

ceases to be a luxury and becomes a t -: > -i
'

, . \

Love, the root of all Christian virtues, mu&t per-
vade all the performances of life

(2) The Imiita
"" "

upon friendship in
i* i rt ' 'ii. n 1

. the doctrine of the
U,* M 4 i" -I ,- "i. v hich causes a complete re-

,

-i^
;- <

"
-, ! ii-i; M thought The pagans found

little spiritual rest or iii-pn<uion in their religion,
and human friendship was neither a reflexion nor
a suggestion of a Divine fellowship. With Christ,
however, the love for God is paramount, and re-

ceives an importance far beyona any other relation-

ship.
'

Ye, my friends, shall leave me alone , and
yet I am not alone, for the Father is with me' (Jn
1632 ). To furnish this higher friendship is the
mission of Christ He has come that we may have
the power to become sons of God (Jn I 12

). Religion
takes precedence ovei friendship : man may not

usurp God's place. The gospel wnich teaches that
man attains his exaltation according as he bows
down in humble submission to the will of God,
necessarily modifies the view that human com-
p.'iTiion-lrp i-. the most valuable thing in the world.
I lu. ( Im-usm doctrine of God recasts cviyiliin^
in a new mould. Theology reacts upon aiiihio-

pology
l God is the beginning and foundation of

all true and lasting friendship
'

(Zwingh).
2. THE TFACHING OF JESUS ON FRIENDSHIP.

This is suggestive and incidental rather than
formal and detailed. In parables and conversa-
tions Christ ii!'Uii k

< :'\ ^MI;-- sentences which show
how general was His observation of all the relations
into which people might enter. (1) In the parables
*But cf. Pr SliOff, and Sir 40^3 A friend and companion

never meet amiss, but above both is a \vife -v\ ith her husband/
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of the Lost Sheep and the Lost Piece of Silver, He
touches upon the much debated basis of friendship.
The joyous discovery of lost po^o ion leads to
social communion. * He (she) calieth together his

(her) friends and neighboms, saying, Rejoice with
me' (Lk 156 9

). This act is the natuial result of
the instinct foi association. The consciousness of

joy bieaks through the bounds of individualism
and luns over into the sphere of human companion-
ship ; for the feeling that life's gieat emotions are
too strong for narrow limits constrains men to
seek this expansion among otheis. The soul de-

lights in self-revelation.
' But no receipt openeth

the heart but a true friend . To whom you may
impart, Guefes, Joyes, Feais, Hopes, Suspicions,
Counsels, and whatsoever lieth upon the Heart '

(Bacon). This spontaneous oveiilow, due to the
instinct of association, has been implanted by
God ; and fuendship is thus one of the good gifts
of Heaven. Ciceio also assigned a similar spon-
i( "M , -"us viitue.

k .i, "* \ ,
I types offalsefriendship are suggested

by Jesus, (a) The parable ot the Unjust Stewaid
(Lk 16 1 '9

), 'who made inends out of the mammon
of inn !^liiijou-no--

'

illustrates the commercial type.
Ihe matenal comforts of fellowship are gained
by a clever distribution of money favours apart
from all -.\rnpii ili\ of heart or mind, and though
Christ 11011 lici (OMimends nor condemns, He m-
diiectly reveals His mind in the remark, 'The
children of this world are in their generation
wisei than the children of light' (v

8
). But true

1
"' is disinterested, and seeks the welfare

, : rather than its own T .

- V,
;

is

the wishing a person what we think "vi i" his

sake and not for our own, and, as far as is in our

power, the exeiting oui selves to procure it' (Aris-

totle, Ithet n. 4) (b) The exclusive type of friend-

ship is displayed in the paiable of the Prodigal Son
(Lk 15) The outwardly proper behaviour of the
elder brother is marred *by the lack of iilial love ;

and his complaint, 'Thou never gavest me a kid
that I might make merry with my friends,

3 shows
how blind he was to the lavish affection of a father
who bestowed his all upon him, 'Son, thou art

ever with me, and all that I have is thine.' The
son looked for a friendship apart from the nobler

)iM|!inion^lnp of a loving father. His heart was
noo leally in the home, for his secret longing was
for the frivolous joys of the world, the merry-
making with friends," which he will have in isola-

tion from the love of home The iniph ,)-nn1 im-

pression left by the picture of the oMci lioili<?

is Christ's way of giving His opinion of a friend-

ship which shuts itself up within the circle of

favourite comrades, and is careless of the higher
claims of love and benevolence. It then be-

comes a refined selfishness (r) The '*/'/ v' ''>"''"

type is described in Lk II5"8
, where the house-

Holder is so comfortably settled in bed that he
refuses to rise and give bread to a friend, who is

mievpfModlv called upon to show a greater service
10 hi- mom] 'Friend, lend me three loaves, for

a friend of mine in his journey is come to me.'
Fii- 1 iVih lino i

*

no responsibilities, and
MI!! noi iKui'imio >

. , to the extent of getting

put of bed Are we mistaken in -seeing a touch of

irony in this portrayal of a bond wluc h lasted only
with the enjoyment of benefits, but could not
stand the strain of any personal inconvenience?

Friendship is mutual assistance. 'A friend loveth
at all times, and a brother is born for advcrsitv

'

(Pr 1717
).

(3) The claim of old friends was recognized by
Jesus when He cast out the devils from '

Legion
"

(Mk 519
). The evil spirit, always an isolating

influence, had excludecl this unhappy man from
the comforts of home and companionship. But

when he is healed and the craving for intercouise
is awakened, Jesus directs it to old channels .

4 Jesus saith unto him, Go home to thy fnends and
tell them how gieat things the Lord hath done for
thee.' These associates and guaidians of his youthhad boine with him thiough the evil days, and
Jesus will not be a partner to any indifference to
those obligations contracted by foimer benefits.
He knew how keen \\ab the sting of 'friend re-
membered not '

(4) Jesus placed restrictions upon fiiendship at
the feast given by the rich Phansee, and con-
demned the selfish narrowing of the acts of hos-
pitality.

' When thou makest a dinner or a feast
do not call thy friends . . but call the poor'
(Lk 1413 13

) The force of the verb is not prohibi-
tive, but restrictive :

' Do not habitually call
'

(/*$/

0t6z>et) Fnendbhip must have open doors, and
recognize the laiger "I'-j. ',li'- Thus Jesus
broadened the stream ( ,-

s,|. by bunging
no^'hl).)ui- within the same flow of feeling, as is
*

i 1 01 UL in the parable of the Good Samaritan
(Lk 1030ff

-).
' Thou shalt love thy neighbour as

thyself.' Nor did Jesus stop at neighbour. He
included enemy also. The Christian must have
no foes '

I say unto you, Love your enemies' (Mt
544 ). The sentiment of love must pervade every
motive, filling the soul with gentle kindliness
Cicero had said that * Sweetness both in language
and manner is a veiy profitable attiaction in the
foimation of fuendship

'

; but what is with him an
accident becomes an essential in the Kingdom of

Jesus. The distinctive word with Christ is love
and not friendship, and, by reason of this, Chris-

tianity excels the pagan ideals. The new com-
mandment,

' that ye love one anothei
'

(Jn 1334
),

decides all matters of conduct True friends will
not sanction any imperfection, or acquiesce in

any weak neglect of talents in those whom they
love ; while at the same time the chanty of the

gospel will bear all things, will hope all things.
(5) Jesus also

J

. i

' L J1
t the life of love was

endless. The old i <
; flourished under dark

skies. Fears of an awful end haunted them, and
when death came,

'

They dreamed there would be

spring no more ' But Christ has brought life and
immortality to light through His gospel He has

spoken with certainty of the future, and has made
the darkness beautiful. The Christian poet can
rise out of the calamity of mlcriupted friendship
into the repose of faith and self-control.

' Far off thou art but ever nigh,
I , 1- - 1 rlT '

I
; T ' 'i I

I- -i. c . I< c,/ n Memoriam, cxxx.).

Human affection will pass through the cleansing
stream of death, and purified of all selhshness and
evil will be made perfect m the presence of God.

3. THE FBIENDSHIP OF JESUS. Christianity is

a life as well as a system of teaching j and as each

virtue or quality is best interpreted in the light of

(ho Inphc-t oxample of its kind, so also human

liH'nd-lnp IMMOIIK-, d. M-f^rrl by the friendship
which Jesus offers to i .1 " Iso v ,11 leceive Him

(1) The friendship of Jesus as revealed in the

Gospels 'These narratives show how approachable
Jesus was. His readiness to accept -o<i<il invita-

tions, to befriend all classes, to reveal His gracious

message, testifies to His genius for friendship,
and accounts in part for the contemptuous title,

'Friend of publicans and sinners
' He chose twelve

'that they might be Avith him' (Mk 314), and to

these He "revealed what was dearest to His heart
On the Mount of Transfiguration He admitted
three of them to the vision of His glory (Mt
IT1'18

!!), in Gethsemane He opened to the same
three the door of His grief (26

s6-46
)

- He told His

disciples of the stern struggle with temptation in
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the wilderness of Judsea The house at Bethany
was a second home to Him, and His love for

' our
fuend Lazarus' was manifested in His visit to the

sisters, and in the grief that overwhelmed Hun at
the grave (Jn 11).

In the second part of the Fourth Gospel the
affection of Jesus is seen to lack the slightest
'

gram of depreciation,
3 which Schopenhauei re-

commends among filends. The constancy of the

perfect Friend is the first theme of this intimate

writing (Jn 13-17), a constancy unmipjuied by
sorrow or joy. The foreboding ot death ( knowing
that he would depart out of this woild ') thieatened
to draw away His mind, as also the vibion of a
transcendent glory ('that he would depait unto
the Father') imperilled His attachment ; butneithei
the excess o" <in<f nor the ecstasy of gladness
availed to wejiki'ii II:- fidelity to those whom He
had chosen ; 'having loved his own, he lo\ed them
unto the end '

(Jn 131
). In the following chapters

the love of Jesus is unfolded with the eloquence
-

1
,,

1 i" St. JolniS G-;>'J Christ breathes
<ii>; 'it the iriiio-pli- <' ui God'b gloiy, lifts

up their ili-.i-
1

'!- I ,'tie heavenly home, filling
them will. < < . truth of the endless love
of God, all of which is summed up in teims of

friendship in Jn 1513"15
(a) Jesus is a perfect

friend because of His personal sacrifice :

' Greater
love hath no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friend

3

(v.
13

). Sacrifice is tlie most
convincing evidence in the world, and the surrender
of personal advancement for the sake of others is

pi oof of the noble emotion of love. As there is

nothing that a man can give in exchange for his

life, the death of Jesus for us is the highest evi-

dence of His perfect friendship. Sacrifice is also
the food of love, and friendship is growth in self-

v' ( ifu hi- lo\e r.oeh self-den , ( 1 -
J n

,^.

J \ i- 'I t
1

1)1)11-! of; i:H IIIUHK, and when - i'* i- ,u' * i

its perfect work it forms a deathless union Jesus

experienced every stage of self-d-Mi-.J. -u;pii :uir

His own desires, until His love, pi i foe - ( . t ! i M i _: ii

suffering, leceived its crown and goal on the Mount
of Crucifixion. The sacrifice which was the evi-

dence of His perfect friendship was also the only
sustenance by which perfect friendbhip could be
nouii&hed (b) Chi

" " "

i

"" ' "

is an ethical
constraint. 'Ye are i , \ do whatsoever
I command you' (v. ,. xl ^ L kindest friend
who makes us do our best, and who helps us to do
what we thought we could not do. The conscious-
ness of expanding power is purest joy. Christ
arouses enthusiasm for the holy life, imparts new
resolves to master temptation, and is the most
effectual aid in the attainment of the ethical life.

His
"

i< i
> Vri. is our better self, our conscience,

(c) I n >
i

- - '
imate communion m the friendship of

Jesus - * Henceforth I call you not servants, but I
have called you friends : for all things that I have
heard of my Father, I have made known unto you

7

(v.
15

). Friendship is fellowship in which und.ue
reserve is cast off. When Christ spoke out on the
most sacred matters of religion, and shared with
others _His knowledge of the Father, He did the
friendliest of

^acts. Christ's love was the most
intimate i elation into which any man could enter,
and His constancy, devotion, communion, and in-

spiration gave Him the first place among friends.

(2) Thefriendship of Jesus as revealed in Chris-
tian experience. The limits of human friendship
are many, and suggest the blessings which afi
believers in Christ have enjoyed by their union
with the living Saviour. In our human relation-
ships no words are ,'uloquatc 10 ex]jro$> tlio subtler
and more refined emotions and cons iction*. of the
soul, so that when we strive to reveal our true self
we stammer. Besides, we often cannot define these

things to ourselves, and we require one \\ ho will

first tell us our dream and then interpret it. In-

hospitahty of soul and our native bashfulness

impede communion, while the sense of defect or

unworthiness lestricts our fellowship. Diifeiences

of oxpei lone c . 'iat we cannot match
each oihei -> ! and change of occu-

pation place physical bamers, while too often the

taulth of tempei and vexing caies drive apart those
who once weie knit togethei m -\ ,

' How
piecanous is our hold upon a '

:.-,
,i; which

'death, a few light words, a piece of stamped
papei,' can destioy. But Jesus transcends all

thebe limits ol human friendship His spirit can
commune with our spirits apart fiom language.
He knows us altogether, and needs not that any
should tell Him. He is master of large expenence,
having been tempted in all points like as we aie,

yet without sin. Physical bairieis are all lemoved,
since He will nevei go away fiom us or jtorsake

us He is the same yesteiday, to-day, and for

ever. The univeisal testimony of the Christian
Church is that as we abide in the presence of Jesus

by prayer, self-denial, and meditation, we aie up-
lifted m soul, encouiaged m our holy endeavouis,
and made partakers of spmtual joy The believer

finds that Christ is the way to the Father, that
Jesus leads us to that communion with God which
is the greatest fact of all the woild. Itol -. 1011 i>

friendship between the believer and the imng
Chiist.
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FRUIT. The consideration of this term as it is

used in the Gospels divides itself into three parts :

(1) The natural application of the woid 'fruit'

(KapTros) to the products of the field and the
orchard ; (2) other references to fruit under their

specific names
; (3) the spiritual lessons derived

fiom these allusions.

1. In its natural sense the word f fruit
'

is used :

(a] in leference to <>iam-aop^ (Mt 138, Mk47
, Lk

S8 12 17
); (b) ]ili\-iolo.ha!h of the fruit of the

womb (Lk I 4
-

:' ' OL i iic nun of (a) tiees gene-
rally (Mt 310

, k>) ; (0)
' " '

(Mt 21 la
, Mk

II 14
, Lk 13G

) ; (7) the vine M '

,
M v 122

,
Lk

20J).
2. Other references to fruits under their specific

names, without the use of the word 'fiuit' : (a)

giapes (Mt 716
,
Lk 644

) ; (b) figs (Mt 7 1(
>, Mk II 13

,

Lk 644) ; (c) husks (Lk 1516
, probably the fruit of

the caiob or locust-tree) ; (d) mulberry (Lk 176
) ;

(e) olives (Mt 21 1

). Probably the ' thorns '

(tez/ftu)
alluded to in Mt 716 are not the so-called

e

Apple
of Sodom,' but a generic term covering all sorts
of puckly plants. The parallel use with * thistles

'

(rp^oXot) suggests that the fruit was inconsider-
able.

3. Spiritual lessons. Christ Himself is inti-

mately associated with (a) the Divine quest of

fruit ; (b} the Divine creation of fruit j (c) tlie

Divine Miflcritijr jnid sacrifice of fruil-iiio<luc(un
The processes of agiiciiluuo and liorLiculliiic .ao

also, in many ways, utilized as symbols of the
Christian's culture of the soul.

(a\
Jesu>- de&cribe^ Himself (Mt 21, Lk 20} under

the figure of the Son whom the Master of the Vine-

yard sends to ask fruit of the husbandman. Our
life is a rich gift to us from God ; it is a garden
which God lias designed with lavish care, endowed
with unlimited possibilities, and handed over to
our complete control. He has a right to expect
that we should use our opportunities well.

(b) Jesus uses the liguie of the Vine (Jn 15) and
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the Blanches to express the vital and mysterious
connexion that exists between Himself and His

disciples, and the necessity for oui dependence
upon Him and His continuous mspnation, if we
ai e to bi ing forth fruit. It is our responsibility to

abide in Him '

by keeping His commandments
But it is His obligation to create the fruit. We
who cannot so much as make a blade of grass giow
without His J

"

are not expected to

accomplish th< x
. ,md onng foith fiuit of

ourselves.

(c) Jesus manifestly alludes to His own death
and sacrifice (Jn 12J4

) under the allegory of the

giain of wheat which falls into the ground and
dies, and afterwards n&es in the new life of the
fruit. This figuie betokens the utter consecration
and determination of the holiness of God to our

redemption. We are apt to shudder and tremble
before the holiness of God, as a thing of terrible

and inaccessible majesty associated with the Great
White Throne That is because we have not
taken full views, but have isolated one part from
the rest. God is gloiious in His holiness (Ps 145) ;

it is such holiness as man praises when he sees it ;

it is hospitable, friendly, and devoted to our wel-

faie It is determined even unto death to share
its joy and health and purity with us (Jn 1224 1719

)

In the Museum of the Vatican there is a little glass relic,

taken horn the Catacombs , it was made as an ornament to be
worn round the neck of a woman, and was found in her grave ,

it lepresents Christ bringing again the fruit of the Tree of

Life * That relic summarizes the Divine aspects of the ques-
tion of fruit as it is presented m the Gospels It is Christ
who loves fruit, and who desires to find it m us

,
and it is He

who, in the mspnation and creation of the fruit, virtually gives
Himself to us

But, as in agriculture and horticulture the
farmer

1 " '

are <
,

. .vithGod

in the ^
fruit <

. . and the

fruit of the trees, so, in many ways, the Gospels
lay upon us the injunctions of our duty.

(1) We are the ground which biings forth fruit,

according as we receive the Word (Mt 1819ff
,
Mk

415ft
,
Lk 812ff

-). If our hearts be like the wayside,
trampled over and hardened by the interests and

engagements of the world, or if they be readily
aiiected by tbr .

,.
"u- of men, or if they be

choked by the '('' life and the deceitful-

ness of riches, there can be no fruitfulness. It is

our duty to prepare the ground by thought and

prayer and a regulated life for the reception of

God's truth. The harvest will correspond with
the tillage.

(2) We are the branches which bear fruit accord-

ing as we abide in the Vine (Jn 15). Just as the

,," . imes and purges a tree so that it may
i more fruit, so there are afflictions in

this lite which are only God's way of jnoioH-mjr
our frmtfulness. The branches which dnn\ mo-i
sustenance from the vine are the most productive,
so the soul which keeps most faithfully the Lord's
commandments abides the most in His love and
is most fruitful.

(3) We are the grain of wheat which comes to

fruit, if it dies (Jn 1224- 25
). In the first place, the

Master alludes to His own death. But the second
reference of the figure is to the essential principle
of ethical life' Die to live.'

T> TT .

"
'" in* .'i.l *-m f..f T-, T r

) r T "1 i"

,
,,

<\

C r i

lu s
'

T J ii-l -i
' '-'' - ,.

"
i 'I ' r- (! -i 'i M [I 1

as ys ,'ni ");'! expression of the exact truth as, to the

natui 01 -IF ' I i.c true interpretation of the maxim "Die
to livo '- ~

<r I'M jM'liMdiml inu-t dip to an isolated life,

^e a life for and in hirn-olt a 1'to in which the immediate satis-

faction of rle*ne as his (if -m> i<- an end in nsclf, in older that
he may Ino thck

spiritual 1'to, tho j-mor-.il life which realh

thongs to him a^- a hpiriiual o s>t.f-coiiN(ous being' (Ed\\ard
("uird Hegpf, p. 213)

* See Rex JRegum b> Sir Wyke Bayliss
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(4) We are the husbandmen, who are ( \[-<-( UVi i o
tend the Vmeyaid (Lk 20), and to make u 11,1111,1-,
and to yield up .- ;. . i, -i ot the timt at light-
ful times to the I .!. ,i \meyard The original
application of the paiable is, doubtless, to the
scribes and the chief pne&ts who rejected Jesus,
but it is equal!,. ,

j

*

,

^
to any who think they

can do as they ;
, then life and ignoie all" "

,_,
.M',- to the Givei and Lord

v ,

U ,ire the tiees which are known by their
fruit (Mt 720

). Men do not gatliei giapes from
thorns, or figs from thirties. A tiee which is

true to its nature and to its de&tiny bungs foith
its appropnate fiuit Man, who i& by nature a
child of God and by destiny an heir of Hea\en,
should produce the fruit of the Spirit of God.
LITERATURE. For 1 and 2 see Hastings' DB and Encyo Eibl

art 'Flint* For 3, Evpos Times \ni [1897] 403 f , ix [1898]
211 ff ; Expowtot n vii. [1884] 121 ff

,
",

* T/ '
/ of Holies,

168-189
, Hull, Sermons,, i 51 flf

,
A ' in Christ,

30 ff., 140 ff , Macmillan, Bible
' V e

, 174 ff.

l! II -.1 i

1 SNELL.
FULFILMENT. The primary meaning of the

English word *
fulfil

'

is simply to fill by a

pleonasm, to fill (until] full. We find this use in

literature
'

Is not thy brain's rich hive
Fulfilled with hone> ?

'

(Donne)

Sometimes it is imitated even in modem English,
though only by a deliberate archaism. For \\ith

us e
fulfil

'

is specialized to mean not liteial

mateiial filling, but the ;i n n .t into act of

some word some prom-i, i' <; hope, com-

mand, etc. When the AV was made,
'

fulfil/

according to the great Oxford Dictionary, meant
i

fill,' and began to be used by the tianslators in

its remoter sense on the pattern of the Vulgate,
which wrote (uiiclas^ically) wiplere and adim-

plere for Heb. N->D. Thus the transition from one
sense to the other, or the metaphor of filing for

J Tr>T7 " - Hebiew. But m Gieek, too, it is

the same metaphor spiang up inde-

pendently of Hebrew influence ; cf. classical refer-

ences (under -rrXypovv) in Crerner, also in Liddell and
Scott (Tr\7jpovv, 11 5), In OT the usage is not very
common. Possibly the earliest instance, chrono-

logically, is Jer 4425
. What the Jews in Egypt

have said, they do. Their threat to practise

idolatry is not left an empty word ; it is filled out,
or filled up, in action. At Ps 205 we have the

word used of answers to prayer;
c Jehovah fulfil

all thy petitions
3

; the empty vessel, as it were,

standing to receive the Divu
"

For 'ful-

filling law '

or '

fulfilling a there is no

proper authority in OT, though EV at times intro-

duces the term (Ps 1488
,- literally, the forces of

nature * do ' God's word). In 1 K 2a7 8 15 - 24 we have
the most important usage of all, the 'fulfilling' of

the prophetic word or pi eviction The passages
referred to are marked l>y iiuxJim scholarship as

Deuteronomic. We may "therefore '"'
""1 , o -

elude that the iho]'pi({il (UM.(
|
lion 1.1 li

*

is part of the n>!i
(
LiMii- IJIPJM.. :o of that great

forward movement "in OI history, the Deutero-
nomic reform. Along with these 1 1 ie< >lo<: i < ;il ;i ppli-
cations K^D may mean 'fill

3

any^horo LII tlic OT.
And so in NT ( -\ / -pfi < 1 1 u fly

v

in the parable of the

Brag-net (Mt l,i
iN

,> ^^ &^ A 'filled' with all kinoU

offish; MtSS33
, 'Fill ye up then the incn^iiie of

your fathers
' More generally, however, the word

bears its derivative sense, and has a theological

application. Though rare in OT, the usage is quite
common in NT, veiy noticeably, of fulfilled pro-

phecy, in the First Gospel. A beginning of differ-

entiation or specification is made in the NT in this

respect, that while TrXypovv may mean 'fill,' the

simpler but kindred form TriuirXd.i'ai [others assume

ir\T)6w as root form] never means 'fulfil.
1

A second metaphor underlies 1175. This is pro-
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bably still late
1-l ""

"! language. It means
specially the fuiiuhng or prediction. We find it in
Ezr I 1=2 Cli 3622

. \ . -n
1

,, , : to Bertholet (on Ezr
I.e.", he lefers to Dn 12 7

also), fulfilment ranks

simply as the end of the prophetic word, which,
once spoken, enters among the powers of the real

A\oild and giadually works itselt out.' This word
and metaphor are also common in NT. Sometimes
we have reXeo' and cognates ; though heie again
there is a tendency (less marked, howevei , than with

ir\7)povv in contrast to iri/MrX<v<u) to prefer a moie
v ""or technical term reXeiovv, reXa'ams.

' k is begun hy the prophetic word, but

incomplete till the fact matches the promise.
A. third term and metaphor are of some moment

in OT, but scarcely enter into NT n'prr, /3e/3cuow.

(God's promise may seem to be tottering to its fall,

He will buttress it ; support it) See Jer 2910
, Is

4426
, Ko 15s

; but in the Gospels only Mk 1620 < con-

firming . . . with signs foliowing.
3

(How fully this

is a synonym for *&a we see when we note the usage
of K^D at 1 K I 14

). ch&, lit. 'return
5

or 'reward/
occurs by an extension of meaning at Is 4426- 28 for
4
fulfil

*

; not imitated in NT. Also, as already
implied, EV sometimes introduces *

fulfil' or { be
fulfilled' where the original has merely 'do' or
'
be.' And we cannot say that this is "} </ n, - k

A very important passage is the last c

1

, I-M i V
518 AV ; but RV *

till all things be accomplished
'

[to mark the contrast with TrXypucrcu, v 37
. See

below 4. on both verses ]

We have then to look chiefly to K^D, irXypovv,
while not forgetting other forms. And the ques-
tion may be raised, whether the NT writers were
alive to the implication of steady quantitative
growth towards fulfilment? Or had the original
suggestions of qu.i'iillv, and* of continuousness

passed away, i\;i- thoie, assumed a mere corre-

spondence between the word and its fulfilment ? (If
one pours water into a vessel, it fills by degrees
But if one is fitting together a ball-and-socket

joint, the socket is empty at one moment, full at
the next. The two correspond, but their corre-

spondence is not reached
by^ gradual growth).

We shall have to distinguish in this as in other

respects between different senses of wXrjpovv (or its

-\ M- M\>'i-
Y

1. / ' '' '

of tune. Here, if anywhere, we
may expect to find the ideas of continuity and
^rrfuli^ilrit Now 'fulfil' is tm^L-niilv- u -o-l m
the 01 or the elapsing of a ^i\( M nun' nlslve in

Hebrew, Greek, and English ; or, in NT, alike in
Greek and English. It is used of the period of a
woman's gestation (e g. Gn 2524

; ir\7)p6u, LXX ; Lk
is? 26 p,rXdu ; RV 'fulfilled' m all 3 cases).
There is no more striking or more frequently
noted parable of

The slow sweet hours that bring us all things good,
The slow sad hours that bring us all thmgb ill ,

or sometimes, as George Eliot has expressed it

in Adam Bede, of 'swift III.MXIM^ shame,' 'the
bitterest of life's bitterness, HIM , lio word is also
used of other measured times of periods fixed by
OT law(.0r Lk 221 - 22

, vifarUvu, RV 'fulfilled';
ef, Lv 124

, *op (Qal) ; LXX xX^pdw). From such
usages as those A\ e pass on to times of Divine fulfil-

ment. ' The falriess of the time came *

(rd TrX^Wjtia
TOV xpfow), Gal 44 And our Lord's own message
is summed up in Mk I 15

;
* The time is fulfilled

(TreTrX^pwrat o Ktup6s) and the kingdom of God is at
hand ; repent }e and believe in (lv> go-pel

'

(Pro-
bably secondary in comparison A\I(!I Mt 4 i7

, 'Re-

pent^ye, for the
_ kingdom of heaven is at hand' ;

yet *IM" ! *-l\
"

F'!i.,, i iff Biblical and pri mil ho
Chr *

,
.. i-. (i I* I'M

, Lk 4P). The idea is,
that God has fixed a time,

*
ITis own good time/ as

out [/LOU- pliui^o i uri^ (Is that n misquotation of Is
b'lH: RV 'in */v tune*; AV [same sense; archaic

English] 'in his time'). The number seventy (70

years of exile, Jer 2511
[29

10
], cf. Dn 92 24

) was

specially imppitant for this conception of a fixed

V1

*

.

'

Yet wtt luxe -i^'i- taat
ss' is not, tor the BiDle

writers,
' " 11

predetermined The eschat-

ological .

'

24-a=:Mk 1320
)
tells us that

the time of trouble, at the world's end, shall be cut

short out of mercy to God's people. ["Lk omits, and
inserts a refeience to ' times of iln> ( -tin ,1< - ' which
must be 'fulfilled,' 21-4 ] And it is pos&ible that

another popular leligious ;*-<- .

*

fastening
5

of God's ki'ivdMi - iniiv I;, \
k

l <

"

warrant.
It appeals at Is 6lH [quoted above] But when (as

Marti advises) ^e lefer back to Is 519
, we find that

the word 'hasten' was introduced originally to

express the temper of a sneeier ' Let God hmny
up, if He is leally going to act [and not simply
talk].' So that 'hasten,' when used at 602

-, may
have come to mean no more than '

fulfil.' Cf. also

Hab 2' and 2 P S4'9
. Still, when the fulness of a

Divinely appointed time is spoken of, all these
1 " ' "*

op out of sight In some sense a
. Divinely ordained ; and efflux of

lay when God acts Fulfilment of

time is not indeed identical with fulfilment of God's

promise [or threat]. The first is a condition of

the second. In regard to the first, at least, the

quantitative sense of *
fulfil

'

is maintained m clear

consciousness. ('My tune is not yet fulfilled,' Jn
78= < mme hour is not yet come,' 24

)

2. Fulfilment ofjoy (irXypdu). Heie again there
is an ambiguity. \Vhen St. Paul says (Ph 22

)
* Fulfil ye my joy,* what does he mean? Is it (1)

'Complete my happiness; unless I hear of your
being thoroughly at one, I cannot be perfectly

happy
'

? or (2) "does he mean,
* I have sacrificed

many ordinary sources of happiness , give me this

my chosen joy'? Authorities seem to prefer the

first; perhaps, 'complete the joy I already have
in you.' That is,

' fulfilment
'
of '

joy
'

is taken as a

quantitative and continuous idea. Elsewhere the

phrase is peculiarly Johannine (Jn 329 1511 1624 1713,
with 1 Jn I4, 2 Jn1J

). The Baptist, e.g. (3
29

), has his

joy infull. He has all the joy he can expect. Yet
there is more than this in the words. He has
full joy 'rejoiceth greatly/ In the Johannine

passages the two thoughts seem included : the joy
(Christ's joy, e.g.] is given ; and what is given is $
full joy. So prominent is the latter thought the
more quantitative that one is tempted to regardAV ( full

'

as a better rendering, in regard to joy,
than the more literal *

fulfilled
5

of KV .

3. Fulfilment of prophecy or of Scripture or of
Christ's words (usually irXypdu, Mt I22 and very
often ; Mk 1528

[doubtful text] ; Lk I 20
, Jn 12^

and elsewhere. In Christ's words, Mt 2654- 56
[a

J doublet
3

]
=Mk 1449 [Lk 2258 has not the word}-,

Lk 421 2122 2444
,
cf 931

'
his decease' ; 21 24 < times of

the Gentiles' ; 2216 the Passover <
fulfilled in the

kingdom of God* ; Jn 1318 1525 and elsewhere. But
reXei<5o7, Jn 1928

. There is p< rliap- Ji -lighi didoioni o
in mo.'inmjr nut the wor(7oi"N'Tniiino \oniu.cl, Uil
the terrible /"''>? -i-oVn r.f w Scripture made
actual when v < KI\-' -.v ,i! J \ 1831 2237

Purely
in the sense of *

fulfilment,' perhaps, at Jn 1928 30
.

o-wreX^w occurs Mk 134 ; the noun <rwrKeuL [TOV
atwvos 'end of the world,' RVm * consummation
of the age'] in Mt 's ||,

243, and also at 1339 - 40 2820
.

[He 926
,
(TWT^Xeia T&V al&vuv ( end of the ages,' KV ;

marg. 'consummation']. reXa<5w [AV '

finish,
3 RV

*

accomplish
J

] is used in the Johannine discourses
of Christ's, work [^70^, 4s4 174] or works [5

36
, cf.

again 1930]) As far as the words rendered *
fulfil

3

are concerned, they are used in the same sense

throughout , whether the fulfilment is of the past
(tho OT) in the pie-exit (Chri&U. or of the present
(Cli r 1^1 * \\ 01 d.^) in, Hie (eschatologicalj future. And
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several Greek words are fairly represented by the
same r " *

Moreover, for a full index
of the cscuptuie teacning we should need to in-

clude passages like Lk 24y5"27
, where no word l

fulfil
'

occurs. (But we have it m Lk 2444
). This holds

especially of the fulfilment of Christ's own words.
It is true, the word as well as the m
the Fourth Gospel (IS

9* 32
), but in me synoptics

the phrasing is different. The nearest approach is

Mk 1330
1|,

'

until all [these] things be accomplished
(7&97T(u) acliffic:

11
< -, _ discussed below (under

'Fulfilment of V U- must lay down, in

general, that the NT thinks of fulfilment as oc-

curring in detailed mechanical correspondence with
the letter of prediction. God has said so-and-so,
therefore it must happen exactly as was said In
Jn 1928 it is difficult to take any other view of the
T ( "i ] - - meaning than that Jesus exclaimed
'1 thust,

5

because the Passion psalms had spoken
of the cruel thirst of the Suffeier. We must not,
of course, exaggerate the simplicity of the Bible
wiiters A few verses earliei, where Jn IS9 inter-

prets Jesus' piotection of His disciples, at the
moment of His own arrest, as the fulfilment of
the word which He spake,

* Of those whom thou
me I lost not one,' the Evangelist knows
and trusts his readers to remember, that

the true sense of Christ's words belongs to a differ-

ent region. In that one instance, at least, he is

consciously accommodating, as we might do in
'

"
,\ f Shakspeare. And there is more

I I discerns in Chust's care for the
', of the supreme spiritual transac-

s s
r

ardly, Christ saves others, while not

saving but -i' ii(i( m^c Himself. Still, in general,
the letter of the NT takes the letter of the OT as
a magic book, foreshowing what must happen to
Christ. Deeper views are no doubt latent in the

NT, but they are nowhere formulated by it. They
do not rise to the surface of consciousness in Evan-
gelist or Apostle.

4. r '
T
?

7
/ * /'

' f law [andprophets ?
]. [Fulfilment

'///".
"

I M interpretation here raises very
diriicu'

'

hardly to be settled without
some ^ery. First let us take what is

simple ; to '
fulfil

' the Law is to o" v i i

- ^*~ i\ i

Eo 227, Ja 28
; or wX^poiV, Gal

'

K<> ],!" ,<;-

these last, see below), I
T
nnubii:uou- too, is 'to

fulfil all } "
'.

'

(vKypwu, Mt 315
) ; and the

si i in;: in. \ well oe mstoiical, though unsupported
in' the parallels. It fits the circumstances (see

present writer's paper on e Dawn of Messianic Con-
sciousness

5

in Expos. Times, 1905, p. 215), if per-
haps tinged m expression with the r^s^L-oliM -

phraseology. But what of Mt 5 17
('Thmlv M.'M , IL.I

I came to destroy the law 01 M<- v* !

1

'

l^-
*>
I came

not to destroybut to fulfil
3 rV :- " Much has

been written on
*

,*-

"

; the present writer
discussed the passage in Christ and the Jewish Law,
1886. Even more decidedly than then, he must
insist that if v. 1S and especially if v 19- i

, ", : i

part of Christ's discourse, we are shut ,

stand '
fulfil' in the sense of 'obey' . i, -

Lexicon, Lim kelino 517 with 310
). But (b) the case

for omitting v. ia with its Pharisaic aspect, its at
least seemingly exaggerated canonization of the
whole letter of the Pentateuch is being very
strongly pi essed to-day (e. q. Votaw, art.

'Sermon on
the Mount' in Hastings' DB, Ext.Vol ). If v 38

[some
would say vv. 18- 19

] be a gloss [or belong propeily to

a different context in a somewhat diilcient form],
we may render 'not to <1c-troy but to perfect the

law,' raising it to its ido.il hoiprhr of purity, and

carrying it to its ideal depth of m-unrdn^ss. This
vie\v probably holds the field at present. It goes
well with vv. 21

, etc., where our Lord, in a series

of brilliant paradoxes, sweeps away the mere
letter of the OT [? or the legal glosses added to it

by 'scribes and Pharisees' (v.
20

)]. But there are
difficulties It is 'haid' to think that our Lord
ever exercised the supposed conscious detailed in-
tellectual cnticism of the OT as such (so the late
A B Davidson, in conversation with the present
writer's mfoimant). And would He have called
His paradoxes a 'perfected' law? They aie at
least as like a 'destiuction' of the regime of law '

Moreovei, we have the reference to the (

piophets.'
(c) When 'fulfil' is

- " ' "
," -ophecy,' the

sense is well known '

become the
predominant paitner in such a juxtaposition as

'

to
fulfil law and prophets

'

; and we have to think of
the OT s moral \' v '

. ',. as a sort of type, ful-

filled, when the * -i i

'

prophets is fulfilled, in
Christ's person. [Christ and the Jetuish Law tried
in a particular way to carry through this meaning
of '

fulfil']. 'Law and prophets' lepeatedly occur
'-.

lf
<i ,n Christ's words, esp in Mt. (also at 712

21
'

1 1 Lk 1616
, cf. Lk 2444 ). We can hardly

doubt that our Lord Himself used the expression ;

and it is probable, too, that He used it as a geneial
designation for the OT. Still, it is conceivable that
the Evangelist has brought in the phrase here. A
further measure of critical surgery would then dis-

miss (c), and leave the field so far to (a) and (6).

But (d) we might raise a new po--iliIiU either by
exegesis, or if necessary by a IMILUM luim of critical

excision. We might take Mt 517b either as spoken
here in pure abstraction *I am not a destroyer
but a fulfiller

*

or as originally , , \

'

logwn
worked into this context by the '

, .

'

.

In view of these rival
' J

,

'

1 one might
turn for help to the Epistles Jboi, especially on
ethical poir

' '"" * r

Chi ist visibly moulds
St Paul's . and again And in

this way we might learn how the earliest Church
understood its Lord's words Gal 534 and Ro 138'10

[see above], while their use of irKyphw suggests Mt
517

, refer in substance rather to Mt 2235'40 [Mark s
||,

(12
31

) omits the very element which lives in the

Epistles love to God and man not only the chief

duty but the whole of duty. In this case the

Epistles decidedly support Mt's tradition. In
Luke (10

27
) we have an unwarranted suggestion

that the scribes had already woven together Dt 65

with Lv 1918. Thus Luke's tradition here seems
still less exact. On Chrisi" .....

'

.

"

this

matter. UIMIJI. ^Toiilxflore in
'' '

.Apr.
1905]. ( o'mnni'fLioi- seem to take Gal 514 'all

the law is fulfilled (TrA^oUrcu) in one word, Thou
shalt love thy neighbour as thyselfas parallel
not to Ko 13^ ('all the law is summed up avaKe-

<pa\aiovrat, in Thou >i-ali lo\<* iliynei^lniom 'etc.),

but rather tovv fa ' Iu
,

'

I o\oirtT\vj-> *---!- ili<7.-\i>./*a

of the law.' St. Paul then takes lulfil-obey, as

in (a), above. But does St. Paul's language really

support (a)? Is there not "ouictAim^ more than
'Jrf

t'/iny lw in the Pauline thought of 'fulfilment
3

(Ho84
? PxMdi'r.M im n' ?

'

., iT the Law is
- vlio \vlk r<-i \M\\\ J e flesh but

t

(Ho84
)?

fulfilled in i

after the spirit. The utmost we can say is that

,
in the sense of 'fulfil/ had been given such

currency in the Greek version of our Lord's words
that St. Paul instinctively weaves it in when he is

qnolinp nnothor passage. Thus, after all, the evi-

(lonco of i he I'pistles as to the original meaning of

Mt 517 is neutial, or at any rate not decisive.

Summary. In Mt 517, then, Christ claims either

(a) to render a perfect obedience to law, or (5) to

perfect the moral I,I\I;"I\IM; of the OT, or (e) to

fulfil absolutely tli-
k i.H-al- <>i the OT ^erxor.illy or

(d) to be in general a fulfiller iailioi than a <]<-

stroyer. (a) is not without evidence in its support
(o) is perhaps most generally popular, (c) we are in-

clined to legard as due to the mistaken intrusion

m Mt 5 17 of ['law] andprophets/ words doubtless

used by Christ (of the OT a3 a whole
'>)

in other
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connexions (d) was on the whole supported in the
above discussion if necessary, at the <

- 1 of i< uni u-

ing v. 17b a- ly il'Jii- M.
*

:

" " '
'

(We
have not <,L-Lii--til ilu* * , that
there was no Sermon on uie Mouni m jurist's

ministry at all).

Mt S1^ We have quoted with sympathy a suggestion that
this verse ought to be struck out of the context of Mt 5 But
there is no ground for denying that it represents one of the

sayings of Jesus. We have Luke's ||, 161?
, and, besides that,

all three Synoptics have a similar phrase in the eschatologica!
chapter. There the- <

"
*

> a word' This geneia-
tion shall not pass . things he accomplished
[y&vv,ra.t] Heaven and earth shall pass away, but my \\ords
shall not pass away' (Mt 24^ ^ =Mk 13^0 31 Lk 2132 <J3)

This (as has often been pointed out) must surely be an
altei native version of the logion Mt 5*8 According to Mt 5,
Christ spoke of the perpetuity of the Law, according to
Mt 24, of the assured truth of His own words. We must
note the presence of 3 corresponding clauses in each of the
two passages heaven and earth passing a\vay all things
being

"

Divine woid not 'passing away* In
Mt 618 > Clements jar against each other The
same sentence contains tuo limit** b\o clauses each beginning
tag a.v. In that respect 2i<* J

"
J ho\vs to bettei advantage,

and can advance the stronger claim to rank as the original
On the other hand, the verses in ch 24 are themselves

exceedingly difficult It is no mere blind conservatism which
hesitates to believe that our Lord pledged His supernatural
knowledge for the conclusion of the world's story within
a generation The words, as we have them, mean that and
nothing else ; and it is surely incredible that Jesus should have
so erred We do not deny that He may have expected the end
shortly ; there is at least a strong NT tradition, direct and in-

direct, that He did We do say that He could not stake every-
thing, with the very greatest emphasis, upona date ! which
besides was a mistaken date B W. Bacon's solution is attrac-
ts e that the original logwn referred to the word of God, but
not specifically either to the OT law or to the Master's own

>' i i ;<*"" i - of tradition insisted on one or the
i

5. 'Fulfilment* in general Some individual

passages, (a) Lk I 1

speaks of the things
c
fulfilled'

among us (ireirX-ripo^opTi^v^v ; peif particip from a
derivative of irXypbw, or at least of Tr\r)p^). The con-
nexion with v. 4 'the certainty of i-i..-- I

1

\*\ -

wheiem, 3
etc. makes AV's rendering \> IM ;

(

things . . most surely believed
'

1 1 -i , ,m 'i i i i \

favours the " ""

i
'
f

* p "i 1
'

Not, however,
in the sense I

';
i .

* In these, the
most classical verses rrom too. Luke's pen, we must
look rather to classical models; and we should
probably take '

fulfilled
'

as meaning
*

fully accom-
plished/ SoHoItzmann; or Adeney 'tukewill
record complete transactions, a finished story.'
Probably, therefore, there is nothing to be made of
this passage, (b) In Lk 2237 we read (BV),

* This
which is written must be fulfilled (reXeotf^cw) in me,
And he was reckoned with transgressors ; for that
which concerneth me hath fulfilment

'

(rt\os ^).
Here there is room for difference of opinion. Holtz-
mann is respectful to the IM ,*- ,<

'

valuable
separate tradition of Luke's,'

'

> i i 01 . 1 ;
- whether

th e i TJ d i \ i.hull \ i?r -e i - 1\ $ cnuine ^\ \ i Mg o f ihe Lord's.
\ndlie l<iko- u a- in >i,ji<n<r ineioIvMhai death, or
the end, is hurrying near ; on the' analogy of Mk
S-6 Satan if divided again-l liim-df < hath an end/
On the other hand, Aiioney, liko tho Revisers (ap-
parently), thinks that Divine fulfilment is pointed
to here. It is an interesting po il>ilii v We can
hardly say more, (c) If the -ii'i'M'-iion offered
above (d) regarding Mt517b should be adopted
if that were originally a *opau,,'

7 *, ..-
"f, at

any rate, it was spoken <iuiie /'/>
' the

central Gospel passage on '
TuliiIm<Mit

'

gives us a
general point of view, in the Master's own words.
Any of these individual passages, if such an in-

terpretation as we have discussed is warrantable,
centres round the idea of the fulfilment of pro-
phecy; though Mt 517b would mean something
broader or something piofcmnder than what the
letter of the NT gon^tall> train* to. It win be
HITetching if we can regard such broader and pro-
founder teaching as coming directly from our
Master.

Different senses of 'fulfilment' reviewed again.
These do not to any great extent coriespond to

different Greek woids. To fulfil joy is irXrjpbu

(usually in the ,

' '

nplete joy, but (some-
times at least, .0 give joy in its ful-
ness. To fulji .

'

usually a passive) is

also 7rX?7/>6w, but might be tiie lunched Tn^TrXdvcu.,

which is used even in NT in the less theological ap-

plications. The appointed time whatever author-

ity enacted it is novrfulL To fulfil Scripture or

prophets' words, etc is inditterent]y 7r\7?/)6w (or

cognates, possibly once TrtjtwrXdyai, Lk 21 23 v L ; and

possibly, but not probably, once irKypofiopfo, Lk I
1

;

see above, 5), or reX^w (or cognate reXei6w; once
rAos &xtv) > nor should we forget ylvo^i in con-

stiuction. To fulfil law in the Epistles is rcX<?o> or

7rX7?/)Jw. In the Gospels we have rX?7p6w in kindred

applications once,
*
to fulfil

' ' * }

ind

once, in the great passage, as -to
think, in a purely general sense, 'to fulfil.' But
see above, 4. Cf. fuither in Epistles TrX^po^op^w,
'
to fulfil one's ministry,

3 2 Ti 45
;

'

fully to pro-
claim the

* *

K-rjpvyjua, 2 Ti 417 .

Can we ,

v
s- leading senses 9

Piobably
not , probably not any two. They are, of course,
connected, especially the first three It is God who
gives joy in fulness, God who oidains times, God
who keeps His jaromise. At His own tune His keep-

lise fills His people \vith joy. Nay more ;

sense is also near of km Christ, the
fulfiller of all promises, is also, on any view of

paiticular passages, the supreme pattern of obedi-

ence, and the author of new obedience in others.
But the word '

fulfil
'

piobably does not occur on the
same ground in any two of the senses discriminated
above. There is, in some cases, an idea of fulness
as against half fulness (of time, or of j'oy ; two
different fulnesses, therefore). In others (piophecy,
or law) there is a mere idea of correspondence
fulness against emptiness, so to speak the act

an-veiiiv to the word (but answering it in two
different ways).

j~
*"' * ' '

The central

suojecL is muumenb ot propnecy. (it has also the
most passages). Modern study of

*

Prophecy and
Fulfilment' title of a book t>y von Hofmann
brings out a truth which (unless possibly adum-
brated in our Lord's words, Mt 5* 7b) is nowhere
formulated in Scripture. Fulfilment is not only
like what prediction expected, but is also in some
ways different, because the prophets* paitial wisdom
was not adequate to the/w/Z splendour of the ful-
filment. Christ, in so far as He differs from the
Messiam '," of the OT, is not lessei but
greater , .

'

. He necessarily differs It is

true, some elements of the fulfilment are trans-
ferred to Christian eschatology. As yet they are
unfinished things. But if the First Advent dif-
fered (for the better) from the letter of expectation,
we may infer that there are symbolical or meta-
horical elements in the prophetic pictures of the
iecond Advent and eschatology. All this, while
not formulated in the NT, is learned by believing
study of the phenomena of Scripture, and is our age's
proper contribution to the conception of fulfilment.
The main lines of expectation fulfilled in Christ are

perhaps three : (1) The hope of the Messianic King
(Is 9 is the > ^ ,, ,' i ,.

'

....... \\ M'.notbe-
cause of its 'r,ii-!< -j'i i

1

-,
x

: - u ,,i respect
it did not stand very fiigh), but rrom what we may
call its dogmatic bharpne^s, and a- "ii|-liH-i- in the
NT age. It lent the Climtiau Chinch u- first

creed viz. that 'Jesus is Christ.' It was fulfilled

only through the transference of Christ's royalty
from temporal to exalted, or from present to future
conditions. (2) There is the hope of God's own
coming to His people in person, Is 4010 and
throughout Is 40-55 This pointed strongly tc
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Christ's Godhead. (3) There is the type or ideal of

the Suffering Servant, included in Is 40-55 (also in

Ps 22 and others), chiefly at Is 5213-5313
. This teach-

ing furnished Christian theology with its deepest
elements. We can also now explain what amount
of truth is conveyed by the idea of * double fulfil-

ments.
5 When the historical reference of a pro-

phecy is to some lesser or earlier personage than
Christ Jesus, yet if that peison is important in

the history of God's puipose, the same principle
may be fulfilled partially in him which is (ultim-

ately) more perfectly fulfilled in Christ. Thus
we may have a multiple, a repeated fulfilment of

great principles; yet , "i
'

> ',' 'n. to Christ as

the grand or absolute ] , i ! \\ * do not affirm

agre;
*

! , T ""

i

1 "'

The :,.-.,
(and ,

He meant one event.

But Ins words were capable of meaning many.
And .

" "

i m his spiritual messages corre-

sponds to Olirist more than to Christ's f01 erunner.

Again, individual or detailed fulfilments have their

own subordinate
* qome indeed may be

rather a play of ; ^
than a serious aigu-

ment The OT is full of plays upon words ; and
the NT citations of

'
I called my son out of Egypt,'

and of < He shall be called a Nazarene' (Mt 2lk 2S
),

are probably of this sort things that carried more
weight in Judaea long ago than they can possibly

carry now. At times the resemblance to the OT
is innocently and unconsciously filled out. The
exact reproduction of Ps 228

, which v/e find at Mt
2743

, is unknown to the earlier narrative of Mark.
Where the matter is of some weight (e g probably
the birth at Bethlehem), its chief importance is

that it emphasizes or advertises the deeper analogies
and correspondences in viitue of which Chust ful-

fils and, may we say, transcends the spirit or
the leligion of the OT ; alike w Himself and in
His gospel.

LITERATURE See the Lexicons ; also the following
1 two

articles, and the Commentaries On Mt 51
?, etc

,
see further

i -i - .,.-, ,

*

the Jewish Law, 1880 ,
works on

.
- M '

,1 '\ Bacon,"
"

">#,
I \ \ i . quoted) of

prophecy, modern works by von Hofmann, Eiehm (Muirhead's
tr), A B Davidson, Woods (The Hope of Israel), etc On the

eschatological discourse, SchwaitzkopfFs Prophecies of Jesus
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FULNESS (*r\i}pto/wi). The Gr. word is used in
"

I-'"
1

-.its natural, physical sense m Mt 916
,

M\ -'
i! - It has a definite (.lir>ol.v_'<jil mean-

ing in Jn I 16 [the only place in tn* 1 Oo-hH- where
it is fcr.

' fulness '] In the Epistles it is used :

of time, to denote the period that fills up a certain

epoch (Eph I 10
, Gal 44 ; see FULNESS OF TIME) ;

of persons, the full n '< I-*I);IP

'

to make up a
definite figure ( Ro 1 1 ; , 01 m<jxure, to indicate
the full capacity, the entire content (1 Co 1026 28

,

Bo 1529 ), also this may be said to be its meaning in
Ro 1310 where love is spoken of as the TrX^w^a
v6fjt,ov. The word has also a definite theological

meaning in Col I 19 29
, Eph I28 319 413

. The central

<oM<ophon of Hie word, wherever used, seems to
ln k

''>//'/'/'/'/" *s- the totality of the things spoken
01 ili.'ii -\\lii' li binds them into n onmuetiiuil
whole. Even when it is the late-l addition ilini i<

indicated as the TrX^pw^a, the word refers back to
the beginning, and signifies the completeness
effected by the addition. Thus m the pa^ages in

St Matthew and St. Mark which refer to the

sewing of the new patch on the old garment, it is

not the patch that is the wXi}/>w/*a, it is the com-

fleteness
that results from the patch ; and, as

igin foot roundly points out, the idea meant to

be convened i*
jln

1

paradox that it is this very
completeness which makes i be garment incomplete.
A false show of wholeness is A\or*e than an open

rent, an idea entirely in accordance with the
method of the teaching of Je&us.
The theological meaning of TrX^pw^a in St. John's

Gospel must be taken in connexion with its use in
St Paul's Epistles. Granted the authenticity of
the Epistles and the Gospel, St. John must have
written more than a quarter of a centuiy later,
arid must have addressed practically the same
circle as that which St. Paul had m view in >\ utmg
to the Colobsians and the rp^c^'n^ It is clear
that St. Paul is dealing v ii'i t in VON! in a techni-
cal sense as a word which is familiar to his oppo-
nents, but is used by him in a sense different horn
theirs , and St John's use of the term is exactly
similar. The -\ ' (! -

'

iVV, V thoughtm the Gnosti- l

-<
1

-;. \ i
<

'

\ \\-[ the fiist

f^rms
referred to in" the vigorous polemic of St.

aul. Gnosticism \v as fui ther developed by Germ-
thus, a contemporary of St. John, and reached its

culmination in the fully elaborated system of
Yalentinus. The problem with which these Gnostic
heresiarchs were continually wrestling was one
that is as old as human thought how to pass fiom
tho infinite to the finite, and reconcile absolute
oocl with the existence of evil. The details of

the earlier systems with which the Apostles had to
deal aie unknown to us, but in the speculations of

Yalentinus, as preserved m the writings of the
c. '""' r "lijis, especially the JY 7

'// , / / '/
< i

11
I

'

.
i

1 we have a sybterr M \>l p !*-
pineal conceptions are clothed in Oriental imagery,
and an attempt is made to give a consistent ex-

planation of the mysterieb of Creation, Sin, and
Redemption
From the Absolute Being or the Abysmal Depth, there issued

twin emanations, having each a relative being in itself, but each

pair, as they receded from the primal source of existence, had
fainter traces of the pure Divine spirit These emanations are

he Divine attributes, and in their totality
t

"

Godhead
Opposed to the - '

,
,

, the realm
of matter and n , . aramst the
world of reality I

- '
i

' -
i I -,

noumenal and t"
'

i ii aim of archetypal ideas
and the objects < -\ i '.

j

< ith a moral significance
imparted into n In me xsw/xa, me thnty JSons of the

/ / - - i their material counterpart, pi -<Krl '-'crbythe
M ' Creator, who has no i i.'pim' iJii-o-i to the

spiritual lealm. This world of chaos and ancient night receives
from the TXypu/aot, a spiritual principle, reducing it to a sem-
blance of order, in the person of Sophia Achamoth, an emana-
tion from the Sophia of the spiritual realm. The higher Sophia,
the latest of the -Lout, and the furthest remo\ed from the
Absolute, had been coi - <" : P <1 - '

i
*

, i s 1- >

the Primal Glory, and :
< i i

' .. _ * i_ > IN

to another ^Bon T *< -i
'

i-i' i > _-.,,
'

m essence but out ' : i <
- *-rr u, ,i , >

*. . 1 , i- - -
i r -,"!. ,.'

M
> .- ^ ,

'

y x :/ Ili-t ?/>' i \ "
ii i 'Pit I of her essence to

> i v . / i
-i i - !, < I J i spintual principle

r i u-i 1-v < u l ",i r '. Io 'n. who had m them.
-

-p;i iii- r (. > -r i iii -o i, < >on * the yEons contn-
1 , / t

i c 1 i- iVkn ixii-tp-'i .-) JBt Him for Hia
t" ' J 1 i I ',

Y ( 'u iMiip I i ^ i i man Jesus, and
through Him effected the redemption of those spiritual beings
who were involved in the lower realm of matter, but who had
received quickening through the infusion of the spiritual

principle into the XSVU/MC

What degree of elaboration this fantastic theory
had reached in the age of St. Paul, and still later

in that of St. John, there is not now material to

decide ; but there are distinct traces of it in the

Epistle to the Colossians in the reference to princi-

palities, dominions, and powers (Col I16) ; and we
knou that Cerinthus, a contemporary of St. John,
thought out the religions problem on very similar

lines, and used the word pleroma in a similar sense.

We are to regard the use of the term, then, by the

two Apo&tles as an assertion of the true doctrine

of the plerowa as against a false doctrine which
had wide currency. In the Logos, who became in-

carnate in Jesus Christ, the whole pleroma of the

Godhead is contained. Jesus was not the last of

the Jions, created as an afterthought. He is the

image of the invisible God, the firstborn of al)
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cieated beings (Col I 15
). The long chain of medi-

ators between God anjd man
" "" ' '

to the
realm of myth, and the one ^. ovoyev/is,

full of giace and truth (Jn I 14
),

" '

yhoni
alone God effects His purposes in and

Redemption, is held up for the adoration of all

men. And this fulness of the Divine, which is in

Him through the closene&s of His contact with

God, is imparted to His disciples (Jn I 16
) and to the

Chinch which is His Body, and \" r

is the fulness of Him who fillet ,
t x

The Church is here regarded as the complement of

Jesus. The Head and the Body make one whole

tliephroma of the Godhead, the full realization

of the Divine purpose which centres in the ledemp-
tion of man. For through this Chuich, which on
earth possesses the potentiality of the pleroma, by
means of its varied ministries, the fulness which is

in Christ the Head passes to the individual, whose

destiny^
it is to attain to the perfect man, to the

possession, in his degree, of the entire pleroma of

the Godhead.
It is scarcely sufficiently iccognizerl that the NT

doctrine of tne Church is a ""philosophy of the
Social Organism which embraces all essential

human activities (Eph 415 16
}. Our difficulty in

. )

*

u""i >
", lies mainly in this, that the

\ M. -",-. -
: _ the temporal in the light of

L v {!!' istantly confu-irj. the boundary
(* "

i
-

*;
^ate the m ua' noiu the ideal, the

process from the consummation.

T

CJ, V i

:, Church
Uso Hastings' D*.

A. MILLER.

FULNESS OF THE TIME (r6 , .

An expression used by St. Paul (Gal 44) to mark
the opportuneness of the coming of Christ into the
world, acl '' ri" ,i-- of the age for the great
religious id, >' i iui II o was to effect. It empha-
-i/>- tho mijjuo significance of tlio poiio<l as the
(ulni!uiLion oi <i long course of e\oiit>, by which
the

^
way had been provident i, ".y i'

T

>|if ! for
Christ's ;ip]>c.'iinm e. find His !".', -i-li: i .> of a
purer typ-" oi lo'imon The evidences of such a
providential preparation are indeed remarkable.
Along different lines of historical development a
situation had been created at the very centre of
the world's life, that was singularly favourable to
Jl

>-
'" J and spread of a loftier faith The

. ii < usually re "0; '/
"

;:- r >
*
J ""

'.

this result were: (1) , i-

'

,> i , i,i

the Jewish
people had reached ; (*2) the dissemina-

tion of i"
1

' -Oi - ul,ni_rii,'
t
j: i i^ture, and commercial

activity; arid ..'I i i. rin\ MJ influence of Rome.
1. Trie peculiar condition of the

* "

Centuries of chequered discipline
"

, I \. . he
Jewish mind the belief in one true and perfectly
righteous God, and subsequently to the return
from the Exile there had been no rel:ip-<* 111(0

idolatry. Latterly, indeed, through the m ll i j eM < **

of the -CT ibe< and Pha i IM^, l^ili-m o rid foimahty
had creni in, and ch< eKloin.ili/iiiidii of religion
had been carried far ; yet in manv classes of societv
there was a wistful straining aftei innei purity anS.
a more living fellowship with God; and in 'spite
of the soulless bondage of ceremonial observances,
there was an amount of deep and reverent piety
that kept the nation's heart sounder than might
appear on the surface. At all events, nowhere
else in the world did there exist so vivid a concep-
tion of the Divine holiness or so high a recognized
standard of moral iiv; no \vlicio ol-c therefore,
were there so many devout minds reach to receive
a new spiritual ICY elation, or ^o ^\e]J fitted to
furnish heralds and apostles for its propagation
Then there was the revival of the Messianic

hope, which, kept alive by the pressure of repeated
misfortunes, had, under the i._ i i ^ up 01"

Koman domination -i-n."^ u;
'

! ;,'>:,,.
intensity. The police.J ^..i.-i 1-1.1 was galling, and
the Jewish people, pining to be fiee from the

foreign yoke, consoled themselves with the thought
of a glonous futuie. It was a tune of high-strung
unrebt and expectancy ; yet although the piospect
of political emancipation was to a laige extent

entertained, theie weie multitudes of earnest souls

yearning for a higher form of deliverance, the

dawn oi a leign of ughteousness and peace, m the

benefits of which not Israel only, but the whole

world, should share.

Outside Palestine, again, the influence of Jewish

religious ideas had been widely extended by means
of the Dispersion. Conscious of being rained above
the manifold forms of heathen superstition around

them, the colonies of Jews settled in the trading
cities of foreign lands felt themselves impelled to

aspiie after a ceitam elevation of life ; while the
lottier moral teaching they maintained in then-

synagogues attracted consideiable numbers of pro-

selytes from paganism. Thus the conception of

the Divine unity and righteousness was bomg
spread over a large section of the heathen woi Id.

So far, therefore, both at home and abroad the
Jewish people had fulfilled their mission in the
moral and lehg /

- "
, \:i of the woild for

the entrance of < "i- .. .

2. The dissemination oi the GreeJc language,
culture, and commercial activity. Ever since

the conquests of Alexander the Great, the Greek

tongue had attained supremacy among the civilized

nations, and had become the current medium for

the exchange of thought. Even the OT had to be
rendered into Greek, in the translation known as

the Septuagint Moreover, Greek learning, litera-

ture, and speculation exercised i\ IMI \ji-i\o influ-

ence far and near. A significant imKutjoii of this

is to be found in the rise among the Jews of the

Dispersion of a school of thinkers who had im-
bibed the Greek culture, and who, quickened by
the intellectual alertness of the Greek nimd, were
drawn to take part in the literary pioductivity of
the age. The aim of this Grreco-Jewish school
was to make the purer religious faith and know-
ledge of Israel accessible to the world. With its

chief seat at Alexandria, its leading representa-
tives, such as Aristobulus and Philo, endeavoured
to show that the Mosaic law, correctly understood,
contained all that the best Greek P'IJ -MI' -In !

- had

taught. Thus was brought about a mutual action
and reaction of Jewish and Greek ideas, and a
soil was being made ready for a more elevated

spiritual teaching, based on the unity of the God-
head and the eternal obligation of righteousness.
At the same time the commercial enterprise

of the Greeks was rapidly overcoming national

exclusiveness, and producing a freer intercourse
between men of different races. They were the

cosmopolitans of the
"* '

-"

*

i open-
minded, eager to enter into an. viviu interests ;

and in the
"

in Asia Minor and
along the . they fostered the

and helped to secure full scope
.,

f all forms of belief
But \\1ulo i lur<

-umularmji iiuollociunl i-'coplhe-
ness everywhere, the mo^t inijioir.mt contribution
of the Greeks in the pi^piuanon foi Christianity
was the universal pro\ .ilenoo ihoy gjuned for their
ii<'i ami < \i-n--i\o language, inasmuch as by this
ihc\

*Mi>|iliiil
j < ommon vehicle of intercourse,

(jJ'iilnu.i 10 l-o of immense advantage in the
announcement and promulgation of the Christian

Evangel.
3. The unifying inflm aw of Rome. -That the

entire known world \\a then embraced within
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Rome's imperial sway was a momentous factor in

the situation winch "had been reached. As the
bamei& ot language had been demolished through
the influence of the Greeks, so thiough the in-

fluence of the Romans the bameis of nationality
had been broken down. The whole woild was
but one country ; and from the Euphrates to the
Atlantic there was settled government, ordei, and
the rule of law under one sovereign sceptre In
the lull of national strifes which had thus come
the pax Romano, merchant and traveller moved
wafely fiom land to land, and by the splendid
system of roads for which the IJxmian Empne was
famed, the lines of communication were opened in

all directions. In this way Rome had perfoimed
its distinctive pai t by bringing about a political con-
dition of the world hitheito unexampled m history.
Thus the three great races of antiquity had con-

tubuted their share towards the fulfilment of a

manifestly providential design, and the period had
now amvect when then several lines of historical

development converged to a meeting-point, pro-
ducing a combination of circumstances which
rendered issues of vast moment possible As it

has been aptly put,
' the City of God is built at

the confluence of three civilizations
3

(Conybeare
and Howson's St. Patcl, i, 2)

It is worthy of note also that the little country
of Palestine, where the Founder of Christianity
was to appear, lay at the very centre of the then
known world

;
and in view of the fact that through

the pi ovision of
"

and free means
of movement and intercomse the avenues of access
were opened to every land, it becomes clear that

the most signal facilities were affoided for the dis-
semination ot a faith that was destined to wield a
world-wide powei.

In addition to this, account has to be taken of
the decay ot the old pagan leligions, and the
simultaneous influx of Onental ideas There was
a strange intermingling of races and also of leli-

gious beliefs, with the result that men's minds
were unsettled, and a spirit of inquiry was awak-
ened among those \vho had grown dissatisfied \vith
the popular heathen cults.

Manifestly the age was ripe for a new levelation
that would meet the deepest needs of the human
soul , and in the situation created by the course of

Jewish, Gieek, and Roman lnstoiy, the way for it

had at length been prepared. Then Jesus Christ

appealed The * fulness of the time
5

had come for
the advent of the p

1 -. i -"! Savioui with His
Gospel of life and -, . iu the legeneration of
mankind.
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FUNERAL. See BURIAL, and TOMB.

FURLONG. See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

FURNACE OF FIRE. See FIRE, p.

FUTURE. See ESCHATOLOGY.

GABBATHA (ra/3/3a0a) occurs only in Jn 1913
,
as

the ( Hebrew '

or, more correctly, Aramaic equi-
valent of At#6<rrpwros. For the et\moloy of the
word see E. Nestle in Hastings' UB 11. 74 f., with
the literature there cited. The word Is \\\ >p,i i on i 1y
connected with a root aaj, of which ilic UIMUJI-

mental idea is that of something curved or convex.

Hence it cannot be taken as identical in meaning*
with Attfocrrpwros, which implies a level tesselated
surface. A surface of that kind on the summit of

a hill, or with a rounded porch or an open cupola
over it, beneath which might permanently stand,
or be placed occasionally, the

(3yf*a
or '.ivi'luineV

seat/ would best meet the conditions "i" 'i <,<-<

Such a spot might well be known amongst one
class of the people {the Romans and their asso-

ciates) as the ravement, and amongst another as
Gabbatha. The latter name has not yet been
found elsewhere than in the NT. For the attempts
to nloniify (I u k

locality, and for the usages involved
in rho i oioi ou< o see PAVEMENT

R. "W. Moss.
GABRIEL is mentioned in Lk 1 as appearing to

Zacharias to announce the future piejjrnancy of

Elisabeth and the birth of John, and to Mary with
a similar announcement of the birth of Jesus. To
Zachanas he declares that he is wont to stand in
the presence of God, and that he is sent by Him
on the mission stated. When he is asked for a

sign, he is competent to impose the severe sign of ,

dumbness until the fulfilment of the prediction |

that has been made. The Gospel mention of .

Gabriel, then, is as a messenger of the signal
j

favour of God, at least in connexion with the
'

Messiah and His forerunner. ,

He has a somewhat siir *nr *
-*r

j T i" Mie only OT passage m
which he is mentioned, ]' i

* Jvri was perplexed at the

strange vision which he had seen. Pondering over it, he sees
one '

standing before him like the appearance of a man/ and a
voice is heard bidding Gabriel, for it is he, explain the vision.
Daniel falls in a faint as the messenger approaches, and Gabriel
lifts him tip and explains the mysterious vision Again he
appears to the pioilti sjudci **.i i u '! I.M -.inn*- andisnow
called 'the ma '

(>,un I f* <; , LJ.I
"i Dani-.I J ut ,i similar ex-

perience (10
5tt

)- The details are identical or in harmony with the
account m pu \ no i- rli.ipt* r^, "b 1 1 ini ivnt i of i nu^-inr-i !>

notgiven. Ti i- ho \c\cr ircncrl'\ a i modiJ'nfTht rir-ioi lid
Gabriel inniiMd r r I- i i-

'

\< l -r.-'it
over the interests c I-'

'

,
- c \ r -

JM.I i i, 1
' _-

j
ii -

. .

over other nations,

Gabriel belongs to the creations of tin; hnnplna-
tion of the Jews in post-exilic times. When God
had to them Lecpme universal and correspondingly-

great and glorious, but without parallel spmtual-
ization of His attributes, He was thought to re-

quire agents whom He might send as messengers,
'

angel**
'

to transmit His messages These angels
were at first nameless, later they received names.
Gabriel was one of the most important of them-
one of four, of seven, of seventy, according to

different enumerations in Jewish writings. See
s.v. 0. H. GATES.

GADABA, GADARENES.In the AV in Mk 51

and Lk 8- Jesus is said to have come into the

'country of the Gadarenes.' In the KV this is

corrected to
' Gerasenes ' On the other hand, the

AV in Mt S28 has 'country of the Gergesenes,*
while the KV has 'Gadarenes.' These are the

only passages all referring to the cure of the

demoniac and the destruction of the herd of swine
\\ here Gadara is mentioned in Scripture. How

the reading TaSapyvui* crept in, or, if original, what
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exactly it meant, we may not "be able to explain
satisfactorily, but one thing Is certain, the
miracle cannot have taken place at the city of

Gadara, the modern Umm Keis For that town
stands on a high plateau on the further side of the
wide and extiemely steep gorge of the Hieromax
river, and is about a 3 hours' ride distant from
the Lake. As Thomson says (LB u. p. 354), 'If

the miracle was performed at Gadara, then the
swine must have run down the mountain for

an hour, forded the deep Jarmuk (Hieromax),
ascended its northern bank, and raced across the
level plain several miles before they could reach
the nearest margin of the lake a feat which no
herd of swine would be likely to achieve even

though they were "
possessed."

' In short, no one
who has seen the position of Gadara would ever

dream of locating the miracle there See GEE.A-
SENES. J. SOUTAR.

GAIN. The word 'gain' occurs ten times in the
AV of the Gospels, and on every occasion m one of

the sayings of our Lord These passages fall into

: (1) The parallel records of a saying
all the Synoptists (Mt 162S

,
Lk 92B

,

Mk 83S) ; (2) the parables of the Talents and the
Pounds (Mt2517 - 20 - 22

, Lk 1915 16- 18
) ; (3) the single

record of the saying in Mt 1815
. It is (with the

exception of St. Luke's use of Sta-Trpa/y^aTetfoyucu,

irpocrepydfo/JLCLi, and irottu in the parable of the

Pounds) always a translation of Kepdaivu. This
verb and its cognate substantive K<lp5o$ are used
elsewhere in the NT by St. Paul (1 Co 919- a>.fli.aa

Ph I 21 37 - 8
, Tit 1"), St. Peter (1 P 3>), and St.

Luke (Ac 2721
, a peculiar use, but not without

classical parallels).
1. Mt 1626

(II ; cf. Ph 37 and I 21
)
contrasts gain

and loss as they touch the direct p M -oruil i elation
of the soul to God. A man may <'< >unr t ho world
a thing to be gamed, and give his soul as the price
of it ; or, with the wiser Apostle, may reckon
communion with Christ a gain worth the sacrifice
of i^

1

.
*

\-
J1

i n;i Ue; or, rising to the vision of the
grei. in i -.1, ., . may look for the supreme gain,
something better even, than living here in Christ,
to the life beyond the grave. This is the mystic's
conception of religion

*
I and God are alone in

the world.
3

All gain apart from union with the
Divine is really loss ; and loss, or what seems loss,
incurred in achieving that union is gam. 'Qui
invenit Jesum,' says Thomas a Kempis, 'Invenit
thesaurum bonum ; immo bonum, super onme
bonum.' The thought finds its simplest and at
the same time its fullest expression in the parables
of the Hidden Treasure and the Pearl of Great
Price, whose finder sells with joy' all that lie has,
to buy what he has discovered.

2* The parables of the Talents and the Pounds
express the gain to character which comes of
faithful use of powers and abilities. The thought
is of the realization of the possibilities that are in
man and the r i fitness V ' '

>rk
Here the gain !'! ! ,'ess on ,- . on
iilk'"iii <* ui-l faithfulness. This is a common con-

< pi i. MI 01 i i- meaning of the Christian religion.
In it life is not a period of aspiration for an
unutterable beatitude, but a time of training, in
expectation of the gain of the Master's praise and
ultimate ability to do more and greater work for
Him.

3. Mt IS15
, with which must be connected 1 Co

919ff
, speaks of the gain of winning other souls for

thrist. Here there is the need of sacrifice, the
sacrifice of pride, of social and racial prejudice?and there is also the need of faithfulness and
diligence This is the missionary's conception of

Christianity We find it in. St. Paul and in all
those after him who have felt the necessity laid on

them,
e Woe is me if I preach not the gospel.

' The

joy of this gam is anticipated in Dn 12J
(cf. Ja

5ly- 20
). Its greatness is most fully known when

we realize that we share it with God Himself and
His angels (Lk 156 - 9 - 22ff

-).

In all tluee classes of passages the language is

that of the market-place where men get gain by
l.! j,.

111
-,_ or labouring; but it is immensely

sublimated, and purified of all selfishness and greed.

Confessions ,
Francis de Sales, The

S'f. \ The Imitation of Chi it>t
, Theologta

'
s: V " T

' U J

'.'
>

' ,.-' '\ i: -

John Wesley ; Lives of eminent modern missionaries.

J. 0. HANNAY.
GALILJEAN (TaXtXcuos) Twice Jesus is men-

tioned as a Galilsean : once by a maid-servant (Mt
2669 ) ; once when Pilate was anxious to transfer the
trial of Jesus from his own to Herod's court (Lk 236

).

It was during the trial of Jesus also that Peter
was

"

as a Galilean by the bystandeis
(Mt .'

,
i
70

,
Lk 2259

; see GALILEE, 7) In
Jn 445 we lead that Galileans, who had been at

Jerusalem and had seen the works of Jesus thei e,

received Him on that account in then own land
In Lk 131 we aie told of Pilate's (evidently lecent)

punishment of some Galilseans, whom he had slam
even while they were

'

Tina event can-
not be identified wiui any levolt mentioned in

history. Some suppose Barabbas to have been
arrested in connexion therewith ; some would asso-

ciate it with the revolt of Judas of Galilee (Jos.
BJ II. viii. 1), but this took place, according to

Ac 5 1*7
,
more than twenty years before. Probably

it refers to some small outbreak, severely punished
by Pilate as usual (cf. Philo, Leg. ad Gaium, 37).

For characteristics of Galilseans see GALILEE,
7,

'

People
'

G. W. THATCHER.

GALILEE. 1. Name The English form of the
name c Galilee

'

is derived from the Hebrew Wj
(Galll), Aram. *Mj (GalUa or G'lila), through Gr
TaXiXaia and Lat. Gahlcea. The Heb. word denotes

simply a '

circuit
'

or '

district ', and m Is 9 1 Galilee
is called ' Galilee (RVm 'the district

5

) of the

nations,' and in 1 Mac 515 TaXiXaia aXXcxptiXuiv

(' Galilee of the strangers') In other passages of
the OT it is simply called *the district.'

2. History. When the Hebrew invasion of Pales-
tine took place, the main part of Galilee was
allotted to Zebulun, Asher, and X- ';,"" Accord-
ing to Jg I 3l)-83

, Zebulun was not ,

'

* > success-
ful in driving out the inhabitants ot their portion,
while Asher and Naphtah had to be content to

settle as best they could among the inhabitants,
'

for they did not drive them out.' These inhabit
ants seem to have been Amorites and Hivites from
the Lebanon. An account of one (or two) of the
battles fought in this country is found in Jg 4-5.

In the days of the Monarchy, (5-alilee always suffered
in the Syrian wars. It was ravaged by Ben-hadad
(1 K 1520 ), probably won back by Ahab, taken
again by the Aramaeans under fiazael (2 K 1218

1322 ), and recovered by Jeroboam II It was also

on the high-road of tin \ -\" '>\ r

asion, and
was won for Assyria by I ', ', ! \ III. m 734
(2 K 1529

), many of its inhabitants being carried
into captivity From this time up to the end of
the 2nd cent B a the population was heathen, with
a small number of Jewish settlers, who attached
themselves to Jerusalem after the return from the
Exile About the year 164, Simon the brother of
Judas Maccabseus pursued the Syrians to Ptole-

mais, and on his way back bi ought the Galilaean
Jews and their property to Jud<ca (1 Mac 521

"23
).

Some 60 years later the whole state of affairs in
Galilee was changed According to Strabo, on
the authority of Timagenes (Jos. Ant. XIII. xi 3),
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Anstobulus (B C. 104-103) conqueied much of Gali-

lee, and compelled the inhabitants to be circumcised
and live according to Jewish laws This work had
piobably been already begun by John Hyrcanus
(B.c 135-105). Herod at his death bequeathed
Galilee to Herod Antipas, who succeeded after
much opposition in having his legacy confirmed at
Rome.

3. Extent The amount of territory covered by
the name 'Galilee' varied in different times Oii-

ginally it comprised the hilly and mountainous
country to the north of the Plain of Esdraelon 01

the smaller plain of el-Buttcmf. The boundaries
were probably not well defined, but on the north it

included Kedesh (Jos20
7 21<J2 ). It was latei spoken

of in two divisions Upper and Lower Galilee (cf.

Jth I
8

, 1 Mac 1249
), and in the Mishna is divided

into three parts, these corie^pondm^ to the natural
divisions of plain, hill-country, and mountain
The boundaries of Galilee at the time of Christ

are thus given by Josephus
'Now Phoemce and Syria surround the two Galilees, which

are called T'p . i a , <1 T ^ . r Galilee They are bounded on the
W by the oo'cUi- > < -jrntory belonging to Ptolemais, and
by Oarmel, which mountain of old belonged to the Gahlseans,
but now to the Tynans ,

and next it is Gaba (Jebata*), which
is called "the city of horsemen," because those horsemen that
were dismissed by Herod the king: dwelt therein , they are
bounded on the S by Samana and A*

, p
7

- i far as the
streams of the Joidan , on the E b; 1 1

\ * district of

Hippos, Susiyeh) and Gadans (the uiswicii or Lradara, Umm
Keis\ and also by Gaulamtis (Jaulmi) and the borders of the

kingdom of Agnppa , and their 3ST parts are bounded by Tyre,
and the country of the Tynans Ac for what is called Lower
Galilee,

* " "

Tiberias to Chabulon (Kabul),
and Pto the coast , and its breadth is

from the village canea Aaiotn (Iksal), which lies in the ^reat
plain, to Bersabe, from which beginning: the breadth of Upper
Galilee is also taken to the > "!)'_! I>,i N which divides the land
of the Tynans from Gahle . cun is also from Meloth
(Men on) to Thella (probably Tell Thala\ a \illage near the
Jordan '

(BJ m 111. 1)

46.
r " "

The southernmost division of

Galilee was Jbsuraelon (G. A. Smith, HG-HL p 379).
It consists of (1) the triangular plain about 200
feet above sea-level, 29 miles long from the foot of

Carmel to Jenm, 15 from Jenin to Tabor, and 15

from Tabor to the foot of Caimel ; (2) the valley of

Jezreel (Nakr Jalnd], running down for 12 miles
from Jezreel to Bethshean, some 400 feet below sea-

level. The Plain of Esdraelon is watered by the

Jjpshon flowing to the Mediterranean ; but, as the

edges are somewhat higher than the centre, it is

often marshy It i-b '.<": . _reat part in the his-

tory of Palestine / ,

'

//'r'//, p. 39111), but has
no mention m the story of the Gospels
On the other hand, the middle division of Galilee,

known as Lower Galilee, contains nearly all the

important sites of the Gospel record. Nazareth,
f.iiio 1

!?,!
1

;
1
!! Shunem, Nain, Cana, etc., aie within

i: - I.OT-KI - It is bounded on the W. by the Plain
of Ptolemais, on the S by the Plains of Esdraelon
and Jezreel, on the E. by the Sea of Galilee (though
sometimes a part of the country east of the sea
was considered Gjililican), and on the N by a line

passing from the X end of the Sea of Galilee

through Kamah to the coast. It consists of four
chains of hills running east and west, intercepted
by valleys and plain** The hills reach a height of

about 1200 feet The southern chain consists of

the Nazareth hills, with Mt. Tabor ; the next

range contains the Karn Jlattin of Crusading
fame ; the third, the city of Jotapata ; while the
fourth consists of the southern slopes of the moun-
tains of Upper Galilee. The central plain of el-

Buttauf is about 500 feet above sea-level, while
the coast of the Sea of Galilee is nearly 700 feet

below sea-level The whole country i< \i oil \\ ntei cJ

by streams flowing east or -west, and \\a^ exnemely
fertile. The grass of the plains was green, and

*
T- " idci ifVa ',i- i brackets are those of Sir C W Wilson

in <\\.\\i 10 ** uan-lui on of Josephus

evergreen oaks grew on the hills The corn-
fields gave a plenteous harvest, and pomegianates
abounded

Upper Galilee ranged from the N boundary of
Lower Galilee to the Tynan boundary, which
seems to

Jiave been at the time of Christ just
south of Kedesh, A\ Inch according to Josephus was
a Tyrian fortiess on the borders of Galilee (Ant,
XIII. v. 6

;
BJ II xviii 1, IV. ii. 3) It is a land

of mountains, where the 'hills run fiom 2000 to
4000 feet in height. It too was a fertile land, with
thick woods, sycamoies, olives, vines, and green
pastures by its wateis.

5. Roads ' Judeea was on the road to nowhere ;

Galilee is covered with roads to eveiywhere' (G.
A. Smith, HGHL p. 425). Roads in the East
even now are often mere tracks, scarcely recogniz-
able by the "Western They are repaired for gi eat
occasions, and soon allowed to fall again into their
natural condition. Remains of pavements, how-
evei, show that at the time of Christ the Roman
genius for

" Yr \ ""

". >en at work in the
district of '

'

I
A , was this the case

on the gieat hi_>h-road the 'NVay of the Sea,
3

as
it was called m die Middle Ages (fiom an inter-

pretation of Is 91
), which crossed the middle of

Lower Galilee. The eastern termini of the main
roads were the two

"" Y o- * 1 i

'

crossed the
Jordan. These were i' n *-i ," -at half-way
between Merom and tin ** a i (>,i! l> i

, now called
the '

Bridge of Jacob's Daughters
' To this came

the road from Damascus and the intervening
country Westward fiom the river the road ran

by Safecl and Raniah to Ptolemais From this a
branch struck off a few miles west of the rivei,

passed by Arbela (Irbid), and lejomed the high-
road near Ramah. Another branch went south-
\\aids to the west coast of the Sea of Galilee at
Kl ~ * r "

7 and proceeded to Bethshean, where
it j

s !i oad from (2) the bridge a few miles
south of the Sea of Galilee, now called the Jisr d-

Miycmna. Over this bridge came the traffic from
Arabia and Gilead From it one road passed
through Bethhhean, the Valley of Jezreel, and the
Plain of Esdraelon, to the coast of the Mediter-
ranean, and so on to Egypt ; another by Cana and

Sepphoris to Ptolemais The main road from the
shore of the Sea of Galilee to the highlands went
by the Wady el-JIammam past Arbela, then be-

tween Tabor and "the Nazareth hills to Esdraelon.

Along these and many other roads flowed a cease-

less stream of traffic, and the fulness of their life

is reflected in the parables of Christ (cf. Encyc*
JBibl iv. 5191 ; HGHL p. 430 f.)

6. Government. Galilee was a part of the Roman
Empire ; that is, in the days of Christ it was under
the emperors Augustus and Tiberius Roman
garrisons were in towns all round the country.
Roman influence was felt everywhere. But the

mass of the people had little or nothing to do with
the Roman Empire directly. The direct govern-
ment of the land was in the hands of Herod

Antipas, to whom, with the title of
'

tetrarch,' it

tt-N*- {)** igncd by Augustus after the death of

Hoi oil ATIIIJW- was 17 years old at his accession

to powei, and established his capital at Scpphori-
About the year 22, however, he built a new city on

the shore of the Sea of Galilee, named it Tiberias

in honour of the emperor, and made it his capital
This city was governed after the Greek model by
a council of 600. with an Archon and other officers.

In these two cities was centred the chief legal
administration of affairs in Galilee during the life

of Christ But m Galilee, as elsewhere, the chief

details of life were regulated bv the Jews' own
religious laws rather than by ordinary civil enact-

ments The chief authority was the Sanhednn

(see SAKHEDRIN) at Jerusalem, to which appeals
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could be made when local doctors differed The
chief local difficulties were usually satisfied by the
decisions of local councils (cf. Mt 1017

) 3 piobably
associated moie or less closely with the local syna-
gogues (see SYNAGOGUE).

7. People. Galilee was a populous country.
* The cities he very thick, and the veiy many
villages are eveiywhere so populous irom the rich-

ness of the soil, that the very least of them con-

tains moie than fifteen thousand inhabitants' (Jos.
BJ in. iii. 2). In another place Josephus says
there were 240 cities and villages in Galilee (Life,

45), and that many of these had strong walls.

From each of these to the others must have been a
network of tracks and roads in addition to the
mam roads (see above), and the land was a scene
of constant activity. The 1

"

i . of the hills

and the activity of everyday
k

i a people of

energy and \ II<MLI T?he "Galileans are inured to

war fiom :M-H nui- y, and have been always very
numerous ; nor has their country evei been destitute
of men of courage

'

(Jos BJ in. in. 2) Regarded
with a certain amount of patronizing contempt by
Hu> p-re-blooded and more strictly theologically

-

mi'uUMi levr-uf Ferusalern and its
" 11

-

they still had i

'

: \ _ ; > \ zeal i
v

i ^

This zeal was >{,. U<TC> IM. their pilgrimages to

Jerusalem, which made a 'greater impression on
their active minds than on those who were more
familiar with the life of the Holy City. At any
apparent insult to their religion they were ready
to break out in revolt. Befoie, during, and after

the life of Jesus, Galilsean leaders arose and flew
to arms in the vain attempt to secure religious

autonomy Yet they differed in many respects
from their Judsean brothers. The very technical
teims of the market and the details of their religi-
ous customs varied from those of the South (cf.

Schiirer, HJP II. i. 4). T T

:

'

of
the Aramaic language had >wn

(Mt 26"), one of these bei the

guttural sounds. Besides, however, the natural

bodily vigour and mental freshness of these high-
landers, the most ini|>.rl<nif- difference between
them and the people of ,Ju*LiM lay in the different
attitude in daily life I ^!

'
" ""

rid of the
Roman Empire and I i i

-
!

'

. Know-
ledge of, at any rate spoken, Greek was to them
a necessity of business, and no attempt could be
made, as in Jerusalem, to avoid the -imly of it (cf.
"M- ,"" J 'egomena to Gram, of ST '//" 7 1906,

M j must have been, like Matthew, in
Government employ. All were brought into daily
contact with Greek and Roman modes of life and
thought. It was to this people of larger experience
of life and broader ways of 'Y \'. *

fl
T 3

appealed in tli'^roai or JMU i o li ;
'

\ \ i \,
and from it That Lie chose rhe men who were first

to make His message known to the world. See
also art. SEA OF GALILEE.

' '>*

xx, xxx.

i Galilee' in Hastings' DB, and 'Galilaa'
's, Qfog du Talmud; Gu^nn, Galilee;
/'' Time of Chnst; G- A Smith, HGHL,

Qm ^ THATCHEE.

GALL
In LXX %o*.v> represents (1) tfjh (Dfe 3232, ps 6921) ; and (2)

n$i wormwood (Pr &*, La 315). #sh and n$J are sometimes

combined, e.g. Dfe 2018 rt^ m\ LXX h wtf'xu) xtxp!*, Vulg.
fel et amaritudinem; La 319 B^I n#i, LXX *r*i/
Vulg-.

It thus appears that %o\^ was used of any bitter

drug, and there is therefore no discrepancy be-
tween MtST34 olvov [#os is a copyist'* nsimilation
to Ps 6921

]AteT& %o\^y iM-p,iypAvw, arid Mk 1,V3 fapvp-
VKT^VQV otvov. The potion administered to the cru-
ciarius (see CKUCIFIXION) -was composed of wine

and a vaiiety of dmgs frankincense, laudanum,

myrrh, resin, saffron, mastich
* Thus k wine mixed

with gall' and '

myrrhed wine' aie equivalent

phrases, signifying geneially medicated wme (cf.

Swete, St. Mark, ad loo.) Mt 27s4 and Ac *
are the only places in the NT wheie xoXiJ occuis.

DAVID SMITH
GAMES. In f <"

" Jl '' are none of the

analogies from ,
which are fre-

quently drawn m the Acts and the Epistles. This

variety in the lange of illustiation is traced with-

out difficulty to the different interests of the

readers or heareis. The Hebrews, unlike the

Greeks and Romans, gave little attention to

games. The climate of their land may help to

account foi this, but the chief reason must be

found m their view of life, which made it impos-
sible for them to look upon games with the eye of

the Greek. Where the Greek had his Isthmian

games, the Hebrew had his Passover, or other

solemn festival. The introduction of a gymnasium
by Jason (2 Mac 47

" 1()

)
was accounted an act of

disloyalty to the faith of his fathers, and a sur-

reiulei to Hellenic influences. He was accused of

neglecting the altar for the palaestra. Herod is

said by Josephus (Ant. XV. vm. 1) to have insti-

tuted solemn games in honour of Ca,\sai ; but such

practices never won the appioval ot the Rabbis,
or of the nation as a whole. Jesus preached to

a people who knew little of the games of the

Greeks, and who had been taught to hate what

they knew. But in Galilee the children played
their immemorial games .

* A wedding or a festival,
A mourning or a funeral,

(WORDSWORTH, Ode on Immortality
1

),

From such play Jesus drew a description of the

^ n-",.' !OM which had listened to John the Baptist
ana Himself (Mt II 17

,
Lk 7J2). Two groups are

playing in the inni'Lot-pLice . the mubieians are

divided from the others. Ihey pipe, but the
children will not play ; they suggest

c

funerals,'
but their comrades sulkily refuse to join. The
parable is a vivid picture of the fickleness, sulki-

ness, and self-will of the contemporaries of Jesus.
It is not necessary to read into the parable a con-
demnation of those who should have outgrown
childish things but are still playing at life. The
' musicians ' have been likened t>y borne to Jewus
and John the T

j-i
1 --

l*y others to the people (see
a discussion "i-\ M.J'.^i in Expositor, 4th series,
vol. vii. p. 29).

The soldiers j);o"i.,,l'
1
\ j^.vod with dice when

they cast lots in* i -. ;!' iis- MI - of Jesuw (Mfc 2785
) ;

and they may have been playing a game when
they said to Jesus, Tioph'^y unto us, thou,

Christ ; who is he that -n u< k 1 hoc ?
'

(26
68

)

Jesus did not deal with the problems whi.ch arise
in modern society from the growi?

1

ii
*

* "f

games in the scheme of life. As < i !v'
"

He did not discuss the Rabbinical attitude to the
Hellenic gjnno- ; TIOI <lo the Apostolic writers hint
of dangei - to HIT IM in corn c rt- from the contests.
The ethical questions must be decided by an ap-
peal io ilio mteipieisuion of life in. the Gospels,
and c-po< mlly to tho e-iimate given by Jesus of
the tiue jvlai'ion-, between body and spirit. It is

clear that to Him the body was not an end in
itself (Mt IO28 ), but must become the docile ser-

vant of the soul (18
8
), even at the cost of severe

discipline. Games will be approved where they
give bodily effectiveness, that it may be the
*

earthly support
'
of the endurance of the spirit.

They will be condemned if they lead to a neglect
of the serious interests of life (6

s3
), or of the duty

*
01. Wetstem on Mk 1528.
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owed to others. The Christian ideal of a life

temperate and just does not include a life whose
first interest is amusement, or one in which '

dis-

traction
'

is necessary to pi event ennui (see Dorner,
Christian Ethics, Eng tr. p 458).

LITERATURE Hastings' DB, art 'Games', Schurer, HJPt

Index, 8 'Games' , Expo^itoi ,
i v. [1S77J 257.

EDWARD SHILLITO
GARDEN (KTJTTOS) In its most piecise applica-

tion the term refers to a level piece ot giound
enclosed by a wall or hedge, m which plants,
shrubs, and trees are cultivated by iiiigation. Its

area, langmg horn a small
" "

plot beside
the house to the dimensions - is limited

only by the supply of water. While not exclud-

ing the idea ot gaiden familiar in the West, its

meaning in general is often nearei to that of our

nursery-garden and orchard. In the migated
gaiden, vines, fig, walnut, pomegranate, lernon,
and other trees aie grown for the sake of orna-

ment, shade, and fruit. In the Gospels mention is

made of mint, anise, and cummin (Mt 2323
) as the

cheap and common garden produce that occupied
the laboured scrupulosity of the scribes and
Pharisees, to the neglect of more important
matteis.
The fact of its being artificially and continually

watered, di^tingui^he- the gaiden propei from the

oidmary gram held, the vineyard, and the planta-
tion of olive or fig trees. The necessity, however,
of having a protecting wall for fruit trees gives
also to such an enclosure in a more general sense
the name and character of a garden. These may
be resorted to and passed through without objec-
tion except during summer and autumn, when the
fruit is ripening. Such may have been the garden
of Gethsemane, to which Christ retired with His

disciples (Jn 18 1 2
) In the garden u :',', IT ?i^ T

tomb in which Christ's body was 1,. :, M\'j \ -,

expectation of meeting w ith the gardener or care-

taker (Jn 2015
)
a i the nine of Easter would rather

point to the more careful cultivation of the irri-

gated garden
To the Oriental the garden is a place of retire-

ment and rest. Its sound of falling or running
water is one of the luxuries of life. Its shade
affords escape from ilio jj.nc of the sun, and its

iecogm/c<l privacy ioibii - tlio introduction at the
close of the day of disturbing news, exacting
claims, or perplexing decisions. The voice of

nature seems to say,
' I will give you rest.' It

has thus become a symbol of Heaven', and supplies
a common term of immortal hope to the tnree

great monotheistic religions, inasmuch as the
Christian e Paradise

*
is the equivalent of the

Jewish Gan-Eden,
* Garden of Eden,' and the

Moslem il-Gannat, 'the Garden.'
G. M. MACKIE.

GARNER. See BAEN.

GATE. The gate of a city, like the entrance to a
tent and the door of a house, was a place of special
importance, and its original use gave rise to various
associated meanings.

1. Military and protective --As the weakest
place in a walled city, it was the chief point of
attack and defence. Its strength ^

'

.

*

of the city (Gn 2217
, Jg 3s

,
1V247

i J. I '> I

142). It had a place of outlook over the entrance,
from which tho-o npproruhinji could be seen, and
intimation gi\ on n- to i heir adinniuncc This wa-

evidently a d \- I'-i-'noni of the watch kept at tlio

door of the -li<>< i-iuM -.In 101
'8

). The gates of the

city were do-c-l ni ingl:t, hence in the vision of

the city where there is no night they remain un-
closed (Kev 2125). In the charge to 'Peter, where
the gates of Hades are said to be unable to prevail
against the Church of Christ, the original meaning

of defensive stiength seems to pass into that of
aggiessive foice (Mt 1618).

2. Judicial and commercial. The settlement of
matteis affecting contested light, transfer of pro-
perty and internal administration, were attended
to at the open space or covered recess behind the
gate (Gn 2310

, Dt 257
, Am 512

). The litigant was
urged to come to terms -with the adveisary

' in the
way' before the gate was leached, for there the
judge sat, and behind him weie the officer, the
prison, and the official exactors (Mt 525 2f

>). In
times of industrial peace, the jno.t u\o challenge
became a fiscal inspection, M ,i iliei the tax-
collector sat at the receipt of custom (Mt 99

)

3. Figurative and religious While the gates or
doors ot public buildings within the city might be
lavishly ornamented (Is 5412

,
Rev 2121

; Jos BJ V.
v 3, vi v. 3), the gate of "brass was the standard
of external protection. The larger and more im-
portant the city, the more imposing would be its

public gate. The Onental name foi the Ottoman
Empire is the High Gate, or Sublime Porte. Christ's
allusion to the broad gate that led only to darkness
and destruction, and the gate that, though iiMurn,
conducted into a broad place capable ot accom-

modating visitors from all lands (Mt 7 13 14
, Lk

1324. 29) } wag in keeping with His other statements
as to the startling difference between His Kingdom
and the Empire conception of the world.

City gates, as well as those at the entrance to gardens and to
the open couits around houses, frequently have a small inserted
door from two to lluce feu s-quaio by which an individual may
be admitted. It ha- bonK-tinics been thought that this was
referred to when Christ spoke of a camel passing through the

eye of a needle (Mt 1924) , buttheie is nothing eitherm the sense
" "

rds or in Eastern custom to suppoit such a
CAMEL.

, indicating the
or into which

Gates had ri^'n, iMs'r
"

.MI

localities to "V!:I<M 'u v u<!u'i.

they led (Gn ;>S ", NcL 3, V* U
',
Is 3810

,
Mt 1618 )

or < i
- ill.. i'_ some characteristic of the door itself

(Ac 3-j. in the prophetic picture of Zion restored
and comforted, tne gates were to be called *

Praise,*
and those which John saw in the New Jerusalem
bore on their fronts the names of the 'twelve
tribes of the children of Israel

'

(Kev 21 12
).

For meanings <
' '

""

..i (

*

\\\\ with the
entrance to tents . "i n I

' if

G. M. MACKIE.
GEHENNA. -The Heb. name Hinnom is gener-

ally :

" "

"a the OT by the word Ge~, 'valley'
(Jos

"

s Ge-hinn6m, or '

Valley of Hinnom,'
whence the NT word ytevva, winch is translated in

both the AV and RV 'hell' (Mt 522- 2 - 80 1028 189

2315 83
, Mk 943- 47

,
Lk 12s

,
Ja 36

) ;
from which

also we obtain the English word Gehenna. His-

torically, this valley 1% the traditional site of the
M or-hip paid i u "M olec h, liM by Ahaz (2 Ch 28s

), and
later \>\ Mjui<i--oh -3;?

6
), who niade their children

iin-- ihrou<rh iho lire ; but which was later defiled

by Josiah '(2 K 2310
), and thereafter seems to have

"been made the receptacle of the city's offal ; and
in later Jewish thought became a symbol of the

supposed place of future punishments (cf. Enoch
xxvii 1). The NT use of yeewa, is exclusively in

tin*, figurative sense. Milton also employs it thus

in his "familiar lines :

* The pleasant \ale of Hinnom, T -/M

Arid black Gehenna called, the :
- '/'' / 404).

Opinions differ as to the identification of the

valley ; but most authorities, including KoMnson,
Stjinlov Buhl, and many others, as well as modern
\iab nadition, identify it with the valley on the

W. and S. side of the Hoty City, the upper portion
of which is called in Arabic Wddy er-Ralaoi ; the

lower, Wady Gehennam, or 'Valley of Hell.' It is

a 'deep and yawning gorge' (Wilson), and * never
contains watei

'

(Sooin), its descent from its original
source to Bir Eyyub being approximately 670 ft.
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At the lower extremity are found numerous lock-

tombs, for here seenib to have been the potter's
field for the bunal of pil^'-m-, which was pui-
chased with the * 30 piece- VH -.ihoi

' and known ah

Akeldama, or iield of blood (Mt 21*-*, Ac I 18
- 19

)

On the other hand, the Arab writer Ednsi of the

12th cent. A D
,
followed by Sir C. Wairen m an

extended and somewhat convincing article on
'Hmnoni (Valley of)

5

in Habtmgs' DB, identifies

it with the Kidron on the E. of Jeiusalem, includ-

ing albo its continuation below the junction of the

Eastern and Western valleys at BIT Eyyub; the

whole of the valley in its descent toward the Dead
Sea being known to the Arabs as Wady en~Ndr,
c

Valley of Fire.' Still another identification is

that advocated by Sayce, R Smith, Birch, and

others, who locate it between the Temple area

and the City of David, identifying it with the

valley known since Josephus' day as the Tyro-
poeon ;

but the first identification is, on the whole,
the most probable.
LITERATURE. Robinson, BMP i 353, 402 if

, Stanley, SP
239, 571 , Barclay, City of the Great King, 89, 90 , Wilson, Re-

covery of 7" in <f-' , ">, 19, 307, Lands of the Bible, i 403 fit ;

Tristram, /; , /*" * 152, 162 , Conder, Handbook to the

Bible, 329 f.
, Baedefcer-Socm, Pal. 99, Barrows, Sacred Geog

and Antiquity, 94-96, Eitler, Geog of Pal u. 164 ff
,

artt

'Gehenna' and F >- i > OVlev of) in Hastings' DB ,

'Hinnom (Valley or ' / '' BioL , Swete, Com on St

Mark, ad 9*3; Bie'-u, 77 -I/
1

* Posenmuller, BibUsch Geog n.

156, 164 ; Smith's DB, art 'TL 10 \ (V ] y of)
'

(.If HI', I L ROBINSON
GENEALOGIES OF JESUS CHRIST. 1. There

is no evidence that any special stiess was laid

upon the Davidie descent of Je&us, either by Him-
self or in the picaching of the Apostles. It was
assumed that He was ' Son of David,' and the
title was given to Him as the Messiah ; nor does
it appear that His claim was ever seriously con-

tested on the ground that His Davidic descent was
doubtful. St Paul m Eo I3 speaks of Christ as
* born of the seed of David according to the flesh,'

and in 2 Ti 28 he names this descent, along with
the Resurrection, as one of the salient points of

the gospel he preached :
e Remember Jesus Christ,

ri^en fiom the dead, of the seed of David, accord-

ing to my gospel
'

Similarly in his speech at the
Pisidian Antioch, as recorded in Ac 1333

,
he says :

* Of this man's ty.e David's) seed hath God accord-

ing to promise brought unto Israel a Saviour,
Jesus.

3

St. Peter in his speech on the Day of
Pentecost (Ac 2" -i , !0 i-fM.T-

| :->toDavid,
* that of the i ... i \\ - It r - .i-

1 vo'ild set one
upon his throne,' and points to its fulfilment in
Christ

;
but m addressing Cornelius (10

38
) he

speaks of Christ as ' Jesus of Nazareth '

; and this
would seem to imply that the birth at Bethlehem,
which brought into prominence the claim to
Davidic descent, did not form part of his oidinary
missionary pleaching. The author of the Epistle
to the Hebrews (7

14
) says :

c It is evident that our
Lord hath sprung out of Judah.' In the Second
Gospel blind Bartimseus (Mk 1047f , cf. parallels)
uses the title

e Son of DayicJ
'
in addressing Christ,

and the crowds at the Triumphal Entry into Jeru-
salem (U30

, cf. Mt 2P 'Hosanna to the Son of

David') speak of the 'kingdom that cometh' as the
e

kingdom nf our father David' ; but in a difficult

pa-^ago ilJ^'-'
7
, cf parallels) T, , >. , ,. i,< ,

difficulties as to the appropn. - . s- :

application of the title to the Messiah (see Holtz-
mann, JIdcom 2 ad loc.). In the Apocalypse the
Davidic descent is apparently assumed (Rev2216

)as
well as the birth from the tribe of Judali (55

) ; butthe
use of the phrase

* the root of David '

in both pas-
sages shows that the essential and spr i

4
1

'

|
! ii > '.

'

\

to David was more prominent in the u r i vi - IMI-I',

than the physical descent from him. The evidence
to be derived from the Fourth Gospel is of a doubt-
ful character ; in Jn 7s7 we iind traces of the phase

of Jewish thought according to which the Messiah
would appeal suddenly and his oiigm would be

secret the answer of Jesus implies that the people
did indeed know His human, but not Hits spiritual,

origin. It is clear from 7
41f* 52 that He was re-

garded by both the crowd and the ruleis at Jeru-

salem as being of Gahlaean, and therefore presum-
ably not Davidic, parentage ; it is by no means
certain, and to many it may seern in no way prob-

able, that the wiiter, in the interest of a '

tragic

irony
5

(see Westcott, Speakers Commentary on
7
4
-), refrained fiom noting the fact of the bnth

at Bethlehem, and the Davidic lineage of Joseph
or Mary. Jesus' woids in 7

28f* show clearly that

He did not choose to support His claim by an

appeal to fleshly p. im,i.j ,
while the woids of

Philip (I
45 'We ki*< lot. IK! him, of whom Moses

in the law, and the piophets, did write, Jesus of

Nazareth, the bon of Joseph'), and of the crowd
at Capernaum (6

42 '

Is not this Jesus, the son of

Joseph, whose father and mother we know 9
'),

left, as they are, without comment by the Evan-

gelist, suggest that he was unacquainted with the

story of the birth at Bethlehem, and laid no stress

on the Davidic descent.

In all the books thus far mentioned no intima-

tion is given whether the descent of Jesus is traced

through Mary or Joseph tins fact must be lecog-

nized, however it is explained In the Catholic

Epistles there is no reference, direct or indirect, to

the tribe or family of the Lord. The First and
Third Gospels, which (at all events in then piesent
foim) teach the doctrine of the birth from a vngm,
also contain formal pedigrees of Joseph, with the
evident intention of pioving that Jesus was the
heir of David. In this lies the most important
problem which the genealogies of Jesus present
for solution

2. The ' f
, '$ in regard to the urni^'iicc-

of the t- of Joseph are well known.
St. Matui^w VJ. } begins -with Abraham, and
traces the line in fourteen generations to David ;

then through Solomon in fourteen .* i-.-
1

,

J

io ,- to

Jechomah at the time of T '

\
< ' \ 1 n;- .,-".' y t o Baby-

lon : then in fouiteen (o: 'ni , .*' ,'TJ_ 10 our

present text) n - > ', 1 -r ;,^'
^

.- . : "1 and
Zerubbabel to M, M

', lacob, Joseph, and Jesus
Thus ^c I- 1

' 11 - the Messiah into relation with all

who, v 'i'j I r a literal or a spiritual sense, could
call Abraham their Father

St. Luke (S
23-38

) makes Joseph the son of Heh,
and grandson of Matthat (by some identified with-
out any proof with Matthan of Mt l

ls
), and traces

his descent through Zerubbabel and Shealtiel to

Nathan the son of David ; then (with only ^hght
or textually doubtful divergences from, Mt.) back
to Abraham, but, not -i'-| |-r>j !' -re, he carries
tlx v

i
itMl i^rioo back to '.\ilav .IK - of God,' thus

biin^ini.
1 ih( k Son of man into relation with all

men whom God has created. A more detailed
examination of the main characteristics of the two

( \i
t
.\ Mil show the fundamental differences

! i <; .- . and treatment that exist between
them, and prepare us for extracting whatever may
be of value from the attempts that have been
made to harmonize them.

3. St. Matt" "< - 7
'/ -The heading is

translated in IJ\ "I \ of the geneiation
(3t3Xos yeveo-eus] of Jesus Christ, the son of David,
the son of Abraham '

: in the margin the alterna-
tive rendering is given 'the jroiualo<r\ of Jesus
Christ.' If, as seems probable i he Ini L<*T render-

ing
^
is right, this heading will refer only to the

pedigree which follows ; the phrase (3lp\o$ yev4cre(as
is most likely taken from Gn 51

(atiry ij ptpXos
yevfoetas db'0/>c6'7rwj> : cf. 69 aSrcu 5 at yGvecreis "NQc,
and 101

), where it introduces a list of Adam's de-

scendants, and thus practically forms the title of
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a j- !< , ',_ i\
""

table.

ii pp 27u i. and
Zahn'

1

d. NT 2
,

cogency
that the phrase could not be applied to a table of

ancestors, and takes it as a title ot the whole book ;

he is, however, no doubt right ir
"

the
view that it refers to the narrative , 01

of the birth and infancy Taken as the title of

the |u ^i, -iii* it indicates clearly the intention of

the vi ' 10 show that in Jesus, as the heir of

David and of Abraham, weie fulfilled the pi onuses
made to them the pedigree itself is intended to

illustrate this, rather than to prove it, and it is

not easy to avoid the conclusion that it is quite
artificial, as is indeed implied by the more or less

aibitrary division into 3 sections containing twice
seven names apiece.

Confining our attention for the moment to the
direct male line, we note that in the first section the
names are taken from 1 Ch 21 "15

, and that if Salmon
was the youngei contemporaly of Joshua (as is

implied I
"

with Rahab), there are

only four . ;over the 300 or 400 years
between . David's reign In the
second section the names are from 1 Ch 3 1'16

,
but

Joash, Amaziah, and Azanah aie omitted be-

fore Jotham, and Jehoiakim before Jechoniah

(
= Jehoiaclun). In the third section only Sheal-

tiel and Zerubbabel are mentioned in the OT [the
latter in 1 Ch 319 is called son of Pedaiah, the
brother of Shealtiel, but in Hag I

1 and numerous
other passages, he is called son of Shealtiel, or

Shaltiel, but without any intimation that he was
of Davidic descent ; it is often assumed that Sheal-
tiel adopted his nephew] We have no hint as to

the source from whence the lemaining names weie
diawn For about 460 years, from David to the

Captivity, we have 14 names, and know there
should be 18 ;

for about 590 years, from the Cap-
tivity to Christ, we have, against all reasonable

piobability, only 13 (perhaps originally 14) names.
We now turn to the notes inserted at different

points in the pedigree A very small point may
pei haps guide us to a true conclusion m regard to

these Holtzmann (op. cit on Mt I
6
) points out that

the articles before Aaveld rbv /3a<rtX<fo in v. 6
,
and be-

lore 'Iwo-^ rbv ftvdpa Maptas in v. 16
,
are incorrect

it seems probable that the compiler of the Gospel
had a pedigree before him in which each step was
given in the simple form * Abraham begat Isaac

'

('A/3pa<^ tyfrvrjcrw rbv
3

I<ra<k), and that he added
notes to this at certain points ; in vv 6 and 16 he
did not notice that the use of the article became
incorrect when the notes were added Tlii* 01 itiiiml

document may or may not have en<lod 'Jo^opji
begat Jesus

'

('lucr^ d ^y^vvfjcrev rbv 'lycrovv) : it is

perhaps the easiest solution of the difficulties of

this verse to suppose that, if it did so end, the

compiler omitted the last step, as in conflict

with his belief in the Virgin-birth, and added a
note to the previous step to explain the relation in

which Jesus stood to Joseph If in Westcott and
Hort's edition of the NT the notes be struck out,
it will be seen that a perfectly symmetrical pedi-

gree of Joseph is left

Mr. F. C. Burkitt, in P x *
i- ',' '

i

Vy ie-25 (EunicivliiM da- I
'

i .

1904, vol. 11. pp. 258-266), M-MK - wish gieat loice

that the genealogy is mi
'

iii-< ^;.l part of St.

Matthew's Gospel, and tb.u U-o cnn'j.rici himself
<lreA\ imp; but really his 1.1^:11:10*11- <n>]il\ only to

tlio note- in^oiToil in the yenealo*^ . He 'discusses

fully the loadinjf in A J

", and concludes that we
cannot look on ilio reading of the Sinaitic Syriac
(* Jacob begat Joseph j Joseph, to whom was be-

trothed Mary the Virgin, oegat Jesus, who is

called the Christ*) as containing traces of ati

original text. Zahn (op. cit. ii. p. 292 f.) thinks
that the Curetonian Syriac (

c Jacob begat Joseph,

to whom was betrothed Mary the Virgin, who
bore Jesus Chribt') repiesents the Gieek from
which the Syriac version was made more closely
than does the Sinaitic If, theiefore, the compiler
followed a pedigree leady to hand, he did so only
as far as the step

' Jacob begat Joseph
'

; and
textual criticism will not help us to reconstruct
the piesumed original document beyond that point.
In the usual text stress is laid on Joseph being the
husband of Maiy, piobably to show that, as he
recognized his wife's son as in a legal sense his
own, Jesus was legally the heir of David In the
leading that probably underlies the Ferrar group
of MSS (' Jacob begat Joseph, to whom being be-
trothed the Virgin Maiy begat Jesus that is called
Christ '), and also the Old Latin and Syriac ver-

sions, this point is missed, and theie is little doubt
that the Received Text is right.
Added to vv 6 and n are notes which mark im-

portant tuinmg -points in the history of the family :

with David it attained to loyal standing, which it

lost under Jechoniah at the Captivity In v - the
addition of * and his biethren '

to the name Judah
marks the beginning of the tribe, in that Judah is

chosen from among his brethren as founder of the

royal tube. The addition of Zerah to Perez in v 3

marks the division of the tribe, and it is .11 a i o-i i ^
to notice that we find an allusion to the house ot

Perez in Ru 412
; peihaps, too, the compiler may

have had in mind the strange story of Gn 3S-8ff
,

aiound which some Rabbinic lore may have clus-

teied. The addition of ' and his brethren
'
to the

name Jechoniah is more puzzling. Zahn (op. cit.

p. 273) thinks it is meant to mark the fact that
till then the fortunes of the Davidic house centred
in t 1 '! i v >

", . nil njr
1

. whowas heir of all the pro-
mises, but that trom that time onward a number
of Davidic families existed, any one of which might
be destined to receive the inheritance. Thus it

would mark the change from the i

" '

i

r
\ \

of the second section to a family of -

v
! :

the third section. But it is not clear" from fche OT
that Jechoniah (=Jehoiachin) had any brothers,
for the text of 1 Ch 316 seems suspicion^ Accord-

ing to 2 Ch 3610 his successor Zedekiah was his

brothei, according to 2 K 2417 Ms father's brother.

Possibly there has been some confusion with

Jehoiakim, who had three brothe- O lii^i'i.j ,t

Zedekiah) according to 1 Ch 315
;

IH-MI viou-i'l l\-

the compiler has added the note, lor the purpose
indicated by Zahn, without regard for strict genea-
logical data.
The four notes not yet referred to are of special

interest, naming four of the ancestresses of Solo-

mon. The selection of these names was evidently
made with a purpose , it seems as if the compiler
wished to show that in the pedigree of the greatest
of Jewish kings could be found instances of the
breach of laws usually considered mosb binding.
Tamar became a mother through incestuous inter-

course with her father-in-law ; Rahab was a har-

lot j Ruth was a Moabitess, and i

"'"
ii '< '

T

Deuterononiic law (Dt 23**, cf. Neh I : M '

was ever to enter into the congregation ; Bath-
sheba was an adulteress. Some have thought that
these references to <lv!i(>\\lo-'

l

jn'
1

breaches of mo-

rality in the pedigiH
1 01 IKiv.i- - first great son

form some kind of answer to the charges of immo-

rality brought by th o Jo \\ - a prai n- ( Hi e Virgin the

argument would be tlmi, IT ihcv did not reject
Solomon in spite of acUnou lodproll moral blots in

his ancestry, they ou^hi HOI to reject Jesus be-

cause of unfounded M nndal But i his explanation
is obviously unsatisfactory ; there is no real force

in t-uoli ill i argument, even supposing it to be
worked out and not merely vaguely indicated ;

and all must feel that the compiler would have
shrunk from drawing a parallel between the
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Mother of Jesus and notoriously sinful women ,

also the reference to Ruth remains unexplained,
as she was guilty of no mimoiality. Burkitt (op.
cit. vol. li. p. 260) suggests a different explanation,
that these four women are thrust upon our notice
' as if to prepare us for still greater irregularity in

the last stage.
5 But again a companion between

the Virgin-birth and incestuous or adulterous in-

tercourse can hardly have been possible for the

compiler.
Tlie simplest explanation is probably the right

one : the God about whom Jesus taught had shown
Himself ready, in the history of the royal family,
to accept strangers and sinners In the case of

Ruth this is fully satisfactory ; and the conduct of

the other three women is represented in Scripture
as justified or pardoned. Judah was obliged to

say of Tamar,
' She is more righteous than I

'

(Gn
38J6

) ; the remembiance of Rahab's former life was
blotted out by her subsequent faith (Ja 22S

9 He
II31

) ; there is no intimation in Scripture that
Bathsheba was morally lesponsible for the sin into

which she was forced by a powerful king, and cer-

tainly the birth of Solomon is not represented as
in any way d '-

1
'-, in: to God, but rather the

contiaiy (see 1 ^ J- . where Nathan named the
child ' Jedidiah [ Beloved of Jah 5

] for the Lord's

sake'; cf. the prophecy of 713f
*)- Probably the

thought uppermost in the mind of the compiler
would be God's acceptance of these women, and
not their sin

In regaid to Rahab, there is no evidence for her

marriage with Salmon, nor is anything known
that would be likely to 1 <

' ""

the idea :

it would seem that the <
^

. s letermined
to introduce the name, and therefore, without evi-

dence and against all
" '

: ,

'

probability,
made her the wife of the latiiei 01 Boaz.
This examination compels us to conclude that

the genealogy is essentially and intentionally arti-
* * gfrv-evficial ; the word *

begat
*

(gyfrvyo-ev) is not intended
"'

to imply physical birth, but merely
descent ; the compiler was more in-

terested in the throne-succession than the actual

lineage, and used his material to illustrate and
enforce his mam proposition that Jesus Christ was
the son of David and of Abraham, and he joined
to the bare pedigree a sort of running commentary
of notes.

"""'

T
"

1
~

tee in the Lukan form, but
th taken from Mt

,
the names

JenoiaKim ana jtuid,Kim are inserted between Jechomah and
Josiah as if they referred to two diffeient; persons, instead of

being" two names for the same man , and also Amaziah, Joash,
and Ahaziah between Uzziah and Joram (see Eesch, TIT x. 5,

pp 182-201, and GrsBfe in SKt 1898, 1)

4 St. LuMs tj
/>,' '/,?' //// - The descent of Joseph

is traced through ViMus'i ilio- son of David. It is

possible that the family is referred to in Zee 1212
,

where 'the family of the house of Nathan' is

distinguished from 'the family of the house of

David,' the latter phrase perhaps meaning the

royal line. The rejection of the descent through
Jechoniah may have been due to the influence of
the prophecy of Jeremiah (22

30
) :

* Thus saith the
Lord, Write ye this man childless, a man that
shall not piosprr in his day- for no man of his
seed -ha II

[-1 o^pei , ^11 1 n<r upon the throneof David,
and jiiluig any more in .Judah but there is no
apparent reason why the line of Nathan should be
selected, unless St. Luke had evidence of the fact
"before him ; and, in the case of a writer who so
<>\ idouily l>u<*ftd his work upon the results of care-
ful ]o-eaT< 1 1. i i is only fair, and therefore scientific,
to assume that he had such evidence. The agree-
ment with St. Matthew's gonoalopry in the names
Zerubbabel and Slioalliel has not been satisfac-

torily explained ; it is, of course, open to any one t

assume, without the possibility of either proof o

refutation, that Jechoniah was actually childless,
and adopted Shealtiel, a descendant ot Nathan ;

but even so the further div i;vi<" in the descent
from Zerubbabel lemams as aitticult as ever, for

the pedigrees disagree ^vitli each other, and with
the names given in 1 Ch 319ff

. The number of

derivatives of the name Nathan, and the lepetition
of the names Melcln, Joseph, and Jesub in the
Lukan pedigree, can be taken equally well to prove

)r
J1

'..
* ""Lir" r-f its compiler.

\
, i.,

1 v, '-' interest, there

is^nothing to notice in the names fioni David to

Adam, except the insertion in v 36 of a second
Cane ,

' with the LXX of Gn 1024.

5. of the two genealogies.
From what has been said above, it appeals that St.

Matthew (or the compiler of the First Gospel in its

present form) did not aim at historical accuracy ;

but fiom what we know of St. Luke's methods it

may be assumed that he would not have inserted

mattei in his Gospel unless he had had satisfactory
evidence of its genuineness and historical accuracy,
and we have seen that the character of the list of

names he gives, from David to Joseph, agiees well
with this view. Attempts to harmonize the two
genealogies have not been successful, and it is only
necessary to indicate the general lines they have
followed, and to collect such pieces of evidence as

may throw light on the possible transmission of

the pedigree
The question was first discussed by Julius Afn-

canus, who flourished early in the 3rd cent, after

Christ, in a letter addressed to an unknown coi re-

spondent Aristides, of which a considerable portion
has been preserved by Euseb. HE i. 7 (cf. llouth,

JKeliqr. Sacrce, vol. ii. p. 228 ft" ). In his text of St.

Luke the names Matthat and Levi were evidently
left out, so that he regarded Melcln as ,_

i .

-
1 ,",'. ,

*

of Joseph. TTo-r.p MI-I ! i* , "MViili.i 1
: ..! <'., .1,1

of Solomon i.i:n ! , M "t-M 'i ri'iri-'.*! <"'
",_' ,>

tradition, Estha, by whom he had a son Jacob.
On Matthan's death, Melchi, a descendant of

Nathan, married his widow, who bore him a son
Heli. Heli died without children, and Jacob, in

accordance with the levirate law, raised up seed to

his brother, and begat Joseph. Thus Joseph was
physically son of Jacob, legally of Heli The diffi-

culties of this theory are sufficiently discussed by
Dr. B. W. Bacon in Hastings' DB, ait.

s

Genealogy
of

^
Jesus Christ.' The various modifications of

this theory that have been pioposed (see, e.g.,
Farrar's St. Luke in the Cambridge Bible for

Schools, Excursus II ) in no way increase its prob-
ability, and ]iinc1irtil]\ no evidence can be adduced
in support 01 n. I'li-iolnu- doi- indeed speak of a
narrative (leropia) which Afncanus had received
bv cifidii IOJL (HE L 7; cf. vi 31); Africanus, how-
CVCM, doc- not assert this in the fragments pre-
served, and himself admits that the conjecture
is im-up;nti by evidence (d teal ^ tyfidpTvpbs
Am , !!, (\ t ,MJ- that it is worthy of acceptance
till a better or truer one is proponed.
Africanus does, however, menti- i >

""

lied
'

Desposyni
3 on account of their ^ , \ the

Saviour, and applies to them t- ^ 'the

before-mentioned,' so that m those parts of the
letter that are now lost he may have specified more
exactly how far his conjecture rested" on evidence

traditionally derived from them After giving a

very improbable story about the destruction of the

public genealogical records of the Jews by Herod
Antipas, he says that many people reconstructed
ilieir <'iiealo#ie-> fumi Tiicmoiy or private sources,
nmonj: \\liom \\erc the bc-^po-vv ni of Nazareth and
Co( haba

, probably, 1 licrcforo, ho derived from them
i he. information that To*cph\ grandmother was
called Estha. The main interest of this state-
ment is that, in spite of its being somewhat dis-
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credited by its context, it suggests a source from
"which St. Luke might possibly have obtained the

pedigree he gives ; we may well suppose that he

pursue
11 '

r.ilestme duiing St.

Paul's -

TTo^o- pim- (quoted by Euseb. HE in 19, 20, and
32; see Kouth, Meliq. Sacrce, vol i p. 212 tL) sup-
ports the statement of Afncanus in leference to

the Desposym, though that term is not found in

the fragments of his wntirigs that are preseived
he states that when Domitian gave orders to kill

those who were of David's race, certain heretics

gave mfoimation against two giandsons of Judas
the Loid's brother according to the flesh, as being
of David's race and akin to Christ ; Domitian, on

finding out that they were ordinary peasants, and
that the kingdom they expected was not of this

world, released them, and issued an edict stopping
the persecution of the Church ; they took leading
positions in the Church, and lived till the time of

Trajan. He also relates that a similar accusation
was bi ought against Symeon son of Clopas, "the
Lord's uncle,' who, in consequence, suffered martyr-
dom at the age of one hundred and twenty. It

would appear, therefore, that iiolliiMn was known
of any who claimed kinship \ i

1111 .Ic-n-* after the
time of Trajan, so that the statement of Afiicanus

probably rests, at the best, on mere tradition, and
it is not wise to build much on it. The statement
of Afncanus about the destruction of genealogical
records by Herod is most impiobable, and tends to

discredit his whole stoiy ; Josephus (c. Ap. i. 7 and
Vita, 1) speaks of the preservation of the genea-
logies of priestly families in public records in the

Temple, but there is no certain evidence that those
of other families weie similarly preserved.
The expedient of supposing levirate marriages

and adoptions is not only Inipivbabk' but fails to

explain why the descent of J esus is traced through
Joseph. Burkitl

* *

*,
"'

1|
quite justified in

saying that the First Gospel was
perfectly aware that the word 4

begat* (tytwya-ev]
was not literally true in the pedigree he gives,
and that he would have felt no mcongmity be-

tween the physical reality of the Virgin-bii th and
the legal descent from" David through Joseph.
But this reasoning can hardly be applied to the
Third Gospel ; the Virgin-birth is certainly not in-

sisted on in it in the same way as in the First ; the

phrase 'thy father and I' in 248
(cf. 2s3 41

) seems
almost incompatible with the belief, and there is

some reason for thinking, on textual grounds, that
the original text has in places been altered ; the
words ' as was supposed

'

might easily have been
inserted in 323

, although the variations of reading
afford little or no evidence in favour of this sup-
position ; above all, there is no reason to suppose
that the writer had, or was likely to have, in mind
the legal relation to Jesus in which Joseph, as
husband of Mary, might be considered to stand.

If, therefore, the suggestion first made by Annius
of Viterbo in the 15th cent , and since adopted
by many eminent theologians, that St. Luke gives
tiie genealogy of Mary, could be accepted, it would
have i'iii-<iii,ir,i r<-ifi- It is a matter on which
argument is hardly possible, llio only point Leiric:

whether anv unprejudiced pci-on. rould uiuhn-iand
the words in 3Ja to mean *

being (as was supposed,
son of Joseph, but really) giandson of Heli Heli

being taken, without a shred of evidence, to have
been the father of Mary A passage has, indeed,
been quoted from the Talmud (Jerus. Chaff, 776)
to prove that Mary was called

*

daughter or Eli
3

;

but this has been shown to be a mistake by G. A.

Cooke, Expos., Oct. 1895, pp. 316 ff. In the Frot-

evangelium Jacobs her parents are called Joachim
and Anna. The early Fathers generally assumed
that Mary was of the same family as Joseph, and

that hei descent was involved in his
; see, for in-

stance, Euseb. HE i. 7 ad fin. and Qu. ad Steph.
111. 2 (Migne, iv. col. 881 f ), wheie reasons are sug-
gested why Mary & genealogy was not given ; this
view is based on a mistaken interpretation of Nu
368

,
as if all women were commanded to marry in

their own families, whereas the T-^iihaioti applied
only to heiresses. Proof of the I)j.\ K!,C descent of

Maiy can be obtained from the NT only by assum-
ing the truth of the doctrine of the V ' *

it was no doubt on this giound that i \i \

(Apol i. 3214
) inferred that Mary was of the trite

of Judali (cf. Protev. Jacobi, 10, where she is said
to be of the tribe of David) St Matthew (I

20
)

and St. Luke (I'
27 24

) assert the Davidic descent of

Joseph, but not that of Mary ; contrast Lk I 5
,

where Elisabeth is said to be of the daughteis of

Aaron Q "

TT
"

ui on Ko I3 point out that
in Test. . i

' we find the theory of a
double descent from Levi and from Judali (Sym. 7

and Gad 8), and they remaik that this is no doubt
an inference from the relationship of Mary to

Elisabeth (Lk 1
31)

)

We must conclude, therefore, that we have two

independent attempts to establish the Davidic
descent of Joseph, and that they can be harmonized

only by suppositions which are incapable of proof
and hardly probable.

LITERATURE This is sufficiently indicated m the body of the
article. P. M. BARNARD.

GENERATION. A word of several meanings
< ! .""-^

""

i/o render two different words in OT and
lour in JN 1 . All are, however, related in thought,
and all have a close connexion with the Gospels
and Jewish thought in the tune of Chri&t.

1. In OT c

generation
'

is used to render (1) the Heb. Til or

~n m, connected with Assyr. dtirti, 'to endure,' means

primarily a penod of time. This meaning has survived in OT
chiefly m poetry, and m the phrases ""Hi 11 Ps 45 18

03.7, m 117

Ex 31 *5
,
am -n Is 51'>, Ps 725, and such like, to indicate time

stretching away into the past (Is 519), or (rnor< t
') '

'i
'

, ,>
the future (Ps 3311 40*2) It may refer both to n i- .i"d u ,TC

(H518
), and is thus parallel to DTny (see ETERNITY),

Originally "n must have meant the period dciiied by the life

of a man or of a family (Job 4216) Hence by a loose usage it

comes to mean the people living in, that period (Gn 71, Ex 1^,

Dt 2J*, EC 1*, Is 538 etc. etc. ; cf. the modern use of the word
4

age '). So also it may be used of a class of i N ] \ . tr r< nt( i
-

P.HC"' M -h d possessing certain charzn'1 >i *; is (l)r .,
lr ;; .' ''.)

(2) The other word in OT (rendered always plural 'genera-

tions') is nnWi. Here the root-idea is 'birth/ 'descent/

'offspring/ from "1^' 'to bring forth* Hence it is used of

genealogies (Gn 5* 69 101 llio 27, Ru 4)8 etc.), of divisions by
famihe

' '*" - nn M n
\
-^- \ it ls even used of the creation

of the - getttngs of the heaven and the
earth ')

2. Of the four words rendered 'generation' in

NT two are ummpoitant so far M- i iio l*Ki>J- are

concerned. (1) In 1 P 29 'a chosen >< rur.it ion
*

ytvos iKKexrhv, should be rendered as in KV", 'an
elect race.* (2) In Mt I1 the rendering should "be
1 the book of the origin of Jesus Christ,' using the

word yfrtffts in its widest sense. The meaning in

Mt 1s
,
Lk I 14 is slightly different, and is best ex-

pressed by 'birth* (EV). (3) The moM: imnoitnnt
word used in the Gospels is yeved, mumin^ i'''

(

race,'
'

offspring,'
' descent

'

; (b] the people of

any given period ; (c) a period loosely defined by
the life of a man or of a family j (d) in vuch phrases
f\^ rJi "fLift-a.^

~
t
nnC.v (Lk I50 ) it is Used. nMMTl 11v P=!

the oq in vji loin 01 3*n "n, to express piuo ''i .< i nno,

generally in the tuture. Cf. the expression in Eph
321 e/sr wdcras rds yeveas TOV ai&vos T&V al&vwv, which,
however, is considered by Dalman (

Words of Jesus,

p. 165, Eng tr.) as refcrimff to all the generations
of 'the current age' of Hhe world period.' But
the phrase seems rather to be the strongest

possible way of expressing 'for ever.' That
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(rendered
*

generation ') does express
* the

current age' of 'the world period
3

is obvious in

the Gospels (Lk 168
,
Mt 2434

,
and less clearly Mt

2336
) ; also the people of that age (Mt 12*> 164

,

Mk S12
,
Lk II 29

). In the sense of (c) it is found

only in Mt I 17 and apparently never in its original
sense (a). (4) This last is expressed by quite a
different word, viz. yfrvqfw,- In M* 37 1234 2333

,

Lk 37
, AV" has the phrase 'generation of vipers.'

The Greek is yew^fMra 4xtSvQv9 which RV rendcis
'

offspring of vipers.
5 The rendeimg of AV is clue

to Tindale (see Hastings' DB h. 142s ) Elsewhere
the word occurs as 7^07^ (Mt 2629

,
Lk 22 18

, 2 Co
910

), rendered
'
fruit.

5 G GORDON STOTT.

GENNESARET, LIKE OF. See SEA OF GALI-
LEE.

GENNESARET, LAND OR Thither Jesus and
His disciples lepaired after the feeding of the 5000

(Mt 1422, Mk 645
). This miracle probably took

place on the N.E shore of the Sea of Galilee.

When evening came, the Synoptists tell us, His

disciples entered into a boat, and crossing over the

sea, came to the land, unto Gennesaret, em rty JTJV

els Tevvija-aptr (Mt 1434,
Mk 65<1

).

1. Name The ' Land of Gennesar, or Gennesa-

ret,' is mentioned but twice in the Bible (Mt 14J4 ,

Mk 65S
). The name '

Gennesaret,' however, occuis

elsewhere . once as the name of the Lake, 7rap&

rrfv \lfjorqv Tevvviffap&T (Lk 51
), once in 1 Mac IP7

rb tiSup TOV Tevv-rjcrdp, and is frequently found in

Josephus, who uses both X/^J/T? Tewqc-apiris (Ant.
XVIII. li 1) and \Lfivy Tewya&p (BJ III x. 7) ; in the

Targpirns, np^;, ngu:, npttj, and id;j ; and in Pliny's

writings, Gennesara (v. 15). The name of the Lake
was derived from that of the Plain, and that in turn
from the name of a city supposed by the Jews to
have been situated on the W. shore of the Sea of

Galilee; that porti<-'
"

.

J1
i -V bordering on

Mejdel being called ,
v

On the denva-
tion of the word Gennesaret, see art. SEA OF
GALILEE.

2. Situation. It is usually identified with the
little plain situated on the western coast of the
Sea of Galilee, and known to the Arabs as el-

Ghmveir,
*
littie Ghor or hollow.' This identifica-

tion is as good as certain. The description of it

as given by Josephus can apply to no other.

Several years ago an attempt was made by Thrupp
and Tregelles (in the Journal of Classical and
Sacred Philology, ii. 290-308) to identify it with
the plain of el-Batihah, on the N. E. shore of the

Lake, but without success (cf. Stanley's
* Note '

in

refutation, SP 455).
3* Size Shut in by the hilly promontory of

Khan Minyeh on the N. and the still more piomi-
nent hills by Magdala on the S., and extending
westward from the Lake only to the base of the

rugged i. 1 M "\ ..f Galilee, its total area is exceed-

ingly
'

I approximate measurements are
about 3 miles long from X to S. by 1J broad from
E. to W. Stanley's measurements are wide of the
mark when he says that the plain is 6 or 7 miles

long by 5 miles broad (SP 442) ; and even G. A.
Smith exaggerates when he describes it as "four
miles broad' (HGHL 443). Josephus' measure-
ments are more nearly correct, viz 30 x 20 stadia ;

though in fact it is a little longei than 30 and not
quite so broad as 20. In form it is somewhat
crescent-shaped or

semi-elliptical. Its surface is
r om

|
-M i u< i \- K level. Its altitude, like that of the

S>M .) (in! !'., is over 650 feet below the level
of the Mediterranean.

4. Joseph'us? description of the Land of Gennes-
aret.

'
Its nature is wonderful as well as its beauty : its soil is so

fnutful that all sorts of trees can grow upon it, and the inhabit-

ants accordingly plant all sorts of trees there ;
for the temper

of the air is so well mixed that it agrees veiy well with these

seveial soits, paiticulaily walnuts, which requne the coldest

an, flomibh theie in vast plenty, theie aie palm tiees also,

which grow best m hot an , tig
1 tiees albo and olives grow neaz

them, which yet leqime an an that is mote temperate One
" "

ambition of natuie, where it foices those

ally enemies to one another to agree to-

gether.
' '

of the seasons, as if eveiy one
of them tiy, for it not only nomibhes
different -

" "" " n
" t beyond men's expectation, but

pieserves
' men with the pan-

cipal fruilb, .
'

- - during ten months
of the year, ecome npe through
the whole veai ,

for besides the good temperatuie of the air,

it is also watered from a
"

The people of

the country call it Capha ouurht it to be a
vein of the Nile, because it produces the coiaoui h&h as wrell as

that lake does which is near to Alexandna The length of this

country extends itself along the banks of this lake that bears
the same n .

' and is in bieadth twenty.
And this is . s . <

'
'

(BJ ni. x 8).

This classical passage from Josephus, though
probably coloured to some extent, gives substanti-

ally the truth about the Plain as it must have been
in the time of Christ, and for tins reabon it is of

the utmo&t importance Jewish Rabbins of early
times corroborate his description They desciibe
it as

'

oth 'gardens and paiadiscb', as

one o ,
. spots of the woild ; as irugafced

and cuitivaieu so that no portion of it was barren ;

and a& being dotted over thickly with towns and
villages. Indeed, rums of villages have been found
at three or four difleient localities in the Plain,
viz. at the opening of Wadij el-Ifamam, &t'Ain el-

Mudauwamh, south ofAm et-Tm, and on the N
side of Wady er-JRubudiyeh.

5. Its condition to-day.
-
To-cp^n^' account is

especially
"

because ot the coiituibt be-

tween its i len and now. Then, it was a
most charming spot 'th , ,

" "
-

1

garden of

God,' as a certain Rabbi , , . the gem of

Palestine,' as Men ill speaks of it (Galilee m the

Time of Christ, 33) now, it is, as Thomson
sayb,'

pre-eminently fruitful m thorns,
3 a ventame

thicket of oleanders and nubk trees, of gigantic
thistles and brambles. And yet even now one
finds proofs of its former luxuriance in the wealth
of its wild flowers, the heavy-headed wheat and
barley growing here and there, and m the stout-
ness of the thorns and thistles almost o\ oi\ \\ hoio

(1) ThesoiZis-
"" f

,"\ ,h, like ilmi 01 JK
Delta in Egypl I,

'' of basaltic loam
formed by the mingling of decomposed basalt with
the alluvium of the lake. All traveller Seetzen,
von Schubert, Ritter, Burckhardt, Robinson,
Wilson, and Thomson praise the fertility of this

Plain, and all except Stanley (cf. SP 451) lament
its present desolate and uncultivated condition.
The latter enoneou&ly describes it as 'cultivated

everywhere. Only near Magdala are there signs
of marsh.

(2) Fountains and streams supply it with water
in copious abundance. Three winter torrents rush
down from the hill country lying to the west, and
*

'
"i

;
v

*

li them abundance of water for the greater
A

-i M" : the year (a) One is known as the
Wady el-Hamam, or the 'Valli.-s of r;'u-n^

'

'i

deep gorge bounded by almost P. i
).<Mii,!

uLi < lilN

over one thousand feet in heigh
1

,
v '\\\ l r i- ilio

Plain from the S.W. This is a tremendous ravine,
and from Josephus' day has been known as the
ravine of the 'Kobber Caves' the chosen resort
of brigands in former days. Thomson describes
it in two connexions, as c a great chasm

' and as a

'profound goige' (Land and the Book, u. 395-
397), and as leading up to a fort or castle known
as Kalat ibn Mdan, and still on to the village of

Jjfattin. Down this valley are poured large
volumes of water, and down through this same
ravine, as through a funnel, rush sudden blasts of

wind, which break upon the Lake. The ruins of
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Irbid, the Arbela of Josephus and 1 Mac 92
, are

not far to the south, (b) Another torrent, entering
the Plain from the W , is that known as Wady er-
p 7

'

Tins is the largest, and yields the

; supply of water furnished to the
Plain It is used to irrigate the Plain both N.
and S , fum-li'M^i nearly three times the volume
of watei -,ipi'Ii"i! by 'Am el-Mudauwarah (c) A
third torrent enters the Plain fiom the N.W. It
is called Wady el-Amud Like Wady el-Hamam,
it is a deep lavme, and scarcely less stuking be-
cause of its narrowness Its waters take their
use in the Jarmuk, the highest mountain in Gali-
lee F" (1

-
ji '.' -Dart of its course it is called

Wady I I is only a winter torrent

According to Thomson, all of these sti earns which
enter the Plain disappear in summer before they
reach the Lake.

Besides these waters which drain the region of

Galilee immediately west of the Plain of Gennesa-
ret, there aie certain fountains in the Plain itself

whose waters were used foi hrigation : (a) 'Ain el-

Mudauwarah, or ' Round Fountain/ situated a
little over a mile N.W of Magdala, is the largest
and most important. It is enclosed by a circular

wall of hewn stones, 32 yards in diameter, sur-

rounded by thick trees and brushwood, so that
access is difficult ; but it yields a copious stream
of clear water, which flows across the Plain to the

Lake, irrigating right and left. The pool itself

contains two to three feet of water and certain
fish. Ebrard (SK9 1867, pp. 723-747) identified it

with the fountain of Capharnaum mentioned by
Jo&ephus, but this has been shown to be highly
improbable. Two other fountains assist in water-

ing the southern end of the Plain 'Ainel-Barcideh,
or ' Cold Spring,' also known as *Ain el-Fuhyeh, or
'Fountain of the Bean 5

; s^ndi'Ain es-Serar, some-
what fuither to the S W. (/3) 'Ain et-Tin, or
'Fountain of the Fig Tree,

5

is another large and
impoitant spring It is situated on the northern

edge of the Plain, and bursts forth from under the
clifls of Khan Minyvh Unfortunately, it is too
close to the shore of the Lake to be used exten-

sively for irrigating purposes. The stream which
issues from it is choked with a jungle of oleanders
and papyrus. Robinson identifies this fountain
with the spring of Capharnaum of Josephus. (7)
'A in et-fabigha, or 'Fountain of the Ruined Mill,

5

formerh M|i!..~r.] to be the scene of the miiacle
of the H" MI- 01 the 5000 (Mk 63

-44
), is another

iarg- . j tceorcling to Tristram, the

larg- ." ' i

<, about one-half as large as
the : . Philippi. It is not situ-

ated in the Plain, but considerably N.E., about

half-way between Khan Minyeh and Tell Hum,
the two rival sites of Capeinaum ; but its waters
were formerly conducted by a channel cut in the
rock around the promontory on which Khan Min-
yeh is situated, and made to irrigate the N. end
of the Plain of Gennesaret. Tbi^ aqueduct was
discovered first by Sir Chas. \Vihon, and since

then the fountain hi
*

s

'

'i
" f

l\ < M lered
to be the spring of <

;
i

I

'; , (cf.

Thomson, Land and Book, ii 429).

(3) Products. "With all these resources of irri-

gation, it is not surprising that the Plain of

Gennesaret should be described by the Rabbins as
the * Garden of God,' or that its superior and
delicious fruits

e were not allowed at the feasts in

Jerusalem lest some might attend primanly to

enjoy these fnuts' (Bab. Pesccchim, $b ; Xeubauer,
G$og. du Talmud, 45 f.). But to-day, though its

grapes, figs, olives, and walnuts have vanished,
theie are to be seen wild figs, oleanders, nubk trees,
dwarf palms, papyriii plum-, tall pii<klv cen-

taureas; in summer, ninpiulicciii 1ilm-(olouiedr<m-
volvuli hanging in long festoons of blo^om noni

VOL. i. 41

t
1 -

V/ shrubs ; wild flowers of countless variety
, nemones, irises ; rice, wheat, the best and

' ilons and cucumbers in Palestine, sedges
and rushes by the Lake ; also thorns and thistles,
especially in the central portion; in short, a
tangle of luxuriant vegetation a lovely floral

carpet in Februaiy, a wilderness of thorns in
summer. Foi here, indeed, Nature has lavished
her glory in tropical profusion.

(4) Roads Two paths cross the Plain from S.
to N. the chief one leading from Magdala to
Khan Minych in a direct course, and skutmg the
Lake shore within a few hundred feet ; the other
following the base of the hills along its western
side, and stiiking over the hills northwards. One
of the best views obtainable of the Plain is from
the top of the ridge above Magdala.

(5) Inhabitants. The Plain is without settled
inhabitants to-day The Gkawanneh Arabs, more
especially a certain tribe named es-Senekiyeh,
roam over it, using it as winter pasture land.
Wilson recounts that gipsies from India have
been known to sojouin there with theii tents and
flocks (p 138). As a rule, solitud<

"

; t
neai 11 1 \ PI >. >" AT.igdala and at ,

(6) // ' * 1 \.' ~ are still prevalent in this

region as m the days of our Lord, when, not far

distant, at least, Peter's wife's mother lay sick (Lk
438

). Thomson speaks of 'the heat and malarial
influences of the Plain

' This probably accounts
in part for its present desolation, though under
the Tuik it has fared but little worse than other

portions of the T
Such is the la > . . i on the immediate

edge of which lay Capernaum, and over whose
* Eden-like landscape

'

the feet of our blessed Lord
so often trod as He went about preaching from
village to village, healing the sick and raising to
life the dead. One can almost see Him, in fancy,
pushing out m a little

"

,

"

the embayed and
shell-covered shore, followed to the water's edge
by the multitudes who pressed upon Him daily
from populous Gennesaret, and hear Him speaking
to them, as they sit upon the shore, concerning
the gospel of the Kingdom, drawing lUn-iuinon^-
from the sower, who, going forth to sow, allows
some seeds to fall by the wayside, others on stony
places, still i'u ' - v I

1 * ! iln \ < M>' 1 1\< <\ 1\ ili>rns;
and then, v i

1 MI Ho I-'
1
*,' MM v (m\. i .111 1- j 10 the

mountains ! 10-1 ,*m. *JN nuil' n i<<-lii ii:t in

prayer, only to return again and repeat His mess-

age of goodwill and comfort ; until, finally, when
the great tragedy on Calvary is ended and He is

risen from the tomb, He iuipj>f*ai*> (o those same
disciples, who meanwhile luue returned to their

nets Surely no other -po( of hko M/e can possibly
be of equal interest, to ilie Tin Minn who loves to

trace the f'*->i nl - of TTis Master's earthly career,
with whai h,.- /i,-il\ b<vn called e the most sacred

region of i !i- I .i> \*\ i li<
1 gem of Palestine.'

T i i
1

1 ,.
i - 5 '

" ~
f

" r
> ipels, 39 f ; Tris-

t,r! /:
' /"> .

' '

/ ael, 565: Thom-
J98, 408, lii. 166 ;

in the Time of
so- /'/ /./'/
G. A. Smith, /.

Christ, 33, 34, ari
~ '- ' Gennecaret. Land of,' in

Robinson, lUil' in 277 ff , Phu* atl Gcny (
> H, )1 i>i Land,

199; Oheync, art 'Gennesar' in Lti&sc J>i>, \\ i./h and
Haelcctt, art 'Genriesaiet, La 1

f ' ^'i 1 - r7? ^ocm in

264, Conder, Pn/ner of Bible < > I" ^
,
^P 444-

454 , Wilson, Lanfls of tlc Bto/i
'

v. K // // Land
arid (he Bible, ii 331 , "Riuer, Gt ' ' /'' 4

>. , Buhl,

GAPllB, Neubauor, O^. (hi Tahti 4,if , ,1 -( fi."s, ItJ in.

x. 8, Ruelschc in PRE { v Cf ; Turrer in S'hf r.kel u 3^2;

S^ete, Com on St Marjfc, ad S58 ; Phimmer, Com. nnSt Luke,
GEORGE L ROIHXSOST.

GENTILES. In AV of the Gospels,
'

and 'nations' are the translations of 20^, RV
agreeing with the rendering of AV in every place
of the word's occurrence. In Mt 67

($6viKol} and
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IS17
(edviKos] AV has * heathen 3 and * a heathen man'

!- -
'"

-V; RV 'Gentiles
3 and 'the Gentile.'

I
1

, M ">
,

/here AV has reXwvat, 'publicans/ KV
with the leading eOviKol has ' Gentiles

'

"EXX^es,
occumng in John only, is rendered 'Greeks' in
1220 KV and AV ;

in 735 RV has '

Gieeks,' AV ' Gen-
tiles,' with, however, 'Greeks' in the margin
'EXX^j (Mk 726 }

is tianslated 'a Greek' in both
versions, but AV has ' Gentile

'

in the margin
The very wide diffusion of the Greek language
after the conquests of Alexander the Great was
the reason that in our Lord's day 'Greek' was
often used as an equivalent for ' Gentile

' See
GREEKS. The word 'Gentiles,' from the Lat.

gentihs (adjective of gens, pi. gentes,
' a iace,'

"'peoplo
'

or ' nation '), is used in the Vulgate to

i(uloi tin Heb D'ia and the Gr. SBvrj, and has thus

passed int T" 1

"
'i

For a i, , -of the term 'Gentiles,'
reference must be made to the Bible Dictionaries.

It is only necessary here to allude to the oiigm
and use of the expression in the OT. Just as 2dvos

in the Gospels, as a rule (for an exception see Mt
2143

), means the Jewish nation, and Sdvy the
nations other than Jewish, so in the OT w (goi), as
a rule (foi an exception see Lv 2023

), stands for the
former and the pi 0*13 (goiim) for the latter ; and
whilst often used in its purely ethnographical and
/' O'.T.u/hir ,jl sense, with the meaning 'foieigner,'
jt i- <iUo Constantly employed, especially in the

Psalms, as a teim of aversion and contempt, as

connoting the practice of false religions and of

immoral customs. The material and moral evils

which the goiim had brought upon Israel in its

later history tended to intensify the feelings of

hostility with which the Jews looked out upon
them from their own religious exclusiveness ; and

accordingly, in oui Lord's day and m the genera-
tions following (see Acts and the Epistles passim),
they wi ,

"" ""

""A the Jews ^'-i-i.i'ly a-

aliens, - , - whatever to .- hi 1
",.'

ir- <. in mi,. J.LHO ju.iu.ou be borne m mind when
< -I u,i u i TIU our Loid's teaching on the subject.A full consideration of the attitude of early
Christianity towaids the Gentiles lequiies a study
of the Acts and Epistles at least, and is beyond
the scope of this article : our Lord's teaching, how-
ever, afterwards developed by His followers, is

quite plainly indicated in the Gospels, and must
form the basis of any adequate discussion of the

subject.
The fact that Jesus did not pass His youth in

the : liij').!-'
1

;,
< xclusive <u mo-plii"^ of Jerusalem,

butj > LV i < and moie hbe'uil -urroundmgs of
semi-Gentile Galilee, fits in with the prophetic
word of Simeon at the Presentation, and the de-
clarations of His forerunner : He was to be 'a light
to lighten the Gentiles

'

(Lk 232
) ; and, God was

able to raise up to Abiaham children (3
8
) who

could not boast any natural descent from the

patriarch. St. Matthew, although according to
the usual account of his standpoint he had no
especially Gentile proclivities, records two im-

portant prophetic utteiances regarding the Gen-
tiles as being illustrated and fulfilled in his
Master's work: 'Galilee of the Gentiles-; the
people which sat in darkness saw great light;
and to them which sat in the region and shadow
of death light is sprung up' (4

15 16
), and, 'In

Ms name shall the Gentiles trust' (12
21

). At
the beginning of His ministry, if we accept St.
Luke's chronology (see XAAMAN), Jesus defied the
J- * h

|>'< ; .

*
- of His hearers in the synagogue

i Y /,!' i> '\ citing cases of Gentiles blessed

through the agency of Israel's prophets (Lk 425ff
-) ;

and, when duven from Hib native town, He took up
His abode in a city of despised Galilee which be-

longed to that less Jewish portion of it known as

'Galilee of the Gentiles' (Mt 415
). Moreover, it

was in the same Gentile-infected
_

Galilee that the

most important part of His ministry was earned

on, and He even went into the borders of Tyre and
Sidon (Mk 7

24
), and also taught and healed those

who came to Him from thence, together with those

who sought Him from Decapohs (Mt425
), and from

Idumgea, and from beyond Jordan (Mk 3s
) ; noi did

He disdain to remain on one occasion for two days
among the Samaritans at their request (Jn 440

). In
His public teachingHe showed no pi ejuclice in favour
of the Jews in His assignment of praise and blame :

the grateful leper whom He blessed was a Samari-
tan (Lk 1716fr

); it was a good Samaritan who
was set forth as s

*

in one of His most
famous parables v

;. , , c He commended the
faith of the centurion as being greater than any
He had found in Israel (Mt 810 ) On the othei

hand, the evil generation of whom the Pharisees
were representatives, He declared should be con-

demned in the judgment by Gentiles, the men of

Nineveh and the queen of Sheba (12
41f

); and, set-

ting the seal to the teaching of Has forerunner, He
asserted in effect that the true children of Abra-
ham were those who did the deeds cf Abraham,
and were not necessanly those who were naturally
descended from him (Jn 83i>ff>

) In the Sermon on
the Mount the same broad and world-wide outlook
is manifested : there is hardly anything of im-

portance in that gieat discourse which IB local or

temporary it is obviously for all men and for all

time. With this, too, coincides the teaching of His

many parables about the Kingdom of heaven and
that recorded in the Fourth Gospel m tins Gospel

., '. ,

1 -\ all His utterances are in accord with
His declaration to the Samaritan woman concern-

ing the true
" " ""1 with the impres-

sion produce-
x that He was the

Saviour of the world (v.
42

) ; for in this Gospel
especially His words of warning, of encourage-
ment, and of hope embrace all mankind .

' God so
loved the world . . . that whosoever believeth . . .

shall have eternal life' (3
16

). And, finally, at the
end of His ministry, in the allegory of the sheep
and the goats, spoken exclusively with reference
to Gentiles, He applies to those on the right hand
the word 'righteous,' which in the Jewish language
was so often the technical teim to designate only
the chosen people (Mt 2537

).

There are two passages in the Gospels which
demand a passing notice, as they might seem at
fiiht sight to be in opposition to our Lord's usual
attitude towards the Gentiles. One is His saying
to the Syrophoenician woman,

' I am not sent but
unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel' (Mt
1524

) ; and the other is His injunction to the
Twelve,

* Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and
into any city of the Samaritans enter ye not ; but
go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel

'

(10
5 - 6

). In the first case there is little doubt
that our Lord's words were intended to test or to
call forth the woman's faith, and are not to be
understood as

implying any unwillingne^ on His
part to assist her (see SYBOPHCENICIAN WOMAN).
And in the second case we are to notice that the
prohibition was laid upon the Twelve only, and
had no application to His own conduct; and,
further, that the prohibition was distinctly re-
moved by Him after the Resurrection in the great
commission recorded in Mt 2819 'Go ye therefore
and teach all nations

'

[in Mk 1615 * Go ye into
all the world, and preach the gospel to every
creature

3

], and in Ac I 8 'Ye shall l>e witnesses
unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judaea, and
in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the
earth.' And there are othei passages, such as Mt
2414 2613

, from which it is plain that our Lord con-

templated the world-wide preaching of the gospel
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by His followers, the fulfilment, in fact, of the
ancient prediction to the father of the faithful :

*In thy seed shall all the nations (go^1m} of the
earth be blessed

'

(Gn 2218
). See MISSIONS.

LITERATURE Gnmm-ThayerandCremer, Lexx s v Wvo; ,
art

*
Gentiles

'

in Hastings' DB and Encyc BM , Schurer, HJP n
i 51-56, 299-305, n 291-327 , Edersheim, Life and Times of
Jesus the Messiah, Index, s

'
Gentiles.'

ALBERT BONUS.
GENTLENESS. St Paul in 2 Co 101

appeals
to the meekness and

' "

(irpa^rrjs mi e-md-

Keta) of Chri&t. Thes< x

'

would be readily
admitted to be so characteristic of Jesus as to

require no specific illustration. Yet such is the

objective character of the Gospels, that with the

exception of His own claim to be ' meek and lowly
inheait'(Mt II 29

) and the TM, i

*
* -.*

,

of the prophecy,
t

Behold, thy king cometh unto

thee, meek . .

'

(21
5
), neither quality is directly

attributed to Him, nor, with the exception of

Mt 55
,
does either woid occur in His recoided

teaching
These characteristics of Jesus are not easily de-

fined in themselves, or (V.m^ui-hod from one
another. (See art.

e Gentleness in Hastings
5

DJB,
vol n. p. 150). HpcttfrT/s is rather an inward dis-

position of the mind, the quietness of soul which is

the result of faith and self-iestraint ; <*7riet/ceia is an
active grace, exhibited in human relations, 'it

expresses the quality of considerateness, of readi-

ness to look humanely and reasonably at the facts

of a case
'

; it denotes in Jesus the tenderness of

His dealings with the moral and social outcasts,
the burdened and heavy laden, the weak and
ignoiant ; His gracious courtesy, geniality of

address, thoughttulness, and delicacy of touch.
It is not tl ' N '

i -.'.-lira nature of such softness
as to be i '. ;- OM , veige of teais, or of a
sentimentalism' vvhicn aas little strength of con-

science, and no power of moial indignation and
repulsion. Tis<> :

""

* of Christ can be appre-
ciated only 'i M i

- 'elated to certain other
elements in His j><

i-<njlii\ (1) His consciousness
of His Divine origin, and His royal vocation as

founder of the Kingdom of God (cf. Jn 133
'5

).

(2) His moral consciousness His is not the gentle-
ness towards the sinful which arises from moral
indifference, or the desire of a sin-marred nature
to be judged of leniently. He is conscious of sin-

lessness; He 1 <"/!;- ,i:)-n
"

a the great tragedy
of human life, i'U! ll'.-p.i- \

"

:

'

not make Him harsh in i v -i

in dealing (cf. Mt 56 7
). (3) His consciousness of

Divino i-o'-o
1 Tl is the gentleness not of weak-

ness, MI ('i i.M'jIu The Lamb of God answering
Piliito -o mildly was conscious that i \\ ol\e lotion-
of jmjrol- <Tooif at His dnpo^al (Mt ^iP")

The Baptist, himself stern of soul, foresaw the

coming of one greater than V ',' but not
more gentle. The axe, fan, ana lire 01 ^nl^niOMl
were at His command, and He would \\\M i ho-^
instruments of wrafch to the destruction of wicked-
ness (Mt 310"12

). But, to John's intense disappoint-
ment, Jesus found His ideal and method not in these

symbols of violence, but in the ' !' -n of the
Servant of Jehovah, who did no -, i

: cry or
lift up his voice in the streets, who did not break
the bruised reed or quench the smoking flax (Mt
I2i9. 20 . cf Lk 4ia. 19 and Mt II4

-6
, and see Is 421'3

).

The Gospels abound in illustrations of the
winsome manner of Jesus. His reception of the
little children (Mt 18s 1913), His thoughtfulness for

the multitude lest they should faint by the way
(T5

32
), the brotherly touch of His hand upon the

leper (Mk I 41 ), the tlelicacy of Hib approach to the
*ono\\iTir (Lk 718

, Jn II85
), His tender tones to ?Iis>

peiploxecl disciples 'little children,' *I will not
leave you orphans' (Jn 13is 1418

), and His sense of

their frailty in the words,
e

Sleep on now and take
your rest

'

(Mt 2645
), His consideration, even in the

agony of death, for His mother (Jn 1926 - 27
), are

but examples of that gracious gentleness which
consisted with, and was the expie^ion of, a Divine
dignity of love His attitude to The sinful is dis-

tinguished by the same tenderness His intense
love of holiness, quick moial sensitiveness, and
stainless purity, made Him uncompromisingly
stern in His rebuke of a ^elf-nghteou-ue^ which
had little capacity of ^repentance ; but He com-
bined with that a deep insight into the possibilities
of sin-marred natures , and by His disclosuie to
them of dorn

' "

being, and the tender-
ness of His , them, He won them to

lepentance a , (Lk 736'50 191"30
), And,

similarly, His rebukes, touched by His gentleness,
become appeals, and are charged with the inspira-
tion of a renewed trust. His * O ye of little faith

*

(Mt 8 26
), 'Can ye drink the cup that I drink of?'

(Mk 1038
),

*

Martha, Martha, thou art careful and
troubled about many things' (Lk 1041

),
e Could ye

not watch with me one hour?' (Mt 2640
), 'Simon,

son of Jonas, lovest thou me 9 '

(Jn 2115ff
), were

rebukes whose gentleness could leave no bitterness

or despan, but recalled the soul to its loyalty to
Him So, although Jesus never formally held forth
ttrLGlKeia as an ideal of Christian life, He left us an

example that we should follow His steps (1 P 221
).

at

Jc /

Spt,tMtuti> oj uu,

ness (1900), 88

. .

JOSEPH MUIE.

GERASENES, GERGESENES.The '

country
of the Gerasenes' (Tepaffijvfo^

or 'Gergesenes'
(Tepyeo-TjvQv) is mentioned in Scripture only in con-
nexion with the healing of the demoniac. The
AV reads 'Ccuo-em ^' in Mt 828, and 'Gadarenes

5

in Mk 51 and Lk &JO
, while the KV reads ' Gada-

renes
'

in Mt and ( Gerasenes
'

in Mk. and Luke.
There is |i< ponl"i,uiii f

' f\!<l( ince in favour of the

changes (ili^ ivhlni<: rafaw^i'-v in K in Mt, is un-

doubtedly for radapyv&v. Many natives in the
district surrounding the Sea of Galilee pronounce

the Arabic J d and J dk like z thus * GacZarenes
'

they would pionounce
' Gamrenes '). The neigh-

bourhood of the tcn\n of Gadara must be pro-
nounced absolutely impossible for the miracle (see

GADAKA). How then account for the reading
Gadarenes

'

? Perhaps, as Thomson suggests, the

S'ace
where the miracle took place,

* over against
alilee/ was included within the district of Gadara.

But as this would not b-
r"

:. "> ..... < it, Gadara

having been tho cnyutal "i i\ 'the^ow^
of the town, it nnglii he better to say that popular
usage gave to the whole district on the eastern

shore of the Lake the name of the principal town.
In the same way the leading Tepaffyv&v might be

explained being donu^l from the large and im-

portant city of th< TV. , i--"

1

! Gerasa the modern
Jerash. (It need <."" '\ !' said that this latter

town is out of the question as the scene of the

miracle, being some 30 miles from the Lake). The
derivation of the roading from the Decapolitan
city, while not perhaps impossible, is very im-

probable. A more likely explanation is at hand.

Accoiding to Origen, the rnaiontv 01 the MSS he
had access to had the i eading

' Gerasenes
3 But

this reading he objected to, inasmuch as he knew
of only one Gcrasct, the town of the Decapolis9

which he rightly conceived could not have been
the scene of the miracle. He suggested that

'Gergesenes
5 must be the true reading, as he

knew of a town on the eastern shore of the Lake

bearing the name Gergesa. Hende^ oin his autho-
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rity, the reading 'Gergesenes' may have originated
But how then account for the, presumably, true

reading which Origen found in the MSS ? There
can he here no certainty, hut the probability is

that Ongen was right, and that the true name of

the village or town where the miracle occurred,
'over against Galilee,

3 was Gergesa It is ex-

tremely rare to find a soft changing into a harsh

sound, such as Gerasa into Gergesa. But any one
who has lived long in Palestine knows how common
it is, among the uneducated natives, to find a hard
sound like the second g in (

Gergesa
5

not only
changing into a softer sound, but dropping out

altogether The pronunciation of e

Gergesa
'

among the common people would almost ceitamly
be 'GerVa 5

(Gerasa). Hence from the common
speech it would find ibs way into the text. The
modern name of the village which has been identi-

fied as the scene of the mnacle is K/iersa or C%ersa }

which is nearer to * Geiasa' than to (

Gergesa.
3

The identification of the ruins of Khersa with
the Gerasa of the Synoptics is due to Thomson,
(LB 11. 355). The identification might have been
made much eailier had not men's minds been set

on selecting some place near Gadara. Had the
eastein shore of the Lake been carefully seiutmized
in the light of the three passages, Mt S32

,
Mk 513

,

Lk 833 , the identification of Khersa with the place
described must have taken place There is one

spot only on the eastern shore which answers com-

pletely to the description of the Synoptists. On
the eastern side "over against Galilee

3 Jesus landed
from the boat, and

'

,

.

'

met him out
of the tombs a man witn an unclean spirit.' The
encounter, then, must have been close to the shore.

Were that all we had to guide us, identification of

the spot would be impossible, for there are caves,
which may have been used as tombs, all along the
mountainside. But it would ;ippcu fioiri all three

Synoptists that the place where the swine weie

destroyed ran do-
> >

'ytothewatei's
edge. Now, as w ;-;- '

'

only one place
on the eastern side where the mountain comes at

all near to the beach, and just theie the incline is

such that one rushing down would be j>i ecipii.aicd
at once by the impetus into the water. Everywhere
else along the coast there is a broad belt half a
mile or more at most parts between the foot of

the hills and the Lake This spot is at Khersa just
lelow W&dy es-Semak. Sailing up the Lake from

Wdcly Fik> which is almost exactly opposite
Tiberias, the next valley, about a mile north, is

W&dy es-SemaJc. Close to the seashore directly
)elow the Wady are the ruins of Khersa, the walls
of which can yet be distinctly traced. Directly
"below Khersa the hills approach close to the Lake,
leaving only a narrow pebbly strand, and here the

slope of the mountain side is so steep and near to
the water that a herd of animals would be likely
in a headlong ni-li to be precipitated into the sea.

In i lie niou nui in- above, where in all probability
the swine were feeding, there are numbers of caves
and also rock-cut tombs where the demoniacs may
have lived. See art. DEMON.

LnrRvrnw Thomson, LB ii ch 10; Wilson, Recovery of
Jenm p Sitt f , Schumacher Jaulan, 179 ; Macgregor, The Rob

)tf on the Joi dan p 422 if am ' Gadara * and * Gerasenes *
in

Hosimga* DB and m Encyr, Bhbiioa. J. SOUTAR.

GERIZIM. In relation to the life and teaching
of Jesus, the interest of Mt. Gerizim lies in its

being the mountain to which the woman of Samaria
referred on the occasion when Jesus uttered His
memorable words,

* Woman, believe me, the hour
cometh, when ye shall neither in this mountain, nor

. yet at Jerusalem, worship the Father '

(Jn 421
).

The establishment of Mt. Gemini and Its temple as the sacred
place of the Samaritans m rivalry to Jerusalem, is bound up with

the growth of the jealousy and hatred between Jews and
Samaritans, which had attained such magmtud- ^ *i--

,- r

ourLoid. 7 - -. - by Josephus of the

temple on . lt xi vm 2-4) is that Manasseh,
brother of Jaddua, high priest at Jerusalem, man zed the

daughter of Sauballat (Neh 4) For this maruage he was
thieatened with expulsion unless he divorced his wife He
thereupon .n-*-.. 1

-1 ..o Sanballat, who built for him the

temple on M < i
1 /- M and made him it& first higfh pnest

This story 'seems to be denved fiom some apociyphal Jewish
account of the oiigm of the Samaritan temple' (Sa\ce, ait
4 Sanballat' in Hastings' J)B). According to Neh 1JJ28, a grand-
son of Eliashib the high priest was son-m-law to Sanballat, and
>,> (v '! d f-rthis 'mived marriage' More lehable, if less

< ,r c >'oi -'l is to be found in 2 K 172428 ,
fiom which we

learn uiat ihe King or W\ iia M.nt bai'it one ot the >i

he had carried awaj iiom the Xoahoin Kingdom,
heathen peoples whom he had settled there 'the mannei of the

God of the land ' Thus the worship of Jeho\ ah \ -
j

in Samaua, and gradually assei ted itself ovei the .

own '

which eveiy nation made In the days of Ezra, when the

temple at Jerusalem wa -
i

c lantans, who are

called
' the ad\ ersaries > i

' '

desired to assist

in the task, for they sa , .
< as ve do '

This

lequest was lefused (Ezr 41 3), and thus the founding of a rival

shnne became inevitable See also art SAMARITANS

The claim of the Samantans, that Mt. Gerizim
was the true centre of the woiship of Jehovah,
rested upon a statement in their version of the
Pentateuch (Dt 274f where Gerizim

3

is substi-

tuted for * Ebal' of MT L<>fn>.h>ly prescribing that
an altar should be built theie.' They also sup-

ported the claim of their shrine by tiaditions in

which it was represented as the mountain on
which Abra

1

"to sacrifice Isaac (cf. G.
A Smith,

'

5 note), the place where
Abraham was met by Melchizedek, and also the
scene of Jacob's dream.

Apart from such traditions, the position of Mt.
Gerizim and its ms-d-vis Mt Ebal, at the head of

the pass leading light through from the nver
Jordan to the sea, and also at the point where the

great north road from Jerusalem to Galilee inter-

sects this pass, has given them <i ( oimiiHiiiliim place
m the topography of the Holy I and, <m<I lias led
to their association with important events in the

history of Israel, Shecheni, which lay between
Mt. Eoal and Mt. Gerizim, is associated with the
entrance of both Abraham and Jacob into the

promised land (Gn 126 S318
). It was near Shechem

that Jacob pui chased the parcel of land from the
children of Hamor, on which he erected an altar,
and sank a well for his family and flocks. It was
in this paicel of land that Joseph was buried (Jos
2432

) Mt Ebal and Mt. Gerizim, again, were the
scenes of the great inaugural service of all Israel
on taking possession of the promised land (Dt II29 32

2711- 12
, Jos 833- 34

). And it was at Shechem that
Joshua gathered together the people for the re-

newal of the covenant, *and took a great stone
and set it up there under an oak that was by the

sanctuary of the Lord 3

(Jos 241 - 2iJ
). It was on Mt.

Gerizim that Abimelech, Gideon's son, spoke his

parable of the trees
(Jg 831 91 - 7 - 20

). It was at
Shechem also that all Israel ^thoie-l to make
Rehoboam king (1 K 121

), and tin- NJI-, ihe original
capital of the Northern Kingdom.
In order to understand the significance of the

question which
^
the woman put to Jo-iv* at the

well (Jn 420 ), it is necessary to remember that she
must have been well instructed in the notable

history of Mt. Gerizim, and would accept all the
traditions of her people without question. At the
same time her own religious faith was probably
bankrupt. She had not found God on Mt. Gerizim
There is a vein of scepticism in her words, as of
one who, having lost personal faith, points with
scorn to the differences of those who worship the
same God Yet even in her scepticism there is a
faint hope appaient that this piophet

' may have
a living message for her. On the historical ques-
tion involved Jesus pronouiKO- quite definitely in
v. 22

, but not before He has I mod ilie w hole -u
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out of this barren controversy and set it in relation
to the fundamental principles of His teaching.
There is embedded in the very beginning of the
Samaritan worship of Jehovah the idea that
Jehovah is the ' God of the land '

(2 K 1727
), and

throughout the whole controversy between Jeru-
salem and Mt. Geriznn there is to be found the

assumption that His worship must have a local
centre. To this Jesus makes answer,

* God is

Spurt.' It follows at once from this fundamental
idea of the true nature of God that the essential

quality in worship which is acceptable to Him is

not the place where it is offered, but the disposition
of the worshipper. Wendt points out that our
Lord's teaching in this passage as to the true
nature of worship is a corollary of His teaching in
the Sermon on the Mount, that the heart (the
whole inward nature) is the true seat of the
ji^1iloon-nc- of the people of God. So that for
rhe eiliK.il expansion ot Jn 423>24 we naturally
turn to Mt 5-7, even as in Jn 424 we find the great
doctrinal foundation alike of right conduct and
right worship.

T
' SP v

; G A Smith, HGHL 120, 332 ;

Sc .
,

11^ r - .3, Muirhead, Times of Christ, 108; Dods,
'St John' m 77, - T,

'

, ix and x
, We *

7
"

Jesus, i 320, , (.> i , , 'and 'Sheohem'
Commentaries ANDREW N. BOGLE.

GESTURES. Dr. Johnson defines 'gesture' as

(1) 'action or posture expressive of sentiment';
(2)

* movement of the body
'

Adopting these de-

finitions, we may consider the -'. LIU ('(<."*> of the

gestures recoided or implied in :
i- ( m

j_

-

1. Christ heals or blesses with an outward
gesture. In most of these cases the gesture is

probably intended to confirm faith ; a visible sign
accompanies the action. Thus (a) we read of our
Lord taking the sick person by the hand, as in the
case of Simon's wife's mother (Mk I

31 and
|| Mt.),

Jaims' daughter (Mk 541 and
1) Mt. Lk.), and the

child with the dumb spuit (Mk 927). Similarly St.

Peter takes by the hand the man at the gate of
the temple and Tabitha (Ac 37 941

). Dr Swete
(on Mk 9s7

) suggests that this gesture was used
when great exhaustion had preceded, (b) Jesus

lifted up His hands to bless (Lk 2450
). (c) Jesus

stretched forth His hand to heal, and touched or
laid hands on the sick, as in the case of the leper
in Mk I 41 (and || Mt Lk.). In Ac 430 the Apostles
speak of God the Father -inM<liin<: forth His hand
to heal. Other instances ot Jesus' i-ni" 1

,!'^ ilio

patients, doubtless, as a rule, to confirm i iu-n i;i H !i,

are : the blind men in Mt 929 2034 (the parallels to
the latter in Mk.-Lk. mention no touching), the
bier on which the widow's son at Nam lay (Lk 714

),

the woman with the spirit of infirmity (Lk 13 13
),

perhaps the dropsical man (Lk 144
, see Plummer,

in loc ), Malchus (Lk 2251
,
the only account of this

healing). Further, St. Luke speaks of a large
number of sick folk brought to our Lord at sunset,
when He 'laid his hands on every one of them
and healed them' (Lk 440

,
not

||
Mt. Mk.). The

healings by iinomtin*r would also involve a touch,
as by the Twelve (Mk 613

), or in the case of the
blind man anointed with clay (Jn 96) ; cf. Ja 514

for the custom in the Apostolic Church. Similarly
we read of the sick touching Jesus, the woman
with the issue of blood (Mk 527 and

||
Mt. Lk.), the

sick at Gennesaret and the neighbourhood (Mk 606

and
|| Mt.); and St. Luke (a

19
) says that 'all the

multnutk -MIuh i to touch Him, for power came
forth uoin Its in ftinl healed them all.* This 'touch

*

of the Lord is recalled by the cures that are lecorded
to have been worked "by handkerchiefs or aprons
carried away from the llody of St Paul (Ac 1912

),

and by the shadow of St Peter (Ac 515
, where it is

implied that many tried to touch him). And inas-

much as the Apostles would follow the example of
Jesus in lesser and greatei things alike (cf. Ac 41S

),
we find that they adopted His jr^line-. v, hoi her
for healings or for invocations of iiic

1]<>1^ Spin:, or
even in speaking For the touching by laying on
of hands, see Ac 6h 8 17 13* 19b and 912 28s ; the last
two are cases ot healing, (d) Jesus laid on hands
to bless, as in the case of the little children (Mk
1016 and

||
Mt. ). We read twice m Mk of our Lord's

taking children in His arms (Mk 938 1016
tvayKaXi-

c-dttevos), a gesture ascribed to Him m Mk. only,
though a similar phrase is used of Simeon in Lk
228 edtfrro aM ds ras ^ ^ - r * -

In another
way we read of Jesus' a ge&ture of
the hand, as at the Last Supper (\aptiv etiXoytfcrcLs,Mk 1422

)
and at the meal at Emmaus (Lk 2430 - J5

).

(e) Jesus breathed on His disciples when
'

sending
"

them after the Resurrection, saying,
{ Receive ye

the Holy Spirit : whosesoever sins ye forgive,' etc.

(Jn 20m ). Here the gesture is of a different

nature; our Lord, still using an outward sign,
makes

*

i "\ .

*

, which is bestowed the gift
of the *; ,

'

&ytop, without the article).
Breath is the emblem of the Spirit, and by this

gesture Jesus shows that the Holy Ghost is the

'Spirit of Christ' as well as of the Father (see

Westcott, in loc.).

On the other hand, in some cases Jesus healed
with a mere word. One cannot, indeed, always
conclude that He did not use any outward
gesture, such as touching, merely because an
T"

1
* "

silent on the matter (e g. cf. Mk 1052

i VI,
'

; but in some cases, at least, Jesus
healed in absence. The following are examples of

cases where .i|>i-;nomly no gesture was used- the

ln i H!\ u ( "Uk 21U and
||
Mt. Lk. ), the man with the

\\ ii IHM cd li.im! (Mk 35 and
||
Mt Lk ), the centurion's

servant (Lk 710
), the ten lepers (Lk 1714

), the noble-
man's son at r 1

,
,

,
(Jn 450ff

). We find the
same difference '

'

alings in Acts ; thus, in
934 1410 no gesture seems to have been used.
The use by our Lord of an outwaid gesture or

sign in His ministerial acts was only in accordance
with Jewish thought. We may recall Moses
-!* i' hi: i" forth his hand over the Red Sea (Ex
II

, cf. 1711
), and, by way of contrast, the

stretching out of the hand in OT as an act of

punishment (Ex 75
; see other instances collected

by Plummer in his note on Lk 513
). It may be

thought that this usage of Jesus in His ministry
paved the way for His afterwards appointing out-

ward signs in Baptism and the Eucharist, and for

the Apostles' < rn| li.\ ini; them for other Christian

rites, such as urih'i.nioTi

2. Christ uses gestures to emphasize His words,
or as an expression of emotion. (a) We read of

the stretcJ'f-i J'-if
1
' <J

fhe hand toward the dis-

c i|>lc- -\\hen Jesus claimed them as His mother and
I] i- bret Inon (Mt 1249) ; cf. St Paul's gesture when
adcliessing Agrippa (Ac 261

). We cannot put
under this head the hand outstretched in Mt 1431

2623
, as there it does not express emotion ; but we

may compare with the above gesture the hands
outstretched in prayer (1 K 822 ,

Ps 282 1342,
1 Ti 28

).

A 4th cent, writer has inloipioled our Lord's
1

stretching forth his hands (cf M. Totci. Jn 21 18
)

of His accepting suffering voluntarily (Testament

of our Lord, i. 23). (b) We read of many gestures
with the eyes. Jesus looked up to heaven at the

miracle of the feeding of the five thousand (Mk
641 and

||
Mt. Lk.), in His last prayer before going

to Gethsemane (Jn 17 1

) at the healing of the deaf
man v ith an impediment (Mk 7s4), and the raising
of Lazarus (Jn II41

) It is doubtless due to the

first two of these passages that we find in many
ancient Liturgies, from the Apostolic Constitutions

onwards, this gesture ascribed to our Lord when
He consecrated the Eucharist as in the Greek St.
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James (in the Syriac St James it is only implied),
St Mark both Greek and Coptic, Abyssinian (or

Ethiopic), St. Basil, Koman and Anibrosian* The
gestuie is one of prayer, and implies that prayer
accompanied the actions described (see Job 2226

;

cf. the publican, Lk 1813
). Again, the refer-

ences to the c

glance
3

or 'look' of onr Lord aie

very frequent In Mk 35 it conveys His righteous

anger ( II Lk does not mention the anger). In Mk
334 1027 (andllMt ) and Lk 620 2017

,
it upxm.iMv

emphasizes the truth taught. In Lk 22 -
i, IM in^s

conviction of sin to St. Peter after his denials.

In Mk 1021 it is a mark of love ; here, as so often,
St. Mark alone relates the feelings of our Lord's

human soul The glance to emphasize tiuth must
also he understood where we expressly read of

Jesus'
e

turning
'

to those whom He is addressing

(Mk S33
, Lk 79 955 etc ). On the other hand, no

special
* rt

' must be attached to passages
wheie om JLora s 'look' is mentioned, but where
it was merely that ITe miijii -ve, as Mk 532 (and ||

Mt ), Lk 195 21 1
. ( oirc-j'oii'.ippi with this gestuie

of Jesus is the keen e

gaze 'or * fn^o'mu: f ;^he

eyes
' which we read of in the case 01 i I'o ponpi- of

Nazareth (Lk 420 }, the maidservant (Lk 2256
) 3
St

Peter (Ac 34
,
cf 313

), the Sanhedrin (Ac 615
), St

Stephen (Ac 7s5
), Cornelius (Ac 104), St. Paul (Ac

IS9 149 23 1
)

all having drej^y, one of St, Luke's

favourite words ; in the case of St Paul it is diffi-

cult to reconcile with the idea that the ' stake in

the flesh
' was ophthalmia (c) The gesture of

kneeling or prostration is mentioned only once of

our Lord, in G-ethsemane (Mk 14as and
||
Mt. Lk ),

the first two Evangelists speaking of prostration,
the third of kneeling. As standing was the usual

attitude for prayer* (Mk II 26
, Avhere see Swete's

note, Lk IS11 - 13
), we must interpret this kneeling

or prostration as specially signifying deep distress,

as
T T r '

ch it signified special ]>eni-

ten '

by the 20th canon of Nicsea

on ike Sundays and Eastertide

(so Tertullian, de Cor. Mil. 3). And so it was
-iizniMMM. of deep distress in the case of St

"re-piif M (Ac 700
}, and probably of St. Peter when

he raised Tabitha (Ac9
4

) ; in the case of St. Paul's

faiewells it would be due to the great >!
'

*' v of

the occasion (Ac 2035 21 5
,
cf. also 1 k ^

,
\.r 95

,

Dn 6 10
, Eph 314

). Nevertheless, the usual ^standing
to pray would not preclude

" "

ostra-

tion at intervals to express as is

the case to this day among all Eastern Christians,
To _" r reverence the gesture of kneeling or

pi
>- ; ) is . *\ practised in the Gospels.

We read of i . kneeling to Jesus the

lepjjr (Mk I40 ana
||
Mt. Lie.), demoniacs (Mk 311 56

),

Jairus (Mk 522 and [|
ML Lk ), the ^yroph-nii^ijin

woman (Mk 12S and If Mt-), the rich young man (Mk
1017) the blind man (Jn 938 ), Mary of Bethany (Jn
11s

*), the lunatic's father (Mt 1734
, not |J

Mk Lk
),

Salome (Mt 2020
, not || Mk.), the Magi (Mt 2"), St.

Peter at the miraculous draught of fishes (Lk 5ft

),

and so the soldiers in derision (Mk 1519 and
J| Mt.)

The devil tempts our Lord to kneel to him (Mt 4&

and
((
Lk ). The women prostrate themselves at the

tomb (Lk 245 ). Cornelius attempts to do so before
St. Peter (Ac JO23

), St. John before the angel (Rev
1910

22*). (d) A gesture to MI;.] <!-i/i speech may
probably be understood in ML I--

1

\vhere it may
be that Jesus pointed to the scribe's phylactery,
which contained the words, 'Hear, O Israel/ etc,

(e) An isolated gesture is the stooping to write on
ti >y ,*..', ' '/ in the '

Pericope adulterse
3

(Jn 86 8
),

;
|
.'MOM' '\ signifying

e
intentional inattention.'

Westcott (m loc.) remarks that the very strange-
ness of the action marks the authenticity of tne
detail, (f } We read of gestwes expressing grief.

* Our Lord sat to teacb, the usual custom (Mt 51, Mk4*, Lk
420 gJ, JnS2, cf. Ac 1613).

Jesus sighed at weakness of faith (Mk 7
34 S12

), and

groaned (or was moved with indignation, eveppi^-

craro), shuddered (erdpa&v favrbv), and wept at

Lazarus' grave (Jn II 33 - 35 38
) ;
He shuddered at the

thought of the betiayal (Jn IS'
21

), and wept over

Jerusalem (Lk 1941tf
).

To speak generally, it may be noted that the

Fourth Evangelist is more chary of chioniclmg
our Lord's gestures than the Synoptists. He
dwells rather on Jesus' words than on the actions

with which He accompanied them
3. Various gestures by others. To an Ouental

people, gesture is almost as natuial a method of

expressing the meaning as speech. We find in the

Gospels frequent references to such a method of

communication. This is not only when no other

is possible, as when dumb Zacharias makes signs

(Lk I 2-) and the people make signs to him (v
62

perhaps he was also deaf) ; just as in Acts, St

Peter has to make signs to procure silence in

Ac 1217
, and St Paul in Ac 21 4U and peihaps IS16 ,

But we find such expressive gestures as shaking

off the dust (Mk 6n and II Mt. Lk ; this is oui

Loid's command to the Twelve), to signify the
<ii--oi i.'lum of oneself from an offender So Paul
and Barnabas did at Pisidian Antioch (Ac 1351 ),

and so Paul * shook out his raiment '

against the

unbelieving Jews at Corinth (18
6
) Again, rending

the garments was a common Jewish gesture of con-

sternation or grief, often mentioned in OT (eg.
Gn 3729 - 34

,
Jl 2 I<}

) , in the Gospels we find it men-
tioned only of Caiaphas (Mk U63 and

|| Mt.); in

Acts (14
34

) only of Paul and Barnabas at Lystra.
Smiting the breast as a sign of grief we find in Lk
2348 (where D adds r& ^rwTra), and in Mt II 17

(gKofaa-Oe) and Lk 18 13
. Wagging the head was the

dezisive gesture of the passers-by at the Crucifixion

(Mk 1529 and
||
Mt. ; cf 2 K 19\ Job 16^ La 215

,

Sir 1218 IS7
). Pilate's gesture of washing his hands

(Mt 2724
)
has furnished a proverbial saving, but it

was familiar to the Jews (Bt 21 6
). The kindred

idea of washing the hands to express innocency (i.e.

ridding oneselt of evil) is found in Ex 3019f- and Ps
26 7313

, and is
' r

'are of the Church
Orders and the

"

T ,",-ll\' v. notice

the Hss as the s al -^i I-'I-'M- -, as in

the case of the sinful woman (Lk 745 ), of Judas
(Mk 1445 and || Mt. Lk.), and of the Ephesian elders

(Ac 2037
) It is true that the kiss was the ordinary

way of greeting a Rabbi (see Swete on Mk 1445),
but m all these cases much more than ordinary
courtesy is intended by the gesture, and probably
KaTa<t>L\ew in these passages means e to kiss fer-

M M 1\, 'i (in the case of Judas) ' n s '\
'

I .. ,'.,, l vl ,, m OT> cf. Gn 29n 334 n I \
.

I 3
2041

,
2 S 155 1939 209

} many of which passages speak
of kisses of greeting like that of Judas, to which
Joab's is indeed strangely similar.

A. J. MACLEAN.
GETHSEMANE (Teeo-wavd, perhaps for [D]MDP na

*oil press'). Gethsemi^io i- n-njuly described as a
*

place
' with a garden m i.i' lna i> i\ ; but, so far as

the words of Scripture show, it may have been

simply a garden. J3t Matthew (26
36

)
and St Mark

(14F) use the word x^P^v > St. Luke (22
40

) uses

r67Tos, and St. John (IS
1
), describing it as #?rov 3jv

WTO*, refers to it again (18
3
) as rb-rros. It lay east

of Jerusalem, across the ^idron (Jn 181
), at the

foot of or upon the Mount of Olives (Mt 2630
, Mk

1426, Lk 2239
: ci Euseb. 2 248. 18, and Jerome,

ib. 130. 22). The traditional site is in the ?Mrcm
ravine, at a point about equidistant, as the crow
flies, from the Golden Gate and St. Stephen's- Gate.
It is easily reached by the road passing Ihiough
the latter and crossing the IJMron Bridge, m:st

beyond which it lies, a square plot of ground
with eight very ancient olive-trees. If the state-
ment of Josephus (jB/vi. 1 1), that Titus cut down
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all the trees upon that side of the city, be correct,

the tradition that those trees are as old as the
Christian era, or the tradition as to the site, must
be abandoned. Both probably are unfounded, and,

according to the general consensus of opinion, this

site was fixed upon at the time of the Empress
Helena's visit to Jerusalem (A D. 326).

The scene of Christ's agonizing luvivo 1 - immedi-

tely before the betiayal, and of Ih- brumal and

apture (Mt 26s6'57
, Mk 1432

-53
,
Lk 22-J9 -'54

,
Jn 181

""),

,i favounte resort with the Master

(Lk 2137
, Jn 182

). See, further,

pp
Vo

it ha
" ' "

and !

art. AGONY.

LITERATURE Robinson, BRP% i 234 f , 270, PEFSt (1887)

151, 159, (18S9) p 176 , Conder, Bible Places, 204
, Le Camus,

oyage aux Pays Bibhques, i 252 ff
; ait

* Gethsemane ' m
Hastings' DB (by Condei) and in Eneyc Bibl (by L Gautier) ;

art * The House of Gethsemane' m Expositor, iv m [1891] 220-
232 (by E. Petavel) On the form of the name see Dalman,
(ham 152 JOHN MUIR.

GHOST. Used in'"
1 H ""

ly in fche phrases
'

giving up the ghos 1 1
.

Gho&t
'

. a sur-

vival of the meaning commonly associated with it

in the times of the translators, when it was used
as equivalent to 'spirit

3

(Germ Geist) The usage
of the word f

^host' as equivalent to 'spirit' has
become archaic The meaning now uniformly-

given to it makes its continued use in our R v

inexpedient This was recognized by the American
Revisers, who substituted t

Holy Spirit
'

in every
instance for 'Holy Ghost.' See, further, artt.

HOLY SPIRIT, SPIRIT.
A. MITCHELL HUNTER.

GIFT. Christ continually reminds His disciples
that the Father is the source of all gifts. To Him
we must trustfully turn. 'Ask, and it shall be

given' (Mt 77 ) ; 'Everyone that asketh leceiveth
5

(Lk II 10
), and not only

f

daily bread' (Mt 6n
,
Lk

IP), but 'whatsoever' is asked (Jn 1516 1623
)

He
will never refuse the gift of the Holy Spirit to them.

that ask (Lk II 11'13
, Mt 711

), for it is His 'good
pleasure' to give them 'the kingdom' (Lk 1232 ).
When Christ has ascended, it is the Father who
will send ' another Comforter '

(Jn 141()

) ; and when
trials and persecution shall arise, it is the Father

by whom, Christ says,
f
it shall be given you in

that hour what ye shall say' (Mt 1019
) We see

this confidence inspiring the multitude to glorify
God ' which had given such power unto men '

in the

healing of the palsied man (Mt 9s
), and making

the piactical Martha say, *I know that whatso-
ever thou shalt ask of God, God will give unto
thee' (Jnll

22
).

It is notable that Christ's only recorded request
for a personal favour should have been the occasion
of that deep saying <ovi nnri r

' '1 o gift of God'
(Jn 410 ). The word u-o-1 -

7 -.. implies a pe-
culiar freedom in the giving ; -oimMhing of bounty
not to be purchased. It is usod TIO\\ hoi o el-o m i li'o

Gospels (save in the OT <|Noption m Jn 152B
) ; but

in the Acts and Epistles it u*uii",\ om^- as the

ili-iirj.ni-imi;' uoi-T for (i'i- !i!p-< -i mi 1

..- as of

tTM'i u-"!f I jK,T-. of flu* iMvioiilx 0,11 Ee64
),

( .'"0 iin^-c.ik.il'h
1

gift
5

(2 Co 918
),'

of the saving
power of Christ's life and death (Ro 515

), of Christ
in us (Eph 47

), or of the Holy Spii it ( \o 2s8 820 10*5

II 17
). In Jn 410 some hold that oui Loul spoke of

Himself as 'the gift of God' (of. Jn 316
), others

that He meant the unique opportunity the woman
now had of gaining religious !*'_!' .....

* I ri'i,

Him ; and the two ideas Wend II -v- . ILi

the uppermost thought \\ould be the paiabolic sug-

gestion of the Awiier tor \\hich Jesus had asked,
and ' the gift of God ' would most naturally be that

'living water 3 which He Himself could give her,
and which would solve her dimly discerned prob-

'

lems of conduct and worship. Tfie Jews had long
connected the precious gift of 'living water' with I

that ever-new and - - - \
*

power of the Spirit
which, coming froiu vjuu., ^<*n alone satisfy the
soul's thirst for Him (Zee 148

, Jer 2IS 17 13
). So

Christ seems to use it here If the woman but
knew 'the gift of God,' that fount of the living
Spirit \A Inch, springing up within, and independent
ot Samaritan books of the Law, is the assurance of
eternal life (v.

14
), and if she could but recognize the

supremacy of love and spiritual power in Him who
was speaking, then she would not hesitate to ask
an infinitely greatei gift than He had asked of her.
Thus Christ would be the agency ; the Eternal

Spirit would be ' the gift
'

The greatest of all gifts would be one's life.

This Christ gave All other gifts of His are in-

cluded in this. They are the fruit of this complete
self-surrender, which could yield up all things for

love of men. True, He gave, and gives His dis-

ciples, the unfathomable gift of a Peace which the
world could not give (Jn 14-7 ), a Rest foi all weary
spirits (Mt II28

)
To His own He is the Living

Water (Jn 414 ), the Bread of Life (6
51

). He gives
the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven (Mt 1619

), the
new commandment of Love (Jn 1334 ), and Life

Eternal (10
28

) But the highest gift included
these and more. It was the gift of His life, 'a
ransom for many' (Mt 2028

,
Mk 1045

). This He
offered to the Eternal Father, to that Righteous-
ness whose final decision was beyond the Son of

man's bestowal :
' To sit on my i ight hand, and on

my left, is not mine to give
'

(Mt 2023
,
Mk 1040

).

For the gift of the Holy Spirit see ait. HOLY
SPIRIT. See also art. GIVING.

EDGAR DAPLYN.
GIRDLE. See DRESS, p. 498b

.

GIVING. The duty of giving springs naturally
out of the gospel fact. Jesus Christ is God's

gift (Jn 316
), and when St. Paul associates the

liberality of the Christians of Corinth and this

grace of God (2 Co 915 ), he is true to the mind of

Christ. Giving and receiving are correlatives ;

*

freely ye received, freely give
'

(Mt 108 ; the endow-
ment is of Divine powei and authority, and the
service is to be as wide as human need ; cf. Ae 36).

Thiougliout the Gospel nairative the welcome of

Christ awakens generous impulses. The new re-

solve of Zacehseus (Lk 19s ) is the free expinion of

his new life. The grace of Christ Imd come noni

to him, and he, in that high fellowship, could

not but be gracious. So, general] \ ^ 'i. is the

necessary expression of Christian i.:nh ,iiul love,

the spontaneous outcome of Christian life.

Almsgiving is recognized by Jesus as a part of

'righteousness' (Mt 6lf- RV), and the duty of prac-

tising it is often enforced (see ALMS). But the

care of the poor by no means exhausts the activi-

ties of the generous spirit. Treasury gifts for the

temple service were iecogni7ed by Jesus (Mkl241=
Lk 21 1

), and gifts for the upholding of public wor-

ship are an essential part of woi ship

So, too, Jesus accepted and honoured gifts

directly bestowed upon Himself. ' Certain women
which had been healed of evil spirits and infirmi-

ties . . , ministered unto him of their substance*

(Lk 82f
-). In the same spirit were Matthew's feast

after his call (Lk 529
), the anointing bv the woman

of the city (Lk 7m ), and Hie -nppei at Bethany
(Jn 122

). These were acts of ^latoinl love, and

they were welcomed by Jesus. The incident of

the outpouring of the spikenard (Jn 128f-=Mt266S
Mk 1431

) is the more significant because of the

criuoi-m it pioxokctl. and the reply of Jesus, 'Ye
haic1 the poor jih\,'i\^ ^ith you, and whensoever

>e will y< ran do them good' (Mk 147 ). Is there

here a IndJen rebuke for neglect of opportunities
ever present, on the part of those who here pro-
fessed disapproval of \va>te* Certainly the reply
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suggests the thought 'that expenditure in one
direction does not ili-cu.'Tfx for beneficent acts in

another. The willing-minded will always have

enough for all purposes
3

(Expositor's Gfr. Test., in

loco}. By accepting and honouring this costly act

of thankful love Jesus sanctions the utmost that
love prompts. It is in such giving that the joy of

sacrinee is known and the secret of Jesus realized

'It is more "blessed to give than to receive'

(Ac 2035
).

But all service is included in Christ's law of

giving, not alms to the poor alone, but all
^

the
manifold expressions of love, the

' "" " '

s

-1 ~'~

springs out of the new family .
'

hood. How this spirit works
" "

"5 illus-

trated in the ministry of Jesus again
before His gracious acts of healing or of bounty, it

is said, 'he was moved with compassion' (Mt 936

1532
, Mk 634) ; and His

"
V

* n '
id expres-

sion in the sending for I the feed-

ing of the multitude, and in teaching
So is it wit

1

! TIN cV- ijl.
- All tender minis-

tries are the -\j[M' -I-H ; Divine compassion,
* the exceeding giace of God in you

3

(2 Co 914
).

But the law of Christian service goes beyond
this. It is founded in justice, the
the true relations which men hold c

in Christ. The second commandment of love to

our neighboui (Mt 19 19 22a9
)
and the parable of the

Good Samaritan (Lk 10SOff
) teach the true inward-

ness of .' ',<
1 "- f y

Tiue i

I}-
: I

1

"

is that which is due from one
man to another because of the ties of humanity
Hence the personal equation in beneficence All
true giving resolves itself into

lp
I

1 the

expression of sympathy, reverence . '\ the

chantj >

r ~

care and thought (Lk627-38
). It

is this tan as man, and because of the
ties of a Divine humanity, which is the service of
Christ. * Ye did it unto me '

{Mt 2540
) covers the

whole ground.
But while it is ever true that '

money values are
not the standard of gifts in the Kingdom of God,'
this must not be pressed so as to mhumi/o gifts of

money. These must often measiue 'the "moral
value of the giver.' Indeed, this is the lesson of
the Treasury (Lk 21 4

), they 'of their superfluity/
she 'of her want.' The frequent refeience^, "to

money in the Gospels show the rupoiiHnte, which
Jesus attached to this factor in hie I'lio -j eward-

ship of all possessions is taught in t
1

i-a ; !> i-f

the Rich Fool (Lk 12lbff
-; for 'rich iv ai:- i.o-i

9

cf. 1 Ti 617f
). Judgment is pronounced upon the

selfish use of wealth in the parable of the Rich
Man and Lazarus (Lkl619ff

-)- Hence the warnings
against covetousness (Lk 1215

}. Giving, thus exer-

cised, becomes a ' means of grace/ by which the
heart is cleansed (Lk II41

; a suggestive rendering
of this saying is given in Expositor, II. v. [1883],
318, 'but as to what is within, give alms, and
behold all things are clean unto you ').

The test of the young ruler (Lk 1822) is not so
much * a counsel of perfection

'

for all, as the word
in season for the individual. The general lesson
on wealth and its uses is in the parable of the
Unjust Steward (Lk 16"-). Confessedly difficult
of interpretation as this parable is in detail, its
main lesson can hardly be overlooked Heaven,
which cannot be bought by gold, may vet be pre-
pared for by the best uses of wealth. '.The giving
of money by men who know its value, and whose
keenest activities are directed to get it, is a search-

ing test of their self-denial and devotion. True
liberality is the Divinely appointed safeguard
against covetousness, with this caution,

* to whom-
soever much is given, of him shall much be re-

quired
'

(Lk 1248).
The question of definite 'proportionate giving

3

may be briefly dismissed. It has been sought to

press the law of a tenth as binding upon all, and
the words of Jesus (Mt 2323

)
are quoted m support.

But the ground is insufficient An incidental

reference cannot set aside the whole spirit of the

Gospel. Any rule imposed from without is alien

to the fiee spirit of love. Rules which the indi-

vidual may lay down for his own guidance are for

the individual conscience to deteimme, but 'the

Christian law is the spirit of Christ, that Enthusi-
asm of Humanity which He declared to be the

source from which all right action flows' (Ecce

Homo}.
'

Charity has no other limit than chanty
itself '(Godet). Cf. Lk 630

.
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W. H. DYSON.
GLAD TIDINGS. See GOSPEL.

GLORY. There are few commoner words in the

English Bible than '

glory,' and few more difficult

of definition. The wo "

on the surface to

be used in a strange v meanings and ap-

plications, and with both good and bad connota-
tion. Reputation, praise, honour (true and false),

splendour, light, perfection, rewards (temporal
and eternal) all these varying conceptions seem
covered by the same word.

Nevertheless the underlying thought is simpler
than would appear. In the OT a large number of

words are translated in English by
e

glory,' but

by far the most common is maj, of which the root
idea is

'

heaviness,' and so in a iii'
i

tin'hoi
u nl sense,

4

weight,' 'worthiness.' The LXX irequently em-

ploys Sofa to translate this, as well as a great
numbei of other Hebrew words ; and 5oa (with
its connected verb 5oclw) is the usual NT word
rendered '

glory.' This word is derived, of course,
from the root of 5o/c<*w,

* to think or suppose,' and
the piimary moan m-..' of d6%a is, no doubt,

l

thought
or opinion,' especially, favourable human opinion,
and thus in a secondaiy sense '

reputation,
5 * hon-

our,' etc.

But an important new shade of meaning comes
into the word when it is used in religious lan-

guage. The &>'& of man, human opinion, etc., is

shifting, uncertain, often based on error, and its

pursuit for its own sake is unworthy. But there
is a <$oa of God which must be absolutely true
and \ '

*

God's *

opinion
' marks the true

valu< - 'i as they appear to the eternal

mind; and God's 'favourable opinion' is true
1

glory.' This contrast is well seen in Jn 544 1243,

Hence 'glory,' whether applied to God Himself
or to His works as seen by Him, must imply the
absolute truth which underlies all phenomena.
This gives us the connecting link between 'the

glory that cometh from God 3 and the 'glory'
which man conceives of as belonging to God Him-
self. The 'glory of God,' therefore, must mean
His essential and unchanging Godhead as revealed
to man. And the familiar ascription 'Glory to
God ' would imply not only a right human praise,
but the aligning to God of what He truly is, for

nothing higher can be given Him. ^imil.i 1\ -ho
true /glory' of man or nature must lie > ha 'ji.uil

condition, that final perfection, which exists as a
real fact in the Divine mind The glory of God
is what He is essentially; the glory of created

things is what they are meant by God to be,

though not yet perfectly attained (He 210
, Ko

Passing on to that which this article is specially
concerned \\ith, \Vhat is meant by the '

glory*
and the 'glorifying' of Jesus Christ? It must
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mean (a) the revelation of His essential Deity,
that which He is in the mind of the Father,
though veiled from man by the limitation of the
Incai nation. See Jn 17s

, He I3
,

1 Co 2s
, Ja 21

.

(b) The revelation of the ideal and perfect con-
dition of human nature, as elevated by its union
with God in the Incarnation to that which God
means it to be by the law of its creation, that
which already in the mind of God it essentially is.

Then the glory of Christ is the explanation and
justification of Gn I 27 (cf. 2 Co 318

)

But besides this fundamental conception of
'

glory
'

which springs out of the primary meaning
ot the Greek word, it is to be noticed that '

glory
'

in Scnptuie usually carries with it ideas of 'light,'
1

splendour,' and *

beauty
' Thus pre - eminently

f the glory of the Lord '

in the OT is the visible

shining foith of light, by which the Divine Pre-
sence is recognized by man, the nyzy of the later
Jews. So the 'glory' appeared to Isiael at Smai
(Ex 24 1(> 17

), at the door ot the Tent (Lv 923
, Nu

1410 1619
), at the dedication of Solomon's Temple

(1 K S 10 -

"), in the visions of Isaiah (6
1'3

)
and

Ezekiel (I
28 323 84

) Similarly the Messianic hopes
of Ibiaelare expressed under the figure of 'glory
dwelling m the land' (Ps 859

). See aitt '

Glory
(in OT)' and Shekinah' in Hastings' DB Pass-

ing to the NT, the same conception of (

glory
'

is

seen in St Luke's account of the Nativity (2
9
).

And this is brought into direct connexion with the
Pel son of Christ in the narratives of the Trans-

figuration,
"

in St Luke's
(9;

8ff
). There

the *

gloiy
' shines forth visibly in the

dazzling brightness of His countenance It en-

compasses the foims of Moses and Elijah (v
31

) ; it

even , ',:i "_ M i- i Mterial objects like Christ's
clothr

k
' ^ '

. this passage should be com-
pared the visions of Stephen m Ac 755 ; of Saul of

Tarsus (Ac 9s 226- 11 2613
), and of St John in Patmos

(Rev I 13'16
)

A more metapliv-ic al conception of the *

glory
'

of Christ is seen in St. John's Gospel. The Evan-

gelist may indeed be alluding to the T'-iii-".-!
1

,
1
,!

jfjon in P4
, and to the visible glory '-i l-< i >.

vision in 124
*. But m 211 and II 40 he is evidently

"' -< i l.iM-j some revelation to the inward eye of

what Christ * '* V\ >me intuition of His
Divine powei ,.

. by a visible
*

sign ')

borne in upon the soul ot the believer. In Christ's

words and works His true natm e, as the *
efful-

gence' of the Father's glory, flashes upon and
illuminates not the intellectual faculties merely,
but the whole being of man, filling it with the
sense of light and beauty and satisfaction

Thus we weem to arrive at a conception of

'glory' which combines both the ideas of 5<5a,
as *

splendour
' and as the manifestation of eternal

truth as it is in the Divine mind
In this sense Christ looks forward to and prays

for the
'

ipiif\ iu-j
'

of Himself by the Father (Jn
1331 32 17 '/ I In- glorifying i's ma true sense

auoiiiplMiod in the Passion, as issuing in the

Kesuriection, whereby the true nature of Christ
and His redemptive work were recognized and

rejoiced in by the faithful. There is a *

glory'
which is yet to come, but the present revelation to

the Church of Christ's glory is of the same order
as the future one which will complete it (17

24
).

The Ohr'i-iifm < ormmnity, nlioady ideally per-

fected!^ i!ii--i j-iiMiion 01 ihi-lsi- . fn 1331
), is hence-

forth to recogm/o porriwnoTitly what individual
intuition had aliewlv porccived and confessed at

different points of tlu* rm'm^u^ And this *

glori-

fying' of Christ is to be the 'glorifying' of the
Father (Jn 17 1

), fort ho completion of Christ's work
will reveal the Divmo miml and purpose to the

Church; and it is also the 'glontymg' of the

believer and of the Church as a whole (v
22

), for

the Church will be the permanent witness of God
to the woild (v.

23
), and man in union with Christ

is on the way to attain the Divine ideal (v
2S

).

The same profound conceptions of 'glory' ap-
pear

m the writings of St. Paul and St Peter.
The object of the Chu^tian calling is

' the obtain-
ing of the gloiy of our Lord Jesus Christ' (2 Th
214

). The invisible <

glory
'
of the Christian Church

through its union with Christ by the Spmt is

greater than the visible e

gloiy
'

of the Old Cove-
nant (2 Co 37 " 11

). The 'glory
3

of God , i:/< :

in Christ by the believer is a new * i ,. i> < f

light (4
6
). Present limitations and sufferings will

be abundantly compensated in the full futuie

levelation^of 'gloiy' (v.
17

, cf. Ro 818ff
-). Indeed,

the ' 'of the believer is already ideally
comp ,

I J .

t ; it will be visibly completed in
the Redirection of the body (Ph 3'

2i
,
cf IPS1 4

).

In the Resurrection life, therefore, Chust will
be seen and known by all the faculties, the whole
being of man redeemed, as sharing fully and

", "* in the '

gloiy
'
of the Godhead His

11 ' nil be recognized m the '

glory
' which

was eve
* * ' r "

' His humanity will
be seen :,

t
, . by its union with

His Divinity, 'taken up into God' (Quicunque
vult], and so

'" "
'he perfect expression

and vehicle of . I .
' \ (1 Jn 32

). Hence in
the ideal and perfected Church, as described in the

Apocalypse, both humanity and its material set-

ting are illuminated with ' the glory of the Lamb,'
whose glorified humanity is, as it ^ ere, the *

Lamp
'

(Rev 2 123 ) in which shines the '

glory
'

of the God-
head.

It will be seen that this one word *

glory* is

really a summaiy of the Divine purpose for crea-
tion as revealed in Scripture

' From Eden's loss unto the end of years.'

The 'gloiy of God' is revealed in the *

glory of

Christ,' and both nature and man are in Christ

piogie-sino towards 'the liberty of the glory of
the cluldien of God' (Ro 8 21

).

LITERATURE Grimm -Thayer, EM -Theol Lex sv. 5<J|;
K St J Parry, bibcumonctf the Gen Ep. oj James (1903), 3G;
and the Commentaries on the NT passages above cited,

especially Westeott's St. John, 1890.

A. E. WHITHAM.
GLUTTONOUS. In Mt H 19 = Lk 7s4 we are in-

formed that our Lord was reproached as a glutton-
ous man and a wine-bibber. The Greek is alike in
both passages dv&pwiros <j>dyo$ ical olvQirbrys, The
English veisions aie probably right in their render-

ing of <j>&yos and olvoirbTys as implying intemperate
excess. But this haidly lies in the words them-
selves <f>dyos (Liddell and Scott, s.v.) is found

only in these passages and in later ecclesiastical

writers. oivoTrbrris does b\ u-ajrefnoL"
*

-.'\

imply excess (Anacreon, OS; Call JL^ .>" l'<
'.

i-

xx 8. 2). In Pr 2320 it answer to fi^no
* one who

is drunken with wine' (cf Dt 21 20
, Ezk 2342

,
Hos

418 for use of the Heb. root) ; and it is parallel with

^eva-os in 2321
. In Pr 314 (24

72 Swete) the verb
oivoTrortta occurs in the bad sense. But it is possible
that the real force of the insult to our Lord is

shown by Dt 2 1
20

. The rebellious son is to be

brought by his parents to the elders, to whom the

parents are to say, This our son is stubborn and
rebellious, he will not obey our voice, he is a riotous

liver and a duuikard J He is then to be executed

by stoning. It i< nuo that the LXX here 0-vju/toAo-

KOTT&V oivo4>\vyei has no resemblance to the phrase
in the Gospels, but Pr 2320 has ^k ^reivov <ruyu/3o~

\cus as one half of the doublet,
*

among gluttonous
eaters of flesh

'

(1^1 ^Sn) ; and in Pr 23J1 Aq , Sym.,
Theod agree in using the Deuteronomic word crvfji-

pdXoKOTros for S
1

?!. Dehtzsch in his Heb NT uses the
words found in Dt 21 20

.
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We need not wonder at the non-agreement with the LXX.
For the discomse has several mdicati

"

t
been spoken

in Aramaic, such as the paronomasi be found in

the cry of the children (Mt II17
,
Lk and 'wept' ,

cf Fanar, Life of Clwist, i 92, and the Peshitta), and the
variation spyuv T^KVUV (Mt II19

,
Lk 7-^) which is best explained

by supposing some erroi in i eadmg an Aramaic document

GEORGE FARMER.

GNASHING OF TEETH (6 Ppvypos r&v 6d6vruv,
Mt 812 134J 50 221S 2451 2530, Lk 1328

). A phrase
describing a gesture which expresses mainly fury
or baffled rage. Job 169

} Ps 3516 3712
, Ac 7M ; cf.

Ps 11210 'The wicked shall gnash with his teeth,
and melt away

3

; but these OT parallels* seem

hardly sufficient to account for the set form which
the phrase has in the Gospels f The expres-
sion occurs in every case but one in parables ot the
Last Judgment, and even that exception (Mt 8ia

)

may be called a parabolic representation. This
does not detract from the force of the warning,
but rather the pictorial element is added because
of the Speakei's passionate desire to make the
terrific consequences of sin vivid and memorable in

order to the salvation of those that heard Him, and
to deter them and us from the course that would
lead to such a fearful end. T. GREGORY.

GNAT, See ANIMALS, p. 67a.

GOAT. See ANIMALS, p 63b
.

GOD Introduction. The sphere of the revela-

tion of Jesus was limited to the Fatherhood of God
(see FATHER), and all His other references to the
Divine Being are more or less incidental. They
involve conceptions which He shared with OT
prophets, and to some extent also with contem-

porary Judaism ; but the form which some of these

conceptions take m His teaching, and the relative

emphasis which He laid upon them, are modified

by that truth which was central and fundamental
in His own experience and thought of God. Jesus,
in all His references to God, spoke after the
manner of a prophet, and not after the manner of
the Kabbis or the Christian theologian. He never

sought to prove the existence -i

"
<

""'
\ .

"

God These >vf. 'm-iif 1-1\ , !!

communicated ; \ -i- -:l i p views regarding the
nature or the attributes ot God. All that He
said stood in direct relation to right conduct.
The aim of the present article is to set forth

briefly those views of God, expressed or implied in

the words of Jesus, which may properly be con-
sidered apart from the Divine Fatherhood, and
which are, to some extent, characteristic of Jesus.

1. God is one. To Jesus, as to His peopleJ '
'

"

*s, God was one. He did
belief. To the scribe who

asked which commandment wa- ^renlc-1 Jesus
quoted the familiar confession irom Dent. (6

4ff
-)

which begins with the words,
( Jehovah our God is

one Jehovah '(Mk 1229); and the author of the
Fourth Gospel represents Jesus as addressing these
words of prayer to the Father ' This is life

eternal, that they should know thee, the only true
God '

(rbv f&ovQv d\t]0ivbp 6e6v, Jn 173).
Jesus spoke of the Holy Spirit ; and if there is

any place at which He suggests a personal distinc-
tionm the Divine Being, it is here. It is necessary,
therefore, to consider His words on this subject.
His references to the Spirit in the oldest Gospels
arc exircmoly rare, and in only one instance do
Jill cho S \Tiopi ics airrec

1 in reporting the nse of this
term. This is the passage concerning blasphemy

j^v-/?-"* ; used in Pr 1912 Of the roaring- of a lion, and in
Sir 513 of beasts 'ready to devour*/

t The notion of some, that the phrase in the Gospels w based
upon a conception of Gehenna as a place of extieme cold, and
that *gnashmg'=

"

chattering of teeth,' is very precanous

against the Spirit (Mk 329
,
Mt 12*, Lk 1210

) There
are three other* occasions on which, according
to one or two of th< Q '" '

Jesus spoke of

the Spirit, (a) The occasions was
when He spoke words of encouragement to His

disciples in anticipation of then future need of

support when called before governors and kings.
\ .

*

. - Matthew (10
20

), He said to them,
'
It

I
> speak, but the Spirit of youi Father

which "speaketh in you.' In Luke we have two

passages referring to the same, or at least very
similar occasions ;

one of these speaks of the Holy
Spirit (rb &JLOV Trvev/jia), while in the other Jesus is

represented as saying, '/ will give you a mouth
and wisdom, which all your adveisanes shall not
be able to withstand

'

(Lk 1212 21 15
) Mark has a

similar word of Jesus, but puts it on a different

occasion. The situation of the disciples is the

same, and Jesus says,
e
It is not ye that speak, but

the Holy Spirit
'

(Mk 1311
). The thought which all

the accounts have in common is that of Divine
assistance. The agent who assists is either the
*

Holy Spirit,' the '

Spirit of youi Father,' or Jesus
Himself.

(b) Another leference by Jesus to the Spirit is

found in His reply to those who accused Him of

woiking in league with BeeLsebul. Here He said,
If I by the Spirit of God cast out demons' (Mt

1228 )-; or, according to Luke,
t
If I by the finger of

God cast out demons '

(II
20

)

(c) Finally, according to Mark (12
36

), Jesus re-

ferred to the 110th Psalm as spoken m the Holy
Spirit. Mt. has simply fr vvetifAari, and Lk. no
reference to the Spirit.
Now the language of these passages does not

appear to suggest a different view of the Spirit
from that of the old prophets. If Jesus as a rule

represented His disciples a -V -i-

11 '

the

Father, and the Father as , . i -jid

then in a single instance, wnen speaKing stui of

the Divine aid, said,
* the Spirit 'of your Fathei '

or tli
'
TT-

';
^ ' '

. not suppose that He
made , \

;
, , between them. His

word is an echo of such a passage as Is 6 1 1 ' The
Spirit of the Lord Jehovah is upon me,' and is in

part a fulfilment of the pioinise in Joel (2
28

) that
the Spirit shall be poured out upon all flesh. The
statement of Jesus

"

1 1

"

Psalm, that
it was spoken in tl II-.-*. te parallel
to this word i -

'

1 1

; It shall
be with them , with the author of this

psalm. The Spirit of their Father will speak m
them.

Again, when Jesus said,
e If I by the Spirit of

God [or the finger of GodJ cast out demons/ it is

manifest that His thought is that of God's pres-
ence and aid. It is liko Ilio iMvuajn. of Micah
when he said,

'
I am fu3l >! ]nm U the Spirit

of Jehovah' (3
8
). The TOUM.) <.i-|i<l expresses

the^ sam< l "" '
'

hen it represents Jesus as

saying, i i , abiding in me doeth his
works' (JnU10

).

Finally, when Jesus warned the scribes and
Pharisees .

-,: i

1

irremissible sm of blas-

phemy age ,' 11..^ Spirit, it is obvious that
we cannot draw any pei*,onal distinction between
this Spirit and God. These men had attributed
the manifestly good work of Jesus to the prince of
bad spirits. Thus they had wilfully called good
evil (cf. Is o20

). They had violated conscience ;

they had quenched, at least for the moment, this
inner and fundamental voice of God. This mani-
festation of God within them is called the Spirit of
God in accordance with OT usage, which ascribes
a spirit to Jehovah, in and through which He

* The Baptismal formula of Mt 2819 is not included, for the
c\ idt u< o airauisi u* ^miiidu^s '- mrnided by the present
uncer as oonclu-ue , and Uc 4*s js a quotation.
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reveals Himself to the spirit of man (e g. Is 421

63n ). See UNPARDONABLE SIN.
The teaching of the Fourth Gospel (Jn 14-16}

regarding the Spirit marks an advance on that of

the Synoptics, both in quantity and in character ;

but this teaching, as it now stands, like the other
discourses of John, cannot he attributed directly
to Jesus. It appears to represent a stage of

thought fully as late as that which we find in

Mt 2819
. A$"e need not, therefore, discuss it in

this connexion, where we are concerned with the

teaching of Jesus. And we conclude this^para-
giaph with the statement that there is nollm^ in

the nairative of the genuine teaching or JOMI-S

which suggests a modification of the old prophetic
conception of a pure monotheism.*

2. bfod is holy The conception which Jesus had
of the holiness of God is implied rather than ex-

pressed in His teaching; yet though not directly
stated, it is fundamental, and marks an advance
on the teaching of the OT. How fundamental
this conception was in the teaching of Jesus may
be illustrated from the Sermon on the Mount.
\i > >\ :_ to this, the standard of the Kingdom of

God called for a ; -H- 1 >i'-' *- that exceeded the
J' ",-'i. - of !< - * I- - ,.r-l Pharisees (Mt520

).

1 ne Law declared that a man should not kill, but
Jesus taught that anger <-:- -1 >ne to the same
danger of judgment (v.

'

,
'I > ii Law declared

.i^ini-i iidulioi \, but He declared against the lust-

rul desire (v.
271

-) Now this profounder conception
of sin, this

" T "

f the gravest penalties to the
secret feelr and to the unclean desire,

implies a clearer and more ethical conception of

the holiness of God.

Again, Jesus' sense of the holiness of God is

reflected when He says that it is the aim of His
mission to call sinners (Mt 913

, Mk 218 [Lk 532 adds,
'to repentance']); and JT ;

" ""
is still more

significantly seen in the I! ior the pure in

heart (Mt 58
). r " X1

e intensity of His ap-

preciation of ' may be measured by
the seventy of His judgment on impenitent sinners.

One of such tenderness of heart as Jesus showed
in all His relations to others a tenderness which
He believed was an attribute of God could not
have uttered such words of judgment as Mk 329

129 and Mt 2546
, unless He had had an open vision

of the Divine purity.
It is obvious from this brief survey that, to the

thought of Jesus, the holiness of God was a funda-
mental fact, and it is equally pl,mi I hat His con-

ception of this Divine aiuibuio va- profoundly
ethical. Its demands could not be satisfied, as

the scribes taught, by the performance of any
number of statutes Xui'iipp but a righteous
state of the heart to-iM -au-i\ them. Jesus

taught Hi- <1N< iplo- to ,isk for the pardon of their

sins, not on ilio gumrm of any fulfilment of the

Law, any good Murk** or any sort, but simply on
the ground, as far as the human side of the pardon
is c 1 ": ! T "\ *" '

' <l| have a forgiv-

ing -^
'

V

M i M ^ ! I I i bhical character
of Jesus' conception of the holiness of God is seen
also in His own relation to sinners ; for it is clear

that His thought of God's relation to sinners was
illustrated by His own attitude toward them.
Now we are told that He came into personal con-

tact even with the worst of men. He ate with

publicans and received harlots, having no fear of

defilement from them. * He represented God under
the figure of a father embracing a son who had
wasted his substance in riotous living (Lk 15).

In the thought of Jesus, therefore, the holiness

* The story of the experience of Jesus at His baptism is pro-

bably to be traced back to Himself This speaks of a descent

of the Spirit and a \ oice from God It recalls Is 61*, and pre-

supposes the same conception of the Spirit
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of God c! as with the scribes, that He
was far sinful men, being Himself
subject to defilement His holiness is not ritual,
bu6 purely ethical. It is that quality or side of
His being which makes it incumbent on all men
to ( hallow ' His name (Mt 69 ) It is that which
defines His character with refeience to sin It is

that attribute of God which renders it impossible
to trace the origin of evil up to Hmi. Jesus every-
where assumes that evil originates either in the
freewill of man (Mk 328 - 29

), or with a powei called
the ' devil

'

(Mt 1339 ) or
* Satan '

(Lk 1316 ). It cannot
come from God, for He is the one absolutely good
Being (Mk 1018

).

The conception of the holiness of God involved
in the teaching of Jesus, and perfectly illustrated
in His character, is thus seen to have been funda-
mental in importance and ethical in natuie. It

has parallels in the OT, as, for example, in Ps 51s

and Hab I 18
; but the clearness and intensity with

which it is expressed in the Go-pel- aic i niq.n*
3. God is near. There is a ilmT, tumiio 01 -fc - 1-'

thought of God which, though wholly incidental

and subordinate when compared with His revela-

tion of the Divine character, is nevertheless so

conspicuous that it helps to mark off the Gospel
from Ilio viiiinpr

5 - of the Old Covenant, and far

more nn<o.K>ly rrom the views of contempoiary
Judaism. This is the conception of the nearness
or presence of God. To a certain extent Jesus
shared the thought of H ,"< and used
the current phraseology

'

1 1
- * . habita-

tion. Thus He spoke of heaven as the throne of

God, and the earth as His footstool (Mt 534 2322
).

The idea of a Divine revelation clothed itself to

His mind in t! < ii-mjiiy of an open sky, the
descent of the s

i-' !ril a voice out of heaven

(Mk I10* 11
). But there is no special eiuplin^is- in

the teaching of Jesus on the thought iliai lua\en
is the dwelling-place of God in a peculiar sense.

The emphasis is laid on another point, viz. the

practical thought of God's nearness. Though His
throne is said to be in heaven, He is no c absentee

'

God. On the contrary, He is personally present
with men. One may meet Him in the inner
chamber (Mt 66

). He reveals the mysteries of the

Kingdom of heaven unto 'babes'' (II
25

). He
worked in and through Jesus (12

28
), and Jesus said

that God would speak in His disciples (10
20

). This
statement may well be taken

'"
'.*

way in which Jesus generally
presence with men. It is an inner spiritual near-

ness, a fact of which the soul takes cognizance,
and which is manifested to the world only through
the life of the man who realizes it.

But God is present not only with those beings
who are capable of communion with Him : He is

present also in Nature. He arrays the lily in

beauty (Mt 629), He cares for the birds (v.
26

), notes

the fall of a sparrow (10
29

), and is unceasingly
active in works of mercy and kindness (Jn 517

).

How Jesus pic hired to Ins mind this presence of

God in the inamial \\oilclwe cannot learn from
the Gospels. His belief in this particular, as also

in regard to God's presence with men, was probably
like that of the Psalmists and Prophets (see, e.g.,

Ps 234 139
7'12

,
Is 40U 6613

), though a more constant

and marked element of His teaching. It was,
doubtless, a consequence of TTi- n i

lij!i'>u-

ness of God rather than a piotimi oi ^K
thought.
LiTBRATURB.-See under art FATHER

GEORGE HOLLEY GILBERT.
GODS. The single passage in the Gospels where

the word OeoL occurs (Jn 1034ft
) affords an excellent

example both of the style of Jesus' arguments with

Hi! Jewish adversaries and of His attitude to the

OT. The phrase,
' I said, Ye are gods,' is a literal
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quotation of Ps 82 (LXX 81)
6

,
and is introduced

as such by the word invariably employed for that

purpose (cm.v yeypa/JL/jLcvov, ct. ytypaTrrcLL of Mt
43> 6 * 7< 10

). It is plain that in quoting these words
Jesus is arguing after the manner of the well-
known argumentitm ad hominem> from His use of

the personal pionoun 'your,' as well as from His

application ot the title law '

to the Psalms (^ r$
z>6/x,y fytwi', cf . TW fl/AT^oy in S17

;
and for a similar

use of the term *

law,' cf. Jn 1234 1525 ). It is an

appeal to authority, the validity of which His
hearers would be the first to recognize. It was
impossible for them to escape a conclusion so im-

mediately the outcome of premisses universally
accepted as true. At the same time it is an argu-
ment a fortiori. If their beloved Law, to which

they were constant? 1

.

""
hesitated not to

designate as *

gods
'

.
-
N

i adges whose par-

tiality and injustice provoked 'their .
,

J

by God, and the s

"" J

o !

weak and fatherless afflicted, ana
destitute

'

(Ps 823
), u

>f blasphemy
came badly from those men who recognized in this

Law their final eomt of appeal. His claim to be
'the Son of God,' whom the Father, in a unique
sense, both *

sanctified and sent,' could be judged
by His works, and it was sufficient to contrast
those works which they could daily witness with
the works of men whom God designated

' sons of

the Most High' (p^y ^a, Ps S26 ).
Jesus in this place seems

' '

I

' '

i

'

'

J
'
x "

'
~ "

this

Psalm which is given by ti . _ . . i p the
title 'gods' to the earthly . -

'^ in tneir capacity as

representatives of God He, moreover, countenances the ex-

tension of the term ' Law '

to other portions of the OT besides
the Pentateuch This was a common practice in the writ-

...
"

.

*
- r '

*

P,
"

1 Law'
P , , i- j - i : , ..

-
-

;.
Com-

pare also the Talmudic tractate Sanhedrin, fol. 91, 92, for the

question of R Joshua,
' In what manner is the Resurrection of

the dead proved from the Law ? ' with the answer that it is said
m Ps 84^ '

They shall praise thee '

; not
*

they have praised thee '

To tl:* - M -
L

> oropounded by E. Ohaia the answer is

that
"

! -
, i proved from Is 528 (see Wunsche, Neue

Beitrage zur JBilauterutig der JSvangelien, aus Talmud und
Midi ash)
There ,

>
J1

(\>',-i
'

-3nt among- the Jews which
applied

i
,

i - ', to the Israelites who stood
before F *

i .'
*

\ , I w (T/JO? ovs o Xoyos rou tiiov

hewn, Jn 10^). If, said they, their fathers had not sinned
in the matter of the golden calt, they would have been as the
angels ; they would neither have begotten children nor been
subject to death For this reason it was, n^oH'.Mj to this
i i that the Psalm says, 'they -hill <l o h ^ men*
"M vpite of the fact that they were so marvellously
'

:

'

- 7 '- T "3 tractate Abodah ZoLrah* fol. 5. 1,
I .1 _: a- Heb. et Talm , vol m p. 359).

The evidential value of the whole ; -r \ i!"
1

'

respect to Jesus' attitude to the *'l *

will, to some extent at least, be m< '

i. 1 >

nature of the clause, 'the Scripture* cannot be
broken.' If it is parenthetical, we have a direct
assertion by Jesus that TT

.-..-. Q^ ag

containing elements of - and,
moreover, that its meaning lound its hnal and true
explanation in His person and life (cf Jn 1318 and
Mt 518 etc. ). On the other hand, it is by no means
certain that the clause is of the nature of a paren-
thesis, and not dependent upon the preceding con-
ditiona] p*r uV V In this case the sense would
be 'if i In- N'ipnm cannot be broken/ which
would have the eflect of presenting the wrgumentiim
ad hominem in a still stronger and more "merciless
form. This is again made more forcible by His
use of the emphatic pronoun (i^eZs), as if He in-
tended tx> say,

* How is it possible for you, of all

people, in face of the fact that you assert the in-

violability of this p'a&sage, to fend fault with the
claims winch I have put forward, and to say that
I am a blasphemer '>

'

(see Plummer in Cambridge
* It is to be noted ^rrr fin* f >-*.?' d-. -, *oi iomj f 1 '% OT in

general, for which t1
. .1 -r<i ., <i i v . -, *.:*. bin nkr- lo

the particular passag K^I i -I ^"f ,} i Jij" /-^ d c )

Greek Test., and Westcott's Gospel of St. John,
ad loc.)

It might be possible for an objector to urge that

the whole ,n -union! was unworthy of the dignity
of its allegui Auil'oi and was too like what His
hearers would themselves employ. On the other

hand, we know that He did not shrink, at times,
from meeting the Jews on the (&ee

art. ACCOMMODATION, p 19 ff.)-
rould

seem that He had no option but to do so, if His

teaching was ever to penetrate their understand-

ings. Nor did He at any time avoid confound-

ing His adversaries out of their own mouth (cf. Mt
22% Lk 1030f etc ) At the same time it is evident

that there is a profounder significance attaching to

the quotation than at first sight appears, and it is

in this fact that we have a more certain guide to

the estimation in which the OT writings were held

by Jesus. Whatever may have been the personal
character of those who were designated 'elo/iim in

the Psalm, they were men unto whom the woid of

God had come, and Avho derived their title to be in

a sense Divine from the fact that God delegated to

them an authonty which was His to give, and that
He communicated His will through them to the

people over whom they were placed. ^

The phrase 6 X6yos rou 0eou, occurring as it does
in this passage, can hardly have been recorded by
the author of the Fourth Gospel without a con-
scious reference to that Personal Word, about
whom he speaks in his Prologue. The Logos, pie-
existent and active, was the means by which God
was effecting the eternal movement of man towards
Himself and of Himself towards man. This move-
ment became finally complete in the union of the

Incarnation, when God and man met m an evei-

lasting unity (6 X67os <rdp| (ty^ero, Jn I 34
). Nor

was this m.i 1 \ (.I
1 *!-:- o. s, M. -I . 'sprung upon,

3

,so to
".

'"
'i riM'i !.<' 1 1

v <is being foreshadowed
in the OT. The prophetic 'Thus

I ,ord' (cf. e.g. Is 381
, Jer 194

,
Hos 41

etc.)
was the outcome of a consciousness which felt its

power to speak and act as Go-"' .

"
'\

sentative, and the fitness of this < '. i

by the oft-repeated assertion, 'The word of the
Lord came unto [me]' (cf. Jer 161 101 917

, Is 8 1
,

Jl I 1 etc. ; see the emphatic n# rrp in Ezk I
3
, where

the prophet lays stress on the reality of his ex-

perience).
The union of Gocl and . : i

v ' "

in the
e Word made flesh

' was .

^
- -in the

bold words of the Psalmist,
*
I said, Ye are 'elohim,'

and it is not difficult to believe that in repeating
this expression Jesus had in His mind the realiza-

tion of this profound idea, and that He desired
to disclose it as an accomplished fact to those
who had ears to hear and hearts to understand (Mt
1315). J. B. WILLIS.

GOLD. 1. Value. The Bible references to gold
are in terms of use and abuse, in accordance with
the great fundamental truth, 'The gold is mine,
saith the Lord of hosts

'

(Hag 28
). Being the most

precious of metals, it represents the possession and
influence of wealtla. It has a central

i-

1
,!( "n lli-

trilogy of life length of days, riches, anil IIOIP.U'-

(1 Ch 2928
). It seems to have u pinoliii^iiiu power

over the other two on the orio hand in -ecuring
the conditions that tend to prolong life, (Ps 17 14

737 M
), and on the other by influencing opinion in

favour of its possessors (Mt 1925
, Ja 2a

). As the

highest quotation of earthly values, it supplies a
*tandaid for e&timatmg what surpasses it (Job 2817,

Ps 11972 127
, Pr 314 S10 1616

,
1 P I7- 18

). It is only
when, as the most beautiful and precious material
at ailable it is used to give visible form to the
Dnme glory that gold becomes a thing of worth-

* 1154, Is 3F466
). The blindness that led
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to such idolatious perversion among the Gentiles

(Ac 1729 ) is also found among the Jews (Mt 2316 17
).

2 Associated eml As the emblem of wealtji,
gold is closely connected with that covetousness in

the will and heart of man which is descubed as

the motive and M.I , Vi * of all idolatries (Col
35

) Job can \*\ i- ; I o has not made gold his

hope (3 1-
4
). Solomon is commended because he did

not make request for riches (1 K 3 11
). The deceit-

fulness of iicnes is given as one of the explanations
of the unfruitful life (Mt 1322). The self-centred

ambitions ana nuiiifi- ,>MOH- of wealth are
^

all

against the MMCMIIIOII ;:n<I -ervice "f <% T\iv_-^"!i

in which even the poor seek the "ii- i
1 i ' "i

other lives (Mk 1024
,
2 Co 610

). The order given to

the disciples forbidding them to take gold or silver

with them on their journey of proclamation (Mt
109

), was not meant as a commendation of poverty
for its own sake. Indeed, it was just because

money, clothing, and the wayfarer's staff were the

often-proved necessaries of ordinary travel, that

the omission of them in their case would impart to

their message about the Kingdom a meaning of

mstantaneousness and urgency The guest-law of

the land would provide tood and shelter for the

passing -unuoi and wheie they were asked to

prolong i lien -My, those who were thus interested

in their words would attend to their wants.
After playing many parts, such as being a

medium of decoiative ait, a standard of value, and
a means of good and evil in society, along with

highei uses in the
r

empires and the

repiesentation of tho^i. ^
gold renders its

last symbolic seivice in providing a pavement for

the feet of the saints (Rev 21 21
).

G. M. MACKIE.
GOLDEN RULE. This name is given to a saying

of Jesus lecorded in the Sermon on the Mount.
In Mt 7 12 its form is fuller and probably more

original than in Lk 681 The omission of the

sentence,
' for this is the law and the prophets/ by

the Gentile r .ir^cV 1

1- in accord with the pur-

pose of his i "
]_!

'

. "i* 1 variations may be due
either to changes made in the course of oral trans-

mission, or to divergences in two translations into

Greek from the Aramaic. The two versions of

the saying are as follows :

Mt 712
*
All things therefore whatsoever ye would that men

should do unto you, even so do ye also unto them: for this is

the law and the prophets
'

Lk 6-tt
' And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye

also to them likewise
'

The saying is rightly called a rule, for it lays
down a general principle for moral and
furnishes a ready test of the social . rorda

and deeds. But it presupposes an ideal of social

well -!( in Li which determines the end of conduct;
it- function is to prescribe means for the attain-

ment of that end. To the V
" * ' Christ the

coming of the Kingdom o ' supreme
end ; for them ilu^ -\ mjr Is, therefore, the golden
rule, furnishing a standard of excellence whose

practical value consists in its universal applici-

bility. Interpreted in the spirit of Christ, iho mlo,
* Do as you would be done by,' implies the em-
bodiment in action of the prayer, 'Thy will be

clone, as in heaven, so on earth
'

; they who walk

by this rule aie doing all that in them lies to bring
in (In- Gold 01 1 AiiO T)i-paincrement of the saying
isilio x-Mili eithoi of failure to fathom the depths
of its meaning, or of the rejection of Christ's teach-

ing in regard to the blessedness in which all men's

good consists.

The interpretation of the Golden Eule is little, if at all,

affected by the connexion of thought In tho two Gospels the

context vanes. \VendL follows Luke's order, though this

necessitates the reference of
'

therefore
'

in Mt 712 to Mt 542

the verse
'

"i -H'-IVT^ t"> Lk 6;w On this supposition

the word "*KI -n - i. uo to appear superfluous; Zahn

rejects it on slight MS authority, because it seems to introduce
a summary, which he legards as out of place here (N* L minn.
Syipesh. om ^ovv) Yet Bengal's pithy comment, 'Imitate the
Divine

"

jgests a natural link with the previous
veise gives 'good things' to His children m
response to the prayer which expresses desire to receive them,
so the motive of His children's actions should be a wish that
others may share in the enjoyment of those good things fioni
above. Another interpretation which preserves the unity of
the Sermon on the Mount is that our Lord followed His en-
couiagement to prayer by the reminder that if prajer is to be
heaid there must be a good

1 * '<""- - -
^ N

;

T
3 equally

true, however, that the good
the Father hears us when we

equ
prater;

the most
difficult duties of unselfish biotherlj lo\e to men become
possible to us '

(Dykes, Manifesto of the King, p 572) The two
\iews are complementary and not mutually exclusive If we
aie doing

1 unto otheis as Christ would have us do, He assuies
us that His Father will hear our prayeis , on the other hand,
if we will piay, He assuies us that His Father will bestow the
i "!.- \ti jM^t which will enable us to walk in love In our
I -Mel - ii . o 1 discourse there is a similar mte'dcnei'dc'iiet of

thought Communion with the Father in Chi^ti ran u js a
means to an end, even the bearing of much fruit (Jn 15?* ) , on
the other hand, it is to disciples whose lives are fruitful that
the promise of receiving what they ask is given (v i)

The Golden Rule is not, as soi- *
"

i 1 -oVi- -^

have held, a mere law of nature. No *
* >--. , i

the basis of this contention there lies a truth, well

expressed by Wesley :

c It commends itself, as

soon as heard, to every man's conscience and
understanding ; insomuch that no man can know-

ingly offend against it, without canymg his con-

demnation in his own breast' (Sermon xxx. 22).

Hobbes declares that moral _ TV r- which he
calls

* immutable and eterna. !,\ '.
- <' ^.'-ture,' may

all be summarized in the simple formula,
' Do

not that to another which thou wouldest not have
done to

'" ""* J *
Tt is clear,' as Siclgwick points

out (His ,
/

, p. 167 n.),
e that Hobbes does

not distinguish this formula from the well-known

"golden rule
5 '

of the Gospel, cf. Leviathan, ch.

xv. p. 79, and ch. xvn. p. 85, whereas the formula
above quoted is, of course, the golden rule taken

only in its negative application, as prescribing
abstinences, not positive services.'

In its negative form the saying is found in both
Jewish and' pagan sources before the Christian era.

Tobias is admonished by his
a
father Tobit to love

his brethren, 'and what is (li-plon-ing ro
thyself,

that do not unto any othor ('Io 1
|;>

) Hillel's

concise reply to a Gentile inquirer who asked to

be taught the whole Law while standing on one

foot, was,
* What is hateful to thee, do not unto thy

fellow-man ; this is the whole law, the rest is mere

commentary
'

(Bab. Shdb. 31a). A saying of Con-
fucius is, 'Do not to others what you would not
wish done to yourself

'

(Legge, Chinese Classics, i.

1911). Gibbon (Decline and Fall, li\ i U.-'P-

from a moral treatise of Isocrates, & -< 7\ -< > /

ertpuv 6pyl(r&, raOra rots dXXots JLCT; Troiecre. The
i , ...... : , in an address (written by Isocrates,

, ..... -i- ; writer) of Nicocles, king of Cyprian
JSalamis (c. 874 B.C.), to his subjects, dealing with
their duties as such (Isoerates, Mieocles, 616).

The unique value of the Golden Bule of Jesus

does not depend upon its never having been uttered

by any earlier teacher in its positive form, but

upon its connexion with His revelation of man's
chief good His perfect example of devotion to that

good, and His power to inspire and sustain those

who, at His bidding, become followers of that

which is good. It remains true, however, that

there is little evidence of the existence of any pre-
Christian parallel to the positive rule Diogenes
Laertius (v. 21) tells us that Aristotle was asked
how \i e should act towards > our friends, and

replied
e as we would they should act to us.' The

saying is quoted with no context, but a comparison
with Xicom Ethics, ix. 8 Jin., is in favour of its

genuineness Prof, Legge, commenting on
^

the

assertion that Confucius gave the rule only in a

negative form, says :
* but he understood it also in
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its positive and most comprehensive force, and

deplored, on one occasion at least, that he had not
himself always attained to taking the initiative in

doing to others as he would have them do to him "

(Mncyc. Brit* vi. 264b ).

In the Apostolic and post - Apostolic ages the

negative form of the rule is more frequent, both in

Christian and non-Christian writers. The oldest

Christian authority is probably Didache, I2. It is

also inserted in the Western text of Ac 1520 - 29
,
but

the source of the variant is uncertain. Zahn refers

the addition to fhsDidache ; but, as Eendel Hams
says, 'the negative precept turns up everywheie in

the early Church, having been absorbed in the fiist

instance from Jewish ethics.
3

(Cf KMON^HU.'^
succinct note on Ac 1520 in Expos. Gr. Test ). Other

examples are Const Apost. vii. 1 ; Clem. Alex.

Strom it 23, 139 ; Tertullian, c. Marc. iv. 16. In
non-Christian authors the negative form of the rule

is found m Philo (Eusebius, Prop vni. 7. 6) One
of the best of the Roman emperors, Alexander

Severus, had it inscribed in his palace and on

public buildings (Lamprid. c. 51). Westermarck

(Origin t'

" ~ *

of the Moral Ideas, i. 693)
directs , -i IM'-IMO-UM'/ passage in

Epictetus (Fmgm. 42) : the keeping of slaves is

condemned in these words,
* What you avoid suffer-

ing yourself,
seek not to impose on others.' The

rule in its positive form is loosely quoted in Clem
K-om. ad Cor. c. xiii ,

' As ye do, so shall it be
done unto you ... as ye are kind, so shall kind-
ness be shown unto you.' Harless ( Christian Ethics ,

p 110) ascribes to Seneca th- k -,,\
, ,

'! .iltero

c\ ;;(*( IP- <iH< 4r| quod feceris,' <
- ;_,.. - ' ' .1 '. rare

umni'-M ro i IK Stoic maxim, 'Quod tibi fieri non
vis, alteri ne feceris.'

A fair inference from these facts is that the

positive form of the Golden Rule has been gener-
ally regarded as ",. Vj

,_-
, distinct advance uDon

the negative for-i, ii> i- , I of social duty being
higher and therefore more difficult to realize. But
Professor Hirsch takes the opposite view ; in the
Jewish Encyclopedia (vi. 22b ) he says: '"What
you would have others do unto you," makes self

and possible advantages to self the central motive ;
' ' what is hateful to you do not unto another " makes
the effect upon others the v_r il.>'ri,r piinciple

'

But how can self-interest be L ". M-> i\c for doing
good to thankful and unthankful alike? The
positive precept puts

'

doing
'

first, and bids us take

thought in doing good ; we are to give what would
please us, if we were in the place of those whom we
are trying to benefit, though it may be quite
certain that we shall receive nothing in return.
The command of Christ accords with His teaching
that they are *

blessed
' who do not invite to their

feasts those who will probably return the invita-

tion, but those who cannot make such recompense
(Lk 1412ff

}. It is still more difficult to understand
how 'doing nothing* to another ensures that our
conduct will be regulated by altruistic principle-
To dp no harm is consistent with extreme selfish-
ness. 'The negative confines us to the region of

justice ; the positive takes us into the region of

generosity or grace, and so embraces both law and
prophets

*

(Bruce, Expos. Gr. Test, in loc ).

A subtle na} of obtaining- a negative result from the positive
precept is mentioned by Schleiermacher (PizcLigten, m 84 ff).
One may say m haughty independence, 'What I \ush is that
others \vould let me go tnv own \\aj therefore, I let them go
their-.' It is righslj baid", m reph , that such pride is incom-
patible with obedience to the command of Jesus. His words,
'whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you,' are a
recognition of the fact of men's mutual dependence"

' We are
members one of another, arid our chief danger is not that we
*"io

*

1 ii JT' our claims on others, but that ^e should neglect
<

"
I i

- '
) others, nevertheless there are occasions when

our possibilities of doing- good to others will be lessened by
unwillingness to be served by others

A practical difficulty presents itself to the minds

of many who desiie to walk m accordance with
Christ's rule A king cannot do to his subject
what he desires his subject to do to him, nor can a

father to his child, nor a master to his servant.

But our Lord's command is 'even so do ye unto
them.' The narrow interpretation is not only false

to the spirit, but also to the letter. The saying of

Christ leaves abundant room for good actions

which the recipient may be known to be altogethei
unable to return, another reason foi refusing to

see in the positive form of the Golden Rule an

appeal to self-interest. The Gr. woid used is oflrws,

not ravra ; its meaning is rightly given by Alfoid

(Com in loc ), 'Aftei the pattern of tiaa to . . .

Because what might suit us might not suit others.

We are to think what we should like done to us,
and then apj)!^

that rule to our dealings with
others' A^

''"
il intei pi etation would miss

the beauty <
*

I '. ! words, when, after enumer-

ating the duties of servants to their masters, he

says,
*

And, ye masteis, do the same things unto
them 5

(Eph 69 ) The rule foi masters and seivants
alike is

* unto the Lord' ; on each side of this and of

every human relationship there is oppoitunity for
*

goodwill
' and for

'

doing the will of God from the
heart' (v.

6L
).

Many modern writers regard the Golden Rule as identical
with the ethical maxim of Kant :

' So act as to treat humanity,
whether in thine own person or in that of any other, in every
case as an end withal, never as a means only

'

(cf Votavv m
Hastings' DB, Extra Vol p 42a

, Gore, Sermon on the Mount,
170 f

, Loofs, Predigten, n 227) In the language of philosophy,
Kant force"

* "

n the simplei words
of Jesus the Golden Rule to

exploit men for gam or for pleasure , in a word, to have one
ideal for ourselves and another for our neighbours Loofs
shows clearly how the universality of the ethical imperative
on which Kant so strongly insists is a distinct note in the com-
mand of Jesus He also makes an instructive application of

this principle to a concrete case, and shows how vainly partnersm guilt trj to shelter themselves behind their own parody of

this rule
" "

Agreement could ever be any
excuse for actions, deceitful evasions, or
even immoral pleasures. His reply to those who act on the

principle of the German proverb,
' The , left hand washes the

right, and the right hand washes the left,' is in substance as
: >"-O'\- To- i- ("Nx - no -.1 'Whatsoever one of you would that
ano'M' r -"Q ild <lo 10 h n let him do the same to that other '

The rule is universal, There must be no arbitrary limiting of

the extension of the term ' men '

in the saymg,
* Whatsoever ye

would that men should do unto you, even so do ye also unto
them * A thief and his accomplice may, for the sake of divid-

ing the spoil, wink at each other's crimes
,
that- is what is called

honour among thieves But neither of
"

wish to make the rule of action umversa
to be deceived by all men as they have i i

deceiving others

In the Golden Rule, John Stuart Mill found a

fitting expression of the essential pi in< iple of his
ethical system.

* To do as you would be done by,
and to love your neighbour a^ xourself, constitute
the ideal perfection -f miht.innn morality' (Utili-
tarianism, p. 323) But when the crucial question
is asked . How is the ideal perfection to be
attained?

the^reply is that utility enjoins, 'as the
means of making the nearest approach to this ideal,

3

that (1)
* laws of social arrangements,'and (2) 'edu-

cation and opinion
*

should strive to t

establish in
the mind of every individual an indissoluble associa-
tion between his own happiness and the good of
the whole '

(op. cit. p. 323). But no external force,
such as law or education, can supply either the
motive for doing as we would be done by, or the

power to fulfil the precept we approve It is true
that on the lips of Christ the Golden Rule has its

perfect expression ; but its superiority as an ethical
maxim rests upon a broader basis. It is more to

exemplify a
^
rule than to formulate it; it is still

more to furnish the im\ ard inspiration which con-
strains men to obey it. The disciples of Christ
have another Golden Rule for their actions one
toward another ; it is expressed in His words,

* as
I have done to you' ; and their all-poweiful motive
is the assurance that '

ye did it unto me J

(Mt 2540)
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will be their abundant reward, if whatsoever they
would have done to Christ Himself, even so they
do unto men, serving them lowlily and lovingly in
His name and for His sake

LITERATURE. In addition to the works mentioned in this

article, see SKRMON ON THE MOUNT and the excellent Bibliography
of Votaw in Hastings' DB, Extra Vol p 44 f

J. G. TASKER
GOLGOTHA (ToXyoea, Aram xri^j, Heb. nU?j

[2 K 935
],

<

skull') The name of th-
'

\ere
Jesus was crucified. This name is 'by
thiee of the Evangelists (Mt 2733 e a place called

Golgotha, that is to say, The place of a skull
'

;

Mk 1522 'the place Go
1

.. \i which is, being inter-

pieted, The place <K .' ^ . :'; Jn 1917 'the place
called The place of a skull, which is called in
the Hebrew, Golgotha') The Greek equivalent
(KpcLvLov} is used by St, Luke (23

3S the place which
is called The skull',' RV). Vulg uses here the Latin

equivalent Calvnna, whence '

Calvary
'

in AV.
Three explanations of this name have been sug-

gested : (1) Jerome (Com in Eph 5A4
) mentions a

tradition that Adam was buried at Golgotha, and
that at the Crucifixion the diops of Christ's blood
fell on his skull and restored him to life. The
skull often seen m early pictuies of the Crucifixion
refers to this. (2) It is supposed by some to have
been the place of public execution, where bodies
were left unburied (Jerome, Com in Mt 27s3

), but
(a) it is most unlikely that dead men's bones would
have been left lying about so near the city, when,
according to the Mosaic law, they made any one
unclean who touched them ; (o) there was no leason

why the place should have been named from the
skulls rather than from any other parts of skele-

tons ; (0} the expression is Kpavtov rbiros, not Kpavi&j'

rfaos, as we should expect it to be if this deriva-
tion were correct. (3) The most probable view of

the origin of the name is suggested by the form of

the expression in St Luke,
' the place which is

called The skull
'

It was probably so called because
of its skull-like contour The use of the article by
the Evanneh^ts seems to indicate that the place
was well known, but they never call it a mountain
The Bordeaux Pilgrim (A.D 333) speaks of it as
montwulus Golgotha, and the expie&sion

f Mount
Calvary

'

appears to have come into use after the
5th century,
The site cannot be identified with ceitainty. All

that we know from the Bible is that it was outside
the walls of the city (He 1312

,
Mt 2731 - 32

,
Jn 1916 17

),

that it was nigh to the city (Jn 19-), that it was
in a conspicuou- po-iiiu'i "\\\ I

1

)
40

, Lk 2349 ), that
it was close to M'Pu- ilioii-;^ ,i,i. leading from the

country (Mt 27 , Mk 15 ,
Lk 2330

), and that it

was near a garden and a new tomb hewn out of

the rock, belonging to Joseph, a rich man of

Anmathwa (Jn 1941
, Mt 2767 - 60

, Mk 1548- 46
, Lk

235S
). Thesf 1

]uirtuuln i - a i o not sufficient to justify
a positive <lo<Mon 111 favour of any one of the

proposed identifications of Golgoth'a, but they
seem to be decisive against the first of the four

cornVdiiM- mentioned below, to bear against the
-fdmii -ujji l\ but against the third more heavily,
and to be most neaily satistied by tho rourth.

1. The peculiar tlleory of Fergusson (Essay on
the Anc. Topog of Jenw ,

and art Jerusalem' in

Smith's DB), that Golgotha was on "MTomii Moduli,
and ' Y '

I' M . -f Omar is the (.huicli eicriod

by <-, the Holy Sepulchre, was
quickly shown to be untenable (e g by Bonar, art.
' Jerusalem

'

in Fairbairn's DB).
2. Barclay (City of the Great King, p 79) and

Porter (Kitto's Cycl. of Bib. Lit ait 'Golgotha')
maintained that the site of the Ci ucifixion was east

of the city, between the then exi-tvnt: wall and
the ]idron Valley. This place

1 could have been

quickly and easily reached horn the palace of

Pilate and the judgment -hall, which probably
stood at the N w. corner of the IJaram area.

According to this view, the soldieis, instead of

taking their prisoner across the city towards the
west, or out in the direction of the Roman road,
hurried Him thiough the nearest gate and crucified
Him near the roac

1 "

,

"" '

> Bethany. Two ob-

jections are urged (a ) that the Gospel
narratives imply that the ^ - ^

i Golgotha
was a moie frequented . than this
road to Bethany, and that the great highways of
Jeiu&alem are all on the noith and west of the
city ; and (b) that there is no skull-shaped site in
this region.

3. That Golgotha was where the Church of the
Holy Sepulchie now stands, seems to have been
almost univei sally believed from the age of Con-
stantine down to the 18th century. It is now
agreed on all hands that the present Church of
the Holy Sepulchre occupies the site of the one
erected by Constantme in A.D. 335. On what
tiKMin-l- ilid he select this as the true site of the
Ci ,u ilixion? Those who still believe it to be the
true site generally assume not only that the early
Chustians at Jerusalem had a knowledge of the

places where the Lord was crucified and buried,
i . /

*
%i

'

i
- was handed down as

- i . i

'' thiee hundred years,
,, emolition of Jerusalem

by Titus and again Iby Hadrian, and the alteimg
of the whole aspect of the city by the latter when
he lebuilt it as a Roman colony and changed its

name to Aeha Capitolma But Eusebius, in describ-

ing the discovery of the site by Constantine, says it

had been 'given over to f-- _ fiiln -- ,'n-"
1

oMivion,'
and that the Emperor, '^H v i <!.; ii I) 1 -PC inti-

mation, but moved m spirit by the Saviour Him-
self,' ordered it to be purified and adorned with

splendid buildings.

'Such language, certainly, would 1 ,i ril v U- aivi'.prr" in

speaking of a spot well known and di. 1

;j \\ \ iMdiln'l 1,; .ong
tradition. The Emperor, too, in his letter to Macarms, regaids
the discovery of "the token of the Saviour's most sacred

passion, which for so long a time had been hidden under
ground," as "a miracle beyond the capacity of man sufficiently
to celebrate or even to comprehend." The mere removal of
obstructions from a well-known spot could hardly have been
described as a miracle so stupendous. Indeed, the whole tenor
of the language both of Eusebius and Oonstantme goes to show
ilia iliL 'P-' 'M- cf I'L Uuh ^j'u!*

1

} n. \\ti- IiM l< ue Ihe

01 i ',pu i.i-i'iai n u ri>o*mo'i ..nH ro- < hiiion
'

(JKon'nson, /;/*/*,

Boston, 1841, u 75).

The same 1" i

"

'i *s made by the accounts of

the writers <

'

\ v century, who, however,
unanimously attribute the discovery not to Con-

stantme, but to his mother Helena. Their story
is that, guided by a * Divine intimation ' as to the

place, she came to Jerusalem, inquired diligently
of the inhabitants, and, after a difficult search,
found the sepulchre and beside it three crosses, and
also the tablet bearing the -i .-

J

i-" ? Pilate.

At the suggestion of Bishop V,. , r-
,

i'< cross to

which the inscription belonged was ascertained by
a miracle of healing The three crosses were pre-
sented in succession to a noble lady of Jerusalem
who lay sick of an incurable disease. Two of them

produced no effect, but the third worked an im-
mediate and perfect cure. Eusebius, though con-

temporary with the alleged events, makes no
mention of the discovery of the cross nor of the

agency of Helena. But whether we accept the

account of Eusebius or that of the writers of the

5th century, the traditional site of Calvary rests

on a miracle, and, in the case of the latter, on a
double miracle
Those who now favour this site (e.g. Saaday,

Sac. Sites of the Gospels, pp 72-77) laJbpw to show
that there \\as a previous tradition wMch deter-

mined Constantme's selection ofw &p6t> but the
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only proofs they adduce are : (a) vague allusions to

visits made by early pilgrims to the *

Holy Places
'

of Palestine, an expression which is used of the

Holy Land at large, and not of the Holy City only ;

and (b) the alleged regular succe_ssion
of bishops

from the Apostle James to the time of Hadrian,
through whom a knowledge of the place might
have been handed down. TT'i- ii'jT.n succession

of bishops is more than .:', -J The only
authority on the subject is Eusebius, who lived

two centuries afterwards, and he says expressly that
he had been able to find no document H^iiortinj*

them, and wiote only from hearsay. Moieovei,
even if it were possible to prove the existence of

an earlier tiadition, its value would be open to

seiious question, as is shown by the falsity of other

traditions which did actually exist in the age of

Constantine. For instance, Eusebius in AD. 315

speaks of pilgrims coming from all paits of the

woild to behold the fulfilment of pio^necx and to

pay their adorations on the >"/'//"' <n I lie Mount
of Olives, where Jesus gave His last charge to His

disciples and then ascended into heaven. This is

hardly consistent with the explicit statement of

St Luke (24
SO 51

) that
* he led them out until they

were over against Bethany, and . . he parted
from them and was carried up into heaven.

5 Other
sites shown to pilgrims in that uncritical age were

impossible, such as that of Kephidim in Moab.
The Bordeaux Pilgrim places the T "

.

'

on Olivet, and the combat of Dav : !

near Jezreel. The fact that no pilgrimages were
made to the site of the Holy Sepulchre before the
vibit of Helena, though they were made in plenty
to the summit of Olivet, goes to show that there
was no tradition '

-
"i 1^ the Holy Sepulchre

In the present < ii .' ''i o f ohe Holy Sepulchre are
shown not only the site of the Sepulchre and the
rock of the Crucifixion, with the cleft made by the

I

T

and the three holes, five feet apart, in

three crosses were inserted, but also a

great number of other traditional sites. Almost
every incident of the Passion and Besuirection is

definitely located. The very spots are pointed out
where Christ was bound, where He was ^couigccl,
where His friends stood afar off during the Cruci-

fixion, where His garments weie parted, where His

body was anointed, where He appeared to His
mothei after the Resurrection, and to Mary Mag-
dalene; the rock tombs also of Mcodenius and
Joseph of Arimatheea; the place where Helena's
throne stood during the 'Invention of the Cross,'
and many others. The number of these identi-

fications, all under one roof, does not increase our
confidence in ecclesiastical tradition.

Not less damaging to the claims of the traditional
site is the topographical evidence. Our Lord suf-

fered without the gate
'

(He 1312
). The Church of

the Holy Sepulchre lies far within the walls of the

present city, and, as Jerusalem at the time of the
Cincihxion was much larger than it is now, the
fair presumption is that it included the site of that
church rather than excluded it. If we place Gol-

gotha at the traditional site, we make Jerusalem
at the time of its greatest pio-puily no L-n^T
than the poverty-stricken town or th<* pu^eiu <l!u,
'

containing not far from 200 a<ie-, horn \\liich ;j<i

acres mu^t be deducted for the IJarani area '

(Mer-
rill). This difficulty arising from the present loca-
tion in the heart of the city seems to have been
f(

k
l

j

.1- IJM'X n^ IV 8ili '< ) am] iil-o in the 12th
{I '! . l>i:| i lion:--: ;o r-'i<vi i!i- nji-iiiion openly
vji- KOK. M ho \ i -ii "(i Joru*;il< > in n 1 7 >\ and who

the traditional site could not have been
ancient city, because of its nearness to

the former area of the Jewish temple. The argu-
ment against this site has been gieatly strength-
ened by the determination of the rock levels of

Jerusalem and the probable course of the c second
wall' of the tlnee mentioned by Josephus. The
fiist Avail, that of David and Solomon, encompassed
the Upper City (Zion), and its north line ran east-

ward from the tower of Hippicus to the wall
""

.

"' '"
, temple area.

' The second wall had
from the gate called Gennath, which

belonged to the fiist wall, and, encircling only the
northern quarter of the city, it extended as far as

the Tower Antoma '

(JBJv iv. 2). This wall, which
was probably built by Hezekiah, running in a
circle or curve, seems to have had no angles like

the first and thud, and therefoie to have required
no extended description. If this curve included
the Pool of Hezekiah (which must surely have
been within the walls), it would naturally have
included also the traditional site of the Sepulchie
If, in spite of the statement of Josephus, the wail
be drawn with a re-entering angle so as to exclude
the traditional site, there still remain appaiently

,"""* *

the nature of the giound,
Q must have been built m

a deep valley (Tyropoeon), and must have been
dominated from without by the adjacent knoll on
which the Church of the Holy Sepulchre now
stands (Acra). But '

fortresses stand on hills, not
in deep ravines,' 'the wall must have stood on the

high ground' (Conder). Immediately east of the
Tower of David (at or near which Hippicus must
have stood) a nairow ridge runs north and south,

connecting the two hills Zion and Acra and sepa-
rating the head of the Tyiopoeon Valley from the

valley west of the Jaffa gate. As this is the only
place where the wall could have protected the

valley on the east and commanded the valley on
the west, the natural course for the engineers
would have been to build the wall along this ridge.

Exactly along this ridge the remains of an ancient
wall were found in 1885 by Dr. Merrill. One
hundred and twenty feet of it were exposed in a
line running north-west and south-east, at a depth
of 10 or 12 ft. below the present surface of the

ground At some points but one course of stone

remained, at others two, at others three. The
stones correspond in size and work to those in the
base of the Tower of David, a few yaid* farther
south. This is probably a poition of the second
wall. Later, another section, 26 ft long, of similar

work, was found farther north, besides traces at
several other points. In explanation of the fact
that entire sections are found towards the south
and

only_ debris of walls towards the north, Dr.
Merrill cites the statem* n 1 <" TO M!MI- i hat Titus
'threw down the entire -n- 'n n

j_'nr ion,' but left

the southern standing and placed garrisons in its

towers. Fiom the statement that Titus made his
attack '

against the central tower of the north
wall

'

he argues further, that if the wall ran from
near TT* ;]..<!,- j.> \ritoma in such a way as to ex-
clude I'M* r.'n. n <-i!iil site of th Q - i-,

1 '
> the two

parts of the wall after it was
'

\- :i V middle
should have been designated the ' eastern

' and
' western '

; but Josephus calls them the * northern
'

and 'southern,
3 a description which is obviously

more miprnmi.iir* to a wall which ran well to the
west ami tioiih of the traditional site (Presb. and
Ref. Rev. in. p. 646).

Parts of an ancient ditch and remains of walls
have been recently discovered east of the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre, and Schick < i i-"

1 (1

as remains of the second wall and of i

!>
. < i i- ,

But, as Benzmger says (Hilprecht's Explorations
in Bible Lands in the Wth Cent ), his explanation
'is not convincing in itself, and there stand op-
posed to it important considerations of a general
nature,

3

such as have been cited above, e.g. the

military objection to locating a wall in a valley
dominated from without by higher ground, and
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the fact that, had this been the course of the wall,
Jerusalem could not have accommodated its great
I

> >,,!,
' o" at the time of Christ.

The existence of an undoubted Jewish tomb at
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the one now
called the Tomb of Joseph of Arimathea, has been
cited as evidence that the place was outside the
old city wall,

' but we know irom the Talmud that
ancient

"

,""
" '

tombs were allowed by the
Jews to '

Jerusalem, and any \Miter
will admit that, m the time of Agrippa at least,
this paiticular tomb was within the circuit of the
town.' The third wall, which ran far to the north-
west and north of the present city wall, was built

by Agrippa only ten or eleven yeais after the

Crucifixion, to enclose a laige suburb that had

gradually extended beyond the second wall So
that, even if it could be shown that the Sepulchre
was out&ide the second wall, it certainly lay far

within the line of the third, and in the midst of

this new town which at the time of the Crucifixion
must have been already growing north of the
second wall. The words ' without the gate

' and
'

nigh to the city
3 could scarcely mean

' within the
suburbs' (Schaft).
The genuineness of the

J
\

' ' "
-

J " "
been defended by

Chateaubriand (Itin&rcLi
1
) I" usalem), Williams

(The Holy City), Krafft (Die
~ "

,"
"

""ischen-

dorf (Reise in den Orient), Tetre-

Sainte), Sepp (Jerusalem), ^
enticiti

du Saint-Sepulere), Sanday (Sacred Sites o/ the Gospels}, and
others It has been attacked by Korte (Reise nach dem gelobten
Lande), Robinson (BRP, ,'/;

~ '" ~
for August and

November 1847), Tobler '
,

" ' w Lands of the

Bible), Barclay (The City / Schaff (Through
EibU Lands), Conder (Tent Wo?km Palestine), and others

4. The theory that Golgotha is the -Iv 1 :!* -
Y

n,; !

knoll above Jeremiah's grotto, outside i!" ]/<
north wall, near the Damascus gate, wa fir^t npr-

gested by Otto Thenius in 1849 A MMiilai \io\v

was put forward independently by Fisher Howe
(The True Site of Calvary} in 1871. Since that

time the theory has come rapidly into favour, and
has been accepted by Gen. C. E Gordon, Sir

J. W. Dawson, Dr. Merrill, Dr. Schaft, Col.

Conder, and others. It answers all the require-
ments of the Gospel narratives, being outside the

walls, nigh to the city, in a conspicuous position,
near a frequented thoroughfare the main north

road, and near to ancient Jewish rock-hewn tombs,
one of which was discovered by Conder about 700
ft. west of the knoll. The so-called

* Gordon's
Tomb/ about 230ft. from the summit of the knoll,
i^ ilioujrhi by Conder to be a Christian tomb

<

of

I IK; TJy/jiTHirio age ; but Schick says it
* was origin-

ally a" rather small rock-cut Jewish tomb, but be-

came afterwards a Christian tomb.' The great

cemetery of Jewish times lay north of the city.

Moreover, Jewish tradition regards this hill as

the place of public execution, and the Jews still

call it 'the Place of Stoning.' Christian tradi-

tion also, as old as the 5th cent., fixes this as the

place of the stoning of Stephen. The fact that
Christ was put to death by the Roman method of

crucifixion and not by the Jewish method of ston-

ing does not break the force of Hn- jn<rurnent, for

there is no reason to suppose that Jcni-alcm had
t\vo places of public execution No other place
would have been so convenient to the Romans for

this purpose, starting, as they probably did, from
Antonia. The castle seems to have been itself a part
of the outer ramparts on the north-east, \\ith the
north wall of the temple area stretching from it to

the east and the second city wall to the north-

west. There must have been some feasible route

for the soldiers of the garrison, who were con-

stantly going back and forth bet \\een this fortress

and Coesarea. There was no s-uch route to the ea->r

or south. To go west would have taken them

through the heart of the crowded city, with its
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narrow streets and its perils from the mob. What
moie natural than that there should have been a
road

1

ly from Antonia to the open
count v .

? Heie, accoidmgly, only a
short distance noith of the city, we iind the re-
mams of a Roman load.

*
If executions wei e to take place near the city, I think they

must have been earned out on the line of such a road, where
the soldiers would have free ground to act upon in case of an
emeigency, \vithout being hampeied by cio\\ded stieets, and
where only one gate would be between them and their strong-
hold, and that one entnely undei their own control' (Meinll)
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Bibl , 'Sepulchie, The Holy,' m EHGIJG Bnt$, 'Grab, das
heihge,' m PRE<$

, Conder, Tent Wotk in Palestine, i 372 fit. ;SWP 'Jerusalem/ 420 ff
,

Men-ill in Andover JR&v
, 1885,

p 483 ff
, PEFSt, 1892, pp 120 ff, 177, 188, 205, Wilson,

Golgotha and the Holy Sepulchre, 1900 , and works cited in the
article. \v. "w MOORE.

GOMORRAH (n"jD, Tojj,6ppa, [fern ] 01 r6/*o//>a

[neut.]).

The vtord should be fern, in Greek as in Hebiew, but the final

. led to its being treated as neut plural In the LXX it is

fern 9 times, neut 5
'

vr-, ** .1 ."
] assages the gender is

indeterminate. In the M *! .- .1 1 > - I* 2<> and Mt 1015 [CD],
but neut. in id [NAB]

The name occurs in the NT in Mt 1015
, Ro 929

,

2 P 26
, Jude 7

. (In Mk 611 it occurs in a sentence

wrongly inseited in A and some Lat. MSS, whence
it found its way through the TR into the AV).
In every case it is coupled with Sodom, as it is

invariably in the OT It is to be noticed, how-

ever, that Sodom is mentioned alone m Mt ll 23
*-,

Lk 1729 ,
Rev II 8

. Not only so, but in Lk 1012, the

parallel passage to Mt 1015
, Gomorrah is omitted.

It seems probable, therefore, that in St. Matthew
the inseition of the name is editorial and not

""

,

-1

moreover, the text is uncertain ;

tt ;
( (

C ro
(u6p/)as, D Poppas ; again &C

mseit 717 before To/*., while ABD omit it. Our
Lord, then, used ' Sodom '

(or
s the land of Sodom '}

alone ; in Ro 929 the passage is a direct quotation
from Is I 9 ; while the OT expression

' Sodom and
Gomorrah' is found only in the two late, and

closely connected, writings, Jude and 2 Peter.

For the lessons drawn by our Lord from the

wickedness and the destruction of Sodom, see art.

SODOM. A. H. M'&EILK.

GOOD (&ya06s, /caA6<?). It is not easy to define

Christ's idea of what is good. His expressions

vary from a iMp!ion of the Good as one with

the infinitely im<i unvi'j.My Perfect to the most

commonplace uses of the wo'rd He speaks of old

wine as 'good' (Lk 539
), of the ^i."i>s- -IH-L- as

'both bad and good
3

(Mt 2210
), or salt as "good'

(Mk 950
||
Lk 1484 ), of certain ground as being

'good' (Mk 48
1|
Lk 88

), of God making 'his sun to

rise on the evil and on the good' (Mt 545 ), and
He says of Judas,

' Good (K&\6v) were it for that

man if he had not been born' (26
2

^ |j
Mk 1421

). Yet
when the young ruler comes to Him with the same
conventional usage of the word, 'Good Master

(8i8do-Ka\ dya8t) }
what good thing shall I do to in-

herit eternal life?' (Mk 10" ||
Lk 1818

; cf. Mt 1916f-

and WH's 'Notes on Select Readings' ad loc.),

Jesus rejects the title as applied to Himself, and

asserts that 'none is good save one, even God.*

Whether this be read as *not <1om ing that He is

good, but jnrsi^inji that none -.liould <<ill Him so
1

\\ho did rot behoMs Him to be God' (Liddon,

Bampt Lect L 23), or as 'the self-judgment which
felt hurt by the epithet good' (Martineau, Seat of

Authority, 651), there can be little doubt that Jesus

pin posoly made use of the young man's phrase to

point Jiiin Lo the ideal Good. Behind the things
to be done, which were in the questioner's mmd,

j greater than matters of law or ritual, or even

I charity, was the necessity that he should recog'
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nize tlie Supreme Good, the Eternal Spirit of all

goodness. This did not imply that man should be

hopeless of attaining a certain measure of the

good, that it was J1
i

'

; ""the reach of

the race, "but tha ,

i

'

idea of the

good is God, and that to define or limit it is as im-

possible as to define or limit the Eternal Himself

Only on this occasion does Jesus so suddenly soar

beyond the intention of any questioner who ap-

proaches Him. Elsewhere He tells a parable, and

puts into the mouth of the master of the vine-

yard (a most human representative of the Heavenly
Master) the question,

'
Is thine eye evil because I

am good ?
'

(Mt 2015
) ; and He speaks of ' the good

man ' who ' out of his good treasure brmgeth forth

good things
'

(12
35

1]
Lk 645

). So we may look upon
the story of the Rich Young Man as a unique
expression of Christ's highest thought of the Good,
but not as thereby ruling out all lesser conceptions.
A man may begin to do good 01 to live a good life

befoie he learns that the foundation of all the

good he accomplishes or attains to is God Himself ;

that no ethical aims are good which lack a Divine
sanction. It is better for a man when this inward

recognition of the Eternal Goodness precedes the
active goodness of Ms life, for then he finds the

peculiar secret of St. Paul's dogma (Bo 828),
' All

things work together for good to them that love

God. 3 But the doing of good for its own sake may
bo a man's first step towards the Kingdom of God,
and later he will be prepared for any self-denial

or self-sacrifice that may bring him nearer the

heavenly perfection (Mt 18s
||
Mk 943 - 45 47

), when he
has learned that it is God's Kingdom he approaches
and not the invention of his own sympathetic im-

pulses alone.

In line with this thought of Christ's is the liberty
in the modes of doing good which He frequently
asserted. With Him the present was J

'

, * i

""

fitting opportunity o" ,'1 / S i\. h !! i
t

'

"'( i-io'i, l>i j -\ the i '! I' arisees and
scribes as 10 whethe .

*
'

i * : -do good on
the Sabbath 3

(Mt 1212
1| Mk a4, Lk 69 ).

Some element of altruism enters into all His
conceptions of good. The Greek masters (especi-

ally Plato and Aristotle) assert the good of a man
to ho in his 'well-being" i ^i "'."*' iV- constant

rendering of e&SaifAovla), a < <!!<: ,'<m v 1. eh depends
on certain visible

'

goods
' that are his own personal

POV-I'--"OM, and in no way bring him into contact
vith Jo^- fortunate men, such 'good Ihin^-* a-

wealth, health, beauty, and intellect, llui HUM
regards that alone as good which lessens the dis-

tance between man and man, and man and God.
The good a man should seek is that of each and all

men, even 'them that hate you
5

(Lk 637), for the

doing of good to others is the final test of the
practical value of religion, and became the dis-

tinctive note of the character of Christ in the

Apostolic days when He was described as one who
'went about doing good and lioalinj:' 'V, 1038 }

This is indicative of all the \ i-il>Jo <
k
l< UK MI- of the

food
in His teachings. Love, His -

11 i"inc -lo-jMin

nds its essence in self-suriender Ine paraoles
of conduct, such as the Good Samaritan, are in-
sistent upon the actual doing of some good. When
Jesus sends the Baptist His own record, the good
things that will bear witness to Him, it is a tale
of deeds of brotherly kindness, of help for the
"blind, lame, lepeis, deaf, the poor, and even the
dead (Mt 11 s

). Zacchiieus is assured of his salva-
tion when he has learned to 1iure \\ith his poorer
brethren (Lk 198 9

) The fact of giv ing is accepted
by Christ as the evidence of a desire to do good
(Mk 147}. The good man is not only devout ; his

personal pietv n,\ > Jtie surest basis for the
true spirit of i him ; but the good must
take form in some actual warring with the world's

evils, some earnest attempt to remedy the misenes
r

sufierings, diseases, afflictions, sorrows, or poverty
of men This is the vital test applied in the great
parable of the Judgment (Mt 2581ft

). The Son
of Man there asks no question as to spiritual

' 'ntellectual convictions, or eccle&i-

,i 'Tin k ii.uom jiii'i juul fiom
the foundation of the u 01 In nom iJi< i-'u'iiouof
the birth of mankind is foi those who saw and
served the King in brethren who weie hungry,
thirsty, outcasts, naked, sick, or in prison. Christ
sanctions the popular judgment ot what consti-

tutes a good man, that effectiveness : .

"
,"

which moves steadily and lovingly i

ultimate conquest of the world, that social message
of the go&pel which is the enthusiasm of tiue

goodness, and is able to * overcome evil with good
'

(Ro 1221
). But all such doing re&ts on being. It

is intimately connected with each man's own
spiritual vision and condition, for it is the ludi-

mentary lealization of the Kingdom of heaven ;

it issues from that Kingdom which is
* within

3

(Lk 1721
), where

*

glory, honour, and peace
5

are the

blessings which come ' to every one that worketh

good
'

(Ro 210
) a Kingdom which a man may never

have explored, but which is the ground fiom which
grows all I

1
'.. . , li- ,-

'

good he does (Mt 1235
) If

the tree is <, '

< ruit is good (v.
J3

), and when
the whole "^ ""_ i ii xan H awake to the inflow-

ing of the Divine Goodness, he becomes the more
keenly sensitive to Iiipliic<m-n -- Truth, Love,
and the Brotherhood, and nnds increasingly St.

Peter's utterance at the Transfiguiation to lie his

own :
'

Lord, it is good for us to be here '

(Mt 174

||
Mk 95

1|
Lk 93<i

). The Good enters imperceptibly ;

it is not born of the law, nor of any ethical

analysis ; and in the unexpectedness of its joy the

disciple is conscious of having reached the highest
heaven, of having found that delight in whatever
is good which helps him to understand the tiue
end of life,

'
to glorify God and to enjoy Him for

ever.' EDGAR DAPLYN,

GOODNESS. As ",!
"

- i* :

"

,

'

of the

Buddhist, and valoi; 1 \|.. ,
.

i
,
so the

essence of Christianity is goodness. Its Founder
was the absolute personification of this character-
istic quality. Nothing short of this could have
MI m-i'iud the Apostles and r , \\ Veiled
\\uliiniliefew ' i-""

1 "'
-.' o , ,. i'

Gospels,
and perhaps se

.* . meditating mind, is

ilu; ijiruic of a perfect goodness once realized upon
oji i ih Ii is not the novelty of His teaching
that has attracted men, nor His deep sympathy
with humanity, nor any spiritual utterances to the
Father (which are all too rarely recorded). Behind
the woids and deeds of the

" " " " "

stands
a shining n , "i , liv

m
Iness

One of wlr M !

t _' < speak as being
* without

sin.' The Evangelists knew nothing of the dog-
matic spirit, and cos.Y. |-io\ilhA have given no
clear definition and tvu.r M'UM uf the smlessness
of Christ. To them Hi- v J>^ IIM. \uman expression
of the Divine Goodness, and it mattered little

whether a man should
say^

that the Goodness was
from eternity, so that by its nature sin had never
been a moment's possibility, or that at birth
Christ had been uniquely endowed witla a passion
for goodness that turned naturally from every-
thing selfish, injurious to others, or sinful either
to God or man ; or that at His baptism He had
been set aside to that brief ministry (which is

nearly all men know of His earthly life), when the
voice from heaven was heard saying,

' This is my
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased

5

(Mt 317
).

However its genesis might be spoken of, the *sln-

lessness
5

of Christ is the utterance of the measure
of His goodness as it affected the disckd.es.
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Throughout the Sermon on the Mount they would
hear that note of human tendeiness blended with
i.!!

1
- ',

' :

i_ virtue which constitutes goodness.
1ms alone could be the source of that merciful
utterance which is perhaps His only new doctrine
- ' Love your enemies.'

In His message of the Divine Fatheihood they
would behold that goodness sending

' ram upon the

just and the unjust
'

(Mt 545
), forgiving the penitent

as the father forgives the prodigal son (LR 15llff
),

and even forgiving those whose repentance is yet
to come (23

34
). Such conceptions would be bom of

the goodness within Him&elf, that breathed out in
the intense sympathy of the story of the woman
taken in sin (Jn 7^-S11

), or the defence of Mary
ATii^ildlcMie in the house of Simon the Pharisee (LK
73ou *), or m the parable of the Good Samaritan
(10

25ff
-). The same spirit marks the greatei num-

ber of the miracles. None could be considered as

entirely separated from human interest and influ-

ence, and the great majority (thirty-one out of
I

1 "

lecorded) weie wrought openly and
i ,

;
for the good of others. The blind,

the deaf, the palsied, the lame, the lepers, the

lunatic, the hungry crowd, the timid fishermen, the
mourners for the dead, all shared in the elective

power of the innate goodness of our Lord. It

was as though, m His purity and sinlessness, the

very forces of nature became obedient to His

transparent will, the one will that sin has never
overcome, the one luminous punty in which sin

has found no vitalizing atmosphere He had been
tried at the beginning of His mission, but the

temptations of the desert had ended in triumph.
The " J "

it was the breath of His being
rose I.-

;
above the lov ]ioi pi ^ :>f a

selfish wonder-working, or the ;'-e-Mi |.',"'i of

pride, or the vanity of power, <^'.' :' ;; n over
*
all the kingdoms of the earth

'

iMt 4A
n Lk 4% Mk

I12). He spoke harshly to tl T '

")r good-
ness does not always win by :

,
;, \ against

evil. He who knows that i sfrmninsr
and the end of all ,-' . ill waste 1> , i

i m.i *

in diplomatic parL ^
M '

: powers of darkness.

Victory will often lie in swift attack. So the

goodness of Christ is not lessened by His fieice

handling of the inuiu'x -< 1 u . 1 1 - t\nt\ traders within
the Temple (Mt Jl -'', -hi '2

'

;. im He knows that
lower ideas of God and goodness will unconsciously
prevail if the house of God becomes a place for

barter and bargain. It is pni of ilu; same zeal

tha
*

'

'

\- ' TTrni about HL> 'rarliei'- business'
in : '

-: "ill. boyhood (Lk 249 ), though it takes
the moie"vigorous form we might expect in man-
hood. The inward knowledge of the simplicity
and holiness of His motives makes fear not only
impossible, but non-existent ; and this is the spirit
that inspires every true missionary. He also, as
his Master, would show the winning charm of the

visibly good the goodness embodied in a life

rather than in tloc 1 1 incs only- rhai which in Christ
could say to the \voild, I urn ihe bread of life'

(Jn 635 -

**),
'
I am the way, the truth, and the life*

(14
6
), and I am the light of the world' (8

12 95},
the witness of which is described by St. Paul, when
lie says that the fruit of the light is in all good-
ness and

*

/ '

'i M d truth '

(Eph 59
).

TliogO". ..< ," i brought a iie\\ force into
Je\\i-*h ichjium, one thai changed Ihe natuie of it.

Jtulni^m was lormal. eerernomnl in a inly an exter-
nal \\oi-hip Ir* piophets had i riven, to kindle
it into a moial and >pi ritual faith. But prophet
and prie>l had ^lood apait In ClnUt the middle
wall \vii-* bioken down. and into the old religion
\\atj poured the new spirit. Henceforth religion
could not bo separate from the moral life. A man
could not be unrighteous, an evil-doer, and yet be

religious. Goodlier became a synonym for true

and undefiled religion. For man, having once seen
the perfect manhood of the Christ, and felt His
power to oveicome sin and death, had gained a
vision of religion that might perpetuate such
a type, and tho vision would not lightly fade.
Through failures from within and tyiannies fiom
without the Christian would bear witness to his
Loid and to his faith, by a life of <

i

"" " " ""

on that of his Master. This was , ,.

ence he could ofier of the Divine Incarnation.
EDGAR DAPLYN.

GOODWILL. See COMPLACENCY, p. 356b.

GOSPEL. c

Gospel
5

is the modern form of the
Yn^lo-Sj(\on word i

godspell,
5

*o]iio-ouKjiii the
liicoK \\ord etfayyAioJ'. Formeilv .1 v ,' (

- ilm'i^iii
to be the literal translation, meaning good-story

'

But now it is generally accepted as meaning
' God-

story/ e&ayyeXiov was originally used for 6 the
reward of gooo

1
t d "-,.:-.

' and tiaces of this usage
are found in L\ \ . i i J ^ 410

. But the word came
to denote the 4

good tidings
'

them&elves ; and this
is the Chustian usage. It may be noted here that
Dalman (The Words of Josus, p. 103) says- 'In the
verb izja? which must be assumed to be the original
Aramaic expression, the idea of glad tidings is not
so inherent as in the Greek etiayyeXifrcrQai. Even
in tuts OT (1 S 417

) "HP is used of mouinful tidings.
... It thus appcais that the *

, .of God is

tho content of a "message" o " and not
without further qualification oi " a message of glad
i lili

;

""
Is ii MiY eem, however, that the choice

'] i 'i M i \ \ * , '/y\t<r8aL, as well as the con-
texts of the word in tho Gospels, provide that
c further ..,'", I

. The Chri'
J *

: is found in

Isaiah. In 6 11 the prophet he function
of the Servant of Jahweh (or peihaps his own
function) in these words :

* The Sphit of the Lord
God is upon me ; because the Lord hath anointed
me to preach good tidings unto the meek. , . .'

The word is etiayy\t<ra(r0(u. The meek are the
exiles in Babylon. Good tidings are announced to
them. God is coming to save them, and He is

near. It is the a- pi ,iM< yen r tf the Lord, when
He shall delivei Ili-

( <ple m-in their enemies
and restore them m i

! iiii nn'iu land. A similar
reference occurs in 527

. A nie^eM^ci hastens to

Jerusalem, as she sits in tho <lu-i of her ruins,

bringing
*

good tidings.
' The exiles are to return to

her, and she shall be inhabited again by her long-
lost children. These instances exhibit cleaily the

meaning
*

good tidings
*

; and both are claimed in

NT to describe the Christian -
,

Q1 , Paul

quotes Is 527 in Ko 1015
,-
and I Is 611

the text for His sermon at Nazareth (Lk 418
).

This use of the word by Jesus -tflin]^ it at once
with its Christian significance.

* Ho began to say,

To-day hath this -i mil'iio been ful'illed in your
ears.* He claimed ! be n prendin M ,^ood tidings
to the poor. The !'<<, tlie <ii|iii\i- the blind,
the bruised, are no longer political exiles. They
are the bond-servants of sin, those who waited for

the consolation of Israel, the poor and outcast to

whom Judaism had no message of hope. He is

Jahweh's Anointed sent to bring good tiding* of

great joy to all the people (Lk 2To). Tins de-scnp-
tion or His mission seems to have endeared itself

to the heart of Jesus. He made frequent use of

the word, and soon after the rejection in Nazareth
He described His Messianic function by it . 'I

must preach the good tidings of the kingdom of

, God to the other cities also ; for therefore was I

sent* (Lk 443). In particular, Jesus appropriated
the name '

gospel
"
for the contents of His message.

This was His description of it from the beginning
of His ministry. St. Mark sums np that begrnnifcg
thus: 'Jesus came into Galilee preaching the
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gospel of God, and saying, The time is fulfilled and
the kingdom of God is at hand ; i epent ye and
believe in the gospel

' There ai e many proofs that
Jesus used this word 'gospel

3

to describe His

message ; cf. Mt 2414 2613
,
Mk I

15 S35 10-9 1310
,
Lk

722
11. It is not surprising, therefore, that the word

came into general Christian use to desciibe the
contents of the preaching of Jesus. All the

^ '

"| i- leflect this usage In Acts and the

11^
- -

: is an established custom. 'The gospel'
became the normal Christian title foi the message
which Jesus came to proclaim, and which He sent

foith the Apostles to preach to every creatuie
2. But closer examination shows that the term

was not used by the Evangelists to descube all

that Jesus said; nor was the veib 'pi each good
tidings' descriptive of all Hiswoik. In Mt this

sentence occurs twice : Jesus went about in all

Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, and preach-

ing the gospel of the kingdom, and
'

t .i

1

_ .

11

manner of disease and all manner - - .- -

among the people' (4
23 935

). It seems to be an

accepted formula summarizing the woik of Jesus.

It contains thiee main words e

teaching,' 'preach-

ing/
'

healing.
5 The same distinctions are noticed

elsewhere. St. Luke
*

.

*
'

teaching
' and

'iiKMJr-m the gospe^ V
J W , ;

J. in 92 he tells

chat t/ne iwelve were sent forth 'to preach the

kingdom and to heal the sick.
7

St. Maik does not
contiast the two words teach' and 'preach the

gospel' in the same verse; but in I 14 21
,
he ascribes

to Jesus f

preaching the gospel
5 and 'teaching.'

In the latter case the effect pioduced by His

'teaching
3

is different from that due to His

'preaching.
3

It would seem, therefore, that the work of Jesus
was threefold : He preached the gospel, He taught,
and He healed. If this distinction is valid, the
term '

gospel
'

did not apply to all that Jesus said
and did. It was reserved for the 'good tidings

3

that He preached. In addition to these 'good
tidings,

3

there was 'teaching' that belonged to
another category. Listeners would hardly de-
scribe such teaching as Mt 519'48 by the title

'

good
tidings,' nor could the word apply naturally to
Mt 1034

'39 12-*-37 199
"12 2P3'44 23 24

1|. It seems clear
that

^
Jesus distinguished the gospel that He

;

l

.

* ""

from the teaching that accompanied it.

3. x
\ , then was implied bv the term '

gospel
'
?

T v a- o--i i M "\ 'news 3

or 'tidings
'

It was the
'''"' ; '". i

" '! a fact rather than instruction in
tne art ot living well. It was offered to belief,
and its acceptance must be preceded byi^perif.moo
(Mk I 15 ). It is called 'the gospel of God -m Mk
I 14 RV) ; the '

gospel of the kingdom
'

(in Mt 423

Q36 2414). St. Luke uses the compound phrase,
'the gospel of the kingdom of God 3

(Lk 443 1616
).

These phrases must be Miuliod, and in addition it

must be noted that Jesus connected the gospel
with His

(a) Th< gospel of God' indicates a
message i <.

^

d about Gocl that is good
news to men. It is certain that Jesus r -j M I ilio

world a new idea of God ; and this- gospel <, JOHI-
was the revelation of God as *our Father in
heaven.' He did not discover the category of
Fatherhood in its relation to God. This had been
done under the Old Covenant. But He invested
the idea with such radiance as to make it a new
revelation. More specifically, He illumined the
rathorhoixl of God by teaching 'the infinite value
01 tlio human soul.' God is not merely the Father
of a people Il> fc the Failier of (\icli individual
soul (cf. 'tli\ rather,' Mi fa

1
"") His Hitlu'ihood

extends to all -oils and conditions of men iMi, 1250 ).
In particular, ih I'atliei s-eeks each -inner (Lk
151"10

), and welcome- e\on the prodigal to His
home (vv.

r -
s

-'j IJu-, -go-pel of God' includes,

further, the good news to the heavily laden Jew
that 'the Father seeketh tiue woislnppeis to

worship in spirit and in truth
'

(Jn 423
;
cf Mt II 28

),

and that the Father is willing to foigive sins with-

out sacuficial offerings (Mt 92
1|)

And when the

child of God has entered into this blessed i elation-

ship with his Father in heaven, that Father may
be trusted u M/

1

( \'1\ iMt 6'
25 "34

) Piayei must be
offered to i'm- I , J'loi continually (Lk IS1

). The
Lord's Piayer (Mt 6q

)

' bho^s the gospel to be the
Fatherhood of Gocl applied to the whole of life ; to

be an inner union with God's will and God's king-
dom, and a joyous ceitainty of eternal blessings
and protection from evil' (Harnack).
The Johannine tiadition lavs special cuiplm-i*

upon this Drvme Fatherhood in its icLuion to

Jesus; the relation between the Father and His
child: en is refeired to in terms of love. Indeed,
St John sums up this aspect of the gospel in the
immortal words, God is love

3

(1 Jn 48 ). Jesus
Himself spoke chiefly of love as the duty of man.
To love God arid to love one's rt i/,ilio;li aie the

supreme laws for human conduct (Mt 22s7"39
1|).

But by His constant speech about the Father,
Jesus taught also God's love to men. This relation
of love between God and man haw been pointed to
as the distinguishing featuie of the gospel. Thus
Reville wntes :

'The Christian gospel is essentially characterized by its

declaration that the bond between God and man is one of
lo'x e God is the Heavenly Father , man is the son of God

,

God loves man, man ought to love God, the i elation be-
tween the pimciple of the universe and the individual is

one of love, in which the two terms subsist. God and man
man not losing- himself in God, God not lemaming

1 aloof from
man meet in a living

1 communion, so that man's dependence
on God should no longer be one of compulsion, but of free

and jojful self-consecration, and that the sovei eignty of God
over man should no more appe.ii a UKiuny, but a rule which
we love and bless Such :* inc. du-iiiu'Lno mark of the Christi-

anity of Jesus, differentiating it from the other gi eat religions
' *

(b) The phrase
' the gospel of the kingdom

'

de-
scribes the good news 1 nought by Jesus in its

relation to that Kingdom ol Uotl or of heaven
which He pio<1'imcl It implies that the King-
dom has 'a gospel." 'I he gospel and the Kingdom
are not co-extensive any more than the gospel
and God are But theie is good news concerning
the Kingdom, and this good news is an essential

part of the message of th" T\i'i..l"U. In brief,
this gospel was that the Ki'V 1 '" 1 l H heaven is

opened to all believers. The message of Jesus was
that the Kingdom was not for select classes or

nations, but for all. All Jews were summoned to
share it ; even the

" '

, and sinners may
come (Mt 2131

,
Mk ' \- are Jews alone to

walk in its light. An nations must be invited
to sr .,i ,:- II..-,M r.",< u'b^/M-Ka1W3 Mk 1310

),

The- i.iniM'i-i.i u ;< i- < i . ,.- . ! to all.

It is offered not to the rich 01 to the wise, but to
all who will become as little childien (Mt II 25 183 1|,

Jn 33).
^
Moreover, this Kingdom, which is offered

to all, is a far higher good than men dreamed (cf.

Mt 1381 - 44"4e
). It is a spnitual blessedness, infinitely

transcending the ceremonial righteousness secured

by legalism, and the political supremacy envied

by fi
|
-a' i in{- The Kingdom, as Jesus pi eached.

it, o 1 I'M 1 1" highest conceivable good to all

men. It satisfied the religious instincts of the
race ; and^because these are the dcepc-t ,-md most
universal instincts, the message tluu iliox can be
satisfied is indeed 'good news' (< f Mi l.-T Men
had never found true satisfaction in the material
forms of a ritualistic religion These were the
husks that contained no nourishment for the soul.
Jesii?, pi cached the gospel of the kingdom

' when
He otfeiul tlio Inghesi- &pmiual good to all penitent
and humble souls.

(c) But these two forms of the gospel do not
* Liberal Christianity, pp. 69-70.
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exhaust its fulness. The presence of Jesus in the
world was itself a gospel He connected the good
tidings with His own person. As the good news
Rhoda brought to the praying Church was that
Peter himself was at the door (Ac 1214

), so the

presence of Jesus in the world was '

glad tidings of

great joy to all people
3

(Lk 210
) This was due to

the -i_in,n< <'iu i attached by Jesus to Himself. He
was the Messiah (Mt 1616

). His use of the title

'Son of man' implies His special significance for
the race In several of His parables He leferred
to Himself as the Son of God (Lk 2013

), as the

Judge and King of men (Mt 25J1
), as the bride-

groom (Mt 915 25b
) ; these and other titles indicate

the peculiar value of His person. The interest

was not nn'1ajh\ M- ,J but leligious His presence
in the \\-oilJ m,i'iin_^<--i the love of God (Jn 3lb

).

It proved that God had not forgotten men, but
had come to their help

In this connexion the significance of Jesus' offer

of paidon must be noted. He raised much opposi-
tion 1 v ""; ; ,- _

'
>

' on eaith to torgive sins'

(Mk 2 V i
!.,-' He exercised the power

(Lk 7", Jn 5" ) JLnere is a close connexion be-
twee'i

''
- '_""! news' and the good news about

God ,':., i

'

i.
i .

"

> Kingdom. The barrier between
God and the soul is sin. It is sin that hinders

enjoyment of the Kingdom. Therefore the best
news that men can have is a message of full and
free forgiveness for all repentant, trustful souls.

And this was the message preached by Jesus.
He removed pardon out of the sphere of material
sacrifices in the temple, which limited the scope of

forgiveness to a few, and He made foigivene^ a

possible boon for everybody Thus He opened the

way into the Kingdom even to the publicans and
sinners

(d) But the core of this aspect of the gospel is

reached only when it is connected definitely with
the redeeming work of Jesus. He was conscious

r "

mission than preaching the gospel.
"I e He gave utterance to words that
touch the deepest mysteries of i< <!<) up' ion He
came to give His life a ransom (Mi <2'i-"; lie was
the Good Shepherd giving His life for the sheep
(Jn 1011

). He foretold His death and resurrection,

directly He had brought His disciples to confess His

Messianship (Mt 1621
). On the betrayal night in the

upper room, He gave the cup, saying,
* This is my

blood of the covenant which is shed for many
'

(Mk
1424). Tt was unpo-sMble for Jesus to connect the

gospel chieily with lli-a death, before He was cruci-

fied. But it seems unquestionable that He referred
to His death as achieving a wonderful deliverance
for men in respect of sin. The sacrificial element
was not introduced into His life for the first time
when He offered Himself to die.

' The Son of man
came to minister '

; and all through His ministry
He was giving Himself up for others. Neverthe-
less, He looked upon His own death as having a

peculiar significance, awful for Himself (cf. Mk
1432-39 uk ^ut blessed for men (Jn 14s). It is certain
that His followers accepted this interpretation of

the cross. At once the death of Jesus, followed as
it was by TTi> re-mi eclion. \\as made the mam
theme of Apo-lolic pi caching (Ac 22a 314 410 etc.).
So central wu- tin- pi one lung about the death of

Christ, that St Paul uloniilie- 'the gospel* with
the message about Christ crucified' (1 Co I 17 ).

The meaning of the term f

gospel' as used by
Jesus may now be summed up It seems to de-

scribe the message He taught concerning- () Hie
ffiihoih mis 1110 of Cod ; Jn the indusivene-'s arid

-|iiriuialu\ 01 ilu* Kingdom : and (c) God's, provision
for men * \lch\ci nntc from sin through His own
mediation This gospel was not only the theme of

His preaching, but was exemplified continually in

His manner of life. He revealed the Father by

His own attitude to men. He illustrated the spirit
of the Kingdom by seeking the lost. He mediated
the grace of God by His uiihparmg self-surrender
In particular, He accepted death upon the cross in
obedience to the Father's will, in older that thereby
the scattei ed sonb of God might be gathered again
to then Fathei (Jn II 52

)

4. We must return now to the distinction be-
tween 'preaching the gospel

3 and 'teaching.
5 Much

of the teaching of Jesus could not be directly
classed undei

' ' '

:

""
as sketched above It

was ethical , rested upon the gospel
as its foundation. It appealed ultimately to the
nature of God for its sanctions It was connected
with the Kingdom, being the legislation that be-
fitted such a Kingdom ot grace. Nevertheless it

was an ethical code, intended to guide those who
ha\

|

i:i-l\ accepted the gospel. The teaching
of It - - law-book of the Kingdom. The
gospel of Jesus is the manifesto of the Kingdom,
( \j-Li i Ming its nature and inviting all to become its

< IT i/iT'-.

This probably explains the M !- .* use of the
term '

gospel.
5 Wonderful as the teaching of Jesus

was, the gospel seemed still more marvellous. At
any rate, that gospel seemed o

*" " '

It had to be preached befoi e the \

could follow , and whilst points *

found between the teaching of Jesus and other
ethical systems, there was nothing m the woild
like the gospel of Jesus. And thus the term
*

gospel' was most frequently on the lips of the

Apostles ; and by a natural process it was extended
to cover the entire contents of their report of Jesiib,

including Hib teaching. All that the Apostles had
to tell about Jesus was called 'the gospel.' This

usage is reflected in Mk I
1
,
where the word refers

to the whole story of Jesus Christ.

5. Two points need a further reference. The
gospel brought by Jesus was not entirely new. It

had its roots in ;

* ' T : of Jesus
was in historic , \ .Lchinsr of

the prophets and M , law (Mi ~> ) J>ut

that earlie" ,,

"

'. . ,* faint light of dawn:
His words < i of noonday (Jn 812

)

Hitherto men had only heard rumours of varying
trustworthiness ; He brought official news that was
full and final Some keen-eyed spirits had caught
sight of the Fatherhood of God, as the Alps, m<iy be
seen from the terrace at Berne on a fine evening.
But Jesus led men into the heart of the mountains.
The hopes of the nation had hovered for centuries

i*ound a kingdom. But only Jesus disclosed the
true nature of the shining city^

of God. Prophets
had encouraged lonely exiles with the cry,

c Behold

your God cometh !

' But it was not until Jesus ap-

peared that one who waited for the consolation of

Israel could say,
* Mine eyes

have seen thy salva-

tion
'

(Lk 2SO
). The gospel preached by Jesus gave

full substance and final form to the faint and
tremulous hopes of centuries For this reason the

Sospel
must be the unchanging element in the

ht, 1 -

1
'

1 !' -
i Being 'news' about God and

the K ,' '-M.I i
1 annot change until they change.

A distinction has been dravm between the gospel which Jesus

preached and His ethical teaching. The Church'* teaching of

the Christian ethics must be a changing message It is the

application of the principles of Christ s teaching to present
circumstances. The Christian ethic of the last generation is

out of date in presence of to-dav's problems The Church must
study the ethical principles enunciated b\ Jesus, in order to

applv them to modern needs But whilst the Christian ethic

develops and is modified bv circumstances, the Christian gospel
cannot change Tt is good news about facts It must be stated

in modern phraseology that men may hear it in their own
tongue and understand it But it remains an '

Old, old Story*
I through all time If this distinction is remembered, it will ex-

! plain the confusion that is felt m modern times as to the

Church's true function All are agreed that this is to preach
the gospel But very different views are held as to what is

included under the term In particular, there is an increasing
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demand
"

<

* *
'st some maintain that the gospel

cannot conditions Probably the term
_ -

"
- 1 ^ i

'
'

vo senses As Jesus used it, 'the
, r

>- _ distinct from the Christian ethic,
i

- ' wor'.
" * "

. practised by the
Loid. But from Apostolic days . . term 'gospel* has
been used to cover the threefold f . u > : i" i JT J o

gospel, teaching
1 the ethic, and healm*. : i

~* >i - .<i

and more limited sense,
'

gospel
'

is simply the *
i

by Jesus. In its historical and broader sense, _

whole 'God-story' it includes the entire record of Jesus
Christ's life and work. Thus used, the term covers the ethic

that Jesus Christ taught, and the social service that lie prac-
tised. In this sense '

gospel
'

includes all ethical teaching and
social service that are in accordance with the mind of the
Master. It is open to question, however, \vhethei the Chuich
has not suffered loss by bioademng the reference of this woid.
Jesus used it to describe the 'good news' He brought to the

poor and the meek of the earth
,
and this

'

gospel
' must ever

be the foundation upon which the Church builds, though the
foundation is not to be confused with the fabric erected upon it

6 A brief space must be given to the considera-

tion of the gospel in the rest of NT in so far as it

is connected with Christ. In one sense this would
involve an exposition of many chapters of Acts
and of all the Epistles, for He is

' the head-stone of

the corner,
3 and the gospel is only

e

complete m
Him.' But all that can oe attempted is an indi-

cation of the place occupied by Christ in the

gospel as preached by the Apostolic Church.
When we pass from the Gospels to the Acts and

the Epistles, we are conscious at once of a change
of "l.ipi'Yuiiil In the Gospels, Christ's disciples
are ii L.M-M;) 01* learneis. They stand beside their

Master at 'the very centre of tiuth, and they try
to follow His gaze as it sweeps the horizon of the
love and the kingdom of God. In the Epistles
the relative positions are altered. The disciples
have become teachers ; but they do not stand by
their Master's side at the centre. Christ alone is

at the centre ; the disciples are on the cncum-
ference of the circle and are gazing at Him. Their
effoits are directed towards the Lord, whom they
would persuade everybody to know (Ac 238

,
1 Co

22). The Lamb is in the midst of the throne, and
those who have been gathered into the Kingdom of

God worship Him (Rev 56). The Apostles are

seeking to obey their Lord's i'M'i '!" to preach
the gospel to every creature

k
M '* hi

,
But their

interpretation of this command was to urge their
heaiers to believe on the Lord Jesus Christ

(Ac 1681
).

This identification of ' the gospel
' with Christ

Himself may be accounted for partly by the ex-

perience of the Apostles They went forth as
witnesses (Lk 2448), not as Mlmo^pliLi- They
had to tell what great things God had done for
their souls. They could do this only by talking of

Jesus. For He had become to them the mediator
of God's redeeming love (Mk 82t)

, Jn I41 ). They
could not he \\iuu^oi concerning repentance and
remission of sins without filling their lips with the
one c name given among men wherein we must be
saved '(Ac 412).
But another point must be considered. The

Apostles were commanded to *

preach the gospel.'
The instruction had a definite meaning because of
their Master's use of the words Jesus Christ

preached the gospel of the fatherly love of God,
establishing n Kingdom into vlmJi 11 men might
be ailmiuod. tunl Hoofrorod Mirn-cif a- Iheauthori-
tatno JJIOOL 01 thai lo\c (< f. Alk 1*2'' Jn S42), The
presence in the world of the Son of man, the
Messiah of prophecy, demonstrated God's love in

providing- fo- men's deepest needs. Now it is
evident rluu the crucifixion of Jesus shook such a
gospel to its foundations. If the life of the Messi-
anic Son of man ended with the cross, His speech
about God's failieilv love and a liwuonlv Kingdom
seemed worse i ha n idle talk. How < on Id the gospel
preached by J<-u- ->uivive 11 1^ death '

Only if

pe Himself survived His death. To rehabilitate

His gospel, His authority must- be rehabilitated.

This lesult was secured by ihe resu/ rection of

Jesus and by His ascension. "W lien they had seen

Him alive after his passion,' Hib disciples were

prepared to go and '

preach the gospel to every
creatuie

'

(
Ac I s

}.

But it is evident also that the.se events them-
selves had profound importance. They did moie
than lehabilitate the authority of Jesus . they
brought His own significance for the gospel into

clear relief. Such unique events set the person-
ahtv of Jesus in the heart of the gospel, investing
Him with peculiar impniLi'iu (Ac a33 '-*8 313 '2& 5ai

,

1 Jn I 1 "3
,
Ko I

4
,

1 T 1 ", Uthough they could

not lealize at once all that was involved in such

events, the Apostles were compelled to take a
new attitude to Jesus, and to adopt a fiewh theory
of His person. He had been their Master now
He becomes c the Lord ' The primitive Christian

community used the teim before it way able to

construct an adequate Chustology. But it
'
called

Jesus "the Lord" because He had sacrificed His
life for it, and because its members were convinced
that He had been laised fiom the dead and was
then sitting on the right hand of God '

(Harnack)
The significance of Jesus was decided religiously,

though not
,
at once From the

first, Jesus C eligious value of God.
Men were exhorted to VN^ n Him (Ac 238

),

The final expression of the Apostolic meditation

upon the person of the Loid was given by John
(Jn I 1"18

) But in Apostolic llmim 1
!! llio gospel

could never be preached apart IK mi , I OMI- Christ,
nor could the significance of Jesus Christ be under-
stood apart from the gospel. In Him God's le-

demptive purposes and the sinner's acceptance of

them may meet. Thus He is the central figuie in

history (Col I 15
'19

) He is at once the Saviour

appointed by the Father (Ac 223ff
,
Bo I3 325

, Gal 44)

and the Jlecul of the redeemed race (1 Co 1522
-45

,

Gal 32b, Eph I
22

).

But thi^ conception of the person of Jesus gave
a deeper meaning to the gieat events in His ex-

perience which had so affected His disciples. It

may be said that the events and the person reacted

upon one another. Such events
glorified the

person; the glorified person !- j*ii. ilu- -,/"ifi-
cance of the events. Atthefi . , ( u i\: i of
Jesus was looked upon as the wicked act of the

Jews, which God had frustrated and even turned
to His own glory by raising Jesus from the dead
(Ac 223 - 24 31415 410 530

) The Resurrection was
accepted at once as a proof of D" ^.,1-

*
:

ji (I.e.)

The Ascension not
only;

sealed s

j-
': -M' Jesus

Christ's Messianic dignity, but also exalted Him
to a place of sovoicigniv over the world (Ac 28a

316.21 412 531). TCm fimhcr reflexion H|M.'I f
invested these unique events with M I.IVK*'
- ig 1 1 1 Pi oa M < ** His Death is the means where oy aj i

men may ho forgiven and may be reconciled to
God a sacrifice for the sins of the world (Bo 325

,

2 Co 520- 21
,
1 P I 19

, 1 Jn 17 22
) His Resurrection is

the earnest of the new life into which all those are
introduced who are born anew by faith in Him
(Ro 64, 1 Jn 32- s

). He is the first-fruit* of them
that sleep : His Resurrection involves the resurrec-
tion to eternal life of all in whom He lives (1 Th
413-510

, 1 Co 15). His Ascension is the pledge of
the glorification of all who are united to Him (Ro
829 t0

9 ph 320 81).

This aspect of the gospel is reflected in the

Apostolic preaching The Apostles
<

preached
Christ' (1 Co I23). All the sermons in the early
chapters of Acts are full of Christ. The Epistles
identify the gospel ^ith Him (Ro I 16

). In par-
ticular, the preaching dwelt upon His Crucifixion,
His Resuirectiori, arid His Ascension, though the
same * mind ' was discerned in the whole story of the
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Incarnation (Ph 25
). It should be lemembered

that all this lefeience to ' Christ and him cruel-

tied
'

as 'the gospel/ is shot thiough and through
with Jesus Christ's own message of the love of God
in

'"' "
kingdom Although the gospel

as , x by the Apostles assumed a new
aspect, becoming a message about Christ who died
and rose and ascended to the Father's right hand,
this was not intended to divert attention from the
"<

*

i \ "!
re of God and the Kingdom into which

li" ''

. men. But it was only through this

message about Christ that such a gospel could be
orleiecl authoritatively to the world Moreover,

seen in its true glory only when
the medium of Christ's Death and

I

1

.id Ascension. Without the intei-

pretation of these events, God's fatherly love was
a vague dream, and the heavenly Kingdom was an

impossible ideal (1 Jn 49 - 10
, Eph 212 '18

,
1 P 24'10

).

Thus Wellhausen, IJGS
, p. 386, declares that St.

Paul's especial work was to transform the gospel
of the Kingdom into tl

*

-f Jesus Christ, so

that the gospel is no
j

1
' 11

!'
1

' x "f "^ne

coming ot the Kmgdo actual luinlment

by Jesus Christ In his view, accordingly, re-

demption fiom something in the future has become
something which has already happened and is now
present. He lays far more emphasis on faith than

" 7

.

' '

the sense of future bliss in
! ^ """

. vanquishes
on earth.

The presence of Cfinst among men is unceasingly
emphasized as the supreme pioof of the love of

the heavenly Fathei (Gal I
3 '3 4G \ I Co I

9
, Eo 324

11*-*, 1 <in 4y
, I P I 3 etc.). 'The kingdom' is

mentioned ."i
(.,

",\ as the objective of Christian
effort (Ac

-
1 !-- in

'

2025 2823 - 31
,
Eo U17

,
1 Co 4 6

1524 50
, Gal 521

, Eph 58
, Col I

13 411
,

1 Th 212
,
2 Th I5

,

2 Ti 41 - 18
,
Heb 1228

,
Ja 25

,
2 P I

11
, Eev I9 12*>) ; and

the ideas of Jesus about the Kingdom aie woven
into the texture of Apostolic preaching. But the

primary interest of the \\ -Hi - v/as to preach the
'

e Kingdom ;
.".-i >..' meant the pro-

. Jesus Christ as the Divinely appointed
Saviour, through whom all men may share the

pm ilexes of sonship with God.

Finally, it may be pointed out that although the
term '

gospel
'

already in Apostolic times was used
in the broader sense with which we are familiar,

yet the NT does
*

'ie gospel, as a glad
message of life a , ; , ; ; everybody is urged
to accept at once, from the <. '! j'T ,! 'mi.: that
the converts must obey. The 'gospel' is news
about God and the Kingdom, which is maintained
as true against the older conceptions enshrined in

Judaism. The writer to the Hebrews emphasizes
the Christian gospel as the fulfilment of the types
of the Old Covenant. St. Paul, who was dogged
by Judaizers, fought to keep the Christian gospel
free from the trammels of Judaic sacrament-
arianism. The NT writer* pi each the gospel as
a message of transcendent importance and of gieat
jo

1
" "

But they do not rest content
w good new- St. Paul spoke of
a i .

' which could be taught only to
the spiritual (1 Co 2). And most of the Epistles
are attempts to expjain that 'wisdom/ and to

enforce obedience to it, on those who had already
become Christians by accepting the gospel.

- Hastings* D7?, artt
and on Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
to Romans and Coiintlntint. , Commentaries on the Gospels bv
C. ] x, 0) i<l 1*1 j i r W, ^"<r J.M.I -n TJT >* ' r<

'Gospel,'
* Jesus Christ,'

ke, and John, and Hpistles

f,r 'I , \l>< - ..(! C' ( i r -

,/

!> >i.n //, H /

to Ape-
1

,

IJr :>.,

',*>!*
,'
Jliir.' -\ li/M' Tf'M

//'/ <i .\ / '// /' - . Ho- !'

V V / / ' / '/, '/'/ I n
M,'ir".ack- a-.<l UL \-i'riiaa, <

Weizsacker, The Apostolic Age; Brace, Paul's Conception of
Christianity , Commentanes on Acts and Epistles For o-eneral
refeience

" -
1 r' -

nst of ^L&toty and of Expfuence ;Nevvman *
. / JBthtea; Bnggs, tfew Light on the

Lije oj Jetus. J. EDWAED EGBERTS

GOSPELS. The canonical Gospels (including'' " '
'"

Problem) are fully discussed in
1

1 ^
S(> that the scope of this article

does not nocev^uih include moie than the subjects
indicated in the tollowmg outline .

1 Definition of the term '

Gospels
'

2 vT
i^i '. >< i.j' 1

'

Gospels, oral or written, into being
3. i'i -,i r 1 'o-ioraltow'^ r-

4 Liteiary use of the term *, p- , .

5 Source of St. Paul's knowledge ot the Gospel stoiy
6 Evidence of the existence of Gospels, oial or "written,

when St Paul \\iote.
7 A Gospel is not a Lije of Christ
8. NT use of the term '

Gospel
'

in the sense of a written
document

9. Principle which guided the Chmch in her selection of
Gospel material

10 Relation between the canonical Gospels and recent
literary discoveries

11. Discussion of the evidence from Papias as to an original
Hebr

"

12. Other bearing on an original Hebrew
Gospel.

13. A possible theory of the Synoptic Gospels

1. The word e

Gospels
'
in Christian terminology,

and as (Mnplouvl in this aiticle, signifies accounts
of the c.mhl\ life of our Lord Jesus Christ, of His
manifestation in the historical sphere, narratives
of His words and works, it being !

;

'

s'

whether such narratives weie delivere* ^
mouth or committed to writing.

The teim &vu,yyixia, occurs for the first time, in extant Chris-
tian literature, in the well-known passage in Justin Martyr'sr ' *

c. 66, wheiehe lefeis to it as being the usual
<! _ the Memoirs of the Apostles, ol yo.p KtccrroKoi

h vois ytvofAtv&t? VT' oturuy KTO{/,vv]ju,QVi>fltoc.criv , xetX7iratt tvotyyiXtot,,

% -.x Justin's language heie certainly implies that, when he
wrote, the term '

Gospels
' was in common use m the Christian

Church The * ruv ot-a-otrro^av (c. 67) IS

intended only at* a ueaunpuou, mieiijgiule to heathen readers,
of the nature and authority of the svetyyi^tee,.

2. The first question that presents itself is,

What was ^t that called Gospels into being ? The
answer is to be found 111 that characteristic of

Chiistianity by which it is distinguished from all

othei religions, viz
, that it concerns the relation

of mankind to a Person, not the relation
^of

man-
kind to a new system of mo .

"*

'iT . -V
Jesus Christ was, of course, a ,

i< . . .' \

the greatest moral teacher of mankind j yet the
Christian consciousness has always felt that what
Jesus was, and did, and suffered, has an import-
ance and significance ',

'

'i f"1i' that which
He taught. Christian s

. \ . . from and

(\'j-t riilrn 1.
1
'I'll the Person of Jesus the Son of

(MM i.i.n iK-u-i in time. If it be permissible to

use in this connexion the Tnolaphoi in which the
Nicene Creed endeavours to -01 tonh the relation

of the Second Person of the Trinity to the First,
the ethical teaching of Christ is light generated
from light. It is not that Jesus Christ is important
and significant to the historian as the originator
ariii I'lui H l^v'o 1 of a singularly lofty code of

!>)!, \\- !',! i-tlier that in the days of Csesar

Augustus, 'the eternal life which was with, the

Father was manifested unto us
'

(1 Jn I2) ; and from
that life so manifested certain new commandments
of lovo resulted as a necessary consequence, and
'old commandments which we had fiom the begin-

ning (2
7
) aw oke into new life, and put on a strength.

M hich they had not had before.

.Nothing, peihaps, more clearly proves the truth,

or what has been just said as to the importance
in ihe Christian system of the personal jhis^^of
Jo-us, than the fact that His, human j^ri^ift and -His

ion ih are treated in the Gospel narra^Lfe r
as Jmvmg

a -ignificance outweigMn^ all else. Iiit the ease of
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all other great men, birth and death, which are
unrversal and rnevrtable, have for the most part

only .

* ""

nportance But in Apostolic
refer of Jesus Christ His human
ancestry is co-ordinated with His resurrection,

eg Ro I
1 "4 * the gospel of God . . . concernrng

his Son, who was born of the seed of David . .,

who was declared to be the Son of God ... by the

resurrection of the dead '

; and 2 Ti 28 'Remember
Jesus Christ, risen from the dead, of the seed of

David, according to my gospe
1 '

\ \ .

" 1- ~" x

of the Lordship of Jesus, and
fact of His resurrection, are declared to have savrng
efficacy (Ro 109

)
It is evident, therefore, that a

narratrve of the main facts in the histoiy of Jesus
must have been from the very first the toundatron
or framework of the preaching of those who propa-
gated His roll;L>i"n TV^e preachers n

'

for the way o: -,i I \.UIOM, not with a
the Saviour's gracious words, but with ' truth em-
bodied in a tale

'

:
e Believe on the Lord Jesus and

thou shalt be saved' (Ac 1631
) A little considera-

tion will make rt clear that a proclaiming of

the resurrection of One who had been slain entails

of necessity an account of who and what manner of

man He was, and why He was put to death.
From indications scattered through the Book of

the Acts, "T T^ 1^-* ^v 4"
r,n evangelic narrative

described .1. - i* - C\ i in Ili-C lineage, char-

acter, and i" \ , i :-)us

Messianic piophecy as hitherto accepted ; while
the fact that He had suffered, and died, and been
raised the third day, was shown to reveal the
Messianic chai acter of passages of the OT which
had not been hitherto clearly understood. The
Resurrection, again, was declared to constitute an
authentication by God Himself of t

1 "* J
" f

Jesus that He would come agam to i

and the dead; and salvation fron
the judgment to come was offered on the conditions
of icpoiitjuic-' followed by baptism into the name
of J esus. 1 his is the barest outline of the main
featmes in the first Chnstia^ -i i

1

: T ?

accomplishment in Jesus of all , I -r

in the Christ , His death and resurrection iJlumi-

nating the dark places of prophecy, and proving the
truth of His own claims ; judgment ; repentance ;

baptism.
It is scarcely necessary to add that these facts

or requirements would be 'commended to every
man's conscience' (2 Co 42

) by examples of the

wisdom, -il
1
"! 1

! v and beauty of the Saviour's
moral an '

-p , \ teaching Of this we have an
example in St. Paul's speech at Miletus (Ac 2035

).

In this case the audience was composed of Chris-
tian elders ; and it may be that a true instinct led
tho(M'l\ pie.uVr- in <uldiessmg the unconverted,
tod\\>H on i lie \\ o<-i,n Vi than on the Beatitudes.
However this may be, the meagre seimon sketches
contained m the Book of the Acts do not enable us
to make a positive statement as to what the

preachers said, beyond what is indicated in the
outline given above.

3. We may say, then, that it was the needs of
the Christian Church in her natural expansion that
first called Gospels into existence. The language
of St. Luke (I

1
*) confirms what we might have

otVi n-< f 'ii ^o-l ;i - to the history of the transition

I
'' ''

'''.'"[
''''''' ' narratives. Those who had

been privileged to be e

eye-witnesses and ministers
of the word' * delivered* (Trap^Soa-a^) to others
what they deemed essential in what they had seen
and heard in the course of their attendance on their
Master, and f

many
'

of their hearers ' took m hand
to draw up narratives* (&vard%a<r6a,t o^y^o-w). It

may be remarked in passing that St. Paul, who
always claimed an authoritative knowledge of the
capital events of the Evangelic history, uses the

word irapaSi86vo,t of his own communications to his

converts (1 Co 11- a3
15*, 2 Tli 2]5 3b

).

It is impossible to say how eaily the necessity
foi written Gospels arose. The expansion of the

Chinch beyond Judaea began pObSiV \ -i
1

**,,*;.
aftei the Pentecostal uiil

|
M>ILH -in of; - Ii- \ ^

it certainly was in op< :, ,!<'! ui i the martyrdom
o Stephen (Ac II 19

)
The numbei of those who

could be reckoned as
'

eye-witnebses and miniHteis

of the word ' cannot have been very great Even if

we make the large assumption that every one of

the 120 persons \\lio were gathered together for

the election of Matthias (Ac I 15
), or ot the 500

brethren to whom the Lord appeared (1 Co 15 (>

),

could be so described, and that they were all sub-

sequently engaged m active '.'!. - work, yet
the labour of spreadrng the i i

,
ven within

the limits of Palestine, would have soon outgrown
their power to cope with it As far as the original
witnesses were conceined, their memory would
enable them to tell all that was necessary of the
Saviour's life, even as much as is contained in the

longest of our present Gospels Indeed, there can
be no doubt that from constant, perhaps daily, re-

petition of some portion of the stoiy, the recollec-

tron of the whole would soon assume a ster eotyped
form. But as the number of ox-m^t'li-i- who had
not 'known Christ after the liesh multiplied m
every direction, it would veiy soon become impos-
sible for the original witnesses even to instruct all

those who were to teach others. To meet this im-

perative and growing need the instruction of

preachers was, we may well believe, one of the

objects with which the narratives alluded to by
St. Luke in his preface were first drawn up. It is

natural to suppose that at first such narratives
were used to refresh the memory of ' n \

*<.:

*
-

afterwards, when the first ironoiJUm' '-i . v. -

had quite passed away, the
*

be op-Mi1\ ie,nl as being the
of M!MI i lie

uiijginal
witnesses had seen and heard.

Dr Salmon is of opinion that even before the
Crucifixion some of our Lord's discourses, or por-
tions of them, had been committed to writing.
Without going so far as this, it i- star col \- open to

reasonable doubt that written (to-^pcK ot --ome sort
were m circulation well within the period covered

by the Acts of the Apostles. In order the better
to see this, we shall examine the evidence .supplied
by the Epistles of St. Paul. His wntingH, from
their extent and the comparatrve certarnty with
which they can be dated, afford the most satisfac-

tory grounds on which to base a conclusion.
4. It is obvrous that the question when the word

etiayytXiov was first used in the sense in which we
use it when we speak of the c

Gospel according to

St. Matthew,' is cjuite distrnct from the question as
to when such written narratives first appeared and
recervecl any degree of public i < T
first

step towards what may be c; < i

j

use of the term etayy&Lov rs to be found rn passages
where the word is used, not of the 'good news'
itself, but in the sense of someone's presentation
of it.

1, Th I5
" "

unto you in word only
*

2 Th 214 - ,0 salvation] through our gospel.
1

Gal in jLjtie gospel wmcn was preached by me ... is not
after man T

Gal 22 I laid before them the gospel which I preach among
the Gentiles

'

Bo 21(3 'God shall 'udirc tl'c -con i- of men, according to my
gospel, by Jon 4, f In-i'-r

'

1 Co 15^ *
I make known unto you . . . the gospel which I

l-rc.'K -ltd unio you . . in what words I preached it
i no Ai'i

'

2 Ti >s ' KompinlMM Jesus Christ, risen from the dead, of the
seed of David, according to my gospel

'

In these instances, certainly in most of them,
the word *

gospel
J means not so much St. Paul's

manner or method of presenting the good news of
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salvation to his hearers, as the actual substance of

what he said. It is true that the substance of what
any pieacher of (h*. ;_;o-|iol v uiild say would include
nioie than a ji.n MTH- \\i t lio.u comment, such as is

one of the Synoptic Gospels , yet St. Paul's gospel
evidently did contain some meiely historical mattei.
This point will come up foi consideiation latei.

Heie it is sufficient to say that the above instance^
of St. Paul's use of the woid 'gospel' as meaning
the substance of his < iMi^<

ru pleaching, would
natuially suggest the jq^iiu nn of the term to a
narrative <MIUMI'\ n\^ all that it \\as necessary to

know of IIio h:<' m Jesus Christ as a means of

salvation So much was, no doubt, claimed by
their compileis for the shoit nairatives which St
Luke's Gospel was intended to supersede ; much
moie may it be claimed foi any one of the foui

Gospels which have come down to us.

5 An uiteics-ting question now arises, What
was the content of the Gospel presented Tjy St Paul
to the Churches which he evangelized? and iihat
was its relation to our existing Gospels, or any of
them ? L <>',/> o be unnecessary to remark that
in an i- M i

'

, "-of the Pauline Epistles for the

purpose of this question, any infeience drawn from
silence is peculiarly precarious It is as unreason-
able to expect to find Gospel material in St. Paul's
letters as it would be to find it m the letters of a

pastor or bishop of our own day. Paradoxical as
it may at first seem, it is probably none the
less true that the Churches to which St, Paul wrote
had a more intimate and living acquaintance with
the facts of the Gospel history than is usual with
Chustians in our ov*n day. Eveiy member of
those Churches had been recently conveited from
either heathenism or Judaism. Consequently the
inteiest they felt in their : "*;-; '!

'

faith was
fresh and fib^oibinu; an-i v ^l

1 " '' writes as

though the mam f.-ict^ of the Gospel history weie
familiar to his leaders. He is able to appeal in

the most natural way to their kno^led^e of the
character of Jesus, eg Ho 15J ' Christ pleased
not himself

*

; 2 Co S9 c

Though he was rich, yet for

your sakes he became poor
*

; and 2 Co 101 {

'l . . .

intreat you by the meekness (5t& TTJS 7rpai)T??ro$)

and oenilene^ of Christ
'

It would doubtless be

impossible to prove that St. Paul had in mind re-

corded sentiments of Christ similar to, or identical

with,
{ The Son of Man came not to be ministered

unto, but to minister' (Mt 2028
) ; 'The Son of Man

hath not where to lay his head '

(Mt 820
,
Lk 958) ;

<
I

am meek (Trpatis) and loivl\- in hum *

'Mt II29
). But

it maybe safely afnimoii Mini tlieio was in those
to whom St. Paul wrote a KM"* 1 V"!_c <-f i^'-eds and
words of Christ that made ii \i - ""

- appeal
intelligible

What then was the source of St PauVs knowledge
of the Gospel narrative? To many, peihaps mo^-l,
Christians this question may appear superfluous,
in view of the Apostle's own explicit statements :

Gal I 11 'The gospel which was preached by me
. . . came to me through revelation of Jesus

Christ,' and 1 Co II 23 '
I received of the Lord

that which also I delivered unto you.' Even if we
grant, what is likely enough, that the

;
.-. .i^o

from Galatians refers to St Paul's M\IIIMI<

doctrines, yet his language to the Corinthians
seems to imply that his knowledge of an ob-

jective historical ciicun^tance came to him in a
miraculous manner. The present writer has no
desire to minimize the miraculous element in the

,

NT narrative, or to call in question the reality of ,

St Paul's visions ; but in this case an explanation
can be given of the expression

*
I received of the

Lord ' which will both satisfy the requirements of

St. Paul's !
4

! i .

""

flso take the matter out
of the regJf-i

- visions, and so render
,

the statement Historically intelligible and verifi- ,

able.^
The question is, What would one of St.

Paul's contemporary fellow-Christians have undei-
stoocl by

*

I leceived of the Lord' ? The answer is

supplied by paiallel phrases in the Book of the
Acts, and by ^ hat we leain from that book and
other souices as to the ministry of prophets in the
Apostolic Chinch. When we lead (Ac 132

), 'The
Holy Ghost said, Separate me Barnabas and Saul '

etc., and again, (16
7

) 'The Spirit of Jesus suffered
them not,' it is natural to ask, How did the Holy
Ghost speak' and how did the Spirit of Jesus
control the movements of St. Paul and his com-
pany? It was through the utterance of an ac-
credited prophet, or number of i.M^.ia (^ m either
case This is placed beyond UOU'H .n j n instance
given later (21

11
), where a prophet, Agabus, begins

Ins prediction with, Thus saith the Holy Ghost '

(cf. 2088 ' The Holy Ghost testifieth unto me in

eveiy city ') We see, then, that Ac 132 means that
the separation of Paul and Bainabas was in conse-

quence of an utterance of the prophets, or one of

them, who aie mentioned in the pievious verse ;

while in 167 it \\as an utterance of Silas (see 1582
),

if not of Paul himself (see A c 131
,

1 Co 1437 ), that
forbade the missionaries to cross the fiontier of

Bithyma.
We are now enabled to understand '

I received
of the Lord' (1 Co II 23

) m the same sense as we
interpret 'The Spirit of Jesus suffered them not.'
St Paul did not really mean that his knowledge
of the Gospel history had been acquired without
human inteivention, nor can he have intended his
readers so to understand him. What he meant to

convey was that he was convinced that the evan-

gelist, or the souice whence he derived his informa-
tion, was indeed inspired by the Spirit of Jesus

The alternative e'sangelist, or source has been purposely
suggested, in older to leave it an open question, as, indeed,
with our scanty information it must remain, whether St Paul
derived his knowledge of our Lord's life from oral teaching or
from a written document At the time of his conversion there
was a Christian community of &o < I; i

and it is probable m the highest 'I _ n . , / \

had the advantage of hearing
"

ne of
those who had compamed with On
the other hand, St. Paul's own con-
ferred not with flesh and blood . T - .-' Arabia,*
&uggests a retirement for solitary stu * i * < prayer.
There does not seem any extreme i r i

- ipposmg
that even at that early date there was m circulation a Gospel
narrative m Aramaic, or even in Greek In any case, it is un-
reasonable to question that Saul the persecutor needed some
instruction or *tudy before he could ^proclaim Jesus, that he
1-5 ihc bon 01 (od '

It cannot be denied, however, that the language of the

heavenly vision (Ac 2614),
*
It is hard for thee to kick against

the goad \>
'\' -

i

'

n.iturally to a long
1

previous struggle
between / . 1

-
i > and trained and the strange attrac-

tiveness "of "Jesus of Nazareth, whose glorious deeds and
ufi"" ' n- u ;ri- irfn 1 .v e become known to the young Pharisee
\\1 < s hi 11n nn,\L' i-i Jerusalem from Tarsus For him the

gospel was a thing to which he could not be indifferent It

was either an execrable heresy or the only way of salvation.

All that he had learnt from man urged him to < ru-h 't liki i

vice of blood, upon the threshold of the mind '

(/// .V '/</* ni/ii

m), the pie\enting grace of God bade him 'embrace it as
hisriatinal good

'

All that we can certainly state with reganrd to

the Gospel story known to St. Paul, however he

acquired his knowledge, is that his allusions to it,

direct and indirect,
'

proceed/ to use Paley's phrase
(Evidences, i. 7), 'upon the general story which
om ^iTiplmo* contain' ; while it certainly was not
iiLcniu'Hl \\irh any of the four we IKTVS po-fc-cs-s.

This latter point is proved by the enumeiation in

1 Co 1,5 of the appearances of the risen Lord. Of
The five appearances thoie mentioned, two, namely
that to James and that to 500 brethren, are not
mentioned in the canonical Gospels. It is to be

rioted, as possibly significant, that the appearance
to James was recorded in the Gospel according to

the Hebrews (Jerome, de Vir. dlustr. c. 2)

6. Tt would be irrelevant to the purposes of this

article to call attention to any correspondences
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between the Pauline Epistles and our present
Gospels othei than those that are historical or

literary It would lead us too far afield to discuss

St. Paul's Chiistology, and to inquire how far it

was "based on extant recorded statements of Jesus
about Himself, how far on OT and subsequent
Messianic conceptions, and how far on what we
may for convenience call the Johannme theology,
which, as distinct from its Johannine expiession,
seems to have existed m the Church from the be-

ginning.
The faithfulness of God to His promise that the Christ

should be not only of the seed of Abiaham, but also of the
"

T) I, is as markedly emphasized by St Paul as it is

. ,

^
* Ro 158 Christ hath been made a minister of

the circumcision for the truth of God, that he might confirm
i-u. -, . , -,.__..,, -T^Q jjkg fathers',

" ' " ^
f

/ - ,,-' ; Eol-*'Bornof
ing to the flesh' , 2 Ti 28 0f the see ! :>

my gospel."
There is no explicit reference

to_
the Virgin-bath in the

Pauline Epistles. The *
,

- ~DOHI of a woman* (Gal 44)
1

" ' "
k> the f01mer probably, the
of the woman '

(Gn 3!5)
bution of the Lord's Supper, which

St Paul * received of the Lord '

(1 Co II23 25
),

alludes to the

betrayal of the Lord Jesus, and otherwise approximates most

closely to that given by St Luk<
*

, ,

* ' econd
edition of his Gospel revised his . < . , , i

' with
information received from St. Paul In the previous chapter
(1 Co 1016) and in 14*6 we have allusions to the words of institu-

tion which have always been used in the blessing of the bread
and wine

St Paul's references to the death of Christ are for the most

part doctrinal, not historical. He insists on. its voluntary chai-

acter * c

TT- r . i 'ii .
? f<\ our sins' (Gal 14, cf 220, Eph 52 as,

Tit 214) r ." %IO i'J n. it -
US) extant only m Mt 2Q28 'The Son

of man came . to give his life a ransom for many,' seem to

underlie these passages, as well as those in which the death of

Jesus is spoken of as an atonement or ransom (Gal 313,
Ro 325

,

1 Co 15-*, 1 Ti 26, Tit 214) Of course the sacrificial aspect of

Christ's death is also strongly emphasized in His own words
'

j. '\Q Supper.
i j- be o^a-nlvftflfimncd +Tia*OolS13 'Even as

J

t ">!" 1
*

cm, so .1 -o 'lo \ o
s
cr 1 p 1

) I '-, was suggested
-

*

Father, forgive them '(Lk2334), for the verb
is different, Lk having a^/cu, Col. and Eph. %,otpj%o/*eti Nor
can we base any argument on the statement m 1 Th 2*5, that
'the Jews killed the Lord Jesus* (see Ac 3"15) There remains
<

" "

-i t 'f

1 "
-i 1 Ti 6*3

< Christ Jesus, who before
]' .<',, - i good confession' Our Lord's

answer, 'Thou sayest'fr.e. *ycs'], to Pilate's question,
* Artthou

the king of the Jews?' which is the only confession before
T

- '

I 55, -, "G . * i

*

* satisfies,
i h '

i
-

i
-

I

'
I - solemn

adjuration.m
i

"" !*>>' T, ^us before Pilate of the nature of His
Ki '

,
i . s II s come for the sole purpose of bearing

witness unto the truth, which is recorded in the Fourth Gospel,
is indeed a '

good confession
'

; and we must remember that

although St John did not commit his Gospel to writing until

long after the death of St Paul, yet, unless
to assert that it is a work of fiction, it seems
question that the circumstances recorded in it, or some of them,
were known to St Paul. The omission in the Synoptic Gospels
of the substance of 'the good confession' of which we are

speaking 13 not more remarkable than their silence as to the
appearances of the risen Lord to James and to *

500 brethren
at once '

IVs- ng 0,1 no A to collisions by St. Paul to the moral and
^> in il vachi \j-)' Jo- 1-. thcie are only t\\oe\-ph<?ic inferences
to sayings found in o r pu*j-r Gospels Those are (1) 1 Co
7*0 *But unto the nu.rn> d 1 ^ri\o charge, yea not I, but the
Lord, That the wife depart not from her husband (but and if she
(L'>-iM, l^u hi r rcniiri . nmurncd, or else be reconciled to her
h i- j.ui 1) a'<d > h,n ! ] 'iLi-litim] 1* ,m> not his wife ' Our Lord's
fru.i.il i-t')

1 ii, LO-i or rl loivc- i- f.Mid in all three Synoptics;
IHK t,i< pi oil bi ion of d'\oicj or ]j< r husband by a wife, of
which, or its equualen*, St Pan! h-rc o ^i1\ ^L'.iU i- '\> i i-l

only m Mk 10" Ii i-, con -'i\ 4ib.o inn -he p*-<,| K.iori \ : ,

7
' M a- "I

T \. either as unm^e^a'- M.rh di\ovv
1

' '
-i I '*r I , or asimplvrlui oui Toui , *lo.>'i rii on

i .JT ,. i- speaking, i- Li,di-., I -j hit. (2)lCo<"i4 The Lord ordained that they whioh proclaim the gospel should
1i\ * of ,h" ->>p, T

' The reference is to ' The labourer is \\orth}
of i

- t )->'! Oil 1 "), or, more probablv, to the form pr^senort
!>' x Lmco (l'"7) m which 'hire' is subslituDed for 'tood'
That the reference is to the latter form is almost CLrDain from
the fact that the saving is given in 1 Tt 5*3 evaetlx- as in Lk 10?
The natural sense of 1 Ti 513 is that the sa\mg m question \%as

already 'Scripture 'in the same sense as was the quotation from
Dt. with which it is coupled This view does not involve the
assumption that St. Luke's Gospel was then not onl} m circula-
tion but also received as authoritative bj the Church

, it merelv
athrms that the saying was contained in some authoritative
narrative of the life of Jesus, or some collection of His savings
The passages which speak of Christ as Judge at the Last Day

(Ro 216 i Co 4S, 2 Co 510), by angels (1 Th 4",
2 Th 17), and executing His (1 Co &*

,
2 Th IB) ,

and that which states, as matter of common knowledge, that
' the saints shall judge the world '

(1 Co 6'-), can none of them be

necessarily referred to the words and parables of Chn&t in the

Gospels, which affirm the same things, inasmuch as these

(>'!., to
1

,. were part of the current Messianic
r

1

, , Md be derived from Dn 7 Theie are,

however, cannot be referied to that source .

(1) that the coming of Christ to judge would be heralded by
the sound of a tiumpet (1 Th 4i&, 1 Co 15^2), and (2) that it

would be sudden and unlocked for (1 Th 52
) The wording of

this latter passage is lemarkable, 'Yourselves know perfectly
that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night

' The
igment trumpet
shapter we have
nd unsuspected

attack
There are, m conclusion, a numbei of passages m which it la

.'
" "' J *

i refeiences to recoided sayings of Christ

(asroSors) to all their dues,' etc. See Mt 22^1,

,
Bender unto Csesar,' etc (aT^arfi).

Gal 5i4
,
Ro 139 'Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself,'

quoted as a summaiy of the second table of the Law See Mt

-i 1
,- uul in the Lord Jesus, that

-
I T ", teaching in

Eo 14W <i know, and

nothing is unclean of i

Mt 1511 , more distinctly
Eo 1619

'
I would have you wise (erotpoue) unto that which is

good, and simple (a,zepct,J6v$') unto that which is evil.' See Mt
Iflib 'Be ve therefoie wise (gpoviftot) as seipents, and harmless
(oLzipotiot') as doves.'

1 Co ("
"* * '

,iousness,
' Why not rather take

wrong, i30 4
0, Lk 62y *o

1 Co 71
'

It is good for a man not to touch a woman '

This

private opinion, or pi eferred sentiment, of St Paul's, is in

agreement with that remarkable saying preserved only by St.

Matthew (1012), 'There are eunuchs, which made themselves
eunuchs for the kingdom of hoaven's sake He that IB able to
receive it, lot him receive it

" The caution with which our Loid
prefaces this saying,

'

Ail men cannot receiv e this saying, but
they to whom it is given,' finds also an echo in St Paul's con-
clusion :

' Howbeit each man hath his own gift from God,' etc.
1 Cc r ~~

T 1 . j> * cd- . i intrusted to me '

Sec Lk 1242

'Who Hi- -
i c is '" M \- -so steward 9 '

etc.

1 Co '.>-' 1 1 I i m .jl- ! I'M -o as to remove mountains.' See
MtlT* Ji * -Ic Li-

1
-

Coll-' I IK E -i( n i i \\j* preached in all creation'

(!v <ru.(rvi xTta-stf jsee Mk !"> PU..CII the gospel to the whole
Cieation' (JTOT? r% xrtersi}

The meagreness of historical material contained
in these references to Jesus, His acts and sayings,
which are to be found in the Epistles of St. Paul,
will cease to surprise us when we compare them
with the baldness of the Creeds of the Church,
even of the Constantmopolitan.

7. The truth is that we have been hitherto mis-
led by the ' Lives of Christ ' which have from time
to time appeared The assumption that underlies
an attempt to write the Life of any one is that it is

possible to give an account not only of his birth
and death, but to arrange in some orderly chrono-

logical sequence the movements of his life, using
the term * movement 9

in its mosi ooinjneliCM-ivo
signification This it is well nigh nnpo- il>], iu <!<

m the case of our Lord's earthly ministry. Between
the age of ^twelve years and His death the only
events v.li'<-i >o<f -\ M <\\\ ,nii"\,r- .i-c, His baptism
by John die I o 1

|
/t .1:101 1 .j i! i u ( i , ,nsliguration.

It is triso i i,.i . ic 1 OUMJ) (>
j.i-1

j M'jes the Pass-
overs which took place during our Lord's ministry ;

but it cannot be said that any of the attempts to

arrange the circumstances and discourses recorded
in the Synoptics so as to fit in with St. John's notes
of time have been such as to compel belief. More-
over, although conclusions based on internal evi-
dence must always be more or less precarious, yet
there are instances of sayings of Jesus which have
an early place in th ^xrnpm record, but which
from their tone it is * iili"< nil 10 assign to an early
stage of our Lord's ministry.A Gospel, in fact, is not a biography. What are
of saving efficacy in the events of our Lord's life
are His birth, death, and resurrection. The fact
that ' He went about doing good, and healing all
that were oppressed of the devil" (Ac 10 8

), and
that His example and His moral and spiritual dis-
courses threw a new light on the relations of men
to God and to one another, this too is of great im-
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poitance; but there is not any ;

,

*

.

*

*_ r
< .

"

whatevei in the order m which' this or that miracle
was performed, 01 this 01 that discourse spoken.
It is not likely that the Apostolic preacheis d\velt

moie on the histoiical sequence of the woiks and
words of Jesus than do those in modern times ; and
m consequence, speaking generally, such sequence
would be . even by original witnesses.
The event ie memorable day might be
lemembeied and lepeated exactly in the order in

which they had occurred ; and thus we have, no
doubt, in Mk 1 an account of the incidents that
were ip.li^'blx impressed on Peter's mind in con-

nexion \\iji i ho day on which he finally left all

and followed Jesus
8. We are now ready to discuss the question, Is

there any instance in the NT of the tctm (

Gospel
'

applied to a written document ? Theie aie perhaps
two such cases.

Before citing them, it may be well to premise, (1) that they
ueie wutten at a time when there must have been written
accounts of some soit of our Lord's works and words, and when
the ter'ii f, '< vas 1

.
11

!

'
" "

tl nariatives
of the o. J

-
, ana JUo (1) \ ^hil 5)

' the
Gospel

'

is quite M. lt . -M-r-u
1

I story, and,
being

1 co-ordmat, ' Ti
L ^ijstles' and 'the Prophets,' im-

plies that the story was wutten

The passages are : Mk I 1 ' The beginning of
the gospel of Jesus Chust, the Son of God'; and
Hev 14G 'I saw another angel flying in mid heaven,
having an eternal gospel to proclaim unto them
that dwell on the earth.' Howevei visions are to
be explained, they are essentially pictures, seen by
the eye before they aie mterpieted by the mind.
This pictuie

of the angel 'having an eternal gospel'
plausibly suggests a nguie with a scroll or roll in
his hand.
The opening clause of St. Mark's Gospel ha^

indeed been explained as parallel to Ph 415
, where

'

the beginning of the gospel is relative to the person
.'.nptc'lkMi-lrii; it' (Grrimm-Thayer), as though it

' " 1 -' :> "10 ]' .! Y 11
,: of John the Baptist.

I 'i - ," u,jM,.r n -". ki
,i to the present writer

.
- -'i-'i 1 1 i- -i.

1 _'\ -nore natural to take it

as the title of the book, and, as Dr. Salmon thinks,
modelled on Hos I2 'Apxb ^6yov Kvpiov fr 'tirfe. It

is not easy to give reasons why a considerable
Intel val should elapse between the application of

the te: MI
*

Gospel
'

to an oral narrative, and to the
same n,miiiiu k when committed to writing. It

may be fairly asked, How would the writer of the
Second Gospel have been likely to describe his

work ? It is not probable that St. P 1 irk's Gospel,
as we have it, was actually the iirst narrative
drawn up Nor can it be fairly said that the lan-

guage of St Luke, in his preface, proves that he
was , ", h the term c

Gospel
'

in the
sens .

j . , The use of a Christian
technical term would have seemed to St. Luke out
of place m a section in which he was carefully
using what he deemed his best literary style

9. What has been said in explanation of St.

Paul's statement that his knowledge of Gospel
facts had been received from, the Lord, i.e. from a
man inspired by the Lord, a prophet-evangelist,
suggests the answer to fV M-K^ !! How did
the, Ghitrch recognize the * ,"?, > f the nar-
ratives which she fin'tfly, arid at a very'early date,

///yn/ v""? in as rwtliontdfiue Gospels? It was
i In ovigli the double and almost simultaneous action
ot the oiigmal Evangelist or Evangelic, and the

judgment of the Church on the *ection* of the
Co pel -lory delivered on successive Lord's Bays,
boih directed and suggested and controlled by the

Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Jesus.
It is the intention of the writer of the present

article to deal with this subject from the stand-

point of the Christian Church to a greater degree
than is usual now among critical writers The

indignant remonstrance of St Paul to the indi-
vidualistic Corinthians has a ceitain relevance to
some modem exponents of eaily Chustian htera-
tuie .

' What ? was it from you that the woid of
God went forth 9 or came it unto you alone?'
(1 Co 1436

) One sometimes hears 01 leads dis-
cussions on Christian liteiatuie which indicate
that for the speaker or writer the Christian Church
has no existence The collection of wntmgs which
we call the NT is tieated as though it weie a
fortuitous collection, the selection ot which was
determined arbitrarily, 01 at least on principles
which have now no claim to respect , as though
Christianity were meiely a mattei of hteiaiy or

antiquarian interest, so that some new discoveiy
might change our whole conception of Chu&t's
work and words, or alter the value of the Gospels
already received. Now the existence of the Clms-
tian Church during the first centuries of our era is

a fact ; a fact the recognition of which has no con-
nexion with any special views we may hold as to

what ought to be the constitution 01 organization
of the Church in our own times. It is surely un-

philosophical to ignore a fact which v ,
- ,V i ,

J

I !1 \-

one of transcendent impoitance to i'u , -i <\>i>-

tians. The Gospels, as we have them now, are a

product of the Church of Apostolic and sub-

Apostolic times. It is, to say the least, conceiv-

able that some principle determined the Church in
her final selection of Gospels ; and any suggestion
as to what that principle was cannot be without

interest, even if it fails to compel assent.

It may be proper to remark, by way of caution,
that an inquiry into the principle or principles by
which the Church was guided in her selection of

authoritative Gospels is not
"" ""

-\ by any
theory of inspiration. Even that the
sacred books only are inspned, and that the Church
was not "'i-'M.^ (" guided by the Hoi \ ^ '

il in

her choice , OM' the question must, 1 c III-^

did the Church recognize the inspiration of the
books 1

' As the Father hath sent me, even so send I

you' (Jn 2021
). These words of the risen Lord

express the idea that the Church is the lepre^enta-
tive of Christ on earth, and that, as 'm him
dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily'
(Col 29

), so is the Church His body, a body not

only quickened by His life, but indwelt by His
mind: 'We have the mind of Christ' (1 Co 216

).

In the context immediately preceding this quota-
tion, St. Paul d.i mi- ioi rlfo-e -\\lio have this mind
the possession of a special critical sense, a faculty
of discernment in spiritual matters; and other

passages exhibit the piacti<j>l (v.iMrJi-p) of this

critical sense, as it may be \ 'in- -1
//

I Co 1429

c Let the prophets speak by two or three, and let

the others discern,' and v. 87 f
If any man thinketh

himself to be a prophet or spiritual, let him take

knowledge of ilio i hi FIJI- which I write unto you,
that they are the commandments of the Lord.'

This special sense was formed by those who had
been * from the beginning eye--vvitne-*-cs and mini-

sters of the word.' Their leports or what their

Master had done and said, the conditions in which
He worked, the tone and temper of His utterances,
formed a standaid by which it was possible to de-

cide the claims i < / p'.iiHMi^ >" i-xries told about
Him There is i !!\ r-iUii'u u n< iful in this: it

only supposes tip' \i)-j'Ih ( I *p- 'i or at least the

leading members of It, to have had the same sort

of sense of discernment which is undoubtedly pos-
sessed by good critics in other departments of

literature. The very best attempts to imitate the

style of a great poet or prose writer ring false in

the ear of one who knows.
But not only did the Church, thinking through

the accredited teachers ' who had the spirit/ or if
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it be preferred, the sanctified ' common sense of

most,' deteimme winch were the Gospels inspired

by God ; but also then form at least so fai as

the Synoptics are conceined was in all proba-
bility deteimined by the use made of them in the

weekly Chuich assemblies This use must have
obtained fiom the veiy earliest times at which

meetings were held for distinctively Christian

worship We cannot otherwise account for the

familiarity on the part of his readers with the

general tenor of the Evangelic story which is

assumed by St. Paul in his Epistles.

In Justin Martyr's time (Apol i 67) the established custom
was that two lessons were read, one from the Prophets, another
from the Gospels We cannot press Justin's language too

closely, so as to exclude from public reading the non Pro-

phetical parts of the OT, or the Apostolic Epistles We must
remember that his intention was to give heathens a general
idea as to the nature of the Ohnstian worship , he was not

composing rubrical directions for the clergy It is more likely
than not that more use was made of **: books than
of any other portion of the OT and i

' is to them
that Justin most constantly refers his Gentile readers That
the Apostolic Epistles were also read in the Christian assem-
blies we know from other sources ; but it is not likely that a
Lord's Day ever passed without a recitation of some portion of

the narratives of the works and words of Jesus

When we examine the canonical Gospels with
this consideration in our mind, we are struck by
the fact that it is easy to imagine that the first

three were compiled from sections read with a
view to practical instruction, and that it is not so

easy to think of the Fourth Gospel as having had
this origin. The stories and discourses in the

Synoptics have the effect of pictuies reproduced in

the words of the original witness, while the im-

pression was still fresh in his memory, and before
he had time to place them in any -*y^teni{iti7ed
doctrinal setting. St. John's Go&pel, on the othei

hand, has the air of being an attempt to write a

history, a spiritual history if you will, still a his-

tory, an orderly statement of words and deeds
meditated on in the study, and recorded as they
emerged from the writer's inner consciousness
after the lapse of many years To say this is not
to undervalue the historical truth, much less the

inspiration, of the Foir'li Oo j-d The difference
between it and the s\>v>].!i< L similar to that
between a diarist and

'

a historian : a diary chron-
icles facts, a history interprets them.

It is possible that St. John's Gospel was known as a history
for private reading only, tor some considerable time before it

was read in the congregation This supposuion \\ ould paiilv
explain why so few of Justin's quotations of CnriMi -, words are
taken from it, although we have sufficient proof of his acquaint-
ance with it. Even in our own day it is doubtful whether any
i i-lic j , cp^c,*'-' f>r Gii'-iM-i '* . -ting examples of our
I >fj - ' *-i, .

- ' . i
*

i
n

l- -T i ', -i

of'- I , -
, . i . . , ,

val ii -
i . t , i

'

'_ I

'

. | - -
,

ive i , -
:

- -
i . i , s

.

fee o- I
" o - 111 -". i \--

' them that are without.' Moreover, apart from this difference
in quality between St. John's Gospel and the Synoptics, the
difference in literary style must have, even from the first,

delayed its adoption in general public use. Those who think,
as they read or isten, soon become aware that its simplicity
of vocabulary i- * ~ -T~ - i-" 1 -* --1- - *

subtlety
of thought:

'

i

10. A word i- *" < -.-NIX j,- '> the relation
the canonical 'V/ "v a- I f>>e fragments of early
Gospel materia 1

v, 'm!i lu already repaid the
patient toil of scholarly excavation in Egypt. In
1892 a fragment of the lost Gospel of Peter> dis-
covered at AkhmJm in 1886-7, was published by
U. Bouriant; and m 1897, Messrs. Grenfell and
Hunt published a papyrus containing eight Sayings
of Jesus in a more or less fragmentaiy condition;
and another fragment of five Sayings Jhas since

appeared. We are not at all comerncd here
with the so-called Gospel of IVier ft is con-

fessedly the
"

<

J

"I-M of a sect of Docetae not
earlier than i c .'., i ,

>
I. Jf of the 2nd century. It

is undoubted' .

"

valuable, as illus-

trating the ; but it has no
claim whatever to be an oiigmal source of m-
foimation. It is instructive as a hai monistic nar-

rative based chiefly on the canonical Gospelb.
To the student of the Gospels, the recoveiy of

the lost Gospel of Petei, 01 of a poition of it, has

the same kind, but not the same degiee, of mteiest

as the recovery of a lost woik by Justin Martyr
would have . it serves as an illustration of the ^ay
in which the canonical Gospels weie employed in

the 2nd centmy But the case is ditteient with
the newly discovered Sayings of Jesus These
seem to claim to be Gospel matenal. The question
is, Aie they bona fide <-; i ,

"
i. ^

rlnch has

been piactically lejectec
* .--.^ > i.tlimkcis

of the Church, or are they only pseudo-Gospel
matenal 9

We have seen that a complete
*

Gospel
' must

have contained a narrative of those facts of our
Lord's life -winch have a redemptive significance ;

but besides Gospels, it is very probable, indeed
almost certain, that theie were cm rent m Apostolic
times sayings of our Loi d, without any note of the

occasion when they were spoken. We have one
such saying m Ac 2035

,
and in the extant Gospels

there are many passages which it is difficult to

believe are not based on collections of Sayings.
An almost certain case is Lk 1614"18

,
where we ha\ e

a group of four Sayings, none of which has any
connexion with the others, or with the paiable
that follows
This example proves that the disconnected natuie

of the Sayings in the recently disco\eied papyn
affords no presumption against their being genuine
Gospel material Moreover, the recoi d by St. Luke
of St. Paul's quotation (Ac 2085

) of a saying of

Jesus which is not found in any canonical Gospel,
proves that while St Luke was no doubt desirous
to make his Gospel as full as possible, he was yet
aware that there were accessible to him sayings
besides those of which he made use So that we
cannot reject the papyn Sayings on the giouncl
that the canonical Gospels must necessarily con-
tain all the sayings of Jesus that were known in

Apostolic times.
On the other hand, on the* M!M(I|V- we have

adopted we must decide that *M 1 uke, m his selec-

tion ol -M-iyni"-* and discourses, v ,
- "\ t C.> -1 1-v the

Spirit of Jesus
;
and it may be <,.'' v , i h, i the

fact that he did select is a presumptive proof that
he wrote at a time sufficiently early for it to be

possible for a Christian to consider any authenti-
cated saying of Jesus to be not worth picloning
Contrast the eager anxiety of Papias to gather up
every crumb from the recollections of early dis-

ciples. At best, the papyri Sayings belong to the
same class as i'.t !r,<-i .*!. in Codex D, that
is to say, they ;i '

ojt *,(.( -^ '

material, rejected
because the mind o"f the Church m the 1st cent,

thought it to be unsuitable fui pi <><M \ at IOTI The
present conclusion to St. Uailc- (.u-pd, on the
other hand, and the Pericope adulterce, are in-

stances of floating Gospel material which have
been stamped with the approval of the mind of the
Church

It may happen however, that further discoveries
and mature consideration will suggest that these

papyri Sayings have only a relative value and
'

' r

\
c < being fmoment-, of the very exten-

I i , literatuio of iho 2nd century. If
more of this literature had survived to our own
day, we should be able to view them in a juster
pi opori ion We know that, even in the lifetime of
1 iu Vpo^iles Christianity had developed so rapidly
that there was an exuberant growth of * divers and
strange teachings

5

(He 13). Each of these sects,
or schools of thought and speculation, must have
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had both its authonzed expositions and its hterary
I>JJ]*C'I;MII<I,I We aie apt to forget that the busi-

ness of book production m the first centunes of

the Chustian eia was enormous m volume
We know from the lists given by Eusebius, and

allusions in other authors, that oui extant ante-

Nicene Fatheis repiesent a very small fi action ot

the literature of the Church before his time We
may judge from this fact how unlikely it would be
that much of the writings of heretics would sur-

vive. Such liteiatuie did not belong to a body
with, a continuous organized life, as is the Chris-

tian Church, a life continuous in doctrine as well
as by peisonal links. The doctime of the Chris-

tian Church, beir:,.: ,, >, ">_ thing, grows and

develops fiom one i "i- : , to another, but the
new always has to leconciie itself with the old ;

they are connected And so even uninspired
Chustian writings would continue to be pieserved
and respected long after they had ceased to be

^e'loudl.v jt\od. Whereas lj oiCM ^ it was called,
i- c (Mu'ully tiansitory ; 'i- III'CMIUIO even when
not merely "the expression of the thoughts of an
individual, reflects the (uiiupi-on of only one

generation. Those who uilum n have no leason
tor retaining interest in it after it has ceased to

lepiesent piecisely their
" 1; On the whole,

it seems to the piesent these papyri
Sayings of Jesus must be regarded as not an ex-

pression of the main line of Church thought of any
century They aie, of course, profoundly interest-

ing, as casting light on the religious
'

of

some, \\e cannot tell how many, m it.,

but they do not exhibit the general mind of the
Chui ch

11. In any discussion as to the language in which
the first Gospel narrative was composed, it is im-

possible to leave out of account the evidence pre-
served m the fragments of Papias that aie cited m
Euhebius, HE m. 39,

It is not intended here to give a r6sume of the

controversy that has raged over these few lines ;

but merely to state what seems to the present
writer their most probable sense and value. The
title of Papias' book was Aoyiwv Ki/pta/cwu '#717-
<m. Besides Eusebius, Irenseus seems to be the

only writer, of those whose works have come
down to us, who exhibits a fiist-hand acquaint-
ance with the book of Papias. The other writers
who allude to him evidently knew no more about
him than what they found in Eusebius or Irenseus.

The nature of the work may be ,^m -1 /IM-P what

Papias himself states m one of i -c 1.1,1-
noni- : 'I

shall not hesitate also to put d-v is i'-1 \--ii. <!,long

with my interpretations, whatsoever things I have
at any time learned carefully from the elders

'

The book, then, had a twofold chaiacter: inter-

pretations, and also oral traditions. It is these
latter to which Eusebius refers when he says that
the book contained e certain Grange parables and

teachings of the Saviour, and some other more

mythical things
'

; and from the fact that Eusebius

quotes from Papia> two -IH'IM ion- < ->ju MMIII^ die

Gospels of Matthew anu M n l\ r< |-o<ii\ol\ i is

at least probable that i
1

!'* .'/// /'*/',//% <i-
kalt

with our Gospels. Eusebius does not conceal his

contempt for rapias' literary ca
|
>i\ oil \

e
T-Tr n p] ><

4n i s

to have been of very limited under-fjindniii 1700000,

<rjMKpbsrbv vow), as one can seo, tom hi^ di-< om-e-
'

This adverse verdict ib certainly borne out by the

puerile e&tiiiH- jno-orvoil byTrrnseus ; and it does
not seem ica-*oiiublc to a r tribute Eusebius' hostile

criticism T;O his want of sympathy with Papias'
millenarian opinions. Eusebius speaks in un-

qualified praise of Irenseus, who shared those

opinions.
We may now discuss the term X<5yia KvpuucA, as

it occurs in the title of Papias' book. The word

\6yi.a may certainly be rendeied 'oiacular utter-
ances,' as Professoi Stanton points out (The Gos-

pels as Historical Documents, p. 53) ; but \6yia,

KvpLaKd is not natuially rendered 'oiaculai uttei-
anceb ot the Lord,' in the sense uttered by the
Lord, which would be Xdyia Kuptou, but oiacular
utterances i elating to the Loid, ju&t as KvpiaKbv
deiTrvov does not mean the supper eaten by, or given
by, the Loid, but the supper oidained as an in-
stitution by Him. /cupta/c6s has the same foice in
the phrase ^ o/na/oj T/^joa.

A-* i <yn M!- Xoyta, it would, of course, be absuid to

<|Ui.Mi"ii ilio possibility that Papias was familiar
with the woid in the sense 'oiacular utterances' ;

but it is more likely that his use of X67ia was inten-

tional!; , ,

"

-_"! i- to that found m the NT (Ac 738
,

Ro 32, LU *> , i 1> 411
), where the term, variously

qualified, is used of the ^i-pline- of the OT
\6yia, Kvpuucd, then, would \m\c\ Il<i\ Ruiptuic^
connected with the Lord, i e. the Gospels. Thisv *

~'monizes with what we have other-
s as to the natuie of the book written

by Papias. It dealt primarily with interpreta-
tions of the Gospels, and secondarily with oral

traditions, of which he was evidently a very un-
critical collector.

Papias distinctly tells us, as Eusebius points
out, that among his informants were persons old

enough to have had personal intercourse with the

Apostles. He distinguishes two classes of authori-

ties (1) Persons who could tell him what Andiew,
Peter, etc., said (elirev),

' and (2) what Aii&tion and
the presbytei John, the disciples of the Lord, say

'

(\tyovcrtj'). Eusebius, who had lead the book,
states that the language of Papias implies that he
was himself a hearer of Aristion and the presbyter
John We are certainly entitled to infer that they
were his elder < \ \

'

; very much elder,
if they really v i / of the Lord' in the
strict sense of the phrase. See, further, art.

ARISTION.

' The order of the list
' of elders given by Papias is, as Pro-

fessor Stanton remarks (op Git. p. 168), *a somewhat strange
one.' He gives the true

"

John and
Matthew are mentioned last i

. that they
had embodied their testimony in writing, they were less im-

portant than the rest for the particular n 1 1
- f "i i ->

speaking here the illustration of the v i >

'

-

matter orally handed down.' It may be added that the

omission in this list of Mark and Luke was mos-t probabh due
to the consideration that these Evangelists could not be sup-

posed to be able, rrosn iir-oi Jil knov IH!_'L i-> 'i<ll anything to

what they had u > "I <d in iliur >->i-e
- One cannot help

noting that the orr.u mn o. \ndu.i IMcr, PI) "j>, Thomas,
James,' are thos-" 01 iK Ap<-~l ( *> ^\ho ,110 ip'.ioiUued in the

Gospels as making observations, and that tne hrsc three names
occur m that order In the first chapter of St. John's Gospel.
We do not know which Jame^. Papia-, meant Moreover, while

Eusebius expressly states that Papia*> 'mentions Aristion and
the prc-.lv* or ,!"<} r frt-] K '...h by name, and gives their tradi-

non- in In* ^i MI)^' In <1 10- not quote _from i
Papias any

XriidiPon wtattA* r ba- 't <,' Ji

"

i "'. stle We
are forced to the con 1 - 'i !'!)( , ', I'apias had
none to record ,

and tn.i '*n ^ <* * ' ' ' * who had
been followers of the <<'-*., i : , * i i- he learnt

nothing of permanent interest. It is impossible to imagine
that if Eusebius had found m the bjoV <,. Pj.p-i^ r-- ^ i < i ici L

whatever as from an Apostle, he -wouU noihaxL prt-i i\ il .1 1.1

his History.

Of the two celebrated remarks cited from Papias
about the Gospels of Mark and Matthew respec-

tively, the first is given expre^ly as the statement

of the presbyter John, and ib r* natuial to suppose
that the second came from the same source.

Papia-, was credulous and unintelligent; but he

does not seem to have made any statement on Ms
own authority ; so that it would be unreasonable

to discount the statements of the presbyter John
becau&Q of the stupidity of the prison who re-

001 ded them On the other hand, it is unreason-

able to assume that the nearness of the presbyter
John to the times of the Apostles is a guarantee
that Ms assertions as to the composition of the
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Gospels are altogether to be depended on. We
need have no hesitation in rejecting any, or all, of

them, if more c
'

oblige us to
do so ; but the i , , of one state-
ment would not of necessity throw discredit on the
others

Thus, that Maik was ' the interpreter of Peter
5

is so probable a tradition that it has met with
general acceptance ; it is, moreover, an assertion as
to which it is quite impossible now to produce any
rebutting evidence. But the assertion that Mark
did not compose his narrative 'm order

'

is, at the
present day, as generally rejected by those who
have carefully studied the Synoptic Problem. Dr.
Salmon, in particular has pointed out that if we
desire to follow the growth of our Lord's reputa-
tion as a teacher and healer, and the corresponding
development of hostility against Him, we must
consult the Gospel according to St. Maik in pre-
ference to the others.

Passing on to the statement of the presbyter
John about St. Matthew, and judging it in the

light of all the evidence at present available, we
seem to find the same mixture m it of truth and
error. The testimony of St. Jerome does not leave
us room to question that there was an orthodox
Hebrew Gospel which, as extant in his time, con-
tained matters not found in any of the four canoni-
cal Gospels. This work had such a very limited
circulation that it is impossible for us now to
affirm with any confidence as to whether its pecu-
liar features were in the original, or were later

interpolations ; but we have no rebutting evidence
that in its original form it was not the work of St.
Matthew. On the other hand, nothing is more
certain than that the Greek First Gospel, which
has always been known in the Church as the

Gospel according to St. Matthew, is not in its

present form, which there is no reason to think

was^ever different a translation from one Hebrew
original. How then are we to explain

c

Everyone
interpreted them,' i.e. Matthew's Hebrew A<57m,
'
as he was able

'
? Dr. Salmon's solution seems to

give the most likely explanation of ( \ "-
i nli:'":<r,-

phrase. John the presbyter meant tnai, the ureek
St. Matthew was a translation of the Hebrew St.

Matthew, ^and not by the author himself. The
assertion is of the same kind as that about St.

Mark, that he did not write in order
9

; and both
statements were suggested by an extreme theory
of biblical inspiration, a theory which was very
generally held until quite recent times- the abso-
lute inerrancy of Holy Scripture in every detail.
One has sometimes heard" discrepancies between

different historical statements in the OT explained
by the assertion that the errors which cause the
discrepancies y CMO not m Hit 4

oKjrrnnl ti^it left the
hand of the Dr\ nioly m^p.reil wmer, Uir were due
to the slips of lining .11 <>< I <op\ i-t> iml thus it is

thought possible to reconcile beliet in the inerrancy
of the Word of God with Ihe actual state of the
case. The statements of the presbyter John about
the Gospels of Mark and Matthew are best ex-
plained Tr\ -upposing that he held some such theory
of mpjiulion

*When he finds what seems a disagreement hetween the
Gospels, he is satisfied there can be no real disagreement.
Mark's order may be different from Luke's (who declares in
his preface that it was his intention to write in order yp&^w
**ft&?r) "but, then, that was because it was not Mark's, design
to recount the facts in their proper order. . If m Matthew's
Gospel, as he read it, there seemed anv maccuracv this must
be imputed to the translator* , the Gospel as Matthew himself
wrote it was free from fault' (Salmon, Introd to XT, p. 93).

The conclusion, then, to which we are driven is
that if the existence of an original Hebrew Gospel
depended on the testimonv of the presbyter John,we could not safely make any positive affirma-
tion on the subject. The only other witness to

Matthew's Hebrew Gospel who seems to be in-

dependent, i.e. Irenoeus, may not really be so It

has been ""
^-slieved that he adds to what

Eusebius Papias a note of time,
* while

Peter and Paul were preaching and founding the
Church at Rome '

;
but the Kev. J. Chapman has

proved (JThSt vi. 563) that this clause is neither
denved from Papias nor is it a note of time.

12. However, whether St. Matthew wrote a

Gospel in Hebiew or not, there can be no doubt,
both from a priori considerations and also fiom
the internal evidence of the extant Greek Gospels,
that there was cuirent in the infancy of the Church
a Gospel in the Hebiew language as then com-

monly spoken m Juda?a The last command of

our Lord, as recorded by St Luke (24
47

), that the

gospel should be preached,
" *

at Jeru-

salem,
5

is in itself a sufficient
_,_

. one of the
first Gospels, in the sense in which we have used
that word, must have been in the Aramaic tongue
Even if pur Loid sometimes, and in some places,

taught in Greek, yet Aramaic was His mother
tongue, and that of His Apostles, and of the vast

majority of His hearers. Jn the early Jerusalem
Church it is plain that the Hebrews outnumbered
the Hellenists (Ac 61

). These considerations make
it certain that one of the forms which the Evan-
gelic narrative assumed fiom the very liist was in
Aramaic. The facts that such a Gospel is not now
extant, and that the external evidence for its ex-
istence at any time is so scanty, are fully accounted
for by the destruction of Jerusalem in the year
A D. 70. That world-shaking event, among its

other immediate consequences, was followed by
the ." of the Helnew-speaking Chuich
of ^Jerusalem Then, after not many yeaip, the
TT ". . - Y- Christian community in Palestine

i

'

Jie main current of Christian

thought, and, in
- f * '

sank to the position
of an obscure sect wiui an out-of-date theology.

It has been stated above that the internal evi-
dence of the extant Greek Gospels suggests an
Aramaic original. It must be confessed' that the

presence in a Greek document of Aramaic turns of

phrase does not necessarily piove that it is a tians-
lation from the Aramaic. Oi, v \nn i,- TI *.p -oil

has given good leasons h-i h,- IM-.-V \.i , l-i

Aramaisms in the first two chapters of "St. Luke's
Gospel are due to a deliberate imitation of the
LXX of 1 Samuel. But there does not seem any
likelihood that the author, or authors, of the
common Synoptic narrative were, like St. Luke,
conscious literary artists ; and even if we cannot
follow Weiss in evei> !'<.

"

r
"

--nelu-

sions, there remains '.- < 'i ,,-,,,- the
theory of an origma \ v < (>

'

, ncler-

lymg the Synoptics, |

-
, : K , n , .gree.

This supposition is ev -

< !!, ,
, case

of the poitions of St. M. ,
'

i ...
|

,
- '

h are

peculiar to that Evan '. li,
'..|

\\. .. long
ago pointed out, wi i -.,,, , ', ., , , ,,,tions

from the OT found in the 'Synoptic Compel-, that,
while the cyclic., i-' 'h- - j,s he calls them, agree
with the LXX, i

'

< ,

'

i are peculiar to St.
Matthew seem to be independent translations from
the Hebrew.

13. This is not a discussion of the Synoptic
Problem ; but it may not be out of place to con-
clude this article with a suggestion as to the rela-
tions of the three Synoptic, Gospel** to each other.
It is generally held "now that the First and Third
Gospels are altogether independent of each other,
but that Mt. and Lk. derived the mattei which
they have in common with Mk. either fiom St.
Mark's Gospel, or from an earlier source from
which St. Mark selected the Incidents and dis-
courses which he relates. On the hypothesis that
Mt. and Lk. copied our St. Mark, we have to
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assume the existence of another eaily Gospel, from
which they derived the non-Markan matter which

they have in common. In this case we conclude
that the details peculiar to St Mark were an

original featuie of that Gospel, and that Mt. and
Lk. for various reasons omitted them. On the
other hand, if the common Synoptic matter and the
matter common to Mt and Lk. be both assigned
to one original, it will then be natural to think of

St. Mark's peculiar details as additions made by
him, probably on the authority of St. Peter
The problem has been rendered unnecessarily

complicated by an assumption that it is impossible
that an Evangelist should have omitted anything
from his work which he had reason to believe was
true. The fallacy of this assumption will be

evident, whichever hypothesis we adopt The
simplest method to account for all the facts is to

suppose a Greek translation of an Aramaic original
as the souice of all the common Synoptic matter,
and also of the matter common to Mt and Lk.
In this document the OT quotations would have
been given m a LXX form. At loast two other
souices must be postulated for the matter found

only in Mt and Lk. i--;i-, 'i * ^ We have

already found reason t'- .<. .. the matter

peculiar to Mt. was a translation from an Aramaic
original.
W hatever solution of the Synoptic problem be

ultimately adopted by tli ."-,"! consensus of

critics, it does not seem : * ,

'

the compli-
cated hypotheses of the Geiman school of a genera-
tion ago will again commend themselves to scholars

of sober judgment. It is a sound canon of criticism

that souices are not to be multiplied beyond the

necessity of the case.
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JN J JD WHITE
GOSPELS (APOCRYPHAL) L TITLE. In the

sense in which the- teim i> popiilaily understood,
*

JIJKX r\ plial
'

is synonymous with spurious' or
6 false

'

, when, however, it is applied as a title to

writings of the early Christian centuries, it bears
the

significance
of 'extra-canonical.' By Apocry-

phal Gospels are, accordingly, meant all writings
claiming to be Gospels whieii are not included in
the Canon of the NT, without any implication
that their contents are necessarily false 01 of ques-
tionable origin. (See, further, for the meaning of
the term, art. 'Apocrypha' in Hastings' DB i.

112ff ; also Hennccke, NT ApoJcr. 3*ff., Handb.
viiffl; andZalm. Gcwh d. NT Kan. i 127 ff).

iL ORIGIN For a generation after the death of

Jesus, His teaching and the facts about His life

were pie^erved by oral tradition in the circle of
behevcis. "With the rise of a second generation,
however, the need was felt for reducing the oral
reminiscences to written form The reason for
this was twofold. For one thing, the number of
those who could give personal testimony of what
Jesus did and said was rapidly becoming smaller ;

and^for another, the Christian faith was "spreading
far : H

;
!

~

M li'i * nf its original home in Pales-
tine li-> 1 1 :

''
iii - made it imperative that, if

trustworthy accounts of the teaching and life of

Jesus were to be preserved for the guidance of the
scatteied communities of Clmstians, the tradition
should be committed to something more permanent
and less liable to disturbing influences than oral
reminiscence. The impulse of this necessity gave
rise to our written Gospels, and to many other

Evangelic recoids which have "! -; ,, -

1

Of the

many attempts to write the - ->

v --i Jesus, to
which St. Luke in his prologue refexs, none (with
the exception of Mt. and Mk ) can be &aid with any
certainty to have survived

;

*
although i

*

that the Gospel Fragment of Faytim >

wreckage of one of them. In any case, some of the
earlier non-canonical Gospels, which are extant in
more or less fragmentary condition, are probably
the products of the general desire, that was every-
where felt, to have a moie certain \ ,

'""
-\ of

Jesus and His
'

,
V- "

, vas posbiuie iioni

the oral instruct evangelists. The
Gospel according to ttie Meoreivs, which is but little

later than the Synoptics, belongs almost certainly
to this class ; and the same may be true also of the

Gospel according to the Egyptians.
The majority of extra-canonical Gospels are due,

however, to other causes. Written at a time when
the present Four Gospels were gaining, or had

alieady gained, a place of exceptional authority,t

they came into existence in answer to two desires,

urgently felt in certain circles of Chii&tians. (1)

The first was the desire, popularly entertained, for

fuller information about the life of Christ than
that given by the

"
fi ,

"

This *i <V;,
"

1

and not unnatural . . directed chieiy to

the facts antecedent to Christ's advent, and to

those periods of His life which the older Gospels
left in shadow- TT

;
', His birth and child-

hood, and the i . < Resurrection. It is

noteworthy that the wnters who endeavoured to

satisfy this desire for fuller kmwlul^ made no

attempt to fill up the silent year^ liei \\ <vn Christ's

childhood and His entrance on His public ministry,
the reason in part piobably being that '

it seemed
too daring for them to illumine a darkness, for

which there was not the slightest historical sugges-
tion in the New Testament' (Hofmann, PJuS 9

i,

655). With greater probability, however, it may
be said that the reason was, not so much any self-

restraint through loyalty to the data of history, as

the absence of any clear dogmatic mouve ; and

dogmatic motives, as will appear, were almost

invariably associated with the desire to satisfy

curiosity. It may be safely assumed that, had

any doctiinal interest called for the history of the

silent years, no sciuples about historical truthful-

ness would have prevented writers from enlivening
them with the products of their fancy In the

main it is certain that the details furnished by
": .v !..

"
\Miii' _ -

uj.'niilinjr matters about
i

;< I; , , M-iri'iiI i..V.p.*U snii -ilerr have little

or no historical basis. They are in reality Chris-

tian hagqadoth, popular stories similar to those in

Jewish literature which were framed for purposes
of pious entertainment and instruction. The Gos-

pels of the Infancy and Childhood, for example,
are full of legendary matter drawn from various

sources, or freely invented by the fancy of the

writers. Where'the details are not entirely imag-
inative, they have their origin in the transforma-

i ion of utterance* of Christ into deeds,, or in the

literal interpretation of OT prophecies and Jewish

expectations about the Messiah, or in the ascrip-

tion to Jesus of miracles similar to those recorded

m the OT (Hofmann PJRE S
i. 655).

- The probability is that most of them disappeared early, being
1

unable to maintain their position alongside of the Gospels which

I are no\\ m the Canon.
i t The authonlatixe position of the canonical Gospels, which

i
*as beffinnmff to be recognized before the middle of the 2nd

1

centur\ ,
\\ as assured bj the end of the century
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As an example of the way in which the Christian haggadist
worked, it may suffice to mention his treatment of OT texts

Ps 1487 reads* ' Piaise the Lord from the earth, ye dragons';
accordingly, m pseudo-Matthew dragons are IL .- 'n 1

,'
-

coming out of a cave and worshipping the chiLi -n - L i

picture of Paradise regained in Is llbff _'* T

all kinds of wild beasts ru'< ompanied , [ ;. i

way to Egypt (Oowper, A#MI tfmp. lix )

But although the \j 'M'
1

'^! Gospels abound in

legendary accretion- > Vi'^ kind, the mistake
should not be made of assuming that theie is no
authentic material m the additions to the naira-

tives m the four Gospels. Oral tradition main-

tained itself for a time after our present Gospels
were reduced to writing, and it is not improbable
that genuine sayings of ^Christ and authentic details

about His life have been preseived in uncanomcal
books. On this point see further in

^111.

(2) A much more powerful motive than the

desire to satisfy curiosity, leading to the produc-
tion of Gospel \ TI( mj^. \\as the dogmatic interest,

the desire to linil -iipp)ii for beliefs which were
held in various sections of the Church. This was

especially marked in Gnostic circles, where numer-
ous Evangelic writing^ (iiiimuv into thousands,

Epiphanius says [ffcer. $&]) were pr
'

the authority of a secret tradition i
j

doctrines.
i

'

i* f
lels, which are of the

>_
'

prepossessions played
v to some e\tent_in the

" ~ '

Even in the earl

S\ '">',.( ~n it is

L.
" -H! i,v u part, ,

canonical Gospels

which betray JDocetic sympathies
i j dogmatic motive is prominent as

fill up with fictitious details the

empty spaces ot the Gospel narrative, and thus have generally
been regarded as due to the

'
- * ""). J ' ' *'

r -oressible

longing for fuller knowledge
'

i ! i
- motive,

although it was certainly operative, would have led to the in-

vention of such a mass of fictitious matter, had it not been

powerfully stimulated by dogmatic considerations. In the Prot-

evangehum of James the legendary history of Mary's antece-

dents and of the circumstances of Christ's birth was due not

merely to any horror vacm, but to the imperative dogmatic
necessity, as the writer conceived it,

-
"

.

"

JT i Jiis way
alike the true Divinity and the true ,i - Christ

Similarly, the Childhood Gospel of ,
* iepulsive

stones of the child Christ's miraculous power and knowledge,
would never have found acceptance in Christian circles had it

not been for the witness which the miracles were supposed to

bear f i
- - . r origin.

ill JI..I MION 10 < ANONTCAL GrOSPELS. The
, "\ condition and the uncertain text of

ri \ A IKK iv] >liM,l Gospels render a confident

judgment as to their relation to the canonical

Gospels exceedingly difficult. Where the question
of afliMU is raised, the problem to be solved is

wh< i hoi iho uncanonical Gospels are dependent on
the canonical, or draw from a common oral source.
The latter po ^liil!! v i- one not to be dismissed
without <<irof'il (iuiiM<l union; but, on the whole,
the evidence points in almost every case to the use
of some or all of the four Gospels by the authors of

the apocryphal writings. Only in the case of one

Gospel, the Gospel according to the Hebrews, is

there a strong consensus of
'

opinion in favour of

independence (see, however, vii. A 1). Where there
i- . -II 1

,'
*

." independence, this is frequently
1" : < !"., < by a free manipulation and em-
bellishment of old material, to bring it into line
with the writer's peculiar point of view, or to suit
it to the character of his surroundings.
While a large degree of dependence on the

canonical Go-peK nm^t in jronoral bo, maintained in

ie<aTd to die V|>oci\phal Go^peK, thi^ tnu-t not be

pio^oil -o lar a^ TO e\c lude the po-^ibilit v of then
cmli ) lyiriL tloi.M'l- drawn fioru lohablo oral source-.
The tad mu-t itoadily be boruo in mind thai, the
stream of living oral tradition continued to flow for
several gorier ation^, though in ever decreasing vol-

ume, along-uio of the written Gospels. ;

* accord-
* Traces of the influence of oral tradition on the canonical

Gosp 1 .

' '*'> i are to be found in
the \\ ..1- w <> ,r } J (-'; a -tl Mark (169-20)

ingly, where the uncanonical Gospels deviate from
the canonical record, either by slight interpolations
into common matter or by additions peculiarly
their own, the possibility is always open that in

these additions we have eaily and reliable tiadi-

tions, either unknown to the foui F\,
:;
V - or

passed over by them as unsuitable for their pui-

pose.
Two important consideiations must, however,

be kept m mind in estimating the trustwoithi-

ness ot all such additions In the nist place, the

authoritative position which the canonical Gospels
eaily reached as authentic sources of the life and

teaching of Je^us entitles them to be used as

a touchstone of the probable authenticity of the
additional matter contained m the Apocryphal
Gospels No saying of Chiibt or detail about His
life has am ,

"

IK _i,' \ '.--' ane if it does
nothtmto^ i ;

""> . . i
1

Evangelists
have given us of the teaching and pei-oiulii/v of

Jesus. Secondly, when we keep m vie\\ thu' un-
doubted fact that fictitious writings weie common
in which the lif .

" ' ' ' e
'niist weie fieely

handled in the sects, it is clear

that extreme caution must be ob&erved in receiving
as authentic any addition to the canonical recoi d.

If it would be less than just to say that all the
A ' " \

" '

Gospels
' ' ]".

witnesses, with a

against them in resp< x ,

is nevertheless true that their exclusion fioiu the

Canon, as well as the notoriously tainted oiigin of

some of them, render it i
1

;

n
,

i
!i

i
. that their

claim to embody a genuine trauiiion must be care-

fully sifted, and allowed only after the clearest

proof.
iv. VALUE. Tlio <|uc-tKm of greatest moment

which arises in e-i IHIJUIM^ rlie value of the Apoc-
ryphal Gospels naturally has reference to their
worth as additional sources for the life and teach-

ing of Jesus. From what has been alic.uU -aid

about their origin and their relation to tluMjimni-
cal Gospels, their value in this respect will appear
' '

x' <

""

""'''. A comparison of the

V i ;
'

x those in the Canon makes
the pre-eminence of the latter inecmtca-tably cleai,
and shows that as sources of Clni^t s fife the
former, for all practical purposes, may be IT _1

'
'

T'
"

beauty and verisimilitude of !x
[

,110

.I i the four Go-pcK -t.md out in^stiong
relief when viewed in iho 1-^ln of the artificial

and legendary stories which characterize most of

the AJMM i x-jihfil Gospels. The proverbial simplicity
of truth i ei 01 \e- a striking commentary when (for

example) the miracles of the Canonical OM-IIO^ ,5
compared with those of the Apocryphal ^ LIL,!"J

The former, for the most part, are instinct with
ethical purpose and significance, and are felt to be
the natural and unforced expression of the sublime

jwr-onalilj of Jesus ; the latter are largely theatri-
cal e\ 1 1 ibiiioiN without ethical content. In them
'we find no worthy conception of the laws of

providential interference; they are wrought to

supply personal wants, or to gratify private feel-

ings, and often are positively imruoial
5

(Westcott).
In a few of the Gospels which sho\i signs of inde-

pendence, there may be here and there a trace of

primith e and trustworthy tradition ; but all such
details, which have a reasonable claim to be con-
sidered authentic, do not sensibly increase the sum
of our knowledge about Christ.' The conclusion,
based 011 the comparison of the Apoonphal with
the Canonical Gospels is amply \\nii nniod, that in
i ejecting Hie former and choosing the latter as
authoritative Scriptures the Church showed a true

feeling for what was original and authentic.

Though the Apocryphal Gospels afford us little
additional knowledge about Chust, they are in-
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valuable as enabling us to realize more cleaily the
conditions undei which the four Gospels were
received in the Chuich, until they weie finally
established as authoritative in the Gospel Canon.
The existence of so many V\ gs shows
that for some time afte Gospels
appeared, they had no position of '

influence. The high place which ora '.

'the living and abiding voice' still letained in
the estimation of the Church (cf Euseb. HE m.
39 4) militated against the acceptance of any
wntten Gospel as authoritative beyond the com-
munities in which it was cunent In the early
part of the 2nd cent, we have, accoidmgly, to think
of the four 0- - ^ ,

- "s \ . meiely a local and cir-

cumscribed , (

'
,

;
> , m diffeient sections of

the Chuich the i.i\i-
'"

. of F , ^

1

liteiature
still pioceeded, " '

'

, v ', , \ .is handled
moie or less fieely to suit the dominant conceptions
and needs But by the middle of the century theie
were indications that the four Gospels, aheady
widely known through the constant intercourse that
united Christian communities together, weie being
elevated above their competitors to a place of excep-
tional authority. This was due, not to mere good
f01 tune or to any arbitrary dealing on the part of
the Church, but to the superior claims of the writ-

ings themselves, which were lecognized when the

necessity aiose of counteracting, by trustworthy
and authentic records, the lapid growth of a
,

-

"" """
in Gnostic circles. This lise of

1

x to a commanding and unchallenge-
able position bears witness not only to their mheient
value, which the Church, with a fine spiritual
sensitiveness, ;

< > C. 1 , ', to the conviction

that, as oppos* . .< ii> K-.- writings which ap-
peared under the names of Apostles, they embodied
the testimony of Apostolic writers. By the time
of Irenseus (c. 180) the Gospel canon may be re-

;

- ' ,-'.,-,",' ,..,;,*,
'

.,:/. \.,,'y,\1
Gospels continued to circi, , L <

j ii ! .', M,

position of the four Gospels was finally assured.
Pei \ ui] >-. the chief value of the Apocryphal Gospels

is to be iound in the light which they cast on the
conditions of life and thought in early Christian
times. They are of service in the difficult work of

the complex environment in which
.

rew up.

When, for example, one reads in the Childhood Gospel of
Thomas the account of the miracles wrought by the child

Chmt, and marks the s*
,'

~
"'"

*
'

\

'
''

"

l , ( M ,
i ,- i < , a,"j ,r>d

.' > < - '! , .1 .- lh _''_" ;e and wisdom,
i- * (. * I , '.i . - - '. ^pel hardly the

Ii,. _- ,* i -!-,,, . L Christ's child-

hoo'l i'u <r fj-t}' f
of Thomas is yet a mirror in which we see

reflecijed t;ne curious condition of the society which accepted it

We see here, in a typical instance, how strong were the external

influences wh jh i^a ed on v" di d^irm 1 or Ohrl-lia'iiU "i

early times T vu onx-< -nor pv n. <".i'r,jrh( h<ai T
i(

* v orid" ,j'i

. ._ T '* do'vp' on Jiri'l -1 < o,
'

^ in in^n 1

,

<
,

" ill)
1

* '\ t'i
'

i i'l and in cer-

ii - ' -
I f the foreiern elements of its environment

("."iT.i
1 vvlm'o'.n fid Crv.c^ ph'lo-^nr. i nrt met, and given

r-o 10 -\vu ^ii<' -ic 1 i- uli' o ov i <''! , <kep influence on
i <) x ,'oprviii on- o* TH Ci ri-.,!in f,v,i. !nd 1 Tr Traces of this

uro rliaih d'-'pn, OIL in ih Apor'i\ph ,1 (o-]>cl- r C
1 pld'nT 1

in il- C.MO-I ( Co-pel- l>i,d<i!.i-p i.iliKTPi- .!' TM-- bl\

r<-;- MI- i)!c 101 -h*1 (" '.'fliiood -l UT- n i'io ^'/-/// / ' ; r/i'ui"*f

The confusion and vagueness of the Christo-

logical views in the diifcient Apocryphal Gospels
'

also bear witness to the ^reat vaiicty of influences i

which were at work in the early Cnmch, and en-

able us to realize with what trouble the conception
of the Divine manhood of Jesus was eventually
established The indecision and one - sidcdness

which are revealed in doctrinal matters are also

traceable in the inl erpi etni ion of the ethical content
of Christ's teat Inrig and life \-cctic and Encrahte
views are found in several Gospels, and no doubt
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were chaiactenstic of all the Gnostic Gospels. A
close sympathy with the tiue ethical spnit of
<

"J1
'

1 *
>

'

.* !*>, howevei, noticeable in the Gospel
, ' ' the Hebrews, in which stiess is laid on

acts of meicy and brotheily kindness ; and m the
' Tiaditions of Matthias 5

mentioned by Clement of

Alexandria, and pos&ibly identical with the Gnostic

Gospel^ of Matthias, the doctiine of Christian re-
1

'

*' welfare, in its most stringent
. put :

'

If the neighbour oi an
elect pel son sins, the elect has sinned; for if he
had lived according to the counsels of the Word,
his neighbour would have so esteemed his manner
of life that he would have kept fiee from sin

'

The apologetic, interest which is so characteristic
of 2nd cent, waiters (witness the Apologies of Aris-
tides, Justin, Tertullian, etc ) is ielected m several
of the Apocryphal Gospels.
Traces aie to be found in the Gospel according to the Hebrews,

in which the servant of the high pnest is a witness to the Resur-
rection A later stage of the apologetic movement k,ay he
observed in the Gospel o/ Pete)

,
wheie Pilate is practically

exoneiated from blame for Chiist's condemnation, and is made
to bear witness to Chnst's Divinity In the Acts of Pilate

(Gospel of Nicodemus') the movement has reached its climax in
the reverence which the Romans pay to Jesus at His trial, in
the miraculous homage of the Eoman standards, and in the
mefutable evidence given of Christ's resuriection, to the con-
viction of His enemies

A subsidiary element in estimating the value of

the Apociyphal Gospels 3

J "

,

'"
,, in-

teiest A passage in the J ' imes

(ch. 18) affords an '

; , aiiei bo me scene
in the fairy tale, '!.* . Beauty,' when by
a magic spell the "

I i : i suddenly stands

still, and all living beings are iiiniimi,lt!\ iooi<l
where they are. The Childhood K'<,-!,< I <t[*'Iht,,, //v.

useless as it is as a souice of information about
Christ's youth, gives a remarkably vivid and con-

vincing pictuie of Jewish village life. Caution
must be obsc i < -1 i" i i .1-! ;:i > the details of Jewish
life in the j* ' 'ti,i , many of them are

entirely unhlstorical.
v DOCTRINAL CHARACTERISTICS. As stated

above in ii., one of the main impulses which led
to the

|
IIM' ii j <in <

"
\ i v "!

,
1 Gospels was the

desire IM - j,'>Vi < i -i i i held m certain

Christian circles. Gospels ot this type, although

professedly narratives of our Lord's life and teach-

ing, were in reality
m 7 ' T "XJ" ~

doctrinal

treatises conceived an i interests

of a defini i

"

'-ought. ^

Such were the
numerous \ t

|
of which the smallest

f . .

'

remain. But even those Gospels in the

]_!
.

" of which there was no deliberate dog-
matic purpose, are doctrmally significant. It is

true of them, equally with the canonical Gospels,
that they were written in the interests of faith,

4K Trkrrews eh irivnv ; the writers were not mere
.

"

i"i!u >i- <-f p. -r ount- giving information about
O-'o IM M!M-O I ,0,-r-i i c sonality they had no vital

concern ; they were believers, for whom Christ was
Lord. The religious value which Jesus had for

them, and the manner in which they conceived of

His person, were reflected in their narrative of His

life. However small the value of the writings may
"be as authentic sources of information regarding-

Jesus, they <ue interest iii as silowing by a side

light what nion thought about- Him. How far the

oaily Chinch a- a whole was from any clear and
uniform corn option of Christ, is apparent from the

-Vpooyphal Go-peN In them we have not only
tho roiloMon of ~v iov\ .-i representing the main stream,

of Clnistian thought, but also the foreshadowings
of doctrines which later, in their developed form,
were rejected as heretical.

The majority of the Apocryphal Gospels betray a heretical

tendency, which vanes broadly according as the Divine or the
human nature of Chiist is denied. On the one hand, there is

the Ebwrntic conception of Jesus, with its rejection of His
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heavenly origin ; on the other, the Doeetio, with its obscuration
or denial of His ti

"""* "
these opposing views find

tvi -- ,> the The former is found in

.'(.'',-,"'< i." and in the Gospel of the

twelve [^ ,
, >. latter, somewhat veiled, in the Gospel of

Petei , but fully developed in the Gnostic Gospels, in which the
Saviour the heavenly Christ freed from the association with
the phantasmal earthly Christ, and made the possessor of His
full powers through the death and resurrection, declares the

true wisdom to ~T

The Childhoot i* - -
i the main current of ecclesias-

tical doctrine in tneir view 01 une person of Christ The Gospel

of Thomas shows that the circles in which it found acceptance
held to tho doctime of Christ's human and Divine natures.

There are traces that point to a Gnosfac origin, and to a concep-
tion of Christ in which His true humanity was obscured , but
in the later form in which it was current in the Church, the

humanity and Divinity of our Lord are alike emphasized The
child Jesus

* ' *

taking His pait in the usual

games and ood , and yet the belief in His

supernatur, by the extraordinary miracles

attributed to Him, and by His astonishing
drew the confession from His teacher 'This

born; u iv \"1 u.-> ivjir before the crea

(ch 7) Tii* r l 'tu " i,n of James, too, it is clear, was
written in tne interests or orthodoxy, which were imperilled,
alike by the belief current in Jewish-Christian circles that Joseph
was the father of Jesus, and by the Gnostic doctrine that, in

being born (

* " r
i ,*

' '
' partake of her human nature,

but passed _ 1
l ter through a pipe (Epiphan,

Hc&r. 31. 7) I i > is double attack on the gener-
ally accepted aocwme, tne wnier of the Pt otevangettwn, while

i T .; in doubt that Jesus was born as a human child

^ i fc the breast from His mother), sought to make
[\ - i

- sure by depicting Mary as holy from her birth,
as fed only" on angels' food, as conceiving by the word of the

Lord, as bringing forth her child m virginity, and as remaining
a virgin to the end It is noteworthy i

'

i> - . _". il v l " '

<I% , -( n ' ' '
-

- '
' i

'

\

'( ,

'

'

" '

,
'

'i
' ,,.!._

the AU-Loiy monner 01 i*ou.

vi. INFLUENCE. Although after the 2nd cent,

no Gospels were reckoned as authoritative except
those now in the Canon, tr- \ >> \ JM

1 f
continued to be read for i'Sij. -*' <M i

"both in public and in private. Those which were

distinctly heretical gradually disappeared as the

power of the Church grew, wliile those which were
of a type similar to the canonical Gospels were un-
able for any lengthened period to maintain then
position alongside their authoritative rivals Still

we find that the Gospel according to the Hebrews
was read in some quarters in Jerome's day (end of
4th cent ), and was highly esteemed by that Father
himself ; while the vitality of the Gospel of Peter
is evidenced by the fact that a large portion of it

was placed in the grave of a monk in the early
Middle Ages (8th-12th cent.). The popularity of
the Childhood Gospels was remarkable, especially
in the Churches of the East. There the Protevan-

gdium was so
'

1 as a book of devotion
that it was use in public worship, and
furnished material for the homilies of preachers?.
Translations of it circulated in Synae, Coptic, and
Arabic, and, along with other childhood legends,
its stories, often greatly embellished and exagger-
ated, found a place in a "; I Gospel of
the Infancy and Childhoc

'

i \ i

'

i Arabic
Ci)-| :

'

\\lrMi had a wide circulation not only in
i lie PMIK'IO- m the East, but in Mohammedan
circles. Passages from the Protevangdium stand
in the lectionaries of the orthodox Church, for use
at the festivals held in honour of Mary and of her
reputed parents, Joachim and Anna.
In the Western Church the Apocryphal Gospels

TIMO regarded A\ith more suspicion. Towards the
olo-o of i ho 4th com. their authonty was repudiated
in the plainest terms by Jerome and Augustine, the
former characterizing certain stones as ex defora-
mentis apocrypkprum petita (Tappehoin, Awser-
Mtische NacnricMen, 15). On the other hand,
their contemporaries, Zeno of Verona, and Pru-
dentius, the groate^f poot of

early Christian times,
drew from the Frut*wngtliHtn, in their works in

praise of Mary. The combined influence of Jerome
and Xu^n-hnc however, determined the ecclesias-

tical atuiuue to the Apocryphal Gospels, and the

ban of the Church fell upon them under Damasus

(382), Innocent I. (405), and Gelasius (496) In the

long run this condemnation by ecclesiastical authoi*

ity proved unavailing to check the popular appe-
tite for the

'

.

"

legends ; and by vaiious

devices the lich had incurred the cen-

suie of the unureii, were brought back again into

public circulation.

Harnack truly remarks that ' the history of apocryphal litera-

ture is a proof that the prohibition of -
i

- .

r, ,. P( ., i/_y tvi n all sections anc
( 1Jt i <

.-
,

s
'

, Mr -is perhaps the most staongly lepiesented

alongside or uie canonical writings, m a form, as one would

expect, that is always changing to suit the taste of the age
It was really apocryphal, that is to say, it had what may be
termed a subterranean existence , but, suppressed and perse-
cuted though it

"

the surface,
and at last the 3 defenceless

against it
'

(Gesch d altehr. L^tt i Ix note 5).

Within a century after the Decretum Gelasii,

Giegory of Tours in Ms book de Gloria Martyrum
(i. ch. 4) had no scruples in using the extiavagant
v_< "^- o*

'

i n
"

i'i the c Transitus Manse '; mdeed>
so little store was : t piuieii

flv set by ecclesiastical

condemnation, that abous 435, thirty yeais after

the decree of Innocent I., a mosaic of the Annunci-
ation m S. Maria Maggiore in Borne, prepared
under the direction of Sixtus ill.

,
embodied apocry-

phal details. \|-" i.
-lit 1 writings are used by

pseudo-Chrysosv," i
v

oni1
, ;

and in the epic poem
of the nun Hroswitha (t 968), entitled Ilistona

natwitatis laudabihsgue conversatioms witacta Dei

gemtricis> the matenal is in pait drawn fiom the

later Gospels of tho Childhood. From the 12th

cent onwards, the Apocryphal Gospels afforded an
inexhaustible mine for poets and minstiels in Ger-

many, France, and England ; and numerous miracle-

plays represented incidents drawn from the same
source. A powerful impulse was given to the

spread of these legends by the Dominican Vincent
de Beauvais, who in his work entitled Speculum
Mafus, published about the middle of the 13th

cent., and translated in the following century into

many IJHI^'IHJMS, transcribed large portions of
>t/t,. ijf/ftj, ',

r and the Gospel of JWwodenms, etc.

,e latter half of the 13th cent, also saw the
of a collection of legendary Lives of the

- ilu* Speculum Sanctorum., better known as
the Golden Legend, written by another member of

the Dominican order, Jacobus de Voragine, Arch-

bishop of Genoa. This work, in which many of
r "

,r-n '\ ]' ,,1 lev* 1

; u- r "

n places had an immense
iM^.ic'Ht i n "j n I

M
;

(

i, 'i-iscript translations ex-
ui'M in I'M.'li-'

1 r,JMnj>ii French, Italian, and
^I'/'ti.-li.

A\ ;j|- '10 invLiiM-)n of the printing-press
this influence was largely extended, the Legenda
Aurea and Vincent's Speculum being among the
earliest books to be set up in type From that

luuo had nn inlluonoo on popular Clui^u;inm in

Cm liolic connlrio- far exceeding i hut 01 the Jii IL n I

narrative.

Roman Catholic writers have denied their claim to be in any
- '-

i

1
"
1 ' -'ii '-i of Evangelic history, and have

1 -i I ,i*
' M "- " "- ,i' r incautious use; an unfavourable

1

-I ' ' >l
i .

-- 1 upon them by the Papal Congregation of
!'<- . 1884, in connexion with the proposal to
celebrate in tue tollcmmg year the nineteen Tniiidt( di 1

) au-inor-

saryot the birch of Mary, but, all ihs rjot\Mih-i,ii.(]nij; I'lp-c

iipoiTtphal b1 OT 'o- li\onocl 1 \ Hai nuck to twining plants which,
uhcn our do-in irmir up .iwri from beneath and choke mucb
ihui ! ho.i'thv, htt 1

. M'curcK iooi<>d themselves in the popular
unn&inition, .ind hf^e bnon ilir iruitful source of many super-
s-nous liclit-tx f\<n Tappihoin, a Ron>!xri Catholic writer,
who, in hi* scholarl. irofjTii-c on The Apocryphal Gospels of the

Childhood^ etw., speaks wMh deep rcprot of the tendency to
accept these writings as trustworthy historical sources, cannot
resist i V* i *rmi,i*"*i to retain us nuioh of thoir contents as has
been iVon ur> MIII <'rle-u^tioal tradition He accepts, for
instan' t .1- n 1 'ih o me names of Mary's parents, the circum-
stance- r-, ',ink

' D h<r birth, her dedication to the Temple

^,v

Th
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service, the marvellous story of her death, resurrection, and
ascension, and declares that use of these apocr}phal data may
be made with an easy conbcience for the purpose of religious
edification (op at 88)

The narratives of the Apocryphal Gospels have
had an extraordinaiy influence on Christian art.

Refeience has aheady been made to the attraction
which the legends had for poets fiom the earliest

times, and especially -since the date of the publica-
tion of the Legenda Autea. (Foi details of the
earlier poetry bee von Lehner, Die Marienverehrung,
25611) Sculptuie and painting albo owed many
of their subjects to apocryphal sources, or weie
influenced in their tieatinent by apociyphal details.

The history of Mary's leputed paients, her service

in the Temple, her betrothal to Joseph, the Annun-
ciation, the Birth of Jesus in a cave, the Flight
into Egypt, the Assumption of Mary these and
other incidents described in the Apocryphal Gospels
were favourite themes of painteib and sculptors,

especially during the Renaissance.

A marble tablet of the 4th or 5th cent in the crypc of St
Maximm in Provence, represents Mary in the attiti

'

with th -' i.ni "i \ i i -i
* T tan, MARIA

ESTER ML II Mi'l If OLKO^ M I -'The Virgin Mary, servant
of the temple at Jerusalem' (von Lehner, op cit 327) The
events in the life of the Virgin, , i t i "_''. a series, were de-

picted by different painters ot th< 1! . -*-,,' one of the best
known series being that by Taddeo Gaddi in the Baroncelli

Chapel at Florence (Mrs Jameson, Legends of the Madonna,
Introd in) Mary's presentation at the Temple, and her
marvellous ascent of the Temple steps (narrated in pseudo-
Matthew, ch 4 and the Nativity, ch b), supply a subject for

ny, Venice), while her
' '

T nne pictures, notably"
le Pmacoteca, Milan)

' m Christian art, in
accordance with the narrative in the Protevangefauwi, Maij is

represented either at the well with a pitcher of water or spinning-
wool for the veil of the temple (as in the mosaic, already referred

to, in S Maria Maggiore in Rome) Pictures of the Nativity
betray the influence of the apocryphal stories ; they show the
mother and child and Joseph in a cave, where, according to
the Proteoangefawn, Je&us was born

,
a dazzling light radiates

from the face of the child
,
an ox and an ass (first mentioned m

pseudo-Matthew) bow m adoration before Hun a frequent re-

pi esentation m early reliefs (von Lehner, op cit 314 ff )-~or m
1 c.t..' K^ are introduced as mere picturesque details An

<"(K r
i" *i u,e Flight to Egypt, the bending down of a palm-

tree to yield its fruit to Mary, affords a subject for many
beautiful works (e ff by Pmturicchio, William Blake) The
Assumption of Mary was frequently represented m paintings
from the 10th cent, omvard (e g Titian's in the Academy, Venice ,

Botticelli's in the National Gallery), while the consummation of
}'i 1 "< i- di DI '

c il "i 1" i coronation as Queen of Hea\ on (among
(u- 1 * in H,n'n.; I u Angelica, ana Taddeo Gacloh) The
f-< cord ]Mi' 01 SIM '?'/ </ ' of Nicodemus The Descent into Hell
-gives a subject to Jb'ra Angelica (San Mar V .

*

,

* o
Durer (in his series of woodcuts composing 'I f l\ --

* i ,.

The narratives in the Koran about T
"

. rded as
a forerunner of Mohammed, are drawn sryphal
sources, either direoilv from the so-ca !

^ of the,

Infancy, or indirectly fiom the popular tales which had an
apocryphal origin An account is given, for instance, of Mary's
nativity, in the Koran her parents are named Imran and
Hanna,- of her dedication to the Temple, of the miraculous
choice of Joseph to be her protector, etc Jesus is represented"

'Tis making of Mrds out
The KOI 'in II^IOH rj|-

it Jesi -
<
Ji e<l npiT '!><

Cross. In Sura 4 156 the Jews are reported as saying
*We

have killed the Messiah, Jesus, the Son of Marv, the Messenger
of God', to wh ..

i , . i. : , tcij given: 'Yet they
did not kill a -. !' '

.
>

,
^

.appeared to
them . . , In p " Id . i li (j.^1 ioi-ed Him
to Himself , for God ib strong and \vi-e ucher Jcgends about
Jesus, not mentioned m the Koran, were collected bv Moslem
commeri H

A
OI rl,r>l\ln K"--< u. See art. OHEIST IN MOIIAM-
j\rprri Vr>]n n')i\ 10 vol ii

vii. CLASSIFICATION. The classification here
adopted follows that given by Harnack (Gesch. d.
altcfir. Litt. i 4f.) and by Tasker (Hastings' DB,
Extra Vol. 422 f.).

A. Gopol- of the Pvnoprio tvpc, with some title to be regarded
a>- tinliod>ing an onrJv trad n ion

1. Go-pel accord 1 1 ur to The Hebrews
2. (Jo-pH MPcordmir U) the Lg\pturis
3. Gospol 01 1'etr-r

4. l"H\urn <<>*!>( 1 Tragrnpnl
5 Oxyrhyncus Gospel Fragment

J5. Heretical and Gnostic Gospels, written to establish peculiar
conceptions of the person and life of Jesus.

1. Gospel of Marcion.

2 Gospel ot the Twelve Apostles.
3 Gospel of Thomas
4 Gospel of Philip

C Supplemental Gospels, \uitten to throw light on the dark
parts of Ci T -. s 1 -

(a) Gospels of i C .<]<.,-I, together \vith those dealm*
with the parents of Jesus

*

1 Protevangehum of James with the recensions-
(1) Gospel

"

(2) Gospel , [arj
2 Childhood Gofapei or inomas
3

'
' r> - '

' "

,he Childhood
4- ! the Carpenter.
5 T IX \ , <

'

Mary
(6) (, i . - ,| ,

.
I the Passion and the post-Resurrection

lite of Jesus
1, Gospel of Nicodemus
2.

"

D> '
' m \\hich several Gospels are worked

Gc
'

. .

A. . Gospel according to the Hebrews. The
eailiest mention of thih Gospel occurs m the 'TTTO-

/jt,v7){Act,Tci of ITi ;:L-i|i}'i,- about the year 180 (Euseb,
HE iv. 22. <v 'I l'(

k name 'according to the
Hebrews '

is not original ; in the circles in which
the Go&pel was curient, it apparently had no dis-

tinctive name, that which it now bears having been
given to it by outsiders, to indicate that it was the

Gospel m use among Hebrew Christians, the de-
scendants of the original Church in Judaea. There
is some probability in the view, which is strongly
advocated by Harnack (Chron. i. 637 f ) 5

that the

Gospel was in use in the Jewish-Christian com-

munity in Alexandria, and that the title was given
to it to ^'-li'iuui^ i it from the Go&pel used by the
native ( InM 1

*. 1
) community, the Gospel according

to the Egyptians The language in which the

Gospel was written (as we learn from Jeiome,
contra Pelag, in. 2) was West Aramaic, the lan-

guage of Christ and His Apostles, a circumstance
which betrays its influence on the narrative in the
fact that the Holy Spirit is represented as female

('My Mother the Holy Spirit/ the Aramaic ru/ia

being feminine) The Gospel was translated into

Latin and Greek by Jeiome, who had a very high
opinion of it, and was inclined to icjiiiul it as the

ongmal Matthew; but it is moio ih.ni probable
that it had already circulated in a Greek version in

different parts of the Church, and found consider-

able IM,I..M (,<," it was wrongly identified by
Jeron,( M

i

- Ti" Ebioni' K<, -

1 '*. ^
,

7
,
'

the Twelve Apostles, also i :. M
which was written originally in Greek, and was in

use among the Gnostic Ebionites.

As the fragments which have been preserved to

us shov M f, s-r . 7 according to the Hebrews was
of the "-v".^!!' !>pe. Whether it contained a

story oi IK N. i -\ i'i \ is uncertain, but (considering
the Jewish-Christian standpoint of the 1 -Y hi '

1""
1

\

improbable Included, however, were i

'

l>. MI -i i

the Temptation, the Lord's Prayer, th !! / I-n j i

the man with the withered hand, the jtviit OJ>G

adulterer (or something similar), the injunction to

forgive unto seventy times seven, the conversation

with the Rich Young Ruler, the entrance into Jeru-

salem, the parable of the Pounds, the Trial, the

j

denial of Peter, appearances after (lie "RoMum lion,

and sayings of Jesus not elsewhere* lecoidoil. As a

rale, the fragments show a somewhat closer resem-

blance to Mt than to the other Synoptics, but
there are also details which have their nearer

parallels in Luke.
The divergences from the Synoptics are in several cases remark-

able in character, and point, in the opinion of many scholars, to

an earlier and more reliable tradition. In the narrative of the

Baptism, Jesus, in answer to the proposal of His mother and
brethren that they should go and be baptized by John for the
remission of sins, says

' Jn u?iat Jtaie I sinned,, that I should go
and be bapt^zed by hi,rn.z I'vilcst* perhaps this which I have
said be ignorance,'-^ utterance which is generally interpreted
as meaning that Jesus, though conscious of no SID, "was humble
enough not to make the claim of smlessness. (This passage,
regarded by some as primitive and autfaeBtac, is better under-
stood as the product of reflexion at a time when Christ's baptism
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was felt to be a problem requiung- solution In the earliest

days the piesence of the nio.uo
1 " '\i<- not felfc The writer of

, of Jesus, solves the
'I )

-M- i
- described with

the dove is awanting,
" form of an utterance

lhe Laid was come up out

of the Holy Spit it Game

the Gospel, who holds to tue -ml
difficulty by pointing to His deep i

After the Baptism, the descent >

greatei fulnee~
"

, i
-

11 i< j

But the voice L i > >. < i
1 p .- } .. <

by the Spirit
'
It camt '

*
-

o/
7

t/ie ivater, that the
down and rested on Him and said unto Him, Mi/ Son, in all

the pt ophets I awaited Thy coming, that I might rest on Thee
For Thou ait my test; Thou ait my firstborn Son, who teigtiebt

for ever '

A. passage, which probably belongs to the narrative of the

Temptation, reads 'The Lord said, Just now My mother
,
the

Holy Spirit, seized Me by one of My hain, and bo)e Me away to
+-h a hnh ,n+mm

Tiiftor,' a fantastic description on the model
the Dragon 36

In the Lord's Prayer the fourth petition runs ' Give us to-day
our In ead FOB. TO-MORROW.' In the Aramaic mahar (' to-morrow ')

we may have the word used by Jesus Himself ,
m which case

ivtovfftK, tianslated 'daily' m Mt 611 ,
Lk 113, would be an ad-

jectival form derived from ^ i-novc-ac, (the
" ' ' v

the other hand, there are scholars who belie

is the case, and that mahar > give the meaning
of i-riova-tos (Meyer in Henn The former alter-

native is the more probable
The narrative of the healing on the Sabbath of the man with

a withered hand represents the man as appealing to Jesus on
the ground that he was a mason who earned his biead by work-

ing with his hands, a detail which may well be authentic
In the longest fragment of the Gospel we have a veision of

Christ's interview with the Rich Young Ruler, which shows
notable differences from the Synoptic account Where the

Synoptists speak of the rich man's sorrow because of his

inability to accept Christ's terms, the Gospel aceo) ding to the

Hebrewst in vivid and homely *
i T"_ * r. <->nts him as

_ ,

' *
, touch -n i

-
i

"

i '(He) began
i did not please him '

Whereupon
Jesus rebuked him for claiming to ha\ e fulfilled the law, when
T '

1 _
n - '

", >^ i

"*

y and brotherly kindness . 'How
^ ' / 1 and the ,

~
it is

wntten in the law, Thou shalt love thy self ,

and behold, many of thy brethren, the & are
covered with filth and, one dying with hunger, while thy house is

full of many good things, and nothing at all goes out of it to

them '
If this account is co be taken as genuine, it is clear that

our estimate of the Rich Young Ruler's character, based on the

Synoptic tradition, will have to be considerably i evised It is,

howev i - i

" ~

n this passage we have a mis-
taken ,

> "/of the Rich Young Ruler with
1

" " " "

by Luke.
rented as appearing first

to James, to iw which he had taken at the
Last Supper that he would not eat bread
from that hour, when he had drunk the Lord's cup, until He
should see Hun risen from those that are asleep

' This is an
obviously later form of the tradition of Christ's appearing to

James, due most likely to the desire of Jewish Christians to
exalt their head above the Apostles of Christ. It should be
noted that James is here portrayed as one of Christ's followers

" " 'it Supper, an unhistorical detail There
between James the Just and James the

brother of John, an inference borne out by the reference to

drinking the Lord's cup (cf. Mt 20^).

Into the -1'Tli :1 ri - ''\
"

'he relation of the

Gospel acco. '/ i '. 7 , - * to the Synoptics,
it is impossible in this article to enter with any
fulness. That it is closely allied to them, especi-
ally to Mt , is clear from the character of the frag-
ments. Three different solutions of the problem
have been suggested, all of them supported by
competent authorities. (1) Hebrews is held to be
the 01igmal Aramaic Matthew JTiljiomVhl) or an
elaboration ot it (Zahn), and as -noli, (ho ground-
work of our canonical Matthew. This view is now
almost

f universally rejected. (2) Hebrews is held
to be independent of the Q \

-|

' '

e affinity

being ^ explained by a com 'i

'

, on oral
tradition. This view, which is the one at present
most widely held. i- strongly -uppo] ted by Harnack,
who goc so fai a* to expres* the hope (Chron i.

645) that, after Zahns penetiatmg di-oussion of
the question no one will have the hardihood to
je|K<ii (ho ^jiLemem, that the Gospel according to
ill'*, Rtbwi \> ba-ed on one or more canonical
Gospels.

f
That hope has not been realized. For

(3) the view has recently been confidently advo-
cated by "Wernlo iSifnop. Frage, 248ft'.) tti&t

is dependent on all tin; Synoptics, making use of

Matthew, and in some ca^es combining the accounts
of Matthew and Luke. Meyer (in Henn. 18) supports

this view, and strongly emphasizes the secondaiy
chaiacter ot the Gospel. In this judgment the

present writer is disposed to concur It appeals
to him that all the facts of the case aie satisfac-

torily explained, if we hold that the Gospel accord-

ing to the Hebrews was wntten by one who used

canonical Matthew (and Luke), and built up his

Gospel on the basis of a sepaiate tiadition, under
the influence of his own doctrinal

But even should the view of t x de-

pendence be accepted, this does not nec,e-s,uily

imply that m it we aie face to face with an eaihei,
or an equally early, stage of the piinutive tiadi-

tion. The realistic presentation, the fondness for

little details, the quaint and, in si-
1 '

j.l -

undigniiied language, which are ,! . --i

the Gospel, may possibly be indications that in

some nairatives we have the tiadition in its 011-

gmal foim ; on the othei hand, these features may
with as much probability be due to later manipu-
lation by popular evangelists. Details, such as

Christ's woids before His baptism, which aie by
some M j,

'

! .is primitive on the ground that

they a- ,-* i a chaiacter that they could not
have been added later, are believed by othei H (in

our opinion more justly), to be pioductb of an age
of rellexion. Traces of a latei age than that of

the Synoptics are found in the Resurrection frag-
ment, theieisthe unhistorical detail in leference

.

*

, )f Christ to James, and the later

: is shown in securing witness for

ii'ie iesu.uecu.ou uom the enemies of Christ. (After

rising from the dead, Jesus handed the linen cloth

to the seivant of the high pno-0 The judgment
is warranted that, while i ho (/i^^rl according to

the Hebrews probably retains in some points the

freshness of the original tradition, it contains many
elements that are secondary, and that, as a whole,
it represents not an earliei, but a somewhat/ later

stage o r ; o- n,,o.
"

tradition than the Sxnoptics.
A date {,,- . \^ end of the 1st cent is probable.
On the view here taken of the Gospel according

to the Hebrews, the value of its fragments as a
source of the life of Jesus is inconsideiable. It

cannot j'ustly lay claim to be an authority, as
Oscar Holtzmann regards it, on the same level as
the Synoptics. Some sayings, however, ascribed to

Christ and not elsewhere recorded, have a genuine
ring, giving us, if not the ipsissima verba of Jesus,
at least true echoes of His voice. Christ is repre-
sented as saying to His disciples

t Never be glad,
except when ye look upon your brother in love,

9

a
- '

,\S<\ \ beautiful precept (oiuloinnm;: Schaden-
'

,
"

disposition to rejoice in another's mis-
fortune. The Gospel also reported a saying in
which it was reckoned .nnon^ iho greatest offences
that one should sadden iho -p m of one's brother
Another striking saying, quoted from this Gospel
by Clement of Alexandria (Strom 11. 9 45) and
accepted by many as substantially a genuine utter-
ance of Jesus, runs as tollows. <4

l/<3 that wonders
shall reach the kingdom, and having reached the

kingdom shall rest
'

In another pn'^nge (Strom.
v. 14. 96) Clement records the Baying in a longer
form, which agrees almost verbally with one of the

Oxyrhynchus sayings: 'He who seeks shall not
cease until he finds ; and when he finds, he shall be
ji-ti-ni -In -'I and being astonished he shall reach the

k.u^l'Hii .i,nd having reached the kingdom he shall
rest/
The ethical teaching of the Gospel, from all that

we can gather, was in -yinpatliy \\iih the mind of

Christ, &,tres> being laiif on hi oi hoi Iv love and for-

giveness. DoclriTinlh the Gospel occupies the

position of ihe old ,Jo\\i.-h Church. It exhibits
Jesus as * the Messiah sent from God, not as the
Son of God conceived of the Holy Gho^t in a special
sense, but as the long expected Messiah of David's
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race, in whom prophecy finds its fulfilment
'

(Hand-
niann, TU v. 3, p. 125).

Li -TT

p
b

?Jd NT exit a, can receptum,iv p 5jf ,V .,>;-o' <,<,->i, -hi .,
- to the Hebrews;

~
i

llv .MI \ _"' ... (I! v 3), Zahn, esc? ' \*
'

n 042 it.
, HarnacK, Gr06cA. d altchr, Litt. i 6ff , Chionologie, i

631 ff. , Hennecke, NT Apoto. 11 ff
, Handb. 21 ff

, Meimes in

Hastings' DB, E\t Vol. 338 ff.. Adeney in Hcbbert Journal,
Oct 1904

A. 2. Gospel according to the Egyptians. This

Gospel, whose ancient date may be inferred fiom
the fact that, like the Gospel according to the

Hebrews, it bears no author's name, was current in

native Christian circles in Egypt. Our infoimation

regarding it is very slight it is mentioned by
Ongen in his discussion of the prologue m Luke's

Gospel, and chaiacterized by him, appaiently on
J1 ""

his own knowledge ot it, as a he-
: . ('Ecclesia quattuor
hsereses plurima, e quibus quo
"secundum ^Egyptios"

5

tr. by Jerome). All
that can with certainty be said to lemam of the

G-ospel is a small group <

"

-< \ I _:
- recorded by

Clement of Alexandria in ro, i- _: , the attitude
of different Christian communities to marriage.
References to the Gospel are also found in Hip-
olytus (Philos. v. 7), who states that it was used

y the sect of the Naassenes to support their

peculiar views about the nature of the soul, and
in "T 1

'}
','*,,- Ucer. 62. 2), who mentions its use

by i. \ < . ,

The fiagments which remain are part of a con-
versation between Jesus and Salome, and are all

of the same character, dealing with the transient

(if not sinful) nature of the sex relations. They
read as follows :

1 'Salome asked, "How long shall death reign*" The
Lord answered,

" So long as ye women give bwth" When
Salome had said,

" Then should I haw done well, if I had not

given biithi" the Lord answered, "Eat every plant, but that
which is bitter, eat not " '

(Clem. Alex Strom 111 6 45)
2 ' When Salome inquired when those things [the coming of

the Kingdom] hould be, the Lord said,
" When ye trample on

the gat ment of shame, and when the two become one, and the

male with the female, neither male nor female
" '

(Clem Alex
Strom 111 13 92)

% 'The Saviour said, "I came to destroy the works of the

female
" '

(Clem Alex Strom m. 9 63)
The Encratite tend<

"
- recognized by the

majority of scholars, _ \ ' led by Zahn, who,
however, rejects No ., .'

-
i

' the Gospel accord-

ing to the Egyptians If the third saying- 1>< u-i 1
r - 1< 11 i-> "< i -

t.iT"lv nr:r 7,iV !'
' " '

v
ro do P(M jro"* 1

, '\ *ITI ,<>r us 1*1

a-iVU'- (J r<( 'u',
4
Intheii* uiLi'i.oi. <P j rulr

marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels in
heaven '). This view finds some support in the fragment of a~ " "

2red at Oxyrhyncus m 1903 (Grenreir and T runt,
'

44). That Cassian, the Gnostic leader of the
>m whom Clement quoted the sayings, used them

i i -'."'"-- ' *
1 i ." narnage, is not decisive.

I
1 - '

'

_
'

',;<'
' Gassian's interpretation,

and u"dei-fo<vf the sayings in a mystical sense. If, however,
tnr I n'lci f -ense of the words be maintained, Harnack is

certainly jusnifaed by Clement's atti
j

("
'

<
b *''

1 -
'*

>

L

>

'Encratism cannot have been the ar . < ( n ! i . '.

cannot have been stamped upon it as -
', , .1 i i-

but that pio^abli o'i'v this one passage occurred in it wmcn
could be arldnoul tavour of the extreme ascetic practice*
(Chron, i. 616) That the Gospel cor 1 nn '<! m i. \\ e1 P that \\as

entirely free from suspicion of hf<>-\ i, prol 'iul< and this" *
natural inference becomes a certarit." i*n ,'vv< pi the widely"

ff>'n i ft, '// Egyptians1

i

'
I

,

r
*

. writer of the so-called

, P. 170) fi 11, . \\r\*'\\x
1>(- J 'i -_ e closely remmiscen 01 iho (}(<<HI whrJitiy !/

t/i I
' ' there are several, (oni.nriintr -ciMt^- 01 Jo^'is

of which some show verbal agre^-mii wuh nu **\ io(v; K %,

\\hile others, \vith considerable divergences, aie similar m char-
actei On the assumption, which is possible though incapable
of proof, that 2nd Clement drew the saj ings of Jesus recorded
by bin 1 rroiu one n'*jin -o'lico arid tin- \MI- Tho Got-pel according
to the r'ii-i,ii,i*>, Uni piu'lc In-ed \\w rontlu-ion that the Gospel
1 co * '' "s 1

j:
T ' r< "'iTi' '-''!- 3 Roman Church about 170

uo.M ..... 'iji (il K ,<[ i'
,-i nd, further, that it was an

nrlfjA. 'It
' ' (^o-'n I if . JT n !i i: i - \vith Matthew and Luke,

* * The Lord Himself having been asked by some one, When
will the kingdom come' said. When the two shall be one, and
the outside as the inside, ana the male with the female, neither

male nor female '

(2 Clem. xii. 2).

an<^ nstances sayings in a form even more
orl ]

n
i 619 f ) One must confess that so

extremely favourable a judgment, reared on a somewhat un-
certain basis, does not inspire entire confidence \\hen over
against it one places Ongen's vie .

"
r, s heretical

and its use by the Naa&senes and -
i ^ . it may be

allowed that there weie probably passages in the Gospel \Ahich
ranked it with the fctynoptics, it seems clear that it showed
affinities with the specul--

- - -

-inostie schools It
contained

references
to ! . Of the soul which

were relied on by the Naassene sect m building up their system
of thought , and Epiphanius m refut T. J1 '

- >f the Sabel-
lians, who made use of the Gospel < Egyptians
declared that '

there were in it mo '"
- the mouth

of the Saviour, and said as in a - such as His
declaration to the disciples that ,

xOn ancj -the

Holy Spirit were one and the sam .' , )

With so little to rest a confident * 1 J
<

it is extremely difficult to characteriz- i

hut it may he near the truth to say that it was a
Gospel of the Synoptic type with a slight Gnostic
colouring.

*

The disposition to refer to this Gospel isolated
r '' '

""

tterances of Jesus, such as the
and the Oxyrhyncns Sayings, is

extremely hazardous. All that can with certainty
be said is that some of the recently discovered say-
ings

e

belong to the same sphere of thought
'

as the

Gospel. Further than that it is impossible to go
(see Grenfell and Hunt, Neiv Sayings, 27 ff. ).

The date of the Gospel is about the middle of the
2nd cent., probably between 130 and 150.

" ** NT extra can iv 42 ff
, Harnack,

Gt . ff
,
Chron i 612 ff

; Zahn, NT Kan
ii 628 ff

; Volter,
~'

"

Oder Aegypterevangehum,
1893 ; Schneckenb Ewmgehum der Aegypter,
1834, Hennecke, NT Apokr 21 ff, Handb 38 ff., Tasker, I.e.

423 ff.

A. 3. Gospel of Peter, In his enumeration of

Petrine writings, Eusebius mentions (HE lii. 3) a

Gospel which, along with the Acts, Preaching and

Apocalypse, ofPeter, he declares to be spurious, and
not considered authoritative by any ecclesiabtical

writer. Until fourteen years ago, our knovlulpe
of the contents of the Gospel was of tho -<<ntu-;

description, being based on a slight reference by
Ongen, on a letter by Serapion, bishop of Antioch

(end of 2nd cent.), and on a passage in Theodoret,
now generally discredited, which states that the

Nazarenes, who honoured Christ as a just man,
used the Gospel according to Peter (Seer. Fabb.
ii 2) Origen's reference (Com. in Matt. bk. x.

17) tells us nothing more than that those who be-

lieved the brethren of Jesus to be the sons of

Joseph by a former wife relied on the Gospel of
Peter and the Book of James ; from which we infer

that the Gospel contained the narrative of the

Virgin -birth From Serapion's letter (part of it

preserved in Euseb. HE vi. 12), which wa& written
to the Church in Rhossus in the diocese of Antioch,
we gather the following facts about the Gospel.
When on a visit to Rhpssus, Serapion had the

Gospel brought under his notice, as being the

occasion of sonr i

11 ^
i' f'le Church. Not

suspecting any I *
' "!' on the pait of

those who were . .r. '.! the Gospel, the

bishop, without any careful examination of
^its

contents, sought to establish peace by authorizing
it to be read'. Having learned afterwards that the

Gospel had oiifanatod nnion^ tho Docctse, he pro-
cured a copy from -omc meialiOT* of that party,
and found, that, while it contained much truo teach-

ing, there \\eic additions of a questionable char-

acter, to which he pioceedcd to call attention.

Until lecently this wat all that was known of the

Gospel of Peter ; not a single fragment had been
handed down ; one could only gather that it was a

* Von DobscMtz (Die urchr Gemeinden, 190) finds in the

Gospel a trace of the Gnostic idea of the subversion of all ordi-

narj standards of value, from which 'it is only a short step to

the perversion of all ethical conceptions' This view is justly

opposed bj Zahn (NT Kan. 11 640).
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Gospel with a slight Docetic eolouimg, but for the

most pait entiiely orthodox.
Of this long lost Gospel we have now a fragment

of considerable length dealing with the Passion and
Resurrection of Christ. The fragment was found
in the winter of 1886-1887 at Akhmhn, in Upper
Egypt, by the French \

"" "

Mission, and
was published by M. B< ,* ' The nan a-

tive claims to be the personal witness of the Apostle
Peter, and reveals the Docetic tendency referred

to by Serapion. The fragment begins at the end
of the judgment-scene, after Pilate had washed his

hands, and ends in the middle of a sentence, which
introduces the narrative descubing the appearance
of Christ to His disciples at the Sea ot Galilee

The nature of the contents can here only be indi-

cated.

Herod is regarded as the real judge of Christ , throughout,
there is the evident intention to e\c,iiiutc P Lite, who washed
his hands, while Herod refused. It ia IFoio'l who gives the

order for the crucifixion, and h -
',

1

foi the

disposal of the body of Jesus
'

' - ovei to

the people, it is stated that c

*fa u
/

set Him on the seat of judgment, saying, Judge
King of Is) ael

' * On the cross we learn that J< -

peace, as m no wise having pain.' One of the maletactois

leproached the Jews standing round the cross (not his fellow-

sufferer, as m Lk 2340), and 'they, being angered with him,
t his legs should not be tfroken, that he might
A*

"

the darkness which came
over the land, the

* And the Lotd cued out,
,-c ', > i M- power, . ^ hast Jwsaken Me And

'.' , If.' i,.i said this, He was taken up.' After the death of

Christ the Jews "began to feel compunction for what they had
done ; they

*

began to lament and to say, Woe for our sins , the

judgment and the end of Jerusalem, cue nigh . , All the

people murmwed and beat their bt easts, saying, If by His
death those most mighty signs haw happened, behold, how
iighteous He is' The Jewish authorities,

"

i\j-_' -^ ]

soldiers from Pilate to guard the tomb 'for '/ t>>
' .-.j."-

selves took part in the watch. The EesurreM n - <\
4 - 'I

with many miraculous details ; there is a voice from heaven ,

two men, encircled by a great light, descend and enter the
tomb, from which the stone rolls away of itself Then the
watchers 'see three vn&n coming out of the tomb, the two sup-
porting the one, and a cross following them ; and the heads of
the two reached as far as heaven, but that of Him that was led
ovei topped the heavens And they heard a voice ftom heaven
saying, Hast thou

"

'.

"

And a response
was heard from t t' i \\ i' was informed of
all that had happ< \

'

,
1 ^ rom the blood of

the Son of God ' He was entreated by the Jewish authorities
to command the centurion and the soldiers to tell nothing of
what they had seen, 'for it is better (say they)for us to be guilt]/
of the '

- @od than to fall into the hands of the

people ,
'

, be stoned.' The rest of the fragment
deals with the visit of Mary M-

_
i-* - . ]

- Ai - women to the
sepulchre, and with the gr > - The fragment
closes as follows :

'
J5ut we, i , > the Lord, wept

and were grieved, and eact ' for that which
was come to pass, departed to /us iiwm Bui 1, Simon Peter,
and Andrew my brother, took our nets and went to the sea;
and there was with us Levi, the son of Alphaeus, whom the
Lord . .'

The writers peculiar point of view is clear from
rhc quotations which have been given. (1) The
mo-st noticeable feature of the Gospel is its pro-
nounced apologetic interest, shown in its friendli-
ness to P'l.i >, MM M- ,vu '>.; V m the Jews Pilate
is freed ,10:11, ill U, MO i

- no i, ,uli of Christ, Herod
being the responsible judge ; Joseph, who cared for
the body of Jevus, is

* the friend of Pilate '

Pilate,
too, ^is lepresented as acknowledging the Divine
dignity of Jesus. On the other hand, the Jews
acknowledge their sin in putting Jesus to death,
and confess Him to have been a just man. The
writer's fierce hatred of the Jews is betrayed in
the utterance ascribed to the Jewish authorities,
that they would rather be guilty of the greatest

* Justin Mam r (A r>')l i 35) has a similar statement 'Thev
mockcd Him and set Him on the judgment -

seat, and said,

7 i

'"'" ^e <-orrMPonding passage in St John's Gospel
(JL

1

j n-*uo 'When Pjlate, therefore, heard these \\ords, he i

'- i>'
'

r
*.. -, o i , M i '

upon th*, judgment-seat' (x} ^Afar* \

- <JK- ; Hi- I . < ,er, legitimate to translate !asafor:nn i

the trariMf\ e sense, *o that the verse uould run 'He brought '

Jesua out and set Hun on the indgment-seat
' The passage in I

St. John, understood in this sense, is probably the source from '

which the statements in Justin and the Gospel of Peter are !

derived.

sin than fall into the hands of men. (2) The
Docetic sympathies of the writei, which aie some-

what ^ . i

" '

. o levealed in the statement that

Jesus |-
-. i on the cioss, 'as in no wtse

Jeehng pain
9

;
m the ciy of deiehction, which

pomtb to a distinction between the n-ip,. -'"iV

Divine Po\\ei residing m Jesus and His passiuie
human nature, m the representation of Christ's

death as a being taken up. That the Docetism
was not ot an extieme type LS shown by the fact

that the dead Christ is ictened to as 'the Loid.'

Gnostic influences are discernible in the speaking
of the cross, and in the supernatuial height of

Jesus and the angels.
The Gospel is ot the Synoptic type. It has close

linguistic and material relations with the Synop-
tics, although there are many deviations in oiclci

and detail. Theie is a considerable piol)ibiluy
that the author knew and made use ot all our
canonical Gospels, which he tieated with great
freedom, embellishing the naiiative m the mteiest
of his own point of view, and making additions

of a legendaiy and highly mnaculous character.

That he had an independent tradition at his com-
mand is possible, and even probable (

9 ancient Acts

of Pilate) ; but whether that be so or not, his

Gospel acids
*

our knowledge of the life

of Christ '

i . . to be a fan example of

what may be caneu. me second generation of non-

canonical narratives, which are based upon the

eaiher and authentic records, and do not yet

depart very widely from them, though they may
have special tendencies in various doctrinal direc-

tions
'

(Kenyon, Gospels in the Early Church, 34)

The date of the Gospel is about the middle of

the 2nd cent., alllioiuin -ome critics put it con-

siderably earlier \\- plruo ot origin was almost

certainly Syna.
LITERATURE Bounant, V *

""
mr les membres de

la mission , / i
,

" ' ' ix. 1. 137 ff.
;
Ilar-

nack, 27 /"u 2 /'iiv, /->"> / Petrus
,
von Schu-

bert, r*
w

deb I

(tr by . )ds, / /

Robins i Gospel and Revelation oj Peter
, Swete,

Gospel of St Peter
,
also editions by Rcndel Harris, the author

of ^
. Religion, Rutherford (extra volume of Ante-

Nic i Stulcken in Henneoke, NT Apofcr. 27 fl,
Hanao. 1& u

, and numerous magazine articles.

A $. Fayfim Gospel Fragment. V number of

papyn were, in the year 1882, brought from Fayum,
a province in Central Egypt, to Vienna, by the
Archduke Rainer Among these, Dr. Bickell of

Innsbruck discovered a small Gospel fragment,
dealing with the incident in which Jesus foretold
the denial of Peter The fragment, which is badly
mutilated, was published in 1885 by Bickell, who
confidently maintained that it w? $ p^vt of a very
ancient lost Gospel, of the class T i rci <* I i m Lk I

1
.

The contents of the fragment closely resemble the

Synoptic 'narrative (Mk 1427- 29- 80
, Mt 26'

n - * 34
)

with the omission of the verse containing Christ's

pi onii^e to go before His disciples into Galilee after

lining from the dead. Owing to the condition of

the jupviu*. the text, especially at the beginning
of i ho Jinmont. is very uncertain ; but, according
to the reconstruction of Zahn (NT Kan. ii. 785),
the translation is as follows ;

'

[When they hafi swig a hymn >

"
,

-
1 '/ i - 7 ; to their

custom He mid oacttn, Tint " -
'

accord-
,D<it<,n,> *?i, >,t<i/,> ///.// '

. '
/ / 'i iid the sheep

^,/tf i,, ftn itt,/ri /?, / njni r r 'In all (shall l&
/>'' iirl"i) fuf'lii',' II > (u<L /*-'" '/i i

1 '. crow twice,
ftlbU fit 1 1H fft'll'l MC f'rtlW

The nature of the document to which the frag-
ment originally belonged is altogether uncertain.
Bickell's "opinion, that it is a part of a Gospel of

high antiquity, has received the support of Har-
nack, who inclines to regard it as an excerpt from
either the G-ospfl according to the Hebrew 01 the

Gospel according to the Egyptians (TU v, 4. 493 tf
t

Chron. i 590). On the otner hand, Zahn believes
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it to be an extract from a Patristic writing, a free

quotation from Mark made by a preachei or by the
writer of a book for edification. This would satis-

factorily account lor the omission of Mk 1428 (Mt
2632

). That the fragment probably belonged to a

wiitmg of this kind is further borne out by two

striking deviations from the Synoptic phra&eology.
Instead of dX^/crw/) (cock) the f , .:

J has the
more classical a\eKTpv&v ; inste. i . colour-

less tjxajtw (crow) it has the more descriptive word
KOKKtifav. 'The piobability is that the canonical

expiesssion is the onginal, which a preacher re-

placed in the one ca&e by a more elegant word,
in the other by one more significant' (Zalm, NT
Kan. 11. 788). Hennecke (NT Apokr. 9) thinks
it possible that the fragment may have been a part
of a collection of sayings, but subscribes to Kiuger's
judgment, that * the possibility is not excluded that
the

r '

ly represents an extract from
one or 1

1

1
-

,_
<" to a Gospel har-

mony, peihaps even is v.
1

..
1 M ' *, a homily, and

that one is not justified in drawing far-reaching
cpnclusions from it.'

LITERATURE Bickell in Zeitschnft fur Kathol. Theologie,
1SS5, 111 498 ff

; Harnack, Zahn, Hennecke (m opp oit )

A. 5. Oxyrhyncus Crospel Fragment. In the

year 1903 Messrs. Grenfell and Hunt discovered
at Behnesa, the ancient Oxyrhyncus, in Central

Egypt, a small portion of a Gospel containing the
conclusion of a discourse by Jesus similar to a

part of the Sermon on the Mount. This they
published, along with a second collection of '

Say-
ings,' in the following year. The papyrus is in

a very broken state, only a small part of that
which it _"

"'
. "necl being decipheiable

Fiorn the , discoverers adjudge the
-

'

' ttten not later than A.D.
b

, , the original composition was much

The translation of the fragment, ",
* * "

<

from that given by Grenfell and Hun \

40), is as follows :

'

[Take no thoi
" *

until tnornmg,
1 wJ ) Better than the

/ -row but spin not Having one gartnent, what do

ye [lack ] ". . Who could add to your stature He Himself
>

*'
'your garment His

~ ~
* Him, When

-
I manifest to us, and , e Thee * He

*.,'*" TT7 ye shall be stripped and not be ashamed . . . He
/ , j of knowledge they hid they entered not in them-

selves, and to them that were entering in they opened not; bist

ye, be ye wise as serpents and harmless as doves.'

The sayings here given are, for the most part,

parallel to passages found in Matthew and Luke,
in a form generally somewhat shorter than the

canonical version. Christ's answer to the question
of the disciples as to when He should manifest

Himself, 'When ye shall be stripped and nt>t be
ashamed . . .,' recalls the Baying reported in the

Gospel according to the Egyptians 'When ye
trample upo: i I

" c r
*

\
*- *

of shame,
J

etc. , and

suggests the i
1

. \ ,. the fragment stood in

intimate relation with that Gospel. The simpler
form of the saying in the fragment, and the more
direct allusion to Gn 37, point to an earlier date
than that of the version in the Gospel according
to the Egyptians, Though it i- po-siLlo ilmt the

fragment represents a tradition irulopeiulen I or ibo

Synoptics, it is more probable Mint ihc Go-pol ft)

which it belonged worked up the injiten,iJ round

in Matthew and Luke into new combi nations, and
added matter drawn from other sources.

The date of the Gospel was probably somewhat
earlier than the middle of the 2nd century.
B HERETICAL AND GNOSTIC GOSPELS. Only

a few of the more important Gnostic Gospels are

referred to in this article. Many are known to us

by name merely, or by some indication of the

circles in which they were current. Although the

Gnostics lepudiated the canonical Apostolic writ-
ings, they bought in many instances to secure
authouty for their Gospels by attributing them to

Apostles 01 to others well kno\\n in. Apostolic times.
Besides those mentioned below, there were Gospels
of Matthias, of Bartholomeiu, of Andrew, of Barna-
bas ; and even the name of Judas Iscanot was
a&bociated \\itli the authorship of the Gospel.
Gnostic Gospels sometimes boie the name of the
founder of the school (Valentmus, Ba&ilides, Germ-
thus), but m these cases the wnter of the Gospel
claimed to have leceived his information from some
Apostle 01 follower of an Apostle OT names were
also attached to some Gospels ; Eprphaniu& (Hcer.
26. 2) refers to a Gospel of Eve, For whatever
knowledge we have of these Gospels, readers are
referred to Hermann's aiticle (PRE* i. 66 Iff.) 01

to Taskei's article (I c. 4371).
B. 1. Gospel of Marcion. Shortly befoie the

middle of the 2nd cent
, Marcion, a native of Pontus,

settled m Rome, where he devoted himself to the
work of punfymg the Church fiom all Jewish in-

fluences. The
'

l '* 1 -'

principle of his system
was the concept absolute , _< "-V

"

c-

tween the God of the OT and the * , ; i
1 \ I .

Only in Christ was the true God made known.
He, accordingly, rejected the OT, and piepared for

the Chuiches which he founded a canon of NT
writings, divided into *the Gospel' and e the

Apostle
' The original Apostles, lie maintained,

had misunderstood the teaching of Christ ; only
Paul had grasped the tiue significance of the

f^spel
Into his canon he admitted ten Epistles of

aul, largely exjmi^ated and one Gospel, which
he claimed to be the Pauline Gospel (rb ev&yytXifo

jLLov, Eo 2 16
). This Gospel, according to the testi-

mony of early Church writers, was the Gospel of

Luke, from which great omissions had been made
to free it from all Jewish colouring. All citations

from the OT were cut out, and eveiything else

which looked with favour on the 3 ews. From the
," given by Tertulli; "

i . is possible to \<* \

The whole of the Ii",

id the Temptation A 1

three chapters in I

but the chronological notice in
Jesus commences with 414

, and from that point to

the end of the Gospel larger or smaller portions
are excised, amounting in all to over 120 verses.

A'I o _ (1 * passages excluded are the parables of

i n 4 I*-. i' . I Son and of the wicked Husbandmen.
In all, including the omissions of the first three

chapters and part of the fourth, we find that
Marcion's Gospel was shorter than Luke's by fully
300 verses.

Against all Patristic testimony some critics

(Semler and Eichhorn in the Hth cent., Baur,
Ritschl, and Schwegler in the 19th) maintained the

pi ion (\ of Marcion's Gospel to that of Luke. The
tr.uln lonnl view was, however, so -: i

"

~;
-. i

1 Ti

cated by Hilgenfeld and Volkn-, . .. "Hi < I

retracted In our own country, somewhat later,

the battle was refought, with the same result.

The author of Supernatural ttelio/ion revived the

theory of Marcion's originality,
and called forth a

reply by Dr Sanday (Gospels ^n the, Second Century,
ch. Viii"), in which he conclusively proved, to the
satisfaction of his opponent, that Lukes Gospel
was from one hand, the same characteristics of

style being evident in Marcion's Gospel and in the
sections of Luke not found m it.

r

Where the text of Marcion differs from Luke,
theie is evidence m some cases to show that the
variance is due, not to any arbitrary cjiange made
by Marcion in the interest of his peculiar views,
but to the copy of the Third Gospel which lay
before him. The readings of Marcion thus de-

OS'KI-

Gospel."

Fj 'l?it\
*

!-. <ll 1

-i i (i M,m 'i)i -

\ M , li'-> f *

: I I

' ' M

1 lie History or
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serve consideration in the study of Textual Criti-

cism,

LITERATURE Zahn, XT Kan i. 674 ff, 11. 409 ff.
, Sanday,

Gospels in the Second Century, eh \iu., art 'Luk "i,-
'

\

"'

(Hastings' DBm 163 f ), Salmon, Intiud. to SX, _ , ~\\ ---

cott, Canon of NT, SUff

B. 2. Gospel of the Twelve Ipostles* Among
the heretical attempts to write the history ol

Jesus, Origen in his Hotmly on Lk l lff- mentions
* the Gospel of the Twelve Apostles

J

(rb eTrcyeypajA-

fivov r&v dJiSeien ua.yye\Lov). That this Gosjjel is

the same as one which
" " ' *

(Hcer. 30. 3)

describes as ' The Gospe J Matthew 3
in

use among the Gnostic \ clear irom the
fact that in the opening passage quoted by Epi-

phanius we have the call of the twelve Apostles, of

whom Matthew is ^pei Lilly addressed (' and thee,

Matthew, I called, \\ hile thou wast sitting at the
seat of custom 5

). Epiphanius further states that
the Ebiomtes called their Gospel 'The Gospel ac-

cording to the Hebrews/ a reference which may
rest on a confusion on the part of Epiphanius (as

Harnack thinks), but more probably is quite accu-

rate. Nothing seems more likely than that the

Gnostic Jewish-Christian -o< i, a< m.iiiii i <1 vi' 1
:
xhe

tradition that Matthew v. i uro ! i
- ( M v 1 'i i F *(,* ow,

fchould have claimed that their Gospel was the

genuine Gospel of Matthew, and, accordingly, the

true Hebrew Gospel (Hennecke, JVT Apofcr. 24). If

this be so, we have an explanation of the error into

which Jerome fell when he identified the Gospel
according to the Hebrews with the Gospel

* accord-

ing to the Apostles'
1

in use among the Nazarenes

(e. Pelrtg* in. 2). That the^e two Gospels were

entirely different is apparent from the widely-
divergent accounts of the Baptism, the one inci-

dent, common to both, desciibed in their extant

fragments.
AH that remains of the Gospel of the Ebiomtes is found in

Epiphu -iLS (Hcpf 30. 13, 1 i, 16, 22). The Gospel opens with the
m-n hi*-} of the B^PFSI It cairn to ;* v* ; ", '

'?/, *,t IZl/r'?,
the Kinq f>fJudfpri, *1iat John cam,* vi ,'_- /,

" 'n //(/
'
"!, t n

of KM HtLiicp in the river Jordan I Jic i b- n ,\ i- ti a n :' '\
,

.Liter' the manner of the Forll. Go,'<:*, ,7< - . .-, .-^lofl.'cul" i

the midst of the narrative <J a 1
i w t -.i- >">.- Tt..>

vtat a certain, mannamed J i
t>tt\ iaul II" * '. <.'/> t*

' rnr'>! '">ir^

old), who chose us.' An ac <>:'. <.. L^ c,v "i: , i i V^rcs
follows, special emphasis ueing laia on uie call of Mannhew.
Then the broken thread of the narrative is again taken up.
* And Jvhn, icas baptizing, and Pharisees cams out to him and
teere baptized, and all Jerusalem . . . His food ica<> ^l'r^d how/,
the tatitf of uhtch >trti the taste of inanna, like a, honc<j-ca.L& in
oil

'

In the narrate e of Christ's baptism which follows, three
\ > ci < oi'ie 7"rt ti ( ,'i> '

t ae first,
* Thou art My beloved Son,m 7 '. 1 an ,'c" i,!"a. V/E/ oeing repeated for the benefit of the

IJap -i /"'<n /,- V: irfi'?/- ,' San,' etc. ; the second is addressed
to Christ,

* / ha&e this day begotten Thee *

Another fragment
descrbes the incident recorded m Mt 12-1750 in \\orda '\nich
\aryoi>h \or^ ^li^hrly irom the canonical version. Character-
istic of the teaching of the Gospel are the two remaining frag-
ments: '/ am #,w 't 7"frr,>, -'/'r/Vtv", rii <i cj-r-M y cease
from mcnfidng, -n "t/i y -If w,f vjs,- , rv, ^n '

a <!
' f>n *ly I

ham in no wm de*ir<"l to ear?, ?h ar
ihi -* ;/ <.'",' r vth >i</if

'

The tendency of the Gospel is h,-> < K a- i
;(

Ebiomtic All that is reported <M .)< i-!i^ i

harmony with the views of tho Ono-il*, Flrio

(Elkeaite^), who combined t he dldJeui^-li Christian
belief in Jesus as a mere man, anointed to "be

Messiah tlirougli the descent of the Spirit at

baptism, -Kith the doctrine of a heavenly Christ,
f

jwko zander* over the common earth among men,
like a ^tnin^e gue^t from heaven, in order that He
niaj;

lead into His eternal kingdom all that is

spiritual and pare in this impure material world *

(Hennecke, 25). The matter-of-fact way in which
Jesus is introduced in the Gospel ('there was a
certain man named Jesus *) points to the view that
of Himself Jesus was nothing to the members of
this sect, but only became significant as the object
of faith thiough the descentof th< IIO.M < nK Cnri-
The ascetic (vegetarian) views of rho rbioriiTc*- an<l

their hatred of sacrifices of blood are manifest in
the fragments. In accordance with his vegetarian

sympathies, the author removes locu&ts (d/cpt5as)

from the Baptibt'fa diet, and by way of compensa-
tion states that the honey which he ate tasted like

honey-cake (fytcpis) in oil. The play on the words

aKpls and eyhpis fallows that oui Greek Gospels, and
not a Hebrew oiigmal, lay before the writer

The authoi in the composition of his woik made
use of the canonical Gospels in a free and clum&y
manner. The nanative of the Baptism, in pai-
ticular, is extremely awkward and badly told.

Ko bciuples deterred the writei from changing
the woids of Christ to the directly opposite sen&e

by the simple insertion of a negative (* I have in

no wise desired to eat this passover-nesh with

you'; cf, Lk2215
J.

The date of the Gospel is late in the 2nd cent ;

Zahn puts it at 170 ; Harnack not earlier than 180,
and perhaps as late as the beginning of the 3id cent.

LITERATURE Credner, Leitiaqe, i 332 ff
, Hilgenfeld, NT

extia can iv. 33 ff. , Zahn, liTKc.ii n. 724 C , ITainack, Gesch.

d '" T, i

~~~~
Ohron. L 625 ff,; Me^er in Hennecke, NT

Ap',..,. .>t,i,l/" , _-2ff

B. 3. Gospel of Thomas. A single citation from
a Gnostic Gospel of Thomas

"

,
.

" T
Iippoly-

tus (Philos. v. 7), who states
'

'
. it in a

writing in use among the Naassenes :

' He who
seeks me shallfind me in childrenfrom seven years
old ; for there concealed in the fourteenth ceon I
shall be made manifest.' Origen (Horn, in Luc.
i. 1) speaks of a Gospel of Thomas and a Gospel
bearing that r

-111
Eusebius (HE lii.

25. 6) among Cyiil of Jeru-
salem (Cat. iv. d-> i

' ' to
e

spurious and
noxious Gospels,' <

> ," Gospel according to

Thomas written by the Manichseans , and in another

passage (Cat. vi. 31) he warns all against reading
it, as it is written not by an Apostle, but by
'one of the thiee evil disciples of Manes' The
Decretum Gclasii condemns a Gospel of Thomas
which was used by the Manichseans. In what
relation (if any) the Manichaean Gospel stood to

the Gnostic Gospel, referred to by Hippolytus, is

indiscoverable, as n<-
"" '

the former is

known. That the '

; bears some
relation to the Childhood Gospel of Thomas is

practically certain from what we know of the

latter, and from the character of the pa^age cited

by Hippolytus. There are indications in the
Childhood Gospel which point to a Gnostic origin ;

and this being the case, if the two Gospels were

entirely independent, it would be nothing less

than maivollou* that, while the one is composed
of narratives of Christ

j

s childhood, the only frag-
ment preserved of the other should contain a

cryptic utterance of Christ about children (See

below, C. (a) 2, where also literature will be
found).

B. 4 Gospel of Philip. A solitary fragment
of this Gospel is preserved in Epiphanius (Hcer.
26. 13), who states: 'The Gno^tic^ cite a Gospel,
forged in the name of Philip the holy Apostle, as

saying :

* The Lord rei ealed to me whal the soul must say in ascending
to hfcieni and how she m?'i nnwt ericli of the vyp''! frwrrs"I have known myself and aathefd iii^t-clf ftn,n all qiiirtcr^^
and T hate lomt no children to the Aichon [the ruler of this

xtorldl, but I hai-e tooted vp hrf roots and /'ri/v "J (7 f t-fit'
1
'i d

member's, and I know uho thmi art For J /"" o > '/ '/'" e if >,n

arefromabow.** And so she is released But if one befound
who ha<t birne a ton t,h<> ff font b*fap until she w* arfo to recover
her oun children and to ed^lcate thfiinfor herself

'

The Coptic Gnostic "writing, the Pistis Sophia,
bears witness to the existence in the 3rd cent, of
the Gospel of Philip in Gnostic circles in Egypt.
It is there stated :

* And when Jesus had made an
end of speaking these words, Philip leaped up and
stood, and laid down the book which was in his

hand, for he it is who writes all things \\hich Jesus
said and did* (Harnack, Gesch. d. altchr, Litt.
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i. 14). It is clear from this notice, as well as from
the passage quoted by E])ipheiiiu>, that the con-
tents of the Gosjwl of PJuLip were not of the same
character as those of the canonical Gospelb, but
were of an esotenc nature, revelations of hidden
truth purporting to have been communicated by
the Eisen Lord. The extreme Encratite views of

the Gnostic writer are apparent; the assertion
of the soul that on earth it has abstained from

marriage, is the o i\ , ,.-- w n
i into heaven.

The Gospel o j
''

i;.~''"" to the laige class

of Gnostic wiitmgs wen described as Gospel-
Vio-r 1

;,-

1
,

i *. which owed their oiicun to the
T '

. <'T M. i.eption which the Gno-tics entertained

regarding the person of Christ. The true Saviour
was not the earthly Jesus, but the heavenly Chiist
who sojourned in Him, and who was fully liber-

ated for the work of salvation by the Resurrection.

Salvation consisted in freeing the souls of men
from the dominion of the God of this world, by
the communication of the heavenly knowledge
(Gnpsis) ; and this knowledge was levealed by
Chiist as a mystery to His Apostles, partly in

para"
1

""( \ ''o-^ '< 'r
;

!* hid from the com-
mon i "j 1^'

f 'y ." u -
v MI tradition given after

the !.' -i Tr
. i .

i'" 1

'. P-II ivognosis was reserved
for the small number of Trvev^n.KoL, whose spirit
was derived from the upper world, and who, when
purified from their connexion with the earth,
returned into the kingdom of light. These views
are clearly reflected in the fragment of the Gospel
of Philip.
The elate of the Gospel is towards the end of the

2nd century.
T "

', Altchr Lift. 1141, Chron 1.502 f. ;

Z ,
N.

, . , Hennecke, XT Apokr. 40, Handb. 91.

C. (a] 1. ProteYangelium of James. This writ-

><.* vl'
' Vi

._ with the history of Mary and the
I

1

'

,' '.
" Jesus, was first published in the West

i j I ; " r
: translation by the French humanist

Postellus about the middle of the 16th century.
Some years later the Greek text was issued by
Michael Neander. The title TrolovanjrdiriTn'
(Earliest Gospel) occurs for the first limo. -'> iir :LS

we know, in the edition of Postellus ; the writing
itself claims to be, not a Gospel, but a history.

{'The History of James concerning the birth of

the All-Holy Mother of God,
5 or something similar,

is the title in the MSS. See Tischendorfs Evang.
Apocr. 1). It is not i"!:^.-! .-i

1 Y 'V.f
J he name

*
Protevangelinm

' was p \< T1 by IV ( ! i- himself,
who had an oxtu'imty 1 ic.li o;',' ,<'! m he book,
In earlier time^ it. i? no\(jr rrforreil to as a Gospel,
save in the lists of -i-'.rion- writings condemned
by ecclesiastical Mii'ior" y m the 4th and 5th
cents. :

c cetera autem (evangelia), quse vel sub
nomine Matthice sive Jacobi minoris . . . non
solum repudianda, verum etiam noveris esse dam-
nanda' (Decree of Innocent L, A.D. 405). The per-
son referred to as the author (*T, James, wrote
this history*) was in early times .-:" T\
believed to be the Lord's brother, ti-' . , '

the Church at Jerusalem. The true author is

unknown.
The earliest certain reference to the Protevan-

gelmm occurs in Origen (middle of 3rd cent.),

who states that many, on the authority of the
*Book of James 3

(and the Gospel of Peter)," believed

the brothers of Jesns to have been the sons of

Joseph by a former marriage. Allusions to details

mentioned in the Gospel are found (e. 200) in

Clement of Alexandria (Strom, vii. 16. 93), and
(c. 140) in Justin Martyr (Dial 78; 100, ApaL
33) ; these, however, do not necessarily point to

dependence on the Protevange,hum, but"may tune

been, and in Justin's case probably were, "drawn
from floating tradition. Zahn dates the writing
in the early decades of the 2nd cent. ; but most

scholars place it later, in the second half of the
century.

In its present form the Protei angehum narrates the child-
lessness of Joachim and Anna, trie shame and reproach that fell

upon them on that account, and the birth of Man m answer to
their prater (chs 1-5) \\hen Mary is three jears old, she is

taken to the temple, where she lues until her twelfth 3 ear,
being fed by the hand of an ._-'! .* T S; The priests"then
consult as to \\hat they shou v ( -> A ,, i .:,'_-:(] are instructed
by an angel, m answer to prajer, to summon the \\ido\\ers of
the people, each \vith a rod m his hand, that God maj gne
a sign \vhose wife she should be (ch. 8) Joseph attends in
obedience to the summons, and is marked out for the charge of
'the vugm of the Lord 'by a do^e coming out of his rod and
alighting on his head Joseph \\ould fain refuse, because he
has children and is an old man ; but, being solemn!} charged
by the priest, he takes Mary to his house and immediately
leaves home on business (ch 9) Thereafter, the priests,
desirous of ha\rng a \eil made for the temple, summon 'the
undented \ jigms of the family of Da\ id,' and among- them Marj ,

who is chosen by lot to spin the true purple and the scarlet.
With these she returns home (ch. 10) While drawing \vater at
the "Nell, she hears a \oice pronouncing her blessed. When she

t. a oji;i Jf,ri<I,
* Ol "I ( i L. -.'< V, '")"'., \.''(

]
W t f

<) i i jrd (c
'

1_) T'. i f't II,- - ..' :ui", \i u iV. \ -
t Lo

Elisabeth, at the close of which it is stated that
' she was sixteen

years old when these mysteries happened
*

(ch 12) Joseph now
returns from his work of building, and, on seeing her state,

reproaches her (ch IS) An angel of the Lord appears to him
and informs him of the mjstery (ch. 14). Joseph is accused of

defiling the virgin of the Lord; and \\hen both he and Mary
proclaim their innocence, they are compelled to dri-k LKe water
of ordeal, and are unhurt (chs 15 1C) Wnen the imperial
decree of enrolment is issued, ,To-,/ *-j'. - o.t to Bethlehem
with Mary. On the way, near to 1L/ li !'t

"
,

1 dajs are ful-

filled; Joseph leads her into a c \' ,.* r, 1 v '_- his two sons
v M : r, '^. ,'>*<. v a \voman ro ,.t.Li (' -i*

* ft i 17) [At this

jo \ *e i ai- "I \ * -mnges suddenly from the third person to
J r ." r A i'3 T. J , ]

%

b, vi- \ .J" " % a rul .-s not walking*]
,T, -." .

- ( ' - . . < VOT -0 >J T 'i
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birds and sheep
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i . N r g been put upon
i t -I rv.t. ^ >

i-, (v j iij \ vor r T "^ foil* tl, who enters the
u ', i

, >'. i ir i
- i -i:

' " d 1 : .1 <*<J7 r % i ^-1 L
, the light gradu-

*'" dLCf r.-r=, nj^rl *i-c *-i*pr.t <rc" who takes the breast from
i i-ii'oi i

* oi \'p .
ir

i ^^M.H o appears, and is incredu-
j'> *i v nc * ^ Vl " -t !<.(' <>' i u' ^ 'o'

T '-^ '"-h ; she E-e<_ks a proof, and
her hand burns as with fire, but is restored v hen the toucnes
the infant (chs. 19 20), [The impersonal narrative is not*

resumed]. The visit of the ITasri is next described in language
very similar to that in Matthew (oh 21). Herod, learning that
he has been mocked by the Magi, orders the massacre of

children under two years. Mary hides her child in an ox-stall

(ch. 22). The rest of the narrate c deals \\itli John the Baptist;
and Zacharias. Zacharias, because he \\ill noc re\ cal v hero hib

son is concealed, is murdered in the temple His body miracu-

lously diaappcais, but hi blood, is found turned into stone

(.c'hs/2?-2i) The riarmtue ends \utli a thanlcfcjri\ n'r of James
for having received the gift and \i r*dozn to ^ntc the history

(ch. 25).
There is a general agr:t

r " tb i
' IL l:c Pn IM m wimn as i

,-GI iri'c '='
.p T-L ^rti:p ot

r.'d ,Jil- . -i I5,.rt fri i.t' i- o

it apocryphal writing, of %hich
Zachanas was the subject, is kno\\ a to hav e existed ; and ifc

seems highly probable that part of this was awkwardly ap-

pended to the original Book of James This happened, there is

ground for believing, in the 5th centurj. That it did not
form a part of the original writing finds some support in the

fact that Ongen, who refers to the Protemngdium, gives a

differ. "1 .wv IN. of i> i. <Ie, IM cf 7.i.<-'),irV T^OT is consider-

able d. lou 'lor <*f oji'i-ion r > to whc ri'r r i -o n ^i of the book is

the -work Oi ore a:i Vor Ii .fur M^ ^.ti-xJ.'Ction of Joseph,

speaking in the first person (chs. IS-.r-; j." os ooinincine evi-

dence that that section is not from r,< ' MI c E i
1 e wraer of

" "

IJoM'h ih.it by no meam :!] '<-i IM.' it was m-
, M- 'is-iojv by another. Harnack believes that

the oi-.pral Hoo.>. ot .laiiies did not contain tins narrative b>

Joseph; but if so, it was a singularly aimless piece of writing,

stoppTg short of the consummation whie i
Sf

1 ^ rc vno J-

carlj history of Mary significance, and to \\}\ ot- tiut 1 i-tory

manifestly look^, namelv."her giving birUi to Je&us, m
urjrrarn.

We conclude that the ApocryphuvA Josepht (as ITarnack calls

it) \\ib incorporated in his work bv the author himself, and thac

not unbkilfiilly, reference being found in it to details which had
been already related In the section dealing with Mary's con-

nexion with the Temple, there are also signs of different;

sources. It is noticeable that, when Mary leaves the Temple
under the care of Joseph, she is represented as being twwe
years old

,
on the other hand, it is said that at the time of tor

pregnancy she was sixteen years old, although it is clear, from
the "mam scheme of the narrative, that the conception took

alwonce from home oi business. It is more than prbwJblefestF
we ha\o a, combination of two accounts telKne of Masry's

asbocLiTion * if h the Temple, one narralang her resKferaoe ifoere;

uuiU &he was twelve >ears of age, the other represent^ her as

being brought, when sbe -was sixteen* to apm nsaterial for tfce
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temple veil, because she was of the family of David There is

no reason, ho\ve\er, for supposing that these different traditions

were combined by any one else than the author of the history.

\Yith the exception of the Zacharias group of

incidents, the Protevangehum is a well-designed

unity,, a skilfully constructed romance, in which
the author, with the help of mater 1. 1 Unii leacly
to his hand, achieved to his own -wi

'-r,u^
on the

definite puipose which he had in -view. What this,

purpose w as it is not difficult to divine.
^

It was to

defend the orthodox conception of Chri&t'b person

against a douhle attack, and to give an answer to

those who taunted Chiistians with the lowly if not

shameful birth of Jesus -Vonli !,.V Mary was

represented as of royal descent, the daughter of a

wealthy man, brought up in the pure atmospheie
of the Temple ; that was a sufficient answer to

eveiy calumny about her character, and to every
sneer about her humble rank. Against the Gnostic

view that Jesus, in being born of Mary, did not

partake of her human nature, it was enough to

mention that the infant took the breast from His
mother. The whole strength of the author was,

however, devoted to -<if<^usi.i']'n^ the Divinity of

Jesus against Jewish -(YiiMvi misconceptions.
That end, he conceived, could be best attained by
exalting the person of Mary, by revealing her as

one who, from birth to womanhood, had retained
an absolute purity and virginity. She was born,
in answer to prayer, to parents who had long been

childless; she was brought up in the Temple,
and fed on heavenly food ; in virginity ^she

con-

ceived by the power of the Lord ; In virginity she

gave birth ; in virginity she remained to the end.
At every stage her virginity is raised above sus-

picion ; the drinking of the water of the ordeal

guarded her virginity in < >
r
i

k /!>'> Mie witness
of Salome established it ri .10 >i- 's ; while the

statement, given under the authority of James,
that the brethren of Jesus were sons of Joseph by a
former wife, was sufficient to remove any doubts of

her virginity to the last.

The author of the Protei-angeUuin, it is clear,
was no Jewish Christian. His ignorance of Jewish

usages is notably betrayed in the representation of

Mary as a temple-virgin (an unheard of thing
among the Jewb), and in the water of the ordeal

being administered to Joseph (see Nu 5). The
Hebraistic colouring is due to the sources which
the writer used. In certain of the incidents he is

influenced by OT narratives (birth and dedication
of Samuel, Aaron's rod, etc.), which he doubtless
read in the Greek version. The canonical accounts
of the Annunciation and Nativity have been largely
drawn upon. Conraiiy's views, that the Protevan-

gelium was the source of Matthew and Luke (Die
Quell& d. kfin. Knvfheit^esck^hte^), and that it

was originally written in Hebrew (SK, 1889, p.
728 ff.), Tiave received no support. The former
view Henneeke characterizes as 'kritlsche Gesch-

macklosigkeit.*
The Protevangeliwn was condemned by the

"Western Church in the decrees of Damasus (382),
Innocent I. (405), and Gelasius (496). Popular
Christianity, however, demanded something in the

place of that which had been forbidden, and letters
were forged, one to Jerome from the bishops
Chromatrus of Aquileia and Heliodorus of Altinum,
the other the answer of Jerome, from which it

appeared thafe the learned Father had acceded to
the bishops' request to translate into Latin the

original Hebrew Matthew. This explains the
appearance of The Gospel ofpseudo-Matthew, which
freely worked over the contents of the Protewn-
gelium, gave an account of the Flight to Egypt
and the miracles wrought on tlie way, and added
narratives drawn from the CMldhood &o$pd of
Thomas* A detail, which is frequently represented

in Christian art, the ox and the ass at the mangel,

appears for the tirst time in this Gospel. The
veneiation of Mary, which received an irnpul&e in

i! ic P.',' '//,'/
If'" has now grown to gi eater

I.I<HMIKIOIL- : -1 o i- glorified as
'

"

i 'J *. of the

Virgins,' and her holy,
nun-like ,,.", si <> life is

dwelt upon at considerable length. The date of

ps.-Jfatt is 6th centuiv.

The Gospel of the Nativity of Mary, also con-

nected with Jeiome by another foiged lettei, coveis

the same giound as the Piot i " nndiiini (with the

exception of the Zaclianas legend). The aim of

the book is to exalt Mary as the spotless virgin ;

after her betiothal to Joseph she does not go home
with him, but returns to hei parents' house. Theie
she receives the angel's message. The Gospel
clofc.es with the bare mention ot the birth of Jesus.

This new recension of the P ,
" 7 was

doubtless due to an oithodox -
! -iteling

against the somewhat coaise and extravagant
natme of pseudo-Matthew. The date is probably
late m the 6th century.

LITERATURE.
' "

1 r """' Tischendorf , Evan-

gelia, Apocr \ v
,

/.
N
- . 914 f, 11 774 ff

,

Harnack, Altchr. Lift i 19 ff, Chi mi. i 598 ff
,
von Lehner,

Die Mai lenverehrung, 223 ff ; Conrady (works cited above) ,

Mrs. Lewis, 'Apocrypha. Protevang Jacobi' (
? "~ " z

i <n'> i

xi); Meyer m Henneeke, NT Apokr. 47 ff., 11','H.; '.,
Tasker, I c , fcr. m Ante-Nicene Library, vol. xvi , Cowper, Orr

(XT Apocr. Writings), etc.

C. (a) 2. Childhood Gospel of Thomas. This

Gospel, which deals with the marvellous events of

Christ's childhood, was widely read in early times
in all branches of the Christian Church. In its

present form it does not claim to be a Gospel ; it is

generally referred to as n<u&jr& TOV Kvpiov Inci-

dents in ihe Lord's Childhood. There is every-
thing, however, in favour of the view that the

original form of the writing was a Gospel in use
in Gnostic circles, referred to by Origen and
TT .:! .'u- -<"B. 3). Besides th ;

"

-
,

>r h . iii,"" of Hippolytus to a ^ ,

the relation between the two wilting is supported
by a statement in Ireneus (i 20. 1) that the
followers of the Gnostic Marcus had in their apoc-
ryphal books a story of Jesus as a boy putting His
sclioolmaster to contusion. This incident is found
described twice over in the Childhood Gospel of
Thomas. If the Gospel of Thomas, mentioned by
Mcephorusin his Stichometry (date uncertain, 6th-
8th cent. ) as containing 1300 stlchoi, had any rela-

tion with that known to us, the copy which lay
before him was more than twice as long as the

longest now extant.
The external evidence, then, converges on the

view that our ]>icciit Gospel was a compilation of

storie- <hii\\n from a longer Gospel, which origin-
ated in Gnostic circles, the parts which were un-

disguisedly Gnostic in tone being omitted This con-
clusion is confirmed by the character of the Gospel
itself, A few Gnostic traces still remain, notably
in the im-ioriou- -\ mboli-in of the letter> of the

alphabet. Llio cxmionli 11,11y miracles attubuted
to the child Christ, and His astonishing knowledge,
were no doubt interpreted by Gnostics in a way to
lend support to their own views. For them ' the
Noith of these miracles lay in the proof, which
could be drawn from them, that Christ did not

belong to this world, that even as a child He was
raised beyond human development and limitation,
so that as a child He could teach every human
teacher' (Meyer in Henn. 64). The fragment in

Hippolytus (quoted in B. 3) may have been a
Gnostic utterance of the child Christ.

The figure of Jesus in this Gospel is a melancholy and hateful
caricature of the grace simplicitv, and obedience of the Holy
Childhood. The miracles which the child Chn&t is described as

working are, for the nw-1 part, do'<lt of iiuilc\ olence, or marvels
without any ethical meaning To thp latter clins belong His
making birds of clay and causing them 10 fl\

,
llu carrying

1
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water from the well in His cloak after breaking i ,
' 'v .>

the former. His pasbionate .",<.> _>'. i v M , a* ii'ii ''j.

ran against Him, and \vab ua<,i!o , n i-o,. the curbing o*f

His teacher, \\ho fell do\\n in a s\soon. The n :.. !- u i

made bj His petulant and \engeful spirit - '
t i

- t<

liev ed by an occasional miracle of healing His bearing" and
conduct are those of a spoilt and impudent child, in two in-

stances He takes Joseph to task for \entunng- to correct Him
A s I'yle e\ticU.w .vili enable the reader to foim some idea of the
juutuiul uno-nc at school. A teacher, Zacch^eus bj name,
appi caches Joseph, offering to teach Jesus letteis, and how to

ijieet His elders respect!ullj , and how to lo\ e those of His own
-ge much needed lessons ' This is ho\\ Jebiis profits by His
attendance at school * He looked upon His teacher Zacchceus,
and said to him . Thou, \\ho knowebt not the nature of the A,
ho\v canst thou teach others the B ? Thou hypocrite

'

first

teach the A if thou canbt, and then \\e shall belie\ e thee about
the B Then He be;. . le teachei about the first

letter, and he \vas Him. In the heaimg of

manj the child sa} s to Zacchceus Hear, O teacher, the disposi-
tion of the first letter, and observ e how it ha& straight lines and
a middle stioke which crosses those which thou seest to belong
to one another, (lines) \vhich go together, raise themsehes,
wind round in a dance, mo\e themsehes, and go round again,
which are composed ot three signs, are ot similar nature, ot the
bame weight, of the same size. Thou hast the lines of the A.*
How vast ib the gulf separating this absuid and pietentious
dibplay from the simple fatorj of Christ among the doctors in
the Temple ! Here a forward and unbearably conceited boj ,

who is leady to teach his elders, there a child with the fresh
\\onder of Lie's greatness in his heart, eager to learn, readj to

obey.
Many of the stones here narrated of Christ have their origin

in folk lore and mythology. Similar stories aie told of Krishna
and Buddha. But in all countries the popular

' ."_ .' o ' 1 ^->

boine unconscious witness to man's gieatness M . -
i i _'

tales of wonder-children Legends of this natur< ..

'

i i .0,1
of by the Gnostics, and used m the interest of their peculiar
speculations about Chi ist.

' The w onder-child becomes a Gnostic,
"\\lio looks down on the unspintual world, and, m particular,
heartilv despises the religion of the Jews" (Meyer in Henn. 65).

Apart from the speculations with vhich they were burdened,
these stories took hold of the popular imagination in orthodox
circles The craving for the marvellous proved stronger than
the sense of what was fitting in Jesus , and the silence of

Christ's childhood, which had been regarded as an evidence of

His true humanity, became thronged with silly and repulsive
e\hib

" " " "

which were believed to be

signs
'

In its present form the Childhood Gospel of
Thomas cannot be older than the 3rd century.
The Gospel exists in several recensions, which

vary considerably in length.

r
*

' Tischendorf, Emng Apocr. xxxvi ft\ ; Zahn,
4\ 1 A a/A. i. J15, 539, 802, n. 768 ff. ; Harnack, Altchr. Litt. i

15ff., Chron i 593 K'H L^ >rai,n .,// fr 1 whiur tf*

J&us Christ; ConrsM Da*. TN->,i!,.-e' ,v>tr( in"i
'

^"A T>-VJ

p. S77fif.; Me\er ,n fk-n'^o \T 1/^> fttt* Jl'n\<,. 132tf ,

Wright, Contribute,,-, to th 1 -x>cr Ltt>mhtff of trie -W ;

Cowper, Orr (ppp citt.).

C. (a] 3. Arabic Gospel of the Childhood.--This
is a late composition, in which are worked up the
materials of the earlier Childlo<><7 /7/><y>/7* The
compiler has also added many loircml- of a wildly
fantastic and highly miraculous nature. One or
two i\n i

1
"!i>- mii\ suffice to show the character of

the ;/,, 07 ];(' i-T of the book. The "Magi receive
from uio Lauy Alary,' as a souvenir of their visit

to Bethlehem, one of the swaddling bands in which
the infant Jesus was wrapped. On their return
home they show their trophy to the assembled

kings and princes. A feast is held, and a fire is

lighted,
which the compam \\orslrip* The swad-

dling band is thrown mio'rlic hro, *md, when the
fire had burned itself out, it is found unharmed,

Whereupon the cloth is laid up with great honour
in the treasure house. Again, the water in which
the infant Jesus is washed nas a marvellous virtue,
and children whose bodies are white with leprosy
are cleansed by bathing in it. A young man who
by witchcraft had been changed into a mule, is

restored to human form by Mary's placing Jesus
on the mule's back.
This Gospel was the main source of the know-

ledge of Jesus among the Mohammedans. For their

edification, Kessseus incorporated its stories, with
much embellishment, in his history of patriarchs
and prophets.

Lir^av, t T , .-
,j r 'M. Apttc, ; Thiio, CMei

Apui, \1 \\. , , * . N Library \ol. \u; f Talker
(L c ) , Mej er in Heimetke, lla.dd.it lu2

C. (a) 4t. History of Joseph the Carpenter. In
Egypt, \\heie feast-days- \\eie multiplied to cele-
biate events 01 to coiainemoiate pei&ons held in

high ebteem l>y the Clnuth, the Hi-toiy of Jo-ephwa& \\ritten ioi the puipu^e ul being letui on ^Uth
July, the alleged day ot Jo&eph a> death The nai-
ratue ih placed in the mouth of Je^u*, \\hu dis-
courses to Hit, disciples on the Mount of Ulive-s.
Aitei an mtioduetoiy addict, winch has pa^ages
leinmi&eent of the Pbalms, the Gospels, and St.
Paul's Epistles, the life of Joseph ito shoitly de-
sciibed, in which evident u^e ^ made of theP/ ofertni-

gehum or one of its souices (Apctcryphiun Jusephi).
The circunihtances attending the Ueath of Joseph
are described at gieat length. \Ve are told ot his
dread of death ; we listen to a bitter lament for his
feinb (among them his venturing to correct Jesus as
a child), and to a player to be delivered from the
demons of darkness who lie m wait foi his soul.

When Death appioaches with his dread retinue,
Jesus drives them back. In answer to His piayer,
Michael and Gabriel carry off the spuit of Joseph
to tho ".

""
-'lace of the pious

3

Thereafter
Christ mouineis, and Himself bewails
the death of Joseph. It is plain, from tins survey
of the contents of the book, that its purpose was
less to give the history of Joseph than ( to recom-
mend Christianity as the deliverer in the extremity
of death, and to teach the true Christian art of

dying' (Meyer in Henn. Hanclb. 103).
The history, in all [.ii'lwilvliix "v\,i- wi'liei- in

Coptic Kecensionsoi inr- ,1 L liuliMi t am! Sj '"ii'i,

dialects exist, the latter fragmentary (Forbes Rob-
inson, Coptic Apocryphal Gospels, 130ff.). There
is also an Arabic text, hr&t printed in 1722.

Tischendorf puts the date of the history in the
4th century.
LrrERATURE. Tischendorf, Meyer, Forbes Robinson (&pp. citt ).

C. (a) 5. The Departure of Mary. The growing
veneration of Mary in the Church led to the inven-
tion of incidents in her life parallel to those in the
life of Christ. This was the motive that ga\ e ri-e

to the Departure of Mu \ * Ti u tttn? J/"/ >fr'\ other-
wise known as the kOi'a??<-:s (ilio Tal1irg -Vsleep),

Dormitio, Assumptio. As Christ had risen from the
dead and ascended into heaven, so must Mary have
risen and ascended. The story runs as follows :

One day, when Mary, according to her custom, had gone to

'tv c holy tonb o? our Lord' to burn ;"CPne ard pra", ^e
,iirh I'.irr". (jai>r:<-. or- o r,os IK r ,ijipro u'I-i,jr deal -i and i :on -,

her titan, in answer TO ner request, sne shall go tc
'

.1 s ^

places to her Son, into the true and everlasting , ,

'
' r

return home she prajs, and all the Apostles those who are

uliciid. duid ai d chi*- 6 ilfl aluo .J* 1

gathered to her bedside
ai l!ft Vilo ricn T^'t \jv>-rYs nLri<i~( now the}

r were engaged
i' 1 ~n -I su i TiM)n- cairo to rhrT Tin 1 heavens are filled with

hosts of angels ; miracles of heaimg happen, and the sick crowd
to the house. The Jews endeavour to seize Mary; but the

\po-tlp-, ('(irrvint? the couch on which *the Lady, the mother
of <7o<l,' ln\, <irc borne on a cloud to Jerusalem. Here Christ

appear to Kr, and in answer to her request declares * *

Rejoice
and ho triad, for all grace is given to thee by Mj Father in

heaven, and by Me, and by the Holy Ghost ; whoever calls on
th\ name shall not be put to shane, but *-hall find comforb and

support both in thi world and in that wh'ch is to come, in the

presence of My heavenly Father '

Then, while tne Apostles sng
a hymn, Marj "falls asleep She is laid in a tomb m Geth<*emane ,

for three davs an angel-choir is heard glorifying Cod, and when
thev are silent all know that

* her spotless and precious oody
has been trarist erred To Paradise

'

In this story, which has had a remarkable influ-

ence in the Homan Catholic Church, we haw the
clear signs of an advanced stage of the worsMj* of
the Virgin. Prayer to her is nere enjoined ; and
the tendency disclosed, to find parallels between
her life and the life of Christ, marks a definite

stage of the movement which eventually made her
a sharer in the work of redemption. The epithet
0eor<kos (mother of God), wMch was first applied to
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Maiy by Cyril of Jerusalem (beginning of 4th cent.),

and played so large a part in the Jsestoiian contro-

versy (from A D. 4*28), occurs in this writing.
The Transitus was wiitten at the close of the 4th

cent In the Gela&ian Decree (496) it was included

among those apociyphal writings which are 'non
solum lepudiata, verum etiam ab omni Romana
catholica et apostolica ecclesia eliminata atque
cum suis auctoribus auctorumque sequacibus &ub
anathematis mdissolubili vinculo in oeternum dam-
nata.' In spite of this the writing maintained
its place, and by the 6th cent, it A\ as held in the

highest honour. It was in later days ascribed to

Melito of Sardis (c, 170), and even to the Apostle
John. Versions of it, in longer and shorter forms,
are extant in Greek, Latin, Arabic, Coptic, and

Syiiac.
LITERATURE Tischendorf, Wright, Forbes Robinson, Orr

(opp citi.) ,
Mrs. Lewis,

'

Apocrypha' (Stud. Smaitica, xi ).

C. (b] I. The Gospel of Nicodemus. Th'- Go-nol

dealing with the Trial, Death, and It<
-UI^-M-

ho ri <>i

Jesus, and with His Descent into Hades, is a com-
bination of two ea 1: '''

(I) Acta Pilati>

and (2) Descensus '

*os. The older

Greek MSS contain only (1) with an independent
conclusion, while there are clear signs that the com-

piler had not thoroughly mastered all his material.

The earliest form is found in a Latin version, pro-

bably of the oth or 6th cent. ; but it was not until

the 13th cent that the name of Nicodemus was asso-

ciated with it. The writing claimed to have been
written in Hebiew by Nicodemus, and to have
been translated into Greek by Ananias or JSneas
Protector.

The contents of the Gospel are as follows :

(1) Jesus is accused by the Jews Pilate orders Jesus to be

brought before him The messenger, by Pilate's instructions,
shows Jesus great respect As Jesus enters the . < r ! \\ - 1.

"'

the tops of the Roman standards bow down befo-- II
*

^'p i)

The charge that Jesus was 'born of fornication* is disproved
(<.

i J) T'K.tj" 1 :.:'\ \ ii >- TT i --(.i\ "\Msageisbased on
Joi M *' " u ill u "'t H M i w -I

., 01 death (chs. 3. 4)
^ '

r ( i- <. ii
k L- " "i <-

.'.\_
" N io I.1" i i . M'l some who had

iijcn M in 'I
j.

1 ,l--i- > o**\, M .r 'J -; -u c on His behalf

(chs. 5-S) The Jews choose Barabbas instead of Jesus, and
are reproached for their ingratitude by Pilate. Pilate washes

- V *
'

*
- "" -

*.. - 'i
'

* '" * '

> cracifraon (ch 0)
1 i '',,' \ and burial, based
on Lfc23(chs 10, 11), T * n o" \r' M -M is put into prison
b^ the Je\\s for burjirg

1

I -.'- i IL i ,i .i,i,culously delivered

(eh 12), The guards at the sepulchre report the resurrection
to the Sanhedrm, and are bribed to saj that the disciples stole

the body (eh, 13) A vrie^r a scribe a Levite from Galilee bear
witness to Christ's a-ecnsion , they art. charged to keep silent,
and are sent back to Galilee (ch. I ')

r n th" propo-al <! NV")-

demus, search is made for Jesus,
"

j >'^i v -i i < > i'l.:ic( .> <>"<'

more given of His ascension (chs 15. 16).

(2) This purports to have been written down by Carinus and
Leucras, sons of the aged Simeon, who had been raised from the
dead by Jesus (ch. 17).

* A purple royal light
*

appears in Hades ,

John the Baptist announces the near approach of Christ to visit

those 'sitting in darkness and the shadow of death* (ch 18)
Seth tells of his prayer for oil from the tree of mercy to heal his
frU UM ffc'ul <,f M '1 41 .! - ivi oi.i^_ il'at he should receive it when
i it Son o' (J( 1 O.IPIL i< ( 'U' (<

>r
i 19). A conversation takes

lilwo l)i.n\< i
t n Satan and Tartarus, who dread Christ's coming

(oh -'') "I -ft summons is made (Ps 24?) in a voice of thunder to

XM'i, }\ ->ii- admission Satan and Tartarus are powerless to
i vC'uU1 HIT (ch. 21) Satan is delivered into the power of

Hadfes, who reviles him vehemently, and consigns him to ever-

lasting torment (chs. 22 23). All the saints are gathered to

Christ, and wn th them He comes up 'from the powers below'
O'h. 24) The arthangel Michael leads ail the saints to Paradise,
TVhere ihej comer^e with Enoch and Flias aT'd the penitent
thief (chs 25. 26). Having finished their \\nrmg Carinus and
Leucms are transfigured and vanish. Joseph and Nicodemus
report eveij thing to Pilate, who draws up an account of 'all
thab had been done and said conceri'njj: ,lc^.s ^n ih 1>\..
arid places it m the public records (>r hi- pr.i LTI in (.-i 1~)
[In some MSS t\vo other chapters are a<lrk d oh '.S in 'orj)(rsii ^

a Jewish chronology from Adam to Christ \\T-vh Ar-rMs .i"1

]

Caiaphas acknowledge, m Pilate's presence, to be a proof that
Jesus was the lov-promi-cri ^a\ionr , ch. 29 gives a letter from
Pilate to Claii \\ is, dal ng \\ th the *

cruel condemnation,'
crucifixion, and resurrection 01 OhnsuJ,

The first part of the Gospel of N"icodemus the
Acts of Pilate exists In various recensions, the
earliest of which cannot be much older than

the beginning of the 5th century. The question,

however, ib iaibed by references m Justin and

Tertulhan, whether these Acts are not based on
much older documents. In his tii&t Apology (ch 35)

Justin, after descubing the ciucinxion of Jesus,

declares 'And that these things happened, one

may learn from the Acts drawn up under Pontius

Pilate'; and again (ch. 48), when speaking of

miiacles which Jesus wrought, he adds a like

testimony Moreover, Teitulhan in two passages

(Apol. 5 and 21) speaks of a leport sent to Tibenus

by Pilatt
"

,

T

-
*'^ T 1 "

t, and in the latter

passage, . _
* account of Christ's

life and a <
- ";

' of His death, resur-

rection, and ascension, he states
*

Pilate, who in

his heait was already a Chustian, reported all

these things about Christ to Tiberius, wTho wras

emperor at that time.' Many scholars believe that

the report leferied to by Teitulhan is preserved
in the Letter of Pilate to Claudius (ch 29 of the

Gospel of Nicodemus}. On the other hand, Hainack
holds the Letter to be later than Tertulhan ( Chron.
i. 607 fi

)
On the ground of Justin's references,

Tische
' " ""

Apocr, Ixiv), followed by Hof-
mann ( .' dates our extant Acts of Pilate

in the 2nd century. Lipsius (Die Pilatusakten,
14 ff), however, Harnack (Chron. i 610 ff.), and
others believe that

" ' "" "" 1 "

y
Acts of Pilate, and ;

. ;

while von Schubert, followed by Stulcken (Henn.
Handb. 1461), maintains that Justin was ac-

quainted with Acts of Pilate which probably
formed the basis of the present Acts. The question
is an intricate one, and cannot be fully discussed
here. Tischendorfs conclusion may, however,
safely be set aside. Harnack bases his judgment
mainly on the ground that, if Justin had had any
real knowledge of Acts of Pilate dealing with the
facts which he narrates, he would have quoted from
them, while, as a matter of fact, his quotations are
from the Prophets and the Gospels \ "-, this

itmustj however, be urged that, if !,i- ':
'

, -, not
had some definite knowledge to go upon, he would
never have dared in an address to the Emperor to

ground his case on documents whi<h |>i'-iim'lily
were in the public archives. The pio-oiii v 'uoi
inclines to the view that Acts of Pilate, at least
believed to be genuine, were in existence in the
2nd cent., and that om present Acts were in-

fluenced by them. Whethei the 2nd cent. Acts
were based on any authentic report by Pilate, it is

impossible to say.
It is clear that the Acta Pilati in their present

form are largely dependent on the canonical

Gospels, and that many of the additions are fabri-

cations put forward for apologetic reasons. The
aim of the writer is to furnish

" " r r

the truths of Cln isliaiiity ; wha . . .

his purpose than to -aliou Pilate on the side of

Christ, and to narrate incidents touching Christ's
resurrection which not even His enemies could

challenge? Heathen aspersions on the birth of
Jesus are also disposed of by evidence given at
His trial.

The second part of the Gospel The Descent mto
Hades represents in a developed form the tra-

dition, early and widely accepted, which was based
on 1 P 319

{' He went and preached unto the spirits
in prison

J

). Earlier traces of the same taadition
are found in the Gospel of Peter ("And they heard
a voice from heaven, saying, Hast Thou preached to
them that sleep ? And a response was heard from
the Cross, Yea'), and in the Legend qfAbgar.
The Gospel of Nicodemus was taken up by

Vincent de Beauvais in his Speculum Majus and
by Jacobus de Voragine in his Atirea Legenda,
and through these works it exerted a far-reaching
influence.
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LITERATURE Tischendorf, Eiang Apou. Ii\ ff
, Lipsius, Die

Ptlatu&aLten, Apul) A,,-
' '

' /*. *-i ^ ,beit, Die
Composition des ps -

, t i ,
' // / i m- , Harnack,

Altch) Litt i 21ff,C/n <

'

,
.-i ', - "

i/, Zett^ehi

/ TT TT i^enxihajt (1902), 69 ff
""

DJ3 in 544 flf ,

Mommsen, Zettxchr J ST Wts^ Kruger, Ge^ch
d altchr Lttt. 36, Stulcken in HennecKe, <M' ApoLr 74 ff

,

Eandb. 143 ff.

C (b} 2. The Legend of Abgar. In Eu^ebius

(HE i 13 6 fl )
we find letters to have

passed between Abgai V. king of Jkclesba, and Jesus.
Eusebius states that the letters were pieserved in

the loyal ai chives, and gives a literal translation
of them from the Syriac Abgai, who was sutier-

ing fiom an incurable disease, having heaid of

Christ's wonderful po^er of healing, wrote, en-
ti eating Clmst to come and cuie him, and ottering
Him a residence in Edessa, wheie He \vould be
safe fiom the malice of the Jews. Jesus- replied
that He must accomplish His mission and ascend
to Him who had sent Him, but that after His
ascension He would send one of His disciples, ^\ ho
would cure the king and bring life to him and all

who weie with him. Then follows an account,
also translated fiom the Syriac, of the fulfilment

of Christ's promise in the sending by the Apostle
Thomas of Thaddseus, one of the Seventy, to

Edessa.
The legendary character of the correspondence

is beyond c^ll doubt, although its LOUUI^I TI
I
-- was

accepted by Eusebius, and has SH- >i ieiCiiile (
: by

seveial scholais, among them Cureton and Phillips
in England (see Phillips, Addai the Apostle , ixfi*.).

It had its origin some time after the introduction
of Christianity into Edessa (t IT 1

"
1

'

"*
. to a

deshe to have an Apostolic " *
<

--' the
Church. The date of it is probably the second
half of the 3rd century.
The coirespondence and the narrative of Addai's

mission found a place, with many additions, in

the Syriac Teaching of Addai, which dates from
about -00. The legend had a wide influence, and
found ciedence in all sections of the Church, not-

\\iiVi, ruling rhe doubts expressed iegaidin- it in

IMC Ot la-'jiii Decree; a Gieek recension of it the
Acts of Thaddseus contains in addition the story
of the portrait of Jesus miraculously stamped on a

napkin. See also art. ABGAR.
The legendaiy letter of Christ was in widespread

favour a^ a talisman fo guard against dangers of

all kinds. For this puipo-o IL was placed at the

city gate of Edessa and at the doors of private
houses. Up to quite recent times copies of the
letter were to be found framed in the houses of

the peasantry in England (^ee Donehoo, Apocryphal
and Legendary Life of Christ, 223).

TJT u\n IP T/mliT- T>i* ed?$$enische Abgarsage, 1880, Die

api1
1 -\i , /ai>vii'V/' '/J M 178 f* Zahn, Forschungen,

i ,

1

")'ii., \ /' A>/i. i Mo')ff
,

T \.ror-i /./.' oriffines de F&glise
d'Bde^e, 1888; Harnack, \'ichr L " i 533 ff , Kruger,
Altchr Lrtt. 2281; Phillips, Doctnne oj Addai the Apostle ,

1876; Stulcken m Hennecke, NT A&okr. 76 ff., Handb 153 ff.

B. Gospel of Tatian, The Gospel of Tatian,
better known as the Diatessaron,* was a Harmony
of the four Go-^peK in all likelihood written origin-

ally in Syriac for the use of the Church at Edessa.
The author of tho Harmon v \\ us a disciple of Justin

Martyr in Rome : bni. being ^ ondemned for hereti-

cal views, he KM n mod TO hi-> native land in the

valley of the Enphiate* about the year 172. Be-
tween that date and the close of the 2nd cent,

his *patclr\\<>rlc Gospel
* was written, in which,

using the chronological scheme of the Fourth.

* Dmtessaron (5/ *rt<rff&pw} is variously interpreted. The ex-

pression is generally regarded as signifying- a compilation in

which only the jour Gospels were used ; but as the word was in

use as a musical terminus technicus to denote a harmony, Tatian

mififht have emplov ed it a* a description of his work, no matter
how many Go^poJs he had drawn upon (Hamlyn Hill, Earliest

Life, 21,"Juhcher, Emleitung, 3911).

Gospel, he wo\e into a connected nanatn e the four
different account^ of om Loid & hie It i^ doubtful
whether, befoie the ajjpeaianee of the Dtnt*^wit>n 9

the fom GohpeK circulated sepaiately in the .Syrian
Chuich; but however that may be.* it \\as efeaily
Tatiaii'b intention to provide a CM >*!*! f>: i.-i'J.'i
Utee -which Jshould ob\iate the 4 -t.d\,..iii, jU .r

having the nairative of Chii&ts lite m diliereiit
forms. * The evidence goes to sho\\ that the Du-
tessaron \\, - >' _ t -.i, .' use in the Syiian Clmuh
up to the b< '_

1Y1 'n -j ... Jie 5th cent. In the Twit-
ing ofAddm (e. 4UU) we lead that *a lai^e multi-
tude of people abbembled day by day and" fame to
the prayer of the seiviee, and to the reading of the
Old and Kew Testament, of the Diate^aion, etc.

(Phillips, Addai the Apostle, 34). In the middle or
the 4th cent. Ephiaeni used the Dirttcxsrm>n a& the
babib of hih famous commentaiy on the Gospel>
But from the 5th cent, onwardh Tatiaii'& Go>pel
\\ab displaced from public worship by the new
translation of the ^epaia^o Gospels made tinder

Eabbula, the l^hitui, the Sjriac Yulgate,
although, largely owing to the commentary of

Ephiaem, it continued to be read and to exeit an
influence for many centimes later.

Neither the Diatessaron nor the commentary of

Ephraem has been preserved to us in the original
Syriac. Theie are, however, Latin and Arabic
ver&ions of the Diatessciron> and two distinct
Armenian versions of Ephiaem's commentary.
For the reconstruction of the text of the Diates-

saron, Ephiaem's commentary is of the highest
value, and the work has beei \ ecuted

by 2ahn (Forschungcn, i ).
1 \ while

the Latin and Arabic versions keep Tatian's ar-

rangement of the narrative, they are of no value
for the restoration of the text. The Latin Har-
mony (Codex Fuldensis), -which belongs to about
the beginning of the 6th cent., gives throughout
the text of the Vulgate , while the Arabic version,
which was or^m filly made in the llth cent., is

evidently a n^n^LirVin from a text of the Dia-
tessaron which had been accommodated to the
Peshitta. In the 9th cent, an epic poem entitled
Heliand was written, based on a translation of the
Codex Fuldensis. It became \\ ir'ely known, and
to it our \i^lu Sj'xon ioipfiulicr-i were largely
indebted for theii kno-ulroge of the life of Christ

(Hamlyn Hill, op. t ff 20, :*S

In accordance with 'hin<in -peculiar views, the
Diatessaron reveals a slight Eneratito tciuhruy.
According to Theodoret (Mcer. Fab. L 2i ) \ K < >i 1 1 1n o- i

the genealogies of Chri-t and everything dealing
with Chii^t t- birth ('all tilings that hho\\ (mrLord to

have been born of the seed of David according to the
flesh

'

}. The Birth-narratives of Luke and Matthew
are, however, found in the Arabic and Latin re-

censions, as well as in Ephraem's commentary.

LITERATURE. 7,1h r
i TV^'/iMn*, i u. iv.vii., Oi-^.i, ""n'"ti i

Eiangelwmm llttrmmini AKW c<> Harnack, AsJ.r It' *

485 ff', Chron. \ >ii: ;
2f T . Utff. t art. m L >nr '''

''

,

Burkitt, S Ephraim^ Qvutati' '* jrw f1
t

' K<> ft
'

(c-f I
T
-<- -i -

Li anqclwm da-Mepha rrt>^h") Ih. - < i e' 1 1 . *i r > 1 '
i //<. o ^ i/

Tatian; Hainhn'HilI, E^rdt^t f t i'c c/ /V*n* lie *

p- ', 7/m-

Diatessaron, etc.; StenD'ji-jf 1/1 JLi-tiijr^ hl> l.\! Vo! - - r.

v r i I.\DI \^

GOVERNOR. The word *

governor* (TW^&V, Lat.

pra&sesi dttx] is a comprehensive term, being the

only Greek word which includes every class^
of

provincial governor under the Roman empire.
The following officials, for instance, are included

under thi> title : (1) Governors of Senatorial Pro-

vinces, namely, pro consulilms who are ex-consul^
and pw c&mulibus who are ex-pi setors. The
former class ruled the governmental spheres

*To distinguish it from the fourfold form of the Gospel
(E-oa-ngeiion da-Mepharreake^

*
tfee Gospel of tte Separated '),

the Diatessarvn received the name of wnge8&* da-Mebattete,
* the Gtospal of the Mixed ').
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duty, Ahia and Africa; the latter all other pro-
vinces which by

^
j '..,..',

J

bet\\ een Augustus,
and the Senate -i 27 '

( v- eie put under the

authority of that body, such ab Sicily, Macedonia,
Achaia (2) Governors of Imperial Piovmcefe,
namely, /

'/">'>, _1 >//.'/ >>ro pncctonbti^ who aie ex-
consuls

;
>''>"'^' J"/"v pro pmetonbus who are

ex-pnBtors ; procuratores ; pracfeeti Aegypti, etc

Examples of Imperial provinces aie Syria, the
Gauls (except Naibonenbi>), Judtea, and Egypt.
Thebe governors were all accountable to the

Emperor, being put in charge of his provinces*, but
were by no means of equal rank. The legati weie

always memberb of the Senate, but the others
were of the lower rank of cquites It was to this

clabs that Pilate belonged (Mt 27 28 ; see under

PROcrjjRATOE, PILATE) Every senator, being a
member of the same class as the Emperor himself,
was a possible rival to him ; those of inferior rank
were pr.ic tit ally in the position of hit> servants.

Governors 01 provinces had certain powers of

jurisdiction delegated to them, which it is now
imppbsible accuiately to define. These were em-
bodied in mrtndatct given to them before setting
out.

_ They weie also, of course, influenced by the
traditions of the province to which they were
going. They administered the law with a com-
petence ana a justice which have never been
burpassed. As trie provinces had an appeal from
their decisions to the Senate in the case of
Senatorial provinces, and to the Empeior in the
case of Imperiil. it was dangerous for a governor
to go a^tiin-t the strongly expressed wish of the
subjects oJt Rome A procurator, for example,
could be cast aside by the Emperor and ruined for

life, without the -ligiue^t < bance of ledress.
Governors were commonly changed annually.

The emperor Tiberius, however, retained many
governors for a number of years in one position,
and he also instituted the custom

"

r- \ .....
'

of
definite salaries to such, thus doing , * ,1

'

\, \ the
lu < c -i; \ for plunder in order to recoup themselves.
f

l "'ir
^L.'jr'i,.'! system was sufficiently elastic to

permit the appointment of officer^ for special
service and the suspension of the regular order
of things. It was-- ',

11
-

"

an arrangement
of this kind tha " *

, Qs ^"m t - \.,^

';<><""' of Syria' (Lie a-) in A.D. '>-:i [I, -n-,^,
i t <<! ' -

,

' Born at Bethlehem 9 ch. xi.) s in order to

carry on a campaign against the Homonadenses,
and leave rhe ordinary governor free for civil
duties See art. BIRTH OF CHRIST.

In Mt 1018
, Mk 139, and Lk 21 'kings' are

eoupVd with 4

-o\L_'rior-/ The reference here is
to 'olip'N-lxnv-* <>i" tlic Roman empire (such as
Herod) as well as the ordinary governors. The
territory ruled by such kin^s was part of the
imperium Ronmnum in the fullest sense of that
term. IE other words, the Romans had suzerainty
over these kingdoms ; but they left them under
the rale of their kings until they were sufficiently
civilized to become ordinary provinces under
ordinary governors. Then they were taken over.
In Lk 21B the "kings* are mentioned before the
'governors/ If this change is not accidental, it
would appear that St. Luke wished /ftunXefe to be
understood in the sense of 'eniperois'" a sense
quite in accordance with the Greek. The plural
need be no difficulty, as it was the common practice
for emperors to have their successors invested with
the imperatorial powers, while they themselves
were still alive and active

H. F. Pelmm, Outlines of Roman History,
bk. v. ch. flu; J. R. Buiy, A History of the Roman Empire,ch TL ; A. EL J. Greemdge, Roman Public Life, ch. xi ; for
the regiilar course of an administrative career, see B. Garnak
Cours d'pigraphie latine^ (1896, with Supplement 1904X
pp. 86-155

, Schurer, HJP i. iL 43-48,

SOOTEJL

GRACE (xdpis). The Gr. xdpts, \uth which

'grace in Eng. fully toiie-pond- is one of those
\\ords (cf. ctycMrdu, ayairy,

' love
)
which have been

raised to a higher powei and tilled with a pro-
founder content by the levelation ot Jesus Christ.

In accordance with its derivation tiom %at/jw3
it

originally signified in classical Gi . something that

grvessjoy 01 delight, hence charm or winsoineness

Jj'iom tints it came to be used in a subjective sense

ot a couiteous, kindly, 01, as we bay, a *

giacious
'

<iibj>osition ,*
and so became equivalent to goodu ill

or Javour From the sense of favour as an atti-

tude of will and feeling, the transition was natui al

to 'a favoui/ a conciete token of kindness and
goodwill. Finally, as giace implies not only a

giver but a receiver, it was employed to denote
the gratitude telt by the latter ioi the favoui be-

stowed, and the thanks by wl V 1

^ t

'

, .""i is ex-

pie&sed (cf. the Eng phrase
*

', < * -neat
3

).

In nearly all these senses the woid is found both
m the LXX and the NT. But, while the LXX
does not carry us beyond the point reached in the
classical authors, when we pass to the NT the old

meanings of xdpis are wondeifully enlaiged, until,
as Cremer says (Lex. s.v ), 'it has become quite a
different word in NT Gieek, so that we may say
it depended upon Christianity to lealize its full

meaning and to elevate it to its nghtful sphere.
3

1. Grace in the Gospels. In AY of the Gospels,
*

grace
'

occurs only 4 times, once in Lk. (2
40

) and
thrice in Jn. (I

14- 16 17
). When we turn to the KV,

however, and include the marginal readings, we
iind the word m 4 othei T \\,,*i ,i,. - Thrice
it is used as a maiginal .

'

, o- avour '

or
favoured '

(Lk I28 30 252), while in one important
passage (4

22
)

' words of grace
'

is substituted for
1

gracious words/ In every case, both in Lk. and
Jn., the coi responding Gr. word is x^flLSt with the

exception of Lk I 25 where the derivative vb. xaptrow
is used. Besides these passages in which either in
AV or KV it is rendered e

grace/ %dpts occurs 4
times m Lk. (6

82- ^ w 179 ) in the sense of c thanks/
(1) "We obsen o 1lm( pri

n H' is not a word or idea
that is used byiho v/A'// ''""rj St. Luke
being the onty one who It is also

worthy of notice that the term is not one which
the Evangelist ever attributes to Jesus Himself.
It is true that he represents Jesus as using %dpts 4

times, but only in the ordinary colloquial sense of
thanks. Thus, although %cpi? or grace' was to

undergo something like a transfiguration through
the influence of Christianity, and indeed was to
become not only a specifically Christian word, but
a word of which we might say that it shines like a
jewel on the brow of Christ Himself, whose life

and death and teaching gave birth to the ideas
which it has come to express, it is not a term
which we find in any of our Lord's recorded utter-
ances.

In 4 out of the 5 Lukan passages in which
*

grace
*

occurs, it has the 'ordinary sense of

*faYour/ Twice the Virgin Mary is declared
to have been the object of the Divine favour (Lk
I28

- 30
). Of Jesus it is said in one pa^age that the

grace (or favour) of God was upon Him (2
10

), and in
another that He advanced in. favour (or grace)
with both God and men (2

s2
). The remaining

passage (4
s2

) is the only Synoptic one which may
possibly carry us on to the peculiar Christian sig-
nificance of the word. When Jesus jpreached His
first sermon in the synagogue at Nazareth, His
fellow-townsmen are said to have wondered twl
rots \6yws rJfc xdperos. AV renders * at the gracious
words'; KV, more literally,

e at the words of

grace/ But what does the expies&ion mean 9

Does it point merely, as has commonly been sup-
posed, to our Lord's winsomene&s and charm as a

speaker, His grace of manner, His possession of
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one of the most effective of the gifts of an oratoi 9

Or is xdpcros to be taken not as a Hebiaistic gen.
of quality, but as an objective gen., so that e \\oids
of grace

' = '
\\ ords about giace

'

? It is not impos-
sible that by this phiase, \\ Inch is thus capable ol a
double interpretation, St Luke intended to con\ ey
a twofold meaning, and to let his leadeis undei-
stand that the woids of Christ, as Dr. Biuce puts
it, were * words ot grace about grace

'

(Exp. Gr.
Test, in loc.^ In any case, hov\evei, it seems pio-
bable that the objective meaning was the one

immediately befoie the E\anpeli-t^ mind. The
fact that genitives of quality aie iiequent m writ-

ings influenced by Heb., and that paiallels to the
use of xdpts to denote the quality of charm in a

speakei can be adduced not only from the LXX
(Ec 1U12

, Ps 44s
, Sir 21 16

), but fiom the classical

authors (Horn. OcL vin. 175 ; Dem. Orat. h. 9),

weighs little in comparison with the analogies
offered by the usage of St. Luke himself in Acts.
It is admitted that \6yos rijs xd/nros aurov (Ac 14s

2032 } means the message of salvation, and that TO

evayyeXiov TTJS %dptros TOU 6eov (2Q-
4

)
means the gospel

of the grace of God in the full Pauline and Chris-

tian sense of the expression. Moreover, the text
from which our Lord preached His Nazareth ser-

mon (Lk 41S iy
, cf. Is 61 1

*-) lends itself most
readily to this laiger

-* ' J '
"

.

'

so do
the opening words of

' This

day hath tins Scripture been fulfilled in your eais
'

(v
~L

). Noteworthy, too, in this connexion is the
fact that in quoting

'" ""

"\\oids of the

Evangelical piophet the acceptable
year of the Lord,

3

Jesus made the utterance still

more gracious by omitting any leference to a

coming day of Divine vengeance (cf. v. 19 -with Is

01-;. But, above all, we must bear in mind that
whether the Third Gospel was written or not by
Luke the i . ,'io of St. Paul, it is matter of

common u. 11 - i'i, L strong Pauline influences

run through it, and that more than any other it

gives prominence to those aspects of our Lord's

life and teaching which present His gospel as a

message of Divine grace. This is the Gospel of

the
'"

'18loff- 19*0, of the 'woman which
was

^
a sinner

'

(7
36ff

-), of the malefactor

forgiven even as he hung upon his cross (SS
39
^).

Above all, it is the gospel of the great
c Parables

of Grace 3 the Lost Coin, the Lost Sheep, the

Prodigal Son (15). It seems natural, theiefpre.
to conclude that the Evangelist, on whom Christ's

grace to the sinful had made so deep an impres-
sion, intended in this *

frontispiece
'

to his s*tory of

our Lord's public ministry, when he described the
listeners in the synagogue a=i wondering at ' the
words of grace which proceeded out of his mouth,

3

to set Jesus before us not merely as a winning
speaker, but as the anointed herald of the grace of

God. See also art. GRACIOUSNESS.
(2) When we come to the Fourth Go$peZ, we find

that in the Prologue the word *

grace/ no doubt
through the Pauline teaching and its consequences,
has blossomed fully into tlio^o groatei meanings
with which the Church had become familiar.* In
I 14 the author describes the Incarnate Logos as
e
full of grace and truth

'

in His revelation of the
Father's, glory. The phrase recalls the frequent
OT combination of 'mercy and truth' (npBi "?9$,

LXX l\os ml a\^0ia) as a summary description of

*
Ifcls worthy of remark ihafcubde in (he Prologue ^*K appears

as a fundamental rote of Lhe revelation of Jesus Christ The
word is not rased elsewhere in the work. In the rest of his

Gospel, as in his Epistles, the author prefers the idea of love

(316 131, i jn 316 and constantly). Like the Synoptu,ts he never
once puts x*pis into the mouth of Jesus, not even in a passage
like 71*^-23 (cf.

I

ii0-i8))
vi here Jesus is speaking of His relation to

the law of Moses. Does this not go to support the essential

historicity of Christ's teaching
1 as reported in the Fourth

Gospel?

Jehovah's chaiacter (Ex 34s
,
P* 231U So10 S914 etc.).

But the grace of Cinist in the XT i* -: r

i.-u

moie than the mercy of Gud in the Ul. it i-

lemaikable that in theLXXxdptsis not considered
a rich enough \\oid to render the Heb. "s:r Tliere

. _
'

^he Divine kindness or favour (eoxre-
-' " - ieo. JH, cf. Gn 18 J and paxsiM), but is
not used ot tlio^e energies which belong pioperly
to the splieie of redemption Foi the -rn or mercy
of God the \\oid e'Xeos is employed ; so that in tlie

LXX e\eos may be .said to be a stionger and richer
Avoid than %dpts. When we come to the XT, how-
evei, the case is levelled xdpis, as applied to the
Chribtian conception of grace, has 1 HA </re a ^ anilei
word than fAeos ; for while eXcos denotes the Divine
compassion in the presence of man's pain and
misery, %dpts is used to expiess God's attitude to
man's sin. It is more than a Divine attribute,
although it is that It is the sum of those Divine
forces from which our salvation flows

In v. 16 the Evangelist says that out of Christ's
fulne&s we all received,

l and grace for grace
'

(x&pw
avrl xdptros). In its general use, as we have seen,

%cpts passes from a disposition of goodwill to be

applied to the blessings which goodwill bestows.
Here the reference is to the blessings of the Chris-
tian salvation, Christ's fulness is inexhaustible,
and His giace is constantly bestowing itself upon
His followers. But '

grace for grace' does not
mean merely

c

grace upon grace
J one grace added

to another. The foice of the ayrl is not to be

neglected. In the next verse the author is going
to contrast the KT system of grace with the legal

system of the OT. And here, by a bold use of

language, he applies to the economy of grace the

very formula of the opposite dispensation, so as
the better to bring out its *

complete gratuitous-
ness

'

(Godet, Com. on Jn. in loe.). Under the

Law, with its system of exchanges a blessing ^\as

received as the rewaid of (dj>rt) merit, but under
the gospel it is Christ's free grace itself, received
and appropriated, which becomes our title to fresh

and largei bestowals.
Tor the law was given by Moses/ adds the

Evangelist ;

'

grace and truth came by Jesus
Christ' (v.

17
). Here we have the justification of

what we said above as to the Yd/M? /cat aX^ffeta, of

the NT lnj_
r mu< h more than me Xeos KO! (D^deta

of the OT. Tiie Divine mercy (Xeos) was an
essential part of the OT revelation. It was on
Sinai itself, and in connexion with the giving of

the tables of the Law, that God revealed Himself
to Moses as a God full of compassion and gracious,
slow to anger, and plenteous in mercy and truth

3

(Ex 346). But in comparison with the glory of

the Christian levelation, the revelation to Moses
was legal and hard. It lacked that element of

spontaneous favour towards the sinful, and apart
from every thought of merit gained by obedience,
wThich "belongs to the very essence of grace as \\e

know it m Jesus Christ.

2. The grace of Christ in the Paulina Epistles.

In ,li^ u*-Tn<r tho meaning of grace in the Third

and I onull (Jo-p'l- we have been obliged to

anticipate in part what has now to be said about

the Pauline teaching For there can be no doubt

that in the minds of both Evangelists that teach-

ing was subsumed. It was the use^ liicji St.^
Paul

had made of the word that determined its signifi-

cance for Christianity ever afterwards,

(1) And finst we notice that when the Apostle

speaks of grace, he is invariably thinking of Je^us

Christ in connexion \vith it Most frequently it Is

the grace of God that he names ;
^
for God the

Father is always recognized as the primal fountain

of all the blessings of the Christian salvation, and
no greater misrepresentation can be made of St.

Paul's gospel than to describe him as bringing the
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grace that is in Christ into some kind of oppobition
to the justice that is in God. Sometimes again
7? x&PLS stands alone ; for the Apostle treats it at

times not merely as a Divine attiibute, but as the

operative punciple of the whole economy of re-

demption. But as it is Christ who embodies this

great principle m His own person, as it is in Him
that the Father's giace is revealed, and by Him
that it is mediated to men ; as, to use Ins own
Avoids,

l the grace of God was given you in Clniht

Jesus' (1 Co I
4
), and

'

giace reigns ,

]
i. ? su&

Christ our Lord '

(Ro 5J1
), he does r > ,

-
, to

speak of it again and again, and
especially

in the
benedictions with which he concludes his Epp., as
* the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ

'

(Ro 1620
, 1 Co

1623 ,
2 Co 13 14

, Gal 61S
etc.; cf. the opening saluta-

tions, Ro I7
,

1 Co I3
,
2 Co I

2
, Gal I3 etc )

(2) When we ask how St Paul ariived at this

distinctive conception of the Christian gospel as an

economy of giace, and of Jesus Cluist as the dis-

penser of grace, the answer undoubtedly is that he
owed it to that revelation of the Lord Jesus Him-
self near the gates of Damascus by which his whole
life was suddenly transformed As a Pharisee he
had sought to earn salvation by his zeal for the
Law But everything he had done had proved
ineffectual. The commandment which was unto
life he found to be unto death (Ro 7 10

). Nay, in

his endeavours to be exceedingly zealous according
to the Law he had been led into the greatest sin

of Ins career his furious opposition to Jesus

Chust, his savage persecution of the saints Then
came the great, astonishing act of spontaneous
grace. Christ appealed in person to this bitter

enemy, convincing him beyond the possibility of

doubt that that Jesus whom he persecuted was no
other than the Lord of glory, and at the same time

addressing him in those tender and gracious and
j

'

iiV words of repioach and appeal by
111

ii .-<>.!, x rsecutor was turned into the slave
of Christ. From that day Christ was to Paul the
Lord of grace no less than the Lord of glory. It

was the grace of God in Christ, and that grace
alone, which had called him and saved and made
him what he was (Gal I 15

,
1 Co 1510

) And that
same grace which had redeemed Paul at the first

was with him all along. It guided him in the path
of wisdom (1 Co 310

). It enabled him to be more
abundant in labours than all others (15

10
). It

taught him how to behave himself in the world
(2 Co I12). And when the messenger of Satan
came to buffet him, and he thrice besought the
Lord that this thing might depart, it was the Lord
Himself who said to His servant, 'My grace is

sufficient for thee' (12
7'9

).

(3) What did St. Paul understand by the grace
of Christ, as he used that term in his fully de-

veloped teaching ? What distinctive contents did
he put into this great Christian idea, which he
knew in his own experience to be a great Christian
fact ^ (a) We shall perhaps hnd our best starfcmg-
point m . whicn he sets a certain view
of that

,

- the Corinthians as one with
which his teaching had made them familiar. He
regards it as an act of astonishing >

^ "

'* or ye know,
5 he writes,

e the grace ! ..

Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for your
sakes he became poor, that ye through his poverty
might become rich

J

(2 Co 8*
9
}. How much was in-

volved in this self-sacrifice he shows more fully in
another Epistle, where he describes it as a self-

emptying, on Christ's part, of His Divine form,
the assumption of a lowly human nature, and the
rendering of a lifelong obedience even unto the
death of the cross (Ph 25ff

-). It is in this, quality
of self-sacrifice most of all that the grace of Chilim the NT differ- from *ho m< r. \ nf Hod 11=. revealed
in the earlier ^i-p n-; twn Llm-i - grace is not

merely the compassion which a gieat and strong
and blessed nature feels foi one which is sinful and
feoirowful and weak. It is the ^li-u'iionii< 111^ love

which so yearns to save that it suilenders all the

wealth that is its own, and welcomes all the poverty
that is another's. It is that love which linds its

crowning symbol, as it found its absolute expres-

sion, in the cioss of oui Lord Jesus Christ.
'
I am

poor and needy/ said a saint of the OT,
'

yet the

Lord thmLcth 'upon me '

(Ps 4017
).

' The Sou of

God,
'

exclaims St. Paul,
' loved me, and gave him

sdf up for me
'

(Gal 2ao
).

(b) The absolute Jreeness of Christ's grace was
anothei element in the Apobtle'b conception. This

brings us to his chaiacteiistic antithesis between

giace and law. We noticed this antithesis already
m the Prologue to the Fouith Gospel, but it was
St. Paul who liist foimulated it when he wrote,
* Ye are not undei law, but under giace' (Ro 614

).

Formerly the Divine blessings weie seemed by
obedience to the Law Righteousness was the

fruit of works, and lewards wore reckoned not as

of grace, but as of debt (Ro 4 1

). But now we aie

'justified freely (dwpedv) by his grace through the

ledemption that is m Chust Jesus' (Ro 3'
J4

) The
grace that saves us has nothing to do with woiks

(Ro II6
) ; it is the 'fiee gift' of God by 'the one

man, Jesus Christ' (Ro 515
,
cf Eph 2s

).

(c) Again, Chust's giace, m St. Paul's view of it,

was maiked by its sin-conquering power Besides

the gieat antithesis between giace with its fiee

gifts on the one hand, and the Law with its woiks
and debts on the other, we have m the Apostle's

teaching a further antithesis b ' "
'i

.
.,< and

sm. This antithesis follows of 1,1 - ~.ly .! i the

former one, for it is the fact of the Law that leads

to the imputation of sin (Ro 513
), and it is the

coming in of the Law that causes trespasses to

abound (v.
20

). But that same grace of Christ which
rises superior to the Law shows its power to master
the sin which is the

'

i of the Law.
'Where sin aboundec abound moie
exceedingly

7

(ib*}. And this
*

\ of

grace over sin i& manifested in , ys :

(a) It lemoyes the guilt of sin and the dread conse-

quences which flow from guiltiness. This it does

by not only forgiving the sinner (Eph I
7
), but jus-

tifying him freely (Ro 324), V-1o\\ in-i upon him the

gift of righteousness (Gal 2Ji
), and giving him the

assurance that as sin reigned unto death, even wo

shall grace reign through righteousness unto eteinal
life (Ro 521 ). (/?) It breaks the dominion of win over
the sinner's heart. The antinomian indeed may nay,
4 Let us continue in sm, that grace may abound 7

But St Paul's answer is, God forbid !

*
(Ro 62

,
cf.

v. 1
). The free gift bestowed by the giace of the

One Man (5
15

)
carries within it an 'almnd.nu'cpf

grace' (v.
17

). And among the things included m
this abundance uf _u ( ,.'*e a death to sin and a
life unto God >

! HP fact that we are not
under the Law, but under grace, implies that sin's

tyranny over us is broken (v.
14

), and that we have
b'een set free from it (v.

18
) for a life of liuliioou-no*-.

and holiness in the service of God (yv, -,

(d) Finally, we may sajr that in the Pauline

teaching the grace of Christ, the * riches of Ins

grace* as we have it in Eph. (I
7
), stood for the

sum-total of all Christian blessings There is an
abundance and *uj)finl)undaiiee In gince (Ro 517" 20

,

2 Co 41S
), "lri< It mako-> 11 a -neain 'r ondlesB bene-

faction Honing i nun an iriiAlianyriMo fountain
Christ's riches aro im-acfiic liable (Eph 38

), but all

that Christ is Hi- ruu-c i- foi grace is the most
essential quality 01 Hi- being, while He Himself
is the very incarnation of everything we mean by
grace We are called by grace (Gal I 15

), and jus-
tified by grace (Ro S24 ), and s'mohfied by grace
(6

14
). Through grace also v e obtain otoin.il con?
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fort and good hope (2 Th 216
), and strength (2 Ti

21
), and liberality (2 Co 81

), and happy songs (Col
316

). And so it was the great Apostle's custom,
when he would gather up into a single word all his

wishes and hopes and prayers for the Churches, to

say,
' The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with

you all
'

(2 Th 318
, Eo 1624

; cf. 1 Co 1623 etc.).*
3. The grace of Christ in the rest of the NT.

The material here is very much scantier than in

the Pauline writings, but it is quite sufficient to
show how <looply the great Pauline word had lodged
itself in the ge'neial Christian mind. It is true
that we do not find grace defined as to its natuie

by those antitheses of law and works and sin which
give the Pauline conception its peculiar colouring,
but the word is still used to express the Divine
favour as revealed in Christ, and those saving
blessings of which He is the Mediator. The chief
relevant passages in Acts have been refeired to

already in connexion with the usage of the Third

Evangelist. In 1 Peter we find the grace of salva-
tion made to depend on the revelation of Jesus

Christ, and associated in particular with the
Saviom' "'

' and the glories that followed
them (- i author of 2 Peter exhorts his

readers to
'

3 grace and knowledge of
our Lord ,

- Jesus Christ' (3
18

). In
Hebrews the fact that Jesus is our great High
Priest is urged as the reason why we should draw
near with boldness unto the c throne of grace

'

(4
14~16

) ; and the treading under foot of the Son of

God is regarded as equivalent to doing despite to
'the Spirit of grace

5

(10
29

). As in the Fourth
Gospel apart fiom the Prologue, so in the other
Johannine writings, love takes the place held by
the idea of grace in the Pauline teaching. But
the familiarity of the thought of Christ'- _',<i k i-

shown by its appearance in the forms of -Jiu 1
t i !>

(2 Jn 3, Rev I4 5
) And what could be more fitting

than that the NT as a whole, of which grace is

the distinctive watchword, and over every page of
which we might inscribe the words e Grace reigns,'
should conclude, in the last sentence of the Apoca-
lypse, with the benediction, The grace of the
Lord Jesus be with the saints

'

(Rev 22ai
) ?
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GRACIOUSNESS. The word *

graciousness
'

does not occur in the EV of the Gospels. The
adjective

*

gracious
J

occurs only once (Lk 4s2) in
the AV and not at all in the R v . The idea, how-
ever, covered by the noun is of very frequent
occurrence, and may^ truly be said to be one of the
1 ""

-"laracteristics of Jesus Himself, and of
He came to proclaim

1. Ine passage Lk 422 is rendered in the AV,
* And all bare him witness, and wondered at the

gracious words which proceeded out of his mouth.*
The RV keeps more closely to the form of the Gr.

expression, and renders * wondered at the words of

grace.* In so doing it departs from the general
practice of the older English versions, which from
Tindale onwards adopted the form of the AV.
Wyclif and the Rhemish version support the ren-

<leiing of the RV, following in all probability
the example of the Vulg. %n verbis graUce whicn
* Besides the use of the word *

grace* in the Pauline Epp to

designate The ponlurieous ffuour of God to sinrjcii i r<-\oaled
and mediated h\ Jt.-us Hiri-i, it .s Giuplovnd in \urious deriva-
tor ruts Hioh a* (IJo 5-) the stnio of jjrtu'c (^ntu* (jratnx

>\ a

l-MriifuUr jrifr, of prr.u-e (I'.ph I 7), iho special jrraep roquuod for
the \postol'ooflico((ial 2* \ Eph.t-' ") The diseu-hiori of these,
however, lios -ome^hat beyond the scope of thib Dirtionarv

VOL. I. 44

they rendered literally. The best modern version
(Weymouth's) paiaphrases and expands the ex-
pression thus, 'wondering at the sweet words of
kindness which fell from his lips

}

; while Weiz-
sacker'a admiiable Gemian version translates

simply die liebhchen Worte. The best rendering,
wheie the phrase is thus uncleistood, is probably
that of Plummer,

'

winning words.' The words of
the original, en-l rots A6yoi<r rys %dptros, suggest such
a rendering, since the original meaning ot xapu, as
it is found in Gr. literature, is that of ' comeliness '

or ' win&omeness '

(see the Lexicons for examples).
T> ;'

;
\( '.

""

popular, and attractive as such an
. ;i

i.i i.i is, another is probably the correct
one. See preceding article.

2. The Gr word xdpts occurs on several other
occasions in the Gospels, and is variously rendered
in the English versions. In order to gam a clearer
idea of its meaning, it is necessary to examine
these Of the youthful John we read in Lk 240 ( the

grace of God was upon him,' and of the child Jesus
(2

52
) that He 'advanced in favour (RYm 'grace')

with God and men.' Weymouth uses 'favour' in
both passages. On three occasions, in Lk 6s2 33 34

,

we have the expression,
* What thank have ye ?

'

representing the Gr. irola fyu? xdpts tvriv ; and the
same sense of the word is found in Lk 179

. The
only other passage in the Gospels where the word
occurs is in the .V. v '> the Fourth Gospel,
where it is found , r '

i u 1 - (Jn I 14 1G 17
), and is

rendered in each case '

grace.' See GRACE.
3. There remains for us to see how the quality

of 'graciousness' is manifested in Jesus during
His earthly ministry. Many who take the word
*

gracious
'

of Lk 4^ in the narrower sense noted
above, look only for the 'graciousness' of our
Lord to be revealed in His manner of dealing with
men, in His outward conduct and speech. This
view is, of course, true. His readiness to take

part in all the festivities and social functions of

everyday life marked Him off clearly to His con-

temporaries from the ascetic attitude of John the

Baptist His playful, gentle winsomeness that
won the children to His knee was a scandal to His

disciples. His brotherly attitude towards the
diseased and stricken, His generous help, His
readirv-- <

r
-\ m|>< Mix emboldened leprous, blind,

and .i-l'nrt
'

miMa''ii \ to dare tlu i

fif'li<ii\ it

shrank from, or the menace and icl'iiki OJ 'the

crowd, to cast itself at His feet, and throw itself

upon His gracious consideration. This same char-

acteristic is revealed in His intimate association

with the household at Bethany, and His special
affection for John and Lazarus, as well as in such

exquisitely human touches as His longing look of

love given to the young questioner (Mk 1021).

* Men could approach near to Him, could eat and drink with

Him, could listen to His talk, and ask IT - -i-. ,.i 1 they
found Him not accessible only, but i - '

. r
"

* d not
'

*
- .

-
T- ,

plans
" "

'
icfc attend

> , i
'

, erplexi ; ,.

' .1 ch. 5).

This peculiar graciousness was displayed in such
acts as washing the feet of His disciples, and in

His patient tolerance of the scepticism of Thomas.
But when we go deeper than form of speech or

nature of deed, we find flu- qnalitv still more

clearly manifested. If giarioii^iiop
is to bear

the richer meaning we have seen it may carry,
then its

significance
in the words and works of

Jesus is all the greater. ITi^ paiablo-* (a ff. the

Lost Sheep, the Prodigal Son, iho Good Sarnaiitun),
how full they are ot this peouhai qualitx of I he

Divine revelation ! His conduct to sinful men
and women, how sharply did it contrast with, the
altitude of His contemporaries (Lk 7

36-50
, Mk

10 4r>

)

' His prayer for His enemies shows with
wonderful tenderness how this spirit did not desert

Him at the moment of greatest trial, how inherent
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it was, therefore, in His very nature (Lk 2334
) In

His thought the gracious method of His treatment
of men was to become a general standard of con-

duct (Jn 1315
), and would even constitute the basis

of final judgment (Mt 2545 ). It should not be
overlooked that, while St. Luke is the Evangelist
who most T

,

J

1y and clearly reveals this char-

acteiistic li-
-, ;-nd dwells most distinctly upon

it, each of the others supplies sufficient evidence to

prove that St. Luke's picture is no imagmaiy one,
nor even his emphasis exaggerated. See GRACE.
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GRAPES. See WINE.
G. CURRIE MARTIN.

GRASS. In the OT there are several Heb words
which are translated 'giass,' but they are all very
general terms ; in the NT the only word so trans-

lated is x(5pros. Strictly speaking, no plant should
be called a grass unless it belongs to the botanical

order Graimnece, but this is a comparatively modern
distinction The Biblical writers do not, of course,

employ the term with scientific precision. The
modem Arab includes, under the common desig-
nation hashish (grass), field-flowers such as ane-

mones, poppies, and tulips. If, as is probable, it

was in this wider sense that Christ and His con-

tempoiaries used the word, it lends new point and
chaim to His appeal,

f
If God so clothe the grass

of the field' (Mt 630 ), and invests with fresh beauty
the familiar words,

' All flesh is grass, and all the

glory thereof as the flower of grass' (1 P I
24 RV ;

of Jal 10 - 1
').

The u ii
j iiin o of Palestine are very numerous ;

Dr. Post<_i\<- :i
' e' iij-'vuc- for Palestine and Syria

as 90 genera and 243 species (Hastings' DB n. 258).
Pasture glasses vary greatly in quality and pro-
fusion according to climate, soil, and* elevation.
Turf is rare. Grass is much used as fuel (Mt 630

),

especially in distiicts where wood is scarce (see

OVEN). HUGH DUNCAN.

GRAYE. See TOMB.

GRAYE-CLOTHES. The account in the Gospels
of the circumstances attending the burial of our
Lord illustrates fully tV ivi <''' practice of the
time with regard to ^iM-d-u i> The body of

Jesus, doubtless after being bathed, after the
manner of the Jews as well as of the Greeks (Ac
9s7

,
cf. Gospel of Peter, 6), was 'wrapped' (frertXigev,

Mt 27 59
, Lk 2353) or ' swathed '

(A*f\i7<w, Mk 1546
)

in the shroud of linen cloth (<riv56i> t) which Joseph
of Arimathsea ha-1 piouncil on his way back to

Golgotha, and wliifli i- described as * fresh' or
'unused' (/ca<9ap, Mt 2759

), in accordance with the
sacred use to which it was put (cf Mk II2

) Spices
were next crumbled between the folds of the linen

(Aiera r&v ApufAdruv, Jn 1940 ), and the whole was
then bound together with strips of cloth (6&ovLoi$,
Jn 1940 ; cf. mpicuy, Jn II44). The face was covered
with a separate face-cloth or *

napkin
"

(r6 a-ovSdpiov,
Jn 207)

In later Judaism it was held that the resem-
blance of the future to the present body was so
close that men would rise in the same clothes in
which they were buried, on the analogy of the
grain of corn which comes up from the earth not
naked, but clothed (cf 1 Co 1537). And accord-

ingly the Rabbis were in the habit of jnvinjr <'nro-

ful directions as to their grave-clothes ("VVebtii,
Jud. Theol -

p 370). This frequently led, however,

to such unnecessary expense in the way of luxurious

wiappings, that by way of protest Rabbi Gamaliel
left directions that he was to be buried in simple

while his giandson limited the
e-clothes to one dress (see Eders-

heim, Sketches of Jewish Social Life, p. 168 f.). At
the present day, among Jews as well as Moham-
medans, the coipse is attired in the ordmaiy holiday
attire of life.

LITERATURE See under art BURIAL, also art
*

Begrabms bei

den Hebraern ' m Herzog, PME *,

'

<*

i. - :i,i \l : i ! . \

GREATNESS. 1. The greatness of Christ.

Gieatness is an attribute which moie than once
in the Scriptures is applied to Jesus Christ. It is

used both relatively, m passages which suggest a

companson between His powers and those ot such
OT heioes as Jacob (Jn 4ia

), Jonah and Solomon

(Mt 1241 - 42
), and Abiaham or the prophets (Jn 853

) ;

and in an absolute sense, with reference to the
esteem in which He was to be held in the eyes of
Jehovah (Lk I

82
). In the teaching of Jesus Him-

self, however, greatness is less a status than a
quality In the few woids in which He alludes to
His own human greatness, He makes it to consist

m capacity for service and for sacrifice (Mk 1045
II),

and it is significant that in the Epistles also the
attribute is ascribed to Hun only where the idea
of service and sacrifice is prominent in the con-

text (He 414 1021 1320 )

In one passage the greatness of the Son is com-

pared with that of the Father (Jn 1428 ). This is

admittedly \\ >\\r\- il
1 -. \\*\i The important point

to be borne i lui i-' ! ., the statement must
not be interpreted apait fiom the rest of Christ's

teaching com fining His relationship to the First
Person in the Trinity. A caieful study of His
whole attitude seems to show that, whether He is

here referiing to such inferiority as is involved in
His the Divine essence by communica-
tion which belonged to His subordina-
tion as being incarnate upon the earth, the words
*are perfectly consistent with the belief in the

unity of the Divine nature, and therefoie with the
belief in the equality of the Godhead of the Son
with the Godhead of the Father' (Westeott, ad
loc. ; cf. Godet, ad loc. ).

2. The greatness of Christ's followers. Christ
has less to say about His own gieatncsR than
about that of fiis followers. For there is a great-
ness that belongs to His Kingdom, and this He
covets for each one of them. So exalted is it that
it ^mpa-^o^ tli

'

V'< -i < n'-ception of .lojilhc^s

liulioito meiv'i ,M II I !. 7^8 ) But Lin^g ion i-

ness of the K -i y' ^tfr. i
-

*
--< "tially ironi that

in which tho v iV,i ( r> 'I ne world has con-
]',!- \" LMj.'jii* u -"I i v 1 1

1

. ((Mam caricatures of it

K'SMV n ji- '[.vnr
3 and

' ' T 1

3 teaching of
Jesus draws clear lines

(a) Gieatness is notfame. Men's fame consists
in what others say about them ; Christians' great-
ness consists in what they themselves are. Of the
former consideration Christ bids His followeis to
be exultmgly independent (Mt 511 - 32

, note the

strong word dyaXXiacrtfe). Indeed, to share in their
Lord's greatness will involve not praise but per-
secution (Jn 1520). But upon the second considera-

tion, that is to say, upon their character, their
claim fo pTeauip-- ^hollvdciK-nds. And the char-
acter doninndod include- riot the abortive quali-
ties of iiororiou bin rhe milder attribute^ ot child-

like humility (Mk 984
, Mt 181 - 4

, Lk 948), and obedi-
ence to the Divine law (Mt 519 a passage which
has an important bearing on the relationship of
the new dispensation to the old).

(b) Greatness is not power. This, it is true, is

the current conception of it. In the world's view,
to be great is to be able to exact from others as
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much as is possible of respect and service. The
more servants a man has at his disposal, the wider
the sphere in which he can command obedience,

1

.

' * " ' * '

to be (Mk 1042
1|). Such was

"
eption. Two of them were

i
- e one on Christ's right hand
I ! left in His Kingdom ; the

others weie jealous, because they coveted these
seats of ,

*

\ for themselves (Mk 1035ff- =Mt
2020fF

-)' i contiast with this view Jesus

places His own pronouncement on greatness.
According to His teaching as well as His example
(see above), to be great is not to exact, but to give,
as much service as possible A man's greatness is

measured less by the service he commands than
by the seivice he renders (Mk lO43

"45
1|). In a

glorious paradox the highest in the Kingdom is he
who assumes the lowest place (Mt 2311

, Jn 1314"I6
a

and, for the supreme example, Ph 25'11
).

The practical importance of such teaching can

scarcely be over-emphasized. Until the time of
the Incarnation the position of a servant was the
lowest of all ; but when the Son of God appeared,
He, in St. Paul's words, 'took the form of a
servant '

(fiopfty SotiXov, Ph 27
), and from that day

the whole status of honourable service, in what-
evei capacity, has been consecrated and raised.
The position it occupies is no longer menial

,*
it is

the most exalted of all. The servant's life, indeed,
may be a life of greatness, inasmuch as Christ has
placed the very essence of greatness no longer in

power to command, but in willingness to minister.
The very title which our Lord uses of Himself in

appealing to His oA\rn example (Mk 1045
H), suggests

that the nearer a man's life approaches to the
ideal of humanity, the moie ;,* Vv will he
realize his greatness in the serviv e >: >,'. i

-

The exact significance of the title
' Son of Man '

(wh. see) has
been much discussed To the present writer the i . ?r ( M'Vm '

TOT' m>;>' r- .o be that which makes it point to ( ,m-i ;>-> irr
j'loul 01 i IP r'ity. That is to say, He was not only a man, but

nkmd There was nothing
nature, nor anything lack-
we may so express it, the

perfect specimen of what man was intended to be It will be
seen that, if this view is correct, the application of the title

made above is justifiable

One more saying of Jesus must be included in
our study. To His followers, as

*vye
have shown,

greatness does not mean power in any earthly
sense And yet the very men who refuse to exert
such power shall be possessed by a power superior
to all earthly might the power of the Father's

protection (Jn 1029
according to the probable

reading). H. BISSEKER,

GRECIANS, GREEKS. i. DISTINCTION OF THE
WORDS. 1. Greek* The name "EXX-^, derived
from a smaU tribe living in Thessaly, was ex-
tended to include all of Greek race, whether
natives of Greece or of the Greek islands or
colonies. This is the use in classical Greek, and it

also appears in the NT, e.g. Ac IS17 (TK),
' All

the Greeks took Sosthenes/ etc. ; Eo I14 (the
Greek division of niankmd into Greeks and non-
Greeks or Barbarians) ; perhaps also 1 Co I 22t ^
(SdilouMier) This meaning was widened by the
Je\\- to ITU hide all non-Jews who lived as the

Greeks, using their language and manners. "Where
"JEAXT^es are opposed to Jews, the primary reference
is to a diffeienee of religious worship (Grimm).
So in LXX of Is 910 where "BXX^ey appears for

<
Philistines

'

; cf. also 2 Mac 418 and $. Thus
the Jews divided mankind into Jews and Greeks,
which corresponds to the division of Jews and
Gentiles; cf Ac 141 1910

, Ro I16 29- 10 39 1012, 1 Co
1032, Gal S28

,
Col 311. In tin- sense Titus was a

Greek (Gal 23
), and also the father of Timothy (Ac

163). This use of the word was continued by the

Christian Fathers, such as Justin Martyr, Tatian,
and Athanasms

2. Grecian. 'EXX^umfc (from 'EXX^w), AV
'

Grecian,
3 one who copies the customs and uses

the language of the Gieeks, received among the
Jews the technical -.

- *

; a Jew of the Dis-
persion, born outsid ':', and living among
the Gentiles. These remained faithful to Judaism,
but spoke Hellenistic Greek, the vernacular of

daily life in
the^

Gentile world. In the NT "EX^-rj-

vLVT'f)* is
"*

,tos, a Palestinian Jew (see
Trench, ; cf Ac 61

. See J. H.
Moulton, U-ram. of A/.T. Greek, ch. i

11. GREEK INFLUENCE IN PALESTINE. 1. His-
torical. The conquests of Alexander the Great
(B.C. 331) opened the East to Greek settlers.

Numbers of his veterans settled in Syria, and
Greek colonists were welcomed by his succes-
sors. Old towns (as Gaza, Askalon, Ashdod, and
Samaria) were Hellenized, and new Greek towns

Q
;

"
'

""

Telia, and Gerasa) were built.

\ .

;_

'

i(
u of Hellenizing his conquests

was to a great extent successful, and a large sec-

tion of the inhabitants of Palestine favoured Greek
culture. It appeared likely that Hellenism would

slowly conquer Judaism, and that the zealous
adherents of the Mosaic law would become a

minority in the nation. Had this happened, the

blending of Greek culture with Judaism might
have taken place on Palestinian soil as it did in

Alexandria. Judaism, however, was saved through
the >: ""*

! action of Antiochus Epiphany
who .

x \ B C. 175-164. In B C 168, Anti-
ochus endeavoured to thoroughly Hellenize Judeea
He forbade the Jewish worship, and ordered sacri-

fices to be offered to heathen deities in the cities of

Judsea. The penalty of disobedience was death

(1 Mac I41
'57

). This led to the rebellion of the
Maccabees. During the troubled years which
followed, the Jewish national party regained much
of their lost ground. Hellenism was discouraged,
and even

|
i ''-i

1

SiiWquenilx Jewi>h patriot-
ism took < ol /en I oils- oll-ervance of the

Law, and there resulted the strongly marked divi-

sion between Jew and Greek which we find in the

Gospels.
2. Extent of Greek influence in Palestine in the

time of Christ. (I) Greek districts. The districts

of Palestine which in the time of Christ were

chiefly Jewish were Judsea, Galilee, and Persea

(Jos. BJ in. 3 ; Schurer, HJP II. i. 3 ff.). Close to

these were districts predominantly Greek. The
towns of Philistia had heathen temples. The
whole seaboard of the Mediterranean was Greek
e\c opt Joppji and Jamnia. On the north, heathen

toriiroiy vi> reached in Csesarea Philippi, where
there was a celebrated temple to Pan. On the

east we find the Greek league of Deeapolis (G. A.

Smith, HGHL p. 593). Even in central Palestine

heathen temples existed at Samaria and Scytho-

polis. In the Greek cities athletic contests took

place, and the usual amusements of the theatre

and gymnasium were provided Thus within a

few miles of the scenes of the Saviour's ministry
there were Gentile cities with temples, society,
and culture, fully Greek. But although Jesus

went into the country districts of the Gentile

portions of Palestine, we have no record of His

entering any Greek cities. For instance, we do

not know that He ever entered Tiberias although

frequently in that neighbourhood.
(2) J&unsh districts Even in the Jewish districts

of Palestine, Greek influence was distinctly felt*

Foreign as the theatre and amphitheatre were to

Jewish notions, they were built at Jerusalem by
Herod the Great (Jos. Ant. xv. viii. 1), and they
also existed at Jericho. Greek architecture found

its way even into Herod's Temple, Even in the
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most Jewish localities theie must have "been a

consideiable number of Gentiles. Commerce and
civilization "bear witness to strong Greek influence

The Greek language must have been understood

by many, although Aramaic was the usual tongue.
Tliis linguistic influence is evident in several ways .

(a] the Greek words which are transliterated into

Hebrew in the Mishna ; (b) the three \ _i, _ - n
which the inscription on the cross v .

-
.

'

;

(c) the Greek names of some of the Apostles, as

Plulip and Andrew ; (d) the NT writers
5 use of the

colloquial Greek as found on papyri ; (e) the quota-
tions fiom the LXX in the N't Hence Christ

lived among a people which, although strongly
Jewish, was greatly influenced by Gentile thought
and civilization. (See Schurer, HJP II. i. 22,
Edeisheim, Life and Times, i 84-92)

111 CHRIST'S CONTACT WITH THE GREEKS In

two cases only do we find it explicitly stated that

Greeks came to the Saviour. These are :

(1) The, gyro-Phoenician woman (Mk 726
)

The
Saviour was either on Gentile ground (note the

stiongly supported reading dia "SiSQvos, Mk 737 )
or

very "near it (so Edersheim). The woman was a
native of the country, and is called a Gieek, in the

frense of not
" "

, r -T-
, and she was a heathen.

T,,,,I,^ of ',', > life are to be found m
< ;/./ //-,/? ' :> li. 19.

(2) The Greeks who asked to see Jesus (Jn 1230 )

Some have considered that these Greeks were

really Grecian Jews (pioperly 'EXX^wraO (so Cal-

vin, Ewald, and others). But theie seems no
reason for thinking that the word ' Greek '

is not
used here, as commonly, as equivalent to Gentile.

5

Evidently they were also proselytes (Jn 1220 'to

woiship *).

There are other cases in which Chris, , ',, 1\

came in contact with '

Greeks,
5

but v
-, 'i ,i :!i

term being used (a) The healing of the demoniac

(Mt S28^4
,
Mk 51"20

, Lk S26"39
).

V ' "* ' ""

the uncertainty in the name of

evidently on the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee,
where the inhabitants were mainly Gentile (note

Decapolis, Mk 520 ) The keeping of so large a herd
of swine betokens the presence of a Gentile popula-
tion (5) The centurion whose servant was healed

(Mt 8 5-33
, Lk 7 1-10

). That the centurion was not a
Jew appears from Lk 75. (c) The healing of one

deaf and dumb (Mk 7
31'37

). This was in tlie Greek
region of Decapolis.

iv. CHRIST AND THE GRECIANS. The Disper-
sion of the Jews had compulsory and voluntary
causes Large numbers of Israelites had been
carried away captive by the Assyrians and Baby-
lonians ; and Pompey had taken many Jewish cap-
tives to Rome. But a much larger -

1
-

i -i-M vas
due to voluntary emigration. Frcni ! M> , rn< of

Alexander the Great, Jewish colonies were gradu-
ally formed in the great commercial centres. Thus
large numbers of Jews were to be found in Alex-
andria, in Antioch, in all the important cities on
the Mediterranean, and even in T 11 " ""

Pontus These Grecian Jews were
sentatives of Judaism among the Gentiles, and
won large numbers of pio^ehte^ from heathenism.
The word 'Grecian' ('EXX^Mmfc) does not occur

in the Go-.peh although, owing to the attendance
of ^non-Palcbtmian Jews at the feasts and the
residence of many in Palestine, our Saviour must
often have met with Grecians. One reference only
occurs, Jn 7s5. The Jews wondered whether Christ
would go to 'the dispersed among the Gentiles'

(7) 5(,a<nropa, r&v 'EXX^wi/), and, fiom working among
these Hellenistic Jews, proceed to teach even the
Greeks ("EXX^es). In this surmise they really
anticipated the way in which Christianity founcl
In the Grecian Jews a bridge by which it passed
to the conquest of the Gentile world.

For the Gieek language see LANGUAGE OF
CHRIST
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GREETINGS* c To greet' and 'to salute' stand

in NT for the same Gr. veib, d<nrdfe<r0cu . AV
renders indifferently 'gieet' and 'salute', RV
almost uniformly

*
salute.' The exceptions aie Ac

201 AV '

embraced,' RV 'took leave of; Ac 21 6

AV 'took leave of/ RV 'bade farewell'; He II 13

AV 'embiaced,' RV 'greeted.' x^P LV 1S uaed f r

.'
' '

,md in imper m the sense of 'hail'
5

; i e x^pew is the greeting, while

d0Trd|*r0ai is general, circumstances Mo'ni,i m-j in

each case what the greeting is Tin- m MU \~r"

ijpfavro a<nrde<T$ai aurdi> Xcupe,
*

they began to salute

him, Hail.'

The Oriental has always attached great import-
ance to the formal courtesies of life. However easy
m demeanour and free in conveisation he may be,

the laws regulating social customs, sanctioned only
by immemorial usage, aie punctiliously observed.

Any breach of these is regaided as a grave offence.

His honoui (sharaf), in all matters of ceremony, is

veiy delicate and brittle, but strangely tough in

things of greater moment. He will bear lightly
an exposure that would cover us with perpetual
shame ; treat him with less formal respect than he

desires, and he will fall into a paroxysm of rage
ovei his 'broken honour.'

Greetings vary with the rank of parties, from
the abject prostration of the subject before his

soveieign, to the familiar kiss of friendly equals.
One of humbler station salutes m silence, showing
respect by bending his hand to the ground, then

touching nis lips and forehead. He will, at times,
kiss the hand of his superior, and raise it to his

brow. One ' ^ " - r
r another (Mk 725

), or

begging a fa /I - 29
), will fall down flat ;

while in token of utter submission one may kiss a
benefactoi's feet (Lk 788

* 45
). Slaves 01 servants

kiss the sleeve or skirt of their lord's < loHiin^ To
touch (Mt 920 ) or kiss the hem of ino ^iimem
indicates great reverence. Dervishes and other
*

holy men
'

are thus saluted In the Greek Church
worshippers often kiss the skirt of the priest's robe.

To kiss upon the cheek is a sign of warm affection

(Lk 1520 ), of the love and esteem of friends. This
stains with a darker infamy the treachery of Judas
(Mt 2649 etc.)

Usually the rider salutes the footman, the
traveller those whom he passes on the wayside,
the smaller party the larger (one -I-'MKJ'I _ for the
rest in each case), and the young '!< ._! In a
crowded street it is, of course, impossible to greet
everyone. Only venerable sheikhs, or men distin-

guished by rank, wealth, or sacred learning, are
saluted. The Jews freed the Rabbis from all obli-

gation to salute. To be saluted * Rabbi' was a
coveted*honour (Mt 237

,
Mk 1238

) They merely
acknowledged the salutation and passed on. The
Moslem salutes both on entering (Mt 1012

) and on

leaving a house.
To every form of salutatior ( ;,-i<im

]i;
i-< ril-.^ ;m

answer. To use any other I'^.IH'.IM n^ |>IIM ..r

ignorance 01 \ ulgm liy. The common salutation is

AiMt/t '"/';//. 'ptirKc'be upon you' (Lk 2486 ), to
which l ho nn*\ukr i-, 'And upon you be j>eace.

J

It is a Moslem's duty to give this salutation to

another; but it may be omitted without sin.

When, however, the salutation is given, the Moslem
is bound to return it. The Moslems* claim this ns
* the salutation of Islam, and not for the mouths of
the heathen, with whom is no peace nor fellowship,
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neither in this world nor in the next' (Doughty,
Arabia Deserta> i 503). Once Mr. Doughty was
gravely imperilled because he *had greeted with
Salaam Aleyk, which they [the Arabs] will have to

be a salutation of God's people only the Moslemfn '

(ib 11. 369). If a Moslem by mistake give it to a

non-Moslem, it should not be leturned On dis-

covery the former may revoke it, as he does should
a Moslem fail to return it, saying,

c Peace be on
us and on tho liuhioon- woi shippers of God'
(Lk 106

) The in-i< IPO hit* of Hebrew and Arab,
ever exposed to alarm of war or robber laid, no
an M _.-' -' -

k ,1 i \ "!'. to the greeting
' Peace '

\. !!> i i,"_ "i i' ". greetings are lengthy and
weansome. UiuieAraus DounMyobseives,

' The
long nomad greetings . . . are for the most, to say
over a dozen times with bashful solemnity the same
cheyf ent, cheyf ent, "How dost thou 9 and how
heartily again ?" '

(ib i. 433). Dr. Mackie gives a

good example of the more elaborate trifling of the

Syrians (Bible Manners and^ Customs, p. 150). The
phrases are set and conventional, the maximum of

words conveying the minimum of mcnuiri^
The Kabbis forbade one mournm- 101 ilio dead

to salute. Interruption of prayer was forbidden,
even to salute a king, nay, to uncoil a serpent
from the foot. The Rabbis all agreed that, to

avoid distraction, no one should be saluted im-

mediately before prayer (Edersheim,
r "~Crt "^^ rp-: 'v-" n

of Jesus, ii. 137).
f

JThe nature of

indicated above sufficiently explains these restric-

tions, and also enables us to understand the pro-
hibition of Jesus,

' Salute no man by the way
'

(Lk 104 ). The urgency of that mission could brook
no such delays. W. EwiNG.

GRIEF. See SORROW.

GRINDING. See MILL.

GROANING. See SIGHING ; and ANGER, p. 62b .

GROWING.
Under this term students of the Greek Testament have to do

with onlv one word'- and that a verb, ,^<x.vea The considera-
tion of the corresponding

1 substantive does not properly form
the subject of inquiry in thib Dictionary Rare in classical

literature, txX>%v)<n$ is used only twice in the NT, viz in Eph 4*6

and Col fa The verb is, however, employed some twelve
times within the four Gobpolt It is a verb of exceedingly
doubtful derivation, but probably is etymologically linked with
the German w " " ' " " **

'

T
' ' '

i usage of the verb in the Classics
- from <"

by some external agency This sig
transitive and intransitive use of the M "

,1 T r''- >-"'
seen, a striking contrast with its us( i i, '. * ^ 1 -i <-

'

Quotations me not needful The verb is employed by classical

wr.irt- rrom Homer (low 'naida to mark efforts to increase the

power of the State or of a country, of special honour paid to

parents, of the exaggerations of orators, of the waxing of the

moon, of the noontide heat of the sun, of the height of the
waves of the sea Enough to say that m classical literature the
verb marks an increase or addition to a person or thing
brought about by external agency.
The Hebrew language is very rich in terms which signify

'growth.' There are some 16 words, verbs and nouns sub-

stantive, which bear this general meaning. Ii i- moduli 10 u\

horo thnHhcn ni< o'nub^ nf ,\ ^.iri'jrl*
1 ola-^-ifii finon One t lot

e\piL.--iont "rrt"-pnnd-. ro a,xvj. in ihe-on-t' .ilrt ady indicated ,

rht o,hn, Mli.Mii-Tm'|joiidn,in ni.nks 'growth 'of the physi-
cal oidcr <-eminal jrow h and !i ,ij>|ili<.'l with a. great wealth
of illu^rniioit io Che liu 01 pi.ml-, ii-ors, the brute creation,
and of man himself. \ erv student of the Psalter or of the

Prophetical books is u\\nio or thr word-pictures here in which
the writers take ddiirhr. a delit^hi which is &].'inLiial more than
intellectual, of the heart rarlict thun rheiipnd Thu natural
Ian s of physical development are by these wm er& boldh iMudc
to applv to the spiritual world. Jehovah, supreme in the one

sphere, is supreme m the other Giowth is from within, but yet
it is

' God M < i
-

When th- -i - I !. > M
,
i.i I to the idea of growth

which finds expression there, he finds thai there is a greater
affinity of conception between the inspired writers of both
Testaments than there is between the writers of the NT and
classical Greek writers The affinity simply lies in the corn-

nature or m giace

ith its spiritual applications, of a germinal
and blossoming unto fiuitage whether in

i. References in the Gospels With the above
preliminaiies, the issue may now be consideied in
i elation to the four Gospels And first, the less
caieful student must be warned that the quotation
which records the pathetic plea of the disciples to
their Loid, 'Increase our faith,'* stands out as
an exception.

^
The translation [AV and RV] may

serve, but it is doubtful whether f our '

is admis-
sible Do] iif t

4 the verb, it is questionable whether
the <li-( ipit- rlicn asked for a growth of that spiiit
of which they were consciously possessed Were
they not rather asking foi some gift new and
strange to theii expeiience

9 In any case growth
of the physical order is not in place here ; foi this
we must look, as has been shown, almost ex-

clusively to the verb atfdvw. This verb is of

frequent occurrence in the Gospels, although only
once

"
'

1 ""

'"i Fourth Evangelist,t when
the II" ', is rendered as expressing
the growing authority of the new Teacher, and
the increasing numbei of His adhetents. It is

interesting to observe that with regard to all other
instances of the occurrence of this woid, they either

apply, as here, to the Lord Himself, or else form a

part of His own utterances ; nor is the interest of
the point largely affected by the admission that
our Lord would noimally use "Aramaic The Evan-
gelists doubtless discovered in the verb at%dvu what
they wished to convey about His childhood, and
what they understood Him to teach in lessons
drawn from the natural world.

In his unique account of our Lord's childhood
the Second F . 1 .

*

. .

"

Him (Lk 240
) that

which he hf : <
;

!

,. me terms declared
of the Baptist. (l

ou
j, mat me cnnd grew and waxed

strong, filled with wisdom '

[of the Baptist,
c m

spiiit'] ; that is, the development of Christ, both

spiritually and pli^ -i< ,>lly, was normal and equable
in its chaiactei. Ihe phraseology of St Luke
suggests a contrast with tlio \i-oriyphal Gospels,
whose account ot Christ's mirmty make -s Him ap-
peal a wondei-vvoiking prodigy, a phenomenal
child, anxious for the display of -iipemaiuifil

powers. St. Luke will have none of ilu- H* i-.

not content with a single protest, for later (2
52

) he

solemnly declares that as the child Jesus advanced
m years so He developed in wisdom and in favour
with God and men. Here, however, the 'growth*
is not explicitly stated, the rare verb (trpo^Kotrrev)

used marking rather advancement, or progress
triumphing over difficulties in the way.
The remaining instances of the veib atfdyw ap-

pear for the most part in our T
' -

;

'
..

1

discourses. Thus it is seen to be
feature of the seed sown.J There is a process of

secret assimilation between it an^
*

4

; ;
i i -"i :

and grovth, nol -.Icrilitj or a M~,I
;

u ; n.ih\,
is the con*'<j

qiien(,o >? In the ii'i'-.u 1

. ! 'oi ', i

(Mt 6s8
,
cf LK !'_>-') Iwjiueen the lilies of the field

and the gjui^h splendour oi Solomon's court dress,
it is less upon the beauty of the flowers that
Christ lays stress than upon their growth, gradual
and all unconscious, spontaneous, effortless. In
iho paiable of the Tares and Wheat this character-

istic verb appears in tho j_>ornri-Mon, at once gener-
ous and awful, of the mtMoi to In*, servants to let

hot h ro\v togel her until the harvest (Mt 1330 ). In
tin* s'inift pafiiUohc discourse it is the growth of

the mu-4n,nl-".eed. the development of the surpris-

ingly little, which furnishes an analogue of the

* Lk 175 tfpcorfaf Yfju^ fitr-Tlv

\ Jn 3-*0 opposed to \/ KTToZ<r8eu.

t Mk 48, cf v 27 \vherc growth is expressed by ^xv^rau.
\ The lessons as to hindrances to growth taught in the Par-

able of the Sower would need a separate study.
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spread of the Church universal (Mt 1331 ). Lastly,

although we have not here the verlb avt-dvu>, we
find the mysterious condemnation passed upon the
banen fig-tree (Mt 2119

), a condemnation of that
which is purely physical, sterility in fruit, which
fruit in the world of men as in the life of plants
and trees

"

":' i M of all true growth.
2. The - !

- It seems somewhat
-

'

* u - -1 3e the UT is so tull of religious teaching
<\, , p"! i physical growth, that only in the one

instance, quoted above, of our Lord's childhood is

a spiiitual application of the idea directly made in

the Gospel narrative. Christ, we may reveiently

say it, was content to lay the <j'>
ri iu)lion which

was ever before Him, in garden, harvest held, and

orchard, also before His own. If they had eyes to

see these things, and eais to hear them, if they
would only consider

'

(Lk 1224 27
) them, heart

and conscience would do the rest. Then they, as

we, would perceive this natural law in the spiritual
world a giowing within, secret, beautiful, fer-

tile, in men, and yet not of man, yielding the
inciease and harvest of the Spirit, His fruit rather

than their works.
3. Application of the idea. But if it is thought

even by devout and careful students that such
ideas aie mo 1

-' ,' . i".
1

\
'

gathered fiom our
Lord's actual \ i. i

-

'

i
1 -> who treasured His

sayings in the Apostolic age did not think so. St.

Peter and St Paul no longer use the idea of grow-
ing as a metaphor. T i- ,\ r * t

;
. ,- fact both for

the Church and the :" . i i"i |kl i Thus the

Apostle of the Gentiles uses the conception of

inward Christian growth (Eph 415
), and so as to

form a shrine wherein the Divine presence may be
manifest (2

21
) ; his prayer for his Colossian con-

verts is that they may grow in further knowledge
of God (Col I

10
) ; his promise to them if they

' hold
the Head' (2

19
), is that they shall grow with a

Divine increase. Twice he assures the Corinthians

(1 Co 3G
) that this growth, although in them, has a

Divine origin. St. Peter (1 P 22
, cf. [2 P S-

8

]. -lio\\ -

that tl F ' ^ " '

have their o^n fun<n<m
in the It is enough ; the concep-
tion is carried through from one Testament to the

other, and its teaching is consecrated, its consola-

tion is secured in and through Him whom the

great Evangelica
1

i
1

";-
1

'-, J- II 1

) piefigured as
the very symbol M ^'u" in_r -There shall come
forth a shoot on 1 o 1 iV - 1

>< k of Jesse, and a
branch out of his roots shall bear fruit.' That
fruit is still seen in every plant planted by the
Divine Husbandman (Mt 1513

).

LITERATURE Reference may be made to Drurnmond, Nat.
Law in the Spir. World, p 123 ff , Bruce, Parabolic Teaching,
pp. 90-143 ; Marcus Dods, Parables of our Lord, 1st Ser p 47 ff.

B. WHITEFOORD.
GUARD. 1. RV rendering of Kov<rrtaSta (Lat.

custodia), Mt 27b5<6e 28", Av 'watch 3

; obtained

by the chief priests and Pharisees from Pilate to

guard the sepulchre The need of Pilate's author-
ization and the risk of punishment from him
(Mt 28 l4

) show that tins guard must have con-

sisted, not of the Jewish Temple police, but of
soldiers from the Roman cohort at Jerusalem ;

possibly, though not
probably^,

the same as had
guarded the cross (%ere, 2765

, is probably impera-
tive,*

* have (take) a guard '}. A watch usually
consisted of four men (Polyb. vi. 33), each of
whom \vatched in turn, while the others rested
beside him so as to be roused by the least alarm ;

but ID this case the guards may have been more
numerous.

2. A soldier of IiN [TlmodV jmnrd' (RVtr. of

crireKov\<iT(i}p, Lat. ft/ftmtatw: AY 'executioner')
beheaded John the IfaptUi, Mk 621

. Speculators
were originally spies or scouts (from specula, *a
look-out ') ; but we find them chiefly employed (a)

as messengers or couriers, carrying official de-

spatches; (b) as military executioners. A certain

number were attached to each legion, besides others

belonging to the P -

'

who were closely
attached to the Emperors peison and ready for

any special service. There aie many examples in

classical writers (e.g Seneca, de ha, I. ii. 4), Acts
of Martyrs, and Rabbinic writings, of their employ-
ment as executioners ; for reff see Schurei , Wet-
stem, etc The Herods had bodyguards (dopv$6poi,

<rw/Mwo0tf\ewres, Jos. BJ I xxxiii. 7-9, II. xv 1,

etc. ), and may have given them the Roman title of

speculators ; or the word may here be used gener-

ally for an executioner Herod sent some of his

guards (opv<j>6poi) to kill his son Antipater (Ant.
XVII. vu 1, BJl xxxin. 7).

LITERATURE. Schurer, HJP i n 62f ; Benson, Cyprian,
505 n ,

f
"

'
*

T v 3 Thes Nov n. 405 , Mar-

quardt, -> *,* n pp 420,547.
HAROLD SMITH.

GUEST. Hospitality was, and to a large extent
still is, one of the chief virtues of Oriental life.

This was due in large measure to the nomadic
character of Eastern peoples, among whom there

was no provision for the tiaveller apart from

private enteitamment. The casual pa&sei-by, the
unknown stranger, even the enemy, were welcomed
to tent or house, provided with food and lodging,
waited on often by the host himself, and dismissed
without being expected or even allowed to pay for

their entertainment. Even yet, where the influence

of travellers and tourists from the West has not

corrupted the ancient manners, the offer of pay-
ment is regaided as an insult. The practice of

ages has hives' 1
" '

ith a peculiar sacred-

ness : a breac '

,i
is an almost unheard

of disgrace. I \ , I real.
' '

1 '\
"

the East is the idea that every
'

, .

'

y

' the guest of God.' The host mmseit is a

sojourner (Heb. ger, Arab, jar) with God; the

stranger is a fellow - guest, and loyalty to God
demands that he should be hospitably entertained.
Not unlike this, though on a lu^lioi pline, is the

teaching of Jesus as to GodV kno\\Iuiirc of and
provision for our needs, which trees the trustful,
childlike heart from all undue anxiety (Mt 625

"34
,

Lk 122>31
}.

In the Gospels, however, it is not the free hos-

pitality of the nomad desert life that meets us,
but the more restricted hospitality of the town, of

meals and banquets.
The word '

guest
'

occurs in AV of the Gospels onlym Mt 221w
(m the parable of the Wedding

1

Feast), where '

guests
' = v-

xufuw ; and m Lk 19?, where
' to be guest' (RV

' to lodge ')=
xu.Ta,Xv<rv.i. The Gr. %

\
f

\ < * > j * ",

1
< T - the re-

clining posture then ^ '

> ,
t

i i- ,r" ntly m
reference to meals or * " -

i
- - -I 'sit at

meat' (e <j Mt 910 Z$~) In Jn lrf*-> *veuaifAte is rendered m
RV ' at the table i , ^

' T te same word is used in Jn 611

in the narrative o 1
, I of the SOOO, though they, of

course, had neither couch nor table In a few passages xatvet-

xXtvea occurs, with the same reference to reclining at table; e g
Lk 7^ (of a meal at which Jesus was present as a guest) 14s

(in Christ's warning against seeking the chief places) ; cf. art.

GUEST-CHAMBER The cognate verb vx?ujw is similarly used
several times, .0. Mt 8" UW etc

During His ministry Jesus was frequently in-

vited to be guest in private houses. Thus Matthew
(Levi) entertained Him when He had called him
from the *i>lace of toll' (Lk 527ff

-||); Martha 're-

ceived him into her house
'

(Lk 1088ff
-) ; Zacchseus

'received him joyfully
5

(Lk 19lff
-)- He was one

of the guests at the marriage in Cana of Galilee

(Jn 2lff
')> and after His resurrection He * sat down

to meat* in the house of the two disciples at
Emmaus (Lk 2430 ). The Pharisees complained
bitterly of His eating with publicans and sinners,

yet several of them invited Him to be their guest
(Lk 7 3bft - 11*"- 14lff

-), not, as it seems, with the

purest motives of hospitality. The words of Jesus
to His host on one of these occasions (Lk T36*")
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introduce us to the courtesies winch, if not neces-

sarily shown to a guest, were marks of honour
and regard, the giving of water to wash the feet,
the kiss of welcome, the anointing of the head
with oil.

It should be noted here that the request of Jesus
to the Samaritan woman,

* Give me to drink
'

(Jn
47

), was virtually, according to Eastern ideas, a
claim on her hospitality, and in ordinary circum-
stances it would have been recognized and re-

sponded to at once. Her astonishment at the

request reminds us that between Jew and Sa-
maiitan there was no recognition of the law of
1,0- -,'J iv (cf. Lk953 1718

)^' >. 01 the parables of Jesus reflect this aspect
of Onental life The man to whom a friend has
come unexpectedly at midnight is distressed be-
cause he has nothing in the house to offer him (Lk
Il 5ff

) In the parable of the Wedding Feast (Mt
22 lfr>

) we note the early invitation of the guests,
the calling of them by servants on the appointed
day (with KO,\O-<U roz)s /ce/cXTj/^fous, cf. Heb. D'tripn
I S 913 22

), the provision of the - "" "

arment.
"

In some other passages in t ( we have
what seem to be traces of Oriental ideas as to the

reception of guests, e.g. the mstiuctions to the
Twelve (Mt 10U - 14

; see'also vv 4 -4 -!

) J to the Seventy
(Lk 105ff

) There is an Ea&tern saying that 'the

guest while in the house is its lord
'

; the host
often mmisteis to his needs with his own hands
With this we may perhaps compare such sayings
as Mt 23n . In Mt S11

,
Lk 13y9 the final blessed-

ness of the Kingdom of Heaven is spoken of under
the figure of a feast, at which guests fiom the east
and the west shall sit down with Abraham and
Isaac and Jacob. Most striking of all is the great
prophecy of final judgment (Mt '25

3m
*)> where the

destiny of men is made to turn on their granting
or refubing to Christ, in the peison of ' one of

thebe my brethren, even the least,' the position
and piovision of a guest.

LITERATI
*" ""

st ; Hastings' DB, artt.

'Guest,' 'I
'

ci/c BibL, artt 'Meals,'
*Sti anger Hospitality'; Vigouroux,
Dut de I

'

, Hamburger, lt\ art
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, Robinson, BRP ;
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' s Oriental Social Life, pp 73-142 ; W E
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>
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Manners and Customs of Ancient Egyptians

CHARLES S MACALPINB.
GUEST-CHAMBER. This word occurs m EV

only m the parallel passages Mk I414
, Lk 22U .

Peter and John, sent by Jesus p'i i ,iu TIis last

Passover, are told to ask the MI.I-II i --f iii'
k house

to which they would be guided, 'Where is the

(Mk. 'my') guest-chamber, where I shall eat the

passover with my disciples?' The Greek word
here used fvari\\ua.} occurs elsewhere in NT only
in the TIOIIJUIVO 01 the Nativity (Lk 27), 'There
was no room for them in the inn ?

(v r<f KaraXti/jLan).

It is used by LXX as the rendering of f6o (Ex 42
*,

KV '

lodging place ') and of rr^ (1 S 922, RV 'guest-
chamber '), [It may here be noted that the cognate
verb /caraXtfw, rendered in RV 'lodge,' occurs in Lk
913 197]. The pno-t-dininlnM of the last Passover
is also spoken or by Jc-n< M* 'a large upper room 7

(to&yaw, Mk 14^ Lk 2BH). With this may be

compared the faep$oi> of Ac I13 937 - 89 208
. It has

1>< ^ri ' 01nor i i:il bv some that the fodyawv of Mk
aii'i Lk "nml I'M- \-rtpfov of Ac I13 are identical,

but there is no evidence in support of this.

We must associate seveial incidents in the life

of our Lord besides the last Passover with the

;
ii. ~ < 1

* ,. of the houses in which they took

j.i s- . -i ,

'
'

j;,nointing, in the house of Simon the

Pharisee, by the woman who was a sinner (Lk
736ff>

) ; the later anointing by Mary of Bethany in

the house of Simon the Leper (Jn 12lff
); Levi's

feast (Lk 527ff
-); the dinner, or rather breakfast

(dpurr/iff'o), of Lk Il37ff-

; and the miracle and sayings
of Jesus recorded in Lk 14lff

.

The guest-chamber occupied in our Lord's time,
as it does at the present day, an important place
in the ,.",'

JM< '^
and economy of Oriental

houses. I", i , !
- ivities took place; it was set

apart also foi the entertainment of guests during
their stay. It varied in position and character
with the size of the house. The smaller houses
(see HOUSE) had only one court; in these the guest-
chamber was on the ground-floor, the women's
apartments being above. But in the laiger houses
ot the wealthier classes, which had two or three
courts, the women's apartments were hidden away
in an inner court, and the guest-chamber occupied
the first floor of the outer court (hence todyaiov,
virepqov] In either case it was open to the court,
so that all that took place in the one could be seen
from the other On the opposite side of the court
was another chamber, equal in size to the first,
but fronted with lattice-work filled in with coloured

glass ; this served as a winter
* ""

In
some oases a room on the most
pleasant and most retired part of the house, was
used as a guest-chamber. This is the rr^y of the
OT (cf. 1 K 1719

).

The guest-chamber was, of course, furnished

according to the means of the owner of the house.

Many no doubt were, as indeed they are still, like

the prophet's chamber of 2 K 410
, furnished with

*a bed, and a table, and a stool, and a candle-
stick.' But those of the wealthy were furnished
with the .

:

'
*

xury. In our Loid's time the
custom < at meals was common. The
couches and tables, which in the larger houses
were placed on a -

,

" * "

the guest-chamber
called the Ifavan, ^ sides of a square,
and the guests reclined with their heads toward
the table, the feet outward toward the wall, and
the left arm resting on a cushion. This must be
borne in mir

"" ""
ich narratives as those

of the two of the last Passover.
The places at table were allotted to the guests
according to a strict etiquette, as to the details

of which there is considerable uncertainty. The
eagerness of the Pharisees to secure for themselves
the 'chief seats* (Tr/wro/cAttr/cu) at feasts brought
on them the rebuke of Jesus (Lk 14^

ff
), and gave

occasion to His warnings to the disciples to avoid
such nn-ooinly eagerness for personal honour (Mt
236

,
Mk 12

1- 1

',
Lk20 ft

).

Besides the guest-chambers of private houses,
there were, as there are now, in most villages ^

one
or more guest chambers, provided and maintained
at the public expense, for the accommodation of

travellers who arrived in larger numbers than
could be piivately entertained They were shelters

for man and beasc of a veiy simple kind. Some
think that the c inn

'

of Bethlehem (Lk 27) was of

this character, but others are of opinion that ifc

was rather an inn under the care of a host, like

the -iravdoxewv of Lk 10s4.
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CHARLES S. MACALPINK
GUIDE. 1. The word '

guide." InAV of Gospels
the noun 'guide' is found only in Mt 2316 M

,
where

it represents 6<Vy6s (lit. 'a leader of the "wav'J,

6577765 occurs also, however, in Mt 15M, whe^eBT
has consistently substituted 'Hind guides;* for

'blind leaders' of AV (cf. Ac lw,
Ro 219

). As a

verb, 'guide' in AV of Gospels represents two
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different words in the
'

(a) 6d^(} (from
6^97760 in Jn 1613

. 6^77 also in Mt 15 14
,

Lk 639 (of. Ac S31
, Rev 7 17

), but is there rendered
'lead' in AV, which EV again properly changes
to

*

guide
'

(b) KarevQtivbj (lit.
'
to make straight'),

which occurs only once in Gospels (Lk I79 ; but cf.

1 Th 311
,
2 Th 35 ). An i i' -,-l,' . ..-itrast might

be drawn between th '
i. 1-' >-. the 'blind

leaders of the blind' (Mt 15U 23 16
,
Lk e39

), and the
true 6577765 (who is also Himself 77 656s, Jn 146 ), who
came into the world to '

set our feet straight
'

into

the way of peace (Lk I79 ), who promised _

before His

departure that He would send the Spirit of truth
to guide His people into all the tiuth (Jn 1613

), and
who will Himself hereafter '

guide them to life-

giving springs of water' (Rev 7 17
)

With Christ

as 6577765 of His people cf . the apxyyds of Ac 315 531
,

He 2 122 .

2. Christ as our Guide To communities and to

individuals, otherwise walking in darkness, Christ

is their G-uide, the Shepherd leading His sheep, the

Light preceding His people. There can be only
one Guide, a man cannot follow the lode-star and
also make for every nickeling will-o'-the-wisp that

allures and entices him. Christ has deliberately
andfi" "*

* n

"i
"

"*

of mankind He
bade . ollow, not the Law
as such, nor even God as unincarnate,

*

7 7 "

the Law-in-character and the God-in-nM-i ,1 . N--

Mt 1634,
Jn 1226

). His guidance is to be universal

in its scope (Jn I4 9
), and will be sufficient in its

nature (Jn 2P2
)

Without Him the mass of men
are as sheep without a shepherd (Mt 93

)
He

alone reveals God to man (Mt II 27
), an'

the goal of man's being He taught, '

one having unique authority (Mt 7J9
), and rightly

draws all men to Himself (Jn 1232 ) He Himself,
and no other conceivably or ]>> ilU, is the Way
as well as the Truth and the T uc

,
J d 1 4

6
). Hence

the warning: 'Take heed that no man lead you
astray

5

(Mk 13**) And so, on the other hand, the

impossibility of the Christian's seeking any other

guidance, expressed in St. Peter's exclamation :

'Lord, to whom shall we go?' (Jn 668
). Of this

sole claim and .

' '
' the three chosen

disciples heard n the bewildeim^
lory of the Tian-'imuation t This is my beloved
on. hear vc iniu ;M!\!) This guidance Christ

gives to His follower by His Holy Spirit, guiding
into all the tiuth (Jn 16 13

) ; and vei\
;
-Wv

through the Holy Scriptures, which ,! '! HIM
(Jn 53a ), and whose meaning He can make plain
(Lk2427 45

). Christ Himself ratified iho miM.uuv
afforded by Scripture at crises of His I no, 1*1 \ lu< M

example and precept were wedded together in
indissoluble union, as in the Temptation, the
O.m4u<; of the Temple, and on the Cross (Lk
4 10 () LM l

";

To put it in another way, the Father's will was
Christ s will, even to the uttermost :

* Not what I

will, but what thou wilt
'

(Mk 1436 ). So Christ

guides us to union with God, our true destiny j

through Him we come to the Father (Jn 146 ).
Hence His guidance is into peace (Lk I79), as the

aged Zacharias felt and declared. I' I I In ' -'
];

unvarying guidance of the heart tov i- 1 1
- I ii M

'

home, the love of God, as the name Immanuel
suggests (Mt I28). It is an absolute guidance, or
no guidance (Lk 957

-62
).

W. B. FRANKXAND.
GUILE. See DECEIT.

GUILT is the state of the sinner before God,
whereby, becoming the object of God's wratfr, he
incurs the debt and punishment of death. So
closely are Sin, Guilt, and Death connected, both
in the OT and NT, that the terms are almost

interchangeable, and can be adequately discussed

GUILT

only in relation to one another (see art. SlN). It

will suffice in the present article to show that the
lemoval of guilt was the object of Christ's death,
and that the recognition of sin as guilt is in conwe-

quei
'

if not the primary feature of

the NT o>ri< <"iim^ sin

. Ine gospel, as fiist preached by the Baptist
(Mt 3*) and Jesus Himself (Mk I

15
, Mt 4s" 107 ), was

the Kingdom of God. Even the Fouith Evangelist,
who usually presents it as Eteinal Life, witnesses

to this fact (Jn33 * 5
)

The message, therefore, as

coupled with the summons to repentance, involves

a restoration of personal relations, God leignmg in

the midst of a reconciled people. Baptism, though
the symbolism of cleansing is i

'

'

v

'

. .
' unto

remission' (Mk I4
,
Lk 3^) rathei wash-

ing away of sins , remission being not a vital act

by which sinners are made just, but a personal
favour (Mt 612

,
cf. 1 Jn I 9

) by which they are
accounted righteous. The risen Lord expressly
carries on this view of His atoning work into the

proclamation of the completed Chiiwtian gospel.
Remission of sins was to be preached in His name
among all the nations (Lk 2447

,
cf Mt 28 19

) To
this message the primitive preaching shows an
exact fidelity (Ac 2* &\ 1043 1338 2618

). The ex-

pression
* blotted out' in Ac 3 19

emphasizes for-

giveness as the cancelling of an account. And
the statement of St. Paul in Ac 17 SO

(cf. Ro 325
),

that God had 'overlooked' the times of i^uui.iii'-c,

again gives pieminence to the i- -.,.1 . .. ion

It is the guilt rather than k PLU- MO" of sin

which appeal H in the teaching of Jesus, The
analogy between disease and sin, which the miracles
of healing suggest, might appear to show the

contrary. But it is doubtful whether the transi-

tion from the sickness of the body to that of the
soul would have KI - >'< <1 itself to the Hebiew in

this form, and MM- \< '.
through the conception

of suffering as the punishment of am. It is this,
for example, that makes the problem of the
' marred visage' of Jehovah's Servant (Is 52

13~ 15
53)

And the mioij.iei.uiori given by our Lord Himself
in the case 01 the paialytic seems to be decisive.

His power to cure the body is the evidence, not of
His power to heal the soul, but of His authority
(&-oi>cria) to forgive RUIR (Mk 210

) It is the 'debts'
which remain as the ,

' *' of past
*

trespasses,' for which , \ in the
Lord's Prayer (Mt 6 12

,
Lk II 4

) ; and when we crave

deliverance, it is not from the sick will, but from
the ' Evil One' (Mt 6 13

), the personal enemy of God
who has received a guilty allegiance. The im-

portanc
" 1

i ? of sin is further marked
by the * human forgiveness as the
conditio-

;
=ittern of Divine remission

(Mt 614- 15 IS21
-**). AVhai ilieioioio, is removed is

not, in the first instance, the subjective conse-

qiieru c-, but an objective result of sin. If it be
UTOH! ilia i Christ discharges the latter only in
virtue ot the fact that He destroys the former, as

x
1

-
1

1 -i V ords '
it is he that shall save his

,- sins' (Mt I
21

,
but cf. Ro 59

), the

i-^ * s
I -is here iepre?ented as Saviour

in* the sense in which Mc^iah wa> to save, and
that this is determined by the meaning of

f
salva-

tion
'

as developed in the theology of the OT. The
root idea of the Messianic salvation is liberation
not remedy (Ex 1413 152

, Is 4517 46 13 5210
, Lk

169 71.77),

Again, attention must be paid to the promi-
nence givon i> jutl^iiit-iit. <-}<'< Lilly Tio "Day of

Judgment, in ih(' M no|>u-' njmjmve*. Mi ">- -7 1 - 2

1013 1 l'
2y-24

] -2
' -~ '

'-
1 li

--
1

<>'
-
2 1 '

' "
-Jr> '' ' J(V)4

,

Lk 1258 - 89
)

The unquenchable fire is not merely
the automatic re&ult of &in bringing forth death,
but jniTiNliiruMii iiiflkieu 1)\ judicial sentence (Mk
943* 4S

, Mi 25a
;. The wicked are workers of in-
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iquit . i , "01 idle words and deeds (Mt
1236

'

i) :

; against the Holy Spirit,
however it be mteipre'ted, incurs condemnation as
the unpardonable sin (Mk 3^8 ^ Mt 1281 3J

). It is

the personal relation, and therefore the guilt of &m,
which appears in the parables of the Lost Sheep,
etc (Lk 15) The joy of the angels is represented
as ansmg out of the reconciliation between the
Father and the penitent (Lk 15 10

). The expiatory
chaiactei ot the Cross is not so fully evident
But Jesus gives His life a ransom (Mk 1045 1|) ; the

Agony was a cup given bv His Father (Mk 143fo
||);

the bonow of death was the forsaking by God (Mk
15-*

4
1|) ; the peace of Calvary the sell-committal to

the Father (Lk234b
).

2. The Gospel of St. John) dwelling, as it does,
upon the gift of God as life, truth, and light, might
seem on a superficial reading to obscure, if not to

ignore, the view of sin as guilt. But even the

Prologue couples grace, or God's fiee favour, with
truth as that which came by Jesus Christ, and
that in antithesis to the Law given by Moses (

Jn
I 17

) The witness of the Baptist is to the Lamb of

God(P9 - 36
), a sacrificial term involving expiation

(19
36

; cf. Ex 124\ Nu 912
,
1 Co 57 ,

Jn 652 with West-
cott's note). To believe on the name of the Son of
God is to escape juJ-jinoMl (Jn 318 524

). It is 'ac-

cusation to the 1','ili'M \\hich the Jews have to
feai (5

45
). Through Christ we come to the Father

(14
fa

). The commission of the risen Chust to His
disciples is to forgive and retain sins (20

23
, cf. Mt

1619 1818
)

It is the confession and foigiveness of
sins which the Fiist Epistle represents as effecting

1 sin and i. "i / -:-.< through
od and heavenly intercession of

our Advocate with the Father (1 Jn 21 2
) The

use of dvo/Ata, 'lawlessness,
3

as a synonym for d;uap-

rla, 'sin,' implies
* '-fa broken law (3

4
)

The condemnation of the heart reflects

the ;IILH -si of" Goa (6"
v
). In the ^ ""*

is &e; "i ! ., i<'i to Him that sittet

(Rev 4- i"' 1,1 ;]"_ His wiath (6
16

), noted in His
books _!" M!-l *i ceivmg His plagues (15

1

)

3. It is difficult to set forth St. P r
>

'* '

of
guilt without entering upon the whole question of

his view of sin. But a few considerations will

make it clear that he looks at sin, in the first

mstanco, a- incuiiing \\\\\ It is H jiio-oTiiod as
an act ronmulicd VIIIM (Jod (Ro 1-' ,. All its

essential features are recapitulated in each indi-

vidual sin or transgression. It is only through the
Law that it can appear as what it is (3

20 77). It

can only be separated from its actual manifesta-
tions by being represented, not as a

! -V-ji- -1' u

cause of these, but as itself an act of '; ,*(>
on the part of Adam (5

19
). Death is not so

much its consequence as its punishment or wages
(5

12 623
), not following autoin.-itically, but in-

flicted by the sentence of an oftendecl God (I
18

,

Eph 56
, Col 36 ) It involves responsibility (Ro I 20

),

desert (I
32

), condemnation (5
lb 18

). The work of

Christ is primarily an act of
' V - '* ""'ace

(5
18 - 19

,
Ph28

), undoing the ac- , -i > in

which all sin is included ; an offering for sin con-

demning sin in the flesh (Ro 83
), and wiping off the

score of trespasses (Col 214
). Its effect in the

broadest view is a reversal of the sentence of con-
demnation (Ro 81

) and reconciliation with God (5
10

,

2 Co 518
'20

). St Paul's view of the function of law
must here be remembered. The analogy of a

therapeutic drug, administered in order that the
disease may declare itself, is apt to mislead. This
is not in the Vpo^iV- rlnm^lii. For trespasses or

transgression- ,IM I iliiMii-Hu^ sin, not merely its

symptoms (Eph 21 - 5
). It is the removal of these,

not of a cause distinguishable from them, which
is the purpose of the Cross (Ro 425 ; cf. 58 83J

).

Death, which passed upon all men in consequence
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f '
' 512

), reigned from Adam to Mo&es
(5

"

ls that of a ruler to whose sway
all men have as a penalty been judicially consigned,and from whose custody the fiee favour of God
in Christ ielease& them. 'All have sinned' (5

12
),

whether with or without an explicit publication
of law St Paul would not have allowed that
tluough an involuntary taint of heredity men
had at any time suffered without personal guilt.The Gentiles have the Law, being enlightened by
conscience (2

14 - 15
; cf Mt 2531- 46

). Though the Law
is not explicitly revealed, they are in etiect trans-

gressors. If in Ro 415 St. Paul declaies that 'the
law worketh wiath/ because 'wheie there is no
law, neither is there transgression,' m Gal 319 he
says lather that the Law was added (irpoffertdij),
came in between the piomi&e and its fulfilment,
because of tiansgres&ions , ^ e. to bring home un-

mistakably to those who were already guilty the
conviction of their offences

S- ,''' evidence of the doctrine
of V s ! .. pressing the forensic

metaphor to a point inconsistent with St. Paul's

thought, which would lelegate the whole theology
of guilt to a region of foimal conceptions un-
checked by experience, we aie bound to remember
that the Apo&tle is concerned with the probation
of guilt a&surned to exist, which is neces&ary before
the sinner can thiow himself upon the offer of

free salvation secured to him through the gospel.
Justification is not in itself a change of character,
a transformation of life, but an alteiation of

status (Ro 5 1 2
, Eph 2 )S

), a reversal of relations

whereby the e servants of &m '

(Ro 617
),

' the chil-

dren of wrath' (Eph 23
) become 'children of grace,'

* sons of God' (Gal 32G
). It is the antithesis of

trespasses (Ro 4J5
), no more to be confused with

sanctification, which is its fruit (6
22

), than is trans-

gression with uncleanness, which is its issue (I
24

).

To be justified from sin is to have c^< MJ <>'"i < liher

by paying the > t

""
\ f -V} !h (6

7
) or by believing

in Christ Jesu- />
-

,
i

1 " 11 what in a figure is

regarded as its claim or dominion over the life

(6
12" 14

), involving an obedience or yielding of the
members This is entirely in harmony with the

conception of sin, from which St. Paul starts, as a

voluntary withdrawal of allegiance admitting of

no excuse.

We shall be saved from confusion with, regard to the Pauline
view of guilt, and the necessity of conforming the whole
doctrine of sin to this primary idea, In considering what he
means hy 'adoption' and 'grace

' Thcie is
rip

rleai instance in

any Epistle of the use of the word x,*pts
'

itualstiengti
- M

In some passages, apari irom oiaer
i

,
admits of tb * rt mntati^ (? -r

Eph 47) But the root idea is the free f u< MT or G< u uiiioi J.M

Christ (Ro 44 515). It is not, therefore, an mipaned gun, Dut
t

" J
1 t,">*" n| ' "

gain, the conception of son-
. v i

>
, i >.,

>
i the believer to God, while

^oii cvciiKlinjr < oTPinnnit 1 of nature, gives prominence rather to

me elect i\ pup- - or me Father (Eph I5). It is not reached
,i- ,i dudiidion rr-MM membership in Chnst, as though the

li>gh-' action 'i D^.r'i grace were nothing more than the

operation of a natural law. Modern theology, with its leading
idea of soluUriiA hi-TO'uldl t<- >!- urc tlu pn-o'.'J ninonof
the Fathei in ,i<l , p.' mTi^-d ro n!!.\\^r ^t Paul's

thought, 0*1 thv oil, i 1,>"<I -> Hi (ltd r-\ it u licl'it'i concep-
tion of the -o i Ti'd h( 11 viih M-> i 'i n of T-riv.kL'e r.i.l'erthan

pnmopdiilnc iT\ T- ,ki 01
' 1- M"" C )l ' H( l2'-',cf.

Job IS", I- ii)- Tin- li.'j ("i.nsn.'ii r.Mari? li * ru".. in the

family of Oo'l l-\- a<lt T'l'on' ((.; i ',

l

, I ii. .-' CL (.al ,'J'-, where

sonship is p 1 o-' nod (i- a pn\'!o.ii jirani'ilto. -^ -
c-.-tir) Thr

Spirit \\huu na\cs him a mopitui o* Hu *i i-^ h< <pir' of

adoption' (tto i> ) fri < h a v n i; Cod to !i o-i uaotn Jit Likts

for His children (Gal 4*>, Ro .)' - 1,1(0 12-'; .Mtn U>rsrnp m
Christ is thus rather the t^M ti 1 an the f.u -r ff Liu filnl rela-

tion The Christian life depends, not upon Jio rradioa ion of

evil, but upon the forgnenets of sins (Eph !) Lil<1 ci^tring of

the ffuiltA on the part ot a personal God m consequence of tae

personal satisfaction offered by Christ (Ko 321-28 58, cf EX 346-7).

This view of sonship, as involving God's elective purpose and
man's free r.sio-ibc, freqti' nth i nderlies St Paul's argument.
Isaac is the child 01 promi-o ((al 3^ 423 28, Ro4>98 ), Abra-
* i" tt

',
J1

I

* he faithful (Gal 37, Ro 412). The redemption
: , -i an 'adoption

'

(Ro S23).
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3. The Epistle to the Hebrews brings out the
various elements in the conception of human guilt
with conspicuous clearness. We have to do with
the living God (He 312 412 10S1

), who is a i

fire (1 2
s9

), self-existent and separate froi

(12
18"- 1

), the supreme lawgiver and judge (10
30

12 J8
), whom to see, therefore, demands a purify-

ing separation on the part of His suppliant wor-

shipper (9
14 1023 ) What men need is boldness to

approach His throne (4
16 1019

), and so to enter into

His rest (4
lff

) But there is an obstacle, typified

by pi<tp"i,u->iy rites and attested by universal

expenence (9
u "i0 103- 11

). The comers thereunto
need a reXe/wo-is (2

10 - n
), the accomplishment of a

preliminary act of satisfaction (2
17 59

) which shall

render them competent. The experience, which

justifies the fulfilment of rites felt to be inade-

quate, is the fear of death (2
15

), the spirit of

bondage (ib ), the evil conscience (1CH
2
). This is

not the same thing as ignorance, error, or in-

firmity (5
2
), all of which are recognized as present

in human character ai hi ifquiii'iji to be dealt with.

It is the consciousness that the offerer has a past
which repentance cannot separate from him in re-

spect of his relation to the Everhvrag (10
2 3 2b 27

),

a record of offences for which none but One who
Himself ' ever liveth

' can atone by an abiding
intercession (7

25
, cf. 1012). The conscience must be

purged from dead woiks (9
14 1022

), which are to be

(liMmjini-liO'l from their present results in char-

acter. I he 'redemption of transgressions' (9
15

;

cf. Ac 1730, Ro 3->4 - 25
), the removal of a burden (2

15

froxot 8ov\elcL$, cf. Ja 210
), is the method whereby

consecration, to God's service and boldness of access

are secured Even sanctification itself in Hebrews
(12

14
,
cf 29' 11 10 10 - 14 1312

) is, not indeed the formal
consecration of the sinner, but the removal of the
1

\yeight' of guilt (12
1
), of which the fulness of

faith (10
32

) is the counterpart ir- -pnihial \ >!" ",-

5. Th&tgmlt w orlfjin'd, , in < l>o- IM <J! "i!
'

kind, and may be pieduated of each individual
before particular evidence of transgression, is im-

plied in the facts of redemption (see art SIN),
and *

""

< "'> f, tight in the NT. In the famous
pass !!> ">

--
nothing is said of a transmitted

tendency to sin, though it has been often supposed
that this is implied. But St. Paul does say that
death '

passed unto all men' through Adam's
i- ( ..MI,....* ,, n The context shows that death is

li
'

, i- 'jMii.-M, ;-- ,\ p,i' i-
1

;i,>
*

L inflicted by God.
And guilt is n

|
'-, .' i i ," markable sentence

'all have sinned,' which interprets the statement
that 'through one man sin entered.' How St.

Paul reached this appai^ii paradox seems clear
from, a consideration <>i Jo\\i-li theology. The OT
bears abundant witness to the belief that the sins

(plural) of the fathers are *
visited

'

upon the chil-

dien (Ex 205 347), while at the same time the

teaching of Ezekiel balances it by an emphatic
vindication of the separate responsibility of each
soul (Ezk 184- 20

). Apart from the narrative of the
Fall, which indicates a penalty involving the seed
of the woman (Gn 315 * 16

), this is, poiliap- a> far as
the OT carries us. But the Book of \\V,Jom (2

24
)

represents death as entering the world through the
envy of the devil, and Sirach (25

24
) declares that

sin originated from a woman, and * because of her
we all die.' The teaching of the Rabbis, however,
differentiating the actual tran-.TeMori of Adam
from the potentiality of ^in involved in hi> creation,
expressly asserts that death was decreed against
the generations of Adam. Elsewhere death is

spoken of as incurred by the personal guilt of each

individual, and the statement of the \; " rVj - of

Baruch (54
15 - 19

), that 'each of us is I'.-o -\'.,,i" of

his own soul,' looks like an attempt to express a

mystery which alone can reconcile these divergent
views. Vc roul m<> to Weber J'7 / "/ Theol.

p. 216), tlio noil result of Taimuaic teaching

appears to be that '

by the Fall man came under
a curse, is guilty of death, and his right relation

to God is rendered difficult.' It is probably only
in the sense of transmitted taint that Edersheim

(Life and Times, etc i. p 165 ff.) disallows original
sin as part of the doctrine of the older Rabbis;
for, in common with other writers, he acknow-

ledges the frequent assertion of inherited guilt.

That St. Paul was familiar with this prevalent
view hardly admits of doubt, or that he availed

himself of it to interpret the relation of Jesus the
Messiah to the whole human race, as giving the

victory over sm, the wages of which is death (Ro
6 23

), and the power of which is the outraged law

(1 Co 155S ).

LITERATURE See art SIN. J. G. SIMPSON.

GiJLF (x&<rjj,a, from %a^w, to yawn, gape, open
wide, Lk 16JG

only. Chasma (shortened, chasm] is

the exact transliteration of the Greek, but this

word, m general use, is later than theAV. Tindale
has 'a great space,' and the Geneva VS 'a great
gulfe,' with 'swallowing pit' in the margin). It

is imouM iru to compare with this other represen-
tations ot the division between the woilds of the
unseen. In Plato's vision in the Repubhc there is

an intermediate space where judges are seated,
who divide to the right hand or to the left accord-

ing as men are found just or unjust. Return to
the upper world is possible ; but when any incurable
or unpunished sinners tried to ascend,

{ the opening,
instead of receiving them, gave forth a sound, and
then wild men of nerv aspect, who were standing
by and knew what the sound meant,

5

seized and
carried them to be cast into hell (Jowett's Plato,
ni. 512 f ). Virgil's vision is of * a cavein, deep and
huge, with its vast mouth, craggy, sheltered by its

black lake and forest gloom, o'er which no birds

might speed along unhaimed ; such an exhalation,
pounno from its black jaws, lose to the vault of
heaven ; wherefore the Greeks named the spot
Avernus.' The 'dreadful pi i-<m-lioii-o i

1* guarded
by a *

gate of ponderous si/o \\ \\\\ pill;n- of solid

adamant ; so that no mortal might, nay, nor the
dwellers in the sky, are strong enough to throw it

down in war' (Mneid, vi. 2361, 553 f.). Coming
to Jewish representations, the Book of Enoch
speaks of three separations between the spirits of
the dead,

*

by a chasm, by water, and by light
above it

7

(eh. 22). In Rabbir-Vnl J ,'rV'' vf.

Weber, Jud. Theol* 341) the 4 , !
'

< -i

Paradise and Ge-hinnom is minimized ; it is but
'a wall/ 'a palm-bread t-i

'

n M'II^-M l>n k .'ii\1i
' *a

thread.' "With this loi-M^nra inn ! H ;.>'
gulf of the parable is in striking < -i,

'

!

would be obviously wrong tr iMVrpn i literally, or
even to insist upon some j-inrml -ounterpart of
the detail of the parable, as it would be wrong to
base upon the parable as a whole any doctrine of
the future over and above its clear moral lesson
and warning. But the solemn words of Jesus as
to the possibility and danger !" lie fi\n v of char-
acter in evil must not be li^lnlv -et aside (see
ETERNAL Sm).

LITERATI-RE Bruce, Parabolic Teaching, p. 393; Salmond,
Christian Doctrine of Immortality, p. 277,

W. H. DYSON.
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H
HADES. See DEAD, ESCHATOLOGY, and HELL

(DESCENT INTO).

HAIR. The Jews seem to have shared with
other peoples the belief that the hair is really

' a

living and important part of the body' (W. R
Smith, RS* 324; Fiazer, Golden Bough*, iii. 390)
This lent importance to the oath by the head
which \\as comri"M , "ii-, '*]\<*m (Mt 536

), and it

accounts for the ,. , . !: _ \ to the hair in con-

nexion with vows (Ac 18 ib
; Jos. BJ II. xv. 1 ; on

hair as offering and in vows see AV. R. Smith, I.e.

323 ff; Frazer, I.e. i. 370 ff). In NT times long
hair was legarded as a glory of women, but a dis-

grace to men (1 Co II 14 15
). Opinion had changed

since the days of Absalom.

Among the Arabs the ancient sentiment survives. Many
stalwart men, not merely 'immature lads' (RS% 326), take

pride in their long glossy locks It is interesting also to note a

chang-e from the NT attitude to women's hair The Jews m
Pol .'1 iv 1 1 , MO married woman to wear her own hair , it must
be r>\ . i'! r > before the wedding

1

,
and replaced by a high

head-diess of wool or silk It is a terrible

rule (Hosmer,
' The Jews,' p 363, in Story of

It was customary to dress the hair with ointment

(Mt 617
), and women bestowed much care upon the

coiffure (1 Ti 29
, IP 33 ). It was a shame for a

woman to appear with locks unbound and hair

dishevelled.

Lightfoot (Wot' '
i
1 1= "

1
"

\
"

.V , .

~* "

,

tions in point
'

<\ 1
- -

a

office of high priests , they asked of her how she came to this

hon i

"

i. 1 T i &" r- <

"
, se never saw

the ' ." "
/.' 1

*- ^ 'The priest
unloosed tne nair or i rii -

'-jv( ul AOUULII, auoui 10 be tried by
the bitter water, hi irn u c r <1 ^i.u\ (Sofa, fol. 5. 1)

"When Mary (Jn 12s ) wiped the feet of Jesus with
her hair, she thus * testified that, as no sacrifice

was too costly for her purse, so no service was too

mean for her person
'

(Godet, in loc ).

Abundant hair on head and chin has always
been regarded by Easterns as lending

"" "'

manhood, and the beard is an object
reverence. * I smooth my beard,' says i

'toward one to admonish him in his wrongful
dealing with me, and have put him in mind of his

honour. If I touch his beard, I put him in remem-
brance of our common humanity, and of the wit-

ness of God above us. The Beard is taken in

Arabia for human honour, and to pluck it is the

hijilie^ indignity. Of an honest man they say, "His
is a good beard

"
; of a vile, covetous heart,

" He has
no beard" '

(Arabia Deserta, i. 268). "What indignity
then He suffered of whom the prophet wrote,

'
I

gave . . . my cheeks to them that plucked off the

hair'! (Is 506
).

Single hairs are taken to illustrate the minute-
ness of God's care (Mt 1030, Lk 127 2118

). "White
lift n- H.IC a symbol of reverend and gloiiour> majesty
(Rev 1 ;

1 1m long hair, as of women, adds to the

grotesque and terrible appearance of the locust

monsters (Rev 98).
The Baptist's garment of camel'-, linii ifyli ^-n-

\ov, Mt 34 )
is |-!-

1 -a
<l

'

1
\

"*
"itical with -;- r;-N or Zee

134,
and that <! 'i ,'." prototype fs> K P, \\heio

we should reaa wiui Jti Vm * a man v it h a r monr
of hair'). The rough outer cloak generally worn
is of goats' hair. Wabar al-ibil, rho liair, or wool,

(0pt can also mean 'wool,' II. iii '273, do- Op
515) of the camel is softer, and of i his u innei

cloak is often worn, e.g. in winter by the fisher-

men on the Sea of Galilee.

Goats
5

hair is not named in NT, but most likely

this was the material in which the Apostle Paul
wrought at his trade (Ac IS3 ), his native province
supplying it in great quantities.

W. ETOSTG.
HALL.* Hall

'

appears in the AV in a way to
cause not a little confusion, as tr. sometimes of

X-^ and sometimes of irpatrdbpiov. In Mt 2727 AV
has ' the soldiers of the governor took Jesus into
the common hall

3

(a circumlocution for irpa.ir&pwv).
In Mk 15 16AV has ' into the hall called P? estonum,

9

as tr. of crw TT/S atiA^s 6 &TLV Trpatrt&ptoi'. RV has
not entirely relieved this confusion. The English
Revisers render irpair&piov by 'palace,' following
Rhem.; while the American Revisers, more liter-

ally, give prcetowum, the Latin word which was
carried over, transliterated, into the Greek, and
which denoted originally the pioetor's tent or

abode, or the general's headquarters. Tindale
introduced c

"
"*

k
' * ^ '

for TrpcurcipiOf, and is

followed by \ \ i
i
- 10* etc The AV

renders aflX-tf by
'

palace
'

in Mt 26s- 58 69
,
Mk H54- 66

,

Lk II21
,
Jn 18*5

,
when the reference is to the place

where the governor dispensed justice ; by fold
'

in

Jn 101 - 16 of the place where the sheep were kept at

night; and by
' court' in Rev II2

, as designating
the court of the temple RV more consistently
renders cttfXiJ by

* court
'

instead of *

palace,
5

every-
where except in Jn 101

^ aiiX-fj rQv irpopdrw, where
it has ' the fold of the sheep

'

(cf. AV *

sheepfold '),

and in v. 16
, where it has simply 'fold.' Cf. Mt

263 * 5S 69
, where the inner court of the high

pii<^l's official residence seems to be meant; in

\. 1( ' 'Peiei sat without in the palace' (AV);
'without' stands in contrast with the audience-

room in which Jesus was appearing before the

authorities, i.e. Peter was not m the room of the

official residence where the trial was going on, but
out in the open court, around which the house was
built ; and this was '

beneath/ or on a lower level

than the audience-room. See also COTOT, PRffi-

TOKIXJM. GEO. B. EAGER.

HALLEL ('praise'). A. technical Hebrew liturgi-
cal term, applied in Rabbinical literature to certain

Psalms and psalm-piece-* of praise, which character-
" '

"\
"

e as then keynote the expression
/. i

'

Praise ye Jah'). It is more particu-
i '\ , i .

, to one group of Psalms (113-118)

regarded as a liturgical unit (so always in the

S v na<iOiie-l i ui rj\ )

Pss 113-118 form
' the Hallel' *** t$x,fa as distinguished from,

the 'Ilallel of Etfipb"* (Pss 113-114) and the 'great Hallel*

(^narr VSi) which is usually understood to mean Ps 136. In

. T,' !" 1 . '1 Midrash, however, the Psal"
*

! 1 i

*r II IV. .ire variously given, viz. : (1) P- "
\ i'^

136, and (3) Pss 120-136 The question is 'I - .-, , t ,!

Pes. v 7. See, further, Joel Muller, note 1 ^ ,' v
(p 253) In one passage of the Mishna (P - \ ,, ii 1 1

(Pss 113-118) is designated
'

Hallelujah.'
below.

For *half-Haller see

1. Origin. In its present form the P^alm-group
M 13-118) -coui> clcmly to have been compiled foi

lituipoal purpo-o- ai. a coniparmiNoh- Luo date

The mo^t ]>iolmbl(i MCWL- rhnl rlio collection \\jis

1 ormod in NLuvahjcan times for recitation on the

l?oa^i of H*n\tkl" (Dedication), on the eight days
or \\ Inch H is s-t ill chanted in the synagogue.

Ps 1^21 ( 'Ihi-, i. the d,iy which the Lord hfctfa made: we
\\ill reioico and uo glad in it*) points to some day of ^tibEe

~*~^DH N 1

?
1

?.! Ber. 56ft. See J. Muller, op. dt. p. 288. In a

baraiiha (Bah Sha&b. 1186) Pss 145-148 are apparently called a

I

'Hallel'
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thanksgiving
1

,
vv 4 24 suggest the Syrian war, and recovery of

and entrance into the Temple At the same time, the collection
embodies other elements Thus Ps 11825 29 seems to be an old

song of praise for the Feast of Tabernacles With this agrees
the fact that,

'

.

"

^ > an old tradition preserved in the
Jerusalem Tal' i

* " iv 5),* the Hallel was recited on
"eighteen days and one night ot the year the eight days of

Tabernacles , the eight of Hdnukkd , Pentecost (one da} ) , and
the first day c

* "" "
'

It is notice-
able that Tat 4 st m this list

,

and it should be remembered that the latter feast seems origin-
ally to have N L:I i ",ii 1 'I - a sort of extension or reduplica-
tion of the -.(.nun (

' Ma* I9), Che>ne (OP p. 33, note n)
remarks 4 that the recitation of the Hallel on these occasions

[Dedication and Tabernacles] goes back to Simon can hardly be
doubted '

t v i
-

"
>

"
-

"

.
"

-
. ;

be seen in tr '
'

' '
r

- ' -

five psalms in the Hallel, Ps 115 not being regarded The LXX
""* eat the latter psalm as part of Ps 114

of the smaller Midrashim is as follows :

I -fifths , the Psalter of five-fifths , and
the Hallel of five-fifths

'

2. Jewish liturgical usage. As alieady stated,
the Hallel, according to tradition, ws- ': ,1.'V
recited at the Feasts of Tabernacles, I) -. <! <"

Pentecost, and Passover (first day and preceding
night), t

On certain other days of the year it became customary to

recite the Hallel, viz on the last 6 days of Passover, and on
new moons other than the new moon of Tishri (which introduces
the solemn penitential period) But this usage was apparently
late and unauthorized This is shown (a) by the omission on
these days of two sections of the complete Hallel, viz Ps
1151 -11 and 1161-11 , and (6) that both Rashi and Mamionides
D'V- -,' 1 .'ij'Mi,

1 the use of the regular benediction before
4 u! ir.i. L, ' i. lie ground - '' 4 ' these days
was merely a pious custom . i

The recitation of the Hallel is preceded and fol-

lowed by special blessings. |[
Certain parts are also

recited with a responsive refiain :

(a) The first four verses of Ps 118 are said by the Reader, the

people responding after each :
'

give thanks unto the Lord ;

for He is good for His mercy endureth for ever *

(&) The last

nine verses of the same Psalm are also repeated, in part alter-

nately, in part together, by Header and congregation.

According to the Mishna (Pe$. v. 7), which em-
bodies old and (there is every reason to believe)

trustworthy traditions as to the Temple-ritual, the

complete Hallel was recited by the Levites during
the slaughter of the Paschal lambs in the Temple-
courts. IT The use of Hallel in the Paschal meal at

home, when the lamb was eaten, must be carefully
distinguished from the above. Here the data are
somewhat conflicting.

According to the Mishna (Pes. x. 6 and 7), the Hallel was
here recited m two parts, and this is still the custom at the
Jewish Paschal meal. The first part (Pss 113-114) immediately
follows the Haggada proper (the narrative of redemption) and
precedes the drinking of the second cup of wi

"
s

ately closed by a special benediction for ' '

second part (Pss 115-118, followed by 136 an I

Song') follows after the mixing of the fourth cup, when the

banquet and grace afrer meat have been completed. And this

arrangement is attested in the Mishna (ib ) The contents of
the first part were, however, a subject in dispute between the
schools of Shammai and Hillel, the former concluding it at
Ps 113, the latter at Ps 114. The wording of the benediction for
rede'-ni't on \vas also not fully determined fa&.) It looks as
tin 1

<rh !
rie ici'iro 1 on or the Hallel in the home-service were a

reminiscence of the Temple-ritual, the family meal being par-
taken of between the 1\io puit .- n f.in.ilv sacrifice, just as the
Fd<"0\erLuubuu-Kurili' kol HI tho TCP pie during the singing
of mo Hallo: 1h_ (p.Tpir., as the Mishna suggests, may quite
well have arisen before the destruction of the Temple.

3. Usage in the Gospels It is usually assumed
that the hymn rcfened to in Mt 2630

||
Mk 1426

* Cf al-ottab lra/fi,/i, l>a
t I'cr-i/ (//i/v K f' ! * ' 'llallol') ('<mrit.fl- iho liMrgiral

romiLiinn 01 ihe Ha 1
!* I wil'i ihi Pao' or-jiu.il (he dwiw i thai it

\\.i a.inir m The TiMuplo-ccrucc), and thinks thai i atuintul us
pn Mr"il i")nr>a- on 1

v daring The firH half 01 tho socond o ntun '

JBi. 1 lin- Ik to i 'jr. >ore tho dala pfnon ano\e, which cornier t"il

pnrnarh \Mtn T.itH-rnaoles and Hdmilkl.
t \\iih tho doubling or the initial daxt. of IV&bualH that takes

]>I,ieo 'in t'Mlo,' rhe IS t\a\^ onginalh comprised m theabo\e
HOW ainnu*tr 10 ?] ind 1 night LO 2

llonce the <l js gnanon half-Tlallel' for this form
For tlit^c rr. Singer- Ifcl -Knft /'rajftr-fiool, pp 210, 224

1 I or n graphic rles-crlpuon of thi<- sec Edersheim, The Temple .

ite Minuttfy and St mces, p. 191 f

('when they had sung a hymn' [fyu^<ra?res]) was
the second part of the Hallel (Pss 115-118)* sung
at the conclusion of the Paschal supper (see above).
This is quite possible, in view of the probability
that the custom had been established in connexion
with the Paschal meal in the time of Christ.

In Delitzsch's Heb. NT the expression is well paraphrased :

* After they had completed the Hallel' (^nrrnK nDJ) But
that the usage was subject to vana-

, Thus,
"

e authority,
,he Halle ' meal Ps 25

i i / * The expiession far /HTKVTK certainly

suggests a Paschal meal It is significant, however, that it is

absent from the Lukan account

LITERATURE Besides the woiks cited in the body of the

article, the fo'lou IMIT ai e important
*
ait.

*
Hallel

'

in the Jewish

Encyc ,
with the authorities there enumerated, Dehtzsch on

Ps 113
, Buchler, ZATW xx [1900] 114-135 , Buxtorf, ftabb.

L&x (ed Fischer) sv ^n, Hamburger, RE u. 353 ff.

G. H. Box.
HALLOWED. Used of the name of our Father
firbt petition m the Lord's Prayer (Mt 69

II
Lk IP),

= c revered' or 'counted holy.' It is, says Goclet

(Com. in loco), a prayer that 'unwoithy '*.( i.
J

im,*

of God and of His chaiactei may no lor_- [,' I

among men. The child of Gocl beseeches Hun to

manifest with effect His holy character, in the
conscience of men, so that all impure idolatiy,

gross or relined, as well as all formal Pharisaism,
may be completely removed, and that every human
being may unite with the seraphim in the anthem
of adoiation, "Holy, Holy, Holy."'
The verb &yt^siv is in constant usage in LXX to render the

different forms of Heb BHQ (see Concord s v ) Isaiah (8*3 29^)
and Ezekiel (pas&un, e g 2043- 362^) employ the word (rendered
'sanctify' AV and RV) of the Lord and His name, m exactly
the same sense as the Lord's Prayer, of causing to be revered,
whether by judgment or by deliverance r'T . ,^ ^

to Sabbath, Jitstbom, etc
, ought to be lumpiueu. uui Lom

uses ot-y (1) of Himself (Jn 1036 171()
) m the sense of consecration

('sanctify* AV and RV, cf marg) to the office of Messiah by
His submitting to death , and (2) of His disciples (Jn 171

"
19

) as
consecrated by the truth The root idea is setting apart for

holy purposes, with the consequent development of a holy
character. This ethical sense is derived from Lv 1144 ^y(a. ff.

Qfota-Qs 36*,} &>ytot ItrurQt, ort xyics dpi iy& (see Lightfoot on Ph 11).

See, further, artt CONSECRATE and SANCTIFY.

For usage of the English word see Hastings'
DB ($.v.). K. MACPHERSON.

HALTING. A denciency in gait, when one is

not able to walk without limping. The word
refers to the imperfection in the art of walking,
rather than to the deficiency, injury, or weakness
of the limb or limbs which is the cause. This
differentiation is illustrated by a passage from
Brand (1789)

4 He hath a halt in walking occa-
sioned by a lameness in one of his legs'; also

Tennyson (Guinevere) :
*
If a man were halt or

hunch'd '

; Bunyan (Pilg. Proa;, pt. ii. ) :
' Mr. Ready

to Halt,
3
cf. Ps 3817

; Shaks , Twion, Ac. IV. Sc. i.:

'Thou cold sciatica, cripple our senators, that
their limbes may halt as lamely as their manners '

(an illustration also of the Tiieuiphoiical use of
the word f

halt
s

similar to that ot 'lame'); so
Richard HI., Ac. I. Sc. i.

1 Sent before my time
Into this Lri'Si>mn jr \i "rM .c,i i co hoi r made up,
And that -o l!i'r,< h .Vid unla-hionaMo

Thatdog& utir^ai nu a- I Vnlr ^\ thorn '

' Halt '

is the tr. of xwXfo in Mt 18s, Mk Q45, Lk 1421
,

.
Jn 58

; but the translators of neither AV nor KV
i maintain a close distinction between the lame and
the halt. The halting are included in the general

1

healings wrought by Jesus among the multitude,
and many of them would doubtless be of a char-
acter to yield readily to the method of our Lord,
acting as He did on the line of existing therapeutic

! forces, even while going far beyond our present
knowledge and experience of these forces

T. H. WRIGHT.
*
According to the school of Shammai, Pss 114-118.
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HAND (v, f]3

'

palm or hollow of the hand '

; %efy> ;

de&d 'right-hand,' dpitrrepd 'left-hand').
OT Uhage In the OT there is a very large variety of mean-

ing's attaching to the word 'hand' ai
*

phrases m which it occurs , a detailed
is not necessary heie,* but a brief reference seems appropnate
in view of the fact that NT ubage is to some e\tent based,
through the LXX, on that of the OT In its ongin the Hebiew
woid probably meant 'stiength' (cf As- 11 7 *' '- uJli'),t
and it is used m this fiiiuiat.ve sen^c in I'- -' .j" -not
in them strength [lit "//<iw/*j to ilee'), Ps 76B"('none of the
mighty men have found their hands,' le the> aie powerless)
The woid is used in a number of other figurative senses, see

the Oijoid Heb Lexicon under
"i;

Instructive is the passage
E\ 14a ' the children of Israel went out with a hit?h hand' (cf.
Ex 15'> 12, Nu 1123 33.i) 5 the reteience is to the hand of Jehovah
('with a high hand '= with the help of the high hand, a mean-
ing which the pieposition ^ frequently hab) ;

the *

hand,' strictly

speaking, the '

right hand '

(po;), of God is the planet Venus , t

this antique conception is much sottened down, though a
literal, arithiopomorphic sense is still implied in the use of
* hand' m Ps 102'-3

' The heavens aie the woik of thy hands '

In reference to man the woid is used (just as is the case in
the NT) m a \ariety of senses, according to the phiase m which
it is found ,

'

to put one's life into one's hand '

(Jg 12^), means to
be leady to jeopardize one's life ,

' to clap the hands' is a sign
of joy (iJ K 1112) ,

'

to fill the hand '

(RV
'

consecrate ') is to instal
in office (Jg 175 12), Ho lift up the hand' (whether towards
heaven or towards the altar is not always certain, see Nowack,
Heb Atch n. 200) was a symbolic action which accompanied
an oath, it implied the calling of the Deity to witness); (Dt
324(J

), the same action, with both hands, was the attitude

adopted when blessing (Ps 1342) ,

'

to open the hand '

is to
show generosity (Dt 1511) ,

to place the hands upon the head
was a sign of grief (2 S 13*9) ,

to kiss the hand towards was
a sign of homage (to a heathen deity in Job 31'27) ,

' to lay the
hand upon the mouth' was done in token of humility (Pr 30*2,
cf Is 521

*

5
) ,

'to strike hands' meant to go surety for some-
one (Pi O1) All these symbolic actions with the* hand were
common in the time of Christ, as they are at the present day
alyo m Syria, Arabia, etc
There is one other use of the word m the OT which demands

a passing notice , it . _ i
* 15*2

,
2 S 18*8,

cf. Gn 35*4) , accordi _ - iallv so called
because a hand was aepioteu upon trie monument or pillar,
this hand being a token of that wherewith the vow had been
made (the uplifted hand), or perhaps wherewith an offenng* had
been bi ought ; in view, however, of what has been said abo\e,
it is more likely that this handjwas a representation of the hand
of the Deity

Usage in the Gospels. In a very large number
of cases in which ' hand J

occurs, it is used in the

ordinary literal sense ; there is no need to give
references for these. Not infrequently there is the

expiewsion 'at hand' in the EV wheie in the

original %efy> does not occur : e.g.
' the kingdom of

heaven is at hand '

(yyyLKejt) ; such passages do not

properly belong to this article, and are not taken
into account.

1. All those things which are done by means of

the hand, or in which the visible part is done by the
hand (such as the working of miracles, or taking
hold of a person or thing) are described as being
performed && xa/>6s, 5i& T&V xet>P&v i

Sid, x CP&v

TWOS, Mk 6a etc. ;
eirl xetpwz', Mt 46

,
Lk 411

; els rty

X<?tpa, Lk 1522
. 'Hand 3

is used fi<-( u n'ly M- a

synonym foi 'power' (Mt 1722
, MK H

1

,
Lk i"

1 <, ;

in the -.lightly different sense of '

protecting power
'

(Lk 234t}

) , still in the sense of power but coupled
with the idea of 'possession* (Jn 1028 - 29

) ;
as used

in Lk I 66 it contains the idea of God's 'further-

ance '

; then, again, it is used loosely,** in the sense
of '

finger,
'

in Lk 1522
('put a ring on his hand');

lastly, it is referred to (in a peculiarly Oriental

manner) as though it had, metaphorically speak-
ing, sense :

*
if thine hand offend thee

'

(<rKavda\to"ft),

* See art. 'TT,- ,1 n.-
'

JT-* 7)7?

i Oi.fr,ifi TJ> , f> i.

I I'oi the ]rooioi I!M- -'a'< inonL -r c Nicl-en, Die Altarabische
M< n'lf'lt<,ti',i\ in i " '/',

' ( ,~ i' t"i * t* ic-- i tv

]<) \) t pi/ ill, 1,), P .- -i .
- !--* M ,' .'\rtli

seals art al-o irm i -M i *
\

l
'. u M <n <.'<! : 'u piai

1
i

Veru-i .I'xnr n
,

'

I) h *
'1 1* i* -< '

<
' ' * / i-

$ On I m* idiom -u li . />' i \o! ,"1
li A later custom wa- 10 iJa v \ . lui hard or i loirb M <1

quote Is 5811.

[ Das Leben nach dem Tode, p 58, note See also CIS, Xo
199 ff

** This is quite m accordance with OT usage, cf. e g Gn 2422
1hands' used for

' wrists
'

and the same idea is conveyed m Mt 6s '
let not thy

left hand know wh,t \\\\ ^L-H hand doeth.
5

2. But the mofet ,uu/^.ji -. use of 'hand' m the
Gospels, as in the OT, is seen in idiomatic phrases
in \\hich it occms; these may be biieny enume-
lated as follows 'To wash the hands' (airoviTrreiv
rdsx.)wa& a symbolic act *

"

a lepudia-
tion of H^IMHI-I'IIMIX 01 a-'> ', , . ,f innocence
(Mb 27-' ( l^ 3)' 731J); the same plnase, veiy
neaily, vhrreiv rat x 9

lefeib to the washing befoie
meals m obedience to tradition *

(Mt 152
) "To '

lay
hands on 'is ubed in aeveial senses; e-ri/SaXXe^ Tds

X- tvi TWO, (or simply with the dat
) means to take

hold of with violent intent (Mk 1446
) ; eirirtdfrai ras

X. (or rrjv x )
^1 TLV& (or with dat )t is synonymous

with healing (Mt 918
,
Mk 523

) ; n6hau ras x> ^l
TWO, is used of blessing children (Mk 10 16

) ;

'

to put
the hand to the plough

'

(eTrt/SdXAeii/ rty x- ^ &po-
rpov) is a inetaphoiic expie&sion denoting the under-

taking of some duty (Lk 962
) ; ditterent meanings

attach to the phiase
' to stietch forth the hands' :

eKrdvew r&s x~ e
'

71"^ TLVa ^ used of taking someone
prisonei (Lk 2253

), or (with the same constiuction)
to indicate a person (Mt 1249

) ; e/cr. rty x in Mt
1431 means to save from harm ; the same expression
in Jn 2 1

18 seems to be used in reference to the
-'(<'_.., - the hands (in the sense of arms) on
the cross.

k lo lift up the hands' (eiraipet.v ras x>] is

the attitude of blessing (Lk 2-i50 ) ;

(

to take by the
hand' (Kparetv r?j$ %,) means to take hold of some-
one with the purpose of helping (Mk I 31 ) ,

' to
deliver up into the hands of (irapaSt.S6i>aL ets x-

TWOS) is to give into the power of, with evil intent

(Mt 17 J2
), while did6vaL n ev rfi %. TWOS means to

commit to the care of (Jn 335
) ;

' to commend [the

spirit] into the hands of
'

(Trapcmtf&'ai rb irvev/jia, els

X' TWOS] is to place oneself under God's protection
(Lk 234b

).

3. Lastly, there are many words in connexion
with which ' hand '

is not expressed, but implied ;

all these convey one or other, or both, of the
root conceptions of this word, viz. stienjrth and

activity. W. 0. E. OESILULEY.

HANDMAID. ' Handmaid '

(Lk I88 ; 'hand-

maiden,' v. 48
; in the American Standard EV 'hand-

maid '

in botl
%

answers to the Gr. doi/X^/,

which means \ . ,s the BVni shows,
* slave/

In the LXX tendering of Hannah's vow (1 S I 11
),

which is clearly echoed, almost cited, in Lk., 5oiH>\ij

represents the Hebrew 'timah, which, with the

Aramaic equivalent 'amta and the Bab. amtu,
seems to have been a common Semitic designation
of a female slave in Canaan and the neighbouring
countries. It was sometimes used in courteous

' J
*

(1 K I 17
,

1 S 2524f- 28 - 31 * 41
; the

\ syrian lady in Johns' Babylonian
andAssyr"'!, I <i > * ' ,/" ^ and Letters, p 378),

and then was naturally applied to relation to God
(the above-mentioned vow, also Ps 8616 11616

). In

the Aram, text, which piobably undeilay the Song
of the Virgin,

' handmaiden ' would be 'amta with
suffix (Pal. Lect of Gospels, 1899, p. 234). The use

of the word in the Gospels illustrates the Oriental

habit of describing man as the slave of God, of

which there are so many examples in the OT (Ps
19n - ls

,
Neh I 6 - 11

etc.), in the so-called Babylonian
Penitential Psalms, in ancient Semitic names
Obadtah found both in the Bible and on an ancient

seal, Abdeel (Jer 3626
), Abdul (1 Ch 515

), AUdnego
(T)n I7 ), AM Ninip (Tell el-Amama Letters, Xo
5^\mc]<.lGi),

t

AbdAshtorethf (JK:AT[Z^
r
]}29} ; ind

in names current in the Holy Land at the present
* It is probable that the origin, of which this custom was a

reimiani -s 10 be Bought m a ceremonial purifying before par-

Taking ot the -; cnficial meal, at which the Deitv was conceived

! of fi* 1>< mff preterit ,
cf. W E, Smith, US 2 p 229

! t The *-ame phrase with the same construction=*to ordain

I in Acff'8 1 ".
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time, such as Abdallal
southern and central

i examples from
t PEFSt, 1904,

p. 155, and 1905, p. 48 f.). These illustrations,

however, refer mainly if not entirely to men. In
connexion with a list of personal names collected

from various Moslem villages in the south of

Palestine (PEFSt, 1904, p. 155), it is remarked that
female names of the type of Abdullah have not
been found. Still it must always have been easy
for an Oriental woman to call herself * the hand-
maid '

of Deity. The transition from the courteous
to the religious use would be readily effected.

W. TAYLOR SMITH.
HAPPINESS. i. PAGAN AND CHRISTIAN

IDEALS COMPARED. -TT,.;>i. MI-* -was much dis-

cussed among the i..i"(k^' * i-r the term 'well-

being' (eflSaijLwwfo). Aristotle said: 'For on the

subjee
1

<: li,
y>*'

":^-- and what conduces to it, and
of its -I^M

- \ < \. ortation or discussion is always
conversant, and this because we needs do the

things which procure it or any of its constituents,
and refrain from doing the i

%i nj- *i \\\ tlostroy or

impede it' (Ehet. i 5). flu .! m*. - of the

I

'

T - '

'

: ^ools arose from the question wherein
li >

* consisted. Was it in knowledge,
pleasure, virtue, freedom from pain, wealth, or

well-doing? The record of the answers to this

forms the history of ancient Ethics. Jesus did not;

use the word *

happiness
'

(etiSai/jLovia), or propound
any theory of the relation between duty and

pleasure ; but absence of the word is no proof that
tlio -ulijec* was foreign to His mind. It is incon-

ce 1

v.i bio rim; the *Son of Man* should neglect in

His system so universal an instinct as the desire

after happiness ; for in the final summation joy
must be a part of the perfect state. The com-

parison between ancient and Christian Ethics must
not be made on verbal or literary lines, but the

systems must be judged by their actual contribu-
tion to well-being or happiness.

(1) The failure of Paganism. The systems of
Plato and Aristotle did not

"

i
- ,,n\ 1, ,rge satis-

faction with them, nor did \ \ * any per-
manent refuge for the race I'M <

'

products
of Greek speculation, Stoicism survived longest, and
had the largest influence upon the civilization of
the world ; but while, by its stern grandeur, it

shaped a few noble characters which remained as
a piotest against the lax manners of the Empire,
it failed to open up any fountain of joy for man.
The Stoic sage was powerless to convei t his theories
into conduct, as he himself confessed j and the
i>

'

'

of soul which he advocated was a
1- s

'

the strong impulses of the human
heart. Where reliance upon human reason was
undermined, it was met with an impotent religious-
ness

; and where reverence for the natural order
was impaired, theic wa- no tuo^Hjrc of a future
life in \\lnch uomiioniiuioiiM would atone lor present
inci|ii!ilitio* Also the examples of the earlier
[( ail*i = ( real od a ^reference for suicide, which was
a confession of failuio to proem o the well-being of
life. Paganism \virhdiew from the struggle to
provide happiness. It despaired, and was therefore
defeated,

(2) The siwcess of Christianity. The character-
istic word of Christianity is Life ; for while the
moral code and example of Christ are superior to
others, it is not on this that His supremacy rests.
Christ's Person is the vital force of the new re-

ligion. As the Father hath life in himself, so
hath he given to the Son to have life in himself'
(Jn 52ff

). This same blessing is bestowed upon all

who believe in Christ ; and so rich is this gift, that
each believer becomes a constant source of life (Jn
6s7 7s8}. Life is imparted to the believer in many
ways, but chiefly through Christ's words (6

()3 68 15s ).

This life is the realization of all human aspiration,

HAPPINESS

enabling the Christian to hold on with courage and

hope in the face of temptation and doubts; and
the history of our civilization is the evidence that
Jesus has succeeded where all others failed. To
an age that was exhausted and desponding, that
had failed to satisfy the deep desires of human
nature, Christ came with convincing and convcitmg
power. When He spoke, men believed and lived

again. Through Him rose
* One common wave of thought and joy,

Lifting- mankind again
'

Stoicism and Neo-Platonism produced thoniihl-* of

great beauty and purity.
( Yet neither ol them

could enable artisans and old women to lead a truly
philosophic life. Christianity could and did ; the
,

*
' -vit *\ o the realization of

, . ar 1 of every standing.
That was due to the power which issued from Jesus
Christ and actually transformed man. The cer-

tainty and confidence of faith based on Him, with
reliance on God's grace in Jesus Christ, begat in

Christians a matchless delight in doing good
'

(von Dobschutz, Christian Life, in the Primitive

Church, p 329).
ii THE TEACHING OP JESUS, The NT verbal

equivalent for
e

happiness
'

is
' blessedness

'

(which
see), but it is not conceived in terms of pleasure.
It is a religious idea, drawing its worth from the

blessing which God imparts. The adjective
'blessed' occurs frequently in Mt 53 "12

. This

representative discourse may be entitled *

Christ's

way to happiness.' Here Jesus describes how
people become happy, but refrains from all abstract
definition. Each of these Beatitudes falls into
two parts. In the first half those virtues are
mentioned the possession of which constitutes

people happy; in the second part the reward or
result of each virtue is gn T 1

>

r
-

"
". ~: state-

ments may be made as to M i .

'
* n this

way: (1) The joy begins i UP , !\ \ com-
mencement of the journe\, and is not reserved for
the future. Thus, all who are pure in heart are

happy. (2) More
"" "

on the traveller than
upon the outward , Happiness rests in

dispositions, such as purity, meekness, righteous-
ness, peace, and not in possessions, such as wealth,
health, fame. The happy man makes his own
scenery. Christian joy, like other Christian graces,
is inward ; and the OT conception of blessedness,
in so far as it consisted 3

"

tnd length
of days, yields to a more ^ ,

'

All who
go Christ s way are like the Happy Warrior,

'm - . <! . * r- .i, ,.i, ,"!"_-
! !!<- i.i i ( ci> . 1 1 o'rb . ,t

'

(Wordsworth).

(3) This happiness is not a passivity, but an
' "'

"i> i "" "'I*
1

!/ Mi-
1

! some function of the will
'' :'. I

1
. '.:! i * of itself as a mere state

of emotion, but accompanies an act of service
either for God or man. Happiness is associated
with piety (Mt53-6

) and probity (vv.
1
). It follows

upon doing the will of God, or upon seeking the

well-being of others. Socrates also regarded
hapl'lne^ as e^Trpa^a, well-doing. (4) This way,
unlike The world's way, is endless, for the joy that

begins on earth is an ,r
' :

-

*j
V ;

<--i of the full joy of
heaven (vv.

3b lob
). ,\ I ,. ;

.
, -lit of this way is

a duty. All who walk <v\ith Clnist not only will
but ought to rejoice. Happiness is an imperative,
'

Rejoice and be exceeding glad
'

(v.
12

). The ethical
ideal of Jesus differs from Hedonism, in which
morality und hnppmc^ are synonymous terms,
because with Hun blessedness is the associate of
virtue. Christ neither confuses nor separates these
two. Ilappmess and Mrtue are twin stars. The
further use of the Beatitude in Christ's teaching
continues to emphasize the spiritual ingredients of

happiness. In Lk II28
, Jn 13", blessedness and
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obedience are associated; in Mt 16 17 blessedness
and knowledge are united; in Jn 2029 blessedness
andfaith are joined. In many places blessedness
is reserved for the future (Lk 723 1237

'43 1415
). In

the Fourth Gospel Jesus distinctly offers fulness of

joy (Jn 1624
).m HAPPINESS AS REVEALED IN CHRIST'S PER-

SON The biith of Jesus was r of joy
(Lk 210

). Though called the M., .

rs,' He
was not unhappy. Sorrows never distorted His
soul, nor left the faintest shadow of melancholy
or accidie. He was *

still cheerful and helpful and
firm

' His first miracle contributed to the innocent

pleasure of social intercourse (Jn 21"11
). The im-

pression left by His address was 1
1

-
!

"

'ior was
His voice the voice of grief (L . II gospel
was a joyous prize (Mt 1344 45

). H-
"" "" '

*. in

healing pain (Lk 418
) Instead of

'

. the
sadness of households, Jesus remove

1

1
! I 23,

Lk 852). He spoke of a joy that was His own
peculiar and characteristic possession (Jn 15 11

),

and promised entrance into His own joy as a

supieme reward (Mt 2521
) This jov He offered all

who followed Him (Jn 1624
), and He was anxious

to complete the joy of His disciples (Jn 1511 1713
).

Christ shunned the moroseness of asceticism (Mt
II19

), as He turned from the selfish happiness of the

epicurean (Mt 2028
). The joy of Christ arose from

several causes (1) He was free from sin, that root
of sorrow and bitterness

* * For by sinning we kept
neither piety nor felicity

3 '

\u<:u-l irio) (2) He had
the intense joys of a Saviour (Lk 157). His was
the happiness that comes from being the creator
of another's good (Lk 19 l

). The keen pleasure of
rescue work filled His soul (Lk 155 2S

). The
thought of the countless hosts who would obtain
eternal rest through His death was a secret potion
to sweeten His bitter cup. For the joy set before
Him He endured the cioss (3) The self-sacrifice

of Jesus issued out of pure love (Jn 153S
) He was

happy as a lover. (4) He rejoiced in the sense of

Divine sonship. This was His earliest thought (Lk
249

). To do the will of God was better than food

(Jn 434). The knowledge of His Father was life

(Jn 173 ). It was an incomparable ecstasy for Him
to dwell upon the love of God (Jn 17). This re-

lieved Him of fear (Lk 2346
,
Mt 6a4) ; also it freed

Him from the distracting care of false ambition
(Jn 1836 ). Being thus free from many of the vexing
thoughts and struggles that disturb our peace of

mind, He was able to find comfort in Himself
and His cause. He was the first citizen in the

Kingdom of Heaven, which is righteousness and

peace and joy in the Holy Ghost. Though tempted
in all points like as we are, and acquainted with

grief, Christ was nevertheless a man of joy.
Christ gives l!ji||Mm by giving Himself. *He

that hath the Son linih lii<\' and the causes which
led to His peace act in measure in all those who
turn to Jesus. The first and last Beatitude of the

Gospels is to those who believe in Him (Lk I45
, Jn

2029
). All life culminates in God, and man's

summum bonwm is God as He is revealed in Christ.
Tim PI i -hip \Mili Him, even when joined with

II<I*OM;I| -ulT' im<: and sacrifice, is more valuable
ih.ui ,i)l MoiMly prosperity (Mt 10s9 ) Plato had
climbed to a lofty place when he declared that
man's happinr-

1- A\n< to be found in a supernatural

good, in tho kno-vilodjro of idea*-, especially the
idea of God. But Ohn^tiniiuy ri?es

higher.
Jesus lead* u^ up fiom murHnoiTof God and ac-

quaintance with Divine ideas to the sublime fact

that we may know God personally. Not a re-

semblance, but a partnership ; not a certainty that
God is good, true, and wise, but a certainty that
He love^ us, and that we may love Him in return
this is the new faith

(Jn 159
). Jesus is the Chris-

tian's joy. Into our restlessness of soul, due in

part to imperfect ideas, Christ comes with a fellow-
ship and an ambition grand enough to supply manwith the peace after which he is ever struggling
(Mt II28 ). Through Christ our sins are forgiven,
our anxieties removed, our sorrows softened, our
hopes revived, while He alone imparts that sup-
reme gift of fellowship with God which is our
highest good Thus putest happiness comes, which
some will still prefer to call blessedness, as more
appropriate to such intimate and spiritual relation-

ships.
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JAMES W FALCONEK.
HARDENING OF HEART. (a) The relation in

Scupture between the blood and the life (Lv 1711
)

is such that the heart is naturally the typical
centre of personal life

'

(cf. Westcott on He 4i2 and
I Jn I7 Add. Notes) ; the seat of understanding
(1 K 39 - 12

), affection (Dt 65 ), will (Jer 523
), character

(1 K 94, Ezk II21
) ; the fountain at which all issues

(Pr 4s3
) may receive a Divine direction, (b) It is

described as tender (2 K 2218f
-), hard (Ex 819

), of

flesh or of stone (Ezk Il 19ff
), no^

*

i

"
;; -

1

sense of merciful or cruel, but ,
*

J "
*

'

otherwise) of Divine impressions.
II * * words employed to express such
hardness the two more remarkable (see below)
represent the heart as callous (i.e. ossified) or fat.

(c) An important distinction is to be made between
two explosion- . (i.)

6 Hardness of heart/ To a
certain extent this is an unavoidable infirmity of

man's natural condition. As such, it is the object
of Divine condescension, which (as Christ directly
asserts) is the explanation of much OT \ ;_?-, .1 MM

(Mt 198 !l). It is referred to in the <

.-[.
- ,i- I

.

<rK\r}pQKapBia, Mt 198 ||Mk 105
[16

14
J ; as (2) icapS.

Treirupu^vr}, Mk 652 817. (ii.)
*
Hardening of heart.'

This is a voluntary process the object therefore
of Divine condemnation (cf. Mt ll soff- 1315 23S7ff

% Bo
25

). Its active nature, as iVim;.i:I-h< I f.npi ]} --i\

infirmity, is indicated b\ MI k oir -., .' v -^ ^'

(cf Ro II 25
, Eph 418

), in contrast to the pf. pt. pass.
Mk 652 817

. (d) Hardening is rcpie-ented, alterna-

tively with conversion, as a direct ion-e<|uenoe of

contact with grace and the gospel ^Fl 13'"', JTI 319f*

939 ; cf. 2 Co 216
). The origin of the process is

variously stated, according to the side from which
it is viewed. Thus- (1) The heart is hardened, as

though by the action of a mechanical law : Mt 1315

= Is 610 LXX (cf. Ac 199, Ro II7- 25
,

2 Co 314).

(2) Man hardens his heart. Thi< n-jied i hough
necessarily involved in man's rosnoTi-ibihtv and
often stated in the OT (Ex 934,

1 ** 6", -2 Cli 3ri13), is

not expressly referred to in the !N T, except m He
38=Ps 958

. (3) God hardens it: Jn 12'
A

pliui-^ of I- C"* see Westcott, ad loc., : * !'

<- Thi- i- <nou known as c

judicial hardening' :

it is *the inexorable law of moral con-oq nonce*

(Westcott on He 38). It comes to pa iluiL
' ho

who will not turn at last cannot. And God, who
established that law of man's nature, is said in

Scriptui e to do that which occurs under it or results

from it' (Vaughan on Ro 918 ). (e) In the OT the

typical case is that of Pharaoh ; in which all three

-ijdoiMOTit- arc remarkably exemplified (Ex 714 815

!)

'

K.im mi > * Man in tn'e iron cage
'
is a power-

ful picture oi hardening in its final stage : at the
same time, the man who is past repentance is

usually past feeling (Eph 418f
-).

F. S. RANKEST. ,

HARLOT. This is the term usually employed in

AV as tr. of irbpvrj, the only other tr. being
e whore/

The practice of proMitnlion rlutos from the earliest times.

While in Egypt, the Israelitu uiabt have been familiar with the
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fact that prostitution prevailed in connexion with Egyptian
cults. No sooner were they settled, in Canaan than the purity
both of their morality and

" "

was endangered by the

contaminating; influence o es, in which the conse-

crated harlot (kedeshah) played no small part From glimpses
of social life afforded us by the

"
i )s4W),we

can peiceive the prevalence c m their

day One of the jxtmction
T 3 and of religious prostitution

however, witnesses to the continuance of the

had to do ' with women within the circuit of the holy places

(2Mac64
). Of also Pr 710.

The Gospels supply us with little information as

to the extent of prostitution in Palestine during
the time of Christ. In Mt 2 1

32 our Lord refers to

harlots as a class. The woman of Lk 7,
c who was

a sinner in the city
5

(v.
37

<y I.)
.

"* V "

longed to

the class. In the parable of I

'

I Son, the

far country in which he devoured his living with

harlots (Lk 1530 ) might be supposed to be possibly
within Palestine. Again, our Lord's refeience to

the sin of fornication (Mt 199
) suggests the exist-

ence of immoral women. The popular idea of

Mary Magdalene as a woman of evil life is rejected

by many of the best exegetes.
In Christ's day, Palestine was in many ways

demoralized by Greek and Boman influences.

Wheiever the Greeks and Romans went, the fratpa

and the meretnx abounded Religious prostitu-

tion reappeared in connexion with the Mysteries
of Aphrodite, which culminated in vicious orgies,

and these rites weie not confined to Gieece

Pagan gods and goddesses 'had their due secret

solemnities whithersoever Greek (and partly Ro-

man) colonists took their Lares and Penates'
T, n " m Chambers' Encyc vn. 369). Nor

i. nmorahty of women employed in

shameless rites be confined to religious cere-

monies, any more than is the case to-day amongst
similar women attached to Indian temples. In
cities upon the coast of Asia Minor immoral cults

prevailed in NT times.

To the Christian mind the matter of chief

interest is the attitude of Jesus cowards this class

of sinneis, and the significance of His gospel in

respect of them. Here we cannot fail to contrast

the harsh temper of the Pharisees towards such
women with the holy and redempti\ o ^> mpail.y of

Jesus Even the austere John the H.ipiM had evi-

dently welcomed them as penitents and as candi-

dates for 1., i-i'-'ii 'AT! i?l
32

), a fact of which Jesus
reminded II - I'I/'I-M- hearers. Our Lord plainly
indicated that sins of fleshly frailty are less heinous
and less likely to prove fatal than lovelessness,

spiritual pride, and hypocrisy ; for * the publicans
and the harlots go into the kingdom of God before

you* (Mt 2131
). His compassionate tenderness in

this connexion appears very beautifully in St.

Luke's story of the sinful woman, whose newness
of heart was intensified by the love and gratitude
consequent upon the pity and pardon experienced
at the Saviour's hand*- It may be added in respect

of^guilt
-t

e ^
\ .V-< "!( M that the peace of con-

science i
,

, ni 1,1 . the Redeemer's atoning
blood is- <n IP ,

-

'.'''yp
as the sense of guilt

was poignant. Nor should it be forgotten that the

general etlect of the way in which the Master
admitted women to His intimate fellowship is to
raise the status of woman m such a manner as to
render her degradation through prostitution un-
thinkable. ROBERT M. ADAMSON.

HARYEST. See AGRICULTUKE.

HATING, HATRED. Although the noun does
not occur in the Gospels, yet the verb (juu.o-e'iv) is

often found. The passages may be grouped as
follows : (1) those which speak of the world's

hatred to Christ and His people ; (2) those dealing
with the Old Law, and Christ's hatred of sin ; (3)

those which prescribe hate; (4) some remaining
passages.

1. The world being opposed, according to St.

John's use of the term, to
*
all that is of the

Father' (1 Jn 216
), it was inevitable that the holy

and sinless Jesus should aiouse its antipathy ; and
this is specially noted m the Fouith Gospel. The
world hated Him because He testified that its

deeds were evil (Jn 77
). Its instinctive opposition

to the light as manifested in Him was immediately
aroused (3

20
). Thus He &aid

' the world hath hated
me' (^e^iffr)Kv i

IS18 ), the perfect ten&e expressing
'a peisistent abiding feeling, not any isolated

manifestation of feeling
'

(Weatcott) ; and it was
* without a cau&e

'

(dupedv, 1525 ),
cf. Ps 35 19 694

;

no leason could be found for such hostility except
that He condemned its wickedness. This hatred
carried with it hatred of the Father also (

Jn 15-3 ),

in which character He had levealed God to men,
cf . 1524 *

they have both seen and hated both me
and my Father

'

; therefore they had no excuse
for their sin, perhaps here the special sin of hataed
to Him and His (Alforcl). Cf. in the parable of

the Pounds, his citizens hated him' (Lk 1914
).

Christ's disciples consequently may expect to

expenence the same hatred i' 1

ji'ni-" J-'. as they
truly follow their Loid (Jn l~>

s

,

\\ -ien they
came before the world, it showed at once and de-

cisively its positi" i <-f ; r( ,"_'! i MI ,o the gospel'
(tytffi)<F,

l

hated,' J ! \ I ,
\v -

i i M i the ultimate
cause being that men had no tine knowledge of

Him who sent Jesus (15-
1

). He foretold that they
should be * hated of all men '

for His Name s sake

(Mt 10s*
||),

nvri' i.i..!^h -'of all nations' (24
9
) ;

cf. for its .: Is.!- M. \ !.>< 2822,
1 Th 214 - 15

3
1 P

212
; Tacitus, Ann. xv. 44,

*

quos per flagitia invisos

vulgus Christianos appellabat
'

; Suetonius, Nero,
xvi.,

*

Christian!, genus hominum ' '

>

novse et malencaj.
5

In so far as th
CM c]it in mnuM<: the disciples, theie would be similar

oxluoniuii- oi hatred ainon^ themselves (Mt 2410
) ;

cf. Gal 515
, Un 315

, ihe Homily hatred of the
Judaizeis towards St Paul, and the name 6 ^%#pds

dvdpuiros nppjniMii.lv given to him in the Pseudo-
Clementines. 1 he world's hatred, however, should
be a cause of rejoicing (Lk 62a

), and not of wonder
(1 Jn 3 13

, where
'

if,' as m Jn 15 18
, implies no doubt

of the fact) The disciples might well suspect
their loyalty if they escaped the enmity of those
who hated their Lord (Jn 77

), while their experi-
ence of it was a proof that they had been chosen
out and united to Him (15

19 - 20
), as also a pledge

of their future glory (Ro 817
,
2 Ti 212

, 1 P 413
) ;

'

Christianos quoque aut summo amore prose-

quuntur homines aut summo odio. Qui omnibus
semper piacent, sibi merito suspecti esse debent*

(Bengel).

Groups (2) and (3) raise an apparent difficulty :

the feeling which is forbidden in the one seems
commanded in the other. Westcott has a valuable
note on 1 Jn 29 which suggests the solution ;

' there
is a certain ambiguity in the word "

hate," for it

serves a- ihe opijo-iic both to the love of natural
affection irtAm'j niul u> the love of moral judg-
ment (a.'iarrij.v) In i he former case hatred, which
may become a moral duty, involves the subjection
of an instinct ; in the latter case hatred expresses
a general determination of character.' Thus fuarelv

as opposed to ayaTTciv is condemned (MtS43
*, Eph

528 1 Jn 29 - 10 314- 15
4*), while as opposed to

<t>i\ew it may become a duty (Lk 1426, Mt 1037
, Jn

1225
).

2.
* Ye have heard that it was said, Thou shalt

love thy neighbour and hate thine enemy : but I

say unto you, Love your enemies" (Mt 543 ) ; *do
good to them that hate you

'

(Lk 6-7, omitted by
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best authorities in Mt.) The first part of the
maxim is found in Lv 1918 ; but in the lattei clause
Jesus '

is not quoting precisely any OT or extra-
Biblical utterance on record (cf. Sir IS13

)

'

(Hast-
ings' DB, Extia Vol. p. 30). The question then
anses Is it a fair deduction from, and does it

represent the spirit of, the OT, or is it an unwar-
1 anted extension and addition of the scribes ? In
favoui of the lattei it is uiged that this hatred is

not conceived of as following in Lv 19 18
, and that

passages much nearer the Clni&tian standaid aie
found. The utmost consideration was to be shown
even to an enemy's beast (Ex 234) ; the fact that
the owner cherished hate was no reason why help
should be refused to him in his trouble (23

s
). Cf.

as to rejoicing over an enemy in calamity, Job 31 29
;

as to leturmng evil for evil, Pr 2429
; and as to the

better spirit often shown in OT, Gn 45 lf
-, 1 S 247

,

2 K 6s2
, Ps 74 35 13

. Jewish sages ordained that
*
if a man finds both a friend and an enemy in dis-

tiess, he shall fiist assist his enemy,
3

in ordei to
subdue his evil inclination ; and held that it is not

permitted to 'hate any one except only sinners

who, having been
" '

,
> -"! , d admonished, do

not repent' (Kalis- , I , ,-, quoted in Alex-
ander, The. Witness of the Psalms to Christ and
Christianity, p. 274) Pr 2417 25 2] - 22 are sometimes
quoted as appi caching the Christian spirit, but
the reason given in each case .

"
- ;i, -Vi \ My

against their foice ('lest the LORD see it and it

displease him, and he turn away his wrath from
him,'

' and the LORD shall reward thee') Hence
some suppose that c hate thine enemy

' was an
illegitimate inference ('pessima glossa,' Bengel)
diawn by Rabbis fiom the precepts laid down
concerning the Amalekites and other nations
under the curse (Ex 23-3f

,
Dt 7 lf 233 2517f

) ; by
giving to '

neighbour
'

the sense of '

friend,' and
taking

k

enemjr
'

as meaning a *

private enemy,'
they were easily turned into a justification of

private hatred. On the other hand, it is held by
many that this clause was really implied in Lv 1918

and truly expressed the spirit of OT. The election

of Israel, taken with the rules concerning the
above nations, would foster an aveision to for-

eigners which was ever IIKU.IHM^ in intensity;
cf. Ps 83, Jon 310-4n , Est hi nine the Jews came
to have such a piofound contempt and disregard
for all others as caused them to

' *

"! with

being enemies of the human race ( tipuu ipsos
fides ob&tmata, misericorcha in promptu, sed ad-
versus omnes alios hostile odium,

5 Tac Hist. v.

5. 2
;

* non monstrare vias eadem nisi sacra

colenti,' Juv. Sat. xiv. 103). Therefore Bp. Gore
holds (Sermon on Mount , p. 97) that we must
accept Mozley's conclusions, which are as follows,
The whole precept, as it stands, undoubtedly lopi (

j -

sents, and is a summary of, the oen&fc 01 ilie Law ;

nor is there any occasion to refer '
it hath been

said
'

to the Law in the case of * Love thy neigh-
bour,' and to the tradition of the scribes in the
case of * Hate thine enemy

'

all the other pjecepts
which the Lord takes as instances of an inferior

morality are precepts out of the Law, and there is

no reason to distinguish this particular one from
the rest with respect to its source. In the first

place, it applied to
*

neighbour
' and *

enemy
'

in a
national sense, and tended to -lieTijillioTi the union
of Israelites ; it was the irn uh <u ion 01 an

esprit
de

corps \vhich was the very bond of, and incentive to,
union in the early ages. But it also referred to a

private enemy, and was conceived in the general
spirit of retaliation (cf. Mt 5s8 and such Psalms as

109).
It is evident from Mt S44 that Jesus took *

enemy
'

a* meaning a 'private enemy,* who in the new
Kingdom is to be loved, and to whom good is to

be done. He used ayairgv, not <i\e', on which
VOL. i. 45

Tittmann (see Alford) says,
'

<f>i\ti> t amare, pessi-mum quemque \ 11Jionestub non potest ; sed poteriteum tamen dyairfv, i e bene ei cupere et facere
quippe homo homiru, cui etiam Deus benefaciat.
Amor impelannon potest, sed dilectio.' Cf. Clem.
Alex, rb aya7rq.v roz>s ex0poz>s oik ayairyv rb KCLKOV

\yL, and Aug.
'
sic dilige inimicos ut fratres optes,

sic dilige inimicos ut in bocietatem tuam vocentur,
sic enim dilexit ille qui in cruce pendens ait, Pater
ignosce ilhs, quia nesciunt quid faciunt.' Accord-
ing to the teaching of Christ, therefore, the hatred
of sin only is

" 7

which is the necessary
coiollary of t . Love, and is according
to His own ,

x He I9
, Rev 26

, where
Lyra remaiks (see Alford), 'non dixit Nicolaitas,
sed facta : quia peisonse sunt ex charitate dili-

gendce, sed eorum vitia odio sunt habenda '

3. Lk 1425 26
, Jesus turned and said unto the

multitude, 'If any man cometh unto me, and
hateth not his own father, and mother, and wife

(peculiar to Luke), and children, and brethren, and
sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be my
disciple

'

; cf Mt 1037 ' He that loveth father or
mother more than me is not worthy of me '

; and
Jn 1225 ' He that loveth his life loseth it, and he that
hateth his life in this woild shall keep it unto life

eternal ' We may at once dismiss such an inter-

pretation as Eenan put fonvard, viz. that Christ
was here 'despising the healthy limits of man's
nature,' 'warring against the" most legitimate
cravings of the heart,

3 and 'preaching a total

rupture Avith the ties of blood.
1 The whole tenor

of His life and teaching is against such an idea.
He forbade hatred even of an enemy (Lk 627

) ; He
condemned evasion of the Fifth Commandment
(Mk 79"12

), and taught the sanctity of the marriage
bond (Mk 102

-9
) ; He showed tender thought for

His mother (Jn 1925L ), and loved children (Mk
1013f

) ; His new commandment was * that ye love
one another, a& I have loved you' (Jn 1334). St.

John certainly did not understand Lk 1426 in
Kenan's sense (1 Jn 29 - " 315 - 17 416 - 20

) ; nor St Paul
(Eph 528,

1 Ti 5s
, Tit 24

,
Eo I38

), who would re-

gaid those acting in such a way as d&Topyot.
s with*

out natural affection,' a vice of the heathen (Eo
I
31

).

Some have given to * hate
'

in these pa^ages the

meaning of 'love less,' comparing Gn 29 1lj 31
, Dt

21 15
; but it follows fiom the above that Jesus can-

not have intended to condemn any degree of right
affection as if it amounted to loving others more
than Him. 'The love which Christ eondemneth
differs not in degree, but in kind, from rightful
affection. It is one which takes the place of love
to Christ, not which is placed by the side of that
of Christ. For, rightly viewed, the two occupy
different provinces.

Wherever and whenever the
two affections

come into comparison, they also come
into collision

'

(Edersheim, Life and Times, i. 650).

There is a foolish affection which would do injury
both to the giver and the receiver (cf. Pr 1324 ), and
then hate is not onljr consistent with, but absolutely

necessary for, the liighest kind of love. It is
' that

element in love which makes a wise and Christian

friend not for time only, but for eternity.'
The words had special . "1 .

"
" to the time

when they were spoken, t
'

'i- .
!iave sounded

strange to the multitude, which, for the most part,
was following because of that very love of life

which is condemned, desiring to get material

benefits (cf. Jn G26
). Jesus' enemies weie becoming

more violent, divisions in families "\Aould take

place (Mt 1034
"36

; cf Ex 3226f
", Dt 33&), and dis-

eipleship would in many cases be impossible with-

out the renunciation of the dearest ties, Thlfe

mission field affords a parallel nowadays* w^ereMLe
hostility of relatives is often the greatest lundran.ce

to the "confession of Christ. The statement is
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made in the most startling form to arrest attention ;

conditions must be supplied as in Mt 529f
*. Even

where renunciation is not outwardly necessary,
there must be potential alienation and the acknow-
ledgment of Chiist's claims as paramount. The
key to the true explanation lies in 'yea and his

own life also
3

(of. Jn 12-""
* ' 1

,t

friendship is a source of
a

*

;

* Jesus does not indicate a course of action whereby
we do evil to others, but such as constitutes a pain-
ful sacrifice for ourselves' (Wendt). At bottom
our own life only, the last citadel (Job 24

}, is to be

hated, and everything else only in so far as it

partakes of this principle of sm and death (Godet) ;

' secundum earn partern, secundum quam se ipmm
odisse debet, a Christo aveisam 3

(Bengel). 'He
that so prizes his life that he cannot let it out of

his own hand or give it up to good ends, checks its

growth, and it withers and dies ; whereas he who
treats it as if he hated it, giving it up freely to

the needs of others, shall keep it to life eteinal'

(Bods, Expositor's Greek Test ).

* Nee tamen
sufficit nostra relmquere, nisi relmquamus et nos '

(Gregory, Horn, xxxii.).

Westcott on He 73 quotes a striking passage from Philo which
throws light on Lk 14ae

,
he describes the Levites as being in

some sense '
exiles who to do God's pleasure had left parents

and children and brethren and all their mortal kindred, and
Continues o youv p^v}yVF4$

TOV HtKtrou rovrou Xsya/v Sfffotysrett TU
*"

For the abstraction of the sinful desire to injure from the word
'hate,' leaving m it nothing but an aversion of a y ir*.! 1 inoial

kind, Wendt compares the use of 'violence' and '
. r ^ n M

II12
,
where '

they are used only so far as they denote energetic
seizure and appropriation, but not the unlawfulness of this

seizure
'

& Othe . M 624 =Lkl613f Nomancan
serve two .' ither he will hate the one
and love (drya-jr^cra) the other ; or else he will hold
to the one and despise the other.

' Here also ' hate '

must get its full MI M'IU r order to bring out the

opposition and !i-- -u !-.<! of the man's nature
who attempts to serve both God and mammon.
The change of words in the second part is remark-
able ^c-jf'i?o./i'T-. for jU<r^<rei, and cfo^fercu for

&ya.7T'fr t*' 3 -ii'i'i -liAii odiet sed contemnet: sicut
soient mmas ejus postponere cupiditatibus suis,

qui de bonitate ejus ad impunitatem sibi blandi-
untur' (Aug ) ; to which Trench adds 'No man
actually." 1 '

'-i"
1 ^ ' 'esses to hate God and love

the devil ,',;

'

*
: in the second clause, when

the Lord is putting the converse case, He changes
both words, which would be no longer the most
.ti|irnpii;ii<. the sinner e holds to

' Satan when he
follows his rewards ; he practically

*

despises
' God

when he heeds not His promises and His threaten-

ings j however little he may JK Iviumli'M^p ( o himself
or to others that he is doing either this or the other.'
Lk I71

,
salvation from our enemies and from

the hand of all thafc hate us/ exhibits a parallelism
with no IIJM

" it il,L' distinction between the clauses,
cf. Ps IN 7 ['>

LITERATURE. Bethune-Baker's art ' Hatred '

in Hastings' DB ;

Votaw's art, 'Sermon on the Mount/ ib Extra Vol ; Trench,
ri,/'i'**ia H '/u Dillon () Hi" .Vourtf al-o fc i/^,*> , rt tf, e

-
i No 1 J) \V(ndi Tt a I'll, /

the
ii (>- TI i

, \lozley,
-on LJTO .sitdr,*

-
,

r i\ 1^7 t>u:
, D.ki* V ir/rr" ^to'tt ti, l\.m / p 311ft *Hiltler.

Xj/--,j MM -\ , ^'e',f\, lc<t linn; rh XM
, Mai i en->on Chr.

Ith r 11S1T
, (lardnn, Cmi'ict .7 Itu*

\V. H DlKDAS
HEAD (<ce$a\i5). 1, Natural importance The

relationship of the head to the body is that of
master to servant. In this service the body is ex-

pected to ignore its own wants, and honiHe^TH^
is to be without a resting-place foi the head (Mt
820

). The anointing of the head wa<- an accompani-
ment of festive happiness (Mt 267

,
Mk I4a. Lk 7 4f)

),
and this mark of joy was to be borrowed by Chris-
tian self-denial (Mt 617

). A crown of thorns on the

head was part of the mock dignity thrust upon
Christ as King of the Jews (Jn 192

).

The importance thus attached to the head gave
a highei significance to the gestures which, among
an emotional people, often emphasized or took the

place of woids. Such movements of the head are

piactised to-clay in Palestine alike by young and
old, and aie resorted to on occasions similar to

those described in the OT and NT. Thus a rapid
shaking of the head from side to side, with a
similar twirling of the open hand on the wiist,
indicates that one is perplexed by some mystery,
as when the owner of the garden asked why thai

useless fig-tree was still there (Lk 137
) It also indi-

cates that the hearei has not heard distinctly, or

grasped the meaning of what has been said. An
abrupt jerk of the head backward does duty, especi-

ally when at some distance away, for an empjiatic
'N'o.

3 The
' 1

i
" p

the head downward is the
attitude of m the presence of his

superior (Is 585
,
Lk 18]3

). The slow turning of the
head once in one direction means that the words

just heard or the scene witnessed pass all descrip-
tion. Such a gesture would be common among
those who looked upon Christ's mnacles of healing
power. This motion, repeated several times, along

',!"! I . ,ive of the hand, means con-
wards some action, or the

, , -i -in the case of some party
referred to (Jer IS 1

^ Zeph 215
). The movement of

the head up and down is the soliloquy of one speak-
ing to himself and saying,

'

It is as I expected ;

I knew it must come to this
5

(La 216
,
Mt 2789

).

The head laid to one side, with a slight protrusion
of the underlip, means,

c Causes must nave con-
s

"

you may do as you please' (Ps 227
).

**
. *ture seems to fill tlie gap in the debate

over the fig-tree in the garden (Lk 139
).

2. Figurative authority. The connexion thus
io< ojriM/i'cl Between head, and body was used to

express all situations involving a relationship of

authority and submission. The patriarchal East,
with Regard to both secular and sacred matters,

.

* * *
,

, mipoiiinuc to thesocpue
. , I oes notuiulei-4,nuliiupH-

sonai edicts, and gives its homage to the omcial who
can enforce his decrees Its conception of life is of

graded authorityrather than
It was not so much in u i -M i

|
>\

of s-npiVixiii^ a new hnooi auum to the familiar
Hi-runt dint Christ said that m the coming King-
dom of God the way to honour would have to be

11(1 "

abundant and -iir^iiiiiililiM^ -i.>ii'0

V
M .' '.

,
T .-.

, ...;-! \>\ r.i-iuvi
and of appealii _,

< , and Jerusa-
lem, aie condemned, because, while such a habit of

appealing under dim ess to the name of some one
who could and must come to deliver and punish

1
' '

"

) the oppressed under primitive
it was here diverted from its

original meaning when the appeal was made to
that which was not free, but already belonged to
another. The practice was at once foolish and
idolatrous. The true help is from the Lord which
made heaven and earth ; and this help is for those
whose speech is

*

Yea, yea ;

For the headship of Uhris
nay, nay' (Mt 5s3

;

37
).

>t see following article.

G. M. MACKIE.
HEADSHIP. i IN THE GOSPELS. 1. The word

'head
3

(/ce^aX^), as applied to the relation of
Christ to His Church, occurs only three times
in the Gospels, and there in the passages in
the Synoptics (Mt 2142

||
Mk 1210

||
Lk 2017

) in

which, applying the lesson of the parable of the
Wicked Hu&bandmen, Jesus quotes Ps 11822 in the

Septuagmt \eisiori,
' The stone which the builders

rejected, the same is become the head of the corner'
(ouros eycvydir) eis K<f)CL\r)v ywias), where the expres-
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sion K(f)a\^v yuvtas is an exact *
"" "

'"

Mie
Hebrew rqs v&\ The meaning ... is

clear. The building of which the Psalmist speaks
is the theociacy, Israel as the people of God. The
corner-stone, a stone fitted into an angle of the

building and binding together the walls which
meet at that point, and without which the struc-
ture must collapse, represents the Messiah, through
whom the theocracy finds its realization
What the Psalmist &ays about the rejection of

the stone on the part of the builders has been
explained by some as an allusion to an alleged
incident in the building of the Second Temple.

1 Some stone, a fragment, we may conjecture, of the Old
Temple, rescued from its imns, had seemed to the architects
unfit for the work of binding together the two walls that met at
i - to each other They would have preferred some

1 - their own fashioning- But the priests, it may be,
i

' with the traditions of the Temple, knew that
1

i
'

e,ht place for it, and that no other stone would
answei half as well The trial was made, and the issue answered
their expectations

'

(Plumptre, JBibhcal Studies, quoted by Per*
owne, Psalms, in loo )

It is more li\ 'V. l-o'vever, that this story was
suggested by T- i I M i i.vi vice versa. Probably what
was in the Psalmist's mind was Is 2816 * Behold I

lay in Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone,
a precious corner-stone.' Ps US22 was i-;

j -1 ">\

Christ to His relation to the Church ,- ,!, ; '.

Jew and Gentile, and to His appio<u hm. i- < ; ,-ni

by Israel, Thus quoted and applied, the words of
the Psalm speak of the Messiah as of Him '

upon
whom depend the maintenance and development
of the theocracy, without whom it would fall to

pieces, as the corner-stone is the upholder and stay
of > "i usV ML-

1

(Meyei). They speak of Christ as

rqi-i.M ,; i" die principle of unity, that which
CMIIM'I i, - ne Church a grand whole. If we
compare with this application by our Lord of Ps
1182J the use made of the same figure by St. Peter
in the Acts of the Apo^tle^ (411 ) and in his Fust
Epistle (2

4"8
), where he -pwiks of the Church as a

temple built of living stones, and by St. Paul when
he describes Jesus Christ Himself as the chief
corner-stone of a holy temple (Eph 220

), we find the
COM,- '

i ri;. link between the idea of the Headship
or Cnnsc as it is expressed in the Gospels and the
similar conception of St. Paul in his Epistles to the

Ephesians and Colossians (compare also 1 Co 11s
).

St. Peter, while keeping to f i- ,

'"

i "!

"

suggested by the passages quoted, irom cue Psaims
and Isaiah, and speaking of Christ as * head stone of

the corner
'

(/ce^aA-fy yuvi&s), adds the thought of life

to that of unity. St. Paul -a ill fuithei working out
the same !! . .vln'i' - a different figure, that of the
head as tin - ;i or >

. 10 m the body, that which con-
!!] ,ui'l M uiJ.M- - ''-\u , ioi:<f each individual mem-
IwiJVM- -I >

'

,
Col I38 219

). Seeii.
2. The idea of Headship is suggested in the

Gospels in connexion with another figure, in our
Lord's similitude of the Vine (Jn IS1

^*), in which
He illustrates and works out in detail the thought
that He is the source of life and fimtfulness
for the whole Church and fot each individual
member of the Church, the vital principle which
unites all in one. As the head no le^s than the
heart is the seat of life in the human body, inas-

much as the brain is the centre of the nervous

system, and the nerves radiating from the brain
and spinal cord are the souice of the healthy
activity of every part, the beautiful description
which

'

St. Paul givo^ (Col 219
)

* the head, from
which all the body by joints and bands having
nourishment ministered

*

and knit together, in-

creaseth with the increase of God* corresponds
to what Christ says in His parable of the Vine
of the source of life and frmtfulness, with the

thought of the healthy flow of life-giving sap
which His words suggest :

* As the branch cannot

bear fruit of itself except it abide in the vine, no
more can ye except ye abide in me. I am the
vine, ye are the branches he that abideth in me
and I in him, the same bimgeth forth much fruit ;

for without me faw/>is <^o? rn.-ug
< severed from

me ') ye can do nothing (,Jn 15 }.

3. Again, the thought of Headship is involved in
that view of the Chinch's relation to Christ which
our Lord presents in the blessing pionounced on
St. Peter at Csesarea Philippi (Mt 16 18 19

), and in a
passage from the same Gospel, in many respects
similai, in which He repeats Hi- i M -( n~

power to bind and to loose (Mt K T i- -o

passages are the more worthy of note in this con-
nexion, that they are the only instances in which
the Gospels represent Jesus as using the expression
' Church '

(eKKXyffia). According to the first, that
which constitutes the being and the strength of
the Church is her faith in Jesus as the Christ, the
Son of the living God. Jesus speaks of the com-
munity which is founded upon faith in the Christ
as ' My church 5

(fiov rfy ?/e/cX??<rlcw), and then pro-
mises to invest this Church in the person of her

representatives (in this case St. Peter as spokesman
of the Twelve) with the power to bind and to loose.
The other passage occurs in connexion with our
Lord's injunction to make ' the church ' the final

court of appeal in cases of disputes among brethren.
In it Jesus repeats the promise of power to bind and
to loose, and states, in moie universal terms than
He employs in His piomise to St. Peter, what con-
stitutes the Church, or what entitles any body of
believers to the name of 'Church.' That is the

presence of Christ Himself in the midst of them.
* Where two or thiee are gathered together in my
name, there am I in the midst of them.' That
which constitutes the Church and invests her with

authority and power, that which is the source of

her life and energy, is the presence with her of
Christ as her living Head, in whose name and
guided by whose Spirit she discharges her spiritual
functions.

LITERATURE Cremer, Bib.-Theol Lex s,v. *eipA^ ; Grimm-
Thayer, Lex Novi Testament^ .> /' *--*/> x s.y //* (M d/riif.
'~"" r

.i
1

"

\] ", ?>,' t '.ijfi M i' niin n cf///><, , IViowiO 7"/i"

/'..' i, >, lt<>\->f ia:r, V~.< V/i*i' i I'
1

,) ir

III (.11 H. CuRwr.
ii. IN THE PAULINE EPISTLES The Headship

of Christ, suggested in the teaching of pur Lord
Himself, is expie^ly taught in the Pauline Epp.,
and is applied, moreover, to a much wider sphere
than that of Christian di^cipleship For while em-

phasis is especially laid on Christ's Headship over
the Church, suggestions are given for a doctrine

of His Headship over the human race and even
over the whole created universe.

1. Christ's Headship over the Church In 1 Co
1227 (cf. Ko 125

)
-\\e find St. Paul, in his desire to

impress his readers with a sense of their unity and
mutual dependence, describing the local church as
e a body of Christ

'

(a-fyta Xpurrou) conceiving of it

i.e. under the figure of a body whose several mem-
bers (eye, hand, head, feet, v. 21

) are individual

Christians In Eph. and Col. this figure is elabor-

ated at more points than one In iho P-i j-l.uo,

Christ is no longer thought of ,1 - 1 1 rn^oi 1 1 MO \\ !i> .!o

i..."\ ,,f
'

tch individuals are the membeis the

In ,' ; !
-ii, ! pamculm member like the rest The

( "i>'\\ .- r:ow the body, fiom which He is dis-

tinguished as the Head (Eph lm 415f* 528,
Col I 18

219
). He is the vital centre, the ruling and direct-

ing power of the whole organism. Moreover, as

the use of the art. before <ruj/*a (absent in 1 Co 1227
)

now shows, it is the writer's intention that the

figure should be applied not to any local church

merely, but to the Church universal, and to this

Church ideally conceived the actual Church, no

doubt, but regaided sub specie cetemitatis, so that
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the radiance of the heavenly antitype shines

thiough the earthly form. To this Church, Chiist

is
' head over all things

3

; while it is
e his body,

the fulness of him that filleth all m all
3

(Eph lm ).

See, further, art. BODY, ii (3).

2. Christ's Headship over the human race. In
1 Co II 3 the Apostle wiites,

' The head of every
man is Christ

3 Here we have a doctrine of Head-

ship -'i
' ""

r _ out beyond the limits even of the

univeisai (Jlmrcli. The statement, as Hort points
out (Chr. Ecclesia, p. 151), is a natural application
of St. Paul's view of Christ as the Second Adam
(1 Co 1532 45fr

, cf. Ho 5 12ff
). The Incarnation not

only reveals the kinship of the e man from heaven '

with all the sons of men ; it sets Him befoie them
as the true spiritual Head of humanity, in whom
the race is ideally summed up.

3. Christ's Headship over the universe In Eph I
10

we lead that it is God's puipose
* to gather together

all things under a head (dva/ce0aXait&rao-0<u r& Trdvra)

in Christ, the things in the heavens and the things

upon the eaith
3 And in Col 210 Christ is expressly

called 'the head of all
1 J - and power

'

words which are explamuu. ^ 1 ,
where He is

declared to be 'the nistborn of all creation,
3

in

whom ' weie all things created, in the heavens and

upon the earth, things visible and things invisible,

whether thrones or dominions or principalities or

powers ; all things have been created through him
and unto him ; and he is before all things, and in

him
" " "

sist
' In these passages there is

affin, a relation of Headship to the
universe alike for the past, the present, and the
future In Him all things were created at the
first In Him they even now consist as their vital

Head, the undeilymg
" *

their very being.
And unto Hun nom ; had their oiigm
they shall all finally return, m the day of that

gieat consummation when God shall 'gather to-

gether all things iinder a head in Christ.
3

With this Pauline doctrine of the Headship of

Christ over (1) the Church, (2) the human race, (3)

the universe, it is interesting to compaie the teach-

ing of the Fourth Gospel i-^a'din- (1) the union
of Christ as the living Vino null II people as the
branches (Jn 15lff

) ; (2) the true Light which
lighteth every man that cometh into the world
(l

y
) ; (3) the creative Logos

* without [whom] was
not anything made that hath been made 3

(I
3
).

LITERATURE The Corum and '

referred to T^.* '" - /*,

vi,, Bruce,
-

HEALING. See CURBS.

HEARING. 1. There are two Gr verbs
,

GlffCLKotiu) used for * hear 3

in the Gospels, and they
are sometimes rendered in the EV by hearken,

3

'
listen

3

(EV),
' come to the ears of,

3 *
to be noised.

3

Another verb (7ra/>aK0tfw) is used, Mt IS17
, and trans-

lated *

refuse to hear' (EV), and Mk 536 where the
EV is 'not heeding

3

(mg. 'overhearing
3

). The
noun (dKOT$) also occurs, and is rendered *

hearing,
3

*

fame,
3 '

report,
3 * rumour. 3

2. The moM" oVrioir- moaninjr of 'hear' is, of

course, to Le >,i\<l<)'i // t't/h ///' f'tfi//f,/ of hearing,
as opposed to deafness ; and in this sense it is used
in Mt H5

(Lk 7
32

)
Mk 7s7. (See CURES, DEAF

AND DUMB).
Next, perhaps, in order of common usage are

such meanings of the word as (a) to have immediate
'jt'/it'c.pi,'"! !.!' /..- , / U.,i mil' / 7

,.; organ of hearing
-tIi(M>l>ji ivin^o i!|*'i |ui-.>n,'l asMt2y

'Having
heard the 'vi-ij- or ini!.<M>.>rij,L as Mt II 4 '

Tefl
John the things which ye do hear

3

; (b) to find out

(by hearsay), to have information about, learn (i.e.
hear of mediately) the object again being either

personal, as Mk 7
s5 e A woman . . . having heard

1 Uph , Lecture
p
Christianity, 331 flf

J. C. LAMBERT.

of him,
3

or impersonal, as Mk 655 ' where they
heard he was.' In connexion with (a) and (b) it is

interesting to note the passages m which the ex-

perience of Jesus is refened to : e g. (a) Mt S10

(Lk 79
)
21 lfa 27 L}

, Mk 536
,
Lk 850 18ai

; (b) Mt 412

9 13 (Mk217
), Jn935 II 4- 6

.

3. The suggestive uses of the word, however, are

those in which more complex experiences than the

previous ones aie signified by it. (a) The Ihst

usage to be named under this head is wheie the
veib '

to hear' is used to mean the receiving of
inward communications. Foi example, Jesus pre-
dicts the coming of the hour ' when the dead shall

hear the voice of the Son of God 3

(Jn 525 28
).

Again He uses the woid to dewciibe His own ex-

perience in relation to the revelation of the truth

which He receivedfrom the Father and made known
to men,

( As I hear, I judge
'

(5
30

) ; The things
which I have heard from him (that sent me), these

speak I unto the woild' (8*
>b

) these as well as 840

and 15 1
"

5 are instances in point The Evangelist
John, speaking of Jesus, says, similarly,

' What
he hath seen and heaid, of that he beareth wit-

ness
5

(3
32

). In two places Jesus lefeis to the occur-

rence of this experience in the case of others .
* Ye

have neithei heard his voice at any time,
5 He says

to His Jewish audience,
' nor seen his form '

(5
37

*) ;
'

Every one that hath heard from the Fathei
,
and

hath learned, cometh unto me 3

(6
45

). Finally, the
inward communication may be far otherwise than
Divine m its souice. To the Jews, Jesus is re-

Sorted
by the Evangelist John as having said,

' Ye
o the things which ye heard from your fathei

3

(8
38

), and later on in the same chapter (v.
44

) their
father is declared by Him to be the devil. It is

characteristic that all the above usages are found
in the Fourth Gospel, (b) In a few contexts the
word ' hear '

is used with reference to God's
attitude^

toprayer. IV * \,,' nT we read that at iliejii.iu'oC
Lazarus e

J< - .- '
* \ .j his eyes, and baid, Father,

I thank thee that thoulieaidest me. And I knew
that thou hearest me always

3

(II
41 - 42

). In His

teaching with regard to prayer Jesus warns His
hearers against using vain lepetitions, 'as the
Gentiles do : for they think that they shall be
heard for their much speaking' (Mt 67

). To
Zachanas the angel Gabriel is reported as having
said, 'Fear not, because th^ ; is heard 3

(Lk I 13
), [elffaicofa is the " both the

preceding contexts]. The man, blind from his

biith, whom Jesus cured on the Sabbath, thus
addressed the Jews,

* We know that God heareth
not sinners; but if any man be a worshipper of
God and do his will, him he heareth 3

(Jn 931
).

(c) Another context may be noticed here, viz that
one in which Jesus, describing the function of the

Spirit, says of Him,
' He shall not speak 'from

himself ; but what things soever he shall hear,
these shall he speak

3

(16
13

). (d) In certain passages
emphasis is placed on the privilege of 'hearing

3

or
(

becoming acquainted with 3

the' _!>-;! Pressed
are your eyes,

3

said Jesus to i i- I.,-u|-i-
k - 'for

they see ; and your ears, for they hear. For
verily I say unto you, that many prophets and
righteous men desired to see the things which ye
see, and saw them not

;
and to hear the things

which ye hear, and heard them not '

(Mt 1316- 17
,

Lk 1CP). The duties attached to this privilege
may be giouped in the following way (I) in re-

spect to che exeicisc as such ; 'He that hath ears
to hear, let him hear '

(Mt II 15 IS9- ^ cf. Mk 49- 2S

716 , Lk 8s 1435
)

; (2) in respect to that which the
attention is gptven to : "Take heed what ye hear 3

(Mk 4M) j (3) in respect to the manner of hearing :

e Take heed therefore how ye hear' (Lk 818). (e)
In d laijre iinml>oi of passages, especially in the

parable OL the
Soever, 'hearing

3

either implies one
or other of certain richer experiences, or it is ex-
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phcitly connected therewith as a prefatory experi-
ence. (1) Sometimes the experience implied, or
mentioned as that in which e

hearing
'

fulfils itself

(or does not fulfil itself), is "/<'?*/ ,/"//' 7'/iiry or learn-

ing For example, refemng to the multitude

generally, Jesus said to the disciples,
' Therefore

speak I to them in parables : because seeing they
see not, and hearing they hear not, neither do

they understand' (Mt 13ia
, Mk 412

, Lk 810
). (See

ait SEEING).
' Hear and undeistand, Not that

which entereth into the mouth defileth the man ;

but that which proceedeth out of the mouth, this

defileth the man '

(Mt 1510
, Mk 714).

' With many
such parables spake he the word unto them, a's

they were able to hear it' (Mk 433 ), etc. (2) Some-
times the expenence is believing. For example,
some of the Samaritans are reported as having
said to the woman who conversed with Jesus at the

well,
' Now we believe, not because of thy speak-

ing : for we have heaid for ourselves' (Jn 442
).

*

Verily, verily, I say unto you,' said Jesus to the

Jews, when they were seeking to kill Him, He
that heareth my word, and believeth him that
sent me, hath eternal life

'

(5
24

).
' This is an hard

saying,' said many of the disciples after Jesus had
spoken of Himselt as the bread which came down
from heaven,

' who can hear it ?
'

(6
60

). Of. also the
references in Jn 10 to the sh \M IM .

'

he voice
of the Good Shepherd (3) ^"V,- ,',<- , v experi-
ence is doing, bearing fruit, or keeping. For ex-

ample, the verses at the close of the Sermon on the

Mount,
'

Eveiy one which heareth these sayings of

mine and doeth them . . . Every one that heareth
these sayings of mine and doeth them not 3

(Mt
724- 26

, Lk 647- 49
).* 'He that was sown upon the

good ground, this is he that heaieth the woid, and
undeistandeth it; who verily beaieth fruit and
brmgeth forth,' etc. (Mt IS*3

,
Mk 420

, Lk S15).
"When it was told Jesus that His mother and
His brethren stood without desiring to see Him,
He said,

* My mother and my brethren are these
which hear the word of God and do it

5

(Lk 821
).

When a ceitain woman out of the multitude said
to Jesus, Blessed is the womb that bare thee, and
the breasts which thou didst suck/ He answered,
* Yea rather, blessed are they that hear the word
of God and keep it* (Lk II28

, cf. Jn 1247).

The above divisions represent the main usages of the word
*

hearing-
*

It is interesting to notice the contexts m which (i )

the interest displayed in anticipation of hearing is described,
and these may be collected together without further remark :

Mt 12^2 (^ n3l), 1317 (Lk 1024), Mk 38 (cf. Mt 425, Mk $20 etc.),
Lk fil 35 617 151 1948 2138 23 ; and (n ) those m which certain
emotional results are described as resulting

1 from 'hearing,'
e.g wond?i j- on'-Vn n ,Mi t /eni"i etc., joy, rejoicing, glad-
ness, etc iiidijTii'i Oi> "M.T i

' Borrow, fear, trouble, per-
plexity, oflh'icL (-<

* 2.11 c't- <"i mo-i 01 these subjects).

In conclusion, it may be noimod out that the

antinomy which is found ihion^lioui Scripture
and is testified to by the human consciousness in
connexion with religious experience, viz. between
* man's working out and God's working in,' ap-
pears in what is said about '

li*niiiir
j

in the Gos-

pels. For along with exlioiiahon* addressed to
men to ' hear ' and to fulfil that experience in

understanding, believing, and doing, there occurs
a saying of Jesus like this,

*

Every one that hath
heard from the Father and hath learned, eometh
unto me' (Jn 645 ). The 'ability to hear' (Mk 433

,

Jn 660
) implies an inward communication from God

and an exercise of man's natural faculties.

Irrnim-Rr - Grlmiu-Thayer's Gr Lex s 1,1 , Moulton-
Gedcrit tir Phn^i'lnine etc ; see also Litoranue appended
to art. SEEING A. B MACAUL VY

*In connexion vu fh tlii pn-,urr Iti-uoilh noting thai the
VOii'l \\f\ Tt \ ( b ' \\ <( u the '

roolx
' and the -,ind

*

as founda-
II<M- - i,-;, i|.{ boLwecn 'hearing and cloinir' and 'hearing
and T'OI 'I M_' DIP ba-a! iViiicni i^ t) e MTIH in both cases-
*

hearing,' but that which gives it the cohesueness and per-
manence of 'rock '

is
'

doing 'habitual obedience.

HEART. In the NT ' heart '

(xapSta) is the word
most commonly used to denote the inner nature of
man, the secret core of his being, wheie ^ \ .

"

'-

of
_
his intellectual and moral activity * .

!

this, its geneial significance, it is the c-iri i
1

! * i,f

the Hebiew term n
2

? or a^V m the OT. < ) n_ ,,"v
employed to designate the bodily organ winch is
the centre of the animal life, it came by a natural
process of thought to be applied to the invisible
centre of the thinking a~-l i .- ,- '\\

'""
. ln this

sense it occurs with . , 'in the
Gospels; but there, like ,- , .

.,

'

word in
the OT, whilst always referring to man's interior
nature, it is used in a variety of r

"" '"
,

.i< coining to the particular functions
1 1m i nji

'

in o which are meant to be expiessea. I nis
is the case also in the other NT writings.

1. SHADES OF MEANING IN THE GOSPELS,-
Heart in the Gospels is variously regarded 1. As
the faculty of thought, intelligence, and memory.
Persons are spoken of as pondering (Lk 219

), musing
(3

15
), reasoning (5

22
), having thoughts arising (Mt

94, Lk 947 2438) in their heart ; understanding or not
with their heart (Mt IS15

, Mk 653 817) ; keeping, or

laying up, things said or done, in their heart (Lk

2. As the seat of the affections, emotions, and
passions ~~e g. of love for God (Mt 2237

, Lk 1027
),

for earthly or lie.uunH treasure (Mt 619"21
) ; of joy

(Jn 1622, Lk _M {-): or Borrow (Jn 141 166) ; of for-

lihiM'jno- (Mt IS"5
; pimn '&), humility (II

29
) ; of

good or evil <h-iio-uon- (]2^ &), ;

-\ *. nclina-
tion (5

28 244S
), luxurious tastes and M. J \ 2134

).

3. As the source of purpose and volition. The
disciples are enjoined to settle in their hearts not
to meditate what they shall say (Lk 21 14

) ; the fell

design of Judas was put into his heart by Satan
(Jn IS2

) ; the adulterous act is virtually done in the
intention of the heart (Mt 528

).

& As the organ of moral discernment and religi-
ous belief, i.e. of conscience and faith. Keprobfs
are given for the hardness of heart which prevents
the reception of the truth (Mt 198

, Mk 36 16M), and
for slowness of heart to believe (Lk S425

) ; there is

an exhortation not to doubt in the heart, but be-

lieve (Mk II23
) ; and the pure in heart have the

promise of Divine illumination (Mt 58
).

In 01
|

>,
-

, , i < n i \- we find the phrase
' the heart

oftheur.Ii M iP)
ii. CHRIST'S EMPHASIS ON THE HEART. The

"
"i i

nii])ortance which Christ attached to

and its right condition was onte of the

pre-eminent characteristics of His teaching. He
possessed an unrivalled insight into the workings
of the heart (Jn 224- 25

), and could read what was
going on there with a penetration and accuracy
often startling (Mt 94 12^2218

, Mk 28
, Lk 947 ). But

His unique peculiarity was the seriousness and
pei^istency with which He dealt with the heart,
and laboured for its purification as the one concern
vital to the \\e11-l >'in<jr of men. To the heart He
ahxa.x- aj'poaled. ami on its deepest instincts He
-ought 10 hi mpr H i- inlluonce to bear; and although
in many of His utterances the heart is not expressly
named, it is still obvious that He had it directly in

view. This was the * inwardness' which consti-

tuted His great secret. The main points on which
He insisted were :

1. The heart as the source of all the good or the

evil m men's lives. He dwelt on this with special
earnestness e.g. in His reply to the tradition-

bound objectors,
* Out of the heart proceed evil

thought*, murders, adulteries,' etc., 'the things
which defile a man* (Mt 1519f

-) ; and in that sug-

gestive saying, *A good man out of the good
treasuie of his heart bringeth forth that which is

good, and an evil man out of the evil treasure of

his heart bringeth forth that which is eviT (Lk
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645 ) ; and the idea is to be found running through
all His i \ (1 li",

2. Th ' v N
'

' s> and motives of the heart as

(7>if,' in, 'if if v Ae religious value of actions. Jesus

unlaiimgly taught that the test of a man's worth
before God was not the outward propriety of his

conduct, but the heait-inclinations and purposes

by winch he was swayed (Lk 1615
). Even a cor-

rectly decorous Pharisee like Simon did not stand so

high in the Divine estimation as the frail woman
who had erred sadly, because, while he vra& proud
and self-satisfied in his moral -; < '..'' i

1

t; she,

amid all her failings, was melted, into neaitfelt

penitence and giatitude (V
36 '39

). A man's con-

duct may be free from all formal commission of

impurity, but if he lust after a woman in his

heart, the stain of impurity is already incurred

(Mt 528 ). Many things outwaidly right and propei
were done by the religionists of His day seasons

of prayer duly observed, alms given, etc which

yet He pronounced to be of little moral value

because done from a false motive, the desire for

social credit, 'to be seen of men' (6
2 5

). On the

other hand, humble and obscure actions, like the

widow's offering and the publican's supplication,
He declared to be of inestimable worth in the eye
of Heaven, by reason of the genuine heait-feeling

from which they 'M\ ^ l1 -44
,
Lk IS" ')-

And in the great
i

. (Mt 2531 '46
), He

made it clear tha - * unaffected gene-

rosity of the heart, finding oxpiession in deeds of

simple dutifulness, i lut i.uik- nigh in the Father's

sight and secures the reward of immoital blessed-

ness. Always and everywhere He pierced below

surface .

;
and demanded inner rectitude

as the orth

3. The i ''f t< ;/<t
f 'Oft of the heart as essential both

to aright n ///'/'//' '*, God and to true happiness.
The repentance Jesus preached meant a change of

heart (Mt 417 913
, Lk 133

) ; the conversion He urged
as a necessity was a turning of the heart to God as

the source of life and grace (Mt 1315, Mk 412
, Jn

1240
), arestoiation of the childlike spirit (Mt 183

),

a new birth within, apart from which it is impos-
sible to enjoy the blessings of the heavenly King-
dom (Jn S3

'7
)

ill. EVILS COUNTERACTED BY CHRIST'S TEACH-
ING. Of these, four at least may be specially
noted :

1, A pretentious ecclesiasticism. Men's minds
were drawn away from dependence on the mere
institutional aspect of it1iion and confronted
with the absolute ueu^iiv or internal righteous-
ness When orthodox Jews took a stand on their

connexion with an ancient religious . */'"-

with its high covenanted privileges, an

being children of Abraham, Cliu^t flatly challenged
their right to such a title, because of the vile pur-

poses they cherished in their hearts, which proved
that they did not possess Abraham's spirit (Jn 839

),

He avowed that a scorned .1 ^ :

v
\- Zacchaeus,

who was outside the pale *

'

i
- -. ! recogni-

tion, was more truly a son of Abraham, in virtue
of the higher dispositions which had been stirred in

his heart, and win ch placed him in the line of moral
and spiritual descent (Lk 199). Again, in face of

the arrogant presumption that restricted Divine
"M- --n;. ,i 'id salvation to those within the bounds
M ,! 'id..! -'i i and its religious system, He held up
the kind service** of a generous heart as sufficient

to raise even a Saruaiitan to a level of equal worth
before God (10

30-37
).

2. An external ceremonialism, Jesus attacked,
sometime-, \\irh fioi\ indignation, the superficiality
of that liprluwu-ne-- which wa* haod on a punc-
tilious nl ten I ion to icilain pT-fiil>ed observances,

the tithing of mint and cummin, when justice,

mercy, and the faith of the heart were neglected

(Mt 2323
,
Lk II42 ) ;

the fastings which had no

genuine penitence behind them (Mt 617 - 18
); the

careful washing of hands, while the heart was

inwardly denied (15
a J

)
It was His dominant

idea that on the disposition of the heait the

spiritual value of woiship depends (Jn 424), and He
had strong wainmgs to uttei against the offeimgs
at the altai when sinister feelings \veie mused
within (Mt 523

), and the ascuption of honoui to

God with the lips while the heait was far irom

Him (15
8
). With scathing lebukes He exposed the

pretensions of those who claimed peculiar sanctity
on the giound of their ceremonial sciupulousness,
,*,',!., /, _ them as wlnted sepulchres, out-

waidly tair, but inwardly full of uncleannews (23-
7
).

Thus He lepiesented all external acts of ughteous-
ness which do not spnng out of an upright, pious
heart as a mere hypocritical show, and not real

righteousness (6
1"6

).

3, A legalistic moralism. In view of the fact

that the great spiritual ideas inculcated by the

prophets had been hardened into fixed laws and

iiiles, m formal obedience to which iihteousnos-

was made to consist, Christ's endeavour to lecall

men to the supreme importance of inner motive
was calculated to exert a powerful effect. The
confidence which many had in then moral re-

spectability was necessarily
shaken when they

found themselves forced to look within, and judge
themselves by

*

higher than a legal
standard ; as, e.ij ,

case of the young man
who had great possessions, and whose conduct

outwaidly was without reproach (Mt 19 lfa-22
). And

theie can be little doubt that the uneasiness and
irritation cieated among the professedly lehgious
classes by Christ's teaching was largely due to

the consciousness it wakened in them of the in-

sufficiency of the grounds on which their claim to

righteousness was based. In the light of the stress

He laid on the hidden springs of action m the

heart, their moral regularity of life, founded on
-<'' -

J

\
' ^aws and rules, was bound to

.

;
and poor.

T. ,

' secularism Such teaching,

setting the renewed dispositions of the heart far

above the riches and honours of the world in

value, -upplit'd a potent counteractive to the proud
secunty and self-assumption which -prosperous
worldlmess is apt to beget. It forced home the
sense of something wanting within, even when the
outwaid fortunes were domiciling The parable of

the Rich Fool is a vivid picture ot tho real poverty
of the man who trusts in In- A\ or Idly success and
is not rich in the things that belong to the inner
life (Lk 1216-21

); while in tin ],u,ilJo of 0>e Bich
Man and Lazarus there is J<MO, !! IIKT.K fitted

to break down the self-confidence of tlio pi o-peion-,
showing that the day will come when (ondiuons

may be reversed, and when heart-qualities alone
will deteimme the status and happiness of men
(Lk 1619"31

),

iv THE REVIVIFYING EFFECT ON RELIGION.

By His insistence on the heart as the vital element
in i.^'ivoji-M".: Christ transformed the whole
chai u i 1 1 ii^ion He made it (1) living, not

mechanical, a matter of presciibed and outwardly
i'ii|M-<il fu'in liui dynamical, a fiee, spontaneous
-ji'irg 01 huh purpose and feeling; not some-

iliiii^ pin on. Inn a bent and impulse of the

spirit within. Thus He gave religion an elasticity
and perpetual vitality which prophecy for it per-
manence and power,

c a well of water springing
up unto everlasting life' (Jn 414). He made it (2)

effectually opetatiie, an energizing foice, woiking
itself out m practical life, impressing il* halloaed
ideas and airn^ on the woild of aflairs, and proving
its reality by the heightened quality of the actions
to which it leads. And He made it (3) a gracious
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influence, commending itself to the general con-

science, winning reverence, mspmng self-devotion,
,

**
( i,'i -"! ji i^ from heart to heart fervours of

'i < , i , tie things of God

LITERATURE r

m P&E* , Wer .

Christian JSthick ^
i 124
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Martensen,
/, / >eol of XT,

G. M'HARDY.

HEAT (Kafow), Mt2012
,
Lk 1255 ; RV

heat,
3 with maig. 'hot wind' Kafouv m LXX

has both meanings. (1) scoichmg heat (Gn 3 1
40

,

Is 4910
, Sir 1816 432J

) ; (2) the ea&t wind (DHR), hot,

diy, dust-laden, withering up all vegetation, and

blowing from the desert, like the simoom (Job 2731
,

Jer 18 17
,
Ezk 1710 19 12

, Jon 48
,
Hos 1315

), usually
ftvejuLos or 7rvv/j.a Kufouv AV gives 'buinmg heat,'

and RV *

scoichmg wind' m Ja 1 1J .

The first meaning seems preferable in Mt 20t3
,

though Trench (Parables] and others incline to

RVm. * Onus mtrinsecus, a labore , sestum ex-

timsecus, a sole
3

(Bengel) Lk 12" \ \ -M .- !.o a
class of passages based on the ,'

' of

natural phenomena ; cf . Mt 545 724L 2427
,
Lk 1018

, Jn
38 1224. Here also the lendering Scorching heat

J

is the more usual, and seems to agree better than
' hot wind '

01 ' east A\ md ' with the mention of the

south wind (v6ros) which immediately precedes.

Possibly, however, the distinction was not so

cleaily marked between these two winds, since in

Ezk 2726
D'-IB (east wind) is translated in LXX by

rb TrveufjLa rod v6rov.

The only reference in the Gospels to heat for the

purpose of warmth i& Jn 1818 *a fiie of coals'

LKito), i e
( of charcoal

3 RVm, coals having
Mv -till this meaning at the time of the AV.

LITERATURE Gnmm-Thayer, Lex. s y. <x.uer&>v ; Hastings' DB,
and Encyc. Bill, art 'Wind', Thomson, Land and Book, pp.

295, 536 f. W. H. DUNDAS.

HEATHEN. The Anglo-Saxon haethen,
e one

who lives on the heaths and in the woods,' as

opposed to a town-dweller; cf. *pa<>an/ from

paganus,
' a countryman or villager/ This word is

an indication of the fact that, as a rule, country-
dwellers were Christianized later than those living
m towns and cities

* Heathen ' occurs m AV of

the Gospels in Mt 67 1817
,
and not at all in KV,

which gives
* Gentiles' and 'Gentile' respectively

in these two places (see GENTILES).
It has* been pointed out that paganus also means

* a civilian
"

in opposition to * a soldier/ and that

thus a pagan would also mean one who was not

a soldier of Christ. This secondary meaning of

pagan probably came into use (hi '' i-.il i a i"n-

temptuous designation by soldiers- <>i iinn-mi'suny

persons as *

countrymen.'

riiiiMiii"- Mirra\ Y'v Tii'tUsh r,'~, lf
,
.vsd 77i '<

B ' - '
,
U ff, !'' f k'u(l< A lat-k un ' '

/.' '/ /. 1 " /',

Lect 11. p. 42," note 2
, Trench, Study oj H .'

ALBERT BONUS.
HEAVEN (otfpaifos, sing, and plur. ; in Mt. plur.

chiefly, and always in 6 Trar^p 6 & rots otip&voLs, and

y /3acriXeta r&v otipav&v).

Three uses of the word may be classified, omitting parallel

1

V" ~'"
,

'
r

'

,1 M 1 i- rfch* as constituting the entire Universe: as

m the phrases Hill heaven and earth p.-- n\\.i\
'

(Mt .I
1 " .i^,

Lk 1617) ; Lord of hea\ en and earth '

(M 1 11 ') ttej vt n i* r ho

finnaraenV wheie are fixed the &tais and "the powers' (Alt

2429), the sky (Mt 162 AV), the air (.Mt 6^6 8^0 1332, j,k S3, AVm
each) Th( neaun of ilu rloiid 1- C^Fi ">4'W2&*), the winds (Mt

2431),
i ho liubt inriir (Lk 17'-"1), thprnin (Lk I25) ,

and from whence
are sisri-nnd pononi.(Mi 24'>'\ I ic21 J1

)

(6) 77, a'/o'/*
1 ft fr'* ami a wide

Heaven i^ ilie throne of (iod* (.Ml ." 2322, cf 'Our Father

which art in heaven/ MB o9 ,

4

>our Father in heaven/ Mt
516 45 01 731 1814 239 ;

*My Father . . in heaven/ Mt 721 10^2 33

1260 161? 18^0 19; so also
*
Heavenly (aw/jw*?) Father/ Mt 5*8

Angels come from Heaven" 'T
215), and

, .
!0}Cf Lk

RV, 6^ as 2 1513 1833 (i-

(Mt 2S2, Lk 22-H cf Mt 2G--
are 'the heavenl\ hobt'(
15i), and doing pei fectlj .

(c) As a synonym /or
' God '

The use of Heav en '

for ' God '

is put beyond question by Lk
15iti 21, wheie 'sinned against heaven' can only mean *

against
God' There are other uses only less certain thus 'fiom
heaven or tiom men' (Mt 21'-') is clearly *from God or fiom
men' (cf. Ac 5f), so also 'given him from heaven' (Jn 327)
must be ' trom God '

But the most striking instance of this use
of

* Heaven' as a synonjm foi 'God' is in the phiase 'the
Kingdom of Heaven/ almost uniformly in Mt for 'the Kingdom
of God '

of Mk and Lk
, and this in exactly parallel passages

It is quite pobsible to make a distinction between these titles,
but it seems best > ,

*

Admitting the - an be no objec-
tion to it- use in other instances \\here a clear i^ia-ung fo'lo" b

Thus, 'bound, loosed in heaven' (Mt 161) la')-- or Uoa ,

'The keys of the kingdom of heaven' (Mt IG^^the authority
of God ,

'names vvntten m heaven' (Lk lt)2Q)= acceptance with
God, cf E\ 32-^2 The demand foi

*
* " ' '

',\

Lk ll 1
^), while it may refer to the ^ le

wonder out of the sky, has ultimate lefeience to some diiect
act of God. Anything

' from heaven '

is an act of God, cf. the
i.ri r,t 'MOM bl r "ities of the Plain (Lk 1729), also the request

-. i
n ' di- ij.*.~di '>M

). Even the phrase 'treasure m heaven'
has its exact equivalent in

* rich toward God '

(Lk 122^) Addi-
tional instances ot the use of .

- *

3oy m the

presence of the angels of Go . .
, uoy of God ;

confess 'before the angels of God' (Lk 128, cf Mt 1CM2); power
' from on High

'

(Lk 24^9) , Daysprmg 'from on High' (Lk 178);
'from above' (Jn 19"), 'in thy sight' (Mt 1126); 'the Most
High' (Lk 183 76 633 9

Cf Mk 5?)

The transition from Heaven as the abode of God to ( Heaven*
as a synonym for

' God '

is illustrated in the < -
J

> ;
'

-

1 "
'_

the e\es to Heaven when God is addressed '
i

Temple as the dwelling-place of God led_ to the habit m piayer of

tuimng the face
....

Temple (see
1 K 8^ 48

, Dn 6"
, ,

ith of God's
i !.

"

.!-"'! '
'

_ in
'

,) Ik i
1 (> (ill \L'S came

. .
- to the Heavens (Ps 1230 The

;.
I , , much as his eyes unto heaven *

(Lk IS1
-*,

cf. Ezr 96). So m prayer, Jesus '

lifted up his eyes*

(Jn II41), *to hea\en' (Jn l?i), 'looking up to heaven* (Mfe

141
9, Mk 7^4) There are several passages which present diffi-

culty, but whatever conclusion may be come to as to the

objective occurrences in the opening of the heavens (Mt 316),

and the voice 'out of. the heavens' (Mt 3i?, Jn 1228), or 'out of

the cloud '

(Mt 175), the subjective experience is the vital matter,
the attestation to Jesus of His commission from and fellowship
with God

It is this which is symbolically repiesented in 'Ye shall see

the heaven opened and the angels of God ascending and de-

.cendiij!r upon the Son of man '

(Jn I5*). Here, in a figure, the
of Jesus is declari d Hi-. rr\ (-1 ^rio*. of God 10

and intercession foi man with l-oil 'I r t - r'ni'Jir -axinjr, V>
man hath ascended into hea-ui bni r I'PI !k>'Li<lcl CMID

of heaven, even the Son of xnu.i wlich i- IM lipaMn f

(Fi> 3 IJ
),

has additional difficulty The \\^\9 ^\. 01 _M,> ai ihor r\ i^ ,'gain^
the last clause, and the words rra; hau ocon a'idi.d if .1 gio-*
after the \*-

ici ~*oi Tf, tb t'ro KV, we retain them as the

words of lt- * MM n i -' l
)'

J
i.i k CM a- qualifying the preceding-

utterance, which then su" >nic> a d'daiation of His perfect

fellowship with God (cf Jn I'^r.i l.ir .nan as a reference to

Heaven as a place. The hc.n < -ih ; h ru-
'

(Jn 3*2) are without

doubt the things of God, the new revelation of His grace in

Jesus Christ.

In what has been said above there is little that

is distinctively Christian. The threefold use of

the word c Heaven '

is common alike to the OT and
Jewish thought of the time. But after this

_ pre-

liminary study we ought to be in a better position
to consider the characteristic teaching of Jesus and
the Christian faith,

1. The Kingdom of God finds its perfect realiza-

tion in a future state, a world above and beyond
earth, the Kingdom in Heaven. This is the

reiterated lesson alike of parable and of direct dis-

course All the judgment parables, where separa-
tion betA\een the righteous and the wicked 13

dcclaied, clearly teach a future inheritance of bliss

or of A\ oe. So the parables of the Tares (Mt ] 3S7f-),
the Virgins (Mt 25^-), the Talents (Mt 25**), and
the Unjust Steward (Lk 16lf

*, where under the

figure of * eternal tents' the future Canaan is 'the

* See Schuier, J1JP n. H 1/1
; Wendfc, TmcUng of Jesus, i.

371 n : Dalman, Words of Jw*, p. 93; Brace* ^OJjtW Gr. Test.

on Mt B- n
,
cf also h-- K>n*'l',i* of&d, p 08, where a

dfisfan^-
tion is suggested; aKo JF1<'\-oHng, A '/ Tlieot t Bng. tr, i. 42,

where identity of niwmiujr Hummed bur * mere paraphrase
for God' denied nn-1 Me\on-, Vint of the NT, P- 271.:

'interchangeably in Mt/ but '01 Heaven1 denotes 'origin and

attribute"
'
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past idealized'). In accommodation to Jewish

thought and hope, the reward is
* to sit down with

Abraham and Isaac and Jacoh in the kingdom of

heaven 2

(Mt 8 11
, Lk 1338), a hope which i caches

beyond the life of earth. The final consummation
must be where Jesus Himself is, and He, who came
from heaven (Jn 313 31 633- 38 43f

-), was
* received up

into heaven' (Mk 1619
,
Lk 2451

, Jn 2017
. The MS

uncertainty here in Mk. and Lk. does not affect the
i

' which has the testimony of the Apostolic
This is the final reward of the faith-

xul, the inheritance of the Kingdom prepared
before the foundation of the world (Mt 2534 26s9

,

Jn 14lf
-).

2. The nature of Heaven As the life of the

Kingdom is
r
-.

' i
-"

. ethical (Mt 520 7
21

), so is

the nature o. ! ! . It is the fulness of the
eternal life, which in the Fourth Gospel is the

synonym of the Kingdom Then it is, and there,
that 'the righteous shine forth as the sun

5

(Mt
1343 ), a glory certainly of character whatever else

may be implied. There, too, is the perfect vision

of God (Mt 58).
It cannot be doubted that Jesus meant to localize

the thought of Heaven. The sharp contrast be-

tween Heaven and earth (Mt 619'31
) can have no

'"'> M , \\ i_ T \ His teaching God is no mere
, {-]

>
,!

*

_
*

> i lost in negative infinitude.

God, as transcendent, immanent, infinite, alone,
does not satisfy His revelation of ( the Father in

heaven.' That name implies that in some world

beyond there is a supreme manifestation of His

Presence, a Father's House, an enduung Holy of

Holies. This, for Christian faith, is the Glory of

Christ (Jn 175
), and to be with Him where He is

and to behold His glory is the hope set before us
in the gospel (Jn 17a4

).

What the activities of Heaven may be is told

only in part. They that are accounted worthy to

attain to that world 'are as angels' (Mk 1225
,

Lk 201*6
), and the ministry of angels enters into

I

1

Oi-
*

-,
. The faithful are to be e set over

, 1 1 / id to 'enter into the joy
3

of their

I ,
v
"-l

>

, which, in the light of the gospel,
can only mean higher service.

As to when this inheritance is entered upon, very
different conclusions are drawn even from the
words of Jesus. The question is considered, for

the most part, from the standpoint of retribution
So far as the reward is considered, it may be said

definitely that the doctune of an Intermediate
State finds no support in Christ's gospel. The
*
farewell discourses' of the Fourth Gospel would

lose all their force by the introduction of this

doctrine So for Christian faith ,'i- ',,/ -i M-H-*

of Heaven finds its confident \i --(, "\ \\*

words of St. Paul :
' absent from the body . . .

at home with the Lord '

(2 Co 5s).

LITERATURE This is chiefly of a devotional or sermonic char-

acter, but the authors referred to above should be consulted ;

also Salmond,
*"" ~ "

of Immortality ; and Alger,
Doctrine of a i the general subject, which
lies outside the scope of the present article, and especially for
the Jewisn .- ivia on- of Heaven, see the works on Biblical

Theology ; Moid.U rru'ii, Book of the Secrets of Enoch , art.
' Heaven '

TI I) =r\\\'f^ LiB Tfff H. DYSON.

HEAVENLY THIKGS. See EAETHLY AND
HEAVENLY.

HEDGE.- This word belongs to the vocabulary
of the parables of Jesns It occurs in that of the

Vineyard (Mt 2133, Mk 121 ), and in that of the Great
Supper (Lk H23

).

i. Literal ",///>//>"''W The hedge is a detail in
the outfit of a vineyard, one of many other pro-
perties (Mt 21 33

j|) in such a pos-o^iori It i*> a
feature in tlio luncUtnpe of Palestine in the other
case (* lii;hu j>\ - and lit d<re-.* Lk 1423

). There is a

connexion between the uses and the associations of

the word. The contour of the land is controlled

by the tillage of the soil. Vines need hedges.
The word (<ppay/jL6s) used for a hedge in the Gospels
'denotes a fence of any kind, whether hedge, or

wall, or palings' (Hastings, DB n. 340<l

). Another
word might rather have called up a stone wall.

<ppayp6s includes all the diiterent kinds of hedges
to be found in a country so furrowed with hills

and valleys as is Palestine.

2. The parabolical use of the '

hedge
'

is rooted

in the education of Israel. God made sea and
desert a hedge of Palestine. Cf. Ellerton's hymn

* Praise to our God, whose bounteous hand

Prepared of old
J

A garden fenced . . .

TL hoiluod the people. He gave them individuals,
iii-UMiuoii- the whole national economy, as hedges
to protect their life and to restrain it. Enemies
raided the land and broke down th i

1 nl ..- P-
79. 80) Patriots and prophets saw aVt ,'ii_ .1- iv

gaps, and did their best to repair the >:- :' m-,i-

tutional hedges. The tragedy of Jesus and the

hedges was that He wanted them rooted up, while
the chief pnests hated the idea of their removal

(Mt2145
). Through the traged;

'

,

" T '

m-
thropic import of the hedge (Lk :. I >ve

sees humanity Mibmci.ucd 'Them also he would

bring
' He would make hedge-row people happy.

He had seen their misery as He stole to silent mid-

night prayer, up the hillsides with their mosaic of

fields, along whose hedges and through the gaps of

which He passed to pray to the Father in secret.

It is humanity's lagged regiment whom He would
see housed by the compulsion of * the love (Lk 14'23)

that will not let them go.'

LITERATURE Geikie, Life of Christ, i. ch 17; Thomson,
Land and Book, ch 14 , Philochnstus, chs. 1-3 for

*

Hedge of
the Law.' JOHN K. LEGGE.

HEIR. The heir (K\ijpov6/ws) is one who enters
on a position

" * '

different from that of
servants (Mt .' Ji no personal exertion,
of his own, but as the result of lihal relationship.
This position is a thoroughly right and legal one,
and absolutely valid. The thought of succession
to a title upon the death of the present holder is

not in&ibted upon. The son is naturally the heir,
and the title is one of present privilege as well as
the assurance of fuller po-^e^sion in the future.

Christ, the Son, is the lieu of all things (He I2 ;

cf. our Lord's applu ation of the term to Himself in
the parable of the Wicked Husbandman, Mt 21 38

).

The complete lordship over Creation was given to
Adam (Gn I28

,
Ps 86 ). The land of Canaan, again,

was promised to Abraham and his seed (Gn IS14- 15
).

These assurances given to Adam and to Abraham
weie absolutely fulfilled in Christ, who, as the
firstborn of all creation, Himself both the Agent
of the Creator's work and summing up in His own
Person all created objects (Col I

15'17
), enjoys an

eternal and incorruptible inheritance. ' The heir-

ship of the Son was realised in the Incarnation, and
in its essence is independent of the Fall

(Westcott
on He 1s), though conditioned by it as to its cir-

cumstances '

It was the sin of man which caused
i "ho Hifioim,'.! Mnu li u mil latiom In ough which Christ,
mi 01 rlio \\ork of usloinption -v\a-> complete, won a
FIJI rue \\liith i- jmovt c\"iv name (Ph 29

) He
had inherited in the eternal purpose of God
(ZOyKev, He I2) a name more excellent than the

angels (I
4
).

The title of 'heir,' then, pa^e 011 to those who
have obtained the blessing of Divine sonship in

P>np1i<Tn or Regeneration, corresponding spiritu-
allv to rlic promise made to Abraham. The Old
Covenant (Testament) could not make men perfect,
thei efore God provided them with more strength,
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and in place of a worldly inheritance gave them a
sphitual and eternal one. This title of heirship
may be forfeited, if those who are called to it are
not worthy of their inheritance So Christ speaks
in the Apocalypse *He that oveicometh shall in-

herit these things ; and I will be his God, and he
shall be my son' (Rev 217

) We, then, being made
children ot God through faith in Christ, are heirs

according to the promise made to Abraham, who
was accepted through faith in God's word against
all apMOiii.uiM^ No longer servants, but heirs,
we juo <MiirJ< k

<i to the Divine privilege of sonship
through adoption. We are called to inherit a

blessing as all true servants of God through
Baptism.

It remains to be seen who are ";
tioned in the Gospels as hens to :

(1) 'The meek shall inhent the e
V
M

,

(2) Those who have given up houses, lands, earthly
relationships, etc., shall receive an hundred-fold
and inherit eternal life, Mt 1929

,
Mk 1017

, Lk 1818
.

(3) The sheep in the parable of the Sheep and
the Goats (Mt 2534 ), i e. those who have shown
mercy to the weak and suffering, and whose
service has bet ,

"

by Christ as done to

Himself, shall Kingdom prepared for

them from the
' "

'

"

he world. But, on
the other hand, or unclean person
or covetous man, who is an idolater, hath any
inheritance in the T\ n_; IM:H M P fJod and of Christ

(Eph 55
). See also l\.h 'Mi \M !

C. H PKICHAED
HELL. See ESCHATOLOGY, GEHENNA, and the

following article.

HELL (DESCENT INTO). During the 16th cent,

the Descent of Christ into Hades was made the

subject of acrimonious debates. Though com-
mentators still differ, they discuss the subject in

a more peaceable spirit, and offer some hope of
future agreement on the main question. We must
review (1) ^ie evidence of the NT, (2) early
Christian tradition, to explain (3) the insertion of

such teaching in Creeds and Articles of Religion
We may then (4) summarize the history of the

controversy in modern times.
1. The evidence of the NT. It is important to

di-tLngui-.il between the bare statement of the
Descent as a fact in the history of our Lord as the
Son of Man, which it \"

"

1
^

by all who
believe that He truly , , ! . -:

w heory of His
mission in the unseen world, wliich can claim

acceptance only after careful scrutiny of incidental

references to it m the NT -IIM;-"'!' \ V 'he inde-

pendent testimony of the iii,V-, ini-.s.ni tradi-

tion

Hades (AWys), corresponding to the Heb. Sheol,
which in the AV of the OT is rendered by

*

hell,'

means both in the LXX and in the NT the abode
of departed spirits. This was the general mean-

ing 01 the word c

hell,' the unseen, hidden place
which is the abode of the dead.

In the OT a sense of gloom and unreality was
felt about, the lot of the spirits of men taken a/way
from the light and activity of earthly life. At
first no distinction was supposed to exist in that

shadowy realm between good and bad any more
than between king and subject. But in NT times
such ideas had grown up, and our Lord sanctioned
current belief when in ,' [' "! -n" Dues and
Lazarus (Lk 1619'31

) He -"i \\ .\ , in the

society of Abraham with misery 'in torments.
3

This agrees with His promise to the penitent thief

(2S
43

) :
*

To-day shalt thou be with me in Paradise.'

St. Peter m his fir^>t sermon (Ac 234"31
) quotes Pb

1610 and explains the words,
' Thou wilt not leave

my soul in Hades,* as a prophecy of the Resurrec-
tion of Christ, which received no fulfilment in the

case of David. He distinctly implies that Christ's
soul passed into Hades at His death.

St. Paul (Ro 107
), adapting Dt 3013

, teaches the
same truth -v*

] iat it is not necessary to
search the . j ... Christ is risen from the
dead. He regaids the Descent as the prepaiation
for the Ascension, Eph 49 ' Now this, He ascended,what is it but that he also descended into the
lower parts of the earth ?' In the LXX rendering
Of Ps G2 (6n this |,V, - -

.

- srara rfr -yfa ll
referred to Hades I, i* . >n, .

probable that
St Paul uses it in the same sense * Obedience
even unto death secured for the Lord the sove-

reignty of the underworld ; His descent was the
pledge of His lordship over it (Ph 210

).

The famous passage 1 P 318' 20
(cf 4s

) introduces
the question of the object of tlie Descent "Be-
cause Christ also suffered for sins once, the right-
eous for the unrighteous, that he might bring us
to God

; being put to death in the flesh, but quick-
ened in the spirit ; m which also he went and
preached unto the spirits in prison, which afore-
time were disobedient, when the long-?ulloiin^ of
God waited m the days of Noah, while the aikwas
a preparing

'

; 46 * For unto this end was the gospel
preached even to the dead, that they might be
judged according to men in the flesh, but live

according to God in the spirit
'

The earliest Christian tradition, which was pro-
bably independent of this passage, certainly sup-
ports the interpietation that Christ preached to
the spirits of the men and women who were
drowned in the Flood. Not until the time of St.

Augus-une was any other interpretation offered.

The Apostle is endeavouring to encourage his

readers in Christlike patience under i-o^'i , 1 '\^.

Christ died, the just for the unjust, bub His aeato
in the flesh was followed by <i,,'i\ "in; in the

spirit. Therefore we need not it,
' !!, >, which

will bring us freedom from sin and increase of

spiritual energy. The reference which follows

(v.
22

) to the Ascension suggests that this preach-
ing took place after Christ's death, and not that
Christ in Noah preached to the men of Noah's
time.

In view of modern inirorprotation*, however, we
must enter further into <leta.' -jetf/cara in the
NT generally refers to ; !

'

\ 238
), but it refers

also to spiuts of the t II- '2, cf. Lk 24s7
-39

}.

And 1 P 46
proves that i s <* sense here.f

Some critics suppose that the i- u"
1

i" was to
the fallen angels mentioned in .' !

* J ' ude e
5

jii "iT-j-u 10 Baur, after Christ's death ; according
i ) NJ,

: M before the Incarnation. This view is

'js-i'iiiL U Charles (art.
'

Eschatology'^in Encyc.
Jtiibl.} as 'the only possible alternative. But
Charles holds that Christ preached a gospel of

redemption between His death and His resur-

rection. Salmond thinks that the key may be
found in a non-canonical Jewish book. Others,

again, think that Enoch was regarded as an in-

carnation of the Messiah, and that the passage
refers to his preaching. But as Clemen says
(Niederaefahren, p. 131), while "we hear in the
Book of Enoch (12

4ff- 13s 14lff
-) of a preaching of

punishment to fallen angels, we hear nothing of a

preaching of salvation to the souls of men.

Perhaps the most extraordinary interpretation
of all is that which Clemen quotes from Cramer.
An unknown person, in possession of 1 and 2 Pet.,
is supposed to have heen reminded by v. 22 of a
former ^rroray^ of angels, and therefore on the basis

of 2 P 2**- with which he compared Jtide 6- M and

* Some commentators explain the words as contrafiir^ the
earth beneath uith the heavens above, arad refer tfem, to the
Incarnation \\ hen Christ descended to the earth

t The ten&e of sloepyjifQti shows that the preaching was re-

garded as a completed act in the past.
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also the Book of Enoch, is supposed to have written

( , , /
- N

.
, understanding Trveifytacrtz' of angels

and <K-/)pu%ej> of a concio damnatoria. Some one else

at a latei time, referring the first word to the souls

of the departed and the latter to the preaching of

salvation leading BNOK for ENSiX, and this again
for <b cj KaL, took the whole into the text after v 18

!

Sucli speculations are absurd. On the other hand,
it is reasonable to explain the ^pv^ev of the one

passage by the <-$ayyG\t<r0'r) of the other, to main-

tain that repentance was offered, rejecting the sug-

gestion that Chust preached only to the righteous,
or to those who had repented at the moment of

death, or to some the gospel and to others damna-
tion

If it is asked, Why should only the generation
of Noah profit byit^ we can say that they weie

typical sinners, cut off in their sins, whose fate

wa^ fuo-iii>n<M at that time. Bigg shows that 6
it

is po-MM' u'fu St. Peter is here expressing in a

modified form a belief which was current m the

Jewish schools.' Certain passages in the Book of

Enoch seem to mean that the antediluvian sinners

have a time of repentance allowed them between
the first judgment (the Deluge) and the final judg-
ment ; e.g. 69j6 * There was great joy among them
because the name of the Son of Man was revealed

unto them,
3

Bereshith Habba : (a)
' But when they

that are bound, they that are in Gehinnom, saw
the light of the Messiah, they rejoiced to receive

Him'; (b) 'This is that which stands written:

"We shall rejoice and exult in Thee." When?
When the

"" nb up out of hell, and the

Shekinah .

'

We may hope that research will yet further en-

lighten us on these points. Enough has been said

to prove that, in the words of Professor Charles

(art. cited) :

4 These passages in 1 Peter are of extreme value They attest

the achiev einoTii of the final stage m the morahzation of ShSol
The fii it step in thib morahzation was taken early in the 2nd
cent. B c., when it was transferred into a place of moral distmc-
i !, \ i" _' been originally one of merely social or national

(i -
< M- This morahzation, however, .- r

'"
.

carried out. What they were on entering
- :>,

' '-

tinued to be till the final judgment. From the standpoint of

,\ ', , 'i,

"

. r , r . ,_' 1-
}, ., ,i i

'

: r , , i,

2. Early Christian tradition. The belief that

Christ's descent into Hades changed in some way
the condition of the faithful departed meets us in

the earliest Christian tradition.

Ignatius (A D 11, f to the Magnesians (c ix ), says :

*Even the prophets, being His clUciple*- weie expecting Him as

their teacher through the Spirit And for this cause He uhom
they rightly awaited, when He came, raised them from the
dead*

1 J
; i- v-.i i if.T/V- '

>i
'" T 7 '

' "~s esthe
Je- - ! i. 2 "

< 1 /lo i i_
' 'The

Lora Uod remernoered His dead people of Israel, who lay in
the gra\es, and descended to pi each to them His o\\ n pah anon '

Irenseus quotes this passage both from Isaiah (in in 23) and from
Jeremiah (in iv 36), and (miv 55) without naming the author
T" 11 *"""

'
-

~
AporaKpse Ircii.xiiis

<
v f ^ . i v 1 heard it from those
who had seen the Apostles and from those v\ho had been thoir

disciples,' as sa\ ing that ' the Lord de( ended to the under\\ orld,

preaching His ad\cnt there also and declaring remission of sins

received by those \\ho believe m Him '

Tertulhan (<1e Amma, c. 55) taught that Christ 'in Hades
underwent the law of human death nor did He ascend to the

heights of heaven, until He descended to the lo\\er parts 01

the earth, thai there He might make patriarchs and prophets
1 a i oi"- of Ui- life

'

X\'c nif,\ c\o r
i cljiui iho horHir Marcion as a witness to this

vuflc-wcarl inidinon, though in Ins view, according
J o IP ., s .-

(j xxvii. 3), it was Cam and the Sodomites and otl or i-
" ii

who were released by the Lord from Hades
The apocryphal Gospel of Peter, which maj be dated possibly

from about A . 165, contains the following passage .
' Thev see

three men coming forth from the tomb, two of them supporting
the other, and a cross following them ; and the head of the two

" reached to heaven ; but that ol Him who \\ as led by them ox er-

jpassed the heavens. And they heard a voice from the heavens

saying
1

,
Hast thou preached to them that sleep? and a response

was heard from the cross, Yea '

The apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus, a name given in the

13th cent to two much older books, the Acts* oj Pilate and the

Descent into Hell, tells the same story of the two brothers with

a considerablt PI *
" ' <\\<

' >" '
> i

Clement of \\v <>i . K r- I. 1
.-, '" writer who brings

"
Peter into connexion with the tradition that

i
. .

|
- benefited OT saints He taught that the

heathen, as well as the Jews, shaied in the revelation made to

the souls in Hades. He quotes Hennas (S'im i\" 16), \\ho

taught that the Apostles and fust teacheis of the^ gospel, when

(-
> 1

,'_',
L\l . -

heathens as well as Jews, thoug .

'

himself contemplated such an application of his \voids The

example quoted by St Peter appealed to him to be only one

example of a far-reaching
1 law (Strom vi 6)

Grig-en seems to have been the first to suggest that, since the

coming
1 of Ohri&t, the souls of the faithful can go at once to

J ' -
- - -- ,

_ _
-o '

. as an intermediate
t .

'

u It
'

, tmst Oelsus (n. 43),

to thereof? ,

' You will not surely say that Christ, when He tailed

to persuade the living, went down to Hades to persuade those
who dwell theie?' he icpht^

'

II"- -oul, stnpt of the body, did
there hold converse v uh oihci soiils that \\ere m like manner
stript, that He might there convert those who \\oic caps

1Me of

instruction, or were otherwise m ways known to Urn fu tor it

Athanasius speaks of the warders at the gates of Hell '

covv er-

mg in fear at the presence of the Lord/ quoting in this con-
nexion Mt 2754 He thinks (da Sal Advent 9) ot 'the soul of

Adam as held fast under the sentence of death, and crying to
his Loid evermore, and of those who had pleased God, and had
been justified by the law of nature, as mourning and crying
with him,' till God m His mercy revealed the mystery of re-

"'

>' TT
J

es 1 P 319 m connexion with the Descent
'

i

i
i while they regarded Hades ,i

"

^

"

is something ii

nd Jerome (Com in Modes.
of thought This notion

u doctrine of the Lvmbus
Patntm.

f .

~ T
. .' r \ .

-

,-, ,
,

- p
,

'
i

'
_ i

the living should enjoy
"" " '

r dead should
not share in freedom ?

'

3, he explains
John the Baptists que lould come v *

as referring to the Descent. In this opinion he was followed by
Eunnus

Hilary of Poitiers (on P- IV
"

) -i- ; 1- 01 the souls of the faith-

ful as knowing, on the witness of the Apostle Peter, that when
the Lord went down into Hades, words of comfort were preached
even to those who were m prison and were foimcih um>enc\ ing
in the days of Noah. It is interesting to add ih.'U iho A uiti.ible
Bede quoted the words, without

Jn "
"n order

to condemn them, on the ground taught
only the release of the faithful

It was reserved fc
'

. to give a new interpretation to
St Peter's words. I

-
< books he accepts the current

teaching, but confuses Hades and Gehenna In de Gen ad Mt.
xii 63, he says that there is reason for believing that the soul
of Christ descended to t punished,
that He might release He, in His
righteous judgment, wh worthy to
be loosed.
In his letter to Euodms, Bp. of Uzala, on the right inter-

pretation of 1 P 3*9, as Bp Horsley puts it, 'he perplexes
himself with questions

'

Why, out of all the tens of thousands
who had died before

" " "

though
heathen, penitent an . u

'

i owledge
of the gospel on those only who had perished m the Flood?
He accepts the common belief that Adam was released He
notes that some believed this of Abel, Seth, Noah, and other
]

- h T
' ^ "

confusing Hades with Gehenna, he asks, How
'

i \ . - bosom be a synonym for Paradise ? Were the
patriarchs worse off than Abraham? If they were at rest, how
could they be benefited by Cr,r_-, - dr-ccu mo TUdes? What
vus d >w for the disobediem UT \o, n - IMUO -i'ou'il be done for
,\\l '.\ho dil In ignorance before or since. But the idea that
a man might believe after death would weaken the appeal of
Christian preaching to the

'

terrors of the Lord ' Not able to
bclie\e in salvation without Baptism, he cuts the knot of the
difficult? bv demmg that the \\oida of St Peter had anything
to do vi uh the detccm of Chn-l into Hade^ Christ preached
in spirit in the da\ s of Noah as in Galilee in the days of His
flesh. PI iimptre trul\ sa\& 'he leaics all the questions \\hich
he had started as to the descent itbelt unari&\vered ' Finallv

(de ffcres 79), he nrkonod u fi hiis\ co In HOT- That Christ
cleared Hell of all the ^oiiis tr ,u MOM '.In i MI t>ru < ni

3. Creeds and Articles of Religion, At the end
01 the 4th cent , Knftnus, commenting on the clause
f descended into hell

'

in the Creed of his native city
of Aquileia, noted that it was not contained in the
Creed of the Church of Borne or in Eastern Creeds.
This is true of Baptismal Creeds, hut not of others.

The words had found a place in three confessions
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of faith put f01ward by Arian Synods at Sirmium,
Nice, and Constantinople.

Sirmium, Nice, Constantinople,
A.D 359 AD 359. A.D 360.

xa'i elf rat xa.ru.'x&Qvia,
?sa>r&.Qovrat

t ftott roe.
'

, -,
XOtt fi/V ra, %6t,TOC'%l()aVIM

ov auras o 5^f vat xu.1 avros o

It is intonating to compare also the lecently
discovered 'Faith of St Jerome,' which contains
the words 'descended into hell, trod down the

sting of death.' It has been found by Dom G.

Moiin, S B
,
in some four MSS, and is piobably

the Confession of Faith which Jerome notes in one
of the letters he had drawn up for Cynl of Jeru-
salem Tins c Faith

'

contains elements which may
have been diawn fiom his T! i

*

Greed of Pan-
nonia In like manner it that the Sir-

mium Creed, quoted above, at this point quoted
the Baptismal Creed of the district, since Sirmium
is in the south-east corner of Pannoma But it

seems that the Creed was drawn up mainly by
Mark, Bp of Arethusa in Palestine ; and there
are tiaces of the influence of Cyril of Jerusalem
elsewheie in this document. The doctrine was
one on which he felt strongly ; and, therefore, in

default of further evidence as to the Pannonian
Cieed, it is safer to trace to his influence the
occurrence of the words in the Creed of Sirmium,
on which the Creeds of Nice and Constantinople
aie dependent
As regards the interpretation put on the clause

in the Creed of Aquileia, Pearson is mcoirect when
he suggests that Ruhnus meiely regarded it as

equivalent to 'buried,' which was omitted. The
Cieed certainly contained the word 'buried,'and
Kurinus was at pains to show that this woid in

the Eastern Creeds, as in the Roman, included the
idea of a descent into Hades. Swete (p. 61) sug-
gests that Rulinus had lost the clue to the inter-

'

.

'

>f the clause, and that the addition was
before his time, possibly to meet the

!
'

ndency of the latter part of the 2nd

century.
The difficulty about this suggestion is

that the Doce :< ]' \ SI'M! Gospel of Peter, as
we have seen, <.!- n \ . \ i'.u':-'- belief in the de-

scent. The pie-oni uinor would rather regard
pseudo-Peter a- ^iiTit*--.ini; to the common belief

of the 2nd cent , and explain the addition in the

Aquileian Creed as derived from the ordinary cate-

chetical teaching, of which it may have been as
*

necessary a dogma
' then in Aquileia as in Jeru-

salem in the 4th century
In the time of Ruhnus it might seem more

necessary to insist on such teaching in view of the
rise of the heresy of Apollmans, who denied that
the Lord had a human soul. But Rufinus himself

gives no hint of this. There is more reason to
connect the occurience of the clause in the so-called

Athanasian Creed, now <fui<Mnll; ,,..)'
"

,.- ;,

Galhcan writing of the oth <rnT : < i-p" . -MI

to Apollmarianism, because the : i
> >\:u , l\

had that heresy in view. There. ..... >>, !

ever, that the clause had yet pa-^ed mio any
Gallican Creed By the end of t ho corn in \ \\ o find

it in the Creed of Csesariufe of Arle, and in the

century follow m<r in the Creeds of Ypimmiii*
Fortunate of IVmioi*. and of the SJMMI-II Bi-hop
Martin of Bracara. Thus it passed into the Re-
ceived Text of the Western Creed.

During the Middle Ages the idea of the ' Harrow-

ing of Hell' was made popular by the Gospel of
Nicodemus, and as the theme of Mysteiy Plays,
and at a later time by Christian Art. Discussion

seldom arose. But tlie opinion of Abelard that

the soul of Christ entered the underworld only
virtually and not substantially, was condemned by

the Council of Sens (1140) and Pope Innocent II.

It found favour with Durandus and Pico della
Mirandola, whose names may suffice to show that
the debate was not extinct in the 15th century.
During the Reformation period, contioveisy began
to wax fierce, and was leflected in some of the more
famous Articles of Religion. In the Confession of/ "*

7

"/ i ," . bare fact of the Descent is stated,
'* '' '

' " Catechism taught that the Descent
meant only the terrible anguish with which the
soul of Christ was tued The Catechism of the
Church of the Palatinate cxpj.uru t

1

(hat Christ
descended in order that th< r r i-, ,jni in all his
mental and spiritual agonies might know that
there was One who had boine them and could
sympathize with them. These Catechisms reflect
the opinion of prominent leaders of thought.
Luther, in his Table TalL (ccvi. ), spoke of the laying
of

^
the devil in chains as the purpose of the Descent.

His view fluctuated, but in his Com. on Hos 61

he wrote that Peter cleaily teaches that Christ

p
1

-
J V'-'

'

some who, in the time of Noah, had
MI>- - 'i- < and who waited for the long-suffering
of God that is, who hoped that God would not
enter into so strict a judgment with all flesh to
the intent that they might a< "kuo^ Y'l'_v that their
sins were forgiven through the sacrnice of Christ

It was Calvin (Institut. ii. 16) who taught the

lovoui'v n o<,trine that the Descent means that in
III^ -MlI(MiM'_r on earth, in Gethsemane and on the

Cross, Christ suffered all the horrors of hell. To
which Pearson's words are a sufficient reply :

'There is a worm that never dieth which could
not lodge within His breast ; that is, a lemoise of

conscience, seated in the soul, for what that soul

hath done ; but such a remorse of conscience could
not be in Christ.' Zv. in _li

' 7W* > chr. exp., art.
* de

Christo,',7) taught that when Cnrist died the weight
of His R-Meim-iion penetiated to the Underworld.
The Westminster Standards pi!< i ,r?\ .'.<

the question of the Descent, rhe ' >> //' '//"

Faith is wholly silent, and so is the Snorter Uate-

fhism. The only allusion to the subject is in the

Larger Catechism, where the answer to Question
50 runs c

Christ's humiliation after His death
consisted in His being buried, and continuing in

the state of the dead, and under the power of death
till the third day ; which hath been otherwise ex-

pressed in these words, Me descended into hell.'

Bi-hoj) V11<\\ of Exeter, in a paper drawn up for

the (omoctitibn of 1553, wrote* * There have been

my diocese great invections between the

preachers.' He asked that some certainty might
be set concerning this doctrine. Perhaps this ex-

plain- ih" fii'i-i vhii'i was given to the third of

i'i-
k

I OIL \-M\M \m !<* of 1553.

* As Christ died and was buried for us : so also it is to be
believed that He went down into hell. For the body lay in the

sepulchre until the resurrection : but His ghost departing from
Him was with the ghosts that were in prison or in hell, and did

preach to the same, as the place of St. Peter doth testify.'

Bishop Alley's
'

hope of certainty
' was not ful-

filled, and in 1563 the Elizabethan revisers, with
rare wisdom, struck out the last clause.

The Roman Catechism *
speaks of the release of

holy and just men as the purpose of the Descent,
of the imparting of the fruit of the Passion, and
of i bo Beatific Vision

4. Summary of the controversy in modern
times. We may begin this section with the names
of Pearson and Hammond, who agreed in teaching
that the only meaning of St. Peter's words was
that Christ by His Holy Spirit inspired the preach-
in <r of Noah
"Hammond (ad loc.) writes: 'The spirits in the

prison are those souls of men that laj so sheathed,
so useless and unprofitable in their bodies, im-

* Cat. Rom. 95.
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mersed so deep in calamity as not to peiform any
service to God, who inspired and placed them
there.' He quotes Is 427 499 6 1

1 to prove that else-

wheie it is
'

& "_..'!. speech to expiess wicked
men.' "By Hi- *

i is evidently meant that

Divine power by which He was raised from the

dead after His cmcifixipn
' We have aheady noted

the objections to this interpretation,
and also the

fact that Pearson on this point confuses Hades and
Gehenna. He writes, indeed,

*
less lucidly than is

his wont,' but in regaid of the Descent regarded
as a fact his final summary stukes no uncertain

note.
4
1 give a li

" "
\

* "" A
i-

' "^nt unto this as to a certain

truth, that - Christ were finished on the

Cross, and His sc
*

>
l

"
from His body, though His

body were dead, "
I

- ' not , and though it died not,
*

,

"

r . ->of such as die ,
and

_;
, i -: of a sinner, His soul

went to the place where the souls of men are kept who die for

their sins, and so did wholly undergo the law of death
'

Barrow taught to the same effect (Serai, xxvni )

' If we do thus interpret om Saviour's descent into

hell, for His soul's going into

and mansion of souls, we siiaii so doing DO sme
not substantially to mistake

' He adds '
I cannot

well be at the pain to consider or examine those

conceits, which pretend to acquaint us why and to

what effect our Saviour descended into hell
' This

almost contemptuous refusal to discuss the passages
in St Petei is partly explained by the gaps in the

line of evidence of early Christian tradition which
was known at that time. Coming from a man of

Barrow's calibre, it has probably had great weight.
On the other hand, Jeremy Taylor,* while he

avoids any explanation of St Peter's reference to

1 Mi T). "!.,_< I-., i

J

,,
'- the Patristic view that Christ

improved tue condition of holy souls.

* And then it was that Christ made their condition better * for

though still it be a place of relation m order to something
beyond ib, yet the term and object of their hope is changed :

they sate in the regions of darkness, expecting that great
promise made to Adam and the patriarchs, the promise of the
Messias; but when He that was promised came, He "preached111 " " He communicated '.

' "
' -' * >

3rets of the kingdo . < i _ -

from eternal ages, and taught them to look up to the glories
purchased IT ~T :

- - nd made the term of their expecta-
tion be His *

t>
'

i . and the objects of their hope the
- f "

.cine vision. . But now it was that in the dark
mansions there was a scene of the greatest

joy and the greatest horror represented, which yet was known
since the first falling of the morning stars Those holy souls,
whom the prophet Zechariah calls "prisoners of hope," lying in
the lake where there is no water, that is, no constant stream of

joy to refresh their present condition (yet supported with
- 1 . i

v
. . isitations from God and illumma-

i' - >
i \ . they saw their Redeemer come

to cnange their conmtion, ana to improve it into the neighbour-
hoods of glory and clearer revelations, must needs have the joy
of intelligent and beatified understandings, of redeemed cap-
tives, of men forgiven after the sentence of death, of men
satisfied after a tedious expectation, enjoying and seeing their

Lord, whom, for so many ages, they had expected. But the
accursed spirits, seeing the darkness of their prison shine with

1
'

and their retirements of
i tan durst venture thither,

or, if he were a God, how he should come to die.'

Bishop Horsley's sermon on 1 P 319 at the end of

the 18th cent, is the next important contribution
to the subject. He regretted the alteration of the
Third Article of 1563 He found it difficult to
Lcllovi tin' *o iliCMI illlions who died in the Flood
all died mi|)i*Tiironi

'

He taught that Christ *cer-

iMiily pu'mliod ncirlur lepentance noi faith, for
Uio pjcnchmg or either comes too late for the
< i op,! r L id soul .

'

1 1 c i a r ed the great difficulty why
only fin- om <*la 01 penitents should be mentioned,
having

* observed in some parts of Scripture an
anxiety, if the expie&sion may be allowed, of the
sacred writers to convey distinct intimation** that
the antediluvian race is not uninterested in the

redemption and the final retribution.' The follow-

ing words also deseive quotation, for they go to
* ed. Lden, 11 738, 720

the root of the matter.
'
If the clear asseitions of

Holy Writ are to be discredited on account of

difficulties which may seem to the human mind to

aiise out of them, little will remain to be believed

in revealed or even in what is called natural

religion.
'

About the same time, Dr, Hey, Norrisian Pro-

fessor at Cambridge, gave in his lectures a succinct

account of the history of the doctrine, and discussed

the difficulty of usmgj
the metaphor of descent m

popular language (3rd ed. p 654).

Theie is an excellent suivey of the hteratuie of

the subject down to the middle of the last centuiy
in Dean Alford's Greek Testament. Both he and

Bishop Wordsworth accepted the Patustic view
that Christ p'Oii'lieo -iil\ation to the disembodied

spirits of iho^e <hu^no<! in the Flood if found

penitent. Thus light is thrown on 'one of the
darkest enigmas of Divine justice

'

Bishop Harold
Biowne expounded the Aiticle to the .same effect,

and has been followed recently by Bishop Gibson.

But not all writers were equally bold. Bishop
Harvey Goodwin was content with what was
piactically Pearson's position. Bishop Wcstcott

(Historic "Faith, p. 77) feared to say moie on 'a

mystery where our thought fails us and ^- 11 n i

is silent.' Surely this is too dogmatic .1 ,
< <M

the
'

insus of opinion which interprets
IP.*
There is a ull account of modern German litera-

ture on this subject in Clemen's Nicdergcfahren
zu den Toten. tie interprets 1 P 319 as referring
to human , i" r

~ 1

builds on it an argument in

favour of
'

hope/ V - i
-

1

>es not
commit himseit to any theory I , Resti-

tution. He makes much use of English books,

especially Dean Plur
' "" c'

in Prison.
Tl >

i
- -

1 1 \ of the controversy
!(,-'- , Iv "conclusion that eventually agreement
will be reached as to the exegesis of the passage in

IPeter. Tlie^ci'jlii \ .imlioi ILV of Professor Charles

may be inured U/JMO\O ih.'u ilie interpretation
which accepts Christ's mission to the dead fits in

with our fuller l\rnA\lel^o of coniempoiaiy Jewish
literature. It rlno\\^ lu>ln on one of the' darkest

enigmas of the Divine justice. At the same time
full justice will be done to the early Christian
tradition that in some way or other Christ benefited
the souls of the faithful departed. But it must be
admitted that the bare statement of the Apostles'
Creed asserts only that Chust's soul passed into

the condition which our souls will enter at death,

sanctifying every condition of human existence.

Harnack writes that 'the clause is too weak to

maintain its ground beside the others, as equally
independent and authoritative,' but, as Swete
(p. 62) says, he fails to point out in what the weak-
ness lies, while 'to us it appears to possess in a
\- -\ V -

1
'

I

1

strength which comes from

j-

1 MS r . x ; 1 a wise reserve.
5

I 'i ,

'

s theological opinion justifies
the teaching oi die pool oJ ilio CluUtLin Year:*

'

Sleep'st Thou indeed? or is Thy spirit fled
i:

"

". . . . ']"
W * i 1 1 i . . LM c voice
Wake Abraham to rejoice,

Or in some drearier scene Thine eye controls
The thronging band of souls ;

Thai . * Th"* "'lood \u-n ianl Tl u a>roM\

Mi^hr -ci rh< -pad-m 1 'u,i,(i innn -m ur.d =mo\ r free.'
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1
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Mcthucri 1*03, ISMioplliioklltioiineyy)/ //if >/-/'//" li'/-'Vv*,
JN'I! , lii^-hov IViii-on Ettftfft ',f Ut- .h'^AZ^' ( nJ J Hirlon^
1M" , L II Pliuuinri

1

, Tr,c ^M/.'.N ./> JVf,"'//), l-lv-T'i, J*""S
,
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Jb" Spitta, Chmsti J^r^gt an d>'' Gt utt'f, 1&0: II. B Swete,
The Apostles' Creed, Cambridge, 1^90 A. T

* J. Keble, Easter Em.
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HELLENISTS.-See GRECIANS.

HEM OF GARMENT. This is the AY transla-
tion of Kpdo-iredov in Mt 920 1436

(of touching the hem
of Jesus' garment with a view to healing). In
these places, as on its occurrence elsewhere (Mt
23 13

, Mk 656
,
Lk S44

), RV adopts the rendering
1 border '

See art. BORDER.

HEN. See ANIMALS, p 64a.

HERB. In modern botanical science, 'herb' is

a well-defined teim, and is applied to plants whose
stem dies down annually In the Bible it is used
in a popular sense, being employed to translate
several Hebrew and Greek woids of vaiymg
significance. In the NT it is (except in He 67

,

where the oiigmal has J3ordv7]) the rendering of

\dxava (Mt 13J2,
Mk 4^, Ro 142 ) or \dxwov (Lk

11 4J
), which denotes garden-herbs or vegetables

Many of these, such as lettuce, paisley, mint, etc.,
aie m constant use to the present day. Delitzsch

(Heb NT] lendeis this word by p"i% which means
'gieen herbs' (cf. Dt II 10

, Pr 1517
). The other

teim, ftor&vq, means '

pasture,' but is evidently
used (I.e.) of herbage in geneial, including cereals

Dehtzsch's translation is z&y, 'esebh, which has
the same signification. HUGH DUNCAN.

HERMON. A mountain on the north-eastern
bordei of Palestine, the culminating point of the

lange of Anti-Lebanon, rising to an elevation of

9200 ft. above the sea Its dome-like summit,
usually covered with snow till late in summer, can
be ween fiom almost every part of Palestine. Jesus
in His youth must have often seen it from the hill

west of Nazareth, and, during His ministry, from
the Sea of Galilee. It is not mentioned by name
in the Gospels, but is generally believed to be the
*

high mountain '

of Mt 17a
,
Mk 92

,
and the f moun-

tain' of Lk 928 where the Tiansfiguration took

place This wa- I'-r-iMv not on the summit,
which could be im-li- i MfiU- by long and hard

climbing, but on one of the elevated platfoims on
the southern slope That Hermon, rather than
Tabor (on which there was then a fortified city),
is the *

high mountain '

referred to, seems clear
from the fact that the conversation (Mt I621 -28

)

which preceded the Transfiguration by six days
was closely connected with Peter's confession ; and
this occurred at Caesarea Philippi (Mt 1613

"16
), which

stood just at the base of Hermon by the springs of

Jordan. See also art. TRANSFIGURATION.

in
W - i

Volume of Special Papers)

of Hermon, sec Robinson, BRP
Israel, >%-3<)l

, Cornier, Tent-
alem* Volume, Appendix, and

W. W. MOORE.

HEROD ('Hp^s). The rise of the Herodian

dynasty
* to the throne of the Hasmonaean priest-

kings, begun by Antipater the Idumoean, and
realized by his second son, Herod the Great,t was
closely connected with the ascendency of Roman
power in Palestine. Antipas or Antipater, the

grandfather of Herod, had indeed been appointed
governor of Idumsea by Alexander Jannseus (Ant.
XIV. i. 3), but it was not until after the death of

Alexandra (B c. 67) that Antipater, who had suc-
ceeded hi- fa ih CM Vntipa> in Tdmniva found oppor-
tunity 10 mix n7i<o lu- inroHM- in the dissensions

between Hyrcanus, the legal but weak heir to the
throne in Jerusalem, ana the younger but more

vigorous Aristobulus. Allying "himself with Hyi -

* On the origin of the Herodian family, cf A nt xiv i 3 ,

B,T T vi 2
, Strabo, xvi 2 , Euseb HE i 7 11, Chron , ed

Schoenc, 11 134, 138; Epiph Hcet. xx 1, Derenbourg, Hist
dp la Pal 154 , and Schurer, GJV$ i 292, n 3

t On the title o fttya.* cf Ewald, HI v. 418, n 4; Madden,
Coins, 105, n 1

canus, Antipater secured the aid of the Arabian
king Aietas to establish his candidate in the
government Tlieieupon appeals were made by
Hyrcanus and Aristobulus to the Roman general
Scauius, who had been sent by Pompey to Damas-
cus. The Roman power, thus appealed to, at firbt
favouied Aristobulus, but eventually, after Pompeyhad taken Jemsalem in B.c 63, made Hyrcanus
high priest (Ant. Xiv iv. 4 ; BJ I vii. 6), and com-
mitted the administiation to Scaurus, who in turn
was succeeded by Gabmius Antipater, however,
proved himself^useful to the Romans, both in the

their militaiy opeiations against
> also against the Hasmonosans,

Anstobulus and his sons Alexander and Antigonus.He thus acquired considerable political influence
(Ant XIV vi 4, vui. 1 ; BJ I vm. 7 ; cf Schurei,GJV A

i 343, n. 14). After the battle of Phaisalus
(B.C 48) and the death of Pompey, Cse&ar confirmed
Hyrcanus in the high pnesthood, and made him
ethnarch. Upc- \:

'

,

'

\e conferred Roman
< i i /< vri-l n p <n i 1 proemator of Judsea
V-.-1 d. XIV", Vui. 3, 5, Mrpoiros m the sense of ext-

fjL\7fr^s ;
cf Wellhausen, IJG4

316, n. 2). Soon
afterwards (~

" J "'
\

' '

, tinted his eldest
son Phasael ^

'

and committed
the administration of Galilee to hi& second son
Herod, a young man about twenty-five yeais of age
(Ant xiv. ix 2; the transmitted text reads irwre
Kal &*/<u, but is conjecturally emended by Dindorf
and Bekker to read irfrre Kal efeocrt ; cf Schurer, i.

348, n. 30 ; Gratz, Hist. 77, reads '

twenty'). The
present article is concerned only with the Herods
of the Gospels.

1. Herod the Great. Among the first acts of
Herod's -administration of Galilee was the suppres-
sion of a band of robbers * that harassed his country
and parts of Syria (Ant xiv. ix. 2 ; BJ r. x. 5).

These he captured, and their captain, a certain

Hezekias, he slew, along with many of the robbers,

revealing in the energy with which he suppressed
disorders a trait of character that even at this time
attracted the attention of the ft-mi! o.i t m.ir u*

Syria, Sextus Caesar, and that -:'> u r.'M i'\ ii'ami

him an acceptable ally of the Romans. 1 ins ace,

however, brought Herod under the suspicion of the
leaders at Jerusalem, who persuaded Hyrcanus that
Heiod should be summoned before the Sanhedrin
for trial for violation of the national law in putting
Hezekias to death without trial. Herod obeyed
the summons, but took care to have a sufficient

bodyguard to accompany him At first the mem-
bers of the Sanhedrin were overawed by such a
show of force. They were recalled to a proper
sense of their duty by the courageous words of

scornful rebuke spoken by Sameas the Pharisee

(Ant. xiv. ix 4 ; BJi. x. 5).f When the Sanhedrin
was about to condemn Herod, Hyrcanus, who had
received instructions from Sextus Csesar to have
him acqui:ii-\ inroiinon tno -ii ing and advised
Herod to uu'iuuiu in mi !<>' !-,! . This he did,

. retaining to Damascus. When he had been ap-

|
pointed governor of Coele-Syria by Sextus Caesar, he
threatened Jcuialem with an army ; but, having so

far satisfied \\\^ anjrc i he \\itlidiev*. on the advice
of his father Vntipjuoj arid his brother Phasael.
After the nnml'i ol 0< v-ar (15 Mar. B c. 44), and
* Giatz (Hist ^ lo-^ d'^irx n

\
' A1T n MO nr rnots mourned *)

and DerenbouTg- ("I'S'""! *) n^ar'l ili-'M 1 roll > *
.' patrjots, the

predecessors of the Zealots, Judas the GaiiU'an neing the sou of

IIe7ekia&. (Ant. \vn, x 5, BJ u. iy 1; Ac 53") I. Bro\de

(Jeuish Encyc \ ,","""'
' "-

"

n ~;>and of fanatics, \\l\o had

;

attacked heathci - r
, i > n 'i cara\ans' (cf also Well-

I haii^en^, 317)
t Cf Ant XT t 1, where Pollio is said to have imde fchfe

speech, and Samcas is called hi" di-ciplf Tn TalrauicKc? tradi-

tion (cf Dcrenbourg, J I', ft ) *ame<is TS called Simeon hen

Shctah, identified hj Deienbomg with Shemaia, who, with
Abtalion (Pollio), was", he thinks, at that time at the head of the
Sanhedrin (similarK Gratz, Hist. 79, and I. Broyde, Jewish

Encyc vi 3o6 ; cf also Schurer3, u. 358 f.)
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the poisoning of Antipater (43),

the knowledge, if not the consent
of Hyrcanus (Ant. Xiv. xi. 3, 6

,

319, n 1, 327, n. 3), Herod's fortunes reached their

lowest ebb. Antony, indeed, while he was in the

East, made Herod and Phasael tetrarchs (Ant
XIV xiii. 1 ; BJ I. xu 5) ; hut not long afterwards,

Antigorius, with the help of the Parthians, gained
possession -of Jerusalem, capturing Phasael and

Hyrcanus Phasael killed himself ; and Hyrcanus,
after his ears had been cut off, was taken by the

Parthians to Babylon Herod, who with his family
was in Jerusalem, escaped by night, and, after many
difficulties, in the midst or which he was on the

point of talcing Ms life, came to the fortress Masada.
Here he left ms family m charge of his brother

Joseph and hastened to Borne .\iuijionu-, in the

meantime, had established himself in Jerusalem,
where he reigned for three years (B.C. 40-37) as

Matthias, the coins of Amionu- hearing the in-

scription S-NO^FQC /\NTirONOU pa nD

man 1

(c M - - 99 if).

In Rome, Herod had little difficulty, with the aid

of Antony and the concurrence of Octavius, in con-

vincing the Senate that they would be serving their

own interests by making him king of Judaea in-

stead of Antigonus, who had been placed on the

throne by the Parthians (Ant. XIV. xiv. 4; BJ
I xiv. 4). Appointed king by a decree of the

Senate (B.C. 40), Herod now had before him the

difficult task of conquering his kingdom. He re-

turned to Palestine, raised an army, subdued

Joppa, relieved Masada, and was eager to invest

Jerusalem. The assistance of the Roman forces

under Ventidius and Silo was far from effective ;

Galilee had to be conquered ; it was not until the

spring of 37 B.C that the siege of Jerusalem could
be seriously begun. It was during this siege that
TT- 'i*

1

i'i ,* ,. out away his wife Doris and her
--r \'\ \

" elebrated in Samana hi- mainage
daughter of Alexander (^on of

Aristobttlus) and Alexandra (daughter of Hyr-
canus) (Ant, XIV. xv. 14 ; BJ I. xvii. 8 ; cf. Ant.
XIV. xii. 1 ; BJ I. xii. 3).

Three months after the siege began, Jerusalem
fell (Ant xiv, xvi. 4; BJ I. xviii. 2; cf. Sieffert,
PEE* vii. 762, 1 24 ff.). The city was saved from

plunder and desecration only by a plentiful use of

money on Herod's part Antigonus surrendered
himself to the Romans (Ant. XIV. xvi. 2; BJ
I. xviii 2), and at Herod's urgent request was be-
headed in Antioch (Ant. XIV. xvi 4

; BJ I. xviii. 3)
Herod also had forty-five members of the San-
hedrin slain, but passed over Pollio and Sameas
because during the siege they had advised the city
to yield to him (Ant xv. i. 2).

Established in hi- ^i:i'j-1i-") by force of the
Roman arms, and mni|i\i'ij '!i i status of a rex

socius, Herod fully understood that his continuance
in power was dependent on the good-will of Rome
and her rulers. Hence, throughout his reign of

thirty-four years, he did not fail to cultivate in

every possible way friendly relations with his
overlords. His government, however, though not
without some following among the people, never
obtained the cordial

supjport or willing consent of
the great majority of its subjects. At the be-

ginning of his reign he treated the Sadducsean

aristocracy with severity, made the high priest-
hood subject to his own appointment, and deprived
the Sanhedrin of all political influence. The
Essenes and many of the Pharisees refused to

* T- - <-.r \<>- '"or ,1 -pTn^ is retained here, although
V* fits *

i<lo|
-

(I , ;l o C.'i-iek text, both of Naber and of
V< -(

.

>

-iv N -
i vK mid text of BJ i. 2CL, Ma^/a^v).

II -P V _ V* v A v - ar en as a -variant by Niese in Ant.
\* * J 7, !.i

*
i i H,f

'

i.ii Mx*iur In Ant the MSB spells
consistently Mfiftni (except in xvu 835, where M/u; occurs)
as M does in BJ.

take the oath o"
"

<

'
to him or to the Ro-

man emperor. 'JLhe incipient Zealots or patriotic

nationalists, whether gathered in the robber bands

of Galilee or cherishing more quietly the old Has-

monsean ideals, were his natuial and determined

enemies. Herod, moreover, had no natuial claims

to his throne. Of Idumoean descent, he was in the

eyes of his subjects but half-Jew (Ant. XIV. xv. 2),

and had to endure, not only from his enemies but

within the circle of his own family, taunts upon
his low origin. Caron.1 llioujjh he was not to

offend the religious IIKJ'K.HL- of
^the people in

some respects, for Herod was wiser and more
cautious than Antiochus Epiphanes, his whole

reign breathed the spirit of Hellenism and pagan
secularization so offensive to the Jews. Even his

-elf-don) \-\\\i and efficient provision for the countiy
\\ hon \ MUM! by famine, or his remission in part of

a buidensome taxation, or his niirinficicnt lestora-

tion of the Temple, called forth only momentary
gratitude in the hearts of the people. Successful

at Rome, unsuccessful m Jerusalem, Herod greatly
increased the material interests of his countiy,
and by the favour of Rome enlarged its borders.

But while he rebuilt the Temple and dedicated

it with great splendour and large sacrifices

boasting that he had done what the Hasmona\ans
were not able to ." '

;

1

-*.i h< placed above the

Temple gate a golden' eagle in honour of the

Romans, built a theatre, amphitheatre, and hippo-
drome in or near Jerusalem for Greek plays and
heathen games, and in other places erected temples
for the cult of the empeior Augustus.

^

He built

or restored many cities and foitrr--* 4 - firc-i _h"iu

his temtory, and constructed a *\\\\ .i- li. i i-"iii

(Sebastus) at Strato's Tower, which he enlaiged and
called Csesarea He colonized restless Trachonitis

with Jewish warriors from Babylon, and extended
his munificence far beyond the bounds of his own
country, to Syria, Asia Minor, Rhodes, Greece,
and Macedonia \- O < ,-. Agrippa, and

Augustus were entertained by him with
royal

honours, and in his will he made handsome be-

quests to his friends of the imperial household in

Rome.
It is customary to divide the reign of Herod into

three periods. The first extends from his accession

in B.C 37 to the death of the sons of Babas in

B.C. 25, when the last ma'' r of the
Hasmonsean family were . path-
way. This period was characterized by the estab-

lishment and extension of Herod's power. The
principal forces that he had to combat came from
the royal family he had supplanted and to which
he was allied by marriage. Alexandra, the mother
of Mariamne, "knew how to enlist the interest of

Cleopatra, and Cleopatia had the ear of Antony,
The measures adopted by Herod to meet the situa-

tion were not of the gentlest kind. He recalled

Hyrcanus from Babylon, and though he treated
him with <ur\ 'OTMIM i,ui"ii, Josephus attributes

to Herod ilio i-io i\< oi v i-'im^ to get Hyrcanus in

his power.* In view of the fact that Hyrcanus
could not be appointed to the high priesthood, and
that Aristobulus, the brother of Mariamne, was
only about seventeen years of age, Herod made
Ananel, a Babylonian Jew of priestly family, high
priest. This did not please Alexandra, and she

appealed to Cleopatra on behalf of her son. There-

upon TTciod ilepo-ovl Ananel and appointed Aristo-
l>u lu- in In- >ua d Bn r i he popularity of the young
JlMMUonjotm nrou-e<l Herod & suspicion, and Aristo-

bulus was drowned soon after tne feast of Taber-

"Malhrws (Hist of XT Tune*, 118, ri 1) rp|ocia Josephns'
acoonnr of Herod's nioTH('f also tichuror" i 37* , We llhausen4,

1J2I arid Woodhouto, Jfticvr B<M 11 2-iOtt, n 4) On the other

,
hand, <-f Sioffirt, PKE'A m 762, 1 4&ff , find tho indications

,
givori alxNt: that Ujrcanus \\aa implicated in the dcairi ol

I Antipater.
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nacles in the year B.C. 35. At the instance of

Cleopatra, who learned of the event from Alex-
andra, Herod was summoned before Antony to give
an account of the death of Aristobulus. Before

answering the summons, Herod gave instructions
to his uncle Joseph, in whose hands he left the
. -vt" i

-
J that Mananme should be put to

- . MM '

event of an unfavourable issue of his

mission Herod regained the favour of Antony,
but had eventually to surrender to Cleopatra one
of the most fruitful parts of his territory, the
famous palm- andW ''

_: country about
Jericho, together

"
~.\ \ < -.1- cities from the

river Eleutherus to Egypt, with the exception of

Tyie and Sidon. On his return from the confer-

ence with Antony at Laodicsea (Syrian), Herod
learned through his sister Salome, the evil genius
of his family troubles, that Joseph had revealed
his command to Mariamne Joseph was put to

death, but a fruitful soil for suspicion against
Mariamne remained When Cleopatra, who had
accompanied Antony on his expedition to Armenia,
returned through Judaea, Herod entertained her ;

and, ''-,''' " " ''
-charms,

he "v\ \ territory
about Jericho, and to guarantee sim

*

due to her from the king of Arabia I .

contracted proved to be a bad one, for the king of

Arabia was slow in meeting his financial obliga-
tions. Hence, when war broke out between
Antony and Octavius, and Herod was desirous of

jiiu'V "'! !> Antony, Cleopatra, never doubting
ih, 1 1 \ri!on\ would be victor, thwarted Herod's

puipo-c and' sent him instead against the Arabians,
in the hope that the two kings would destroy one
another. Heiod at first defeated the Arabians,
but finally suffered a seveie reverse, through the
treacherous intervention of Cleopatra's general
Athenio About this time an earthquake brought
great ^u (lei ing on the people, and Herod's soldiers

were di'-comaged The Jewish ambassadors sent
to the Arabians had been slain, and Herod's con-

dition seemed desperate. His own courage, how-
ever, inspired his troops, and a decisive victory
wa^ gained over the enemy

.But Herod had scarcely re-established his power
when news of the battle of Actium (2nd Sept.
B.C. 31) brought him face to face with the crisis of

his reign. Before going to Octavius to learn his

fate, Herod had the aged Hyrcanus put to death
for plotting with the Arabian governor Malchus to

iMjinc Horn Jerusalem.* Placing the government
in charge of his brother Pheroras, and leaving his

mother and sister at Masada, but Mariamne and
Alexandra at Alexandrinum in care of Sohemus,
with instructions that Mariamne and her mother
should be killed if disaster overtook him,t Herod
went to meet Octavius in Rhodes. He appeared
before the empero 1 i'i "\.

^

,

"

-, - \
Ms diadem. His !< \

j

' '\ I i
< '

i M ir was based on a
frank avowal of In'- nioM'l-lii'i f.-r Antony, and of

his desire to aid him at Actium. But Antony
had refused to take his advice about Cleopatra,
and had fallen. He now offered Octavius the same
loyalty and support that he had given Antony.
Moreover, Herod had already had opportunity of

proving his loyalty to his ne\\ master by preventing

*
.Tosephus (Ant XT vi. 1), consistently with his account of

Herod's motuc in recalling Hjrcanus from Babylon, iiiuinuirs

that Herod sought an occasion of removing Hyrcanus Sohun r

(i 3S4) questions Josephus-' account ot the treasonable letter, on
the ground that; such an action would be unlikely in a man of

Hyrcanus* age. He accepts the account of Herod's inoinc in

this instance, ho\ve\er, regarding- it as a more probable and a
sufficient explanation of H\ reanus* death (cf. also Mathews, 120,
ii 3 On the participation of ihe Sanhednn, cf Ant xv. xvi 2,

and Wellhausen, 327, n. 1)

t On the historicity of the two incidents related in Ant xv
in 5 6, 9

,
BJ i xxu. 4, 5

,
Ant. xv. vi. 5, vu. 1-6, cf. Schurer *,

i. 585, n 51 ; Mathews, 120, n. 4.

Antony's gladiators from passing through his terri-

tory to join Antony in Egypt. At the close of the
interview Octavius restoied Herod's diadem, and
confirmed him in his kingdom. In a short time
Octavius even enlarged Herod's kingdom, restoring
the territoiy taken from it by Antony for Cleo-
patra, and a number of cities, such as Gadara,
Hippos, Samaria, Gaza, Anthedon, Joppa, and
Strato's Tower This was done m recognition of
Herod's aid to the imperial army as it passed into
Egypt.
When Herod leturned from Rhodes, his old

suspicions against Mariamne were aioused by dis-

covering that Sohemus had repeated the folly of
Joseph. Soliemuss was executed, and soon after-
wards Mariamne was tried on the charge of

attempting to poison Herod, and put to death
about the year B.c 29. But Herod had loved her
with a wild passion. After her death his remorse
and an uncontrollable yearning for her (which
Byron has finelv expressed in one of his Hebrew
Melodies) quickly brought him to the verge of

insanity (ct aho Stepjien Phillips, Herod}. At
length, when he fell sick in Samaria, Alexandra
sought to gain possession of the fortresses in Jeru-
salem. But Herod, rousing himself from his

stupor, had her put to death (B c. 28). Costobar
also and the sons of Babas were put to death on
the evidence of Salome, who revealed the hiding-
place of these men of Hasmonsean descent* and
partizanship, and the part played by her husband

!
i 25). Herod was now well

' in favour with Augustus,
and triumphant over his enemies
The second period of Herod's reign, extending

from B.C. 25 to B c. 13, was characterized by ex-

tension
"

\
'

i"1 -jpreat building opera-
tions. I . it - and Auranitis were

given to him by Augustus about B.c 23 (Ant. xv.
x 1 ; BJ I. xx. 4), and to these the tetrarchy of

Zenodorus together with the country of Ulatha and
Panias was added about three years later (Ant.
XV. x. 3 ; BJ L xx. 4 ; Dio Cass. xlv. 9). During
lln-. pmod many cities were built or beautified by
It01 oil, hoi 'i in his own territory and in surround-

ing countries Fortresses were constructed, and

temples m honour of \ i . .< ,
> !* 'iied Samaria

(Sebaste), Panias (Cses. i 1'i i! and Strato's

Tower (Csesarea). But the greatest of Herod's
works of construction were the harbour at Strato's

Tower and the Temple at Jerusalem. The latter,

begun about B c. 19, was partially completed in a

year and a half (the inner temple), jmd the whole

brought to a temporary completion in about eight

years, when it ^as formally dedicated, although
work was continued on it until the time of Albums

(procurator A D. 62-64, cf. Ant. XV. xi. 5, 6, XX. ix.

7 ;
Jn 220

). Herod also built himself a magnificent

palace in Jerusalem. Theatre, amphitheatre, and

hippodrome were the scenes of plays and games
not only in Csesarea and Jericho, but in Jerusalem.
Mcrroiuirv troops aided by spies and strict police

regulations kept the people in subjection. Out-

hiug diMTict-) such as Trachonitis were colonized

to suppress disturbances. Herod's power was at

its height. In his court were men of Greek learn-

ing, such, as Nicolaus of Damascus and his brother

Ptolemy. As a rex *,< i>n TT< 'mi lu -
1 the right to

issue copper coinage 1 1 1
- n s < \ i -

'

j
with Kome

\\a> fmnly establish^': Me innrt-ioil himself in

(lie Jou^'of the Dispersion, and helped to secure

them then rights
in Asia Minor. He also made

provision from his private means to aHft-

* Just what their descent was does not clearly appear from

Josephus They seem to have been related to the Hasmonaeans.

They were to have been killed when Herod took Jerusalem,

But Costobar sa\ed them, and had kept them concealed until

Salome, his wife, left him, and made the matter known to

Herod
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viate the suffering caused by a famine (B C. 25),
and on two occasions remitted part of the people's
taxes, one-third in B.C. 20 and one-fourth in B.C. 14

But the glory of his reign and the mateiial splen-
dour of his works were offensive to the religious
consciousness of his subjects, and his sporadic acts

of unselfishness failed to arouse any permanently
cordial response in the people
The last period of Herod's reign, from B c 13 to

B C. 4, was one of family intrigue which formed, as

Wellhausen aptly puts it,
l a chapter of couit his-

tory in true Oriental style/ After the death of

Mariamne, Herod had married another Manamne,
daughter of a ceitain Simon, a priest whom Heiod
had made high priest. He had also other wives,
seven in number His first wife had been lecalled

to court His sister Salome and his mother Cypros
had already shown some ability in the gentle art of

false suggestion. Herod's brother Pheroras, whom
he had made tetrarch of Peisea and Idumsea, was
at hand with his wife There were piesent also

the two heirs to the throne, Alexander and Ansto-

bulus, sons of Mariamne I., both proud of their

Hasmoncean descent, possibly a little haughty in

their manner, certainly a little unwise in their con-

fidential conversations ; having a grievance in the

unjust death of their mother, but no protection

against its misuse by their enemies ; holding their

mother's opinion of Herod's kindred, an opinion
"shared by Glaphyra, wife of Aristobulus and

daughter of Archelaus, king of Cappadocia, and

fully reciprocated in kind by Salome and Cypros.
If to this we add the villainy of a scoundrel like

Euryclus, the presence of Antipater, Herod's eldest

son, recalled to court for the purpose of checking
presumptuous hopes of succession on the part of

Alexander and Aristobulus ; and, finally, the sus-

picious nature of Herod, now made more so by age,
and the use of an absolute power over the lives of

his subjects to extort evidence by tortuie, undei
such conditions as these,

s where many things were
done and more were believed and repeated,' intrigue
could hardly fail to ripen into tragedy.
Soon after the return of Alexander and Aristo-

bulus from Rome, where they had been educated,

they weie suspected <'" i !> i
,L

\ , o i- TL M "!

for their mothei's de*. \ , i >; u i' i i_ -
< -n,

ture hopes of succession to the throne. Herod
himself preferred charges against them before the

Emperor a 1"

\- i

"" *

:,' V.i .-^ succeeded in

effecting a ^.-i ', *v . p i

1

:, P "* '

Alexander was" arrested, but released i i

influence of Archelaus Gradually, iiowever, the
meshes of intrigue closed around the Hasmongean
brothers. Permission was obtained from Augustus
to bring them to trial, but the Emperor's sugges-
tions about the constitution of the court were not

strictly adhered to. Herod himself appeared as a
witness against his sons, and the court condemned
them by a majority vote, Saturninus and his sons

dissenting. They were strangled at Sebaste (Sa-
maria), and buried at Alexandrinum about the year
B. C. 7. Finally, on the death of his brother Pheroras,
Herod discovei i" < \-

'

, "10 had gone to
Borne bearing \

'

,

'

which "narnod
him as successor to the throne, was himself impli-
cated in a patricidal plot, Thereupon Herod wrote
to \ufcip,i1rM, urging with great solicitude and
l>nteinal aflecnon his speedy return On arriving
in Jerusalem, Antipater wa* brought to trial before
Varus, Nicolaus of Damascus appearing to pro^e-
cute the ease for Herod. And when Antipater
failed to clear himself, he was cast into prison,
while Herod awaited permission from Augustus to

put him to death.

Herod was now grown old. His physical consti-

tution, naturally poweiful and robust, began to

give way. The kot baths of Callirhoe gave little

or no relief to his disoiders. It soon became known
that he was suffering from an incurable disease,

and the signs of popular rejoicing only embittered
the last hours of his despotic reign The stiirmg
of his anger, as on a foimei occasion, seemed to

rouse his waning energy. When the disciples of

two popular teachers of the Law in Jeiusalem,
Judas and Matthias, cut down the golden eagle
fiom the gate of the Temple, Heu *

leturned, and had forty-two of the

including their teachers, burned to ii

sufferings now became more intense. A bath in

warm oil ordered by his physicians almost killed

him, and in a fit of despair he even aucmpied to

take his own life Josephus also reports that he

gave ordeis that at the moment of his death all the

principal men of the country-, whom he had gathered
m the hippodrome at Jeiicho, should be put to

death, m order that the people might have cause to

soirow at his departuie But this older was never
earned out (cf. Wellhausen 4

, 345, n 2) The im-

pusoned Antipater about this time, thinking that
his father was dead, sought to escape ; but Herod,
leaining of it, and having just received authority
foi his execution from Rome, gave the ordei for his

death. On the fifth day after the death of Anti-

pater, Herod died at Jeiicho, m March nr April of
the year B c 4, being about seventy 3 <,'-. t g

%

e,

and having reigned thirty-seven yeais since his

appointment by the Roman Senate and thirty-four
since the i. l^i 1 - <-T Jerusalem. His body was
earned to ll<!- IMM, and interred with military
honours.
Herod had leceived from Augustus at Aquileia

the ^ >f his kingdom as he willed,
and < . time contemplated abdica-
tion ; , : -sons, but was le^tiamed by
the Emperor (Ant xvi iv 5) When he leturned
to Jeiusalem, he made public announcement of his
intention that the succession should go to Antipater
first, and then to Alexander and AiistobuluK. Be-
fore his death he made three wills. In the first,

made about B.c 6, Antipater was named to suc-
ceed to the throne, or, in case of his death, Herod
(Philip) the son of Mariamne the high pnest's
daughter (Ant. xvn ni 2 ; BJ I. xxix. 2). In
the second, made after the treachery of Antipater
had been discovered, Antipas was named as his
heir (Ant. xvir vi. 1 ; BJ I. xxxii 7) In the
third, made shortly before Inn death, Archelaus
was appointed to succeed to Judaea and Samaria,
with the title of king , Antipas was given Persea,
with the title of tetrarch ; and Philip, with a
similar title, received Trachonitis, Auranitis, and
Batansea (Ant, XVII. viii. 1 ; BJ I. xxxni 7).

Although Jo?c])lm*. gives a very detailed account
of Herod's reign <Ui >n ulm u i > a far greater extent
on Nicolaus of Danu-ni^ ihmi his occasional cita-

tions would indicate (cf. Schuier 8
, i. 82 C), it is

not historically probable that he has recorded every
incident found in Ms sources, much less every in-

cident that <( < in i oil li 1 1 IM^ (1 *-
1
"\ \tiC For, while

his representation has in ii- 11 in in leatures and
even in most of its details the appearance of a
faithful and trustworthy narrative, it is not un-

likely that he has mfcnndei^tood or unrepresented
some movements, such as the character of the rob-
bers in Galilee

; others he has neglected for some
reason, such as the Messianic ideas of the time,
and their popular influence witnessed by the Psalms
of Solomon and the NT (cf. Mt 2lff

*; and Mathews,
Hist. 126, The Messianic Hope in the NT, 13).
It is possible also that Josephus misrepresented
some details of the history through misundei-

standmg his sources, such, for example, as the

day of the fall of Jerusalem, or, again, assigned
wrong motives for actions, and even narrated as
fact what did not liappen. There are some de-
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of ditieient events which leveal fetiiking
similaiities, and theie are some apparent inconsist-
encies The narrative in BJ is closely parallel
with that in Ant

,
but in some instances the one

contains what the other omits. IT-
>

theiefore, we may estimate the

Josephus as an historian, his silence can be used as
an argument against the historicity of an event,
otheiwise attested, only in case it can be shown that

Josephus or his souice could not have been in ignor-
ance of the event, and would have had good leason
to mention it had it occurred, and no good leason

it if known. But even should this be
, the argument from silence would have

only seeondaiy value in confiiming a negative
judgment, since any judgment in such a case must
depend pimianly upon the chaiacter of the souice
in which the event is lecorded
Both St Matthew and St. Luke assign the birth

of Jesus to a time shoitly before the death of
Heiod (Mt 2 lir

-, Lk I5 - 2b - 5Q 2lff
). This event,

although not mentioned by Josephus, could not
have taken place later than the spring of B.C. 4
St Luke, indeed, brings the event more directly
into connexion with th ''

. by men-
tioning the imperial t, which
caused the journey of Joseph and Mary from.

Nazareth to Bethlehem St. Matthew, on the
other hand, by narrating the visit of the Wise
Men fiom the East (pdyoL awb avaroKQv, Mt 21

),

gives us a glimpse of Jerusalem and Herod won-
derfully true to the histoiieal and psychological
probabilities that may be inferred from Josephus
and other souices The anival of the Magi in

JeiusaleiUy the form of their question revealing
the fact that they weie not Jews, the Messianic

significance of their question and its appreciation
by the people and by Herod, the consequent effect

on the city and on the king, Herod's
'

I :

of the scribes where the Christ, i.e i/ne iViessiaii,

should be born, the answer according well not only
with OT "" "*

it with the Messianic ideas
of the tin

v
/ Mntth. 94, n. 86 ; Bousset,

Mdlqion des Jud. 214), and, finally, the character
of Heiod, - .-;< ::- dissimulating, treacherous,
the whole - / i-n vividly reflects the historical

conditions of the closing years of Herod's reign.
The local colouring betrays no false touch. The
ideas and scenes are appropriate to the times, and
the character of Herod is quite his own. When
St. Matthew tells us that Herod in his anger at

being deceived by the Magi slew all the children
of two yeais and under in Bethlehem and its

borders, we still recognize perfectly the man whose
closing years were filled with passion and blood-
shed. Josephus, indeed, does not mention the in-

cident. What he does narrate of Herod, however,
bears indirect testimony to a fact so tiniuly con-
sistent with Herod's character. If The iiu iluie-

fore be denied, the denial will rest on subjective
rather than historical grounds.

Gratz, indeed, remarks (Hist of the Jews, ii 116)
* A legend

of later date tells how Herod was not satisfied with shedding-
the blood of his own children, but how, m a passion, he ordered
all children under two years of age in Bethlehem and the sur-
i

' -
. >

"

issacred, because he had heard that
< 1

-
i > i

- * David had been born in that place
H '

',
r - was, was innocent of this crime.'

Similarly I. Broyde" (Jewish JEnoyc vi. 360), who, however,
makes appeal to the fact that ' the massacre of the Innocents as
related in the NT is nou a:*

1^ nll\ art'iMIN'I In T -il"1
'

Christian thinkers to l>i- 1 k

jroM'Uii 1 or 'J'ls oivnu.-i
'

'> r

no historical sMdenci i-\ul n-vvd Ihe ,1 "iL-'i / I \

character of St Matthew's nar.. '
I r <\

'
\

\\heri strengthened bv appeal to p>
' %

thinkers,
a<- ouh subjective and doprmati I i i i "186, indeed

(IT Ilolt/mann, Handcom 3
41), the attempt is made to ground

such a judgment; historically by comparing Mt and Lk ,
and

inferring from their differences the untrusu\ orthy charactci of

each. The fundamental objection to the Instoncitv of the

Gospel narratives is, however, not so much the differences be-

tween them, which simply prove their relative independence, as

VOL. I. 46

JJ
e ' ' iich thej recoid, and in particular, in

J
nis * - nairatne, the star of the Magi Dr.

^ni ' '
, suggested an interpretation of this

phenomenon as a puielj natural occurrence, described, how-
ever, not in terms of scientific piecision but in popular lan-
guage, and fiom the point of Mew of the Magi But e\en
should such an explanation be thought exegeticallj inadequate,
the historicity of the narrative could be denied, arid the narra-
tive itself justly de&ci

' n

On principles of
interpretation whose

'

, of their depend-
ence on naturalistic pi euuibeis,ioj>icauv excluded from the sphere
of history all miraculous e\ents, and necessarily explained the
narratives of such events as legendary m chaiacter and origin

For an account of Herod's son Archelaus &ee
ARCHELAUS.

2. Antipas. The second son of Heiod and Mal-
thake, the full "brother of Archelaus, is called by
Jobephus 'AvTLiras (Ant XVII. vn. 1) or 'Hp^thys
(XVIII. ii. 1). In the NT and on the coins only'the
name 'Hp^SS^s appeals. Under his father's labt

will, as ratified by Ai^!i-;i'- Yntipas leceived
Penea and Galilee, v , n ilo i < rerpaApx'ns (see

TETKAECH) Pie is commonly designated by this

title in the NT, although the popular 6 floeriXetfs

occurs in Mk 8 14ff
-, Mt 14 t(

.

We know little concerning the events of Antipas*
long leign (B C. 4-A.D. 39 j. The narrative given
"by Josephus is veiy meagie aftei the death of
Heiod the Great.* Having little to tell of Arche-
laus, Josephus introduced veiy interesting digres-
sions about the Pharisees, Satldueees, Zealots, and
Es&enes (Ant. XVIII i.-vi. ; JBJil. viii. 1-14) But,

.

" "" '

'""e to tell of Antipas, he filled in
, with an account of the Paithians

and their lelations with Rome with which, in-

deed, Anti]>as was incidentally connected (cf. Ant.
xvin. n. 4, iv. 4 ; Sehurer 3

, i. 447) We learn fiom

Josephus, however,
". \

"

^ \
fortilied Sepphoris

' )

tection of Galilee ana j^eryea. lie aibo uuiit ana
colonized Tibeiias on the Sea of Galilee On one

occasion, when in Rome at the houfae of his brother
Heiod Philip (Ant. XVin. v. 1 ; cf. Mk 6 17

), son of

Mariamne the high priest's d.aijjn-, \ntipas
secuied the consent of Herodias, IK- luoiJu i - wife,
to leave her husband and marry him, on condition
that he put away his own wile, th<- ? ,i_:Mi < f

Aretas, king of the Nabataeans. Y* 1 V ,,,!

returned, his wife, who had learned > 1 1- s
r <n i-

stanclmg with Herodias, asked permission to go to

Machrerus, a fortress near the border of her father's

temtory. Wul.oui -u-p< < im, hoi pnrpo-cs \mi]M-
granted her uvpie-i , 1m. -lie continued her journey
to Arabia, and oiilijhie:ii

i
<l her father conceining

the dutiful intentions o his &on-in-law. Because
of this and certain boundary disputes, enmity arose

between Aretas and Antipa-, which eventually
issued in war, and a ciushing deieat loi Antipas.

It is difficult to determine just how soon after the marriage
wich Herodias the war between Antipas and Aretas broke out.

Vite" - ,r"i _"
' " 1 "*"-/ an old iri-.c

1
-**

1 -r- st Antipas,
and :- .1 I

- -
I make \ i- ^ - 1 --, \-\ 1 1 coming ta

his assistance, was, nevertheless, under orders from Eome
^ i

_-
- \ ! < > * punish him for his rough treatment

* V-,
1

i
-

i
'

_'
- far as Jerusalem when news came of

i 1, -I t -- x --7). T- !
~

<

*

i . . can hardly
have been later than the year '< i "

er, remarks

(Ant xvni. v 2) that the -i < \ i i- '
. s popularly

regarded as a Divine punishment tor uie rnurtler of John the

Baptist, Hence it has been inferred by K< r n"'1 ( tl r- that,

neither ihe death of John nor the marri, -jo w L'I lkr (Ju ^ can
ha\ e preceded T,hi^ event by many years. Kr m t r v oca 1

( <J \\ f

year 34 a^ Tl.c- dhio <f T)h iS d M 1 a id fi--
1? 1 4 i-io d .al- of

Jesus to ino ^ c.u <o (J ,>>'* <<? \n-"ii" 387 ff ). Siefifert dates

the jouincv ^i Xrunnsio Kmno u 'i n ho gamed the consent of

Herodias to l lie 1
1 oti; z-- -'i ,-v \i_\r ^\ (PRB* \u 7C9, 1 49).

The concise character or Josephus' narrati\e, howe\cr, as viell

as the condition of the to\t m this section or Ant ,
renders it

precarious to mfer, from the order of events, close chronological

sequence (cf Schurer^, i 4 13 if
; Wellhausen *. 354) Equally

* This mea^ieru *, a- coinpartd utrh the detailed WMWV
"

life and ri <^ 01 Fleiod no (JrKit is due doubtless to the
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uncertain is the chronological inference from the popular con-

nexion of Antrpas' defeat with the death of John, since such a

judgment ^ too flexiolc to furnish any very definite chrono-

logical datum.

The arrest, impiisonment, and death of John
the Baptist aie narrated in the Gospels and in

Josephus (cf Mt 4 12 H2ff- 143ff
, Mk I 14 617ff

*, Lk 319f-

yisft 9711^ jn 324. nt t xvni. v. 2). Both sources

give an account of Jor- '- r ,;
]

1 . rnd baptism.

Josephus mentions a }
'. :< !

i
' i\- for John's

arrest ; but, while such a motive is not unlikely
in view of the p<]iuli ih r of John's nunistiy (Mk
I 5

,
Mt 35

. Lk 3' ,
(-1. Jn J 1

") and the Messianic char-

acter of" .

'

: (Mk !*, Mt 3IU , Lk 315ff
,
cf.

Jn I 15
-

<'> ,, . does not fully explain his

death. We learn also from Josephus that John
was imprisoned in the fortress of Machserus, but

nothing is said
"

i the length of the im-

prisonment. Th- x however, give a personal
motive for the arrest of John, indicate

that^
the

imprisonment lasted for some time, - -

i \ V\ ,r .:'

a year,* and attubute his death ! i \ ,

Herodias (Mk 617 '29
,
Mt 143

~12
,
Lk 3"- 20

)
For John

had rebuked Herod for his maniage with Herodias,
and for this had been imprisoned. The imprison-
ment seems to have been moderated by the free

access of his disciples to him, and Herod himself

heard John from time to time. At length, how-

ever, on the occasion of a birthday feast,f cele-

brated by Herod with the chief men of his govern-
ment, probably at the palace in Machoerus, a

favourable oppoitunity pie&ented itself for Hero-
dias to be avenged on John for his attack on her
maniage. Salome, the daughter of her foimer mai-

riage,t danced befoie Herod and his guests Herod
was pleased, and piomi&ed to do for her what she

might ask. At the suggestion of her mother, her

request took an unexpected form ; but because of

his promise Herod granted her the death of the

propnet, who, like his predecessor in the days of

Ahab, had been bold to arraign immorality in high
places.
The boyhood of Jesus and most of His public

ministry were spent within the territory of Antipas.
It was not, however, until the mission of the
Twelve that Herod's attention was attracted to

Jesus; for, though la IK MM iii on {ho Mioies of the
Sea of Galilee, and fi'-ni ( ,\]n IIMUTM 11*. a centre

extending His workmen ilu mi<iir(.in^ country,
Jesus apparently did not visit Tiberias. Shortly
after Jesus learned that Herod had heard of Him,
He withdrew from Galilee, (

u-i t

'

'> the region of

Tyre and Sidon (part of ii
1 -* I.' , 'i province of

Syria). On one occasion Jesus warned His dis-

ciples again*-! the leaven of Herod (Mk S15
) ; on

another the Pharisee- manifesting an unwonted
interest in Jesus* safety, brought Him word that
Herod was i >l,im n 1 1

j; His death (Lk 1331 ). The reply
of Jesus on' 1 1 IP LIKM occasion Go tell that fox'
shows that He saw throng] L the cunning design of

Herod to be rid of Him. True to His own word,
4 for it cannot be that a prophet peiibh out of Jeru-

salem,
3

it was not at the hand of Herod that the
Saviour of the world suffered, but at the hands
of the Roman world-rulers and their procurator,
* Jesus' Calil man mim^trv began just aftei the imprisonment

of John (Mk 1", Mr 412) John & mmisli'- was looked back upon
&> past at the feast of Jn 5 L

,
cf. 5*r' Messengers came from

the imprisoned John to Jesus in tlo mM*i < E lie vnr\ Gi"l ia*i

mmmri Xeus of Jesus reached lit rod .il-om Uic miit ot ir.e

mibMon of the Twehe, and in this ^orrcvon rho Go-pcJ 5 nicj-
tion the fears of Herod that John v i > n-o-i .rom the ur>a<l 1 ne
inference is> not improbable that Jour.S der-th \\a-> .1 rnatiei of

recent occurrence
t On L, ( i n< ,im"K of -/>> a in Mk 621, Mt 146, cf, ScMrerS, i.

439, n "7 Z- .-"i Urn/ /ft ."> l n. 81 ; Jos, Ant. xix. vu. 1
; Oxyr.

Pap u ll_> i, n i!l 21, .VL, iv. 736. 56, 57; Fay. Pap. i. 114.

20, 115. 6, 119 30

J The reading- Mk 622 $& in KBDLA, adopted by WH, is

probably a corruption for uri?? (cf. S\vete, The Gosp ace to St.

MJc 118 ; SchurerS, i. 441, n. 29)

Pontius Pilate. At the trial of Jesus, Herod's

wish to see Him was at length gratified Foi

Pilate, when he learned that Jesus was of Galilee,

and thus subject to Herod's iuii-uuinn. at once

sent him to Herod, who was in J eru&alem at that

time. This act of consideration, piompted pos-

sibly by the strained relations between the two
rulers (Lk 2312

,
cf. 13 ]

), proved an effectual peace-

offering, and cemented anew the bonds of mend-

ship between them. Herod, however, had no
desire to assume responsibility for the death of

Jesus His desiie to see Jesus sprang fiom simple

cunosity, stimulated by the hope that He would

perform some miracle in his presence. But Jesus
was silent before Herod and His accusers. Heiod,
therefore, when he had mocked Him, sent Him
back to Pilate airayed in fine garments [The pait
taken by Herod in the tiial of Jesus is the subject
of legendary elaboration in the apocryphal Gospel

of Peter].
Stirred by envy at the advancement of her

brother Agrippa to royal dignity, Heiodias per-
suaded Herod, against his better judgment, to seek
from Caligula a similar honour. When he came to

Rome, however, Agrippa prefeired charges against
him, and called attention to the military supplies
that had been collected by Herod. Herod was un-
able to deny the existence of the supplies, and was
banished by Caligula to Lyons in Gaul, probably
in the summer of A.D 39 (cf. Schurer

3
,

i. 448, n. 46 ;

Madden, howevei, Corns, 122, gives the year 40).

Herodias proudly refused theEmpeior's geneiOHity,
and accompanied her husband in his banishment

(Ant. XVII. vh 2
;
BJ II. ix. 6). Herod's tetrarchy

was |.i
i i' ii \ i i

;
i-a

3. Philip.- 1" : i|> was son of Herod the Great
and Cleopatra 01 Jerusalem. When Archelaus
went to Kome to secure the ratification of his

father's will, he left Philip in Jerusalem in chaige
of his affairs. Later, when Varus gave the Jews of

Jeiusalem permission to s^nd an embassy to Rome
to oppose Archelaus, Philip went al&o, at the sug-

gestion of Varus, to profit by whatever course events

might take. When Augustus ratified Herod's will,

Philip received Batansea, Trachomtis, Auramtiw,
Gaulanitis, and the territory of Panias (Ant. xvn.
nil. 1, xi. 4, XVIII iv. 6 ; BJ II vi. 3). In Lk 31

the territory of Philip is described by the phrase,
c the region of Ituraea and Trachomtis '

(r^s-'Iroupatas;
Kal Tpa%w^ri5os %c6/>as; cf, Schurer 3

,
i. 425, n 23).

The Trachomtis had on two occasions been colonized

by Herod the Great once with three thousand
Idumseans, and again with Jewish wairiors from
B,ib\l(.n ( int. XVI. ix. 2, XVII. ii. 1-3). But the

p'MiuLnjon of Philip's territory was chiefly Gentile,
his coins, unlike those of his brothers, bearing the

image of the Emperor. Philip rebuilt Panias, and
called it CcBsarea in honour of Augustus, and also

Bethsaida on the Sea of Galilee, calling it Julias
F

*

laughter. His reign was a mild
He lived in his own country and
as he travelled from place to

place (Ant. xvni. iv. 6). He married his niece

Salome, daughter of Herodias and Herod Philip
(Ant. xvni. v 4). The Gospels narrate a lourney
of Jesus into the territory of Philip when He went
north from Galilee into the region of Caesarea Phil-

ippi {Mk 8s7, Mt 161S
; cf. CJ2SAREA PHILIPPI).

Philip died in the year 33 or 34, in the twentieth

year of Tiber iu>, ha\ ing reigned thirty-seven years.
His ten it or y \ui-s adaod to the province of Syria,
but w.i-s <:i\on =0iouly afterwards by Caligula to

Agrippa. See also art. HEEODIAS.
LnEimtRE Josephus, Derenbourjf, Hist dc la Palestine;

Madden, Coi?i<? or the Jeu
, Schurei, GJV% (Eng tr of 2nd ed )

1 >'- T /.-i I lfii \ \oryfull citation ot literature], Ilausiath,
// ^7 'J ,',* 207 if

, Holtzmann, *tutc*t Zatqe-
'

.
' r P Ii irjr-, Mist of the Jeuu>h People, 143 If

,
Mmr-

head, Times oj Christ; Farrar, The flerods
,
S Malhevis, Hist.
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of NT Times, 100 ff
, Mommsen, Roman Provinces, 11 189 fit ;

Ewald, HI v 395 ff
, Grate, Hist, of the Jews, n 57 ff

,
de

Sauloy, Hi&t d'Hetode; Wellhausen, IJG* 323 ff., Keim in
Schenkel's <,bel-leztkon, m 27 ff , Westcott in Smith's DB^,
n 1048 ff

, Sieffeit, ait. 'Herodes' m PRE*, Hausleiter, art.

'Antipas/ ib
,
von Dobschutz, ar PV iw - ! Tetrarch,' id ,

Woodhouse m JEnci/c Bibl n '

'i.i
,

If( .<-,' i, TTt -t '.**

DB n 353 ff , J. D Davis, DB, artt 'Herod,' I'''i;>', ^
Milwitzky, art 'Anfcipas' m Jewish Encyc. , I. Broyd6, art.
*

Herod,' ib
, S. Ochser, art

'

Philip,' ib

W. P. ARMSTRONG.
HER00IANS ('HpyStaz/o/). Apart from the

weakly attested reading in Mk S1
^, the Herodians

are mentioned "but three times in the NT and on
only two occasions, Mt 2216

being parallel with
Mk 1213 The name 'Hpydiavot does not occur in

Josephus In BJl. xvi. 6 the form 'Hptpdetoi is used
of the party of Herod, and in Ant XIV. xv. 10
the phrase ot r& *Rpyov (ppovovvres occurs (cf. also
Ant XIV vii. 4). (For the formation in -LCLVOS like

Xpia-TLavds, cf. Blass, Acta Apos. 136, Gram, ofNT
Greek, 27, 4 ; Harnack, Mission u. Ausb. d. Christ.
294 fF

, Etym, Mcign s v *Rp<p8ia,jf6$).
If HI,* !-,j v of Herod in Josephus he the same as

the 1 1 "i o- , ,,i )
- ( -T the NT (cf. 0. Holtzmann, Neutest.

Zeitgesch 1571, but, on the other hand, Cheyne,
J&nc'yc Eibl ii. 2034), then the

origin
of the party

must be sought in the time of Herod the Great.
This view

" Jl
of the party will also deter-

mine our
t its nature. It cannot have

been a religious sect or party like the Pharisees or

Sadducees, but was most probably a political party
composed of the adherents and supporters of the

Heio_dian dynasty. Prom the combination of the
Pharisees with the Herodians (Mk 36

), and their
common action in Jeiusaleni (Mt 2216

, Mk 1213
), it

is not unlikely that the Herodian party was com-
posed piniupally of Sadducees (cf. Lk 2019 and Mk
815 with Mt

1(5"].
After the death of Herod the

Great, the deposition of Archelaus, and the estab-

lishment of Roman rule in Judsea, the aims and
purposes of the party would '

, ". centre in

Antipas. The presence of the 1
1 'in Galilee,

indicated in Mk 36
, cannot be set aside with the

remark of Cheyne :
'

This, however, is evidently a
mistake. In the country of the tetrarch Antipas
there could not be a party called the Herodians 3

(op. cit ii 2043). Members
" '

wished
to see Antipas sit upon the . ler may
have been in Galilee as well as in Jerusalem ; for

their ideal was a national one,
"* "" f "

\

ideal of the Zealots as royalist
Their union with the strong Pharisaic party, and
their attempt to

entrap^
Jesus with the question

about tribute to Caesar, lind explanation not in any
sympathy with the Pharisees or fondness for the
traditions which Jesus' activity imperilled, but in
their readiness to oppose and suppress any Messianic

agitation of the people.
Other views attach some religious

"

'P \ \

to the party, connect them with the Ii i..

or with the court of Antipas as members of the
Herodian family, officers or servants, and attribute
to them a friendly or hostile attitude towards the
Roman sovereignty (cf. Tert. ad Omn. Hcer. i. ;

Epiph. Hcer. xx. ; Steph. Thesaur. s.v. ; Ewald,
J//V. 409 f

; Renan, Vie de Jteus, 226 ; Edersheim,
Life and Times, i. 237 fF., ii. 384; Bleek, Sqn. ii.

327 ; Zahn, Matth. 528, n. 44, 632, n. 45).

'

LlTEHM'I'F KC'.M- ill ^llOMV "'- ft'l 7- 7.
T'K'jtl, I" fijff ;

B. F \V,-,-'o c i i *uil,s 1)11- " l",-)ii
,

N|,.|*irt i-i PUTS \,-.

769; T. \\ f nciiic .'I Ln'hr /f.o/ n 2><\3, D L,I'OM ni lia-,tmfc<-
J

DB n .-2, l\ Kuiilei, J^"iffi n/f-K', \' ,{ijO J Du\i-,
\V.

HERODIAS fHp^5i(?). Herodias was the

daughter of Aristobulus (son of Herod the Great
and Mariamne the Hasmonsean) and Bermce
(daughter of Salome, Herod's sister, and Costobar),
and thus the full sister of Herod, king of Chalcis,

and Agrippa i. (Ant. xvm v. 4). She married
nrst her half-uncle Herod, son of Herod the Great
and Mauamne, the high priest's dau-hier In
Mk 617 and Mt 143 the first husband (M Heiodi^
is called Philip, the brother of Herod (Antipas).
This Philip, therefore, most -

-, \ '

ore al&o the
name ' Herod '

(as did also ,-.:. < Archelaus
and Antipas), and is to be ""- J

" " "

from
Philip the tetrarch (Lk 31

; c-
v
-! . \ 827 ),

who man led Salome, the daughter of Herod Philip
and Herodias (Ant. XVIII. v. 4). In Mk 617 the
reading QiXi-mrov is given by Tisch (ed. maj . viii

)

without citation of a variant. In Mt 143 ^L\LTT-

TTOU has the suppoit of KBCL, etc., but is omitted in
D a c e ff' g

7 k vg. In Lk 319 QiM-n-irov i& inserted

by ACK, etc., cop syr
utr- armcdd

aeth, but omitted
by KBDL, etc. The reading thus appears to be

"a Mk., probably original in Mt
,
and

in Luke. The statement (Encye. Bibl.
ii. 2032),

' In spite of Mk 617 we cannot hold that
he ever really bore the name Philip,' as well as
the remaik of Schxuer 3

(i. 435, n. 19),
*

Since,

accoiding to Jo&ephus, not the tetrarch but the
above-named Herod was the first husband of

Herodias, the statement of Mark and Matthew
is evidently a mistake' (ein entschiedenes Ver-

sehen] are too po-ilivo They do not rest on

anymore MilMnMunl evidence than the fact that

Josephus calls this son of Herod the Great simply
Herod. The argument that two sons of Herod
would not have borne the same name Philip is

weakened by the fact that even according to Jose-

phus two sons of Herod bore the same name
Herod, son of Mariamne, the high priest's daughter,
and Herod, son of Cleopatra (Ant. xvn. i 3, xvm.
v. 4). Herod Philip had been V.|_'

'

.\ \\ the
first will of Herod the Great as i . i< >, . of

Antipas in succession to the throne (Ant. XVII. in 2 ;

BJ I. xxix. 2), but was >ub>en
tiiently omitted be-

cause of his mother's connexion \\ith the plot of

Antipater (Ant. XVII. iv. 2 ; BJ I. xxx. 7) He
continued in private life in Rome, where Antipas,
while guest in his brother's house, persuaded
Herodias to desert her husband and marry him.
This second i>i.,i ,<'_ "f Tl^rodias was especially
offensive to ~\ \ I < -, .

'
, M -< her husband, to whom

she had borne a child, was still alive (cf. Lv 1816
,

Dt 255
; also Ant. XVII. xiii. 1). John the Baptist

rebuked Antipas for his action, and paid the

po'uliy \\ilh his life for rousing the anger of an
<i n 1 1 * L 1 1o 1 1 <m < L unscrupulous woman. Her connexion
with the downfall or Antipas has been mentioned

(cf. art. HEROD under 'Antipas ). In the last

recorded incident of her life, when Herodias volun-

tarily folio-wed \nnjMi- into exile and haughtily
rofu-ed i ho KinpcroT - bounty, she displayed, likelier

giamimother Maruimuo wnen unjustly
sentenced

to death, the proud fortitude and fine dignity of

the old Hasmonsean house m-u '-i-n./i so low

through its union with the lloi*.- ,-j/
' xvni.

vii. 2 ; cf. XT. ix. 5).

LITERATT-Ri! Schurer, GJV* i 435-449 (Eng. tr , cf. Index) ;

E S Ttoulkes m Smith's JDB% n. 1055 f ; bieffert m PRJE3
vii 769 f

,
Woodhouse in Encyc. Bibl. ii 20S3, Headlpm in

Hastings
1 DB ii 360; I. Broyd6 in Jewish Encyc vi. 3601;

J. D l5avis, J)B 293 f W. P. AEMSTR03STG.

HEZEKIAH. One of the kings of Judah, men-
tioned in Mt/s (V

1
) genealogy of our Lord.

HEZRON. A Judahite ancestor of Jesus (Mt 1s,

Lk 3s3).

HIGH PRIEST. The terms 'high priest' and
'chief pnest' in the NT represent the same

original (apxifpetfs}, varied in translation to corre-

spond ^ith the uses of the term as explained
below. The office of high priest m the Jewish
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nation can be traced back to the early years of

post
- exilic times. The priestly writings then

adopted as authoritatr -i-j
' '- pigm to the

time of Moses, but the ,* . i "v * contain no

suggestion of the existence ot the oihce, and cul-

tural conditions before the Exile pieclude an early
date for its establishment. Immediately after the
Beturn the office was a religious one, the secular

power being in the hands of the piince
'

; foi,

great as was the emphasis in the new community
upon law and ceremony, there seems to have been
an equal emphasis upon the hoped for restoiation
of the State to a digmtied and independent posi-
tion. It very soon became evident that this hope
was impossible of fulfilment, and the secular func-

tions, so far as they were exercised by the Jews,
were I

I UMHO,I n rhe duties of the high priest. At
fiibt in-, IIM::.MH was for life and hereditary. In

practice the principle was often violated, the viola-

tions being occasioned not so much by dehbeiate

purpose as by the turmoils of Greek and Roman
times. Moreover, internal conditions in the Jewish

community were of themselves sufficient to have
unsettled the principle. At the time of the Has-
monoean uprising, the assumption of hi _!i ,.'

:
^""s

functions and title by this family was < i
'

i,,
! o

the success of the revolt. Under the Roman su-

premacy, the fortunes of the political parties in
Rome added to the tendencies that made for the

dibappeaiance of the last vestige of : i

the high piie-tly office, and at the i

we find ii eiuuely at the will of Rome, both as to

appointment and' tenure. Under these conditions
there had grown up a caste of high priestly
families,

" "

.

* '

priests and otherwise
connectet , formed a high aristo-

cracy m Judaism, which was possessed of consider-
able authoiibv. however diffacult it may be to
define rhe limn-* and extent of that influence.

Very natuially the selection of the high priest was
made from these families. The numerous refer-

ences in the Gospels are ordinarily to this high
priestly class, and \yhen the Greek is so used it is

translated e chief priests
'

(see art. CHIEF PRIESTS).
As far as concerns the high

occupied the position of chief

ity among the Jews, as head
Josephus deelaies (Ant. xx. 10) that there were
28 high priests fiom the time of Herod to the
destruction of Jerusalem. Of these, the Gospels
mention the tenth, Annas, appointed by Quinuius
(A.D. 6), and the fourteenth, Joseph, surnamed
Caiaphas, who was in office at the time of the cruci-
fixion of Jesus and presided over the Sanhedrin
at His trial. Previous to this trial there was a

'"
>,.M trial or hearing, whether with or

'
:

'

J i .-I
1

right, before Annas, father-in-law of

Oaiaptiah The Gospel narrative of these events,
so far f) i> .1 1'v.iM^ confuted or improbable, is con-
firmed j,^enmr,ly <OTLM^ICIU and probable by the
recoids of Je\\i-U IH.UTKO of those days. Annas
was a man 01 long (oniiimed influence among his

people N o fewer than six of the high priests of
the Heroil i an period are known to have been of his
famih. Othei high priests after the end of their
teim of service are stated to have held high posi-
tions at home and abroad, and it is possible that
some of the Gospel references to high or chief

ji>-r- JLIO to tin- group of ex-high priests together
uith i he olHcJMiiTig priest.
The high priest was also at the head of the

sacerdotal system, as the title, of course, implies.
But although historically this was his chief claim
to authority, his religious influence in the time of
Christ was far less than his political po^er. The
religion of the Jew was a matter quite distinct
from the rites and ceremonies of the temple,
though he might observe these with. care. The

very success of the high
i i 'Juries before,

in uniting the two offices ..- and secular

ruler, had operated to foster the development of a

religion ot a different sort. It was now a religion
of the scribes.

The high priest conducted the sacrifices only on

special occasions. He was requiied to officiate on
the yeaily Day of Atonement ; and on othei

festival days, such as New Moons and Sabbaths,
he officiated at his pleasure. These distinctively
' ,""1 > '

- i'o -iot come into consideiation in

i'i,ii*!, ! ! < , i - v
,s. The Epistle totheHebie\\!s,

i-i , i, .. MSI- makes much mention of the
office in older by that means to poitiay more

clearly the work of Jesus in behalf of men
; but

one will be disappointed who goe& to this Epistle
to discover what were the high

*

\

"

, "ions

at the tune of Christ, or even the

theoiy of sacrifice and priesthood current in tho&e

days. The author does not describe the ceremonial
as he and his readers knew it from daily observa-
tion or participation. He does not allude to it

because it was something vital in the religious

experience of the Jew. He describes it as he
knew it out of the Jewish Scriptures, and he le-

flects upon it as dispassionately as a ]liilo-o]ilioi
or a ilielo;>i<m The OT piie&thood and saculice

did not really make atonement for sin ; to the
author they typified that atonement. In the real

atonement Christ had a part similar to that played
by the high pnest in the sensuous, tern pot <ny,

typical atonement of the earlier dispensation. He
made reconciliation for the sina of the people (2

17
) ;

He was faithful, the recipient of a greater glory
than Moses (3

1 "5
) ; sought not the office, but was

chosen as was Aaron (5
4
) ; He was ol the order of

Melchizedek (5
10 620) ; was < ompotent to sympa-

thize with men (2
18 415

). He pos&essed an un-

changing priesthood, sacrificing once for all (7),

and the sacrifice was Himself. He has passed
through the heavens, through the veil (4

14
), and

serves in a perfect tabernacle. As the work
wrought by Him for men surpassed that of the

high priest, so the terminology of the older dis-

pensation is insufficient, and breaks down under
the burden of the description. Jesus is not only the
Mediator of the new covenant, the High Priest,
but He is also the sacrifice itself. The author will
not say that the death on the cross fitted into the
OT sacrificial system, any more than he brings
Jesus into that system as piie-t Ti was in the
new order of things, in the -pmniMl atonement,
which was the real one, with spiritual agencies
and results, that His perfect humanity, His per-
fect obedience and sinlessi.i -- f..i,n<! p",^-. Tin 1

temple is in the heavens \ MINK i LK h, - ;!,( <

consummate the service of "

li ."i 1 1 -M ,n . iJ \ ,1 u !

was an incident. See, further, art. PEIEST.

r * '

t
23, 24, Beyschla^, NT

T' i to Hebrews , Bnggs, Messmh
of the Apostles, 242-283; M<b6goz, Thtal. de I'Mpttte ati

HMreux, 102 fl , 197 ff. OWEN H. GATES.

HIGHWAY. In the parable (Mt 229
) where the

invited guests all made excuse, the king sent his
servants out M rfe die%6Sovs rQv od&v, 'into the

highways
'

(AV), to gather as many as they could

find, and bid them to the feast. The Gr. phrase
means liteially 'the partings of the highways' (^
RV), exitus ^ larum (Vulg. ) This is the only'occur-
rence of Si^odoi in the NT, and it i< impossible to
determine with certamtv what is meant by the

expression It may signify either the ioads"lead-

ing mn of the town into the country, or the cross-

ings of such, or the streets leading into the open
spaces or square in front of the town. The idea
is clear where men both good and bad, Jew and
Gentile, are most likely to be found. Godf

s pur-
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1 'be frustrated ; and if the invited guests
call, then others who have hitheito

been looked down upon will take their place. The
invitation is to all and sundry, which leads Whedon
to say, 'The good are not too good to need the

gospel, nor the bad so bad as to have no hope if

they will accept it.' It was the poor, the outcast,
the hopeless that were to be found on the high-
ways : blind Bartmiseus (Mk 1046 ) shouting,

' Have
mercy on me,' and such as the lepers who stood
afar off (Lk 17 1S

) uttering the same nnseiable cry.
See, further, art ROADS. E LEGGAT.

fromHILL. In Lk 35 2330
.

* "* '

|Sow6s, which in LXX '

'"tJpj,

and as i fpi < -eutii ^ the lesser eminence, is properly
rendered hill. Language like that of 23s" is used
in hyperbole to-day by Easterns, of

preparing
a

highway for royalty through a
** "

1

country In two cases (Mt 514
, L^ A

t
li \

AV rendering of 6'pos,
'
hill.' In Lk 937 KV rightly

substitutes 'mountain.' Perhaps we should read
1 mountain' also in Mt 514

. There is nothing to

show that any particular city was referred to, but
if the words were spoken on any height west of the

Lake, Safed, with white walls gleaming in the sun,
must have been a striking featuie m the landscape.
It stands literally 'on a mountain,' to the noith,

nearly 3500 ft. above the Sea of Galilee Ancient
Nazareth, however, was built on the slope of a hill

to which ' mountain }

could hardly apply.
Hill country (TJ 6peiv/i, Lk I39 b5

). y dpcwr} is a

frequent LXX equivalent of inn. The use of Heb.
if? closely resembles that of Arab, jebel, which
denotes a single height, but also a whole range,
as Jebel Libntin ; or a definite part of a range, as

Jebel Ndblus this indicating that portion of
' the

mountain' which is under the ^oM-mncni of

Nablus. This expie>-ion and Jebel el-Kuds the

present writer has. oi\en heard on Palestinian lips,

without any sense of vagueness or confusion, inn

was 'the mountain' the central range as dis-

tinguished from the plain and the ^m H'- \,1: on
the wefct, and the 'Arabah on the eabt. Jeuvl el-

IZuds, 'mountain of Jerusalem,' is perhaps the
liearebt modern equivalent of ^ 6peiv^ TTJS 'lovSafas,

that part of 'the mountain' associated with the
tribe of Judah. See, further, art. MOUNTAIN.

W. EWINO.
HINDRANCE. The life of communion with God

and of obedience to His revealed will is regarded
as the normal state and right ?el<iiiunship of man
made m God's

"

, ,
-

1

foi Ei^ glory. All defect
and deflection .

'

itandard are the result of

external and internal hindrances. The world is an
environment of hindrances and causes of stumbling
(Mt 187

) Such is the pu^ine of opposing influ-

ences that the entrance mio Hie has to be by a
narrow gate (7

18
). Instances of these outward and

inward difficulties are given in the parable of the
Sower (13

18-28
), and in that of the Tares their final

elimination is predicted (v.
41

).

1. The rollu\u'".r lni'MMii'c- are specially em-

phasized: I //>' ///"/" i,<-wer v-Mt r I9-
1

,
Lk

1631 IS23) 5
J '' ./'/. us . sc and the arresting

effect of an n.fc,^ 'standard (Mt 5^ 62- 5 16
23?-%

Lk 1814) ; 'J)./"/i"/v claims and their displacing

power (Mt b
'

'

L'j"; / (4) want offaith (Mi 1431 17^

25s5
,
Lk 2232

) ; (5) blindness of heart in its pro-

gressive stages of (a) ignorance (Mt 1315,
Lk 1818

23s4, Jn 17^ repeated in Ac 317
, I Co 28

), (b) in-

diflcionce (Lk 7^
2
), being ihe interval of apathy

and (h-i(uina<reniont lliat MicceccU when ideals once

regarded n- final oca^e to fill the ima^i'uilioTi and

winery the heart, and jn-tirutior^ once held to

be s-aVred fail to \ield the expected results, (c)

inabilitv to discern and feel (Mt 163 23s7
), and

lastly (d) conscious malignity towards the Jpag-

clom of God (Mt 231S 2718
3 Mk 78

,
Lk II 15 52

,
cf.

Eo I32 ).

2. Comparative moral values aie attached to
these hindrances (MtS10 II21 -24 1241 - 42

,
Mk 1241

'44
, Lk

747 1716
). Prayer may be ofiered foi their removal

(Mt 26J9
, similarly 2 Co 12s

).

3, Christ's relationship to the woild-^iint is one
of complete opposition (Jn 1633 183 ). The victory
that can be obtained over all hindrances makes a
sanctified cro&s the emblem of the Christian life

(Mt 1624,
Mk 834 , Lk 92a

) This power to overcome,
promised to those wlio abide in Christ (Jn lo7 ), is

referred to in the Epistles as alieady a verified fact
in Christian expeiienee (Eo S35'39

, P'h 413
).

Stumbling - block, stumbling - stone (7rp<5cr/co/^a ?

TrpoffKo-n-fi, also a-K&vSaXov,
4

trap
5

or 'snare' [Ro II8
],

and frequently tr. 'offence,' 'offend' [Mt 1623 IS6'9

2631
, Lk 171

]) The root-idea is that of encounter-

ing an obstacle wheie such ought not to be, as on
a public road. In its fig. sense the offence is most
Vuvu v oiilu '\liOM- the trust is most implicit and
unreserved,

'

as In the confidence of children (Mt
186

).

In the East the V ""Y-n, "> is seldom repaired.
Stones may be cast out upon itm <

1
c .iiiri;^ i

- o neigh-
1 jouririg fiel cl t- squared stones for building, collected
at the road-side for transport, are often scattered
over the path ;

if a bed of sand suitable for mixing
with lime "be found near it, the path may be dug
into and the cavity left unfilled. No harm can
arise from it, men sa-y, except to those for whom it

is decreed. The people of the village soon come to
know of it, and they are under no obligation to

strangers. The bettei pjepimvl i MI us have gener-
ally been constructed, ivi (<>\<nnnuni purposes and
by forced labour, so that the people of the locality
take little civic interest in their condition and pie-
servation. Hence stumbling-blocks are frequently
met with, and cause little surprise or comment.
In modern Palestine criminals and men of de-

praved life are called mu*aththa'r$n
} 'those who

have been made to stumble *

; and the same epithet
is applied to such as are in trouble through mis-
fortune.

The Cross that made God the sacnficer and
suppliant, and called for faith in a Saviour who
could not save Himself, was a -I-M 11 "> -M-- \ or
offence to the wisdom of the world, ana to all its

religious traditions (Bo 93S, 1 Co I23, 1 P 28).
G. M MACKIE.

HIRE. ' Hire 3

(/u<r0fo) occurs in two passages as
the regular payment given for seivice rendered.
In the parable of the Labourers in the Vineyard
(Mt 20^) it is spoken of the day's wage, the

denarius, owing oy agieement to the workers.
The proverbial phrase, 'The labourer is worthy
of his hire

*

(Lk 107
)3 is used by Christ in connexion

with the mission of the Seventy. In Mt 1010
rpo0?7 s

*

food/ is substituted for purQ6s. The latter Greek
word occurs again (Jn 436) as the wages of the

reaper. It is used in a M \>
7

. as the reward of

devotion and service to <.> \i ,

12 61 1041
, Mk 9419

Lk 623), as well as to describe the '<Mii|il> popu-
larity' attaching to the religious O-ICTI i;'ukm of

the hypocrites (Mt 62- fi - 16
). It is employed (Rev

2212
) of Christ's reward to His faithful followers :

'My reward is with me. 1

The term ( hired servant' or 'hireling
3

(/u<r0wr<Js)

is u-cd in H iiM-k i r. of Zobedee's servants (Mk lso),

and of the 1< No <

ic^-hord who deserts his flock at

the approach of danger (Jn 1012 - 33
)
A similar

derivative (fda-Bios} describes the father's servants

in the parable of the Prodigal Son (Lk 1519). The
verb 'to hire' (fu<rQ6a) occurs (Mt 201

)
of the house-

holder who engaged the labourers for his vineyard.
See also next article, C. H. PKICHAED.

HIRELING. A hireling is one who works fo
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wages, an employe. Originally -ynonymoii^ with
* hired servant,

5

it did not necessarily imply venal
motive Ben Sira was acquainted with devoted

hirelings :

' Entreat not evil thy servant that

worketh, n<- , . 'hat giveth thee his life'

(Sir 7 20
)

II '
i denotes a ,

,

who manifests certain baser qualities P

natuie. Chiist's use of the word in Jn 1012 13 to

signify one who, because he cares more for his

wages than for his work, proves unfaithful under
tual, has deteimined its evolution into meaning an

untrustworthy employ6.

Calvin, who defines hirelings as ' those who retain the pure
doctime, and who proclaim the truth, as Paul says, to serve a

purpose rather than from pure zeal,' discusses a question wont
to be debated in times of persecution, viz Has that man to be
i < v 1

"

for any reason shrinks from encounter-
1

i Mr ."rees with Augustine that parties may
xlee it nne puonc advantage of the flock be thereby promoted

'

(Calvin on John, vol i. p. 403 f., Edmburg-h, 1847)
D A. MACKINNON.

HISTORICAL. !. The word 'history' is am-
biguous. It may mean (1) the course of events ; or

(2) any recoid of the events a history ; or (3) the

science, History, which understands the whole.
Scientific history is comparatively a young thing ;

but already educated mankind are tending to
refuse the name of * a history

'

to anything under
the second head which does not try to fulfil the

requirements of science. AVhat fails in that may
be a chionicle, or may furnish useful materials to

the true historian, but is not .

" * '

ry.
2. The aims of the science ^ are two-

fold. (1) It must get at the facts ; and to do that
it must secure, as far as possible, first-hand evi-

dence; (2) it must study the facts in their de-

velopment or causation or connexion upon all

sides (1) In its search for first-hand evidence, the
science of history has different kinds of material
to work with, (a] The oldest material for history
is tiadition. All knowledge of past events lived
at first in human memory before it assumed any
more permanent shape. But tradition, unsupported
01 unassisted, is a bad witness. And in our own
region there is no real histoiical tradition apart
from the Christian records, etc. What is pre-
tended by Catholicism in that sense is a make-
believe, to cover over unwarranted innovations.
The furthest admission we can make is that scraps
of historical recollection, otherwise lost to us,

may survive in Church legends, which were re-
duced pretty early to writing (the Tliekla legend ?).

(b) The best of all witnesses is epigraphy. Biblical

learning owes something to this, and may come to
owe a good deal more no one can say. (c) The
main source of historical kriuv. Toil 1:0 i- literature,
human speech reduced to the \-rcl inai^ forms

of writing. Less durable (as well as less stiff)

than inscriptions, books are more numerous so
much more numerous, that they enjoy probably a
better chance of survival. In our own field the
Bible writings, though not absolutely isolated,
stand head and shoulders above all other materials
in point of importance. This is true on purely
histoiical principles, theories of inspiration apart.
(d) At the n^k of making a cioss-divi^ion, we must
mention the importance offoreign testimony. The
amount of this is inci easing with modern study
and research; and the significance generally
attached to affinities between primitive Christi-

anity and other civilizations or religions is also on
the increase. (2) The most manifest- result of study
in the field of history is to give a better knowledge
of detail. But we must not allow ourselves to

suppose that events occur disconnectedly, one by
one, and that the mind of the scientiiic thinker
imposes connexions upon them. Science does not
create, it elicits the hidden law; and anything
that gives us greater knowledge of events increases

our knowledge of the relations in which they stand
to each other. Facts without theoiy are *

blind,'

if theories without fact aio 'i'm;t\
' The ideal

goal of histoiical study, i-\u, PI course, to be

reached, would be a scientific
giasjj

of every past
event in its full -".',! : I

r

tomj.k'tolv

reproduced in the historian's n i< IHLK '.< <> Jboi the

facts with which history deals are intelligent acts

and intelligible piocesses. Tiue, the unconscious

tendency of the times may count for more than
the conscious, peihaps selfish, eflort of the great
man. Or what he does nmull'mnlv, as the execu-

tive of Providence and the Zeitgeist, may be the
most significant and durable of all his acts Yet

history is man's story; surely, then, man can
read it !

3. The Christian study of Bible documents moves
for great part of its way, though haidly to the

very end [see below], upon histoiical lines (1) Its

admitted hermeneutical pimciple, since the days
of Ernesti (Institittio Interprets NT, 1761), is the
*

grammatieo-historical
'

i e literal and historical

method. Strictly, each sentence has one mean-

ing, and only one the i ,

'

*

. Its human author

designed ; the \ readers would

naturally appre^^u.. 1^> principle had to be
laid down in face of the Church's , _ """ hanker-

ing after *

mystical
'

inteipretatioi*. JL WJuu Scnp-
tures may be allegorized, theology and faith

itself rest upon a <\'.'>
1^, "-I (2) pritici&m of

the text, by all i
-

i >,.- aims at dis-

covering, with as much probability as can be

attained, the original form of words used by the
writer in each passage. It has nothing to do
unless with supreme caution, as possible evidence
to the fact with the question, which words appear
to the student most seemly or most telling, is ay,
there is a iecoiiii/ed principle that f the harder
loadhiir i- probable'; though we must be able to
<Ii-LiinuM,iio the sort of 'difficult

3

reading which
suggests a powerful while perhaps erratic mind,
from that which rather suggests a blundering
copyist (3) Careful study of the text leads to a
further set of inferences, chiefly or entirely drawn
from internal evidence, regarding probable date
and probable authorship. This is the Higher
Criticism 'higher' because dealing with laiger
questions than those of the text. (4) Even in
Biblical Theology we are still occupied with the
histoiian's business. Before all things, we aie re-

producing past fact- S'i:' 1

! r V..1 s great
masses of doctrinal IP.V n 1

_: i
1

I) .!,,! Theo-
logian seeks to put these in shape, as they stand
the affirmations of such and such books, or teachers,
or ages The result aimed at is not Divine truth
as such, but various Biblical teachings about the
truth; not a normative statement regarding reali-

ties which are leal, but a historical statement

regarding what was held or announced to be

spiritual reality; historical, not dogmatic.
. An attempt was made by a great theological

leader, Schleiermacher, to bring even dogmatic
theology under the same rubric. It was to be a
branch of Historical Theology, Ceasing to be (pi im-

arily) a statement of truth, it was to be a state-
ment of what a certain Church in a certain age
has come to hold for true. The suggestion was in-

genious, and avoided certain difficulties ; but it

led to other and worse difficulties. If Christian

theology, in its central flepa i hntnl oimriur ]>HM eml
to set forth truth, itprod.um- ii-tli l>;mkiui'i It

<j::V\< nothing less than the n mil- K^sud -

ii-i-i JI-M, His purposes which He hu- boon

pleased to make known to us.

5. What shall we say, then, of the remainder of
the Biblical territory ? We were dealing, until the
last paragraph, with stages in a piocess of historical

study. We found that even doctrine was treated
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in Biblical Theology as a historical study, although
on the systematic or dogmatic side it required
us to occupy a different point of view from the
historian's But what are we to say regarding the

history of Israel 9 Or coming closer to our ground
_,

""

_ the life as distinct from the teaching
"i i - Or, m general, regarding the origins of

Chustianity? That which was higher than man
or than histoiy has appeared once for all upon the

plane of human history. The Word became flesh.
Unless this be denied, we have come to a point
where the contents of our study burst the bonds of

oidmaiy hibtorical investigation. Difficulty aiises

in two forms First, there is the minor difficulty
connected with

'

;
,

*

miracles. Can history
adjust itself to ,

'

1 . so, how ? If not, what
are we to conclude 9 But, in the second place,
-

"" ','," the same question, issuing in sub-
, . , 'e same alternatives, repeats itself as

regards "the very kernel of the Chnstian faith

Have we in Chribt, and, to a lesser degree, in His
antecedents and environment, a unicjue Divine
levelation, a unique Divine redemption? Then
how is the historian to deal with Christ 9

6. The question is more familiar in its less for-

midable shape, as regards mnacles. (1) It may be
held that facts convince us of miracle. History
makes its investigation, and bears witness. It

cannot demonstrate, but it announces a satisfac-

tory
" " ""

This is the attitude generally
taken up uy JButish scholars, e.g. in Dr. Sanday's
recent Criticism of the Fourth Gospel (though he
has the wider as well as the narrower problem
before him). (2) Secondly, there is the claim of dog-
matic naturalism ' miracles do not happen

'

; for

history, the miracle nairative is an interesting and
instructive problem, the miracle itself a hallucina-

tion a priori, be the alleged evidence what it may.
This mood of mind is sometimes confessed, but
much oftener is silently at work behind a disguise.

(3) There is an attempt by Harnack to strike out
a tertviwn quid: 'The histonan cannot regard a
miracle as a sure given historical event; for in

doing so he destroys the mode of consideration on
which all historical investigation rests.' Belief in

miiacle is due to the '

unique impie^ion
'
of Christ's

person, though 'there has seldom been a strong
religious faith which would not have drawn the
conclusion

'

that Christ wrought miracles (Hist, of
Dogma, vol. i. Eng. tr. p. 65, note).

^ This^
seems

to mean that history is prevented
" "''"

with miracles by limitations of its own,
which do not nece^.uily imply the absence of

miracle from the world of real events (4) Against
the point of view which excludes miracles a priori,
we might set a point of view which welcomes them
a {>

i i\^ congruous to a Divine revelation and
Divine redemption. They are only -.

f
.

ri--- \oi

the Divine content itself; but are I!K\ IKU Li

signs ?

7. On a first inspection, none of the views named is

definitely anti-Christian unless the second. Natur-

alism, winch refuses miracle out and out, is plainly

pledged in logic to deny revelation. But, as we
have said, the importance of the whole matter
lies in its further implied ion-. The same difficult

decision is called 101 - n<>t T,K
j-

1 o face with miracle,
but face to face with the Christ. And the logic of

the third position the logic which leads Harnack,
w liilc believing in revelation, to ban miracle as a

tiling the Insloiian must not touch will inevitably
be applied by others to Jesus Himself. They will

repeat or extend the claim to be historians, thorough
historians, nothing but historians. They will de-

scribe the teacher of Nazareth, the martyr of

Calvary ; but the Christ of God will be a magni-
tude as inaccessible to them as physical miracle is to

]Dr. Harnack (ci art.
e Jesus

3
in Encyc. Bibl. ) And

if he is in the right, who can say that they are

\yrong ? Analysis must go on to the end, and that
great stumbling-block, the supernatural, be re-
vealed plain in our path. Even if not formally
declared an impossibility, supernatural revelation
or redemption will be politely waved aside as
irrelevant to the histoi lan

8. There is no question more important at the
present moment than this. What is, e.g., a 'his-
torical

' view of the NT ? Is it a view of the NT
in its histoiical actuality, looked at round and
round ? Or is it a view hampered by the limita-
tions of one of the special sciences ? Ambiguity is

always < i ; irn 1 1 n i - People omit the Divine c Word '

under pn IL\I 1-1 the second definition That lies

beyond the historian's province ! But presently
they are found implying tliej^^^ definition History
tells us eveiything f There is no Divine ' Word*
at all no supernatural salvation.

9. If history does not give full truth, what does ?

We shall probably be told, Metaphysics. The only
court of appeal from *

scientific fact' is 'meta-

physical reality.
3 M- *

( n
\

1 1 > ^i< - is certainly pledged
to many-sidedness, to ail-sidedness. But the ques-
tion remains, How far can metapliy-u ^

""' "

its task? Ai
n r

, 'do

the Christian ! interpreters of

Christianity^ are very willing to undertake the
'

,

'

" " *

e Christ idea (eg Pfleiderer),
: , -is not extended to the Christ

fact. At any rate the majority, and those who
know their business best, are found reducing Jesus
of Na2areth to a symbol, very vaguely connected
with any abiding spiritual reality. To a pliilo-
- t

i
1

"<;,
<1

interpreter it remains ' foolishness that
iv I ,21 1 Word literally and in deed became flesh.

If the professional historian verges upon Ebionism,
his philosophical colleague rarely escapes Docetism.
Neither of these positions amounts to historical

Christianity, which, amid increasing uncertainty in

detail, may and ought to have increasing certainty
in the fundamental outlines.

10. In the present writei's judgment the attempt
to make history a special science, too coy or too

scientific to deal with a (possibly real) supernatural,
is ]io|i<yhly artificial. Scientific hi&tory must
deal Miih nil the demonstrable, nay, with all the

probable, events of the real past. This may inter-

fere with the rounded symmetry of the science;
small loss, if it gives us wider and truer

^

know-

ledge ! Further, the writer's own belief is that

(not a Christian lias, but) a Christian interpreta-
tion is mdNpoutviljlo ; or, that experience bears

its witnt (ci the lourth position, 6, as against
the first; still, he i<to<riii/c- that many Christians

and many useful theological workers will find

themselves able to in a inin in the first position, and
will piefei ii ) It i- pi>ife tly true that faith mis-

load.- find over-idoiili/o-* \DL. Moffatt); yet that

is a half-truth, or rather it is much less than the

half. Better a dazzled faith than * blind unbelief.*

Amid superficial errors, Christian faith grasps the
e^-sential truth. Amid superficial accuracies, non-

Christian historians (and non-f
* *

j-*

*"

|

"

<

no less) throw away the kernel. 1'iie waie veme
to a Christianlies neither in metaphysics nor

in the abstract findings of historical science, but
in the fellowship of J e&us Christ the living Saviour.
* This is the true God and eternal life.'

11. One form of j.uM ,r,<.: W=* i ppeal sets the evi-

dence of later < Ini-. t.n IIMOJX, -with its known
developments*, against the acade'mic modern study
of Christian origins. Christ has founded, andmust
have meant to found, a woi -hipping Church ! ^The
Germans can put this in n phra-e dor geschicht-
hche Christus

'

versus ( der sogenannbe historische

Jesus' (Kahler). There is a measure of truth in

this. Indeed, it is bad history to forget, in study-
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ing origins, whereunto the origins grew. On the

other hand, the appeal, put forward without quali-

hcation, helps the High Churchmen, if _not
the

Ultraniontanes. The Church of history is sacer-

dotal ! P i

' '

.

'

"* ""

Christians are forced

by their , v x ienee, into a fruitful

alliance with sober all-round history. Like the
Keformers, we must go back to the primary revela-

tion. Christianity, as the woild knows it, is not
the measure of Christ, nor His worthy interpreter.
< Hear ye Him '

' ROBERT MACKINTOSH.

HOLINESS. The word <

holy
'

\
"

connected with '

whole,' 'hale,'
'

Ger. heilsam, heihg). Modern lexicographers hesi-

tate to speak with certainty i
11

< j.
"

", i > the primi-
tive meaning of the root < -o

'

,- group of

words is derived. M "

Eng. Diet, is content

to equate 'holy
5

Lat. sanctus, sacer, on
I'^o 'jioum^ that we cannot in Old English get
bohri'L Iho Christian sense' It is probable that

the
7 ""

'

*s either from hailo, i.e. in-

vioh \ . . which must be preserved
whole

\;
or from hail in the sense of health, well-

being.
In all the passages to which reference will be

made, the Greek woi d is aytos or one of its deriva-

tives, with the exception of Ac 227 1335, Lk I75, He
726, where foios or bcnorys is found. In Acts the

words of Ps 1610 are quoted twice ;
'

thy Holy One '

is a title of the Messiah to whom .-MM n: fi-L

\t

belongs the OT definition of i

r

!<> ,*(
'

nation, ot OCTLOL roC 0eoC, Gods pious ones. 'The
#cnos, the Germanfromni) is one who reverences the

everlasting sanctities and owns their obligation
3

(Trench, Synowyvns of the NT3 IxxxvnL). In
Lk I75 'holiness'

'
' T '

'
'

, re
closely

associated, as is A j
. m classi-

cal and biblical usage. "The words are comple-
mentary, though the sharp distinction drawn by
Plato (Gorgias, 507 B) cannot be maintained : in the
NT 'righteousness' cannot be limited to duties

toward men, nor can 'holiness' be restricted to

duties toward God. Righteou^rie^ is the man-
ward, as holiness is the Godwaid aspect of pious
character and conduct. Hence Jesus, our High
Priest, is 'holy' (He 726) ; in His filial reverence
and in His devotion to His Father's will theie is

no flaw j He is, therefore, fitted to appear in the

presence of God to do priestly service on our
behalf. The LXX usually renders VD$ (< godly' or

'beloved
1

) by 6<rtos (Dt 33s
, 2S 2228

, Ps 4* etc.),

but amp is generally translated aytos (Ex 19b
,
Nu

65, Ps 151
,
etc ).

Both cfyto? and chip are used when holiness is

ascribed to God as well as to persons and things.
Tlic <pnM,iori, ilioiefoie, arises What is the pri-

jn,iy HIOMUUJJ: v\h'<lj underlies and connects these
Jilieionr ,HupLU<uioiis of the word? If the funda-
mental idea is separation, tl. of thought
is from the negative to the i . om men and
things to God, from the cleansing which is an
essential q ual i fir ti linn for use in the service of God
to purity ^ iho (oniinl attribute of God Himself.
But if the fundamental idea is essential Divinity,
Miiuiation becomes a deiivative conception, the

progie^ of thought is then fiom the positive to

the negative, from God to external things and
persons. Every thing devoted to God must be

separated from profane or common uses ; and every
person devoted to God is not only thus set apart,
but is also under moral obligation to fit himself for

drawing near to God by separating himself from
all that is sinful.

Those who regard ,?'(,'/" /;/-, a=* tlio radical

meaning of &yto$ make 11 Jilmo-t <*\iLon\*m>u with

&yv6s, vliich -i 111 fie* p"t rul -H^ foiili n nega-
tive conception of holmes. Stevens (Hastings' DB

ii. 399) follows Trench, and interprets 1 Jn 33 -^tefros

ayvds tffTiv of God. But, as Westcott (Com. in loc.}

points out, efcewos in this Epistle always refers to

Christ ; it is in lespect of His true humanity that

it can be said
' He is pine,' and not only

* He was

pure.' In His gloiined state 'the result of the

perfection of Hife earthly discipline (He 57fi
-) still

abides.' According to St John, a 'hope set on'

(RV) Christ is a constant incentive to stuve after

holiness ; and the standaid by which the disciple
will always measure his attainments is the peilect

purity of his Lord. Few will doubt the Houndness
of the inference which Westcott bases on his ex-

position of this verse and on his study of the

words :

'Both &,<yv6$ and %oc,9<x.p6$ differ from ^o<r in that thev admit
_ facto: it

1 m j
"it >*! 01 pollution, while a^ios

1
1 ich is i ) .1. 1* eithez in itself or m

i ,
*

,
> spoken of as Se.yio$ but not as &,yvo$ t while

Chnst can be spoken of as &yvotm vntue of tl'
'

His humanity A man is ai^os m virtue of his I

tion (He 1010) to which he is gradually confer .' . -

He 1014) , he is byvte m virtue of earthly, human discipline
'

This clear and helpful distinction assumes that
the primary meaning of #7*0? must be sought in

tlae revelation of the essential natui e of God ; the
various meanings of &JLOS may thus be traced in

orderly sense-development from its loot r6 &yo$,
'

religious awe,' 'reverence.' 'Holy iy his name*
(Lk I

49
) is the starting-point ; things and peisons

are holy by reason of their being destined for

Divine uses ; the secondary meaning of separation
from defilement arises at a later stage, as clearer

lHioiK<iu of the nature of God also leveals the
nivd 01 IMCMMI.ULOM foi His service by cleansing
from all i

This conclusion must be tested by a brief study of the Jewish

p.^i-'Cjn - 'i o" V-". < The etymology of OYijj (LXX generally

jt-/ '",,
- JIM . 'IL- xjt -a. ' never

* '

i can be
learnt from the use of cognate >eoples.
The profound and indeed uni t

in the

religion of revelation can be ascertained only from a careful

investigation of the phraseology of the OT writers An excel-

lent sketch of the probable history of the word, which assumes
that its fundamental idea is separation, is given in Sauday-
Headlam's Monutns (note on 17) ; but it is acknowledged that
' there is a certain element of conjecture . . . which is inevit-

able from the fact that the earlier stages in the histor3
r of the

word h -1 !

"

i DUgh when the Hebrew liteia-

turebe/ 1
- scope for further inquiry.

Kitte J't
' "

'

ams that the root-idea of the
word is positive. Things are not holy because they aro separated
from other things, . *

' ~

r things because

they are holy. Wh * -
iels, annuals for

sacrifice* etc , either order of thought is suitable But t/his is

not the case when, e g >
the

" " "

called

holy ; they are holy because If the

primary meaning of holy is that which belongs to God and is

devoted to His s >
- be called holy who stand in

a close relation << ! i
- they are in a special sense

His servants Very inbwucuve is Nu 165 'In the morning the
Lord will show who are his, and who is holy.' As applied to

persons and to the nation, J
"

i
- n /n a deeper signi-

ficance In the Law of Holi '--
v

. Ti
* command, 'Ye

shall be holy , for I the Lord your God am holy
'

(Lv 192), is

seen to involve both external requirements referring to ritual,
an 1 ' \\ rd r< (i ruuii'M' N i, f,-ti ,: o moral character

JLio h-jl n< -- <^ G'wl nc.jr- it > ]' "' .-primary,
II i 'r-MiiiC.1 Di 1 inn

'

Kill*.
1

\; >-. r , mis with

Bengal's saying that God's glory (" zr -
1 1 -, i

- \ -i *1 holiness,

and His holiness (EHp) is His inner glory. God's holiness is
* that which proves Him to be God , that which is worthy of

God/ Gf. 'The Lord God hath sworn ly his holiness' (Am 42),

with 'Tl'- lord Cod hirh b'\ n"i by himself (Am 68) If it be
said il, i ilu* <J iini'ior i>< \,ixw the reply is that *the Divine
essen-'o rnniiui \n c\T)ic- t-cd n ,1 single formula which is suit-

able tor all stages in the development of the OT idea of God/
It is a manitebt achdritage of this \ie\\, that the evolution of the
idea of holiness finds its explanation m ihc1 historical evolution
of the idea, of God An early stage is seen in 1 S 6-0 *Who is

able to stand before the Lord, this holy God?'
f
None may

approach Him save those who have complied with the pre-
scribed regulation- ( f 1 *s T "^ As the moral nature of God
\vas more clearlv ,i'p*-i -n r dul the conception of His holiness

was spiritualized, *i II'- !I J I am God, and not man; the
Holv One in the midst of thee 'the Di\me holiness is the ethical

moti\e of the resohe, 'I Mill not come m wrath (RVm) into the
citv

'
Kittcl rightlv distinguishes God*i i^lorx from TTii holi-

ness 'Glorv 1

is a cosmic predicate of God and rc roib to the

outshining of His attributes, which wux^ be mciaph} aical or
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moial , but 'holiness' has always a tendency to acquire an
ethical significance, and becomes at last solely His moral glorj
The fact that the conception of holiness vanes with the con-

ception of God
"

-
i occasional deterioration of the idea

When stress w - the tianscendence of God, stiess
was also laid U{ , uty. But, in general, latei Jewish
teaching has insisted upon moral as well as ceremonial purity
as

n '

ihncations for the service ot the Holy One
of !

-
" '

_ understand the meaning; of
*

holy
' as used

by our JLoru ana His contemporaries, it is needful to lemember
that for rabbinical Judaism holiness became '

synonymous with

purity of life, punty of action, and purity of thought* (see
Jewish Enct]G vi 441*>) Holiness is 'an ideal state of perfec-
tion attained only by God' (Jerus JSet. ix. 13a); but 'man
grows in holiness the more he aspnes to the Divine will, rising
above the sensual

*

(Foma, 39a) Dalman says (Words of Jesus,

p 202) that ' the Holiness* (anpn) became a Divine title (Siphre,
Num 112, ed. Pnedm 33a)

The NT passages which fall within the limits of
this article may be classified according as (1) holi-

ness is ascribed to things, places, or peisons by (a)
the E\nreli-tn. (5) our Lord; (2) holiness is

ascubed to Christ (a) in the Acts, (b) in the

Ejn^ilc-
1. Holiness in the Gospels. -(a) The Evangelists

speak of 'the holy city' (Mt 45 2753
), -the holy

place' (Mt 2415
),

e
liis holy covenant 5

(Lk I 72
): Jeru-

salem and the temple aie holy, as being the abode
of God , the covenant made with Abraham is holy,
as being a revelation of the gracious puipo-e of

God in choosing a people to serve Him in holmc-^

(Lk I 75
,'
see above on oa-tdrys). Persons are de-

sciibed a holy, because they aie devoted to God's
service . in the Gospels mention is made of * the

holy angels' (Mk S88
,
Lk 926

), 'his holy prophets
'

(Lk I 70 ), and Herod is said to have i<iii,i/ol the
holiness of John the Baptist (Mk 6JO ) ; in such
uses of the word there is included an assertion of
themoj.1 !

''->

'
'

*

an essential ,

"" " '

i

for the - \ * < '!. lnLk223 anM . i

(Ex 132
) explains that the offering ot the parents

of Jesus, when they presented their child to the
Lord in the temple, was a recognition of the fact

that every firstborn son was holy as li-^MMj.'iiij; Co

God The ascription of holiness to ilio "l)i\nii

Spint (Mt I
18

etc.) will be considered in [ii !,.' iajli

(b) ,

* ' ' '

. "Se noted that in the story of

the \ , J , I35), Mary is told that the

Holy Spuit shall come upon her with the result

that her child shall be holy (r6 yewupevov &JLOV] ;

and that once (4
1
) Jesus is described as c

full of the

Holy Spirit.' In Mk I24 = Lk 4s4 the man with an
unclean spirit calls Chiist 'the Holy One of God,'
and accoidmg to the tiue text Simon Peter uses
the same title (Jn 669

). The phrase is a designa-
tion of the Messiah, described by John (10

36
) as

e him whom the Father consecrated '

(jjyiao-e. For
this and other uses of a^d^ew see art. CONSECB.A-

TIOK). Finally, holiness is asciibed to God in the

Magnificat, and the whole context (

f
lns niercy/

etc )
sliows that 'holy is his name' (Lk I49) is a

declaration of the moral glory of God.

(b) Our Lord never speaks of any person, save
the Father and the Spirit, as holy ; and only once
does He describe any thing as holy. His command,
* Give not that which is lioly to the dogs

'

(Mt 76
),

is a proverbial expression whose origin 1$ pi obably
some Jewifeh exclamation of horror at the thouglit

'tar-flesh, which had been offered in
. (Lv 236ffi LXX r& #y*a). A similar

saying is quoted from Aristotle :
' Do not fling

wisdom into the street' (pipe ptyai crofow els robs

rpL6dovs, ap. Themist. p. 234).

The application of our Lord's -words need not be limited to

preachers of the gospel , and it it certain that they do not

sanction any doctrine of reserve in the statement of truth ;

their obvious meaning seems to be that holy themes are

no 1 10 "h(k o\p'>^od To thp roT
TrnipT of ihc profane John

VU-lPvs commoni (3,",if>oi> \\\ ) -s bolh pnh\ an-l pertinent :

*
R( u.'ire of ininkin^ that un\ dp-en c Uiis apptll.iTioii nil there

i^'ull arid mroriit -inbie ptooi
' Hut 'aroat Jirul plonou- irntn-'

nrp no' to ho ior<(! "i 'So- 'ijo ' contradiT and blas-

pheme.' 'Do not UL r iii a il,-.our?i uiih these upon remission

of sins and the gift of the Holy Ghost . . The most probable
way to make Felix tremble is to reason with him of righteous-
ness, temperance, and judgment to come '

In each of the four Gospels there ar i

in which our Loid speaks of the Holy **

Mt 123
r

J 2819
, Mk 329 12^ 1311

,
Lk 12*- lj

, Jn 1426

2022
.

"

He definitely ascribes essen-
tial 1 '

v Spiiit. Not in this -\\ ay
could He have spoken of 'a ciee^-"

1 T J ""

above the angels' but mfenor to ! . \l ,

ovei, this Bivme agent is distinguished both from
the Father who sends Him, and fiom the Son in
whose name He is sent ; and in the NT the phrase"

'

i lesciibes Him ' the Holy Spirit'
'

'

the essential attributes of Deity,
the moral glory of God.

In this sense Dalman's words (op cit

stood when he says,
' As regards conte

1 J '' .
Q

l
i f C.od" and "Holy Sr ^^ w ^^.^ uo

1 > i 01 r , r .
- .1 r* Holiness' had become a Divine title, 'it

might readily be supposed that in the term
N^ijj nn " the Holy

Spirit," the word
K^ljp

became in reality a name for God, so

that TO Tv&vfAK rov 8&Qv would represent it more accurately than
TO XV&PK, ro ayiov. But in that case terms like q^jj nn "thy
holy spirit" (Ps 51"), 'vnyri x%K "my holy spirit" (Targ. Is

421), would be impossible. And yet it must be maintained that
the addition of #$1% is expressly meant to specify "Divinity as

an attribute of the Spirit.' See, further, HOLY SPIRIT

The last recorded example of our Lord's use of

thewoid 'holy' is in His mtercessoiy prayer. He
who never called any human being 'holy

5

prays
that His disciples may attain unto holiness. His
i 1 I

'' -
, *e both negative and positive : from the

",; I'- of the world He asks that they may
be kept in the name (Jn 1711 RV) which in its

fulness it had been His mission to leveal. But it

is not enough for them to be kept fiom enteimg
the domain of the Evil One (Jn 1715 K rov Trovijpov,

cf. 1 Jn 519 'the whole woild lieth in the evil

one 5

). If they are to continue Christ's woik, they
must be partakeis of His holiness, foi only in

complete devotion of all their poweis to the service

of God can they share their Master's joy. Hence
He also asks, as in absolute self-sacrince He con-

seciates Himself, that e

they themselves also may
be consecrated m tiuth' (Jn 17 18

). In ) -i
j

.
-

tions the love of Christ for His own :i !- n. !

expression, and they are fitly introduced by the

unique phrase
*

Holy Father' (cf. Father/ v. 1
, and

'

ii^meou*. Father,' v. 25). In this glorious name of

God '
all excellences meet '; purity and tenderness

unite, majesty and pity combine. Christ regards
this ,M- ., 1- 1- v knowledge of God as 'an^ideal
regio^ <L -i i -.LI. i \

'

in whieii His disciples will be
safe from harm/ As long as they are c in the

name,' it will be !i .i-o-r.Y
f
n- tl 01 fhts of God's

holiness to sugges ! .. i. . < J r ,-<
'"u- to approach

the Holy Father ^ : 1^0 Jl , { s ( &ee above).
Nor can the revelation in Christ of His *

pitying
tenderness Bivme '

lead to sinful pjo-nriiiTi^ on Tli->

grace, and to neglect of moral pv.iiuv \\ulioui

which none may hold communion \\nli ilic //o/./

Father. Therefore, as in the OT the conception
of holiness varies with the M.J

|

'"01 < f God, so

in the NT the climax of .1,^ N\r,,'ioii of the

Father in the Son is reached in the harmonizing

_
t/

. _. rrtit:<

Lord's Grayer teach thnn 111- Kin^hmj will come
and His will be done f as in lieaxcn, so on earth,'

when in His Church on enuli s- m heaven the

name of the Holy Father is hallowed (Mt 6^ 'Ayiatr-

O'ffTto TO 8vofj,d crov ...<>?& otipavf ical irl y7}$}.

2. The holiness of ChristOutside the Gospels
holiness is ascribed to Christ in the Acts and the

Epistles.(c&) The Acts. St. Peter (S
27

) and St.

Paul (IS
35

) see in the resurrection of Jesus proof
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that He is God's Holy One,' in whom is fulfilled

the Messianic promise that He should not see

corruption (Ps 1610
, RVm renders TDI?

'

godly or

"beloved,
'

see above on
&rcps).

In the prayer of the

eaily Church, Jesus is twice described as Jehovah's
'

Holy Seivant 3

(4
27 so

), and it is probable that St.

Peter has in mind Is 53 when he speaks of Jesus
as 'the Holy and Righteous One

'

(3
f4

,
cf. v. 13

). In
these passages frytos is applied to the ideal Seivant,
in whose consecration, even unto death, God's
moral glory was levealed (6) The Epistles. Our

High Priest, for ever
'

separated from sinners,' is

'holy' (He 726 ) Here fotos is a compiehensive
summary of those inward qualities which were
manifested by our Lord's dutiful submission to

His Father's will; pie-eminently He was e

puie in

heait,
3

fitted to e\eici^e, m the presence of God,
His ministry of intercession. In J&o I

4 ' the spirit
of holiness

'

is not a synonym of Holy Spirit ;

holiness is ascribed to the spirit of the Incarnate
Son The irvev^a of Christ was human ,

in this

respect He was 'made like unto his biethren'

(He 217
) ; but His spirit was holy, and in that He

was 'without sm' (4
15

), He was unique among
men His '

spirit of holiness
' was the seat of the

Divine natuie'; He was filled with the Holy
Spirit, and being \ ^ouli.illi filled with God' was
'full of Divine ivn'olhstoi, 'no' (cf Meyer, Com.
in loc.). St Paul declaies that it was in complete
accord (/card) with the transcendent holiness which
was'- -i ,1 . / _ *.il '/ of Hie -jii i! of Christ

that II !,-,' **'-, i -I'ould be visibly mani-
fested in the miracle of His resurrection, 'in 1 Jn
220 * Ye have an anointing (xpi<r/ui) from the Holy
One/ the reference n.i 1

"" "

be to God the
Father ; but almost ,

B
' Holy One is

Christ (cf, 33
' He is pure,' and see above). The

true reading in v. 27
(auroO not rb avr6) y

' His anoint-

mg,
J

seems to remove all s.
1 M

"

M.I'\ St. John
says that Christians have . M --M '"nr the Christ ;

and there can be little doubt that tl ^ K r>>n i!i
, lit

reference in chrism is to the Holy
*

; ,i Ii .- .,

faint prelusive note,' and in 324 'tl < M.I! i.-i in
mention of the Holy Spirit comes like a burst of

the music of the " Veni Creator," carrying on the
fainter prelude

*

(Expos. Bible> p. 170).
The chief contributions to the formal exposition

of the NT doctrine of holiness lie beyond the
limits of this article. It need occasion no surprise
that even to His disciples our Lord should not

speak directly concerning holiness until in His
[,r<\\<ll

]
aaver He asked that the men called to

i ijiirniue H i- mission might share His consecration.
The reason for His reticence is that c m Him, and
for them, holiness imported something far more
and other than it did in the religion of the day.
. . . Only as they saw their Lord devote His
poi-on LM Tne conHimmaim^ sacrifice would they
ho propjuo'l to j'^ali/o vliai their Christian eonse-
fiMiion imolved' (Findlay, Expositor, VI [1001]
iv. 5). It is al-o ijinfi<<int lh.il ilio |ii*i\<-i foi

His disciples* hoLim*-- should inimomalLU' lollov

the discourse in which our Lord expound- ni wel-
come detail what is involved in the promise of the

Spirit whose gracious indwelling is the secret of
holiness.

The Gospels are, however, the supreme revela-
tion of holiness. The imitation of Christ is the

royal road to holiness ; His teaching concerning
union with Himself and the bestowmcnt of the

Holy Spirit reveals the secret of holiness. The
writers of the Epistles, under the guidance of the

promised Teacher, unfolded the implications of
their own experience and the purpose of the In-

carnation, the Passion, and the abiding Priesthood
of the Son of God.
The stress laid on the positive idea, which is

probably the primary conception of holiness, may

serve to guard Christians against the error of sup-

posing that holiness may be acqunecl by with-

drawals and <;_. ',<- or by compliance with
external regulations. Holiness means the attain-

ment of the Divine likeness, and this consists in

moral qualities which are all compiiaed in holy
love. The motive to holiness inci eases in strength
as God is moie perfectly known. In propoition as

the Holy Father is known as He is, will be the

gladness of our respon&e to His claims, and the

ardour of our desne to be like Him in this world
Into the world Chnst sent the men for whose con-

secration He prayed, and His piomise, 'Ye shall

know that ye are in me 5

(Jn 1420 ), conveyed to

them His assurance that ' in the -\\ oil
1

\ 1 \ -
1 V

attain to holiness. Life in Chi ist is ", ',i -

LITERATURE In addition to the books mentioned in the body
of the article, see the Comm on the various passages, and woiks
on Theol of NT; also Giimm-Thajer and Oiemei, SPU ?!&,
oa-io? ,

art 'Holiness' in Hastings' DB , Issel, Der Begti{} d.

Heiliglseit im NT , Askwith, Cli - >,-, << , C< n _
< >

* Holiness

J (jr. lASKER
HOJLY ONE. The expression 'the Holy One,

5

or c the Holy One of God,' is used seveial times m
the NT to clescube our Lord. It is in itself so le-

markable, and used in a manner so calculated to

arrest attention, that it has been suimised that we
have heie a characteristic -\ - _' ,' of the Mes-
siah (Meyer on Mk I 24). \\ '

i
1

i i . y be doubted
if so positive an assertion can be justified, the ex-

pression is sufficiently striking to requiie a careful

examination into its origin arid its ^ijiiiifuuiKC
A scrutiny of the passages in which ihe _-W has

rendered the Greek expieswon by
' the Holy One,

3

will show that for the word c

holy
? we have two

Greek words, fto-tos and ttyios. Now, since the two
passages in which 6Vios occurs are in a quotation
fiom the LXX, and the -ijii'iIliM i>n of the term is

most likely to be derived from a Hebrew onginal,
it will be necessary to ask if these two words aie

uniformly used to represent conesponcling Hebrew
ones, or used indiscriminately to tr. different Heb.
words in different places.

In the OT there are two distinct words used for
'

holy,* TDli

and wnptt and it is to be carefully noted that m the LXX,
although ctrtof tr. Tp$ about 30 times, and uyfos tr. B>np 100

times, In no single instance is ow? used for ^njj, or xytos for

Terr (See Trench, NT Synonyms},
It is reasonable, then, to look foi the signification of oerux in

YD$, and &yio$ in tfng. See art HOLINESS

A. Passages in which our Lord is described as

Holy One, #<>$ being used. As a substantive

expression it occurs only in Ac 2J7 1335 in both
ca&es a quotation from Ps 1610 used first by St.

Peter and afterwards by St. Paul, otf5 5t6crei$ rbv
ttcriQv crov ISew <Sta<pdop<iv. Without a reference to
the Hebrew, it might appear that such an expies-
sion, taken from the OT and applied by Apostles
to Christ, would carry with i I pc< ul i.n Y '

,

but beyond the fact that ilu. Ai.o-iJc

expression, there is nothing in the Ayoras themselves
to justify any unique position in which our Lord was
described as *

holy.'
B. Passages in which our Lord is described as

*

Holy One, #710$ being used. If the examination
of the foregoing passages pievent . us giving to the
word $<nos any peculiar sigmlicance which would
make it describe our Lord as a being of peculiar
holiness, the case is quite otherwise when we come
to the expression 6 ttyios.

JU Use of the title, We find it first on the lips of
the demoniac (Mk I24

,
Lk 484), who, in declaring his

knowledge of Christ, describes Him as
{ the Holy

One Of God' (otSd are rLs el, 6 &JLOS roju Beov). The
words probably made a deep impiession on the dis-

ciples. AVo know how vague and uncertain were
their views about their Master, and it would seem
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as if they seized on the demoniac's confession as a
levelation of His claims ; foi, the next time the title

is asciibed to Him, it is by St Peter himself, when
striving to find words to answer oui Loid's question
if they too intended to abandon Him :

'

Lord, to

whom shall we go 9 Thou hast the words of eternal
life And we have believed and know that thou
ait the Holy One of God 5

(6'rt cri) el 6 &JLOS TOV GeoO

{.so eonect reading], Jn 669 )

St Peter, in his speech to the people in Solomon's

porch (Ac 314
), chaises them with denying 'the

Holy and lii
'

,- One' (TOV ayiov Kal 8i,Kcu.ov). St.

John (1 Ji _'
,

, ,- his readers that they have 'an

anointing fiom the Holy One' (dn-A TOV aylov). In
Rev 37 om Lord so describes Himself in the address
to the Church of Philadelphia

' These things saith
he that is holy' (rdde \tyet 6 dytos]

2. Derivation of the title. We have seen that
the - "'( of ayios IK natuially to be looked
foi , , Hi i BTIB, which, like Ton, is fieely
employed of places, things, and peisons Yet,
while TO? is used of God only in Jer 312 (LXX
Ae^w^) and Ps 14517 (LXX ftnos), wheie it is joined
with a xefeience to His woiks ('holy m all thy
works '), njj is used very frequently to describe God
Himself It is so found in the Books of Job, Psalms,
Isaiah, Hosea, and Habakkuk, m,-?

< the Holy One/
LXX 6 dyLQ$ Besides the simple title 'the Holy
One,' God is 24 times called by Isaiah 'the Holy
One of Israel

'

; elsewhere only in Ps 7122 7841 89lfi
,

Jer 502D 51 5
[2 K 1922=Is 3723

] Wj?" wnp.
3. Its *>'<ii'tii'tiit'', as applied to our Lord. To

men familiar with the OT expressions 'the Holy
One' and 'the Holy One of Israel

1

j^ dc Miih'nj.:
God Himself, it would seem almost nn|ni--illo iliat

the expression could have been used of ( hi M with-
out a distinct desire to connect His title with that
of Jehovah Every male firstborn was indeed
'

holy to the Lord' (Lk 228 ). But on the lips of St.

Peter and the demoniac it must be felt to have that

special and distinct significance such as Jesus Him-
self implies in Jn 1036

, when speaking of Himself as

one ' whom the Father sanctified (yytaa-e) and sent
into the woild '

Spoken by our Saviour of His
Fathei (Jn 17 11

), it signifies that which He is abso-

lutely ; spoken of Christ Himself, it means both
this and also His special dedication to the work of

man's salvation (e.g. in Ro 12Z it is used with the
force of a sacrificial metaphor, the victim conse-

crated to God). Christ was indeed the Holy One
of God above all others, but that which He was He
came in a measure to make His people, so that, in

the language of the NT, those who through Him
weie conseciated and set apart were also ol &yioi.

See, further, art. HOLINESS.

T.i i
' M "i Ti< M-*h, ST Si/iLOii>/tns, K\xvm

, Westootton
H< 7 ', I u ii',oi on I L'ill J

, Jennings and I o\\ e, Psalms ;

J t h 1 1 ' ' vol vi. s.vv.
* God' and *

Holmes-?', Dalman,
II -,',

' o/ ,/ .., p 202. J. B

HOLY SPIRIT. With the exception of the 2nd
and 3rd Epistles of John, every book in the NT
mentions the Spirit. On a comprehensive view,

indeed, it may be said that to uudei stand what is

meant by the Spirit is tu ypuV-inm"! 1'K--e two
thin;,'-- -Hie NT and the Ti is-is, -n C! ir-'i Not
i luu i lie LMO can be precisely co-ordinated ; yet in

them and in their mutual relations we have the

only ndco|\i.ite witness to what the Sphu mean-*
for Clm-nans To the men who wioio the "NT
and to those for whom they wrote, the Spirit was
not a doctrine but an experience ; they did not

speak of believing in the Holy Spirit, but of receiv-

ing the Holy Spirit when they believed (Ac 192
).

In some sense this covered everything that they
included in Christianity. The work of the Christ
was summed up in the Avoids c He shall baptize
with holy spirit' (Mk I8). The acceptance of the

gospel is the subject of the question: 'Was it

by works of law 01 by the hearing of faith that
you received the Spn i

"'
G.'.l 3-), The entire

equality of Jews ,M,<: <, L 'u.lc- in the Christian
community is asserted in the words- 'God \\ho
knows the heart bore them -\\ itne&s in that he gave
the Holy Spnit to them even as he did to us' (Ac
158

). After this, theie was no more to be said.
Yet the very fact that all who speak to us in the
NT aie familiar with experiences of the Holy
Spirit does not al\\ay& make it easier for us to
understand them. It i& cleai that veiy vanous
expenences aie described in this way, and some-
times we cannot refiam fiom asking whethei ex-

periences which one wnter recounts without any
reference to the Spiiit would not have been ex-

plained as '

pneumatic
'

by another
j or vice versa,

whether experiences ascribed to the Spiiit by one
writer would not in another have found a ditfeient

interpretation Fuither, theie is the difficulty
raised by the fact that while the expeiiences thus

explained are represented, broadly speaking, as the
woik of the Risen Savioui, and as dependent some-
how on His death and resunection, the Spirit

,

""

-in His life on eaith. "Was this the
, When we read that Jesus was bap-

Holy Spirit, are we to suppose that
He had experiences m consequence which were

analogous to those of Cluibtians in t- V,
-V

age 9 The purpose of this ai tide is to i
i _ <"

facts as they are
' the old^ < v

begin with, and
'

later stages in the

history the relation between the Spirit and Jesus
the Christ.

1. The earliest reference to the Spirit is in the

preaching of the Baptist. To the end John was
conscious of the impotence and inadequacy of all

his efforts : the true Helper of Isiael, whatever
u !( issV: i be, must be 'One mightier than I.'

J
!

-j ! ,/i' \ou with water, he shall baptize you
v ii'i i IM\ -j it

3

(Mkl8
). A Christian Evangelist,

like the author of the Gospel, might interpret such
words in the light of his own post-Pentecostal ex-

periences ; and when we find the later E\aiiiclists

(Mt 311
, Lk 316) add to 'liol\ -pnii

'

the words 'and

fire, 'it is nearly certain rb'.u ilicx have done so.*

But it is not clear that for the Baptist the Holy
Spirit of which he s^oke was so clearly defined

He had not the Christian experience to put mean-

ing into his words, and he can only have intended

something which could be imcloi-iood ilnoi^li its

OT antecedents, or through c-\j-oi H-IK (-> v irb u Inch
he had been in contact at an earlier period. The
earliest form of the Gospel says nothing of such

expediences and when we look backward we can-

1101 but be struck by the almost total disappear-
ance of the Spirit from the .'!'> <*> i si'

*

literature

of Judaism. 'First and becona Maccabees and
Daniel are each in a different way witnesses for

a v^rv profound religious feeling of exactly the

sort that m other ages, either eailier or latei,

would have been ascribed to the Spirit' (Wood,
The, Spirit of God in Biblical Literature, p 71 ; cf.

Gunkel, I)M WirMngen des heihgen Geistes, p.

50 f.). Yet the Spirit is not appealed to in ex-

planation. When we come to the Hcbie\\ OT,
hovrevei, the one idea which is dominant in con-

nexion with the Spirit is the one which is wanted
here to explain the piophecy of the Baptist the

i"!- (l of power as opposed to* impotence. The m-
j f

!

, v of Egypt to help Israel is expressed by
l*;i.< , : the words : *The Egyptians are men and
not God, and their horses flesh and not spirit

1

(31
3
).

* The reference of the 'fire' in'this connexion to the fire of

Gehenna seems to the present writer (m spite of Mt S^2 , Lk 311
?)

simply incredible The true key to it is Ac 2, and the many
passages in which the same or a similar figure recurs, e.g. 1 Th
619, EO 1211, Ac 182S.
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Men and flesh are the impotent things, in contiast

with the omnipotent, God and spmt. As A. B.

Davidson puts it (Theology of the OT, 126), 'the

Spirit of God ab mtra is God active, showing life

and power . . . the Spirit of God ab extra is God
in efficient operation, whether in the cosmos or as

giving life, remfoicing life, exerting efficiency in

any sphere.' John the Baptist was a worker for

God, but he never claims for himself either to have
the Spmt or to be able to give it; he has the sense,

however, that when the Mightier than himself

comes, He will
" " ' *

in precisely these

ways. He will -

; >ly spirit
'

in virtue

of being full of the Spirit himself.

2. When Jesus comes to be baptized in Jordan,
the remaikable phenomenon is that what for

others is a baptism with water coincides for Him
with a baptism in the Holy Spirit. Auoidmpr to

Mk I 10 , as Jesus ascends from the water, He sees

the heavens cleaving and the Sphit as a dove de-

scending upon Him. In the earliest Evangelist
tin-; i^, the experience of Jesus only : it is He who
sees the Spirit descending,

He to whom the heavenly
voice is addressed The later Evangelists may have
conceived it otherwise, and extended the vision and
the hearing of the voice to John the Baptist or

even to the bystanders : it is indifferent here. All

agree that on this occasion Jesus received the

Holy Spirit, and in it the attestation of His Son-

ship, the call to His unique task, and the endow-
ments needed to discharge it.

Critics have suggested that the curiously indirect way in

which the baptism of Jesus and the descent of the Spirit are
mentioned in Lk 321 ^ is due to the wntei's desire to slur over

something which is really inconsistent with his account of

Jesus' birth , but even if Luke had difficulty in adjusting these
two things, as the r _ T - have had difficulty in

adjusting the incar Logos in Jesus with
the descent or the Spirit

T
T >

* '

*t is clear that
for both the baptism was -

i u Gospel testi-

mony that they had no alternative but to set it unambiguously
down(cf Jnl&-34)

Have we any means of saying what is meant
by such words as the Evangelists employ in this

connexion? Can we interpret Jesus' experience
by what we read of spiritual gifts or states in the
Primitive Church ? Is it right to look in His life

for such phenomena as we find, e.g. ,
in Acts or in

1 Cor. ascribed to the Spirit? May we look for

such sudden accesses of feeling as we connect with
scenes like Ac 24 431 IS9

? Can there be such a

thing as the rapture or ecstasy which seems to be
meant by being 'in the Spirit

3

in Bev 110 42 17s 21 101

These are not questions to be answered a priori.
There must have been something in the life of

Jesus as determined by the great experience of

His baptism akin to the experiences \\liuh ( lin*.-

tians "uib&eqiientlr ascribed to the Spirit, or they
would hardly have traced both to the same source ;

and the more closely we look into the Gospels, the
less does the emotionally colourless Saviour of

popular art seem to correspond to the historical

reality. The experiences of Jesus at the Baptism
and the Transfiguration were not those of everyday
life; they belong toi 'pneumatic' as contrasted
with normal conditions. So again it might be said
that if the - Ya-MM;: nf T-ie temple (Mk l!15ff

-), the

cursing of the ug-ucje ^ll-'j, the excitement (appai-
ently) with which, on the way to Jerusalem, Jesus
took the lead of fiis disciples, to theii bewildei-
ment and fear (10

32
), had been told of anybody-

else, that other would have been described, on each
occasion, as 'filled with the Holy Spirit/ How-
ever this may be (see J. Weiss, Die Predigt Jesu
wm Reiche Gottes, p, 54 n. ; 0. Holtzmann, War
Jesus EkstatiJcer /), the Evangelist makes no refer-
ence to the Spirit in this connexion. He leaves us
to infer from the life which Jesus lived in the
Spirit what the Spirit itself was. But it may
fairly be said that some of the ideas which Chris-

tians --r -i s V;*. connected with their own bap-
tism v M !'! ,-

'

i : i elation to the baptism of

Jesus and to the interpretation which they put
upon it. It was the facts of His baptism which
led them to believe (a) in a normal coincidence of

baptism with the Spirit and water-baptism, instead

of in the displacement of the latter by the former ;

(b) in the Spirit received in baptism as -|.<n ih'.ilh

the spirit ot sonship j and (c) in that sam< ^piiii ,.-*

one consecrating them to God arid to sei \ i< o m 1 1 1-

kingdom.
3. The first light is thrown on the nature of the

Spirit as received by Jesus in the nariative of the

Temptations It is the Spmt which sends Him
out to the wilderness, there to engage in conflict

with the powei of evil The word e/cj3d\Xa (Mk F2
),

though it must not be forced, suggests a Divine

impulse which could not be lesiBted. Jesus was

Divinely constrained for the Spirit is always
Divine to face the ultimate issues of His woik
from the very l>;m:irij. to contemplate all the

plausible but morally unsound ways of aiming at

ascendency over men for God, and to turn from
them; to face the Prince of this world, arid to

demonstrate that that Prince had nothing in Him.
The most elementary notion of the Spmt may be
that of Divine power, but where we see it fiibt at

work in Jesus it is Divine power which is at the same
time holy ; it is at war, in principle, with evcry-
,

"

i _',* 1 1 1
1 1 is unworthy of God ; the kingdom which

,
-i -MI]I 01 God is to found in the

" "

pirit
is one which can make no kind vvith

evil. It must be spiritual (in tne complete uiiris-

tian sense) in its nature not based on bread ;

spiritual in its methods riot appealing to miracles
which only dazzle the senses or confound the mind ;

and spiritual in its resources not deriving any of

its strength from alliance with Satan, from boirow-

ing the help of the evil which wields such vast

power among men, or from recognizing that it has
a relative 01 uMiipoiiiiy i mill to exist. 'The spiiit,'
as Mk. calls it (1

A - 1J
),' while Mt. has ' God's spirit'

(3
16

), and Lk. ' the holy spirit
'

(3
22

) or
'

holy spirit
'

(4
1
), is the Divine power with which Jesus was

endowed at TT - \
|

,
- M and which committed

Him to an r i MI i ; ;, !' conflict with evil. It is

the conscious and victorious antagonist of another

spirit, of which all that need be said is that it is

not of God.
4u St. Luke tells us that Jesus returned from the

Jordan 'in the power of the Spirit' into Galilee

(4
14

), and St. Peter in Ac (10
8
*-) tells how God

anointed Him (in the P., with holy spirit
and power' ; and it is r. - I- conditions that

!'. "Hx {!!;.' ", i -i- conceive His whole ministry to be
mliil''V 1 1 i

1

iey do not mention the Spirit at

every step, it is because they think of Him as in
full possession of it continually. It probably
agrees, e a., with the Evangelist's own idea, to

say that the passage in Mk. which immediately
succeeds the Temptations illustrates first by Jesus'

power over men (I
16 *20

), next by His power or

authority in teaching (Plf
-), and, finally, by His

power over demons (I
23

*-)* what is involved in His
IIO--C--UIM of the Spirit. A Divine power accom-
panied all His words and deeds, and made them
effective for God and for His kingdom. The allu-
sion in I35 to His rising early and going away to a
desert place to pray suggests that, Divine

"

as this

power was, it wrought in, and in accordance with
the laws of, a human nature which was M .M- t-f

spiritual exhaustion, and had to recruit i
-

.
'

< i _ i

!

i

with God. "We do not find till we come to 3ai

('they said, He is beside himself? ^fAmj) any
further indication of how His work in the Spirit
affected Jesus. It is clear from this impatient
word, in whidi the *ame charge IN brought against
the Lord as \\ as- uucnv aids brought against Paul (see
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2 Co 513
,
where e^eo-r^ev is opposed to .

'
"

that the tension of His spmt seem
ahnoimal He was c

iapt' 01 'earned away' by
His eainestnesa, and became for the time uncon-
scious of bodily needs or indifferent to them (cf.

the fast in the wildemess, and Jn 4"
}lff

). Pos-

sibly even the charge brouj.
1

',., i TT
""

* the

sciibes, that He cast out t, . ,- n\ II- -"

'

. m
othei woids, that He was jn- --t M - ny a
demon, a chaige mentioned in this connexion by
Mk

, appealed for support to this tension or rap-
tuie It the character of Jesus'

' *

,

"

deal-

ing had been that of emotionless ,, . , ould
not have been even plausible t ,

v l%e:
/cat f^atvercLL (Jn 848 52 1020 : these passages from the
Fouith Gospel are guaranteed by their agreement
with Mk 321f

) There is no tiace in the Gospel of

any want of self-control, no such fienzy as is

ascribed to the Spirit in 1 S 19-3f
*, or in i^c ilo-n n-

tio i

'* J1
,

'

.-\1 -'-ml Co 14, but CIICMO i-,

a - 1 -
, -, >,,- i ,\ implied which was felt

ihiii . . ,1.- L v- . >rd and deed.

t
8. The mam interest of the passage Mk 320"35

lies in the word of Jesus Himself about the Holy
Spirit .

'

Verily I say unto you, All things shall be
forgiven to the sons of men, the sins and the blas-

phemies, all that they have M.i-plu P'M but
whoso shall have blasphemed the Uol\ M-nu hath
never foi^ivene^ but is guilty of 'eternal sin:
because they said, He hath an unclean spirit'
(v.
m

). It is hardly doubtful that this is the true
form of this much discussed saying of Jesus. The
Holy Spirit ifc. not here set in any contrast with
JesuH, as though to lila-pli'Miio Jesus were a venial

fault, but to blaspheme i lu i

.
spn ir an unpardonable

one , on the contrary, the Holy SpmL i* blasphemed
when malignant hearts harden themselves to say
of Jesus,

c He has an unclean spirit.
5 The Divine

powei which woiks through Jesus with such in-

tensity healing all who are under the tyranny of
the devil i- in point of fact God's supreme and
final appeal to men. It is such an exercise of

power as is possible only for one who has aheady
vanquished Satan, and is engaged in liberating his

captives (Mk 327 ). No person with anjr sense for

God in him can help being attracted by it to begin
with But if the other manifestations of this

po^ci should happen to provoke resentment, if

it-- ethical demands (as in the teaching of Jesus)
should threaten ^oriou^ly the icputalion or the self-

<'ompl!Kom,y of the insincere it is fearfully pos-
^i))lo that they may set themselves against it, and
so resist the "Holy Spirit. Such resistance, once

begun, may ,: ,'> ,v>\ L-ij'li wen to the length"
.' ', \ ii '-,'1 .

i|i'ii'i,y ,in life of Jesus, and
to be from beneath, not from above.

I sin against the Holy Spirit. In prin-

ciple, it is the everyday sin of finding bad motives
foi

'fi
(><)(! actions ; carried to its

homlii, u is the sin of confrontin

holy power which wrought so irresistibly and so

intensely in Jesus, and saying anyilnn^ the

maddest, most wanton, most malignant thing
rather than , V -

1

" '

it for what it is The
people who saici,

* He has Beelzebul '

(3
22

),
( He has

an imdo.Lii -jvuit
'

(v.
30

), were not giving expression
to rlioii IIIM. but to their LM ilioii;rht- of Christ.

This was the depth which ninli^nuy in them had
'

reached. The Holy Spirit receives' here a certain

inieipretation from being contrasted with an * un-
clean

'

spirit.
* Unclean

'

is a religious rather than
an ethical word ; the unclean spirit is one which
has not and cannot have relations with God : it

can only be excluded from His piesence, as it

excludes those who are possessed by ]t. The Holy
Spirit is specifically God's ; it brings Him m His

power to men, it is the very token and reality of

His presence -with them. But it i mteipieted

more precisely and this is the point of Jesus'
'

as it is brought out in the parallel pas-
sage in ML. and Lk. by the \\oiks which it does.
' I I in the spint of God am casting out the
demons, then the kingdom of God has come upon
you

5

(Mt 12*3

, cf Lk IP", uheie for ev wetfia.
6eov we have & Sa/crtfAy 6eov, the Divine power being
the essential idea ; cf . Ex S19

(
15

)) When the super-human power which displays itself with such
intensity is manifested in woikb of this sort, it is
cleai that it is not merely supeihuman, but specifi-
cally Divine. To withstand what is so unambigu-
ously the redeeming power of God, and to do so
(1 < !,",< !:' 1\ and malignantly, in the &pint which
vili kill -U-sus rathei than acknowledge Him as
what He is, is the unpaidonable bin

The form of thi "nvn'ir^h-oh appears m Mt 123if and Lk 1210
has almost certa i . il \ be t n ( i t 1

1 e< t o< I j 1 1 tradition Mt really has
it in two foims, v.si by itself coi responding

1 to \vhat we have in
Mk , and v 32 to what we have in Luke That is, Mt I2*if is a
doublet, in which the same saying is found,

^ - ' "*

in the Gospel of Mk , and then as it appeal ec i i

of discourses geneially alloxved to have been used by Mt and
Luke. What is meant in the second form, \\here a vvord spoken
against the Son of Man is contiasted with blasphemy against
the Holy Spnit, is not veiy cleai Mk , who puts the odious
charge,

' He has an unclean spirit,' into connexion \\ith the
word of Je&us' friends,

* He is beside himself,' might be regaided
as giving a key to the meaning, were it not foi the fact that
' the Son of Man '

does not occur In his text at all An im-
patient, petulant word, like 'He is crazy,

5

.mi-ir'a in a monenc
of anxiety or nutation or misunderstanding tiom / cans iliac

at bottom loved Him, was no doubt a &m
,
His friends ought to

have been more capable of doing Him justice But it was not
a sin which committed the whole nature blindly and finally

against God ; it could be repented of, and when it was, then,
like other sins, it would be forgiven. This would be the word
spoken against the Son of Man In contra&t with such a

momentary petulance on the part of His friends stands the
' ' ' '

>d of God's present saving
1 He has^an unclean spirit

'

Here the nature is nnally committed against God, such a
word blasphemes His Spirit that is, i, n-pj

II IP- Ou.l v T1V is

actually here, woikmg in Christ for jju,
11 o ^.i \a 10 i

,
,,- -M ch

it is sin absolutely, etiuviov &f**pniftM t
i e. sin which has the

character of finality, and can never be anything but what it is

sin past which one cannot see so as to infer the possibility of

forgiveness either in this world or in the ne^t

6, The expulsion of evil spirits from the po^e^sed
is -i"

1 ' ' '"
e Gospel as a chief manifestation

of by Jesus of the Holy Spirit. But
all His miracles are to be understood in this con-
nexion. "WithouJ

.

'

far as to say that in
the Temptation ; He is represented as

tempted to put to selfish uses the power just con-
ferred through the Spirit in baptism for the ends
of God's lvHUM i m i ii i- a mark of historicity in the
canonical (<-piU iii. until He is baptized with
the Spirit, Jesus works no miracle. It is the Spirit
in which (lie jxrvur is given for all His mighty
works ^u-cu'fi?, 1 1 is not likely, however, that
when we read of power as having gone forth from
Him (which in Mk 530 and Lk 619 may be only the

Evangelist's reading of the facts, but in Lk 846 is

<!M m< il\ } -i i ! C to Jesus Himself), any reference

to -In Minn i- 'ntended. The wisdom and the
ini-jlilv V,.T!X- vhich astonished the ISFazarenes

i Mk t>- MoiiM n) doubt be refeired to this source
n\ i be I \

Jiii^' 1 -i and when in 67 Jesus sends out

the Iwelve, giving them authority over the un-

clean spirits, it can only have been conceived as

due to the transference to them of a part in that

T)i\ijio power which had been so wonderfully

oponi i wo in Him (cf. Nu 1 117). The
that it was the Risen Saviour ly \vh ^
was given to the Apostles so donmuucu tl;c Evan-

gelists, that none of them refers to the Spirit in

connexion with this mission of the Twelve during
Jesus' lifetime. The Spirit of Jesus in Mk

^8
12 is

no doubt, as in 28
,
His human spirit; but if we

admit that it is to this that the Spirit of God is

mo>t akin, or most immediately attached, it is

perhaps not fanciful to suppose that the sigh

d^as, cf, in a similar situation 7*
4
) represents
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the grieving of the Spirit of God "by the unbelief
and haid-heartedness of man (cf Eph4so

,
Is 6310

). It

is more hazardo
' Jl '

only in 'pneumatic'
and abnormal .

f in a psychological
state extraordinarily and violently elevated above
the level of common experience did Jesus identify
Himself with the Son of Man, who after a tragic
careei on eaith was to rise 1

" 'he third

day, or to come on the clouds (Mk S31

931 ]_Q32ff 14.62) Abnormal conditions such as aie
here supposed do not persist in sane minds, and to

call Jesus an ecstatic
'

or a *

pneumatic
'

in this

sense is only to avoid calling Him a fanatic by
using a natural instead of a moral term to describe
Him. Certainly the Gospel suggests in this period
of His life accesses of intense emotion (Mk S-*

3
) and

phenomena both in His aspect (9
15

) and in His con-

duct (10
32

) which must have struck people as un-

usual, and due to something overpowering within,
which it would have been natural to call the

Spirit; but in point of fact there is no refeience
to the Spirit m this period. Perhaps the nearest

approach to it is in Mk 1088
, where Jesus asks

James and John, 'Are ye able to be baptized with
the baptism with which I am baptized ?

' There is

no doubt that Jebus speaks throughout this scene
with unusual elevation of tone ; and the figure of

baptism, which He could
*

"!\ <
- without recall-

i-
'

1 -v i <! at the Jordan and all that His
< i-< '. on involved, lifts us into the region
where the thought of the Spirit is near. Still, it is

not expressed The Triumphal Entry, the Cleans-

ing of the Temple, and the TV! iJi't '< "f the Fig-
tiee are all acts implying

"
<
M -L x < n elevation

of feeling transcending common human limits :

often other peisons, visited by such impulses with

startling suddenness, are said to be '

filled with

holy spirit/ but m Jesus they do not seem to have
made the same impression on I>\-I<UIMI- They
did not apparently stand in 7<,lic: i'i Ih^ life as

they would have done in the life of others ; little

in it
"

. ". .signed to the Spirit, because
the

'

at the
"

I
'<

r_Mi\_ impelled
and -.1 oughout. Ii *-' not really
cast any light on Jesus' experience of the Spirit,
when m Mk 1236 He quotes Ps 110 by

* David him-
self said in the Holy Spirit': this merely repre-
sents the Jewish belief m the Divme inspiration of

Scripture, a belief most distinctly preserved in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, where 01 -, ,-',n ;'>- are
introduced by

'
as saith the Holy >| . t . ,) 98

10 15
; cf. 2 P I

21
, 2 Ti 316

,
Ac I

16
). More important

is Mk 13n , which contains tlio urilx pioim-e of iho

Holy Spirit in the earliest 1 \anjcli-f Koiomn^
to the persecutions which will come upon the

Apostles after His death, Jesus says
* "When they

lead you to judgment and deliver you up, be not
anxious beforehand what ye shall speak, but what-
ever is given to you in that hour, that speak ; for
it is not you that speak, but the Holy Spirit.

5 The
Spirit is here conceived as a Divine reinforcement

mjfche veiy crisis of need. If fidelity to the gospel
brings men to extremity, they will not be left

there, but will have experience of superhuman
help. It is important to notice that the precise
character in which the Spu it which conies to the
help of tJie <li-< i]ili- i- here conceived as acting is

that of a irawjnc\7-os or advocatus an idea of which
ampler use is made in (ho Go-pol and 1*1 Fpistle
of John. The term Tra^ctA-ros may be duo to the
r\au<:eliM., but tlio conception of tlio Spnit f func-
tion jroo- kick TO the Loid. It i-> not the Holy
Spirit which is referred to in Mk 14^ ; and in
1616

-20
, although mention is made, as is natural in

a late passage based on other NT writings, of most
of what are usually called spiritual gifts, the
Spirit itself is not expressly named

If, then, we try to sum up the oldest Evangelic

representation, we can hardly say more than that

the Holy Spirit is the Divme powei which from
His baptism onwaid \\ Lou-jlii m Jesus, making
Him mighty in word -nu itv i. power the chai-

acter of which is shown by the teaching arid by
the saving miracles of Jesus a power to which the

sanctity of God attached, so that it is Divine also

in the ethical sense, and to blaspheme it is the Last

degree of sin a power m which Jesus enabled His

disciples to some extent to share, and which He
promised would be with them m the emeigencies
of their mission a powei, howevei, which (con-

trary to what we might have anticipated) the
r ,

"

does not bung into piommence at any
,es or intense moments of Jesus' life 1 1

takes nothing less than that life itself, from be-

ginning to end, to show us what the Spirit means.
If the last Evangelist tells us that the Spirit intei-

prets Jesus, the inference from the liist is that
Jesus also interprets the Spirit, and that only
through Him can we know what it means.

7. If we turn from Mark to the othei Evangelic
source common to Mt. and Lk., we find little to
add to this. Both our First and our Thud Evan-

gelists have everything which Mk has, and their
variations (eg Mt 3n

,
Lk 316 as opp. Mk I

8
; Mt

1231f , Lk 1210'as opp Mk 328f -

; Mt 10-, Lk 121 * 21 15

as opp. Mk 1311
) have been noticed already, or aie

of no consequence But when we look at what is

peculiar to Mt. and to Lk. respectively, theie is

more to say. Omitting foi the moment the fiist

two chapteis in each, we notice these points
(a) It is a maik of historicity in Mt. that in

recording the Sermon on the Mount he nowhere
alludes to the distinction of

'
letter

' and '

spirit
'

which occuis so spontaneously to the modern in-

terpreter of the words of Jesus. On the other

hand, in 722 we have an utti -..M. < <." J- --.*
'

i
-

duced in terms which have <>'.'. i:,. ^
1 M

influenced by post-Pentecost, I o^. * PI -
i

Spirit. It was only then that men 'piophe^ied
3

in the name of Jesus, etc., and till they had clone

so, such language as this could not have been used.

Comparison with Lk 132fiff-

justifies us m saying
that we have here the woid rather than the words
of the Lord. But m any case, the idea that the
most amazing gifts of the Spirit are worthless

apart from common morality the idea expanded
in 1 Co 13 is here traced back to Jesus Himself.
It is difficult to understand a Dhiue j'ouu. Jit-

action of which, so to speak, clcvato- .-md icnuoiu -

the nature, without raising the character j yet thin
is undeniably what is contemplated both by Jesus
and by St. Pai

*

T> \ the umleihinj* tiuth is

that the moral . deepest and the hardest
to penetrate by the L)J\ me ]tu\\ 1-1 , ami may lemain
unaffected by it whvn otliei elcmeni- of our being
have been subdued to its service. The unnatural-
ness of such a result is reflected on by Jesus in
Mt H 21f

*, where woes arc jnonoumcd on the cities

which had seen so many ot His mighty works, yet
had not repented. It is implied that these migl'ity
works, the works of the Sjmir in Him, were of such
a character that i>, -o liol\ and gracious that

they ought to have evoked penitence, and brought
a new moral life into bein^. An interesting light
is thrown on the Evangelist's o^n conception of
the Spirit in relation to Jesus, by hit, application to
our Lord of the piophecy in Is 421"1 '

1 will put my
spirit upon him, and he shall bnn<i foiih nid^iiina
to the Gentiles,' etc (Mt 12lfa'21

). 1T< loiio't oni\ rlie

power of Jesus, \\hich gives Him assurance of 'final

victory (Mt 1220), but His method and His temper
His meekness, patience, constancy aie ascribed

to the
Spirit. The presence and power of God aie

felt in His superhuman renunciation of the ordinaly
ways and tempers of men as much as in the super-
human resources which He wielded. It is again a
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mark of historicity in Mt. that we find no mention
of the Spirit where in a writer dominated by the
consciousness of a latei time we should certainly
have expected it that is, m the passages which
speak of what are sometimes called ecclesiastical

i-
">..... - or functions (16

18ff* IS15'20
). Contrast

with these Jn 2022f
, Ac 1528. The Trinitarian bap-

tismal formula, however it be explained, throws
no light on the Spirit as an experience in the life

of Jesus (Mt 2S19
).

(5) St Luke's interest in the Spirit, as the most
conspicuous phenomenon in primitive Christianity,
is well known, and it is apparent in his Gospel.
Thus he describes Jesus, as the result of His
baptism, as TrXrjpys 7n>eifymros ayiov (4

1
), where the

adjective seems intended to describe a permanent
condition, as opposed to the verb (used of sudden
and transient accesses of ;li<? ^j'ii n in I41 - 67

). Simi-

larly he says that in the wilderness ^yero iv r$
7n>etifj,a,Ti (4

1

), which seems to
signify^

an intense,

rapt, and absorbed state of feeling, in which He
was carried up and down the desert. The foim of
words is used elsewhere to describe either pos-
session by an evil spirit (Mk I23 dvQpwrros & mcetf/uart

dKa&dprqj) or ecstasy in the Divine (Rev 1 ]0
gyevdjuLqv

v TTpetf/Aan). More instructive is the way in which
St. Luke puts the whole ministry of Jesus under
the heading of the

Spirit.
He returns from the

Jordan to Galilee v TTJ dvvd/^ei. rou irvetijAaros, and it

is this power which is the key to all the marvellous
life which follows (4

]4
,
cf. the summary account of

Jesus' life by the same writer from the lips of St.

Peter in Ac 1C38
). But though power that is, the

presence of God, who can do what men cannot do
is the fundamental note of the Spirit, it is not

power undefined St. Luke has no sooner spoken
of Jesus as entering on His work m the power of
the Spirit, than he interprets this by the scene at
Nazareth where Jesus applies to Himself the

piophccy of Is 61 lf- 'The spirit of the Lord is upon
me because he hath anointed me to preach glad
tidings to the poor/ etc. (Lk 418f

). 'The words of

grace which proceeded out of his mouth ' on this

occasion (v.
22

), and the spiiitual healings which He
wrought, were as unmistakably tokens of the

Spirit as the '

mighty works ' which the Nazarenes
had heard of as wrought at Capernaum.

If the reading of the TE in 955 (ovx o't$,r& ot'ov rrvsv^vos terrs

vfAitt) has any authority, it is to the same intent * the spirit in
which Jesus came, to seek and save the lost, was the very

call down fire from heaven on
. M r 1= m nnivouch I-C^P to the

1

t ! -JIIT i, .H'l i. '*> ; ni -c r or
tne power wruch ]io'liii>(.. 11,

the Divme power which works m Jesus makes TT :n n v^ lour,
and it is .I

1
-i < O'(M|i rod TLi. H L p< *i litiL OI'MH i>o \< i, 'h.iir

everitbe, 'n cri '.a*, fonmi '.- msrrmeMi- ri ,lar.o- and .lohn

One of the most interesting singularities in Lk.
is his reference to the Spirit m 10-1 ' Mt II25 'In
that hour Jesus lojoiieil in the Holy Spirit, and
said, I thank thcr, farher/ etc. Both Evan-

gelists, in giving the one passage in the Synoptic
tradition which has the Johannine ring, are con-
scious of its peculiar elevation of thought and
feeling, but only Lk. interprets it in this way.
The authority on which he depended must have

picserved for him the remembrance of a joyful
excitement thiillmg Jesus as He spoke. The con-

text, too, favours this. The Seventy return to

Jesus (10
17

) exulting that even the "(demons are

subject to them m His name. In a sudden flash

Jesus reveals to them what He had seen in their

absence, and through their little successes ededpow
rbv "SarcLvciv MS dffTpairriv ex TOU ovpavov ireffdvTa. (v

18
)

It is m the consciousness of this final victory, and of

His power to make even His feeble followers more
than conquerors, that, after warning them not to

trust in what they can do for God, but rather in

God's faithful love to them, He breaks into what

Lk. evide-^\ *< _,.
""

: , Hi& rapturous utterance.
It is not A. . ,, v

- . M ,>> "but with Divine exultant
gladness, that Je&us accepts the Father's will as
revealed in the results of His work. The Spirit is
not connected with revelation either here or any-
where else in the life of Jesus, but only -with the
overpowering, joyful emotion of the hour. And
the connexion of the Spirit and of 307 is one of the
mosi -(.liking < haiactenstics of the $T all through
(see Lk 1 '

, Ho H17
, Gal 522, Ac 1352, 1 Th I 6}. No

authority can be claimed for the v.L in Lk II2
,

according to which, instead of '

Thy kingdom come,'
or * Hallowed be thy name,' we should read,

'

Thy
Holy Spirit come upon us and cleanse us.' Yet it

is in keeping with St. Luke's inteiest in the Spirit
that this reading is found here and not in Mt.'s
version of the piayer (see Plummer's St. Luke,
p. 295 n.). It is another proof of this inteiest that
in Lk II13

flveO/wt dyiov replaces the 'good things'
of Mt 711

: for St. Luke, all
'

-

* '

s' which
Christians could ask from the . summed
up in the Spirit. This is a clear case of later

experience iiuoipi- (.IMU the words of Jesus and
giving the sai^ or iln.ui in its own terms. Per-

haps if another than Jesus had been in question,
we might have read that the passionate \\ ords of
1249f- broke from His lips when He was *

filled with
holy spirit'; but to the Evangelist Je&us is always
'full of the Holy Spirit,' and no such points stand
in relief in His career. Oddly enough, Lk. omits

any mention of the Spirit in connexion with Ps 110

(20
41ff

")> though both Mt. and Mk. seem to emphasize
it, and in 21 15 he replaces the expiess promise of
the Spirit, which he has already used in 1212

, by a
more general promise of an irresistible power of

speech such as he ascribes in Ac 610 to a man full

of the Holy Spirit. There is no reference to the

Holy Spirit in 2346
. The last light the EA angeli-t

throws on it is in 2449
, where the Risen Saviour

describes it as e the promise of my Father,' and as

'power from on high.' The last word, therefore,

brings us back to the first. The fundamental idea
to be associated with the Spirit is that of Divine

power: how the Divine power is to be further

characterized, what it is ethically, and to what
issues or in what temper it works, we can see only
in the life of Jesus. He is the key to the interpre-
tation of a term which of itself is indefinite indeed.

8. From the life of Jesus, as covered by the

Apostolic testimony (Ac I21f-), we now turn to the

chapters of Mt. and Lk. which tell the story of

His birth. If Mk, is the earliest form of the

Evangelic tradition, it is natural to say (whatever
the Evangelist's own Christolog^r may be) that the
Divine sonship of Jesus was originally connected
with His baptism. It was there He received

the Holy Spirit and heard the heavenly voice

which said,
* Thou art my; Son.' It would be all

the more natural for Christians to say this who
read in their Gospel of Luke (3

22
), with Codex

JBez&,
' Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten

thee.' But as soon as reflexion woke, it would
be appaient that Jesus could not suddenly, at

the age OT ilnri
tv or thereabouts, begin to be what

He had in no sense been, or been destined and

prepared for, before. This is the conviction which
not to speak of historical evidence sustains the
stories of the birth of Christ. He must always
have been what Christians eventually knew Him
in their own experience to be . He must always
have been Son of God. If it is the Spirit which
make^ Hun Son, then behind the baptism with

the Spint must lie a birth in which the Spirit is

equally important not only the equipment of this

personality, but its origination, muat be traced

directly to God. And it is the origination of the

personality of JCMIS with which both Mt. and jLk
aie concerned. Neither of them betrays any idea
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that the Son of God pre-existed, and that they are

only narrating the mode in which He came from
another order of being into this ; and, difficult as

it may be to understand how a companion and
friend of St. Paul could ignore such an idea, we
must abide by the facts as they are before us. No
act of man, but only the power of God, lies behind
and explains the existence of Jesus Christ m the

world. In Mt. the
story^

is told simply and briefly :

Mary was found with child <k TrvetijAaros ayiov (I
18 -

-)
It is this which makes the Child to be Imtncmuel,
'
Gocl with us/ In Luke, though

* " "

is

much more elaborate, the place and of

the Spmt in the story are the same, Ine angel
of the Annunciation says to Mary (I

85
) : irvevjxa

ayiov 7T\eti<rTai GTTL <T
}

Kal Svvajus -utJficrTot; ^TTC-

(TKi,dffi croc" Sio Kal rd yevv&pevov dyiov K\i]6ri(reTai,

ulos Oeoti. It is in virtue of this mode of oiigmation
that the future child is aytw, Son of God It i=>

important to notice here the parallelism of irvev^a,

aytov and Btivapis v\j/ia-Tov. The two expressions are
. - V * quivalent In the life and work of Jesus,

i ( i , \ i '

power can reveal itself ethically (as the

Gospel <toiy shows. in detail), but in the origination
of His personality there is no room for anything to

appear but bare power. The action of the Spirit
is to be conceived not as sexual but as cieative.

This marks the truth as well as the purity of the
NT. In the OT, where the gender of on can be

determined, the feminine instances are to the
masculine as more than two to one; but in the
NT this is irrelevant. uyefyta is of r

"" T
will be persuaded by 0. Holtzmann

v
,

War Jesus Ekstatiker $
p. 41 ) that the Gospel accord-

ing to the Hebrews, in which Jesus is introduced
as speaking of the Holy Spirit as His mother,
represents anything more primitive or ui'jii", 1 ".

that account. To call the Spirit eithe ><, M
'

or s father
*
is equally inept and un-Christian : the

Spirit is the power of the Highest, to which the

presence of the Son of God in the world is due.

In other words, the Divine Sonship of Jesus does
not date from His baptism, as that of Christians ;

it is not with Him as with us an affair of re-birth,
but of biith simply; it is native and o r "_:",.l \ : \
roots as deep as ms being; He is not oii'\ - -/>

'

9. But it is not only the birth of Jesus which in
Lk 1 and 2 is connected with the Spirit : all the
eve r

,'

- (-

1
"

f i-
]

i" 1 .'

*
>. transacted, so to speak, in

an, m- 1

i -i ,,L
P

..is 'i by the Spirit. The repre-
sen i,n ' i- "'!'. i. i partly by OT conceptions
of the Spirit, and partly, no doubt, by primitive
Christian experiences of it. Thus in I1* the angel
says of John : Trreu/taros 0,7401; TrXycrdtfa'eTaL In K
Kot\tas wrpbs avrov, words in which we can think

only of a Divine energy or ijif<Mi-ity of life which

\yasto characterize the child I'lom'i lie first. Pos-

sibly the
j

ima notion of this with the prohibition
of wine and itnm;: dii'ik (cf. Ac 213

, Eph 518) sug-
gests r'u k

< \* iMMiiont 01 simulation of the nature

by God as opposed to anv natural intoxicant. Yet
the work which John is to do in consequence
('many of the children of Israel shall he turn to
the Lord their God,* I16 ), shows that the Divine

power is conceived as working to ethical issues,
and therefore as itself ethical. In the OT f the
spirit is never used as a cause except of those

things which have to do with the affairs of the

people of Israel* (Wood, op
f
* cit. p. 9) ; and this is

the point of view maintained throughout these

chapters in Luke. The Spirit is connected with
the Messianic age (this is universally the case in
the NT), and with the preparations for the coming
of the Messiah In John, who comes ' in the spirit
and power of Elijah

*

(I
17

), it is a prophetic spirit,

yet rather in the OT than in the NT sen^o indeed,
it is the outstanding feature in the consciousness of

John that he neither has nor can impart holy

spirit. When it is said that Elisabeth ' was filled

with holy spirit, and lifted up her voice with a loud

cry' (I
4y

), we must think of a sudden and over-

powering access of feeling referied to God as its

source. The same remaik applies to Zachanas

(I
67

) as he utteis the Benedicts ' in both cases the

emotion is one of joy (see above, 7) Moie
* ' f

*.

-^
r,re the references to the Sphit in con-

i Simeon (2
25fl

) He was a just and
devout man, i'-i --

1
' '

. the Messianic hope, and it

was probably < by this chaiacter that

Trvevpa 1jv ayi.ov &r afrr6v. Yet this can hardly
mean that he had an abiding possession of the

Spirit. No such possession of the Spmt is con-

templated anywhere in these chapters, and Simeon
is presented to us only in i elation to this one scene
from th- . V <

;
*.f .T--- ,- Ul through his action

here he -,.!> i'-- . \ L< ; " Divinely illuminated
man. This is what is meant by the woids quoted.
It is

f in the Spirit
3

that is, under a Divine im-

pulse that he comes into the temple ;
it has been

revealed to him '

by the Holy Spmt
' that is, he

has had a Divine assurance granted him that he
will see the Chust before he dies. How this im-

pulse or this revelation was imparted to Simeon
the Evangelist does not tell, and it is vain to ask.

But we need not say that it was not mediated
at all, but blankly supernatural. The words in

234f could not have been spoken by a young man ;

here 'old. expencnee doth attain to something of

prophetic strain/ Perhaps we may say as much of

the ancient prophetess Anna (v.
36a

). TTPO^TJTLS im-

plies the Spirit, yet apait from this one occasion,
at the presentation of the Child Jesus in the temple,
when she gave thanks to God no doubt in such an
outburst of inspired feeling as is seen in the N'linc

dimittis we have no means of knowing how the

Spiiit expressed itself through her. For this sud-
den and eager outburst of ih;ir!k^i\iii;j (so much
is implied in atfrjj T$ &pg. ^incrracra a^WjaoXoyeiro ry
6e$) we may perhaps compare St. Luke's account
of the first Spirit-given utterances at Pentecost .

*We do hear them speak in our tongues the mighty
works of God' (Ac 211

).

10. In the Synoptic Gospels, what is said of the

Spirit no doubt bears the impress, here and there,
of experiences which were familiar to the writers
under that name, but these experiences do not
come

* "

\ into view It is otherwise
when !-, \ i' the S\ nopi i< -. Wnters like
St. Luke in Acts, and Si

'

Vniil in many of his

Epistles, deal directly and formally with this sub-

ject. In the Gospel of John there is reached even
a stage of conscious reflexion upon it which may
almost be called a doctrine of the Spirit. And
everywhere in the NT there are casual lights
thrown upon il in uK<T we can see its place in

Christian i iou<Jii ,vui luo It is not intended here
to follow out/ ihese in detail, but to indicate in
outline the main features of the post-Pentecostal
experience and conception of the Spirit, keeping
especially in view their relation to Christ and the

Gospels.
11. Although there might be reasons for be-

ginning with St. Paul, it is more convenient to

follow up Lk.'s Gospel by Acts. The first reference
of this book to the Spirit is one of the most sin-

gular : Jesus is spoken of as having
*

given com-
mandment through the Holy Spirit unto the

apostles whom he had chosen' (I
2
). Though

Jesus in the Gospel speaks and acts from beginning
to end as one anointed \\ith Holy Spirit and

power, there is no parallel to this expression. It;

seems to suggest that with the Resuriection the

dispensation of the Holy Spirit began, and that
the disciples were conscious, as they listened to the
new and final charge of their Lord, that they weie
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in contact, as they had never been before, with the

poweis of the woild to come (He 65
), the Divine

nibpiiation of the Messianic age. This power with
winch the Bisen Saviour is invested He bids the

disciples themselves expect within a few days (I
5
).

It is the promise of the Father . 'Ye shall leceive

power when the Holy Spirit is come upon you, and

ye shall be my witnesses' (I
8
) This piomise was

made good at Pentecost, when '
all were filled with

the Holy Spnit, and began to speak with othei

tongue^ as the Spiiit gave them utterance 3

(2
4
).

The - " of the tongues in Ac 2, -!" ,

languages has to be controlled by St. '*, 'il -
*

-

scnption m 1 Co 14. The miracle of Pentecost is

not that the disciples spoke in foreign languages,
which, in spite of the narrator, is mo.iuiiijiU

1
* and

incredible, but that they spoke at all, that they
spoke with tongues of hie, and that then speech
was a testimony to Jesus, delivered with over-

whelming Diwiii' pouci The whole Pentecostal

phenomenon, including the emotional disturbance
which suggested drunkenness (2

13
), and expressed

itself in joyful if inarticulate
''

\ '2n
,

cf 1 Co 14 1>b

), has the character . to

Jesus The central thought of the whole is that
of 233

'Having received fiom the Father the

promise of the Holy Spirit, he hath pouied forth

this which ye both see and hear.' Pentecost, or
the gift and possession of the Spiiit, is the proof to

the woild of the exaltation of Jesus It is His
Divme power which is behind this incalculable
elevation and reinforcement of the naluial life.

This is the NT point of view tlnoughout. There
is such a thing as a spirit which is not ot God, but
the Spiiit which Christians have and of which they
speak IK never anything else than the Spiiit of

Jesus. It is never an undefined impulse or stimulus
a vague excitement eliminating anyhow and

tending anywhither: it is always refeiied specih-
cally to Jesus, and it is *,

"
. a token

that He is there in powei k ,
. leie is an

abnormal or pathological side to spedking with

tongues need not be questioned ; the equilibrium
of a weak arid sinful nature may easily be dis-

turbed by the sudden muption into it of such in-

calculable realities as the lewurrection of Jesus, the

redeeming love and -lio coim'tiir judgment of God ;

but any degree of disturbance is better than in-

dilfexence and insensibility T"
*

lestion is

how the distillbance is to men are
to rise out of it into the balance of a renewed nature
at a higher level, or to sink out of it into the old

torpor again. The disturbance itself is the woik
of God through His Spirit the Spirit of the Risen
Saviour whatever the issue be. For other refer-

ences in Acts to 5-pen.king with .p^-i- ,,- the most
<'n-'/ \ ui- - -"i of having the ^|-n. < o 104G 196

]
-i '., 1 1 v .' - .- what is meant when we read of

ill *\- .!
fc

' /on (tmirlirreu') people as in 815fi
.

Moie important tlian speaking with tongues,
even m Acts, is |.i.|.V";r x liter's sermon ir

Ac 2 is a gpecuiii'M >i <

s

:ui- i,m prophecy; the

Spirit enables him
^

to read the OT (Joel and the

Psalms) in a Christian sense, and to find in it Jesus
and the Messianic age. It is -innl.nlv m-pircd
men c

by the Tra/xi/cXoycrts of the Holy ^pirii iO {

;

under whose ministry the Church is multiplied.
Five such men are mentioned by name as working
in the Church at Antioch (IS)- The seven at
Jerusalem (6

s
) are chosen as men full of the Spirit

and faith. The daughter of Philip, who pro-
phesied, were women who -hnio-1 in ihi^ gift (21

C
).

Sometimes the piophoo\ had the character of pre-
diction: e.g Ajralm-a (ll-'"i signified 'through the

Spirit' an impending Jmuine, just as at a later

date (21
11

) he toreioM what awaited Paul at Jeru-
salem * thus saith the Holy Spirit

'

It is no
doubt the utterances of such 'inspired' men that

VOL. I. 47

aie m view when St. Paul himself says (20
23

)
:

' The
Holy Spiiit testifieth unto rne in every city, saying
that bonds and afflictions abide me '

(cf. 2 14). It is

important to note that St. Paul did not find it

necessaiy to obey when Christian men said to him
*

through the Spurt that he should not set foot in
Jei u&alem

'

In some way he could urge the Spirit
within him against this spirit without .

* I go
bound m the spurt to Jeiusalem' (2U

22
, cf. 19yl ).

He felt a Chustian obligation to go at all hazaids,
and went against all omens. Akin to these warn-
ings is the geneial guidance of the Church and the
Apostles by the Spiiit, especially at important
cuses Foi example, m chs 8 and 10, wheie it is

important to lepiesent that the extension of the
Clmich beyond the Jews was Divinely authoiized,
the whole story is told at the feupei natural level,
and the Spirit appears at every tuin . 'the Spirit
said to Philip' (S

Jy
, cf 8 2fa

) ,

' the Spirit of the Lord
snatched Philip away' (8

3t)

) ; 'while Peter was
pondeiing the vision, the Spiiit said, Behold two
men seek thee . . . I have sent them' (10

19C
-) ; 'the

Spiiit bade me go with them, noJ1>i
i_ -1 i

1 '

\ r
'

(II
12

) How the Spirit made such *: 'i
'

'.\ i-

we need not inquiie but it is important to notice
that they are not about indifferent things There
is noihmi; of the pagan oracle which deals with

any ijue^uou proposed to it . the Spirit gives direc-

tion only in the concerns of the Kingdom of the
Messiah. For other and striking illustrations

connected with this guidance of the Church in the

preaching of the gospel see 132
(where, no doubt,

the Spirit spoke thiough an inspired man), 134 1528

16- 7- I0
. The last verse probably shows that too

hard and fast a line is not to be drawn between the
voice of the Spiiit and inferences diawn from facts

by Christian intelligence.
One point of mtciest in Acts is the relation of

the Spiiit to baptism The gift of the Spiiit is

itself 11'pK's.eiiied bofoiehand a? a baptism (l
c
*ye

shall be baptized with holy spirit not insiny dnys
hence') After Pentecost, instead of displacing
and annulling water- baptism, as we might have

anticipated, the baptism with the Spirit is re-

garded as normally coincident with the other ,

* Repent and be baptized . . . and ye shall receive

the gift of the Holy ^pii't' '2
1

*, < f. 9I7ft
-)- When

people believed and \MIO l)Mpii/ul, and the Holy
Spirit did not fall on any of them, it was abnormal
and disconcerting, at least on St Luke's theory
(8
M"17

), and steps were taken to remedy it. It

must be remembered, that '!< < U II,H i- i
- oken

of in Acts IH that of aduli ;<. M 1

""

( \ M and
that for such persons the pi,"!

1

< m- i their

faith, m a ritual act, was naturally the occasion of

profoundlymoving experiencesexperiences whi cli,

an lining into higher ranges of thought and fooling
than usual, were ascribed by the early Church to

the Spirit. To find in Ac 814 ~17 or 191"? an analogue
of 'confirmation,' a sacrament -v.-i-'u K"' ,,i\ to

baptism, and capable of being conferred only by an

Apostle or by a bishop as his HK-'^-I-I Is an
anachronism. The gifts of the 11 "l\ xp,n be-

stowed on these two occasions when Apostles

prayed and laid their hands on the baptized, were
what may be I'mvl -i-Wiir! gifts falling within

the sphere of i !, -<MI -i - : i li\ spoke with tongues
and prophes-iod* (19

6
). In confirmation, this is

neither a-^ked nor wanted, but this and nothing
else is what is desiderated by St. Luke.

^

The
emotional stimulation, which liberates the hidden

power* of human nature, is itself the gift of the

Holy Spirit in virtue of which people become

glos'solalis is or prophets But though, for the reason

already slated, the gift of the Spirit is the normal

accompaniment of baptism, the order of the two

things may be reversed. Cornelius aad his house-

hold are baptized, not in order to receive, but
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because they have received^ the Spirit (10
44~48

)

And moie important than any single observation
is the fact that in Acts, as elsewhere in the NT,
i.Ii* uHq>(

;
ui. of the Spirit is the whole of Chris-

n,iMii\. 'Tiiry received the Holy Spirit even as

we dfd
5

(ID
47 II 15 138f

). All that makes a man a
Christian is in this, and where this is. there can be
no distinction of Jew or Gentile more. The
Church is one in the unity of the Spirit.

12. In St. Paul's Epistles the Holy Spirit is men-
tioned nearly 120 times, and may be said to have
a prominence and |

'n r Y-ih it has nowhere
else in the NT. I i I s^--

-
'

to discuss it in

detail here. On the one hand, we have repre-
sentations of the Spirit, and of the effects produced
by its reception, entirely similar to those in Acts :

St Paul's whole ministry, in word and deed, has
been accomplished in the power of the Holy Spirit

(Ro 1513f
*) ; those who receive his gospel receive

the Spirit ; the chief ^a^V^ara, or spiritual gifts,
are Y "

tongues and prophesying
1

(1 Th
519'2

',
I

i .
'

', Though St. Paul was distin-

guished himself, above everyone at Corinth, by
his experiences of the glossolalic ecstasy, and
thanked God for it (1 Co 141S

), and though he dis-

couraged the sober-minded Thessalomans who
would have hastily repressed it (this is what is

meant by
*

Quench not the Spirit
'
in 1 Th 519

), he
was not insensible to its dangers. There was
something morbid in it

; it might be tainted with

vanity and -t
1
"-*'!^ ,

lg
j- ir

ii ; there was nothing in
it to edify i i>

! -u < i Good Christians might
even be conceived as thanking God that they did
not speak with tongues. Even the hi;/

1 KM gift of

prophecy needs criticism and control. The man
who comes to the church with a *

teaching
'
or a

1 revelation
'

may come in the Spirit he may be
an inspired man, but he is not irresponsible" nor
is he exempt from the criticism and control of the
Church. Prophets' spirits are subject to prophets

'

{1 Co 1432 ) : the Divine impulse under which the

prophet in each case speafe is not an uncontrol-
lable force which must have its way irrespective of
order or decorum. Neither does it guarantee in-

fallibility the human individuality counts for

Mrtnoliimx '" e\ery utterance, and when two or
T uoo prophoi-' have spoken the others are to

j'u'.go (1 <*o li
''}. The Christian common sense of

the community, so to speak, is felt to be moie

inspired than the most ardent utterance of any
individual. St. Paul even mentions among xa/><r-

juara one which he calls SiaKpt&eLs irvev^arwv the

faculty of deciding on each occasion what is the
true character of the impulse under which a
man speaks, and in particular whether it is of
God or not. The conception of a spiritual gift of
this kind an instinctive sense for what is or is

not in keeping with the pro^po
1 -I- peculiar. It

brings us within sight of v/lu, ,- ,
! u,ractensticallv

Pauline in the conception of the ^pim nfunoh,
a possession of the Spirit which i^ l>r\ omi all par-
ticular 'gifts' or e

operations' of a ^mnrunl kind,
which is, in short, identical with Christian life.
To quote from Mr. Wood (op, cit. 268): 'Paul
grasped the idea of the unity of the religious life,
and spoke of the spirit not merely n<* Hod noting
in an occasional extraordinary and cnionori.il ex-
perience, but as being the Divine source and basis
of all the Christian life. For him the Holy Spirit
is the cause not only of religious experiences, but of
religious experience The test of the Spirit of God
in a man is no longer subjective emotion, "but the
objective value of his life for the progress of the
will of God as working itself out in the Church.' !

In comparison with the Spirit in this large sense,
the particular manifestations or gifts of the Spirit
which n diMn^ed *i( Ipiiprf li in Ro 12, 1 Co 12-14,
Eph 4, nax c a subordinate though a vital import-

ance. The main point is that for St. Paul Chris-

tian life and life in the Spirit are one thing. All
Christian graces are the fruit of the Spirit (Gal
52J

). The Christian God is He who supplies the

Spirit (3
5
). To become a Christian is to receive the

Spirit (3
2
) To live as a Chustian is to walk in or

by the Spirit (5
16

). The Spirit and faith are corre-

lative terms, and each of them covers, from a
different point of view, all that is meant by Chris-

tianity. Regarded fiom the side of God and His

grace and power *'*'; ,

' ning it,

Christianity is th- * he side
of man and his i in re-

lation to God, it i oexten-

sive, and all Christianity is in each. This is

vividly expressed in one of those sentences in

which St. Paul concentrates his whole mind on

\- u ; ,,, -. airK8ex6^6a (5
s
). Here is every-

thing that enters into Christianity and determines
it to be what it is. Like the old religion, it has
in diK^Loa-TLtp-ri its hope or goal; but in its attitude
to this, nothing is determined by law, in any sense
of that word ; there are only two f

'

ich

St. Paul is conscious as counting in

his soul the one is Divine (the
- ler

is human (faith) ; and;li" I/M /u -
. *\ - i'i_ii ;

li

able, they cannot be \ "\ "i
ij_-,,

. * 2 I :i 2 '*'

ev ayiacrfjt,Q TrvetifAaros Kal TricrreL aKq&elaSy where 'm
consecration wrought by God's Spirit, and belief

of the truth,' is to be interpreted in the same way.
Without going into details, it is pertinent to

point out the connexions between this Pauline

conception of the Spirit and what we find in the
life of Jesus, (a) To begin with, the Spirit is for
St. Paul specifically Christian. It is not the power
or the life of God simphctter, but the power or the
life of God as God has been manifested in Christ,
and o-])fci)lly in His resurrection and exaltation.
He c;.l1- i* o\]-r. -!\ i

1
<*

Spirit of Chriyt (Bo 89
) ;

it is an 1 11- u 01 i- -L that is written on men's
hearts by the Spirit of the living God (2 Co 3s) ; he
even goes so far as to say, the Lord is the Spirit
(3

17
), and he who is joined to the Lord is one spirit

(1 Co^6
17

). The piesence of the Spirit is, it may
be said, the spiritual presence of the Lord; it is

not an indefinite
"

God, but the last Adam
who has become ,i spirit (15

45
). When a

cnterion of s

spiritual' ut lr '
-

n
' *'

i-

foundm Jesus (12
3
)* to say

'

. ,>!,- .
. . *

that it is not God's Spii it in which one speaks ;

but only m the Holy Spirit can one say
' Jesus is

Lord/ To confess the exaltation, not of an un-
known person, but of Jesus, and to live in the

acknowledgment of Jesus at the right hand of the
Father, is to be a genuine Christian. Passages
like these prove that if there was any danger in
the Pauline churches of an ecstatic enthusiasm

doing less than justice to the historical character
of Christianity, it was a danger to which St. Paul
was alive from the first, and which he did his best
to obviate. That St. Paul and the members of his
churches had such an acquaintance with the his-

torical tradition of Jesus as gave definite meaning
to His name, the writer has no doubt. (b) A
further point in St. Paul's conception of the Spirit,
which connects it essentially with Jesus, is seen in
this : it is a spirit of adoption or sonsMp, breaking
out in the loud and jo.vful cry, *Abba, Pather?
All who are led by it aic on^ of God. Because
they are sons, God has sent forth the Spirit of His
Son into their hearts (Ro 814fl

% Gal 46). It is not a
spirit of SouXeta or SetXta (2 Ti I7), but of trust and

joy. (c) Especially as a spirit of sonship is it a
spirit of freedom : 6 5 Ktiptos rb irvevfia' 08 fe T&

irvev/m KVplov, \6v&epta, (2 Co 317
). 'EXerffcpos, Aeu-

fleo/a, and eKevOepodv are great Pauline words in
this connexion. What they suggest is the enaanci-
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pation of the Christian life from evei ything statu-

tory, whatever its origin. The ClnMiaii is not
under law, but under grace ; no statute contri-

butes m the least degree to make him what he is
,

or to give him the experiences which he has ; it is

as he stands in the prebence of the crucified and
risen Christ, and abandons himself in faith to the
Divine love there revealed, that the Divine power
descends into his heait which annuls all the
statutes and conventions he has ever known, and
is its

'" *

to him hencefoith It ib under
the ; , this power, and of this power
alone, that he now lives and acts ; not conformity
to any external standard, however high, but moral

originality like that of Jesus, because inspired by
the consciousness of Jesus and of all he owes to

Him, is what is required of him at every step.
That such a conception is not without moral

perils, and that it is capable of being abused, St.

Paul was well aware (Gal 513
, Ro 614

) , but it is m
one respect the fundamental truth of his gospel,
and he would never compromise upon it. That it

has its basis in the . KM:/ of Jesus as its su-

preme illustration in ! e ". nul' k life of Jesus we
may see from the Seirnon on the Mount, or from
Mt 1724

-27
, Jn 831 -36

.- (d) Again, the Pauline idea
of the earnest of the Spirit (appapdv 2 Co I22 55

,

Eph I14), or of the first-fruits of the Spirit (dTrapx^?
Ro 823), according to which the Spirit is a guaian-
tee of eternal life, is continuous with the teaching
of Jesus. The Spirit is such a <:iini,muo because
it is a qiii'konm^ spirit, 'the >pmt 01 him that
raised Je-u- IIOMI uhe dead' (8

11
) ; it brings to men

the life of God, the same life that was manifested
in Jesus, and that made it impossible that He
should be holden of death (Ac 2s4

). The argu-
ment, or rather the a^umption of the Apostle, m
all t" '

i LS the same as that of Jesus in

His ,-

'

i
- Saddueees. When God has

pledged His friendship to men as He did to the

patriarchs m ancient days, or as He does to Chris-

tians now in making them, through the Spirit, par-
takers of His own life, He has entered into a
relation to them to which death can make no
difference. His love omv .u-lh. His Spirit in-

wardly, both mean inimoiij'li'x They both say
of God's flock .

*

They shall never perish ; none
can pluck them out of the Father's hand '

(Jn 1029
).

The only difference is that when immortality is

deduced from the possession of the Spirit (that is,

the life of God), it 15 referred, so to speak, to a natu-
ril 01 -uju'irjthiiM l.w, and we see it as part of a,

<on-i iisi'ion ni I'nn^-; whereas when it is deduced
limn i ho n:< iiu-liip of God, we see it purely as a

;
r

- "flTi f
r.

' *

Formally, there is one great
o'l:- \

v . i'i !, out the meaning of spirit in
.** I*, i,! i

' - !< cannot be directly connected
with Jesus, the contrast of spirit and flesh. This

pervades the Apostle's writings, and is conspicu-
ous in such passages as Ro 8, Gal 5. The flesh

represents for him sin in its virulent and consti-

tutional character ; the Spirit is the Divine power
given to the believer in Jesus, which enables him
to do what the Law could not do to vanquish or

put to death the flesh. Yet when St. Paul learned
the lesson that only the Spirit could overcome the

flesh, he merely learned what Jesus tan^lH I hi. nrli

ruler 'There is none good but one, thai i- Uoil

(Mk 1018) with its necessary inference, that for

any goodness we can ever attain we must be abso-

lutely dependent on God. St. Paul's gospel means
not only that we must be so dependent, but that

by God s mercy such dependence is made possible
for us: God puts His Holy Spirit in those who
believe in Jesus, with their sanctification expressly
in view (1 Th 47ft

). There is, of course, a reference
here to the OT conception of the Spirit in Ezk
3627 3714

.

The passages in \\hich the Spirit is regarded by St Paul
as a source of knowledge or revelation are among- the most
difficult m his writings, and have u> L ,j,i"l,< ,o them in
the Synoptic wordb of Jesus ]i ,,- i < > "j- , A here the
' woid of wibdom' and the ' word of knowledge' are mediated
through the Spnit) and 1426 (\nhei . ^ila.^, ae,-rox<x.~

Xw4//f ,
etc ), there are the longer

' - . - Co 2 and Eph
Ii7ff in both thebe passages a wisdom is spoken of which is

imparted by the Spirit to believers (though s
ti
u7v in 1 Co 210 may

refer only to the Apohtles or other inspired teachers) The
Spirit can impart this wisdom because it searches all things,
even the depths of God The contents of the wisdom m ques-
tion are in both cases, apparently, eschatological It is wisdom
which God has foieoidarned 'for our glory' (not m honour of
us, but with _" Q we are to share with the
Lord of g-lorj- i i

^ the things
' which ej e has

not seen nor ear heard . all that C
" "

those
who love him '

(2^), or, in the words hope
attached to God's calling, of the riches 'of the glory of his
inheritance in the saints

'

Only the man who has the Spirit
himself, who has had the eyes of his heart illumined, can
receive, teach, or appreciate this wisdom. If we should say
that we have a notable specimen of it in 1 Co 15, then its
Christian character is thoroughly safeguarded it speaks not
merely of the things that are freely given to us by God (2),
but of the things that are freely given to us by God in Christ.
It is in Him that all shall be made alive, and put on the body
of glory (1 Co 1522, ph 3^). it JS Christ in us who is the hope
of the glory contemplated for us in God's wisdom (Col 127

9
i Co

27) The power witt ,'
' r n ' ~

He
raised Him from the \ ', .the
heavenly places (Eph U* ), is the same as ' the power which
worketh m us '

through the Spirit (320), and it works m us to
the same glorious issue It is perhaps impossible for us to

appreciate as revelation all the forms in which St Paul's

thought and imagination clothed themselves as he laid hold of
""' "

_"
'

, 1
' in Christ ; but, judging from

i
:

'
<, this seems to have been the

substance of his Spirit-taught
1 " n~ *" f -~ J

substance with the mind of C
truth of ..,-.-
words of

'

i . . you do not be-
lieve because you are not of my sheep . . every one that is

of the truth heareth my voice
'

(Jn IQ3? 26
1837). This again

unites with Jesus the Pauline conception of the Spirit.

13. The NT books which were written under
Pauline influence scarcely call for independent
consideration. Hebrews has one reference (2

4
) and

perhaps a second (6
4
) to the *

gifts
'

of the Spirit,
the first alluding to them as God's testimony to
Christ ; elsewhere it refers to the Spirit only as
the speaker in the OT (3

7

O^IO
15

). In 1 P P the
'

*\ i vpression & 'vx: :" n c- >>, -Banding
j. i, between tli-

*

fuic^'io.' ! iLi. of God
the Father ' and ( obed]< r<o JP'L -], rltiiit,.- of the
blood of Jesus Christ,

5

is, no doubt, to be rendered,
as in 2 Th 2ia,

' in a consecration wrought by the

Spirit
'

; it is in this that God's eternal purpose of

redemption is realized. Probably in both places
(1 P P, 2 Th 21S

) there is an allusion to baptism.
In 1 Pt I 11 the idea that the Spirit in the OT (?)

prophets was Christ's Spirit must be connected
with the belief in the pre-existence of Christ ; in

I
12 the TT- \i ^..'ij sent from heaven is the power
which ; i/

'

Is- Christian < \.TM<_r - ^i-i rind makes
Ms words effective. This ide;., ol < oui -o, pervades
the NT, and goes back to such words of Jesus as
Mk 13n , Lk 2448f-. 'The Spirit :

;

*
,. \- d of

God '
in 1 P 414 recalls St. Paul's c r< ; i <" .:' the

Spirit as the earnest of immortality; it is the

spirit of the glory to be revealed because it opens
men's eyes to the reality of it (1 Co 2, Eph )>),
and ensures their entrance into it (2 Co 5s). In
2 Ti I14 it is the indwelling Tloly Spirit which
enables one to guard the Clui^tian deposit a
Christian inference from 1 Co 212 Jn 1837 . In Tit

35 the thought of 1 P I s, 2 Th 218
, is more articu-

lately expressed : side by side with * the laver of *

regeneration' we have e renewal wrought by the

Holy Spirit.' There is nothing more here than a
fulfilment of the Baptist s words * He shall baptize

you with holy spirit
'

(Mk I8).

14. The Johannine books cover all the literary
forms known to the NT, Gospel, Epistle, Apoc^i
lypse, and the Spirit is prominent in all. To
understand them it is necessary to remember tha|j

all the experience of the Pauline churches lies
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behind them, and that the circumstances in which

they ougmated have exercised a decided influence

on their presentation of the facts and ideas with
which they deal.

(a} To begin, with the Apocalypse, the wiiter

speaks four times of "being, or being earned olij

& -jrvevp&Ti (I
10 42 173 2l10

), an expiession which,
whether it is literary artiiice or a r* MiiMioi 1 of

remembered experience, suggests the conclition of

prophetic ecstasy in which he saw his visions.

If St. Paul had spoken of the Spirit in that con-

nexion, we should have referred for interpretation
to 2 Co 12lfl

-. The seven spirits before God's

throne, whatever then connexion in the history
of lehgion with the seven Amshaspcmds of Persia,

are not numerically seven. In the Apouilvp^o
they are treated as a unity ; they are the Spirit or

God in the completeness of its powers (I
4 3 1 45 5G

) ;

and when Christ is spoken of as having the seven

spirits of God, the meaning is the same as when
we read m the Gospel (3

34
) that God does not give

the Spirit by measure to Him. This close con-

nexion of Jesus with the Spirit (He first leceives

and then bestows it) is strikingly brought out in

the Epistles to the Seven Churches. In all of them
it is the Risen Christ who speaks ; but at the end
of each we read He that hath an ear, let him
hear what the Spirit saith to the Churches '

(2
7* 1L

n. 29
30.

13
as). in st. Paul's phrase, here too < the

Lord is the Spirit.' It is no other than Christ
who speaks thiough the inspired prophet. And al-

though & trvetijAaTL probably means
* in an ecstasy/

it must be noted that there is nothing inarticulate
or unbalanced about tlic-e -v, K uiiijj letters. They
are terrible in their c.il'n n^ m I'UMI passion, Ct.

the utterance of the Spirit in 1413 In IP1 and 1315

v i* ,
' i- j^N <> OT .round, and the Spirit is not

-ji
' '! .\ < i'Li-i r'i. but, as in QT passim, the

principle of life. But the most &ti ikin^r utterance
on the Spirit is 19W ij y&p {taprvpia 'Iqo-ov gcrnv rb

TTveOfia rijs irpotpyrdas. This means that the Spirit,
which, as we have already seen, is possessed by
Jesus and bestowed by Him, has also Him as its

object. In all the pjoplu't- in nil inspired men
what it does is to bo.u <\ i^nmon\ 10 Him. All

the prophets, who are prophets simply through
having the Spirit, are witnesses to Jesus. This

agrees not only with the Gospel (15
26 1614

), but with
such other words of Jesus as Ac I8

.

(

ri P ""
'o the Gospel of John, we find, as

In
'

** ,hat the Spirit is first mentioned
in ""

\ i the baptism of Jesus. 'I have
seen,' says the Baptist, 'the Spirit descending as
a dove

^out
of heaven, and it abode upon him.

And I did not know him, but he who sent me to

"baptize in water, the same said unto me, On whom-
soever thou seest the Spirit <lo-a< onuin<;;i:ul abiding
on Mm, the same is he who baptizeth in holy
spirit. And I have seen and borne witness that
this is the Son of God' (I

33af
-). "What strikes us

here is the assumption that every reader will know
what is meant by

* the Spirit' or by
e

holy spirit/
The Gospel is meant for Christians to whom the

Spirit is an experience, an experience which they
owe to Jesus (for it i-> He who bapt izes with holy
spirit) ; an experience, however, which Jesus in
His turn had had (He had been baptized with holy
spirit).

Ib is often said that this idea of the descent of the Spirit on
Jesns i <vK ,i pw r,i iim Cnri^t an tradition, too firmlj
estaj.isl"d Tor , hi i:.anoro:ir to be a ..o to discard it. but really
inconsistent w ith the conception of Chmt m the Prolog-tie. The
"VV orci incarnate (it is argued) cannot need to be baptized with
the Holy Spirit To sav so is to assume that we know what is
meant oy the * Word incarnate ' without looting at the story of
Jesus, The assumption cannot be justified A great spiritual
experience, according- to all the Gospels, is connected vnth the
baptism of Jesus ; arcording to all the Gospels, also, it is the
experience of receiving the Hoh Spirit If the Evangelist sets
this down without embarrassment side by side with his pro-

logue,
J

< i
*

'-'i
1

"

*)t "> * t
1-i nt he felt no inconsistency between

them, M , 1 1
- -uii His idea may lather be that it is

the measureless gift of the Spinti in viitue of \\hioh Jesus is the
Word incarnate. If He had not had thia e \penence at His

baptism, and all that flowed fiom it, He \\ould not have been
(01 been recognizable as) the Son of Uod (Ja !*), as Uod mani-
fest in the fle&h, Immanuel

TW/K part of the
^

.

""
s interest in the

b; p. i -in oi Jesus lay r
t

\ in it the symbol
and

'

i"
I1>

'

signified coincided, Oidmauly, in

the P., } .
'

-.

'

rvater and the Spirit are
contested . accompanies the other.

Tins is the type of the Christian baptism with
which the author and his reader aie familiar. In
it watei and the Spirit noimally coincide. This

may seem a not veiy real idea to us ; but we have
to consider that even within the first century
Christianity was assuming some of the features of

a sacramental system, that much in the mental

sympathies of the early centimes found this con-

genial, and that it might seem not i.i.'iii[n.i i.ri,

to find at the veiy beginning of itb IIM on i,s

fundamental rite uncleigone by the Founder, and

proved to be not only a torm, but a powei.
The turning of tlie water into wme is no doubt

a symbol of the whole woik ot Jesus, T-" i ,
- _

of religion to a higher power, 01, mort -
\

t

the elevation of water-baptism into
;

i i

holy spirit. The Spmt, howevei, is not men-
tioned in this connexion, and we get into closer

quaiters with the subject m ch. 3. There the
decisive woid is v 5 {

Except a man be boin <*

#5ctros Kdl irvetiparos, he cannot enter into the king-
dom of God.

5

It is not the mind of Jesus with
which we are immediately dealing, but the mind
of Jesus as mterpietedm the mind of the Evan-

gelist and in the circumstances of his time.

Granting this, it seems to the present writer quite

impossible to question either a refeience to Bap-
tism here or one to the Supper in eh. 6 Nor is

< MO moci'ii'ii, of the reference doubtful. As in the
lupt MM or lesus, so in Christian baptism, water
and spirit are not thought of as in contrast, but as
in conjunction. No question is laised as to the
conditions undevwW 1 \ VI > was administered

conditions of
; "i,< ' 4

, i i >; faith in Christ on
the part of the baptized. These are assumed as
familiar to everyone. But under these conditions
the new birth is connected , ", with the
Spirit and with the rite in the admmistiation of
which the Spint is normally present One of the
great words and ideas of* the Gospel is 'life.'

Sometimes it is spoken of simply a& the gift of
God

%
The Father has given to the Son to have

life in Himself, and the Son gives life to whom
He will (5

21 26
). Here, however, the life is con-

ceived on the analogy of natural life, and the
entrance into it is by a birth which depends on

the^act of God through His Spirit. The life with
which we are here concerned is nothing less than
the eternal life of God Himself (1 Jn I 2 ), and only
God can beget it in the soul. To be born of God
and born of the Spirit are the same thing (1 Jn
229 39 0i8). vrhen yeaias saygj

< That which is bom
of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the

Spirit is spirit
'

(Jn 3G
) 3 He means that it is not any-

thing we owe to our fathers and mothers, but only" *
- we owe to God, which quickens the life

< us. Put with this -i^u i.ini\ u ii^u
seem as though the Spirit her<* Ii...l o <<.n'. M..-

or no particular connexion, with Christ ; it is

almost as though we were at the OT stage, at
which the Spirit is merely a synonym for God
acting. But to say this is to forget the connexion
here asserted of the Spirit and the Christian sacra-
ment of bj.pti<m Ti is through baptism in the
name of Ji^u^ iluil T!KJ Spirit is received ; and just
as the irvevjjia faoTroiovv or St. Paul is the Spirit of
the Risen Saviour, so here, in the sense of the
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Evangelist, it is the same Spirit, acting in and
through the ordinance of the Risen Saviour, that
is the source of all Divine life. As the conversa-
tion goes on, too, while the water, as merely sym-
bolical, diops out (it only appears in v. 3

), and the

Spmt remains by itself (v.
8
), attention is directed

to the Son of Man, lifted up as Moses lifted up
the seipent in the wildeiness, that whosoevei
believes may in Him have eteinal life. Here we
have the ideas iiitioduced which define the Spirit

the experiences through which the expeiience of

the Spirit comes to us with life-gnmu powei. The
new birth is mystenous, indeed, in all its aspects ;

it is like the wind which blows where it will. We
cannot tell how it ongmates or in what it will

end. But it is not
"

\
1

i

'

*ious, and there
is nothing magical r

'

, \\ ith the sacra-

ment. It comes into experience along with other

things which form pait of the same system of

leality with it, the 'si-l-i.i
1

_' death of Christ,
i' .

;

-

1
>

', t'Mii of ^MV u^duh, and believing
-

.
'

< i
- i

. All this is concentrated and

symbolized in baptism ; and it is because of this

that baptism and being born of the Spirit are

represented as coincident. Baptism is a kind of

focal point in which all the quickening powers of

God in Christ cruciiied tell upon the soul under
the conditions of penitence and faith which make
them effective. The life that comes to us in this

experience is the life of the Spirit, the Divine

life; but quite definitely also it is a life which
we owe to the death of Chi 1st. (To apply this con-

ception of baptismal regeneration to the case of

intants is to desert the giound of experience, on
which the Apostle speaks tliiou^loul for what is

to us an unconditioned voi<]. In tin-- adventure
the NT gives us no assistance whatever).
At the close of ch. 3 we revert, . .

- ~* -l1

;
""'

words of the Baptist, really in words I

felist,

to the idea of the Spirit as bestowed on
esus by God. He whom God sent speaks the

words of God ; He does this, and can do it, because

God gives not the Spirit by measure to Him (3
34

).

Here the idea is like that in 1 Co 211
:

' As no man
knows the things of a man save the spirit of a
man which is in mm, even so the things^of God no
man knows, but the Spirit of God.' It is in virtue

of having t
1 ' Q "

'

\

J

rtially but i
1 *

J

that Jesus v . . of God ; in '

from those who had only partial and transient

illumination, He has received the Spirit in its ful-

ness and is the Word incarnate. To have the

Spirit in this sense and measure, to be the Word
made flesh, and to have all things put into His
hand by the Father (3

m 520
), are one and the same

thing.
The absence of any allusion to the Spirit in ch. 4

(where Jesus offers the f

living water ') and in ch 5

(where we are told that the Son gives life to whom
He will : with ^woTrotefo, v.21

,
cf. St. Paul's TH^U^CC

fyoiroiovv, 1 Co 1545
,
and Jn Q63) is very remarkable ;

but it has an exact paiallel in the complete absence
of the Spirit from Ko 6 When we come to ch. 6
it is different. The reference here to the Supper
is as unmistakable as that to Baptism in ch. 3.

The discourse starts from the bread of life, but the

general i<JvM ^" f< ^linir <>r Christ or living on Him
by faith, i- -|M*< s i '! Ji- H i^oceeds, in ngrcomont
with the i

1 i..il <>i u* *Mi|ii' i into eating Eli- Mo-li

anddrinkiM^ II-,- ilmui In the most intense and
vehement expressions of this kind, indeed, there is

never anything more than in v. 47 (' He that believeth
hath eternal life ) or in v. 57

(' He that^ eateth me
shall live by me'). It is not only conceivable, but

highly probable, especially in view of a p' n<re

like 1 Co 10, that ^hen this chapter \va> -\\ntlen
materialistic and superstitious ideas about the
sacrament of the Supper were already current m

the Church, and that the E\,i!,iii'"-i has the ex-

pi ess design of coirecting them. He has no hesita-
tion in -, _

"
boldest liturgical language he

speaks i , ^ e flesh and dunking the blood

pt the ^ M, ma tone which seems almost
intended to challenge, if not to defy, intelligence ;

">y doing &o that only language of

,
like this, to which it is absuid to

say that a symbol is only a symbol, is , i i-
'

*, ,v

in worship , yet just as in ch 3 -watei is < r u c

only once, and the Spirit
" "*

\
"

," .

pendently, so heieany rr
\

i& &\v ept away in the wo:
"

^

gives life . . . the words that I have spoken to you
aie spu it and are life

'

(v.
63

) Theie is no deprecia-
tion of the sacrament here any more than m ch. 3,
and no exaltation of the words of Jesus as opposed
to it

; but theie is a -:
r

_ j
--

1
, -^ "nst the supei-

stitious abuse of it. 1. -
: ,' i _ i, aterial, no res

sacrament i, on whic depends for
eteinal life. No doubt Christ, the Christ who
speaks of His flesh as true food and His blood as
true drink (v.

55
), is, m all the truth of His humanity

and His Passion, the meat and drink of the soul,
and the believer leahzes this in the sacrament ,

but it is not through the material elements that
Christ sustains spiiitual life ; if His words are read
in this sense, their character is misconceived ; they
are taken out of the region of spirit and life to

which they belong, and in which alone Christ
vivifies men.
One of the most characteristic

|
the

Spirit is 737ft
-. On the last day i , of

Tabernacles, Je&us stands in the Temple and cries,
4
If any man thirst, let him come unto me and

drink.
3 The wroids aie on a level with those in ch.

4, in which He inonuses the living water to the
woman at the well. But here Jesus goes further.
f He that believeth m me,' He adds,

* as said the

Scripture, Out of his belly shall flow livers of

living water.
5 Without di?cu>sin<r the reference

to 'Scripture,' what does tin- moan? The Evan-
gelist himself interprets the words :

* This he said
of the Spmt which those who believed on him T\ ere
to leceive, for as yet there was no Spirit (o&Vw yap
^v Tn/eujua),, for Je&us"\\as no^ \ '

;*niif C
' This

is clearly written from the -I'M'.' |- "i ! experi-
ence and fulfilment. After Jesus was glonfied
through death and resurrection, those who be-

lieved had experience of His power such as they
had never had before. They had owed Him much
while they were with Him on earth ; He had in a
sense satisfied their own spiritual needs (6

GSf<
) ; He

had given them the bread of life to eat and the

living water to drink. But now He did moie. He
eame to them in a power which enabled them to

"be witnesses to Him ; others obtained the Spirit

through them the Hung water which He had

given them o\ ei 11 o \veil taum them as from an in-

exhaustible spring. Whether this is what Jesus
meant or not, it is true ; it answers to the facts of

the case as the whole of the NT reveals them.
Pentecost was inconceivable to the ^ '

cept as the feequel to the Passion anc I

'

Jesus; the possession of the Spirit which is the

characteristic of the new era is determined in point
of fact by these antecedents. We have seen the
same connexion of ideas already in the chapters on
the sacraments the Passion of Christ is as un-

mistakably present in 315 and 652
"59 as in 739

. It

seems very gratuitous, then, to argue with Wendt
that the Evangelist has mistaken Jesus, and that
our Lord means no more here than in ch 4.

The Johannine conception of the Spirit comes
out most fully in chs. 14-16 The Spirit may "be

!

-aid 10 be the mam subject in the discourses in

^lucli Jesus prepaies the disciples for His de-

parture All the difficulties connected with the
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woids of Jesus in the Fourth Gospel have to be
allowed for here ; to draw the line between what
was literally said by Jesus at the moment and
what is due to the commentary of experience inter-

preting His remembered words, might have^
seemed

to the Evangelist himself not only unreal but un-

spintual. The follow mg points may be noted.

(1) The first hint of the future suggests the sur-

passing greatness of the experiences which the

Spirit was to bring.
' He that believeth on me,

the works that I do shall he do also ; and greater
works than these shall he do ; because I go to the

Father. And whatsoever ye shall ask in my
name, that will I do, that the Fathei may be

gloritied in the Son '

(14
12f

-). The Spirit is not yet
named, but we can see that it is in the writer's

mind. The overwhelming experiences of the Apos-
tolic age, the great movement then inaugurated,
the new sense of the power c. f

,

"
> ^ ,

-
. ^ -

* " "

of the name of Jesus, east >< i . <
' - - : :'' *

of their coming in these amazing words. This ts

a promise of the Spirit, though the name is not

mentioned ; and indeed nothing short of their ful-

filment in the Apostolic age could have enabled

the writer to recall such woids, or to believe them,
or to have any idea of what they might mean.

(2) Immediately after, the language becomes
moie precise, and the Spirit is expressly men-
tioned 1415ff* If you love me, you will keep my
commandments. And I will ask the Father, and
he shall give you another Comforter, that he may
be with you for ever ; even the Spirit of truth

,*

which the world cannot receive, because it does not

see or know it (atfro). You know it ; for it dwells

with you, and shall be in you. I will not leave you
desolate : I come unto you.' What strikes us first

here is the new name given to the Spirit, &\\ov

irapdK\7}Tov. It is indeed only the name which is

new : in idea it answers closeh 10 ilio orlr pToinl-o
of the Spirit which we find in i ho S\ noetic Go-pel-
These older writers (apart from Lk 11^, which is

no real exception) only speak of the Spirit as a
future possession of the disciples in Mk 13n,

Lk
1212, Mt 1019. The situation <>* i"r']ili.io'l is that
in which the disciples are si'm^'ir lu-fo 1 ' 1

judges
and kings to bear ,'r^f mi-i^yio ;\IT M>-<i". That
i& the hour in v 'nl I'o'v need an advocatm, a
counsel, a TrapdKKijros ; and J esus promises that they
will have one in the Spirit. The expression
'another adv-- ~r

* * * 7 *

that the disciples have

already had \ -
< .

"

one, namely, of Jesus
Himself. As ipng as He was with "them their

strength was reinforced from Him ; and when He
goes, then, in response to His intercession, His

place is taken by the Spirit. There is another
power with them, now which does for them what
Jesus did before. Yet is it really another ? In 1 Jn
21 it is Jesus who is the vap&K\7iTo$, even after
Pentecost ; and even here (Jn 1418) He says,

e Icome
ttnto you.' The presence of the Spirit

is Jesus'
own presence in spirit ; we are reminded again of
2 Co 317 and of Mt 2820. In the spirit Jesus will be
with His own for ever, will dwell by them and be
in them. What is meant at this point by calling
the Spirit the Spirit of truth (Jn H17

} is not quite
clear, but some contrast is implied "between it and
the world (cf. 1 Co 213

). The world, as Plato might
have said, is the great sophist ; it is a realm of
deceits and illusions, by which the mind of the

disciple, were he left to himself, might easily be

put at fault ; but in rlio Spirit the disciple lias a
$afriuanl nprainal its ^ubilctio? and sophist manors ;

lie i^> kepi in The tiulli which -aactiiiei because it

is one with God, truth as truth is in Jestts (17
17

,

Eph 421
). There is no definition here of the rela-

tion of the Spirit to Jesus or to the Father, though
it might be said that the Spirit is the alter ego of
Jesus. Only, it is the Son who asks the Father

and the Father who gives the Spirit ; the three aie

one as they confront the disciples, co-operating for

their salvation In this Gospel, as everywhere in

the NT, the Spirit belongs to the same region as

the Father and the Son ;
it is included in what a

Christian means when he speaks of * God.' This is

the Catholic doctrine of the Trinity; no man
means all that a Christian means by

* God '

unless

he puts into ' God '

all that is meant by the separate
teims '

Father,
5 '

Son,
3 and '

Spirit
'

This is a pro-

position which is securely based on experience, and
which is implied in NT experience from the day of

Pentecost onward (see Ac 233
, 1 Co 124

'6
, Eph 218

,

Jn 142f)

). More particularly, too, it may be said

that the Spirit in the Fourth Gospel belongs to
the Kingdom of God and to the leligion of revela-

tion . to the world it is unknown. And within
the Messianic realm the full experience of it is

ethically conditioned :
*
If ye love me, ye will keep

my commandments, and I will ask the Father,
3

etc.

(3) The next reference to the Spirit (14
26

) is still

more definite. "The Paraclete, the Holy Spuit,
which the Father shall send in my name, he

(tKeivos) shall teach you all things, and shall bring
to your remembrance all things that I said unto

you.* Both the masculine pronoun (<ke>os) and
the function ('he shall teach") represent the Spirit
as personal, with a defimteness hitherto un-
noticed. Not that suggestions of this are wanting
elsewhere (cf. esp. 1 Co 12n ), and, of course, it must
be in the last resort iMO!nm;li to speak of the

spirit of a personal God a- u^eli impersonal; but

very often the meaning is covered by the idea of

an impulse communicated by God, whereas heie
the pei bonalidng is much moie definite and con-
scious. The function of tcadihi^ or revealing,
which, as we have seen al.o\o, IM*. but a small

space and a mainly eschatological refeience in St.

Paul, is far more prominent in St. John, and far
11 IM Ti < i-i M \\

*

f :< -I 1 \ elation to the historical
1 'K ^j'lii

1

< o- - ->t teach inuei'fiich nllv,
o all things that Jesus
$r is a word on which

it is worth while to dwell The T \ ai^ 1 1 i
-

1 ^ i \ o *

us two illustrations of things which ilu UIM iplos
remembered after the Spirit came, and which
received anew meaning as they rose in the spiritual

light. When He rose from the dead, they remem-
bered the word that He spoke about destroying
the temple and rebuilding it in three days ; it had
slept in their memories, an inert, .M

"

\ -,

and therefore forgotten thing ; now : , }
- >

meaning, and they had a vivid recollection of it

(2
22

). Cf. I211 of the chcumstances of the Trium-

phal Entry. We cannot think of these two illus-

trations without asking, What is involved in the

-I'iiihiftlh M.Vkuied action of memory in such
(-< -': .S-rioi'-mii: is recalled, b\t ii i- isoi only
vcjillod, i

1 i- rot ihe first time THK ( i^ooc, u M
remembered because a key to it has been found ;

it is not only the dream, so to speak, which is

recalled, but the dream and its iritfrpietadon
together. Where events have deeply uuno-i<d
and impressed men, as the words and works of
Jesus did the disciples, and especially where they
have initiated great spiritual movements in which
their significance has become apparent, memory
cannot be. insulated so as to perceive them in a
purely neutral or 'objective' fashion. They are
remornberod in the heart as well as in the brain ;

they are remembered with an ardour which con-

template exploit makes discoveries, worships;
and when th<>\ fire reproduced in the Spirit, it is

not the iiTiiriulliproni and misleading truth of an
amateur photograph with which we are confronted,
but something like the work of a great painter,
something which is truer in a manner than the
most literal recollection would be. It is not open

.

IML i 'ing- to \> r< i\~\

said to the Twelve,
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to question that the Fourth Gospel is, in this sense,
a '

spiritual
'

Gospel ; it is the decisive proof that
the words of Jesus in 1426 have been fulfilled. On
the relation of Father, Son, and Spirit, this pas-
sage only confirms what hate been said above under
(2).

(4) In 1526 many have sought for more than it

contains Here it is the Son who sends the Spirit
from the Father, and the Spirit is described as

that which proceeds from the Father. To pietend
that we can di^tm<iiuMi between the 'piocebbion'
of the Spirit from the Father and th< j

'J-OMIM, tion'

of the Son by the Father, is only to in\ ,uM .1 i>l>->n -

sneer about ' the science, or rather the language of

i
1

' v, ,i\\ -V-
J The really important point here is

', rti''< ! ' has already emerged in Rev 19 10
(see

above) : ^/ceo'oy ^aprvp^cre: Trepi epov. Christ is the

Spirit's subject. The Spirit is the Spirit of truth

because it bears witness to Him who can say,
'
I

am the truth
'

(14
6
). The truth with which it deals

is that which is incarnate in Christ, the very same
truth to which the Apostles also are to bear wit-

ness, because they have been with Him from the

beginning (15
27

).

(5) The climax of our Lord's teaching in this

line is reached in 167ff\ Here Jesus announces the
TNi'jnhiv'dil 'ruth that it is expedient for the dis-

<
'ji

- ,L;.. M" should leave them, because the com-

ing of the Paraclete is dependent on His departure.
There are natural analogies to this : often there is

a truer appreciation, even of a i

'

> has
been intimately known and loved, . : than
before, a more adequate possession in memory
than there was in actual intercourse. But more
is meant here than that the disciples will get a
better view of Jesus from a distance. It is Jesus
Himself who is to send them the Paraclete, and He
can do it, as He has already said (7

39
), only on the

ground of His death and exaltation. When He
does do it, they have not lost Him, they really
possess Him in the power in which He lives and
reigns. The functions of the Spirit are here two-

fold, according as they have for their object (a) the
world (w, 8"11

}, (ft) the Apostles themselves (w. 13'13
).

As for (a), it is the Spirit's function to convict the

world, to reach its conscience with demonstration,
in regard to certain subjects. This conviction is

not wrought in an immediate supernatural way,
but through the ministry of the Apostles ; it is to
them the Spirit comes9 and through their preach-
ing the world is convicted. It is convicted of sin,
because men do not believe in Christ. This is

perhaps the MM-' <ron"ri1 -tr-tement on sin in

Scripture: it to'i-i-i- ;ii I-i om in refusing to be-
lieve in Christ If men did believe in Him, sin in
all its kinds would disappear. Conviction of it

cannot be produced by denunciation, or satire, or
clever exposures, or by what is miscalled know-
ledge of human nature; it can be produced only
by witnessing to Christ in the power of the Spirit.
The Spirit also produces in the world a conviction
of conscience

\yith regard to i" li'o-: 1

,
- This

is connected with the exaltatio-i ' i: I go to
the Father and ye see me no longer.' When this

exaltation is bi ought home to men's minds with
the -power of iho Spirit (Ac 4s3), they realize that
there is such a thing as righteousness, and that the

supreme power in the world is on its side. In a
sense it might be said that it was easier to believe
in righteousness when men saw it pie-om in ilie

world, incarnate in Jesus Christ the l{i
(vrliiron-;

but it is a more solemn sense of its reality and
supremacy that rises in the heart when, through
the power of the Spirit, ^\ e realize that that right-
eous One is seated at the right hand of the Father.
The third point in regard to which the Spirit con-
victs the world is judgment. This may be said to

combine the other two. Sin and righteousness are

at issue with each other, and the Apostolic minis-
try, in the power of the Spirit, convinces men that
in Chrifet a final judgment has been pronounced
upon the isbue. The p.i-l.iciu '-> in the gieat
cau^e Chiibt and the 1' 'ii*, u t u ,& world have
confronted each other decisively, and the Prince of
tliib world has been judged (16

11
, cf. 12J1

). A mind
unenlightened or unconvinced by the Spirit might
c.iMly hold the oppobite, and, looking to the life
and death of Jebus, infer the impotence of the

tood,
its condemnation, as futile and ineffective,

y the nature of things but even in the Cross of
Jesus TV hat the Spirit-taught man sees is the con-
demnation of evil, the sentence which God has
passed and will finally execute on the Prince of
this world, the verdict of the supreme tribunal on
behalf of the good. Sin, ughteousness, and judg-
ment are abstract ideas, and come home to men in
their reality only when in the power of the Spirit
they are interpreted in their connexion with Christ.
In these verses (16

8"11
) the mam idea involved in

the Spirit is that of power ; it is what i- icq-i-fi d
to make the Apobtles message effective < r \u 1 !J

1 Th I
5
,

1 Co 24
,
2 Co 66f

-). But when we pass to

(ft) vv. 12"15
, the main idea is that of illumination.

The Spirit is conceived as giving the disciples that

conipielicn-ion of Christ which, accoiding to St.

Paul also (.see 2 Co 3), is necessary to make a man
a ht minister of the new covenant, not of letter but
of spirit Both kinds of sufficiency that of power
and that of illumination are of God, and specific-

ally of the Spirit. If vv. 8" 11 state the dependence
of the Evangelist on the Spirit, vv. 12'15 state the

dependence of the theologian on the Spirit. The
idea underlying the latter passage is that of v. 12

:

Jesus is greater than His words. When the time
comes for Him to leave His disciples, many things
remain unuttered Many things are involved in
His presence in the world, and especially in His
impending Passion, which He understands, but
they do not and cannot: are these things to be
lost for ever ? Is tho - jriiifii jpi"o of Jesus to be so
far thrown away ? This is not what Jesus contem-
plates. On the contrary, the Spirit which He
promises as the Spirit or truth will have this as
His very task, to initiate them into the whole
meaning of Jesus. He will lead them, not into all

truth, but into all the truth that is, the truth
which is embodied in Him in all its dimensions.
The new j)oint which is omph<i-i/<

id here about
the Spirit is that He shall not speak of Himself
(d<f> eavrov, i.e. of His own motion, self-prompted
or independently). Many scholars, in reading
what is told of spiritual gifts in Acts or the
Pauline

Epistles,
have felt that the early Church

ran a real risk. Who could tell whether the

Spirit, under the impulse of which men uttered

themselves, did not sometimes speak of itself, and
say things which may have been in a vague sense

7n>ei//-tartKd, but were not in any true sense Chris-
tian? We have seen already how St. Paul met
this dan-ror. Partly (as in 1 Th 519"22

,
1 Co 14) he

piovides for tho control of *

spiritual* utterances

by tho <rift of discernment or by the common sense
of the Christian society. Partly (as in 1 Co 12s)
he lays down a dogmatic criterion of what is

genuinely Christian. This latter course is fol-

lowed also in 1 Jn. (4
2
) : the spirit which is really

of God is that which confesses Jesus Christ as
come in flesh, in contrast with a more f

spiritual
*

kind of spirit which did not allow the heavenly
Christ to ally Himself permanently, and especially
by birth and death, to our humanity. But what
we have here in the Gospel is really more search-

ing, and goes to the root of the matter. The
Spirit, personally as it is here conceived, is not a

pure, spout aneity ; it is always historicallyprompted
and historically controlled. What vindicates any
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utteiance as spiritual is that it is a testimony to

the historical Saviour. TV'hat the Spirit heart, all

that He hears He shall speak. It is not easy to

say how the Spirit is conceived as hearing, but the
main point is clear: hearing precede^ speaking,
and limits and controls it. In pai ticular, it is said

of the Spirit,
' He bhall announce to you the thmgb

that are coming.
5

"Westcott, interpreting TO, epx-
/ie*>a on the analogy of the Messianic 6 px6,uevos,
and thinking of the needs of the Apostle^ at the

stage oi ti auction between the old and the new
era, finds the main refeience in this to be to the
constitution of the Christian Chuieh the Spmt
will enable the Apostles to understand (by antici-

pating
9
) the new age on which they are about to

enter, Godet is inclined to icndei the woids in a
more prophetic sense, and regards them as having
their fulfilment in the Apocalypse. This is too

precise : perhaps if we baid 'm " '

(buch
as are suggested by 1 Co 29f

.
t

\ x
17f

) it

would be nearer the mark. It is a special function
of the Spirit to animate hope by unveiling the
future (H. Holtzmaim, Hanacom. ad loc ). But
whatever the special reference in TO, epxbj&eva, may
be, the work of the Spirit on this side is summed
up in the words eKeivos eju.e codo-. In every sense
of the terms the Spiiit's \\ork is to testify to

Christ to what He is, to His words, to what He
has done and .suffered, to \\ hat He is to achieve.
In this His function, if not His being, as the Spirit
of truth is exhaubted. And to say that He uses

only what is Christ's is not to narrow the range or
the means of His action ; for, as the Speaker goes
on to say,

' All that the Father hath is mine.
3

All
that belongs to the truth of God's Fatherhood is

revealed in the Son, and all that is revealed in the
Son is interpreted and vivified by the Spirit. The
nio&fc striking feature of this passage is, after all,

that with which it opens :
' I have many things to

say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now/ with
the implicit promise that they should hear the

Spirit say them when they were able to bear it.

The
Ap^ost

.""( ] ,i V"T "f t'-e truth, as truth is in

Jesus, is . ."< (O'i-(.'i^ that it goes beyond
the ipsissima verba which Jesus spoke on earth;
but the Apobtles would have felt it strangely un-
real if they had been asked to cut down their testi-

mony to Jesus to what Jesus Himself had expressly-

put into words. There v ore mpny things which
circumstances made it ii-ijn-*iMo '101 Him to put
intovi.iYK nrum thing*- V\ bit h j \\,is rather for
them ;o -av a'loui Him than for Him to say about
Himself ; but when they said these things, under
the guiding niul qn-iL.* rip-., impulse of His Spirit,

they had n<> do'ilu rJ ;u i -i^v were declaring the
truth of Christ. It was a proof of * Christ speak-
ing in them/ as St. Paxil puts it (2 Co 133 ). Once
they had listened to His voice on earth, now they
heard Him in their hearts interpret all He had
been, and between* the voices they made no dis-

tinction. A great part of the ;o",iT'. **cv of the
Fourth Gospel is covered if we -js\ , :!, word
of the Risen Saviour, speaking b\ II .- ^p i in the
heart of the Apostle, is presentee! as though it had
been actually spoken on earth. And, little as this

may agree with our ideas of a purely historical

narrative, it is a pret anou^ operation to set aside
such a testimony, based on Christian experience
and contemplated by Christ, as though ii, could be

merely irrelevant to the Chritin t elision
(c) The Spirit in the J1

r-t, Eiu^l' 1 of lohn does
not call for separate treatment. One important
passage has been already mentioned (4

2
)

: another
(5

6'8
) in which the Spirit and the sacraments are

again mentioned in conjunction is to be interpreted
on the analogy of ch. 3 and eh 6 in the Gospel (see
the present writer's Death of Christ, p. 277 ft*. )

The NT hardly invites to any discussion of the

,)'i -i- of the Spirit.
01 (,M>d, and Divine.

Of course, it is the

i
,,,,. . ,,, ~.~ It is part of the one

Divine causality which as FaUici, Son, and Spmt
confronts the sinful world, and works in unison

for itb redemption It belongs unmistakably to

the sphere of the Divine, not of the human. Yet
theie is -

!l
*
_ in man which is akm to it,

and it is that God dwell a m man, and
makes him partaker of the Divine nature As the

Spirit of God, it cannot be truly thought of as im-

personal, and yet it is far more frequently spoken
of in a way which is satisfied by the conception
of a Divine impulsion to or stimulation of human
thought, feeling, oraction, than as a distinct per-

sonality. This is so even m writers who, like St.

Paul (1 Co 1211
)
and St. John (16

14
), distinctly have

the latter mode of lepreseiiting the Spirit. Cei-

tainly the Spirit is not so unmistakably thought of

as a person as is the Father 01 the Son. We never,
for example, find the Spirit in the salutations of

the Epistles: 'Grace to you and peace fiom God
the Fathei and the Loid Jesus Chust 3

is never

supplemented by 'and from the Holy Spirit.'
Neither do we ever find the Spirit united with the
Father and the Son in prayer, as, e g , in 1 Th 311

' Xow our God and Father himself and our Lord
Jesus Christ direct our way to you.' Even m the

\pu-i'lu benediction (2 Co IS14) it may failly be

|,IO^,IO:MM! whether the Spirit is conceived as per-

sonally as the Lord Jesus Christ and God. As for

attempts to within the Trinity the
relation of tl

*
> the Father from that of

the Son to the Father as *

procession' from 'genera-
tion,' the present writer can only repeat that they
have no reality which he can apprehend. But the
NT and Christian experience are at one in teach-

ing that the Christian conception of God includes
all that is meant by Father, Son, and Spirit ; and
as the omission of what is meant by any of these
terms leaves the Christian n-"i < ;'"' unsatisfied,
it may fairly be said that the doctrine of the

TMrKyK (he fundamental doctrine of our faith.

Tlio 1 arliei, the Son, and the Spirit in their unity
constitute the God whom we know as the God of
our salvation.
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HOLY THING (rb &yw).. Lk I35 AV < There-
fore also that holy thing which shall be born of
thee shall be called the Son of God.' K.Y prefers
to render,

' Wherefore also that which is to be born
shall be called holy, the Son of God.' On the

expression rb yevv^^evov cf. Mt I20 rb . . yevvyBfr,
and for the u&e of &yio$ applied to our Lord, see
artt. HOLY ONE, HOLINESS

2. Mt 76 f^l Swre rb aytov ro2s Kvcri rb ayiov is

usually taken to refer here to sacrificial meat or
the provision of the priests. So Lange, Alford,
and most Comm. ; but Meyer objects to this as

n^nnir.i'- i,o be more precisely designated, and
m (.ro i IIP i Christ has in view e the holy

'

in general,
and that what is meant by this is the'holy, because
Divinej evangelic truth by which men are converted.
The fundamental idea of &yto? is consecration rb

ayiov, that which is consecrated or set apart to
the service of God ; its general opposite would be
jS^TyXos, 'profane.' (See Westcott on He 726 and
literature of HOLY ONE generally).

In Christian writings we find r& &yta used for the

gifts as offered in the offertory or prothesis, i.e. the
act of setting forth the oblation, and also for the
consecrated gifts ; thus in the Liturgy of the Nes-
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torians we find the direction
' And when the people

have received the holy thing, the priest,' etc. (See

Brightman, Liturgies Eastern and Western, pp.

122, 301, 379, 398). J. B. BPJSTOW.

HOME.
1, The expressions bearing

1 the sense of* home' are (1) uxt*

(Mt 8fa
, also Jn 14-', ^here we may prefei

' home '

to
'

house,' the

rendeiintf of the EV) , (2) oixee (Mk 519, Lk 123 56 96! 156 , also

Jn 7&J EV, in the section concerning
1 the adulteiess) , (3) T 'fit*

(Jn 1927, of. also in and 16^) As for (1) and (2), where we have
the ordinary teim=' house' employed, it is to be noted that a
house natuially becomes a ' home ' under the associations of

family life and affection ,
cf the ccnespondmg use of JV3- (3),

as a use of JS;, illustrates a tendencv to abbreviation and
attenuation of phrasing

1 m such connexions as this J'&w, with
the torce of the possessnepionoun (=eooiTov, Uv-wv), appears in

T" -
t v- iV-

- - ^ wn ers as

I
t

. - . , . ti ,p,123f)
Cf

,
in this paitioular n&e, oui expression

'

at his father's,' and
the attenuated Fi phrase chez lui. The Vulg in Jn 1927 has
the strict parallel in sua

2. The Gospels afford us a few
""

-

e domes-
tic intenois, forming a pait of back-

ground of the life of Jesus. We see the common
domestic shadows of sickness and death

' * '

_

the home of Simon Peter (Mk 1
JO

), of Jairus (Mk
a22

), of the Roman officer (Mt S5 - 6
), of Lazarus and

his bisters (Jn 11), and of others. Homely joys are

illustrated in the marriage at Cana (Jn 2), in the

sojoum of Jesus as a guest in the home at Bethany
(Lk 1038,

Jn 12
7

-) Hospitality and entoil.unni^
are again, exemplified in the case of Le\i (Lk o-"'j

and of Simon the Pharisee (Lk 736). The ever-

fresh interest attendant on the bhth of a child as a
notable incident in home life finds illustration in

the story of the birth of John the Baptist (Lk
I
57 - 58

)
\Ye have sight, too, of the sumptuous

domestic establishments of the luxui ious rich (Lk
1619 -

-), in contrast with the simple abodes of the

mass of the people and the condition of the home-
less poor
No people ever pnzed the sanctities and blessings

of the home more tlian the Jews. Their wonderful

legislation bearing on domestic affairs, the senti-

ments that find expression in Pss 127. 120, and in

the panegyric of the Good Wife (Pr 3110'31
), the

impo'i.'MK'o j.ttaching to the family as the unit of

njuioinl lire all bear witness to this. The whole

system of feasts and fasts, joyous ^and solemn,

including the weekly Sabbath
"

!

commemorations and seasons,*.
'

so much colour and interest to t' . .

J
- -

A

also stiongly tended to deepen the domestic

sentiment, the home being u> -o Lnjrc an extent
the theatre for the prescribed ulcs and observ-

ances.
The general conditions of

1 Jewish home life in

our Lord's day offered marked points of contrast

with what largely obtain- Miumij Western peoples
The greatest simplicity in i he m.iuei of meal-* and

clothing, and the fewness of other wants, con-

tributed to an easier condition of life in general.

Grinding poverty was by no means common.
Every man had a trade, and every father had to

teach his son a trade ;
but a man was not obliged

to toil long hours for a bare living There was
considerable leisure, and the Palestinian Jew had
much time for <o ! iMilti. '"Ti li\o the Arab of to-

day The mari v ,i- m-i-n abio.Ms in public places,

frequenting discussions in the Temple and else-

where, and mingling with Ms fellows. He was
jil-o chin god with certain religious duties and
ob-oivarice- from which women were exempt The
place of the woman, on the other hand, was pre-

eminently in the home. (Note that one of the

things desiderated for women in Tit 25 is that they
should be okovp7oZ). In this respect the Jews
shared the sentiment of other Oriental peoples ;

but the lot of the Jewish woman was much superior
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to that of non-Jewish \\ omen in the East, and her
position in the home was better than tliat of the
Roman mation of that period. A serious menace
to the home, howe\er, existed in the conditions
obtaining as regaids divoice. We know how
Jesus dealt with thib gieat abuse of easy divoice
(Mk lO^-^Mt 193-9

). Some of the Jewish Rabbis
also (as Shammai) set themselves against the
laxity that had grown up. On the whole, it is

piobable that general practice was much better
than curren' A Talmudic saying is

significant I itbelf ^ eeps ovei the man
who puts away his wife

'

(Gittln 10&, Sanhed 22).
The home as a factor in education was of the

greatest impoitance. In our Loid's time theie was
probably in addition only a school at the synagogue,
taught by the hazzan. A leligious atmobpheie
simounded the Jewish child from the first, and the
mother was the earliest teacher As soon as the
child could speak, his mother taught him a verse of
the Torali (on the unity of God ; and on the election
of Israel). See art. CHILDHOOD.

3. All inteiest in this subject, so far as the

Gospels are concerned, is focussed in the home at

Nazareth, wheie Jesus spent nearly the whole of
His life Actual inf01 mation as to the life in that
home is of the scantiest ;

but there can be no

question that the best traditions of the Jewish
home at its best weie all exemplified there. There
could nevei have been a better mother-teacher than

Mary The lound of leligious observances and
duties would not fail of sciupulous peifonuance.
The conditions of the home itself were no doubt of

the simplest and lowliest kind ; but an abundance
of human affection was an ample compensation.
There was nothing to crij ,'

'

"i. \ in any way
the wonderful young life ,.* < unfolding.
There is room also for nilon^lir'a reflexion as to

the history and experience 01 ih< family circle at
Nazareth during all the years that Jesus was a
member of it. The gieat crises of all domestic
life biiths, marriages, deaths must surely, some
or all of them, have marked the history of the
home of Jesus during those years. As we think
of Joseph, who, as it is commonly agreed, appears
to have died at an early period, and of our Lord's
<bi others' and *

sisters
3

(Mk 331 6s ) there is every
reason to conclude that within the circle of the
home Jesus had the oV[>eii<

jM<e of human bereave-
ment and sorrow, ami <-il-o 01 icjoicing, a& His very
own

4. From the day of His leaving Nazareth for the

Jordan, Jesus ceased to have any settled home.
'The Son of Man,' He once said, 'hath, not where
to lay his head* (Mt 820

1|
Lk 958) It is true that

this saying is not to be taken too literally (see

Bruce, *Wvth Open Face, ch. ix.), for Jesus would be
welcome in the houses of many fi lends, as He \yas
notably in the home at Bethany. Still, during
His public ministry He surrendered all the quiet

joys of the old home life at Nazareth, and often in

the course of His constant journeys must have had
to endure

" f "" Y and piiwiiioii^ of a wan-
derer. Wi , II

'

( Bis (HM oi-eji'lo* to follow

Him (Mt 418ff-

||
Mk I 1(3ff

-, Lk 527f
*), He was sum-

moning them to a life of homele=^nc^ resembling
His own. He made readiness to leave home, with
all its possessions and endearments, a test of fitness

to be His true disciple (Lk 957"63
1|
Mt 819'22

, cf. Mt
1931 1|). And though He ^ent one home who wished
to follow Him (Mk 519

1|
Lk 839 ), He i?n-hr i/hni in

principle at least, Hi- cli-< ipl'^ -hould be willing to

forsake not only bou^o ml l/mu^ but parents and
brethren and sisters, and even wife and children,
for the Kingdom of God's sake (Lk 1828ff*

|j
Mt 1929,

Mk 10291
-) See, further, art FAMILY.

LnERvrnuF - See the works cited at end of art CHTLDHOOB,
and add E. btapier, Palestine in the Time of Jesus Chnst, Eng.
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fcr ,
chs. vn and vm

, Stalker, Imago Cknsti, ch. li ; Dale,
j

Laws oj Christ, ch. xi.

J. S. CLEMENS.

HONESTY (the subst, does not occur in the

Gospels ; the adj.
' honest

J

is found in both AV
and EV of Lk 815 as a rendering of \a\6s =Lat.

honestus, 'noble/ 'excellent.
5 See Hastings' DB

s.vv.). This virtue does not take the prominent

place m the teaching of Jesus Christ that it

assumes in most systems of ethics. Oui Lord

never discusses or enjoins it The reasons for His

seeming neglect of the subject may be (1) that

there was no dispute about it in His day, the Sixth

commandment being taken for granted as univers-

ally binding, (2) that He went beneath the precept
to the pnnciples tmdeilymsr it -when [a] He dis-

couraged covetousnesb ^lk 7, Lk 1215 ), and (b) He
bade His disciples do to others as they would that

others should do to them (Mt 7
u=Lk 631 ), and (3)

that He treated considerations of property as of

M(.opiLn\ 1*1 'xi-uiTU' ^iYit v,V 'i I- \\, ^,\ .juestion

OT-'U oi!'njM".)>iiii^l(
p !OMV---iioi d'iimiLi i'i

,- it, He
advised submission (Mt 540 ) ; and when the question
of the division of an inheritance was submitted to

Him, He dismissed it as not within His province,

and that with a tone of contempt, as though such

a onatter had not the importance people usually
attached to it (Lk 1213f

}. In life we see that

dishonesty generally indicates a radical rottenness

of charactei It cannot be dealt with on pruden-
tial lines such as are indicated by the proverb,

'Honesty is the bebt policy.' By creating the

Christian character, Jesus cuts out the roots of

dishonesty in deceit, treachery, and greed; and

implants those principles of truth and honour of

which honesty is one of the natural fruits. The
word rendered ' honest' in Lk S15

(/caXj?) really

means 'fair,' 'sound/
e excellent

5 In the^ Synop-
tics, when Jesus speaks of a thief (JCX^TTT??*}, it is not

to denounce his wickedness, but in one place (Mt
gis ao

s cf. i,k 1233) to warn His disciples against

making treasures of earthly things which thieves

may steal or moths corrupt ; and in another place

(Mt 24**, cf. Lk 1233} to compare the suddenness

and unexpectedness of His advent with the way in

which a thief breads into a house at night. In Jn
108ff- the false leaders of the people are compared
to * thieves and robberb

' who ravage the flock, in

contrast to the Good Shepherd who tends it. In

the parable of the Good Samaritan the subject of

neighbourly kindness had fallen among robbers

(Lk 1CF), whose excessive cruelty is described ; but

the point of the parable is not in their conduct,
which is referred to only in order to show the

depth
"

-
: '\ ', which their victim was found.

Jesus j

'
*

i robbers, i.e. brigands (\y<rTal),

when He denounces the Jews for making God's
house <a den of robbers' (Mk II17 RY; of. Mt
2113

,
Lk 1946}, quoting Jer 711

. Here it is not

common dishonesty that rouses our Lord's anger
so much as the desecration of the house
God.
When the Jewish authorities came with an

armed troop to take Jesus, He expostulated with

them, asking if they had come out against a robber

(X,,<mfo Mk 1448 ; cf. Mt 2656
,
Lk 22*). In none of

these cases does Jesus lay &ny stress on jhe qu
tion of dishonesty, the occasion not "bringing u
into discussion. His merciful words to one of the
malefactors crucified with Him (Lk 2S43) cannot be
taken as throwing light on His views of dishonesty
and its paidoTiablerie:?-*. because the man was pro-

bably a bri<jr'ind in -urgent and a follower of Barab-

bas, not a mere rlnof. Shi) it does indicate thai

gross sins, nmonpr which stealing may be included
can be foi^iv^n in those who turn to Christ. The
one strong condemnation of theft in the Gospels is

St. John's scornful description of Judas as * a thief
'

Jn 126), indicative of the vile hypocrisy of the

nan's charactei.

In the paiable of the Unjust Steward it might appear that

Tesus was commending an act of difehonesty This man having-
1

and being called to account, foresees

- ation According]} , in order to have

some homes to go to for a refuge, he buys the friendship of his

master's debtors b} i educing- the amount of their debts (Lk

lbi-&) On the surface, at all events, this appeals to be a

fraudulent action, and jet the steward is commended for

t and held up to the disciples as an example for them

10 follow. It is to be observed, however, that the commenda-

ion comes from the rich man, not from Christ The master in

"he parable
"

- '
" Wellhausen in opposition

to Juhcher - - >
s, citing as parallel Lk 186.

According to this view, <5 x&ptos here means 'the Lord M-
Christ, not 'his Lord,' as in AT and RV But against that

rendering is the fact that the rich man is called the steward s

lor
11 ^ " J" il~~

parable The natuial conclusion is that

he . in v 8 is the
'

.n^
i u ^ ' .<-

'

<1

in w <* 5- Thus, as Dr Plummer r< '
'

i !.- ' " ." L vc

ihat implied by the parable of the I ,. .. J.
,'

* "
.'
" ' '

E\en a woithless, dishonest steward is commended by his

master, at least for shrewdness ,
much more, then, should a true

ser\ ant of Christ act wisely Of course, it is only

not the dishonesty, that is commended This ,

extreme instance for the lule that m any parable the main

!\ - PI * -" o -Y. be sought, and not its details allegorized.

l>, -- >h L -X '. accept the suggestion that the estate was
tanned so une breward, who rack-i ented the tenants and dis-

, >u , ., ^,< ,> i

'

the excess, so that his hasty reduction of

tneir aeons wab 01113 bringing them down to the i
'-

^
l -lir ^

that which the owner had been receiving- , but of - - >
*

no evidence. Mr. Latham put forward the vlew that the steward

had been too scrupulous m studying the interests of his em-

ployer to the neg-lect of the rights of the tenants, whom he

ground down cruelly; and he took the parable as a warning:

against unwise zeal for God at the cost of nnkindness to men,
on \\hom in the name of God too heavy requirements are laid

(Pastor Pastorum, pp. 386-398) W. F. ADENEY.

HONEY. Honey is mentioned very frequently
in the OT : twenty times in the proverbial expies-

sion <a land flowing with milk and honey' (Ex
38 17 135 33s}

LV go24
, Nu IS27 148 161SS Dt 6s II 9

269. is 273 3i2o }
Jos 56,

Jer IP 3222 ,
Ezk 20 6 J5

) ; or

in other connexions, either literally, as a product
of the soil and as food (Gn 43n , Dt 8s 3213

, Jg
148f.l8 1 g J^SSf.

29. 43
} gg l^ I J 14^ 2K 1832,

2Ch 315
,
Job 2017

, Ps 8116
,
Is715- 32

,
Jer 418

,
Ezk

16U 19
, Sir 11s 3925

) j or P. .1.1! t'l* as a teim of

comparison for sweetne-- I
^ .i>' Ps 1910 11910S

,

Pr 53 16- 241Sf- 2516- 27
5
Ca 411 51

,
Ezk 33

,
Sir 242y

491
). On the othei hand, it is very rarely named

in the NT, and o-pcfiallx in the Gospels, Theie

is no direct eyideri' t i liti i 'ilio lev - were acquainted
with any other honey than that of wild bees. Yet
the fact that in 2 Ch 31 5

Ix-riey ^ included among
the products of which tin* In-! -hint-* were to_

be

offered, would appear to lepre^ent it as an object

of culture, and the mention of 'wild honey' as

part of the food of John the Baptist (Mt 3*, Mk I6

[Syr. Sin., perhaps under the influence of Dt 32 1S

and Ps 8 1 16
,
has *

honey of the mountain*."]) appears
to point by way of contrast to the existence of

honey derived from domesticated bees. As to arti-

ficial honey, made from boiled fruits (dates, raisins,

figs), and to which the Arabs give the name of

dibs (the phonetic oniii*.'1 nl of Heb. vyi
'
honey*

[of bees]), it is noi im;' -.i-!< 4 that it was known
to the Israelites and the Jews ; but we have no

decisive Biblical proof of this (cf. Jos. BJ IV viii

3 ; Urquhart, The Lebanon, I860, i p 393 ; Berg-

gren, Guide Franqais-Arabe, col. 266, Nr. 94 and

95).

The two parallel pas*apres cited above, relating
to the food of John the Baptist, are the only ones

in the Gospels in which the word ^?u,
e

honey,' is

found. Wild honey^ (/tlXt dLyptov] is named along
with locusts as forming the very simple and frugal

sustenance of an ascetic, a Nazirite, such as John
was.* Further, in another Gospel passage (Lk

* One might be tempted, however, following a hint of Dio-

dorus Siculus (MX 94), to see in the 'wild honey* the designa-
tion of a \ egetable and nutritive substance, such as the resin

of the tamarisks or some other sweet* and savoury exudation
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2442
) theie is mention, at least in the TR and AV,

of a piece 'of a honeycomb
5

(dirb peKuro-iov Kvjpiov)

been ottered alung with c a piece of
5

to Jesus after His resauriection But
a numbei of the most ancient MSS of the NT
(^ABDLII) do not contain the fearner phrase, and
the disposition of modern commentators, almost
without exception, is to considei it as an addition.
*A singular interpolation, evidently fiom an ex-

traneous souice, written 01 oral,' say \Vestcott and
Hort. The RV omits it. But this method of

solving the problem cannot be regaided as satis

factoiy and final. In fact, if it \s veiy haid to

imagine, to use the language of Dean Burgon,
' that such a clause as that established itself univer-

sally in the sacied text, if it be spurious,' it is

much less difficult to explain
* how such a clause

became omitted from any manuscript, if it be

genuine
' One can discover no possible motive for

the surreptitious introduction of these words into

the text On the other hand, if they aie regaided
as an integral part of the piimitive and authentic

text, it is not impossible to
"* ' "* M

e reason
of their suppression in soir

' x - ' a view
to this \\e must place the nanative of Lk 2441"48

alongside of Jn 21 9"13
, compaie these two descrip-

tions of a meal, and note that in many of the

writings of the Fathers, and piobably in various

attempts to establish ' haimonies of the Four
Gospels' (but not in the Diatessaron of Tatian),
these two scenes are in fact identified (although
they diffei in all their essential features). Now,
perhaps, we may be able to explain how the mention
of the horoM-pul) came to disappear. The influ-

ence of Lv 2111
-, which forbids the use of honey

(probably because easily subject to fermentation)
in any kind of sacrifice; that of the allojioiical
inicii>iel,Hioii of Ca 5 1

(especially in the LXX
\ 01 -ion/ ;ipplie<i to Chiist; an ascetic tendency to

I.HIM i
;1

. .. <'.i "oods ; the possible intervention of
ii \ . i' '! in. 111 - with their Vemtatis Evangelium ;

and, finally, the proneness to polemize against the

Gnostics, who made large lu f
'

'
* %

solemn 'mv-^ioii*-
1

i'rf. Carl x (

Schriftett i\t L'ythvlh'i Sprn
7

T^'j/ij 1S92, pp.
203, 508), and who may have <*\>\ <.,,'< -i : support
to this text; such are the nm.no- v

1 .iM either

singly or all combined, may have brought about
the removal of the disputed words. The present
writer is strongly inclined, in common with the
three authors cited below in the Literature, to
retain them as authentic

T
i ,

> ?,,*-, M"-r T T.aditional Text of the
ft '

/
' .- v . \ I

'

Honeycomb,'pp 240-
>. V -\ /

' I/-..
1

' / iifcoa, Berlin, 1905, pp
5 , i H V, * L- / /, J / 1 0-v, col in * " ,il -o, for bees, Bochart,
11 'Kit i ) 'ff l.ti \\ocxi R 'Jr I 'i i/tft't 1869, pp 605-612;
Tr- ran', W //.^ w tfw fl'-A -, l^s', }>i> -J22-S26

LTJCIEN GAUTIER.
HONOUR. The codes of technical ' honour '

are

largely opposed to the teaching of Christ (Mt 5,

Lk 629
). Therefore such conceptions of * honour '

must be regarded a- IM In - < hiking '-he word (Mk
419

) ; for whatever j:i-' i,
1

- HI ion (>, of 'honour 5

may claim, (as from Mt 712 ), they are impatient of

the spii it of meekness inculcated by Christ in pre-

cept pit o39 ) and in example (Mt 27). So the Sons
of Thunder would have vindicated pummaiily the
honour of their Master (Lk 9s4). Moie geneiallv,
in the quest of honour, it is honour from God and
not from men that is to be sought by the Christian

the glory of God rather than of men (Jn 1248).

AVoiklly honour may be a source of severest

temptation (Lk47
), for the disciple is not gi eater

than his Master whose sinlessness \\ as thus brought

from a tree. To collect nourishment of this kind in the thickets

along the Jordan would have been an easier task for the Baptist,
and would have required less time, than to hunt for the honey
of bees (cf Bcrggron, op cit col 564)

to view (Mt 1024
). Honoui horn God the

dibciple \\ill have: 'If any man vull hei\e me,
him \vill my Father honoui '

(Jn 12-b ). And to be
invited to the maniage-huppei oi the King's Son
is a gieatei honoui than any thib woild affords
(Mt22) But thih honour and blessing fiom God
contrasts \\ith the dishonour and scoin that the
\\oild is leady to bho^er upon follower of One
who was debpibed and i ejected The \\icked
hubbandmen did not honoui the son of the loid of
the vineyard (Mk 126

) ; they killed him and put
him to shame (Mk 15). The Christian therefore
mubt not be found

'

Seeking- an honour which they gave not Thee.'

Nay, even the most sacred honour i& not the right
goal for the follow er of Christ, a& James and John
were taught (Mk 1037

). Sei\ice, not honour, is

the true aim fur the life of self-saeiiliee, not to be
honouied of all, but to be servant of all (Mk 1044

).

Honoui is included in the all-things left to follow
Christ (Mt 1927 ), and it is worth while to abandon
all worldly things in exchange for the tiue life

(Mt 1626 ) Still fuither, the tradition of men must

Sve
place to the commandment of God (Mk 78).

ishonour now will give place to eternal and
Divine honour in due season (Mt 192S )

W. B. FRANKLAND.
HOOK. See FISH

HOPE. In oon-itluin^ the relation of hope to
Christ and tho (i-.poN,"\\L are at once met with
the fact that in the Gospels the word eX-n-is does
not occur at all, and eXr/^w only five times, viz.

once m Mt (12
21

), where the r\,.r<'r-l'-i quotes the

LXX, three times in LI* (6
34

*2^" '24- 1} and once m
Jn (5

45
) ; and m none of these instances does it lefer

to the theological virtue.

This absence of the word is the more remarkable,
when we remember not only that Judaism, the

religion in which our Lord and His disciples were
reared, was essentially a religion of hope, but also

that the result of th< 1 , ,',< IJIMJ of Jesus was vastly
to enlarge and deep* n ,' Iv i by imparting to
it the iiche> of the <* ". i ;." a:i". Great as was
the religious hope inspired by the older dispensa-
tion, it was small when compared with that * better

hope
'

(He 719
) which rested on the unchangeable

kingly Priesthood of Christ.

Thee disciples doubtless were too fully absorbed
in the present to have felt deeply expectations for

the future. They were held captive by the great-
ness of His personality and the depth of His love,
and ultimately came to realize that they had in

Him the Hope of Israel itselt. And if Simeon,

having received the Messiah into his arms, felt his

greatest hones realized, then the d"-< lj>lo h.mng
found the Christ, must have been

-o^.li-o'
'n-'u by

Him as to have had little room and little need for

longings ioj>ailmi: the future.

But wh> did Ji^u-. who taught the necessity of

faith (Mk IP2
,
Jn 316

) and tho j.- < m v < uf ",

(Mt 2240
), remain silent as i _ IT!- / // Ii '\!i-

due to thefactthat in tuiinnu
ll'-j-'ll'-vi

-
i

1 -*

first necessity was to >monii.r liior hi.riiii- M

on Himself as their present possession Had He
Tfiii<rlii I luini fully of the fruition that awaited them
at i lio eii'l of the age, and had He thus made hope
a distinctly i-minii!^' iio-ii-n --f TTi- teaching, He
would have

ili^-ij>.i'iV
ilu-ii JIIUTI .on and diverted

it from that which they most required to learn.

St. Paul could teach,
< Chiist our hope

3

(1 Ti^l
1
),

Jesus had to lay the foundation oy teaching,
*

< Come unto me }

(Mt II28 )

But if He did not give direct teaching on the

point, He nevertheless laid deeply the basis upon
which the Chinch's doctrine of hope was to be
built ; for He pointed the disciples, in His promises*
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to the blessings \\hicb they uUi^-^ti'lv would enjoy.
The prolilies of His ii-'i* 1 ^ i ui 1

'ST His peipetual
spiritual pie^enee, and ot His final return in glory,
were sure foundations upon \\ Inch the Church could
build her doctrine, and 011 this ba^i* the developed
teaching of the Epistles iests. And if the death
of Jesus rudely shatteied the Messianic hope of

the disciples, His? lesurrection, followed by the

illumination of the Holy Spirit, restored "it to

them in a purified and spiritual form.
As we study in the Epistle*, the doctrine of hope,

which was thus awakened and became an integral

part of Christian life, we find it vitally connected

by the Church with her faith in Christ ri&en and

gloiihed (1) His resurrection
*

"*"",- the

ground ^i the Christian's hope : . .' aie

begotten *unto a living hope,
5 and through it their

hope in God is established (1 P I'
5 - 1

;. (2) All
Christian hopes are realized in Him. Various
obiects worthy of hope are mentioned, such as

salvation (1 th 5*), eternal life (Tit I2 37
), the

jilory of God (Ro 3-, Col I27), the resurrection of

the dead (Ac 2415
-23"); but all these different

blessings are summed up in Jesus Christ. When
they hope for Him, they hope for them all; for

in Him all the scattered \\,iiniiiy- of the human
heart are united and find rh"ii fulfilment Thub
it is that St. Paul call* Him our hope' (1 Ti I 1

).

(3) The Church therefore fixes her gaze on the

heavens ; for her Hope is there. She is ever c

looking
for the blessed hope and !) \.\'." of the glory ot

our great Gud and Saviour 1 ii- < hn- '

(Tit 213
),

for then she shall be like Him, for she shall see

Him as He is ;

f and eveiy one that hath this hope
set on him pmifieth himself* (1 Jn 32- 3

), Even
inanimate nature groans for its coming redemption
at the Parousia, having been subjected to vanity
s m hope* (Ro 8ao

). (4) But while the toll realiza-

tion of Christian hope will not be reached until

the return of Christ, yet even now the Church has
a foretaste of the bliss that ultimately will be hers.

For Christ now dwells in the Church and in the
hearts of her members, and thus grants an earnest

of final fulfilment. Christ in the Church and in

the individual is the hope of glory
*

(Col I27 ), and
therefore to be without Christ is to be without

hope (Eph 212
).

See, further, the foil, >u Ing article.

(_ ii \i:r ,-s T. P, G-KIERSOX.
HOPEFULNESS (CHRIST'S). Knowing that all

our possessions of grace come from Christ, in whom
we believe all fulness dwells, and believing that He
alone among the sons of men po-^(>svl perfect

knowledge, we might be led to <Inilu ulicchci we
could justly attribute hope to Him. As regards
Hits perfect knowledge, we must remember that

uncertainty is no essential element in hope. Human
hope may be proverbially disappointing, but that
is due to the mu-ertnintvof temporal things, and
not to the nature of hope itself. Indeed, the glory
of the Christian hope consists in the moral cer-

tainty of its grounds. It is a 'better hope* in

part as being sure and steadfast
J

(He 7 19 619
). The

faefc, then, that our Lord's faith rendered future

regards His po-^e^irjj' *.
'' '" iH -V as the

S-od-man, and so being ihoutrht inr.i.fm'Me of feeling
hopefulness* it may be -.aid rh.ii. \\e deadly start

pur thoughts on a wrong line if we commence an
investigation of this kind with our own a priori
views of what the incarnate Son of God must have
felt or not felt. We can in ourselves be no ade-

* Westeotb (Life, vol. i p 41) writes In his diary 'The fact
of our Lord ne\ er mentioning His own faith or hope is a proof
of His Divimrv '

Thi-,, ho\\e\< ji""" *
""

"
- ^

a careful statement, but rather , .- , < . . i . *<.

noted down early in his life (ast, 21).

quate judges of the limitations which Deity might
'

bet upon itsell \\hen taking om flesh Our duty

j

is to .study the NT, and especially the Gospels, with
the view

"

1 -. _ what is there levealed as to

I

the true . i
- act ot Divine condescension.

! And such a study teaches us that in our Loid's

I
Person we have not only a levelation of the Father,

i
hut also a icveUtion of humanity at i,- ]'":-s(-,

He loved to call Himself 'Son of Man,
3

k-(, :,-' iL>:

theiehy taught us to see in Him the ideal Man,
and theieiuie we mubt expect to see in Hun every
truly human emotion (and hope is one of them)
puriiied and perfected.
No teaehei of mankind ever so

"

; \
"

"

to Himself in Hib teaching as Jesus did, and yet
it is remaikable that He ,'IM\ ir-M.ilul His own
peisonal emotions. When Ilu (-< IOMM Himself
it \\as as the souice of all grace, so that men
might he saved and nounshed by His life He
was so absolutely selfless that He larely sought
sympathy by speaking of His heart's desnes. It

is not He but the TV,, lu-'VN who tell us that He
was weary, wept, exuitea, marvelled Thus it

happens that He never definitely mentions His
own hope. Indeed, strangely enough, the word
e\m$ does not occui in the Gospels (see art HOPE).
But as hope is a necessary element of Christian

character, being one of the '

abiding
'

graces (1 Co
1313

), Chiis-t, it He be true man, must have ex-

perienced it. It is not said that He had faith, but
must we not believe that His \v hole human career

was sustained fiom the first consciousness of child-

hood to Calvary by faith, perfect m its range and
steadfastness? The long night- <>

r
])i;syo surely

tell us not only of a general , u ,i,< k u' <k'iLii
i-!-

ence, but also of a definite trustful bo I r- i
T

,

4

love and -
k

"

His Fathei, which found its

expressior ^ What habitual strength of

faith is shown in such words as 'Tlnnkest thou
that I cannot beseech my Father, and he shall even
now send me more than*twelve legions of angels

9 '

(Mt 2653).
No doubt His faith and hope are so raised above

ours by their perfection, that they may no longer
seem to be what to us are faith and hope. But
He raised all human attributes to their perfection ;

not the V, ,

1J
'I 1

', t^eir essential charactei, but
rather i\V'i , "_ . '>! as they ought to be m
ourselves. Aim 11 lie lelt no hope, never rejoiced
in coming <jroxl n<*\ei*v,?is upborne ^ hen wearing
the cross li\ IP-PC Mtiiion of the (rown, but lived

His life iii'Jio '<>i<i <jJin of duty, then the Stoic
is the ideal of our race.

Not a few evidences, more or less indirect, of

Christ's hopefulness are found in the Gospels In
one case its object was of a temporal nature,

namely, when being
*

hungry' He appio.uhed the

fig tree,
e
if haply he might find anvthinii ihweon '

(Mk llim )

Little reverence would be shown by interpreting
this incident as feigned for the puipose of teaching
a moral lesson, *If He only pretended not to

know that the tree was barren, we should expect
the hunger also to have been pretended' (Mason,
Conrftiiwi? of our Lord's

Life, p 152). Rather
have we an example of hope in the mmd of Jesus
for a desired good, which circumstances disap-
pointed, and wMch He turned to a moral purpose.
Evidence of His being cheered during His minis-

try by hope of the results of His spiritual labours

may probably be seen in His words to the dis-

ciples when the Samaritan woman had left (Jn
427"38). He had gained one soul, and with pro-
phetic vision saw the land filled with ripened souls

ready for the spiritual reaper. His followers, too,
would receive wages in tne joy of souls won, and
ultimately they, with the earlier workers of Gocl
who had sown the seed, would rejoice together.
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So full was His soul with joy of hope already
realized, and with the piospect of still greater
harvesting, that He \\as laised above the sense of

hunger The whole passage seems full of the

deepest emotion of our Lord ; and if so, hope was
its strongest element A similar anticipation of

coming joy in the salvation of those He came to

save may be felt in the words, 'Rejoice with me ;

for I have found my sheep which was lost
'

(Lk 156
).

Fuither, may we not see that hope realized was
the cause of the strong movement of His soul,
when He exulted (^aXXido-aro, Lk 10- 1

) in Satan's
fall fiom heaven' 9 It was a rejoicing of His inner-

most soul, because alieady He saw poi' VnMx
accomplished the object of His mission. *MU. L. 1\~

must we account for the deep feeling displayed by
Him when visited by the

"

Sleeks (Jn
122

-38
) Here again is hope x He sees

the uttermost parts of the \v'1l |n>i< "{i; ITv pre-
sent in the persons of these 0(">Lil<-, ,vi,l Me de-

clares that ' the hour is come that the Son of Man
should be ^ -

" "" V-1

*); and yet, foii'kuo", PV.I

the ternblf -, i. awaited Him hr'oje iho

achievement of His desire, He alternated between
the joy of hope and the sorrow of human dread,
and piayed to be saved fiom that hour (v

27
).

In His teaching to His disciples there is the oft-

lepeated lesson of His return to His Father (Jn 7J3

gw iQis} Doubtless His chief object was to explain
His heavenly origin and to prepare them for His

depaiture, but not a little pathos and increased

depth may be recognized in such words if we see
in them also a longing hope for the time when the
bitter trials of His voluntary humiliation would
cease Thus in His lT:_h-F' io-tK

] '.;' now
that He has finished His work, He x "i .

'-
. the

renewal of the glory which He had with His Father
before the world was (17

1"5
). And thinking of the

loved ones to whom Hi
'

1 be so bitter

a tual, He prays for - of the hope
that they might ultimately be granted the "beatific

vision, behold -HI. Him in His glory (v.
24

) ; then
would He drink with them the fruit of the vine
new m His Father's kingdom (Mt 2629

).

Perhaps the most clearly expressed example of

hope on the part of our Lord, an example which
:is , I'-'iVx shows His feeling of the emotion,
,- , ! !,.'' in the words with which He com-
menced the Paschal meal. 'With desire I have
desired to eat this passover with you before I

suffer' (Lk 2215
) Here we have a distinct state-

ment, that He held ardently an expectation of a
future good before its realization

We further find that His ministry was exercised
in a ^piiit of intense optimism as regards both the

community and the individual. This is the more
remarkable when we recall that He more than any" -

. f- . ,-:
.;

-. T
ness and inwar 1

overthrow of ii

like Jeremiah of old. But, unlike that prophet,
He, notwithstanding His clear view of coming
iu<l<2in< m, looked to the future with a splendid
hopohilne His kingdom would yet fill the world

v
M i I

">; ;
1 1 is gospel would be universally preached

(Mk 1310
) ; and ulriinalol^ all men would be drawn

unto Him (Jn 12
'-';.

The -vimo opiimiMM \^ to be seen in His dealings
with inilivnln.il <-mnoi'-. In the most corrupt) He
saw germs of good ; and thus could win sinful

women from their ways (Lk 750,
Jn 811

), and publi-
cans from their grasping worldliness (Mk 214, Lk
199) ; and He could discover sufficient moral worth
in a dying thief and murderer to be able to promise
him rest in Paradise (Lk 2343

). The hopefulness of

Christ in His message to mankind i^ fully embodied
in His saying,

* Be of good cheer : I have overcome

the woild' (Jn 1653
) Thus we see that our Loid

was in hope, as m all eke save &m,
' like as we are

3

(He 415
) And if A\e in our tiials aie upborne by

the hope of futme bliss, He aKo was upborne to
endure the cioss and despise the shame by

* the joy
that was set before him 3

(12
2
j

CHARLES T. P GEIEBSOX.
HORN. The expiesMon

{ a hoin of salvation' in
the song of Zachanab (Lk 1

GO
) is undoubtedly a

reference to the piomised Messiah A similar com-
bination of woids is found m P* 18-, but the con-

ception is more piobably due to 13217
,
1 S 210

1. In the OT the word <ho
' '

"
~

;

in poetical and a'lr.o c,,] ,, ,

stract notions of ' ,<>''
(]s

: s
;

j

hence of dignity (112) 01 piide (75
4fl

-) , also, (b) in
a conciete sense, to repiesent Kings and evnriies

(Dn 724 820f-, Zee l lbff
) The lendeiing <a mighty

salvation,' Lk I69 (Pr Bk ), parapliia&es the sense
but obliterates the associations Hor Od iii 21. IS
is quoted as an instance of the metaphor in ordmaiy
literature, in which it is raie

2. Inasmuch as the horn in animals is a, weapon
of attack rather than of defence, some have re-

gaided it as a symbol of aggressive stiensjth (see
Delitzsch, Perowne, etc

, on'Ps 182 ) possibly com-
bative strength, in which both ideas are included,
would be a better definition. There are two classes
of symbols expressive of such strength : (a] natural

weapons (e g. horn, right hand, arm, etc ), and (b}
aitincial weapons (arrows, axe, shield, etc ) When
any distinction is to be made, the former class

tends to represent that strength which is personal,
inherent, immediate; the latter, to lepresent that

stiength in which second causes, instruments,
agents appear (Is 105 - 15

). F. S.

HOSANNA (toyenn, Gr. &(ravv&). One of the
Hebrew words which (like Amen, IlfiHefirjah,
Sabbath, Sabctoth) have passed, transliteiated and
not translated, fiom the vocabulary of the Jewish
to that of the Christian Church. In the NT it

occurs only in three Gospels : in them it is found
six times (Mt 21 s ** 15

3 Mk 11s- 10
,
Jn 1213

), but only
in the history of our Lord's tiiumphant entry to
Jerusalem on Palm ^,iii\ \ . T 1 nr\ as a vocal

cry uttered, either * u* j'.ili '-."'/ multitude
who met Him, or b \ i < 1 i' t

ii ^
,< ,'iailed Him

thereafter m the Temple (Mt 2 1
15

). Among the

Jews, however, the word came to designate not
alone the civ, but also the branches of palms,
myrtle, or willow which on their joyous feast of
Tabernacles <

T
i

"
Q its seventh day, the

people were , the Law did not en-

join this ceremony to ca * ^ I-
* ^ "

. "th the

priests to the fountain of ^i , ,

'

a^ain
to the Temple, where these * hosannas

' were piled

up and beaten against the altar. It is only with
4 Hosanna *

as a cry that we are here concerned ;

but we cannot forget that when, in honoui of our

Lord, the multitude raised the cry, they *took
branches of palm trees' (Jn 1213) as well; and
therefore, besides expounding the meaning of the

cry, we must consider how a ceremony customary
at the feast of Tabernacles came to Ibe adopted,
popularly, on an occasion when the worshippers
were assembling at Jerusalem to celebrate a feast of

a widely different character, that of the Passover.

Philologicallv, the woxdHosanna is explained as

a derivation from or contraction of P** 1 18-5 (Heb ) :

anna Jahwek hdshfiah-nnci ('I beseech ihee, O
Lord, save now '). This Psalm was sung, and this

verse of it used as a refrain by the people, at the
feast of Tabernacles; and the refrain was ajv

breviated, through constant popular repetition,
into H6<*Mna, ju&t as the old Canaanitish cry
Hoi Dod (

- ' Ho Adonis ") was turned into a com*
mon interjection, Hedad.
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The vocal 'Hosanna' was used by the Jews at the feast of

Tabernacles when the branches also were employed; and on

this account it has been asserted by Mr Lewis N. Dembitz (in

the Jewish Encyc vol vi. p 276, s v,
' Hosh'ana Kabbah ') that

'the Gospels by a mistake place the custom in the season

Shortly before the Passover, instead of in the feast of Booths.'

To this it may be answered, (1) that, according to another

writer in the -ru. "/< /<
T
"

"
" Eabbi Kaufmann Kohler

(vol vi p. 272), i
1
-, t>n'" i> f ' .

'
- < popular cry used in solemn

E
recessions wherewith was <\"i( u! 1

"

>alm

ranches as described in IMa-- '

; I JM,.'' i
' the

procession in IMac 13^1 was not at the feast of Tabernacles,

which was kept on the 15th day of the 7th month (Lv 2&M), but

at a wholly different season,
4 on the three and twentieth day

of the second month '

, while the celebration in 2 Mac 10?,

tnod^h 'the procession was after the manner of the feast of

Tabt-i naclea
'

(v.
6
)> was somewhat later in the year Thus there

was historical and uninspired (for the Jews did not hold the

Books of Maccabees to be inspired) precedent for the employ-
ment both of the palm-bearing and the shout on other suitable

occasions besides the feast of Tabernacles. And (3) was not the

occasion of Christ's entry into Jerusalem one that must have

seemed eminently suitable alike to His disciples who began rt

(Lk 1937) and to the candid (Mt 2115) and grateful (Jn 12W)
Israelites who joined them in the celebration of it? The Jews,
we know, were accustomed to associate with the feast or Taber-

nacles the . 3se blessings which Messiah was to

bring It ' - ^
'

. i that Jesus now presented Himself.

He had chosen to ride that day upon the ass's colt, in accord-

ance with Zechar
" ' "" ' "9

), just on purpose to

make an offer of as her * ' - T.
1

(Mt 214, Jn 12**) What, accordingly, would the
at His hands ? What would they ask from, Hi * '

,

but salvation not on its negative side alone, of deliverance, but

on its -i' -I 1 as well, of fruition. If the appioaching
feast of ' - - would remind them of the former, how
their Egyptian oppressor had been smitten (Ex 1229), rt was
the feast of Tabernacles which pre-eminently supplied illustra-

tions of the latter . its branches and its booths were redolent

of that first night of freedom which their fathers had enjoyed
under the cool booths of Succoth(Exl2<*0 so refreshing after the

dust and heat of the brickfield and the furnace^ Both sides

the negative and the positive
<

, 1
* * " - -

wen
*

^ '" '

r (Ex 12) ! i
'

one i The fc i

tion of our Lord's entry into Jerusalem is described by the Four
F. , arei - - i- 1

-- i
1

ijr not such as to require us to suppose
lha I'U'v 111, ! i IM <wi a m placing it at the season of the

Passover! On the contrary, it was neither unprecedented nor
unnatural

,
and the fact that it was not a legally prescribed

* * " m quite free to use ic when

Hosanna is rendered in both AV and BV (of.

Ps 11825
, whence it is taken) ^Save now.

3

<
The

now is not here an adverb of time, but an inter-

jection of entreaty, as in 'Come now': the word
means *0h! save' (Jewish EncyG], or 'Save, we
beseech Thee.' As given (1) absolutely, as in Mk
II9 and Jn 1218

, the natural meaning ot this would
be an address to Christ, as Messiah, asking Him to

bestow the salvation expected of Him ; or, as our

English hymn expresses it,
*

Bring near Thy great
salvation. We can understand how, in this sense,
' Hosanna '

should be followed by salutations or
a iV, i!,

: .- 'Blessed is lie that cometh in the
name ot the LOKD' (Ps 11826

, Mt 219
, Mk II9

),
e Blessed is the kingdom of our father David, that
eometh in the name of the Lord' (Mk 11), or
c Blessed is the King of Israel that cometh in the
name of the Lord' (Jn 1213 }. All the different

forms may have been used, for there was a multi-

tude of speakers. The sequence of the thoughts is

natural : for if Jesus be once conceived of a* able
to save (either by His own power or by that of Him
that sent Him), "the next thing, obviously, for His

people to do, after asking Him to exert His power
in their behalf, is to rejoice that He has come, and
to bless Him for coming.

TJ-i
0%

1 - M >

-j'llyin this absolute construction
thi I

1 - 1
I 1.1 !

- * use the word Hosanna. St.

Mi "i-
1 " i'-iM\ " with a dative,

* Hosanna to
th-> i

.. !). \ A \tt 219
) ; and both St. Matthew

and St. Mark give us * Hosanna in the highest.'
Both these variations have been censured by Dr.
Kaufmann Kohler (Jewish JSncyc. I.e. m$ra] as
*

corruptions of the original version
'

: the addition
( in the highest,

3 he declares to be * words which no
longer give any sense.' But in a connexion which

seems to justify St Matthew, the dative is used

alike in the O rt (Ps 3s ' Salvation belongeth unto

the Loid
3

)
and in the NT in a passage based upon

that Psalm (Rev 7
10 ' Salvation unto our God ; and

unto the Lamb 5

); while theie is suiely nothing
4 senseless

'

in the thought that the salvation which

Goil "ivo- or sends, to men should rill the highest

lu.noM \\ali rejoicings in His piaise We have

the idea m the OT (e.g. Ps. 8 1
) and in the NT (Lk

214
, Eph 310 ).

To some Chiistian commentators,

however, and those of no mean weight, e g. Cor-

nelius h Lapide and Dean Alford, St. Matthew's

use of Hosanna with the dative has seemed to

render requisite a different
'

'

' ''
>f the

word. Hosanna was, says \. M 21 9
),

originally a formula of supplication, but [became]

conventionally [one] of .

'

".
'

' >o that it is

followed by a dative, an- .;. highest,

meaning
" may it also be ratified in heaven,

'

and he cites 1 K I
3b

,
where Benaiah answers David,

saying,
* Amen : the Lord, the God of my lord the

king, say so too.' Cornelius & Lapide takes ' Hos-

anna to the Son of David '

as a prayer for Christ,

offered by the people
e

asking all prosperous things
for Him from God.' Now, this would, in itself,

be admissible enough. Of Messiah, even when

thought of as Divine and reigning,
the Script/me

says,
'

prayer also shall be made for him continu-

ally
'

(Ps 7215
). But it seems unnatural ^to postu-

late so violent an alteration in ilu nn'.uiin<: of the

word from 'supplication
3

to 'gi.mil.uuni when,
taken in its original meaning, it yields a sufficient

sense ' Save now, for it is to thee, Son of David,
that the power to save us has been given.' It was

not unnatural that the people should speak in tins

sense as Jews they knew already that
* salvation

belongeth unto God' (Ps 38). This view deiivow

considerable confirmation from the parallel passage
in the Apocalypse, where the whole scene in till.

714
,
and even the very words ' the multitude be-

fore the throne and "before the Lamb . . . with

palms in their hands' (Rev 79,
cf. Jn 1213

), \yho cry
with a loud voice (cf. Lk 1937

), saying, 'Salvation

to our God . . . and to the Lamb' seems to be

based on what happened at Jerusalem on that first

TV ^
, ,"" as if the Seer were beholding the

v i which that day was asked, and

recognized that V , 1

"

of the earthly
Jerusalem were ;

'
, hosts of the re-

deemed. St. Joim, it will be remembered, has, in

Ms Gospel (12
16

), the remark,
|
Those things tinder-

stood not his disciples at the first, but after he wan
risen they remembered,' etc. If, an seenw clear,

the vision is expressed in figures drawn front that

event, then the acclaim in heaven must bo held to

settle the meaning of those Hosannas upon earth :

the dative of the \ ."" IB the dative of the

Gospel : it is the . ! -f a prayer for JewiB,
but of an ascription of salvation to Him an its

Mediator and Bestower.
It remains only to be added that the Third Evan-

gelist, while recording the same Trmrnpli/il Entry,
and mentioning the acclamations of the people,
omits alike the IP' ".V- and the word
' Hosanna.

' The v , i 'jo doubt, of both
omissions lies in '- iur St Luke wrote

o-pocially for Gentiles: his readers would not
have un'dor-iood the Hosanna, and would have
misunderstood the palms. To Greeks the palrri-

branch would have been, inevitably, the palm of

pride and victory : not, as to the Hebrew mind, an
emblem of peaceful rest, and freedom, and house*
hold joy. 'Hosanna' would have meant nothing
at all. Therefore the Evangelist to the Greeks
;,

in: Jir.M-- the word, and paraphrase? with it St.

M,i '!
" - and St. Mark's addition to it, 'in the

highest
'

; rendering the \* hole by
* Peace in heaven,

and glory m the highest
'

(Lk 1988). And, as St,
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Matthew had the dative of ascription,
c Hosanna to

the Son of David '

as looking for balvation to Him
who had come to Jeiusalem in this capacity ,

so

St. Luke, in his paraphrase of the Hosanna, em-

ploys what we may call a dative clause : his * Peace
in heaven, and glory in the highest,' are introduced
so as to show us these as the result of ^ 1

"

as King in the name of the Lord . it i

that He has come ; and on this account the people
call Him blessed It was for these ends that He
was bom: wherefore the angels sang the same
strain over Him at His Nativity (Lk 214

) ; it is for

the&e ends now that He paces forward to His cross :

and therefore men, though as yet they understand
it not (Jn 1216

), are moved, by a Power they know
not, to bear Him record.

T ' Hosanna ' in Hastings' DB and m Encyc
I, loc. ciL, T" _ f n. on Gospel oj St

Westcot ,
-

, . Gospel ,
Cornelius

a Lapide, Neale and Littledale, and Perowne, on Ps 118

JAMES COOPER.
HOSPITALITY. This marked Oriental virtue

prevailed in Palestine in Christ's day. Our Lord
assumes its exercise, rather than directly enjoins
it. His Apostles, later, however, '"^

T

*'ospi-

tality as a reflexion of the Chris"
j-

I? 1213
,

I Ti 32
, Tit I8, He 133, 1 P 49

), even towards an
enemy (Bo 1220 ). Because of the widespread pre-
valence of hospitality, inns (wh, see) were com-

paratively few ; and even in Mmns or places of

lodgment for strangers there were unfurnished
rooms which were at the disposal of travellers,
without cost. The innkeeper or host usually re-

ceived remuneration for such extra service as the

stranger might require, as in a case like that of

the wounded, man cared for at the Samaritan's

expense (Lk 1035 ). Since Jesus Himself ' had not
where to lay his head '

(Mt 820
), He depended much

upon the hospitality of the friendly disposed, as of

Andrew and Peter at C.ipoinauin (Mt 814
), and of

Mary, Martha, and Lazarus at Bethany (Jn II 1"5
) ;

and frequently accepted the lio-j>iia]ii\- of house-
holders (Mt 266, Lk 529 736flr- 19" j

On occasions of

the ITIM f<M-(> at Jerusalem, guewt-ehambers were

freely put at) the disposal of visiting x^ii-K^i".

(
Mk 1414)* "When the Master sent out 1 1K 'x x u K \

they were to take no pi'-c but to rely upon the

hospitality of the in"p,h >i the towns into which

they might go (Lk I"

with thv li;-| -ijlilo

nounced in'-' i'i niln.-

said of His messengers that those who received

them were in truth receiving Him (Jn 1320
). So

incensed were two of His disciplew at being refused
entertainment in a Samaritan village, that they
would have called down fire from heaven to destroy
ih" iM-oiV But this spirit Jesus rebuked (Lk
(i

r

I :i spirit of !( i'
: uili y was manifested

in
' "

- not only 'I^'^MV :ITM! food, but also
v .- the feet (Lk T

44
, cf. Jn 135

) ; a servant
II j "\ ,

I-- i*i ,->

""

taking charge of the sandals

ij

'

:>
x r :" a kiss characterized the

hospitable reception (Lk T46 ).

Tin 1 criMilu'-i* ili.i- Jesus laid upon the virtue of

lio-jrTHluyinny \><* <'iscovered in His description of

die I.ji-i JntK-ip" 1

!! in which the righteous are
commended because 'I was a stranger and ye
took me in

'

(Mt 2538 ). See also art.

LriruvrcRi Thomson, T />/''.?.,' TYI'M"-"' i */ '' T * of
Jftnth Social Ltfr , Truw '. Or "/*' *? '/' L , II, -

ings*

J>#, 8.0. I' R POLLYJJl)

HOST. See (1) ANGELS ; (2) HOSPITALITY, INN,
INVITATION.

HOUR. 1 In several of their accounts of Christ's

healings, the Evangelists indicate the instantane-

ousness of the cures by some such expression as,

a blessing being left

a woe is pro-

,'y(vv.
10-ia

) Christ

' He was healed in the selfsame hour '

(Mt S13
, cf.

QtBi 1528 17 1
H> jn 45J

} More (

i

fl -,,,,
-

he W()rd lg

u&ed as a division of the da\ V _>'
6 12 2745- 4G

,

cf. Mk 15-" J4
, Lk 2344

, Jn P9 4f>- 52 1914
). The

usual system of leckomng time was from 6 a.m.
to 6 p.m., and again from 6 p.m to 6 a.m. 'In
the 1st cent ot our era the day was divided, in

popular language, into twelve equal paits or
houiB, which varied in length accoidmg to the
season. . . . The *

i "the first hour,"
indicated the time . , s shadow on the dial
reached the mark which showed that ^ of the clay
had elapsed

'

(Ramsay, Expositor, March 1893, p.
216 f ) The question has been raised, because of

the apparent divergence between Jn 1914 and Mk
1525

,
whether St. John adopted another method of

reckoning in the Fourth Gospel, viz IICIM mulTiinht
to midday, and from midday to inifhiiihi. Prof.

Ramsay maintains that, though ilio lie MUU civil

day was reckoned in this way, it was not divided
into hours ; and that the note of time when the

martyrdom of Polycarp took place, &pg. 070*677, does
not prove its u&e in Asia Minor (Lc.). But the
internal evidence of the Fourth Gospel points
strongly to this mode of leckonmg on the part of

St. John. The tenth hour (Jn I
39

) is more probably
10 a.m. than 4 p.m., if the two disciples lodged
with Jesus 'that day.' It harmonizes with the
custom of Eastern women of drawing watei in the

evening, and accounts for the weariness of Jesus,
if we take ( the sixth hour '

of Jn 46 not as noon,
but as 6 p m. And although we cannot look for

precision in point of time m Oiiental writers, the
^*

between the - " '

-1 St. John
tour of Christ's and cruci-

fixion is too wide to be intelligible on any other
I

1
'

"

Tian that they used cufxerent systems
\ ' But if the * sixth hour '

of Jn 1914

means 6 a m., there is no <livn gone o (see Westcott,
St. John, p. 282 ; Smith, Tlw Days of His Flesh,

pp. 528-529; and for the <

"
view, Dods,

Expos Gr. Test. i. 698, 855, -
-

, further, artt
DAY, TIME.

2. But Jesus, living
{ in feelings, not in figures OH

a dial,' and 'counting time by heart-throbs,' gave
the word an intense -i/i i'K, M't. To Him days
and hours were moral it

.IJ..T
i, ii'. - The appointed

span was not small, but spacious (* Are there not
twelve hours in the day ?

* Jn II9), to be employed
in strenuous and loving obedience to the Jhvme
will (cf, Jn 94

). Until UK* MIH-CI, He knew He had
no reason to fear tho Iio-u1.1\ ot men. Life would
be as long as duty, JUH! in tlio

j;)<it/h of God's service

there arc no tiagic foreshortening"- (Jn II8 - 9
). But

the twelfth hour of the day was that to which He
, '";' 1\ refers as 'Mine hour.' At the

'i i . 'in Cana, when appealed to by His
i i> ,

\
, . suggestion for Hi> hell . Tie replied,

'Woman, what have I to do Miih ihoe? Mine
hour is not yet come' (Jn 24

). This may simply
mean that the time for giving such relief was not

opportune, or that the oppoitunity for miracle-

working, or the moment for self-manifestation, had
not arrived. But the whole utterance pmduccs
the impression that the appeal had armi^o'l -uong
feelings, and created a critical situation for Him.

'ITo \\as standing on the threshold of His ministry, conscious

Of His miraculous power, and He v.i- q-a-i ornijj v hot hoi f nl

were the hour to put it forth. . . . "3 no MiMjrtt n^ of v re t- a

company of peasants seemed so imiul. '.o npvii" wi uio

Messiah, so *"\<*\L
r

> HTI 101 ihpiraiiiri.r.nicn of me iriugdoia of

heaven '(Srr.i i h, The 7M** " Jim WO-H i> To)

But is there not even here a reference to what
He 'calls peculiarly His hour 'the hour when the
Son of Man should be glorified

'

(Jn 1223
,

cf. 171
) ,-

the hour when He should be betrayed into the
hands of sinners (Mt 2645

) ; the hour when the
Father's will gave Him over to the power of dark-

ness (Lk 22e8)
' If Jesus went down to the Jordan
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in order to participate in tlie Baptism of Bepent-
ance, conscious that His vocation as Messiah was
to be that of the Suffering Servant, and to take

upon Himself the sins of His brethren, then the

thought of His hour as the hour of His sacrifice

could never be absent fiom His mind And the

simple suggestion of His mother, involvings as it

did, for Him the first exercise of a power which
came to Him as Messiah, raised suddenly and

vividly before Him the issue of sufieimg, and
called forth the intense feeling in the words, 'Mine
hour is not yet come.'
A similar tumult of emotion wras produced to-

wards the end of His ministry, by the request
of the Gieeks to see Him (Jn 12*) The reply of

Jesus, 'The hour is come, that the Son of man
should be glorified. . . . Except a corn of wheat
fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone,' is

relevant to a prospect of possible exemption fiom
the cross which the request raised in Him, rather

than to the request itself. Once more an appar-

ently innocent intrusion upon His thoughts had

brought before Him the vision of His hour. He
saw that the glory would be won at a great cost,

and the prospect of it brought distress of soul,

and wrung from Him the cry,
'

Father, what^ shall

I say? Save me from this hour/ T,
'

.

He saw through the pain the hoh
( x ^

realizing itself, and recovered His poise of soul

and unflinching devotion. 'But for this cause

came I unto this hour. Father, glorify thy name. '

It was by this simple woid, therefore, that He
expressed the conviction that His death was the

climax of His life, and that the time of its accom-

plishment was with God He would not forestall

it by any piematuie manifestation of Himself to

the world (Jn 7
G
) ; and until His hour came. His

enemies were ,<'- ?.,',; ^ IT" (v.
3 820 ).

f

But
when it came, He was not reluctant to recognize it.

Though it was a dark hour, the hour of men with
sinister purpose and in league with Satan (Lk 2253

),

He knew it as the hour when He should depart
out of this world unto the Father (Jn 131

), the hour
when God should glorify His Son (17

1
)

With the approach of that hour which marked
the climax and close of His earthly ministry, a
wider horizon opens. A new day or God dawns,
and in it also there is a critical hour ' the hour
when the Son of Man cometli

'

(Mt 2513
). Even to

Him the precise point of time was not disclosed

(Mt 2436
). Of one thing He was sure, and gave

repeated warning, it would come upon men with

startling suddenness :
' and in an hour when ye

think not
3

(Mt 2442- 60 So13
,
cf. Lk 128S) 40 - 46

) , and
He enforces therewith His command to 'watch,'
f be ready/ so that, Tji-ii .M' <"!' -.;'."!( .! i -ay
be a glad surprise. JIM mi Mrr>:

HOUSE (okla, ol/co?). The word 'house' is used
in the Gospels, in accordance with ancient Hebrew

"
'

, twofold sense, as referring either to
i < , i ! or to the family living in it. Thus

we have (1) 'the house of Israel
3

(Mt 106 ), 'the
house of David' (Lk I 27), etc.; (2) 'built his house
upon a rock' (Mt T34), 'the house of the ruler'

(Mk 5s8
), etc.

The 'house/ as a building, plays no such part
in

^
Oriental as in Western life and civilization.

Climatic conditions in the East permit people to
live much hi the open Accordingly we find
artisans and men \r<\m< plvinu their trades m the
street, or in open shops looking out on the street.
Then the domestic life of the Oriental requires
little beyond a sheltered p1;ue for -leepinganda
quiet place for eating. 1 lio oKlirin.iv house of the
ancient Hebrew, we may be sure, was much like
that found in Palestine to-day it could hardly be
cruder, or more primitive. As to Hebrew archi-

tecture, of either OT or NT times, the Bible has

little to say. Architectme pioper can hardly be

said to have arisen among the Hebrews before the

time of the kings, say, about B.C. 1000. Then, it

would seem, it differed little from that of the

Phoenicians, Assyrians, and Egyptians The style

of the house would natui ally be determined laigely

by the location, the materials at hand, and the

puipose to be served Palestine, ab known to his-

tory, has had few ,

' " S and little timber

of any kind suited i-_ (Solomon had to

import materials for palace and temple, 1 K 520
).

Houses built in the plains were usually constiucted

of mud, clay, or sun-diied bucks (cf. Job 4ia
)

'Houbesof clay,' 01 those built of sun-diied bricks,

could be easily broken into a fact that gives point
to our Lord's allusion in the Seimon on the Mount,
when He would dissuade fiom laying up tieasuies
' where thieves bieak

' '

id steal' (Mt 6 la
),

wlieie it is hteially
'

'

(RVm) Great

caie needed to be tab . foundations. In

a limestone country like Palestine, if one dig deep
enough, he finds almost anywhere a stratum of

solid rock. It is still tiue that the wise man
builds Ins house upon the rock (Mt 7

24
) It is com-

mon there now to dig down to the rock and lay
the foundation of even the ' house of clay

'

upon
it. Mt 7

25 e lt was founded? might well be ren-

dered,
' It was foundationod upon the rock,' if we

had such a word in English. St. Luke (G
48

) says,
'

dug, and went deep, and laid a foundation upon
the lock

'

In the mountainous regions limestone rock was
the building matenal chiefly used, as it was
abundant, easily quarried, and zeauily worked.
The house of stone was, probably, modelled after,

01
" ""

"'om, the cave The nature of the

con- j
: to this. First the natural cave

would "be used, and, as theie was demand, arti-

ficially enlarged. Then, occasionally, in some in-

viting place, a cave would be hewn out of the

rock, de novo Finally, a wall would be built in

front for protection, or privacy, and so the cave
would be conveited into a sheltered dwelling
Henceforth it would serve as a model for de-

tached stone houses. As a matter of fact, in
^
the

ancient village of Siloam are found all these kinds
of houses, and they illustrate this process of de-

velopment. (See Jewish Encyr. art ' House ').

Bricks were sometimes used even in the mountain

regions, though counted inferior to hewn stone

(2 S 1231
). Many stone houses were unpretentious

and rude, being built of rough, unhewn stones;
but some, then as now, were built of hewn stones,
with vaulted stone roofs, e.g. the palaces of the

rich, or of the ruling class (cf.
* the house of the

ruler,' Mk 5s8
,
'the high pnVf/s hoii^o,' Lk 22M ).

Sometimes space for walking was loft around
the dome, but often all the space between the
dome and the battlement (Dt 228

) would be filled

in, so as to give the much-desired flat roof the
favourite* resort of the Oriental in the cool of the

evening (2 S 11s
), and an inviting sleeping-place in

summer (1 S 926
). Such a house will often have a

hut of branches, or of vine-covered trellis-work, on
the roof (cf 2 S 1622

,
Neh 816

), and sometimes a
more substantial room, where guests of honour are

lodged (1 K 1719
,
2 K 410

). For f sunimci psiilcmi
'

cf. Jg 320
,
RVm has rightly

f

upper clinrulioi of

cooling
'

(See Mk 141S
, and cf

*

upper i oom 7

else-

where). From the roof one could evilly see what
was going on in the street, or on a neighbouring
housetop (cf, 1 S 9a5

) j indeed, could even step from
roof to roof, and thus walk the whole length of a
street, as the present writer once did in Damascus
(cf. Mk 1315

; Jos. Ant. xiii 140 [ed. Niese]).
The humbler house of the plain was very simple,

having usually only one apartment, which some*
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times sheltered both man and beast. The walls

weie sometimes smeaied with clay (Lv 1441
), some-

times plaateied (Ezk 1310
,
Dt 274

) The loot was
made, no doubt, as that of the common Aiab
hoube is made to-day, by laying lough beams
about thiee feet apait, then laying ieed^ ui biush-
wood close and thick across, covering it with some-

thing like the thickly matted thoin-bush called

bellan, and then spreading over the whole, first

a coat of thick moitar, and then one of marl 01

earth, and rolling it Such roofs ^oukl lequire

frequent lepaiimg and rolling to keep out the lam,
and, if "i "(

' would get so soaked with the

tiopical . .. they would cave in In this

way whole villages have had to be abandoned, and
their houses left desolate. It was piobably one of

the simplest of such roofs that was 'bioken up'
(Mk 24

)
when the paralytic was let down fiom the

housetop at Capernaum into the presence of Jesus
to be healed. The whole affair would seem to

have been the extemporaneous device of plain

peasants, accustomed to open their roofs and let

down gram, straw, and other articles, as they still

do in that country (Thomson, Land and Bool, li.

6ft'.) The furniture of such a house would be

very simple, a few mats, or pallets, spread on
the ground floor for sleeping on at night, then
rolled up and put aside m the day ; latterly a
4 divan '

set against the wall on one side, a small

table, a few rude chairs, a niche in the wall for the

primitive little lamp, unless it was of a sort to

hang fiom a i after, and a few large jugs for grain,
water, wine, or oil

The palace of the rich would differ from such a

house, of course, in having more rooms, and richer
and moie varied furniture The numerous rooms,
often preferably arranged in a suite on the ground
floor around one or more open courts, were often

built in storeys. Fine woods, olive, cedar, etc.,

were used for the doors and windows, and the
floors were sometimes made of wood, but often of

cement or stone, or even of rich mosaics ; while
the walls in rare instances were inlaid with ivory
and beaten gold (cf. Am 511

,
1 K 22 618 * 20

).

The Graeco-Koman architecture of the Hellen-
istic period did not exert any very marked or

lasting influence upon the architecture of Palestine,

partly because of the Jewish antipathy to the Hel-

lenizing tendency, and partly because it was con-
fined to the larger buildings, such as palaces, baths,
theatres, temples, etc. See, further, Hastings' DB,
art. 'House. 5
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GEO. B. EAGER.
HOUSEHOLD. In Mt 2445

(ofcerete), Lk 1242

(0e/>ct7rea)= servants, i.e. the dependants on an
estate to whom the steward was bound in our
Lord's parable to seive out rations at intervals of
a day, a week, or a month It was then dependent
and helpless condition which was the test of the
steward's faithfulness to his trust The same
English word translates olKiaKot in Mt 102S - 36

, i.e.

the inmates of a house, subordinate indeed to the

master, but attached to him by ties of i< ^il iiin-Jiiji

or marriage In v. 25 there is a contract ui-! ui-

narison between the okta/cot 'ClnM* -
ij-cij.!. --an]

tae otKoSGcnrfrr'rjs (the Lord Jinn IF nni < im-i
warns the Twelve that if He has been called Beel-
zebul (or Bool/^buV' by His enemies (of Mt 934 12~4,

Jn S48), tho-o M ho belong to His household cannot

expect to be free from this 'reproach of Christ.'
In v. 86 the contrast is between some members of a
household and the rest. Here He warns them of
the inevitable opposition that will arise when some
in a house love Christ supremely, while others are
hostile or indiffeient to Him. The \\ ords of ancient

VOL i. 48

piophecy (Mic 76
) then receive a fulfilment The

veiy closeness of association oiuphuMAj-* the antag-
onism, and ' a man'b loeb bhall be they of Mb own
household.' c. H. PBICHAKD.

HOUSEHOLDER. This teim as well as c

good-man of the house,' 'master of the hoube/ are
different translation of the same Greek \\ orcl ot\o-

Seo-TTOTT/s It is lendeied * houbeholder" in the
parable* of the Taieb 'and the Wheat (Mt 1327

), of
the Owner bunging foitli his treasuies new and
old (Mt 135J ), ot the Labouieib m the Vineyard
(M^ 20 1

), of the Vineyard let out to husbandmen
(21

J3
), with special application to Chiiht as Head of

the Chuieh. The phi aw
' ""

of the house'
is applied (Mk H14

,
Lk

,
. o^nei of the

house m which the Last Suppei \\as to be pie-
paied. The translation 'master of the house' is

touncl in Lk 12Ji) EV (AV k

goodman
9

), Mt 244"
}
of

the oA\ner 01 ovei&eer wlioW duty it is to protect
his propelty against the thief in the night. It
occurs also in the paiable of the Gieat Supper, Lk
1421 (corresponding to the king of Mt 222 7

), albo as

denoting the head of the house \\hose persecution
involves that of his suboidma.te&, Mt 1025 (see

HOUSEHOLD) ; and once more in the parable of the
Unfaith

1
*

"" '

,'hoii) the dooi wa& shut, Lk
1325

(cf. i , Ten Virgins, Mt 25)
C. H PRICHARD

HULEH. See JORDAN.

HUMANITY OF CHRIST The simplest fact
about Jesus Christ, as we see Him pictured in the

Gospels, is that He was a man. Whatever there
was peculiar about His person, it did not destroy
the reality of His humanity or take Him out of

the genus
' man.' But this simple fact, seen in all

its relations, admits of varied consideiation, and
indeed demands it.

. His human body. Jesus had a body, visible

to the eye, giving the natural iuipie?sion, as other
bodies do, of reality. It came into life by the naiuuil
channel of birth (Mt I 25 21

,
Lk 27) it grew as

others do (Lk 240
) ;

was nourished by food as others
are (Lk 7

34"36
,

cf. 2441 '48
) ; slept (Lk 82a

) ; was re-

stricted by space as oidmary men are, and thus

laboriously travelled about (Lk 81
,
Jn 44

) ; was
weary (Jn 46

) ; suffered under the inhumanities

attending the Trial and Execution (Jn 1928 3S
),

although, in the restraint of the Gospel narrative,
no express mention ia made of this fact ; and tinly
died (as is made evident by the peculiar character
of the phenomenon related in Jn 1934

, an un-
conscious testimony, by one not acquainted with
the pi inciple- of uuatcnny, as to the reality of His

death) v-e IJonv
With the reality of His body i- < loseh n^ociaio'l

the fact of the temptabihty of JOMI-*. 'I lie JijnMlti
to the Hebrews lays emphasis upon this fact as a

part of His qujilific ation for the work of Saviour
2

1Q
r" Tl, r..;-|d history contains a narrative

M ii ii p'.n ')ii ^li I

" "

||)
in which Jesus is assailed

i\ -! us ii<'i^i< i u^sed to His- phj *.!': i

JJ

TJO His love 01 display, and to His ,'u i-- . \ *

the reality of the Inimaii body i& the pTo-uppo^i! ion

of the reality of the temptation, so rhc < lira< ler

of the temptation ooniiimb the proof of that body,
Shiinking from physical pain may have been a
pail of the agony of the Garden (Lk 2242- 44

,
cf the

interpretation given in He 57 - &
) Naturally the

sacied histoiy, which is engaged with things done
rather than with inner processes which are con-

cealed from human observation, and which finds

no occasion to trace the course of innei temptations
which never result in outward sin, makes no men-
tion of the appeal which alluring objects must
have made to the sensibilities of the man Jesus
Christ. But the Epistle to the Hebrews (

f in all
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points tempted like a& \\e are,
5

415
) sustains the

inference ^hich must necessarily follow fiom the

possession of a human natuie, that there were such

appeals to the humanity of Jesus. See TEMPTATION
2. His human soul. Had Jesus a tiue human

soul? The answer to such a question is to be
obtained, only by observing the -phenomena of His

recorded life, and '. . '^ i*
1

^ .' < necessaiy mfeiences
from what we see Ihe statement of fact is, for-

tunately, very clear and copious. The moment we
study the account of His independent life we find

the evidences accumulating that in its inwaid, as

well as its outward, processes it is a truly human
life. In the temple we find the exercise of a

desire curiosity and the . \ .

""

11^.
- "* t of

mental processes both like tho-' 1

-i
' ' * and

commanding their lespect (His
s undui standing.'

Lk 2* *7
). In His home in Nazareth He followed

a life of obedience (Lk 251 'subject'). As He
grew in statuie, so He did in 'wisdom' (Lk 252

Go<j>i&,
' \aned knowledge of things human and

Divine,
5

Grimm-Thayei). At His . T
T

showed an intellectual knowledge oi -
^

(Mt 44 - 7 I0
). His discourses moved along accord-

ing to the laws of human address, idea -n^o-ting
idea according to the laws of natural JI^OC.JKIOM

The lower ranges of reasoning are pursued by Him
as by others, and once He even expresses His

thought -'.Huiil-dcfiny (Jn S47). But the higher
ranges oi na-o'i, J'e intuitiv-- Vii 11 ' }j. >'>f the

meaning of great truths, were
__

. .

:
H - as is

seen in the wider interpretation of the OT (Mt
517 21-48^ and m the lofty ethical standard \\hich

He sets up, itself another instance of the larger

interpretation of the OT, forming the still un-

surpassed ideal of human conduct, more and more
.insisted upon in the social struggles for progress
in our own time, the binding force and universal

validity of the law of love (Mt 2237-40
). To this

standard He held Himself (Jn 1<P 1721
, Mt 1532

20**). Thus He manifested at every essential point
the possession of an intellect characterized by the
same faculties and working by the same laws as
our own. The same was no less true of the

sensibilities, even those which we are inclined to
view as trivial, the undue indulgence of which we
-tiuMiatixe d> weakness. Traces may be found of
rluj opcrjiuiur of every one of the distinct emotions.

Thu, Tor example, He had a love for esteem, mani-
fested in His notice of the omission of certain acts

of^courte-y m Lk T44
"46

; He displayed the natural

affection-, such as love of friends (Jn 1515
), of

family (Jn 1926), of country (Mt 23s7
"39

) ; He exer-
cised complacent love (Mk 14s), moral indignation
(Lk H46

, Jn 844); His spiritual U'<kpoiiMfl ^\;i^

that of joy and peace (Jn 1427, Lk 10--- The '/ 'V
was moved by appropriate considerations as ours is

(Jn 71 10
), and displays the same sort of activities,

being sustained by the operation of the same forces
as in ordinary men. Thus the struggle in time of

temptation is to maintain His spiritual ideals (Mt
41-u

, Jn 1227
), and Jesus concentrates His attention,

as men who will be victorious in time of temptation
must, upon the proper object of human attention,
upon the great purpose for which He has come into
the world (Jn 1837 and 1911 ). The virtues which
may be particularly called the virtues of the will
are exemplified, ^iich as persistence, shown in His
repeated "healing upon the Sabbath (Jn 5]6

, Mk
32 *), in His teaching sustained amid the constant
evidence that the Jews were inclined decisively to

reject Him (cf. the discourses in Jn 5 and toll,

chapters). Even the more mysterious operations of
the sub-conscious, or better of the supra-conscious,
self are to be noted in Him, not merely in the

displays of genius which He, as no other man,
possessed, but in the manifestations of a power
the operations of which first brought it to His

empirical consciousness (Mk 580 RV). In fact, the

better psychologist a man is, the more clearly he

can see, m the simple narratives of the Gospels,
the opeiations of every fundamental faculty and
law oi the human soul.

3. The " l fjf Christ's I" f" /*..// To one

who sees i P .} in Christ UK ([uc-iio'i of the

necessity of His humanity is ino.iimiple-- not to

say impertinent. Of course. He must be human,
says such a one, since this is the only path to

leadership. God has committed His work tor men
in the world to men. Apart from those mysterious
communications of revelation which selected

teachers of men have had, the only possible teacher

of men is a man who can appioach them with

messages which they can understand, m words

appropiiate to their nature. However true these

;
OMO 'ill pimoiplesaie, the - n<?i>0'Mi here assumed

7- HOT IK' i <>' the Gospels I o ihci.i, Christ 'came'
to the earth (see DIVINITY OF CHRIST) ; and the

question anses why this is so, why He took upon
Himself humanity and ' became flesh

'

(Jn I
14

). Did
this question arise in the minds of the Apostles 9

and is there trace of speculation, or of inteiest as

to it, in the C.M '
1

.-* T T -e are indisputable
traces of both i . v < I A '-i- -, especially in that

to the Hebrews. It is represented in this Epistle
that the object of Christ's coming in the fie^li was

]iii
ii< i.lj.'ly to offer His body a sacrifice (10

5 10
,
cf.

2' -) , be- 'not merely this, for the possession of

humanity itself affords Him a spiritual qualifica-

tion for His priestly work, in that He shares the

lot of men, and learns thereby how to sympathize
with them in theii temptations and their failures

(2i7
is 415 is

52^ There is also the suggestion of an
idea which is brought out more cleaily in the

Fourth Gospel, the same as that suggested
above, that the humanity was the necessary
medium ot the revelation of God, since it is

through Jesus that God '

speaks
'

(Jn I 1 311
). This

form of presentation covers the point why the

humanity was a necessity when once God had
determined to enter upon the stage of human
history as Redeemer. But St John pushes the

matter a little farther back He begins with the
eternal '

Word,' which was m the beginning with
God and was God, and setb forth His appearing in

the world under the figure of light shmmg into

darkness (P 319 S 12
), and needed because of the

darkness. The ground of the Incarnation is found
in this need, in the existence of sin, and the neces-

sity of salvation through faith (3
1C

). It is to pro-
duce 'children of God 5

(I
12

) that Chiist conies.

The coming is the manifestation of the gloiy of

God (I
14

), but that glory is the moral glory of

'grace and truth.' The culmination of the whole
work of redemption is, however, the cross (3

14

1017- 18 15133 cf. He 105- 10
), and it is the human body

and soul of Christ that suffered there (19
28

). This
is the central idea of the Fourth Gospel ; but other
elements are not lacking, as the necessity of the

humanity to the work of instruction, which was a
main element of Jesus' work (3

n 19 8U 32
), and which

culminated in the revelation of the Father, which
needed humanity as the medium of communication
to human beings (14

9 1245 1615
). Union with the

Father was also essential to Christ's work (14
n etc ),

because this consisted in the manifestation of God'at

name (17
6
) The necessary spiritual sustenance,

finally, w; , i
>

*

, the body and blood
of Cnrist ,u ...taM .s, througli what His
humanity alone was capable of doing for man.

4. Unique elements of this humanity. The
humanity of Christ, in order to satisfy the con-
ditions now before us, must be a reality. No
'phantom/ or merely phenomenal body, could

perform the offices requucd in tlu^o, Scripture
passages of the Immunity. Bur othei elements
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also appear which give a new aspect to the
human nature. Among these need not be reckoned
the origin of the body of Jesus by miraculous

conception, as related in the First and Third
Gospels ,*

for however the process of development
from the first cell might be initiated, the resulting
development must be in any case that of a human
body. Side by side with evident human limitations,
such as ignorance (as of the day and hour of His
own return to the earth, Mt 2436

), theie exist

phenomena of a like natuie altogethei transcend-

ing humanity, such as the knowledge by which
He not only 'knew what was in man' (Jn 225

),

read th-
J1

of men often as an open book
(Mt 94 i^-", LK od 947), but, above all, knew per-

fectly the will of the Father and the mysteries
of Divine truth. He walked laboriously from
Judsea to Galilee (Jn 44), but He could suddenly
appear upon the surface of the sea in the storm,
\\alking upon the water (Mt 1425

|Q. These and
other such considerations (see DIVINITY OF CHRIST)
raise the question how these things could consist
in Him, that is-

'

of the nature of the
Person of Christ longing-

1 "*

and thus lying - scope of

But this is the main point whatever more
than humanity there was in Christ, the evidence

already cited is decisive as to the reality of His
humanity.

5. The iimty of Jesus
1

consciousness. Christ
was, then, a man. Does this word comprehens-
ively express the Gospel teaching as to His per-
son ? He had a personality as men are persons.
He had a consciousness which expressed itself by
the pronoun

'

I.
3 Was this a human consciousness,

so that when asked as to Himself Jesus would
li;i\o r<plicvl *J am a man'? There are two
elements HI tV answer to this question, (a) Jesus'

consciousness was a unity. He passes easily from
the consideration of earthly to heavenly things,
from walking upon the water to sitting quietly in

the boat, as if both of these things belonged to
TTm fv,!i, '1; The impression made upon the un-
Mn- 1

! ',",'] reader of the Gospels is that of a

single consciousness. In fact, in order" to be ex-

plicable at all, the Gospels must convey such an

impression. But pivotal passages, even those
which have seemed to give a basis for the idea
that He spoke now * as God ' and now c as man/
do not justify such an inference when caic fully
considered. He did not mean in Mt I

1 *
1 ' Thou

(Satan) shalt worship the Lord thy God (me),' and
not I thee. He meant that the law of \\oi -hip for

any one, and for Him as bound to fulfil ji'l right-
eousness (Mt 31S

), was the worship of the Lord

only. In Mt S23"27 and parallels He was not in
one capacity asleep in the boat and in another

watching over the disciples in that storm, but He
was totally asleep as He appeared He did not
chide them for lack of faith in such a waking
providence of His own, of which they had no

Knowledge, but for their lack of faith in God (cf.

Mk 440), whose messenger Christ was, and who
would care for both Him and them. In Mk 530

und painlleU it is not Jesus in one personality
hwihn<r the woman and in another inquiring what
had happened, that is brought before us ; but
God the "Father made use of Him to answer the

petition, unknown to Him but known to God, and
He became conscious in this use of Himself that
He was so used ('having ( ome !<> percoivo that tins

power which [often, on other o< cation-"1 \\ent foilli

from him had [on this occasion] gone forth,' cf

KV).
(b) The centre of this personality, the Ego of

this undivided consciousness, is God. Whenever
He speaks of His coming into the world, it is

always God that speaks, not less in Mt 1045 and

parallels than in Jn 313 1010. This fact stands side
by side with such facts as the confession of ignor-
ance. They are never allowed to get far apart.When we havr ^

. ~*T^ o<*

ignoiaiue. it is ,

'

, < ',

or the leunn of the Son of Mai i , ,

(v.
so

), and followed"by the Judgi . .^- '.

There is no trace of a sense of transition "or of
shock in passing from one form of consciousness
to the other, because there is no such shock, no
transition (see KENOSIS) The solution of this

problem, of the unity of the consciousness in the
mid&t of such apparent contradictions in the con-
tents of consciousness, is, again, a problem of

0.
'

iignificance of the humanity of Christ
The interest of dogmatics in the

Christ lies in the doctrine of a tiue
,
which is the foundation of the doc-

trines of Atonement anc
1 ^ ~ *

"

The interest
of icligion in Christ's

"

interest of
"behove! s i I

1
'

'

,

"

01 ams, who need to
feel the < their Redeemer with
themselves It is not without

]
roFound s-ipnisu imco

that it is said that judgment i- cominul.^1 to ilie

Son of Man (Jn 522). Whatever else of deepest
truth there may be in it, there is this, that the
sinner needs to feel the identification of Ms Judge
with himself by the ;

*

'

.", common human
nature. When the '

: . !> both the per-
sistency and depth c , < o e hand, and the
weakness and temptations of man on the other,
then only will the sinner be assured that the

proffered foi jj\ OIK - is for Mm. It is, again, the
interest of l>HIo\ei- in God, who get higher ideas
of God's goodness from the greatness of the con-
descension involved in His becoming flesh.' It

is, further, the interest of believers in Jesus, who,
when they understand that Jesus is identified with
us by the possession of our common humanity,
feel a new confidence; are stimulated to more
frequent prayer ; become conscious that He truly
draws near to them ; regard their varied lot in

life, which He has shared, as sanctified thereby;
bear with greater ((M,,IVIM"'V their sorrows, which
He also bore; fin'

1

ri II"!! their pattern of life

(see OBEDIENCE, ii ) ; and thus see in Him not
an abstraction, but a real, objective, and personal
Redeemer and object of faith, a<"\' ' *'

,-i

''
*

Head of the Church. See, furthe\ I \- * >\ \
1 1<A

SON OF MAN.
-i'i f**,i ,*'* T)

1
"''' !5-7S; ^ "

r 7\ ft >

Chnsti, passim I , i
^

. . fesus. , : i
,

\\ -, I

T - - 7 " f 7 . I M ; I, '!
' Chr '

, _V \

7 ;; ~1 l
I W Robertson, Scrwcns^ \ 99 ff

; Expositor,
A i\ |1^-i ,

U-^ft Or ire inori ( Ml _ 1 IP on \\ijj the Divj.'io

jn yl < PersO'iorl hrM v> il>r Christ o 'Vf cal se"Lioi.oi M irdariJ

^nrli.-, vn (
%

luiLian JJoo.nru1

FRANK HUGH FOSTER.
HUMILIATION OF GHRIST.1. Incarnation.

Jesus Christ is a problem. And yet He is not so

much a problem as man would be without Him.
Indeed He is, in a true sense, the solution of the

problem of rnmi. Nevertheless, to the intellect,

<lcmmt<liTi;: thai everything in the heavens above
nrul on ilu- <Mth beneath be reduced to 'the

nuji-uro 01 TII.VI - mind,' He remains a problem.
The expressions of His consciousness of pre-exist-
enee constitute one of the chief elements of that

problem. But, taken in connexion with two facts

of His history, even this aspect of His person is

not so dense <

|
r^-i ^|1 '* it is considered by

itself. Thes" P- o * '<

,

!

) the expies?ions of

His self-consciousness, direct and incidental, as to

His relation to God on the one hand, and to total

humanity on the other ; and (2) His effects
jin

the

world and on the world. Even the pre-existenee
of Jesus Christ, when taken in connexion with
these two outstanding facts, is, on the whole, a
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less pioblem and a smaller difficulty than the
world of humanity would be without Him.
Fui thermore, it \\ould be moie difficult to be

lieve that a being who had the conbciousnebb that
JebUb had, -\\ ho has done for humanity what Jebus
has done, and \\ ho ib to humanity "v\ hat Jesus is,

should have had the absolute beginning of Hib
existence at a late point in time, than to believe

that He came out of eternity and ia of the eternal

order. In other words, asbummg and accepting
the pre-exibtence of Jesus Chiist, my.steiy though
it be, it is easier to undeibtand Hib unique eaithly

history, His character, Hi& eonscioubiiesb, Hib

revelations, His work, His actual etiectb on the

world and on men, both in the past and at the

present, than it would be without that assumption.
At all events, He hats in seveial in&tances

^

ex-

piessed the consciousness of having existed in a

previous state befoie Hib advent into this woild

(Jn 313 6b2 858 16JS 175 24
). This pre-exibtent state

was one of intimate association and intercom-
munion with God and paiticipation in the glory of

the Eternal Father. It is albO one of the under-

lying presuppositions in St. Paul's Epibtles (1 Co
8b

, 2 Co 8, Ph 25'8
, Col I

15' 17
). It is found also in

an original setting in Hebrews (I
2

)

Now, whatever may be the meaning of these

great n.i, :>- vJi, |J,ever the pre-incarnate riches

and g :

''^ "i ("'ii-- 1, He voluntarily submitted to

the buriender of the resources of a Divine state

for the lowlinebS of a human lot and the extreme
of human novo'-'v vl to the relm^uibhment of

His equal \.iii, iip,. i .<>>] in the Divine glory in

exchange for the nethermost depth of human
humiliation. Exactly what was involved in His
self-humiliation from the Divine to the human is

I'l.it"'! -,*,, i '', illy under the articles on PRE-
i.\ LSI. MI l\iv'-i^ and INCARNATION. Con-

fining our attention, then, in this article to His

earthly history, \\e find that His whole life, His
entiie sojourn on earth, was a humiliation. His
incarnation was but the first stage in His humilia-

tion, which continued by a deepening descent to
the very end of His earthly life. His whole career
in this world was a protracted humiliation or
succession of humiliations between the humiliation
of His

^

incarnation and the humiliation of His
crucifixion. It is worthy of note that the words
of St. Paul, *he humbled himself (in Ph 27), refer
to experiences of His earthly life and not to the

process of His incarnation.
2. His earthly life to the assumption of the Mes-

sianic mission. The circumstances of His birth
were most painful. It occurred, not in the sneltered

privacy, and amid the comforts, of home, but while
His mother was on a humiliating and painful
pilgrimage, and among the feeding beasts, sur-
loimded by the filth of a stable, and possibly under
the observation of strange and uncouth men. But
the child Jesus was not a year old before He be-
came the object of jealousy and persecution, and
had to be taken on a lon<r and painful journey into
a foreign land to save His life baby fugitive on
the face of the earth. Showing at the age of
twelve a wisdom which astonished the wisest men
of

^
the nation, and which would have secured for

Him recognition, position, power, and renown, He
yet willingly returned to the obscure and humble
home at !N azarcth ; and there for the space of nearly
twenty years He submitted Himself, day after day,
to the control of two plain peasant people, and to
the occupation and drudgery of common manual
labour.

3. /7'."/
7
'V/ /,",.>.' /,/ f7, \r%$sianw ministry. He

knev , rmi 1 1> n^ r.nin^ what the Messianic
missiH'M no,- i , n-i him , ( \votdd end. It was not
to Him an honour to be enjoyed ; it was a burden
to be borne. It cost Him a struggle to submit and

adjtibt Himself to that which He knew was so

naught with difficulty, peisecution, humiliation,

loneimebb, .suspense, and butteung, ending with the

final agonies and the death of abandonment and
shame This is the reason why He needed and
leceived the expression of Hib Fathei's approval
at the moment ot Hib self-dedication to the work of

Messiah (Mk I 11
,
Lk 3J2

)
Thib wab the meaning of

His temptation m the -v\ ildeinesb This -v\ as why at

the shaip tuinmg-pomt m His mimstiy, \\hen He
looked out on the dark and lonely way of obedi-

ence unto death and dehbeiately chose to walk in

it alone, He needed again and again leceived

the assurance of His Fatkei's lecognition, appioval,
and sympathy (Mk 97

,
Lk i^5

)

*
It \\ as the buiden

of the Messianic task that made Him, beyond all

men, a man of sorio^s. More than once \\e aie

told that He wept; but never that He laughed
Almobt from the beginning of His mimstiy He
was looked on with jealousy and suspicion by the

poweiful leaders of the people, fiorn whom He had
a light to expect

' *. .n 't and support.

They kept a \v atch on Him, tiiey ipund fault with

Him, they miseonstiued His actions, they pei-
verted His sayings, they dogged His steps, they
nagged Him at e\ ery turn, they accused Him of

being a la\v -breaker, a blasphemer, an impostor,
a lunatic, a demoniac, an emi&saiy of the powers
of daikness (Lk II 15

) They laid plots to catch

Him and to kill Him ; and they never ceased until

they succeeded. Not only so, but little by little

He lost His early populanty and was abandoned

by the people. He came to those whom He had the

right to claim as His own ; they refused to receive

Him, turned against Him. His peibonal ministry
was c ,'i

i
, I

1
1- a failure, and He i , i

'
' .,"x <

oute< -. Id <. ', not even have a i :i,_< i 'I'M' .

the friends of His youth, the peop'< II - >

home at Nazareth. They also turned against Him,
rejected His claims, drove Him out of their village,
made a desperate attempt to kill Him (Mk 6a,

Lk
428

). The members of His own family failed to

understand Him, refused to accept Him, were
alienated from Him {Jn 73 ). Probably they
thought Him either a fanatic or a fraud. Pro-

bably on account of His strangeness and growing
un MopiJa 1 1 1 \ they were ashamed of Him. He was
subjected to the humiliation and pain of constant

misundeisUnding and sometimes even criticism on
the part of His own disciples He was rebuked
(Mt 1622 ) and denied (26

69'74
) by one of them, sold

and delivered into the hands of His enemies and
murderers for a few pounds by another (26

14~16
),

deserted by all (Mt 26^, Mk 1450 ). Added to these

things, He suffered the humiliations of a painful
poverty. Bejected at home, ejected from home,
He had. no place of His very own where He could
feel that He might retire when weary or lonely or

heart-sore, and mio\ lest without the fear of

intrusion or in<iK*-i,nion He was dependent on

charity, He was Mippoitcd by charity (Lk 83 )
He

had to borrow a mom lor His last meal with His

disciples (22
11

). He had to borrow an ass to ride

into Jerusalem on the day of His triumphal entry
(19

33-

**). Another man's stable was borrowed fo'r

Him to be born in (2
7
) ; another man's grave for

Him to be buried in (Mt 2759- 60
).

4. Trials and crucifixion His implacable
enemies brought Him at last to bay. Deep m
that memorable night when He was in the depths
of the impenetrable gloom of Gethsemane, the
sacred privacy of His last hours and His last

prayer was invaded by a howling mob of under-

lin^gs,
liniici--on and soldiers of the temple guard,

guided IA 0110 or His own disciples (Mt 2647
, Lk

S247). Tney took Jesus, and when they had bound
* See chapters on th* "Rjipt^m, tli<> T< mptation, and the

Transfiguration m i v
it

t ii(>-(Mitui i.ci'- son of Man.
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Hun with ropes (Jn IS12
), they led Him by the

halter, as if He were a debpeiaclo, to the house of

the high priest He had a keen sense of this

humiliation, and protested agambt it (Mk 1448 ).

Neveithelesb, conscious though He was of His
innocence of any evil deed or design, of His abso-
lute puiity, yea, even of His Divine dignity and
mission, tie submitted to the humiliation of being
put on tual before the conupt and conscienceless

occupant of the high-pi lastly office and the white-
washed hypocrites who, for the most part, consti-

tuted the governing body of the nation After the
solemn mockeiy was enacted and they had con-

demned Him to death (14
G4

), they heaped on Him
the most humiliating insults their malicious in-

genuity could devise. They spat in His face

(frtirrvffav els TO Trpbtrunrov avrov, Mt 2667
) , they

threw a cloth over Him and then beat Him on the

head, mockingly demanding that He should tell

them who it was that struck each blow (26
07 - 6S

).

When it was morning, they bound Him again
with ropes, and led Him thus to the Prastonum to

secure sentence of death from the Koinan Pro-
curator (Mk 151

, Mt 27 1
) Pilate, though con-

vinced of His innocence, did not care to involve
himself in the trouble and annoyance of taking
His pait, and he was glad to bhirk his duty and

get nd of the embarrassment by turning Him over
to Herod Antipas, who was at that time in Jeru-
salem (Lk 237

). The poor prisoner, whom no one
was found to befriend or defend, was dragged
through the streets to anothei tubunal in the hope
of finding some one who had the courage as well as

the power to rid the earth of Him, and He had
to suffer the humiliation of appearing as a culprit
befoie this abandoned wietch Heiod was de-

lighted to come face to face with Jesus, and now
at last he was to have the IUMI'-C i^ k1^ oppoi tunity
of having Him show off with a lew miracles in his

presence. But, though he plied Him with all sorts

of requests and importunities, Jesus answered him
not a Millie word. But Heiod was not to be
l>.Mill\c<] 1 1 he could not induce Jesus to enter-

tain him in one way, he could at least force Him
to furnish entertainment for him in another way.
And this Herod, this creature of low cunning, this

unwashed hog of a sensualist, this seducer of his

own brothel's wr

ife, this cowardly murderer of the
other of the two great prophets of the day, giati-
fied his biutal instincts by joining his soldiers in

putting Jesus to scorn. They dressed Him up in a

gorgeous and glaring red mantle of mock royalty,
and sent Him thus through the streets back to

the Prajtorium of Pilate (23
7"11

) Pilate, overcome

by the pei-i-tence of the Jewish leaders and by
his own selfish and cowardly fears, decided at last

to deliver Jesus up to the tender mercies of the
human bloodhounds who could be appeased by
nothing but His death. But before doing so, he
made his soldiers strip Him and inflict on Him the
terrible Roman flagellation (Mk 1515

, Mt 2726
), a

punishment so severe that the victim often died
under it. This bitter torture and bitterer humilia-
tion Jesus endured in submission and silence.

"While the piepaiation is being made for the cruci-

fixion, He is lett in the hands of the soldiers,
the whole cohort is invited in to enjoy the sport,
and now for the third time He 1=5 made 'the amuse-
ment of a band of ruffians, for it is now their

turn to have a little '
,- ''IM -i- i with the

Nazarene fanatic. They torment Him as a cat
teases and tortures a wounded bird before devour-

ing it. They put on Him a scarlet military robe,
and liming twisted branches of thorn bushes into

a sort of crown, they place it on His patient
brow, put a mock sceptre in His unresisting hand,
and then go down on their knees before Him,
shouting,

*

Long live the king of the Jews !

}

They too indulged in the spoit of spitting on Him,
and, yielding

^

to the wild beast instinct ^hich
their op] >oi tui lity had aioused in them, they kept""

-
* 'i- !' " ovei the head (ZTVTTOV els rqv /.e^aXV

.
-

.
,
M 2~ 'eTviTTOv avrov rty /ce^aXV /caXd/xy, Mk

1519
). While He was dressed up as a mock king,

His face stained ^ ith blood and maired w ith spittle,
Pilate, moved with pity, led Him out to the view
of the clamoious mob, hoping that the spectacle of
so abject an object might move them to pity (Jn
194 5

). But it seemed the moie to inflame then rage
(v.

6
). His ciucifixion was then finally decided on.

And now a new humiliation was inflicted on Him.
He leaves the Prcetoiium, and is led or duven
along the crowded streets through the avenue of

onlookers, bearing on His back the heavy wooden
beam that was to be the instiument of His execu-
tion (v.

17
) It was the symbol of His degradation

and the advertisement of His disgiace.
It may be \\ell for us to stop and try to

imagine what was passing in the mind of Jesus
while all these hoirois were heaped upon Him.
We know He was accustomed,

""

,'i j.

'

> com fee

of His ministry, to dwell, both ii il <',_' i ancl in

speech, on the horrors that He knew awaited Him
(Mt 16-1 OTL del atirbv . . TroXXd Tradetv). If He SO
dreaded it from afar, how keen mubt have been the

anguish of passing through it !

But thebe things were slight in comparison with
what yet awaited Him ; for the great humiliation
was yet to come He was to be subjected to the
accursed and infamous death of crucifixion When
soldiers aie to be put to death for desertion or

treason, they are shot. The lowest of criminals,
those upon whom we wish to heap disgrace in

inflicting death, we hang on the gallows. What
the gallows is to-day, the cross was in the days of
Jesus. It was the method of execution that
secured publicity, while it insmecl the utmost
prolongation of the victim's misery When the
procession had readied the place, the cross was
laid upon the giound, Jesus was denuded of all

His clothing, He wan stretched out upon the cross,

long iron nails \\ ere driven through His hands and
feet, the cross bearing His naked body was lifted

up and dropped into its socket, and there, looking
out on the sea of angry faces and suffering the
infamous fate of the most abandoned criminal,

hung Jesus, who, though He had the consciousness
of having come from God and of being the sinless

Son of God, yet willingly endured this humiliation
that He might become the Redeemer of men.
Wherefore all the ages and the highest of all the
races of men have united with God in giving Him
the name that is above every name, and with one
accord agree in crowning Him Lord of all.

The descending scale of His humiliation, from
the estate of conscious equality with God past all

grades and levels down to the humiliation of the

cross, has been grasped and, with a few master
-li-okc*, ,-

, I" \ ;:, x

*

by St. Paul in the
OIVMI pa a;,<- ui I'a - . ^e humiliation of the
I)j\mo 10 i ho level of the human, the humiliation
of the human to the level of the servant, to the
level of the outcast and condemned criminal, and,

lastly, to the degradation of a punishment the
most humiliating, the most shameful, the most
bitter, the most revolting, the most horrible then
or ever known among men.

LirERAiURK. Works li"ko 1.ho*( of Woi-- TV 1
-chlnjr SIM tin

on Biblical Theo?o<iy ,
C.on's Itai.ufcn L>>\ti> Utford, '///"

|
Jnearnation , Mdaon, C(imli1itntt> 01 our Lords /-' o/<,/,#/*//,

I Bruce, The Humiliati"/i ;/ Clutt j \ur on pp. 388-412 and
419-424 fine discussions of Kenotic literature]; Zockler, J)a>8

I Kreruz C/mi>ti , JN'ebo and ?le?nmo\or, LewtmsgeschiohteiZ
Stalker, The Trial and l)<"*th <,i Chrml , the chapters of Eetm
and Edersheim on the Pa-,ion ,uid Death

GKOSS ALEXANDER
HUMILITY. This virtue or grace distinguished
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the leader-, of UT hibtory like Abraham and Moe^
i^Gn IS-7 , Xu 1*2), and \\RN inculcated by the

piophets a& a ehiet duty iMic- iT). It belong even
to the earlier levelatioii of Godh eliaiactei" f that
humblfcsth hunbelt," Ps> 113hj, and us the key to
man"-* communion \\ith Him (Ib a?15

). In Judaism
and the Kabbiiiieal literature we meet vith a

variety of eMi-ni/lf and niaxmi^ enforcing the
truth that M.rod i> fit* highest type of humility.'
The^e anticipations jm ]..:. -i- tor the new and
enlarged conception '<r

'

-i- ',..\. ulueh tills the
X 1\ and wa& embodied in the teaching, example,
and character of Jesus Christ. The moral quality
of our Sa\\'Ti'*-

;
i -<>',^,-y I. -

'

'6 (Mt Il-J j 3
anil

on this ""!":, L; <: <-i ,^* i-i"- _ humility, ex-

emplified -. i.n --.-.^
J

SE i\mi ! >a^es his gieat
ethical appeal (Ph 2^-) It may be claimed that
the gospel alone has popularized humility, but
the temper of Christ's ii>eiples in evei y a^e proves
that it L-> an excellence of lare and difficult attain-

ment
1, USE AXD MEANING OP THE WORD The noun

(T<nrtvo$p(xri'vii 9 Heb. fi;;i
f

, Vulg. hiimilitfts, Germ.
Dntiut] doe-s not occur till it UriMpiu^ud commonly
in the NT (Lihtfoot on I

Jh -2'/ , i:'i> 'a birth of
the Gospel

'

(Trendi, %?*. o/* the J\T, 42). In con-
tiast to the lo\\ and teivile .sen>e attaching to it

in classical writings, humility in the LXX, Apocr.,
and NT become** the designation 'of the noblest
and most necessary of all virtues

'

(Cremer's Lex. ).

It resta on a lowly and unpiucendmg vie\\ of one's

self, and is <>j'po-td 10 ili^ \\orking-* or the am-
bitious spirit iu*> a \Q9pocri vn, v^fjko^pGavyjj} The
term refers mainly to inward character, and some-
times to outward condition. Of humility as the
animating principle of Christian character, Jesus
Himself was the great example, being

t

lowly in
heart" (lit 11**), not merely in appearance like
the professional religious leaders of the time.
Pharisaism is the deadly enemy of humility or the
religion of "u'.JMiy-m,"

1 anlne^ The moral temper
that int-uiriil Chn-t -

i it and service is echoed by
St. Paul, when he singles out the motive that
prompted his labours ('serving the Lord with all
lowliness of mind/ Ac 20ly

). Elsewhere humility
i- enjoined along with kindred graces, as the
ineaii^ of ;t\i'iti"n a-ilmlx disputes and of promot-
ing (oi'iM-Mf-m in cue" Church and aiuonpr the
memo,'], of rii<; Christian society {Mt 184'23U,

Eph 42, Ph 2s
, Col 312

). An exceptional u->e of the
term occurs in Col 218-

3 where the Apo-tle guards
his readers against the counterfeit of this virtue
('a voluntary humility*). In borne instances the
humble are \iewed in the light of their earthly
condition, which God may wonderfully rai-e and
alter (Lk 15J), and which, not^ith^fandm<r its

indignities and trials, should be borne ^ubmi^ivelv
and cheerfuHv (Ja I

9
). This class of suflerers cor-

responds to the afflicted and meek of the OT (%
ijjfl, and would be immerous among the peasantryor fdlt&ktn of an oppressed and lawless country
(Hatch, Essays in Bm^al Greek, s.v.). The *

poor
in spkit

*

spoken of in the first of the Beatitudes
(M.t 5s, ci Lk 6) are probably best understood as
placed in such circumstances. In agreement with
thi>. Uitachl (op. ciL infra) defines rtmtrofaofffoii
as

f
that temper inclimng to the service of God

u hicli accept^ re^ip:n(Hlly an opprp^^d and wretched
condition.' The term, therefore, m one of deep
loiprt, is freshly coined in the XT.

ii. CONTRAST UETWFFS GREEK AHB CHRISTIAK
ETHIC?s The rise of this grace creates an epoch.
Humility is a vice with heathen moralists, but

a virtue with Christian apostles* (Lightfoot on

ii ? ^
,
In Part^u!ar, it marks the opposition to

the Greek idea of *

high-mindednehs
*

(art.
* Ethics

'

by H.^id-^iek in E*y. Brf*) t and the advance
in ethical <ontinient and the staaadaa:<l of $o4gxaent

due to Christianity. A presentiment of the Chiib-

tian vntue may be met \\ith in Gieek -writers (bee

exampleb in Xeander's Church History, vol i. p. 26

[Eng. ti.], and in Tiench, NT tiyn.), but their use
ot 7a7reij>os in any noble sense is lare. The Greeks

undoubtedly had then distinguishing qualities, but

;

thi:s was not one of them.
Cf interesting; note of conversation in Morley's Lije of Glad-

1

stotit\ m p. 4itO 'Mr G I admit there is no Greek \\oid of
1

good credit for the \ntue of humility J. M ca-sucTxs- > But
\ that hat* an association of meanness Mr. G Yes ,

a shabby
i
sort of humility Humility as a sovereign grace is the cieanon.

1

oi Christianity .'

!
Greek Ethics, as expressed and systematized by

I Aristotle, the ancient master of moral analyssib
1 and definition, fostered pride, the genius ot later

i Stoicism, and regarded the humble as contempt-
ible, mean-spirited, and without force or aspira-
tion. Aristotle's picture ot the '

gieat-souled
' man

and his exaggerated sense of selt-importance have
a certain air of loftmebS

x '

fall

below the standard \\ Inch o \ to

lecogmze his duty to others, and to treat with
confederation thole who aie intellectually and

socially inferior. The conception of humility,
therefore, as it controlb the Christian, lies outride

the -y-toin of Aristotle (see NIC. Eth, bk. iv. ch, 3

[Sir A. Guint -. ed. vol. ii. pp. 72-78]) This diiter-

ence bet\\ een Greek and Christian ideas of greatness
and humility ib fundamental, and ^the change was
brought about by Christ's revelation of the char-

acter of God. Aristotle's great-souled man it is

said * his movements are slow, his voice is deep,
and his1 diction stately

'

(Giant, vol. ii. p. 77, note).
This measured efflorescence of pride reappears in

Christ's portraituie of the Pharisee in the temple ;

but the Publican, the opposite and acceptable type,
Allows how influential, in Christian experience, is

the thought of God, and how closely connected are

humility, prayer, and confession of sin. In accord-
ance with Augustine's well-known saying (quoted
by Calvin, Institutio, bk. ii. ch. 2), humility conies

firfet, second, third, and always, among the precepts
of the Christian religion, and it marks the cleavage
between Greek and Christian ideals. The magnifi-
cent iignre drawn by the Greek philosopher dis-

appears, and, instead, Christ presents the image of

the little child (Mt IS2 ).

iii. OUR LORD'S EXAMPLE AJSD TEACHING.!
The great saying which goes to the root of the
matter *

I am meek and lowly in heart '

(Mt
11^), has been variously interpreted (see art by
Herrmann, mentioned below), and even called in

question a& authentic. Martineau asks *"VVhat
meek and lowly soul was ever known to set itself
forth as such and commend its own humility as
the model for others ?

' and adds,
c did a Saviour

bear such testimony of himself, his testimony
would not be true' (Seat of f /

7
.<. V / ," J? V//,*' --A

p. 583). But the mode of speaking Christ uuopied
and the eMm He put forward would not really
seem incongruous in a * Teacher of Israel

'

(Bruce,
EypHt. GJ. Tt,$t. note ad loc ); and, besides, the
objection 11 .uU a false tone into the ui\vi^l Titt-- -

ame, Mid ignore- the special T.f'Ji < > ( iri- -

con^uou^ne->x Our Lord was more than a * meek
and lowly soul/ and had reason for presenting
Himself as a model and a. winning type to human-
ity. His humility clothed and concealed His
essential dignity, and in speaking as He did He
was conscious at the same time of standing in a
unique relation to God (Mt II27

, ci Jn 13s).
Indeed, the union on Christ's part of

' unbounded
personal pretensions

*

with an unconscious humility
that regarded His importance to the world as * an
objective fact with winch hih own opinion of him-
self had nothing to do* (Eces Homo, ch. 15) is

undeniable, and reminds us that majesty and
meekness wem tke two poles of His mysterious*
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yet harmonious character. Clm&t's humility, how- !

ever, does not rest on a phrase, but was carried

out in the lowly betting of His earthly life. His
cradle in the manger at Bethlehem and His sub-

jection in the home at Nazareth, His quiet entrance,
at the handb of the Baptist, on public life, His
lestiamt in the use of His supernatural powers*,
and His dislike of consequent honour and fame,
His frequent periods of retirement, His choice of

followers and friends,
T
T

"
\uth little

childien and humble iJL
s iQis-ie ^nd

7-
4') 3 His appieciation ot the smaller I oHoi'ii-i

and the simplest service (Lk 21 1'4
, Mt lu-j, *Jiu,

hnally, His submission to the expeiiences concen-
trated m the week of His Passion and Crucifixion,
all attest the consistency of His character as One
who was 'meek and lowly in heart,' and who, at

every step of His careei, plainly and profoundly
* humbled himself (Ph 2s )

2. Passing from Christ's example, the main lines

of His teaching aie two
(1) Humility in relation to God, or the Law of

Grace We aie introduced here to the most

powerful among the motives to humility, and to

a relation deeper than any that influences us in

the society of our fellow-men. In Wendt's lan-

iiiui-jo 'Humility is the conscious lowliness we
io'M l>OM>iii God in view of His superabundant love
and ! -\ majesty, and in contrast to our own un-

uonlp'ie--, guilt, and entire dependence on His

grace' (The teaching of Jesus, vol. i. p. 341, note

[Eng. tr.]). We cannot therefore exaggerate our
worth or assert our claims before God: ilie part
we play is that of 'unprofitable servants' who,
after all their performances, should be filled neither
with the sense of merit nor the spirit of boasting
(Lk 1710

). In the parable, which is a gem of teach-

ing on this point, Jesus enforces on us the duty of

humility towards God, the need of genuine self-

abasement and confession of sin, as we see and
feel our unworthiness in the Divine presence (Lk
18-i*

1

T1V i !'' i- Co-
1

. :,s turning away from
the s !

, i -A M (i -om'.l-'v uords of the Pharisee,

butg.'> _ II - *MI!'\ rii it o the penitent publican
who coula not look' up. I1

or, as a fine Jewish say-
ing puts it,

' While God despises what is broken

among the animals, He loves in man a broken
heart.' This is a fundamental law of the Kingdom
of heaven and the indi-pcn-able condition of grace:
'for every one ilua (\\alioth hmi-elf shall be

humbled, but he that humbleth himself shall be
exalted' (cf. Pr S34, 1 P 55

).

Prof. Dowden, IB writing- of Milton's view of the intercourse
between God and the soul remarks * There are two humilities

that which bows and that which soars* the humility of a
spi'.ant who 1ook down ro 1 ,iii>

T
;i\ of .. <-O'i ivlio .'i7fs np

Mi lor - M in 11 .\ i M . i^ra
1 oa '-(If IM TM effort; \ o a-( < 'id Ho

MO i <J roi pro-'uu,' ri'inscli ji
-

'_ pro-i n-'e or i,iir ml s\ rnool-,
bill would < ril'T .u? a glad f l "lil jrj'o hr cot n- of hiavcn*
(Puritan and Anglican, p. 167), This is the humility that
Christ welcomes, and that makes religion not stiff and heavy
\\iih "<T< p-oniJ, bin s-nnpu ro\orc.n, ^fn'1 ar*l pV,v-iii' to God.
OP r,<o'ih<T lonr- iS'jT'v.v'L. i\en 'r r< Now -nip \\iih i.od possible
4
\\ IIOM)' \ <>r *-h,jll riot rt!ce\ o ih* k'n<rdom ot God as a little child,

lie OiA'i n 'IOMI^O (.ni'r in in MI (Ik L^)

(2) Humility in relation to men, or the Law of
Service. While it is true that humility is not

primarily concerned with our relation to other
men, but with our relation to God, and springs
from, an intellectually true view of that relation

'

(Tilings orth, Christian Character, 1905, p. 27),

yet its importance in regulating men's ordinary
conduct and intercourse did not escape Christ's
notice. His striking lessons on this subject were
called for at the time, and are far from being ex-

hausted, for it is still true that ' the really humble
man is as great in the moral world as he is rare

'

(Bruce, Expos. Gr. Test, on Mt 184).

(a) The child, the unconscious type of humility
(Mt 181

-4
, Mk 9s3

-37
}. This was Christ's object-

' ^
-

'

, caubed fiequent heart-
'

-
' ' 'Who thenis greatest

* '

i~.^ cuoo^iwa.cj.wn uf their Master's* mind
proceeded slowly. AM He ^\ent on ab&oibed in the
thought of His , ",'"_ cross, His followers
walked behind j

- *,. each other b \\or&t

pabbions by laibing questions of place and pre-
cedence. At their next interview the Master of
men set a child in the micUt of His disciples>, and
bhanied them out of their unworthy temper. This
is our Loid's rebuke of pude, rivalry, and ambition
m their thousand foims, His leversal of our oidin-

aiy and selfish ideas u" .^nl.ni^-. and His warning
against the world's -]_M- -L 01 ( \t ubiveness, intoler-

ance, and class distinctions. The truly gieat is he
who considers the claims of others and is slow to

give offence (Mt IS6), and ^lio on all occasions

appear Minple teachable, unpietending, indifierent
to questions- of lank and superiority, and willing
to humble himself 'as this little child.

3

It is only
the childlike heart that is capable of

'
-M . C

T

(Mt II25
), and of Imding the way into 1 1 * \ _<

This image has stamped itself on !.' j '".

Christendom, and this pattein of greatness is still

fresh. Human character is once for all taught to

mould itself after this original and lovely type.
Christ first saw the hatefumess and unworkable-
ness of a world without a child !

(b) The servant, the practical example of humility
(Mt 20--2S 231'12

,
Mk 10s5

'45
, Lk 22*-*, Jn 13^

17).~
This ideal of service was presented on two distinct

occasions : the one when the sons of Zebedee came
forward with their request for the leading places in

the J\ iTiyuoni ',
and the other when the same love of

(Iij/n'Lv, fliifl the jealous exclusion of each other's

claims', gave rise to the strife that marred the Last

Supper. In rebuking this spirit, Christ had in

view not merely the mistaken tendencies of His

disciples,
who weie already fired by the promise of

individual thrones
5

(Lk 2230) dear to the Israelitish

"ni! /.,.( "in. but also the popular and pieMjTmg
-

. ,:!-<' the time. The rulers of the OoiuiU-*
j

" "
"

.
'

. and, in the exercise of a harsh
.

,

'

i to ' lord it over them "

; and
,

;,

'

i : nd Pharisees, in their fondness
'

x < and titles of honour, coveted influence

and
^

recognition as the '

great ones' of Jewish

society. Christ required a new standard and line

of conduct from His followers. *Not so shall it

be among you.* Henceforth, greatness lies in con-

formity to a higher than the heathen or Jewish

type- 'but whosoever would become gur' 'nc-'j^r

you shall be your minister,' etc. The j MFCIJ/.O or

this law is not impersonal, but personal ; the seat

of authority in the Christian jeligion and in Chris-

tian morals is Christ: 'even as the Son of Man
came,' etc. (Mt 2Q28). Finally, in one concrete act,

Chri-i *rve J-TI illustration of the great principle
He enunciated, when, at the Passover meal, He
rose and 'took a towel and girded himself,' and
washed the disciples' feet. This astonishing inci-

dent left an ineffaceable impression (1 P 55
), and

warranted the literal saying :
'

I am in the midst
of you as he that serveth

3

(Lk 22P). Such an
ideal and example of sen ice hiivo slowly ofToc ted a
revolution in the moral semimcnr and 'practice of

mankind. "We may add, if Christ's setting forth

of the child was evidence of His originality as a
teacher, the substitution, of the servant for the

ruler was a no less striking proof of the uniqueness
of His insight and methods.

is one of the- achievements of .Tcsus thai; He i

into the world a ne\\ ideal of greatness, sn< ih an ideal aa men
had never dreamed of

*

(D. Smith, The Days o/JSis Flesh, 1906,

p. 442. Cf Herrmann in art. below :
* Im NT 1st ohne Zweafd de#

Eindruck wiedergegreben dass Jesus in dieser Beziehnng semen

Jungern etwas vollig Neues gegeben hat ').

Some ideals are too airy and remote to eoiB|iiitiO

touch with actual experience and pqtefee^ tefe
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Christ's Law of Seivice is capable of daily realiza-

tion, and is* within the leach of eveiy one. It is

open to all to do some simple deed of kmdne^,
helpfulness, and beif-denial, and no action inspired

by Christ-like love and humility will pabb un-
noticed or unrewaided by the giacious. Master and

great Servant of all (Mt 254").
iv CHARACTERISTICS AND RELATIONSHIPS A

few further points of general and practical interest

are suggested by tints subject , and may be briefly
touched on,

1. Hitnuhty find character. In ordinary experi-
ence, humility is related to bin and penitence, and
marks the feeling of unworthmess in the light of

the ilhmitable moral ideal In presence of the

holy revelation of the Son of (J-od, conscience be-

comes sensitive, and the sense of guilt, as in the
case of Peter (Lk 38

), vtuh- nun down. 'This,

however, is not one of TIH- < -i PL ai conditions of

humility, for we know that humility was also an
element in Christ's character' (Ritschl). The
greatness of the Baptist was looted in his humility
and utter freedom from jealousy (Jn 327 ao

), and
this grace has been the soil and safety of saints

ever since. Keble treated others with a '

humbling
humility

'

(Lock's Life, p. 233 Cf . MacEwen's Life

of C'airnv, p. 600 'The first personal impression
that he made on all who met him was one of

wonder at his humility
3

). The child, to which
Christ pointed, represents humility as part of the
essence and permanence of Christian character,
and remains an immortal type, preserving the
wonder and bloom of the moral woild.

2. Humility and kindred rirtues. Xo Christian

grace is isolated or thuves alone. Humility is
e

part of a great moral whole. Instead of pio-( i ib-

ing, it promotes the growth of virtues unlike yet
not unfriendly to itself

3

(Liddon on '
TTiiiiiil'i v a fiu

Action' in University Sermons). Thu- IT: i- c IUMMV
connected with Truth, for humility or confession
that does not rest on the recognition of facts is

insincere and worthless. It is mspiied by Love;
ministeiing love appears always in the guise of
lnvu ''tv If ''/.ii- ^ ic-i-on hiiMiilliyasitsfounda-
t rip TII'II'II j -id /*//. ,'' ox^'e-^ea along with
humility the practical virtue ot the Christian re-

ligion, especially called for and tested in the world
(Ritschl).

3. Humility and * *"- >*,,>/, . It has been
the tendency of v. - i-j-i

1
-

i theology
7 and

piety to make humility the result of self-contem-

plation, arrived at by the soul's reaction upon
itself. This gives rise to artificial and extreme
methods of discipline, and misses the healthy ob-

jectivity of the life that forgets self in the con-
sideration and service of others (see Herrmann's
ark for vigorous criticism of this tendency and
ideal of ascethi^m, derived from Anjm-fhio and
Bernard. Cf. Hamack's History oj l)<,rtin<t i Pnjr
tr.], vi. p. 10, note). Humility is

' the eye which
sees e\crvthinjjf except h-.< ilf* Kjuuicd in Ritschl).
Work -nd r'ui school of liu nrc tho bo-i discipline
of humility, as of the other virtues

* We are to respect our re->poii
t
-i

1
nlitie?,' \\ime Mr Gladstone,

'not oursel'cs We are to re^peti the dutict of \vbitli \\e are
capable, but not oar capabilit'ie- smi].K con idpred There Is

to be no complacent self-contemplat'on, beuimmatinff upon self.

When self is \ieued, it must alwa\- bo in tne ino-t intimate
connexion xuih its purposes

'

(>lorle\ s Lin j. 214).

On the other hand, the externali/r^ <-f ViM'Hif \

find the darijror of jKirntHup: H in "ii<- .vm . v-
nioine- bhat J(\ad to self huMiilianon must equally be
avoided. Christ and His Apostles discountenanced
all needless self-consciousness and show of virtue

(3ft 6 lff
*, Col 2s3. Cf. Kitsch! : 'Even in ascetic

forms of worship there is no particular form of ex-

pression necessary to humility').
4. Humility and individuality. This virtue is

not to be cultivated to the neglect of manliness or

at the expense of loyalty to religious and moral

principle (Mt 1U3-). Chiibt honours the spuit of

energy and enterprise in us, and blames the hiding
of oui talents and the misuse of our oppoitunities

thiough diffidence 01 cowardice (Mt 2oi4ff
) The

manly and eneigetic character of the centunon, as
sho\\n in his faith, was doubtless as pleasing to

Jessus as the soldiers reverence and humblenesb of

addiesa (Lk 7b ). Humility or the fear of God
should banish all unworthy fear. Chust's un-

flinching exposure of the sciibes and Pharisees

(3It 23) call** us to be couiageous in adherence to
truth and righteousness, and in view of evil and

opposition, however poweiful It was a wholesome

saying of the Eabbia. 'The disciple of the -wise

should have sufficient pride to stand m defence of

the La\\ he repiesents. Self-assertion has therefore

'-li'/i-im. u *.|i!>c'o and the l
salt

'

of individuality
IM ieij:im ..PI is- -ociety should in nowise be lost.

'J lim4 s^ ,liv u, ('i-c- however, of exaggerating our
own view and impoitance :

*
it always needs much

grace to see what other people are, and to keep a
sense of moral pioportio:

1

'

'TV'* i \ Expos. Gr.

Test on Ro 123
). In the ,, ,

;
,

- of the Chris-

tian Church to society, and to leconcile conflicting
inteiests, it requires humility

'

to adjust men in

due order for the purposes of life' (T. B. Strong's
Christian Ethics, Hampton Lect. 1895, p 127).

5. Humility and science. Christ's interview with
Nicodemus teaches that the assumption of know-

ledge (

f we know,' Jn 32) may cover \-
-

and confusion. The 4 wise and

(Mt II35 ) receive no new light: selt-satisnea pnae
and prejudice are the foes of spiritual enlighten-
ment and intellectual advance. The true student
and investigator of nature must still feel, like

Newton, that, notwithstanding >- i -- and
attainments, the great ocean of i i -

i ndis-

covered before him. Docility, not dogmatism, is

the mark of the inquirer, and the means of intel-

lectual development. In this important and ever-

changing legion of science, R. H. Hutton has well

observed that humility
c means the docility of

learners towards a teacher infinitely above them,'
and that it requires wisdom to see the true rela-

tions between different kinds of knowledge, and
to keep physical knowledge from being turned to

a false and dangerous use in the spheie of moral
truth. Here also the master of truth and know-
ledge must take the place of a servant, and illus-

trate his greatness by 1

"

- ]
i i "i, \ . ! science

is humble only when it ->i - - k 1 * '' _ and its

ignorance alixe to help , S ' H "
. i" ! to lord

it over them *

(Essay on ' The Humility of Science
'

i" 1 / ./x *

'"Religions
and Scientific Thought, 1901).

S" -i,!! 11
i

.j!
is the function of this indispensable

and crowning grace.
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t
HUMOUR. Humour in its highest form is the

sign of a mind at peace in itself, for which the
contrasts and contradictions of life have ceased to

jar, though they have not ceased to be; which

accepts them as necessary and not without meaning
and value, indeed as giving an added charm to

life, because it looks at them from a point above
them. In other words, humour is the faculty
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which lets a man see what Plato ealL * the whole

tiagedy and comedy of life' (Pkilebus, 50 B) the
one m the other, comedy in tragedy, tiagedy in

comedy
The Gobpelb make it plain that the environment

of JebUfe \\afe quite a noimal one He had lived
,i i

1

*!!. T< n vvoiked s played, and talked with men
fur ii MM.iMM to manhootl, and \\as tamiliar \\ith

the language of men and \\ ith then habits of mind.
Hence it may be noticed that in ^peaking to men
He u&eb the language of reality and experience.
His \\ordto are stamped at> His own by their

delicate ea^e, which implies sensibility to eveiy
real aspect of the matter in hand, a sen^e of

mastery and peace. Theie lay a broad contrast be-

tween the common sense His heareis had gatheied
from experience and the moral ideals which He
propounded, and it is quite cleai that this contrast
did not escape Hun, nor can He have failed to see

that, judged by the oidmary common sense of men,
His -,

;
_- ' "" ibsuid. With this consciousness

of ,

'

-
1.,.

1 i' alM.M
1

ly .ind the i nViK r:
value of what He SUMI, Ilo b<tdi i men \\bui ~i"Li "

on the one cheek 'turn the other' (Mt 5s9
), go

* two miles
' with the man who exacted one (v

41
)>

yield the cloak to him who took the coat (v.
40

),

in fact, His followers were asked to be 'lambs,
3

missionaries (

among wolves' (Mt 1016
,
Lk 10y

) 5 and
to '

leap for joy
' when they were ill treated (Lk 6-'

3
}.

In all these sayings there is obvious contradiction
between the surface value and the thought beneath.

Again, there is abundant evidence ot the use of

the grotesque by Jesus a use natuial to homely
and friendly talk "Would a fathei, for example,
ofier a hungry child a stone instead of biead, a
snake instead of a fish, a scorpion instead of an

egg (Mt 7y - 10
, Lk II 11 - 12

)
? The Pharisee, He says,

is like a man who cleans the outside of his- cup and

forgets that lie drinks fiom the inside (Mt 2326 }.

Do men, He asks,
*

gather grapes of thorns, or figs
of thistles

' 9 (Mt 716
).

He urges His heareis not to

east their
'

pearls before swine
'

(Mt 7b ) The idea
of having *a beam in one's own eye

5

is irrott'-qne
as He meant it to be (Mt 73

'5
). W'hen He bade His

heaiers take no care for the morrow, !u i
< ,1 n -tM , ii'u

for the morrow was the distinguishing nj, r k <>, i !

Gentile as contrasted with the Jet\ (Mt 632 ), He
spoke with full knowledge of Jewish character,
and must have km/wn that His hearers would
smile. * Do not even the publicans &o * '

(Mt 547
),

is

an instance of reductio ad ctbsurclum. c Is it lawful
on the Sabbath days to do evil or to do good ?

'

(Lk 69 }, was, His critics on the spot would feel, an
absurd question except that it caught them in a
dilemma. Similarly, to ask the rich young ruler
if he had kept the commandments,

* Thou shall not

kill,
3

etc., must have struck the onlooker as odd,
and Jesus ca i Vsid^ have failed to feel this (Mk
1C19

). The . i," i'i,,i follows, of the camel and
the needle's eye, shows recourse to the grotesque
again (Mk 1CH5 ). It should be remembered that
Jesus

1
hearers were not unfamiliar with religious

teaching given in ironic form.
There is humour in the appeal to the practice of

the Egyptians and Syrians of calling their tvrannic
and worthless rulers Euergetes, 'Benefactor* (Lk
2S25

) j and in the accompanying suggestion that
the real chief

arnonjj
Christ's-" followers is *he that

doth serve' (Lk 22*}, there is a conscious reversal
of ordinary notions, which would make the hearers
smile even while they realized the serious meaning.
There is a hint of playfulness in the promise that
Peter shall 'catch men' (Lk 510

). The question
put to the rich fool,

* Then whose shall those things
be ?

*

(Lk 1220), has a grim touch, there is a sug-
gestion in it of reckonings grievously wrong ; and
something of the kind hirks in the tale of the man
who built his house on the sand a tale told, it

be remembered, by one who had been a
TCkTvv (Mt 7~b ). There aie other stones, too, of

people ot pretension \\lio aie ludiuously out in
their lukoiihiL- c tf the king who 'went to war
with a liu'u liiMit (Lk 14-), and the man -who could
not finish his toA\er (v

-s
j. There is surely prim

humour also in the \\ oid^,
'

It cannot be 'that a
piophet perish out of Jentsrtltui

'

sLk 13U
M.

In conclusion, theie aie in the recoiled -a\,i.-
of Jesus many traces of then origin in ( ii\ ^ -,,tn in.

He is a man speaking to men in the lanuae of

men, and pathos, contract, humour, and Spon-
taneity are the natuial and pleasant maiks of that
language. He, like all gieat teachers, speaks fiom
the abundance of His heart (Mt 12*-

4
), and a smile

is felt m Hi& words, as in the woids of all who see
contradiction without loss of inner peace. See also
art. LAUGHTER.
LITERATURE Martensen, Christian Ethics, i 1SG

T. It. GLOVER.
HUNGER. The substantive '

hunger' (EV) is

the equivalent of a Greek word (At/io's) -which in the
NT is used either of the sufiering of an individual

(Lk 1517 ,
cf. 2 Co II27

), or, more jienoiallv. of the

widespread plague of famine (cf. Mk lofc

, Lk 425 etc. ;

see Blass' Gram, ofNT Greek, p 299, for the com-
bination \QLfjLol /cal \tjuioL [paret kepis']). The more
frequently occurring- verb is an altogether different
word (TTivfv) 3 and it is sometimes found where we
might expect Ai/ws or its cognates (Mt 56 and Lk
621 ). The latter occurs in but 6 places in the

Gospels, while the former is found no fewer than
17 times.
There is, perhaps, no feature of Jesus' human

experience so vividly instructive as that which is

portrayed for us in the simple incidental c M-IO-- nn
<He hungered

3

(Mt 42=Lk 42, Mt 2118 = Mk 11'-;.

This is noted twice by the Synoptists ; and though
we have no such direct statement by St John, we
are not left by the latter without a reference to
this side of 'the humiliation of Christ.' The story
of Jesus' conversation with the woman of Samaria

conveys the same impiession as to the physical
limitations to which He was subject with which we
aie struck in tho Svnoptu writiiig^ The anxiety
of the disciples foi the satisfaction of their Master's
needs (Jn 431

'Pa/S^' ov/<=) o\pLnn- at least one
cause of the bodily \v < n r 'MOS- -\\ Im li ( ompelled Him
to rest

f thus by the well.'

It is of the greatest interest to notice that, on
the two occasions when it is definitely stated that
Jesus feufleicd the ])<ing^ of hunger, the writer has

pointedly iUfi<-lio<l TO the narrative a lesson of

p^ydiologioal and spiritual value. St. Matthew
and fcto. Luke both inform us not only that on the

completion of His forty days' fast
* he hungered

*

;

they also tell us that the Tempter attacked Him
on the side of His consequent weakness. *

If thou
art the Son of God, command that these stones be-

come bread 7

(Mt 4s, cf. the stronger and more
graphic mould in which St. Luke casts the narra-
tive by adopting ihe singular r \t8q> Tourtp for ot

\iBoi <&ru <md ni -o? for ttprai, Lk 4$
), expresses the

subtle nature of this temptation in a manner
which is profoundly in keeping with all human
experience (see K "W. Robertson's sermon on

'Elijah, second series).

It is surcl> more rational to accept the S\ noptic statement
that this -a,s, m point of fact, The first 01 the three temptation*,
for the reason given abo\ e, than to adopt the order gi\ en in the

according to the lfebreifi~ as O. Holtzmann is inclined 10

do (cf. hia L*ben Jam, Enjr. tr pp 94 and 140-350;. The
author of Uns Gospel places the temptation by hunger after Ehat
on the high mountain, uhich he puts first in the series Holto-

raann, moreo% er, Ai^ues that the first temptation, according to
the First and Third Evangelists, occurred last of all. Among;
other reasons for this inversion he ba&es his statement on thft

fact that Jesus met the suggestion to convert the stone mto a
loaf b\ a quotation taken from Dt 8s,

whereas His answers to

the other two are quotations from an earlier part of fihe same
book (Dt 6" and 6i>) To the present writer tbte looks like
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trifling- with the evidence, and seems to expose this author to
the charge of adopting any statement as having- pntna facie
claims to being historical provided it be a contradiction of the
sacred books. The \ ery simplicity of the narratu es as we have
them, forbids us to assume that the wuters manufactured an
order by means of 'a gradation as regards localities,' 01 by pie-

senting a series of grand climacterics
*
satisfaction of hunger,

miraculous action, an- 1
* ^ -" 1JI '

[For the

curious passage in the
'

. evto

CLJTOS o 2&iT5^ QYtffiv ctprt Apb [&i A f&/,' vip putv 'io otytttv rviujMt. iv

J&IK vv <ret%zjv U.OU, xeu u, rr/tv&yxi /&
* "*

\vhioh. makes Mt Tabor the scene of tl " '

m Joann torn 11 6f , given in ^* "
>

'
-

mentum, p. 77 The same passage is quoted more man onoe

by Jerome, who each time refers it to the Evangelism guo&
i>ecunduin (juxta) Hebrceos (e g. in Is 1511

)]

The other recorded occasion on which Je&us suf-

fered fiom hunger was at the end of His ministry,
and during that week when His last conflict with
the religious authorities of His nation culminated
in His Passion and Death. The incident atlords an

example of the way in which the Evangelists, m
their choice of literary material, were guided to

subordinate the selection of historical facts to the
moral and spiritual irupoitance .tliclim^ to them
Neither St Matthew nor St Mark was deterred
"

:' '/ai' 1

(
_r the story of the fruitless fig-tree by

,- si.'i 1 -
''

-f harshness and petu-
lance should moral dignity of their

Master. Their portrait of Him was too faithful

and ,

1
t.

; - _f , i M keen to permit any suggestion,
to themselves at least, of an unworthy display, in

an angry moment, of thaumaturgical energy. See
art. FIG-TREE
The union bet\yeen Christ and His people, so

"',.* on by Jesus as indispensable to
'

,

'

>e, e g , Jn 154ff
), is postulated in

His great eschatological discourse The sufferings
of redeemed humanity are His sufferings, and the

loving service, which clothes the naked and feeds

the hungry, is hallowed because it is done, not

merely in His cause, but for Himself (Mt SS352
"-,

cf.

1040flr
-)- There is something more in these words

than an exme&4on of sympathy by a brother who
has himself experienced deprivation and suffering
(cf. He 415

), and. who feels for one who is passing
through similar stages We have in them a vivid

portraiture of that essential and spiritual oneness

upon which the writer of the Fourth Gospel lays
such emphasis (cf. Jn 1420 1721-23.20 e^c> . see aiso
Ac Q5 'EYC& e/u 'I^O-OUST 6v en) 5ti6jcets).

It is not without significance that not only have
we this mystic union adumbi , , . ".1.x

*

i < ^ i
1

1 ',
-

\
-

which is elaboiated and, i"i v^'niK ',.1 I ,M.

-;.-','!iM
J

"/o<l V, S' L/li'i; we have also recorded
01 , i i '.'e an incident illustrative

-
1
.!' 'imi<i*iQnship in privations as

.ilcv 1-- v i ch He demanded as the

ipl-^'iip horn the scribe who would
f.> !o-\- 11,'M \\I-UMOT -<(. o- He went (Lk 958=Mt 820

;

cf. Mt 1038 1624, Lk 9s3, Mk S34 etc.). The fact that
the disciples suffered hunger is

specifically men-
tioned by St. Matthew, though it is only to be in-

ferred from the parallel pa^-a;^ in the other two
Synoptist- (cf. Mk 2^ -Mi 12-'- ^--Lk 6ia ), On
tliis occasion Jesus takes advantage of the oppor-

tunity afforded by the carping criticism of the
Pharisees to emphasize, by an appeal to the case of
the hungry David, His teaching on the Sabbath
q 11 e-iion "\ fine touch is added by each of the

^vnoptM- \vlnch beautifully illustrates the spirit
or nt//fti'fi'ff/'K, existing between Jesus and His
disciples. The touch is incidental, and therefore
the more effective. Each of the writers expressly
states that it was the disciples who were plucking
the ears of corn and not Jesus, though each com-
mences the narrative by making Jesus the subject
of the story (tTropetidtj 6 'I^crouy, K r X

, Mt 121
; . . ,

aMv 8iavopefa<r6cu, Mk S23
,
Lk 61

). It was through
the disciples that the Pharisees attacked Him (el.,

however, Lk 62
) ; and it was in their defence that

.'i i v, w-u
of i uii um
\\->l ,i- in

i^-i fi(e 01

Jesus met them with the unanswerable argument
taken from their own armoury the OT.

It will not surprise us to hnd Jesus
"

' -

the idea of physical hunger to the spirit , s

1 ' as this habit of transposition forms
. -nest attractive and powerful features in

Hib teaching. Just as in man's physical life hunger
is a sign of health, and becomes an evil only when
its cravings cannot be satisfied, so Jesus counts

those blessed whose soul's health is robust enough
to cause them to cry out from hunger aftei right-
eousness (note the peculiar constiuction which lias

the accusative rfyv dLKCLLocr^v'rjv after irewCovres instead

of the genitive of classical writers , cf. Od, xx. 137 ;

Xen. Cur. vm. in. 39
-, Plato, Rep 521 A ; see

Blass' Grammar ofNT Greek, p. 89 f. ; and Liddell

and Scott's Lexicon}. That need, because it is felt,

shall be met in the fullest possible way, hence their

blessedness (8ri aural x/>ra<J^ "*'Tat
>
Mt 5G

; cf.

Lk 621
).

On the other hand, they are to be pitied whose

spiritual appetite is so deranged that they feel no
need at all, because the day shall come when they
must feel, and the pangs of hunger shall remain
without hope of alleviation (Sri Tretpao-ere, Lk 625 ).
That He possessed the power of permanently satis-

fying the deepest needs of the human soul, Jesus
. '. ..

"

";, asserts on more than one occasion (Jn
(,

t
,

'

d 737 }. In th- - . \| assurances we
may see the profoundest i \;. ',' of the words
of the -F" i '""': 'The hungry he hath filled

with good "Diiings ; and the rich he hath sent empty
away' (Lk I53), which are but the echo of the wordls

in which the Psalmist long before had clothed his

experience (Ps 1079
). J. R. WILLIS

HUSBAND ((M/>). Betrothal nml r 1,1,1 in '_. were

virtually one among the Jews. r>i M'IL i con-

sisted in the simple act, on the part of the bride-

groom or his deputy, of giving to the bride or her

representative a written engagement, in the pres-
ence of two witnesses, or a piece of money, large
or small, with the words, 'Be thou consecrated
unto me.' Like ',

, "tself, of which it was
the initiatory ste; ,

be dissolved only by
death or divorce Under the Mosaic Law, the

marriage tie was > , ". *\ "! ->ken, and
divorces seem to i ! A V- i During
the period of the later prophets the ethical stand-
ard' 1

,

"

, Vi,
'

iranced(
e God hates putting

awa 1

. M '
l

' Himself utterly set aside
the law of Moses, and limited the dissolution of

the .

'
*

'/ie to the one cause of adultery ; and
in ,

[
' Ho apparently put the two sexes on

the same plane (Ml\ lfi
lia

;

'

The mercy of Christ
towards sinners against the law of sexu .' <

1 *'
\

as laid down by Himself is, however, , j , '.

illustrated in His treatment of the *;

woman (Jn 416
"18

), and in that of the woman taken
in adultery (8

W1
).

In Mt flfi ]t>

Joseph is called 'the husband* of

Mary, indicating, in connexion with v. 25
,
that true

marital relations existed between them. This is in

evident conflict with the Apocrypha, which assigns
to Joseph the place of a guardian rather than that
of a true husband, in order to nf'liold tho perpetual
virginity of Mary. See, furthei nrt 1 . M.\ rnu \G \ ,

WIFE.
*

HESRY E. DOSKER.

HUSBANDMAN (veupy6s), Jesus knew well the
life of the fields. His keen eye for illustrations
fell readily on the most fundamental of occupa-
tions ; one universal since the primeval days wnen
simple patriarchs began to be hu-shnndmen, and
princes digged at the up-spiinging \\oll ('-which
the nobles of the people delved, with the sceptre
* This passage, whether genuine or not, is certainly a true

reflexion of our Lord's mind and character.
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and with their stave*,' Nu 21 18 11V) Agrieultuie,m Ibiael's bebt day to, had been the cluoi employ-
ment, and still fiom out the scatteied vJiagess men
"toeie to be been at woik upon the cioftlikc patches.
As sure token of happy and successful labouis, the

plain was veidant ^ith the gi owing giam, the
\ines hung giaceful from the teriaced blope
The human mind never fails to be aiiested m
leligious mood by the mystic foices of nature ; and
in the case of the Jews there was this added

discipline, that Scnpture, lead statedly in their

heaimg, teemed with references to the tilling of

the soil Ready to the lips of Jesus, theieloie,
was an allusive speech which should piove power-
ful in appeal to educated and uneducated alike

The way into the populai sentiment was clear for

Him. People weie at least grounded in the ele-

ments of literary thought On the
"

(
\

^ -
, ".

giowth of the gieat Kingdom He t> - . -. - i-

pi ofttab]y undei the familiar images of seed-time
and harvest, tree or plant cultuie m their gaidens,
01 the ongoings m then season of the workers in

the vmeyaid on the hill.

What piobably commended this line of teaching
to Jesus, however, was the fact that husbandry
suggests, m singular fashion, the co-ordination of

man's activity with God's. Without, on the one

hand, what is graciously supplied to us soil and
seed, lain and sunshine man's labour could be of

no avail ; yet, on the other hand, without that
labour well diiected, mankind would perish. The
lesson is writ large in cultivated fields that faith

and hope, zeal and patience, have a reward assuied
which comes immediate fiom the hand of God.

Fuither, this rural imageiy of Jesus met the fact

that the minds hearing Him were not all equally
ready to see the truth in His light. For suck

persons, pictures from the outer and familiar realm
stored up material for self-culture in the future.

And nothing better certifies the supreme instinct

of the Master than this, that the thousand revela-

tions of the natural science of to-day illustrate

only the more those spiritual principles and
universal laws of the unseen which He was wont
to enforce by reference to phenomena around Him
as He spoke.
The slighter glances recorded of Jesus in this

realm are fairly numerous. Compare the refer-

ence- (o plant- and trees (Mt 7
16'20 1233,

Lk 643-45
),

the pulling of the hand to the plough (Lk 962
),

the ' "" '*
of salt to the land (Mt 513

,
Lk

14-15 ), tue ox laiien into the pit (Lk 145
),
the action

of the airs of heaven (Lk 1255
,
Jn 38

), the glowing
or beclouded sky (Mt 16s 3

,
Lk 1254), the buyer

gone to survey his piece of ground (Lk 1418
), or

busy testing his new teams (v
19

), the deeply
-

puggestive corn of wheat (Jn 1224), the sifting of

the same (Lk 2231 ), the tenant counting up his

measures (Lk 167), labourers needed for tlu j-u 'U'-

ous harvest (Mt 9S7>88,
Lk 102), the gro\\ 111^ A\ i.ii< -

ness of the crops (Jn 4s9 }, the in Lod" t \\ain of field

workers (Mt 2440
,
Lk 1736), and the beautiful

picture of the fig-tree at the , .'i'' r - mmer
putting forth leaves upon its- . . M' .1 (Mt
2432

, Lk 2129
)

But chiefly in the exquisite parables do we see

that power of observation in the material world
which makes Jesus so engaging as a child of mini re

who Irved much, and lived fiee, in iho opon air of

Pale-tine As we move with II mi b\ tlio highways
and the hedges, we descry in one fi<ltl tbo servant

ploughing or feeding cattle (Lk 177
), in another the

well-remembered spot where gleams of joy lit up
the rustic s eyes who happed upon hid treasure (Mt
1344

). Here we have the corn -lands green with the

sprouting of the tiny blade (Mk 426- 2a
), tangled

betimes with the tares (Mt 1325
) ; there the rocky

and the thorn-choked patches (Mk 45~7
) ; and over

all the hoveung birds (v.
4
), ready to devour the

piecious &eed We see the labouiers standing in
the market-place foi hue (Mt '20"), the \

-

faimer critical about his bains (Lk \2
"

.

bhepheid seaiclung the gi as&y plateau for his sheep
(Mt 18 12

) Men aie woikmg in the clumps of
vines (Mt 21 JS

), from which the wine-piess peeps
(Mk 121

), and where the watch-tower stands upon
its bolder coign (v.

1
). See the gaiden where the

tall mustaid grows, (Lk 13la ), and yondei the
forlorn hg-tiee (v.

a
) thieatened with the axe.

The whole
_
world of nature, the vaned scenes of

toil, are laid amply undei contribution, made the
emblems and the w itness of the highest things of
the Spirit (See art, VINE (ALLEGORY OF; foi dis-
couise upon the Vine and the Branches, Jn 151 "8

,

where the Father is the Husbandman ; cf also ait.

AGRICULTURE)
One parable must be specially noted the story

of the Wicked Husbandmen (Mt 21 33'43
, Mk 12 1

"*,

Lk 209f-)> which is an incisive review of God's
relations with His people. Endless pains had
been taken (Mk 121

) with the vineyard of the

Kingdom, yet when o--<i,'_-'i after messenger
came seeking fruit in M- P , i name, they had
been sent empty away, and contumeliously tieated
one beaten, another wounded, a third killed

(vv.
2'5

) Nowhere does Jesus put Himself moie
clearly in line with the prophets As the gloomy
night

'""

fast around His own head, He
feels

u
. of fate with them. In the

passage He carries, indeed, the history of Isiael's

shameful conduct not only to the days of the

Baptist, but even a little beyond the moment of

utterance. We have insight into the inarvelloub

composure of the heart of Jesus as He pictures His
own case in the person of the one son, well beloved,
who was cast out, bruised and bleeding, his body
soon to be cold in death upon the highway (v.

8
).

Thus, in tragic fashion, He broadens the charge
against His opponents, with their complacent
jealousy (v.

7
), by proving their conduct to be of a

piece with Israel's cruel treatment of speakeis for

God in the past. The note of MU^HX :nul moral

indignation is unmistakable, bui n is ij'krulcx, with
one of wistful sadness. Not that His own ap-

jMouliin^ death troubles Him; He fears not as
Jlo cnrei- into the cloud, and is ready to give His
life as covenant blood for the setting up of the King-
dom. But His countrymen's .

.
"! f- lly, and

the terrible crisis at hand foi
'

I State,

weigh heavy on His spirit. Their doom, He con-

cludes, is written with God's own finger on the

wall, for those who had the eyes to see :
' He will

come, Jind destroy the husbandmen, and will give
ihe A iiarx aid unto others '

(v.
9
).

GEORGE MURRAY.
HUSKS The only mention of husks (/cepdna, so

called from their shape, which resembles 'horns*)
occurs in Lk 1516

. Husks were the pods of the

carob-tree, which is also known as the locust-tree

(Ceratoma sifagua}. This tree, which is common
in Palestine, belongs to the order T epmimjo-a and
is an evergreen. It attains to a lioi^ln ot about

30 feet, and has a dense foliage. Its leaves are of

a dark, glossy green. The pods are from 6 to 10

inches in length and 1 in breadth. They contain a

thick, sweet pulp, not unpleasant to the palate,

and are used as food foi pip* umJ< and horses.

They are also, because of their cheapness, eaten by
the vet\ poor.
Some lii\c identified the pods of the carob with

the ' locusts
'

(cLKpides] which John the Baptist ate

(Mt 34 ). It is true they are sometimes called
*
St.

John's bread,' this name having been given to them

by the monk* of Palestine or by
'

pious pilgrims
'

(Thomson, LB p 655), but there can be little

doubt that the Baptist's food was not carob-pods,
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but the insect, which is still eaten by the wandering
Aiabs. See LOCUST. HUGH DUNCAN.

HYMN, 1. Introductory. In the earliest period
the terms 'hymn

3

(fywos) and 'to hymn
5

(fywefo)

seem to have covered practically^ evei kind of

composition which
"

1

in Christian worship 01 tne L/iiribLiaii assemblies.

In Col gi& and Eph 5^ the three teims ufAvos (' hymn
3

), $>**!*&

('psalm'), and J54 ('song ') are found togetnu ja J^ai i.pii. o of

the acts of praise offered to God in the early L.n i-t idn a .(. ione-
'While the leading idea of '4/; (

w. is a musical accompaniment,
and that of upv praise to God,^ is the general woid for a

song, whether
'

or <
'

"

.vhether of

praise or on any -

.,
T -

* * - possible for

the same song to be at once 4"*^ , ,
(Lightfoot

on Col 316).

Specifically hymns came in course of t

from psalms (i e. the canonical Bk of

(* poetical e-sracts froni "T
* * ^ ~ v --h are incorporated

among the Psalms in >
'

This, of course,

applies to the period subsequent to tne nxmg of the Canon.
But the earliest ecclesiastical hymns, in this sense, were not

metrical.
The ecclesiastical canticles under the title of &ltu immediately

follow the Psalter in certain of the Greek uncials and in a large
number of the Greek cursu e MSS Nine of

at Lauds in the office of the orthodox Greek - .

gives
'

"

.

" "

i %

(1) , \ - -
>') , (2) Pi 321 43

(' sons?
* "

' ' l ' l
* '

('

" *

irnah ), 0)
; m of Jonah'),

')
. . Piayer of

i . xnasseh; (9) Dn 3^6 43, (10)
, ^ unc Dumttis

, (13) JBenedic-

tus , (14) Moi ning "Hymn (=full form of Glona in E&celsi$')

2. Jewish, Liturgical usage In the Temple
services the Pbalms naturally played a great pait
For the daily service the older of the Psalms,
which were sung to a musical accompaniment by
the Levitical choir, was as follows 1st day of

the -week, Ps 24 ; 2nd, Ps 48 ; Sid, Ps 82 ; 4th, Ps
94 ; 5th, Ps 81 ; 6th, Ps 93 ; Sabbath, Ps 92. Special
Psalms were also used for special occasions.

It has been questioned whether psalmody formed an element
in the early synagogue-service (see esp Gibson, jBxposttoi , July
1890, pp. 25-27). It is true that m the Mishnall the only"

- .* r '< >/ ?^d n the synagogue-service are . (1)
,. r.<: u ,

'

>; i ic reading of the Law > and (4)
the reading of the Prophets, and the benediction. But we know
from the NT that in addition to this the practice of translating
and expounding the Scripture-lection was also in vogue , and it

maybe inferred that on certain special occasions the ' HalleV
at any rate, was recited in the synagogues (see HALLEL) 1] But
it is difficult to believe that other parts of the Psalter were
not also recited there The internal evidence of the Psalms
suggests that some at least were specially intended for syna-
t-'j^u i'^j

,sp the *

Hallelujah' Psalms (105, 106, 107, 111,
Jl_', _.,', . -. 117, 118, 135, 136, 146-150).** However this may
be, it is practioalh- certain that a part, at least, of the sacred

_______ __________jtme in their
Hebrew form in from their liturgical use in
public worship, esp. in the Temple ff Examples

"

T -- "

iT

poetry (Hebrew) of the early period (heroic tne -
i

the Temple) are very rare For an instance cf. '! -

v. 4 (a liturgical piece),

3. 7" r / ',-

T
'
T
~

' T - oetical pieces
whie i i" , <

' v '

.'

'

Benedictus,
* It is possible that in Col 3^6, Eph 519 the term bot,ku,k is

similarly restricted in meaning.
f Diet Chr, Ant i. 284.

t Cf. Swete, Introd. to the OTin Greek, p. 253 f.

Cf. Edersheim, Temple, etc. p. 143 f

II Of. esp Meg. iv. 3.

U It is worth noting that the regular term employed in the
Mishna is to 'read' (*np)the Hallel In the Temple-service it
was sung Of. also the benediction said before Hallel, which
was] ro'; b \ the ''omi-o-nirn of the Pharisees (* who hast com-
mand*. i us 10 uudin- llallr"')** Tr ( ;>f-\ IL, hf t n 't m th.>, JWtpf

i 14, riore g, and p. 863 f
Pss 140-1jO form a \\* 'I-defined irro-ip n the ^-yna^ogue-
Iurgy, and are used m ihr dah mommar cr\ic-. (cf Singer.
Heb.-Eng Prayer-Bori p >0r) Compare wirii this the

in certain parrs or T'M- carl, f'huroh f> r reciting the
HaUelujah' T'-ihi^ fla-U >o,'ninwaM, Tc-Vv Jen Ewifluss

aer Psalmenaitr <", AVW> ,-.///' L,tiivj,e fTcrr 111 p 23.
ft Cf. also \\\f >. I-(?,M lltd J**iilttftf f S'/lornon, which may have

been intended tor public or even liturgical use,' and which
almost certainly goes back to a Hebrew original. See ed bv
Byle and James, p. xci.

"

2lunc Dimittis, and Gloria in JExcelsis (Angels'

fcong), and which aie embodied in the first t\\o

chapteis of the Thud Gospel, are probably the
earliest example^ of Chiistian hymns. They are
ascribed to the Virgin Maiy, Simeon, Zacharias,

" *
A

' '

. 'v; but it is me
ed as origins:

!A
e piety and

the early Jewish-Chiistian community in Palestine,

Probably, too, they are translations
from Hebrew

originals, and were at first sung or chanted in
Hebrew * The hymns themselves are obviously
modelled on the psalm-poetry of the OT, some of

which, as has been pointed out, would be generally
familiar in its Hebrew Jorm to the Aramaic-

speaking Jews of Palestine m the time of Chust
(

For details as to the dependence of these hymns on the OT
see the < 1 1 * r -

(in particular, Pluminer, Intet n Cnt
Com on *, i ; Notice the prominence of the idea of a

'

i

' c - -i '- "'"-
"characteristically Jewish-

_ i n
ote^,

and of Mt
121}.

For the
' **"...- 7" *,*

of the 1
'

- \ i i ''''''
!

N esp valuable). The present writer

\ -
, , \

"

According to the same scholar, the full number of poetical

pieces given in Luke is seven, viz. . (1) The Annunciation to
/ .

-

-1317), (2) the Annunciation to Mary (4 parts," '

,
' -

"

*
-

I

~
' ' -

210 12
14) } (4) the S

f
:

- M

, -

'

, v f t Song -
. . , i

should be appendecs ,
, . \

,

trimeter poems , (5) is a * is also Mt 12(^ 21

Piobably all go back (a trimeter and
pentameter), from which the above are extracts

3. Other Hymns and Hymn-pievcs (n} It has
been suggested with some plausibility that the

Prologue of the Fourth Gospel
*

is a hymn to the

Logos, composed independently of the Gospel and

prefixed to it.
3 Here also Protessor Biiggs detects

.

'

1 1 i

1 '
J

-
i

j
< i s < gmally arranged in three parts ||

I
' t . V extracts from early Chiistian

a v luiis in une JS 1 , reference may here Toe made to
s Hymn

'

in Hastings' DB n. p. 440 f.

In t
1

\
""

also, there are a number of

songs tay, perhaps, be < ,,!"" -1 , s

traditional J ewish-Christian hymns (c- i >

H 17f 153f
)

1 ' me* (Bev
I

. which is

It is possible that the curious '

^ may be an acrostic i cferonce ,

still sung- m the synagogue (T/? /u"/fl/"~i'c, 'There is none like

our God,' Singer, p 167) This composition, in its present
form, consists of 5 verses of 4 lines each. The initial letters of

the lines of the 5 verses form the words Kl JDK
= *

Amen, come '

|j

A Hebraized foim Qunn) of the Greek term vwos occurs in the
Midrash (cf. JBer Rabbavm 9= a hymn to a king)

(b) The Hosanna-hymn, or cry of praise of Palm
Sunday, with which Jesus was greeted on His last

entry into Jerusalem,^ is given in various forms in
the Gospels. In its simplest form it occurs in
Mk IP and Jn 1213

, which really give the cry of
the multitude : mrr DBQ wan 7111 w ywn. The ad-
ditions that occur in the other passages (T vl$
Aavdd, Mt 21 9 35

;
and fr ro?s tyiffrots, Mt 21 9

,

Mk II10
)

** seem really to be later amplifications
* See an article by the present writer in ZNTW vi. p. 80 f.

(Feb 1905), on ' The Gospel Narratives of the Nativity,' etc.

t Of op GU p. 95.

J That a Hebrew original underlies these two verses is shown
by the fact that tru- pi i\ * pon \\oi-l-. n v.2l (Jesus shall save)
can be elucidated on

I; h; Hebrew not Aramaic phraseolog-y

Cf. for details Brings, The Messiah of the Apostles (1895),
pp 495~515, he compares the above to the 'credal hymn' m

j cf. * >
"

i-^/, i - -ie Ency. Brit
,
s>v 'Midrash

'

(p.
286),ar-

!
( I i nr / '

of the T'
'

-
' "'

also an art by the present water in '
'

' / >
, i

,

iii p 41 f (Jan 1901)
^1

A t_. ^.
lr
.v^^ ^ ljhe cllll(jren in ^e Temple, Mt 2115.

** "
be a later addition. It is noteworthv that

the original fon. /,///, / .. <.*,, , f ,, /> i- .)>'' "i 'no

FourthGospel I \ c -rr,ii. \\^\ , n <\ 1 1- ~*\\,i I^.'in-
verse into,

' Blessed be the Kmg that cometh m the name of
the Lord/ See art HOBANNA.
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due ' 1 '

, _ ,

"

influence, when &<ra,w& (which in

its 1 1 1 -1 Kryjsnn is really a ciy addiessed to

God,
* Save now '

') was misunderstood as a shout
of homage or greeting=

c Hail !' or f

Glory to.'

SeeDalman, Words of Jesus (Eng tr.), p 220 f.

Cheyne's explanation, Encyc Bibl s o
'

Hosanna,' is hardly
coi'MhCiM i .

"

>
- - . noteonMt 2112 (fft>?6e

Jliu cd in - paiaphrases, 'Sa\eus,
\\e beseech Thee, O Thou [v.ho dudlcst^ in the highest,' taking
&v TOIS fyterms as a substitute for the Divine name. This is

baiely pos&ible

The Hosanna-ciy (cf. Ps 11825f
) and the palm

blanches naturally suggest the Feast of Taber-
nacles, with the ceremonies of which they were
most closely associated (esp. in the 'Hosanna'
processions of the Festival).

* It seems, however,
that such processions might be extemporized for

other occasions of a joyous chaiacter (cf. 1 Mac
1351

, 2 Mac 107 ), and this was the case in the
scene described in the Gospels.

Wunsche, indeed (E)lautemmgen der JSvangelien aus Talmud
und Midraish, p. 241), supposes that a confusion has arisen in
the Gospel accounts between Tabernacles and Passover , but
this is unnecebsary. It is noteworthy that there seem to be
traces in the Midrash on the Psalms of the Messianic inter-

pietatiou of Ps. 11823. t

i

-
. ,

'
, . , , , i

of \ "'.
'

may <ubo ue maue 10 <u tu Jtiosarma, in uie J ewisn hncyc. and.

Encyc Bibl i espectively , also to 'Hymns' in Encyc. Bibl.
,

'Hymn' in Hastings' DB
, 'Hymn,' 'Canticle,' in Diet. Chr

Ant
,
and to ' Kirchenhed i (in der alten Kirche)' and 'Litur-

gische Foimeln' in PMJttJ. Other references have been given m
the body of the article. (j, JJ. BOX.

HYPOCRISY.
'

',' ?), 'hypocrite' (vvozpirns'), 'act the
In the NT the veib appears only in

JLK: au-u
, vTaxpirviS only in the Synopp ,

but fifteen times in Mt.
alone

, vrofcpuri? once in Mt. (2S
28

), once in Mk (12
15

), once in Lk
(121), and also in Gal 2^, 1 Ti 42, and 1 P 2*. The root mean-
ing

1

of the word is to distinguish between things. From this it

eailv came to mean to answer, an '
*

By
what link of association it came to is

less easy to determine. In this sense it is used by the Attic
writers of orators

" " "

as of actors Soon it

was restricted to ^e, and then, by a pro-
cess repeated in other languages, was used for acting

1 a pait,
and so for acting a part for a base end, for giving oneself out to

be what one knew one ought to be, but had no intention of be-

coming
1

In the Apocr the word is found in this sense of acting a part,
of feigning

1

, and with varying shades of moral obliquity. In
2 Mac 62i-25

9 Eleazar is urged to eat his own meat while feigning
to eat the swine's flf** '<' \

- ^ ^ " -
: Though the

deception is urged as _ I / - - ' that the
word already had ba i .-- " ->

.

'

) 6". In
Sir 321

5, as the opposite to fearing God and seeking the law, it is

used almost exactly as in the NT. The LXX uses the word in

Job 3430 and 3613
,
to translate

F|ljj
In the first passage, it is an

impiety which lays snares , in the second, it Is an impiety of the
heart which cherishes an inward bitterness against God Here
we have the true ancestry of the NT usage, which always in-

cludes the idea of impiety, of shutting out God and resolutely

living m the darkness apart from Him. But the NT usage is

also influenced by p^rt, though the LXX translates that word by
UoTuoDv or tioXouv From the root idea of smoothness it came to

be employed for flattery, and so for all kinds <>i <. \ il dt'vi i on.

The kinship of the two words *pn and p^ij may \>c -01 r MI l)n 11-"-

where those who are basely disloyal to the covenant expose
themselves to the danger of being led into a false position
towards God by smooth deceits
Yet the conception of this vice in the popular mind of His

time, to which our Lord appealed, was less determined by any
i

*
i 17

*

1 than by the general teaching of the
"I I ,.,--,, with a double heart (Ps 122) They
have smooth lips, and their profession is far bej ond their per-
formance (123). The\ imagine that \\ickedress can be shut up
m the heart TJiov are brazen towaids God, and deceitful

i ^'A ir'K no 1
! They cease to hate o\il and lake ro planning it

(,{-, \l*\eall, ihci attempt to decerve God (78%) JT\po-
( 1 1-\ is ii i brig God cannot tolerate (Job 2210), and which He is

cont !
< v - _'

' "*; Idolativ is a sort of hvpocrisv from
whic- t

' * \> >emg yeifect, i e whole-hearted, \\ith

the I !. -'- '0' " '* The classical i>.iape lor a h'j)'>mb\
- and knows nopo or The duiio- of

i ery prophet has occasion to speak
against the evil. All false prophecy \\as h\pocnsy the sajing

* For a description of these see Dembitz, Jewish Services, etc
,

p 323 f

t Of. also the citation of v.22f of the same Psalm in Mt 2l42t

of the thing that pleased, and not- r " "
>

, , was true.
The person mo^t deceived \\as the (is 331415
Job 273), but he uas also a danger to the society m \\hich he
lived (Job 15^4) TO all the true prophets he \\as the supreme

the same stiessupon hjpocnsj, as the oppo-

God-the scoffer, the hypTcnt"".".'

'

'",' IV ,': ^iSrel -
all

i-L
vl es of falsehood 'God hates him who speaks one *a^

with the mouth and another \\ay with the heart
' 'A socieh

which has hypocrites foi its members is abominable and falls,
into exile

'

Hypocrisy was plainly no new vice in our Lord's
time, but an ancient heritage into which the
Pharisees entered. How, then, are we to account
for the sudden pieminence to which it is raised *

No vice is held up to such unenviable notoriety in
the Synoptics, no other combated %\ith the same
direct denunciation, while in John TO ^euSos is a con-

ception only a little wider than M^uns, and hah
the same condemnation. Fust of all, just because
it is a sin of deception, it ii-

'
> i< 1< --

1

"exposed, as
if our Lord would give a , i ,

'

. ', monstration
that there is nothing hidden that shall not be made
known. A sin which gloiies in r-ii^lo,u

1

'.i^ an
opponent by smooth flatteries (Mt 22 c

. M \\\i 1 ^ v >c -

about in long robes and seeks to be >o\ 'en' or.
l\>

public salutations, which takes its honour for

granted and cloaks oppressive avance with long
prayers (Mk 1288

'40
), which cleanses the outside of

thecup andj)ljLni \\lii1cloj \in^ them full of extor-
tion and wickedness, which makes men hidden
tombs, fair without and foul within (Lk II44), is

met, as no othei sin can be, by exposuie
Then the sin which lives by coirupting the

conscience has cut itself off from tlie usual appeal
of holiness and love by which our Lord seeks to
win men from other sins. It substitutes tradi-
tional practi

f lf
duties (Mt 156) ; it uses

minutiae of rule as a substitute for
:

,^_m-
>J and the love of God (Lk II42

) j it cannot
i v-(

' r i n truth^because its eye is on man and not
on God (Jn 544

) ; it makes inquiiies not in order to
believe the truth, but in order to refute it (Q

27- 28
) ;

and it is chained to its error by a confident assur-
ance that it alone is right (9

41
) The only way of

appeal left is direct denunciation.

Further, sin is, in a pre-eminent degree, the
foe of all truth. The hypocrite is in a special
sense the child of the father of lies (Jn S44),

H; <
"

*

\ i 3 not a mere sm of impulse, but is

th- -of everything by which we may lay
ho . ,i and be delivered. As surely as faith
reaches out towards truth, hypociisy struggles
against it. Not being able to"h\e ^ith truth, it

can defend itself only by persecution
J Ye seek

to kill me because in\ \ --i ! lu M 10 7' < course in

you' (S
37

), The w I'IM ^.i-r 'Mji-lr L!-- n fathers
kill the prophets as a natural consequence of re-

jecting their message, and it is only another

;

-"'. '.'""rich makes the descendants repudiate'

i, i

'

deeds while
'

:
1

"

,
s

: fathers'

spirit. The justification f< . ssault on
the Pharisees in Mt 23, is that, sitting in Moses5

seat, they show a spirit with which truth cannot
dwell. The deep shadow is always in the bright
sunlight Mi-

1

Jlu t1<
j- <->miji'

l

i')" '- always in the

place of oi.poi iv.ii.u "1 1 < I'M-rri-i 1
* - neither enter

iho Kini/i.oin nor sutter others to enter. They are
j l>Mi:.{in l\ zealous, but in a bad cause. They
pervert truth, debase it, fight a^nin-1 it No
appeal can touch them, and in the, end Llicjr house
is left to them desolate.

Then the evil of hypocrisy is more than negative.
It does not stop with pre'tending to need signs,
while it pay* no attention to the evidence it las,
and would be convinced by no evidence (Mt 16s* 4

).

Hypocrisy is also an active leaven a dangerous
assimilative principle against the corruption of

which no warning can be too ample* It is more
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than the shadow of truth, the absence of faith. It

defmitelv \\orks to debase the whole man, just as

faith %\oik^ to regenerate him. In addition to

refusing to enter in, it takes away the key of

knowledge (Lk II52 ). Against everything con-

nected with the Kingdom of Heaven it is actively
hostile.

In the Sermon on the Mount (Mt (V~
'

>\ y
is set over against the Kingdom of II - -

opposite and its negation. In the lealni of hypoc-

risy appearances meet every re^uhement ; in the

Kingdom of Heaven all is judged by the heart.

Chi 1st says, the issues of life are out of the heart

alone ; liy]>oui-y says, they are mainly out of cere-

monies. Of theVhole standard of the Kingdom ^of
Heaven hypocrisy is the daily practical denial its

broad result being the *

"

the

Scribes and Pharisees, i we
shall in no wise enter into me kmguom 01 Heaven.
So alien is the whole unreal pretence of religion,

that there is a good secrecy at the other extreme
from it. Deliberate care must be taken that one's

righteousness be not done in the public eye. ^
Not

only is no trumpet to be sounded before us in the

street ; our praise is not even to find an echo m
our own heart. Not only may prayer never be
used for show ; true prayer is with ourselves and
our Father in secret alone. Not only ma^r we not

fast with a sad countenance ; the head is to be

anointed and the face washed as on a day of

festival. Hypocrisy is the opposite of that single-

ness of eye which tills the whole body with light ;

it turns the light that is in a man to darkness.

It attempts to serve two masters while serving
none. It sees motes in its brother's eye while ignor-

ing beams in its own. It is in sheep's clothing
without, and a i\ cuing ^olf within. It is the

shadow of the li^l'L rlie enemy of the truth. It is

most of all hostile to the Kingdom of Heaven, just
because that is the fullest light and the highest
truth. Nor is that all. Hypocrisy, as the opposite
and negation of the Kingdom of Heaven, is as

ready to corrupt Christianity as it was to corrupt
Judaism. Even Christ's name ii i- < a pal .! of

turning into a substitute, not a \:iony:ri. i -r the
will of the Father.
From all other vices men are delivered by the

life of faith. For this reason our Lord never

directly assails vice- of imjml-o. The publican
and the harlot He nofifod A- iho lost sheep He
had come to seek. For them He set wide the
door of the Kingdom. But the door, He knew,
could never be made so narrow that the hypocrites
would not at least appear to enter, the new
hypocrisy will be to come in Christ's name, saying,
*
I am he '

(Mk 136). Under that guise it will hide
itself so dexterously as almost to deceive the elect ;

and it will u^e i*> oppoii unity, as hypocrisy has

always done, to -tum^l** tniih bj s- - '.I'-i

Just because hypo(ii-\ ii thus an 'i IMV \'\ In*

camp poisoning rlio veils, our Lord ueais wibh it

openly, directly, negalhcly. by the method of

denunciation, as "\\iih no oilier form of evil.

The supreme evil of hypocrisy, as the negation
of the life of faith, appears still more clearly in
what our Lord says about the eternal sin. In.

John unbelief is spoken of as the abiding sin.
{ For if ye believe not that I am he, ye shall die
in your sins* (S

34
). Yet, from the context, it is

apparent that the abiding evil is not the act of

unbelief, but the absence of all love of the truth,
of which, the unbelief is the evidence. Christ
came that the thoughts of many hearts should be
revealed (Lk 2s5), and those who had cherished
evil were as conspicuously displayed as those who
had cherished good. The publican and the harlot
who had secretly thiisted after righteousness
came to be shown to have faith, though all appear-

ances were against them ; the Pharisee who had

used his religious position to cover worldly ends

was shown to want it, though all appearances
were in his favour. While the publican came to

the light, the Pharisee hated the truth and sought
to repress it, and to do so sought to destroy Him
who spoke the truth. Thus he showed himself of

his father the devil, who fiom the beginning was a

muiderer as well as the father of lies. Here in

John then we ha\e juggling with truth, hypocrisies
before God and the world and one's own soul, set

forth as the cardinal sm which relates us as cer-

tainly to the spnit of evil as faith does to the

spirit of good, and which works in hate, as surely
as goodness works in love, and which leaves men
to die in their sms, because it is hostile to all that

could lead to
' and pardon.

All this is - agi eement with what the
Q - .'" say of V,

*

rp, ''i-1 f e Holy
. , , i 122--37

, J-lv j ,!*!>- -,. The
Pharisees had reached a turning-point in their

opposition. They believed in miracles, they looked

for signs. The miracle could no longer be ques-

tioned, but they could call it a sign ot Beelzebub.

Though unable to deny either the power or the

bcr.olH'piu o of Christ's work, being resolved not to

accept the practical consequences of belief, they
< j 11

T

l darkness and good evil. The actual sin

;_,!,*- , Holy Ghost, therefore, is possible only
when face to face with the highest thing in religion
and its clearest evidence, but the danger of com-

ing to that point is present in all hypocrisy.

Hypocrisy is ever an overweening pride, denying to

other men the right to truth, and to God His power
to see; and the eternal sin is only the finished

result of what is always present in it. This con-

nexion is most evident m the narrative of Luke,
which begins with a \\;u -PM.JT M^iiust the leaven of

the Pharisees which i- ^j-oi'ii-x Nothing, it is

said, can be covered, and the hypocrite has power
to do only one great evil to associate others m
Ms spiritual destruction. Faith in the God who
cares even for the i '

, lone preserve from
this fatal vice, a ,'

'

! ,i .' that hypocrisy is

the negation of faith, or at least that faith is the

negation of liypoui-v The natural outcome of

faith is confo-'-ion bcroro men, and the
ment of that is Divine protection until

the final award. On the other hand, to follow

hypocrisy is to go the road that leads to the

blasphemy against the Holy Ghost the state of

mind that has so juggled with good and evil that

good has no power over it, the sin which no

change of dispensation, or perhaps nothing in

eternity any more than in time, can modify This

may be most apparent in Luke, but in Mark and
Matthew also the Holy Spirit is the Spirit of truth,
and the sin which is eternal is not an act of over-

sight or passion, but an irremediable state which
could be reached only by a fmi^lioii, ii'oi'l. md
tyrannical h\po< ii-y See U\ i' MMHN \m i ^i\
In every "lorni o'i evil, as Martensen rightly

affirms, hypo<ii-y is present in a partial form.
All sin i^ oyoMi<, yet every man depends on

society the sinner not least. Under some pre-
tence of goodness alone can the egoi-b enter

society. The seducer must swear false oaths, the
deceiver feign friendship, the tyrant profess care
for the commonweal. A finished life of wickedness
would be one great lie, which would be the only
ultimate form of atheism. And just because a
God of truth cannot for ever be denied, hypocrisy
comes to be more and more a spirit of hatred and
op]o-iiiou to truth. Thus it is, more even than
ft'i'tif, tho cumulative element in devotion to evil.

It is not only the greatest practical denial of God,
it is also tne greatest practical alienation from
God. To be reconciled to God is primarily to bt
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restoied to tiuth. Wherefore ';;<' "'-^ may be
taken not only as the negation o. ', i! (

''

i- taught
of God, but also as the negation of all Christ did to
reconcile men to the Father, the negation of His
woik as a Saviour as well as of His work as a
Revealei

Tlnoughout all the Christian centuries, wherever
there has been a lively sense of the reality of

Christianity, theie has also been a lively sense of
this shadow following the sun. The classical

example of lying to the Holy Ghost found it&

occasion in the first flush of the Church's faith and
Jove (Ac 5). The first great division of parties
aro&e through the same vice, and arose almost
with the Chun

' ' "

The extreme bit-

terness of the ; was nourished by
that external view of religion which could regard
a ceremony as essential, and hatred as if it were

godliness. Even Barnabas was almost carried

away by their
'

{Gal 213
), showing how the

vice seeks to
, pos&ible, the elect ; while

their attempts to suppress Paul were limited only by
their power and never by theii sciuples showing
that it is a vice which always persecutes as well
as pei verts All the errors which cause men to fall

away from the faith are, already in the NT,
ascribed to

'" *
\

"

of men that speak lies

(1 Ti 42
)

I,
1

root of en or in moial
falsehood, and not in mere intellectual mistake,
much might be said, but it must suffice to mention
what Augustine says of Mamchseism. Long his

difficulties seemed to him intellectual perplexity
about the origin of evil When, however, he saw
that wickedness was no substance, but a perversity
of the will, he discovered the true root of the error.

<

They preferred to think Thy substance did suffer

ill, than that their own did commit it' (Conf. vii. 4).

That, as our L ^ "" ""

ypocrisy has con-
tinued to work \ Dispensation as
unclei the Old, may be seen from the state of things
in the Eastern Church as pictured by Eustathius, in
the "Western as dra^n by Dante and Chaucer, and
in later times as reflected in a literature too abun-
dant and familiar to require to be named

HE, 1884, ait 'Heuclielei,
1

\ol. i

p WartetbucJi*, p 527 ,
L Lemme,

Die Sunde wider den Heiliqen Geist, 1883, and art
' Heuchelei '

in PRE* ;
J. M Schulhof, The, Law oj r .

in the NT, 1S01, pp 43-48, Martense* '
, . * v

Div < Individual Ethics,
'

1SS1 [Eng tr.], pp 114-118, Eu^tathn
Opusoula, ed by Tafel

,
Exiles of Etei mty, by J S. Carroll,

1903
, Mozley, Cfmv Setm Serm 11

,

~ ~~

253ff , , \ i i

HYSSOP (aim, tfcro-wTTos) is twice mentioned m the
NT (Jn 192<J

, He 919
). We know that it was used

for -i \"! !> (Ex 1222), and that it grew on walls
(1 K .

, IJj Tristram it is identified with the
caper-plant (Uapparis smnosa] ; and this view is

very generally accepted. It is open, however, to
the serious objection that the caper is not well

adapted for u&e as a sprinkler. Many still favour
the opinion of Mainionides that it was the sa tar of
the Arabs. This plant, which '

springs out of the
walls, those of the garden especially' (Thomson,
LB p 112), is a species of Satureia. In Morocco,
the name satar is given to marjoram (Origanum}.
Carruthers (Bible Educator, iv. 226) suggests that

hyssop was a name applied to various plants of the

genera Thymus, Onganus, and others "nearly allied
m form and habit. The balance

"
1 V is in

favour of this view. 1 1 . u I
> \ vN.

IDEAL. The word 'ideal* does not occur in

EV of the NT, nor is there any term in the Gr
text which exactly corresponds to the general
notion of the English word.* The subject of the

highest good or moral ideal, however, is one that
IK constantly present in the teaching of Christ,
and

*
-

"

illuminated by His own charac-
ter , , nfluence in human history. An
ideal may be denned as a mental conception taken
as a standard of absolute perfection. The word is

used with regard to various kinds of excellence.
There are intellectual and aesthetic ideals as well
as those which are properly to be described as
moral. But it is to the realm of moral worth
that the notion of the ideal is

*

. j >ppro-

priated, and it is with the mora i that
we are at present concerned.

In the history of Ethics, discussion has always
centred in this question of the ideal, the summum
bonum, the 'chief end of man.' Aristotle begins
Ins Nicom. Ethics (I i. 1) by describing the good as
that at which all aim, and he goes on to say (I.

ii. 2) ;

f

And, like archers, shall we not be more
likely to attain what is right if we have a mark
(<r/co7r<5$) ?

'

This ffKoir6$t the target or goal of human
endeavour, is just the ideal. Aristotle takes the
human words to be happiness., which he defines as
*the active exercise ofman b living powers, according
to their highest virtue, m a life attording fall room

*The translators of the Twentieth Cent AT render Eph 4'3b

until we reach the perfection of manhood and that degree of

ck ^1<ipm< rn of \\Jvc h ihe ideal to be found m tho Christ is the
standard '

Itui Oni !* u paraphrase rather than a translation of

the original.

for their development
'

(I. vii. 15). It is a striking
coincidence that the only occasion on which the
word ffKoirfo is found in tne USTT is in the saying of

St Paul,
'
I press toward the mark (ovcoTnfc) for the

prize of the hi^h calling of God in Christ Jesus'

(Ph 314
). The Clui-tian ideal of St Paul was very

different from the pagan one of the Stagirite. But
(" \-

"
ao less than 11 1- |liil-i-i-]ii i !;

"

;.
of an ideal, <iii'. ii- ]<>v< i

<

'

..
i

whole conduct of life,

It would be interesting to discriminate the
various ideals or ultimate moral aims which, in

the progress of the world's history, have been
advocated by the representatives of the leading
religious or pliilo-opliual systems. These ideals,

however, do 1101 liuocrly concern us here. It will

be sufficient in the course of the article to refer to

them in passing, when, thev serve, by way of con-

trast, to bi m;r nioio </lenlv into view tne distinctive

features < > i 1 1 1c (" Im -
1 j a n ideal Applying ourselves

to a special consideration of the latter, we shall

deal with it (1) as it is set forth in the teaching of

Christ, (2) as it is embodied historically in His
own person, (3) as it is made real in human experi-
ence through His constraining power.

i. THE IDEAL AS SET FORTH IN THE TEACHING
OF CHRIST. One great fault of all non-Chri&tian,
or ^re-Christian, or imperfectly Christian iclcalb is

their narrowness or one-sideiness they ignore
whole departments of the kingdom of moral worth,
and do justice to one part of nurnan nature at the

expense of the rest. In contrast with this, the
Christian ideal, as we meet it m Christ's teaching,
strikes us by its comprehensiveness and perfect
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"balance. A consideiation of the following particu-
lars may serve to bring out this rounded symmetry
of the Christian conception of the highest good.

1. It is an ideal of blessedness attained through
perfection of character. Pope invokes happiness
as * our being's end and aim . . . for -which we bear
to live, or dare to die

'

(Epistle, iv. 1 ff. ). And
Heibert Spencei, in his Data of Ethics (p 46),

affirms that c no school can avoid taking for_the
ultimate moral aim a desirable state of feeling,
called by whatever

J
"

'' J -
*

enjoyment,

happiness/ Newr. **
. Spencer's

statement as a confusion between the orm and the

substance of the moral intuition ( Christian Ethics,

p. 861). But if the conception of
_
happiness is

enlarged so as to include the appropriate Christian

contents, if blessedness (wh see), in other words,
is taken as the NT -\MOTIVP

" '

*;
i

*

- little

fault can be found \\ n h ho* , _:, . p * ler the

poet or the philosopher. The \\ estmmster^Divines
were very far from being mere Eudsemonibts, but
in the first question of the Shorter Catechism they
define ' man's chief end

?

as consisting in this
* to

glorify God, and to enjoy Him for ever.
3

If hapj>i-
nebS is not the very substance of the Christian

ideal, it is none the less, as Dr. Smyth himself

sajb, its natural result and its necebsaiy form
3

(op,

cit. p. 119). By beginning His Sermon on the

Mount with His great series of Beatitudes (Mt 5 lff
,

cf. Lk 620ff
), Jesus places the ideal of blessedness

in the forefront of His teaching. So far, therefore,
we may say He is on the side ot the Eudsemonists
as against all who have sought to set up a haid
abstract ideal of duty as the moral aim. But note
the content of Christ's ideal, and it will be seen

at once how far removed it is from oidinary Utili-

tarianism. The blessedness of which He speaks
belongs to a character V-

*

m.'-"
1

''-
1

by meekness,
mercy, purity of heart, ,i -

\ -<v spiritual quali-
ties (Mt 51*'12

) a character which finds its standard
not in human perfection

" i

i"
I

y li, 1
'

in iiihiriLi V->
than the perfection of -lu* II" c'!y I'.i'lior Him-
self (v.

48
). In its form of blessedness, happiness

is to he desired by Christ's disciples ; but only
through perfection of character can this happiness
come No man will find delight in that vision of

God which Jesus promises (v.
8
), no man will e

enjoy
God,' unless a resemblance to the perfection of the
* Father which is in heaven

3

has been growing up
within his heart.

2. It is an ideal
of^

natura 7 "*,,.**

good. Even when it is fi
,

/

blessedness belongs to the *
,

blessedness is sometimes conceived of ;>>*, \ \
Not only is the *imluil ^ct above the ',, -.>< ! ,-' :

ou<rfit to be, bin i he nariudl i> ignored or despised
and then refused its proper rights. This is the
inherent fault of all ascetic ideals, whether pagan
or Christian. Now Christ certainly exalted the

spiritual above the natural. He made blessed-
ness depend, as we have seen, upon in\\ aid qualities.
Moreover, He taught that His disciples must be

ready to make any sacrifice to cut off hand or

foot, to pluck out the right ore foi the sake of

entering into life (Mt 529- 30 Iv ' Mk 9*"), and
that a man was nothing profited if he gained the
whole world and lost his own soul (Mt 1626). But
the blessedness He holds before His follower? is by
no means a purely spiritual thing. The Beatitude
of the meek i? that they shall inherit the earth (Mt
55

). The petition for daily bread is enshrined in
the very heart of the Lord s Praver (6

IO a
). And

when Jesus comes to speak more particularly of
food and raiment, the very things which are most
fundamental to our natural life in this world, while
He forbids anxiety regarding them, the reason
given is not that they are unworthy of a Christian's

thought and care, but that *
all these things shall

be added ' unto those who seek first the Kingdom of

God and Hib righteousness (6
25 -3d

).

3. It is an ideal of social
7T

'- / attained

through indiudual worth Th*
'

.! of Jesus

was a social one it is impossible to doubt Deeply
as He -

"

His hearers the - -
, \ V

value ,

' life or soul (IV J ,

,

Lk 154ff
etc.), He never said anything to justify a

religious individualism which conceins itself only
with peisonal salvation The very fact that ' the

kingdom of God' (\\h. see) is the phrase by which
He most frequently lefeis to His moral ideal, shows
that it was an ideal of social good. In this He was

coming, &o far, into touch with the pievalent Jewish

conceptions of His time , for it was a social, not

an individual good for which Isiael looked But
wheieas the Jews conceived of this social good on

purely national lines, Jesus enlarged the bounds of

the blessed society so as to make loom in it for

men of all nations. 'They shall come,
3 He said,

'fiom the east and west, and from the north and
south, and shall sit down in the kingdom of God '

(Lk 1329 ,
Mt S 11

). Yet while His moral ideal takes

not only a social foim, but one of univer&al breadth,
He always taught that it must be through making
its power felt in the individual heait that the

Kingdom of God -would be realized upon earth.

This was \\here His teaching diliered so greatly
from the contempoiary Jewish expectation, and
from the thoughts of many in modem times who
have been seized b; of Christ's social

purposes without
*"

. ndividuahty and
spirituality of His I * Kingdom of God
in popular Jewish hope was an \,

'

<

ii f Isiael

brought about by deeds like those of Judas Macca-
baeus. The Kingdom of God in the vision of many
earnest dreamers and workers of our own days is

the result of a social revolution biought about by
,

i
17 '*!,

1
<t

j
"

',' \ According to Chi ist's teaching,
',( l\

;_
God can come only through the

',_ vi .ndividual hearts. ''The kingdom
of God cometh not with observation,' He said,

. . . for, behold, the kingdom of God is within

you
'

(Lk 1720 21
). That this, and not the marginal

readings
*

among you
'

[AV],
' in the midst of you

'

[RV], is the proper rendering, seems to be confirmed

by the second of the * New Sayings of Jesus }

dis-

covered by Grenfell and Hunt (cf. p. 770 b
below).

And He summed up the whole matter when He
set a little child in the midst and said, Except ye
turn and become as little children, ye shall in no
wise enter into the kingdom of heaven5

(Mt IS3 II ;

cf. Jn 3*)

4. The ideal is at once a reality in the present
and a promisefor thefuture. There are those who
look for their summwm bonum in the present hour,
and whose philosophy of life was long ago summed
up in the saying,

e Let us eat and drink j for to-

morrow we die
9

(1 Co 1532
, cf. Is 2218

). There are
others again who have, not unjustly, incurred the

charge of t other-worldliness,' because they have
despised God's present mercies

"* "" "* '

own urgent duties, while fixing
the hope of future blessings ana rewards. Jtiut in
the teaching of Jesus the ideal good is at once
realized in the present and consummated in the
future. On the one hand, He proclaims that the

Kingdom of God is not merely coming, but already
come (Mt 1228

, cf. Mk I
15

) ; it is set up here and
now within the individual heart (Lk 1721

) ; its

Beatitudes are present realities (Mt 5s
"11

; note not
only the recurring

' Blessed are they, ye,* etc., but
vv.3- 10 'then s 1-= |><mVI the kingdom of heaven').
On the other hand, He constantly taught His dis-

ciples to look to the future for the complete and
perfect form of the Kingdom and its blessedness.
Hi< use

^
of the phrase

*

kingdom of heaven' as an
alternative expression for

f

Tkingdom of God 3

(and
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the evidence of the First Gospel points to the
former as being the more habitual teim on His

Jl "it refeis primarily, no doubt, to the
>f the Kingdom as coming from above

and having its tiue home in the supersensible woild,
is surely not without its futuie leference This

Kingdom, which is heavenly . _
' '',,"*"-

and must be heavenly also in - < -.,i

teaching, and especially everything
round the thought of the Paiou&ia,

wnen an tliat is evil shall be cast out of the King-
dom (Mt 1341f 49f 2213 2530

), and the faithful servant
shall entei into the joy of his Lord (25'

J1 23
)> points

to the same conclusion. And if we aie not to reject
the evidence of the Fourth Gospel, with respect
even to its testimony as to the leading ideas in our
Lord's teaching, the fact that in it 'eternal life

3

takes the central place which in the Synoptics is

held by
' the kingdom of God '

points once more to

a futuie leference in Christ's ideal Foi though
futurity and everlastingness aie not the funda-
mental conceptions in the category of eternal life,

they aie ceitamly necessaiy for the completeness
of that life which Jesus promised to His disciples
as thin X/ii 1

-, _;ood.
11 I III 'll)i J. AS EMBODIED HISTORICALLY IN

THE PERSON OF CHRIST So far, we have been

thinking of the Cliustian ideal as set forth in our
Lord's teaching. But now we must notice the fact
that Jesus not only expounded an ideal, but real-

ized it In i" 1 i!K in His own person. It is here
that the Ghiisuan ideal difteis specifically from the
loftiest ideals of the philosopheis and moialists

; it

is an ideal which was once made actual in a human
life. Jesus not only taught, but was He biought
down the ideal out of the region of di earns, and

hopes, and words into the world of positive realities.

In His own histoiy He showed how blessedness

might be attained through moral perfection ; how
the life of highest

-
"

.,"!*. might piove to be
the life of widest social bene'hcence ; how it was
possible, while enjoying all natuial blessings as

gifts from the V i\ Father's hand, to place
obedience to tb 4

I ,

'

- will above everything
else , how the narrow path of present duty might
be illuminated by the splendours of the eternal

world, while the assurance of something yet more
gloriou^ 11 MII now appeared might thrill the heart
oi tln inuhml wayfarer.

1. Jesus Christ is the Ideal Man. His character
is not merely perfect in some aspects, but perfect
in all so rounded and complete as to become an
ideal for the woman as well as for the man, for the
Greek as well as for the Jew, for the modern as
well as for the ancient world. He is not merely
free from flaws, but full of vital and creative

forces; His perfection is that not of a marble
image, but of a living spirit. This is the verdict of

history, the verdict of all who simply read and
pondci the records of His life. Even those who do
not believe Him to be more than man join without
demur in the universal chorus of acclamation

They acknowledge that Jesus stands alone in His
moral grandeur as the incarnation of j-ei^onnl
human worth, and that the historical (. IUM i*< the
ideal of humanity

2. As an Idcril, Christ becomes an Example (wh
see). For whatever it may be in other spheres in
the moral world, at all events, ideals, fiom the
nature of the case, are not merely standards of an
abstract perfection, but goals after which we must
strive, taigels to use Aristotle's figure, at which
we aim and shoot those arrows of the soul which
are the living energies of our moral being. Jesus
never set Himself before men's eyes as a beautiful
but irnpo^ible ideal. He claimed to be an example
(Mt II 29 2026-28

!
Lk 2237

, Jn 1315 34 1512 ) As such
He was taken by His first disciples (1 P 221

). And
VOL. i. 49

St. Paul, who saw the peifect and ideal man in the
measuie of the statuie of the fulness of Chiibt (Eph
413

), nevei doubted that the peifection of manhood
which was found in Chiibt wass something to be per-
sonally stuven after. That was the LOTTOS of the
long lace On that the Cluistian must nx his eyes,
towards that he must constantly pi ess, if he would
attain to the puze of the high calling of God in
Chi ist Jesus (Ph. 31Jf

) See also PERFECTION (OF
JESUS)

111 THE REALIZATION OF THE IDEAL THROUGH
THE CONSTRAINING POWER OF CHRIST. We have
seen that Cluist in His teaching hold*, up an ideal,
that He embodies this ideal historically in His own
person, and sets it before us as an example which we
must strive to follow But to weak and sinful men
and women this presentation by woid and deed of
a perfect moial ideal would be little else than a
mockeiy, if Christ did nothing more than offer us
an outward standard after which we were to strive.
It is in a fai deeper sense than this that He is the
Christian ideal In his famous theory of Ideas,
Plato conceived of the Ideal Good as an aichetypal
essence which becomes an efficient cause, imparting
to individuals a share of its own being, as the sun
imparts

*

vitality, giowth, and nutriment' to the
cieatures on which its rays fall (Rep. vi. 509). And
it is in this vital and archetypal manner that Jesus
becomes the moral ideal ot the human lace He
gives what He commands, and so has a right to
command what He wills We have constant illus-

trations in the Gospels of this constraining power
of the Ideal Goodness as it is presented to men and
women in the person of Chi ist. The sinful woman
in the house of Simon the Pharisee (Lk 736

-50
),

Zaccliaeus,
(1

publican of Jencho (19
1 "10

),

Matthew, -eceipt of custom to become
<IM \i-o^tlo "I : ay serve as examples. The
nil 1 1 oi 01 the Fourth Gospel sums up the whole
matter for us when he says

t As many as received

him, to them gavu he power to become the sons of

God' (Jn I
1
-) And to St Paul, who brooded much

over this in* -i ( v of Cluist as it had been revealed
to him in ;i pioioi.ix! personal experience, the secret
of spmtual life and growth presented itself as an

" " "
of the Christ-nature implanted by the
the Holy Spirit in the believer's soul.

'(Jin ist in you,' he says, 'the hope of glory' (Col
I27

) , and again,
'
I live ; and yet no longer I, but

Christ liveth in me' (Gal 220
). And when in another

place he describes believers as * foreordained to be
(joufoimcd to the image of his Son, that he might
be the firstborn among many brethren

5

(Ko 82fl

), he

suggests a figure which helps us to understand how
Christ the ideal is not merely an outward type but
an rjr\\,.!<"i i '!' in-c The younger brothers of a
house u ON 01 n , i : to the likeness of the firstborn

not so much by peisonal imitation as by the opera-
tion of secret and vital forces which -i-ii'i*.-

fiorn

the very fact of their birth as members of j t pj,i tit-

ular family, and which lie far deepti ih.ni the

workings of the individual will. And so it is as

between Christ and His people.
* For both he that

sanctifieth,' says another NT writer, 'and they
that are sanctiiied are all of one for which cause
he is not ashamed to call them brethren

5

(He 211 ).

LIIERATTKE Besides the particular lerercnees given m the

art., meriuon may bo ]i\adc of Xi.vman Smith, Chi Mhics, pt
i. chs i -M , Marten-en Cln Af/nc?, i 3 47-H 13

, Green, Prole-

gortana bks 111 -iv. Shairp, essay on The Moral Motive
Po\\er' in Studies in Poetry and Philosophy,

J C. LAMBERT.
IDEAS (LEADING). The leading ideas of our

Lord may be divided into two classes, Moral and

Religious. This is not an artificial division^ it,

corresponds to two stages in His public teaching,
which are veiy clearly marked in the Gospels,
The earlier stage is prevailingly ethical, and nnds
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itb most characteristic utterance in the Sermon on
the Mount. The later is, m eomparihon, distinct-

ively lehgious, and deals with the relation of God
to man. Yet we are not to separate the two ele-

ments, for they inter-penetrate one another. They
are inter-dependent, and form together an organic
whole.

i. MORAL IDE is.

1. The Kingdom
2. The Puie Heart.
3 The Infinite Value of the human Soul.
4 The Law of Lov e

5 The Universality of Love.
The Great Example.

7 Self-renunciation.
u. RELIGIQI s IDEAS

1 The Fatherhood of God.
2 The Son.
3. Faith
4 The CorMin_r of the Kingdom.
5 Tne 1 \IITJA Ictt

i. MORAL IDEAS.!. The Kingdom. This idea
must be placed irrbt on account of its position m
our Lord's teaching.

*

Repent ve ; for the king-
dom of heaven is at hand,' wab the message of the

TMi*l*.t ;iTid the first public utterance of Jesus (Mt
4 V M'v 1-'';. Fiom the beginning the idea of the

Kingdom may be traced throughout the Gospels,
and everywhere it will be found to indicate the

supreme *blo^in^f which comes to man from God.
In Mt. it ib usually termed the Kingdom of Heaven.
Elbewhere the phrase Kingdom of God is uniformly
employed.
The idea of a Kingdom of God does not app-ar first in the

NT In the OT, the sovereigntv of God is a fuVfJaipur ial con-

ception Jehovah
~" ""

people.
Israel v\as a theoci a, kings,

prophets, or priests, the human leaders \\ere looked upon as

representatives or agents of Jehovah, the true King The
natural tendency was to regard this as the exclusive privilege
of the chosen people. Nevertheless, in the OT is to he found
the vision of a jfreat world-wide Kingdom, of God In the Book
o! Daniel especially \ve find hov\, to the prophetic mmd, there
was opened the glorious prospect of a univ ersal Div inelj -estab-

lished sovereignty. Dn 2** and 713 14 are the clearest. The
latter of -. _*< -

>-]> ","i uportant, because
from it, i i

i
i " " the title 'Son of

Man 'by \ i i I i -. ,

'

\
, Icv\as therefore

a passage - -.cartel possihleio
believe that, as He proclaimed 'the kingdom,' lie had ni
clearly

in mind the words 'His dominion is an everlasting
dominion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom that
which shall not be destroyed.'

^
It is plain that among the Jews in our Lord's

time there was a widely spread expectation of
some great person who was to be leader of the
chosen people, and through whom that people
were to be established as j _fi o,V s orld-power.
The Jews of that age were ,ok *u -., a, kingdom.
And to them came John ^ \ ]>}> {.- < and then
Jesus of Nazareth, proclaiming the coming of a
Kingdom As our Lord's ministry and teaching
ile\ eloped, He made it quite clear that the King-
dom Jne proclaimed was very different from the
1 ii <rTom of popular expectation*-. Yet the two
* en- ,'t-j WM- cannot be wholly unrelated. Our Lord
would not have used the popular language if His
meaning had no relation to the ideas of the popular
mind.
This consideration is imfKxrtant, because of late

years there have been efforts to show that the
Kingdom, as conceived by our Lord, had no social
content whatever

; that, by the Kingdom of God,
He meant a spiritual illumination in the heart of
the individual (Harnaek, What is Christianity *

Lect. iii. He holds that our Lord shared the
o-c'Iiatological ideas of the Jews of His time, but
tlicit the essence of His teaching is that the King-
dom is the rule of God in the heart of the indi-

vidual). This view rests mainly on a single text,
Lk 1721 *The kingdom of God is within you,'
and Is supported by the consideration that the
primary meaning of the word which is translated
*

kingdom/ patriXda, is 'rule
*

or *
dominion.'

The sentence (Lk 17-1
)

' The kingdom of God is v\ ithm you
'

(IVTOS--'-. / -< .-
1

i i

"

being translated, 'The kingdom of God
is in t "' t

- "i
.

' and this rendering suits the context

better than any othei, for the sa\mg v\as addie&sed to the

Pharisees But it must be granted that the 'New Sa>mgs of

Jesus/ recentlv discovered b,v Grenfell and Hunt, have thiown
fiesh light on' this question The words occur m the Second

Sajmg,"and in a connexion v\hich precludes the translation '

in

the midst of >ou
' * The kingdom of heaven is \\ithm you, and

whoever shall know himself shall find it,' This is, at least, a
verv earl> vv itness to the sense attached to the words m pnmi-
trv e times

But we cannot found our interpretation of our

Loid's teaching on a single pabsage, i
- ;

"

when we are dealing with a leading ><
]_

i

which was always moie or less m His mind. Some
of the parables which were intended to thiow light
on the nature of the Kingdom, e.g. the Mustard
Seed, the Tares and the Wheat, the Draw-net,
beem explicable only on the

"
'

*

, ,

the Kingdom was regarded as '<

^

The only way of combining the two elements
which beems to be tiuly satisfactory, is to regaid
the Kingdom as the rule of God, whether in the
individual or in the community. It is then the
Summitm Bonwn, the Absolute Good in which
both the individual and the community find their

realization. It i& thus both a present blessing
and an ideal to guide all future development
It is realized here and now whenever man
stands in a right relation to God and to his

fellows. Its perfect realization belongs to the

great future : it is the end to which all creation

and all history are tending. The T\ -]

conception is thus at once moral, sc >

and c-chdtolouical All these aspects are dis-

tinctly visible m our Lord's teaching, and all are
harmonized by the view which has just been

adopted. We are now concerned with the moral

aspect of this great idea.

The Seimon on the Mount, as we have it in Mt
,

must be taken as the fullest statement of our
Lord's moral teaching. Whether it be accepted as
a single discourse, or be regarded a& a collection of

NiyitiL'- the unity which pervades it and its per-
f(

id 'unniOM} with the rest of our Lord's uttei-
ances are manifest. Its place in the gospel of the

Kingdom, as proclaimed by our Lord, is clearly
defined. The Sermon is a statement of the Law
of the Kingdom.
This is evident from Mt 61720, in which a go- crM i ri* i>\

concerning the ethical relation of the gospel to i '^ M' '

v I ,"i"

is laid down, and from vv. 21 4s
,
in which several important

illustrations of the practical application of this new principle
arc gxv en Mi 61-3* and 72l-27 agree with this view of the natuie
ot i he. "-erven. In the former passage, the whole subject of
rewaids and motives is dealt with, and the end which is to

govern our religious life (vv.i i) and our secular life (vv is
,*4)

is declared to be* not the i-ru.'^ o." iri i (vv
2 5 1G

), not earthly
rewards (vv.19 25), but Or,]- KT -rdoui and God's righteous-
ness (v %3) This end includes all necessary goods (v 33) It
therefore lifts the soul above anxiety (v

34
) It is an eternal

treasure
ifv.20)

it must be pursued with whole-hearted devo-
tion (v.*) In the latter passage (7

212
?) the importance of

doing the will of God, as contrasted with mere profession, is

insisted on as a condition of entering into the Kingdom
T -

"
- ' '"

"

ar that the whole Sermon on the Mount
*

- "" " '" ' the point of view of the Kingdom, and
" - ' * i 'i

' *

i
i mciples which belong to that point of

vi_ew.
It may therefore be fitly described as the Law of the

Kingdom.

At the same time, it is necessary to observe that
the Sermon on the Mount is not a new Decalogue.
Our Lord did not issue commandments like those
of the old Law. On the contrary, He laid down
principles, and taught His disciples how to apply
them.

This i" a*i Important dli+'riotion Co'mnandmenfcs which
Classify .it-nuns iorbildin< .-o^e and onioni!"!!* others, however
necessary^they may be for purposes of moral education, have
always this defect, that they are sure, sooner or later, to come
into conflict, and so give rise to pcrplexit-y and to casuibtrv
Principles, on the other hand, are trulv universal, and therefore
cannot conflict There are parts of our Lord's moral teaching
1

r

"

f ;
t - < 'i P. -p* N _' TO tany, e.g. Mt 5^39 40 41 42

It . i
1

. p< r}> o\ ' v i ar -H - in i < M i is seen that these savings
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contain not laws but examples, illustrations of the application
of a principle (see v 20

), which has been already laid down As
examples or illustrations, they must be considered in relation
to circumstances, which inevitably limit every particulai case

Among moral pimciples laid down by oui Loid,
the Kingdom stands first and supreme. The
passage which presents this truth most cleaily has
been already noticed It occupies the whole of
Mt 6, which fills the cential space in the moral

teaching of Jesus as we have it in St. Matthew's
report of the Sermon. Here we have the motives
of conduct dealt with. First, t

1 '

wrong
motives ai e pointed out the ; which
too often destroys the reality of the lehgious life

(vv
2 - 5 16 1S

) ; greed of gam, the laying up of

earthly treasuies (vv
19-24

), which makes the
'

single eye
J

impossible , anxiety for the neces-
saries of life, food and clothing, things that will

surely be given ILS if we live a true life (vv.
25-34

).

It is chaiactenstic of our Lord that it is in con-
nexion with this last subject that He reveals the
true motive. He contemplates the life of the

1

toiling for his daily bread and filled

lest that bread should fail There is

an extraordinary tendeiness and sympathy in our
Lord's language here The passage is perhaps the
most beautiful in all His teaching. And the
lesson reaches the

* '

hts of spiritual
vision. ' Seek first , of God and His

and an mese tilings (the necessaries
e added unto you

3

(v
33

)

It is singulaily impressive that this teaching
should be given in connexion with those common
everyday duties at which the vast majority of
human beings must spend their lives. To the

great mass of the woild's toilers oui Lord says
Be not anxious about your bodily needs In doing
your daily work, seek the Highest, and the neces-
saries of life will not fail. And what is that

Highest 9 It is the Kingdom and righteous-
ness of God The answer presents both sides of
the truth, the external and the mteinal, the

objective aim and the quality of character which
corresponds to it.

When we come to consider -
"

what
is the nature of this highest v

which
is termed the Kingdom, we are "met by the diffi-

culty that our Lord, no
"

. formal defini-

tion of it His manne . to it is rather
an indication that He first instance
to convince His hearers of its existence, and for

the rent to approach it in many different "ways, so
as

to_
exhibit diiferent aspects or a thing too great

for its nature to be made evident by any one
statement But certain characteristics emerge
with sufficient clearness. What these character-
istics are will be seen as we examine the other

leading ideas of our Lord's moral teaching. See
also art. KINGDOM OF GOD.

2. The Pure Heart. l Blessed are the pure in

heart,' said the Lord; 'for they shall see God.
5

The idea expressed in this Beatitude is one of the
most fundamental in the inii-. J-K l.ition of the Law
in terms of the gospel. On I Mii in-i-icil upon
the inwardness of all true goodness. An external

morality had no value in His eyes. This teaching
was not altogether new. Great piophets and
psalmists had seen it (Jer 3133, P* 5 1

10
). Greek

|iliil^-ii|-li<
i- had taught the priority of being to

<///'/ Hii Jesus gave to the world as a "whole

what had hitherto been the pos-^e^ion of -Hou
souls. By showing the power of this principle to

deepen the received code, He was able to alter the

po|iiil.'ii umception of the moral ideal- He taught
i 1 ia i \MI Inn the Kingdom the only goodness which
would be recognized would be goodness of heart
All the examples which He gave to show that the

righteousness of the Kingdom must exceed the

righteousness of the scribes and Phansees, display
the opeiation of tliib pimciple See Mt 522 2S ^'^
44-48

,
Lk 645

. GUI Lord did not abolish the old
Law. He fulfilled it (Mt 5 17

) He penetrated to
the inner meaning and deeper truth which under-
lay it. And what ib true of the good is true also
of the evil its nature is spiritual, it proceeds from
the heait, and is nc

'

concerned with the
outward action (Mt 7

21
. Lk 645

, see also
Mtl23435

).

There is a tendency to regard this purity of heart as concerned
only with the negation of r 1 * * - '

, - -i Qur
Lord

*

T (\
"

;,i^ they < that
refeie . i/I ..

'

) But -
* ', the

principle is one of universal application, and concerns the very
es&ence of all goodness T ,

'

.

Kant stated in the term 1- N
-

'

I
1 '

in the \\oild, 01 even out of it, which can b"e called good without
qualification, except a Good Will '

It is the doctrine which
modern Ethics expresses when it declares that the goodness or
badness of conduct depends upon the motive In the last

resoit, the 'single eye 'and the 'pure heart' are the same.
Thej

" "
,

' ward determination to do the good
just , _

' and for no other reason The former
regards this moral attitude from the point of view of the end
which is aimed at, the second contemplates the disposition of
the heart, the moral condition of soul, out of which the good
inevitably springs.

3. The Infinite Yalue of the human Soul. This
idea is veiy frequent in the teaching ot our Lord.

Explicitly 01 implicitly, it occurs e\ ei \\Uieie See
-Ml 6J '" i029ft 40 ^ 12" 12 162G 1SM . Mlv 8- J7 937 - 42

,

Lk 925 48 1029ff 127tt -4 - 28 14*5 154ft -

'

8ff- 31ff- 1910
, Jn 316

4?ff iQiiff t _A" which tell of the love of

God for the , -soul or of the sacrifice by
which the salvation of the feoul was effected, aie
witnesses to the same truth. Every person, BO
matter how pool, wi etched, sinful or degraded, is

of infinite value when compaied with any mere
thing. The gospel was preached to the poor. The
Cluibt received the publicans and sinners who came
to Him. None were too miserable or too lowly for

His compassion. The Great Father in heaven is

ever watching over His human children. The very
hairs of then heads are all numbered. Better to
die a miserable death than be the cause of injury
to one of HLS little ones. God so cares for even
the most sinful among His cbildxen, that He is

compared to the shepheid seeking the lost sheep,
to the woman searching for her lost piece of money.
There is joy in heaven over one smnei that re-

penteth God is like a loving father who rejoices
ovei the returning prodigal. As we have it m St.

John,
* God so loved the world, that tie gave his

only-begotten Son '

(3
lb

)

Apart from the icligious \ alue of these teac lung-,
their ethical importance is incalculable. They con-

veyed to mankind one of the greatest gifts which
even Christianity had to bestow : the belief that
each human soul is of absolute value, above all

price or estimation. It is the doctrine which philo-

sophical Ethics expresses, when it declares that

every person is to be regarded as an end in himself,
never as a means only. This is the doctrine which
underlies the mission of the Church to go and make
disciples of all the nations (Mt 2819

). It is the

principle which has overthrown tyrannies, abolished
-la.very. Jirul justified all our modern enthusiasms
foi hbcTiy and for the welfare of humanity,
ThTs doctime, combined with that of the Fatherhood of God,

aifoids the true proof of individual immortality. Our Lord's

teaching is quite cleai on this subject There must be a future
life for men because God calls Himself their God. 'He is not
rl-u (,'MJ of the dead but of the living' (Mt 22*1*

,
Mk 1227,

I it '(i*' 1

') That is, God cares for men, they are precious in

His sight, therefore He cannot permit them to perish The

great Father will never forsake His children.

$. The Law of Love. Christianity teaches us to

think of love as the nature of God and as the
lis.-lii'-' Viw of human life. We owe this noble
I'-i-

1

,'")' o our Lord Himself. By precept and

example He taught His followers to think of the
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Almighty as their Father in heaven. "While never

ignoring the justice, the ." 0,1 ,-- of God, He
made His heaxers realize the -uj M^IL.U y of the

Divine Love. Out of this great lo*i i
<> (">ii should

flow a human love of the same nature, a beneficent
love (Mt 5 1*4 - 45

, Lk 627-36
), a love which embraces

even those who aie bitterly hostile. Not only so,

but our Lord teaches that the Law of Love is the

supreme law of conduct. It includes all the com-
mandments (Mt 22s7' 39

, Mk 1230ff
-). In strict accord-

ance with this teaching is the Law of Sei vice. He
is greatest who serves best {Mt 2025ff

,
Mk 1043ff

*,

Lk 22J4--7
5
Jn 135'17

). Loving service is the true

test of the life (Mt 2535ff
-)-

This -" -
"

"y that our Lord designed to give
to men - ' lid be, not merely an illumination

for the but a social bond He set free a

principle \\hich would bless all
*

i I _
' h That

Ermciple
may be described as ' calted to

ea\en for the good of all the i '. Father,'
then all we 'are brethien' (Mt 238) The kingdom of God is

thus the kingdom of Love m winch each is blessed in the

blessing of all. And this is the true Summum Bonum, the ideal

end, \\hich finds its paitial realization in e\ery instance of

_

"

i the individual life as well as m the life of

which is the
"

. -
' "

'
"

ral

and social progress Its perfect / .
' of

the future, the coming of the Kingdom in glory

5. The Universality of Love.- The Law of Love in

its relation to our duty to one another is expressed
by the command,

' Thou shalt love thy neighbour
as thyself.' But the question arises. What is the

scope of this love ? Or, as it was put to our Lord
Himself,

' Who is my neighbour?
5

(Lk 1039
)

The
answer to this question is contained in the passage
already referred to (Mt S43

"48
). Our love is to be,

like God's, a V. *-j_ "or all who need it, the evil

as well as the ,uo > 1 i>< just as well as the unjust,
our enemies as wen as our friends. In the parable
of the Good Samaritan (Lk 1030ff

') }
the same answer

is given in a way which makes its meaning even
more distinct. To enforce the lesson, our Lord
selected as the hero of His parable a man belong-
ing to a race which was hated and despised by the
Jews. There was an exquisite wiadom in this
choice. Why not have made a Jew assist a
Samaritan, or even a Gentile, in order to illustrate
the principle? But our Lord wished to teach by
an exai"

" "'

,ther to the humanity than
to the i . -of His hearer. Had the
act of mercy been shown by a Jew to a Samaritan
it might have seemed condescension, a work of

supererogation. Shown by a Samaritan to a Jew,
the true character of the ixoouno-- it reveals be-

comes, from the Je^:*>ii poini 01 view, far more
evident. We are imi^iil thai love should be
universal in its nature. It should break down the
barriers erected by n.cc or pi i\ ilepre, or religion.

It is impossible to e \ajrjrcra to ilic importance of
this 1a- II'M/ \ ncient "civilizations were for the
most i !M> r'j'triiii'il on slavery or on the subjection
of races or classes. Underlying the whole Jewish
system was the idea of a privileged people. Our
Lord broke through the most inveterate of pre-
judices, and taught the universal obligation to
love and to bless. He laid the foundation of

liberty and of philanthropy.
6. The Great Example. In Mt G33

, the ideal is

set before us in fa\o ways, as an objective aim and
as a type of character: 'Seek ye first Ms king-
dom and hi*> righteousness

* The righteousness
of God is the standard There is, and must be, a
correspondence between the outward and the in-

ward, oetween the Kingdom of God as a universe
of

souls^ bound together by the great love of their
Father in Heaven and their love one to another,
and the moral condition of each individual souL
When the latter side is considered, we ask, What
is its quality ? what is its standard ? The answer
is the character of God. This is implied in the

very name ' Father' (Mt 545 )
The teaching is,

' Be sons of your Father,
3 be like unto God Even

more explicit is the statement in Mt 548 'Ye
theiefore shall be perfect as your heavenly Father
is perfect

' This standard may seem too high. It

may seem unreal to say to oidmaiy men and
women, 'Be perfect as God.' But all realization

of good character m human creatuies is, so far as

it goes, an imitation of God, a reproduction of the
Divine. Goodness is always a following of God,
though it be a veiy long way oft. What we have
here is the absolute standaid, the highest possible
ideal of character Our Loid will set nothing
lower before us. But the ideal ib

brought
near to

us in a way which is chaiacteribtic of Christianity.
Jesus Christ Himself is the incarnation of the ideal.

SeeMt II 29 2025-28
,
Mk 104-"45

,
Lk640 2227

, Jn 1315 34

1512. In f: . , our Loid holds Himself

up as an A
'

there can be no doubt
that the influence of His character has been as

potent a moral force as His woids. He elevated

humanity by being what He was It is veiy haul
to realize how vast was the change effected by the

teaching and example of Chust The conception
of the ideal of character was altered. To see this

truth we have but to compaie Anstotle's pictuie
of the V '" l -'>ulol man' with our Loid. Noble
and virtuous with, the splendid but impeifect

nobility and virtue of < r ece, the gieat-
souled man is proud, . . and pompous.
His very

'

greatness,' as conceived by Aristotle,
makes him a poor creature when placed beside

Jesus of Nazareth. Above all, our Lord's example
shows us the principle of love at work in human
life.

7. Self-renunciation. When dealing with the

lofty principles of absolute morality, our Lord's

teaching is characterized by the most extraordmaiy
sweetness With joyous confidence His thought
lingers on the sunny heights of truth. But when
He comes to speak of the struggle through which
the soul must pass in its upward progress, His
manner changes. There is an awful force in the

language and imagery with which He teaches the

necessity of self-sacrifice From this we learn His
attitude towards sin. See Mt 529 30 IS6

'9
, Mk 942

'48

1037
"39

. Such passages show that His tenderness
towards the repentant sinner involved no condon-

ing of sin. Our Lord received sinners, but He
never regarded their sins with complaisance The
following passages are important Mt 1037ff* 1624

"27
,

Mk S34^, Lk 923 * H25'35 17H Jn 1225, also Mt 7
13 ' 14

,

Lk 1324ff In these passages the necessity of self-

renunciation is expressed in terms of the most vivid

intensity. Yet the denial of self is nowhere repre-
sented as an end in itself. It is a means, or rather
the inevitable means It is the way, not the goal.
Yet it is a way which cannot be avoided it the

goal is to be reached.

Our Lord clearly sets "before us the reward of goodness and
the punishment which awaits unrepented sin. The subject is a

puzzling one, because of the ambiguities of language. But our

thoughts will be set free from coafusion if we consider our
Lord's teaching as it stands, a pa it nom
ceptions. It will be found that, '

- ""

But all alike are ways of describing that
'-','. '

i- is the Swnmum JBonum, the true and
unal gooa, lhai end in \\hioh God ITnmelf with all His children
shall ha\ e one undivided blessedness To live for this reward is

to live for the good itself The goodness 01 badness of working
for rewards depends altogether on the nature of the rewards
which are sought. To work for selfish ends is always wrong, to
seek as a reward that great end which is the supreme and
universal blessing is always right , it is indeed the essence of all

goodness

ii. RELIGIOUS IDEAS. We have considered the
leading ethical ideas of our Lord's teaching. But,
as must now be quite apparent, it is impossible to
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separate the ethical element from the religious
Though om Loid Hmibelf advanced, fioni a pre-
vailingly ethical -1. '_' of instruction to a stage
which \\as moie ui- i< 1 1\ ( i\ leligious, yet in His

thought the t\\o aie united,
"

Indeed, the religious
side of the tiuth is the moie fundamental It

deals with the
' "

For example,
when speaking ot the oidrnaiy work of human
life, and giving the great iule,

' Seek first the
lunu 1

"

1

" 1 "
*

TT< lul His heareis on to the thought
CM i 'o J ,i'h i I'M HI of God as the leason why they
should renounce all anxiety and live for the higher
ends (Mt 6J6 8t) a2

)

1. The Fatherhood of God This idea stands
first among those which belong to the distinctively

"of our Loid's teaching. He gave it

position, and conveyed it in every
possible \\ay to the minds of His heaiers. By
woid, by manner, by the manifestation of His own
spiiitual expel lence, and, above all, by being what
He was, and at the same time declaring Himself
to be a revelation of the mind and will of God
(see Mt ll 27 2531flS Jn 519fF 812ff 10-5ff 12^ff-

14-16),
our Lord taught men to think of God as 'the
Fathei,' and to attribute to Him all the benignity
and bountifulness of the fatherly ehaiacter. Heie
it is impossible to separate the teaching from the
life of Christ It is through the Christ Himself
that man learns to know God as the Father. Jesus
was intensely conscious of God's presence and
relation to flimself. He saw into the heart of
God with a clearness of vision unpaialleled in
human expenence. He speaks of God out of a

perfect knowledge, and whenever a human soul is

able truly to hear, belief follows. The revelation
of God made by Him carries conviction with it

It is so gieat a thing that it cannot but be true.

When once man has grasped it, no othei account
of God can be accepted.

The idea of the Fathoihood of God occurs in the OT (Dt I31

85 326, Ps 10813
,
see al-o Js GJ"> M", Jer & 19, Hos 111 etc ). It

was. not unknown to pagan thought , see Ac 1728 But, as

taught by our Lord, the Fatherhood of God became a new thing
1

.

Fatherhood is not, m all states of society, suggestive of watch-
ful, loving affection It has sometimes connoted a very harsh
rule The fulness of meaning; and the spiritual value which
now belong to the idea as connected with our relation to God,
are very largely denved from the teaching and influence of our
Lord.

In the teaching of our Lord the Fatherhood of

God is presented in three ways: (1) Jesus speaks
of God as ' My Father/ This name was very dear
to Jesus, It sprang from His consciousness of

leluiioii^hip (o God. Cleaily, it bore a special
meaning Tic was Son of God m a unique sense.
This truth IB emphasized bjr the manner in which
the expression My Father' is

"
; 1\- used (Mt

IQ32.33 n Lk 240 Q229
}
Jn 517 In- . ^ 2(F ; S66

also Mt 721 16 17 18* 19- 35 20-s, Mk S*8, Lk 2449, Jn
520-45 $32ff. 8i9ff

I4_i6). These passages fully carry
out the idea expressed in the announcements at
His baptism and on the Mount of T'j v -f irjih-ri

(Mk 1" and 97
). (2) Our Loul 1nj. I . II- -i ,i.l, -

to think of themselves as a rmmly \\ ii 'i ( m-, M
'

i\ ^

them as their Father. They were called into a

specially close relationship to God, and became in

that special sense His children. In the Sermon on
the Mount, Jesus addresses His disciples, and con-

tinually speaks to them of God, calling Him *

your
Father '

(Mt 516- 45 61 8- 14 15- S2 711
).

' Fear not,'
He says,

'
little flock ; for it is your Fathei *s good

pleasure to give you the kingdom* (Lk 12s2 ;. In
the Lord's Prayer the address ' Our Father ' has
reference to the di>ciple^ as the family of God.

Perhaps we dare not limit the e

our,
' but the

prayer was given to the disciples for their own
use, and the word was surety meant to have the
effect of uniting them as a family under the head-

ship e'J their Father in Heaven. (3) Our Lord's

teaching regaids God as the Father of all men.
Mty, Lk 6J5

imply this gieat extension of the
Divine Fatheihood. But cleaier still aie the
parables of the Lost Sheep, the Lost Piece of
Silvei, and th-> TW -,>J Son (Lk 15), The paiable
of the Good N MI,,' -i, r extends the spheie of love

beyond the bounds of Judaism, and thio\vs light
on such passages as Mt 645 and Lk 6J5

. Its pim-
ciple coi responds, in the human sphere, to that
expressed by the words,

' God so loved the world '

(Jn 316).

Our Lord, then, teaches us to think of God as
the Blather, and at the same time as Sovereign
ovei the greatest of al

1 " '

". T T

'.aiaeter-
ibtic attubute of this ,

- i& love.
His love is so wide thai, iu im^uueb uie unthankful
and evil, those who have tinned their 1c

""

their Father's house and renounced Hi&
It is the source from which springs all that is de-
scribed as Salvation. It 'he mission of
the Christ (Jn 3 lfa

). It is truth of the
life of Him who came to seek and to save the lost,

It is that Divine characteristic fiom -which pro-
ceed *joy in heaven over one sinner that repenteth'
(Lk 157

}. And when this love has won the sinner,
it introduces him into a circle in which he is

brought more immediately under the Divme
Fatheihood He becomes a membei of the family,
the Kingdom, that great order of things in which
men feel and experience the love of the Gieat
Father. Finally, there is that supieme degree of

Divine Fatherhood which belongs to the relation

between the Fathei and Him who is in a unique
sense the Son The life and death of Christ leveal

the love of God to man because of this i elation.

God's love appears because He gave His only-
begotten Son See also art FATHER.

2. The Son. The second stage of our Lord's

teaching is conceined mainly with Himself and
His work for man. It is one of the great para-
doxes of His personality, that while humility was
one of His most marked characteristics, He yet
pieached Himself as none else ever daied to do
Sometimes the humility and the self-assertion

occm side by side, expressed in a single utterance.
' Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you rest Take my yoke
upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and

lowly in heart, and ye shall find rest unto your
souls' (Mt 112S<20 ) The invitation and promise
here constitute a great claim. Yet He adds, *I

am meek and lowly in heart 5

; and the story of His
life proves the truth of the asseition. Further-

more, these words follow one of the greatest
statements ever made of the

"

\

' "
i Lord j

s

person, and the extent of I i
-

. \: f All

things have been delivered unto me of my Father :

and no one knoweth the Son, save the Father;
neither doth any know the Father, save the Son,
and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal

him' (Mt II27
). This passage is but one out of

!".ni\ T< -vis continually asserted His right to

i in lu-ol-iH devotion of the hearts of men. No
sacrifice is too great to be made in His seivice.

Even the dearest of human relationships must be
counted as nothing in comparison with Him. He
claims, as His right, the utmost allegiance (Mt
1037-39 !g24-26 1Q98 i ggWff ^

Mk 834
'38 987' 41 1029 IS13

147
"9

,
Lk g28^ 48- 570

"

1022 128ff- 1426ff- IS29
,
and thiough-

out St John's Gospel. See, especially, Jn 5 1711 8 12ff

The only adequate explanation of these facts is

that which the NT supplies, and \\hich the Chris-

tian Church has always held Jesus is Divine;
He is the Incarnate Word of God (Jn I

14
}. No

other doctnne can justify the claim which He
makes, and explain the life, work, and teaching by
which that claim is sustained. Our Lord did not
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declare Himself Divine, nor did He even make

open proclamation of His Messiahship That \\ as

not His method. He avoided ji.'U 1
!.

1^ ^
liu

1
'

would lia\e inflamed the minds 01 Ju 1 'I'ul: , IK o

(Mk 1^. as. 43
4431-^ 1^442

43 5ibg3fa3 JngiS) Fuither,
He knew that faith springs into homy not from

names and titles, "but from the itco^iiihon by the

soul of that which is alone worthy to be the object
of faith. Theiefore He chose to leveal Him*elf

gradually in His daily intei course \\ith HI& fol-

lowers, and so lead them to discover the gieat
truth foi themselves (Mt 161 -*"-

) That our Loid

deliberately followed this method is shown by the

terms which He used when refeiring to Him&elf

For example, He habitually called Himself the

Son of Man. The name piesented a problem to

all who heard it. T '"!.-' - r^ence to Dn
713

, but was not so ! , as to con-

btitute a claim It evoked the question,
' Who is

tin-* Son of Man?' (Jn 1234
). The name occurs

about eighty times in the GospeLs, and always as

u&ed by our Loid of Himself It is so character-

istic ot His own point of view that it is not used

by others. It clearly implies His humiliation, yet
it is employed by Him pointedly in those passages
in which fiis glory is desciibei See Mt 1341 1928

25811f
,
Lk 21 Sb

, Jn 5-7 66J etc.

The title Son of Man expresses the humanity of

our Lord. It is His own testimony to His pertect
Brotherhood with men. It maiks^His sympathy
with human infirmity, and is used riip't'iv/y ">i

connexion \\ith His mission of sal\{n.ii M
/ Mi

2028, Lk 19ll)

)- It presents Him as the Ideal Man.
This lias been f -' . >\ .,- not in accordance

with the though > i
,
but the OT had its

ideal figures. Abraham, Moses, David, Elijah came
to be regarded as typical lepreaentatives

of whole

peoples or classes. In the latter Isaiah this mode
of thought reaches its most perfect development.
The ideal Israel is depicted as the 'Seivant of

Jehovah/ and, as the prophet proceeds, the con-

ception gio\\s, until in Is S3 there rises into view
the wonderful form o" , 'P: ^.i H 1

M : Servant who is

contrasted with, yet \*< -. * , i, i
"

people of God.
Theie is therefore no anachronism in supposing
that when our Lord styled Himself the Son of

Man He intended to set Himself forth as the repre-
sentative of the human race, the Ideal Man. See,

further, art. SON OF MAN.
The title Son of God was not often used by Jesus

Himself (see Mt 2T43,
Jn 525 9s5), yet in many ways

He implied His right to it. His constant and
peculiar use of the expression 'My Father' (see

above), and the frequent occurrence of the title
6 Son of God,' as attributed to Him by others and
not disclaimed by Himself, show what was His

position in regard to this question (Mt 43 S29 1433

2740.
S4

? Mk 3n
?
Lk 44i 22TO, ja p4. 49 318 935 u ar etc ).

This title was naturally seized upon by His dis-

ciples as the simplest way of expressing the mys-
tery of His person The essence of that mystery,
as manifested in every instance in which He dis-

closed His inner mind, was the close relationship
in which He stood to the Father (see Mt II27

).

And. so it was by means of this title that His

Divinity was represented to the minds of His first

followers. And for the practical purpose* of the

religious life, as distinguished from the definitions
of theology, no mode of expression could have been
so useful ; the critical faculties were held in sus-

pense while the needs of the soul were satisfied.

See also art. SON OF GOD.
The two titles

* Son of God 9 and 'Son of Man'
modify and explain one another. Taken together
they constitute pur Lord's own most chai acteristic

way of expressing the nature of His person. It
was in this way that He chose to teach men His

humanity and His Divinity and the miracle of

their union Thus the Incarnation is found to be

implied m oui Lord's attitude towards* His o\\n

consciousness of Himself in relation to God and

man. For a deeper insight into this piofound sub-

ject we must turn to those passages in which that

consciousness is most fully revealed . Mt II 27 2531ff
,

Mk 8-"*-, Lk 10Jlff
, Jn 517ff 8J"-9 1030 17 1 ' 5

etc.

With this is connected oui Loid's consciousness of

Himself as the bond of union among His disciples,

uniting them to God and to one another Jn 14-

151 '11 17 J2--3
. Also He piesents Himself as the

means of communication between God and man :

Jn 1C7 146. These truths are aspects of His Incar-

nation.
GUI Loid repiesented the woik of His life as a

woik of salvation Lk 199 10
; cf Mt 15* Lk 15*-

Thih idea, though prominent in
f1 r

1

-
1 "

n

the fiibt (see Mt 1
J1

,
Lk 211

,
Jn I

2
, n

all our Lord's language about il . is
i elation to men, yet lemams undeveloped in His

teaching until the end of His ministry. As the

Gospels proceed, however, and His death ap-

proaches, sudden gleams of light aie thrown upon
the deepei meaning o salvation. In Jn 651ft

, the

thought of Chiifet as the Bread of Life passes into

that of the Paschal Lamb by whose death and
v ,,^ 'i Y i he people of God are delivered
i .1 i h is the Good Shepherd -\\lio lays
down His life for the sheep On the last journey
to Jerusalem our Lord's mind was- much occupied
by the dreadful events which He knew were await-

ing Him (Mk 1(P- also Mt 2017ff
-, Lk IS31 "3

-*).

Before this He had told His disciples of the facts

(Mt 1621
, Mk 8S1 9S1 ,

Lk 922
), but now He declares

something of f M ii m<>nnr.i.. and purpose. The
occasion of the dec !riiTLn vl<\- the ambitious peti-
tion of the sons of Zebedee. In reply to the two

brothers, our Lord promises, in veiled language,

participation in His -uffeiinii-; and to the whole

body of the disciples He gives this teaching
' Who-

soever would become great among you shall be

your minister ; and whosoever would
^

" '

,

you, shall be servant of all For vei u
**

'.

'

Man came not to be ministered unto, but to mini-

ster, and. to give His life a ransom for many.' It

is the first clear statement in our Lord's own lan-

guage of the purpose of His death. With this

passage must be connected Jn 1223
-27

, in which,

contemplating the terror of His cross, He lays
down the law of sacrifice But clearer still is the
declaration which He made at the Last Supper.
There are four accounts in the NT (Mt 2626-28

,
Mk

1432
'24

, Lk 2219 - 20
,

I Co ll23'25
) No two of these

correspond exactly. But all agree that our Lord
connected the rite with the conception of His
death as a sacrifice on behalf of men. He gave
His body over to death. His blood to be shed '

for

many unto the remission of sins
J

And, as St.

John tells us (chs 14-16), that very night our Lord
addressed His disciples at length on His love and
His relation to the Father and to them, and said,
* Greater love hath no man than this, that a man
lay down his life for his friends.

5

Jn HH* Icj-chin^ of our Lord, then, the atonement
is the tedou'prioTi of men from sin by the giving of

His life. It is the remission of sins through, His
death and the shedding of His blood. It is the
work of love. It is the corn of wheat falling into

the ground that it may perish and, through perish-
ing, bear much fruit. The impressiveness of this

teaching is greatly increased when it is taken in

connexion with certain events and ficijrmoiMniy
utterances which give the testimony or our Lord's
own inner consciousness to the fact that* in His
Passion and Death, He engaged in a great conflict

with evil, a work given Him oy His Father, a work
which He was bound to accomplish. The follow-

ing passages are the most important: Mt
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Lie 2253
,
Jn 1227 1430, Mt 2638ff

, Mk U^-, Lk 2241fi
-,

Mt 2T46,
Mk 1534. Most impressive of all is the

Agony in the gaiden. It supplies the key to all

the lest.

3. Faith. But though the fullei explanation of

the purpose of our Lord's life and death took place
only towards the end, He had fiom the beginning
made a demand which implied all that afteiwarcU
became explicit. He insisted on a faith which
found its supreme object in Himself The great-
ness of His personal claim has been already pointed
out (see hbt of passages given above). We have
been able to discern something of the meaning of

thib claim in relation to the doctrine of our Lord's

person. But it is necessary also to obseive that
there is involved a very clear doctime of the natuie
of faith Jesus taught the supreme necessity of

faith in God, the great Father. He also taught
the necessity of faith m Himself. By the demands
which He made, the promises He gave, tr

"" ""

He bestowed, He made it cleai that He
a faith which should take the form of an absolute
trust directed towaids Himself. See Mt 82 3- 10

92 2J 29 152S
5

jyjfc- 140
41 25 440 534 36 05 6

729 g!3.
17-21 JQ52

146"9
, Lk 512 - 13 20 79 - 50 S25 48- 50 1042 17 19 IS42 1939 - 40

In the Gospel of St John, faith of this kind is pre-
sented eveiywhere as the spiritual condition which
enables man to become receptive of the highest
blessing. See Jn I

12 50 211 - 23 316 18 36 441 - 43 - so 524

Q2Q 3S. 40 12
Q35-38 }Q9. 16. 27

-Q25.
26 }24G 48

J4.9.
12

g-j-^

In these ]':i-;-'- Jin-l I' .,/
' the Fourth

Gospel, ( In 1-1 Jhrn-rlr ir II -
, to God the

Fathei on the one hand, and to those who believe
on the other, sxims up all spiritual blessing. He is

the source of Eternal Life, the giver of the living
water, the Bread of Life, the Light of the World,
the Good Shepherd, the Resurrection and the Life,
the Way, the Truth, and the Life, etc. All these

images imply some attitude or act of reception on
the part ot those who benefit. Therefore we lead
of the New Birth,

'
"

*
' 1

'
'

ik ;':_" the Living Water,
the eating of the !>!,', , I 1-3, the following of

the Light, etc. And whatever else may be in-

volved, there is, in all these, the teaching that
faith on the part of

'

to the gifts which are bestowed m (jurist, toee,

further, art FAITH.
Our Lord's first leaching as to

'
"

r the

Kingdom was a call to repents:.-- V
31X i

,
To

this we must now add faith, as the subjective
means by which the Kingdom is realized, a faith

which, when developed, becomes failh in Jesus
Christ.

$. The Coming of the Kingdom. Our Lord came
to found a kingdom, a great spiritual and social

order of llii'i_ KJ-OI on the principle of love,
under the I .rln-i!io<"l of God, and creating a
Brotherhood among men. Its members were to
enter mto this new life through repentance and
faith, and in it to realize a righteousness of heart
and life far exceeding tlx k rul.iion-v -- of the
scribes and Pharisees. The-

|

i ')ili
1

. \ of such a
Himn in n world like this A\ on ! \ li,iv* VIMI incred-

ihlo, but tor the way in which our Loid presented
and manifested Hirn-elf to men. In Him lesided
the power which would realize the Kingdom. By
His death He overcame the forces which opposed
the Kingdom, by His life He established it.

Tint ih"M,_h hiTC'M;."l<iiM was a present fact from
th' n, mi "i iliai CMM-I i >T ought human souls into
a njiht i elation to God, we are taught by Him to

think of the Kingdom as yet to come. In the
Lord's Prayer we have the petition,

t

Thy kingdom
come.' And there are many pn >njr<*

<* winch -how
that these words refer to a <Jioni future reah/ntioTi

Mt 811 1341 2531
, Mk 838 11* Lk 21" -J-J

1 " Ac 1" 7

etc But clearest of all are the parables of growth
the Tares, the Mustard Seed, the Leaven, the Draw-

net, the Seed Growing in Secret These parables
deal with the development of the Kingdom in

history and its i elation to the woild at lai ge. They
connect the conception of t

1 T\i _C i , -, - "ii!,l
fact here and now with \, .

;
. \

i
, , -..

distinctively ebchatological and legards the King-dom as a peifected state of things in the futuie.
It is plain that our Loicl never lost sight of the
great final realization of the Ideal. He constantly
looked at the piesent in the light of the futuie, and
taught His follow eis to live and work with the
great end m view (Lk 12J7ff

-)

5. The Paraclete. In the Fouith Gospel we find
recorded a very distinct and detailed promise of a
special gift by which the disciples of our Loid were
to be fitted to do their Mastei's woik after His
departuie It occurs in the solemn address of the
/ i

"" r
-i-3 the Passion (Jn 14-16) <I will may

!},!<' and he shall give you another Com-
forter (Paraclete), that he may be with you for
ever ; even the Spirit of truth

5

(14
16 17

). Again and
rj,i,n 111 i Ins great discouise our Lord leturnsto
ilu^ jnomi^, a ^' "

' various aspects of the

Spirit's work
t

'.
15

). The presence of
the Spirit involves the p

"

Christ Himself.
The Spurt is to teach i

%

\; 1 1 -, to guide them
into all truth, to bear witness of Chi 1st. He has
also a mission to the world (16

s
). It is good for the

disciples that our Lord should leave them, because
the Spirit's < oin i<. i- >{> ndent on IT"

j
"ii _ It

is plain that .he MH r,p"iu is that the x
;/

\ !
- to

be given as a source of illumination and spiritual

power for the people of Christ during the develop-
ment of the K : M u ii i in Mie woild. Thus the Spint
carries on the work ot Christ.

In the Qy {" Hi.- >els there is nothing as clear
in regard

'

s > the II olx ^j -n i ! Yet there
!-i ?,--.i,t vhich, though much less definite,
.
- '

i-i
1

,-' '\ with the teaching m Jn 14-16.
]''," i ^ < -ixion of the Spirit's woik with the
future of the Church i- ini)ri

! Ml m Mt 1020, Lk 1212.

See also Lk 418
, Mt 12--', Mk 3 Lk II13

, Mt 2S19
.

See, fuither, artt HOLY SPIRIT and PARACLETE.

In Ac 1* we find an important corroboration by St Luke of
the promise recorded by St John : Christ chaiges TTi- <1 c

[>lv -i

' not to depart from Jerusalem, but to wait for 1 1 1 1 .-'. i f

the Father, which, said he, je heard from me '

I.i I \ _'=
'

t 10

promise is mentioned but not given.

The work of the Holy Ghost is therefore con-

nected with the extension and development of the

Kingdom. He is the innvi n^Tieiiilir.j' j-ouerm
the individual and the comunnin^ Jlc H the
Master of the movements 01 thought gni'liny into

all truth. The moveme*
" ' "

<

l

;
remed

by ruling ideas, ideas < < i . great
ends as supiemely desirable, and so become, in the
true sense, ideals. Chief among all such is the
idea of the Kingdom It is the great ideal which
is to "be n\ili/el m and

J1 "" J1
e love of the

Father, by the submissior hearts to the

Son, and under the Mipeiintenilmji influence of the

Holy Ghost. Thus ihc nun-* oi men are to be sub-

or_dinated to the one Mipiuno ond that at last the

Kingdom may come in n^ iiilno .

LT rrp \ n RE It is nol
1

\vuli this subject, as all

'Liff ot Chjna' may bi

i are Weiss, Lnc of Ciw>
I the Mft-siah ; Dalman,

rJ i

I is mot important Wei -1

t r
i

<! I

I i

etirap ._...--
as it should be Sandal's art. "Jesus t-hnst'in Hastings
is important Oir's art

*

Kingdom of God,' ^b
,
should be con-

sulted The wntei's Ruling Ideas of our Lord deals vuth the

subject Among works of a more general kind may be men-
tioned Seele\ 's Ecce Homo, Harnack's What is Christianity t

(Das Wescn clcs Christentinms\ Liddon's Diiumty of our Lord,
and Latham's Pastoi Pastorum Archbishop Alexander's Lead-
ma Jdeas of the Gospels deals with the ideas which guided the

minds of the E\ angehsts It will, however, be found suggestive
on the subject of this article

CHARLES F. D'ARCY.
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IDU1OEA (NT 'ISoujcwua, which is also used m
the LXX tor the Heb. *JcfoM). This land is men-

tioned once only in the NT (Mk 3s
), but is ako

notable as the native land of Herod and his family
The Edom of the OT lay between the Dead Sea

and the Gulf of Akabah. In the early pait of the

Jewibli exile many of the Edomites overran the

south of Judaea, and when the Nabatseans, at some

time during the Persian peiiod, conquered then

own land, many moie joined the earliei settleis in

South Judcea, and that district became known as

Idumcea Thus Idumrea at the time of Chribt was
'..,'Ji,

11
* the Southern Shephelah with the

V- , i < A. Smith, HGHL p 239), i.e roughly,
, !

- !, ,-f a line from Beth-sur to Gaza. Judas

Maceabseus fought against the Idumseans with

much success (1 Mac 53 )
m 164. Fifty-five years

later, John Hyicanus conquered the countiy, and

compelled the people to be circumcised (Jos Ant.

XIII. ix. \\BJ-L ii- 6) By the law of Dt 237 &
they

thus became full Jews in the third generation,

though Herod himself was sometimes reproached
as a 'half-Jew' (Jos. Ant. XIV. xv 2). Although
the Idurnceans were 'sons of Esau/ their interests

fiom this time weie entirely merged with those of

the Jews, and their country was reckoned to Judsea,

Idumtea being counted one of the eleven toparchies
of Judaja in Koman times (Jos. BJ III iii 5)

G W. THATCHER.
IGNORANCE. 1. EcHgious ignorance is uni-

formly regarded in the Bible as a moral and spiri-

tual, and not merely as an intellectual, defect.

Religious
"

,
"* always culpable, because

the tiue L .
"-.' every man '

(Jn I9).
^
The

light of reason and ot conscience shines even in^the
darkness of heathenism, and the heathen are plainly
in fault if they -appiehend

5

it not (v.
5
). To put

the matter in another way, the truths of Natural

Religion carry their own evidence with them, and
those who worship the creature instead of the

Creator, or who deny that theie is a God, or who
think that there is no essential difference between
virtue and vice, wilfully blind themselves to the

truth (cf Ro I 19- 20
, Ac 1417 )

Yet the/!.
1

</"''.
of the heathen, great as it is, is less t'n '\ ^~
those who have leceived the light of revelation

(Mt 1015 1241 }. Our Lord specially blames the

Samaritans because, having received the Law, they
nevertheless remained in ignorance of its Author

(Jn 4^ RV"), and neglected to worship Him in the

place which He had chosen. But far more culpable
than the half-heathen Samaritans were the Jews,
who had behind them a long religious ancestry of

patriarchs and prophets (Ro 95
), who inherited the

promises, and to whom were committed the oracles

of God (3
2 94 }. The chosen race, wilfully blinding

themselves to the true iiiofiLu >f tin; ^f ' r-hiu^-'Tn

545) and to the signs ot I'M* ri.to- M"i 10*,, equ-
ally the testimony of the Baptist (Jn 32G S2

) and
the words and works of Jesus (Mt 11*>, Jn 1038 14n
1534 ), weie punished by having the truth hidden
from them in parables (Mt 1313

), and by having
their spiritual ini<leiMimlm^ darkened (Mt 1315

,

2 Co 314
}- Of tlio To\\^ i he MOM culpable weie the

]( adei '/V F't'Wic't I',* because they were ignorant
of ih< 1 10- iinen on and the future life, truths

inculcated by Moses himself (Mt 2229
) ; and the

Pharisees and scribes, those blind leaders of the

blind, who led their unwary followers into a pit
(15

14
) T The case of the Pharisees wa? particulaily

hopeless, because, bemg ignorant they ihouglit,
themselves wise :

*
If ye were blind [and acknow-

ledged it], ye would have no sin ; but now ye say,
We see : your sin remaineth '

(Jn 941 ).

T < of Jesus is treated in the Compel- a-

, ,
*

> ijin-vvK- of God :
4 YekTio\\ neither

me nor my I ,i ';< i
,

. ye knew me, ye would know
my Father also' (S

19
); 'No man cometh to the

Father but by me If ye had known me, ye would

have known my Father also
3

(14
7
)

If men do not

come to a V " "

~'<~ of Christ in this world, Christ

\\illprofes . 1

' -
. ignorant of them m the next,

and this will exclude them from the joys of heaven

(Mt 25U 7*
13

).
Yet the obligation to know Christ in

this woild applies only to those to whom the gospel
has been actually pi cached (Mk 1C15 - lb

)

The lea&on \\hy ignorance of Christ is regarded
as a sin is that the tiuth as it is in Jesus is spiritu-

ally discerned (1 Co 214
).

Lovers of truth, whose
lives aie virtuous and holy, perceive intmiuely
that the tea c 1 iu ig of Jesus comes from God E\ eiy
one that doetii ill hateth the light, and cometh not

to the light . . But he that doeth the truth

cometh to the light,' etc (Jn 320 )

Among the ' Seven Woids
3

spoken by Jesus from

the Cross theie is one which beais upon this sin of

ignoiance 'Fathei, forgive them; for they know
not what they do

'

(Lk 2334
)

In saying this He
lenewed that condemnation which He had often

passed upon ^l;'o-: ^norance, for He implied
that those who -!< v Him had need of the Father's

forgiveness His own 'iiijincn^--- the "words them-

selves express But what the saying immediately

proclaims is that the &in of ignorance is not beyond
iorgiveness, even when it has led to the darkest of

crimes , nay, that ignorance itself may be pleaded
in extenuation (ydp) before Him who knoweth all.

(On the penuinone^ of the saying see Meyer,
Alford, WH [Appendix]).

2. Christ's ignorance, or limitation of knowledge,
See CONSCIOUSNESS, KENOSIS.

LITERATURE Muller, Chr. Doct. of Sin, i. 209, Paget, Stud,

in Chr Character, p. 154 C. HARRIS

ILLUSTRATIONS. The use of illustrations is a
noticeable mark of Jesus' teaching He spoke in

similes and metaphors and paiables ; general rules

He illustrated by examples or stated in concrete

instances His aim may be gathered from ob-

serving what uses the method actually served.

Stones and similes, concrete facts and instances,

catch the ear of the people. He who would win
their attention must trick out his message in

pictorial gai b ; he must weave in his truth with

earthly fact and incident on the loom of fancy.
Such teaching also remains in the rnemoiy. Truth

pictured makes vivid appeal to the eye, and what
the eye sees the memory retains, store for mind
and heart to brood over. Jewus knew what was m
man, and, desiung His message to be current coin

for all, treasure of life for the simplest, He spoke
in ]>u'lujo^ and similitudes.

II Initiative e\ainp1e-i -ei \ e also to make abstract

truth more easily undei^tood. A tale may enter
in at lowly doors, bearing its load of truth and

suggestion, when a truth stated abstractly would
remain without. The concreteness of U i 'mi,
hi& vision of truth and symbol wedded . i'> i,

of principle incarnated in facials clo&ely akin to

the ordinary man's ways of thinking and speak-
ing It is primary ; the abstiactness of thought,
the language of reflexion and analysis, is second-

ary. Jesus spake to the people after their own
fashion
These uses are obvious ; but they are only sur-

face explanation** ; they hardly touch the main

purpose. When Jesus saicl (Mt 79"11
), What man

is there of you, who, if his son ask a loaf, will

give him a stone 9 If ye then, being evil, know
how to give good gifts unto your children, how
much more shall your Father which is in heaven

give good things to them that ask him 1 ', He was
aiming at something more than a clear and strik-

ing piescntation of His truth. He was speaking
fiom the heart to the heart, appealing to their

feeling for what is highest and best, for what is
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reasonable to faith in goodness. Hit. illustration

was an ,. i n. addiessed to the heart ' In

theology ,
i ,

-
-, , to be an axiom that *

paiables
do not act as

' T aich 15
, p 40 n

) , but

they may in ; The parable of the
Unmeiciful Servant (Mt 18Jlff

) was an answer to

Peter's question,
' How often shall we foigive ?

'

It

gives no direct answer to that question. It is

spoken not to the discursive intelligence busy
about problems, bu" '-.-" to the indigna-
tions ot the geneious ;

i I * better nature is

enlisted against the man foi given who was not
made theieby tender-hearted and pitiful When
the lawyer put the

"

question,
* But who

is my ii' i':ii''oi.i *'
J lesus told the story

of the (n>o<i Niinantan. That paiable also does
not answer the question directly It rather sets

before the heart the beauty of kindness, and its

power to break down barriers between men which
the i... "< L '." "- of lace and religion may leave

standing. An idea, such as that all men aie

potentially brothers, is apt to be barren, with-
out conviction, without power of intellectual or

spiritual inspiration ; a story such as this appeals
to the human heart by which we live, that tender-
ness in us which leaps up in admiration of a good
man's deed.
The aim of our Lord's teaching was not en-

li^lit'TinuMii the bringing of clear ideas to the
mind 1 1 \\ i is to create faith and sustain it. And
the foim of His teaching His parables, similes,

metaphors, concrete instances was a means to

serve that end. * After all,
5

says Newman (Gram,
of Assent, 94),

' man is not a reasoning animal ;

he is a seeing, feeling, contemplating, acting
animal '

It is by the heait that man believes
unto salvation. There is the seat of the emotions,
the joy we have in things, the intuitions of faith,
the admirations which rule conduct and fashion
character and shape our beliefs. The heart has
its own reasons . visions of what is noble and fair,

spells mighty there. And Jesus' illustrations are

mostly pictures
* "

that inward eye, music
played that the , , there may hear.

Many of Jo-ii-^ juiiMlilc-* and pictures are more
than mere illiiMiaiion- ; they have in them the

imagination's power of interpretation, the reveal-

ing vision of the poet. The parable of the Pharisee
and the Publican (Lk 189fr

) is more than an illus-

trative example, it is as Julicher classes it, *an

example* of im i

spiritual Mn'Ii of Ipinrliiy !n Tor* 1

God It levo.iU, asma i.vMiiircnr \ rloi^'nu.il
an 1 hidden evil of a religious class. Uui Lord s con-

troversy with the Pharisees sums itself up in this

revealing picture where the inner spmt and ten-

dency of Pharisaism is brought to a luminous point.
The narable has the force of a revelation, suddenly
illumining a whole spiritual world. The same
quality is in the illustrations of hypocrisy in Mt 6.

These kindle a light in the ^piutual imagination.
Jesus takes the cases of alm-riix mr, pi i\ 01 fasting.
These are not chosen a-, icpie-enim^ ihe three

spiritual worlds, or spheres of duly ncighboui,
God, self (Gore). That activity of the 9clieiuatizing
intellect is foreign to the A\ hole meihod of Jesus
These were the fashionable religious vuluos of the

day, and therefore the chosen theatre of hypocrisy
self-seeking in religion leaves the humble seques-
tered virtues alone ; and Christ's pictures of ostenta-
tious service there, have that direct illumination of
the religious and ethical imagination which sets it

free from the bondage of all
'

externahsm. Many
of the parables have this quality, such as the Seed
Growing in Secret, the Good S'amantan, the Un-
merciful Servant, the Piodigal Son, the Two
Debtors

In the Synoptic Gospels there is an explanation
of Jesus' use of paiables which is a startling paradox.

It is that He spake to those without ir
and that He did so to hide His meaning

"
i

! \ \

Mk 411 - 12
, Lk 8 ]0

). It is easy to show that these
words are not umvei^illv true, and that the aim
of Jesus geneially was to make Himself under-
stood So Juhchei (Eneyc. Bibl. art.

' Parables ')

i ejects this conception, placed on the lips of Jesus,
as quite unhistoncal But we find that in all these
Gospels this explanation occuis at one place,
namely, between t

1 "
. f the Sower as spoken

to those without , . , -pietation to the dis-

ciples. And there the words have a real signifi-
cance The jpaiable did not convey its meaning on
the face of it. In the circumstances in which it
was

t
spoken, it was largely an utteiance of the

ironic \ T isus was looking on the multitudes,
diawn by curiosity and various motives,
canng , nio&t of them, for the truths
He had to tell them ; and He gave utterance to
the pathetic thoughts of His spirit. He spoke
this paiable which tells th-" fh-,\]'p<mli M'lU ot a
pi opliet and the hope that -u-i,m- IHIM, i -i faith
that some, his sheep, will know his voice. It is a
simple enough parable; and yet a veil does rest

upon it for the caieless unspintual many who aie

listening, though not any veil of subtle allegoiy.
Jesus is speaking of hopes and feais they compie-
hend not ; and, looking on them
it was natural that the woids of -

^ i

their kindred pathos and irony, sfiould come to
His lips, and He should speak about thobe who
hearing undeistood not and whose hearts were
darkened. That explanation has in it a hint of
wider suggestiveness. Clearness and directness of

speech are not the only sources of enlightenment
' Art may tell a truth obliquely, do the thing MuJI
breed the thought.' A truth stated objectively,
indirectly, m the form of a story, may not compel
the : ;,

"' i

,i eless ones may hear it as
thou j

i
i ,

. but it has greater effective-

ness with those who receive it. That is exempli-
fied m Jesus' latest parables These are paiables

1

; the shadow of the Cross rests on
! liem, by their very form, the meaning

is veiled somewhat. The intention and the value
of that stand out strongly in this contrast. When
Stephen stood before the Sanhedrm, he said :

f Ye
stiff-necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears,

ye do always resist the Holy ChoM, a - \ our fathers

did, so do ye
'

... (Ac 7''
1 "

)'
There i< no mistaking

that accusation, or evading it ; but there is no
persuasion there. No wonder the bold truth-

speaker was stoned. Jesus says to His enemies,
fHear another parable

'

; and after the parable of

the Two Sons, He tells the parable of the House-
holder and his Tmeyard. It is the same charge, but

spoken indirectly ; the reference is letl to their own
thoughts. That is a way of persuasion \ sympathy
and love, which arc the sources of persuasiveness,
have woven a vesture for the truth that, through
the imagination, it may reach the heart. See ark
PARABLES
One great, though indirect, value of Jesus

7
illus-

trations must nob be missed, i e their witness to

the man He was, their revealing of His mind and
heart (1) His figurative method of teaching
reveals the fashion of His mind. Farrar speaks
of 'that kind metaphorical method of expression
which our Blessed Lord adopted.' The thought
there is of a stress put upon His mind through a

sympathetic accommodation to His simple un-
learned hearers, as though He first bad a thought,
and then searched for some simple familiar picture
to express it. But a man's customary method of

speech shows his manner of thinking. Our Lord
'reasoned in figures, because He had an eye for

nature.' Thought and image were born together
in His seeing ; His was the poet's mind, wifcli its
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concreteneas and beauty, its outlook of the whole
;

pei-on.iliLV, its individual vision of things flushed

sMth i-modon. ; and the pictures He set 111 the light
lo\ toilio^t'rii iL"U)ii-fi-> ilievijj*-*- IM.C,. ii-i

l
{'it \

hist <M i.ll ^,i\ c ji>^ TO linn-elf }L-t> tin \ ro^<_ in II i-

L^is-ginatioiL (*2}*The illustrations fie Ubeb reveal

aLo the simplicity and fulness of His interest in life.

It is amazing how the common life of His day passes
in piocession thiough His woids ! The sower in the

fields, the merchant on hiss tiavels, the lisheiman

on the beach looking over his catch, the klxmreis
\\ aiting to "be hired in the market-place, the beggar
at the rich man's gate and the clogs licking his

sores, the clamorous woman with her wrongs at

the unjust judge's door, the poor woman tmnmg
her hou-o upside down for her lost com, the play
of the little childieri in the streets ; and even the

faults and follies, of men, the Pharisee with his

broad p-i\l.u u kiio- and \\ide fringes praying osten-

tatiously at the street corners, the craft of the dis-

honest steward, the son who says *I go, sir,
5 and

goeh not, the anxious host begging for a loaf
^
at

midnight, and tl V _ friend in bed with
his children all ; inteiest with which
Jesus looked on life.

* The learned eye i& still the

loving one.* Hewasno \: HV ..!.-' *
i* ,

among ideas, no dreame 1 li
.

;
'i' i< ''

His heart was amid the ;

'

uj
v

oxliiKiix men, and oidinary duties ; His thoughts
or ielij.'iun found their sphere there.

( 3} J e,sus
7
011tlook on Kature was full of joy. That

is shown, not &o much by the abundance of His
refeience

,
as by the light in which He places them,

the thoughts they bi ought to Him, He speaks of

the hen gathering her chickens under her wings,
symbol or His o\\n protecting love for Jerusalem ;

tho spaiio\\b, objects of God's care; the grass in

its beauty and the lilies outvying the splendour of

Solomon, symbols of the Creator's joy in the work
of His hands, seeing He thus clothes these casual
flowers of a day with such loveliness and grace
He touches also the common things of our life with
the sudden glory of poeny the growing of the

corn, symbol of the np^prin^inp of life in human
souls ;

*' lit
4

< 111 o of paiem-m the home symbol of the

sleepier pan idcnu* of ilie IIeaunl\r Father over
all His children ; servants waiting for their lord,

symbol of our duty to an unseen Master. When
Jesus looked on Nature and the universal order of
man's life, <*omoi hi u^pTCiiT ihont ihiougli ,iT)i\ ine

and beautiful m\-ieiy Ii all -pake 01 iho failici

in heaven who made and loves it all ;
it was all

instinct with the presence of God's Spirit. The
beauty of religion, its tenderness and grace, is

there ; and the spiritual glory of life. That is an
outlook of the fullest joy.
LITRRAI LRP. Books on lie Parities in Trench, Arnot, Dods,

Brace; Stemmeyer, DIG ^i^T'cfn tier Herrn; Julicher, Ihe
(7/eithnifin>fl<>n, J0*u

, FieVir Aifjitdittchp Glnchmsf& imd die
Gbiafnutbf ,/MI *V ondc, The Teaching of Jesus, Eng. far. vol. i.

2 , I*
1

-iT'icr, jrt
'

1'ar.iblefa' in listings' DB ; Sanda\ , Outlines
of the life of tf/inrf, or art 'Jesus Christ' in DJB

,
the \arious

Lives of Christ. RlCHARD GLAISTEH.

IMAGE. This is &e tr. in A.V and KV of
In the Gospels it occims only in Mt 2220

1| Mk 1216

ff Lk 2Q3*, TV here, in Christ'-. answer ab to the legality
of the Roman tribute, it refers to the likeness of
the emperor Tiberius.

M1GIHJLT10N
Imagination is the foctilty > which we are able to reproduce

mentally the linages or
*

copies' of past elements of sense-

expenence. This may be done in three ways . (1) passively, as
when we reproduce our mental pictures in the form or order
In which v\e experienced them as sensations

>
or (2) actively, |

as when vie combine the images of past sensations anw) fresh

tfroin>s for piirpo-es. or our <>-v\n T as in the telling of an imagin-
an ston . or(<)<TPtin\ol.\, its when these images are used to
sjmbohze abstract ideas, or to illustrate the teaching- of moral
and spiritual truth There are great differences in the endow-

ments of individual men and vvomen in these lespects Many
ha\e but a faint po\\e* 01 mentally repioducmg- past events

and objects, and among
1 those in whom the pov,er us well de-

\eloped, some are able best to repioduce \isual images (artists),

others auditory impressions (musicians), otheis the images of

movement (those poweb&mg the diamp tic gift) The poetic or

eieati\e temperament is nchlj endowed with all these apti-

tudes, and makes a fiee use of its. resources in trr
~ ' '

of ideal scenes and e\ents as a medium for

message.

Students of our T onl ^
\v r-onal . v \\ ill at once

.

" Lhat He ;> o : i
' LM M :,rvo tempera-

noblest* development He was psychi-

cally endowed with a rich and vaiied
-vr _r , {

*

which was disciplined, like all His human gins, to

the finest pitch of erhciency, and consecrated to

the highest useb. His discourses are crowded with

bright and vivid pictures, symbolic of the great
truths winch He had come to reveal. They are

expie^sed in language that is rich, musical, and
full of verbal colour and rhythmic phiases In
the narrative portions and the parables there is

also a striking diamatic element, which gives
them wonderful life and movement

1, Characteristics of the imagination of Jesus
It is the la&t feature the dramatic which is the
most prominent quality in the imagination of our
Lord. If the f07 n i of'lli^ teaching can be relied

on as an indication of His mental endowments, it

is clear that truth natuially clothed it&elf for Him
in the form of concrete pictures and symbolic
events. This i-

|

1

i{

1
-

1

,\ the key to the Tempta-
tion scenes so i . A -cribed in Mt 41"11

. The
temptations of His public life became visualized

".. -I-
j

, ( t

"

cenes, and in fighting them thus

(

. .. i , \ ll> rehearsed the long drama of His
!-. -

i* 'M, 1 Conflicts, and overcame them be-
forehand The same dramatic way of dealing with
the critical facts of His life and work may be seen
in such incidents as are detailed in Mt 93b

"38 21 *l

26s9-

**, Lk 1018 ,
and many others. This instinctive

love of a dramatic situation as the vehicle of im-

parting spiritual truth, is illustrated also in the

frequent use o'" nMic, ^--n- full of incident and
movement. xur i "> '- !! made a sudden and
skilful use of opportunities offered to Him in the
course of social intercourse, as in Mk 530 1015 1241

,

Lk 524 Y44 141'6 1717 etc. In other cases He de-

liberately created the situation, and then drew the
lesson with which He desired to impress the spec-
tators, as in Mk O*3

-37
,
Mt 182'5

,
Lk 2217"20

5 and Jn
132

'12
. (The incident of the Blasted Fig-tree, if

understood as a simple but
^
vivid

^
action-parable,

loses all the ethical difficulties which have hidden
its meaning from so many commentators).
The pictorial side of oar Lo^

" ^
, f

'

i* is

scarcely less obvious than the II- vas

temperamentally as well as spiritually in the

deepest sympathy with Nature in all her varying
moods, her wealth of life, her process of growth ;

and He was a keen and accurate observer of her

ways, showing a vivid interest in the life of plants
and animals (Mt 6s8 716 626 820) and in the common
experiences of human life These impressions
were all stx>red up, as He watched them, in the
treasure-hoxtse of a faultless memory, to be after-

wards used as drapery for the everlasting truths
of

^
the Kingdom in a way which makes many of

His discourses a perfect arabesque of beautiful

imagery. His pi edominating love, however, was
for images drawn from the incidents of human life

and experience. He seldom used imagery of a

purely natural kind, i.e. drawn from the imper-
sonal action of physical or vital forces : there is

nearly always somelmman agent or suffererm view
whose action or suffering inve&t& the simile with a

sympathetic as well as an intellectual aspect. Thus
lie was fond of drawing His word-pictures from the

occupations of such familiar folk H* ^hop}ionlf,
husbandmen, fishermen ; from, social custom-* m
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the home, mariiage ceremonies, feasts, saluta-

tions, joumeymgs ;
and even from bodily life and

sensationss, the eye, ear, bones, feet, hunger and
thirst, laughing, mourning, sickness, sleep, etc

Oui Lord's use of natuial imagery may oe put
into words written elsewheie by the present
wntei

' Nature is interesting
1 to Him only as the handiwork of God,

and the minor of His perfections or providential care for His
creatuies, or of Him as the Creatoi of human joys and soirows
The cold impeisonal attitude of the modern scientist towaids

to the Lovei of Souls Nature with
1 th as applied to conduct she is a

bundle of analogies m the sense ot the poet
" Two woilds are ours , 'tis sin alone

Forbids us to descry
The mystic eai th and heaven within

Plain as the earth and sky
"

In this way our view of Nature is beautifully enriched and im-

pregnated with higher meanmgb and her opeiations lesolve
themselves into a scries of delightful

"

human duty
and ot Divine love' (The Master and i,

'

p. 67)

The ".."'., \ side of oui Lord's mind is seen,

finally, in the artistic use of language. Whether
He spoke in the dialect of the common people, or

(occasionally at least) in that foim of Gieek which
was commonly known in Palestine, m which the

Gospels have come down to us, it is unquestionable
that even if we have His discourses only in trans-

lation, they are full of characteristic * -.. 1

"
n"

vividness, terseness, and colour. His" *
,
.:!.'. i

pioveihs in fresh applications (Mt 9 '7 "> J

11" 3237 1625
,
Mk ItF-*7 etc ) , His love of paradox

(see Mt 5J8"42 for four striking instances of this ;

also Mk 1023 and Jn 6W
) ; the exquisite grace of

some of His descriptions of natural piocesses (Mt
628fl

7 24ff) j an(j Of social fanotioxiH (Mt 25 1 "12
), to-

gether with the symmetrical build of many of His
sentences and discourses (esp. Mt 2531 '46

), show a

mastery over the resomces of language to which
only a poet whose natural gift had been carefully
disciplined to high uses could attain. The more
the foim of our Lord's teaching is studied, the
more does this verbal skill impress the reader as

complete and mmute.
2. Practical uses of this imaginative element^ in

our Lord's discourses The method of Jesus being
\

' " ** * '

is easy to see how valuable is
''

. . atic, vividly expressed quality
! them all. In order that this

1

..! . effective under the circum-
stances of the time, it was essential that it should
have the marks of simplicity\ eoncreteness, vivid-

ness, and brevity. It must be simple, as it was
meant to become current r i i

'

scholars,

disciplined m the use of I - trains of

thought, well used to abstract lines ot reasoning,
axi'

1

. ' ii:>dV' of retaining these in their memory for
a Ion- 1 1 MM but amongst the common crowd of
listeners who had had only an elementary educa-
tion, and were incapable or giving a close and sus-
tained attention to any train of thought It must
be concrete, because such people al\\ay* thought
and spoke in such terms as were closely allied to
their daily expciicnce It must be vwid, because
otherwise no deep or lasting impression could be
made on such occasional and unstudied oppor-
tunities as our Lord habitually used to disseminate
His teaching And it must be brief and portable,
for it was meant not merely for those who listened
to Him at the time, but also for those who should
afterwards * believe in his name '

through the
'

preaching and teaching
'

of the eye-witnesses and
auditors of His earthly ministry. All these ends
were perfectly served by the imaginative method
of presenting truth chosen by the Great Teacher,
and consistently followed by Him throughout His
public life, ms wisdom is shown by the event.
It was probably many years before any large por-
tion of His discourses and life-story was committed

to writing. But there are clear indications that
gTeat care was taken to give the general outlines of
the teaching accurately and without admixture, and
that the utmost leverence was felt for the iwu&ima
verba of then Loid's utteiances by the Apostlesand their hist pupils Converts were carefully
taught fiom the eaihest times in catechumen
elates in the '

doctrine of Christ
'

(cf. 1 Co 15",
Col 2", Lk I 1 - 2

), and they \\ere counselled to be
specially careful to retain and transmit the exact
foim m which the teaching (the 'fair deposit' of
tiuth) had been delivered to them (cf. 2 Ti I13

, a
very _ f, i passage) It was only as these
lirst witnesses were one by one removed by death,
or so scattered as to be beyond the leach ot appeal,
that any need for a written version of the Gospel
began to be felt. Then the immediate disciples of
the Apostles would endeavour to pcipetuate their
record of the words and deeds 01 Christ by com-
mitting it to writing. In this way the fiibt two
Synoptic Gospels may have taken shape, using the
common basis of the oral Gospel as a foundation
on which to build. In time vanou& versions would
arise, winch were collated and welded together
into a more accuiate whole by scholarly men such
as St. Luke (I

1 -3
) Finally, as the last suivivor of

the original group passed away, his followers
would have a strong desire to rescue his pei&onal
lemmiscences from oblivion ere it was too late, and
thus the Fouith Gospel arose as a supplement to
the others

If the Compel- ,'pm the Epistles are compared as
to their lot in, mi i 'in light is shed on the wisdom
of oui Lord m using the imaginative style of

speech as a vehicle for His oral teaching. St
Paul's involved literary style, full as it is of
technical terms, long sentences, and abstract
tiains of leasoning, could not possibly have served
as the vehicle of a spoken Gospel, though, as a

supplementary commentary and evpu^iilon of thfs

truths enshrined in that Gospel u j^ adnmali'y
adap

" " "

, 1 1. .
, nd the same is true,

with ,, '. aer NT writers.
3. < ,

^

, -The example of the
Grea I . I < : those \V!HMS bu>me&a
it is to cairy on the Ohnstian function of preach-

ing.
In nioie illiterate period^, preachei- natinalJy

followed this method of putting then di^ourse's
into a concrete, illustrative, and vivid s-t^lc; but
as books have spread, and the habit of reading
has become general, there has been a <rio\\ iii<r ten-

dency to throw sermons into a more hicran 101 m
While this has been partly inevitable1 and i< -<> nil

justifiable, it is certain that the pulpit has lost

much of its influence because of this unconscious

change of method All spoken discourse should
aim at the qualities of simplicity, concreteness,

vividness, and brevity of expression, which are so

remarkable a feature in ilio <h^( ouj-o- and jiaiulilc-
of Christ. The very plethoui 01 I ook- make-* tln->

specially needful in an age when the human mind
is oveibuulened with the rushing details of daily

experience, and the o\ anc-< oni appeal <F ephemeral
literature. Unique a** <u(* iuan\ of ilie qualities
that belong to Christ as a preacher, and making
clue allowance foi the contrast between the Oriental
environment in which He lived and that of our
own day, there is- nothing that moie needs to be
built into oui tiaming of young preachers than a
close study of the method of the Master with a
view to adapt it to our own day and circum-
stances.

LITERATURE -Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, \ 106-151
, Stalker,

Imago Christi, ch. xni E. GEIFFITH-JONES.

IMITATION.- 1. Christian Ethics -was ronghly
constituted in the early centimes by the recogni-
tion of two moralities common morality, requiring
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a mininmm of obedience to law from those living
in the -world, and firbt-clabs morality, the supei-
legal or supererogatory goodnebb ot thobe who
practised asceticism. Into the service of the

latter, with itb 'counsel^ of perfection' (1 Co T25
with Mt 1921 these textb are very early applied in

this fashion), all Christian enthusiasm tended to

pour itself. This more exacting life is piaised as

limiting men resemble the angels. Chnst had de-

scribed the angels as unwedded (Mt 22^ |j) ; an

age, preoccupied with problems of sex, fastened

upon this as the leading truth in regard to tho.se

exalted beings. But it is in point of fact a mere
external and therefore, of course, it is imitable !

The essential thing is, -that angels
*
fulfil God's

word* (Pb 103-) To our Lord Himself this was
the essential about them :

4

Thy will be done, as

in heaven, so on earth' (Mt 610). And, when we
think of that truth, we see that our proper pattern
is not the angels, but the Son. About angels we
know little, if anything, that is certain. They
are supernatural, almost unnatural beings. The
Son came into this world that we might know
Him, and has obeyed God's will under our own
conditions, in their extremest and most burden-
some type.

2. This reinterpretation imitation of Christ

rather than of angels took place within Catholic

ethics, wi^ 1
, < ,1

(ain in the direction of living
Christian i ar. I . mobt conspicuous leader was
St. Francis <-fA- - 1-1 i I *J-IJJ{) 'that child of nature
and child or i.o-j h t

'

i'i^;<
1 <ind half nightingale*

(C. Bigg). Long before Mb time, the pattern of

asceticism had been summed up in three virtues,

Poverty, Chastity (i.e. celibacy), and Obedience.
There may have been pre-Christian influences at

work in so moulding Christian monasticism. But
the pattern of Christ could also be <'_'" i/- r in

these virtues. He had ' become poor ;_' I'M 39);

He had f made himself a eunuch for the kingdom
of heaven's sake

*

(Mt 1912
) ; He had been * obedi-

ent even unto death, yea, the death of the
cros_s

*

(Ph 2s). Of course, historical knowledge and Chris-
tian insight but the Middle Ages were weak in

both see differences as well as similarities.

Above all, Christ, who was persecuted and slain

as a revolutionary, can hardly serve in fairness as

a pattern of blind obedience to constituted human
authorities. But, to St Francis, the requirements
of obedience a rule for his

t

Order/ and unhesitat-

ing submission to the Pope were established con-

ditions, which he never thought of -',''
:

Much the same may be said in regard to
'

, \
'

The really important features of St. Francis' char-

acter, and of the movement it gave rise to, were as
follows. ( 1 ) By the idea of imitating the behaviour
of Jesus Uhrist, St. Francis cut his way direct
to the centre of things, unhindered, if unhelped,
by the overgrown and often corrupt Church sys-
tem of his time, and restored new life to personal
religion and personal Christianity. (2) His en-
thusiasm for poverty was a living contribution to

religious progress. Poverty to Mm was no in-

herited conventional virtue. He joyed in it.

And, in this joy, ho peneuaied beyond externals,
and showed that ho had drunk from deep and
full fountains. Poverty may be acquired by imi-

tation; joy cannot. If there was something of

extravagance in St. Francis" love of poverty, there
was also a permanent moral idea --the 'simple
life.* We cannot here discuss the claims or con-
ditions or limitations of that virtue ; but we greet
it with reverence in so great a genius as our Samt.
Still further, we must recognize in St Francis

3

joy
the influences of romance. *

Poverty
* was Ms

dear ' bride.' It was not for nothing taat he lived
in the days of chivalry. We recognize, too, the

buoyancy of youth ; St. Francis * entered religion
'

at 25, and died at 44. These are acceb&ories inno-

cent and touching accesborieb at which Chris-

tianity may smile, but certainly will not fiown.

The centie lies deeper. Who can doubt that

Chusfb o\\n joy dwelt in St. Francis, 9
(3) He

was a seivant ot his fellow-men. Heie in part he
inherited from the Church The first ascetics were

hermits, living in solitude ; but the social instinct,

guided by the sagacity of Chuich luleis, crept
after the solitaries, drew them into union, placed
them under lule, and in many cases bet them to

useful work. The two great orders of friars,

Dominicans as well asFianciscans, were pieachers.

But, besides
'

St. Francis and all his

followers who really snared his spirit were helpers
of men in their needb and miseries ;

a very genuine

pait of the pattern set by Chust (4) The order of

Tertiaries semi-T"T
, * ,

- ' ' "
i

*

. i _

in the world ;
no ,,''

gallant attempt t< i / i
- "

-i < !

the two moralities, and to make personal Chris-

tianity, as St. Francis had di&coveied it, available

for non-ascetics. Here then we see the Christianity
of imitation at its very best (but, as we have noted,
it is more than imitation). St. Francis' Chris-

tianity is an all-round M !_r-
1

"_ attractive,

strong, serviceable, joyous. V\ hy could he not
reform the Church by- his indirect influence?

Perhaps he was too sweet. Perhaps the lingering
taint of the theory of two castes and two moralities

frustrated him. Again, external poverty might
not be in others what it was in St. Francis, the
vehicle of simplicity and spiritual joy. Most obyi-
ously, external poverty broke down~-even Francis-

cans evaded the full sacrifice. It is little shame
to have failed in a region where no one wholly
succeeds. Yet we must note that where St. Francis

failed, Luther triumphed.
3. Monastieism has left us a literary monu-

ment of a kindred type of Christianity; one of

the Church's and one of the world's classics ;

a Kempis
3 work known by the [historically doubt-

ful] name, The Imitation of Christ. As'long as

human sorrow endures, and faith is not dead

among men, this book will be treasured and held
in reverence. Christ died on the cross ; we must
accept a < ni(i."\ ing n denying, an abnegation , 01

self and -elf-will flioro the message of the book

stops. Our fellow-men, even our Christian breth-

ren, are only thought of as hindrances to Divine
communion,' tempters who threaten to impede our
^rinctihca Lion AKempis falls far below St. Francis,
who served men for Christ's sake with eager
loyalty, Th-MLn^ I-MI-MTI.- -!. i

1 "- .if this glori-
ous book - '!>L -in- u ov^'nuil 1 / ru Christ's ex-

ample. l.\'Oi'iM\ i-viii ui" <*<.-i>rl- rebuke it

with a loud voice.
"

And the book is not external.
It has mystical depth and inwardness. Mv-tici-m
touched with the Christian

spirit
is its strength.

But the defects which mar it lie no less deep.
The Reformation abolished the 'higher'

morality of asceticism, with its imitation of such
outward circumstances in the life of our Lord as
His povoity or His celibacy. Ordinary lay Chris-

nanily wav> seen to involve a 'more perfect'
ob'idionco ihan the will -worship of the monk.
(Recent study of Luther has called in question his

insight on such points ; but there can be no doubt
that he grasped the principle, however his remarks
in detail may show the distorting influence of the
mediaeval tradition). It is also to be recognized
that Protestant Christianity, with its emphasis c?n
the Pauline Gospel of the cross Christ died forw had less receptiveness for the thought of

Christ's example, in several of its forms. Ritschl
and some other modern Protestants even assert
that Christ's example amounts to no more than
faultless fulfilment of vocation a vocation very
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difteient from ouis. This paradox belongs to the
ait *

Example' lathei than to the prebent aiticle

What we have to insist upon is this Clnist can-
not be '**

"
i""- 1 1" by imitating Him in externals

But has the JN I ened 9 He >\ho was greatest
humbled Himself ; the Master of all served , the
one peifectly innocent suiterer m all history forgave
ungiudgmgly ; He laid do^n His life foi us, that
we miant lay down oui lives foi otheis (Ph 2s "8

,

Jn 131
*, Mt 20-28, 1 P 2J1

,
Lk 23* 1 Jn 3lb

) Can
this wondeiful many-sided example "> \

'

, .. 1

foi a diy scholastic foimula like i

v

vocation
' 9 We have to be on our guaid lest Pro-

testantism, with its rediscovery of the gospel of

God's love, and with its repudiation of false (mon-
astic) conceptions of the higher life, should blur at
some points that moral claim winch is, in truth,

high .'- h' 1.^ o n --
hsjji as Cluist Himself.

5. A-coi-n I-M> i- .iii obsolete danger in modem
Protestant cii cles ; yet it is possible that the

tendency to 'imitation' may take other foims
The socialistic leading of Chust's words social-

ism crossed with crazy altruism ; anarchistic social-

ism or socialistic anarchism ; extremes meet t is

pumarily a wooden way of conceiving Chust'a

teaching, just as imitation is a wooden way of

following Chiist's example. If we rise into the

region of Clmstian principle, both dangers vanish
But there is a more subtle connexion between
ideas of imitation and a false p'OijumriK for the
Chustian life. Many schemes 01 the Atonement
(c ff the late Dr. Moberly's) tell us in substance
that Christ initiated a process to Dr. Moberly, a

penitential process of self-mortification ; to others,
a process ot woi Id-redeeming love which Chus-
tians must prolong This is substantially imita-
tion over again We are to be saved by 'being
such men as He was, too.' The Pauline and
Protestant gospel tells us that Christ offered and
finished the gieat sacrifice. We may well recoil

from the old vulgar tiain of thought described by
M'Leod Canrpbell: 'He suffered -I shall not
sufFei

'

; but God forbid we should dream that we
share, in all respects and foi every purpose, the
lot of Christ. We fill up ! in. -n,- 1

.
- .f-i-:!

1

.^ ifwe
are found worthy but we do not nil out an uncom-

pleted Atonement; that was 'finished,' once and
for all, in mysterious angu>V in ,i;

\ .; of
M huh "-pi mg- our new life. A^ ** 'i:i\c n- . m"\ uri-

loiiinod ilu 1

dreary external ;!' j<ri"i,i- u, s-i ;<

tion till we confess Christ unnTiilnjiiiou-Jy as our
life and our only hope. We are to rcnemfcle Him,
partly as the younger born resemble the elder

brotlier, partly as the saved resemble the Savioui.
diri * '"_ IMs, we are prepared to learn those
iu i M. ' r 11

/- He has to teach us about the ways
ot conformity to His image. Protestantism is to
IK* l('MlfjK

iif 01 M :

"

'i -i

"

but must not be
ahuli -IiiMl Clm-iinn eiim- iiip-.upio-' the Chris-
tian gospel. They can ne\ 01 uke 11 -

place.

T T
"

'
"

the general subject is
' - htful criticism of the

i wel" . 1

tr). -

i ,* r i
'- r ' r

see Char - IJ .- - v / /..-> i, - '

(Luther, ,, _-i r ^ i^
' - - I! tosiud,)).

KOBEET MACKLN 10^11

IMMANENCE (Lat w, ni,' and manere, 'to
remain ') mean*, cbuhng or dwelling in. In general
it denotes the existence and opeiation of one thing
within another. In Philosophy it expresses the

identity of the oiiginating and caxisal principle, in-

volved in the genesis of the universe, with the
universe itself in its progressive history. In Th&

ology it denotes the indwelling and operation of

God within the entire universe, of which He is the
first cause and the abiding ground It stands in

contrast with 'transcendence/ which implies that

God is pi 101 to, and not limited by, the universe,
which depends upon Him foi its oiigm and con-
tinued existence But immanence and tianscend-
ence aie not exclusive of each other. A correct
theistic - 1-- 1

1 x gives a place to each of these
principle^ in itss exposition of the relations of God
to the universe.

The history
" J

, lanence is mbeiesting. It
is pei haps fii , ,- ot Ana\agoias, a& the
principle of . n the unueise In the
idealistic s^s to which the idea* that
are supposed 10 ue aiciietypal in God become ectypal in the
unneibu, and constitute it& ical e&bence, ordei, and intelligi-
bility , the immanence ot Deity ih involved The same su"--es-
tion is also implied in the et&nalj<m& of Anstotle, accoidm"-
to which the fiamei of the woild moulded it into a haimomous
whole The Aiistotehan distinction between the immanent
acts of the soul in

"

. 3nt act fa in
making the pm pos ^ i ot imman-
ence in a general way

In the latei
~v * r of the School of Alexandna

the pimciple 01 me Aj/aj, especially m the hands ot Philo the
Jew, also suggests the idea of immanence Philo peihaps
boxrowed the tcmi ftom the Wisdom literature, \\heie it was
used in the sense of <rap;. 01 ratio, and applied to denote what
Plato had called t&sat

, This usage of the tenn >.oyo$ is mtei-
estmg in itself and on account of its beanng upon the usage of
the same tcim m the Fouith Gospel

In modern philosophy the dictum of Malehranche, that we
know things truly only when we see them m relation to God,
and the monadology of Leibnitz, according to which a \ital

principle i& supposed to he at the heait of all thing's, both
involve the idea of immanence Spinoza's pantheism, as, in-

deed, all pantheism, -o emphases immanence that tianscend-
ence has no place Ihe absolute idealism of the Hegelian
type of philosophy and the Hindu theosophy both make so
much of the immanence of the Deity that His .* , i-v i .1

is quite obscured In tho r M '< -OIM -

o'" oui owr s i

'
i t

a tendency towards a i I < it o. i . *i" of the immanence of

God, and this tendency is affecting" theology m a wholesome
way The result is a sound theistic philosophy, as the basis tor
a more vital theology.

This article has to do mainly with the idea of
immanence as it appears m the Go-M-l lijji.n \c-
and specially as it is exhibited in iln. lojahmu*. m"

Jesus Christ. The S\
].!

- do not give as much
prominence to the P '\ " u-^manence as does the
Fourth Gospel It might be too much to say that
transcendence prevails m the former and imman-
ence in the latter

j yet it is true that one of the
points of difference between tl ' ^ < '?.," the
Fourth Gospel is the way in * i. <

, ions
between God and the universe are construed.

1. In the Synoptics there are hints of the Divine
immanence in nature which resemble the OT
utterances upon this point, e.g. Mt 545 680

,
Mk 651

,

Lk 2129
. Transcendence is not excluded in these

passages, God's immanence in man is also sug-
gested by Mt 68 1020,

Mk 13", Lk I 67 226 II 17
. The

fact of the immanence of God in Christ is alluded
to in Mt 316 4* 1218 2746, Mk I12 92

, Lk 41
. That

God is immanent in some sense in the subjects
of His Kingdom is implied in Mt 1040 1333 182 2820

,

Mk I
15

,
Lk 1321

. It may be added that demon-
iacal immanence in men is often expressed in the

Synoptics, e.g. Mt 82 1245 ,
Mk 322 917

, Lk 830 .

"We can scarcely conclude from these and similar

passages that -io("l -;*- i- laid upon the idea of

immanence in ilio Minpuc- The fact that God
is constantly in \ ml Mini operative contact with
the entire umvei ^c of being is very evident

;
but

God's being and activity are not noc e^^arily limited

by the universe. He is the First Cause of all

things, yet second causes have their place and

dependent efficiency in the universe Hence it

is that God's transcendence is clearly iccoonized
2. In the Fourth Gospel immanence lia a lai ger

place. Some interpieteis suppose that St. John
borrowed many of his ideas, especially that of the

Xoyo?, from the Platonic philosophy, as represented

by Philo of Alexandria, who combined some OT
ideas with the philosophy of Plato. But there

are differences between tnc \6yos doctrine of St.

John and that of Philo which entirely exclude the

supposition that St. John was a meie borrower.
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The fact that he makes no allusion to Philo or to

Alexandiia, but rather assumes that he gathered
hi& ideab from the teaching of Jesu&, fully justifies
this view.
The immanence of God in nature is implied in

Jn 3s 424 II-4. Hib immanence in man is sugge&ted
in I 1 "14 S1- 146 Here God, in some active way, is

operative in nature and in the soul of man as its

Divine light.
But it is in Jesus Christ that the Fourth Gospel

finds the immanence of God in a special manner.
For this see I

1'14 32Q 733 8-s 4S 1030 12-4 45- 50 13J2 1411 -

16 26 1523 1637 28
^5.

21.
23^ Jn seyeral of theb6 pa&SSbgeS

the term \6yo$ is used concerning Jesus Christ. In
this term the idea of immanence is involved ; but
as this topic is fully treated in art. LOGOS it need
not be discussed at length here Suffice it to say
that Jesus Cluist, as the eternal Logos, is re-

garded by many a- PV D- \ino j"i
Ti< j>h by whose

agency the operate o I'lti-T'^cnic 01 ('<<] is mani-
fested and made cile<r\t MI ihc CM re universe.

Care is needed here not to give too much of the
colour of the Alexandrian

' '

the teach-

ing of the Fourth Gospel u^
This Gospel also lays stress upon the fact that

God is immanent in believers, as the subjects of

Hi& spiritual Kingdom. See 3
27 414 653 T87- 38 II25

151-10 178 23
24^ jn passages like these the fact is

presented that there is such a union with, and

]-,i
'V-',

J
a- m, Christ on the part of believers,

i

'

, i 1 1 said to be the source of a spiritual
life which is Divine. In a deep mystical sense
God may be regaided as immanent in believers by
virtue of this union, and their partaking of the
Divine nature thereby.
A" aguii>t Doi-.ni, the Gospels very plainly teach

that God is in constant and vital contact with the
universe. A& against Pantheism, they also teach
that God is vaster than the univeibe, and is in
no way conditioned by it. Hence they pre&ent a
sound Theism, which gives a proper place alike to
the immanence and transcendence of God in the
relations which He sustains to the universe. It

may be added that the fact of this immanent and
transcendent relation, rather than the mode of it,

is set forth in the Go&pels. The Epistles expand
some of these things (cf. Eo I20 5s 811

, 1 Co F 210

6 13 8* Gal l ls 419
, Eph 610

, Ph. 213
, Col I19

, He Is 216
,

1 Jn 324 415 j see also St. Paul m Ac 1725 - 28
).

T IIP, '

Plato, Phcednts; Philo, de Opif. Munfa ;
S1

'. ' t Ut^cl, I'yc'
1

, Caird, The Evolution of Reh-
<

,

' and the Individual ; Illing-worfch, Divine
Imwanajite

, Th l ~\
'

T , '
'"" f ti

, Eckhart,
Writings ; Allan,

'
, '-;/,'' Flint, Anti-

Th&istw Theories ; i * .

,
v rtensen, Chr.

Doqmattat, pp 1C 'i,'', J
' td the World,

p- 318
1 .

' v i- I? DEATTIE.

IMMANUEL (''E/A/j.avQvtfX} occurs once only in the
NT (Mt I23

, in the quotation from Is 714 where the
name is given in the form Vs$ttp#). It is necessary,
first of all *n r\r^iino tV n.^i", 1 p'oji'iri \ > iViro

discussing il..' I \<"\* \ -i ^IJ-D'I .u-i'.po, M\, I--!,-

. Thee -uin- ,M'<t- \iim j !' *
hi* nrediction

were as follows. Probably under the influence of
a wish to force Judah into a coalition against
Assyria, an attack was made on the southern king-
dom by Syria and Ephraim about 733-731 (Is, 7

3fr
).

The attack was
**\><*< Lilly directed against the

Davidic dynasty, and k uti-. the object of the allies
to dethrone Ahaz and set the son of Tabeel in his

place (v.
6
). The invasion filled Ahaz with panic,

and he resolved to call in the aid of Tiglath-pileser,
thelan.jrof Wvia 2Kl67ff

-)- Between the great
Em; -TO <! A riui ,\n<\ the petty State of Judah
there could be

no^
talk of equal alliance, Judah

must forfeit it" *".* -iv-Mo 1*' n in become a vassal
of Assyria.

r
l

:

, -r .'i .
I ,' s- \ \ taxation and. the

loss of all power of independent action. Taxation
j

would only aggravate the social misery and ruth-

less oppiebsion trom which the poor \\eie suffering,
and make it moie difficult than ever to carry

through those social leforms which the prophetb

regarded a.s most necessaiy. V 1 /. Isaiah

vehemently opposed the king's project He made
light of the dangei fiom Syria and Ephrami, and

stigmatized the allies as fag-ends of
^smoking fire-

brands, which ',

---
,

but had lost A

'

!

bade Ahaz be quiet and fearless, assuring him that

God would frustrate the de&igns of his foes (Is

74ff
), but warning him that his stability depended

on his faith (v
y

) Possibly our present text is

somewhat abbreviated, but at any late Isaiah,

either on that
""

""-. another occasion, ottered

him a sign in v of his assurance, placing
the umveise from Sheol to Heaven at his disposal
Ahaz refused, since he had aheady made up his

mind, but pretended that his irnMlTM^-* was

prompted by reluctance to tempi brod. 1 he pro-

phet passionately cries out against the conduct

which, not content with wearying men, goes on to

weary God. Then he proceeds to give the king a

sign from God Himself, namely, the sign of Ini-

mamiel (v.
30ff

).

The translation of the Hebrew is itself somewhat
uncertain. It may now be taken for granted that

the word n,p^ translated '

virgin
5

in the EV should
be more correctly rendered young woman ' The
proper Heb. term for '

virgin is n^in?, though even
this is used in Jl I8 for 'young widow.' All that
can with ceitamty be said of the word used by
Isaiah is that it indicates a youn^ \\ ouin.ii of marria-

geable age, but i

'
n

as to whether she is

married or not. \
' the terms of the pro-

phecy do not warrant us in interpreting the sign as

the prodigy of a virgin conception. The natural

interpretation to put on the piophoa i- that a

young woman, either married in ilm \\u\<> or soon
to be manled, would give birth to a son and call

him by this name. It is also uncertain whether we
should translate with RV t shall conceive

'

or with
RVm '

is with child.' The former is, however, per-

haps the more probable. The third question is

whether we should translate
' a virgin

' or ' the

virgin
' The Hebrew has the article, which is

correctly rendered ' the virgin,
5 m which case some

definite person is in the prophet's mind. But
Hebrew idiom often uses the definite article wheie
in English we should translate mdefmueh , so that
* a virgin

*

is equally correct as a rendering of the
Hebrew.
These uncertainties ri to fir pvn r- PI^ "i^j of Tie words

themselves naturally C-T < v ,.. r, .-, -,i 1 ii, i ,* >* opinion,
and this is largeh i"("t.'*H > <> h ' "-'vr < -i.c- It is there-
fore desirable U> rt'r 1 *, -i

'

">r i> - ! v rrpretation as
much as possible T- -(\ur .u i'n. i- p ,i < i , t the prophet
is refernng to somethingm the near future, otherwise the sign
could have conveyed no message to the king, all the more that

In the next place, we must beware of

extraordinary is necessarily intended
oytnesign. J> . _

7
,

-
'

> for a sign and a
wonder upon E. .' <, I -I

'

i ainly not because
of any miraculous cnaraoTer attached to his conduct (cf. also
818) With these considerations m mind v e may approach the
question, What message was the sign intended to convey?
When Aha/ had'boer bidden ak a ^ign the object was to con-
Mncc him that his enemies "would bo overthrown and their
j.^-.UHe uir.i -i } iiu cori!C to M > { T\"e li^turally expeci that
Liu ^r1 ' <'j">,.i( rrd l in< ii MJ-,<T U' 1 In e the bame fcignifi-
PV <-i NcTil>tn i" ubjip o"*. io i!ii- K\\ It may be argued
that Ahaz* refusal to ask a sign introduced a new element into
the situation, especially after the warning in 79 ; and if he
tr-jcdr"! a <sifrn a-- IPI/IIT

T n"i of 'TcIiiLi.inse, it would not be
*iiiit!f f l'i- r<.'(M'cd OMi 1 li.ru ^\a- or MOI a of disaster. And
*nch ,i -irii atr'ird-M'* 1 room HHMP* n\i we seem to possess.
1 or me ircvchoMop .n \

""
\Yiv Iir^nnn id should eat curdled

rii'lic and lumov iT,T)lit-- Uuu Judith AiouM have reverted from
lhp.L.n-j.:LilLiir.iUoihi. ppMorulbiaLo in o'l.er words, would have
-. i1"r< 'I ,* d 'ui-nnun ,n il o riorxl-. of aa enemy. And this is

si! -id v "7 o r , ft ,. n
--

l(t , rl ijj-mgmg a (jls.

- * T)\ (
t> i .,.,/>, >- ii,, w ^ i>,

.
,am 1S predicted.

< ,
'

< ( i'i> i iia"! I"- "! ', or ',.. /, with v 16
,
at any

rate in its present form, for that gives as the meaning of the
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sign that before the child knows to refuse the evil and choose the
good, the land whose two kings Ahaz abhors will be forsaken
In other words, v it> interprets the sign as the desolation of S"v na
and Ephraim It is therefoie a sign, not of disaster to Judah,
but of deliverance. We are accoidingly confronted with the

problem whether the original text is here pieserved It would
suffice to bring v 3fi into harmonv with vv 15 17 if the former
\\ere to read simply 'for befoie the child shall know to refuse
the evil and choose the good, thj land shall be foisaken'; and
several scholars have adopted this expedient In that case the
sign ib simply one of disaster for Judah Nevertheless there are
serious difficulties in the way of accepting this solution, and the

question is forced upon us whether moie radical measures aie
not necessary Even with 1 _

" "

v ^ it

does not connect so W ell w iti from
that,

"

treating the sign as favour-
able -

, expressing the conviction
that God wab with His people, might, of course, be haimonized
with eithei verse It gams significance only on account of the
distress in which the name was given, the mother's faith is a

sign only when experience seems to contradict it The name
might therefore be given in the midst of the trouble caused by
the Synan invasion or in . _ ,'--> was to follovv

from Assvna. But Isaia '

fche overthrow
of Syria and Ephraim .Not only so, out a utme later, in the

public exhibition on a tablet of the word Make 1

) -ishalal-ha&h-baz,
and nearly a 3 ear later in the giving of this name to his new-
born son, he expressed his faith in the oveithrow of the coalition.
It is indeed uiged that the sign of Immanuel would thus be
only a duplication of the sign of Mahei -shalal-hash-baz, but
there seems to be no reason why such a duplication should be
objectionable. Moreover, theie is a significant parallelism be-
tween the two which points to such an identification of meaning
The time limit in both cases is very similar. In the one case it

is before the child shall know to saj
' my father and my mother '

,

in other words, the events described are to happen before the
infant who has just been born has learnt to utter the first things
that a child sajs. The other time limit is precisely similar,
'befoie the child knows to refuse the evil and choose the good

'

By this
*

before he comes to j ears of
moi al ' earns to distinguish between
good and harmful food. And the very fact that a >ear later
Isaiah was still concerned mainly with the invasion of the allies

an his conviction of their overthrow, suicU makes
it _ the same question prcoccupif *, In*, atttimo'i
here Nor is theie any reason to suppose that v o oWmdCv of

Ahaz would make any difference to the character of the sign.
Unless

"

"to the contrary, it is natural to
assume tj A >ssessed the same significance as
the sign offered The present writer accoi dingly takes the view
that the sign is of a favourable character This involves, it is

true, the elimination of v 15 (and perhaps of v 17
, though this

may belong to another prophec - -

to be struck out of the passage
' *

of course, seem easier to eliminate a tew woids in v & than to

strike out a whole v erse. Nevertheless, when we look at v is we
see that it is practically

"
.-"i-i-i i lu\ <>- part of v.a- and part of

v 16, whereas the words ^\ PO- \ K .igs thoa abhorrest
' make

!'
i

_ '." i >f originality.
! ;

*
s i arises, In what precisely did the

sign consist ? The stress may lie either on the nD 1

?^, or the son,
or the name given to him, or a combination of these The tra-

ditional interpretation has, of course, thrown the stress on the
first of these

,
for it the sign lay in the virgin-conception. But

when the true sense of np^y is -understood, t -
i i

"

If she were one of the > - .1
the king's son, and the possibility of an

identification with the Messiah n i'd 1 i
> to be considered.

It would be possible to accept, v .iu Mi L .id\ the identification
of Immanuel with Hezekiah, the chronological difficulties not

being altogether insuperable A third posbible alternative
would be to accept the view taken by several scholars, most
recently by Whitehouse in the Century Bible, and identify the

noVy with the community in Zion. We have no evidence, how-

ever, that this term was used at that time for the Jewish com-
munity, and the identification with one of the king's wives must
also be pronounced improbable, in spite of the fact that the

1

- - -

n more than national, directed against
1 than against Judah as a whole Nor

is there any reason for identifying Immanuel with the Messianic

king mentioned in 91 "7 and II 1 9. It is true that, according to
the present text of 88, the land of Judah is represented as
Immanuel's land, but it is probable that the text should be
corrected in harmony with gio,* We may then set aside the

*
Probably instead of *thy land, O Immanuel,' we should

read *the land, for God is with us,' thus getting a refram at the
end of v.8 to match that at the end of v 10 In that case the

figure of the bird with VUTI<, -piead over the land is a symbol of

God'b protecting care of JiuLih, shielding her from the com-
bination of all earthly foes. The extreme abruptness of the
transition from threat to promise makes it highly probable that
S-

1 '"'" is ,1 ir.igment not connected with the preceding verses
It must even be granted IT" fit Mnrli ma r be right in regarding it

as a later addition; for although the prophecv mav be ex-

plained nsI-diahX on UK Mippo*ifon that he ! .iridie^iTigllio
forces of A'xr-a .)* coinpo-rn of vanon-t naronal'iM voi taken

by itseli ilic reference ro ilx roahron of iho ifir TUTIOM- a^anisr
Judah recurs as a standing feature of the later apocalyptic.

Messianic identification With the correction of S no reason
remains foi <

- n i _ 1
-

,. personality of Immanuel is an
important eieuienu in me sign; it is in harmony Vvith similar
cases that it is the name and not the person v\ ho bean* it that is

important This is true,
L - '

"odea's children, and,
what is stilMnore to the , . children The pro-
''"> *

'.in i~ , , both 01 &/ieat jastiuo and Make? -shalal-hash-"
' children themselves, but exclu&iv elj in their

names We expect the same to betiue m this case Just as
the names of Isaiah's two childien express, the one his doctrine
of the remnant, the other his certainty that Syria aTiri Eiir-ic. mi
would be overthrown, so the name Iminanvel cMMt^c*. tne
mother's com iction that God is with His people Ihe sio-n is
no prodigy in this ease For against the king's unbelief and
his obstinate refusal to accept a sign there arises the mother's
impressive faith, which confronted danger without dismay, and
utteied her conviction of God'-- p e

-
( , (

; TT ^o-r,. in the
name she gave her son. The *<.!-< ,

-
,- , <

> other is

equally with that of the son of no'importance foi the sign , that
consists in the mother's faith and the son's name Accordingly
it is better to translate * a joung woman '

instead of 'the joungwoman '

Isaiah, however, does not mean precisely that any
young woman, who is shoitly about to conceive and give birth
to a son, may call his name Immanuel While he has no definite
young woman in his mmd, he predicts that some young woman
will, in the futuie, conceive and beai a son, to whom she will

give the name Immanuel His language is not that of hypo-
thesis but of prediction.*

2. The way is now clear to discuss St Matthew's
use of the passage. This is not the place to
examine the subject either of the Virgin-concep-
tion of Christ or of the early Christian , \< '

J

?,-

tion of prophecy It is quite plain that wu^ iuuoi-

pretation was in general very little controlled by
the

"
""

>e of the OT passage quoted. It
was polemical character, since it was
necessary, against the cavilling of the Jews, to

prove the Messiahship of Jesus from the OT
Accordingly the Hebrew Q -

'

ransacked
to find parallels with th- ' M ; and it is

not unlikely that, at a quite early period, collec-

tions of these passages were drawn up for contro-
versial use. The First Gospel is ]>o< uliaily rich, in
Messianic proof-texts, and it is iluTeron 'not sur-

prising that for two facts so important to the
authoi as the Vngm-c one option and the Incarna-
tion the writer should allege an OT prophecy.
But the fact that he has done so creates a very
interesting problem, which, however, will be ap-
proached differently by those who accept the
*" as a fact and by those who dis-

1 I e foimer, the fact itself is the

starting-point, and the author had to find in the
OT a text <M]|>i'>|>)i<itc to it. The only question
that would really arise would be as to the part
played by the LXX in -ii'j^'-i'rv Is 714

. In this

passage the LXX rende.1 - -:% i*\ irap6&o$, which

suggests virginity much more strongly than the
Hebrew word. At the same time, the fact that
the LXX so translated shows that the author of

the First Gospel may imlojn n^CMlly have taken
the word in tne same sense lhat.' he did so is

rendered not improbable by the fact that his trans-

lation differs in some points from that of the LXX.f
The i isi

1

"
1 ' .n'i for the doctrine of the Incarna-

tion ol tne name Immanuel, which might be trans-

lated 'God with us' as well as 4 God is with us,
s

jiiulMliU first drew his attention to the passage,
tint] iheii Lhe translation of nippjj by Trap$vo$ would

* The connexion of v.W with v.14 is as follows. A young
woman will bear a son and call his name Immanuel. This
will be a sign, for it will express a faith which triumphs over
the appealance of imminent disaster And it is truly God-
inspired faith, for it will be splendidlv \indicatcd Ere the
child thuh born in days of darkness knows how to distinguish
between hurtful and propei food, the hostile power will be

crushed, and thus f Ih Hi* people will be
clearK inamrested I . fetandmg lebuke to the

king's scepticism
t The LXX of Is 714 reads in B 5/ rovro tius-e. KJ/wa,- >ar

vfAty emfjtMov' lHou vi TetpG&yos lv yota-rpi X^UA^wae/ XKI rsgs'-Ki vto;,

.} Jtt&)Zff.lS TO OVOfjtM. KVVOV 'J&fAfMtVOV'fa. FOt Asj/^WflM,, JlOWeVet,

NAQ read 'J!a, which is the same rendering- as tnat in Matthew.

For **> sr-is we have in K sBotTisW ; neither B nor K here coincide

\\ith Matthew
r

The text in Mt I23 reads %oj ? votpQivos h
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readily be suggested "by his belief in the Virgin-
conception
Among thobe, however, who regard the belief in

the Y'lji'n-",! LI-, ab a piece of primitive Chiibtian

mythology s theiehas been a conti overly ah to what
led tlie authoi to quote this pasba^e, and the le-

lation between that belief and the passage in

Kaiah. Many think that the formei A\ab cieated

by the lattei,* an
T

i
ipKiVv in the foim given to

it by the LXX , ,*,-!,.. oi>. The Hebie\\, it is

thought, would not naturally have lent itself to

this puipose apait from the definite use of irapQevas
in the LXX Several recent bcholars, on the othei

hand, consider that the u^e of irapBevos is quite
insufficient to account for St. Matthew's cjuota-
tion. They consider that even before the biith of

Je<us there had been formed a doctiine of the

Messiah, which included among other things His

supernatural biith. This ^ as "ultimately denvecl

fiom the pagan stories of children of the god&, but
was not taken over directly fiom paganism b^
Jewish Chiibtianity. It had" arisen on the soil of

Judaism itself, and it is in the Jiukeo- pagan
syncretism, with its doctrine that the Messiah must
be born of a virgin, that the ongin of the belief is

to be sought. AVhat was said of Christ was sub-

sequently transferred
to Jesus, when Je^us and

the Christ were identified. A quotation from
Gunkel will make this position clear. After say-

ing that the mythological representations did not
make their fir&t appearance in the later Gentile

Christianity, he proceeds- 'But this would have
been i

i

rp>^ ble if Judaism itself had not pievi-

ously }>u--fc^ed this 01 similar representations
The biith of Christ from the Tirgin through the
Divine Spirit had, we may assume, aheady be-

longed to thv- rirL-tolu'j-u/i iVgma before Jesus,

just as His "n iih in !*> H<>li< v ii and from David's

race, and has been tiansferred to Jesus only at a
latei time. What we have to learn then, and
what will subsequently be shown again, is that
this Judaism *\\lmh found its way into primitive
Christianity must have been strongly inclined to
- 1

,
. n 1

"-"!' (Zutn rcl>fjit)flf>(jrschif
t

Jtfllrftf'ti Ver-
' NT, p. 69;. Smulailv Choyno in his

Bible Problems, consider^ that the hi-toucal e
^"

planation of the statement of the Virgin-birth is

that it arose
4

in the story of non-Jewish origin
current in Jewish circles and borrowed from them
by certain Jewish Christians.' He interprets
'

virgin
'

in a peculiar sense. In its original mean-
ing 'it

expresses
the fact that the great mythic

"
j.

1
!' i-'_-"'M -- *.\as independent of the mairiage

i.-i (p. 7 \i I '>" him the passage in Mt. f
is a

Jewish - Christian transformation of a primitive
story, derived ultimately, in all probability, from

Babylonia, and analogous to the Jewish' trans-
*
Of. Hamacfc :

* Even the belief that Jesus was "born of a
virgin sprang from Is 714 . . . The conjecture of Usener, that
the idea of the birth from a virgin is a heathen ravth which
was rpcei\ed hx ihe Chris'-ians, contradicts the entire earliest
dei elopment of Christian tradition which is free from heathen
ir\{'^ <' fit JIN '1 -o 'rid r j> <Vr<j.<\ T>IM *e<vl <1 "b \ ! 1 >

' rd. -o f Ju'isf^hnr rli MIUITI IJ,J>\!i ', , ra-jdPi i- , i .}.-,.

whichm The case of tnat idea is not; demonstrable Besides, it is

in point of method not permissible to stray so far when we have
near at ha fiil such a complete explanation as I*. 71 *' (History
of Drqnm, i p 100, n 11 Harnack, u is True, does not assert
tKic it was the LXX rondermjr which created the belief, thoiurh
*+ P , \ ir,, s Mivil t' i w t 1 ', his \ie\\ He i not du'ded in

pi '* ".J L ."zoin G ai-kcl ai.d C- e\ re, since he admits Jiat heathen
1111 tn- had come into Christianity thioug-h Judaism, bur. he
considers that the Virgin-birth does not as a matter of fact
beT

on<j to tl ese, and that an extra-Jewish source should not be
sought -Alien a Jev ish source is, at hand Lobbtein charactemea
t'ie method applied to the documents of the Bible b> Usener as

'--prcmeh defects e,' and, after admitting the 'remarkable
likenesses to our Gospel tradition* in the pagan parallels he
has accumulated, says: *Yet the conclusions which he draws
f"> n

'

-pip, -IPL\I-]\ beyond his preini*&<- U T(.wh ar-1
CV'.in i" or^ * iiVr LO explain tin- ifpM<.& of iV ni th *

tr ' Nat , -. V7/V Virj,n P.irlh w Hiri^t pn 1_V l_>f> cr IM
7.i 70) Ho m*i\x j.< i^vx ir.iri'-lar on ret>ponibit for

' tne
religious construction adopted by the Evangelist

'

(pp. *74, 75)

formation of the Babylonian
- ._ m the

opening section of Genesis
' *

(p. y^j On the other

hand, a good many bcholais take the view that

the stoiy wab cieated, not simply out of pagan
materials, but on pagan boil and among Gentile

Chiibtians Tiny is the view of Usener, Schmiedel,

Soltau, Pfleideiei, and others (see references below)
It doea not fall within the i&cope of this article to

dibtusss this question furthei, feince it is concerned

bimply with the bearing of the LXX translation of

TtsSz by 7rap0vos on the development of the belief

m the*V - (" u j-:
<

fi of Clnist. To lebut the

Christian use or Is "i" as a prediction of the super-
natural birth of Clnist, later Jewish tianslatois

substituted vecLvis for 7rap6&os. See VIRGIN BlRTH
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A S PEAKE.
IMMORTALITY. In the ordinary acceptation of

the term 'immoitahty' connotes ' endlessness
'

It

lias ceased to express merely or solely a denial

of physical death, in its incidence or its conse-

quences, and has been extended to include the

possibility or actuality of death, considered as

putting an end to conscious existence either now
or in the limitless future. Whether these two
alternatives really mean the same thing, whether
to be capable of dying is always and ultimately to

die, and so that only is immortal which by its veiy
nature and constitution is not liable to death,
while all else perishes, as is pi<'b,v>lv die case, is

a question that haidly come-* u:r rn h< scope of

the present aiticle It will, however, be just, and
will conduce to clearness, to separate these two
considerations? to seek to determine, in the fiist

instance, the teaching of Christ with regaid to

i> ,,r,\ iri the limited sense of a denial of

--, L"') ' existence at death; and, secondly,
to review the much wider and more perplexed
question of the permanence of this 'immortal'
state. 'Does death end all 9

', according to the
mind and teaching of the Founder of Christianity,
is an inquiry that needs to be twice raised, once
as it concerns the terminus of the piesent life upon
earth, and again as it refers or may refer to a
future to which human thought can set no limit.

It is obvious that the first question is < om
j
>;. i n i i \ c 1 v

simple and unmvolved ; and that upon us answer
in the affirmative depend

* " " "

>pen-
ing the second, which is and
involves the most far-reaching and important
problems that can present themselves for human
consideration.

By some writers the terms used in the NT, and
e-p< t Lilly by Christ Himself, with refeience to a life

ufioi UL.nh have been further understood to imply

*Cf also the rr]m" 1 1
1 rrM^Vo ,u> ""'V') He thinks

the translation -K /- > -of.rr'in a >. i ? f'-r the beliex

m the Virgin-birth that it needs i",\
" " -" T Is?1*

the translator must have had > j , i , that
motive must have been noL philolo'jrica

1
, but, If I may say so,

ideological.'
* As for the quotation in Mt I-2

""

it is perfectly well
accounted for as one of the subsidiary Biblical proofs which
were habitually sought for by the evangelists. The real sup-
ports of their statements u err tradition- or one kind or another,
but their belief in the wi itten \\ord of prophecy led them to
look for a justification of these traditions in the prophetic scrip-
tures, and with this amount of justice, that sometimes the tradi-

tions and the prophecies had a common origin.' The same view
j> taken In the scholars who regaid the doctrine as purely
i^ofj i PI origin. See, e.g., Pfleiderer, Dnp U,rhnxtfntum*, i.

IT- "if 1, <"M where he affirms that Mt 'suse of Is 7*4 ^ as possible
<r r ,

> i
; iVi'l i"r } v quite other grounds for ascribing-

LI '.
*

r
-

> o .1 - -
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only life in the ordinary acceptation of coiibcii

existence, but it would be life plus felicity. I

blessedness. Life immortal would thus be not
bClOUS
It is

perhaps haidly light 01 wise tcf&addle the cloctime
with this additional connotation It will, however,
be necessaiy to examine how far the woidb of

Christ suggest or imply that He legaided happi-
ness as an essential and inseparable pait of the
life to come, or a future existence of miseiy moie
01 less piolonged as inconceivable unless it weie
temimated by restoration to bliss or annihilation
of consciousness.
Theie is, however, a furthei preliminary con-

sideration which must be taken into account.
* An

examination of the whole '

,

*

<_
l|f r"'11-st upon

so momentous a theme, as i i- .' - ., -. by the
r 7 '

may be expected to yield results not

u A but negative. Positive, inasmuch as

upon a subject that concerns the deepest interests

of men no gieat religioUvS teacher can do other than
alioid some guidance to those who seek knowledge
and tiuth at his lips ; and negative, since the
revelation which he may venture or see fit to make
of his own thoughts will obviously be deteimmed
and limited by the character and capacity of his

contemporaries. In a sense neither deiogatory nor

contemptuous towards his heaieis, he will refuse
to cast his peails before swine. Environment

naturally and inevitably plays a large part in

moulding the form into which doctrine shall be
cast, and in assigning the bounds beyond which
it shall not n . o T- ,

'
', appropriate and wel-

come to the L M-I .,,, philosophic ciicles of

Athens will fall on dull and iiu.pp'o .,v, he ears by
the waterside or in the field- 01 (..liik-t And of

the confessedly gieatest Teacher that the world
has ever known this may be expected to be pre-

eminently true ; He will make His sayings accord
both as to foim and substance with the receptive
ability of those to whom they are delivered. There
will be many things within the compass of His own
knowledge which they cannot now bear (Jn 1612

).

And though He will at times give utterance to

sayings hard to be understood (6
50ff- 60

), of a depth
and ,L' Mi, I'M bevond theii i<imiiiihorMii fore-

shaci" 1

j.,
i 'Kill- into the ii.M urs --i, -i-.-n^ of

which only after-generations will be able to giow,
the major pait of His instruction will not be con-
cerned with these ; else would that instruction be
barren and profitless to the hearers, no fruitful

seed .01m milling to new spiritual and intellectual
life. Moreover, it is precisely these sayings, deal-

ing with the higher, more abstract and supra-
sensible side of tilings, that would be most likely
to be lost upon ordinary disciples, to fail to find a

place in their memory, and in their subsequent
KMi'oiluclion- whether written or

pial.
01 the

Master s teaching. Only by the choicer natures,
the more refined and contemplative spirits among
His followers, such as we conceive the Apostle
John to have been, would this aspect of His dis-

course and doctrine be caught up and treasured, to
be afterwards faithfully delivered as words (puvavTa

crweTo'ia'tv, although for the moment they may have
soared fai above the care or comprehension of

those who first heard them with their outward
ears.

Upon apriori, grounds, therefore, "bcaiing in mind
the character of the people among whom Christ
lived and with whom He had to deal, we should

expect to find the speculative and philosophic
side of doctrine but slightly represented, while
stress is laid more upon ethics and the practical
conduct of life. The supernatural will be stated,
as it were, in terms of the natural, the heavenly
of the earthly, and with a constant recognition of.

the actual needs and circumstances and possibil-
ities of His hearers. Whether and how far this

VOL. i. 50 ,

is so in fact only an examination of the texts can
show. Such an examination of the moie or less
direct refeiences in the Gospels to a future life will
be most conveniently conducted under the three
divisions suggested, viz (1) a renewed life after
death, (2) the peimanence of this life, (3) its com-
prehensiveness,, \\hether it i& to be conceived as
embiacing the entue race of mankind 01 limited
to a part theieof It ^ill be necessary to take
Mipsn.itely the evidence of the Synoptic Gospels
and or St. John.
A. The Synoptists. (1) With regard to the hist

point little need be said, foi indeed theie is nothing
in dispute. That the teaching of Christ assumes
fiom first to last a conscious life beyond the, grave
for Himself and His heareis lies upon the suiface
of His words and p( uneate^ His entire rule of life
The whole tone or Hi- -peech, the implications of
His parables, the sanctions with which He sui-
lounds His . and warnings, the
compaiative

1
'

teaches men to set

upon heavenly and earthly things, the gravity and
seiiousness of His outlook into the future, all

show that heie at least to Him and to His heaiers
there was common ground , that He did not need
to begin by piovmg to them that death was not
the end of all, but that the universal postulate of

leligious thought of His da} ,

'"
:'

'

tenewal
of personal and conscious death.
In this respect He was but adopting, assuming,
and making the basis of uii^u i\o exhortation
and warning what the majoficy at least of His
(oin< I'lpo'niii- believed
The repeated references to the coming of the

Kingdom of God or of the heavens (Mt 32 417 107

1228
, Mk I 15

,
Lk 927 109

al.] t into which not everyone
who pi ofesses loyalty will enter (Mt 721 ) ; to the

Day of Judgment or 'that day
3

(Mt 1015 II22 24
,
Lk

1014
, Mt 7-" al} , to His own Resurrection (Mt 179- 28

2633
, Mk 931 1034, Lk 18s3 al

)
and the Coming of the

Son of Man (Mt 10* 16OT-, Mk 132b 14b2

f ), when
those who have confessed or denied Him upon
eaith will

ieap^
as they have sown, in a public con-

fession or denial of them befoie His Father and
the holy angels (Mt W*'2f-, Lk 926 12s* ), all pre-
suppose and rest upon the foundation of a belief in
another life after this. The disciples are to lay up
treasuie in heaven (Mt 620, Lk 12^), the enjoyment
of which is clearly not designed foi the present.
*In ti'i M^-n i.ji-Vn' the^e di-ciples shall sit

upon l.io'i in . i' capacity of judges (Mt 1928,
Lk 223t)

). Even His enemies, who hound Him to

death, shall 'see
3

the Son of \ ',
iil

i -il'iii-j on the

right hand of power (Mt 26s4
,
M -v I , < .

'

Mt 2430,
Mk 13a6

3
Lk 21-7 ). The robber, after death, shall be

with Christ in Paradise (Lk 2343
). More than one

parable bears emphatic witness to the same belief,
for example that of the King and the Wedding
Feast (Mt 22lff

-), of the Talents (25
14ff

*)> of the Eich
Man and Lazarus (Lk 1619ff

). These and other ex-

pressions which might be cited, figuiatue as some
of them i,' \ Vi," are, buflmently emphasize
the form \ , . of a teaching which is not
limited to the present, but always and consistently

presupposes a life of active consciousness beyond
the grave

T i- doil'"*il o" I pi iid '
< NT of ilic

oi c -d I'.ai -,'C 1 pMi^-L'1
,OUa Jpol "jTiV

'

por np
of Q jomd and common
\h k1

i the relationships of

'iisbclief in anv sequel
I The incident gives

10 'hi-, UK -,'op' dM'i n'l'-'U- o' ii <

ivrr.nii M.I\ UM 'Mi n Vnd li 111
i a: IK T dMc 'ltd r;r, in- '^c ' '

i p
4"
o*

rcs'incc lion .'
' <JM r L IM< and p!,x< o at

thi" life \\ould be rosnn^od, j-

after death to the life lin
'

\ * <

occasion at least to a most emphatic assertion on the part of

Christ of the reality of the life that succeeds the present, and
an equall\ emphatic repudiation of the idea that those who
have diecnun e ceased to be' God is not the God of the dead,
but of the living , for all live unto him '

(2) The question of the duration of this new life,
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the permanence or impermanenee of the state after

death, presents greater difficulties. Once again it

may be said in anticipation that the piobabilities
of the case are strongly in favour ot the former

hypothesis. A teacher of the elevation and spiritu-

ality of Christ would hardly be likely to suggest
to His hearers as a rewaid for following Him a

l'!<>1on (
LV'i existence indeed, but one which clobed

in ii-( \hK]* darkness of oblivion; and if He wished
to convey the thought that in this respect a sharp
distinction prevailed between those who loved and

obeyed Him and those who did not, the former

are to be immortal, the latter entirely cease to

be, He would do so very clearly and emphatic-

ally, as presenting a further poweiful and almost

ittoivlicl'i'in^ incentive to heaiken to His words.

iMoieover, n is to be noted al&o that the conception
of f endlessness

'

in the abstract is not one easily

formulated .

""

and that a doctiine of tins

character, ,
" to be present in His teach-

ing, may very well prove to have been set forth in

the simplest terms, rather by way of suggestion
and illustration that would appeal to His hearers,

than in the rigorous language of a scheme of meta-

physics. The more important terms that bear

upon this point are collected and will be con-

veniently examined together at a latei stage. A
few e\pK -'on- only from the Synoptic Gospels
call h-'iii lor notice.

One of the most important passages, rather,

perhaps, on the ground of what it implies than of

what i
' ^ \ states, is the declaration recorded

in St. M, i > Gospel (16
1S

)
of the permanence

and inviol.ibilitj of Christ's Church, founded and
built up as it is "upon Himself.* The Speaker can

hardly be conceived as thinking of a mere tempor-
ary duration of that Church, united as it is with
Him in the closest of all bonds ; the destruction or

annihilation of the one would involve a like fate

for the other ;

' the gates of Hades shall not pre-
vail against it* now or henceforth. And if the
Church is to remain, then necessaiily its members
< olla ; ,x eU- ; for the Church i$ the members.

Tr inavliw said also that the abiding nature of

Christ's" words (Mt 24P, Mk 1331 , Lk 21*), under
the circumstances of their utterance, presupposes
the continued existence of rnu!lijrt

fcfic receptive
hearers and doers. The pt

1
. MM IK mo of His words

is contrasted with that which m the universe

appears most peimanent and unchanged,
* Heaven

and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not

pass away
5 (Mk IS31

,
cf. Mt 518

, Lk 1617
) ; in no part

or degree shall their accomplishment fail to be
achieved. But this complete fulfilment does not

imply the cessation of their effect upon and in

those for whom they are ^poken. feather is it

the beginning of a new life, which is only then

perfected.
The literal demands of these passages would be

satisfied by what has sometimes been termed
*
racial

J

or '
collective

*

immortality ; in which the
race might be supposed to persist, while the indi-

viduals, each and all in turn, perished. Such an

irtori rotation <ould not be ruled out of court on
the ground ilmi it is not suggested elsewhere in
Christ's teaching. But a conception so remote
and unusual would seem to require much more
dear and definite exposition, and is hardly con-
sistent with the niimeiouis icfeiences to a personal
and individual survival.
In a negative sense also phrases like r6

* It is strange that lirt *,&?$ tvj "ivu, is still sometimes re-

ferred to Peter. The Speaker^ or rhe Evang-eli&t who reports
Him, is playing: upon the name m a charaetristieall\ Oriental
manner. The similarity of the sound forms to Oriental thought
a real bond of connexion between the persons The whole

point of the play is lost, and the expression reduced to mean-
ing-leasness and uli*- i"K \ if ll.~ses and "treat are identified (cf
1 Co 104, and in - t O I GM .:-'

f,
Ex 2> etc.).

(Mt 246
,
Mk 137

,
Lk 21 9

)3 els r&os (Mt 1022 2413
,

Mk 1313
), i) (TwreXeLO. r. a&vos (Mt 1340 49 243

) clearly

do not imply an absolute end, iM\oVi
j-

annihila-

tion or the like. They do no-, 01 coin-', assert

survival in any universalistic sen&e ; but they aie

not altogether neutralm the mattei {cf. Mt 13 ll.cc
,

and the inteipietation that is given by Christ

Himself of the paiable of the Sower). The end of

one era is the beginning of another, and for some

at least usheib m a period of supreme blessedness

(Mt 1CH2 24* Mk 13U )

The indications which the Synoptic Gospels
aifoid on the subject of the eompaiative duration

of the existence of the lighteous and the wicked

after death are almost wholly concerned with the

significance of \\ords like cu'ch/toy (/cdXacrij at Mt2546
,

Trvp O.I&VLW IS8 2541
,

oLi&viov djudpTTjjua Mk 3'
J9

, els

TQV alQva. ib.) }
and will be more conveniently ex-

amined together (&ee below). Heie it need only
be said that paiables such as those of the Rich Man
and Lazarus, the Wise and Foolish Virgins, or the

Wedding Feast, do not m themselves suggest or de-

mand any inequality of treatment as legaids the

mere duiation of the allotted pumshEient or re-

ward ; and that references to the Judgment, the

Day of Judgment, or the Last Day are equally

neutral, as far as direct statement is concerned.

While the burning of the tares in the parable of

the Wheat and the Tares (Mt 1330 ), if the detail is

to be piessed as anything more than the natural

and appropnate setting of the story, the legiti-

mate and necessary end of weeds, rather points
in the direction of permanence and mclestructi-

1 *."!"( \ Ti ,- i
i is not annihilation of matter, but

i -'-I,. MU. !' of form. And this
_
particular

feature of the parable might admit of interpreta-
tion a-

*

i \\ .' / : r> ovation through suffering,

but is a .:> '-.i i-'
1

' by any theory of absolute

cessation ol' being. Similarly, it might be urged
that the -n-up torp&rrw of Mk 943 (cf. v.4b) implies the

permanence of the fuel on which it feeds. It is

clear, however, that no secure or decisive argu-
ment can be based on what are obviously allusive

and metaphorical expressions.
B. St. John. Within the Fourth Gospel, where,

if anywhere in the record of our Lord's teaching,
we might expect to find a reasoned and philo-

sophical doctrine of a future life, that teaching is

so entirely, or almost entirely, conveyed in con-

nexion with a special phraseology, the leading
terms of which are ftotf, faty aldvLos, and as r.

alQva, that little need be said by way of anticipa-
tion of the special investigation of these terms.

It is worth noting, however, at once, in view of

the interpretation of these expressions which will

be urged below, that every reference in St. John
to a definite termination or close of a v V-|-

i j, ;

is, as we saw was the case in the *\MH>] 1-1-,

such as to presuppose and assume a <i> vuir.u. JH-H

-beyond. The conception
of an absolute end,

beyond which there is nothing, is as ft'<i'_N lo

the thought of this Go^-el - to that of 1 1 i <>, I-M -

There is a 'last <lnv (r, r%cir?? W*> 639f* 4454

II24 1248, a phrase noi found in the Sjrnoptists) ;

but it terminates one age only to usher in another
more glorious.

T
;

T

r
1

(Kpia-is) again in St.

John does not , v await the setting up
of a future tribunal ; it is immediate conviction,

wrought by the presence of the light. And in

the one passage where it i^ dcfmitolv relegated
to the future (o^j the parsilloIiMn of iho phrase-

ology (avdcrraa-Ls /cp&rews avdvraffis f(ays) shows that
whatever threatening of suffering or retribution

may lie behind the word, there is no thought of

extinction, or of a final end, in the mind of the

Speaker, they that have practised ill (BTm)
come to the resurrection equally with those that
have done good. He cannot be conceived to mean
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that they are raised merely that forthwith, or
after a longer or shoiter period, they may be

destroyed.
It is in St John also that the most emphatic

assertions are found apait from the special
phraseology to which reference has been made
of the abiding blessedness and freedom from ill

of those who believe in Christ. e He that believeth
in me ov ^ dTroOdvy' (II

26
) ; he that drinks of the

Christ-given water '
ov ^ Sn/ofcrei

'

(4
14

) ;

* he that
cometh unto me otf ^ irewdffy, and he that be-
lieveth on me ov firj Sufrfffet.

'

irwirare
'

(6
35

). The
'

many mansions ' and the prepared place of 14a

are clearly intended to convey the assurance of
moie than merely temporaiy resting -

places.
Finally, the prayer that all His followers may
be one, as He is one with the Fathei (17

11 - 21
), and

may be with Him where He is (v.
24

), implies for
those who are thus united a coequal duration of
existence with Himself.

^
For the believer, therefore, the future, thus con-

ditioned and denned, is a life of blessedness. But
there is nothing to suggest, much less to show, that
the continuance of the life is dependent upon its

felicity ; or that these two features are other than
"-*' 1 J

\ independent, no necessary connexion
between them which would make an

eternal but unblessed life a contradiction m terms.

alcSv, a/t&'ios, els rbv aluva or rovs alQvas. The
primary ^i^nifi<nnce of the term al6v is not seri-

ously in qiic-iion 'Age' or '

period
3

suggests a
limited stretch of time marked by a definite close.

In this sense the word is found in the Gospels,
with reference to the present era under which the

speaker is living, either simply or as ethically
characterized b\ -1 '.',' \ ar.d corruption The
cares rov atwvos

v

< 'i->'^ V ,..-,1 (Mt 13J2
1|
Mk 419

) ;

the sons of this al&v are
-vyiser

than the sons of

light (Lk 168
) ; ovros 6 al&v is contrasted with the

aldv that is to follow it as 6 /^XXw*' (Mt 1232 ), or
*KeTvos (Lk 2Q34f<

) ; and the latter appears again as
6 fyxfy^os a,l<& m Mk 1030

1|
Lk 18ao , where the

present is oSros 6 Kcupos. It is worthy of notice that
in one of the above passages (Lk 2035) the future
al&v is something to be gained (rvxelv) ; its nature
or characteristic, therefoie, was more prominent
to the writer's mind than any meie question of

duration In one context, the parable of the
Tares in St. Matthew, the end of the present age
: -

"

fiii''l\' indicated (TJ) <rvvre\et,a (rov) aluvos (Mt
!,>' . i^id the same phrase is tv i- -

v "i iv \--'

later in the Gospel, once bv the MM:;' - v . i

reference to the Parousia, which they assume to be
"

*i the end of the ui&v (24
3
), and

j
i Himself, when He asserts His

pie^ence NMWI His disciples #ws -n?s crvvreKeias rov

CLLUVOS (
v2S-).

In the last two passages especially it is clear
that in no shape or form is there attached by the

Speaker or His hearers to the phrase 'end of the

age' the thought of a termination of personality
or conscious

life^.
The close of the one epoch

marks the opening of another, into which pass
without mteiruption the actors and
in the preseii I Pi- ]! <!_- given to
of personal .i--o<

tho
VM'I Himself, or ludicr of

i persol
ich iswhich is already sub-isting (ey& ped' vj&Qv dj&l, Mt

2820
), could

hardly^ have been couched in more
emphatic or significant terms, or in words less

STiggebtn e of a possible severance, however clearly
they may ndrriit or even require the thought of a

change of the conditions under which it is main-
tained.

attiv is also twice used in the Gospels with
reference to the past, fa' alQvos Lk I70, K rov alwos
Jn 932

. In neither case are the words those of

hrist Himself. And all, perhaps, that need be

said is that the speakers, Zacharias and the man
boin blind K -*<-< i,- 1"\ employ the phrase to
denote in an indefinite kind of way the whole
antecedent period of human histo \. ! _ which
the conditions of life upon the < , , been
such as they now know them to be, or believe them
to have been in former times.
Elsewhere in the Gospels, the word under con-

sideration is found only in the phrase els rov al&va,
or els rovs cu'wms. The latter occurs in Lk lss and
in the inserted doxology of Mt 613 (retained in the
margin of the Revised Version). It may fairly be
regarded ,

-
inon'.y a -t~"i_!N -1 form of the

other, r^ciniecLMe be' > ,-1, and the yet
more emphatic expression els rovs cuwz/as r&v
altivuv employed especially in the \i o<, 1; n
and by St 'Paul in <lo\olour i< - Ets rov 'aiuva
occurs once in St. Matthew and St. Luke (Mt
21 19

,
Lk I 55), twice in St. Mark (3

29 II 14
), and

twelve times in St. John (4
14 651 - 58 835&ls 51f- ID28

11^ 1234 138 1416
), constituting indeed this Evan-

gelist's sole use of the word Mv, with the excep-
tion of the phrase above noted (9

s2
). Setting aside

Mt 21 19
y Mk II 14

, which condemns the fig-tree to

perpetual barrenness, and where wKtri e:s rbv a.l3v&

is a strong negation of any possible
"

>

fiuitfulness at any time; and the
St. Luke, of which the first is Messianic and ex-

pressly asserts the endlessness of the Messiah's

kingdom, and the second has reference to the
Divine attitude or action towards men, which also

can hardly be thought of as subject to termination
" ""

;
the remainder may be classified as

r negative. In the former, the phrase
els rbv al&va qualifies some verb expressive of con-
tinuance or life (ftv Jn 651 - 58

, ptveiv S35 1234
,

efrcu

1416
) ; in the latter it is joined with a more or less

ciniilij lie iic^fii ive, and denies
(1

\

^"
\ of

ILK co' 1 IUH.KV to which the , ,

'

QVK

Mk 3-, JnV -,'ov M Jn 414 851f- :i ^ ,.

Of all these passages it may be said at once
that the Speaker clearly has m mind a state of

things of which no reversal is by Him conceived as

possible, either now or at any future time. In

presence of natural death, the solemn declaration
that he who believes ov ^rj &7ro&dvr) els rov ai&va, (Jn
II26

) does not merely defer- the date, but repudiates
the possibility of anything that deserves to be
called death for the believer. The boml-seivant,

again, whose sojourn in the house of his master
comes to an end, is expressly contrasted with the
son who ^vei els rov a^wa (Jn S35

) ; and the same
expression is used of the Christ (12

34
), with the

same associated ideas of u 'i-i.u v and per-

petuity Peter rejects his MJ -t* - on- r of service

in ^n-l)iTi'r his feet (13
8
) a rejection which he

iiipnedunoly after gladly retracts not certainly
uirli ilio idea that he may accept the offer on some
or any future occasion, but sincerely, and as far as

his present thought is concerned, finally. And life

els rbv alQva (6
51< 5S

) is not limited, terminable life,

merely lengthened out as compared with the

present, but is a life that need<* no artificial and

bodily sustenance to enable it uninterruptedly to

endure The connotation of the phrase, whether
on the lips of Christ Himself or employed by
another, evidently implies an outlook into a
future to which the thought of the writer or

speaker neither assigns nor conceives it possible
to assign a limit.

The same considerations will ap^ly to the ad-

jective aidvios, and especially as it is used to

qualify fa-f) in a phrase which becomes a distinc-

tive feature of St John's Gospel and First Epistle.
For the word itself the somewhat question-begging
rendering 'age-long

5 has been offered. In such a
mi(UTin<r it is evident that all depends on the <son-

roption r lie writers had formed of the *age.' and
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the associations it boie to tlieir inimU If they

thought of it as definitely terminated 01 teinun-

able, then .' ^ -I*/ IM
'
is equivalent to

'

tempoiaiy/
If they ':.. nur .-. and wiote of it without any
ab&ociateii << < <>. .1 limit or end, or if the context

oleaily intimates that no such idea would have

been admitted, then so f.ii .. !< s-
'

1* synony-
mous with *

immortal,'
' o\ < i ',.-,.111 _. or

* eternal
'

And it appear^ undesiiable to introduce a new
and ambiguous* teim Apart, however, fiom the

phia&e &rij cw't6os, the adjective IN of raie occur-

lence in the Synoptic Gospelb, anil 3> not used by
St. John. It is found three time* m St. Matthew
in association with terms expressive of suffering

or letribution to be endured in the future (TO irip

TO MvtWi 18b 2541
; A6Aa<r*s atoios, 264u

).
St. Luke

has a inference (1C
9
) to rd? aicwiovs ffK'rjvdsj

' the

eteinal tabernacles/ open to those who havejbeen
far-lighted enough to secure to themselves friends

while it was in their power, from whom in their

own day of need they may claim favours and

return m kind. And a significant and unique

phrase m Mk #* Ss 3' to pXacrfptj^y
. .

^
&ax&s

(rrw aiwviov d^apr^aros, bUgge&ts. fju-iii< Iiiiii: eon-

elusions, with regaul to which all that peihaps
need be said m this place is that it stands here as

an 1'V.p
1 r-,''ui\ .Addition to an emphatic affirma-

tion iL- li'.L-n'io'i \ against the Holy Spirit hath

not torgiveness efs TOP aiSva. The
^
context, there-

fore, preclud-
-

. r i' i
"

|7 j

i
*'v" in a sense con-

trary to the L
i

i
- ,'i preceding woids,

as though the wiitei might be thinking of an act

of sin committed once for all, and then with all

that it entailed definitely and finally set aside.

The reading
1

aiwxiprt
1

uM'"6$ is sufficiently decisively attested by
the witness of KBLA 28.33, the Latin and other -versions, and is

adopted In all editors It is supported also by the Smaitac

S>ruc, mutilated, however, in this \erse, if the transcript (1894)

roaj be trusted. The TB xpimts is found m xC-r and the cur-

sives, with one or two Latin manuscripts, and the Peshitta

Synac. The \arious reading kpttpneu, G*D 13. 69. 346, would
seem to be a correction of au*f>vv<l u,ai're? designed to introduce
into the text the meaning of * smfulness

'

as distinguished from
* a bin

'

Cf. H. B Swete, in loc ,
a not wholly satisfactorj note.

The true exposition seems to be given by E P Gould in his

commentary * * An eternal sin ma'v be one subjecting- the person
i

'
> . in its consequences, that is.

''\ s to suppose that it decnbps
for the nnpofe-iD'ha or :ne

fonnwne*;* h\ the permanence ofthe sin "*.., *

attached to 'endless sin. This is the '
i -

punishment Sin reacts on the nature, an act passes into a
state, and the sta > T .

T
,

- ,

not a measure of < < r - -,- - .,-
the result of the > -

i c, i
1 - , - iv ;

sinful state beyond recovery.*

"With repaid to the phrase f<o^ al&rios, there is a
striking difference in its associations in the few
passages in which it is found in the Synoptists,
and in the more frequent use of St. John ; a
difference which seems to reflect the varying atti-

tude of the writers towards the teaching of Christ;.

In the Synoptists the sphere of (*$ altivios is in the
future. It is to be inherited (Mt 1929 ), and to be
received in the coming cd&v (Mk 1030

,
Lk 1830

) in

recompense ^for that which the disciples of Christ

forego in this ; which the ruler (&PX&V, Lk IS18
1| Mt

1916
} Mk 10J7}, or lawyer (vofwcts. Lk 10s5) conceives

that he may inherit or attain (<rx&>, Mt. Lc.) by
virtue of good deeds in the present. In St. John,
on the contrary, wfy olthvios is a present po^-e^-ion
The believer has or may have n \-Jri :>*"' r>-

M
(i

,
3 1 -" JIJ

640
) ; and the bestowal "of this gift is described as

the expiess aim and purpose of the coming of the
Son into the \\orld and of His death, the fruit of
the Father's love (3

15
) and will (6

40
), but conferred

by the Son Himself (10
s8 173). In one passage also-

where the same phrase is u^ed, the closeness of the
fellowship with Himself implied in the possession,

* Intern. Critical Commentary, *St. Mark/ T. & T, dark.

S of <fon? aMviosis mystically desciibed as an eating

of His flehh and 'dunking of His blood, and is

! associated with the reflection at the last day
! (6

34
f

This labt passage \\ould by itself piove,
'

\\hat the otheis abbume, that <*% ai&vios, though
i present, is riot limited by the present. Elsewhere
>' theie is an appioach to the Synoptic standpoint of

! a futuie life ovei against or following on that now

h\ed, althoiii-h -luhl seems nevei to be entirely

!
losst of the < OK eptioii of $uri ai&vtos as subbistmg

i already and now attainable He that hateth his

soul (s^xi?) in tins woild will keep it eis (ufy

at&viov (1'2-
5
) , the meat (f3pQ<rt,$) 9

the gift of the Son

of Man, abideth unto eternal life (6
27

). The
same thought recurs in Christ's words to the

woman of Samaria; there it is the water, His

gift, which becomes a well of water springing up
unto eternal life (4

14
). And, finally, m connexion

with the same incident, the haivest, the ripeness of

which the disciples are bidden to M _ A s laid

up unto a futuie which is undetr < r : and

place; the le, :t." ^ together fiuit els fafy

aitiviov, and --' ' > . ie sower in a common

"Once also Christ appeals to the \ 1 !"
>

*
1

- > *

belief of His hearers in the piesent -, ; -u i:-

eternal life ; they think that they have it m the

OT Scriptures, missing the spint there, and the
' J'- ., \ ,,r { ose Sciiptiue- to Himself, and

, ( . the lettei (5
1*9

)
A somewhat

, -

i
. ,, undeilies the answei of Simon

;>, , o ( - - question whether lie and the

Twelve intend to follow the example of others, and
b<> ,.i. 11. ,1 l.y hard sayings'; 'Thou hast the

\uiiii ii (L'.ii'u'il life' (6
6S

), words, that is to say,
which in their spirit and teaching bring faty aitivLov

to the heaiers. Finally, lest, as it were, any Imger-
\v*j po-- ibiilt \ or suggestion should remain of a
iiini'-l 'mi in be understood in the phiase, or of

its being confined under a merely temporal cate-

gory, it is twice expressly defined in terms which
are ethical and spiritual, "and tianscend all limita-

tions of time or change ; the Divine &ro\i$, com-
mitted by the Father to the Son and by Him
transmitted to the world, is eternal life (12

50
) ; and

in similar pregnant words (17
3
) ^ altivios is the

learning to know the only true God, and Jesus
Christ whom He has sent.

All the passages in which this phrase is found
in the Gospels have now been passed in review.

An extension of the examination to the remaining
books of the New Testament would not modify the
conclusions reached, or throw fresh light upon its

meaning. It is used twice by St. Luke m the Acts

(13.). by St. Paul in the Romans (2
7 521 622f

-),

Galatians (6
8
), and Pastoral Epistles (1 Ti I

16 612,
Tit I

3 37 ) ; by St. John himself m his First Epistle
(I

2 2s 315 5U- 13' 30
; the adjective not elsewhere), and

by St. Jude (v.
21

). These conclusions are entirely
in harmony with the results obtained from a con-

sideiation of the term cUtfo, or of the adjective
al6vtos standing by itself, fay al&vtos is in its

significance hidc^ct^nt of time-limits, and may
be described indifferently as eifhci p'eserit orfuture.
When, moreover, the occasion offers to indicate

its characteristics and meaning by definition, that
definition is framed not on the lines of time and

space, as here, there, or elsewhere, now or then,
but is wholly ethical, supranatural, belonging to
the realm of the mind and spirit, and

lifting^ up
4 alt&rios beyond the touch of change or end, into

the region of the changeless, the immortal.
At the ribk, therefore, of repetition, it must again

be pointed out that words and phrases which are
crucial for any doctrine of immortality as taught
by Christ in the Gospels, so far from implying or

suggesting an a bsolu t e t ermmat ion whether nearer
i or more distant, to that future which the speakers
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or writers have in mind, seem to indicate that no
such idea was ever pie&ent to them , and in some
passages, which are neither isolated nor umm-
poitant, a ",

"

, i- of the writer's

thought in t' ontext appeal b to
exclude the , such limit being
found at any definite point or place in the '

age
'

towards which his gaze is directed

There remains a gioup of words and phiases to
"be referred to, which with more or less distinct-

ness characterize the future, or contrast it with
the conditions of the present. All of them,
when used in their fullest sense, imply non-mo? -

tcdity, but they do not bear directly upon the

question of the duration of existence after death,
which, as we have seen, has come to be the chief

element in the connotation of the teim 'immor-

tality
' The chief of these is fwi? with its deiDa-

tives, including the phrases of which it foims a

part, fatf in the Gospels is not mere physical life,

but is an expression for the higher life, the life

which is life indeed, life in its fullest, lichest

aspects Such life was in the Word
(
Jn I 4

) ; it is

Christ's gift to His disciples (10
28

, cf &3
) ; nay, He

is Himself ' the life
'

( 1 1
25 146). It is so good a posses-

sion that to ' enter into life' is woith the sacnfice
of an eye or a limb (Mt 188f

||
Mk 94<J- 45

) It begins
after death (Jn 524) not in a temporal sense, but
when ddva.Tos as a state ceases to be

; and it is a
* resurrection of life

3

to which the well-doers will

come forth from the tomb (v
2S)

).

* To have life in

himself
'

is an attribute of the Father, and is His

gift to the Son (v.
26

); and this 'life' or 'eternal
life' is lepeatedly stated to be the present posses-
sion of the believer (Jn 3 15f- 36 647 54

), the gift of

Christ which some of them wilfully refuse (5
40

),

and which the unbelieving will not see (3
85

), but
which is < !"i 1 . j,T Jecfared to be the final end

ofHiscoi""y
-

, i. -world (10
10

, cf 2031
) The

words which He has spoken are fatf (6
63

), and His
commandment is fay cuVJz/tos (12

50
). None of these

passages suggests
that the thought of a termina-

tion of the 'life
* was present to the mind of the

Speaker ; some are hardly compatible with such a

thought, and others absolutely forbid it (e.g Jn
I4 526

). This fatf, therefore, is fittingly represented

A similar absence of limitation will be found to

characterize expressions such as <rc6fe<r0at, o-^TTjpia,

etc., which describe the futuie from the point of

view of deliverance from the present, its calamities
and its evils. These terms, however, are not in

themselves suggestive of duration, except so far as

their results are involved ; and, as doctrinal terms,

belong in the New Testament rather to the Epistles
than to the Gospels. In the eschatological dis-

courses, however, of the Synoptic Gospels,
*
salva-

tion
'

is described as a state to be attained by those
who endure ds rAos (Mt 1022 2413 |jMk 13 1

'

3
) ; the

saving of the life or soul (^w%^ cf. Lk 69) is strik-

ingly said to be the lesult of A\illii)gme*s to lose it

for Christ's sake (Mk 835 !!Lk 921,
cf efy#r afo>,

Mt 1628) ; and in St. John the salvation of tne

/c6<rjtto? is the i-iir H>-< of H^e Divine mission of the
Son (Jn 317

), ilu-'-n't iu;ii of His hearers, the end
of the words ii'"';

' "

;
.

1
" *

Tie imparts (5
s4

).

Hence 'salva ........
i;

I as beyond an
e end '

; r^Xos is rather a crisis than a final close,

the entrance into new conditions and a more
i uci< HI - 01 1 \ ironment. Both thought and phrase-

ol-Vr
> 1 *'< '>rn <' meaningless if the subjects of the

change are conceived as either annihilated or re-

duced to unconsciousness.

Agrapha. Of the ' unwritten '

Sayings, few have
interest or importance for the present subject
The most notewoilhy and authentic it thai uiudi
is embodied in St. Paul s argument of 1 Th 410'17

.

Whethei all 01 any of tins is intended to be a
diiect citation ot thirst's words must remain
uncertain. The teaching of the passage is, how-
ever, founded upon a Xiryos Kuptou. And though it
has in view only 'the dead in Chiist,' and their

position of pnvilege and pnonty as compaied with
those alive at the time ot the Loid's descent from
heaven, it distinctly astseitb of these that they will
be 'for ever' (iravrore) with the Lord. The writer
therefore contemplates foi them an eternal co-
existence with the Loid

, and he claims that for this
doctnne he has the authority of Christ Himself
Of the Logia from Oxyrhynchus the mystical

Saying,
'

Except ye fast to the world, ye shall in
no wise find the kingdom of God ; and except ye
keep the Sabbath, ye shall not see the Father'
(Log 2 ; Grenfell and Hunt, p. 10), may be said to

imply that those who do so fast and ti uly keep the
Sabbath will see the Father, and therefore live
with Him. Of the later Logia also, \\hich were
discovered in 1903 (Oxyrhynchus Papyii, iv. p.
IfL), the Introduction, as it is named by the
editors, apparently quotes Jn S52 the heaier of
these words 'shall not taste of death.' And the
first and -

< < u i"

1

^< \ "i - both make reference to the

Kingdom which shall De a place of rest to him who
seeks and finds. These indications are all of them
slight, and do not add anything to the teaching of
the Gospels. But as far as they go they are in

harmony with what we have found to be the con-
stant :

^
<

'
* ' Q

iripture of the words of
Christ II

A
.

The most striking and suggestive featuie, there-

fore, of all these references in the Gospels to the

future, and of the doctrine which they may be
understood to imply, is the absence of any indica-
tion of a K imination of the new conditions which
they introduce. In some instances, indeed, the
wiiter's statement .1

'

1 M _arded as colourless
in this lespect, and ;> n-' iv and context of his

woids would not ",! t . \ ontradicted by an

assumption that these conditions were themselves

temporary, and at some indefinite period super-
seded by others. Elsewhere the tone and context

strongly support, if they do not compel, the view
that the state of il 1 r i - 01 H'!'ij-\ ( <1 was contem-

plated, as far as tne lorecast 01 the speaker was
concerned, as permanent. In a third arid most

impoitant series of |M-^i<e-, the same expressions
and phrases are dnmlv applied to the Divine

Being and to His Kingdom in such a manner as to

show that no thought of a cessation or close could

by any possibility have entered into the inind of
J '

Q. ,-,- 1:-- or have been regarded by Him as con-

Moreover, the change of circumstances thus in-

troduced involves no interference with the conscious

life, not, at least, to the extent of reducing it to

unconsciousness. The subjects of the change are

repi e^ent< <1 a=> speaking, feeling, and willing, with
11 their laculties under control and in action.

Nor is there any suggestion that this condition is

occasional or temporary ; it is, on the other hand,

tacitly assumed to be usual and a matter of course.

Further, also, most prominent and characteristic

examples of this m,v r< r of r-^.
1 MULT the future

were found to be i -o ;ai> t v ill 1 'l>e i'!mscuci*/and

its derivatives. This word, originally apparently

denoting a definite age, marked off by beginning
and end, had come to be regularly employed to

denote an '

age,
3

the beginning of which was, indeed,
sometimes more or less obscurely indicated, but to

which the Speaker did not assign a further limit,

and, in some instances, -H ould clearly have rejected
the idea of a limit as contradictory and impossible.
The thought underlying these expressions is ao*

that of a termmable'penod, but of a limitless pro-

gression. ,
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The only adequate rendering of such a thought
m English is by the won Is- 'eteinal,'

* immortal,
5

or the like. For there lies implicit in these woids

precisely what we have found to Toe the implication
of aiuvtos^ etc

,
in the GospeL , viz that the speaker

reject^ the idea of a bound or
1

',M
J

1 Mind which
there is nothing, or nothing for i -ul i i.

r whom
he ife -;

i . ki >_ ,lfit however far off the boundaiy
fence - 11 :>'.'.;'.,. set up, he immediately insists

that it shall Le "taken down, andienuned farther

avi ay, only to repeat the process as often as an

attempt IN "uin.de to assign a limit or define an end.

Tliis is, indeed, the only real conception -\\lnch v,e

beeni able to fianie of the meaning and content of

Mich teinis as immortality, eteinity, etc , a& they
aie oidinaiily employed They connote not a

positrve and comprehensive idea" TV hieh the mind

distinctly outlines to itself aa> a \\ hole, but rather

the negative and indefinite one ot the absence
of an end; looking forth into the futuie, we find

ourselves unable to discern a point beyond winch
there is an absolute blank as tai as the conditions

under consideration are concei ned. The association

of the thought of a final end with the conditions* or

state supposed would involve a self-contradiction,

or, if we prefer to use the phrase, would be im-

possible. Such a conception is entirely logical and
consistent, and aiiU'MT- 1 1.. M, '1 * to defining mi-

mortality as the -,. nm.,.iiup ur ;.' infinite number
of intervals or spaces? of time, suttee*ling one
another \uthout break, and receding into dim,
fathomless distance

Tfo'1
i

ir* < .-c vinl- i n.iless,'
* iramort i* i- r " '." i" L\ <!'

not > i M- M t
!

i d rsi'iN, ef , howe\er, J i. _ " I

'

ii:

there shall lie no end/ alx Is-rsti T.AO-T Tne omibbiou, u omission
it be, is portlv hupphed bj St Paul, who describes the atter-

state of the Chn-^un a.* x^stsr'x and tae<nfls,
'

incorruption
'

and 'deathles-i i"-> (I (.-> 3 V- 1

) The latter term is shown bj
its use in 1 Ti 6] *> {tbe blessed and only Potentate . . . o u*ts
!>_.!. xux -if- ac>) to have moved far in the direction of a po&ithe
c'lpiiolacion

Similar considerations apply generally to the
references to this doctrine in the remaining books
of the New Testament, a detailed examination of
which lies outside the range of the pienent article.

Such an examination would strengthen in detail,
but would not change the character of the argu-
ment. In no instance is there a suggestion of
absolute finality. The conclusion of ev erv ofcfr, for

example, ^marks the commencement of another,
accompanied by changed conditions, indeed, but
not, a.s far as the statements and apparent train of

thought carry us, by annihilation in any sense, or
a destruction which involves loss of personal con-
sciousness or life. And while the writers do not
in so many words define that future into "which
their thought projects itself as ' immortal '

or e end-
less,' their attitude towards it and the phrases and
descriptions which they employ are such as to

neural i\e the idea that they would or could have
admitted of the drawing of a line here, there, or

anyuheic, beyond which absolute oblivion and
death should reign. Compare Bo l^od/to. fp&odjin
&> 16* row tOwlw 0ew, 2 Co 418b HS1

, Philem 15
, He

Is 7 I38, 1 P SM, Kev I 18.

{3} In passing to the third part of our inquiry,
which relates to thf '(tmprehensirpness nf the life
beyond the gram, whether it is contemplated as
equally endless for all, or whether a distinction
is. ih.iun a< regards duration between the after-
existence of the evil-doer and that of the righteous
man, we are conscious of a certain reserve in de-

scription and expression on the part of the Evan-
gelists, of a delicacy which certainly reflects the
mind and teaching of the Master. The passages
which refer to the future of the wicked are com-
paratively few in number ; and the outline, as it

were, of the picture presented is drawn, not. indeed,
waveringly or hesitatingly, but with a light hand,

as though the subject were one to which detail

or elaboration weie inappiopnate Reticence and

brevity chaiacteiize all the utteiance& of Chiu&t

that beai upon the share which the evil-doers have
in the life atter death Thus, \\hile the righteous
man and believei enteis beyond the giave upon a
iene\\ed life, to the duiation of which no limit is

set, and which the heareis of Christ's words under-
stood in this sense to be eternal, the question is

justly laised whethei the same statement may be

made, and the same inference dia\\n, with re-

gai d to the future existence of those \\ ho are not
iiiihteou'3 and do not believe. Do those \\ho to

adopt the language of the ^ni.iV.'
- uo away into

tlie outei darknebte, pass imo oblii'ou, sufter ex-

tinction, or expenence any other of the conjectural
fates \\hich have fioui time to time been assumed
to be the lot of the -wicked? or, as an alteina-

the, may "outer daikness' be paraphiased into
*

puigatoiy,
3 on the further side of which there is

light ?

*~It may be said in hmine that the piesumption
is against any &uch limitation of the duration of

life beyond tlie grave in the case of one class or
section only of humanity It \\ould require veiy
strong evidence to enforce the acceptance of the
view that i ---i \ --I - .'

"

< . .

1

:- "*C.< ;<

of a boui \
,

,i
'

i\
'

* M ,
- u c '

".,,,'1

state of the lighteous, actually and of set purpose
connote such an idea when they describe the lot of

the wicked : or that the Speaker would confuse
His audience with antitheses which were merely
verbal, and possessed no underlying significance or

reality Upon this issue, again, only an examina-
tion and fair interpietation of the passages which
bear upon the subject can decide. It will be found
that such passages in the Gospels are few in num-
ber, though i.' ';. '".,!_ in suggestiveness.
The most -

,L."
' r

i .ind important passage is

perhaps Mk 3-y
,
to which reference has already been

made ; and its significance does not altogether de-

pend upon /
'

,
i
1

'

which the variation
of text OCCT *

\ the reading aluviov

d/zapr^/aaroj . -e ]ustitied in doing
(see above, p 788a), it is difficult to see what other

meaning can be attached to the phrase than that
of a sin the results of which are permanent. An
1 act of sin

7 cannot be permanent or endless m
execution, though it may be ceaselessly repeated ;

it is only in its fruits that it endures. And if

d/iapr^/iaros
can be supposed to describe 'sinful-

ness 'in any sense, the inc,
,

,

"
t

the

same; for endless sinfuln ,i "->lves

endless retribution. The rerse
has its parallels in the t\\ o x

.

Mt 1282 5s 5* av etirT) /card, rou Trveij^aros TOV aytov
O&K d^B^ffeTai a^r^J O0re & Totirqi T^ cd&vi O^TC ev

.

Mk S29 6* 5' ft?
p\aa-<j>7]fjt,T]0"r) els TO irvevfia, rb aytov

i)/c <?xe &<f>(Tiv els rbv at&v

Lk

The simplest form is that of St. Luke; but
it is hardly less pregnant or decisive than those
of the other Evangel] s-ts The blasphemy is per-
sonal, the conscious and wilful act of a conscious
and responsible being; and therefore unless
the words are to be emptied of their force, and
reduced to meanin'rlc m-- ?. the consequences
are personal also, falling not on someone else,
but on the blasphemer himself, for whom there
is no place for forgiveness either in this

'

age
'

or
in that which is to come. The reason is supplied
by St, Mark, and by St. Mark only, he *

is guilty
of an eternal sin,* is liable to its penalty, and sub-

ject to its cousequem es The permanence of sin

implies and necessitates the permanent impossi
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bihty of forgiveness On the central and essential

point the three reports are at one.

The significance for the doctrine of iir.moMJiliiy
of the parable or apocalypse of Mt -V>"

J

',
\' IT li i !<*

sentences pronounced on the s

sheep
' and '

goats
'

and the penalties incurred, lies in the application
of identical woids and phrases to describe the
duration of that futme into which both pass fiom
the judgment-seat If the faij of the nghteous is

ai&vLos, so is the /caXacrts of the wicked (v
4b

) ; the
hie into which the lattei depart is aidivt-ov also

(v
41

), although this word is not applied to the
Kingdom prepared foi the righteous (v

84
). It is

suiely an abuse of language to maintain that the

Speaker designed to convey a different meaning
in the two instances If, as we have seen reason
to believe, the tenn aldix-os earned with it the

thought of the absence of an assigned or assignable
end to that vista of the future contemplated by
the Speakei, or, in other words, was piactically
identical in significance with our 'immortal,

5

'

eternal,
5

it cannot justly be shorn of this con-

notation when it is applied to the 'punishment
3

which overtakes those on the left hand of the

Judge
\ ' * ', "3 found in Jn 529 which has some

! !_ ,

'

L
"' -

subject. Its importance for a
doctime ot universal

""

not be over-

estimated ; for the st . , >n
' "

lelism , but by implication, though not i

appears to assert the same equality of

as regards the duration of the revived existence.

It would not be difficult, indeed, to draw out at

length a similar proof for the words dvaa-Trjvai and
avdcrrao-Ls to that which has been attempted above
for aitJ}v and al&vios; and to show that these ex-

S
cessions never, on the lips of Christ and in the

ospels, denote a lesurrection which is the prelude
to a new life leading only to a new death. On the

contrary, avda-rao-Ls usheis in another period and
fresh conditions of existence, of which no termina-
tion is contemplated or conceivable ' All that are
in the tombs . . . shall come forth

' And as the
* resuirection of life,' the portion of those who have
done good, can hardly be understood to indicate a

merely temporaly restoration or peipetuation of

existence, so no interpretation of the difficult

phrase
'

resurre-
' f ' ' s

-

11
be satis-

factory which x
- . : in this

respect between the lighteous and those upon
whom the judgment falls.

A similar argument might not iiiiftihlv l-o based

upon the parable of the Rich Man aiiii 1 ii/nu<- (Lk
1619ff

), or the King and the Wedding Guests (Mt
222"14

), viz. that the conditions, the data of the

parable, do not in either case suggest, but rather

by the"
'

<""
\

.

' '

li
j idea of absolute annihi-

lation , .
t . on the one hand, find no

place m Abraham's bosom, or, on the other, have
tailed to ntly provide themselves with raiment
meet for the wedding feast. It would, however,
be at the best no more than an argnmentum e

silentio, to which no great value could 'be attached.
The declaration of Christ also to the Sadducees, as

reported in St. Luke's Gospel, that *
all live to

him 7

(Lk 2038), though from one point of view

susceptible of a universalistu iV*
j

i

,(.ilini, does
seem on any construction to c \i !<i-ii , -HMH ;i that
there are some who finally cease to live in any real
or intelligible sense of the word.

'AiroXXijvai,, diroOvfjCTK^v, etc. It remains to con-
sider briefly the -Lnll. jmn- : 'id implication of 1he
terms employed IM liic (H>-J>''|- 10 aoriot^ Month,'
'perishing, or 'destruction.' The principal of

these are the verbs dTroXXiWt and atroOv-fio-Kav,

with the cognate nouns d<7r(6Xeta and ddvaros.

The uri'Viiui>Mindl verb Qvyermti < si-
" J

rarclv in the

Gospels (Mi J'-'> .Miv i;,44, Lk732 849, I

"
, : and ib al\\ajs

employed of nieie physical
' *

r
'

tei ruination of
the activities, good or evi.

^
* There is no

thought of a iutine, either aftnmed or denied, m the minds of
the speaks b

,
and m none of the passages is the \\crd on the

lips of Christ or repotted as used by one of His disciples
Neither is the simple verb oM JVKI found m NT Greek And the
adjective D^ro; is ubed only bj St Paul (taice as an epithet of

ff-ujA**,
Ro 612 8ii once oi ^ 2 Co 411, and m antithesis to

0*y<n, 1 CO 1553f
,
Or to /,, 2 Co 5^)

'ATTc^Xeia is found only four times in the Gospels.
In Mt 26s

|| Mk 144 it is the wa&te '

of the oint-
ment. For its leal purpose, as conceived by the
Speakei, the ointment ( * *

*
1

.
; but it is

cleaily not annihilated o
;

. {<-. fioni its

pioper use In Mt 7]3 the way that leads ds rty
&ird>\eux,v,

* to destiuction,
5

is described as broad;
no indication, howe\ er, is given as to the fate of
those who traverse this way when they reach
dTTciXeia, and it is fail, theiefore, to mteipret the

phra&e in the light of the other passages vUieie the
^oid occurs (in the paiallel passage Lk 1324 no
mention is made of the bioacl way) Jn 1712 'not
one of them is lost but the son of perdition,'

employs a Hebraistic mode of expiession. 6 ul6s TTJS

cforwXdas is one who shares the qualities, is like in
charactei to (hreiXeta, cf. vibv ye&vys, Mt 2315

; but

though he dircSXerc
"" "'

is directly stated
as to his present uture destiny, the
son of perdition is ceitainly not conceived as either
unconscious or extinct, nor is there any suggestion
that this is to be his ultimate fate

In the Synoptic Gospels dvoBv^a-Keiv, like 6rf)-

(TKtw, unifoimly expresses meiely physical death as
the cessation ot physical activities. Two passages
in St. Luke, however, call for special notice. In
the paiable referred to above, both Lazarus and
the rich man ' die

'

(a-rroBav&v, 1622
) ; but their

conscious activity does not terminate, it is merely
transferred to other spheres. And of the sons of

God, the sons of the resurrection, it is emphatically
said (20

s6
) that recurrence of death i^ for them

impossible. Death, therefoie, passes upon them
once, but leaves them l&dyyeXoi,

'

equal to angels,'
in an exalted and pmilegcd state, no more subject
to its power. The \\oid is more common in St.

John (28 times), and in accordance with the more

contemplative and spiritual character of his Gospel
is employed also IM i.

)
*'<.ii- ji"!l\ . i! < ugh^its pre-

dominant use is li ';i! ,ri<

fiain
of wheat fall- IMI-I I'M'

fay, 1224 ), but l>\ 11 r i

;)
<

newer and richer 1 u ,
,in! In

for the believer death is but the beginning of life

(II
25

), a life that is peun* TKTII and exposed to no
return of death (Tras o f.s . . otf jjty diroGdvr) els rbv

Of the word ^dvaro?,
*

death,' a similar account

must be given. It is ususT 1

|

Y

.

'

i

1

death, with
no reference to or thought

"

is beyond.

By the Synoptists it is employed more or less

metaphorically m Mt 416, Lk I79 (quotations from

Isaiah), Mt 26s8
II
Mk H34

. In Mt 2018
lt
Mk 1033

edvaros is for Christ Himself the prelude to life.

So m Jn 524 he that believeth ... * hath passed
out of death into life

'

; and later in the same

Gospel Christ declares that he who keeps His

word shall not see (8
51

), or taste of (v.
52

) death, els

rbv aMva (cf. II26
).

Finally, there is the term dTroXXifrat, perhaps the

most significant of all the expiessions that describe

dissolution and the cessation of a worldly estate.

It is apparently employed by the Sacred AVriteis

with a weaker as well as a stronger association.

The former meaning, to
'

lose,' to ' find to be miss-

ing,' is illustrated by Mt 1524,
Lk 154- 8f-, Jn 612 18tt

and othei passages The predominant sense of the

word, however, is that of ruin,' the precise nature

or degree of which will be indicated by the con-

text ; but which consists essentially in the loss or

]; ,)-,<,j,. Thus the
ov i ; nd dies (dTro-

;Ji iio- ill rises to a
M i

'
1 fruit

' And
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withdrawal of capacity for the due discharge of

function or duty. Tlurs the \\ine-bkins
*

perish
'

in

St. Matthew (9
17

), "both the wine and the skins in

St. Mark (S
22

) ; but the substance of both sur\ ive-=,

though they have become wasted and useless So

also in Jn 627
, where the /3p<ns that 'polishes'

loses its nutritive power, and ceases to be able to

perform the part of food. Applied to persons the

word is equivalent to *

ruinedj
'

undone,' succumb-

ing to pre&ent or prospective ( ii'o* ' in * or piess-

ure, e.g.Ut S-5 1|
Mk 438, Lk S-4 ; Lk 15", J n IP". .In

the passages most pertinent to the present inquiiy
a definitely spiritual

' ruin
3
is <<:' .

7
.

i ^ 1

the

ob]ect of which is usually the fivX'a M. JL j 16J5
||

Mk S85 , Lk 9-4 1733 ; Lk 69
, Jn 12* ; bu,t the loss or rum

of the soul heie is distinctly said to be prelmnnaiy
to finding, saying,

or (Lk 1733) .

'* V*"r7 ^
'{uo-

yovelv}. The idea conveyed is a^,, !, ,

"
< not

annihilation or destruction of being, but change of

state. Here, also, the highest form of teaching is

found in St. John. Every believer in Christ, or

the sheep who hear His voice, are expressly de-

clared to u 1
i _'i , *:

ii<ll v exempt from ruin (3
16

1028}; and i

1
, .

" who *loveth his life MO
<pc.\wv rV ipuxftv afrrov) is the active cause of its

ruin (cbroXXi/et aurrfv), he who hates it in this \voild

will keep it
' unto life eternal

5

(12
25

}.
^
Passages in

which the word is used of mere physical destruc-

tion, in which usually no thought of the future is

involved, must be interpreted in accordance with
this general conception (Mt 213 1214 265J

, Mk 9*,

Lk 1729 dl.}.

In the passages referred to above, Mt 1039 and
^
parallels, the

antithesis 8 a.voXia'/i or a &va?$tree,s <rst v ^ufcSjV ot-iiTov is hardly
to be weakened or explained away as mere willingness to lose.

There is an,
"

-- 1 1 *'
J

"

\. i^- -*

consists in - * ' '**** - >

and conne-4 - ^ i
'

. o i .
- u

inadeitvsh -, i
- -- '

.

the soul transformed, is 'saved '

by the process, and enters upon
a neu life Thus the phrase is practically equivalent to St

John's *

loving' and
*

hating
3

(Jn 1225).

T ,-

J
"'v -,'" to estimate the value of these

regard to the future life of the

wicked, few and slight as they seem to be com-

pared with the fulness and frequency of the refer-

ences to the blessed lot of the righteous, two
preliminary conditions which are essential to their

right inrerpretcLiion need to be borne in mind. In
the fir-4 plate, ir A\ s clearly far from the intention
of the Teacher to lay down or elaborate any meta-

physical doctrine of *a future existence, such as we
might reasonably expect from formal -y-iVin- of

philosophy. Written across His words jmd ,u . ion-
i- their immediate and practical aim ; and to have
mystified His plain and unlettered hearers with
definitions <md metapV-'* -, would have been to

repel them, and defeat Hi-, own purpose. That
task He must leave to successors, who in other
times, and with other surroundings, will enter into
His labours. To expect to find, for example, in
the Gospels a well-ordered and articulated defence
of natural immortality, so called, is unreasonable.
Any such expectation is by the conditions of
the ease doomed to disappointment Hints, pre-
intimations, there vill naturally be, the elucida-
tion and development of which* will be the care
of after

ages^; but completeness, finality, from a
logical or philosophic point of view, will iiofc be
found ; nor a series of statements which, however
fitted they might be to meet the requirements of
some one or other of the later centuries, were out
of touch with the thought of His own day and
generation.
Again, the reticence observed as to the fate of

the wicked, and the comparative infrequency of
mention thereof, are entirely in harmony with
what is found to be the case in the early litera-

tures of the other great religions of the world. To

expatiate on a destiny of woe and pain, or upon
the duration of the huifenngs of the lost, is, judg-

ing from all analogy, evidence not of an early but

of a late position in the history of religious

thought, and were this a maiked feature of the

Gospels, it would justly have laid them open to

the suspicion of having at least undergone modi-

fication in the interests of latei and moie devel-

oped forms of belief. The hymns of the Big-Veda,
for example, dwell much upon the blessed estate of

the good \vho do that which is acceptable to the

gods, and accordingly go hereafter to dwell with

them ;
but they contain only slight and passing

references to tlie lot of the evil-doers, who aie

huiled by Indra into darkness. The Egyptian
Book of the Dead relates the varying trials and
f01tunes of the deceased in the nether world,
! .. _;' 'Uiich he passes successfully by the aid of

,,'V- ( formuLe and the favour of the gods;
but complete silence is observed with regaid to the

man who at the bar of Osiris fails to pass the

prescribed tests. And it is charactenstic also

not of primitive but of mature, if not decadent,
Buddhism to set forth in vivid description and
with luxuriant art the seiies of hells in which

carefully graduated torments on an ascending
scale of horror are apportioned with precision to

the heinousness of the sinner's crimes. It was not

otherwise in early Christianity. There, too, it was
left to later ages to elaborate descriptions and to

revel in details of a future life, the real circum-

stances of which neither human language is capable
of defining nor human thought, tied down as it is

to categories belonging essentially to present con

ditions, able to conceive. The comparative silence

of the earliest authoritative documents, and of the

earliest teaching so far as it has come down to us,

is more eloquent and convincing than the most
exhaustive and graphic statement of doctrine could

ever have been.

Mohammedanism, it may be said, is an exception to this rule,
and from the very beginning lavishes its descriptive powers on
the torments that await the unbeliever I&lam, however,
sprang adult and full-armed from the mind of its founder, and
was stereotyped in the Koran Its doctrines ha\<? ahead\ a

long history of development behind them, and, if ^\ e could trace
them back to the startmg-pomt, would probably be found in all

instances to conform to the prevailing type of historic growth

The results to which we have been led may be

briefly summarized as follows

(1; The reality of a conscious life beyond the

grave is uniformly assumed and taught by Christ
Himself and by the writers of the Gospels.

(2) To this future life there is assigned no ter-

minus or end. Rather do the phrases used suggest
that the thought of a final end never presented
itself to Speaker or writer as either actual or

possible. And where words like reXos, foxdrij

^pa, etc., are employed, the 'end 7

or * last day'
is obviously and patently not absolute, but marks
and introduces a new beginning. No

"" " " ""

theory of ""I'll'.! ',i"^yi- ;.;imulated; , *

is not to !' * VIM v'd will was, indeed, under the
circumstances hardly possible. The doctrine of
the Gospels, however, of a renewed life after death
to which no limit is set, and for which by virtue of

the very terms employed no limit appears to be
conceivable, is in the last analysis all that we
mean, or can mean, by

f

eternity,
3 *

immortality.
5

(3) The writers give no countenance whatever to

any i hoory \\ Ti id i i n respect of i i * d u ration separates
the lot of the nrhroou- from iluir of the wicked.

Slight and indefinite, overlaid with metaphor and
parable, as are the indications of the conditions
under which the future life of the latter will
be lived, the guarded statements made and the
hints allowed to fall consistently imply that in
this respect equality of treatment is meted out to
all. If the wfi of tne one is altfoios, and he is not
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to die els TOV cu'wm, the KoXao-is of the other is

aidvLos likewise, and he is or may be guilty of a

a/AdpTTi/jLCL, the fruits of which ar i ',!!. M^ i no
lebs a period of time than is . .

k
* -y the

same phrase. Theories of umveisal restoration, of

final extinction, or of any modification or combina-
tion of these find no support m the words of Clnifat

or of His disciples as recorded in the Gospels.

The present writer shares the convictions which
have been veiy widely felt and expiessed, that the

final demonstration of immortality, if and when it

is given, will have to be based on broader than any
merely literal or narrowly expository giounds.
Cnri&t spoke to His o\\n age; and nece&sanly
spoke such truths and in such a form as that age
could receive and assimilate. That He exhausted
the whole range of truth in His statement, or

formulated both in shape and substance all doc-

trine that the mind of man could ever appreciate,
is as impossible to believe as it is contiary to

His own express woids (Jn 1612
). Nor can we doubt

that if He had lived in our day, He would have
delivered truths expanded and recast to meet the
needs and tendencies and capacities with which
He found Himself brought into touch.

That the Christian Church has been on the
whole on right lines, and has been justified gener-
ally m her interpietation of the teaching of her
Founder and His immediate disciples with respect
to this particular doctnne, the foiegomg exposition
has attempted to show. The end, however, is not

yet. And the ferment of thought, not less, perhaps
more, characteiistic of our age than of any that
have preceded it, is not destined to be stilled into

unconcern, or to have its eltorts paralyzed, by any
i"

1

:_' .i''< creed or pronouncement of whatever
, ,',

* It claims the right to work out its

own doctrinal freedom not only in the light of the
Sacred Records, but under th .: i

1

, r < f that
reason which it holds no less < j. !y .1 j

> reve-

lation to be an element and gift of the Divine.
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IMPEDIMENT. See DISEASE.
A. S. GEDEN.

IMPORTUNITY. The only passage in the EV
where this word is found is Lk 11 s 'Because of

his importunity he will arise and give him as

many as he needeth
'

This rendering dates from
Timlale (1526). Wyclif (1380) has < his contynuel
axynge.' Good modern translations are e

j)ei-

sistency' (AVeymouih),
*

persistence
'

(Twentieth

Century NT).
*

Murray's New English Diet, gives
the definition e troublesome poilin'.u iiv in solicita-

tion
5

; as early as 1460 ilio \u>id hn-* ihi-> meaning,
'

Through y MoidiMiii' <flMhair suyttes.' In the

companion' ;, r.x'N'- rouidiilc (1535) uses the cog-
nate adjective, Lk 185

*
\ 01 -< > nge this weddowe

is so importune vpon mo.' 1 v ill' delyuei her.' The
original meaning of 'miponmo \v,is

*

inoppor-
tune/

e

iijiliTnelv* ; iti Sir 324
'display not thy

wisdom out of season,* Coverdale has *at an ini-

portunyte.
3 Intermediate stages in the growth of

the later -.Ijrrificatioii of the word from this root
idea are trunk eel by the now obsolete meanings
* troublesome ' and

"
*

urgent.
'

*Tmpoplin 1 \-' 'T.k 11 - i the translation of the
Gr *vi5t a. 'vliich -ijTrinu^ *tbe absence of cu'Scos,'
*
shamelessness.' In Biblical Greek it occurs only

in Sir 25^, and is rendered 'impudence.' The
Lat nnp<jrtnri'Ufis t

'

unfitiie^s/ is found with the

stronger meaning
' insolence

*

(Cic. de Sen. ni. 7),

and is therefore a moie accurate translation of
toaideia than its English equivalent. But per-
sistent a&kmg soon becomes insolent asking The
woid contains, as Tiapp bays,, <a metaphoi from
beggars, that will not be &aid Nay, but are im-
pudently r-i])., ',-,".,, i

'

(Com. in loc
} Cowper

u&es the WOUL (lash, iv 414) in an instinctive eon-
text :

* Knaves . liberal of then aid
To clam'rous importunity in rags.

3

To bring out the striking contrast which our
Loid's parable suggests, it is neces&aiy to show
that persistence in asking becomes tho&e who
know that piayer is never troublesome to God,
and never out of season. He who '

will not be
said Nay,' and he alone, has learnt the seeiet of

1
.11 \ ,- .1 1 M^ prayei. Wright notes (Synopsis of the

/.r'/w,.', >i Greek, p 243) that St. Luke ' three
times uses bad men to represent God, or to be
examples to us : (1) here, (2) the unjust steward,
(3) the unjust judge.

3

J. G. TASKEB

IMPOSSIBILITY. The modern mind flatters
itself upon its fiank recognition of impossibility
in the world of nature. There is al-o PJT iMpot ( MS
of faith which is content to allow in

5
; -i uu\ in

the spheie of grace. Both these tendencies to a
laz^ in a fancied inevitable are out
of i e cosnel of Christ. There is, of

coui&e, such . - -i
]

[possibility as that of a
good tiv

"

! -, '_
"

,."! , (.Mi T'
1

^ And theie
is the i-

1

,- * , i 'i
1

;
1 '* i \ of a house divided

againsf . -T - -*,"", rum (Mk 325) But the

lange ur^,
i

|-^--
I ,\ :n the woild of nature and

in the - M . _ -
, , is narrowed to evanescence

by the i,
1

! i -j L
' h stian disciple. A rnustard-

seed of faith will remove a mountain (Mt 1720
).

God is able to save to the uttermost (Lk IS27
),

though a -een^ like the passage of a camel thiough
a needle's eye for a nch man to enter the Kingdom
of heaven (Mt 1924

,
Mk 1025 ). Iti& f lnon*;ii Christ,

the Son of God become the Son of Muu. i luu all is

po ililo and nothing impossible (Jn 155 Mk 928)

Il, liiin^cli showed it in the supreme triumph of

the Resurrection 3 when the tomb had been sealed
so that escape might bt n

'"

(Mt2766
). The

command over nature .

'

j \ i the stilling of

the stoim (Mk 439
) and in the healing of the

woman with the issue of blood (Mt 921, Mk 528)
is at the service of faith and prayer. The poor
leper lost his despair m faith, and was re-

warded (Lk 51
-). The blind received sight, because

through their faith human i i . "": - was swal-
lowed up by Divine omnipc: > -

W
M : ,. Infinite

resources,
'

-i >

" '

""ii no bounds of impossi-
bility, are . i of the earnest childlike

faith the Lord nppiovo? i'Mk II23
, Lk 17 6

). Such

bright and uplitiin^ Ic-^on^ are remote from the

gloomy and depressing pioblem of evil. There is,

indeed, an urideicurrent of impo-- iluliiy in the

stream of this world's development.
'

It is impos-
sible but that occasions of stumbling should come '

(Lk 171
). But this species of impossibility we are

not to dwell upon too long.
' The redemption

draws nigh' (Lk 2128
).

T 1 1 1 R \ n i r Tren oil .Vi i

riS^' p T |T / VTWtt't T

p 'i-TfT Mar'
Oiil

. Off ; Expos. Times, iv.

)] p. 307 ff., n. vin [1884]

_ natics, p. 220 ff ; Clarke,
</ CAr ^'imt 'rii"f,l<>n't p. 85 "&.

W. B. FRANKLANIX
IMPOTENCE. The single instance of pur Lord's

miracles specifically classified under this head is

recorded in Jn o 2"9
, where the sufferer is described

as 6 aaQwuv (AV 'the impotent man/ RV 'the

sick man'). The features of the case are its long
continuance (for thirty-eight years) ; and the as-

sociation of the man with the multitude of infirm

and diseased people gathered round the Pool of
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Bethesda (wh. see). Of the nature of the ailment
we have 110 evidence. It has been thought to be

p'il-\, l>u' Fu-nnett (Diseases of the Bible) considers

1' - coii > i'J The long duration of the disease is

against its being identined with loco/notor ataxia.

It may have been some chionic *
,

'"
-

1 ' ~

having its origin in an enfeebled ,

.

neivous system.
The chief featme of the healing is the fact that

Jesus ML-;.:!
i- i

1 " 1 'orocess of restoration by dealing
A\ith ilio KvnA-- condition induced and estab-

lished by thiity-eiglit yeais of suttering 5>
and by

the repeated dashing to the giound of slowly-

ilbing hopes.
' AVouldest thou be made whole *'

our Lord asked, appealing to the last flicker of

expectation evinced hy his remaining still at the

healing pool, and calling it out into new vigour
and consciousness.
Another significant feature is the apparent as-

sociation in the mind of Jesus of this infirmity
with sin, either the sin of the sufferer or the sin-

fulness of the race (Jn 514
). A similar association

is found in the case recorded in Mt Ql ~s
,
Mk 21'13

,

Lk 5 17"26
(see art PARALYSIS). It cannot be

dehnitely asserted that Jesus marked personal sin

as the root-cause of disease in t' v .
- 4 ~ ' 1| " -

1
'

the infeience is not altogether ,.' \ , . ol '-n'l

the narratives But it is at least evident that our

Lord did habitually recognize the close connexion
between personal and racial smfulness and all

manner of disease and sickness. While carefully

guarding Himself from attiibuting all sickness and
weakness to sin (Jn 91

"-*), He yet declared the

essential alliance of sin \\ith all kinds of bodily
disorder.

* Sins of the flesh,' as commonly under-

stood, are notoiiou-.lv respons"^- -o - H'.V of man-
kind's worst diseases and 'i. .1 ;i and the

Apostolic catalogue of these sins includes not only
adultery, uncleanness, murder, drunkenness, and

revellings, but also hatred, variance, wrath, strife,

envyings, and covetousness (Gal 519"21
, Col 35 , Eph

53
). Our Lord's list of sins that defile and destroy

the body begins with *
evil thoughts

' and ends
with moral stupidity or foolishness (Mk T22, d0/>o-

Another case which must probably be included
here is that of the woman with a spirit of in-

firmity {Lk 1311 '17
). The features here are the

Evangelist's description of the ailment as ww^a.
%-X.Qva-tL dcrGevdaS) the lengthened prevalence of the
trouble (for eighteen years), and the completeness
of the inability to laise herself. The description is

evidently from a)inpetc TiL li<ind The \i omari was
bowed anu (touched lo^rhcr (-tjv

-
1 }:,'T ro (,o a i and

was in no AU-O aMe to I in herself up I ho in-

ability was t? rb iravreKh (cf. He 1^ where the

ability of the ever-li\ ing Christ to save mankind
is also is rb iravreXes) The infirm iiv. lio \\ever
did not debar the sufferer from nrrondjrig the

synagogue. The ailment may have be \ --i ;:*< il

a gradual distortion and permanent i- tii'.i 1.1 r-
creabed by old age, of the spinal column, such as in

many cases is due to continual bending in field
lal ou r o** i 'i IV *"'

><Miiin;r of Uc^ \ burdens. Bennett
-njrjjro-i- i hi- i<ulual unhung and relaxation of
imi-cles jind IigjmK'ni,- of the back by which the
mink i> hold mct, -o ihat tlio body falls forward
without any disease of brain or cord or mental im-
pairment.* But it may not improperly be rather
classified as due at least in part to some morbid
mental condition such as hysteria. This seems to
be indicated not obscurely by the description given,
as a spirit of infirmity.

The reference of our Lord to Satan as binding the woman 5s
not to be understood as pointing to po^-pt^iou, altlioiiffh if HMV
have been a reflexion of the currcnr ide.'i that all bocii\\ (]>-

formity \\as due to demonic- agency in which, case the descrip-
tion is due to Lhe E\ angelist rather than to Jesus. But most

probably it indicates our Lord's view of the infirmity as being

part of that widespread calamity and curse that lies upon the

whole race, of which complex coil Satan is the summary and

representative.

The features of the healing are : (1) The Divine

compassion expiessed in our Loid's laying His

hand upon the woman as He spoke the woid of

hope and deliverance ; (2) His piofound sense that

this suffering and weakness, this
'

M_ spirit,

were completely foreign to the
'

u i.o.(v.
16

) ;

and (3) His stedfast refusal to allow any pedantic
Sabbath lules to stand in the way of His relief of

sulieimg humanity. The last fact is dominant in

the whole nairative, and consequently the other

featuies and the healing are only casually re-

ported. T. H. WRIGHT.

IN (&, efc, KCLT&, Mt Trpbs, did, &rw) The word is

jiirvciil
' jjv used in its piunary meaning of posi-

T'IJII i p'.uc but it fio-jici'^v follows the Greek
ev in its more or les- '.^i.'<u,\o ramifications of

meaning. It is also employed more or less accu-

rately to tianslate various other prepositions which

convey a slightly different nuance of significance.
Ill the present article we shall follow the rendering
of the RV, wheie the use of the prepositions is

more consistent and precise, as well as moie con-

formed to the modern usage, than in the AV.
(For illustration of the wider use of ' m ' common
in the Elizabethan period, cf. Hastings' DB,
art. 'In').

I. As translation of Iv, the word indicates :

1. Local relations: (a) 'in/ 'at/ or 'on/ of

simple locality (Mt 21 e in Bethlehem/ 2440 'in the

field/ Jn 420 'in this mountain'); (b) that with
which one is covered or clothed (Mk 1238 c walk in

long robes/ Mt 715 'in sheep's clothing/ II21 're-

pented in sackcloth and ashes/ Jn 2012 'two angels
in white 3

) ; (c) direct cohesion (15
4
'except it abide

in the vine'); (d] position in a "' book
(Mt 2142 'in the scriptures/ Mk 1- >

I

' Lk
2042 ' in the book of Psalms ').

2. Temporal relations the point or space of

time when, or within which .inynim^r occurs (Mt
2228 * in the resurrection/ lu10 'etc

: in the day
of judgment' the AV has also 'at the day of

judgment/ Lk 936 'in those days/ Jn 219 <m tliree

days I will raise it up ').

3. Figurative and personal relations

(a) Indicating a person: (a) conceived as the

sphere where a certain quality or state of mind is

found (Mt e23 'the light that is in thee/ Mk 950

'have salt in yourselves/ and similarly Mt 2 1
42

'marvellous in our eyes/ 528 'committed adultery
in his heart/ Mk II23

' doubt in his heart ') ; or (ft) in

reference to whom another stands in a certain
attitude (Mt 317 'in whom I arn well pleased/ II6

'whosoever shall not be offended in rne').

(b) Of the state or condition, manner or circum-

stance, range or sphere in which a person is or
acts: (a) state or condition (Mt 416 'the people
which sat in darkness/ Lk I75

' serve him in holi-

ness and righteousness' Jn 4
*

in spirit
and truth/ Mt 2 1

22 ask in v . manner
(13

3 e in parables'); (7) occ^^ii
v
i!J 'ensnare

him in talk/ Lk 2331 *
if they do thi& in the green

tree/ 24s5 'in the breaking of bread'); (8) sur-

rounding accompaniment (Mt 6s9 'Solomon in all

his glory/ 1628 '

coming in his kingdom/ 1627 * in
the glory of his Father') ; (e) range or sphere (Jn
821 * die in your sins/ Mk I15

' believe in ' 1 > /
* '

will also belong to this head, unless we : i

'

this is an exceptional use of TrtcrreiJw with &. The
LXX almost invariably construes the verb with
the dative, the NT writers with e& or M. Pro-

bably therefore the verb is used here absolutely,
and v r< etiayyeXty roarks the sphere within A\ hich
faith is to be exercised. The only other instance
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of TTio-retfoj followed by ev in the NT is Jn 315
,
winch

the RY translates ' that whosoever believeth may
in him have eternal life

3

). Foi & with Svopa see
below.

(c) Of the means or instrument, or personal
agency employed, ^vhere a simple dative might
have been used instead of & (Mt 311 '

I baptize
you with [RVm 'm'] water' ; cf Lk 316

, wheie the

simple dative is used ; Mk 984 '

By [RVm ' In '] the

prince of the devilh casteth he out devilb
'

; in

other cases 'with 3

is used as translation, as Lk
2249 '

shall we smite with (ev) the sword ? ').

(d) Of persons inherently joined and connected,
where the completest intimacy conceivable is ex-

pu 4 f>d i Miployed with noticeable frequency in

i iio \M iiui'.:- of St Paul and the Fouith Gospel, to
mark the close fellowship between the Christian
and Chiist (ev Xpio-nJ 'I^crou, ev Kvpiqi, ev Xpicrr^, Ro
S1 16 11 125 167 ; tfveiv & euoi, Jn 656 154 - 5

; jf. /

1 Jn
25p 6 24 27 28 ev ar4> elvai, ev r$ vitf, ev afire*) fj*eveiv}>

between the Chri&tian or Cliiist and God (ev 6e$,
ev rtf irarpi, 1 Th I 1

,
Col 3J

,
Jn 3jl 1038 1420 ), or be-

tween the Chustian and the Spmt (ev irvetifj,a.Ti

elvu, Ro 89

,_1 Co 121
'; cf. Mt 22 Lk 237

) ^The
veiy repetition of such unusual c,\iio--ion- indi-

cates that the thought was a r;, \ouin' 1 one in

Pauline and Johannine theology. For the detei-

mmation of the meaning, special weight should be
attached to the fact that complementary expres-
sions are used

' " ^ *

ev rwi, trvevfjia '4v

rive, irarfp & r I,'-. * * ' 135
, Gal 220

, Jn
1038 1420 154 5 1721

-23
). The employment of these

parallel expressions points to a i elation of the
most intimate communion ; and the only question
is how this spiritual communion is to be con-
ceived. Deissmann, who has carefully sifted the
material relating to the phrase & X/ncrn*;, insists

that the translation 'in fellowship with Christ'
does not quite . ^

,

' n

convey the conciete

thought ot St. T II- favours the view that
the ev here retains its literal and local significance ;

the Christian lives in the element Christ, some-
what in the same way as animals live m the air,

or fishes in the water, or the roots of plants in the
eaith. He notices the parallel use of ev Xptory and

Xpicrrds ev nvi with ev Trvetiuari. and irvevi&a ev rwi, and
argues that as the last phrase would be naturally
understood in the most literal local sense, of one
within whom the invisible powers of the Spirit
resided, so in the phrases relative to Christ, the
^i

'

. . nmst of faith, the same local
i Or, again, the phrase ev 6e$

(1 Th I
1
, Col 3d

, Ac 1728
' In him we live and move

and have our being') expresses the thought that
God is the element m which we live, implying the
local conception of a Divine irepixfbpyffLs. From
such analogies Deissmann is inclined to , < ,

most liteial and local i in oijuoi,nion of * P, ,
.

favourite phrase; and lit1 beho'u > ih,H if we keep
in rnind the equation XpurT6$=Trvevua3 Christ the
eveili\m*i Divine Spirit, the conception of real
lo<<iluv \\ill not appear improbable. This inter-

pretation certainly presses the literal meaning of
ev too fai

; it tends to dissolve St Paul's mystic
idea of union into a *emi-phv^kal relation, and so

to destroy the moral and spn itual basis of faith.

The spiritxial presence of Christ is indeed /// t>'red

as a local nearness of relation; yot Si l*,ml olse-

where clearly distinguishes between the spiritual
nearness of present fellowship with Christ and the
future local fellowship with (o-tfz/ or ^(M Clm-4 in

the life to come (1 Th 417
,
Ph ]

23
,
2 Co ;V; Lion

while c absent from the Lord,' St. Paul is ev Xpi<rr<j5,

i e in spiritual but not local union The implied
ev 6e in Ac 1728 ' In him we live and move and
have our being/ is scarcely adducible as an analogy,
since it refeis rather to trie natural basis of exist-

ence than to the spiritual ground. The Johannine

IIv
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phrases alieacly cited (fj,t>ei.v tv efjLoi; ty& ev r$
warpi /AOU, /cat u/xels ev e/zot, Kctyd? ev fywi/) contain
substantially the same thought ab the Pauline ev

Xpt0-r , and in the^e, in spite of the local figure
employed, the idea ^ 1

. ,'U not that of local
mheienee, but of -| ,

! mheience or com-
munion. The mybtic lealibm of the Pauline and
Johannine phrases is rather to be found in the fact
that thev approach the thought of a teal identtfi-
>"i<'i' \\-i i the Logos or the pneumatic Christ
The life Divine mcorpoiates itself in the Clmstian ;

the Spirit of Chiist 01 of God takes the place of
the human spurt, and is individualized m the life of
believers This idea of essential

spiritual (mystica,
hypobtatica] union alone does justice to those
passages wheie the union of believers ^vith Christ,
and even with one anothei, finds sublimest ex-

pression (Jn^lT
21 -23

,
1 Co 617 1213 ). But while this

thought of vital union is the central and original
conception of the phrase used by St Paul, the
context often indicates some \anety in the shades
of meaning Thus Ro 1414 '

I am persuaded in the
Loid Jesus,' i.e. in wttue of that fellowship;
Ph 229 'Receive him in the Loid,' i.e. in the spirit
of such fellowship ; it is often used a& a favourite

expression for ' Christian
' Ro 169 10 n

; while m
other cases the relationship refened to is that
between Christ and the Father ; 1 Th 518 '

this is

the will of God m Christ Jesus 3

; 2 Co 519 'God
was in Christ reconciling the world '

II. The word is also used to translate other

prepositions in the following senses :

Sia,
* within ' a space of time (Mt 2661 * build it

in three days').
Kara, 'throughout/ 'according to' (Lk 1514 'a

famine in that land/ Mt I
20 ' in a dream ').

irpo's, 'towards/ direction (Lk 123
'spoken in the

ear ').

co-Co, adverb, within (Mt 2658 'entered in').

Iiri, 'on/ 'upon/ 'over.' The RV has followed
the more restricted use of

' in
'

in many cases, and
substituted 'on/ 'upon/ 'at/ 'over/ 'by/ 'unto/
'to' (Mt 610

'thy mil be done in earth' [RV 'on

eaith'], IS16
f in [RV 'at'] the mouth of two or

three witnesses/ 222 'reigning in [RV 'over']
Judaea,' 21 1J) < m [RV 'by'] the way/ 1314 'in [RV
'unto'] them is fulfilled the i-joplioc v

' Mk 5s3

'knowing what was done m \\l\ 10
] her'); but

in some cases 'm' is retained, where English
idiom requires it, and where the sense is not liable

to be mistaken (with the genitive, Mk S4 'in the
wilderness' [RV 'in a desert place'], II4 'in a

place where two ways met' [RV 'in the open
street'], and, with the dative, Mt 148 'in a

chaiger/ Mk 1024 'trust in riches/ Lk 189 'trusted

m themselves that they weie righteous/ i e. rested

their confidence of being righteous upon them-

selves)* For eiri \\ i th 8voju.a see below.

els,
c

into/
' with reference to/

' with a view to
*

:

(a)=
'

into/ locally or figuratively, often after verbs
of rest, where previous motion and direction are

implied (Mt 2s3 ' came and dwelt in a city/ Jn 97

'

go wash in the pool/ Mt 1027 ' what ye hear in the

ear/ 133S 'hid in three measures of meal/ Mk I
9

'baptized in the Jordan/ 5s4 'go in peace/ Jn 1 1S

'which is in the bosom of the Father' els rbv

i f pin rod in the Father's bosom and there

<i- , h\
- 'AM tli respect to/ 'with a view to'

22 1
"

'ia lemcmbrance of me/ 168 'wiser in

their genciation* [RV 'for their generation']).
Afoei TTio-reiJco

'

belie\ e/ efc is largely used (Mt 186
,

Jn 1M23W ete.)='in' or 'on' m AV, in RV in-

variablv ' on '

; it implies the direction in whicli
the believing soul turns the fellowship into which
it enters. Specially note\vorthy is the use of eis,

eiri, and ev with ovojio. While the Synoptists
commonly employ e-n-L or eis or the simple dative,
and rarely use ev except in the phrase,

* Blessed is
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he that cometh in the name of the Lord' (Mt 219

2339, Mk IP, Lk IS35 19-*
8
), St. Paul and the Fourth

Go&pel prevailingly employ fr, and use els only
after irtffrefo 01 pcarrifu. The prepositions have
their own nuance of meaning ;

the Synoptic STTL T<$

6v6fj.aTl fAov (Mt IS5 245
, Mk 937 39

etc.) indicates

dependence of some one on another, the authority
on which one leans ; els ro

Bvoya,
in reference to, or

in view of, what the name
"

'

""""t 1041 're-

ceive a prophet in the name ^
' = in view

of his prophetic character or function, IS20 * two or

i

1

! _ li
1

!
-

1

together in my name '= not, by My
*

. . 1 1
" in mew of My name, with the view

of N '

",. Me; and ev r oVo/xem, by authority,
clo

'

- v i ! the commission, of some one (Mt 219

* eometh in the name of the Lord 5

), or even by the

use of the name, as contrasted with the authority
(Mk 9s8 4 we saw * . ', devils in thy name,

3

i.e. using the m: is a Jewish exorcist

might). The very obvious preference which St
Paul and the Fourth Gospel show for & and the

<oiro]>o"iViiir
< s may well be connected with the

5(icM or t,,rttji'ff mystic communion which influ-

ences all their religious thought. In the great

majority of cases IP ovo^art indicates not so much
the authority, as the union and fellowship on
which the authority is founded (Jn 1712 'I kept
them in thy name,'' 2031 'that believing ye may
have life in his name,

3

1 Co 611 'justified in the

name of the Lord Jesus,' where fr has the same

pregnant meaning as in the phra&e ev Xpcrr 'I^oO) ;

and els ro faojuLa after Tn<rretu and fairrLfa likewise

indicates the communion into which the baptized
believer enters (Jn S-23

e

many believed els r6 8vojj,a

odroD,' Eo 63 , Gal S27 '

baptized into Christ
5

; so

probably Mt 2819 !

baptizing them into the name of

the Father,' etc.).

In one or two cases * in
5

is used to translate IK

and ftcra, but the RV renders these more pre-

cisely
' from

' and ' with.* It is also used as part-
translation wheie a single Greek word is rendered

by a phrase (Jn 84 220, Lk 1034 1619
etc.).
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in Chi isto Jesu *

J. DICK FLEMING.
INCARNATION.-

Introductnon. The idea of union with God (1) m the ethnic
faiths , (2) in Greek pmloa-oph\ (t) the Stoics, (d) Philo , (S)
in the religion of Israel

The message of Chrisfcianity -Union with God in the Person
of Chnst.

A. THE CHARACTER OF CHRIST
"L Perfect goodness.

(1) Relation to God : (a) perfect knowledge, (6) per-
fect love.

(2) Relation to men perfect knowledge and love.
2. Absolure sinlessnebb evidence of contemporaries; His

own consciousness ,
inference as to His Person

B. THE SELF-WITNESS OP JESUS : the method of His self-disclosure.
L His claims

1. Teacher (I) the solitariness of the office, (2) the note
of authority, (3) the original^ of the teaching, (4)
the future of the teaching.

2. Legislator
E. Mt-uL . ITi- ooiicipiioM ot Mo--i,ili<*hip IlLiMnir w

pav'i.'sa (""> rh< Bapps i (2j 'vornori ai Vi/are'.l

00 l* ' rr
i']

1 ' 'o Jon" the lia]n&L ft) iho <*'.nnaTC < f

John the P*'ip; ist (^ trie iiircofoM call ot the d^-
cipV- (f) ilif anther 10 PUT (7) la LCI 01 rnoro

explicit announcements
4. Saviour *

(1) the function, bestowal of forgiveness and
of life ; (2) the response, personal trust.

5. Lord.
6. Worker of Miracles.
7. Creator of the New Israel.

8. Judge.
ii. His self-designations.

1. Son of Man ; (1) Whence did Jesus derive the title ?

(2) How did He use it ? (3) What does He reveal as to
His own Person in it ?

2. Son of God : (1) use by demoniacs, (2) use by high
priest, (3) aP<Tip*ion by Peter, (4) our Lord's use, (5)
Durii nTrc-iifni

Inference as to the constitution of our Lord's Person.

C. THE WITNESS OF THE APOSTLES.
The pnman fact, a living experience.

Chnstologies
,t , _ -t--

11. I

Then, the

1. James
2 First Epistle of Peter.
3 Jude and 2 Peter
4 Apocalypsem The Ohnstology of St. Paul (a) its ongin r - cvp -r ' n

<>,

(&) its relation to the common beliei 01 w , (" . rcl-,

(e) its development
1. Chnst m His relation to God.
2 Christ in His relation to men.
3 Christ in His i elation to the Cosmos,

iv. Hebrews
v fourth Gospel Prologue, use of the term Logos

Conclusion and Outlook : Chnst kno^n in history and ex-

penence as God and Man.
1. The Pei son of Christ, the solution of the problem of

union \\ith God
2 The Person of Christ, a problem for faith. The know-

ableness of Christ

(1) Christ known as God

(
'life

m and Divine aspects of
1

ries under control of
'

i theories.

Introduction. Cliiistian theology has employed
raan^ ruling ideas in order that, by means of them,
it might hamiomze and systematize the mass of

mateiial piesented in Q "

I

*
7 "

L experience.
Each of these, e.g

l
I of God,' or

4 the Kingdom of God,' has meaning and value;
but they all lie within the supreme and command-

ing tiuth, which is the declaration of Chustianity,
viz, union with God. This truth has both a

personal and a cosmic aspect. God is the life of
man. Only as man thinks the Divine thoughts,
willb the Divine will, and acts m the Divine

strength, does he reach the truth of his own nature,
or lealize his ideal self When man is most truly
himself, he finds himself to be a partaker of the
Divine nature ; and what he is most profoundly
conscious of is not himself, but the God in whom
he lives, who is the source of all that is most truly
human in Ms personal activities The end, in

attaining which life and satisfaction for the indi-

vidual and for the race are to be found, is God.
God is also the life, of the universe. Christian

theology has thrown off the blight of the old

Deism, listens with oeli'jl i l the expositions of

Science, and names ilio ilum^.u leason, law, life,

force, whose operations science can trace, but
whose essence she can never define, God, the same
God who is the life of man. Between the power
manifest in the physical universe and the power
operative in the -piiitua.1 sphere there is no oppo-
sition. Both are expressions of the same Divine

energy.
(1) What is thus stated as a Christian doctrine

is found to be present <' m .r-
[>li-

,sl\ or v\\?** i,~Y

in all the great prodt:' MM-- < s

'

" !iiii>:,i'i -inn
which are also, most -nn \ M'-HIM- :>' - < i -10

Divine Spirit, as it impv '* <li" o ! Un- ilu rsii
1

-I

of man. Union with God is at once the pre-
supposition ai i"

1

(ho ;()! h-< of the great religions,
which have ^ '..sko'io-! il emotions and deter-
mined the aspirations of men.

Therianthropic pol\ theism, as in frr rrlu',oy
i of Fir\|', liou-

ever gross and repulsne it may secM u> or
, Ivicl- ii-, s rci-.f.'!-,

in the demand for vital union with the Divine source of life

Anthropomorphic poH theism, as, in the religion of Greece, even
though its religious aspect nia\ be overlaid bv its aesthetic

beauix, has vet nss roots in the elemental demand for union
\\ith tho Divine principle of being

1

. In those religions which
for good or evil have recoiled from all "o* *i r1- -"'"

*pi -
,

*
i\

time, as in the pantheism which is the M. - i "i < K '

of the Hindu consciousness, the demand has become clear and
passionate For this purpose shrmes are multiplied and aus-
terities practised, that the soul of the worshipper may be
united with the God, and so be carried on the tide of a lesser
Divine life to the Diviner ocean of absolute Being

1

. The whole
field of Comparative Religion, from pohdcnioriiMi* up to the
highest ethical and universal religions,, might be laid under
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contribution to illustrate and confirm the conclusion that the
deepest passion ot the human heart has ever heen union \\ith
God

(2) The idea of union with God is, fuither, the

piebuppofeition and the ruling category of philo-
sophic thought. To think at all, implies that
theie is piesent to the mind the ideal of a unity
in and to which the manifold details of the uni-
veise exist. Philosophy i& simply the verification

and application of this ideal. Philosophy, accoul-

ingly, however gieat its quanel may be with any
existing leligion, is itself tundamentally religious
It seeks to accomplish, in thought and ioi thinkers,
the harmonizing of all leahty in and with God.

This is the effoit of eailv Greek thought, though as jet the
distinction of spintual and matenal had scaicely emeiged
From \i r.') t i v

- ,th his assertion tli 1
, '_* -j save

Being, M 1 lit- c -, with his counter --'. i,, all is

fluv, the ,

'
"

gher synthesis is handed on to
thinkers > > '

. imperially, seek to exhibit the
ultimate uniby or me unueibe as 'the Good,' or 'Thought of

Thought
' From them, again, it has descended, m evei deepen-

ing complexity, to the days when the absolute idealism of

Hegel is met by the demand to do justice to the reality and
independence of the Self Anc _ union with God is

the need and aspiration of the The deepest fact

regarding human personality is that it is imperfect even in
the broadest-minded, largest-hearted specimens of our race,
and that consequently ,

in spite of its intense consciousness of

itself, the human self is ill at ease till it enters* into the life of
the universal Self, and becomes its organ and its reproduction
This fact forces its way to intense conviction and impassioned
utteiance m every human family which has reached a ceitam
stage of spiritual culture In India the date may be pictu-
lesquely fixed in Buddha's 'gieat renunciation

'

For the
Western wot Id the hour had come in the 1st cent, of otu era
Two svstems, the one bom on Greek soil, the othei on Jewish,
occupied the minds of educated men, and supplied them with
the instruments of thought

(#) One was Stoicism. The systems of Plato and Aristotle
had been pierced by dualism, which these masters had soughtm vam to ovei coins Their supieme merit is, that they did
not disguise the intensity of the opposition between the
lational and the irrational, between form and matter In
Stoic - -

> f i > i is giowmg weary of the effort to heal
this '

\ - 1
> i . Jmveise, and is hoping to make things

easy for itself by seizing one of the _
"

its, arid

making that supreme The Umveisa *

is the
ultimate principle Differences, the obstinate facts of a world
which contains so much that is evil and irrational, are not so
much resolved 01 harmonized with the supieme good, as reso-

lutely denied or ignored Stoicism begins at the furthest
extreme from the universal, in an intense individualism It

duects the individual to turn away from a political sphere
which has no longer a true, satisfying life to offer him, and to
turn mwaid on hnu-elf Tt pronn-ob, ho\\ <^ 01, that Ihcic in the

i'
"" "

'i - i

' "'
<1 .i i.monaliiim eisal element

1 -
. bt-.jfi-'iiu MI '

'f o Thus,
as the Master of Balliol has pointed or (J '<

" ' < n '/ Philos
,

Lect xvu ), Stoicism passed by one step from individualism to

pantheism. IT ",i.
1 p i lf " <<t 1 ol,l on 1 1 rnception of one

all embracing p '.n pi ,
> v a11 c -pmic ,-'v,- ever victorious

good High above the world, with its evil and its irrationality,
is the realm of truth and goodness To it the good belong.
The message of Stoicism accordingly is, 'Live in accordance
with this Reason, or Logos, which is immanent in the universe
and germmally present m every man ' Such a faith as this
was bound to

" "

both in lives made sublime by
cherishing it, '-hievements. The benefits con-
ferred by Stoicism on civilization are patent and iiiipmshablc
At the same time, simply because it was no more than uitli m
an idea, it was bound to fail. Its most strenuous exponents
toiled at what they knew was a hopeless task, and though they
carried their burden nobly, their ne'ii' - v i.ro IKJH td nith the
sorrow of their failure. Belief m a p ,r->o-' \\iu-lj 'i-ik-i all the
discords of the world into one plan, conquers all things evil,

and makes them subservient to good, requires some surer basis
than the meditations of d philosopher, however true or noble
these ma\ be The failuic of Stoicism is obvious now; but m
the Hellenic world, in the early years of the Roman Empire it

permeated educated society like an atmospheie, and supplied
th iik nsr irrn \\ j1h a jmnt -"f vie'v whence they might look out
on ',

r
i nofMhol'\ d.-n ,i\ o'l or di -p,i in ir

(b) Tnc othei tASuem, which expresses the demand of the age
for union with God, and. \vhich helps us to understand the
autiude of the Greek mind toward Chnstuunr^, when ic came
fouh with its great, message ot reconciliation no^ompVlie'l,

j

was that which originated viith Philo, and uhi i1
i Jt ,' 1 U-T '

sn^e si*. (Inborciud bv Plotimis, presenter! itself as a rnal to
,

( 'ir lapflMii.} Hnihs idea of God is .Tevush, onlv in name IL

is obsentiallv Greek and \ el it is Gieek \vith a difference The
;

'idea
1

of Plato and the pure form' ot Aristotle have aliko

proved incapable of g.itheimg into one the diverse elements of

the universe. Philo rises not only above the anthropomorphism
of the OT, but even abov e the intellectualism of Greek philos- i

ophy. God is indescribable bv any forma of thought Even -

|

thing which could determine His being must be laid aside, for '

to determine is to limit God is thus the indeterminable To
Him no pied -

, 1 u,^ , s thut, \udei and
deepei than .

it lb a dualism, not be-
tueen God conceded as puie thought and the \\oild condemned
asmatenal, but "between the tianscendent God \vho is too high to
be expzessed in the loftiest categoij of thought and the realm
of the hrnte as such His problem, aecoidingh, is to find a
medium ot tianwtion fiora this remote transcendent God to
the time and space \\oilcl This budge, if v\e mav so describe
it, Philo built of elements borio\\ed both fiom Judaibm and
fiom Greek philosophy In Jewish theology, as the ethical
qualities of God are suboidmated to the supposed majesty
of His tianscendence, Divine acts are attributed to per-
sonified metaphysical properties In particulai, there is a
tendency /

'" *

f God and to ascribe to it
almost as . creation and of judgment
At the st lent of Gteek philosoph\,
found in Stoicism the conception of the Logos or immanent
leason of the universe Fiom this twofold attitude of mind,
Jewish and Gieek, Philo reached ^"

f '
"

a pun-
ciple \vhieh is Divine and \et ' which
serves as mediator between the tiauscendent God and the
material world To this pimciple he gave the name Logos,
\vhich thus i>atheied to itself the impoit of the double lineage
of thought from which it is descended, and thus to Jew and
Greek alike came laden with not entirely dissimilar associations
Tins famous designation stands as the symbol of the highest
effort the mind of man has ex er made to reach a s> nthesis of
the seeming!}' discordant elements of the univeibe, and to dis-
cover a medium wheiebj. the spirit of man can ascend into
union with the distant incompi ehensible Deitj The situation
in the 1st cent is not adequately described by saving that
a great many individuals were adheients of the Stoic philos-
ophy, or of the Alexandrian theology , rather must we imagine
an intellectual atmospheie full of the -

"
- which

find a shorthand expiession m the teim i phrase
is continually on the lips of men. It tells at once ot what
they sought and of what they thought they had iound. Any
new message coming to such a woild must reckon \vith

this phiase and all it stood for That the Logos doctrine,

failed to regenerate either the individual or" society, 'is the
obvious fact The reason of its failure is that the reconciliation

which it offers is in idea meiely, not m historic fact; m
thought, and not m life The opposition between God and the
woild is so stated as to make the conquest of it not merely dif-

ficult,
'

' -
' *

<">
J "

i -ide
"" "

thougl - > _ re;

able <Jn the other is the universe of matter, in which man is

immersed, finding in his body and its relations with the
material world his sepulchre and his shame How shall these
two ever meet? The L<_ >> bii-V" which God throws across
the gulf cannot leachto ,n- (.~,.ri 'n lower side. The Logos
is too ethereal, too Divine, to take to itself any particle of the
material world, or to redeem any life which is bound up with
matter. Man, for his part, cannot leach, stretch or leap as he
will, even the extremity of that gleaming bridge. Matter will

not be so easily got nd of. In i in. M ni-p \-i il ecstasy, which
was man's lasfc effort to reac" i'< < o'i<n <s cv the spiritual
world, the flesh found itself still the victor God and man
belong to too disparate universes They cannot be at one.

(3) In order to complete even so
T

i -\ ; -].( MI

of the spiritual situation in the ll< !! i i'-lN- 1

\,\-\

world at the advent of Christianity, it is necessary
to note the fresh and more hopeful point of view

presented by the religion of Israel, (a) Its pre-

<uppoition is not the contrast, but the affinity of

God and man. On the one hand, God is like man.

Anthropomorphism is not false, for human nature
is the reflex of the Divine, and the attributes of

man do theref
" ' ""

but not falsely,

represent the On the other

hand, man is like God, capable of communion -with

Him, as one person is with another, finding m that

fellowship his true life. The Greek dualism of

God and the wmi-o of fonn and matter, is un-
known to the < ) I

1

. AVlMi e v rr mediation is wanted
is found in man himself, who i- cie.ition's crown,
to

#
whom nature is bound by community of sub-

stance, in whose destiny, for weal or woe, nature is

profoundly implicated (b) Its analysis is wholly
Jitfcrent from, and far deeper than, the Greek.
It lays bare, not distance between God and man,
as between t\vo disparate natures-, but a breach, as

between two persons who ought to have been at

one, but are now through the action of th de-

pendent poi *oun !ir\ woefully opposed. ThepiJIfo ,

be bn<l<rod tlieicforo, is not that between foiSnlaiGP '<

matter, but between will arM wUI To overcome

this, no one of the Divine attributes, but :G^ p&a-
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self alone, will suffice (c) The goal of the religion
of Krael, accordingly, is the VM!\U !'i"

(
u of God in

man The coming ot Jehovah in III - ,ulno is the

end to which the prophets of Israel look When
He comes, Israel will be restored, and the universe,

sharing the blessing, will it&elf be renovated.

They conceived this coming of the Loid without

perspective, and in the fuiin^ belonging to the

world of their own day. In this way alone could
the hope of the coming of the Lord have sustained
and comforted their own spirits ; only in such
forms could they luivo jiL'U'liJiuoil it to others who,
like themselves, VXJITOU TOT i \\'i * ("isolation of Israel.

The spiritual history of the devout in Israel, accord-

ingly, is one of continual disillusionment. Form
after form broke like mist ; and still the perfect
form in which the presence of Jehovah would be

fully realized did not come It is little wonder,
therefore, that the hope of Israel did not retain its

purity and --phitu.'ihty, save in the hearts of an
inner circle of whom the theologians and politicians
of the time took no account, the poor in spirit,

the mourners, the meek, the pure in heart. Com-

parison between the two lines of development, that

of Greek i-Vi^f.-* ^ ,*

""

-M,t of the religion of

Israel, sho ."
-

. 5 i . lea of both was union

with God. JM I '!<; L . H- the unifying of all

the elements ot the lite ot man and of nature On
neither line had the goal been reached. In the one

there was at best an occasional and intermittent

experienc e of ecstasy. In the other there was, in

tue deepest natures, a hoping against hope, that

God would yet visit His people.
Into such a woild, Jewish and Hellenic, Chris-

tianity entered, with the declaration that what men
had been seeking had come to pass, that union
with God was no longer a mere dream or a wistful

hope, but an accomplished fact. God, so the
announcement runs, lias united Himself with one

Man, so that all men may, in this Man, who is

both Christ and Logos, become one with God.
The reconciliation of God and man is effected not

merely in idea, but in a historic Person. He is

both God and man, through Him men have
access to God, in Him. man and the universe are

gathered into unity, and are perfected in their

being. He is, with respect to the Divine purpose,-
at once apxtf &nd rA.os, the active cause of its fulfil-

ment, and the goal of its accomplishment. It is

plain that the heart of this announcement is the
Person of Christ. Do the facts regarding Him
warrant the transcendent claim made on His
behalf 9 Is this man Divine as well as human?
Does He indeed meet the demand for union with
God? These questions must not be approached
with any dogmatic pic- ipj>o>iriori-. The answer
to them must be -ouiriii m ". lus

]
lortraim ro of the

historic Christ, and in ili< irnnic^iOTi which His
personality made on those wno came under its

influence.
"

A. TSS CHARACTER OF CHRIST. It is remark-
able that all study of Christ necessarily begins
with His character. It is not so with other great
men, even the founders of religions. What pri-
marily drew adherents to them was not the good-
ness of their characters, but some gift or power
which they possessed. Believers in the greatness
of these heroes have been able to retain their faith,
even while admitting the moral defects of those
to whom they prostrated both intellect and will.
It is not so with Jesus Christ. He rules the minds
of men by the impression of Hi personality, and
in this irnpre^ion His (haracioi fonn^ an 5rite*rrnl

part. Trove Him guilty of sin, and at once the
spell is broken. He has achieved nothing, if He
can be classed among other frail, failing, sinful
mortals. All Christology, therefore, must begin
with a character study of Jesus, An attempt at

|

such a study has been made in the article CHAR-
ACTER OF CHRIST, the details of 'which need not

be repeated here. We may, however, iestate the

results of that article the results, as we believe,

to which the study of His character must neces-

sarily lead. (""'<
"^"" - Him as He is presented

to us m the i -"^
- *" < *matures of His character

stand out supreme and unmistakable
1. The first is positive, Hib perfect goodness.

This quality is to be sought, and is found, in all

the relations in which Jesus stood to His fellow-

men and to God. (1) Between Him and God the

lelations weie such as never existed in the case of

any other man. They include (a) perfect know-

ledge, (b) perfect love. Jesus knew God directly
and fully, with the complete intimacy of a Son,

nay, of one who, in comparison with all other men,
is the Son (Mt II 27

). He beheld Divine realities

with immediate vision, and reported what He had
seen and heaid (Jn I 18 646 S38 15ls) We see in Jesus
one whose vision of God was absolutely undmimed,
whose intercourse with God was unhindered by
any incapacity on His part to receive, or to re-

spond to, the communications of God to Him.
Jesus, moieover, loved God with the strength of a
nature which had never been injured by any breach
with God. In His love for God there is no trace
of the compunctions, the hom i -In on kin:; memories,
which make the love of the redeemed a thing com-

pounded of tears and pain, as well as of adoration
and gladness. It shows itself in serene and un-
broken trust, which continually depends on the
Father's gifts (Jn 520- 30 7 16 1410- 24

), and m perfect
and in ,

i.
"

. - \i- obedience, which owned no
other wiii man une Father's (Lk 249

,
Jn 434 638 ).

Thus loving God, He was aware that God loved

Him, and did continually pour upon Him the
fulness of a Divine love which found no limitations
in the spiritual -receptivity of its object. The
Divine love, which m in n- iiom every other object
restrained by incapacity or wounded by misunder-

standing, is concentrated upon Christ, abides and
has free course in Him, and returns to its source in
God

*

\ ,

:
"

',
"

rejoicing with eternal

joy.
N

"

plete mutual indwell-

ing and perfect mutual joy of fellowship are un-
veiled to us in the < !. > j - "! < I Jesus and
God, to which the i'a" ; m ^ *

-\ M-I 1 1 \ admit us.

(2) Between Jesu - ,sr<! U: < l-ivi-m'' 1 ' the rela-

tions are no less perfect. It is true, He could not
realize in His own case all possible circumstances
in which a man might be placed. But He could,
and did, hold such an attitude to men as would
enable Him to enter with perfect -\isr-jHY and
,-., ^-, r i .,,.*' , jjito any -i

*
," !:' into

1

I) * I* :",< might conduct a man. In
a word, He loved men. It is abundantly evident
that He knew them, both in the broad qualitie- of

humanity and in the individual featuies of the
lives which came* before Him. The amazing fact,

accordingly, is, that, in sj)ite of such knowledge,
He loved men, believed in their high destiny,
yearned to save them, and was ready to give the

supreme proof of His love by dying for them.
We conclude, then, that Jesus was good, not

merely as being one of a class of men unon whom
we may pass this verdict without setting them
thereby apart from their fellows, but as standing
alone in the completeness of His ethical achieve-
ment. His character bears the mark of attain-
ment and fimiliK. All other goodness is to be
estimated by the; impure in which it approximates
to His. This is not matter of dogma but of observa-
tion. It is a clear inference from the moral history of
the race ^ub^equent to His appearing. It is a fact
that He is the ethical head of humanity. To say
this, however, is to define Him as more than man.
However we may construe His person, it will be
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impossible to confine ourselves to a merely humani-
tarian interpretation of it.

' He who alone stands
in this universal relation to humanity cannot be
merely a member of it

3

(Forrest, Christ ofHistory,
etc. p. 66)

2. The second is negative, His absolute sinless-

ness. The evidence of the portrait constrains us
to conclude, not merely that Jesus was a veiy
good man, in whom there was 'the minimum of
smfulness' and 'the maximum of holiness/ but
that m Him was no sm. The testimony of His
contemporaiies might not suffice to establish this

result, though it is, indeed, most impressive to note
how those who knew Him intimately bear unani-
mous and most solemn testimony to His smlessness,
and ascribe to Him an office which could be held

only by an absolutely holy person (1 P I 19 222 318
,

1 Jn 21 35
,
Ac 314 752 2214

). The weight of proof
lies in His own consciousness. It is beyond ques-
tion that in that consciousness there was no sense
of personal unwprthiness, of shortcomings or fail-

ures, even the slightest. He who taught others to

pray fo: ".-, .
: ,

*

never besought it of the
Divine . i *

1 1
> i i

;
He who proclaimed the

necessity of _< "
, ''! for all men, and Himself

never passed \ \ > ._ i , x such phase of expeiience ;

He who in tenderest sympathy drew close to the
sinner's side, and yet always manifested a singular
aloofness of spirit, and never included Himself
among the objects of the Divine companion ; He
who made it His vocation to die for the remission
of sins, must have been, in actual fact, sinless

either that, or He must have been sunk in a moral
darkness more profound than sm ordinarily pro-
duces, even in the worst of men. The smlessness
of Jesus is a fact whose possibility ought not to be

1
' 1 ' J

rough mei e unwillingness to admit
which follow from it. If Jesus is

sinless, He stands alone in the moral history of the
race He cannot be classed along with other men,
howcvei good and great. Theyar-

1
!

'-j/i
-\ ,. -

to an ideal. He is the Ideal. 1ms umqucno<-,
moieover, cannot be inteipreted as thai ot a lii*u$

nature, or a special product of creative power.
The difference between Jesus and other good men
is this, that while He has jiiuiliueil a conviction
of sm iimiHjMiiMl)l\ more pioitni'ul than they
have evoked among their admirers, He has albo

awakened a confidence and a peace which they
have never wrought in their closest imitators.

Unnumbered multitudes of human souls have come
under regenerative and sanctifying influences,

which, without doubt, have emanated from His

!' n ..'ilx and which have wrought in them a

i\^ : 'laracter which is the reflex of His.
fhere is only one place in which a reveient and
open-minded study of the character of Christ can
set Him, and that is beside God, as essentially
Divine He is certainly human. The closer we
draw to Him, the more clearly do we discern
His humanity. There is nothing, sin \

to divide us from Him. Pain and sorrow :

tion and conflict, discipline and growth,-! I V -v

them all. In His universality all the endless

variety of human experiences i& u>\ 'j'scho-n-M-d :

so that He is kinsman of every ipnulv <>M o.ji'i

contempoiary of every generation, neighbour and
friend of oveiy soul that breathes and suffers. Yet
this very humanity is the unveiling of Divinity.
If, because of His humanity, we have been inclined

to draw Him into our ranks, we soon find that He
will not be thus classified. He is man, yet more
than man the Holy One of God. He was born
a i

'
J

TT - ""nrthva-noi iho inevitable product
of !

"
i and icial condition-* it was the

entrance into humanity of one whose home and
native air were elsewhere They were within the
circle of Divinity. See, further, art. SlN, 7.

A study of the character of Christ does not pro-
vide us with a ready-made dogma of the constitu-
tion of His pel son. Two things, however, it does
effect (a) it sets the person of Christ in the centre
of Clmstiamty as its mam declaration and its most
cogent proof; (b) it makes a merely humanitarian
constiuction of His personality for ever impossible.We are constrained to conceive of the sinless

Christ, not as the bloom and efflorescence of

humanity, but rather as One who has entered into

humanity on an errand of profound - / ^<,i *

for the moral kitatory of the race We :i -

fore, once more to the portrait in the Gospels, to
see if the consciousness of Jesus reveals any traces
of a uniqueness of personal constitution correspond-
ing to the uniqueness of His character. If such
there be, they will both sustain the impiession
of His smlessness, and derive from it their true

interpietation.
Qi '

,

""

functions and gifts
would mean lankind apart from
ethical perfection

B. THE SELF-WITNESS OF JESus.lt is note-

worthy that Jesus does not discuss the constitution
of His Person, and gives none of the definitions
with which theology has been rife. This is an
indication of the truthfulness of the narrative,
and shows that it 1ms been to a wonderful degree
untouched by the doctiinal development which we
know had preceded its earliest written form. It

suggests, moreover, that the very highest con-
stiuction that can be put on the words of Christ is

no more than the truth. If, in truth, Jesus be the

highest that is said of Him, this

method which He would adopt in
the transcendent aspect of His being. He would
make no categorical statements ' ""'

"b, but
would leave it to b- ,!'<< *im -1 , i total

impression of His \
<

-
, al i \ .

i. His CLAIMS. As soon as we return to the

portrait, we are impressed by the extiaordmary
claims which Jesus makes on His own behalf He
is perfect in humility; and yet, combined with
the utmost jj 01 1

'

1on i
i the most winning loveliness,

there is an ji-'-oi i'n of His own supreme import-
ance, which is at once profound and sublime. These
claims are sometimes stated explicitly ; more fre-

quently they are implied in what He says and does.
In any case, they are inseparable fiom what He
believes Himself to be. They enter into the very
texture of tlie narrative They ai e \\ i ought of the

very fibre of the pei -onalily o Him who makes
them. Whatever ipuikiy of being is required to
make them valid, we niust impute to Him who
deliberately advances them. Without presuming
to make a complete enumeration, we note the fol-

!, I ,r.|.ni^ the offices and functions which Jesus

avowedly claims to hold and fulfil.

1. Teacher* In Jesus
3

discharge of this office,
certain features at once attract attention. (I) The
solitariness of the

office^
There were in Jesus' day-

many teachers of religion, and the title of Rabbi,
commonly given to them., He accepted (Mk 1414,

Jn 13 ' ll<

; These others, however -weie pronaiod
to be followed by successors who mijJiL -\\cn ilion

title and inherit their honours But .Je^n- IrmmMl
to be a teacher in a sense in which He could not be
followed by any of His disciples, however learned
and pious (Mt 238

). He did not aim at raiding up
men who should succeed Him in this office. His
office of teacher is Hia alone. No doubt there came
to be in the Church certain men upon whom the

Spirit of God conferred a special &ift of knowledge,
wno ere accoi dingIT recognized as ' teachers

'

(1 Co
1228 ). But teachers after the pattern of Christ were
not to be instituted, and were not needed in

the new Society (1 Th 49
, 1 Jn 2s7) This solitari-

ness of His office is a remarkable fact. He was,

then, the bearer of a message which could not be
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pronounced by other lips than Hiss, which oiijiiu.ited

in the depths of His eon^eioubiiebb, and owed all it^

bigmticance and value to the personality of Him
who declared it.

(2) The noU of authority. This could not be

missed, and, in one who had not received the

special training of a school Rabbi, it wa^ pio-

foundly impressve. When the people heaid His

hrst sermon in Capeinaum, 'they weie astonished

at his teaching : tor he taught
1"

them as having

authority, and not as the scribes
'

plk 1--) The
source of this authority lies in the quality of His

mind, which diiectly *=ees things .Divine His

teaching is not the is^ue of a dialectic piocess; it

i^ of the nature of a report, and implies* that the

Teacher lives in a habitual intercoms with God,
such ah no other man ever enjoyed (

Jn 3 11
). His

authoiity, therefore, is His own absolutely. He
quotes 110 otfiei Rabbi, leans on no human opinion,
however sound and wise Moie amazing btill, He
does not u*e the formula which marks the super-

natural authoiity of a prophet, 'Thus saith the

Lord/ Forthis 'He substitutes the smiplei, more

astounding phiase, 'I say unto you.' 'He speaks
at all time^ with the same absolute conviction

and consciousness of His Divine iight^ There is

majesty in His least utterance, and it is nowhere
more eW;l M n-jni?,',

1 than in the unvainished

record of L i,t
i

< < >-.< , . i ordmg to St. Maik T

(Swete,
Studies in the Teaching of our Lord, p 64). Many
men have been intoxicated by their own conceit ;

but the swelling vanity of their tone has easily

been detected When Jesus employs the note of

authority, He is simply bemg^ true to His own
inner consciousness, winch, to its inmost core, is

clear, genuine, and reliable

(3) The itit*niw?ity 'tf the tearhinq It would be
a mistake to attribute to Jesus the independence^
a mind which excluded all possible sources of in-

formation or instruction, and operated only in a

medium of its own imaginations or conceptions.
Relations may be traced between the teaching of

Jesus and ideas which found lodgment in other

minds than His ; yet His originality i< not thereby
infringed Thus, for instance, His teaching was
couched in the terminology and in the forms of

thought common to the religious teaching of His

day. A parallel might easily be drawn to illus-

trate this (cf. Shailer Mathews, The Messianic

Hope in, the AT, p. Tiff.}. TMs, however, in no

way lowers the value of the teaching of Jesus

Ideas are not neeeaiilv \ ilue]e-^ because found in

Rabbinical theology. By taking them up into His

larger and loftier thought, Jesus has placed upon
them the stamp of His authority. The central

idea of the teaching, moreover, is not borrowed
from contemporary thought. The -JM'"'U, *'** <>f

the Kingdom of God is Jesus' specia
'

< ''n-i !,<.:

to the religious life of His day. This conception
is all His own, and is the organizing power of all

His teaching. Attempts to set aside certain parts
of His teaching as derived from external sources,
and as being, therefore, of no permanent value,
wreck theM.-ohe^ upon 11 10 f.i< r il it He was cer-

tainly no eclmit, *md ilmr Ki^ (oacJmig has none
of tile fefciiiM 1- of J p'udi work 11 1- originality
consists in the svnthetic, transforming power of

His mind. Again. His leaching is not independent
of, rather is it looted in the OT He Himself re-

pudiated the idea that He was breaking with the

religion of Israel. He does claim, however, to
*
fulfil

*

the Law and the Prophets (Mt 517).

Law and Prophets, \\hlch are thus conjoined in Jesus' speech
(Me 712 His 22>-iO), are equivalent to the OT taken as a uhole,
and viewed, In its ethical and spiritual significance, as the
utterance of the Divine mind regarding the relations of God
and man. This, therefore, t e the inspired reex>rd of God'fe

revelation, Jesus claims to fulfil, to preser\e and perfect to

retain and develop. We are not to water down the implicit

claim Who can undertake to ?i\e the true inwardness of the

r'\'iL'tMOMj|]r and cany to completion the eleinal purpose 9

i'iii.i n i'- iiiophets Uod speakb 'b\ di\ei& poitions.
1

\\hen

He siJakb nium and fulh, Hi& spokesman can be none other

than Ihb Son (He li)

Once moie, the
* r^ '

of Jesus appeals most

stnkin<4y m the f, traces all His teach-

ing to His Father (Jn 716
). The veiy lefusal of the

claim to be independent of God is itbelt a claim of

the most stupendous kind. He whoise woids and

deeds are entirely the .speaking and acting of God
in Him, between whom and God theie is complete

intimacy and unintemrpted iccipiocity of thought
and purpose, stands apait fiom all human teachers,

even the nioht brilliant and the most original. His

teaching is not Hi& o^n It is the message of

Another, even of Him who sent Him to carry it

to the human race

(4) The future of the teaching. Teachers die;

then great thoughts peiish not Socrates passed
fiom the market-place; but Plato and Aristotle,
those real Sociatics, took up the threads of thought,
and wove them into systems which have dominated
the intellectual work! ever since It is noticeable,

however, that this has not been the history of the

ideas of Jesus He utteied them, and then passed
from the scene of- His labours. But no disciple
took them and expanded them into a system. No
philosophical or L'U UIO-JM d

T ^ x -It i'i to-day can claim

to be His. He l!rn-< lr pioc
1 ' u a much moie re-

markable futuie for
"rT " *

.

TT ouldhavea

successor, indeed, bu *
- his vigoui,

or St John with his speculative gift. The successor

of Jesus in the teaching office is none other than the

Spirit of God (Jn 1612
"15

). He will take the thoughts
ol Jesus and unfold their meaning, and^apply their

vitalizing power to the- ,,- *<' ',- "f all succes-

sive generations of me i i
'

'> all uncer-

tainties are lesolved in t
1

-
'

"i ; , eternal day
It is eeifcam that He w . ,i ny the well

5

and talked with a woman, who preached in syna-

gogues, and taught in rl'o TVim'!'* had this con-

sciousness of Himself J<- i.":; i<
4

t ,P;- ,> teaching which
was destined to continue, thiough the power of

the Spirit of God, unfailing, imperishable, and
indefeasible. In respect of this also, Jesus stands

apait fiom and supenor to all other teachers of men.
2. Legislator. Jesus is more than a teacher,

whether of the type of a Jewish Rabbi or of that

of a Greek philosopher. The disciple band is more
than a group of docile souls, who may be expected
to assimilate ;!'' !''>< .' the ideas of their

Master. The .v. '.. ( .
;

i Schools fails to give
us Jesus

3

point of view. He has before Him the

Kingdom of God, which has existed thioughoiit the

past ages of Israel's history, and is now~about to

pass into a new stage of realization. He speaks,
JM r (" din<rly not so much in the character of a com-
iiium< j'ttVof new ideas, as in that of a kjd-liiL'ii

laying down principles upon which the <.'/miminu\

of God shall be built or rebuilt, delivering laws
which shall guide it in its future history. The
tone of Jesus is not that of a |u "]>IK i ^ ho -i anding
within the Kingdom, a nieh'bu of ii liko those
whom he addresses, speaks out of the circumstances
of his age, and addresses to his fellow-citizens

words of warning, of counsel, of rebuke, and of

hope. Jesus stands consciously on a far higher
platform, and does not class Himself with those
whom He addresses, as though He and they bore
the sajne relation to the Law. They are not His
fellow-citizens. They are His subjects, citizens of

the <.onnrnmir\ of which He is head and lawgiver.
The l'n\> of ilic Kingdom He piomulgrate*? bv His
own personal auttiontv. Six time^ in the Sermon on
the Mount He sets a*-ide 'that which was spoken to

them of old time,
'

and substitutes a rule of His own.
In doing so, however, He is no mere revolutionary.He is talking the inner spiritual principle of the old
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Law, and liberating it from the restrictions which
had protected it in the time of man'- 'u'-n

1

, _c

After the same manner He interprets . ,, \ i

the Sabbath law (Mk 227--8
). In dealing wim pei-

versions of the Law He is still more peremptory
and drastic ; e g. as to fasting (2

18ff
-) and cere-

monial purification (7
5ff

). The consciousness of
One who thus legislates for the Kingdom is not
that of a prophet, not even of the greatest of the

prophets, who was God's instiument in the fiist

founding of the community, and received the law
at His hands. It is rather that of One in whom God
comes to His people, who is the Divinely appointed
King in Israel, whose i elation to God is closer than
any mere man's can be, who speaks, therefore, with
the very authority of God Himself

3. Messiah. T'he sense in which Jesus claimed
the title of Mesr ~ J "

'
"
i<1 not to be gathered

from any views , Messiah entertained

by His contemporaries. The clue is to be sought
in Jesus' attitude towards the OT. (a) He regards
the OT as a unity. Critical questions are not before
His mind, and upon them He pronounces no judg-
ment. 'David,' 'Moses,' 'Isaiah' are simply
terms of reference What He does lay hold of is

the unity of the revelation. One mind is revealed.
One self-consistent purpose moves amid these vaned
scenes and ages. (0) He conceives the Divine pur-
pose in the OT to be redemptive. The heart of
the OT is union with God, the formation of a
spiritiial fellowship in which God is fully known
and men enter upon the position and privilege of
sons. In this connexion He preaches the Kingdom
not merely as at hand (Mk I 15 ), but as present in

commanding power (Mt 1228
) Thus He appro-

priates to Himself as desciiptive of His own work
the picture language of Is 6 1

1 "4 So also in the
most solemn hour of His life, when He was on the

veige of laying it down, He claimed redemptive
efficacy for His death in accordance with the oracle
of the new covenant (Mt 2628

, Jei 31 31
)

This was
central in the consciousness of Jesus. An eschato-

logy, no doubt, He had ; but it was subordinate to

the spiritual conception of redemption, and repre-
sented in terms of current thought the consum-
mation of ledoni'.'iiou in the world to come
Me-- 1. ili-hip accordingly, meant for Jesus the
locmon m which the redemptive purpose of God,
which had been growing to completion through
the history of Israel, would be fulfilled. "We can
understand, therefore, how unwilling He would be
to receive such a title, v 'i <

"' -
> .'>!"_ ., the minds

of those who used it unieied widely nom His own
conception of it ; how glad He would be to accept it

when it was applied to Him, not because of His sup-
po-cd fullilincMiof populni lequnoi'iein- butin spite
of His obvious non-rultilment of these demands; and
how careful He wo\ild be to train those who clung
to Him as Messiah in the apprehension of His own
transformed idea of it.

The passages which may be adduced as proof of
the Messianic consciousness of Jesus all exhibit
His own md'rprctnlioii of M-- i "*"_,- ,11-

ing of tho fi-tMH pi a Oi\ii %

'

""i

(1) The Baptism. -(For discusvsion of feaptism
and Temptation, see art. CHARACTER OF CHRIST,
p. 285 f. ) This is c \ i il c u Iy 1 1 r i < 1 1 more than instal-

lation into a
"

'\-
'

o'rtice. It was the solemn

acceptance .1.
,

. the vocation of Messiah
interpreted with reference to the taking away of

sin. For such an office, a personal rank superior
to that of all other men, and a personal endow-
ment of the Spirit in a measure which no other
man could icooue were essential. (2) The sermon
at ^iz'ttfith Here the Me^ranic era is described
in terms of intense spmtimhty ; and the Speaker
claims to be the Messiah in a sense which identifies

Him with the Servant of the Lord (Lk 416 '30
).

VOL. i. 51

(3) The reply to John the Baptist. To the question
'Art thou he that cometh 9 ' He makes a xeply which
is at once an affirmation and ,

'

He is the Messiah, not aftei a , ,

ploying exteinal 01 catastrophic instrumentality,
but of a far higher oider, employing means which
leach to the depth of man's ^. ( .

J

\- (Mt II2'6
,
cf.

Is 355 b
). (4) The estimate <,, h,,,,, t e Baptist In

Mt II 10 John is the me&benger of Mai 31 who pie-
paies the way for Jehovah, or foi the Angel of the
Covenant, who is identified with Jehovah. In Mk
912 13

jpjin ls Elijah, the piecursoi of the Messiah ;

while in I
2 3 he is identified with the ' voice

'

of
Is 403'5

. The implied claim on the pait of Je&us,
which the Evanseli*t lepeath, is to a personal
dignity not less than that of One whose coming is,

at the same time, the coming of Jehovah to His
people. (5) The threefold call of1

>>\
' "

v The
call mentioned in the Fouith Gospel (Jn i*>-) is

necessary to render intelligible that which is men-
tioned iirst by

' '
- ^ ' ' " F I 16

"20
, Mt 418-22

, Lk
510 n

). The th , nation to Apostle-
ship (Mk 3ia- 14

)
is the culmination of the series.

Mebsiahship and Apostleship thus receive progres-
sive mteipretation. The Kingdom, the King, and
high rank even like that of prince in a tribe of

Israel, aie all to be interpreted in a manner that
confounds and contradicts popular theory. (6) The
answer to Peter. Into one moment of intense emo-
tional strain and profound spiritual instruction are

compressed (a) joyous recognition of faith's insight
and grasp (Mt 1617

) ; (b) solemn illumination of the
truth which faith had thus, with little intelligent

apprehension, made its own (Mk 827
'31

). The Mes-
.

"

,

"
has an aim which is reached through

i osuriection. He who is competent to

carry out such a scheme does not stand in the same
rank of being with other men. Jesus' doctrine of

His person is never tlo^mni i< ally announced. It is

none the less, rather all she more, impressively
taught, because He allows it to grow upon the
minds of believeis as an irresistible inference.

(7) It is significant that Jesus' claims to Messiah-

ship become more explicit toward the close of His
career. No doubt the explanation is that mis-
,i I- -'i^sr I-- ! was scarcely now possible If He
:, ,

- 1 I * i a King, it is through humiliation He
l-,i

* i-) IT - J-.M ;Mk lli-ii*iw 135- 6 1461 - 62 152).
i. Saviour.- -[!) Jesus' view of sin, in respect of

its guilt, and power, and pollution, was the very
gravest Yet He did not hesitate to announce
Himself as able to save men from an evil for which
the OT provided no institute of deliverance. He
forgave sin (Mt 96). ,

He restored the outcast (Lk
743-50 1910^ |je died to make good His claims as

Redeemer (Mt 2628
). This negative form of salva-

tion, however, is not that upon which alone, or

even usually, He dwells. 3e dwells rather on
the positive aspect of salvation, and claims to be
able to bestow upon men the highest blessing of

which the OT revelation can conceive, viz. life.

Not merely does He promise it in the future, but
He bestows it in the present. He possesses life

(Jn 526 ). He bestows life (6
57

). His words convey
life (O

68
). Those who believe in Him are media of

life to others (7
88

). Life consists nuulamoniuTK in

knowledge of God, and of Himself nM li e C Jm -i { 1 7
:

<).

If we admit that the Fourth Co-pel 1m- icpiodin'od
the teaching of Jesus with Mib-l an tidl accmacj ic

is impossible not to recognize the superhuman
natuie of Jesu->' self-consciousness. The Jews might ,

well strive with one another (6
62

) as to what His

words meant. They certainly conveyed a claim

which no mere man could offer in his own behalf.

1*2) There is only one possible response on the

part of men to the" Divine Caving act, viz. faith, as

personal trust. There can be no doubt that Jesua

did require faith in Himself, and, in so doing,
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consciously stood toward men in a place that can

be nlled by God only. It is tine that the voids
* believe in me 3

oecui but larely in the Synoptics
(}Ik 942 ,

Mt IS6
) But if they have not the" phia&e,

they have the fact. In Beyschlagb \\ell-known

words,
' the conduct of thoi=e who sought His help,

to whom He says bo often.
"
thy faith hath saved

thee,'
1

is, at bottom, a faith in" Chri&t
J So also,

confessing Him {Mt 1O'-), praying in His name

(IS
20

), coming to Him and learning of Him (ll^;
30

),

are, in essence, religious acts. What its implicit
In the Synoptics becomes explicit in the Fourth

Gospel {Jn li25 T246 141 16y , in ^bach ca^es the u^e

of GL$ implies trustful giving up of self to the pei

adopts . .

viz that, human though He be, He_ consciously

occupies a relation to God radically distinct from

that which can be held by any mere man. Jesus

accepted a worship that ean 'be rendered to God

only. Yet He never by a bieatli suggested that

He was a rival to Jehovah in the faith and love of

men. Whom, then, did He conceive Himself to be ?

Whom must they, who thus \voiship Him, believe

Him to be, if tliey are to be fiee from the eiror

of man-worship *

5. Lord. He who is Saviour lias the right of

i VoT
o

1
. . 1- 1

:

|
Such sovereignty Jesus claims,

i -i
1 - j* i *.

'
. inceasinglv (I) He commands

-!i !,M S< i.tes diseiple&Mp (eg. Mt 419 S22

99 1921 }. (2) He enjoins on His representatives
a similar usage (10

I>15
) (3} He demands entiie

surrender, placing Himself first m the regard of

the human heait (e.g Mt 1037- * Lk O**"). (4) He
decides infallibly on the spiritual cases set before

Him, and deals with them in a manner which
would be an invasion of elemental human rights,
if it were not warranted by a unique function,

which, in turn, is rooted in a raiiqui
' -"*',,

(5) He appoints the whole mtuie of \\^ ! -(,]_,<-,

both here and hereafter (JMt 1016
'20

, Jn 142 J
). In

all this there is implied a sovereignty over man
which cannot be wielded by ones who is no more
than man.

6. Worker of Miracles. If we take the stand-

point of monism, that there is only one substance,
and only one set of laws appropriate to it, or that
of dualismor

y
M" t iU(Ji-iii JMI -j- i u.^j'^d \\ aieiinl

facts belong TO i\vo ili-..:n<i a,iu punnmnrii' nbk
orders of being, we shall find it impossible to
believe in miracle ; and we shall condemn, as mis-

taken, Jesus' evident belief that He was able to
seal His redemptive activities by works of super-
human power in the realm of physical nature.

If, however, we hold the theistic position, which
Jesus

1

Himself held, that between God and the
universe there is neither pantheistic identification
nor dualistie separation, but tha,t God maintains
constant contact with the world which He has
made, and directs the activities of which He is

the source, towards ends in harmony with His own
nature, then we shall find it possible to believe
in those interventions of spiritual power in the
domain of physical nature, which we call miracle.
The only question we shall ask apart from that
of evidence is that of need. In a perfect uni-
verse there might be no need for miracle. In the
universe as we know it there is abundant need,

fr'deinptiou i^ ncwleil at once ethical and cosmical.
The Kingdom of (Jod is miraculous in its very
nature. Miracles, therefore naturally \\ill atten'd
its advent into the realm of time and space. They
are altogether congruous ith tV-e minion of Jesus.

They an* 'si^ris of the Kingdom, the character-
istic

i
\vorks of JJirn in -\vlumi tl'e Kingdom conies,

|

Such, in any case, was the conviction of Jesus. !

Before the forces of nature, and of the obscure !

spirit-world that holders on the physical, m pres-

ence of disease and death, He did not own Him-
self conquered He boie Himself as Ma&ter, as

One to whom God's umver.se lay open, &o that its

poweib were at His di^po^al for the^ iuitheiance of

the eaube committed to Him. This commanding
authority of His was an element in that impreb-
sioii of bupernatural irojiiiic which He made on
thotee who came u:uli-i JL- influence (JVIk I-7

,

Lk 5b
).

7. Creator of the New Israel. The word eKKXyaia

is but once heard on the lips of Jesus in its special

fcignini ance ; but the occasion is one of bolemn im-

poit (Mt 1618
). Peter has made his in&phed con-

lesbion, and Jesus makes reply,
' Thou art Petios,

and on this Petra I will build my Ecclesia ; and the

gates of Hades shall not pre\
" '

Those
who heard could not fail to ^

i . with

Israel, as though Jesus had said,
6 on this Bock will

I build my Israel' (Hort, The Christian- JEcclesta,

p. 11). This claim has reference to the past That

community, which originated at the fiist Pass-

over, which endured tnrough the vicissitudes of

I&iaeFs history, which cannot be identified with
the nation which has rejected Christ, is now
lebuilt, or built, by Jesus in Hi& capacity as

Messiah. It has leference to the future. To the

Ecclesia, or community of believers in Je&us, He
gives the seals of the Supper and Baptism , to it

He gives the commission to carry on Hi& work ; in

it He promises to dwell by His Spint Regarding
it He predicts that it will prove invincible in face

of the powers of Hades. He, Jesus of Nazareth,
undertakes to erect on the bed-rock of that group
of loyal disciples a new Israel, a spiritual dominion
which shall not pass away while time endures. It

is varn to characterize a consciousness such as this

as merely human. Jesus, in His own belief, stands
abo^ ' r i,. ;* Revealer and Representative of

the I'M I.'- r _ ' od, superior to the lapse of time
8. Judge. ( I-,

- view of eschatology will depend
on our conception of history. If we believe in the
!! ._ i

* :*li-l)'ni '.-j
1

"

a Divine purpose we
sliall anticipate a climax, in which the whole
movement will be complete. In that case we shall

not be able to set aside ' Messianism
3

as irrelevant
to the essence of religion. Our Lord ceitainly
regarded exemption n- a process to be continued

through M 1apH of UMU* whose culmination would
form the completion of the world's history ; and,
at the highest point of that culmination, He placed
Himself. Amid the many difficulties, textual and
other, which surround the eschatology of Jesus, it

seems clear that He keeps close to the OT repre-
sentations, without lOTMinitliiv Himself to the
details elaborated in Ijiior liUMMtuic In one all-

important point, however, He modifies the OT
representation ; where the OT placed Jehovah,
Jesus places Himself as Judge (Mt 721

-28 1330- 41 1627

2511 i2.3iflf.
}
Lk 1325-2?)

In the Fourth Gospel there is another 3udgmenfc, one which
belongs to the present time, and is earned out through the
presence or the word of Christ (Jn 317 21 1247 48) This, how-
exrer is not inconsistent with a final judgment, but i^ rather
its precursor; \\hile the final judgment itself is not absent
from the represent ations of the Fourth Gospel (Jn 1248 S27 2s

,

cf, I Jn 2^ 417)

Here, then, is the climax of our Lord's self-

assertion. There is manifest in this claim a con-
sciousness which we should pronounce insane were
it not that of the humblest and sanest man the
world ever saw. Nothing can warrant such a claim,
nothing- justify such a consciousness, save the

hypothesis that Jesus had a higher "being than
appertains to men, and that, a* n,ri-inrr from this
constitution of His person, He had universal func-
tions which none other than Himself could exercise.

ii. His SELF - DESIGNATIONS. The claims of

Jesus, accordingly, direct us to conclude that He
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"believed Himself to "be human indeed, yet at the
.same time One who was related to God, in the

giound and origin of Hib being, as no other man
could be. Fiom this consciousness the functions
He claimed relative to humanity must have been
derived. It must have been on the giound of what
He was, and knew Himself to be, in the mheient
quality of His being, that He set Himself foith as

called and enabled to do ceitam acts in and for

mankind.
It was impossible for men to listen to Ais claims

without mquiimg as to His peison Nay, He
Himself stimulated the inquiry, and displayed, if

one may so sajr, an anxiety to know what men
were thinking of Him What help, if any, does He
give us in seeking foi an answer 9 It is certain
that He will not give us definitions after the style
of the creeds, or analytic descriptions in the
manner of a modern handbook of psychology.
The most, and the best, He can do for us, is to grant
such unveilings of what was and must remain
His secret, as shall enable us, under the requisite
spnitual conditions, to know Him and to trust Him
Christ is not a piopo-iuou to be proved, or an
object to be dissected He is a Person to be known
By what names, then, does He will to be known ?

\
J '

'"
J J

,les or descriptive phrases by which
ii Himself, two aie of supieme im-

poitance. liie discussions regarding their meaning
form a kind of register of the history of modem
Clmstology. If the Person of Chust be the centie
of the Church's faith, and the .i]-|iMUMi-im of it

be the note of the Church's ^IU\\-M ilic-e dis-

cussions cannot be expected to reach scientific

finality. The titles stand foi all that Christ means
in the expenence of His disciples, and their wealth
of meaning is, therefore, too rich for our exegetical
skill to tabulate

1. The Son of Man. Three questions are perti-
nent to our present purpose

(1) Whence
~ " r

'

'

'3? It would not have been
necessary to title might have been at

once aeccptec Himself were it not that
a phrase, suggestive of it, occurs both in the later apocal> ptic
literature and in the OT, m unmistakably Messianic con-
nexions It is inconceivable that Jesus should 1 :n ;dop':l
this title, and not have meant it to designate II i '., .11 ire

peisonal realization of what was In \ i" -.

'
-

JT:J ud m the
indefinite phiase of Dn 7*3 We- r i 'un'' ,Kii ihe title
' Son of Man ' stood on Jesus' lips as equivalent to the title
'

Messiah,' which He would not use unless and until His use of

it could not be misapprehended
The title, moreover, is not arl

'

r .

J

It suggests
the type of Messiah which Jesus I r *i . , , be, and the
kind of actions through which He intended 10 mmi His Messi-
anic vocation. The passage m Daniel, taken as a whole, turns
on the contrast between two kinds of sovereignty that which
is won by brute force, and that which belongs to a being

1 not
brutal but human. But this is precisely Jesus' conception of

His Messiahship, viz a sovereignty to be won through service
There is another passage which ought not to be forgotten when
we ask for the sources of Jesus' idea of the Son of Man, viz.

Is 63 It may be too much to say that Jesus intended 'Son
of Man '

tc
"

t of the Loid,' though His
use of the But it is ceitam that He
filled the phrase

' Son of Man ' with the contents of that other
1 '

1 meant by 'Son of Man' to identify 'Messiah*
11 ' -

i who, m the prophetic vision, passed through
suffer. >ii ' (rl-)i\

(2) // " ""/ //" use it* Let the relative passages be pbccd
before us, as is done in Driver's great art.

* Son of Man' u. TTfi- -

ings' DB, and at once a twofold use reveals itself Qm 1
( la-

of ji'i-u2fv
' "i ' \'

* " V - -
j

' tai 1 - up'm
llr.i, Ui-' ,

i i

' M 1
1 r "i tho.< tor

whom it is done It i- > M"toi"i-n\r VOYK is is perform* <\ in

lowliest service and proio mrl' 1- 1 *-nflV i ""j: its motive i <1np,
true sympathy with, men in tneir needy condition Tl'e otNr
class contains references to the sovereignty which i-. now
hidden bv the lowliness, though in no sense inconsistent ^u h \\

(Mk 1042" ), which, when the ends of humiliation are achieved,
will be demonstrated in tbe face of the universe Together
these ]ML--ajr(<i sei forrhn Me "-mil <iho<>e\iorK ii ih<* icdomi>i on
of men ihionirh a hie of er\ic' and *utFonnir jwi ,i dcuh
which has in it the quality of an atonement, a Messiah x\hoo
faithfulness to His vocation will be cro\\ned with ro\ al honours

(3) What does He reveal as to His own Person in
it ? The interpretation of the title as '

representa-

tive
'

or *

ideal
' man is surely too modem to be an

accurate rellexion of Jesus' own mode of thinking.We shall not be in erior, however, if we read in
the title Jesus' identification of Himself Avith men,
His profound insight into their condition and His
acceptance of it as His own, His taking upon Him-
self the gnefs fiom which they suftei, and His
achieving, in the depths of His sufteimg, their
deliverance The title, accoidmgly, sums up the
lelations in which Je^us stands to men He
touches human nature at every point It is tiue
He is sinless; but this fact, so far from hinder-
ing His pei feet sympathy with men, is its neces-

saiy pre-condition Just because He is sinless,
His identification with men can be complete, and
He can be to men what no othei can be He can
do for men what not one of themselves can do.
The fulness of His humanity distinguishes Him
from all individual members of the race He is not
' a man '

; He is
i the Son of Man,

3

the kinsman of

every man, the Head and King of redeemed and
reconstituted humanity
Here is a giacious tact, verifiable in the experi-

ence of every man who will yield his heart to this
Saviour and Lord. This veiy fact, however, opens
depths of mystery within itself. Who is He who
is perfect man 9 'What is the basis of this human
sonship

9 It cannot be a Pci tonality, limited as ours

is, needing, as purs does, some bond beyond itself

to connect it with God. He who can stand in this

unique relation to men must stand also in a unique
i elation to God. See also art SON OF MAN.

2. The Son of God. This title, as Jesus used it

or accepted it, is plainly derived fiom the OT,
where it is applied to the theocratic people (Ex 422

,

Hos II 1
), to the theocratic King (2 S 714 , Ps 8926 27

),

and to the Messiah (Ps 27
). The OT usage evi-

dently is not baiely official, but shows a growth in
i :

'
.

1|J
> of connotation and m defimteness of

< n; i.< .1 It would be too much to suppose that

any OT jxrophet cleaily discerned the Divinity of
the Messiah ; but at

"

least the prophetic vision
ia1 1 ho^ -ijjil of One who should stand m a spiritual
icl.r ion 10 Clod closer than that which can possibly
be occupied by any member of the theocracy.
The title, accoidmgly, as it applies to the Messiah,
does not express barely His office, but rather some
quality of His person which is MI pi i Inn nan and is

the source of reverent awe in UK mmu- 01 those
who contemplate the thought of Him. There is a
\,\, n" ^ - in it which excludes either a dogmatic

( M I--
' of His Divinity, or a merely humani-

tarian view of His peison. When it occurs in the
NT, "we cannot get rid of it by pointing out that it

4mph means 'the Messiah.' No doubt it means
the Messiah , but it connotes that m the man who
claims to be the Messiah which lifts Him above
the level of mankind

(1) We cannot draw any definite inference from the use of it

"by aamomaes, or by Satan in the Temptation narrative Pro*

bably, however, as the idea of the ' subliminal
'

sphere which
engirdles our conscious life makes its way into psychology, men
will be more likely to give weight to narratives which imply that
between such unhappA beings duel Jesus there existed mutual
kiM'i'wljn' n'ul i. ii He excited \. i , i , and direct
nu'loi i\ In 'h'.i

j-' - j- ii-
{ |r , , certainly

be .'i do-op i
- i- .

' i . . . : ' i
1 ver which

1 [( po-s"-- f\

(*) NtMhoi c.in -ur base a
" ' "

on the ex-

pie-Mon "-'"' !'> t ///? high pr
i

' '

$3), for the
cliarare ot cln 111:11^ to be 'the Christ' did not earn \\iih it the
\.'Tdirn 01 rnuuil p rii-limr-il The addition "Son of God '

or
'

'son of T b( Bk *''( 1

'

loo'\> liUo a climax. In St Luke'fa nana-
n\o (22^ "i) tlio question, 'If thou art the Chnsl 1

(\-
b7

) 7 is

separated from the second,
* Art thou then the Son of God ? '

(v "0), by Jehus' claim to Divine honours (v 69). The impression
made by the cene is that our Lord's "judges understood Him
to be claiming superhuman digmt\ This claim they regarded
as blasphemous, and it formed ipso facto the warrant of the
death sentence

(3) Peter's ascription in Mt 1616 has some doubt thrown on it

bv the absence of the clause 'the Son of the living God* from
the parallel passages in Mark and Luke, Yet an argument
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based on omissions Is precarious St. Matthew had access to

special sources His \ ersion has the rin^ of genuineness ,
and

it is to be rioted that the benediction upon Peter is not found
in Mark and Luke, ^here the ascription ot Sonsship is also

awantmg If, then, \\e ma> accept the genuineness of the saj-

mg, we cannot, indeed, attribute to Peter a doctrine of his

M\i r
-

i r-i " \\ iich he could reach onlj through experience
or , ,K r - ' -. 'i-

; but, certainly, %\e note that he is far in

ad-ianee of the momentary impression of Mt 14 >. He cannot

mean less than that He to whom he speaks is the Son of Je-

hovah, having
1 an intimacy with Him possessed by no other

man, revealing Him as no "other can, not e\ en the greatest of

the prophetb Peter kno\\s nothing of dognia, but he has

Lunt the plummet of his fai , >

*
- v *

'?

bein^. In that moment of - *v, *

has been made to him whien will earn him wr in aiier ua^ss,

of which the opening \ erses m Hebrews and the prologue to the

Fourth Gospel will be no more than the adequate expression.

(4) When we turn to our LorcFs own testimony
as to His Sonship toward God, we are at once
lifted high, above the merely official aspect of the

designation. In the Synoptic Gospels He never

uses the title
c Son of God 5

; but His filial relation

toward God is not for a moment in question. A
son's devotion to his father, a son's utter trust in

his father, a son's joyful intercourse with Ms father

all these, raised to an immeasurable degree, aie

the characteristics of Jesus' bearing toward God.
If the phrase had never occurred in the OT, or

fallen from any human lips regarding Him, none
the less would anjr sympathetic view of the Figuie
portrayed have yielded the inference: Here is a
man who in very deed is Son of God, in a sense

jto
which no other man ever attained or could attain.

The unique Sonship which Jesus knew Him&elf to

possess gams express utterance in three great say-

ings (Mk 13s- 14* [cf. Lk 23M **\ and Mt II27). The
first of the&e sets the rank of the Son in a more
conspicuous light,

because Jesus is di--< laiming a
knou ledge which, on the supposition that He was
God - Son. it might have been expected that He
would possess. The second unveils the mystery
of the Passion, the profound acceptance of the
Father's purpose in the midst of a suffering which
the Father Himself appoints. The third, with its

strongly Johannine phrasing, brings Jesus and
the Father together in unique mutual knowledge.
T :i.?IoMi -. r'ni-Mil-v^

K
- - ";' : " these words ;

and, m the consciousness which they express, the
invitation which follows, addressed to all the

weary and heavy laden, promising them rest, can
alone find its warrant. In the Fourth Gospel
Jesus is represented as using the exact phrase,
e Son of God (Jn 520 9s5 1036 II4

). In one of these

passages, however, there is r^'^^Ci^'y as to the
correct reading, and in the ' P-I- i'^" possibility
that the author may have imported into the narra-
tive phraseology of later date, may be admitted.
But the correlative terms e the Father 3 and *the
Son' abound ; and^no reader of the Fourth Gospel,
whatever his critical views or theological preju-
dices may be, doubts that the deep consciousness
of Jesus, revealed in such utterances (e.g. 518

lcp.38 14n i^ is fotf. of a $onskip toward God
which belongs to Himself alone of all the human
irace. Few, also, will be found to deny that the
representations of the Fourth Gospel are not in
excess of the portraiture of the Synoptic- Gospels

(5) The Dli'ine attestation "At the Baptism
and_the Transfiguration God -ofcrnuly attested the
Divine Sonship of Jesus in \\ortU -uliich reproduce
the language of the OT (Ps 27y Is 421

). It is need-
less to discuss the 'objective* aspect of the com-
munication. In any case, the attestation was
made direct to the consciousness of Jesus. The
language is that of Messianic prophecy ; but as it
feH on Jesus* inward ear, it was not a mere certifi-
cation of His Messiahship, but rather a gracious
assurance

^
of that which interpreted for Him

Messiahship, and made its achievement possible,
viz. a relation toward God which lay deep in His

being, and was the primary element in His self-

.
.

How, then, are wre to conceive the Sonship of

Jesus towaidGod? Let us avoid modem abstrac-

tions, which weie certainly not present to the mind
of our Loid, or to any of those who came under His
influence and have recorded their convictions. In

particular, let us not be coerced by the supposed
contrast between ' ethical' and l

' " *

and by the alteinative, which some 1

force upon us, of regarding the Divine Sonship of

Jesus as being ethical meiely, or of imputing to

Him a <' -ii
"
^.i"-

1

i which is an importa-
tion fro- - I-

1
-

4 ^ i !- > Ethical the Sonship
of Jesus undoubtedly wah.' It manifested itself in

knowledge of God and love to God, together with
trust and obedience and othei lovely qualities and

expeiiences The Sonship to which believers in

Him are introduced is of this type, and is maiked

by the same characteristiCb lie Himself claims

them as His brethren (Mk 335 ), But does this mean
that He and they are of one class ? Does His Son-

ship diffei from theirs merely in degree? Is He
unique only in the measure in which He realized

the privileges of a filial standing, which, however,
belongs to men simply as men ? Is this the utmost

impression that the whole portrait makes upon us ?

It certainly was not all that His Jewish auditors
inferred from His self-witness. They declaied that

He was making Himself equal to God, and they
would have killed Him for His blasphemy (

Jn 5 18

59
1Q31-33). "Were they mistaken 9 He does not say

so. His retort (lO
34
^) is no earnest disclaimer;

rather is it a reassertion of His essential unity
with God. Surely this is the impression we gain
from the record, that along with His intense near-

ness to men, there is a note of aloofness from
them as of a Being of anothei older. Surely there
are qualities in His Sonship that are incommuni-
cable to men, aspects of it which can never be found
in theirs. Could any of them ever say,

e I and the
Father are one ?

* Could it be said of any one of

them, that e to see him was to see the Father'?
It is noteworthy, and ought to be final on this

subject, that Jesus never classes Himself ,<!< u . li

His disciples as if He and they were alike children
of the Heavenly Father. He di^tinguis-he^ Him-
self as the Son from all other sons of God (cf. Mt
632 102o Wlt}l 1835

20*). They become sons, He is

the Son. The cori elation between 'the Father*
and the Son *

is absolute, and excludes any other
son of God from that unique and perfect fellowship.
"When we weigh tlie-^e tiling- the distinction
between ethical and meuip'ix -ic.il becomes mean-

ingless. The Sonshij)
of .lo-u- has an ethical

uniqueness which carries with it essential relations
to God. His self-witness carries us to equality
of being with God. As *Son of Man* means
humanity in the broadest, truest sense, so * Son of
God ' mean- Divinity in the deepest signification of
the term, which will require for its statement and
defence the utmost range of reverent thought,
while yet it cannot be comprehended or set forth in

any fornrnla.

This is the self-witness of Jesus. He is a Divine

Being. His life in time under the conditions of

humanity is not His whole life. He has come from
a sphere wherein He dwelt with God, a conscious
Person in equality with God. He entered into this
world to execute a purpose which involved His com-
plete oneness \\ith humanity and a sympathetic
appropriation of a complete human experience;
He had before Him, throughout His experience
as a man, His return to the abode which He had
left, His regaining the glory which, for purposes of
infinite love, He had laid aside. He knew 'that
he came forth from God, and goeth unto God*
(Jn 13s). These were facts which, in the nature of
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the case, could not be proved by any external
evidence Sympathetic neaits and open minds
would

^
be prepared for them Nairow-minded,

unspiritual, and prejudiced persons would reject
them The tiuth n _< ij- j. TIN Personality stands
or falls by His o"\\ M L i.

1

. : 'Even it I bear
witness of myself, my witness is true ; for I know
whence 1 came, and whither I go.

5

Or, if another
witness is wanted, there is Another who witnesses

along with Him, even the Father in whom He
abides (Jn S 12"19

). Of a mode of being which He
had with God antecedent to His earthly life He
could not speak freely. Necessarily, He could not
but observe the utmost reticence legardmg it.

Nevertheless, His recollection of it was con-

tinually with Him, and r
'

"_ in great
moments, for example in

'

-Iis critics,
or in communion with His Father (Jn 662

g58 Y]5 24
),

It will be said that this highest reach of the self-witness of
Jesus opens out into sheer mjstery ; and attempts are contmu-
.

" "
'

_ 'to bnnj.
"

' '
*

_ of Jesus regarding
1

' - jerms of , the view of making
the record more intelligible, and making Jesus Himself more
accessible to our imaginations Such attempts wreck themselves
through ovei-strenuousness of criticism and G*CI- "ore* 1 1 of

exegesis Moreovei, they defeat their own end Ji loiii - no
more than man, the Gospel narrative is for ever unintelligible
and Jesus Himself lemains behind in the past, at best apatnc-nc
memory, at worst a mere enigma The faith which regards
Jesus as 'the only-begotten Son,

3

or 'God only-begotten' (Jn
1*8), is a just deduction from the narrative of His life and from
His own self-witness It supplies, moreover, the explanation
which is wanted for the whole representation as it is given not
merely in the Fourth Gospel, but in the Synoptic Gospels as
well. The humamtv of Jesus,

" ^ * ~- * ' '

univei-

sality, could belong only to On well as
Son of Man The Messianic redemptive work of Jesus, in its

efficacy, as sealing the new covenant, could be undertaken and
discharged only by One who was, and knew Himself to be, the
Son of God

m
C. THE WITNESS OF THE APOSTLES The dis-

ciples of Jesus, even when He was with them as
their Master and Teacher, were not a mere school.

They were a community, enjoying the unexampled
j>u\Hoie of fellowship with the mosr ^omleiful
IV -< nuility which ever iinpie--e<l it -elf on human
souls. For a brief space, ^Im IIHNM have seemed
an eternity of pain, they thought He had left

them. Then He astounded, rebuked, and blessed
them by His risen presence. Thus the disciples
were reconstituted as a community, the secret of

whose unity and vitality was fellowship with the
unseen yet living Lord. This is their experience :

Christ is risen ; no hallucination, dream, or vision,
but the Lord Himself as they had begun to know
Him, and now know Him as they could never have
known Him had He tarried through lapse of years
in flesh among them. Now that He is risen they
are less than ever a school ; they are an Ecclesia,
His Ecclesia, as He had said Btimself (Mt 1618

),

a fellowship of human beings, the hidden source
of whose privileges and -jin- 1- fellowship with
the e\ ^'.viour \ n<l lh\\(\ To Him they
owed ! 'i. ! i"

'

from sin which the elaborate
institutes ot the OT had failed to accomplish (Rev
I5). From Him they derived that life which was
the choicest pri \iloiie of the OT, but which
could not be poi ice tl\ po c-*.ed till God was fully
known (Jn JT-'j Cliu^unuity as it is presented in

the NT is life in fellowship with Jesus Christ,

Such an experience cannot be stationary. It must
be a growth in the grace and the kno^\ ledge of Jesus
Christ. The NT throbs and thrills with life

?>
ex-

ultant, buoyant, hopeful ; expanding, deepening,
increasing in energy j not without weaknesses, re-

lapses, defects ; out ever correcting its faults,

cleansing its stains, renewing its vitality through
fellowship with Christ, who is its unfailing source.

It is i i :

t

J A to remind ourselves that the

primm i i\ : the NT is an experience living
and increasing ; lest we be tempted to go to it as

to a volume of
' 1

,

*

, , a systematic state-
ment of theolog from it intellectual
completeness, ana teel proportionately disappointed
if it provide not an answer to every question which
may rise in our minds Such a doctrinaire view,
whether held by the destructive critic or the con-
structive theologian, is ^erroneous and misleading.The NT is os.

1

-'i u n.,"! 30 its core, and is funda-
mentally a \ - - ,..i-i< to Him with whom be-
lievers are united m an ever-increasing fellowship.c That which we have seen and heard declare we
unto you also, that ye also may have fellowship
with us : yea, and our fellowship is with the Father,
and with his Son Jesus Christ' (1 Jn 1s). When,
according!-* ,

,
, ] the records of this testi-

mony, we "
, the notes of experience

will be fo 1

, (a\ variety created by
differences in the spmtuV : -!< \ ,

'

le individual
writers, as well as by ditierences in the occasion
and circumstances of their writing; (5) develop-
ment throughout the whole period covered by the
NT literature, the earlier stages being marked by
attention mainly to the conspicuous activities of
the risen Saviour, the later being chaiacterized by
a deeper insight into the personal relations of
Christ to God and to man and to the world ; (c)

unity, fundamentally the same view of Christ being
present in all 1<! n \ ii-^- '.'.'""iu and later, inas-
much as all C hr- !, i \;- i < \ <o, in its origin as
well as in its progress, is rooted and grounded in
the same almignty Saviour, the same exalted Loid.
The witness may be briefly summarized as fol-

lows.
i THE EARLIER CHAPTERS IN THE ACTS OF THE

APOSTLES. In the midst of much critical dis-

cussion of these chapters, it can 'jj-'^x le ques-
tioned that thej reproduce, with - iVii.n i,il truth,
the type of life and teaching in the primitive
Church ; and give us t a Christology which must
have come from a primitive source' (Knowling,
Testimony of St. Paul to Christ

, p. 171). How,
then, did Peter and his associates preach Christ ?

(1) They \.

They do {.r 1 1_

.

II

Three points seem plain,
in the humanity of Christ

humanity, as though it presented &'

nor do they dogmatically insist on it, as though it had been
denied by some Docetic scheme. They use His human name
They dwell on His human life and character. He whom they

preach as the Christ is the Jesus of that historic past which is

so fresh in their memories, so lovely in tit r ho,ir * T>on
uli.'i TT( hud b( ri "."""* d^re n* i r^" p 11

1 IN now ii ,.rd

ac coin
'

iitil < - i**
' r !<'(: f '

" "

1 < y set the fact

01 UK ItiMimcijr i i < s"'i'iii ( i!> M iching. That
event carries the ^ _ I < .'it <

- l< r - of the faith.

This is the mess-i^'t .1 i n \- God's accom-

pVhoil jMupo-r of nrrex 'IIe"i riser we are witnesses*

(2
n
.'.)') 'ihe llcsnmniMi in not uurclx the miracle of a dead

n nn rc-cd It '& a irrrai hi>iorir an on the part of God, who
luiel* nmhpriKTiPst Thp im-ion and un^cates the claims of

J(-iis- It is- not n <i( .\ \Tri\ Jsu- Mir\i\t- ,ni,iqvrl\ Tnioivh
' .- , i seat than that 01 JI fail if r Daiul,

I- /me Majesty (234 ;, 7 >) hi doing
i - i , ! , , t take a mere man and make Him

what a man cannot be, or set Him where a man could not

bro,tlK JPSUS ii placid in the position wl'i^i K His m rijr.it,

To \\ hi< I 1 Hi- person perfpctlv corresponds Tor cail e-t pi i
1^ i

1

ing ! in I'omploty liain~ony with Ro I4 Tho i'l'j 01 pn < \i-t

en"e, though not explicitly stated is one of ITic ircipli- nlirns of

this Teaching, e\en as u is of the Sjnoptir j> TiniLrro -
(,')

1 They appl\ to Him titles \\hich describe Him o- IMC mliiiM CM^:

]

of The highest reach of OT prophecy, and carry with them, in

some instances, a distmoth Divine rank of being ; Messiah, in

! Jesus' o^n interpretation of Messiah and His mission (S
1^ 2^

425 28) ; Lord (121 2-W * 10^), 4 e the OT name of Jehovah, which
I could be borne only by a Divine being, though, it may well be,

the theological bearings of such ,i r i i

wnT TO ibPir riiituK; FmjJie' $ "'
^

/'

reierenpo io I'rio Sorvart ot the Lcrd in Deu,cio-lsaiali; Molyor
! nifiht*"vv One (2-7 1'^ '*'' 3'-* 7-^X ton CT Gwi (920), a title used
I in this place only, vet significant!* tw .1 cunont dforip^icn of

I preaching the gospel (4) Thov dwell on cinairi }ire-oiib mm1 -

tions and activities, exercised r>v trie e\iltcd sa\iour He
I bestows the Spirit (2'^ 33) ffe gi.'irne the rorjrn cno'-s of hin

(938 3]<)5ii) He operates in imraolr- of Ixalmg (3>' 4-1'
1

), the

condition on the human bide bcnur faith in El's namo ITc is

the Source of Salvation (4
12

).
r

J o Him, rhuotore, the preachers
invite their hearers to come They insist, however, on repent-
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: ,i, "of i : v H of =' -"i general, but of the specific guilt of

Ii,- L .- >-' i s I i-vy require faith as an act of personal
,

^ Li i. ;. ", -{./, The^ announce His leturn, at the

completion of the Slessiamc period, for judgment (& 104-)
This announcement gav e a distmctn e character to the preach-
ing, and reiideied it not so much * an aigument as to certain

truths/ as 'the i i

'

. > -t i of a message' (S. Mathens, The
JSt&ftcnic Hope > " \~J, p. 14o) None the Ies3 it boie, as

its heart and centre, the truth of the Lord's superhuman
personal dignity.

The Divinity of Christ is not dibcussed by the&e

missionary preachers. They are concerned with
the facts legarding Christ, Hib powei, His pio-

mise-^ His benefits. They do not unfold the

doctrine of His> person which is implied m their

statements; their own , ''.
- of it were,

piobably, at a very earh - .. .- , development
They held and taught *uch tilings legarding Hun
as implied that conception of Christ which was
set forth by later teachers. Tho&e brethren who
^rote at a" later date, and more explicitly, were
not moving away from the historic Christ. They
were, rather, getting nearer to Him, and seeing
Him more ideally, dun had been possible to tho^e

who bore their witness at an eailier period.
11. THE MINOE CHBISTOLOGIES. Some NT wiit-

ings have scarcely advanced beyond the point of

view of the Acts They are mainly occupied with
the saving functions of the Messiah, and do not
enter deeply into the consideration of Hib Person.

With iexpect to the bimplest of them, however, it

remains true that the place of Jesus in religious

experience i central and -i . . IT *s the

object of faith, the source ,
* \- -

, ! bless-

ing.
I. James. His Epibtle has sometimes been ani-

mal\eited on as though it were little better than
Jewish-Christian. \Te may content ourselves with
Hort's more generous estimate * Unlike as it is

to the other books of the NT, it ' '^\\ V"! ;-.', -

Judaistic CIiiI-LiMMi\ by total f'<< c-i-i . ,

(Judnistic tjh t*> f "''i', p. 151). We may refer

also to Dr. Patricks"recent volume, James, the

LonVs Brother, p. 98 ff.

The doctrinal scheme of the Epistle -ir -" 'p\ ,i'iddc.p\r

religious. God is the absolutely gooo ont" ('
* i J

') \I,IM is

made m His image (3
9
), and is meant to he separate from the

\vorld (127), and wholly given up to God (l
1
^). Sin is the for-

swearing of ^ ** iC\^s^ ^ '.<i't tlie choice of the world instead
of God, and < , -i- r/ ,,

'
-'-i

i, <>)> For men, under the power
of sm, dehv erance lies m the act of Go,! ". 10 (j

i M '> them
into a new life. This He effects by His -. M i ("" -

) ,
p-id this

word conies through the mediation of Christ, by whom the old
law is transformed into a new law, a royal law, a law of liberty
(28 13) Christ, accordingly, is the Saviour to whom we owe our
salvation. He is the object of saving

1

faith, which we must not
belie bj any inconsistent life (2

1
).

To St. James, as to all Christians, Jesus is also
Lord, ranked along with Jehovah in honour and
dignity (I

1 1

). To Him belongs
e the honourable

name 5

(2
7
). He will shortly come for judgment

(5
8 - 9

). Dorner's summary is borne out by the
whole Epistle :

* Both in soteriological and in

Chri-itological form, James acknowledges the
absoluteness of the Christian religion

3

(System,
vol. iiL p. 159).

2* The First Epistle of Peter. There is distinct
advance in this Epistle beyond the statements in
St. Peter's speeches reported in the Acts, though
even yet the Christology is not so rich and full as
in St. Paul or St. John, The sinlessness of Jesus
is clearly stated (I

19 2s2) ; and this, gives an impres-
sion of the Personality of Christ \\luch is incon-
sistent with a merely humanitarian view of His
person. The death of Christ, which had once
offended Peter, but which in his preaching he hnd
declared to be part of Messiah's redemptive \\ ork,
he now glories in as the ground of salvation, and
he describes it in its atoning eflieaey with rich

variety of phrase covenant blood (1*\ T ji,nom i T Qf
)

sin-bearing (&*
m

), substitution (3-^ OTIC vlio
ascribed such efficacy to the death of Christ must

have taken an exalted view of His Peison. Lord-

ship in the ubual Christian sense is ascribed to Him
(1-2

1|J 3 15
) tSonfahip toward God is implied in I 3 ,

Keburiection, exaltation, supiemacy have their

wonted place in St Peter's thoughts, at, in all

Chiibtian faith (I
21 32-). The woiding of I 11 and

FJ

scaicely allows us to regard these pa&sageb as

"'., .

n ^
,

1 mg a personal pre-existence of

\
- -

, _ touch an mteipietation of them is

certainly legitimate, and is, besides, much more
characteiistic ot St Peter's non-speculative east of

mind than the ideal pre-existence which is held

by borne inteipreteis to be the meaning In any
cabe, Christ is to St. Pefcer a Being far more than
man or angel ; and this* means, since the thought of

a
" '

impobhible to a Jewish monotlieist,
tl- ,

"*
'

placed his Lord side by &ide with

Jehovah, shaiei with God in Dmne rank and

woislnp. Tins he did with the memory full and
clear within him of his Master's human life That
St. Peter, \\ho so often spoke frankly and plainly
to Jesus, and once rebuked Him and once denied

Him, should have come to adore Him as Divine,
is a fact most wonderful, and fraught with fai-

reaching consequences.
3. Jude and 2 Peter. In these brief and, from

many points of view, difficult wiitings, there is no

Cluistoloyical discussion Both Epistles, however,
assume the Lordbhip of Clmst, and look forwaid to

His coming as Judge. In 2 P I
2

,
He is conjoined

with the Father as the object of religious know-

ledge ; and in the previous verse He is described as
' our God and Saviour Jesu& Christ

'

%. Apocalypse. Whatever view we take of the

composition of this book, the key to which has so

long been miblaid, there is no doubt that its pages
glow with the glory of Jesus It contains abundant
recollections of the human life of Jesus (e.g. 55 2216

2114 11s
). It is the exalted, glorified, victorious

Lord, however, who chiefly fills the seer's gaze
To Him the writer desires the eyes of the perse-
cuted Church to tuin, that she may be certified

^of
her vindication and reward at the hand of Him
whom she adores.

He ;? i 1 ! i
1 n i'n'^pc* T! Threefold son e o' v o--"ijr (l

ic>
)

"

aie "ihe msi and cne lasc' and *the Living- one,' to whom
belong 'the kejs of death and of Hades,' is no mere earthly
Being who has undergone apotheosis He is a Divine being,
\vho came out of eternity, entered into time, and on earth
suffered and died, and now, within the unseen world, lives

and reigns as God , who, also, will one dd\ ietiin for judgment
{1414-ib 2220) He is on the Throne (^ 7^ 32"' 22* *) Worship
is paid to II"i a- <"( '1 ' T 1

"
1

>
1-> "} He is the Son of God, as none

other can rn i '.*",') JUo is a pre-existent and eternal

Being (1*7 38 314316 22i*), such is the _"t< r^cVt r- which is

required by these passages in view of .h< L "-.* I
r \ of the

book as a whole See discussion in Stevens, pp. oJa-540. To
Him WM,> i' o ' u-< ..... n'cr;.'' NMJ ^ (T^ I'l^i It is impos-
sible To o\.' f '< T 1 1 ii>' -

,:* c.i'i"*. 01 il 1
'

,'nK^ation of Jesus
which ixix.i'l ^- a

1
! il>e > I

1

'cti^'iN, n'sd ' -o intense and
sincere" m this book. '

Although the wnter is plainly a Jew of

Jews, his mind saturated with Hebrew literature and Hebrew
modes of thought, a true son of the race with which mono-
theism had become a passion, and the ascription of Divine
honour to any other than the supreme God a horror and a

blasphemy, he ' - iil
<

" -- - '- J - the man whom he had
1 i. ip-iC^i 1

! :' u. :'(0 A. Scott, TAe J3oofc

<n 'tit ll<
' ' " p " ,i p. z7;.

The NT books are not efforts of solitary thinkers

evolving schemes out of their inner consciousness.
The Christian Eeclesia, the fellowship of Christ,
the communion of saints lived by such thoughts
and spiritual activities as these. Its members knew
nothing of the subtleties of post-Mcene Christo-

logy ; but they knew Jesus, the Lamb of God, who
died for them, the Living Lord in whose right hand
were seven stars, who walked amid the candlesticks.

iii. THE CHRISTOLOGY OF ST. PAUL.

Amid the manifold discussions of this topic, three positions
seem to be attracting to themselves an increasing volume of
consentient opinion.

(a) Sc Paul's Chnstologv is the outcome of his experience.
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He had seen the Risen Christ The simplest, most ob\ious,
i

' '

,
'

i
'

of 1 Co 91 158-9 is surely the truest. Attempts to
,. x- Paul's sight of Christ on the road to Damatscus

with ecstatic experiences, \\hich he also recoids, betraj, bj
t \ i

'
, IB a pi 10? i assumption that a fully objec-

~<

'

- ' '
< . ' i i L kind alleged is impossible St Paul's

sight of Christ \\as of the same nature a& that b> \\hich the
faith of the Eleven was fust established It the 'vision hypoth-
esis

'

does not do justice to the facts in their case, neithei \vill

it account foi the sudden and complete revolution \\hich took
place in the life of St Paul That he had seen the Risen Christ,
in the same sense, with the same convincing

'

objectivity,' as St
Petei had seen Him, ib the bouice of Paul's authority as an
Apostle It is the source, also, of his Christian faith It

\\anants the utmost and the greatest which Paul can ever saj

regarding the wondeiful being ot his Lord From that date,
the hour when he heard the words 'lam Jesus,' he had been 'in

Chust * Chust had been a present reality to him, and out of
'" 1 come every grace of his chaiactei,

2rv activity ot his career.
' That I

'

,
the passion of his life, and his

so-called
*

Chnstology
*

is not a philosophy of the 'logos,' or

'avatar,' or any other type. It is the testimony he beats,

incidentally, as the needs of his converts demand, to the Chust
whom he knows.

(1) St Paul's conception of Christ does not stand wholly
apait fiom the vie\\s entertained by the prmiitrve Church.
His experience, lemaikable as it was, did not differ in kind from
that of other believers The Church was fiom the beginning a
fellowship with Christ E\eiy member of it is united to Chust
by faith There were others who had been 'in Chnht' befoie
St Paul had gamed that blessed privilege (Ro 167) The know-
ledge which he possessed of Chust was common to the fellow-

ship of believers, and had been theirs while Paul was iaging
_.

r- ,
, _

-
,

1 - 'i - s

behalf of their Master, which called the young zealot to destioy
a movement which he saw cleaily was an invasion of the supie-
macy, not of Caesar, but of Jehovah When, m later days, he
himself is glorying in the lofty attubutes and Divine dignity of

Christ, he is well aware that he is setting foith no novelties, but
is speaking out of the fulness ot am*- >, ^ i '!_'.' n'-sessed

by his readers as well as by hmise hi -*
. < - <- com-

menting on 1 Th I1
,
are most memorable 'An elaboiate piocess

of leflexion, almost a system of theology, lies behind those
familiar terms.' Dr Knowhng's weighty and balanced state-

ment ought to be borne in mind by eveiy student of St Paul's

thought . 'The evidence to be gathered from the Apostle s os\ n

wntmgs is not to be judged as if it was only of a rLflet-mc rlwi-
actei upon the events of the life of Jesus seen through a long
retrospect of years in some particulars it carries us up to the
L.i-1 . -i

[
.'1 of the existence of the Christian Church, in

) i i-.'ii r .11- it is plainly incidental, it is used as occasion
<K ii- ,i !! justifies the inference that it has behind it a

large reserve of early teaching and tradition
'

(Testimony, etc.,

p 211)

(c) To say tl
" ~* "

' '" "' '

later Epistles .

'

personal acquaintance with Christ grew richer as the years of

his inner life and of his missionary activity passed ^over him.
But this advance was not

"
' ' tions from

without He had not to ' speculation

suggested it to him before 1 -
i , most com-

prehensi >
' 1 *

i i
- '

snption be-

longs to -
.

- - to his later writings. Prof Bacon
has strongly emphasized the presence of Paul's later thoughts
' in a partly developed foim in the earlier Epistles' (Story of St.

Paid, p 208) , and Dr Knowhng's great work, already referred

to, is largely devoted to an illustration of this fact (e g. pp 48,

90 f., 206, 2111, 502).

1. Christ in His relation to God. (1) He is a
Divine Being. St. Paul is an OT believoi ufioilv

removed from polytheism and wholly in<npnble or

believing in demi-gods. He is not a Greek philos

opher ; impersonal abstractions or principles have
no meaning for him He of whom he speaks is
*

Chiist,' which with St. Paul is a proper name,
the official designation being lost in the personal
appellative If, then, he ascribes to Christ the

qualities which a Jewi>h monotheist, a member of

the Old Covenant, attributed to Jehovah, he can
mean nothing else than that this same person,
Jesus Christ, is a Divine Being, equal with God
and one with God.

(#) He attributes Lordship to Christ (2 Co 45) ; and uses the
title 'Lord' habitual!} in connexion with the historic and per-
sonal names ' Jesus ' and '

Christ.
1 It is no courtesy title ; it

is used in the sense in which the LXX uses it of Cod, and
it has the * connotation of Godhead '

Passages of the OT,
acr" 1

-I ul'i"1 ! belong to Jehovah are applied to Christ

(Ro
'

' ' f o 1"'-) To the Lord, therefore, ns to Gorl, -wor-

shm - <-T r <i "M prayers are addroM'd In ^r Paul and 1>\

all (. in-'-' - (> r< 128, i Co 1^, Ro 10H) *(b) JIo dc-iirriates

Chr - r.- *"i< ^<M Df God' The te.ichmz ot M Haul on ilus

subject is in harmony with the other NT representations

Behe\ ers in Chiist entei upo
*'

-'
L

'

- < -"-,> Of God, and St
Paul e\en calls, them wot, \\> ^ ,i, ,, ., Onlj the teim
r:x*K But among- such sons of God Christ is not one He
stands alone They become sons. He is the Son (Ro &* H Gal
4^) This, Son&hip is the \eiy essence of Christ's being: It
means Dmniby in the fullest sense, m most complete reality.
St Paul testineb to the Divimtj ot Chribt \\hile fulh recognizing
His humamt>. On one side of His being He is linked to
humanity ; and St Paul has amp' ,

-
-, ts of

Chi ist's human life, and sho\\s no -
< . 'less

any-ieluctance, in refemng to them Ho\v should he, \\hen it
was his mam business as a missionaiy to pro\e that this \erv
Jesus \\as the Sou of God? On the other side of His bem^
Christ possesses Godhead as the only Son of the Father Of
this Divine Soriship the IL-pimrou is declaiation and proof
(Ro I1

4) St Paul's ( ii M an t; ixnres in this Drune Sonship
of Christ (Gal 2*\ Eph 41

>) It \\as no imention of his brain, no
boi rowing from pagan adulation of the Empeior It\\as the
centre of Chustiamty as such, and belongs to the -

penod of which \\e ha\e literarj record bein<- >

1 Th li. The faith m Chiist as Son of God is the
r

Chustiamty They are Chiibtians \\ho think of
'

-
' as of God '

(&? tip} footy, and so thinking they name Him as
St Paul did, 'God '(Bo 93)

(2) He ^s one wtth the Father The relation
of the Divine Christ to the Godhead became an
insoluble problem for subsequent thought Let
the presuppo&ed conception of God be abstract

=jmi]>li< itv and unity. Let Him be conceived as
ru le Being Pure Form, Puie Thought, the Idea,
or Substance Then let the claim be advanced on
behalf of a histozic person that he is God. The
result will be a problem which, in the nature of
the case, must be insoluble. With &uch a Deity,
the Divinity of the historic Christ is utteily incom-

patible. Chiist mti&t be lowered to the lank of a
demi-god, or He must be etheriahzed into an im-

personal principle
Suppose, however, that God be

1

,

rf n '"!v con-

ceived; in that case the claim ! f* 1 u\ ad-
vanced on behalf of one who lived a human life

may not lead to intellectual r -"!', i- - It is

certain, however, that neitli* v
: I'.n

'

i'or any
other NT writer held any such speculative idea of

God as was prevalent in Greek Phn-<-oiili\. To
the men of the NT, God was the Hod 01 the OT,
the living God, a Person, lovin-. < < i/i/I '_ M i \-

ing the accomplishment of an u k
I.*

-
i; j rjH-L

1

of mercy, the satisfaction of His own lovinp naiui e.

When, accoidingly, the facts of the character and
claims and resurrection of an hi-

J -M'
|

( i^-r < im-

pelled them to recognize Him as I) v uu . T I
i \ v i-'o

constrained greatly to enlarge their thought of

God; but they were ^JIMMI Ilio Inbuin of *tietching
,'

^

'. .

* ""
'

1

,

' -fOUM l".J( I- A\ l)l'll\ JMH OIK llflble

i}'Ic iOi'iMn tliiit no -IK li formula
had any place in their thoughts. They set the
Divine Christ side by side with the Divine Father,
and thus found a manifpldness in the being of God
which did not destroy its unity, St. Paul, there-

fore, includes Christ in the Divine circle (1 Th 311"13
,

2 Th 216 17
,

1 Co 86
,
2 Co IS14).

s Abstract mono-
theism 3 has ceased, and has been *

replaced by a
Theism which finds within the one Godhead room
for both Father and Son

'

(Fairbairn, Place of Christ,

p. 309) Perhaps it would be more correct to say
that the monotheism of the OT was never abstract,

because the God of the OT was never a conception,
or a substance, but always a Person. Personality,

indeed, has never the bare unity of a monad. It

always makes room for distinctions ; and reaches

its greatest wealth of meaning in the fellowship of

person with person. Between an aVti action and a
historic person there can be no unity. Between two
historic persons there may be unity of the pro-
fonndest kind. St. Paul, moreover, is not thinking
of a mcie quantitative equivalence between the

Divine Chrii-t and God He i? tme to the concep-
tion of Son&hip. The relation of Christ to the

Father is that of a real son including dependence
and subordination ( 1 Co 323

1 1
3 1524

'28
). To the Son,

as reward of obedience, is given a glory and a fulness

which enable Him to fulfil His mediatorial function
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(Ph 2y
-n

, Ro U, Col l la ) Thih, however, in no
senbe loweib the Divine being of the Son, or shuts
Him out of the Godhead. The glory He had with
the Father from ouini'S and the glory gamed as

He returns to tliu I .-.ilioi are not inconsistent.

Without the former, indeed, the latter would be
i , "V

'>. CliriM in His relation to mankind. (1) Pre-
incanutte. The Being who thus existed from

eternity as God hat> a&nities in Hit* very nature
with men. Had He been a demi-god, a tertium

quid, the passage from Him to us and from us to

Him would have been impossible It may seem an

inyeniou-. plan to effect the union of God and man
bvm>eiting between them a being who is neithei

God nor man. Really, it makes the pioblem
insoluble. Si Paul knows nothing of the sup-

posed differences between the Divine and the human
natures which make a tcrtiutn quid appear neces-

sary to bring them together. God and man
resemble one another in their constitution as

personal IK ir j>. The problem at once of religion
and of

i'

l r'MM.'i>li\ is to bring ticopersons together,
not to fre i*\o nls'av,.*.' "j'tnres into an unreal

unity. This T.olihri -In- j'.'oMem of the human
spirit, is sol\{-l IP tin. IVi-on of Christ. The
heart of His eternal being is Sonship He lives

in a filial relation toward God, and upon the model
of that relationship ours is formed (Gal 44

'6
, Ro S29 }.

Our very existence depends on Him (
1 Co S6

). What
we are to be is determined by what He is (Eph I

4

210
). The deepest relations of man to man find their

guarantee in the relations in which He stands to

God and to man (1 Co II3, Eph 52-'31
) Even before

the fulness of time He was not ;r i""\ <j i . ,, il

with the problem of T
<

i

Yinpriun N>, at least, we
may interpret the HJ-IH in O-MMCC of 1 Co 104

3 ircrpa S $jv 6 Xpwrros-." This Rock, the fountain of

life for the Church of the wilderness, was the

Christ, not as an idea but as a person. Thus St.

Paul conceives of Christ as existing in these past
centuric^ fu'niiDjr Hie function* for the Church
which then vji>, i\lncli He now fulfils for the new
Ecclesia (ef. Jn T37}.

(2) Incarnate The Son is a real person, who
conceives, purposes, acts.

* Before the foundation
of the world

' He had assumed the vocation of Re-
deemer, constrained thereto by the love which is

the essence of the Divine nature. When the time

comes, m God's
discipline of the race, He takes up

His task, which requires for its fulfilment incarna-

tion, the complete identification of Himself with
men in life and in death. In two pregnant pas-
sages St. Paul sets forth this deed of wonder, in
whose depths thought and feeling lose themselves,
Ph 25"1

*, 2 Co 89. Three stages of the history of
Christ are indicated, so far as human imagination
can frame to itself a record so ama/ing (i.) A
person, Divine in His being, enjoying the form and
circumstan< e of Godhead, rich in the glory which
is the manifestation of the Divine nature ; cf. Jn
175, He 1s. (ii.) This Divine Being surrendering
that form and that wealth, assuming a form the
most opposite conceivable, that of a servant,
revealing Himself to men in their likeness, so that
His humanity is no phantom, while yet it is not
His by mere accident of birth, but is acquired in
an act of will which extends to the assumption of
man's condition as a sinner, exposed to sin's sign
and seal, even death, (lii ) Thio same person raised
from the dead, and receiving as a gift from the
Father what He had not grasped at, namely,
equality with God in form and circnmstance, and
the name which corresponds to that rank and
honour, so that to this Being, known now through
His humanity as Jesus, there should be rendered
the worship of all intelligent creatures throughout
the universe of God.

It ism connexion \\ith the incarn.i >:, iri f Christ's career

that the piob'tm of the* constitution f- II - I'LI-O presses most

acutel} (juLi-C'or- ]>re-; us TO the relation of His Divinity to His
','!! ivi

*

II- "" '1: - C d to His knowledge as man, of
'' -

jiu- > i 1
' - u l>i >v. li< ! i- o His personality as a human

v
,

I1-- c i . - i"<- I'tsh to His (onumpoiaitou-
actn ities in the Cosmos and in the circle of the Godhead It; i-

notewor i * ,
- "^

" ,'.--"
indeed, .

-
' ' -

as he tl , < -
' * -

"
. i

' -v"" 1

delight and j:&r ;u !*']><,
* his being

1

open to the gracious
* . -

i
- no other ambition on earth sa\ e

-. saks of
spiritual intimacy as person has \vith p t

a grown,
r ,, >. r- < , M of, and entrance into, the power of

Christ's u-- n "
i fellowship of II - -rffrr - and con-

formity to His death (Ph 310). But to ^.-M. :. Person of

Christ, to lav out the Divinity on one side and the humanity on
the other, and to

"

idiomatum, does not
lie within the fou ought This fact may
suggest the doubt whether questions such as the above are

rightly conceived. They evidently proceed from the point of
Mew of dualism, according to \\hich one nature is contrasted
with another, \\hereas Paul's views of God and of man and of
the God-man, are all synthetic Personal unity, and not logical

dualism, is the key to the thought of St Paul Between God
and man, there is the unity of moral likeness ; between the
Father and the Son, the unity of being and fellowship ; between

< -
r ,

* -
" "

Christ's experience
,

< '
*

, between Christ
and those \\honi He saves, the unity of reciprocal indwelling

(3) Post-incarnate. Having become man, Christ
remains human. In the Kingdom whose Lord He
is. He is Jesus who was so named in His earthly
life Mediator befrw een God and man, He is Him-
self man (1 Ti 25

). From Him, as the Head, life

streams down to all members of the body (Col I18,

1 Co 12-7
, Eph 412- 13

) In Him the members are ' com-

gete,'

receive fulness of satisfaction (Col 210
). In

im human nature finds itself raised to its highest
perfection, hence in Him there can be none of
the barriers that divide man from man (Col 311

, Gal
S'-

28
} This is the point of the (pmpnii-on in Ro

512-21 an(j i c 1545-47 Between the nrst Adam and
the Second. In one sense Adam is the head of the

race, in another the Risen and Exalted Christ is

the Head, and from. Him all life comes. This is

the very heart of St Paul's ^xpenenre. and there-
fore also of His Christology. ( Im-i i- living. St.

Paul pi e-Mippo-o-ilio pi<-< NI-KMII Christ; his Christ
could not begin to be in time. He is acquainted
with the historic life through which Christ gained
His glory But that which St. Paul gazes upon
with endless adoration is the Person of the Risen
and Glorified Lord Between the living Christ and
him there is such union as surpasses povn of lan-

guage to express. Christ dwells in tli belies er in
His complete human-Divino pei^onality, and im-

parts Himself in growing fulnes* to the believer ;

and there is thus developed identity of experience
and identity of character, which will ultimately be
crowned by identity of outward condition (Gal 220

5

2 Co 318, Ph 321
).

"

3. Christ in His relation to the Cosmos* The
intellect of the time was much occupied \\ ith <*pecu-
latio 1

i<
,

i
''" '

relation of God to the world.
To i, i .-' -! this was really an insoluble

problem. The gulf between God and the universe

yawned impassable. The place of a solution was
taken by

^

a mythology of *

powers,
1

'principalities*
and the like supposititious beings, who existed only
in^thc farpon of iho philosophical sects. On Jewish
soil ihi* mytholojn was changed into a- hierarchy
of angels. Wild as these dreams are, they represent
a real need of thought and of religious experience.
The problems of creation and redemption cannot
be held apart. The creative purpose must include
redemption, and redemption must have cosmic
bearings We cannot rest in a harmony with God
-\\hich leaves the universe outside, unreconciled,

possibly the abode of foices against which the

redeeming agency would be poweile-^s to defend us.
St. Paul's view is that the univei^e has a part in
the history of man. Injured by human sin, it will
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come to its completion when the children of God
enter on their heritage (Ro 821

). Christ, the Re-
deemer of men, ;

1 "-

\- is Lord of the uni-

verse Nothing
'

His gracious sway.
The clumsy machinery of angels, or powers, or

whatever these needless creations are named, is

replaced by the one Person, who is the Agent of

God alike in creation and in redemption (Col 1 1S"17
).

Chiist, who is the manifestation of God, is of in-

finitely higher lank than all the creatures. All

things, whatevei their place and dignity, owe to

Him their existence, and find in Him their goal.
This exalted Person is also Head of the Church,
and Agent in reconciliation (w. 18"20

). That is to

say, the work of redemption can be < n-V "!

only by One who is also the Great<- 1
' If-

deemer must be God absolutely, else there will be
needed a Mediator for Him also. The Redeemer
cannot have, in our apprehension, the value of

God, unless He is God in His own proper being
The testimony of St Paul to Chust contains

great heights and depths, but it exhibits no in-

consistency with Jesus' self-witness. It is not a
mosaic of Jewish and Hellenic elements. It is the

product of experience, developed under the con-

ditions of that Divine assistance which Jesus Him-
self described, Jn 1612'15

.

iv. HEBREWS. In this Epistle the Christian

faith is defende-1 ! _< *"-l J'ny attempt to belittle

the person and '-.in ( < ru 1 Redeemer. However
glorious other agents of the Divine purpose might
have been,

' this man '

is more glorious by far in

',-< ilL ",i\ of His person and m the vastness and
rr . \ *! His redemptive work To Him, there-

fore, is applied the familiar Christian designation
of Lord (2

3 714 1320
)

The characteristic name ap-

plied to Him, however, is Son (I
1 2 728 5s I8 66 7s 10-9

414
)

This title expresses His Divine and eternal

being. The author of this Epistle follows the ex-

ample of the Apostle Paul in
"

-I"" 1
"

Chris-

tian salvation under the aspec -

;
of the

Son of God. This history moves in three stages.
(1) The pre-existent state Not much is said on

this mysterious topic. The NT writers are con-

cerned to allude to it only in order that, in the

light of it, the earthly life of Jesus may be discerned

in its marvellous condescension as an act of self-

sacrifice, and in order that His present position of

equality with God may be intellectually credible.

In this pre-existent state the Son is the cfluloence

of God's glory, the very image of His substance

(I
8
). Without formal

1

.

t; '"

question of

the being of God, the
'

I ,''< \ surpassed

any mere monadism God is not bare abstract

unity. "With God there is One who exactly corre-

sponds to Himself, who gives back to Him the

glory which is His. Between Him and God there

is perfect oneness^. Between these two there is

no room for a mediator. The functions of the Son
in this state are not described further than to indi-

cate that no department of the universe is outside

;"" < < "f His power (1
s
). There is no room,

t i 1\ i or any being, other than the Son of

< .... u 1 ..! worship 01 gratitude is due.

(2) The mcarnate life This writer, like the

Apostle Pmil pn--<> by all the question^, so abun-

dantly <liMiivp<l m later theology, as, to 'two

natures/ etc. His whole interest is "concerned with
the heart-subduing fact that the birth of Christ is

the descent of a Divine Being from heaven to earth,

the definite assumption by Him of a complete and
true humanity ($ 105 2*4). To this writer the

humanity of Jesus is wonderful and glorious A
Being truly Divine has become man, and has

entered fully into human experience. There is

nothing human that is not His, sin excepted.

Temptation, suffering, deathHe passed through
them all. All this He endured in pursuance of the

vocation with which He entered humanity. Before
Him lay His task. Beyond shone the glory. Not
once, for so great a glory, would He evade one
auman sorrow. It was all wanted to peifect Him
in His vocation (2

10 o8 9
). The resemblance to St.

Paul's line u r (I
.M ^ '

in Ph 25'11 is obvious.

(3) The ' "
i The position of majesty

which the Son now occupies is described in two
aspects, (a) Its

- 7 y '

"g due to what He
was m Himself, , to His human ex-

periences. He has been appointed heir of all

bhings, both because He is the Son of God and
because, through Him, God made the worlds (I

2
).

He has sat down on the right hand of the majesty
on high, because He is, in His very nature, the

effulgence of God's glory and the very image of His
substance No being less than God, in Hib OA\n

person, could occupy such a place, (b) Its attain-

ment is due to His discharge of His redemptive
mission, and is of the nature of a reward for His

fidelity. His present position presupposes His
pre-

existent place and function, and yet is distinct

from them. It is that of King in God's realm of

redemption.
Here, just as m connexion with the incarnate condition,

questions arise which this writer does not discuss * The rela-

tion of this rule to the primary rule of God, or to His own
"

'_ of all thing-s by the word of His power, is

t
\ B Davidson's Com p 78) It is enough for

faith that, in the universe of being, there is no other power than
that of the exalted Redeemer

v. THE FOURTH GOSPEL. St. John's Christ-

ology, like that of St. Paul, is the transcript of

his experience. He makes plain his object in tell-

ing the story of the life of Christ (20
30f

-). Out of

all the mass of material which his memory pro-

vides, he selects those incidents which may be
most useful in piu\i:i<r i<-

,
- which had

not the privilege o i cnccr \ j, , Jesus is the

Christ, the Son of God. The principles of selection,

and the insight into the meaning of words and
deeds which are reproduced, are due to a lifetime of

thought and communion, as well as to the continual

illumination of the Spirit of Christ. St. John's

conception of Christ is summarily set forth in the

Prologue to the narrative (l
ws

). No doubt these

much-debated veises are meant to provide the point
ofviewwhich the reader of the narrative is to occupy;
but equally without doubt they do not present an

idea, formed in speculation, and then employed to

determine the narrative, to invent the incidents,

and to create the discourses. The narrative, with
the words and signs, logically precedes the Pro-

logue, which presents us with the extracted mean-

ing of the history. The Person portrayed in the

narrative is One of whose Instoiy, in the wider sense,

the eaithly career is but a part. He had a being
with God before He was seen on earth. He had a

Divine mode of existence and exercised Divine

functions, before He appeared as a man and

wrought His ";
.-"- : M ,, f

*i .- ,r - >' "
\ 'on.

At the set time He entered into 'i M \ rtd,

through living intercourse with men, revealed to

them the glory of His person, and interpreted
for them the character of the invisible God. The
remarkable feature of the Prologue is its use of

the term Logos to designate Him whom the narra-

tive leads us to know as the Son. It is certainly

not the key to the narrative, which is to be read

from the point of view of the Divine Sonship,
which it reveals. It is not used in the narrative,

though it reappears in the First Epistle of John.

It is certainly not taken over from Philo, and in-

tended to create a new religious philosophy. Prob-

ably its presence is to be explained, as, are the ,

references in St. Paul"- 1<M I or-, by the technicalities

of prevalent philosophy or theosophy Christi-

anity appeared when the problem of the relation

of dod to the woild had reached its fullest state-
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ment ; when, albo, the utmost that human thought
could do had been done in the way of a solution.

The last and mobt btrenuoub eitort of 1 1 . . . i . i . 1 1 . t y,

'

1 1

to meet the demand ot the hun-, < ^I'-c .<!

found expies&ion in Pliilo's* Logob speculation,
which owed its origin paitly to developments of

Hebiew* thought as to the word and wisdom of

God, and paitly to ideas which had been the

motive power of the whole histoiy of Gieek philo-

sophy. It was not possible for Clui^tianity to

ignoie the problem. Christianity ib more immedi-

ately concerned with the problem of the ledemp-
tion"of man; but this cannot be dibboeiated irom
the wider problem of the relation of God to the

world. The key to the one must unlock the other

albo. St. Paul and St. John, accoidingly, take up
the technical terms most in vogue, with whatever

they stand for, and &ay in eftect . What human
thought has endeavoured to achieve by its ma-

chinery of angelb or powers, or by its hypo&tatiza-
tion of the Logos, has been accomplished in the

Person of the Son of God. He ib the life of the

redeemed. He is the life albo of the whole universe

of God There is but one purpo.se in creation and

redemption, and that is bummed up in Chribt. He
is the Logos
The term Logo- IM <i i"!irn\v is used by St. John

to express the '-lour 1

\ <i !!' i whom we know as

Jesub Chiist, with the "personal "Wisdom and Power
of God, who is God's agent in cieation, who alone
could redeem men, and who achieved this in the only
way posbiUe, by Himself assuming human nature,
and dwelling for a space with men. The term,

having .served the purpose of o'i -e ri tin i Christ as

the goal of the immemorial ii-io-, oi i'ij human
spirit for union with God, is not again employed
in the Gospel.

It is not nee --, >

Prologue (see , - > i - '*
!

a \ahiable pa* I'
1 .','

[1S97J 222) 5 . / ,
- -

the. Logos 01 a, cf 17*> **, 1 Jn H

<s . *

"

i

"
* - of the

'
'

. ; and
? r, v. v

-
) uty of

The Logos had a being
coeval \\ ith God, and did not come into existence at a point in

time, and
Ttherefore_is not a creature (2) I he fellowship of the

and is
'

1 1" i - <
-

-
u

'
1 ,1. ' -

of the Ln> >*, ,.-, :il i
'

,.' > '
r \'f

as a person (4) Ihe ti^af'ti 1 n/<

cf Col lie, He 12 3) (5) 7h.> i ,

(v -if) (6) The historical >n 'n ..
'-

(7) The incarnation of the L-y*
*> A'l rh tl P P*"i1"*.'" 1 C T".Ts VI 1

If f
' ".i * l.iiOn.1 M HuH C '-, i 1

l''rl
' ":' .- -i\ ," oi Tr .,

Hi-T>r i-orp -M(

- 11

r>

.

tt oj trie Logos (vv.<*
iu

,

'/ function of the Logos
I of the Logos (w.6 !*)

(\ \ *'; This is the climax
> This is the event of which
record and description The

i welt m the circle of the God-
l with God (IT5), and, retaining
sh,* i e became man, assumed

r.vi ,* i 1 1 i r l
'

>-, t
'

i ,lwelt amon^ men as a man.
The problems with regard to the life or the incarnate Lo^os,

wh -i pp'i- >o heavily on our minds, are not discussed by St
Jol n a f i\ it >u than by St, Paul. He Is wholly occupied with
the glorious fact. It is amazing, but it has happened ; and in
ITU iron '\< i. l-o 'UuVc pjri)o-e o' 0- -d, creative as well as
r" t

i
ipLivo ha- r<*a* v ii'd i hix^i-j'.MiKii'on Eevelation is com-

plete. No one can declare God save One who is God, and this
is He, Jestts Christ,

* God only-begotten
'

(v.18).

From the simple missionary preaching of the
Acts to the high intense thinking of the Prologue
to the Fourth Gospel is a long movement. It is a
movement, however, not away from the facts, but
toward their inward, spiritual, universal, and eter-
nal meaning. This movement, moreover, has not
"been dependent on unaided human reflexion, nor
are its results mere guesses or inferences. It has
been conducted under the guidance of Christ's own
self-witness and the illumination of Christ's own
Spirit; and its conclusions express the wealth of
Christian experience, and in. experience find their
ultimate demonstration.

Conclusion and Outlook A study of the charac-
ter of Christ, and a close and reverent attention
to His self-witness, compel the inference that His
Person < omplc* cly HTK! really human though He is,
is not Lonviiiuietl' like that of other men. It is to

be admitted, however, or rather it is to be urged,
i that w hat the facts suggest and demand cannot be
! fully apprehended by any meiely intellectual

I proeebs whatever. What Chiist LS, in His own
i Person, can be known only by those who know
i Him; and -

, 'V 1f ^ -? has conditions which
are not satibnect in any exercise of the mere under-

standing, however caieful and exact. Such condi-

tions aie an attitude or dnection of the human
spurt, and an immediate opeiation, at once illumin-

ating and quickening, of the Divine Spint. Wlien
these conditions meet and interact, in that profound
region wheie the Spirit of God anc

1 Jl

man touch and interpenetrate one .

ib piocluced that \ \ \- of God and of Christ

which our Lord descnueb ab life. Theie is no other

knowledge of Chribt ; and if Clnistology i- Mippo^ed
to be an intellectual piocess, governed by Tonus of

discuisive
" " '

id issuing in propositions for

which is cogency of a logical demon-
btration, it stands condemned as being out of all

i elation to Christian expeiience But this personal

expenence is knowledge of Christ He is ab really
known in thi- spniL.ial fellowship as one human
person ib known by another, and is known moie

closely and fully than one man can be known by
anothei Christianity, accoidingly, presents to the
world the solution of its problem, the answer to its

need ; while, at the same time, it has before itself

a con&tant problem, the answer to which it seeks,
not with evei -growing weariness and sense of defeat,
but with ever-ienewed eneigy of faith and love

1. The problem of the world, the more 01 less

conscious and aiticulate demand of the human spirit,

is, as wre noted at the outset, union with Gocl. This
union is, primarily, personal an ethical fellowship,
in which God shall fully disclose His character, and

impart Himself, to man ; in which man shall freely
open his being to the communications of God, and
find in God his life and development. Such pei sonal

union, however, carries with it cosmical union also,
or the harmonizing of all those differences from
God which are implied in the existence of the
created universe, and find their most acute expres-
sion in the self-assertion of man against Gocl. The

1* '_
c nian is the ieu>nrilir p of all things.

I ! of a pioblem, thus f>. - 1
, ir'-'VV

peisonal, must be i'-
11*

ii'-.i-,,
1

i: -
. j" .

accordingly, met the ;
>

i , Y tries,
as it meets the same

j_
i '<

" k
; : cen-

tmy, by the
preaching

of the personal Christ. He
is the Son of Gocl ; ancl therefore, also, He is the Son
of Man. In Christ, Gocl is fully present , through
Him, God is perfectly known

; with Him, God is

one. In Christ, human natme is fully realized m
all that it was meant to be, both in respect of its

cori^lH ( clo]ondeTi< o upon God and of its complete
n 1 1 1 1 1mf*m o f pm in s I function. In Christ, accord-

ingly, the history of creation is complete. He
stands at the head of a universe reconciled to God.
He i^ its reconciliation. Wherever the problem
of union with God takes expression in concrete
facts in the sense of guilt in the individual con-
science ; in death, which closes human life with a
pall of impenetrable darkness ; in the antagonism
of man to man, manifested in personal animosities,
or the^war of nation with nation and class with
class in facts whose gloom no pp--imUin can ex-

aggerate : there, the knowledge oi riuUi Mipphe-
the solution. To know Christ is to be at one with
God and with man. Christianity is thu> both leli-

gion and ethic. It is an intense" individual expeii-
ence, which is the impulse of boundless social service.
And when the same problem finds the precision

and articulateness of philosophical expression as
it did, for instance, in that Neo-Platorrism which
had such strange affinities to Christianity while it

was also its bitterest opponent; or ab it does to-day,
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In that Absolute Idealism which, in borne aspects,
ib the noblest ally of the Chnstian faith, and, in

otherb, its proudesat and least -ympallictu, rival

the key to its solution will still be found in the

conception of a Personality at once Divine and

human, a life lived undei historic conditions, which
was at once the lite of God in man and the life of

man in and thiough God The words of the Master
of Balliol apply to the present as well as to the

primitive position of Chribtunity
'It contained implicitly the key to all the antagonisms of

thought that had been developed m Greek philosoph\ the

antagonism of the matenal and the spiritual, the antagonism
of the i - < -i

' ,." d "I _ie ideal or intelligible \\oild, the

antagon - n . .- , . the
' ' J1 J

jonism of the

temporal and the eternal In a
,

in itselt the

pimciple of an optimism which faces and overcomes the deepest
pessimism, of an idealism which ha& room in itself foi the most
leahstic consciousness of all i >i i ; " '

\* , a ii . i-> of the
finite' (Evolution of Theolog. >, n < rl ... !>,,>, M.' /^ vol u
p 351)

2 The Incarnation of the Son of God is theiefore

the article
r

,

'

.

"* T 1

irch. It is, at the same
time, the of a living Church
It is not, ho\\evei, a problem which is suggested
by one faculty to be handed over to another for

solution Faith does not receive Christ, and then

appeal to intellect to tell us who He is, and how
His Person is constituted. It has been the piofound
eiror of Scholasticism, both before and since the

Reformation, to suppose that faith supplies a mass
of crude amoiphous facts and expeiiences, upon
which the intellect exercises its analytic, system-
atizing genius, (li-iingui-hmg, defining, separating,
and then tying into bundles by means of iormxilte

The lesult of such a method, applied to the pio-
blem of the Person of Christ, ib a Christology in

whose dogmatic conbtiuction the living Christ of

history and experience is wholly
The Information was the protest of i

against this attempt to rob it of the personal
Saviour, whom it appropriates, whom the believer

V - -

1

".. '\\ and truly Bitschliamsm, however
1

i|i'i
,

'-' constructive work may be, is never-

theless, as a protest against formalism, ir harmony
with the spuit of the Reformation
The value of such a

piotest, however, will be

greatly lessened if it lend colour to il.c -u|'|M>-in-r
that our knmxli'il^ of Christ is oulim-i iu Hi^

benefits, \\lnle lie Himself, m the seciet of His

being, belongs to some supposed noumenal spheie,
inaccessible to human knowledge, so that it is

impossible either to affirm or deny His Divinity
'Hoc eat Christum comio^ceio, beneficia ejus cog-
noscere

3

is a proposition true if it mean that no

one can know Christ who IH not vitally one with

Him, and therefore a panakei of His benefits ; but

certainly false if it mean ih,n, beyond His benefits,

there is a supposed substratum of being, about
which nothing can be known, which may or may
not be Divine (cf. Martensen, Christian Dogmatic,
p. 63). Thus does the misapplied category of sub-

stance take revenge upon the critical method,

which, while denying its validity, retains it as

a kind of metaphy-ical phantom. To know the

benefits of Christ, to live in fellowship with Him,
to (niivoui TTi< (onmii^ioti U to know Himself.

No l\!\do\\ ol um ofil n y ho- upon ihai knoulodjro

any moio ilmu n IJG- iipon rho kn<n\ lo<lgo \\e h,i\e

of\he fiiond n-honi \vo kno^ bolter than we know
ourselves. This does not mean, of course, that any
believer, or the whole community of believers,

now knows, or ever will know, all about Christ.

Personality, even human per -(nullity, i- '

gront

deep; and' the joy of friendship i- the progio^ivc-
ness which is the niaik of peisonnl knowledge
Much more is this tnio of the personality of Clni-r

Ivnowlodgo of Christ i^ Ixmndle^ly piojno^ive ,

what moie is to be krio^n of Him ilinn the Omrvli

at present apprehends, depends on those condition-.

belonging to the whole personal life *s\hieh make
any knowledge of Him possible. In bhoit, the

problem ot the Person of Chust is pieseiited by
that taith, \\hieh is already knowledge, to that

kno\\mg poA\er, \\hich is simply iaith. itself, as it

glows m appiehension of Christ. Chiist is not
divided ; and theie is no division in the faculty
which appiehends Him, though the stages of
its exercise and its acquisition advance end-

lessly from less to more It follows that Chris-

tology, win
" '

the reflective expres-
sion of the Chiist gamed in actual

experience, must not subject the fulness of its

material to any forni^oi thought borrowed fiom an
alien spheie ;

or if, in the exigencies of a defen-
sive statement, it uses loan-vvoids derived from

\\ --I.
1

; , it must never foi a moment imagine
i'" '

<
'

1

< ! * xhaust the living reality
with which i- ,i,

,.
The&e \vords tioat, like

derelicts, on the ocean of the Church's thought,
and many a promising - 1 r iJ,iii->^ has struck
thereon and foundered. 1_-| < i i/.y might modern

Christology to be on its guaid against that duahstic
mode of lli'i.;:lit v rth the tei minologj A\hi<h it em-

ploys, wlii< 'i i- i ! 'i damnosa kcereditas bequeathed
to theology by Greek Philosophy, the shadow of

which fell upon Kant, and has not departed from
the new Kantians of recent times. The task of

Chiistology at the present day is to restate and to

defend two certainties of Christian experience.

(1) To Christian experience, educated and in-

formed by Scripture and by the Spirit of tiuth,
Chiist is known as God. The problem of the re-

lation of the Divine Christ to the Divine Father
is thus necessarily raised, and \v ill not be evaded.

If, however, the on< oHmr of absolute Godhead
be modelled upon ilie iniii- of Greek dualism,

'

v i \ <:' 1n<"mes an insoluble problem, con-

i ., .

;.
i :oi . and troubling faith Within

a Godhead conceived as abstract unity theie

is no room for the Divine Christ The best that

thought can do is to place the Son outside God,
though as neai to Him as possible. But this is

straightway to deprive faith of its object, and to

ipipcMil (lio fact of reconciliation The Church,
au-i "i pijily wrould have none of the Anan honorific

titles applied to Christ on the presupposition that

He was less than God, and would be content with

nothing less than the consubstantiahtv of the Son
with the Father. The term o^ooiJcrtos, borrowed not
without reluctance from philosophy , was probably
inevitable, and served sufficiently to jatter

the

Chmch *. fiiith-kno\\ ledge of the true Divinity of its

Lord. The danger lay m supposing that otoia, or

the category of substance, i

""

.

'

>ress

the infinite wealth of the 1 Iv .

'

^ or,

worse still, in directing men's minds to conceive of

God as Substance rather than as Personality.
From the baleful effects of this point of view,

theology has not yet shaken itself free. The only

category which can apply to the mystery of the

relation of the Father to the Son is that of organic

union, whose hi^liot illu-frntion is in the domain
of personal 1m 11iie me deep and living re-

lations which Hib-i-i l>en\eon persons even within

the human family. If one person not only may,
but must live in another person in order to be a

person, and if between these two there is such com-

munity of life that each finds his life in the other,

and these two are not so much two as one, we may
find ourselves on the verge of a greater mystery
and a far deeper unity : the abiding of the Father

in the Son and the Son in the Father, and these

two, along with the Spirit of both, forming the

One God of redemption and of creation* By $iieti

a path as this must Chnstology move to a 'fuller

gra^p of the truth, which the Nicene Creed asserted,

but did not adequately or finally set forth..
,
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(2) To Chiibtian experience, maintained in fel-

lowship with the living Christ, He, is known as
man. Faith apprehends Him as incarnate, i.e as
a Divine Being, who became man, entered into the

sphere and conditions of human life, and passed
thiough a complete human experience. Tlurinnity
therefore, readies its consummation in Hi- P i i-on ;

and human beings, divided though they may be
from one another, find no impassable barrieis

between themselves and Christ. Christian experi-
ence, accordingly, is vitally concerned with the

earthly life of Christ, as recorded in the Gospels.
Docetism and Ebionisrn are both false

^

to the
conviction of faith. Between the Divinity and
the humanity of Jesus Christ, faith finds no
abstract opposition. Clirist is known as at once
Divine and human.
As soon, however, as faith seeks to make clear

to itself its convictions, and to state and defend
them in view of inquiry or attack, certain ques-
tions regarding the human-Divine life of the Lord

inevitably arise.

(a) The problem of the origin of this life pre-
sented itself very early to the minds of those who
had learned to see in Jesus Christ the Son of God.
He is man, yet He is related to God as no other
man can. be. Is it possible that He could have
come into the world, as other men do, as a child of
a human father and mother? The answer to be
found in two of the Gospels is that He did not ;

that the Holy Ghost came upon His mother, and
the power of the Most High overshadowed her ;

that her Son had no human father. The truth of

the narrative of the supernatural birth is chal-

lenged, in many quarters, on critical and on meta-

physical grounds. In view of these <>l>jV( dion?-, it

ought to be freely admitted that the I urn-man on

might have taken place under normal human con-
ditions. We are not in a position to determine
a priori what course Infinite Power and Love shall
talve. It is "'rj

i .ii--iir- therefore, to place the
mode of the Ir ,i""i:,nn through a virgin-birth,
on the same footing of religious or theological im-

portance as the great fact of the Incarnation
itself. If, however, from a study of the data pre-
sented in the NT, Le. from a consideration of the
character of Christ, of His claims and self-witness,
as well a* of ilie le-li'uony of His disciples, apart
from tlic n,r i ^ \\\ e< or lli^ jifancy, we have arrived
at the conviction of His unequalled and supreme
greatness ; and if we then return to a study of
these narratives, we cannot fail to find in them an
ethical purity and a spiritual fitness which com-
mand our glad acceptance. Their value for Chris-
tian thought lies in iiu Ir p'<>\ i<"i'\u

r a p\\ * ,il L\<'\ .

correspondent to rin uiixu.io v
i 'vhich 11 -I'l-K <r

the ^person of Christ has wrought in us, viz. that
He is not the product of a natural evolution from
humanity, but is a Divine Being who has entered
into the conditions and experiences of human
nature,
The supernatural birth of Jesus is not our war-

rant for belief in His Divinity and His sinlessness.
But belief in His Divinity and His sinlessness is
our warrant for regarding the supernatural birth
as

_ being not merely possible or credible, but as
being wholly congruous with the uniqueness of
His personality, and, therefore, as serving as a
welcome iUu^liai.ion and confirmation of the con-
tents of CJm-tian experience.

(b) In studying the record of the life of Christ,
many questions arise in connexion with the re-
lation of the Divine to the human aspects of His
personality. Are not the notes of Godhead ab-
soluteness, finality, completeness, independence of
all the means by which human character is de-

veloped? How, then, are we to understand the
evident facts of our Lord's life on earth, that He

inquired, and learned, and was ignorant ; that He
passed through the stages of a temporal develop-
ment, moving toward His goal through conflict

and
"" "

r~
"" Ll'* i

in His communion with
His I ! - the means of grace which
are ordained for men reading the Sacred Scrip-

tures, and being much in prayer
*

In considering such problems, Christian thought
has been much hindered by the domination of

',,
* * ' -

----ptions such as 'nature,
3 and by

. i luence of a dualism which has
.

x ;
i . and human natures, regarding

them as possessed of contrary attributes. The
history of Christology consists, mainly, in a series

of attempts to bring into harmony with one

another, in the unity of the person, 'natures'

which, it is presupposed, are fundamentally op-

posed in their characteristics and activities.

JEutychianism brings them so close together as
to confound them in a result which is a compound
of Divine and human. Nestorianism holds them
so far apart as to make them almost the seats of

independent personalities. The formula of Chal-
cede

1

be called a theory ; it is rather
an the contrasted elements and a
mere assertion of the unity which compiehends
them. The Lutheran Christology seeks to reduce
the dualism of Divine and human to ^the lowest

possible degree by the deification of Christ's human
nature. The Kenotic theories of more recent
times have sought to reach the same result by
the idea of a depotentiation of His Divine nature.
However remarkable these schemes may be as
intellectual efforts, and whatever value they may
have in <.1'i (

J

i:^ rl 'ention to one or another ele-

ment in i u <
i-ii'i'i-

\ fact, it is certain that they
all fall under a threefold condemnation, (i.) They
are dominated by metaphysical conceptions which
are profoundly opposed to the ideas which prevail
1-1

,

""

.. ,' ^
'i.'iire; being dualistic to the core,
11 ideas of Scripture are synthetic,

and are far removed from the distinctions which
mark the achievements of the Greek mind. (11 )

They do not correspond with, or do justice to, the

knowledge which faith has of tho poi-mial Christ ;

separating, as they do, what lanli
^gi.^ps as a

unitv, while their attempted harmonies are arti-

ficial, and not vital, (iii.) They fail to reproduce
the portrait of Christ presented in the Gospels;
they utterly fail to gi\ c ad<Mjii>i1 e utterance to the

impression which the Clui-i 01 dm Gospels make*
upon the minds which contemplate Him. This is

true even of the Chalcedonian scheme, which, in

substance, is repeated in many modern creeds and
confessions.

*A Being ^ho combines in an inscrutable fashion Divine with
human properties, and of whom, consequently, contradictory
assertions may be made, while His dual natures hold an unde-
fined relation to one another. This is not a scheme to satisfy
either head or heart' (Principal TKla-, jupers on 'The Person
of our Lord' m Expos funcs, O'JI. I'juj-Jan 1906).

Christian thought, ttccoulinjrU 'mi-! nl'tiri'lnn the
dualism vV>hlip--olon^ impaled ii-o(lo r i- It can
never, taut r<l.om|iiiflM/<

k 100 -T'origlv ili 'owliness
of man, both as creature and as "sinful creature,
and must never, even in its most spiritual exercises,
forget the reverence that is due from man to God.
But it must reject as misleading all theories which
presuppose a generic difference between the Divine
and the human natures. It must, therefore, reject
the ' two-natures

'

doctrine of the Person of Christ,
in the form in which it has hitherto prevailed ;

and must start in its study of Christ from the
Biblical point of view of the essential affinity of
the Divine and the human natures.

In recent literature the influence of Psychology
upon Christological study is deeply marked. In-
stead of two natures, two consciousnesses are
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suggested as giving the adequate conception of
our Lord's life on eaith. The Son of God became
the Son of Man; and had a true human experience
in respect of knowledge, will, and every other

aspect of normal human life ; while at the same
time He remained the Logos, retaining the attri-

butes of Deity, such as omniscience. He lived, so
to speak, in two universes at once, the macrocosm
of creation at large and the microcosm of human
life. This double life and double consciousness,
it is suggested, are to be interpreted in the light of
recent psychological experiments, which seem to
establish the conclusion that there is a vast sub-
liminal sphere, where the larger part of our life is

lived, that which emerges in consciousness being
but a section of the greater whole.

It may well be that such psychological hints are
not to be thrown away. Yet it may be doubted
whether success on this line is surer than under
the old metaphysical control. There are curiosities
of F *

*.. 1 as of Metaphysics; and the
ide* , sphere may prove as inade-

quate to explain the mystery of the Incarnation
as the old ' bloodless

'

categories of * substance '

or
'nature.

3 The soul of Jesus is not on the dissect-

ing table, and a psychology of it is impossible. In
I-, ill' .l,r it must be asked whether the represen-

u^ MM I-F Jesus as being ordinarily absorbed in
His human experiences, while having occasional
visitations of His own Logos consciousness, is

true to the poi trait of Chi 1st in the Gospels. Is
there any suggestion in the narrative of a move-
ment on the part of Jesus, to and fro, between the
sub-conscious and the conscious spheres? Is not
the deepest note in His character the continuous-
ness of His conscious fellowship with God as of the
Son with the Father ? Is there a hint anywhere
of a shutting off of His Divine consciousness

during the greater part of His human experience ?

There is certainly no indication of the shock which
a merely human consciousness would receive if it

were suddenly invaded by a Divine consciousness.
Is not the dualism of two consciousnesses as fatal
to the harmony of the life and character of Christ
as that of the 'two natures' ever ^was? Or, at

least, are not the two consciousnesses really co-

incident, the Divine being the root of the human,
the human being penetrated, formed, and inspired
by the Divine ?

In any case, whatever value we may attach to

theories of the Person of Christ, whether meta-

physical or
*

and whatever may be our
forecast of iture r

*

*."
*

,-'\

certain conclusions have est. ,

'

as of permanent importance for riiii-rimi ihou^hr
and experience, (i.) It is possible tor a Divme
Being to have a truly human experience. There
is nothing in the nature of God or of man to forbid
this. Scripture knows nothing of such disparity
between the Divine and human natures as to make
the idea of Incarnation an intellectual impossibility.
Without doubt, the fact of Incarnation must be a
theme of unending wonder and praise : but our
view of it ought not to be confounded by the intru-

sion of <pofulati\< difliculties which do not belong
to the actual -itiiuuoii The Son of God became
man. He was born, grew, thought, willed, prayed,
rejoiced, suffered, died ; and in and through all these

perfectly human experiences He was, and was con-
scious o'f being, the Son of the Father. This Divine
consciousness would, no doubt, profoundly modify,
in His case, these experiences. The effect, for in-

stance, of His sinlesbness and of His filial relation

to God upon the exercise of His intellectual facul-

ties roust have been such as to laise His knowledge
high above that of other men, and would give to it

what has been called ' intensive infinitude
' But

the Divine consciousness would not make the human

experiences other or less than human. Surely it

ought to be admitted, once foi all, that
'

as we know it, is not complete, and tfcu

completeness only as it approximates to the Divine
nature. It is not so coirect to say that Jesub Chust
was Divine and yet human, as to &ay He was Divine
and^

f " "

man.
(ii- i

i

' that the human expeiiences of
-'.i

1
'

T>' ': constitute at once a i

"

, r^ \\,

MI, M <,!> of the Divine glory In I
,

n
%.'!_.

feeling, acting, suffering of the Son, the Father is

drawing near to Hi& cieature&, and ,

" ' "

for
them the purpose both of cieation , . ,mp-
tion. We are to look for the Divinity of Clmst,
not apart from His humanity, but within it, in the
facts of His character, and in those actions which
He performs and those suffering's which He endures
in closest fellowship with men His human ex-

periences, so far from casting doubt on His Divinity,
or seeming to be inconsistent with it, will be its chief

demonstration, and will constitute God's mightiest
work for us, His most moving appeal to us. This
Man is the Word of God incarnate.

(in.) J\ no \\leutio of Christ, accordingly, is per-
sonal, ami like jiM personal knowledge, is ethically
conditioned. All constructive statements regard-
ing the Person of Christ, accordingly, must be, to
a degree not attained in the older formularies of
the Church, synthetic and concrete. We rise fi oni
a study of the life and character of Jesus, and of
the experience of those who have come under His
^,\"'i

(
L "i f

: ,."ice, with the conviction of His essen-
M! (*"<iliiM-l We confess Him to be the Son of
God. But His Godhead is not to be regarded in
abstract separation from His humanity. It is the
Godhead of One who is profoundly and truly
human.

It is Godhead, as it discloses itself in human-
ity, which presents itself for our reverent study,
and our no less reverent doctrinal statement.
From this point of view alone can the facts of

the life of Clmst be apprehended. In this light
alone can Christ be presented to this genera-
tion as the answer to its need, the age-long need
of the human spirit, for personal union with
God.
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INCENSE. The English \\oid comes from the
Lat. incensus, 'burnt

5

(tncendar,
' to bum 5

), and
is applied to the materials used foi making a per-
fume which was emitted by the materials* being
burned. The^e matenalb consist of fiagiant gums,
spices, and scents

'
Incense

'

is the usual tr of fautauM,, which occurs in the XT
6 tunes onh . Lk 1 ", Re\ 5^ S^ 18^ T m
Re\ it is alwaj s in the plural, and in IS13 is by
'odouis '

fou.nzu,a. is the LXX equivalent of Heb. JTiDp, which

comes from "K2p
' to raise an odour b^ burning,' and so 'to burn

mceiihe '

Cognate Gr \\ords are tiviMetu, 'to bum incense,'
Lk 1'* (- 7 s*,, in NT) ,

and Q'ju4<x,">,ptov, He 94 '

censer,' or '
altar

of incense
' The root of these \\ords is tf-ai = (1)

' to be in heat,'

(2)
*
to burn,' (3)

'

to sacrifice (by burning
1

) ; see Grunm-Tha} ei
,

& i' , and cf. tivucs and foft&u The word 8uu.lx.uM is to be carefully

distinguished from ti$va$ t
'frankincense* (Heb rijUj The

latter \\as an ingredient of the former, tifrtves is found twice
in NT (Mt 2ii and Rev 18*3, in the latter together with

Swjtwa/xfisrat)

Incense came to be used in connexion with the

Levitical worship in the Temple Special caie was
to be taken in the making of it (Ex 30^- P)
Several passages in the OT indicate that the

Israelites came to t'^Ml it (as they did other

ceremonies) per se 9 JLJMII MMI its spiritual mean-

ing. Hence the denunciations of the prophets (Is

I 13 etc.). In the NT it is leferred to only in con-

nexion with the daily service of the Temple (Lk 1),

and also as part of the symbolical heavenly wor-

ship in tl \pOL.ih c In Revo8 and S3 4 it is

associated v uh i'i piJyei*- of the saints; in 5s

appdiently being identified with the piayers, and
in 8tJ 4 added to the prayers (cf. rats wpoo-evxais in

both verses), as though to render them acceptable.
RV * with

'

in Eev 84 seems impossible.
The MuilmliMii ^eems to 1 < <*,lb that of

worship, ^hith, like incense, "> ' I--M earth to

heaven. In Ps 1412
prayer is thus likened to

incense. Godet (on Lk i
10

) thinks there was a
close connexion between the two acts of burning
incense and offering prayer.

* The one was the typical, ideal, arid therefore perfectly pure
prayer; the other the real prayer, which ,.- r ^ ..M i

feet and defiled. The former covered ,
'

r
* L-I ._-

->'K''n
nu ^ '

'i r ' >mmunicated to the '" <
r - r} *

. !<1

h,-.. '! *-->; -
< r<> the complement of each other.'

Incense is used in worship in the Greek and
Roman Catholic Churches, and by some congrega-
tions in the Anglican Church. Its earliest use in

the Christian Church seems to have been as a

fumigant (so Tertullian), No liturgical use is

known for at least 4 if not 5 centuries. Up till

then it ua*- regained as a relic of heathenism. As
the Holy Communion came to be regarded as a
sacrifice, and in some respects analogous to the
Jewish sacrifices, incense became gradually asso-

ciated with Christian worship. It is at least note-

worthy that there is an entire absence of any
reference to incense in the Christian Church of the
NT in Acts and the Epistles, the only allusions

being those in the symbolism of the Apocalypse.
May not this be rightly regarded as an argumen-
tum e silentio ? Having the substance, what need
is there of the shadow ? (Jn 4s3- 24

).

LITFR \TURP Aril
'

Incens-e,'
* Frankincense '

in Hastings"DB ;

'
Inc ense

'

in Smith's DCA ; Godet and Plummer on
Lk 10 11

, Speak?r'rf Com on Rev 5? S3 IS".

W. H GEITTITH THOMAS.
INDEPENDENCE. See ORIGINALITY.

INDIGNATION. See ANGER, and FIERCENESS.

INDIVIDUAL. It has almost become a common-
pin <i of Apologetics that the significance of the
md i \idual is first recognized in Christianity. In
Antiquity the idea that the individual mijrhY vfcand
over against the State, either through the sense of

j

duty or the sense of truth, was not entertained,
i

Moist ancient civilizations were based on slavery,
which at once reiuseci to recognize a laige section

of the membeis of the State as individuals, and

placed the individuality of the others not on an

equal moial basalts, but on a basis of social in-

equality
Yet the Christian conception of the individual

did not descend upon the earth without any indica-

tion of its coming. Socrates had mstiuctecl men
to know themselves, and, though hib gieatest dis-

ciple did not consider this teaching inconsistent

with a Republic in which the family and the most
sacred rights of the individual are sacrificed to the
mteiests of the State, the real significance of the
Gieek ^''

'
-

'; was the growing clearness with
which ,

*
; to bring out the importance of

man to himself Stoicism insisted that a man's

dignity should not be at the mercy of events,
and even Epicureanism taught that man's surest

giound of happiness is within. Baur's conten-

tion, that the chief prepaiation for O
11

*
i-' , '\

was a growing need for a universal, a ,-'. -

-"..' "-
--nly another way of -<i

t
\

IMJ.- tii.it the
, ! ,,' not as a fiee man, 01 s ( i.h iic, man,

or a member of a Greek State, but as an individual,
was slowly coming to his rights.
This progress in the Gentile woild, however, was

not in any strict sense a preparation for our Lord's

teaching, but, at most, of the world for receiving it.

His true foundations are in the OT, and more
particularly in t

1
'

IT am it is a
commonplace of , at the reli-

gion of the OT . about the
individual at allm the same sense as the religion of

the NT. Worship is a social and even a civil act.

The God men woiship is the God of their fathers,
i.e. the God of their race. The great body of the
ritual exalts not the covenant person, but the
covenant people Even the prophets have very
little to say about individual piety, but concern
themselves with the ruleis and the conduct of

society and the destiny of the nation. We cannot
be sure, even in what seem the most personal
Psalms, that it is not the voice of a nation rather
than of an individual that confesses sin and implores
help. This uncertainty regaiding the place of the
individual is made greater by the indistinctness, at
least in the earlier books, of the hope of individual

immortality, which, however we may try to get
round it, is essential to any high estimate of the
worth of the individual.

No book, nevertheless, compares with the OT
for the boldness with which the individual stands
out in contrast and, if need be, in opposition to, the

community, and that on spiritual, not social con-
siderations The standard of its teaching is per-
sonal responsibility, and that ultimately sets a
man alone as an individual with his God. "if it is a
national and not an individual hope the prophets
contend for, they place it on an individual not a
communistic foundation. They are not concerned
to reform institutions or demand new laws. The
reform they seek is of personal action and manners,
and the law they wish to see obeyed is God's For
this lawit i the individual thnt ^nifio-. iln.-pio-
sureof ln^ p< i-onal (all IMMTIJ; -<o J.INMI thai In- duly
to follow iLi'npv(T<|U(MioTu

i
<l o\ori ibouglnt -lioul'd

bring him into < on Mid \\\\\\ liuih i'u i ^uito ;uiti the

people. Ezekiel may have been the first to recog-
nize the full -i;rnifi<,mee of this attitude, but he
was by no means the first to take it up. Of every

01 MM ( "i could be said,
*

Behold, I have made thy
<r l.ai'l against their faces, and thy forehead

against their foreheads' (Ezk 38
). To each of

bhem the Spirit of God was a power to help Mm to
be true to himself. It set each of them on his feet
before speaking to him (Ezk 22

). The very mark
of a true prophet was to hear God's voice only, and
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not man's, and to be tine to the individuality God
had given him, and not to be an echo of the paity
cues around. To have that most selfish kind of

individualism which consists in agreeing with the

majority of the poweis that be, was the mark of

the false prophet (Jer 20)
Such an attitude of independence could not be

taken up without a very strong sense of the signi-
ficance of the individual foi God The significance
of the solitary figme of Jeiemiah could not be less

because he lived for the welfare of his people, and
their ingratitude left him in isolation Ezekiel

naturally followed with the application. Were
Noah, Daniel, and Job in a wicked land, they
could but deliver then own souls \ , 'u-

*
-

ness (14
14

) God deals equally \ ,

'

,

act is we
* " "

prejudice either from a
man's ow the doings of his fatheis

(IS
2 - a^

). ^he soul that smneth, it shall die

(v
4
)

Of other OT writings the two most important
are the Psalms and Job. The eye of the writers

may at times be on the nation, "but even that is

pait of their personal piety, and to our day the
ii" "i .^I'j "' - 1 of the rsalms is in

' "

>

"i
'

i. , i walking with his G I !' *

of Job is wholly occupied with the problem of the

individual, even if this individual be supposed to

stand for the nation ; and no one has ever stated
with greater splendour of ^ or intel-

lectual daring his right to not only
from his fellow-men but fiom his God
The OT conception of the relation of the moral

individual to God, moieover, necessarily leached
out toward the hope of immortality, and that not

merely as an extension of man's desires beyond
time, but as the just

'

of an individual-

ity that defied time a ^ the eternal
That our Lord entered upon this heritage and

accepted the estimate of each individual which we
indicate by calling him an immortal soul, and that
on the gi omul of the OT conception of the blessed-

ness of the man whom God hears, appeal s fiom His

argument with the Sadducees (Mt 2232
,
Mk 1227

,

Lk 2038
), and is a postulate of His whole teaching.

The saying,
' What shall it piofit a man, if he gam

the whole world and lose his own soul ?' (Mk SJ6
),

may only indicate a man's value to himself, and
the other,

* How much then is a man better than a

sheep '
'

(Mt 1212
), may not seem to go very far.

Christ's true conception of the individual rather
|T
ie belief }%& offers for ii,rr- <

*|>'.
:

'He requires that ma 1
1 -'in-il-i i "i n

Of iln- '/

'

,/* the centre of c \- MI', MIL. i- ii

niiirmo-i.ii un of the Father. As revealed through
the Son, He is a Father, which means that He does

not, as a mere Ruler, deal with IIHMI in -roup^ but
that each man has to Him theli-nn(Tivono the

importance, the whole significance he can have to

himself. The side of God's infinity which our Lord
insists on, is the infinity of His care for the indivi-

dual. In God's sight also, nothing can be given in

exchange for a soul. By His care and guidance,
that frail thing, an individual spirit, can walk
without anxiety amid all the forces which might
threaten his destruction, not only sure of protection,
but sure that everything will be used to serve his

true welfare. This attitude toward earthly cares

is not sustained by hardness or indifference, but by
a belief that God regards these things as the
servants of His children, whose individual well-

being He sets far above material things. It is not
a low view of the world, but a high view of the

spiritual individual, which our Lord teaches,

SpcM king, as He always does, with this thought of

God towards man in the foreground Jesus is led to

dwell rather on the worth of the insignificant and

imperfect individual in the concrete than on the

general worth of the individual in the abstract.
Hard-hearted religious people spoke lightly of
'this multitude 3

being 'accursed 5

(Jn 749
} He

called none accursed, and \\arned His followeis
against calling any one Eaca (Mt o22

) ;
and when

He used the word *

lost,' it became in His mouth
tender and compassionate and full of the heart of
God. The paiables of the Lost Sheep, the Lost
Piece of Money, and above all of the Piodigal Son
(Lk 15), speak of God's unwillingness to let any-
/ -ecious as an individual be lost Thel.l > the type of what is greatest (Mt 181 - 2

),

and the little one m moral statin e, whom to offend
is worse than death, is guarded by the very angels
of the Presence (IS

10
).

The same estimate of the worth of the indivi-
dual appears in the ideal of human duty There is

no one, however poor or humble, who should not
set before him the goal of being perfect as our
Father in heaven (Mt 548

) It is better to cut off

the right hand than use another individual foi our
lusts, or to put out an eye than purpose such a thing
(5

27"30
). Most distinctive is the duty of "o^

.
i\ ( no^

Our Loid takes for granted that it will be dirii-

cult. We shall have so much lespect for our own
individuality that we must be hurt, and for the

' * ""

,

" '

\ of others that we cannot pass over

3asily. Only by rising to the height
of God'- 1i.'':_:Y can we hope to attain to God's

way of i
1 ". i.tli the unthankful and evil. We

are to understand that God also does not pardon
lightly. He does not regard the whole mass of

good and bad ':-!

"
'"!\. On the contrary, He

sets each indh ,- \ .
! ! ,"!i k Him as something of

great significance to Him, something whereby He
can be deeply hurt and grieved, and then, out of

the same love that can be huit, He pardons him.
It is the significance of the individual that gives
its whole importance to the doctrine of pardon,
whether on God's part or on man's.
But the very greatness of this relation to God

might seem to
" *

;

"

the distmc-
tiveness of ma , ! i . \, I vorth of the
individual is not ultimately from himself but from
God ( If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a

branch, and is withered '

(
Jn 15b ).

Tl
*

-
1 1 \

'

j.
1 , 1 1 1 1

-
..

seem to be a denial that there is such a thing as an
individual. The individual would then be a mere
manifestation of God. Spinoza's formula, omvm
determinate) est negatw, would obtain, and the
assertion of one's own individuality would only be
as cutting off a certain portion of the air with a
knife But the inalienable secret of the gospel is

that it enables a man to find God _and himself at

the same time. It does not deal with the endless

substance, but with a Father. That He is an indi-

vidual is not His limitation, but the condition

of all His greatness ;
for it is the condition of

His working by love, and love is greater than

power. Conversion is thus not only a turning to

God, but a finding of oneself (Lk IS17 ), and a com-

ing to one's true home and to one's right posses-
sion. While no succour of God fails a man who
will have it, it remains a necessity of God's love to

set a man by himself in the task of working out

his own destiny. He is allowed to go into the far

country and waste his substance. In all the de-

scriptions which glance out into the future there is

a strange aloneness of the individual^who has gone
his own way, into which God Himself cannot
intrude. Just because every human personality is

so definitely an individual, we cannot be <ure that,

in the end, there may not be a lost individual. A
relation of love in Christ's sense necessarily means
a relation of individuals, and that means such a

marking off of a man from God that even God
cannot enter that personality again, except the

door is opened to Him, as it were, from the inside.
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This high gift of being an individual with the

possibility of be ;v
i;r a child of God, carries with it

also the
"])

ili! 11 v of such exclusion of good as

can make'him a child of the wicked one (Mt IS38
)

Nor does the closest relation to God absorb the
individual. Whatever ordinances theie may be for

public worship, the distinctive position is to enter

into our closet and shut to the door, and be with

pur Father who sees in secret (Mt 66 ). Theie is an
individual "> .- i

(̂
., 1 an individual answering,

which, how ^ i !.' minds may compass it, are

essential both m God's giving and in man's receiv-

ing. Just as there is a strange pitiful isolation of

the individual who rejects God, so
^
there is^a

strange saving of his own individuality in losing it,

in the soul that finds God That we remain indi-

viduals is as essential to the lelationship as that
we find our joy in another individual. The revela-

tion of the Father in the Son must preclude all

idea of absorption in God.

This is the ground of RitsehPs contention not onH ajrainst a
Catholicism which bears down the individual 1\ the \\eijrhi of

the institution, but also against a mysticism which reduces all

individuals to mere personality, upon which a Spirit, Himself
mere personality, operates not as mdrvidual -with individual,
biit as a1/s'r u't spiritual fui.'e upon abstract spiritual substance.
The i rijences of i,nd< t

1 \e nfi-,1 on the contrary, interpret

through Christ, the Spirit having come in His place to bring
His words to our remembrance (Jn 1426). Ritschl argues that
O,." I-,-,. ., ., TJ x r. . e

1 - I'M "

i
Q

. i ->tures on the one hand,
r'<i I

r - -' a' 'in- \ " LI M * \i- (

. ( -ices and duties of life

o r ;hi o i-ei 1 M ,i 'i(! i" .. ti
1

1 i" - not only to limit God,
but also to -iv t P-I-S ,

-
1 - i i M i yet his mam contention

is of great ..'., i- I -i r- i i <> understand the patient
humanness of God's revelation, if we take it to be a dialogue in

which God could not speak the nextword till man had responded
to the last.

The only influences our Lord used were the

appeals of wisdom and love. In every case He
respected the M!"V s'li.j ]' v of another, and sought
to make men M v>

'

> iuuch they were to them-
selves as well as to God. When any influence

appeared as a substitute for personal choice, He
sternly repressed it. He trusted no general move-
ment, and appealed to nothing occult. He was
always willing to leave a crowd for an individual

(Mk I37, Lk 4 Jn 615
). ^The only miracle He

ever wrought for the multitude He used for sift-

ing them and for gathering individuals from among
them (Jn fi

27
). And when a crowd did gather to

hear Him preach, He gave them most mtlivMisMi

teaching. He never departed from the method of

being an individual dealing with individuals, and
from requiring of them the most individual of
actions repentance and obedience to one's own
call.

Nor is the individual overborne by the society (see
artt. CHURCH, KINGDOM OF GOD, IKDIVIDUAL-
ISM). Here it suffices to say that it is just the dis-

tinctive place Christ assigned to the individual that
marks His Church offfrom the world, and His king-
doin as a Kingdom of Heaven, a Kingdom of God.
A kingdom which treats its subjects as mere pawns
in a great game, is, in that very act, marked as

temporal. Other-worldliness, indeed, is not the
mind of Christ, and the attempt to derive every-
thing from the far-lighted selfishness which does

..

'

good according to the will of God and for the sake
or everlasting happiness,* leaves no room for the

highest things of Christianity. But it is not true,
as is argued, that we reach a higher stage \\hen
we are able calmly to recognize that the individual

passes and the society remains, that everyone
should be content to live on in the lives of others,
and that the Kingdom of God is everything and
the individual nothing The Kingdom of God is

not thereby exalted Nay there can be no King-
dom of God, but a mere "floot ing earililv T topia
If the individual is obliterated, then, in view of
the endless

a^es, but a moment more, and the
society is obliterated as welt It becomes the

Kingdom of God only when it deals with the

eternal, and that must always be the individual.

It is of God and not of mere human regulation

just because it respects the individual his choice,

Ms peace, his freedom ; because it is a society of

persons not constrained by foice to a common pur-

pose, but attuned to it by love and wisdom. All

our Lord says of His society speaks of an associa-

tion in which its members will realize what the

Apostle calls the glonous liberty of the children of

God, and, so long as the Chuieh is content to

stand over against men as an institution claiming
external authority, Christ's great problem of how
men were at once to live wholly foi the Kingdom
of God, and not surrender their Christian freedom,
their rights as individuals, remains unsolved (For
the general pVilo-'phical qr.^fons regarding the

individual, siv <\ 1 1 L>, it-viN \! 1 1 v).

One question yet remains Can a peison whose
isolation has been thus defined to himself, ever

again pass into the gieat iiivui-L. i^ui-hal/l*- mass 9

\ I-)-
"

"_
' the orthodox concepuon, mdividu-

'

^ j ', . i a mere containing Avail, is so ada-

,

'

:. , whatever it may contain, it must
abide Eitschl, for one, argues that an alienation

from God which the
'

must mean annihilation. 1 ne very iaea 01 a reality
so important as to be '

'
'

.

""

-

1

while all

its manifestations dema >
i he would

ascribe to the pernicious influence of the abstract

Platonic idea of the soul. Nor can it be said that

in the Gospels, or anywhere <-1-o in ^ i
\\>i

u 1 e there

is any metaphysical basis ot a Platonic kind for a

necessary individual immoitality. The Scripture

hope is not in man, but m the character of God,
and we cannot suppose Him under any necessity
to continue evil for its own sake. On the other

hand, if, as Ritschl maintains, the personality of

God and man is individual, and pantheism is wholly
an abandonment of the religious problem, which is

how to maintain the spiritual '.

*

*
,

the whole material universe, tin ,.

'

i '.-

exalted PoMTei that rules above it, it remains a

problem whether evil can ever attain such power
as to be able to blot out for God an individual.

LITERATURE The whole of modern philosophy is concerned
with the problem of the individual, but special mention may
be made of Spmoza, Ethics

, Hume, Human Nature ; Leib-

nitz, de Pnncipw Indimdui', Kant, AnthropoZpgie ; J H
Fichte, Die Idee der Personhchkeit und der indimduellen
Fortdatier NV/ ITL* <vuthgate Shale- T T ' " " A
Study of I T .j^ijtcn, 1902, Doud, ' ' InM-
mdual, 1901 ; Beyschlag, NT Theol

, esp vol i 125-187 (Eng,
ir) Tcnime M,,* \ // Ethik, esp 10, Kretschmar, Das
' /ir>*">ri.> Pfifl *'fiilMhk"'it Ideal, 1898; J. R Illmgworth, Per-

sonality. JOHN OMAN.

INDIYIDUALISM. The word individualism is

used in two senses, and the difference of meaning
is constantly employed 'ii oidcr to discredit one set
of ideas 1>\ nr^rii IM;T ayn HIM i ho other In a general
way the uses may be" distinguished by calling the
one philosophical and the other political, indi-

vidualism, in the philosophical sense, attempts to

derive everything from the intellect and the in-

terests of the individual However much a man
derives from olhei- ho uHiiu.itclv depends, it

argues, on his \>\\\\ jud^'iionl Micl Li- five senses;
and, however IMMIOVO! 01 11 luMnav be all his motives
have their source in self-love. Descartes started
to reconstruct our whole knowledge from the indi-

vidual^ knowledge of himself, and his successors

naturally sought to construct our whole activity
from the individual's love to himself. Shaftesbury
and Butler had to affirm, almost as a discovery
that benevolence is as true and real a part of
human nature as self-love. Only after Hume had
reduced this kind of individualism to sensation-

alism, leaving the individual himself a mere series

of sensations, and after Spinozism began to be
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poured into the waters of specula! ion, was it seen
that man could not be understood alone, but only
in his whole context.

It is needless to prove that this kind of indi-
vidualism is not maintained by the Scriptuies.
And still less is it necessary to show that it is not
our IT-

-" - ""-

>f human natuie. The creature
that i image of God is not made for
himself. The creed that says, 'If any man will
come after me, let him deny himself (Mt 1624 ),

believes that it finds something more in man than

even^the wisest self-love to which it can appeal.
The individual does not

5
it is true, lose in Christ's

service. On the contrary, he will receive an
hundiedfold, and, over and above, life everlasting
(Mt 1929

). But that is only after he has learned
the secret of fui -vlv

"

, V. after he has been taught,
not of his own selr-interest, but after he has been
drawn by the Father fiom all self-regard (Jn 644).
This possibility in man, our Loid recognizes, was
also taught by the prophets, who wrote,

* And they
shall all be taught of God 5

(v.
45

). To V i,v, j-ii of
God means to be saved from this IUM, ! indi-

vidualism, to discover that it is not our right
position and not our true selves, but is alienation
from our true life and our true home j it is to
learn that not only is love part of our nature, but
that we have never found ourselves at all till it

takes us out of ourselves (Lk 1733
, Mt 1039).

Plulo-opliii.il TM'liviiuiiili-iMi, however,
"

'

\t
"";

;

'

'* '

-aem \\iih the appeal to !

'

v '. " kind of individualism rej-
is almost entirely dependent upon such an authority
for any explanation of the social order. On the other
hand, what we have called Political Individualism
is frequently maintained ]ii oV n i

11,^ ground
that man is not, in the -i">-o 01 il- IOII/PJ^ only to

himself, individualistic, but has his true social

quality within himself. * Individualism
'

in this
other sense means the rights of the individual over

against authority, a position which does not, as is

usually assumed, involve logically the other indi-

vidualism, the individualism of every man for
himself. It is not a denial of the necessity of a
corporate existence or of the value of

society^.
Its

real oppo-iie i^ Communism, and the real point at
issue i- \\ helhoi society depends on the individ.ua!

or the individual on society. Both Individualism
and Communism, of course, would admit a mutual
inter-relation, but the question is which is first,

the individual or the social institution, and which
is to be our chief reliance, the good-will of the
individual or the control of the social machinery.
So far is this kind of individualism from involving
individualism in the other sense, that it rather
assumes that all the elements for '1 V/

1

< -! -* i,,1

state exist in each man, and would MM- i- i'i! ..IMS,

if only the external hindrances could be removed.
On this latter question, it must be admitted, our
Lord's attitude is much more difficult to determine.

"{ - pia 'r'Ti"
1

ir fliv !
imt *- in inno me -- I'm" h p-

* First,
! i- - i' i ihi *"!, .i

1

!-'!
1 or \kt/- MM to v 1'o-M < \ .! r Itrmstic

r- . ijT'-ilu ncroi nn. i*' -i.;i'
"" 01 clti-l That kind

or '!i '1 i',->n s'ooil ui il IOM os I'll 1 Cio-- ,ir"l -.ii'l *TT<

s:i\L(i othu-, liim-elf lit 1 cannot sinp,'and * iw TI trio !>>- i
' ri

tii<> nc'crhi or absurd rv 1 hen there ia the vigorous Philistine
inMiv hkiali-in of ILoi uoit Spencer. It conceives man as a creature
with fup M,'n-ts and ten finders, who needs nothing on earth
h r a fiee field and no fa'v our, whofco chief duly to the human
race is to secure its progress by making the w eakest go to the
wall The text it most dimly believes m, in the whole Bible,

is,
' He becometh poor that dealcth w ith a slack hand '

; and what
it cannot away with in Jesus is that lie told people to give to
\cnone who asked, and to sell all, and give to the poor, a

frightful encouragement to laziness and mendicancy, and a
most hurtful interference with the law of the survival of the
fittest Acfam, there is the individualism of Mr Auberon Herbert
and the Ftee Ltfe In its eyes men are quite free to part
with eventhinff they have, and it is belie\ed they would part
with it for the best purposes, if it were not that they are robbed
and also debased bv being blackmailed under the name of taxes
' Bumble '

is the true name and nature of all authorities, it having
been their way in all time to muddle everything, doing it
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wastefully and doing it badly Freedom, on the other hand, is
-:

-
ege, and would, if it could get a chance, be

"
, , .

' Force, \\hich is the sole instrument of the
State, has only one right appi ution. It has a nynt to resist
force, to suppress v lolence. llv* orate is, when it keeps to its
own sphere, simply the b z rul ,".. a terror to eul-doers,'and also, in so tar as it , "1 .

.
.

, alone, 'a praise to
them that do well With less hesitation regarding conse-
quences, this individualism reasserts J. & V "

-
! , , ,. Jiat

the sole end for which mankind are \\a-i i i ii ",' < ' or
collectively, in interfering with the liberty of action of any of
their number, is self-piotection.

1

Finally, there is the indi-
vidualism of Count Tolstoi, the basis of which he finds m the
Gospels themselves.

^

'

Judge not, that j e be not judged,
3

applies
as much to a man in his official capacity as in his private, and
' Resist not evil

'

is required from the community as much as from
the individual No man is ever so much wiser and better than
his

fellowsthat^he
can have the right in any capacity to take

ov **
f i .:

.
B
t
u - r ' -

,

"- J *'--
x . , _oai Of history is

to"
'J . ' '

' ~
>

'

men trying to"
'

"

oniewhat akin
Law as meantto '

to .-
>

.
-

* seems at first

L posed to their
1

. rejection of all visible authonties The
Socialist, moreover, has the same sympathy with Christ's

teaching. Take, e g., Headlam's Fabian Tract
, No 42 The

iv '

"i',' cs J\ -:is, he affirms, had hardly anything to do with
ii

'

r a*, ' r civ rt i, but a great deal to do with a Kingdom of God,
which is a righteous society to be established upon earth.
Christ's works were secular, socialistic works. Whatever may
be said of His miracles of raising the dead, they show that the
death of a young person was a monstrous, disorderly thing to
Him. If men would live m a rations

1

, o ,;'- AC" orderly
brotherhood, they would be clothed as > . * \ "$ i * the hly.
His denunciations were for those who oppressed the poor , and
the man whom He spoke of as in hell, was the man who calmly
accepted the difference between the rich and the poor ; while
the persons who were on the i ^ i 'it i '1 ,13 the Judgment, were
those who had taken pains to n.r ( >, , people were properly
clothed and fed The Christian society was meant to do on a
large scale the social work which Jesus had done on a small.
Jesus ordained Baptism to recen e every human child as equal
into His Church, and the Eucharist to be a sacrament of

equal brotherhood ,
and He made the first word m His prayer

the recognition of a common Father, which must involve the

equality of brethren. The Song of Mary describes Him as

putting down the mighty from their seats and sending the rich

empty away, and His Apostles insist on every man labouring",
and on the labourer, not the capitalist, being first partaker of
the fruits If, therefore

'

1 Christian, you
- ", -

i _ * The Church,
*-< :* ',

- rymg out this

task, but much '

may be done by those Churchmen who remem-
ber that the State is a sacred (!*,/," i ,-i \iH i- fche

Church," and who are willing to K> * '
i -r i .'' of

the people Their first task, strangely, will be to free the
Church from the fetters of the State, for one w ould rather have

_: -i
]

i . , i h 1 ^ -r conclusion should have been Eothe's

i -.
i, i- i ,

i- ho smess of the Church FO to labour that

ultimately it may be absorbed in the Of n- i.in .Siti'c.

This exposition clearly shows the reason for s\ rnpathy with
Tolstoi. It is a case of extremes meeting. Extreme Individ-
ualism, and extreme Socialism, are both alike conscious of the

- " " " "

,.
'_
^ r

t
^ v." JJ^VQ an

j,
Ml i , , i

1

I,- i. M ., i),, x

, ,' i

'
. ! r the position of Him who said, *Sell that

ye ha ' L- ! s. <' --
1

(-'-*", ^" ' > you who are rich

(6
24

), n, M! u . M
'

< i '. >r <v '
> \ '-ow and the orphan,

and no doubt included every form of ruthless competition,

whereby the strong get advantage of thewTeak COIMIKLVOH
has become a sacred word in these days, but it nc . or Iris b* en
a Christum wor-1 rind if tome higher law does not rule above

it, the IITU =t i II.LI w ul surv i\ c by it wiE not be the best bub only
the most rapacious.
Extreme Socialism and extreme Individualism, moreover,

have this in common, that both c i-r 11 r
i >, ,

n
s li ;

-i

the interests of the individual a ! PI >
|

o dr- -i^

at a better state of society The I- 1 \ u , -, ;i i ..- it -01 ir

society can be formed onlj out of better individuals, and regards
force as the great obstacle , whereas the Socialist thinks the

individual will ntver h.iu a chance in rio present kind of

social condirion*. Tuat < hn-t annu'1 botli at, creating a better

individual and a hctror -o<'.< rv nro<l- no proof, and it must
further be reco?n /od that the i'xi r\ I-Io Unuself created, con-

sidered a v oluiiiai j* conn*:uinti 01 goodd at least in agreement
with the spirit of His teaching (bee art WEALTH) The em-

phasis which the leaders put on this voluntary aspect ot com-
munism distinguishes Christianity clearlv- ftom Socialism, but
still the experiment indicates that, in a more Christian society,

the Socialist ideal might be accomplished in another way. With
our present concentration on material well-being, the end of

competition would be almost the end of individuality : but if our

real life were less lived by bread alone, if our true indivjduj9Jbi?r
were dependent on higher concerns, we might come to cultivate

together the soil of the earth and enjoy together aU It pio^
duces as much in common as we use the air that moves ori it*
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surface and the water that comes clou n its hills, and v\ e should
then be enabled to accept mam of Christ's commands as literal

which \\e can onl.\ no\\ In e Mith as figures of speech

One feels in reading the Gospels that what is

more alien to them iJian either Individualism or

Socialism, is the < IIM r. L a" , '-j-ri' of both, which
defends all the I in i\m Li'i-in J.iat means per-
sonal profit and all the Socialise! that means

personal security and dignity, which finds all our
Lord's concession-^ liteial and all His demands
figurative. The typical attitude, though not

usually expressed so bluntly, is Loisy's Christ,
he says, conceived the Kingdom of Goil, which He
thought was at hand, as the great social panacea.

Though He enforced it with the enthusiasm and
excess "which are necessary to implant any gieat
ideal, it "v\as quite unworkable in this lough
woiltl. There rose up in place of it, therefore, the
Church with its authoiities for belief and for con-

duct, that useful, practical, enduring compromise
between the individual and the rein-am-, society.
It is this combination which im^t of

^

our country-
men who love compromise as the oil, if not the

water, of life, are concerned to maintain ; and when
they -welcome tl <

*

Individualism, they
mean to hail the . pov, er of the visible

authorities ; and when they object to Socialism,

they tml\ mean that they do not approve of the

pui'po^e^iur %\hich the power is to be used.

The method of Socialism, nevertheless, is not the
method of the gospel, and the usual course of the
Socialist is that \vhich Mr. Headlam

follows,
to

prove that the aims of Socialism are Christ's, and
then take for granted that He would approve of

the means proposed for attaining them. Even
,sup]R>sing we make tke large concession of grant-
ing the exegesis, we still do not find the slightest

attempt to show that our Lord ever in any May
trusted to the State as the instrument for accom-

pIiMiiisir Hi-* design. The usual way of avoiding
tlii^ iliihcultv is to say that He could not be ex-

pected to look to a Pagan State as v e are justified
in looking to the Christian State. To this there
are two veiy evident replies. First, Is the State
ever Christian in our Lord's sense 9 Second, It

was not the Pagan but the Theocratic State our
Loid dealt with nearly all His days. It %\as there

waiting to be adopted; yet He lived chiefly in

conflict \\ith it, and He neVer attempted to reform
it or work through it. He certainly expected His
followers n* hi\ c zi g^od deal to do with States and
kings and jrnu mo'-, li'it it would be in an ex-

tremely riui\ iiiu,ih-ti< position (Mt 1018}, and all

that was expected of them was not to fear them
that kill the body, but are not able to kill the soul

(v.
28

). Our Lord"
1

s action was not re\ olutionarytin
the sense of actually overthrowing existing in-,ti-

tutions, but He cannot be said to have cherished
theni. A certain regard was to be paid to the
Scribes and Pharisees who sat in Mo&es3

seat (Mt
23a

), but He also subjected them to such criticism
as must have sapped their power. He Himself
so far honoured the religious institutions as not to

oppose them ; but the only evil He ever put His
hand to the task of reforming, was that which
disturbed the private worshipper (Mt 21 12"16

, Jn
213"17

}, and His entire indiffeienee to ceremonial
puntv rejected a great deal of the institution to
the advantage of the individual. All this might
seem to refer rather to the Church than the State ;

but if He distrusted the leadership of the former,
He would not be likely any more to trust the
leadership of the latter, if it took over the guid-
ance of life. It also would be the Wind leading the
Mind. What our Lord manifestly expects to see,
is %\hat He calls the seed of the Kingdom (Mt 13-*},
those who in every place are worthy, who are pre-
pared to be as lights shining in a dark place. Why i

should He speak of the result as a Kingdom of God
at all, if, in the final issue, it is only of man's regu-
lation ? The ">i' LiM'"j < it.-ih.V he** very near, that

it was a kniLM.ui'i 01 -i 'ill" ululated only by love,

a kingdom ol souls bent on a direct seivice and
obedience to God, and requiring no other lule.

This fundamental distinction between it and all

i
other eartl

*

.

* "

/ould seem to be the very
reason for . >d.

This vie by what seems the most

convincing explanation of our Lord's temptations.
To suppose that He was tempted merely by His
own hunger and love of success and love of piaise,
is to ascribe to Him motives which had no power
over Him at other times. But if they aie tempta-
tions of His ^ork, the temptation to pio\ide a

kingdom with fulness of bread and to rule by
accepting the methods of force in the State and
of display in the Church, we see how He could be
touched in His deepest interests When He turned
from that way to the road that led by a solitary-

path to Calvary, to call many, but to choose only
the few who also would be prepared ^to

walk in it,

He surely decided to look to the individual to save

the institution, and not to the institution to save
the individual. In view of all this, it cannot be

questioned that the aristocrat in his -v "- "*

digging his bread out of the earth, I _ .
-

.

the social revolution had come, in the high con-

viction that the Divine way is personal surrender
and not social supervision, represents Christ's

attitude better than the respectable peisons who
meantime take all the present sv^tem of competi-
tion will give, while they wait lor ^ah anon from
the action of the State.

But Socialism only makes a pretence of being
workable through the State, by ignoring the bear-

ing which its action would have on the whole life

of the individual, and it is with this larger ques-
tion that our Lord is concerned. His Kingdom is

not of this world, and its treasures are not upon
earth, and it only concerns itself with the things

upon earth as they have to do with the great
treasure in heaven, which is character, and the

great rule of the Kingdom, -which is love. That
fie expected this idea to be embodied in an earthly
society is plain, for the beginnings of it arose in

His own lifetime. But it was to be a very singular
society, in which none was to exercise authority
on one hand, and none to call any man master on
the other. The onl\ uiuwltx was to be service;
and the higher the po-iiiun, the lowlier one should
serve. Nothing can reconcile this with the ecclesi-

astical embodiment of it in all ages, wherein the
true succession has been placed in the officials, who
determined not only action but belief, and who
have penetrated further into the inner sanctuary
of the individual life than any earthly government
that ever existed. But no one nMogiuzLfl. more
fully than Christ Himself that I'MO cbannoK by
which His influence would go down would inter-

mingle their clay with the pure waters ; and to
assume that any organization is more than a dim
human attempt) at reaching put towards His ideal,

to neglect His own warnings. As the believer
must be in the world, so he must be in the insti-

tution in it but not of it, always retaining his

right to consider whether Christ is there or not
when men say^

e

Lo, here, or Lo, there.' In so far
AS- iho in-l it at Ion serves this Kingdom of God, this

kingdom or -ouK whose only authority is God the
Father as revealed in the Son, and whose only
rule is love, it is to be honoured

; but it must
ever be prepared to be judged by that standard.
The great end of all progress, therefore, is not

to subject the individual, but to call him to the
realization of his own heritage of freedom. It is

in the crowd that men have done all the great
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] ]. i

"
j

-i - The multitude come to take Chi1st;
-,

'
. . j\ - all in a body forsake Him ; the rulers

come together to judge Him ; the whole band of

soldiers is called together to buffet Him ; the crowd

cry, 'Crucify Him
3

; the chief priests mock Him
among themselves. Even those that were crucified

with Him stilled then pain by falling in with the

cry of the multitude. "Whatever institution,

therefore, we may submit to, we can only belong
to the true Church by first of all having

f
salt in

ourselves
5

(Mk 95t)

), by being of the truth and

hearing Chust's voice
(
Jn IS37

)

It is argued that the full meaning and claim of

Christianity can never be explicable on the basis

of Individualism, because f fiom first to last it

deals with minds which are in i elation with actual
truth in regard to the soul, the world, and God,
and which have not fully attained even the limits

of their own natuie till they are united in the
* * "

"0
'

', tinough Christ to the Father/
!

' Hume contends for the Indivi-

dualism heie refuted. Nobody else does. Why
Christianity is so individualistic is precisely that the
soul is so directly, or, at all events, can, through
God's revelation and grace, be so directly in con-
tact with actual truth, the world and God, as to
make it only a disti action for another man, on

meiely official grounds, to come in between as a

necessary channel ; that the possession of such a

personal relation to truth is a common bond of

more power than any external tie ; and that the
visible < -is only vital and useful as it

expresses this union. The usual way is to say the

Kingdom of God is a purely spiritual condition on
the one hand, and has a place and effect in the
world on the other ; to seek no common basis ; to
avoid

"

n the other; to ascribe
metho<

,

to the visible society, and
then to transfer to it the attributes of love and
truth and holiness that belong to the invisible, and
so to claim for it, in subjection, the obedience
which belongs to the other, in freedom. It is quite
true that a person in a state of salvation is one
called and admitted into a society ; but, just be-

cause it is a society of saved persons, it is different

in its relation to its members from all visible

societies. Instead of more submission to their
teachers and more obedience to their rulers, the

Scripture hope of progress is still what it was of

old,
* Would that the Lord's people were all

prophets,' would that each man were less con-
cerned about his neighbour and more about his

own message and Ins own call ! Men are always
reader to organize others ; the fruitful and difficult

task is to organize one's own soul.
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JOHN OMAN.
INDIVIDUALITY. The word 'individuality'

may be used merely for the quality of being an in-

dividual, but its common use is to indicate the

special characteristics which distinguish one indi-

vidual from another, that which, as it has been

expressed, marks each one as a particular thought
of God. Only in this latter sense is the word con-
sidered here.

Both in morals and in religion it has always been a difficult

matter 1o determine the due place of indmdual differences.
The great weakness Of Deism, eg , was that, while it abund-
antly exalted Trie individual, it hart no place for mdividuahn
Its natural rcliir-on nnd ul iiinriun ethic had, as its Aerv
standard of ovcrllpnoi*. Urn u excluded everything wherebv
cne man was (liifcruuc from another Even Kant, the highest

pioduet of Rationalism, with his view of religion as an append-
age to a moral law, and his supieme test of a moral law by its
fitness to be a lawumveisal, only accentuated this limitation
1 '

"

'
' as its characten&tic note the glory

' ' I <rvel of the unnerse \\as ju&t its
\ anety, and the glory of man that he was the most \ aned thing
in the universe. The \\hole duty ot man was to be himself and
admit no law except the law of his own nature Then un-
fortunately it too frequently appeared that what man took to
be his nature was only self-pleawng, and what he thought was
religion was only satisfaction of the artistic sense. There \\as
also another very strange result This excessive insistence
TV M , <1

'
il

'
i y came to obliterate the individual. So much

was thought o^ vVii^u * uuc cuiu uiiuiunging netice every-
thing was reduced to the great World-Spirit whose artistic

pleasure in unfolding His vanety constituted the historj of the
world
This insistence on the importance of individuality by Ro-

manticism, nevertheless, boie large fruit in both ethics and
religion Indeed, all modern study at least of the historical
i - -

i ' 7
- -d fiom Schleiermacher's insistence on the

1

of all the great founders of lehgion Nor
is it possible to question his right to i in ni in >

i ! < ilai to Jesus.
The supi erne human interest m all , u4 >"> ^ i.- is their im-
mense gallery of persons who gave scope to their indn iduahty.
For the most part they are very far from being perfect, but
none of them is fashioned on the common worldly fype, none
of them is rolled like smooth stones on the beach, in the con-
tinual social attrition Yet, even in this great galleiy of the
children of natuie and of God, Jesus stands out pre-eminent.
Whatever may be said of the stories of His birth, they mark^ --.--'

,

j-

-rnpression made o T -
-

i . by a
, , ,

'
' U ' '

, I . the
i i , I -

i n >
, the

Apocrypnai uofepels downwards, cannot
'

i* i _ < < -1 .3 nearer
a true likeness than the attc iipt-s ol i*

.v
i

f J' human
features, every reader of uiu (jospols feels that, amid all

the things He surrendered, He never surrendered His own
marked human individuality On the contrary, it continued
to be a prominent thing that forced itself on everyone. He
went His own way, thought His own thoughts, lived His ov,n
life, and never accorded anything to that tyranny of fashion
to which, in our weak regard for others, we continually sacrifice

what is greatest and best in our natures.

Our Lord*- n ^r.i 1 for the individuality of the

persons He .<>. i v .'i might be used as a key for

understanding large portions of the Gospels. He
took special care to In injr out the individuality of

each one's faith. ]Io bmi'js the modesty of the
woman with the issue of blood into prominence, to

give her the assurance she needed for her com-
fort (Mt 920ff

*). He rejects roughly the prayer of

the Canaanitish woman, to show more clearly her

right to be heard (Mt 1521 "-28
). He sits at meat in

the publican's house, to create ^elf-iopect in the
social outcast (Mk 215

}. He meets IV < MS.iin".

the man of command, by working i ">! L'II .' <> .

mand (Lk 71*10
); and He answers John, the man

who had i^\n\ ul .iction, by action (v.
22

). He
justified \\,-IIUMI I nnl in John the ascetic and in
Himself who came eating and drinking, and only
blamed the narrow censoriousness which could ap-
preciate neither (Mt II 19

).

In the Fourth Gospel, in particular, the key to
almost everything Jesus says or does is that He
knew what was in man (Jn 225

). Nicodemus, the
man dried to parchment and swathed in con-

ventional considerations, needs to be born again
into a new and fresh life (3

1 '15
). The woman of

Samaria, no longer able to command the protec-
tion of even the poorest marriage tie, and too dis-

reputable to appear at the well except when the

midday sun kept the other women at home, i&

orlered livjTjr \\aior to icfn>h her soul paiched for

5-ympath\ ,
arid i- ^o imoijiioml to herself that she

Paid,
' He told me all that ever I did' (4

1"26
) Be-

cause the nobleman lias the aii^tocratic sjnut of

his class, lie is simply told to go hr* May, hib son
lives (4

10
) ; because Lib bed lias for Unity-eight

years been the centre of all his interest, the cripple
at Bethesda is told to take it up (5

8
)

All the

Gospels are full of persons of vivid individuality.A striking feature of our Lord's whole ministry is

the way in which, in His presence, a man's true

qualities ino\ iiably < oim to light The ie=-pectable
convention behind' \i bi< li men hide inevitably falls
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away, and men appear in all their real character-

istics, often with the unhonoured to their honour,
and with-',"* Wily i -ni < "vu ! their shame. Even
the Pharibee, uie'iype m ail ages in which indi-

viduality
is most suppressed by creed and custom,

cannot keep the curtain drawn in His presence.
At first sight this definiteness seems to be lost in

the strange, vague atmosphere of the Fourth Gos-

pel, which is so strongly irradiated by one indi-

viduality that of the writer. But in life it is not
the pei&ons who are themselves colourless who do
most justice to the individuality of others. So it

is that in John we see, more than in any other

Gospel, the vivid individuality, in particular, of

,' ,

"

and how Jesus *

>.
/cl i and dealt

Yndrew and Nathanaei, Pnilip and
Thomas aie mere names and shadows in the other

Gospels, while in John they have each one his own
characteristic note. Even Peter, in the other Gos-

pels, is little more than an inexplicable mixture
of insight and error ; but in John he is drawn in

a phrase by the Master Himself,
c When thou wast

young thou girdedst thyself and walkedst whither
thou wouldest' (21

18
). This < i

petuous character appears in > ;
tion of him in John, till, in the days of heaviness,
he n<

, n ir J

l o slackness which nad fallen upon
all : . .

-i"j[
L- and said with his old grip at Ms

girdle, *I go a fishing
'

(2I
3
). In <

" "

the

question of the authenticity of John, this, at all

events, deserves consideration, that it leaves us
with &uch a sense of the strong individuality of
the Apostles, both as children of nature and as
children of grace, as to make it not incredible that
a handful of poor men should start to conquer the
world. In this Gospel, moreover, faith is not only
an individual act, which it must always be, but
also an attitude which brings out a man's deepest
individuality. Men do not believe, because they
tru&t only what they see (4

48
). They cannot be-

lieve in Christ, because already they have not
believed in the highest they knew (5

47
). It is a

ceitain
\

T "or Christ which makes men
believe '

1 1
v

!
,

Belief is a special word to

oneself, a hearing from the Father ((J
45

). Unbelief
arises from being from beneath (S

23
), from being of

one's father the devil (S
44

). There is, throughout, a

family likeness in unbelief; while belief, in the
consciousness of its own special needs, finds its

own call. It does not lean on Abraham, or fashion
itself on the accepted model, but, KkeHathanael, it

seeks God under the fig-tree, like Philip it is ready
to say to conventional questions,

* Come and see.'

This faith, moreover, issues in an eternal life, the
present effect of which is to give us possession of
our own. souls, to know God in such a way as not
to be greatly concerned about men, to be in the
world yet not of it (17

15
).

Though less prominent in the Synoptics, our
Lord's regard to individuality Is not less significant
To enter the Kingdom, so pronounced an indivi-

duality is required that it can take by itself the
narrow \i ay, while the common course is the broad
road iMt 7"j ; it is to be one in so characteristic a
fashion as to cause more joy in heaven than the
ninety and nine who, satisfied with the received
standard, need no repentance (Mt 1813, Lk 157).
This strong insistence that many are called and
only few chosen, indicates not arbitrariness in
dealing with irulrv i<lual->, but the rarity of the
iruJu idnal it v Coil r c<iuire-, (.Me 2214

). His true dis-

ciplci must be of so pronounced a type that, while
thov -luin tlio poor glorv of self-aNplny (Mt 62

),

they must yet be $he salt of tho earth, and not
even fear tlie prominence of Lcin<r ,-is a city set
on a hill. They must shun the aff-pcn-a-ivo, all-

assimilative creed of the time, the leaven of the
Pharisees; nor will the accepted Christian formula,

the saying of 'Lord, Lord,' be any more approved
(Mt 721

).

Our T. v (} Co - no', i c 11v differ from the pagan view that the
worth o .% r<l'.iii.u depends upon his

"- ' *' T
difference is in the - s-

"*
"ihat wheren

consists, and of th * in each ir <
(

,

Even to Aristotle . meant something ,-' ="^-
t *

,

' a- certain

aloofness from the petty concerns of life, which could be pos-
sible for all men only when the gieat mechanical slave whom
Aristotle dreamt of could be made to do the drudgery With
Christ, on the other hand, a man could have true individuality
in the lowest seats and at the lowliest services

Nor is Chnst's conception that of modern culture, which," *
Aristotle than Jesus. He does not seek,

,
1 1

' '

jp as high as poss-

"

,

>
,

* "of his

nature. A man does not fail of that ; ch the

Kingdom of God requires, even though he have to cut off an
offending hand or pluck out an offending eye, and enter blind
and maimed (Mt 529).

The classical presentation of the type of indi-

viduality Dermitted and required in the Kingdom
of God is in the Beatitudes. Too often they are
read as a suppression of individuality, which they
are if a man's chief characteristics are posses-

sions, popularity, self-assertion, self-indulgence.
But in (JniM: &"oyes this should not be the way
of showing a man's true nature. The descrip-

tion, taken as a whole, presents an energetic

type which, just because of its superiority both to
-ixieiv and to nature, is bound to be of marked
imliwiln.iliiv. To be poor inspirit is not to be

poor-spirited, not to bend and break under every
trial, but is to be rich in a faith which accepts
poverty or anything else in the assurance of

never oeing broken or bent. The mourner is

not one given to tears, but one in *

*

>pposi-
tion to wrong and in energetic u ^

- with

suffering. The meek is not the meek and mild,
not the soft, timid person, but one who has too

high a faith in a wiser power than his own to
strive and cry. To hun^ei and thirst after right-
eousness is necessarily to ta,ke an independent and
difficult course in the world ; while to be merciful

requires decided strength of character, most of the
cruel things on earth being done not in self-will

and malice, but in thoughtlessness and weakness.

Purity of heart never could survive in this world
as mere innocence and ignorance of evil ; the soft

people who seek to shun everything disagreeable
are the chief makers of dispeace ; and only persons
of determined character and decided principles
ever run any risk of IUML j<

- v m u f ' *_' '

ness' sake. Were theienootaei
cojuu.

'

i--
1

*
, :

last, it would mark the contrast with, the accepted
type, with the person whose first motive is prudence,
\\lio*c "iiulinj: star is agreement \vith the authori-

ties, who feel^ an obtrusive individuality to be in
bad taste, and who regards a somewhat colourless

iiiLoi^liLp of the Church and of Society as the
hall -ni.nk of the Divine approval. Instead we see
one who is the odd man in the hundred, one who
will not walk with the crowd in the broad way,
one who has something of the Mii<.u.l<i r ii\ of the

prophet which will ensure for him the singularity
of the prophet's reward.
This large scope for individuality is maintained

chiefly by resting the guidance of life not on a
rule, but on a relation to God, revealed not in a
code, but in a Person. This was the basis of a rule
of love to God and to man to which all the Law
and the Prophets could be reduced. Love is the

way of at once giving -.cope to our <rv\n individu-

ality and cherishing the jmlnuluahiy of others.
Not that love can be without law. As it has been
well said, What is love at the centre is always
Law at the circumference. But love at the centre
will always keep law mindful of human differences,
[t will be a law in accordance with the Apostle's

interpretation of his Master's meaning when he
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enjoins us to be true to our own highest individu-
j

ality, i.e. the special demands of our own con-

science, to do nothing that is not of faith (Eo 1423
) ;

to attend so far to the weakness of our own indi-

viduality as not to be enslaved to anything ; and
to regard the individuality of our neighbour so far

as to take heed to what edifies (1 Co 1023
). Never-

theless it is no true development of Christian faith
or morals, as Newman (in his Development] and
countless others have argued, that the faith has
been elaborated into a creed that omits no detail

of doctrine, and the
""

to a code that lays
down every detail of

v
\ can it ever be true

humility to surrender our individuality to any other
man made like to ourselves.

Yet a free Protestant code and a smaller creed
do not necessarily give us a true and character-
istic faith, or save us from a mainly negative
standard of duty, and perhaps there is no kind of

consideration for others more needed at the present
day than to have courage to be ourselves.

To leave room for this individuality is one of the
most difficult and most neglected tasks of theology,
and to leave scope for it in the Church is a task
that has never been very anxiously pursued by the
ecclesiastic. Yet if the true manifestation of faith

is power to become sons of God in spite of society
and circumstances, a very important element of

it should be the maintenance of our true indi-

viduality; and though truth can only be one,
there should be something characteristic in each
man's faith. The preservation of this difference

among the Scripture writers is the real task of

Biblical Theology, which should not aim at evapor-
ating truth into what each man thinks, but at

showing how important every m-an is for his faith,
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- "

-im-

ply as a historical character, or ;, , , of

a visible career among men, Christ undoubtedly
presents as distinct an aspect of i: ^V ,-r

'

\

concrete reality, as can be affirmed ', \ :

'

personage, On the other hand, wli- |i
the historical point of view to that of Christological
construction, we can hardly fail to raise the ques-
tion whether it is possible !" -in i"' f'<i ii

i
<\

lalifx ,iv
the category of individual. y '.- jii-p

1 !".! to Christ
on the side of HIR, humanii \ . 1 *MH < LV r.^ from the
latter point of view, and deferring to the Catholic
i

'

-,''
'

respecting the union of our Lord's man-
i i i the pre-exi^tent Logos or Son of God,
we are confronted vith the task of explaining how
a real concrete manhood can be taken into verit-

able union with the Logos without effecting a

heterogeneous and double personality. The task
is a very difficult one, and in wiestlmg with it a
temptation easily arises to strip the manhood of

concreteness or individuality, and thus to accom-
modate it more fully to the demands of personal
unity. But a resort to this alternative has its

own difficulty, and thai bv no mean** a slight one,
since the thought of an Incarnation which means
the union of the Son of God wirh a mutilate^, man-
hood, or with a mere semblance of manhood, is far

from being satisfactory. Indeed, there is little

hazard in affirming that the mind and heart of

Christendom would sooner tolerate an element of

unresolved dualism in the person of Christ, than
sacrifice in any appreciable degree the reality and

perfection of His manhood.

1. Among the prominent theories involving a
saciifice of this kind the J\n<Hi /,//,' Inn, is the most;
explicit and intelligible. JJ\- i,. -,miposition that
the Logos took the place of the rational soul in the
Redeemer, so that the Incarnation involved only
the assumption of a human body with its principle
of animal life, it evidently simplifies very much
the problem of Christ's pei&on. But the simplifica-
tion takes place at too great a cost. The immut-
able Logos clothed in e

a r~vi- -
; , obviouslyno proper subject for , ,.,,. a real im-

plication in human experiences geiieiallv. He
cannot be brought into accord -\\ith the" Gospel
representations, except by resort to an artificial,
Docetic .

r
i i

11 a J-M. As lacking the most essen-
tial fact'' ni i ,<rh"o,. He is destitute of the most
apprehensible bond of brotherhood and ground of

companionship. In short, the advantage which
pertains to t

1 *
\

""
-

heory, on the score
of simplicity , is overmatched by
the disadvantage which it incurs by its incompati-
bility with Gospel facts and by its p

n

.ir.-i <M

Christ's ooMii-v". y to enter into tin;
"

,V < ".,

and thus < m .'! i *c complete office of mediation.
In effect it abolishes the Son of Man; for the

archetypal manhood, which Apollinaris supposed
to be resident in the eternal Logos, is a fai off

thing in comparison with the concrete reality
which naturally is present to our thought when
we use the term 'manhood.*

2. A second historic theory which has a distinct
bi <ui n_ np<-n our theme is that of

""" * *

/

1 1

1

, i" ,iv- from Apollinarism in \ \ \

knowledgment that by the incarnation of the Son
of God is to be understood the a>-umiium of a

complete human nature. This acknowledgment,
however, turns out to be rather verbal than sub-
stantial. The Monophysite assertion of a single
nature in the incarnated Christ involved the com-
pounding of the human nature in Him with the
Divine ; and this, in connexion with the vast pre-
ponderance assigned to the Divine in jDost-Nicene
thinking, meant virtually the reduction of the
human to the rank of an accident, a secondary
and contingent property^ or group of piopeitie*,
superinduced upon a Divine subject Such an
outcome, it is needless to say, runs very close to
the submergence of the human side of Christ. It

leaves no place for the thought of a real ethical
manhood 5 for a proper ethical character is not

predicable of a selfless accident. And with this

deficit is <<i>ijiiim<1 JL -orious metaphysical diffi-

culty_,
sinco inn 'arncMi.il thinking insists upon a

relation of commensurability between attributes

and their subject, and does not approve the notion
that attributes appropriate to a finite personality
can be made properly to inhere in an infinite

subject.
3. A theory favoured with more orthodox asso-

ciations than the Monophysite, but having a some-
what questionable bearing on the Chnstological
problem, is the theory of the //////(!/-*(//"/'/// of
Christ's manhood, or more spoulicnlly, the oheory
that His manhood, being dcuud of a pci^orudir}
of its own, obtained from the first moment of -u In-

sistence its personal subject in the Ego of the pre-
exibtent Logos (the so-called doctrine of enkypos-
ta$ts) t Thi*. Ihooiy was broached by Leontius in

the 6th cent., vra** advocated by John of Damascus
in the 8th cent., and has had in later times con-

siderable currency among theologians of reputed
orthodoxy, though never receiving any distinct

oecumenical sanction. As handled by John of

Damascus, the notion of the impersonality of
Christ's manhood cannot be said to have been

suitably reconciled with the full reality of tihat

manhood. While formally lie assigned to, the

Redeemer the full complement of human faculties^
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he
" n ' "" ^

in one connexion or anothei to deny
to characteristic form.s of activity, ft

would not do, as be conceived, to admit progress
in knvled^e on the part of Chust, as this would
contravene the truth that the hyrjobtatic union of

the human with the Divine in Him was complete
from the start. For a like reason it was con-

sidered inadmissible to impute real prayer to Him.

Divinity needs nothing, and a humanity that is

peifectfy united with Divinity shares in its suffi-

ciency. In relation to the will ako the Damascene
considered it necessary to retiench fiom the proper
human mode The logical i&vue of his representa-
tions is to deny to the human will in Chi 1st all

power of initiative, and to reduce it entirely to

the office of a ' medium through which the Logos
moved the man Jesus

'

Quite pos&ibly John of

Damascus does not afford the best specimen of

what can he done in Christological construction

with the notion that the human nature of Christ,

being without personality of its o^vn
5
denved such

personal character as pertained to it from its rela-

tion to the person of the Logos. But certainly it

ii* difficult in the light of his exposition to discover

the real Son of Man The image of a genuine and

living manhood does not stand forth in his repre-
sentation of the Kedeemer.

It has sometimes been concluded that^a special

afUjiiittiLV belongs to the doctrine of the imperson-
ality ot the human nature of Christ, as helping to

explain the atoning efficacy of His work. The
interence is nicide that human natuie in thi& char-

acter is not. a concrete, limited entity, such as is

the human nature of the individual man, but

rather generic or universal. It is then argued
that Ohri&t in perfecting His own human ^nature
sanctified human nature in general. Again, it is

claimed that, in viitue of His literal community
with men, His doing was in the proper sense a
transaction within, as well as for, the^vhole body
of humanity. As an eminently spiritual writer

1..
-

i \,
'

> "he thought,
f

every man was a pait
ii i

!

\ ; n II.' felt the sins of every man, not in

sywp.iiiiv but in sorrow and abhorrence* (Thomas
rskine/r To such representations it i^ VgiLinui' o

to reply, that what needs to be sanctinea is not

human natuie in itself, but myriads of human
Iteings ; that the sanctitication ofjiuman nature in

Christ cannot rationally be conceived to have any
immediate effect upon its sanctificatipn elsewhere,
inasmuch as human nature in Christ cannot be

regarded as a stuff out of which men universally
are fashioned; and that a generic or universal

human nature belongs purely to the realm of the

conceptual, and cannot possibly have any place in

the sphere of real being. In short, the line
_
of

representation in question rests upon a fiction

\\hit h modern philo-ophy for the most part has
diMoumcTunu'd the lit i ion of the real existence

of universals.

4. While it is impossible to be satisfied with any
one of these historic theories, as respects its bear-

ing on the integrity or concrete reality of Christ's

manhood, it i^ far from ea>y to offer a definite sub-

stitute which is not open to exception. Indeed, an
attempt at strict construction is certain to mis-

carry. The extraordinary as such rebels against
complete el u (Minion, and by supposition the union
of i Ni JJivino and the human in Christ is an extra-

ordinary fact. Any one who accepts the Incarna-
tion must admit that the individuality of Christ's

manhood wa*> speuatty conditioned; out equally,
any one who ad mil -> T ho o\ ! i a.oi d inary character of

the Incarnation must grant the impossibility of

giving a full explanation of the mode and measure
of this special conditioning. We cannot fully con-
strue our own relation to the Divine ; how then
should we espect to gain clear insight into the

relation of the human to the Divine in the peison
of our Lord 9 Probably the best that can be done
is to form an ideal picture of the normal relation

of perfected manhood to the Divine, and then

beyond this to postulate the mystery of a special

bond between Chiibfs manhood and His Divinity.
T" ,

"
i i : -f the ideal picture will be distinctly
.'

' i.' having cleaily apprehended the

great truth that manhood loses nothing of its

proper character by intimate union -with the

Divine, that the human spirit is never moie itself

than when it is possessed by and insphered m the

Divine Spirit, that fieedom is never so complete a&

when the human will by its own consent passes
under the absolute direction of the Divine will,

we shall be prepared to believe that manhood m
Christ suffered no retrenchment by its extia-

ordinary union with the Divine, but rather is to

be accounted the full-orbed specimen of manhood
as respects ethical worth and all tender and beauti-

ful traits.

Taken in a popular sense, rather than in relation

to Christological theory, the subject of individu-

ality suggests a discu&sion of those charactenstics

which may be regarded as specially distinctive of

Christ as a historic pei-oruipe This discussion,

however, is re&eived for the ail UNIQUENESS.
LITERATURE J. A. Dorner, History of the Doctrine of the

Peison of Chntst, Adolf Harnack, Hilton y of Dogma, K L
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> Doctrine of the Incarnation ; John Caird, The
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INDOLENCE. The spirit of Christ's religion is

inimical to indolence in the sphere of business

(Lk 1611
,
Mt 2448 2S26

), but more especially indolent

Cliii^rianity is salt without savour (Mt 513
). Not

only is a state of salvation hard to maintain (Mt
714

), but perfection is to be aimed at (5
48

). An
enemy sows tares while \\e deep (13

25
) The oil

in our lamps consumes as we rest (25
15

) "Watch-

fulness is the very opposite of indolence (26
41

).

The hid talent win reproach the indolent m the

day of reckoning (25
18

). Most deadly is the

spiritual indolence which is satisfied to have
Abraham for father (Lk 38, Jn 83J

), or Christ for

Saviour, without response to the impulses of the

Holy Spirit, the source of life and motion and

progress.
V -JIT",,!

; d ^'" x
may be executed upon the

PI. <>-} M'U" .

' after a period of further pro-
bation (Lk 136"9

), or suddenly and unexpectedly
when that day comes as a snare (Lk 21* x

- and the

Judge pronounces the sentence (Mk II 14
). The

conscience must be kept awake and intelligent

(Mt S23- 24
). The beginnings of evil must be

checked (v.
18f

-)- The ears must be open to learn,
and the heart ready to believe (II

15
) The rock

foundation to build the house upon may need
much toil to reach it (7

24
).

-\T.<" (onii'iiuTlx

the servant of Christ must b<> KMUV ror i".-*

Master's coming, with loins ^jnlcd and li'Ji-

burning (Lk 12-*
5
). Love is not indolent in seeking

the lost sheep (Mt 1812
). Hope is not indolent in

running to the ^ejuilihio '.Tri 204 )j or h_astenmg to

the manger \\.\\ '2''} laini is not indolent in

pressing through the crowd to be healed (Mk S27
).

f The zeal of thine house shall eat me up
'

(Jn 217
).

See also art. SLOTHFULNESS.
"W. B FEAKKLAND.

INFANCY.
1. The period of infancy, properly speaking, ma3

r be taken as

tying between the birth of a child and its 1/e i;
^< .'lit"! ; and

Hebrew children were usually weaned at f-o j(J.r- O T
r.j>;e or

thereabouts. Quite a number of terms are used in Heb to
describe childhood and youth at various stages ; and in this

wulio^ti i)iri<;d before a child has become a gobn/Sil (?1D|
*\v -*int(l ') tht,ri are three different terms that may be applied

to him. The infant is T^ (f. ri^r), the (new-) bom (cf. 'bairn/
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'barn')? p3V (the suckling), and ly (or ^ly), also indicating

dependence foi nourishment In NT, apart from the geneial
use of Tetis or <~<x,titc, C' \ \ IP i. , .1 ,r e (1) /3/3&<pe>$ (applying to

the unboin child as * I.
' N

,
.

I ('; v^-r/o? The aspect of

infancy connoted by vfovf, as contrasted with the Heb. terms,
is inability to speak (=Lat wjans) In Mt 2116 , in the quota-

tion from Ps 83, LXX, the Greek tianslators use vfatos as= ^/ij;,

and the ptcp G^X,C,uv as=pTP. With the exception of Lk IS15 ,

fipstpos occurs in
" " ~

' in Lk 's account of the birth of

Chi -t r~i '- to Mt 2116, only m a figurative
M 'I U- I

' '21
*

2. All that the Gospels have to tell coii'i'ir'p.:

the infancy of Jesus is found in Lk 2 aiiJ J\lu 2.

r\< lading the story of the Biith, we have the

following series of events the Cncumcision, the

Piesentation, the Visit of the Magi, the Flight
into Egypt, ,'

Q
'. :,/ , ; ,' (

> Innocents, the
Return and *-

, i * >i , V / \ The insuper-
able difficulties in the way of weaving these
nanatives into a coherent and harmonious whole
are now geneially recognized. Haimomsts have
not been able to agree even as to the time-order in

which the events should be placed. (Andiews, in

his Life of Our Lord, p 91
, conveniently shows

the diversity that has obtained). If it were a
mattei of supreme importance to settle such ordei,
"Wieseler's view (Chron, Synopsis, i. ch. in ) seems
the most leasonable, arranging as follows Cir-

cumcision, Piesentation (or Puriiication of Mary),
Visit of the Magi, Flight into Egypt and Slaughter
of the Innocents, Return to Nazareth. So far,

however, as the nariative in Mt 2 is concerned, it

is t ."
Jl

\
' elated to Lk.'s account of the

inf< ;
< -I- .

; it stands as a story by itself,

detached fiom its own context ; the opening (rov oi

'lycrov yew7)0&ro$, K r.X.) is quite indefinite as a

time-expression, and anything like chronological
interest is at a minimum.
The accounts of the Infancy comprise : (a)

normal features the Circumcision, the Prewenta-
tion (

= Puniication of Mary and Redemption of

the Firstborn) ; and (b) peculiar features the Visit
of the Magi and connected incidents.
As for (a), it is noticeable that we have these

particulars given in Lk. alone. The 1 1 i < -. <\ piiomU d
to be peiformed on the birth of a Hebrew boy, a

firstborn, were duly carried out. The Circumci-
sion took place on the eighth day (Lk 221

), i e. at
the inno ]iOMiil>r<l by ancient law and usage
(Lv ]..' . \</ain j.fici the proper interval (Lv 124

)

the Pini'H.n ion 01 Mary with all due rites took

place at the Temple (Lk*2
2a

).

The ct,vruv (^ their purification') cannot without strain be
made to refer to any

"

T. Mary who brought
the child to Jerusalem

,
. as well as the inter-

pretation making xuruv refer to mother and child (see, .,</.,

the Twentieth Cent. JVT), is m conflict with the

12) ;
and the reading followed byAV ( I- / pn r Hoi-

l'i- pi., i c:r"\ 10 M* authority, ,.- .' n n.duit
correction to ICM OK n i d ^'up m<

The ottering bnr
*

, ," '."t ". tor

peiions in humble < J t I

'

.
i >ugh

the niulati<m is so quoted in Lk 224 that this does
not explicitly appear. The Presentation of the
infant Jesus involved at the same time the ancient
o i n'\ -f rie Redemption of the firstborn son,
,'i- LI o is'.- MI to Ex 132 15 shows. In our Lord's

day a rabbinical regulation had added to the
Mosaic rule the condition that the child thus pre-
sented and redeemed should be free from physical
defect and blemish.

T'it r. n ."
"

- il^oii-ni or the malo fir-ibon of 1x>ih

uu'i ,
i I, v( earning u'lh IL the jieoo^ilx of r i -

dtitip
1 ion mi ICCJ.-L (r -on*-, i- tMCtdas to its in-iiiuiion jo tlie

in in I.LfjM ai i he I"\o<lui (F-\ 13" > Vu
i

'

lt> doiioi, i.o \L\cr, ih.it lh< re i- an offinuv i

I! ci-to-n urid the Ranilioe 01 fir-tliri!.'3

amor^f-w iho \tab aruliliat the} }la^( ,xconnuonoiirco inidoas
of t ihoo as.idO(Mutod\Mth iho "firstborn i<loa- bclon,ring 10 a

remote J?erjutic aritiqml\ (&co \\ It SnnUi, 7?^a p 46>\l)

Yet in connexion with these ordinary incidents

of infancy among the J ew& we have touches of the
unusual, though the loieca^t of a gieat destiny thus
indicated is not per se an incredible feature of the
dawn of such a life. At the Circumcision the name
Jebus was given, we are told (Lk2~>]

), in accordance
with an angelic intimation to Mary prior to con-
ception (I

01
), a matter in which, it may be noted, a

marked contrast A\ith the representation in Mt
I
18--5

appears At the Presentation the part played
by Simeon and Anna (Lk 2-5 - 8

) foims an unwonted
,>(< oMiju.MiiiM iii of the ceremonies of the occasion,
and wonderfully bleaks in upon the even recital of

customary pioceedmgs (cf vv 24 39
) The close

parallel, howevei, winch exists here with the story
of John the Baptist's birth cannot be overlooked.
Cf. Lk I 13 5<)-w and 1 221

; also l^ and 227
-38

The character of the narratives as a whole, and
especially as regards such elements as these, sug-
gests that we have thus conveyed to us ' the tradi-
tional Jewish-Chi istian views of Jesus,' and aigues
a special Jewish-Christian (Palestinian) source (see
Moffatt, Historical NT, p.

651 fit* ).

(b) The more peculiar features are furnished by
the narrative in Mt 2 It is quite unnecessaiy to

give an outline of the stones themselves ; but
some notice must be taken of the considerable

]>iobl<Mi!- to \vhich they give rise. Did they form
J !, ,

\- v i'i~, < , ,

""

part of Mt.'s Gospel?
( 'i 1

'. , i'o'i- <i - \ ,

k
, i d yom i<il structure

J
M I> i-

1 !'
;

'' ln\ ^-i ^r '-I i

1

'^ noi.j another
hand than that which turnished the main body of

the Gospel. The stories aie not therefore to be

rejected as without historic basis ; nor are we to
cast them aside on the arbitrary^ ground of intrinsic

incredibility. But we cannot ignore the M ii'lun!.'
1

features of the narrative that raise the ijue-ti-m . -

to what the nature of the narrative precisely is.

Consider, e q , the use made of -I
1

' i .' : _

(vv.
13 ' 13< 19> 2a

) ; the peculiarities in i J

the '
star

'

(seen first in the East, then lost sight ot

else they had not gone to Jerusalem instead of

Bethlehem only to i- , i.j-i,
1 <md go before them

to Bethlehem, movr ' in i 10 heavens, and at
last stopping over where the young child was ') ;

the symbolic character of the threefold offering
(v

ai
) ; and, lastly, the dominant interest in the

element of prophetic fulfilment, making each turn
in the story answer to some passage from the

prophets (vv
6 - 15* 17< 23

), the correspondence in some
eases being but remote and obscure. We at once
characterize as legendary such embroidery of the

story of the Magi as makes them c tluee kings of

Orient,' gives tliem names, and elaborates their

after history, and such features as the ox and the
ass incessantly adoring the Child (Gosp. ofpseudo-
Mt.); but is the story as it stands in Mt. abso-

lutely free from elements of the same order ? The
narrative is so naive, e.g. ,

that it seems superfluous
and beside the mark to venture senously on calcu-

lations to prove that some astronomical pheno-
menon, such as a conjunction of planets, really

explains what is said of the star.

The story of the Massacre of the Innocents
cannot be said to IM* inhorvriil\ impiobaLh Herod
was not the man to lic-iuiic \u ^uch a measure if

occasion aro^e for it. Absence of confirmatory
references in history also goes for little when all

the circumstances are considered. Macrobius

(Saturn ii 4), writing in the 5th cent., states that

Augn<*tus hearing that some baby boys of less

than i\so years of age had been put to death at

1 1 (;T od s command, and that the king's own child

\\fls amongst those killed, said
4 Melius est Heiodis

poiuiin esse quam filram.' This looks like a re-

jVienco; but Eow strange, if it were so, that the

Mi. narrative should fail to notice such a notable

circumstance ! It is a curious passage, but evi-

dently all its interest is in the Emperor's bon mot,
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playing on the Gr. terms for *

pig
?

(5?) and ' son *

(vios}. It has often been pointed out that the
number of little ones slain must have been com-

paratively small (Edershemi says
*

probably 20 at

most,
5

i. 214), in correction, of later exaggerations
(perhaps helped by the viiil \ '_.,, _v of i ,

18
) ; but

this does not destroy the j. ! u ( ! m in such
an association with, the infancy of our Lord in

Christian tradition. But, all things considered,

though it is plausible to suggest that we have here

a designed Messianic parallel to the deliverance of

the infant Moses, the parallel is not so close as^
to

suggest pure invention, and it is difficult to imagine
all substratum of fact to be wanting.

Suggestions, also, which see in the *

Repose in

Egypt,' as it used to be called, only a typical indi-

cation of Jesus as the vine of Israel
'

brought out

of Egypt' (art.
'

Gospels' in Encyc. jBibL ii. 1780),

are not wholly convincing and "satisfactory. At
the same time, as regards the whole narrative in

Mt 2, we must be content to say that the state
^of

our knowledge affords no solution of the difficulties

,'u wl ij

1
* i'

1

_~*M. rise when compared with the
i<

!
i- "i .n OM- *r Lk., especially, e.g., in^the im-

p'j',1 i<'i
* r .Joseph and Mary wcio, ooniimiou-ly

resident at Betnlehem probably Trail JIMI- ^as

nearly two years old, and that they went to Naza-
reth to live only after their return from Egypt.

3. The sources of the Infancy narratives remain
a subject of debate. Speaking of the Mt.^ docu-

ment in particular, Sanday says
e we are in the

dark' (art.
' Jesus Christ' in Hastings' DB ii 644).

Resch's "<"*] \ A ! ;, t
' or

;
-t to establish an original

Hebrew ' iM'.io -

<-;<' I.' having as parts of its

contents both the Lk. and Mt. stories, has failed

to carry conviction. An important problem, how-
ever, is presented by a comparison of these narra-

tives with the conspicuous features of certain of

llio V]x>( i \pluil Gospels, j.,,:ilr /j '"L i he Protevan-

q*lhnn <>f J" rivs, tlie Gi / '" ,-v* / v to Thomas,
and the Arabic Gospel of the Uhildhood* It may
be said that it is just at such a point as this that
the apocryphal wntings- come most noticeably into
contact with our Canonical Gospels, as also it is in

the ministry and teaching of Jesus that they depart
most -widely from them. A ^UH -i

1

"

1
.. "-'jri* i- of

fantastic elements in these ( V .^ i,v \ ]< *
\ ;! ;. is

at once revealed on the most superficial compari-
son : still there are elements in common, and here
and there points of close contact. In the Gospel of
the Childhood, e g., we have the story of the Magi
woven into the narrative, and Mt 21 is almost liter-

ally paralleled, as also the adoration and offering
of the threefold gift (see H. Sike's edition of 1697,
with Lat. tr. p 17), though at the same time the
most curious divergences appear It is most im-

probable that our narratives were directly borrowed
from any of these apocryphal works and finally in-

eorimated in the Canonical Gospel^. It seems also

unlikely that our Gospels were used s-pocificallx in
the production of any of tlio \pom plus and thin
out of our Gospels the naiiiiiuo- in Mt 1. 2 and
Lk 1. 2 were simply taken for expansion into the

extraordinary congerie^ of marvels of which these
extra-canonical writings mostly consist. "Whymay
not canonical and apocryphal accounts have alike

originated in a common early tradition, though
they have flowed so far apart? It is well to re-

member that those who promulgated and those
who received most of the Apocryphal Gospels
simm/Iy heliwed themselves to be Christians.
IV'iulo- \friuhcw indeed openly professes to be
actuated by the love of Ghnst in wnting his
wonder-crowded account of the infancy and boy-
hood of our Lord. Our narratives, however, are
characterized by a wonderful simplicity and re-
straint when compared with such accounts as his ;

they proclaim themselves so much nearer what the

facts must have been. But one source of apocry-utt' J 1 "I lit"
Ji

*
Ii H v<. uJ.PU

1 " 1 *
'

' ' '

<

"
"

-i
1

, < -o 11
-!

11
* --o '< * I

'
,

.,

The Apocryphal and Legendary Life of Christ, p.
xix ) ; and one great feature of such haggaddth was

st shown in 0- 1
<

'IMJLJ OT pn>phv->the interest

with fulfilments. The <

x
- i

1 " 1
' sugg<-i* ir-oir

whether haggadic elements may not even have
found their way into our brief canonical narratives

If it be so, it cannot detract from the supreme
value of the portraiture of Christ in the Gospels
G. H. Box (in ZNTW, 1905, p. 80 ff.) suggests that
Mt 1. 2 are to be regarded as a midrash, which
means much the same thing, though otherwise ex-

pressed. The historical basis, that is to say, is

treated in subservience to edification and the ex-

pression of a Messianic faith. See also artt. BABE,
CHILDHOOD.

LITERATURE. Lives of Chris *
"

-f

Sanday's art.
* Jesus Christ' in / :

"'
'

s

Christ born at Bethlehem *
; Resc

'

(270" iv. Heft 3, 1897) ; Gore, Dissertations, p. 12 if.

J. S. CLEMENS.
INFLUENCE. 1. THE INFLUENCE OF CHRIST

DURING His LIFE. (a) On His disciples. This
from the very first was remarkable. The short
interview that John and Andrew had with Jesus
after He had been pointed out by their old master
as the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of

the world, seems to have carried them away at
once, Andrew has no misgivings, but goes otf to

Ms brother with the great news that they have
found the Messiah (Jn I37ff-). The disciples,

spiritually minded though they were, must have
felt all the prejudices that widely existed against
the appearance of the Messiah as a poor and un-

distinguished person from a northern village of no

reputation, and yet they were at once conquered.
One evening's conversation convinced them that
He was their Prince. A like instantaneous recog-
nition is recorded of Bartholomew, if he be, as
seems likely, the same as Nathanael. He has
difficulties to overcome which he had frankly
stated to Philip when he ran in with the same
great news that Andrew had told Peter. But they

'i
*

".-. ", .....
, <

- 1
.,

" "
T

'

T,. .......... i. ,

Nathanael wondering, and when this was followed

by news which showed that He knew of some
secret passage in his life, he confesses His great-
ness in the fullest terms, 'Kabbi, thou art the Son
of God, thou art the King of Israel' {I

49
). In all

these cases it is to be noted that the "i i|n<--"on
'-

made not by any miracle or sign, iui ".\ uh,i
Christ was and what He said. A little later there
follows the first sign, the changing of water
into wine, and with it the natural deepening of
the hold Christ had on His disciples (2

lff
-) All

their previous hopes were confirmed ('crediderunt
amplius,' Bengel). Up to this time there are no
hostile influences at work. As simple-minded men
they probably supposed that all the world would
share their sanguine hopes. The clonn-ing of tlie

Temple, followed as it was by publn questioning
as to His right to take that bold flop (J

M!
i ua^

probably the first indication that He would not
be able to influence all men alike.

From that time onward the attempt to break
down our Lord's influence becomes much more
definite and decided. His supposed birthplace,
Nazareth, His humble parentage, His lack of a
really ^good education, all these and many other

objections were constantly urged (Jn 7*
e
), and

must have caused some difficulty in the disciples*
minds. His great assertions that He was the Bread
of Life and the Light of the world (Jn 6s5- 48

812 9s), aroused great opposition and lost Hun
many friends* But when after eighteen months of
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critici <

" "

t
d insult, He asked His dis-

ciples <
;

,
. their opinion about Him,

they i i . Peter without hesitation:
* Thou art uie Cniist, the Son of the Living God'
(Mt 1616 ). It is tiue that this was the conviction
they had had at the outset, but it had not been
tested, it had not been held against the whole
world. The disciples were not fanatics, they were
not indifferent to the opinion of their own Church
and nation ; they felt keenly the opposition and
hatred which their view everywhere encountered,
and

yet they held it. It is a striking proof of our
Lord's personal influence. That He knew their
difficulties is plain from the fact that He prayed
for them before He asked the question (Lk 918

).

That He rejoiced in their loyalty is also plain
from the gieat words spoken to Peter (Mt 1617" 19

).

The T '

, ,

'

followed quickly (Mt 17lff-
II),m 01 i iree disciples who knew Him

best might have something to fall back upon m
the greater difficulties that lay before them. Soon
our Lord became a proscribed person, not only ex-
communicated from all the -\ nniro.uno of the land,
but bringing under that bin ,ill' 111*, friends (Jn
922 ). Their loyalty, however, remained unbroken
except in one case, that of Judas. This man must
have felt our Lord's influence at one time, and
indeed been always more or less under it. He
could not tear himself awa;

f '
" 'he

was feeling more and more
""

'

the
barren prospects that Christ's language and the

hostility of the world seemed to suggest Only
little by little he stifled it, and we may well believe
that it \vas not till the very last, even after he had
promised to betray Him, that it failed. Then St.

John (13
27

)
adds the significant words, 'After the

sop, then entered Satan into him,' and the disciple
was lost.
' The severest test was felt after the arrest. That
the Prince and Messiah should be betrayed by His
own people into the hands of the heathen, and that

they should clamour for His death, was the greatest
trial that a faithful friendship has ever had to bear.

It is true the disciples ought to have known their
^i r'

|
i'r.!< -

. ""jut, like good people to-day, they fol-

ji.v.< :
< ii u m inun pi otJition^ in-tead or searching

the Holy AVi uiii^foi iluim-ol\<>. That our Lord's
influence would have remained with them had He
not risen again is, of course, certain ; but it would
have been the influence of a holy life and a great
example, not of an abiding Presence and a mag-
nificent hope. This was ^iven them, by the Resur-

rection, which, at once illuminated all the per-

plexitie^ of the past and made His "MVijui-lr
tclt icalitv. And after Pentecost th i

> jo.ml i

'

minds and iMio^irjili'iii- exuaoiilinjnu^ -urnulfiied

byiht* pre->ui< o 01 I'HJ Holj Gho^l who \Mine cd
to c\(,rv woul {aid act of tlie Crucified and Risen
Christ/

(b) On the people This was as- *urpii-in in its

own way as His influence on tho diac'ipJc^.
*

They
heard Him jiljiilly" -AFk 1237 ). They would have
taken Him "lix'/cmo and made him king' (Jn
615 ). They prevented any open act of hostility
ajMiiKL Him on the part of the rulers, who were
ufiaul of them (Lk 2019 222

). They never could
make up their minds who He was, but yet were
convinced He was no oidinary peison. He was
either Elijah, or the groat expected Prophet, or

Jeremiah, or even the Baptist risen again (Mt
1614

'). That they turned completely round at the

last was no doubt due to the malign influence of

the Pharisees joined to the great disappointment
experienced when nothing followed the events of

Palm Sunday. Like the people of Lystra, they
were enraged at having openly declared themselves
on the side of a movement which seemed to have
no result. Our Lord's influence on the people was

just what we should expect, as we shall see when
we consider its particular character.

(c) On His enemies At first it strikes us
strangely that One who not only did no harm, but
always went about doing good, One who refused
to be entrapped into any political movement. One
who observed fasts and festivals, attended syna-
gogue and temple, should have excited such bitter

hostility. He had none of the marks of a great
social reformer, disliked crowds and great cities,
refused to take advantage of any excitement caused
by His words or deeds, chose for His intimate
friends plain middle-class men who had no par-
ticular mark about them except their religious-
ness. All His teaching was constructive rather
than destructive. He did not speak of the Gentiles
as His servant Paul did, nor of the Temple as

Stephen did. He was indignant at the abuses
of the time, and was unsparing in His condemna-
tion of Pharisees and scribes, but the hostility had
set in before that, and its only explanation is the
hatred of bad men to a holy life.

(d) On individuals. (a) The visit of Nicodemus
shows something of the power Jesus exercised in

public. Although Nicodemus was a person of
some importance, he treats our Lord, in spite of
His humble circumstances, as not only a great but
a Divine teacher from whom he would gladly
learn (Jn 32). And the conversation with Him on
that occasion bore fruit. (/3) Pilate, too, was evi-

dently greatly impressed by Jesus. "With his in-

born contempt for the Jews he would have decided
the matter the Sanhedrin brought before him very
quickly, had it not been for the majesty of Jesus'

presence and the brief but striking words He
spoke. That he should have been afraid when the
Jews told him that the prisoner had claimed to be
the Son of God and at once sought another inter-

view, shows that there was a m \-tcrions influence

about our Lord which made i he <io\ ornoi feel un-
comfortable j and this fear was only increased
when his question,

* Whence art thou?* received
no answer (Jn 198L ). (7) Even Caiaphas treats

Chiist with a respect which he would have gladly
dispensed with. His continued silence led the

high priest to take the very unusual step of forrrsp
some statement out of Him by solemn mijuiMion
(Mt 2668

). (5) The most touching illustrations of

Christ's influence are found amongst the sinful.

They were drawn to Him as steel to the magnet.
He was their friend (Mt II19

), to whom they could

give their confidences. Tired of life they turned
i'-(in< il-ulx !> Him, and gladly gave Him their

,n M.IM U-M Zacchseus, Mary Ata^ilalene, the

woman that was a sinner, are only ujucal of

hundreds of men and women who came to Him
because they were sure of His love, and recognized
that He had powe-

' "
'. i * "'.

2. SECRET OF ':..* * IM i . M i (a) Not
the influence of Hisposition as Son of God. When
we remember who He was, the Word made flesh,

the eternal Son of God, we are perhaps surprised
that our Lord never used the influence of His

unique position. Had He chosen, He could have

done what He was tempted to do, forced men to

believe by some plain unmistakable wonder^ like

that of throwing Himself from the pinnacle of the

Temple (Mt 45). He could lm\o appeared as the

Seat
I AM attended by Jo<rion* or angels (26*).

e could have declaied authoritatively that He
was the great God, and proved it by the destruction

of the towns and villages which denied it (Lk 9Wff-).

He could have used His position and forced men
to recognize it. And again and again, as the

above references show, He was tempted to do ife,

But He rejected the temptation. It is a method,
as we know, freely employed in the world, and

widely popular. People prefer the influence or tne
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direct to the indirect. They like to have some

sign from heaven which will save them the trouble

of thinking, and be a shoit cut to a difficult con
elusion And the Jews \veie always seeking this

(Mt 1*2
3S

) ; always hoping that He would either

show that His claims were invalid and that He was
unable to give a sign, or satisfy their curiosity by
some miracle. Our Loid tells them that, even if

He gave them a sign, the sign of a man usen from
the dead, it would have no effect in changing their

lives (Lk 1632
). It may be asked But -\\iiat about

Hib miracles 9 In the first place, they were never

done as a proof of His claims. He never^ pio-
claimed a great tiuth and then worked a miracle

to bhow it -\\ as true They were all
^in

obedience

to an earnest call for help ;
t

and faith, wThere it

could be had, was a condition esbential to His

working (Mk 65
). When done, they were evi-

dences, but only secondary to the evidence of His

own pii-n,iliK If men were too dull to believe

in HI MI V v ! ,!i He was, then there was still the

sign of His works. '

Though ye believe not me,
believe the -works' (Jn 103b ) ; 'Believe me that I

am in the Father, and the Father in me ; or else

believe me for the very works' sake' (14
11

).

(5) Not the influence ofpopularity. In the next

place, Jesus did not seek influence through flatter-

ing people or rulers. Satan locogni/eil in Christ

extraordinary attractive powers. His love and
manners were such that He could, had He chosen,
have won over the whole world to His side. Never
in anyone had there been such rich human gifts,

such wride sympathies, such intimate knowledge of

men'- \\ a v- and lieai ts. Satan's attempt to persuade
Christ to do him homage (Mt 49

[i
Lk 47

) was more
subtle than is often supposed. It was the tempta-
tion to win, through flattery of the world-power,

a path that has again and again been pursued by
great men. It is needless to point out that Christ

never sought influence that way. The Pharisees

and Herodians only expressed the general feeling
in saying, Master, we know that thou. art true,

and teachest the way of God in truth, and carest

not for anyone : for thou regardest not the person
of men '

(j&t 2216
}.

(c) The influence of personality. Christ influ-

enced men not by the majesty of His position nor

by His marvellous works, but by His personality.
It was what He was more than what He said or

did. Men felt about Him that He was always
miinilo^ j^i enter than anything He said. And it

was ii''(',j^e 01 uhe tremendous force that sprang
forth from His p- i-omiiu v th,it He could say the

most amazing thiMg-> Muiiouc amazing. It must
be remembered thau ihe di&uplcs were, during His

lifetime, feeling their way towards the mystery of

His Person. They did not know at first what

they knew afterwards. And \\( i*\**\ <>,,'-I feel

thankful for teaching which j-'-ni-, Hi" before

wife and child, before brother o 1 -i- o 1
V
M, 1037

).

They welcomed Him as the Way, the Truth, and
the Life. He did not point it out, for He was it.

He did not give it as something apart from Him-
self. All this, which would have been intolerable

from anyone else, was a relief from Him, as it

expressed in words their own feelings (7
s9

). So,

too, the weight of His authority was not that of

the scribes, dependent on others, but that derived
from His own personality. It was this that
astonished the people, who were accustomed in
their teachers to quotations from others and to
second-hand information. With Him it was always
personal ;

( We speak thatwe do know, and testify
that we have seen' (Jn 3n ). Now and again it

flashed forth in a way that dazzled and over-

powered, as when the men of Nazareth wished to

fling Him over the cliff, aswhen those of Jerusalem
would have stoned Him, as when those sent to

arrest Him fell back when He declared who He
was (Lk 429

, Jn S59 IS6
).

(d) Power of the Holy Ghost. Beyond all this

there is -on rth.iin far more difficult to explain,
viz. the <i u 01 i M'e descent of the Holy Ghost at

His Baptism When the Baptist was asked to

account for the influence of Christ, he replied,
'A

man can receive nothing except it be given him
from heaven,' and went on to say that not only
was the Christ above all as coming from above,
but that He was endowed with the Spirit beyond
all measure (Jn 327- S4

). It would seem, though
the passage is not clear, that pait of His influence

was due to the co-operation of the Holy Ghost
with His own spuit. The Holy Ghost given to

man in such measure as man's limitations allow,
was given to the infinite heart and mind of Chiist

fully, infinitely, without bound. And in the power
of that Divine Spuit He began His ministry (Lk
418"21 }, not only teaching men's minds, but by the
f

finger of God' (11-) an expression interpreted

by some of the Holy Glio-i--(.'-,''!i,n out devils.

But whatever may be the mystery o the union of

the Holy Spuit with Christ, it is ceitain that

He laid stress on this Power as being that which
would be the source of the influence His disciples
should exercise.

3. INFLUENCE OF THE DISCIPLES All Christ's

disciples, without exception, weie to be influential.

The woids,
( Ye shall leceive powei, when the Holy

Ghost is come upon you
5

(Ac 1 s
), weie piobably

spoken to the 120 <li-< iple^, numbering some women
amongst them. They were to rely upon^Him. f

He
had told them pio Luu-ly that in the difficult situa-

tions which pu-uu<>ii~ would cieate, they were
not to be anxious as to how best to answer the
accusations of their adversaries : He Himself would

give them
' a mouth and wisdom,' and then further

explained b\ >a\ nif .
* for it is not ye that speak, but

the Holy Spnit' (Lk 2114f
). They were then to

influence the world not prmianly by intellectual

power or by wonderful signs, but by that which is

deeper than T'"i
,
!! gifts, namely, their own

personality. L v ,!.. be what they were, not
what; they"had, the power of their own inner spirit,

not that of cleverness ; and this through the power
of the Eternal Spirit. Spirit can be touched only
by spirit, personality can be developed only by
personality. When, then, the Holy Spirit came
, i iv i ,'...- them on the Day of Pentecost, it was
: -<;!!- not the surface of their lives, that were
-

i
-

1
, I wras not the development of mere intel-

lectual gifts which enabled them to communicate
with others, but such ,,! i \ _! : i "i of their own
spirits that they felt ir MV iv M -

k whole world,
and in their struggle to cxpies- tin-- rush of sym-
pathy, found a language suitable for each person
with whom they came in contact. So afterwards
we do not find the gift of tongues a new language,
but rather an endeavou>

'

< \[i' II e new en-

largement of their own > n I V \ felt more
than they could express, n v- -mmM ;< - than their

minds could recognize (1 Co 1413
).
And this growth

of poisonality is what we see even in the brief

records of tlie NT : Simon becomes Peter ; Levi,
Matthew ; Bartholomew, Nathanael ; Joseph, Bar-
nabas ; and Saul, Paul. Their characters are not

only stronger, but fuller and laiger, and through
them they built up churches, and changed the face

of the world in which they lived. Our Lord never

supposes they will be effective through education
or culture or tlie pic-onco of gift-- 'Apart from
me ye can do not hi \\ (.JjilY"." 15m i lie co-opera-
tion which He promise* a-- 1 ho MM rot of their success
is not that of a master who gets over hi-* pupil'*

difficulty by solving it for him, but th.it of OTIC who
by his sympathy, power, and skill enables him to
meet it for himself. Christ dwelt in them through
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faith by the power of the Holy Spirit, and worked
in them and through them in every painful task

they had to accomplish.

LITERATURE Phillips Brooks, Influence of Jesus
, Dale, The

Living Chn&t, ch 111 , Stalkei, Imago Cfwibti, ch xvn. ; New-
man, G 1

)am ot Assent^, 4b3ff.

G. H. S WALPOLE.
INHERITANCE (Mt 21* Mk 127

, Lk 2014
;
Lk

1213
. K\rjpovo/uLia } deuved floin K\r)pos t 'lot/ 'por-

tion,'
*

pobbesbion,' and ve^ew, 'to own or admmib-
ter }

The ordinary Biblical idea of inhentance is
* the enjoyment by a iightful title of that which is

not the fruit of personal exertion. The heir being
what he is m relation to others, enteis upon a

possession which coriesponds with his position ;

but there is no necessaiy thought of succession to

one who has passed away' (Westcott, Epistle to

the Hebrews, p 168). In the Gospels, however,
the idea of succession to a deceased person is the

prominent one, as with oui selves. The chief differ-

ence between the ordinary ancient and the ordinary
modern conception of inheritance is this : \Ye have
more legard to the mere change in the owneiship
of certain piopeity which takes place : the ancient
civilized races looked rather to the position of the
heir as executor and administrator of the deceased's

pioperty, and as the peison who, being clothed, so

to speak, with the personality of the deceased, took

upon himself all the obligations of the testator, as

well as the continuance of his race and the per-

petuation of his family religion. The last con-

siderations were the r * s.i
1

-.
1 and account

for the pievalence of .' ,<; :i PL , "cient society
An adopted son, or a relative compelled to marry
the deceased's daughter, could carry on the family
and its rites as well as a real son. (See Maine's
Ancient Law, ch. vi , and artt. 'Heir' and 'In-

heritance' in Hastings' DB}. See also ait. HEIR.
ALEX. SOUTEE.

INN. Inns in the time of Christ were neither
so infrequent nor so ill-equipped as many writers
have represented.
Thus Stapfer (Palestine in tl T , ,"'*" '

1860, p 232),

quoting from the Talmud a story i !
, ho, travelling

from Zoar, left at an inn one of their number who had fallen

ill upon the road (Yeb. xvi. 7), adds the comment, 'Such hos-
telnes were rare, and we*e found only m veryrer.o o pH<'<.-

*

Other \\nteis convey il c s-vpio-*. \ m that the only M - < \ -i u,,

in Palestine were a fen 7 ' ">, .>- lure and
now fou T

!. -
*

. "Pi and
modern - l> i Tr
p S" T ! \ - ( r, " > ! 498 , Kinglaise, Jbomen,
ch - !v -'

, 'Caravanserais'; and Vigouroux's
DIG .

<
, <')

This seem^ to the pio-ont writer a mistaken
inference, ari^uijr juiiily iiuin exaggerated notions
of Oriental lio-im.iliiy find partly from attribut-

ing to the 1st cent. A D. social conditions which
prevailed, it is true, in patriarchal times, and are
found even now on the great trade and pilgrim
i outes across the desert, but did not obtain to any-
thing like the same degree in the busy, populated,
and ,.,--.,', /of the Heroas. The cus-

toms
';*

i- ,

' -\ ! he East (see Hastings' DJ5,

6"?;., , , . (>, , Hamburger's MIS) may, of

course, be a reason why inns in the modern sense of

the word should be less needed than in Western
countries ; but the statement that * the warm com-
mendations of hospitality in tlie NT show that
even in the Koman period the buildings set apart
for strangers to lodge in were of a simple character
in Palestine

5

(Encyc. Bill. art. 'Inn'), requiies
considerable modification.

Some of these commendations obviously refer to the inter-

change of courtesies among members of the Christian com-
munity only (e.g Eo 121&S 1 P 49, 3 Jn 6), while others uhich

definitely mention 'strangers 'and 'enemies' are not necessarily

any indication of the rarnv and pouriv ot rx.b'mjr p'noc* oi

entertainment, but a =iirn of ihc ne\\ ChrM'iin -pun (Ho T1 - 1

,

He 132) Kamsay arum* (Jla->im<r-' DB, I U Vol p 3)t*) trial

the desire to pro-

I

1

heathen
;

'

to Jews
piovision

Even to a Jew a Jew

serve Chiistian converts from the corrupting influences among:
which thej would be thrown at the pubhc inns.

Numerous passages are cited from the Talmud
to prove the extent to which hospitality prevailed
among the Jews ; but this traditional vutue was
piobably more praised than practised in the 1st

century The conditions peculiai to a nomad life
came to be very matenally modified when the
countryside was covered with populous villages
and towns. It is true that, at the Passover, if a
Jew came up to Jeiusalem from any pait of the
empire, he would find enteitamment at a private
house. It was the boast of the llabbis that, not-
" J1

>

n

'he ciowds, no man could say, 'I
. a bed in Jerusalem to lie in

'

(Light-
foot, Worfa, 1823, ix. p. 128) ; but what if the Jew
came at some other time than at one of the gieat
national feasts? What if a Samantan came 9

Moreover, theie was a large
and even if Jewish habits
were equal in practice to tr

was made for the Gentile.
would shut his door. "When Jesus is sending out
His disciples to preach, He does not take it for

granted that they will always find a leady welcome
or free entertainment (Mt 1011'14

,
Mk 610- n

,
Lk

1C10- n
).

Nor is it safe to argue from the comparative
silence of contemporary recoids that inns were
rare It would r, -

J

1 o jn-
- .1 by a reader of the

Gospels that in -K < ,!! \ \ < were many syna-
gogues.* It is quite possible that there weie
almost as many inns m Jerusalem. At any i ate,
it is misleading to make the ^cneial statement, as

though it applied to all peiio(U of Jewish history,
that 'inns m our sense of the term weie, as they
still are, unknown in the East' (M'Clintoek and
Strong, Cyc. s.v.). A truer view is given in the
Jewish Encyc. (art.

* Caravanserai ') :
e

By NT times
the Holy Land had been sufficiently developed to
afford oi-poi \ unil y for real inns.'

The jnllux 01 i rieeks into Palestine, the constant

presence of a large Roman element, civil and
military, the mixed retinue attached to the Her-
odian court, the increase of trade, the importation
of foreign workmen, the presence in several towns
of companies of gladiators, actors, and the like,
would necessitate not only inns, but various

kinds and grades of inns.

There were inns built on a large scale, comfortable and elegant,
suited for high of ">K C-.t OIL 111 CT23 \\lnn M-ji .m- n <

*-

P^LI- 2""*'
f 'ti n, a- ' dn ot* >i <i uobiliora i

'

jri- ik.in.i* u* i .1 -

( 1> -n', '-(]'! } --M OL oiiini- rlc-riimi.'i ') T p o~cr i-> dn*1 -

apictiM , \

"

J.MjrLrmir kl a iro i-iMi 'LVJ x i t- fr.d*.

everyt . _ * ihere (Dt,ss n. xxm 8t>) Josephus (Ant.
xv. v i

N

i
- when Herod the Great was

celebrating
games, (ii-niui loiir- II'MC 1 a r-vr^jor <>T r i 1 r ,Mloi-. a 1 "]

other vi-,, ioi -i n i o pi-lu i"i * ix-yv4y* -> On i'i orl^ r

hand, there were inns oj the lo

KiOli '('"- U) JMIl" (\\ j"l! ' O

degree of cautaon)in<!' 'a '. ili.n

social life, e.g, *a pull < n"i n

(Aboda, tZara, v 3);
' \n

l -t <!c*-c.r pi n i V t e -. T i*

L!( ~>i a number of taverns

) 'I in* numerous Talmudio
.i-t be used with some

u>\ ^fron d tt'r ( fi<"('.ie of

:\t'(" ," l.ic Ii- rn 1 (it OJK iMJi an
inn drinking wine '

(ib ) ;

'

E. Papa used to stand outside the
tore of the nealhen ard drink hi beer' (n 4) R Ishmacl bar
Jose declaied that his rather used to pra\ m an mn (Bet ^ 7) ;

'Cattle must not be placed m the inns of heathen' (Aboaa
JScwa, u. 1).

There can be little doubt that there^vere numer-
ous taverns where food as well as drink could be
obtained (cf. Pranz Delitzsch, Jewish Artizan Life
in the Time of Christ, p. 47). Not only heathen
were innkeepers, but Jews ; not only men, but
women A Jewish woman dealing in wine once
left her keys in charge of a heathen, and the

question came up whether her wine she has in the

tavern is allowed' (Aboda Zara, v. 3)

Julicher (GleicJmisreden, ii p 590 ; cf. Bertholet,
* See Talm. Bab Kethub 105a ,

Jerus Megilla, 7Sd (although,
of course, the 400 is a characteristic exaggeration)
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Die Stellung der Israeliten und der Juden zu den

Fremden, p. 21) jijrhtly maintains that the inn of

Lk 1034, to v, Indi ile good Samaritan took his

patient, was a hostelry ('nicht "bios Caravanserai
sondern Gasthaus ') The word used in this passage
(TTCLvdoxeiov) is significant It was taken over into

Rabbinic Hebrew, and is the usual word (xp-us)

for c inn '
in the Talmud* The Greek name shows

that inns were laigely a product of the Hellenistic

period (see Schuier, HJP n. i. 33). Other Rabbinic

terms, W&KW and JTJDDN, are equivalents of hos-

pitium and eHa ; and as these j"
> "le OT

terms p'j.p and nni, they seem t- .

' that

something is intended quite different from the

khan of the lonely road or the ^ "" *

,

'
n

' of

wayfaring men in the wilderness
*

(J er y-j.

it is difficult to fix the exact _
"'*

r,
~ of mrd-

Xu/wt, the other word used in tt- ( or 'inn/

Etyniologieally, it means 'the place where bur-

dens were loosed for the night.' In Lk 27 it is

generally taken to mean an inn of the khan type.

Polybius uses it in the plural form (n. xxxvi. 1).

Diodorus (xiv. 93) relates that the Romans, in

gratitude for the services of one Timasitheus,

granted him BTJ^OG-LOV jcardXv/ia.* The KCLTCL\VJMI of

Mk M14 and Lk 2211, where the Last Supper was
eaten, i- :., v V1v-

supposed to have been a private
house 'II, - IFU^ j')B, art.

* Inn 5

) ; and the use of

the verb /earaXtfw, as in Lk 197
, is quite in keeping

with this. NoiliiTiji very definite, however, can
be deduced iiom ilioo names as to the precise
character of the place of lodging.
Did Jesus Himself ever enter or stay at inns?

It is usually assumed that His disciples always
provided hospitality for Him. Yet the only re-

corded cases in which He accepted it are those of

Peter's house at Capernaum and the house at

Bethany. The words,
* the Son of Man hath not

where to lay his head '

(Mt 820, Lk 9s8), suggest
that lio-jiir.ili v \i&- not always Foi fheoinmj:. We
kno'w that it, w,i^ not in Somalia (Lk 9

-')
and

among the Gerasenes (S
37

). During a considerable

part of the year it would be no hardship to spend
the night in the open air, and apparently Jesus
often prcfcnccl 11.K that He might have oppor-
luniiv ior quioi j/r river, and more privacy than
would be po-Ml>]p, .P. a house or an inn. (Cf. J. L.

Porur. Gt'int ''W,'v of BasTwn, 1866, ^p. 157-159;
also, for the habits of St. Francis and his followers,
P. Sabatier, Vie, 1894, p. 881). There is, however,
no reason against His having resorted upon
occasion to places of public entertainment. These
were sometimes kept by Jews ; but, if kept by a
Gentile, this would not necessarily deter Him from

going in. Strict Jews objected to entering the
House of a Gentile, lest they should incur defile-

ment (Jn 1828, cf. Hausrath, Hist. NT Times, ii.

85) ; but Jesus, while recognizing that His mission
was to Jews primarily, never allowed His action
to be limited by ceremonial considerations. For
instance, He did not hesitate, in spite of protest,
"to visit the house of Zacchaaus, and the freedom of
His intercourse with all kinds of people brought on
Him the charge of being a 'wine-bibber,' and of

consorting with the lowest classes (Mt II19, Lk 7s4).
His desire to seek 'the lost* suggests that He
would not avoid the places where these were most
likely to be found.

In this connexion it is interesting to note that the Talmud
has the following

1

passage: *In the tame of the Messiah the
people will be impudent, and be given to drinking- , public-
houses will flourish, and the vine wffl be dear' (Sota* quoted in
M'Clintoelc and Strong's Cyc., art

* Inn *).

The reputation of inns seems to have been gener-
ally bad ; they were very often houses of ill-fame,
and hostesses were looked upon with suspicion.
* In inscriptions in the ^auran we

Bas and Waddmgton, vol. in. ru 2462).

ov (Le

Yet some of the larger inns would bear a better

character and be centres of influence, and there is

no reason why Jesus should not have visited

them. In most countries and periods the itinerant

preacher has found the public inn to be a soil

where the
' '

readily take root. (Cf. Fox,
Journal, lyui, voi. i. pp. 118, 261, 258; Wesley,
Journal, under March 1738 j Borrow, Bible, in

Spain, passim}.
T > --"7 "- art 'Roads and Travel (m NT)' m

1 1 -! - hi, t '\ .<> tinder Inns and r '

J. II. M, \

INNOCENCE. Innocence, strictly speaking, de-

notes the entire absence of sin in a human soul.

As such, in its primary^ meaning, we have no

personal experience of it in ourselves or in otheis.
1 For all have smned and come short of the gloiy
of God' (Ho 323

). We can, therefore, have no
actual knowlege of what would be the effect of

this quality upon a human character. In this

sense it is an attribute of Jesus Christ alone

among men, who 'was in all points tempted like

as we are, yet without sin
*

(He 41S
) ;

* who knew
no sin

'

(2 Co 521 ) ; who could address to His
watchful foes the challenge,

* Which of you con-

yicteth me of sin?' (Jn S46
). The gulf between

innocence and the state of the soul that has once
committed sin can be realized only_

as we com-
prehend the nature of sin and its immeasurable

depravity and consequences. See art. SINLESS-
NESS. (For the subject of our Lord's innocence of

the charges which led to His crucifixion, see art.

TRIAL OF JESUS CHRIST).
Innocence in a comparative sense may be at-

tributed to men who, though fallen, are yet, in

respect of particular sins, innocent, or who from
circumstances of upbringing, or b;y

'""

grace of God, are shielded from that V
sin by personal experience which is the common
lot of men. Such a man was John the Baptist,
who ( was in the deserts until the day of his show-

ing unto Israel' (Lk I 80
). It has been said that

there are only two states of life open to the man
who wishes to serve God. The one is the state of

innocence, the other of r K HiV*,- < John the Bap-
tist maybe taken as a . \ n< u-c one, St. Peter of
the other. It must not be supposed that innocence

implies ignorance or weakness. If John the

Baptist, in whose life no fall is recorded, the
essence of whose career is one unbroken record of
devotion to the service of God, be taken as a type
of innocence, he is pre-eminently the stern mascu-
line type of character, and he oN'-ki- great
knowledge of men and po\i of '.Jin-ji with
the varied temptations of <<>lclicj^ |>,iLili-P

r
i- and

professors of religion.
Tlio temptation -pee Lilly addressed to innocence

is the, kiioulcd^e of e\il as well as good (Gn 3s ),
but the experience of evil whicli entails the
irrecoverable loss of innocence is not wisdom in
the true sense of the word. 'The knowledge of
wickedness is not wisdom' (Sir 1922). Innocence

possesses an intuitive peu option of rijrlit ami

wrong, observable in the child, ^lncli become^
blunted by the indulgence of sin ; it also implies a
strength which is lost by a fall. Each successive

lapse from innocence makes the soul weaker in that

particular direction inwhichthe fall has taken place.
For further treatment of this subject the reader

may be referred to a sermon on the ^ubieci in Tiling-
worth's University and Cathedral /SV/-//^/,v, p 0911'.

M. R. KEWBOLT.
INNOCENTS.- In Mt 216-18 we nnd the narrative

of what is called the Massacre of the Innocents,

Adopting the language of Jer SI15
, the Evangelist

represents Rachel, the ancestral mother of the
people of Israel, as weeping over the cruel death
of her children. Herod the Great, hearing from
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the Magi about the birth of a king of the Jews,
f01 eshadowed by the star in the East which they
had followed, inquired of the chief piiests and
scribes where this promised prince should be born.

They quoted to him the woids of Micah (5
2
), who

speaks of the governor ruling Israel, who is to
come out of Bethlehem in Judah, the city of
David. "When the Magi, having offered their

gifts before the young child at Bethlehem, re-

fused to inform Heiod, but letuined to their own
country another way, the enraged king gave
orders that all the children from two years old
and under should be slam. This was done with
much cruelty, so that in Bethlehem and the

sunounding country there was great lamenta-
tion.

The truth of this story has been questioned.
The chief ground is the silence of Josephus on the

subject. While he speaks of many cruel deeds of

Heiod, he passes this one by. But it is plainly
quite of a piece with Herod's well-known char-

acter, and, indeed, compared with his other deeds
of monstious cruelty, it would easily escape notice.

The whole number of victims, probably not more
than twenty] or thirty, would not make a very
great sensation at that time. Besides, the whole
of Josephus

5 statements in regard to the Messianic

expectations and doings of his time are to be
looked upon with some suspicion, for he seems to
have been afiaid to make many clear and direct

allusions to those matters. See INFANCY.
The deed illustrates well Herod's general char-

acter for
" "

i / < -uelty and short - sighted
folly. Bu , , -. to defeat the purposes of

God. with His people turn out to be vain. Joseph,
warned in a dream

by^
the angel, took Mary and

the young child hastily down to Egypt, where
they could calmly await the death of the tyrant.
He

"

> .
> soon fell on the blood-stained

many inhuman crimes, and
he
ot

: eaith under the maledictions

people.

Herod'; Schaffi-H<

~)ay'; Farrar, Christ
T ! -TT -; --' B, art.

Ei Ji l\i -t.
*

Art, p. 268 ft, 0. Rossetti,
"

U. M. W. LAIRD.
INSCRIPTION. See TITLE ON CROSS.

INSECTS. See ANIMALS, p. 67a.

INSIGHT. In ordinary literary usage the word
fi

iri>ight
s

is employed to signify the intellectual

appiehenfrion of the" cause or processes to which an

object or event owes its origin, as distinguished from
the mere perception of the object or event itself.

We get an insight into the working of a steam-

engine, e.g., when we have master- 1

'

|-'" :

*
-

of ongpicciin^ , 01 into some grear i

'

i' < ,-

whcu'clio \aIjon-> motives that ;<; lU
1 "' ''

minds of the statesmen who took part in it are

revealed to us. Insight is also used to designate
the faculty that penetrates into the causes that lie

behind appearances. A man of
'

* " "

:
' "

is

a man of quick discernment of iat

determine the appeaiance of th its

that are recunent in the business or" intercourse of

life. A man of political insight is a man who in-

stinctively understands what the community will

think, desire, or do at any pairuulai pciiod or

special conjunction of circumstances.
In the spmtual or metaphysical sphere, 'insight'

has the same double meaning. It is the immediate

apprehension of the spiritual significance of truths
that can be stated as objective facts. It is also

the faculty of the higher reason which intuitively

grasps this spiritual significance. Goethe says:
* There are men who put their knowledge in the

place of insight.' Here the word is used in the

first sense of intuitive apprehension of spiritual
truth. 'Jealousy to resist metaphor,' says Francis
Newman, 'does not testify to depth of insight.'
Here it is the faculty that is referred to. The
limits or even the precise nature of this faculty of
insight have never been r-Y '""

T
"

. 1 f :

used of those subtle pi uct ..
,-

t

the ^\ llc^i-i us icii^on lnu n n n wmcii all are more
or Ic-^ la-.nluii in experience. It is used also to
designate

(1 ' " *

"acuity of the soul through
which the

m to attain to the immediate
cognition of the Absolute in its pure being.

Generally it may be said that, in the religious
meaning of the word, insight is direct perception
of, or the faculty of the soul that perceives, the
spiritual order that lies behind phenomena. Sight
sees the visible, the phenomenal ; insight grasps
the invisible, the noumenal. The veiy definition
involves a theory. It implies that there is in the
universe a spiritual order, of which man is a con-
stituent element, to perceive ; that the noumenal is

real, and that what is called unmo^^-- c
-

:

J

*. i

of it conveys genuine knowledge, *

can be relied upon as a safe guide . \

clear that this theory cannot be proved by any of
the ordinary processes of reasoning, seeing it is

the result ot an immediate cognition which is valid

only for the individual. Sight carries its own evi-

dence ; and insight, which is the higher sight, must
do the same. Truths which come to us through" "

'. , :

""

""i "i press themselves home to the
i , . i conviction, must prove them-

selves in experience by their power of explaining
the facts and solving the problems of life. Ex-
perience must be the ultimate test of reality.
Truths of insight are the postulates of experience.
The soul recognizes its immediate cognitions as

corresponding with reality, because they are neces-

sary to make its experience rational.

It is a characteristic of Jesus that with Him sight
is insight. The spiritual vision is to Him so clear
that it is unnecessary to designate the faculty or
its object by another term. Jesus is the only-
begotten Son which is in the bosom of the Father
(Jn I 18) the Logos which was with God and which
was God (v.

1
). Jesus sees God as no man can see

Him, for human vision of God can only be through
the light with which He illumines the soul (v.

1
*).

Because of this unique relation with the ultimate

spiritual Reality, His insight into the nature of

God is a clear and open vision. The claims He
makes, therefore, as to His intimate union with
God are the outcomo >:" .1 -. il consciousness
which is part of His * <

i
\t \ <

' It is similar
to our own assurance ot sellnooa. When Jesus

says, *I and the Father are one' (10
80

), He is as

certain of the fact as when we say,
* I am I.' For

Jesus is living in a realm where the object of con-

sciousness is not deflected and refracted by the
illusions of sense or the distortions of passion, but
where the spirit sees things as they are. It is the
realm of pure Reality. There the soul sees what 4

is, not what seems to te. And, further, Jesus thus

living in the Absolute and Eternal, sees the lives

of men and the processes of history purely in the

light of their spiritual issues. What touches His
consciousness in the great human drama is the
hidden movement that is working out human
destiny. With Him the fact is merely the symbol,
and the symbol has become so luminous that His
vision is always of the spiritual processes of which
it is an indication. Browning in the Epistle of
Karshish, the Arab Physician, has made a daring

attempt to get into a consciousness similar to that

of Jesus, by trying to imagine how a man
soul had assimilated the pure spiritual
ment of heaven, would feel and act were
mitted to come back to earth and to

;

e
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from the standpoint of the new experience. It
would "be

' Hea\en opened to a soul while vet on earth,
Earth forced on a soul's use while seeing heaven.*

The attempt is strikingly suggebtive, but Lazarus
remains a man with a finite boul, who cannot find
his true function in \i hat is now an alien environ-
ment. With Jesus thib spiritual consciousness was
bo perfect that it masteied its alien environment
and moved through it c,.\ il\ irv seienely, indi-

cating its true place in tie DIMIU* purpose, and
giving the right interpretation to all its manifesta-
tions. The teaching of Jesus is thus a key to the

meaning of life, because He sees life in its essence,
and has a sure in&ight into those hidden processes
that are evolving the visible order of existence.
And again, from His very nature, the insight of

Jesus into the individual souls of men is no less

sure and uneiiiii^. He reads the human soul like

an open hook. He needed not that any should

testify of man, for He knew what was in man (Jn
225

). He could trace accuiately the working of the
ideas He was instilling into the minds of His dis-

ciples, as the mingled with their own crude reli-

gious conceptions (6
01

). He understood perfectly
the feeling of instinctive lesi&tance that arose
within the minds of the Pharisees at the impact of

spiritual truth upon the hard crust of an artificial

religionism which had become part of their very
natuie (Lk 6s, Mt 12-5 ). And He recognized the

uprising of a pure spiritual emotion in the hearts
even of the ! '"-i

*

; ,

*
^ when it was spontaneous

and genuin- . ! i^

" "

ile He could repress and

discourage the most fei vent offer of devotion when
He detected m it a vein of insincerity (9

57>58
). It

was this insight into human nature which was the
secret of His amazing power over men in the days
of His flesh. It is a faculty possessed by men in

very "varying degiee--. Its accuracy and intensity
depend upon the rje-hnebs of a man's nature upon
his knowledge of and sympathy with the gamut of
human emotion. There have been many men of
wonderful inbight, and therefore of strong personal

m,ig_iietiMii
But man's insight is always obscured

by individual bias and by the obstruction of the
medium of sense which conceals the souFs working.
Men are always more or less deceived, and even
men of the keenest insight often break down in
their reading of character at the point where it is

most essential for them to be right. Jesus was per-
fect man, and therefore His sympathy with men was
full and entire, and touched human nature at every
point. For Jesus, who viewed human life in the

light of eternity, the sense-medium did not exist.
It was the spirit that was always before His vision,
and theiefore His knowledge of the human heart
was instinctive and uneriing. Hence it was that
the method of Jesus in dealing \\ ith diverse types
of character is so full of suggesiiveness and instruc-
tion.

This conception of the consciousness of Jesus
must be kept clearly in mind when we study His
sayings. His is a consciousness that moves freely
in the realm of pure Reality, and visualizes God,
human destiny, and the individual soul in the light
of their eternal relations. Hence those marvellous
revelations of the essence of the Divine Nature in
its correspondence to human needs and human
aspirations. Hence, too, it results that it is the
-puitual meaning of human actions alone that gives
them value to Him. and the measure of their
value is the degiee of spiritual vitality they in-
dicate. Thus Jesus continually reverses the valua-
tions of the world, which are "based on the theory
of the reality of the objects of sense-perception.He that is greatest among men is he that is the
servant of all (Mk 9s5). The two mites thrown by
the widow into the Temple treasury are a more

munificent offering than the costly gifts of the

Pharisees, because they -i -^ a greatei degiee
of sacrifice (12

43- 44
) Th ,

" <' Mary in break-

ing over the head of Je&us the alabaster box of very
piecious ointment, is one of the memorable events
of history, because it indicates a fine perception of

what is due to the Lord of life at the - .
i
*;

critical moment of world-development M . i
,

:'

123). Jesus gives to the penitent thief the absui-

ance of immediate entry into Paradise, because
full and adequate penitence for sin is itself the

ciossing of the threshold of the spnitual lealm

(Lk 2343 ), If this clue be lijioioiv-ly applied, it

solves many of the difficulties that beset a literal

exegesis of the words of Jesus. It is especially
-i^nificanc when we study His ; , \\

'

ittei-

ances. Here the difficulty of : ; , fie-

ojiently lies in the fact that the commentator often

attempts to force upon them a materialistic mean-

ing that was T is material,
and has bee ndicate the

phenomena ^ it is used
to describe : , A

s conveyed
must be detached from the medium of <o M'\,PKO,
if they are to be rightly understood. l<-i:^ Vci
in the noumenal world. What He saw there He
could convey to the souls of His heaiers only by
the use of words that had been coined to connote

totally different conceptions. When Nathanael,
struck by Jesus' recognition of him under the fig-

tree, hails Him as the Son of God, Jesus sa^s :

' Because I said unto thee, I saw thee under the fig-

tree, behevest thou? . . . Verily, veiily, I say
unto you, II- //' ';//>/ fl ye shall see heaven open, and
the angels 01 Ciod n-cendin,
rhe Son of man' (Jn I50 - 51

)
:

AV translates air tip
' here I

were evidently dominated by the idea that Jesus
i- dorp.i*;: a pliv4<a! miiivel which Nathanael
UI!L "i i-- in the UMHTIT future. But Jesus
clearly means that the intercourse of Nathanael
with Himself will bring heaven to his soul, and
enable him to realize that a living link of com-
munication has been established between God and
man.
The words of Jesus regarding death, judgment,

His second coming, and the life to come, can be
i t ci

|
*

'

t -I v i
' ">

1 1 i
-
precision, even although

IMP* , h, 'n> j i .'!., i t ->'ieeptions with a material

garo. JL'ney aie not mere metaphors, foi a meta-
phor is larely, if ever, the exact counterpart of the
idea it illustrates. Jesus is dwelling vi i- "'ii\

and contemplating the processes of th 4 -' M.'i.I'

world, and He conveys to the leceptive -i .'
!

.y iv

only medium at His command the impression He
Himself receives from His direct vision of the
truth He is envisaging. The medium is of value
only in so far as it serves its purpose. To the irre-

sponsive soul it has no meaning or value at all. To
the soul that has the faculty of vision the words are
luminous, and reveal God's secrets. There is no
question here of metaphor except in so far as nme-
tenths of spoken words are metaphorical. There is

nothing overstrained or untrue.
The bearing of this on the doctrine of Revelation

cannot here be overlooked. Revelation is in&ight
in its intensest form. The revelation granted to
the prophets in OT times was their insight into
the meaning of God's ways, their vision of the
spiritual processes through which the higher life
ol humanity is evolved The revelation granted
to the Apostles A\ a& their response to the brilliancy
of the light that streamed from the Eternal Word
during the brief period of His Incarnation. Jesus
reveals because He is the Light of the world. He
never argues. He knows nothing of the dialectic

process in pressing home the higher truths to the
soul. He sees and He would have others to see,
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and only in so far as they see is He capable of

"blessing them (Jn 1244- 4()

) It follows that all

levelation is personal, and incommunicable from
one man to anothei. Only the Tiiune God is the

Revealei of the spintnal mystery A wiitten
levelation is thus, in the stuct . i

1 of the

woids, a contiadietion in teims. i \\ -'i is not
a levelation, but a lecord of a seiies of levelations

that weie given to men of insight, men who pos-
sessed the faculty of vision. Its purpose is not to

reveal, but to put the soul in an attitude of expect-
ancy by telling what othei men have seen. It is

the Holy Spnit that quickens the soul and conveys
the gift of vision to which alone Divine Truth can
be levealed This is eveiywhere the doctrine of

Scuptuie, and has never been more cleaily or

beautifully stated than in the Westminster Confes-
sion of Faith (eh i. par. 5)

Jesus mvanably attaches a \ \ of the
Divine mysteiies to a certain ^ attitude

apait florn \\hich nothing can be known. It is the

pine m heait who see God (Mt 58
). It is the doer

of God's will who alone can judge of the truth of

His doctime (Jn 716 n
). The sin of the Pharisees

is that they are blind while they think they see

(9
41

) No matter with what brilliancy the light

may shine, so long as the spmtual orb is darkened
it can ieverl nuP rn'_: of the wonders of the spmt-
land (I

1
-). And ^i \\\\\\ says that no man knoweth

the things of God ; it is the Spirit of God alone
who knoweth them ; and onlym so far as the spirit
of man is illumined by the Spirit of God can they
be levealed to him (1 Co 211

) Only when the
Divine in man meets and mingles with the Divine
that is without and around him can theie result

that spiritual certainty which is revelation.

Insight, then, in the spiritual sense of the term
(which is the sense in which it is generally used),,
links itself on to the doctrine of the Holy Spirit
(wh. see). It is the Light that lightoth every man

"

the world ; for we must assume that

;
in germ at least, is universal as

humanity, otherwise there would be some to whom
leligion "is impossible But it is given in vary-
ing degrees, and is conditioned by varying environ-
ments. The visions it sees are not always of

reality, for the medium through which it looks is

often obntvuied by earthly passions and piejudices.
But when it does see right into the heart of things,
it enunciates truths to which the soul clings as
essential to its very life
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A. MILLER.
INSPIRATION.- The term employed to denote

the action of the Divine Spirit upon the writers
of ^ 1 1

.
-i !i i < Literally .signifying a breathing into,

it has the seeondaiy meaning of breathing a cer-

tain spurt into the mind or soul, and is therefore
juiim ally cni)i]o\cd to express the influence of God
upon the sacied writers *

InspiratioM in ^i n< nl i-

the influence of one person upon <ui>;
'

: I)i\';o

in^piiiiuon is the influence of the Divine Person

upon the human '

(Wood, A Tenable Theory of Insp.
p. 10). In Scripture itself we find the idea m Hos
I)
7 (LXX) o\|ui

i-?cil b\ ihc \\oul wvevparofapos
though in Uu^ <a-e UK' in-jm.uion was not Divine.
In the NJ' \2l* I-'

4
) -iiuilaih' i-ro irve^aros byiov

fapdjAevoi [n non-ChriMinn luor.uine in-

are spoken of as 0eo5^ct/crot, 0e6<f>ojoi f Oeo

., ,

oi., divino numine ajflati, ,.
The use of the word *

inspiration
'

to express the

Divine factor in Scupture is probably derived fiom
the fact that the words of 2Ti 316 ira<ra ypa^rj
deoirveva-Tos are rendered in the Vulgate 'omnis
Sciiptuia divmitus mbpnata

' The definition given
by Lee

(Insg. p 27 f
) is sufficient as conveying

the general idea attached to the woid. 'By in-

spiration I understand that actuating eneigy of
the Holy Spmt, in whatever degree or manner it

may have been exercised, guided by which the
human agents chosen by God have officially pro-
claimed His will by woid of mouth, 01 have com-
mitted to writing the seveial portions of the Bible '

Sanday's explanation of the word is excellent
' Just as one paiticular blanch of one paiticular
stock was chosen to be in a general sense the
recipient of a clearer revelation than was vouch-
safed to others, so within that bianch certain
individuals were chosen to have their lieaits and
minds moved in a manner more j" v< li.aiuu and
moie effective than their fellows, v, i, ", uu le&ult
that their written words convey to us truths about
the nature of God and His 'dealings with man
which other writings do not convey with equal
fulness, power, and purity. We say that this

special moving is due to the action upon those
hearts and minds of the Holy Spint. And we call

that action Inspiration' (Bampton Lect. p 127).
Or we may say that as God revealed Himself in

cieation, in the history of His people, and especially
in Jesus Chiist, He also enabled certain persons
to peiceive and expiess the significance of that
revelation ; and this ability is what we mean by

i

I

1

- ,- is claimed not only for our Scriptures,
i

' other sacred books of the woi Id. The
Vedas, the books of Zoroaster and of the Buddhists,
the Koi an, all rest their claim to be received on
the belief that they proceed from a Divine source.
Even where tiibes are too uncivilized to possess
sacred writings, there exists a belief that God makes
known His mind through dreams, oracles, or in-

spired individuals ; and the presence and influence
of God is frequently spoken of as an afflatus, the

blowing of a breath or wind upon the inspired per-
son. To the idea that knowledge is ^upcinatuially

conveyed to persons who are not in the Ju^ionc
line of Sc i iptui <il i evelation, sanction is given m the
OT by the instances of Abimelech, Pharaoh, and
Balaam. And while in the sacred books of the
woild there is a great deal that is superstitious,

contemptible, and C> -. -
: LV iK-e is also much

that illustrates man -
i r M j- T i .> i, and much also

to show that God responds to that thirst. W"e
naturally expect to find a fuller intpiiation in

those who were in touch with, and weie called to

record, the gpreat progressive historical revelation
which culminated in Christ; but we need not
therefore deny all Divine response and assistance
to those who on other lines were setting their faces
Godwards.

1. THE CLAIM OF SCRIPTURE TO BE INSPIRED.
The OT was accepted as inspired both by the NT
writers and by all their Jewish contempoiaries.
At that date certain of the books eventually in-

cluded in the OT had not been definitely admitted
to canonical authoiityj but. ^p<*,'ilvin^ ^v i tally,
the writings of the OT were iim\oi-.ilJ\ held 10 bo

Divine, -i<*ul in -ome true sense the word of

God. Oil In- ili' c i abundant evidence.

(a) Our Lora Himself appeals to the OT as a
final authority (Mt 194

, Jn 546
). He refers to it as

the piophetic" index to, and justification of, the

providential dealings of God (Lk 2444
, Jn 1085 ).

Expre&sly, in citing Ps 110, He introduces the

quotation with the words,
' David himself by the

Holy Spirit said' (<xi/rds Aavel5 elirey v r<f Tr^e^art

r$ &yltp), Mk 1236. And significantly in adducing
the Law in contrast to the traditions of the
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elders, the highest hu'u.i'i jiini'i* 1

"^ . Tie altogether

neglects the human m-ji <
'" o. writer, and

simply says,
l For God said

'

(Mt 154).
^
His per-

sonal leliance upon Scripture is visible in His use

of it as His detence in the stress of temptation
(Mt 44- 7 - 10

) and as the authentication of His

ministry (Lk 417-21
). It was the OT which pre-

served the knowledge of the marvellous history of

which He lecognized Himself to he the culmina-
tion. In it He met all that was Divine in the

past, and acknowledged the regulating Divine

Spirit I
1

!
1 **!

1

./'.,/

(5) A- i
i

'> Master, so with the disciples.
In the First Gospel the writer has ever in his eye
TO p7]6h b-rrb Kvpiov 5td rov Trpotp^rov (I

22
). In their

firht independent action the disciples were de-

termined by their belief that they must fulfil the

Sciipture ty irpoeiirev TO irvevfjux, rb aytov SLCL crrofjLaros

AaueiS (Ac l ls
,
cf 2S25

). For St. Paul as for St.

Peter the utterances of the OT are the \6yia deou

(Ro 32 , 1 P 411
).

e
lt is written' is the ultimate

authority. The Scripture is identified with God,
so that St. Paul can say (Ro 917

) 'the scripture
saith unto Pharaoh

'

; and it is God who speaks in

the prophets (9-
5
). In the Epistle to the Hebrews

the same conception of Scripture prevails. Quota-
tions are introduced with the formula,

' the Holy
Spirit saith

3

; and the revelation of Christ is but
the completion of the revelation of the OT It

was God who spoke in the prophets (He I 1
). The

very titles under which the OT Scriptures are

designated sufficiently manifest the belief that

they were written under the inspiration of God.

(For these titles see Ryle, Canon ofOT, p. 302).

(c) As representative of contemporary Jewish

thought i
1

, I- oi,".^
1 " t-> cite Philo and Josephus.

The for -i cxj'ii'liU' .iffirms the inspiration of

Moses, -;.,.\ v ()[

"

llim as <tnai
l'*y*

fc iiiin-1

which received at once the gift of V^-'aiion
nn<l

of prophecy v ith Divinely inspired ^ N-Io-u
*

./' <^-
pfy-y <ro0t#, de Congr. Enid, c 24, ed. Mangey, i.

538) and as KaraTrvevudeh VTT* Upcirros otipaviov (de Vita

Mos., Mangey, li. 145). To Isaiah and Jeremiah
'as membeis of the prophetic choir,' he expressly
ascribes inspiration (rod wpofiyriKov
6s KaTaTTvevcrdeis evdovcriwv dye0#yctro, de Conf. Ling.
e 12 Ar<in_r(v i I

1

!) Jo-ox, -^ is equally explicit.

Vjmjr \\.rli 1*1.110 i. T(\<'K* f, .,il esteem for the QT,
he bases this esteem on the belief that the authors
of the vanous books wrote under the influence of
the Divine Spirit (Ant. iv. viii. 49, III. v. 4, X.
ii 2 ; cf. c. Apion. i. 7).

No belief of later Judaism was more universal
or constant than ilri- iuccptum e of the OT Scrip-
tures as inspired. "Dio hcilijio Schrift ist ent-

standen durch Jn-piiation <ie- heiHgen Geistes,
stammt also von Gott selbst ab, der in ihr redet.'

This statement of Weber's (Lehren d. Talmud^ p.

78) is amply justified by the passages he cites, as,

e.g.,
' He who affirms that the Thora is not from

heaven, has no part in the future world 3

(Banked.
x. 1) Bous^T (I)w Rfiliejjon d Jttdcid'nnis p. 125)
reache*. th<> iime conclusion :

' Die hoiligen Schuft-
en sind nach -y<\\ j,iiliM'lin Dotrrna mspiiiert.

9

This belief in j M^ iri-pinu ion of the OT was the
natural and inevitable result of the phenomena it

presented; and was not, as has sometimes been

suggested, the mere reflexion of the vague idea
that all ancient writings, especially if poetical,
were inspired.* Moses is represented as speaking
face to face with God and as receiving the Law
from Him. The prophets demand attention to
their words by prefacing them with the announce-
ment,

( Thu* saith the Lord.* In Ex 410-13
, Is

5921
, Jer I7

"9 the equipment of the prophet is de-
scribed by the expression,

' I have put my words
in thy mouth.' From these two phenomena it was

* Cf. Hatch, Hm&rt Lett. p. 51.

a necessary inference that at any rate the Law and
the Prophets were inspired. Prof. Sandajr (Insp.

p. 128) justly remarks that * the prophetic inspira-

tion seems to be a type of all
ir-|'iia,"on._

It is

perhaps the one mode in which the most distinctive

features of Biblical inspiration can be most clearly

recognized.' It must, however, also be borne in

mind that among the Jews themselves it was the

Law, rather than the Prophets, which satisfied,

and perhaps suggested, their idea of inspiration.

Latterly they went so far as to say that, had the

Law found in Israel recipients worthy of it, nothing

beyond would have been required. ^
The Law itself

was a perfect and complete revelation, and neither

Prophets nor Hagiogiapha weie indispensable (see

passages in Weber, Lehren d. Talm. p 79). The

response of conscience to the Law confirmed the

traditional accounts of its origin, and the belief

in its inspiration was inevitable. Possibly it was
the belief that the whole OT was noimative that

prompted the usage by which even the Prophets
and the Psalms were cited in the NT as i the Law '

(see Jn 1525 1034, 1 Co 1421
, Ro S19 ).

The inspiration of the NT stands on a somewhat
different footing. The supreme instance of inspira-
tion is our Lord Himself (Lk 4=

17~21
) j

and He is also

its source to His followers. At His Baptism, Jesus
was formally called to, and equipped for, His

ministry; and His equipment con&isted in His

receiving the fulness of the Holy Spirit. Under
the influence of this Spirit all His works were done
and all His words spoken.

e He whom God hath
sent speaketh the words of God, for he giveth not
the Spirit by measure' (Jn 334

) ; 'M\ Uuchmjris
not mine, but his that sent me' (1^} ;

"as tne
Father hath taught me, I speak these things

'

(8
28

).

And it is His words, spoken under the influence of

the Divine Spirit, that form the nucleus of the NT
Canon. They were the fiist poition of that Canon
to be recognized as authoritative, and however
difficult certain writings found it to gain access to

the Canon, the words of our Lord were from the

first, and universally, regarded as Divine by all

Christians.
But those whom He appointed to be His wit-

nesses &
'

n < % '," to the world the significance
of His j ! <

, required above all else the

in-pirnf ion of the Author of salvation. This was
i 'MI,' < \\\\\ 1\ and reiteratedly promised to them.
Ine presence of the Divine Spirit was
not only to prompt and support them
occasions, as when they were summoned before
11111

j-
MI an-. (Mk 13n, Mt 1020

, Lk 1211 ), but as the

Sjiim oi tiuth He was promised as the very substi-

tute of Christ Himself: 'He shall teach you all

things, and bring to your remembrance all that I

said unto you* (Jn 1426 161S). This promise cannot
be understood as meant to assure the disciples
that they would be able to recall every word their
Lord had said ; as little as this assurance is con-

veyed to all Christians by the words of St. John
(1 Jn 227),

* His anointing teacheth you concerning
all things.' At the same time it was meant to

encourage them to believe that their sympathy
with their Lord and their acceptance of His Spirit
would give them a sufficient remembrance and
understanding of His teaching.
That this promise was fulfilled is certain. The

relation of the risen Lord to His Church, His

presence with those who repiesented Him, and the
aid He afforded them in accomplishing Ills pur-
poses compel the conclusion Unit II is Spun dwelt
in those -w ho taught and buili up the Church by
word and letter. Those who preached the gospel

discharged their function 'with the Holy Ghost
sent down from heaven* (1 P I12). Of this the

outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost was the
earnest. In guiding the Church the aid of this
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Spint was experienced (Ac 132 15 28
etc.) In writ-

ing to the Galatians, St. Paul claims to have been
mbtiucted by the Lord in the gospel he preached.
In 2 Co 13s he is piepared to give

4 a pi oof of

Christ that speaketh in me ' And even in less

essential matters regarding which he can claim no
definite instructions or revelation, he yet in the
exercise of his ov i

1 '

believes himself to

be guided by the *-",< ( < (1 Co 7
40

). In his

enumeration of the various manifestations of the

Spurt, the writing of sacred books, it is true, finds

no place, neither do the writers of the Gospels
claim to be inspnecl. But 'the word of wisdom/
*the word of knowledge,' the charism of the

prophet and the teacher, may quite reasonably,
if not even m k

,-^uilv, be supposed to include
written as well as spoken discourse.

2. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CLAIM TO BE
INSPIRED, OR THE MEANING AND EFFECTS OF
INSPIRATION Several opinions or theories pre-
sent themselves. And in determining which of

these is coirect, we must be guided not by a priori
ideas of the results which must flow from inspira-
tion, but only by the phenomena presented in the
Bible i in other woids, by the actual effects of

inspiration as these are seen in the writings of

inspired men. * What inspiration is must be
learned fiom what it does. . . . We must not
determine the character of the books fiorn the

inspiration, but must rather determine the nature
of the inspiration from the books '

(Bowne's
Christian IfarclaUon, p. 45)

(1) The l mechanical J

or 'dictation' theory',
or

theory of verbal inspiration This is the theoiy
that in wilting the books of Scripture the human
author was merely the mouthpiece of the Divine,
and that thciofoie eveiy -\\oid in the Bible as

truly represents the mind of God as if He had
dictated it.

'

Facts, doctimes, piecepts, lefcrences
to history or chronology, quotations from writers
sacred or profane, alhwions to scientific truth,
visions or prophetic decollations, mere leferences
to the most ordinary actions of life, according to

this view, are not the work of man but of Om-
niscience The only use which has been made of

human agency in the book haw been to copy down
with pen, ink, and paper what has been dictated

by the Divine Spint.' Absolute inerrancy is on
this theory piesumed to be the ,. >,'."
inspiration As one of its defenders nays:

4 Uod
employed men in writing But these men were so

conti oiled by Him, that He is the Author of the

writing ; and so the Author, that any charge of

inaccuracy against the lecord, or Suipuiie, as

originally given, must be *
"

kii iu . amst Him'
(Kennedy, The Doctrine ,,. l-> p. 6). To
use the common way of putting it, the writers
were s the pens, not the penmen' of God. They
were possessed by God, so that it was not so much
their own mind and their own expedience, but the
mind of God that was repiesented in their writ-

ings
*

This theory has all the prestige which antiquity
can give it, for it runs back to thos. ii-i.'i'i.i 1

stages of civilization in which possession i-\ < <!< i,y
was produced by inhaling fumes, or ~'*\ Mohii'i

dancings and contortions. This frenzied state

being induced, the words spoken were believed to
be Divine. The theory has also the prestige which

* ' Omncs ct smgnlae res qure in c ? 'i ip ^T < JM "le'U'ir. s.\v
ilLtifucrmtb SciipuoribusHiiiuralMcrj yo^'ir ', ^.vc^x,.!'! i.>ltr

quidem ootfin&f biles, acLu union iiicog-mi.ee, 1 i nq>n
tantura u.uuraliier coyruscibilcs, sed ciiam ac !..->. < ', vel

aliunde, veJ i>'
j
i oxpcr-cuium, ft s^j-.ii.ni m.niaiorri v

i, rion
solum per u>s i *-ieriv. am ei* dirj.no'u IIL d^ rum inral ibiloms-v. * .

liioi is consign UN "ipi, sod &ii'lan bpiniii? S sai^c $,.10111,

inspiration!, n die. i n ni accopio) uivmlj" bunt* (ijiumscedb,
ciced -vMth other bim.lar dicu, in Jlu'tffvit llcduu'un, s.v.
4 '4

Inspiratio ')

VOL. i. 53

is conferred by the advocacy of great names. Plato
countenanced the idea that the inspired man is so

possessed by the Divine that his woids and thoughts
aie not his own In the Timceus (p. 71) and in the
Phccdrus (p. 244) he maintains that when a man
receives the inspned word, either his intelligence
is enthralled in sleep, or he is demented by borne

distemper or possebsion The relation of the
Divine to the human is viewed quantitatively.
As the Divine conies in, the human must go out
and make room foi it. It *rr * i 'nl>!l>V through
Philo that this vie*

"
'

v .1 v PI ,l
j o Church.

Philo's account of x is quite explicit.
*A

prophet,
3 he says,

'

gives forth o. i MJ ot his own,
but acts as interpreter at the u 1

OPI^ r.o of another
in all his utterances ; and as long as "he is under
inspiration he is in ignoiance, his leason departing
fiom its place and yielding up the citadel of his soul,
when the Divine Spirit enters into it and dwells
in it, and strikes at the mechanism of his voice,

sounding through it to the clear declaration of
that which he prophesieth' (de Sp. Legg. ri. 343,

quoted in Sanday's Insp. p. 74). Again (in the
tiact Quis rer. div. i. 511) Philo explains that ' so

long as we are masters of oui selves >\e are not

possessed ; but when our own mind ceases to shine,

inspiration and madness lay hold on us. Foi the
1 ' ""

that dwells in us is ousted on the
Divine Spirit, but is restoied to its

own dwelling when that Spii"
"" '

; for it is

unlawful that mortal dwell oital
' A

theoiy identical with or similar to this of Philo's
has been largely held in the Church.
There are also expressions in the NT which,

seem, at lust fcight, to countenance such a theory.
In Mt 518 our Lord is repoited as saying: *Till

heaven and earth pass away, one jot or one tittle

shall in nowise pass from the law, "till all things be

accomplished.' But, as the context shows, that
which our Lord intimates in these words is that it

was in Himself the Law and the Prophets weie to
find their fulfilment. TIM miii.udy upon giving
utterance to this saying JIc II m-i Ir proceeds to

icpeal commandments of the Law, MI!>- i*iii.:i for

them His own better, pi inciple.s, nnd di i- * n\ MJJ

that what lie had in view was not S<,iip!.nic ii-s

Scripture. Another passage which 10 i' e Mipoi-
ficial reader might seem to countenance this theory
is that in which St. Paul contrasts the wisdom of

God with the wisdom of men (1 Co 21 "16
). After

speaking of the things revealed by the Spirit of

God, he says,
* which things we also speak, not in

woids which man's wisdom teacheth, but which the

Spirit teaeheth
3

(v.
1<J

), But a consideration of the

PUBLIC ninkL-5 It jippaiem that what lie means is

that ho h,ul jimvnl <u the conclusion that his style
of address should be in keeping with his subject,
and that * the *n\ -i c* \ of Clod

3

did not require the

jijnni ^Uing of Ti!-"! i"(iiu* ornament 01 iinytliin^
which the WOT Id mi^rhc esteem as 'oKodVucy OF

wisdom/ but such ^implicit y and directness as the
TTulv ^j-iiii, p^MMpted. fie is con*i,i-iin i\\o

1 mi iii''I-, MM) -I \ 1 -. the woildly 'in<l tlio ^pn LLUJL!,
1 and he is justifying the style lie himself adopted,
1 To conclude from this that St. Paul considered

f

that every word he spoke was dictated by infallible

wisdom i-> quite illegitimate.
This mciliiuinnl t icon is beset by grave diffi-

culties, (a) hi-pirauon and dictation are, as has
more than once been pointed out, two different,

even mutually exclusive, operations. Dictation

precludes inspiration, leaving no room for any
spiritual

influence. Inspiration precludes dicta-

tion, making the pi omptmg of words unnecessary
by the communication of the right spirit* t

'

(b) It is irreconcilable with te phenomena j>re- f

sented in Scripture. The authors, instead of being*

passive recipients of information and ideas and
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feelings, represent themselves as active, deliberat-

ing, laborious, intensely interested. The material

used by the historical writers has "been derived

from written sources, or, as in the case of the

Third Gospel, from careful critical inquiry at the

most reliable witnesses. They do not tell us that

their knowledge of events had been supernaturally

imparted, but either that they themselves had
seen what they relate, or that they had^it from

trustwoithy sources. The Apostles were inspired
witnesses of Christ, and proclaimed what they had
seen and heard. But if supernatural information

was even more ! i>> " u
T

i v . why should they have

been chosen only from those who had been with

our Lord during His ministry? 'If they did not

really remember those facts or discourses when

they asserted their reality, they are found false

witnesses of God. If they were the mere dictation

of the Spirit to their minds, St. Peter's declaration

which he made to the Jewish Council, "We cannot

"but speak the things which we have seen and

heard," would have to be corrected into, "We
cannot but speak the things which the Spirit has

introduced into our minds"* (Kow, Insp. p.^ 154).

Similarly, if the intense emotions *
*

< -* 1 ;i the

Psalms or in the Epp. of St. Paul - <>:<> - '"> out-

pouring of human sorrow and human experience,

they at once become artificial and false. When
St. Paul in 2 Co II17

says, 'That which I speak^I
speak not after the Lord, but as in foolishness, in

this confidence of boasting,
5

it is intelligible to say
that an inspired man is speaking, it is not in-

telligible to say that this is God speaking. The
mind of God is discernible through the words, but
it is not the mind of God we are directly in con-

tact with.

(c) Another class of phenomena M.-CM(<<
<

! by
Scripture is inconsistent with this ? u*y I 01 if

God be the sole Author, then it is impossible to

account for errors in grammar, impelfections of

style, discrepancies between one part and another.

But such errors, imperfections, and discrepancies
exist. The sayings of our Lord are variously re-

ported in the several Gospels. Even in reporting
the Lord's Prayer the r\!LV'T"- - differ. It is

impossible to remove fr.n 1 .'.o l{->^ of Acts all

disajrr<MM(-
r
Ll, ui'li the Pauline Epistles. And in

the ci-!iTCLinort between Peter and Paul at

Antioch, -\\o -' k
'; how possible it was that men

equally inspired should hold divergent and even

antagonistic opinions upon matters essential to the

well-being of the Church. In the face of these

discrepancies, it is irnpo-**iMe io suppose that in-

spiration carries with it literal accuracy of ex-

pression.
(d) The manner in which the NT writers quote

the OT books proves that while they believed
these books to be authoritative and their writers

inspired, they did not consider that their inspira-
tion rendered every word they uttered infallible.

Taking 275 quotations from the OT in the NT,
it has been found time there are only 53 in
which the Hebrew, the LXX, and the NT writer

agree: while there are 09 JIH-S'I<;OI in sili

the NT quotation differs both Horn the IKb.v'A
and from the LXX, which also differ from one
another, and 76 in which the correct rendering of
the LXX has been erroneously altered.* No doubt
when the correct citation of a single word serves
the writer*-* JMPTJO^, n^ in the insistence by St.
Paul on the -insular unload of the pi u nil CGsil316

),

there str<'^ i- laid up-m iho -v <>iy \\ ord ; but in the
face of tlie ^renci ul M\le of quotation above indi-

* These siarMtics are taken from D. M'Calman Turpie's OT
in the XT, IPriS There are many more quotations than those
here given, but these give a fair sample of the \\hole. A full
]~* ~

f ^.-r-,,^ r ,
, ^

f
,,

-

],,-,] i*. of Wettcott and Hort's
'

'

in '
\ <! iur i - Vetus T. in Ifovo cives

ten -\Clix ,.'ie . V\,.. 1 .u. l'i ,.

cated, it is impossible to believe that
^ inspiration

was supposed to make each word infallible.

(2) To escape the psychological and other diffi-

culties of a mechanical, verbal inspiration, other

theories have been devised. <T,- > j i\e different

values of the various books o >< -

.]> i o, the Jews.

themselves supposed that there were three^degrees

ofinspiration 'oii(!-]>oi(?in'jf to the tripartite divi-

sion of the Ol1
. Attempts were made by the

Kabbis, by the schoolmen, and by some modern
writers to differentiate between suggestion, direc-

tion, superintendence, and elevation. Thus Bishop
Daniel Wilson (Evidences of ~7.-' < . i. 506,

quoted by Lee) defines as follows:
'

By tne inspira-

tion of suggestion is meant such communication of

the Holy Spirit as suggested and dictated minutely

every part of the truths delivered. The inspiration

of direction is meant of such assistance as left the

writers to describe the matter revealed in their

own way, directing only the mind in the exercise

of its powers. The inspiration of elevation added
a greater strength and vigour to the efforts of the

mmd than the writers could otherwise have

attained. The inspiration of A////
/ tii*' ,lin,"ti was

that watchful care which preserved
" "

nm .hjijr being put down derogatoi^ '!

l,if:on vith which it was connected.
5

Obviously
this theory is very open to criticism. That there

are difie
'

\

' of inspiration is true, but it

is very -

x : whether any such classifica-

tion is complete. In this theory there are hints of

truth, but not the whole truth.

(3) The so-called dynamical theory brings us

somewhat nearer the truth, though _
it too fallo

short. This theory is a reaction against the me-

chanical, and affirms that the human qualities of

the writers are not superseded, but are cleansed,
-iro-ij" < -HU. . '! employed by theDivme Author.

1 no IH\ -e -
v

i
' lence acted upon man's faculties

in accordance with their natural laws 3

; classical

expression is given to this theory in the words of

Augustine (in Joan. I. i. 1), 'inspiratus a Deo, sed

tamen homo.' The Divine Agent selects suitable

media for His communications, and does not try
'to play lyre-music on flutes, and harp-music on

trumpets.' The imperfections and weaknesses
found in Scripture are human, the truths uttered

are Divine. The theory in its most acceptable
form, and as held by Erasmus, Grotius, Baxter,
PnV\, mid many modern writers, suggests that
ism Biblical writers were so inspired as to secure

accuracy in all matters of conduct and doctrine,
while it ^ """ '

,'

""

itself to their perfect
'

"" '

.

Hem o 11 is -oinci nnos calle

This theory, while it endeavours to recognize
the facts of Scripture and to account for them, yet
fails to give us an understanding of inspiration.
It does not explain, or o\oii a.iiom]>l to explain.
how writers should be po^c^-sed ol supernatural
knowledge while inditing one sentence, and in the
next be dropped to a lower level. It fails to give
us the psychology of that state of mind

"vyhich
can

j'-iiYiliKi |'!OivK*i on matters of doctrine while
it j- }i- rjiyon i'ie often ^rn[loi uiu- of lu-tory.
It makes no attempt to arjm/o ih< icl.uio'i sub-

sisting between the Divrio jm-ul :i r
i-l me human

which produces such results. Nor does it explain
how we are to distinguish essentials from non-

essentials, or disentangle the one from the other,

(1) Con -I rue iholy ue may make the following
ullirriiauoii* Tcyimimg Inspiration, derived from
the xacis presented in the Bible :

(a) It is the men, not directly the writings, that
were inspired. *Men spake from God, being
moved by the Holy Ghost '

(2 P I21 ). Inspiration
does not mean that one inspired thought is magic-
ally communicated to a man in the form in which,
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he is to declare it to his fellows, and in no con-

nexion with the previous contents and normal
action of his mind As he sits down to write, he
continues in that state of mind and spirit in which
he has been living and to which the Spirit of God
has brought him. The book he produces is not
the abnormal, exceptional product of a unique
condition of mind and spirit, but is the natural
and spontaneous outflow from the previous experi-
ence and thought of the writer. All his past
training and knowledge, all his past strivings
to yield himself wholly to the Spirit of Christ,
enter into what he now produces.

(b) "When we say that a writer of Scripture is

Divinely inspired, we mean that as he writes he is

under the influence of the Holy Spirit. All Chris-

tians possess this same Spirit, and are by Him
being led into a full k KM- \\

"

o of the truth that
is in Christ, to a full perception of that whole
revelation of Gocl which is made in Christ ; and
when some of their number are characterized as

inspired, this means that such persons are dis-

tinguished above their fellow - Christians by a

special readiness and capacity to perceive the

meaning of Christ as the revelation of God and
to make known what they see.

(c) Inspiration is primarily a spiritual gift,
and only secondarily a mental one The Spirit
of God may dwell nchly in a man and yet not
render him infallible even in matters of religion.
In 1 Th 49 St. Paul speaks of his converts as 6eo5i-

BaKToi,, but to one end, and that a spiritual not a
mental end, Our Loicl (Jn 645 ) applies to all those
who come to Him in Spirit the prophetic words,
'

They shall be all taught of God/ but no one can

suppose that this involves infallible knowledge
It cannot be summarily argued that because God
dwells in a man, all that the man speaks partakes
of the Divine omniscience. Insphation operates
as any newborn passion, such as mateinal love,

operates. It does not lift the person out of all

limitations, but it seizes upon and uses all the

faculties, elevating, relinmg, and directing to one

puipose It illuminates the mind as enthusiasm

does, by ->limula ting and elevating it; it enriches
the memory as love does, by intensifying the
interest in "a certain object, and by making the
mind sensitive to its impressions and retentive of

them. It biings light
to the understanding and

wisdom to the spirit, as purity of intention or a

high aim in life does. It brings a man into sym-
pathy with the nature and purposes of God, en-

ables him to see God where others do not see Him,
and to interpiet His revelations in the same Spirit
in which they are given,

LITERATURE, The history of opinion may partly be traced in

Wesfccott's Introd. to Study of (jospels, Appendix on * Primitive
Doctrm" ^* T" '" "" wA-v rtfca /Y '<,. of Doctrine , and in

Sanday" teaching is represented
and tra / Anglican in Fitzjames
Stepher

'

Williams (1862). From
the mass of

"
* r two n.ni M . .

'
i

" c books may be
named: Th< i i

r
\N 1 -am Lee, 1S54; The.

Nature
~

. ', I Rev. 0. A. Rovi
,
M A

,

1864; /' / '/ s by Gaussen; 2nsp. and
the Bil ,

V , -L Jtflttfe TI.,iH of IH+I, t
}>\

Professor \\ooil, ci" .11*0 the profit '^r tr's 'lie !>'',' *,V

Origin wl JWr'f/rr **
-''npr <-..<iunif nt <f

his views ocv ;r = in '
3 l-'s-l >"*

gives an c\< illcnl tpu^imen of moderate opm.on in D
cl.NT,T> .'Hi. M \TtCUS

"

INSUBRECTION (<rr<<r, Mk 157, and Lk 23ld- 2S

where AV gives
*

sedition') is denned by Plato

(Rep. v. 470B) thus: M yap r% rov oticetov $x0p$
<rrcfc<m /ce/cXiyrcu, t-irl 8 rjj T&V d\\orpl(*)v ir6\ey,o$.

Its

use in these passages is important as showing that
Barabbas was not merely a robber (X^o-TTjs, Jn 1840),
"but also a leader in one of those fierce fanatical

outbursts which were so common in the last years
of the Jewish nation, especially from the accession

of Herod. Josephus tells of notable leaders such
as Ezekias, his son Judah, and his four giamlsons,
all of whom were put to death (Ant XIV. ix. 2,
xvii. x. 5, xvni LI; BJ n. iv. 1, viii. 1, xm. 5,
etc. ; cf. Ac 53W 21). Josephus in his account
of the final troubles uses ftXwnJs and X^cmfc
almost as convertible terms. Nothing further is
known of tins particular ordcris, unless, as Ewald
(III vi. 67 f.) suggests, it may have arisen on
account of the aqueduct which Pilate had built
with money taken from the Temple treasury
(Josephus, BJ n. ix. 4; cf. Lk 134

). Barabbas
may have been moved by patriotic ideas at the
iirfet, becoming an outlaw and notorious robber
when his rising was suppressed ; or he may have
used aspirations after freedom merely as a cloak
for luijiancliiire (see Westcott, Some Lessons of the
Revised Version of the NT, p. 74 f).* He was
'lying bound with them that had made insur-
rection' (a-Taffuurrtajf, v L

(ru<rra<rta<rrwy, Mk 157
),

including piobably the two robbeis who were
crucified

; for him the third cross may have been
intended. Such men had a deep hold on the
popular -\iisi >;i!\v which goes to explain the
strong dc::i;! -id of i ic i oplo K.I the release of their

hero, and the interest v ni' u i Lo priests showed on
behalf of T),

* "

, ,

"

, their pi etence
to holiness. Jut tne iioliowness of their new-
found zeal for Coesr '

.

"" ""

<

posed, seeing
that Baiabbas was , .of the crime
which they alleged against Jesus. See, further,
BARABBAS.
LiTKRATt - ~ '

7
' ~ T

, csus the Messiah,
n 576fl. ,

ii i t . . ' \.i 5)

\V. H. DUNDAS.
INTERCESSION (the act of one who goes be-

tween) is generally taken to mean that part of

prayer in which, we approach God on behalf of
others. The coriespondirig word in NT, frreuis,
which occurs only at 1 Ti 21 45

, does not neces-

sarily mean what we now understand by inter-

cession, but rather, as its connexion with frrvyxdvaj
implies, drawing close to God in free and familiar

prayer (see Trench, Syn. p. 190, where, however,
it is added,

* In justice to our translators it must
be observed that intercession had not in their time
that limited meaning of prayer for others which
we now ascribe to it ').

Intercession has always been regarded as a char-
acteristic duty and privilege of believers in Christ.
There is no fact or a-]c

i(< " r
\\ 'nore dis-

tinctive of the ( I HIM urn
'

i , this, in
\vhich the Christian heart, rising above all con-
sideration of self, expands with a Christ - like
benevolent desire for the welfare of eveiy living
soul, and prays for all mankind. Accordingly, we
find that from the beginning intercession has been
looked i:;<'ii a- a specific and characteristic part
of the \ > . , son of the Christian Church as a whole
as well as of its individual members. The practice
was enjoined by Thrift, He Himself setting the

example to Ills (lit-i iple* As prayer, in the general
sense of the uord, i-> essential to the Christian

life, so inloico-^orypuutr has always been looked

upon as an o^crmal JJM L of Christian
]

j ( \ M.

Christ, vlion 011 cm ih, prayed for liV ip'l-r.M*-,
and still continues to plead for them beyond the

veil, though in thinking of this aspect of His
intercession it is a mistake to confine it merely to

prayer. This has IK en i<limnilily jmd com in< In ply
pointed out by MiHi^aii in TJte AwtMOfl cuid

Meavenly Priesthood of our Lord (p. 149-153),
and though this aspect of Christ's intercession

"belongs to a subsequent heading ( 2 below), yet,
"because the intercession of Christians must always
be based upon the Lord's intercession, it may Be

* There is no reference to the insurrection in the Sin. Syr

Gospels : see Mrs. Lewis in Sap. Times, xn. (1901), pp. 118, 271.
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premised here that in the intercessions we offer to

God the idea is wider than meie petition on behalf
of others.

c Intercession and giving of thanks 5

are to be made for all men (1 Ti 21
). It is a com-

monplace that prayer is more than mere petition ;

and so even in prayer on behalf of others mere

asking of benefits for them cannot be the whole of

prayu. Intel ce^ion, then, would appear to em-
1 n ale Thank-pvmi; for benefits bestowed on others

as well as imploring favours for them. Further,
intercession also seems to imply that in praying
for others, if we pray sincerely, we place oni Delves

with our means and our energies at God's disposal
for His purposes of grace towards those for \\hom
we pi ay. Intercession thus leads up to and neces-

sitates "self-dedication. In proceeding now to ex-

amine our Loid's teaching, we note :

1. The duty of intercession. The duty of inter-

cession is explicitly and frequently taught by
Christ in the Gospels. It has otten been remarked
about His teaching as to prayer that He seldom,
if ever, gives a direct command to His followers to

pray, but, taking it for granted that they do pray
and" do not need to be told to pray, He simply
gives them directions how to pray, and shows
them what are the essential elements, character-

istics, and conditions of prayer (cf. e.g. Mt 6s - 9
,

Mkll24- 25
, LklS1

).

It hardly needs to be remarked that the Chris-

tian religion, being a social religion, implies that

pr.iycii on behalf of others is an essential and dis-

ungui^iing element in its devotions. It would
have been "surprising if Christ had not taught the

duty of intercession. This, of course, must not be
taken as meaning that HL taught it for the first

time. Under the OT di-jien^-Liion God's people
were admitted to the privilege of intercession, and
their prayers for others were availing. In par-
ticular,

* the prophets were intercessors in virtue of

their calling. The ground of this was twofold.
The i

r o r T it: '\ H- tin a <.L,'L.'iM<t person ; but, further,
he h.in i,i<> ^i-.riL, a>id :h' possession of it enabled
him not only to interpret the mind of God to man,
but also the mind of man to God' (Bernard in

Hastings
5

DB, vol. iv. p. 40b). But in the Gospels
we might have expected to find, as we do find,
that the duty and privilege of intercession is ad-
vanced and developed. In Christ's teaching, inter-
cession takes a wider range and a higher view
than under T

- k ^T "-F< ri - i" -. "<] no section of
mankind is \<

'

i

'

i i'i i -M.-VM His redemp-
tion. Jewish prayers, even of intercession, had
been offered to 'the Lord God of Israel

3

or *the
God of our Fathers/ but in our Lord's pattern
prayer, as well as throughout His teaching, every
human being is invited to call upon God as his

Father, and in so doing to regard all mankind as
his brethren. e When His disciples ask to be

taught to pray, He gives them a prayer very
unlike what John would have given, for it con-
tains not a word of that petition for blessing upon
Israel which, in any grayer that an Israelite

offered, contained, to his mind, the gist of the
whole 9

(Latham, Pastor P<utoium
t p. 416).

The Incarnation has furnished a new motive
and a. new power for intercession. The man who
is in Christ is no longer an isolated unit : he is a
member of the Body of Christ, and therefore prays
for all mankind as Christ did ; for, knowing that
God has loved him in Christ, he loves others for
whom as for himself Christ came, and in thepower
of that love he prays for all men living.
When we come to our Lord's express teaching

as to intercession, we are at once arrested by the
fact that in the Lord's Prayer given to the dis-

ciples in response to their request to be taughthow to pray intercession not only holds the first

place, but ihe spirit of intercession pervades it alL

T 1

*- i , \. .-V h. is the peculiar prayer of the
i -"!, ( n the Ube of which marks him
out from all otheis (witness the fact that in the

early Church it was not taught to the catechumens
till they were competentes and on the eve of their

baptifein), is a prayer of intercession. *0ur Father,
which art m heaven, hallowed be thy name Thy
kingdom come Thy will be done on eaith as it is

in heaven.' Heie the disciples are taught to piay
that all mankind may be bi ought into the King-
dom of God, that they may reveience His name,
that they may learn to do His will and submit
themselves to His nile Heie all limits of space
and time are transcended, and he who prays the
Lord's Prayer prays for all mankind, even for the
u poi,!io r i- yet unboin. It would hardly, there-

lo'e ''0 :ui exaggeration to say that in Christ's

teaching upon piayei, intei cession holds the first

place. This is in keeping with the whole tenoi of

His teaching and with the genius of His religion,
^\ho all His life took thought for others, and
whose first utterance on the cioss was a prayer for

His murderers (Lk 2334
). Following upon this, it

is
'

'
"

' r

that, according to Lk 1 1
5'13

, it was
in i i

1

A lenee to and by way of commentary
upon the Lord's Player that Chiist spoke the

parable of the Friend at Midnight, in which He
teaches the necessity of

' *
, i . the

' '

"'..
Icated

,

i

' -of
Intercession, v . i

,
, -rd-

ing to Christ's teaching, is not only to be offered,
but it is to be offered with i

1 -no 1

! i:
i>: '

\

2. Christ'
1

's personal example. Besides His gieat
prayer of intercession recorded in Jn 17, the

Gospels afford several instances of our Lord's per-
sonal example in intercession. His prayer on the
eve of the ordination of the Twelve, when He con-
tinued all night in prayer (Lk 1612f

*)> was, it is
"'" -Vi

}
OM,

" l

" largely occupied with intercession
,"- . .11 Ho prayed for St. Peter (22

a2
). His

first word from the cross was a prayer for His
enemies. There is also the prayer recorded in Mt
II25"27

, and His prayer at the grave of Lazaius
(Jn II411

-), both of which are intercessory.
Christ teaches that, as He is the Mediator between

God and man, intercession must be offered through
Him. He is the Intercessor, and our intercessions
can avail only because He intercedes,
our prayers to the Father. He prayc .

- h

disciples and for all who through their word might
believe, and now He prays within the veil, carry-
ing forward the intercession begun on earth. This
comes out clearly in His 'Intercessory Prayer'
(Jn 17), or, as it has perhaps been more fittingly
uoign.MLcu, His 'High Priestly Prayer.' Beading
it in the light of the happily correct rendering of
RV, we see that He is speaking as if He had
already entered into the glory, and were looking
back jipon His earthly course. In the joy of His
anticipated triumph He presents Himself before
the Father and pleads for the fulfilment of the
Father's will. Clirist's intercession for mankind
which wji- begun on em (h i- continued in heaven,
and our pun ci* IOT 01 'u - aio presented by Him m
virtue of His mediation. At the same time, this

prayer affords an unfailing guide to our prayers
of intercession, teaching u& that prayer is to be
offered for the iTijrfilhosliio <r iv<-n into the King-
dom, for the uji.iy 01 ilio Ciiur< h of God, for the
perseverance of believers, and for the sanctifica-

tion, for all these ends, of those who are engaged
in the Church's work.

3. The scope of intercession. Our Lord is careful
to tell His disciples to pray for their enemies (Mt
S44}, and in so doing He bids them remember in
prnyor those whom they might not have thought
of including, assuming that" they would, without
being specially directed, pray for all others. He
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thus teaches both by direct pro' epi, rmd by implica-
tion that intercession is to be lull and universal.
The only other special direction He gives in this con-
nexion is that they are to pray for labourers to be
sent into the Lord's harvest (Mt 988, Lk 102

). Christ

gives these fe\\ ^"pc".!! directions as to the scope of

intercession, K^'-m^ 11 to time and growing ex-

perience to suggest their amplification. The scope
of Christian intercession must always be widening.

'It grows with the giowth of the Church and her needs , it

grows with the growing" complexity of human society as new
classes and new objects use up to claim *+ ^ n1^

.
T*o. es.

sion is also an ever widening element in i
; as

a man's interest and experiences widen, so must his prayers
'

(Frere, Surswn Cot da, p. 1).

& The conditions of intercession. Two distinct,

though sometimes confused, conditions of accept-
able intercession are laid down by Christ. (1) In
Mk II25 He shows that effectual intercession pre-
.

i"-- r
r v ;ivmg spirit. Those who pray for

< Christ must have the spirit of
<

'

I Mt 5 2ti 24 the disciples are taught
that a condition of ,"< i-

1

;

""

! prayer is that they
must seek reconcilia < ,, -s anyone who regards
them (rightly or wrongly) as having done him a

wrong (see ahn, ad loc.). There must be a re-

moval of the sense of injury fiom his mind as well
as forgiveness to those who have wronged them-
selves. He who prays for others must be in peace
and chanty with all men.

LITERATURE Most of the modern popular books on Prayer
are astonishingly silent as to Intercession In many of the
so-called *

divis- o'i- ^ pi, MI* I-itercession does not even find a

place But in M i i \\ II i v -, Method of Pi ayer, a book little

used now, Intercession is prominent. Of the few modern books
in which the subject is dealt with, mention may be made of

Worlledge on 'Prayer* in the Oxfoyd Library of Practical

Theology,
~~ ' "" "

Corda ; Eeid's Chris-
tian Pray*

'

rod, pp. 41-64.

J. CEOMARTY SMITH.
INTEREST. e

Interest,' found twice in E-V of

the Gospels (Mt 2527
, Lk 1923

) instead of *

usury
3
of

AV, represents the Greek TOKOS which in the LXX
is the equivalent of the Heb. ncsheJtJi in the whole
of the eleven passages in which the latter occurs

(Ex 2225
,
Lv 25-*

6 etc. ). Now nesJwkh is rightly ren-
dered e

usury/ the reference being to the interest,
often exorbitant, charged by money-lenders in the
ancient East. In the NT r<kos, though often used

'

Greek in the sense just defined,
< ' 'interest on deposit paid by a
banker/ There were many banks in the Roman
period scattered over the Groeeo-Roman world,
some called 'public banks' and others private
firms (e.g. "Theon & Co./ 'Herodes & Co./ at
O\\in\ " hi 1 - These, however, seem, from a
l.i.i A i

- o\ i , text, to have farmed from the

government, in Egypt at any rate, the right of
jui'M'.'^-ii'i'pi: business; the Roman authorities,
JL U'I.L'I! <.'-;iear.

"" *

in some degree Ptole-
maic precedent /' Oxt/tJit/titJiits, No, 513,
vol. in.: cf the note on p. 248 f.). Not much
seems to be known about the deposit department of
ancient banking. The technical term for a deposit
on which interest wa- p.inl vuis creditum The
amounts lodged in Kom;m kmk^ towards the end
of the Republic and under the Empire must have
"been, in some instances, very large. About the
rate of Interest j>aid to depositors there seems u>

"be little or no information. The statement of

Suetonius, that Augustus branded some people
with infamy (notawit) because they bonowcd at

low interest and invested at high '((>/'" '*/*, 30)

may hint how the bankers made moncv out of tlic

funds entrusted to their care The ii-aiuil rale of

interest on loans under the Empire seems to have
been one pei ccknt. per month, or twelve per cent

per annum. This late is repeatedly mentioned in

the Papyri of Oxyrhynchus^Q. 243 of A.D. 79, and
No. 270 of A.D. 94, etc.). The rate paid to deposi-

tors will have been much lower. A considerable
banking business was also done in ancient temples.
So in ancient Babylonia (Johns, Babylonian and

' r
iws, Contracts, and Letters, 211), and

1 ' '
'

* woild, at the temple of the Ephesian
Artemis, for instance (Anabasis, V. iii. 61). That
the temple of Jerusalem was used in this way is

expressly stated by Josephus (BJ vi v. 2), and in
the legend about Heliodoius (2 Mac 310

'12 15
) About

the nv.-ip-r KK r { of this temple bank nothing seems
to b" krii-vM. On" Lord's refere^-*-- r ?

,

" 1

to local TpaTre^Lrai, the Eastern ^ ./

the Roman argentaru. See also BANK.

_LITERATURE Besides the
in~ L -

jfoned above, see
* Trade and Com-

'
"

, artt *Fenus'and <
Argentarii;

, Schurer, GJV* n. 268
"W. TAYLOR SMITH.

INTERMEDIATE STATE. See DEAD, p. 426a.

INVITATION The method of public teaching
adopted by our Lord being exclusively oral, it was
necessary that two features difficult to combine
should be prominent in the form of His instruction,
an immediate impression, and a firm grip on the

memory. This He secured by mingling ireely in
the social life of the time, and by an abundant use
of similes and illustrations drawn from facts in
the daily life and social customs of the people
whom He addressed. This is one of the reasons

why He clothed so many of His doctrines in

parables and figures centred in the idea of hospi-
tality.
The Hebrews were an < in < \ "\ -ti-.V' eople.

In the earliest times, the M-\ * : -;,' i

t
i were

specially sacred ; strangers were made heartily
welcome at the door of the patriarch's tent (Gn
183

, cf. He 132
) ; and in later times a surly attitude

towards travellers needing refreshment was con-
sidered a serious offence against good manners (1 S
254" 10

). Many strict injunctions were laid down
in the Mosaic Law (Lv 1933- S4

, Dt 1429 etc.) as to

the duty of kmdn< --
, o -, :n

(
:- -. At a still later

period, when the d-'^rr 1

! n \- .' j^ settled in towns
and cities, an elal- <\. '< < 01 manners grew up,
both as to giving and receiving hospitality There
was much entertainment of friends, relations, and
-I I,PIJ. j'M'ii j ^x Ji " - ri V, o I in.c of f\! Lo (1 ;

-O' 'MI! r,i- i
i ; ['j

" IM< iv ;:t 'ii ,i i" ii li^i L- <.{'! i' -

iij- r*'.- ;( T l\ Iiin\ 071 fi I -I, ( ( I.V.iM-"

JL - L- ""( h ,!''<
'

!( i! -!i(l| "I'
'

. !,>; c^ it] -01 '<J

intercourse as were oiferea to I Inn; Ho was lond
f

"
: - ". J

'! ted by His friends (Lk 1038 etc.),
, -. ! . i , Himself from the outset of His

:

'

< , i , eminently sociable man (Mt 910
),

otten accepting in\ iiaiion^ from quai \>( J - Uin L p*a\ o

offence to those iilio con^i'loied tliom^oho-* IcadiM-s

of society (v.
11

, cf. Lk 197
). This, however, He

did, not merely because TTo u< li^liu
""

in the fellow-

ship of men and women, bin inn n'y because of the
iino \amplod

' ^v it attbrded Him of spiri-
nial iii-trucii , 'I ,- , Lk 741

"50
), and of bring-

ing Hi-. iziilnorKC to bear on those around Him,
whether they were His personal friends (Lk 1041* 42

),

or secret enemies (7
36

), or the general public (Jn
129), or individuals who were denied entrance into

icoojinixc'l *ocioty (Lk 1810
). It was a sign of His

insight and v IM Lorn as well as of His broad sym-
pailnos that in a community so eminently sociable

!i> ill at jri uhicli He moved, He should make such

free use of the machinery of hospitality for His
Messianic puipo&c, and devise many parables and
illustrations drawn from the customs of the day,
and from the etiquette that ruled the relations of

hosts and guests, from the highest circles of life to

the lowest.
It is partly from this point of view that we are

^to understand His frequent habit of representing
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the gospel of grace as God's Invitation to the soul

to partake of the blessings of salvation. It made
an instant appeal to T

l'c> -\rnpiu Y ^ of His

audience; it brought spiii,u,v it-tili ie- within

reach of the intelligence of the humblest and most

ordinary people, and it predisposed them to re-

ceive "T willingly ; and, as the similes

and , "which He clothed His teaching

represented recurrent facts and exigencies in their

lives, it helped to drive home deep into their

memory the lessons which He taught, and to bring
them back frequently to their recollection. In

this way the method of His leaching helped to per-

petuate its substance till the time when it took a
written form. But the parables of invitation have
a wider appeal, for the relationships from which

they were drawn are universal, and belong to all

nations and communities where the customs of

social life are honoured. These customs vaiy in

detail in different ages and lands, but the root-rela-

tions of hosts and guests are permanent. ^These
parables are a kind of Esperanto of the spiritual

life, and appeal to the universal intelligence and

ympathie- of mankind. Thus the human side of

hi 1*1- teaching forms an ideal channel for its

Divine contents.
When we pass from the form to the substance of

the teaching, which represents the gospel as an

invitation, the simile is further justified by its

appiopi iatenes^ and its beauty.
1. Is emphasizes the bright and genial aspects of

religion, which shine with so clear a lustre in the
teaching of Jesus. It has been a recurrent and
lunefurfeatme of theological learning that it has
tended to envelop religion in an atmosphere of

gloom, by making so much of the horror and mis-

chief of sin, and dwelling so o^u-hely on the
need of repentance, atonement ,mJ jr.M :''on:ior.

Beligious ritual introduced another "baneful ele-

ment into the spiritual life by representing its

duties too much as a series of saceidotal ob-

servances, which by frequent recurrence became
mechanical and wearisome. Ethical writers have
likewise been prone to dwell exclusively on the re-

-'M.iM^r t'e-> of religion, to the obscuration of
"- j-m.iep

1

!'-. In the teaching of Jesus there
is nothing of this mischievous tendency. His

parables are full of the sound of wedding-bells, of
the voice of hiu-jrliioi of the joy of a great de-

liverance, of 1'ic i -i ou"^ of a precious and un-

suspected happiness. There are clouds on the

horizon, and the echo of distant thunders ; but the
foreground is full of happy figures intent on cele-

bin 'iig r!io marriage of the soul to its Divine
Lover and .Friend, and on enjoying the new-found

fellowship of God as the Giver of life and salva-
tion. Without in any way obscuring the evils

from which the soul is delivered by the gracious
ministries of the gospel, preachers should follow
their great Model in placing greater emphasis on
the sunny joys and holy privileges brought within
our reach in Jesus Christ. One reason why the
common people heard Him so gljnllv MJIS, that He
took them away from the i\ oii <\>\v ting and elab-
orate discussions of the Babbis, and fians-ported
them into that circle of happy human relation-

ships from which He mainly drew His illustra-

tions. What was true then is just as true to-day.
2. The presentation of the gospel as a Divine,

invitation throws emphasis on another of its essen-
tial features, that it embodies a free gift of grace
from God to man. The central idea of hospitality
is that one gives freely what the many receive and
enjoy

* without money and without price.* Jesus
in the e

parables of grace* teaches us that the

gospel contains something infinitely precious which
is given to us, but which we could never deseive
or buy. Religion is not a bargain between man

and God ; it is a boon, !i hngos- bestowed by God
on man. It is not co'rnie'co, i< is reconciliation

and friendship. It is thus represented not as art

exchange of commodities m a r-i;i'k< .'-V-o, but as

a feast where the one
"

"" ' ~
."

'

I and receives

nothing back, save in happiness and

loyal gratitude of the Jesus justi-
fies this idea of a one-sided benefit by nearly
always making use of a simile of feasting in,

which a superior invites his inferior to a banquet.
It is a king im iting hi^ subjects to the wedding-
feast of his son (Mr 2'2-~"

A
) ; it is a great man enter-

taining a miscellaneous .is-'irbl*?,:-
4 of guests from

all quarters (Lk 1415"24
); it i u r,..Ui <\ _;

home a renegade son with the best of the tiock.

In all these cases there could be no question of a
return in kind. The conditions were satisfied by
the coming of the guests, and their happy enjoy-
ment of the good things provided.

* The gospel is

ever a gospel of grace.
5

3. A third significant aspect suggested by the
simile of an invitation is its voluntarmess on both
sides. There can be no compulsion in the invita-

tion to a feast of rejoicing. Unwilling guests have
no place at .

"" L

Religion has no room for

the idea of >mpulsion. The invitation is

free to all: acceptance must be^as free. Thus is

the sacred function of spiritual liberty, of the free-

dom of the will, safeguarded by the o^>cl Those
who refuse or neglect a social invitation may be

incurring a grave
- 1 -M -L-

; but they can do
so if they choose. I appeal of religion

may also be refused ; it lies with the soul whether
it will respond to the call of God or reject it.

The word translated 'compel' m Lk 1423 (oe.va.yxa.ffov'} must be
"i jl -

.' -Ov ,' el-! 1 - meaning
1 of 'constrain by persuasion.' It

i V - M ,
->

i i -i place the urgent desire of the master to
have an absolutely full house, in the second the feeling that

pressure will be needed to overcome the incredulity of country
people as to such an invitation to them being

1 meant seriously.

They would be apt to laugh in the servant's face' (Bruce in
'

. Test ,
in loco).

$. The idea of an invitation thus merges into
that of response ; and it is important to notice that

great stress is laid on this side of the question in

the parables. In not a few it is clearly the pivot
on which t" o ( !

' M i

ir turns. There is one way in
which an '\... ii may be worthily accepted;
there are several in which it may be rejected : e.g.
it may be (1) openly scorned, (2) accepted and then

rejected or ignored, (3) accepted in a wrong spirit,

or with an imperfect realization of its
]

. h < ^
and value. Each of these situations is < ,<li M i ii

by Christ to typify the attitude of men to His
gospel. In the parable of the Marriage of the

King's Son, the first guests invited treat the offer

with scorn (Mt 22s
), and 'make light' of it, pre-

ferring to find their satisfaction in their own way,
and even maltreating the king's TJ..

this Jesus exposed the attitude i' ', -
>

and scribes towards His gospel, and in a wider
sense that of all those who in a 11 10 oi iMl i> v.nrldly
spirit have since treated His ofiV iii -s '\ ,'ui<v, with
derision or disrespect. In the parable of the
Great Supper, the guests first accepted the invita-

tion, ana then, finding other more absorbing in-

terests, sent various excuses for not attending.
These represent the fickle multitude, who at first

thronged to hear the 'gracious words that pio-
ceeded out of his mouth,* and afterwards left

Him, having exhausted the sensational aspect of
His ministry and wonderful works, and having no
love for His higher message. Returning to the
parable of the Marriage, we find a final episode in
which the man without a *

wedding-garment
a

is

dealt with. Clearly he stands for those who,
having heard and accepted the invitation of the
gospel, show that they have failed to realize the
lofty and decorous spirit in which the soul should
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respond to it, and who tieat it as a common thing,
with no sense of its high pnvilege. The care with
which Jesus developed these situations in His

parables, ani"
1

;
j^

1

,!, in."
1

the doom that followed,
shows how <..' \ II- elt the importance of a

right attitude towards spiritual realities. It is as

though He were repeating in many tones and
accents the fact that God offers man His best in

the invitations of the gospel, and expects man to

be at his best in to them, otherwise
lie perils his soul (c: J

, Lk 1424
).

When we turn fiom the teaching to the practice
of Christ, the same attitude of appeal and invita-

tion is manifested, and the same spirit of loyal and
worthy acceptance is expected in turn. Every-
where in His dealings with men we find Him
acting as God's messenger of goodwill, and urging
them to respond to heavenly grace with grateful
hearts and willing service. Where men do so He
promises them a great reward (Mt 1927"30

) ; where

they fail to do so He shows a Divine and touching
sorrow (23

37 3S
) ; and though He is clear in reveal-

ing His own disappointment at such a result, He
lays the chief stiess on the loss and misery which

rejection must bring on those who are guilty of

spurning or ignoring His ever-renewed appeal.
The heart of the gospel is found in the central

invitation given by Christ to all men in the words,
* Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy
laden, and I will give you lest' (Mt II 28

).

LITERATURE. Wendt, Teach, ofJesus, i. 148 ff T

Chn&ti, ch vii. ; Bruce, Galilean Gospel, ch xi

a.i [1880] 101 if. See, further, art COMING TO CHRIST
E. GRIFFITH-JONES.

IRONY. See HUMOUR, and LAUGHTER.

ISAAC. Named (1) in our Lord's genealogy,
Mt I 2, Lk 334

; (2) in such collocations as f
sit down

with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob' (Mt 8 11
), 'see

Abiaham and Isaac and Jacob' (Lk 1328
),

* the God
of Abraham and of Isaac and of Jacob 3

(Mt 2232
,

Mk 122b
, Lk 2037

). See ABRAHAM, and FATHERS.
The sacrifice of Isaac came at an early date to be
used by Christian writers as a type of the sacufice
on the cioss (cf. e.g. Ep. of Barn. ch. 7). It is

just possible that some such thought underlies
jfto 8s* ' He that spared not his own Son.'

ISAIAH. There are seven instances recorded in

the Gospels in which Jesus quotes from the pro-

phecies of Isaiah, besides numerous other cases in

which His language is more or less manifestly
reminiscent of expressions in the book. The most
notable passages are two in which our Lord applies
to Himself the terms used by the prophet of the
Exile with regard to the Servant of Jehovah, viz.

Lk 416"22
, where Jesus reads and expounds the

words of Is 611- 2
; and Lk 2237, where He adopts as

, '-'n-lc TOM of His own, experience a clause of Is

.53*-. Our Loid thus plainly taught that, alike in

the mission and in the vicarious suffering of the
ideal Servant of Deutero-Isaiah, His own person
and work were lyjiifioil and foreshadowed. More
general is the ,> jp!i< ,uuui of Is 69- 10 to the people
of His own tinio ..Mt L.J

1S
, Mk 412

, Lk 8 10
) ; and

also His use of Is 2913 of the Pharisees and scribes

(Mt 157
"9

, Mk 76" 7
). All three Synoptists record

the quotation from Is 567 with which He lebuked
the temple-tradeis (Mt 21 13

||). St. John alone

gives the quotation of a general character from
Is 541J

(Jn 645
), while St. Mark records an cvpre-*-

sion which manifestly comes from Is 66-'
4
("Nik 9*

a
^.

In only three of the above seven cases is Isaiah
mentioned by name, and in BO case is there any
indication that bears in the slightest degree upon
the question as to the authorship of the various

paits of the book.

In addition to these more direct references, there

aie many expressions in the discourses of Jesus in
which we have echoes of Isaiah's \ _ ,,,^, Our
Lord's mind was filled with the OT, , < , * ,;- to be
expected that His utterances should be cast in the
mould, and often expressed in the very words, of

ps
1 "*

In Mt 534- 35 we perceive
a '

661
; Mt 2133ff-

i|
at once

suggests Is 51 ' 2
. Other less obvious instances are

probably to be found in Mt II 23
(cf. Is 1413 15

)

1619
(Is 2222

) 66 (Is 2620
) ; and various expressions in

the eschatological discourses of Mt 24 and Lk 21.

To these others might possibly be added ; but it is

not warrantable to find in every case of verbal

similarity a lefeience to, or even a reminiscence of,
the words of the OT. But apart from doubtful

cases, it will be seen that the Book of Isaiah, both
in its earlier and in its later poitions, is fully
acknowledged and used in

L1 J
] *i_ of Je&us.

It is not less so with the I . '._ -- hemselves.
All four quote Is 403 with _;'. '

i- mission of

John the Baptist (Mt 33
j u \ i- Mt., who

uses the OT so largely in connexion with the

ministry of Jesus, applies to His coming and
mission the passages Is 714 (Mt I23

) 9
1 - 2

(Mt 414'16
)

534 (Mt 817
) 421"4 (Mt 1218"21

). St. John (12
s8 "41

)

quotes Is 531 6 10 in reference to the rejection of

Christ by the people ; and the Synoptists all lecord
the voice heard at the Baptism and the Transfigura-
tion as using th

"

_r/,,_' of Is 421
.

As with the ^- - <. Jesus Himself, so, in the
case of the r.\;mucK-i- no theory with regard to

the actual i'uriioi-iup ui any part of the book can
claim to be suppoited by the manner of the refer-

ences. e

Isaiah,
7 even when named, stands mani-

festly for the reputed author, and (as in Jn 1238
)

the mode of expression is naturally and rightly
that popularly used and understood. No critical

conclusions can be drawn from any of the refer-

ences.

With regard to the original Messianic import of

the passncro- jpplio-1 in the Gospels to Jesus Christ

and ms Noik. ilioie is no difficulty in those cases

where the * Servant of Jehovah '

is identified with
the Messiah. And even in such passages as Is 714

91 - 2
quoted by Mt., we must recognize, beneath

,

"* "*

.

"

'heimmed" '
'. i reference, an

^ < which ;'".'. - justified the

specific application by^n* Tin. 1

,_<
Vi T\ia. \illv

is this so ttiili ihe pinf-'UM lur.tii'ikii 01
* hn-

manuel,' an i ! nl JfV'iro in whom we find the ear-

liest portraiture ot the Messianic King (Is 714 88- 10

96' 7
). Thougl'

:
s .

:
i o cases be without

historical or * ! <,i ' \ k

(as in Mt 415- lt

from Is 9 1- 2
), it was quite legitimate to find unex-

pected correspondences between the earlier and the

later stages of Providence and Bevelation, based
on the deep underlying unity and consistency of

the Divine purpose and methods.
J. E. M'OUAT.

ISCARIOT. See JTJDAS ISCABIOT.

ISRAEL, ISRAELITE. 1 The former name
occurs 30 times in the Gospels, and the latter

once (Jn I47). The following o\ prc^ion** are

found: 'Israel/ with or without the aniclo (Mt
830 93J

,
Lk I54- 80 S25- 84 425 - 27 7 9 2421

, Jn I81 310
; also

Mk 1229 vocative); 'people (Xa6j) Israel' (Mt 2s
,

Lk282
);

* house of Israel' (Mt 106 1524
) ; *sons of

Israel
>

(Mt 279
, Lk I 16

) ;
e tribes of Israel

'

(Mt 1928
,

Lk 2230
);

f land of Israel' (Mt 220f
-);

s God of

Israel* (Mt 1531,
Lk I 68

); 'King of Israel' (Mt
27^, Mk 15s2, Jn I

49 1213
). The force of the name

is best understood T>\ ( omparmg ir \\ ith t\\ o otheis

used in the NT. c"Jlobio\v
J

( Kfaaioi} i< one \vlio

speaks the Hebrew lnmia<ro i.c tlus venuwiolar

Aramaic dialect (Ac 6 1

;"
cf." Lk i>3, ,Jn 19'- *').

c Jew' (lovSaTos) implies national descent; origin-

ally used for those who were members of the tribe
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of Judah, and lived in the country of Judah, it

"became a wider term, after the leturn from Baby-
lon, for all who were members of the Hebrew race.
* Israel

'

differed from both of these as being the
name of privilege given by God to Jacob, the
ancestor of the race (Gn S228 3510

), and the thought
of the theoci "' :-l

- of the chosen people
and of God's , them always underlies
the term. See esp. Mt 26

,
Lk I

54 GS
"

2-5 32 24s1
,

Ac I 6, all of which reveal the national conviction
that the Messiah would come for the benefit ot

Israel, and that to Israel weie God's attention and
love especially given. But in marked contrast to

e thoj&e uhich imply that the
has failed to fulfil the Divine

puiposes for it : a Roman centurion exhibits

greater faith than was to be found in the holy
nation (Mt S10

If Lk 79
) ; the house of Israel are as

a whole '
lost sheep' (Mt 10s 1524) ; they need some-

one to turn them to the Lord their God (Lk I 16
) ;

an honoured and official teacher of Israel is shown
to be ignorant of the fundamental principles of the

spiritual life
(
Jn 310

) ; incidents in the OT prove
that some Gentiles received God's care and bless-

ing, and were preferred to Israelites (Lk 425"27
) ;

and a mysterious intimation is given of the

supremacy of the Church of Christ hereafter (Mt
19-8 !! Lk 22Jy

) ; it is character, and not theocratic

privilege^, that makes a man '

truly an Israelite'

IJn l^). See NATHAXAEL. Thus the Gospels teach

incidentally what St. Paul lays dow '
;.

'

v<>" ^ * ] ^ v

(a } that Ibrael does not comprise all
- '

i o i. e f I -i i< 1

(Ro 9s
) ; (b] that ^1 o K i\ r < red position of Israel is

to be taken by C \\ -iinn-, i"v the latter are *the
Israel of God J

(Gal 6 1S
, cf. Eph 211 -39

); (c) that
this is for the purpose of ultima-

"
7

I&rael to spiritual communion and , II

9-11).
2. The status of the chosen people before God is

to be taken by Christians. But that does not
mean that Christianity is merely to be substituted
for Judaism. Christianity is not a (ompMelv
new creation fallen from heaven, but i.iiho i

growth from the religion of Israel a growth far

surpassing the germ from which it sprang, as an
oak surpasses an acorn, but yet < > - k -

.

" r M -

ments which are discernible in the ," i C p- .- -

tion in a rudimentary form. In order, therefore,
to estimate the relation in which the Gospels, and
particularly our Lord's teaching, stood towards
Israel, it is necessary to estimate broadly how
much the New was indebted to the Old, and how
much it discarded in rising out of it with its Divine
and potent growth.

(a] Monotheism was the chiefest glory of Judaism.
Part of the inspiration of the people of Israel is

seen in its
*

genius for religion/ the capacity for

realizing the supreme and only existence of God.
A step towards this had been monolatry, the
national adhesion to one Deity only, which was
compatible with the recognition that other nations
and lands were under the protection of other
deities (Jg II24

, 1 S 2619
). But it wa- not long

before the Hebrew prophets taught that Jehovah
was the God of all the nations of the earth, a
spiritual Being whose service \\ as incumbent upon
all mankind, that << *"< . not primarily
in ritual but in DQ-- ; ,

;
. \ : . truth is the

very fibre of Christianity; a Christian, is in the
truest sense a Unitarian.

"
* Jesus answered. < The

chief [commandment] is Hear O Israel, the
Lord our God is one Lord ; and thou shalt love the
Lord thy God"' (Mk 1229

). But even in the OT
there are not wanting intimations that the God-
head is not a * monotonous unity/ but that there
are distinctions within It ; e.g.

* the Angel of Jah-
weh or of God/ i.e. His presence manifesting itself
in outward act (Ex S'K19 ^28

); 'the Captain of

Jahweh's host/ who is also called Jahweh (Jos
514f -

6-); 'His Holy Spiut' (Is 63lof
) ; see also

the thrice repeated name (Nu 624"26
), and the

Tersanctiis (Is 63
).* Acconlmg to the repoits of

His teaching as contained in the Gospel records,
our Lord expressly formulated the truth of the

unity of God, but never that of the Holy Trinity ;

and yet the latter pervades the whole record. * In
the gradual process of intercourse with Him, His

disciples came to recognize Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit as included in their deepening and enlaigmg
thought of God ' But the truth is definitely

implied in the discourses in the Upper Room
(
Jn

14-17), and in the baptismal formula (Mt 28 19
).

See Gore's Hampton Lectures, pp. 134 ff.
; Illmg-

worth's do. pp. 67 ff. ; Gibson, The Thirty-nine

Articles, vol i. pp. 93-101.

(b} Covenant.^The monolatry which preceded
monotheism was calculated to give birth to the
idea that between Jahweh and His people there
was a close and mutual agreement. If He was
exclusively their God and Protector, they were
bound to do Him service. It is not easy to say at
what period the < '/"" arose. But the earlier

prophets, though \ < < not expressly mention
a covenant except Hosea (6

7
doubtful, S 1

) all

teach the tiuth that Jahweh requires moral,
ethical service from His

"" 4 T
compilations of the natipna
relationship with God is firmly established in the

religious thought of Israel. The covenant with
Abraham (Gn 15) is the -l.u'Ing point. The
covenant at Sinai (Ex _M :- - .U

1

~-
; opens the

second stage of the history. D has yet another

covenant, based on the contents of the Deut. law,
and made on the borders of Moab (Dt 29

1 9- 12- 14 - 21
;

cf. 2616'19
,
2 K S32*-1 ). But when Israel was carried

i
)J -> Ti /..'o !

Jl| e Old Covenant was in reality at
; , ". : u\ , broken it by their sins. Jeremiah,
therefore, speaks of a New Covenant (31

31ff
), for-

giveness of sins, righteousness, peace and joy. It
had been foreshadowed in the life story of Hosea,
and was to be the fulfilment of the di earns and
longings of all the prophets.

c In the visions of
the new covenant the OT becomes Christian.*
And the thought is the inspiration of Ezekiel and
of Deutero-Isaiah. But there were two other crises

in Israel's history where the idea of a covenant is

prominent. God gave a covenant, i e. a promise,
to Levi of a perpetual priesthood in the tribe (Dt
338, Jer 3318- J1S Mai 21'6

), and to David of a per-
peti..

1

'.v --i ,'V "\\> ,.* '2^7 2T' TM93 34f
-,

Jer ;>;>"- P'-ili'i-. :> (\--, .,/ -!- which
went to make up the fulness of the Christian cove-
nant. In the Gospels, "v\ illi tl:o o\-( en,

1

ion of Lk I72,
where the Abrahamic coxen.tnt, i^> i' 'cried to, the
only occurrence of the word is at the Last Supper
(Mt S628 H MkH24

, Lk 2220
) ; our Lord uses Jeremiah's

term, *the new covenant/ but at the same time
the words ' This is my blood *

refer to the covenant
at Sinai (Ex 244'8). This application of the word
to the results of His own Person and work served
as a starting-point for the fuller working out of the

thought by the Apostolic wnters. The analogy
of the Abrahamic covenant is drawn out chiefly
by St. Paul (Ro 4, Gal 3), while the Ep. to the
Hebrews deals with the kingship (ch. 1 ; cf. Mt
S244

), the prip-tliooil (7-10), and, closely connected
with the li u or, ihe spiritual covenant of the
foigiveness of sins (IQ

15'1
^).

(c) Law. A study of the passages in the Gospels
which speak of the MosaicLaw shows in a striking
manner the relation of Christ's teaching to the
religion of Israel. On the one hand, He recognized
the Divine authority of the Law, in its true mean-
ing and spirit, and not as interpreted and em-

* On the use of the indefinite plural
'
they.' see Taylor on

Pirke Aboth, 11. 2.
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"bodied in the 'deformed
"

'of the
scribes and Pharisees (Mt

'

,

'

, Lk 1617
).

But, on the other hand, in order to 'fulfil' (irX-tipu-

<rcu) the Law He -was obliged to take a negative or
cutical attitude. ' The Law and the Prophets,'
as a dispensation, have had their day, and have

given place to
' the kingdom of heaven' (Mt ll 1 -*-

||

Lk 1610
), and to *

grace and tiuth
3

(Jn I 17
; and see

Mt 9 17
1!
Mk 2- lf

, Lk 537
). Even the Law and the

Pi ophets meant something deeper than they had
hitherto been undei stood to mean (Mt 712 22J4 -40

) ;

and this deeper meaning is contained in a * new
commandment' which Jesus gives to the disciples

(Jn 1334
). The Law had geneially been considered

as a compendium of positive commands
"

the details of life; but the only parts
mattered weie 'the weightier things,' judgment,
ineicy and faith (Mt 23W

||
Lk II4

-) O'thei cuu-
cisms of the Law are found in Mt 521 "48 19s (divorce)
121 -12

, Lk 1310'17 141 "6
, Jn 59' 17 9 (Sabbath) Our

Lord took care to avoid causing ofience (Mt 186f
-),

though showing at the same time that He was
raised above bondage to puiely ritual and non-
ethical enactments : e.g in the payment of the

Temple tax (Mt 17 24"27
) ; in touching the leper, but

at the same time telling him to ofler the requisite
sacrifices (Mt S 1 "4

). The one decisive breach that
He made with Jewish legalisra was in dealing with
the distinction between clean and unclean foods,
and with ceremonial washings (Mt 151'20

, Mk 7 1"23

[note Px,V of v. 1<J

], Lk 1C7 ll38'41
).

(d) Sacrifice. The Jewish ordinances of sacrifice

formed part of the ' Law/ and were also in intimate
connexion with the covenant idea ; this section,

therefore, must to some extent overlap the two
preceding. Our Lord accorded to sacrifices the
same ! * /"i "<>" that He accoided to the Law as a
whole ; He accepted them as of Divine authonty,
and binding upon the Jews. He told the recovered

leper to ofler the prescribed gift (Mt8
4
); He assumed

that His hearers offered them as an ordinary
piactice (5

2tJf>
). But the latte: *, , , Iso shows

that He i cheated them to a -
. place as

compared A\nh the higher moral duties, lie twice

quoted the saying of Hosea that God desires *

mercy
and not sacrifice

'

(Mt 9ia 12r ). And by the inaugu-
ration of the New Covenant in His own blood, the
whole Jewish system was by implication abrogated
by being tianscended. The thought of sacrifice

seems also to underlie the words in Mt 20-8
1|
Mk

1045
. Christ gave His life as a * ransom' (Mrpo?)

a means of icdcmption or release. The word is

used m the LXX as a rendering of n$3 a *

covering
'

or 'atonement.' But such a passage as Nu 3531

shows that it does not necessarily imply the death
of an animal; and it is precaiious to press our
Lord's words to support siuy //" ''<///

of the Atone-

ment, as has been done with di-vi-iron- results by
widely differing schools of thought. Further, Jn
19s6 refers to the Passover lamb ; and possibly also

Jn I 29 - 36
, but it is safer to regard the Baptist's

words as an allusion to Is 536 * 7
, where the suffer-

ings and death of the Servant of Jalrweh are
described as being in some sense vicarious, and
availing to 'take away the sin of the world';
this tiuth was depicted symbolically by the *

scape-

goat' on the Day of Atonement. The words of

our Lord at the institution of the Eucharist were,
as has been said above, the starting-point for the
fuller teaching of the Apostolic writers Of the
debts A\hich Christianity owes to Israel, none is

more fundamental than the conception of sacrifice.

The icfeiences to the subject in St. Paul's writings,
though not numerous, are quite enough to show
that he had a deep and firm belief iii the sacri-

ficial and pi opitiatory character of Christ s death

(Sm<1ay-IlLa("i.'mi Romans, pp 91 f ) See also

1 P I2 (an allu-um to the covenant sacrifice at

Horeb)^!
19

(the Passover lamb), 224
(a general

description of an atoning sacrifice). And it is the
paiamount thought in Hebrews, which shows how
Christ's sacrifice and priesthood were analogous to,
but infinitely surpassed, the Jewish sacrifices and
the Levitical piiesthood (see art. BAY OF ATONE-
MENT).

(e) Messianic expectations. (i.) The universal
expectation m Israel in our Lord's time that One
\\ as to come who should be a national deliverer,
had its roots as far back as the Divine promises to
Abraham ; but the focussing of all hopes on a King
^as due to the piomise made to David that his
line should have \ ci v < -u 1 possession of the throne.
The hopes of i\i\ <n:i 1 x eace and glory under a
king reach a climax in Isaiah and Micah. But
they received a terrible reverse at the Captivity,
and in subsequent OT writings the idea largely
disappeared. It was revived, howevei, to a certain
extent in apocryphal and especiall
liteiature. In two of the earlier
^T \" Oiacles, in parts of the
"." Psalms of Solomon, there arc indica-

tions of the hope, tlioujji the title
* Messiah' is

not used. The ( hri-timi belief that Jesus -was the
Messiah (though the truth was guessed by the first

disciples, Jn I41 49
) was due to His own claims,

which were not, however, put forward even to the
Twelve till near the close of His ministry. He
pronounced Simon Peter blessed because the truth
had been Divinely revealed to him (Mt 1616f

') ; and
He ,

* * ""

"to Pilate that He was a king
(M

'

Lk 233
,
Jn IS3

"-). But while He
declai ed the fact, He raised it into a new sphere of

thought
' My kingdom is not of this world ; if

my kingdom were of this world, then would my
servants fight . . . but now is my kingdom not
from hence.' And in conversing with the Twelve
He linked with it the clear announcement of His

npp ojulimir sufferings (Mk S27
"31 and parallels; cf.

Mi -><'--'- 1

*

(ii ) The kmgfthip of the Messiah was the only
h had been entertained by the

' But 'in the minds of the first

members of the Christian Chiirch the experiences
of the Cross, the Resurrection and Pentecost,

*

-nth the impression which the character
,

,
the life and teaching of Jesus had made

upon them, led to a rapid transformation, pregnant
with important consequences, of the idea of the
Messiah which they held as Jews '

(Hastings' DB
iii. 356a ). As they studied the OT Scriptures m the

light of th- i r : found scattered

there the
'

k

< i i i complete ideal,
which had been perfectly fulfilled in Jesus' (%b.

356 T1h"\fyiii.nk"fl.h .iM-1 i-M-l-'- ,-
"':< -i TT-j

had .'! (!:"<'. * io- ( Ii -T .11 s< MI >n M i

1

o p^'i'i-i* ('"

a *-,'.io /,'!.'.-'' I>*l*i \",*- 7*7
). And in the

miracles which He performed He appeared to be
a counteipart of OT prophets. This v. k'-ij- of

miracles formed part of the current M(-,'iri-',

conception, as is implied by John the Baptist
(Mt ll jf

), and m the quo-iion'mirs of the Jews
(Jn 731 ). Another trait in ilio piophoiit office of

the Messiah that of the revealer of unknown
truths is implied by the Samaritan woman (Jn
425

). This had formed no definite part of the
earlier Messianic expectations, though the nation
had looked forwaid to a true prophet (1 Mac 1441

).

In our Loid's time men hoped for the return of one
of the old prophets (Mk 613 827f

*), or the corning of

one who was called ' the prophet
'

(Jn I 21 - 25 614
) ;

but there is no indication that l the prophet
' was

identified with the Messiah.

(iii.) The more clcaily the atoning value of Christ's

death was realized, the more completely was He
seen to be the ideal Priest foie^hadowed by the

Levitical priesthood. His own words would form
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the &tjiri*.r;r-iMM, for this conception; He 'laid

down Hi- h*e, He 'gave
3 His life as a ransom

(see above). The double thought of Chiibt as
"Victim and Piiest is fully worked out in Hebrews
on the basis of Ps 1104.

(iv.) The OT contains many passages which
teach that Divine purposes are accomplished
through the sufferings of the righteous : and in

the later chapters of the Book of I-fikh the

righteous portion of the nation merges into the
vision of one representative Servant of Jahweh,
whose j-rtMoliiMj* was to bring the whole nation,
and even Uou-Jc^ to the light, and whose suffer-

ings were to have a vicarious value. This repre-
sentation does not appear to have exercised any
influence on the later Jewish expectations of the
Messiah. The inspired utterance of John the

Baptist (Jn I29- 36
) pointed towards the truth,

though his hearers do not seem to have under-
stood his words. The Twelve could not realize

the necessity for Christ's suffering** until He had
suffered, when t ]^ prcn.*; riuth damned upon them
(Mt 1218

-21
, Ac 3

"
'

I-
7 - !

). It has been suggested
that the servant (dov\os) of Lk 1416f- may be an
allusion to the same h^ure of prophecy.

(f) Pv'Jit'f'J'>'!>? T'e Jewish and Christian
IM~c^ MI'C- b- Vk "\ A OK* dcr>e y bound up with escha-

tological teaching as a whole. In the OT the ex-

pectations with regard to a hereafter consisted

mainly of the aspirations of saints who felt certain

that righteousness is eternal, and that God's power
and dominion are infinite This intuitive assurance
that the present life with its inequalities and
anomalies cannot be the whole of life, maintained
itself in some minds side by side with the popular
notions held by the Hebrews in common with the

Babylonian and other Semitic peoples, that Sheol
was a state in which man would continue to exist,
but only in a shadowy, nc T ve1o^, purpo-ol* re-

production of his present ^i^onjihiy. In apoca-
lyptic literature an advance was made to some
extent. The c

last things
3

began to be detailed in

a great variety of forms some of them, indeed,
sensuous, and marred by narrow-Jewish exclusive-

ness, but others more spiritual and universal ; in
some the Messianic kingdom is to be on this earth,
in others in a transformed lieaven and earth ; in

some the enemies of Israel are punished at death
in Sheol or Hades, which thus becomes equivalent
to Hell, while the righteous (Le. Israel) attain to a
resurrection j in others the resurrection is uni-

versal, and a prelude to a final spiritual judgment.
And Christian teaching borrowed much, both from
the OT and from later Jewish writings; but it

rose to a spiritual height and < \"\'
L

*
r

,

""

ond
the former, while at the same -i ,

* the

gross, exaggerated, and nnspiritual elements which
marred the latter. Christ's own <?^hntoloi.n(,il

teaching centres round the Kingdom oj frf>(7 He,
like the OT writers, does not discuss theoretical or

speculative questions, but deals with broad moral
issues. His teaching

* unfolds the course of the
Divine kingdom which had been the object of OT
faith and the centre of OT hope. It presents that

kingdom as a thing of the actual present, brought
to men in and by the Teacher Himself, but also as
a thing of the future which looks through all his-

torical fulfilments to a completer realization a
thing, too, of gradual, unobtrusive growth, yet des-
tined to be finally established by a jn e;i f "<>iH u-h o
event' ( TT->f ins?-' DB i. 750b), Oir Lord, as roporcod
by the Sj nopal's, prave a targe place to the piorm-o
or His own Return, an objectru

1

ovoni, iho ume of
which was not yet revealed even to the Son. In
some

- - -

cioseiy connected with a
quite :

- the destruction of Jeru-
salem ttfl 24 ' Mk 13; cf. Mt 1023 1627*-, Mk 8s8 91

,

Lk 9m 21iV
). Connected with the Parousia, and

the cause of it, is the Final Judqment, which will

occur at the end of the world, a judgment of indi-

viduals, and of universal scope, in which Christ

the Son of Man wall be Himself V T : \>\ The
Fourth Gospel, while not without ,

>

(cf.

124S ) of this final judgment, lays stress rather on a

present judgment,
" -uVUi"^ i -t-K in a probation

of character and a -o
1
'"- . 01 ,i< i v, h ch proceed now'

(gnf. 1347!.^ With the teaching of Jesus on the

Parou .

n T *
""f is connected the doctrine

of a i the OT this was not a

doctrine, but a vague longing of a few great minds
for a deliverance from Sheol, a life superior to

death It was only gradually and at a Jate date

that the conception became more distinct. At
first it was a re-animation of Israel as a whole, but
Is 26 19 seems to breathe the more individual hope ;

and the clearest statement is reached in Dn 122f>
,

the latest OT utterance on the subject Nowhere
in the OT is a resurrection

' ""
'

'
as extend-

ing beyond the case of Israe doctrine of

a resurrection of all men was gradually evolved,
and had been accepted before the Chustian era by
the Pharisees- and the mass of the people, though
rejected by the Sadducees, in accordance with their

Ermciple
of rejecting all traditions and accretions

iter than the OT. Our Lord's teaching holds a
course between the two ; it is based on the great

Srmeiples
of the OT, but is coloured, as to some

etails, by the eschatology of later waitings, being
at the same time free from the crudeness and ex-

,'i,i\,i->irui^ of the popular beliefs. See Mt2223- 3iJ

!l

Mk 1.>
S -

. Lk 20-7
'40

; Mt S 11
, Lk 132bf-

; Mt 1028
,

Lkl414
, Jn525f- 28f-ll21- 2fa

.

(g) Angelology. The NT belief with regard to

angels is taken over almost entire from the later

phases of Judaism. Angels are innumerable (Mt
2653, Lk 213

}, and glorious in appearance (Mt 28s
,

Lk 29
;

cf. 56|<u 2 P 210
) ; they minister to God's

people (Mt 213 411
, Lk 2243

), and carry the saints

to Paradise (Lk 1622
). As Jahweh, in the OT,

was surrounded by them, so the Son of Man will

be accompanied by them at His Parousia (Mt 1627

2o31) ; and they are charged with duties connected
with the Last Bay (Mt 1341 * 49 2431

). In OT and
NT alike only two angelic names are recorded,
Michael and Gabriel (Dn 1013- 21 S16 921

, Jude9
, Rev

127, Lk I19 26
}. Satan is an individual being (Mk

I 13, Lk 1018
). In a few points Christian concep-

tions show an advance upon the Jewish. In the
Book of Daniel angels are guardians or patrons of

particular countries (10
I3

;f ^ 12l
) ;^in Mt 1810

they
appear to'

i
...

"
"" :

"
,

*

human beings,

especially ot children, foatan is attended by a

company of angels (Mt 2541
, Rev 127), an idea not

found m earlier writings. Angels are spirits (He
I 14

). Christ, and men in union with Him, are
better than angels (He 25

, 1 Co 63).
(h) Scripture. This has been placed at the end,

and not at
' " ""

I
r
the series, because the

growth of *

^ the religion of Israel
would remain a fact even if all the Jewish records
had been destroyed. But it is true that the posses-
sion of, and devotion to, the OT Scriptures had an.

enormous effect on the formation of Christian

thought and teaching and phraseology. The direct

quotations from the OT in the NT are very many ;

and there are, besides, a mass of more or less
distinct allusions and reminiscences which must be
studied in their OT context if their meaning in
the NT is to be understood. See artt. OLD TESTA-
MENT, and QUOTATIONS.

P Tn addition to 1 T e uorks on OT Theology and
on th k T. ro of C hi 1 -

, I >K lol.o \ IMJ: aio ,m o^pr Iho more- '.i->( fill

English works \unch un* e.v-_ii ovair ii>l(. They arc arranged
according- to the sections in the article

1. Sanda\-Headlain, Roman*, on chs. 9-1L
2. (a) Gore, Bampton Lectures ; lllinguorth, do. *

Gibson,
The Thirty-nine Articles, vol. i. 91-118; E. Cuird, The Evolu-
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tion of Religion. The doctrine of God from the Jewish side is

treated in Montefiore's Hibbcrt Lectures

(6) Westcott, Hebrews, 20S-302 , Candhsh, Expos. Times,
1892 (Oct -Nov.).

(c) Hort, Judaist r~

M'Giffert, History of
Christianity in the Bruce, The Kingdom of
God, and St. Paul's < >nstiamty; Sand -Headl

,

Romans, 187 fl

(d) Cave, 71
"

> ,
7 T)',^rine of Sacrifice ; Mauiice, The

Doctnne of - < . \ jTAe Ascension and Heavenly
Priesthood of our Loud', Westcott, Hebiews; Sand -Head!.,

Romans, 91 f
; Driver, Deuteronomy, note on "I:D, 425 f.

(<?) (/) Edersheim, Z/?/e ad Times of Jesus the Mes&iaJi ,

ewish and

T

t>h Messiah , Stanton, 27ie Jewi
Dalman, The Wot ds of Jesus (E,n<r tr ),

7
'

/

"

~s hi) ; Chailos,
'

,
S-JiMoi.d 7 M-

T
* ' f T 1 -

iy9
He R, 1^,1, i

, 7/i; Enoch (ed.

Christian '>"* fT * ' f T
of St Pa ,

Ohailes), - - '
-

(0) Fuller, Excursus on '

Angeloloco and Demonology,' in

Spealer's Apocrypha, vol i. ; Comm on Dan
, Zech., and

Rev elation

(A) See art SEPTUAGINT with the htei ature there.
Besides the abo\ e, a mass of useful information is contained

in the
"

- in Hastings' DB 'Isiael/ *God,'
* Jesus ' Law (m NT),'* Sacrifice,'

* Atone-
ment,

1

'Messiah,'
'

Eschatolo^y,' 'Resurrection,'
*

Angel,'
*

Satan,'
'

Development of Doctrine' (Extra Vol )

A H. M'NEILE.
ISSUE OF BLOOD. One peculiarly

" '

case of tins ailment is mentioned in t '

(Mt 920 ai/jLoppoovcra, Mk 525
, and Lk 843 o&rct ev forei

aH/iaros). The description indicates a veiy severe
and obstinate form of uterine haemorrhage possibly
aiising from internal growth, for the patient had
suffeied many things of many physicians and only
grew worse for the treatment ; and she had en-
dured the complaint for twelve years. The malady
was in geneial regaided as incurable by medical
treatment, and was handed over to be dealt with

by magic charms and amulets. Its painful char-

actei, apart from its enfeebling and pio>uatmg
effects, was incieased by the fuct that it involved
a lijioroii'i isolation fioni society, and was looked

upon -\Mili paiticular horror. All female dis-

charges, even the normal monthly occurrences,
were peculiarly lepmrnant to the Semitic mmd,
and came under the cycle of custom and legislation
to which the Polynesian term taboo has been ap-
plied. The terror arose from the dread of super-
natural penalties and of malignant agencies which
were supposed to emanate from women at such
times. Supernatural powers were believed to
reside in the blood of the menses, on account of

which it was itself held to be efficacious as a
charm. The idea may have been modified before
NT times, and yet would remain at least as a

vague undefined lopiiirnam'e and fear (see "W. Ii.

Smith, JRS, Note on '

Holiness, Uncleanness, and
Taboo '). The sufferer would further be compelled
to perpetual celibacy.

Vi" < '^ T riii'id c c iii- of this malady we find the following- ;

*I r i i' u o* i * i a i rio parting
1 of the ways with a cup of

w 'her hud, iPid ILI some one coming
1

up behind startle
her by calling out, Be healed of thine issue of blood,' And,
*Take three measures of onions, boil in \\ine and give the

patient to drmk, at the same time calling out suddenly, Be
healed of thine issue 'An interesting anticipation of certain.

familiar features of modern therapeutics.

That oui T.oi<V- healing of the sufferer was re-

garded as iiioinoiixblc and attained to a consider-

able vogue apart fiom the NT record, is evidenced

by the legend that the votive figure at Banias, sup-

posed to be that of Christ, was erected by this

woman out of gratitude to her Deliverer, and other
kindred legends,
The chief feature of the miracle was the fact

that the healing was gained surreptitiously, apart
from the will and initiative of Jesus. Our Lord
\\si- ]'io--mg iliroujih the crowd on His way to the
Jw.-o 01 Jn.r,i>, ^!MH the woman, moved by a

great expectation of healing, drew near to touch at

least the fringe of IT* v," r^i '>i which special

sanctity resided), i -1 \ i
; <\en this slight

contact would remove her trouble. Having ac-

complished her object,
'" "*

\ she felt in
her body that she was healed, ot the' plague,

3 and
our Lord became conscious that * virtue

J had gone
out of Him. The idea that healing power was
resident in the body of Je&us, comparable to a
charge of electric energy, is not to be entertained.
The casual touching of His body by any sick
person would have had no such result. "Vfe must
MJ >PJI-I/> (1) the touch offaith. The whole nature

of 'jo \\omanjiiad been roused to actrvity and
hopefulness. No labour of Je&us to create and
evoke this essential condition of being healed was
necessary or possible. The expectation existed at
full tension, and she was prepared

- ' "
,

1

therefor
*

receive the
And (2) . o this exerci

Divinely for sympathy resident in
esus. While this capacity

the forces of
' *

-

which exist in humanity, it still

to operate on the same plane and to" be not alien
but kindred. The possibility of sympathetic rela-
tions being in existence between e mind and mmd,'
quite irrespective of consciousness or will on the

part of bofch or of either, is an ascertained fact,
however it may be explainable. Various theories
are put forward to account for the phenomena, but
meanwhile the fact must b - ' ' "

power
of mind to affect mmd by Lannels
of sense. Moreover, (3), our Lord's own teaching-
must be duly weighed, that His woiks were due to
the indwelling Divine poioer. The nature of Jesus
was strung to sympathy with the whole complex
coil of human suffering and need. At the very
moment of this occurrence His heart was full of
intensesi \'i", l ".y with the sorrowing ruler.

Such a r.j ,:, 4
i

'

i would present, quite apart
from the immediate exercise of will, a fitting in-

strument for the Divine healing energy^.
The

Divine power utilized and made more efficacious

these already powerful -\rnpatliii
- rnl c \pocta-'

tions; butwliile this is to bo Jiuolvrecoiriii/^i! the
chief emphasis is to be laid on the liolv will of
the unseen Father, with whom our Lord was
morally and essentially one.

LITERATURE
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ITUR!A. Tliis term is used in Lk 31 among
other designations of political and geographical
districts, the identification of whose rulers is in-

tended to give a fixed chronological *-tinttiiji-joi"t

for the ministry of John the Baptist. It does not
occur as a substantive in any pre-Christian writer.

Neither does it occur again in p^ost-Christian
litera-

ture until the days of Eusebius, and doubtfully
then. The term *

Ituraeans,' however, as the name
of a people, is frequently mentioned. The first

mention among Greek writers of the Iturseans is

that of Eupolemus (B.C. 150) !.- '.u-;
J

-

'

\\ Eusebius

(Prasp. Evan. ix. 30). Ci-.i i/'"'/ /. ii. 112)

speaks of them as a piedatory people, and Caesar

(Bell. Afr. 20) calls them *kilml archers (cf. Jos.

Ant. XIII. xl 3 ""Hi
n,.-F^".^'T -

-'a?; but it is

commonly agree
'

. .'"'' andNaber's

andNiese'sreading/Iroi'pai'jf l-piofciiotl]; Strabo

XTI. ii. 10, 18, 20; Dio CV-. x]i\' 32. 5; Appian, ,

Cw. v. 7; also Virgil, G^rg. ii 4i?> ; Lucan,
PharsaL vii. 230, 514).

The most important fact brought into view by
the liUtoiy of the Ituro?ans, so fai as the under-

standing ot Lk 3l is concerned, is their migratoiy
c'luiactci. They first appear as the sons of Jetur

(Gn 2515
, 1 Ch 1s

'

1
}, a branch of the race of Ishmael
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(cf. artt.
* Jetur

9 and 'I&hmael 5

in Hastings' DB}.
Thf *

<'i :L'
;
T.r..l home was the territory to the S.E.

of r,,lc :"('. In the course of their wanderings
they diifted northward, and some time "before the
Exile leached the country adjacent to Israel, east

of the J01 clan. Late in the 2nd cent. B.C., Ansto-
Imlus I. < ' x i

1 certain "bands of non-Israelites

who had -i . ,
> Galilee, and compelled them

either to submit to circumcision or leave the

country. It has been conjectured that among
these there were &orne Itur&ans, who moved still

farther north. At any rate, in the next generation
the Iturceans aie definitely located in the region of

Lebanon. Strabo (XVI. n. 10) speaks of
_
them

^
as

inhabiting the 'mountain country' which with

Chaleis and Marsvas was ruled by Ptolemy the

son of Mennrcus (B.G. 85-40). He further de&cribes

them in association with the Arabs as ' all lawless

men dwelling in the mountain region of the

Libanus, and anti-Libanus terntoiy,' and haiassing
the agricultural population of the adjacent plain,
D. JRmilius Secundus, a millitaiy commander under

Quiimius, reports that in a campaign against the

Ituueans in the Lebanon range, he had stormed a
fortress of theirs (Mommse 1

i. TfJt , "% 77 nr.lv.

1881, p. 538). With the io!
"

I

1

"K^, the

fovernment
of this entire region iu <"! i

n iu the

antls of his son Lvbanias, whom uuonli'i^y Dio
Cass4us calls 'king of the Iturssans' (xhx. 32).

Lysanias was put to death by Mark Antony in

B.*c. 34, and a little over ten years later (B.C. 23)
this territory came, by way of a lease, under the

control of a chief named Zenodoras (Jos. Ant. XV.
x. 1

;
BJl. xx. 4) ; but in B.C. 20, upon the death

of Zenodorus, Augustus gave a portion of it to

Herod the Great; and when Herod's kingdom was
broken up among his heirs into tetraiclue^ it fell

to the lot of Philip to possess it (Jos. Ant. XV. x. 3;
BJ II. vi. 3). Subsequently to the mention of

Ituisea by St. Luke, the emperor Caligula^ be-

stowed it upon a certain Soernus (A,D. 38), entitled

by Tacitus (Ann. xii. 23) and Dio Cassius (lix. 12)
4

king of the Itmreans.
1 From A.D. 49, the date of

the death of Soenras, and onwards, the country-

appears as a
pait

of the province of Syria, furnish-

in- a quota of soldiers for the Roman army (Ephem.
j:pi';r. lbS4, p. 194).
The mention of Itursea by St. Luke raises the

following questions : (1) Bid he use the term as a
noun 01 as an adjective ? This is partly a question
of correct Greek usage. A noun '

Itiirsea would
be a linguistic anachronism at the time of St.

Luke. It is unknown until the 4th cent. ; but that
the Evangelist fell into the error of using it as
such is maintained by Schurer and H. Holtzmann,
while Rum-ay (Expos., Feb. 1894, g. 14411, Apr.
p. -8S if.), contends against this position.*

(2) Out of this linguifctic question grows the
historical one: Did fet. Luke speak accurately
when he enumerated the Itursean country as a

part of the tetrarchy of Philip ? For even if the

Evangelist did use the word ' Ituisea' as an adjec-

tive, it does not follow that he h, - < 01 rt-< iV located

the eountiy. H. Holtzmann (/*"/<"-' //*. Syn,

Gosp.
J

p. 58) calls it an erroi that Iturcea should

be included -with Trachonitis in Philip's tetiarchy,
and explains that St Luke probably had in mind
a later arrangement of the territory under Agiippa.
As a matter of fact, Josephus describes the tet-

rarchy of Philip as consisting of 'Batanea, Tra-

chonitis, Amamtis, and ceitain paits of the house
of Zeno (Zenodoius) about Paneas yielding a
revenue of one hunched talents' (Ant. XVII. xi. 4;
BJ II. vi. 3). Itursea is not given in this desciip-
tion. But it does not seem probable that St Luke,
who is writing with so much regard for historical

details, should have failed at this point. Hence
efforts have been made to account for his statement

as it stands. Of these it is easy to set aside as futile

(a) the identification of Itursea with Jedur (a

region S.W. of Damascus), as oiym<>lo;-ri< rJ
1

* un-

sound, and as not corresponding j_(*<^a]i
l

'i<ni
l|

\ to

the descriptions given by Strabo. \<COJUS/.L to

these, the Ituneans lived in a mountainous region.

(b) Cheyne (art.
' Ituraea

' in Encyc. Bibl. } proposes
an ri.'K^iIrir emendation of the text ot Luke.
Instead or 'Irovpalas he would read Adpavlridos. But
in order to get this substitution he assumes that

by a transcriptional error c5 was dropped from

AvpavtTidos, and the remainder of the wT

ord, thus
left in confusion, was by another transcriptional

manipulation converted into 'Iroupa/as, Evidently
this is too elaborate and too purely conjectural
a proceeding to be accepted, (e) Statements of

Eusebius (Oti
2
p. 268, 'Irovpaia y Kal Tpa%am-m, and

5298,
Tpaxotfurts X<pa ^ K&1 'Iroupafa ; cf. also

erpme's translation of the same,
* Trachonitis

regio sive Ituraea,' Lib. de Situ, etc., p. 238) de-

finitely identify Itursea and Trachonitis, and have
been accepted as -,.

< "- f
,> !"!:\\ 'emovxng the dif-

ficulty. The term- I". j !:*', -* and Ituraea
J do

not, however, seem to be used by the Evr.n^rli-t
with the exact equivalency that the plpji-cmouy OT

Eusebius suggests. Hence (d] it is best not to

identify Itunsea with Trachonitis as a whole, but
to assume a certain overlapping of the two, giving
a fairly painstaking write r -;- -

1

'-i.nd for con-

necting them together in >ik
<

'
: ;, to present

the situation broadly. This conclusion is s-uppoired

by the constantly changing character of the terri-

tory occupied by the Iturseans, as exhibited in the
sketch of their history above given, as well as the

repeated shifting of the boundary lines in this

froMOial region during the centuries before and
Jif .< r Chn 4.

.^ Mimter, de Rebus Iturceontm ,
18e>4 ; Schurer,

GJV* L 707 ff. [HJP i. ii. App. i.]; I\r< ,( i, h.* //* ,- ?/.

Lukas, 1894, pp. 90-95 ; G. A Smith, art lu .r i n j I', i ,'_-'

DJB, and Expos. March 1894, pp. 231-2!*, l!ain-u\. J^JTL'JO.

Jan. 1894, p. 43 ff., Feb. p. 144 ff. Apr. p. 288 ff.

A. C. ZENOS.

JACOB. I. According to the genealogical list in

Matthew, Jacob (

r

la/c^) is the father of Joseph the
Im-band of Mary (Mt I35- 16).

2. One of the reputed progenitors of the Jewish
nation. Apart from the reference to Jacob's well

* The importance of this conclusion by Professor Ramsay,
apart from the purclx ac-ademu' vindication of St. Luke as a
master of good Grtes, is that t establishes an sumlogj for the
South-Galatian theory so strenuously advocated by himself.

c6& see next art.), in Jn 46
, and his

place in the genealogies of Matthew and Luke
(Mt 1s, Lk 3s4), Jacob is mentioned in the Gospels
only as one of the three patriarchs (Mt 8n '

Many
shall come from the east and the west ; and shall
sit down with Ahraham and Isaac and Jacob . . .*

el Lk 13** , Mt 22"
|,
Mk 1226, Lk 2037 'I am the

God of Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the
God of Jacob*). These three were grouped from
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early times (Ex 224 36 16
,
Lv 2642

, 1 K 18J6
} 2 K 1323

,

Jer 33%,
1 Oh 29 18

,
2 Ch 30), and occupied a place

apart in Jewish thought. \ -

1

_ to the Rabbis,

they alone weie entitled to be called DUN 4 fatheis.'

To them was traced not only the ongin of the

nation, but also the beginning of true woiship. As
a descendant of these three, a Jew might claim

nobility and a special relationship to God. This
claim was iccogmzed as mnx mm * 1

',.;.;,-- of

the fathers/ and was based on Lx 52 ju
. It was

denounced by John the Baptist (see ABRAHAM, and
cf. Mt 39

,
Lk 38

), and it figured piommciitly m the

conflicts between Jesus and the Phansees (cf. Jn
8J? 37

). Appaiently in the time of Jesus it was
liable to be abused, and on this account later

Rabbis refused to lay stress upon it, declaring it

no longer valid In Rabbinic hteiatme, Jacob is

recognized as the most important of the three

patriarchs (cf. Lv 264
-). He prevails with God (Gn

32-8 ). He names the sanctuary the house of God
(28

22
), and, in contiast to Abraham the father

of Ishmael, and Isaac the father of Esau, Jacob
inheiits the promise in all his childien (49).

LITERATURE. A most suggestive analysis of the character of

Jacob, and a full discussion of the pioblems of the narrative in

Genesis, including the names 'Jacob' and 'Isiael,' is given by
Drner in Hastings' DB 11. 520-535; cf also = \ T *i

Chinch, i.pp 4G-00 ; Gore, Studio, BiMica> m ,r i !' Ix i <

*La Signification Hiblonquc des Nomsdes Patnarches Ilebreux '

in Mttnowes de la Societe Linguisti(fUf t vi 150

G. GORDON STOTT.
JACOB'S WELL. On the anest of John the

Baptist by Herod Antipas, Jesus left Judaea and
returned with His loosely-attached followers to

Galilee (Mk I
14

). He tiavellcd by 'the great north
load

3

tlnough Samaiia. This road, aftei skirting
the W. edge of the plain of Mtiklmeli, and passing
under the slopes of Gerizim, enters the wide bay
foiming the appioach to the Vale of Nablus. Here
it divides, one hi. nidi -nlkri;/ \MM the)i1ui j^uiii^

north across the bay, past the lums ani -*pnr^ of

'Askar. In the fork of these roads is Jacob's Well

(Btr YaJM\ wheie Jesus, being weaned with His

journey,* it was about the hour of noon, sat down
and rested (Jn 46

).

The well is described (Jn 45
) as in the neighbom-

hood of
' a city of Samaria called Sychar, near to

the parcel of ground that Jacob gave to Ins son

Joseph.' This parcel of ground (x^ptov] is evidently
the plot refeired to in Gn 3318' 14) as lying 'before'

(or
* to the east of ') Shechem, which Jacob purchased

fiom the native Shcchemitew for 100 JpcMtahs. Some-
where within its borders the bones of Joseph were
aften\ ards buried (Jos 241'2

,
cf. Ac 7 1(J

) ; and the

plot came to have for the N. Kingdom the kind of

sanctity that Machpelah had for the Kingdom of

Judah. It is nowhere recorded that Jacob dug a
well here; but the fact had become a matter of

common and well-established belief by the time of

Jesus, and no serious doubt has since been raised

as to the origin or locality of the well. The tradi-

tional sites of Jacob's Well and Joseph's Tomb
(a little to the N.) are ,v NMV 1, C,^<\ by Jews,
^ "'

Christians, a:i>! M.-K-n alike. The
.

, the well goes back to Eusebius (OS,
s.v.

c

Sychar') See also art. SYCHAR.
In v. 6 the well is called irqy)j ('fountain

3

) roO

'la/city? : in v. 11 the woman refers to it as rb fipfap

(' the cistern or pit ') which Jacob gave. The latter

is the more exact description, inasmuch as it* is

not an *ain, a well of living watei, but a ber, a

cistern to hold water '

(PJSFSt, 1897, p. 197). Kaiii-

water probably formed the greater part of its

supply, though anothci smaller poition may have
been due to infiltration from the surioundmg strata

This would partly account for the 'great local

reputation' of the water *foi purity and flavour

among the natives of El 'Askar and Xablus.' The

neighbouring springs weie 'heavy' (or hard),

being strong!* i
,-. _ .

: ,,ith lime, while
Jacob's Well < ,

. . . .

'

(or softei) watei,
cool, palatable, and refreshing' (G. A. Smith,HGHL p 676). The woman's piesence at the

well at noon may have been due to the fact that
she was seeking water for workmen on the ad-
jacent coinlands, lather than foi domestic use
(PEFSt, 1897, p. 149). The sacred associations of
the spot, together with the 'real excellence' of the
watei, piobably diew visitors regularly both fiom
'Askai (J mile away) and from Nablus (Ij miles
distant) 3

in spite ol neaier and moie copious sup-
plies.
The true mouth of the well is several feet below

the suiface, and beneath a mined vault, which
once formed part of the ancient ciucifoim clmich
mentioned by Arculph (A D 700), and referied
to by Jerome (OS, s v. 'Sychai'). This nairow
opening, 4 ft. long and just wide enough to admit
the body of a man, broadens out into the cylmdii-
cal tank or well itself, which is about 74 ft. in
diameter and over 100 feet deep (G. A. Smith, I.e.

p. 373). The interioi appeals to have been lined

throughout with masonry, and thick layers of
debris cover the bottom.*

If the uniform tiaclition as to the well's origin
be coirect, probably the incomer Jacob sank this
{

deep
'

pit to avoid collision with the natives among
whom he settled, A well of his own, on his own
ground, would make him secure and independent.

LITERATURE Hastings' DB h, 5351 ; Ewcyc, Bibl iv. 4829;
Robinson, BRP% n. 283 L , Thou -on, LL n 146 f. ; Baedeker-
Socm, Pal. 215 i, Stanley, SP 211, U. A Smith, IIGUL
SO"" cr ^ r

'

""91, PEFMem n 172 f ;

PJ J -
,

' -
. . Times, v. [1893] 97 f.

A W. COOKK.
JAIRUS. 1. The name 'Ideipos occurs in Mk 522

and in the I \ *
, V-

T

(8
41

), but not in Mt.
(9

18
). Such \ ; iTjpos, 'Idipos, 'Idipos (as

Cod. >?) are also to be met with in the MfcsS. It
cannot be positively identified with the Heb. name
TN; (as in Jg lO^^prob.

* Jahweh enlightens'), the
LXX equivalent of which is variously *Iaep, 'Ia^/>,

'Ia/p, by simple i ?
-

i
; -r In fa\ our of regard-

ing 'IdtLpos as tb< . r . i /( , j . -rm of the Heb. name
is the fact that this form occurs in LXX in Est 25

for TN;, the father of Mordecai (Cod A, by a curious

slip, has tarp6$), as also in the \i-'< \ ;! , 'Est II2),
where the Ev has c Jairus' <i- in- "-..MI..- of the
same person. In any case, however, analogy
permits the adoption of 'Jair* as the English
equivalent of 'Ideipos ; and were the name in
familiar vogue, like such names as 'Paul,

5

this

would naturally be its form. The AV 'Jairus 1

(Twentieth Cent. J^T, ed. 190-1)

Gheyne (Ency. JBibl. ii s \ .) regaids the name as una ithentic,
'the spontaneous imenuou of a pious and poetic iniug 'nation

'

Tie rejects its identification \\ith OT TKJ, and yet he does not

hesitate to explain it by reference to Ty;, simply because the

meaning of the I,Jn.r m n, !> hr jr ^"- 'i ( ?' v !' awaken'),
suits his thcorv ( f a t,i ic

1 r il < n; T o \ ,o t.. li . r,r,u 01 the story.

This is quite arbitrary and pi < v ."
*

-
(Note, the name T#J

occurs in 1 Ch 205 as the %&n
,
l\ '

,).* r>

2. Jairus is described in Mk. as els T&V &px(.vvv-

(5
22

) and similarly afterwards as &pxi<rvvd~
Lk.'s &PXUV TTJS crwaywyris (8

41
) is perhaps

simply explanatory of this term which he nimself
uses later (v.

49
). Mt. has &pxw alone (9

1S
) ; but

theie is no need to -uppo>.o iha( this i- intended (.o

icpiesent Jairusasa nionibor ot ihe &anholmi, or

in, any other c;ipn(iiy I'IMJ that mdicjiiod in t}ie

other Gospels. J li(i (>ro\ \\\ and conciseness of the

*Eobinson (m 1S3S) gi\es the depth as 105 feet, Anderson

(m 1866) and Cornier (in ISTo) meaburcd 75 feet. Evidently
debris from the surface accumulated rather quickly.
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form in -which Mt. gives the story probably ex-

plain this loose use of &px&v* Wyclifs
*

prince'
here is due to the Vulg. princeps, and elsewhere he

invariably uses
*

prince of the synagoge' as=dpx<-
c-uwywyos. The Vulg., however, uses^ archisyna-

gogus in the Markan passage, whilst in Lk 849 it

has principem synagogce^ perhaps through the

influence of the phra&e in v. 41
. The Gr. term

exactly= the Heb. title ncsarj th, and the office

held by Jamis had well-defined functions. Pre-

eminently the * ruler' (ciL 'president' or 'leader')

was the director of public worship, Schurer holds

that generally there was * but one archisynagogus
for each -yn?i^o<nie

'

(HJP II. ii. 65), The expres-
sion used"in Mk o22

quite agrees with this, as it

describes the clctss to which Jairus belonged^ (one of

the *\ n.^og'ie-rulers' or 'synagogue-presidents')
rather than a particular body of 'rulers' of which
he was a member. The locality of the synagogue
in which he held office is not definitely indicated.

See artt. RULER and SYNAGOGUE.
3. In the triple narrative in which Jairus figures,

Mk 521-4J=Mt 918-26=Lk S40
-56

,
the condensed form

of Mt.'s account is most noticeable. In addition

to the omission of the ruler's name and ^the
loose

use of &px(av (see above), there is no mention of the

servant who met our Lord and Jairus on the way
with the news that the child was dead (Mk 5s5=
Lk 84&). In harmony with this, whilst Mk. says
she was in extremis (^x^TWS ^Xei )> and Lk. that

she *was dying
5

(air8vr}<rKev), when her father

came to Jesus, Mt. lepresents her as already dead

(&PTL -eX5r7<r0. Perhaps, as a matter of struc-

ture, the prefatory link in Mt 93S may be com-

pared with the phrase in Mk 5s5 ( =Lk 849

os, with a bearing on this point.

Cheyne thinks the Mt form of the story the most original,
an1

* \,-' . i - 1 vn.1 -c- f '-'i. <-Y1 m Mk. on this point as due to

; PI J *
* ..nr o ,4,-c. -: ii

i
i .. no one would have had a suffi-

ciently bold faith to ask Jesus to restore one who was already
dead. So far as that goes, however, the Markan account is

parallel with the situation in the story of Lazarus (Jn 11) ; and
we have no other instance In the Gospels besides this in Mt. of

a request that one dead should be restored to life. Compres-
sion still besc accounts for the form in Matthew. The account
of the actual restoration to life is also given with the greatest

brevity.

The effort to explain this incident as a case of

restoration from trance is not quite successful.

Mk.'s narrative would admit of such an interpreta-

tion, but Lk.'s definite phrases in yv.
53- 55

distinctly
fix the sense otherwise. In the primitive tradition

the daughter of Jairus was believed to have been

brought back from death to life. The story as a
whole is full of grace and beauty, and 'belongs
to the earliest stratum of the Gospel tradition'

(Cheyne, Ency. Bill, ut supra).
J. S. CLEMEHS.

JAMES (Heb. apx Gr. 'Ia/c^/3, 'Uwpos. The
English name James i*- analogou- to the Portuguese
Xayme, and Gael. Hamish). The name does not
occur in the OT except in the case of the patriarch,
but had become common in NT times, and is borne

by several persons mentioned in the Gospels. Pass-

ing over the father of Joseph the husband of the

Virgin Mary, according to St. Matthew's genealogy
(Mt llb where the form is *Ia/c6&/3), we have
1. James the father (AV ' brother

5

) of Judas, Lk
616

('not Iscariot,' Jn I422, the Thaddseus of Mt.
and Mk.). The AY translation is derived from the
Latin of Beza, and is due to a confusion of this

Judas with a quite different person, Judas (Jude)
the e brother of James' (Jude

1
, Mt 1355

). The
older English versions have either * Judas of

James' ( wyclif =Vnlg. ludam laeobi) or * Judas
James' sonne* (Tindale, etc.). Further, St. Luke's

practice is to insert &8e\<f>6s when he means
* brother' (Lk 3l 614

, Ac I22). Nothing more is

Jmown of this James.

2. James the brother of John {Mt 102, Mk 317
,

Lk 614
, Ac I 13

), elder* son of Zebedee, a well-to-

dot Gahlsean fisherman, most probably a native of

Capernaum. The call of James to Apostleship is

related in Mt 421 - 22
,
Mk I 19- 20 and (perhaps) Lk 510

.J

The frw o sons of Zebedee appear to have been part-

ners (Koivwot, fdroxoi) with Peter in the fishing

industry. Their mother's name was Salome, who
\\as probably a sister of the Virgin Mary (^ee

art. SAL03IE). The two brothers received fioin

our Lord the name Boanerges (' sons of thunder'),

perhaps because of their impetuous zeal for their

Master's honour, shown by incidents like the wish

to call down fire to consume certain Samaritans

who refu&ed Him a passage through their country

(Lk 954 ; cf. Mk 93S, Lk 949
'50

). James is specially

mentioned as present at the healing of Peter's

wife's mother (Mk I 29
), at the raising of Jairus'

daughter (Mk 537
), at the T' Mi-Firi' r i i"ii (Mk 92

),

at the Mount of Olives during the great
* eschato-

1
<i'_\r

1 "
c!

: ^course (Mk 13s
), and at the agony in

v io<;, of Gethsemane (Mk 1433). On two of

these occasions, the first and the fourth, Andrew
is associated with the three ; but on all the others,

Peter, James, and John are alone with Christ.

The special favour accorded to the two brothers

(and perhaps their kinship to Jesus) probably

prompted the ambitious request of Salome that

they might sit as assessors to Him in His kingdom
(Mk 1035

'40
, Mt SO20'23

). James was called upon to
4 drink the cup' of suffering (Mk 1038 39

) first of all

the Apostolic band, being beheaded by Herod

Agrippa I. in A D 44 (Ac 122
). An untrustworthy

tradition represents him as preaching the gospel
in Spain, of which country he is patron saint.

Eusebius (HE n 9) relates, on the authority of

Clement of Alexandria, that, when he was tried

for his life, his accuser was so greatly affected by
his constancy that he declared himself a Christian,
and died with him after ol itainmr 3iis forgiveness
and blessing. See, further, JJIM.IMJ>* DB n. 541.

3. James the son of Alphasus, one of the Twelve

(Mt 103, Mk 318
, Lk 6 1<5

, Ac I 33). In each list he
stands at the head of the third group nloni/^iili

Simon Zelotes (with whom he is coupled by tit.

Luke), Judas of James ( -T-in'Ma u*-. with whom
he is coupled by Mt. and MK.), and Judas Iscariot.

The Gospels tell us nothing more about Mm, but
he was most likely a brother of Matthew, who
also was a ' son of Alphseus

'

(cf. Mt 99 with Mk 214
).

He has been identified with (4) and (5) ; but the

probabilities seem to the present writer to be

against the former identification, while the latter

is almost certainly wrong
5. James o fuxp6s$ (Mk 1540

; cf. Mt 2756, Jn 19^).He is mentioned as the son of a AT,n\, i-iol bV
the wife of Clopas, one of the 'ons VUM-M, <i

whom the other three were Mary the Lord's mother,

Mary Magdalene, and Salome, present at the cruci-

fixion. This Mary, with Mary Magdalene, re-

v
Ti'o n^Mril order is 'James and John/ St. Luke sometimes

inu r *> i,. <*'
1 i-"

f Ac 1^3), probably because of the early death
o 1

"

J I
T

.1 1 "1 * -
'

M '
"

prominence of John.
1

T
i. -, <i

*
, J *<

,
-' (Mk 120). His wife was one of

those who ministered to Chnst *
of their substance *

(Mk 1541

Lk 8&).

$ The question whether the Lukan narrative refers to the
same incident as Tihafc related by Mt. and Mk. is not easy to
decide. Hammond, Trench, "Wordsworth, and other commen-
tators answer Jt in the afhrmam e

; Alfoid Oi * =iv\ <

"
c

j

,
1 1 the

negatne. Plummer (*St Luke' in lii'enjit. tnf Con ) is

doubtfuL A. Wright regards it as a </nfU da of the JLir.iun
narrative with that found in Jn 211-6. The characteristic
features of the Lukan account are : (1) there is no mention of
Andrew or Zebedee ; (2) St. Peter is the prominent figure ; (3)
there is no command to follow Christ; (4) the fishermen are

washing (not casting or mending) their nets ; (5) there ia a
miraculous draught of fishes.

St Jerome s rendering minor (Vulg Maria Jacobi minorft).
on which he founds an argument for the identification of this

James with (rf) and (5), takes no account of the fact that the
Greek is positive, not comparative.
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mamed to see where Jesus was buried. She had
another son Joseph. Those who identify this

James with (3) argue that Alphseus fAX^cuos, ^n)
and Clopas (KAonras) are two forms of the same name
(Meyer, Alford). Philologically this is improbable.
The extant Syriac Versions render *

Alphseus
'

by
Chalpai, while e

Clopas' is rendered by Kleopha.
Nor can it be said to be absolutely certain that

^ rod KXwira of Jn 1925 means the wife of Clopas.
It may mean s

daughter of Clopas.' Arid it is

unlikely that St. Mark would describe James the

son of Alpho&us by a n
"

James e the

Little
9

(in stature).* ^
,

hard to see

why St John, writing for readers acquainted with
the Synoptic Gospels, should introduce into his

Gospel the name Clopas if he meant Alphseus.
On the whole, therefore, we must conclude with
Ewald (Hist. of Israel, vi. 305, note 4) that the
identification is unlikely,t Of this James we
know nothing further.

5. James the Lord's brother. He is mentioned

by name twice in the Gospels (Mt 1355
,
Mk 63

).

He is the eldest of four brothers, James, Joseph,
Judas, and Simon (Simon and Judas, Mt 1355 ).
Other references to the Brethren of tha Lord are

found in Mt 1246
-50

, Mk 331-35
,
Lk 8 19"21

, Jn 73'5
.

From these passages we leain that they thought
Him mad, and opposed His work. St. John tells

us plainly that His brethren did not believe in

Him.
The following passages outside the Gospels have

to do with this James 1 Co 157,
Ac I 13 1217 15

(passim) 21 lb'25
, Gal I 18 19 21"10

; Jos Ant. XX.
ix. 1 ; Eusebius, HE ii. 1 (quotation from Clement
of Alexandiia), 11 23 (quotation from Hegesippus),
vii. 19 ; Jerome, de Vir. Illus. (quotation from the
flno,,] rd.-M 1 ' to the Hebrews); Clementine
II', * /

'

'
'

> Apostolic Constitutions, viii. 35.

From these passages we learn that he was converted
to a full acknowledgment of Ch

"
' ' \ ""

\ T
;

the Resurrection), that the Lord . .

specially, that he became head o : ,

Jerusalem, and that he was put to death by the
Jews either just before the siege (TTo^o-ipi-u-'i or

some ten years earlier 'To-cplm-} He was sur-

named the Just by his fellow-countrymen, and was
greatly respected by all classes in Jerusalem.
The Ems ' ""

,

- his name, which is almost

universally : . to the brother of the Lord,
is of the greatest interest to students of the

Gospels. There is no Epistle which contains in a
small compass so many allusions to the l-.i-

1

! M_-

of Christ Mib^cqucntly contained in the lv ;e;- ,-

we have them The following list includes all the
more *: parallels- Mt gs.

7. 9. 11. JB M-W . ja
25. 13

{
|

> Mt 619. 24 _,Ja 52 44 .
]|flt 71.

7-8 12. 16. 24

=Ja 411 '12 I5 28 311 - 12 I 22 (all these are from the
Sermon on the Mount). Of. also Mt 1236 with Ja
31 2

, Mt 184 with Ja 4 ; Lk 624= Ja 51
; Lk 1216

'21=
Ja 414

; Lk 815 21 19
(inrofiov/j, used by Lk. o'lV in "MO

Gospels) = Ja ls- 4 5n ; Jn 33=Ja I
17

; Jn v '-= I,i

I25 ; Jn 1317=Ja 417
.J On thes*

j
, -i

- ''
i ,ay be

remarked (1) that, while some < ,
4

; may
be explained as coincidences, there remain others
which even Renan \rAntichrist

3
, p. 54) admits to

be reminiscences of the words of Jesus; (2) that the
evidence is cumulative, and inc ludo- em i e-poiidonee
in teaching (e.g. oil xiche^, lormtili-iii, prnyoii ?i-

well as in language ; (3) that the most striking

parallels are with the Gospel n< corcling to St.

Mo! lliou . and with the earlier p.m^ of that, sug-
1:0-1 jiijr ibis possibility that James may at first

also mean '

young
'

(Deissmann, Bible Stitdws,

have been a hearer of our Lord, and making it

fairly certain that he was acquainted with the
special Matthoean 'source.'
A second point to be noticed is that the Epistle

of James is clearly the work of one trained in the
strict observance of the Law, while at the same
time his obedience to it is the obedience of zealous
love, as far removed as possible fiom the Pharisaic
formalism denounced by our Lord (Ja I22

'27 28"12

45-7 510. ii). Both in his case and in that of St. Paul,
although they developed on somewhat different

lines, the Law was a Traidayuybs els ^purrbv. This
view of the training of James, and --*. /

Jl
<

"

our Lord his Brother, is confirmed >

u
(

;

The names of the four brothers, James, Joseph,
Simon (

= Simeon), and Jude (=Judah), are those
of patriarchs. The parents are careful to observe
the Law in our Lord's case (Lk 2---24 - 89- 41 - 42

).

The Western Church, in legardmg James the
Lord's brother as identical with James the son of

Alpheeus, seems to have been influenced by the
authority of Jerome, who, in replying to Helvidms
(circa 383 A.D.), urges that, as James the Lord's
brother is call* ; ;. -i A

;

- lo ly St. Paul (Gal I18 - 19
),

he must be i- i ''' v : i James the son of
V I* . ce James the son of Zebedee wa& dead ;

', that he was our Lord's first cousin.

(Jerome does not identify Alphoeus with Clopas).
But it may be observed (1) that Jerome himself
seems to have abandoned this view (Ep. cxx. ad
Hedibiam) ; (2) that dde\<p6s never=dve^i6s in the

NT; (3) that James the brother of the Lord is

always distinguished from the Twelve (Jn 212
,
Ac

I 14 ; cf. Mt 1247
-50

) ; (4) that * His brethren did
not believe in him '

(Jn 7
3< 5

) ; (5) that the word
dTroVroXos, on which Jerome relies, is not confined
to the Twelve (Ac 144 14

, 1 Co 154'7
).* [For a fuller

discussion of the question see the article BRETHREN
OF THE LORD].

IE. Besides the authorities quoted above, see
-r-r j. ,

T^T, _ y
^ ,, ~

^
"

,'

LITERATURE.

Eng. tr 144)
t E\vald, however, identifies Qlopas with Oleopas (a Greek

name), Lk 2*18.

t Fuller li^ts \u!1 he found in Mn\ or. Epistle qfSt James (2nd
ed ), K\x\-l\ \\vui , Salmon, Intitditrtion to _\ f, 4,>3 (oih ed );

Zahn, Einleituny, i p 87; Knouling, St. James, xxi-xxui.

Uommentar, jt^'reiDurg. ibyu), Hummer (m Jtinposuors Jtiit)le>

1891); W. Patrick,
" - ^ - - -

19Q6>

Ji. VV . FXJLFOHD.
JANNAI. One of the links in the Lukan gene-

alogy of our Lord (Lk S24).

JARED. Father of Enoch, named in our Lord's

genealogy (Lk 337).

JEALOUSY. This word is not used in the

, llsuiiji TM 217 has 6 ^Xos rov ol'/cov crou=

>3 -v.~ i|
k
^ i;i

--
jealousy for thy house*; and

one of -l< -n 1 1 -i ul( > was Simon 6 ^Aw-nfc (Lk 615
,

Ac I
',

- ^rnn > K-mmioy (Mk 318
), a man who

had belonged to that party in the Jewish State
which was so jealous for the

^

* "

; of

God in Israel that .

"

i- .... -i of

any other (eg. by ;

i : - - 1 to Caesar) as a
form of treason But the thing which the OT
means by n$jp, in all its aspects, is everywhere
present in the NT, anc

1

;

"\ in the Gospels.
1. The jealoiiby of i .

' OT is connected
with the tiuth that He is God alone, and it is ex-

pressed mainly in two ways. First, in the exclu-

sive claims uhich Me makes for Himself
t Thou

shalt have no other gods before me' (Lx 203
};

* Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy

* In favour of the identification of (3), (4),
and (5) it is some-

times urged that it is unlikely there would be four persons, all

named James, cloielvcoiuiccicd with our Lord. But it must
be remembered (L) iVMt; iho name was certain to be popular
among patriotic Je\\s ; (2) that 'Jewish names in ordinary use
at that time were very fe\\

'

(Lightfoot, Galatians, p 268).
T\veh e persons tire mentioned in the NT as bearing the name
Simon (Simeon), and nine that of Joseph (Joses).
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heart,
'

etc. (Dt 65
) ; 'I am the Lord, that is my

name ; and my glory will I not give to another,
neither my prai&e unto rr* w r -'

(Is 42s
).

This exclusrveness or '>:,- * God His

jealousyfor Himself',
as it may be called pervades

the OT. It is the source of that < OPM-:Voi 1 which
He puts upon the human race t ^ v ibe most

important lesson which the mind is capable of re-

ceiving, that there is one only, the living and true

God This is the presupposition not only of all

uplifting religion, but of all science, anci of all

morality which rises above caste and convention ;

and what we see in the OT is the jealousy of God
woiking monotheism into the constitution of a race

who should impart it to the world. In this sense

the jealousy of God is represented in the mind of

Christ by the exclusive claims which He makes for

Himself! and in the rest of the NT by the reitera-

tion of these claims through the
lips

of His dis-

ciples. Sometimes the expiession of it is informal :

e.g 'He that loveth father or mother more than
nie is not worthy of me '

(Mt 1037) ; or,
c Blessed is

he whosoever shall find none occasion of stumbling
in me 3

(II
6
). Sometimes, again, it is quite explicit:

* No one knoweth the Son save the Father ; neither
doth any know the Father save the Son, and he to

whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal him' (II
27

).

In the Fourth Gospel this tone predominates, and
there could not be more precise and formal expres-
sions of the jealousy of God, as God is revealed in

Christ, than are found, eg., in Jn I 18 S-4 146 (see
art. PREACHING CHBIST). Thi -

* M i
- v of God for

Himself is echoed : i
-

; .:
- like Ac 41J

(' There is

none other name/ ^ . <

'

3U (' Other foundation
can no man lay,* etc.), Gal 18!-

('Though we or an

angel from heaven should preach unto you any
other gospel/ etc. : the peculiaiity of the Pauline
as opposed to the Tudai/mg gospel being that it

ascribed the whole of salvation to Christ alone, and
did not share His gloiy with the Law), and 2 Jn 9f

.

The second way in which the jealousy of God
expresses itself in the OT is in God's unreserved
, J //"'/'" *'"//*. of Himself with His people. It is a

/(."Vu-v ^
?'./' them, in which their cause is His, in

which His honour (if such a word can be used in
such a connexion) is touched if they are wronged,
in which His love rises into passion, and takes on
itself responsibilities for them of which they would
not have dared to think. Sometimes this, too, is

informally expressed : e.g.
' He that toucheth you

tpucheth the apple of his eye' (Zee 2s
) Some-

times it is quite explicit : e.g the great Messianic

promises of Is 9id - are sealed in v. 7
by The jealousy

of Jahweh of hosts shall do this
'

Cf. also the
.riiki^ pitairo Zee 82if All this is reproduced in
the mmd and words of Jesus. He is jealous for
His people, especially for 'the little ones* (who,
however, are not so much a class of Christians, as
Christians generally a weak and inconsiderable
folk in ordinary eyes), and nothing that concerns
them is alien to Him. The very <5i<rhte*t service
done them has a reward solemnly assured to it

(Mt 1042} ; the sin of causing one of them to
stumble is denounced with a passion which startles
us still as we read (18

s
) ; cf. art. ANGER, 2 (a).

The most thrilling illustration of this jealou^v of
Jesus for His *

little ones* is given in the Final
Judgment :

* Inasmuch as ye did it (or, did it not)
to one of these least, my brethren, ye did it (or,
did it not) unto me 5

(25
40- 45

). Jealous love can go
no further than this.

2. Since God especially G-od revealed in Christ,
is in this t\\ofijld s-on^e a jealous God, it is clear
that there must be in the Christian religion and
character a ^nrro^ifwdin;; \rtensity and passion.
Christians ouirli. 10 N> joaloii-. for Christ, sensitive
to all that dishonours Him, and especially to all
that degrades Him from the place which He"claims

and which "K "*< -'_- {- Him alone. The NT gives
Him what ! < \' - the name which is above

every name; and it is mcc L~~L "^^ ---"*

for Him to give Him only a *
i

names to classify Him, as is often done, with

prophets or religious heroes or founders of religions.

Jealousy, no doubt, is apt to be a turbid virtue ;

the OT examples of it Phmehas, Elijah, and Jehu
all illustrate this ; and even in Christian history

jealousy for Jesus as sole Lord and Saviour has
often been confounded with zeal for a definition of

one's own making, or for the predominance of one's

own ecclesiastical or political faction. Of all vir-

tues, it is the one which most readily calls the old

man into the field to reinforce the new, a process
which always ends in disaster. Nevertheless, it is

the primary virtue of a Christian, just as the keep-
ing of the first commandment was the piimary
virtue of a Jew.

3. Apart from their use in the sense of an ardent
and exclusive devotion to God in Christ, and to the

cause of Christ in His people (2 Co II2
), the associa-

tions of the words tfj\os, fr\ow in the NT are lather

repellent. Sometimes 77X0? is anger (Ac 517
), the

Heb fwjp being at least once rendered &V/JLOS in

LXX ; often it is envy (Ac 1345
: so the verb 79 175

) ;

in this sense, too, it is frequently combined with

tpis (Ro 1313
, 1 Co 3s,

2 Co 12-a
,
Gal 520

) ; only rarely
does it denote a keen and affectionate interest

(2 Co 77 n
) But this last sense is the one which

is really congruous with the fundamental import of

jeoVu-i <j * the sense of self-respect and of honour
m i he God who is revealed m Chust as Love.

JAMES DENNEY.
JEGHONIAH. Also called in OT Jehoiachin and

Coniah ; mentioned in Mt l llf* as a link in our
Lord's genealogy.

JEHOSH&PHAT. A king of Judah, named in
our Lord's genealogy (Mt I8).

JERICHO was situated in the valley of the Jordan,
about 5 miles west of the river and about 6 north
of the Bead Sea. The distance between Jerusalem
and Jericho was about 17 miles. The immediate
\\vi.v (M;<)\-U the advantage of

*

('2 1C 2
'

'--;,' and showed great fert !

1

city of palms' (Dt 343, 2Ch 2815
), "and Josephus

gives an enthusiastic account of the abundance
and variety of its products (BJ IV. vui. 2, 3).

The Jericho which was destroyed by Joshua was a con-
siderable town, characterized by the wealth of its inhabitants
and the strength of its fortifications (Jos 6 and 7). The re-

building' of the city is described in 1 K 1634, but the place is
referred to a, i \~ . *,-"_ ^ 1 Ch 19&). A school
of prophets . -

<
-

' '

"

Jencho that Elijah and Ehsha went dow
references are found in 2 Oh 2815, 2 K 255, ,

. \ >

32 738.

In the time of our Lord, Jericho was a large and
important town. \I I 'M"\ {.".."'ill P > revenues of
Jericho and the v.iii u -\_ u -* ' ' o Cloopatia,
and these were uus^ii irn-n )i> i 1-y Herod ilio

Great. Afterwards Herod received Jericho by gift
from Augustus, and erected a citadel, which he
called Oypros, above the town. He also built
within the city a pnlacc, in ^hich he died. This
palace was rebuilt by Herod Archelaus after it

had been burned do"wu by Simon during the
troubles which followed upon the death of Herod
the GreatJJos. Ant. xvn. x. 6 and xiii 1). After
the deposition of Herod Archelaus as tetrarch of

Juda>a, J one! 10 was held directly by the Boman
procurator, who farmed out its revenues.

Modern Jericho (er-Riha') is a miserable village of 300 in-
habitants ; the forest of "palms has entirely disappeared, and
only here and there can traces of the former fertility of the
district be seen. The exact site of the Canaamte Jencho does
not correspond with that of the modern village, and probably
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there were two towns, a little apart from one another, vhich,
during the prosperity of the Roman occupation, may have been
united by continuous building.

By tradition, Jericho has been closely associated

witn the Baptism of Jesus and the Temptation.
The site of Bethany or Bethabara (wh. see), how-

ever, cannot be fixed with certainty, and some

(e.g. Conder) maintain that the ford east from
Jericho cannot be the place, but rather a foid

farther north, lying east from Cana of Galilee. The
traditional scene of the Temptation is a mountain
called from this association Quarantania, lying to

the west of Jeiicho. But the uncertainty of the

scene of the Baptism and the vagueness of the

phrase 'the wilderness' (Mt 41
||) make this a

matter of tradition only.
From Jericho to Jerusalem there are three roads.

The central one of these is the most direct, and
was that used by pilgrims going from Galilee to

Jerusalem, who took the circuitous route in order
to avoid entering Samaria. It is an extremely
aiduous path, and wayfarers were much exposed to

the attacks of robbers, who easily found secure con-

cealment among the bare and rugged hills which
it traversed : a fact which gives vividness to the

parable of the Good Samaritan (Lk 1030 ). This
road was that which Jesus took on His last journey
to Jerusalem. After the raising of Lazarus, Jesus
and His disciples withdrew 'into a city called

Ephraim
'

(
Jn 1 1

54
). (On its site see art. EPHRAIM).

From this place Jesus could see the pilgrim bands
from Galilee going down to Jericho on their way
to Jerusalem. And in all probability, when ' the
Passover was nigh at hand,

3 He joined one of these

bands, and so paid that visit to Jericho with which
the names of Bartimoeus and Zacchoeus are as-

sociated. See artt BARTIMTEXJS and ZACCHOEUS.*

'
.

' *
"

SP ch vn pp. 305, 316 ; G A. Smith,
// ." -

. 496, Hastings' 2XB, artt. 'Jericho,

'Ephrami/ 'Bethabara', Farrar, LiH of Christ, n 178-186.

ANDREW N. BOGLE.
JERUSALEM.

1 Name.
2. Natural site.

3. Climate and Diseases.
4. WriTi r K *np!\.
5. I p" M sj : ,

6. History of the city during period of the Gospels.
7. Jerusalem in the Gospels

Literature.

1. NAME. This appears in the Gospels as 'lepocro-

Xv^ta and'Iepouo-aA?^. The former of these names,
and the more used, appears to have come into
common vogue a century or so before the com-
mencement of the Christian era It occurs in

2 Maccabees (3
9
), in the Letter of Aristeas, and in

Strabo, and it is the form always employed by
T.i.'ji

1

!!,- T- Latin Pagan writers, e.g. Cicero,
1*1 < JLv-ii!* it is employed transliterated as

JLifionolijtiw. lepowaX^ unquestionably is much
nearer to the Hebrew nWn 1

, however this was
vocalized, and is therefore the more primitive. St.

Luke specially employs this both in his Gospel
and in the Acts. It is noticeable that it is the
form put into the mouth of Jesus when His words
are piofessedlv reported verbatim (Mt 2337

, Lk 1334

2328
). The name Jerusalem, as used ihioughout

the Western world, and the Arabic form u^ed in

Palestine to-day, Yerusalim, are both derived
from this Greek" form. In Mt 45 2753 we have the

expression, used previously too in the OT,
c the

* The statement is frequently met with, in connexion with
om Lord's treatment of Zacchseus and also in connexion with
the parable of the Good Samaritan, that Jericho \\ns a sacer-

dotal city. In regard to this, il is certain that the priests and
Levites did not all reside in Jerusalem, but \\ere scattered

throughout the towns and villages of Judsea Jericho, as
within easy reach of Jerusalem and an important place, may
have been a favourite residence for the priests (see Schurcf.
UJP n. i. 229).

VOL. i. 54

holy city
'

This is familiar to us in "Western
lands, but it is also, for other reasons, the name
for Jeiu&alem throughout the Moslem woild. El-
Kuds, or, more classically, el-Micladdas,

e the
sanctuaiy

'

or holy place,
3

is the common name for
this city in the East.

2. NATURAL SITE. Modern Jerusalem occupies
a situation which is defined " " "

as 31
46' 45" N. lat. by 35 13' 25" Ic i

- i , -nwich,
and lies at levels between 2300 and 2500 feet above
the Mediterranean. It is overlooked by some-
what highei ground to the N

, to the E., and the
South. On the West the outlook is somewhat moi e

open, but even heie the view is not very extensive ;

only along a nanow line to the S E. a gap in the
mountains exposes to view a long strip of the
beautiful mountains of Moab acioss the Dead Sea,
itself invisible in its deep basin. Although the
exact situation of the city has \aried considerably
during historical times, yet the mam natural
features which gave Jerusalem its strength
and its weakness both as a fortress and as a
sanctuary, may be easily recognized to-day.
Built, as it has been, in a pecuhnily bare and
ill-wateied region, oft the natural lines of com-
munication, it could never have enjoyed its long
and famous history but for certain compensating

^
. site lies slightly to the east of the

great mountainous backbone' of Palestine, upon a
tOM^ue-^i.iiM d ridge running fiom N W. to S E.
Ihis fc

tongue' is the central of three branches

given off at this point The N.E one terminates

opposite the city as the Mount of Olives, while a
southern branch, given oft near the highest point
before the modern Jaffa road commences to de_scend
to the city, runs almost due south, and terminates
near the commencement of the Wady el- Witrd, at
a point on which is situated to-day the summer
residence of the Greek Pati larch, known as Kata-
mtin. The whole mountain group is isolated from
its

" *"
- ,he N.W. and W. by the deep

Wa
,
to the S.W. by tile roots of

the Wady es-Swr&r, and to the E. and S E. by the

Wady en-Ndr and other steep valleys running
down towards the Jordan and the Dead Sea. To the
north and south, where the ancient caravan road
from Hebron and the Negeb runs towards Samaria
and Galilee, it is separated from the main back-
bone by only shallow and open valleys. The special

ridge of land on which Jerusalem stands is roughly
quadrilateral in shape, but merges itself into

higher ground towards the N. and N.W. The
surface direction is generally downv\ ards from N.
to S., with a slight tilt towards the E. ; this is

due to the dip of the strata, which run E S.E.
Like all this part of the country, the rocky forma-
tion is grey chalky limestone, deposited m beds of

varying hardness. The least durable, which still

lies on the surface of the Mount of Olives, having
been denuded here, the top layer over the city's

site, is a haid limestone with T- \

'

, ." 'cnown
locally as the Mezzeh. This is i"', most
suitable for building-stone, though the hardest to
work upon. Under this are thick strata of a soft

white stone of uniform consistence, known locally
as Meleki: These softer layers have been of the
Treated impoiiance in the history of the city, as
in them II.TVP been excavated the countless caves,
cisterns, and tombs which cover the whole district,
and from them in ancient times most of the build-

ing-stones were taken. In many places this MeULl
rock when first excavated is quite soft and easily
worked with the most primitive tools, but on ex-

posure to the air it rapidly hardens. The stones
from this soft layer, however, never have the

durability of those from the Mezzch ; and doubtless
it is because of the poor mateiial used that so
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few relics of real antiquity liave survived till

to-day. Under the Meleki is a layer of dolomite
limestone which comes to the surface in the valley
to the south of the city, and is of importance,
"because along its non-porous surface the water,
which percolates through the other layers, is con-

ducted upwards to the one spring the Virgin's
Fountain.
The enormous accumulation of debris over the

ancient site renders it difficult to picture to-day
its primitive condition. The extensive investiga-
tions miiile Vie duiin/ the past fifty years, as

well as tin Gxainiriiiicn of many kindred sites in

other parts of Palestine, lead to the^ conclusion

that the whole area before human habitation con-

sisted of an irregular, rocky surface, broken up by
a number of small shallow valleys in which alone

there was sufficient soil for -vi _:t t.iM*"
1

-. To-day
the rock is eveiywhere covert

'

v.i-> <. !:- of a

depth varying from 40 to 70 or more feet. Only
those who understand how much this vast accumu-
lation has blotted out the ancient natural land-

marks can realize how very difficult are even the
essential and elementary questions of Jerusalem

topography.
Of the broad natural features that survive, most

manifest are the two great valleys which demark
the before-mentioned tongue of land. The Eastern

Valley commences a mile north of the city wall in

a shallow depression near the watershed, a little to

the N. of the highest point on the Jafta road. It

at first runs S.E., and is shallow and open : it is

here kno\\n as the Wady el-Joz. It then turns
due south, and soon becomes a ravine with steep
sides, called by the Moslems the Wady Sitti

Miriam
,
and by Christians since the 4th cent,

the Valley of Jehoshaphat
*

(a name very prob-

ably connected originally with the neighbouring
village of tiliafat, and corrupted to Jehoshaphat
because of Jl 32- 32

). This lavine, on reaching the
norti t \1 ' * mi 1

\ of the village of Silwan, turns
S.W. JL (' ;.."-., 'u \VesternValleynear the well
now till! I J! i- L '/ In ancient times this part
of the valley with its steep and, in place?, precipit-
ous sides, must have formed a most efficient pro-
tection to the whole E. and S.E. sides of the city.
It is mentioned in the NT as the * brook s

(%e/iappos)

Ifidron (Jn IS 3
). The valley is almost all the

year quite dry, but after a sudden heavy storm

quite a considerable torrent may pour down its

centre. The present writer has traversed the road

along the lower parts of the valley immediately
after such rain, with the water half-way to Ms
knees.
The "Western Valley known to-day as the Wady

er-Rababi is shorter and more croo'ked than that
on the East. It commences to the S. of the
modern Jaffa road close to the BirJcet Mamilla,
its head being now occupied by a large Moslem
burying - ground After running E. towards the
Jafta Gate near which it has been extensively
filled up with rubbish during recent years it

curves south, and some 300 yards down is crossed

by the arched, i hough TIO\\ half-buried,
* low-level

aqueduct/ A Imlc inn her on it is transformed

by the erection of a barrier across its breadth into
a great pool the Birket es-Sulttin~ Below the
barrier it rapidly deepens and curves S.E., until at
Btr J&yyf'l ir joins the Kiuron Valley; the new
valley formed bv 1 heir union iimsa under the name
of the Wady m-Xftr (the V alley of Fire), down to
the Bead Sea The Wady [r-Ralabi is very

fenerally
considered to be the Valley of Hinnom,

everal good authorities are against this identifi-

cation, but for the present purpose there is no
need to enter into thi* dUniion nr-d Lore it

may be provisionally mcrmel Miliou^ii not
*
Euseblus, Onomasticorfi, 193, 20.

so steep a valley as the Eastern one, the Wady
er-Eababi presented a much more effective pro-
tection to the walls in ancient days than present
conditions suggest. In NT times it must have
made aiisick n loner the whole W. and S.W. sides

almost ni'pi!,rucabio Only to the N. and N.W.
wras the city without natural defence, and it was
from these points that she always proved vulner-

able.

The quadrilateral plateau enclosed by these val-

leys, about half a mile in breadth and some 1000

acres in extent, was subdivided by several shallow

natural valleys. f these the most important, and
the only one which to-day is clearly seen, is a

valley known as el- Wad. This,
the present Damaseus_Gate, runs -

curved direction, dividing the modern city into

two unequal halves, and after passing out near

the Dung Gate joins the Kidron Valley at the
Pool of Siloarn. Although extensively filled up
m places, the outline of the valley may ^

still be

clearly seen from any high point in the city near
the Damascus Gate, and its bed is to-day traversed

by one of the two carriage roads in the city.

Though crossed near the Bab es-Silsileh by ^an
artificial causeway in which was discovered * Wil-
son's Arch/ it again appears near the Jews'

WaUing-place, much of its bed being even to-day
waste ground. At this point the W. hill still pre-
serves something of its precipitous face,* but on
its E. side it is laijT-'ly en i reached upon by the
S.W. corner of ,iie I/unim This valley is evi-

dently that described as the Tyropceon or Cheese-
"

V, lley, and by it the whole natural site

i , is divided into Western and Eastern
hills.

The broader and loftier Western hill is without
doubt that called by Josephus the Upper Market-

place and the Upper City, and it is the one which
since the 4th cent, has been known as Zioru

Josephus (BJ V. iv. 1) mentions that in his day it

was called the Citadel of David, and this tradition
survives in the name the * Tower of David,' given
to the fortress at the Jaffa Gate. This is not the

Elace
to discuss the position of Zion, but it is now

lirly go'loially n Emitted that the tradition which
placed i

1

ic Citadel of David and Zion on this

Western spur was wrong, and that these sites

lay on the Eastern hill south of the Temple.
Josephus (BJv. iv. 1) describes the W.es^ern n^
as * much higher

3 and *i: ^ riri
1 n.urv UK I

'

than
the other hill opposite to I !< \.-liur.i on it

extended southward to tiie V alley ol Hinnom, but
to the north it is bounded by a valley which runs
eastward from near the modern Jaffa Gate to join
the Tyropceon Valley opposite the Western wall
of the Temple area. It is to-day largely filled up,
but its direction is preserved by David Street.
The first wall ran along the S. edge of thib valley,
and the suburbs which grew up to its north were
enclosed by the second wall.

Regarding the Eastern hill, or, rather, regard-
ing the name for part of this Eastern hill, there is

much more dispute. Josephus (BJv. iv. 1) wrote
of the c other hill, which was called Akra, and sus-
tains the lower city': it *is the shape of a moon
when she is horned ; over against this there was a
third hill* evidently, from the description, that

capturing the fortress which stood there, set his
followers to work night and day for three years
levelling the mountain, so that it should no longer
be able to support a fortress which could overlook
the Temple. As a result of this "work, the valley
between this Ml] r^c! tl < T in-l* was filled up.
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The conclusion Is therefore that this hill, which
we learn was the '

City of David 5
at the time of

the Maccabees, formed in the days of Josephus
one hill with the Temple hill, and further that it

was separated from the Western hill, whereon was
the Upper City, by the valley which

* extended as
far as Siloam. 5

All this points to the Eastern hill

south of the Temple as the site of Akra * and of
the Lower City Akra cannot have lam north of

the Temple, for heie lay the Antoma (Ant. XV. xi.

4 ; BJ V. v. 8), the ancient Bans or tower, a fortress

distinct from the Akra, indeed largely its suc-

cessor ; and north of this again was JBezetha, the
New City.
There is much to confirm this view of the posi-

tion of the Akra. The Akra was built on the
'

City of David,
5 and this is identical with the Jebu-

site Zion On quite other grounds Zion has been
placed on this hill by many modern authorities.
Then Akra is associated, in the description of the
taking of Jeiusalem, with 'the fountain/ i.e. the

Virgin's Fountain, and Siloam (BJv. vi. l).f The
appropriateness of the name * Lower City

'

for the

part of Jerusalem which sloped down south from
the Temple is as evident as *

Upper City
*

is foi

that which actually overlooked the Temple on
the west. If this, the most ancient part of

Jerusalem, is not that described by Josephus as
Akra and Lower City, what name did it have ? It
must have contained a very large share of the

ordinary dwellings of the people. Ophlas (the

Ophel of the OT) seems in Josephus' (BJ v iv 2)

time, at any rate, to have been only a particular
knoll near the S. E. corner of the Temple.

T"
" *

difficulties are not insur-

,tory is borne in mind. It is

highly probable that a valley does exist either
south of the present Temple area or even on a line
between the present Temple platform and the
el-AJcsa mosque. The name may have remained
associated with the highest parts of the hill, even

though the wall of the Temple at the time of

Josephus may have encroached on the hill, and
even have covered part of the site of the ancient
fortress. The Lower City seems to have extended

up the Tyropceon Valley at least to the first wall,
and hence the descent by steps from one of the
"W. gates of the Temple described by Josephus
presents no real difficulty to the view of the

position of Akra here maintained.
The older view of Robinson, Warren, Conder,

and others, that Akra was the hill now ; ',-" ': ^

the Munstan and the Church of the ^ '

!

north of the "W. branch of the Tyropce
in

. \ ,!

presents many difficulties. This was the area
enclosed by the second wall, arul Jo-iph,-,- calls
it not the Lower City, but * the nor i IIOT ri quarter
of the city.* Then the condition of neither the
hill nor the valley tallies with the do<cri]i1ion of

Josephus, and in his day the valley be i \\ocn ilu-a

and the Temple must have been very much deeper
than it is to-day. Josephus is more likely to be

wrong in stating that the hill had once been
higher than the Temple and was separated from
it by a deep valley a statement which depended
on tradition than in describing the hill as lower
in his time and the valley as filled up facts which
he must have seen with his own eyes.

3. CLIMATJE AND DISEASES. The climate of

Jerusalem, while bearing the broad character-
istics common to the land, presents in some re-

spects iiiarkrd features of contrast to that of the
Jordan A alloy and other low-lying places which
were the scenes of the ministry of Jesus, There is

*This \ie\v was apparently first put forward by Olshausen,
and has been recently revived by Benzmger, G. A. Smith, and
Banday.

t Of. BJ v. iv. 1, YI. vl 3, and v. vii. 2.

every reason for believing that the general climatic
features are the same to-day as then. On the
whole, Jerusalem mast be considered healthy, and
what disease there is, is largely due to preventable
causes. The marked changes of season, the clear

pure atmosphere, with frequent winds, and the cool

nights even in midsummer, combine to give Jeru-
salem a climate superior to the lower parts of
Palestine. In winter the cold is considerable but
never extreme, the lowest temperature recorded in
20 years being only 25 F. As a rule, a frost occurs
on some half a dozen nights in each year. January,
Februaiy, and December are, in this order, the
three coldest and wettest months, though the
minimum temperatuie has occurred several times
in March, and a night temperature as low as 40
at the end of May (cf. Jn IS18

). Snowfalls heavily
at times, but only in exceptionally severe winters.
The average rainfall is about 26 inches, a lower
mean than at Hebron, but higher than in the

plains and the Jordan Valley. The maximum fall

recorded (1847) was 41*62 inches, the minimum
(1870) was 13-39. So low a fall as this, especially
if preceded by a scanty fall, means considerable
distress in the succeeding dry season. During the
summer no rain falls, and the mean temperature
steadily rises till August, when it reaches 73 6,

though the days of maximum heat (near or even
over 100) are often in September. It is not, how-
ever, the seasons of extreme heat or cold that are
most trying to the health, but the intermediate

spring and autumn, especially the months of May
and October. This is largely due to the winds.
Of all the winds the most characteristic is the
S.E. the sirocco which in midwinter blows

piercingly cold, and in the spring and autumn (but
not at all in the summer) hot, stifling, and often
laden with fine dust from the deserts whence it

comes. On such days all Nature suffers, the vege-
tation droops, and man not only feels debilitated
and depressed, but is actually more liable to ill-

ness, t -'M- in
1

"! \
'

( :

'

and ophthalmia. The N.W.
is tho coKl iLT'-hnv wind which, almost every
summer afternoon and evening, mitigates the
heat. The S.W. wind blows moist off the sea,
and in the later summer brings the welcome copi-
ous clouds and, in consequence, the refreshing
6 dews.

3 In the early mornings of September and
October thick mists often fill the valleys till dis-

persed by the rising sun. The onset of the rains,
in late October, is not uncommonly signalized by
heavy thunderstorms and sudden downpours of

rain, which fill wilh raging anil destructive Hoods
the valleys still pai chod by >cven months' drought.
As much as 4 inches of rain has fallen in one

day.
The diseases of Jerusalem are preventable to a

large extent under proper sanitary conditions.

Malarial fevers, ophthalmia, and smallpox (in

epidemics) are the greatest scourges. Enteric

fever, typhus, measles, scarlet fever, and cholera
i*m il

y) ooc i.r in epidemics. Tubercular diseases,

ihiMin\a:i*m, erysipelas, intestinal worms, and
various skin diseases are all common.

i. WATEE SUPPLY. The water supply of Jeru-

salem has in all its history been of such import-
ance and, on account of tne altitude of the city,
has involved so many elaborate works, which
remain to-day as archaeological problems, that it

will be well to consider it separately The city
never appears to have seriously suffered from want
of water in sieges, but probably at no period was
Jerusalem more lavishly supplied with water than
it wa& duiing the Roman predominance, and most
of the arrangements were complete before the
time of Christ.

Of springs we know of only one to-day, and
there is no reason to believe there were ever any
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more. This r
1

rinjr i-* tY'J known to the Chris-

tians as *Ain ^ ** !/"' i" / -iV spring of the Lady
Mary or the Virgin's Fountain (from a tradition

that the Virgin washed the clothes of the infant

Jesus there), to the Moslem fellahin as *Ain umm
ed-deraj

e the spring of the mother of the steps/
and to the eastern Jews as Aaron's (or the

priests") bath.' The water arises in a small cave
reached "by 30 steps, some 25 feet underground,
in the Kiaron Valley, due south of the Temple
area. Though to-day lying so deep, there are

ample evidences that originally the mouth of the
cave opened out on the ule of "the valley, and that
the water flowed out thence. It has hecome buried

through the accumulated debris in the valley bed.

At the back of the cave some 30 feet from the

entrance is a tunnel mouth, the beginning of the
famous Siloam aqueduct (see SlLQAir). The now
is intermittent, about two or three times a day on
an average. This fact is recorded by Jerome, and
is by many authorities considered a reason for

locating here the Pool of Bethesda (see BETHESDA).
The water is brackish to the taste, and chemical
examination shows that, to-day at any rate, it is

contaminated with sewage. It is
*

unfit for drinking purposes : it is used cmeiiy uy
the people of the village of Silwan, especially^

at

the Siloam-pool end of the aqueduct, for watering
their gardens.
Further down the valley, at its junction with

the Valley of Hinnom, there is a well, 125 feet

deep, known as Bir Eyyub, or Job's 'Well. This,

though rediscovered by the Crusaders, is almost

certainly ancient and may have been the En-rogel
of the OT. From here great quantities of water
are diawn all the year round, much of which is

carried in skins and sold in Jerusalem, but it is

in no way of better quality than that from the

Virgin's Fountain. After a spell of heavy rain

the water rises up like a genuine spring, and over-

flowing underground a little below the actual
well mouth, it bursts forth in a little stream and
runs down the Wady en-Ndr. Such an outflow

may last several days, and is a great source of

attraction to the people of Jerusalem, who, on the
cessation of the rain, hasten out to sit by the
*

flowing Ifidron
' and refresh themselves beside its

M ; -s. During the unusually heavy rains
<-, i

" \ M . i 1904-5 the 'Kidron' ran thus four
times. A little farther down the valley there

occurs, at the same time and under the same cir-

cumstances, another apparent
'

spring
1 the *Awi

el-L8z due to the water of Bir Eyytib finding its

way along an ancient rock-cut aqueduct and burst-

ing up through the ground where the conduit is

blocked.
The Hamm&m esh-Shefa (bath of healing) under

the W, wall of the Haram area has by many been
considered an ancient spring. To-day the water col-

lects in an extensive underground icxky eliamliei

at the bottom of a well 86 feet deep. Qiui e po--
sibly before the area to the north was so thickly
inhabited, when, for example, this wellwas outside
the walls, a certain amount of good water may
havelu"rn obtainable hwc, l>ul no\\ what collects
is a foul and s-inc'I, illiquid ^hi h p< r colates to the
valley bottom froiii th^ neighbouring inhabited
area, and it is unlit for even its present use in a

Turkish^bath.
More important than springs or wells are the in-

numerable cisterns with which, from the earliest

times, the hill of Jerusalem has been honeycombed.
It has already been pointed out that the rainfall of
this region i^ con-uleiiiblo, ;m<l rain-water collected
on a clean roof and stored in a well-kept cistern is

good for all domestic purposes. There are private
cisterns under piactically every house, but there
are in addition a number of larger reservoirs for

public use. In the Haram the ancient Temple
area there are 37 known excavations, of which
one, the '

great sea,' it is calculated, can hold about
2,000,000 gallons.

In other parts the more important cisterns aie -

the Birket Mamilla, Hammdm el-BatraL, Birket
Israel, Birket es-Sultdn, 'The Twin Pools,' the
so-called

* Pool of Bethesda/ and the two Siloam
pools Birket Silwan and Birket el-Hamra. The
last three are dealt with in the special articles

BETHESDA and SILOAM respectively. The Birket

es-Sultdn, the misnamed ' Lower Pool of Gihon 3

in the Valley of Hinnom, was probably first con-
structed by German knights in the 12th cent

, and
was repaired by the Sultan Suleiman ibn Selim in
the 16th cent., while the Twin Pools near the
* Sisters of Zion' were made in the moat of the
Antonia fortress after the destruction of the city
in A.D. 70 ; so neither of these needs description
here. The other three require longer notice. The
Birket MamUla, incorrectly called the *

Upper
Pool of Gihon,' lies at the head of

^ - V "
.

*

TT
' "" ^

w.N.w.of i

ie surface water from the

higher ground around ; in recent years the Moslem
cemetery in which it lies has been surrounded

by a wall, whicB. has largely cut off the supplies.
After a spell of heavy rain it often used to nil to
o\ ei fio A int:. It is 97 yards long, 64 yards wide,
and 19 teet deep. It appears, to be ' the Serpents'
Pool' of Josephus (BJv. lii 2). The outlet on the
E. side leads to a conduit which enters the city
near the Jaffa Gate and empties itself into the

great rock-cut pool Birket Hammdm el-Batrak

(the pool or bath of the Patriarch), commonly
known as the Pool of Hezekiah. T' ,**-,.

long by 48 yards wide, is largely v ,

across the W. arm of the Tyropoaon Valley ; there
are indications that it extended at one time further
north than it does at present. Josephus apparently
refers to this as the Pool Amygdalon (KoXv/j.p-rjOpa

'A/izfySaXo?), a name perhaps derived from Berekat

ha-migdahm (Pool of the Towers) on account of
the "iv i Hi \.r i

t \ o" some of the great fortresses
on i < :'_ ''M-:.' _ walls. As the pool is not
mentioned in J osephus until after the second wall
had been captured, it may be presumed that it

was within that wall (BJ y.
xi 4)

The Birket Israel is built across the width of a
natural valley which runs from N.W. to S.E., and
passes under the N.E. course of the IJaram at this

point. It i- -ii[.[> >-<.<! by some authorities that the

pool itsel| (ii-1 TIOL exist at the period of Christ's

ministry, but as a defence to the Temple enclosure
and to the rieighbouling Castle of Antonia (wh.
see) it may well have been the Pool Strutlnus men-
tioned by Josephus (ib.}* He says the fifth legion
raised a bank at the tower of Anto"

"
- ' - v -

\ ,

'

the middle of the pool that is <, ** '

It must, however, be stated that M. Ganneau and
others propose to identify the ' Twin Pools

'

with
Struthius.

Constructed for Jerusalem, though seven miles
from the city, are the three great reservoirs known
as 'Solomon's Pools/ or el-Buruk. They lie one
below the other down a valley ; their floors are
made of the valley bed, deepened in places, and
they are naturally deepest at their lower or eastern
ends ; they increase in size from above downward.
The laigest and lowest is nearly 200 yards long, 60
vards wide, and 50 feet deep. To-day they are use-

less, but when kept in repair and clean were no
doubt valuable as storeplaces of MIT pin-, supplier of
surface water from the suirounding hills and of
water from the springs. Regarding the question
when the-so pool- were made there are most con-

trary opinions ft i-- fci^lilx ir nioluMo '-mi they
go back anything like a^ fai'a- N>lo:ii> i > ^ UK , and
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the association
of his name with any great and wise

work is so common in the East that the name
* Solomon*s Pools

' means nothing On the whole,
it is likely the woik was not later than Roman
times.
The system of aqueducts which centre round

these pools has a special mteiest. Two were con-

structed to ,< v

'

,

' from the foui s^Hngs- in the

Valley of IVi
1

- Jerusalem, and two others

m**!

.*>'

PLAN
OF THE

ENVIRONS OF JERUSALEM
TO ILLUSTKXTB THtt

WATER SUPPLY

The "Low Level" Aqueduct tbu*_
Tho "High Level

"
Aqueduct ...

The Wady Blnx " Kb ariz
"

Aqueduct to the Herodium
Modern Iron-Pipo Conduit ,,

(Modifiedfrom Schick)

to supplement this supply. The first two are the
well-known high- and low-level aqueducts. The
former appears to have reached the city somewhere
about the level of the Jaffa Gate, and may also
i

< ,

""
"! 'he Birket Mamilla. It is specially

,!, i the way it crossed a valley on the
Bethlehem road by means of an inverted syphon.
Large fragments of this great stone tube have been

found, and from inscriptions carved on the lime-
stone blocks the date of its construction or repair
must have been in Koman times and, n

"
,

i->

IMI.'," . inM ir- as late as about A.D. !',',">. I -i!-^,

nowever, the account given of the royal palace
gardens of Herod is greatly exaggerated, the aque-
duct must have been in use in Herod's days, as it is

the only conduit by which running water could
liave reached the city at a level high enough to
Have supplied these gardens. The low-level aque-

duct, still in use along a good part of its course,
may easily be followed to-day along its whole length
of 11J miles. It biought water from the springs
into the Temple area. It is very probably the
source of the e

hpimg
'

\\ hich is said by Tacitus (Hist
v 12) to have run perpetually in the Temple. Of the
two *- - J

. aqueducts, one, of exactly the
same ' as the last mentioned, brought
watei from the copious springs at Wady Arruo
two-thirds of the way from Jerusalem to Hebron
along an extraordinarily winding conduit 28 miles
long.

^ The_ othei , built on an altogether different

principle, is a four-mile channel which gathers
water from a long chain of wells in the Wady Bidr
on the p]an of a Feisum Lhariz, such as is extensively
used m Xoithem Syiia. This, pionounced by Sir
C. Wilson 'one of the most remaikable works in

Palestine,
'

is probably compai atively late. It seems
to have been used to supplement the water of the

springs in the Valley of the Pools
The special interest of the gieat

e
low-level aque-

duct '

described above, with its total length of 40
miles, lies m the historical fact that it, or some
pait of it, was one of the causes of the recall of

Pontius Pilate 'Pilate (Ant. xvm. in. 2) under-
took {>

""

'''_.' '

'

f vater to Jerusalem, and
did i 'i

'
* i 1 1

'

y, and derived the origin
of the stream fiom the distance of two hundred
furlongs

' A riot took place, and a '

gieat number
'

of people were slain This may be the incident
referred to in Lk 13lf

. If Josephus is coriect in

saying that Pilate was bunging water a distance of

200 stadia (=26 miles), then this must apply to the
extension of the aqueduct to Wctdy Arrfib. In

any case, it is
highly improbable that his was the

initiation of the whole woik. The veiy absence of

msciiptions and of contemporary references makes
it probable that the conduit was at least oldei than.

Roman times If we allow that the high-level

aqueduct goes back to the days of Herod the Great,
then the low-level aqueduct may well go back some
centuries earlier.

5. TOPOGRAPHY OF THE CITY IN THE TIME OF
CHBIST The city walls. At the time of Chris b,

Jerusalem had two walls which had been restored by
order of Julius Caesar (Ant. XIV. x. 5). In A D. 43,

Agrippa I. commenced a third one of great magnifi-
cence, which, however, seems never to have been

properly finished.

(a) ^hQ first watt had 60 towers ; it encompassed
the ancient and most important secular buildings
of the city. Though some minor details aie yet
unknown, its general course is perfectly clear.

The tower Hippicus, at which it arose one of those

magnificent towers built by Herod was situated

close to I'M pioem, so-called
* Tower of David,' in

which indeed its iemams may even lie jncoi ji'i<iiu1.

From here it ran along the S. edge of the W. arm
of the TV "I" Valley. It then passed the Xystus,
joined

'

o : Council House near the present
Mehkemeh or Town Hall, and ended at the w estern

Cloistei. Tt probably cio--<*d thi, T\ IOJMI'OTI Valley,
where lo-dav there i\> ilus caii-cwn'y lou,'ng to the
Bab es-Silsileh of the Jlaram. The western wall

commenced at the tower Hippicus, and probably
followed the line of the present western wall to

the gront COIMCM towei, the rocky foundations of

\v hich aio Jio\\ incLii'lciL m the C.M S. "Boy-" S( hool.

Somewhere near this part of its course it pfivscd
e a

Elace
called Bethso' unidentified; it then bent

*E. e to the gate of the Essenes, and went thence

southward along the steep edge of the Valley of

Hinnom down to the Poolof Siloam/ It had * its

bending above the fountain Siloam,* which prob-

ably implies that it surrounded the pool on the

"W"., N., and E , but did not enclose it, as a wall at

another period undoubtedly did. It then ran on
the edge of the steep rocks above the Virgin's
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Fountain called, appiiierih, by Josephus
f Solo-

mon's Pool ' and tHence to 4 a certain, place which

they called Ophlas, -where it joined to the eastern
cloister of the Temple

'

(BJ V. iv. 2).

Extensive remains of this wall have been traced.

Those of the great tower at the S.W. corner were
examined by Maudslay in 1874. He found the base
of a tower 20 feet high hewn out of the native rock.

It was nearly square, and projected 45 feet from
the scarp to which i' v ;

- ..(in Y* 1
'.U-*-

'

< .

great work, and at a ". *, . v M 1 i i^ M > i
1

1 1 . ,\\ -

been specially well fortified.* A little to the east

is another great scarp, and here Bliss t began to

trace out the buried remains of the south wall.

He found near the commencement of his excava-
tions a gate which may very probably be the Gate
of the Ebsenes. In tracing the wall towards Siloani,
foundations belonging to two distinct periods were
excavated. Bliss considered that the higher of

these belonged to the wall of the period between
Herod and Titus. A little to the W. of Siloam he
found the remains of a fine gateway showing three

periods of use the sill lying at difierent heights in

each period and a fine rock-cut underground drain,
almost certainly Roman work, which he traced for

a great distance up the W. side of the Tyropceon
Valley, TI here it came to lie under a paved street

ascending the valley in the direction of the Temple.
After leaving the

"" P
< i-

'" '

.

'

there were
indications not, : . , decisive

that the wall at one period surrounded the pool
on three sides, as Josephs appaiortly describes,
while at another period it c 1 O-M. -1 i he mouth of the

Tyropceon Valley on an elaborate dam. To the
east of the pool the rock scarp is exposed, and
almost every trace of the wall has been removed,
A rrjja* <K the E. section of this southern wall,
Sir C'Jiarlc^ Warren in 1875 traced the buried
remains of a wall 14J feet thick and, in places, 70
feet high from the S.E. corner of theT :n- ""i -IM-.' -

wards for 90 feet, and then S.W. for 7 " ':"<. V A o
hundred feet from the end he unearthed the re-

mains of a massive tower standing to the height of
66 feet and founded upon rock. The wall itself

had been built, not on rock, but on virgin soil.

The course of the wall, as described by Josephus,
thus appears to be very fully verified by modern
discoveries.

(6) With regard to the second wall a great deal
o f is 'i' 1 1

'

ji'r
^ \ j

'
< vails. There are few more hotly

<!-[!! iu i <>'!< -n in Jerusalem topography. This
second wall appear* to have been on the line of
that made by the later kings of Judah, to have
been repaired by Nehemiah, and used by the Has-
monseans. It is dismissed by Josephus ($J v. iv. 2)
in a very few words; it 'took its b- "J 1 nun 1 r*MV.

that gate which they call Gennai". \\lmli !> -

longed to the first wall ; it only encompassed the
northern quarter of the city and reached as far as
the tower of Antonia.* It had 40 towers on it. No
remains of the gate Gennath have been found, but
the configuration of the ground makes it improb-
able that the wall could have taken its rise very
far to theE of the present Jaffa Gate, as here there
exists a narrow neck of high ground, but a little to
the E. the level abruptly descends into the W. arm
of the Tyropoeon. In 1SS6 some 30 yards of the
remains of what seemed a city wall were discovered
15 feet below the street, where the foundations of
the Grand New Hotel were dug. They A\ ere sup-
posed by Messrs. Merrill and Schick to be part of
the second wall at its W. end, but too ->hoi t a pioc o
was examined to allow of positive conclusions.
The other supposed traces of the second wall are
even more ambiguous. In the N. part of the

* PEFSt, 18T5, p 83.

t See Exca\awons at Jerusalem, 1894-97,* Bliss and DicMe,

Jhiristan, where to-day stands the German church,
Schick found remains of which he said,

* I am con-

vinced that these are traces of the second wall.
5

:

these would fall in line with a wall 10 or 12
feet thick, which, according to Kobmson (BEP L
408), was found N. of the Pool of Hezekiah, when
the foundations of the Coptic Convent were laid.

Again, just to the N. of the German church and
E. of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre were found
extensive ruined walls, which are to-day treasured

by the Kussian ecclesiastical authorities as sure
evidences that the site of the traditional Holy
Sepulchre was outside the ancient walls. It is,

however, much more probable that these remains,
which are quite unlike city walls, are really frag-
ments of Constantine's Great Basilica.

The question is thus quite an open one, but the

argument that the second wall cannot, on military
grounds, have followed a cour&e S. of the site of the

Sepulchre is an unsafe one. As Sir C. Wilson *

points out :
e There are several Greek towns in

Asia Minor where the city walls or parts of them
are quite as ~>. ',' \ L r ;<n

'

< ".
*

_ to modern ideas.

In ancient t .> 'i' i- \< "-p
- vas the piincipal

defence, the city wall was often weak '

It may
indeed be suggested that this very weakness made
Agrippa undertake his new wall along a better
line for defence.

(c) The whole question of the second wall depends
largely on what view is taken of the course of the
third wall constructed by Agrippa I. The most
widely accepted opinion to-day is that this followed
much thesame course as the present N. wall. It was
begun upon the most elaborate plan, but was never
:

'

\
"

hed on the scale designed, because
\_ > : Claudius Ceesar, 'lest he should

i
t strong a wall was built in order to

make some innovation in public aftairs
'

(JBtTv. iv. 2).

It was, however, at the time of the siege, over 18
feet wide and 40 feet high, with 90 massive towers.
It began at the tower Hippicus, and had its N.W.
corner at a great octagonal tower, called Pse-

phinus, 135 feet high and overlooking the whole
city.f From here was an extensive view of Arabia,
i.e. the Land of Moab, at sunnse,

' as well as of the
utmost limits of the Hebrew possessions at the sea
westwards' (BJv. iv. 3). The foundations of this
tower are supposed to survive to-day just inside
the N.W. angle of the modern city, under the
name Kaldt el-Jalud, or Goliath's Castle. From
this corner the wall 'extended till it came over

against the monuments of Helena, queen of

Adiabene, the uaujiVm of Izates
3

(BJ v. iv. 2).

This, however, inu-r le read in the light of
the statement of Josephus in another place (Ant.
XX. iv. 3) that this tomb is 'distant no more
than three furlongs from the city of Jerusalem.'
The so-called * Tombs of the Kings' are now very
generally identified as the very notable tomb of

Queen Helena, and, that being so, the distance
given, 3 stadia or furlongs (700 yards), is a fair

description of the distance of this monument from
the present north wall near the Damascus Gate. He
next states that '

it extended further to a great
length, and passed by the sepulchral caverns of the
kings

'
these last may very well be the extensive

caves known as * Solomon's Quarries/ The wall
* bent again at the tower of the corner,

3 which then
may have been where the present Stork Tower at
the N.E. corner of the city is,

' at the monument
which is called the monument of the fuller 'prob-
ably destroyed

* and joined the old wall at the
valley called the Valley of the ?adron.' This was
probably near the present St. Stephen's Gate The
*
PEFSt, 1903, p. 247 footnote.

I Ti d'ws n o, -ni o,u \\1 < .her this tower was one of Herod'a
,-. .)-.

- op ji't ni < 1 1 iu r duii', but the latternow seems the more
probable.
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exact course at the N E corner is very doubtful ;

it is quite possible that it turned S.E near c Heiod's
Gate.' It will be observed that the description
fits in very well with the course followed by
the existing N. wall At the Damascus Gate
there are unmistakable evidences that a gate at
lea^t as ancient as Roman tunes stood there. The
supporters of the view that the second wall ran
here lay stress on ceitain supposed remains of the
third wall further north. A candid examination
of such of these as survive, and of the accounts,
both verbally and in publications, of those that
have been removed, does not seem very convincing.
One of the best marked pieces, forming the side of

a eistein near Helena's Tomb, proved on recent
examination to be but a piece of smooth scarp

facing towards the city, and not remains of a build-

ing at all
As is clear from the history of the taking of the

city, there was another wall, no doubt peatly
inferior in strength to those before mentioned,
which ran along the western side of the Tyropceon,
bounding in that direction the c

Upper City
'

(Tacitus, Hist. Y. 11), and it is probable that some
kind of wall, though doubtless only a temporary
one, ran along the opposite or eastern side of the

valley.
Towers. Of the great towers the three erected by

Herod the Great yet remain to be described. Jose-

phus, in his usual exaggerated manner, says they
c were for largeness, beauty, and strength beyond
all that were in the habitable earth

*

(BJ v. iv 3}

They were dedicated to Herod's friend Hippicus,
his brother Phasael, and his wife Mariamne, whom
he had murdered. Each of these toweis was of

solid masonry at the base. The base of Hippicus
was about 44 feet square and 50 high, over which
was a reservoir and several rooms, and, surmount-

ing all, battlementb with turrets : the total height
was 140 feet. The second tower, Pha&ael, was 70
feet square at the bn-" ; i il n* arly 1C 1"' uvr h'.pjh.

and,it is said, 'wiiireti T'ML'I.II;: '!,'' "1-i.rhi ruikon
appear to be a roxa 1

ji;u;'<e

'

i""( k Mj-rifp'Mc Lo^e**

was smaller and less lofty, but 'its upper building^
were more magnificent

5 As to the position of

these towers, the present
f Tower of David' is

generally considered to contain the remains of

Pha&ael, with various Crusading and Saracenic
additions. Hippicus must have been near this

spot, perhaps where the Jaffa Gate now stands,
and Mariamne probably a little more to the east
on higher ground. The three are all described as

being on the north &ide of the wall,' and from a
distance they all appeared to be of the same
height. The N.W. corner of the city, where they
stood, was one without much natural defencea and
they bore the same important relation to the

King's Palace as the other fortress, the Antonia,
did to the Temple.
Of the other great architectural works of the

period we have but scanty description and still

scantier remains, with the exception, of course, of
the Temple, for which see art. TEMPLE.

Herod's groat pilm* built on the site of the

palace of _che Ihinion<'ran- (Ant. XX. viii. 11), evi-

dently adjoined the before-mentioned towers on the
south, and occupied an area of land now covered by
11 e English church and Mliuob and the Armenian
qua nor, probably exiomlmg- also to the Patriarch's
House and gardens the greater part, indeed, of
the area between the present David Street (along
the line of which the fti-t A\all ran) to the 3SL and
the modern city walls as far east as the Zion Gate
to the south. It is quite possible that the present
course of the southern wall was determined by the
remains of the S. wall of this palace. From the
walls an extensive view could be seen, and at a
later time Agrippa II. gave great offence when he

added a lofty dining-room from which he could

watch all iliedoini'- in the Temple. To frustrate

this, the J< \\ ^ ".n-< J a wall upon the '
\ \ < '<

building which belonged to the inner .
<

. <

Temple towards the -\\ est.' This gave annoyance
not only to Aurr.iv but also to Festus, who
ordered it to !i i, :iovecl On appeal, however,
Nero gave his verdict in favour of the Jews.

The palace had walls, in parts over 50 feet high,
with many towers, and was internally fitted with

great luxury. Around it were nun - " -.

with 'curious pillars' buried among '

i-
- "

-,

.
i i. H irrigated and <

filled with "brazen
. which the water ran out.'

jtfeuvv een me palace grounds and the Temple lay

the-3Tyszw,ag: -.iif -"^i ". f"~rM with columns,
for Gieek game-. o , i "_- .' \\ . wall of the

Temple with the \V . mil ana tne Upper City,'
was a bridge which had been broken down when

Pompey (Ant. XIV. iv. 4 ; BJ I, vii. 2) besieged the
T ' "

i B.C. 65, but had been repaired. The
arch of this bridge was first recognized

by lioDinson, and the PEF excavations not only
uncovered the central pier, but beneath the early
Roman pavement found an old voussoir of the
earlier bridge of Pompey's time, which had fallen

through into an ancient drain below the street.

No remains of this bridge have, however, so far

been recovered further to the west.

The hippedi CHIC apparently lay somewhat to the

south, on the borders, perhaps, of the Tyropceon
Valley near the present Bung Gate ; this was very

jm.Wblv fche
*

place of exercise' of 2 Mac 412
(cf.

1 Ma( J
1

-"), and the description 'under the very
castle* would well suit this place if Akra was
where it is here proposed to locate it. Of the

position of Herod's theatre nothing at all is known.
Next to the Temple, perhaps the most famous

Duilding in Jerusalem was Antonia, the gieat
fortress of the Temple, and the acropolis of the

city, which from its lofty height is described by
Tacitus (Hist. V. 11) as pre-eminently conspicuous.
It had received the name Antonia from Herod
after Mark Antony, but it had in Hasmonsean
times been known as Bans. Nehemiah (2

s RV)
mentions a castle (birah) as being here to the
north of the Temple : this the high priest Hyrcanus
(JBJl. vi. 1) made his headquarters. It is interest-

ing that at least a portion of the site with so gieat
a reputation as a military stronghold should even

to-day be occupied by troops the Turkish garri-
son. A great rock scarp on which pait of the
ancient fortress stood is still clearly visible from
the Haram, and in .the moat cut to protect its

northern aspect lie the * Twin Pools
' The fortress

lay at the N.W. corner of the Temple enclosure,
and is described by Josephus as being built on a
rock over 87 feet high,

* on a great precipice
'

; the
rock was covered with smooth stones, and upon
the rocky nlatform was a building 70 feet high
fitted up with great magnificence. At the four
corners were towers 87 feet high, except that at the
S.E. corner, which was over 120 feet high ; from it

the whole Temple was overlooked, but a consider-
able

jspace separated it from the Temple itself (BJ
yi.

ii. 5-7). At the W. corner there were passages
into the W. and the N. cloisters by which the
Temple guaid* could obtain access to the Temple.
The NAVrprn boundary was probably on the line
of the present W. wall of the Haram, and the
moat (BJ" T. iv. 2) to the N. appears to have been
demonstrated, but the S. and E. boundaries are
unknown. The total area must have been large,
as it held a whole Roman legion, and it is clear
from history that it was a powerful fortress. Even,
before its extension by Herod, Antigonus could
not capture it until after the city and the Temple
had "been, taken by storm, and in A.B. 70 the
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capture of Antonia is recorded as one of the
fieicef

j T r
T

'

." "ie siege (BJvi i andii.).
It is . that the Prcctorium (]\Ik
1516fh

) was in part of Antonia, for there un-
doubtedly was the Roman garrison (Ac 2184

). See
PlLETORIUM.
Near the "W. wall of the Temple where is now

the Turkish Town Hall (el-Mehkemeh} was the
Toivn Council House. Possibly it was here the

high priest held his court.

The palaces of Monobazus, king of Adiabene, and
of his mother Queen Helena appear to have been
on the southern slopes of the Eastern hill, the
former probably due east of the Pool of Siloam.
Of the gieat number of tombs aiound Jerusalem

the majority of the most conspicuous and notable

belong to a later period than Christ's life. The
monuments of Queen Helena, known as the
'Tombs of the Kings/ and probably almost all

the tombs in the valley in which the 'Tombs of

the Judges
' are situated, are of a date very soon

after Chust's death. The same is probably true
of the famous group of tombs near the S.E. corner

of the Temple, the so-called ' Pillar of Absalom,'
the e Tomb of Joho-lM|.1uit,' the 'Grotto of St.

James/ and the 'Pyramid of Zacharias.' It is

very tempting to connect these highly ornamented
tomb structures with the words of Jesus (Mt
2327 - 35

), spoken as they probably were almost
within sight of this spot. If so, the indications

of work of a later period may be additions to

earlier constructions of the Herodian eia. The
so-called Tombs of Joseph of Arimathsea and of

Nicodemus, to the \V. of the shime of the Holy
Sepulchie, though only by a late tradition asso-

ciated with these NT characters, are undoubtedly
old tombs, probably much before Christ's time.

The traditional tomb of Christ has been treated in

a separate article. See GOLGOTHA.
A general view of the city in the time of Christ

fiom such a height as Olivet must have been an

impressive sight. In the foregionud lay the great

Temple in a grandeur and beauty greater than it

had ever had in all its long history, its courts all

day crowded with throngs of woi shipper from

every corner of the known world. To the north of

this, Antonia, with its four massive towers, stood
sentinel over the city and the Temple. Behind
these lay the Upper City crowned by the magnifi-
cent palace-fortress of Herod, with its great groves
of trees and well-watered gardens. To the right
of this lay the great towers ITippicus Phasael, and
Mariamne. Then between the^e building and the

Temple lay the central valley with the Xystus and
its many columns, the lofty bridge, and, a little to

the south, the gre*ii Ilip]o<"!iome Then some-
where among the hoi>c- \\1nth io-c tier above
tier from the valley, very probably in that part of

the city which is described by Josephus (Ant. XV.
viii. r ""

\ ,

' '
'

' '
'

'

i

1 c
r v the theatre

of B-
,

. '< ii .

' mountains
of Moab. Then southward, covering both the hills

as they descended into the deep valleys towards

Siloam, were the thick built houses of the common
folk, with other palaces such as those of Monobazus
and Helena rising like islands from among them.

Enclosing all were the mighty walls of the Temple
and of the city these latter alone with a hundred
towers rising up, in nianx places pnvijii loudly,
from deep valleys, -uggeMive a(< onco of

^uoiigth
and security. To the north lay the New Cny, yet
unwalled, where, doubtless, countle&s villas rose

amid the fresh greenness of gardens and trees.

'The devil taketh him up into an exceeding
high mountain, and sheweth him all the kingdoms
of the world, and the glory of them '

(Mt 48
). Bid

they not all lie beneath the gaze of the Man of

Galilee if He were brought from the neighbouring

wilderness into the blaze of material glory Greek,
Roman, and Hebrew spread out beneath Him in
the Holy City?
The city over which the Son of Man wept (Lk

1941
) must have been a city representing, in small

area, more extravagant display, more intense
contrasts of materialism and religious zeal, of
Rome's iron discipline and seething rebellion, of
the East and the "West, and more seeds of that
fanatic hatred that spells murder than the world
has ever seen. Elements were here gathered that
made the city a miniature of the whole world, of a
world, too,

l> J
'

,' * destruction.
The tota ^ L of the city cannot have

been large, and the numbeis given by Josephus
(BJ II. xiv. 2, V. vi. 1, VI. ix. 3) and Tacitus (Mist.
v. 13) are manifestly exaggerated. The present
permanent population of modern Jerusalem, which
covers a considerably larger area than the city in
the time of Christ, is about 65,000. However
closely the people were packed in the ancient city,
it is hardly possible that there could have been so

many as this, and many put the estimate at one-
half this number. At the time of the Passover,
when numbers were camped on the Mount of
Olives and at other spots around, it is possible to
believe that the population may have been con-

siderably higher than that of to-day.
6. HISTORY OF JERUSALEM DURING THE PERIOD

OF THE GOSPELS. For a few short years befoie
the birth of Jesus, Jerusalem enjoyed a time of

extraordinary material prosperity, / ir _: v
*

(

'

the

great architectural wpi ks ot Heroc ,

'

- ' -v^ere

completed. It is evident, as has often been the
case in the East, that this work was carried out

only by means of great oppression, so that the king,
while lie left behind him vast monuments in stone,
left also a memory execrated in the hearts of the
common people. Some twenty years before the
birth of Jesus the magnificent palace of Herod was
finished ;

* the three great towers, the theatre,
the Xystus, and the TTij.pouroine (these last two
adorned, if not initiated, by Herod) v ere < OMLJ.VI < <1

early in his reign. Several years (B o. 19-1 Ij were
also spent in adorning and extending the Temple,
a woik which was being continued during the life

of Christ (Jn 220
). At this time the Temple must

have attained a grandeur and betuity exceeding all

previous eras- Y< t i ho doc lininu tlm - of TTcrod the
Great found i ho ^ ir \-sccil hi i^ \\ n hie belli' -n which,
just before In-* doiiih, found \eni in iLo public
destruction o"

'"" * T
-

agle (BJ I. xxxm.)
which he had < < \

'

gate of the Temple.
Tn i o f ^..ii for this forty persons were burnt alive,
,,i . oi'i- - were executed in less terrible ways.
When the king considered that his last hour was
imminent, he shut into tfc TT1 - ^' the most
illustrious of the Jews, . i/hat they
should be executed when he died, so that the city

might on his death be filled with mourning, even
if not for him.

Herod's deathb ^ r J J1
vf -"<- theNativity,let

loose on all sides ;
i ements. Arche-

laus, the heir by 1 1 , i ertised his acces-

sion by ascending a golden throne in the Temple
on a 'hi^h elevation made for him,' and hastened
to ingratiate himself l>v promising all kinds of good
tiling to the expectant and worshipping crowds,
lie va* lio \\o\er, unable to satisfy the excessive

and exacting demands of the unruly crowds, who
liud buon deeply Burred by the heavy punishment,
rneied out b\ llerod in the affair of the golden

oajjlo
ami a/ the approach of the Passover a riot

followed which ended in the massacre of three

thousand Jews mainly visitors to the feast, who
were encamped in tents outside the Temple. Arche-
laus forthwith hastened to Rome to have his ap-

* Palace built B.O. 24 ; Temple restored B.C. 19-11.
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pointment confirmed, leaving the city in utter
confusion. As soon as he had taken ship, Sabinus,
the Roman procurator, hastened to the

city,
seizec

and
;

,

* *

.

*

king's palace and all the forti-

fied x -he could get possession, anc
laid hands on all the treasures he could find. He
endeavoured to assert his authoiity with a view to

opposing the ahsent Archelaus, for he at the same
time sent to Rome a letter accusing him to Csesar.

At the succeeding feast of Pentecost the crowds oi

Galilieans, Idumceans, and trans-Jordan Jews, with
recruits from the more unrestrained elements from

Jerusalem, rose in open rebellion, and commenced
to besiege Sabinus in the palace. One party
assembled along the whole W . wall of the Temple
to attack from the east, another towards the south
at the Hippodrome, and a third to the west

apparently outside the "W. walls of the city.

Sabinus, who seems to have been an arrant

coward, sent an appeal for help to Yarus, the

governor of Syria, who was then in Antioch, and
shut himself up in the tower PhasaeL From
there he signalled to the troops to fall upon the

people. A terrible fight ensued, at first in the

city itself and then in the Tyropceon Yalley^ from
wh'ich the Roman soldiers shot up at the rioters

assembled in the Temple cloisters. Finding them-
selves at great disadvantage from their position in

the valley, the soUherb in desperation set fire to

the cloisters, and their Jewish opponents, crowded
within and upon the roof, were either burnt to

death or-*-. 1
-}< "_

T '
k
: T in ,. !<

-si; Irj: '> < -< ; r

Some of -.'.'->. i -;
i .'-t r^i . rwi-- > :/h

the flam - i,v- i- * : i'< r* V r^ecmcts and
seized tl -,<>, i,,..., . -; ,. 'i. Sabinus is

stated to have received 400 talents for himself

Upon this, other parties of Jews, exasperated by
these affairs, made a counter attack upon the

palace and threatened to set it on fire. They first

offered a free pass to all who A\ould come put
peaceably, whereupon many of Herod's soldiers

came out and joined the Jews ; but Rufus and
Gratus with a band of horsemen went over to the
Romans with three thousand soldiers. Sabinus
continued to be besieged in the palace, the walls
of which the Jews commenced to undermine,
until Varus arrived, after which he slunk away
to the seacoast. The Jerusalem Jews excused
themselves to the governor by laying all the
blame on their fellow-countrymen from other paits
Varus suppressed the rebellion with ruthless firm-

ness, crucifying two thousand Jews; and then,
leaving a legion in the city to maintain order, he
returned to Antioch. Archelaus returned some
months later as ethnarch, and ruled for ten years,
until, being accused to Csesar of oppression, he was
banished to Vienne.

During the rule of Coponius (6-10), the pro-
curator who succeeded, another Passover disturb-
ance occurred. This was due to the extraordinary
and defiant conduct of a party of Samaritans, who
threw some dead bodies into the cloisters of the
Temple just after midnight, a step which must,
without doubt, have deepened the smouldering
hatred between Jews and Samaritans (Jn 49 ).

Marcus Ambivius (11-12) and Annius Rufus (13)
after short and uneventful terms of office were
succeeded by Valerius Gratus (14-25), whose eleven
years were marked only by the many changes he
made in the high priesthood. ITrs successor,
Pontius Pilate (26-37), lefl the stamp of his char-
acter on secular history b> making a great show
of authority, in constituting Jerusalem the military
headquarters, and introducing Caesar's effigies into
the city, but entirely reversing this policy when it
was vigorously opposed by the more fanatic ele-
ments of the Jews. On this occasion a great
gathering of Jews assembled in, apparently, the

Xystus (&> T peyd'Xqi aradltf), and preferred to bare
their necks to Pilate's soldiers to ".\ , Vi < \,

:

-p :'< .-

demands (Ant. XVIII ill 1). Mention has already
been made of the

f current of water 3

Pilate brought
to Jerusalem, and the riot which followed because
he used for the work 'sacred money' of the

Temple. When persuasions had failed to quell
the tumult, Pilate gave a signal to the soldiers,
whom he had distributed in disguise through the

crowd, and many were killed and wounded (Ant.
XVIII. iii. 2).

The whole secular history as given by Josephus
shows in what an excitable and unstable condition

the Jews were, specially at the time of the feasts,
when the city was filled by outsiders. In such a

city it is not wonderful that twice (Jn S59 1031 )

Jesus was threatened with stoning. The histories

of past Passovers in the Holy City may have made
Pilate acutely anxious as to whither the commo-
tion connected with the arrest of Jesus was tend-

ing ; the leaders of the Jews, on the other hand,
had doubtless learnt by their victory in the matter
of Caesar's effigies to anticipate that, if they blus-

tered and ihi eatened enough, Pilate was unlikelyr
IP" -

lo v.'t
1

-tand their demands.
7. .' .' -'i v IN THE GOSPELS. The earliest

Gospel incident connected with the city is the

foretelling to Zacharias in the Temple of the birth
of John the Baptist (Lk I

5'23
); the second, the

arrival of the Magi to inquire in the city where the

'king of the Jews' was born (Mt 21"10
). Shortly

after this occur the purification of the Virgin
Mary and the presentation of Jesus in the Temple
(Lk 2s2"39

) ; and some twelve years latei the first (?)

Passover of Jesus in the Holy City and the inci-

dent of His staying behind to di&cuss with the
doctors in the Temple (Lk 241"49

). After this, with
the exception of one brief scene in the Temptation
(Mt 45), the Synoptics are silen' ioj.j.1*

1
*! 1^ any

events in the city until the last I.O--K ij II,- life.

It is clear that Jesus rather avoided the city, and
that the city was hostile to Him It was Jerusalem
as the centre of Jewish religious life which alone
drew Jesus there; almost exclusively His being
there was connected with attendance at a feast ;

and, with the single exception of the incident at
the Pool of Bethesda, all His doings were, till the
last week, in the courts of the Temple. In the
Fourth Gospel there is mention of a Passover at
which Jesus cleansed the Temple, and later had
His discourse with Nicodemus (Jn 213 31'21

). Then
a year and a half after, while He wa .-,

the Feast of Tabernacles, occurred the .

the adulteress and the blind man (Jn 72 83ff* 9lff<

), end-

ing in an attempt to arrest Him and a threatened
stoning. _\ little later in the year, at the Feast of
DIM li cat ion, He appeared in the Temple and was
again threatened with stoning (Jn 1022"39

). After
the raising of Lazarus at Bethany, Jesus deliber-

ately avoided entering the city, but shortly after-
wards Ho detcnninately turned His face towards
.t, with the consciousness that -u/Ic ibijr and death
inevitably awaited Hun thcic (Mk lu '-").
When at last the step of return to the metropolis

lad been taken and the triumphal entry into the

city (Mt 2l\ Mk lH-, Lk I929
'44

, Jn U1J- 19
) and

}he second cleansing of the Temple (Mt 2112"16
,

II11
, jLk 1943 - 46

) had occurred, Jesus seems to
lave gljully \\iiVirjL\\n Himself night after night
from the iuniKul of the city to the quiet of the

village life of Bethany, out of sight of the sad and
;ragic city over which He could but weep (Lk
19

41'4
*). The night of His arrest seems to have

>een the first in that fateful week He spent in the
immediate environs of tho c;

ty. Then during the
closing days came ioa< him: 1>\ tlio miracle of the
ffctroo (Mt 21 20^, Mlv 11- =->; and by parable
iihe \\itkod Husbandmen, the Ten Virgins, the
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Sheep and the Goats), as well as by direct predic-
tion, to enforce the lesson that judgment on the

city and the nation was nigh at hand The wicked-
ness and hypocrisy of the city led to the sterner

denunciations of the scribes and Pharisees by One
who considered that their doom was practically
sealed (Mt 23). Only in the incidents of the widow's
mite (Mk 1241-44

, Lk 21 1 "4
) and in the coming of the

Greek J " x
.o Jesus (Jn 1220

"33
) is theie any

sign of of the heavy clouds of approach-
ing tragedy, i lie efforts of Pharisees, Sadducees,
and lawyers to catch Him in some political in-

discretion or unorthodoxy in His teaching were
alike foiled, and at length the leaders of the Jews
made their unholy compact with the traitor Judas.
As the first day of Unleavened Bread drew nigh,

the disciples were sent into the city to prepare the
Passover. The scene of this incident is to-day
pointed out as an upper room (50 feet by 30 feet)
near the modern Zion gate of the city ; tradition,

to Epiphanius, records that this was one

buildings which escaped destruction by
Titus. It is certainly on the site, even if it is not
the actual room, leferred to by Bishop Cyril of
Jerusalem in the middle of the 4th cent, as the

place where the disciples were assembled on the

day of Pentecost. Arculf is the first (about
A B. 685) to point it out as the Ccenaculum. Since
1561 the buildings, with the traditional tomb of

David adjoining, have been in the hands of the
Moslems.
After the Supper, Jesus withdrew with His dis-

ciples to the Garden of Gethsemane. The fact

that He crossed the Kidron points to some spot
on the lower slopes of the Mount of Olives, and
tradition since the 4th cent, has fixed on one which
is now preserved as a garden by the Franciscans.
If the site of the Ccenaculum is correct, it is prob-
able that Jesus reached Gethsemane along the
line of the paths now running outside the S. wall
of the city, leaving the city south of the Temple.
After arrest, Jesus was taken by the soldiers

to the palace of the high priest in the Temple
precincts. Probably the procession followed the

general direction of the road which to-day runs
from Gethsemane to St. Stephen's gate, though
there are indications that in ancient times this
road was more direct than it now is. In the early
moining He was brought before Pilate in the

Prsotorium, and he in turn sent Him (Lk 237"11
) to

Herod Antipas, tetrarch of Galilee, who happened
to be in Jerusalem at the time. The natural place
where Herod would have his quarters would be in

some part of his father's palace on the "W. hill, and
it may well be argued by tho&e who think it more
likely that the Prcetorium was in the same en-

closure, that it is hardly probable that Pilate
would have lightly risked sending Jesus twice

through the streets when so many Galilseans were
about the city.
After the condemnation came the proco^ion to

Golgotha. The traditional route of ihis, kno\\ n as
the Via Dolorosa, has been selected on very slender

grounds; indeed, all the 'stations of the cross'
on the way have varied greatly from time to time.
Even the iii^fc station, the site of the Prsetorium,
has been placed in many parts of the city. In the
4th cent, it was near the present Bab el~KaUanin ,

two centuries later it was marked by the basilica

of St. Sophia. During the Crubadmg period it

was placed first on the W . Mil, under the idea that
Pilate's house must have been near the Royal
Palace, as several good modern authorities think
it was j but at a later period it was transferred to
the present Turkish barracks, indisputably on some
part of the site of Antonia, as the more probable.
The M -

aitinji-])omi of the Via Dolorosa being so

arbitrarily lixctl, it necessarily follows that the

various 'stations of the cross' are the flimsiest
traditions. The second station where the cross
was laid on Jesus is below the steps descending
from the barracks. Near this is the well-known
Ecce^ Homo arch a construction of the 2nd cent. ;

and inside the adjoining institution of the Sisters
of Zion is shown a large sheet of pavement belong-
ing to the Roman period (and identified by the
Latin authorities as the Gabbatha of Jn 1913

),

which may quite possibly have been in position at
the time of the Crucifixion : part of its surface

belongs to a street. The third station is shown
where the street from the barracks Tarik bdb Sitti
Miriam joins the cariiage road from the Damascus
Gate, running along the ancient Tyropceon Valley ;

the spot is maiked by a broken, prostiate column.
Here Jesus sank under the weight of the cross.
A few yaids farther down the carriage road, the
fourth station where Jesus met His mother lies
on the right. At the next turning to the right is

the fifth station, where Simon of Cyrene took the
cross from Jesus ; and if we ascend this street by a
series of steps, the sixth station the scene of the
incident of St. Veronica's handkerchief is found,
near where the load becomes arched over. "When
the Via Dolorosa crosses the central street of the

city, Suk es-Semany, the procession is supposed
to have left the city walls. This is the seventh
station. The eighth station, where Jesus admon-
ished the women not to weep for Him but for
themselves (Lk 2327 - 28

), lies up the ascent towards
the Church of the Sepulchre ; and the ninth station,
where Jesus is said to have fallen a second time
under the weight of the cross, is in front of the

Coptic monastery. The remaining five stations
are included in the Church of the Sepulchre, for
which see art. GOLGOTHA.
The last mention of Jerusalem in the Gospels is

in the injunction to the disciples to bej
"

s j ,'"
the gospel there (Lk 2447

). The full ....>.>ii> ,

and the necessity for their being specially com-
manded, is

fully realized only when it is seen what
a unique position Jerusalem held in the mind of

Jesus, as was recognized by His regular attend-
ance at the Temple services and the periodical
feasts ; how deep was His pity for its close ap-
proaching doom ; how bitter Tiad been the hostility
to His teaching and His claims ; and, lastly, how
extraordinarily important was Jerusalem at that
time as a meeting -

place of many intensely held

religious ideals.
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JESSE. The father of king David, named in

our Lord's genealogy (Mt I
5f

-,
Lk 332).

JESUS (the name), It is strange that even this
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name lias not yet been explained with certainty.
'ITJCTOUS (gen., dat, voc. 'iTycroO; ace. 'I-jjcroOz', Mt I 1

S34,
Mk I24

, Mt I21 [on 'ITJO-O? as gen. and dat. see

"\Vmer~Schmiedel, 10, note 6]) is the Greek form
of the Hebrew jw"1 or szanrr

1
. Aquila has for the

latter (Dt I
38

) 'lya-ovd ; in some passages 'I^o-oOe is

found (1 Ch 727, 2 Es 26- 40
) ; see Eedpath's Concord-

ance,

No satisfactory explanation has yet been offered of the

varying forms &firr and yw The high priest, for instance,
who led the Jews back from Babjlon with Zerubbabel, is

constantly called JJtflT in the prophetical books of Haggai and
Zechanah (RV 'Joshua,' not *

Jehoshua,' as in the name of his

father
4

JeAozadak') 3
and with equal constancy iw in the

historical books of Ezra and STehemiah (where also the name
of his father is written, in the abbre\iated form 'Jozadak').
Were, then, both forms used at the same time

1

? Or is this a
hint that the difference is due to later recensions, and that the
form ' Jeshua *

is later than the time of the Exile 9
Again, how

did 'Jfftoshua' become Jeshua*' The question is the more
difficult as nowhete is the intermediate form 'Joshua 'found,
as in the other names formed with *Jeho-,*e<7. T$xv side by
side with T$NIT, etc. The nearest parallel seems to be the

name of the king of iloab, who is called
* If?sha

f '

G/VS) in the

MT of 2 K 3-4, but Mora in the LXX; or the name *3/oab,*
which is explained as if =me-'ab in Gn 1937. The reason for

the vowel change has been sought in the analogy of names

beginning \\ith el, or merely on phonetical principles (differ-

entiation, as ri&hon from rosA, etc). (For quite a different

explanation, Vmch \ull hardly stand examination, see Fr Pra-

toriufe m ZDlZ(r h\. 342) The difficulty is increased by the

fact that the name is spelt jnenrr (with 5) but twice (Dt S&,

Jg- 27) ; and y&irf* may therefore havebeen originally
*

JehoshoY
lie JV^ alongside of yiB^s.

Hitherto it K -
;f'-.-"-r"

l1v been presupposed that

the name was i '".. ' the root j/t?
1 'to save'

(or rather ' to be safe *), like ain, which, according
to Nu IS8- 36 and Dt S244, was the earlier name of
* Joshua

3

; cf. the name yenn on a Palestinian jar-

handle, combined by Macalister with the name i^
1 Ch 4'

20
(PEFSt, 1905, p. 330). But the dropping

of the first letter is not easily explained on this

theoiy. And the analogy of the names %wt ywhg,
swn; side by side with yzv, yw 1

?^, JOTJVJ, points to

the possibility that 2f1^ is related to JOTW 1

, as jzw

is to
jrs^

As to the meaning of these names
nothing is certain. That to popular sentiment the
name recalled the idea of salvation is proved for the

OT by Nu 138- 1
*, and foi the NT by Mt I

21 ' Thou
shalt call his name Jesus ; for he shall save his

people from their sins.' Perhaps also in 1 Th I 10

lycrovv ~bv puou,vov fy*Ss, we have an allusion to this

etymology. Greek Christians were reminded by
the name of the root Mo/tat,

* to heal '

; cf. Sib. Or.

i. 351 Kal Tbre Sq vwepobs l-qo-crat; Clem Al. Pcedag
i. 7-61 roioOrov TIJUV ovofML crwrnpiov TrpotprjTevei. Trat-

Iv o$$ b \byos 6 TTGiQ^vios OVK iarai^

1 1curerai K.T \ . lb. ill. 12. 98 6 uau-cvos jjft&v Kal

<T(S/xa xal Tfsvxfiv, Tbv atStov avGpunroVj *J.7j(rov$ j Cyril of

Jerusalem, Cateches. x. p 88 'I^o-oOs rolvvv farl KaTa
* 'EXXdSa yXuxrvav b Iwjjuevos.

J

E7ret5otv larpos ^CTTL

Epiphanius, Hcer. 29, Nazar. 4 'Ii]<rovs y&p KCLTO,

njv^EppaiK^v Sid\KTOV Bepairevrfys /caXeirat, tfrot iarpbs
Kal (Tw/jp. Epiphanius betrays in these last words
also a knowledge of the Hebrew root; and the
same is the case with Chrysostom, who expressly
states (Horn. 2 in Matth. p. 23), TO T&/> 'lycrojs TOVTO

tvofAa, Q&K %<rrnr 'EXX^j/tA:^^, dXXi rj
X^yercu 'I^croOs* B Icmv eh r

OV. To the same effect is the statement of
Eusebius (Dem. JEv. iv. 17, p. 199), who compares
Christ with the high priest of the Eeturn, and
writes on their names, 23, EtV<5rws o&v TTJS dicfoos

Epeica, Kal odros TTJS TOV croTt]pos irpocnj*/opias "fy^iovro . . .

crwrqpiov 0ov els TTJV *EXXd5a $<avtyt rb TOV

/j.era\7](f>&& foojjia crvtfJ&lveC "Icrova fjv yap
aroynjpla, vias $ Navy irapa TOIS avrots 'laxrove

0OV
'iWoue 5e <TTIV 'law ffurypta, TOUT fort

LOJ'. /CQTWS et 7TOU 0OV ff<*}Tr}pLQV & TO?S

avTLypd<poi.s uvofJiacrTai, ovd' #XXo TL $) rbv
*

cf. also Theodoiet, ii 385, on Is6110
, fr r

<pbjvfj rb (

1/LLdTLOV ffwrypiov
'

l^dnov Ucrcrwa /cetTcu, TOUT'

tffTiXpurTQv. Lagarde ( t7bersicht, p. 97) concludes

from this that ^O-*-, the Syriac form of the

name, had a double S.

Already in the oldest MSS of the _Gr._Test. the

name is written with abbreviations ic, IY, IN ; but

occasionally in some MSS, and regularly in the

Codex Bezas, FHY is found (in the Codex Sinaiticus

i~HY and IY in consecutive lines in Eev 2220 21
).

The Epistle of Barnabas seems to have known the

abbreviation m, because the number 318 (S=TIH)
in Gn 1414 is explained there of the cross of Jesus ;

and the same inference may be drawn for Iienseus

from a comparison of the texts of Iienseus, Hippo-
Ivtus and Epiphanius on the Marcosians (see ExpT
xvu. [1903] pp. 44, 139).

H. Leclercq, in art.
' Abrogations ' m Cabrol's Diet. d'Archeol.

CMtWMM, has a special paragraph 'de 1'abrSviation IHV,

IMS* (col. 177-180). The earliest coins exhibiting the symbol
IHS are of Justinian n (685-695, and 705-711) In the legend
i

1

3V S \~> 3"'. S K.CA found on coins of Constantme ir. (780-
-

the C in NICA. On
found written on th

'
, J,.

t" i. [19011 P 205.

On the power of the name 'I^>, \\hu n cannot be translated,
see Ongen, c. Cels i 25 . like the names Michael, Gabriel,

Raphael, xot.'i o fas-ipos 'l/nrous, ov^
ro OVO/MX, ^vptous Y$^ &etpys

iupotvott $<x.i[AavK$ i%&.x,arot,y fyv%jv xeti o-ufjcA<riav t kvipy^crccy tis t^nvovs

<js'
Sv MTr^a-Qvitrety.

We have as yet no explanation of the statement of Irenaeus :
* Jesus autem nomen secundum ' F _

htterarum est duarum ac diniid -
j\ .

,

sigmficans dommurn eum, qm continet ccelum et terram, quia
Jesus secundum antiquam Hebraicam linguam coelum est . terra
autem iterum SURA TJSSER dicitur

1

(= SMA TIERS 9 'heaven and
earth'). In another passage Irenseus writes:

* Nihilornmus
autem et unigenitus et maxime autem super omnia nomen,
quod dicitur Deus, quod et ipsum hebraice Baruch dicitur, et
duas et dimidium habet literas.'

The Jews now write IB", which is explained by
Handler (Lexicon dcr Abbrematiircn, 1897) IBS' FID*

ui:m, by Lagarde (
If*"* 'l" t

'j
, n, 290) nawn^ '&

'

'may his name (and memory) be wiped out (and
perish)'; Jastrow's Bi'tnmnty explains it as an
abbreviation of jri^; Keuchlin and other Christian
Hebraists wrote the name nwrr, as a combination
of the tetragrammaton mn% -with v

s wherein they
found deep mysteries.
The first letter of the Greek 'I^ous seems to be

treated as a consonant in the hexameter
,

Sib. Or. ii. 247 ; also in the verse of Theodorus
Prodromus : rov d' 'lyaov 6av6vTO$ 'lotdas fttveu On
its numerical value (10) and its straight form see

speculations in Clement's Pcedag. i. 9. 25 $ e#0e?a

Kal KCLTCL <f>ti<rLV 9 fyv aivlrrercit. rb 'IcSra TOV 'IiycroO,, ^
dyaffua-foi] ai)rou, and ii 43. 3, the psalter of ten

strings ; in Epiphanius, Ear. 13 = the 10th of

Nisan, on which the Paschal lamb was chosen ; the
tithes (SeKa-ai O-'JIO/GI a i%\ np*'u.n -os 'I^croO) in Apost.
Const, ii. 23; in rhc 0/tvtf '////->,// in Mt. (Migne,
IvL 618).
On the spelling of the name in the Latin MSS of

the Bible, Te*us, Ihesu^ Hiesus, see "Wordsworth-
White on Mt I1 and p 776 ; H. J. Lawlor, Chapters
on the Book of Mulling, p. 76 ; the letter of Ama-
larms to Bp. Jonas of Orleans and to Abp. Jere-

mias of Sens e de nomine dm lesu,' whether IHC
or rHs^is the conect -jicllinjr. whether the middle
letter is the Greek 97 or the Latin h, whether the
last letter is Greek or Latin. In the Russian
Church there was at one time a violent dispute
about this orthographical question. In mediaeval
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poetiy, for instance in Ekkehart IV. of St. Gall,
Isus is made to ihyme with visus, etc. :

*

Vinjo prior vis ' -
j.' * . T

Sed nee ab his '
i -

*

Damasus formed the lines :

'In rebus tantis Tuna conjunctio mundl
E- _ .

"

venustE,
IS '

potestaS
V '

'

IT

S . ternS '

The Mohammedan form *I$a was ceitainly
adapted to get an assonance with Musa (like
Ibrahim with Ismail, Kabil with Hnbil), and not
to identify the name with Esau. This was the
more easy because the Nestonans *

'-Vi the
name Isho\ not Jashu like the !, ,.i -. On
the pioposal to introduce the Mohammedan form
Isa instead of Gisu into the Urdu NT, see Bible
House Papers, No. in. p 28.

That the name contains 4 vowels and one consonant doubled,
and has the numeiical value 888 (10+8+200+70+400+200), is

shown by Sib. Ot i 326 ff and by the speculations of the
Mai cosians (lien xv. 2

, IIippol vi 50)
On the monograms for the name of Jesus see PRE 3 xn esp.

p 371 f , Jerome, 'de ' m Aneadota Maredf>o-

lana, in 3 (1903), pp iro, I'ebreo nome Gesu,

Napoh, 1890, p 390

In the Ethiopian Church the name Jesus is

avoided an a proper name (ZDMGr xxvin. 309) ;

in the Syiiac Church it is 'still very co]iiion1\
used as a man's name' (Maclean, Diet, oj /

'

})"-
lects of Vernacular Synac, 1901). It would be
.in illicit 1 -! IMJ task to collect the proper names
i ! M ic' i v* i 1 1 Jesus as iirst or second part; they
seem especially fic^uent in the Syriac and Persian
Churches. EB. NESTLE.

JEWS. This term, originally perhaps applied
only to men of the tiiho of Judah,

' men of Judaea,'
is employed in the Gospels (1) in opposition to

Gentiles,"
i - 1 \ I L or Samaritans : Mk 7a

, Jn 26 - 13

49.22 51 6- T 1'j -, (2) specially of Jews as an-
,o our Lord, a usage which is charactei-

'" as <""-' '_ j'-'u'-
11

from the Synoptics:
Mt 2815

,
Jn 641 r

'

a-
- 1Q19 ll19- 31 - 33 36 129 n

.

On the inferences that have been drawn from this

usage as to the ,iu''
i "i -"

. > .hiil date of the Fourth

Gospel, see art. J'-rx I.UM-I '

OF). *The Jews'
in this sense were blmu rollowers of the Pharisees,
and bitter opponents of Christ. Scrupulous about
all .

" "

by the elders, washing
of ; ; Dts and brazen vessels,
Sabbath observance, etc. (Mk 73' 4

, Jn 510
etc.),

they had forsaken the old paths
' trodden by

their fathers, and the things commanded by God.
* For fear of the Jews ' men hesitated to confess

Christ (Jn 7 13 92ii

).

For customs of the Jews see art. SOCIAL LIFE.
See also artt. ISRAEL and JERUSALEM.

T i - V.", - Gospel of St. John, Introd p. vni ff. ;

A -/''/; i [ed. 1803], p. 470 ; Fairbairn, Studies
zn i J ,j ,' >:i ,.,*. J. SOUTAK.

JO&NJLN. A link in our Lord's genealogy (Lk
S27

).

JOANNA (*I<wa, Tisch. and Kevisers' Text;
but 'ludva, "WH and Nestle j from Aram. Kjqv, Heb.

njijv). The wife of Chuza, the ' steward
'

of Herod

Antipas. In Lk 81"8 she appears as one of certain

women who had been healea, and in gratitude minis-

tered to Jesus and His disciples The passage leacls

as though she had herself derived physical benefit

from Jesus; but it is possible, as Godet suggests
in loc., that the 'nobleman' or king's officer of Jn
446-53 was Chuza. If so, Joanna may have been

led to attach herself to Christ tlnough the restora-

tion of her son's health, or even of his life if the

Johannine narrative is to be identified with Mt

8-* and Lk 7
1'10

. The latter identification, as early
as Irenseus (adv. Ear. ii 33), and not without dis-

tinguished suppoit (Wetstein, E\\ald, de "Wette,
Baur), is attractive but precarious. Joanna is
mentioned again in Lk 2410 as one of the women
who went to the sepulchre to embalm the body of
Jesus. She is almost certainly the same person as
in 8", though her husband's name does not occur in
the later passage. There is no need to explain the
omission by a suggestion that he was dead, or had
become obscure through dismissal from his office

by Antipas because of the relations of Ins house-
hold with Jesus. The Evangelist had alieady
sufficiently marked the identity of Joanna, \\lio
.*"._* ''v own devotion would be well known to
.-0 ( M ;

. -. See also CHUZA.

,AM A , ,
R. W. Moss.

JODA. A link m our Lord's genealogy (Lk 326
).

JOHN. The father of Simon Peter (Jn I42

21 i5. is. 17 y . Ay jonas}. See PETER.

JOHN THE BAPTIST.
11 - '

"

is History.

Witness regarding Hun.

11. . i ,

*

ill.

iv.

v.

vi. domi ana JUJH juiboipiey.
vn Our Lord's Estimate of John.

i. JOHN'S IMPOETANCE, AND SOURCES FOE, HIS
HISTORY. The

' r"

,
.

"
John the Baptist

for
the^ history ' \ is shown by the

place given him i i ^ cords by every one
of the four J]\ an^eli-t-. St. Maik describes John's
mission in the \eiy iii^c words of his narrative as
the beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the
Son of God' (I

1
). St. Luke makes the story of

John's birth the prelude to his wonderful narrative
of the greater birth at Bethlehem (I

5ff
-)- The three

Synoptists are agreed in representing his mission.
as the necessary i

-

'^, ,- cordance with.

OT prophecy, for v - of the Chiist

(Mk I 2- 3
, Mt 33,

Lk 34ff
), while in all the Gospels

his baptism of Jesus becomes the moment of the
Lord's c'i iiiiij'iom with the Spirit for His Messianic
office ,Mk r

'

, Mt 316S Lk 3-lf
; cf. Jn P2ff

-)- In
the Prologue to his Gospel the Fourth T ,

describes John as ( a man sent from > v >

' came foi a witness, to bear witness of the light,
that all men through him (i e. Jesus) might be-

lieve' (I
6 * 7

) In accordance with this general sense
of John's great importance for Christ and Chris-

tianity is the space devoted to him in the Gospel
narratives as a whole. It is true that Lk. alone
furnishes any information about him previous to
the moment when he suddenly issued from his

retirement in the wilderness and began to preach
the baptism of leperiiance in the Jordan valley,
and true also thab in the case of the Fourth Gospel
it is difficult} often to distinguish between the
r\ JTJ <:<.!. -i - statements as a historian and his own
-ubji (.! i^ v exposition. But when we put together
all the references to John's ministry and history
and character which we find either in the form of

historical narrative, or testimony from the lips of

Jesus, or reflexion on the part of an Evangelist,
and when we make use besides of one or two side-

lights which fall from the book of Acts and the

pages of Josephus, we find
^
that

^

for knowledge
regarding the Baptist's mission, his character, his

relation to Jesus Christ, and his place in the

history of both the old and the new dispensations,
we are in no lack of plentiful and trustworthy
sources of information.

ii. BIRTH, YOTJTH, AND PRE-PROPHETIC LIFE.

The fact that Lk. alone of the Gospels gives an account of

John's earlier life, together ,\jlh the an t.c nature of tl o

narrative and its presumed diici opaM'v \MI Ii tr.e ropre
5* riu' < u
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of the Fourth Gospel in respect of a connexion between John
and Jesus previous to the baptism of the latter (cf. Lk 136-56

with Jn I31 33
>, has frequently been supposed to reduce this

exquisite story to the level of pure legend. In \ lew, however,
of St. Luke's claims to historical accuracy (I

1 4
), and of the

vindication of these claims at so many points by modern re-

search (cf. W. M Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, ch. i., Was
Chri&t born at Bethlehem?; Chase, The Credibility of Acts'), ifc

is impossible to set his narratu e aside as if it rested on no basis

of historical fact. It is full of poctr\ , no doubt, bub it is the
kind of poetry which bursts like a flo\\ei irom the lumg" stem
of actual truth. Any attempt to dissolve the narrative into

fictions of a later growth must reckon with the fact that the

Evangelist is evidently making a?e at this point of an early
Aramaic source steeped in the colours of the OT *the earliest

documentary evidence respecting the origins of Christianity
which has come down to us, evidence which ^ iv j, -i'\ !>o

called contemporary* (Plummer, 'St. Luke* in /// -r/ n' f*r, t

Com, p. 7) This document, wh
* " J T * ' - -tt~

rested in larg-e part upon the
St. Luke,

s as a faithful collec
'

<

allows to speak for itself, wit . .

touch" (Bruce, Expositor's Gr Test.., ad loc). To appreciate
the historical sobriety and manifestly primary character of this

early Jewish-Christian source, we h ' '
'

*">" *
i

^ " * yj
~

chapter of Lk. with the relative sec <-*,> y /

Jacobi, and especially with those < . . J2- ; i -

nack calls the Apocryphum JZachar >t
s
._ r

'

.- _
1t

i, 1 . .

Vol p. 431).

According to Lk. , Jolin was the son of Zaeharias,
a priest of the course of Abijah (see art ZACH-
AKIAS), and his wife Elisabeth who belonged to
the family of Aaron (I

5ff
-). Elisabeth was a kins-

woman (not 'cousin/ see Plummer, op. cit. p. 25}
of the Virgin Mary (I

36
), who paid her a three

months2

visit immediately before the birth of John
(v.

86
, cf. w. 38 39> 40

). John was the senior of Jesus

by six months (I
36* 57

,
cf. 26

) The name John,
properly Johanan (Icjdjw7ff=j^, cf. Heb. text and
LXX of 1 Ch 32*5 2 Ch 28ia

), was given to the child

by his parents in obedience to a Divine direction

(i
lj

), and in spite of the opposition of neighbours
and kinsfolk (w. 58-63

).

Regarding
J

.l o il. ( of Joh'. Mrth there has been much
discussion. Lk ,k-c-' w* *\ e jiou-f of Zachanas as in.

' a city of
Judah ' which lay in c the hill country

'

(w. & -*0) A number of
commentators have assumed, without any warrant, that this

must ha\ e been Hebron, as being- a priestly town in that region.
Others have suggested that T&JS *IoyS is a corruption for TcXts
']*, (Beland, Pal p. S70; Robinson, MP% ii. 206), so that
t"' o R'M.iift

1

-
T
'" rL 'n',. t \\o.iVi be Jutah or Juttah, to the south

of II >nn ('i ib '.-
, <} t

*

, i&., and i. 495), which is men-
'*

> i

'
T -* . ,1-

*

_-
*

* Plotted to the priests (2116).
* ,"

'

* it 1
, t .- '- i< "- assigns the honour to'Ain

J' . -:<' *' -
'

i
" Jerusalem and Bethlehem.

\ * -
, tural, and it is best to be

content to say that John was born in a town unknown, in the
hill country of Judah. See, further, art JUDAH.

Of the external incidents of John's childhood
and youth Lk. gives no information. All that is

told us bears upon his spiritual :/
Al- A * ord-

ing to an announcement of the '

;.(! i^V i, he
was to be 'filled with the Holy Ghost from Ms
mother's womb* (I

15
). That a peculiar Divine

blessing did rest upon him from the first is implied
in the words,

' the hand of the Lord was upon him
'

(v.
66

) ; that this Divine presence made itself mani-
fest in the development of his character is evident
when the Evangelist adds,

' and the child grew,
and waxed strong in spirit* (v.

80
).

But whatever the outward tenor of John's way
in that priestly house in the hill country of Judah,
a great crisis must have come at last, followed by
a sudden break in his manner of life. A priest^
son, he v ould naturally, according to all Jewish
traditions, have stepped into the priestly office,
and enjoyed the honours, abundance, and com-
parative ease that were parts of hi* birthright. But
spiritual instincts and powers winch had long been
unknown in Israel began to make fhcui^ !us uli
in the young man's heart, and this -on of i m ic-i

went forth into the deserts to be shaped in solitude
into a prophet mightier than Elijah or Isaiah.
Of the precise nature of the impulse which first ledMm to withdraw himself from his fellows, the
duration of his stay in the wilderness, and the

fashion of his life while there, no Evangelist hag

anything to tell us. But it is coi f ainl v n grotesque
mistake to suppose that he lar his- honieand the
haunts of men in order to become an Essene (see
the excellent remarks of Godet on this point, Com.
onLk. i. p. 117 f).*
There was absolutely no resemblance between

John, the desert solitary, as he is described to us
in the pages of the Gospels (Mt 34

1|
H7fr

||
II18

1|), and
the Essenes with their white garments and their

cenobitic establishments, as we come across them in

the pages of Josephus (BJ II. viii. 2-13, Ant. XV III.

i. 5). All that can be said is that John was an
ascetic as the Essenes were, and that in both cases
the revolt against ;

'"

luxury and corrup-
tion c.ina-ijr out o: t

seiiousness which
nijiikod i!i-' more earnest spirits of the time (see

Ruegg, art.
' Johannes der Taufer' in PRE*).

John's withdrawal into the wilderness indicated
his disapproval of society as he found it, it signi-
fied more especially an absolute break with the

prevalent Pharisaic type of piety. But in his case
it meant much more than this, much more even
than the adoption of severely ascetic habits in the
interests of his own spiritual life. It was as one
who was conscious that he was set apart for the
office of a prophet (cf. Lk I14

'17- 76ft
-) 3 and who felt

himself called in particular to take up in Israel
a work of reformation similar to that of Elijah
(Lk I17

; cf. Mt II 14 17 12
, Jn I 21 ), that John betook

himself to the
dese_rts (Lk I 80) and there lived the

life of one who hides himself from men that he

may the better see the face of God. Locusts and
wild honey were his food, while his clothing was a
loose cloak (&6v/j.a,) of woven camel's hair and a
leathern girdle about his loins (Mt 34, Mk I6

;

cf. 2 K I8).f

How long John remained in 'the deserts/ by
which is doubtless meant the awful solitudes of
the Wilderness of Judsea, and how he grew into
the full sense of the precise nature of his prophetic
vocation as the forerunner and heralcf of the

Messiah, we cannot tell. But the Holy Ghost who
had been working in him, and the hand of the Lord
which had been laid upon him from the first, his
own constant blooding over words of ancient pro-

phecj (Jn I23
, cf. Mt 3s 11), and a deep intuitive

reading of the signs of the times, would gradually
bring him to a clear \no\\ lodjre both of his function
as a prophet and of ihe Time when he must begin
to exercise it. And so came at last the day of his
(

shewing' (todSe&s) unto Israel (Lk I80).
iii. THE PU_BLIO MINISTRY. It was in the 15th

year of the reign of Tiberius Csesar that the word
of God came to John in the wilderness -iiminoning
him to enter upon his work as a prophc i (Lk ,'J -t.

Immediately he obeyed the summons (v.
3
). The

scene of his ministry, accoiding to Mk., was 'the
wilderness' (I

4
), according to Mt. *the wilderness

of Judaea' (3
1
), according to Lk. 'all the country

about Jordan' (3
s
). Probably, as hitherto, the

Wilderness of Judaea continued to be his home
that wild region which stretches westwards from
the Dead Sea and the Jordan to the edge of the
cential plateau of Palestine; but when he preached
he Tnu^t luive done so in some place not too far
removed from the haunts of men, while, owing to

* This theory, put forth by Gratz (Gesch der Juden, iil. p.
100) and adopted by many since, hag been repeated once more
in the art. * Essenes' in Jewish EIICIIC., -where it is added that
the silence of the NT about the Essenes 'is perhaps the best
proof that they furnish the new sect [%e. Christianity] with its
mam elements as regards personnel and view s 'as sinking an
illustration as could well be discovered of a xal'a -MOU*- use of i^e

e nltnfio. On John's, relations 10 the Jlsbtuieb see
J ifrhnfocL, ti/to#t>ianp, T)is-trt m.

f T hac ho ,ire locusts, as the B< da-win still do, not carob-noarife,
is now theprevalent opinion of scholars (cf. art LOCLST, and m
Hastings' DB, s.v.). Che\ ne, however, holds out for carob beans
(JSncyc, Bibl. y artt

* Husks ' and * John the Baptist '1 See also
Expos. Times, xv. [1904] pp. 285, 335, 429, xvi. [1905] p. 3S2.
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his practice of baptism (almost certainly by im-

mersion), the Jordan necessarily marked the central

line of his activity (Mt 36- ^ 16
, Mk I5- 9

). To Jn.

we owe the information that he baptized on both
sides of the river (I

28 323 1040
). John's work may

be consideied under two aspects, (1) his preaching,
(2) his baptism.

. John's Preaching. According to Mt. the
essence of John's preaching, the text as we might
say of all his sermons, was this :

'

Bepent ye, for

the kingdom of heaven is at hand 3

(3
2
). The

second part of this text was the fundamental part.
It shows that John was fully conscious that the

long-expected Messianic age was now about to

dawn, and that it was his mission to proclaim the
fact. By his trumpet-voicec

1 1 "
of this

fact he thrilled the nation id drew
forth the multitude into the wilderness to hear
him. (Mt 35

, Lk 37
; cf. Jos., Ant. xvin. v. 2)

men from Jerusalem and men from Galilee (Jn
jw. 35ff.^ clvihans and soldiers (Lk 310- 14

), Pharisees

and publicans side by side (Mt 37
, Lk 312

).

But while the preacher's fundar
' "

was the announcement of the near
^ A

Messianic Kingdom, he combined with these glad
tidings of good a stern summons to repentance.
Bepentance, he said, ^erd^ota, a change of mind
and heart, were indispensable as a preparatory con-

dition for all who would share in the privileges^of
the new order about to be set up. To the Jewish
mind this was an unexpected and unwelcome note
in a herald of the Messiah ; and John's utterance

of it and strenuous emphasis upon it form one of

the marks of his profound originality as a prophet,
to the popular conviction, all Israel

a lot and a part in the blessings of the

Mesbianic age, and that specifically because of

their descent from Abraham. It was recognized
that iudufinents would accompany the appearance
of the Christ, but

'

M
'

were to fall

upon the Gentiles,
*

. - \ ,

b
- hildren would

be secure and happy in that day of the Lord. The
Talmud explains the cry of the prophetic watch-

man,
{ The morning cometh, and also the night' (Is

21 12
), by saying,

* The night is only to the nations

of the world, out the morning to Israel
'

(Jerus.

Taan. 64a, quoted by Edersheim, Life and Times,
i. 271). Not so, said John. Bepentance is the

prime M on
"
J
.r for all who would enter the King-

dom 01 !'<.'M-n Descent from Abraham counts
for nothing (Mt 39

). Every fruitless or worthless

tree must be hewn down and cast into the fire (v
10

).

The very leaders of the nation themselves, the

Pharisees and Sadducees, must bring forth fruit

worthy of repentance if they are to escape from the
wrath to come (vv.

7* 8
).

2. John's Baptism. .\luiv-i-V of the spoken
word John set in.u j."*ar <".. i IIM.IC symbol of his

ministry from which his title
* the Baptist

'

(6 Ba?r-

rwnjj) was derived. He came not only jaeachmg
but baptizing, or rather, so closely was the vy inbo I

interwoven with the word, he came '

preaching the

baptism of : r'
'

(Mk I4, Lk 3s
). To under-

stand John' i
-i : i doctrine it is necessary to

think of the historical roots out of which it sprang.
For though he gave to the rite a depth of meaning
it had never had in Israel before, he evidently

appealed to ideas on the subject which were

already familiar to the Jewish people. In partic-

ular, three moments in the preceding history of

the religion of Israel appear to be gathered up in

the
l)nj>ti*m

of John as it meets us in the Gospels.

((*)

f

J he theoretic van/tings of the Jews (Lv 11-15,

Nu 19). That a religious intention underlay those
*
divers washings

'
of the ceremonial law is evident

(cf. Lv 1482 15 1S
, Mk I44,

Lk 222 o 14
, Jn 26

),
while

the historical connexion of John's baptism with

them is proved by the fact that in NT times

pGLTTTiei.v had come to be the regular term alike for
those ceremonial washings and for the Messianic
baptism of the Forerunner (for detailed proof and
retf. on these points see the present writer's Sacra-
ments in the NT, p. 56 f.). And yet, though John's
baptism finds its earliest historical roots in the
Levitical washings, it is far from finding its com-
plete explanation there. It was essentially an
ethical rite, and thus very different from an out-
ward ceremony to whicn some value could be
attached apart from the moral and spiritual condi-
tion of the recipient. In the case of all who came
to him John insisted upon repentance ; and they
were baptized of him in Jordan, confessing their

sins'(Mt32- 6
).

(b) The Messianic lustration foretold by the

prophets. Long before the time of John, prophetic
souls in Israel had seen that for a true cleansing
the nation must look to those Messianic days when
God should open a fountain for sin and for un-

cleanness, sprinkling His people with clean water,
and putting a new heart and a new spirit within
them (Jer 338

,
Ezk 3625- 26

5
Zee 13 1

). It was John's
function to declare that those great Messianic

promises were r-
,
<' to receive their ful-

filment at the ,< the Messiah Himself.
TT,- Ur.-i,- : we have said, was a baptism of pre-
p; 'ii -iin in the Kingdom, |

< i which took
the form of and confession. But even
more than , x of preparation it was a

baptism of promise, promise both of the Kingdom
and the King, being a promissory symbol of a

perfect spiritual cleansing which the Messiah in

person should bestow * I indeed baptize you with
water unto repentance ; but he that cometh after

me . . . shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost
and with fire' (Mt3n ll).

(c) Another historical moment which should not
be lost sight of is the proselyte baptism of the

Jewish Church. It may now be regarded as certain
that the baptism of proselytes had been the rule in
Israel long before NT times (see especially Schurer,
HJP II. 11. 319; Edersheim, Life and Times, ii.

745 If. ) ; and proselyte baptism helps us to under-
stand the baptism of John in certain of its aspects.
When a Gentile c

sought shelter under the wmgs
of the Shekinah/ it was understood that he was
utterly renouncing his past. And John insisted on
a like renunciation m the case of candidates for

his baptism. The danger of the proclamation that
the Kingdom of heaven was at hand lay in the fact

that multitudeswould claim to enter that Kingdom
as a matter of course, without being prepared to

submit to the necessary conditions. Not so, said

John. God does not depend upon Israel alone for

the peopling of His Kingdom. He *is able of these

stones to i JLI^O up children unto Abraham '

(Mt 39
).

Even a Jew, if he is to be received, must come as

a humble penitent who casts himself upon the
Divine grace. He inust come like a stranger and
a proselyto renouncing the past, not as one who
claim* an inalienable right, but as one who seeks

by fruits of repentance to flee from the wrath to

come (Mt 37- s
,
Lk 37- 8

). For the baptism of the

Coming One is a baptism of judgment. His win-

nowing-fan is in His hand; and while He will

gather His wheat inio the gainer, He will burn up
the chaff with unquenchable 1iie vMt 312

, Lk 317).

On the baptism of John -i v

o, further, art. BAPTISM.
iv. JOHN'S BAPTISM OF JESUS AND WITNESS

REGARDING HIM. 1. The baptism of Jesus by-

John is recorded in all the Synoptics (Mt 313ff>
, Mk

1 9(
', Lk 321

), but is not mentioned in the Fourth

Gospel. *The author, however, makes the Baptist
refer to the descent of the Spirit upon Jesus in the

form of a dove (Jn I 32ff<
) as an authenticating sign

which he received that He i\ as the Messiah ; and
this incident is represented by the other three as
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following immediately upon the baptism, though
the fiist two, and probably the third also, describe
the visible sign as bestowed upon Jesus Himself

along with the approving voice from heaven (Mt
3 J

3 Mk l lof
", Lk 3J

~). If the scene of the baptism
was the same as that of Jol '- --iV- !. witness
to Jesus recorded in the j .*. * -

I V it took

place a. 'TiiTn^y beyond Jordan 3

(Jn I28 ),
a site

which iti*- *><("i "much discussed, but cannot "be

said to have been certainly identified (see art.

BETHABAPvA).
It was here, then, in all likelihood, that Jesus

met John when He came fioin Galilee to be bap-
tized of him (Mt 313

). At first John was unwilling
to perfoim the rite upon such an applicant, but
Jesus insisted. * Thus it beeometh us to fulfil all

righteoubne&b
'

(v.
15

).
T ,, .

*

.7

as an appointment of the Divine '.;_
! -co j-

:^--
which it was proper that He should ?,.i j.^ Ir i

! 'C

fitness of that baptism in the ca^e of Jesus is called

in question, we must remember that it had an

initiatory aspect \\ Inch ~\\ ould commend it to Him
as He saw in it an opportunity of M-

Himself definitely and openly to tb ^ - ' '

kingdom and its'taskb. But if John's woids of

protest (v.
14

) imply that even in the baptism of

Christ the cleansing aspect of the rite was in \ iew,
was it not proper that the e Lamb of God' (Jn
pj. ss^ ^Q haci no bense Of personal guilt, nothing
to repent of or confer, should even now begin to

bear upon Hib heart the burden of the sins of

others, even as on a coming day He was to bear
them < in Ms own body on the tree

3

(1 P 224
)?

2. Of the intercomse of John with Jesus, the
Fourth Gospel gives an account which differs

widely from that presented in the Synoptics ; but

apart from the Johannine colouring of the later

narrative, the difference is sufficiently explained
on the ordinary view that the ^ n-i-- *i- describe
the meeting between the two ; i i , o of our
Lord's baptism, while the Fourth Evangelist con-

cerns himself only with John's subsequent testi-

mony to the now i ecognized Messiah (cf. Jn I7f").
There is no re;il 'I-in ptji<\ between John's 'I

knew him not,' iqu :o-i m i'u Fourth Gospel (I
31

),

and the representation of Mt. (3
13ff

), that when the
Man from Nazareth presented Himself at the

Jordan, John declined at first to baptize Him, on
the giound of his own unworthiness in comparison.
Lv en if we suppose that in spite of their kinship
and the friendship between their mothers the two
had not met before, the fact that John's baptism
was a baptism of repentance and confession seems
to imply a * i-/ ,

>T "i i rview wV ."..: \] < -

previous to i-- k |" !' i< r of the ..
- -</ 1 1

-

view which in the case of Jesus must have revealed
to one with the Baptist's insight the beauty and
glory of His character. On the other hand, the
*
I knew him not '

of the last Gospel, as the con-
text shows, only means that John did not know
that Jesus was indeed the Messiah until he received
the promised sign (I

m
-).

It i^ ti ue that in the Fourth Gospel John is made
to bear a witness to Jesus by the banks of the
Jordan (l

15
-^) which finds no parallel in the earlier

narratives? but if we follow the oidinarv view of
students of the chronology of our Loid s life that
the narrative of the Fourth Evangelist comes in
after the forty days of the Temptation have inter-

vened, and thai. John now sees Jesus in the light
not only of the authenticating sign given at the
baptism, but of his own reflexion ever since upon
the subject of the character of Jesus and the ful-

filment of the Messianic promise -the fulness
and explicitness of his testimony upon this later
occasion appear perfectly natural The twice-

repeated gfLirpocrff^j' fwv yfryovev (vv.
15*

*&}, it is true,
cannot be understood, so far as the Baptist himself

is concerned, as referring to^ pre-existence, though
this was probably involved in the thought of the

Evangelist But the designation of Jesus as * the
Lamb of God' (vv.

29 -*

), and especially the phrase
6 which taketh a\vay the sin of the woild'

(y.
29

),

I reveals a conception of the Saviour's Messianic

I
functions which is certainly profound, but which,

j

in spite of the objections which have been taken
to it, cannot sui prise us m the case of one who
had brooded like John over the utteiances of OT
;.*.-

"

especially Is 53).

I I 1. 1 Evangelist records a further witness

regarding Jesus \\luch John bore to his own dis-

ciples on a later occasion, \\hen he was baptizing
in ^Enon (wh. see), near to Sahm (3

2Jff
) In this

passage the difficulty of discriminating between
the original words and facts of histoiy and the
Johannine setting and atmosphe'

:

than usual, but the iigtue of the \

hath the bride' and the Bridegroom's friend who
rejoices in the other's joy (v,

2S
), and the saying,

4 He must increase, but I must decrease' (v
30

), aie
so ,_" V in keeping with other utterances of

the I J, x
-

'

corded in the Synoptics as well as in
the Fourth Gospel icjMnlinfr the relations between
the Messiah and him-elr (Mt 33 n

,
Jn I 15 - 27

), that
it is difficult to resist the impression of historical

reality which they make upon the reaclei

v. JOHN'S IMPRISONMENT AND DEATH (Mt 143-12
,

Mk 617"29, LkS19--30
; cf Jos. Ant. XVIII v. 1, 2).

-Vc-M 1
'

1

.^ to the Q
;.

* -'- the arrest and
< v -Min oi John we

'

spiteful hatred
of Herodias (wh see), because he had rebuked
Herod for making her his wife in flagrant defiance
of the law of Israel (Lv IS16 20 21

) Josephus, on the
othei hand, says that Herod put the prophet to
death because he ' feared lest the great influence
John had over the people might put it in his power
and inclination to raise a rebellion

; for they seemed

ready to do anything he should advise
' The two

statements, however, are not irreconcilable ; and
certainly the evidence of Josephus, whose interests
as a historian lay altogether in the political dnec-
tion, is not such as to cast any suspicion on the
trustworthiness of the more detailed and more
intimate Gospel narrative. It may veiy well have
been the case that, while John's death was really
due to the implacable hate of Herodias, Herod felt

that this was hardly * s

""

.

'

"ound, or one
that he would care to , execution of
the Baptist, and so : reasons his
excuse. Assuredly the of the politi-
cal revolutionary about John ; yet his extraordinary
influence over the people and the wild hopes raised

among certain classes Toy hit. pi caching imghb make
it easy for Herod to present a plausible justifica-
tion of Ms base deed by icpre^enung John as a
politically dangerous person.
There may seem to be a contradiction within the

Evangelic narratives themselves, when we find
Mt. saying that Herod would have put John to
death but that he feared the multitude (14

5
), while

Mk. alleges that Herod 'feared John, knowing
that he was a righteous man and an holy, and
kept him safe . . . and heard him gladly' (6

20
).

But the contradiction lies in Herod's character
rather than in the testimonies of the two writers,
and the words n-oAXa 7}Tr6pet t 'he was much per-
plexed

5

(Mk 620 WH and BV), explain adequately
enough a moral situation of which we have the
final revelation in Herod's weakly vacillating be-

haviour,
*

letting I dare not wait upon I would/
when Herodias through her daughter Salome (Mt
146

, Mk e22 ; ef. Jos. Ant. xvin. v. 4) presented
her horrible request. That Herod did not really
regard John as a political fanatic is suggested by
all that the Gospels tell as as to the way in which
he treated him while he lay in prison; by the
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personal audiences he granted him (Mk 620
) 3 and

by the fact that he allowed him to have intercomse
with his disciples (Mt IP, Lk 7 18 ' 19

), and through
them to exchange messages with Jesus (Mt II 2'6

,

-

The message which John sent to Jesus has often
been regarded as exceedingly strange on the part
oi one who had

previously borne so signal a witness
that Jesus was the Christ, and it has even been
suggested that he sent his because
there was any wavering of

t
but for

the sake of his disciples, to whom he wished some
confirmation of the "MV ',"-' ; i of Jesus to be
given (see Bebb in Habimgb JJJL$ 11 6SO). But the
more simple explanation is also the one which is

tiuer to human nature The depression wrought
< on one accustomed to the freedom

together with his disappointment
at th< k -y in pip <i Kiy ox Jesus to a&sert His power
and ,1111 i i<> in} .is the Christ of Israel, had resulted
in an hour of the power of daikness in the soul
of the great prophet, when he began to wonder
whethei after all he had not made a great mistake
That in spite of his doubts he had not lost his faith
in Jesus is shown by the very fact that it was to
Jesus Himself that he applied to have these doubts
removed, as well as by that message of encour-

agement and 'strong consolation' which the

Biidegioom sent back to His sorely tried friend
* Blessed is he whosoever shall not be offended m
me'(Mtll 6

,
Lk723

).

From Josephus we learn that the Castle of

Machseius (wh. see) was the scene of the Baptist's

imprisonment (Ant. XVIII. v. 1, 2) Machserus was
a powerful snon^hold, at once a fortress and a

palace (BJ VII. vi. 1-3 ; cf. Pliny, Hist. Nat. V.

xvi. 72), situated on the eastern shores of the
Dead Sea (G. A. Smith, HGHL p 5691). Within
these gloomy walls, then, the death of John

to_ok
place, one of 'those awful !i ,_:!- for which
nature has provided here so ~\ n.pi . >u i c a theatre'

(op. cit. in loo ). Of this tragedy tot. Mark has
furnished us with the fullest account (6

21-a9
) in a

narrative which is not more tin illnig in its dramatic
vividness than it is instinct wnh the elements of

what might almost be described as self-evidencing
moral and historical truth

vi. JOHN AND HIS DISCIPLES. Besides the
crowds that came to him to be baptized, John
appears to have drawn around him, a circle of closer

followers, who are referred to in all the Gospels as
his 'disciples' (Mt 914

[||Mk 218
,
Lk 583] IP

[||
Lk

718. 19], Mk 629
,
Lk H 1

, Jn I 35
- 37 3a5 41 cf. Ac 1825

19lff
-) It appears that, unlike Jesus, he enjoined

regular fasts upon his disciples (Mt 914
1[), and that

he also gave them forms of pitxyci (Lk II 1
) which

they were in the habit of employing frequently
(Lk 588

). Po-ibV he utilized them as assistants
in the voile oi

*

baptizing, for which he could

hardly have sufficed personally when his movement
was at its height.

It was from the circle of these disciples of the

Baptist that the disciples of Jesus were immediately
drawn (Jn I 28

"51
), and that not only with John s

full consent, but through his own express witness
both in public Mn I

19ff- ff
-) and in private (v.

88f
*) to

the Mipciior \\ottli of Jesus and to his own function
as tho mere hei.'iKl and forerunner of the latter.

And yet he did not a* we might have expected,
decline, aftei HUM -bjipii-in to stand any longei
to others in I'MC n I.ii :nri or a master to his disciples

Perfectly loyal as he was to Him whom he recog-
nized as the Messiah, he evidently felt, as Jesus
also did previous to John's imprisonment (Jn 3-

2 24

41- 2
), that there was still need for a work of pre-

paration, and room therefore for a discipleship to

the Forerunner. But when his? disciples greu

jealous of the rapidly growing popularity ot Jesus
VOL. i. 55

and came to him with their complaint, he pro-
claimed to them once more the true relation
between that Other and himself,

c He must in-

crease, but I must decrease,' and reminded them
how he had said from the first that he was not the
Christ, but was sent befoie Him (Jn 328

: cf. Mt
311

II)

The
fidelity;

of John's disciples to their master is
shown by their holding togetnei and continuing to
observe his : after he was cast into
prison (cf. '! ... 914 U), by their attendance
upon him during his captivity (Mt H 2ff

-, Lk 718 -m
*) 9

and by their loving and leveient treatment of his

corpse (Mk 629
) The vital impression he made

upon them, and the self-piopagating power of the
baptism of repentance in the absence of a higher
teaching, is proved by the fact that more than 20
years afterwards, and in the far-ofi city of Ephesus,
St Paul found certain disciples, including no less
a personage than Apollos, the Alexandrian Jew,
who knew no other baptism than that of John (Ac
19lff

, cf. 1824ff
). Before the pi-.\uv light of

Chustianity John's baptism as i ">:,|ci-in of pre-
paration for the Messiah soon vanished away, but
the braces of his memory and influence are found
lingering long afterwards in the name, doctiines,
and practices of the Hemerobaptists, who claimed
John as one of themselves (Clem. Horn li 23 ; cf.

Ilo-ji'-ippii- in Euseb HE iv. 22; Justin Martyr,
Dial. c. 'Iryph. On the relation of the Hemero-
baptists to John, see Lightfoot, Colosszans, p.
402 if.).

vh. OUR LORD'S ESTIMATE OF JOHN. The task
of

'

the character and activity of John
th

'

endered easy for us by the frequent
utterances ot Jesus Himself. If the worth of

praise is to be measured by the lips from which it

falls, no mortal man was ever praised so greatly
as he whom Jesus described as 'a burning and
a shining light' (Jn 535

), as one who was 'much
more than a prophet' (Mt II9 EV, Lk 726}, as the

Elijah who by his coming was to * restore all

things' (Mt IP4 17 loflS Mk 9llff
-) ; and of whom He

said .

* Among them that are born of women there
hath not risen a greater than John the Baptist'
(Mtll 11

; see the whole ]>{i--.ige, and cf Lk 724ff
-).

That John had his limitatioiib Jesus made clear

(Mk 218ft
*), but He attributed these not to any

personal shortcomings, but to the fact that he

belonged to the time of pit ppinM^n and so stood

by a i!,-i>< M*<-(i"ii..l IM ' -
k

:iy outside of the realized

Kingdom ul bud v
.Ui 11- ,'Lk 728b ).

Again and again Jesus revealed His sense of the
Divine value that attached to the baptism of John.
He showed it when He insisted on submitting to

that baptism Hamself, and by the words He used
on the occasion (Mt 31S

) He showed it when He
asked the question,

* The baptism of John, whence
was it ? from heaven, or of men t

'

(Mt 2125
1|), a

question to which His own answer was self-evident
and which St, Luke answers for us when he says
that 'all ilio pooi.V ulien they heard, and the

public an->, ju-niic-l
(!ol being baptized with the

tmpmm oi John. 15ui the Pharisees and the

lawyers needed for i/hemselves the counsel of God,
being not hnpiisod of Mm ' Lk V291

')- And may we
not say that in His words to a certain Pharisee (Jn
31

) about the necessity of a birth
e
of water and the

Spirit' (v.
6
), He was indicating once more the deep

religious value of John's water-baptism, while in-

sisting at the same time on the indispensableness
of that spiritual birth which comes only from above

1

(v
3
) ? Time after time, too, even to the closing

I days of His ministry, words which Jesus let fau
reveal to us that He carried about with Him con-

tinually the thought of His piedecessor's career,
and perceived the bearing of its lessons upon His
own ministry and earthly lot and fate (ee Mt 915ff*
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isf.
i79ff. ai32

,
Lk 161S

). And, finally, after His

resurrection, we find that as He had justified John
at the first by taking up his baptism ot preparation,
so now He crowns the woik of the Foreiunner by
instituting: the baptism of the Kingdom itself (Mt
28 1

"). John had adopted the rite as the distinctive

symbol of his reforming activity and the gateway
into the sphere of Messianic pieparation Jesus

transformed it into a sacrament of the Christian

Church at once the token of the i-p<l of foi-

giveness and the sign and seal of <.u-v ^iL-Kj) to

Himself.
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JOHN (THE APOSTLE). As the Gospels are

but memorabilia of Jesus, giving relatively but

meagre accounts of His life and works, it is to be

expected that they can afford us only glimpses of

the Apostles. Such is the case ; and, while a few
more references aie made to Peter, James, and
John than to the others, we have no such inatenal

as allows any more than a fragmentary account of

any one. Tradition has, in the case of ,

""

\

added to the Scripture narrative a

sequent !""' .'id fate. For convenience of

reference, \
> to all that is known of John

we may group the materials undei the following
heads : (1) those found in the Scriptures ; (2) those

given us by tradition To the account thus obtained
we shall add a brief delineation of his character.

1 THE TESTIMONY OP SCRIPTURE. Preliminary
to giving the facts in their

'
' /*_*

1

order, it

is well
m
to call attention to \ ,'",-, universal

identification of the unnamed disciple of the Fourth

Gospel with John.*
John is first intioduced to us as a disciple of

John the Baptist (Jn I35 ) How long he had been
with this stern pieacher of the desert we do not

know, but the time was one of piepar.ition for

the higher discipleslnp soon to follow. After the

Temptation Jesus returned to the Jordan. Then
and there John fiist met Jesus, and, with Andrew,
showed sueh deep interest in Him that He invited
them to go with Him to His abode. So critical

was the hour when they went four o'clock in the
afternoon that it was remembered long years
after (I

3 '40
). John's home was in Galilee (pro-

bably at Bethsaida), where his father, Zebedee, a
man apparently of means (Mk I20}, was busy as a
nherman on the Lake. His mother was Salome
(ct Mt 27s6 with Mk 1540). On the next day after
his first meeting with Jesus, John accompanied
Him to Galilee, and was present at the marriage
feast at Cana (Jn 21'11

). From Cana they went to

Capernaum, in order, perhaps, to make ready for

roing up to Jerusalem to the Passover. At this
rlrvt Passover Jesus cleansed the Temple, and also
e did signs

J which awakened popular interest. Here
also He conversed with Nicodemus (2

13-321
). The

capital had not shown itself ready for the work He
wished to do, so Jesus withdrew into the country
of Judaea and summoned the people to the baptism
of repentance, just as the Baptist himself was doing.

*Dr. Delff has with considerable force advanced and defended
the theory that* the disciple whom Jesus loved* \vas not the

Apostle John, but a younger disciple, who shared all the privi-
leges of the Twelve, but who was a native of Jerusalem and a
member of the higher aristocracy. While this theory explains
satisfactorily some of the facts given in the Gospels, it is beset
with grave difficulties.

John was with Him all thiough this sojourn of

ovei seven months m Judsea, and doubtless assisted

in the , \
' ' -

i - of the baptismal rite, for

Jesus di , -II < baptize (4
2
). At the end of

this period Jesus letuined by way of Samaria to

Galilee. On the way occurred the incident of the

Samaritan woman, so fully depicted foi us in the

Fourth Gospel (4
1 '4 -2

). Once more the Ma&tei came
to Cana, and while there cuied the nobleman's son

(w ^-54
}. For a brief time John seems now to have

been at home, and to have engaged in his customary
business of fishing ; but the Baptist's imprison-
ment was the signal to Jesus foi moie vigoious
woi k, and He appeared at the Lake-side to call to

be His permanent escort the men who had already

acknowledged Him and given Him some seivice

(Mk l
lb"20

,
Mt 418'2

-, Lk 51" 11
). John now entered

upon that second stage of disciple&hip which was
to prepare him for his life-work. The record of

events which shows Jesus : !* m" miracles and

pie,idling m the towns and villages of Galilee is

ihe i et. oid or John's tiainmg (seeMk l
21-2*2

) When,
some time afterwards, John was chosen to the

Apostolate (Mk 313-19
<S Mt 102'4

,
Lk 612-iy

), it was
but to confirm him m the p-j-ii ion In- had already

occupied, and to make moi John no his mission.

At this time Jesus called him and his bi other

BoaneiiiO- that is, 'sons of thunder
3

(Mk 317 ). See

BOANERGES.
As from this time onwards the most of John's

expenences were common to all the Apostles, it is

necessary to mark only those which were in any
way exceptional for him They are sufficient to

show that he was among the most piomment of

the little band, and that he was especially close in

friendship to the Master. With Peter and James
he saw the raising of Jairus

3

daughter (Mk 537
, Lk

S51 ). These three were with Jesus upon the Mount
of Transfiguration (Mk 92

,
Mt 171

, Lk 928 ). It was
John who c answered and said, Master we saw one

casting out devils in thy name : and we forbade

him, because he followeth not with us
'

(Mk 938, Lk
949 ). It was he and James who wished to call

down fire upon an inhospitable Samantan village
(Lk 954). His mistaken ambition for high place at

the side of his Master is recorded in Mk 1037, Mt
2Q21

. He took part m the v * !< "is. about the
time for the fulfilment of -ii. prophecies
concerning Jerusalem (Mk 13s). He and Peter
weie sent to make ready the Passover (Lk 22s ). At
the supper itself he lechned in Jesus' bosom 3

(see
art BOSOM), and asked Him who it was that was
to be the betrayer (Jn 1323

"25
). In the garden of

Gethsemane he was, with Peter and James, near
his Master (Mk 1433, Mt 2637

). Panic-stricken, he
fled with all the other disciples at the time of the
arrest (Mt 2656

), but soon recovered himself, and
followed

"
"--'to the palace of the high

priest (
J i

* It mown to the high priest,
he was , court of the palace, and
secured entrance for Peter (v.

16
). Faithful now

to the last, he stood near the cross, and there
received the commission to care for the mother of
Jesus (19

26* 27
). On the morning of the resuirec-

tion Mary Magdalene tells him and Peter of the

empty grave, and they hasten together to the spot
(20

2* 3
). In the account of the appeaiance of the

risen Lord in Galilee (21
2'7

) the 'sons of Zebedee'
have special mention, and a<inn in the closing
scene and words of the Four cli T.o^pol the impres-
sion that he should nor die, boioie the Lord's

coming is corrected, and the truthfulness of his
witness as given m this Gospel confirmed (2I

20~24
).

Outside of the Gospels there are but few refer-

ences to him in the NT. In the Acts he appears
twice in the company of Peter. As they were
oing together, at tne hour of prayer, to the

emple, they met a man, lame from fiirth, at the
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Beautiful Gate, and cured him The deed caused

gieat excitement, and a laige crowd gathered
aiound them in Solomon's poicli While they
weie speaking to the people the authoiities came,
and 'being soie tioubled because they taught the

people,' aiiebted them, and on the following day
biought them befoie the Sanhedrm (Ac 43

) Latei,
he and Peter \veie sent to Samaiia to those who
had leceived the woid of God under Philip's
ministry, and *

they .
,

"
. these that they

might leceive the 1 !

'

t,

i , .

'

(S
14 15

) About
A D 50 we iind John m Jerusalem, for at that time
Paul meets him there and consults with him
regarding his work among the Gentiles (Gal 21-9

)

He was at this time one of the pillars of the
Clmich. The only other mention of him m the
NT is in Rev I 4 9

ii. THE TESTIMONY OF TRADITION 1. Regard-
ing Johris residence m Ephesus Fiom the time
of his meeting with Paul in Jerusalem until his

activitym later life at Ephesus, we have no ceitain

kmmlodnc of the Apostle Nu op:i-n',.- (HE 11 2)

tells us that Mary lived with J olm in J erusalem for

eleven yeais after the death of the Lord. There is

nothing unlikely in this story, unless it be, as Godet

suggests, that *

his own home
'

(
Jn 1927

) was in

Galilee rather than u; ilio <j.}.1i,il in \\lnch case

there would be an \||,M ,,i ,o i m the Apostle's
absence at the time o< KM.! - ' i- 1

\ isit to the city

(Gal I 18 19
) It is but conjectuie, however, which

lixes the date of Ins final departuie from Jeru-

salem, though we know that he was not there
when Paul came foi the last time (Ac 21 18fl

), and
that the signs of the impending destruction of the

city caused all the Christians to letire to Pella,
c. 68 A D (Ens

1 HE in. 53) It is of more moment
to inquire why he should go to Ephesus, and in

answer two reasons may be given
*

(a) the import-
ance of this city as a centre for missionary activity ;

and (b) the necessity of -carrying on and il.'M^-'i-iiiu

the woik of Paul. In the latter part oi iln 1-.

cent. ' the Church's centie of gravity was no longer
at Jerusalem ; it was not yet at Home ; it was at

Ephesub'(Tluersch, f
|
nol oil*! i\ Godet, Com on John,

vol. i. p. 45). Not onlv \\nlijii the bordeis of this

city had Christianity made a marked jmpie^jon,
but all about weie cities in which the Church had
been established. The neven letters in the Apoca-
lypse enable us to see what ceaseless vigil, inc' juul

i"ii 11 .
. i care were needed to pinion ilnM k

Churches from error in doctrine, and to keep them
faithful in life. No louder call for Apostolic
seivice could be given than this part of the world
was then giving, and, as far as tradition is con-

cerned, there can be little doubt that John re-

sponded to this call. Jxiwt at this point, however,
criticism, in the interest of its discussions regard-
ing the authorship of the Foun'i r,

>.-]< 1 1 , u k< M

its stand, and tried to make it .j^p
11

- i li'i
' i" " i* 1 '-

is
' '

"'; Tl-< Fj
1

1 -!, -, residence of John
is i '.1 in: *UM .ind as such must
be given somewhat extended attention. The mam
witnesses for the common tradition are Trenseus,

Polycrates (Bishop of Ephesus), and Clement of

Alexandria.

(a) Irenesus bears repeated testimony to the

Apostle's presence in Asia, and say* explicitly

'AfHrv.ml-s (i c atlci ilu fin-i thicr) Jo^n ibi <li^ .pleofthi
Lord, \\hoal-o lav on Ui^ brv,.*-!, likivi-c i-'ibl'a'ied o f."s)>cl
whilo <l\u Him: ai Lpht-i s

1

(an lla-f \\\ 1) Vohcuip wn-
not only instructed oy the Aposiles, and had intercourse with

many who had seen Christ, but he was also installed by the

Apostles as Bishop in Asia in the Church at Sm\ rna ' We also

saw him (Polycarp) m our earliest \ouih, for ho lived \er\ long,
and left this life at a great a^e, ha\ ing suffered a glorious and
brilliant martyrdom, and having al\va\s taught \\hat he had
learned from the Apostles

* Also the Church at Ephesub,
founded by Paul, and with which John lived till Trajan's time

(98-117), 'is a iruihfnl uuuctb to cho naditiori of the Apostles'
(t&. lii, 3, 4). In a lettt r to lioiiuus, a part of which has been

preserved by Eusebius (HE v. 20), Ii enaus \ells of hi& \i\id
recollections of Pol} carp The wa> of the \eneiable martyr's
life, his bodily foim, the discourses he ga\e to the people, and
the account which he ga\e of his intei course \\ith John and
with the iebt who had seen the Loid, weie cleaier to him
(Irenseus) in memoiv than many M '

4 M, (.- Again,
when Victoi the Bishop ot Rome < \ -. ' 4lt , L Quaito-
decmian Chuiches, Iieneeus \\iote admonishing the Bishop,
and, in the com&e of what he had to &aj, lefened to the diffei-
ence between Anicetus and Polycaip o\ei the Paschal question,
in these \\oids 'Anicetus could not persuade Pohcaip not to
ob&eue what he had ah\ays obseived with John the disciple of
oui Lonl and the othei Apostles with whom he had associated

5

(Eus IIEv 24)

The value of all this testimony is enhanced when
one maiks the o\oiluppiiiu of lives which is heie
evident Polycarp sutiered -i , '\

" " in the yearAD 155 at the age of 86. Ii
-

,.~ ! m
f therefore,m the year 69 If John lived until Trajan's time,

it were easily possible for the two to have asso-
ciated with each other. Iienseus while a boy
(12-18 years of age) listened with peculiar and
obseivant attcntiveness to Polycaip. These thiee
names cover over a century. They link togetherm such a mannei the < \]n" u MO - <M personal asso-

ciations and reverent n ev,o>i-.^ tlii * the evidence
for John's presence in Ephesus seems ^v\ ell-nigh
conclusive. Its cogency, however, is supposed to
be greatly weakened by two impoitant considera-
tions *

(n) the silence among oldei writeis legard-
mg the Ephesian residence, and (b) the possible
confusion, on the pait of Irenaeus, of John the

Apostle with John the Pie&byter. At first sight
the silence of Polycarp and Ignatius is suipnsing,
but it is not beyond explanation. Polycarp's letter

is to the Philippian Church, and calls for no refer-

ence to John. The absence of all mention of the

Apostle in the Epistle of Ignatius to the Epheaians
is not so easy to account foi, but an argument
fiom silence is* piecanous when one considers how
spaiingly he bungs m even the name of Paul. It

, ,

J1
the ^iniil .iiity of their fortunes which

^peak or tin-* Apostle at all, for just
as Paul had sent for the elders of the Ephesian
Church to meet him at Miletus on his way* to im-

piisonment in Rpme }
so Ignatius at Smyrna re-

ceived a delegation from "Ephesus (Eph&s. 12).
This would exclude any reference to John ; and in

view of all other evidence, it can be as certainly
affirmed, as it can be denied, that the general
reference in the previous section coveis the name
of John. This leference is, *May I be found in

the lot of the Christians of T\] - i- who have

always been of the same min<: '
ii 'ii Apostles

through the power of Jesus Christ' (Ephes. 11).

When, moreover, one takes into account the
scantiness of the remains of this early period,
the probable growth of John's reputation during
the 2nd century, and the prevalonc e m the Igna-
tian Epistles themselves of a Johaimine type of

teaching - < ^ vi der Goltz's *

Ignatius von Antio-
ehienalsi hi-: nrv.Theolog'infU, Bd.xii. [1894]),
the argument from silence loses much of its force.

The other consideration urged against the testi-

mony of Irenseus is really a <

i

.

1 "
1 .-f

'"
Di-

rection made by Eusebius i <'' of

Irenaeus that *

Papias M as a hearer of John and a

companion of Polycarp
5

(adv Hcer. v. 33. 4).* The
words of Eusebius are found in his Tlisto/i/, iii. 39
After quoting the above words from Iieii;eu>. he

says,
(
J3ut Papias himself by no means declares

that he was himself a hearer and eye-witness of

the holy Apostles'; and then he goes on to infer

that it was the Presbyter John who was meant in

the statement of Irenseus. This brings us to the
examination of the witness of Pajnas in its bearing
upon the whole question. In his preface to his

of the Oracles of the Lord he says :

* This objection is urtrcd b\ Keim, Harnack, Holtzmann, and
oOioi irodorri critics in their discussion of the authorship of

John's tosjel
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* But I shall not hesitate also to put down for you along with
> - * -

i _'- I have at any time learned
' > . i ly remembered, guarantee-

I i i he multitude, take pleasure
i i

,
) i Lose that speak the truth ;

not in those that relate strange commandments, but in those
that deliver , I <

-
. .by the Lord to faith and

springing frc i 1 1 ,- icn, anv one came who had
been a follower of the elders, I questioned him in leuard to the
words of the elders what Andrew or what Peter si'd, or what
was said by Philip, or by Thomas, or by James, or by John, or

by Matthew, or by anv other <

"

;*-"
" '

an<*
"

the ji
-

; ,
- the

lot think that \\hat was ', '
.
r<> i >

from the books would profit me as much as what r. >. .<> r '

living and abiding voice' (Eus. HE lii 39)

A just interpretation of these words must allow
for a distinction between the Apostle John and the

Presbyter John, but the inference babed on the
tense of the verb in the sentence, *W]i,i ii'"n_:x

Aristion and the Presbyter John, the di- iplo- or

the Lord, say,' that Papias was actually a hearer
of the Presbyter, is very questionable. Much dis-

cussion has been given to the import of this latter

part of Papias
5

preface. A thoroughly satisfactory

understanding is, however, that which makes these
words we have just quoted refer not to the spoken
witness, but to the written testimony of Aristion
and the Presbyter John.* In his search for en-

lightenment Papias Inquired after the unwritten

sayings of all referred to except Aristion and John
the Presbyter. In their case his inquiry was con-

cerning tlieir written sayings about wnich there

might be some doubt. 'The book-.' lnaIn^
po-^iVs -ueh titles as i Narratives of \j,-iion, >!

Tnuhiion- of the Presbyter John,' needed con-
firmation by competent witnesses. Papias had not
the same confidence in them as in oral leports.
Points which confirm this understanding are (1)

the hesitation of Eusebms about his own inference
i'u ! TX">

:
- - ciras an actual hearer of John the

]*n - i .1 ,", least he mentions them frequently
m- , i"> ,"ii gives their traditions in writing*
(HE m. 39)] ; (2) the suggested antitheses in the

JMMM^ *1ii- own writing' and 'unwritten tradi-
l 'on

*

\\hic1i are found m the accounts of the
sources of Papias later on in the same section (RE
Hi. 39 :

' The same author has communicated also
other things that came to him as from unwritten
tradition

'

;

' but he also commits to his own writ-

ing other narratives of the sayings of the Lord of
the aforesaid Aristion and traditions of the Pres-

byter John'). 'His own writing' suggests some-
body else's writing; the 'unwritten tradition'

suggests written tradition. If this interpretation
of the words of Papias be true, then it affords no
evidence that Papias was a hearer of the Presbyter
John. Indeed, it does not require us to think that
he was living at the time the words of Papias were
written, or that he was even ever in Ephe&us at all.
The only support we have for this last supposition
is Dionysiub of Alexandria, who in the interests of
the authorship of the Apocalypse by some other
John than the Apostle cites the tradition that
' there are two monuments in Ephesus, each bear-

ing the name of John. 5

We come back now to Irenaeus. The statement
which he makes regarding the relationship of

Papias to the Apostle John and to Polycarp is not
derived from the preface of Papia& (see above), and
if there is no possible confusion in the tuo Johns,we need only ask what value the positive state-
ment of Irenasus really has. Eecall for a moment
his reference to Polycarp, If these words are true,and there is no reason to doubt them, then it was
no mere^ passing acquaintance which Irenseus had
wit i TV** i i H< JUKI carefully observed him,
anc , v listened to Ins discouises. Can it
1)6 -

1 '
i

1

... i he understood him, whenever he
>

* n"T Character ana Avtiior&hip of the

spoke of John, to be referring to John the Pres-

byter, and \vas Polycarp himself talking of his

intercourse with John the Presbyter
9 Such confu-

sion as thih on the part of men &o intimately related

is quite i n
}

>
" >\ i. 1 I - Certamly it is equally improb-

able thiu,
J

ir 'u 1 *-M'\ time ot Polycarp, John the

Presbyter should have become such a figure m
Ephesus that Polycarp could speak of him exactly
as if he were John the Apostle

^

Theie is there-

fore no sufficient reason for doubting the testimony
of Irenoeus.

(b] In turning to the witness of Poly ftt y, it is

well to note that he was Bishop ot Ephesus, had
seven relatives who were bishops,

and was at the
time of his letter to Victor, Bishop of Rome, an
old enough man to have been living at the time of

Polycaip. He was therefore in a position to know
fully whereof he wrote. This fact of the continuity
of expenences as lying behind these several testi-

monies needs repeated emphasis. In his letter to

Victor (see Eus. HE v. 24) he is writing upon the

Quartodeciman question, and citing his authorities

for the observance of the 'fourteenth day of the
Passover according to the Gospel.

3

Among these

he places 'John, who was both a witness and a
teacher who reclined upon the bosom of the Lord,
and being a priest wore the sacerdotal plate. He
fell asleep at Ephesus.'

The reference to one ' who reclined upon the bosom of the
Lord' seems to point unmistakably to the Apostle, but two
statements of Polycrates seem to some to run counter to this .

(1) That he was a priest and wore the sacerdotal plate (TO

T:TO&?IV). From the fact that Epiphamus (Hcer xxvii 14) says
the same of James the brother of the Lord, it is probably a

l>

'

",_ <
'

<

"

_
'"

(,'xalted and revered

P * . -.
'

. i - brethren. (2) The
other counter-statement is derived trom the notice given of

Philip in this same letter It is claimed that Polycrates has

clearly confused the Apostles and Evangelists, hence he may
have in the same way confused John the Apostle with John the

Presbyter. TV|
< "roV <|M -i on turns upon the allusion to the

rhvcrlto 1 * of li- ,p lint I.; -tated, the disputed evidence is

[hi- I *,>!>.(- the earliest witness, places Philip among the

Apostles (ME in. 39) Then he goes on to relate a wonderful
tale which he heard from t ~. .

-
" ^ "~

i- --,<]

who had died in Asia was \
, *

-
-i

who sleeps in Hierapolis, and his two virgin daughters and
another daughter who lived in the Holy Spn it and now rests at

Ephesus
' (HE ui. 31) Again the reference to the Apostle is

clear. Clement of Alexandria declares that the Apostles Peter
and Philip had children, and that Philip gave his daughters to
husbands (Strom in. 6). From all this it is clear that the

Apostle Philip had daughters So far there seems to be no con-
fusion. If this comes in at all, it appears in a statement of

Proclus, who, speaking of the death of Philip and his daughters,
says

* After this arose four prophetesses, the daughters of
n "i- , TT i "I n Asia Their tomb is there, and the tomb

' i ('// m. 31) The close resemblance of this

record to the statement m Ac 219 makes it appear that the
F . "-'"-i ". t 1 \ "'

'
" J "

identification of th 3 two
" i- i . ! 1 1 . natively late, and need
!' ,

'
i n <- '! i Polycrates deserves our

"(''' i ,
' :' 1 1 i>}.

' - ;ause, in the first place,
i' . r.i , .' M -I I'

' - in the second place,
n . .- "*-u'M. "- r< exact, and it -" *"

> "i .' how,
i

1 ii-i
i

1
. '1

' me place, the >
. I port of

Polycrates could have arisen, while on the other hand it is quite
easy to explain irx r.M> of rho p.ore px.*or il but inexact account
of Pro"IusTXIHifft.r n rn-d>i.i^ tn ('>'<>) It should be noted
also ih.u we ).< in I Ml \craua, as i contemporary of Irenseus,
an independent witness.

(c) It is in connexion with the story of the young
convert who subsequently became a robber that
Clement of Alexandria speaks of John's residence
in Asia. The value of Uu^ testimony lies in the
fact that Clement, in gathering memoranda to be
Stored up n f?HM-t old n;o J. u remodv ji^ninst for-

getfumesb, li:<i M-llc'^-i I ~,irln IOTI-* handed down
f from the holy Apostles Peter, James, John, and
Paul, the sons receiving it fiom the father

' As
Drummond says of this witness,

c
It seems probable

that we have here a distinct line of tradition which
affords independent confirmation of the statements
of Irenseus and Polycrates

' The clearness, posi-

tiveness, and fulness of the witness of these three,
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taken together with the personal relations involved,
affords adequate basib for the general belief of the
Church that in the latter part of his life John made
his ho'iii 1

i'i Tj_ilio-u-
2. J! fi'i ''it a it Jt,hitfi banishment to Patmos.

The discussion of the dehveiances of tradition in

regard to John's exile in Patmos is vitally con-
nected with the authorship of the \ ,

1

\ M (see
art. 'John, Gospel of,

5

in Hastings h t l .' 7"Tfi ).

The references to this fact are quite numeious in

the Fathers, and bemn with Clement of Alexandria

(A.D. 190). Tertulhan, Origen, Eusebius, Epi-
phanius, Jerome all speak of it, but do not agree
as to the time of it Epiphanius (Hcer 1? ,,-- _ P-

it to the reign of Claudius, while (
'

.- ,' "

Alexandria, Eusebius, and Jerome place it in the

reign of Domitian. Internal evidence from the
V ""' itself favours an early time, while
,', , s explicit about the later date All
testimonies to the exile are probably based upon
the statement found m Rev I

9
, and this gives no

real foundation for any banishment at all. If John
was in Patnios, it may be that he went thither, as

Weiss supposes, to nnd a religious retreat, or, as

others think, to avoid
j

i-< ,' n-n

3. R'tjrtirli.itt ./';///'* ' "''
I -i accord with the

MMiomuit or I iori< ui- that ' John remained among
them (the disciples) in Asia up to the time of

Trajan' (adv. Hcer ii. 22), it has been generally
believed that the Apostle lived to a ripe old age,
and died quietly at Ephesus. Of late tins opinion
has been earnestly disputed, on the basis of a
statement found m the Chronicle of Georgius
Hamartolos (9th cent.), which reads, 'Papias,
Bishop <-f TTi- -,v.

1
'- declares in the second book

of the U-, , [. s ,., ], Lord that John was put to

death by the Jews.' This testimony has been
confirmed by the de Boor Fragment, which ex-

pressly says that Papias tells in his second book
of the death of James and John at the hands of

the Jews. Of course, if John the Apostle died in

this way, there is nothing left but to take some
other John as the John of Ephesus ; and all the
' J

\ )f Irenseus, Polycrates, and Clement of

\! i
"

'

. has a confusion of names nndeihin^
it ; also the John of the Apostolic council (Gal 2P)

was not the son of Zebedee. All this is by no
means likely. Various attempts have been made
to account for the record of Georgius such as

Lightfoot's supposition of a lacuna, which was
later filled in as we now have it (see Essay
on Sw'i'n'ti.Hi'tl Religion, p. 21 Iff.); or Zahn s

(Forsch. vi 147-151) of an interpolation, and that

Papias was really referring to the Baptist ; but the
more probable rxp^p.n.-jn is that the statement
arose from a ilo-iir ( o im. a fulfilment of Mk
1038" 89

, and a mistaken inicipivMiion of the word
fiaprvp&v, which in its earlier *en-e did not neces-

sarily involve death. It is certainly not easy to
understand why Eusebius and others ignored the

fact, if such it was.
Thus far we have sought to get at the real facts

of tradition. It vill HII|IM-L' no one to know that
the life of one so (IMIIMMH - John was embellished
with all manner of IcjioiuK Muh as his meeting
with Cerinthus in tho haih-hou-c at Ephesus (adv.
Hcer. iii. 3, 4) j his being carried in extreme old

age to the church, and saying,
* Little children, love

one another' (Jerome, &?/?.. ad Gal. vi. 11); his

recovery of the young robber from his life of

shame (Bus HE in 23) , his immersion in a cal-

dron of 1 ,>."/ > "i Tert Prcescmpt. Hcer. ch.

xxvi); j
'

:
" n of others. Some of them

may have germs of truth in them. They all seek
in some way to illustrate the noble character of the

man, or to interpret the prophecy of the Gospels
regarding his earthly destiny.

iii. THE CHARACTEK OF JOHN. It is commonly

thought that John was of a gentle, <o;'ie n]lj,ti*o
nature, and almost effeminate m chaiactei. Con-
templative he was, and the Gospel is but an
expression of his profound meditation upon the
character and work of his Master

; but a moment's,
leiiexion upon some of the scenes of the Gospels-
(see Mt 20*>-* Lk 949 54

), ui correspondence with
which are some of the legends regarding his later
life, will show that this Apostle was, at least in
earlier life, impetuous, intolerant, and ambitious.
Doubtless he was eftectively moulded by the Spirit
of Christ during his long discipleship, but he was
always stern and uncompromising in his hatred of
evil and in his defence of truth He loved with a
strong, passionate devotion, and he hated allwiong
and^ untruth as only one can who understands as"

."\ as he did the significance of his Lord
. , 1 1

-
v aching Because of his profound under-

standing, he writes as one who has an immediate
perception of truth. He does not leason as does
Paul. He saw ( the King m his beauty,' or, to use
his own words,

* the
glory^

of the only-begotten of
the Father '

(Jn I 14
). His strength "and devotion

made him courageous ; his affection ?
1

.

'

\

made him tender and abundantly ,;

'

II'

was the finest type of strong manliood made
beautiful by spiritual purity.
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Literature.

Introduction, It is important to remember that
(I--

4

Tvi;v\'Ni (->f Christ was in being before the
( , ,

KJ ,, ! u < , . U \\ or e written. They did not origin-
,f i in- r M\ u i'ii i but are themselves the expres-

sion of it. Previous to the publication of the
Johanmnck

Go*pol vliich is the latest of the four,
St. Paul h.i,<l completed his mission to the Gentiles;
and in Ephesu>, where the Gospel was written, his

doctrine had already an assured place in the Chris-

tian Church. It is therefore historically untrue to

say that faith in the Divine Person and work of

Jesus is destroyed if the authenticity of the Fourth
Gospel cannot be proved Tor the basis of our
faith we must dig deeper than the results of critical

investigation.
The question, however, of the authorship of this

Gospel is more than a merely academic one. It

occupies a unique position.

'

None of the other

three claims to Ibe written by the man whose name
it bears, but the Fourth Gospel is issued with an

explicit statement to that effect (21
24

). Moreover,
its contents are vitally connected with the indi-

\ idualil > of the author. The very way in which
In* idcTi'ntx is studiously concealed shows that the

writer is himself conscious that the Gospel contains

a personal testimony, which he does not hesitate to
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present as objective and impersonal. We des>ne to

know who it is that claims to be an e\ C-\N uno-s- ; who
it i=> that nairate& events and ui-ioui-e-' oi JcbU-s so

distinct in character from the Synoptics, and yet
meant to occupy a place alongside these without

contiadiction , who it is that has so boldly mingled
histoiiL fact and ideal cum option^ that has given
to the Person of Christ a UPH IL cosmic signi-

ficance, ami has repiesented our Loid m His acts

and m His words as Himself justifying that im-

presMon and those claims If, as is ceitain, the

woik is influenced by developed theological con-

ceptions, and reflects the contempoiary histoncal

situation of the Chustian Chinch, we desire to be

certain that the writer was in a position not seri-

ously to misiepiesent the actual iacts This LS no

merely ,iiuu|_u.iiim question Theie can be no

doubt" that the Gospel i* intended to be lead as the

woik of the Apostle, and it wou 1 - 1 - 'i.n,-
1

\ <'< iiact

fiom its -value, if, as extieme i inn - ,'M MI.O and
moie inclined to allow, that claim means only that

it contains a nucleus of Johannine tradition. The
same oi MI ^ -'>*, .UMMM^ ID, 11 p< .ii ' -hcones of the

Gospel
"

7 \VITM'II-I MH it ^,.-iriu i i this article

that their authors, have failed to piove their case.

If, on the other hand, the wntei A\as the beloved

disciple, an eye-witness possessing a specially inti-

mate knowledge of the mind and charactei of Jesus,

we have an a.ssuiance that when, foi example, he

%\rote the opening sentences of the Gospel, he felt

himself in touch not merely with current theological

thought, but with the historic fact of the conscious-

ne^s "of Je^us of Nazareth. So far from being a

.stumbling-block to the Johannine authoislnp, the

Prologue^even gains m value and -i,mi'ln diice with
t he acceptance of the tiaditional view. The striking

j,i\t,no-"iiip'i

*

i

Jl -'P .!) i >* the timelos- Logos
*, "a .ins! the -

,- \ L' - of the T>.ipti^t, to

\\hom the conception -was unfamiliar, and the fie-

<uent mention otthe"R,i,iti-ti MI oii;Jn> i- iVG-r-TOJ,
even at times when tli -i. ii.it.un M, u^iy ^oiii.n'i!*-

expeiienee sti etches in one continuous whole from
that time to this when he begins to wnte.

I. EXTERNAL EVIDENCE FOR THE AUTHOR-
SHIP OF TEE FOURTH GOSPEL. The face of the

Johannine problem has greatly changed since the

days of Baur and his school. The '!; "f

Lightfoot, that ' we may look forward * > iv

when it will be held discreditable to the reputation
of any critic for sobriety and judgment to assign to

this Gospel any later date than the end of the hrst

century or the very beginning of the second,' has
been amply fulfilled. 80-110 A.D. m; . V i.

,_
.'< :

as the teimmi a quo and ad quern for 'i ; M.I., -M I <

writing, and the trend of niodei n opinion is towards
the end of the 1st century. Tins ie^ult makes it

desirable to throw the emphasis in a less degree on
the external evidence for an early date, and in a

greater degree on the evidence for the Apostolic
authorship. If, however, the problem of external
evidence be presented in this form, we must guard
ourselves against a certain feeling of disippoiiiL-
ment at the meagre results. In the fh&i, place,
there is no evidence that the Apostolic author-

ship was contested in the 2nd cent, except by the

Alogi ; and none that it was ever debated. The
questions that agitated the mind of the Church in
(.hi- peiiod seem to ha\e been entirely doctrinal

(Gnosticism and Montanism) Again, it is not until
the latter part of the century that there are indica-

tions of a distinct value attached to each separate
Gospel. E&ayytXiov was the term employed to denote
the general contents of those books tliat embodied
the facts concerning the life and teaching of our
Lord, and we first find the term etiayy^Xia, in Justin

(Apol I Ixvi ).
The contrast between the Synop-

tics and John in this period aiose entirely from the

diiieieneeb in subject-mattei, and theie is no indica-

tion that the Fouith Gospel was set on a lower plane
of authonty.
One remaikable fact m connexion with the external evidence

is that none of the^iuci- in q^o,'.^ .\n ai-t :al>\ ceils >: j (J
. n

an Apostle This faz i^ ii<'\<-r K*.. -i_rl't </* i>\ opponent or E ie

Apostolic authorship. It is true Ji:u 1'C'^eu speaks of 'John

and the other Apostles
'

; but in
^ ^ alone he

al\\avs calls him 'the il - -v '
<

,
^itn the

usa"-e of the Fourth *>' .-<
'

\vhere the title KTotrnXos is

onl\ once used (13
lb

), and inere in a sense that seems to depre-
cate any pre&umptuous or mercenary claim to official position

If such claims \\ere rife m Ephesus, perhaps St John himself
-

. r
* ' *

nple
'

(Cf H, T. Purchas, Johann
, \ ch in )

\Ye shall now proceed to examine m detail,

working back\\aids from the end of the 2nd cent.,

the evidence of those Ecclesiastical wnteis who
have made dnect or indnect lefeience to the

Fourth Gospel.
1. A group of writers in the last Quarter of the

^nd cent U'hose (jcofj^'itJufl distribution over the

Chnvtirtn Church gives evidence of a widespread
tradition.

(1) Irenaeus was bishop of Lyons in Gaul. His

work entitled Again st Heresies has come down to

us, and in the writings of Eusebius we possess other

fragments. An important letter to Moimus has

also been preseived. The date of his literaly
activity may be put within the limits 173-100. He
explicitly attributes the Fourth Gospel to the

Apostle, and gives it a place alongside Matthew,
Maik, and Luke. He says that '

John, the disciple

of the Lord, \\ho leaned upon His bieast,' wrote it

4
\\ Idle dwelling in Ephesus, the city of Asia

'

(adv.
Hwr in. i 1). Stiess is also to be laid on the fact

that Irenceus speaks of the Gospels not meiely as

Apostolic, but also as inspiiecl by the Holy Spirit.

For him the tradition of the fourfold Gospel, which
he supports strongly, has passed into a deep spiritual

fact, \\lnch he seeks to establish, not by bringing
forward proofs of authorship, but in his A\ ell-known

mystic fashion.
4 The gospel is the Divine breath

01 word of life for men ; there are four chief winds ;

therefoie four Gospels.' He bungs forward other

analogies, all of which are equally fanciful, but
serve to show that this firm belief in the fourfold

C <>-]>(']
i\- ;\ Di 1 ine arrangement could not have been

,i ( i oi i ion oi In > own mind, but represents a tradition

of considerable antiquity. The opinion of Irenseus

is corroborated by a contemporaiyjetter written by
the members of the Chinches at v ienne and Lyons
to the brethren in Asia Minor duiing the time of

persecution in 177. Thus Irenaeus is in touch with
the Living Church around him.

(2) Clement of Alexandria is the author of a
statement pieserved by Eusebius (HEvi. 14), which

professes to represent
* the tradition of the Presby-

ters from the first (Trapddoinv T&V dv^Ka&ev Trpecr-

J3vrfyunr)
that John, li ( 1m \iiij: observed that the

bodily things (Vw/iart/ca, i.e die Dimple facts leUting
to the life and teaching of Chii^t] had been ^ct loith

in the Gospels, on the exhortation of his friends

(JV&PI/JLOL), inspired by the Spirit, produced a spiri-
tual Gospel.' From about 189, Clement was head
of the celebrated catechetical school at Alexandria.
His great reverence for his teacher Pantsenus, who
also preceded him in office, may fairly be regarded
as indicating that he represents the ecclesiastical

tradition at Alexandria. He was also in living
touch "\\ith opinion at other centres. He travelled
in Greece, Magna Grsecia, Syria, and the East,

expressly for the purpose of tolle<ting infoimation
about the Apostolic tradition In his extant \int-

ings he quotes words from all the fonr Gospels,

regards them as possessing Dhir- j>i:(li'M'\ anl

lays great emphasis on the il.M'uru- U'wccn
them and other writings professing to be Gospels.
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(3) Tertullian was a famous theulu^ijui of the

Western Chinch, and was born at Caithcige about
160 The style of hib wilting suggests that he was
tiamed as an advocate. He was icputed a man of

gieat 1 . ." Tfr-me speaks of his '

eagei and
vehem -;

- ' and his habit of mind is in

stukmg contrast to the philosophic temper of

Clement. It is needless to q
'

,_<
"

-mi his

wiitmgs, as he undoubtedly , s i . ques-
tion the genuineness of the Gospel, and lays under
contribution eveiy chapter Little is known of

his personal life, but he was certainly in touch with

theological opinion, not only at Caithage, but also

at Koine In the line of argument that he adopts
in his leply to Maicion he is concerned above all

else to show that the doctrine of the Church is in

line with Apostolic
tradition He makes appeal in

another writing, de Pfrv /'!/>/ I'tiir ffcereticormn,,

to the testimony of those Chinches that were
founded by Apostles, or to whom Apostles declared

their mind in letters. Among these he mentions

Ephesus, evidently in connexion with the name of

St. John. His term foi the fourfold Gospel is a

legal term, Et'fiiyt'li' >im Instrumentum> * c a valid

document nnalb
"

mind of the Church
with regard to

"
- He became a dis-

tinguished leader of the Montainstw, and would on
that account be piedisposed to combat any objec-
tion, if it had been urged, against the authenticity
of the Gospel. At the same time, he is not indit-

feient to questions of literary criticism, applied to

the Gospels. In his reply to Marcion he makes
careful and scholarly m\o-Ti,:,(,i<.n into the text of

St. Luke, and is able to piove that Marcion's Gospel
is a mutilated copy.

(4) The Muratorian Fragment on the Canon.
x :

*

- contains the OM!H*-I known list of

the \ rere regarded at the date at which
it was written as canonical It was published in

the year 1740 by an Italian scholar, Muraton.

T'jV'^1 Westcott, and
" " " '

VL75
; but

**
,

/i ' and Harna late, from
internal c d M u nob earlier 10011 A D /uu, aanuay, m his

Gospels in 1 1, ^ ' "/ Century (pp 264-266), suggests 170-180,
and perhaps within ten years later Stanton, m The Ootpetn as
Historical Documents (p 247, n. 1), inclines to the later date.

The writer gives an account of the origin of the
Fouith Gospel which is plainly legendaiy. The
important statement in it is that the Gospel is the
work ot Bt. John (Johannes ex diswpulis}, who is also

the author of at least two of the Epistles (In wtis

epistolis]. The further statement is made that he
resolved to write it after a fast had been held, and
at the r

"

. i
1 Christians (cohort*

antibus
'

snis), and the con-

cuirence is also claimed, ot the rest of the Apostles
(rccoffnoscentibus aunc.tis}. The second statement

seems, like the yv&pwoi of Clement, to be founded
on Jn I 14 and 21 24

,
and possesses no independent

value, except as an interpretation of internal evi-

dence
The object of the author was clearly contro-

versial, 'to draw a broad line of -c| 01,11101' between
the inspired writings of th'- \!" 'flu tge and
modern additions' (Salmon, I, '../././/, p, 46).
He strongly protests, for example, against the in-

clusion of formas in the Canon, though he has no
oVpi'i-.ii 1 1) its being 'icacl' Bacon (Hibbert
ft >-, .> / / V

|

1 1 1 1903) has interpreted the Muratonan
Jb - ! ! M- ,

'*
'1 \UiciiM>f conn o\ei^v

ir .<.< i :,;} ,, . UK* A]>oM.oli< Hiiilior-

shijj ; but the emphasis on that question nrijrhr

easily be s

"

i

*

*-ythe fact ilwit the hiMomity
the -war ' of the Gospels \\a*> alone in

question. Inere i-* no attempt to httiMwnzK iJic

statements in the vanou- (JospeU ; but it is sought
to secure for the contents of the Fouith Gospel
a place of equal authority with the other three.

Throughout the \\hole histoiy of the NT Canon the
admission of a book -\\ as not decided solely on the
question of authoibhip, but fai moie on the'geneial
consideration whethei its

'

,

""

congruent
with the i eceived doctrine Salmon
thinks that the wnter of the Muiatonan Fragment
is arguing agam&t the Montanibts, and Zahn and
Diummond that he is opposing the Alogi (see
below) The legendary account of the oiigin of
the Gospel would seem to indicate that the iact of
the Apostolic authorship was already well estab-
lished and well known An additional confiima-
tion of the view that the historicity alone is within
the purview of the writei is that the words of the
First Epistle (it is tiue m a &ome\\hat inaccurate
lendeimg),

* What we have seen with oui eyes, and
heard with our eais, and oui hands have handled,
these things we have 'vmtten' (Jicec < t ,,re

1 ""

.

"

-tfice by the author i<>
'

i ( ..-n-I
I IK o|>liiliii bishop of Antioch (c. A D 180),

wrote, among other woiks, a defence of Chri&ti-

amty, addiessed to Autolycus,
( a leal or imaginary

heathen friend of wide learning and high cultuie*

(\Vatkms) He is the eailiest wnter of the 2nd
cent

, who, \\lule quoting a passage fioni the

Gospel (I
13

), also lefers to St John by name. His
woids are, 'We are taught by the Holy S<iipnue-
and all Sphii-bcaiinii i ,

'

John
says

'

; and then tollpw ^
- from

the Piologue to the Gospel. Theie aie also other
sentences in his work that lecall the Fourth Go&pel.
It is significant also, as belying any .'pj-c.iiMiue of

contioversy as to the ,n ll 'ii't
i

-]ii[' 01 the Uupel,
that he introduces the name ot &L John in this quite
incidental fashion Commentaiies on the Gospels
aie also attubuted to him, but their ,.( PI !<- ,

upheld by Zahn, is assailed by Harnaciv. Ihis pare
ot his evidence must at piesent be set aside.

2. Justin Martyr. The woiks of Justin that
aie relevant in this connexion aie the two Apologies
and the Dialogue with Trypho the Jew. They may
be set within the limits A.r> 140-161. Palestine
was his but I

1

1
-Li* e and he was brought up in the

religion 01 hi^ L.II !M i who was a heathen. He was
an ardent student of philosophy, and after an un-

satisfying experience of various teachers he ulti-

mately; became a Platonist. After his conversion
to Cln Ni i.iiii 1 \ uf which he gives a full account in
T. 'jt.l"i n -\'ni . he was e kindled with love to
Chi ist,' arid consecrated his philosophic attainments
to the defence of the Christian religion

Among the authorities to which Justin refers in
the course of his writings, he gives an important
place to ' The Memoirs of Christ, composed by the

Apostles and those who followed them ' The battle

of criticism still rages aiouncl the question whether
Justin includes in these Memoirs only the four

Gospels. It may now, at least, be u'gaidiHl as
settled amongst all classes of critics that Justin
makes use of the Gospel (cf. Schmiedel, Encyc.
Bill, art. 'John, Son of Zebedee,' ii. 2546). It is

not so generally^ admitted that he includes it

among his Memoirs of the Apostles. Those, how-
eve] \

" '
' that Justin regarded the Gospel as

the .* i i Apostle die laid under the neces-

sity of explaining how hi-, -!i'oii 'HI-AIX Irenseus

could be so assured that the <-;<. I i- <i genuine
Apostolic -\\oik.

(1) Qitotff,wn't The locus classicusin Justin is

the )Mi--,'i<ro
on T>4>i i-m ApoL I. Ixi ). He describes

hoA* iluM, \\lioaicalxmi to make a Christian pro-
fession

are brought by us where there is water, and are born again
in the <?ame mariner m which MI ouiVi c- .11- 1 orn again. For
in the name of God ihe Talhor and I nid or thr unhorse, and
of our Saviour Jesus Christ and of tlu- TIolx Spirit, tlic> then
receive the washing with water For C')in<i ol-< s.iul, Hxctpu
ye be born again, ye shall not enter into ihc lonirriotn 01 h< :n on "

'
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Now that it - M HO-.IM "< r :'iose who have once been born
to enter into T'K - n rl-cr - > _M - is manifest to all.

This passage immediately recalls Jn 33"5
. The

language, however, io\ eal- -<>
y 'e -hiking variations

from the text of tho do-j/e] No onr would now
endorse the verdict of the author of Supernatural
Religion, that Vu : ",oi - " ^~{ -'v-J-

*

ji."- "-

trace by which i lo
,-, V 1 '" ''" M v " " 4 "' "

nected with the ] oiPili (.*>-[ el
'

It may be con-

ceded that some of his expressions have more than
an accidental lelationship with Mt IS3. Justin

ceitainly uses wayevvyQyTe ('born again') instead

of yW7)6r} &vudev (" born from above ') of the Fourth

Gospel, but this variation is at least a possible

rendering of the Johannme expression. There are,

however, M\ ' ^-.rif-L*, r"'f. i"i -. The difficulty
is increas

'

A K :- i. , :. i \thQClementme
Homilies \\ -Jn '. -

t ~.^-, t
^> _^ . V,, -.!-_ -

linguistic deviations from - !
< (.>-'. II, 1 -

'

r

author copied Justm, or n i - :'-, i
i ! ,r ; ;

' t

to the use by both of a common source other than
the Gospel ? The fact that the context in each is

quite different excludes the first hypothesis, and the

second may well be viewed as improbable, until the
' T

!< _
"

i
-"

',' *,..''
*

i-i l"\o' Gospel of

\. ii "\ "i v r, i -|ii, v- IM- v ;.ii'
!' ' the place

of shades, and i .

'

-r r , M- cf Drum-
mond, Character and Authorship, pp. 88-96).

It ought to be sufficient to establish the high
probability, amounting to certainty, that Justin

quotes Jn*S3
'5

,
tb J

* ""

weight to linguistic

differences, the 1
'

.

'

t is the only source
known to us from which he could have derived
suchideas. The idea of bn 1.1u^ ni]>lio<l "<>-- i I

1

:,;'

1

change is found in none or uie Gospels DUD tot.

John ; and it is significant that both Justin and
St. John expre-ssJly connected this thought with the
rite of Baptism. As regards the impossibility of a
^ccoinl pK^ua] birth, it is to be noted that this

^umeuli.u'xM^ful, and, at the same time, wilfully
absurd, objection of Nicodemus which in theGospel
is the symptom of a heart profoundly moved, and
has a living place in the context is prosaically

rej.rodu< ed by Justin. This is evidently the ie.Mib
r Ji ffiniilidr association of ideas derived from the

passage in Jn 3. The words,
* for Christ also said/

introduce the quotation, and the document from
which it is taken is clearly looked upon as an
authoritative source for the words of Christ.
Justin has other correspondences with the pecu-

liar thought of the Fourth Gospel. He uses the
title fjiQVQytvris of Christ, and in the next sentence
speaks of the Virgin-Birth (Dialogue 105), adding
tne words,

' as we have learned from the Memoiis.'
This sorni- to point to a < ombination of St. John
and tho Sv nopi u - Jusi m has also made much use
of the iluuiglir of rm* Logo- Gospel in his doctrine
of the Lojro-. and his- iciuliing on that subject is

influence^ by the theology of the Gospel. It is

sometimes urged as an objection that Justin does
not make more use of the authority of the Gospel
in his

teaching about the Logos, but this i^? to pre-
suppose that the thought was first suggested to him
by that source. Justin's philosophy is filled with
Alexandrine ideas, but the thought of the Incarna-
tion of the Logos of which Justin makes use is found
only in St. John (ApoL i. 32), The Johannme ex-
pressions <p&$} <rc/> are also found in Justin.
On the question of the relationship between Justin and the

Memoirs Loi<-\ arid Harnack hold that the Gospel of
Peter is dependent on the I onrth Gospel, to whose existence it
would therefore be r,hc rno->t ancient witness The date of the
Gospel of Peter is put c. 110-130 by Loisj (Le Quatr^-me faangile,
p. 16) and Harnack (Chron. i 623).

(2) His use of the Gospel. Another consideration
is adduced to prove that Justin did not regard

the Gospel as an authority on the same level as the

Synoptics, and theiefore viewed it as non-Apostolic.
-,*'

' * "
^

7T
art. 'John, Son of Zebedee/

ii is employment of it is not

only more -'j,r'ii_r but rlso more circumspect' than
his use of ;ho -vuiopiu- There are occasions on
which it would te open to him to use it in pioof of

his doctiine of the Logos and of the pre-existence
of Christ. Why has Justin not used the Fouith

Gospel more 9 It is perfectly relevant to reply
that we do not know, and perhaps never shall

know, with complete certainty. At the same time,
there are certain considerations that ought to be
borne in mind. Justin is certainly the first writer

who displays the tendency to attach a separate
value to the four Gospels ; he is the first to speak of

evayytXia instead of evayy&Lov ; but he can scarcely
be expected to have completely emancipated him-

self, at this transition stage, from the older concep-
tion of the gospel as embracing equally the contents

of the four J ustin's purpose and his audience must
be borne in mind, and these would insensibly lead

him to rely mostly on the Synoptic Go-prK Tb is

specially noticeable that the witnet 01 Clm-i to

Himself, so prominent in the Fourth Gospel, is no-

where used by Justin as an argument, and in one

place in the Dialogue with Trypho (ch. 18) he even

apologizes for citing the words of Christ alongside
the words of the prophets. His Apologies jaie

ad-

dressed to the Emperor, Senate, and "P- T ,

and to quote to them the Christian -
.

of Christian doctrine would have been to reason in

a circle. Moreover, it may be suggested that not
even at that date was

*

<~ .'.,.'.
"

as, strictly

speaking, historical, x , r reflective

character rendt : ,' \\<\\C\\ so suitable for Justin
5

*

purpose as the "*\ ii"]'
1

(3) Evidence as to Apostolic authorship. -Is there

any evidence in Justin that he attributed the author-

ship to St. John the Apostle t In the first place, if

the Memoirs aie composed of our foui Gospels, we
may answer the question with certainty in the
affirmative Justin describes them as composed by
* the Apostles and those that followed them/ a

which tallies completely with the four
The plural 'Apostles' could be used

only it lie believed in the Apostolic authorship of

the Fouith Gospel. Again, the -ti onjie-t argument
adduced. ;" T ,in's evidence is still the argu-
ment fror as to the name of the author.
It seems, however, to have been the custom among
apologists not to mention the Evangelists by their

names, which would carry no weight with un-
believers. Moreover, it has been pointed out that
Justin never mentions the name of St. Paul, al-

though it is certain that at least four of his Epistles
from A\ hie h ho q nolo- tu o of undoubted authenticity.
Justin once names St;. John as the author of Reve-
lation (Dialogue 81), but 'he nowhere quotes this

work, which he regarded as inspired, apostolic,

prophetic, though it contains so much which might
seem to favour his view of the person of Christ

5

(Ezra Abbot, p 61) In the passage he speaks of

the author as one whose name is not likely to carry
weight ('a certain man with us, whose name was
John J

), but it is essential to his ai$!ument, in thus

making use of a Revelation or Vision, that he
should mention the recipient. (Cf. Stanton, Gospels
as Historical Documents, i. p. 89).

3. Tatian was a native of Syria, and, like Justin,
travelled as a wandering philosophei Fis con-
version to Christianity took place at Rome about
A.D. 150. He became a disciple of Justin, during
whose lifetime he wrote the Oratio ad Grcecos.
After Justin's death in 166, Tatian taught in Rome,
and ultimately adopted a heretical position He
died about A.D. 180.

Tatian clearly quotes the Gospel in Ms Oratiot
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which was written perhaps as early as 153 (so Zahn
and Harnack), although he does not lefer to the
author by name. The important work, however,
for our purpose is the Diatessaron It is a com-

pendium of the Life and Teaching of pur Lord,
founded on our four Gospels, and containing also

some material taken fiom the Apocryphal Gospels
The book had , "v an ancient place in the

worship of the Syrian Oiiurches. Theodoret, bishop
of Cyrrhus, near tb' Tn;.

1

'!, - in 453, tells how
he found moie than 2uu copies of the work in the
churches of his district. These he collected and,
with considerable difficulty, put away, substituting
for them the/owr Gospels
The Diatessaron includes the whole of the Fourth

Gospel, except I 6 , the first half of 223
, the Pericope

Adulterce, and some other passages that are common
to the Synoptics.
The

'

"*
c
Tatian's work lies in the fact

that ax- . value is attached to the con-

tents of our four Gospels, and that the Fourth

Gospel is placed on a level with the Synoptics.
Moreover, Tatian's use of the Fourth Gospel
renders it very difficult to doubt that it was also

one of the Memoirs of his contemporary, Justin.

4. The Apostolic Fathers. (!) Papias was bishop
of Hierapolis in Phrygia. Unfortunately his testi-

mony has given rise to more questions about the

Gospel than it solves. Only one or two fragments
of his work preserved by Eusebius have come down
to us. We know that in the time of Eusebius
the only writing of Papias to which he had access

was a work in five books, entitled c F % i

"

-,"

the Oracles of the Lord 3

(Acrylwv _

, ,

[or -ets]). Cf Drummond, op. cit. note 4, p. 195.

The 'Oracles* were probably a collection of

sayings of our Lord, together with some kind of

historical setting.

There is a tendency among modern critics to fix a later date

than formerly for the writings of Papias His written work
seems not to have been produced till about the age of sixty.
The change in the <1 itc i- o11

'ij.-
I * the discovery of a fragment,

i Suiii.li ' in- by Papias, that was published
t It dates from the 7th or 8th cent., and is

iii turn probably based on the Chronicle of Philip of Sid6 (c.

A,D. 430) Among other matters it relates that those individuals

who had been raised from the dead by Christ survived '
till the

time of Hadrian.' Hadrian
" "

L38, which compels us
to fix a date for Papias' wor than 140-160 (so Ilar-

nack,
"" " Q

i (1
'

Sanday in his most recent

work, i
' M / / 1 , Gospel, includes the date of

Papias among" the ' unsolved problems ') The date of his mar-

tyrdom is also very uncertain.

Eusebius says that Papias
*

evidently was a man
of verjr mean <a]uuit\, <is one may say, judging
from nis statements

'

(HE iii. 39). This judgment
must be considered strictly in connexion with the
context. Eusebius i- -pcnkinjr of his niillenarian

notions, and of the uniniciprinuvo way in which he

interpreted the fi^m.n i\ c language of the Apostolic
writings. These delects do not reflect on his accu-

racy in matters of fact, but rather indicate a literal-

ness and exactness which may at times be painful,
but are yet a source of strength in the present dis-

cussion.

(i.) Papias is best known by the famous extract
from the Preface to his work which is preserved by
Eusebius .

*
I will not IK- I

1

.! I*, pi. *\ before you, along
1 with my inter-

pi etationb (of i- PI.K' - the Lord), ever j thing Thai I care-

fullv teamed, and carefully remembered in time past from the

clderb, arid I can guarantee its truth. For I take no pleasure,
a-, do the many, in those who have to verj much to sa\

,
but in

those who teach the truth : nor in those who relate command-
ments foreign (to the mind ot the Lord), but in those (who
recoid) such as \\ere given to the faith by the Lord, and found
on the truth itself. Moreover, if I met \\ith am one on any
occasion who had attended the elders, I used to inquire about
the words of the elders, uhat; Andrew or \\hat Peter said, or

\ihat Philip, or what Thomas, or James or John or Matthew, or

any other of the disciples ot the Lord said, and what Anstion
and the elder John, disciples of the Lord, say Tor I was not

inclined to suppose that statements made by the books would

help me, so much as the utterances of a living and abiding
voice

'

(HE in 39).
b

Several questions of moment are raised by these
words of Papias.

(a) Who are the elders or presbyters of whom he
speaks ? They clearly include the Apostles them-
selves, and Papias derives his infoimation from
their fuends, i e. tho&,e who not merely

' had fol-
lowed them '

in the hteial sen&e, but had ' attended
to' (Trap7)Ko\ov6r)K(bs) their words. He is in search
of direct oral tradition about the ' Oiacles

' At
the same time he mentions two, Aribtion and
John, who are not Apostles, and whom he legards
as 'presbyteis' or elders. He also designates
the whole group as '

disciples of the Lord.' In the
case of Aristion and the Pre&bytei John, oi paOyTat
is found only in one MS, and the preferable leading
is to omit the article. In the first case, the use of the
article with /-ta^rcS? means *

the disciples
'

specially
known as such, and the key to the use of the term
'

disciple
'

in the second case, is found in the state-
ment of Ac 67 , where all those who were mem-
bers of the first Christian community aie called

'disciples.
5 The 'Elders,' then, signify all those

men who were members of the primitive Chiistian
Chuich who may or may not have followed the
Lord Himself.

K- '
. i r, i *

.
-

,
i '

,

T
r ,

.

I Iv
' M \1 <V < n >

i

I '
i

'< I ,' I'
1

I ',', 10

1 1 . ,

'

> I I ,..*,,-.
I'll 1

- 1 < i he mmseir was a nearer
1 '

.
<

- - the holy Apostles.' Yet even with the later
date assigned to Papias, there is no clir^r c"< i:

'
, 1 impossibility

in his having known the Apostle ,
ii<l i i i <M iw be forgotten

that Irenaius was not necessarily dependent solely on the words
of the Preface, but may have had other statements of Papias,
or the living tradition of the Church, on which to found his
assertion If the position has to be surrendered that Papias
was a ' hearer of John,' it is at least certain that he put him-
self in the most favourable position to hear clearly

' the living
and abiding voice '

of Apostolic times, conveyed to him through
the '

friends
'

of the Elders.

(b) What can we determine 'iCcjo, t fTmq the nature
and purpose of the work of Papias ? He contrasts
his sources with ' those who have \ i \ n. "i to

say' (rots r& TToXXa \fyovcrw), with *
'

v n ate
commandments foreign to the mind of the Lord '

(roTs
rets &\\orptas ^roXAs fnvruAovetiovvw) and with 'the
contents of the books' (rA e/c r&v pLfiKtw). 'The
books' which he mentions have been interpreted
as meaning some form of 'the Co-jul-*' 'T.sti-'ier,

Introd., Eng tr. p 487), and nl-n a- 'un,.!-^ of
Aristion and the Elder John' (Drummond and
Bacon). In regard to the former intcipietaiion,
it seems out of the question that Papias should

oppose 'the living and abiding voice
5

to the
sources of his Logia. On the other hand, it is

li!in*l\ lilo ly that Papias would minimize the value
oi ilio oi, il 'evidence of Aristion and the Presbyter
John by disparaging their written work. The
simplest explanation is that given by Lightfoot
(followed by Schwarz, Ueber den Tod der Sohne
JZebedcei, p. 11), that the exegetical commentaries
on the Gospels written by Gnostics like Basilides

are meant. It is to these also that he refers when
lie speaks of '

foreign commandments
' and of

' those
who have so very much to say.

3

Papias himself
seems to have been a commentator on the c Oracles
of the Lord,' and seeks to support his own ex-

planations (#177170-615) by direct oral tradition from
those who were in touch with the first Chii&tian

community.
(c) What i,i,,<'t'>,u

'/'/ v the Presbyter John hold in

Papias* lieu IL i noticeable that \\liile the past
tense 'said' (eTwev) is used of the first group of

Apostles, ab though they were dead at the time1 of

writing, the present tense 'say' (\&yovcnv) is used

,

of Aristion and the Presbyter John. The entirely
i unconvincing explanation of Lightfoot, that the
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tense should pmliaolv be regarded as an historic

present, i K. i ,u 1 ior the bake of vai lety ,

'

inuat

be i ejected. On the othex hand, the present tense

seems rathei meagre evidence on "which to rear the

hypothesis that books written by these two men
were befoie Papias (so Diummond, Character and

Authuiship, p 200), especially as lie distinctly

telL us that it is oral evidence of which he is in

search. Theie is evidence in the writing of Papias
that some literary productions ol thebe men were

extant, bat the intention of Papias in his Preface

seems to be to convey the impiession that they
weie alive at the time he wrote

_
Papias

^

had

begun, at a much earlier time (

l in time pa&t'j, to

collect information from the elders, and had gone
on doing so up to the time *"

"
>. Tie means

that Aiistion and John aie -
,' :^ . I for any-

one who wishes to check tlie authoiity of the ex-

planations he gives.
The foregoing establishes the reality of the second

John, It is no longei possible to regard the exist-

ence of the Presbyter 'as due to a confusion of

Eu-sebius,' or to accuse Papias of
* slovenliness of

composition,' which would lead us to suppose that

two Johns are mentioned, \\hile all the
_

time he is

only referring to the bame man a second time. The

question is debated by modern ciitics whether this

Presbyter John has any connexion with the author-

ship of the Gospel. It is necessaxy only to indicate

the ground^ on which the suggestion is based.

Eusebius, in the passage from which we have

quoted (HE iii. 39), suggests that he is the author

of Revelation. He controverts the statement of

Irenteus that Papkb means to be looked upon as a

hearer of the Apostle John, and gatheis from the

use of the piesent tense (Xy ww) that he is leally a

hearer of Aiistion and the Elder John- We have

seen that m the time of Papias these two men were

fetill alive, but the evidence as to Ins relationship
with them lather suggests that he had not himself

met them. Papias seems to have had to collect

information about what they
c

&ay,' and Eusebius

himself putb foiward his statement abont an oral

/
' 7

merely as a suggestion. It does not
.. ,i i

i Ijusebius, in attributing
1 the authorship

of Revelation to the Presbyter, even hints at the

idea that he is also the authoi of the Gospel. He
may have regarded it as an .iih.m ,;:<i

to as&ign
another authorship to the book, ihjn r he Apostle
Jolin might not be held responsible for the millen-

arian ideas of PapiA*- Papias accords the Presbyter
no special plate or honour in his list, anal indeed

places him last, after Aristion. If Papias had
recorded anything of importance about him, no
doubt Eusebius would have noted it, in order to

support his view of the authorship of Revelation.

See also artt. AEISTIOJT and PAPIAS.

(ii.) We have next to inquire whether there is

any evidence in the writing of Pctpias that he used
the Fourth Gospel, (a)

A passage occurs in the

writings of Irenaeus which contains a quotation of

Jn 142 * Our Lord has said, that in the abode of my
Father are many mansions/ The passage is intro-

duced, like many others in Irenseus, as a quotation
from the words of * the Elders.' Is Irenseus here

quoting from the sayings of 'the Elders' as re-

ported by Papias ? By the way^ in which the

Johannine quotation is prefaced, it is fair to sup-

pose that -the Eldei-.' are here referring to a
written record, and not reproducing merely oral

tradition, and that some well-known and accepted
source for the words of our Lord is meant,

An additional confirmation of the 1

po-'tion 'In* Trenasus

quotes verbatim from the Elders of Papiiii i- i"rul m <viother

portion of his work. He is speaking
1

01 rh- fi i.tfnines- of the
earth at the millennium, and inserts a fanciful passage about
vines with ten thousand shoots. He says that he received it

from * the Elders who saw John, the disciple of the Lord.'

After quoting- the passage, he adds .

'

Papias also, a hearer of

John and '"> i >" rf Polj carp, an ancient man, confirms

these thin*-
"

' -
' Harnaek contend*, that the \\oids

'also' andf i .> i !. i Anting' 'ceitamlj ougut riot to be

pressed' to mean that Ireriaufa is gning
1 a continuation fiom

PatuAb of the words of the Elders, but that he onlj means to

indicate the uritten source from which he takes them (This

position ib btoutlv opposed by Schmiedel, op at. n 2549, wheie

see a statement of the whole contioverfaj and its issues)

If Papias quotes 14s we have heie an important
clue to an eaily date foi the Gospel The Eldeis

of Papias belonged to the eaily Christian coin-

(b) There are indications in the Pieface of Papias
that the Gospel permeates Ins thought, and that

the lefeienees would be apparent to his readers

He speaks, of 'those \\lio teach the tiuth
5

(roZs

Ta\7j6TJ diodo-Kova-w), and lie albO applies the term

the Truth
'

to Christ It is also not without signi-

ficance that St Andiew and St. Peter and St

Philip are named m the exact older in which the

names occui in the jthst chapter of St. John, while

St Philip and St. Thomas are prominent only in

the Fourth Gospel
(c) Eusebius (HE in 39) says that 'Papias has

used testimonies from the former Epistle of John

and fiom that of Peter similarly
'

If 1 John and

TK O'M'o] are by the same author, we have heie

.( !!iii'>",il confirmation that Papias knew and used

the Fourth Gospel. This item of evidence, how-

ever, can have weight only in connexion with the

le&t of the evidence. Foimeily the fact that Euse-

bius, while mentioning his u&e of the Epistle, is

silent as to any use of the Gospel by Papias, was
lelied upon as a stiong argument foi the non-

exi&tence of the Gospel betoie 160-170 (eg. in

Supernatural Religion] Aftei Li^htfoot^ com-

plete answer to this position (Essays on Super-
natur

T
7? '/ ;i ), it is not now possible to

deny . , .

'

<
' date for the Gospel, Modern

opponents of the traditional view now lely on the

argument from the silence of Eusebius, a& proving
that Papias nowhere appeals to the Gospel as of

Apostolic authority (e g Bacon) It is therefore

necessary to examine anything m Papias which
seems to indicate that he regaided the Gospel as

the work of St John the Apostle.

(iii.) The evidence of Papias as to the a^(,thorship

of the Gospel (n) Eusebius, in the often quoted
passage, s>ays that Papias

"

^i 1

.-
u-1 !-- the Pres-

byter John foom John the Aposue, t

(

evidently

meaning the Evangelist.
3 The words in inveited

commas would seem to point to some indication

that Eusebius found in Papias' v-ti^^r Mir 4- ho

spoke of St. John the Apostle as ;, I \, j*!i-i.

To this may be added ili< n<nnin^ of JSt John

immediately after the L\ciiiL.eh^t ">i Matthew m
the Preface.

(b) A Vatican MS of the 9fch cent, contains the

statement: 'T^rm^olmin Johannis manifeatatum
et datum est calo-n^ <ib Johanne adhuc in cor-

pore constituto : sicut Papias nomine Hierapoli-

tanus, disciptilus Johannis cams, in exotencis id

est in \('- ; i*- -MII'- .u- k ""ibns retulit. Descnpsit
vero ' \ j- 'i r <Ji- '. Johanne recte.' The
words are part of a translation of an early Greek

afqniHQutnui or proof that the Gospel was written

by John the Apostle. As the passage ^tamU the

words exoterms and extremis are unintelligible,
and the conjecture of Lightfoot may be accepted
that the former should read exegetieis and extremis

should read externis, which was an explanation of

the false reading exotericu. Again, it is nonsense
to say that the Gospel was published

tf

by John
while he was yet alive

'

; and Harnack suggests
(CJiron. i. 665) that the preposition ab should be
deleted. With these changes it is possible to make
sense of the words. The statement ' Johanne adhuc
in corpore constitute' would tlion ini)l\ ili.u rhoro

was an interval between the writing and the pub-
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lication of the Gospel, and has zefeience to Jn 2l 25

This would explain why Papias had found it neces-

saiy to bay that the Gospel was published 'in the
lifetime ol the Apostle

' The statement at the end,
that Papias wiote the Gospel at the dictation of St
John, may safely "be set aside. At the same time,
apait from the fact that it is necessaiy so to edit
the

' "
ere aie seiious difficulties in the

^ ay j.
it as reliable evidence For one

thing, it is stiange that Eu&ebius does not mention
such a statement in Papias, although he mentions
similai statements of his with regaid to St Matthew
and St. Maik Moreovei, m view of the modem
question of the Presbyter authorship, , 1 , c M i

-
1 i >i 1

' n u

to indicate which John is meant (.tor discussion
of the alleged statement of Papias recorded by
Philip of Side, that John died a martyi in Jerusa-

lem, see ait JOHN [THE APOSTLE])
If the dnect testimony of Papias must be legarded

as inconclusive, it may fairly be asked whether we
have a light to expect more. There is a very high
i """

""

\ ' v that the Gospel was one of the sources
01 the Uiacles

' which he expounded, and his

silence as to the author, so fai from

unceitainty on the question, may
be intoi pieied as meaning that the

^ '

"f

St. J ohn was eclipsed in the mind of

desne to hear the living voice of the I

in the Gospel It is piobable that in Papias we
aie in the piesence of a certain conservatism which
maiked with some i egret the dying out of those
who weie in possession of the oial tiadition about
the life and .-'

"

Tes-us, and the gradual
substitution ( i

: \
'

.
" word as the authority

foi the Chustian life which, of necessity, was taking
place. It was his aim from an eaily period in his

activity to collect the oral tiadition One thing at

least is
,

. ,
-

, "\ certain, that if Papias knew and

quoted ,

' <; it munt have been for him an
authentic recoril. If the Gospel emerged at the
clone of the 1st cent, or the very beginning of the

2nd, as it undoubtedly did, and did not bring with
11 i ho MIOIIL^'-I credentials and most unmistakable
uiiln !ui"r!-'.li,u it was m complete accord with the
accredited oral Kvihin;.' -o much valued by Papias,
it is difficult to ilinik ihfii m a mind of such sim-

I ii ,' \ .
- his it could have laised, as it appears to

! <i\ only the merest ripple on the surface.

(2) Ignatius"was bishop of Antioch in Syria. A
number of letteis have come down to us under his

name, of which only seven aie genuine. The
writei was at the time on his way from Antioch to

Eomc under sentence of death The date 110-

117, the closing years of Trajan's roign, may be

assigned to them.
In Romans vii. 2, Ignatius says,

' There is not in

me a lire fed by fleshly motive, but water living
and speaking in me, Haying within me, Come to the
Father.' These words inevitably

recall Jn 410 - 14
(cf.

also 4a3 ' the Fathei seek- Mi ;.< h io v i -Yii him 3

).

Notonly the ideas, but i lit : -.(ic-oi \;>- seem
to point to the story of the woman of Samaria as

to a passage in the Gospel which is affording him
comfoit m his trial. Again, in Philad. vii 1, he

says,
* The Spirit is not deceived, being from God ;

for it knoweth whence it cometh and whither it

goeth, and scarcheth out the hidden things' (cf,

Jn 38 8U
,
1 Jn 2n ). There are some striking differ-

ences in the thought of the paiallel pa^aoe* ; but
it is difficult to resist the conclusion that the
words of Ignatius are due to the influence of these

Johannine passages 'floating in his mind' (New
Test. mApost. Fathers, Oxfotd Society of Historical

Theology, 1905, p 82, where see other paiallch'-m-O
Both in expie^ion and in doctrine there is an un-

doubted affinity between T^iiMlm- .nxl the Evan-

gelist. Loi-y admits that I^IMIHI- ii his Christ-

ology, is dependent on the Gospel (Le Qwatndme

Evanqile, p 7). Von dei Goltz holds that the affinity
ot thought is so deep that it cannot be explained
by the influence of a book, and that the writei of
the letteis must have been imbued with the tra-
dition am 1

i / ,'
, school (quoted by Sanday,

>:
lt

1
f J

,

'

, , p. 243). Sanday himself
doubts whether theie is any othei instance of

resemblance between a Biblical and patristic book
that is ically so close

'

(ib ).

Two 01
;
ri i.oH - taken from the writings of

Ignatius ,MO ji-Ii <! upon by .^ ,i

j
- of the Apos-

tolic authoiship (a) It is" .. -, he nowhere
quotes the Gospel as of Apostolic authoi rty, al-

though theie are occasions (notably Smyrn in. 2)
wheie it wrould have been exceedingly apposite to
do so It may be pointed out as having a beai-

ing on this objection, that, although it is quite
evident that Ignatius knewr

1 Coi 'almost by
heait,

3 he has 'no quotations (in the strictest sense,
with mention of the somce) fiom that Epistle

5

(JKT
in Apost, Fathers, p 67). This is only another
instance of the precaiiousness of the aigument
fiom silence, considered apart fiom the idiosyn-
ciasies of a waiter (I) Again, it is also objected
that in writing to the Ephe&ian community in
which St. John is said to have labouied, Ignatius
mentions St. Paul as a hero of the faith,' whom
he sets befoie himself and them for imitation, but
makes no mention of St John (JEphes. xii.). To
hi- , i r"ii'iui L it must be admitted that no very

-,! i i- l( .( i DI \ .mswei has yet been given. Ignatius
is, indeed, piedisposed to mention St. Paul's name,
tlnough his evident deshe to conipaie his own
expeiienee and the Apostle's in calling togethei
the eldeis of Ephesus. Again, the waitings of St

Paul, which have moie cleaily in view7 the vanous
heresies of the time, would peihaps suit his puipose
better.

It cannot be regaided as ceitain that Ignatius
used the Gospel. His evidence is on the border-
line between evidence for the existence of the

Gospel and pi oof of the influence of a milieu of

Johannine teaching and thought. It is probable
that

Ignatius
had access to some document contain-

ing' Johannine teaching (cf. e.g his reference to the
nairative of the woman of Samaria) ; on the other

hand, that might easily have been a story told

orally by the Apostle in the couise of his pieach-

ing and teaching, and embedded in the hearts and
minds of those who heard him.

(3) Polycarp was bishop of Smyrna. His writ-

ing has come down to us in the form of an Epistle
to the Phihppians The date of his martyrdom
was long uncertain, but the investigations of Light-
foot and Harnack have led to the almost certain
conclusion that he died m 155 at the age of 86
As legards the Gospel, we have two sources from

which we may derive evidence as to his opinions,
viz. the Epistte and some reminiscences of Irenseus.

(a) In the Epistle, Polycarp makes no reference
io any dominant, c\< q>! th.il lio iifei*- lo Si PjiuF-

lip (.'> ilio I

>

hili]>pi;ni->immedinl<
ih Jiiu-i inciilif-Tiir

hi- 11.uno. Jind in .Pioilui pji-N'iiO figjiin |_iioro- iln k

Epistle without remark. There is also a sentence

which, though not verbally accurate, beais eveiy
trace of having been taken from the Fust Epistle
of St John . HEveryone who shall not ( onfe^ that
Jesus Christ i5: come in the flesh is Antichrist

'

(cf
I Jn 42* 8

). He has also a passage that recalls at

once words of Christ in the Gospel and the thought
of the Epistle :

' He that raised Him from the
dead will raise us also, if we do His will and
walk in His commandments, and love the things
which He loved

'

(cf. Jn 7 17 1415
, 1 Jn 26- 17 51 - 2

). We
also find in Polj carp, v 2,

' As He hath promised
to raise us from the dead.' This piomise is found

only in Jn 644. These paiallelisms at least show
that he was familiar with a circle of Johannine
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thought. He does not once mention the name of

St. John ; but the Chuich at Phihppi had not been

directly in contact with that Apostle. Moreover,
his habits of quotation hardly lead us to expect any
other result (cf. NT in Apost. Fathers, p. 84).

(5) Iren&us gives Polycarp a foremost place

among the elders whom he quotes. He says that

he 'had not only been instructed by Apostles,
and absociated with many who had seen the Christ,

but had also been placed by Apostles in Asia in

the Church ,i ^"ix-"',. as a bishop, whom we also

saw in our i V '

f-i (ev ry Trp&rr} yXifdq.) (Hcer.

Hi. iii. 4). Eusebius has preserved for us a letter

of his to Morinus, in which he gives an account of

his listening with peculiar attention to Polycarp,
and vividly recalls the very place where he sat when
he discoursed, his manner of life, and his personal

appearance,
* and how he would describe his inter-

course with John, and with the rest who had seen

the Lord, and how hs would relate their woids.

And whatsoever things he had heard from them
about the Lord, and about His miracles, and about
His tciiLliiriir. Pohuui'. as having received them
from eye-\\irnrvo- of ilt<life of the Word, would
relate "them in accordance with the Scriptures'

(ap. Euseb. HE v. xx. 6). Again, Irenseus also,

in a letter to Victor, bishop of Rome, on the

Paschal conrrovei^y, uses as an ,irinrncn+ the

fact that Polycarp lollowed the ivmplt* >i" -John
the di^iple of the Lord, and the rest of the Apostles
with whom he consorted.

5

Irenseus is undoubtedly
referring to the Apostle John ; and if that be so,

there can be little doubt that ' the Scriptures
'
to

which Polycarp referred contained the Fourth

Gospel in some form. Thus the silence of Poly-

carp, in the solitary writing that has come down
to us, is balanced by the explicit statement of

IrenfBus that Polycarp knew St. John, and referred

to him in his discourse.

Opponents of the Johannine authorship of the Gospel have
cast doubt on the trustworthiness of Iren<us in this matter.

They allege that he made a xmsrake in regarding Papias as a
hearer of John, and that he has po-sioly clone the same m the
case of ~* "

-r T John to whom Polycarp referred may
ha\e bet l'i - " Irenseus was still a boy (&% fttHw)
when he heard his teacher. At the same time, it is hardly
likely that the vivid personal impression he has of Polycarp
contains a mistake of this kind Poljcarp evidently mentioned
the name of John with some frequency, and there is no evidence
that the Presbyter John was a man of such note in Asia as to
be thus referred to m Polycarp's lectures It is inconceivable

that, if there had been any prospect of confusion m the mind
of a youth who was listening" to 1 > PY!u,..rp 'vould not have
guarded against it (see Stanton, <?' &"> a*- R^t Doct. pp. 214-

218).

(4) We have still to deal with a group of writ-

ings classed among the Apostolic Fathers, whose
evidence on the subject is rendered MJLJJIIO and in-

conclusive, inasmuch as they contain no detinite

quotations from the Gospel, and there is also un-

certainty as to their dates, (a] The Epistle of
Barnabas reflects the condition of thought in

Egypt, and the date may lie anywhere between 79
and 132. The theory that Barnabas used the
Fourth Gospel found strangely a strong champion
in Keim, who assigned the date 120-130 (Jesus of
Naz. i. 192-195). Loisy, on the other hand, accept-
ing the date c. 130, urges complete ignorant e of the

Gospel on the part of Barnabas, and uses the argu-
ment to prove that the Johannine writings had
not yet taken complete ^o^o^um of ecclesiastical

usage (.Le Quthiei/te Jbv p 5i. In /?'/*'/'>', use is

made of the idea of the TSru/eri SoMpouc : and the
conceptions of '

eternal life' which often occurs,
arid of 'feeding upon the words of life/ seem to

point to the influence of a Johannine current of

thought. (b) Only one of the epistles known under
the name of Clement of Rome is genuine. It was
written from the Roman community to the Corin-
thian, c 100. Here, again, the writer seems to be
influenced by Johannine teaching (cf. Clem. xlix.

and Jn 1415 23
,

1 Jn 5 1 '3
). (c) The Didache, or

Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, is a composite
document, and is the earliest manual of Church

piocedure extant. The elements of which it is

composed may have been in use at the end of the

Ifet cent., but the work m its present form was pub-
lished much later It contains a specimen of a

piayer of thanksgiving for use after the Eucharist,
in which there is a very remarkable parallel to the

anti-sacramentanan treatment of the ideas of the

Supper in the Fourth Gospel (ch. 6) :
'

Thou,
Almighty Master, didst create all things for thy
name's sake, and didst give food and dunk unto
men for enjoyment, that they might render thanks
unto thee ; but didst bestow upon us spiritual food

and drink and eternal life through thy Son '

(Did.
x. 3) (d) The Shepherd of Hernias (c. 100 Zahn,
135-145 Harnack) displays a Johannine colouring
of thought

5. Evidence derived from Opponents of Church
doctrine in the 2nd century (1) The Clement-
ine Homilies, These are the work of a Jewish

Christian, and were published at Rome not earlier

than A D. 160-170. In one of the Homilies (dis-

covered by Diessel in 1837) there is an undoubted

quotation' (xix. 22) from Jn 92- 3 There are also

in the Homilies other apparent references to the

Gospel.
(2) The Gnostics. There were two great schools

of Gnostics the Valentimans and the Basilidians.

The date of the literary activity of Valentmus is

uncertain, but we know that there existed a school

of his followers before A.p. 150. Heracleon was a>

pupil of Valentinus ; and it is exceptionally strong
evidence, not only for the early existence but also

for the authenticity of the Fourth Gospel, that he

composed a Commentary on it which is quoted by
Ongen. Teitullian contrasts Valentinus and Mar-
cion as to the way in which they use Q "'.. IT- >

says that Marcion used the *

"knife, \

tinus {

accepted the whole instrument' (i.e the four

Gospels), but with an ability not less than Marcion's
c
laid hands upon the truth/ We hear of a school

of JBasilides c. 133, and his own period of activity
was A.D. 117-138. Hi] ij>ul \tii- in his Reftitatio

quotes Basilides, and in the quotations there are
undoubted extracts from the Gospel. The question
discussed by modern criticism is whether these are

quotations from Basilides or from the representative
of a school (cf. Drunimond, op cit 296-301). There
is a strong piepoThlorarKo of evidence in favour of
Basilides hi'ii-oli <i^ ilio -ource.

So far as the earlier Gnostics are concerned the

Naasseni, Peratae, Ophites, :

"" P
ally admitted that tiV On- 1 e
controversies; and Ihf j"-l\ ir.- tells us that they
made abundant use ot the Gospel.

(3) Marcion was a contemporary of Valentinus.
The principle of his work is to secure a Gospel

that shall represent the pure doctrine of Christ, un-
mixed with Jewish prejudices, which he regarded
as inherent in the minds of the primitive Apostles.
We find him rejecting all others in favour of St.

Luke, which was written under Pauline influence ;

and he mutilated even that Gospel to suit his pur-
pose. We cannot expect to find in his writing any
leference to the Gospel of John, but, from his
action in rejecting the writing^ of the early Apostles,
\\ e may draw the negative conclusion that if the

Gospel was regarded as written by St John it would
be sufficient leason for its rejection He made use
of the pfi^igo in Gnluiians where St Paul rebukes

*Apo-rle themselves' * who walked not uprightly
according to the truth of the gospel' (2

14
). His

silence as to the Fourth Gospel is all the more
striking because of its anti-Judaic tendency, which
would have predisposed him in its favour had it

not been written by a primitive Apostle.
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6. The Ouiirfodcrmii'ii controversy. In the
latter pait

'

it a contioversy was life

between certain Asiatic Christians and the Chinch
with legard to then Paschal observance on the
14th Nissan. They appealed to the example of the

Apostle John in defence of then practice. In the

Oobpel the Paschal meal falls on the 13th, and it

was contended by Bretschneider, followed by the

Tubingen School, that therefore the Apostle could
not be the author of the Gospel A fuller investi-

gation, howevei, into the rationale of the Quarto-
2ecnnan controversy goes fai to remove the diffi-

culty. In opposition to the Tubingen School, it was
held that the 14th was kept not in commemoration
of the Passover, but in commemoration of the death
of Christ, which would be in accoid with the Fourth

Gospel. This still leaves the difficulty unsolved,
that in the Synoptics the death of Christ falls on
the 15th Accordingly, Bleek (followed by Sclmrei)
and Stanton maintain that the observance in ques-
tion was neither of the institution of the Supper,
nor of the death of Christ alone, but that the Chris-

tian Jews gave to the Passover day a ne^
- * "

which made it a commemoration of the
of

"" ' 1

ulmg the Supper, the Death,
anc I! of Christ. Thisinterpietation
seems to be the correct one. At the same time,
while it surmounts the difficulty caused by the

chronology of the Fourth Gospel, there still remains
the fact that tl Q

'
"

, of the latter half

of the centuiy , ! sample of Christ as

eating the Pass I i If such an appeal
was made in the earlier part of the controversy, and
at the same time the example of St Jol .

' ""

in support, we should be face to face >

argument against the \]>o-.tolu nuth
,

,

i

Gospel. There is no pio->j, hov ovoi, thsu the argu-
ment from the example of Chust was used before

the time of Apollinans. Apolhnaiis distinctly
assumes tlu

"" ^ '

i
and bt. John must not

be made to '

. Another ; and Polyciates
as distinctly holds the Apostolic

" ""

though he is a Quartodecmian
op. c'lt. ii. 2552-2553, who regards the Quarto^
cleciman argument as still valid against the Apos-
tolic authorship. The question is fully discussed

by Stanton, op. cit. i. pp 173-197, with a result

favourable to the traditional view).
7. The Alogi. These were a party in Asia Minor

(c. A.D. 180) who rejected the Johannine authorship
of the Gospel and the \ ,'.. They are first

mentioned by Epiphanius ana'Pniiaster (4th cent ),

but it may now be safely admitted that Irenseus

opposes tlieir views in Hcer in. xi. 12 (Zahn and

Harnaek). They attributed the authoiahxp to

CerinthiiH, and founded their argument M fT\ <-u

the <lmmoM><.<i ;<1 disparity with the ^\iio|.u<
The in, \iii n I-MC-I m the Alogi centres round the

question whether they betoken uncertainty in the

ecclesiastical tradition. Epiphanius ranks them

among heretics, but it is certain that they were a

party in the Church (Schurer and Harnack).
_

The
name *

Alogi' is a jest of Epiphanius, and indicates

merely that they rejected the Logos Gospel, with
more than a hint at ilicn cupidity (0X070$= ^un-
reasonable '). It give- m> clue to 'their doctrinal

position. T-pipbauni^, him-elJF very orthodox, =;ay?
' that they -.com lo beJiovo as we do.' Probably

they wci" I^MI-OI! to some form of the Montani^t

heresy, imii IK Him zeal sought to get rid of the

teaching of the Gospel on the Holy Spirit by re-

jecting the whole. This step they strove to justify

by the chronological disparities with the Synoptics
and other internal discrepancies. Irenseus say^s

of

them that 'they frustrate the gift of the Spirit.
9

The millenarian views of the Montamsts may have

directed their first attack on the Apocalypse, which

they extended to the Gospel
'

by a piece of sheer

biavado 5

(Sanday, Cnt. of Fourth Gospel, p. 65).
Their influence beems to have been small Irenseus
and Epiphanius refer to them -ly-il-n^U , and
Schwaiz (QJJ. at. p. 33), in common \\

'

j N,ii,".>p al-

though from a diffeient motive, naiiows them down
to a single individual with perhaps a coteiie behind
him We may admit that the presence of the Alogi
in the Church indicates that the belief in the Johan-
nine authorship had not reached that stage of clear
definition and legular ,.<

*
:, < ,> which only con-

tioveisy and time could give. Ihey
' came upon

the tiadition unawares '

(Loisy) The Church was
not yet in a position eithei to challenge with critical

weapons, or to expel as heretics those who differed
from her traditional beliefs about authorship (Iren-
eeus could only defend tlr- Vr.^.V f. rstie-

ally), especially when th< ' V.-.- -..'i i. ,
^ this

case, a common foe in V<,
, !')< the

Alogi can really be pressed into the service of tra-
dition. * Its abcription to Cerinthus, an impossible
author, betrays the lecklessness of the judgment
pronounced ; while the naming of a contemporary
and fellow - townsman of the Apostle may be
accepted as an indication of the true date of the
Gospel

'

(Dods, Expos Gr. Test. i. p 659).
II. THE INTERNAL EVIDENCE No text of the

Gospel that we possess is without the categorical
statement of 21 24 that the book contains the witness
of the Apostle John and is written by him. It
seems the more probable view that this whole
chapter was composed by friends of the Evangelist,
either towards the end of his life, or alter his

death, in order to remove a misinteipretation of a

saying of Jesus about him. The position assigned
to St Peter in the chapter might be explained by
the desire to show that, although the Gospel leaves
him weighted with the guilt of his denial, he was
restored to Ms place in the Apostolic circle, and
that no i"

1 "

.

'

or supersession is intended
of the ]

'

i hat lies at the basis of the

Synoptics. W e nave no moral right to regard the
statement of 2124 as anything but a bonajjde state-

ment of the earliest view of the authorship, and in
the internal evidence we have to consider how far
the book itself coriesponds with this suggested
view

1. The author is a Jew. (1) His attitude towards
the, OT shows unmistakably that it was for him a
valuable aid to faith and a deep source of religious

experience. The opening words of the Gospel are
reminiscent of Gn I

1
; 313 recalls Dt 3012

.
* His own '

in I
11 can betray only the tragic consciousness of a

Jew that the chosen nation i ejected the Christ.

The words m 1035
{ the Scripture cannot be broken,'

maybe taken a* expie^mg tin r,i'i<_il -i - own
conviction. He ^ee^ in ceitam IP, iiion 1 - -i ilie life

of Jesus that would otherwise cause ij^plevilj,

especially some connected with the Passion, the

fulfilment of the OT. Twice the conduct of Judas
i? explained by Scripture (13

18 1712
). The mournful

sight of the garments of Jesus distributed among
the rough soldiers brings to mind a prophecy (19

24
).

The thirst of Jesus, who Himself had the gift of

the living water, is a fulfilment of Scripture (19
28

).

It is in Scripture that he
finds^

a solution for the

pioblem of the failure of Christ's ministry and

teaching (12
87

). The very spear-thiu-t lui^ ,) pl.'ico

in the counsels of God (19
s6* a7

), and become- <m aid

to faith (19
35

). While the Evangelist rarely cites
I incidents from the OT, and the great majority of

the OT references are contained in the discourses of

Christ, it has to be borne in mind that the Gospel
was written for Gentile readers, to whom only the

outlines of the history would be familiar.

(2) The writei is familiar not only with the Mes-
sianic expectation, but also u,ith the limitations that

it sufferedm thepopular mind The hope is current

in Galilee (I
41 - 46- 49 615 28

), in Samaria (4
23 ^
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i i
,

^

fl i a" .-

in Judjea (5
JS> 43r*

7-
tu 4u -4>) 8 j0f 10-4

)

" Among fuendb,
;

among foeta, among neutralb alike, it its di^cu^ed.
3

'

The purpose of the Gospel is> to induce belief that
!

Jebiib is the Chribt (20*
1
). Not only so, but the

limitations, and misconception^ of the idea of the

Christ in the popular mind are familiar to him.

Elijah and the Piophet are not yet come (I-
1
) ; the

outlook is un&piritual (6
14 la

) , the Me&biah w ill

never die (6
b 12J4 j ; Jesus does not satisfy their

com entioaal ideas (7
27* 42

).

(3) The wiiter ib familiar with the ideas fmd
customs of the Jews. \Ve have a picture of a
Jewibh marriage feast ('2

1 '10
), of pabtoral life

(10
1 '14

), of burial customs (II
38- 44 1940

), the estimate

of women (4
27

), the di-paiauemcnt of the Dibper-
sion (7

s5
), the heredity of -in iQ-i The religious

observances of the people are known to him, and
he (H-iil.iv- a-eat famihaiity with the Temple
and 'i- -i i\ ue- The {Synagogue and the Temple
are places of resort (18-) ; he knowb the bide of

the Temple where shelter is to be had in in-

clement weather (10
2- 21

)? it was forty-six years
in building (2

20
) ; he speaks of the treasury (S;).

The two feasts of Tabernacles and of Dedication

are familiar to him, even to the implied ritualistic

details i "\Vestcott, vi ), He speaks of the 'great

day' of the feast of Tabernacles. He is familiar

with the narrow Sabbatarian views of the Jews

(o
10 914 7-1 -23

). In the last passage a subtle argu-
ment ib founded on the knowledge that ciicumcision

is allowable on the Sabbath.

Doe1- / -.M! M: J M Caiaphas was '

high pnest that same

year* (', u* !-<! i

"

Sw) imply that the writer imagined
that the office was tenable only for a year? The repetition
after the manner of the Evangelist Is meant to impress more
than a chronological fact Either the words may have an ironical

!-,-)'"'<>> i it *i >i ! i .t the three predecessors of

I ' t > ii po^ <' i*i r a '
i ar'fa tenure, and would be

ii ,
n ,)i t ,'_>M t

-
< i ",i of the office (Delff, Gesck.

f,-- /. n , V_/v / ^> 35, 80), or the Evangelist
-. '--, t v<' c, ' iHia ' .r* V<>"H" C -o :i irh priest with
-, ',..-- , f. in.* M Ld-.' i- -i ir i ,i-(lM I'.'Chnst The

high pnest entered alone once a 3 ear into the Holy of Holies,
where he offered atonement for the sins of the people (He 97),

and in *that memorable year
1

Caiaphas is but an unconscious
instrument in bringing

" ' :'".">, 1 ^West-

cott, VL ;
cf. also B We '

(4) It has been contended against these indica-

tions that when the writer mentions the Jews he
seems to speak of them as aforeigner would speak.

They are throughout represented as the bitter

enemies of Christ (2
38 5im 641 7llff S223"- lO24^ II36

1333 2019
). The term ol Iou5a?oi is sometimes used

to denote the Jews as a nation, in distinction from
other nations : sometimes as Judasans vl^tin *ru . -Iied
from Galileans or Perseans; and sometimes the
leaders of the Jewish people alone are meant. This
somewhat indefinite mode of speech has a sufficient

explanation if the Evangel i-M: wrote as he used to

"4/eak (Dnuumond, op. cit 416, note). There is no
indication m his tone of national antatromVm.
Bather his attitude is like that of St Paul to

his countrymen. The Jews are *His own* (I
11
);

Jesus Himself is a Jew (4
9
) ; salvation is of the

Jews (i
22

) ; Nathanael is an * Israelite indeed
3

(I
47

)

there are believing Jews (8
31

etc.).
This Gospel al>o preserves words of Christ that

trace the subsequent persecution by the Jews to its

roots in their ignorance of the Father and the Son
(IS

2- 3
). In this Gospel Jesus never denounces the

leaders of the people in as strong terms as He uses
in the Synoptics. That He expressly distinguishes
His disciples from the Jews (13

3
**), and also speaks

of 'your law 9

(8
17 1034),

e their law 5

(15
25

), implies
that this external attitude adopted by the writer
was not unknown during the ministry on earth (cf.

Bods, Expos. Gr. Test. i. 666).
2. The author is a Jew of Palestine. Alany of

the preceding characteristics are already indica-
tions that the writer is a native of Palestine. (1)

He its albo familiar with sites and places. Jacob's

^ell i> deep (4
11

) ; the mountain and the ripening
cornfields aie suggested in the most natural fahhion

(vv.ju
ai

-3) ,
it is a descent tioni the high giound

A\here Cana stood to the shores of Geime&aret at

Capeinaum (v
4T

). Ch. 6 contains some minute

mfoimation as to the district Bethbaida (I
44

1*2
21

}

and Bethany (II
1

)
aie not meiely localities, but

connected with the nameb of friends He carefully

ij-.irij'j -la 1- PM tK.hy 'nigh unto Jerusalem about

i
T

. tW" .

'
:

'
1 ( "- - H") from '

Bethany beyond Joi -

ucu- J-", -N AIM- !
i is mentioned not only as the

home'of'jevus, but as a place so well known to

Nathanael that he considered it unlikely that '

any
good thing' could spring from buch commonplace

.
, , }

" -
=

' 1J'A
cf. the details as to Bychar (4

5
),

I
- 5

'
'

-i (U54
) ,

'

'
'

"

ib the accuiate knowledge
laphy of Jeiubaleni and its environs (ct. 5J 18 1

)

the ilidron ; which is a ravine on the way from the

city to the Mount of Olives, and a torrent only in

winter (yet^appou, IS1
) ; the Pavement (Gabbatha)

in the Prsetonmn (19") ; Golgotha (19
17

). The

acclaiming multitude carried in their hands 'the

branches of the palm trees' which grew on the

Mount of Olives (12
13

).

(2) It has been customary to regard the so-called

Hebraisms of the Fourth Gospel, which it was sup-

posed to share with the other NT , T

*

- as an

indication that the wiiter was al\ '*." ' The

study of the papyri has revolutionized tins idea.

It is now no longer permissible to speak of Hebra-

istic Greek. The papyii are written in the ver-

nacular Greek, and range in date from the 3rd

cent. B c. to the 7th cent. A D. The eailier speci-

mens furnish a convine in i: parallel in language to

the Greek of the XT Where theie are Hebraic

modes of expression, these must be traced to direct

translation from the Aramaic, or to those causes

that operate in the introduction of foreign elements

into the vernacular of any language (Moiilton,
Grammar of NT Greek, Prolegomena, vol i pp
18, 19). At the same time, while we must attribute

the simple structure of this Evangehs*t\ sentences

and the absence of connecting particles to his use
of the vernacular, we are not left without evidence

that he knew Hebrew. In his quotations from the

OT he made use of the LXX (2 1238 19J4 1034) ; but
he is also independent of it (19

36 7
38 I 23 6S1

) ; and
there is an interesting group of cases where the
LXX seems to be corrected by refeience to the
Hebrew (G

45 IS18 1937 ; cf. Westcott, Gospel of John,
xiii-xiv ; Drummond, op. cit. p. 364).

(3) Can the Logos conception of the Gospel be
shown to lia\o <rre:noi *ffinity with Alexandrian
than with HobreV ihoujrhi ? It is noteworthy that

the term X'/yos 1- noi n-cd throughout the Gospel,
either m the discourses or m the narrative parts,

except in the ordinary sense of * word 5

; but we
must not neglect other passages where the Logos
idea is m the background. The lofty and undefined
sense of the plural subject in sudi ]ia--Ho-. MS 311 "18

,

the well-known pre-existence pu^ajj-o- \\\* asser-

tion by Christ of what He had -(vn \\ n h r In- Father

(e
46 S3i

, cf. I18), His teaching which is not of Him-
self (7

14"17
), His complete unity of existence with

the Father (14
7~n

), are all expressions of the Logos
consciousness (cf. Grill, Untersuchungen uber die

Entstehung des vierten Eistngdiums, i. pp. 32, 33).

On the other hand, in order to prove that the Evan-

gelist had either a literary acquaintance with the
works of Philo, or was deeply influenced by his

thought, it would be necessary to discover a
much closer correspondence between them than is

aiiuallv to be found. In the Stoic philosophy with
which IMulo closely identifies himself, the term
t

Logos
*

has the double significance of reason
'

and * word '

(Xcfyos Trpo^opt/cds), and
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in the Fourth Gospel theie is not a trace of the

former sense. Jesus is the manifestation of God,
the uttered Word Again, in the Gospel the Logos
is identified with the Messiah, and in Philo theie

is no such identification. It is doubtful whethei

Philo attributes p"-i;]i>l I \ to the Logos; but

there can be no <i on IM <i ilio personal existence of

the Logos in the Gospel. At the same time, the

author of the Fourth Gospel, like eveiy Hebiew
thinker, is no metaphysician, and he simply

pi ejects the conception of ]nM-<>M,.il'i\. which he
derived from the knowledge 01 ili k hi< .trnate One,
into the Woid in its pre-incarnate existence. The

Angel of the Lord and the personified Wisdom in

the OT are not so much independent existences as

immanent detsimulations ot the Divine Being.
Moreover, the Incaination of the Logos is an idea

quite foreign to the mind of Philo, not because

with him matter is essentially coiiupt, but because

it is 'regarded as a principle purely negative,
fiiic-'iMii limiting, restiammg the penetration of

die- I )i \iiLo action, in proportion to its thickness

and opacity
'

(Reville, Le Quatmeme J@vangile, p
87). For Alexandrian thought an Incarnation of

the Logos could only be Docetic ; and this may
have given rise to the heiesy of 1 Jn 2^.

There are, however, some vety striking affinities of expres-
sion between Philo and the Foutth Got>peL Philo speaks of 'a

second God* (d&vrtpo? foes), the Word Himself is God and the

Son of God (a vios vov flscw) ,
the Word is the agent or instru-

ment in cieation (J5/ ou o xog-fMs xac.re<rt6v<x.fft)y
t) , Light and Life

aie conceptions ot Ph
" " "

o the Logos, he uses the

term '

Paraclete,' but ' cosmos ' and not to the
*

Logos '7
T

_ \
'

in heaven , reveals the name of God
,

possebses
' '

'

>wledge and powei ,
is continually at

father, guide, stoersniai - . m
is the food of the soul . I ; -of
the whole question see &anua\, t, a pp 185-200. These co-

incidences cannot be overlooked in deciding the question of

.

" " " T ~
~~t bear in mind that

'

Logos' is the word by
ea of the Word of God is translated in the

,
are passages in the OT, the Apocrypha,

<lnd in the Jewish Taigums that afford ii'
"

r po'U'n. coin-

cidences of thought (Ps 336 10720 14711 u --, .1 Wis 9^

1012 igi5 16 For the Memm of the Targums, see Edersheim,
Life and Times, i pp 4(5-48) The Evangelist would meet with
these ideas nowhere more readily than in JEphcsus, which was
also the home of the Logos ni -Vi ",,

"

Herachtus He
would be disposed to keep m\i .

- <' <k readers, among
whom these expressions were current. Again, we Uriel similar

coincidences of thought with Philo in the writings of St Paul
and m the Epistle to the Hebrews. If, indeed, we were to isolate

the Prologue to the Gospel, which, may be regarded as con-

taining all that was in the author's mind essential to the Logos
idea, and to rid ourselves of all associations of the word 'Logon'
du v d ii'M" "! v \ ph ] - iY we should find that the thought

1 *L Ji- \[^< i tiic OT, except m the case of vv 1

3. The writer is a contemporary of the events
and persons in his narrative, (1) His knowledge
of the ecclesiastical situation and feehny of the

time. A deputation is sent to the Baptist* from
the ecclesiastical authorities in Jerusalem consist-

ing of priests and their attendant Levites (I
19fn

),

and the writer breaks' the narrative of the deputa-
tion to in^ei t the lemark, evidently meant to ex-

plain the question that follows, that the deputation
included some Pharisees (v.

24
). Their inquiry be-

trays an interest in ritual and '" \ --i ,

1>

observance of the Law which is . i ,,<

that party, as distinct from the Sadducees The
Sadducees seem to have applied rationalist prin-

ciples to the old religion, and were distinguished by
dogmatic differences not onlj

' '
n " J1

i

*
ile of

faith, but in connexion with , . ! .-3 the
life after death, and the que i-i-i * '! and

predestination (Edersheim, Life and Times, i. pp.

310-324) The writer does not speak of Pharisees
and Sadducees, but of Chief Priests and Pharisees,

showing that he i* acquainted with the fact that the
Sadducees held the offices in the time of Christ.

The passage II47
-53 is full of ecclesiastical kncm led<re

The discussion in the Sanhedrm is occasioned by the

influence on the people of the raising of Lazarus,
and we can cleaily distinguish the attitude of the

o 'v.it'o*: The Phaiisees are lepiesented as m
u< 11 v ., M the people (II

46
, cf Job. Ant. xm. x. 6),

and they aie afiaid lest a tumult should aiise,
and theieby the ecclesiastical influence (TOTTOS) and
the national existence be destroyed by Rome The
leply of Caiaphas is chaiaUeri&tic. "He scoinfully
sets aside the question of the miracle,

"

M

oppoitumst policy to deal \\ith the
tion (vv

49 r)0

). It can scarcely be without meaning
that the r , . "! ,

Y

o knew the Sadduesean dis-
belief in x

,. -, !.<>, should repiesent Caiaphas
as the unconscious prophet and m&timnent of the
death of Christ (vv

51 52
) In 7

45 "52 there is dis-

played a similar kno\\led<io of ecclesiastical circles.
After the triumphal entry the Phansees seem to
have been filled with dismay at their loss of influ-
ence with the people, and at the popularity of
Christ (12

19
), and it is the lulmg Sadducgean partywho plot the death of Lazarus (v.

10
). Again, it is

the Fourth Evangelist who tells us of the infoimal
trial before Annas, who, though still wielding much
power, had been deposed m favoui of his son-in-
law (18""").
These indications of an acquaintance with opinion

in ecclesiastical circles are in complete coirespond-
ence with the statement in IS15 about the disciple
' who was known to the high priest.

5 In this

Gospel alone aie we told the name (Malchus) of
the servant of the high priest whose ear was cut
off by Petei. It is noteworthy, also, that the Evan-
gelist is acquainted with itacodemus, and with
Joseph of Aiimatheea, who belonged to the Phari-
saic party. In thiw connexion may be mentioned
the tradition of Polycrates that '

John, who leaned
on Jesus 3

breast,' also woie ' the frontlet
'

(ir4ra\ov)
of the high priest (Eus HE III xxxi. 3)

Delff has propounded the theory that the author of the
Fouith Go&pel was an unnamed native of Jerusalem, not of the
number of the Twelve, but a man

" " " "

and a
menibei of the higher anstocracj I on the
statement of Polyciates, and on the other indications m the
Gospel lie identifies the author with 'the disciple whom
Jesus loved,' and describes him as a kind f -\ \- \ ju" u.r \

disciple
'

Sanday (Cut of Fourth Gospel,
' '

-y 1 1
- -< <l

this thcor;
'

_ * . states a further
theory of i i -, ,

- >me insuperable
difficulties ! \

<' \\ > * . -iends (20
2
), and

in ilu 01 IK - -, ! ,' -I -t named tog-ether
(cf A i J

1 - \f i

'

i *\ ' "
<

- i- i that within the

Apostolic circle there were two pairs of fin .
" ove identical m

each Ajfam, if Delff is right, the .\po- U ,Jo v
.- is not once

referred r other hand, this unknown
disciple history, unless he be the
timorous man who fled at the arrest, leaving his linen cloth
,

-j
, 1

1
4 r , ^ ^. Vi, .. r, r=l.x n J ,, ,,.

r,.
( ,^ T,

W]J1

o ship,
to the

(2) His knowledge of the opinions of the populace
(5%Xos). He knows their varying verdicts abont
Christ (7

11 -13
) ; the wonder of the Jerusalemites

J

t \\ (he unnniniU Jesns enjoys from injury, not-

Mitli^rniuliii<* Hi- fearless speaking (725-2?). ^ie
belief of -ome >f the crowd (7

31
,

cf. v 40
) ; the

fickleness of the ;>'///
"7"/rv I'v/ft, i- ^'jijjhu;nllr de-

scribed (740-44^. (] 1( oMilcrpcMi anionji ihe people
in view of the request of the Sanhedrm for intorma-
tion as to the whereabouts of Jesus, and the possi-

bility of His appearance at the feast, -is vividly
portrayed (II

56- s
^). The climax of popular accla-

mation is reached in 12U~1&
.

(3) The v riter speafa a? one to whom the men and
women of his narrative are, personally familiar.
Xicodemus is introduced "Oinoxxlisit Miildenh into

the narrative, but that is in tli o manner of (.heJL\{m-

gelist, and pnsnppo-e^- tlmt ln^ icMders are aware,
either from The ot her ( JospoK 01 f i om the oral tradi-

tion, or from personal oo^naintnnco, of Ms historical

existence. Mcodemus is introduced almost in the
same words as John the Baptist (cf. I6 and 3 1

), a
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fact which must not be forgotten in view of the

tendency to find a^ctro 1
i< al meanings in the

characters (ef. I29 anil I
)

1 1 would be strange if

the Evangelist should take so little pains to distin-

guish between characteis known to be historical,

and those that are allegorical. The reality of the
characters is witnessed by the words they uttei.

It is not stupidity, but a profound emotion that
makes Nicodemus speak as he does in 34

,
when he

discovers that all that he has learned must be un-

learned, and that he must begin the process of

human experience anew He is on the threshold
of a world of facts as yet unrealized by him (3

9
)

The woman of Samaria is introduced upon the

scene, amid real -!." . <
r "

j at Jacob's well, on
the road from Ju< . , ., !

< v Her character is

revealed in her nonchalant air and bantering
mood, behind which she conceals an aching and

guilty heart, and is much too true to life for alle-

gory. How can the woman of Samaria be an

allegory of the Samaritan Church, and her five

husbands symbolize her idolatrous worship? (so,

e.g., Keim, Jesus of Naz. i. 159, note 1 ; Loisy, Le
Qitat. ifrn<jrft, p. 354) It is not necesbary to

suppose that the Evangelist was present at these
interviews. It is

was present, and th.

whom Jesus loved,
kind would b ^

,"! i

the lifelike i

ber that Christ
Ts," 1

^! l,-i is the '

disciple
\\ ., i idences of that

Leaving for the moment
the Apostolic circle, we

are confronted in the closing scenes with a group
of men that could have been painted only by a

contemporary hand. The writer knows Caiapnas
so well that he is able to reveal the man in a single
sentence that fell from his lips (II

49
). Pilate is

depicted, irresolute, and fettered by a guilty past
of op!)'e^i\<

4
}>ri'l (is:*"

1 ^w -lii'i' At the critical

momi^n , hi Ewui^o'i-' MI "- -i hands of the

people the powerful weapon of a covert threat to
denounce him to the Emperor (19

12
).

& Relationship of the Eyangelist to Jesus and
the Apostolic circle. It i* evident that the author
was able in a peculiar degree to interpret the mind
of our Lord. He tell* us of His emotions, thoughts,
and motives (II

33 1321 224 41"3 615 131 IS4). Is the
writer identical with e the disciple whom Jesus
loved '

? Jn 2120 - 24 leaves us in no doubt. It is an

entirely inadequate interpretation to say that the
phrase is meant to stand for c the type of the per-
fect Gnostic, the spiritual witness of Jesus' (so

Loisy, Le Quat. HZv p. 125). It is a strong argu-
ment against the view tha i . j-ii-tK ideal figure is

meant, when we note the \,i i v <: the reference^
His existence is implied in I40": in 1323 he is de-
scribed as leaning on Jesus' breast ; in 1815 he is
mentioned as * another disciple who was known to
the high priest.

1

It would also be necessary to in-

terpret the scene in I926 as allegorical, if the disciple
is not a historical figure The variety of the situa-
tions ^shows that the author had a real person in
his mind.
We have, however, to explain the difficulty that

when the personality of the Evangelist is obtruded,
he descubcs himseff as e the disciple whom Jesus
loved.' If there is an apparent lack of modesty
in the

use^ of the phrase, it may be questioned
whether this charge would not be equally relevant
in those passages where the Evangelist confidently
interprets the inmost thoughts of our Lord. The
fact

jJhat he should describe Mmself in this indirect
fashion at all will be matter for discussion under
the question of the historicity of the Gospel. In
the meantime it is sufficient to point out that in
every case where the phrase is used, the writer is
laid under the necessity of referring to himself
individually. In IS23 he explains the fact that he
is lying on Jesus' breast. And in 1926 Jesus ad-
dresses him directly. Perhaps in 20 there is the

suggestion of a thought in Mary's mind that the

disciple would tell the mother of Jesus. The

only alternative in the&e cases is to use the per-
sonal pronoun or to mention his own

^
name, a

course which the Evangelist .

'
k

'
*

,

1

\ avoids.

If ch 21 is a" - i"
'-v by

'

there is

no difficulty ;

'

.
' '-of the phrase in vv. 7 20

.

It is also apparent that the authoi of the Gospel
stood in a very intimate relationship to the Apos-
tolic circle We have miniature portraits of

several of the Apo&tles, conveyed often through
questions they put. Philip throughout appears as

a man of somewhat practical and business-like

turn of mind (I
46 65 14s ) Andrew is wise, helpful,

and unobtrusive (I
41 68 - 9 1232 )

Thomas is de-

spondent: his moods colour his outlook, and he

experiences violent reaction (II
16 145 2024ff- 27fl

-)

Peter is over-confident and impulsive, and at a

time cowardly (is
6* 86* 18loff 16ff

). The scandal of

Judas' presence among the Twelve is referred to

as if by one who felt the shame of it and was

eagei to clear the situation (12
4'6 132- 26-80 IS2). He

knows also their places of resort (II
54 IS2 2019

), and
i'i<

k HioiioUN of the disciples at critical moments
2

" "
i-M )L9.

60 1216 1322 28209).

5. Is St. John the Apostle the author of the

Gospel? Is he the unnamed disciple who is

identified with the writer 9 This unnamed disciple
is called among the earliest disciples, and re-

members even the hour of the day (I
3y

) He is

closely associated with St. Peter in the closing
scenes "We know from the Synoptics that St.

Peter and the two sons of Zebedee were in specially
eloso loljuion-hip with Jesus. St. Peter is out of

the (ri< -r,o! , st James died early; only St John
is left. Unless John be the beloved disciple, one
of the (

pillar' Apostles (Gal 29) is never once
mentioned in the Gospel, except indirectly in 21 2

.

A very strong argument for supposing that St.

John is meant may also be founded on the fact that

nowhere does the author refer to 'the Baptist,'
but always to John.' Elsewhere he is very care-

ful to distinguish names (e.g 1422
), but in this case

he seems to have thought that no confusion was
possible.

If St. John is the writer of the Gospel, wiry does
he so studiously conceal his identity ? The Fourth

Gospel is di-iiM^ui hod from the Synoptics by the
fact that, Mltile m diem we have a purely impel -

Minfil Tunr,uiu i

except in the preface to St. Luke,
in bu. J ohn we have a narrative where individual

experience (' testimony') is prominent. Is it solely
because St. John is himself the author and writer
of the Gospel, that he sedulously veils his own
name? Why was it not possible for him to in-

corporate his own testimony in the Gospel without

keeping himself in the background in such a way
as really to attract attention * There must be some
reason for this conduct other than a modesty which
thus defeats its own end. It is quite evident that
the authority of the Gospel for ihe Clmidi is re-

garded as depending on the fact that St, John the

Apostle wrote it. It is permissible to see in 2 1
24

an indication that it was felt necessary, even at
that early date, to authenticate the position that
the Apostle John made himself lesporisible for
the statements contained in this Gospel. This is

not because there was doubt as to the Johannine
authoi ship, but because the Gospel differs so much
m character, subject, and content from the Svn-
optics, which already held the ground as authorities
for the life and teaching of the Lord.

We^shall be able to find an answer to these ques-
tions if we consider the two passages in the Gospel
itself that have been most relied on as direct state-
ments of Johannine authorship, (a) I14

. In what
sense is

* we beheld
'

to be taken ? It has been con-
tended that a seeing with the bodily eye is not
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meant, but spintual vision If we compare the

parallel passage in 1 Jn I
1
, there can be little

doubt that the 'heaimg' and the '

handling' there

mentioned demand the sen&e that the '

seeing
'

is

also literal The pie-Mimpnon is in favour of

,]ipl\ IPI: l^o same Liiicipietition to the passage
i.i i u (u-pol By 'we' is meant a group of eye-
witnesses who are associated with St. John in

the statement. Who thebe weie it ib impossible
actually to determine, but peihaps it its unnecessary
to limit the lange of 'we' to the eiicle ot the
Twelve The Gospel shows that the writer is in-

terested in the testimony, however impeifect it

may sometimes be, of many otheis besides his

fellow-Apostles. Clement of Alexandria says that
4 last of all, John, peiceivmg that the bodily facts

had been set forth in the othei Gospels, at the in-

stance of his disciples and with the inspiration of

the Spirit composed a spiritual Gospel.' With this

may be compaied the statement in the Muiatonan
Canon: 'It was levealed to Andrew, one of the

Apostles, that John should narrate e\ei> thing in

his own name, subject to the revision of 'the lest'

(ut recognoscentibus cunctis Johannes S'tw nomine
cnncta aescnberet) While these statements may
not have independent historical value, arid may
themselves be based on the internal evidence of

the Gospel, and c-pt <. i,.]l\ on 21-4, suiely they must
be regarded as iho - mplu-^ and most direct inter-

pretation of the facts A group of <--
was concerned m the ongin ot the Gospel. W e may
therefore oiler the hypothesis that, while St. John
wiote the Gospel and impressed upon it his own

personality, the form in which he expresses himself,
the |ih:lo-<i]hii(.il mould in which the writing is

ast, i'io I'lsilonu |'
- i

1 "
.

'
-

1

. the extra-

ordinary power of j
'

'

.1
/i - ' - and char-

acters, would owe much to the intellectual environ-

ment of EphesuR, and in some cases to direct

suggestion on the part of some felloe-disciple not

necessarily one of the Twelve. The value oi the

Gospel and its authenticity^
are confirmed by the

fact that it is the expression of St. John's own
< \jiorieTice attested by that of Ms fellow-disciples
M ho hsnl -pen the Lord. The purpose of the Gospel
is to treat the facts of the life and teaching of

Jesus in such a way as to advance faith in the

hearts of those who had not been eye-witnesses,
and were therefore all the more inclined to regard
their position in relation to the '

bodily factB
'

as^
a

loss and a hindrance to faith. So far from this,

the climax of faith is not to have seen and yet to

believe (20
29

). There would, no doubt, be men like

Thomas in the early Church, easily cast down, and
satisfied only by the bodily presence of Christ, to

whom all else was unreal. No personal assurance

was sufficient to convince them. St. John, there-

fore, veiled his identity, and emphasized the joint-

testimony of the group of ! * to which
he also belonged. This is

'

<-M fin of the

impersonal reference in 2081 * These things are

written,' etc.

(5) 1935'37
. Here is an instance

^
where the Evan-

gelist is compelled to distinguish his own per-
-i".ii[ -\ MI i- 1 1 the circle in whose name he speaks.
^- full 14 .il-i-io of that group was IIUMT ni the

Cross (19
26

). In this case he ha- 10 lmi in

accordance with his principle,
some means of

authenticating his testimony It is interesting to

notice how this is "done, and the chniacter of the

Gospel as not dependent on the evidence of a single
lo-'imm\ iilono vindicated A threefold corrobora-

t ion i- aduiiiv-l (a)
' His witness is true

'

(dXirflivds),

*e. confirmed by the <

Spirit of truth' (14
17- 26

).

(j8) Reference is made to One who ' knoweth that

he saith true.' It is possible, but awkward, to

refer tictfvos to the Evangelist Rather it is meant
to denote Christ Himself (cf. I 18, 1 Jn 316

4") It is

VOL. I. *6

so taken by Sanday (op. nt. p 78) and Schmiedel
(Emyc JBibl n 1800) This inter pi etation is as
old as Erasmus. (7) The Scrrptines are adduced as
a witness, i e. the witness of God Himself (vv.-*

6 S7
).

The fact of the flow of blood and water from the
pierced bide can be explained medically, and the
emphasis is laid not on the fact, but on the interpre-
tation to be put upon it It is a 'sign,' and the
writer must have regarded it as of peculiar value
to his readers Peihaps some form of the Docetic
heresy ib aimed at (ct Hausslertei, Zwei Apost.
Zeugen, p 29).

In conclusion, the Gospel is a genuine Johanmne
work from the pen of the Apostle, who wrote from
Ephesus.* We cannot, however, overlook the un-
doubted fact that the wntei is conceined to hide his
own identity, and thereby to impress the fact that
the Gospel is not the work of a single individual, but
the testimony of a group of eye-witnesses. With.
John's as f -

^i i"

1
"

,_ mind, tliey conjointly made
themselves -^ >y^\ \ for the statements contained
m the book. This rs at once the oldest and srmplest
solution of the problem of authorship
Two objections, on general grounds, to the tra-

ditional authorship may heie be mentioned.
1. Can a Galilcean fisherman have written this

Gospel? There is no question of NT criticism

wheie the need is more impeiative to nd ourselves
of prejudice than this question of the Johannme
authorship of the Fourth Go&pel It is possible to
have a completely mistaken conception of the con-

nexion between letters and handiciaft in the days
of the Apostles St Peter and St. John are de-

scribed in Ac 413 as ' unlearned and ignorant men
?

(ayptifA/jLaroL Kal IdiQrai,). ifocirrjs marks a caste dis-

trnctron, in opposition to the learned or academic
classes. The use of the vernacular tongue by the

Apostles 'would be sufficient to suggest the expres-
sion. The Pharisaic objection is, as Dehtzsdh.
remrnds us, a decline from the traditional honour-
able connexion between the Rabbi and the hand-
worker (Jewish Artisan Life, p. 54). Zebedee
owned his o^ n fMimg ve el and the presumptuous
request of the mother ot Zebedee's sons betrays
a somewhat overweening sense of social position.
St John was ' known to the high priest.

' More-

over, we too must take knowledge that he 'had
been with Jesus,

5 and it would not be easy to

estimate, in addition to the spiritual training, the

purely educative influence of <i"i
|
.psit" -l,i; vi'h

Jesus of Nazareth. The o\ri JMMI,; -H.F-, ilus,

sought to call down fire on , lu-i .< NIIIIJ-M.IIII

village, finds a nobler expression in the withering;

exposure of Judas (12) and of Caiaphas (II
49'52

).

He who with such insight lets us into the spiritual

incapacity of Nicodemus, must have been liimself

born again into a new world, and have gained a
new outlook.

2. Is it impossible that John, a 6

pillar
'

Apostle

(Gal 29
), who so ffiwiu cd the claims of the circum-

cision, should ftlso have written such an anti*

Jud'ti*' G<rtj'tf? Yet even then he cordially

recognized, by the giving of the right hand of

'Vllm\-,iii|> b't. Paul's mission to the Gentiles.

Din i lie love for his own nation n--!
""

n,r>o in

the emphasis he lays in the Fouri'-i tn.-|,(^
on

the tragedy of their rejection of ( I.M-I '' The
effect oi the destruction of Jerusalem jmustjhave
been very great on a mind like Tlir,* jir.-l il'o

Gospel was written forty years MM." \\..\\. e\i ni

None of the other Evangelic lay* such stress on
the teaching of evenU a^lhe Fourth In Ephesus
also he would breathe the atmosphere of the

Paulrne gospel, full of thoughts of the sovereignty
of God, the condescension ot the Divine grace, and
the universality of the gospel message. He who

*For arguments against the F "
' -*'it (

- J nrr , soe Drum-
mond, Sanday, Stamfon, and art .U-iiN Ji 1

-- \PO-M r
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beheld the A\\ e-iumpiring vision of the Risen Christ

in Patmoa, might \\ell, In the calm of later years,
write the majestic words of the Prologue.

III. RELATION TO THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS.
It is impossible to doubt that the Fourth Evangelist

presupposes that his readers are acquainted with
the contents of the lirst three Gospels, or that he
himself is i" '|T!ii.itud \\ itl> them. We shall con tine

ourselves m ihi-* :iM'i^ioii to certain points of
divergence between John and the Synoptics.

1, The scene of the ministry of Christ is for the

most part confined to Jerusalem. The Galilean

ministry is referred to in 212 6L 59 7 1 21 1
. We are

not now concerned with the demand for chrono-

logical correspondence with the Synoptic account
ItVill be sumeient to show that there is no incon-

sistency in the prominence given in this Gospel to

the events in Jerusalem. The Judsean ministry is

pieMippo^ed in Lk 41

", but the reading is doubtful.

S<iiln's and Pharisees from Jerusalem came to

attend on the Galilean ministry (Lk 517
5
Mk 3-2 71

).

Juda^ was a native of Kerioth, in Judaea. The

friendship of Joseph of Arimathfea, who in all pro-

bability resided in Jerusalem, has to be explained
The relations with Martha and Mary point to

frequent visits to Bethany. We have also the

'How often'! of Mt 23W and Lk Iff"-
88 - 84

, which
indicates not merely unfulfilled desire^ but baffled

effort. After the Ascension the <Ii- "pie- m.iko their

headquarters in Jerusalem. It, is well-nigh im-

pMDfcsible t \ "",

*

'l - attitude of the authori-

ties, and ! , . of the closing days (e.g.

the friend at whose house the Supper was eaten),
unless by the Johannine accounts of the visits to

Jerusalem. The Synoptic-- tell us of only one Pass-

over, but events could hardly have ripened there as

they did unless Jesus had been previously known
in Jerusalem.

2. Certain Incidents are omitted in St. John which
in the Synoptics are crises in the life of Christ.

The omi^-ion of the Temptation narrative is per-

haps not -t-aTige in one who knew the mind of
Jesus so miMMiiic'v The beloved disciple would
be well |;i,rifio(! b>"understand the parabolic nature
of the story. The essence of the Temptation narra-
tive is the p'--<

: r
/f Divine power and the

refusal to us< 1
-. "'.-<': Ji ends. Similarly. Christ's

freedom of aciion, o-pe< laTK hi legard to llis death,
i- freqiLomly omplui^/od m iho Fourth Gospel (cf.

JO
~

'^}. ri'c oiiiuind j/lory 01 ihe Transfiguration
is merged in a higher glory, which is seen in the

communicating of Life and Light to men (I
4
). As

regards the omission of the naiVam o of the institu-
tion of the Lord's Supper, it was no doubt unneces-

sary, at the time at which the Gospel was written,
to repeat words that were in common use in the
Church. The inner meaning of the sacrament is

perhaps displayed in ch. 6, and throughout chs
13-17, as an abiding union with Christ, and the

redemptive death is emphasized elsewhere in the

Gospel. It is possible that there had been creeping
into the Church superstitious, views of the ordinance,
and the author is concerned both to bring out the
spiritual meaning and to show that the ideas

usually connected solely with the institution, of

eating and drinking the flesh and blood of Christ,
were already familiar to His disciples. It is the

washing of the disciples* feet in the Fourth Gospel
to which a symbolic meaning i*- attached (1S

6
"*).

The Fourth Evangelist omits the Annny in the Gar-
den. It is slighted that he A\ould rejrard it as
incomfxatible with the dignity of the Logos, and
damaging to his conception of the Person of Christ.

Certainly the Chnst of the Fourth Gospel retains
no trace of tho A;ony when at His word the Eoman
soldiers fall luck on the ground. The Intercessory
Prayer also preserves 'an impeiial calm. Yet we
must take into account auch statements as 1227* M,

to our Gofep
i- of the i

the mere fact that <

has been omitted i v

daughter also was

and the recalling of the very words of the Agony in

IS11
. Moreover, it ib untrue to say that the Fouith

r.',. vi
. *-*; I- bodily weakness as incompatible

i
x

. .,'! J ,j. - esub sitb at Jacob's well tired and
Fl .

>ps at the grave of Lazarus, and
thirbtb on the cross (19

2a
).

The last passage gives
us a key to the author's attitude in reference to the

person of Christ. Jesus spoke the words in full

consciousness ('knowing,' etc, i.e. they were not

wrung from Him), and m T
> n fulfils a

great Divine purpose (* tha; might be

iulfiUed"). In his picture o Jesus upon earth, the

Evangelist brings out in strong lehet attubutes of

His Person which presented themselves to him in

their full
'

.

"" " l ' ' '

penence
of the Rise i : "Christ's

humanity and Divinity aie naively set side by side

(cf. 66 1$ II 5" 6 41>42
).

The reverse side of the question i- presented m the

miracle of the Raising oj Lazarus. Heie the Fourth

Evangelist inserts an occurrence which is also a

crisis in the last days, and yet the Synoptics do not

mention it The contradiction is partly resolved if

we remember that the Synoptic account may really
be reduced to one original document closely corre-

. of St. Mark, and containing
. / V* _' .." ^' Pi '. Again,

, i< J v 1||4!
' the dead

. \<
" *

i

i ,-i' Jairus'

I i. I" n
1

\ o that the

miracle should be one of such central importance
in the working out of the end. It may be that in

the preaching of the early Apostles, which is the
basis for the oral tradition of the Synoptics, the

incident would not be dwelt on, toiside'ing
l^lie

hatred provoked against Lazarus^
IIMII-*" 1 1 J'2

1

',.

At all events, the extraordinary V 1<

played by the Fourth Evangelist o ,

in Ihe <l<M*ng days at Jerusalem, leads to the

pio-'uiipiioTi that ne is nght m the place he gives
to the miracle.

3. The date of the Last Supper. All the

Synoptics agree in putting the Last Supper on the

evening of l the first day of unleavened bread,' i.e.

on the evening which began Passover day, accord-

ing to Jewish reckoning (Mt 2617- 20
, Mk 141 *- 17

>
Lk

227* 14
). Thus the day of the Crucifixion is the

Passover day, or 15th Ni&an. On the other hand,
the Fourth Go-pel rcgaich the day of the Crucifixion

as identical ^rch the day of Preparation for the
Passover (19

14- 3L 4&
}. The rulers would not enter

the Prsetorium lest they be prevented by defilement
from eating the Passover (18

28
). Jn 131

puts the

Supper 'before the feast of the Passover.' Elabo-
rate and iiigenion^ attempts have been made to

bring either rho >ujopLu> into harmony with the
Fouith Gospel or vice versa. No successful attempt
has yet been made to reconcile the two accounts

chronologically and it does not appear probable
1 1 i,u nny -olution can be found in that direction
The only points on which all foui are agreed are
that our Lord suffered on , T "

V- ;but see West-
cott, Introd. to Study of

1
>

322), and rose

again on the following Sunday. W e must choose
between the Crucifixion on the 14th Nisan (John)
or on 15th Nisan (Synoptics).

There are two questions that call for answer. (1) Is this

Friday Passover day (i.e. 15th Nisan according to Jewish
reckoning from sunset to sunset)

9
(2) Is-

'

. i,
- held on

the evening of Friday the icgular Paschal i^-J
(1) There are various internal contradictions in the Synoptic

a-ccount Chwolson has challenged the accuracy of the expres-
sion * the first day of unleavened "bread

'

as applied to the daj
of preparation. He holds that the \\oids can strictly be used
only of the fir&t day of the Passover week, i.e. of Passover
day itself. It was the case, however, that the leaven began
to be removed from Je\\jsh houses in the daytime of the Z4th
Nisan, and this would be sufficient to account for the phrase.
Again, we are told that the Sanhedrm determined to avoid
ivittiPGf Tous to dc-,i1h <luring the feast (Mk 142). Bid they
change rht r plans

- (Mk 1412- 37 and 4346). ptter 1S armed, and
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the servants of the high priest are accompanied by an armed
band This was, str y to Je\\ish law on
che Passover days ,

;ould be" held
Simon of Cyrene is coming up out of the

country (Mk 15-1} not necessarily from his work, which would,
of course, indicate that it was not yet Passover, but more pio-
bably to purify himself for the Passover (Jn ll^ 5

) Again, it is

not easy to account for the haste with which it was sought to take
down the body of Christ (Mk 15^), unless the Passover was
imminent Joseph buys fine linen, and lays the body in the
tomb, which could scarcely be done on Pa&sover day These
considerations serve to show that t i-

^
,"\ ^ account is at

least uncertain. Thus there are also n<l '

IL > i- i-> the Synoptic
story that go to confirm the clear statement of the Fourth Gospel
that Jesus ate the Supper and was crucified on the day of Pi e-

paration for the Pas&over The only argument against the
Johannme position is that urged by Baur and his school, that
an attempt is made, m a theological interest, to show that Jesus
died on the day on which the Passover lamb was slam

(2) If we accept the Johannme view, it follows that the Last

Supper was not the regular Paschal meal It is remarkable
that m none of the Gospels is there mention of the lamb John
\ p *

"

r - _
" = from the Passover (13*0 At

- )tten that m Lk Christ speaks
of the meal as a I'.

1 -- n c (12 '), itv\ in such a way as to imply
that there was some foieboding in His mind that they would
not celebrate the Passover together on the legal day. The
Chromcon Paschale, quoting Clement of Alexandria, bays that
the disciples learned that Jesus was Himself the Lamb, the food
and the wine of the feast St Paul seems to imply that he
identified m his mind the Crucifixion with the sacrifice of the
Paschal lamb (1 Co 5*0 If the Supper is meant by Jesus to

anticipate the Passover meal, the shifting of the day would
have as its secondary cause the haste with which the final pre-
t

-
*

r i . 1 At the same time it is hardly
I Evangelist is himself conscious

the Synoptics Otheiwise the phrase m 131

nore exact. His references (13* 1914 si
42)

a definite tradition is before him.
\ - i discussion of the question will be found in

Hastings' DB n p 711
;
f 1

' . rf. pp 47-59. See also
artt. DATES, LAST SUPPEF I

* * *

)

. The conception of miracles. In the Fourth

Gospel the miiaeles are interpreted as manifesta-
tions of Christ's glory, with the view of calling
attention to His Person In the Synoptics they are

performed as the outcome of His compassion. St.

John certainly lays stress on the eyiden' .

""

,

'

-
f

the miracles, but he cannot be said to \ ,

motive of compassion. Jesus created wine to add to

the happiness of a perplexed :n; u ".' _ party (2
1 n

).
{ Whence shall we buy bread, i 's.s i i ! i -o may eat ?

'

i . .

'

' full of tender feeling (6
5
). After their

a 1 -'

1

'"
"

,
-erviews with the Jews,

J esus ' found '
iv man of Bethesda and

the man born blind (5
14 935

), and spoke further words
of spiritual henl-rv The allegory of the Good
Shepherd is ^nkc'i 101 the sake of the excommuni-
cated man, and breathes compassion (10

1 "18
). The

F\,m;roli-r ^runnl- <i gainst the delay of two days
i >< i j

>

;.'
i T" ( i

j
.1 o '

'.
' I J \

- ;\ want of compassionate love for

the sisters ot Lazarus (II
5
).

T1
i

-

J
" "

_
" '"

high claims of Jesus ineonsis "
, ^ .,..

account. Compare the 1of(> ! :

'

I *,,
in the sending forth of the \jio-n<^ in Mt lu, ana
the impression produced by His calming of the
storm (Mk 441 ). JSTote the tenderness and solicitude
for the troubled and sorrowful disciples m the vale-

dictory discourses (cf., further, 540 e27 109 and Mt
II25"30

,
Lk 1021 -22

). We may admit that there is
* a

certain "i !_!' > - <-
f J he effect,' as, for example,

when o !'','' i
"

i

' man at Bethesda had been
a cripple for thirty-eight years, and that Lazarus
was four days in the tomb. On the other hand,
this Gospel is alone in declaring that the miracu-
lous is an inferior kind of evidence (14

10"14 cf.

S, The picture of the Baptist has been regarded
as inconsistent with the Synoptics Sometimes,
indeed, the Baptist speaks' in the manner of the

Evangelist, but it has to be remembered that only
one aspect of the Baptist, viz. his witness to the
Person of Christ, is emphasized. Baldensperger
has contended (Prolog des vierten JSwwgelium) that
the Gospel is written with the purpose o'f combating

a sect in Asia Minor who were inclined to exalt the
claims of the Baptist above those of Jesuk. If \\ e

modify Ins statement so far as to admit that this is

one of the aims of the Go&pel, and that it has in view
such a sect as we are told of m Ac 1S24-197

S we are
provided with the means of explaining the striking
introduction of the Baptist as 'a man' sent fiom
God (I

6
) ; his being contrasted with the Logos in

the Prologue ; why he is lepie&ented in the Fourth
Gospel solely as diiectmg his disciples to Je&us
(P6

^; why it is stated that the Baptist's work and
Christ's went on simultaneously, and that Jesus
did not merely take U John's woik where he left
it (3

22'30
); why the baptism of Jesus is mentioned in

such a way as to exclude the conferring of any
charism on Him by the Baptist (I

31 "33
).

6. It is urged as an objection to the Fourth
Gospel that there is a lack of development in
connexion with the claims of Jesus. At the very
beginning He is hailed as the Messiah (I

41 45
), and

as Son of God (I
34 49

). He reveals Himself as Mes-
siah to the Samaritan woman (4

2(}
). A process of

development, however, is represented (e g. 222
) as

going on in the minds of the disciples, and the
transition is easy, from remembering what Jesus
had said, to;,' 'ur-' <.,.A i>

:
'_"! \

;
\ -Ti the actual

narrative tV v ,

* -T" ot the meaning of words
and events I

i
i r, _

'

i i s o Moreover, the narrative
moves in giowing cycles of belief and disbelief.

His reply to His mother (2
4
), His bretin en's insinua-

tion (7
3* 4

), His own words m 7
17

S the leproof of

Philip (14
9
)j and the speculations of the crowd

(7
12 26 27

), all indicate that the < i>
J

.i".li'i_ of

men did not keep pace with His n^i !<. ', -.

In this Gospel we still find the echo of the Messias-

geJiQimmss (10
24

;
cf. Sanday, op cit. pp. 162-165).

Again, is it not to 1-e expcdnl tlil if a Fourth

Gospel was thought noco--,'u\, u \\ould present a
somewhat difteient JI^IUL OT Unj^r, ^ claims and
'< .

* * Tie Q
y"'>

'

- tell us how Jesus taught
ol W 1

1,- rM peasants. The Fouith

Gospel deals largely with the s- VM <

r
indi-

viduals, and of the inner grou
'

and
the way in which Clnist's claims were met by the
authoiities at Jerusalem (cf. Dods, JExpos. Gr. Test.

Introduction, pp. 671-676).
IV. HISTORICITY OF THE GOSPEL. Clement of

Alexandria described the Gospel as 'spiritual,
3

in

contrast to the Synoptics, whicli relate the bodily
facts

3

concerning Christ. In the Prologue itself we
have an example of the way in which statements of

spiritual truth and historical fact are characteristi-

cally interwoven, and the Evangelist tells us that
he aims at presenting, out of the fulness of his

knowledge, such an impression of Christ and of His
!"" F T: 4 \e may believe' (20

30- 31
). Can we

i < i, .i i ! clearly from the character of the

Gospel itself the impulses that actuated his mind ?

Can we in any measure detach the ideal element
from the historical in the Gospel

*

1. The narratiye of events. T> Tl* /r "/- ///"/ /

$%g
* r ' ' T '

//M' "''/' i ui /"'//''/ fjj"
1 '>'

in t ad a personal interest* He
claims to be an eve-Vitness (I

14
). TT< <-> . exact

notes of time (]
2*J 2l 440 622 714 II6 1^ U-

,
The

horn of ilio Jiivi^ mentioned (l
39 ^ 1914

). Similarly,
evau nurnlKJr- aie ciien ^l

35 2 6 69 10- 19 418 1923- 3y
).

The significance of ttiese marks of real recollection

is increased by the fact that they occur chiefly m
connexion with incidents of critical importance m
the life of Jesus or in the experience of His followers.

Note the accurate chronology dealing with the rise

of faith in the Apostolic circle (1-2
11

), and with the
Passion week (18-20). This Evangelist alone tells

us of 'the barley loaves' (6
9 1S

), that Mary 'fell

down at his feet
'

(II
32

), of
' the house filled with the

fragrance of the ointment' (12
3

) Note also such

personal impressions as 1334 18 19s
. These touches
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are introduce 1
. ^'^{JUK^I -1\ foiming an mtegial

part of the O':IM oii-no*-". liie writer

Again, it is evident that a selection has* been

made out of a number of incidents that \\ere avail-

able (20^
J1

). Incidents related in detail in the

Synoptics are implied (7
42 324 I32

-

*). Barabbas is

mentioned without introduction, and the single

comment, Now Barabbas was a robber,' is full of

suppressed meaning (IS*
1

). The trial befoie Caia-

plias is* not desciibed. Two great miracles aie

related -iib-.'.riii.i'U i- in the S\nupuc* (6
1-J1

).

Compaio ,i'-> tho \nnii.ni>.r12) <mdihe Tiiumphal

Entry (I J
J

"; IMC Ir-il scenes and the Cruei-

iixion correspond in the main with the Synoptic^.
The Denial of Peter gains in verisimilitude by being
bioken np into separate incidents, The Bapti&t'fa

woids in 3-J are confirmed by Mt 915
. The Baptibt b

ministry is implied in 1C40- 41
.

(2) The, Erangdist describes Jwmelf not as ft

bwfftftjjher, but as a * witness.
9 He brings forward

others a^ ni'-i^-in^ In 2124
, if the order is sig-

nificant, -M -nc "i^" is looked upon at of prior

importance to fc

writing' A governing idea in the

wiiter'to mind is -the tiiiih,
1 which consists not in

historical fact, but in having the mind brought^into
tune with the Divine facts of love and self-sacrifice.

The miracles are not only actualities (Zpya), they
are also feigns (o-^eta). The Evangelist's mind is

specially open to any suggestion of spiritual truth

conveyed by the actual facts (e.g. 211 - 17
}. Siloam

is
4

&ent,' the sending forth of the waters being

typical, peihaps, of the Christ sent of God (9
7
).

Judas goes out of the light of the upper room into

the night" (13
30

).

6 It was winter' at the Feast of

the Dedication (10~), symbolizing the storm of

hatred and the chill of indifference that met the

warmth of Jesus' love. The use made of the sign
in 19-^ is also typical of the Evangelists mind.
The reflective character of the \\iitmg i^ >een in the

frequent use of tva, and oftv as connective particles.
He emphasizes on various occasions the doctrine

of a higher purpose running through the history

(r,.ff.
II'11 ; cf.

* the hour,
5
2* etc. S27

19^).
This idea

of"the ><>veieignty of God in events is found also

in St. Paul, and is not repievented in the Christian

tradition solely by the Fourth Evangelist. There
is also the frank confession that the disciples failed

to understand some sayings and incidents at the

time, and that only the Spirit, mediated through
the teaching of events, revealed the hidden mean-

ing (e.g. 2-" 12lfe

). This is in accordance with the
abstract expression of the same idea in 1426.

It is impossible fully to understand the author's

conception of history"without taking into account
his clear consciousness that the

gift
of the Spirit of

Truth must be part of the equipment for writing
such a narrative as this Gospel (14

17
, cf. 1 9s5 and the

use of dXi7#w<5?}. The theoiy of histoiy that is

exemplified in the Gospel is summed up 'in 1534"27
.

Even the situation of distress in the Church at
the time he wrote finds its interpretation only in
the prophetic words of Christ (14

3* 164).
With a conception of history so far removed

from that of the mere chronicler, it is not surpris-

ing that the perspective of certain incidents (e.g.
the Cleansing of the Temple) has been disturbed.
There was a careful selection of those events in the
life of Christ that were best fitted fco illustrate in
all their varying phases the belief and unbelief
called forth by the Person and teaching of Jesus,
but the Evangelist always starts with what he has
seen (l

u
). There are some difficulties of sequence

that would be removed by giving a different order
to the narrative ; e.g.

*

Arise, let us go hence 3

(14
31

),

where the discourse is resumed in eh, 1. Again,
the discourse in 715"2* would be eminently in place
at the end of ch. 5. These transpositions might
have taken place through various causes after the

document had left the writer's hands (see Bacon,
Inttuduction, pp. 271-274).

2. The discourses. There are differences in

M\lf ml 'i
1

length between thedi&couisesof Chribt

i:i\l'< Touu-i Gospel and those m the Synoptics.
At iiist bight they seem far removed in character

Yet nothing could be farther fiom the tiuth than

to say that*the personal contribution of the Evan-

o-elibt in the dibcourbes is more apparent than his

debire to repioduce the exact words of Jesus, or

that he makes use of the Synoptics m mechanical

fashion. He has preserved one 01 two isolated

sayings (1
4J o8 6JO IS 21 * ss 2019

)
which are also found

in*the*Synoptics, and the discourse in 519'47 contains

many coincidences of word and thought with

Mt II 2"19
. (For other coincidences see Westcott,

Ixxxi ). Yet there is no sufficient evidence to

warrant the hypothesis that even m these cases the

E\angi
4li-t was entirely dependent on the Synoptic

nairatives, although it is probable that he had
them before him. Even the discourses of the

Fourth Gospel, when reduced to their elements,

aie full of short and pregnant sayings, such as we
are accustomed to connect with Cniist (see a most

suggestive collection in Drummond, op. cit. p.

16 It'.). Discourses much longer than any that are

found in John are to be found in the Synoptic s It

is true that the style of the discourses and the style
of the Evangelist are practically identical, but that

may be partly due to the fact that the words of

Jesus have been translated fiom the Aiamaic.

The dialogue form is more fully represented in the

Fourth Gospel than in the othei&, which would
rather make for authenticity.
There are indications in the

^Gospel that the

Evirigeli-r is concerned to keep his own ideas sepa-
rate ftoin those of Christ. The actual Logos idea

outlined in the Prologue is never put into the

mouth of Christ except as underlying His words in

certain cases. He keeps separate his own explana-
tions of words of Christ (S^

21 & 7s9). What can

only be an actual saying of Christ
^
is lepro^ented

as haunting the minds of the disciples m IG
1 "-' 1

''.

Again, in 1244
'50

,
in the midst of a passage contain-

ing his own reflexions, there ib a summary contain-

ing a free rendering of words of Christ that are

repeated elsewhere in the Gospel ; 14'2 would seem
to indicate that the same ideas had been expressed
before, and would be familiar to the

disciples.
On the other hand, it is clear that it is not the

concern of this F 1

<

-1
"

'

1 ecord the precise

phrase that *onc' !' .

" ruffled the air of

Palestine.' *The words that I speak unto you,

they are spirit, and they are life' (6
s3

). At one

point the disciples think they understand clearly
the words they hear, but Jesus shows them their

ignorance still (le
29
^). The teaching by parables

appears only as transformed into allegorj
. In

101 "18 the image and the interpretation are inextri-

< ,: 1 I
T
\ i n . r

> r , jh -1 In some of the discour&es the
I'M! M M,J i- (an ei up to a certain point, and is

then repeated like a motif, as though the Evan-

gelist sought to express himself more clearly (e.g.

the valedictory discourses). There are some cases

where there is doubt as to where the words of

Jesus end and the words of the Evangelist begin.
It is conceivable that a more exact study of his

lanjruajro would afibrd us critical appliances more

capdble oi detaching the two element* than those
we now possess. Abbott, in hfc Johannine Grammar
(20665), has suggested that where ydp is used as a
connective it is an indication that the Evangelist is

entering on his own words. This would certainly
suit such cases as 3 15 49 531 "23- 26- 27

. At the same
time, whatever further grammafieal -hidy m.iy
reveal,, \ve must be piopaicd ro regard rlie Jolianivme

tradition of the \\ords of Christ a- differing in

many aspects from that of the Synoptics. On the
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other hand, affinities are found in earlier NT
writings with the words of Christ as reported in

the Fourth Gospel (cf. 1 P 5J-4 and Jn 101
,

1 P 2s5

and Jn 1016
,
also 1 P I

8 23
, Ro 6lb and Jn S34

; Gal
517 and 536

, Eph 21M and Jn 1016
; Ph 25 and Jn 1017

),

and m all piobability the question of the hibtoncity
of the words of Christ is not a problem peculiar to

the Fouith Gospel (see P. Ewald, Das HauptproUem
der

~ * "
Th

' '

v ,. - with the
Jews !

A lave ', \-

'

! abstract
form that we should expect if they had often been

orally repeated by the Evangelist in his pleaching,
before they were wntten down The discourses

themselves are definitely connected with historical

situations, and may, in some cases, be the expan-
sion of fragmentary reminiscences On the other

hand, the gaps in the thought seem sometimes to

point to T' problem is the same as

in the (, x on the Mount. The
valedictory discourses have no doubt taken their

continuous form through the welding together of

recollections of the closing days, suggested by the
desire to make plain to the early Church that
her present condition of anxiety and distress was
anticipated with solicitous foiethoujiht in the pro-

phetic woidw of the Saviour The prayer in ch 17
is the prayer of One who has become the Great

High Pne.st of His Chuich and of humanity
There IK no reason for denying that the mind of

the writer had a place in the composition of these
The spnitual equipment of the Evangelist is the

guarantee for the fidelity of his psychological
attitude as a '

witness,' and we must be prepared
to trust not only the man himself, but above all

his peculiar and intimate \-- 1
' i \- of the mind

of Christ. We may thus reverently examine the
material of which his unique spiritual experience
is composed, but may well refrain from dividing a
seamless robe
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R. H. STRACHAN.
JOHN, GOSPEIi OF (II : Contents).!. Character

of the Gospel. The
"

'

"-i fragment of Euse-
bms (HE vi. 14), quot...... lost

' Outlines
'

of
Clement of Alexandna, gives us the earliest view
which was taken of the Fourth Gospel. *John,
last, having observed that the bodily things had
been set forth in the [earlier] OospoK ,-uid exhorted
thereto by his friends, and m-piro'l by the Sphit,
pio"

1 T *

'Gospel.' The worS 'spiritual,'
or here, as usually with the Alex-
andnans, opposed to *

bodily/ or ' somatic.
7 And

what the diilerence was, as regards the records of
the past, is shown admirably by O" ,

*

< -uent
on Jn 2]2

. He says that if all th < < ,,
j

.

'

are
to be believed, the truth of them cannot be in
their 'bodily characters,' but in their spiritual
meaning. The Go-pcU ho says elsewhere (de
Pnnc* 4), contain mim\ ilung^ which are said to
have happened, but which did not happen literally ;

and in one place of his Commentary on St John
he says that when the writers of Ek.h ^o-r

i}-1
-i no

were unable to speak the truth ' at on (
-

\

. i i i , 1 1 1y
and bodily' (i.e. at once literally , in! v th "n

deeper symbolical or allegorical meaning), it was
their practice to prefer the spiritual to the cor-

poreal, the true spiritual meaning being often

preserved in the corporeal falsehood' (a-^o^vov
TroXXci/ciS rov d\rj&ovs TrvevfjtarLKOv & rt} crw/x.ari/c(y

^eu5a). So Epiphanius says of St.* John's Gospel :

* most of the things spoken by him were spintual,
the fleshly things having been already attested*

(Jffcer. li. 19).

These passages are veiy important for the study
of the Fourth Co- pel. Tliov me evidence, not, of

course, for tlie autlioi -Tnelliol of ton'po-'liuM but

for what was thought of the Go-ncl in 'l>c l:niei

part of the 2nd cent, and the lii-i iialr '*f i 'i^ 3id,
that is to say, as soon as it was widely known.
Tr was accepted as c a spiritual Gospel,' and by
spiritual was meant, not devotional, ethical, and
philosophical, but allegorical as opposed to barely
historical.

The distinction between the two modes of treatment was
familiar at Alexandria, and had been familiar long before the
Fourth Gospel was written. Philo compares the literal mean-
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ing- to the body, and the spiritual to the soul He applies this

exegetical principle to the OT narratives \\ith <^reat thorough-
ness, To the literal truth of ancient bacred history he ib very
indifferent Particular events are important onl} in proportion
to their universal significance. To grasp the truth of a narra

ti\e is to see its relation to unnersal spiritual lau or fact He
w, ould ha\ e considered the laborious m\ estigation of historical

detail to be merely k _ , . onl \ of a grammarian
or a pedant. Moral i > i _'

' -
-ft ere the onlj objects

for which it was at a
1

> . ^ Jble about the records

of the past.

We have, of course, no right to assume that the

2nd cent, was right in classing the Fourth Gospel
as a *

spiritual
' work. "We shall have to consider

its allegorisin in detail before we can pi onounce on
its relation to history. But it should be perfectly
obvious that its authoi did not mean it to be
studied as a plain historical narrative. He would

probably have said that he had a higher aim than
to record trivial details, some of which had no

spiritual meaning. The Gospel is, and claims to

be, an interpretation of our Lord's Person and

ministry, an ideal construction which aims at pro-

ducing a certain impression about the Person of

Christ. This impres^on is to be the true inter-

pretation of the historical Jesus the author is

infinitely anxious about this. He is writing no
mere historical romance, like the Life of Apollomus
of Tyana, which was afterwards concocted as a
rivafto the Go-peK He is no Doeetist, as is shown

by -evoi al pa^auje^ in the Gospel, and more cate-

gorically in 1 John, which, if not by the same
author, is in closest connexion with the Gospel.
But a very slight critical investigation is enough
to bhow that he allows himself a free hand in

,

' * "

sts on which he is working.
! history, as history was under-

> HI ,\. '. * But even the most scientific

of ancient historians did not scruple to put his own
views of the political situation into the mouths of

the chief characters in his period ; and among the
Jews the composer of a haggadah had no fear of

being branded as a romnncer or a forger
The plan of the Go-pol i- clearly -iJi,i od in 2030* 3l

,

an impressive passage which was intended to be
the conclusion of the book, and was so until the

appendix was added. The object here avowed is

strictly adhered to throughout. No other book of
the NT is &o entirely dominated by one conception.
The theology of the Incarnation, taught in the
form of a historical narrative, with an underlying
framework of symbolism and allegory, which,
tlipugh never obtruded, determines the whole
anaiigoiiienr and election of incidents this is the

topic of ' he .Tom PI Gospel. And unless it is read
in the light of tlm purpose, and with a due recog-
nition of the peculiar method, the seven seals of
the Apocalypse will remain set upon the *

spiritual
Gospel*

Different opinions have been held as to the
readers whom the writer has mainly in view.
Re>ille thinks that *the author has wished to

prove to his contemporaries who had remained in
the liberal and philosophical Judaism of the Dias-
pora, that, in Jesus Christ, the revelation of the

Lo^os, admitted by them in the OT, has its full and
definitive fulfilment.' But the Gospel is not an
apologia written for the Jews. The extremely un-
conciliatory tone, used throughout in speaking of

them, i* enough to disprove this h\ pothesis. There
is a subordinate element of apologetic, but the
main object is clearly to edify and teach the faith-

ful, not to convert the unbeliever. The author
never descends to his opponent^* ground, but re-
mains throughout on his own. His aim i? didactic,
but not exactly dogmatic He wishes, not to prove
a theological thesis, but to confirm and perfect the
believer in Ms adhesion to Christ as the Incarnate
Word, the principle of spiritual regeneration, and
the nourishment of e

eternal' life. This is the

foundation of his own faith, and the characteristic

Johannme ideat. are the intellectual form of this

faith, which ib centied in the unio mystica. There

is no sign of a IKOM ic ,-j.ir -L Do- 1 1 1 ^n Ebiom&m,
or aamst Ceriuuiua. bull ks^ i* lit \\ i *i.mg against
liberalized Judaism, as Keville seems to suggest.

Whatever was his attitude towards, Philo (and the

question is not an easy one to answei), it was not

one of conscious ,,' >"->'

The author, th -
. v for Christians. But

for what Christians *> It has often been maintained

or assumed that his object is to teach r plulo-o|>h\

of religion that he is, in fact, the jui.hoi 01 Jio

formula 'Jesus Christ, the promised Messiah of

the Jews, is the Incarnate Logos of God.' But this

view is untenable. There is no systematic philo-

sophy in the Gospelnot even in the Prologue
And besides, the Logos theology was not new. It

is not propounded as new in the Gospel ; and it

exibts in substance in St. Paul's Epistles, as well

as in the Hebrews. There can be little doubt that

Apollos, the learned Jew of Alexandria, made this

identification in his pleaching, ^

winch was so

. ,

*

_,*
. '\ , ,, avincing. For at this time '

Logos
' was

;
- ",, . ,,' a term to all educated persons as

Evolution
'

is to our own geneiation.
The Gospel is not a philosophical treatise. Is it,

then, an attempt to mediate between two rjarties

in the Church, between the advocates of ' Faith '

and *

Knowledge,' of Gno&is and Pistis? The con-

flict betiveen these two parties was acute at the

end of the 2nd cent , as we see from the caution

imposed upon Clement of Alexandria by conserva-

tive prejudice, and on the other side by the diatribes

of the obscurantist Tertullian agi . I i
-

1
;
* i P

| \\
At that period Gnosticism had , !(.. i< < .i"

within the Church, and orthodoxy had become
alive to the dangers which threatened the Chris-

tian religion fiom tin-, side. The intellectualists

were even strong enough to drive Montanism out
of the Church. During the first quarter of the 2nd
cent, the great Gnostics were outside the Chuich,
and the chief danger was that the paity of ^>tX^

Trims', i'jnoi.mt and superstitious, with material-

istic notion- of religion and hopes of a coming
reign of the saints, might make the position of the

Christian philosopher impossible, and drive him into

the arms of the Gnostics. Moreover, at the time
when the Gospel was written, the inadequacy of

both pi O-OTI t it ion- of Christianity was becoming
apparent, V< /"ri-in *< \ ixiiV n v, ;i- M <a\ ,

M ^ ;

the hopes of ,i I'S'VM,-* j; v , i
,
!.> m/ H..MI v 'i^e,

on the other hand, Docetism and the fantastic

schemes of the Gnostic paity were visibly tending
to discard the Gospel in favour of a barbarized
Platonism. The author of this Gospel interposed
his powerful influence to save Christianity from

being either swamped in a mythology or subli-

mated into a theo^ophy. 'The Jews' demanded
miracles, 'the ChoekV "a philo-ophv ; this Gospel,
like St. Paul, pt <senr boi h wi t h C ! i r iM the power
of God and the wisdom of God' (1 Co I

22'24
). The

author addresses himself chiefly to the Faith-party,
who most needed teaching. He tries to recall

them to real history, by subtly spiritualizing the
miraculous narratives, to which they attributed
too much importance, andbi>_i'i-i MII ;Is<M' T

"

M!

mid ^piiiiunl -jjrnificHTKe Lie never makes the

slighiiC-t Hiiempi 10 rationalize a miracle, on the

contrary, the miracles which he records are more

startling than anything in the Synoptics, but no
stress is laid on any physical r-oiloni a.s momcnloiit
in and for itself, or as evidence, apart nom M-

symbolical value as a type of the Person, work,
and office of Christ. Th^s design of spiritualizing
the tradition is kept in view throughout ; but it is

carried oi.i -o - ibf iy and quietly that it has often
been o\ei looked.
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A glance at one of the old-fashioned * Harmonies '

of the four r ., :_<
1

-' - makes us realize how few
of the even - < < i Isold's life, before the last

few days, are lecorded by the Synoptists and also

by St. John And even the few common elements
ale employed drifeiently, and m different settings.
There aie notable and meconcilable differences m
the chronology, including, as is well known, a dis-

crepancy as to the date of the Ciucifixion. The
development of Christ's mission is differently con-

ceived, the Johannme Christ making the most
exalted claims to equality with the Father near the

beginning of His caieer, and in the presence of His
enemies (2

19 640 858 etc ), whereas in the Synoptics
the question and answer at Coesarea Phihppi are

clearly intended to be of crucial importance (Mt
1613ff>

||).
The foim and substance of the discourses

aie also very different, the Christ of the Hynoptics
-putting ii> a man to men, as a Jew to Jews , con-

M'ynijr Hi- message in pithy aphorisms, easily
understood and remembered, and in homely para-

bles, adapted to the comprehension of countiy folk.

These discourses are directed rather to bringing
men to the Father, and to i ighteouvne^ and con-

sistency of life, than to ,'i- . 1 ,sir j any doctrines

about His own Person; -".|. ,!'. He expresses
His attachment to the Law, and repudiates any
intention of abiogatmg it. Our Evangelist, on the

other hand. ] cino-onl- Jesus as taking part in long

polemical Ji-jMiun ion-* with { the Jews,' who are as

much His enemies as they were the enemies of the

Chustian Chuich 80 years later ; the parables have

disappeared, and their place is taken by
'

proverbs
*

or symbolic language ; and, above all, His whole

teaching is centred upon faith in and devotion to

Himself. The ompluuK <=yc6 occms 15 times in St,

Matthew, 117 times in St. John. Many facts to

which our Evangelist attaches great *ni| '?. i.co

are completely strange to the Synoptic i
1

,,- m-"
Such aie the marriage in Cana of Galilee, with
which the public ministry opens ; the conversation

with the Samaritan woman; the V.iVn^ of the

paralytic at the pool of Bethesda ; i lu 1 .rx i!om of

the man boin blind ; the raising of Lazaius, which in

St. John's Gospel appears to have been the imme-
diate cause of the plot against the life of Jesus ;

the washing of the di-npW feet at the Last

SupKi Mil < uii\ oi^'ii i on "N uii Pilate at the trial ;

ii o pio-onii- of the beloved disciple and Mary at

the fcross ;
the appearance to Thomas after the

Resurrection. On the other hand, the writer of the

Fourth Gospel omits the ^encjilogy and the birth

from a virgin, because it could be of no inteiest to

him to prove that Jeeus (or rather Joseph) wab
descended from king David, and the Incarnation

of the Logos is a far grander conception than a
miraculous birth by the opoKUion of the Holy
Ghost; he omits the Bapu^n oj -Jesus, of which

notwithstanding he shows \
"

because,

again, the true T!,
1 ' :

'

th I of the

Logos in Jesus, 11
- !

,
" partly, :

'

.

"
f f

<\ i <"

he is anxious to discountenance
'

\ <<;
-

views of the Person of Christ which were prevalent
at the time when he wrote ; he omits the Tempta-
tion, because it is no part of his plan to exhibit

Jesus as o\pi i u-ru iujr JIH\ i * mptation or weakness ;

he omits ilu I 'JMMIU'.II ,'mou because in Ms view

the whole life oi Christ on earth is a manifestation

of His glory, not by visible light but to the spiritual

eye; he omits tlic institution of the Eucharist,

because he has already given his sacramental

doctrine in his discourse about the Bread of Life

(Jn 626ff
-), following the miracle of the 5000, and

does not wish the truth of the rm^i ical union to ho

bound up too closely with the pameipatiomn an

ecclesiastical rite ; he omits the Agony in the

fl!Mi>ii "f fJHKomniH' and the cry, 'Eli, Eli, lama
uhdi ir.lian ,

!*<! i-o the impression which he

wishes to convey of the complete voluntanness of
Chust's suflenngs and death, and of the 'gloiy'
which was manifested by His humiliation as A\ ell
as by His triumph over death, might be impaired
by incidents which seem to indicate human weak-
ness and hesitation ; and, lastly, he omits the
Ascension and the descent of the Paraclete, be-
cause he does not \usli the withdrawal of Chiist's

bodily piesence, and the continuation of the Incar-
nation in another moie spuitual foim, to be asso-
ciated with physical portents, or to be assigned to

paiticulai days.
There can be no question that these omissions

aie deliberate, and not the lesult of ignorance.
Those who wish to discredit any of the narratives
which appear in the ^x -u-pl i< - cannot lightly diaw
any mfeiences from' bt. John's silence Such
features of the Christian tradition as the Biith at
Bethlehem and the Ascension must have been well
known by any well-instructed Christian at the be-

ginning of the 2nd cent
,
and there are no signs

that our "Txr.ii^il'-i wishes to coriect his pre-
decessors from the standpoint of one who has had
access to better information Not only are in-

cidents like the Baptism refeired to incidentally
(I

82
), but an attempt is mad- ( . !<. i-\ substitutes

for several of the omitted j i; ,*o- Instead of

the Davidic ancestry of Joseph, we have the eternal

generation of the j&ovoyevfy ; instead of the Loid's

Prayer, taught to the
disciples,

we have the High-
Pnestly piayer of eh. 17, in which almost eveiy
clause of the Lord's Prayer is

*

mgh
m each case, except the_

last (* J s\ s the
evil one '), the petition is changed into a statement
that the work lias been done, the boon conferred.

The institution of Baptism is : '<
'

1 \ '1
'

discourbes with Nicodemus ai < *. i, , r

woman ; that of the Euchaiist by the miracle in

ch. 6 and the discourse on the Bread of Life which
follows it The T i an - fi <: 1 1 j ,u i<m is represented by
the voice fiom hca\on m 12 -"; while the pre-
ceding verse (which should be printed as a question,
'Shall I say, Father, save me from this hour?') is

intended to compensate us for the loss of the Agony
m the Garden. Lastly, the words to Thomas in

2029 the last beatitude more than reconcile us to

the loss of any -h -u \\>
u*i of the Ascension.

The number "t jm'.iilo- is much reduced; but
those which are given are lepiesentative, and in

some cases are more tremendous than those of the
*5

J
* ^

healing of the son of Heiod's

only miracle which has the true

Synoptic ring; in the others no 'faith' is lequired
in those who are to benefit by the, sign, and the

object seems to be to manifest some aspect of

Chiist's Person and work In the marriage at

Cana, the feeding of the multitude, the healing of

the blind man, and the raising of Lazarus, the

K \nnireh -I himself tells us the spiritual meaning
of tlie miracle, in words spoken either by the Lord
Himself or by some one else.

There is, however, a great deal of symbolism in

the Gospel which is unexplained by'the author,
and unnoticed by the Inige majoriu of his readers.

The me
"*"

, i .
> to us, "and we do not look

out for < .'< -1 '. would be at once under-

stood by Alexandrians m the 2nd century.^ A few-

examples are necessary, to justify the view here

taken that symbolism or jillogoii-m pervades the

whole Gospel In 1- ) John i he Bapu-t designates
Chn*t ' the Lamb of God,' with clear reference to

the Paschal sacrifice. The pTophetic type of the

Paschal lamb dominates the \\ hole oi the Passion

narrative in St. John. Even the date, it would

appear, is altered, in order that Christ may die on
the day when the Paschal lambs were killed. The

change of the reed
s

of the Synoptio to 'hyssop*
seems to have "been made with the same object.
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when we remember the ritual u^e of hyssop at
the Passover The Gospel abounds in enigmatic
utterances, bueh as * Thou hast kept the good wine
until now "

(*2
10

) ; It is expedient that one man
should die for the people' (II

50
); 'Juda& went

immediately out, and it was night
'

(13
JO

) ;
in "which

the reader ih plainly meant to see a double meaning
The symbolism is often in three stages. The text

presents an apparent sense, which is in hguie a

second, which in turn points to a third and still

deeper signification.
T ",

" ~ m the narrative,
a prophetic utterance x the OT is some-
times the intermediate stage in this allegoiical
construction. The type of the Paschal lamb conies

as it were between the literal feeding of the 5000
and the idea that Christ gives His life to take

away the sin of the world, and that He may be our

spiritual food and sustenance. The words quoted
from the Psalms,

c the zeal of thy house shall eat
me up,

3 come in like manner between the cleansing
of the Temple at Jerusalem and the idea of the

florification

of Jesus as the building of the true

emple, the body of Christ, the Church. There
are, we might venture to &ay, three temples in the
mind of the EvmgeIiM: the material temple built

by Herod, the temple of Christ's natural body,
which was to be destroyed and raised up

em thiee

days,
7 and the temple \\hieh is the spiritual body

of Christ namely, the Church. Similarly^ in 738,
the quotation,

* out of his belly shall flow rivers of

living water,' comes, as it were, between the thrust
of the lance and the effusion of the Holy Spirit on
the disciples and the Ghuich.
But the most remarkable part of the allegoric

method is that connected with numbers. There
can be no doubt, in the opinion of the present
writer, that the Philonie method of playing with
numbers had a strong fascination for our Evan-
gelist. The examples are far too numerous to be
accidental. The number 7 recurs in the number of
the miracles (omitting ch. 21 from our calculations),
in the number of solemn declarations beginning

*
I

am '

; in the number of ' witnesses
'
borne to Christ,

and perhaps in other places. The officer's son is

healed at the seventh hour ; the paralytic on the
seventh day. It is thoroughly in accordance with
the method of the Ti, ' "'- that he avoids the
word lirni, just as h j \ <-nl - tin two crucial words
yv&ffts and vLvrvs, which had become watchwords of

parties.
As for the number 3, perhaps too much

ingenuity has been shown in cutting up the whole
Gospel into arrangement^ of 3 ; but unquestionably
the book does lend it-elf very readily to such classi-

fication, and the fact that it is concealed rather
than obtruded is in accordance with what seems to
have been the method and design of the writer.
With regard to higher numbers, the extreme pre-
cision of the Evangelist must excite suspicion of an
allegorical motive ; and when we find that 33, 46,
and 153 can be plausibly explained on Philonie

principles, the suspicion become-, almost a certamtv
Por example, the 153 fish may be the *

fulfilment
'

of 10+7; 1 4-2+3 -h . . . +17 = 153,- or, as Bishop
Wordsworth suggests, it may be the square of 12+
the square of 3. It is said that 200 (Peter is 200
cubits from the land) signifies, in the Philonian
lore, repentance. The 'forty-six years' since the
beginning of the building of the Temple may
possibly be connected with the age assigned to
Jesus (*not yet fifty years old*) ; it has been sug-
gested that the Evangelist wishes to make Him
seven times seven years old at the Crucifixion ;

but this is very doubtful. The frequent use of

number-symbolism in the Gospel is more certain
than the correctness of particular interpretations.
These interpretations would occur readily to the
*
Gnosti<,

'

of the 2nd cent. ; to us they must be

gome .

""*

have objected to this discovery
of alleo-c rospel, that the allegonst always
tries to attract attention to his symbols, whereas St John

clearly dues not, but conceals them &o carefully that the large

majority of liib leaders do not e\eii suspect their existence.

This sounds plausible But the question leallj is whether the

Evangelist has not done all that he need have done m order to

I

be uudeibtood 03 those among his first readeis \vho knew his

I
method It is not suggested that

! meant for all to understand. The*

those \\ho \alued the ' Gnos -
' '

that it must not be

I profaned by being
1

explained
'

1 this conviction in

Philo, and very strongly in Clement of Alexandria, who, as a-

Christian, is important evidence He sa}S that to put the

spiritual exegesis before the common people is like giving a
sword to a child to play with He will not write all that he

knows, because of
J '

t'-'-i.; that it may get into wrong hands
There are some > !

r > .- aths which can onty be safely im-

parted orally. I r . i- ..-on to think that he abandoned his

project of putting the coping-stone on his theological works by
a book of an e&otenc chaiacter, because a published treatise

cannot be confined to ihtrie A no ought to read it Since, then,
the existence of the symbolic ircjinod, and the

concealing it from the ordinary reader, are both ^
is nothing- strange m the veiled symbolism which we have found
to characterize this Gospel.

The Evangelist write- Pi'uu^hom for two classes

of readersfor the -w//^/<" *'//'"> who would be
satisfied by the narrative in its plain sense, and for

the f

Gnostic,
3 who could read between the lines

without difficulty. And yet he wishes all
^

his

leaders to rise towards a spmtual understanding.

Again and again he puts the key in the lock in

such solemn utterances as
i
I am the Bread of Life

the Light of tne World the Resurrection and
the Life.' His own word for the allegoric method
is

*

proverb
'

(irapoL^ia). Up to the end of the last

discourse, Jesus has spoken to His disciples in

proverbs ; but the time was coming (after the with-

drawal of His
"

""\
',)
m which, through

the medium of '. He should no moie
speak to them in proverbs, but should show them

plainly of the Father. The proverb is difYeient

from the Synoptic Trapa/JoX^, which is a story with
a religious and moral application a story which
has a complete sense in itself, apart fiom the

lesson, which is generally < on\CYI by the story
as a whole, and not by ilie iIcMiK St. John,
however, tries to keep the historical ]'.

Ml-'1 !- "01 "i

in which Jesus actually taught. \ti i.: -^ < CL

himself, he half substitute- the Alexandrian and
Philonie allegory for the Synoptic parable. The
double sen&e runs all through the narrative.
Whenever the Johannine Chiist begins to teach
whether His words are addressed to Nicodemus,
the Samaritan woman, 'the Jews,' or His own
^

"

i"

1

- - IT. nearly always begins by enunciating
. ^ <

| which contains, under a sensible and
sym"bolic image, a religious truth. The auditor

regularly misunderstands Him, interpreting liter-

ally what should have been easily perceived to be
a metaphor. This gives Jesus an opportunity to

develop His allegory, and, in so doing, to instruct
the reader, if not the original hearer of the dis-

course, whom once or twice (as in ch. 3) the Evan-
gelist seem 5? to ha* e quite forgotten. The Johannine
Christ loves words which, at any rate in Greek,
have a double sense, such as dwOev, irvevjMij \6yos
(cf. esp. 10s1

'38
). Whether the very numerous

cases where a verb may be indicative or imperative
are intentionally ambiguous, it is not easy to say.
The symbolism reaches its height in some of the
discourses to the Jews ; the last discourses to the

disciples are more plain, and in ch. 17, which is

the climax of the teaching of the Gospel, the

mystical union is expounded with much directness.
One of the most difficult problems in connexion

with^ the classes of readers for whom the Gospel
was intended if pio-onfcil by certain explanations
introduced by ihe rnirmoli-'i. The chief of these
are 321 664.65

739 s& 128 Zg9 Thege explanatiolis
seem to us at times superficial and unworthy of

their context. We cannot be surprised that they
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have given force to paitition-theories like that of

AVeiidt, who maintains that the discourses aie on
a highei intellectual and spiritual level than could
"be within the compass of the author of paits of the
nairative The difficulties in the way of partition -

theones &eem to be insuperable. A more plausible

hypothesis is that the Evangelist dehbeiately
introduced these childlike observations for the
benefit of the sunplwiores, tiustmg to the educated
reader being able to divine his purpose But this

theory is not very satisfactory We have seen
that St. John is able to see as many as thiee mean-
ings in a simple occuiience. And so he may have
felt that ' the Temple

'

might mean Christ's natural

body as well a- the -t one ouilding and the Church
of Chiist, which last must have been mainly in

his mind when he foresaw the downfall of the
Jewish sanctuary and all which it represented.
The style of the Fouith Gospel is as different

from that of the Synoptics as the mattei. Instead
of the variety which we find in them, we have a
small number of essential

'

IP
.,'./

'- repeated again
and again under a small i

1

:- ui images. From
this results a strange ; common m
mystical writings, whi -

\ \ this peculi-

arity, though to some readers the monotony appears
tedious and inartistic. The discourses of Chiist
have a sweet and melancholy charm, with an m-
descubable dignity t

"

." them all

hangs the luminous n which

mystery seems clear, , is mys-
terious. The phraseology is Hebraic, not Greek ;

in the Piologue we have a species of rhythm which
recalls the old prophets, and in many places we
find the ]i.'ii.ilT>.

kl]-m of Hebiew poetry. The
arrangement is that of the writer's own thought,
not chronological. The appearance of detailed

accuracy is not, as has often been seiiously argued,
a proof of first-h

"" V i.\ I

""

but is due to the
vividness of the I i ntal images. The
numbers, as has been said, seem often to have a

symbolic meaning j the figures, such as Nicodemus
and the Greeks who asked for an introduction to

Jesus, disappear from the writer's mind as soon as

the point is made No difference can be detected
between the style of the various speakers, or

between the discourses of Christ and the Evan-

gelist's own comments.
2. Theology of the Gospel. The first question

which meets us is the relation of the Prologue to

the rest of the Gospel. Hainaek, whose antipathy
to the Logos theology appiuomly influences his

judgment, suggests that the Prologue was merely
prefixed to the narrative in order to "!.,

J "

Greeks in favour of the views which .

abo T
'

i "|
*

views which do not really at
all '<> ;.-,

'

the Logos philosophy as they
understood it.

1 The Prologue brings In conceptions which were familiar to
the Greeks, and enters into these moio d"o]il\ Ouri ii intiilul

by the presentation which follows; torn < noi on ui \\\( ir<>dinaii

Logos is by no nv . i- t' r\~* :

l

. *i..:" <>" . ino (o^ol rhou^rn
faint echoes of -

i
( K.i M .' po-- ' 'e mec with here and

there in the Gosp !,- I fnm-- I du MM i jhe pre-
doinmutmjr thonjfhi i-> o-aentially that o Son of

Cod, \iho oood'ciuU ovecutes what the Banner nas snown and
sippoiiiiod lluu'WJ'liK 11 189ff.)

This strangely peiverse judgment has evoked pro-
tests from several critics who understand the

Gospel better than Hainaek, among others from
Ron lie, ^ho lias certainly no bias in favour of

traditional view's. It \\ould be easy to show that

every one of the dogmatic statements in the Pro-

logue is reasseited in the body of the Gospel. For
the pre-existence of the Logos, beyond time, in

personal relation to, and in essential union with,

&od, of. 682 858 1410 17 5 - 24 For the Logos as the

Agent in creation, and itfe life-giving and sustaining
principle, cf. 52e 812 9s . (From the nature of the

subject-matter, there is not much co&mological
teaching m the Gospel ; but A\ hat there is, is in
full a<;coidance with the Piologue) For mani-
febtationb of the Logos befoie the Incarnation, by
revelations and by Hib immanent presence, ct. S56

and 9 rj

,

' whenevei I am m the world,' etc. There
ib thus chapter and veise m the Gospel, and m
Chribt's o\\n \vords, foi eveiy btatement in the
Piologue ; and though Jesub nevei calls Himself
the Logob, this sublime conception of His pei son-
allty pervades* the whole nanative. The stum-
bling-block to Harnack and others has been ^ hat
some cutics (e.g. Beyfachlag and Reville) have
called the '

contradictoiy double theology
3

of the

Gospel. By the side of a
'

.

'

<~"irist's

Pei son which seems to clas , as a

speculative mystic or Gnostic, we have statements
which seem to belong to the school of Christianity
which was dominated by Jewibh positivism. Such
doctrines are the actual 'becoming fle&h

3

of the

Logos, as opposed to a theophjiriy under human
form

;
and the repeated mention of ' the Last Day,'

a conception with which, as Reuss says,
*

mystical

theology has no concern.' But the Evangelist does
not write or think as a philosopher. The supreme
merit of his book as a Gospel is that he does not
write the lile of Christ as a Christian Platonist

might have been tempted to write it, but keeps a
firm, hold on the historical Jesus, and on the con-
crete facts in His I J i

"

: r There is, undoubtedly,
a double thread 01 7 IK :v v, indicated. In some
parts of the narrative we feel that ' tabernacled

among ub' is a truer descuption of the chaiacter
of the Johannme Chri&t than ' became flesh

' Theie
is an aloofness, a solitary grandeur, about the central

figure which preventb Him from seeming fully
human ; while in other places there is an approxi-
mation to the ^\M.'; '! poitiait. But it is only
to the minute < i < I ,,i these difficulties become
apparent. To the religious consciousness of Chris-
tendom theie has never been any hesitation in

lecognmng the profound agreement between the

Synoptic and the Johannme presentations of Jesus
Christ. See, further, art. LOGOS.
The intense ethical dualism of the Fourth Gospel

is anothei }-u|'lo\",Tig j)h< nomonon to those who
look for I'lulo^Hphunl coiin-iincy in a religious
treatise ("lnj-ti.ni PlHioin-m, into which the

Logos theology passed as its most important in-

gredient, seems to leave no room foi Ji ]u-on,il
devil, or for human beings who are c Inldrcn 01 1 1 o

devil. It seems rather to favour the conception of

evil as mere prwatio bom. St. John, however, is

quite unconscious of any such difficulty. Although
the Logos is the immanent cause of all life, so that
'without him nothing whatever came into being/
the ' darkness

'

in which the light shines is no mere
absence of colour, but a positive malignant thing,
a rival kingdom which has its own subjects and its

own sphere Some critics have even been reminded
of the metaphysical dualism of Manichsean specula-
tion. This last, however, is in too flagrant con-

tradiction with the Logos theology to effect
^a

lodgment in the Evangelist's mind. The Logos is

the true light which hghteth every man as it comes
into the world. But since the philu-oi'hkal pro-
blem, is not present to the mind oi i lie \viner lie is

not careful to draw the line between the ethical

dualism which was part of his religious expenciice,

j

and the metaphysical dualism which would have

!
subverted the foundations of his intellectual system.

I

The sources of this ethical dualism may be found
1

partly in the spiritual struggles of an intensely
devout nature, but to a greater extent, probably,
in the furious antagonism of Judaism to nascent

Christianity, a hostility which, to a Christian,

must have seemed leaHy diabolica1
. The temper

of his own age was unconsciously transferred to
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the ministry of Jesus, who certainly could not
have adopted the attitude of i u< oinp^oiiii-ing
.intagoni-sm to 'the Jews' which we find in tins

Gospel. But it is worthy of note that some of

the devotional literature of later times, which
shows the closest affinity with Johannme ideas,
the Thcologia Germamca is a paiticulaily good
example, displays the same extreme ethical dual-

ism ab the Gospel. Stockl, in criticising the

Theologia Germamca fiom the standpoint of

modern Romanism, finds in it the 4 Gnostic dual-

ism' which, with equal justice, he might have
detected in parts of the Fourth Gospel. In neither
the one nor the other does the dibtinction corie-

bpond with the Gnostic division of mankind into

pneumatic and psychic, with an impassable gulf
betueen them. Compare, e.g., the Evangelist's
use of s the world

*

in 1519.

(1) Doctrine of God the Father. Accoiding _to
the logic of the ^-ten 1 it has often been said,

God should alway U'.MM^I Himself through the

Logos No man hath seen or heard God at any
time (I

18 537 64S
). So Philo holds that theie can

be no immediate communication between God,
who is transcendent and unknowable, and the
\\oiid. Nevertheless, it is impossible to impose
this philosophical idea upon St John. His God
is not the unknowable * One '

of the later Platpn-
isrn. He is Spirit (4

24
), that is, on the negative

side, He is non-material, not appreciable by sense,

spaceless and timeless. Yet He is not darkness,
but Light ; and liviiii i'hsliulo- the ideas of radiation

and illumination. Jburther yet, He is Love. He
loves the world. As loving the world, He is the

principle of action , the principle of the activity of

the Logos. He is the Father, who 'draws' men
to Himself. Several other passages (e.g. 5 17 21 9s9

)

imply independent direct action by the Father.

Still, we must not overemphasize this as a proof
of the H\ anjrel ;*&" tii-agTeeinen i -A ith Philo. Philo,
no do i lu foulil not acknov I c<l go an Incarnation;
but the ul' a of rhoophauie- \\M-> muunjllx \ery
familiar to him from his OT ;>iu<li'>. J fioic is

nothing un-Philonic in the 'voice from heaven'

(12
38

). Philo, too, speaks of e a voice formed in the

air, not coming from any animate body.'
(2) Doctrine of the Holy Spirit. The dualism of

Flesh and Spirit in St. John is one expression of
the ethical dualism of which we have spoken above.
It is very clearly set forth in the conversation with
Nicodemus, when Christ says that no one can see
the Kingdom of God unless he be born fiom above
(or afresh). This He explains by lopoatin,; ihat
unless a man be born of water and I ho Spirir, he
cannot see the Kingdom of God. * That which is

born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born
of the Spirit is spirit/ This regeneration by water
and the Spirit is the birth from above, not a simple
moral renovation, but a real communication of the
Divine Spirit. NAiiiM 1 ^ m >< II n i- only a feeble

image of this - i

i|i<-i;><ir,!iMl <.^u M ">TI, which, says
Loisy (perhaps too boldly, m the absence of any
expression of this thought in the Gospel), 'is

attached to the same order as the Incarnation of
the Word.* St. John does not draw this com-
parison ; but he says of the elect that they

c were
born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh,
nor of the will of man, but of God' (I

13
). The

sphere of the Spirit forms a v.nY ^ i-l-.Vi

opposed to the world of the &> \ \\ l

\, . "!
is the content of this world of u x

i 1,1
'

**
,

God is Spirit, the world of
Spirit is the world ot

God, and partako- of the "Divine attributes. It
is absolute ami imlcsniiolililo; the Father 'hath
life in himself,

3 and has given this absolute life

to the Son also. Even so the Son can transmit
it, 'quickening whom he will.

5 The Spirit quick-
eneth, the flesh profiteth nothing ; it was to com-

municate to men a life which they have not natur-

ally, that the Woid became incarnate. This gift

of spiritual life is figured as 'the bread from heaven'

and 'the living water,' symbok ^hich, as the

Evangelist was far fiom foi getting, are the out-

ward and \ i- lilc ^-i;;
1 !- in the two great Sacraments.

The Divine gut is aifao ivpifio^ a* T ipbt and Truth,
woids which imply an ii L.i P 'i.aion o, the intellect.

So in 173 life eternal is defined as the knowledge of

(or rather, the piocess of knowing) the only true

God, and Jesus Christ, whom He sent. This ad-

vancing knowledge is the highest form of life.

Those who *aie of the truth' lihten to the woids
of Chiist ; but the contemptuous or careless ques-
tion of Pilate,

' What is truth * '

receives no answer.

The truth also ' makes us free
'

; it breaks the yoke
of sin. In opposition to this higher woild, St. John

develops the idea of the cosmos, which is the duect

opposite of the Spirit. It has only th-.- <
] |

-
, , <

>

of life ; he who has been redeemed i

passed from death into life
J

(5
24

). It is therefore

possible to call the devil the prince of this world ;

although the passage from the kingdom of the
world to that of the Spirit is open (3

17 and 17).

Jesus Christ, who has full possession of the Spirit,
is come to raise men from the sphere of the world
into that of the Spint. Thus, the Johannme
soteriology <.<ml<"nplMes an enrichment, not a

restoration, 01 liiin)J,'i nature. The Evangelist

regards sin as essentially a failure to recognize
the Divine in the world. Those to whom the

light has not been brought are blind, but not

guilty those to whom it has appeared, and who
turn their backs upon it, are the typical sinners.

From henceforth, these lovers of darkness are

doomed to destruction (d-rciXeta), when Jesus shall
' overcome the world '

as a triumphant conqueror.
The relations of the Spirit to the Logos are

difficult to define. What, for example, was the
office of the Spirit in the world before the Incarna-

tion? Life, as we know, was immanent in the

Logos : there seems to be no room for another

irvevpa faoiroLovv. The descent of the Holy Spnit
upon Jesus at His baptism is leferred to in St.

John, but not described To him, the Baptism
could have no such importance as it appears to

have in the Synoptic record. The Spirit was given
to Christ e without measure ' from the first.

During the ministry we do not hear much of

the Spirit. St. John tells us bluntly (7
39

) that

'There was as yet no Spirit, because Jesus was
not yet glorified.* Instead of the ^pnii, we have
; ,

'

'. ". "
power ascribed 10 iho words

(. '.. I
i Inch are spoken of in the same

sort of way in which Philo speaks of the \6yot. and
$vj>d/j,et.s. Jesus insists that the words are not His

own, but come from God (3
34 and several other

places) The woids are, of course inopotiiho,
unless they are received and taken itiro i lie IMSMH .

but if they are so received, they will abide in the
heart as a living and spiritual principle (15

7 66rf

).
e He that keepeth my words shall never see death/
says Jesus (8

51
) ; and St. Peter exclaims,

'

Lord,
to whom shall we go 9 Thou hast the words of

eternal life
s

(6
68

) : that is to say, not words about
eternal life, but words which confer eternal life,

as in 851
. Of the disobedient, He says,

* The word
which I have spoken will judge him at the last

day* (12
48

) ; and to His disciples,
' He tliat lioan th

my words hai
1 "" "

death unto lire (3-
1

-;
6 Now ye are the word ihsu 1 linve

spoken unto
3?

: I
t

'

word or words would
thus seem to exercise all the functions of the Para-
clete. But they must not be identified; for the
words were addressed to all who heard them ; the
Paraclete was given only to the faithful disciples.

Moreover, the ministry of the Spirit, properly
speaking, begins only after the glorification of
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Jesus Chii&t. ReMMMnbeiiuji that the Johannme
theology implies <i J.'iiiiu<uiiii doctrine of equality
and oneness between the three Persons of the

Tiimty, we may still say that the office of the

Son, duiing the peiiod ot His sojourn on eaith,
was to reveal the Fathei, while the office of the

Holy Spmt was, and is, to leveal the Son
St John takes no inteiest in purely speculative

or dogmatic questions, and theiefore he does not
tiouble himself about such questions as the office

of the Holy Spirit, as distinguished from that of

the Logos, before the Incai nation. Fiom the

j/tactical point of view it is possible to say, as he

does, that ' theie was as yet no Sjmit
3

before Jesus
was glorified After this glonlication, although
the action of the Holy Spirit is often represented
as that of Christ Himself leturnmg to His own,
there is a difference between the mode of action of

the Incainate Christ and that of the Holy Spirit
Not only is the former external, the latter internal ;

but the Incarnate Chii&t addressed Himself to all

who came into contact with Him, and was obliged
to adapt His teaching to the limited intelligence
of His auditors. The Paraclete is a principle of

spmtual life in the hearts of believers, on whom
He acts dhectly and without intermediary His
work consists in glonfying Christ, bearing witness
to Him and continuing His work of levelation. It

is quite useless to ask whether, for St. John, the
Paraclete is a distinct hypostasis in the Godhead.
The category of personality is quite foreign to the

Evangelist, as to his whole school, and no an&wei
to such a question can be drawn from his words.

TheF"*, "voi -I does not speculate about the rela-

tion --I IIM **
|
MI n to the Father, who * sends' Him.

The expression 'God is Spirit' (not 'the Spirit
3

)

expresses, so to speak, the quahty of the Divine
nature ;

it does not assert the identity of the Father
and the Holy Ghost, any more than 0eds fy o X6yos
in the Prologue asserts such an identity between
the First and Second Persons The C^m^olM is

much more concerned with the relation of the

Paraclete to Christ. This indeed is one of the

'.'iii'Mtln^ thoughts of the Fourth Gospel. Jesus
s.

pi /', nith the Holy Ghost' (1
8S

) ; that is to

say, the gift of the Holy Ghost is an end of the

ministry of Jesus. A very important passage is

1417 , in which Jesus says that the world cannot
receive the Paraclete ' because it seeth him not,
neither knoweth him : but ye know him ; because
he dwelleth with you, and shall be in you.' The
words 'dwelleth with you

3 must refer to the

presence of Jesus Himself, who has received the

Spirit in absolutely full measure, in the midst of

His disciples : after His departiire the Spirit
' shall

be in you,' a condition which did not yet exist at

the time when the words were spoken This gift

was, in a manner, communicated when, after the

"Resurrection, Jesus breathed on the disciples and

said, 'Receive ye the Holy Ghost.' But it would
be quite foreign to the thought of the Gospel to

attach importance to the physical
'
insufflation

'

as

the vehicle of the gift of tne Holy Ghost. The

gift would follow in response to the prayer of

Christ (H16
). He would be sent in Christ's name

(14
26

). Jesus Himself will send Him (15
26

). After
the gift has come, when the disciples have entered

into the sphere of the Spmt they will still look to

Christ as the principle of then life. He will still

be the true Vine, of winch they aie the branches,

It is even possible for Him to promise,
' I will see

you again* certainly not with reference to the

appearances after the Resurrection, but to the

spiritual vision which has nothing to do with bodily

presence (16
16"23

). So when He says, *I have de-

clared unto them thy name, and will declare it*

(17
28

), the intention does not refer to any future

discourses with the disciples on earth, before or

after His Passion, but to the relations which will
exist betw een Him and them under the dispensa-
tion of the Spirit. The explosions

' we will come
unto him, and make oui abode vith him 3

(14
23

) ;

and ' I will come again and receive you unto
myself (14

3
), have the same meaning, though m

the latter passage there may be a special reference
to the '

coming
'

of Christ at the death ot each
believer. There is no reference in St. John to such
a picture as that diawn by St Paul in 1 Co 15
In Jn 1613f theie is a lemarkable statement about
the Paiaclete, that * he shall not speak of himself

. he shall take of mine and shall show it unto
you

' The i elation of the Paraclete to Christ is

thus exactly the same as that between Chust and
the Father (cf 5* 638 etc )

But the special office of the Spirit in the woild
begins with Christ's departure fiom earth. The
death of Christ, in St. John, has not the same
significance as in the Pauline theology. St John
even shrinks from the idea of death in connexion
with the incarnate Logos 'The death of Chri&t,'

says Reuss, 'm the Johannme theology, is an
exaltation, not an abasement. 5 'The end of the

ministry of Christ,' says Reville, 'is not, propeily
speaking, His death. His death is in reality a
deliverance.' The redemptive element in the death
of Christ is not His sufteimg, but His glorification.
And yet we must not forget that the idea of sacii-

fice, and of Christ as the true Paschal Lamb, is

frequently in the mind of the T ,

"" '

It

appears not only in the 'testimor i
'

s the

Baptist (I
29 36

), but in the High-Priestly prayer,
where the words 'for theii sakes I consecrate
myself (17

19
), have a definitely sacrificial meaning.

This doctrine was part of the Christian tradition,
which St. John accepts heart"

1

;.
*'":' ". "

;

to bring it into line with his
'

\ i , <
' .

It is, however, tiue to say that it is by His life,

and not by His death, that the Johannme Chust
gives life to the world. ' Because I live, ye shall

live also' (14
19

). The principle of life within them
will be the Holy Spirit As Paiaclete, He will be
their defender and helper against all adversaries,

ghostly and bodily He will also be their Com-
forter (we cannot wonder that some have defended
this meaning of Paraclete) ; He will change their

sorrow into joy, as a grain of wheat dies only to

live again, or as a woman, when she is in travail,

ex< liarigo-* her pain for joy that a man is born into

ilio t\oil<l; He will guide them into all truth a
word which in St. John has a ].Mv"ion:i'!,.iul\ -M.-ial

significance. His action on th< ir 1 1 ! < VM >

: \\ < i ! :

is one of 'conviction' (A.yx'-' W" ' I'lisl^M-i

expression, of somewhat obscure meaning, St.

John does not seeni to contemplate any direct action

of the Holy Spirit, except m the hearts of the

faithful, iii.'.ri i ,

"

*. -"M Him in the Anglican
Catechisn 1

,
;i r i i of all the elect

people of God,' is quite Johannine; but indirectly
He will show in their true colours, and condemn,
those who are the enemies of Jesus Christ. See,

further, art HOLY SPIRIT, 14 (6).

3. Scheme of the Fourth Gospel. After the

Piologue begins a section of the Gospel which may
be called 'The Testimony.' We have first the

testimony of John the Baptist, then of the disciples,

then of
'

signs 'the miracle at Cana. The Evan-

gelist next describes how Jesus manifests Himself,
first in Judsea, then in Samaria, and ihiiclly m
Galilee. But another thread seems to run through
these chapters, which also lends itself to the ar-

rangement in triplets. We might call these first

chapters tlie doctrine of Water. First we have the

water of the Law superseded by the wine of the

Gospel, typified by the changing of the water into

wine at the marriage-feast ; next we have the water
of purification mentioned in the discourse with
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Nieodemus ; and thirdly, the water of life, the

natuie of \\hieh is expounded in the dialogue with

the woman of Samaiia. In ch. 5 begins the second

of the three great divisions of the "book, which
should be called the Conflict or irp/trts. After two
more 'signs' a prolonged controversy with the

Jew^ is described, m which the divergence bet\\ een

Chiist and the hierarchy becomes more and more

acute, till the final catastrophe is seen ^to
be in-

evitable The tension comes to breaking point
after the final 'sign,

3 and the end of Chiist's public

ministry It is at this point that the
^

unstable

'multitude' quits the scene with the bignificant

question, unanswered like that of Pilate,
e AVho is

this Son of Man?" (12
34

). In these chapters also a
subordinate thread may be discoveied in the doe-

trine of Bread (ch. 6), the doctrine of Light (ch. S),

and the doctrine of Life (the transit through death

into life a spiritual law). The third part of the

Go-pel 111.1* be ( ailed the /7
r
-.

"
' ' '*'>"'

4

Jesus

lexeiil- Himself to His .ii-<
;>

- r* .1
-sries^

of

esoteric discourses, addressed to them only, in view
of His approaching departure from them. This

section culminates in the High-Priestly prayer
(ch. 17). Then follows the narrative of the Passion,
conceived throughout as the ilu* if c itiio of Christ

through self-chosen suifering. JLhe humiliation

and sacrifice, no less than the triumph of death,

are part of the 86a. This part of the Go&pel ends

with the appearance to Thomas, and the 'last

beatitude.' Ch. 21 is an epilogue.
& Characteristic Words in the Fourth Gospel.

(1) Life (ffrnj). In the Prologue an interesting
and rather i up r'ril <|i^e->'ion of punctuation arises

in connexion \utli rii'- \\OL- I. Ought we to read
With AV %wpi? L$rou gyevero odS v o ytyovev. &
a$T$ <aii fy, or, with AOD and nearly all the
Ante-Nicene Fathers who comment on it, should

we put the full stop at & ? The former view, which
is supported by Chrysostom, has prevailed in

modern times, though several nuilioiiti^, such as

WH, put the stop at fr. The latter theory seems
to give a richer and deeper meaning, and one more
<< m . *\ in accordance with the religious phil-

(-<[".
""

uhe Gospel. 'All things were made by
Him (as tiie Instrument), and without Him nothing
came into being. That which has come into being
was, in Him, life.' The Logos is the vital principle
from whom all that lives derives its life. Whatever
life exists in the world was, eternally, tunelessly,
in Him. To have *

life in Himself '

is an eternal
attribute of God the Son ; all that appears on this

fleeting scene exists, so far as it exists, by partici-

pation in His life. In short, the Logos, as life, is

a cosmic principle. The idea that all things pre-
existed

eternally
in the mind of God, and are, as

it were, unrolled as tlie ages go on, was familiar to
Jewish thought. But St. John's doctrine is more
Greek -that the thing? of time derive whatever

reality they po-fee^ from a sphere of higher reality

beyond time and place. With this accord the other

passages in the Gospel where Life is mentioned.
In G3^56 Christ is declared to be the Bread of God
which cometh down from heaven to give life to
the world. Whoso eateth His flesh and drinketh
His blood hath eternal life. He who is closely
united to Christ who makes the life of Christ Ms
own has the principle of life within him* In 17s

the knowledge of the Father and of the Son is said
to constitute eternal life. This knowledge can
be possessed only through the indwelling of Him
who is the principle of life. The same idea recurs
in 11 , and in 146 Christ, 'in whom all things
consist,* as St. Paul says (Col I17)* is Himself the
Resurrection and the Life, and the Way, the Truth,
and the Life. Accordingly, the Life is a present
posie$.?ion rather than a "future hope. He that
beheveth on the Son hath everlasting life (S

86
5^}

Christ came that we might have life, and have it

abundantly (1U
10

). See LIFE

(2) Truth (dA??0eta) St John s use of this word
cannot be paialleled in the <*;

'' -
""

t it occurs

in the Epistles of St. Janiua, ~v lY-L-., and St.

Paul. Typical examples of the use of the w ord m
this Gospel are I 17 '

grace and tiuth came by Jesus

Christ
'

; S a ' the truth shall make you free
J

;

146 *
I am the truth

J

; 1613 * the Spirit of truth shall

guide you into all tiuth
3

; IT 17
'thy word is truth '

Christ, however, came 'to bear witness to the

truth
'

(IS
1*7

),
so that it must have been in the world

before the Incarnation Those that e aie of the

truth' heard and accepted Him Fiom the.se

passages we gather that 'the truth' is all that

really exists in every sphere, and this is why Jesus

Christ, as the Logos, calls Himself the Truth (cf.

Scotus Engena .

'
cei tit f .

- -c r - Verbum natu-

ram omnium esse'). 1? ;- of this brings

freedom, because truth corresponds with the law
of our being. Foi those who have eyes to see, all

experience is a commentary on, and witness to,

Chiist's religion But the children of the evil one,

who was a liar from the beginning, cannot hear

the words of truth (S
44L

).

(3) Closely akin to Truth is Witness (vaprvpla).

This idea is never absent from St. John's mind,

paiucuLuly in the earlier part of his
^Gospel.

Every event in history, every experience, is valu-

able as a witness to the truth. Christ is the centre,

to whose Person and claims everything testifies.

The Father bears witness concerning Christ.

Christ bears, and yet does not "bear, witness con-

cerning Himself (5
31 contrasted with S14); the

Spirit will bear witness ".".- TTmi (15
26

; cf.

1 Jn*5G 'it is the Spirit '? . v witness, be-
" Q *

'
"

truth '); John the Baptist and
witness (1

7 1527); especially the
,

'

,

~ - '

he *

witness (5^-
4u
); an , \

f ^ '

bear witness (10
25

3 1
,

i witness,' therefore,
is found m every avenue through which the truth

can reach us. Convei ging from all sides upon the

Person of Christ, it i^ the means of progressive
initiation (Iva yv&re Kal yiyv&ffKyTe., lO5

^) into the

whole truth that is to &ay, into the knowledge
and love of Christ. The contradiction in 531 and
814

is onty partiaJlx < \plaii
1 L<1. Christ makes a

unique claim for Ilim-elf mi 8"), as having full

krioulrd-_ro of past, present, and future
1 1 L'ffl't (<f>w). When the First Epistle, putting

into terse and definite phrases the teaching of the

Gospel, says that ' God is light
'

(1 Jn P), it means,
in modern language, that it is the nature of God
to communicate Himself This self-communication
is effected through the Lo#> a the principle of

life.
< The life was the light of men '

(I
4
). Christ

is
i the true light which lighteth every man as it

conies into the world.' There is not much room
for doubt that this is the right translation of I9.

The 'coming
3

is repeated or continues; cf, 95

* whenever (#ra*>) I am in the world, I am the light
of the world.' The Evangelist certainly asserts

that there were earliei paitial Christophanies, as

there will be later and even greater Christophanies
through the Spirit. And yet there is a sense in

which Jesus could say, 'Yet a little while is the

light with you
'

(12
85

).

(5) The tight < omeige^ upon one point, where it

shines forth as Glttt j icoa> .'mother very charac-
teristic word Ch r i >t \v a - i n lory with the Father
before the world was (17

5
) ; an important passage

a.*, negativing the pantheistic conception that the
Word i* only the life and light of the world that
the world is the complete and only expression of

His being. He was incarnate to 'glorify* the
Father on the earth (17

5
), and thereby was also

glorified Himself (13
81 1413). The Spirit, too, will
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glorify Chribt by making Him more fully known
(16

14
). It liab been &aid that in St John the

univeise is the poem of the Word to the glory of

the Father.

(6) T
7

-,

'

\ptVts). As at the cieation God
divide , _ from the daiknesb, so the In-

carnation necebsarily and natmally divided man-
kind, condemning tho.se who would not receive the

light. This is
"

" * T y
). With regard

to Christ's own
'

, we have another
formal contradiction (cf. 1248 317 1247 with 5-2 27 939

5-
30

)
The contiast is striking, but the E\ an^eli^t'^

meaning is clear. The coming of Christ di^clo^cd

an actual relation ; He made no new, moie severe

laws ;
He only revealed, in all its unfathomable

depth, the gulf that yawns between God and the

devil, and between their lespective servants. The
' one that seeketh and judgeth' (8

30
)
is the eternal

power of righteousness \\hich i& ^
.

""

"/- -1 n the
Law (5*

3
), and expressed in the G->^

"

v
. -

" At
the same time, the judgment is a personal one,
and is committed to Christ as a son of man (5

27
).

Manku
"" " "

by a human standard, though
by the . humanity at its best.

(7) World (607*0$). It is remarkable that St

John uses /coo-jaos, while the Synoptics use al&v.

The former is the Greek, the latter the Jewish

way of envisaging reality ; for the Greeks pictured
it moie readily under the foim of space, the Jews
under that of time. The ' world '

is the sum-total

of existence viewed (by abstraction) without the

spiritual world It is
' the things below 3

(8
23

), as

opposed to
'
ilu 1

tiling- above.' The concept is

therefore an Jib-Li.i- inm for ceitain purposes, and
has no real existence, for the woild is upheld in

being only by the Logos, who is
e not of the world.'

It comprises all that belongs to the categories of

time and place. Christ ' came into the world '

at

His incarnation, and He is
* in the world '

till His

death and glorification. He prays not that His

disciples may be taken out of the world, but that

they may be kept from the evil. From this idea

comes that of the world as human society as it

organizes itself apart from God, hence the severe

juu^nidiN passed upon the world; e.g. Un 519

"the whole world heth in the wicked one,' and
similar phrases in the Gospel. Thus the world is

that which is external, transitory, and corrupt
The r.\,ir,j.''

i<l "-[ it need hardly be said, does not
follow up the thought of the unreality of the world

&part from God, into acosmintic speculations
Thinkers who have done so have been driven into

a nurely negative conception of evil, and have often

drifted ir.iu <i 'iM/iux pin h- i-i-i But St. John,
as we haw - r

\>\
<- in - 1.- *

i Ju ,n intense ethicaj
dualism, S'II'U-.IM^ <\ w\\**\ DM

;
i

'
T

-r quasi-

personal devil, who is the de
t

. < of this

world.

(8) To believe (ma-reijew}. This, and not the sub-

stantive Trtffris, is St. John's chosen expieion
The verb has two constructions. (1) with the

dative (5
24 831

, both mistranslated in AV), to believe

a person or statementaccept the veracity of the

former, or the truth of the latter ^ and (2) v.^
e

TWO, a construction ''!.' <i: "-.i"i Tohannine,
which occurs \ : *v ! (Mt 186=
Mk 942). Tn i

' '-\ '>, generally raith is rela-

tive to a panic nlai objoi I the condition of obtain

ing some *p((M,il imifl<uloii> benefit Bui in St
Jonn iauli i- illo<iiame 10 Je^u^ Chii-t, and, as

such, a condition of eternal lile (I
12

G-), which is

also a progressive state, depending on knowledge
(17

3
)
as well as faith. The Evangelist studiously

avoids yv&a-is as well as ir<ms, using in both cases

the verbs only.
(9) Love (dy&irrj) This is the new commandmen

(13
34

). Love is the bond which unites the Son to

the Father, the disciples to the Son, and the dis

ciples to each other. ' As the Fathei hath loved
ne, so have I loved you' (15

9
). That the love

wherewith thou hast lo\ed me may be in them,
and I in them.' The virtue of love i& no vague
sentiment, but shows itbelt neces&anly in action
He that hath my conimandmentb and keepeth

them, he it ib that loveth me' (14-
1 -5

) Love is

not to be sharply distinguished from faith, though
;he former ib a state mainly of the affections, the
lattei ot the will and the intellect Tlu oV- ,,i- - n ln>

developed the Johannme ideas fui'U i, /'I < (. I- n-
ent of Alexandria, agiee that faith is' the begin-
ning, love the crown, of the spiritual life. Faith
and love aie both simple states, and, as Clement
says, are not taught.

' The soul pa&&es out of the
simplicity of faith, tlnough the multiplicity of
strenuous interests in the life of duty, into a
second and more Divine -u.iplic il \

,
and immediacy

of mtei course with God St. 'John's teaching
about love culminates in ch. 17, in \\hich our Loid
seems to imply that the 'name' of the Fathei,
which He has declaied to His disciples, is Love

5. The miracles of the Fourth Gospel. The
miracles m St John aie either e

signs' (<r^a), in
which case their abnoimal and also their symbolic
chaiacter is emphasized, or 'works' (fyrya), in
which case no distinction between natuial and
supeinatural is thought of, and the 'works' are

only component parts of the one '

work,' to do
which Jesus came into the world. The Johannme
Christ does not wish faith in His peison to rest

on the signs, though He allows them a legitimate
weight in fortifying a weak faith It is better
to believe for the sake of the words than of the

woiks, He implies in 1411
; and the la&t beatitude

(20
at)

)
ib a leproof of Thomas, who believed only

when he had ocular testimony to the Resurrection.
The seven miracles selected by the Evangelist have
the value of acted parables, and in some cases the

symbolical
-

.1 if\ MI-* i- <! '*\ rs-licated.

(1) The ,.
' t < ',."

<
. fr"'

'

(2
lff

-). Christ
is represented as iK./'irsYf TT,-> public ministry at
a \\etlclinff. Unli'vi' i :< 1 - CM -. and unlike John
the Bapc^t, Jesus was not personally an ascetic.

He drank wine, and ate what was put before Him.
There was, indeed, a special t.|-j- o;'i<' r-- in

this festivity at th
*"

"
'

"

Hi- ,-i Ti-iry,
when He had just ;

,
His family of

Apostles, whom He x are to a budal

paity (cf. Mt 9as ||). The miracle may have taken

place on the last of the seven days usually given up
to bridal festivities. The occasion gives Christ an

opportunity to assert the superior sacredness of

His mission to any family ties (His words to His
mother convey an untm>lakable rebuke), and also

(through the mouth of the master of the cere-

monies) to indicate symbolically the supersession
of the water of the Law by the good wine of the,
Gospel.

(2) The heafang of the official's? son (4
46ff

-). The
miracle of healing, performed for the benefit of

a court official !h-.V,V of TIiMou Antipas, is the

only 'sign* of il'o MnopiM l\|< recorded m St.

John. The miuul'- i- ("nmnom-I by the faith of

the father ; it is a work of mercy, pure and simple,
and no symbolic meaning can easily be detected
in it.

(3) The paralytic at Bethesda (o
lff

) This -\\ork

of healing at fust sight resembles the last, and it

introduces the situation, familiar m the Synoptic^,
of a quarrel vuth the strict legalists aboulTSaubath
observance. But the Evangelist has a deeper
less-on to convey by this -work of healing on the

Sabbath, one winch profoundly modifies the whole

conception of the way m which that day should be

kept
* My Father worketh hitherto, and I work'

(v
ll

)
That is to s-ay, the Sabbath rest of God is

unimpeded activity, and that is the true notion of
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rest, as opposed to inertia. It follows that a mere

negative abstinence fiom exeition of every kind is

not an ir:i- ll^cnt or acceptable mode of honouring
God. Tiae verse is also theologically impoitant,
as ^epaiatmg the Chn&tian idea of God the Father
fromYne Xeo-Platonic Absolute, and from the God
of Hull*- M V x, - \

J
"

-i- Eckhart andSilesius.
La^ 1\. c\ iu-oi>..< u i'^

1 1 . own activity with that

of L'-IO lY!.h *', )c-,i- ( \<\i'\\- to be Himself Divine.

(4) The feeding of the five thousand (6
5ff

-) This
miracle is also recorded by the Synoptists, but St.

John tells it with a very different purpose. In no
other miracle is the diHactic purpose, refeired to

by St. Augustine, more apparent. Interrogemus
ipsa miracula quid nobis loquantur de Christo;
habent enini, si intellegantur, linguam suam.
Nam quia ipse Christus Yerbum Dei est, etiam
faetum Verbi verbum nobis est.' How much this

miracle is an acted parable is shown by v. 30
, where,

in answer to the challenge of the Jeivs, Christ does
not make any appeal to the miracle as a 'sign/
His answer is, 'My Father giveth you the true
bread from heaven '

not only m one miraculous

act, but always. In v. 34 the metaphoi is mis-

understood by the hearers (a favourite literary
device of the_Evaugeli^t) and then comes the great
saying in v. 33. The device recurs in vv. 52"54

. The
discourse on the Bread of Life does not refer

directly to the Eucharist, which had not yet been
instituted ; but the r\ji^cTi-i undoubtedly wishes,

by narrating it, to ^nimiiali/c and generalize the
Eucharistic doctrine current when he wrote, and
to check the tendency to formality and material-

ism (cf. esp v. 63
). In v. 51fr- there is clearly an

allusion to the Paschal lamb, the blood of which
was sprinkled on the lintels and doorposts; and
therefore the thought of ,v" /

//?/', was already in

the mind of Jesus. But Jie leading idea is that
of identifying ourselves with the life of Christ,

being reborn into His
spirit:

this union con-
stitutes eternal life. Christ is Himself the gift
which He brings ; even through apparent failure

He fulfils His work (vv.
34""38

). A spiritual prepara-
tion is needed to understand how a man can thus
unite earth and heaven (w.

43 -

**) ; but in part the

question is answered in the OT ( vv.
45

**), and in part
the believer must co-operate (vv.

47"50
). Man lives

only by paiticipation in the virtues of Christ's

life and death, which brings with it a personal
union between the believer and Christ (vv.

53"58
).

The whole discourse (\6yos, not e

saying,' v. 60
)

seemed 'harsh
7

(cncXi7/>6s) to those who heard it:
it pointed to self-devotion, and surrender even to
death. Accordingly, many even of His disciples
left Him. Christ thereupon said (v.

61
), 'Does this

offend you ? What if ye shall see the Son of Man
ascend where he was before 9 * When the bodily
presence is withdrawn, and the flesh entirely dis-

appears, the meaning of the * harsh discourse
*

will
be made manifest viz. that the union with Christ
is sphitual, and therefore a truth for all times

and, pi aces
^
Unlike the eating of manna by 'the

fathers,* which only nourished their bodily frames
for a few hours, the bread from heaven confers
eternal life. The flesh profiteth nothing; the
words which He spoke to them were spirit and
life. This language would Limcr great comfort to
the disciples of the r\anjrcli-t"^ o^n day, when
the 'hope deferred

3

of ihc, Second Coming was
making many hearts sick. It can hardly be an
accident that the designation of the traitor, which
in the ^iiopLH-* occurs at the same hour as the
in-iirution of the Eucharist, in this Gospel follows

immediately the discourse on the bread of life.

The whole passage represents under another form,
the narrative of the Last Supper

(5) The walking on the sea (6
16f

-) is closely con-
nected with the more important miracle, and

merely illustrates the power of Christ over another
element.

(6) The man born blind (ch. 9). The disciples
are confronted by one of the mo&t perplexing pro-
blems of life that of a vie manquee. A beggar lies

before them, who has been blind from hi& birth.

Was this crippling infirmity a punishment for his

own sins, either in a previous state of existence or

in anticipation of those which he was going to

commit, or for the &ins of his parents ? Je&us says
that neither exi^i'mlson is the right one

; the

reason is 'that ii-e \\ork- of God might be made
manifest in him.

3 He adds that for all alike 'the

night cometh, when no man can work ' The moral

difficulty about the justice of human suffering
receives no direct answer. The most significant
verses in the discouise about the Light of the world
are ^ 39 41 Jesus has come into the woild for

judgment, not only for a discernment of good and
bad people, but (as a necessary result) to procure
for the first eternal life, and to pardon the last.

The blind man typifies humanity converted to

Christianity, coming out of darkness and made
to see by Christ; while the representatives of

Judaism, proud of theii
"" ' V" -~"L are struck

with blindness
' blind ind

3

(7) The raising of Lazarus (ch 11). The narra-

tive of this, the last and greatest of the seven

'signs,' contains several characteristic features.

The suggestion implied in v. 3 does not induce Jesus
to hurry His action at all He deliberately waits

two clays before staiting for Judaea. Similarly m
23f- the Evangelist is anxious to show that He did

not act upon His mother's suggestion. Still more
instructive is the

' "
of Christ's

words in v 12
, and -.-.- of Martha

(v.
21ff

-). She makes a half request, which she does
not dare to put directly (v.*"

2
), to which Christ

answers :
'

Thy brother shall rise again
' Martha

misunderstands this to refer to the resurrection at
the last day. But Christ did not mean either this

or that He intended to bring Lazarus to life again.
Just as in ch. 6 He refuses to mention the miracle,
in reply to the question

* What sign showest thou ?
'

(v.
30

), out gives as the sign the declaration,
*
I am

the bread of life
5

; so here He does not invite atten-
tion to what He is about to do, but to His own
Person. e

I am the resurrection and the life.' The
deep significance of this is often missed. If the
words referred only to tl , ,'" miracle,

they would convey but
'

< < : to the
Christian mourner, for whom no miracles are

wrought ; if we take them to refer to the future
resurrection at the last day, we a^ f-"-1 ?* H-Tijr

that the words were spoken as a ", , r

that thought. The words bid us concentiate our

thoughts upon the Person of Christ.
' He that

believeth on me, though he die, yet shall lie live ;

and he that liveth and believeth on me shall never
die.* This is not a promise of resurrection ; it is a
denial of death. The resurrection is a personal
communication of the Lord Himself, not a gift to

be obtained from another. Martha had spoken of
a gift to be obtained from God and dispensed by
Christ. Jesus answers that He Himself is (not
'will give or procure') the Kesurrection and the
Life. By taking humanity upon Himself He has
revealed the permanence of man's individuality
and its indestructibility. The Incarnation brought
life and immoitahty to light. Death is abolished ;

the grave has been robbed of its victory by the
fact that Christ lives, and is the life of the indi-

vidual believer. In Him all that belongs to the

completeness of personal being finds its permanence
and consummation. Because He is the Life, He
must also be the Eesnrrection ; in other words, our
true life is hid with Him in God. The dead in
Christ are alive, in virtue of their union with Him
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who is the Resmrection and the Life. After this

sublime lesson, the physical nmacle seems almost
an anti-climax, a thing to be half legretted, like

the restitution of Job's large fortune and his

flourishing family by his second marnage. But not

only is the nmacle a parallel m act to the verbal
revelation which precedes it, but it emphasizes the

very deep lesson that though life in
*

,

sense is indestructible, we must pass
gate of death in order to reach it. This is one of

the profoundest and most characteristic doctimes
of Christianity. Those who have found in the
maxim ' Die to live' the kernel of Chiist's religion,
have penetrated a laige part at least of His '

secret.'

Thib, and the lesson that it is the Person of Christ

Himself, revealed as the Resurrection and the Life,
lather than the hopes of a gift to be one day con-
ferred by Him, that should be the truest consolation
for mourners, are the two mam points in the narra-
tive of the raising of Lazarus.

Conclusion The Fourth Gospel gives us an
answer to

J V'
-i

i- -i
:

-
~ ' What think ye of Christ ' '

Moreover^ ,
- that the answer to this

question is the dividing-line between light and
darkness. To know Christ is to know the Father

;

and no man cometh to the Fathei except by Him.
The Christ ( whom to know is to live

'

is not, of

couise, merely the human Jesus, but the eteinal
Word who tabernacled among us in human form
The "T\<!L!^eli-l would have accepted Bengel's dic-

tum, that *

coiwers'io Jit ad Dominion ut Spintum.'
But he <

,

'"- 'ie identification of this spiritual

power
"

1,1 .! -i of Nazareth as essential The
vigorous words of 1 John (I

1 "3 41 "3
)

J
,

^ "*

express the Christological position o . \

the Gospel, even
^if

some doubts exist as to the
common authorship of the two books. It is the

peculiarity of the Johannine theology that we
pass backwards and forwards between the universal
-and the particular, between time and eternity,
present and futuie, outward and inward. To the

philosopher this oscillation is most .-'% but
it is the true normal pulsation of : and
moral life, in which we may always trace a double
movement of expansion and concentration. On
the one hand, we must lose our souls in order to
hnd them, we must die daily in older to live. We
must continually jmss out of ourselves, forget our-

selves, and identify ourselves with interests of
which we are not the centre. We must enlarge
our life till there is nothing selfish, personal, or
limited about it. And, on the other hand, exactly
i-i

'.T.iM.-ji^i
,.3 we succeed m doing this, we shall

< ! 1 1
1 "'^i ii\.- and become more keenly conscious

of the worth and value of our own souls in God's

sight. There will be no blurring of individual dis-

tinctions, no Buddhist absorption in the Infinite,
but a growing sense that the soul of man is the
throne of the Godhead, and his body the temple of
the Holy Ghost.

LITERATURE. See at end of preceding art iota

W. B. INGE.
JONAH ('!?&, Heb. njV 'dove,' AV of NT

Jonas). A prophet, the story of whose mission to
Nineveh is related in the Book of Jonah, and who
is probably to be identified with the Jonah of 2 K
14^; referred to by our Lord twice at least (see
below) in the Gospels (Mt 1289

'41
|| Lk II29"82 and

Mtl64
).

Certain of the scribes and Pluu isees, not content
with our Lord's many miracles or sign-s (cf. Jn 1237 ),
some of which were, after all, like those peiformed
by their sons' (Mt I227

,
Lk II 19

), demanded of
Him a special sign, most probably, as in Mt 161

II

Mk 811
, from heaven, since such a sign would at

once attest His Divine mission (cf Jn 680"82
). He

replied:
*

\ri evil and .'itliiltcion*- geneiai ion -*eokelli

after a sign , and thoie ^hail no Mpn bo guon 10

it [and we must naturally understand such a sign
as they i

1
. ',\,r but the sign of Jonah the

prophet. !' ;,- 1 1 tan was three days and three
nights in the belly of the whale, so shall the Son
of Man be three days and three nights in the
heart of the eaith The men of Nineveh shall
stand up m the judgment with this generation,
and shall condemn it . for they repented at the
preaching of Jonah

; and behold, a gi eater than
Jonah is heie.

5 The parallel account in Lk has
the rppcm,pue of being a summary report of that
in Me., and there are some notable difieiences
In place of the reference to the three days, Lk.
has,

' For even as Jonah became a sign unto the
Nmevites, so shall also the Son of Man be to this

generation,' words which many think refer only
to Jonal

' ""

Again, the veise concern-
ing the the men of Nineveh in the
judgment toilows that referring to the queen of
the south instead of preceding it as in Mt. The
reference to Jonah in Mt 164 was obviously made
on another occasion j it contains only the words,
* An evil and adulterous generation seeketh after
a sign [here plainly from heaven, cf. v. 1

] ; and
theie shall no sign be given unto it, but the sign
of Jonah.'

^
Although it is not the purpose of this article to

discuss the difficulties connected with the stoiy of
Jonah as told in the OT, or to consi<f 1

ments advanced for and against the
the book, it will yet be necessaiy DO anuae to
some of them m connexion with the problems
ansing out of our Loid's references to the piophet
Those who maintain the historicity of the Book of

Jonah, and who hold that it contains a recoid of

facts, find no special difficulties in our Lord's
allusions to it, He referred to Jonah and to
facts in his histoiy, just as He referred to other
histor.

1

,
,

and to facts in their history,
aS to \ instance, to Moses, or to the

queen of Sheba; for such jr
JT

- <

T

y diffi-

culties are the subordinate ! to the

exegesis and jppli<'iUon of the passages m ques-
tion. On the oilier hand, those who deny the

historicity of the book, and who hold, with what-
ever modifications, that the story is a fictitious

symbolic nairative with a didactic puipose, like
some others in the OT and in the \j-ocr \ ph.i find

many grave difficulties in our Loid's use of the
book difficulties which perhaps do not admit of
an absolutely certain solution Before, however,
adverting to them there is a preliminary point to

be considered.
It has been maintained by some that Mt 1240 is

no part of our Lord's original utterance, but is

either an amplification by the Evangelist of 1239

(and cf. Lk II30
, Mt 164), or at least a very early

interpolation. \. , i , 1 , verse it is said : (1) It

runs counter to i < '< history, for according
to that history U i. ii.i. wrought many signs,
and could not therefore say, 'No sign shall be

given.
'

(2) The resurrection was not a sign to the
men of that genciation, i.e such as they demanded
(cf Ac 1041

) (3) The clause is unnecessary, and
interferes with the balance which without it

exists in Mt 124L ^ || Lk 113L 32
,
for it was Jonah's

|ii cddiing and the consequent repentance of the

Xmevitcs, in contiabt with His o\\n pleaching ,'in<l

the indifference of the men of HU genoiulio'n, 10

\v Mcli Jesus especial!y alluded ;
1 1 1 s ^ oul < \u 1 1 1 o iu

\. 40 are a complete anv\\er to their denumd foi -i^n
the repentance-preaching Jonah wa^ a iign to the
Nmevites of God's mercy; the repentance-preaching
Jesus of Nazareth was a sign, though a greater
one, to the Jews (4) Add that (3) harmonizes
well with Lk II 30

, which was perhaps the original
out of which Mt 1240 was evolved. (5) There is

the difficulty about the reckoning of the three
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days and three nights in the case of our Lord's

resurrection.
To these objections it may be replied : (1) There

I& no contradiction of the G-ospel story, for the

scribes and Pharisees plainly demanded a &i^n of a

different character fiom those which they had so

far witnessed (bee above). (2) The resurrection

wts a feign, since the Apostles proclaimed it (Acts
and Epistles passim), and made it the comei -stone

of their teaching about the Christ. (3) V. 4
^

is

unnecessary only on the gratuitous assumption
that Jonah's preaching was the only way^

in which
he was to be a sign to the men of Child's genera-
tion ; the introduction in v.** of another particular
in which Jonah was to be a sign doe& not weaken
or interfere with what our Lord says about the

prophet's pleaching. (4} Lk II50
,
instead of being

the oiiginal, may well be a summary report of Mt
IS40 a& suggested above, an explanation lendered

not impiobable by the whole form and tenor of

the passage in Lk. lofeiiin^ to Jonah. (5) This

difficulty, &uch at. ic i*> m.ik*^ lather for than

against the authentic ity of the ver^e (bee below).

To these uphe^ it ni.iy be added -. (6) There is

some ground for the conjecture that allusion A\ a^

made on another occasion by our Lord, and aKo

by St. Paul, to Jonah's deliverance after tlnee

days from the fi whale '

as typifying the resurrec-

tion {Lk 24*, 1 Co 154 }, it being much more un-

likely that the reference in these places is to Hos
6J or Gn 22* ; and this may be thought to add some

strength to the piobaUlity that our Lord did utter

the words recorded in v.^fcf. also Mt 2T63, Mk S31
,

Jn 219
}. (7) There is no textual authority for the

rejection of the verse. On the whole, the conclu-

sion that this verse is really part of our Lord's

original utterance can be fully justified.
We have now to consider briefly the difficulties

connected with our Lord's use of the story of

Jonah on the ^rppo-iiion that the book is ifot

historical, but a ifcTuiou^ narrative with a didactic

purpo.se. (1) Did our Lord cite details from the

storv of Jonah as facts. He Himself thinking them
to be facts * If we reply in the affix mauve, we
must admit that our Lord was not completely
omniscient, and that on a point of literary know-
ledge He was and could be in error. Into a dis-

cussion of the great question of the limitation of

our Lord's human knowledge we cannot, of course,
enter here; it must suffice to point out that the
most earnest maintamers of our Lord's Divinity
have in all ages rec ojrni/ed, in view of such pas-

sages as Mt 24s8 ;KV; Mk 1332, Lk 2- Ph 27
,

not only a gradual growth of His human know-
ledge, but even a mysterious limitation of His
knowledge of Divine things ; and however difficult

it may be to understand the union of the Divine
and the human in one Person, we mast not, in

maintaining His Divinity, forget that He was
'

perfect man
*

*Is it/ asks Dr. Sanday, 'incon-
sistent with our^ Christian belief to suppose that
He who called Himself the Son of Man, along with
the assumption of human flesh and A human mind,
should also have assumed the natural workings of
such a mind, even in its limitations?

3

(Bamp. Leet.
viii. p. 415). (2) But did our Lord know in Him-
self that the story of Jonah was fiction and yet
cite details from it as though they were facts, His
hearers thinking them to be such? Here y again,
we might reply in the affirmative, and that with-
out detracting from our Lord's honesty as a moral
and religious teacher, for He would have been but
speaking according to the beliefs of His hearers, as

many other teachers in all a#es have done Speak-
ing to children in knowledge, He &poke to them as
such. In this way, it is nearly univei sally agreed,
we are to explain His words about Hades and
Abraham's bosom in the graphic parable of the

Rich Man and Lazarus; i.e. m warning and in

in< uk-iitiu^ i Mi:h 1T<- -]>U accoiding to the beliefs

or Hi- IIUIMI- <' d o 1 ill- age, ^ ithout noce-'-.n ily

endoismg those beliefs as true (3) Oi cud both

our Lord! and Hib hearers, the scribes and Phari-

sees, legard the stoiy of Jonah as a paiable or

fictitious nanatrve, like otheit* m the UT and in

the Apociypha, and did He thus refer to it?

Although m view of To 144 - 8
,
3 Mac 68

, Jos,

Ant IX x it ib not very probable that our Loid's

lieair - M ::,. A In"! ihe book as factitious, we might
yet i '.is i \M i i'lii hesitation that pait of our

Lord's leference could be thus explained. Even so

iiim a maintamei of the histoucity of Jonah as

Huxtabie ^ rites in the Speaker's Commentary :

'The lefeience to Jonah s experiences, as yielding
an illustrative paiallel to \\hat would be seen in

His o\\n case, or even as predictive of it, seems as

cogent on the -upi")-iti>:i of the book being an

mspiied parable ,,- <-TI I'MI of its being authentic

naiiative
' And in fact a teacher might, without

dome, any violence to light teaching, cite well-

knoA\n fiction (The Pilgrim's Progress, llasselas,

Shake&peaie's chaiacters) to enforce warnings or

moral tiuth, and &o could our Savioui have done.

Theie is, liowevei, an objection to this explana-

tion, besides that referred to above, which, it it be

not a fatal one, is at least of considerable foice,

viz. that our Lord would not natuially have said

of peisons whom & fat ion J
!
ILM iiLol t^ i ox "

tt "
I,

that they would rise up ,1 i
1 !^ .funiiMion' . -not-

would He have put as a parallel case to a notion

the facts of the queen of ISheba's visit to Solomon.

It does not seem possible to pionounce a decided

verdict in favour of any one of these hypotheses
to the exclusion of the others, though it may be

allowed that (3) contains more of difficulty than

(1) or (-2) ; and whilst of these latter (2) is perhaps
the more attractive, (1) can certainly be held with-

out belittling our Lord's Divinity or detracting
>"ii-<i niQiJil inl i ^iJLiion^Tt'ac IK".

vt'iiin^, lh^ 7(jTco 01 flio IO-^O'H

for all generations derivable from the use He
made of the story of Jonah for the edification and
wn.!-uT

i;_r
"f ihe men of His own day

It rc'iijiin- to notice the difficulty connected
with the reckoning of the three days and three

r 'ftl1> Tt is certain that this length of time did
ntL liit'Mlly elapse between the burial and the
resurrection of Christ, and the commentaries in

explanation usually follow the lead of St. Jerome
and of St. Augustine, who point out that we must
understand the '-,, L.C on the mi'uiplo th.ib the

part is taken fo> iii> u <li %
; .MIK! a'Hoidiivly it is

usually said that our Lord was in the heart of

the earth
' on three day-night periods or wx^epa

(reference is made to Gn I6 8 etc
,
Lv 2383

,
1 S 3Q12* 13

,

2 Ch 10s- 12
, Dn 814 margin). It must be confessed,

however, that this explanation seems somewhat
forced, in view of the peculiar form of the sentence

in v 4, and there is not a little to be said against
it ; and it is perhaps more satisfactory to suppose
that our Lord was *]leaking only in general terms
At any rate the difficulty, such as it is, lends

support to the arguments "for 'ho atiilioiif M ii\ of

Ihc vu--" .4nce if it were an fmnihhcauon hr the
\ vangdi-i. or an interpolation, the Evangelist or

the inieipotoior \\ould luinlly have made pur Lord
utter a prediction expressed in a form not in literal

and precise accoid \\ith the facts of the resurrec-

tion as related in the Gospels.
Tt IN \\oifli Tioliciiiji that the story of Jonah had

a pcMiliar mtoro^t for the early Christians; his

deliverance from a strange sea-monster IB depicted
many times in the Boman catacombs as typifying
the resurrection*

. Coin, in Jonwn, 11 405, alto in

Matth 11 12. fe3 , Augustine, de Cons&iibu Et,ang. m. 24, 66 ;
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The Book of Jonah, How far is it Historical 9 '
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, G A Smith,
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,
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, Driver, LOT,
pp 321-325 , art

' Jonah
'

DJ5, m the Encyc Bibl

1901, and m the Jewish Encyclopedia, 1904

ALBERT BONUS
JONAM. A link in our Lord's genealogy (Lk 330 )

JORAM. Son of J<ho-ii!tph;;;l named in our
Lord's genealogy (Mt 1)

JOKDAN. 1. Name.TliQ name of this nver is

in the OT JTV ; LXX 'Iop8dvr)s, 'lopSavos, 'lopSdvvys ;

NT always 'lopSdvys ; Jos. ^lopddvrjs, 'lopdavos
The form of the word Few den is diff

" "

To say,
with Ewald (Ausf Lehrbuch det heb *

:>i with
Olshausen (Lehrbuch der heb Spraoh pimn-
tive form is Yardan or Yardan, does not help us much

,
and

we can hardly suppose, like Stade (Lehtbuch der heb Gtatn-

matik, p 176) or Wmekler (Altonent Forsch i p. 422 f ), that
it is a woid boirowed from another language, seeing

1 that it is
1

"

article It might be better to hold, with
'

'/ '. 1898, p 10 f ), that the LXX has preseived
* Yordan, formed on the analogy of korban,

shuihan The name of the Jordan has not yet been found in

the cuneiform *
'i

' ' M- but it figures m an Egyptian tex:t

(Anast i xxm J) i '!'< iorni of Y- ira-du-na (W Si Muller,
As u EW pp. 97 f , 196).

The word p-j: is a common noun, and is therefore

alw . by the article (pTD), with a
few '

x
' h will be pointed out below.

Yet it is worthy of note that we have not a single

passage in which Yarden is treated with certainty
as a common noun
From the point of view of etymology, it is most

natuial to connect this word with the verb TV * to

descend,' and this is how it is treated by the pre-
valent opinion, found, however, more frequently
among geographers than among \

! \ 1 1 1
<>;.:

i
- I - , i ccord-

mg to which the Jordan is 'tbo lo-.Mi<lm^
' ' the

flowing,' a name which might, of couise, be appli-
cable to any stream of water, and which, in a single

particular case, would have become a
;
HMU > n, i M

just as the Hebrews called the Euphrr < r '/

river.' But it is rnoio pol)!illo ilui while retain-

ing the root TV as om MJUUMJH pomi, we should

interpret Yarden as the place to which one goes
down, sc. to drink, i e, 'the watering-place.' Two
authors, Seybold (MNDPV3 1896, U.) and Cheyne
(Encyc. Btbl. ii. col. 2575), iia *.o 'n^-^.rv.h n

j

ly of

each other, suggested th - \i'!,
i

> i
i!i

i 'n I- 'this

derivation is correct, the in- i s
r \\; 1-u n.miii of

the Jordan would be a literal translation of the old

name, for they call it esh-Sheri"'a,
f the watering-

place,' and more fully esh-Sh&rVa el-Kebireh,
' the

great watering-place,* <1 i- 1 1 ri _ . :
-
1

1 1 1> from another

stream, its tributary, !ln k >A . "' el-Manadireh

(Yarmuk) However, there is found nl-o ,imor_:

the Arabs the name el-Urdunn, an j|'|'r"Mi!i,^<

n.rwij'Moii of the Hebrew name <i lv.inpll-
movei in JDPV xi \\^l' p. 27 j Ed. Konig,
L'lun /,//;///,, der heb. ^'>, " I i

II. i. p. 461).
We must mention <u> o'li-i way of explaining

the name of the Jordan, which used to be in great
favour with the Fathers of the Church as well as

the Jewish teachers A \^\i \\\ 1 1 \ \
- i i

>
i , n .j <M ;i

-

tion, the name Jordan in,
d

,\ \^ ii>\u,',"i in 1 -* / /

and Dcw, and these two niirn-\l!.iol( i * OMH/I" die

two sources of the rive) h}'
f

t
l
iai i- to -ny .-

the name of the city of Da- r-- :;: -^ Tr-* 'i or

Leshem (Jos 18. 19*7 ), and <
, n ,-

! of

the branch of the river issuir, '--'i :
,

,' - "he

name of the other stream, and Jordan is the final

name of the river from the point where the two
branches unite. This explanation \\a^ given by
St. Jerome, and accepted by many writers after

him. An attempt has been made to suppoit it by
'VOL. i. 57

interpreting Jor as a contraction of Y&or (i^}> a
Heb word meaning

'

wateicouise,'and u&ed especi-
ally in refeience to the Nile This strange ety-
mology has now no inteiest except that of curiosity,and ib not upheld by anybody, any more than
another found m the Talmud (BcLhoroth, 55),
which takes Yarden to be a contraction of Yered-
dan 01 Yored-dan, and thus brings in both the
verb 'to descend' and the name of the city of
Dan. J

T
"

which Yaiden *

,

**, r \ '

're rt ma-V be equaii^ ueu iransiatea ny
the Jordan or 'a river', but seveial commentators doubt

whether the text is leliable ; P> !< ,_,-- (ll .
,

-s void
as a gloss , Gunkel and Wm< i

v
'

i
1

i 1 "i * (^ ), be-
cause in the same passage reference is niade to the Nile ; ChejTie
into Glhon (pn

1

-:) for the same reason, (b) Ps 427, ^here 'etei

hay-Yarden (pn:rr p>) seems to denote c the country of the
Joidan,' i e probably the region round about the sources of
the river, which is confirmed bj the mention of Hermon or
rather the Hermons (in the pluial) m the same verse It must
be observed, howevei, that, according to the Talmud, the rrver
bore the name of Joidan only between the Lake of Tiberias and
the Dead Sea, a statement which is neither confirmed nor con-
tiadicted by the Bible, and cannot be proved m any way ,

\ve
may add that, according to some wnters, the present custom
is exactly the opposite, for it is alleged has the claim any
foundation ? -that at the present day only the part of the river
above the lake is called ffrdunn, and the part below, ShetZa
The word Jordan in the rule of common noun is further

proved by the expression
' Jordan of Jencho '

(in-p pi!), m the
consti uct state The meaning- of this will be examined below,
in connexion with the lower course of the river near where it

falls into the Dead Sea

2. General fjc(tci,r'/Jiif a 1

* 7

-The total

length of the valley ot 'the its source
to its mouth at the Dead Sea, is about 120 miles.
It stretches from north to sou^ ^ r1 * * '

* 11

straight line. It begins as a i . '!
BeJca'a (Code-Syria), that valley which stretches
between the Lebanon on the west and the Anti-
Lebanon on the east, but whose waters run
towards the north. Almost immo-luiMy after

leaving Lake ljuleh, which is 7 leet; above the
level of the Mediterranean, the Joidan begins to
fall below the level of the sea ; the Lake of Tiberias
is 682

>
feet, the Dead Sea 1292 feet, below it.

There is not another example of such a marked
depression on the surface of our globe, except
with tracts covered by the seas ; the other cases
which may be cited attain much less depths ; the

greatest is about 300 feet in the Sahara, while,

taking into account the depth of the Dead Sea
(1300 feet), we get a total of almost 2600 feet

G. A. Smith has well said (HGHL p. 407):
'A-mong the rivers of the world the Jordan is

unique by a twofold distinction of Nature and
History. . . . The Nile and the Jordan, otherwise
so different, are alike in this, that the historical
""-.'' '"'v of each has behind it as remarkable a

, \ of physical formation. . . . Every one

;,-.
'

i- j-.r i -- of the Nile. ... In
its own waj I

'

i : solitary and extreme
an effect of natural forces. There may be some-
1]imj " r

i Uie surface of another planet to match
i IK lohiiin Valley ; there is nothing in this

*

As regards the geolog'u al i-\iiV . "or of this re-

markable phenomenon, i\ < nu y -. \ i KIT it was sup-
plied in the 19tli cent m a xoj'v -im^iantny DI<ITIIIO>

by the expert^ who made a ^iu<h ot Pa.lt -i mo an<i

the valley of the Jordan and the Dead Sea in par-
ticular Fraas. Hull, Lartet. arid Blanckenhorn.
The following is briefly the result of their labours.

AVhen, dm ing the Eocene period, and even before

it, during the Cretaeeou* period, successive strata
ot limestone had been deposited, there was pro-
duced towards the end ot the Eocene epoch, by the
action of lateral (east and west) pies^ure, a falling
away, t.e. a ' fault' or fracture was formed in the
earth's crust. This movement, however, was not
of a convulsive nature, it was not a sudden cata-

clysm, but a slow and gradual process, extending
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over a long period of time. The result of it was
the formation of the parallel chains of Lebanon
and Anti-Lebanon, and fuither south that of the
two ranges of hills \\hieh sknt the Jordan valley
The southern end of this depression i&, from the

point of view of the flow of watei, a transverse ridge

reaching 650 feet above the Red Sea and the Medi-
terranean, and situated about 46 miles from Akabah
and moie than 73 miles from the Dead Sea
At the end of the Miocene and the beginning

of

the Pliocene period, the waters m the Jordan valley
must have been just about at their present level.

TJ.it i'io
ji^

1 \i,i
T

! i*ou 'TMuKi H-* b o,i'_i'it .ibout a
(in-. (it ] i>\c M'-iri_iuj ..iu'ii'iiK'o

1

.*- * Li'.uef'n lii- u ,

the Jordan valley became a" lake which must h&\e
been about 2UO miles long and more than 2000 feet

deep. The glacial period (post-Pliocene), during
which the temperature saiiK considerably and the

rainfall increased, only served to accentuate this

state of afiairb btili more Then, at the close of

this period, the streams of \\ater diminished, and
also the lake, until things once more arrived at

their present state. On the lateral slopes of the

valley traces of the heights to \\hich the waters
rose are still distinguishable; some of the most
notable of these tiaces are 1180, others 347, feet

above the present level of the Dead Sea.

Alongside of this theory, held in common by
those who have studied this question, we must
mention, as worthy of attention, the one which
W. Libbey, Professor of Physical Geography in

the University of Princeton, has :<cvntlv publi- i< u
i'L

;T \
;

,- i

1

TT-i&kins, The Jordan I "////Vy 't/.if J-V/, ".

Tiie ancients were completely ignorant of the
fact that the bottom of the Joidan valley lay be-

low the level of the Mediterranean Sea Nor were

they aware at that time that the depression be-

tween the Dead Sea and the Gulf of Akabah was
intersected by a sort of natural bariiei, foiming
two anticlinal slopes and making a dividing line

for the waters. And even in the first part of the
19th cent, it was held by Carl Bitter, \V. M. Leake,
de Hoff, Leon de Laborde, etc., that formerly
perhaps even in historical times before the catas-

trophe of Sodom and Gomorrah the Jordan passed

through the Dead Sea, continued its southward
course, and flowed into the Red Sea. Those are
ideas which have had to be given up. It was in

1836-37 that two German scholars, von Schubert
and Roth, and at the same time two Englishmen,
G. H. Moore and W. G. Beke, discovered that the
Jordan valley sank far down below the level of

the sea. The Austrian Russegger, the Frenchman
Jules de Bertou, ant"! ''

r-i^
l; Hi*n. M ^ymonds

soon confirmed this M -! ',. J 1 ,i-<-'w i- as a

consequence of exploration^, carried on in quite an

independent way Uefoie them, famous travellers,
such as Seetzen (1806-07), Burckhardt (1810-12),

Irby and Mangles (1817-18), had visited those
same parts without any suspicion f the strange
phenomenon regarding the altitude.
The course of the Jordan i- iiucn npie<l twice

first by the Lake of ljuleh, ,i <lo-<nj_)iin7j of which
occurs later in the course of the present article,
then by the Lake of Tiberias or Sea of Galilee

(which ^see) ; we have not to examine this here.

These interruptions quite natuially cau^e us to
divide the next part of this article 'into three sec-

tions : (a) the sources of the Jordan, (b) the Upper
Jordan as far as Lake Tibeiias, (f )

the Lower Jor-
dan from the Lake of Tiberias to the Dead Sea.

3. Th& sources of the Jordan. Just as in the

Alps the traditional opinion of mountaineers does
not always show as the principal source of a river
the one which tourists or even geographers would
denote as such, so is it with the Jordan. The most
northerly of its sources, the one which gives rise to

interpreted, by some as com? inn- r:> aim
the1

city ot Dan, situated !'i tin- I"I;L<'II and

ally (G" A. Smith, however, is a 1 \i
'

"

pp. 480, 678) identified with I <

'

! *

'

L\ <

the stream which covers the longest distance, is

found near Hasbeya, at 1846 feet above the sea,

at the foot "of the Great Hermon. The name
Ilasbcnu is given to the river which starts there

and flows towards the south, following a course

parallel at hrst to that of the Litani; between
these twin valleys there is only a short distance

and a ridge of mountains of moderate height ; so

that one might quite well imagine the Ijasbani

rejoining the Litani, and falling along with it

into the Mediterranean. But, on the contrary,
it remains faithful to its course from noith

to south, and is joined by a tributary, which
some modern scholais would mcl \C> < ;> j the
sources of the Joidan the Nahr-l, Flea

River),
* the smallest of the four sources of the

Jordan' (Libbey and Hoskins, i p. 89), but which.

is usually left aside, so that attention may be given

only to the three othei more important ones. These

are, besides the IJasbam, the one which springs
forth at Tell el-Kadi, and the one which emerges
from the grotto of Banias. The Tell el-Kadi source
is called the Leddan. This unexplained name is

interpreted by some as cont? nin- r:> allusion to
' ~ " ' * '

andgener-
HGHL

pp. 4u, b"7S) identified witn i < , * L\ < Kadi,
*

judge,' being considered the exact equivalent of

the Heb. Dan. The source of Tell el-^adi is double,
in the sense that it streams forth, at 500 feet above
the sea, in two places close v -

1
'

' ' '^ '

- hillock

which is about 300 feet broad and covered with
tall trees, and rises in a very striking manner from
the plain, over which it towers about 60 feet. The
stream which flows from it is the shortest but most

copious of the sources of the Jordan ; it is not,

therefore, on account of its abundance, but because
of its short length, that Josephus calls it

' the little

Jordan' (BJ IV. i. 1; Ant. VIII. vin. 4), or 'the
lesser Jordan 5

(Ant. v. iii. 1). Lastly, we find the
f
river of Banias,' Nahr-Bamas, which staits at

1200 feet above the sea from n <riofio llio nntii'iit

shrine of the Semitic, andnu nut ilie(>i.x'i o-Kommi,
gods, well known under the name of Paneion, and
round which arose the city known under the names
of Ccesare* T'IM ; and Paneas, and now called

Banias, a < " A
- < i of the latter name. Josephus

mentions, under the name of Paneas, both the
town and the district of which it was the centie;
he al&o mentions the Paneion, and speaks of * the
famous fountain' (cf. BJ I xxi. 3, III. x. 7; Ant.
XV. x. 3, xvni. ii. 1). He adds that the water of

the source comes from Lake Phiala, situated 120
stacles from Csesarea; this is, undoubtedly, the
small lake nowadays called Birket-Ra,m (cf. Schu-
macher in ZDPV ix [1886] p. 2561), but it is only
60 fctades distant There is, however, no subter-

ranean communication between this lake, an ancient
volcanic crater, and the Paneion source.

The Leddan and the river of Banias meet at an
altitude of 148 feet, after the Leddan has flowed
5 miles A little farther down, the ]Jasbam, in its

turn, becomes united with them . whence the Jordan
is formed.

4. The Upper Jordan. From the confluence,
which we have just mentioned, to the Lake of
Tiberias the course of the Jordan is unimportant
from a historical point of view. The books of the
Bible do not speak of it, and later writers very
seldom. Nor, from a specific ally geographical point
of view, has this part of the river any great im-

portance. Its chief interest lies in the fact that at
10 miles distance from the confluence it forms a
lake or lagoon, the Bahr or Buheirat (lake or small
lake) Huleh, triangular in shape, the level of which
is 7 feet above the Mediterranean, and which is

rich in papyrus plants. The size of this sheet of
water varies very much according to the seasons :
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at one time it is a considerable limpid stretch, at

anotheri' --n i

]

1 \i kind of huge moi ass Its tra-

ditional . . with 'the wateis of Merom'
(Jos II 5 7

) must be regaided with caution (cf. ZDPV
ix [1886] p. 252) ; the evidence of Josephus is not
favourable He gives this lake another name, that
of

' the lake of the Semechonites
'

(BJ IV. i 1
; cf

ZDPVLc and p 348 f
)

A- icj^auK the modem
name Hidch, it is perhaps deiued noiu the woid
Ul'tthd, by which Josephus denotes a district near
Banias. For the description of the whole upper
couise of the Jordan from its souices to the Lake
of Tiberias, including Lake IJuleh, see Macgiegoi,
The, Rob Roy on the Jordan, 1869, 5th ed 1880.

As soon as it leaves Lake lijuleh, the Joidan

begins to flow below the level of the sea, and falls

almost 700 feet in a distance of 10 miles. We
must here notice a hiid^e the Jisr Bondt-Ya'kub,

'bridge of Jacob's Ddii^'ioi-
' sometimes wrongly

called *

bridge of Jacob '

or '

bridge of Jacob's

Sons
'

; the name itself is really difficult to explain ;

see on this subject an ingenious solution suggested
in PEFSt, 1898, p 291, by B. Z. Friedmann.

5. The Lower Jordan The Jordan issues fiom
the Lake of Tiberias at a place called Bab et~Tum,

leaving on the east the little modern village of

Semakh, which has no biidge connecting it with
the light bank, and as the river is not fordable at

this place, the passage, natmally of frequent
occurrence, is accomplished by means of boats. A
little farther down there aie the remains of an
ancient bridge called at the present day Umm el-

Kanatir, and again at a &hoit distance below, the
luins of another bridge, Umm es-Sidd. There the
Joidan begins to assume a very sinuous couise,

describing endless meandeis ; Pliny spoke of it as

an amnis ambitiosus, i.e. a winding river The
distance in <i -.tr.iiylit line fiom the Lake of Tiberias
to the Dead Sea is about 65 miles, but if we take
into account all the sinuosities of the river it

reaches a total of 200 miles.

The Joidan valley at this part is now called the

Ghdr, i.e. 'depiession,' 'valley/ Even in the OT
it was

"" "

(Jos 1319>:i7
) by the name ha-

'emelc, i

'

in opposition to the neighbour-
ing heights. But a name much more fiequent in

the OT is 'Arabah, which was applied to the valley
to the noith as well as that to the south of the
Bead Sea ; nowadays the name 'Arabah, which
has been pie-f

ji\etl is applied only to the valley
to the -oinli or ih<> Dead Sea. In Greek, not in

the LXX, but in Jos., Eusebius, etc., 'Arabah is

rendered AtfXtij/. Josephus also uses i ho e\pi <j--iori-
' wide wildeiness

' and ' the great plai 1 1
\
ttJ \ \ \ \ 7

IV. vm. 2 ; Ant. IV. vi 1).

The GMr is hemmed in on either side by chains
of mountains, or at least hills, of variable height,
but sometimes rising 1500 or even 1800 feet above
the bed of the river. The slopes are generally
somewhat steep, but not to such an extent as to

prevent their being scaled. Especially at the spots
where the wadis come down from one of the side

mountains, means of access are opened up. The
\

" "
fertile, e-pe< irilly m the northern

<iMd iiiii.<iii>|i.ui^. As to the men i "-elf itflowsma
bed which it has hollowed out for itself, called the
Zdr. This bed is somewhat variable in breadth, and
it may be easily seen that the river has frequently
changed its course. Thus at Damieh, of which we
shall <*peak below, and where we find the half-

lumed arches of a "bridge of the Middle Ages, the
Jordan actually no longer passes under the bridge,
but at some distance from it. The ground border-

ing either side of the river is covered with very
thick brushwood ; this is undoubtedly what is

called in Jer 125 4919 5044, Zee 11s the JTJ!D nw, %.e.

'the nmiVlv (TTT 'pride') of Jordan' (AV 'the

swelling of Joidan* [in the Jer. passages] arises

fiom a wiong interpretation, as if the lefeience
here was to the floods of Jordan ; these do exist ;

they aie sometimes sudden and veiy violent,
rendering the folds impassable; cf. Jos 315

, Sir

The vegetation, especially as we go further south,
becomes very neaily tiopical, and the fauna re-
sembl es that of Afi ica The lion

,
which abounded in

ancient times, and continued to be encountered even
in the Middle Ages, has completely disappeared.
But other carnivoious animals are found here,
leopaids and hyaenas, as well as wild boais, porcu-
pines, etc In Palestine 58 species of birds aie met
with, which aie also N. Aincan : nearly all of
them belong to the Ghur The

flpia has the same
chaiactei, it recalls that of Nubia, Abyssinia, the
Sahara, and the region of the great African lakes.
Gieat

*

throughout this whole legion,
a fact naturally explained when we
remem i valley shut in between high
walls, at its highest point 682 and at its lowest
1292 feet below the sea-level. The temperatuie
varies from 77 to 130 Fahr. This circumstance

undoubtedly accounts largely for the fact that
there are not and never have been any towns on
the banks of the Jordan. But another reason for

the latter important fact may be found in the

danger to ^hich the inhabitants would be exposed,
owing to the impossibility of effectually foitifymg
themselves against attacks. The few towns of

the Ghor at one time populated, e g. Phasael and
Jericho, are on the height at some distance from
the river, near piotectmg mountains. The other
inhabited places aie only wretched villages.
The Joidan forms a very large number of rapids ;

about thuty may be counted, apart from the whirl-

pools, which are numerous. There is also a con-

siderable number of fords ; the majority of them
22 are m the northern part, to the north of Kam
Sartabeh , there are 5 more in the south. A little

to the noith of Beisan there is a bridge, which dates
from the Middle Ages, the

" " T "

on the

way an ancient Roman . ,' >m the

plain of Jezreel to Gadaia and. Damascus. Further
south is the ruined bridge of Damieh ,^and lastly,
near Jericho, a modem budge, the Jisr el-Ghor-

amch, at the place where the mosaic map of

Madaba indicates a ferry-boat. For information

M-*rniilin^ (he fords of the Jordan, see G. A. Smith,

MGULy. 036 f.

The t
" li: iM' i-Mi of the Jordan valley is remark-

able for its formation into terraces (in Aiabic

tabaMt), the river flowing between the lowermost
of these There is no r-i ,

" 1

equal and
continuous incline from the mountain to the river,

but a succession of horizontal platforms with
sudden and very steep slopes, which foirn what are

called the steep banks or cliffs of Joidan. They
are marly, and have a tendency to become worn,
and even to give way. The Zdr itself is bordered

by them, and the Jordan often flows, at least at

one side, along the foot of a declivity impossible of

ascent. This is the case, e.g., in front of the so-

called place of the Baptism at the latitude of

Jericho. These terraces correspond to the different

levels attained by the waters of the great lake

which at one time filled the whole valley, and
which first increased and then sank down again
The Jordan is fed by numerous tributaries. The

most important of these are on the 1 eft bank One of

them, the Hwromax of the Greeks, the Yarmuk of

the Rabbis, the Sherl'at el-Manadireh of the Aiabs,

nlieady mem ione<l above flows down from the high

pljuoau on the e,a-t ot Lake Tiberias, and passes
between the warm springs of ol-T^siminali and the

ancient Gadara (modern Umw Kris}. Further

south, also on the eastern bank, the, Joidan leceive*

the Zerka (blue river), the Yabbofy of ancient times,
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which, after j-a-.-1'ijr

' imman (Babbath-Animon,
Philadelphia), <u'*mK*- an immense semi-circle

towards the east, resumes itb \\estward course,

passes to the south of Jerash (Gerasa), and at last

empties itself into the Jordan ; the position of its

mouth has considerably changed m the course of

the centuries. On the light bank, we must men-
tion the Nahr-Jtdudj which springs from the

fountain of Irlarod at the foot of Mt Gilboa and

passes to Beisan ; then, close to Jericho, the^
Wadi

el-Kelt, which tiadition, probably wrongly, identi-

fies with the Cheiith of the Bible.

It is scarcely necessary to say that the Jordan is

not navigable. Yet on thiee occasions the attempt
has been made to sail down its couise from the

Lake of Tiberias to the Dead Sea. The hi tat time
it was an Iiishman, Costigan, who, in 1835, accom-

plished this daring feat alone in a boat foi one oars-

man , the second time it was Lieutenant Molyneux,
of the Butibh Navy, in 1847. Both succeeded m
II-I-KTU tlio Dead Sea, but both died soon after

1 1 . JPI r j ic -i : .1 .ri which they had undergone. Lastly,
in 1848, an American expedition, under Lieutenant

Lynch, sailed all the way down in two boats speci-

ally built for the purpose, reached the Dead Sea,
and weie able to record a \vhole series of very useful

observations. Other tiavellers have also made a
careful study of the Jordan valley, but from the

land ; besides those whom we have already men-
tioned, we may recall the names of Robinson,
Guerin, and Conder. Long before there was any
question of scientific explorations, pilgrims had
followed the course of the Jordan through the

whole of the GMr, e.g. Antonius Martyi in the
6th cent., Willibald in the 8th; we may add to

these the name of King Baldwin I., who passed up
from Jericho to the Lake of Tibenas.
While the northern part of the G-hor is fertile,

and more especially the environs of Beisan, it is

very different in the south, near Jericho. This

town, it is true, and its immediate neighbourhood,
form a kind of oasis ; but the rest of this region is

not nearly bo rich, the soil being i" 11
, ".:. <

v

*

with
salt substances ; one is reminded u i 10 r

i , ,-iess of

the Dead Sea.

It is this district that is referred to in the passages of the OT
where the 'Jordan of Jericho' is spoken of. This does not
mean a particular branch of the nver, far less another stream of
the same name (as, e.g., they say in Valais,

* the Visp of Saas '

and 'the Yisp of Zermatt')- r i *i il\ i Jordan m the
district of Jericho ' See Nu 221 >.,<<>-> ,^

"
,{ j

-
3415 351 3013,

Jos 1332 lei 208, i oh 663 (78). We must correct the AV and RV
in this respect, and remember that Jordan is originally a
common noun
Another Biblical < \pi -"oil icfi i rmyf lo i"J.- particular region

is K'\* ir 7iti~Ynif 'a
( .1 ~rr), MI ; >

,
or hak-KiTcJcar (Gn

1312 1$, T j-i >
,

\-,,i .vj i.>
'"), h~t.

*
the circle* (i e. the basin) of

-" J Y *.* * ,

*
i , -rcle' ,

in Greek sre^%^/<ff
1

"
t \\ \\ \ ., .i ! mi OLII* u ~i-u- j* L that

- > r - ,)'-> i
*

i ^liou, v*iLc^, ^Ui, 1" * more
i
- '

i

'

:
r _ i

i
.

-
. r - which it is used, that it is

<
-. -'i I -

='
' n -I*.! !i r j rt lying to the north of the

Dead Sea, with Jericho as centre (ct Dt J4*), and stretching
northwards until i , r * u ., 1

'
" *i *-

, 1 K 7146, 2 Oh 417),
and perhaps also i

'

r
' .. i-, *i le Dead Sea This

Utter_point depend ,i- :
^ - u i ,- j < to the cities of the

Kikkar (Gibes of -i I". ,i \n "> / r in particular, the
pieseac writer thinks their site ought to be sought to the north
01 the Dead Sea

j.n_d
Uns frees huu froiu The nc-ce^ity of extend-

.npr tne term Kdclar to embrace the region of the Dead Sea.
We also find as a designation of the region of Jericho, the

nhi ,1-0 '"rlf,t\ F< r>"< h', CTos ">i\ 2K 255), and for the district facing
i, uO i^o ei-i v f l>o Jmlai. 'aStnllt M nw (\'i 221 9Q3.M 3] 1J

,i J
k "

">' ,*"
', Dt S4l- Jo- I.J'!-) 'I hii Kohrc A word used here

is the plural of
*

6. Historical andpolitical r&le. It is a common-
place to say that the Jordan separates E, Palestine
from W. Palestine. But one often yields to the
temptation to over-estimate the importance of this

separation. The Jordan has been called
' the great

Divider.' We should not exaggerate. The separa-
tion does exist, but it is not so great as people
think. And if separation there is, it is not the
river itself, with its narrow breadth 45 to 90 feet

on an average, at places perhaps as bioad as 180 (?)

feet and itb numerous fords, that constitute it
; it

is lather the valley as a \\hole, the G/ioi endowed
between its lateial ramparts, with its mtoleiable

heat, and its want of security The stream itself

is so little of an obstacle that it is constantly being
crohsed, easily, too easily
In ancient times it kept back neither armies nor

raids The pilgums of Galilee, who in the times

of Judaism made their way to Jerusalem, had &o

little diead of passing the river that they chose to

cross it twice and make their journey by way of

Penea rather than pass through the territory of the

Samantans John the Baptist baptized beyond
the Jordan, and that did not prevent crowds from

going to him. Later on, the river was again
crossed at all times and with great ease, and down
to the most recent epochs the incursions of trans-

Jordan Bedawtn have not been prevented by the

river, any moie than the expeditions sent foith m
pursuit of them. And this was as little the case

when the Midiamtes invaded the territory of the

Israelites, and Gideon put them to rout and pur-
sued them, while the Ephiaimites held the folds.

The mountain-slopes are here and there quite
accessible; it is easy to descend and ascend tne
lateral wadis The valley which stietches down
from Jezreel to Beisan is the most convenient of

the great routes, and there are many otheis G.

A. Smith has admirably shown the close connexion
between Samaria and the country of Gilead (EGRL
p 335 ff.).

The Joidan valley is so ineffectual a bairier, that

at all times the possessors of the western district

have felt the necessity of -
, V -V- _

"

iselves

on the eastein bank foi th -.. ^ *
* ^ The

2J tribes of Israel quartered on the left bank were
a rampart guarding their western brethren from
'..iit.^ii' i. .MI".! ""/j. -.." ". ., -: The Romans
'!/( '

i i

"

-i n- , i \ ! n ni. i ly acro&s the
I- ..n ,i , M _ a- i

1

M'"< -- '.'' i' .inner And
in our day security was not leaUy re-established on
the west? of the Jordan until the Turkish Govern-
ment I r - -1 i '!

1>" u> .' a firm and permanent
fasliH- 1

i<
j

\\\* -< ', -: of the river.

7. ('' , j , \ .- >een well said (Jewish

Encyc. vif p. 239),
' There is no regular description

of the Jordan in the Bible; only scattered and
indefinite references to it aie given

' There are

176 references to the Jordan in the OT, the
"-,5 ?) \( \ <" which are found in the narrative books
..[ I... '.57 Deut (26), Nu. (20), Sam. (17-2 + 15),

Kings (12:3 + 9), Jg (12), Ch. (7 1 + 6), Gn. (5).

But by far the greater number of those have to do
with topographical expressions such as

' on this side

Jordan/
*

beyond Joidan ' '
to go over Jordan/

*by Jordan/ If t-ho^c ca^e-. are deducted, all

that remain are very few Besides, as the present
Dictionary is devoted to the Gospels, we have not
to enter into details as we should have to do if it

treated of the OT. We shall confine ourselves
therefore to noting the following, (a) The crossing
of the Jordan by the Israelites (Jos 3-4 . cf. Ps
1143* 5

). This narrative must be compared with
what happened on the 8th of December 1267 at the

bridge of Damieh, in the reign of the Sultan
Beibars I.

(1260-77
v

. ,-; u""j <<> the Arabic his-

torian Nowairi -/'/ / ^', \^r>, pp. 253-261, 334-

338), and the mention of a similar fact iri the Val
Blenio, in Te^sin, when in 1512 a land-lip stopped
the now of a tieani for 14 month*, after which
a clearance was effected by the bursting of the
barrier which had been formed, (b) The seizing
of the fords of the Jordan by Ehud after the
murder of Eglon (Jg 32S). (c) The campaign of
Gideon (Jg 7-8) against Midian. (d) That of Jeph-
thah against the Ephrairnites (Jg 12). (e) The
flight of David before Absalom, the battle which
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followed it and the return of David to Jerusalem
(2 S 17 JJ J4 1916'43

) [on thi& point the Hebiew text

speaks (19
18

(
19

)) of a rnnj; for enabling the king to
cross from the other side of the rivei ; Jos (Ant
VII. xi 2) lendeis this woid by ye<pvpa, 'budge,'
but it more probably refers to a fei ry-boat] (J- )

The ciossmg "of Elijah with Ehsha, and the leturn
of the lattei alone (2 K 2) (g) Two other narratives

lefeirmg to Ehsha Naanian (2 K 5 lufl
), and the

ad\ entuie of the lost axe (2 K 65 ). (h) The lefeience
in 1 Mac 524 52 935

'49 to ceitain incidents of wai,
relating to the stiuggles of the Jews with the

Syrians. In the poetical and piophetic books, the
Jordan is scaicely mentioned ; we have alieady had
occasion to quote the few texts where it occurs

8. J\'T references. Heie again, seveial times,
the Joidan is mentioned m the phiabe 'beyond
Joidan ' See Mt 415

(which quotes Is 91
)
4as 19 1

,

Mk 38 10 1
. All the othei passages of the Gospels

which mention the Joidan are connected with the

ministiy ot John the Baptist, and the baptism of

Jesiib, 01 make a letrospective allusion to them
Thus Mt 35

, Mk I
5

,
Lk 3J descube John at work,

pleaching and baptizing, and on this point Mt
and Lk. mention the ireplxupos of the Jordan, a
word which we explained when speaking of the
Kikkar of the OT (see above, 5) Others (Mt 3 13

,

Mk V}

)
show us Jesus baptized 'in the Joidan/

and then leaving the banks of the river (Lk 41
)
in

older to go away to the deseit. The Gospel of

John IB the only one which defines moie precisely
the place where John baptized and where Jesus
was baptized. Jn I-8 tells us that 'these things
were done in Bethany beyond Joidan, where John
was \ "

"_
'

and two later iu--!ijio- in the same

Gospel iccall the same fact ;

** ' He that was with
thee beyond Jordan,' and 1040 'He went away
again beyond Jordan to the place where John at

first baptized.' See art BKTHABARA. Without

entering here into the discussion of the problem
which is raised by the substitution (by Oiigen) of

Bethabara for Bethany, we may say that the latter

is infinitely better attested, and ought to be pre-
ferred (this does away with the topographical
h-vpoi iii-M'- based, on BetJmbara). As regards
Kuh,m\ ihe knowledge at our disposal does not
enable "us to deteimme its site. It must be (a)

beyond Jordan, which excludes the traditional so-

called *

place of the Baptism
' near Jericho ; and

(b) near Jordan, which renders improbable the sug-

gestions of Grove, Wilson, and Cheyne, who would
combine Bethany and Bethabara into Bethanabra,
and the view of' Furrer ('Pas Geog im Ev. nach
Joh.

'

in ZNTW, 1902, p. 257 f. ), put fon\ ai cl also by
Zahn (Einl. NT li. p. 561), and noted by Sanday
(Sacred Sites of the Gospels, p. 94), which identities

Bethany with' Betaneh = Betonim (Jos 1326 ).
f
See

on this special , "M T grange, 'Bethanie et

Bethabara' in '.' ;
*

pp. 502-522; G. A.
Smith, HGHL p. 4^0 ; O. ivlommert, Aenon und
Bethania, 1903, pp. 1-19, 30-56.

1

," i. pp. 85, 97, 109-113, 139-142, ii pp. 76-

aeetzen, J:

Travels, 1 1

?. uliiiurli

lf><: .1 ////, I

"ina, m in
Jour 'Iain

232
, Saunders,

f*1 i" "("'

Reland, /

i
- souicet- du
a Swift? de

\*,M pp U4-lti8, Moljneux, -Jixpeuinon to the

Jordan and the Dead Sea 1

in Joui Jl Georj Soc x\m flis48]

pp. 104-130, cf p xxxvi, Lynch, Narratiie <>f the Cmted
States Expedition to the River Jordan and the Dead Sea, 1849,

the san*e author's Official Report, 1852, Robmson, 'Depression
of tho Dead Sea aud"of the Jordan Valley' m Jowr. R Geog Soc

x\ni [184b] pp 77-8S, the same author's Physical Geography of
the Uoly Land, pp 66-95, 116-139, and tos BRP i 537-568, m
390-418, Petermann, 'On the Fall of the Jordan' in Jour JR

Geog Soc XMII PS4S] pp 89-104, Ritter, Erdkunde, xv pp
152-238, 206-281, 358-356, 698-723, the same author's Der Jordan

und die Beschiffung des Todten Meeres, 1850
, Tobler, Topo-

gtapfae, n pp 669-719, Lartet, Expl-i" >. < ;> . . de la
Me) Morte, 1S78

, Reelus,, Veogtaphie ', ,-
,

-\ i-p 727-
7^6, Loitet, La Syne d'aujowd'hui, pp 443-470, 543-553
Gucrm, Samane, i pp 97-109, 239-240, Galilee, i 133, 282-285,
342, n 297, 308-310, J38, 4501

, U A Smith, HGHL pp 405-
4%

, Buhl, GAP pp 35-39, 111-113, Hot , Thomson, LB i pp
359-370, n pp 447-459, 4G8-473 ; Hull,

' Memoir on the Geologyand Geogiaphy of Arabia Petisea, Palestine '

etc
, in SirP.

1889, pp 3-20, 29 ff, 103-120, the same author's Mount Seir,
&inai,and W ei>te>

T
} 75-143, 159-169

, Conder,Tent Ho/Ab, pp The Holy LanduiGeog-
taphy and Bibtoiy, iayV, i pp i-d, 47-50, n p JO, Ne\\bold,' The Lake Phiala, the Jordan and its Sources '

in JRAS \\ i

[1856] pp 8-31
, J L Porter, Thwiigh Samana to Galilee and

the Jot dan, 1889, pp 114-142, 266-298
,
T- i V/ r , < a .m Jiible Lands, pp 313-319,338-354, i i li-.. , * j ..

Jot dan Valley and Petm, 1905
, Fiaas, Aus dem Orient, 1867,

pp 72-78, 204-206, Blanckenhoi n,
'

Entstehung und Ge-
schichte des Todten Meeres '

in ZDP V xix [1896] pp 1-59.

LUCIEN GAUTIER.
JORIM. Named in our Lord's genealogy (Lk 329).

JOSECH (AV Joseph)
genealogy (Lk 326

).

Named m our Lord's

JOSEPH ('ItacrW) 1. The patriarch, mentioned
only in the description of the visit of Jesus to Sychai
(Jn 46

). 2. 3. Joseph son of Mattathia
""

T
'

son of Jonam are both named m the i

Jesus given in Lk (3
24 30

).* 4. One of

of the Lord, Mt 1355 (AV Joses, the form adopted
in both AV and RV in Mt 275b

, Mk 6-* 1540 - 47
. See

JOSES).
5. Joseph, the husband of Mary and the reputed

father of Jesus (Lk 323 ), is not mentioned in Mk.,
and only indirectly in Jn. (I

45 642
). He was of

Davidic descent, a
'

Mt. and Lk differ

in the ^oric.iloL'ual v
connect Je&us with

Joseph and through him with" David (Mt l
lff

', Lk
32,jfr j Joseph, who was a caipenter (Mt 1355

) and
a poor man, as his offering in the temple showed
(Lk 224

), lived in Nazareth (2
4
) and was espoused

to Mary, also of Nazareth (1
2G

). By their be-
trothal they entered into a relationship which,
though not the completion of marriage, could be
dissolved only by death or divorce. Before the

marriage ceremony Mary was c found with child of
the Holy Ghost,' but the angelic annunciation to
her was not made known to Joseph. He is de-

scribed as a just man (Mt I
19

), a strict observer of
the Law. The law was stern (Dt 2223 - 24

}, but its

severity had been mitigated and divorce had taken
the place of death. Divorce could be effected

publicly, so that the shame of the woman might
be seen by all j or it could be <umo juhnlely by
the method of handing the bill 01 -CJMI.M ion (o the
woman in presence of two witne -i

1- '

Jo-tpli. not

willing to make Mary a public (.x.miplc
4 was

minded to put her away privily ^li I 1

") An
angel, however, appeared to him in a aresnn tolling
him not to fear to marry Mary, as the COTK epum
was of the Holy Ghost, and also that she would
bring forth a son, whom he was to name Jesus

(v.
2(
C). The dream was accepted as a revelation,^:

as a token of Divine favour, and Joseph took

Mary as his wife, but did not live with her as her
husband till she had brought forth her firstborn

son (v.
24

*')'

Before the birth of Christ there was an Imperial
decree that all the world should be taxed, and

Joseph, being of the house and lineage of David,
lind to lea\e Na/arcth and go to Bethlehem, to be
taxed with Mary In Bethlehem Jesus was born ;

*
Joseph the son of Juda in v.26 (AT) becomes Josech the son

of Joda 111 14V
f Of Edersheiv 7T/< L

'

<*, Ti * of Jems th& Messiah,
i 154 Dolman ,i-- T * "ii I '"-lv m is incorrect in stating
that public divorce was possible (see Hastings' J)B, art.
*

Joseph ')

J Op &>t, i. 155.

On the question of the visit to Bethlehem see Ramsay's
Was Christ born at Bethlehem *
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and there the shepherds, to whom the angel had
announced the buth of the Saviour, found Maiy
and Joseph and s the "babe lying in a manger' (Lk
21(J

). At the circumcision, on the eighth day aftei

the birth, the child received the name 'Jesus'

which Joseph had been commanded to give Him ;

and on a later day, when Mary's purification \\as

accomplished (cf. v 122* 3 - 4
), slie and Joseph took

Jesus to the temple in Jeiusalem (Lk 2-2), to
*

present him to the Lord 3 * and to offer a sacrifice,

according to the requirements of the law (Ex 132,

Lv 12s ). Joseph fulfilled the law as if he weie the

father of Jesus ; and after the ceiernomes in the

temple he must have leturned with Maiy and her

son to Bethlehem, which was 6 miles distant from
Jeiusalem. In Bethlehem the "Wise Men -who had
come from the East saw Mary and 'the young
child

' and worshipped Him ; and after their de-

parture the angel of the Lord appealed again to

Joseph, bidding him take Mary and the child and
flee into Egypt on account ofHeiod, who would
seek to destroy Him (Mt 213

). Joseph was quick
to obey, and rising in the night he took the young
child and His mother and departed for Egypt,
\\ here Herod had no authority (v

14
). In Egypt

they Tveie to remain till the angel bi ought woid to

Joseph (v.
13

) ; and there they dwelt, possibly two
or even three years, till the aeath of Herod, when
the angel again appeared in a dream to Joseph.
The angel commanded Mm to take t* _

and His mother and go into the
Obedience ^as at once given by Joseph, but he
became afraid when he learned that Archelaus was

reigning in Judasa Again the angel appeared in a

dream, and after a warning Joseph proceeded to

Nazareth, which was not undei the rule of Arche-

laus, who had an evil reputation, but under that
of the milder Antrpas (vv.

14'23
}.

It is recorded of Joseph that he and Mary went

every year, at the Passover, to Jerusalem, and that
when Jesus was twelve years of age He accom-

panied them. On that occasion Jesus tamed in

Jerusalem, after Joseph and Msix ihrnlcinjr He
was with them in the company, l,ul leu ilio city.
When, they had gone a day's journey they found
He was not with them, and they turned back to

Jerusalem. After three days they found Him in

the temple among the doctors, and they were
amazed. Mary's wr

ords,
'

Son, why hast thou thus
dealt with us ? behold, thy father and I have sought
thee sorrowing,' called forth an answer v. hv h To--oph
and Mary did not understand. But JUUM the in-

cident in Jerusalem, Jesus went with them to
Nazareth and c was subject unto them' (Tk 2 n ~K

J

Mary's words and the record of the -ubjijtLum or

Jesus to h< r and J>>oph indi< ,u e, that Joseph stood
to Jesus in i ho place 01 JJTI ca i thly father How
long that rt'Li" ioii-li,p < on tunic d is unknown, since
the time of the death of Joseph is not stated in the

Gospels. It may be accepted as a certainty that
he was not alive throughout the period of the
public ministry of Jesus, seeing that he is not

directly or indirectly mentioned along with His
mother and brothers and sisters (Mk 331 63

).

6 Joseph of A-rimathsea ('Iw<rJ^ 6 curb
'

ApLftaffalas,
see ARIMATH^GA). A rich and pious Israelite (Mt
27s7}, a -member of the Sanhedrm (Mk IS-13}, who,
secretly for fear of the Jews, was Jesus* di-ciplc
(Jn 19s8) He had not consented to the death or

Jesus (Lk 2351
), and could not therefore have been

present at the Council, where they all condemned
Him to be guilty of death (Mk 1464)- The rimnluy
which prevented him from openly a\ owing his

discipleship, and perhaps from defending Jesus in
the Sanhedrm, fled when he beheld the death of

* *The earliest period of r--=( ^tr^'iii "M thirty-one days
after birth, so as to make i <

I tr ^
i I

1

quite complete'
(Edersheim, The, Life and Times oj Jesus the Messwh, 1. 193).

the Lord Jewish law lequired that the body of a

peison \\lio had been executed should not lemam
all night upon the tree, but should * in any wise 3

be buried (Dt 21s2 - 23
)

This law would not bind
the Koman authorities, and the custom in the Em-
pne was to leave the body to decay upon the cross

(cf. Hor. Ep. 1. xvi. 48 j Plautus, Mil Glor. n. iv.

19). But at the crucifixion of Je&us and of the two
malefactors, the Jews, anxious that the bodies
should not remain upon the cross duung the

Sabbath, besought Pilate that the legs of the
ciueified might be broken and death hastened, and
that then the bodies might be taken away (Jn 19 31

)

At i cuding to Roman law, the lelatives could claim

the body of a peison executed (Digest, xlvih. 24,
De cadav pumt/). But which of the relatives of

Jesus had a sepulchre in Jerusalem where His

body might be placed
9

Joseph, wishing the bunal
not to be in any wise' (ct Jos 829

), but to be

jiccoidin^ to the most pious custom of his lace,
went to Pilate and craved the body. The petition

lequiretl boldness (Mk 1543), since Joseph, with no

kinship in the flesh with Jesus, would be forced to

make a confession of discipleship, which the Jews
would note Pilate, too, neither loved nor was loved

by Israel, and his anger might be kindled at the

coming of a Jew, and the member of the Sanhedim
be assailed with insults Pilate, however, making
suie that Je&us was dead, gave the body. Perhaps
he had pity for the memory of Him he had con-

demned, or perhaps the rich man's gold, since
Pilati , < < - \ i to Philo (Op. li. 590}, took money
from - -

. ;
' - secured what was ci avecl. Joseph,

now witli no fear of the Jews, acted openly, and
had to act with speed, as the day of pieparation
for the Sabbath \vas nearly spent. Taking down
the body of Jesus from the cross (and other hands
must have aided his), he wrapped it in linen which
he himself had bought (Mk 1546 ). In the Fourth

Gospel it is told how Nicodemus, bringing a mix-
ture of myrrh and aloes, about an hundred pound
weight, joined Joseph, and how they took the body
and wound it in linen clothes with the spices (Jn
1940) Near the place of crucifixion was a garden,
and in the gaiden a new sepulchre, which Joseph
had hewn out m the rock, doubtless for his own
last resting-place ; and in that sepulchre, wherein
was never man yet laid, was placed the body of

Jesus prepared for its burial (Mt 2760
,
Jn 1941 ). In

the court at the entrance to the tomb, the prepara-
tion would be made. All was done which the time
before the Sabbath allowed reverent hands to do ;

and then Joseph, perhaps thinking of the pious
offices that could yet be done to the dead, rolled a

great stone to the door of rh' 1

-cpuldne and de-

paited (Mt 2760
). On late 1(^<M><U M gjudino Joseph

of Arimatluea see Hasting- Dl], \ol. n p 778.

J. HERKXESS.
JOSES (lucr??!?, *DI% a shortened form of *IDV,

he adds' ; cf. Gn SO24. The identity of the two
nanies is doubted by Lightfoot [.* 261, note 1],

chiefly on the ground, of the use of different forms
in the Peshitta; but Dalman [G-rwni* Aram, 75]
rightly view's DI as a dialectical, and probably
Galilsean, abbreviation of *pr. The names are
, i.jr >M J

7t inVTc 1
! --I;;'* rSfr

r
<
r Mt 1355 with Mk

;_ r, Mi 27" \\ll ;.!',<, V-,i, with Tisch. read
3

Iw<r^0, and in all the passages there is textual
evidence, sufficiently strong not to be overlooked,
for the name rejected) 1. A brother of Jesus (Mk
63}. This biother is not mentioned anv^hoie el>e

except in the above p.i-^n ro of Afai tl i <\v (27-
16

) Voi
views as to his real relationship see Hastings' DB i

320 ff., and art. BRETHEEN OF THE LORD in present
work. 2. The brother of James the Little (Mt
2756,

Mk 1540 47
). The name of Joses stands alone

in the last passage, but that of his better known
brother is substituted by the 'Western' text.
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The father was Clopas (Jn 1925
) ; but of him, as of

hib son Joses, nothing certain is known. Both
must have been familiar to the members of the

eaily Christian community ; but the Synac ver-

sions aie against the identification of Clopas with

Alphseus, and Hege&ippus does not say enough
(Eus. HE 111 11) to wairant the conclusion that
Joses was a nephew of Joseph of Nazaieth

K. W. Moss
JOSIAH. The well - known king of Judah,

named in our Lord's genealogy (Mt l lof
-)

JOT. This modem spelling of the AV, followed

by RV, which has discaided the 16th cent. '
iote

'

(in Tmdale, Coverdale, Cranmer *

lott ') of Khemish,
Bishops', AV (1611), somewhat obscures the ety-

mology of the woid, which is simply a tianshtera-

tion of the Greek term (i.u>Ta=
'

i'). Wyclifs trans-

lation and paraphrase (' oon i, that is lest leftre
3

)

was not adopted by any of the -ab CMJMOMI English
versions The Greek tusyliable being pronounced
'jota' (cf. Spanish 'jota,

5 Geiman c

jota,
5 *

]odt,'

jott,'
'

jot '), the reduction to the monosyllable
* iote

'

(pronounced
*

jote ') with its variants '

ioyt,'
e ioit' (Scots form, see J. Knox, Hist. Eef. 1572,

Wks. 1846, i. 107 ,
and Davidson, Commend.

Vpnchtnes, 152 (1573), m Satir. P. Bef xl ) and
'

iott,' was natural and normal. The German
authorized veision is still Luther's p;uaphi<x^e :

'der klemste Buchstabe' for \\hich Weizsacker

prefeis the tiansiiteration em Jota,' while the
French versions also tiansliteiate ' un (seul) iota

'

The pioverbial phrase twra & ^ ^a /cepaia (Mt 518

only) derives its point from the fact that IQra in

the Gieek alphabet, like its <

'

.

* "

er and

original yod in the Hebrew, char-

acter. In fact, as Dr. Hastings notes (s.v. in DB),
the yod being moie distinctively the smallest, pro-
vides an argument in favour of those who regard
Aramaic as the language of Jesus
After Tmdale's introduction of the word (1526),

its meaning, derived from the passage above cited,

was not so much * the least letter or written part
of any writing,' as in a more general j n'-l-- ; 'I -MS

'the very least,' 'a whit,' &nd \yas usually pre-
ceded by a negative expressed or iinplied. Thus :

Bale (1538), God's Promises, in. in Dodsley PL
i. 1 .

c
I wyll not one iote, Lord, from thy wyll

dyssent': ^liA^jno (1596), Merch. of Yen.:

*This bori'i - vi'.i ^r,u slice here no iot of bloud' ;

Spenser r>!T s ',./'
' Ivii: 'That wonder is

how I should liue a iot.'

P. HENDERSON AITKEN.
JOTHAM. A king of Judah, named in our

Lord's genealogy (Mt I9).

JOURNEY. See TRAVEL.

JOY. In the Greek of the NT there are two

verbs, with their (oiio-|iOmlrnj. nouns, used to

<\prc--> the idea 01 joy. These are &ya\\i

a.ya \\tatrts, and xalpeiv, xapd.
The wortl er/iXYgv convey* rather Ihc idea of

exultation 01 exuberant ^Indue-^, and i< a lavourite

with St. Luke, \\lio ha- been called rhe ' most pro-

found p^vi'liolii^i-t HinoTiji the E\jimidiM-
'

It is

in the i-vjo- oi ln^ Co^pol nV-o That we lind the
ino-st hequont mention of circumstances of joy
attending the piod.unnUon and reception of the

gospel message, and the \vhole character of his

wuting reveals om Lord in the most joyous rela-

tion to His own disciples and to the world at

large. The Gr. word toi 'gospel
5 V - - ^ *

<'.

'good tidings,' or, as it is de&cri'.u<. IM I L - in

the message of the angel to the shepheids, 'good

tidings of great joy (etfayyeX^o^cu bftiv %aphv

fjiey6Xyv). In the case of the angel messenger to

Zacharias, the two words are combined in his

greeting. Thus at the very outset the idea of joy
attends the inoppu \ u: even the haisher ministry
of John tl- IJ, IMI-: 'Thou shalt,' says the

angel, 'have joy and gladness (%apd KCU ctyaXX/aa-ts),
and many shcill lejoice (xapijeropreu) at Ins bnth*
(Lk I 14 ). Aiiothei stiang

' \
'

icumstance
of the joy of these days our Loid's
mcai nation is the utteiaiice oi Elisabeth, who,
when Mary, the ^piedestmed mother of the
Messiah, comes to vibit hei, cues out in an ecstasy
of wonder ^and joy, 'Behold, i\hen the voice of

thy salutation came into mine eais, the babe leapt
in my \\omb foi joy' (v.

44
). In the same scene

there immediately tollo\\ s the song of thanksgiving
known in the Chuich as the I/"-,,,, , 7 .,/ (\vh see),
which is peivaded by the -pr , oi juy, and in
which the woid 'lejoieed' occuis at the very out-
set (v.

47
).

When we turn to the hi&toiical account of the
beginnings of the pioclamation of the gospel, we
find that, accoidmg to Jn 's nanative, when John
the Baptist declaied the (on: MIL of the Greater
than himself, he heralded H,- .> \(i in thewoids,
*He that hath the bude is the

"

"< _ > -i but
the friend of the bnde^ioom ^h ",-,-.< t" and
heaieth him, rejoiceth greatly because of the bride-

groom's voice this my joy therefore is fulfilled'

(Jn 3'^).

T " *

i the accounts
of - There the
as * ! , ur Loid who
saj s that, because John came _

"

\ the
a devu (.An n-10

n LK
"

f
^. i we

^ourth Evangelist had carried back the

conception of his Loid's ministry
"

description
of it given by His forerunnei or decide In

any case, the statement here attributed to John the Baptist
stands alone, and is not characten
or "i .

*

u . i

at Lord Himself

In the paiables in which the seciet of the King-
dom is itself set forth by our Lord, we meet the
word 'joy' several times. In the inteipretation
of the parable of the Sower we are told :

* He that
was sown upon the rocky places,

this is he that
heareth the word, anc

1

-h.n^Ji'^.iy with joy re-

ceiveth it
3

(Mt 1320 ), a -1 1 .kin,L ( h.racterization of

the temper of those who eagerly adopt a new idea,
but are just as ready to exchange it tor some more
recent fashion. It is a temper that our Lord de-

scribes in another place, when, discussing the

ministry of His forerunner, He says :
* He was

the lamp that burneth and shineth, and ye were

willing to rejoice for a season in his light' (Jn 535

].

Joy of a deeper and more permanent character is

that of the man who found a treasure hidden in his

field, and ' in his joy he goeth and &elleth all that

he hath and buyeth that field
'

(Mt 1344). This is

the true and evangelical temper of a proper recep-
tion of the gospel message, In Lk 15 joy is given a

higher place and a yet more spiritual significance.
In the three famous parables that fill that chajiloi,
the joy of God's own heart is set forth under the

images of the shepherd with his sheep, the woman
with her precious coin, and the father with his

restored son. Joy, says our Lord, in the two
former cases, fills all heaven, even inc leasing the

gladness of the angels in sympathy \\ith their

King ; while the exuberant picture of the joy of

the household at the piodigal'-s return gives a still

more tender and touching picture of the Divine

Fatherhood. The reward promised to the faithful

servant in the paiable of the Talents is to enter

into ' the joy of his Lord' (Mt 2521
). The meaning

of this is obviously that the servant should be par-
taker in the richer and fuller -joy that is his Lord's

portion, which may piobably be the joy _that
comes from the exereis-e of highei responsibilities,

and the opportunities of fuller usefulness (see the

Comm. in loco).
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In the narrative in Lk. descriptive of the return
of the seventy disciples* from their mission in

Galilee, we read (ID
17

) that they 'returned with

joy, saymg, Lord, even the devils are subject unto
us in thy name. 3

It may be that oui Loid re-

garded this a& too much akin to the shallow joy
w Inch He had exposed in the parable of the So\\ er,

or, at any rate, as detrimental to the more serious

thought with which He \\ i&hed then minds to be

filled; for He replied (v.
2a

)
.

< Howbeit m this

rejoice not that the spirits aie subject unto you,
but rejoice that your names are written in heaven.'
The keynote thus given to the real joy of the

disciple is the assurance of his belonging to the

Kingdom of God, a joy, therefore, that is 'with

trembling
'

Accoiding to Lk.'s account, it is at
the same moment that we read of Christ's rejoic-

ing, but the parallel in Mt. does not bear out
the same historical connexion (cf. Lk 1021 and
Mt IP6

).

In Lk.*s narrative also there is the unique expression, 'He
,.-_-- ,,_! _ ^ . TT.I., Q , j.

*vhat exactly is meant by this
- " -

> > . and some ha\ e even supposed
_ strange experiences of the

Christian Church atter Pentecost This does not seem very
probable, and it may be that Lk is onlj expressing with greater
fulness and exactitude the truth that it was through the

inspiration of the Spmt that our Lord was able clearly to thank
His Father for the manner in which His mighty \\orks were
done, as well as to perform these "works themselves

In the passage in which Lk. gives his setting of
the Beatitudes, he puts very strongly the blessing
of suffering for righteousness' sake, the words

being,
*

Kejoice in that day, and leap : for, behold,

your reward LS great in heaven '

(Lk 62S ).

In Jn. there is a very striking use of the verb
*

rejoice' in a passage of great difficulty (S
5

). It
occurs in the reported controversy of our Loid with
the Jews, \\here He tells them, 'Your father
Abraham rejoiced (ifraXXt&rcwo) to see my day : and
he saw it, and was glad

3

(exdp-rj)- The force of the
Greek implies that Abraham c exulted that he
should see,

3

that is, presumably, in the promises
that were made to him, while the actual seeing of

it, of which the Lord -peak- i- pi-^Ibly an asser-
tion of Abraham's h\ mi: \\ -L !

i (>><] asm Christ's
similar use of the te\ L 1 iini Ju, ('<>< I of Abraham,
of Isaac, and of Jacob,' to piove the reality of the
doctrine of the resurrection.
We must next turn to a class of passages con-

tained in the closing addresses of our Lord to His
disciples, as recorded in the Fourth Gospel, where
much stress is laid upon our Lord's own joy and
the disciples" share in it. The clear declaration of
His commandments is to effect the purpose of their

partaking in His own joy of obedience, and to
secure the permanence and completeness, of their
o-vtii glad following of the Divine -\\ill (Jn 1511

).

Again the natural sorrow at His j>|n<>! < liinj: de-

parture is to be a sorrow like that ui ;i \\om<m in
her

"
: -

': , , sorrow, that is, which is not
only , ; t

. -

t
but is a necessary element in

a great deliverance ; and the joy that will succeed
not only cause* foigetfulne^ of the previous sutler-

ing, but abides, while the pain is only a passing
and comparatively uminporrmt, e>c|>iMl<'TM _ ^G20"24

).

And, finally, in TJK, jrri\u iirnypi 01 in.crce&sion
contained in Jn 17, our Lord 'requests that the joy
which was His own peculiar possession should find
its full accomplishment in the hearts of His dis-

ciples (v.
3S

). The joy thus foretold and interceded
for is noted by the Evangelist as a po^e^sion of
the disciples immediately after the re-uire<tion.
In Mt 28s we are told that the women departed
from the tomb with fear and great joy,

3

while the
effect of the gladness is noted by Lk., with a truth-
fulness to human p-\pen<iuc lluil is most remark-
able, as being itseh <i giomid of scepticism (see Lk
2441

). This joy was not only the possession, but

the abiding possession of the early Church, as

frequent notes in the Book of Acts prove; and

many passages in St Paul's Epistles &yeak of joy
as one of the true fruits of the "

" "
i,j of the

Holy Spirit (see Ac 135J and Gal 5-).

While the passages above examined contain most
of the instances in \vhich the words 'joy' or 're-

joice' aie used in the Gospels, there remain very
many passages m which the idea is piomment. Our
Lord 'b own description of Himself, for instance, as

the T> ''- when He is vindicating the libeity
of 1

1
- -i - to abstain fiom the ascetic prac-

tices of the Pharisees, shows how He conceived His
mission and ministry (see Mk 218'-2

) Many of the

parables, other than those already named, set forth

the inherent ioy of the Kingdom, as, for example,
those of the Wedding Supper and the Ten Virgins.
The Loid's Supper itsell was a feast of joy, for,

accoi ding to Lk J

s account (22
15

), our Lord said,
; With desire I have desired to eat this Passover
with you befoie I suffer,

3

thus indicating that He
had eagerly and gladly anticipated it , and in the
further words that He speaks on that occasion He
indicates that there is only to be a pause in the

joy which will be resumed and heightened m other
-IL KMiM'li'i^

*
I will not,' He continues, 'drink

irorn henceiorth of the fruit of the vine until the

kingdom of God shall come,
3

or, as Mt. phrases it

(26
2\ ' until that day when I drink it new with

you in my Father's kingdom.'
There must have been much in our Lord's inter-

course with the people that led them to see m Him
a helper of their joys rather than a restraint upon
their merriment. He was, foi example, an honoured

guest at a wedding feast (Jn 21

), and at many a
social meal (cf. Lk 141 and Jn 122

) ; and when He
decided to abide at the house of Zacehceus, we are
told that the latter 'received him joyfully

' In
His triumphal entry into Jerusalem the people

gladly welcomed Him (Lk 1937 ), and the children

cri
""

,".
" "

the Temple,
s Hosanna to the Son

of h n. .M
1 J |15

). All these more or less exuber-
ant outbursts of spontaneous joy gieatly offended
the Pharisees and other formal religionists ; and
while it would not be correct to say that our Lord

designedly arranged circumstances in which the
contrasts would be clearly manifested, still the
conditions in which they were so displayed were
admirable parables in action of some ofr the deepest
truths of His kingdom.
There is much beauty, as well as truth, m the imaginary

description of Kenan ' He thus traversed Galilee m the midst
of a com inual fej*i When He entered a house it was considered
a joy and a blessing. He halted ,^ . i ,''-,> 1 ,-n the large
farms, where He received open >. ;

in East when
a stranger enters a house it becomes'at once a public pljee All
the village assembles there, the children im.uk IT., L!IO\ are

put out by the servants, but always return Jesus could not
suffer these innocent auditors to be treated harshly. He
caused them to be biought to Him and embraced them. . . .

He protected those who wished to honour Him In this way
children and women came to adore Him '

(Life of Jesus, ch XL).

The joy that emanated from our Loid's person
and presence during His earthly ministry was
without question a great part of its power. His
attitude stood in such clear contrast to the general
character of the religion^ people round about Him,
that the < oii-dousne-^ of n mu^t have been felt by
all the onlookers

,
but in addition to this fact was

the whole te<u,hm<r about His kingdom, which, as
set forth in paiable and piecopi was to be a king-
dom of gladness. In thii laucr respect it came
into line wit 1 - \ ^

I-MIJ

'

. . - had described as
the marked IM (

-
i< ."i rlu Kingdom of God,

and also with what the Jewish ,\
]

-
, i\

f
-

I
L

"'
! in oil

as the outcome of the Messiah's advent. "That a
more earthly tono pi ion of joy filled the hearts of

many of the di-ciplo*- t IKMX is little reason to ques-
tion, but a grMi denl of our Lord's loathing wa^
directed to spiritualize their hopes and to deepen
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their insight into the true character of spiritual
3y-
LITERATURE, The Comm on the passages refeired to, esp

the Introductions to Lk by Plununer and Adeuey ,
art *Joy'

in Hastings' i>B
, Biuce, Galilean Gospel, ohs vn \n

, Farrar,
Life of Chi tst, new ed 1894, 225 ff , J W. Diggle, Short Studies
in Holiness, 1900, lllff , G Matheson, Studies in the Portrait
of Christ, 1st series, 272 ff , J Moffatt in Expos Times, ix

(1898) 334 G. CURRIE MARTIN.

JUDAEA, 1. In its earlier -i^infi'jiUo'i the term
* Judcea' ('lovSaia) was applied u > iim't'd district,
of which Jerusalem was the centie, occupied by
the captives who retuined fiorn Babylon atter the
decree of Cyrus The scattered lemnants of the
Israelites who availed themselves of this oppor-
tunity, lepresenting most, if not all, of the several

tiibes, joined forces with the men of Judah in

lebuildmg the Temple and its defences; and from
this date, except on the lists of the genealogical
and tribal records, they were not distinguished
fiom them. Hence the tribe of Judah, which, ac-

coidmg to Josephus, arrived first in those parts,

gave name both to the inhabitants and the terii-

tory, the former being designated as Jews and the
latter as ( Judaea

'

or *

Jewry
'

(Ant. XI v. 7). At a
later date both names were used in a wider sense,

including all the Israelites who returned, and also

their settlements or possessions in other sections

of the land. Under Persian rule the land of Judah
was designated as a piovince of the Empire, and
was administered by a governor, who resided at
Jerusalem (Ezr 58 - 14

, Neh II 3
, Hag I 1 14

) During
the period of the Roman occupation the term was
sometimes used as a general expression for Pales-
tine as a whole (BJ I. viu 2

; Strabo, xvi. 2 21
;

Tacitus, Hist, v 6 ; Lk I 5
, Ac 2821

) 5
also to include

a portion, app.n i in 1 \ . of the trans-Jordamc country
(Ant XII iv 11; Mi; 19l

, Mk 101 , Ptol. v 16. 9).

Apart fiom this *
""

usage, the name ordi-

nal ily us we lir. NT and the writings
of r-i- ',M i- a*

*
;

*

'o the southernmost of the
tlm" '.'-I'll- i-.'i V, Samaria, Judaea into

which Western Palestine was divided in the time
of Christ. With some variations on the north and
west borders at different periods, Judoea covered all

of the teriitory south of the Wady Ishar and the

village of Akmlibeh (PEFSt, 1881, p 48), from the
Mediteuanean to the Jordan Valley and the Bead
Sea. AI'M'^I','. to Josephus, its limits extended
from a .

'

the north called Anuath, or

Borkeos, . with 'Aina BerJat, to lardas

(possibly Tell Arad), on the edge of the desert, to
the south. Its breadth he defines, in general terms,
as extending from the river Jordan to Joppa (BJ
III. in. 5), In other

" "
J

- ,,' "

responded with the . v ,i .1 ., i

in HKJ
L>(\tii>(1

of iH . .
, \

deli nod it included tue tribal possession* ol JSimeon,
Judah, Benjamin, Ban, and, to some extent at

least, of Ephraim.A distinction should be noted here between the
use of the word Judoea to designate strictly Jewish

territory, from which the outlying Hellenistic or
Gentile towns were excluded, and the Roman
usage of the word to designate a political division,
which for administrative purpo*e&< included all the
coast towns south of Mt Carmel, the chief of

which in the time of Christ was Csesarea, the
residence of its Procurator. In the one case its

northern limit was Antipatris, on the plain of

Sharon ; in the other it extended to Acre (Ptolc-

mais) beyond Mt. CarmeL The S.E. portion of

Judaea has sometimes been designated as a separate
district under the name Id^t/mcea, but this term

Sroperly
describes a settlement of the Edomites in

ud<T,a, and not a separate division of the country.
Idumsea, according to Josephus, was one of the

eleven toparchies into which Judaea proper was

divided for administrative pui poses under Konian
rule (BJ in m. 5) See IDUM/EA.

2. When our Loid was bom, Judaea constituted
a part of the dominion of Heiod the Great, who
accoidmgly is called by the E\an<>eh-N 'king of
Judaea' (Lkl 5

,cf. Mt21
). Afternic death of Herod,

the Roman empeior assumed the right to settle
the dispute which had arisen among his sons con-
cerning the division of the KIM _<"<> j,nd by his
deciee Juckea and Samaria \M ,,' p, J< partition
assigned to Aichelaus. The sovereignty of Ptome
was more fully asseited also at this time in refus-

ing to any of Herod's sons the title
f

king.' When
by the same authority Archelaus was deposed
(A D 6), the territory over which he held rule was
attached to the province of Syria, and thus for
the fiist time came under immediate Roman rule.
From this date it was administered by a governor
or piocuiator, who was chosen from the equestrian
order. Following Archelaus the province was ad-
ministered by five procurators duiing the life and
ministiy of Jesus, viz Coiion, .- ''. A.D. -0- Mm** L-

Ambivius (c, 9-12), Annius Jttuxus (c. \2 K~> \ .!"-

rius Gratus (15-25), Pontius Pilate (26-36). It was
during Pilate's rule that the word of God came
to John the Baptist in the wilderness, and some
years later this Roman piocurator made his name
for ever infamous by giving sentence that the
Christ, whom he had openly declared to be innocent
of crime, should be led away to be crucified.

3. The physical features of Judcea are sharply
outlined and sinjrulaily diversified. Its distinctive
characteristics fall naturally into five subdivisions,

oiiginally suggested by the OT wiiters, viz. the
' Plain of the Coast,' the Shephelah' or region of

the low hills, the 'Hill country,' the 'JSFegeb' or

dry country, and the 'Wilderness.'
The Maritime Plain varies in width from 10 to

16 miles. It is for the most part flat or rolling,
and rises gradually toward the base of the moun-
tains. The upper portion (Sharon) is noted for its

lich pasturage ; the lower (Phihstia) for its vast

gram-field-, which have yielded enormous crops
without the use of fertilizers, except such as nature
has distributed over its surface from the wash and
waste of the mountains, for forty centuries. The
international highway which follows the line of

the coast inside the region of the sand-dunes is one
of the oldest caravan and military roads in the
world. Most of the noted towns of the Plain are
on or near this im<icni higlivjiy. This section of

Judaea has no ,i o< union- \\i1h ihe life or ministry
of Jesus, but in the Acts there are several refer-

ences to visits which were made, or events which
iook plaus i it- 'owns, in connexion with the
v-ork 01 i he .\po-ilcs or their associates (chs. 8-10
and 18-21 j.

The 'SheplielnV belongs to the plain rather
than to the conn-ill iil;jc of the mountains, from
which it is d'u-iiiK lly r-^pjujlul 1'V n senes of

almosl (onlinuon^ break- 01 di*pn --:! - It has
been apil> <k>-mbo<l as

e a loose gathering of chalk
and limestone hills, round, bare, and featureless,
but with an occasional bastion flung well out in

front of them.* There are several noted valleys,
which begin their courses as wadis in the central

range, and cut their way through the Shephelah
to the plain. Each of these affords a passage-way
into Ihe heart of the mountain stronghold of

Judaea, and each has its distinct characteristics

and hi<ioii<tt1 associations. Apostles and evan-

gel HI* cnKMed this region soon after ^the disper-
sion of the believers at Jerusalem, and in its lime-

stone grottoes, in the days of the pei seoutions,

multitudes or hunted and outlawed Christians

found refuges and hiding-places (HG-HL, ch XL).
The *Hm country' or highland region

fills most
of the space between the Jordan \ alley and the
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sea, and gives character to the district as a whole
In its present condition it is the most lugged and
desolate section of the Lebanon range. In former
times its hillsides were terraced, and every avail-

able break in itb table-lands was carefully culti-

vated ; and yet in every period of its history it has
been legarded as a lough, stony land, moie suit-

able for pastoral than for agricultural pursuits Its

wateished is> an irregular, undulating plateau,
which varies in width from 12 to IS miles. The

'.
" 1 '" *

*ie numerous ravines or torrent-

^ ,
and in some sections deeply

corrugate, its sides, is east and west. On the east

side they aie short, direct, and deegly cleft ; on
the west, comparatively long and

' "

the coast often by circuitous routes i ne nignest
elevation (3564 ft } is er-Hninahi a shoit distance
north of Hebron. The general average of the

plateau on which Jerusalem is located is about
2500 ft. South of Hebron theie is a gradual de-

scent by steps or terraced slopes to the region
which for many centuries has borne the distinctive

name *

Negeb
3

or dry country.
The 'Wilderness' includes the whole of the

es.-i OL" -lojw* ur declivity of the Judaean mountains,
li - ;i I'j.n on, uncultivated region, unique in its

setting, and notable above all other sections of

the land for its desolation, its loneliness, and its

scenes of wild and t>a\ age grandeur. The vaiiation
in levels from the edge of the plateau to the surface
of the Dead Sea is but little short of 4000 ft.,

nearly one half of which is a i/i-V^iiim!- <li^Mi
from sea-level t ,

T

. '.-i
* tlMiu |i'v <'< i^e* i<i

basin amid the -
i 'I- In this

* land not in-

habited ' John the Baptist -souyhp
^ec lu^ion -v\ bile

preparing for his ministry a^ the foieiurmei of the
Messiah ; and here the Holy One, concerning whom
he boie record, abode 'forty days tempted of

Satan ; and was with the wild beasts ; and the

angels ministered unto him' (Mt 31"6
I!
Lk 32, Mt

41'"
II Mk !

13
).

4 The sacred memories and thronging events
-v\ Inch have been, and for ever shall be, associated
with these holy hills cannot be fittingly expressed
by voice or pen. In the long ages past th e higln\ ay&
of this Judsean plateau have been trodden"by the
feet of patriarchs, prophets, priests, and kings, and
for centuries its sanctuaiy on Mt. Zion was the

dwelling-place of Jehovah ; but, more than all else

in its wonderful history, it was the place of the

incarnation, the -<1f-<lon\ in,r ministry, the agony,
the death, the louneuion, and the ascension of
the Son of God, the Saviour of the world.
LITERATURE Stanlej ,

SP pp. 227-f
" " r : r I ch. i

p. 221 , Schurer, HJPy index ; G A. -
. , hs xii -

xv, Neubauer, C "> ; ^''Ttuni \\ ,>^iT
"

vol m.,
C. W. Wilson in JJ i>r -i-^s' D/t \ol i p 791 ; Smith, Z>B*, vol
ii. p. 1488; Hastings' Dtt, art 'Palestine*; Baedeker, Pal. and
Syria, Ivi. EGBERT L. STEWAET.

JUDAH. The eponymous ancestor of the tribe
to which our Lord belonged (Mt !-, Lk 3s3, He 714 ;

cf. art. GENEALOGIES).

JUDAH (Ioi55a). Two passages in the Gospels
mention f Judah '

(RV), or Jnda* (AV), which is

orthographically distinct from ' Judaea 3

('lovSata)
as well as geographically ^mailer. The one is

Mt S6 *And tho'u Bethlehem, land of Judah, art
in no wise least among the princes of Judah,

'

etc.,

alluding to Bethlehem, the birthplace of Christ, in
the heart of the hill country. The other is Lk
I39

' And Mary arose in these days and went into
the hill country with haste, into a city of Judah '

;

which also probably alludes to some town in the
centre of the hill country, the birthplace of John
the Baptist. In the latter passage, however, in-
stead of els iro\iv 'lotiSa, Reland in 1714 (Pal. p. 870),
endorsed by Robinson in 1841 (BRP* ii. 206) and

others of more recent ijlate, emend to read ets TTO\LV

'loi/ra, i e
* Juttah' in lieu of 'Judah.' But there

ib no good philological reason foi thinking that the

latter is a corruption or softer pienunciation of

the former ; and, as the context would indicate, the

word 4 Juclah
'

in v 39 seems to be parallel to the
'hill country

3

of v 65
(cf. Cheyne, ait. 'Juttah' in

Encyc. Bibl ,
also Plummei, Int Cnt Com ad Lk

I39 ). It is, therefore, probably better to tieat the

passage as a reference to that portion of the hill

countiy of Judah round about Hebron, or to the

south of it Tiadition has fixed upon 'Am Kanm,
a little west of Jerusalem, as the birthplace of

John the Baptist. See, fuither, artt. JUDAEA,
HILL, etc. GEORGE L ROBINSON.

JUDAS. 1. Judas the son of James. The
eleventh name in two lists of the Apostles (Lk 616

,

Ac I 13
) is 'lotffotj 'ICLK&POV. RV * Judas the son of

James 3

is a better rendering than AV ' Judas the

brother of James ' The note in RVm is
l Or

brother. See Jude l '

, but in Jude I there is no
1 *-

.

J he Gi text is dcJeX^ds 'Ia/cc6/3ou The
!

"n
possible ; but it is

has two different
V\ .

, .is

improbable that

meanings in one short list ot names (cf AV and
RV ' James the son of Alphseus '), and it is note-

woithy that in Lk 3 1 614 do>eX<6s is expressed. The
AV ii'NtitMmu may have been caused by Jude 1

;

certs'n!\ i iu-ledto the eironeous identification

ot these" two Judases. The evidence of Veisionsis
in favour of RV. Syr sesh and Theb have 'son

of
3

;
* none suggests the exceptional rendeung

"the brother of"
'

(Plummer in Smith's DB, vol i.

pt. 2). Syr
sm has * Judas son of James '

instead

of Thaddseus or Lebbseus in Mt 104 .

In two lists of the Apostles (Mt 104, Mk 318
)

' Judas the son of James ' has no place ; the othei
names correspond in all four lists. In Mt and
Mk. Thaddaeus

(y
I

,
in Mt., Lebbaeus) is one of the

Twelve. There is little doubt that f Judas the son
of James' had a second name 'Thaddseus,' and

perhaps a third name 'Lebbseus ' Jerome (Com
in loc ) calls him trinomius. Cf Nestle in Hastings'
DB iv. 741.

It is significant that on the only occasion when
this obscure Apostle is referied to in the Gospels,
he is <"!"- _ Vi u f^orn his notorious namesake as
1 Jud, -, -. 1- ,

- o '

(Jn 1422
). All that we know

of
* Judas Thaddseus

'

is that he asked the ques-
tion,

'

Lord, what is come to pass that thou wilt
manifest thyself unto us, and not unto the world ? '

He could not understand how the kingdom was
to come unless the Messiah would make a public
disclosure (^tjxLvlfa} of His glory. The answer of

Jesus explains that in the very nature of the case
it is not possible for Him to reveal His glory to

unloving and disobedient hearts. The question of

Judas Thaddseus e\jue ed ilu i bought not only
of other members <f ilu \po-ioli( band, but also
of many who havo -mu bHi<-\ed in Christ. Our
Lord's words have a im^-age for all disciples whose
impatience is an evidence or the influence of the

-|-i'"i <if i,he world. Well may St Paul claim to
n<ivi Jii. mind of Christ

3 when he affirms that
' the natural man 5

is not only unable to * receive
'

and to c know '

spiritual things, but is also incom-

petent to *

interpret' and to *
judge' them (cf.

1 Co 2

O,' r ^
; !,.<* this Apostle, who is little more than

a ". ,o - . t i
- been much discussion In Jn 1422

Syr sm has 'Thomas/ Syr cur has 'Judas Thomas/ Plummer
(op d ) is probably ng-ht in rr

f*ardm.rt'u li.'ter as 'a corrupt
reading arising from the faci u at no *vria i Christians called
Thomas rl.< \po-ilt J.idv

'

I-u-i uusCjtfA' i. 13 10) refers, in
nnrraLnc cMcrrii \\<* Ao^u, KIM^ of Edessa, to

* Judas who
<- ,-Llso ral*'l Tioipoi '

M< i

(?i:Tri\ (Nicene and Post-Nicem
Father-* \ o02) suggests that *

it is possible that Eusebius, or
the translator of the document, made a nusihkt and mphcd to
Thomas a name which in the original was ^'\cn to 'Ih.ulcwus-

'
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But Thomas is albo called Judas Thomas in Acts of Thomas,
G lit, 31, 30, and in the JSynac Docttina Apostolotum.
vieubchen (Hennecke, Handbuc/i zn den NT Apokt t/phen, p.
5b2) bajs

' In repaid to the name Juda^-Thomas, i e Judas the
Twin, cf Docti uie of Addai (p 5, ed Phillips), Bar-Hebrceus,
C'hionicon Eee m 2 TheSynactianslationof Eusebius, Ch Hit>t.

i U 10, lenders the Gr. 'loffiet; o XK.I (status by KDlKn sni.T

which, accoiding to the Nestonan pionunciation of the Syiiac,
must have been undeistood to mean Judas the Twin '

It is

possible that these S^nac traditions pieseue the peisonal
name of Thomas 'the T\\m', it is impossible to believe that
in the Fouith Gospel the Judas of 1422 and the doubting Apostle
aie the same.

2. Judas the brother of James. In two Gospels
(Mt 1355

,
Mk 6*) 'James and Joseph and Simon

and Judas' are named as bi others of Jesus. In
Jude 1 the author of that Epiwtle is described as
* Judas . . the biother of James '

(RV) The AV
has 'Jude', and in Mk 6 j 'Juda' 'Judas the
brother of James '

is, therefore, a
" "*

Scriptural and simple, yet sufficie

the person so named fiom * Judas t

who was an Apostle. The use of the full expiession
dde\(f>bs 'IctK&pov in the Epistle of Jude, and the
statement (Mt 1355 ) that Judas and James were ol

dSe\<f)ol ['Irjcrov], justifies the limiting of the title
4 the brother of James '

to the Judas who was also

a * brother of Jesus.' Much confusion has been
caused by the eironeous AV lendenng of 'lotfSas

'laxtbpov (cf. No. 1 above)
Of * Judas the brothei of James '

as an individual

we know nothing ; but account should be taken of

what is said collectively of our Loid's brothers.
He \\as piobably a son of Joseph and Mary, and a

younger biothei of Jesus (cf.
' Biethren of the Lord '

in H astings' DB] ; he misundei stood the popularity
ot Jesus (Mt 124bir

), who was, in his estimation, a
foolish enthusiast (Mk 321

) , before the lesurrection

of Jesus he did not .1- k:un IOUJM* his Bi other as

the Messiah (Jn 73ff
')> but atter the resurrection

he is found '

in prayer
'

in the upper room (Ac I 14
) ;

his doubts, like those of his brother James (1 Co
157 ), may have vanished in the presence of the
usen Lord The distinct mention of the brothei s

of Jesus (Ac I
14

) after the Eleven have been named,
is another reason for rejecting the tradition which
identifies 'Judas the brother of James 3

with Judas
Thaddapus the Apostle.
The authorship of the D>i i!. of Ti.do * much disputed

Harnack regards the words l>r<.ilu i n Jviu*' as an interpola-
tion added towards the end of the 2nd cent to enhance the
value of the Epistle 'as a weapon against Gnosticism ' But
'the simplest imoipicUiiion of the salutation, which identifies

the writer , \\iih the brother of the Lord, is the best*

(Chase, Hastings' DB n 804a).
Eusebms (BE in 19. 201 32) quotes f T

r
_ >

,
- /he

t\f * of .>n accusation brought ciain s-t i

' of
i " f

. i,"\ are described as
' dcMvnrlod * i \

called brothers of the Saviour, whose name was Judas '

, it is

further said that 'after they had borne testimony before
Domitian in behalf of faith in Christ . they took the lead
of every church as witnesses and as relatives of the Lord

'

If
' Judas the brother of James '

presided over the Church in the
? ' -i IHJI c he lived, he may well have been the author of an
1 1-.-

v Mr- Lewis conjectures that 'Thomas, the doubting
disciple, is identical with Jude, the j -

"
1

i of our

Lord', but this theory involves his \ -
- i- state-

ment in Jn 7'"* that our Lord's brothers did riot believe that He
was the Messiah (cf %%pT xiv. 398 ; also Kendel Hams, The
JDioscuri in the Christian Leyends)

3. Judas Iscariot. See following article.

J. G. TASKER.
JUDAS ISCARIOT.

i Tho N'T *oiuvc-
n ^aino ..'<] l)o-iiiations

(a) Judas
ft) Iscanot.O Oi M 'he Twelve.
r) \

'
'

((') Betra\ or or traitor

(/)AdcMl
(#) Son of perdition

In. Other XT references to Judas
(cr) Before the Bel raval ,

(6) Describing the Betrayal ,

f*) \'-ir 41"' Betraval
i> Iru . n.ii.i -i r -r Judas

( \ } Mi _",> >'J motives theory ,

ed) The Satan
(c) The mingl

ou ""

v. References

, he uas () covet-

iks,
\\ntmgs.

Literatuie

i THE NT SOURCES The basib of any satisfac-

toiy solution oi
" "

and perplexing
pioblem of the . udas nuibt be a
compiehenaive and caretul study of the woidb of
Jesus and the lecords of the Evangelists Interestm his life and chaiactei may have been unduly
sacriiiced^to dogmatic discu&bions of lix'd fate, free
will,

r
. \- -^ '.

'

i '.solute,' but the reaction in
favoi. 1

. . ii-i'., methods of study may be
cainea to excess Conclusions amved at by the use
of these methods aie not always consistent with
the historical data furnished by the Gospels In
psychological as well as theological investigations,

may prove an unsafe guide ; at least
> , ways move in a path made by prolong-

ing the lines laid down in the documents which
are the main souices of our information Theones
framed by induction fiom a critical comparison of
the narratives may claim to be attempts to untie
the knot, but theories involving excisions from,
and conjectural emendations of, the text of the

Gospels and Acts are mere cuttings of the knot.
A frank \

" ""
' J

'iat there are dif-

ficulties at A x is preferable to the

adoption of such violent methods of removing
them The NT material available for the investi-

gation of the subject in its manifold aspects is

found in the following passages :

1 The lists of the Apostles . Mk Siwr, Mt loar, Lk 6"ff .

2 Eaily allusions to Judas Jn 6^ff 124ft 1712 Lk 22-* (cf Mk
,

3 The narratives of the Betrayal* Mk 14f, Mt 26"*, Lk
, Jn 132ft , Mk 14i , Mt 262i, Lk 22^ Jn IS*!* ,

Mk
, Mt 2647ft

, Lk 22^7f ,
Jn 182ft

4 The two accounts of the death of Judas Mt 273^, Ac l^ff

From this classification it will be seen that, with
the exception of Lk 223

, the ^ M^ .
- sa\ jiulhiii 1

.'

about Judas before the Betiayai ; iheir n'< * oum o'

the Betrayal also differs in many details from that

given in the Fourth Gospel. Some divergent tia-

clitions it is difficult, and perhaps impossible, to

banner'' '
"

' (hat the one is an inten-

tional i

' " other, or that they are

contradictory, must be carefully examined ; sug-

gestions that they are supplemental y, or mutually
explanatory, must be tairly considered State-

ments in the Fourth Gospel which are said to

show John's bias against Judas will be investigated
in due course.

n. NAME AND DESIGNATIONS. (a] Judas. In

all the lists of the Twelve this is the name of the

Apostle mentioned last. Another Apostle (see

preced. art No. 1) bore this common Jewish name,
but * Judas' now means the Betrayer of Jesus.

His sm has stamped the word with such evil

significance that it has become the class-name of

V " " "

who aie ' no better than Judases '

,.

'
*

Judas-trap,
3

etc.)-

'Jofoats is the Gr. form of the Heb Judah (fTTirp), which m
Gn 2935 is derived from the verb '

to praise
'

(rn;), and is taken

,
- v ( "-I

'
-i o who is the subject of praise* (cf Gn 498), The

r '- ' -Muted, but in its popular sense it suggests a
-

;. p, r 1 .\ when used of one whose name became a

synonym for shame.

(?;) Tswnot the usual surname of Judas. 'I07ca-

pt.66, a transliteration fiom Heb , i-llie V-t i !( -h- 1

reading in Mk 319 1410
, Lk 61

'. 1 IM. ,L-TS IM-

Graecized form in Mt 2614
, Lk :>J

, J:i
' U '

;

6 'ItrKapitiTw in Mt 104, Jn 12* 1422. Eight of these

passages refer to Judas; in two (Jn 671 1326 ) his

father Simon is called Iscariot ; once (Jn 14a2
) his

fellow-Apostle is distinguished from bis more
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famous namesake as 'not the Iscanot.
3

Only in
Jn 132 does the full phrase occur ' Judas Iscariot,
the son of Simon.

3

Hestle thinks that ch Kapt&rov,
a leading of Codex Bezoe, found four times m Jn
instead of 'lerKapto&nys, is a ,M'I il'iji^i< lendeiing
of Iscariot by the author 01 ./"<_ loii'Ji Gospel.
Chase furnishes other evidence for this* leading
(The Syto-Latui Text of the, Gospel*, p. l<)2r ), bui

argues that it cannot be part of the original text.

His conclusion is that an early Synac tianslator
i epi evented 'IffKapwfrnys by this paraplnase (cf Exj)T
ix. pp. 189, 240, 285).
IV o facts already mentioned have an impoitant

bearing on the interpretation of 'Icr/id/Hwr^s (!)

the true reading,
* Simon Iscariot,

3 shows that the

epithet was j.!-
V\ ,-licable to the father and

the son, and , .
> -

i ^ > u use of the \\ ord suggests
that it is a local name ; (2) the paraphiase dwb

Kapubrov confirms the view that Judas is named
after his place of abode (cf. Zahn, Das Evangellum
des Matthaus, p. 393) Cheyne says

s we should
ha\e expected 0,71-0 heptwd,' yet admits that i

it is a

plausible view' that 'la-^apL&Tys is derived from
Ish-Kerioth (mnp irx), a man of Kerioth' (Ency.
BibL li. 2624) Dalman (The Words of Jesus, p.
51 f.) thinks that 9

I<rKapi&8 was the 01 i^iiu 1 r < JIUTJ.!,

and points back to the Hebrew, whilst o axo Ka/3i-
drov coi responds to the

1 ' *
, naic nvipi

or imp jci Hence the probably
means 'a Ivaripthite.'

It is, impossible to say with certainty where the
Kerioth was situate of which Judas was a native.

(I) On account of this difficult r"
;
.<**. i j

' -

that
{

Ie/Hxa>T?js,
* a man of J 1

-
i .

i

reading. (2) The majority of scholars incline to

the view that Kerioth is the Kerioth-Hezion or
Hazor of Jos lo-5 (Yulg. Oarioth) ; Buhl identifies

the place with
"'' '''(" i

r\ // / in South Judah
(&4Pp. 182) i '! -- : o- he Kerioth men-
tioned in Am 22

, Jer 48~4 (LXX Kaptc60}, an im-

portant city, either Kir-Moab, or Ar, the capital
of Moab. Harper (*Am. and Hos,/ /w. Cnt. Com.

p. 42) bays that 'the reference in the Moabite
stone (1. 13) favours Bwald's view that it is another
name for Ar.' A less probable opinion is that the
town referred to is Kopecu or Kurawa (Jos. BJ I.

vi. 5, iv. viii 1 ; Ant. xiv iii. 4) in North Judaea

(Buhl, GAP p 181). If any one of these towns
was the birthplace of Judas, he was not a Galilsean.

(c)
' One of the Tioelve.' In the Synoptic Gospels

thib phrase is found only in the narrative of the

Betrayal, and it is applied only to Judas. It marks
the mingled sorrow and i'ldi^nniion of the Evan-
gelists, that within that select eiicle there could be
a single treacheious heart. The simple formula
is once changed by St. Luke (22

s
), who adds to his

statement that * Satan entered into Judas '

these

significant words :
e

being of the number of the
twelve

'

i e counted among those whom Jesus
called His friends^ but about to become an ally of
His foes, because in spirit he was 'none of Ms'
(cf. Mt 2614 47

, Mk 14- *> 43
, Lk 22s 47

). In the
Fourth Gospel the phrase is used once of another
than Judas; like a note of exclamation, it ex-

presses surprise that Thomas, a member of the

Apostolic band, was absent when the risen Saviour

fippfiiitd fo TTi- diMiples (Jn 2021
). But St. John

j. No ! Dpi ics i he plirjiMi to Judas, giving it a position
in vUuli u^ trngu, and pathetic emphasis cannot
be mistaken :

* You the twelve, did not I choose ?

and of you one is a devil. Now he spake of Judas,
the son of Simon Iseariot ; for it was he that was
about to betray him one of the twelve

'

(6
70- 71

).

St. John's phrase (els IK r&v dddeKa) differs slightly
from that used by tlio Synoptic -

(els T&V 5t6Seica);

"Westcott suggests thai n" in?uU the unity of the

body to which, the unfaithful member belonged
7

(Com. in loc.).

That Judas was 'one of the twelve' is an im-

portant factor in the pioblem presented by his

history It implies that Jesus saw in him the
material out of which an Apostle might have been

made, the clay out of which a vessel unto honour

might have been shaped ;
it implies that Judas,

of tree-will, chose to follow Jesus and to continue
\\ith Him; and it implies that Judas heard fioni

the Master's lips
.

' "

, ,cious warning against
the peril of his On the other hand,
the fact that Judas was f one of the twelve' does

not imply that Jesus had the betrayal in view
when He chose this Apostle and entrusted him
\\ith the common puise; it does not imply that
even in that most holy environment Judas was

exempted from the \\oikmg of the spiritual law
that such l

evil things
'

as ' thefts . . . covetmgs,
. . . deceit . . . pioceed from within, and deiile

the man* (Mk 72-L
); and it does not imply that

there were no good impulses in the heart of Judas
when he became a disciple of Jesus. Ot Judas in

his darkest hour the words of Lavater aie tiue : he
e acted like Satan, but like a Satan who had it in

him to be an Apostle.
'

In Mk 1410 the best supported reading (KBCLM)
is 6 ?$ r&v dddetca, with a note in BVm e

Gr. the
one of the twelve.' Wi i^'n V"'', '-' s of the Gospels
in Greek, p 31, cf. p. 147 J is 01 opinion that Mk.
distinctly calls Judas ( the chief of the twelve '

He takes o els as equal to 6 ^rptoros, as in rrj j^iq. T&V

ffappdruv (Mk 162
). But the definite article is not

found with
"

-
i -I.

1
,

- in any other passage in the

Gospels;
'

-i-iKi, . is almost *'n|
;V< to

believe that when the Gospels wer \\ L the
assertion that Judas was 'the chief

1

or even

primus inter pares had a place in the original
text. On the other hand, Field (Notes on the

Translation of the NT, ^n loc.) is scarcely justified
in saying

'
6 els r&v 8. can mean nothing but ** the

first (No. 1) of the twelve," which is absurd.' * The
unique reading may, however, preserve a genuine
reminiscence of a time in the earliei ministiy of

Jesus when Judas, the treasurer of the Apostolic
compii i\\ . had a kind of priority. If this were so,
i icie \\ ould come a time when, as Wright suggests,
the suppoiters of Judas would become 'jealous of

the honour bestowed on Peter. 'f Jealousy would
account not only for the dispute about rival claims
to be the greatest, but also for the respective
positions of Judas and Peter at the - r < ,,V-

The most probable explanation of the . < .
- j . \ ( i

(Mt 2623
,
Jn IS*

23-'26
) is that John was lecmmig on

the right of Jesus ; but Judas * claimed and ob-
tained the chief seat at the table

' next Jesus, and
was reclining on His left, whilst ' the lowest place
was voluntarily taken by Peter, who felt keenly
the Lord's rebuke of this stiife for precedence

3

(cf. Andrews, The Life of our Lord, p. 485 ; Eders-

heim, Life and T^mes
s

ii. 493).

(d)
C A thief.' The meaning of the statement

that ' Judas was a thief
'

(Jn 126 ) is quite plain, if

the RV correctly renders the following sentence
and having the bag, took away

' n
-r. v

%

what
was put therein

'

paa-rdfa means t L; *> i>- ,n
, (2) to

bear away, as in Jn 2015
(cf. '< .ailo-lntm^ '}. Its

use in the sense of bearing away secretly or pilfer-

ing is established (cf. Field, op. cit. in loc.) In
this context the statement that Judas carried the

money jmi hm> rhe bag which was in his possession
^odii^ singular h tame, if it is not mere repetition.
On rhc otliei hand, to say that Judas had formed
the habit of pilfering is a natural explanation of

* Swete (Com. in loc ) ovp'iin- ihc phrase as a contrast with
ol Xoitfot) *the rest*

;
Jiuhisj \i as IM onlv one of the twelve * who

turned traitor.

t There is force in Edershefrn's remark (Life and Tiwts,
ii. 536), that

*
\ie\vecl in its primary elements (not in its develop

ment) Peter's character \\ as, among the disciples, the hkest to
that of Judas.*
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the assertion that he had been guilty of theft
"Weiss (Leben Jesu, n 443) thinks that ' John had
found out thefts committed "by the greedy Judas '

,

this does not necessarily imply that the thefts
were known to John at the time of Maiy's anoint-

ing, for they may have come to light after that

act, but before the narrative was shaped in this
form.
The lendeimg of e/3<z<rra^ by the neutral woid

*baie
j

is adopted by some, who hold that John's
woids do not imply moie than that Judas had a
thicv ish disposition Ainger adopts this interpie-
tation in a (iiielv-wioiiglit study of the chaiacter
of Judas (The Gospel nn'd Human Life, p 231). It
is tine in a sense that ' he may have been a thief

long before he began to steal,' but this exposition
involves the unlikely assumption that the betiayal
of Jesus was the '

first act by which he convex ted
Jus spmt of greed into actual money pioiit

'

If

J udas had not formed the habit of pilfering, it is

moie difficult to understand how the thnty pieces
of silver could be a leal temptation to him.

Cheyne a;ets rid of the difficulty by assuming that the text is

cot rapt In nib conjectural emendation the woid '

thiel
'

has no

place ,
he reads * because he was a harsh man, and used to

cany the common puise' (or
" - - ^

'<} TO xotvov /3osAAvr/0i>

lfieterrt) 'The statement . in thifr- i M>, j; ' !i 1

text is then naively said to be '

worthy of more H <
' '

1
*

has sometimes received from advanced critics
'

(Ency Bibl. n
2025)

(e)
(

BetrayGT* or 'traitor
3 In the list of the

Apostles given in Lk 616 there is a variation from
the phiase by which Judas is usually described.
Instead of fis Kal vaptduxev atfroV (* who also betrayed
him,' lit.

* delivered him up') St Luke lias 5s y<$-

vero irpo86r'r)$, well rendered by Field ' who turned
ti aitor

'

(of. Amer RV ' became a traitor
'

; Wey-
mouth, 'proved to be a traitor

3

). The translation

in the EV 'which was the traitor' neither

brings out the force of ytvopcu., nor the significance
of the omission of the article.

The statement that Judas 'turned traitor' should
be lemembeied in fiammg or -'r i,,'i *_ i

1

ones
to account for his history; it <M-:I -m- v'i: i has
been said on this subject under (e). From this

point of view the various phrases used in the

(lospels will repay careful discrimination most

frequent is the simple statement of the tragic deed
as a historic fact 'who botiayed him 5

(Mk 319

ira,p8ti)Kv) ; but there is aKo the ]>iopho<.\. 'The
Son of Man is about to be betrayed ^!L 1~~ fji\\Gi

wapadtdoffQai), and the statement, when the time
was diawing nigh, that the process had already
begun, 'The Son of Man is being hoimud i'Mt

26a
TapaStdorai) Similarly, Judas i- doMribod as

* he who would betray him '

(Jn 664 6 TrapaSda-u
'he who is betraying me* (Mt 2646 6 TrapaSiSotf

and as e he who had betrayed him '

(Mt 27^ 6 ra

Sotis), In this connexion Jn 664 deserves special
attention: 'Jesus knew from the houiimi'i^
who it was that should betray him. .Noedl

difficulties are occasioned when 'from the be-

jiinniiig
1

is regarded as referring to any period
bctoio i lie call of Judas ;

the thought seems to be
that Jesus peioeued 'from the bcLinniiip' of His
intercourse with Juda<- the spirit iliac w!i> in him.
Hence the statement is wrongly interpreted in a
fatalistic sense The rendering,

e Jesus knew who
it was that would betray him

' has the advantage
of suggesting that Jesus discerned the thoughts
and intents of His unfaithful Apostle, and knew
that the germ of the tiaitoi -spirit was already in

the heart of Judas' (cf AT. F. Moulton in SchafFs

Popwlwr Commentary, in loc.),*

(f) 'A devil.' In Jn 670 there is a contrast

between the hopes of Jesus when He chose (<?e\-

* Our Lord's words to Pilate,
* He that delivered me unto

thee hath greater sin' (Jn 19H), are sometimes applied to

Judas ;
but the reference is almost certainly to Caiaphas

the Twelve, and His piesent grief over the
moral deterioration of one "whose natuie is now
devilish (3/3oX6s emv). Our Loid's spmtual dis-
course to the multitude brought all who heard it
to the paitmg of the ways , it shattered the hopes
of those who weie eager to share in the glones of
an earthly kingdom On the inner circle of the
Apostles that teaching al&o cast i! - M-..I- h i_ light ;

to Jesus, though not to Peter v
'

, \\< - plain
that Judas was at heart a deserter, in sympathy
with those who 'went back and walked "no moie
with him "

\Yhat Jesus detected in Judas ^ as a
sudden crystallization of evil, diabolic purpose,
which made him a veiy adversary of the one
whom he called friend' (Wnght, op. cit. in loc.).
But an adveisaiy is not an meeoncilable foe; the
as&ertion taken in its full stiength of ir. a* mu H

a message of conciliation as well as nr \\i MI i
(
j

It involved no lowering of the position ot Judas
among the Twelve, for his name is not mentioned ;

and it assuredly involved no lelaxmg of our Lord's
efforts to scatter with the light of love the gloom
which was creeping into the heart of one whom He
had chosen e to be with him ' A strained inter-

pretation of the saying underlies the statement
that it

'

appears to be inconsistent with the equal
confidence m all the disciples shown by Jesus

according to the Synoptic tradition
5

(Ency. Bill.

li. 2624) 'No man/ says Pressense, 'could be
more akin to a devil than a perverted apostle'
(Jesus Christ, p 324).

(g)
' Son of perdition

' The Gr word rendered
n' in this phrase (Jn 17 12

)
is cbr46Xeia,A ' T

- state of "being lost It is the
from the same root as the

main verb of the sentence (dTrciXero). The con-
nexion of thought is not easy to reproduce in

English. Ainger (op. Git. p. 227) bungs out the
sense of the passage in a paraphrase: 'None of

them is lost, but he whose very nature it was to

be lost he (that is to say) whose insensibility to

the Divine touch, whose ine-ponsivene^ to the

heavenly discipline, made it a certainty that he
should fall away

' T >
< i

j
* * '

, i -\ of Judas is traced
to the 'natural ,L^V u <" >, ins character. By
a well-known Hebraism Judas is described as the
'son of that which stamps his nature; he is of

such a character that his proper state is one of loss

(cf. 2 Th 23). The same word (dsr^Xeca) is rendered
* waste *

in th< .\vaoptic u< coiini - of Mary's anoint-

ing (Mt 269
,
Mk U-; "To \vJiai purpose is this

waste'' was the expie^ion of indignation of some'

(Mk.) of the disci pie-; perhaps it wa- originally
the nut -I ion "f Judas, though St John does not

say -o 1 1 i. \ well be, however, that he whose
audible murmur,

* Why this loss or waste ?
' was

echoed by the other disciples is himself described

by Jesus as ' the son of loss
' * the waster.*

This 'crtc (Jn 1T12^ I- 0*1 < n uppe.."K d TO Tby rival -'hun pioi- of

OalvmiiSMi an 1 \rn'i iau,-7p J'i JJ.-hop Sande'S^'i > iFi rkt.

(v S24f ) there is a letter to him from H Hammond, who
affirms that

*
here it is evpresslv said iliat Judas, though^by his

aposusv now become the -^on of perdition, was by God given to

Christ
' But the true reading is, I kept them in thy name

which thou hast given me' (EV), and the thought (cf. v.9 'those

whom thoxi hast given me') is rather that *'' -
* J

l

Father's object is attained
'

are those '

^.ven
' - ' -.

therefore, vas not so guen 'To suppose i i* I n- " i*

brought before us as one originalh doon r'l i^ j^( Pil'hon, and
that his ohaiacter ^ as but the ex oh in<r or )' i^ rKx.r i u onM con-

tradict noi onl\ the meaning ot the Hebraic expression
' son

or" (which alv!a\fa takes ror granted moral choice), bui the

whole teaching- ot this Gospel Jn no book of the XT is the idea

of \Mll, ot choioe on the part of man, brought foruard so re-

peatedly and with &o great an emphasis' (W*. F Moulton, op.

at in loc )

Hi. OTHEB NT KEFEROTCES TO JTjpAs.-(a)
Before the Betrayal. The obscurity which rests

upon the early history of Judas accounts to a large
extent foi the difficulty of estimating his character.

But for occasional allusions in the Fourth Gospel,
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all that is related of Mm before the Betrayal is

that he was one of the chosen Twelve, and that he
turned traitor There is, however, a statement

peculiar to St. Luke among the Synoptikts, which
is* obviously intended to furnish an explanation of

the act of Betrayal
' Satan entered into Judas 5

(22
3
). It finds a "fitting place in the introduction

to the narrative of the Betrayal in the psycholo-

gical Gospel which bo often gives internal leasons ;

1 the Gospel of the physician is also the Gospel ot

the psychologist* (Alexander, Leading Ideas of the

Gospels, p 107). The same phrase,
' Satan entered

into him '

(dffrjXQev ds eKeivov 6 Saravcis}, is also found

in Jn 1327 ,
and it is preceded by the statement (13

2
)

that the devil had '

already put into the heart (^
ftep\ijK&ras i's rty KapSiav) of Judas ' the thought of

betrayal. It is true, as Cheyne says (Ency. Bill.

ii 2625), that in Jn. we have e a modification of

the Synoptic tiadition/ but that is not equivalent
to

(

quite a different account.
3

So far from assert-

ing that e
it was at the Last Supper that the hate-

ful idea occurred to Judas/ St. John prefaces his

description of the proceedings at the Supper (deiwov

yivojj^vov) by the emphatic asseition that '

already
'

(Jj8i]}, i.e. at some time other than the Supper, the

suggestion of the devil had been entertained by
Judas. In St Luke's brief account it is said, once

for all, that 'Satan entered into Judas.' In the

Fourth Gospel the genesis of the foul purpose is

distinguished from its consummation ; the Satanic

influences were not irresistible ;
the devil had not

full possession of the heart of Judas until,
4 after

the sop," he acted on the suggestion which had then
become his o^ n resolve.

The Fourth Gospel also makes the Anointing at

Bethany (12
4f

-) a definite stage in the process
which is sometimes called the '

demonizing
'

of

Judas, but ib better described as his
'

giving place
to the devil

*

(Eph 427
}. St. Luke does not mention

Mary's anointing St. Matthew and St. Mark
have full accounts of it, but Judas is not named ;

yet immediately after the narrative of the Anoint-

ing both Mt. and Mk. place Judas' ofier to the
chief priests to betray Je&us for money, thus

clearly recognizing an intimate connexion between
the two events St. John explains this sequence
by adding the significant

detail that the murmur-

ing ; i.i i i- M, * "* v - M" ointment had its origin
in t!\ i .'i i MI .J,,'!/- Our Lord's defence of

Mary's beautiful deed implied a rebuke to Judas,
and unmasked Ms '

,

* '-\ i '
s oover, our Lord's

plain rforon( is to IK- <
'

i 'i_r i,< ,ith involved the
diiill Monition, of II

1 -
J IKI > i- Apostle. The

reproof would rankle ; the disappointment would
be acute The angry spirit engondeied by such
emotions is closely akin to the s>pjm or treachery
and revenge. On insufficient grounds, therefore,
Gould speaks of

4 Jolir.\ e\ideui jutoinpl to belittle

Judas* (Int. Grit < "<> n
, no-.o on Mk 144 ). No

more likely origin of the murmuring, which was
not confined to Judas (Mk 146,

Mt 268), is sug-

gested. On the other hand, there seems to be no
reason for belittling St. John ; his addition to the

Synoptic Gospels justifies their association of

Marjrs anointing with Judas' desertion of Christ ;

it also fui niches a link between the Anointing of

which St. Luke gives no account and his statement
* Satan entered into Judas/ that statement is the

psychologic i\\ explanation of the actions of Judas
i o< 01 ded in the narratives of the Anointing and
the Last Supper.

(1} Describing the Betrayal. In the Passion
narratives all the Gospels refer to our Lord's con-

sciousness of His approaching Betrayal ; all record
His announcement, at the beginning of the Supper,
of the presence of the Betiayer; and all mention
the consternation and self-questioning of the

Apostles to which that statement gave rise (Mk

1418ff
-, Mt 2621ff

% Lk 2221ff
,
Jn 1321fL

) There is no
reason to suppose (Weisb) that Judas was defi-

nitely indicated by our Lord's words, 'He that

dipped hib hand with me in the dish, the same
shall betray me' {Mt 2623

). Befoie the lamb was

placed on the table, each guebt clipped hib own
biead into the bitter sauce and ate the &op. The
aorist participle (6 e/^d^as) lefers to this act, but

doeb not necessarily fix itb time; as thus inter-

preted, the phrase is in harmony with the vague
expiebsion

' that man/ used twice in v.'
24

, with the

passage quoted (Jn 1318
) from Ps 419 ('He that

eateth my bread' ;
cf

'

messmate'), and with the

paiallel passage in Mk 1420 \\here the piesent par-

ticiple is used (6 <=fJLJ3a7rT6/jLevo5).
An addition to the

Synoptic tradition is found in the Fouith Gospel,
which de&mbeb Jesus as giving a sop to Judas

( 13
26

) At Eastern meals this was a mark of special

attention (cf. Macmillan, 'A Mock Sacrament/ in

F-> itT in. 107 f.) ; our Lord's action would indicate

i

1

- (' 1 1,.no i to the disciple who was 'leaning back'

on His breast, though it left John, like the rest, in

ignorance of the meaning of the words with which

Jesus urged Judas to hasten the work he was

already doing (v.
27

) To the traitor himself the

words of Je&us, gradually narrowing in their lange
and therefoie increasing in intensity, were at once

a tender appeal and a final warning St. Matthew
alone recoids the question of Judas, 'Is it I,

Eabbi 9
' and our Lord's answer,

' Thou ha&t said
'

(26
25

). If Juda& had the chief seat at the table next

to Jesus (cf. above, ii (c)), the assent conveyed,

perhaps in a whisper and ceitainly not in the

ordinary form (cf. Dalman, The Words of Jesus,

308 f ), must have had for him a tragic
f
'

As Zahn points out (op. cit. in loc ), , x :

pronoun in en) eftras heightens the contrast between
the questioner and the speaker, and conveys the

meaning, 'What thou hast said, there is no need
for me to say.' St Matthew does not state that at

this juncture Judas left the Supper-table,
but the

next allusion to Judas (v.
47

) implies an absence of

some duration. The probable solution of the much-
discussed problem,

' Did Judas eat the Pabsover 9 '

is that, I'llfiiou^'li MO fce the sop given to him by
Jesus at the ncv_ inning of the Suppei, he had gone
out into the darkness (Jn 13") beioie Jesus gave
the bread and the wine to His di&ciples. It is true

that in Lk 22 the nairative of the Supper precedes
our Lord's announcement of the Tktui y<_i'- ]UI--<MK c,

but the ordei' (1
s
) characirn^tu oi L

! U^ ('ro^-ol

does not imply <l'i<-' !",_
- j

1

sequence in every
detail; Wright ((^

'

A
- !.L\ accounts for the

variation from the parallel passages by the sugges-
tion that St, Luke was influenced by the language
of St. Paul in 1 Co II29

.

In their accounts of the actual Betrayal of our
Lord the Synoptists state that the kiss of Judas
was the prearranged signal for His arrest (Mk
1445, Mt 2649 ; cf. Lk 2247). In the Fourth Gospel
nothing is said of the kiss, but a graphic account
is given of our Lord's unexpected declaration to

His foes that He was the Nazarene for whom they
were seeking (18

4f
). The silence of St. John is no

proof that the kiss was i*(
*

<
, nor is the fact

which he records any \ v,.,r-i, i ili.u the kiss was

superfluous. A sufficient motive for the self-mani-

festation of Jesus is mentioned : 'let these go their

way' (v.
8
); such a request is appropriate whether

the kiss of Judas be placed before or after the

question of Jesus, 'Whom seek ye?' If before,
our Lord supplemented the Betrayer's signal owing
to the hesitancy of the awestruck soldiers, who
shrank from arresting Him If after, Judas must
have been disconcerted by our Lord's action ; the
kiss would not be given until later, when, as his

courage returned, he did not scruple to kiss his

Master with the unnecessary demonstration of a
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feigned affection (^are^Xijow, Mk 1445
, Mt 2649 ).

GUI Lord's discernment of the evil puipose under-

lying this emotional display is indicated by His

question,
'

Judas, betrayest tliou the Son of Man
\\ith a kiss?' (Lk 2248

). In Mt 2650 Jesus is re-

poited to have also said (KV),
'

Fuend, do that for

which thou art come '

(cf AV '

Fiiend, wherefoie
ait thou come*5

*

')

Bruce (Expos Gr Test in loc ) takes the laconic phrase i$' o

TKpet as a '

question in effect, though not in form' , its probable
meaning' is 'Comrade, and as a comrade heie?' (cf Bengal, in
loc

' Hocoine rtlud est cujus causa, ades^') Blass unneces-
sarily (cf 221

-) changes ir7/>6 into ctipt, which yields the

meaning'
' take awaj that for which thou art come,' or ' art

f _ ,
- T/9; is taken from retpt&vau or votpttvai

( ,,n 2G2G) coirjectmes that the true reading
is vwxptvsi,

' tnou actest a pait,' or
* thou art no friend of mine' ,

troupe is got rid of as a dittogiaph.

(c) After the Betrayal. In three of the Gospels
(Mk , Lk., Jn ) there is no mention of the Betrayer
after the arrest of Jesus ; but Mt 27 3fl * relates the

after-history and fate of Judas as the fulfilment of

prophecy. The ascription to Jeremiah of Zee II 13

1 V 1
i

n

> to a failure of memory ; the

quoted, and may include reminis-

cences ot the language of Jeremiah (cf. 182ff- 19lff

320fl
*) The absence of 'lepeplov fiom some of the

Old Lat. and ancient Syr VSS shows that the

name was a -
t -iV 1

i
_-"

1

'\-k to early translators

of the NT. 7 i /i > NT Kanons, n. 696)

says that the Nazarenes had a Hebiew MS ascribed

to Jeremiah, in which the passage is found ver-

batim, manifestly an \;-- \i-V-i invented to

save the honour of Mattuew, Ine variations

from the Heb and LXX are not consistent with
the theory that the Evangelist's narrative is a

legend evolved from the passage in Zechariah ;

they M" \. ! .-

1 ""

* on the supposition that the

facts !.:<-,., i
1 'i prophecy. J H. Bernard

T '/;;, 6th scues, ix. 422 ff.) shows that Si
Maraiews account must be based upon

' a tradi-

t--i
"

"" " '

of the prophecy cited.' The
'

,

'

. of this tradition are thus sum-
marized *

(a) Judas, stricken by lemorse, returned

the money paid him ; (b) he hanged himself in

despair ; (c) the priests with the money bought a

field called the " Potter's Field," which was hence-

forth called 'Aypbs Afywwos ; (d) the field was used

as a cemetery for foreigners.
3 The point of con-

nexion between the fact and the prophecy is the

exact coriespondence between the amount paid for

the prophet's line and for the prophet of Nazareth's

betrayal. In both cases the paltry sum was the

expression of the nation's ,

'

i

""

the thirty

pieces of silver was the pri --i . < (Ex 2132
).

Meditating on the details of the Betrayal, the

Evangelist called to mind the experience of Zech-

anah, and saw in it the

treatment of Jesus in which

people reached its climax.
In Ac I

18- 19 a different account of the death of

Judas is given. Plummer regards the tradition

preserved m the Gospel as * nearer in time to the

event, . i i.' : ->1.,V\ , the truth
'

(Hastings'
DB ii T

1|s l$,i'
'

i

1 that the Lukan tra-

dition 'represents* the actual facts most nearly'

('Acts 'in Cent Bible, Note A) The chief aigu-
ment for the latlej view is a saving of Papias which
resembles the statement in Acts, though it adds

repulsive details (Cramer, Catena on Mt,}. Dr.

Rendel Harris, AJTh'iv 490 ff., thinks that the

Papias tradition is
' the fountainhead of the Judas

legends, to which fountainhead Luke lies nearer

than Matthew.' The difficulties involved in this

supposition are, (1) that it treats the account m
Matthew as

' a mere substitution
'

; (2) that it

involves the conjecture of an original reading in

Acts,
' he swelled up and burst asunder

'

It is

more probable that the Papias story contains later

additions from folk-lore than that the present
;ext of Acts omits e&tential details. Dr. Hams
points out striking coincidences between the Judas
narratives and the accounts of the death of Nadan,
the tiaitorous nephew of Ahikar, Sennacherib's
giand vizier; but the .

,

7V ,'.<.. not prove that
the Ahikar stoiies aie ,.', *

parent
5

of the
Judas stories Knowlmg (Expos. (?r Test, in loc.)
rightly says

' Whatever may be alleged as to
the giowth of popular fancy and tradition in the
later account m Acts of the death of Judafe, it
cannot be said to contrast unfavourably with the
details given by Papias, Fragment IS, which
Blass describes as "

insulsissima et fcedissima."
"

See, furthei, AKELDAMA.
iv. THE CHARACTER OF JUDAS. (a) The good

motives theory Many have - "
.

' Ho explain
the action of Judas as arising < treachery
and avarice, but from an honest endeavour to
arouse Jesus to action and to hasten His Messianic
triumph. Modern writers :r; <,"! a with slight
modifications, the theoiy to I

1

.,
* ,h charm of

De Qumcey's literary style h"
"

''', fascina-
tion out of all proportion to j (Works,
vi. 21 ff. ; cf. Whately, Essays on Dangers to the
Christian Faith, Discourse ni.). The theory as-
sumes (1) that Jesus, like Hamlet, was '

sublimely
over-gifted for purposes of speculation, . . . but
not ("i . - ! Y" > endowed for the business of
actio'i

v _, i . udas was alive to the danger
resulting from this morbid feature in the tempera-
ment of Jesus, and acted not ft-- 'V i

**

.'

with a genuine conviction that if ' M i

was to be set up on earth, He 'must be compro-
mised before doubts could have time to foim.'
This theory implies that the judgment of Judas
was at fault, but that he had no evil intent; it

f 1 -

1

MO -
,|

* ' in the Gospel history, and it is

P' -i'- -, (
'

. our Lord's stein words of con-
demnation.

(b) The Satan incarnate theory Danto
'

T'.> f< / -to

xxxiv. 62) places Judas in the Giudecca, iJiu Jo\uv-

circle of the frozen deep of Hell, accounting him
a sharer in the sin of Satan, inasmuch as his

treachery was aggravated by ingratitude towards
his benefactoi. A similar tendency to set Judas

apart as the arch -villain is manifest in \yoiks
which reflect the popular imagination. Critics of

the Ober-Ammergau Passion-play complain that
the Betrayer is represented as a low, cunning
rascal, and is often made to look ridiculous. But
fche comic personifications of Judas, as of Satan
himself, in folk-lore are really tokens of popular
abhorrence (cf Buttner, Judas Ischanoth, p.

11 f.) ;

they are the resi
"" 1W ""

as an incarna-
tion of Satanic 'in the Intro-

duction to / < -

1

.

"
\ -

i1
c on the relation of

good to evil i > /
'

-
- oder Betraehtungen

nber das Bose im Verhaltniss ziim Guten), conceives
Judas as the Satanic kingdom personified in con-

trast with Jesus who is the Divine kingdom pei
-

sonified; Judas is *an incarnation of the de\il
'

Dr. Fairbaira, who gives (Studies in the Life of
Christ, p. 264 f.) a succinct summary of Daub's

'giuesome book,' truly says that he is 'unjust to

Judas, sacrificing his historical and moral signifi-
cance to a speculative theory.' The practical
effect of such exaggerations of the innate vice

of Judas is to place him outside the pale of

humanity; but they are as untrue to the Evan-

gelists' delineation of his character as are the

attempts to explain away his sin The same

objection may "be urged against theories which

portray Judas as a mere compound of malice and

greed, uninfluenced by any high impulse or noble
ambition. In the Gospels he appears as a man
1
of like nature with ourselves^ ; he was both

tempted of the devil and 'drawn away by Ms
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own hibt
'

; Satan approached his soul along
avenues by which he diaws near to us; he was
not c twofold more a son of hell

' than ourselves

(Mt 23 15
) ; he went to 4

his own place
3

in the
'outer daikness/ because he turned a\\ay from
the *

light of life
J

; the darkness*
' blinded his>

eyes' because he would not abide in the light,

though 'the true light' was shining upon him
(cf lJn28ff

-)-

(c) The mingled motives theory, The key to the

complex problem of the character of Judas is not
to be found in a single word. The desiie to

simplify his motives has led, on the one hand, to
an attempt to exonei ate him from guilt ; and, on
the other hand, to a description of him as the
devil incarnate. The truth lies between the two
extremes , in Judas, possibilities of good were un-
lealized becaus

*

x> the devil
*

It

is a mistake to against another.
as though a man. of covetous <ii--po- , :<'ii 1-5. >\ n<>7,

also be aai&itious9 and as though an ambitious
man may not al&o be Jealous. The references to
Judas in the Gospels, to which attention has

already been called in this article, fuinish leasons,
it is believed, foi saying that Judas was swayed
by all three motives, one being sometimes moie
prominent than another, and the one reacting

upon the other. It may_ well be that ambition

would, for a time, restrain covetousness, and yet
revive it in the hour of disappointment; whilst,
in turn, jealousy would embitter, and covetousness
would degrade ambition..

(a) Violence is done to the statements of the

E\anjeli-t- when covetousness is eliminated from
the motives which influenced Judas. His covetous

disposition is noL r'> i

ii[i,

<f

il)lo either with the fact
that he was a <!IM iplc or Jo-n- of his own free will,
or with his position of trust, or with his remorse
at the consequences of his perfidy. (1) The call

of Jesus would arouse *a new affection/ powerful
enough to expel for a time all selfish greed, even

though Judas, like the rest of the disciples, cher-
ished the hope of attaining to honour in the
Messianic kingdom. (2) His ,

' '

"by Jesus
to a position of trust *< aic tl\

^ he was
no lover of money' 'J'jnrb,nrn, op. cit. p. 266) ; to
entrust a^man io^*.^mr more than ordinary
business gifts v n \\ i he common cash-box is to

provide him with an opportunity of honourable
service which may become the occasion of his
downfall ; it was along the line of his capacity
to handle mone\^ that the temptation came to
Judas to handle thorn to his own gain. (3) The
objection that the remorse of Judas discredits the
idea of his being actuated by greed of money has
force only when covetousness is regarded as the
sole motive of the betrayal. What we know of
the conduct of Judas towards the close of his
career suggests that covetousness the sin again&t
which Jesus had >o earne-fK \\.uned His disciples
was once more gaining the np|>"r hand.
(/?) To say that Judas was ^ambitious is not to

differentiate him from his fellow-Apostles The
contrast between him and them was giadually
brought to light as together they listened to the
spiritual teaching of Jesus; that contrast is de-

finitely marked by St. John when he first men-
tions Judas (6

71
). It was a time of crisis; the

Apostles had been severely tested (1) by the
refusal of Jesus to accept the homage of the
Galilsean crowd, who had "been impressed by His
recent miracles and desired perforce to make Him
king ; (2) by the searching question,

* "Would ye
also go away?* (v.

67
) put by Jesus to the Twelve,

when Master and disciples were alike saddened by
the desertion of the many. St. Peter thought he
was ^-peaking for all the Twelve when he made his

or faifch ; but within that select circle

there was one who had not found in Christ all

that he was seeking Jesus saw that alieady in

spirit Judas was a deseitei, and, as Wesfcott

points out, a man who regaids Chust 'in the light
of his own selfish views' is 'turning good into

evil' (5tajSeA\y), and is, theiefore, a partakei of
4 that which is essential to the devil's nature'

(Speakers Com. in loc ). It was in the light of

the Betrayal that St. John came not only to

recognize in Judas the disloyal Apostle to whom
Chust refeired without n r- si.urip^ his name, but
also to jjeicerve the of the A\oids of

Jesus,
' One of you is ,,

1
670). The whole

incident shows that the woids and actions of Jesus
had pioved a disillusionment to Judas; when he
joined the di-nple- of Chiibt, he hoped for more
than 'word-- of tteinal life' ; balfled ambition was
one of the motives which piompted him to do the
devil's woik of betrayal.

(7) Reasons for believing that gealoiisy \\as one
of the motives which led Judas to turn tiaitor

have been given above (cf. 11. (c)). An ambitious
man i- ^(ulLih susceptible to this temptation.
It \\o.;!'I <M.S~.L(i Judas to realize that he was
in a false position owing to his misconception of

the aims of Clnist, that his chances of advance-
ment in the coming kingdom were dwindling, and
that some of the least of his brethren would be

greater than he. In propoition as others gained
a higher place than himself m the esteem of Chiist,
the expectations he had been cliciWung would
fade.

*
Trifles light as air are to the jealous con-

firmation
J
of their fears Fuller knowledge of the

life of Judas would probably enable us to see this

sin r 1 _ M T may also 1 ,
A

suggests
(op. p :;>I that the '

,
,

.ire silent

because '"there was so little to tell. Judas is

described as 'a sullen and silent person . . .

dwelling ever on himself how he should piofit
if the cause were victorious, how he might suffer

if the cause should fail.
5 Such a man would be

prone to jealousy and '
fit for treasons

'

Whether covetousness, ambition, or jealousy
was the basal motive of Judas when he betrayed
Jesus, it is difiicult, perhaps impossible, to say. It
is probable that the flame of resentment, kindled

by baffled ambition, was fanned by malign j'ealousy
and base desire to snatch at paltry gam when all

seemed lost That the thirty pieces of silver tor-

mented Judas does not prove that they had never
attracted him; that he keenly suffered from the

pangs of remorse makes neither his evil deed nor
his evil motives good. All that we are warranted
in saying is well expressed by Brace (The Training
of the Twelve, p. 367) :

* He was bad enough to do
the deed of infamy, and good enough to be unable
to bear the burden of its guilt Woe to such a
man ! Better for him, indeed, that he had never
been born '

'

v. REFERENCES TO JUBAS IN POST - BIBLICAL
LlTEBATimE. (a) Apocryphal works. In the

Gospel of the Twelve Apostles Judas Iscariot is

mentioned ( 2). In the Arabic C/ */, 7 <f fl-.

Childhood
( 35) Judas is representec, j

-
}"> -< -oi

by Satan at the birth of Jesus ; he tried, to bite

Jesus, but could not; he did, however, strike
Jesus, and immediately Satan went forth from
him in the shape of a mad dog. In the Gospel of
Judas (Iren. adi Hcer. i. 31 ; cf. Epiph. xxxviii.
1. 3) the Cainites an important Gnostic sect are
said to have declared '

that Judas the traitor . . .

knowing the truth as no others did, alone accom-
plished the mystery of the betrayal.' In the Acts

of Peter ( 8), Peter speaks of Judas as his 'fellow-

disciple and fellow-apostle
'

; he also refers to his

'godless act of betrayal.' In the Acts of Thomas
( 32) the dragon or serpent says,

( I am he who
inflamed and bribed Judas to deliver the Messiah,
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to death.' Later ( 84), there is a warning against
'theft, which enticed Judas Iscariot and caused
him to hang himself.

5 The account ot the death
of the serpent ( 32) piobably contains reminis-

cenceb of the stoiy of the death of Judas ; after

sucking the poison the serpent
*

began to swell,'

and ultimately
c buibt' Dr Rendel Harris (op

cit. p 508) quotes from Solomon of Bassoia, The

jBookoftheBeCjiliQ 'i u -i ;M;_ I,H'I>, LI-OM 'Judas

Iscariot, the betiayei, . . wab iu\.e unto the
sei pent, because he de

"
""' with the Lord '

(6) Ecwly Christian Clement of Rome
(1 Ep ad Cor. xlvi. 8) combines 'the \xords spoken
by our Loid with regaid to Judas' (Mt 2634=
Mk 14-1

) with
* a saying recoicled in anothei con-

nexion in the thiee Synoptic Gospels' (cf Mt 186f'

etc.). Hernias (Vis IV n 6) probably borrows
the same saying fiom the Synoptists, the change
being no gi eater than we may expect when there
- . . i \ ,

.
i

-. . -,i i
.

i

'

(cf. The NT in the Apostolic
;

') i-'

Papias reieis to one homble end of Judas (cf.

above, 111. (c)} in the fourth book of his
'

Exposi-
tions of the Oiacles of the Lord' (Ciamer, Catena
in Mat. 27) Fiom the same book Irenceus (adv.
Hcer v 333L ) quotes an 'unwritten' saying of

1 "* '

ys when the earth shall be
and the animals shall be at

peace Papias further says that * when the traitor

Judas did not give ciedit to these things, and put
the question,

*' How then can things about to

bring forth so abundantly be wrought by the
Lord 9 "

the Loid declared, "They who shall come
to these [times] shall see

" '

Tertulhan, like Iienraus (cf above, v (a)), con-

demns the Camites because they held the conduct
of Judas to be mentoiious ; he represents thern^

as

saying (adv omnes Hazreses, ii )

*

Judas, observing
that Christ wished to subvert the truth, betrayed
Him.' Tertullian also (adv Marcioncm, iv 40)

refers to the treachery of Judas as predeteimined

by pjophecy.
Ongori ('-ontra Celsum, ii. 11 f.) replies to the

* childish objection that no good general was ever

betiayed' ; Celsus is leminded that he had learnt

of the betrayal from the Gospels, and that he had
called 'the one Judas many disciples,' thus un-

fairly stating his accusation (cf. also Tract, in

Mat. 35).

(c) Folk-lore. Some of the wild fablesabout Judas

may be traced to the legend of the AVjintlei ing .Tow

{cf 'MoncureD. Conway, ait 'Jew' m /.'/'/' tt> <f
9

xiii 674) Another source of popular tradition is a
17th cent work by T"l i icli Megcil", n Vienna priest,

gonei ally known as \l)i,'ihiiii .1 Nnita Clara. His

ifuffasftcrJSrzschelm,'*'' ,'///*./ T '
/*

7

Lcbensbeschreibung des Ischanotischen J&osewiehts

was translated into several European languages ;

the English edition bears the title, The Arch-

Knave, or the History of Judas from the cradle to

the gallows From the Polychrontcon (14th cent.)
and 'the Golden Legend (13th cent.) many stories

of Judas, current as folk-lore, are supposed to be
derived. Many curious allusions to Judas and
'in.iint cii-toni^ connected with his name are men-
iii)iiod in -N'y^'v and Queries, n. 5, 6, 7, iu. 7, iv. 1,

v. 6. Cholevius, GesMchte der deutschen Poesiz

*iach ihren antiken Elementen
t compares the Judas

legend with the Gdipu& story.
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J. G TASKEK.
JUDGING (by men).

In the NT' to
"

c 4 ,r , of xpmn or its compounds,
although xp^ea - ,, ,

. ied by othei \\oids than
'judge

3

1 -,i meaning of xp.vc,} is to separate, put
atundei i

1 -

, \. derivative sigmncation to search into,
to investigate, it came to mean to ~"> > >' mnme, to

Imputes i -.'>, to judge.
ot the authontati\e decisions Christ

A\ill declare as to conduct and destiny at the geneial judgment
of the last daj When apwu is not rendered bj 'judge* in the
NT, it al\\ajs imohes the kindred meaning of reaching a de-
cision, or of action consequent upon a decision In a number of
instances it means to detai mine to puikite the course decided upon
as best St Paul had detei mined (^txptxet) to sail past Epliesus
(Ac SO1

^) ; he determined (U/wee) not to kno\\ an^ thing among
the Corinthians save Jesus (Jhust and Him crucified (1 Co 22);
not to come to them m sorrow (2 Co 2 l

) The Jews denied Jesus
before Pilate \\hen he \vas deteimined (xpivee.vro?} to let Him go
(Ac 3H see also 2421 252J, i Co 7-7) in nt 5^o xpte>,w is

rendered 'go to law' in BY, and othei forms aie rendered
'condemn' (Ac 13-7), 'called in question' (24'-i), 'ordained'
(164), 'esleemeth' <Ro 143)

. Judging "by men permitted and commended
The light to pass judgment upon both the actions
of men and theii characters aw manifested m their

conduct is implied in the power of rational and
moral discrimination which all possess. Its exer-

cise is also made imperative by the very natuie of

things. Men must form an opinion not only of

the quality of deeds, but also of those who do

them, if theie is to be the prudent and \\ise action

m our necessaiy lelations to others, which shall be
best for us and for them St. Paul recognizes this

power of moial judgment in even the heathen

(Eo 214"16
). To this, tiuth and right conduct may

confidently appeal (2 Co 42
) He commends those

who exercise it upon all moral questions, and hold
fast the good it approves, and abstain fiom the evil

it condemns (1 Th 521 22
). It is to this moral judg-

ment that all true teaching and preaching appeal.
Our Lord assumes that all have the power to Know
the quality of outward deeds of men, and lays
down the principle that the quality of the man
coiresponds with that of his deeds (Mt 715 "19

), and,

therefoie, that we can foim '

n-jlil judgment of

men, when the fruitage of ilioi IIM- matures,
however much they may seek to hide under false

pietences To this great principle of judging our
Lord made frequent appeal in His controversies

with the Pharisees. The Satanic conduct of these

leaders proved them the children of the devil, as

having his nature (Jn S38
'44

), while His own works
made it plain He was from God (Jn 536 1025 etc.).

Even in Mt 71"5
,

in connexion with our Lord's

strongest condemnation of judging, it is implied
(vv

2 - 6
) that men may judge oth< i- jrmltx of faults

and help to cure them of the wiling <!M ox-Lied, if

they but be free enough from raults themselves to

have the clearest discernment. He also censures

the Jews (Lk 1257) because they do not judge what
is right as to the Messianic time of His preaching,
as they do the signs of the feky, and are^

therefore

m d.in^oi of ariaignment and condemnation at the

MijJic-i nihinuil

2. The judging which is condemned. --(a,} That

prompted by a wrong spirit. Of this kind is that

forbidden by our Lord m Mt 71 "4
-

f

It is prompted

by a critical and censorious spirit. The man

possessed by this disposition subjects others to

searching scrutiny to find out faults. Where even

the smallest defects }rou,-'ox. ,,1 lie becomes so

absorbed in them th, ii" i- oHiM'Mi- alike of his

own greater faults and the greater virtues which

may be associated with the minor faults of others.

Those who are critical of others in order to find

-oiuething to blame, instead of being critical of

I honiM'lx o- in order to become fitted to help them,
will but bring upon themselves from God as well
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as from men the condemnation they are so ready to

mete out to others (see also Lk 637 ).

(b) Judging according to false or *ri,u!< qualc
principles or standards. In Jn 733 24

, t . r> , oui

Lord condemns judging^ upon superficial principles
mere literal conformity to outward rules. Had

the Jews seen the deeper intent of the Sabbath

law, they would not have condemned Him for

njii)jr< 'ii
s ^ bieaking it by healing a man on that

<.,s\ li x, as this superficial standard c
r ' 1 " ~

on" literal and mere legal grounds
upon the deeper underlying pimuplc^ vlucli con-

stituted judging after the ne&h rather than after

the spirit It is only the judging after the spirit
that is righteous and to be commended (Jn 815).

It is for this reason that the natural
(^u%i/c6s)

man
receiveth not the things of the Spirit, but he
that is spiritual (wei^cm/cos) judgeth (toaKpLvet.) all

things (1 Co 214
). The one has in his natuie only

that to which the mere outward and superficial
appeals the other has m him that in which the

deepest inner principles of life and action find a

response. The latter, through this sensitive re-

sponse of his nature to the deepest truths, can give
strict judgment as to their character.

LITERATURE. Dale, Laics of Christy 93, Week D m ^ i /.', /-,

p 32; Dykes, Manifesto of the King, p 621; V <>/.<.
,

i~i,t

Sermons, p 72; Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, i. 274.

C. GOODSPEED.
JUDGMENT. The Synoptic Gospels differ from

the Gospel of John in their view of a judgment.
The former set forth a multitude of external tests

which furnish ground for continuous judgment in

this life. The deeds
3

or * works '

of a man are
a measure of his attitude toward Jesus Christ.

The Gospel of John is more especially concerned
with the inner and hidden judgment which is

being pronounced continually in man's soul. The
sensuous and external aspects are little empha-
sized. All the Gospels hint unmistakably at a
final crisis or judgment.

Mt. Is pre-eminently the Go^c
1
of i idffrier,*, for ft -o-irl 'lit,

J.-L'f. I-- i->a- M- Jitl^e of ' KM n id *..!% >\d -VMMJI i %
,:*> A "" me I lul i

^ -
1
' tip r "i i-ie goats,

grai" Fro ,_ .vJf, 1 -v_ sincere
2."",'

n
{-"* ,J - (r~> ) Tae pre-

c of I <**.,,,* teaching
1

, selected from
A >** 11 - \ai.L<i .1... i L. x-i .'i :' is Gospel, may arise from
Matthew's Hebrew predisposition to consider Israel as a people
separated from the Gentile world. Almost every utterance
carries within it an unmistakable voice of judgment which
separates men into two classes.

in blessedness, as in the Beatit ' . . ,

blessed of my Father* (2534), is as notable as that which leads to

separation from Christ and to eternal wretchedness (25^6).

1. Jems is the Judge. This is the view of all

the Gospels. The Father gives all judgment to
the Son (Jn S22

'27
). Jesus came into the world for

judgment (O
80

). He sapaiates men under moral
tc>i> (Ml 25ii1 '4'

5

, cf T2
*). He pronounces judgment

on the Pharisees (22
15-*3

). He judges Satan (16
23

).

He imparts the authority for judgment to men
(16

15>

). (Cf Ac 104
-', Eo 1410

, 2 Co 510
, 2 Ti 41

). His
judgment-sent is at the same time the throne of
His glory (Mt 2531

), as it marks the culmination of
the work which He has '-I'M iaiul i- CM^U.." ..n.l

in redemption. The ju L^n'-i v i! u> -lonou-
because then will be the I;T ,' I t MI! MIP.M-I.*I, <>L !>oh-

ne^ among men, and the deposition of evil. It is

to be noted that He associates with Himself the
twelve disciples (like the Roman assessors of judg-
ment) who are to judge the twelve tribes of Israel

(Mt 19^, Lk 22*> ; cf. 1 Co 62 s
). This exhibits the

vital union of righteous souls with Christ, for the
new

life^
which II i^ disciple*-, obtain through Him

would dispose them to pronounce judgment upon
the same principles of justice as does their Lord.
It is fitting that He who has mediated creation,
maintenance, and redemption, should pronounce
judgment upon man with regard to his attitude

c> I

il

irai '-on +h hi port i

< i .I\L 'it _ <ji iii- s;> '"-.' a

and responsibility toward each of these sovereign
acts and relations. All judgment is determined

by the attitude which men hold towardb Christ.

He is set forth as a perpetual challenge
to men to

live a right thinking and right
2. The Judgment. Jesus m ' prehents

an almost numberless series of tests by which men
may judge themselves in this present age Their
4 works' or deeds' are reviewed (Mt 16-7 2531

, cf.

Ho 26
, Kev 2012

). Eveiy kindness to a disciple
will be rewarded (Mk 941

, Mt 104-). Eveiy cause

of -tumbling to one of these little ones (Lk 172
)

will be puniuhed. Jesus presents Himself as the

supreme and personal test What is man's atti-

tude towards Him as pioved by 'his deeds and
works'? This kind of judgment is continuous

and cumulative here, and comes to a conclusion at

the final crisis or judgment. These are some of

the tests
^ " "

_
T" (Mt 418 22 iQ38 1928, Mk 834) ; confessing Him (Mt

1 -~\ ulure to appreciate His presence and Vvork
to come to Him (Jn 5*0) , failure to believe

Him (Jn 318) ,
failure to obey Him (Jn 3s6) , failure to honour

Him (Jn 523) f failure to stand with Him (Mt 1230) t failure of

right fruitage (Mt 2131-42 716, Lk 6**), failure P ,M . ,r,i <> -

duct (Mt 22"^), failure to help men (Mt _>;>' ->j, u o
repent (Jn 540) ,

failure to use the gifts of God (Mt 2514 30) ;

making light of T' ^ r , -^ -
unwiumgness

to hear His wo ' -
' ' - to forgive an

ng ashamed of Him (Mk 838) , breaking
. <

' * the spirit of
"

others

(Mt 72) ; faith or lack , (M *
' ~ heart

unreceptive to His words (Mt lO1^ 15), hypocrisy (Mt 231 -* &),
idle words (Mt 12#) , hp service without the heart (Mt 157) ;

selfish conceit (Mt 62); wicked pride (Mk 1238), i ve of dark-
ness (Jn3i9), rejection of 'T <*

'
.
'"

JQIO), adultery (Mt-"'" m w - / ," ,
Tli-i)hi '. 'HIM

loving others more than G<wl fM '

";,

hearing, seeing the Son, with belief _qr with failure to believe

(Mtio*2);
'

V |

'

(

love to enemies (Lk G2^) ; .1 .','"->- "dc^no *,-., < M: '1 (M l^ 1

.,

fidelity of service (Mt 2- >-->) omluiaiCi.ii uMlii".
(2413) , doing will of God (U~ } ,

deeds in gcrieiu, ^xO ") , M .^id

thoughts and motives (Mk 721, Lk 522. 23)

These are clear, varied, and concrete tests which
men may apply daily to conduct and character,
and which bring them into continual judgment.
They cover almost every phase of human life, both
inward and outward. The great first and second
commandments in the law which our Lord enunci-
atod io tlio l,n\ VPI (Mt 22s7

'39
) are in the nature of

a juiij-'uent ioj men know whether or not they
have been kept. Judgment*, are continuous in the

sphere of moral life, as conscience
|-

*:-( "tlv
affirms. They are continuous in the i- 1.^ IMI- 'MI

and the principles upon which they are based are
found in these teachings and in the character of

Jesus. No man can plead ignorance of the grounds
on which judgment is pronounced on him, oecause
these varied tests cover clearly and openly so much
of his life. Jesus always holds Himself forth (

'
I

am the way and the truth and the life,
3 Jn 146

)
as

the supreme standard of life; and the invitation
to come to Him leads to a comparison and judg-
ment of likeness or unlikeness. The work of the

Holy Spirit (whom Jesus sends, Jn 167) is to con-
vict men of sin, righteousne>s, and judgment (v.

9
),

and He , 'i
'

tln> by showing men their
unlikeness to CnnsD. The character of Jesus is

thus continually a challenge to men, and the
measure of the judgment which they must pass on
themselves. In all ihe (".o-pel-, judgment is deter-
mined by the relation which a man nolds to Jesus
Christ, But the Gospels also teach that this con-
tinuous judgment will culminate in a crisis or
Final Judgment. The inadequacy and inequalities
of punishment here seem to demand a final adjust-
ing of the accounts of all men on principles of
eternal equity^ The parable of Dives and Lazarus
(Lk 16-*"^) exhibits thi 5- final nrcounting and the
<'<j'iiullo HMiljr.stmeni oi ilieir reaped i\e condi-
tion-,. Lji/aiu- had wrote hoduc-&. Di\es had
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luxury. The continuous judgment in this life did
not result in the proper rewards and penalties,
hence the balances are stiuek after death, tinal

judgment and penalty are then reached.
3. The time of this Final Judgment is set forth

in the Synoptics as at 'the end of the world' (Mt
IB39

}
Some have held that this means at the end

of each man's life, but the more obvious meaning
is the end of this time-order of race, life, and
things (cf. He 9a7

)
The words ' the time 3

(Mt S29),
and ' then '

(16
27 251

), point to a time which follows
the T

""
. .

' n glory with His angels after
the ' the dead. 4 That clay and
hour' (24

36
), 'the resurrection of life' and 'the

resurrect .""," ' '

(Jn 529
), are the anti-

thetical tat takes place after the

resurrection, which to one clash of men is entrance
into life, and to the other entrance into judgment
followed by spiritual death. The Gospels do not

give information as to whether or not the Final

Judgment follows immediately on the general res-

urrection. The weight of impression
^

is that

judgment does follow immediately ,
but it would

Tbe by no means an entire misinterpretation of the

sayings of Jesus if one held that there was a con-
siderable period of intervening time.

$. All mankind and all eml spirits are to "be

judged
' All nations 5

(Mt 2532
) and all men (12

36
,

Jn 529
)
shall be judged (cf. Ro 1410

, 2 Co 510
, Rev.

2Q12-15) jt lg topped m Mt s29 that evil spirits also

are to stand in the judgment. But it is clear that
the holy angels do not come into judgment, for they
accompany and seive the holy Judge (Mt 1627 2531

)

Judgment would not be necessary for men if it

were not for their sm. Wherever there has been
need of a redemption, there will be need of a Final
Jm1_"!i '

'

5. ,
N

, characteristics. Jesus Christ the Judge
in His glory (Mt 1627 19, Mk 838 ,

Lk 926) [the

glory of Jesus
^ylll

be as manifest in His judgments
as in His forgiveness] ;

' the throne of his glory
'

(Mt 2531
) ; the -i. 1 ''iii;

';.' holy angels as His
servitors (cf. ML 13 1

,/, maiikind gathered before
Him ; evil spirits awaiting their final doom ; the

sharp separations
' '

of the facts upon
which judgment uncovered moral
life of every man ; tlie irrevocableness of the deci-

sion (Mt 2B46 }, all these, together with the mani-

festly diverse feelings of the righteous and the

wicked, present a scene of surpassing grandeur,
extent, arid interest Judgment stands in the

Gospels as the natural terminus of an geon in the
life of the race which began wi' T| <" ' was
continued undei a purpose and '

\ ! :
- f Re-

<!< miiiii*
1

!. Jiiid demands a Judgment as its proper
<:ilnr,ii;i:iiii. NATHAN E. WOOD.

JUST and '

righteous
'

in AV represent the same
word, SLKCLLQS, which, however, has usually the
wider TIU iiii)ii r

' of *

righteous, observing Divine and
human l\\ > one who is such as he ought to. be,

prop, the I-teb. pn*' (Grimm-Thayer), and com-

prehends duty both to God and to man. The Vulg.
had no word available except Justus. v 1,

'

i-
:

- ,T\

means ' what is accoirling to ;i$, the s </ ii.i *\

hence *

just
'

in many places inAV In the Gospels
it is used of Joseph (Mt I*

9
), Simeon (Lk 2s5

), John
the RITMM *\Tk 620), Joseph of Arimathsea (Lk
23SC

i ,i ml Hi M -'Mt 2719 - 24
) In Ac 314 752 2214

(cf.

1 P 318,
and possibly Ja o6

) 'the Just One 5

is a
Messianic name corresponding to the prophecies of

the Righteous Seivant of Jehovah (Is 5311
;

cf.

ll sf
-, Jer 235

) ; its use f affords in itself a marvellous

proof of the impiepsion made by the human life of

Jesus upon those who knew Him best, or who, at

all events, like St Stephen, had ample opportu-
nities of learning

'

(Expos. Gr. Test }. In nearly
every case RV uniformly gives

*

righteous/ excep-

tions being Mt 545 ('rain on the just and the un-
jubt'), Lk I 17

(

c wi&dom of the just') 1414
("resurrec-

tion of the just'). In Lk 225
'just' might perhaps

have been letamed with advantage to bring out
the diffeience in the same verse between SUacos
and etXaprjs, which latter means *M^ <"<"i< >n^ God,
devout' (' SUaLos, Justus, in office : ' Y.

(

-;
-s, Vulg.

timotatus, in habitu animse erga Deum
'

Bengel).
For full discussion of t/uoj see art. RIGHTEOUS.

W. H. DUNBAS.
JUSTICE.
In the AV of NT the word *

justice' does not occur, $txcuQ<ri>w
being always translated 'righteousness.' For the ad] tixatos we
ha\ e

' mst ' and .' -
iterehangeabh. God is mst

(I Jn 19, Rev 15-*. / -I -
,
2 Ti 4S) , Christ is the Just

One (Ac &* 752), and righteous (1 Jn 21) Men, both as indi-
\iduals and collectively, are rust or righteous (Mt 119 5^5 iQ4i
13*3, AC 1022 2416). In Jn 5-*o we hare just, and m Eev 16?
i ighteous judgment In Col 41 TO oinwiov refeis to what is due
by masters to their slaves , and in Mt 204 to a money payment
for work done.

" '

$is partially
rectified in the >r , and the adj
are sometimes used in the wider sense of moral rectitude in

geneial ; but under the influence of the Platonic and Ansto-
tel

,
- later usage inclines to the

- * -
i

of ^ 4 , al justice. Aristotle (Nic,
'

j

qual
" "

,
- - - ' J

. refer to what is due to
one' Bks i n iv) deals with

' . uui aimosc exclusively m the sense of

the idea a ""-.*
Good. Ir. I? < N

,

wider meaning" is restored, and is the common one In Lk 1^
Zachanas and Elisabeth are said to be Siyicuat

; and this is ex-

plained, if^
not defined, by the words Twsv6/u,eve>i lv TO.FKI? ?"s

vr^,7? xett &t*t.Ki&i[Aot.o'i TOV "KupJov otiju.sfAtr'rot This is the general
idea of righteousness ; but our word '

justice
' must be taken as

signifying the recognition and fulfilment of what is due from
one to another, righteous dealing between persons, each
rendering to others what is their right and due See also art
RIGHTEOUS.

i. The justice of God. The justice of God is an
aspect of Mis i "'

i i: and "belongs, therefore,
to His essent', . li may be shown to have

significance
for the Divine life, even apart from

His relation to others. God's attributes are not
all of co-ordinate worth. His omnipotence, e.g.,
is subordinate to His ethical attributes; it does
not use them as a means to accomplish its ends,
but they use it. Omnipotence is not a power to

do what it wills, but to do what God wills ; and as
His will is holy, it can be only ethically deter-
mined. If in God's nature mere power were
supreme, and holiness and love subordinate, this

would be as contrary to justice as when, in a

kingdom, the rule of right has been overturned bj
irresponsible violence As in the State, justice is

the controlling principle which pre?en es the body
politic for the discharge of it& several functions,

so, in the Divine justice, we have the ri^uu.ho
punciple of order in the Divine nature ..T

'

! 10

(1) God's justice in His relations with men. He
shows favour to the righteous. He could not
withhold His NJ-' \,i1 <-f that in them which is

the object of * n l < \ and delight in Himself.

This does no; 'i <. I MI they have a claim on
God for a happy earthly lot, and ovoinpoon fiom

earthly troubles. This doctrine of lecoiripon-o
was the prevalent one during the early and non-
reflective stage of Israel's religious progress ; but
it did not bear the strain put on it by the national
calamities. In the teaching of Christ it is re-

pudiated Mt 5^ 1328- 29
,
Lk 1625 181 '5

, Jn 92 3
; and

in Eo 818
-3C) and He 12n an oxplis-.tlicn <" the suf-

ferings of the righteous is <.-!\ T u In- h |ru - far to

remove their seeming van.-ru' \\nli ilc justice
of God. They are part of HIP fatherly discipline

by which His children are prepared for their

ho,'i\tk

nly inheritance (2 Co 4lfa J7
,
He 58

) Even
1

here thov have their great reward in the favour
; and fcieiiMihip of God (Mt 510-12

, 1 P 219 *> S12'14
).

j

("2} Gw/sjiifitiri' in relation to sin God is just,

,
arid -will therclore punish sin. This is one of the

1

Olin-tian ooitainties (Gal 67). Dijfferent views,
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however, have been held as to the natnie of the

punishment and its object. Some think (and this

is RitsehTs opinion) that the true punishment of

sm consists in the sense of guilt and alienation

from God which a persuasion of the Divine dis-

pleasure awakens ; and that the outward evils

which are regaided as punishments are really due
to natural causes that have no relation to human
guilt (Ritschl, Justification and J&eroncthrition,

47 ft., 257 ff. ). Now, the sense of God's dibpleasuie
must always be a most irti^oi (,,'' part of punish-

ment, and might almost - juiii i-r the whole of it,

if we could suppose the sinnei as responsive to it

as he ought to be, as, e.g., a saint made peifect m
holine&s would be. To such a saint the sen&e of

alienation from God would be harder to bear than
the most untoward outward calamity. But sin

increasingly blunts the sinner's susceptibility to

buffering from this source ; and if no effective

provision has been made to bring God's displeasuie
home to him, he would at last work out his term
of punishment. There may be no link of causa-

tion between our sin and most of the outward
evils of life. Maeterlinck may be right m saying
that nature knows nothing of justice ; but m that

case we should have to believe with him that
neither can nature be regarded as the creation of

a Being in whom ethical attributes are supreme
(Maeterlinck, Buried Temple, Essay on the *

Mys-
tery of Justice '}.

(3-od's justice in relation to sin is at once retrib-

utive, educative, and protective. It is retributive

because it punishes sin simply as sin ; it is edu-
cativei or retoimatory because the punishment is

also intended for the moral improvement of the
'> "t is protective because by the pun-

are restrained from \\ ion-.: dn:i^
and aie themselves guarupu J'^JI^I-L the < \ iK ^ li< li

would result from the |'<\M< mo o f

"

urip;i'ii-iio<I

sin. That the Scriptnic VIOM of God- JUM-CO
implies retribution may be shown from many
passages Mt 1627 24. 25, Lk 1245

"48
, Ko 2s 16 623

,
2 Co

5 l
, Col S25

, 2 Th I9, He 22 1027. One could scarcely
gather from these passages that God's sole aim in

punishment is the reformation of the offender.

Yet this is the popular view with many modern
theologians. As a protest against the once preva-
lent opinion, that God, in punishing, desires merely
to exact vengeance without any zegaid to the
sinner's repentance, it has its justification. But,
like other reactionary views, it carries us too far
in the opposite direction. The whole drift of
Biblical

1
lojuY ti

jr Is that God punishes sinners be-
cause 'i"v ii - k i\ * it. Punishment is the reaction
of His holy nature against wrong-doing, and with-
out it the moral order of the world could not be
maintained. If sin did not arouse His displeasure,
He would not be holy ; and if He did not manifest
His displeasure objectively by |>

iM,-liii- IM men
could not know that H e is lioly. I { . ; , -, , d that
God is love, and that what love inflicts is chastise-

ment, not punishment in the retributive sense

Holy love, ^however, cannot accomplish its end
unless the sinner is brought to feel that he deserves

punishment. How could punishment benefit him.

if, while undergoing it, he believed that it had not
been merited? Retribution does tend to the
offender's improvement, and this is part of God's
purpose in it ; but its reformatory influence never
takes effect until the sinner acknowledges its

justice. His improvement begins only when he
"-*

i V. i'.to this state of mhid nrul feeling If,

."-I, M'.. Co-l - sole aim were refoinuuion. n \\onUL
iilov- . I i

"

rewards carried with them the same
benefits as punishments, as in many cases they do,
then the offender would deserve them, and this
because of his sin. In like manner it would be
very difficult to persuade people that it is right

that they should be protected from the spread of

violence by the punishment of those to whom
punishment was not justly due.

God's justice is also shown in the foigiveness of

sins on condition of iLpui:tauce Repentance is a

sign that the disciplinary purpose which accom-

panies retribution has not missed its maik ; and if

now God withheld
p
n

,

> it would imply a

failure of justice ''< . bo 1 Jn I
9
, 'God is

faithful and just (okcuos) to iorgive.' Forgiveness
and punishment are alike connected with the

justice of God The justice of forgiveness fuither

appears fiom this, that the man who repents is a
different moral person from the man who had
sinned. His i elation to his sm has been reversed ;

for whereas formerly his will was identified with

sin, it is now identified with the mind and will of
'""

"" 1 *

t. In proportion to the depth and

repentance, we feel that he is a

changed man, and should no longer be treated as

if sm still formed part of the textuie of his being.
He has separated from, and now unsparingly con-

demns, his past sinful self ; and, having thus come
over to the side <" i _

1

. \ / 1- '-- "'
i is no longei a

fit object of the i> \ i- , -; ,
-

* Theologians,
who first make logical distinctions between the
Divine attributes and then reason fiom these as if

they were real distinctions, say that justice can-

not, but love alone can, forgive ; as if love and

justice were two contending powers in God's
nature. In leality, it i* holy love that forgives ;

and this means tfiat love and justice are joined
hand in hand in forgiveness as they are m punish-
ment. Fiom a non-moral love gifts would ^come,
but they might not be blessings; and justice
without love never could be perfectly just, for

love is part of the tribute which justice demands.
The OT and NT writers never attempt to reconcile

love and justice, because they were not conscious
of any contrariety between them (see Mt 612 14- 15

1231.32 Igl5-17. 21-35^ Jjfc 037 737-50 ]_gi.5 1511-32 ]_ij3
4 Jg10'14

2261- 62 .
cf< jn 2]>-i7, Ac 239 3 19 531

,
2 P 39, 1 Jn I

9
).

Of course, imperfection clings to all human re-

pentance, because past sin disqualifies even the
smcerest penitent for that godly sorrow for sin

'which woiketh repentance not to be repented
of (2 Co 7 10

). Hence the need for the work of
Christ and the regenerating influence of the Spnit,
by which imperfect repentance is atoned for and
made peifect*

2. Justice in man. If man has been created in
the image of God, we slm iM <\)-^' to find re-

flected in him the same -MIKI PJ \ i the ethical

attributes as exists in God Thus for him also

justice or righteousness will be the supreme law of
his being, obh-aiory. not through any^ human con-

vention, but in virtue of man's Godlikeness. As
supreme, it will be regulative of his whole life,

deleimining his use of his freedom, the outflow
of his emotions and thoughts, his activity in all

human relations. Justice will regulate his life

Godward, for God has definite claims on man for
devotion and service; and as in Christ He has
made Himself known as a Father and Saviour, these
claims are, for the Christian, raised to a higher
sphere of obligation. These are duties which man
owes to God, and, when they are withheld, justice
is violated. God is robbed when that which is His
due is not rendered (Mai 3s). Hence the just or

righteous (diKatos) man is represented as walking
*in all the commandments of the Loid blameless'
(Lk I 6), and of these the first and greatest is,

'Thou shalt love the Lord with all thy heart'

(Mt 22^}. Not until we give God this whole-
hearted love do we give Him His due. We are
then f

just before God 7

; and from 1 Jn 310 17 420- 21

51 we learn that only when man responds to
God's claim can he fulfil the obligations of love
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and justice to his fellow-men That man can be

just or unjust in i elation to God appeals also from

passages m which sin ib spoken of as a state of

indebtedness God being the ci editor and man the
debtor (Mt 526 6 1J 1SJ3-^5

,
Lk 7

41 - 4l)

) ;
and fiom those

parables in which God and man are i elated as

Master and servant, 01 King and subject (Mt
20 1 - lb 21 3-41 2514-50

,
Mk 121

-").

One characteristic of the NT cloctiine of justice,
as compared with the views curient m the Jewish
and classical woilds, is a notewoithy enlarge-
ment of its sphere. Justice to man as man was a

subj'ect of speculation among the Stoics, but in the

popular moiality its obligation was ignored and
even repudiated. The Jew hated the Samantan
(Lk 954

)
and despised the Gentile, with whom he

would not share his privileges (Ac 21 27"30
) Why

should they show favour to those whom God had
not honoured 9 The Greek was bound by moral
ties to his fellow-citizens, but between him and
the barbarians theie was no moral recipiocity ; if

he was conscious of any obligation, it was an
<H)l'_;o ion to do them all the injury he could.

Tnen again theie was the slave class, who were

regarded as incapable of virtue, and, therefore,
like the lower animals, outside the ethical sphere
Thus Jew and Gentile alike acknowledged no
moral id.'ilioii-lh 1

) between themselves and the
vast in,no''i\ 01 ihe race It was, therefore, a

great step in advance when Christ proclaimed a
universal Kingdom of justice and love, and taught
that, since God was the Fathei of all, they were
due to all men, on t's

,

*
i

1

not of citizenship or

nationality, but of .. .-M,' M and of their common
i.-l,

'

.
! ', to God (Mt 5 2S19

,
Lk lO30

'37
, Jn 316

?_>

There was also a subjective enlaigemtnit of its

sphere. Under the influence of Pharisaic teaching
and example, the moral law had come to be re-

gardec , i

"

an external rule of conduct , the
inner bought and motive and feeling

being overlooked or regai dec! as of only secondary
importance. All the virtues had thus suflered

deterioration, and justice among them. But m
the Sermon on the Mount, Christ claimed this

neglected sphere for the moral law. Its authority
was extended so as to cover the entii e life of men,
for m the spiritual realm of being, thoughts and

feelings aie accounted as deeds, as acts of the
moral self And this was an infinite extension of

the sway of justice.
' Out of the heart proceed

adulteries, foinications, murders, thefts
3

(Mk 721 ).

Sin is not confined to outward acts ; it begins the
moment evil thoughts and desires arise in the
heart ; and a regime of justice is necessary there.

To be angry with our brother without cause is to

do him wrong (Mt 52a ) ; and the man is accounted

guilty who, while retraining from actual murder,
yet thinks in his heart,

(
I would, if I dared.

5 Our
neighbour has a claim on us, that we should think
and feel justly regarding him ; and when this is

withheld, we fail to give nim his due. Again, the
sin of adultery may be begun and competed by
-im

I
lv looking on a woman to lust after her (Mt

o'\i Before the tribunal of the Kingdom, the man
i- iiiljinU'ul to have wronged the woman. The
< In-' i, in law of ju^ice is embodied in the Golden
Rule, 'All tilings what^o^ver ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to them '

(Mt 7
12

) ,

and also in the second of the great commandment 1
!,

'Thou shalt love thy ncighboui as thyself (Mk
1231

). According to 'the Golden Rule, we are to

regard our fellow-man as an alter ego, to put our-

selves in his place, and judge his claims or needs
and our duties from his point of view (Ph 24

"8
).

Then the commandment tells us positively what
our obligation is.

* Thou shalt love him as thy-
self,' not with a non-moral love, which seeks

nothing higher than the happiness of its objects.We are to caie for him with that holy love which
attaches itself to that in him which in oui selves is

the legitimate object of our self-love, the moral
self or soul ^hich was created in, and can be
lebtored to, the image of God. It is for His moral
pei fectionb that we love God ; and the claims of
Chn&tian justice aie met, only \vhen our love for
others has as its aim their restoration to Godlike-
ness (Mt 1626

, Ja 520
,
He 1317

) The Christian law
requires us not merely to refiain from doing our

_
n V wrong, but to promote, even at the cost

ot selt-sacrinee, his
highest well-being as we would

our own For a Christian man to say, 'I have
done my neighbour justice, and he has no claim
on me for more,

5

is to prove false to the Christian
ideal; for, in the Kingdom of i

i Y. >? -i < .

benevolence is not something that . \ U v i. i-

held, but is simply justice made perfect'
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III. Constructive treatment

I BIBLICAL DOCTRINE.!. The OT and Phan-
sawdoctnnGs T'u <V< i

; 'v< f [u-nfi ji.i'nil'i-.u/i

faith in Christ o^1 -
1 --.iip "io^i P^-I

;
,m, i- ihe

outcome of two factors, his Jewish training on the
one hand, and Ms Christian experience on the
other. The idea of ;iii-f,iPi<nt]*on itself was derived

by the Apostle from 'the .Rabbinic theology, whose
doctrine of justification by the works of the Law is

at once the antithesis and the necessary back-

ground of his own. The Kabbmic doctrine again
rested upon an OT "basis. We can trace the de-

velopment of the idea of i i^hteousness before God
in the prophets, who from the first judge Israel by
the standard of the

"
'?' "\ righteous demands

of Jahweh. In the '
I *emiah and Ezekiel

the idea is brought into connexion with the indi-

vidual (Jer 2012, Hab I4 1S 24
, Ezk 320- 21 181W-

3312fft
). Further, this age being also that of the

development of the Law, whose authors aimed at

embodying the demands of Jahweh in a practical

form, we find the idea connected with the fulfil-

ment either of the Law as a whole (Dt 62&), or of a

-ingle commandment contained in it (24
13

). Finally,
m the post-exilic period the idea receives a great
development. God is

"

, < '

'

/ C as the right,
eous Judge (Ps 97- 8 vi !> etc), whose

lighteousness results
"

<
|
nil MC I of sinners

(I
8 - 6 916 II5' 6

etc.) I !M .

"
i

i i o recognition
of the iighteousness of the righteous is said in Ps
6212 to depend on the Divine grace ; the latter

term, however, is practically synonymous with

rijrhl con-no^ in its beneficent aspect (33
5 366- 7

IS'
J " J43 17

> Sinners God can justify so far as

they are at bottom righteous (Job 3326 ) But the

godless He may not justify (Ps W27
) The general

idea is, further, that the recognition of righteous-
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ness by God is manifested by outward good for-

tune ; just as His displeasure is shown by outlaid

calamity (Is 6513- 14
, Mai 42 3

, Pb 3719 20
,etc. ; cf

Wellhausen, IJG 5
p. 220, n. 1). In the later post-

exilie literature, however, the idea that the right-

eous is always rewarded and the \\icked always

pum&hed in this life, is abandoned, and theie ap-

pears the conception that the final ju-tiikation 01

condemnation takes place after death (Job 19~5 26
,

Dn 122 3
). This conception is henceforth pre-

dominant, as in the Pharisaic theology, to which
we now turn.

The Pharisaic conception of the relation of man
to God was purely legal, and based upon the idea

of the Law as a contract between God and^ man.
The idea of grace which qualifies the legalism of

theOT siL\- .i

1

"*.^
'

' - ito the V Iv"--
'' The

Pharisaic ;-< -i
i;

- that the Divine demands
the Law "can be satisfied, and that the

fulfilment of them gives a claim to leward. It is

the recognition of this claim that is now meant

by
'

ju-tifi< ation.
' The conception is further carried

out into detail in that the Law is regarded atomi-

cally as the sum of the commandments it contains

(ef., however, Dt 625
). Every act of obedience is

entered by God in the heavenly books, as is also

every act of transgression. The decision is accord-

ing to the preponderance If this is on the side of

the good, the Divine sentence of justification fol-

lows, which consists in the declaration that the

man is righteous. The account is finally made up
at death (Weber, Jud. Theol* 1897, p 277 ff.).

It will be apparent that the whole idea, both in

the OT and still more distinctly in the Pharisaic

theology, is forensic. TV'ith thi-s, again, agrees the

derivation of the group of technical terms used^ in

the OT in connexion with the idea of justification

(pix, njyjsj
*

righteousness/ pn$ 'righteous/ pnsn
1

justify *) This group has almost universally a
forensic sense. The words are so used secularly, and
are therefore naturally applied with this meaning
in religion (Smend, fittest. JReligionsffeschichte'*,

1899, p. 388 f.). In the LXX the equivalents are

SLKawativTj^ 5/mtos1

, diKat6&. On the constant foren-

sic use of SiKcudu in the LXX (OT and Apocr ), also

in the pseudepigraphic book- -t p Sinday He,nrLm,
* Romans 3

in Internat. Ci>t C'mi p 31. In Tal-

mudic theology pny is replaced by nor *

innocence,
3

and pnsrr by HOT
; raj also appears for pnj?, but the

latter is maintained in use along with it ("Weber,

p. 277 f.).

It i* finally to be observed that, both in the OT
and in the Jtrilrtrinu theology, nulifeoii^ncv before
God and justification, whethei looked IOT horn the
Divine grace or on the ground of human merit, are

religious ideas. Righteousness is not sought for its

own sake, as a moralist might seek it, but always
as the condition of acceptance with God, and tne

blessings which flow from this, in this world or the
next. It is at this point that the Pauline concep-
tion of justification oy faith links itself on to the
older theologies. What St. Paul has in view is

always the question of <i< lophii'-v \iili God, and
hi* ckKtime is the ansvu 4 * 01 1 i- < IT.^II,,*! experi-
ence to a problem set in the terms of the Pharisaic

theology.
2. The Pauline doctrine. There is no doubt that

St. Paul's idea of justification is essentially the
same as the Pharisaic, and, like it, forensic. In
the fundamental passage Bo 319ff* the whole setting
is forensic. Note the words Iva, irav a-T&fw. tfrpayfij

vvtiSiKos (v.
19

) ; &&ITLQV afrrau (v.
20

). Mankind is

arraigned before the judgment-bar of God, and the
justification which follows mu^t be forensic. So in
.Ro 45 justification is connected with imputation, a
distinct!v legal conception : Xo-yiferat= *

is reckoned,'
w. in the hofuonly account-books. See, further,

Samlay-Hed.dla.iii, Ic p. 30, who decide on general

philological grounds that ducatovv means to pro-
nounce righteous :

'
It has i elation to a veidict

pronounced by a judge. . , It cannot mean to make

righteous
' So far, then, St Paul ib in agreement

with the Phaiisees. But the deeper insight of his

conscience will not allow him to suppose that God
can be satisfied with a mere preponderance of per-

formance over transgression. For him to attain
1

-. . ,- by the works of the Law would

omplete fulfilment of it. But this is

impossible ; for all aie sinneis (Bo 3-3 ) Hence St.

Paul concludes that '

by the works of the law shall

no flesh be justified in Clod's sight
3

(3
2t)

)

Here is the point where St. Paul introduces his

doctrine, based on his own personal expenence, of

a new method of justification (3
21ff

), of which the

n'i'hiplc (ii God's side is grace (xdpu), ^ the

he e uiii!oi iieil love of God (3-
4
), and on man's side

faith (1
J7 45

)
As '

""
*-. the Divine giace,

justification by jposed to justifica-

tion by works, which depends on merit (4
4
). Instead

of attaining a ughteousness by his own efforts, the

believer submissively recei
"

- which

is wholly of God, and His *
i 1 i This

easts light upon the Pauline conception ot faith.

It is the method by which the grace of God is sub-

jectively appropriated. In so far as the believer,

instead of acting on his own initiative, allows him-

self to be determined by God (Ro 103 ), faith is a

species of obedience ; thus St. Paul speaks of the

obedience of faith (I
5
). But as correlative to grace,

or the free love of God, faith is psychologically
tn '.*"

"

<onGod'(424
)

I , of the Divine grace which awakens
faith takes place, according to St, Paul, in the

Person of Christ (2 Co 519 ) and m His work, moie

especially in His death, but also hi His lesurrec-

tion. Christ's death was the work of the Divine

grace in that God ordained it as an expiatory
saciifice for sin, Hri-l <Miig instead of sinners,

that in the act of jn
-

: .1
'

. 1 1
l might not appear

indulgent of sin'\K. :5 , <. 2 Co 521
, Bo 58

).

Christ's resurrection is also included in the revela-

tion by which God's giace to sinners is made known
(Eo 4as S34 109

, 1 Co 1517
), but St. Paul does not

define its exact place in it. In fact, Christ's resur-

rection, as the object of faith, is hardly separable
from the Risen Christ. It is God's act by which
He presents Christ alive, in spite of His death (Ro
4M 109 ), as the object of faith.

It is to be observed, finally, that justification

requires for its complete \
"*

both sides of

the correlation, grace anc <

'

1 \ in St. Paul's

mind are associated in the closest possible manner.
Thus he -[-calx-, of (lie revelation of the righteous-
ness of Cod through faith (I

17 322
}

* the whole is

really one idea. Only thus can we explain the

remarkable interchange of language which the

Vpo^tle u-es with re-pect to the two sides of the

(oiicljuiori Justification is goncMalh a--ociated

more closely with faith, or ilie -ubjoctive side

51
). But in 2 Co 519 St. Paul says that God was

the objective side, or the revelation of grace (cf. Ro
324). So also in Ro 516

,
if SIK&IWIML be rightly trans-

lated
l sentence of justification

'

(so Sanday-Head-
lam, I.e. p. 141), then St Paul here represents this

sentence as falling once for all at tne death of

Christ On the other hand, the sacrifice of Jesus

Christ belongs to the objective side of the correla-

tion ; yet St. Paul speaks of Christ in Ro 3s5 as

propitiatory through faith in His 1)1 ood FA idently,

then, grace and faith aie so or^uncally ielated

that the one implies the other, and is properly
understood only through its correlative

We must now return to the form in which St.
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Paul has expressed his doctrine of i n -
L i fi ( n i i (m It

is, as we have seen, determined by his Pharisaic

training, and is that of a forensic judgment. But
the form is all that the Apostle has in common
with the Pharisaic idea. The judgment of justifi-
cation in his conception is exti a-judicial, i e, God
has regard in it to considerations outside the Law.
The - ' J

,

p p ^
, apartfrom law '

(xwpls

p&fLoi I!
'

I I

- as such takes account

only of merit, as St. Paul himself testifies
' He

that doeth them shall live in them '

(Gal 312
). But

the Divine sentence of justification takes account
of faith, which is a consideration beyond the pur-
view of the Law : 'The law is not of faith' (ib.)

In fact, in justification the Law is transcended by
grace, which leckons faith for iigliteou-ne

i

-&i (Ro
44 6

), St Paul does not mean that i.'uih i- a work,
and that grace simply reckons the work of faith

instead of the woiks of the Law This would be,
after all, half legalism. With the Apostle, as we
have seen, faith is not a work, but a receiving ; not
a second principle of justification over against
grace, but simply the reflex of Divine grace in

man. Giace therefoie sees in faith simply this

reflex of itself, and in justifying the sinner by
faith in leality justifies on the ground of itself (ci.

Is 4325
).

What, then, is the essential point in the Pauline
!! -i '

! of justification as forensic? It is, to
1

"

language, that justification is a
an analytic judgment It is not

based on anything in the behevei not even on his

faith, which comes into view only so far as the
Divine grace is reflected in it. In justification
God '

justifies the
" '

'Ro 45
) the words are

-

"

"tosen fc^
* with a clear sense of

involved, as the deliberate opposition
of language to the OT shows (cf. Ex 237

,
Dt 251

,

Pr 17 15
, Is 523

). God does not, *n-. 'u ;,,-!,

lecognize the presence of any < sii
1 M >* lie

sinner ; on the contrary, He adds to him an attri-

bute while he is still a sinner, viz that of righteous-
ness. It is evident that ihe p.n.uloxujil chaiacter
of this doctrine created ini-unuci^tiiiulin;.' even in

St. Paul's time (Ro 3s j
ct. 61

) ;
and it has done so

ever since. The paiadox, however, resolves itself

at once as soon as we remember that it is
'

right-
eousness,

3

not in the ethical, but in the leligiou-

sense, as the condition of ', \\nli clod,
which is meant. The OT '

, lighteous-
ness was the condition of acceptance MI h ("<(!;
the Pharisees Ji ,r

j
( r ^ this into the doctrine that

the perforniaiK r "i ''M Law was the condition.

St. Paul's I,VP^U<\UO is determined by this form in

which he louml rlie problem of acceptance with
God stated ; his meaning simply i^ that God accepts
the sinner on the ground of Hi& mere grace, apart
from ;

r ,!-'- <" merit. It is (on-equenily
'only., "l.i- i u'l,'

1

less difficult, expio-ion for

the same act ot the Divine judgment' when St.

T\ml a-poA- of adoption (vioBecria, Gal 415

), or the
i ceo pi i on ot the sinner into the position of a child
oJL bod (Holtzmann, Neutest. Theol. ii. p. 134).

Adoption is also formally a judicial act, and
realh . \

n
:< si .

'

of the Divine judgment.
The i : \ < ..... i-> this identification of justi-
ficat ;, , . \iz. that ju-tifio'aKon is the
act ot God as Judge, but adoption Lfit> act as

Father, falls to the ground as soon as it is remem-
bered that justification is really an extra-judicial

jiiuiocti'iijr f^nm ih< T)hirc <.IKO
J,ti'tttt<, titii'ff H ' i,, * tl,<if, ',.S i i I n^i

which links his teaching on at once to that oi
Chribt Hmibelf

; and it appeal & that the Pauline
conceptions of justification and adoption are simply
the

^ ,-,
i, \ i ./the Fatheily foi^hci o- (aught

by J- -i- K, .,i Dogmattft
5 ' 4

, p . )-*,">

r

l !io idea
that r<-iri,-, ,

,
... lb something merely negative,

while j -
i ..... conveys a positive status, turns

on an inadequate conception of the Biblical idea of

v. we get still further light on St. Paul's

meaning as to "justification from the fact that in

Ro 47 he introduces, a* synonymous \v ith the im-

putation of righteousness or justification, the OT
;i4ea of the forgiveness of sins (of. also Eph I7 ),

too tar we have consideied justification as a
Divine operation ; it now lemains to consider its

practical issues, when it takes effect in the admis-
sion of the smnei to fellowship with God. Faith
now comes into view, not simply as the reflexion
of giace, but : ,

' \ "

natuie as tiust,

including the , vill to God , and
the

piactical
eflects of ju-hf'<rl <> appear as the

., T-"
1

'

r
-f this tiu&t . ,i- u.'iMirs a&pects. The

!....... i is the &enbe of piesent peace with
God (Ro 51

), or the consciousness of acceptance
with Him. Here appears a strong contrast with
the Pharisaic theology, -ft Inch, teaching not the

justification of the sinner, but only of him who
has kept the precepts, defers justification till the
hour of death, and consequently demands in the

present a condition of anxious fear lest in the end
justification should not be attained (Weber, I.e.

pp. 284, 334ft. , cf. Rp 815
). Along with present

peace goes patience in all present sufleiing (Ro
52"** 5

), in the belief that it is Divinely oidered for

the best ends (S
28

), while thei e is at the same time
a consciousness of the Divine love (5

5 835
"39

). Here

appears a contrast to the OT point of view, from
which *

'

"

Terings appeared as signs of the
Divine A This contrast is strikingly
brought out by comparing St. Paul's triumphant
use of the quotation in Ro 836 with its original
despond

l n Ps 4422
. While St Paul

fincfs it persecution should separate
the believer from the love of God, the Psalmist sees
in it a proof that God has cast off His people (cf.

Ps 449
). Finally, there is no fear of final punish-

ment (Ro 59
), but rather a joyful hope, nay cer-

tainty, of ultimate salvation (5
s 10 6s8 S30* S8- 39

). The
sum of all these things, in fact the whole conse-

quence of justification, St. Paul expresses by saying
that, for tlie believer,

' There is now no condemna-
tion' (8

1

), or that he is not under law, but under
grace (6

15
). From this point of view the work of

Christ appears as a redemption from the curse of

the Law. Christ, in His death, bore its curse, and
its power is therefore at an end (Gal 333). St.

Paul refers in this passage to the Jewish Law, as the
antithesis with v. 14 shows: * Christ redeemed us

[Je\v-1 from the curse of the law . . . that upon
ilie (loiaiJo^ illicit come the blessing of Abraham
in Christ Jesus. But his idea of freedom from the
Law is not to be limited to freedom from the Jewish
Law. Though, historically, this special case was
of the greatest 1 1 1 1 pox r*m< e Si Paul means that the
Christian religion i-* a religion not of law, but of

grace. He also expie^e-* ilio same idea in terms
of the parallel coiKopuoii of adoption, by saying
that the believer has received, in place of the spirit
of bondage, leading to fear, the spirit of adoption,
*

whereby we cry, Abba, Father
3

(Ro S19 ).

The doctrine of the- Epistle of James on justification, whether
the author has the Pauline doctrine or abuses of it in view or
not [on the critical question connected with the Epistle see

i Moffati, JTiAfoiical XT 2
, p 576 for a good statement of the

d-ltemattt e& , also Sanday-Ileadlarii,
' Kop.tin 5-

'

p iOi and W.
Patrick, James the Lord's Brother], ro.T-e- an n'.poj ui. pro )l.m

in connexion with it It is to he noted, first, that the idea of

faith in the Epistle IP quite different from St Paul s "S\ hen the
author teaches that justification is not by faith only, but by
works also, the faith he has in \ie\A is a mere intellectual assent

to Christian truth, especially to the doctrine of the Divine unity
(Ja 219) Further, his idea of works is not that of meritorious

performance deserving rcuaid but of practical morality. He
sohes the problem of jusufnation in reality by going back
behind the legalism of the Pharisees, and behind the Law alto-
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gether, to -
i

" * " -
ets, in so far as they

demanded _ .
- ondition ot acceptance

with God ! , -,'.'. therefore, touch no-
where except m language, in thought they are altogether
apart At the same time, the Epistle of James ser\es forcibly
to raise the question, \\hich St. Paul's doctrine is always liable

to provoke, \iz. \\hat safeguard it offers, -uhile satisfying the

religious needs of man, for his moral interests Reference has

already been made to the passage m\%hich St, Paul speaks of

opposition feo his teaching , it vt as its apparent antmomiamsm
:n. p-o. <

"

(1 iii - opposition (Ro 3s ,
cf t>i)

\\ o i L h - ~,o return to St Paul, and ask how he met this

difficulty. He does it bj opening
1 anew hi . r,

1 .'. *u u in

\\hich he presents a fresh view of the death I
-

r -t t p of

Christ, where these acts appear in the ethical sense of a death
to sin and a resurrection to a new life unto God (Ro 610), and
uhere, further, Christ in His death and lesurrection appears as
inclusive of all for whom He died (2 Co 5*4) In r =ni id-

-
t

with this \iew, faith also takes on a nev -
_' ^V . v- U . * -i i

i r.o >>i \,' v t' id JM obedience
, but as i. L<.

' m. 1 ' '- receives is

di I\.'L 'i., Jiii IT with new power -."*!_ >

T u> i % !i L "-.-t i His death and
,

symbol of which is baptism (Gal 2-0, Ro 61 6, Col 211), from which
union St. Paul draws the '* '

-
( tatthe behe\er

being dead with Christ to t , . I- to God, should
In e accordingly (Ro 6-* u-is, Col 3^ 5) A parallel line of argu-
rae 1<L ~---~ r

* i' "

v- v **- - "^ -
""" '

-
' c .

^
'2 Co

jn, s,
- ,

_ ^ . .
, (the

Sin .

'

j' . i>
, i ,

* .
-

i , tned
into Jic hkcnesrt of Christ (2" Co 318) yj,^ - ^ n tV * -Cession
of the Spirit demands

* r "

,-;> 'vx ! 25, Ro
gi2. 13) Along these 1

,

- makes provision for
Christian morahtj He presents, as we see, his total thought
on the salvation of the individual through the work of Christ in

two hemispheres the former doctrine of justification and this
further doctrine which corresponds to the ecclesiastical doctrines
of regeneration and sanctification. St. Paul passes continually
from the one hemisphere to the other in a way that shows that
he feels them to be vitally related ; and there are not \\antmg
points of contact between them, amongst which \\e may note

especially the fact that the idea of faith is common to both
hemi>phirf, <u> is also that of the Spirit, who nppcj.ri in con-
nexion \uth justification and adoiton as d^ii'^in^ the con-
sciousness of the love of God (Ro '->') and as witnessing to our
adoption (S 16

), as \vell as in connexion with regeneration and
sanctification as the potency of the new Me Further, there is

a cycle of passages in which there anpeai^ a ruidency to the
unification of the two hemisphere^ of though ,

" *

-

justification conditional on regeneration and >.
,

and thus still future and the object of effort (Ro 8*7, Gal 2*7,
I Co 44 924 27, ph 310-14), gee o-i

*
' ilio-c *-

~>\ < . TT" / . in
Neutest. Ffteol. n. p. 137 ff. In ;,i< IP-I i i. v t' *,

--
l*<i ul J.OL-I -

the two hemispheres apart ll<> / iri11 (p . >, n 1) n"i -,

Pfleiderer, who, using another r j; ,r<' MCI > ,i ," i. ^-i-a",
which unite m Pauhnism in one hc'l, \\ it- *-i

,
ho ,u'\ r, 'i A "nl ;

blending.'

IL HISTORICAL. i. The Catholic doctrine.~&t.
Paul's doctrine of justification remained after his
death in practical abeyance, until it -was revived at
the Eefoimation. There is little trace of it in the
NT outside of his own Epistles (Le. of the specific
Pauline form of the doctrine of forgiveness). Only
uncertain echoes of it are found in the post-

Apostolic^ i _ - < > i

1
i .

> -1 - : i i egime of Catholicism,
both ancio" n-su -i-i-ia \a\ it remained practi-
cally a dead letter. Common Catholicism, in fact,
returned substantially to the Pharisaic doctrine of
salvation ^by merit, "against which St. Paul had
fought, -\\itli it^ <n< com paining nlTiio^ilioro ->r ftNd
of coming short at l<

j >i .V^ ottlmjr 10 ( uvjory i lie

Great, who is here typical, assurance is the mother
of indolence, and the fear of Divine judgment is

the only fit attitude for the Christian till his last

day on earth (Hainack, DogmencfeschiGhte*, iii. p.
250, n. 1). In such an atmosphere the words of
the

^
Pauline vocabulary necessarily lost their

original meaning, and took on a new significance
Faith came to mean, not tru&t, but intellectual
assent to revealed truth ; grace, not the -unmerited
love of God, but the Holy Spirit, as saciarnoiilH.lly
communieated or infused (so Tertulliari -^> LooK,
Leitfaden, p. 104). It was the work of Auj>utine
to create a new doctrine of justification by the
combination of these ideas. First he interpreted
the word *

justification
'

itself to mean not e a
declaring righteous/ but 'a rnnldn<r lighteous*;
what else is jiistificati than jnsfi f",(tt

tf

(ft*, $p.
et Litt, 26, 45). Then, further, he combined the
idea of justification in this sense with that of
'infused' grace. Augustine teaches that it is this

I

ipfa-cd ;r pro which justifies or makes righteous by
loiio'M'i'^ die nature He is able thus, with St.

Paul, to conceive righteousness as a gift , the gift,

liowevei, is not- of forensic, but of inherent right-
eousness. This idea of justification by infused

grace, it is to be noted, lacks that immediate and
necessary connexion with the work of Christ which
lies at the base of the Pauline doctime Aujiu^tinc,

indeed, legards the
"

_ '<
- of sins as an etiect

of grace, parallel
with the renewal of the nature ;

but faith is not brought into the connexion The
idea of faith remains with Augustine simply the
common Catholic idea of assent to revealed truth ;

so that faith is no more than a presupposition
of salvation. Only as it is completed by hope
and love through the infusion of grace, is it Chris-

tian and saving faith (Seeberg, Dogmengeschichte,
i. 276). It is obvious how far Augustine is heie
from St. Paul, though he constantly uses the

Apostle's formula '

justification by faith
'

(Seeberg,
p 277). The climax of his departure from Pauline

doctrine, however, is reached when the idea of
merit is drawn into the scheme. The combination
is thus effected. Grace alone- rendeis merit pos-
sible. God in His condescension accepts as meri-
torious the works which are really His own gifts :

'what are called our ments are His gifts' (d&
Trimtate, xiii. 10, 14).

In Western Catholicism the doctrine of justifica-
tion remains substantially that of Augustine. The
Roman Catholic doctrine was finally formulated
in opposition to Protestantism at the Council of
Trent. It is necessary to refei to two points only.
The first is that, m the Middle Ages, Duns Scotus-

taught a modification of the A iign^tinicm doctrine,
which makes still wider room for the idea of merit.
He avails himself of a distinction already found
in Thomas Aquinas between merit of congruity
(mentum de congruo] and condign merit (mentum
de condigno). The former is based upon the idea
of the Divine equity, to which i^ n - m _n, ',!- to-

reward every one who works r - r _ n his

power after the excellency of i'< h \\ o ;iwer.
The latter is based on the idea of strict justice,
which rewards according to desert (Seeberg, I.e.

ii. 105). According to Duns, the first grace itself
can be merited de congruo by attrition, i.e. such
repentance as is possible without grace. The
second point to be observed is that the Council of
Trent draws a natural consequence from the
Auirn-nnimi idea of justification, by teaching that

jiis.ijUHLion is progressive, and can and ought to
receive continual increment (Sess. VI cap xj.
The jrro,- i < or.i ra-i between the Catholic doctrine

andtluii 01 N P<ni I is obvious at the first glance.A second look, however, might suggest that per-
haps the contrast was not so great after all. "For
the Catholic doctrine of justification corresponds,
though by no means exactly, to St. Paul's doctrine
of .

/; -
'

, '^ ,""., ->n. It might, there-
f"1 i' ! were really one of

lanjruHjifO Xcwriliple^. in the end the contrast
icmam- nnmiuearci; by thi^ -eoniin^ po.-- ibilu v of
reconciliation ; as Ritschl Iia^ ,u uiHy obn i \ c<l ('///

cit.
A

iii. 36) Catholicism still remains in oppb&V
tion to St. Paul's idea of justification. What the
Apostle calls 'justification,' viz. acceptance with
God, including the assurance of eternal life (Bo
510 6a-i S3o 3.} Catholic doctrine includes under
the conception of hope. So Cone. Trid. Sess. VI.

cap. xiii. : Christians 'onsrlit to fear, knowing that
they are regenerated unto the hope of glory, and
not yet unto glory. . . .' No one, indeed, can be
absolutely certain even of present grace (cap. ix.).
It is true that within Catholicism the practical
attitude of trust for salvation to the Divine mercy
alone, apart from all merits, and the consequent
sense of assurance, are to be found, as to some extent
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in Au^u-hiM 'TLnr.'uV op cit 111 p. 85f.)> "but pie-

ennnently in Bernaid. 01 Clairvaux. In this attitude
is th

j
7>

1 c
'he return to St. Paul at

the I!
,

,' op. cit.* i 109if ). But
we are now concerned with the Catholic doctune,
not with an attitude maintained in spite of it

2. The Protestant doctnne.VSitli the Refoima-
tion we have a leturn to the Pauline idea of justifi-

cation. The absolutely fundamental charactei for

the Christian religion of the Pauline conception is

firmly seized. As is well known, Luther called

justification by faith
' the article of a standing and

tailing Church
' The Protestant doctrine, howevei ,

assumes a special foim, in antithesis to the mteum
Catholic development, and St Paul's foimula is

sharpened into the still more definite shape
*

justifi-

cation by faith alone
'

We have to note, first of all, a reveision to the

original Pauline ideas of giace, faith, and justifica-
tion Luther, indeed, especially in his eailier

geriod,

remained somewhat entangled with the
atholic '

'*
of the last, making the term

include ensic and a leal justification.

This, however, was merely a mattei of termino-

logy, and has only a historical significance. Piac-

tically Luther held the Pauline view the emphasis
with him falls on the forensic aspect of justification

Moreover, the somewhat confused terminology of

Luther was coriected by Melanchthon, who says
decidedly that justification \\ith the Hebrews was
a f01 ensic word, and opposes the idea of a real

justification (Loci Theologid .

' De giatia et justifi-

catione').
The Piotestant theology, further, like St. Paul,

found the revelation of the Divine giace in Christ,
and His work for sinners. Here, however, a con-

siderable development takes place, based upon the
mediaeval development of the doctrine of the
Atonement due to Anselm. The latter had viewed
the death of Chi 1st in the first place as a satisfac-

tion to God's honour, which liberated Him from
the necessity of puipJiir.^ Dinners, and in the
second place as a IIH-MII 01 \\oik of -m^ii i_!,<i->i \

obedience, which could be made available tor HLS
followeis. The Protestant theology accepted both
these ideas, but with such modifications as made it

possible to combine them with the forensic idea of

justification. The death of Christ was viewed not
as a satisfaction to God's honour, but to the penal
sanctions of His Law. To this was added His
active obedience to the Law in His life as a satis-

faction to its positive
*

.
' The whole

was summed up as , ar.d P.I-H
obedience or merit, and M _.i

i W ,ts a PIO\M<M of

the Divine i,u o \\ Uh a \ i
" i> \ in justification of

sinners .JuMiiic<itum consists in the gracious im-

putation of this twofold merit or obedience to the
sinner on the sole condition of faith, so that he
becomes not only guiltless before the Law, but also

totally free from its claims. This com option !-

common to both the Lutheran and the Itciumi
Churches. It did not grow up all at once ; but the
roots of it can be traced in the earlier Reformers,
and it finally established itself firmly in both
Churches. It is 'omplciolv -uml in the Formula
of Concord (pars n. holuLi l)od.'iT,itio, iii. 14, 15).

The change from the Pauline doctrine is marked by the
alteration of his frmnula, the imputation of faith foi riofliteous

ness, into that of the imputation oi ChriM.'- i ,<r'nt (m-i,< H
is riot inerch one of language The coivi p.'Mi 01 (~Lri<-IS

death ai a imi*fiiction 10 tin ixii.il ^irionons or iJio h \irn Iriv

on the jrioun*] 01 ul.iol 1 dod ror^r:\-- -innoi-, n, fn md k

d, lio

.
' ' mu'ipn-i iiion or ihol'uuline coriotpnon
'

s rxpwon bacnfloc lorMii, if ihisooru'i'p-
tion i; TO bo iran-laied M\IO lorm- ot la\\ Wueiher lo\\e\ i

r,

such tian-Ianoii ii dr^irablu is qm slionablo ,1*- we -au th.it the
forensic point of \u\\ i onh ronral 1

! mid not man iiallv roirn-

lati\e for the Paulino roncvpi'on OT jiiMinoauon 'I mii instead
of seeking to translate related conceptions into legal terniino-

logy, we ought rather to seek such an explanation (or, if need
be, modification) of them as accords w ith the material element

n St Paul's idea of justification, v 12 that it is entirely the v\ ork
rf grace,

'

apart from la\\
' The Protestant theology ,

in fact,
misinterprets Paul by taking his legal plnaseology EU essential,
and seeking to systematize his whole v itvv of justification and
ts piesuppositions undei legal ideas The attempt of the Pro-
;estant doctors to conceive the whole process of salvation m
egal foims, made them intioduce into theology a number of
axioms \vlnch are in no way part of the Chnstian view of the
rt orld Such an axiom is that all sin must be punished ,

wheieas the Christian leligion teaches that it can be forgiven,
and forgiveness and punishment aie mutually exclusive (cf
W. N Clarke, Chustian Theology, p 330). Another axiom is

jhat the punishment of sin may be tiansferied fiom one person
to anothei , whereas the very essence of the idea of punishment
is its connexion \\ith guilt The vicarious suffering of the
innocent for the

gruilfry
is not punishment. A third axiom is

that merit mav similarly be transferred from one person to
anothei , wheieas the moral lesult of a life, \\hich is \\hat is

meant, is personal, and while it may lesult in the good of

others, cannot possiblj* be separated from the person of its

authoi, and treated as a commercial asset That the Protestant
doctors had to base their theology on axioms like these, plainly
shows that they were on the wrong line in attempting to trans-
late the doctrine of salvation into legal terms We may no
doubt lecognize behind the forms of the Protestant theology
the intention to show that the Divine grace itself i^ iho iriace of
a Holy and a Righteous God But the immediate icio'itiVation
of the Divine Righteousness with its e^ . ir -- * law is fatal
to a full and complete view of giac.

" R i might have
taugl

"

of law as a tempoiary and prepara-
toiy . * Divine righteousness, whose end is

fulfilled in a higher wa> by grace (Gal 324)
This defect in the view of the revelation of the Divine gracem Christ does not, however, > Protestant theology

from being true m the mam to i . conception of justi-
fication Over against Catholicism, Protestant theology teaches

justification b;y God's g- .1 ." alone, and
apart from all question > '

*

I , m the total
view the emphasis, at any rate with the earlier Reformers, does
not fall on

" "

of the Divine revelation m
Christ, but self A remarkable proof of
this is to be found in the fact that in Melanchthon's Low Theclo-

gici there is no locus devoted to the doctrine of Christ's satis-

faction Ev en so late as Gerhard in the early part of the 17th

cent., the doctime is treated by him simply as a part of the
locus de justification?

Aftei this critical excursus we return to the
Protestant theology itself, in older next to de-
scribe the positions by "which it further denned its

conception of justification as over against Catho-
licism. As regards what the Catholics call

{

justi-

fication/ but the Protestants *

regeneration/* it is

taught that the latter is the necessary accompani-
ment and logical (the later Lutheran theology says,
temporal) consequence of ii.-lif- ,.l!cT Ii^ objec-
tive principle is the gift ui t'K Mu'y Spint, lU
subjective manifestation ilr aui\ii\'of faith in

good works.
On some further points the two Evangelical

Churches diveige not
only;

from Catholicism, but
from one another. The first of these has to do
with the question of assurance. The Lutherans
teach that the believer's consciousness of justifica-
tion is in itself an immediate certainty of the

reality of justification, operated by the Holy Ghost

(fcles dimna). Where, however, doubt enteis
recourse must be had to the Word and the Sacra-

ments, that the Holy Ghost, who works through
the Woid, may rekindle faith The Refoimed
theologians teach iluii iho <!iiairtnt,<

io of the reality
of justification is God - eternal m < destination to

salvation, which manifests itself -un'oi \(I\ '!

perseverance in the state of grace 1 1 ( < i <,,--; i

ance of justification cannot be gatlieied dnectly
from faith itself, but by a rcfeience to it^ evidence
in its fruits (iti/lZvqitti/iutt practices}. [See Lipsius,
Dogmcctik

3
, p. t>75 f ].

The second diffeience between the Protestant
Churches is that the Lutherans make the moment
of justification, alike m earth and heaven, the
moment when saving faith comes into being. The
Reformed, on the other hand, regard justification
as accomplished in the resurrection of Christ for

the whole Church as His mystical body (yustificatio
activa), but as regards individual believers "based
on the decree of justification, which accompanies
their eternal election, and realized when sa\ing
faith arises (justificatio passiva). It is to be noted
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that the objective justification, which is accom-

plished for believer^ in C hunt's resurrection, de-

pends only upon their ideal incoipoi? IIOM in His

mystical body. The Reformed doctrine doeb not

therefore, as has sometimes been said, make jus-
tification dependent on regeneration. Christ's

le-surrection is regarded as the acceptance of His
satisfaction, made for believers, and thus a^ ideally
their justification in Him (cf. Lipsius, Dogmatik,

p 677 f.; Kitbehl, op. cit/ i 293 ft'.).

The third difference ib as to the doctrine of per-
seveiance. The Lutherans teach that a man may
fall from faith, and thus from grace, but that he

may regain his position by renewed lepentance
and faith. On the contrary, the Reformed teach
that the members of Chiist s body cannot fall, but
must persevere in faith to the end. A faith that
does not endure, is not real faith ; and the con-

scioubness of justification it may bring is only self-

deception (Lipsius, p. 679).
Reference must now be made to certain views

within Piotestantism which deviate from the
orthodox conception. The hrbt of these is that
of Ohiander, who, attaching himself to many ex-

pressions in the teaching of Luther, attempted
once more to teac

1

,

T
"

' '"* '* and yet
avoid introducing t i , of salva-

tion by merit. In - of justifi-
cation by the mere external imputation of Christ's

riprhtconMiCS* he taught that the essential ground
of ju^tiiiL.ition is ChristV nghteouMie-^ as really
communicated to us ; though' at the same time he

regards this indwelling nViio >,LMIO^ of Christ not
as our own, but as an alien righteou^ne-.s and in
so far a- .1 i ini| uU d righteousness (Lipsius, p. 668).
A fio~'i"i iiii'ioi thought is opened by the Socinian

theology. A criticism of the legal forms of the
ecclesiastical doctrine of reconciliation leads to the

complete rejection of it. Socinus, however, retains
a doctrine of justification by faith, regarded as

including not only trust in God as revealed by
Christ^ but consequent obedience to His will.

There is no justification by works without faith ;

but, on the other hand, works are not merely the
fruit of faith, but its execution and perfection, and
in so far the works which follow faith justify
(Socmus, de Fide et Operibiis, Bibliotheca Fratrum
Polonoram, 1656, torn. i. p. 623). But as works
done in faith are not perfect, justification is also
said to be by faith in opposition to woiks, because
the mercy of God imputes lighteousiies^ to the
believer (de Jesu Christo Scrirttoie, p iv, c. 11).
In other words, faith is here considered as the prin-
ciple of active righteousness, and the doctrine of

justification comes to mean that God judges not
by the outward work, but

by^ the inward disposi-
tion. This conclusion is

distinctly drawn by the
Rationalism of the German Illumination (Lipsius,

p. 684).
r

3. Modern theories. The ino-t ir iportant forms
in which the doctrine of jii-sliiuaiion \\<\>* been
stated in modern theology, -o fai a- i-li.-t does not
simply repeat old*" ;*!' <

*
\

"

.. \ e their origin
chiefly to Kant ;]*+ , .

,

'

,

, particukrly
the latter. Kant took up the subject ^\ here it had
been left by the Illumination, but in view of his

deeper ethics stated it as an ethieo-religious pro-
blem, viz. how a man conscious of guilt could
obtain power to live a new life. The solution is
to be found in the conception of faith in the ideal.
On the one hand, this appears as the principle of a
good life ; on the other, it affords the pimciple of
acceptance with God, in so far as God judges men
by the ideal they follow, though their realization
of it may be imperfect. The Kantian theologian
Tieftrunk further pointed out that from a psycho-
logical point of vie'" th- oinr,

J

i,n of the Divine
grace is absolutely

I--JMV ,i ,i -nan, in spite of

his consciousness of guilt, is to be able joyfully to
fulfil the moral law ; so that it is requiied from
the point of view of the lawr

itself, in so far as it

looks for fulfilment (Lipsius, p. 685 ; Hitachi 3
, i. p.

429 ff.).

The defect of the Kantian conception, from the

point of view of the Chustian religion, is its lack
of organic connexion with the historical revelation

of God in Jesus Christ In the system of Schleier-

macher, however, the fundamental charactei for

Christianity of this revelation is fully recognized,
while at the same time, instead of a return to the

standpoint of the older Protestant dogmatics, theie
is introduced a new and fruitful theological pim-
ciple. Schleiermacher demands that all concep-
tions concerning Divine operations shall be verified

by their < o 1 1o /< n uc i < e with Christian expeilence,
not indeed the experience of an individual, but of
the Christian community as a whole (Der christliche

Glaube', i. 30 p. 162).

From this point of view Schleiermacher treats justification
He begins with the Christian consciousness of redemption and
i econeiliation through Christ

' The Redeemer receives believers
into the power of His God-consciousness, and this is His re-

deeming- activity' (11 100 p. 94). 'The Redeemer receives
believers into the fellowship of His undisturbed

"

.

"

this is His reconciling actuity' (11 101 p
macher thus views the work of

"*
'

' total impres-
sion of His character and life. the latter do
His sufferings come into que , p 108) In
accordance with this groundwork follows the doctrine of justi-
fication. Justification and conversion are the two inseparable
parts of regeneiation or assumption into union with Christ.

'Abruption into union with Christ is, viewed as an altered
relation of man to God, his justification ; viewed as an altered
form of life, his conversion* (u. 107 p. 165) Justification is by
faith, and includes the forgiveness of sins and adoption into
ri ' -v -1 i- ?'09 p. 190). All these things flow naturally
a-Ki 'i - p.ir.JA LI- m union with Christ, which alters alike the

*

* <
'

"

In particular, the
- fact that the new

1
.

'

<
" - . * " - - of the old man or

their penalties. Present suffeiino: he regards simplv as evil, not
u- nur"-l 11 < id of future suffering he has no fear (u. 109.
*

> I'VO I i
11 Xj'ulM 1

]v i )j/Oi("
rrn i ': own conscious-

ness we view ;r-> iV.ii <'! ,^s a Di .no IUT,
'

i^- "oi to be separ-
ated from the effects e working of Christ in conversion The
Divine act of justification, moreover, is one with the sending of
Christ into the world. There is no *

declaratory a ,1 , "i

this: only figuratively can such be spoken of. \- _

justification of th indmdiul the case is simplj that the one
Divine decree of ju'-tifjcauo'i in Christ ." .

i

points of time. Finally, faith is not , , . -

instrumental cause, or the opyxvov A^TT^ - v, ,

bring nothing to the Divine grace in Christ but our mere
reccptiv i L\ (n 109 3, p. 195 f.) Faith is awakened wholly by
the operation of Christ (11. 108. 6, p 186)

_
The influence of the Reformed theologyi* plainly-

visible in the position of Schleiermacher,"that justi-
fication is, as a Divine act, to be viewed as realized
first of all in Christ, and then MTI co-ivilv in be-
lievers. Compare what is said above, also Turretm
(Inst. Theol. Mencticce, LOG. xvi. Qu. ix. 12), who
says that justification is one from the point of
view of God, though from our point of view it ap-
pears in successive acts, viz. God's eternal decree
of justification, the realization of it in Christ's

work, the application of it in experience, and the
declaration ot n at the last day. But, further, the
correspondence of this point of view with the ten-

dency _ previously noted in St. Paul tc> bring the
objective arid subjective sides of justification into
close and indeed inseparable relation, may also be
remarked. Schleiermacher, however, brings the
principle which mrlorlio^ thi- tendency 1o clear
consckmvne^ jnd ba>e- on it In- ihuolo-ricVilmei lioil,
for whidj, n<* A\e -aw, tlio coTilimuiy of PiMne
operation and lnurian experience i> fmidjunoriuil

Schleiermacher's doctrine of justification has
been differently understood. Most theologians
have considered that he means to make justifica-
tion conditional on a real union with Christ (cf.

Lipsius, j). 686 ff.). Ritschl, however, thinks that
only an ideal union is referred to (iii.

8
p. 559).

Two different development^, thereforej have taken
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place, starting from either view of Schleiermacher's

position.
In the first place, one of the commonest views in

modern theology makes justification dependent on
a real union with Christ, bieaking down the sharp
distinction between justification and legeneration,
and ti eating them simply as aspects of the same

process. Faith, on this view, is to be regarded
in justification not simply as the reflex of Divine

grace, but as 1
'

the -piiitnal content

of union with '
, the gut of the Spirit,

which is the basis of the ethical life of the Chustian
Hence this view of justification is claimed to be

'ethical'; justification according to it
$
being a

ie<o<iniLion of what really is in the believer his

new life, as well pleasing to God. A reconciliation

with the forensic view is found in the Kantian

thought that God judges by the ideal ;
so that

justification appears as a prophetic
which sees in the first germ of the nc

whole fruit.

This view is closely akin to Osiander's, It has

undoubtedly points of contact with the broader
use of the woid 'faith' in St Paul, who, as

Pfleiderer points out, often uses it as practically

equivalent to the whole of Chustianity (Urchns-
tenthum*, i. p. 250 ; cf. 1 Co 12yf- 1613

). It is further

along the line developed in the cycle of passages
like Ro 817

, Gal 217
,

1 Co 44 924 Ph 310'14
,

as

;'io\ it>ii-ly e\ plo HUM! But it does not represent
JM I \iiil"- main lino of th'm^hl with respect to

justification,
and the <>l>je< UOTI u> it further is that

in the end it bases justification either upon the

imperfect realization of Chiist in us, or, in so far

as the imperfection, is counterbalanced by a i efer-

ence to the ideal, upon what is still future, thus

ic^embling the Catholic view. This view does not,
iheiefoie, meet the religious need of a firm and
unshakable ground of trust as to acceptance with
God.

In opposition to it, therefore, Bitschl develops
the doctrine of Q " " "

.

" J1 other line,

which he take1
! v giving in

his theology also prominence to a conception which
with Schleie ,

"

"i

* "

"! , f

revelation. I .01
j

1

.' , y
construed directly through the idea of the"Divine

grace as revealed in Christ, and faith is thought of

as of a piece with this revelation and the realiza-

tion of it in human lives Justification is thus in

the first instance through grace, but by faith.

Bitschl's way o*" < \ ;

"
J

- is is by \

"u-' iP
' "'i''i isi' << i Father,

i!i, i -In" -< iutence of justification
falls in the first

instance on the religious community founded by
Christ as a whole, to which God irnmi io the position
towards Him of Christ its Founder, and on indi-

viduals as by faith in the Gospel thev attach
themselves to this community ; ju<tifu ation thus

becoming effective for them. Faith is simply obedi-

ence to God and trust in the revelation of His grace
in Christ. Its functions are religious, not moral

(in,
3
p. 139 ; cf. also p. 70). As regards the effects

of justification, the comprehensive description of

them is that it is Hhe acceptance of sinners into

fellowship with God, in which their salvation is to

be realized and carried out into eternal life,' In

particular, the consciousness of guilt is removed,
in so far as the element of mistrust of God, which
is the essence of it, is removed (p 85) Assurance
of justification can be obtained only by the exercise

of faith m patience or 'lordship over the woild.'

Finally, the course of moral action is conditioned

by justification : but the direct aim of the latter is

not the product of moral action, but the bestowal
of eteinal life, which is realized here and now in

lordship over the world (pp. 192, 534 f., 670)

( III. CONSTRUCTIVE TREATMENT It appears to

the present writer that a correct modern interpre-
tation of the Pauline conception of justification
must move generally along the lines suggested by
Bitschl. Peihaps it may be necessary to obseive
that such an interpretation is required, and that it

is not sufficient simply to re^t in the Pauline state-
ment as it stands. In the first place, we have seen
that St Paul suggests, more than one point of view,
and we have to settle which LS to be legaided as
determinative. Then, again, there are gaps in the

Pauline^ presentation which requue to be tilled up,
- '," m view of the points raised by later

1
'

, , contioversies Finally, the Pauline
theology is only one among the eaily Christian

presentations of the Christian salvation, and it is

necessary in some points to modify his conceptions
in order to do justice to other NT points of view,
especially those jio-Ml(/, in the Go&pels. We
proceed, then, to pio-e^r ibo doctrine of justifica-
tion along the general lines of Bitschl, but with
regard also to the treatment of other theologians,
who have, as it seems to the writer, dealt more
-. (

r
. *'-> i

ii \ than Bitschl with particular points.
Keteience is made paiticularly to Bitschl's own
followers, Kaftan and Haring, but also to Lipsius
and Kahler, and finally to W. N. Clarke.

Instt,
* " *

with St. Paul's technical
term ^ shall first make use of its

material equivalent, the idea off<ff" -v ,v* having
< lit !""1\ established our right to do this. We thus,
,i K",,'v.'i says (Dogmatik* \ p. 523), present the
issue in a simpler and.

*

,"
""

form, with
the advantage also of > the mind
the connexions of the subject in the teaching of

Jesus. What Paul calls grace is to Jesus the

Fatherly forgiving love of God.
We begin, then, with the analysis of fm _"\ i , --

as a Divine act, and consider, after Pai:i, i
- n '

objective side of this act revelation, and then
the subjective side faith, by which the revelation
i- ni'p'' 'iniii

11

i"-l f'"_ lu .-- fully realized. The
ii \ i \iiini 1 pi i<-'_iMM--> i- in Jesus Christ, His
Person and Work

;
not merely, however, as St.

Paul teaches, in His death and resurrection, but as
the Gospels clearly show, and as Schleiermacher,
after them, recognized, in His whole life, including
these uil min, it ing acts. Forgiveness is revealed

by the ^ hole 01 Christ's activity as well as by
TTi -nflV''r,> In fact, IT" i- u i ._

i- eal for-

-lu'-'t U<.iuo "f the t (

endurance of them. J \

revelation t\ '1 < i.
1 :

j'

of God in i;
k *!! I ,' -

in thought and feeling ; so that by every word and
deed and by His whole attitude He incarnates God
in the world, to do which is His earthly mission and
vocation.

The Fatherly fp'-hor-c-- of Cod. which Jesus

reveals, is no moio <ji<i<Ml-Mriiii!0<l imliVcnd; ; on
the contrary, the Vilioi i- the lltl\ 1 atlnM, the

Bighteous Father I.JTI IT
1

"

V, <ITUI fh- forgiveness
is holy and righteous forgiveness. Jesus guaran-
tees this by His revelation not only of the Divine

forgiveness, but also of the Divine holiness in its

stern condemnation of sin. A. holy hatred of sin

is evident in His whole attitude.

But, finally, Jesus reveals the holy forgiving
love of God not only in these two separate moment^
but in its entirety, by His bearing in love the ^in^

of men upon His soul. We can explain Hi? sorrow
over Jerusalem only as the pain of One who, full

of love to men felt their sin as the heavie&t burden
\\ o ojm explain the agony in Gethsernane and the

t'iy of desolation on the cross only along the same
lines, as caused by the pressure of the sin of the
^\oild upon iho loving neart of the Saviour. In
thl- beaiiiig of -sin. however, Jesus was still reveal-

ing the attitude of God towards sinners. The fact

|

l\ -

,

-
1 - r . in the

: i kes this

!<-;>resentative
the Father
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that the "burden of sin upon His soul broke in

upon the peace and blibs of His pei sonal communion
with the Father, makes no difference as to this

point. Christ's actual communion with the Father
had to be maintained, indeed, "by an act of supreme
self-surrender (Mk 14G()

), 01 of faith, unaided by
any evidence of the Divine piesenee (15

4
) It was

necessary that the holy love of God should come to

complete self-expression in the woild, which could

only be by the revelation of the depth of buttering
caused to sinless love by sin ; and this revelation

could not be made except by the Revealer pio-

ceeding along a path which brought upon His
human spirit the sense of separation fiom God.
This path was, how ever, not a new one ; it was
but the continuation, to the end of the path, of

Christ's vocation as Revealer of God. To reveal

the holy love of God in a world of sin could have
but one issue, that which it hi *{'>M< ,illy had,
viz to rouse up the opposition o, -m J, - much
to the love as to the holiness (Lk 152), to the utter-

most. The final act of self-surrender and faith,

therefore, by which Jesus gave Himself to the
death at the hands of sinners, which was inevit-

able, if He persevered in His vocation, was simply
the climax of the self-surrender and faith by
which as man He gave Himself at every moment
to the work of His vocation. The whole revela-

tion of God made by Jesus being a revelation within

humanity, was made at eveiy point by the ottering

up of the human will of Jesus to the "Father. His
whole life and death together constituted a sacrifice,

which He offered up to God as the necessary means
of the revelation in the world of His holy love

And this He did for the sake of men, that they
might come to know the holy forgiveness of the
Father.

Such, then, would seem to be the necessary re-

statement of the Pauline doctrine of the revelation
of the giaee of God in Christ in view of the his-

torical statements of the Gospels. To complete it,

however, it is necessary to add that the function
of the resurrection is to make the historical revela-

tion permanent and abiding, by presenting Christ
as the perpetual object of faith. This leads to the
next point, which is that of the doctrine of faith,
or the subjective appropriation of the revelation.
There St. Paul'* conception of faith as in the first

place, on the side of die will, a species of obedience
or submission to God, remains fundamental. It is

in essential rigreerMt">{ it may be observed, with
the teaching or Jou- Bim&elf, in which fierdvota,
or turning to God, is made the subjective principle
of foigu ene=s. But in order that the

-ubjective
appropriation may correspond in all points with the

objective revelation, faith must not be limited

psychologically to trust, but must include penitence
also, m this way appearing as the proper correla-
tive of both the love and the holiness of forgive-
ness. When the revelation of forgh euess in Christ
awakens this faith in the heart, then the Divine act
of forgiveness is completed, and forgiveness is fully
realized.

We turn next to forgiveness as an expeiience,
where St. Paul gives ample guidance, and all that
is necessary is to explain some points in reference
to the p-oT.lr -n- raised by later theologians. The
first jir.Kii'.il < fleet of justification is pea< o with
God. 01 rli-' r Moval of the coii^c iim-iic-- of guilt
which separated the sinner from God. This is

removed by the appropriation of the Divine forgive-
ness, which is realized as the removal of guilt.

Nor^ does conscience offer any obstacle to the
realization of the removal of guut in the conscious-
ness of the believer; since the holiness of the
Divine forgiveness is assured by the very revela-
tion which brings the knowledge of it. In fact,
the penitence which accompanies trust in the

Divine forgiveness as the result of the revelation in

Christ, is an inward ,

'
, 'i-r of the Divine

condemnation of sin. I 'i
1 is peace with

God as the lesult of faith, and that upon the &uie

and ceitain basis of the knowledge of God's holy
love, in which both the conscience and the heait

find rest

rorgivone-^ is also realized as the remission of

the penalties of sin. The chief
" "

;

eternal death, or separation fiom \

.if j.li\ -K < 1 ovilb some are clearly the effects of bin ;

IMC i u :(.- to the sinner conscious of sepaiation
from God, also tend to appear as the tokens of

His displeasure IV<_!\v i
:

-- n ' iuveb the fear of

eternal death by the \ -Mb -i"i!<", of communion
with God ; while, so fai as physical evils aie con-

cerned, though the consequences of former sins

may continue to abound, yet all these appear no

longer as tokens of God's di&pleasuie, but as

fatherly chastisements, so that the believer's com-
munion with God remains unbroken by them.

Finally, the positive expression of the whole ex-

perience is that the believer enjoys the privilege of

Divine sonship, and has, in his communion with

God, here and now, the gift of eteinal life ; while
his trust in God enables him confidently to leave

to Him the maintenance of this -

"

,_.

:>
,"

future. The negative statement
'

-
.;<

is that th
'

"

of the believer with God is not
on terms , merit. In other words, to sum
up the whole matter, the Christian religion is not
a religion of law but a religion of j:i, . Tins is

the real meaning of the article of JIMIIM ,11 i..n by
faith, which shows at once why it is so fundamental
for Om-i'uMi'y and whjr it is so nece&saiy to

maintain Jiab justification is by faith alone.

We have now reached the end of the exposition
of the ^ubjcct-nmtter of the doctrine; some neces-

sary questions, however, remain to be discussed.
The first is formal. With what point in time is

the Divine act of justification to be connected? If

the exposition above has been followed, it will be
seen that the question i- one of definition. Forgive-
ness is revealed in Christ, and realized in faith.

We may, therefore, connect the Divine act moie
p<i' (inil<iV\ with the death of Christ as the climax
of si u i<* \elation, as Kaftan does (Dogmatik

2' 4
, p.

523), which
"

most logical ; or we may,
with

Lipsius p. 696), connect it with the

jiuAo'img ae sense that then God by
H i-, ^pii 1 1 -p< ,1 k^ pardon to the soul. The one is the

j
,t^t

t}>i
tt i, n IK t, t fi the other the

,; ustificatio passi va,

of Keformed theology ; each is simply an aspect of
one process.
The nexl question is that of assurance. The view

of Lipsius here seems most in accordance with the

spirit of Paul, viz. that 'when faith becomes un-
certain, there remains to us nothing but ever to
return anew in believing imst to the objective
message of grace, ^huh ineer- us in the gospel or
in the historical revelation in Christ, till the lost
consciousness of salvation revives again

'

There remains the most difficult ^question of all,
as Lip4u^ call-* it,

'

the master question of theology
'

(Dof/jtifttiL p 699), vi/ the quo*- lion of the relation
of jnsttfrratto/b to i"fi fli'<>i<itiOfi tt tl ti the Christian
life The Pauline answer to this question is, as
we have seen, that the same Divine revelation in
Christ by which forgiveness is revealed, is also the
revelation of an ethical ideal as an energizing
spirit ; and that, as faith receives the i cvclation of

grace in forgiveness so it receives also at the same
time the levelation of the ideal as a quickening
influence upon the life. It is still an act of obedi-
ence or submission to God, but, in this latter

aspect, the act of obedience or submission to the
Christian ideal, or the reception of the Spirit of
Christ as the principle of life. It is one and the
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same revelation m both cases, and one and the

same faith or leceptivity in both cases Justifica-

tion and legeneiation are therefore vitally con-

nected, and it is impossible to expenence one with-
out the other. Nevertheless Chiibtian theology is

compelled to treat them as sepaiate aiticleb, in

older to do justice to each. In spite of the oneness
of the revelation in Chust, and of the faith of the

Christian, it remains tiue that justification has its

giound simply in the Divine grace, and that faith

comes into view in the matter, not m its geneial
reference to the Christian life as a whole, but
as it reflects the Divine levelation of God's holy
forgiveness.
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ROBERT S. FRANKS.

JUSTIFYING ONE'S SELF. When our Lord

told the lawyer that loving God with all the heart
and one's :

_
1>1

.i 1

,.
1 as one's self was the way

to mheiit , the man, 'willing to justify
lumsselt, said unto Jebus, And who ib my neigh-
Lour ?3 (Lk 102y

) And on a later occasion, in

opposition to the Phaiibeeb \\lio derided Him, oui
Loid said to them, 'Ye are they -which justify
yourselves befoie men' (16

15
). The English woid

'juhtiiy' always means 'to show to be just,
3

and m the different passages the idea of the Greek
also is that of showing one's self to be ju&t or

iighteous In the first case the lawyer wished to

justify either his patst neglect of the command to
love his neighbour, 01 else his having asked the
question, by seeking to be told to whom the term
*

neighboui
' wras to be applied. He \\ ould thereby

suggest the impossibility of fulfilling the command
until he knew for certain to whom the term was
lightly applicable In the case of the Pharibees
in the latter ;>;:- ,'i<.<

k the emphasis is cleaily laid

upon the fact il'.v :lie\ were endeavouring (with
apparent success) to show themselves to be right-
eous persons

* *

en, though God's
idea of them -

-
. With reference

to the lawyer s question, Vv no is my neighbour 9 '

the precise form of the inquiry is noii-,, 1
> 'h\

Just as if a man could pick and cnoose .iiici !> n^
told who and what constitutes a neighbour. The
question really conies from a self-centred man who
meant,

' Who is neighbour to me ? '

Bishop Light-
foot once preached a sermon on this subj'ect, in

which he pointed out that the true question is,
' Who my neighbour is,' that is, 'What is he like?

what ai e his chaiacteristics ?
'

It does not call atten-
tion to this or that person as a possible neighbour,
but concentrates thought on my getting to know
all about the man who is

'

nigh
*

me, my neighbourm every sense. Thus by his very question the

man, so far from justifying himselr, that is, show-

ing himself to be just, really condemned himself
The character of the question reveals a selfish man
whose one thought was about some one being
neighbour to him instead of inquiring as to whom
hecou

111
1 '

1
. Our Lord's parable of the

Good "*. , , application, 'Which of

these was neighbour unto him ?
'
revealed the true

aspect and attitude. This is but one instance of the

great law that no man can justify himself before
God. *By the deeds of the law shall no flesh

living be justified
'

(Ro 320
).

W. H. GRIFFITH THOMAS.

KEEPING. The Eng. verb 'keep/ with its

equivalents 'watch,' 'beware of,' 'preserve,' 'ob-

serve/ is a tr. of several Gr. words r^w (and its

compounds 5taT7;p^w, Q-vvryptu)), 0i;Ac{<rcrw (and its

compound dLa<pv\d<r<ra), TTOC^O;, l%w (and its com-

pounds Kar^x^i <rw&x<u)) KpaTtw, &yw
The most important of these words are r^w and

<f>v\do~o-w with their respective compounds and for

a discussion of the difference ni meaning between
them the reader is referred to Grimm-Thayer's Or.

Lex., and Westcott's St. John (note on 851
).

1. Two common usages of the word have to be
noticed first, (a) It is exercise watchful care. The

participle tr. in AV 'the keepers' (Mt 284
)

is a

part of the same verb (r^w) as is lenclered

'watch' in Mt 2736 'and they sat and \\atched

him there' (RV), and in v.64 'The centurion

and they that were with him watching . . . feaied

exceedingly
*

(RV). It is a compound of that verb,
too (O-WTTJ/^W), which is used to describe the action

of putting
' new wine into new bottles

' e both are

preserved/ i.e. properly cared for (Mt 917
) And

the same compound occurs again in the passage in

Mk. (6
20

), where it is said that Herod ' observed
'

(AY) John, or *

kept
' him < safe

'

(RV). (5) It is=

guard, the <liiod iinjriic.il ion lviii'_c fchat this action

is necessai\ in MOM of po^ible assaults For
instance, 'There were shepherds in the same
counti y abiding in the field, and keeping watch
((pi^do-a-ovres <pv\a,K&$) by night over their flocks'

(Lk 28
) ;

*
It is written, He shall give his angels

chatge over thee to keep (RV guard) thee' (Lk 410
,

where the verb used is 5ia0uXccr<raj). Other instances
of the same usage of the word are to be found in

Lk8*ll >J 1215.

2. Retain may be taken as another general
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synonym for *

keep
'

as it is used in the Gospels.
For example, at the marriage in Cana the ruler of

the feast is reported as having said to the bride-

groom,
' Thou hast kept (r^/a-a) the good wine until

now 1

(Jn210
).

Retention (KOLT^X^} is described as a stage in the

process whereby
' an honest and good heart

'

brings
to the fulfilment of fraitfulness the experience of
*

hearing the word 3

(Lk S15 ). It is opposed to

'hearing with joy, but having no root,
3 and to

*

hearing and going on one's way, and being choked
with cares and riches and pleasures of this life.'

But, apart from Mk 910
, where the disciples are

said to have (

kept (ipa-fa) the saying
' which Jesus

spoke to them on their way down from the Mount
of Transfiguration [Luke says, 9s6, they

' held their

peace
'

(gcri-yijcrav) about the things they had seen on
the Mount], the two mo-t -ii ;\in^ contexts in

which the word is used ^it ! rh^ meaning are
found in Luke's Gospel. IVhen the shepherds
made known comeming the saying which had been

spoken to them about the child in Bethlehem, *all

that heard it wondered. . . . B"i M.i.ykopi ci 'frtfpei)

all these sayings (or things), pondering them in her
heart' (Lk 218*-). She kept them to herself, and
did not allow the impression of them to dissipate
in mere astonishment. * The wonder of the many
was a transient emotion; this '" >

A:
_' v,-l

In ><><lI T
i_r of Mary was an abiding ;ili

~

Ji 'to

;V-,vK/s\ f!/. Test.). Again, referring to what took

place on the occasion of the visit to Jerusalem, the
narrative goes on to say that Jesus went down
with His parents

* and came to Nazareth ; and he
was subject unto them; and his mother kept
(Sierfipei) all these sayings (or things) in her heart

'

(Lk 231
). She kept them continually and carefully.

They were never absent from her consciousness.

They were always the subject of her thought.
Motherhood, in all its pathos and beauty, in all

its
self-forgetfulness, and devoted intentness, and

jealous vigilance, is revealed in these simple words
*
ffis mother kept all these sayings in her heart.'

3. Two further usages of the word may be

grouped together here, (a) In certain contexts
it means to celebrate. For example, we read that
Herod * exercised a watchful care

'

over the Bap-
tist,

f but when his birthday was kept
'

(dtyw, A v ),

he was found off his guard (Mt 146
). Again, the

verb used to describe the celebration of the Pass-
over (26

18
) is

*

keep
'

(iroifa a most appropriate
term to use in connexion with an ordinance which
largely consisted r rojiMM'iiurir ancient events by
means of symbouc, juiiorio Once more, in the
report given in John's Gospel of the anointing by
Mary in Bethany, we read that Jesus said of

Mary's action,
'

Sutler her to keep (r^Xwi ii a.iin*i,
the day of my burying' (Jn 127 RV>' the niciirumr
of *

keep it
*

evidently being to ' celebrate this as a
rite.' (o) In several contexts it means generally
to observe or conform to, For instance, we read
that when the Pharisees and scribes asked Jesus
why His disciples walked not according to the
tradition of the elders, but ate their bread with
defiled hands, He replied,

*
Full well do ye reject

the commandment of God, that ye may keep
(r^w) your tradition

'

(Mk 79
) Again, the con-

clusion to which some of the Pharisees are reported
to have come with regard to our Lord's action in

healing a man blind from his birth on the Sabbath,
was,

' This man is not from God, because he keepeth
(rrjpfo) not the Sabbath' (Jn 916 ).

i, But {

keep
* has the more precise meanings of :

(a) believe, in such passages as * Blessed are they
that hear the word of God and keep (<j>v\d<r<r(a) it

'

(Lk II28), and 'If any man hear my sayings, and
keep (<f>v\d<r(r(t>) them not, I judge him not' (Jn
1247) ; and (b) obey, in such passages as that in
which the rich young ruler is reported as having

said with reference to the commandments cited by
Jesus, 'All these things have I kept (<iAd<r<rw)

from my youth up
'

(Mt 1920 AV, cf. Mk 10-, Lk
18J1

), and that in which Jesus is reported as having
taxed the Jews with failure to

'

keep
'

(AV) or * do '

(KV ; TroLtu) the Law of Moses (Jn 719
).

But the >i<rnific.
' > * .'<-'' this connexion

are those which (\\ . i I',-.M \\ ;
i of Mt 1917 and

2820
) occur in the ] !. , , (-; .vid m which the

verb to
'

keep
'

(rqptw in eveiy instance) is associ-

ated with the terms \6yos (sing, or plur.
l word '

or
' words ') and frroXa/ (plur

' commandments '). (i.)

Westeott points out (note to Jn S51
) that the phiase

'

keeping Christ's word
'

(or
* words ') refers to " the

observance of the whole revelation in its organic

completeness.' The opposite of 'to keep' in this

connexion is
( io disregard on: disbelieve.' He who

'

keeps
'

Christ's
' word 3

(or
* words ') is he who first

attends to it, and lets the wonder and significance
of the message it conveys sink into his mind, and
who then appiopiiate- and makes his own by faith

the revelation-it bungs. To pay no heed to Christ's
' woid '

(or words '), to be at no pains to think out

the purport of His appearance in history, and of

the tidings of salvation He proclaimed ; or, the

meaning and worth of the gospel having m some
measure been realized, to set it aside, to neglect it,

to occupy one's self seriously with other things only
that is the attitude to Himself which Christ

describes when He speaks of a man not '

keeping
His word ' To '

keep
'

Christ's word, in short, is

to take Christ at His word to believe m Him (cf.

Jn 8fll 52 1423 24 1520 176). The word of Christ is

the word of the Father (14
24 176

), and it is the word
which the disciples are to proclaim (15

20
). (11.) The

phrase
'

keeping Christ's commandments J

refers to
* the observance of definite precepts

'

(Westcott,
ib ). The opposite of ( to keep

"

in tln& connexion
is clearly 'to

disobey.'
He that '

keeps Christ's

commandments* is he who recognizes their su-

premacy over his will, and seeks to regulate his

inward and his outward life by them. To slight
the obligations,which Christ imposes, to look upon
the principles of conduct which He enjoins on men
as subject

' 1"1

.

"
d as mere alternatives

to other : haps more congenial
maxims, o

,
.

i being n <l*novloil^ oil,

to limit one's conformity to them to MTI oxi-'nml
ar

""

-

"
obedience, an obedience that is only

a i .

;
.ctive Christian discipleslnp that is

the attitude to Christ which is described when it

has to be said of a man that he *

keeps not
' His

commandments. c To keep Christ's command-
ments '

is to own Him as the sole sovereign of one's

life, and to bring one's whole self mind and will

and heart into captivity to the obedience of
Christ (cf. 1415- 21 1510).
Love for Christ is described by Him as being

the condition that ensures both belief in His word
or words (14

23 - M
), and obedience to His command-

ments (v.
15

) ; and obedience to His commandments,
on the other hand (v.

21
), is described by Him as

being the evidence that bears witness to the reality
of'that love. Further, to believing in His word He
attaches two promises.

f
lf a man love me, he

will keep my word and my Father will love him,
and we will come unto him and make our abode
with him '

(v **), and
e
If a man keep my word, he

shall never see death '

(8
51

) a combination of pas-
sages which shows what * death '

involves. Simi-

larly with obedience to His commandments Christ
connects this promise,

'
If ye keep my command-

ments, ye shaft abide in my love ; even as I . . .

abide in my Father's love' (15
10

) ; and with the
love to Him that is borne witness to by obedience
to His commandments, this other ;

* He that loveth
me shall be loved of my Father, and I will love

him, and will manifest myself unto him' (14
21

).
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Finally, Christ describes Himself as
J ""

this twofold relation to the Father, vi

ing his word,' and '

keeping his commandments ;

' I know him, and keep his word '

(S
55

) ;

*
I have

kept my Father's commandments, arid abide in
his love' (15

10
).

5. The last usage of the word '

keep
'

refers to

the Divine care of men, and occurs in om Loid's

Intercessory Piayer (17). (a) V. 11 lets us see one

aspect of the meaning of this
*

keeping
'

.
'

Holy
Father, keep (r^p^w) them \i e.

' those A\ horn thou
hast given me

3

(v.
9
)] in thy name which thou hast

given me, that they may be one, even as we aie.'

This was the work which Christ had wrought for

the disciples while He was with them He had

kept (T-rjpew) them in the Father's name, and

guarded (0uX<<nrw) them (v
ls

). In these two

phrases the foimer of which suggests po&itive
communication of truth and solicitude that the

recipients might not be dispossessed of it, and the
lattei protection against the assaults of temptation

the ' educative care
' which Christ spent on the

disciples is summed up (see Expos. Gr Test, ad
loc. ) And now that He is to be ' no more in the

world,
3 He prays the Father to keep them in the

name of Himself as Father. * To be kept in the

name ' means not only
' to be kept in the know-

ledge,' but 'to be kept in the experience
'

there

being otlaer modes of relation and sensibility to

God on man's part besides that of knowledge.
That the disciples' faith in God as Father might
be characterized by assurance, is the burden of

ChiiHt's prayer (see Westcott, ad loc,, on the title
'

Holy Father') (b) V. 15 shows us another aspect
of the meaning of the Divine '

keeping' .
'
I pray

not that thou shouldest take them out of the world,
but that thou shouldest keep them fiom (Gr. 'out

of) the evil' (RV 'evil one'). Whether 'evil'

should be interpreted as masculine or neuter need
not be discussed here. The point to notice is

that the experience, and the only experience, of

Divine 'keeping' which Christ by His example
encourages men to pray for and anticipate consists

not m immunity from adversity, injuries, suffering,

sorrow, and death, but in maintenance in a con-

dition of certitude with regard to the Father's
love and of perseverance in the path and practice
of goodness freedom from evil. The man who
does not lend himself and the man who does lend
himself to this keeping are described in 1225 :

' He
that loveth his life loseth it

; and he that hateth
his life in this world shall keep ($vAcWaj) it unto
life eternal

'

RV).

T \ M ' 1
'1 i Concord to Gr. Test. , Gnmm-

Tt i <n L < \\ - ' <)m. on John, Enc Gi rest.

and works referred to there A. B. M \CU"l.v\

KENOSIS. TJie word K&<a<rts is not itself found
in the NT, but the verb /eo>6w to empty, to make
empty, occurs in Ph 27

,
where AV renders * made

himself of no reputation,' but the RV correctly
'

emptied himself '- e T i r*li , "<> ' "- Com in loG y and
Grirnm-Thayer's ''/ /-/iy

1W/ I
* '

I', is

cbs-pu ted among theologians as t
' v< to

which the Son of God shipped Himself of His
Divine prerogatives, but it is not necessary here to

discuss these differences as the purpose of this

article is only to collect the e\idences the Gospels
altord of the" actual conditions of the Incarnation.
But two questions may here be very briefly touched
on before we pass to this subject.

(1) We may glance at the description of this

Kenosis of the Son of God found in the Apostol LC

writings. The passage in Philippians (i^'
8
) lays

stress on the sui render, on the one hand, of the form
of God ('the glories, the prerogatives of deity,'

Lightfoot), of equality T\ it li God ; and the assump-
tion, on the other hand, of the form of a servant,

the likeness of man, self-humiliation and obedience
' even unto death, yea, the death of the cio&s

'

In
2 Co 89 St. Paul describes the Kenosis as the aban-
donment of wealth for poverty (the Divine for the
human mode of existence) In four pregnant state-

ments, in which the Chiibtian salvation ^ In iv.irl'i

into most intimate relation with the lr m- ,,i-o'i

of the Son of God, this Kenosis is more fully de-
nned *

God, sending his own Son in the likeness of
sinful flesh [He shared the flesh, but not the sin],
condemned sin m the fle&h

'

(Ro 8 ') ,

' God sent forth
his Son, born of a woman, born under the law'
(Gal 44

) ;

* Him \\lio kneAV no sin he made to be
sm on our behalf

'

[the penalty of sin was endured
by the sinless foi the sinful (2 Co 521

)] ;

4 Christ
redeemed u& from the curse of the law, having be-
come a curse for us '

[Chri&t as the sacrificial victim
1 became in a certain sense the v -

'*,i -,
J

*-M' of
the sin and of the curse,' T"^UJ-

. . I :>
{

j4

The wiiter of the Epistle lays
emphasis on the participation of the Son of God in

flesh and blood, in older that He might be capable
of dying (2

14
) ; on His experience of temptation as

enabling Him to sympathize with and succour the

tempted (2
1S 415

} ; on the obedience He leained by
suffering (5

s
) The prologue to John's Gospel may

be legarcled as Apostolic interpretation ; and there
the Kenosts- is described in the words and the
Word became flesh

5

(I
14

, see Westcott in loco). It
is the intention of all these statements to affirm
the complete reality of the manhood of Jesus.

(2) We may glance at the attempts to define
(lit ulo<:Kl 1

y the process of the Inclination in the
Kenotic theory, 'which seeks to make the man-
hood of Chiist real by M i< - :i , the Logos as

Himself within human dimensions and
1

i
1

, \ ?ommgman
j

(Bruce's The Humiliation

of Christ, p 136 This lecture contains the best
account m English of the modern Kenotic theories.

Bruce V *

^ -\-] four types, the absolute dual-

istic, the absolute metcvmorphic, the absolute semi-

metanwrphic, the real but relative. The differences

in these theories concern two point ^ the degree in

which the Logos laid aside llio I )i \JTIP attributes
of omnipresence, omnipotence, and omniscience in
order to become man, and the relation between the

Logos and the human soul of Chiist, as retaining
distinctness, 01 < 1 r" '

""
' '

^ A&iegards*
the first point, >!i ^ ). oiielativc;
as regards the second, dualistic, metamorphic, semi-

metamorphic). Of the -ptiulativo attempts to
formulate the doctrine oi the [IKMIUU -on^ Kitschl

says that ' what is taught under the head of the
Kenosis of the Divine Logos is pure mythology*/r '"* '' /- Reconciliation, pp. 409-411).
U .-> i the terms of this condemnation,
the present vinter may repeat what he has else-

wheie wntteri on this matter. *The Kenotic
theories are commendable as attempt^ to do justice
to the hi-lorical p< j tonality of Jesus, while assum-

ing the oc< ]< itt-ii(>jil dogma; but are unsatisfac-

tory in putting an undue strain on the passages in

the New Testament which are supposed to teach
the doctrine, and in M u rim: OM bold assertions

about the constitution or d<.i\ which go far

beyond the (I-MXI ol "'u intelligence in these

high matters
'

//' /,' .- // < n< Theology, p. 271 note).
The study o I il'< fnc- M tie life of Jesus pi oves

i undoubtedly the Kenosis, of which none of these

theories otters a satisfactoiy explanation as partly
the data the inner life of the Godhead lie beyond
our reach. We now confine ourselves to the data
offered in the Gospels (A useful summary of the

data, although bv no means exhaustive, will be
found in Gore'? ttissertatiovis,

i The Consciousness
of our Lord in His Mortal Life.' Adamson in The
Mind in Christ dewK veiv thoroughly with all the
data bearing on the knowledge of Christ).
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The Kenotic tlieorieb concern themselves speci-

ally with the thiee , \ -'
,

*

,. ,nbute& of

God, manifebt in I i
-

, i yet im-

manent, i elation to the world \,i
}

* - "

>i:v'|i'>u ''i
" omniscience. The im-^- '- >*

that Jesus possessed none of thebe. He was
localized m a body (Jn I 14 * tabernacled among
us'), and moved from place to place as Hib
mission required. The cure of the nobleman's
son (Jn 45u

) does not piove omnipresence, but is

explicable as an act of faith m God. In the
absence of then Master the disciples become faith-

less (Mk 9 19
), and He has to return to them to

rest01 e their confidence. In His farewell discourse

He pi onuses His constant presence as a future gift

(Jn 1418* 19
), and fulfils His promise aftei the

.Resurrection (Mt 2S20
) His miiacles do not prove

/;// //","// / 1
' as they were wrought in dependence

on, wish piayer to, God (Mk 929, Jn II41 4
-), were

restrained by unbelief (Mt 1358 ). -eemmgly involved

physical strain (Mk o** ^ and someiimo were ac-

companied l>y means of cure (Mk 7s3
'34

; see The

Expositor, 6th series, vol. vl,
* The Function of the

Miracles'). Jesus never claimed omniscience. He
claimed to know the Father as no other knew Him
(Mt II27), but, on the other hand, He confesbed that

His knowledge as Son was limited in so important
a matter as the time of His Return (Mt 2436 KV,
Mk 1332) The express distinction between the

Iv'io.'li'ilnf of the Son and of the Father made in

tin- iiiiu<i.iiri disproves the view sometimes ad-

vanced, that the Son's perfect knowledge of the

Father must include a knowledge of all the Father
knows. It is the character, purpose, and activity
of God as Father that the Son knows and reveals.

When Jesus Himself thus confesses ignorance in a
matter affecting Himself so closely, it is not rever-

ence to claim for Him universal kiiov.Wjro regard-

ing such matters as the date and aul !iur-lni> of Old
Testament writings, the causes 01 UMJI-O, the
course of events in the remote future; nor is it

any lack of homage and devotion to acknowledge
the other evidences of limitation of knowledge the

Gospels offer. He made a \
barren

" '

'^"v T ; I i

priced -; :
' -. [see art. StTKPRlSE] (Mt

810 264
,
Mk I

45 21 -** GO 7-4 25- * S12
, Lk 249

) ; informa-
tion came to Him by the ordinary channels of

hearing and seeing (Mt 412 17 1412* 13
, Mk I37- * 217

,

Jn 41'3
}, and He sought it in this way (Jn I38 9 ?5

,

Mk 530
-32

, Lk 417
) He asked questions not rhetori-

cally, but because He desii ed an answer (Mt 1613 - 15
,

Lk 8s0
, Jn II 34

). He developed mentally (Lk 253 ),

and during His ministiy learned by experience (Jn
221

; the verb used is yoHJMrKeip, see Westcott ^n loco}.
He ^oucrbt guidance from God in prayer (Lk 516 612

QI?>.
.fe

iQ.ii j ^jxe neeessity of the cup offer ed by His
Fathers will was not at first evident to Flini (Mt
26s9), and, when convinced that His Father's will

required it, He was not sure that His strength to
drink it would endure (v.

43
; cf. He 57* 8

) His cry of
desolation (Mt 2746) on the cross was not only the
culmination of His Passion, but in being this it was
also the temporary obscuration of His knowledge
of the Father, who in that moment had not for-

saken Him. Instances of *:i!-
4 "..i' .*J:1 knowledge

are found in the Gospel? NI-I- ' these: the

getting of the ass (Mt 21 2
), and of the upper room

(26
17-19

), the finding of the money in the fish's

mouth (17
27

), are only apparent, and allow an-
othor cxpl.iTuilion The statement to the woman
of Siiniciiia ii>mn i 'it- number of her husbands (Jn
417 18

) is very perplexing ; and possibly, as the con-
versation was probably report ed by the woman, may
have been made more definite by her guilty con-
science than it actually was, even as she ex-

aggerates in her account of what Christ had told
her (v.

29
). The command to the disciples about

casting then net (Lk 5s
) was probably an act of

faith in God, even as the command to the storm

(Mk 439 ). The other cases fall into two classes :

prophetic anticipations (His own death and resur-

rection, the doom of Jerusalem), or exercises of an

exceptional moral insight and spnitual discein-

ment We may admit occasionally, lor the fulfil-

ment of His vocation, mhaculous knowledge as

well as power, without the constant possession of

omniscience or omnipotence
We cannot di-^o\ui rac intellectual from the

moial life; and the development of the latter

involves necessarily some limitations in the foimer

Omniscience cannot be '

tempted in all points even
as "we are,

3 nor can it exeicise a childlike faith m
God such as Jesus calls us to exercise along with
Him. Moial ,

^

.'' _'.-
"" U is excluded from

the history of ' - .- y -' i of the limitation

of Hih knowledge, fie was tempted (see articles

on TEMPTATION and STRUGGLES OF SOUL) In

the Wildeiness the temptation A\ as possible, because

He had to learn by experience the uses to which
His nuiaculous poA\eis might

" "
r be put,

and the proper means foi the imminent of His
vocation Without taint or flaw in His own
nature, the expectations of the people regaiding
the Messiah, and the desires they piessed upon
Him, afforded the occasions of temptation to Him.
The necessity of His own sacrifice was not so

ceitain to Him as to exclude the ]<>- liili'v of the

temptation to escape it. That Jesus \\ as Himself
conscious of being still the subject of a moral

discipline is suggested by His refusal of the epithet

'good
5

(Mk 1018
). Although morally tempted and

developing, Jesus betrays no sign ot penitence for

sin or failure, and we are warranted in attaining
that He was tempted without sm, and m His

development knew no sin. But that peifection
would have been only a moial semblance nad theie

been no liability to temptation and no limitation

of \ .v
'

\( As Son of God, He lived in depend-
en< i

1 '! ' ('! M . H27a
) and submission to Him (v.

2b
,

Mt 26a9
). It is the Fourth Gospel that thiows into

special prominence this feature (Jn 334 519 20 S28 1515

171 8
). The Son delivers the words and performs

the deeds given by the Father. There are a few
utterances given in this Go&pel which express a
sense of loss for Himself and His disciples m the

separation fiom the Father that His eaithly life

involves (Jn 1428), a desire foi the recovery of the
former conditions of communion (17

5
), and an ex-

pectation of gain in His return to the Father
(14

W * 20
) Jesus was subject to human emotion :

He groaned (Jn II 33
^J, sighed (Mk 734 812

), wept at

the grave of Lazarus (Jn II35
) and over Jerusalem

(Lk 13s4 1941
, Mt S337). He endured poverty (Mt

S20
, Lk 9s8 ), labour (Mk 63

), weariness (Jn 46
, Mt

217
), weakness (Mt 2732), hunger (Mt 42 21 1

*), thirst

(Jn 47 1928), pain (Mt 27s4
-35

), and death (Mt 2750
,

Jn 1930 ). Some have conjectured from the evi-

dence of Jn 1934 that He died literally of a broken
heart (see Farrar's Life of Christ ,

note at the end
of chap IxL). This Kenosis did not obscure His
moral insight and spiritual discernment , did not
involve any moral defect or failure, any religious
di sti ust ; did not weaken or nar 1 1 > \\ Tl i

- 1 < > v e i n ci c v,
or grace; did not lower His nTiilioi.iv 01 l<.->-on

His efficiency as Revealer of Go<i <imi |!O,,><MHOI of

men ; but, on tlio, < ontuiry, il \\ A- ncoc^ai v, foi only
under such human condition-* and limitations could
He fulfil His mission, deliver His m> -- \" pn -< ni

His sacrifice, and effect His salv, iii I
!

i,u Ho
might receive the name of Saviour and Lord, which
is above every other name, He mu&t empty Himself.

LITER \TIRE Works referred to in the art ; Liddon, BL;
Gore, BL

, Giftord, The Incarnation, Wendt, (Teaching of
Jesus, on the various passages quoted , Stalker, Chmstology of

ALFKED E. GAKVIE.
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KERIOTH. See JUDAS ISCARIOT.

KEYS. The word occurs 6 times in the
New Testament, twice in the Synoptic Gospels, and
4 times in Revelation. In Lk ll5-* Jesus upbraids
the lawyers on the ground that they have ' taken

away the key of knowledge,' the instrument by
which entrance into kno^lwl"*- could be obtained,
and thereby hindered uie people from the privilege
which should have been theirs. This they had
done \\ '.""i . false confidence in the

wrong i: ni x ..... with the result that the

right kind *
' '

and foi^oitt n The know-
ledge from x peopl<- ai< i in'* excluded is
' that of the way of salvation

'

(Plummer), or, more
profoundly, that knowledge of the Lord, for lack of

which the
'

people perish
'

(Hos 46
), to seek which

they had been urged by the prophets (cf. Jn 173 )

InMtl619 thewordis
' "

',',",
in the address to Peter .

'

-
j

keys of the kingdom of heaven.' The apparent
limitation of the promise to one Apostle is to be
controlled by the repetition of the following and

interpretive clause addressed to the Apostles in

general in Mt 1818
. The keys are to be intrusted

to Peter as to a stewaid of the house (and in like

manner to the Apostles in general), to whom might
be given the power of locking and unlocking, but
not of deciding who did or did not belong to

the household (Weiss). The -iruifi< anee of this

promise would be fully met if it announced the
effec'i.,1 ;' :rtvr through the Apostles, of

the
,

s

'

\ >
; i <: which the believer obtains

entrance into the kingdom. On the passage as a
whole see artt. C^SAREA PHILIPPI, p. 249, and
PETER.
In Rev I 18 the Son of Man in John's vision says :

*I have the keys of death and of Hades,' i.e* con-

trol over the entrance to the realm of the dead.
The figure of death as a realm with portals comes
down from Ps 913 , and was freely developed in the

Rabbinic writings. The 'key of death' was one
of the three (four) key* which were said to be in

the hand of (rod alone. Thus in Sanhedrin, 113,
'

Elijah desired that there should be given to him
the key of rain ; he desired that there should be

given to him the key of resurrection of the dead :

they said to him,
'

l"hice keys are not given into

the hand of a representative, the key of birth, the

key of rain, and the key of resurrection of the
dead'" There is therefore strong significance in

the claim here made by the Risen Mo^mli
In like manner a claim to at least Messianic

dignity is involved in the phrase in Rev 37
' he that

hath tne key of David.' The allusion is clearly to
the promise in Is 2222 '

I will give to him (Eliakim)
the key of the house of David upon his shoulder, *,a

|-,
-a<'o \ilii 1. , '-"I 1

. 7
"

\ jh, was commonly
ii loiml by I 11 ' 'iii'- . to the Messiah.

In i ho IVM> remaining passages (Rev 91 201
) the

use of the word ('the key of the pit of the abyss,'
1 the key of the abyss ") depends on the idea familiar

in Jewish cosmogony, viz that there was a com-
munication between the upper world and the under
world or abyss by means of a pit or shaft, the

opening to which 'might bo conceived as co\eied

and locked. According to Rabbinic tradition, this

opening was placed beneath the foundations of the

Temple, as the Moslems hold to thi^ day that it is

to be found beneath the Dome of the Uock, or

Mosque of Omar (see Gunkel, Schopfung und Chaos,

pp. 91-98). C. ANDERSON SCOTT.

KHAN. See INN.

KID. See ANIMALS, p. 64a.

KIDRON. See BROOK.
VOL. i. 59

KIN, KINDRED, KINSHIP.' The antique con-
ception of kinship is participation in one blood,
which passes from parent to child, and circulate*
in the veins of every member of the family. The
unity of family or clan is viewed ab a physical
unity ; for the blood is the Me, an idea familial
to us fiom the OT, and it is the same blood, and
theiefore the same life, that is shaied by eveiy
descendant of the common ancestor. The idea that
the race has a life of its own, of which individual
lives are only parts, is expressed even more cleaily
by picturing the race as a tree, of which the an-
cestor is the root or stem and the descendants the
branches' (W. R. Smith, US* 401). Thib concep-
tion underlies the ^ords 'kin' (ffvyyev/js, Mk 64 )

and^
* kindred 5

(cn^ma, Lk I 61 }. But it ^a&
Christ's purpose to organize society according to
another conception of the basis of unity He made
kinship depend not upon physical but spnitual
affinities (Mt 1248 etc ). 'Already, in the spiritual

religion
of the Hebrews, the idea of Divine father-

J
"

'
1

Associated from the basis of natural
*

I was created in the image of God,
but he was not begotten; n .1- < 1 is not a
thing of nature, but of grac' //*' There,
however, the sonshrp of the nation is emphasized :

m Christ's teaching the />o,s'//?"7 relationship is

brought into jno'i.'.iioup Nm^r.p depends on
personal faith (Jn I-

1

-), and its evidence i& indi-
vidual submission to the will of God (Mt IS48

^). In
His allegory of the Vine (Jn 151

), Jesus practically
adopts the old figure. He Himself takes the

place of stem or root, but the blanches share the
common life only on condition of an abiding faith

(cf. St Paul's figure of the olive-tree, Rp II 17 etc ).

The ancient kindred of blood, with its narrow
physical limits, gives place in the NT to a fellow-

ship of faith which is open to all mankind. See
also art. FAMILY. "W. EWING.

KINDNESS The NT term xw<rrbw, which is

rendered in the EV both by 'kindness' and by
'goodness' (once in EC 3

1 - a- '-rood
*

following the
LXX of Ps 13 (14)

! s
,

^ hoi c <iuoi oil, in which xp^r6-
njra == ma), nowhere occurs in the Gospels. The
quality it denotes, however, is an < imp] <..?

virtue. Like its OT counterpart ipn, -i \- j.i -.1

utable both to God (as in Ro 24 et aL } and to man
(as in 2 Co 66 e* aL). The adj. xwrrte* ?v

' ki3d/
is found once in the Gospels as referring to God
(Lk 6s5). The other instances of its use in very
different connexions, as applied to a yoke (Mt II3")
and to wine (Lk S38

), though such use is a natural

outgrowth of its root-meaning, need only be men-
tioned.

1, The Kindness of God in the Teaching of Jesus.
The passage in which God is explicitly repre-

sented as * kind *

occurs in Lk.'s version of the
loaion of Jesufe concerning love of friends and
hatred of foes (Lk 627-3(

',iMt S43
'48

). The highest
reward attendant upon a love that extends to both
friends and foes anil in ready i o show kindness to
all men without distinction i-> that thereby men
become * sons of the Most High

' ' Sons of your
Father which is in heaven,' as it rum in Mt 545

,

would appear to be the primitive phrase, but ' the

(

Most High
'

(v\J/t<TTo$) is quite a favourite name for
i God with Lk., and its substitution here is pro-
bably due to thih pieference (see Balman, The
Worth ofJesus, Eng. tr p 199) God is kind to the

ungrateful and wicked In the Mt parallel this

benign goodness is expressed in the tomrcte pic-
ture of sunshine and rain bestowed equally upon
the evil and the good, the just and the unjust.
"Clearly the expression of an all-embracing be-*

nignity can go no further so far as extent is

concerned. The only enhancing possible is in
connexion with the gift which betolcens that be-
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nignity, and this we have in the great saying of
Jn 31

*, along with the &ame sweep of reference,
*God so loved the world, that he gave his only-
begotten Son.

3 That fontal love is manifested in
the kindness (cf. Tit 34 ) on which Jesus lays so
much stress in Hi& presentment of God as our
Father, a kindness going far beyond the providen-
tial bounties and mercies of this life, and concern-

ing itself with the profoundest needs of sinful men.
If explicit statements of the character of that

now considered are not multiplied in our Lord's

teaching, It is to be pointed out that the same con-
rrrtKin of Ood i* noo^-j^Tx i "'>hed in a eonsider-
} ( l i

4

jp-oiipof r'< pjna".) ( - - ro-M in particular, that
ji 'i> fc nno ilso I), \iiio Mn. I 'IP Driest trilogy of
Lk 15, exhibiting the Divine < OIK o 1 u n;i man as TO

dTroXwXfo; the parables which show how royally
and wonderfully God pities and forgives, whether
that ror^"\ i "<** is gratefully realized (the Two
Debtors, Lk 7

y -5
} or is strangely disregarded (the

Unmerciful Servant, Mt IS23'35
) ; the parable of the

Great Supper (Lk 1416
"24

), with its comprehensive
'welcome for the sinner* these and other such are
full of the wide-reaching kindness of God.

AnOTl '-is
*

- '-'..o s - fi . ip ,T> - i- rojm-* na-
tion of G-r 'I, . i \ ^ . i\ '- (.od ".T- -unir'MCii
known m l--,u i - \ il -

, i. >u on 10 laiul is. no.

obscurely d\vi i i pop 01 Armngs, particularly in the pro-
phets (eg. Ku ,i", I* *(" . h, Hosea) God's goodness and
graciousness are gratefully celebrated in the Psalms, witness
the refrain of Ps 107, 'Oh that men -would praise the Lord for

i. jv'iodi (.,., ^'r~)
'

Stress on this Divine quality is the great
o- ,ira-'rrnsrii' 01 H<-n Hexed is the bond uniting- Jahweh and
Israel in one covenant relation : the hesed of 3" to Israel being
His grace, of Israel to J", piety or dutiful love, and of Israelite

to Israelite, love and mutual consideration Love to J" and
love to one's brethren are identical (cf Hos 4* and 6^

<>),
and

both are made imperative by a right sense of J"'s fatherly affec-

tion and ^ 'K1 '!.-- brs.irl- His people (see W. E. Smith, The
Prophets M f,*,aJ, p IM"T) This line of thought, however,
regarding God was arrested in later Judaism ; God's transcen-
dent kingly greatness was emphasized in Jewish thought m our
Lord's tame, and His grace and lo\ ing-kindness had fallen into
the background Jesus deliberate!' chose this conception of

fatherly kindness as the one predominant characteristic in His
revelation of God, and, what is more, proclaimed tb** gracious
God as the Father of all mankind.

No difficulty need be raised as to the reconcilia-
tion of such a conception of God with His character
as ' Hex tremendae majestatis," or as the holy God
who cannot regard wickedness with indifference.
That God is gracious does not mean that He is an

easy-going God. Moral distinctions cannot be
obliterated. Though in Christ's simple language
God sends sunshine and rain upon the unjust,
though He is kind to the ungrateful and wicked
and they enjoy great prosperity, it cannot be other
than an evil thing to be unjust, ungrateful, and
wicked. And even though such blessuigb should

appear to be withheld from the just and good, it

still must be an altogether good thing to be just
and good. Is it not significant that Je^us declares
God's kindness without any qualification whatever,
and shows Himself all unconscious that any diffi-

cult los am (lieieby occasioned, that there is any-
thing requiring to be explained and adjusted

9

The parable or the Unmerciful Servant displays
God ht>nignii.y ; but the trueulence which shows
itself unaffected by an amazing experience of for-

giving mercy must needs lose the boon which that

benignity bestowed. The conclusion of the parable
(Mt 1835) expresses what must needs be ; and Jesus
presents the doom of the 'wicked servant 5

as a
IM i ui< of God's dealings with men just as directly
*m<l Dimply as He sets forth the kindness of our
Father in heaven. The one presentation is per-
fectly consistent with the other.

Similarly, the problem of suffering and misery,
which times witnout number has evoked thie cry
* Is God good ? ', is not allowed by Jesus to qualify
in any way His declaration of the kindness of God.
It is not because He ignored the problem ; He is

Himself conspicuous as the Sufferer And with
our Lord the Divine kindness is not involved in

doubt, because, as we say, God permits so much
suffering amongst men, but rather that kindness is

represented by Him as specially called forth by
human misery God is particularly set forth as

viewing the -uftoi'ii;:- and sorrows of men with

compassion m.i pit\ ,
and pity is simply kindness

brought into ielation to sufieimg and distress.

God declares Himself 'most chiefly in shewing
mercy and pity' (Collect for llth Sunday after

Trinity). So also it is significant that in enforcing
the lesson of Lk 635 , Christ does not say, 'Be ye
kind, a& your Fathei is kind,' but (v.

36
), 'Be ye

compassionate, as
your

Fathe

(olKTippw). And what a vast

sum of human misery would result, and how the

problem would be simplified, if everywhere
' man's

inhumanity to man "

gave place to such a spirit !

2, Kindness as the Laiv ofHuman L^fe. 'Love
one another' is the new commandment of Jesus

(Jn 1334); and kindness is love in ft ..",!
manifestation. Fiom what has been . i ,->.
we see i

^v .

'
>

i - : " i
'

1 <

'' of life is directly enforced

by the v - . >\ \ ^ loving-kindness of God our

Father. This is the case notably in the comment
of our Lord on the dictum,

' Thou shalt love thy
neighbour and hate thine enemy

'

(Mt S43
"48

).

The ideal of a relation of kindness between man and man is,

howe\ er, not altogether an original and peculiar feature in our
T

- o- - TT',- '

'

|
M *i

. , _

<
-

i lose who are linked together by
, c -

j|_.,'-
. .

'

i or of social unity, owe to one
another more* than can be \pie--'<l .11 the forms of legal
ohl U.I'IOM* (W ft Smith, op c* p 1'iH And Jesus quotes
Ho- ! w 'i I i rnu o1 -

1 'I desire mercy (hesed) and not sacrifice
'

(.Mi I_'T) > p."- ,g vhich makes that quality of kindness of

'! h-i '

i

1 J han worship, and worship vain without it.

I M .
- and philosophies, too, ideas are found

- i
-sj

'
i -i or less to such a conception of the social

bond.

Further, it is true that our Lord very emphati-
cally insisted on the application of the principle of

kindness as a law of nfe to relations of men with
men in general, and not

";.
". *

"

!<' '""

istsand people of the sai '
\ i \ \\ ', i

can equal the parable of the Good Samaritan as

helping to a definition of the f

neighbour
'

to whom
the service of kindness is due 9

YettheOTi'p'1 o-h< r r\>rm- of nucli i >

of a wider vi<>.' tl.au the &uiibo* of '

The duty of kindness to the stranger i
' <

,

Dt 10i8f et aL), and of kindness to enemies, with readiness in

forgiving injuries (as in Ex 234f , Pr 24^9 252if et aL), is ex-

phcilh' set forth in the OT. We get one glimpse (among many)
of this \Mder humane feeling, from a very differem, quarter, in

the Indian saying,
*
I met a hundred men going to Delhi, and

every one of them was my brother.'

Our Lord's exposition of this law of kindness is

pre-eminent and sui generis. And the newness of
Mis teaching in this respect appears in His having
established this duty on a firm religious basis and
given it

' an essential place in the moral conscious-
ness of men' (Wendt, Teaching of Jesus, i. p.

332). It is significant that the judgment of men
in Mt 25saff- is made to turn on the peiformance
or neglect of the acts of mercy or kindness. The
kindness inculcated i.l o < \: "u- to all creatures :

and it is to express n- 'i ,11 !':' little courtesies of
life (Mt 547 1(P)
A view of Christ's ethical teaching as a whole

makes it clear that the stress thus laid on the duty
of kindness favours no loosening of obligation to

justice and fidelity in the manifold relationships of

men, nor doe< it do away with the duty and need
of punishment when that obligation is violated.
The maintenance of just and faithful dealing does
not necessarily involve severity and harshness ;

rather it is iteelf part of the lav of kindne**. rightly
considered. Love of neighbour and of enemy is as
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truly reconcilable with the claims of justice on the
human pl.nio !i- i-God 5 benignitywith His righteous

i i And Christ makes us see once for

all that love is the only satisfactory basis for human
relationships, and indeed the only possible bond in

the perfected social state. See also artt. LOVE,
NEIGHBOUR.

3. The Kindness of Jesus. The perfect embodi-
ment of this kindness in human life is seen in Jesus
Himself. * As I have loved you

J

is the Johannine

counterpart (Jn 1334 15la
)
of the <\\ noetic ',is your

Father is compassionate' in the cniui cement of the
Law of Love. The whole Gospel portraiture shows
us that in Jesus the kindness and pity of God fully
dwelt. Hi- ili'.iDu v 'Ik sickness and suffering in

all forms, Hi- SIMM in M towards sin, His sense of

social disorder, His !,.'" .V ' iien as men and
indifference to class / ,

" n- 11
. His whole de-

meanour, His gracious speech (Lk 4s2) all pro-
claimed the Divine kindness. His fiery denuncia-
tion of scribes and Pharisees (see Mt 23) presents
no exception ; for His wrath is the wrath of love,"
and the denunciation must be read in the light of

the yearning lament over Jerusalem (Mt 23 7ff
')

Jerusalem in which Phaiisaism and scribism were

specially entrenched. The key to this perfect life

or kindness and love is found in His own words
* The Son of Man came not to be ministered unto,
but to minister, and to give His life a ransom for

many' (Mk 1045 ). The declaration of vivid and
loving remembrance is that He < \\oni Jibuiu iluinjr

good, and healing all that were <'ppi- <<! of rli**

devil
'

(Ac 1088 ). J. S. CLEMENS.

KING. The primitive Christian Church regarded
herself as, the vassal of Jesus Christ, her exalted
Lord and King, under whose regal sway she had
been brought by Divine grace (Col I 13

). The
current belief was that Jesus had been installed in

His royal office by the Resurrection ; in that event
God had made Him both Lord and Christ (Ac 2s6),
and in it had been fulfilled the prophecy regarding
the Messianic King,

* Thou art my son ; this day
have I begotten thee

'

(Ps 27, cf. Ac 1333 ), as also

another prophetic utterance,
' Sit thou at my right

hand' (Ps 110 1
; cf. Ac 284

, Rev 321
}. This sove-

i oirnn i^ indeed temporary ; it will come to an end
\\itli the ttnal overthrow of the enemies of God:
'Then shall he deliver up the kingdom to God,
even the Father' (1 Co 1524

}. It was the con,
viction of the primitive community that the idea
of a Messianic kingdom upon earth whether
eternal (Lk I38

)
or of limited duration (Rev 204ff

-)

as it gleams through the Jewish Apocalyptic and
in the earlier Messianic hope, had at last been
realized in the Kingdom of Christ, ie,, the Church
as subject to her exalted King.
Now the question which we seek to answer in

'he j'lc-ciit article is this: Did Jesus Himself in
11 >\ tir<'fi/n," ftutforward a claim, to be the Messianic

Kimj
' Hcic we light upon a problem which is

'.-I* canvassed among theologians, particu-
!.'.'' .1 present day. While there aie scholars

-aite, such as Wellhausen and Wrede,*
who deny that Jesus thought of Himself a^ tlio

Messiah at all, there are others who aie com m< e<l

that He was in possession of some kind of ' Mes^
sianic consciousness

'

; and among the latter the
control ersy turns upon the peculiar significance
and the specific colouring of the implied claims
and expectations It is impossible in the space at
our disposal to discuss the problem in all its bear-

ings ; for the details reference must be made to

other works of the present writer, t The task of

*
We'lhausen, IJG\ Comm zu den Synopt. Evangelien,

Evnleit. in die drei ersten Ewng&lwn (1905), 89 ff ; Wrede, Das
Messiasgekermniss in der Evangelten, 1901.

t Die SchnJ ten des XT. i. i. 135 f
, 198 ff , 476 ff.
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t ''II'M.M.! the sense in which Jesus assumed the
i

1^1
.! I\ i,-.' is all that mean\\hile concerns us.

The prophecy regarding Jesus uttered by the
angel Gabriel :

* The Lord shall give unto him the
tinone of his father David, and he shall reign over
the house of Jacob foi evei, and of his kingdom
there shall be no end 5

(Lk I
32f

-), was not brought
to fulfilment in the lifetime of Jesus. But the
writer of the Go&pel of th< T>-f,i* i\ in Lk. would
hardly have recorded the ji<V,.( M>*I had he not
entertained the hope that us lulnlment \\as but a
matter of time. It is beyond question that the
earliest Jewish - Christian communities believed
that Jesus would come again in kmgly glory,
as is acknowledged by the repentant thiet upon the
cross (Lk 2342

, leading t>rav eX0??s ev TT? pao-tXeiq. aov
as prefeiable to ets rty pa<n\eidv <rov)* This belief

appears also in the emphasis which the early
churches laid upon the descent of Jesus fiom
David (Ro I3 ), and in the endeavouis which were
made to substantiate it by the construction of

genealogical tables' (Mt I1
'16

, Lk 3P') These
tables were not constructed for merely academic
or theological purposes ; they Avere designed to

support the contention with which the Jewish
Christians confronted their unbelieving com-
patriots, viz. that Jesus was the King of Israel.

It is true, indeed, that in the primitive tradition
of the life of Je , TT T\l: .-* ,-is not explicitly
asserted. The ; I.MH. , <>-i < . lie multitude on
the occasion of the Tiiimip'ial Entrjrinto Jerusa-

lem, *Hosanna to tlu ^m 01 David' (Mt 219
),

'Blessed is the kingdom that cometh, the king-
dom of our father David' (Mk II 10

), cannot have
been more than a bplcl im! i< i|-M ion of the futuie.
The crown of thorns \lo ~, va aa act of derision,
to the true significance of which the soldiers were
blind ; while the inscription on the cross (15

26
) was

a prediction which Pilate, in opposition to the
wishes of the Jews and in ignoiance of what he
was doing (Jn 1919f-), was constrained to set forth
in all the great languages of the world. In point
of fact the primitive tradition makes it perfectly
clear that Jesus deprecated and even disclaimed
the ascription of royalty, or at all events that He
thought of the dignity as something to become His
only in the future
To the question of Pilate, 'Art thou the King

of the Jews ?
'

Jesus answers, according to Mk 152
,

neither yea, nor /" li:n i< ;"'>- MM in the words
* Thou sayest it. I

-
1 In- an < II'. \ \\ ;i i v < ? St. Mark

certainly regarded it as such (cf. 14fi2

), but St. Luke
shows unmistakably that the words weie not so

understood by Pilate, since, if he had legaided
them as equivalent to yea, he could not ha\e said,
'

I find no fault in this man '

(23
4
) : a claimant to

the throne must necessarily have been convicted
of sedition. St. John also "indicates that Jesus at
first replied evasively to the question (18

S8f
-)> but

that afterwards He frankly avowed His claim to

the title of King, though with the reservation that

His Kingdom was * not of this world '

(18
36

). Even
more clearly than in the Synopti^ A\e see in St

John's account a definite puipo-e he aims at

showing that Jc*>us wa^ no political usuiper, no

pretender to the crown, who designed by force of
arms to deliver His people fiom the thraldom of

Rome, and to reinstall the dynasty of David.

Notwithstanding the obvious "tendency of the
writer of the Fonith Gospel, we must grant that in

this instance his narrative equally v\ itli those of the
earlier Evangelists, is essentially faithful to fact.

That Jesus harboured no design of restoring the
Davidic monarchy may be asserted \vithout mis-

giving. To the policy of the violent, who would
take the Kingdom by force (Mt II 12

), He lent no
countenance, and when, after the feeding of the

multitude, they wanted to make Him a King, he
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Retook Himself elbe^here (Jn 615
). We shall be

a^ked, however, if He did not, on the occasion of

His Triumphal Entiy into Jemsalem, carefully

organize and carry through a demonstration de-

signed to fuither His loyal claims. In an*wer to

this it is to be said that St. Mark's* account) of the

episode (ll
lf

) cannot be taken as, historical; and
A\e must either accept the nariative of Jn. (12

12a
-),

according to which the demonstration emanated
from T1K ^uuponer^ among the people and was

only jfi I'/'itft'
1'/ by Hun and which weakens the

impression of the" incident by its quotation fiom

Zee 99
;

* or else we must abandon the hope of

Avinning from the event any light for our theme
at all. Had the Triumphal^ Entrj^

been
^of

such

capital importance and of su
"

' *Y
'

acter

ass St. Mark represents, the ' cer-

tainly have intervened, and the matter would have

figured in the trial of Jesus as a count in the

indictment [but see ENTRY INTO JERUSALEM].
In the discourses of Jesus we find telling argu-

ments, botl' '!"
"

i"

1

negative, in favour of the

view that II > i ,-ide no claim whatever to

the title of Messianic King, or that He did so in

a most unobtrusive way. To His descent from

David, if He gave it credence at all, He did not

attach the slightest importance ; indeed, He even

sought to convince the scribes that in regarding
the coming Messiah as the Son of David they fell

far short of the truth. To all appearance He
desired to eradicate from the minds of His hearers

the pievailing idea of a Davidic ruler, and to sub-

-utute for it another Messianic figure, viz. the

'Son of Man,' the 'Man* who, as Daniel (7
13f

*) had

T)iopm*-Vl, \\i- to come in the clouds of heaven at

rh> oiu loii li. ii/o This * Son of Man *
is no earthly

monarch, but a Being of Divine and heavenly
nature ; not one who by means of a revolution

rises from his native obscurity to a throne, but one
who descends from heaven to earth. With such a

figure dominating the outlook of Jesus, there^is no

place for a Messianic King. It is thus quite in

Keeping with these facts that He announces, not
that God is about to &end forth the Messiah, the

Son of David, not that the kingdom of David is at

hand, but that *the kingdom of God is at hand.'

The purport of this message has been dealt with
elsewnererf suffice it to say here, that the an-

nouncement of a cosmical catastrophe, of a new
aeon, in which the existing sway of Satan shall be

destroyed, and God >hall be all in all, is intrinsi-

cally incompatible WIT h the idea of a Messianic King
^raiuling aide by >ido with the Most High. Nor do
the prophecies of Daniel, when rightly interpreted,

present us with the figure of a Messiah. Hence
it is by no mere accident that in the utterances
of Jesus the title

*

King
'
is applied to God alone :

cf. Jerusalem 'the city of the great king' (Mt
53S ), the parable of the Unmerciful Servant (18-*) ;

and in particular, the parable of the Maniage
Feast (22

lff
*) where the Messiah appear-, as the

King's son. It is only in the description of the
Last Judgment (25

31
) that the 'Son of Man*

appears as King note the abrupt change vv. 34- 40
;

probably, however, we have in tliN pj^ajro IIMIII-

niscences of some older parable, which \itul to do
with a king and not with the Messiah at all. Only
on one recorded occasion \ Lk J2-"- 1 <x fc- Jesus invest
Himself with the j$our\*ta, bin lhar is for the

future. This occmied, according to Lk., during
the La&t Supper, a circumstance which leads us
to infer that Jesus did not in any sense regard
Himself as being a king in the davs of His
flesh. What He has in prospect here is simply a
participation in the Divine Sovereignty, a preroga-
tive guaranteed also to those who accept Him.

* Op tit T. i. 168.

t J. Weiss, Die Predict Jesu vom RMe Gtottes* (1900)-

He believes indeed that He AM!! occupy the chief

place among them that are His ; that He will take

the heat of honour at table, having them on His

right hand nnd on His left (Mt 2021
) ; but of a

Messianic Kingship in the ordinary sense of the

word there is no suggestion at all If Jesus deemed
Himself to be the predestined Messiah in any sense

whatsoever, He certainly thought of the Messianic

office as being different from that of a king See,

fuither, art. MESSIAH. JOHANNES WEISS.

KING OF THE JEWS. S
"

DIVINITY OF CHRIST (p. 477b
),

\ N
\

OF CHRIST.

KINGDOM OF GOD (or HEAVEN). To learn

what Jesus meant by the term 'kingdom of

heaven,' or
*

kingdom of God,
3 we must go first and

chiefly to His own words The simple fact that

He employed a term which was in common use,

and which had paiallels also in the Jewish Scrip-

tures (e.g. I Ch 28s
,
DnW 4a), does not justify one

in assuming that His conception can be denned by
the current view of His day, or by a study of the

QT. It is plain that He might make use of the

familiar term, but might put into it a new and

higher meaning. Indeed, it is quite certain that

Jesus, as a wise teacher, started fiom the beliefs

and longings of those whom He sought to help,
and that He aimed at fulfilling rather than destroy-

ing. We should expect, then, fco find Him using
old terms, but pouring inco them new meanings
Moreover, the thought of Jesus in regard to the

kingdom of heaven is presented to us more fully
and clearly than is that of His Jewish contempor-
aries. Hence there is no occasion for appioachmi;
our topic indirectly either by the way of the OT
or that of the Rabbinic usage. It will be best to

go at once to the main source of information, and
seek the thought of Jesus from His own words,

though availing ourselves of any light that can be
found in other quarters.

1. Survey of the da,tct. \< a l

1

!";: to Mk and

Mt., the memorable word r <" I

1

-i piemlmi.: u
Jesus in Galilee was the announcement of iln*

nearness of the kingdom of God [or of heaven]
(tfyyiKev $ ficLcriXeia,

rod &eou [or T&J* otipavuv'], Mk I15 ,

Mt 417
) ; and in the last interview with His dis-

ciples, on the evening before His death, He still

spoke of the kingdom, anticipating a union with
them there fMk 1 i-'V In all the interval between
these events the term was frequently on His lips
both in public and in private Sr Mark records 13

instances of its use by Jesus, St. Luke 34, and St
Matthew 48. Its central importance m the teach-

ing of Jesus is frequently apparent. Thus the

gospel itself is spoken of as the gospel of the king-
dom (Mt 9s5); the Twelve and the Seventy are

sent out to announce that the kingdom is at hand

(Mt 107, Lk 109 ) ; more than a third of the parables
are explicitly <*aid to be an unfolding of the truth

of tho kingdom ;* the disciples are taught to pray
for the coming of the kingdom (Mt 610

) ; it is the

preaching of the kingdom ot heaven that terminates
the period of the Law and the Prophets (Mt II 12

,

Lk 1616
) ; the kingdom is presented as the mmmum

bonum (Mt 1344-

*) ; and the kingdom is the great
fact of the future .'

;/
ATI 25s4).

But whil< the Liliiiiioin is thus seen to be of

great signilHunco in ilu k

teaching of Jesus, it is

equally ob\iou<* that its meaning varies widely in

different pa^ajro^. Thus Jesus says that the king-
dom i^ to be cntoied sit once by those to whom He
is speak in<r 'T

1* U
K aiul again* that the righteous

* The use Of the formula OUAIOC. \ffrh Seta-tXsiet TWV au/jv7v,
or <uuAtAt0Y) v j3m?i T^I aupat^nv, cannot ho at once attributed
to Jesus. In some instances it has no manifest connexion with
the thought of the parable (s g. Mt 20* 22^).
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are to enter it when the Son of Man shall have
come in Hib glory (25

34
) At one time Jesus sayb

to the Pharisees, 'The kingdom of heaven is among
you' (ez/rd? fynu0,* and at anothei He teaches that
it is the place wheie Abraham, Ifcaac, and Jacob,
with all the piophets, rest and aie blebsed (Lk 1731

1328
). Now the kingdom is thought of as some-

thing that can be taken away from the Jews and
be given to the Gentiles (Mt 21 43

), and again, it is

that for whose coming the disciples are mstiucted
bo pray (6

10
). The kingdom is thought of at one

time as a good that can be obtained by seeking
(6*

1

), and as something to be slowly developed from
within the soul (Mk 426) ;

at another time, as an
event of the future, realized suddenly and by
Divine power (8

38 9 1
).

From this survey it is rtaudy seen that the term
*

kingdom of God. (or heaven)' in the usage of

Jesus is not easy to be defined ; that it appears to

be an elastic, poetic symbol rather than the vehicle
of a single

" " " "

conception.
2. The 0.

.

' the
expression.

With
the exception of two passages in Mt. which speak
of the Iti'i^uiMti without anjr qufilifvinji Moid (Mt
gia 1338), ,,,,,; ^n^ IM^I^IX in \\Iuch ilie kingdom
(always thought <>i i- cuniic is spoken of by Jesus
as 'JBis' [or 'My'] kingdom (Mt 1341 1628 ,

Lk 2230), His

usage fluctuates between '

kingdom of heaven ' and
'

kingdom of God/ the former greatly -Im \\\

ing in Matthew, and the latter being , x- \ .

term in Mark and Luke. It seems probable that
the term ordinalily used by Jesus was '

kingdom
of heaven,

5 and that for the following reasons.

(1) It is the prevailing term in the Logia of

Matthew, and the Logia, unlike the Gospels of

Mark and Luke, are regarded as directly Apostolic.
(2) The presumption is that Jesus used a current
Jewish term, a:i

*

L .''-! ," heaven' has a dis-

tinctly Jewish >

,'.".,

'

does not belong to

the term {

kingdom of God. 5 For the Greek word
for

* heaven '
in this phrase is a plural (T&V otpwQv)

in accordance with the Hebrew usage (D^ rflafe),

but contrary to the Greek. And, further, the ex-

pression
*

kingdom of heaven '

accords better with
the popular Jewish belief that the kingdom of the
Messiah was to come from above. (3) The origin-

ality of the term *

kingdom of heaven
'

is favoured

by the consideration that the Second and Third

Evangelists, since they wrote for Gentile readers,

may more readily be thought to have modified a
Jewish expression than that the author of the

Logia, who wrote for Jews, modified the term
used by Jesus, t

But, while there is therefore every reason to

conclude that Jesus ordinarily used the term
'

kingdom of heaven,' we certainly are not jiKtifio<l
in saying that He did this to avoid -poakmg the
Divine name (of. 0. Holtzmann, The Life of Jesus,
pp. 163t 164; Dalman, Dl& Worte Jesu, p. 92, Eng.
tr. ). It is impossible to suppose that the man who
called God His Father, and who felt that God was

always with Him, the man who brought God near
to His disciples and convinced them that He num-
bered the hairs, of their heads, that they could

approach Him at any time without priest or out-

ward sacrifice, that such a man shared the super-
stitious regard for the Holjr Name. If Jesus

habitually used the term 'kingdom of heaven,'
which we believe to have been the case, He pro-

bably did so because that was the name m common
use among His hearers.

3. Fundamental thought of the term. To ascer-

tain the central idea of the term 'kingdom of

heaven/ as used by Jesus, we may well begin with
a passage in which He seems to give a general
* See below, 3.

t Note the bearing of the words a lv <r*7? ovfutveTf, which
frequently modifj

' Father/

mteipretation of it, viz the second and third peti-
tions of the Lord's Prayer, 'Thy kingdom come,
Thy will be done, as in heaven, so on eaith

'

(Mt
610 ). The^second of these pelii'on- appears to ex-
plain the first. It seems :o ir-ipls ;luu >\ here the
will of God is done, there the kingdom of God has
come.

_
That will is thought of as being done pel-

fectly in heaven ; and when it is done thus on earth,
then the kingdom of heaven is realized Accord-
ingly this j>a&sage suggests that the fundamental
idea of '

kingdom of heaven
'

is the rule of God
Another passage which, though not using the

word 'kingdom,' seems to thiow light on the
conception of Jesus, is that which recoids Hib
answer to those who, while He was teaching on a
certain occasion, told Him that His mother and
brothers desired to see Him (Mk 331

'35
). He said,

' Whosoever shall do the will of God, the same is

my brother, and sister, and mother.' But if these
people who sat aroun 4

IT r "i i

"

to His woid,
were owned as His

'

,
'

t
- -easonable to

think that what made them His kindred made
them also members of His kingdom. And that
which brought them near to Him was the. doing of
God's will the very thing which in the Lord's

Prayer seems to explain the term '

kingdom.'
In line with the thought of thes-~ ^w,

]
,- ...

which have been considered, is the
; --i > a

considerable number of important -i\ ;

n-j"- nf Ton-
<oiuciniii;> the kingdom. Thus, in \\w N nn>m "ii

the Mount, He toW. His heaiers to seek the king-dom and the righteousness of their heavenly
Father (Mt e33). Here, as in the Lord's Prayer,
the kingdom is oin^lliin^ to be desired and sought.
It is contrasted v i h i<nn and drink and clothing,

things that the Gentiles seek, and is thus char-
acterized as an inward and spiritual good. We
may then regard the word '^.;Vov,-"i -* <i

giving here the dominant though i o. >\,\ Ki:> ..;i> >i

i& Inch is to be sought. Not otherwise are we to
understand the word in that passage which deals
with the young scribe who answered Jesus dis-

creetly (Mk 12*4
). The Master told him that he

was not far from the kingdom of God. Now, in
these words He was obviously characterizing the
moral and spiritual state of the young man ; and
thus the content of the term *1"

"

is here
moral and spiritual. So in tl of the
Automatic Earth. As it is th- of the
earth to carry forward the development of the seed

lodged in it, so by analogy it is the function of the
heart to develop the kingdom of heaven (4

26-29
).

Manifestly, then, the kingdom is here thought of as
a spiiitual principle to be received into the heart.

Another passage in which the content of the
term is virtually indicated by Jesus is the reply
which He gave to the question of certain Pharisees.

They asked Him when the kingdom of God should
come, and He replied :

* The kingdom of God is in
the midst of you

5

(Lk 1721 ). That is to say, the

kingdom i>> already present, already an accom-

plished fact. It had not come with outward show
and noise, but quietly and naturally. There seems
to be only one way of understanding this remark-
able utterance, for the view that it refers to the

future, and means that the kingdom will < oinc a- a

surprise, rests on the identification of the coming
of the kingdom with the Parousia of the Son of

Man (see Wernle, The Beginnings of Christianityy

i 62). But this identification cannot be made,
for the Parousia will have the very characteristic

which Jesus heie denies to the coming of the king-
dom. It will be *with observation' (pera irapa,-

TwJffw, see, e.g., Mk IS24
"28

-^). We must hold,
then, that the utterance of Jesus had a present
force, and must find the justification of it in His
own experience. He was conscious that the king-
dom was realized in His own heart, and was be-
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ginning to "be realized in His disciples. Thus this

passage falls into line with those in which Jesus

suggests that He meant by the term *

kingdom of

heaven 5 an inner spiritual fact, viz. the rule of

God in the heart.*

Now these pa>-ages which have been considered

present a conception of the kingdom of heaven
which Jesus unquestionably entertained. That
this conception was central in His usage, and must
be called the fundamental content of the term

'kingdom of heaven,' is seen from the following
considerations, (a) It ib the only explanation of a

number of most impoitant passages which is sug-

gested by Jesus Him>elf. (o) It is an explanation
in perfect harmony with the other teaching of

Jesus. For that teaching, as seen, for instance, in

the Sermon on the Mount, is inward and spiritual ;

and such is the
*

n 4

" "

the *

kingdom ofheaven'
as the rule of ( ! ^ heart of man. (c) The
Fourth Gospel, with the exception of two passages

(3
3-5 1836), does not employ the term 'kingdom of

heaven* ; but the term which it does employ, where
the Synoptics have 'kingdom of heaven,' is the

equivalent of *

kinpiom
J

in the sense of God's rule.

This term is 'tionuil 1
[e

* That is the summum
bomtm in John, as the kingdom of heaven is in the

early Gospels (Jn. 414 7>

'4
(\

!"
10-"). This eternal life,

like the kingdom of heaven, is bound up with the

personality and mission of Jesus (4
14 6s7 ). A^ain,

like the rule of God In the Synoptics, the gift of

eternal life in John is both for the present and for

the futme (4
s6 1225). Therefore we &ay that this

early interpretation of the Gospel which we have
in John helps to confirm the view that the funda-

mental conception of the term t

kingdom of heaven'

in the mind of Jesus was the rule or God. (d] And,
finally, the correctness of this view is established

by the fact that, while the Synoptics use the term
*

kingdom of heaven
'

in various other senses, these

are all secondary to the thought of God's rule, and
are derived from it. This will be shown in the

next section.

. Special uses of the term. (a] There is a group
of passages in which the term *

kingdom of heaven
*

evidently denotes a ro'mpmiy of men. This is the

prominent thought of the expression when Jesus

says that he who is least in the kingdom, of heaven
is greater than John the Baptist (Mt 11M ) ; also

in ihe, pHialilo- of the Tares and the Drag-net
(I3J4-JJ.

.:-fo
; _ xhe tares are the sor/s of the evil

one, and at the end of the present age they are to

be gathered out of the kingdom. They are there-

fore in the kingdom up to that time. To be

gathered out of the kingdom means to be separated
from the sons of the kingdom. The interest of the

parable centres in the teaching that these two
classes the sons of the kingdom and the sons of

the evil one must remain intermingled until the
end of the age. Hence it is obvious th.it the king-
dom out of which the *

stumbling-blocks
'

are to be
taken is the company of those who inwardly belong
to God.
Now, while i ho fore-no^r thought in the.se passages

is that oi a, certain company ot persons, these per-
sons cannot be defined \vithout the aid of the

thought of God's rule. They are the persons who
are under that rule, or at least claim to be under
it.

(b) A second -pecial u-e of the term *

kingdom
of heaven' is* pi evented in the parable of the
Labourers in the VineyauL (21

43
). Jesus said to

* The AV and RT rendering of IVTO; ^uwv, \iz 'within you/.is
sanctioned b\ general usapre and bj the context (see Godet,
Com. ui Ice) equally with the marginal 'among you,' *m the
midst of you,' and po-Mlih r"<'oi\p -oine confn nut ion irom rl e
2nd of Grenfell and Hunt's New jMwrtr- of Jc-us 1

(^ee art

TUFAS [LinDivfel, p 770i) Bui, if .idopNKl, ir f.ills p\cn more
readily than the orm r mlo lino \vith Christ's teaching a- to r,he

spirituality of the kingdom

the Je\\s at the close of the parable, 'The kingdom
of God shall be taken away from you, and shall be

given to a nation bringing foith the fruits thereof.'

In this case 'kingdom
3 cannot mean the rule of

God, foi these Jews were hostile to this, and ob-

viously it cannot mean those who are under the

Divine rule. We take it in the sense of the high

pi ivilege and blessing which the Jews had enjoyed
as God's peculiar people. It was these things
which were actually taken from the Jews when
the gospel of Jesus was freely proclaimed to the

Gentiles. Another passage which may well be

assigned to the same category is the first Beati-

tude (5
3
). The poor in spirit are blessed because

'theirs is the kingdom of heaven.' It is now
theirs. They experience its blessing by virtue of

the fact that they are noor in spirit. They will

doubtless experience it m much larger measure in

the future, but they have a foretaste of the experi-

ence now. In like manner they who hungered
after iighteou->rie-* began to be *

filled' by Jesus

at once : the satisfaction of their longing was not

deferred to a distant future. Again, as purity of

heart brought a vision of God to Jesus, even m
His earthly life, we cannot doubt that the promise
of His beatitude for the pure in heart was a pro*
mise not merely of a future good, but of a good to

be enjoyed in some measure here and now,

(c) Another special use of the term *

kingdom of

heaven/ and yet one that is easily derived from its

fundamental idea, is found in a considerable num-
ber of passages Thus Jesus said,

* It is better to

enter into the kingdom of God with one eye, than

lin\in*r t\\o eyes to be cast into Gehenna' (Mk
9 iT

i Sm< o Gehenna stands here in contrast to the

kingdom of God, it is obvious that the latter term

denotes the place to which the righteous go at

death. Again we read,
' Not every one that saith

unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom
of heaven ; but he that doeth the will of my Father
who is in heaven 7

(Mt 721
). It is plain from the

following verse that Jesn*- i- thhikmg of the end of

the present age, and therefore ilio kingdom of

heaven is here a synonym for heaven as the abode
of the blessed. It is used in the same sense when
Jesus says that many shall come from the east and
the west, and sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob in the kingdom of heaven (8

11
) ; and again,

in the parable of the Tare-, when it is said that the

righteous, after the judgment of the wicked, shall

shine forth as the sun in the kingdom of their

Father (13
48

).

The prominent thought in these passages is the

place to be occupied by those who are under the

rule of God, rather than that rule itseli The
kingdom of heaven in this sense alone is wholly
OM,hatolotricdl It belongs entirely to the future.

\ et it i> 1$ no means the Jewish apocalyptic

kingdom even in these passages. It is open to

Gentiles as well as Jews (8
11 * *2

), and it is not a

kingdom for this earth. It is where the spirits of

the patriarchs are now.
Such are the special uses of the term *

kingdom
of heaven ' m the words of Jesus. No one of them
furnishes a conception that binds the various uses

together as does the idea of the rule of God.
5. The ideal of Jesus and that of the scribes

Jesus' conception of the kingdom of heaven was
not developed out of that of the scribes. It was
the antithesis of that. The story of the Tempta-
tion markb the definite rejection of the popular
idea. For there would have been no ground for

the temptation of Je^us, in regard to the Messianic

office, if that ideal \\ hich He put away as funda-

mentally evil had not been the ideal of tlis people
His ideal was born out of His own inner expeii-
ence of the rule f God. Hence for Him the

kingdom in its fundamental idea was something
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to be realized from within, quietly and gradually,
by spiritual means. The scribes, on the contrary,
looked for a kingdom to be realized from \\ ithout,
in a spectaculai and supernatural manner This
is plain from certain references in the Gospel itself

Thus, when Jesus enteied Jerusalem nding on an
ass, and all the crowds shouted Hosanna, His dis-

ciples thought that He was now at last to set up
a visible Messianic banner, and they hailed the

coming kingdom of L
!

ioir tather David (Mk II10
).

Thus th< I'-Kibh-lmu'fii of the kingdom was associ-

ated m their minds with outwaid pomp. The dis-

ciples Of Jesus, even after the i esurrection, seem
to have thought that the kingdom was to be set up
in some miraculous manner, at any late it was not
to come through them (Ac l

fa

).

This idea of the kingdom is common also in other
Jewish wiitmgs. Thus, e g , in the Psalms of
Solomon we. read that the Messiah will destroy the

ungodly nations by the breath of His mouth, and
He alone will establish tv k"_.V" (17

J3-25
) Of

the same purpoit is the <! _. the Talmud
Dehveiance by the Messiah, like the deliverance
of Israel by Moses, is to come fiom without, mir-

aculously, and not at all from within The Jews
who aie alive at the coming of the Messiah seem
to have no more to do with the establishment of

the kingdom than the Jews who are dead, and
who at the beginning of the Messianic age are

raised up to enjoy th< i k.iiL'ioi \ (see Weber, Jud.
Thc.ol 2

pp 347-354 ; Hilgenielu, Die jud. Apoka-
lyptib p. 86)

Again, the popular conception of the kingdom
of heaven in the time of Jesus was

*

politicrtl and ncttwnnl. This is made p
'

*

Gospel. Thus, v.c/. ,
the third temptation of Jesus

pie<uppo>c^ that people th- i,^
1 *

i --f -H k : - !!'
a political organism For \ !' --i^'j- -i i- 1 ,11 !

-

might secure all I

1

-- k _! -MI-' of the world ant]

their glory He a \ ,,
-

} L <
i . *, \ the little town o1

Nazareth, poor and as yet without a follower

would have been j^yiliolo^h.Ulv iiMpo--ible, had

not the popular vi&\\ <i -o< in i ed \\ OT M-\\ ulo politica]
dominion \\ nil Mo-Mnli-hip ;

and it would not have
been a IIMMJMPIIUTL or any powei to the mind oJ

Jesus, had it not been deeply rooted in the Jewish

heart, and had it not seemed to have strong sup-

port in the OT itself.

The Fouith K\,ui^eli-i lells us that after the

miracle of fvoJnm ilu* li\< thousand, Jesus per-

ceived that iln k

po<pl" were about to make Hin:

king (Jn 6 1

"'). This wo 1
-

1
- << p'lil' ^rlx of n

political meaning in this pl<*
* .i"- i IIOMMMM' -low

that the GahUeau idea of the kingdom was pol
itical The character a i'u -

ii-i^ii| of Ihe populai
view are seen in the request of Salome, -mmded bj
James and John (Mk 1037 ), and in the question o:

the disciples who, after the resurrection, asked the
Lord if He would now restore the kingdom to Israe"

(Ac I
6
).

In utter contrast to this view, the fundamenta

conception of Jesus was, from the fust, non-politica
and universal. The rule ^hich He contemplatec
was, primal il\ the rule of lod in the heait, a rule

which Uo doubilo- thought of f\* tian^forming the
entire outwaid life, social and political, and as bring

ing it into harmony with the Divine rule, thougl
on this consequence of the inner rule of God He

gave no explicit teaching. He dwelt on the funda-

mental spiritual fact of God's rule in the heart,

If at times He used the word *

kingdom' in the
sense of the company of men who were under the

rule of God, He did so without a suggestion of any
political organization. And when by the '

kingdom
of heaven' Jesus meant the full realization of His
ideal m the future age, it is manifest that His con-

ception is wholly religious in character and uni-

versal in it? scope. Men enter the kingdom from

;he east and the west all who have shown the
spirit of Jesus; and -\\hat they inheut is eternal
life (Mt 8n - 12 2534

)

We conclude, then, that just as Jesus derived His
conception of God fiom His own expeiience, so it

was irom His expeiience of the rule of God that
He developed His teaching about the kingdom of
heaven. This teaching ^a& akin to the spiritual
views of the gieat prophets, but was wholly unlike
that of the sciibes of His day. See also ait.
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GEORGE HOLLEY GILBERT
KISS. Oiiginally a token of affection belonging

to the intimate conditions of family life, but ex-

tended to ! relationships.
1. To k. is the expie&Mon of respect

towaids senionty and higher rank. Children in

Onental homes are taught to rise at the entrance
of visitors and salute in this way. It is also their

first form of greeting to parents and adult relatives

before being kissed on the lips and cheek by
them. When two sheikhs meet they kiss each
othei's hands hi ie<oj.niljoii of the rank held by
each. Kissing ilic liaiii i 01 making an attempt to

do so, often occurs when one person receives a
commission from another or undertakes to do some
work for him. The feeling of respect originating
in the relationship of child to parent is extended to

that of employed and employer.
With regard to the salutation of Judas Iscaiiot

(Lk 2247 48
), to have kissed the hand of Christ after

the mteival of absence caused by Ms conference

with the chief priests would have been but an

ordinary tribute of i <
i

-j o< 1 . ami a- such would have

escaped the notice oi t )KJ <1 L-< ipl<^ while giving the

required information to those who had come with
him. If, on the other hand, the kiss was on the

face, it was an act of presumption for^
an Oriental

disciple to take the initiative i f< "". to his

master the salutation of equal .' I '

-|-
The

prodigal son, in meeting his father, would be
described as kissing his hands before being em-
braced and kissed by the latter (Lk 1520),

2. Among those of the same age, and where the

relationships of life permitted it, the salutation is

given sometimes on the lips, but more frequently
on the cheek or necl For intimate relatives or

acquaintances of the same sex to part for a^time,
or to meet after a period of separation without
such s.ilutation, would seem strained and unnatural

(Lk 15-; In this form of gieeting all thought of

superior and inferior is lost in the oqujiliiy of

affection and identity of interest (Ac -2u'
7
). hwh

was the kiss of peace or salutation of goodwill
that prevailed for a time in the congregations of

the eailv Church. It testified to the new bond of

fellowship in the family of the firstborn, and was
called a holy ki^s (Ro 1616

) as a reminder of Chris-

tian sainthood, and also a kiss of love (1 P 514
)

made possible by the IOVQ that had given them
such disciple^hrp and communion

G. M. MACKIE
KNEELINGK A comparison of the passages that

refer to bodily posture seems to prove that kneeling
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is nowhere intended unless the word * knee '

(y6vv)
forms part of the expietsbion. The word irpocrKw^ta,

usually tr.
*

\v oisiup,
3

always denotes prostration, not

kneeling. Kneeling ib referred to as (a) A posture
'of homage. In this sense it was rendered to Christ
in awe of His person (Mk 1017, Lk 58

), and in

mockery of His claims (Mt 2T29). There is no
instance of Christ Himself paying this homage to

any man. (b) The posture of a suppliant (Mt 1714
,

Mk I
40

}. In classical literature ihe -uppliant kneels
and touches the knees, or beard, 01 nio person
applied to. (c) A posture of prayer. Lk 2241 is

the only instance of this in the Gospels. Among
the Jews the usual custom (and in the Temple and

synagogues at ordinary times i IMS in\ ariable ( n^tom)
was to stand at prayer (Mt (P, Mk 11-' Lk 9 *-'-'

18llff- 2246 etc.). The prayers of Solomon (1 K 854=
2 Ch 613

) and Ezra (Ezr 9s), both offered kneeling in

the Temple, are altogether exceptional. Beyond
general (and ambiguous) expressions, e.g. Ps 956

,

Is 4S23, any references to particular cases of kneel-

ing are very rare in the OT (cf. Dn 610
). In the

Jewish Church, Solomon's prayer is the only
instance mior to the Captivity.

In the Christian

Church, instances multiply after Pentecost (Ac
760 940 0036 215). xhis may have been due in some
measure to Hellenistic and Gentile influences. In
1 Ch 2930 LXX there is an alteration of "heads'
to * knees' bowed. The description given in Lk
2241 (not supported by|J) occurs in a Gospel of

Gentile authorship ; and Gentile connexions are

found in all except one (Ac
t
940 ) of the NT pas-

sages already quoted. If this supposition is cor-

rect, the spread of kneeling as a posture of prayer
has an interesting association with the change
from a national to a universal religion.

f. S. RANKEST.

KNOCKING. The guarding of the Oriental

house-door led to the more elaborate precautions
with legard to entianee by the city gate.

1. During the daytime any unannounced ap-

pioach is felt to be unneighbourly, and open to

i suspicion. It is regaided as an act of thougMetes-
i ness 01 implied contempt to ride up to a Bedawl
tent from behind. The privacy of domestic life

forbids a visitor from entering even the walled

enclosure round the house, without first knocking
and asking permission. He must wait until his

call is heard, and the bar of the door or gate, if

closed, has been removed bv a member 01 servant

who can conduct him into the house.

2. It is, however? at night that the difficulty
is

greatest. The family have retired together into

a room with closed doors, and on account of the

habit of
* *

"~i^ 4"v*r Coverlet drawn over

the head \ \ . ;.' i 'lable fer a time to

hear the
'

* . t the door. In the

still, elastic air it is also dirhcult to localize the

sound. In this way one is often disturbed by the

loud persistent knocking and summoning by name
resorted to by a neighbour who has returned late

at night to his house (Lk 1236 ). The large wooden

key of ancient times was too cumbersome to cany
about, so that even one who had the right to enter,

or was sure of being welcome, had to wait outside

until the door was opened (Ac 1216 ). It was to

those already familiar with such obstacles and the

way of overcoming them that Christ said with

regard to a higher entrance,
*

Knock, and it shall

be opened unto you
'

(Mt 77- 8
) ; cf. Rev 320 ' Be-

hold, I stand at the door, and knock.'
G. M. MACKIE.

KNOWLEDGE. See CONSCIOUSNESS, IGNO-

RANCE, KENOSIS, TEACHING OF JESUS.
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